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TEANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

" I THINK Scandinavian Paganism, to us here, is more interesting

than any otlier. It is,for one thing, the latest ; it continued in

these regions of Europe till the eleventh century ; 800 years ago

the Norwegians were still worshippers of Odin. It is interesting

also as the creed of our fathers ; the men whose blood still runs in

our veins, whom doubtless we still resemble in so many ways.

. . .

There is another point of interest in these Scandinavian

mythologies,that they have been preserved so well."
"

Carlyle's

" Hero-Worship ".

What Mr. Carlyle says of the Scandinavian will of course apply

to all Teutonic tradition,so far as it can be recovered ; and it was

the task of Grimm in his Deutsche Mynwlogie to supplement the

Scandinavian mythology (of which, thanks to the Icelanders, we

happen to know most) with all that can be gleaned from other

sources, High-Dutch and Low-Dutch, and build it up into a whole.

And indeed to prove that it was one connected whole ; for,strange

as it seems to us, forty years ago it was still considered necessary to

prove it.

Jacob Grimm was perhaps the first man who commanded a wide

enough view of the whole field of Teutonic languages and literature

to be able to bring into a focus the scattered facts which show the

prevalence of one system of thought among all the Teutonic nations

from Iceland to the Danube. In this he was materially aided by

his mastery of the true principlesof Philology,which he was the

first to establish on a firm scientific basis, and which enabled him

to trace a word with certitude through the strangest disguises.

The Comparative Mythology of all nations has made great

strides since Grimm first wrote his book ;
but as a storehouse of facts

within his specialprovince of Teutonic Mythology, and as a clue to

the derivation and significanceof the Names of persons and things
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in the various versions of a myth,it has never been superseded

and perhapsit never can be. Not that he confines himself to the

Teutonic field; he compares it at every pointwith the classical

mythus and the wide circle of Slavic,Lettic and occasionallyof

Ugric,Celtic,and Oriental tradition. Still,among his Deutsch

kindred he is most at home ; and Etymology is his forte. But then

etymologyin his hands is transfiguredfrom random guessinginto

scientificfact.

There is no one to whom Folk-lore is more indebted than to

Grimm. Not to mention the lovingcare with which he hunted up

his Kinder und Raus-mdrchen from all over Germany, he delights

to detect in many a nursery-taleand popular custom of to-daythe

beliefs and habits of our forefathers thousands of years ago. It is

impossibleat times to forbear a smile at the patrioticzeal with

which he hunts the trail of his German gods and heroes ; the glee

with which he bags a new goddess,elf,or swan-maid ; and his

indignationat any poachingCelt or Slav who has spiritedaway a

mythic being that was German born and bred :
" Ye have taken

away my gods,and what have I more ? "

The presenttranslation of the Deutsche Mythologiewill,like the

last (fourth)edition of the original,be publishedin three volumes ;

the firsttwo of which, and part of the third,will contain the trans-lation

of Grimm's text, and the remainder of the third volume will

consist of his own Appendix and a Supplement.

The author's second and third editions (1844 and 1854) were

each publishedin 2 vols.,accompanied by an Appendix consisting,

first,of a short treatise on the Anglo-SaxonGenealogies,and secondly,

of a largecollection of the Superstitionsof various Teutonic nations.

This Appendix will form a part of our Vol. III. After Grimm's

death his heirs entrusted to Prof. E. H. Meyer, of Berlin, the task

of bringingout a fourth edition,and includingin it such additional

matter as the author had collected in his note-books for future use.

If Grimm had Kved to finish his great Dictionary,which engrossed

the latter years of his life,ĥe would, no doubt, have incorporated

1 He used to say, he had a boolc ready to run out of each of his ten fingers,
but he was no longer free.
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the pithof these later jottingsin the text of his book,rejecting

much that was irrelevant or pleonastic.The German editor,not

feelinghimself at libertyto select and reject,threw the whole of

this posthumous matter into his third volume (where it occupies

370 pages),merely arrangingthe items accordingto the order of

subjectsin the book, and numbering each by the page which it

illustrates. This is the Supplement so frequentlyreferred to in

the book,under the form ("see Suppl.").I have alreadyintroduced

a few extracts from itin the Foot-notes,especiallywhere it appeared

to contradict,or materiallyto confirm,the author's opinion ex-pressed

in the text. But in the presentEnglishedition itisintended

to digestthis Supplement,selectingthe most valuable parts,and

addingoriginalarticles by the editor himself and by other gentlemen

who have devoted specialattention to individual branches of the

science of Folk-knowledge. A full classified Bibliographyand an

accurate and detailed Index to the whole work will accompany the

book. It ishoped by this means to render the EnglishEdition as

completeand serviceable as possible.

Grimm's Prefaceto the edition of 1844, givinga vigorousre-

sum^ of the book, and of the whole subject,will,as in the German

accompany Vol. II. There is so much in it,which impliesthe

reader'sacquaintancewith every partof the book, that I have felt

bound to keep it where I find it in the original.

The onlyadditions or alterations I have ventured to make in

the text are the following:"

1. The book bristles with quotationsin various languages,for

the most part untranslated. An ordinaryGerman reader might

find the Old and the Middle High German about as intelligibleas

an ordinaryEnglishman does Anglo-Saxon and Chaucer respec-tively.

But when it comes to making out a word or passage in

Old Norse,Greek, and even Slavic,I must suppose the author to

have written for a much more limited and learned publicthan that

which, I hope,will find this Englishedition sufficientlyreadable.

I have therefore translated a great many words and sentences.
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where the interest,and even the argument, of the paragraph de-pended

on the reader's understanding the quotations. To have

translated all that is not English would have swelled the size of

the book too much. Apart from such translation,any additions of

my own are always placed in square brackets [ ], except a few

notes which bear the signature" Trans.".

2. For the sake of clearness,I have divided some of the chapters

(XII. to XVI.) into smaller sections with headings of their own.

3. I have consulted the English reader's convenience by sub-stituting

the 10 and ce, which he is accustomed to see in Anglo-

Saxon words, for Grimm's v and a, as
'

waeg
' instead of '

vag '. I

have also used the words ' Dutch, Mid. Dutch ' in a wider sense

comprehending aU the Teutonic dialects of the Netherlands, instead

of coining the awkward adjective' Netherlandish '.

One word on the title of the book. Ought not " Deutsche

Mythologie "
to be translated German, rather than Teutonic Myth-ology

? I am bound to admit that the author aimed at building

up a Deutsch mythology, as distinct from the Scandinavian, and

that he expressly disclaims the intention of giving a complete

account of the latter,because its fulness would have thrown the

more meagre remains of the Deutsch into the shade. At the same

time he necessarilydraws so much upon the richer remains of the

Norse mythology, that it forms quite a substantive portion of his

book, though not exhaustive as regards the Norse system itself.

But what does Grimm mean by Deutsch ? To translate it by

German would be at least as misleading in the other direction. It

would not amongst us be generallyunderstood to include
"

what he

expresslyintends it to include
"

the Netherlands and England ; for

the English are sunply a branch of the Low German race which

happened to cross the sea. I have therefore thought, that for the

English ear the more comprehensive title was truer to the facts on

the whole than the more limited one would have been.
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CHAPTER I.

INTEODUCTION.i

From the westernmost shore of Asia,Christianityhad turned at

once to the oppositeone of Europe. The wide soil of the continent

which had given it birth could not supplyit longwith nourish-ment;

neither did it strike deep root in the north of Africa.

Europe soon became, and remained,its proper dwelling-placeand

home.

It is worthy of notice,that the direction in which the new faith

worked its way, from South to North, is contrary to the current of

miration which was then driving the nations from the East and

North to tlieWest and South. As spirituallightpenetratedfrom

the one quarter,lifeitselfwas to be reinvigoratedfrom the other,

1 In a book that deals so much with Heathenism, the meaning of the term

ought not to be passedover. The Greeks and Romans had no specialname for

nations of another faith (forerepodo^oi,fiap^apoiwere not used in that sense);
but with the Jews and Christians of the N.T. are contrasted 'idvos,Wvta,

idviKOL,Lat. gentes,gentiles; Ulphilasuses the pi.thiudos,and by preferencein
the gen. after a pronoun, thai thiudo,simrai thiudo (giiamm.4,441, 457),while
thiudiskus translates idviKws Gal. 2, 14. As it was mainly the Greek religion
that stood opposedto the Judteo-Christian,the word"EXX.r;yalso assumed the

meaning iOviKos,and we meet with (K\r)viK(ioi= i6viKoii,which the Goth would

stillhave rendered thiudiiilcos,as he does render "EXXf^i/e?thiudos,John 7,35.

12, 20. 1 Cor. 1, 24. 12, 13 ; only in 1 Cor. 1,22 he prefersKrekos. This

"eXX";i/= gen tills bears also the meaning of giant,which has developeditself
out of more than one national name (Hun, Avar, Tchudi) ; sc the Hellenic

walls came to be heathenish,gigantic(seech. XVIII). In Old High German,
Notker still iises the pi.diete for gentiles(Graff5, 128). In the meanwhile

pagus had expanded its narrow meaning of kw/xt; into the wider one of ager,

campus, in which sense it stilllives on in It. paese, Fr. pays ; while 2Mganus

began to push out gentilis,which was lapsinginto the sense of nobilis. All the

Romance languageshave their pagano, paycn, "c.,nay, it has penetratedinto
Bohem. pohan,Pol. poganin,Lith. pagonas [butRuss. j)or/a?i= unclean]. The

Gothic hdithi campus earlydevelopedan adj.haithns agrestis,campestris=^

paganus (Ulph.in Mark 7, 2(i renders fk\r]i/isby liaitlind),the Old H.G. heida

an adj.lieidaii,Mid. H.(}. and Dutch heide heiden,A.S. hu:L)Jtcc^in,Engl,heath
heathen.Old Norse heitJi hei'Sinn ; Swed. and Dan. use /leffiit'wj/.The O.H.G

word retains its adj.nature, and forms its gen. pi.heidanero. Our present
heide,gen. heiden (forheiden,gen. heidens)is erroneoi;s, but current ever since

Luther. Full confirmation is afforded by Mid. Lat. agrestis= paganus, e.g.in

the passage quoted"in ch. IV from Vita S. Agili; ami the ' wilde heiden' in

our Heldenbuch is an evident pleonasm(seeSupplement).
1
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The worn out empire of the Eomans saw both its interior con-vulsed,

and its frontier overstept. Yet, by the same mighty
doctrine which had justoverthrown her ancient gods,subjugated
Eome was able to subdue her conquerors anew. By this means the

flood-tide of invasion was graduallychecked, the newly converted

lands began to gatherstrengthand to turn their arms againstthe

heathen left in their rear.

Slowly,step by step, Heathendom gave way to Christendom.

Five hundred years after Christ,but few nations of Europe believed

in him ; after a thousand years the majoritydid, and those the

most important,yet not all (seeSuppL).
From Greece and Italythe Christian faith passedinto Gaul first

of all,in the second and thiid centuries. About the year 300, or

soon after,we find here and there a christian among the Germans

on the Ehine, especiallythe Alamanni ; and about the same time

or a little earlier^ among the Goths. The Goths were the first

Teutonic people amongst whom Christianitygaineda firm footing;
this occurred in the course of the fourth century, the West-goths

leadingthe way and the East-gothsfollowing; and after them the

Vandals, Gepida ând Eugii were converted. All these races held

by the Arian doctrine. The Burgundians in Gaul became Catholic

at the beginning of the fifth century, then Arian under their

Visigothrulers,and Catholic again at the commencement of the

sixth century, The Suevi in Spain were at first Catholic, then

Arian (about 469),until in the sixth century they,with all the

West-goths,went over likewise to the Catholic church. Not tillthe

end of the fifth or the beginningof the sixth did Christianitywin
the Eranks, soon after that the Alamanni, and after them the

Langobardi. The Bavarians were converted in the seventh and

eighthcenturies,the Frisians,Hessians and Thuringians in the

eighth,the Saxons about the ninth.

Christianityhad early found entrance into Britain,but was

checked by the irruptionof the heathen Anglo-Saxons. Towards

the close of the sixth and in the course of the seventli century,they
also went over to the new faith.

The Danes became christians in the tenth century,the Norwe-gians

at the beginningof the eleventh,the Swedes not completely

^ Waltz's UlfUa,p. 35.
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till the second half of the same century. About the same time

cliristianitymade its way to Iceland.

Of the Slavic nations the South Slavs were the firstto adopt

the christian faith: the Carentani, and under Heraclius (d.640)

the Croatians,then, 150 years after the former, the Moravians in

the eighth and ninth centuries. Among the North Slavs, the

Obotritie in the ninth, Bohemians ^ and Poles in the tenth, Sorbs

in the eleventh,and Eussians at the end of the tentL

Then the Hungarians at the beginningof the eleventh, Li-

vonians and Lettons in the twelfth,Esthonians and Finns in the

twelfth and thirteenth,Lithuanians not even tillthe commencement

of the fifteenth.

All these data are only to be taken as true in the main ; they

neither exclude some earlier conversions,nor a longerand later

adherence to heathenism in limited areas. Eemoteness and inde-pendence

might protect the time-honoured religionof a tribe.

Apostates too would often attempt at least a partialreaction.

Christianitywould sometimes lead captivethe minds of the rich

and great,by whose example the common people were carried

away ; sometimes it affected firstthe poor and lowly.

When Chlodowig (Clovis)received baptism,and the Salian

Franks followed his lead,individuals out of all the Frankish tribes

had alreadyset the example. Intercourse with Burgundians and

West-goths had inclined them to the Arian doctrine, while the

Catholic found adherents in other parts of Gaul. Here the two

came into collision. One sisterof Chlodowig,Lantlnld,had become

an Arian christian before his conversion,the other,Albofled,had

remained a heatlien ; the latter was now baptizedwith him, and

the former was also won over to the Catholic communion.^ But

even in the sixth and seventh centuries heathenism was not yet

uprooted in certain districts of the Frankish kingdom. Neustria

1 Fourteen Bohemian princesbaptized845 ; see Palacky 1, 110. The

Middle North-slavs" Riaderi,Tolenzi,Kycini, Circipani"stillheathen in the

latter half of the 11th century ; see HehuolTl 1, 21. 23 (an. 1066). The

Rugians not till 1168 ; Helm. 2, 12. 13.

- ha-ptizataest Albofledi.s.
. . .

Lanthildis chrismata est,Greg. Tur. 2,

31. So among the Goths, chrismation is administered to Sigibert'swife Brune-

child (4,27),and to Ingund's husband Herminichild (5,38, who assumes the

new name of Joannes. The Arians appear to have re-baptizedconverts froni

Catholicism ; Ingund herself was compelledby her grandmother-motherin

law Goisuiiitha ' ut rebaptizaretur'. Rebaptizarekatholicos,Eugippii vita

Severini,cap. 8.
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had heathen inhabitants on the Loire and Seine,Burgundy in the

Vosges, Austrasia in the Ardennes ; and heathens seem still to

have been livingin the present Flanders,especiallynorthwards

towards Friesland.^ Vestigesof heathenism lingeredon among the

Frisians into the ninth century, among the Saxons into the tenth,

and in like manner among the Normans and Swedes into the

eleventh and twelfth.^ Here and there among the northern Slavs

idolatrywas not extinct in the twelfth century,and not universally

so among the Finns and Lithuanians in the sixteenth and seven-teenth^

; nay, the remotest Laplandersclingto it still.

Christianitywas not popular. It came from abroad,it aimed at

supplantingthe time-honoured indigenousgods whom the country
revered and loved. These gods and their worship were part and

parcelof the people'straditions,customs and constitution. Their

names had their roots in the people'slanguage,and were hallowed

by antiquity; kings and princestraced their lineageback to

individual gods ; forests,mountains, lakes had received a living
consecration from their presence. All this the peoplewas now to

renounce ; and what is elsewhere commended as truth and leyalty

was denounced and persecutedby the heralds of the new faith as a

sin and a crime. The source and seat of all sacred lore was

shifted away to far-offregionsfor ever, and onlya fainter borrowed

glorycould henceforth be shed on placesin one's native land.

The new faith came in escorted by a foreignlanguage,which

the missionaries impartedto their disciplesand thus exalted into a

sacred language,which excluded the slightedmother-tonguefrom
almost all share in publicworship. This does not apply to the

Greek-speakingcountries,which could follow the originaltext of

the christian revelation,but it does to the far wider area over

which the Latin church-language was spread, even among
Eomauce populations,whose ordinarydialect was rapidlyemanci-pating

itselffrom the rules of ancient Latin. Still more violent

was the contrast in the remainingkingdoms.
The converters of the heathen, sternlydevout, abstemious,

mortifyingthe flesh,occasionallypeddhng, headstrong,and in

^ Authorities given in Cli. IV." Conf. lex Frisionum,ed. Gaup}),p. xxiv,
19, 47. Heathenism lasted the longestbetween Laubach and the Weser.

^ Fornmanna sogur 4, 116. 7, 151.
3 Wedekind's notes 2, 275, 27(3. Rhesa dainos,p. 3.33. The Lithuanians

proper converted 1387,the Samogits 1413.
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slavish subjectionto distant Eome, could not fail in many ways to

offend the national feeling.Not only the rude bloodysacrifices,

but the sensuous pleasure-lovingside of heathenism was to them

an abomination (see Suppl.). And what their words or their

wonder-working giftscould not effect,was often to be executed

againstobdurate pagans by placingfireand sword in the hands of

christian proselytes.
The triumph of Christianitywas that of a mild, simple,spiritual

doctrine over sensuous, cruel,barbarizingPaganism. In exchange

for peace of spiritand the promiseof heaven, a man gave liis

earthlyjoysand the memory of his ancestors. Many followed the

inner promptingof their spirit,others the example of the crowd,

and not a few the pressure of irresistibleforce.

Although expiringheathenism is studiouslythrown into the

shade by the narrators, there breaks out at times a touching

lament over the loss of the ancient gods,or an excusable protest

againstinnovations imposed from without^ (seeSuppl.).

The missionaries did not disdain to work upon the senses of the

heathen by anything that could impart a higher dignityto the

Christian cultus as compared with the pagan : l^ywhite rol)es for

subjectsof baptism,by curtains,peals of bells (see Suppl.),the

lightingof tapers and the burningof incense.- It was also a wise

or politicmeasure to preserve many heathen sites and templesby

simply turning them, when suitable, into Christian ones, and

assigningto them anotlier and equally sacred meaning. Tlie

heathen gods even, though representedas feeble in comparisonwith

the true God, were not alwayspicturedas powerlessin themselves ;

they were pervertedinto hostile malignant powers, into demons,

sorcerers and giants,who had to be put down, l)ut were never-theless

credited with a certain mischievous activityand influence.

Here and there a heathen tradition or a superstitiouscustom lived

on by merely changing the names, and applyingto Christ, Mary

and the saints what had formerlybeen related and believed of idols

(see Suppl.). On the other hand, the piety of christian priests

suppressedand destroyed a multitude of heathen monuments,

poems and beliefs,whose annihilation historycan liardlycease to

1 Fomnianna so^nir 1, 31-35. Luxda'la,p. 170. Kralodworsky rukopi.^,
72.74.

"' Greg. Tur. 2, 31. Fonnu. sog. 1, 260. 2, 200.
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lament, though the sentiment which deprivedus of them is not to

be blamed. The practiceof a pure Christianity,the extinction of

all trace of heathenism was of infinitelymore concern than the

advantagethat might some day accrue to historyfrom their longer

preservation.Boniface and Willibrord,in fellingthe sacred oak,

in pollutingthe sacred spring,and the image-breakingCalvinists

long after them, thought only of the idolatrythat was practisedby

such means (seeSuppL). As those pioneers' purg"edtheir floor '

a

firsttime, it is not to be denied that the Reformation eradicated

aftergrowthsof heathenism, and loosingthe burden of the Piomish

ban, rendered our faith at once freer, more inward and more

domestic. God is near us everywhere,and consecrates for us every

country, from which the fixingof our gaze beyond the Alps would

alienate us.

Probably some sects and parties,non-conformityhere and there

among the heathen themselves, nay, in individual minds a precoci-ous

elevation of sentiment and morals, came half-way to meet

the introduction of Christianity,as afterwards its purification

(seeSuppL). It is remarkable that Old Norse legendoccasionally

mentions certain men who, turningaway in utter disgustand doubt

from the heathen faith,placed their reliance on their own strength

and virtue. Thus in the Solar lioS 17 we read of Vebogi and

Eadey '
a sik ];autruSu,'in themselves they trusted ; of king Hakon

(Fornm. sog. 1, 35) ' konungr gerirsem allir aSrir,]?eirsem trua a

matt sinn ok megin,'the king does like all others who trust in their

own might and main ; of BarSr (ibid.2, 151) ' ek trui ekki a skurSgoS

ec5r fiandr,hefi ek ];vilengitruat a matt minn ok megin,'I trust not

in idols and fiends,I have this long while, "c. ; of Hiorleifr ' vildi

aldri biota,'would never sacrifice (Landn. 1, 5.7); of Hallr and

Thorir goSlaui '̂vildu eigibiota,ok triiSu a matt sinn' (Landn.1,

11); of king Hrolfr (Fornm. scig.1, 98) ' ekki er ]?essgetitat Hrolfr

konungr ok kappar bans hafi nokkurn tima blotat goS,lieldr triiSu

fimatt sinn ok megin,'itis not thought that king H. and his cham-pions

have at any time, "c.;of Orvaroddr (Fornald.sog. 2, 165; cf.

505) ' ekki vandist blotum, ]?vihann truSi a matt sinn ok megin ';

of Finnbogi (p.272) ' ek trui a sialfan mik.' Tliis is the mood that

still finds utterance in a Danish folk-song(D.V. 4, 27),though

without a reference to religion:
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Forst troer jeg mit gode sviird.

Og saa min gode liest,

Derniist troer jegmine dannes"v"enne,

Jeg troer mig self allerbedst ;

and it is Christian sentiment besides,wliicli strives to elevate and

consecrate the inner man (seeSiippl.).

We may assume, that,even if Paganism conld have lived and

luxuriated a while longer,and brought out in sharperrelief and

more spontaneouslysome characteristics of the nations that obeyed

it,yet it bore within itself a germ of disorganisationand disrup-tion,

which, even without the intervention of Christian teaching,

would have shattered and dissolved it.^ I liken heathenism to a

strange plant whose brilliant fragrantblossom we regard with

wonder ; Christianityto the crop of nourishinggrain that covers

wide expanses. To the heathen too was germinatingthe true God,

who to the Christians had matured into fruit.

At the time when Christianitybegan to press forward,many of

the heathen seem to have entertained the notion,which the mis-sionaries

did all in their power to resist,of combining the new

doctrine with their ancient faith,and even of fusingthem into one.

Of Norsemen as well as of Anglo-Saxons we are told,that some

believed at the same time in Christ and in heathen gods,or at least

continued to invoke the latter in particularcases in which they

1 Old Norse sagas and songs have remarkable passages in winch the gods'
are coarselyderided. A good deal in Lokasenna and Harbard's song may

pass for rough joking, -which still leaves the holiest things unshaken (see
Suppl.). But faith has certainlygrown fainter,when a daringpoet can com-pare

OSinn and Freyja to dogs (Fornm. sog. 2, 207. Islend. sog. 1, 11. ed. nov.

372. Nialss. IGO) : when another calls the godsrangeyg (squint-eyed,unfair)
and rokindusta (Fornm. sog. 2, 154). When we come to Freyr,I shall quote a

storymanifestlytending to lessen the reverence for him ; but here is a pas-sage
from Oswald 2913 : 'din got der ist ein junger tor (fool),ich wil glouben

an den alten.'" If we had a list of old and favourite dogs'-names, I believe we

should find that the designationsof several deities were bestowed upon the

brute by way of degradation. Vilk. saga, cap. 230. 235, has handed down

Tlwr (butcf.ed. nov., cap. 263) and Paron, one being the O.N., the other the

Slav name in the Slovak form Parom = Perun ch. VIII. With the Saxon

herdsmen or hunters Thunar was doubtless in nse for dogs,as perhapsDonner
is to this day. One sort of dog is called hj the Poles Grzviilas (Linde 1, 7'i9a.

2,798),by the Bohemians Hrmiles (Jungm".1, 759) = Thunder, Forest-thunder.

In Helbling 4, 441 seq. I find a dog IVunsc^i (notWiinsch). Similar to this is

the transference of national names to dogs : the Bohemian BoJrok is a dog's
name, but signifiesan Obotrite (Jungm. 1, 150) ; Sumr in the Nialssagaseems
to mean a Same, Sabme = Lapp ; Hell)ling4, 458 has a Frank (seeSuppl.).
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had formerlyprovedhelpfulto them. So even by christians much

later,the old deities seem to have been named and their aid

invoked in enchantments and spells.Landnfimabok 3, 12 says of

Helgi:
' hann truSi a Krist,en ]?6het hann a Thor til seefara ok

harSrseSa ok alls ]7ess,er honnm ]?ottimestu varSa' ; he believed in

Christ,and yet he called upon Thor in voyages and difficulties,

"c. Hence the poets too transferred heathen ei^ithetsto Christ.

Beda 1, 15 relates of Eedwald, an East- Anglian king in the begin-

ingof the 7th century :
' rediens domum ab uxore sua, a quibusdam

perversisdoctoribus seductus est,atque a sinceritate fideidepravatus,
habuit posteriorapejora prioribus,ita ut in morem antiquorum

Samaritanorum, et Christo servire videretur et diis quibus antea

serviebat,atque in eodem fano et altare habebat in sacrificium

Ohristi et arulam ad victimas daemoniorum' (seeSuppl.). This

helpsto explainthe relapsesinto paganism.
The historyof heathen doctrines and ideas is easier to write,

accordingas particularraces remained longeroutside the pale of

baptism. Our more intimate acquaintancewith the Greek and

Koman religionrests upon writingswhich existed before the rise of

Christianity;we are oftener at fault for information as to the

altered shape which that religionhad assumed among the common

people in Greece and Italyduringthe first centuries of our era.

Eesearch has yet to penetrate,even deeperthan it has done,into

the old Celtic faith ; we must not shrink from recomizino- and ex-

amining Celtic monuments and customs on ground now occupied

by Germans. Leo's importantdiscoveryon the real bearingsof the

Malberg glossarymay lead to much. The religionof the Slavs and

Lithuanians would be far more accuratelyknown to us, if these

nations,in the centuries immediately followingtheir conversion,
had more carefullypreservedthe memory of their antiquities; as it

is,much scattered detail only wants collecting,and traditions still

alive in many districts aftbrd rich material. On the Finnish

mythology we possess somewhat fuller information.

Germany holds a middle place,peculiarto herself and not un-favourable.

While the conversion of Gaul and that of Slavland

were each as a whole decided and finished in the course of a very

few centuries,the Teutonic races forsook the faith of their fathers

very graduallyand slowly,from the 4th to the 11th century.
Eemains of their lano;uagetoo have been preservedmore fullyand
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from the successive periods. Besides wliicli we possess in the

works of Eoman writers,and especiallyTacitus, accounts of the

earlier undisturbed time of Teutonic heathenism, which, though

scanty and from a foreignsource, are yet exceedinglyimportant,

nay invaluable.

The religionof the East and South German races, which were

converted first,is more obscure to us than that of the Saxons ;

about the Saxons againwe know incomparablyless than about the

Scandinavians. What a far different insightwe should get into the

character and contents of the suppresseddoctrine,how vastlythe

picturewe are able to form of it would gainin clearness,if some

clerk at Fulda, Eegensburg, Eeichenau or St. Gall, or one at

Bremen, Corvei or IMagdeburg,had in the eighth,ninth or tenth

century, hit upon the plan of collectingand settingbefore us, after

the manner of Saxo Grammaticus, the stillextant traditions of his

tribe on the beliefs and superstitionsof their forefathers ! Let no

one tell me, that by that time there was nothing more to be had ;

here and there a footmark plainlyshows that such recollections

could not reallyhave died out.^ And who will show me in Sweden,

which clung to heathenism longer and more tenaciously,such a

compositionas actuallyappeared in Denmark duringthe twelftli

century ? But for this fact,would not the doubters declare such a

thing impossiblein Sweden ? In truth,the first eightbooks of

Saxo are to me the most welcome monument of the Norse mytho-logy,

not only for their intrinsic worth, but because they show in

what an altered lightthe ancient faith of the people had to be

placedbefore the recent converts. I especiallyremark, that Saxo

suppresses all mention of some prominent gods ; what righthave

we then to infer from the non-mention of many deities in the far

scantier records of inland Germany, that they had never been heard

of there ?

Then, apart from Saxo, we find a purer authorityfor the Norse

religionpreservedfor us in the remotest corner of the North,

whither it had fled as it were for more perfectsafety," namely,in

Iceland. It is preserved not only in the two Eddas, but in a

multitude of Sagas of various shape,which, but for that emigration

1 As late as the tenth century the heroic tale of Walther and Hildegimd was

poetizedin Latin at St. Gall,aiidarelie of heathen poetry was \\Titten down iu

German [dcutlich,a misprintfor deutsch I],probablyat Merseburg.
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coming to the rescue, would probably have perishedin Norway,
Sweden and Denmark.

To assail the genuinenessof the Norse mythology is as much as

to cast doubt on the genuinenessand independenceof the Norse

language. That it has been handed down to us both in a clearer

and an obscurer shape,througholder and more modern authoriti-es,

makes it all the easier to study it from many sides and mqre

historically.
Just as littlecan we fail to perceivethe kinshipand close con-nexion

of the Norse mythology with the rest of Teutonic mythology.
I have undertaken to collect and set forth all that can now be

known of German heathenism, and that exclusivelyof the complete

system of Norse mythology. By such limitation I hope to gain
clearness and space, and to sharpen our vision for a criticism of

the Old German faith,so far as it stands opposed to the Norse, or

aloof from it ; so that we need only concern ourselves with -the

latter,where in substance or tendency it coincides with that of

inland Germany.
The antiquity,originalityand affinityof the German and Norse

mythologiesrest on the followinggrounds :

1. The undisputedand very close affinityof speechbetween the

two races, and the now irrefutablydemonstrated identityof form

in their oldest poetry. It is impossiblethat nations speaking

languageswhich had sprung from the same stock,'whose songs all

wore the badge of an alliteration either unknown or quitedifferently

appliedby their neighbours,should have differed materiallyin their

religiousbelief. Alliteration seems to give place to christian

rhyme, first in Upper Germany, and then in Saxony, precisely
because it had been the characteristic of heathen songs then still

existing.Without prejudiceto their originalaffinity,it is quite
true that the German and the Norse dialects and poetrieshave

their peculiaritiesof form and finish ; but it would seem incredible

that the one race should have had gods and the other none, or that

the chief divinities of the two should have been reallydifferent

from one another. There were marked differences no doubt, but

not otherwise than in their language; and as the Gothic, Anglo-
Saxon and Old High German dialects have their several pointsof

superiorityover the Old Norse, so may the faitliof inland Germany
liave in many pointsits claims to distinction and individuality.
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2. The jointpossession,by all Teutonic tongues, of many terms

relatingto religiousworship. If we are able to produce a word

used by the Goths in the 4th century, by the Alamanni in the

8th, in exactlythe same form and sense as it continues to bear in

the Norse authorities of the 12th or 13th century, the affinityof

the German faith with the Norse, and the antiquityof the latter,

are therebyvindicated.

3. The identityof mythic notions and nomenclature, which

ever and anon breaks out: thus the agreement of the O.H.G.

muspilli,0. Sax. mudspelli,with the Eddie muspell,of the O.H.G.

itis,A. Sax. ides,with the Eddie dis,or of the A. Sax. brosingamene

with the Eddie brisingamen, affords perfectlyconclusive evidence.

4. The preciselysimilar way in which both there and here the

religiousmythus tacks itself on to the heroic legend. As the

Gothic, Fraukish and Norse genealogiesall run into one another,

we can scarcelydeny the connexion of the veiled myths also which

stand in the background.
5. The minglingof the mythic element with names of plants

and constellations. This is an uneffaced vestigeof the primeval
intimate union between religiousworshipand nature.

6. The gradualtransformation of the gods into devils,of the

wise women into witches,of the worshipinto superstitiouscustoms.

The names of the gods have found a last lurking-placein disguised

ejaculations,oaths, curses, protestations.^There is some analogy

between this and the transfer of heathen myths from goddesses
and gods to IVIaryand the saints,from elves to angels. Heathen

festivals and customs were transformed into christian,spotswhich

heathenism had alreadyconsecrated were sometimes retained for

churches and courts of justice.The popularreligionof the Catho-lics,

particularlyin the adoration of saints,includes a good many

and often gracefuland pleasingrelics of paganism(seeSuppL).
7. The evident depositfrom god-myths,which is found to this

day in various folk-tales,nursery-tales,games, saws, curses, ill-

understood names of days and months, and idiomatic phrases.
8. The undeniable intermixture of the old religiousdoctrine

with the system of law ; for the latter,even after the adoptionof

^ Conf. our
' donner ! hammer ! ' the Sei-v. ' lele ! lado !' the Lat. ' pol!

aedepol! me herole ! me castor ! medius^lidius,'"c.
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tlie
new faith, would not part with certain old forms and

usages

(see SuppL).

In unravelling these complex relations, it
appears indispensable

not to overlook the mythologies of neighbouring nations, especially

of the Celts, Slavs, Lithuanians and Finns, wherever they afford

confirmation
or

elucidation. This extension of
our scope

would

find ample reason
and justification in the

mere contact (so fruitful

in
many ways) of the languages of those nationalities with Teu-tonic

ones, particularly of the Celtic with Old Frankish, of the

Finnish and Lithuanian with Gothic, and of the Slavic with High

German. But also the myths and superstitions of these
very

nations are peculiarly adapted to throw light on
the course taken

by our
domestic heathenism in its duration and decadence.

Against the error
which has so frequently done damage to the

study of the Norse and Greek mythologies, I mean the mania of

foisting metaphysical or
astronomical solutions

on
but half-dis-covered

historical data, I am sufficiently guarded by the incomplete-ness

and loose connexion of all that has been preserved. My object

is, faithfully and simply to collect what the distortions early

introduced by the nations themselves, and afterwards the
scorn

and

aversion of christians have left remaining of heathenism
;

and to

enlist fellow-labourers in the slow task of securing a more
solid

store of facts, without which
a general view of the substance and

worth of
our mythology is not to be attained (see SuppL).



CHAPTER IL

GOD.

In all Teutonic tongues the Supreme Being has always with

one consent been called by the general name God. The dialectic

varieties are : Goth. gu", A.S., O.S., O. Fris. god, O.H.G. cot, 0.

Norse gocf ; Swed. Dan. gud, M.H.G. got, M.L.G. god ; and here

there is a grammatical remark to make. Though all the dialects,

even the Norse, use the word as masculine (hence in O.H.G. the ace.

sing,cotan ; I do not know of a M.H.G. goten),yet in Gothic and

0. Norse it lacks the nom. sing,termination (-s,-r) of a masc. noun,

and the Gothic gen. sing, is formed guffs w^ithout. the connecting

vowel i, agreeing therein with the three irreg.genitives mans,

fadrs, br6(5rs. Now, as O.H.G. has the same three genitivesirreg.,

man, fatar, pruodar, we should have expected the gen. cot to bear

them company, and I do not doulit its having existed, though I

have nowhere met with it,only with the reg. cotes, as indeed

mannes and fateres also occur. It is more likelythat the sanctity

of the name had .preservedthe oldest form inviolate,than that fre-quent

use had worn it down.^ The same reason preserved the

O.H.G. spellingcot (Gramm. 1, 180), the M. Dut. god (1,486), and

perhaps the Lat. vocative deus (1, 1071).- Moreover, God and

other names of divine beings-reject every article (4,383. 394. 404.

424. 432) ; they are too firmly established as proper nouns to

need any such distinction. The dcr got in MS. 2, 260a. is said of a

heathen deity.

On the radical meaning of the word Gqd we have not yet

arrived at certaintyf it is not immediately connected with the adj.

^ The drift of these remarks seems to be this : The word, though used as a

masc, has a neut. form ; is this an archaism, pointing to a time when the

word was really neuter ; or a mere irregularity diie to abtrition, the word

having always been masc. ?
"

Trans.

^ Sa.xo does not inflect Tlior ; Uhland p. 198.

3 The Slav, hugh is connected with the Sanskr. bhaga felicitas, bhakta

devotus, and bhaj colere ; perhaps also with the obscure bahts in the Goth,

andbahts minister. ciMtor ; conf. p. 20, note on boghat, dives. Of 6e6s, deus

we shall have to speak in ch, IX.
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good,Goth, gods,O.N",goor, A.S. god,O.Ii.G. cuot, M.H.G., guot, as

the difference of vowel shows ; we should first have to show an

intermediacy of the gradationsgida gad, and gada god, which

does take placein some other cases ; and certainlyGod is called the

Good.i ll is stillfarther removed from the national name of the

Goths, who called themselves Gutans (O.H.G.Kuzun, O.N. Gotar),

and who must be distinguishedfrom O.N. Gautar (A.S. Geatas,

O.H.G. Koza ; Goth. Gautos ?).

The word God has long been compared with the Pers. Kliocld

(Bopp,comp. gram., p. 35). If the latter be, as has been
,

supposed,

a violent contraction of the Zend qvadata (a se datus, increatus,

Sanskr. svadata, conf. Devadatta "e6SoTo";,Mitradatta 'HXl6Soto";,

Sridatta),then our Teutonic word must have been originallya com-pound,

and one with a very apt meaning, as the Servians also

address God as samozazdani bozhe ! self-created God ; Vuk 741.

The O.H.G. cot forms the first half of many proper names, as

Cotadio, Cotascalh, Cotafrit, Cotahram, Cotakisal, Cotaperaht,

Cotalint,but not so that we can infer anythingas to its meaning j

they are formed like Irmandio, Hiltiscalh,Sikufrit,and may justas

well carry the generalnotion of the Divine Being as a more definite

one. When cot forms the last syllable,the compound can only

stand for a god,not a man, as in Irmincot, Hellicot.

In derivatives Ulphilasexchanges the TH for a D, which ex-plains

the tenuis in O.H.G. ; thus guda-faurhts(god-fearing)Luke

2, 25, gagudei(godliness)Tit. 1, 1 ; though the dat. sing,is invari-ably

guSa.^ Likewise in speakingof many gods,which to Christians

would mean idols,he spellsgtida,using it as a neuter, John 10,

34-5. The A.S. god has a neut. pi.godic,when idols are meant

(cod.exon. 250,2. 254,9. 278,16.). In like manner the O.H.G. and

M.H.G. compound apcot,ajjtcot(falsegod) is commonly neuter, and

forms its pi.apcotir; whether the M.H.G. ' dcr aptgot
' in Geo.

3254. 3302 can be correct, is questionable; we have taken to

1 ovbeh ayadosd jj.!](Is 6 Oeos,I\raik 10, 18, Luke 18, 19, wliich inGothic

is rendered 'ni livashuii ]nuSeigsalja ains GuS', but in A.S, ' nis nan man

god Ijuton God ana'. God is the giver of all good,and himself the highest
good,smnmum bonum. Thiis Plato names him ro dyadoi/. y

2 In Gothic the rule is to change TH into D belore a vowel in inflection,

as, faSs, fadis,fada, fuS ; haubi'S,-dis,-da, -S. The peculiarityof guS is

that it retains TH throughout the sing.,guS, guSs,guSa,guS ; though in pi.
and in derivatives it falls under rule asain."

Teans.
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usiug ahgottas a masc. throughout, yet our pi. gutter itself

can only be explainedas originally^neuter.since the_true God_js

one, and can have no plural; and the O.H.G. cota, M.H.G. gote

contain so far a contradiction. In Ulph.afgudsis only an adj.,and

denotes impius Sk. 44, 22 ; afgudeiimpietas,Eom. 11, 26 ; eihwXa

he translates by galiuga(figmenta),1 Cor. 5, 10. 10, 20. 28, or by

galiiicjaguda,1 Cor. 10, 20 ; and elhtoXeiov by galiugestaOs,1 Cor.

8, 10. Another N.H.G. expressiongotzeI have discussed,Gramni,

3, 694 ; Luther has in Deut. 12, 3 ' die gotzen ihrer goiter,making

gotzerridolum. In Er. Alberus fab. 23, the gotz is a demigod ^ (see

Suppl.).The O.N. language distinguishedthe neut. goffidolum

from the masc. gud'deus. Snorri 119 says of Sif ' it harfagragoS,'

the fairhaired god ; I do not know if a heathen would have said it.

In curses and exclamations, our people,from fear of desecrating

the name of God, resort to some alteration of it-?poiz wetter!

potz tausend ! or, kotz tausend ! Mz wunder ! instead of Gottes ;

but I cannot trace the custom back to our ancient speech. The

similar change of the Fr. dieu into Ueu, hlcu,guicu^seems to be

older (seeSuppl.).
Some remarkable uses of the word God in our older speechand

that of the common people^may also have a connexion with

heathen notions.

Thus it is thrown in,as it were, to intensifya personalpronoun
^

(seeSuppl.). Poems in ]\I.H.G. have, by way of givinga hearty

welcome : goteunde mir willekomen ; Trist. 504. Frib. Trist. 497.

1 Writers of the 16-1 7th centuries use olgotzefor statue (Stielersays, from

an allegoricalrepresentationof the apostlesasleepon the Mount of Olives,
61 = oil). Hans Sachs freqiientlyhas ' den olgotzentragen ' for doing house

drudgery,I. 5, 418'i 528^. III. 3, 24* 49^ IV. 3, 37"^ 99^ The O.H.G. coz,

simpuvium Numae (Juvenal6, 343),which Graff 4, 154 would identifywith

gotze,was a vessel,and belongsto giozan=fundere.
2 Such a fear may arise from two causes : a holy name must not be abused,

or an unholy dreaded name, e.g.,that of the devil,has to be softened down by
modifying its form ; see Chap.'XXXIII, how the peoplecall formidable animals

by another name, and for Donner preierto say donnerwetter (Dan. tordenveir

for Thursday),donnerwettstein (wettersteinor wetzstein 1),donnerkeil,donner-

wasche, dummer. In Fornm. sog. 10, 283 we have Oddiuer for OSinn ; per-haps
Wuotansheer (Woden's host) was puqiosely changed into Mutesheer ;

whether Phol into Falant,is worth considering.
* Sangbieu (sangde Dieu), corbieu (corpsdc D.) vertuldeu (vertude D.),

morbleu (mort de D.),parbleu(par D.), vertuguieu,vertugoi(vertu de D.),

niorguoi(mort de D.),"c. As earlyas Renart 18177, por la char bieu. So

the Engl, cock's bones,'od's bones, 'od's wouuds, 'zouutls,"S:c. Conf. Weber

metr. rom. 3, 284.
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gote suit ir willekomen sin, iurem lande uncle niir (ye shall be

welcome to God, your country, and me) ; Trist. 5186. got alrest,

dar nacli mir, west willekomen ; Parz. 305, 27. wis willekomen

mir und got ; Frauend. 128, 13. sit mir gote wilkomen^ ; Eilh.

Trist. 248. rehte got wilkomen mir ; Dietr. 5200. Nu sit ouch

mir got wilkomen ; Dietr. 5803. sit willekomen got und oueh mir ;

Dietr. 4619. nu wis mir got wilkomen ; Oswalt 208. 406. 1163.

1268. 1393. 2189. du solt groz willekomen sin dem richen got

unde mir ; Lanz. 1082. wis mir unde ouch got wilkomen ; Ls. 1,

514. Occasionallygote stands alone : diu naht si gotewillekomen ;

Iw. 7400, explainedin the note, p. 413, as 'devoted to God,'though
it only means

' to-nightbe (thou)welcome '. Upper Germany has

to this day retained the greeting'gottwilche,gottwillkem,gotti-

kum, skolkuom' (Staid.1,467. Schm. 2, 84). I do not find it in

Romance poems ; but the Saxon-Latin song of the 10th century

on Otto I. and his brother Heinrich has : sid wilicomo bethiu goda

ende tni. The Supreme Being is conceived as omnipresent,and is

expected,as much as the host himself,to take the new-comer under

his protection; so the Sloveny say to the arrivingguest ' bogh th

vsprimi,God receive you !' ^ and we to the parting guest ' God

guide,keep, bless you ! ' We call it commending or committing

one to God, M.H.G. gote ergeben,Er. 3598. I compare with these

the Hail ! called out to one who arrives or departs(heillver ]?u!

Stem. 67"'86''),with which are also associated the names of helpful

gods : heill ]?ufarir,heill ]?udsyniom ser ! fare thou well,be thou

well by (theaid of)the Asynior; Stem. 31*. heill scaltu Agnarr,
allz Jjiclieilan biSr vera tyr vera ! Srem. 40.

In the same way the name of the omniscient God emphasizes

an assurance of knowledge or ignorance: daz weiz got unde ich ;

Trist. 4151. den schatz weiz nu nieman wan (except)got unde

mill ; Nib. 2308, 3.^ This comfortable combination of / with God

has for its counterpartthe opprobriousone of a tJioiiwith devil,ch.

XXXIII. Here too the got alone is enough : ingenvet min sorg

utan gud ; Svenska visor 2, 7. That we are fullyjustifiedin

1 The Dmission of and between the two datives is archaic,conf. Zeitschr.

f.d. a. 2, 190.

2 Bilgewaz primi,gralvaVenus ! Frauend. 192, 20 ; conf. 177, 14.

3 hie haert uns anders nieman dan got unde diu waltvogelltn; Ecke 96.

niemen bevinde daz wan er und ich und ein kleinez vogellin,das mac wol

getriuwesin ; Walth. 40, 15. Birds playthe spy on men's privacy.
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referringthese modes of speechso far back as to the heathen time,

is shown by a remarkable passage in Fornald. sog. 1,380 : ek hugSa

engan kunna nema mik ok Offinn. By secrets which none can

know save OSinn and to whomsoever he has whisperedthem, his

divinityis at once revealed,Sa^m. 38"-^ 95^ Fornald. siig.1,487. Not

quiteparallelare phrasessuch as: daz geloube gote unde w?r ;

Amis 989. iu unde ffotevon himile klage ich unser leit ; Nib.

1889, 3. ik klagegodeunde iu; Eichtsteiglandr. 11. 16. 37. sane

die messe beide got u. in ; Parz. 378, 25. Wh. 280, 5. neic si im

unde gote; Iw. 6013. Also in O.Fr.,jel te pardoinsde diit et de

mi ; ]\Iones untersuch. 245. Sometimes the Evil One is named by

the side of the Deity : got noch den tiuvcl loben ; Iw. 1273. in

beschirmet der tii'vclnoch got; Iw. 4635, i.e.no one protectshim.

Poems of the Middle Ages attribute human passionsto God ;

especiallyis He often picturedin a state of complacencyand joy

(seeSuppl.),and againin the contrary state of wrath and vengeance.

The former is favourable to the creation of eminent and happily

endowed men : got was an einer suczen zuJit,do'r Parzivalen 1^
worhte (in amiable trim " form, training" when he made Perci-

val); Parz. 148, 26. got der was vil scnftcsmuotes. do er

geschuofso reine ein wip ; MS. 1, 17^ got der was iiifroiden,do

er dich als ebene maz (soevenlymeted);MS. 1, 22\ got in grossen

freudcnwas, do er dich schuof {i.e.,created wine); Altd. bl. 1,413.

got der was in hohem werdc,^ do er geschuofdie reinen fruht,wan

ime was gar lool ze muote ; MS. 1, 24^ got si zer werlde brahte,do

ze freuden stuont sin muot ; Wigal. 92S2. got der was vil ivol

gemuot,do er schuof so reinem wibe tugent,wlinne, schoene an libe ;

MS. 1, 201*. got was gczicrdcmilte,der si beide schuof nach lobe ;

Troj.19922. got selb i^i richen freudcnwas, do er ir lipals ebene

maz; Misc. 2, 186. ich weiz daz got in froidenwas, do er niht,

frouwe, an dir vergaz waz man ze lobe sol schouweu. Ls. 1, 35.

So a troubadour sings: belha domna, de cor y entendia Dieus, quau

formet vostre cors amoros; liayn.1, 117.^ It is an equallyheathen

1 The Gotliic gavairthi= peace.
- To the creative God rejoicingin his -work,the M.H.G. poets especially

attribute dilujenceand zeal : an den henden lac der gotes iliz; Parz. 88, 15.

jach,er triiegeden gotes fliz; Parz. 140, 5. got het sinen Ilizgar ze wnnsche

wol an si geleit; Wigal. 4130. ich woen got selbe worhte dich niit siner got-

licher hant ; Wigal. 9723. zware got der hat geleitsine kunst und sine kraft,

sinen tliz und sine meisterschalt an disen loblichen lip; Iw. 1685. So in

2
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sentiment,tliat imputes to God a propensityto gaze at human

beauty,or to do whatever men do : got mohte selbe gcrne sehen die

selben juncfrouwen; Fragm. 22"'. gott moht in (him, i.e. the

musician)gerne hoeren in sinen himelkceren; Trist. 7649. den slac

scoUe got selbe haben gesehen(shouklhave seen that stroke); Eol.

198, 18. Karl 72
. got selbe moht ez gerne sehen ; Trist. 6869. ein

puneiz (diadem),daz in got selber mohte sehen ; Frauend. 84, 16.

gestritendazz d'engelmohten hceren in den niun koeren ; Willeh.

230, 27. si mohte nach betwingen mite (might nigh compel

withal)eines engelsgedanc,daz er vil lihte cincn ivanc durch si

von himele taic (failfrom heaven for her); Iw. 6500 (imitatedby

Ottocar 166"). icliweiz daz wol, daz sin got niclit vcrdrilzze ; MS.

2, 127^ ir har gelichdem golde,als ez got tailnschcn soldo; MS. 2

62^. sin swert dat geinc (ging,went) an siner hant, dat got selve

vrdchdc mere (woidd ask to know), we der ritter were ? dey engele

muosten lachen, dat hey is sus kunde machen ; Haupts zeitschr, 3,

24. This hilarityof the attendant guardian-angels(ch.XXVIII)
or valklirs must be thoughtof in connexion with the laughingof

ghosts(ch.XXXI). In Ilartmann's Erec, when Enite's white hands

groomed (begiengen)a horse,it says 355 : und wiere, daz got liicn

erde rite,icliwain, in genuocte da mite, ob er solJien marstcdlcr hccte.

This view of a sympathizing,blithe and graciousgod,is particularly

expressedin the subst. Irnldi,O.N. hylU : OSins hylli; Sam. 47^^.

Ullar hylliok allra goSa ; Sa^m. 45^^.

On the other hand, of the primitivesensuous representationof

an angry avengingdeity(seeSuppL), the most strikingexample
will be treated of presentlyin ch. VIII, under Donar, thunder.^

The idea recurs several times in the Edda and elsewhere : rci"r er

J^erOSinn, rt"/^y er ];erAsabragr; Sasm. 85^ OSinn o/racTr; Siem.

228''. rcid' varS ];aFreyjaoc fnasaSi ; Soim. 71^ "
she was wroth,

Clirestien; jaia fistDex de sa main iiue, por nature fere muser, tout le mont i

porroituser, s'ele la voloit contrefere,que ja nen porroita chief trere ; no Dex,
s'ilsen voloit pener, mi porroit,ce cuit,assener, que ja une telle feist,por peine

que il i meist (see SuppL).
1 Piacula irccdeum, Liv. "2, 9. deos iratos liabeam ! dii immortales liomin-

ibus irasci et succensere consvieverunt, Cic. pro Rose. 16. And Tacitus on this

very subjectof the Germans : propitiinean irati dii,Germ. 5. ira dei,Hist. %
26. infensiBatavis dii,Hist. 5, 25. And in the Mid. Ages : tu odium Dei

omniumque sanctorum habeas ! Vita Meinwerci, cap. 13 " 95. crebresccn-

tibus jayijamque cottidie Dei justojudicioin populo diversiscalamitatibus ot

flagellis.... quid esset in quo Deus oflensus esset,vel quibus placaii

possetoperibus; Pertz 2, 547.
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and snorted or panted,as the angry wolf in Iieinli.XLII spirtlesout

his beard. guSin o-eid'ordin ; Fornm. sog. 2, 29. 231. go5agrcmi

(deorum ira)is announced ; Egilss.352. at rjrcmia go5 (offendere

deos);Fornald. sog. 2, 69. was imo god cWohjan; HeL 157, 19.

than wirdid in waldand grani, mahtigmodag; HeL 41, 16 (elsewhere:

diu Sffilde,or the world, earth,isgram), ein zornec got in daz gebot

(badethem),daz uns hie suohten mit ir her ; Parz. 43, 28. hie ist

geschehengotesrdche ; Reinh. 975. got wil verviieren sinen zorn ;

Osw. 717 ich wsene daz got roeche da selbe sinen anclen (wreakhis

vengeance); Gudr. 845, 4. daz riime got! (God rue it);Trist.

12131. daz ez got immer riuwe ! Trist. 11704. The Lex Bajuv.

6, 2, in forbiddingSunday labour, says : quia talis causa vitanda

est,quae Deuni ad iracnndiam provocat,et exinde flagellamurin

frugibuset penuriampatimur. How coarse were the expressions

stillused in the 17th century ' " An abuse that puttethGod on

his mcltlc,and maketh him to hold strict and pitilessinquisition,

that verilyhe shall,for saving of his honour, smite thereinto vnth

his fists" ; and again:
" to run itpon the sjKnrs of an offended

jealousGod "} A wicked man was in the Mid. Ages called gotchide,

loathed by God. One form of imprecationwas to consigna man

to God's hatred : uz in goteshaz ! Trist. 5449. liz strtchet (sheer

off)balde in goteshaz ! Trist. 14579. nu vart den goteshaz alsam

ein boeswiht von mir hin ! Frauend. 109, 12. mich hat der gotes

Jmz bestanden ; Kl. 518. inch hat rehtfegoteshaz (al.foul weather,

the devil, "c.) daher gesendetbeide ; Iw. 6104. so miieze ich

haben goteslioz ; Altd. w. 3, 212. varet hen an godeshaz I Wiggert

2, 47. nu mueze er gewinnen goteshaz; Eoth 611. In like manner

the MLG. godsatliebbe ! Huyd. op St. 2, 350. Eeinaert 3196.^

But, what deserves particularnotice,this fornmla ' in goteshaz,'or

in ace. without prepos.
'

gotes haz varn, strichen ' has a perfect

parallelin another which substitutes for God the sun, and so heigh-tens
the heathenish colouring; ir suit farn der svnncn haz ! Parz.

247, 26. var der sunnen haz ! Unprinted poems of Riiediger46.

hebe dich der sunnen haz ! Er. 93. nu ziuhe in von mir der sunnm

haz ! Helmbr. 1799. sihiezen in strichen in der sunnen haz; Eracl.

1100. hicz in dev sunnen hc(z hillxarn ; Frauend. 375, 26. A man

so cursed does not deserve to have the sun shine on him kindly.

1 Hartmann on benedictions,Niirnb. 1080, p. 158, 180.

- Serious illness or distress is habituallycalled 'der gotesslac,'stroke.
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The Vandal Gizericli stepsinto his ship,and leaves it to the winds

where they shall drive it to, or among what people he shall fall

that God is angry with, ej)'ov"i 6 6eo^ copjiarai. Procop.de hello

Vand. 1, 5.

Such hostile attitude breeds now and then a rebelliousspiritin

men, which breaks out in promethean defiance and threats,or even

takes a violent practicalturn (seeSuppl.). Herodotus 4, 94 says of

the Thracians : ovtoc oi avroi "pj]iKe"ikoI Tr/ao? ^povWjv re koI

darpaTrrjvto^"6ovt"";avco Trpot tov ovpavov, wrreiXevat tod deM. If

the god denied the assistance prayed for,his statue was flunginto

the river by the people,immersed in water, or beaten. In the

Carolingianromances we repeatedlycome upon the incident of

Charles threateningthe Deity,that if he deny his aid,he will throw

down his altars,and make the churches with all their prieststo

cease from the land of the Franks ; e.g. Ferabr. 1211, 1428, "c.

So dame Breide too threatens to uncover the altar and break the

holy relics ; Orendel 2395 ; and Marsilies actually,after losingthe

battle,has the houses of his godspulleddown ; Eol. 246, 30. If

the vintagefailed,the statue of Urban was thrown into a bath or

the river.^ The Arcadians would scourge their Pan with squills

((TKiX\.ai,";),when they returned bootless from the chase (Theocr.7,

106). The Greeks imputed to their gods not only anger and hate,

but envy, love of mischief,vipueai,^.

Epithets of God (seeSuppl.), In our modern speech: der liche,

liebste,gnddige^grosse, gute,allmdchtige.In our older tongue : herre

got der guote ; Eeinh. 1296. Gute frau,276. herro the godo; Hel.

78, 3. 90, 6. fro min the godo ; 143, 7. gnmdeger trehtin;Eeinh.

1309. " Freq. the rieh God: thie riJceo Christ; Hel. 1, 2. riki

god; Hel. 195,9. riU drohtin ; Hel. 114,22. der rMe got von

himele; Eoth. 4971. got der riclie;Nib. 1793, 3. Trist. 2492.

durch den richen got von himel
,
Morolt 3526. der riche got mich

ie gesach; V.d. wibe list 114.^ " Cot edmahtico,cot heilac;Wesso-

^ When lightningstrikes,our peoplesay : If God can bmii, we can build

again ; Ettners hebamme, p. 16.

- Where God is,there is grace and peace ; of a solemn sjiotit is said :

Here dwells der liebe Gott ! And, to di'ive den lieben Gott from a person's
room (Lessing1,243),means, to disturb a solitaryin his sanctum.

^ OHG. rtliliidives,potens,also beatus ; and dives is near akin to Diviis,
as Dis,Ditis springsout of divit. From the Slav. 6%/us derived boghut(dives),
Lilh. hagotas; compare ops, in-ops(Russ.u-boghiy),opulentuswith Ops, the

Bona Dea. Conf. Diefenb. celt. 1, 196.
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brunn. Gebct. mahtigdrohtm ; Hel. 2,2. frea celmildig; Csedm.

1,9. 10,1. se cclmihtigawealdend; Thorpe'sanal. 83. manno

miltisto (largissimus); Wessobr. Geb. vil milter Christ ; Cod. pal.

350, 56. " The AS. has freq.: ece dryhten,ieternus ; Caedm. 246,

11. Beow. 3382. 3555. 4655. Also : witiggod, sapiens; Beow.

1364, 2105. Cffidm. 182, 24. witigdryhten; Beow. 3101. 3679.

Ctedm. 179, 8. witigwuldorcyning; Ca3dm. 242, 30. " Waltant got;

Hild. waldindingergot; Eoth. 213. 523. 1009. 2332. 4031.

ivaltant Krist : OV. 25, 91. Gudr. 2243. (AS.)wealdend ; Csedm.

9, 25. wuldres wealdend; Beow. 4. heofnes wealdend; Cffidm.

17, 15. ]?eodawealdend. feeder alwealda; Beow. 630. (OS.)

waldand ; Hel. 4,5. Q,Q. waldand god.3,17. waldand drolitin

1, 19. aloivaldo 4,8. 5, 20. 8,2. 69, 23. This epithetis not found

in the Edda. The notion of ' wielding',dominari,regere, is further

apphed to the Supreme Being in the phrasees ivaltcn,Parz. 568, 1.

En. 7299. 10165. 13225. So ouv gottivalt's! M. T"nt. godwouds!

Huyd. op St. 2, 548. Our ace. in ' das wait Gott !' is a blunder ;

Agxicola596. Praet. weltb. 2, 50. " God is occasionallycalled the 1/^

Old : dev alte Gott lebtnoch,i.e.the same as ever. A.S. eald metod.

MHG. hat got sin alt gemiiete; Wh. 66, 20. der aide got ; Pioth.

4401. popul.'der alte Yater'. In a Servian song (Vuk 2, 244.

Montenegro 101), bogh is named ' stari krvnik ',the old blood-

shedder, killer ; and in Frauenlob MS. 2, 214'' der alte friedel
.

(sweetheart).The 13th century poets sometimes use the Lat.

epithetaltisdmus,Wh. 216, 5. 434, 23. Geo. 90, 401 ; with which

may be compared the MHG. diu hohste hant, Parz. 484, 6. 487, 20.

568, 8. Wh. 134, 7. 150, 14. and the OHG. zi waltanteru hcnti,

OV. 25, 91." The 'all-wielding'God is at the same time the all-

seeing,all-knowing,all-remembering; hence it is said of fortunate

men, that God saw them, and of unfortunate,that God forgotthem :

(OHG.) kesah tih kot ! = 0 te felicem ! N. Boeth. 145. (MHG.)

gesachin got!=happy he! Altd. bl. 1, 347. so mir got crgaz ;

Troj.kr. 14072. so hat got min vergezzen ; Nib. 2256, 3. wie gar

iuwer got vergaz (how utterlyGod forgotyou) ; Iw. 6254. got min

vergaz ; Ecke 209. got heete sin vergezzen ; Trist. 9243. genaxle-

licher trehtin,wie vergaeze d^ ie min so ? Trist. 12483. For other

examples,see Gramm. 4, 175." God, by regarding,guards: daz si

got iemer sclwnwe ! Iw. 794. 0. Engl.God you see ! God keep

you in his sight!
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Among substantive epitlietsare several vvliicliGod lias in com-mon

with earthlyrulers (seeSuppl.):" Gothic frdiijaOS. frdho,
fro,AS. fred; which name I shall treat of more fullyby and by.

" OHG. truhtin,MHG. trehtin,OS. drohtin,AS. dryhtcn,ON".
drottinn.

" OHG. Jieriro,MHG. Jierrc,which however, when used

of God, is never contracted into her,any more than Dominus into

the Romance domnus, don. " Conspicuousabove all is the name

Father (seeSuppl.).In the Edda, alfod'r.(Siem.46'' 88* 154^ Sn.

3. 11. 17),herfa"ir,herjafad'ir,valfa"irare appliedto OSinn as

the father of all gods,men and created things. Such compounds
are not found in the other dialects,they may have sounded heathen-ish

; though the AS. could use feederalwealda, Beow. 630, and the

idea of God as Father became more familiar to the christians than

to heathens. The OHG. altfatar = grandfather,0. i.3, 6. AS.

ealdfteder,Beow. 743. 1883, I have nowhere seen appliedto God.

As the Greeks coupledtogetherZei*? Tran^p,esp. in the voc. Zev

"TTciTep,and the Romans Jupiter,Diespiter,Dispiter,Mars pater,^

as well as Atj/jl^ttjp,AajnaTrjp,Terra mater, so the Lettons bestow

on almost every goddess the epithet mahtc, mahviina^=mafer,

matercula (Biittner244. Bergmann 142),on which we shall have

more to say hereafter. To all appearance, father Goth, fadr is

connected with fa]?slord,as paterirary'jpis with ttotl';, ttoctl'^, Lith.

pats." The AS. meotod, metod, Csedm. 223, 14. eald metod, Beow.

1883. s65 metod, Beow. 3222. OS. metod, Hel. 4, 13. 15, 17. 66, 19,

an expressionwhich likewise appears in the Edda, miotu"r Ssem.

226^ 241, ŝeems to signifyCreator,as verballyit bears the sense of

mensor, moderator, finitor. The full meaning of metod will not be

disclosed,till we have a more exact knowledge of the relation

between the Goth, mitan (tomete) and maitan (tocut),the OHG.

mezan and meizan ; in the Lat. metiri and metere, besides there

beingno shiftingof consonant (d for t),the quantityis inverted.

The OISI".miotucfr appears to be also sector,messor ; in Snorri 104.

105, the wolfs head with which Heimdall was killed is called

' miotuSr HeimSallar,' and the sword is '
mans miotuSr '

; so in

Eornald. sog. p. 441, 'manna miotuSr' (seeSuppl.). In MHG.

too,the poets use mezzan of exquisitesymmetry in creating: do

sin (Wunsch's)gewalt ir bilde mciz ; Troj.1962C. got selb in

^ Jane pater ! Cato 134 ; but what can Di.-^sunapitermean in the remark-able

conjuring-spell,Cato 160 ?
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riclieiifixiudoiiwas, do er ir lipals chcnc maz ; Miyc. 2, 18G. er sol

7.e: rehte laugemczzcn, der an si so cbcne maz, daz er an si zer werlte

nie uach voUeni wunsclie weder des nocli des vergaz ; MS. 1, 154".

got der was in frijiden,do er dicli als cbcne maz ; MS. 1, 22''

wer kunde in so gemezzen, Tit. 130. 1. anders denne got uns

maz, do er ze werke ilber mich gesaz, Parz. 518, 21. ' ein bilde

mezzen
' is therefore the same thing as

' ein bilde schaj^en'

to create (Troj.19805), or giezento cast, mould (Walth. 45,

25. MS. 1, 195^ 2, 226''); and in Suchenwirt 24, 154 it says :

' got het gcgozzcn uf ir vel,ir mlindei rot und wiz ir kel '

; which

throws a significantlighton the Gothic tribal name Gduts,A.S.

Gcdt OHG. K6z (seeSuppl.)." AS. scippcnd,creator, OHG. sccfo,

scephio,MHG. scJicpfa-re,Wh. 1, 3. NHG. schopfer." Some of

these names can be strungtogether,or they can be intensified by

composition: drohtin god, Hel. 2. 13. wcddand fro min, Hel. 148,

14. 153, 8. frcd dryhten,Beow. 62. 186. lif-frcd,CiL^dm. 2,9. 108,

18. 195, 3. 240, 33. Beow. 4. The earthlycuningwith a prefixcan

be used of God : ivuldorcyning,king of glory,Ctedm. 10, 32. hcvan-

cuning,Hel. 3, 12, 18. 4, 14. 5,11. and synonymously with these,

rodora loeard,Ccedm. 11, 2. or the epic amplification,irmin-got
obana a" AcwTie,Hild. got von himele,Mb. 2090,4. 2114, 1. 2132, 1.

2136, 1.

Of such epicformulas (seeSuppl.),beautiful specimens,all of

one tenour, can be cited from the poets, especiallythe Eomance :

they are mostlyborrowed from God's dwelling-place,his creative

powder, his omnipotence,omniscience and truth :" Dios aquel,que
esta en alto,Cid 800. 2352. 2465. qui la amont el seint eel

maint (abides),Ben, 26018. qui maint el firmament, Berte

129. 149. der hoho sizet unde nideriu sihet,N. ps. 112, 5. qui
haut siet et de loingmire, Ben. 11687. qui haut siet et loins

voit,Berte 44, 181. Guitecl. 2, 139. der liber der blauen decke

sitzt,Melander Jocoseria 1, 439. cot almahtico,dii himil inti

erda gaworahtos(wroughtestheaven and earth),Wessobr. Geb. eel

scnhor,qui lo nion a creat, Ferabr. 775. (|uitot le mont forma,

Berte 143. que fezit nueyt e dia,Ferabr. 3997. per aycelsenhor que

fetz eel e rozada (skyand dew),Ferabr. 2994. 4412. qui fistciel et

rousee, Berte 28. QQ".111. 139. 171. 188. Aimon 876. qui feis mer

salee,Berte 67. qui fist et mer et onde, Meon 3, 460. des hant

daz mer gesalzenhat, Parz. 514, 15. qui fait courre la nue, Berte
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lo6. 183 {ve(})e\r]jepeTaZeu";).par celui qui fait toner, Een.

1GG58. 17780. par qui li soleus raie,Berte 13. 81. der himel und

erde gebotund die mergriezenzelt (countsthe sea-sands,or pebbles).
Mar. 18, der der sterne zal weiz, Wh. 466, 30. der die sterne hat

gezalt,Parz. 629, 20. der uns gap des manen (moon's)schin,Wh.

476, 1. qui fait croitre et les vins et les blez,Ferabr. 163^ der

niir ze lebene geriet(planned).Nib. 2091, 4. Kl. 484, der mir ze

lebene gebot (bade),Eoth. 215, 517. 4552. der uns daz leben

gebot.Mar. 24. (M. Dut.) bi den here die mi ghebot (Gramiu.

4, 134), die mi ghewrochte,Elegast 345. 451. 996. qui tot

a a baillier (oversee),Berte 35. qui tot a a garder,Berte 7.

que totz nos a jutgier,Ferabr. 308. 694. 1727. the man-

cunnies forwardot, Hel. 152, 5. qui sor tos homes puet et vaut,

Meon 4, 5. dominus qui omnia potest,Docum. of 1264 in Wenk 3.

no. 151. wider den nieman vermac, A. Heinr. 1355. der aller

wunder hat gewalt,Parz. 43, 9. der git unde nimt (givesand

takes),Parz. 7 9. der weinen und lachen geschuof,Wh. 258, 19.

der beidiu krump unde sleht gescuof(both crooked and plain),
Parz. 264, 25. der ane sihet alle getougen (secrets),Diut. 3, 52.

der durch elliu herzen siht,Frid. 355. der in diu herze siht,Wh.

30, 29. der ie daz guote geriet(ayethe good devised),Greg.2993.

ther suntiloso man (sinless),0. iii.21, 4. dera nie voller genaden

zeran (tear,waste),Er. 2490. qui onques ne menti (nunquam
mentitus),Berte 82. 96. 120. 146. Mdon 3, 8. icildieu qui ne

ment, et qui fisttot quanque mer serre, Een. 19338. er mik skop
ok ollu rseSr,Fornm. sog. 1, 3. sa er oUu rseSr,ibid. 8, 107. er

solina hefSi skapat,ibid. 1, 242. het a J^ann sem solina skapaSi,
Landn. p. 139.

If,in some of the precedingnames, epithetsand phrasesdescrip-tive
of God, unmistakable traces of Heathenism predominate,while

others have barelyan inklingof it,the followingexpressionsare
still more indisputablyconnected with the heathen way of

thinking.
In the Norse mythology,the notion of a Deus, Divus, if not of

the uppermost and eldest,yet of a secondaryrank,which succeeded
/

to power later,is expressedby the word as, pi.ccsir (seeSuppl.).^
Landds (Egilss.pp. 365-6) is patrium numen, and~tryit Thor, the

chief god of the North, is designated,though as and allmdttki as is

given to OSinn (Landn.4,7). dsmcrjuiis divine power : tha vex
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honum asmcgin halfu,Sn. 26. fa'raz i asmegin,Sn. 65. But the

name must at one time have been universal,extendingover Upper

Germany and Saxony, under such forms as : Goth. OHG. ans, pi.

anseis,cnsi,AS. 6s, pi. es (conf.our gans, with OIST. gas, pi.

goess,AS. gos, pi.ges ; and hose = hansa). It continued to form

a part of proper names : Goth. Ansila, OHG. Anso ; the OHG.

Anshelm, Anshilt,Anspald,Ansnut conespond in sense to Cotahelm,

Cotaliilt,"c. ; AS. Osweald, Oslaf,Osdasg,Osred ; ON. Asbiorn,^

Asdis,Asgautr,Aslaug, Asmundr, "c. " Now in UlphilasLu, 2,

41-2,cms denotes a beam, 8ok6";,which is also one meaning of the

ON", as, whether because the mighty gods were thoughtof as joist,
rafter and ceilingof the sky, or that the notions of jugum and

mountain-ridgewere associated with them, for as is especiallyused

of jugum terrse,mountain-ridge.Pan. bierg-aas(dettias= sliding
beam, portcullis,Landn. 3, 17). But here we have some other

strikingpassages and proofsto weigh. An AS. poem couples

together'
esa gescot

' and ' ylfagescot,'the shots of auses and of

elves,jaculum divorum et geniorum,justas the Edda does sesirand

alfar,Sa^m. 8" 71'*82--'83^ Jornandes says, cap. 13 : Turn Gothi,

magna potitiper loca victoria,jam proceres suos quasi qui fortuna

vincebant, non puros liomines,sed scmidcos,id est anscs (which

would be anseis)vocavere. "What can be plainer? The Norse lesir

in like manner merge into the race of heroes,and at much the

same distance from an elder dynasty of gods whom they have

dethroned. And here the well-known statement of Suetonius and

Hesychius, t̂hat the Etruscans called the gods assures or a:si,may

fairlybe called to mind, without actuallymaintainingthe affinity
of the Etruscan or Tyrrhenian race with the ancient German,

strikingas is the likeness between rvpf)T)v6"i,rvpcnjvo^i and the ON.

Ipnvs,OHG. durs.^

The significanceof this analogy,however, is heightened,when

1 Ursus divinns,Asbinia (ursadivina),for wliich the Waltharius has the

hybrid O.spirn,prop. Anspirn ; conf. Reiiih. fuchs p. ccxcv. For Asketill,
Oscytel,see end of ch. III.

- Suet. Octavian. cap. 97. futnrumque, ut inter deos referretur,qnod
cesar, id est reliqnapars e Csesaris nomine, Etrusca linyua detis vocaretur.

Hesych. s.v. alaoi 6(o\ vno tcov Tvpprjviov.Conf. Lanzi 2, 483-4 ; also Dio

Cass. 56, 29.
^ Unfortunatelyl"ursmeans a giant,and durs a demon, which, if they

have anything to do with the rvparjvoi,would rather imply that these were a

hostile and dieaded people,"Tkaks.
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we observe that tlieEtruscan religion,and perhapsalso the Roman

and the Greek, supposed a circle of twelve superiorbeingsclosely

bound togetherand known by the name of clii consentes or complices

(seeSuppL),exactlyas the Edda uses the expressionsIwpt and hond,

literallymeaning vincula, for those high numina (Srem.24"^ 89".

Sn. 176. 204),and also the sing,hapt and hand for an individual god

(Sffim.93'').Though hapthandun in the Merseburg poem cannot

with certaintybe taken to mean the same thing (thecompound

seems here to denote mere bodilychains),it is possiblethat dens

and 82o"iare referable to Sew I bind ; that same
'
ans

'

a yoke,is the

same thiugas the ' brace and band ' of all things; neither can we

disregardthe fact that tivelve is likewise the number of the Norse

"esir; conf. Ssem. 3^ :
' eesir or ]?viliSi ' of the set,kindred.

Some other appellationsmay be added in support. In the

earliest periodof our language,the neut. ragin meant consilium.

Now the pluralof this,as used in the Edda, denotes in a special

manner the pluralityof the gods (seeSuppL). Begin are the

powers that consult together,and direct the world ; and the expres-sions

bliS regin,ĥoU regin(kind,merciful gods),uppregin,ginregin

(superspotestates)have entirelythis technical meaning. Ragna-

rokr (Goth,ragineriqvis? dimness,darkness of gods) signifiesthe

end of the world, the settingof the divine luminaries. Ssem.

89'' has "rognirok regin" coupledtogether,rognir(cf.196")being

used to distinguishthe individual ragincis(raguneis?),masc.

These OK reginwould be Goth, ragina,as the hopt and bond are

Gothic hafta and banda, all neut. " The same heathen conception

peeps out in the OS. ^r^rt^tgiscapu,reganogi^ac^w, Hel. 79, 13. 103,

3, equivalentto fatum, destiny,the decree and counsel of the gods,

and synonymous with tr^wWgiscapu,Hel. 103, 7, from ivurd,fatum.

And againin ^^dorfogiscapu,Hel. 6Q, 19. 147, 11. We have seen

that metod likewise is a name for the Su]DremeBeing,which the

christian poet of the Heliand has ventured to retain from the

^ The blithe,happy gods ; when peoplesteppedalong in statelygorgeous
attire,men thought that gods had appeared: menn hugSn at (psir vseri j^ar
komnir,' Landn. 3, 10. The Vols, saga c. 26 says of SigmrS : 'Ipathygg ec at

her farieinn afgot^mtim,'I think that here rides one of the gods. So in Parz.

36, 18 :
' alda wip nnd man verjach,si ne gesachennie helt so wiinneclicli,ir

gateim solten sin gelkh' (declared,they saw never a hero so winsome, their gods
must be like him). The more reason is there for my note on Siegfried(cli.

XV), of whom the Nib. 84, 4 says : der dort su MrUclun gat
'

(seeSuppL).
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heatlicn poetry. T"nt those gen. pluralsregano, metodo againpoint
to the pluralityof the bindinggods.

The collection of Augustine'sletters contains (cap.178),in the

altercatio with Pascentius,a Gothic or perhaps a Vandal formula

sihora armcn, the meaning of which is simply/cypte eXerjcrov}Even
if it be an interpolation,and written in the fifth or sixth century,
instead of at the end of the fourth,it is nevertheless remarkaljle

that sihora should be employed in it for God and Lord. Ulphilas
would have said : fniujaarmai. The inf. armen, if not a mistake

for arme, might do duty as an imperative; at the same time there

is a Finn, and Esth. word armo signifyinggratia,misericordia. But

sihora,it seems, can only be explainedas Teutonic, and must have

been alreadyin heathen times an epithetof God derived from his

victorious might (seeSuppl.).Goth, sigis,ON, sigr,OHG. sign,
AS. sigcvictoria,triumphus. OSinn is styledsigrgo",sigtijr,

sigfd"iLr; and the Christian poets transfer to God sigidrohtin,Hel.

47, 13. 114, 19. 125,6. sigidryhtcn,Cfedm. 33, 21. 48, 20.

sigmetod,Beow. 3544. vigsigor,Beow. 3108.^ elsewhere sigoradryhtcn,

sigorafrcd,sigoraiccaldcnd,sigoragod,sigoracyning.It is even pos-sible

that from that ancient sihora sprang the title sira,sire still

current in Teutonic and Eomance languages.^
The godsbeingrepresentedas superiand njjjjrcgin,as dwelling

on high,in the sky,uphimin,up on the mountain height(as,ans),
it was natural that individual gods should have certain particular
mountains and abodes assignedthem.

Thus, from a mere consideration of the generalnames for God

and gods,we have obtained results which compel us to accept an

intimate connexion between expressionsin our languageand con-ceptions

proper to our heathenism. The '

me and God,'the graci-ous
and the angry God, the froho (lord)and the father,the behold- ^

ing,creating,measuring,casting,the imagesof ans, fastening,band,

^ The Tclieremisses also pray 'juma sirlaga,'and the Tchuvashes 'tora

sirlag,'i.e.,God have mercy ; G. J. Mijllors sanil. riiss. gesch.?, 359. The

Morduins say when it thunders ' pashangiiiPorguini pas,'have mercy, god
Porguini; Georgidescription1, 64.

""'den sighat got in siner hant,MS. 2,16".
* Gott. anz. 1833,pp. 471-2. Diez however raises doubts,Roman, gram.

1,41.
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and ragin, all lead both individually, and with all the
more weight

collectively, into the path to be trod. I shall take
up

all the threads

again, but I wish first to determine the nature and bearings of tlie

cultus.



CHAPTER III.

WORSHIP.

The simplest actions by which man expressed his reverence^ for

the gods (see Suppl.),and kept up a permanent connexion with

them, were Prayer and Sacrifice. Sacrifice is a prayer offered up

with gifts. And wherever there was occasion for prayer, there was

also for sacrifice (see Suppl).

Peayer.
"

When we consider the word employed by Ulpliilas

to express adoration, we at once come upon a correspondence with

the Norse phraseology again. For
TrpoaKuveco

the Goth, equivalent

is inveita, invait,invitum. Matt. 8, 2. 9, 18. Mk. 5, 6. 15, 19.

Lu. 4, 7-8. John 9, 38. 12, 20. 1 Cor. 14, 25 ; and once for

dcrird^ofxaL,Mk. 9, 15 (see Suppl.). Whether in using this word

the exact sense of 'irpoaKvvr]at"; was caught,may be doubted, if only

because it is invariably followed by an ace, instead of the Greek

dat. In ;Mod. Greek popular songs, irpoa-Kweivis used of a van-quished

enemy's act of fallingto the ground in token of surrender.

We do not know by what gesture inveitan was accompanied,

whether a bowing of the head, a motion of the hand, or a bending

of the knee. As we read, 1 Cor. 14, 25 : driusands ana anda-

vleizn (=antlitz),inveitiS guS; a suppliant prostrationlike irpoa-

Kvvi]ai"; is not at variance with the sense of the word. An OS.

giwitan, AS. gewitan, means abire ; could inveitan also have signi-fied

merely ffoingup to,approaching ? Paul. Diac. 1, 8 twice uses

accedere. Fraveitan is vindicare. Now let us compare the ON", vita

inclinare, ŵhich Biorn quotes under veit,and spells,erroneously,I

1 Verehrung, O.H.G. ira, Goth. prob. aiza. The O.H.G. iron is not merely

onr ehren, to honour, but also verehren, revereri (as reverentia is adoration,

cultus) ; A.S. urur'dian, O.S. giu-erthSn. All that comes from the gods or con-cerns

them is holy,for which the oldest Teutonic word is Goth, vtilis, O.H.G.

icth ; but only a few of the O.H.G. documents use this word, the rest preferring

heilac,O.S. has only helag, A.S. hdlig,O.N. heilagr. On the connexion of will

A\ith the subst. ivih, more hereafter. FrSn denotes holy in the sense of

dominicus.

^ Cleasl)y-Vigfussongives no meaning like inelinare,either under vita 'to

fine,'or under vita ' to wit.'
"

Trans.
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think,vita. From it is derived vcita (CJotli.vaitjan?); veita lieiSr,
honorem peragere ; veita tiSir,sacra i^eragere ; veitsla,epulum,
Gotli. vaitislo ? ^

The Goth. Uda preces, hidjan precari,rogare, orare, are used

both in a secular and a spiritualsense. The same with OHG.

2)etaiind pittan; but from jietais derived a petSnadorare,construed

with ace. of the person whom : O.i. 17, 62. ii. 14, 63. nidar-

fallan joh miA Z)e;;on,0. ii. 4,86-9. 97. iii. 11,25. T. 46, 2. 60,

1. petota inan,Diut. 1, 513'\ But heton can also express a spiri-tual

orare, T. 34, 1, 2, 3. heto-man cultores,0. II. 14, 68. In

MHG. I find hetcn always followed by the prep, an (seeSuppl.):
biiten an diu abgot,Barl. 72, 4. an ein bilde beten, ibid. 98, 15.

so muoz si iemer me nach gote sin min anehet,she must after God

be my (objectofj adoration,Ben. 146, Our bitten ask,bcten pray,

anbeten adore,are distinct from one another, as bitterequest is from

gebetprayer.. The OS. bed6)i is not followed by ace, but by prep.

te : bedon te minun barma, Hel. 33, 7. 8 ; and this of itself would

suggestwhat I conjecturedin my Gramm. 2, 25,that bidjanorigin-ally

contained the physicalnotion of jacere,prosterni,which again

is the only explanationof Goth, badi kXuhSwv a bed, and also of

'the old badu, AS. beado = ca^des,strages.^"
The AS. New Test,

translates adorare by ge-cdff-medan,i.e.,to humble oneself. The

MHG. Jiehen,when it signifiessupplicare,governs the dat. : gote

flehen,Aegid. 30. den goten vleheu, Parz. 21, 6. Wh. 126, 30.

Tiirl. Wh. 71''; but in the sense of demulcere,solari,the ace, Parz.

119, 23. 421, 25. Nib. 499, 8 (seeSuppL).^ It is the Goth Mdihan,

fovere, consolari. An OHG. flehon vovere I only know from N.

cap. 8, Bth. 178, and he spellsit flehon: ten (ace.quem) wir fie-

hotou. We say
'
zu gottflclicn,'but'gott anflehen'."

The Goth.

aihtron 7rpoaev-)(ea6ai,,TrpocraiTelvexpresses begging rather than

asking or praying. The OHG. diccan, OS., thiggian,is both

precariand impetrare,while AS. picgan,ON., piggja,is invariably

1 Bopp, Comp. gram. p. 128, identifies inveita with tlieZend nivaedliayemi
invoco.

^ Wliat was the physicalmeaning of the Slav, moliti rogare, molitise orare,

Boh. modliti se, Pol. modUc si ?̂ The Sloven, moliti still means porrigere,
conf. Lith. meldziu rogo, inf. melsti,and malda oratio. Pruss. madia, conf.

Goth, maj^ljanloqui,maj^leinsloquela,which is next door to oratio.

^ Iw. 3315 vlcgetegot ; Lut in the oldest MS. vlehete gote.
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impetrare,accipere,so that asking has passed over into effectual

asking,getting(seeSuppl.).

Another expressionfor prayer is peculiarto the Norse and AS.

dialects,and foreignto all the rest : dST. hd)i or been,Swed. Dan.

Ion, AS. hen, gen. bene f.,Credm. 152, 26, in Chaucer hotie,Engl.

boon; from it,hena supplex,bensian supplicare.Lastlythe Icel.

Swed. (hjrlca,Dun. dyrkc,which like the Lat. colere is used alike of

worship and of tillage,seems to be a recent upstart,unknown to

the ON. language.
On the form and manner of heathen prayer we lack informa-tion

; I merely conjecturethat it was accompaniedby a lookingup
to heaven,bendingof the body(ofwhich bidjangave a hint),folding

ofhands, bowing of knees,uncoveringof the head. These gestures

grow out of a crude childlike noti.n of antiquity,that the human

suppliantpresents and submits himself to the mighty god, his

conqueror, as a defencelessvictim (seeSuppl.). Precari dsos ccclum-

que snspicereis attested by Tacitus himself.Germ. 10. Genuflec-

tere is in Gothic knussjan,the supplicareof the Eomans was flexo

corpore adorare. Fallingdown and bowing were customs of the

clirislians too ; thus in Hel. 47, 6. 48, 16. 144, 24 we have : te

Ijedu hntgan.58, 12 : te drohtine hnigan. 176, 8 : te bedu fdlan.

145, 3 : gihneg an kniobeda. In the S61arlio3 is the remarkable

expression: henni ec laut,to her (thesun) I bowed, Sam. 126" ;

from liUa inclinare. falla a kue ok luta, Vilk. saga cap. 6. nu

sirauk kongsdottirsinn Icgg,ok mrelti,ok sir i loptifftqyp, (stroked

her leg,and spoke,and looks up to the sky),Vilk, saga cap. 61,

So the saga of St. Olaf tells how the men bowed before the statue

of Thor, hitu J?viskrimsli,Fornm. sog. 4, 247. felltil iardar fyrir
likneski (fellto earth before the likeness).Fornm. sog. 2, 108.

The Langobards are stated in the Dial. Gregorii]\I.3, 28 to have

adored s%d)inissiscervicibus a divinelyhonoured goat'shead. In the

Middle Ages peoplecontinued to boiv to lifeless objects,by way of

blessingthem, such as a loved country,the road theyhad traversed,

or the day.^ Latin writers of the time, as Lambert, express urgent

entreatyby iKdibusprovolvi; the attitude was used not only to

1 Dem stigenigen,Iw. 5837. clem wege nigen, Parz. 375, 26. dem lande

nigen,Tri.st.11532. nigen in daz lant,Wigid. 4018. nigen in elliu lant,Iw.
7755. in die werlt nigen, Fraiuend. 103, 10, den stigen iind wegen segen
tuon, Iw, ^57 (seeSuppl,).
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God, but to all whom one wished to hono^^r : neigim uf den fuoz,

Morolt 41^ hie viel sie uf sinen vuoz, Iw. 8130. ouch nise ich ir

unz uf den fuoz,MS. 1, 155\ valle flir si (fallbefore her),und nige
uf ir fuoz,MS. 1, 54^ buten sich (bowed)weiuende Uf sinen vuoz,

Greg.355. neigim nider uf die hant,Dietr. 55^ These passages show

that peoj)lefell before the feet,and at the feet,of him who was to

be reverenced : wilt fallan te minun fotun,bedos te minun barma,
Hel. 33, 7. sich bot ze tal (bowed to the ground)geinsinen fiiezen

nieder,Wh. 463, 2} An 0, Boh. song has :
' sie Idanieti bohu,' to

bow before God, Koniginh.hs. 72 ; but the same has also the un-

Teutonic '
se hiti lo celopredebohy,'to beat one's brow before God.^

Uncovering the head (seeSuppl.)certainlywas from of old a token

of respectwith our ancestors, which, like bowing, was shown to

deityas well as to kingsand chiefs. Perhaps the priests,at least

those of the Goths, formed an exceptionto this,as their name pile-
ati is thus accounted for by Jornandes, quiaopertiscapitibustiaris

litabant,while the rest of the people stood uncovered. In a

survival of heathenish harvest-customs we shall find this uncover-ing

further established,ch. VII. In Nicolai Magni de Gow

registrum superstitionum(of 1415) it is said : Insuper hodie

inveniuntur homines, qui cum novilunium prime viderint Jlcxis

gcnibus adorant vel depositocaputiovel piilco,inclinato capite

honorant aUoquendo et suscipiendo. Ân AS. legend of CuSberht

relates how that saint was wont to go down to the sea at

^ Fial in sine fuazi,O. III. 10, 27. an sine fiieze,Karl 14''. The Chris-tians

in the Mid. Ages called it venie fallen,Parz. 460, 10. Karl lOi"*. Berth.

173. Ksrclu-. 2958. 3055. Kneeling and kissingthe ground, to obtain abso-lution

: da er uf siner venie lac (lay),Earl. 366, 21. den anger maz mit der langen
venie, Frib. Trist. 2095. venien suochen,MS. 1,23^. Morolt. 28''. Troj.
9300. terrae osculationibus,quas venias appellant,Pez. bibl. ascet. 8, 440. gie
ze kirchen und banekte (prostrated?)ze gote siniu glidermit venien und gebet,
Cod. kolocz. 180.

^ The tchelo-bitnaya,beatingof the forehead in presentinga petition,was

prohil:)itedin Russia by Catherine II. Conf. pronisvultibus adorare,Hehnold

1, 38.

3 What else I have collected about this practice,may be inserted here :

elevato a capitepileoalloquiturseniorem, Dietm. Merseb. p. 824 (an. 1012).
sublata cxjdaresurgens inclinat honeste, Ruodlieb 2, 93. Odofredus in I.

secundo loco digest,de postulando: Or signori,hie colligimusargumentum,
quod aliquisquando veniet coram magistratudebet ei revereri,quod est contra

Ferrarienses,qui,si essent coram Deo, non extraherent sibi capellumvel birretum

de capite,nee tlexisgenibuspostularent.Pillcus in capiteest,Isengrimus 1139.

oster la chape (in saluting),Meon 4, 261. gelUpfetden huot, Ms H. 3, 330.

sinen huot er abenam, hiemit eret er in also,Wigal. 1436. er zSch durch sin

hUbscheit den Imot gezogenlichenabe,Troj.1775. do stuont er uf geswinde
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niglit,and standingup to his neck in the brinybreakers,to singhia

prayers, and afterwards to kneel doivn on tlie shingles,with palms
stretched out to the firmament.^ Liftingtip and foldingof the

hands (seeSuppl.)was also jjractisedto a master, particularlyto a

feudal lord. In Ls. 3,78 we have ' bat mit zertdnen armen,'prayed
with outspread arms. The Old Bavarian stapfsakcn(denialof

indebtedness)was accompaniedby elevation of the hands,EA. 927

(seeSuppl.). It is not impossiblethat the christian converts

retained some heathen customs in praying. In a manuscript,pro-bably

of the 12th century,the prayers are to be accompaniedby

some curious actions: so miz (measure)den tihirdin herza in modum

crucis,unde von dem hrustlejffilezuo demo nahile,unde miz denne von

eime rippeunz an daz andire, unde sprichalsus. Again : so miz

denne die rehtun hant von deme lengistinvingireunz an daz resti

(wrist),unde miz denne von deme dumin zuo deme minnisten vin-gire.

One prayer was called ' der vane (flag)des almehtigingotis';

nine women are to read it nine Sundays, '
so ez morginet'; the

ninth has to read the psalm Domini est terra,in such a posture
' daz ir lih nict more die erde,wan die ellehoginunde diu chnic,'

that her body touch not the ground,exceptat the elbows and knees;

the others are all to stand till the lightedcandle has burnt out ;

Diut. 2, 292-3.

"We cannot now attach any definite meaning to the Gothic

uviliudon ev'^apiareiv; it is formed from aviliud %api9, which

resembles an 0. Sax. alat,olat gratiae; does it contain liuS cantus,

and was there moreover something heathenish about it? (See

Suppl.).The old forms of prayer deserve more careful collecting;

the Norse, which invoke the helpof the gods,mostlycontain the

gnuoc, ein scliajicldaz er uf trunc von gimmen unci von golclefin,daz nam er ah

dem houptesin,Troj.18635. er zucket ini sin he-piKiU,Ls. 3, 35. er was gereit,
daz er von dem houbt den huot liez vliegeniind spracli,Kolocz. 101. Festus

explains: lucem facere dicuntur Saturno sacrificantes,id est capitadetegere;
again : Saturno fitsacrificiuni ca^jiteaperto; conf. Macrob. Sat. 1, 8. Serv. in

Virg.3, 407.

i W.TBs gewunod IpSdthe wolde gan on niht to sse,and standan on j^am
sealtum brinime,oiS his swnran, singende his gebedii,and siSSan his cneowu

on J^aniceosle gebygde,astrchtumhandl)redum toheofenlicmu rodere;Thorpe's
analecta,pp. 7G-7. honiih 2. 138. [I have thought it but fair to rescue the

saint from a perilouspositionin "which the German had inadvertentlyplaced
him by making him "wade into the sea up to his neck, and kneel doum to

sing his prayers "." Trans.]" In the O.Fr. jcu de saint Kicolas,Tervagant
has to be approachedon bare elbows and knees ; Legrandfabl. 1, 343.

3
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verb duga with the sense propitiumesse: bi(5 ec Ottari oil goS dvga

(IOt. pray all,"c.),SnBm. 120''. biSjaJ?adisir duga,Seem. 195*.

Duga means to help,conf. Gramm. 4, 687. There is beauty in the

ON. prayer: biSjom herjafoSri hugom sitja(rogemus deum in

animis sedere nostris),Ssem. 113*,justas Christians pray the Holy

Ghost to descend : in herzen unsen sdzi,0. iv. 5, 30 (seeSuppL).
Christians at prayer or confession looked toward the Uast,and

lifted up their arms (Bingham lib. xi. cap. 7, ed. hal. 3, 273); and

so we read in the Kristinbalkr of the-old Gulathinglaw: '
ver skulum

Mta austr, oc biSjatil ens helgaKrists ars ok friSar,'we must bow

east,and pray the holyChrist for plentyand peace (conf.Syntagma
de baptismo p. 65); in the Waltharius 1159 : contra orientalem

prostratuscorpore partem precatur ; in AS. formulas : edstiveard

ic stande ; and in Troj.9298. 9642 : keret inch gen orient. The

heathens, on the contrary,in prayingand sacrificing,looked North-

VM7'ds : horfa (turn)i nord'r,Fornm. sog. 11, 134. leit (looked)i

norffr,Seem. 94^ beten gegen mitternacht,Keiserspergomeiss 49^

And the North was looked upon by the christians as the unblessed

heathen quarter,on which I have given details in EA. 808 ; it was

unluckyto make a throw toward the north,EA. 57 ; in the Lombard

boundary-treatiesthe northern tract is styled' nulla ora,'EA. 544.

These oppositeviews must serve to explaina passage in the Eoman

de Eenart, where the fox prays christianlg,and the wolf heathenly,
Eeinh. fuchs p. xli.^

As the expressionsfor askingand for obtaining,pp. 30, 31, are

identical,a prayer was thoughtto be the more effectual,the more

peopleit was uttered by :

got enwolde so manegem munde

stn genade niht versagen. Wigal.4458.

die juncvrouwen baten alle got,

nu ist er so gnsedecunt so guot
unt so reine gemuot,
daz er niemer kunde

so manegem stiezen munde

betelichiu dine versaoen. Iw. 5351.

1 At the abrenuntiatio one had to face the sunset,with wrinkled brow (fronts
caperata),expressinganger and hatred ; but at the confession of faith,to face

the sunrise,Arith eyes and hands raised to heaven ; Bingham lib. xi. caj). 7. "
13.14. Conf. Joh. Olavii synt. de baptismo,pp. 64-5.
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in (tothe nuns) waron de munde so royt,

so wes si god baden,

of syt mit vlize daden,

he id in nummer inkunde

dem rosenroten munde

bedelicher dingeversagen.

Ged. von der vrouwen sperwere, Cod. berol. 184, 54^ Hence :

helfensingen,MS. 1, 57". 2, 42^ Conf. cento novelle 61.^

Sacrifice. " The word opfer,a sacrifice,was introduced into

German by Christianity,beingderived from the Lat. offcro.offcrre.'^
The AS. very properlyhas only the verb offrianand its derivative

offrung(oblatio).In OHG., from ojpfaron,ojiforonthere proceeded
also a subst. oipfar,MHG. ophern and cypher;^ and from Germany

the expressionseems to have spreadto neighbouringnations,ON".

offr,Swed. Dan. offer,Lith. apjoiera,Lett, uppuris,Esth. ohiver,Fin.

2ihri,Boh. ofera, Pol. ojlara.Sloven, ofer. Everywhere the original
heathen terms disappeared(seeSuppl.).

The oldest term, and one universallyspread,for the notion ' to

worship (God) by sacrifice,'was hloian (we do not know if the

Goth. pret.was bdiblot or blotaida); I incline to attach to it the

full sense of the Gk. Oveiv'^ (see Suppl.). Ulphilassaw as yet no

objectionto translatingby it ae^eadai and XaTpevecv,Mk. 7, 7.

1 Mock-piety,hj-pocrisy,was branded in the Mid. Ages likewise,by strong

phraseology: er wil gate die fiiezeabezzen (eat the feet off),Ls. 3, 421. Fragm.
28". Mones anz. 3, 22. imserm Herrgottdie fiiessabbeissen wollen (biteoff),
Schmeller 2, 231. den heiligendie fiissabbeten wollen (praythe saints' feet off

them), Siniplic.1. 4, 17. herrgottbeisser,Holer 2, 48. herrgottfisler(fiiszler),
Schmid 1,93. heiligenfresserin,10 ehen, p. 62. So the Ital. mangiaparadiso,
Fr. mangeur de crucetix,Boh. Pol. liciobrazek (lickerof saints).A sham

saint is indifferentlytermed kapeltrete,tempeltrete,tevipelriune,Mones schausp.
p. 123. 137 (seeSuppl.).

- Not from operari,which in that sense was xxnknown to the church, the

Komance languageslikewise using It. offerire,Sp. ofrecer,Fr. offrir,never

operare, obrar,ouvrer ; the same technical sense adheres to offerta,ofrenda,
offrande.From oblata come the Sp. oblea,Fr. oublie,and perhapsthe MHG.

oblei,unless it is from eulogia,oblagia. From offre and offerta are iV)rmed the

Wei. offryd,Ir. oifrion,aifrion,offrail.Lastly,the derivation from ferre,
offerre,is confirmed by the German phrase' ein opferbringen,darbringen.'

^ Ophar,opfcrcould hardlybe the Goth. ai))rbwpov,in which neither the

vowel nor the consonant agrees. The Wei. ubert,Gael, iobairt,Ir. iodbairt,

(sacrificiixm)probablyl)elongalso to offerta.
* When Sozomen hist. eccl. 6, 37 in a narrative of Athanaric uses ivpoaKwelv

Ka\ dvfiv,the Gothic would be inveitan juh blutan.
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Lii. 2, 37; he construes it with an ace. of the person: iDlotan

fraujanis to him simply Deiim colere,with apparentlyno thought
of a bloodysacrifice. For Xarpeia Eom. 12, 1,he puts Uotinassus,

and for d6o"T"/3/]";John 9, 31 gxxWostreis.The latter presupposes a

subst, hlostr (cultus,oblatio),of which the S is explained in

Gramm. 2, 208. Ushldteins {iTapdK\r}cnq)2 Cor. 8,4 impliesa verb

usblotjanto implore. Ccedmon uses the AS. Uotan pret. bleot,

onUotan pret.onbleot,of the Jewish sacrifice,and follows them up

with ace. of thing and dat. of person : blotan sunu (filiumsacri-

ficare)173,5. onbleot ]?fetlac Gode (obtulithostiam Deo) 177,21.

In iElfred's Orosius we have the same Uotan pret.blotte. I derive

from it Uetsian,later blessian,to bless. The OHG. pluozan,pret.

pliezand pluozta,appears only in glosses,and renders libare,litare,

victimare,immolare, Gl. Hrab. 959'' 960^ 966" 968". Diut. 1,245,

258'\ No case-construction is found,but an ace. of the thingmay
be inferred from partic.kaplozaniuimmolata. A subst. pluostar

sacrificium,Uuostar,Is. 382. Gl. emni. 411. Gl. jun.209. T. 56, 4.

95, 102 ^;pluostarhUsidolium, Gl. emm. 402. ^j/oasAilsfanum,

phcostrarisacrificator,ibid. 405. It is plainthat here the word has

more of a heathen look,and was not at that time used of christian

worship; with the thing,the words for it soon die out. But its

universal use in Norse heathendom leaves no doubt remaining,that

it Avas equallyin vogue among Goths, Alamanni, Saxons, before

their conversion to Christianity.The ON. verb hloia,pret.blet and

blotaGi,takes,like the Gothic, an ace. of the objectworshipped;

thus, Gragas 2, 170, in the formula of the trygdamCd:sva viSa sem

(aswidelyas)kristnir menn kirkior soekia,heiSnir menu hof hlota

(fanacolunt);and in the Edda: Thor hlota,mik hlota,hlota"i 06in.

Seem. Ill'',113",141", 165^-: always the meaning is sacrificiovene-

rari. So that in Goth, and ON. the verb bringsout more the idea

of the person, in OHG. and AS. more that of the thing. But

even the O.Dan, version of the OT. uses hlothe immolare,Woc^Amadh

^ The Gl. Hrab. 954^* : Laclia,plostar,is incomplete; in Gl. Ker. 45. Diut.

1, 166" it stands : bacha sacriticat,ploastarjiloazit,or zepar plozit; so that it is

meant to translate only the Lat. verb, not the subst. bacha {j^aKxri).Or per-haps

a better reading is ' bachat ' for bacchatur,and the meaning is '
non

sacriticat '.
^ Landn. 1,2: blotaCi hrafna jn-ia,worshippedthree ravens, who were

going to show him the road ; so, in Sasm. 141% a l)ird demands that cow.s be

sacriticed to him ; the victim itself is ON. hlot,and we are told occasionally:
feck at bloti,ak bloti niiklu,offered a sacrifice,a greatsacrifice,Landn. 2, 29.
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lihamina.blotelsdholocaustum, Molbech's ed. pp. 171. 182. 215. 2-1'J.

Also the O.Swed. Uplandslag,at the very beginningof the church-

balkr has : senginskal affgiiSumhlotcc,with dat. of person, implying

an ace. of the thing." The true derivation of the word I do not know.^

At all events it is not to be looked for in bloS sanguis,as the dis-agreeing

consonants of the two Gothic words plainlyshow; equally

divergentare the OHG. pluozan and pluot from one another ;

besides,the worship so designatedwas not necessarilybloody. A

remarkable passage in the Livonian rhymingchronicle 4683 tells of

the Sameits (Schamaits,Samogits):

ir hluotcldii der warf zuo hant

sin loz nach ir alden site,

zuo hant er Uiiotete alles mite

ein quek.

Here, no doubt,an animal is sacrificed. I fancy the poet retained

a term which had penetrated from Scandinavia to Lithuania with-out

understandingit himself ; for bluotkirl is merely the O.Swed.

blotkarl,heathen priest; the term is foreignto the Lithuanian

language.^
A few more of these generalterms for sacrifice must be added

(see SuppL)." OHG. antheiz (hostia,victima),Diut. 1, 240^ 246,

258. 278''; and as verbs,both aiitheizon and inheizan (immolare),
Diut. 1,246. 258." OHG. msaken (litare),Gl. Hrab. 968^ insaket pirn

(delibor),ibid. 959" 960*, to which add the Bavarian stapfsaken,
liA. 927 ; just so the AS. onseegan, Cod. exon. 171, 32. 257, 23.

onsecgcm to fibre (devote as sacrifice),Cisdm. 172, 30. fiber

onscegde,90, 29. 108, 17. tifer onsecge, Ps. 65, 12. lac onsecge

Cod. exon. 254, 19. 257, 29; lac onscegde,Ca^dm. 107, 21. 113,

15. Cod. exon. 168, 28. gild onscegde,Csedm. 172, 11. and

onscegdnes(oblatio)." As inheizan and onseegan are formed

with the prefixand-, so is apparentlythe OHG, ineihan pini
(delibor),Hrab. 960*,which would yielda Goth, anddllcan ; it is

^ Letter for letter it agrees ^vitli(fiXoiSda)I lightup, burn, which is also ex-pressed

in 6{jco and the Lat. sulUo ; Imt, if the idea of bumt-olferingwas
originallycontained in blotan,it must have got obscured very early.

-Even in AlIIG. the word seems to have already become extinct; it

may survive still in tenns referringto place,as blot:.graben,6/o";.'gartenin

Hessen,conf. the phrase^blotzcn miissen,'to have to fork out (sacrifice)money.
An old knife or sword also is called blotz(seeSuppL).
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from this OHG. ineihhan,which I think Graff 1, 128 has misread

ireihan,that a later neihhan immolare, libare Graff (2,1015) seems

to have risen by aphseresis(Gramm. 2, 810),as neben from inebeu ;

conf. eichon (dicare,vindicare),Graff 1, 127. To this place also

belongsthe OHG. 'pifelahan(libare,immolare),Diut. 1, 245. 248.

" All this strictlydenotes only the ' on-saying,'dedication,conse-cration

of the offering; and it follows from the terminologyat least

that particularobjectswere selected beforehand for sacrifice.^

Thus antheiz is elsewhere simply a vow, votum, solemn promise,

inthcizan vovere ; hence also the AS. onsecgan has determinative

substantives added to it.

In the same sense hmdan (offerre)seems to have been in use

very early,AS. lac Icbcodan, Ciedm. 173, 9. ON. hodn (oblatio).
From this biudan I derive Muds (mensa),ON. hioffr (discus),AS.

leod (mensa,lanx),OHG. plot,from its having originallysignified

the holy table of offerings,the altar.

The Goth, fidlafalijan(with dat. of pers.)prop, to please,give

satisfaction,is used for Xarpeveiv,Lu. 4, 8 (seeSuppL)." In Mk. 1,

44. Lu. 5, 14 athairan adferre,Trpoa^ipeiv,is used of sacrifice; and

in AS. the subst. bring by itself means oblatio ; so Wolfram in

Parz. 45, 1 says : si hrahtcn opfervil ir goten,and Tundgr.II. 25 :

ein lam zopphere hrdhtc."
It is remarkable that the Goth, salj'an,

which elsewhere is intransitive and means divertere,manere [put

up, lodge,John 1, 39. 40] is in Lu. 1, 9. Mk. 14, 12. 1 Cor. 10,

20. 28 used transitivelyfor Ovfitdvand dueLv,and hunsla saljan,
John 16, 2 stands for XarpelavTrpoaipepeiv,which bringsit up to

the meaning of OHG. and AS. sellan,ON. selja,tradere,to hand

over, possiblybecause the solemn presentationincluded a personal

approach. The OHG. ingangan (obire)is occasionallyappliedto

worship: piganc(ritus),Diut, 1, 272\ afgodahegangan,Lacomblet

1, 11. " Gildan, Jceltan,among its many meanings,has also to do

with worshipand sacrifice; it was from the old sacrificialbanquets
that our guildstook their name. OS. waldandes (God's)geld,Hel.

3, 11. 6, 1. that geld lestian,Hel. 16, 5. AS. hvjnegicld,holo-

caustum, Credm. 175, 6, 177, 18. gildonsecgan, 172, 11. Abel's

offeringis a gield,60, 5. deofolgield,idololatria,Beda 3, 30. Cod.

1 So the O.Boh. ohiecati obiet (Koniginh.lis.72)is strictlyopferverheissen,
to promise or devote an offering.
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exon. 245, 29. 251, 24. hse^engield,Cod. exon. 243, 23. OHG.

heida,n]ceU sacrilegiurn: gote ir gdt bringent,Warn. 2906. offer-

nncffJielstar,sacrificium,Is. 395. dbiu blostar iro ghelstro,Is. 382.

" Peculiar to tbe AS. dialect is the generalterm Idc,neut., often

rendered more definite by verbs containingtbe notion of sacrifice:

onbl^ot ]78etlac gode,CcX"lm. 177, 26. drybtneIdc brohton,60, 2.

Idc bebeodan, 173, 9. Idc onsregde,107, 21. 113, 15. ongan Idc,

90, 19 (seeSuppl.). Tbe word seems to be of the same root as the

Goth. masc. laiks (saltatio),OHG. leih (Indus,modus),ON. leikr,

and to have signifiedat firstthe dance and playthat accompanieda

sacrifice,then graduallythe giftitself.^ That there was playing

and singingat sacrifices is shown by the passages quoted further

on, from Gregory'sdialoguesand Adam of Bremen,

The followingexpressionsI regardas more definite (seeSuppl.),

Ulph. in Eom. 11, 16 renders d7rapxv"the offeringof firstfruitsat

a sacrifice,delibatio,by ufarskafts,which I derive not from skapan,

but from skaban (shave)radere, since dirapxal'were the first

clippingsof hair off the victim's forehead,Odyss. 14, 422. 3, 446.

If we explainit from skapan,this word must have passedfrom its

meaning of creare into that of facere,immolare. " The Goth, vitod

is lex,the OHG. icizot (Graff1, 1112. Fundgr.1,398^)both lex

and eucharistia,the Fris. vitat invariablythe latter alone ; justas

zakon in Serv. has both meanings [but in Euss. only that of lex].

"Ulph. translates dvaia by Goth, hunsl, Matt. 9, 13. Mk. 9, 49.

Lu. 2, 24 ; then againXarpeiav Trpoa^epetvin John 10, 2 by hunsla

saljan,where the reference is expresslyto killing.And dvo-iaaWjptov

is called hunslastniSs,]\latt.5, 23-4. Lu. 1, 11. But the corre-sponding

AS. husd, Engl,hoiisd,allows of being appliedto a

Christian sacrament, and denotes the eucharist, hilsdgongthe

partakingof it,Msc/fa^t the sacred vessel of sacrifice; conf. CiTedni.

260, 5 hiisdhtu halegufor the sacred vessels of Jerusalem. Like-wise

the OK hihl in the Norw. and Swed. laws is used in a

christian,never in a heathen sense. No hunsal is found in OHG.;

neither can I guess the root of the word. " Twice, however, Ulph.

1 Sci-v.frilCgoffering,-what is laid before,prilozhitito offer ; Sloven, dar,

darina, daritva = Swpov. [Euss. clarii sviatiiye= Soipa"lepameans the

eucharist.]The Sloven aldov,bloodless oflering,eeenis not to be Slavic,it

resembles Huns,',aldozat. evaia is rendered in 0. Slav, by zhrtva (Kopitar's

Glagol.72"=),in^Russ.by zhertva [fr.zhariti to roast,burn I or zlu-ati devour,
zhera glutton?].
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renders Ovata by sducfs,pi,saudeis,Mk. 12, 33. Rom. 12, 1. I sup-

suppose he thoughtof the sacrifice as that of an animal slaughtered
and boiled ; the root seems to be siuSan to seethe,and the ON. has

sauffr a ram, probablybecause its flesh is boiled.^ In Eph. 5, 2 we

have ' hu7isljah sdud' ' side by side,for irpocr^opavkoI Ovaiav,and

in Skeir. 37, 8 gasaljandssik hunsl jah sauS.
" The OHG. zepar is

also a sacrificein the sense of hostia,victima,Hymn. 10, 2. 12, 2. 21,

5. Gl. Hrab. 965^ Diut. 240'^ 272'' (seeSuppl). We could match

it with a Goth, tihr,if we might venture on such an emendation of

the unique dihr Scopov,Matt. 5, 23 (conf.Gramm. 1, 63). My con-jecture

that our German ungeziefer(vermin),formerlyungezihcr,-
and the O.Er. atoivre also belong to this root,has good reasons in

its favour. To this day in Franconia and Thuringia,ziefer,gezicfcr

(insects)not only designatepoultry,but sometimes include even

goats and swine (Reinwaldhenneb. id. 1, 49. 2, 52. conf. Schm. 4,

228). "Wliat seems to make againstmy view is,that the A.S. tihcr

cannot even be restricted to animals at all,Ceedm. 90, 29. 108, 5.

172, 31. 175, 3. 204, 6. 301, 1. ^igntiher,203, 12. ^igoxtifer,Cod.

exon. 257, 30 ; on the contrary,in 60, 9 it is Cain's offeringof

grainthat is called titer,in distinction from Abel's gield; and in

^Ifr. gl.62^^we find wmtifer,libatio. But this might be a later

confusion ; or our ungezieievmay have extended to weeds,and con-sequently

zepar itself would include anything fit for sacrifice in

plantsand trees.^ Meanwhile there is also to be considered the

ON. tafn,victima and esca ferarum. " Lastly,I will mention a

term peculiarto the ON. language,and certainlyheathen : forn,

fern, victima,hostia,fdrna, immolare, or instead of it fornfcera,
conf. Fornm. sog. 1,97 2,76. this forna at the same time,according
to Biorn,meaning elevare,tollere. AS. forn porcus, porcaster(?).

^ Rom. 12, 1. 'present your bodies a Krwigr.sauS' was scarcelya happy
combination, if sauSs conveyed the notion of something boiled ! Can nothing
be made of s6t5jansatiare sootlie (Milton's' the soothest shepherd '

= sweetest,
Goth. sutista).PGrimm's law of change in mutes has many exceptions: pater
father fseder vater (4 stages instead of 3, so mater) ; sessel a settle,and sattel

a saddle,both from sit sat ; treu true, but trinken drink, "c. " Trans.
^ Titur. 5198, ungeziherestands for monster ; but what can ungeziheUmean

in Lanz. 5028 vor grozem ungezibele1 nibele 1
^ Caidm. 9, 2 : ^pa,seo tid gewat ofer tiher sceacan middangeardes. This

passage, whose meaning Thorpe himself did not rightlyseize,I understand

thus : As time passedon over (God's)giftof this earth. The inf. sceacan (elabi)
depends on gewat ; so in Judith anal. 140, 5 : gewiton on fleam sceacan, began
to flee ; and stillmore freq.gewiton gangan.
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If tlio 6 did not hinder,we could identifyit with the adj.fom

vetus, fom sorcerer, fornccskiasorcery, and the OHG. furnic

antiquiis,prisons,canus (Graff3, 628) ; and in particular,use the

same glossesfor the illustration of baccha pluostar.Fom would

then be the term apphed by the christians to heathen sacrifices of

the former olden time, and that would easilyglideinto sorcery, nay,

there would be an actual kinshipconceivable between z'eparand

zoupar (zauber,magic),and so an additional link between the

notions of sacrifice and sorcery, knowing as we do that the verbs

garaican, wihan and perhaps zouivan [AS. gearwian to prepare,

Goth, veihan to consecrate, and taujan to bring about]are appli-cable

to both,though our OHG. karo,haraiui victima,Graff 4, 241

(Germ,gar, AS. gearw, yare)expresses no more than what is made

ready,made holy,consecrated."^ We shall besides have to separate

more exactlythe ideas vow and sacrifice,Mid. Lat. votum and census,

closelyas they border on one another : the vow is,as it were, a

privatesacrifice.

Here then our ancient language had a varietyof words at its

command, and it may be supposed that they stood for different

tilings; but the difficultyis,to unravel what the differences in the

matter were.

Sacrifice rested on the suppositionthat human food is agreeable

to the gods,that intercourse takes place between gods and men.

The god is invited to eat his share of the sacrifice,and he really

enjoysit. Not tilllater is a separatedivine food placedbefore him

(seeSuppl.). The motive of sacrifices was everywhere the same :

either to render thanks to the gods for their kindnesses, or to

appease their anger ; the gods were to be kept gracious,or to be

made graciousagain. Hence the two main kinds of sacrifice :

(!/ia7i/j-oireringsand si?i-offerings.2When a meal was eaten, a head of

1 The Skr. kratu sacrifice,or accord, to Benfey 2, 307 process, comes from

kri facerc
,
and in Latin, facere.(agnis,vitula,Virg. eel. 3. 77) and operarlwere

used of the sacred act of sacrifice ; so in Grk, pi^^iv" e'pSfti/,Bu'ot. peBdnv of

olferingthe liecatomb,and fpSeti/is epyeiv, our ivirken,ivoric, iinppj^fivOd. 17,

211. Biieiv,pi(eiv,8pav,AtlienaJUS 5,403, as 8pqv for Oveiv,so dpuais = dvcria.

The Catluilic priestalso uses conficcre,im-JioTcfor consecrare (Ciesar.heisterbac.

9, 27) ; compare the ' alicpiidi)lusnovi facere ' in Burcard of Worms 10, 16

and p. 193'=. The Lat. cujcresignifiedthe slaughteringof the victim.

- "'"7ui-opl'er,strictly,conciliatoryofferings; but as these were generally
identical witli .S/f"rf-opfer,sin-offerings,I have used the latter expression,as
short and familiar. " Tiians.
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game killed,the enemy conquered(seeSuppl),a firstlingof the cattle

born,or grainharvested,tlie gift-bestowinggod had a first rightto
a part of the food,drink,produce,the spoilsof war or of the chase

(the same idea on which tithes to the church were afterwards

grounded). If on the contrary a famine, a failure of crops, a

pestilencehad set in among a people,they hastened to present

propitiatorygifts(seeSuppl.). These sin-offeringshave by their

nature an occasional and fitfulcharacter,while those performed to

the propitiousdeityreadilypass into periodicallyrecurringfestivals.

There is a third speciesof sacrifice,by which one seeks to know

the issue of an enterprise,and to secure the aid of the god to whom

it is presented (seeSuppl.). Divination however could also be

practisedwithout sacrifices. Besides these three,there were special

sacrifices for particularoccasions,such as coronations,,births,

weddings and funerals,which were also for the most part coupled

with solemn banquets.
As the gods show favour more than anger, and as men' are

oftener cheerful than oppressedby their sins and errors, thank-

offeringswere the earliest and commonest, sin-offeringsthe more

rare and impressive. Whatever in the world of plantscan be laid

before the gods is gay, innocent,but also less imposing and effective

than an animal sacrifice. The streamingblood,the life spiltout

seems to have a stronger binding and atoning power. Animal

sacrifices are natural to the warrior,the hunter, the herdsman,

while the husbandman will offer up grainand flowers.

The great anniversaries of the heathen coincide with po-pular

assemblies and assizes.^ In the'Ynglinga saga cap. 8 they

are specifiedthus : J?askyldibiota i moti vetri (towardswinter)til

ars, enn at miSjum vetri biota til groSrar,it J^riSjaat sumri, J?at

var sigrblot(forvictory). In the Olafs helgasaga cap. 104 (Fornm.

sog. 4, 237) .

en jjater siSr ]?eirra(itis their custom) at hafa blot

a haustum (autumn) ok fagna ];avetri,annat blot hafa ]?eirat

miSjum vetri,en hit ]?riSjaat sumri,];afagna];eirsumari ; conf. ed.

holm. cap. 115 (seeSuppl.). The Autumn sacrifice was offered to

welcome the winter, and til ars (pro annonae ubertate); the Mid-winter

sacrifice til groSrar(proferacitate); the Summer one to

welcome the summer, and tilsigrs(provictoria).Halfdan the Old

1 RA. 245. 745. 821-5.
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held a greatmidwinter sacrificefor the longduration of his life and

kingdom, Sn. 190. But the greatgeneralblot held at Upsal every

winter included sacrifices ' til ars ok friSar ok sigrs,'Fornm. sog. 4,

154. The formula sometimes runs
' til arbotar ' (year'sincrease),

or
' til friSar ok vetrarfars goSs (good wintertime). In a striking

passage of the Gutalagh,p. 108, the great national sacrifices are

distinguishedfrom the smaller offeringsof cattle,food and drink :

' firi J?ann tima oc lengieptirsi];antro];umenu a hult oc a

hauga, vi ok staf-gar|7a,oc a haij^ingu]?blotajmJ?airsynum oc

dydrum sinum, oc fdcjyimi]? riiati oc tnundgcdi,jjatgier]?uJ^air

eptirvantro sinni. Land alt hafj^isir hoystu hlotan mi]?fulki,
ellar hafjn liuer Jjrijjiungrsir. En smeri ]?ing hafjju mindri

hlotan med, Jilepimati oc mungati, sum haita siipnautar: ])iet

J^airs%i]yuallir saman.'

Uaster-Jlrcs,Mayday-fires,Midsummer-fires,with their numerous

ceremonies, carry us back to heathen sacrifices; especiallysuch

customs as rubbmg the sacred flame,running throughthe glowing

embers,throv/ingflowers into the fire,baking and distributinglarge
loaves or cakes,and the circular dance. Dances passed into plays

and dramatic representations(seech. XIII, drawing the ship,ch.

XXIII, and the witch-dances, ch. XXXIV).. Afzelius 1, 3

describes a sacrificial play still performed in parts of Gothland,

acted by young fellows in disguise,who blacken and rouge their

faces (seech. XVII, sub fine).One, wrajDt in fur,sits in a chair as

the victim,holdingin his mouth a bunch of straw-stalks cut fine,
which reach as far as his ears and have the appearance of sow-

bristles : by this is meant the boar sacrificed at Yule, which in

England is decked with laurel and rosemary (ch.X),just as the

devil's offeringis with rue, rosemary and orange (ch.XXXIII). "

The great sacrificialfeast of the ancient Saxons was on Oct. 1,and
is traced to a victorygainedover the Thuringiansin 534 (seech.
VI) ; in documents of the Mid. Ages this high festival stillsbears

the name of the gemcinwoche or common week (seech. XIII, Zisa),
Wiirdtwein dipl.magimt. 1 praef.III-V. Scheffers Haltaus p.

142.'
conf. Hofers ostr. wb. 1, 306. Another chronicle placesit on Sept.
25 (Ecc.fr. or. 1,59) ; Zisa's day was celebrated on Sept.29, St.

Michael's on the 28th; so that the holdingof a harvcst-oferingnmst

be intended all through."In addition to the great festivals,they
also sacrificed on specialoccasions,particularlywhen famine or
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disease was rife ; sometimes for longlife:
' biota tillanglifl,'Landn,

3, 4; or for favour (thockasaeld)with the people: ' Grimr, er

blotinn var dauSr (sacrificedwhen dead)fiirthokkasaeld,ok kallaGr

kamban', Landn. 1, 14. 3, 16. This epithetJcamhan must refer to

the sacrifice of the dead man's body ; I connect it with the OHG.

jnchim^ida funus, r^Iid. Dut. hiitiban comere, Diut. 2, 207*. conf.

note to Andr. 4.

Human Sacrificesare from their nature and originexpiative;
some great disaster,some heinous crime can only be purged and

blotted out by human blood. AVith all nations of antiquitythey
were an old-established custom ^

; the followingevidences place it

beyond a doubt for Germany (seeSuppl.).Tac. Germ. 9 : Deorum

maxime Mercurium colunt,cui certis diebus Jmmanis quoque liostiis

litare fas habent. Germ. 39 : stato tempore in silvam coeunt,

caesoque puUice (inthe people'sname) homine celebrant barbari

ritus horrenda primordia. Tac. Ann. 1,CI : lucis propinquisbar-

barae arae, apud quas tribunos ac primorum ordinum ccnturiones

mactaverant. Tac. Ann. 13, 57 : sed bellum Hermunduris pros-

perum, Cattis exitiosius fuit,quiavictores diversam aciem Marti ac

Mercurio sacravere, quo voto equi,viri, cuncta victa occidioni

danUir. Isidori chron. Goth., aera 446 : quorum (regum Gothi-

corum) unus Eadagaisus
. . .

Italiam belli feritate aggreditur,
promittenssangwincm Christianorum diis suis litare,si vinceret.

Jornandes cap. 5: quem Martem Gothi semper asperrimaplacavere
cultura,nam victimae ejus mortcs fuere caidorum, opinantesbellor-

um praesulem aptius humani sanguinis effusione placandum.^
Orosius 7, 37 of Eadagaisus,whom he calls a Scythian,but

makes him lead Goths to Italy: qui (ut mos est barbaris

hujusmodi generis)sanguinem diis suis proimiare dcvovcrat.^

^ Lasaulx die siilmopferder Griechen u. Eomer, Wurzburg 1841, pp.
8"13.

- Conf. C?es. de B. Gall. 6, 17 on the worship of Mars among the Gauls ;

and Procop.de B. Goth. 3, 14 on the Slavens and Antes : Bebv yih yap i'vatov

TTji aaTpanris drjjjLiovpyovunavTcov Kvpiov povov avTov vopl^ovatvflvai,Kal dvovcriv

avTo) [iuas re Ka\ Upela anavTa.
. . .

aX\ eVetSai/ avrols iv tvoctlv iJStj6
6i'ii/aTosfir], T] voam ciXovcxi,rj es TvoKepov KaditTTCipevois,eTrayyeWovraiptv, rjv

dtafPvycocri,Qvaiav ro) 6"o avrt rrji '^v)(^rjsavTiKa TTOirjcrav, 8ia(pvy6i/T"sde
dvovaiv onep VTrea^ovTO, /cat o'iouraiti)vacorrjpiavravrr^s Si)t^s Bvaias avrols

fcovrjcrOai.
^ Of him Avigustine says, in sermo 105, cap. lO : Rhadagaysus rex Goth-

oruiu
, . .

Romae
. . .

Jovi sacrijlcahatquotidie,nuutialjaturc|ue
ubique,qnod a sacriliciisnon desisteret.
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Trocopiusde bello Goth. 2, 15 of the Thulites,i.e.Scandinavians :

6vovai Se ivSeXex^cTT^^TO,lepelairavra koI ivayl^ovai. rcov Se

lepeicov crcpicrt,to KciXkiaTOV dv6 pcoir 6"i iariu, ovrrep av So p ta-

XoiTov "7roi7](Tatvro ir pwrov. tovtov yap ra" "Apet Ovovaiv,

eVel Oeov avTov vo/mi^oucrtniytarov elvai. Ibid. 2, 14, of tlie

Heriili : ttoXvv rwa voixl^ovTe"ideojv ofiiXov, o"? Sr] koX

dvd p(07r (ov 6uaiai"; IXdaKeaOai, oaiov avToU iSoKet eivat. Ibid.

2, 25, of the ah^eadyconverted Franks at their passage of the Po :

eirtka^ofjievoi,he Tri"i"ye(pvpa";ol ^pdyyot,tt a 1 8 a 9 re Kau yvvai-

Ka"i Twv TotOcov, ov"i7rep evTavOa evpov lepevov re /cat avrcDv

rd a-cofxara i^ Tov irorajxbvdupoOivia rov 7ro\e/j,ov epptir-

Tovv. ol /Sdp^apoiyap ovroi, Xpiariavolyeyov6Te"i,rd iroWd t^?

'KaXai.d^ ho^T]^"^v\dcraovaL,Ovaiaiq re XP^I^^^" d̂vdpcoircov

Kol dWa ovx ocTia lepevovre'?,ravrj] re ra? /xavreia'i irocovfievoi.

Sidonius ApoUinaris8, 6 of the Saxons: mos est remeaturis

decimum quemque captorum per aequales et cruciarias poenas,

plusob hoc tristiquodsuperstitiosoritu necare. Capitul.de partib.

Saxon. 9 : si quishominem diabolo sacrificaveritet in hostiam, more

paganorum, daemonibus oUulerit. Lex Frisionum, additio sap. tit.

42 : qui fanum effregerit. . .
immolatur diis,quorum tempia

violavit ; the law affected only the Frisians ' trans Laubachi,'who

remained heathens longer. What Strabo relates of the Cimbri,and

Dietmar of the Northmen, will be cited later. Epist.Bonif 25 (ed.

Wlirdtw.): hoc quoque inter alia crimina agi in partibusillis

dixisti,quod quidam ex fidelibus ad immolandum paganissua

vemtndcnt mancipia; masters were allowed to sell slaves,and

christians sold them to heathens for sacrifice. Tlie captiveprince

Graecus Avar de (a) Suevis pccudismore litatus (ch.XIII, the

goddessZisa). F̂or evidences of human sacrifice among the Norse,

see Miiller's sagabibl.2, 560. 3, 93. As a rule,the victims were

captiveenemies, purchasedslaves or greatcriminals ; the sacrifice

of women and children by the Franks on crossinga river reminds

of the Greek Sta^aT7]pLa; - the firstfruits of war, the first prisoner

1 Adam of Bremen de ."'ituDaniae cap. 24, of the Litlinanians : draconc:^"

adorant cum volucribus, qiiibusetiam vivos litcmt homines, quos a mercatoribus

emunt, diligenteromnino probates,iie mactilam in corpore habeant.

2 Hence in onr own Iblk-tales,the first to cross the bridge,the firstto

enter the new bnihlingor tliecountry, pays with his life,Avhich meant, falls a

sacrifice. Jornandes cap. 25, of thcHiins : ad Scythiamproperant,et quantos-

cwuitie priusin iwjressuScytharum habuere, Utavere Vidorine.
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taken,was supposedto bring luck. In folk-tales we find traces of

the immolation of children ; they are killed as a cure for leprosy,

they are walled up in basements (oh.XXXV, XXXVI, end); and

a feature that particularlypointsto a primitivesacrificial rite is,

that toysand victuals are handed in to the child,while the roofing-in
is completed. Among the Greeks and Romans likewise the victims

fellamid noise and flute-playing,that their cries might be drowned,

and the tears of children are stifledwith caresses,
'
ne flebilishostia

immoletur '. Extraordinaryevents might demand the death of

kings'sons and daughters,nay, of kings themselves. Thoro offers

up his son to the gods; Worm mon. dan, 285. King Oen the Old

sacrificed oiine sons one after the other to OSin for his long life;

Yngl.saga cap, 29. And the Swedes in a grievousfamine,when

other great sacrificesproved unavailing,offered up their oion king
Domaldi; ibid. cap. 18.

Animal sacrificeswere mainly thank-offerings,but sometimes

also expiatory,and as such they not seldom,by way of mitigation,
took the placeof a previoushuman sacrifice. I will now quote the

evidences (seeSuppl.).Herculem et Martem conccssis animalihcs

placant,Tac, Germ. 9 ; i.e.,with animals suitable for the purpose

(Hist.5, 4), '
concessum

' meaning sacrum as againstprofanum ;

and only those animals were suitable,whose flesh could be eaten

by men. It would have been unbecoming to offer food to the god,
which the sacrificer liimself would have disdained. At the same

time these sacrifices appear to be also banquets; an appointed

portionof the slaughteredbeast is placedbefore the god,the rest is

cut up, distributed and consumed in the assembly. The people
thus became partakersin the holyoffering,and the god is regarded

as feastingwith them at their meal (seeSuppl.). At great sacri-fices

the kingswere expectedto taste each kind of food,and down

to late times the house-spiritsand dwarfs had their portionset

aside for them by the superstitiouspeople." Quadragintarustici a

Langobardiscapti carnes immolatitias comedere compellebantur,

Greg.M. dial, 3, 27 ; which means no more than that the heathen

Langobardspermittedor expectedthe captivechristians to share

their sacrificialfeast.^ These 'immolatitiae carnes' and 'hostiae im-

^ I do not know how comjiellerecan be softened down to * permittingor
expecting'." Trans.
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molatitiae,quas stulti homines juxtaecclesias ritu pagano faciuut '

are also mentioned in Bonifacii epist.25 and 55, ed. Wlirdtw.

In tlie earliest period,the Horse seems to have been the

favourite animal for sacrifice ; there is no doubt that before the

introduction of Christianityits flesh was universallyeaten. There

was nothingin the ways of the heathen so offensive to the new

converts, as their not givingup the slaughterof horses (hrossa-sldirj
and the eatingof horseflesh ; conf Nialss. cap. 106, The Christian

Northmen reviled the Swedes as hross-ceturnar ; Fornm. sog. 2,

309. Fagrsk.p. 63. King Hakon, whom his subjectssuspectedof

Christianity,was called upon 'at hann skyldieta hrossasldtr ;'Saga
Hak. g6(5acap. 18. From Tac. ami. 13, 57 we learn that the Her-

munduri sacrificed the horses of the defeated Catti. As late as the

time of Boniface (Ei^ist.ed. Wlirdtw. 25. 87 Serr. 121. 142),i
the Thuringiansare strictlyenjoinedto abstain from horseflesh.

Agathias bears witness to the practiceof the Alamanni : 'iTrirovi

re Kab l3oa^,kuI aXXa arra [xvpLak a par o fiovPT ""; (beheading),
i7n6etd^ov(TL,ed bonn. 28, 5." Here we must not overlook the

cuttingo^ of the head,which was not consumed with the rest,but

consecrated by way of eminence to the god. When Cacina, on

approaching the scene of Varus's overthrow, saw horses heads

fastened to the stems of trees (equorumartus,simul trtincis arlorum

antefixaora, Tac. ann. 1, 61),these were no other than the Eoman

horses,which the Germans had seized in the battle and offered up
to their gods^(seeSuppl). A similar ' immolati diiseqidahscissum

cainit'meets us in Saxo gram. p. 75 ; in the North they fixed it on

the neidstange(niSstong,stake of envy) which gave the power to

bewitch an enemy, Egilss.p. 389. In a Hessian kindermarchen

(no.89) we have surviving,but no longerunderstood,a reminiscence

^ Inter cetera afjrestemcahallum caliquantoscomedere adjunxisti,plerosque
et doviesticum. hoc nequaciuam lierideiiicepssinas. And

,
inprimisde volatiU-

bus,id est graculiset cornicnlis atque ciconiis,quae omnino cavendae sunt ab
esu christianorum. etiani et fibri et leporeset cqui silvatici luulto aniplius
vitandi. Af^^ain,Hieronymus adv. Jov. lib. 2 (ed. basil. 1553. 2, 75) " Sar-

niatae,Quadi,Vandali et innumerabiles aliae gentesequai-inn et vulpium carnibus
delectantur. Otto frising.6, 10

.
audiat, quod Pecenati (thewild Peschen;ere,

Nik 1280, 2) et hi qui Falones vocantur (the Vahven, Nib. 1279, 2. Tit.

4097), Orudis et ininmndis carnibiLs,ut^jote cquiniset catinis usque hodie
vescuiitur. Rol. 98, 20 of the heathen : sie ezzent diu ros. Witches also are

charged with eatinghorseflesh (seeSuppl.).
""'Also in that passage of Jornandes about Mars : huic truncis suspende-

bantur exuviae.
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of tlie mysteriousmeaning of a suspendedIwrscs head} " But on

horse-sacrifices among the heatlien Norse we have further informa-tion

of peculiarvahie. The St. Olaf s saga, cap. 113 (ed.holm. 2,

181),says: ]?atfylgSiok }?eirristign,at j^arvseri drepitnaut ok

liross tilarbotar (followedthe sayingthat there were slain neat and

liorse for harvest-boot).A tail-pieceat the very end of the

Hervararsagamentions a similar sacrifice offered by the apostate

Swedes at the election of king Svein (secondhalf of 11th century):

var ]?aframleidt hross eitt a J?ingit,ok hoggviti sundr, ok sJcipttil

ids,en rio]?U(5ubloSinu hluttre ; kostuSu ]?aallir Sviar kristni ok

liofust blot ; then was led forward ahorse into the Thing,and hewed

in sunder,and divided for eating,and theyreddened with the blood

the blot-tree,"c. Tornald. sog. 1, 512. Dietmar of Merseburg's

descriptionof the great Norse (strictlyDanish) sacrificial rite,

which however was extinct a hundred years before his time,

evidentlycontains circumstances exaggeratedlegendwiseand dis-torted

; he says 1, 9 : Sed quia ego de hostiis (ISTorthmannorum)

mira audivi, haec indiscussa praeterirenolo, est unus in his

partibuslocus, caput istius regni,Lederun nomine, in pago qui

Selon^ dicitur,ubi post novcm annos mense Januario,post hoc

tempus quo nos theophaniam domini celebramus, omnes con-

venerunt, et ibi diis suismet Ixxxx, et ix. homines, et totidem cqms,

cum canibus et gallispro accipitribusoblatis,immolant, pro certo,

ut praedixi,putantes hos eisdem erga inferos servituros,et commissa

crimina apud eosdem placaturos.quam bene rex noster (Heinrich1.

an. 931) fecit,qui eos a tam execrando ritu prohibuit!" A grand

festive sacrifice,coming once in nine years, and costinga consider-able

number of animals "
in this there is nothingincredible. Just

as the name hecatomb lived on, when there was nothing like that

number sacrificed,so here the legendwas likelyto keep to a high-

sounding number; the horror of the human victims perhaps it

threw in bodily. But the reason allegedfor the animal sacrifice

is evidentlywide of the mark ; it mixes up what was done

1 Gregory tlie Great ('ej-iist.7, 5) admonishes Branichild to take pre-cautions

with her Franks, ' ut de animalium cajntibussacrilicia sacrileganon

exhibeant.'
" Selon for Selond,ON. Siclundr, afterwards Sioland, Seeland, t.e.,Zea-land.

Lederun, the Sax. dat. of Ledera, ON. HleiSra, afterwards Lethra,

Leire ; conf. Goth, hleijjratahernacuhim.
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at funerals ^ witli what was done for expiation. It was only

the bodies of nobles and rich men that were followed in death

by bondsmen and by domestic and hunting animals, so that

they might have their services in the other world. Suppose 99

men, we will say prisonersof war, to have been sacrificed

to the gods,the animals specifiedcannot have been intended to

escort those enemies, nor yet for the use of the gods,to whom

no one ever set apart and slaughteredhorses or any beasts of the

chase with a view to their making use of them. So whether the

ambiguous eisdem refers to homines or diis (aseosdem just after

stands for the latter),either way there is somethinginadmissible

asserted. At the new year'sfestival I believe that of all the victims

named the horses alone were sacrificed ; men, hounds and cocks

the legendhas added on.^ How Dietmar's story looks by the side

of Adam of Bremen's on the Upsal sacrifice,shall be considered on

p. 53.

Among all animal sacrifices,that of the liorse was preeminent

and most solemn. Our ancestors have this in common with several

Slavic and Finnish nations,with Persians and Indians : with all of

them the horse passedfor a speciallysacred animal.^

Sacrifice of Oxen (see SuppL). The passage from Agathias

(iTTTrof?re koX ^oaq) proves the Alamannic custom, and that from

the Olafssaga(nmctok hross)the Norse. A letter to Saint Boniface

(Epist.82,Wiirdtw.)speaksof ungodlypriests' qui tauros et liircos

diis paganorum immolabant.' And one from Gregory the Great

ad Mellitum (Epist.10, 76 and in Beda's hist. eccl. 1,30) affirms

of the Angles: hovcs solent in sacrificiodaemonum multos occidere.

^ With Sigiirt5rservants and hawks are burnt,Ssem. 225^ ; elsewhere horses

and dogsas well,conf. RA. 344. Asvitiis,morbo consumptus, cum caneetequo
terreno mandatur antro ; Saxo gram. p. 91, who misinterprets,as though the

dead man fed upon them : nee contentus equi vel canis esu, p. 92.
^ ' Pro accipitribus'

means, that in default of hawks, cocks were used.

Some have taken it,as thoughdogs and cocks were sacrificed to deified birds of

prey. But the '

pro
' is immistakable.

^ Conf. Bopp'sNalas and Damajanti,p. 42, 268. The Hyperboreanssacri-ficed

asses to Apollo ; Pindar Pyth. 10. Callimach. fr. 187. Anton. Liberal,

metam. 20. The same was done at Delphi; Buckh corp. inscr. I,807. 809.

In a Mod. Greek poem Tadupov,Xvkov koI aXcoTroCy 8u]yT]aisw. 429-434, a

.'similaroft'eringseems to be spoken of ; and Hagek'sbohm. chrou. p. 62 gives
an instance among the Slavs. That, I suppose, is why the Silesians are

called ass-eaters (Zeitvertreiber1668, p. 153) ; and if the Gottingorsreceive the

same nickname,these popularjokesmust be very old in Germany itself(see
Suppl.).

4
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The Hack ox and hlack cow, which are not to be killed for the house-hold

(Superst.887)," were they sacred sacrificial beasts? Val.

Suplit,a free peasant on the Samland coast (Samogitiaor Semi-

galia),sacrificed a Hack hull with strange ceremonies.^ I will add

a few examples from the Norse. During a famine in Sweden under

king Domaldi : ]?aeflSo (instituted)Sviar blot stor at Uppsolum, it

fyrstahaust (autumn)blotuSu j^eiryxmim ; and the oxen proving

insufficient,they graduallywent up to higherand higherkinds ;

Yngl. saga, c. 18. ]7a gekk hann til hofs (temple)Freyss, ok

leiddi jjagatuxan gamlan (an old ox),ok maelti sva :
' Freyr,nu

gef ek ]?eruxa ]?enna
'

; en uxanum bra sva viS,at hann qvaS vi3,

ok fell niSr dauSr (dealtthe ox such a blow, that he gave a groan

and fell down dead); Islend. sog. 2, 348. conf. Vigaglumssaga,cap.

9. At a formal duel the victor slew a hull with the same weapons

that had vanquishedhis foe: J?avar leiddr fram grdc^ungrmikill ok

gamall,var ];atkallat hlotnaut,]?atskyldisa hoggva er sigrhefSi

(thenwas led forth a bull mickle and old,it was called blot-neat,

that should he hew who victoryhad),Egilss.p. 506. conf, Kormaks-

saga p. 214-8. " Sacrifice of Cotvs,Sa^m. 141. Fornm. sog. 2, 138.

The Greek cKarofji^r}(asthe name shows, 100 oxen)consisted at

first of a largenumber of neat, but very soon of other beasts also.

The Indians too had sacrificesof a hundred ; Holzmann 3, 193.^

Boars, Pigs (seeSuppL). In the Salic Law, tit. 2, a higher

compositionis set on the nmjcdissacrivus or votivus than on any

other. This seems a relic of the ancient sacrifices of the heathen

Franks ; else why the term sacrivus ? True, there is no vast differ-ence

between 700 and 600 den. (17 and 15 sol.); but of animals

so set apart for holy use there must have been a great number in

heathen times, so that the priceper head did not need to be high.

Probably they were selected immediatelyafter birth,and marked,

and then reared with the rest till the time of sacrificing."
In

Frankish and Alamannic documents there often occurs the word

friscin^,usuallyfor porcellus,but sometimes for agnus, occasionally

in the more limited sense of porcinusand agninus;the word may by

1 Berlin, monatsclir. 1802. 8, 225. conf. Lucas David 1, 118-122.

2 In many districts of Germany and France, the butchers at a set time of

the year lead through the streets a fattedox decked with flowers and ribbons,

accompaniedby drum and fife,and collect drink-money. In Holland they call

the ox hdder,and hang gildedapples on his horns, while a butcher %valks in

front with the axe (beil).All this seems a relic of some old sacriiicialrite.
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its originexpress recens natus, new-l)orn, b̂ut it now lives onlyin

the sense of porcellus(frischling).How are we to explainthen,

that this OHG. friscingin several writers translates preciselythe

Lat. liostia,victima,holocaustum (ISTotkercap. 8, ps. 15, 4, 26, 6.

33, 1. 39, 8. 41, 10. 43, 12. 22. 50, 21. 115, 17. osterfriscing,ps. 20,

3. lamp unkawemmit kakepan erdu friscing,i.e.lamb unblemished

givento earth a sacrifice,Hymn 7,10),except as a reminiscence of

heathenism ? The Jewish paschallamb would not suggestit,for in

friscingthe idea of porcelluswas predominant." In the North, the

expiatoryboar,sdnargoltr,offered to Freyr,was a periodicalsacri-fice;

and Sweden has continued down to modern times the practice
of baking loaves and cakes on Yule-eve in the shape of a boar.

This golden-bristledboar has left his track in inland Germany too.

Accordingto popular belief in Thuringia, ŵhoever on Christmas

eve abstains from all food till suppertime,will get sightof a young

goldenpig,i.e.in olden times it was brought up last at the even-ing

banquet. A Lauterbach ordinance (weisthum)of 1589 decreed

(3, 369), that unto a court holden the day of the Three-kings,
therefore in Yule time, the holders of farm-steads (hiibner)
should furnish a clean goldferch(gold-hog)geldedwhile yet under

milk ; it was led round the benches, and no doubt slaughtered

afterwards.^ So among the Welsh, the swine offered to the gods

1 Ducange sub v. Eccard Fr. or. 2,677. Dorows denkm. I. 2,55. Lacom-

blet 1, 327. Grati" 3, 833. Sclimeller wtb. 1,619.
2 Gutgesellsbeitr. zur gesch.des deutschen alterthums,Meiningen 1834,

p. 138.

^ This passage from the Lauterb. ordin. I can now match by another from

those of Vinkbuch in the Alamann country. It says 1,436 ; the provost shall

pick out in the convent a swine worth 7 schillingpfennig,and as soon as harvest

begins,let it into the convent crewyard,-where it must be allowed generous
fare and free access to the corn ; there itislefttillthe Thursday after St. Adolf's

day, when it is slaughteredand divided,half to the farm-bailiff,half to the

parish; on the same day there is also a distribution of bread and cheese to

the parish." The priceof seven shillingstallies with the seven and a half

fi.xed by the Lauterb. ordin.,and is a high one, far exceeding the ordinary
value (conf GiJtt. anz. 1827, pp. 336-7); it was an arrangement longcontinued
and often employed in these ordinances,and one well suited to a beast selected

for sacrifice. The Lauterbach goldferch,like that of Vinkbuch, is doled out

and consumed at a festive meal ; the assize itself is named alter it (3,370) ;

at Vinkbuch the heathenish name only has been forgottenor suppressed.
Assuredly such assize-feasts were held in other parts of Germany too. St.

Adolf was a bishopof Straszburg,his day falls on August 29 or 30 (Conr.v.

Dankr. namenb. p. 117),and the assize therefore in the beginningof September.
Swine are slaughteredfor the household when winter sets in,in Nov. or Dec. ;

and as both of these by turns are called schlachtmoivat,there might lingeriu
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became one destined for the King'stable. It is the 'sivin ealgylden,

eoforirenheard
' of the Anglo-Saxons,and of its exact relation to

the worship of Froho (Freyr)we have to treat more in detail by

and by. The Greeks sacrificed swine to Demeter (Ceres),who as

Nerthus stands very near to NiorSr,Freyr and Freyja,

Rams, Goats (seeSuppl.)."
As friscingcame to mean victima,so

converselya name for animal sacrifice,Goth. sauSs,seems to have

given rise to the OjST.name for the animal itself,sau"r=^Qi\\Qv.

This speciesof sacrifice was therefore not rare, though it is seldom

expresslymentioned, probably as beingof small value. Only the

saga Hakonar goGa cap. 16 informs us : ];arvar oc drepinn(killed)
allskonar small, ok sva hross. Small {firj\a)denotes principally

sheep,also more generallythe small beasts of the flock as opposed

to oxen and horses,and as
' alls

.

konar (omnis generis)
' is here

added, it seems to include goats. The sacrifice of he-goats(hircos)
is spoken of in the above-quotedEpist.Bonif. 82. In the Swedish

superstition,the water-sprite,before it wiU teach any one to play

the harp,requiresthe sacrifice of a llach lamb ; Svenska folkv. 2,

128. Gregorythe Great speaksonce of she-goatsbeing sacrificed ;

he says the Langobards offer to the devil,i.e.,ioone of their gods,

caput caprae, hoc ei, per circuitum currentes, carmine nefando

dedicantes ; Dial. 3, 28. This head of a she-goat(orhe-goat?)was

reared aloft,and the people bowed before it. The halloiclngof a

he-goatamong the ancient Prussians is well known (Luc.David 1,

87, 98). The Slavonian god Triglavis represented with three

goats'heads (Hanka's zbjrka23). If that Langobardic '

carmen

nefandum ' had been preserved,we could judge more exactlyof the

rite than from the report of the holy father,who viewed it with

hostile eyes.

About other sacrificial beasts we cannot be certain,for of Diet-

mar's dogsand hawks and cocks,hardlyany but the last are to be

depended on (seeSup^^l.).But even then,what of domestic poultry,

fowls, geese, pigeons? The dove was a Jewish and christian

this also a reference to heathen sacrifices ; an AS. name for Xov. is expressly
tWtmoneS. The common man at his yearly slaughteringgets up a feast,and

sends meat and sausages to his neighbours (conf.maiichli,Stalder 2, 525),
which may be a survival of the common sacrifice and distribution of flesh.

It is remarkable that in Sei-via too, at the solemn burning of the badnyak,
which is exactlylike the yule-log(ch.XX, Fires),a ivhole swine is roasted,and

often a suckingfig alongwith it ; Vuk's Montenegro,pji. 103-4.
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sacrifice,the Greeks offered cocks to Asklepios,and in Touraine a

white cock used to be sacrificed to St. Christopherfor the cure of a

bad finger(Henri Estienne cap. 38, 6). Of game, doubtless only

those fitto eat were fitto sacrifice,stags,roes, wild boars,but never

bears,wolves or foxes,who themselves possess a ghostlybeing,and

receive a kind of worship. Yet one might suppose that for expiation

uneatable beasts,equallywith men, might be offered,justas slaves

and also hounds and falcons followed the burnt body of their

master. Here we must first of all placeAdam of Bremen's descrip-tion

(4,27) of the greatsacrifice at Upsalaby the side of Dietmar's

account of that at Hlethra (seep. 48) :" Solet quoque post novevi

annos communis omnium Sveoniae provinciarum solennitas

celebrari,ad quam nulli praestaturimmunitas ; reges et populi,

omnes et singulisua dona ad Ubsolam transmittunt,et,quod omni

poena crudelius est, illiqui jam induerunt christianitatem ab illis

ceremoniis se redimunt. Sacrificium itaque tale est : ex omni

animante quod masculinum est, novem capitaofferuntur ; quorum

sanguinedeos tales placarimos est. Corporaautem suspenduntur

in lucum qui proximus est templo. Is enim lucus tam sacer est

gentilibus,ut singulaearbores ejusex morte vel tabo immolatorum

divinae credantur. Ibi etiam canes, qui pendent cum hominibus,

quorum corpora mixtim suspensa narravit mihi quidam christian-

orum se scptuagintaduo vidisse. Ceterum naeniae, quae in

ejusmodiritibus libatoriisfierisolent,multiplicessunt et inhonestae,

ideoquemelius reticendae. " The number nine is prominent in this

Swedish sacrificialfeast,exactlyas in the Danish ; but here also all

is conceived in the spiritof legend. First,the heads of victims

seem the essential thingagain,as among the Franks and Langobards;

then the dogscome in supportof those Hlethra * hounds and hawks,'

but at the same time remind us of the old judicialcustom of hanging

up wolves or dogs by the side of criminals (RA. 685-6). That only

the viale sex of every livingcreature is here to be sacrificed,is in

sti"ilcingaccord with an episode in the Eeinardus,which was

composed less than a century after Adam, and in its groundwork

might well be contemporary with him. At the wedding of a king,

the males of allquadrupedsand birds were to have been slaughtered,

but the cock and gander had made their escape. It looks to me

like a legendof the olden time,which stillcirculated in the ll-12lh

centuries,and which even a nursery-tale(No. 27, the Town-
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musicians)knows somethingof.^ Anyhow, in heathen times male

animals seem to be in specialdemand for sacrifice.^ As for killincr

one of every species(and even Agathias'skoL aWa arra /xvpia does

not come up to that),it would be such a stupendous affair,that its

actual execution could never have been conceivable ; it can only
have existed in popular tradition. It is something like the old

Mirror of Saxony and that of Swabia assuringus that every living
creature present at a deed of rapine,whether oxen, horses,cats,

dogs,fowls,geese, swine or men, had to be beheaded, as well as the

actual delinquent(inreal fact,only when they were his property)f
or like the Edda relatinghow oaths were exacted of all animals

and plants,and all beings were requiredto weep. The creatures

belongingto a man, his domestic animals, have to suffer with him

in case of cremation,sacrifice or punishment.
Next to the kind, stress was undoubtedlylaid on the colour of

the animal, tvJiite being considered the most favourable. White

horses are often spoken of (Tac.Germ. 10. Weisth. 3, 301. 311.

831),even so far back as the Persians (Herod.1,189). The friscing
of sacrifice was probably of a spotlesswhite ; and in later law-

records snoiv-whitc pigs are pronounced inviolable.* The Votiaks

sacrificed a red stallion,the Tcheremisses a tohite. When under

the old German law dun or piedcattle were often requiredin pay-ment

of fines and tithes,this might have some connexion with

sacrifices^;for witchcraft also, animals of a particularhue were

requisite.The water-spritedemanded a hlack lamb, and the huldres

have a Hack lamb and hlack cat offered up to them (Asb.1. 159).
Saxo Gram. p. 16 says; rem divinam facere fnrvis hostiis ; does

that mean hlack beasts ?" We may suppose that cattle were

1 Or will any one trace this incident in the Reynard to the words of the

Vnlgatein Matt. 22, 4 : tauri mei et altilia occisa sunt, venite ad nuptias;
which merely describe the preparationsfor the wedding-feast? Any liint

about males is justwhat the passage lacks.
^ The Greeks ofiered male animals to god?.,female to goddesses,II. 3, 103 :

a white male lamb to Helios (sun), a hlack eive lamb to Ge (earth).Tiie
Lithuanians sacrificed to their earthgodZemiennik utriusquesexus domestica

animalia ; Haupt'szeitschr. 1, 141.
^ Reyscher and Wilda zeitschr. fiirdeutsches recht 5, 17, 18.
* RA. 261. 594. Weisth. 3, 41. 46. 69. conf. Virg. Aen. 8, 82 : Candida

cum foetu concolor albo sus ; and the Umbrian : trif aprufrufruute fciu (tres
apros rubros aut piceos),Aufrecht und Kirchh. umbr. si^rachd.2, 278-9.

s RA. 587. 667. Weisth. 1, 498. 3, 430. White animals hateful to the

gods ; Tettau and Temme preuss. sag. 42.
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garlandedand adorned for sacrifice. A passage in the Edda

requiresgold-hornedcows, Saem. 141* ; and in the villageof Fienstadt

in Mansfeld a coal-black ox with a white star and white feet,and

a he-goatwith gildedhorns were imposed as dues.^ There are indi-cations

that the animals,before being slaughtered,were led round

within the circle of the assembly" that is how I explainthe

leading round the benches,and ^^e?'circuituni currere, pp. 51, 52 "

perhaps,as among the Greeks and Romans, to give them the

appearance of going voluntarilyto death^ (seeSuppl.). Probably

care had to be taken also that the victim should not have been used

in the service of man, e.g.,that the ox had never drawn plough or

waggon. For such colts and bullocks are requiredin our ancient

law-records at a formal transfer of land,or the ploughing to death

of removers of landmarks.

On the actual procedurein a sacrifice,we have scarcelyany
information except from Norse authorities. While the animal

laid down its life on the sacrificial stone, all the streamingblood

(ON. hlaut)was caughteither in a hollow dug for the purpose, or

in vessels. With this gore they smeared the sacred vessels and

utensils,and sprinkledthe participants.Âpparently divination

was performed by means of the blood,perhaps a part of it was

mixed with ale or mead, and drunk. In the North the blood-

bowls (hX^wibollar,hloibollar)do not seem to have been large;
some nations had bigcauldrons made for the purpose (seeSuppl.).
The Swedes were taunted by Olafr Tryggvasonwith sittingat home

and lickingtheir sacrificial pots,
' at sitjaheima ok sleikjahlot-

holla sina,'Fornm. sog. 2,309. A cauldron of the Cimbri is noticed

in Strabo 7, 2 : e^o? 8e ri rwv Klfi/SpcovBLrjyovvTaLtocovtov, on

Tal"s jvvai^lvavrcjv avarpaTevovcraLf; irapriKoXovOovv7rpo/jidvTet"i

lepeiai TroXAor/at^e?,\ev)(eliJiove"i,Kapiraalva'^e^aTrr/Sa?eViTreTTop-

1 Neue mitth. des thiiv. siiclis.vereins V. 2, 131, conf. II. 10, 292. Od.

3, 382 :

o"oi 8 av iyoipi^cô ovv tJvlv,evpvfJLfrconov,
u8fJ.r]TT]i),ijvoi/'tto)vtto ^vyoi/'jyayev dui'jp"

TTjv Toi iyuipf^co,)(^pvaov Kfpacriv 7rfpt.)(evas.
^ Oc eingiiskylditortyna hvurki I'ene monnuni, neiiia sialftgengi i hurt.

Eyrb. saga, ix 10. And none shoiald they kill (tortima0 neither beast nor

man, unless of itself it ran a-tilt.
^ Saga Hakonar g6?a,cap. 16. Eyrb. saga p. 10. rauS horgin,reddened

the (stone)altar,Fornald. sog. 1, 413. stalla lata rioSa bloSi,1, 454. 527.
Stem. 114'^ rioiSutiihbloSinu hl6ttre,Fornald. sog. 1, 512. the Grk ai/xa r"

^o"}i(oTTfpixffiv. conf. E.xod. 24, 8.
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irr^jjiivaL,^ojcrfia')(CLkKovve^ovaat, 'yvfivoTroSe'i" Totf ovv al)(jiaXu)-

T0t9 hia Tov arparoTTeSovavv^VTcov^t(f"7]peL";' Karaare-^aaai8'

avroii"irjr^ov eVl k p arr) p a ')(^a\Kovv,oaov d/Kpopecove'cKoai," et;^oy

Se ava^dOpav, tjv dva/3d"Ta(jjfidvTt'?)uTre/OTrerr/? tov X e y3t;t o 9

eXaifiOTo/xeLeKaarov fierecopiadevra'etc he tov 7rpo-)(^eofievovaL/u,aTO"i

et? TOV Kparrjpa, fxavTe'iavTcvd eiroiovvTo} Another cauldron of

the Suevi, in the Life of St. Cohimban : Sunt etenim inibi vicinae

nationes Suevorum ; quo cum moraretur, et inter habitatores illius

loci progrederetur,reperiteos sacrificium profanum litare velle,

vasque magnum, quod vulgo cwpam vocant, quod vigintiet sex

modios ampliusminusve capiebat,cerevisia plenum in medio habe-

bant positum. Ad quod vir Dei accessit et sciscitatur,quid de illo

fieri vellent ? Illi aiunt : deo suo Wodano, quem Mercurium

vocant alii,se velle litare. Jonas Bobbiensis,vita Columb. (from

the firsthalf of the 7tli cent. Mabillon ann. Bened. 2, 26). Here

we are expresslytold that the cauldron was filledwith ale,and not

that the blood of a victim was mixed with it ; unless the narrative

is incomplete,it may have meant only a drink-offering.

Usuallythe cauldron served to cook,i.e.boil,the victim's flesh ;

it never was roasted. Thus Herodotus 4, 61 describes a boiling

(eyp-eiv)of the sacrifice in the great cauldron of the Scythians.
From this seething,accordingto my conjecture,the ram was called

smips,and those who took part in the sacrifice sudiiautar (partakers
of the sodden),Gutalagp. 108 ; the boilings,the cauldrons and pots
of witches in later times may be connected with this.^ The distri-bution

of the piecesamong the peoplewas probablyundertaken by

a priest; on greatholidaysthe feast^ was held there and then in

the assembly,on other occasions each person might doubtless take

^ ' They say the Cimbri had this custom, that their women marchingwith
them were accompanied by priestess-proplietesses,gray-haired,wliite-robed,
with a linen scarf buckled over the shoulder,wearing a brazen girdle,and
bare-footed ; these met the prisonersin the camp, sword in hand, and having
crowned them, led them to a brass hasin as largeas 30 amphorsB (180 gals);
and they had a ladder,which the priestessmounted, and standing over the

basin,cut the throat of each as he was handed up. With the blood that gushed
into the basin,they made a prophecy.'

^ The trolds too, a kind of elves,have a wpiper kettle in the Norw. saga,

Faye 11 ; the christians long believed in a Saturni dolium, and in a large
cauldron in hell (chaudiere,Meon 3, 284-5).

^ They also ate the strong broth and the fat swimming at the top. The

heathen offer their king Hakon, on his refusingthe flesh,drecka sot^itand eta

Jlotit; Saga Hakonar goSa cap. 18. conf. Forum, sog. 10, 381.
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his share home with him. That priestsand peoplereallyate the

food,appears from a number of passages (conf.above,p. 46). The

Capitularies7,405 adopt the statement in Epist.Bonif. cap. 25

(an.732) of a Christian ' presbyterJovi mactans, et immolatitias

carnes vescens,'only alteringit to ' diis mactanti,et immolatitiis

carnibus vescenti'. We may suppose that privatepersons were

allowed to offer small giftsto the gods on particularoccasions,and

consume a part of them ; this the Christians called '
more gentilium

offerre,et ad honorem daemonum comedere,'Capit.de part.Sax. 20.

It is likelyalso,that certain nobler parts of the animal were

assignedto the gods,the head, liver,heart,tongue} The head and

skin of slaughteredgame were suspended on trees in honour of

them (seeSuppL).
Whole lurntofferings,where the animal was converted into

ashes on the pileof wood, do not seem to have been in use. The

Goth, allhrunsts ]\Ik 12, 33 is made merely to translate the Gk.

6\o/cavT(o/na,so the OHG. alhrandopher,N. ps. 64, 2 ; and the AS.

hryncgieldonhred" rommes bloSe,Coedm. 175, 6. 177, 18 is meant

to express purelya burntofferingin the Jewish sense.^

Neither were incense-offeringsused ; the sweet incense of the

christians was a new thingto the heathen. Ulphilasretains the

Gk. tliymiamaLu. 1, 10. 11 ; and our weih-rauch (holy-reek),0.

Sax. wiroc Hel. 3, 22, and the OK reykelsi,Dan. rogelseare

formed accordingto christian notions (seeSuppL).

While the sacrifice of a slain animal is more sociable,more

universal,and is usually offered by the collective nation or

community ; fruit or flowers,milk or honey is what any household,

or even an individual may give. These Fruit-offeringsare therefore

more solitaryand paltry; historyscarcelymentions them, but they
have lingeredthe longerand more steadfastlyin popular customs

(seeSuppL).
When the husbandman cuts his corn, he leaves a clump of ears

standingfor the god who blessed the harvest,and he adorns it with

^ yXo}(T(TaKoi Koikla (tongueand entrail.-^)lepetovSianeTTpayfifvov,Phitarcli,
Phoc. 1. yXayacrasrdfiveivand eV irvpl/iiuXXeti/,Od. 3, 332. 341. conf. De

linguaeusu in sacriliciis,Nitzsch ad Horn. Od. 1, 207. In the folk-tales,who-ever

has to kill a man or beast,is told to bringin proofthe tongue or heart,
apparentlyas being eminent portions.

- aiav.2}dlitiobiet,to kindle an offering,Koniginh.hs, 98.
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ribbons. To this day,at a fruit-gatheringin Holstein,five or six

applesare lefthangingon each tree,and then the next crop will thrive.

More strikingexamples of this custom will be givenlater,in treat-ing

of individual gods. But, just as tame and eatable animals

were especiallyavailable for sacrifice,so are fruit-trees(frugiferae

arbores,Tac. Germ. 10),and grains; and at a formal transfer of

land,boughs covered with leaves,applesor nuts are used as earnest

of the bargain. The MHG. poet (Fundgr.II,25) describes Cain's

sacrificein the words :
' eine garb er nam, er wolte sie oppherenmit

cheren jochmit agcnen'a sheaf he took,he would offer it with ears

and eke with spikes: a formula expressingat once the upper part

or beard (arista),and the whole ear and stalk (spica)as well.

Under this head we also put the crowningof the divine image,of a

sacred tree or a sacrificed animal with foliageor floioers; not the

faintest trace of this appears in the Norse sagas, and as littlein our

oldest documents. From later times and survivingfolk-tales I can

bringforward a few things. On Ascension day the girlsin more

than one part of Germany twine garlandsof white and red flowers,

and hang them up in the dwellingroomor over the cattle in the

stable,where they remain tillreplacedby fresh ones the next year.^
At the villageof Questenbergin the Ilarz, on the third day in

Whitsuntide, the lads carry an oak up the castle-hill which

overlooks the whole district,and, when they have set it upright,
fasten to it a largegarlandof branches of trees plaitedtogether,
and as big as a cartwheel. They all shout ' the qucste{i.e.garland)

hangs,'and then they dance round the tree on the hill top - both

tree and garland are renewed every year.^ ISIot far from the

Meisner mountain in Hesse stands a highprecipicewith a cavern

opening under it,which goes by the name of the Hollow Stone.

Into this cavern every Easter Monday the youths and maidens of

the neighbouringvillagescarry nosegays, and then draw some

coolingwater. No one will venture down, unless he has flowers

with him.^ The lands in some Hessian townships have to pay a

hunch of mayflov)ers(liliesof the valley)every year for rent.* In

all these examples,which can easilybe multiplied,a heathen

1 Bragnr VI. 1, 126.
2 Otmars volkssagen,pp. 128-9. What is told of tlieoriginof the custom

seems to be fiction.
^ Wigands archiv 6, 317,
* Wigands archiv 6, 318. Casselsches wochenbl. 1815,p. 928*'.
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practiceseems to have been transferred to christian festivals and

offerings.^
As it was a primitiveand widespreadcustom at a iDanquetto

set aside a part of the food for tlie household gods,and particularly

to place a dish of 'broth before Berhta and Hulda, the gods were

also invited to share the festive drink. The drinker,before taking

any himself,would pour some out of his vessel for the god or house-

sprite,as the Lithuanians,when they drank beer,spiltsome of it

on the ground for their earth-goddessZemynele.^ Compare with

this the Norwegian sagas of Thor, who appears at weddings when

invited,and takes up and empties huge casks of ale."
I will now

turn once more to that account ot the Suevic ale-fuh (cupa)in Jonas

(see p. 56),and use it to explainthe heathen practiceof viinne-

drinking,which is far from beingextinct under Christianity.Here

also both name and custom appear common to all the Teutonic

races.

The Gothic man (pi.munum, pret.munda) signifiedI think ;

gaman (pi.gamunum, pret.gamunda) I bethink me, I remember.

From the same verb is derived the OHG. minna = minia amor,

minnon = minion amare, to remember a loved one. In the ON.

lansuase we have the same man, munum, and also minni memoria,

minna recordari,but the secondarymeaning of amor was never

developed.
It was customary to honour an absent or deceased one by

making mention of him at " the assembly or the banquet, and

draininga gobletto his memory: this goblet,this draught was

called in ON. crfidryckja,or againminni (erfi= funeral feast).

At grand sacrifices and banquets the god or the gods were

remembered, and their minni drunk: minnis-ol (ale),Sa^m. 119''

(opposed to ominnis ol),minnis-\\orn,minnis-ixxM (cupful),furo

minni morg, ok skyldihorn dreckia 1 minni hvert (theygave many

a m., and each had to drink a horn to the m.).um golfganga at

minnom oUum, Egilss.206. 253. minniol signod'a.som, Olafs helga.

^ Beside cattle and grain?other valuables were offered to particulargods
and in specialcases, as even in christian times voyagers at sea e.g.,would vow

a silversliipto their church as a votive gift; in Swedish folk-songs,offra en

(jrytaaf malm (vesselof metal),Arvidss. 2, 11(5 ; en giyta af blankaste malm (of
silver)AhlqvistsOhind II. 1, 214 ; also articles of clothing,e.g. red shoes.

' In the Teut. languages I know of no technical term like the Gk. aivivba,

Xfi'/So),Lat. libo,for drink-offerings(seeSiippL).
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saga (ed.holm.)113. signa is the German segnen to bless,conse-crate,

signafullOSni, Thor. OSins full,MarSar full,Freysfall
drecka, Saga Hakonar goSa cap. 16.18. In the Herrau5s-sagacap.

11, Thor's,OSin's and Freya'sminne is drunk. At the burial of a

king there was brought up a gobletcalled Bragafull(funeraltoast

cup),before which every one stood up, took a solemn vow, and

emptied it,Yngl. saga cap. 40 ; other passages have hragarfuU,

Stem. 146^ Fornald. sog. 1, 345, 417. 515. The gobletwas also

called minnisvcig (swig,draught),Sa3m. 193^ After conversion

they did not give up the custom, but drank the minne of Christ,

Mary, and the saints : Krists minni, Michaels minni, Fornm. sog.

1, 162. 7,148. In the Fornm. sog. 10,1781, St. Martin demands of

Olaf that his minni be proposedinstead of those of Thor, OSin, and

the other ases.

The other races were just as littleweaned from the practice;

only where the term minne had changed its meaning,it is trans-lated

by the Lat. amor instead of memoria ;^notablyas earlyas in

Liutprand,hist. 6, 7 (MuratoriII. 1,473),and Liutpr.hist. Ott. 12:

diaboli in aniorcm vinum bibere. Liutpr.antapod.2, 70 : amoris

salutisquemei causa bibito. Liutpr.leg.65 : potas in amo^x heati

Johannis prsecursoris.Here the Baptistis meant, not the Evan-gelist;

but in the Fel. Faber evagat.1, 148 it is distinctlythe

latter. In Eckehard casus S. Galli, Pertz 2, 84: amoreque, ut

nioris est,osculato et epoto,laetabundi discedunt. In the Rudlieb

2, 162:

post poscitvinum Gerdrudis amove, quod haustum

participatnos tres, postremo basia fingens,

quando vale dixit post nos gemit et benedixit.

In the so-called Liber occultus,accordingto the Munchen MS., at

the descriptionof a scuffle :

hujus ad edictum nullus pluspercutitictum,

sed per clamorem poscunt Gertrudis amorem.

In the Peregrinus,a 13th cent. Latin poem, v. 335 (Leyser2114) :

et rogat ut potent sanctae Gertrudis amove,

ut possent omni prosperitatefrui.

1 The 12th cent, poem Von dem gelouben 1001 says of the institution of

the Lord's Supper, whose cup is also a drink of remembrance to Christians :

den cof nam er mit dem wine, imde scgentedarinne ein vil guote mmne. Lout.

lovingcuf, Tliom's Ai.ecd. 82.
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At Erelc's departure: der wirt neig im an den fuoz,ze hand truog

cr im do ze heiles gewinne sant Gertrude Tninnc,Er. 4015. The

armed champion 'tranc sant Johannes segcn,'Er. 8651. Hagene,
while killingEtzel's child,says, Nib. 1897, 3 :

nn trinken wir die minne unde geltenskiincgeswin,

iz mac anders niht gesin

wan trinkt imd geltetEzeln win ; Helbl. G, 160. 14. 86.

Here the very word gcltcnrecalls the meaning it had acquiredin

connexion with sacrificing; conf. Schm. 2,40. si do zucten di suert

unde scancten eine minne (drew their swords and poured out a m.),

Herz. Ernst in Hoffm. fundgr. 1, 230, 35. minne schenken,

Berthold 276-7. sant Johannis minne geben, Oswald 611. 1127.

1225 (seeSuppl.).No doubt the same thingthat was afterwards

called ' einen ehrenwein schenken '

; for even in our older speech

era, ere denoted verehrung,reverence shown to higher and loved

beings.
In the Mid. Ages then,it was two saints in particularthat had

minne drunk in honour of them, John tlie evangelistand Gertrude.

John is said to have drunk poisoned wine without hurt, hence

a drink consecrated to him prevented all danger of poisoning.
Gertrude revered John above all saints,and therefore her memory

seems to have been linked with his. But she was also esteemed as

a peacemaker,and in the Latinarius metricus of a certain Andreas

rector scholarum she is invoked :

0 pia Gerdrudis,quae paciscommoda cudis

bellaqueconcludis,nos caeli mergitoludis !

A clerk prayed her daily,' dass sie ilim schueffe herbergguot,'to

find him lodginggood; and in a MS. of the 15th cent, we are

informed : aliquidicunt,quod quando anima egressa est,tunc prima
nocte pernoctabitcum beata Gerdrude, secunda nocte cum arch-

angelis,sed tertia nocte vadit sicut diffinitum est de ea. This

remarkable statement will be found further on to apply to Freya,
of whom, as well as of Hulda and Eerhta,Gertrude reminds us the

more, as she was represented spinning.Both John's and Ger-trude's

minne used especiallyto be drunk by partingfriends,
travellers and lovers of peace, as the passages quotedhave shown.

I know of no older testimonyto Gertrude's minne (whichpresup-poses

John's)than that in Paidlieb ; in later centuries we find
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plenty of tliem : der brahte
.,
mir sant Johans segen, Ls. 3, 336.

sant Johans scgen txvak"n, Ls. 2, 262. ich daht an sant t/(?/^.a?^s

minne, Ls. 2, 264. varn (to fare)mit sant Gertr'Ade minne,

Anigb. 33*^. setz sant Johans ze blirgenmir, daz du komest

gesunt lierwider scliier,Hatzl. 191''. sant Johannes namen

trinken, Altd. bl. 413. sant Gertrude minne, Cod. kolocz. 72.

trinken sant Johannes scgen und scheiden von dem lande, Morolt.

3103. diz ist sancte Johans minne, Cod. pal,364, 158. S. Johans

segen trinken,Anshelm 3, 416. Johans segen, Fischart gescli.kl.

99^ Simpliciss.2, 262.^

Those Suevi then,whom Columban was approaching,were pro-bably

drinkingWuotan's minne ; Jonas relates how the saint blew

the whole vessel to piecesand spoilttheir pleasure: manifesto

datnr intelligi,diaholum in eo vase fuisse occultatum, qui per pro-

fanum litatorem caperetanimas sacrificantium. So by Liutprand's

devil,whose minne is drunk, we may suppose a heathen god to

have been meant, (jcfapriggjasdlda 61 OSni (givethree tuns of

ale to OSinn),Fornm. sog. 2, 16. gefa Thor ok 0(5ni 61, ok signa

fidlasum, ibid. 1, 280. drecka minni Thors ok OGins,ibid. 3, 191.

As the North made the signof Thor's hammer, christians used the

cross for the blessing(segnung)of the cup ; conf. poculum signare,

Walthar. 225, preciselythe Norse sig7iafull.

Minne-drinking,even as a religiousrite,apparentlyexists to

this day in some parts of Germany. At Otbergen,a villageof

Hildesheim, on Dec. 27 every year a chalice of wine is hallowed by

the priest,and handed to the congregationin the church to drink

as Johannis segen (blessing); it is not done in any of the neigh-bouring

places. In Sweden and Norway we find at Candlemas a

dricka eldhorgsskcd,drinkinga toast (seeSuperst.Z:;,Swed. 122).

1 Thomasius de poculo S. Johannis vulgo Johannistrunk, Lips. 1675.

Scheffers HaUans p. 165. Oberlin s. vb. Johannis minn und trunk. Schmeller

2,593. Hannov. mag. 1830, 171-6. Ledeburs archiv 2, 189. On Gertrude

espec, Huyd. op St. 2, 343-5. Clignett'sbidr. 392-411. Hoffni. horae belg.

2, 41-8. Antiqvariske annaler 1, 313. Hanka's Bohem. glosses79'' 132*

render Johannis amor by suxitd mma (holym.). And in that Slovenic docu-ment,

the Freysinger MS. (Kopitar'sGlagolitaxxxyii,conf. xliii)is the

combination : da klanyamse, i modlimse, im i tchesti ich piyem,i obieti nashe

im nesem (utgenutiecttmiuset precemur eis et honores eorum bibamus et obli-

gationesnostras illis feramus);tchest is honor, Ti^rj, cultus,our old era ; but

I also find slava (fame,glory)used in the sense of minne, and in a Servian

song (Vuk, 1 no. 94) wine is drunk '
za slave bozhye ' to the gloryof God. In

the Finnish mythology is mentioned an Ukkon malja,bowl of Ukko ; malja =

Swed. skal,strictlyscutella,potatioin memoriam vel sanitatem.
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Now that Suevic cnpa filledwith beer (p.75) was a hallowed

sacrificialcauldron,like that which the Cimbri sent to the emperor

Augustus.^ Of the Scythian cauldron we have alreadyspoken,

p. 75 ; and we know what part the cauldron plays in the Hymis-

qviSa and at the god'sjudgment on the seizure of the cauldron (by
Thor from giant Hymir). Nor ought we to overlook the ON.

proper names Ashctill,Thorhctill (abbrev.Thorkel) AS. Oscytcl

(Kemble 2, 302); theypoint to kettles consecrated to the as and

to Tlior.

Our knowledge of heathen antiquitieswill gain both by the

study of these drinkingusages which have lasted into later times,

and also of the shapesgiven to laked meeds, which either retained

the actual forms of ancient idols,or were accompaniedby sacrificial

observances. A historyof German cakes and bread-rolls might
contain some unexpecteddisclosures. Thus the Indicul. superstit.

26 names simidacra de consparsa farina. Baked figuresof animals

seem to have representedanimals that were reverenced,or the

attributes of a god.^ From a strikingpassage in the Fridthiofssaga

(fornald.sog. 2,86) it appears that the heathen at a disa blot halced

imagesofgodsand smeared them with oil :
' satu konur viS eldinn

ok bokuSu goSin,en sumar smurSu ok J?erSumeS dukum,' women

sat by the fireand baked the gods,while some anointed them with

cloths. By Fri(5]?iof'sfault a baked Baldr falls into the fire,the fat

blazes up, and the house is burnt down. Accordingto Voetius de

superstit.3, 122 on the day of Paul's conversion they placeda

figureof straw before the hearth on which they were baking,and

if it broughta fine brightday,they anointed it with butter ; other-wise

they kicked it from the hearth,smeared it with dirt,and

threw it in the water.

Much therefore that is not easy to explainin popularofferings

and rites,as the colour of animals (p.54),leadingthe boar round

(p. 51),flowers (p. 58),minne-drinking(p. 59),even the shape

of cakes, is a reminiscence of the sacrifices of heathenism (see

Suppl.).

^ eneii-^avra 2f/3n(TTa)8S)povrov Upmrarov Trap'avroi^ Xe^rjra,tlie most

sacred cauldron tney had, Strabo VII. 2.

- Baking in the shape of a boar must have been much more widely spread
than in the North alone, see below, Fn'j's boar ; even in France they baked

cochelins lor New Year's day, Mem. de I'ac.celt. 4, 429.
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Beside prayers and sacrifices,one essential feature of the

heatlien cultus remains to be brought out : the solemn carryinfj

about of divine images. The divinitywas not to remain rooted to

one spot,but at various times to bestow its presence on the entire

compass of the land (seech. XIV). So Nerthus rode in state (in-

vehebatur populis),andBerecynthia(ch.XIII), so Fro travelled out

in spring,so the sacred ship,the sacred plough was carried round

(ch.XIII Isis).The figureof the unknown Gothic god rode in its

waggon (ch.VI). Fetcliing-inthe Summer or May, carrying-out

Winter and Death, are founded on a similai"view. Holda, Berhta

and the like beingsall make their circuit at stated seasons, to the

heathen's joy and the christian's terror ; even the march of

Wuotan's host may be so interpreted(conf.ch. XXXI. Frau

Gaudeu). When Fro had ceased to appear, Dietrich with the ber

(boar)and Dietrich Bern still showed themselves (ch.X. XXXI),

or the sonargoltr(atonement-boar)was conveyed to the heroes'

banquet (ch. X), and the boar led round the benches (p.51),

Among publiclegalobservances,the progress of a newly elected

king alongthe highways,the solemn lustration of roads,the beating

of bounds, at which in olden times gods'images and priestscan

hardlyhave been wanting,are all the same kind of thing. After

the conversion,the church permanentlysanctioned such processions,

except that the Madonna and saints' images were carried,particu-larly

when drought,bad crops, pestilenceor war had set in,so as to

bringback rain (ch.XX), fertilityof soil,healingand victory; sacred

imageswere even carried to helpin puttingout a fire. The Indicul.

paganiar.XXVIII tells ' de simulacra quod per camjyos portant'on

which Eccard 1,437 givesan importantpassage from the manuscript

Vita Marcsvidis (notMaresvidis): statuimus ut annuatim secunda

feria pentecostes patronum ecclesiae in parochiisvestris lo7i(/o

amUtu circumfcrenteset domos vestras lustrantes,et pro gcntilitio

amlarvali in lacrymiset varia devotione vos ipsosmactetis et ad

refectionem pauperum eleemosynam comportetis,et in hac curti

pernoctantes super reliquiasvigiliiset cantibus solennisetis,ut

praedictomane determinatum a vobis amhitum pialustratione com-

plentesad monasterium cum honore debito reportetis.Confido

autem de patronihujusmisericordia,quod sic ah ea gyrade terrae

semina liberius proveniant,et variae aeris inclementiae ccssent. The

Koman ambarvalia were purificationsof fields,and sacrifices were
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offered at the terminus publicus ;
the May lirocession and the riding

of hounds and roads during the period of German heathenism must

have been
very

similar to them. On the Gabel-heath in Mecklen-burg

the Wends as late as the 15th century walked round the

budding corn with loud cries
;

Giesebrecht 1, 87



CHAPTER IV.

TEMPLES.

In our inquirieson the sacred dwelling-placesof the gods, it

will be safest to begin,as before, with expressionswhich preceded the

christian terms temple and church, and were supplanted by them.

The Gothic alhs fem. translates the Jewish- Christian notions of

mo? (Matt. 27, 5. 51. Mk. 14, 58. 15, 29. Lu. 1, 9. 21. 2 Cor. 6,

16) and iep6v(Mk. 11, 11. IG. 27. 12, 35. 14, 49. Lu. 2, 27. 46. 4, 9.

18, 10. 19, 45. John 7, 14. 28. 8, 20. 59. 10, 23). To the Goth

it would be a time-hallowed word, for it shares the anomaly of

several such nouns, forming its gen. alhs, dat. alh, instead of alhais,

alhai. Once only,John 18, 20, gudhiisstands for lepov; the simple

hus never has the sense of domus, which is rendered razn. Why

should Ulphilas disdain to apply the heathen name to the christian

thing, when the equally heathen templum and va6"i were found

quite inoffensive for christian use ?

Possibly the same word appears even earlier ; namely in Tacitus,

Germ. 43 : apud Naharvalos antiquae religionislucus ostenditur ;

praesidetsacerdos muliebri ornatu, sed deos interpretationeromana

Castorem Pollucemque memorant. Ea vis numini, nomen Aids ;

nulla simulacra, nullum peregrinae superstitionisvestigium. Ut

fratres tamen, ut juvenes venerantur. "
This alcis is either itself the

nom., or a gen. of alx (asfalcis of falx),which perfectlycorresponds

to the Gothic alhs. A pair of heroic brothers was worshipped,

without any statues, in a sacred grove ; the name can hardly be

ascribed to them^ it is the abode of the divinity that is called alx.

Numen is here the sacred wood, or even some notable tree in it.^

1 Unless it were dat. pi. of alcus [or alca akKr)]. A Wendicliolz, Boliem.

holec, which has been adduced, is not to the point, for it means strictlya bald

naked wretch, a beggar boy, Pol. golec,Russ. gholiak. Besides, the Naharvali

and the other Lygian nations can scarcelyhave been Slavs.

^ I am not convinced that numen can refer to the place. The plain sense

seems to be :
' the divinity has that virtue (which the Gemini have), and the

name Alcis,'or 'of Alx,' or if dat. pi.,'the Alcae, Alci '. May not Alcis be conn,

with oKkt] strength,safeguard,and the dat. ciKkI pointing to a nom. aX| ;
* uXkw

I defend ; or even Caesar's alces and Pausanias's aXfcai elks %"
Trans.
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Four or five centuries after Ulphilas,to the tribes of Upper

Germany their word alah must have had an old-fashioned heathen-ish

sound,but we know it was stillthere,preservedin composition
with proper names of placesand persons (seeSuppl.): Alaholf,

Alahtac, Alahhilt,Alahgund,Alahtrut ; Alahstat in pago Hassorum

(a.d.834),Schannat trad. fuld. no. 404. Alahdorp in Mulahgowe

(a.d.856),ibid. no. 476. The names Alahstat,Alahdorf may have

been borne by many placeswhere a heathen temple,a hallowed place

of justice,or a house of the kingstood. For, not onlythe fanum, but

the folk-mote,and the royalresidence were regardedas consecrated,

or, in the language of the Mid. Ages, as frono (setapart to the

fro,lord), Alstidi,a king'spfalz(palatium)in Thuringiaoften

mentioned in Dietmar of Merseburg,was in OHG. alahsteti,nom.

alahstat. Among the Saxons, who were converted later,the word

kept itself alive longer. The poet of the Heliaud uses alah masc.

exactlyas Ulphilasdoes alhs (3,20. 22. 6,2. 14,9. 32,14. 115,9.

15. 129, 22. 130, 19. 157, 16),seldomer goclcshtis loo, 8. 130,

18, or, that helagaM%s 3, 19. Caxlm. 202, 22 alhn (1.ulh hCiligne

=holy temple); 258, 11 calhstcde (palatium,aedes regia). In

Andr. 1042 I would read ' ealde ealhstcdas ' (delubra)for ' eolhstedas',

conf. the proper names Ealhstdn in Kemble 1, 288. 296 and Ealh-

hcard 1, 292 quasistone-hard,rock-hard,which possiblyleads us to

the primary meaning of the word.^ The word is wanting in OiST.

documents.,else it must have had the form air,gen. als.

Of another primitiveword the Gothic fragments furnish no

example,the OHG. ivih (nemus),Diut. 1, 492* ; 0. Sax. vAh masc.

(templum),Hel. 3, 15. 17. 19. 14,8.115,4. 119,17. 127,10.

129, 23. 130, 17. 154, 22. 169, 1 ; friduwih,Hel. 15, 19 ; AS.

wih wiges,or weoh weos, also masc. : wiges (idoli),Csedm. 228, 12.

Jjisnewig wurSigean (hoc idolum colere),Caedm. 228, 24. conf.

wigweorSing (cultusidolorum),Beow. 350. weohweorSingCod.

exon. 253, 14. wihgild(cultusidol.),Csedm. 227,5. weobedd (ara),
for weolibedd,wihbedd, Ccedm. 127, 8. weos (idola),for weohas.

Cod. exon. 341,28." The alternation of i and eo in the AS. indicates

a sliortvowel ; and in spiteof the reasons I have urgedin Gramm. 1,

462,the same seems to be true of the ON", vc, which in the sing.,as

1 There is however a noun Hard, the name of many landing-placesin the
south of England,as Cracknor Hard, "c." Tkans.
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Ve,denotes one particulargod ; but has a double pi.,namely,a masc.

vear dii,idola,and a neut. ve loca sacra. Gutalag 6, 108. Ill :

haita a liultej^ahauga,a vi ejjastafgar]?a(invocarelucos aut tumulos,,
idola aut loca paliscircumsepta); trua a liult,a hauga,vi oc staf-

gar];a; han standr i vi (statin loco sacro). In that case we have

here,as in alah,a term alternatingbetween nemus, templum, fanum,

idolum, numen, its root beingdoubtless the Gothic veiha (Ihallow),

vaili,vaihum, OHG. wihu, weih, wihum, from which also comes

the adj.veihs sacer, OHG. wih ; and we saw on p. 41 that wihan

was appliedto sacrifices and M^orsliip.In Lappish,vi is said to

mean silva.

Still more decisive is a third heathen word, which becomes

speciallyimportantto our course of inquiry. The OHG. Jiaruc

masc, pi.haruga,stands in the glossesboth for fanum, Hrab. 96 o^.

for delubrum, Hrab. 959^ for lucus, Hrab. 969% Jun. 212.

Diut. 1, 495^ and for nemus, Dint. 1, 492^ The last gloss,
in full,runs thus :

'
nemus plantavit=:/t"?^si;flanzota,edo (or)

Jiaruc,edo wih.' So that haruc, like will,includes on the one

liand the notion of templum, fanum, and on the other that of wood,

grove, lucus.^ It is remarkable that the Lex Eipuar.has preserved,

evidentlyfrom heathen times, harahus to designatea place of

judgment,wliich was originallya wood (RA. 794. 903), AS. Jicarg

masc, pL heargas(fanum),Beda 2, 13. 3, 30. Orosius 3, 9, p. 109.

heargtviBf(fanitabulatum),Beow. 349. set hcarge,Kemble, 1, 282.

ON. horgr masc, pi.horgar(delubrum,at times idolum,simulacrum)
Sffim. 36^ 42^ 91^ 114^ 141^ ; especiallyworth notice is Siem. 114*^ :

hoj^grhlaSinn steinom, griotat gleriorSit,roSit i nyio nauta bloSi

(h.pavenwith stones,gritmade smooth, reddened anew with neat's

blood). Sometimes Iidrg/îs coupledwith hof (fanum,tectum),36=^

141% in which case the former is the holyplaceamidst woods and

rocks,the built temple,aula ; conf. ' liamarr ok liorgrlFornm. sog.

5, 239. To both expressionsbelongsthe notion of the placeas well

"^ And in one place liaraga= arae. Elsewhere the heathen term for altar,
Gk /3a)/x6y,was Goth, hiuds, OHG. fiot,AS. heoA, strictlya table (p.38) ;

likewise the Goth, hadi,OHG. fdti,AS. hed,hedd (lectus,p. 30)gets to mean

ara, areola,fanum, conf. AS. wihbed,weohbed, weobed,afterwards distorted into

loeofed(ara, altare),OHG. kotapetti(gods'-bed,lectus,pulvinartempli),Graff

3, 51 ; with which compare Brunhild's bed and the like,also the Lat. lectister-

nium. 'Ad altare S. Kiliani,quod vulgo lectus dicitur,'Lang reg. 1, 239. 255

(A.D. 1160-5) ; (seeSuppl.).
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as that of tlicnunien and the image itself(seeSupj)!.).Hariic seems

unconnected with the 0. Lat. haruga,amga, bull of sacrifice,whence

hanispex,anispex. The Gk re/iew? however also means the sacred

grove, II. 8, 48. 23, 148. re'/xei'o?rdf^ov,II. 20, 184.

Lastly,synonymous with haruc is the OHG. j^aro, gen. parawes,

AS. hcaro,gen. bearwes, which betoken lucus^ and arbor,a sacred
u,

grove or a tree ; tet bearwe, Kemble. 1, 255. OX. harr (arbor),
Ssem. 109=^;harri (nemus) 86'^ 87^ qui ad aras sacrificati^deza

demo j^rtrawc (al.za themo we) ploazit,Dint. 1, 150; ara, or rather

the pi.arae, here stands for templum (seeSuppL).
[ "̂ Temple then means also ivood. What we figureto ourselves as

a built and walled house, resolves itself,the farther back we "o

into a holy place untouched by human hand, embowered and

shut in by self-growntrees. There dwells the deity,veilinghis
form in rustlingfoliageof the boughs ; there is the spot where

the hunter has to present to him the game he has killed,and the

herdsmen his horses and oxen and rams.

What a writer of the second century says on the cultus of the

Celts,will hold good of the Teutonic and all the kindred nations :

KeXroi cre^ovatfxev Ala, a"ya\ixa Se ALo"i KekrcKov vy^rfkrjSpy?,
Maximus Tyrius(diss.8, ed. Eeiske 1, 142). Compare Lasicz. 46 :

deos nemora incolere persuasum liabent (Samogitae).Habitarunt

di quoque sylvas(Haupts zeitschr. 1, 138).
I am not maintainingthat this forest-worshipexhausts all the

conceptionsour ancestors had formed of deity and its dwelling-

place; it was only the principalone. Here and there a god may

haunt a mountain-top,a cave of the rock, a river ; but the grand

generalworshipof the peoplehas its seat in the grovc^ And no-where

could it have found a worthier (seeSuppl.).
At a time when rude beginningswere all that there was of the

builder's art,the human mind must have been roused to a higher

devotion by the sightof loftytrees under an open sky,than it could ^

feel inside the stunted structures reared by unskilful liands. When

longafterwards the architecture peculiarto the Teutons reached its

1 To the Lat. lucus would corresponda Goth, liuhs,and this is confirmed

by the OHG. Wi, AS. Icdh. The En",d.lea,ley has acquired the meaning
of meadow, fiehl ; also the Slav, lug,Boh. lutz,is at once grove, glade,and

meadow. Not only the wood, but wooded meadows were sacred to gods (see
Suppl.).
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perfection,did it not in itsboldest creations stillaim at reproducing

the soaringtrees of the forest ? Would not the abortion of

miserablycarved or chiselled images lagfar behind the form of the

god which the youthfulimaginationof antiquitypicturedto itself,

throned on the bowery summit of a sacred tree ? In the sweep

and under the shade^ of primevalforests,the soul of man found

itself filled with the nearness of sovran deities. The mighty
influence that a forest life had from the first on the whole being
of our nation, is attested by the ' march-fellowships;

'

marJca,the

word from which they took their name, denoted first a forest,and

afterwards a boundary.

The earliest testimonies to the forest-cultus of the Germans are

furnished by Tacitus. Germ. 9 : ceterum nee cohibere parietibus

deos,neque in uUam humani oris speciem adsimulare ex magni-
tudine coelestium arbitrantur. Litcos ac nemora consccrant,deorum-

que nominibus adpellantsecretum illud quod sola reverentia vident.^

Germ. 39, of the Semnones ; Stato tempore in silvcim auguriis

patrum et priscafonnidinc sacram^ omnes ejusdem sanguinis

populilegationibuscoiiunt. est et alia luco reverentia. nemo nisi

vinculo ligatusingreditur,ut minor et potestatem numinis prae se

ferens. si forte prolapsusest, attolli et insurgerebaud licitum :

per humum evolvuntur.* cap. 40 : est in insula oceani castum

^ Waldes hleo,hlea (umbra,iimbracuUim)
,

Hel. 33, 22. 73,23. AS. hleo,
ON. hlie,OHG. liwa, Graff 2,296, MHG. lie,liewe.

2 Euodolf of Fuld (f 863; has incorporatedthe whole passage, with a few

alterations,in his treatise De translatione Alexandri (Pertz 2, 675),perhaps
from some intermediate source. Tacitus's words must be taken as they stand.

In his day Germany possessedno masters who could build templesor chisel

statues ; so the grove was the dwellingof the gods,and a sacred symbol did

instead of a statue. Moser " 30 takes the passage to mean, that the divinity
common to the whole nation was worshippedunseen, so as not to give one dis-trict

the advantageof possessingthe temple ; but that sejsarategods did have

their images made. This view is too political,and also ill-suited to the isolation

of tribes in those times. No doubt,a regionwhich included a god'shill would

acquirethe more renowoi and sacredness,as spots like Ehetra and Loreto did

from containingthe Slavic sanctuary or a Madonna : that did not prevent the

same worship from obtainingseats elsewhere. With the words of Tacitus

compare what he says in Hist. 2, 78 : est Judaeam inter Syriamque Carmelus,
ita vocant montem deumque, nee simulacrum deo aut templum, sic tradidere

majores,ara tantuni et reverentia ; and in Dial, de Orat. 12 : nemora vero et

luci et secretum ipsum. In Tacitus secretum ;= secessus, seclusion,not arcanum.

^ This hexameter is not a quotation,it is the author's own.

* Whoever is engaged in a holy office,and stands in the presence and pre-cincts
of the god,must not stumble, and if he falls to the ground,he forfeits

his privilege.So he who in holy combat sinks to the earth,may not set
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nemus, dicatumque in eo veliiculum veste contectum. cap. 43 :

apud Naharvalos antiquae religionislucus ostenditur
. .

numini nomen Aids, nulla simulacra, cap 7 : effigieset signa(i.e.

effigiatasigna)quaedam detractae lucis in proelium ferunt ; with

which connect a j^assage in Hist. 4, 22 : inde depromptae silvis

lucisqueferarum imagines,ut cuique gentiinire proeliummos est,

Ann. 2, 12 : Caesar transgressus Visurgim indicio perfugae

cognoscitdelectum ab Arminio locum pugnae, convenisse et.

alias nationes in silvaiii Herculi sacram. Ann. 4, 73 : mox

conpertum a transfugis,nongentos Eomanorum apud hccum,

quern Baduhennae vocant, pugna in posterum extracta con-

fectos ; though it does not appear that this grove was a con-secrated

one.^ Ann. 1, 61 : Incis propinquisharharac arae, apud

quas tribunos mactaverant ; conf. 2, 25 : propinquo hico defossam

A^'arianae legionisaquilam modico praesidioservari. Hist. 4, 14 :

Civilis primoresgentis . . .
sacrum in nemus vocatos. These

expressionscan be matched by others from Claudian three

centuries later,Cons. Stilich. 1, 288 :

Ut proculHercyniaeper vasta silentia silvae

venari tuto liceat,̂ucosquevetusta

religionetruces, et robora numinis instar

harbarici nostrae feriant impune bipennes.
De bello Get. 545 :

Hortantcs his adde deos. Non somnia nobis,

nee volucres,sed clara palam vox edita luco est :

'

rumpe omnes, Alarice,moras ! '

It is not pure nature- worshipthat we are told of here ; but Tacitus

could have had no eye for the '

mores Germanorum,' if their most

essential feature had escapedhim. Gods dwell in these groves ; no

images (simulacra,in human form)are mentioned by name as being
set up, no temple walls are reared.^ But sacred vessels and altars

himself on liislegs,but must finish the fighton his knees,Danske viser 1, 115 ;

so in certain placesa stranger'scarriage,if overturned, must not be set upright
again,RA. 554. What is fabled of an idol called Sompar at Gorlitz (neue
lausitz. luonatsschr. 1805, p. 1-18)has evidentlybeen spun out of this passage
in Tac. ; the Semnones are placed in the Lausitz country, as they had been

previouslyby Aveutiu (Fnuikf.1580, p. 27*^),who only puts a king Schwab in

the placeof Sompar.
1 Badulumna, perhapsthe name of a place,like Arduenna. Miillenhoff

adds Badvinna, Patimna (Haupts zeitschr. 9, 241).
2 Brissonius de regno Pcrs. 2, 28 ;

' Persae diis suis nulla templavel altaria

constituuntjnulla simulacra '

; after Herodot. 1, 131.
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stand in the forest,heads of animals (feramm imagines)hang on

the boughs of trees. There divine worship is performed and

sacrifice offered,there is the folk-mote and the assize,everywhere a

sacred awe and reminiscence of antiquity. Have not we here

alah, ivih,faro, liaruc faithfullyportrayed? How could such

technical terms, unless they described an organized national

worshippresidedover by priests,have sprung up in the language,
and lived ?

During many centuries,down to the introduction of Christianity,
this custom endured, of veneratingdeityin sacred woods and trees.

I will here insert the detailed narrative given by Wilibald

(t786) in the Vita Bonifacii (CanisiusII. 1, 242. Pertz 2, 348) of

the holy oak of Geismar (on the Edder, near Fritzlar in Hesse).^

The event falls between the years 725 and 731. Is autem (Boni-

facius)
...

ad obsessas ante ea Hessorum metas cum consensu

Carli ducis {i.e.of Charles Martel)rediit. tum vero Hessorum jam
multi catholica fide subditi ac septiformisspiritusgratiaconfirmati

manus impositionem acceperunt, et alii quidem, nondum animo

confortati,intemeratae fidei documenta integrepercipererenuerunt,
alii etiam Unguis et faucibus clanculo,alii vero aperte sacrificabant,
alii vero auspiciaet divinationes,praestigiaatque incantationes

occulte,alii quidem manifeste exercebant, alii quippe auspiciaet

auguriaintendebant, diversosquesacrificandiritus incoluerunt,alii

etiam, quibus mens sanior inerat,omni abjectagentilitatispro-

phanation-enihil horum commiserunt. quorum consultu atque

consilio arhorcm quandam mirae magnitudinis,qii"e priscoPagan-

orum vocabtdo appellaturrobur Jovis,in loco,qui dicitur Gaesmere,

servis Dei secum astantibus,succidere tentavit. cumque mentis

constantia confortatus arborem succidisset,magna quippe aderat

copiaPaganorum, qui et inimicum deoriim suoriim intra se diligen-
tissime devotabant, sed ad modicum quidem arbore praecisa
confestim immcnsa roboris moles, divino desuper flatu exagitata,

palmitum confracto culmine, corruit,et quasi superinutus solatio

in quatuor etiam partes disruptaest,et quatuor ingentismagnitu-dinis

aequalilongitudinetrunci,absque fratrum labore astantium

apparuerunt. quo viso priusdevotantes Pagani etiam versa vice

benedictionem Domino, pristinaabjecta maledictione, credentes

1 A shorter account of the same in the annalist Saxo, p. 133.
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reddiclerunt. Tunc autem summae sauctitatis antistes consilio inito

cum fratribus ex supradictaearboris materia ^)oratorium constmxit,

illudquein lionore S. Petri apostolidedicavit. From that time

Christianityhad in this place a seat in Hesse ; hard by was the

ancient capitalof the nation,'Mattium (Marburg),id genticaput,'

Tac. Ann. 1, 06 ; which continued in the ]\Iid.Ages to be the chief

seat of government. Accordingto Landau, the oak and the church

built out of it stood on the site of St. Peter's church at Fritzlar.

The whole regionis w^ell wooded (seeSuppl.).

Not unsimilar are some passages contained in the Vita S.

Amandi (f674),on the wood and tree w^orshipof the northern

Franks: Acta Bened, sec. 2. p. 714, 715, 718) : Amandus audivit

pagum esse, cui vocabulum Gandavum, cujus loci habitatores ini-

quitasdiaboli eo circumquaque laqueisvehementer irretivit,ut

incolae terrae illius,relicto deo,arhores et lignapro deo colerent,

atque fana vel idola adorarent. " Ubi fana destruebantur, statim

monasteria aut ecclesias construebat. " Amandus in pago belvacense

verbum domini dum praedicaret,pervenitad quendam locum, cui

vocabulum est Eossonto juxtaAronnam fluvium
, . .

respondit

ilia,quod non ob aliani causam ei ipsacoecitas evenisset,nisi quod

auguria vel idola semper coluerat. insuperostendit ei locum, in

quo praedictum idolum adorare consueverat, scilicetarhorem, quae

erat daemoni dcdicata
. . .

'
nunc igituraccipesecurim et banc

nefandam arhorem quantociussuccidere festina'.

Amonsj the Saxons and Frisians the veneration of groves lasted

much longer.At the beginningof the 11th century,bishopUnwan

of Bremen (conf.Adam. Brem. 2, 33) had all such woods cut down

"among the remoter inhabitants of his diocese : lucos in episcopatu

suo, in quibus paludicolaeregionisillius errore veteri cum profes-

sione falsa christianitatis immolahant, succidit;Vita IMeinwerci,

cap- 22. Of the holy tree in the Old Saxon IrminsM I will treat

in ch. W. Several districts of Low^er Saxony and Westphalia

have until quite recent times preservedvestigesof Iwhj oaks, to

which the peoplepaid a half heathen half christian homage. Tims,

in the principalityof Minden, on Easter Sunday, the young people

of both sexes used with loud cries of joy to dance a reigen(rig,

1 Otlier MS. have ' mole '
or

' metallo '. A brazen image on tlie oak is not

to be tlioughtof,as such a thingwould have been alluded to in what precedes
or follows.
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circular dance)round an old oak} In a thicket near the villageof

Wormeln, Paderborn, stands a Jiolyoak, to which the inhabitants

of Wormeln and Calenbergstill make a solemn processionevery

year.2
I am inclined to trace back to heathenism the proper name of

Hobj Wood so common in nearlyall parts of Germany. It is not

likelythat from a christian church situated in a wood, the wood

itselfwould be named holy; and in such forests,as a rule,there is

not a church to be found. Still less can the name be explainedby
the royalban-forests of the Mid. Ages; on the contrary, these

forests themselves appear to have sprung out of heathen groves,

and the king'srightseems to have taken the placeof the cultus

which first withdrew the holy wood from the common use of the

people. In such forests too there used to be sanctuaries for crimi-nals,

EA. 886-9.

An old account of a battle between Franks and Saxons at

Notteln in the year 779 (Pertz 2,377)informs us, that a badly
wounded Saxon had himself secretlyconveyed from his castle into a

holywood : Hie vero (Luibertus)magno cum merore se in castrum

recepit.Ex quo post aliquotdies mulier egrotum humeris clam in

sylvamSytheri,quae fuittlicgatlwnsacra, nocte portavit.Vulnera

ibidem lavans,exterrita clamore effugit.Ubi multa lamentatione

animam expiravit.The strange expressionthegathonis explained

by t' a'yaOov(thegood),a name for the highestdivinity(summus

et princepsomnium deorum),which the chronicler borrowed from

Macrobius's somn. Scip.1, 2, and may have chosen purposely,to

avoid naming a well-known heathen god (see Suppl). Sytheri,

the name of the wood, seems to be the same as Sunderi (southern),

a name givento forests in more than one district,e.g.a Sundernhart

in Franconia (Hofersurk. p. 308). Did this heathen hope for heal-ing

on the sacred soil? or did he wish to die there ?

The forest called Dat hilligeholt is mentioned by a document

in Kindlinger'sMtinst. beitr. 3, 638. In the county of Hoya there

stood a Heiligcn-loh(Pertz 2, 362). A long list of Alsatian

documsnts in Schopflinallude to the holy forest near Hagenau; no.

218 (a.d.1065) : cum foresto heiligenforstnominate in comitatu

Gerhardi comitis in pago Nortcowe. no. 238 (1106):in sylva

1 Weddigen'swestphal.mag. 3, 712.

2 Spilckersbeitrage2, 121.
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JipAligeforst.no. 273 (1143): praedium Loubacli in sacro nemore

situm. no. 297 (1158): utantur pascuis in sacra silva. no. 317

(1175): in silva sacra, no. 402 (1215): in sacra silva. no. 800 (1292)
conventum in konigesbriickenin hcilirjeyiforst.no. 829 (1304)
nemus nostrum et imperiidictum heiligvorst.no. 851 (1310)

pccora in foresta nostra^ quae dicitur der hciligeforst,pascere et

tcnere. no. 1076 (1356): porcos tempore glaudium nutriendos in

silva sacra. The alternatingwords ' forst,silva,nemus/ are enough
to show the significanceof the term. The name of the well-known

Drcieich (Drieichahi)is probablyto be explainedby the heathen

worshipof three oaks ; a royalban-forest existed there a longtime,

and its charter (I,498) is one of the most primitive.
The express allusion to Thuringiaand Saxony is remarkable in

the followinglines of a poem that seems to have been composed

soon after the year 1200, Eeinh. F. 302 ; the wolf sees a goat on a

tree,and exclaims :

ich sihe ein obez hangen^ I see a fruit hanging,

ez habe har ode borst ; That it has hair or bristles ;

in einem hciligcnvm^stc In any holy forest

ze Diiringennoch ze Sachscn Of Thuringianor of Saxony
enkunde niht gewahsen There could not grow

bezzer obez uf rise. Better fruit on bough.

The allusion is surelyto sacrificed animals, or firstfruits of the

chase,hung up on the trees of a sacred wood ? Either the storyis

based on a more ancient original,or may not the poet have heard

tell from somewhere of heathenish doingsgoingon in his own day

among Saxons and Tliuringians? (seeSuppl.).
And in other poems of the Mid. Ages the sacredness of the

ancient forests still exerts an after-influence. In Alex. 5193 we

read ' der edelc wait frone'

; and we have inklingsnow and again,

if not of sacrifices offered to sacred trees,yet of a lastingindestruc-tible

awe, and the fancythat ghostlybeingshaunt particulartrees.

Thus, in Ls. 2, 575, misfortune,like a demon, sat on a tree ; and in

Altd. w. 3, 161 it is said of a hollow tree:

da sint heiligeninne. There are saints in there,

die hoerent aller liute bet.^ That hear all people'sprayers

(seeSuppl.).

^ From the notion of a forest temple the transition is easy to payinjd̂ivine
honours to a sinL'le tree. Festus has : delubrum liistisdelibratiLs (staffwith
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Still more immistakablydoes this forest cultus prevailin the

North,protectedby the longer duration of heathenism. The great

sacrifice at Ledera described by Dietmar (seep. 48) was performed
in the island which, from its even now magnificentbeech- woods,

bore the name of Scclundr,sea-grove, and was the finest grove in all

Scandinavia. The Swedes in like manner solemnized their festival

of sacrifice in a grove near Upsala ; Adam of Bremen says of the

animals sacrificed: Corpora suspendunturin lucum qui proximus

est templo ; is enim lucus tam sacer est gentibus,ut singulae

arlores ejus ex morte vel tabo immolatorum divinae credantur. Of

HloSr HeiSreksson we are told in the Hervararsaga cap. 16

(fornald.sog. 1,491),that he was born with arms and horse in the

Jiolijwood (amork hinni helgu). In the grove Glasislundr a bird

sits on the boughs and demands sacrifices,a temple and gold-horned

cows, Ssem. 140-1. The sacred trees of the Edda, Yggdrasiland

M'Wiamei"r, Ssem. 109% hardlyneed remindingof.

Lastly,the agreement of the Slav, Prussian,Finnish and Celtic

paganisms throws lightujjon our own, and tends to confirm it.

Dietmar of Merseburg (Pertz5, 812) affirms of the heathen temple

at Eiedegost; quam undique sylvaab incolis intacta et venerabilis

circumdat magna; (ibid.816) he relates how his ancestor Wibert

about the year 1008 rooted up a grove of the Slavs : litcum Zuti-

bure dictum, ab accolis td deum in omnibus lw7ioratum,et ab aevo

antique nunquam violatum, radicitus eruens, sancto martyri
Eomano in eo ecclesiam construxit. Zutibure is for Sveti bor =

holy forest,from bor (fir),pine-barren; a Merseburg document of

1012 already mentions an
' ecclesia in Scutibure,' Zeitschr. f.

archivkunde, 1, 162, An OIST.saga (Fornm. sog. 11, 382) names a

hlotlundr (sacrificialgrove)at Straela,called Boku, Helmold 1, 1

says of the Slavs ; usque hodie profectointer illos,cum cetera

bark peeledoff)qiiem venerabantur pro deo. Names givento particulartrees
are at the same time names of goddesses,e.g.ON. Hlin, Gna. It is worthy of

notice,that the heathen idea of divine figureson trees has crept into christian

legends,so deeplyrooted was tree worship among the peo^^le.I refer doubters

to the story of the Tyi-oleseimage of grace, which grew up in a forest tree

(Deutschesageu, no. 348). In Carinthiayoufind iladonna figuresfixed on the

trees in gloomy groves (Sartorisreise 2, 165). Of like import seem to be the

descriptionsof wonderful maidens sittinginside hollow trees,or perchedon the

boughs (Marienkind,hausmarchen no. 3. Eomance de la infantina,see ch.

XVI.). Madonna in the wood, ]\Iar.legend,177. Many oaks with Madonnas

in Normandy, Bosquet 196-7.
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omnia comraunia sint cum nostris,solus proliibeturaccessus hicorum

ac fontium,quos autumaut polluichristiauorum accessu. A song

in the KoniginhofMS. p. 72 speaks of the grove {hain,Boh. hai,

liag,Pol. gay, Sloven, gaj; conf. gains,gahajus.Lex Eoth. 324,

kaheius,Lex Bajuv.21, G) from which the christians scared away

the holy sparrow.^ The Esth. sallo,Finn, snlo means a holy wood,

especiallya meadow with thick nnderwood ; the national god Thara-

])ilais described by Henry the Letton (ad.ann. 1219): in confinio

Wironiae erat mons et silva 2y^dchcrrima,in quo dicebant indigenae

magnum deum Osiliensium natum qui Tharapila-vocatur, et de

loco illoin Osiliam volasse,"
in the form of a bird ? (seeSuppl.).

To the Old Prussians,Romove^N^'s, the most sacred spot in the land,

and a seat of the gods ; there stood their images on a liohjoak hung

witli cloths. No unconsecrated person was allowed to set foot in

the forest,no tree to be felled,not a bough to be injured,not a

beast to be slain. There were many such sacred groves in other

partsof Prussia and Lithuania.^

The Vita S. Germani Autisiodorensis (b.378, d. 448) written

by Constantius as early as 473 contains a strikingnarrative of a

IKcirtrecwhich stood in the middle of Auxerre and was honoured

by the heathen.* As the Burgundians did not enter Gaul tillthe

beginningof the 5th century, there is not likelyto be a mixture in

it of German tradition. But even if the story is purely Celtic,it

deserves a placehere, because it shows how widely the custom

prevailedof hanging the heads of sacrificial beasts on trees.^ Eo

tempore (before400) territorium Autisiodorensis urbis visitatione

propriagubernabat Germanus. Cui mos erat tirunculorum potius

industriis indulgere,quam christianae religionioperam dare, is

ergo assidue venatui invigilansferarum copiam insidiis atque artis

streuuitate frequentissimecapiebat. Erat autem arhor pirus in

' Brzetislav burnt down the heathen groves and trees of the Bohemians in

109.3,Pelzel 1,76. The Poles called a sacred grove roZ; and nroczysJco,conf.

Russ. roshtclia,grove [rootrek role= fari,fatum ; roshtcha is from rosli,rasti

= glow]. On threat of hostile invasion,they cut rods (wicie)from the grove,

and sent them round to summon their neighbours. Mickiewicz 1,oG.
'- Conf. 'furupidin Formn. sog. 11,385; but on Slav nations conf. Schief-

ner on Castren 329.
^ Joh. Voigtsgesch.Preussens 1, 595 " 597.

* Acta sanctor. BoUand. July 31, p. 202 ; conf. Legenda aurea, cap. 102.

^ Huic (Marti)praedacprimordiavovebantur,huic truncis suspendebantur
exuviae,Jurnandes cap. 5.
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itrhemedia, amcenitate gratissima: ad cujusramusculos ferarum ab

eo deprehensarumcapitapro admiratione venationis niniiae depen-
dchant. Quern Celebris ejusdem civitatis Amator episcopushis

frequenscompellebateloquiis: ' desine, quaeso, vir honoratorum

spleiididissime,haec jocularia,quae Christianis ofFensa,Paganisvero

imitanda sunt, exercere. hoc opus idololatriae cultura est,non chris-

tianse elegantissimaedisciplinae.'Et licethoc indesinenter vir deo

dignusperageret,iiletamen nullo modo admonenti se adquiescere
voluit aut obedire. vir autem domini iterum atque iterum eum horta-

batur,nt non solum a consuetudine male arrepta discederet,verum

etiam et ipsam arhorem, ne Christianis offendiculum esset,radici-

tus exstirparetsed illenullatenus aurem placidamapplicarevoluit

admonenti. In hujus ergo persuasionistempore quodam die Ger-

manus ex urbe in praediasui jurisdiscessit. tunc beatus Amator

opportunitatemopperienssacrilcffamarhorem cum caudicibus ab-

scidit,et ne aliquaejus incredulis esset memoria igniconcreman-

dam illico deputavit.oscilla^)vero, quae tanquam trophaeacujus-
dam certaminis umbram dependentiaostentabant,longiusa civitatis

terminis projicipraecipit.Protinus vero fama gressus suos ad

aures Gennani retorquens,dictis animuni incendit,atque iram suis

suasionibus exaggerans ferocem effecit,ita ut oblitus sanctae

religionis,cujusjam fuerat ritu atque munere insignitus,mortem

beatissimo viro minitaret.

A poem of Herricus composed about 876 givesa fuller descrip-tion
of the idolatrous j)eartree:

altoqueet lato stabat gratissimaquondam
urbe jpirusmedia, populospectabilisomni ;

non quiapendentum flavebat honore pirorum,

nee quiaperpetuae vernabat munere frondis :

^ Virg.Georg. 2, 388 : tibiqiie(Bacche)oscilla ex alta suspenduutmollia

pinu. In the story,however, it is not masks that are hung up, but real heads

of beasts; are the ferarum imagines in Tac, Hist. 4, 22 necessarilyimages ?

Does osciUa mean caj^itaoscillantia ? It appears that when they hung up the

heads, they proppedopen the moiith with a stick,conf. Isengr.645. Reinardus

3, 293 (see Suppl.). Nailing birds of prey to the gate of a burg or barn is well

known, and is practisedto this day. Hanging up horses' heads was mentioned

on p. 47. The Grimnismal 10 tells ns, in OSin's mansion there hung a wolf
outside the door,and over that an eagle; were these mere simulacra and insignia1
Witechind says, the Saxons,when sacrificing,set up an eagleover the gate: Ad

orientalem portam ponuntaquilam,aramque Victoriae construentes ; this eagle
seems to have been her emblem. A dog hung up over the threshold is also

mentioned, Lex. Alam. 102.
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sed deprensarumpassimcapitaoMo, ferai^m

arhoris ohscoenae patuiishaercntia ramis

praebebantvano plausum spectaculavulgo.
horrebant illictrepidiramalia ccrvi

et dirum frendentis ap)ri,fera spicula,denies,

acribus exitium meditantes forte molossis.

tunc qiioque sic variis arbos induta tropaeis
fundebat rudibus lascivi semina risus-

ft was not the laughterof the multitude that offended the christian

priests; they saw in the practicea performance,however degene-rate
and dimmed, of heathen sacrifices.^

Thus far we have dwelt on the evidences which go to prove

that the oldest worship of our ancestors was -connected with sacred

forests and trees.

At the same time it cannot be doubted,that even in the earliest

times there were templesbuilt for singledeities,and perhapsrude

images set up inside them. In the lapseof .centuries the old forest

worshipmay have declined and been supersededby the structure

of temples,more with some populationsand less with others. In

fact,we come across a good many statements so indefinite or incom-plete,

that it is impossibleto gatherfrom them with any certainty
whether the expressionsused betoken the ancient cultus or one

departingfrom it.

The most weighty and significantpassages relatingto this part
of the subjectseem to be the following(seeSuppl.):

Tac. Germ. 40 describes the sacred grove and the worshipof
Mother Earth ; when the priestin festival time has carried the

goddessround among the people,he restores her to her sanctuary:
satiatam conversatione mortalium deani temploreddit.

Tac. ann. 1, 51 : Caesar avidas legiones,quo latior populatio
foret,quatuor in cuneos dispertit,quinquagintamillium spatium
ferro flammisquepervastat ; non sexus, non aetas miserationem

"" St. Benedict found at Montecassino vetustissinmm fanuni, in quo ex

antiqiiomore gentiliuma stulto rusticano populoApollocolebatur,circumquaque
enini in cultuni daemoniorum luci succreverant, in quiliusadluic eodem tempore
infideliuni insana multitudo sacrificiissaciile^'isinsudaliat. Greg. Ma".,'.dialogi
2, 8. These were not German heathens,but it proves the custom to have been
the more universal.
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attulit: profana simul et sacrcij et celehcrrimum illis gentibus

templum, quod Tanfanae^vocabant, solo aequantur. The nation to

which this temple belonged were the Marsi and perhaps some

neighbouringones (seeSuppL).
Vita S. Eugendi abbatis Jurensis ("tcirc.510),auctore monacho

Condatescensi ipsiusdiscipulo(inActis sanctor. BoUand. Jan. 1, p.

50, and in Mabillon, acta Ben. sec. 1, p. 570) : Sanctus igitur
famulus Christi Eugendus, sicut beatonim patrum Eomani et

Lupiciniin religionediscipulus,ita etiam natalibus ac provincia
extitit indigcnaatque concivis. ortus nempe est hand longea vico

cui vetusta paffanitasob celebritateni clausuramque fortissimam

siiperstitiosissimitempliGallica linguaIsarnodori,id est,ferrei ostii

indidit nomen : quo nunc quoque in loco,dchihris ex parte jam

dirutis,sacratissime micant coelestis regni culmina dicata Christi-

colis ; atque inibi pater sanctissimae prolisjudiciojDontificali

plebisquetestimonio extitit in presbyteriidignitatesacerdos. If

Eugendus was born about the middle of the 5th century, and his

father alreadywas a priestof the christian cluirch which had been

erected on the site of the heathen temple,heathenism can at the

latest have lingeredthere only in the earlier half of that century,

at whose commencement the West Goths passedthroughItalyinto

Gaul. Gallica linguahere seems to be the German spoken by the

invadingnations,in contradistinction to the Eomana ; the name of

the placeis almost pure Gothic,eisarnadai'iri,still more exactlyit

might be Burgundian,Isarnodori.^ Had either "West Goths or

Burgundians,or perhapseven some Alamanns that had penetrated

so far,founded the temple in the fastnesses and defiles of the Jura?^

Tlie name is \vell suited to the strengthof the positionand of the

building,which the christians in part retained (seeSuppl.).
A Constitutio Childeberti I of about 554 (Pertz3, 1) contains

the following: Praecipientes,ut quicunque admoniti de agro suo,

ubicumque fuerint simidacra construda vel idola daemoni dedicata

1 An inscriptionfoimd in Neapolitanterritory,but supj)osedby Orelli

2053 to have been made by Ligorius,has ' Tamfanae sacrum
' (Gudii inscript.

iintiq.p. Iv. 11,de Wal p. 188) ; tlieword iscertainlyGeiman, and formed like

Hludana, Sigana (Sequana),Liutana (Lugdunum), Eabana (Eavenna), "c.
" Yet the Celtic forms also are not far removed, Ir. iaran, Wei. haiarn,

Armor, uarn (ferrum); Ir. doras,Wei. dor (porta): haearndor = iron gate,
"luotedin Davies's Brit. Mythol. pp. 120, 560.

^ Frontier mountains held sacred and made placesof sacrifice by some

nations ; Ritters erdkunde 1, aufl. 2, 79. vol. 2, p. 903.
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ab hommibus, factum non statim abjecerintvel sacerdotibus haec

destruentibus prohibuerint,datis fidejussoribusnou aliter discedant

nisi in nostris obtutil:"uspraesententur.

Vita S, Eadegundis(t 587) the wife of Clotaire,composed by a

contemporary nun Baudonivia (actaBened, sec. 1,p. 327): Dum

iter ageret (Eadegundis)seculari pompa se comitante,interjecta

longinquitateterrae ac spatio,fanuiiiquod a Francis colebatur in

itinere beatae reginaequantum miliario uno proximum erat. hoc

ilia audiens jussitfamulis fanuinigne comburi,iniquum judicans
Deum coeli contemni et diabolica machinamenta venerari. Hoc

audientes Franci universa multitudo cum giadiiset fustibus vel

omni fremitu conabantur defendere. sancta vero reginaimmobilis

perseverans et Christum in pectore gestans,equum quem sedebat

in antea {i.e.ulterius)non movit antequam et fanum perureretur
et ipsaorante inter se populipacem firmarent. The situation of

the templeshe destroyedI do not venture to determine;Eadegund
was journeyingfrom Thuringiato France,and somewhere on that

line,not far from the Ehine,the fanum may be looked for.

Greg.Tur. vitae patrum 6 : Eunte rege (Theoderico)in Agrip-

pinam urbem, et ipse(S.Gallus)simul abiit.erat autem ibi fanum

quoddam diversis ornamentis refertum,in quo barbaris (1.Barbarus)

opima lihamina exhibens usque ad vomitum cibo potuque repleba-
tur. ibi et simulacra ut deum adorans,membra, secundum quod

unumquemque dolor attigisset,sculpebatin ligno. quod ubi S.

Gallus audivit,statim illuc cum uno tantum clerico properat,ac-

censoque igne,cum nullus ex stultis Paganisadesset,ad fanum

applicatet succendit. at illividentes fumum dehd)ri ad coelum

usque conscendere,auctorem incendii quaerunt, inventumque eva-

ginatisgiadiisprosequuntur; ille vero in fugam versus aulae se

regiaecondidit. verum postquam rex quae acta fuerant Paganis
minantibus recognovit,blandis eos sermonibus lenivit. This Gallus

is distinct from the one who appears in Alamannia half a century
later ; he died about 553, and by the king is meant Theoderic I of

Austrasia.

Vita S. Lupi Senonensis (Duchesne1, 562. Bouquet 3, 491) :

Pex Chlotarius virum Dei Lupum episcopumretrusit in pago quodam
Neustriae nuncupante Vinemaco (leVimeu),traditum duci pagano

{i.e.duci terrae),nomine Bosoni Landegisilo(no doubt a Frank)

quem ille direxit in villa quae dicitur Andesagina super fluvium

6
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Auciam, ubi erant templafanatica a decurionihus cidta. (a.D.

614.) Andesagina is Anseuiie, Aiicia was afterwards called la

Bresle,Briselle.

Beda, hist. eccl. 2, 13, relates how the NorthumLrian king

Eadwine, baptized627, slain 633, resolved after mature consultation

wdth men of understandingto adoptChristianity,and was especially

made to waver in his ancient faith by Coifi (Coefi)his chief heathen

priesthimself: Cumque a praefatopontificesacrorum suorum

quaereret,quis aras et fana idolorum cum septisquihuserant cir-

cumdata primus profanaredeberet ? respondit: ego. quisenim ea,

quae per stultitiam colui,nunc ad exemplum omnium aptiusquam

ipseper sapientiammihi a Deo vero donatam destruam ?
. . .

Accinctus ergo gladioaccepit lanceam in manu et ascendens

emissarium regis (allthree unlawful and improper thingsfor a

heathen priest),pergebatad idola. quod aspiciensvulgus aesti-

mabat eum insanire. nee distulit ille. mox ut appropinquabatad

fanum, profanareillud,injectain eo lancea quam tenebat,multum-

que gavisusde agnitioneveri Dei cultus,jussitsociis destruere ac

succendere fanum cum omnibus septissuis. ostenditur autem locus

ille quondam idolorum non longe ab Eboraco ad orientem ultra

amuem Dorowentionem et vocatur hodie Godmundinga ham, ubi

pontifexipse,inspiranteDeo vero, polluitac destruxit eas, quas

ipsesacra verat, aras.^

Vita S. Bertuffi Bobbiensis (t 640) in Acta Bened. sec. 2, p.

164 : Ad quandam viUam Iriae fluvio adjacentem accessit,ubi

fanum quoddam ariorihus consitum videns allatum ignem ei admovit,

congestisin modum piraelignis.Id vero cernentes fani cultores

Meroveum apprehensum diuque fustibus caesum et ictibus
.

con-

tusum in fiuvium iUud demergere conantur. "
The Iria runs into

the Po ; the event occurs among Lombards.

Walafridi Strabonis vita S. GaUi (f640) in actis Bened. sec. 2

p. 219, 220 : Venerunt (S.Columbanus et Gallus)infra partes

Alemanniae ad fiuvium,qui Lindimacus vocatur, juxta quem ad

superioratendentes pervenerunt Turicinum. cumque per littus

ambulantes venissent ad caput lacus ipsius,in locum qui Tucconia

dicitur,placuitHlis loci qualitasad inhabitandum. porro homines

iThe A. S. translation renders arae hj wigbed (seep.67),fana by heargas,
idola by deofolgild,septaonce by hegas(hedges),and the other time by getymbro.
The spear hurled at the hearggave the signalfor its demolition.
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ibidem commanentes crudeles erant et inipii,simulacra colentes,

idola sacrificiisvenerantes, observantes aiiguriaet divinationes et

multa quae contraria sunt cultui divino superstitiosasectantes.

Sancti igiturhomines cum coepissentinter illos liabitare,docebant

eos adorare Patrem et Filium et Spiritum sanctum, et custodire

fidei veritatem. Beatus quoque Gallus sancti viri discipuluszelo

pietatisarmatus fana,in quibus dacmoniis sacrificahant,ignisuc-

cendit et quaecumque invenit oblata demersit in lacum. " Here

follows an importantpassage which will be quotedfurther on ; it

says expressly: cumque ejusdem templisolemnitas ageretur.
Jonae Bobbiensis vita S. Colunibani (-f-615) cap. 17. in act.

Bened. 2, 12. 13 : Cumque jam multorum monachorum societate

densaretur, coepitcogitare,ut potioremlocum in eadem eremo

{i.e.Vosago saltu)quaereret,quo monasterium construeret. in-

venitquecastrum firmissimomunimine olim fuisse cultum, a supra

dicto loco distans plus minus octo niillibus,quem priscatempora
Luxovium nuncuj^abant,ibiqueaquae calidae cultu eximio constru-

ctae habebantur. ibi imaginum lapidearum densitas vicina saltus

densabat,^quas ctdfu miserahili rihiqueprofano vetusta Paganorutii

tempora honorabant. " This Burgundian place then (Luxeuilin

Frauche Comte, near Vesoul) contained old Eoman thermae

adorned with statues. Had the Burcfundian settlers connected

their own worship with these ? The same castrum is spoken of

in the

Vita S. AgiliEesbacensis (f 650),in Acta Ben. sec. 2, p. 317 :

Castrum namque intra vasta eremi septa, quae Vosagus dicitur,

iwoxoXjfanaticorumcnltui olim dedicatum, sed tunc ad solum usque

dirutum, quod hujus saltus incolae,quamquam ignotopraesagio,
Luxovium [qu.lux ovium ?] nominavere. A church is then built

on the heathen site : ut, ubi olim prophano ritu veteres cohicrunt

fana,ibi Christi figerenturarae et erigerenturvexilla,habitaculum

Deo militautium,quo adversus aerias potestatesdimicareut superni

Eegis tirones. p. 319 : Ingressique(Agilus cum Eustasio)hujus
itineris viam, juvante Christo,Warascos praedicatoriaccelerant,

qui agrestiumfanis decepti,quos vulgifaunos vocant, gentiliurn

^ The nniltitiule of statues made the adjoiningwood thicker ? Must we not

supplyan ace. copiam or speciemafter imag. lapid.1 [vicinasaltus densabat

evidentlymeans '"crowded the adjoiningpart of the wood
.

So in Ovid: densae

foHis buxi. " Traxs.]
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quoqiie errore seducti,in perfidiamdevenerant,Fotini seu Bonosi

virus infecti,quos, errore depulso,matri ecclesiae reconciliatos veros

Christi fecere servos.

Vita S. Willibrordi (f 789),in Acta Bened. sec. 3, p. 609 :

Pervenit in confinio Fresonum et Danorum ad quandam insulam,

quae a quodam deo suo Fosite ab accolis terrae Fositesland appel-

latur,quia iu ea ejusdem dei fana fuere constructa. Qui locus a

paganis tanta veneratione liabebatur,ut nil iu eo vel animalium

ibi pascentiumvel aliarum quarumlibetrerum gentiliumquisquam

tangere audebat, nee etiam a fonte qui ibi ebulliebat aquam liaurire

nisi tacens praesumebat.

Vita S. WiUehadi (f793),in Pertz 2, 381 : Unde contigit,ut

quidam discipulorumejus,divino coni]3unctiardore,/rt.?iain morem

gentiliumcircumquaquc ercdct coepissentevertere et ad nihilum,

prout poterant,redigere; quo facto barbari, qui adliuc forte

perstiterant,furore nimio succensi,irruerunt super eos repente cum

impetu, volentes eos funditus iuterimere, ibique Dei famulum

fustibus caesum multis admodum plagisaffecere." This happened
in the Frisian pagus Thrianta (Drente)before 779.

Vita Ludgeri(beginningof the 9th cent.)1,8 : (InFrisia)Paganos

asperrimos
. . . niitigavit,ut sua iilum deluhra clestruere coram

oculis paterentur. Inventum in fanisaurum et argentum pluriraum
Albricus in aerarium regisintulit,accipienset ipsepraecipiente
Carolo portionem ex illo." Couf. the passage cited p. 45 from the

Lex Frisionum.

Folcuini gesta abb. Lobiensium (circ.980),in Pertz 6, 55 : Est

locus intra terminos pagi,quem veteres, a loco ubi sicperstitiosa

gentilitasfanum Marti sacravcrat,Fanum Martinse dixeruut. " This

is Famars in Hainault,not far from Valenciennes.

In all probabilitythe sanctuaryof Tanfana which Germanicus

demolished in a.d. 14 was not a mere grove, but a real building,

otherwise Tacitus would hardlyhave called the destruction of it a

' levellingto the ground'. During the next three or four centuries

we are without any notices of heathen temples in Germany. In

the 5th,6th, 7th, and 8th centuries,as I have shown, we come

upon castra,templa,fana among Burgundians,Franks, Lombards,

Alamanns, Anglo-Saxons,and Frisians. By fanum {whence fana-

ticus)seems often to have been understood a buildingof smaller
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extent,and by templum one of larger; the Indiculus superstit.xxxi.

4 has :
' de casulis (huts),i.e.fanis

'

(see Suppl.).I admit that

some of the authorities cited leave it doubtful whether German

heathen temples be intended,they might be Roman ones which

had been left standing; in which case there is room for a twofold

hj'^pothesis: that the dominant German nation had allowed certain

communities in their midst to keep up the Eoman-Gallic cultus,or

that they themselves had taken possessionof Eoman buildingsfor

the exercise of their own religion (̂seeSuj^pl.).No thorough

investigationhas yet been made of the state of religionamong the

Gauls immediatelybefore and after the irruptionof the Germans ;

side by side with the converts there were still,no doubt, some

heathen Gauls; it is difficult therefore to pronounce for either

hypothesis,cases of both kinds may have co-existed. So much for

the doubtful authorities ; but it is not all of them that leave us in

any doubt. If the Tanfana temple could be built by Germans, we

can suppose the same of the Alamann, the Saxon and the Frisian

temples;and what was done in the firstcentury,is stillmore likely

to have been done in the 2nd, 3rd,and 4th.

Built Temijlesmust in earlytimes have been named in a variety
of ways (seeSuppl.): OHG. AS. OS. ON", liof,aula,atrium f"

OHG. halla,templum (Hymn. 24,8),AS. heal,ON. holt (conf.hallr,

lapis,Goth, hallus);" OHG. sal,ON. salr,AS. sele,OS. sell,aula ;"

AS. reccd,domus, basilica (C?edm.145, 11. 150, 16. 219, 23),OS*
rakml (Hel.114, 17. 130, 20. 144, 4. 155, 20),an obscure word not

found in the other dialects ;" OHG. piitapur,delubrum (Diut. 1,

^ As the vulgartook Eoman fortificationsfor devil's dikes,it was natural

to associate with Roman castella the notion of idolatry.Eupertus Tuitiensis

(t 1135) in his account of the fire of 1128 that levelled such a castcllum at

Deuz, which had been adapted to christian worship,informs us that some

thoughtit was built by Julius Caesar, others by Constantius and Constantine.

In the emperor Otto's time, St. Mary appears by night to archbishopHeribert:
'

surge, et Tuitiense castrum petens,locum in eodem mundari praecipe,ibique
monastcrium Deo mihique et omnibus Sanctis constitue,ut, ubi quondam
habitavit peccatiun et cultus daemoniivi, ibi jnstitia regnet et memoria

sanctorum,'with more of the like,in the Vita Heriberti cap. 15. Conf. the

fanum ut Cologne above,p. 81.
- The asylum that atrium and temple offered within their precinctsis in

ON. gric^astui^r,OHG. frUhof, OS. vrUhoh, Hel. 151, 2, 9. MHG. vrone

vuthof.Nib. 1795. 2 ; not at all oiu- friedhof [but conn, with frei,free],conf.
Goth, freidjan,OS. fridon fparcere). That the constitution of the Old

German sanctuaries was still ibr the most part heathenish,is discussed in EA.

886-92.
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195=^)^;" to which were afterwards added petah'ds,minores ecclesiae

(Gl.sletst.21, 32) and cUrililid,AS. cyrice.The MHG. poetslike

to use heteh'ds of a heathen temple as opposed to a christian church

(En.2695. Barl. 339, 11.28. 342,6. Athis D 93. Herb. 952. Wigal.
8308. Pass. 356, 73. Tit. 3329),so in M. Nethl. bedehus (Maerl.
1, 326. 3, 125),much as the Catholics in their own countries do not

allow to Protestants a church, but only a bethaus,praying-house

(seeSuppL). 0. iv. 33, 33 has the periphrasegotesMis, and ii. 4,

52 drulitines /wis. Notker cap. 17 makes no scrupleof translating
the Lat. fanis by chilechon,just as bishop does duty for heathen

priestas well. In the earliest times templewas retained.Is. 382.

395. T. 15,4.193,2.209,1. Diut. 1, 195.^

The hut which we are to pictureto ourselves under the term

fanum or pirr(A.S.bur, bower) was most likelyconstructed of logs
and twigsround the sacred tree ; a wooden temple of the goddess
Zisa will find a place in ch. XIII. With halla and some other

names w^e are compelledto think rather of a stone building.
We see all the christian teachers eager to laythe axe to the

sacred trees of the heathen,and fire under their temples. It would

almost seem that the poor people'sconsent was never asked,and

the risingsmoke was the first thing that announced to them the

broken power of their gods. But on a closer studyof the details in

the less high-flownnarratives,it comes out that the heathen Avere

not so tame and simple,nor the christians so reckless. Boniface

resolved on hewing down the Thunder-oak after takingcounsel with

the alreadyconverted Hessians, and in their presence. So too the

Thuringianprincessmight not have dared to sit so immovable on

her palfreyand givethe order to firethe Prankish temple,had not

her escort been numerous enough to make head againstthe lieathen.

That these did make an armed resistance,appears from Eadegund's

request,after the fane was burnt down, ut inter se populi pacem

firmarent.

In most of the cases it is expresslystated that a church was

erected on the site of the heathen tree or temple.^ In this way the

^ Actiim in illo betap4re(the church at Fulda) publice,Trad. Fuld. ed.

Schannat no. 193. in bedebur,Lacombl. no. 412 (a.d.1162). in bedebure,Erhard

p. 148 (A.D.1121). bctbur,Meyer Ziirch. ortsn. 917.
"

Sulp. Severus (ed. Amst. 1665), p. 458 : Nam ubi fana destruxerat

(Martiniis),statim ibi aut ecdesias ant monasteria construcbat. Dietniar of Merseb.

7, 52, p. 859 (speakingof Bishop Reinbern on Slav, territory,a.d. 1015) :
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people's habits of thinking were consulted, and they conld believe

that the old sacredness had not departed from the place, but hence-forth

flowed from the
presence

of the true God (see Suppl.).

At the same time we here perceive the reason of the almost

entire absence of heathen monuments or their remains, not only

in Germany proper,
but in the North, where certainly sucli

temples existed, and more plentifully ;
conf. in chaps. VI. X. XVI.

the temple at Sigtun, baer i Baldrshaga, and the Nomas' temple.

Either these were levelled with the ground to make room
for

a

christian church, or their walls and halls were worked into the new

building. We
may

be slow to form
any high opinion of the build-ing

art among
the heathen Germans, yet they must have understood

how to arrange
considerable masses

of stone, and bind them firmly

together. We have evidence of this in the grave-mounds and places

of sacrifice still preserved in Scandinavia, partly also in Friesland

and Saxony, from which
some important inferences miglit be drawn

with regard to the old heathen services, but these I exclude from

my present investigation.

The results are
these

:
the earliest seat of heathen worship was

in
groves,

whether on mountain or
in pleasant mead

;
there the first

temples were
afterwards built, and there also were the tribunals of

the nation.

Fana idolorura destruens incendit, et mare daemonibus cultum, immissis quatiior

lapidibus sacro chrismate penmctis, et aqua puryans benedicta, novam Domino

. . .

plantationem ednxit." On the conversion of the Pantheon into
a

fluirch, see Massmann's Eradius 476.
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PKIESTS.

The most general term for one who is called to the immediate

service of deity (minister deorum, Tac. Germ. 10) is one derived

from the name of deity itself. From the Goth. guS (deus)is formed

the adj.gaguch (godly,pius,eva-e^ij"i),then gagudci (pietas,euae^eia).

In OHG. and MHG., I find pius translated erJiafi,strictlyreverens,

hut also used for venerandus ; our froinm has only latelyacquired

this meaning, the MHG. vrum being simply able, excellent. The

God-serving, pious man is in Goth, gudja (t'epeu?,Matt. 8, 4, 27, 1.

63. Mk. 10, 34. 11, 27. 14, 61. Lu. 1, 5. 20, 1. Jo. 18, 19.

22. 19,6. w/"7^^wf?/'a(dp;!^i6/3ei'9)MklO, 33. gudjinon (lepareueiv),

Lu. 1, 8. gudjinassus {leparela)Lu. 1, 9. (see Suppl.).

That these were heathen expressionsfollows from the accordance

of the OK go"i (pontifex),liofsgo"i (fani antistes),Egilss. 754.

Freys gocfi,Nialss. cap. 96. 117. Eornm. sog. 2, 206. go"ord

(sacerdotium). An additional argument is found in the disappear-ance

of the word from the other dialects, just as our alah dis-appeared,

though the Goths had found alhs unobjectionable. Only

a faint vestige appears in the OHG. cotinc by which tribunus is

glossed,Diut. 1, 187 (Goth, gudiggs ?)." Now as Ulphilas^ associates

gudja and sinista {'Trpea/Surepo';,elder, man of standing, priest),a

remarkable sentence in Amm. MarcelL 28, 5 informs us, that the

high priest of the Burgundians was called sinisto: Nam sacerdos

omnium m,axivius apud Burgundies vocatur sinistus,et est perpetu-

us,2 obnoxius discriminibus nuUis ut reges. The connexion of

priestswith the nobilityI have discussed in EA. 267-8 (seeSuppl.).
More decidedly heathen are the OHG. names for a ]3riest

lianigari,Diut. 1, 514V and jjarawar-i,Diut. 1, 150% (being derived

from haruc and paro, the words for temple given on p. 68-9, and

^ Strictlythe Evangelist ; the. translator had no choice.
"

Trans.
^ For the sense of perpetuity attaching to sin- in composition, see Gramm.

2, 554-5.

* If haruc meant wood or rock, and harugari priest,they are very like the

Ir. and Gael, cam, cairn,and cairneac priest.O'Brien 77^.
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confirmingwhat I have maintained, that these two terms were

synonymous). They can hardlyhave been coined by the glossist
to interpretthe Lat. aruspex, theymust liave existed in our ancient

speech." A priestwho sacrificed was named loluostrari(seep. 36).
The fact that cotinc could bear the sense of tribunus shows the

close connexion between tlie offices of priestand judge,"which

comes out stillmore clearlyin a term peculiarto the High Germ,

dialect : eiva, ea signifiednot only the secular,but the divine law,
these being closelyconnected in the olden times, and equally
sacred ; hence eoiuart,ewart law- ward, administrator of law,vojjLVKO'i,
AS. se-gleaw,se-lareow,Goth, vitodafasteis,one learned in the law,
K. 55=^ 56%^ Gl. Hrab. 974^ N. ps. 50, 9. eioarto of the weak decl.

in O.I. 4, 2, 18. 72. gotesevmrto I. 4, 23. and as late as the 12th

century ewarte, Mar. 21. and, without the least reference to the

Jewish office,but quite synonymous with priest: der heilige

ewarte, Eeinh. 1705. der baruc und die eicartcn sin,Parz. 13, 25.

Wh. 217, 23 of Saracen priests(seeSuppl.). The very similar

eosago, esago stood for judex,legislator,EA. 781.

The poet of the Heliand uses the expression*wihes ward (templi

custos)150, 24; to avoid the heathen as well as a foreignterm, he

adopts periphrases:the gierodomail (geehrte,honoured),3, 19.

the frodo man (frot,fruot,prudens) 3, 21. 7,7. frodgumo (gumo,

homo) 5, 23. 6, 2. godcund gumo 6, 12, which sounds lilvcgudja
above, but may convey the peculiarsense in which Wolfram uses

' der guoteman'} In the Eomance expressionsprudeTishomo, bonus

homo (prudhomme, bonhomme) there lurks a reference to the

ancient jurisprudence." Once Ulphilasrenders apxiepev^ by auhu-

mists veiha,John 18, 13, but never Upev"iby veiha.

With Christianitythere came in foreignwords (seeSuppl.).
The Anglo-Saxonsadopted the Lat. sacerdos in abbreviated form :

sacerdj,pi. sacerdas ; and Alfred translates Beda's pontifexand

summus pontificum(bothof them heathen),2, 13 by hisco])and

caldorhiscop.T. and 0. use in the same sense hisgof,hiscof(from

1 Parz. 457,2. 458,25. 460, 19. 476,23. 487, 23. The godo gumo, Hel. 4, 16

issaid of John ; ther giiatoman, 0. ii.12,21. 49 of Nicodemus ; in Uhich's Lan-

zelot,an abbot isstyledder guote man, 4013. 4639. conf. 3857, 4620 ewarte, 4026

priester.But with this is connected diu r/uotefrouve (v.infra),i.e.originally
bona socia,so that in the good man also there peeps out something heathenisli.

heretical. In the great Apologue, the cricket is a clergyman,and is called

(Ken. 8 125)preuchmsand Frobert = Fruotbert (seeSuppl.).
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episcopus),0. I. 4,4. 27. 47; and the Hel. 150, 24 hiscop.Later

on, 'priester(frompresbyter,followingthe idea of elder and superior),
imdijyfaffe(papa) came to be the names most generallyused; AS.

prcost,Engl,priest,Fr. prcstrc,pretre; in Veldek, presterrhymes
with mester. En. 9002.

Wlien Cffisar,bell. Gall. 6, 21, says of the Germans: Neque
druides habent qui rebus divinis praesint,neque sacrificiisstudent,

" the statement need not be set down as a mistake,or as contra-dicting

what Tacitus tells us of the German priestsand sacrifices.

C"esar is all alongdrawing a contrast between them and the Gauls.

He had described the latter 6, 16 as excessivelyaddicted to

sacrifices ; and his '
non studere sacrificiis' must in the comiexion

mean no more than to make a sparinguse of sacrifices. As little

did there prevailamong the Germans the elaboratelyfinished

Druid-systemof the Gauls ; but they did not want for priestsor
sacrifices of their own.

The German priests,as we have alreadygatheredfrom a cursory

review of their titles,were employed in the worship of the gods
and in judging the people. In campaigns,disciplineis entrusted

to them alone,not to the generals,the w^hole war being carried on

as it were in the presence of the deity: Ceterum neque animad-

vertere neque vincire nee verberare quidem nisi sacerdotibus per-

missum, non quasi in poenam, nee ducis jussu,sed velut deo

imperante,quem adesse- bellantibus credunt. Germ. 7 (seeSuppL).

The succeedingwords must also refer to the priests,it is they that

take the ' efligieset signa
' from the sacred grove and carry them

into battle. We learn from cap. 10, that the sacerdos civitatis

superintendsthe divination by rods,whenever it is done for the

nation. If the occasion be not a public one, the paterfamilias
himself can direct the matter, and the priestneed not be called in :"

a remarkable limitation of the priestlypower, and a signhow far the

rightsof the freeman extended in strictlyprivatelife ; on the same

principle,I suppose, that in very earlytimes covenant transac-tions

could be settled between the parties,without the interven-tion

of the judge (RA. 201). Again, when the chvination was by
the neighingof the white steeds maintained by the state,priests

accompaniedthe sacred car, and accredited the transaction. The^^ncs^
alone may touch the car of Nerthus, by him her approaching

presence is perceived,he attends her full of reverence, and lead?
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lierback at last to her sanctuary,cap. 40. Segimund,the son of

Seo-estes whom Tae. Ann. 1, 57 calls sacerdos, had been not a

German but a Eoman priest(apud aram Ubiorum), and after tearing

up the alien chaplet(vittasruperat),had fled to his home.

Tkese few incidental notices of priestsgiveus anythingbut a

completeview of their functions (seeSuppL). On them doubtless

devolved also the performanceof publicprayers, the slayingof

victims, the consecration of the kings and of corpses, perhapsof

marriagestoo, the administeringof oaths,and many other duties.

Of their attire,their insigniaand gradations,we hear nothing at

all; once Tacitus cap. 43 speaksof a sacerdos muliebri ornatu, but

givesno details. No doubt the priestsformed a separate,possibly

a hereditaryorder,though not so powerful and influential as in

Gaul. Probably,beside that sacerdos civitatis,there were higher

and lower ones. Only one is cited by name, the Cattian,i.e.

Hessian, Libes in Strabo (Ai^t]";rwv Xdrrav lepeiK;),who with

other German prisonerswas dragged to Eome in the pompa of

Germanicus. Of him Tacitus (so far as we still have him) is

silent.^ Jornandes's statement is worthy of notice,that the Gothic

priestswere termed pileatiin distinction from the rest of the people,
the capillati,and that during sacrifice they had the head covered

with a hat ; conf. EA. 271 (seeSuppl.). OSinn is called SiShottr,

broadhat.

The succeedingperiod,down to the introduction of Christi-anity,

scarcelyyieldsany information on the condition of the

priesthoodin continental Germany ; their existence we infer from

that of templesand sacrifices. A fact of some importancehas been

preservedby Beda, Hist. eccl. 2,13 : a heathen priestof the Anglo-
Saxons was forbidden to carry arms or to ride a male horse : Non

enim licuerat,pontificemsacrorum vel arma ferre,vel praetcrquam
in equa equitare.Can this have any connexion with the regulation
which, it is true, can be equallyexplainedfrom the Bible,that

christian clergymen,when ridingabout the country, should be

mounted on asses and colts,not horses (KA. 86-88)? Festus also

remarks : Uquo vehi flamini diali non licebat,ne, si longiusdigre-
deretur,sacra neglegerentur(see Suppl). The transmission of

such customs, which have impressed themselves on the habits of

1 Libes might be Leip,Leb, O.N. Leifr,Goth. Laibs ? A var. lect. has Ai/3us.
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life,would seem to have been quiteadmissible. I shall try else-where

to show in detail,how a good deal in the gesturesand atti-tudes

prescribedfor certain legaltransactions savours of priestly

ceremony at sacrifice and prayer (seeSuppl.).It is not unlikely,

as heathen sacred places were turned into christian ones, that it

was also thoughtdesirable amongst a newly converted people to

attract their former prieststo the service of the new religion.

They were the most cultivated portionof the people,the most

capableof comprehendingthe christian doctrine and recommending
it to their countrymen. From the ranks of the heathen priesthood
would therefore proceed both the bitterest foes and the warmest

partizansof innovation.^ The collection of the Letters of Boniface

has a passage lamenting the confusion of christian and heathen

rites,into which foolish or reckless and guiltypriestshad suffered

themselves to fall.^ This might have been done in blameless ignor-ance

or from deliberate purpose, but scarcelyby any men except

such as were previouslyfamiliar with heathenism.

Even the ;N"orsepriesthoodis but very imperfectlydelineated in

the Eddas and sagas. A noteworthy passage in the Ynglingasaga

cap. 2 which regardsthe Ases altogetheras colonists from Asia,

and their residence Asgard as a greatplaceof sacrifice,makes the

twelve principalAses sacrificialpriests(hofgoGar): skylduJjeirraSa

fyrirbio bum ok domum manna 1 milli (they had to advise about

sacrifices and dooms) ; and it adds, that they had been named diar

(divi)and drottnar (domini). This representation,though it be but

a conjectureof Snorri's,shows the high estimation in which the

priestlyorder stood,so that gods themselves were placed at the

head of sacrifices and judgments. But we need not therefore con-found

diar and drottnar with real human priests.

-1 Just as the Catholic clergyfurnished as well the props as the opponents of

the Reformation. The notable example of a heathen priestabjuringhis ancient

faith,and even puttingforth his hand to destroy the templehe had once held

sacred,has been quoted from Beda on p. 82. This priestwas an English,not

a British one, though Beda, evidentlyfor the mere purpose of more exactly
marking his station,designateshim by a Gaefic word Coifi (choibi,choibhidh,
cuimhi, see Jamieson, supplement sub. v. coivie,archdruid). Coifi is not a

proper name, even in Gaelic ; and it is incredible that Eadwine king of Nor-

thumbria should have adopted the British religion,and maintained a British

priest.
2 Ed. Wurdtw. 82. Serr. 140 : Pro sacrilegisitaquepresbyteris,ut scripsisti,

qui tauros et hircos diis paganorum immolabant, manducantes sacrificiamor-

tuorum.
. . .

modo vero incognitum esse, utrum baptizantestrinitatem
dixissent an non, "c. " Connect with this the presbyterJovi mactans, Ep. 25.
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T must draw attention to the fact,that certain men who stood

nearer to the gods by services and veneration,and priestsfirstof

all,are entitled /mwfZs of the,gods (̂seeSuppl.). Hence such names

as Frcysvinr,AS. Fredtvinc,Bregowinefor heroes and kings(seech.

X, Frowin). According to Eyrbygg.pp. 6, 8,16, 26, Eolfr was a

Thors vinr ; he had a hof of that god on a meadow, and was there-fore

named Thorrolfr,he dedicated to him his son Steinn and named

liim Thorsteinn,who againdedicated his son Grimr to the god and

named him Thorgrimr; by this dedicating(gefa),was meant the

appointingto the office of goGior priest.And (accordingto Landn.

2,23) Hallstein gave his son as goSi to Thorr. Here we see the

priestlyoffice running on through several generations(seeSuppl.).
However, Odysseus is also called All ^t'Xo?,II. 10, 527. Also

AloXo'i "})l\o";ddavdroKTi OeoiaL,Od. 10, 2 ; but then in Od. 10, 21

he is ra/uLLTj'idv6/j,(ov,director of winds, therefore a priest.

How deeplythe priestlyoffice in the North encroached on the

administration of justice,need not be insisted on here ; in their

judicialcharacter the jDriestsseem to have exercised a good deal of

control over the people,whereas little is said of their political
influence at the courts of kings; on this pointit is enough to read

the Nialssaga.In Iceland, even under Christianity,the Judges
retained the name and several of the functions of heathen godar,

Gragas 1,109-113. 130. 165. Convents, and at the same time

state-farmers,especiallyoccupiersof old sanctuaries (seep. 85,note)

apparentlycontinue in the Mid. Ages to have peculiarprivileges,
on which I shall enlargein treatingof weisthiimer. They have the

keepingof the county cauldron, or weightsand measures, and above

all,the hrood-animals,to which gTeat favour is shown everywhere

(seeSuppl.).
The goSiis also called a hlotmad'r (sacrificulus),hliotr (Egilssaga

p. 209),but all blotmenn need not be priests; the word denoted

rather any participantin sacrifices,and afterwards,among christians,

the heathen in general. It tallies with the passage in Tacitus

about the paterfamilias,that any iarl or hersir (baron)might per-form

sacrifice,though he was not a priest.Saxo Gramm. p. 176

1 The MHG, poets still bestow on hermits and monks the epithetsgotes
frhmt, gotesdegen (J^egn,warrior). In the Eenner 24587, St. Jost is called

heiligergoteskneht (cniht,servant). [See however 'serviis dei,famulus dei'

passim in the lives of saints].
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relates of Harald after liis baptism: Delubra diruit,vidimarios

proscripsit,flaminium abrogavit. By victimarii he must mean

blotmenn, by flamens the j)riests.He tells us on p. 104, that at

the greatUpsala sacrifices there were enacted effoeniinati corporum

motus, sceniciquemimorum plausus,ac mollia nolarum crepitacula;
Greek antiquityhas also somethingto tell of choruses and dances

of priests.
On the clothingof the ISTorse priests,I have not come across

any information. Was there a connexion between them and the

poets? Bragithe god of song has nothing to do with sacrifices;

yet the poeticart was thought a sacred hallowed thing: OSinn

spoke in verse, he and his Iwfgo"arare styledliod'asmi"ir (song-

smiths),Yngl. saga cap. 6. Can sMlcL (poeta,but neut.)be the

same as the rare OHG. sgalto(sacer)? Diut. 1, 183. Gl. ker. 69,

scaldo. Even of christian minstrels soon after the conversion one

thing and another is told,that has also come down to us about

heathen skalds.

Poetry borders so closelyon divination,the Eoman vates is

alike songster and soothsayer,and soothsayingwas certainlya

priestlyfunction. Amm. Marcell. 14, 9 mentions Alamannian

auspices,and Agathias2, 6 fiavrei'; or 'x^prjafMoXoyot'AXaixavviKoL

Ulphilasavoids using a Gothic word for the frequentlyoccur-ring

7rpo(jii]T7]^,he invariablyputs praiifetus,and for the fern.

irpo^rjTL'ipraufeteis,Lu. 2, 36 ; why not veitagaand veitago? The

OHG. and AS. versions are bolder for once, and givewizago,vAtcga}

Was the priest,when conductingauguriesand auspices,a veitaga?

conf, inveitan,p. 29. The ON. term is sjmmad'r(spae-man),and for

prophetessspdkona(spae-woman, A.S. witegestre).Such diviners

were Mimir and Gripir. In old French poems they are devi7i

(divini,divinatores),which occasionallycomes to mean poets :

uns devins,qui de voir dire est esprovez, Meon 4, 145. ce dient li

devin,Een. 7383 ; so Tristr. 1229 : li contor dient (seeSuppl.).

We have now to speak of the prophetessesand priestessesof

antiquity."
The mundium (wardship)in which a daughter,a sister,

a wife stood,appears in the old heathen time not to have excluded

1 The ).is become ei in our weissager,MHG. Avissagefor wizege; equally
erroneous is oui' verb weissagen,MHG. wissagen,Iw. 3097 (OHG. wizagon,AS.

witegian).
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tliem from holy offices,such as sacrificing(seeSuppl.),or from a

good deal of influence over the people. Tacitus,after tellingus
how mightilythe German women wrought upon the valour of their

warriors,and that the Eomans for greatersecuritydemanded noble

maidens from particularnations,adds : Inesse quin etiam sanctum

et providum (feminis)putant^,ncc aut consilia earum aspernantur,

aut rcsponsa negiigunt. And before that,Caesar 1. 50 : Quod apud
Germanos ea consuetudo esset,ut matres fam. eorum sortihns et

vaticinationibus declararent,utrum proeliumcommitti ex usu esset,

necne ; eas ita dicere : non esse fas Germanos superare,, si ante

novam lunam proeliocontendissent (seeSuppl.).
While historyhas not preservedthe name of one German vates,

it has those of several prophetesses.Tac. Germ. 8 : Vidimus sub

divo Vespasiano Veledam (as a prisonerin his triumph)diu apud

plerosquenum.inis loco habitam. Hist. 4, 61 : Ea virgo nationis

Bructerae, late imiKritalat,vetere apud Germanos more, quo

plerasquefeminarum/a^idJz'cas,et augescentesuperstitionsarbitrantur

dcas. Tuncque Veledae auctoritas adolevit ; nam
'

prosperas

Germanis res et excidium legionum '

praedixerat.In 4, 65, when

the peopleof Cologne were making an alliance with the Tencteri

they made the offer : Arbitrum habebimus Civilem et Veledam

apud quos pacta sancientur. Sic lenitisTencteris,legatiad Civilem

et Veledam missi cum donis,cuncta ex voluntate Agrippinensium

perpetravere. Sed coram adire,alloquique Veledam negatum.
Arcebantur aspectu,quo venerationis plus inesset. Ipsa edita in

turrc ; delectus e propinquisconsulta responsacjitcut internuntius

numinis portabat. 5, 22 : Praetoriam triremem flumine Luppia
donum Veledae traxere. 5, 25 ; Veledam propinquosquemonebat.

Her captivitywas probablyrelated in the lost chaptersof the fifth

book.2 This Velcda had been precededby others : Sed et oKm

Auriniam (hardlya translation of any Teutonic name, such as the

ON. Gullveig,gold-cup; some have guessed Aliruna, Olrun,

Albruna) et complures alias venerati sunt, non adulatione nee

tamquam facerent dcas. Germ. 8. A later one, named Ganna, is

1 A ^\^l(lforce of phantasy,and the state called clairvoyance,have shown
themselves preeminentlyin women.

- Statius silv. I. 4, 90 : Captivaeque preces Veledae ; he scans the first

two syllablesas short,which seems more correct than Dio's BeX^Sa. Zeuss 436

thinks BeXe'Sa,BtXtSa = Vilida. Graff has a n. prop. Wallodu 1, 800. I would

suggest the Gothic fern, name Ka/ftf^rtmarca in Jornandescap.48,and the Thur-

ingiauname of a placeJFalada in Pertz I. 308.
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cited by Dio Cassius,67, 5 ;iand in the year 577 Gunthcramnus

consulted a woman
' habentem spiritumpldtonis,ut ei quae erant

eventura narraret,'Greg.Tur. 5, 14 (inAimoin 3, 22 she is mulier

phytonissa,i.e.irvdoivhaaa).One much later still,TMota, who had

come to Mentz out of Alamannia, is noticed in the Annals of Fulda,

anno 847 (Pertz1,365).- As Cassandra foretold the fall of Troy,
our prophetessespredictthe end of the world (v,infra); and

Tacitus Ann. 14, 32 speaksof British druidesses in these words :

Feminae in furore turbatae adesse cxitium canebant ; conf. 14, 30.

But we have the sublimest example before us in the Voluspa (see
Suppl.).

Those grayhaired,barefooted Cimbrian priestessesin Strabo (v.

supra, p. 55) in white robe and linen doublet,begirtwith brazen

clasps,slaughteringthe prisonersof war and prophesyingfrom

^ Vavva (al.Tavva) rrapdevosfiera T7]u Bf\rj8aviv rrj lifXriKr}deia^ovcra,
conf. the masc. name Gannascus in Ann. 11, 18. 19 ; the fern. Ganna, dat. Gan-

nane, in a Lothr. urk., as hxte as 709, Don Calmet,ed. 1728, torn. 1. preuves p.
265.

2 Traditions,which Hubertus Thomas of Luttich,privatesecretaryto the

Elector Palatine,accordingto his book De Timgris et Ebnronibiis 1541, pro-fesses
to have received fi'om an antiquary Joan. Berger out of an old book

(libellovetustissimis characteribus descripto),and which he givesin his treatise

De Heidelbergaeantiquitatibus,relate as follows : Quo tempore Velleda virgo
in Bruchteris imperitabat,vetula quaedam, cui nomen Jettha,eum coUem,
ubi nunc est arx Heidelbergensis et Jetthae collis etiam nunc nomen

liabet,inhabitabat,vetustissim unique ^:"/iamtmincolebat,cujusfragmentaadhuc

nuper vidimus,dum comes palatiniisFridericus factus elector egregiamdomura

construxit, quam novam aulam ajjpellant.Haec mulier vaticiniis inclyta,et

quo venerabilior foret,raro in conspectum hominum prodiens,volentibus con-

silium ab ea petere,de fenestra,non 'prodeunte viiltu,respondebat.Et inter cetera

praedixit,ut inconditis versibus canebat, suo colli a fatis esse datum, ut futuris

temporibus regiisviris,quos nominatim recensebat,inhabitaretur et templis
celeberrimis ornaretur, Sed ut tandem fabulosae antiquitativaledicamus, lubet

adscribere quae is liber de infelici morte ipsiusJetthae continebat. Egressa
quondam amoenissimo tempore plumum, ut deambulatione recrearetur,progre-
diebatur juxtamontes, donee pervenit in locum, quo montes intra convallem

declinant et multis locis scaturiebant pulcherrimifontes,quibus vehementer

ilia coepitdelectari,et assidens ex illis bibebat,cmn ecce lupa famelica cum

catulis e silva prorupit,quae conspectam mulierem nequicquam divos invocan-

tem dilaniat et frustatim discerpsit,quae casu suo fonti nomen dedit,vocaturque

quippe in hodiernum diem fonslujwrum ob amoenitatem loci omnibus notus.

It is scarcelyworth while tryingto settle how much in this may be genuine
tradition,and how much the erudition of the 16th century foisted in, to the

glorificationof the new palaceat Heidelberg( = Heidberg); the very mndow

on the hill Avould seem to have been copied from Veleda's tower, though
Brynhild too resides upon her rock, and has a high tower (Vols,saga, cap. 20,

24, 25 ; conf. MenglotS,OHG. Maniklata 1) on the rock, with nine virginsat
her knees (Siem. 110. 111). If the enchantress's name were Hcida instead of

Jettha,it would suit the localitybetter,and perhapsbe an echo of the ON.

Heidr.
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their blood in the sacrificialcauldron,appear as frightfulwitches by

the side of the Bructerian IMaid ; togetherwith divination they

exercise the priestlyoftice. Their minutelydescribed apparel,we

may suppose, resembled that of the priests.

While in Tac. Germ. 40 it is a 'priestthat attends the goddess,
and guidesthe team of kine in her car ; in the North conversely,

we have handmaids waitingupon gods. From a remarkable story

in the Olaf Tryggv. saga (Fornm. sog. 2, 73 seq.),which the

christian composer evidentlypresents in an odious light,we at all

events gatherthat in Sweden a virginattended the car of Freyr on

its travels among the people: Frey var fengintil J?ionostohona

ung ok friS (intoFrey'sservice was taken a woman young and

fair),and she is called hona Freys. Otherwise a priestessis

called gyffja,Iwfgycfja,correspondingto goSi,hofgoSi; ^
see TuriSr

hofgySja,Islend. sog. 1, 205. JjorlauggySja, Landn. 1, 21.

Steinvor and FridgerSr,Sagabibl.1, 99. 3, 268.

But the Norse authorities likewise dwell less on the priestly
functions of women, than on their highergift,as it seems, of

divination: Perita anguriifemina, Saxo Gram. 121. A''aldamarr

konungr atti moSur miok gamla ok orvasa, sva at hun la i rekkju,

en ]70var hun framsyn af Fitons anda, sem margir heiSnir menn

(King V. had a mother very old and feeble,so that she layin bed,

and there was she seized by a spiritof Python,like many heathen

folk),Fornm. sog. 1,76." Of like importseems to be a term whicli

borders on the notion of a higherand supernaturalbeing,as in the

case of Veleda ; and that is dis (nympha,numen). It may be not

accidental,that the spakona in several instances bears the proper

name Tliordis (Vatnsd.p. 186 seq. Fornm. sog. 1,2.55. Islend. sog.

1, 140. Kormakkss. p. 204 seq.); dis however, a very earlyword,
which I at one time connected with the Gothic filudeisei (astutia,

dolus),appears to be no other than our OHG. itis,OS. idis,AS.

ides (femina,nympha)." As famous and as widelyspreadwas the

term volva^which first denotes any magic-wieldingsoothsayeress

(Vatnsd.p. 44. Fornm. sog. 3, 214. Fornald. sog. 2,165-6. 50G),
and is afterwards attached to a particularmythic Volva,of whom

one of the oldest Eddie songs, the Vuluspd,treats. Either volu

^ Can our gotte,gothe,goth for godmother (taufpathin,susccptrixe saci'O

fonte)be the sur\ival of an old heathen term '} Murolt 3184 has godeof the

baptizedvir;^in.
"^ The Slavic volkhv magus. " Trans.

7
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stands here for volvu, or
the claim of the older form Vala

may be

asserted
;

to each of them woiild correspond an
OHG. Walawa or

Wala, which suggests the Walada above, being only derived in
a

different
way.

In the saga
Eiriks ranSa we come upon Thorhiorg,

the little Vala (Edda Ssem. Hafn. 3, 4).
"

Hei"r is the name not

only of the volva in the Edda (Ssem. 4^, conf. 118^) but also of the

one
in the Orvarodssaga (conf. Sagabibl. 3, 155).

"

Hyndla (canicula)

is a prophetess that rides on wolves, and dwells in a cave. "

I
guess

also that the virgins Thorger"r and Ir-pa (Fornm. sog. 2, 108. 3, 100.

11, 134-7. 142. 172), to whom all but divine honours
were paid,

and the title of horgabruSr (nympha lucorum) and even the
name

of guS (numen) was accorded, Nialss.
cap. 89, are not to be excluded

from this cii'cle. So in the valkyrs, beside their godhood, there

resides somewhat of the priestly, e.g.
their virginity (see ch. XVI

and Suppl.).

We shall return to these ' gleg ' and ' wise '

women (and they

have other names besides), who, in accordance with
a deeply

marked feature of
our mythology, trespass on

the superhuman.

Here we
had to set forth their connexion with sacrifice, divination

and the priesthood.
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GODS.

Now, I think, we are fully prepared for the inquiry, whether

real gods can be claimed for Germany in the oldest time. All the

branches of our language have the same general name for deity,

and have retained it to the present day ; all,or at any rate most of

them, so far as the deficiency of documents allows the chain of

evidence to be completed, show the same or but slightlyvarying

terms for the heathen notions of worship, sacrifice,temples and

priesthood. Above all there shines forth an unmistakable analogy

between the Old Norse terminology and the remains, many cen-turies

older, of the other dialects : the Norse ffisir,biota, horgr,

goSi were known long before, and with the same meanings, to the

Goths, Alamanns, Franks and Saxons. And this identity or

similarityextends beyond the words to the customs themselves :

in sacred groves the earliest human and animal victims were

offered,priestsconducted sacrifices and divinations, ' wise women
'

enjoyed all but divine authority.

The proof furnished by the sameness of language is of itself

sufficient and decisive. When the several divisions of a nation

speak one and the same language, then, so long as they are left to

their own nature and are not exposed to violent influences from

without, they always have the same kind of belief and worship.

The Teutonic race lies midway between Celts, Slavs, Lithu-anians,

Finns, all of them populations that acknowledge gods,

and practise a settled worship. The Slav nations, spread over

"widelydistant regions,have their principalgods in common ; how

should it be otherwise in Teutondom ?

As for demanding proofs of the genuinenessof Norse mythology,

we have reallygot past that now. All criticism cripplesand anni-hilates

itself,that sets out with denying or doubting what is trea-sured

up in song and story born alive and propagatedamongst an

entire people,and which lies before our eyes. Criticism can but

collect and arrange it,and unfold the materials in their historical

sequence.
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Then the only questionthat can ftirlybe raised,is : Whether

the gods of the North, no longerdisputable,hold good for the rest

of Teutondom ? To say yea to the questionas a whole, seems,

from the foregoingresults of our inquiry,altogetherreasonable

and almost necessary,

A negativeanswer, if it knew what it was about,Avould try to

maintain, that the circle of Norse gods,in substance,were formerly

common to all Germany, but by the earlier conversion were extin-guished

and annihilated here. But a multitude of exceptionsand

survivingvestigeswould greatlylimit the assertion,and materially

alter what might be made out of the remainder.

In the meanwhile a denial has been attemptedof quiteanother

kind, and the opinion upheld,that those divinities have never

existed at all in Germany proper, and that its earliest inhabitants

knew nothingbetter than a gross worshipof nature without gods.
This view, drawing a fundamental distinction between German

and Scandinavian heathenism, and misapprehendingall the clues

which discover themselves to unprejudicedinquiry as infallible

evidence of the unityof two branches of a nation,laysspecialstress

upon a few statements on the nature of the heathen faith,dating

from about the sixth century and onwards. These for the most

part proceedfrom the lipsof zealous christians,who did not at all

concern themselves to understand or faithfullyportray the paganism

they were assailing,whose purpose was rather to set up a warning

againstthe grosser manifestations of its cultus as a detestable abo-mination.

It will be desirable to glanceover the principalpassages
in their uniformityand one-sidedness.

Agathias(i*before 582),himself a newly converted Greek, who

could only know from christianlycoloured reports what he had

heard about the distant Alamanns, thus exhibits the Alamannic

worship as opposedto the Frankish : SiuSpare yap rtva IXdaKovTat,

Kol peWpa TTora/xMV koX \d(f)ov"ikoX (f)dpa'y"ya";,Kai rovTOi"; wairep

oaia BpMvre'i28, 4. Then foUow the words quoted on p. 47 about

their equinesacrifices.

But his contrast to the Franks breaks down at once, when

we hear almost exactlythe same account of thc7n from the lipsof

their firsthistorian Gregory : Sed haec generatiofanaticis semper

cultibus visa est obsequium praebuisse,nee prorsus agnovere Deum,

sibiquesilvarum atque aquarum, avium bestiarumqueet alioruui
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quoque elementorum finxere formas,ipsasqueut deum colere eisque
sacrificiadelibare consueti. Greg.Tur. 2, 10. " Similarly,Einliard

(^ginhard)in Vita Caroli cap. 7, about the Saxons : Sicut onmes

fere Gerraaniam incolentes nationes et natura feroces et cidtui

daemonum dediti,nostraeque religion!contrarii." Ruodolf of Fuld,

after quotingTacitus and Einhard, adds (Pertz 2, 676): Nam et

frondosis arboribus fontibusquevenerationem exhibebant ; ând then

mentions the Irminsfd, which I shall deal with hereafter (see

Suppl.)." Lastly,Helmold 1,47 affirms of the Holsteiners : Nihil

de religionenisi nomen tantum christianitatis habentes ; nam

lucoruui et fontiuni ceterarumque superstitionummultiplexerror

apud eos habetur
. . .

Vicelinus
. . .

lucos et onmes

ritus sacrilegosdestruens,"c.'

Conceived in exactlythe same spiritare the prohibitionsof

heathenish and idolatrous rites in decrees of councils and in laws.

Concil. Autissiod. anno 586, can. 3 : Non licet inter sentes aut ad

arbores sacrivos vel ad fontes vota exsolvere ; conf. Concil. Turon.

II. anno 566, can. 22. " Leges Liutpr.6, 30 : Simili modo et qui ad

arborem, quam rustici sanguinum (al.sanctivam, sacrivam)vocant,

atque ad fontanas adoraverit. " Capit.de partibusSax. 20 : Si quis
ad fontes aut arbores vel lucos votum fecerit,aut aliquidmore

gentiliumobtulerit et ad honorem daemonum comederit. And tlie

converters, the christian clergy,had for centuries to pour out their

wrath againstthe almost ineradicable folly."
It is sufficient merely

to allude to the sermons of Caesarius episcopusArelatensis (f 542)
' Contra sacrilegoset aruspices,contra kalendarum quoque pagan-

issimos ritus,coutraque augures lignicolas,fonticolas,'Acta Bened.

sec. 1,p. 668.

All these passages contain,not an untruth,yet not the whole

truth. That German heathenism was destitute of gods,they can-not

possiblyprove; for one thing,because they all date from

periodswhen heatlienism no longerhad free and undisturbed sway,

but had been hotly assailed by the new doctrine,and was well-

nigh overmastered. The generalexercise of it had ceased,isolated

partizanscherished it timidlyin usages kept up by stealth ; at the

same time there were christians who in simplicityor error con-tinued

to practisesuperstitiousceremonies by the side of christian

ones. Such doings,not yet extinct here and there among the

^ Adain of Bremen againcopiesRuodolf,Pertz 9,286.
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common people,but withdrawn from all regulatingguidance by
heathen priests,could not fail soon to become vulgarized,and to

appear as the mere dregsof an older faith,which faith we have no

rightto measure by them. As we do not fail to recognisein the

devils and witches of more modern times the higherpurer fancies of

antiquitydisguised,justas littleought we to feel any scrupleabout

tracingback the pagan practicesin questionto the untroubled foun-

tainhead of the olden time. Prohibitions and preachingskeptstrictly
to the practicalside of the matter, and their very purpose was to put
down these last hateful remnants of the false religion.A sentence

in Cnut's AS. laws (Schmid 1, 50) shows, that fountain and tree

worship does not exclude adoration of the gods themselves :

HseGenscipebiS,Jjsetman deofolgildweorSige,J?aitis,]?a3tman

weorSigehaeSene godas,and sunnan oSSe monan, fyreo55e floSwse-

ter, wyllas oGCe stfmas oSSe tenigescynnes wudutreowa; conf

Homil. 1, 366. Just so it is said of Olaf the Saint,rornm, sog. 5,

239, that he abolished the heathen sacrifices and gods : Ok morg

onnur (many other) blotskaparskrimsl, bseSi hamra ok horga,

skoga,votn ok tre ok oil onnur blot,baeSi meiri ok minni.

But we can conceive of another reason too,why on such occa-sions

the heathen gods,perhapsstillunforgotten,are passedover in

silence : christian priestsavoided utteringtheir names or describing

their worshipminutely. It was thoughtadvisable to include them

aU under the generaltitle of demons or devils,and utterlyuproot

their influence by laying an interdict on whatever yet remained

of their worship. The Merseburg poems show how, by way of

exception,the names of certain gods were still able to transmit

themselves in formulas of conjuring.
Pictures of heathenism in its debasement and decay have no

rightto be placedon a level with the report of it givenby Tacitus

from five to eightcenturies before,when it was yet in the fulness

of its strength. If the adoration of trees and rivers stilllingering

in the habits of the peopleno longerbears witness to the existence

of gods,is it not loudlyenougliproclaimedin those imperfectand

defective sketches by a Ptoman stranger? When he expresslytells

us of a deus terra editus,of heroes and descendants of the god

(pluresdco ortos),of the god who rules in war (velutdeo imperante),

of the names of gods (deorum nominibus) which the peopletrans-ferred

to sacred groves, of the priestwho cannot begina divination
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without invokingthe gods (precatusdeos)and who regardshimself

as a servant of the gods (niinistrosdeorum),of a regnatoromnium

dens,of the gods of Germany (Germaniaedeos in aspectu,Hist. 5,

17),of the diis patriisto whom the capturedsignaEomana were

hung up (Ann. 1,59); when he distinguishesbetween penetrates

Germaniae deos or dii penatcs(Ann.2, 10. U, 16),communes dii

(Hist.4, 64),and conjugalcsdii (Germ.18); when he even distin-guishes

individual gods,and tries to suit them with Eoman names,

and actuallynames (interpretationeEomana) a Mars, Mercurius,

Hercules,Castor and Pollux,Isis,nay, has preservedthe German

appellationsof the deus terra editus and of his son, and of a goddess,

the terra mater ; how is it possibleto deny that at that time the

Germans worshippedveritable gods? How is it possible,when we

take into account all the rest that we know of the language,the

liberty,the manners, and virtues of the Germani, to maintain the

notion that,sunk in a stolid fetishism,they cast themselves down

before logsand puddles,and paid to them their simpleadoration ?

The opinion of C?esar,ŵho knew the Germans more super-ficially

than Tacitus a hundred and fiftyyears later,cannot be

allowed to derogatefrom the truth. He wants to contrast our

ancestors with the Gauls,with whom he had had more familiar

converse ; but the personificationsof the sun, fire,and the moon,

to which he limits the sum total of their gods,will hardlybear even

a forced ' interpretatioEomana'. If in the placeof sun and moon

we put Apolloand Diana,theyat once contradict that deeplyrooted

])eculiarityof the Teutonic way of thinking,which conceives of the

sun as a female,and of the moon as a male being,which could not

have escapedthe observation of the Eoman, if it had penetrated

deeper. And Vulcan, similar to the Norse Loki,but one of those

divinities of whom there is least trace to be found in the rest of

Teutondom, had certainlyless foundation than the equallyvisible

and helpfuldeities of the nourishingearth,and of the quickening,

fish-teeming,ship-sustainingwater. I can only look upon Caesar's

statements as a half-true and roughcastopinion,which, in the face

of the more detailed testimonyof Tacitus,hardlyavails to cast a

^ Dporum nimiero eos solos ducimt, quos eernuiit, et quorum opibusaperte
juvantur,Solan et Vulcaiuim et Lunam ; reliquoslie fania quideiiiacceperuiit.
li.G. G, 21. Compare witli this B.G. 4, 7 where the Uisiiietesand Tenchtheri

say to Cjesar : Sese iinis Suevis concedere,quibus no dii quideiaimiiwrtales

pares esse possint.
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doubt on other gods,much less to prove a bare worshipof elements

among the Germani.

All the accounts that vouch for the earlyexistence of individual

gods,necessarilytestifyat the same time to their great number and

their mutual relationship.When Procopiusascribes a ttoXu? Oewv

o/xiXo'ito the Heruli,this '

great host '
must also be good for the

Goths, justthose of whom we know the fewest particulars,and for

all the Germans together.Jornandes would have us believe that

Diceneus was the first to make the Goths acquaintedwith gods,

cap. 11 : Elegitex eis tunc nobilissimos prudentioresviros,quos

theologian!instruens numina quaedam et sacella venerari suasit ;

here evidentlywe see the ruler who promoted the service of

particulargods. But that Jornandes himself credited his Goths

with unmistakablynative gods,is plain from cap. 10 : Unde et

sacerdotes Gothorum aliqui,illiquipiivocabantur, subito patefactis

portiscum citharis et vestibus candidis obviam sunt Qg\Q?"^\patcrnis

d'iis,ut sibipropitiiMacedones repellerentvoce supplicimodulantes.

The fact here mentioned may even have been totallyalien to the

real Goths, but anyhow we gatherfrom it the opinionof Jornandes.

And if we also want evidence about a race lyingquiteat the

oppositeextremityof Germany, one that clungwith great fidelity

to their old-established faith,we have it in the Lex Frisionum,

addit. tit.13, where the subjectis the penaltyon temple-breakers:

Immolatur diis quorum templa violavit.

We have now arrived at the followingresult.' In the first

century of our era the religionof the Germans rested mainly upon

gods; a thousand or twelve hundred years later,among the northern

section of the race, which was the last to exchange the faith of its

fathers for a new one, the old system of gods is preservedthe most

perfectly.Linked by language and unbroken tradition to either

extremityof heathenism, both its firstappearance in historyand its

fall,stands central Germany from the fifth to the ninth century.

During this period the figuresof the heathen gods,in the feeble

and hostile lightthrown upon them by the reportsof recent con-verts,

come before us faded and indistinct,but stillalways as gods.

I must here repeat,that Tacitus knows no simulacrum of

German gods,no image ^ moulded in human shape; what he had

^ Grk. (iyaXfia,signum, statue ; Gotli. manleika, OHG. manaUhho, ON.

Ukneski (seeSuppl.); can the Sloven, malik, idol,have sprung from manleika?
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stated generallyin cap. 9, ho asserts of a particularcase in cap. 43,
and we have no ground for disbelievinghis assertion. The exist-ence

of real statues at that time in Germany, at least in the parts
best known to them, would hardlyhave escapedthe researches of

the Romans. He knows of nothingbut signa and foTvias,appar-ently

carved and coloured,which were used in worshipas symbols,
and on certain occasions carried about ; probablythey contained

some reference to the nature and attributes of the several deities.

The model of a boat,signuniin modura liburnae figuratum(cap.9),
betokened the god of sailing,the formac aprorum (cap.45) the god
to whom the boar was consecrated ; and in the like sense are to be

taken the ferarum imagineson trees and at certain sacrifices (see

SuppL). The vehiculum veste coutectum of the goddess Earth

will be discussed further on.

The absence of statues and temples,consideringthe impotence
of all artistic skill at the period,is a favourable feature of the

German cultus,and pleasingto contemplate. But it by no means

follows that in the people'sfancythe gods were destitute of a form

like the human ; without this,gods invested with all liuman

attributes,and brought into daily contact with man, would be

simply inconceivable. If there was any German poetry then in

existence,which I would sooner assert than deny,how should the

poets have depictedtheir god but ^vith a human aspect ?

Attempts to fashion images of gods,and if not to carve them

out of wood or stone, at least to draw and paint them, or quite

roughlyto bake them of dough (p.C3),might nevertheless be made

at any period,even the earliest ; it is possibletoo, that the interior

parts of Germany, less accessible to the Eomans, concealed here

and there temples,statues and pictures.In the succeedingcen-turies,

however, when templeswere multiplied,imagesalso,to fill

their spaces, may with the greatestprobabilitybe assumed.

The terminology,except where the words simulacra,imagines,

which leave no room for doubt, are employed,makes use of several

Bohem. malik, the little finger,also Tliumbkin, Tom Thumb? which may
have to do with idol [In the Slavic languages,mal = little,s-mall].Other
OHG. terms are avard; piladi,pilidi(bild)ethgiesor imago in general; in the

!Mid. Ages they said, lor making or forming (p. 23), cin hilde giezcn,eine
scha-ne junclrouwen enjiezen,Cod. Vindob. 428, num. 211, without any refer-ence

to metal-casting; em bUde mezzen, Troj.19(526,mezzen, IMisc. 2, IttO. On

the Lith. halwrnum, idolum, statua, conf. Pott de ling.Litth. 2, 51, Russ.

bolvdn,Hung, hulcany; Russ. humlr,idol,both lit.and tig.(objectof affeL;tion).
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terms whose meaning varies,passingfrom that of temple to that of

image,justas we saw the meaning of grove mixed up with that of

numen. If,as is possible,that word alah originallymeant rock or

stone (p.67),it might easily,like haruc and ivih,melt into the

sense of altar and statue, of ara, fanurn,idolum. In this way the

OHG. ahcut,ahcuti (Abgott,false god) does signifyboth fana and

idola or statuae, Diut. 1,497^ 513'' 515^ 533^ justas our gotzeis at

once the false god and his image and his temple (seeabove,p. 15.

Gramm. 3, 69-1). Idolum must have had a similar ambiguity,

wdiere it is not expresslydistinguishedfrom delubrum, fanum and

templum. In generalphrasessuch as idola colere,idola adorare,

idola destruere,we cannot be sure that images are meant, for just

as often and with the same meaning we have adorare fana,des-truere

fana. Look at the followingphrases taken from OHG.

glosses: ahcuti wihero stetio,fana excelsorum,Diut. 1, 515\ abcut

in heilogem stetim,fana in excelsis,Diut. ], 213^ steininu zeihan

inti ahcuti,titulos et statuas, Diut. 1, 49 7^ altara inti manalihun

inti haruga,aras et statuas et lucos,Diut. 1, 513^ afgoda began-

gana, Lacombl. arch. 1, 11.
" Saxo Gram, often uses simulacra for

idols,pp. 249, 320-1-5-7= The statement in Aribonis vita S.

Emmerammi (Acta sanct. Sept. 6, 483) :
* tradidero te genti

Saxonum, quae tot idolorum cultor existit' is undeniable evidence

that the heatlien Saxons in the 8th century served many falsegods

(Aribo,bishop of Freisingenin the years 764-783). The vita

Lebuini,written by Hucbald between 918-976, says of the ancient

Saxons (Pertz 2, 361-2): Inservire idolorum cultibus
. . .

numinihus suis vota solvens ac sacrificia
. . .

simulacra quae

deos esse putatis,quosque venerando colitis. Here, no doubt,

statues must be meant (seeSuppL).
In a few instances we find the nobler designationdeus still

employed,as it had been by Tacitus : Cumque idem rex (Eadwine
in 625)gratiasageretdiis suis pro nata sibi filia,Beda 2, 9.

The followingpassages testifyto visible representationsof gods;

they do not condescend to describe them, and we are content to

pick up hints by the way.

The very earliest evidence takes us alreadyinto the latter half

of the 4th century, but it is one of the most remarkable. Sozomen,

Hist. eccl. 6, 37, mentions the manifold dangersthat beset Ulphilas

among the heathen Goths : Wliile the barbarians were yet heathens
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(ert Twv ^ap^dpcov eWrjvi.Kco'i6pT](TK"v6vT(ov)" eX\7]viK(oihere

means in heathen fashion,and 6pr)aK6vetv(toworship)is presently

described more minutely,when the persecutionof the Christians

by Athanaric is related " Athanaric, liavingset the statue (evidently
of the Gothic deity)on a umggon {^oavoue0'apfiafid^rj'ieo-Too?),
ordered it to be carried round to the dwellingsof those suspected

of Christianity; if they refused to fall down and sacrifice {irpoaKv-
velv Kol 6v"Lv),their houses were to be fired over their heads. By

dppbd[ia^ais understood a covered carriage; is not this exactlythe

vcMculum veste contectum, in which the goddess,herself unseen, was

carried about (Tac.Germ. 40) ? Is it not the vagn in which Freyr
and his priestesssat,when in holy days he journeyedround among

the Swedish people (Fornm. sog. 2, 74-5)? The people used to

carry about covered imagesofgods over the fields,by which fertility

was bestowed upon them.'^ Even the harrdsclien in our poems of

the Mid. Ages,with Saracen gods in them, and the carroccio of the

Lombard cities (EA. 263-5)seem to be nothingbut a late reminis-cence

of these primitivegods'-waggonsof heathenism. The Eoman,

Greek and Indian gods too were not without such carriages.

What Gregory of Tours tells us (2,29-31) of the baptism of

Chlodovich (Clovis)and the events that precededit,is evidently

touched up, and the speechesof the queen especiallyI take to be

fictitious; yet he would hardlyhave put them in her mouth, if it

were generallyknown that the Franks had no gods or statues at all.

Chrothild (Clotilda)speaksthus to her husband, whom she is try-ing

to prepossess in favour of baptism: Nihil sunt dii quos colitis,

qui neque sibi neque aliis poteruntsubvenire ; sunt enim aut ex

hqnde aut ex lignoaut ex metallo aliquoscidpti,nomina vero, quae

eis indidistis,homines fuere,non dii. Here she bringsup Satiirnns

and JiijAtcr,with arguments drawn from classical mythology;

and then : Quid Mars Mcrcuriusi^iwepotuere ? qui potius sunt

magicisartibus praeditiquam divini numinis potontiam habuere.

Sed illemagis coli debet qui coelum et terram, mare et omnia quae

in eis sunt, verbo ex non extantibus procreavit,"c. Scd cum haec

reginadiceret,nullatenus ad credendum regisanimus movebatur,

sed diccbat : Dcorum nostrorum jussionecuncta crcantur ac j)ro-

1 De simulacro quod percanipos portant (Indie,snperstit.cap. 28) ; one vita

S. Martini cap. 9 (Suiius 6, 252) : Quia essut liaec Gallonini rusticis consne-

tiulo,simulacra (kiemomim, candido teda vdamine, niisera per agros sues cii'-

cumierre dementia.
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(leunt;deus vero vester nihil posse manifestatur,et quodmagisest,

nee de deorum gcnere esse probatur(thatsounds German enough!).
When their little boy dies soon after receivingchristian baptism,

Chlodovich remarks : Si in nomine deorum meorum puer fuisset

dicatus, vixisset utique; nunc autem, quia in nomine dei vestri

baptizatusest,vivere omuino non potuit."
So detailed a reportof

Chlodovich's heathenism, scarcelya hundred years after the event,

and from the mouth of a well instructed priest,would be absurd,if

there were no truth at the bottom of it. When once Gregoryhad

put his Latin names of gods in the placeof the Frankish (inwhich

he simplyfollowed the views and fashion of his time),he would as

a matter of course go on to surround those names with the appro-priate

Latin myths ; and it is not to be overlooked,that the four

deities named are all gods of the days of the week, the very kind

which it was quite customary to identifywith native gods. I

think myself entitled therefore,to quote the passage as provingat

least the existence of images of godsamong the Franks (seeSuppL).

The narrative of an incident from the earlypart of the Vtli

century concerns Alamannia. Columban and St. Gallus in 612

came upon a seat of idolatryat Bregenz on the Lake of Constance :

Trcs ergo imagines aereas et dcauratas superstitiosagentilitas

ibi colebat, quibus magis quam Creatori mundi vota reddenda

credebat. So says the Vita S. Galli (Pertz 2, 7) written in the

course of the next (8th)century. A more detailed account is given

by Walafrid Sti'abo in his Vita S. Galli (actaBened. sec. 2. p. 233):

Egresside uavicula oratorium in honore S. Aureliae constructum

adierunt.
. . .

Post orationem, cum per gyrum oculis cuncta

lustrassent,placuitillisqualitaset situs locorum, deinde oratione

praemissacirca oratorium mansiunculas sibi fecerunt. Eepererunt

autem in templo ires imaginesaereas deauratas parietiafjixasq̂uas

populus,dimisso altaris sacri cultu, adorabat, et ohlatis sacrificiis

dicere consuevit : isti sunt dii veteres et antiquihujus loci tutores,

quorum solatio et nos et nostra perdurantusque in praesens. . . .

Cumque ejusdemtempli solemnitas ageretur,venit multitude non

minima promiscuisexus et aetatis,non tantum propter festivitatis

honorem, verum etiam ad videndos peregrines,quos cognoverant

1 So then, in a churcli reallychristian,these old heathen gods'imageshad

heen let into the wall,probaLlyto conciliate the people,wlio ^vere stillattached

to tliem ? There are several later instances of this practice,couf. Ledebur's

archiv. 14,363. 378. Thiir. mitth. VI. 2, 13 (seeiSuppl.).
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advenisse.
. . .

Jussu venerandi abbatis (Columbani) Gallus

coepitviam veritatis ostendere populo, . . .
et in conspectu

omnium arripienssimulacra,et lapidibusin frustacomminucns jiro-

jccitin lacum. His visis nonnulli conversi sunt ad dominum. " Here

is a strange jumble of lieatlien and christian worship. In an

oratory built in honour of St. Aurelia,three heathen statues still

stand againstthe wall,to which the people continue to sacrifice,

without goingnear the christian altar: to them, these are stilltheir

old tutelarydeities. After the evangelisthas knocked the images

to piecesand thrown them into Lake Constance, a part of these

heathen turn to Christianity.Probably in more placesthan one

the earliest christian communities degeneratedin like manner,

owing to the preponderance of the heathen multitude and the

supinenessof the clergy. A doubt may be raised,however, as to

whether by these heathen gods are to be understood Alamannish, or

possiblyRoman gods ? Eomau paganism in a district of the old

Helvetia is quiteconceivable,and dii tutores loci sounds almost like

the very thing. On the other hand it must be remembered, that

Alamanns had been settled here for three centuries,and any other

worshipthan theirs could hardlybe at that time the popularone. That

sacrificeto Woden on the neighbouringLake of Zurich^ (supra,p. 56)
mentioned by Jonas in his older biography of the two saints,

was altogetherGerman. Lastly,the association of three di-vinities

to be jointlyworshippedstands out a prominent feature in

our domestic heathenism ; when the Eomans dedicated a temple to

several deities,their images were not placed side by side,but in

separate celiac (chapels)."Eatpert (Casus S. Galli,Pertz 2, 61)

seems to have confounded the two events, that on L. Zurich,and

the subsequentone at Bregenz:Tucconiam (toTuggen) advenerunt,

quae est ad caput lacus Turicini,ubi cum consistere vellent,popu-

lumque ab errore demonum revocare (nam adhuc idolis immolahant),
(Jallo idola vana confringcntect in lacum vicinuvi demergcnte,populus
in iram conversus. . . .

sanctos exinde pepulerunt. Inde iter

agentes pervenerunt ad castrum quod Arbona nuncupatur, juxta

^ Curionsly,Moiie (Gesch. des hcid. 1, 171-5) tries to put tliis W(jden-

worship at 'J'liK'^'cnupon the Heruli,who had never been heard of there,instead
of the Ahunanns, because Jonas says : Sunt inibi vicinae naliones Suevoruin.

But this means simplytliose settled thereabouts ; there was no occasion to speak
of distant ones. Columban was stavingin a placenot ai,'reenl)leto himself,in
order to convert tlie heathen inhabitants ; and by Wal'atVid'sdescriptiontoo,
the district lies infrapartesAlamanniae, where intra would do justas well.
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lacum potamicum,ibiquea Willimaro presbytero honorifice suscepti,

septem dies cum gaudio permanserunt. Qui a Sanctis interrogatus,
si sciret locum in solitudine illorum propositocongruum, ostendit

eis locum jocundissimum ad inhabitandum nomine Brigantium.

Ibique reperientestemplum olim christianae religionidedicatum,

nunc autem demomim imaginihiispollutum,mundando et conse-

crando in pristinum restituerunt statum, atque pro statuis quas

ejecerunt,sanctae Aureliae reliquiasibidem collocaverunt. " By this

account also the temple is first of all christian,and afterwards

occupiedby the heathen (Alamanns),therefore not an old Eoman

one. That Woden s statue was one of those idola vana that were

broken to pieces,may almost be inferred from Jonas's account of

the beer-sacrifice offered to him. Eatpert'scantilena S. Galli has

only the vague words :

Castra de Turegum adnavigantTucconium,
Decent fidem gentem, Jovcm linquuntardentem.

This Jupiteron fire,from whom the peopleapostatized,may very

well be Donar (Thunar,Thor),but his statue is not alluded to.

Accordingto Arx (on Pertz 2, 61),Eckehardus IV. quotes
' Jovis

et Neptuni idola,'but I cannot find the passage ; conf. p. 122

Ermoldus Nigelluson Neptune. It is plainthat the three statues

have to do with the idolatryon L. Constance, not with that on L.

Zurich ; and if Mercury,Jupiterand Neptune stood there together,

the firsttwo at all events may be easilyappliedto German deities.

In ch. VII, I will impartmy conjectureabout Neptune. But I think

we may conclude from all this,that our tres imagineshave a better

claim to a German origin,than those imagines lapideaeof the

Luxovian forest,cited on p. 83^

1 Two narratives by Gregoryof Tours on statues of Diana in the Treves

country, and of Mercury and Mars in the soiith of Gaul, though they exchide

all thought of German deities,yet offer strikingcomparisons. Hist. 8, 15 :

Deinde territorium Trevericae urbis expetii,et in quo nunc estis monte

habitaculum,quod cernitis,propriolabore construxi ; reperitamen hie Dianae

simulacrum,quod populus hie incredulus quasideum adorahat. columnam, etiam

statui,in qua cum grandi cruciatu sine ullo pedum stabam tegmine. . . .

A^'erum ubi ad me multitudo vicinarum civitatiun confluere coepit,praedicabam
jugiter,nihil esse Dianam, nihil simulacra,nihilquequae eis videbatur exerceri

cultura : indignaetiam esse ipsa,quae inter poculaluxuriasqueprofluascantica

proferebant,sed potiusdeo omnipotenti,qui coelum fecit ac terram, dignum
sit sacrificium laudis impendere. orabam etiam saepius,ut simulacro dominus

diruto dignareturpopulum ab hoc errore discutere. Flexit domini miseri-

cordia menteiu rusticam,ut inclinaret aurem suam in verba oris mei, ut scilicet

relictis idolis dominum aequeretur, (et) tunc convocatis quibusdam ex eis

simulacrum hoc immensum, quod elidere propria virtute non poteram, cum
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The chief authorityfor imagesof gods among the Saxons is the

famous passage in Widekind of Corvei (1,12),where he relates

their victoryover the Thuringianson the E. Unstrut (circ.530),
* ut majorum memoria prodit' : Mane autem facto,ad orientalem

portam (ofcastle Schidungen)ponunt aquilam,aramque vidoriae

construentes, secundum errorem paternum, sacra sua propriavener-
atione venerati sunt, nomine Martem, effigiecohimnarum imitantes

Herculem, loco Solem quem Graeci appellantAjJoIlinem." This

importantwitness will have to be called up againin more than one

connexion.

To the Corvei annals, at year 1145, where the Eresburg is

spoken of,the followingis added by a 12th century hand (Pertz
5, 8 note): Hec eadem Eresburgest corruptovocabulo dicta,quam
et Julius Cesar Eomano imperio subegit,quando et Arispolis
nomen habuit ab eo qui Aris Greca designationeac 3Iars ipse
dictus est Latino famine. Duobus siquidem idolis hec dedita fuit,

id est Aris,qui urhis mcniis insertus,quasidominator dominantium,

et Ermis, qui et Mcrcurius mercimoniis insistentibus colebatur in

forensibus. " Accordingto this,a statue of Mars seems to have stood

on the town-wall.

That the Frisian templescontained imagesof gods,there seems

to be sufficient evidence. It is true, the passage about Fosite (p.

84) mentions only fana dei ; we are told that Wilibrord laid violent

hands on the sacred fountain,not that he demolished any image.

eorura adjutoriopossem eruere ; jam enim reliqiiasigillorum(tliesniallor
figures)quae faciliora erant, ipseconfregeram. Convenientibus autem multis

ad hanc Dianae statuam,missis funibus traliere coeperunt,sed nihil labor eorimi

proficerepoterat. Then came prayers ; egressusque postorationem ad operarios
veni,adprehensumquefunem ut prime ictu trahere coepimus,protinussimula-crum

ruit in terram, confradumque cum malleis ferreism pulveremredegi. So

images went to the ground, whose contemplationwe should think very in-structive

now. This Diana was probably a mixture of Roman and Gallic

worship ; there are inscriptionsof a Diana arduiiina (Bouquet 2, 319)." The

second passage stands in Mirac. 2, 5 : Erat autem baud procul a cellula,
quam sepulchrum,martyris(JulianiArvernensis)haec matrona constrnxerat

(in vico Brivatensi),cjrande delubrum,ubi in columna altissima siinulachrum

Martis Mercuriiqnecolebatur. Cumque delubri illiusfesta a gentilibusagerentur
ac mortui mortuis thura deferrent,medio e vulgo commoventur pueri duo in

scandalum, nudutociueunus gladioalterum appetittrucidandum. The lioy
runs to the saint's cell,and is saved. Quarta autem die,cum gentilitasvellet
iterum diis exhibere liljamina,the christian priestsoffer a fervent jirayer to the

martyr, a violent thunderstorm arises,the heathens are terrified : Kecedente

autem tempestate,gentilesbaptizati,statuas quas coluerant confringentes!,in

lacnm vico amnitjue proximum projecerunt." Soon after this,the Burgundians
settled in tliedistrict. The statues broken d(n\n,crushed to powder,and tlimg
into the lake,every bit the same as in that story of Ratpert's.
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On the otiier hand, the Vita Bonifacii (Pertz2, 339),in describing

the heathen reaction under King Eedbod (circ.716), uses this

language: Jam pars ecclesiarum Christi, quae Francorum prius

subjectaerat imperio,vastata erat ac destructa,idolorum quoque

cultura exstructis delubrorum fanis lugubriterrenovata. And if it

should be thought that idolorum here is equivalentto deorum, the

Vita Willehadi (Pertz2, 380) says more definitely: Insanum esse

et vanum a lapidibusauxilium petere et a simulacris mutis et surdis

subsidii sperare solatium. Quo audito,gens fera et idololatriis

nimium dedita stridebant dentibus in eum, dicentes, non debere

profanum longiusvivere,imo reum esse mortis,qui tam sacrilegia

contra dcos suos invidissimos proferrepraesumsisseteloquia." The

event belongsto the middle of the 8th century, and the narrator

Anskar (f865) comes a hundred years later ; still we are not

warranted in lookingupon his words as mere ilourishes. And I

am not sure that we have a rightto take for empty phrases,what is

said in a Vita S. Goari (f 649),which was not written till 839 :

Coepit gentilibusper circuitum (i.e.in Eipuaria),simulacrorum

cultui deditis et vana idolorum superstitionisdeceptis,verbum

salutis annuntiare (Acta Bened. sec. 2,p. 282), Such biographies

are usuallybased on older memorials.

The Frisians are in every sense the pointof transition to the

Scandinavians ; consideringthe multifarious intercourse between

these two adjoiningnations,nothing can be more natural than to

suppose that the Frisians also had in common with their neighbours

the habit of temple and image worship. Even Fosete's temple in

HeligolandI can hardlyimaginedestitute of images.

Some facilityin carvingfiguresout of wood or chisellingthem

out of stone is no more than we should have expected from those

signaand effigiesin Tacitus,and the art might go on improvingup

to a certain stage. Stone weapons and other implements that we

find in barrows testifyto a not unskilful handling of difficult

materials. That not a singleimage of a Teutonic god has escaped

the destructive hand of time and the zeal of the christians,need

surpriseus less than the total disappearanceof the heathen temples.

"Why, even in the North, where the number of images was greater,

and their destruction occurred much later,there is not one preserved;

all the Lethrian,all the Upsalianidols are clean gone. The technical

term in the Norse was shurdgo^ (Fornm. sog. 2, 73-5),from skera
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(sculpere),skurd (sculptura); in the two passages referred to,it is

likueski af Freyr. Biorn gives sJcdrgoff,idolum, sculptile,from

skur,subgrundium (penthouse),because it had to be placedunder

cover, in sheds as it were ; with which the OHG. skurguta(Graff

6, 536) seems to agree. But there is no distinct proof of an ON,

skurgoS.
Dietmar's account is silent about the gods'images at Lethra ^

;

in Adam of Bremen's descriptionof those at Upsal (cap.233),the

most remarkable thing is,that three statues are specified,as they

were in that temple of the Alamanns : Nunc de superstitione
Sveonum pauca dicemus. Nohilissinium ilia gens templum habet,

quod Ubsola dicitur,non longepositum a Sictona civitate (Sigtiin)
vel Birka. In hoc templo,quod totum ex auro paratum est,statuas

trium deorum veneratur populus,ita ut potentissimuseorum Thor

in medio solium habeat triclinio. Hinc et inde locum possident
Wodau et Fricco. The further descriptionw-e have nothing to do

with here, but there occurs m it also the term scidpere; as the

whole temple was ex auro paratum, i.e.,decorated with gold,he

might doubtless have described the figuresof tlie gods above all as

gilded,j\istas those in Alamannia were aereae et deaiiratae." Saxo

p. 13 tells of a goldenstatue of Othin ; Cujus numen Septentrionis

reges propensiorecultu prosequicupientes,effigiemipsiuscmreo

complexisivmlacro,statnam suae dignationisindicem maxima cum

religionissimulatione Byzantium transmiserunt, cujus etiani

brachiorum lineamenta confertissimo armillarum pondere per-

stringebant.The whole passage, with its continuation,is not only
unhistorical,but contraryto the genuine mytlis; we can only see

in it the view of the gods taken by Saxo and his period,and

inasmuch as golden and bedizened images of gods were consonant

with such view, we may infer that there still lived in his time a

recollection of such figures(seeSuppL). Ermoldus Nigellus,in

describingHerold's (Harald's)interview with King Charles,
mentions 4, 444 seq. (Pertz2, 509-10) the gods images(sculpta)of

the heathen, and that he was said to have had ploughshares,
kettles and water-buckets forgedof that metal. According to the

Nialssagacap. 89, in a Norwegian temple (goSahus)there were to

be seen three figuresagain,those of Thor and the two half-goddesses

ThorgerSrand Irpa,of human size,and adorned with armlets ;

^ On recentlydiscovered figuresof ' Odin,'v. infra,Wudan.
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probably Thor sat hi the middle on his car. Altogetherthe

portraituresof Thor seem to have been those most in vogue, at least

in Norway.^ One temple in which many skurdgoS were wor-shipped,

but Thor most of all,is descriljed in Fornm. sog. 2,153 and

159, and his statue 1, 295. 302-6; in 2, 44 we read: Thorr sat i

midju ok var mest tignaSr,hann var mikill ok allr gidlihiXinn ok

silfri(ex auro et argento confectus); conf. Olafs helga saga, ed.

Holm. cap. 118-9,where a largestandingfigureof Thor is described ;

and Fornm. sog. 4, 245, ed. Christ, p. 26. Freyr gioiraf silfri,Isl.

sog. 1, 134. Landn. 3, 2. One man carried a statuette of Thor

carved in whalebone (likneskiThors af tonn gert)in his pocket,so

as to worshiphim secretly,when livingamong christians,Fornm.

sog. 2, 57. Thor's figurewas carved on the ondvegis-pillars,

Eyrbygg. p. 8. Landnamab. 2, 12 ; and on the prows of ships,

Fornm. sog. 2, 324. A figureof ThorgerSrholgabriiSr,with rings

of goldround the arm, to which people kneel,Fornm. sog. 2,108.^

1 Finn Magnnsen, bidragtil norclisk archaeologie,pp. 113-159.

2 There is another thing to notice in this passage. The fignreof ThorgerSr
lent its hand up, when some one tried to snatch a ringoff its arm, and the

goddesswas not disposedto let him have it. Tlie same man then brought a

lot of money, laid it at the figure'sfeet,fell on his knees and shed tears,then

rose up and once more grasped at the ring,which now the figureletgo. The

same is tokl in the Foereyingasaga,cap. 23, p. 103. I regardit as a genuine
tiait of heathen antiq^uity,like others which afterwards passed into christian

iolk-tales of the Mid. Ages (seeSuppl.).Of more than one image of grace we

are told that it dropt a ringoffitsfingeror a shoe offits footas a giftto those

who prayed before it. A figureof Christ gave its shoes to a poor man (Nicolai

abbatis peregrinatio,ed. Werhiuft" p. 20),and a saint's image its gold slippers
(Mones anz. 7, 584. Archiv. des Henneb. vereins,pp. 7", 71). A figureof

Mary acceptsa ringthat is presentedto it,and bends her fingeras a signthat

she will keep it (Meon nouv. recueil 2, 296-7. Maerl. 2, 214). The two

Virgin-storiesin Meon and Maerlant,though one at bottom, have very differ-ent

turns given them. In the latter,a young man at a game of ball pullsthe

ringoff his finger,and puts it on the hand of a Madonna ; in the former,the

youth is boxing in the Colosseum at Rome, and puts his ringon the fingerof a

heathen statue, which bends the finger. Both figmesnow hold the man to his

c-ngagement. But the O. French poem makes the afilicted youth bring an

image of Mary to bear on the heathen one, the Mary takes the ring oil the

other figure,and restores it to the youth. Conf. Kaiserchr. 13142. 13265.

13323. "Forduni Scoti chronicon 1, 407 (W. Scott's minstr. 2, 136),relates

tliisfable as an event of the 11th century : a nobleman playingat ball slipshis

ringon the fingerof a broken statue of Venus, and only gets it back with the

help of a priestPalumbus who understands magic. We see the story had

spreadat an earlytime, but it is old Teutonic in its origin['wndeutsch,'evid. a

slipfor itrdeutsch].Even in a paintingof Mary, the infant in her laphands her

a casket to give to a suppliant,Cod. pal.341 fol.63). Similarly,statues turn

the faceaivaij, stretch out the arm to "protect,they speaJc,laugh,weep, eat and walk ;

tluis a figureof Christ turns itself away (Ls.3, 78. 262),another beginsto eat

and grow bigger(Kinderm.legendenno. 9),to weep, to beckon,to run away
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Frcy'sstatue of silver,(FrcyrmarkaSr af silfri),Vatnsd. p. 44. 50
"

carried abuiit in a waggon in Sweden, Fornm. sog. 2, 73-7. The

Jonisvikingasagatells of a temple on Gautlaud (I.of Gothland),in

which were a Imndred gods,Fornm. sog. 11, 40 ; trulya ' densitas

imaginuni,'as Jonas has it (seep. 83). Saxo Gram. 327 mentions

a simulacrum qucrcii factum, carved in oak ? or an oaktree

worshippedas divine ? (seeSuppl).

Not only three,but occasionallytwo figuresside by side are

mentioned, particularlythose of Wuota7i and Donar or of Mars and

Merciirius,as w^e see from the passages cited. Figuresof Freyr
and Thor together,and of Frigg and Freyja,occur in Miiller's

sagabibl.1, 92. Names of placesalso often indicate such joint

worship of two divinities,e.g. in Hesse the Donnerseiche (Thor's

oak)stood close by the Wodansberg ; and explorerswould do well

to attend to the point.
But noitlier the allegednumber of the statues,nor their descrip-tions

in the sagas can pass for historical ; what they do prove is,

that statues there were. They appear mostly to have been hewn

out of wood, some perhapswere painted,clothed,and overlaid with

silver or gold; but no doubt stone images were also to be met with,

and smaller ones of copper or ivory.^

I have put off until now the mention of a peculiarterm for

statue,with which some strikingaccounts of heathen idols connect

themselves.

OHG. glosseshave the word irmansidi,pyramides,Mons. 360.

aveirUn, irmansiUt, pyramides. Doc. 203^ irmansid, colossus,

altissima columna, Florent. 987^^,Bias. 86. colossus est irminsiM,

Gl. Schletst. 18, 1. 28, 1. The literal meaning seems to be statue,

to judgeby the synonym avard,which in Gl. Jun. 226 is used for

(Deutsche Scaqen, no. 347. Tettaus,preuss. sagen, pp. 211-5-8). In Eeinbot's

Georg tlie idol Apollois floggedwith rods by a child,and forced to walk away

(3258-69),which reminds one of the god Perun, Avhom, accordingto monk

Nestor,Vladimir the Apostoliccaused to be scourgedwith rods. In an Indian

story I find a statue that eats the food set before it,Poller 2, 302-3. Antiquity
then did not regard these images altogetheras lumps of dead matter,but as

penetratedl)ythe life of the divinity. The Greeks too have stories of statues

that move, shake the lance,fall on their kness,close their eyes {KaTajj-vaeis),
bleed and sweat, which may have been suggestedby the attitudes of ancient

images ; but of a statue making a movement of the hand, bending a finger,I
have nowhere read,significantas the positionof the arms in images of gods
was held to be. That the gods themselves x^ 'P" vneptxovcnv over those whom

theywish to protect,occurs as earlyus in Homer.
1 Finn Maynusen ibid. 132-7.
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statua and imago. It was not yet extinct in the 12th century, as

appears from two placesin the Kaiserchronik, near the beginning

of the poem, and very likelythere are more of them ; it is said of

Mercury (Massmann 129) :"

uf einir ynnensule Upon an yrmensul

stuont ein abgotungehiure, Stood an idol huge,

den hiezen sie ir koufman. Him tlieycalled their

merchant.

Again of Julius Csesar (Massm. 624) :"

Eomere in ungetruweliche Eomans him untrulyslew,

sluon-en. On an yrm. they buried him.

uf einiryrmensulsie in begruoben.

And of Simon Magus 24" (Massm. 4432) :"

lif eine yrmensul er steic. On an yrmensulhe climbed,

daz lantvolc im allesamt neic. The land-folk to him aU bowed.

That is,worshippedhim as a god. Nay, in Wolfram's Titurel,last

chapter,where the great pillarsof the (christian)temple of the

Grail are described, instead of ' inneren seul ' of the printed

text (Hahn 6151),the Hanover MS. more correctlyreads irmensdl

Further, in the Frankish annals ad ann. 772 it is repeatedly

stated, that Charles the Great in his conquest of the Saxons

destroyeda chief seat of their heathen superstition,not far from

Heresburg^ in Westphalia,and that it was called Irin insul. Ann.

Petav. : Domnus rex Karolus perrexitin Saxoniam et conquisivit

Erisburgo,et pervenitad locum qui dicitur Ermensul, et succendit

ea loca (Pertz1, 16). Ann. Lauresh. : Fuit rex Carlus hostiliter

in Saxonia, et destruxit /a?iM?/ieorum quod vocatur Irminsul (Pertz

1, 30). The same in the Chron. Moissiac, except the spellingHir-

minsul (Pertz1, 295),and in Ann. Quedlinb.,"c. (Pertz 5,37).

Ann. Juvavenses : Karolus idolum Saxonorum combussit, quod

dicebant Irminsul (Pertz1, 88). Einhardi Fuld. annales : Karolus

Saxoniam bello aggressus, Eresburgum castrum cepit,et idolum Sax-

onum quod vocabatur Irminsul destruit (Pertz1,348). Ann. Eatis-

bon. : Carolus in Saxonia conquesivitEresburc et Irminsul (Pertz1,

92).Ann. Lauriss.: Karlus in Saxonia castrum Aeresburg expugnat,

fanum et lucum eovum. famosum Irminsul subvertit (Pertz1, 117).

1 Now Stadtbergen,conf. the extract from Dietmar ; but strong reasons

incline us to puslithe pillar(seule)some 15 miles deeper into the Osning

forest ; Clostermeier Eggesterstein,pp. 26-7 : Eresburg,Horohus in pago Hessi

Saxonico Saracho 735. 350. Conf. Massmann's Eggesterst.p. 34.
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Ann. Lauriss. : Et hide pen-exitpartibusSaxoniae prima vice,

Aeresburgum castrum cepit,ad Ermensul usque pervenit,et ipsum

fanum destruxit,et aurum et argentum quod ibi repperitabstulit.

Et fuit siccitas magna, ita ut aqua deficeret in supradictoloco ubi

Ermeimd stabat,"c. (Pertz1,150). Einhardi Ann. : Ferro et igni

cuncta depopulatus,Aeresburgum castrum cepit,idoluvi quod Irmin-

sul a Saxonibus vocabatur evertit (Pertz1, 151); repeatedin Ann.

Tilian.,and Cliron. Piegin.,withspellingOrmensul (Pertz1,220, 557).^

And Dietmar of Merseburg(Pertz5,744)further tellsus, in connex-ion

with later events: Sed exercitus captaurbe (Eresburcli)ingressus,

juvenem praefatumusque in ecclesiam S. Petri,ubi priusah antiqids

Irminsul colehatur,bello defatigatumdepulit." Taking all these

passages together,Irminsul passes through the very same grada-tions

of meaning we unfolded in ch. IV, and signifiesnow fanum,

now lucus,now idolum itself. It can scarcelybe doubted,that vast

w^oodlands extended over that region: what if Osning^the name of

the mountain-forest in which the pillarstood, betokened a lioly-

loood ? The goldand silver hoard,which Charles was supposed to

have seized there,may well be legendaryembellishment.^ Ptuodolf

of Fuld goes more into detail about the Irminsul ; after his general

statement on the heathen Saxons, that ' frondosis arboribus fonti-

busque venerationem exhibebant ' (p.101),he goes on: Truncum

quoque liyninon parvae magnitudinisin altum erectum sub divo

colebant,patriaeum lingua Irminsul appellantes,quod Latine

dicitur universalis columna, quasi sustinens omnia (Pertz2, 67G),

1 Poeta Saxo 1,65 (Bouquet 5, 1.37):
Gens eadein coluit simulacrum quod vocitaliant

Irminsul,cujusfactura simulque columna

Non operisparvifuerat,pariterquedecoris.
2 6s is the Sax. form for cms (p.25), which denoted a god,and also a moun-tain

; in High G. the name would be Ansninc, Ensninc. But, beside this

mons Osnengi near Theotmelli, i.e. Detmold (Pertz 2, 447),there stood also a

silva Osning not far from Osnabriick (Mdser urk. no 2),and a third in Eipuaria
on the Lower Rhine (Lacomblet no 310. 34.'}.354),which seems to have ex-tended

towards the Ardennes as far as Aachen (Aix la Chap.),mentioned in

Vilkinasagacap. 40 ; and accordingto Barsch on Schannat's Eiflia,illustr. 1,

110,and llattemerS,602% the Ardennes itself was called Osninka, Oseninch.

By the Osnabruck charter above, the forest there appears even to have been

modelled on the Osningof Aachen (ad similitudinem forestiAquisgranum per-

tinentis).That Osning is met with in several places,speaksfor a more general
meaning [thanthat of a mere proper name] ; like as, ans, and fairguni,it is

the sacred mountain and forest. Ledebur takes the Teutoburgiensissaltus to

be Osning. OA'?iabrtick,ylsvicl^ruggi(bridgeof the ases) seems nearlyrelated.
3 Is this Ermen-pillarhoard an allusion to the legendof Ermenrich's hoard I

(Saxo Gram. 106. Keinh. fuchs CLII.)
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(seeSuppl.). Here was a great wooden pillarerected,and wor-shipped

under the open sky,its name signifiesuniversal all-sustain-ing

pillar. This interpretationappears faultless,when we take

with it other words in which the meaning is intensified by

compositionwith irmin. In the Hildebrands lied,irmingotis the

supreme god,the god of all,not a peculiarone, agreeingin sense

with thiodgod,the (whole)people'sgod,formed by another streng-thening

prefix,Hel. 33, 18. 52, 12. 99, 6. irminman, an elevated

expressionfor man, Hel. 38, 24. 107, 13. 152, 11. irminthiod,

the human race, Hel. 87, 13 and in Hildebr.^ In the same way I

explainproper names compounded with irman, irmin (Gramm. 2,

448). And irmanslXl,immmilis the great,high,divinelyhonoured

statue ; that it was dedicated to any one god,is not to be found in

the term itself" In like manner the AS. has eormcncgn (genus

humanum), Beow. 309. Cod. Exon. 333, 3. eormcngrv.nd(terra),

Beow. 1711. (and singularlyin an adj.form : ofer ealne yrmcnne

grund. Cod. Exon. 243, 13). eormenstri)nd(progenies)."
ON.

iommngrund (terra),iormungandr (anguismaximus),iormunrehr

(taurusmaximus). Erom all this may be gatheredthe highmythic

antiquityof these appellations,and their diffusion among all

branches of the Teutonic race ; for neither to the Goths can they

have been strange, as their famous king'sname Ermanaricus

(Airmanareiks,ON. lormunrekr) shows ; and beyond a doubt the

Hcvmunduri are properlyErmunduri (Gramm. 2,175),the H being

often prefixedto all such forms.

Now whatever may be the probablemeaning of the word irman,

iormun, eormen, to which I shall return in due time, one thing is

evident,that the Irman-piUarhad some connexion,which continued

to be felt down to a late period(p.ll6),withMercury or Hermes, to

whom Greek antiquityraised similar posts and pillars,which were

themselves called Hermae, a name which suggestsour Teutonic one.

The Saxons may have known more about this ; the Eranks, in

Upper Germany, from the 8th to the 13th century, connected with

irmansUl,irminsul the generalnotion of a heathen image set up on

a pillar.Probably Euodolf associated with his truncus lignithe

1 The Slav, ramo, Bohem. ramenso, is with transpositionthe Lat. armus,

OHG. aram, and means both arm and shoulder ; in the Sloven, compound

ramen-velik,valde magnus, it intensifies exactlylike irman ; doe t̂his pouitto

an affinitybetween irman and arm % Arminius too is worth considering; conf.

Schaftarik 1,427.
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thoiiglitof a choice and hallowed tree-stem (with,or without, a

god'simage ?),rather than of a pillarhewn into shape by the hand

of man ; this fits in too with the worshippingsub divo,with the

word lucus used by some of the chroniclers,and with the simplicity
of the earliest forest-worship. As the image melts into the notion

of tree,so does the tree pass into that of image ; and our Wesi-

phalian Irmen-pillarmost
.

naturallysuggests the idea of that

Thor's-oak in Hesse ; the evangelistsconverted both of them into

churches of St. Peter. I suspect an intimate connexion between

the Irman-pillarsand the Boland-pillarserected in the later Mid.

Ages,especiallyin ISTorth Germany ; there were in Sweden Thors-

pillars,and among the Anglo-SaxonsJEthelstdn-jnllars(Lappenberg
1,376). There yet remains to be givenan account of a sacred post

in Neustria,as contained in the Vita Walarici abbatis Leuconeusis

(t622),said to have been composed in the 8tli century : Et juxta

ripam ipsiusfluminis slipserat magmis, divcrsis imaginibusfigurahis,

atque ibi in terram magna virtute immissus,qui nimio cultu morem

gentilium a rusticis colebatur. Walaricus causes the log to be

thrown down : et his quidem rusticis habitantibus in locis non

l)arvum tam moerorem quam et stuporem omnibus praebuit. Sed

undique illiscertatim concurrentibus cum armis et fustibus,iudigne
hoc ferentes invicem, ut injuriamdei sui vindicarent (ActaBened.

sec. 2,pp. 84-5). The place was called Augusta (bourgd' Angst,

near the town of Eu),and a church was built on the spot.

I think I have now shown, that in ancient Germany there were

gods and statues. It will further be needful to consider,how

antiquitywent to work in identifyingforeignnames of gods with

German, and converselyGerman with foreign.
The Romans in their descriptionscared a great deal more to

make themselves partiallyunderstood by a free translation,than,

by preservingbarbarous vocables,to do a service to posterity.At

the same time they did not go arbitrarilyto work, but evidently
with care.

Caesar's Sol,Luna and Vulcan are perhaps what satisfies us

least ; but Tacitus seems never to use the names of Roman deities,

exceptadvisedlyand with reflection. Of the gods,he names only

Mercury and Mars (Germ. 9. Ann. 13, 57. Hist. 4, 64) ; of deified

heroes,Hercules,Castor and Pollux (Germ. 9, 43) ; of goddesses,
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Isis (Germ.9),the terra mater by her German name (Germ.40),
and the mater deum (Germ. 45). Incompatibledeities,such as

Apolloor Bacchus, are never compared. What strikes us most, is

the absence of Jupiter,and the distinction givento Mercury,who

was but a deityof the second rank with the Eomans, a mere god
of merchants, but here stands out the foremost of all: Deorum

maxime Mercurium colunt : to him alone do human sacrificesfall,

while Mars and Hercules content themselves with beasts. This

prominenceof Merciiry is probably to be explainedby the fact,

that this god was worshippedby the Gauls likewise as their chief

divinity,and was the most frequentlyportrayed(deum maxime

Mercurium colunt,hujus sunt plurima simulacra,Caes. B. Gall. 6,

17);^ and that the looks of the Eomans, when directed towards

Germany, still saw Gaul in the foreground; besides,it may have

been Gallic informants that set the German divinitybefore them in

this light. Observe too the Gaulish juxtapositionof Mars and

Mercurius in statues (p.lll),preciselyas Tacitus names the German

ones together(Ann. 13, 57). The omission of Jupiteris obviously
accounted for,by his worship yieldingthe precedenceto that of

Mercury in those nations which Tacitus knew best : we shall see, as

we go on, that the northern and remoter branches on the contrary
reserved their highestveneration for the thunder-god. On Isis and

Hercules I shall express my views further on. Whom we are to

understand by the Dioscuri,is hard to guess ; most likelytwo sons

of Woden, and if we go by the statements of the Edda, the brothers

Baldr and HermoSr would be the most fitting.
This adaptationof classical names to German gods became

universallyspread,and is preservedwith strict unanimity by the

Latin writers of the succeedingcenturies ; once set in circulation,

it remained current and intelligiblefor longages.

The Gothic historian names but one god after the Roman fashion,

and that is Mars : Quern Gothi semper asperrimaplacaverecultura

(Jornandescap, 5),with which the ScythianAres, so earlyas in

Herodotus 4, 62-3,may be compared.
Paulus Diaconus winds up his account of Wodan with the

express announcemtnt (1,9): Wodan sane, quern adjectalitera

Gwodan dixerunt,ipseest qui apud Eomanos Mercurius dicitur,et

* Schopflin,Als. ill.1,435-60 ; esp. on a faniuii of Mercury at Ebermiinster

1, 58. Conf. Hummel, bibl. deutscli. alterth. p. 229. Creuzer,altrom. cultiu-aiu

Oberrhein,pp. 48, 98.
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ab universis Germaniae gentibusut deus adoratirr. Just so his

older countryman Jonas of Bobbio, in that account of the sacrificing

Alamanns, declares : Illi aiunt,deo suo Vodano, quem Mcrcurium

vocant alii,se velle litare; upon which, a glossinserted by another

hand says less correctly: Qui apud eos Vuotant vocatur, Latini

autem Martem ilium appellant; though otherwise Woden greatly

resembles Mars (v.infra).

Gregoryof Tours (supra,p.l07)makes Saturn and Jiqnfcr,and

again 3Iars Mcrciwufsqnethe gods whom the heathen Chlodovich

adored. In 1, 34 he expresses himself in more generalterms: Pri-

vatus, Gabalitanae urbis episcopus.= . .

daemoniis immolare com-

pellitura Chroco Alamannorum rege (inthe third cent.).Wide-

kind of Corvei names Mais and Hercules as gods of the Saxons (see

p. Ill);and that little addition to the Corvei Annals (seep.lll)

couplestogetherthe Greek and Latin denominations Aris and Mars,

Ermis and JMercurius.

The Indiculus paganiarum reckons up, under 8: De sacris

Mcrcurii vel Jovis^ ; under 20 : De feriis quae faciunt Jovi vel

Mcrcurio. So that the thunder-god,of whom Tacitus is silent,is

in other quarters unforgotten; and now we can understand Wili-

bald's narrative of the robur Jovis (seep. 72),and in Bonifac.

epist.25 (a.d.723)the presbyterJovi mactans (seeSuppl.).

In the Additamenta operum Matthaei Paris, ed. W. Watts,

Paris 1644, pp. 25-6, there is an old account of some books w^hich

are said to have been discovered in layingthe foundation of a church

at Verlamacestre (StAlbans)in the tenth century,and to have been

burnt. One of them contained ' invocationes et ritus idololatrarum

civium Varlamacestrensium, in quibus comperit,quod specialiter

Fliochum dcum solis invocarunt et coluerunt,secundario vero Mcr-curium,

Voden angliceappellatum,deum videlicet mercatorum,

quia cives et compatriotae . . .
fere omnes negotiatores

et institores fuerunt.' Evidentlythe narrator has added somewhat

ovit of his own erudition ; the invocations and rites themselves

would have givenus far more welcome information.

Passageswhich appear to speak of a German goddessby the

name of Diana, will be given later. JS'cptuneis mentioned a few

times (supra,p. 110).

1 Had these been Roman gods,Jupiterwould certainlyhave been named

first,and Mercury after.
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Saxo Grammaticus, though he writes in Latin,avoids applying

the Eoman names of gods, he uses Othinus or Othin, never

Mercurius instead; yet once, instead of his usual Thor (pp.41,

103),he has Jupiter,p. 236, and malleus Jovialis;Mars on p. 36

seems to stand for Othin, not for Tyr,.who is never alluded to in

Saxo. Ermoldus Mgellus,citingthe idols of the Normanni, says 4,9

(Pertz2, 501),that for God (theFather)they worshippedNeptune,

and for Christ Jupiter; I suppose Neptune must here mean OSin,

and JupiterThor ; the same names recur 4, 69. 100. 453-5.

Melis-Stoke, as late as the beginningof the 14th century, still

remembers that the heathen Frisians worshipped Mercury (1,16.

17); I cannot indicate the Latin authorityfrom which no doubt he

drew this.^

If the suppositionbe allowed,and it seems both a justifiable

and almost a necessary one, that,from the first century and during

the six or eiglitsucceedingones, there went on an uninterrupted

transfer of the above-mentioned and a few similar Latin names of

gods to domestic deities of Gaul and Germany, and was familiar

to all the educated ; we obtain by this alone the solution of a

remarkable phenomenon that has never yet been satisfactorily

explained: the early diffusion over half Europe of the heathen

nomenclature of the daysof the week.

These names are a piece of evidence favourable to German

heathenism,and not to be disregarded.
The matter seems to me to stand thus. "̂ From Egypt,through

the Alexandrians, the week of seven days (e^So/ia?),which in

Western Asia was very ancient,came into vogue among the Romans,

but the planetarynomenclature of the days of the week apparently

not till later. Under Julius Caesar occurs the earliest mention

of 'dies Saturni' in connection with the Jewish sabbath,TibuU. 1,

3, 18. Then tjXiovrjfiepa in Justin Mart, apolog.1, 67. 'Epfiov

and A^poScTr]r̂jfiepa in Clem. Alex, strom. 7, 12. The institution

fullycarried out, not longbefore Dio Cassius 37, 18,about the close

1 Our MHG. poets impart no such information ; they only trouble tlieir

heads about Saracen gods,among whom it is true Jupiter and Apollo make

their appearance too. In Rol. 97, 7 are named Mars, Jovinus,Saturnus.
^ I can here use only the beginning,not the conclusion,which would be

more useful for my investigation,of a learned paper by Julius Hare on the

names of the days of the week (Philolog.Mus., Nov."1831). Conf. Idelers

handb. der chronol. 2, 177-180,and Letronne,observations sur les representa-tions

zodiacales,p. 99.
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of the 2nd century.^ The Eomans had previouslyhad a week of

nine days,nundinae=noveudinae. Christianityhad adoptedfrom

the Jews the hebdomas, and now it could not easilyguard the

church againstthe idolatrous names of days either (seeSuppl).

But these names, togetherwith the institution of the week, had

passed on from Eome to Gaul and Germany, sooner than the

christian religiondid. In all the Eomance countries the planetary

names have lasted to this day (mostlyin a very abridgedform),

except for the first day and the seventh : instead of dies solis they

chose dies dominica (Lord'sday).It. domenica, Sp. domingo,Fr.

dimanche ; and for dies Saturni they kept the Jewish sahbahim, It.

sabbato,Sp.sabado,Fr. samedi (=sabdedi,sabbati dies). But the

heathen names of even these two days continued in popularuse

longafter : Ecce enim dies solisadest,sic enim barbaries vocitare

diem dominicum consueta est,Greg.Tur. 3, 15.

Unliappilya knowledge of the Gothic names of days is denied

us. The sahhate dags,sabbato dags,which alone occurs in Ulphilas,

proves nothing,as we have justseen, againsta planetarydesignation

of the remaining six or five days. A sunnons dags,a menins

dags may be guessed; the other four,for us the most im]Dortant,I

do not venture to suggest. Their preservationwould have been of

the very highestvalue to our inquiry.
Old High Germ. " I. sunwAn dag, 0. v. 5, 22. Gl. bias. TG'^.

Lacombl. arch. 1, 6."
II. mdnin tac (without authority,for

manitag,manotag in Graff 2,795.5,358 have no reference ; manetag

in Notker, ps. 47, 1)." III. dies Martis,prob.Ziuivcs tac among

Alamanns; in the lltli cent. Cks dac,Gl. bias. 70^;^prob.different

among Bavarians and Lombards. "
IV. dies INIercurii,perhaps still

Wuotancs tac ? our abstract term, diu mittawccha alreadyin N. ps.

93, and mittwocha,Gl. bias. 7G^." V. dies Jovis,Donares tac,Toniris

tac,N. ps. 80, 1. c/o?i?rstac,Gl. bias. 76^ Burcard von Worms 195*^:

quintam feriani in honorem Jovis honorati. "
VI. dies Veneris,Fria

dag,0. V. 4, 6. Frijetag,T. 211, 1." VII. at last,like the Romance

and Gothic, avoidingthe heathenish dies Saturni,samlaziag,T. 68,

1. N. 91, 1.^ samiztag,N. 88, 40. sunnun dband, our sonnabend,

1 An old hexameter at the end of the editions of Aiisoniiis : Ungnes
Mercurio,barbam Jove,Cypridecrines (nailson Wednesday, heard on Thursday,
hair on Fri(hiy).

2 Cies for Zies,as the same glossistSG'^ writes gicinibereand cinnum.
' hiambazolus n. prop, in Karajan.
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alreadyin 0. v. 4, 9,prob.abbreviation of sunnundagesaband, feria

ante dominicam, for vespera solis cannot have been meant [conf.

Engl.Whitsun-eve]; and occasionally,correspondingto tlie Eom-

ance dies dominica,frontaQ,N. ps. 23.

Mid. High Gerim. "
Would any one believe,that the names of

the days of the week are not easilyto be picked out of the abun-dant

remains of our MHG. literature ? It is true, sunnen tac

(suntacin Berth. 118) and mdntac (Parz.452, 16. mcentac 498, 22.

Amis 1648)^admit of no doubt. Neither do Donrestac (Donerstag,
Uolrich 73^ Dunrestac, Berth. 128), speltDuristag in a Semi-

Low Germ. urk. of 1300 in Hofer p. 57),and Dornstagin one of

1495, Useners femgerichtenp. 131 ; nor Fritac {Parz.448, 7. 470,

1. Walth. 36, 31. Berth. 134), Vricgtag,Uolrich 73^ nor yet

samztac (Parz.439, 2. Berth. 138),sunnen dbcnt (Trist.3880)."

But uncertainty hangs about the third and fourth days. The

former, by a remarkable variation,was in Bavaria named Eritac,

Erdac (thetrue form not quite certain,eritagin Adelung'svat.

hss. 2, 189. ergetag in Berth. 122 ; see examples collected from

urkunden, Schm. 1,96-7),in Swabia on the contrary Zicstac,for

Ziewestac. Both of these forms,which have nothing to do with

each other,live to this day in the speech of the common people:

Bav. ierte,Austr. idrta,irita,Vicentino-Germ. corta, ortd, Alem.

zicstag,zinstag,ziestig,zistig,zienstig,zeinstig,zinstag.The insertion of

the liquidhas corruptedthe word, and broughtin quiteirrelevant

notions. In central Germany the form diestag,ticstagseems to

predominate (dicstikin the Pdion),whence our dicnstag(lesscor-rectly

dinstag,there is good reason for the ie);the spellingding-

stag,as if from ding,thing,judicium,is false ; dinstagoccurs in

Gaupps magdeb. recht p. 272. "
The fovnth day I have never seen

named after the god,either in MHG. or in our modern dialects,

unless indeed the gwontig cited in the note can be justifiedas

standingfor Gwuotenstag, Wuotenstag; everywhere that abstrac-tion

' midweek ' has carried all before it,but it has itselfbecome

1 Zuemtig for Monday, Staid. 2, 470 ought perhapsto be zue mentig,_ze

mantage ; yet 1, 490 he has gueiiti,giienti,Tobler 248b has gwontig,

guentig,and Zellwegers iirk. P, 19 guonti, for which Urk. no. 146

has 'an gutem tag,' which seems to 1)6 supported by Haltaus

iahrzeitb. Or is only this particular]\Iondav after Lent called so? In

the Cod. pal.372, 103 (ann. 13S2) wo have ' guotem tag.' The resemblance

of this good day to the Westphalian Gudensdag (Woden's day) is purely
accidental.
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almost unintelligibleby beingchanged into a masculine mitiwocJi,

viittich,Berth. 24, mdktig,Staid. 2, 194, conf. the Gothl. miijkadag,

Almqv. 442=^),' an der mitkun' fern.,is found in the Cod. zaringobad.

no. 140 (a.d.1261). So even for the fifth day, the numeric name

2Mnztac (Berth.128. Ottoc. 144^ Griitzer urk. of 1338. Schwa-

benspiegel,p, 196. Schm. 1, 322), or pliingstag,has made its

way into some districts of Upper Germany through Grseco-Slavic

influences,irefiirrr],petek,piatek,patek,though by these the Slavs

mean Friday (seeSuppl.).
New High Germ. " I. sonntag. II. montag. III. Dienstag.

IV. mittwoch. V. Bonnerstag. VI. Freitag. VII. samstag,

sonnaiend.

Old Saxon. " The OS. names are wanting, but must have

differed in some essential pointsfrom the OHG., as the derived

dialects prove. We may pretty safelyassume Wodanes dag for

the fourth day of the week, for in Westphalia it is still called

Godenstag,Gonslag,Gaunstag,Gunstag,at Aix Goucsdag,in Lower

Rhen. urkunden Gudestag,Gunther, 3, 585. 611 (a.d.1380-7),

Gudenstag,Kindlingerhorigk.p. 577-8 (a.d.1448)." The third day

was probablyTiwesdag,the fifth Thunaresdag,the sixth Friundag.

The most unlike would doubtless be the seventh,was it formed

after dies Saturni,Sdteresdag? conf. the Westph.Saterstag,Saiter-

staig,Giinter 3, 502 (a.d.1365). In Sachsensp.2,6Q one MS. reads

for sunavend Saiersdach (seeSuppl.).

Mid. Dutch.
"

I. sondach,Maerl. 2, 159. II. mancndach, Huyd.

op St. 3, 389. maendach, Maerl. 2, 139. III. Disendach, Maerl.

2, 140. al.Dicendach,Dissendach,Cannaert strafrecht,pp. 124,481

apparentlycorruptedfrom Tisdach. IV. Wocnsdach, ]\Iaerl.2, 143.

V. Donresdach,Maerl. 2, 144. VI. Vridach, Maerl. 2, 159. gen.

Vrindaglm, Maerl. 2, 143. 157. VII. Saterdach, Maerl. 2, 114.

120-3. 157-9. 276. 3, 197. 343. also sonnacM, Maerl. 2, 164. 3,240.

(seeSuppl.).

New Dutch. " I. zondag. II. mdndag. III. dingsdag,for-merly

dinsdag,Disseiidag.IV. Woensdag, Belg.Goensdag. V.

Donderdag. VI. Vridag. VII. Zaterdag.

Old Frislvn. " I. sonnadei. II. monadei. III. Tysdei. IV.

Wernsdci. V. Thmiresdei,Tornsdei. VI. Frigendci,Fredei. VII.

Saterdei (referencesfor all these forms in Pdchthofen).

New Frislvn. " I. s?ic?/?i,abbrev. from sinnedey,sendei,senned
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(conf.Fred); the final n in sneyn, no doubt, as in OFris. Frigendei,
a relic of the old gen. sing,in the weak decl. II. moandey. III.

Tycsdcy. IV. Wdnsdey. V. Tongersdey.VI. Fred, abbrev. from

Fredey. VII. sniuwn, snioun, abbrev. from sinnejuwn= Sun(day)-
even. Conf. tegenwoordigestaat van Friesland 1, 121. Was-

senbergh'sbidraghen 2, 56. Halbertsma naoogst p. 281-2 (see

Suppl.).
North Frisian. " I, sennendei. II. monncndci. III. Tirsdei.

IV. Winsdei. V, Tilrsdei. VI. Fridei. VII. sennin (i7i=:eYen').
Anglo-Saxon. " I. sonnan dseg. II. monan deeg. III. Thoes

daeg. IV. Wodenes or Wodnes dseg. V. TImnores dreg. VI.

Frigedseg. VII. Scetrcs or Sceternes doeg.
Old Korse. "

I. sunnudagr} II. mdnadagr. III. Tyrsdagr,
Tysdagr. IV. Offinsdagr.V. Thorsdagr. VI. Friadagr,Frcy-
judagr. VII. laugardagr.

Swedish. " I. sondag. II. mandag. III. Tisdag, whence

even Finn, tystai. IV. Onsdag. V. Tliorsdag.VI. Frcdag
VII. lordag.

Danish. "
I. sondag. II. mandag. III. Tirsdag. IV. Ows-

^a"7. V. Torsdag. VI. Frcdag. VII. lovcrdag(seeSuppl.).

We see, it is only in the seventh day that the Scandinavian

names depart from the Saxon, Frisian and Dutch : laugardagr
means bath-day because peoplebathed at the end of the week.

Yet even here there may be some connexion ; a Latin poem of the

9th century on the battle of Fontenay (Bouquet 7,301) has the

singularverse : Salhatum non illud fuit,sed Saturni dolium ; a

devil's bath ? conf. ch, XII, Saturn. [The Germ, for carnage is

blutbad,blood-bath.]
Even if the Germans from the earliest times knew the week of

seven days from the four j)hasesof the lunar change, ŷet the

^ This ON. sunnudagr is noticea])le,as in other cases sol is used rather than

sunna ; sunnudagr seems to have been formed by the christian teachers in imita-tion

of the other Teutonic languages. The Swed. and Dan. sondag(insteadof
soldag)must have been taken bodilyfrom a Plattdeutsch form.

"

To the Lat. word vix,gen. vicis (chauge,turn)corresponds,without the

usual consonant-change,the Gothic viko,OHG. wecha and wehsal, both refer-able

to the verb veilia,vaik,OHG. wichu (I giveway), because change is a

givingway [inGerman, ' der wechsel ist ein weichen ']. Ulph. has viko only
once, Lu. 1,8, where evrrjra^eir^s ((firjixeplasis translated ' in vikon kimjis' ; it

is evidentlysomething more than rd^ishere,it expresses at the same time a part
of the gen. i(^r]fiepiai,therefore lit. ' in vice generis',which the Vulg. renders
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naming of the days and tlieorder in wiiich they stand is manifestly

an importationfrom abroad. On the contrary supposition,there

would have been variation in details ; and Saturn,for whom no

Teutonic god seems preparedto stand sponsor, would have been left

out in the cold.

But it would be no less absurd to attribute the introduction of

the week and the names of the days to the Christians. As they

came into vogue among the heatlien Eomans, they could just

as well among heathen Gauls and Germans ; nay, considering

the lively intercourse between the three nations, a rapid

diffusion is altogethernatural.^ Christianityhad the Jewish week,

and it tolerated names which were a frequentoffence to it,but were

alreadytoo deeply rooted,and could only be partiallydislodged.

Those words of Gregory reveal the utter aversion of the clergy,

which comes out still more plainlyin the language(publ.in Syn-tagma

de baptismo,p. 190) of an Icelandic bishop in 1107, who

actuallydid away with tliem in Iceland,and replacedthem by

mere numeric names. How should the christian teachers ever have

suffered hateful names of idols to be handed over to their recent

converts for dailyuse, unless theyhad alreadybeen longestablished

among the people? And in Germany, how should the Latin gods

have been allowed to get translated into German ones, as if on pur-pose

to put them within easy reach of the people,had they not

alreadybeen familiar with them for centuries ?

Again,the highantiquityof these translations is fullyestablish-ed

by their exact accordance with the terminologyused in the first

centuries,as soon as peoplecame to turn German gods into Roman.

In my opinion,the introduction of the seven days' names

by 'in ordine vicis '. Now whether viko expressedto the Goths the alterna-tion

of the moon's quarters,we do not know for certain ; I incline to believe

it,as the OHG. weha, woclia, AS. wice, wnce, ON. vika,Swed. vecka, Dan.

nge, are all limited to the one meaning of septimana. The very absence of con-sonant-change

pointsto a high antiquityin the word. It is remarkable that

the Javanese vt(ku means a section of time, the year fallinginto 30 vukus

(Ilumb. Kawispr. 1, 196). The Finn, wijkko is more likelyto have been

borrowed from the Norse than from so far back as the Gothic. I remark

further,that an observance liythe Germani of sections of time must be inferred

from the mere fact that certi dies were fixed for the sacrifices to Mercury, Tac.

Germ. 9.
^ Jos. Fuchs,gesch.von I\Iainz 2, 27 seq. (Knpfert 4, no 7) describes a

Roman round altar,piob. of the 3rd or -Ith century, on which are carved the

.seven gods of the week (1 Saturn, 2 Apollo,3 Diana,4 Mars, 5 Mercury, U

Jupiter,7 Venus),and in an 8lh placea genius.
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amongst us must be placedat latest in the fourth or fiftlicentury ;

it may not have taken placesimultaneouslyin all parts of Teuton-

dom.

Our forefathers,caught in a natural delusion,began earlyto

ascribe the originof the seven days'names to the native gods of

their fatherland. " William of Malmesbury, relatingthe arrival of

the Saxons in Britain,says of Hengistand Horsa, that they were

sprung from the noblest ancestry: Erant enim abnepotes illius

antiquissimiVoden, de quo omnium pene barbararum gentium

regium genus lineam trahit,quemque gentes Anglorum deum esse

delirantes,ei quartum diem septimanae,et sextum uxori ejus Freae

perpetuo ad hoc tempus consecraverunt sacrilegio(Savile1601. p.

9)." More circumstantially,Geoffreyof Monmouth (lib.6. ed. 1587,

p. 43) makes Hengist say to Vortigern: Ingressisumus maria,

regnum tuum duce Mcrcurio petivimus. Ad nomen itaqueMer-

curii erecto vultu rex inquiritcujusmodireligionemhaberent? cui

Hengistus: deos patriosSaturnum, atque ceteros, qui mundum

gubernant,colimus,maxime Mcrcurmm (asin Tac. 9.),quem Woden

linguanostra appellamus. Huic veteres nostri dicaverunt quartam

septimanaeferiam,quae usque in hodiernum diem nomen Wodenes-

dai de nomine ipsiussortita est. Post ilium colimus deam inter

ceteras potentissimam,cui et dicaverunt sextam feriam, quam de

nomine ejusFredcd vocaraus. "
As Matthew of Westminster (Flores,

ed. 1601, p. 82) varies in some details,his words may also be

inserted here : Cumque tandem in praesentiaregis(Vortigerni)
essent constituti,quaesivit ab eis,quam fidem, quam religionem

patres eornm coluissent ? cui Hengistus: dcos patrios,scilicet

Saturnum, Jovcm atque ceteros, qui mundum gubernant,colimus,
maxime autem Me^rurium, quem linguanostra Voden appellamus.
Huic patres nostri veteres dedicaverunt quartam feriam septimanae,

quae in hunc hodiernum diem Vodencsdayappellatur.Post ilium

colimus deam inter ceteras potentissimam,vocabulo Fream, cujus
vocabulo Friday appellamus. Prea ut volunt quidaniidem est

quod Venus, et dicitur Preu,quasiProa a frodos [A-frod-ite= from

froth ?] quod est spuma maris, de qua nata est Venus secundum

fabulas,unde idem dies appellaturdies Veneris. " Anglo-Saxon

legendthen, unconcerned at the jumbling of foreignand homespun

fable,has no doubt at all about the high antiquityof the names

among its people.
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Saxo Grammaticus, more critical,expresses his opinion(p.103)
of the Norse nomenclature,that it is derived from the native gods,
but that these are not the same as the Latin. Tliis he proves by
Othin and Thor, after whom the fourth and fifthdays of the week

are named, as in Latin after Mercury and Jupiter. For Thor,

being Othin's son, cannot possiblybe identified with Jupiter,who

is Mercury'sfather;consequently,neither can the Norse Othin,

Thor's father,with the Eoman Mercury,who is Jupiter'sson. The

discrepancyis certainlystrong,but all that it can prove is,that at

the time when Othin and Mercurybegan to be placedon the same

pedestal,JMercurywas thought of as a Celtic divinity,probably
with attributes differingwidelyfrom his classical namesake. Saxo

is quiterightin what he means, and his remark confirms the early
heathen originof these names of days ;

^ yet upon occasion,as we

saw on p. 122,he lets himself be carried away after all by the over-powering

identityof Thor and Jupiter(seeSuppl.).
The variations too in the names of the seven days among the

various Teutonic races deserve all attention ; we perceivethat they

were not adopted altogethercut-and-dry,nor so retained,but that

national ideas still exercised some control over them. The later

heathenism of Friesland and Saxony caused the- old names of

Wednesday and Saturdayto live on, while in Upper Germany they

soon sank into oblivion. But what is especiallysignificantto us,

is the deviation of the Alamanns and Bavarians when we come to

the third day ; how could it have arisen at a later (christian)time,

when the idea of the heathen god that does duty for Mars had

alreadybecome indistinct ? how came the christian clergy,supposing
that from them the naming had proceeded,ever to sanction such a

divergence?

The nations that lie behind us, the Slavs,the Lithuanians,do

not know the planetarynames of days,theysimplycount like the

Greeks, n̂ot because they were converted later,but because they
became acquaintedwith Latin culture later. The Finns and Lapps

1 Conf. Pet. Er. Miiller om Saxo,p. 79.

- The Indian nations also name their days of the week after planets; and

it seems worth remarking here,that Wednesday is in Sanskrit Budhuvaras,
Tamil Budhunld/ramei,because some have identified Buddha with Woden. In

realityBudhas, the ruler of Mercury and son of the moon, is quitedistinct from
the prophetBuddhas (Schlegel'sind. bibl. 2. 177).

9
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do not count, while the Esthonians again mostly do (seeSuppL).

Even the christianizinginfluence of Byzantium decided nothing on

this point;Byzantium had no influence over Lithuanians and Finns,

and had it over a part only of the Slavs. These in their counting

begin with Monday, as the first day after rest,consequentlyTues-day

is their second, and Thursday their fourth, âltogetherdeviating

from the Latin and Icelandic reckoning,which makes Monday second

and Thursday fifth. Hence the Slavic piatek(fifth)means Friday,

and that Up. Germ, pfinztag(fifth)Thursday. Wednesday they

call middle, sreda,sereda,srida (whence Lith. serrada),which may

have acted upon our High German nomenclature ; the Finns too

have keskivnjcko(half-week, from keski medium). It would be well

worth findingout, when and for what reason the High German and

the Slav firstintroduced the abstract names mittewoche and sreda

(Boh.sti-eda),while the Low German and the Eomance have kept

to Woden and Mercury. Alone of Slavs, the Wends in Llineburg

show a trace of naming after a god; dies Jovis was with them

Perendan, from Peren, Perun, thunder-god: apparently a mere

imitation of the German, as in all the other days they agree with

the rest of the Slavs.^

The nett result of these considerations is,that,in Latin records

dealingwith Germany and her gods,we are warranted in interpret-ing,

with the greatestprobability,Mercurius as Wuotan, Jiqnte^-as

Donar, and 3Iars as Ziu. The gods of the days of the week

translated into German are an experiment on Tacitus's ' interpretatio
Eomana'.

^ E.g. in Kussian : 1, voskresenie,resurrection (but O.Sl. ne-delia, no-

cloing).2, po-nedel'nik, day after-no-work. 3, vtdrnik, second day. 4,
sereda,middle. 6, chetverg,fourth day. 6, piatnitsa,fifth day. 7, subbota,
sabbath. " Trans.

'^ It is striking,that in 0. Bohem. glossaries(Hanka 54. 165) Mercury,
Venus and Saturn are quoted in the order of their days of the week ; and that

any Slav deities that have been identified with Latin ones are almost sure to

be of the number of those that presideover the week. And whilst of the Slav

gods,Svatovit answers to Mars (Ziu),Eadigast to Mercury (Wuotan), Perun to

Jupiter(Donar),iafZa (goldendame, zolotababa,in Hanusch 241, ^o^) to Venus

(Fria),and perhaps Sitivrat to Saturn ; the names of the planetsare construed

quiteotherwise, Mars by Smrto-nos (letifer),Mercury by Dobro-pan (good lord,

or rather bonorum dator),Jupiter-by Krcde-moc (rex potens),Venus by Ctitd

(cupitor? venerandus 1),Saturn by Hlado-kt (famelicus,or annonae caritatem

afferens). Respecting Sitivrat I give details at the end of eh. XII.
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WUOTAN, WODAN (ODINN).

The highest,the supreme divinity,universallyhonoured, as we

have a rightto assume, among all Teutonic races, would in the

Gothic dialect have been called Vodans ; he was called in OHG.

Wuotan, a word which also appears, though rarely,as the name of a

man : Witotan,Trad. Fuld. 1, 149. 2, 101-5-8. 128. 158. 161. Woatan

2, 146, 152. The Longobards speltit Wddan or Guodan, the Old

Saxons Wuodan, Wddan, but in Westphaliaagainwith the g prefixed,

Guodan, Gudan, the Amrlo-Saxons Woden, the Frisians Weda from

the propensityof their dialect to drop a final n, and to modify 6

even when not followed by an i} The Norse form is O"inn, in

Saxo Othinus,in the Faroe isles Ouvin, gen. Ouvans, ace. Ouvan.

Up in the Grisons country " and from this we may infer the extent

to which the name was diffused in Upper Germany " the Eomance

dialect has caught the term Vut from Alamanns or Burgundians of

a very earlytime, and retained it to this day in the sense of idol,

false god, 1 Cor. 8, 4.- (seeSuppl.).
It can scarcelybe doubted that the word isimmediatelyderived

from the verb OHG. woatan ivuot, ON", vacfa,od',signifyingmeare,

transmeare, cum impetu ferri,but not identical with Lat. vadere,as

the latter has the a long,and is more likelyconnected with OS.

gavitan, AS. gewitan. From watan comes the subst. wuot (our

wuth, fury),as /ieVo?and animus properlymean mens, ingenium,

and then also impetuosity,wildness ; the ON. o"r has kept to the

^ A Frisian god Wains has simply been invented from the gen. in the

compound Warnsdei, Wernsdei (Richth. p. 1142), where Werns pkinly
stands for Wedens, Wodens, an r being put for d to avoid collision with

the succeedingsd ; it will be hard to find anywhere a noni. Wern. And the

present West Frisians say Wansdey, the North Frisians Winsdei, without

such r.

* Conradis worterb. 263. Christmann, pp. 30 " 32.
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one meaning of mens or sensus.^ According to this,Wuotan,
Ocfinn would be the all-powerful,all-penetratingbeing,qui omnia

permeat ; as Lucan says of Jupiter: Est quodcunque vides,quo-

cunque raoveris,the spirit-god^; conf. Virg.Georg.4, 221 : Deum

ire per omnes terras,and Eel. 3, 60 : Jovis omnia plena. In the

popularlanguageof Bavaria,wudcln is to bestir oneself,to swarm,

grow luxuriantly,thrive,Schm. 4, 203 (seeSuppL).
How early this originalmeaning may have got obscured or

extinguished,it is impossibleto say. Togetherwith the meaning
of wise and mighty god,that of the wild,restless,vehement, must

also have prevailed,even in the heathen time. The christians were

the better pleased,that they could bringthe bad sense into promin-ence
out of the name itself. In the oldest glosses,wotan is put for

tyrannus,herus malus, Diut. 1, 276\ gl.Ker. 270 ; so wucterich,

wiltcrich (Gramm. 2, 516) is used later on, and down to the present

day,conf. ein ungestiiemer wiieterich,Ben. 431 ; as in Mar. 217.

Herod's messengers of murder are wiieterich e, O.i. 19, 18 names the

king himself gotewuoto. The form wuotunc seems not to differ in

sense ; an unprintedpoem of the 13th century says
' Wiietunges

her ' apparentlyfor the ' wiitende heer,'t̂he host led as it were by
Wuotan ; and Wuotunc is likewise a man's name in OHG., Wodunc,

Trad, patav. no. 19. The former divinitywas degradedinto an evil,

fiendish,bloodthirstybeing,and appears to live yet as a form of

protestationor cursingin exclamations of the Low German people,

as in Westphalia: 0 Woudan, Woudan ! Firmenich 1, 257, 260 ;

and in Mecklenburg : Wod, Wod ! (seeSuppI).
Proofs of the generalextension of Woden's worship present

themselves,for one thing,in the passages collected in the preceding

chapter on Mcrcurius,and again in the testimonies of Jonas of

Bobbio (pp.56 and 121)and Paulus Diaconus, and in the Abre-

nuntiatio,which deserves to be studied more closely,and lastlyin the

concurrence of a number of isolated facts,which I believe have

liitherto been overlooked.

If we are to sum up in brief the attributes of this god,he is the

1 A word that has never been fullyexplained,Goth, vopisdulcis,2 Cor. 2,
15, OHG. wuodi, Diut. 2,304% OS. wuothi, Hel. 36, 3. 140, 7, AS. u-e"e,must
either l^eregarded as wholly unconnected,or its meaning be harmonized.

- Finn Magnusen comes to the same conclusion,Lex. myth. 621. 636.
3 The belief,so common in the Mid. Ages, in a 'furious host' or 'wild

hunt,'is described in ch. XXXI. " Trans.
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all-pervadingcreative and formativepmvcr, who bestows shape and

beauty on men and all things,from whom proceedsthe giftof song

and the management of war and victory,on whom at the same

time depends the fertilityof the soil,nay wishing,and all highest

giftsand blessings,Saem. 113^'^

To the heathen fancyWuotan is not onlythe world-ruling,wise,

ingeniousgod, he is above all the arrancjer of wars and battles.^

Adam of Bremen cap. 233,ed. 1595 says of the Norse god : Wodau,

id est fortior,bella gerit,hominique ministrat virtutem contra

inimicos
. . .

Wodanem sculpunt(Sveones)armatum, sicut nostri

Martem sculperesolent. To the fortior,fortis,would answer his

ON", name of Svi"r,i.e.the strong,masterful,swift (OS.suith): but

fortior is,no doubt, a false reading,all the MSS. (conf.Pertz 3,379)
read 'Wodan, id est /"ror,'which agrees with the conclusion arrived

at above. To him, says the Edda, belongall the nobles who/a// in

battle (Seem.77^).and to Thor the common folk,but this seems

added merely to depreciatethe latter ; in another passage (Seem.
42^),Freya shares i\\Q,fallenwith OSinn; he is named valfa"iroxiA

herfa"ir(val,choice ; her,host). Od'inn vildi J'iggjamann at hlut-

falliat hanga or herinom, Fornald. sog. 3,31. Eidem prostratorum
manes muneris loco dedicaturum se pollicetur(Haraldus),Saxo p.

146. Othinus armipotens,p. 37, auctor acieicorniculatae,ordinandi

agminisdisciplinaetraditor et repertor,pp. 138-9, 146. When old,

he teaches arrayingof battle,p. 17,the hamalt at fyll-ja,svinfjlkja,
Fornald. sog. 1, 380 ; he teaches how to bringdown with pebbles
those whom sword will not wound, ibid. p. 157 (seeSuppl.).

We need not be surprisedthen to find him confounded with

Ziu or Tyr,the specialgod of war, or Mereurius coupledwith Mars

(pp.107, 111),or a glosson Jonas of Bobbio, who had rightly
identified him with Mercury (p.121),correctinghim thus : Qui

apud eos (Alamannos) Vuotant (part.pres. of wuotan) vocatur,

Latini autem Martem ilium appellant.Are Adam's words also,
' sicut nostri Martem sculperesolent,'to be so taken that nostri

1 Got waldes an der sigehiir ! Wh. 425, 24. sigehaftehende fiiegein got !
Dietr. 84". OSinn, when he sejit the peopleforth to war, laid his hands on their
heads and blessed,ace. to Yngl. cap. 2, gaf J^eim bianac ; Ir. beannact,bean-
nugad, beandacht,Gael, beanuachd, Wei. bianoch (Villemarque,essai LIX) =

benedictio,prob.all I'rom the Lat. word ? conf. Fr. benir,Ir. beannaigini.
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should mean Saxones ? He, it is true, may have meant those

acquaintedwith Eoman mythology.

Especiallydoes the remarkable legend preservedby Paulus

Diaconus 1, 8 show that it is Wodan who dispensesvictory,to whom

therefore,above all other gods,that antique name siliora (p.27)

rightfullybelongs,as well as in the Eddas the epithetsSigtyr(god
of victory),Seem. 248% Sn. 94, Sigfoffr(fatherof victory),Saem. 68^ ;

AS. vigsifjor(victorin battle),Beow. 3107, sigmetod(creatorof

victory),Beow, 3554 (seeSuppl.):" Eefert hoc loco antiquitasridi-

culam fabulam, quod accedentes Wandali ad Wodan, victoriam de

Winilis postulaverint,illequeresponderit,se illisvictoriam daturum,

quos primum oriente sole conspexisset.Tunc accessisse Gambaram

ad Fream, uxorem Wodan, et Winilis victoriam postidasse,Frcam-

que consilium dedisse, Winilorum mulieres solutos crines erga

faciem ad barbae similitudinem componerent 7?ia?tcque primo cum

viris adessent, seseque a Wodan videndas paritere regione,qua
illeper fenestram orientem versus erat solitus adspicere,colloca-

rent ; atque itafactum fuisse. Quas cum Wodan conspiceretoriente

sole,dixisse : qui sunt isti Langobardi? tunc Fream subjunxisse,

ut quibus nomen tribuerat,victoriam condonaret,sicque Winihs

Wodan victoriam concessisse. Here deacon Paul, as a good chris-tian,

dropsthe remark : Haec risu dignasunt, et pro nihilo habenda :

victoria enim non potestatiest adtributa hominum, sed e coelo

potiusministratur ; and then adds a more exact interpretationof

the name Longobard : Certum tamen est Longobardos ab intactae

ferro barbae longitudine,cum primitusWinili dicti fuerint,ita

postmodum appellatos.Nam juxtaillorum linguam langlongam,
bart barbam significat.Wodan sane, quem adjectalitera Givodan

dixerunt,et ah universis Germaniae gentihusut deus adoratur,qui
non circa haec tempora, sed longeanterius,nee in Germania, sed in

Graecia fuisse perhibetur.'-
The whole fable bears the stamp of highantiquity; it has even

been related by others before Paul,and with variations,as in the

Hist. Francor. epitomata,which has for its author,though not Fre-

degar,yet some writer of the seventh century. Here Chuni

1 Godfrey of Viterbo (inPistorius,ed. Struve 2, 305) has the legend out of

Paul Diac. with the names corrupted,Godam for Wodan, Feria for Frea.

Godam or Votam sets him thinkingof the Germ, word got (deus). The

unheard-of ' Toclacus historiographus' has evidentlysprung out of ' hoc loco '

in Paid.
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(Huns) are named instead of Vandals :" Cum a Chunis (Lango-

bardi)Danubium transeuntes fuissent comperti,eis bellum conati

sunt inferre. Interrogatia Chunis, quare gens eorum terminos

introire praesumeret? At illi mulieribus suis praecipiunt,comam

capitisad maxillas et mentum ligare,quo potiusvirorum habitum

simulantes plurimam multitudinem hostium ostenderent,eo quod

erant mulierum comae circa maxillas et mentum ad instar barbae

valde longae: fertur desuper utraeque plmlangaevox dixisse :
' hi

sunt Langobardi!
' quod ab his gentibusfertur eorum deum fuisse

locutum, quem fanatici nominant Wodanum (al.Wisodano, a mere

copyist'sor reader's error for Wuodano). Tunc Langobardicum cla-

massent, qui instituerat nomen, conccdcrd victoriam,in hoc praelio

Chunos superant. (Bouquet2,406 ; accordingto Pertz,alltli.eMSS.

read Wodano.) In this account, Frea and her advice are nowhere ;

the voice of the god,givingthe name, is heard up in the air.

It was the custom for any one who bestowed a name, to follow

it up with a gift. Ŵodan felt himself bound to confer the victory

on those for whom he had found a new national name. In this

consisted the favour of fortune,for the people,in dressingup their

wives as men, had thought of nothing but swellingthe apparent

numbers of their warriors. I need scarcelyremind the reader,that

this mythicalinterpretationof the Lombard name is a false one,

for aU the credit it found in the Mid. Ages.^

There is one more feature in the legendthat must not escape

our notice. Wodan from his heavenlydwellingloolisdoum on the

earth through a window, which exactlyagrees with ON. descrip-tions.

OSinn has a throne named fflicfshicdf,sittingon which he

can survey the whole world, and hear all that goes on among

men : ]?arer einn staSr er HliSscialf heitir,oc )?aerOSiun settiz

Jjari hasoeti,oc }?asd hann of alia heima, oc vissi aUa luti,

J?a er hann sa (thereis a stead that H. hight,and when 0.

sat there on high-seat,then saw he over all countries, and

wist,"c.),Sn. 10. oc Jxier AllfoSr sitr i ]?visoeti,]?aser hann oj

allan heim, Sn. 21. hlustar (listens)OSinn HliSscialfo i,Sjem. 89^.

1 Lata fylgjanafni,Sfcm. 142*. 150\ Fornm. sog. 3, 182. 203. gefa at

nafnfesti (name-feast),Sn. 151. Fornm. sog. 2, 51. 3, 133. 203. Islend. sog.

2, 143. 194. Vocabuli largitionemmuneris additione commendare, Saxo

Gram. 71.
2 Longobardi a longisbarbis vocitati,Otto fris. de gest.Frid. 2, 13. But

OSinn himself was named LdiigbarSr.
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When Loki wanted to hide,it was from this seat that OSinn espied

his whereabouts, Sn. 69. Sometimes also Frigg,his consort, is

imaginedsittingby his side,and then she enjoysthe same prospect :

OSinn ok Friggsdto i HliSscialfo,ok sd urn heima alia,Ssem, 39.

The proem to the Grimnismal bears a strong resemblance to the

legend in Paul ; for,just as Frea pullsher favourites the Winili

through,in oppositionto Wodan's own resolve,so Frigg bringsto

griefGeirroSr,whom OSinn favoured. " Sensuous paganism,how-ever,

makes the god-likeattribute of overseemg all thingsdepend

on the positionor structure of a particularchair,and as the

giftforsakes the god when he does not occupy the seat,others can

enjoythe privilegeby taking his place. This was the case when

Freyrspiedthe beautiful GerSr away down in lotunheim ; Freyr

hafffisctsc i HliSskialf,oc sd um heima alia,Ssem. 81. Sn. 39. The

word hlid'scialfseems to mean literallydoor-bench, from hli3

(ostium,conf. Engl,lid),and skiaK (scamnum), AS. scylfe,Csedm.

79, 4. Engl, shelf (seeSuppl). Mark the languagein which the

OS. poet describes the Ascension of Christ : sohta imo thena helagon

stol,sititimo thar an thea suidron (right)half Godes, endi thanan

all gisihit(seeth)waldandeo Crist,so huat so (whatso)thius werold

behabet,Hel. 176, 4"7, conf. Ceedm. 265, 16.

This idea of a seat in the sky,from which God looks on the

earth,is not yet extinct among our people. The sittingon the

right hand is in the Bible, but not the looking down. The

formulas 'qui haut siet et de loing mire, qui haut siet et

loins voit '

(supra,p. 23) are not cases in point,for men

everywhere have thoughtof the Deity as throned on high and

seeingfar around. Zeus also sits on Ida, and looks on at mortal

men ; he rules from Ida's top,"ISijdevfieSiav,even as Helios,the

eye of the sun, surveys and discerns all things,II.3, 277. But a

widely-circulatedmarcheu tells us of a mortal man, whom St.Peter

admitted into heaven, and who, led on by curiosity,ended by

climbinginto the chair of the Lord, from,which 07ie can look down

and see all that is done on the whole earth. He sees a washerwoman

steal two lady'sveils,and in his anger seizes the footstoolof the

Lord, which stands before the chair (al.a chair's leg),and hurls it

down at the thief.^ To such lengthshas the ancient fable travelled.

1 Kindermarchen no. 35. First in Bebel, ed. 1,Tub. 1506, p. 6. Frey's
gartengesellscliaftcap. 109, ed. 1556 p. 106, ed. 1590 p. 85. Rollwagenbiichlein
1590, pp. 98-9 (herea goldensettle).Moserrf vermischte schriften 1,332. 2,
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Can it be alluded to in tlieMHG. poem, Amgb. 3^ ?

Der nu den himel hat erkorn,

der geiseltuns bi uuser habe ;

ich viirhte sere, unt wirt im zorn,

den slegelwirft er uns her abe.^

In a Servian song (Vuk 4, 9) the angelsdescend to earth out of
God's window (odBozhiegprozora ; pro-zor (out-look,hence window)
reminds one of zora (dawn),prozorie(morning twilight),and of

Wodan at earlymorn lookingtoward the sunrise. The dawn is,so

to speak,the openingin heaven,throughwhich God looks into the

world.

Also,what Paulus Diac. 1, 20 tells of the anger of the Lord

(supra,p. 18),whereby the Herulian warriors were smitten before

their enemies,I am inclined to trace up to "VVuotan : Tanta super eos

coelitus ira res^jcxit; and again: Vae tibi,misera Herulia, quae

coeiestisDomini flecteris ira! Conf. Egilssagap. 305: reiffr se

rogn ok OSinn ! wrathful see the gods and 0.,;and Fornald. sog. 1,

501 : grainr er ySr OSinn, angry is 0. with you.

Victorywas in the eyes of our forefathers the firstand highest
of gifts,but they regardedWuotan not merely as dispenserof

victory; I have to show next, that in the widest sense he repre-sented

to them the god to whose bounty man has to look for every

other distinction,who has the givingof all superiorblessings; and

in this sense also Hermes (Mercury)was to the Greeks pre-eminently

SctiTcopidcov,giverof good things,and I have ventured

to guess that the name Gihika, KijncJworiginallysignifiedthe

same to us-.

235. ed. 1842, 4,5, 39. H. Sachs (1563)v. 381. According to Greek and 0.

Norse notions,the gods have a throne or cliair: tha gengengo reginoil a rokstola

ginheiloggoS,S;eni. 1''. Compare in the Bible : heaven is God's throne, the

earth his footstool,Matt. 5, 34-5 ; and Hel. 45, 11. 12 (seeSuppl.).
1 Also MS. 2, 254'' : ze hus wirf ich den slegeldir. MS. 2, 6'': niit

einem sleijeler zuo dem kinde warf. This cuchjel-throicingresembles,
what meant so much to our ancestors, the hammer's throw, and the

OHG. slagais malleus, sledge-hanimev(Grail'6, 773). The cudgel thrown

from heaven can hardly be other than a thunderbolt ; and the obscure

proverb,'
swer irre rite daz der den sler/elfihide,'wJioso astrayshould ride,that

he the s. might fiml,Parz. 180, 10,.may refer to a thunder-stone (seecli.VIII,
Donar)which jwintsto hidden treasure and bringsdeliverance,and which only
those can lightupon, who have accidentallylost tlieir way in a wood ; for

which reason Wolfram calls trunks of trees,from under which peeps out the

stone of luck,' slegelsurkiinde und zil,'slegcl'sdocument and mark (aim).
- Haupts zeitschr. 1,573. Lasicz. 47 names a Latanus donator bonorum.
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The sum total of well-beingand blessedness,the fulness of all

graces, seems in our ancient languageto have been expressedby a

singleword, whose meaning has since been narrowed down ; it was

named tvunsch (wish).This word is probablyderived from wunja,

wunnja, our wonne, bliss ; wunisc, wunsc, perfectionin whatever

kind, what we should call the Ideal. Thus, Er. 1699 ' der wunsch

Avas an ir garwe,'wish was in her complete; Iw. 3991 ' daz mir des

wunsches niht gebrast,'nought of wish was wanting; Iw. 6468

' der rat, des der wunsch an wibe gert,'such store as wish can

crave in wife ; Gerh. 1754! '
an der got wunsches niht vergaz,'in

whom God nought of wish forgot(leftout); Parz. 742, 15 ' der

wunsch wirt in beiden '

; Trist. 3710 ' dir ist der wunsch gegeben';

Frauend. 87 ' der wunsch von edlem obze,'the pick of noble fruit ;

Parz. 250, 25 ' erden wunsches riche,'rich in all giftsof the earth ;

235, 24, 'erden wunsches iiberwal';Trist. 4696. 4746 ' der wunsch

von worten, von bluomen '

; Trist. 1374 ' in dem wunsche sweben,'

i.e.,in perfectsatisfaction. And the magic wand, by whose impact

treasures are acquired,was a wunschiligerta,wishing-rod; conf.

Parz. 235, 22 ' wurzel unde ris des wunsches,' root and spray of

wish. The (secondary)meaning of ' desiringand longingfor
'

these perfectionswould seem to have but accidentallyattached

itselfto the wunsc, ON. osk (seeSuppl.).

Among other Eddie names of 06inn, appears Osci,Ssem. 46^

Sn. 3, 24, i.e.he who makes men partakersof wunsch, of the

highestgift. Osk,gen. Oskar,a woman's name, Fornm. sog. 1,246.

Eyrbyggjasaga cap. 7. Laxd. p. 12.

Another thingseems to me to be connected with this,and there-fore

to be a relic of the heathen religion: the fact that our poets of

the 13th century personifywunsch, and representit as a mighty

creative being. Instances in proof of this are found chieflyin

Hartmann, Eudolf and Conrad :

Got erloubte dem WimscJie liber About him, God gave to Wish

in, full leave,

daz er lib unde sin that he body and mind

meistert nach sim werde. fashioned accordingto his worth,

swa von ouch uf der erde Of whatsoever upon earth,

deheinem man ze loben geschiht, to any man, praiseworthyfalls,

desn gebrastim niht ; thereof lacked him nought;

der Wicnsch hat in gemeistertso Wish had him fashioned so,
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daz er sin luas ze kinde vrS,

wande er nihts an im vergaz :

er hetn geschaffet,kunder, baz.

Greg.1091-1100.

man sagtdaz nie kint gewan

ein lipso gar dem Wunsche glich.
Ex. 330.

also was ez (dazphert)gestalt,
und ob er (der werltwise man)

danne den gewalt

von dem Wunsche hmte,

daz ez belibe st^ete

swes er darzuo gedsehte,
und swenne erz volbra^hte,

daz erz fiirsich stalte

und er von sinem givalte
dar abe noeme

swaz daran im missezaeme,

also was ez volkomen

daz er dar abe niht hete geno-

men

alse groz als umb ein bar.

Er. 7375-87.

tliathe was gladof liim for child,

for he nought in him forgot:

he had him shapen,if he could,

better.

They say that never a child won

a body so wholly equal to Wish

(or,exactlylike Wish).

So was it wrought (tliehorse),
that if he (thewright)had had

the command from Wish,

that (liiswork) should be left

unaltered,

whatever he attemptedthereon,
and when he had completedit,

that he should set it before Him,
and He at his discretion

therefrom should take away

whatever therein mislilvcd him,"

so perfectwas it

that he therefrom noughtwould
have taken

so great as a hair.

als ez der Wmisch gehot(bade).Er. 8213.

was ein wunschldnt (was a child of wish). Ex. 8277,

Enite was des Witnschcs kint,

der an ir nilites vergaz. Er. 8934.

da was ir har und ir lich (lyke,lych,body)
so gar dem Wunsche gelich(like).Iw. 1333.

diz was an ir (zuht,schoene,jugent)und gar der rat (allthe store)
des der Wunsch (orwunsch ?)an wibe gert (desires.)Iw. 6468.

wande sie nie gesahen (forthey never had seen)
zwene riter gestalt(two knightsfashioned)
so gar in Wunsches gewalt
an dem libe und an den siten (manners).Iw. 6913.

der Wimsch vluochct (curses)im so. Iw. 7066.
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mil- hat der Wunsch gevluochet. Hartm. biichl. 2, 113.

er was schcene und wol gevar (forgefarwet,coloured),

rehte,als in der Wunsch erkos (chose).Gerh. 771.

mill herze in (ihnen,to them) des begunde jehen (acknowledge),

in wsere des Wunsches fiiz(zeal,care)bereit, Gerh. 1599.

an der der Wunsch mit kiusche har

sine sileze lebcnde fruht. Gerh. 1660,

daz ich ir schoene kroene

ob alien frouwen schoiie

mit des Wimsches krone. Gerh. 1668.

ein regen uz dem wolken vloz

der uf des Wimsches ouwe goz

so heizen regen (?). Gerh. 2307.

an lobe (praise)des Wunsches hronc. Gerh. 2526.

swes ich begunde daz geschach(was accomplished),

der Wunsch ie niinen werken jach(everto my works said yea)

des wunsches als ich wolte

und als ich wiinschen solte. Gerh. 2945.

nach des Wunsches lere (lore).Gerh. 4500.

der Wttnsch mit siner hende

vor wandel (change,fault)hete si getwagen (cleansed).Troj.1212.

der Wunsch hat ane lougen(withoutlying,undeniably)

erzeigetan ir sine kmftj
und siner Jcilnstemeisterschaft

mit vlize an ir bewert (carefullyevinced in her). Troj.7569.

der Wunsch hat in gemachetwandels vri (freeof fault).Troj.3154.

der Wunsch der hete an si geleit(gelegt,laid out, spent)

me flizcsdenne uf elliu wip (more pains than on any woman).

Troj.19620.

so daz er niemer wibes leben

fur sie gesdwpfenwolde baz (better);
do sin gewcdtir bilde maz (measured),

do leit (legte)er an -siemanec model. Troj.19627

und hsete sin der Wtinsch gesworn,

er wolde bilden ein schoener wip,

und schepfcnalso klaren lip

als Helena min frouwe treit (tragt,bears)

er miieste brechen sinen eit (eid,oath)

wan er kunde niemer (forhe could never),
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unci solte Uldcn iemer (werehe to shape for ever),

(jcschcpfenwunneclicher fruht. Troj.19526-32.

ez hat ze sinem telle der Wunsch vergezzen niender. Engelh.579.

daz haete an si der Wunsch geleit.Engelh.4703.

der Wunsch der hete niht gespart

an ir die sine mcisterscliaft,

er hete sine beste hraft
mit ganzem fiizan sie geleit.Der werlde Ion. 84.

Other poetspersonifytoo (not,however.Wolfram nor Gotfried):

der zweier kurtesie

sich ze dem Wimsche het geweten,

si ware niender uz getreten. Wigal. 9246.

an ir schoene was wol schin,

daz ir der Wunsch gedahte. Wigal.9281.

der Wunsch het sich gcneigctin ir gewalt. ibid. 904.

in was der Wunsch bereit. ib. 10592.

des Wunsches amic. ib. 7906. 8735.

wen mohte da erlangen,
da der Wunsch inne was. ib. 10612.

der Wunsch het sigemachetso,
imd ist ir ze kinde vrS. Amur 1338. (Pf.1343).

des Wuoischcs ougenweicle(foodfor the eye)

sit ir und miner sfelden spil(areye, and the play of my delight).

Wigal.8760. Amur 1068. (Pf.1072).

si schepfetuz des Wunsches hcilctwdgc(liolywater). Martina, 259.

(diuhant)ist im groz, lane unde wiz,

zuo der het sich der Wunsch gesellct.Turl. Wh. 38=*.

hie stuont (herestood)der Wunsch. ib. 137^

dar an lit (thereinlieth)wol des Wunsches vliz. TyrolE, 3.

si ist des Wunsches hostez zil (highestmark or aim). Ms. 1, 84^

sie ist der Wunsch uf erde. Ms. 2, 100^.

sie ist des Wunsches ingesinde(oneof W.'s household). Ms. 1, 6^

von ir scheitel uf ir zehen (fromher crown to her toes)

so ist niht an minneclichen widen wan (save,but)des Wunsches

blic. MsH. 3, 493^

des Wwischcs blucte sint entsprungen in mine herzen. Fragm. 45^

si tragedes Wunsches hildc. Ms. 1, 191^

des Wunsches krdnc tragen. Docen misc. 2, 186.
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sie hat des Wimsches gewalt. Amgb. 31^

er was so gar des Wunschcs hint,

daz alle man gein(against,before)siner schoene waren blint,

und doch menlich gestaltbi clarem velle (complexion);
der Wunsch im niht gebrechenliez (letnought be lacking)
da von man 's Wtinsches hint den stolzen hiez (shouldcall the

statelyone). Lohengr.ed. Eiickert str. 625.

The followingis outside the bounds of MHG. :

an yr yst Wensches vlytgeleit.Haupts zeitschr. 3, 221.

Mid. Dutch poems have no personificationWensch ; nor is there a

Wunsch in the Nibelungen or Gudrun ; but in Wolfdietrich 970 :

des W'lmsches ein amie ! There must be many more instances ;

but the earliest one I know of is found in the Entekrist from the

12th century (Hoffm.fundgr.2,107):

mit Wunschis gewalte With Wish's might

segnitisie der alte. Tlie old man blessed her.

We see Wish provided with hands, power, looks,diligence,art,

blossom, fruit ; he creates, shapes,producesmaster-pieces,thinks,

bows, swears, curses, is glad and angry, adoptsas child,handmaid,

friend : all such pretty-well stock phrases would scarcelyhave

sprung up and lived in a poetry,in a language,if they did not

unconsciouslyrelate to a higherbeing,of whom earlier times had a

livelierimage; on such a basis indeed nearlyall the personifications

made use of by MHG. poets seem to me to rest. In the majority

of our examples we might fairlyput the name of God in the place

of Wish, or that of Wish in the phrasesquoted on pp. 17-8,which

describe the joyous or the angry God : freudenvoll hat sie Got

gegozzen, MS. 1, 226^ ; der Wunsch maz ir bilde,as mezzen is said

of God, p. 23 ; and gebieten,to command, is just as technically

appliedto the one as to the other,p. 24. The 'gramr er ySr OSinn,'

p. 137, might be rendered in MHG, 'der Wunsch zlirnet iu,fluochet

iu,'meaning,the world is sick of you. At times the poet seems to

be in doubt,whether to say God or Wish: in the first passage from

Gregor,Wish is subordinated,as a beingof the second rank, so to

speak,as a servant or messenger, to the superiorgod; the latter has

to givehim leave to assume his creative function,which in other

cases he does of his own might. Again,when body,figure,hair are

said to be 'like Wish,' it exactly reminds us of Homer's KOfiav
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XapkeaaLv ofjLolat,II, 17,51; and Xdpire'i,the Gratiae,creatresses

of grace and beauty,play preciselythe part of our Wish, even

down to the circumstance,that in addition to the personalmeaning,
there is an abstract %a/3t9, gratia,as there is a wish.^ Piiterich of

Eeicherzhausen (Haupts zeitschr. 6,48) speaks of ' die ivuntsclics

fiiesse ' of a princess; the older phrase would have been ' ir fiieze

waren deni Wunsche gelich'.It is a genuine bit of German

heathenism to make this creative facultyreside in a god,and not,

after the Greek fashion,in a female personage. And there are other

features too,that point back to our native heathen eld. Wish's

aue and heilwac can be matched by Phol's ouwa and brunno, or the

meads and holywellsof other gods ; Wish's crovm by that worn by

gods and kings. And, most remarkable of all,Wish rejoicesin his

creature as in a child ; here Woden's self comes upon the scene as

patriarclior paterfamilias,before whom created men make their

appearance like children,friends,domestics ; and ' wunschkint ' is

also used in the sense of an adopted,i.e.wished for,child.^ Her-

bort 13330 makes Hecuba exclaim : ich han einen sun verlorn,er

gezseme gote ze kinde (would suit God as a child); which does not

mean in a christian sense,
' God has doubtless been joleasedto take

him to Himself,' but in a heathen sense,
' he was so lovely,he

might be called Wish's child '. For the Norse OSinn too has these

marvellous children and wish-maidens in his train (seeSuppl.)^

To the ON. Oshi oughtby rightsto correspondan OHG. Wunsco,

Wunscjo,(weak deck),which I am not able to produce even as a

man's name (seeSuppl.).^A ]\IHG. Wtinsche cannot be proved

1 In many placesit is doubtful,whetlier tlie poet meant icish or Wish. In

Wolfram and Gotfiied, who abstain from distinct personification,I always
preferthe abstract interpretation,while Hartmann admits of both by turn's.

When we read in Parz. 102, 30 : si was gar ob dem wunsches zil (over wish's

goal,beyond all that one could wish),the phraseborders close upon the above-

quoted,_'si ist des Wunsches hustez zil (thehighest that Wish ever created)' ;

and it is but a step from ' mines wunschesparadis,' MS. 2, 126% to ' des

Wunsches paradis' or
'
ouwe '. So, ' da ist wunsch, und niender breste (hereis

one's wish, and nothingwanting),'MS. 1, SS'' = 'der Wunsch liez im niht

gebrechen,'W. left him nothing lacking(seeSuppl.).
2 The Germ, an-wiinschen verballytranslates the Lat. ad-opto." Trans.

3 Tluit Wish was personified,and very boldly,by the christian poets,is

abundantlyproved, lliat he was ever believed in as a person, even in heathen

times,is,to my Ihinldiig,far from clear. I believe some German scholars

regardthe notion as littlebetter than a mare's nest. " Trans.
"* The name does occur later : Johannes dictus de ( = der) Wunsch, Ch.

ann. 1324 (Neue mittli. des thiir.vereius I. 4,()5),In the Oberhess. wochen-

blatt,Marburg 1830,p. 420, I read of a Joh. Wunsch who is probablyalive at

this moment.
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from Troj.3154. 7569. 19620. 19726 (Straszb.MS.),both the metre

and the stronggen. in -es forbidding.But the whole idea may in

the earliest times have taken far stronger root in South Germany
than in Scandinavia,since the Edda tells next to nothingof Oski,

while our poetry as late as the ] 5th century has so much to say of

Wunsch. That it was not foreignto the North either,is plainly

proved by the Oshmcyjar = Wunschdfrauen,wish-women; by the

Oskasteinn,a philosopher'sstone connected with our Wunschelrute,

wishing-rod,and Mercury'sstaff;by Oskabyrr,MHG. Wunschivint,

fair wind ; by Oshabiorn,wish-bear, a sea-monster ; all of which

will be discussed more fullyby and by. A fem. proper name Osk

occurs in a few places; what if the unaccountable Oskopnir,Saem.

188% were reallyto be explainedas Osk-opnir? Opnir,Ofnir,we

know, are epithetsof OSinn. Both word and meaningseem to grow

in relevancyto our mythology
,
it is a stumbling-blockindeed,that

the AS. remains furnish no contribution, even the simple wusc

(optio,votum) seeming to be rare, and only wyscan (optare)in

common use ; yet among the mythic heroes of Deira we meet with

a WiXscfred,lord of Wish as it were ; and to the Anglo-Saxons too

this beingmay have merely become extinct,though previouslywell

known (seeSuppl.).
But to make up for it,their oldest poetryis stilldimly conscious

of another name of Wuotan, which again the Edda only mentions

cursorily,though in Ssem. 46^ it speaks of Oski and Omi in a

breath,and in 91^ uses Omi once more for OSinn. Now this Omi

stands related to omr, sonus, fragor,as the AS. woma to wom,

clamor, sonitus ; I have quoted instances in Andr. and El. pp. xxx,

xxxi,to which may now be added from the Cod. exon. : heofonwoma

52, 18. 62, 10 ; dtegredwoma 179, 24; hHdewoma 250, 32. 282, 15 ;

wiges woma 277, 5 ; wintres woma 292, 22 : in this last,the mean-ing

of hiemis impetus,fragor,furor,is self-evident,and we see

ourselves led up to the thought which antiquityconnected with

Wuotan himself : out of this livinggod were evolved the abstrac-tions

wuot (furor),wunsch (ideal),woma (impetus,fragor).The

graciousand grace-bestowinggod was at other times caUed the

stormful,the terror-striking,who sends a thrill through nature;

even so the ON. has both an Yggr standingfor OSinn, and an yggr

for terror. The AS. woma is no longerfound as Woma ; in OHG.

wuomo and Wuomo are alike unknown. Thorpe renders the
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' heofonwoman ' above in a local sense by 'heaven's corners,'I doubt

if correctly; in both the passages coeli fragoresare meant. We

may liowever imagine Onii,Woma as an air-god,like the Hindu

Indras,whose rush is heard in the sky at break of day,in the din

of battle,and the tramp of the ' furious host ' (seeSuppl.).

Preciselyas the souls of slain warriors arrive at Indra's heaven,^
the victory-dispensinggod of our ancestors takes up the heroes

that fall in fight,into his fellowship,into his army, into his

heavenly dwelling. Probably it has been the belief of all good

men, tliat after death they would be admitted to a closer com-munion

witli deity. Dying is therefore,even accordingto the

christian view, called goiuffto God, turninghome to God : in AS.

metodsceaftseon, Beow. 2360. Ca?dm. 104,31. Or seeking,visiting
God: OS. god suokian,Hel. 174:,26; fadar suohion,Hel. 143, 23;

ujjodashem,lioht odar,sinlif,godesriki siLokian,Hel. 85, 21. 17, 17.

63, 14. 137, 16. 176, 5. In a like sense the Thracians,ace. to

Herodotus 4, 94, said levat irapa ZdX/jio^iv(Fe/SeXei^Lv)Smfiova,
which Zalmoxis or Zamolxes is held by Jornandes to be a deified

king of the Goths (Getae). In the Novth,faring to Offinn,being
guest with Offinn,visitingOffinn,meant simply to die,Fornald.

sog. 1, 118. 422-3. 2, 366. and was synonymous with faringto

Valholl,beingguest at Valholl,ib. 1, 106. Among the christians,
these were turned into curses : far p4 til O"ins ! Offins eigiJ?ik!

may OSin's have thee (seeSuppl). Here is shown the inversion

of the kindly being,with whom one fain would dwell,into an

evil one,2whose abode inspiresfear and dread. Further on, we shall

exhibit more in detail the way in which Wuotan was pictured
drivingthroughthe air at the head of the ' furious (wtitende)host '

named after him. Valholl (aulaoptionis)and Valkyrjaobviously

express the notion of wish and choice (Germ,wahl, Scotch wale).

Of the peculiaritiesof figureand outward appearance of this

god,which are brought out in such bold relief in the northern

1 Bopp'sNalas,p. 264.
2 So Wuotan's name of itself degeneratesinto the sense of hwy (wut)and

anger ; the Edda has instances of it. In revenge he pricked Brynhild with
the sleei)ing-thorn,S:em. 194% and she says : OSinn ])\\veldr,er ek eigi
nmttak bregSa bhmnstofom. He breeds enmit5 ând strife : einn vehh- OSinn
ollu bolvi,jpviatmeSsifjungomsakrunar bar,S;cm. 165''. ininiicitiasOthinus

serit,Sa.\o gram. p. 142, as christians say of the devil,that he sows the seeds
of discord, gremiOCins,Sa^m. 151^ (seeSuppl.).

le
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myths, I have found but few traces left among us in Germany,
The Norse OSinn is one-eyed,he wears a hroad hat and wide mantle:

Grimnir 1 feldi hldm, blue cloak, Stem. 40. 1 hekhi grmnni ok

hldm hrokum, green cloak and blue breeks, Fornald. sog. 1, 324.

heldumaffr,cloaked man, 1, 325. When he desired to drink of

Mimi's fountain,he was obligedto leave one of his eyes in pawn,

Sfem. 4% Sn. 15.^ In Saxo,p. 12, he a.^-pearsas cprcndaevus,altera

orhus oculo ; p. 37, armipotens,uno semper contentus ocello ; p. 138,

sencx ortus ocidis,hispidoamictu. So in the Sagas: kom ]?armaSr

gamall,miok orSspakr,einsynnok aatgdapr,ok hafSi hatt siSan ;

there came an old man, very word-wise,one-eyed and sad-eyed,

and had a wide hat, Fornm. sog. 2, 138. hann hafir liekluflekkdtta

yfirser, sa maSr var berfcettr ok hafSi knyttlinbrokum at beini,hann

var har miok (veryhigh),ok eldiligrok einsynn,Fornald. sog. 1,120.

]9akom maSr 1 bardagann meS sid'an hatt ok heldu Ud^ hann hafSi

eitt avga, ok geir(spear)i hendi, ib. 1, 145. J^ettamun Odinn

gamli verit hafa, ok at visu var maSrinn einspnn,ib. 1, 95. sa

hann mann mikinn meS si"im hetti,ib. 5,250. meS hctti Hangatyss

ganga, cum cidari Odiniana incedere,Vigagl.saga, p. 168. Othinus,

OS inleo,ne cultu proderetur,ohnubens,Saxo Gram. 44. An Eddie

song alreadynames him Siffhottr,broad-hatted,Saem. 46^ and one

saga merely Hottr, hatted, Fornald. sog. 2, 25-6 ; conf. Mlillers

sagabibl.3, 142. Were it not for the name given him in the

Grimnismal, I should have supposed it was the intention of the

christians to degrade the old god by mean clothing,or else that,

wrapt in his mantle, he was trying to conceal himself from

christians. Have we a right here to bring in the pileatiof

Jornandes ? A saga in Saxo, p. 12,tells prettily,how the Mind old

god takes up a proteg în his cloak,and carries him throughthe air,

but Hading,peeping through a hole in the garment, observes that

the horse is steppingover the sea-waves. As for that heklumad'r

of the hat with its rim turned up, he is our Hakolberend at the

head of the wild host,who can at once be turned into a Gothic

^ Conf. Tritas in the fountain, Kulin in Hofer 1, 290. Ace. to the

popiilarreligion,you must not look into running water, because you look m"o

God's eye, Tol)ler's Appenzel p. 369'' ; neither must you pointat the stars with

your fingers,for fear of stickingthem into the angels'eyes.
2 There is a Swed. miirchen of Greymantle(grakappan),Molbech 14, who,

like Mary in German tales,takes one up to heaven and forbids the openingof a

lock,Kinderm. 3, 407.
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Ilahdahairands, now that hakuls for (f)e\6vr]"iis found in 2 Tim.

iv. 13. " Swedish folk-tales pictureOdin as bald-headed,Iduna 10,

231. In the ancient poetry he is Harharffr,Sidgrani,Sidskcggr,
all in allusion to his thick growth of hair and beard. The name

Eedbeard I have elsewhere understood of Thor, but in Fornald.

sog. 2,239 " 257 the Grani and Rau"grani are expresslyOSinn (see

Suppl.).
The Norse myth arms OSinn with a wonderful S'pcar (geir),

GiXngnirby name, Stem. 196. Sn. 72 ; which I put on a par with

the lance or sword of Mars, not the staff of Mercury. Sigmund's
sword breaks,when he hacks at OSinn's spear, Vols, saga cap. 11,

lie lends this spear to heroes to win victories with, Ssem. 165. A

remarkable passage in the Fornm. sog. 5, 250 says : seldi honum

reyrspiota(gavehim the reeden spear)t hond, ok baS hann skiota

honum yfirliS Styrbiarnar,ok )?atskyldihann ma^la : 05in a ySr

alia ! All the enemies over whom the spear he shoots shall fly,are

doomed to death, and the shooter obtains the victory. So too the

Eyrbyggja saga p. 228 : }?askaut Stein];6rrspiotiat fornom si" til

heilla ser yfirflock Snorra ; where, it is true, nothingis said of the

spear launched over the enemy beingthe god's. Saim. 5% of OSinn

himself : fieigSiok 1 folk um skaut (seeSuppl.).
To the god of victoryare attached two ivolves and two ravens,

which, as combative courageous animals, follow the fight,and

pounce upon the fallen corpses, Andr. and El. xxvi. xxvii. The

wolves are named Gcri and FrcJci,Sn. 42 ; and so late as in Hans

Sachs (i.5,499),we read in a schwank, that the Lord God has chosen

wolves for his hounds, that they are his cattle. The two ravens are

Hvginn and Muninn, from hugr (animus,cogitatio)and munr

(mens); they are not only brave,but cunning and wise,they sit on

the shoidders of OSinn, and whisper in his ear whatever they see

and hear,Sa^m. 42'' 88^ Sn. 42. 56. 322. To the Greek Apollotoo

the wolfand raven were sacred ;^his messenger the raven informed

him when Koronis was unfaithful,and Aristeas accompanied him

as a raven, Herod. 4, 15 ; a raven is perched aloft on the mantle of

Mithras the sun-god. The Gospels representthe Holy Ghost as a

^ In Marc. Cap. 1, 11, the words: 'augiiralesvero alitcs ante curriini

Delio coiistiterunt,are transl. by Notker 37 : to warcn garo ze Apollinisreito
sine wizegfogela,ralena unde albisze. To Ot5inn hawks are sometimes given
instead of ravens : OtJins haukar Saem. 167^.
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dove descendingupon Christ at his baptism,Lu. 3, 22, and resting

upon him, ejxeivev ctt' avrov, mansit super eum, John 1, 32 : 'in

Krist er sih gisidalta,'says 0. i. 25, 24; but Hel. 30, 1 of the

dove : sat im icppan uses drohtines ahslu (ourLord's shoulder).Is

this an echo of heathen thoughts? None of the Fathers have this

circumstance, but in the Mid. Ages there is talk enough about

doves restingon shoulders ;^ and the dove, though frequently

contrasted with the raven (which,like the wolf, the christians

appliedto the Evil one),may nevertheless be put in the placeof

it. Oswald's raveii flies to his shoulder and arm, 749. 942.

Oswald talks to it,95-6, and kneels before it,854. Conf. Ziugerle,

Oswalt p. 67 (seeSuppl.).^

Now under that figureof the bearded old man, Wuotan is

apparentlyto be regardedas a water-spriteor water-god,answering

well to the Latin name of Mptunus which some of the earlier

writers put upon him (p.122). In OK he is Hnikar, Hnihuffr,

Mkarr, Nilcuz,and the hesitation between the two forms which in

Sn. 3 are expresslymade optional" ' Nikarr e"a (or)Nikuz
'

" may

arise from the diversityof old dialects. Nikarr correspondsto the

AS. Nicor, and Nikuz to OHG. Nichus ;
the initial Hn seems to

be ON. alone. On these I shall have more to say, when treating

of water-sprites(seeSuppl.)"
Another epithetof OSinn is equally

1 Gregor.Nyssen. encom. Ei)hraemirelates,that when Basil the Great was

preaching,Ephraem saw on his rujliishoulder a ^vhite dove,which put words of

wisdom in his mouth. Of Gregory the Great Ave read in Pauh Diac, vita p.

14, that when he was expounding the hist vision of Ezekiel,a xuhite dove sat

u'pon his head,and now and then put its beak in his mouth, at which times he,

the writer,got nothing for his stvlus to put down ; conf. the narrative of a

poet of the 12th cent.,Hoffm. fundgr.2, 229 ; also Myst. 1. p. 226-7. Augus-tine
and Thomas Aquinas are portrayedwith a white dove perchedon their

shoulders or hoveringover their heads. A nursery-tale(Kinderm. no. 33) makes

two doves settle on the pope'sshoulder,and tell him in his ear all that he has to

do. A white dove descends singingon the head of St. Devy, and instructs him,
Buhez santez Nonn. Paris 1837, p"117. And on other occasions the dove flies

down to make known the will of heaven. No one will trace the story of

Wuotan's ravens to these doves, stillthe coincidence is striking(seeSuppl.l
- There are said to have been found lately,in Denmark and Sweden,

representationsof Odin, which,if some rather strange reportsare well-founded,

ought to be made known without delay. A ploughman at Boeslund in Zealand

turned up two golden urns filled with ashes ; on the lids is carved Odin,

standingup, with two ravens on his shoulders,and the two wolves at his feet ;

Kunstbl. 1843, no. 19, p. 80^. Gold coins also were discovered near the

villageof Gomminga in Oeland, one of which representsOdin with the ravens

on hisshoulder ; the reverse has ruues
,
Kunstbl. 1844, no. 13, p. 52".
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noticeable for its double form : Bijii"leSa Bijlindi,Sn. 3 ; Sicm.

46'' has Biblindi. As bif (Germ,beben) signifiesmotus, aer, aqua,

the quaking element, and the AS. \vSq is lenis,OHG. lindi,ON.

linr (forlinnr); an AS. BifliSe,BeofliSe,OHG. Pepalindi,mightbe

suggestedby the soft movement of the air,a very apt name for tlie

all-penetratinggod; but these forms, if they gave rise to the Norse

term, are no longerfound in AS. or OHG. Wuotan's dominion

both over the air and over the water explains,how it is that he

walks on the waves, and comes rushing on the gale." It is 05inn

that sends wind to the ships,Fornm. sog. 2, 16, hence a goodsail-ing

wind is called oshahjrr,Ssem. 16o^,i.c^Oskahyrr; \"yrvis from

byrja,OHG. purran, to rise,be lifted up. It is in strikingaccord

with this,that the MHG. poets use wunschivint in the same sense ;

Hartmann says, Greg.615 :

Do sande in (tothem) der slieze Krist

den vil rehten wunschwint (seeSuppl.)

But other attributes of Wuotan point more to Hermes and

Apollo. He resembles the latter,in as much as from him proceed

contagiousdiseases and their cure ; any severe illness is the stroke

of God, and Apollo'sarrows scatter ])estilence.The Gauls also

imagined that Apollo drove away diseases (Apollinem morbos

depellere,Caes. B. G. 6, 17); and Wodan's magic alone can cure

Balder's lamed horse. The raven on the god'sshoulder exactlyfits

Apollo,and stillmore plainlythe circumstance that OSinn invented

the poeticart,and Saga is his divine daughter,justas the Greek

Muses, though daughtersof Zeus, are under Apollo'sprotection,
and in his train." On the other hand, writing and the alphabet

were not invented by Apollo,but by Hermes. Tlie Egyptianpriests

placed Hermes at the head of all inventions (lamblich.de myst.

Aegypt. 8, 1),and Theuth or Thoth is said to have first discovered

letters (Plato'sPhaedr. 1, 96, Bekker)
,
while,ace. to Hygin. fab.

143, Hermes learnt them by watchingthe flightof cranes. In tbe

AS. dialoguebetween Saturn and Solomon, we read (Thorpe'sanal,

p. 100): 'saga me, hwa aerost bocstafas sette?' 'ic the secge,

Mercurius se gyqcmd'. Another dialogue,entitled Adrian and

Epictus(MS. Brit. mus. Arund. no. 351. fol.39)asks: 'quisprimus

fecit literas ? ' and answers
' Seitli,"which is either a corruptionof

Theuth, or the Scth of the Bible. Just so the Eddie Palnatals ]?attr

seems to ascribe the first teachingof runes to OSinn, if we may so
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interpretthe words : nam ec uj'ip riXnar,Ssem. 28^ JjserofreS,Jjfer

ofreist,]?aGrofhiigSiHroptr,i.e.,them OSinn read out, cut out,

thought out, Srem. 195^ Also Snorri,Yngl. cap. 7 : allar J^essar
idrottir kendi hann meS rlXnum ok lio"um. Hincmar of Eheims

attributes to Mercury the invention of dice-playing: sicut istiqui
de denariis quasijocaridicuntur,quod omnino diabolicum est,et,

sicut legimus,primum cliahohis hoc per Mercuriuw prodidit,unde

et Mercurius inventor illiusdicitur,1, 656. Conf. Schol. to Odyss.

23, 198, and MS. 2, 124^ : der tiuvel schuof das wiirfelspil.Our

folk-tales know something about this,theyalways make the devil

play at cards,and entice others to play (seeSuppl.).^When to this

we add, that the wishing-rod,i.e..Wish's staff,recals Mercury's

caduceus,and the wish-wives,t.e.,osknieyjar,valkyrior,the occupa-tion

of the Psychopompos ; we may fairlyrecognisean echo of the

Gallic^ or Germanic ]\lercuryin the epithetTrismcgistos(Lactantius
i. 6, 3. vi, 25, 10. ter maximus Hermes in Ausonius),which later

poets, Romance and German, in the 12tli and 13th centuries^

transferred to a Saracen deity Termagant Tervcigan,Tervigant,

Terviant. Moreover, when Hermes and Mercury are described as

dator bonorum, and the Slavs again call the same god Dobro-pan

(p.130, note),as if mercis domains ; it is worth noticing,that the

Misnere Amgb. 42% in enumerating all the planets,singlesout

Mercury to invoke in the words : jSTu hilf mir, daz mir s^lde

wache! schin er mir ze geliicke,noch so kum ich wider uf der

sselden phat (pfad). Just so I find Odin invoked in Swedish popu-lar

songs : Hielp nu, Oden Asagrim ! Svenska fornsangor1, 11.

hielpmig Othin ! 1, 69. To this god first and foremost the people
turned when in distress ; I suppose he is called Asagrim,because

amons the Ases he bore the name of Grimnir ?

^ Eeuscli,sagen des preiiss. Samlands, no. 11. 29.

2 In the Old British mythology there appears a Gwydion ah Don, G. son of

Don, whom Davies (Celticresearches pp. 168, 174. Brit. myth. p. 118,204,263-4,

353, 429, 504, 541) identities with Hermes ; he invented Avriting,practised
magic,and Inult the rainbow ; the milky way was named caer Gwydion, G.'s

castle (Owen, sub v.). The British antiquariessay nothing of Woden, yet

Gwydion seems near of kin to the above Givodan = Wodan. So the Irish

name for dies Mercurii,dia Geden,whether modelled on the Engl. Wednesday
or not, leads lis to the form Goden, Gwoden (seeSuppl.).

3 Even nursery-talesof the presenttime speak of a groszmachtigeMercurius,
Kinderm. no. 99. 2, 86.

"* This Termagan, Termagant occurs especiallyin 0. Engl,poems, and may

have to do with tlie Irish tormac augmentum, tormacaim augere.
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It is therefore not without significance,that also the ivanderings
of the Herald of gods among men, in whose hovels he now and

then takes up his lodging,are parallelledespeciallyby those of

Offinn and Hcenir, or, in christian guise,of God and St. Pdcr.

Our olden times tell of Wuotan's wanderings,his waggon, his

way, his retinue (duce ]\Iercurio,p. 128)." We know that in the

very earliest ages the seven stars forming the Bear in the northern

sky were thoughtof as a four-wheeled waggon, itspolebeingformed

by the three stars that hang downwards :

"ApKTov6\ rjv Koi d/jia^av i7rii{\i](nvKoXeovaiv. II, 18, 487.

Od. 5, 273. So in OHG. glosses: ursa ivagen, Jun. 304 ; in MHG.

himclwagcn,Walth. 54, 3.^ hcrwagen Wackern. lb. 1. 772, 26.

The clearest explanationis givenby Notker cap. 64 : Selbiu ursa

ist pi demo norde mannelichemo zeichenhaftiu fone dien siben

glatensternon, die aller der liut wagc7i heizet,unde nah einemo

gloccunjoclieĝescafiensint,unde ebenmichel sint,ane (except)
des mittelosten. The Anglo-Saxonscalled the constellation wmnes

Jyisl(waggon'sthill,pole),or simply pisl,but carles wccn also is

quoted in Lye, the Engl, charles wain, Dan. karlsvogn,Swed.

harlwagn. Is carl here equivalentto lord,as we have herrenwagen
in the same sense ? or is it a transference to the famous king of

christian legend? But, what concerns us here,the constellation

appears to have borne in heathen times the full name of Wtwkmes

ivagan, after the highestgod of heaven. The Dutch languagehas
evidence of this in a MS. of as late as 1470 : ende de poeten in

heure fablen heetend (theconstell.)ourse, dat is te segghene
Woenswaghcn. And elsewhere : dar dit teekin Arcturus, dat wy

heeten Woonswaghcn,up staet ; het sevenstarre ofde Wocnswaglicn;
conf. Huydec. proeven 1, 24. I have nowhere met with plaustrum

Mercurii,nor with an ON. OSins vagn ; only vagn d himnum.

It is a question,whether the greatopen highway in heaven " to

which people long attached a peculiarsense of sacredness,and

perhapsallowed this to eclipsethe older fancyof a
' milky way

'

(caerGwydion, p. 150)" was not in some districts called Wuotancs

luec or strdza.(way or street).Wodcncsurg,as the name of a place,
stood its ground in Lower Saxony,in the case of a villagenear

Magdeburg, Ch. ad ann. 973 in Zeitschr. fiir archivk. 2, 349 ; an

1 Septentrion,que nos char d del apelon; Roman de Eon.
2 Crossbeam,such as bells (glocken)are suspendedon; conf. ans, as, p. 125.
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older doc. of 937 is said to have Watancsweg (conf.Wiggert in the

Neu. mitth. des thiir.vereins VI. 2, 22). praedium in Wocleneswegc,

Dietm. Merseb. 2,14 p. 750. Annal. Saxo 272. Johannes de Wden-

sivege, Heinricus de Wodcnsiveghe(Lenz.)Brandenb. urk. p. 74

(anno 1273),161 (anno 1301). later, Wutenswege,GodenscMvege,

Gutensivegen,conf. Ledebur n. arch. 2, 165, 170. Gero ex familia

Wodcnswcgiorum.,Ann. Magdeb. in chron. Marienthal. Meibom 3,

263. I would mention here the lustration der Iwningesstratc,EA.

69 ; in the Uplandslag vidherb, balkr 23, 7 the highway is called

harlsveg,like the heavenlywain above. But we shall have to raise

a doubt by and by,whether the notion of way, via,is contained at

all in Wodensweg.

Plainer,and more to the purpose, appear the names of certain

mountains, which in heathen times were sacred to the service of

the god. At Sigt^shergi,Ssem. 248^ Othenshcrg,now Onsherg,

on the Danish I. of Samsoe ; Odeoishergin Schonen. Godesberg

near Bonn, in docs, of Mid. Ages Gudenesberg,Glinther 1,211 (anno

1131),1, 274 (anno 1143),2, 345 (anno 1265) ; and before that,

Wodenesberg,Lacomblet 97. 117, annis 947, 974 So early as m

Caesarius heisterb. 8, 46 the two forms are put together: Gudins-

b'ergvel,ut alii dicunt,Wudinsberg. Near the holy oak in Hesse,

which Boniface brought down, there stood a Witodenesberg,still so

named in a doc. of 1154 (Schminke beschr, von Cassel,p. 30, conf.

Wenk 3, 79),later Vdenesberg,Gudensberg; this hill is not to be

confounded with Gudensberg by Erkshausen, district Eotenburg

(Niederhess.wochenbl. 1830, p. 1296),nor with a Gudcnbcrgby

Oberelsungenand Zierenberg(ib.p. 1219. Eommel 2, 64. Guden-

hurgby Landau, p. 212); so that three mountains of this name

occur in Lower Hesse alone ; conf. ' montem Vodinberg,cum silva

eidem monti attinente,'doc. of 1265 in Wenk II, no. 174. In a

different neighbourhood,a Henricus comes de Wodenesbergis named

in a doc. of 1130, Wedekind's notes 1, 367 ; acurtis Wddcnesbergin

a doc. of 973, Falke tradit. corb. 534. Gotansberg(anno 1275),

Langs reg. 3, 471 : vineas duas gotansbcrgevocatas. Mabillon's

acta Bened. sec. 5,p. 208 contain the following: ' in loco ubi mons

quem dicunt Wonesberth (1.Wdnesberch = Wodanesberg) a radicibus

astra petit,'said to be situate in pagus Gandavensis, but more cor-rectly

Mt. Ardenghen between Boulogne and St. Omer. Comes

Wadanimontis, aft.Vaudemont in Lorraine (Don Cahnet, tome 2,
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preiives XLVIII. L.),seems to be the same, and to mean Wodarii-

mons} A Wodnes heorgin the Sax. Chron. (Ingram pp. 27. 62),

later Wodnesboroiigli,Wanshorough in Wiltshire ; the corruption

alreadyin Ethelwerd p. 835 :
' facta ruina magna ex utraque parte

in loco qui dicitur Wodnesbyrg' for Wodnesberg; but Florence,ed.

1592, p. 225, has ' Wodncsbeorh,id est mons Wodeni '.^ A Wodnes-

heorgin Lappenberg'smap near the Bearucwudu, conf. Wodncsbiiry,
Wodnesdyke,Wddanesfddin Lappenb. engl.gesch.1,131. 258. 354.

To this we must add, that about the Hessian Gudensberg the story

goes that King Charles liesprisonedin it,that he there won a victory
over the Saxons, and opened a well in the wood for his thirsting
army, but he will yet come forth of the mountain, he and his host,

at the appointedtime. The mythus of a victorious army piningfor

water is alreadyappliedto King Carl by the Frankish annalists

(Pertz1, 150. 348),at "the very moment when they bringout the

destruction of the Irminsul ; but lieyonda doubt it is older and

heathen: Saxo Gram. 42 has it of the victorious Balder. The agree-ment
of such legendswith fixed pointsin the ancient cultus can-not

but heightenand confirm their significance.A peoplewhose
faith is fallingto pieces,will save here and there a fragment of

it,by fixingit on a new and unpersecutedobjectof veneration.

After such numerous instances of ancient Woden-hills,one need

not be afraid to claim a mo7is Mercurii when mentioned in Latin

annalists,such as Fredegar.
Other names occur, besides those of mountains. The brevi-

arium Lulli,in Wenk II. no. 12, names a place in Thuringia:
'in Wudancs/msun,'and again Wotencshusun (conf.Schannat no.

84. 105); in Oldenburg there is a Wodensholt,now Godensholt,
cited in a land-book of 1428, Ehrentraut Fries, arch. 1, 445 :

' to

Wodensholte Tideke Tammen gut x schillinge'

; Wothenower (W6-
denover ?),seat of a Brandenburgfamily,Hofers urk. p. 270, anno

1334 ; not far from Bergen op Zoom and the Scheldt,towards Ant-werp,

stands to this day a Woensdrccht,as if Wodani trajectum.
Wocnsd = Wodenssele, Wodani aula,lies near Eindhoven on the

1 "VVe know of Graisivaudan,a valleynear Grenoble in Dauphine, for
"which the Titurel has Graswaldane ; but there is no around for connecting it
with the god.

"

- Our present -borough,-burj-,stands both correctlyfor hurh,byrig,castle,
town (Germ, burg),and incorrectlyfor the lost beorg,beorh,mountain (Germ,
berg)."Trans.

i/. . v
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Dommel in N. Brabant ; a remarkable passage on it in Gramaye's
Taxandria,p. 23, was pointedout to me by J. W. Wolf: Imo

ampliussupersunt aperte Cymbricorum deorum pagisaliquot,ubi

forte culti erant, indita nomina, nominatim Mercurii in Woensel,

honoris in JSersel,-Martis in Roysel. Uti enim Woen Mercurium

eis dictum alias docui,et eer lionorem esse omnes sciunt,ita Roy
Martem a colore sanguineocognominatum ostendunt illiquitertiam

hebdomadis feriam Eoydach indigitant In due time I shall

speak of Eersel and Eoysel,which lie in the neighbourhoodof

Woensel, and all of them in the N. Brabant district of Oirschot.

This Woensel is like the OSinssalr, Othansale, Onsala named on

p. 158. Wunstorp,Wunsdorf, a convent and small town in Lower

Saxony, stands unmutilated as Wodcnstorpin a doc of 1179, Ealke

tradit. corb. 770. Near Windbergen in the Ditmar country, an

open space in a wood bears the name of Wodcnslag,Wonslag. Near

Hadersleben in Schleswig are the villagesof Wonsbcke, Wonski,

Woyc7isformerlyWodensycn, An AS. doc. of 862 (Kemble 2,73)

contains in a boundary-settlementthe name Wonstoc = Wodencsstoc,

Wodani stipes,and at the same time betraysthe influence of tlie

god on ancient delimitation. Wuotan, Hermes, Mercury,all seem

to be divinities of measurement and demarcation ; conf. Woedcns-

spanne, Woenslct, p. 160 (seeSuppl.).

As these names, denotingthe waggon and the mountain of the

old god,have survived chieflyin Lower Germany, where heathenism

maintained itselflongest; a remarkable custom of the peoplein

Lower Saxony at harvest-time pointsthe same way. It is usual to

leave a clump of standingcorn in afield to Woden for his horse.

OSinn in the Edda rides the eight-footedsteed Sleipnir,the best of

all horses,Sffim. 46=^ 93^. Sn. 18. 45. Q"5. Bleipnisver"r (food)is a

poeticname for hay,Yngl.saga cap. 21 : other sagas speak of a

tall white hm^se,by which the god of victorymight be recognisedin

battles (seeSuppl.).Christianityhas not entirelyrooted out the

harmless practicefor the Norse any more than for the Saxon

peasant. In Schonen and Blekingen it continued for a longtime

to be the custom for reapers to leave on the field a giftfor Odens

horses} The usage in Mecklenburg is thus described by Gryse :

1 Geyers schwed. gesch.1, 110. orig.1, 123. In the Hogmmssocken,

Oeland,are some largestones named Odi7is fiisor,Odini lamellae,of which the
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Ja, im heidendom hebbeii tor tid der arne (at harvest-tide)de

meiers (mowers) dem afgade Woden umme god korn angeropen

(invokedfor good corn),denn wenn de roggenarne geendet,heft

men up den lesten platzeins idem (each)veldes einen kleinen ord

unde humpel korns unafgemeietstan laten,datslilve baven (b'oben,

a-b'ove)an den aren drevoldigento samende geschortet,unde

besprenget(earsfestooned togetherthree times, and sprinkled).

Alle meiers sin darumme her getreden,c?'C hade (theirhats)vam

Tcoppegenamcn (v.supra, p. 32), unde ere seisen (scythes)na der

siilven wode [mode ?]unde geschrenke(encircling)dem kornbusehe

upgerichet,nnd hebben den WodendiXvel dremal sempliklud averall

also angeropen unde gebeden:

^Yodc,hale (fetch)dincm rossc nu voder,

nu distilunde dorn,

tom andern jar beter korn !

welker afgodischergebruk im Pawestom gebleven.Daher denn ok

noch an dissen orden dar heiden gewanet, bi etliken ackerliiden

(-leuteu,men) solker avergelovischergebruk in anropinge des

Woden tor tid der arne gesporetwerd, und ok oft desiilve helsche

jcger(thesame hellish hunter),sonderliken im winter,des nachtes

up dem velde mit sinen jagethundensik horen let.^

David Franck (Meklenb.1,56-7),who has heard the same from

old people,quotes the rhyme thus :

story is told,that Odin, in turninghis horse out to graze, took the hit off him

and laid it on a huge block of stone ; the weight of the bit sjijlittlie stone into

two pieces,which were set upriglitas a memorial. Another story is,that Oden

was about to tightan adversary,and knew not where to tiehis horse up. In

the hurry he ran to the stone,piercedit with his sword,and tied his horse fast

through the hole. But the horse broke loose,the stone burst in piecesand

rolled away, and from this arose the deep bog named Hogrumstrask ; people
have tied polestogether,but never could reach the bottom. Abrah. Ahkpiist,
Oelands historia,Calmar 1822. 1,37. 2, 212. There is a pictureof the stones

in Liliengrenoch Brimius,no. xviii. In the Hcigbysockenof Oeland is also a

smooth block of granitenamed Odinssten,on which,ace. to the folk-tale,the

warriors of old,when marching to battle,used to whet their swords ; Ahl-

quist2,79. These legends confirm the specialimportanceof Odin's horse in

his mythus. Verelii notae on the Gautrekssagap. 40 quote from the Clavis

computi runici :
' Odin heter hesta srna i lielgbunden,'which I do not (juite

understand. In the Fornm. sog. 9, 55-G OSinn has his horse shod at a black-smith's,

and rides away by enormous leapsto Sweden, where a war breaks out

(seeSuppl.).
^ Spegeldes antichristischen pawestdoms(popery),dorch Nicolaum Grysen,

predigem in Rostock,Eost. 1593. 4,sheet E iiii''. With the verses cited by
him, conf. the formula in weisthiimer : Let it lie fallow one year, and bear

thistleand thorn the next.
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Wode, Wode,

hal dinen rosse nu voder,

nu distel un dorn,

acliterjarbeter korn !

He adds, that at tliesquires'mansions, when the rye is all cut,

there is Wodel-hccr served out to the mowers ; no one weeds flax

on a Wodenstag,lest Woden's horse should tramplethe seeds ; from

Christmas to Twelfth-daytheywill not spin,nor leave any flax on

the distaff,and to the questionwhy ? theyanswer, Wode is galloping
across. We are expresslytold,this wild hunter Wode xidiQS,a tuhite

Jwrse} Near Siituna in Yestergotlandare some fine meadows

called Onsdngarne (Odens angar, ings),in which the god'shorses

are said to have grazed,Afzelius 1,4. In S. Germany they tell of

the lord of the castle'sgrazinggray (orwhite),Mone anz. 3,259 ; v.

infra,the ' wutende heer'. I have been told,that in the neigh-bourhood

of Kloppenburg in Oldenburg,the harvesters leave a

bunch of corn-stalks uncut on the field,and dance round it. There

may be a rhyme sung over it still,no doubt there was formerly.

A custom in Schaumburg I find thus described :^ the peoplego
out to mow in partiesof twelve,sixteen or twenty scythes,but it is

so managed, that on the last day of harvest they all finish at the

same time,or some leave a stripstandingwhich they can cut down

at a stroke the last thing,or they merely pass their scythesover

the stubble,pretendingthere is stillsome left to mow. At the last

stroke of the scythethey raise their implements aloft,plantthem

upright,and beat the blades three times with the strop. Each

spillson the field a littleof the drink he has,whether beer,brandy,

or milk,then drinks himself,while they wave their hats,beat their

scythesthree times, and cry aloud Wold, Wold, Wold ! and the

women knock all the crumbs out of their baskets on the stubble.

They march home shoutingand singing. Fiftyyears ago a song

was in use, which has now died out, but whose first stropheran

thus :

Wold, W6ld, W6ld!

havenhiine weit wat schiit,

jiimm hei dal van haven siit.

1 Mussaus meklenb. volkssagenno. 5 ; in Liscli meklenb. jahrb.2, 133 it

is speltWavxl,and a note is made, that on the Elbe they say //it'iWod, i.e.

froho,lord ; conf. infra,fru Gane and fru Gaiiden in the ' wutende heer ',
* By Miinchhaiisen in Bragur VI. 1,21 " 34.
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Vulle kruken un sangen hat liei,

upen holte wiisst (grows)manigerlei:

lieiis nigbarn un wert nigold.

Wdld, ivdld,Wdld!

If the ceremony be omitted,the next year will bringbad crops of

hay and corn.

Probably,beside the libation,there was corn left standingfor the

venerated being,as the fourth line gives us to understand :
' full

crocks and shocks hath he '

; and the second strophemay have

brought in his horse. ' Heaven's giantknows wiiat happens,ever

he down from heaven sees,'accords with the old belief in

Wuotan's chair (p.135); the sixth line touches off the god that

' ne'er is born and ne'er grows old ' almost too theosophically.

Wold, though excused by the rhyme, seems a corruptionof Wod,

Wode^ rather than a contraction from waldand (v.supra, p. 21).
A Schaumburg man jDronouncedthe name to me as Waudcn, and

related as follows : On the lake of Steinhude, the lads from the

villageof Steinhude go every autumn after harvest,to a hill named

Heidenhligel,lighta fire on it,and when it blazes high,wave their

hats and cry Waiiden, Waudcn ! (seeSuppl.).
Such customs reveal to us the generosityof the olden time.

Man has no wish to keep all his increase to himself ; he gratefully
leaves a portionto the gods,who will in future also protecthis

crops. Avarice increased when sacrificingceased. Ears of corn

are set apart and offered here to AVuotan, as elsewhere to kind

spiritsand elves, e.g.,to the brownies of Scotland (seeSuppl.to

Elves,pixy-hoarding).
It was not Wuotan exclusivelythat bestowed fertilityon the

fields; Donar, and his mother the Earth,stood in stillcloser con-nexion

with agriculture.We shall see that goddessput in the place
of Wuotan in exactlysimilar harvest-ceremonies.

In what countries the worshipof the god endured the longest,

may be learnt from the names of placeswhich are compounded
with his name, because the site was sacred to him. It is very

unlikelythat they should be due to men bearingthe same name as

the god,instead of to the god himself ; Wuotan, OSinn, as a man's

1 Conf. Dutch Olid,goud for old, gold ; so Woade, which approximates
the form Wode. Have we the latter in * Thcodericud de IVodestede '^ ' Scheldt's

mantissa p. 433, anno 1205.
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name, does occur, but not often ; and tliemeaning of the second

half of the compounds,and their reappearance in various regions,

are altogetherin favour of their being attributable to the god.
From Lower Germany and Hesse, I have cited (j).151)Wodenesv.ieg,

Wodencsberg,WodeneshoU, WodeneshAsun,and on the Jutish border

Wonsild ; from the Netherlands Woensdrecht ; in Upper Germany

such names hardly show themselves at all.^ In England we find :

Woodneshoro' in Kent, near Sandwich : Wcdnesbury and Wednes-

fieldin Staffordsliire ; IVcdncsham in Cheshire,called Wodncs/leld

in Ethelwerd p. 848.^ But their number is more considerable in

Scandinavia, where heathenism was preservedlonger: and if in

Denmark and the Gothland portionof Sweden they occur more

frequentlythan in Norway and Sweden proper, I infer from this a

preponderanceof Odin-worshipin South Scandinavia. The chief

town in the I. of Funen (Fion)was named Odinsve (Fornm.sog. 11,

266. 281) from ve, a sanctuary; sometimes also O"insey(ib.230.

352) from cy, island,meadow ; and later again Odcnsc, and in

Waldemar's Liber censualis^ 530. 5-42 Othdnso, In Lower Norway,

close to Frederikstad,a second OSinsey(Ileimskr,ed. Havn. 4, 348.

398),aft. called Onso. In Jutland, Othdnshylld(-huld,grace,
Wald. lib. cens. 519), aft. Onsild. Othdnslef (Othinireliquiae,

leavings,ib. 526),now Onslev. In Halland, Othd7isdle (-saal,hall,

ib. 533),now Onsala (Tuneld'sgeogr. 2,492. 504) ; as well as in

Old Norway an Odhinssalr (conf.Woensel in Brabant, Woenssele ?).

In Schonen, Othdnslidrd (Wald.lib. cens. 528); OthensMlrat (Bring

2, 62. 138. 142),*now Onsjo(Tuneld2, 397); Onslunda (-grove,

Tuneld 2, 449) ; Othensvara (Bring 2, 46-7, Othenvara 39) ;

Othenstrdo (Bring 2, 48),from vara, foedus, and tro, fides ? In

Smaland, OdensvalakuU (Tuneld 2, 146) and Odcnsjo(2,109. 147.

Sjoborgforsok p. 61). In Ostergotland,Odenfors(Tuneld2, 72).

In Vestergotland,Odenshulla (2,284) and Odcnskdlla (2,264), a

medicinal spring; Odensaker,Onsdker (-acre,field,2, 204. 253). In

1 An Odenshergin tlie Mark of Bibelnheim (now Biebeslieim below Gerns-

heim in Darmstadt)is named in a doc. of 1403. Climels reg. Rupertip. 204 ;

the form Wodensberg would look more trustworthy-
" If numbers be an object,I fancy the Englishcontribution might be

swelled by lookingup in a gazetteerthe names beginningwith Wans-, Wens-,
Wadden-, Weddin-, Wad-, Wed-, Wood-, Wam-, Wem-, Worn-." Trans.

^ Langebek script,torn. 7.

* Sven Bring,monuinenta Scanensia,vol 2, Lond. goth.1748.
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Westmanland, Odensvi (1, 266. conf. Gran, p. 427)/ like tlie

Odinsve of Fliuen ; and our Lower Saxon Wodeneswege may have

to do with tins vc (notwith weg, via),and be explainedby the old

iviff,ivih,templuni (seep. 67). This becomes the more credible,

as there occurs in the Cod. exon. 341, 28 the remarkable sentence :

Woden worhte tucos, wuldor alwealda

rume roderas ;

I.e.,Woden construxit,creavit fana (idola),Deus omnipotensamplos
coelos ; the christian writer had in his recollection the heathen

sanctuaries assignedto Woden, and contrasts with them the greater
creations of God. The plur.weos is easilyjustified,as wih is

resolved into weoh, and weohas contracted into weos : so that an

AS. Wodenesweoh would exactlyfit the OS. Wodanesweg = W6-

daneswih, and the ON. OSinsve. Also in Westmanland, an Odensjo

(Grau p. 502). In Upland, Odensala (Tuneld 1, 56); Odensfors

(1,144); Onsike (1,144). In Nerike, OdcnshacTce (1,240), (see

Suppl.).
It seemed needful here to group the most importantof these

names together,and no doubt there are many others wdiicli have

escapedme f in their very multitude,as well as the similarityor

identityof their structure,lies the full proof of their significance.

Few, or isolated,theymight have been suspected,and explained
otherwise ; taken together,they are incontestable evidence of the

wide diffusion of Odin's worship.

Herbs and plantsdo not seem to have been named after this

god. In Brun's beitr.j).54, icodcsterne is given as the name of a

plant,but we ought firstto see it in a distincter form. The Ice-landers

and Danes however call a small waterfowl (tringaminima,

inquieta,lacustris et natans)Offmshani, Odenshane, Odcns fugl^
which fitsin with the belief,broughtout on p. 147, in birds conse-crated

to him. An OHG. gloss(Haupts altd. bl. 2, 212) supplies

a doubtful-lookingvtinsivaluwe,fulica (seeSuppl.).
Even a part of the human body was named after the god : the

^ Olof Grau, beskrifningofver Wastiuanland. Wasteras 1754. conf. Dybeck
rima I. 3, 41.

2 There are some in Finn Magnusen's lex. niytli.648 ; Imt I do not agree
with him in includingthe H. Germ, nanu'8 Odeuwald. Odenheim, whicli lack

the HG. form Wuotan and the -s of the genitive; nor the Finn. Odenpii,which
means rather bear's head.
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space between the thumb and the forefingerwhen stretched out,

which the Greeks name Xt^a?, was called in the Netherlands

Wocdcnsspanne,Woede7ispanne,Wocnslet. The thumb was sacred,

and even worshipped as thumbkin and Pollux = pollex; AVodan

was the god of play,and lucky men were said to have the game

running on their thumb. We must await further disclosures about

the name, its purport,and the superstitionlyingat the bottom of

it (seeSuppl.).

I started with assuming that the worshipof this divinitywas

common to all the Teutonic races, and foreignto none, justbecause

we must recognisehim as the most universal and the supreme one.

Wuotan " so far as we have succeeded in gleaningfrom the relics

of the old religionan idea of his being"
Wuotan is the most

intellectual god of our antiquity,he shines out above all the other

gods; and tlierefore the Latin writers,when they speak of the

German cultus, are always prompted to make mention first of

Mercury.
We know that not onlythe Norsemen, but the Saxons, Thurin-

gians,Alamanns and Langobardsworshippedthis deity; why should

Franks,Goths,and the rest be excluded from his service ?

At the same time there are plain indications that his worship

was not always and everywhere the dominant one. In the South

of Germany, althoughthe personificationof Wish maintahied its

ground, Wuotan became extinct sooner than in the North ; neither

names of places,nor that of the fourth day of the week, have pre-served

him there. Among the Scandinavians, the Swedes and

Norwegians seem to have been less devoted to him than the Got-

landers and Danes. The ON. sagas several times mention images

of Thor, never one of OSinn ; only Saxo Gram, does so in an

altogethermythicalway (p.113); Adam of Bremen, though he

names Wodan among the Upsala gods,assignsbut the second place

to him, and the first to Thor. Later still,the worshipof Freyr

seems to have predominatedin Sweden.

An addition to the St. Olaf saga, though made at a later time,

furnishes a strikingstatement about the heathen gods whom the

introduction of Christianityoverthrew. I will quote it here,

intending to return to it from time to time: ' Olafr konungr

kristnaSi J^ettariki allt,oil blot braut hann niSr ok oil goS,sem
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Thor EngilsmannagO(5,ok Od'in Saxa go5,ok SkioM Skanimgagoc5,
ok Frey Svla goS,ok GoSorm Dana goS '

; i.e.king 0. christened

all this kingdom,broke down all sacrificesand all gods,as Thor the

Englishmen'sgod,()5in the Saxons' god,"c.,Fornm. sog. 5,239. "

This need not be taken too strictly,but it seems to nie to express

the stillabiding recollections of the old national gods : as the

Swedes preferredFreyr,so probablydid the Saxons Woden, to all

other deities. Why, I wonder, did the writer,doubtless a Norwe-gian,

omit the favourite god of his own countrymen ? To them he

ought to have givenThor, instead of to the English,who, like other

Saxons,were votaries of Woden.

Meanwhile it must not be overlooked,that in the Abrenuntiatio,

an 8th century document, not purely Saxon, yet Low German, 0.

Frankish and perhapsRipuarian,Thunar is named before Vuodan,

and Saxnot occupiesthe third place. From this it follows at all

events, that the worshipof Thunar also prevailedin those regions;

may we still vindicate Wuodan's claims to the highestplaceby

supposingthat the three godsare here named in the order in which

their statues were placedside by side? that Wuodan, as the greatest
of them, stood in the middle ? as, accordingto Adam of Bremen,

Thor did at Upsala,with Wodan and Fricco on each side of him.

In the ON. sagas, when tivo of these gods are named together,
Thorr usuallyprecedesOSinn. The Laxdailasaga,p. 174, says of

Kiartan : At hann ]?ykisteiga meira traust undir afli sinu ok

vapnum (putmore trust in his strengthand weapons, conf. pp. 6,

7) heldr enn J?arsem er Thorr ok O"inn. The same passage is

repeatedin Fornm. sog. 2, 34. Again,Eyvindr relates how his

parents made a vow before his birth: At sa maSr skal alt til

dauGadags];ionaTJior ok Odlii (thisman shall until death-day

serve, "c.),Fornm. sog. 2, 161.^ But it does not follow from this,

that Thorr was thouglitthe greatest,for Eyvindr was actually
dedicated to OSinn. In Fornm. sog. 5, 249, Styrbiornsacrifices to

Thorr, and Eirekr to Oc5inn,but the former is beaten. Thorr tok

^ So in an AS. homily De temporibusAnticliristi,in Wheloc's Bedap. 495,

are eiimnerated ' Tlior and EotStven,\c li,'vSeuemen hciiai^ swiSe' ; and before

that,' Erculus se ent (Herculeŝ igas)and ApoUinis(Apollo),J^ehi mterne god
leton'. The preacherwas thinkingof the Greek and the Norse deities,not of

the Saxon, or he vould have said Thunor and Woden. And in other cases,

where distinctlyNorse godsare meant, AS. writers use the Norse form of name.

F. ]\lagnusen3lex. p. 919.

11
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jolaveizlufra Haraldi, cnn Offinn tok fra Halfdani,Fornm. sog.

10, 178. In the popular assembly at Thrandheim, the first

cvip is drunk to Offinn, the second to Thorr,ibid. 1, 35. In the

famous Bravalla fight,Othin under the name of Bruno acts as

charioteer to the Danish king Harald,and to the latter'sdestruction;

on the Swedish side there fightdescendants of Frcyr,Saxo Gram.

144-7. Yet tlieEddie HarbarzlioS seems to placeOSinn above Thorr.

A contrast between OSinn and Thorr isbroughtout stronglyin the

Gautrekssagaquotedbelow, ch. XXVIII. But, since Thorr is repre-sented

as OSin's son, as a rejuvenescenceof him, the two must

often resolve into one another.^

If the three mightiestgods are named, I find OSinn foremost :

O"inn, Tlior,Frcyr,Sn. edda 131. Accordingto Fornm. sog. 1,16,

voyagers vow money and three casks of ale to Freyr,if a fair wind

shall carry them to Sweden, but to Thorr or O"inn, if it bringthem

home to Iceland (seeSuppl.).
It is a different thing,when OSinn in ON. documents is styled

Thricli,the third f in that case he appears not by the side of Thorr

and Freyr,but by the side of Hdr and lafnhdr(thehigh and the

even-highor co-equal,OHG. epan hoh) as the Third High^ (see

Suppl.),Sn. 7. Yngl. saga 52. Stem. 46*. As we might imagine,

the gradevaries : at other times he is Tvcggi(duplexor secundus).

Again,in a different relation he appears with his brothers Vili and

Ve, Sn. 7 ; with Hoenir and Lo"r, Seem. 3^^,or with Hmnir and Loki

Sffim. 180. Sn. 135; all this rests upon older myths, which, as

peculiarto the North, we leave on one side. Yet, with respectto

the trilogyOffinn,Vili,Vc, we must not omit to mention here,

that the OHG. %oillo expresses not only voluntas, but votum,

impetus and spiritus,^and the Gothic viljan,velle,is closelycon-nected

with valjan,eligere;whence it is easy to conceive and

1 When OSinn is called Thundr in the songs of the Edda, S"Tm. 281^47^
this may be derived from a lost l^ynja= AS. l)unian,tonare, and so be equivalent
to Donar ; it is true,they explainJmndr as loricatus,from l^undlorica. But

Wuotan, as Voma, is the noise of the rushingair,and we saw him hml the

cudgel,as Thorr does the hammer.

- As Zeus also is rplros,from which Tpiroyivetais more easilyexplained
than by her birth from his head (seeSuppl.).

* iElfric's glosses56% Altanus : Woden. Altanus, like Summanus, an

epithetof Jove, the Altissimus ; else Altanus, as the name of a wind, might
also have to do with the storm of the ' wiitende heer '.

* The Greek fiivoswould be well adaptedto unite the meaningsof courage,

fury(mut,wut),wish,will,thought.
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believe,liow Wuotau, Wish and Will should touch one another (see

Suppl.). With the largitoropum may also be connected the AS.

wela, OS. welo, OHG. wolo, welo = opes, felicitas [weal,wealth],
and Wela conies up several times almost as a personification(conf.
Gramm. 4, 752),like the Lat. goddessOps (conf.infra Seelde,note);
there is also a Vali among the Norse gods. In the case of Ve, gen.

vea, the sense may waver between wiho, sanctus (Goth.Alima sa

veiha.Holy Ghost),and wih, idolum. In Seem. 63, Loki casts in

the teeth of Friggher intrigueswith Ve and Vili ; this refers to

the story in Yngl.saga cap. 3, from which we clearlygatherthe

identityof tlie three brothers,so that Friggcould be considered the

wife of any one of them.^

Lastly,a principalproof of the deeply-rootedworshipof this

divinityis furnished by Wodan's being interwoven with the old

Saxon genealogies,which I shall examine minutelyin the Appendix.^

Here we see Wodan invariablyin the centre. To him are

traced up all the races of heroes and kings; among his sons and

his ancestors, several have divine honours paid them. In parti-

1 Accordingto this story,OSinn was alroad a longtime,duringwhich his

brothers act for him ; it is worthy of note, that Saxo also makes Othin travel

to foreign lands,and Milhothin fill his place,p. 13 ; this Mithothin's position
throws lighton that of Vili and Ve. But Saxo,p. 45,representsOthin as once

more an exile,and puts Oiler in his place(seeSuppl.). The distant journeys
of the god are implied in the Norse by-names GdngratSr,Gungleri,Vegtamr,
and Vitf/uridl,and in Saxo 45 viator indefcssus.It is not to be overlooked,
that even Paulus Diac. 1, 9 knows of Wodan's residence in Greece (qui non

circa haec tempora " of the war between Langobards and Vandals " sed longe
anterius,nee in Germania, sed in Graecia fuisse perhibetur; while Saxo removes

him to Byzantium,and Snorri to Tyrkland). In the passage in Paul. Diac. :

'Wodan sane, quern adjectalitera G wodan dixerunt,ipseest qui apud Romanos

Mercurius dicitur,et ab universis Germaniae gentibus ut deus adoratur,qui
non circa haec tempora, sed longe anterius,nee in Germania, sed in Graecia

fuisse perhibetur' "
it has been proposedto refer the second ' qui ' to Mercurius

instead of Wodan (Ad. Schmidt zeitschr. 1, 2G4),and then the harmony of

this account with Snorri and Saxo would disappear.But Paul is dealingwith
the absurdityof the Langobardiclegend related in 1,8, whose unhistoric basis

he laysbare, by pointingout that Wodan at the time of the occurrence between

the Wandali and Winili,had not ruled in Germany, biit in Greece ; which

is the main pointhere. The notion that Mercury should be confined to Greece,
has wider bearings,and would shock the heathen faith not only of the Germans

but of the Romans. The heathen gods were supposed to be omnij^resent,as

may be seen by the mere fact that Woden-hills were admitted to exist in

various spots all over the country ; so that the community of this god to

Germans, Greeks and Romans raised no difficulty.
- This Appendix forms part of the third volume. In the meanwhile,

readers may be glad to see for themselves the substance of these pedigrees,
which I have extracted from the Appendix, and placedat the end of this

chapter." TiiANa.
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ciilar,there appear as sons, Balder and that Saxnot who in the 8th

century was not yet rooted out of N.W. Germany ; and in the line

of his progenitors,Hercmod and Gedt, the latter expresslypro-nounced

a god,or the son of a god,in these legends,wliile Wodan

himself is regardedmore as the head of all noble races. But we

easilycome to see, that from a higherpointof view both Geat and

Wodan merge into one being,as in fact OSinn is called 'alda Gautr'

Ssem. 93^ 95*^; conf. infra Goz, Koz.

In these genealogies,which in more than one direction are

visiblyinterwoven with the oldest epicpoetry of our nation,the

gods,heroes and kingsare mixed up together.As heroes become

deified,so can gods also come up againas heroes ; amid such reap-pearances,

the order of succession of the individual links varies [in
different tables].

Each pedigreeends with real historical kings: but to reckon

back from these,and by the number of human generationsto get

at the date of mythical heroes and gods,is preposterous. The

earliest Anglo-Saxon kingsthat are historicallycertain fall into the

fifth,sixth or seventh century ; count four,eightor twelve genera-tions

up to Woden, you cannot push him back farther than the

third or fourth century. Such calculations can do nothingto shake

our assumption of his far earlier existence. The adoration of

Woden must reach up to immemorial times, a long way beyond
the firstnotices given us by the Eomans of Mercury'sworshipin

Germania.

There is one more reflection to which the high placeassigned

by the Germans to their Wuotan may fairlylead us. Monotheism

is a thingso necessary, so natural, that almost all heathens, amidst

their motley throngof deities,have consciouslyor unconsciously

ended by acknowledging a supreme god,who has alreadyin him

the attributes of all the rest,so that these are only to be regarded

as emanations from him, renovations, rejuvenescencesof him.

This explainshow certain characteristics come to be assigned,now

to this,now to that particulargod,and why one or another of them,

accordingto the difference of nation, comes to be invested with

supreme power. Thus our Wuotan resembles Hermes and Mercury,
but he stands higher than these two ; contrariwise,the German

Donar (Thunor,Thorr) is a weaker Zeus or Jupiter", what was

added to the one, had to be subtracted from the other ; as for Ziu
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(Tiw,Tyr),he hardlydoes more than administer one of Wuotan's

offices,yet is identical in name with the first and highestgod of the

Greeks and Eomans : and so all these god-phenomena keep meet-ing

and crossingone another. The Hellenic Hermes is picturedas

a youth,the Teutonic Wuotan as a patriarch: OSinn hinn gamli

(theold).Yngl.saga cap. 15, like ' the old god' on p. 21. Ziu and

Froho are mere emanations of Wuotan (seeSuppl.).

Genealogies of Anglo-Saxon Kings.

DescendingSeries.

Kent.

Woden

Wecta

Witta

Wihtgils
Hengest(d.489)
Eoric (Oesc)
Octa

Eormenric

iEthelbeorlit (567)

Eastanglia.

Woden

Casere

Titmon

Trigel
Hrothniund

Hrippa
Quichelm
Uffa

Tidel

Riedwald (d.617)
Eorpwald(632)

Essex.

Woden

Saxneat

Gesecg
Andsecg
Sweppa
Sigelugel
Bedeca

Offa

iEscwine (527)
Sledda

Sa3l)eorht (604)

Mercia.

Woden

Wihtlaeg
Wsermimd

Offa

Angeltheow
Eomser

Icel

Cnebba

Cynewald
Creoda

Wibba

Penda (d.656)

Deira.

Woden

Wffigdseg
Sigegar
Swiei'diieg
Sigegeat
Sa;bald

Sajfugel
Westerl'alcna

Wilgisl
Uscfrea.

Yffe

^Ue (d.588)

Bernicia. Wessex. Lindesfaran.

Woden Woden Woden

Bseldseg Baeldieg Winta
Brand Brand Cretta
Beonoc Fridhogar Queldgils
Aloe Freawiue Ceadbed

Angenwit Wig Bubba

Ingwi Gewis Bedeca
Esa Esla Biscop
Eoppa Elesa Eanferth
Ida (d.560) Cerdic (d.534) Eatta

Cynrio Ealdfritli

Ceawlin

Accordingto this,Woden had seven sons (Bfeldfegbeing common to two

royal lines); elsewhere he has only three,e.g. Wil. Malm. p. 17 : tres filii,
Weldegms, Withlegius et Beklegius,from whom the Kentish kings, the
^lercian kings,and the West Saxon and Northumbrian kingsrespectivelywere
descended.

AscendingSeries.

Woden Finn Beaw Hathra (Itermod)
tndhuwald Godwulf (Folcwald)Sceldwa Hwala (Hathra)
Freawine (Frealaf)Geat Heremod (Sceaf) Bedwig (Hwala)
Fndliuwulf Tietwa Itermon (Herem6d)Sceaf (Bedwig)

Some accounts contain onlyfour links,otlierseight,others sixteen,stopping
either at Fridhuwulf,at Geat,or at Sceaf. Sceaf is the oldest heathen name "

but alter the conversion the line was connected with Noah, and so with Adam '
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DONAE, THUNAE, (THOEE).

The god who rules over clouds and rain,who makes himself

known in the lightning'sflash and the rollingthunder, whose bolt

cleaves the sky and alightson the earth with deadly aim, was

designatedin our ancient speech by the word Donar itself,OS.

Tliiinar,AS. Thunoi\ OiST. Tlwrr} The natural phenomenon is

called in OX. ]?ruma,or duna, both fem, like the Gothic J?eihv6,
which was perhapsadopted from a Finnic language. To the god

the Goths would, I suppose, give the name Thunrs. The Swed,

tordon,Dan. torden (tonitru),which in Harpestrengstillkeeps the

form thordyn,thordun, is compounded of the god's name and that

same duna, ON. Thorduna ? (see Suppl.). In exactlythe same

way the Swed. term usM (tonitru,fulmenj,in the Westgothl.Laws

asikkia, ĥas arisen out of asaka, the god'swaggon or driving,from

as, deus, divus,and aka,vehere, vehi,Swed. aka. In Gothland they

say for thunder Thorsakan, Thor's driving; and the OJST. reid'

signifiesnot only vehiculum, but tonitru, and reiSarslag,reiSar-

]?ruma,are thunderclap and lightning.For, a waggon rumbling

over a vaulted space comes as near as possibleto the rattlingand

crashingof thunder. The comparison is so natural,that we find

it spread among many nations : BoKel o^vi^^ "^ov Zito? rj /Spovrr)

elvai,Hesychius sub. v. eXaai^povra. In Carniola the rollingof

thunder is to this day gottafahren. [To the Eussian peasant it is

the prophet Ilia drivinghis chariot, or else grinduighis corn.]

Thorr in the Edda, beside his appellationof AsaJ"6rr,is more

minutely described by Oku];6rr,i.e. Waggon-thorr (Sn. 25) ; his

waggon is drawn by two he-goats(Sn.26). Other gods have their

1 So even in High German dialects,durstagfor donrstag,Engl.Thursday,
and Bav. doren,daren for donnern (Schm. 1, 390). In Thorr it is not ER, but

only the first R (thesecond being flectional),that is an abbrev. of NR. ; i.e.

N suffers syncope before R, much as in the M. Dut. ere, mire, for enre minre.

- Conf. Onsike (Odin'sdrive ?)supra, p. 159.
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waggons too,especiallyOSinn and Freyr(seepp. 107,151),but Thorr

is distinctivelythoughtof as the god who drives ; he never appears

riding,like OSinn, nor is he supposed to own a horse : either he

drives,or he walks on foot. We are expresslytold :
' Thorr gengr

tildomsius, ok veSr ar,'walks to judgment,and wades the rivers

(Sn. 18).^ The people in Sweden still say, when it thunders :

godguhhenaker, the good old (fellow)is takinga drive,Ihre 096.

740. 926. gofarakar,goffarkor, the gaffer,good father,drives (see

Suppl.).They no longerliked to utter the god'sreal name, or they
wished to extol his fatherlygoodness(v.supra, p. 21, the old god,

Dan. vor gamlefader). The Norwegian calls the lightningTkors-

varmc, -warmth, Faye p. 6.

Thunder, lightningand rain,above all other natural phenomena,

proceed directlyfrom God, are looked upon as his doing, his

business (seeSuppl.).^ When a great noise and racket is kept up,

a common expressionis : you could not hear the Lord thunder for

the uproar ; in France : le bruit est si fort,qu'onn'entend pas Dieu

tonncr. As earlyas the Roman de Eenart 11898 :

Font une noise si grant

quen ni oist pas Dieu tonant.

29143 : Et commeuQa un duel si grant,

que len ui oist Dieu tonant.

Ogier 10915 : Lor poinsdeterdent,lor paumes vont batant,
ni oissiez nis ame Dieu toiumt.

Garin 2, 38 : Nes Dieu tonnant ni possiezoir.

And in the Eoman de Maugis (Lyon 1599, p. 64) : De la noyse

quilsfaisoyentneust Ion pas ouy Dieu tonner.

But thunder is especiallyascribed to an angry and avenging

god ; and in this attribute of anger and punishment again Donar

resembles Wuotan (pp.18,142). In a thunderstorm the peoplesay
to their children : the gracioiisGod is angry ; in Westphalia: tise

Itergot kift (chides,Strodtm. osnabr. 104) ; in Franconia : God is out

1 Scarcelycontrailicted by his surname HldrritFi ; this I'iSiprobablypoints
to rei3,a wa^^gon ; H16riit)i seems to me to come by assimilation from hloSriSi,
conf. ch. XIll, the goddessHloSyn.

- A peasant, being reqnestedto kneel at a processionof the Host, said : I

don't believe the Lord can be there,'twas only yesterdayI heard him thunder

up in heaven ; Weidners apophthegmata,Amst. 1643, p. 277.
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there scolding; in Bavaria : der Ummdtatl (-daddy)greint(Schm.

1,462). In Eckstrom's poem in honour of the county of Honstein

1592, cii^it is said:

Gott der herr muss warlich from sein (must be reallykind),

dass er nicht mit donner schlegtdrein.^

The same sentiment appears among the Letton and Finn nations.

Lettic : wezzajskahjas,wezzajs tehws barrahs (theold father has

started to his feet,he chides),Stender lett. gramm. 150. With

dievas (god) and dievaitis (godkin,dear god) the Lithuanians

associate chieflythe idea of the thunderer : dievaitis grauja!

dievaitis ji numusse. Esthonian : wanna issa hliab,wanna essa

waljan,miirrisep(the old father growls),Eosenpliintersbeitr. 8,

116. 'The Lord scolds,''heaven wages war,' Joh. Christ. Petris

Ehstland 2, 108 (seeSuppl.).

Now with this Donar of the Germani fits in significantlythe

Gallic Taranis whose name is handed down to us in Lucan 1, 440 ;

all the Celtic tongues retain the word taran for thunder, Irish toran,

with which one may directlyconnect the ON. form Thorr, if one

thinks an assimilation from rn the more likely But an old

inscriptiongives us also Tanarus (Forcellinisub v.)=. Taranis.

The Irish name for Thursday,dia Tonlain (diaordain,diardaoin)

was perhapsborrowed from a Teutonic one (seeSuppl.).

So in the Latin Jupiter (literally,God father,Diespiter)there

predominatesthe idea of the thunderer ; in the poets Tonans is

equivalentto Jupiter{e.g.,Martial vi. 10, 9. 13, 7. Ovid Heroid.

9, 7. Fasti 2, 69. Metam. 1, 170. Claudian's Stilicho 2,439) ;

and Latin poets of the Mid. Ages are not at all unwillingto apply

the name to the christian God (c.r7.,Dracontiusde deo 1,1. satisfact.

149. Yen. Fortunat. p. 212-9. 258). And expressionsin the

lingua vulgariscoincide with this : celui qui fait toner, qui fait

courre la nue (p.23-4). An inscription,Jovi tonanti,in Gruter 21,

6. The Greek Zeus who sends thunder and lightning{Kepavv6";)is

styledKepavveco";. Zeu? eKTvire, I\. 8, 75. 170. 17, 595. Jio^

"Tu7ro9, II. 15, 379.2 And because he sends them down from the

1 In a poem made up of the firstlines of hymns and songs : Ach gott vop
himmel sieh darein,iind werfe einen donnerstein,̂ s ist gewisliehan der zeit,

dass schwelgereiund iippigkeitzerschmettert werden mansetodt ! sonst schrein

wir bald aus tiefer noth.
2 One might be tempted to connect the Etruscan Tina = Jupiterwith

Tonans and Donar ; it belongsmore immediately to Zrjv(v.inira,Zio).
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heightof heaven,he also bears the name aKpw;, and is
. pictured

dwellingon the mountain-top (aKpi";).Zeus is enthroned on

Olympus, on Atlios,Lycaeus,Casius,and other mountains of Greece

and Asia Minor.

And here I must lay stress on the fact,that the thundering

god is conceived as emphaticallya fatherlyone, as Jupiterand

Diespiter,as far and tatl. For it is in close connexion with this,

that the mountains sacred to him also received in many partssuch

names as Etzcl,Altvatcr,Grossvatcr} Tliorr himself was likewise

called Atli,i.e.grandfather.

A high mountain, along which, from the earliest times,the

main road to Italyhas lain, in the chain between the Graian and

Pennine Alps,what we now call the St. Bernard,was in the early

Mid. Ages named mons Jovis. This name occurs frequentlyin the

Prankish annals (Pertz1, 150. 295. 453. 498. 512. 570. 606. 2,82),

in Otto fris.de gest.Frid. 2, 24, in Eadevicus 1,25, who designates

it via Julii Caesaris,modo mons Jovis ; in AS. writers 7nunt Jofes

(Lye sub. v.),in ^Ifr. Boet. p. 150 muntgiow ; in our Kaiserchro-

nik 88^^ nionte job." The name and the worshipcarry us back to

the time of the Komans ; the inhabitants of the Alps worshipped

a Fenimis deus, or a Pcnina dea : i^eque montibus his ab transitu

Poenorum ullo Veragri,incolae jugi ejus norunt nomen inditum,

sed al3 eo (al.deo) quem in summo sacratum vertice -peninum

montani adpellant; Livy 31, 38. Quamvis legatura poeninadea

quae ibi colitur Alpes ipsasvocari ; Servius on Virg.Aen. 10, 13.

An inscriptionfound on the St Bernard (Jac.Spon miscellanea

antiq.Lugd. 1685, p. 85) says expressly: Lucius Lucilius deo

Pcnino opt.max. donum dedit ; from which it follows,that this god

was understood to be no other than Jupiter. Conf. Jupiterapenni-

nus, Micali storia 131-5. Zev^; Kapaco^ occurs in Hesych. [Kapa

means head, and so does the Celtic ^^f?i.,hen]. The classic writers

never use mons Jovis,and the tabula Antonini names only the

sumnms Penninus and the Penni lucus ; but between the 4th and

7th centuries Jovis mons seems to have taken the placeof these,

1 Zeitschr. des hess. vereins 2, 139-142. Altd. blatt. 1, 288. Haupta
zeitschr. 1,26. Finnish: isainen panee (Kenval.118-'),the lather thnnders.

To the Finns nl-ko signifiesproavus, senex, and is a surname of the gods
Wainasnoinen and Ilniarinen. But also Ukko of itself denotes the thunder-

god (v.iui'ra).Among the Swedish Lapps aijais both aviis and touitrus (see

Suppl.).
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perhapswith reference [not so much to the old Eoman, as] to the

Gallic or even German sense which had then come to be attached

to the god'sname. Eemember that German isarnodori on the Jura

mountains not far off (p.80).^

Such names of mountains in Germany itself we may with

perfectsafetyascribe to the worship of the native deity. Every

one knows the Donnersberg(montTonnerre)in the Ehine palatinate

on the borders of the old county of Falkenstein, between Worms,

Kaiserslautern and Kreuznach ; it stands as Thoneresbergin a doc.

of 869, Schannat hist, wormat. probat.p. 9. Another Thuneresberg

situate on the Diemel, in Westphalia,not far from Warburg, and

surrounded by the villagesof Wormeln, Germete and Welda, is

first mentioned in a doc. of 1100, Schaten mon. paderb. 1, 649 ;

in the Mid. Ages it was still the seat of a great popularassize,

originallydue, no doubt, to the sacredness of the spot :
'
comes ad

Thunercsberhc ' (anno1123),Wigands feme 222. comitia de Dionris-

berg(1105),Wigands arch. I. 1, 56. a judicionostro Thonresberch

(1239),ib. 58. Preciselyin the vicinityof this mountain stands the

holyoak mentioned on p. 72-4,just as the roh/r Joris by Geismar

in Hesse is near a Wuotansberg,p. 152. To all appearance the tAvo

deities could be worshipped close to one another. The Kniillge-

birge in Hesse includes a Donnerkaute. In the Bernerland is a

Donnei'buhcl (doc.of 1303, Joh. Miiller 1, 619),called Tonrbiil in

JustingersBerner chron. p. 50. Probably more Donnersbergs are

to be found in other parts of Germany. One in the Eegensburg

country is given in a doc. of 882 under the name of Tuniesberg,

Eied, cod. dipl.num. 60. A Sifridus marschalcus de Donnersperch

is named m a doc. of 1300, MB. 33, pars 1,p. 289 ; an Otto de

Donersperg,MB. 4, 94 (in1194),but Duonesberc, 4, 528 (in1153),

and Tunniesberg11, 432. In the Thiiringerwald, between Steui-

1 This mons Jovis must be distinguishedfrom mons gaudii,by which the

Mid. Ages meant a heightnear Rome : Otto frising1. c. 2, 22 ; the Kaiserchr.

88^ translates it verballymendelberc. In Romance poems of the 12- 13th

centuries,monjoie is the French battle-cry,generallywith the addition of St

Denis, e.g. monjoya, monjoya sant Denis ! Ferabras 365. monjoieerrseigneS.
Denis ! Garin 108. Ducange in his 11th dissertation on Joinville declares

monjoie inadmissible as a mere diminutive of mont, since in other passages

(Roquefort2, 207)it denotes any placeof joy and bliss,a paradise,so that we

can fairlykeep to the literal sense ; and there must have been mountains of

this name in more than one region. It is quitepossiblethat monjoie itself

came from an earlier monjove (mons Jovis),that with the god'shill there

associated itselfthe idea of a mansion of bliss (seeSup pi.).
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bach and Oberhof,at the 'rennsteig'is a Donershauk (seeSuppl.).

" A Donarcs eih,a rohur Jovis,was a tree speciallysacred to the

god of lightning,and of these there grew an endless abundance in

the German forests.

Neither does Scandinavia lack mountains and rocks bearingthe

name of Thorr : Thors Jdint in East Gothland (conf.Wildegren's

Ostergotland1, 17); Tliorsborgin Gothland, Molbech tidskr. 4,189.

From Norway, where this god was pre-eminentlyhonoured, I have

nevertheless heard of none. The peasant in Vermland calls the

south-west corner of the sky,whence the summer tempests mostly

rise,Thorshala (-hole,cave, Geijer'sSvearikes hafder 1,268).

And the Thunder-mountains of the Slavs are not to be over-looked.

Near Milleschau in Bohemia stands a Hromolan, from

hrom, thunder,in other dialects grom. One of the steepestmoun-tains

in the StyrianAlps (seeSuppl.)is Grwiming,i.e.,SI.germnik,
OSl. gr"mnik,thunder-hill (Sloven,gr'mi,it thunders, Serv. gi'mi,

Ptuss. grom gremit,quasi^pojxo^̂pe/jiet); and not far from it is a

rivulet named Donnershach} The Slavs then have two different

words to express the phenomenon and the god:the latter is in OSl.

Penln, Pol. Piorun, Boh. Pcraun f- among the Southern Slavs it

seems to have died out at an earlier time,though it is stillfound in

derivatives and names of places. Dobrowsky (inst.289) traces the

word to the verb peru, ferio,quatio[generalmeaning rather pello,

to push],and this tolerablyapt significationmay have contributed

to twist the word out of its genuine form.^ I think it has dropta

k : the Lithuanian,Lettish and OPrussian thundergodis Perkunas,

Pehrhons, Pcrhunos, and a greatmany names of places are com-pounded

with it. Lith.,Perkunas grauja (P. thunders),Perkunas

musza (P. strikes,ferit); Lett.,Pehrkons sperr (the lightning

strikes,see Suppl.). The Slav, perun is now seldom applied

personally,it is used chieflyof the lightning'sflash. Procopius(de

Bello Goth. 3,14) says of the Sclaveni and Antes: deov fj,ev "yaf}

eva Tov ri] âa t p airi]"; Sr]ixLovp"yovairdvTWV Kvpiov /xovov avTov

^ Kindermann, abriss von Steiermark pp. 66, 67, 70,81.
' The Slovaks say Parom, and ixiromova strela (P.'sbolt)for perunova ;

phrasesabout Parom, from Kollar,in Hanusuh 259, 260.

3 Mif,'htperun be connected with Kepawus = irfpawos 1 Still nearer to

Perun would seem to be the Sansk. Farjanyas,a name borne by Indra as

Jupiterpluvius,literally,fertilizingrain,thunder-cloud,thunder. A hymn to

this rain-s^odin Eosen's Vedae specimen p. 23. Coui'. Hitzig PhiUst. 296, and

Holtzmauul, 112, 118.
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vo/xi^oucTiveivaty Kat Ovovaiv avrut ^6a"; re kol lepecacnrdvra.

Again,the oak was consecrated to Perun, and old documents define

boundaries by it (do perunova duha, as far as P.'s oak); and the

Eomans called the the SLCovnjuglans,".e.j"oviglans,Jovis glans,the

fi'uitof the fatherlygod. Lightning is supposed to strike oaks by

preference(seeSuppL).
Now PcrJcun suggeststhat thundergodof the Morduins, Porguini

(p.27), and, what is more worthy of note, a Gotliic word also,

which (Igrant),as used by Ulphilas,was alreadystriptof all per-sonification.

The neut. noun fairguni (Gramm. 2, 175. 453)

means opos, mountain.^ What if it were once especiallythe

Thunder-mountain, and a lost Fairgunsthe name of the god (see

Suppl.)? Or, startingwith fairguniwith its simple meaning of

mons unaltered,may we not put into that masc. Fairgunsor Fai'r-

gimeis,and consequentlyinto Perkunas, the sense of the above-

mentioned uKpio^, he of the mountain top ? a fittingsurname for

the thundergod. Fergunna, ending like Patunna, p. 71, signifies
illthe Chron. moissiac. anno 805 (Pettz1,308) not any particular

spot,but the metal-mountains (erzgebirge); and Virgunnia (Vir-

gundia,Virgunda,conf. Zeuss p. 10) the tract of wooded mountains

between Ansbach and Ellwangen. Wolfram, Wh. 390, 2, says of

his walt-swenden (wood-wasting?): der Swarzwalt und Virgunt
miiesen da von cede ligen.Black Forest and V. must lie waste

thereby. In the compounds, without which it would have perished

altogether,the OHG. mrgnn, AS. firgenmay either bear the simple

sense of mountainous, woody, or conceal the name of a god." Be that

as it may, we find fairguni,virgun,firgenconnected with divinely-
honoured beings,as appears plainlyfrom the ON". Fiorgyn,gen.

Fiorgynjar,which in the Edda means Thor's mother, the goddess
Earth : Thorr Jar"ar burr, Seem. 70^ 68^ Offioisson, Ssem. 73^ 74^

And beside her, a male Fiorgynn,gen. Fiorgyns,Fiorgvins,appears
as the father of OSin's wife Frigg,Sn. 10, 118. Seem. 63^ In all

these words we must take fairg,firg,fiorgas the root,and not divide

them as fair-guni,fir-gun,fior-gyn.Now itis true that allthe Anzeis,

all the Aesir are enthroned on mountains (p.25),and Firgunmight

have been used of more than one of them; but that we have a right

to claim it speciallyfor Donar and Ms mother, is shewn by Perun,

1 Matt. 8, 1. Mk 5, 5. 11. 9, 2. 11, 1. Lu. 3, 5. 4, 29. 9, 37. 19, 29. 37.

1 Cor. 13, 2. Bairgahei(17opeivrj)in Lu. 1,39, 65 ; never the simplebairgs.
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Perkun, and v"-illbe confirmed presentlyby the meaning of mount and

rock which liesin the word hamar. As Zeus is called ivdKpLo";,so is

his daughterPallas aKpia,and his mother opearepa Td, fxdrepavrov

Ai6";(Sophocl.Philoct. 389); the myth transfers from him to his

mother and daughter. Of Donar's another our very miirchen have

thingsto tell (Pentam. 5,4) ; and beyond a doubt, the stories of

the devil and his bath and his grandmotherare but a vulgarization

of heathen notions about the thundergod. Lasicz 47 tells us : Per-

cuna tete mater est fulminis atque tonitrui quae solem fessum

ac pulverolentumbalneo excipit,deinde lotum et nitidum postera

die emittit. It is justmatertera, and not mater, tliat is meant by

teta elsewhere.

Christian mythology among the Slav and certain Asiatic nations

has handed over the thunderer's business to the prophetElijah,

who drives to heaven ioi the tempest,whom a chariot and horses of

Jivereceive,2 Kings 2, 11. In the Servian songs 2, 1. 2, 2 he is

expresslycalled gromovnikIliya}lightningand thunder (munya and

grom) are giveninto his hand, and to sinful men he shuts up the

clouds of heaven, so that they let no rain fall on the earth (see

SuppL). This last agrees with the O.T. too,1 Kings 17, 1. 18,41-5,

conf. Lu. 4, 25, Jam. 5, 17 ; and the same view is.taken in the

OHG. poem, 0. iii.12, 13 :

Quedent sum giwaro,Helias sis ther mdro,

ther thiz lant so tharta,then himil so hisparta,

ther iu ni liaz in notin rcgonon then liutin,

thuanffta si ciwaro harto filu suilro.'^

But what we have to note especiallyis,that in the story of Anti-christ's

appearance a littlebefore the end of the world, which was

current throughoutthe Mid. Ages (and whose strikingpointsof

agreement with the ON. mythus of Surtr and MuspellsheimI shall

speak of later),Helias again occupiesthe place of the northern

thundergod. Thorr overcomes the great serpent,but he has

scarcelymoved nine paces from it,when he is touched by its

venomous breath,and sinks to the ground dead,Sn. 73. In the

1 Udri gromom, gromovitIliyaI smite with thunder, tlnmderer Elias,

1,77.
2 Grccj.tur., pref.to bk 2 : Meminerit (lector)sub Ilehac tempore, qui

pluviasciimvoluit abstulit,et cum libuit areutibus terris infudit,"c.
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OHG. poem of Muspilli48 " 54, Antichrist and the devil do indeed

fall,but Elias also is grievouslywounded in the fight:

Doh wanit des vilu gotmanno^
daz Elias in demo wige arwartit :

sar so daz Eliascs pluot
in erda kitriufit,

so inprinnantdie perga ;

his blood drippingon the earth sets the mountains on fire,and the

Judgment-day is heralded by other signs as well. ^Yithout

knowing in their completenessthe notions of the devil,Antichrist,

Elias and Enoch, which were current about the 7th or 8th

century,2 we cannot fullyappreciatethis analogybetween Elias

and the Donar of the heathens. There was nothing in christian

tradition to warrant the suppositionof Elias receivinga wound,

and that a deadlyone. The comparison becomes still more sug-gestive

by the fact that even half-christian races in the Caucasus

worshipElias as a god of thunder. The Ossetes think a man lucky
who is struck hy lightning,they believe Ilia has taken him to

himself ; survivors raise a cry of joy,and sing and dance around

the body,the people flock together,form a ring for dancing,and

sing: 0 Ellai,Ellai,eldaer tchoppei! (0 Elias, Elias,lord of the

rockysummits). By the cairn over the grave they set up a longpole

supportingthe skin of a black he-goat,which is their usual manner

of sacrificingto Elias (seeSuppl.).They implore Elias to make

their fields fruitful,and keep the liail away from them.^ Olearius

alreadyhad put it upon record,that the Circassians on the Caspian
sacrificed a goat on Ellas s clay,and stretched the skin on a pole
with prayers.* Even the Muhammadans, in prayingthat a thunder-storm

may be averted,name the name of Ilya.^

Now, the Servian songs put by the side of Elias the Virgin

Mary ; and it was she especiallythat in the Mid. Ages was invoked

for rain. The chroniclers mention a rain-processionin the Liege

1 Gotman, a divine,a priest] Conf. supra, pp. 88-9.

2 The Eabbinical legend likewise assumes that Elias will retiu-n and sluy
the malignant Sammael ; Eisenmenger 2, 696. 851.

3 Klaproth'stravels in the Caucasus 2, 606. 601.

* Erman's archiv flirRussland 1841, 429.

^ Ad. Olearius reiseschr. 1647, pp. 522-3.
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country about the year 1240 or 1244 ;^ three times did priestsand

peoplemarch round (nudispedibus et in laneis),but all in vain,

because in callingupon all the saints they had forgottenthe Mother

of God ; so, when the saintlychoir laid the petitionbefore God,

Mary apposed. In a new processiona solemn ' salve regina'

was

sung : Et cum serenum tempus ante fuisset,tanta inundatio pluviae
facta est,ut fere onines qui in processioneaderant,hac illacque

dispergerentur.With the Lithuanians, the holy goddess (dievaite

sventa)is a rain-goddess.Heathendom probablyaddressed the

petitionfor rain to the thundergod,instead of to Elias and Mary.^
Yet I cannot call to mind a singlepassage, even in ON. legend,
where Thorr is said to have bestowed rain when it was ashed for ;

we are only told that he sends stormy weather when he is angry,

Olafs Tryggv.saga 1, 302-6 (seeSuppL). But we may fairlytake

into account his generalresemblance to Zeus and Jupiter(who are

expresslyveTto";,p)luvius,II. 12, 25 : ve Zev"; crwe^e?),and the pre-valence

of votis imbrem vocare among all the neighbouringnations

(seeSuppL).
A descriptionby Petronius cap. 44, of a Eoman processionfor

rain, agrees closelywith that given above from the Mid. Ages :

Antea stolatae ibant nudis pedibusin clivum, passiscapillis,menti-

bus puris,et Joveiii aquam exorabant ; itaquestatini urceatim (in

bucketfuls)pluebat,aut tunc aut nunquam, et omnes ridebant,uvidi

tanquam mures. M. Antoninus (et?eavrov 5,7) has preservedthe

beautifullysimple prayer of the Athenians for rain : evxv
'Ad-qvaCwv,vcrov, vaov. Si^I'XeZei),Kara tt}?apovpa^ tt}?AOrjvaiwv

Kal TOiv irehlwv (seeSuppl.).Accordingto Lasicz,the Lithuanian

prayer ran thus : Pcrcune devaite niemuski und mana dirvu (so I

emend dievu),melsu tavi,paltimiessu. Cohibe te,Percune, neve

in meum agrum calamitatem immittas (more simply,strike not),

ego vero tibi banc succidiam dabo. The Old Prussian formula is

said to have been : Dievas Ferkunos, absolo mus ! spare us, = Lith.

apsaugokmus ! To all this I will add a more extended petitionin

Esthonian,as Gutslaff^ heard an old peasant say it as late as the

1 Aegidius aureae vallis cap. 135 (Chapeauville2, 267-8). Chron. belg.

magu. ad ann. 1244 (Pistorius3, 263).
.

- Other saints also grant rain in answer to prayer, as St Slansuetus m

Pertz 6, 512'". blS^ ; the body of St Lupus carried about at Sens m lOJi,

Pert/, 1, 106-7. Conl'. infra,Kain-making.
3 Joh. Gutslatf,kurzer beiicht und unterricht von der ialsch heiligge-
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17th century :
' Dear Thunder (woda Picker),we offer to thee an

ox that hatli two horns and four cloven hoofs,we would pray thee

for our ploughing and sowing,that our straw be copper-red,our

grain be golden-yellow.Push elsewhither^ all the thicJchlack clouds,

over great fens, high forests,and wildernesses. But unto us

ploughersand sowers givea fruitful season and svjeet rain. Holy
Thunder (pohaPicken),guard ovir seedfield,that itbear good straw

below, good ears above, and good grainwithin.' Picker or Picken

would in modern Esthonian be called Pitkne, which conies near

the Finnic piilcdinen= thunder,perhaps even Thunder ; Hiipel's
Esth. Diet, however gives both pikkcnne and pikne simply as

thunder (impersonal).The Einns usuallygive their thundergod
the name Ukko only, the Esthonians that of Turris as well,

evidentlyfrom the Norse Thorr (seeSuppl.).^
As the fertilityof the land depends on thunderstorms and

rains, Pitkdinen and Zeus appear as the oldest divinityof agri-cultural

nations,to whose bounty they look for the thrivingof

their cornfields and fruits (seeSuppl.). Adam of Bremen too attri-butes

thunder and lightningto Tlior expresslyin connexion with

dominion over weather and fruits : Thor,inquiunt,praesidetin aere,

qui tonitrua et fulmina,ventos imbresque,serena et frugcsguhernat.
Here then the worship of Thor coincides with that of Wuotan, to

whom likewise the reapers paidhomage (pp.154 " 7),as on the other

hand Thor as well as OSinn guidesthe events of war, and receives

his share of the spoils(p.133). To the Norse mind indeed,Thor's

victories and his battles wdth the giantshave thrown his peaceful

office quite into the shade. Nevertheless to Wuotan's mightiest

son, whose mother is Earth herself,and who is also named Per-

kunos, we must, if only for his lineagesake, allow a direct relation

to Agriculture.^ He clears up the atmosphere,he sends fertilizing

nandten baclie in Liefland Wohhanda. Dorpt. 1644, pp. 362-4. Even in his

time the language of the prayer was hard to understand ; it is given,corrected,
in Peterson's Finn, mythol. p. 17, and Rosenpliinter'sbeitr.,heft 5,p. 157.

^ Ukko is,next to Yumala (whom I connect with Wuotan), the highest
Finnish god. Pitkainen literallymeans the long,tall,higlione.

2 Uhland in his essay on Thorr, has penetratedto the heart of the ON.

myths, and ingeniouslyworked out the thought,that the very conflict of the

summer-god with the winter-giants,itselfsignifiesthe business of bringingland
under cultivation,that the crushingrock-splittingforce of the thiuiderbolt

prepares the hard stony soil. This is most happilyexpounded of the Hrungnir
and Orvandill saj/as : in some of the others it seems not to answer so well.
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showers,and his sacred tree supj^liesthe nutritious acorn. Thor's

niinni was drunk to the prosperityof cornfields.

The German thundergod was no doubt represented,like Zeus

and Jupiter,with a longheard. A Danish rhyme still calls him

' Thor med sit langeskidg'(F.Magnusen'slex. 957). But the ON.

sagas everywhere define him more narrowly as red-learded,of

course in allusion to the fieryphenomenon of lightning: when the

god is angry, he blows in his red beard,and thunder pealsthrough
the clouds. In the Fornm. sog. 2, 182 and 10, 329 he is a tall,

handsome, red-bearded youth : Mikill vexti (ingrowth),ok ungligr,
friSr synum (fairto see),ok rau"skcggja"r; in 5, 249 maSr ra%i"-

skeggja3r.Men in distress invoked his red beard : Landsmenn

toko ]?atraS (adoptedthe plan) at heita J^ettahit rmicfa skegg,2,

183. When in wrath,he shakes his beard: ReiSr var }7a,sccgg
nam at hrista,scur nam at dyja (wroth was he then,beard he took

to bristling,hair to tossing),Sam. 70^ More generalis the

]3lirase: let sigabrynnarofan fyriraugun (letsink the brows over

his eyes),Sn. 50. His divine rage (asmoSr)is often mentioned :

Thorr varS reiGr,Sn. 52. Especiallyinterestingis the story of

Tlior's meetingwith King Olaf 1,303 ; his power seems half broken

by this time,givingway to the new doctrine ; when the christians

ap]jroach,a follower of Thorr exhorts him to a brave resistance :

pvijt];ui mot ];eimskeggroddJ?ina(raisethou againstthem thy
beard's voice).J;agengu J^eirut, ok hies Thorr fast i kampana, ok

Jjajttiskcggraiistlna(thenwent they out, and Th. blew hard into

his beard,and raised his beard's voice),kom ]3a]?egarandviSri moti

konungi sva styrkt,at ekki matti vi5 halda (inmiediatelythere came

ill-weather againstthe king so strong,that he might not hold out,

ie.,atsea)." This red beard of the thunderer is stillremembered in

curses, and that among the Frisian folk,without any visible connex-ion

with Norse ideas: 'diis niadhiirct donner regiir!'(letred-haired

thunder see to that)is to this day an exclamation of the North Fris-ians.'^

And when the Icelanders call a fox holtaporr,Thorr of the

holt,2it is probablyin allusion to his red fur (seeSuppL).

The ancient languagesdistinguishthree acts in the natural

1 Der geizhalzauf Silt,Flensburg1809,p. 123 ; 2nd ed. Sonderburg 1833,

]). ii;3.

- Nucleus lat. in usuin scholae scliallioltinae.Hafniae 1738,p. 2088.

12
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phenomenon: the i\asli,fulgu7%aaTpairrj, the sound, tonitnts,/Spovri],

and the stroke,fulmen,Kepavv6"i(seeSuppL).
The lightning'sflash,which we name blitz,was expressedin onr

older speech both by the simpleplih,Graff 3, 244, MHG. hlic,Iw.

049. Wirral. 7284, and by plechazunffa(coruscatio),derived from

plechazan/a frequentativeof j;/ccAe7i(fulgere),Diut. 1, 222-4;

they also used plcchunga,Diut. 1, 222. Pleccatcshem,Pertz 2, 383,

the name of a place,now Blexen ; the MHG. has Uil'ze (fulgur):

die Uihzni und die donerslegesint mit gewaltein siner pflege,MS.

2^ 166^ " Again lohazan (micare,coruscare),Goth, lauhatjan,pre-supposes

a lohen, Goth, lauhan. From the same root the Goth

forms his Idnhmuni {aaTpa-m')),while the Saxon from blic made a

llicsmo (fulgur).AS. Icoma (jubar,fulgur),ON. liomi, Swed.

Ijungeld,Dan. hjn." A Prussian folk-tale has an expressivephrase

for the lightning: ' He with the Uue whip chases the devil,'i.e.the

giants;for a hhie flame was held speciallysacred, and people

swear by it,North Pris. ' donners hlosJcen (bluesheen)help !' in

Hansens geizhalsp 123; and Schiirtlin's curse was hlau feuer!

(seeSuppL).
Beside dona)% the OHG. would have at its command capreh

(fragor)from prelihan(frangere),Gl. hrab. 963'',for which the

MHG. often has Mac, Troj.12231. 14693, and krach from krachen,

(crepare): mit krache gap der doner duz, Parz. 104, 5 ; and as

krachen is synonymous with rizen (strictlyto burst with a crash),

we also find wolkenriz fern, for thunder, Parz. 378, 11. Wh. 389,

18 ; gegenH;:;,Wartb. kr. jen..57; reht als der wilde dunrslac von

himel kam gcrizzen,Ecke 105. der chlafondodoner, K Cap. 114 ;

der chlaflcihheizet toner ; der doner stet gcspanncn, Apollon.879.

I connect the Gothic peiJvvdfem. with the Finnic teuhaan (strepo),

teuhaus (strepitus,tumultus),so that it would mean the noisy,

uproarious.Some L. Germ, dialects call thunder grummel,Strodtm.

Osnabr. 77, agreeingwith the Slav, grom, hrom (seeSuppl.).

For the notion of fulmen we possess only compounds, except

1 While writingplechazan,I reinemlier pleckan,plahta (patere,nudari ;

l.leak),MHG. blecken, blacte,Wigal. 4890 ; which, when used of the sky,

means : the clouds open, heaven opens, as we still say of forked and sheet

li'ditning; conf. Lohengr. p. 125 : relit alsani des himniels bliz von doner sicli

erblecket. If this plechan is akin to plih (fulgur),we must suppose two verbs

plihhanpleih,and plehhan plah,the second derived from the first. Ulav. bksic,

blisk,but Boh. bozhi posel,god'smessenger, lightning-flash.Euss. molniya,

iServ. munya, fem. (seeSuppL).
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when the simpledonner is used in that sense : sluoc alse ein doner,

]ioth. 1747. liiure hat der scliiir(shower,storm)erslagen,MS. 3,

228* ; commonly donnerschlag,Uitzschlag. OHG. Uig-scuz(-shot,

fulgurumjactiis),N. cap. 13; MHG. Uickcschoz,Barl. 2, 26. 253, 27,

and Uicschoz,Martina 205=^;fiurin doncrstrdlc,Parz. 104, 1; do7i-

rcslac,Iw. G51; ter scuz tero fiurentun donerstrdlo (ardentisfulminis),
erscozen mit tien donerstrdlon,N. Bth. 18. 175; MHG. u-etterstrahl

,

hlitzstrahl,donnerstrahl. MHG. wilder donerslac,Geo. 751, as

lightningis called icildfire,Eab. 412, Schm. 1, 553, and so in ON.

vUli-cldr,Sn. GO (seeSuppi.).
So tlien,as the god who lightenshas red hair ascribed to him,

and lie who thunders a waggon, he who smites has some weapon

.thathe shoots. But here I judge that the notion of arrows being
shot {loildcrffU der liz dem donre snellet,Troj.7073. doners pfUe,

Turnei von Nantlieiz 35. 150) was merely imitated from the Krjka

Aiof, tela Jovis ; the true Teutonic Donar throws wedge-shaped

stones from the sky :
'
ez wart nie stein geworfendar er enkieme von

der schure,'there was never stone thrown there (intothe castle

high),unless it came from the storm, Ecke 203. ein vlins (flint)

von donrestrtden.Wolfram 9, 32. ein lierzedaz von vlinse ime donrc

gewahsen wsere (aheart made of the Hint in thunder),Wh. 12, 16.

schilrestein,Bit. 10332. sehmverstein,Suchenw. 33, 83. so slahe

mich ein doncrstein ! Ms. H. 3, 202^ "We now call it donnevkeil,

Swed. ksk-vigg(-wedge); and in popular belief,there darts out of

the cloud togetherwith the flash a black iccdgc,which buries itself

in the earth as deep as the liighestchurch-tower is high.' B̂ut every

time it thunders again,it beginsto rise nearer to the surface,and

after seven years you may find it above ground. Any house in

which it is preserved,is proofagainstdamage by lightning; when

a thunder-storm is coming on, it beginsto sweat.^ Such stones are

also called donnerdxie (-axes)donnersteine,donnerhammer, alhschossc

(elfshots),strahlsteine,teufelsfinger
,
Engl,thunder -holts,Swed. Thors

viggc,Dan. tordcnhile,tordenstraale (v.infra,ch. XXXVII),^ and stone

hammers and knives found in ancient tombs bear the same name.

Saxo Gram. p. 236 : Inusitati ponderismalleos,quos Jovialcs voca-

^ Tliis depthis variouslyexpressedin curses, "c. e.g.May tlie thunder strike

you into the earth as far as a liare can run in a hundred years !

- Weddigens westfiiL mag. 3, 713. Wigands arcliiv 2, 320, has nine vears

instead of seven.

^ The Grk name for the stone is /SfXe/xvtVT;?a missile.
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bant, , . . priscavirorum religionecultos ; . . . cupiens

enim antiquitastonitruorum causas usitata reruin similitudine com-

prehendere,malleos,quibuscoeli fragorescieri credebat,ingentiaere

complexa fuerat (seeSuppL). To Jupitertoo the silex (flins)was

sacred,and it was held by those takingan oath. From the mention

of ' elf-shots ' above, I would infer a connexion of the elf-sprites

with the thundergod,in whose service they seem to be employed.

The Norse mythology providesTliorr with a wonderful hammer

named Miolnir (mauler,tudes,contundens),which he hurls at the

giants,Seem. 57^ 67^ 68^ ; it is also called pru"hamar, strong

hammer, Sam. 67^ 68^ and has the property of returninginto the

god'shand of itself,after being thrown, Sn. 132, As this hammer

filestliroughthe air (erhann kemr a lopt,Sn. 16),the giantsknow

it,lightningand thunder precedethe throwingof it : J?vinaest sa

hann (next saw he, giant Hrungnir; cldingaroc heyrSiprumur

storar,sa hann J^aThor i asmoSi, for hann akaflega,oc reiddi liamarin

oc Jcastaffi,Sn. 109. This is obviouslythe crushingthunderbolt,

which descends after lightningand thunder,which was nevertheless

regarded as the god's permanent weapon ; hence perhaps that

risingof the bolt out of the earth. Saxo, p. 41, represents it as a

club (clava)without a handle,but informs us that Bother in a battle

with Thor had Icnoched offthe manubium clavae ; tliisagrees with

the Eddie narrative of the manufacture of the hammer, when it

was accounted a fault in it that the handle was too short (at

forskeptitvar heldr skamt), Sn. 131. It was forgedby cunning

dwarfs,^and in spiteof that defect,it was their masterpiece.In

Saxo p. 163, Thor is armed with a torrida chabjhs. Ît is noticeable,

how Frauenlob MS. 2,214^ expresses himself about God the Father:

der smit uz Oberlande warf sinen hamer in mine schoz. The ham-mer,

as a divine tool,was considered sacred,brides and the bodies

of the dead were consecrated with it,Ssem. 74^ Sn. 49. 66 ; men

blessed with the signof the hammer,^ as christians did with the sign

of the cross, and a stroke of lightningwas long regardedin the

^ As Zeus's lightningwas by the Curetes or Cyclopes.
^ That in ancient statues of the thundergod the hammer had not been for-gotten,

seems to be proved by pretty late evidence,e.g. the statue of a dorper
mentioned in connexion with the giants (ch.XVIII, quotationfrom Fergut).
And in the AS. Solomon and Saturn,Thunor wields ajieryaxe (ch.XXV, Mus-

^ In the Old Germ, law,the throwingof a hammer ratifies the acquisition
of property.
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Mid. Ages as a happy initiatoryomen to any undertaking. Thorv

with his hammer hallows dead bones, and makes them alive again,

Sn. 49 (seeSupph)." But most importantof all,as vouching for

the wide extension of one and the same heathen faith,appears to

me that beautiful poem in the Edda, the Hamars heimt (hammer's

homing, mallei recuperatio),^whose action is motived by Thor's

hammer beingstolen by a giant,and buried eightmiles underground:
' ek hefi HlorriSa hamar umtolginn Citta rostom for iorS nedan,'

Stem. 71^ This unmistakablyhangs togetherwith the popular

belief I have quoted,that the thunderbolt dives into the earth and

takes seven or nine years to get up to the surface again,mounting

as it were a mile every year. At bottom Thrymr, ]?ursadrottinn,

lord of the durses or giants,who has only got his own hammer

back again,seems identical with Thorr, beingan older nature-god,

in whose keeping the thunder had been before the coming of the

ases; this is shown by his name, which must bo derived from

}7ruma,tonitru. The compound Jjrumketill(which Biorn explains

as aes tinniens)is in the same case as the better-known J?6rketiIL

(seeSuppl.).
Another proofthat this myth of the thundergodis a jointpos-session

of Scandinavia and the rest of Teutondom, is suppliedby

the word hammer itself. Hamar means in the first placea hard

stone or rock, ând secondlythe tool fasliioned out of it ; the ON.

hamarr stillkeeps both mennings,rupes and malleus (andsahs,seax

againis a stone knife,the Lat. saxum). Such a name isparticularly

well-suited for an instrument with which the mountain-godDonar,

our 'Fairguneis,'achieves all his deeds. Now as the god'shammer

strikes dead,and the curses
' tlmnder sXrikQ you'and 'hammer strike

you' meant the same thing,there sprang up in some parts,especially

of Lower Gemany, after the fall of the god Donar, a personification
of the word Hamar in the sense of Death or Devil :

' dat die de

Hamer ! i vor den Hamer ! de Hamcr sla ! '

are phrasesstill

1 No other lav of the Edila shows itself so intergrown with the people's

poetry of the Noiih
; its plotsurvives in Swedish, Danish and Norwegian songs,

which Lear the same relation to that in the Edda as our folk-songof Hilde-

brand and Alebrand does to our ancient poesy. Thor no longer appears as a

god,but as Thorkar (Thorkarl)or Thord af Hafsgaard,who is robbed of hi.s

golden hammer, conf. Iduna 8, 122. Nyerups udvalg 2, 18S. Arvidsson 1. 3.

Schade's beskrivelse over oen Mors, Aalborg 1811, p. 93. Also the remarkable

legendof Thor me(^ tuvgum hamri in Faye'snorske sagn. Arendal 1833, p. 5,

where also he loses and seeks his hammer.

2 Slav, kamen gen. kamnia, stone ; Lith. ahnu gen. akmens ; /cam = /lam.
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current among the people,in which you can exchange Ilamer for

Duvcl, but which, one and all,can only be traced back to the god
that strikes with the hanuner. In tlie same way :

' dat is en

Ha7ner, en hamerskcn kerl,'a rascallyimpudent cheats de Hamcr

kennt se all ! the devil may know them all,Schiitze 2, 96. Hem-

merlein,meister Hdmmerkin, signifiedthe evil spirit.Consider also

the curses which couple the two names ; donner und teujd! both

of which stood for the ancient god. By gammel Tlwr, old Thor, the

common peoplein Denmark mean the devil;in Sweden theylong

protestedby Thore gud. The Lithuanians worshippedan enormous

hammer, Seb. Frankes weltbuch 55^ (seeSuppL).

It must have been at an earlier stage that certain attributes

and titles of the Saviour, and some Judeo-christian legends,were

transferred to the heathen god,and particularlythe myth of Leviathan

to lornmngandr. As Christ by his death overmastered the monster

serpent (Barl.78, 39 to 79, 14),so Thorr overcomes the miGgarSs-

orni (-worm,snake that encircles the world),and similar epithets

are givento both.'^ Taking into account the resemblance between

the signof the cross and that of the hammer, it need not seem

surprisingthat the newly converted Germans should under the

name of Christ stillhave the lord of thunder and the giverof rain

presentto their minds ; and so a connexion with Mary the Mother

of God (p.174) could be the more easilyestablished. The earliest

troubadour (Diez p. 15. Raynouard 4, 83) actuallynames Christ

stillas the lord of thunder, Jliesus del tro.

A Neapolitan fairy-talein the Pentamerone 5, 4 personifies
thunder and lightning{truonee lampe)as a beautiful youth,brother

of seven spinningvirgins,and son of a wicked old mother who

knows no higher oath than '

pe truone e lampe '. Without assert-ing

any external connexion between this tradition and the German

1 Brem. wtb. 2,575. dat di de hamer sla ! Strodtm. p. 80, conf. Schm. 2, 192.

the hammer, or a greathammer strike you ! Abeles kihistl. imordn. 4, 3. Ge-

richtsh. 1,673. 2, 79. 299. 382. verhamert diir,kolt, Schiitze 2,96 = verdonnert,
verteufelt,bksted, cursed,"c. How deeply the worship of the god had taken

root among the people,is proved by these abnost ineradicable curses, once

solemn protestations: donner ! donnerwetter ! heiligesgewitter(holythunder-storm)

! And, adding the christian symbol : kreuz donnerwetter ! Then,
euphemisticallydisguised: bim (by the) dummer, potz dummer ! dummer

auch ! Slutz 1,123. 2, 161-2. 3, 56. bim dummer hammer 3, 51. bim dumstig,
dunnstig! as in Hesse : donnerstag! bim /tamer .' In Flanders : bi Vids morkel

hamer! Willem's vloeken, p. 12.

2 Finn Magnusen lex. 48 4-5.
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one, ŵe discover in it the same idea of a kind and beneficent,not

a hostile and fiendish god of thunder.

The largebeetle,which we call stag-beetleor fire-beetle,lucanus

cervus, taurus (ch.XXI, beetles),is in some districts of South Ger-many

named don7ier"jue(j,donncrgu(/c,donnerpuiype(gueg,guegi,

beetle),perhapsbecause he likes to live in oak-trees,the tree sacred

to thunder. For he also bears the name eichochs,Swed. ekoxe (oak-

ox);but then againfeuerschroter,iurbuter (fire-beeter,-z'.e.kindler),^

borner or haus-brenner (-burner),whicli indicates his relation to

thunder and lightning.It is a saying,that on his horns he carries

redhot coals into a roof,and sets it alight;more definite is the

belief mentioned in Aberglaube,p. xcvi,that lightningwill strike a

house into which this beetle is carried. In Swed. a beetle is still

named horntroll (seeSuppl.).

Among herbs and plants,the followingare to be speciallynoted :

the donnerbart, stonecrop or houseleek,sempervivum tectoruni,

which, planted on the roof,protectsfrom the lightning'sstroke^ :

harba Jovis vulgarimore vocatur (Macer Floridus 741),Fr. Joubarbc

(conf.Append, p. Iviii);" the donnerbescn (-besom),a shaggytangled

nest-like growth on boughs,of which superstitionascribes the gen-eration

to lightning; otherwise called alpruthe;" the donnerJcraut,

sedum; " the donncrjhifj,fumaria bulbosa;" the donncrdistd,eryng-

ium campestre;" the Dan. tordcnskreppe,burdock. " The South Slavs

caU the iris perunik,Perun's flower,while the Lettons call our

^ How comes the Ital. to have a trono (Neap,truono, Span, trueno)by the

side of tuono l and the Provenral a Irons with the same meaning % Has the R

.sliptinfrom our donar, or stillbetter from the Goth, drunjus,sonus, Rom. 10,

18 (conf.dronen, 'cymbal'sdroningsound' of Dryden) ] or did the Lat. thronva

pass into the sense of sky and thunder? ' forclist nicht,wanns tonnert, eiu

tron werd vom himmel fallen ? ' Garg.181'^. The troubadour's ' Jhesus del tro '

might then simplymean lord of the tirmament.

-
* I wol dou sacritice,and lyresbeete,'Chaucer. Hence beetle itself] AS.

bytel." Trans.

3 A Provencaltroubadour,quoted by Raynouard sub v. barbajol,says : e da-

quel erba tenon pro livilan sobra lur maiso. Beside this hauswurz (hauswurzcl,
Superst.60),the hatdhorn,albaspina,is a safeguardagainstlightning(Mem.
del' acad. celt.2,212),as the laurel was among the ancient Romans, or the

tohitevine plantedround a house; conf. brennessel (Superst.3;3()); ^palnihranchc^
laid upon coals,lightedcandles,a tire made on the hearth,are good ibr a

thunderstorm,'Braunschw. anz. 17G0, p. 1392. The crossbilltoo is a protector

(Superst.335) ; because his beak forms the signof the cross or hammer ] but

the nest-making redbreast or redstart appears to attract lightning(ch.XXI,
redbreast ; Superst.629. 704); was he, because of his red plumage, sacred to

the redbearded god 1 (seeSuppl.).
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hedericli (ground-ivy?hedge-mustard?)pehrJcones;Perunika is also,

like Iris,a woman's name. The oak above all trees was dedicated

to the Thunderer (pp.67, 72): quercics Jovi placuit,Phaedr. 3, 17 ;

magna Jovis antiquo robore quercus, Virg. Georg. 3, 332. At

Dodona stood the Spv^ v^lkoixo Ĵ/.o?,Od. 14, 327. 19, 297, but at

Troy the lieechoften named in the Iliad: ^7770?v-\lr7]\7]zJto?alyio-x^oco,
5, 693. 7,60. A particularkind of oak is in Servian grm, and

grmik is quercetum, no doubt in close connexion wdth groin

(tonitrus),grmiti or grmlieti(tonare).The acorn is spoken of

above, p. 177.

Apparentlysome names of the snipe (scolopaxgallinago)have

to do with this subject: donncrziegc(-goat),donnerstagspfcrd

(Thursdayhorse),himmelsziege(capellacoelestis); because he seems

to bleat or whinny in the sky ? But he is also the ivcathcrhird,

stormbird,rainbird,and his flightbetokens an approachingthunder-storm.

Dan. myreliest,Swed. horsgjok,Icel. hrossagaukr,horsegowk

or cuckoo,from his neighing;the first time he is heard in the year,

he prognosticatesto men their fate (Biorn sub v.); evidently

superstitiousfancies clingto the bird. His Lettish name pehrhona

kasa,pehrhonaahsis (thunder'sshe-goatand he-goat)agrees exactly
with the German. In Lithuanian too, Mielcke 1, 294. 2, 271

givesPerhuno ozhysas heaven's goat,for which another name is

tikkutis." Kannes, pantheum p. 439, thinks the name donners-tagspfcrd

belongsto the goat itself,not to the bird ; this would be

welcome, if it can be made good. Some confirmation is found in

the AS. firgengcct(ibex,rupicapra,chamois),and firginhucca(capri-

cornus),to which would correspondan OHG. virgungeiz,virgun-

pocch; so that in these the analogyof fairgunito Donar holds

good. The wild creature that leapsover rocks would better become

the god of rocks than the tame goat. In the Edda, Thorr has

he-goatsyoked to his thunder-car : between these,and the weather-

fowl described by turns as goat and horse (always a car-drawing

beast),there might exist some half-obscured link of connexion (see

Suppl.). It is significantalso,that the devil,the modern repre-sentative

of the thunder god,has the credit of having created goats,

both he and she ; and as Thorr puts away the bones of his goats

after they have been picked,that he may bring them to life again

(Sn. 49. 50),iso the Swiss shepherdsbelieve that the goat has

1 The myth of the slaughteredgoatsbroughtto lifeagainby hammer-coiise-
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somethingof the devil in her,she was made by him, and her feet

especiallysmack of their origin,and are not eaten, Tobler 214^

Did the German tlmndergod in particularhave hc-goatsarid she-

f/oatssacrificed to him (supra,p. 52) ? The Old Roman or Etruscan

hidental (frombidens,lamb) signifiesthe placewhere lightninghad

struck and killed a man : there a lamb had to be sacrificed to

Jupiter,and the man's body was not burned, but buried (Plin.2,

54). If the Ossetes and Circassians in exactlythe same way offer

a goat over the body killed by lightning,and elevate the hide on a

pole(supra,p. 174),it becomes the more likelyby a greatdeal that

the goat-offeringof the Langobardswas intended for no other than

Donar. For hanging tip hides was a Langobardishrite,and was

practisedon other occasions also,as will presentlybe shown. In

Carinthia,cattle struck by lightningare considered sacred to God ;

no one, not even the poorest,dares to eat of them (Sartorisreise 2,

158).
Other names of placescompounded with that of the thundergod,

besides the numerous Donnersbergsalreadycited,are forthcoming
in Germany. Near Oldenburglies a villagenamed Donnerschwee,

oration,and of tlie hoar Ssehrimnir (Sn.42) beingboiled and eaten every day
and coming whole again every evening,seems to re-appear in more than one

shape. In Wolf's Wodana, p. xxviii,the followingpassage on witches in

Ferrara is quoted from Barthol. de Spina (t 1546), quaestiode strigibus:
Dicunt etiam,quod postquam comederunt aliquem pinguem bovem vel aliquam
vegetem, vino vel arcani seu cophinuin panibus evacuarunt et consunipserunt
ea vorantes, doniina \\\v\iiercutitaurea virgaquam manugestat ea vasavel locu,
et statim ut priusplena sunt vini vel panis ac si nihil iude fuisset assumptum.
Similiter congerijubetossa morttii bovis su-percorixmi ejusextensnm, ipsumque per

quatuor partes super ossa revolvens virgaquepercutierts,vivuni bovem reddit ut

prius,ac reducendum jubet ad locum suum. The diabolical witches' meal

very well matches that of the thundergod. But we are also told in legends,
that the saint,after eatingup a cock,reanimated it out of the bones ; and so

earlyas parson Amis, we find the belief made use of in playing-offa deception
(1.969 seq.). Folk-tales relate how a magician,after a Jislihad been eaten,threw

the bones into water, and the fish came alive again. As with these eatable

creatures,so in other tales there occurs the reanimation of persons who have

been cut to pieces: in the marchen vom Machandelbom (juniper-tree); in the

myth of Zeus and Tantalus,where tlie shoulder of Pelops being devoured by
Demeter (Ovid 6, 406) reminds us of the he-goat'sleg-bonebeing splitfor the

marrow, and remaining lame after he came to lifeagain ; in the myth of Osiris

and St Adalljert (Temme p. 3;J); conf. 1)S. no. 62, and Ezekiel .37. Then in

the eighthFinnish rune, Lemminkaimen's mother gathei-sall the limbs of his

dismembered body, and makes them live again. "The fasteningof heads that

have been chopped off to their trunks,in Waltharius 11 f)? (conf.p. 93) seems

to imply a belief in their reanimation,and agrees with a circumstance in

Morske eventyr pp. 199, 201.
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formerlyDonerswe,^ Donnerswehe, Donnerswede (Kohlihandb. von

Oldenb. 2, 55),which reminds us of OSinsve,Wodeneswege (p.151),

and leaves us equally in doubt whether to understand wih a

temple,or weg a way. The Norwegian folk-tale tells us of an

actual Thors vej(way,Faye p. 5). A villageDonnersrcut is to be

found in Franconia towards Bohemia, a Donnersted in Theding-

hausen bailiwick, Brunswick, a Thunresfeld[Tliurfield]in AS.

documents, Kemble 2, 115. 195, 272, "c. "c." Many in Scan-dinavia,

e.g.,in Denmark, Torslunde (Thorslundr,grove),Tosingo

(Thors engi,ing)f several in Sweden, Tors mase (gurges)in a

boundary-deedof Ostergotland,Broocman 1, 15, TJiorshorgin Goth-land,

Gutalagp. 107. 260. Thorsbiorg(mountain)and Thorshofn

(haven)in Norway, Fornm. sog. 4, 12. 843 ; Thorsmork (wood,a

holy one ? ),Nialss. cap. 149. 150.^ Thors ncs (nose,cape),Sreni.

155^ and Eyrb. saga cap. 4 (see Suppl.). Thors bra (Thorsbrii,

bridge)in Schonen, like the Norwegian Thor's-way,leads us to

that prevalentbelief in devil's bridgesand other buildings,which

is the popular way of accountingfor peculiarlyshaped rocks,

precipicesand steep mountain paths: only God or the devil could

have burst them so.

As a man's name, Donar in its simpleform israrelyfound ; one

noble familyon the Ehine was named Bonner von Lorheim, Sieb-

mach. 5, 144. Its derivatives and compounds are not common in

any High Germ, dialect ; a Carolingiandoc. in the Cod. lauresh.

no. 464 has Donarad, which I take to be the ON. Thorffr ; and the

Trad. fuld. 2,23 AlUhonar, which is the ON. Thordlfrinverted.

Such name-formations are far more frequentin the North, where

the service of the god prevailed so long : Thorarr (OHG.
Donarari ? ),Thorir,Thord'r,Thorhallr,Thordlfr(OS.Thunerulf in

Calend. merseb. Septemb.),Thoroddr, and the feminines Thorn,

Thorun, Thorarna (formedlike diorna, Gramm. 2,336), Thorhxtla,

IVidi'hildr,Thordis,"c. I cannot see why the editors of the Forn-

manna sogur deprivesuch proper names as Thorgeirr,Thorhiorn,

^ ' to Donersice,dar heft cle herscupden tegeiiden(teind,tithe),'Land-

registerof 1428.

^ Others specifiedin Suhm, krit. hist. 2, 651.

^ The settlers in Iceland,when they consecrated a district to Thorr,named
it Thorsmork,Landn. 5, 2. ed. nova p. 343. From Donnersmark (Zschotcir
tokely)in the Hungarian county of Zips,comes the Silesian family of Henkel

von Donnersmark. Walacli. manura : die Donnersmarkf.
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Thorsieinn,Tlioihdill,Thorvaldr, Thorfinnr,Thorgcrff)',"c. of tlieir

l()ii"^vowel ; it is not the abstract J^or,audacia,that they are com-pounded

witli,and the Nialssaga,e.g. cap. 65, spellsIVw/'geiiT,
^/idrkatla." The frequentname Thorketill,abbrev. Thorkell,Dan,

Torkild,AS. Turketulus, Thurkytel (Kemble 2, 286, 349. v. suprn,

\".63),if it signifiesa kettle,a vessel,of the thundergod,resembles

Wuotan's sacrificial cauldron (p.56). The HymisqviSa singsof

Thorr fetchinga huge cauldron for the ases to brew ale with,and

wearing it on his head, Saem. 57 ; which is very like the strong

man Hans (ans,as ? )in the nursery-taleclappingthe church bell

on his head for a cap. " The couplingof Alp (elf)with Donar in

Albthonar and Thoralfr is worthy of notice,for alpgcschoss(elf-shot)

is a synonym for the thunderbolt,and Alpruthe (elf-rod)for the

donnerkraut [donnerbesen? see p. 183]. An intimate relation must

subsist between the gods and the elves (p.180),thoughon the part

of the latter a subordinate one (seeSuppl.).^

It is observable that in different laysof the Edda Thorr goes

by different names. In Lokaglepsaand HarbardslioS he is ' Thorr,

Asa]?6rr,'but in Hamarsheimt ' Vingjwrr,HlorriSi' (yetThorr as well),
in Alvismtll always ' Ving};6rr,'in HymisqviSa 'Veorr,HlorriSi,'not

to mention the periphrasesvagna verr (curruumdominus),Sifjarverr,
OSins sonr. Illorriffl was touched upon in p. 167,note. Vingthurr

they derive from Vfengr, ala ; as if Wing-thunder,the winged one.

aiira quatiens? This appears to be far from certain,as he is else-where

called fostri Vingnis,Sn. 101, and in the genealogiesthis

Vingnir appears by the side of him. Especiallyimportant is

Veorr, which outside of HymisqviSa is only found once, Sa3m. 9^,

and never except in the nom. sing.; it belongs doubtless to ve,

wih, and so betokens a holy consecrated being,distinct from the

Ve, gen. Vea on p. 163 ; the OHG. form must have been Wihor,

Wihar ? (seeSuppl.).
As OSinn was representedjourneyingabroad,to the Eastern land

(p. 163),so is Thorr engaged in eastward travels : Thorr var i

austrvegi,Saem. 59, a austrvega 68* ; for or austrvegi,75 ; ec var

austr, 78*' ;̂ anstrforomJjinomscaltu aldregisegjaseggjomfra,68*.

In these journeyshe fought with and slew the giants: var haim

1 To the Bori;\t Mongols beyond L. Baikal, fairy-ringsin f^rass are "where

the sons oftlieIvjldninfjhave danced." " Trans.
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f((rinni anstcrvcgat berjatroll,Sn. 46. And tliisagainpointsto

the ancient and at that time still unforgotten connexion of the

Teutonic nations with Asia ; this ' faringeast-ways
' is told of

other heroes too, Sn. 190. 363 ; e.g.,the race of the Skilfingaris

expresslyplaced in that eastern region(siikynsloS er i austrve-

gum), Sn. 193 ; and lotunheim, the world of the giants,was there

situated.

Tlwrr was considered,next to OSinn, the mightiestand strongest

of all the gods ; the Edda makes him OSin's son, therein differing

entirelyfrom the Eoman view, which takes Jupiterto be Mercury's

father; in pedigrees,it is true, Thorr does appear as an ancestor of

OSinn. Thorr is usuallynamed immediatelyafter OSinn, some-times

before him, possiblyhe was feared more than OSinn (see

SuppL). In ^axo Gramm., Eegner confesses : Se, Thor deo excepto,
nullam monstrigenaevirtutis potentiam expavere, cujus (sc.Thor)
virium magnitudini nihil humanarum divinarumque rerum digna

possitaequalitateconferri. He is the true national god of the

Norwegians,landds (patriumnumen), Egilss.p. 365-6, and when

ass stands alone,it means especiallyhim, e.g.,Saem. 70=^,as indeed

the very meaning of ans (jugum mentis) agrees with that of Fair-

guneis. His temples and statues were the most numerous in

Norway and Sweden, and dsmcgin,divine strength,is understood

chieflyof him. Hence the heathen religionin generalis so

frequentlyexpressedby the simple Thor biota,Srem. 113^, het

(called)d Thor, Landn. 1,12, truffi (believed)d Thor, Landn. 2,12.

He assignsto emigrantstheir new place of abode : Thorr visaffb

honum (shewedhim),Landn. 3, 7 3, 12. From the Landnamabok

we could quote many things about the worship of Thorr: ]?ar
stendr enn Thors steinn,2, 12. ganga til fretta viS Thor, 3, 12.

Thorr is worshippedmost, and Freyr next, which agrees with the

names Thorvi"r and Freyvi"roccurringin one familyline 2, 6 ;

viSr is wood, does it here mean tree,and imply a priestlyfunction?

OSinviSr does not occur, but Tyvi"r is the name of a plant,ch.

XXXVII. It is Thor's hammer that hallows a mark, a marriage,

and the runes, as we find plainlystated on the stones. I show in

ch. XXXIII how Thorr under various aspects passedinto the

devil of the christians,and it is not surprisingif he acquired

some of the clumsy boorish nature of the giant in the process, for

the giants likewise were turned into fiends. The foe and pursuer
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of all giantsin the time of the Ases, he himself appeareda lubber

to the christians ; he throws stones for a wager with giants(conf.

eh. XVIII). But even in the Eddie ThrymsqviSa, he eats and

drinks immoderately like a giant,and the Norwegian folk-tale

makes him take up cask after cask of ale at the wedding,Fay e p. 4;

conf. the proverb: mundi enginn Asathor afdrecka (outdrink).

Conversely,the good-naturedold giantThrymr is by his very name

a Donar (conf.ch. XVIII). The delightfulstory of the hobergs-

gubbe (oldman of the mountain, giant)was known far and wide in

the North : a poor man invites him to stand godfatherto his child,

but he refuses to come on hearingthat TJwr or Tordenveir is also a

bidden guest (conf.ch. XVIII) ; he sends however a handsome

present(conf.Afzelius 2, 1 58. JMolbech's eventyr no. 62, F. Magn.

p. 935). In spiteof all divergences,there appears in the structure

of this fable a certain similarityto that of GossipDeath, ch. XXVII,

for death also is a devil,and consequentlya giant; conf. Miillen-

hoff,schl. hoist, p. 289. That is why some of the old tales which

stillstood their ground in the christian times try to saddle him

with all that is odious,and to make him out a diabolic beingof a

M'orse kind than OGinn; conf, Gautrekssagap. 13. Finnr drags
the statue of Thorr to King Olafr, splitsand burns it up, then

mixes the ashes in furmety and givesit to dogs to devour ;
* 'tis

meet that hounds eat Thorr, who his own sons did eat,'Fornm. sog.

2, 163. This is a calumny, the Edda knows of no sucli thing,it

relates on the contrary that M65i and Magni outlived their father

(seeSuppl.), Several revived sagas, like that of the creation of

wolves and goats,transform Wuotan into the good God, and Donar

into the devil

From the time they became acquainted with the Homan

theogony, the writers identifythe German thundergod with

Jupiter. Not only is dies Jovis called in AS. Thunresd?eg,but

Latona Jovis mater is Thunrcs modur
,
and capitoliuniis trans-lated

Thorshoi by the Icelanders. Conversely,Saxo Gram. p. 23()

means by his 'Jupiter' the Teutonic Thor,the Jupiterardens above

(p.110) ; did that mean Donar "^ As for that Thorr devouringhis

children,it seems [a mere importation,aggravatedby] a down-

riglitconfusion of Jupiterwith his fatlier Saturn, just as the Norse

genealogymade Thorr an ancestor of OSinn. Tlie ' presbyterJovi
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mactans/ and the '
sacra

' and ' feriae Jovis '

(inIndicul. pagan,)
have been dealt with above, p. 121.

Letzner (hist.Caroli magni,Hildesh. 1G03, cap. 18 end) relates:

The Saturday after Laetare,year by year, cometh to the little

cathedral-close of Hildesheim a farmer thereunto speciallyap-pointed,

and bringethhco logsof a fathom long,and therewith two

lesser logspointedin the manner of skittles. The two greater he

plantethin the ground one againstthe other,and a-top of them

the skittles. Soon there come hastilytogetheraU manner of lads

and youth of the meaner sort,and with stones or staves do peltthe
skittles down from the logs; other do set the same up again,and
the peltingbeginnetha-new, By these skittles are to be under-stood

the devilish gods of the heathen,that were thrown down by
the Saxon-folk when they became christian.

Here the names of the gods are suppressed,b̂ut one of them

must have been Jupiterthen, as we find it was afterwards.^ Among
the farmer's dues at Hildesheim there occurs down to our own

times a Jupitergeld.Under this name the villageof Grossen-

Algermissenhad to pay 12 g. grosch.4 pfen.yearlyto the sexton

of the cathedral
", an Algermissenfarmer had every year to bringto

the cathedral close an eight-corneredlog,a foot thick and four

feet long,hidden in a sack. The schoolboysdressed it in a cloak

and crown, and attacked the Japitcras they then called it,by

throwingstones first from one side,then from the other,and at

last they burnt it. This popularfestivitywas often attended with

disorder,and was more than once interdicted,picketswere set to

carry the prohibitioninto effect;at length the royal treasury

remitted the Jupiter'sgeld. Possiblythe villageof Algermissen
had incurred the penaltyof the due at the introduction of Christi-anity,

by its attachment to the old religion. Ŵas the peltingof

1 In the Corbel chron.,Hamb. 1590, cap. 18, Letzner thinks it was the god
of the Irmensul. He refers to MS. accounts by Con. Foutanus, a Helmers-

haus Benedictine of the 13th century.
^ A Hiklesheim registerdi-awn up at the end of the 14th century or

beginn.of the 15th cent, says :
' De abgotter(idols),so sunnabends vor laetare

(Letzn.' sonnab. imch laet.')von einem hausniann von Algermissengesetzet,
davor (forwhich) ihm eine hofe (hufe,hide) landes gehort zur sankmeisterie

(chantry?),iind wie solches von dem hausmann nicht gesetztworden,gehort
Cantori de liove landes.' Hannoversche landesblatter 1833, p. 30.

3 Liintzel on farmers' burdens in Hildesheim 1830, p. 205. Hannov. mag.

1833, p. 693. Protocols of 1742-3 in an article ' On the Stoningof Jupiter,'
Hannov. landesbl.,ubi supra.
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the logs to express contempt ? In Swit;^erland the well-known

throwingof stones on the water is called Heidcn werfen,heathen-

pelting; otherwise :
' den Herrgottlosen,vater nnd mutter losen,'

releasing,ransoming? Tobler 174*^ (seeSuppl.).
I do not pretendto think it at all established,that this Jupiter

can be traced back to the TImnar of the Old Saxons. The custom is

onlyvouched for by protocolsof the last century,and clear evidence

of it before that time is not forthcoming;but even Letzner's account,

differingas it does,suggests a very primitivepracticeof the people,

which is worth noting,even if Jupiterhas nothing to do with it.

The definite date ' laetare ' reminds one of the custom universal in

Germany of 'drivingout Death,' of which I shall treat hereafter,

and in which Death is likewise set up to be pelted. Did the

skittle represent the sacred hammer ?

An unmistakable relic of the worship paidto the thunder-god
is the specialobservance of Thursday,which was not extinct

among the people tillquiterecent times. It is spoken of in quite

early documents of the Mid. Ages :
' nuUus diem Jovis in otio

observet,'Aberglaube p. xxx. 'de feriisquae faciunt Jovi vel

Mercurio,' p. xxxii. quintam feriam in honorem Jovis honorasti,

p. xxxvii. On Thursday eveningone must neither spin nor hew ;

Superst.,Swed. 55. 110. and Germ. 517. 703. The Esthonians

think Thursday holier than Sunday.^ What punishment overtook

the transgressor,may be gatheredfrom another superstition,which,

it is true, substituted the hallowed day of Christ for that of Donar :

He that shall work on TrinitySunday (thenext after Pentecost),

or shall wear anything sewed or knitted (on that day),shall be

stricken by thunder ; Scheffer's Haltaus,p. 225 (seeSuppl.).

If Jupiterhad these lionours paid him in the 8tli century,if

the Capitulareof 743 thought it needful expresslyto enjoinan
'
ec

forsacho Thunarc,'and much that related to his service remained

uneradicated a long time after ; it cannot well be doubted, that at

a stillearlier time he was held by our forefathers to be a real god,

and one of their greatest.

If we compare him with Wuotan, though the latter is more

intellectual and elevated,Donar has the advantage of a sturdy
material strength,which was the very thing to recommend him to

^ Etwas iibcr die Elisten,pp. 13-4.
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the peculiar veneration of certain races ; prayers, oaths, curses

retained his
memory

oftener and longer than that of
any other

god. But only a part of the Greek Zeus is included in him.



CHAPTER IX.

ZIO, (TIW, TYR).

The ON", name for dies Martis, Tysdagr,has the name of tlie

Eddie god Tyr (gen.Tys, ace. Tj) to account for it. The AS.

Tiwesdsegand OHG. Ziestac scarcelyhave the simplename of the

god left to keep them company, but it may be safelyinferred from

them : it must have been in AS. Tiio} in OHG. Zio. The runic

letter Tl,ZiiL,will be discussed further on. The Gothic name for the

day of the week is nowhere to be found ; accordingto all analogy
it would be Tivisdags,and then the god himself can only have been

called Tilts. These forms, Tiu-s,Tiw, Trj-r,Zio make a series like

the similar J?iu-s,J?eow(]?iw),]?y-r,dio = puer, servus.

If the idea of our thundergodhad somewhat narrow limits,that

of Zio lands us in a measureless expanse. The non-Teutonic

cognate [Aryan]languagesconfront us with a multitude of terms

belongingto the root div, which, while enablingus to make up

a fuller formula div, tiv,zio,yieldthe meanings ' brightness,sky,

day,god '. Of Sanskrit words, dyaus (coelum)stands the closest

to the Greek and German gods'names Zeu?, Tins.

Greek. Gothic.

Zev"i Tius

Zev Tiu

Alfa, Ala Tiu

Aif6";,Aio"; Tivis

AlFi.,All Tiva

To the digammated and older form of the Greek obliquecases
there correspondsalso the Latin Jovcm, Jovis,Jovi, for which we

^ It might have been TeoAV,from the analogyof l^eowto ]j"!t.Lye quotes,
without references : ?'""/,Mars, Tiiges-vel Tiis-daeg,dies Martis. The Epinal
glosseslironghtto lightl)y]\Ione actuallyfurnish,no. 520 (Anzeiger18.38,p.
145),Tiirj,Mars ; also Oeliler p. 351

.

The change of letters is like that of briig,
jnsculuni,for briw ; and we may at least infer from it,that the vowel is long,

13
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must assume a nom. Ju, Jus, though it has survived only in the

compound Jupiter= Jus pater,Zeu9 irarrip. For, the initial in

Jus, Jovis [pronouncej as y] seems to be a mere softeningof the

fuller dj in Djus,Djovis,wliich has preserveditself in Dijovis,just

as Zeu9 presupposes an older Jey? which was actuallypreservedin

the ^olic dialect. These Greek and Latin words likewise contain

the idea of the heavenly god, i.e.,a personificationof the sky.

Dium, divum is the vault of heaven, and Zeus is the son of heaven,

Ovpavov vio^, ovpduio";,Zev"; aWepi vaiwv (seeSuppl.).
But apart from 'dyaus,Zeus and Jupiter,'the three common nouns

devas (Sansk.),6e6"iand deus express the generalnotion of a

divinity; they are related to the firstthree,yet distinct from them.

The Lat, deus might seem to come nearest to our Tins,Zio ; but

its u, like the o in 6e6";,belongsto the flexion,not to the root,and

therefore answers to the a in devas.^ Nevertheless deus too must

have sprung from devus,and 6e6"ifrom 6eF6"i,because the very 6

instead of S in the Greek word is accounted for by the reaction of

the digamma on the initial. In the shortness of their e they both

differ from devas,whose e (=ai) grew by guna out of i,so that the

Lith. dievas comes nearer to it.^ But the adjectives8409(notfrom

S/io?,but rather for Sifo?)and divus correspondto devas as dives

divitis (p.20) to devatas (deus). This approximationbetween divus

and deus serves to confirm the originof deus out of devus or divus

with short i (seeSuppl.)^,Still more helpfulto us is the fact that

the Edda has a plur.tivar meaning gods or heroes.Stem. 30^ 41^ ;

rikir tivar (conf.rich god, p. 20),Sam. 72^ Qo'^; valtivar,52=^ ;

sigtivar,189* 248=^ ; the sing,is not in use. This tivar,though not

immediatelyrelated to Tyr, yet seems related to it as Sto?,6e6"i,

Oelo'iare to Zeu? ; its i is established by the fact that the ON.

dialect contracts a short iv into y ; thus we obtain by the side of

tiv a tiv,in Sanskrit by the side of div a dev,and in Latin by the

side of deus a divus,these beingstrengthenedor guna forms of the

1 Kiilin,in Zeitschr. f.cl.alt. 2, 231, has rightlypointedout, that Zio can

be immediately related only to dyaus and Zevs, not to deus and deos ; but he

oughtto have admitted that mediately it must be related to these last also.

That div was the root of Zeus,had aheady been shown by 0. Miiiler in Gott.

anz. 1834, pp. 79o-6.

^ Conf. piemu iroifiriv,and kiemas ku/xtj haims.

3 If,as hinted on p. 26, 8'iosdeus were conn, with Se'co,the notion of bind-ing

must have arisen hrst out of the divine band, which is hardlyconceivable.
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root div,tiv (splendcre).'^If the earthborn Tuisco, the ancestral

god of our nation,stands (asZeuss p. 72 has acutelysuggested)for

Tivisco,Tiusco,it shews on its very face the meaning of a divine

heavenlybeing,leavingit an open questionwhether we will choose

to understand it of Wuotan or any other god, barringalways Tius

himself,from whom it is derived (seeSuppl.).
The lightof day is a notion that borders on that of heaven, and

it was likewise honoured with personificationas a god : Lucetiuni

Jovem appellabant,quod eum lucis esse causam credebant ; Festus

sub V. To begin with,dies (conf.interdiu,dio)is itself connected

with deus and divus ; Jupiterwas called Diespiter,ic.,dieipater,
for the old gen. was dies. Then the word in the sing,fluctuates

between the masc. and fem. genders;and as the masc. Ju,Dju with

the suffix n, is shaped into the fem. forms Juno for Jovino,Djovino,
and Diana,justso the Lith. name for day,diena, is fem.,while the

Slav, den,dzien,dan, is masc. The Teutonic tongues have no word

for sky or day taken from this root, but we can point to one in

Crreek : Creteuses Aia ttjv rj^iepav vocant (callthe day Zeus),ipsi

quoque Eomani Diespitremappellant,ut diei patreni ; Macrob.

Sat. 1, 15. The poeticand Doric forms Zrjva,Zrjvoq,Zrjvi,and

Zava, Zav6";,Zavl, for Aia, Ato^, Au, correspondto the above

formations f and the Etruscans called Jupiter Tina, i.e.Dina ; 0.

Miiller 2,43 (seeSuppl.).
A derivative from the same root with another suffix seems to

presentitselfin the ON. tivor (deus? ), Ŝsem. 6^,AS. tir,gen. tires

(tiir.Cod. exon. 331, 18 gloria,splendor),and OS. tir,gen. tiras,tireas;

with which I connect the OHG. ziori,ziari,zieri (splendiilus),and

the Lat. dccus,decor,decorus. The AS. poets use the wcfrd tir only

to intensifyother words : tirmetod (deus gloriae,summus deus),
Ciedm. 143, 7 ; aisctir wera (hastagloriosavirorum),124, 27 ; jcsca

tir,127, 10 ; tirwine, Boiith. metr. 25, 41 ; tirfruma,Cod. exon. 13,

21 ; tirmeahtig(potentissimus),72, 1 ; tireadig(felicissimus),
Ccedm. 189, 13. 192, 16; tirfa^st (firmissimus),64, 2. 189, 19;

1 Somelimcp!,thoiighrarely,we find another ON. dlar,S;eni. 91'". Sn. 17G.

Yngl.saga cap. 2 ; it agrees with 6e6i more than with 5Ior.
^ We know to what shifts Socrates is driven in tryingto explainthe forms

Z^i/aand At'a (Plato'sCratylus p. 29, Bekker) ; 6e6s he derives from dtlv,
currere (p.32).

* Or must wc read it tivor,and connect it with the AS. tifer,tiber,OHG.

7X'par]
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much in the same way as the AS. eormen, OIIG. irman is prefixed.
Now when a similar prefixt'"meets us in the OaST. writings,e.g.

tyhraustr(fortissimus),tyspakr(sapientissimus),Sn. 29, it confirms

the afiinitybetween tir and Ty-r.

These intricate etymologieswere not to be avoided : they
entitle us to claim a sphere for the Teutonic god Zio,Tiw, Tyr,
which placeshim on a level with the loftiestdeities of antiquity.

Eepresentedin the Edda as Oc5in's son, he may seem inferior to

him in power and moment ; but the two reallyfall into one, inas-much

as both are directors of war and battle,and the fame of

victoryproceedsfrom each of them alike. For the olden time

resolved all gloryinto militaryglory,and not content with Wuotan

and Zio,it felt the need of a third war-god Hadu ; the finer distinc-tions

in their cultus are hidden from us now. " It is not to be over-looked,

that OSinn is often named Sigtyr,Hroptatyr,Gautatyr,

haugatyr,farmatyr (Seem.30. 47. 248^ Sn. 94-6),bodvartyr,quasi

pugnae deus,geirtyr(Fornm. sog. 9, 515-8); and that even Thorr,

to whom Jupiter'slightninghas been handed over, appears as

EeiGartyr,Eeidityr(Sn.94),i.e.god of the waggon.^ In all these

poeticalterms, we see that iyr bears that more generalsense which

makes it suitable for all divinities,especiallythe higherones. Tyr
has a perfectrightto a name identical with Zeus. Add moreover,

that the epithetof father was in a specialdegree accorded, not

only to Jupiter,Diespiter,but to victory'spatron MarspitcrP-

Further, this loftypositionis claimed for Zio by the oldest

accounts that have reached us. 3Iars is singledout as a chief god

^ I do not reckon Angant^ramong this set of words. It occurs frequently,
both in the Hervararsaga and in Sajm. 114* 119'' 9^; this last passage calls

0'5'inn ' Priggjarangantfr '. The true form is douLtless Anganjrtjr,as appears
from the OHG. Angandeo (Trad. fuld. 1,67),and the AS. Ongenpeow,OngenJ^io
(Beow. 4770. 4945-67. 5843-97. 5917-67); -tyr would have been in AS. -teow, in

OHG. -zio. Graff gives an Agandeo 1, 132. 5, 87, which seems to be a mis-

.spelling,though the Trad, wizenb. no. 20 have a woman's name Agathiu (for

Anganthiu), to which add the ace. Agathien, Agacien (Walthar.629). The

meaning of angan, ongen, is doubtful; '

angan illrarbrudhar' is said to be
' deliciae malae mulieris,'but Biurn interpretsit pedisequa,and O'Sinn might
fitlybe called Friggaepedisequus. That some proper names in the Edda are

corrupt,is plainfrom Hamdir, wliich ought everywhere to be Hamjiyr, OHG.

llamadio, Hamideo (Schaunat no. 576. Cod. huiresh. 2529), MHG. Hamdie

(MsH 3, 213'').This much I am sure of,that neither Anganj^^^rnor Hamjnr
can contain a tCr,which is almost always compounded with genitivesin a

figurativesense.
2 Gellius 5, 12.
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of all tlie Germanic nations,and mentioned side by side with Mer-cury.

The evidence is collected on p. 44.^ Tacitus,in Hist. 4,64,

makes the Tencteri say right out : Communibus deis, et prac-

cipuodeorum Marti gratesagimus ; we have no occasion to apply

the passage to Wuotan, to whom the highestplaceusuallybelongs,

as particularraces may have assignedthat to Zio. The stillclearer

testimonyof Procopius12, 15 to the worshipof Ares among the

dwellers in the North,^ wliich says expressly: eVct 6eov avrov

vofil^ovanfieyiaTov elvai,ought to be compared with the statements

of Jornandes on the Gothic Mars ; in both placeshuman sacrifices

are the subject,and therefore Zeuss, p. 22,is for understandingit

of Wuotan again,because to him Tacitus says that men were

sacrificed ; but he does not say to him alone," on the contrary,

anent the Hermundurian offering,Ann, V6, 57, where ' viri '

were

also slain,Mars stands mentioned before Llercury. And Jornandes,

who identifies the ' Gradivus pater
' of the Getae in Virg.Aen. 3,

35 with the Mars of the Goths, must have been thinkingof the

specialgod of war, not of a higherand more generalone, intimately

as they interpenetrateone another in name and nature. All in

favour of this view are the Scythian and Alanic legendsof the

war-sword, which will be examined by and by : if the Getic,

Scythian and Gothic traditions meet anywhere, it is on this of

il/ars-worship. Neither can we disregardWidukind's representa-tion

at a later time (Pertz5,423) of the Saxon Mars set up on

high. Donar and Wuotan, with whom at other times he iscombined

in a significanttrilogy,appear, like Jupiterand Mercury,to retire

before him. But it is quiteconceivable how the glossistquoted on

p. 133 could render Wuotan by Mars, and Widukind glideeasily

from Mars to Hermes, i.e.,Wodan, particularlyif he had in his

mind the analogyof those prefixesirman- (ofwliich he is speaking)

and tir-. The OlST.writers,while they recogniseOSin's influence

on war and victory,speak no less distinctlyof Ttjr,who is em-

1 A passaj,'ein Floras 2, 4: 'nlox Ariovisto duce vovere de nostronuu mili-

tum pnieda Marti suo toniuem : intercepitJupitervotuiii,nam dc torquilius
eoruni uureum tiopaeum Jovi Flaminius erexit,'speaksof the hisubiian Gaids,

who were beaten in the consulshipof Flaminius B.C. 225. But these CJalli

are both in other respectsvery like Germani, and the name of their leader is

that of the kSuevic (Swabian)king in Caesar.
- eovAtrat (men of Thule) is their genericname, but he expresslyincludes

among them the Tavrol,whom he rightlyregardsas a dilierent peoplefrom the

TotSoi,conf. Gott. auz. 1828, p. 553.
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phaticallytheir Vigagucf(deusproeliorum),Sn. 105, and again:

hann er diarfastr ok best liugaSr,ok lianu rcecfrniioc sigrii orostom,

Sn. 29 (seeSuppl.).

No doubt there were mountains hallowed to Zio,as well as to

Wuotan and Donar ; the only difficultyis,to know which god,
Wuotan or Zio, was meant by a particularname. May we place
to his credit the name of the abbey of Siegburgin the Lower

Ehine, which was founded in 1064 on a mountain where the

ancient assize of the peoplewas held? From that time the moun-tain

was to have been called Mons sancti Michaelis after the

christian conqueror, but the \\"Bi\i"i\Sigebcrgcould not be dislodged,
it was only distorted into Siegburg"} or are we to explainthe name

by the river Sieg,which flows through the district ? The ON.

Sigtysberg(OS.Sigu-tiwis-berag?),Saem. 348^ might belongto OSinn

or to Tyr. The Weimar map has in section 38 a Tisdorf,and in

section 48 a Zieshcrg,both in Lower Saxon districts on the Elbe.

A placein Zealand, about which there are folk-tales,is Tyhierg

(Thiele2, 20) ; also in Zealand are Tisvdde (Ti'swell),Tysting; in

Jutland, Tystathe,Tiislunde. In Sweden : Tistad, Tishy,Tisjo,

Tyved. Zierbergin Bavaria (Cirberg,Zirberc,MB. 11, 71-3-5-6)
and Zierenbergin Lower Hesse may be derived from the collateral

form (see Suppl.). The mons Martis at Paris (Montmartre),of

which even Abbo de bell. Par. 2, 196 makes mention, has to do

with the Gallic Mars, whom some take to be Belus,others Hesus.

With far better rightthan the Parisian mons Martis (yetconf. Waitz's

Salic law, p. 52),we may assignto Zio the fanum Martis, now

Famars in Hainault (p. 84),accordingto Herm. Mliller the Old

Frankish ' Dishargum (or Disbargus)in termino Toringorum ' of

Greg.tur. 2,9,Chlodio's castellum. Dis- would be a Latinized form

of Tis = Tives,perhaps recallingDispiter,Diespiter; there is no

Gallic word like it lookingtowards Mars, and the district is thor-

ouglilyPrankish,with Liphtinaeclose by,where we have Saxnot

named by the side of Thunar and Wodan. As for Eresbergand

Mersberg (3 or 4 pp. on),I have compared the oldest documents in

Seibertz: no. 11 (anno962)givesus Eresburg;no. 25 (1030)already

Mersburg ; 1, 98 (1043) mons Eresburg; no. 51 (1150)mons Eres-berg;

no. 70 (1176) mons Eresberch ; no. 85 (1184)Heresburg;

1 Dociim. in Lacomblet,no. 203-4.
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no. 115 (1201) mons Martis; no. 153 (1219 Mersberch ; no. 167

(1222)Eresberch; no. 179 (1228) mons Martis; no. 186 (1229)

mons Heresberg; no. 189 (1230) mons Martis and Mersberg.

Mons Martis was the learned name, Mersberg the popular,and

Eresbergthe oldest. As mons and castellum are used by turns,

bergand burg are equallyright. Widukind 2,11 and Dietmar 2,1

spellHercshurgand Eresburch,when they describe the taking of

the place in 938. According to the Ann. Corb. (Pertz5,8),they

are sacred to both Ares and Hermes (]\Iarsand Mercury).

The names of plantsalso confess the god : ON. Tyfifiola,I dare-say

after the Lat. viola Martis, march-violet;Tyrhialm (aconitum),

otherwise Thorhialm, Thorhat (helmet,hat),conf. Germ, sturmhut,

eisenhut,Dan. troldhat,a herb endowed with magic power, whose

helmet-like shapemightsuggesteither of those warlike godsTyr and

Thorr; Tyvi"r,Tf"wood, Dan. Tyvcd,Tysvccl(daphne mezereum),

in the Helsing.dial, tis,tisthast,the mezereon, a beautiful poison-

flower (seeSuppl.).
While these names of placesand plantssufficientlyvouch for

the wide-spreadworshipof the god,we must lay particularstress

on one thing,that the name for the third day of the week, which

is what we started with,bears livingwitness to him at this moment,

not only in Scandinavia and England (ON".Tysdagr,Swed. Tisdag,

Dan. Tirsdag,AS. Tiwesdseg),but among the common people in

Swabia and Switzerland (Ziestag,Tiestag,diestik,beside our uni-versal

Dienstag);Schm. 4,214 bringsall the forms together.And

there is yet one more testimonyto the high antiquityof Zio- worship

in Swabia, which we may gather from an old "Wessobrunn gloss
' Cyuvari = Suapa,'MB. 7, 375 and Diut. 2, 370 ; which I take to

be not Teutonoari,as Zeuss does,pp. 146-9, but Zioivari ]\Iartem

colentes,warian expressing,like Lat. colore,both habitare and

depairevetv,so that the Suevi are OepdirovTe'i"Apr]o"i.

But that is not all : further and weighty disclosures on the

name and nature of the war-godawait us at the hands of the Pauiic

alphabet.
It is known that each separaterune has a name to itself,and

these names vary more or less accordingto the nations that use them,

but they are mostlyvery ancient words. The OHG. runes having

to bestow the name dorn on D, and tac on T, requirefor their

aspirateZ which closes the alphabetthe name of Zio. In the ON.
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and AS. alphabets,dag stood for D, T/jrand Tito for T, ]7ornfor ]",

beingthe same three words, only in different places; occasionally

the Anglo-Saxons wrote Tir or Tis. Whenever a list of runes

keeps thorn for Th, and dag for D, it is sure to have Ti for T (as

the Cod. Isidori paris.and bruxell.); so it is in the St Gall cod.

260 and the Brussels 9565, except that dorn is improperlyput for

thorn,and tag for dag, but Ti stands correctlyoppositeT. The

Paris cod. 5239 has dhron (dhorn),tac,Ziu,that of Salzburgdhorn,

Ti,daeg : everywherethe form Ziu shows the High Germ, accepta-

'tion,and the form Ti (once,in Cod. vatic. Christinae 338, speltTu,

perh,Tii)the Low Germ., the Saxon. The u in Ziu seems to be

more archaic than the o of Zio, which has kept pace with the

regularprogress of the OHG. dialect,and follows the analogy of

dio,servus ; this relation between u and o may perhaps be seen

stillmore in its true light,as we go on. But what is very remark-able,

is that in the Vienna cod. 140 the name Tyz is givento T in

an alphabetwhich uses the Gothic letters,for Tyz comes very near

to our conjecturalGoth. Tins. As well the retention as the unavoid-able

alterations of this divine name in the runes of the various races,

may be taken as proofsof the antiquityand extent of Zio-worship.

How comes it that no rune has taken its name from Wuotan or

OSinn, the inventor of writingitself? ' K = reiS,rad,'i.e.,waggon,

may indirectlyat least be referred to the god of the Thunder-car ;

and F accordingto one interpretationsignifiesFreyr. Anyhow,

'T=Tyr' appears to have been a supremely honoured symbol,and

the name of this god to have been speciallysacred : in scratching

the runes of victoryon the sword, the name of Tyr had to be twice

inserted,Ssem. 194^ The shape of the rune ^ has an obvious

resemblance to the old-established symbol of the planetMars when

set upright'^,and an AS. poem on the runes expresslysays : tir

biS idcna sum (tiris one of the tokens, is a certain sign); where

againthe derivative form tir is employed to explainthe the simple

Tiw or Ti. Occasionallythe poets speak of ' tire tacnian,'to mark

with tir (El,753. Jud. 137, 18),and 'tires to tacne,'as mark of tir

(Beow.3306); we may expound it as
' gloria,decore insignire,in

gloriaesignum,'and still think of the heathen symbol of the god,

pretty much as we saw it done at the solemn blessingof the ale-

cups (seeSuppl.).^

1 Conf. note to Elene 155-6.
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Thus far we have dealt with tlierunic name Tyr,Tiw, Zio,and

no otlier. But here the same alphabetscome out with a sharpdis-tinction

between two names of the selfsame god. First,in the AS.

lists,in addition to ^ Tir,we come upon a similar arrow with two

barbs added ^ and the name Ear attached to it.^ Then the OHG.

alphabets,after using ^ for tac,find a use for that very symbol ^^

to which some of them give the name Zio,others again Uo, Uor,

Aer. And there are AS. alphabetsthat actuallyset down by ^

the two names Tir and Ear,though Tir had alreadybeen givento ^
.

It is evident then,that Tir and Ear " Zio and Eo, Ear " were two

names for one god,and both must have been current among the

several races, both Low German and High.

Evidence as regardsLow Germany is found both in the rune

Ear occurringin Anglo-Saxon,and in the remarkable name of

Ereshurg,Aereshurgbeing givento a notable seat of pagan worship
in a district of Westphalia,in the immediate neighbourhoodof the

Irmansul (v.supra, p. 116). That it was strictlyEresScr (̂asSieg-

burg was originallySigberg,p. 198),follows both from the Latin

renderingvions Martis, and from its later name Mersberg ŵhose

initialM could be explainedby the contraction of the words ' in

dem Eresberge,Aresberge,'^or it may be an imitation of the Latin

name. There was a downrightMarshergin another districtof West-phalia.*

This Eresberc then is a Ziesherc,a Sig-tiwes-berg,and yet

more closelyan Areopagus,Mars' hill,Apeioira'yo^,irerpa irdyo'it'

'Apeco"i(Aeschyl.Eum. 690).
Still more plainly are High German races, especiallythe

Bavarian (jMarcomannic)pointedto by that singularname for the

third day of the week, Ertag,lertag,Irtag,Eritag,Ercldag,Erichtag,

which answers to the rune Eor,and up to this moment lives to part

off the Bavarians, Austrians and Tyrolesefrom the Swabians and

Swiss (who,as former Ziowari,stick to Ziestag);alongthe boundary-

line of these races must also have run formerlythe frontier between

Eor-worshipand Zio-worship.True, the compound Ertac lacks

1 In one poem, Cod. exon. 481, 18,the rune contains simply the vowel

sound ea.

2 This Eresburg or Mersberg stands in the pagus Hessi saxonicus (registr.
Sarachonis p. 42, 735) ; conf. Wigands archiv I. 1,36-7. II. 143. 268.

3 So : Motgers = in dem Otgershove [and,the nonce = then once, "c.].
* In the pagus Marstem, J^Iarshem,Marsem (closeto the Wcser, near

Marklu),reg. Sarachonis 42, 727.
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the genitiveending -s which is preservedin Ziestac,and I have not

been so fortunate as to hunt up an Erestac^ in the older records of

the 13-14th centuries ; nevertheless the coincidence of the double

names for the day and for the rune should be conclusive here,and

we must suppose an OHG. Erestac,to match the Eresberg. One

might be led to imagine that in Ertag the Earth (Erdeaccording

to the forms givenat the beginningof ch. XIII) was meant. But

the ancient way of thinkingplacedthe earth in the centre of the

world, not among the planets; she cannot therefore have given

name to a day of the week, and there is no such day found in any

nation,unless we turn Venus and Freyjainto the earth." To bear

this Ertag company, there is that name of a place Eersel,quoted

p. 154 from Gramaye, in which neither era honor, nor its personifi-cation

Era (ch.XVI, XXIX) is to be thoughtof,but solelya god

of the week. It is worth noticing,that Ertac and Erdag occur as

men's names ; also,that the Taxandrian Eersel was but a littleway

off the Tisbergor Fanmars in Hainault (seeSuppl.)." Xow comes

something far more important. As Zio is identical with Zeus as

director of wars, we see at a glancethat Eor, Er, Ear, is one with

"'Apr)"ithe son of Zeus ; and as the Germans had giventhe rank of

Zeus to their Wuotan, Tyr and consequentlyEor appears as the son

of the highestgod. Have we any means now left of gettingat the

sense of this obscure root Eor ?

The descriptionof the rune in the AS. poem givesonly a slight

hint,it runs thus :

Ear biS egleeorla gehwilcum,

]?onnefeestliceflsesc onginneS
hrsew colian,hrusan ceosan

blac to gebeddan. blseda gedreosaS,

wynna gewitaS,wera geswicaS;

i.e.,Ear fit importunus hominum cuicumque, quum caro incipit

refrigescere,pallidumquecorpus terram eligereconjugem. tunc

enim gloriaedilabuntur,gaudia evanescunt, foedera cessant. The

descriptionis of death coming on, and earthlyjoys droppingoff;

but who can that be,that at such a time is burdensome (egle,ail-some)

to men ? The ordinarymeaning of car, spica,arista,can be of no use

here ; I suppose that approachingdissolution,a personifieddeath

^ In a passage from Keisersbergquoted by Schm. 1, 97, it is speltEristag,

apparentlyto favour tlie derivation from * dies aeris.'
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is to be understood,from whicli a transition to the destructive god
of battles,the ^poTo\ot'y6";,fiLai(})6vo";"Apr]";is easy to conceive.^

"Apr]'iitselfis used abstractlyby the Greeks for destruction,murder,

pestilence,justas our Wuotan is for furor and belli impetus, ând

the Latin Mars for bellum,exitus pugnae, furor bellicus,conf. ']\Iars

=cafeht,'gcfecht,fight,in Gl. Hrab. 969'^;as converselythe OHG.

wij pugna, bellum (Graff1,740) seems occasionallyto denote the

personalgod of war.
* Wicgch quoque Mars est

'

says Ermoldus

Nigellus(Pertz2,468),and he is said to farneman, AS. forniman,

carry off,as Hild (Bellona)does elsewhere : dat inan wic fornam,

Hildebr. lied ; in AS. : wig ealle fornam, Beow. 2155 ; wig fornom.

Cod. exon. 291, 11. Do we not still say, war or battle snatched

them all away ? A remarkable glossin the old Cod. sangall.913,

p. 193, has 'turbines = ziu ' (we have no business to write zui),which

may mean the storm of war, the IMars trux, saevus, or possiblythe

literalwhirlwind,on which mythicalnames are sometimes bestowed;

so it is either Zio himself,or a synonymous female personification

Ziu, bearing tlie same relation to Zio as diu (ancilla)to dio

(servus).
Here comes in another stringof explanations,overbold as some

of them may seem. As Eresburgis justas often speltHcrcsburg

by the Frankish annalists,we may fairlybringin the Goth, hairus,

AS. heor,OS. heru, ON. Morr, ensis,cardo,althoughthe names of

the rune and the day of the week always appear without the

aspirate.For in Greek we alreadyhave the two unaspiratedwords

''ApT]"iand aop, sword, weapon, to compare with one another,and

these pointto a god of the sword. Then again the famous Abre-

nuntiatio names three heathen gods,Thunar, Woden, Saxnot, of

whom the third can have been but littleinferior to the other two

in power and holiness. Sahsnot is word for word gladiiconsors,
ensifer [Germ, genoss, sharer]; who else but Zio or Uor and the

Greek Ai'tsP The AS. genealogiespreserve the name of Saxnedt

^ Or, without the need of any transition,Ear might at once be Ares :
*
war

is burdensome in old age'." Transl.

- The notions of raving(wiitcn)and insanire are suitable to the blustering
stormful god of war. Homer calls Ares 0ovpns the wild, and ("tcj)p(cvthe

insensate, 6y nvriva oi'Sfdepia-ra,II. 5, 761. But naiverai is said of other gods
too, particularlyZeus (8, .300)and Dionysos or Bacchus (6,l;-i2).

^ One might think of Fro,Freyr (ch.X), but of course glitteringswords
were attributed to more than one god ; thus Poseidon (Ke])tune)wields a Sfivov

aop, II. 14,38 j,and Apollo is called xpvo-"iopos,5, 5(J9. Id, 250.
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as the son of Woden, and it is in perfectaccordance with it,that

Tyr was the son of O'Sinn,and Ares the son of Zeus (seeSuppL).
But further,as the Saxons were so called,either because they
wielded the sword of stone (saxum),or placed this god at the head

of their race, so I think the Chcruscans of Tacitus, a people

synonymous, nay identical with them, were named after Chcru,

Hcru = Eor, from whom their name can be derived.^ After this

weighty consonance of facts,which opens to us the meaning of the

old national name, and at the same time teaches that ' heru '

was

firstof all pronounced ' cheru,'and last of all '

eru, er,'I think we

may also bringin the Gallic war-god Hesus or Esiis (Lucan 1,440),
and state,that the metal iron is indicated by the planetarysignof

Mars, the AS. ' tires tacen,'and consequentlythat the rune of Zio

and Eor may be the pictureof a sword with its handle, or of a

spear.2 The Scythianand Alanic legendsdwell stillmore emphati-cally

on the god'ssword, and their agreement with Teutonic ways

of thinkingmay safelybe assumed, as Mars was equallyprominent

in the faith of the Scythiansand that of the Goths.

The impressivepersonificationof the sword matches well with

that of the hammer, and to my thinkingeach confirms the other.

Both idea and name of two of the greatestgods pass over into the

instrument by which they displaytheir might.

Herodotus 4, 62 informs us, that the Scythians worshipped

Ares under the semblance or symbol of an ancient iron sword

{aKLvuKT)^),which was elevated on an enormous stack of brushwood

['three furlongsin length and breadth, but less in height']: eVl

TOVTOV Orj Tov ojKOV u K t V d K r] "} (J ihr)fjeo"i I'Bpvracdp-)(abo"i

eKciaTOLao- Kol tovt'' earc tov "A prjos to ajakixa. Ammianus

Marcellinus 31, 2 says of the Alani : Nee templum apud eos visitur

aut delubrura, ne tugurium quidem culmo tectum cerni usquam

potest,sed glacUusbarharico ritu huvii figiturnudus, eumque ut

Martem, regionum quas circumcircant praesulem,verecundius

colunt. And he had previouslyasserted of the Quadi also,a

decidedlyGerman people,17, 12 (a.d.358):Eductis mucroniUts,quos

fro numiwibus co/^w^i{,juravere se permansuros in fide. Perhaps all

1 The suffix -Rk would hardly fitwith the material sense of heru, far better

with a personalHeru.
2 Does the author overlook,or deliberatelyreject,the ON. or, Ren. orrar,

AS. arwi^ arrow % Among the forms for Tuesday occur Erigtag,Ergetag; erge

is to arwe, as serge to sorwe, morgen to niorwen, "c. " Trans.
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tlieTeutonic nations swore by their weapons, with a touchingof

the weapon/ just as the Scythiansand Eomans did per Martis

frameam, Juvenal 13, 79. So Arnobius 6, 11 : Ridetis temporibus

prisciscoluisse acinacem Scythiae nationes,
. . . pro Marte

Iiomanos hastam, ut Varronis indicant Musae ; this franaea and

hasta of the Eomans is altogetherlike the Scythian sword.^

Jornandes, followingPriscus 201, 17, tells of the Scythiansword,

liow it came into the hands of Attila,cap. 35 : Qui (Attila),

quamvis hujus esset naturae ut semper confideret,addebat ei tamen

confidentiam gladiusMartis inventus,apud Scytharum reges semper

habitus. Quern Priscus historicus tali refert occasione detectum,

quum pastor,inquiens,quidam gregisunam buculam conspiceret
claudicantem (noticedone heifer walkinglame),nee causam tanti

vulneris iuveniret,sollicitus vestigiacruoris insequitur,tandemque
venit ad gladiura,quern depascensherbas bucula incaute calcaverat,

elfossumqueprotinusad Attilam defert. Quo ille munere gratu-

latus,ut erat magnanimus, arbitratur se totius mundi principem

constitutum, et per Martis gladiuvi potestatem sibi concessam esse

liellorum." But the sword degeneratedinto an unlucky one, like

some far-famed northern swords. Lambert relates,that a queen,

Solomon of Hungary'smother, made a present of it to Otto, duke

of Bavaria,that from this Otto's hands it came by way of loan to

the younger Dedi,margrave Dedi's son, then to Henry IV.,and lastly
to Lupoid of Mersburg,who, being thrown by his horse, and by
the same sword transpierced,w^as buried at Mertenefeld. It is a

questionwhether these local names Mersburg and Mertenefeld can

liave any reference to the sword of Mars. A great while after,the

duke of Alba is said to have dug it out of the earth againafter the

battle of Mtihlberg(Deutscheheldensagep. 311). We see through
what lengthenedperiodspopular tradition could go on nourishing
itself on this world-old worship (seeSuppl.).

With the word "ApT)"ithe Lat. Mars appears to have nothingto
do, being a contraction of Mavors, and the indispensableinitial

being even reduplicatedin Mamers ; so the fancied connexion

between Eresburgand Marsbergwill not hold.

In the Old Eomau worship of ]\Iars a prominent placeis given

1 Conf. RA. 896 ; and so late as Wigal. G517 :
' Swert,uf dinem knopfeich

des swer,'Sword, on thy poiiuuelI swear it.
- Juro per Dianam et Martem, Plaut. Mil. glor.5, 21.
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to the legendof Pious,a son of Saturn, a wood-spiritwho helped
to nurse the babes Eemus and Romulus ; certain features in our

antiquitiesseem to recall him, as will be shown later. Eomulus

consecrated the third month of the year to Mars, his progenitor;
our ancestors also named it after a deity who may perhaps be

identified with Mars. That is to say, the Anglo-Saxons called

March Hreffcmonad', which Beda without hesitation traces to a

goddessHreSe; possiblyother races might explainit by a god
Hre"uJ. These names would come from hroS gloria,fama, OX.

hroSr,OHG. hruod, OFrank. chrod, which helped to form many

ancient words, e.g. OHG. Hruodgang, Hruodhilt,OFrank. Chrodo-

gang, Chrodhild ; did Hruodo, Chrodo express to certain races the

shininggod of fame V- The Edda knows of no such epithetfor Tyr

as HroSr or HroeSi (seeSuppl.).

To these discoveries or conjectureswe have been guided simply

by the several survivingnames of one of the greatestgods of our

olden time,to whose attributes and surroundingswe have scarcely

any other clue left. But now we may fairlyapply to him in tlie

main, wliat the poetry of other nations supplies.Zio is sure to

have been valiant and fond of war, like Ares, lavish of glory,but

stern and bloodthirsty{aiixaroQaaai ^'Aprja,II.5, 289. 20, 78. 22,

267); he raves and rages like Zeus and Wuotan, he is that 'old

blood-shedder ' of the Servian song, he gladdensthe hearts of

ravens and wolves, who follow him to fields of battle,although

these creatures againmust be assignedmore to Wuotan (p.147);the

Greek phrasemakes them oIwvol and Kvves, (birdsand dogs),and

^ In this connexion one mitjhttry to rescue the suspiciousand discredited

legendof a b^axon divinityKrodo ; tliereis authorityfor it in the 15th century,
none whatever in the earlier Mid. Ages. Bothe's Sassenchronik (Leibn.3, 286)
relates under the year 780,that King Charles,during his conquest of the East

Saxons, overthrew on the Hartesburgan idol similarto Saturn, which the

people called Krodo. If such an event had reallyhappened,it would most

likelyhave been mentioned by the annalists, like the overthrow of the

Irniansul. For all that,the tradition need not be groundless,if other things
would only correspond. Unfortunatelythe form Crodo for Chrodo, Hrodo,
Rodo [likeCatti,alterw. Chatti,Hatti,Hessen] is rather too ancient,and I can

find no support for it in the Saxon speech. A doc. of 1284 (Langs reg. 4,247)

has_a Walt herus dictus Krode,and a song in Nithart's MsH. 3, 208'' a Krotolf,
which however has no business to remind us of Hruodolf, Ruodolf,being not

a proper name, but a nickname, and so to be derived from krote,a toad, to

which must be referred many names of places,Krotenpful,"c., which have

been mistakenly ascribed to the idol. The true form for Upper Germany
would not tolerate a Kr, but only Hr or R (seeSuppl.).
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the fields of the slain,where the hounds hold revel,are called kvvwv

fieXir-ndpa,II. 13, 233. 17, 255. 18, 179. Battle-songswere also

sure to be tuned to the praisesof Zio, and perhaps war-dances

executed (fieXirea-daL"Aprj'i,II. 7, 241),from which I derive the

persistentand widelyprevalentcustom of the solemn sword-dance,

exactlythe thingfor the god of the sword. The Edda nowhere

lays particularstress on the sword of war, it knows nothingof

Sahsnot,indeed its sverSas is another god,HeiniSallr -^ but it sets

Tyr before us as onc-handcd, because the wolf,within whose jaws
he laid his righthand as a pledge,bit it off at the joint,whence

the wrist was called iiltliSr,wolf-lith,Sa^m. 65^ Sn. 35-6. This

incident must have been well-known and characteristic of him, for

the OlSr.expositionof runes likewise says, under letter T : Tyr er

einhendr Asa ; conf. Sn. 105. The rest of Teutonic legendhas no

trace of it,ûnless we are to look for it in AValther's onehandcdness,

and find in his name the mighty ' wielder of hosts '. I preferto

adopt the happy explanation,t̂hat the reason why Tyr appears

onc-handcd is,because he can onlygivevictoryto one part of the

combatants, as Iladu, another god who dispensesthe fortune of

war, and Plutos and Eortuna among the Greeks and Eomans, are

painted blind,because they deal out their giftsat random (see

Suppl.).Now, as victorywas esteemed the highestof all fortune,

the god of victoryshares to the full the prominent characteristics

of luck in general,partialityand fickleness. And a remoter period
of our nation may have used names which bore upon this.^

Amongst the train of Ares and Mars there appear certain

mythic beingswho personifythe notions of fear and horror. Ae2/jL0";

and ^6l3o^ (II.4, 440. 11,317. 15, 119) answer to the Latin Fallor

^ Conf. Apolloxp^t^aopos above,p. 203, note.

2 Cod. pal.361, 65'* tells of Julian,that he was forced to piithis hand

into the mouth of Mercury'sstatue : Die hant stiez er im in den niuiit

dar, darinne uobte sich der valant (devil),er clemniete im die hant, und

gehabetesie im so vaste, daz er sich niht irlosen mohte (could not get loose).

Besides,the wolfs limb has a likeness to the Wuotan's limb,Woens-let,p. 160.

^ Wackernagel's,in the Schweiz. mus. 1, 107.

* The Greek epos expresses the changei'ulnessof victory{v'lkt]eTepaXKrjs,II.

8, 171. 16, 362 ; vUrj eVajueijSfraiai/S/KK,6, 339) by an epithet of Arcs,

"AX\o7rp6aa\\os5, 831. 88!). A certain many-shaped and all-transionning

being,with a name almost exactlythe same, Vilandcrs (Ls. 1, 369-92),Bald-

andcrst,Jlaldander (H. Sachs 1,537. Simpliciss.bk 6, c. 9),has indeed no visil)le

connexion with the god of war, but it may have been the name of a god. The

similarityof this Vilandcrs to the name of a place in the Tyrol,Villandera

near lirixen (Velunutris,Vuluuuturusa, ucc. to Steub. p. 79. 178) Ls merely
accidental.
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and Favor
;

it is the two former that harness the steeds of Ares,

'^o^os is called his son (13, 299), and in Aeschylus he is provided

with a dwelling (/xeXadpov tectum), out of which he suddenly leaps.

So in the old Bohemian songs,
Tras (tremor) and Strakh (terror)

burst out of forest shades on the enemy's bands, chase them, press

on their necks and squeeze out of their throats a loud cry (Kouiginh.

hs. 84. 104) ; they are ghostly and spectral. This borders
upon

Voma, Om.i and Yggr (pp. 119, 120), terms which designate the

.god himself, not his companions, sons or servants, yet they again

bear witness to the community there was between Wuotan and

Zio. Thorr was called 6tti iotna, terror gigantum. When in our

modern phraseology fear 'surprises, seizes, shakes, deprives of sense,'

personification is not far off; in the Iliad also 17, 67 ")(\wpov ceo'i

(neut.) aipel, pale fear seizes
;

but masculine embodiments like

Be2/io";,(f)6/3o";,pallor, pavor, tras, strakh, bring it more vividly before

us, and pavor was weakened by passing into the fem. paura, peur

of the Eomance. AS. Ipn,hine se broga ongeat (terror eum invasit),

Beow. 2583. OHG. forhta cham mih
ana, N.

ps. 54, 5
;

forhta

anafiel ubar inan, T. 2, 4
;

conf. MHG. diu
sorge im was so verre

entriten, sie mohte erreichen niht ein sper, fear was fled so far from

him, a spear
could not reach it, Wh. 280, 10 (see Suppl.). But

further on, we shall get acquainted with a female Ililta, comparable

to the Lat. Bellona and the Gr. Enyo and Eris, who is really one

with war and the war-god.

Tyr is described in Sn. 105 as a son of OSinn, but in the

HymisqviSa as a kinsman of the giants. His mother, whose name

is not found, but whose beauty is indicated by the epithet all-gullin,

all-golden, Ssera. 53% must have been a giant's daughter, who bore

to OSinn this immortal son (see Suppl.).
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FRO, (FEEYR).

The god that stands next in power and glory,is in the Norse

mythology Frcijr(Landn.4, 7) ; with the Swedes he seems even to

have occupied the third place. His name of itself proclaimshow

widely his worship prevailedamong the other Teutonic races, a

name sacred enough to he givento the Supreme Being even in christ-ian

times. There must have been a broad pregnant sense underlying

the word, which made it equallyfit for the individualityof one

god,and for the comprehensivenotion of dominion, whether sacred

or secular : to some nations it signifiedthe particulargod,to others

the soverain deityin general,pretty much as we found, connected

with the proper names Zio, Zeus, the more generalterm deus, 6eo"i.

While the names of other heathen gods became an abomination to

the christians,and a Gothic Vodans or Thunrs would have grated

harshlyon the ear; this one expression,like the primitiveguj?itself,

could remain yet a long time without offence,and signifyby turns

the heavenlylord and an earthlyone.

It is true, the names do not correspondquiteexactly. The ON.

Freyr gen. Freys,which Saxo gives quite correctlyin its Danish

form as Fro gen. Fros (whence Froso, Fro's island),the Swed. like-wise

Fro, ought to be in Gothic Fraus or Fravis, înstead of which,

every page of Ulphilasshows /raiyagen. fniujins,translatingKvpLo^;
on the other hand, the ON. dialect lacks both the weak form (Freyi,

Freyja),and the meaning of lord. The remaining languagesall

huld with the Gothic. In OHG. the full form frouwo was already

lost,the writers preferringtruhtin;it is only in the form of address

'fro min !
'

(0.i.5, o5. ii. 14, 27. v. 7, 35. Ludw. bed) that the

^ Frey = Fravi,as liey"

luivi (hay),mey = inavi (maid),ey = avi (isle),
"c.

14
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word for a divine or earthlylord was preserved,justas that antique
sihora and sire (p.27) lasted longestin addresses. In the Heliand

too, when the word is used in addressing,it is always in the short-ened

form fro min ! 123, 13. 140, 23. fr6 min the godo ! 131, 6.

134, 15. 138, 1. 7. waldand fro min ! 153, 8. drohtin fro min !

15, 3 ; but in other cases we do find the complete/"'d/iogen. frohon

3, 24 ; frdho 119, 14, gen. frahon 122, 9, fraon 3, 24. 5, 23 ; froio

93, 1, 107, 21. Still the OS. poet uses the word seldomer than the

synonyms drohtin and herro,and he always puts a possessivewith

it,never an adjective(lilcemari drohtin,riki drohtin,craftagdrohtin,

liob herro),still less does he make compounds with it (likesigi-

drohtin): all symptoms that the word was freezingup. The AS.

fredjgen. frean (forfreaan,freawan)has a wider sweep, it not only
admits adjectives(frea?elmihtig,Csedm. 1, 9. 10, 1),but also forms

compounds: agendfrea,Csedm. 135, 4. aldorfreii 218, 29. folcfrea

111, 7 ; and even combines with dryhten: freadryhten,Crodm. 54,

29, gen. freahdrihtnes,Beow. 1585, dat. freodryhtne5150. "
But

now by the side of our OHG. fro there is found a rigid(indecl.)

frono,which, placedbefore or after substantives,impartsthe notion

of lordly,high and holy; out of this was graduallydeveloped a

more flexible adj.of like meaning /ro?i,and again an adj.fronisc

(pulcher,mundus, inclytus,arcanus),OS. fronish,frdnish. In

MHG. and even modern German we have a good many compounds
witli vron, as also the adj.in the above sense, while/ro7t7zc?i,/rd'A?ie?iis

to do service to one's lord,to dedicate. The Frisian dialect contri-butes

difrdn,dominions, and/rawa, minister publicus. The added

-n in all these derivatives can be explainedby the Gothio, frdujlnon

dorninari,though there was probably no Gothic fraujinisks,as

fronisc seems not to have been formed tillafter the contraction fro

and frono had set in.

But even the Gothic frduja does not present to us the simple

stem, I look for it in a lost adj.fravis (likenavis v"Kp6"i,Eom. 7,2),
the same as the OHG. /ro gen. frouwes, OS. /ra gen. fralies,MHG.

vro, and our froh [frohlich,frolic,"c.],and signifyingmitis, laetus,

blandus ; whence the same dialects derive frouwi,gaudium,frouwan,

laetum reddere,frouwida, laetitia,"c. (seeSuppl.).
I do not mean to assert that a god Frauja,Frouwo, Fraho was

as distinctlyworshipped by the Goths, Alamanns, Franks and

Saxons in the first centuries of our era, as Freyr was long after in
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Scandinavia, it is even possiblethat the form frauja already

harboured a generalizationof the more vividlyconcrete Travis =

Freyr,and therefore seemed less offensive to the christians. But

in both words, the reference to a higherbeingis unmistakable,and

in the Mid. ages there still seems to hang about the compounds

with won somethingweird,unearthly,a sense of old sacredness;this

may account for the rare occurrence and the earlydisappearance

of the OHCt. fro,and even for the grammaticalimmobility of

frono ; it is as though an echo of heathenism could be stilldetected

in them.

A worshipof Fro may be inferred even from the use of certain

proper names and poeticepithets,especiallyby the Anglo-Saxons.

The Goths even of later times use Frduja as a man's name, to which

we can hardly attribute the sense of lord simply : an envoy from

king Hadafus to Charles the Great is called Froia (Pertz1, 184.

2, 223),perhaps Froila (Fraujila); an OHG. Frcvnlo occurs in a

document in Neugart no. 162. The AS. genealogiescontain

WlXscfred;the name is often found elsewhere (Beda 138, 19. 153,

5),and seems suitable to Woden the god or lord of wishing(p.144).

Equally to the point is the poeticfredivine(fredwinefolca)in

Beow. 4708. 4853. 4871, where it is a mere epithetof divine or god-

loved heroes and kings. But the Wessex pedigreecan produceits

Fred2cine, whom Saxo Gram, calls Frowinus (betterFrowinus) ;

OHG. documents likewise have the proper name Froivin (Trad.

juvav.p. 302, Cod. lauresh. 712, but Frioivini 722),and in several

noble families,e.rj.,the distinguishedone of the Von Huttens, it has

been kej)tup till modern times. What is remarkable,the Edda

uses of a hero Freys vinr (Saera.219^),like the AS. fredwine,only

uncompounded : SigurSris Frey'sfriend and protege, or perhaps
his votary and servant, in the way shown on p. 93. Here againfred,

fro,freyr,cannot have merelythe generalmeaning of lord,any lord.

The Swedish heroes in the Bravalla fight,who boast their descent

from Fro, are in Saxo, p. 144, called Fro dei necessarii,which is

exactlyour Freysvinar. In the same way the AS. and ON. poetries,

and consequentlythe myths, have in common the expression

fred Ingwina (gen.pi.),Beow. 2638, Ingvinar (gen.sing.)freyr,

Ingunnar/?'cyr,Ssem, 65^ Ingifreyr(Thorlac.obs. bor. spec. 6,p. 43),

by which is to be understood a hero or god,not ' juiiiordominus,'

as Thorlacius,p. 68, supposes. Yngvi/rt-y?-is called OSin's son, Sn.
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211=*. I shall come back to this mysteriouscombination of two

mythicalnames, when I come to speak of the hero Ingo. The ON.

skalds append this freyrto other names and to common nouns, e.g.,

in Kormakssaga,pp. 104 122, ' fiornis freyr,myv^\freyr'mean no

more than hero or man in the heightenedgeneralsense which we

noticed in the words irmin, tir and t^r. In the same way the fern.

freyjameans frau,woman, lady,Kormakss. p. 317.

All that I have made out thus far on the name and idea of the

o-od,will receive new lightand confirmation when we come to ex-amine

his divine sister Freyja. The brother and sister are made

alike in all their attributes,and each can stand for the other.

Fro does not appear in the series of gods of the week, because

there was no room for him there ; if we must translate him by a

Eoman name, it can scarcelybe any other than that of Liher,whose

association with Libera is extremelylike that of Fro with Frowa

(Freyrwith Freyja). As Liber and Libera are devoted to the

service of Ceres or Demeter, Fro and Frowa stand in close union

with Nerthus, Fro's godhead seems to hold a middle placebetween

the notion of the supreme lord and that of a beingwho bringsabout

love and fruitfulness. He has Wuotan's creative quality,but

performsno deeds of war ; horse and sword he givesaway, when

consumed with longingfor the fair GerSr, as is sung in one of the

most gloriouslaysof the Edda. Snorri says, rain and sunsliine are

in the giftof Freyr (aselsewhere of AVuotan and Donar, pp. 157.

175) ; he is invoked for fertilityof the soil and iov peace {tildrs oc

fricfar,Sn. 28 ; conf. Yngl. saga cap. 12). The Swedes revered

him as one of their chief gods,and Adam of Bremen says that at

Upsal his statue stood by those of Thor and Wodan (seeSuppL).

Also in Stem. 85^ he is named next to OSinn and Thorr (asabragr)

as the third god. Adam calls him Fricco^ which is preciselyparallel

to the frequent confusion of the two goddesses-Freyja and Frigg,

which I shall deal with at a future time. But he paintshim as a

o^od of peace and love: Tertius est Fricco, pacem voluptatemque

largiens mortalibus, cujus etiam simulaclnaim fingunt inycnti

1 Which occurs elsewhere as a man's name, e.g.,Friccheo in Schannat,Trad.
fiUd. 386.
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priajjo;^ si niiptiaecelebrandae sunt, (sacrificiaoffcrunt)Fricconi.

Then there is the story,harmonizingwith this,though related from

the christian pointof view and to the heathen god'sdetriment,of

Freys statue being carried round the country in a waf/r/on, and of

his beautiful young priestess,Fornm. sog. 2, 73-8. This progress

takes place,' ]?aer hann skal gera monnum drbot' when he shall

make for men year'sboot ; the people flock to meet the car, and

bring their offerings,then the weather clears up and men look

for a fruitful year. The offeringsare those which Saxo,p.15, names

Frohlut ; live animals w^ere presented,particularlyoxen (Vigagl.

saga, p. 56. Islend. sog. 2, 348),which seems to explain why

Freyris reckoned among the poeticnames for an ox, Sn. 221^; in

like manner, horses w^ere consecrated to him, such a one was

called Frcyfaxiand accounted holy,Vatnsd. p. 140 ; and human

victims fell to him in Sweden, Saxo Gram. 42. Freyrpossessed

a hoar named Gulliribursti,whose ' golden bristles ' lightedup

the nightlike day,who ran with the speedof a horse and drew the

deity'scar, Sn 66. 132. It is therefore in Frey'sworship that the

atonevient-boar is sacrificed (p.51) f in Sweden cakes in the shape

of a hoar are baked on Yule-eve. " And here we come upon a good

many relics of the service once done to the god,even outside of

Scandinavia. We hear of the clean gold-liog{-ferch,whence dimin.

farrow)in the popular customs of the Wetterau and Thuringia

(p.51). In the Mid. Dutch poem of Lantslot ende Sandrin, v.

374, a knightsays to his maiden :
' ic heb u liever dan en everswtn,

al waert van JlnengoudeglicwraclitlI hold you dearer than a boar-

swine, all were it of fine gold y- wrought ; were they still in the

habit of making goldjewelsin the shape of boars ? at least the

remembrance of such a thingwas not yet lost. Fro and his boar

may also have had a hand in a superstitionof Gelderland,which

however puts a famous hero in the placeof the god : Derh met den

1 With priapns TTpiairosI would identifythe ON. friof semen, friofr

foecimdus ; conf. (Jotli.fraiv,seed. The stutement of Aduimis Bremensis hmks

better,since Wolf in Ids Wodana xxi. xxii. xxiii brought to lightthe festivals

and images of Priapns or Ters at a late period in the Netherlands. This ters

is the AS. tmrs, OHG. zers, and Herbort 4054 is shy of uttering the name

Xerses. Phallus-worship,so widely spread among tlie nations of anti([uity,
must have arisen out of an innocent veneration of the generativei)rinciph',
which a later age, conscious of its sins,prudishlyavoided. After all is said,
there is an inklingof the same in Phol too and the avoidance of his name

(ch.XI),though I do not venture exactlyto identifyhim with (fxiWos.
^ Not only Demeter, but Zeus received loar-ojj'erings,II, 19, 197. '2ol.
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leer (Theoderic,Derrick with the boar)goes his round on Christmas-

eve night,and peopleare careful to get all implementsof Imsbandry

within doors, else the boar will trample them about, and make

them unfit for use.^ In the same Christmas season, dame Holda or

Berhta sallied out, and looked after the ploiiffhsand spindles,

motherly goddessesinstead of the god, Frouwa instead of Fro.

With this againare connected the formae aprorum worn as charms

by the remote Aestyans,who yet have the ' ritus habitusque
Suevorum'. Tacitus Germ. 45 says, these figuresrepresent the

worship of the 'mater deum,' of a female Fro, i.e.,oiFreyja; and,

what is conclusive on this point,the Edda (Sajm.114=^)assignsthe

Gullinlursti to Freyja,though elsewhere he belongsto Freyr (see

Suppl.)." Anglo-Saxon poetry,above all,makes mention of these

hoar-hadges,these gold swine. When Constantine sees a vision in

his sleep,he is said to be eoforcumUebejjeaht(aprisignotectus),
El. 76 ; it must have been fastened as an auspiciousomen over the

head of the bed. Afterwards again,in the descriptionof Elenc's

statelyprogress to the east : "a3rwa?s on eorle eSgesynegrimhelm

manig,cenliceoforcumbul(tuncin duce apparuithorrida cassis,ex-

cellens apriforma).El. 260. The poet is describinga decoration of

the old heathen time, cumbul is the helmet's crest, and the king's
helmet appears to be adorned with the image of a boar. Several

passages in Beowulf place the matter beyond a doubt: eoforlic

scionon ofer hleor beran gehrodengolde,fah and fyrheardferhwearde

heold (apriformam videbantur supra genas gerere auro comptam,

quae varia igneque durata vitam tuebatur),605 ; het ])"inberan

eoforhedfodsegn,heaSosteapne helm (jussitafferri aprum, capitis

signum,galeam in pugna prominentem),4300 ; swin ofer helme

(sussupra galea),2574; swin ealgylden,eoforirenheard (susaureus,

aper instar ferri durus),2216, i.e.,a helmet placed on the funeral

pileas a costlyjewel; helm befongen Fredwrdsomm (= OHG. Fro-

reisanum),swa hine fyrndagum worhte wsepna smiS, besette s%oi7i-

licum,Jjffithine siSJ^anno brond ne beadomecas bitan ne meahtan

(galeaornata Frohonis signis,sicut earn olim fabricaverat armorum

"faber,circumdederat earn apriformis, ne gladiusensesve laedere

eam possent),2905 ; as a sacred divine symbol,it was to protectin

1 Staring,in the journalMnemosyne, Leyden 1829. 1,323 ; quotedthence
in Westendorp'sNoordsche mythulogie,Dordrecht 1830. p. 495.
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battle and affrightthe foe.^ The OHG. proper name Epurhelm,

Eimrhelm (eber,eofor,aper),placedby the side of Frohelm (both

occur in the Trad, patav.no. 20; MB. 28^,18)acquiresthus a special
and appro2)riatemeaning. Such boar-crests might still serve as

ornaments even to christian heroes,after the memory of Fro was

obliterated,and long continue to be wrought simply as jewels(see

Suppl.)." Some other traces of boar consecration have lasted still

later,especiallyin England. The custom of the boar-voiv I have

explainedin RA. 900-1. As even at the present day on festive

occasions a wild boar's head is seen among the other dishes as a

show-dish,they used in the Mid. Ages to serve it up at banquets,

garnishedwith laurel and rosemary, to carry it about and play all

manner of pranks with it :
' Where stood a hoars head garnished

With bayesand rosemarye,'says one ballad about Arthur's Table ;

when three strokes have been given with a rod over it,it is only
the knife of a virtuous man that can carve the firstslice. At other

times, even a live boar makes its appearance in the hall,and a bold

hero chops its head off. At Oxford they exhibit a hoars head on

Christmas day,carry it solemnlyround,singing:Caput apridefero,

Reddens laudes Domino (seeSuppl.). Those Aestyans may prove

a link of fellowshipbetween the Germanic nations and the Finnish

and Asiatic ; it is well worth noticing,that the Tcherkass (Circas-sians)

worshipa god of woods and hunting,Mesitch by name, who

rides a wild hoar ivith (/oldenbristles} To most of the other gods

tame animals are sacred,to Fro the daring dauntless boar, as well

befits a god of the chase. Perhaps also a huge hoar with white

tusks, ŵho in Slavic legend rises foaming out of a lake,is that of

a kindred deity.

The Edda attributes to Freyra sivord of surpassingvirtue,which

could put itself into motion againstthe brood of giants,Stem. 82.

His givingit away when in straits,proved his ruin afterwards ; it

was held to be the cause of his death, when at the Ragnarokr he

had to stand singlecombat with Surtr (swart),and missed his

" On this pointagain,the statement of Tacitus about the Aestyans agrees

so exactly,that it seems wortli (juotingin full : Aestyorum gentes. . . .

quibus ritus habitusque Suevorum.
. .

]\Iatreni deum venerantur :

insignesuperstitionis,formas aprorum gestant; id pro armis omniumque tutela

securum deae cultorem etiam inter hostes praestut." Trans.
* Erman's archiv fur wissenschaltl. kunde Kusshxnds 1842, heft 1, p. 118.

3 AfvKov odovra,11. II, 41G. avs XtvKco uSupti,Od. 19. 405,
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trustyblade. Sn. 73. There appear to have been other traditions

also afloat about this sword f-and it would not seem far-fetched,if

on the strengthof it we placedthe well-known trilogyof ' Thunar,

Wodan, Saxnot ' beside Adam of Bremen's ' Wodan, Thor and

Fricco '

or the Eddie ' OSinn, Asabragr,Freyr/ t̂hat is to say, if we

took Freyr,Fricco = Fro to be the same as Sahsnot the sword-

possessor. Add to this,tliat the Edda never mentions the sword of

Tyr. Nevertheless there are strongerreasons in favour of Sahsnoz

beingZio : this for one, that he was a son of Wuotan, whereas

Freyr comes of NiorSr, though some genealogiesto be presently
mentioned bringhim into connexion with Woden.

For the brilliant Freyr, the beneficent son of NiorSr, the

dwarfs had constructed a wonderful shipSkiSblaSnir,which could

fold up like a cloth,Sam. 45^ Sn. 48. Yngl. saga cap. 7 (see

Suppl.).3
Besides the Swedes, the Thrtendir in Norway were devoted to

Freyr above all other gods,Fornm. sog. 10, 312. Occasionally

priestsof his are named, as ThorSr Freysgoffi(ofthe lOtli century),
Landn. 4, 10 and Nialss. cap. 96 ; Flosi appears to have succeeded

his father in the office; other FreysgycFlingarare cited in Landn.

4, 13. The Vigaglumssagacap. 19 mentions Freys liofat Upsala,
and cap. 26 his statue at Thvera in Iceland,thoughonlyin a night-
vision : he is picturedsittingon a chair,givingshort and surly

(stuttok reiSuliga)answers to his supplicants,so that Glumr, who

in cap. 9 had sacrificed an old ox to him, now on awaking from his

dream neglectedhis service. In the Landn. 3, 2 and Vatnsd. pp.

44. 50 we are told of a Freyrgiorraf silfri(made of silver),which

was used in drawing lots ; conf Verlauffs note, p. 362. In the

Landn. 4, 7 is preservedthe usual formula for an oath : Hialpimer

sva Freyr ok JVidrcFr ok hinn almdttki as (sohelp me F. and N". and

that almightyas)I by which last is to be understood Thorr rather

^ In old French poetry I find a famous sword wrought by Galant himself

(Wielant,Wayland), and named Frobergeor Floberge (Garin ], 263. 2, 30-8) ;

the L^itterreadinghas no discoverable sense, though onr hiter Fhxmberge seems

to have sprung from it. Frobergeniiglitvery well be either a mere fro-bergende

(lord-protecting)weapon, or a reminiscence of the god Fro's sword ; conf. the

word-formations quoted in my Gramm. 2, 486. There are townshipscalled in

OHG. Helidberga,Marahaberga (horse-stable).The ON. has no Freybiorg
that I know of,though it has Thorbibrgfem.,and Thorbergr niasc.

2 Also in Sn. 131, OiSinn,Thorr, Freyr are speakersof doom.

3 Pliny N. H. 5, 9 mentions Ethiopian' naves plicatileshumeris translatas.'
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tlian OSinn, for in the Egilssagap. 3G5, Frcijr,Niorffr and the

laiidds
'

(Thorr) are likewise mentioned together. In tlie same

Egilss.p. G72, Fi'cyrok Niordr are againplaced side by side. The

story of the Brisinga-men(-monile; append,to Sn. 354) says, OSinn

had appointedboth Freyr and Morcfr to be sacrificialgods. Hall-

frec5rsang (Fornm.sog. 2,53, conf. 12, 49) :

]\IerskyliFreyr oc Frcyja,fiarcSloetek aSul XiarSar,

liknist grom vi5 Grimni gramr ok Thorr enn rammi !

That Freyr in these passages should be brought forward with

Freyjaand NiorCr,is easy to understand (seeSuppL).
Of Niur"r our German mythology would have nothingto tell,

any more than Saxo Gram, ever mentions him by that name, had

not Tacitus put in for us that happy touch of a goddess jS'eiihns,
whose identitywith the god is as obvious as that of Fro with

Frouwa. The Gothic form Nairpus would do for either or

even for both sexes ; possiblyFravijawas considered the son

of the goddess NairJ)us,as Freyr is of the god NiorSr, and in

the circuit which the goddess makes in her car, publishingpeace
and fertilityto mortals,we can recognisethat of Freyr or of his

father XiorSr. According to Yngl. saga cap. 11, these very bless-ings

were believed to proceed from NiorSr also :
' auSigT seni

NiorSr ' (richas N.) was a proverbialsaying for a wealtliyman,
Vatnsd. p. 202. Snorri,in Formali 10,identifies him with Saturn,

for he instructed mankind in vine-dressingand husbandry; it

would be nearer the mark to think of him and Freyr in connexion

with Dionysus or Liber,or even with Noah, if any stress is to be

laid on NiorS's abode being in Noatun. As ' freyr' was affixed

to other names of heroes (p.211-2),I find geirniorffrused for a hero

in general,Siem. 266^ ; conf. geirmimir,geirniflungr,"c. The

name itselfis hard to explain; is it akin to north,AS. norS,ON".

norSr, Goth. naur])s? In Sa3m. 109^ there is niarSlas for sera

firma,or pensilis? I have met with no Nirdu, Nerd, Nird among

OHG. proper names, nor with a NeorS in the AS. writings.
Irminon's polyptych22 2**has Narthildis (seeSuppl.).

Niorffr appears to have been greatlyhonoured : hofum oc

horgum hann raiSr hundmorgum, Siem. 30=^ ; esj)ecially,no doubt,

among people that lived on the sea coast. The Edda makes him

rule over wind, sea and fire,he loves waters and lakes,as Nertlius

in Tacitus bathes in the lake (Sn.27); from the mountains of the
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midland he longs to be away where the swans sing on the cool

shore ; a water-plant,the spongiamarina, bears the name of Niar"ar

vdttr,NiorS's glove,which elsewhere was very likelypassed on to

his daughter Freyja,and so to Mary, for some kinds of orchis

too,from their hand-shapedroot, are called Mary'shand, lady-hand,

god'shand (Dan.gudshaand).
As Dionysus stands outside the ring of the twelve Olympian

gods,so MorSr, Freyr and Freyja seem by rightsnot to have been

reckoned among the Ases, though they are marshalled among

them in Sn. 27-8. They were Vanir, and therefore,accordingto

the view of the elder Edda, different from Ases ; as these dwelt in

AsgarS, so did the Vanir in Vanaheim, the Alfar in Alfheim, the

lotnar in lotunheim. Freyr is called Vaningi, Sa;m. 86^. The

Vanir were regarded as intelligentand wise,Saim. 36* ; and they
entered into intimate fellowship with the Asen, while the

Alfs and lotuns always remained opposed to them. Some have

fancied that the Alfs and lotuns stand for Celtic races, and the

Vanir for Slav; and buildingchieflyon an attempt in the Yngl.

saga cap. 1 to find the name of the Tanais in Tanaqvisl(orVana-

qvisl!),they have drawn by inference an actual boundary-line
between Aesir and Vanir = Germani and Slavi in the regions

formerly occupied by them (see Suppl.). And sure enough a

Eussian is to this day called in Finnish Wenailainen, in Esth.

Wennelane ; even the name of the Wends might be dragged in,

though the Vandili of Tacitus pointthe other way. Grantingthat

there may be some foundation for these views, still to my mind

the conceptionsof Aesir,Vanir, Alfar in the Edda are sketched on

a ground altogethertoo mythical for any historical meaning to be

got out of them ; as regardsthe contrast between Ases and Vanir,

I am aware of no essential difference in the cultus of the several

gods ; and, whatever stress it may be rightto lay on the fact that

Froiiwa, Freyja answers to a Slavic goddess Priye,it does not at

all follow that Fro, Frouwa and Nerthus were in a less degree
Germanic deities than the rest. Tacitus is silent on the German

Liber, as he is on our Jupiter,yet we are entitled to assume a

universal veneration of Donar, even though the Gothic fai'rguniis

better representedin Perkunas or Perun ; so also,to judge by what

clues we have, Frauja, Fro, Freyr appears so firmlyestablished,

that, consideringthe scanty information we have about our
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antiquities,no German race can be denied a sliare in liini,tliougli

some nations may have worshipped liim more than others;and

even that is not easy to ascertain,except in Scandinavia.^

It is worthy of notice,that the AS. and ON. genealogiesbrino'

Fred into kinshipwitli Wuden, making Finn the father of a Frealaf

(P'riGleifr),and him againof Woden ; some of them insert two more

links,FriSuwulf and FriSuwald, so that the complete pedigree
stands thus : Finn, Fri"uwulf,Frcdldf,Fri"awald, Wdclen (or,in

the place of Frealaf, our old acquaintance Freawine). Here

evidentlyFriSuwulf,Frealaf,FriSuwald are all the same thing,a

mere expansionof the simpleFred. This follows even from a quite
different OX. genealogy,Fornald. sog. 2, 12, which makes Burr

(= Finn; conf. Eask, afh. 1, 107-8) the immediate progenitorof

OSinn, and him of Freyr,NiorSr and a second Freyr. The double

Freyr correspondsto the AS. FriSuwulf and FriSuwald, as the

words here expressingglad,free and fair are near of kin to one

another. Lastly,when the same AS. genealogiesby turns call

Finn's father Godwulf and Folcimld,this last name is supportedby

tlie 'Fin Folcwalding'(-ing= son) of Cod. exon. 320, 10 and of

Beow. 2172, where again the reference must be to Frea and his

race, for the Edda (Siem.87% conf. 10=^)designatesFreyr 'folcvcddi

(al.folcvaldr)goSa'. Now this folkvaldi means no other than

dominator,princeps,i.e.the same as frea,fr6,and seems, like it,to

pass into a proper name. On the linkingof Freyr and NiorSr with

OSinn, there will be more to say in ch. XV (seeSuppl.). If

Snorri's comparison of NiorSr with Kronos (Saturn)have any

justification,evidentlyPoseidon (Neptune)the son of Kronos would

come nearer to our Teutonic sea-god;and IloaeiScov might be

referred to iroacs (lord,Lith. pats,Sansk. patis,Gotli. faj^s),which

means the same as Fro. Only then both Fro and Nirdu would

againbelongto the eldest race of gods.

" Wh. Miiller,Nibehingensagepp. 136"148, wishes to extend the Vanir

gods only to the Siieves and Goths, not to the western Germans, and to draw a

distinction between the worshipof Freyr and tliat of "Wiiotan,wliicli to me

looks very dou\)tful. As littlecan I giveup the point,that Nior^r and Nerthus

were brother and sister,and jointparents of Freyr and Freyja ; this is grounded
not only on a later re])resentuti(jnof Snorri in the Yngl. saga cap. 4, where yet
the female NidrS is nowhere named, as Tacitus converselyknows only a female

Nerthus and no god of that name ; but also on tSu'm. 65" :
' vi(5 svstor thiuni

gaztu slikan niog,'with thy sister begattestthcu such brood,though here again
the sister is left muiamed.



CHAPTEE XI.

PALTAR (BALDER).

The myth of Balder, one of the most ingeniousand beautiful in

the Edda, has happilyfor us been also handed down in a later

form witli variations : and there is no better example of fluctuations

in a god-myth. The Edda sets forth,how the pure blameless deity

is struck with Mistiltein by the blind HoSr, and must go down to

the nether world, bewailed by all ; nothing can fetch him back, and

Nanna the true wife follows him in death. In Saxo, all is pitched

in a lower key : Balder and Hother are rival suitors,both wooing

Nanna, and Hother the favoured one manages to procure a magic

sword, by which alone his enemy is vulnerable ; when the fortune

of war has wavered Ions;between them, Hother is at last victorious

and slaysthe demigod,to whom Hel, glad at the near prospect of

possessinghim, shews herself beforehand. But here the grand

funeral pileis preparedfor Gelder, a companion of Balder, of whom

the account in the Edda knows nothingwhatever. The worship of

the god is attested chieflyby the Fri5']?iofssaga,v, Eornald. sog. 2,

63 seq. (seeSuppl.).

Baldr, gen. Baldrs, reajDpears in the OHG. proper name Paltar

(inMeichelbeck no. 450. 460. 611);^and in the AS. Icaldor,haldor,

signifyinga lord,prince,king,and seeminglyused only with a gen.

pi.before it : gumena baldor, Caidm. 163, 4. wigeua baldor,Jud.

132, 47. sinca bealdor, Beow. 4852. winia bealdor 5130. It is

remarkable that in the Cod. exon. 276,18 mtegSa bealdor (virginum

princeps)is said even of a maiden. I know of only a few examples

in the ON. : baldur t brynju, Ssem. 272^ and herbaldr 218'' are

used for a hero in general; atgeirsbaldr (lanceaevir),Fornm. sog.

5, 307. This conversion from a proper name to a noun appellative

1 Graff 1,432 tliinks this name stands for Paltaro,and is a compoiuul of

aro (aar,aquila),bnt this is nnsujiportedby analogy ; in tlie ninth and tenth

centuries, weak forms are not yet curtailed,and we always find Epiu-aro
(.eberaar,boar-eagle),never Epurar.
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exactlyreminds us of fniuja,iVu,fred,and the OTsT.ty*r. As bealdor

is alreadyextinct in AS. prose, our proper name Paltar seems

likewise to have died out early; heathen songs in OHG. may have

knuwn a paltar= princeps. Such Gothic forms as Baldrs,gen.
Ualdris,and baldrs (princeps),may fairlybe assumed.^

This Baldrs would in strictness appear to have no connexion

with the Goth, bal|7s(bold,audax),nor Paltar with the OHG. paid,
nor Baldr with the ON. ballr. As a rule,the Gothic Id isrepresented

by ON. Id and OHG. It: the Gothic 1" by ON. 11 and OHG. ld.2

But the OS. and AS. have Id in both cases, and even in Gothic,ON. and

OHG. a root will sometimes appear in both forms in the same lan-guage;^

so that a close connexion between bal]9sand Baldrs,*paidand

Paltar,is possibleafter all. On mythologicalgrounds it is even

probable: Balder's wife Nanna is also the bold one, from nenna to

dare ; in Gothic she would have been Nanjjo from nan];jan,in

OHG. Naiuld from gi-nendan. The Baldr of the Edda may not

distinguishhimself by bold deeds, but in Saxo he lightsmost

valiantly; and neither of these naiTatives pretends to give a

complete account of his life. Perhaps the Gothic Bedtime (Jor-
nandes 5, 29) traced their originto a divine Bal];sor Baldrs (see

Suppl.).
Yet even this meaning of the ' bold '

god or hero migiitbe a

later one : the Lith. laltas and Lett, halts signifythe white, the

good ; and by the doctrine of consonant-change,baltas exactly
answers to the Goth. bal];sand OHG. paid. Add to this,that the

AS. genealogiescall Woden's son not Bealdor,Baldor,but Bceldceg,
Beldcg,which would lead us to expect an OHG. Paltac,a form that

I confess I have nowhere read. But both dialects have plentyof
other proper names compounded with da,'gand tac : OHG, Adaltac,

1 Balilr.^,Paltar, must be kept distinct from the compound Baldhcri

(Scliannatno. 420. 448 j, Faldheri (Trad, patav. no. 35), AS. Baldhere. This
Paldheri is the same as Paldachar (Trad,patav. no. 18).

^ Goth. kalds ) ( vilJKds hull:)S gi-d}?.
ON. kaldr }-but -Jvillr hollr guU.
OHG. chalt j ( wikli h.dd kokk

3 Conf. Gothic al]-"anand a^rs aklis,also aldrs ; Goth, faljmnand OHG.

faklan,afterwards faltan. As k def,'ent'ratesinto d, and d into t,any d put for

k, or t for d,mai'ks a kiter form : the Goth, fadr stands for fakr,as we see by-
pater [theAS. ' fieder,modor,' after a usur2)ationof 1000 years, must have

given jdaceto the truer ' father,mother' again].In the ON. vakki pret.oUi,
we must regardtlie 11 as older than tlie Id,in spiteof tke Goth, valdan and

OHG. waltan [soTnewould preferto call valda an archaism].
"* Ualdr may be related to bal]?,as tir to ty,ajid zior to no.
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Alptac,Ingatac,Kertac, Helmtac, Hruodtac, Eegintac,Sigitac;
OS. Alacdag,Alfdag (Albdag,Pertz 1, 286),Hildidag,Liuddag,

Osdag,Wulfdag ; AS. Wegdieg,Swefdieg; even the ON", has the

name Svipdagr. Now, either Bteldsegsimplystands for Bealdor,

and is synonymous with it (ase.^r.,Eegintacwith Eeginari,Sigitac

with Sigar,Sigheri);̂ or else we must recognisein the word dcc(j,

dag, tac itself a personification,such as we found another root

undergoing(p.194-5) in the words div,divan,dina,dies ; and both

alike would express a shiningone, a white one, a god. Prefixingto

this the Slavic Uel, hel,we have no need to take Bsldeegas standing

for Bealdor or anythingelse,Bcd-dmg itself is white-god,light-god,

he that shines as sky and lightand day, the kindlyBiUhogh,Bel-

hoghof the Slav system (seeSuppL). It is in perfectaccord with

this explanationof Bsel-dseg,that the AS. tale of ancestry assigns

to him a son Brond, of whom the Edda is silent,brond, brand,ON.

brandr,signifyingjubar,fax, titio. Bcneldtegtherefore,as regards

his name, would agree with Berhta,the brightgoddess.

We have to consider a few more circumstances bearingon this

point.Baldr's beauty is thus described in Sn. 26: ' Hann ersva /a-^rr

",litum ok hiartr svd at lysiraf homwi, oc eittgraser sva hvitt,at

iafnat er tilBaldrs hrdr,]7ater allra grasa hvitast oc ];areptirmattu

marka bans fegurSba38i a hari ok liki '

; he is so fair of countenance

and brightthat he shines of himself,there is a grass so white that it

is evened with Baldr's brows, it is of allgrasses whitest,and thereby

mayest thou mark his fairness both in hair and body. This

plant,named Baldrsbrd after the god'swhite eyebrow, îs either the

anthemis cotula,stillcalled Barhro in Sweden, Balsenshro,Ballensbm

in Schonen, and Barhrograsin Denmark, or the matricaria maritima

inodora, whi^h retains the originalname in Iceland (seeSuppl.).^

In Skane there is a Baldursbcrg,in the Ottingen country a

Balder7i,and in the Vorarlberg,east of Bregenz,Baldcrschivang;

such names of placesdemand caution, as they may be taken from

men, Baldar or Baldheri, I therefore withhold the mention of

several more. But the heavenly abode of the god was called

Brei"ablih, nom. pi. (Sa^m.41'',Sn. 21-7),i.e. broad splendors,

1 The cases are hardly analogous: Bseld-opr/and Regin-frtc." Trans.

2 Homer emphasizes the dark brows ot Zeus and Hera, ocfipusKvavia.

Conf. XevKocppvtand Artemis XevKo(f)pvvT],white-browed Diana.

' Germ, names of the camomile : kuhauge, rindsauge,ochsenauge(ox-eye).
Dalecarl. hvitet-oja(white eye), in Buhuslan hvita-piga(whitegirl).
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which may have reference to tlie streaks of the milky way ; a place

near Letlira,not far from Eoeskild, is said to have borne the name

of Brcdehlick} This very expressionre-appears in a poem of the

twelfth century,though not in reference to a dwelling-place,but to

a host of snow-white steeds and heroes advancing over the battle-field

: Do brahte Pietheriches vane zvencik dusint lossam in

hreither Uiclcin uber lant, Eoth. 2635. In Wh. 381, 16 :
' daz

bluot liber die Uiclce floz,si \vurdn almeistic rotgevar,'did the

blood flow over the pathsof the field,or over the shiningsilks ?

If BaMa-g and Brond reveal to us that the worshipof Balder

had a definite form of its own even outside of Scandinavia,we

may conclude from the generaldiffusion of all the most essential

proper names enteringinto the main plotof the myth there,that

this myth as a whole was known to all Teutons. The goddesslid,

as will be more fullyshown in ch. XIII, answers to the Gothic im-personal

noun halja,OHG. hella. Hoffr (ace.Ho(5,gen. HaSar, dat.

HeSi),picturedas a blind god of tremendous strength(Sn.31),
who without malice dischargesthe fatal arrow at Baldr,is called

Hotherus in Saxo, and impliesa Goth. Hapus, AS. Hcaffo,OHG.

Hadu, OFrank. Chado, of which we have stillundoubted traces in

proper names and poeticcompounds. OHG. Hadupraht,Hadufuns,

Hadupald, Hadufrid, Hadumar, Hadupurc, Hadulint, Haduwic

(Hedwig),"c.,forms which abut close on the Catumerus in Tacitus

(Hadumar, Hadamar). In AS. poetry are still found the terms

heaSorinc (viregregius,nobilis),Credm. 103, 4 Beow. 737. 4927 ;

heaSowelm (belliimpetus,fervor),Coedm. 21, 14. 147, 8. Beow. 164.

5633; heaSoswat (sudorbellicus),Beow. 2919. 3211. 3334; heaSowa^d

(vestisbellica),Beow. 78 ; heaSubyrne (loricabellica),Cod. exon.

297, 7 ; heaSosigeland heaSogleam(egregiumjubar).Cod. exon.

486, 17 and 438, 6; heaSolac (pugnae Indus),Beow. 1862.

3943 ; heaSogrim (atrocissimus),Beow. 1090. 5378 ; heaSosioc

(pugna vulneratus),Beow. 5504 ; heaSosteap(celsus),Beow. 2490.

4301. In these words,except where the meaning ismerely intensi-fied,

the prevailingidea is plainlythat of battle and strife,and tlie

god or hero must have been thoughtof and honoured as a warrior.

Therefore Ilapus, Hoffr, as well as Wuotan and Zio, expressed

phenomena of war ; and he was imagined blind,because he dealt

out at random good hap and ill(p.207)." Then, beside Ho5r, we

" Suhm. crit.lii.st.2, 63,
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have Hcrmodr interweavinghimself in the thread of Balder's

history; he is dispatchedto Hel, to demand his beloved brother

back from the underworld. In Saxo he is alreadyforgotten; the

AS. genealogyplacesits Hereinod' among Woden's ancestors, and

names as his son either Sceldwa or the Sceaf renowned in story,

whereas in the North he and Balder alike are the offspringof 06inn ;

in the same way we saw (p.219) Freyr taken for the father as well

as the son of XiorSr. A later Heremod appears in Beow. 1795.

3417, but still in kinshipwith the old races ; he is perhaps that

hero, named by the side of Sigmundr in Ssem. 113=^,to whom OSinn

lends helm and hauberk. AS. title-deeds also contain the name;

Kemb. 1, 232. 141 ; and in OHG. Hcrimuot, Hcrimaot, occurs very

often (Graff2, 699 anno 782, from MB. 7, 373. Neugart no.

170. 214. 244. 260. annis 809-22-30-34. Eied. no. 21 anno

821),but neither song nor story has a tale to tell of him (see

Suppl.).

So much the more valuable are the revelations of the ilerseburg

discovery; not only are we fullyassured now of a divine Balder in

Germany, but there emerges again a long-forgottenmythus, and

with it a new name unknown even to the North.

When, says the lay,Phol (Balder)and Wodan were one day
ridino- in the forest,one foot of Balder's foal,' demo Balderes volon,'

was wrenched out of joint,whereupon the heavenly habitants

bestowed their best pains on settingit right again,but neither

Sinngund and Sunna, nor yet Frua and Folia could do any good,

only Wodan the wizard himself could conjureand heal the limb

(seeSuppl.).
The whole incident is as little known to the Edda as to other

Norse legends. Yet what was told in a heathen spellin Thuringia

before the tenth century is still in its substance found lurking
in conjuringformulas known to the country folk of Scotland

and Denmark (conf.ch. XXXIII, Dislocation),except that they

apply to Jesus what the heathen believed of Balder and Wodan.

It is somewhat odd, that Cato (Dere rust. 160) should give,likewise

for a dislocated limb, an Old Eoman or perhaps Sabine form of

spellwhich is unintelligibleto us, but in which a god is evidently

invoked: Luxum siquod est,hac cantione sanum fiet. Harundinem

prende tibi viridem pedes IV aut V longam, mediam diffinde,et

duo homines teneant ad coxendices. Incipe cantare in alio S.F.
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motas vaeta claries dardaries astataries Dissunapiter! usque duiii

coeant. "What follows is nothingto our purpose.

The horse of Balder,lamed and checked on his journey,acquires

a full meaning the moment we think of him as the god of lightor

day,whose stoppage and detention must give rise to serious mis-chief

on the earth. Probablythe story in its context could have

informed us of this ; it was foreignto the jjurpose of the conjuring-

spell.
The names of the four goddesseswill be discussed in their

proj)er place; what concerns us here is,that Balder is called by a

second and hitherto unheard-of name, Phol. The eye for our

antiquitiesoften merely wants opening:a noticingof the unnoticed

has resulted in clear footprintsof such a god being broughtto oar

hand, in several names of places.
In Bavaria there was a PJiolesamva,Fholesouioa,ten or twelve

miles from Passau, which the Traditiones pataviensesfirst mention

in a document drawn up between 774 and 788 (MB. vol. 28, pars

2,p. 21, no. 2.3),and afterwards many later ones of the same district:

it is the present villageof Pfalsau. Its compositionwith anc quite
fitsin with the suppositionof an old heathen worship.The godswere

W'orsliippednot only on mountains,but on
' eas' inclosed by brooks

and rivers,where fertilemeadows yieldedpasture,and forests shade.

Such was the castum nemus of Nerthus in an msitZa Oceani,
.

such

Fosetesland .with its willows and well-springs,of which more

presently." Baldrshagi(Balderipascuum),mentioned in the FriS-

J?iofssaga,was an enclosed sanctuary (griSastaSr),which none might

damage. I find also that convents, for which time-hallowed vener-able

sites were preferred,were often situated in *
eas

'

; and of one

nunnery the very word is used :
' in der megde ouioe în the maids'

ea (Diut.1,357).^ The ON. mythology suppliesus with several eas

named after the loftiestgods: OSinsey(Odensee)in Fiineu,another

O'Sinsc//(Onsoe)in Norway, Fornm. sog. 12,33,and Thorse?/,7,234.

9, 17 ; Hlessc?/(Lassoe)in the Kattegat,"c.,"c. We do not know

any OIIG. AVuotanesouwa, Donaresouwa, but Pholesouwa is equally

to the point.

Very similar must have been PJiolcsjnant(MB. 9,404 circ.1138.

1 So tlieOld Bavarian convent of Chienisee was called ounu (]MB.28% lO.'J

an. 890),and afterwards the monastery there 'der herren wcrd,'and the nunnery

'der nunnen loerd'. Stat '
zo gottes ouwe' in Lisch. mekl. jb.7,227, from a

fragmentbelongingto Bertholds Crane. Demantin 242.

15
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Pfalspiunt,5, 399 anno 1290),now Pfalzpointon the Altmiihl,

between Eichstadt and Kipfenberg,in a considerable forest. Piunt

means an enclosed field or garden;^and if an ea could be conse-crated

to a god,so could a field. Graff 3, 342 has a place called

Yra-wimpiunt,which, to judgeby the circumstances,may with like

reason be assignedto the goddessFrouwa; no doubt it also belongs

to Bavaria (seeSuppl.).
In the Fulda Traditions (Schannatp. 291, no. 85) occurs this

remarkable passage : Widerolt comes tradidit sancto Bonifacio

quicquidproprietatishabuit in Pholesbrunnen in provinciaThur-

ingiae. To this Pholesbrunno, the villageof Plmlsborn has the first

claun, lymg not far from the Saale, equidistantfrom the towns

Apolda, Dornburg and Suiza, and speltin Mid. Age documents

Phulsborn and Pfolczborn ; there is however another village,Fals-

hrunn or Falsbronn, on the Ptauhe Eberach in the Franconian

Steigerwald. Now Ffoleshrunnoall the more plainlysuggests a

divinity(and that, Balder),as there are also Baldersbrunnen : a

Baldebrunno has been produced from the Eifel mts, and from the

PJiine Palatinate,ând it has been shown that the form ought to be

corrected into Baldershrunno as well as the modern Baldenhain to

Baldershain (Zeitschr.f.d. alt.2,256); and Bellstadt in the Klingen
district of Schwarzburg-Sondershausenwas formerly Baldersteti,

Schannat dioec. Fuld. p. 244, anno 977 (seeSuppl.). From the

Norse mythus of Balder,as givenby Saxo, we learn that Balder in

the heat of battle opened a fountain for his languishingarmy :

Victor Balderus, ut afflictum sitimilitem opportuniliquorisbeneficio

recrearet,novos humi laticcs terram altius rimatus aperuit,quorum

erumpentes scatebras sitibundum agmen hianti passim ore captabat.
Eorundem vestigiasempiternafirmata vocabulo,quamquam pristina
admodum scaturigodesierit,nondum prorsus exolevisse creduntur.

This spot is the present Baldershrdnd near Eoeskild (noteto JMiiller's

Saxo, p. 120). But the legend may be the same as old German

legends,which at a later time placed to king Charles's account (p.

117, and infra,Furious host)that which heathendom had told of

1 A Salzburg doc. of the tenth cent.,in Kleinniayrn p. 196 : Curtilem

locum cum duobus pratis,quod piimti dicimus.

2 Conf. Schopflin'sAlsat. dipl.no. 748,anno 1285 : in villa Baldeburne.

A Westphal.doc. of 1203 (Falke trad. corb. p. 566) names a placeBalderbroc,
which might mean palus,campus Balderi.
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Balder ; in that case the still survivingname has itself proved a

fountain,whence the myth of Balder emerges anew.^

But the name of Phol is established more firmly still. A

Heinricus de Fliolingfrequentlyappears in the Altacli records of

the 13th century, MB. part 11, a Eapoto de PhoUngcn,Fhaling,in

MB. 12,56. GO ; this placeis on the left bank of the Danube below

Straubingen,between the two convents of Altacli. I doubt if the

Pollingin other records (and there are several Pollingsin the

Ammer country)can be the same word, as the aspirateis wanting
and the liquiddoubled. Pfullendorf or Follendorf near Gotha is

in docs, of the 14th century Phulsdorf. A Pholcnheim in Schannat,

Vind. lit.coll. 1, 48. 53. Not far from Scharzfeld,between the

Harz mts and Thuringia, is an old village named Folde, called in

earlyrecords and writingsPolldi,Palidi,PalitJii,Pholidi (Gramm.

2, 248),the seat of a well-known convent, which again may have

been founded on the site of a heathen sanctuary. If a connexion

with the god can be established in this case, we at the same time

gatherfrom it the true value of the varyingconsonant in his name.

Of Phol so many interpretationscrowd upon us, that we should

be puzzledif they could all be made good. The Chaldaic hd or hcd

seems to have been a mere title pertainingto several gods : bel:=

Uranus, bel=Jupiter,bel=rMars. The Finnish palo means fire,the

ON. hdl,AS. hael rogus, and the Slav, ydlitito burn,with which

connect Lat. Pales and the Palilia. Of 2J^iaUuswe have already
spoken. We must first make sure of the sounds in our native

names for a divinityof whom as yet we know nothing but the

bare name (seeSuppl.). On the questionas to the sense of the word

itself,I set aside the notion one might stumble on, that it is merely
a fondlingform of Paltar,Balder,for sucli forms invariablypreserve
the initial of the completename ; we should expect Palzo,Balzo,

but not Phol.2 Nor does the OHG. Ph seem here to be equivalent

1 Greek tradition tells of Herakles and Zeus : (jyaa-lrhv 'UpaKXea8i\l/(inore

Karaxivra ev^aadai to Au irarpX67rtSel|ataiir f̂iiKpav \ifiaba. 6 be fii]6e\av

avTuv KnTaTpv^eadaL,pl'^asKepavvov avibu"K" fiiKpav \i[3uba,fjv6ea(Tdp(vos6
HpaKXfjs KOL o"Ka\//'asels to ifkovaiuiTepoviivoirjcTe(fiepeadai(Scholiain 11.20, 74).
This sprin,^'was Scamander, and the Xt/Sa? 'HpaKXijosmay be si-t ]"ythe side of

Pf(jlesljruniio as well as Pt'olesouwa,Xi[:in8toubcinj,'both mead and ea ; and

does not the Grecian deniirjod'spyre kindled on Oeta snjrgcstthat of Balder ?
- So I explain the proper name Folz from Folbreht,Folrat,Folmar, and

the like ; it therefore stands apart from Phol. [The Suppl.([tialitiesthe sweep-
injTassertion in the text ; it also takes notice of several other solutions,as
ApoUu, PuUux, foal,"c.]
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to the ordinaryF which correspondsto the Saxon F, but rather to

he an aspiratewhich, answering to the Saxon tenuis P, represents
an Old-Aryan media B. But we know that a Saxon initialP=:OHG.

Ph is found almost exclusivelyin foreignwords^ (porta,phorta;
putti,phuzi; peda,pheit); it follows that for Phol, in case tlie Sax.

form Pol is reallymade out, we must either look for such a foreign
P, or as a rare exception,in which the law of consonant-change
does assert itself,an Old- Aryan B. I incline to this last hypothesis,
and connect Phol and Pol (wdioseo may very well have sprung
from a) with the Celtic Bcal,Beul,Bel,Bdcnus, a divinityof light
or fire,the Slav. BiUhogh,Belhogh(white-god),the adj.biel,bel

(albus),Lith. baltas,which last with its extension T makes it pro-bable

that Baeldsegand Baldr are of the same root,but have not

undergoneconsonant-change.Phol and Paltar therefore are in their

beginningone, but reveal to us two divergenthistorical develop-ments
of the same. word, and a not unimportant difference in the

mythology of the several Teutonic races.^

So far as we can see, the god was worshipped under the name

of Phol chieflyby the Thuringiansand Bavarians, i.e.accordingto

ancient nomenclature the Hermunduri and Marcoriianni,yet they

seem to have also known his other name Pultar or Balder, while

1 That is,reallyhorrowed words, as port,paternal,palace,in which the Low

Germ, makes no change (likethat in tirth,father),anil therefore the High
Germ, stands only one stageinstead of two in advance oi Latin : I'forte,Pfalz,
"c. Such words stand outside the rule of consonant-change." Trans.

^ I have thus far gone on the assumption that Phol and Balder in the

Merseberg spelldesignateone and the same divine being,which is strongly
supportedby the anak\gyI have pointedout between Pholesouwa and Baldishagi,
Pholesbrunno and Baldrsbrunnr ; and his cultiis must have been very familiar

to the people,for the ])oem to be able to name him by different names in suc-cession,

without fear of being misunderstood. Else one might suppose by the

names, that Phol and Balder were two different gods,and there would be

plentyof room left for the question,who can possiblybe meant by Phol ? If

PH could here represent V = VV^,which is contrary to all analogy,and is almost

put out of court by the persistentPH, PF in allthose names of places; then

we might try the ON. Ullr,Ollerus in Saxo, p. 45, which (likenil,OHG. wolla,
wool) would be in OHG. J-FoZ,so that ' Wol endi Wodan (UUr ok Ooinnj'
made a perfectalliteration. And Ullr was connected with Baldr,who in Stem.

93* is called ' Ullar seti,'sib to U., Ulli cognatus (see SuppL). But the gen.

would have to be Wolles,and that is contradicted by the invariablysingleL
in Pholes. The same reason is conclusive againstWackernagel'sproposalto
take Fol for the god of fulness and plenty,by the side of the goddessFolia ; I

think the weak form Folio would be demanded for it by an OHG. Pilnitis ; v.

Haupts zeitschr. 2, 190. Still more does the internal consistencyof the song

itself requirethe identityof Phol and Balder ; it would be odd for Phol to be

named at the beginning,and no further notice to be taken of liim.
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Baldaj, Bccldwgprevailedamong the Saxons and "Westphalian.s,

and the AS. bealdor had passed into a common noun. Now as tlie

Bavarian p]or stood opposedto the Alamannic Zio, we ouglitto find

out whether Phol was in like manner unknown to the Alamanns

and the races most akin to them.^

Lastly,from eastern Germany we are transportedto the north-west

by a name appertainingcloselyto the Balder cultus,and again

linkingitselfwith the Edda. The Edda cites among the Ases a

son of Baldr and Nanna, Forscti,who like his father dwelt in a

shininghall Glitnir (glit,nitor,splendor,OHG. kliz)built of gold

and silver,and who (asBaldr himself had been called the wisest,

most eloquentand mildest god, whose verdicts are final,Sn. 27)

passedamong gods and men for tliewisest of judges;he settled all

disputedmatters (Stem.42^ Sn. 31. 103),and we are told no more

about him (seeSuppl.).

This Forseti is well entitled to be compared with the Frisian

god Fosite,concerningwhom some biographiescomposed in the

ninth century gives us valuable information. The vita sancti

Wilibrordi (f 739),written by the famous Alcuin (f 804),relates

as follows,cap. 10 : Cum ergo plusverbi Dei praedicatoriter agebat,

pervenitin confinio Fresonum et Danorum ad quamdam insulam,

quae a quodam deo suo Fosite ab accolis terrae Fositesland appella-

tur, quia in ea ejusdem dei fana fuere constructa. qui locus a

paganisin tanta veneratione habebatur, ut nil in ea, vel animalium

ibi pascentium,vel aliarum quarumlibetrerum, gentiliumquiscpunu

tangcreaudebat, nee etiam elfante qui ibi ebulliebat aquam hauriic

nisi taccns praesumebat. Quo cum vir Dei tempestate jactatusest,

mansit ibidem aliquotdies, quousque sepositistempestatibus

opportunum naviganditempus adveniret. sed parvipendensstultam

1 The inquiry,how far these names reach back into antiquity,is far from

exhausted yet. 1 have called attention to the P/'oZgraben(-ditch),the P/((/liecke

(-hedge,-fence),for which devil's dyke is elsewhere used ; then the raisingof

the whirlwind is ascribed in some parts to the devil,in others to Ilerodias

[meaningH.'s daughter the dancer],in others again to Pfol. Eastern Hesse

on the "\Verra has a
'

very queer'name for the whirlwind, beginning with BuU-

or Boil- ; and in the neighbouring Eichsleld Pulhineke is pronouncedwith

shyness and reluctance (Miinchner gel. anz. 1842, p. 7Gli). A Kidduwitz

ortlinance of the same district (."3,327) contains the family name L'o///,sperg

(Polesberc0, Pfoylsperg. The spellingPull,Boil,would agree witli the con-jecture

hazarded "above,but I do not connect with this the idol Bid in the

Harz, for Bielstein leads back to bilstein,i.e.beilstein. Scliniid's westerw. id.

145 hixa'polkcktr,holkcker for spectre,bugbear (seeSuppl.).
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loci illiusreligionem,vel fcrocissimurn regisanimiim,qui violatores

sacrorum illius atrocissima morte damnare solebat ; tres homines

in eo fonte cum invocatione sanctae Trinitatis baptizavit.sed et

animalia in ea terra pascentiain cibaria suis mactare praecepit.

Quod pagani intuentes, arbitrabantur eos vel in furorem verti,vel

ctiam veloci morte perire; quos cum nil mali cernebant pati,

stupore perterriti,regi tamen Eadbodo quod viderant factum

retulerunt. Qui nimio furore succensus in sacerdotem Dei vivi

siiorum injuriasclcorum ulcisci cogitabat,et per tres dies semper

tribus vicihus sortcs suo more mittehat,et nunquam damnatorum

sors, Deo vero defendente suos, super servum Dei aut aliquem ex

suis cadere potuit; nee nisi unus tantum ex sociis sorte monstratus

martyrio coronatus est." Eadbod feared king Pippin the Frank,

and let the evangelistgo unhurt.^ What Wilibrord had left

unfinished, was accomplishedsome time after by another priest,

as the vita sancti Liudgeri,composed by Altfrid (-f-849),tells of

the year 785 : Ipse vero (Liudgerus).... studuit/a?iadestruere,

et omnes erroris pristiniabluere sordes. curavit quoque ulterius

doctrinae derivare flumina, et consilio ab imperatoreaccepto,trans-

fretavit in confinio Fresonum atque Danorum ad quandam insulam,

quae a nomine dei sui falsi Fosde Fosctcslant est appellata....

Pervenientes autem ad eandem insulam, destruxerunt omnia ejus-

dem Fosetis fana, quae illic fuere constructa, et pro eis Christi

fabricaverunt ecclesias,cumque habitatores terrae illius fide Christi

imbueret, baptizaviteos cum invocatione sanctae Trinitatis in fonte,

qui ibi ebulliebat,in quo sanctus Willibrordus priushomines tres

baptizaverat,a quo etiam fonte nemo priushaurire aquam nisi

tacens praesumebat(Pertz2,410)." Altfrid evidentlyhad the work

of Alcuin by him. Prom that time the island took the name of

helegland,Helgoland,which it bears to this day; here also the

evangelistswere careful to conserve, in the interest of Christianity,

the sense of sacredness alreadyattachingto the fiite. Adam ol

Bremen, in his treatise De situ Daniae (Pertz9, 3G9),describe,

the island thus : Ordinavit (archiepiscopusepiscopum) in Pinni

(Fiihnen)Eilbertum, quem tradunt conversum (1.captum) a piratis

Farriam insulam, quae in ostio fluminis Albiae longosecessu latet

in oceano, primum reperisseconstructoque monasterio in ea fecisse

habitabilem. haec insula contra Hadeloam sita est. cujuslongi-

^ Acta sanctor. Bene J.,sec. 3. pars 1, p. 609.
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tudo vix VIII milliaria panditur,latitiido quatuor; liomincs stramine

fragmentisquenavium pro igne utuntur. Sermo est piratas,si

quando 2^'"'acdaminch vd minimam tulcrint,aut mox pcrisscnau-

fragio,aut occisos ah aliquo,nullum redisse indcmpnem ; quapropter

Solent hercmitis ibi vivcntihus decimas praedarum offerreciivi magna

devotione. est enim feracissima frug-iim,ditissima volucrum et

pecudum nutrix, coUem habet unicuin, arborem nullain,scopulis

includitur asperrimis,nullo aditu nisi uno, ubi et aqua dulcis (the

springwhence they drew water in silence),locus vcnerahilis omnibus

nautis,praecipuevero piratis,unde nomen accepitut Heiligeland

dicatur. hanc in vita sancti Willebrordi Fosetisland appellari

dicimus, quae sita est in confinio Danorum et Fresonum. sunt et

aliae insulae contra Fresiam et Daniam, sed nulla earum tarn memo-

rabilis." The name Farria,appearinghere for the first time, either

arose from confoundingthe isle of Folir with Helgoland,or we must

emend the passage, and read '
a piratisFarrianis.' By the customs

of these mariners and vikingseven of christian times, we may

assure ourselves how holy the placewas accounted in the heathen

time (seeSuppl.).

In an island lying between Denmark, Friesland and Saxony,we

mightexpect to find a heathen god who was common to all three.

It would be strange if the Frisian Fusite were unknown to the

Norsemen ; and stranger still if the Eddie Forscti were a totally

different god. It is true,one would have expecteda mention of this

deityin particularfrom Saxo Gram., who is quitesilent about it;

but then he omits many others,and in his day Fosite's name may

have died out amongst the Frisians.

There is some discrepancybetween the two names, as was

natural in the case of two nations : ON. Forscti gen. Forscta,Fris.

Fosite gen. Fosites. The simplestsuppositionis,that from Forsite

arose by assimilation Fossite,Fosite,or that the II droptout, as in

OHG. mosar for morsar, Low Germ, mosar; so in the Frisian

Angeln, accordingto Hagerup p. 20, fost,foste = forste,primus.

Besides,there is hardlyany other way of explainingFosite. In

ON. forsctiis praeses, princeps,apparentlytranslatable into OHG.

forasizo,a fittingname for the god who presidesover judgment,and

arranges all disputes. The Gothic fauragaggjabears almost the

same sense, which I also find,even in much later writings,attached

to our word vorgdnger (now = predecessor).More completeAS.
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genealogies would perhaps name a
Forscta or

Forsete
as Baeldseg's

son.^

Forseti, Fosite are a proof of the extent of Balder's worship. If

we may
infer from Pholesouwa and Baldrshagi that the god loved

isles and ' eas,' Helgoland is a case
iu point, where the flocks of his

son grazed ;
and

so is perhaps the worship of the Hercules-pillars,

which, following Tacitus, we might fix
on some other island near it.^

1 Later writers have turned Fosete into
a goddess Foseta, Phoseta, Fosta, to

approximate her to the Roman Vesta
; maps

of Helgoland, in which
are

found

marked
a

' templum Fostae vel Phosetae ' of tlie
year 768, and

a
' templuin

Vestae' of 692, were
made

up
in Major's Cimbrien (Plon, 1692), conf. Wiebel's

programm
iiber Helgoland, Hanib. 1842. The god Foste and Fosteland could

easily find their
way

into the spurious Vita Suiberti
cap. 7.

2 Another thought has struck
my

mind about Fosete. In the appendix to

the Heldenbuch, Ecke, Vasat, Abentrot
are styled brothers. The form Fasat

instead of the usual Fasolt need not be a mistake
;

there
are several QHG.

men's names in -at, and OS. in -ad, -id, so
that Fasat and Fasolt

can
hold their

ground side by side. Now Fasolt (conf. ch. XX. Storm) and Ecke
were known

as god-giants of wind and water, Abentrot as a da;mon of light. As Ecke-Oegir

was worshipped on
the Eider and in Lassoe, so might Fosite be in Helgoland.

The connexion with i'^orse^i must not be let
go,

l)ut its meaning as For-seti,

Fora-sizo becomes dubious, and I feel inclined to explain it
as For.'-eti from

fors [a whirling stream, ' force ' in Cmnbld], Dan. fos, and to assume a daemon of

the whirlpool, a Fossegrimm (conf. ch. XVII. Nichus), with which Fosite' s

sacred spring would tally. Again, the Heldenbuch gives those three brotliers

a
father Nentiger (for so we must read for Mentiger) =

OHG. Nandgerj and



CHAPTER XIL

OTHEEGODS.

In addition to the gods treated of thus far,who could with

perfectdistinctness be pointed out m all or most of the Teutonic

races, the Norse mythology enumerates a series of others,whose

track will be harder to pursue, if it does not die out altogether.To

a great extent they are those of wliom the North itself has little or

nothin" to tell in later times.

1. (Heimdall.)

Heim"allr, or in the later spellingHeimdallr, though no longer

mentioned in Saxo, is, like Baldr, a bright and gracious god :

hvitastr asa (whitestof ases, Siem. 72^), ŝverSas hvita, Sa?m. 90^

hviti as, Sn. 104 ; he guards the heavenly bridge(therainbow),and

dwells in Himinhiorj (the heavenly hills).The heim in the first

part of his name agrees in sound with himinn ; ]iallrseems akin to

J^oll,gen. ])allar(pinus),Swed. tall,Swiss dale,Engl, deal (Staid.1,

259, conf. Sclim. 2, G03-4 on mantala),but ]?ollalso means a river,

Sn. 43, and Ereyja bears the by-name of MardoU, gen. Mardallar,

Sn. 37. 154. All this remains dark to us. No proper name in the

other Teutonic tongues answers to HeimSallr; but with Himiii-

hiorg(Sffim.41^ 92*')or the common noun himinfioll (Soem.148*

Yngl. saga cap. 39), we can connect the names of other hills : a

Himiliiibcrg(mons coelius)havmted by sj)irits,in the vita S. Galli,

Pertz 2, 10 ; Himclhcrc in Lichtenstein's frauend. 199, 10 ; a Iluni-

h'shcrr/in the Fulda country,Schannat Buchon. vet. 33 G ; several in

1 When this passaf^e says further,' vissi hann vol fram, sem Vanir aiyrir,'
liter. ' he Ibreknew well, like other Vanir,'his wisdoni is merely likened to

that of the Vanir (Graium. 4, 456 on ander),it is not meant that he was one of

them, a thin",'never asserted anywhere [soin Homer, ' Greeks and otiiei-Trojans'
means

' and Trojans as weU']. The Fornald. so^. 1, 373 calls him, I know not

why, ' heimskastr allra asa,'heimskr usuallysignifyingignorant,a greenhorn,
what the MHG. poets mean by tump.
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Ilesse (Kuclienb.anal. 11,137) near Ibaand Waldkappel (Niederh.
wochenbl. 1834 pp. 106, 2183); a Himmelshergin Vestgotlaud,and

one, allegedto be Heimdall's,in Halland. At the same time,

Himinvdnrjar,Stem. 150% tlie OS. hebanwang, hebeneswang, a

paradise(v.ch. XXV), tlie AS. Heofcnfcldcoelestis campus, Beda

p. 158, and tbe like names, some individual,some general,deserve

to be studied,but yieldas yet no safe conclusion about the god.

Other pointsabout him savour almost of the fairy-tale: he is

made out to be the son of nine mothers,giantesses,Seem. 118^"^

Sn. 106. Laxd. p. 392 ; he wants less sleepthan a bird, sees a

hundred miles off by nightor day,and hears the grass grow on the

ground and the wool on the sheep'sback (Sn.30).^ His horse is

Gulltoppr,gold-tuft,and he himself has golden teeth, ĥence the

by-names Gullintanni and Hallinski"i, * tennur HallinskiSa,'

Fornm. sog. 1, 52. It is worthy of remark, that HallinskiSi and

Heimdali are quoted among the names for the ram, Sn. 221.

As watchman and warder of the gods (vorSr goSa,Ssem. 41),

Heimdali w4nds a powerful horn, Giallarlwrn,which is kept under

a sacred tree,Ssem. 5^ 8^ Sn. 72-3. What the Voluspa imparts,

must be of a high antiquity(seeSuppl.).

Now at the very outset of that poem, all created beingsgreat

and small are called mcgirHeim"allar, sons or children of the god ;

he appears therefore to have had a hand in the creation of the

world,and of men, and to have played a more exalted part than is

assignedto him afterwards. As, in addition to Wuotan, Zio pre-sided

over war, and Fro over fruitfulness,so the creative faculty

seems to have been divided between OSinn and HeimSallr.

A song of suggestivedesign in the Edda makes the first

arrangement of mankind in classes proceedfrom the same Heim-

ffallr,who traverses the world under the name of Mgr (seeSuppl.).

There is a much later German tradition,very prevalentin the last

few centuries,which I have ventured to trace to this heathen one,

itsoriginbeingdifficultto explainotherwise,^ As for the name Bigr,

it seems to me to have sprung, like dis from idis,by aphseresis

from an older form, which I cannot preciselydetermine, but would

connect with the MHG. Irinc,as in ON. an n before g or k often

1 Conf. KM. 3, 125.

2 Li diente cV oro, Pentam. 3, 1. Of a certain Haraldr : tennr voru miklor

ok gullslitr a, Fornald. sog. 1,366.
3 Zeitscliriftf. d. alt. 2, 257"267. Conf. ch. XIX.
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drops out (conf.stiiigastack,]?ackaJjanki),and, as will be shown

later,Iringesstraza,Iringeswee answers to a Swedish Eriksgata.^

The shininggalaxywould suit extremelywell the god who descends

from heaven to earth,and whose habitation borders on Bifrost.

Norwegian names of placesbear witness to his cultus : Hcim-

dallarvattn, a lake in Guldbrandsdalen (GuSbrandsdalr),and

Heimdallslmirj,a hill in Nummedalen (Naumudalr); neither is

mentioned in the ON. sagas.

2. (Bragi,Bkego.)

Above any other god, one would like to see a more general
veneration of the ON. Bragi revived,in whom was vested the gift

of poetry and eloquence. He is called the best of all skalds,Soem.

46^ Sn. 45, frumsmiSr bragar(auctorpoeseos),and poetry itself is

hragrp' In honour of him the i"Va^afullor hragarivllwas given

(p.60) ; the form appears to waver between bragigen. braga,and

bragr gen. bragar,at all events the latter stands in the phrase
' hragr karla '

= vir facundus, praestans,in
'

asa hragr' deorum

princeps= Thorr (Stem.85^ Sn. 21 1% but Bragi 211^),and even

' hragrqvenna
' femina praestantissima(Soem.218^).^

Then a poet and king of old renown, distinct from the god,
himself bore the name of Bragi hiim gamli,and his descendants

were styledBragningar. A minstrel was picturedto the mind as

old and long-bearded,siSskeggiand skeggbragi,Sn. 105, which

recalls OSinn with his long beard, the inventor of poetry (p.

146)
,
and Bragiis even said to be OSin's son, Sn. 105 (seeSuppl.).

In the AS. poems there occurs, always in the nom. sing.,the

term hrcgoor hrcogo,in the sense of rex or princeps: bregostolin

Beow. 4u87 and Andr. 209 is thronus regius;bregoweardin Cajdm.

140, 26. 166, 13 is princeps.*Now, as gen. pluralsare attached to

1 Der ganimel Erih,gamiiielErlce (oldE.),has now come to mean old Nick

in Swedish ; conf. supra p. 124, on Erchtag.
^ Sa'm. 113'',of Otiiun : gel'rhann brag skaldom (datcarmen poetis).
^ Does not the Engl, hrag,Cierm. 'prahlen (gloriari)explain everything?

Showy high-llown speech would apply equally to boasting and to poetry.
Then, for the other meaning, ' the boast,glory,master-piece(of men, gods,
women, angels,bears),'we can cither go back to the more primitivesense
(gloria)in prangen, priink,pi-add,bright,or still keep to brag. ' Beauty is

nature's bmg, and must be shewn,'.says Comus." Trans.
"" In Beda 4, 23 (Stevens, p. 304) a woman's name Bregosiiid,BregoswiS ;

in Kemble 5,48 (anno 749)Bregesici"estdn,and 1,133-4 (anno 762),5,46 (anno
747), 5, 59 (anno 798) a man's name Bregowine. In Beow. 3847 bregorofis
clarissimus.
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it : brcgo engla,Cifdm. 12, 7. 60, 4. 62, 3 ; brego Dena, Beow.

8i8 ; ho"leSa brego,Beow. 3905 ; gimiena brego,Aiidr. 61 ; beorna

brego,Andr. 305 (conf.bregomoncynnes, Cod. exon. 457, 3); there

grows up an instructive analogy to the above-mentioned * bragr

karla,'and to the genitivessimilarlyconnected with the divine

names Tyr, Fred and Bealdor (pp.196, 211, 220). The AS. hrego

equallyseems to pointto a veiled divinity,though the forms and

vowel-relations do not exactlyharmonize.^

Their disagi-eementrather provokes one to hunt up the root

under which they could be reconciled : a verb brigabrag would

suit the purpose. The Saxon and Frisian languages,but not the

Scandinavian or High German, possess an unexplainedterm for

cerebrum : AS. bregen (likeregen pluvia,therefore better written

so than bra^gen),Engl,brain,Fris. brein.Low Sax. bregen; I think

it answers to the notions ' understanding,cleverness,eloquence,

imitation,'and is connected with (l"pr']v,(pp"v6"i,-^pcop,-(ppovo";.Now

the ON. bragr,beside poesis,means also mos, gestus, and ' braga

eftir einum ' referre aliquemgestu,imitari. OIIG. has nothinglike

it,nor any such proper name as Prako, Brago,Briigo.

But, as we detected among the Saxons a faint trace of the god

or god'sson, we may lay some stress on the fact that in an OS.

document of 1006 Buniackcr occurs as the name of a place,v.

Llinzel's Hildesheim, p. 124, conf. pref.v. (seeSuppl.).Now Bragi

and his wife ISunn dwelt in Brunnakr, Sn. 121% and she is called

' Brunnakrs beckjargei'Sr,'Brunnakerinae sedis ornatrix, as Sk.

Thorlacius interpretsit (Spec.6, pp. 65-6). A well or spring,

for more than one reason, suits a god of poetry ; at the same time a

name like ' springfield' is so natural that it might arise without any

reference to gods.

Bragi appears to have stood in some pretty close relation to

Ocgir,and if an analogybetween them could be established,which

however is unsupported hitherto on other grounds,then by the

side of ' brigabrag
' the root ' bragabrog

' would presentitself,and

the AS. broga (terror),OHG. pruoko,bruogo,be akin to it. The

connexion of Bragi with Oegir may be seen by Bragi appearing

prominentlyin the poem Oegisdrecka,and by his sittingnext to

Oegirin Sn. 80, so that in intimate converse with him he brings

out stories of the gods, which are thence called Bragarwd'ur,

1 The Iri8h breitlieam,brethemb (judex)is said to be pronouncedalmost

as
' brelion,'Trans, of Irish acad. 14, 1(57.
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speecliesof Bragi. It is with greatpropriety,no dcniht,that tliese

narratives,duringwhich Oegiroften interruptshim witli questions

(8n.93), as Gangleridoes Har when holdingforth in the first part

of the Edda, were put in the mouth of the patron of poetry.

3. Aki, Uoki (Oegir,Hler). Fifel, Geofon.

This Oegir,an older god of the giantkind,not ranked among

the Ases,but holdingpeaceableintercourse with them, bears the

name of the terrible,the awful. The root '

aga 6g
' had givenbirth

to plentyof derivatives in our ancient speech:Goth, agis06/3o9,6g

"f)o^eo/j,at,OHG, akiso,egiso,AS. egesa horror,OHG. aki,eki,AS.

ege (ege? awe) terror,ON", oegjaterror! esse, which can only be

speltwith oe, not te. To the proper name Oegirwould correspond

a Goth. ()geis,AS. I^ge,OHG. Uogi,instead of which I can only

laymy hand on the weak form Uorjo,Oago. But oegiralso signifies
the sea itself: sol gengr i ceginn,the sun goes into the sea, sets ;

cegi-siorpelagusis like the Goth, mari-siiivs ; the AS. eagor and

egor (mare) is related to ege, as sigorto sige. I attach weightto

tlie agreement of the Greek co/ceai/o'?,'f2Keav6"iand 'fljijv,whence

the Lat. oceanus, Oceanus was borrowed,but aequor (mare placi-

dum) seems not cognate,being related to aequus, not to aqua and

Goth, ahva (seeSupi)l.).i
The boisterous element awakened awe, and the sense of a god's

immediate presence. As "Woden was also called "VVoma (p.144),

and OSinn Orni and Yggr,so the AS. poets use the terms woma,

sweg, bruga and egesa almost synonymously for ghostlyand divine

plienomena(Andr.and El. pp. xxx " xxxii). Oegirwas therefore a

highlyappropriatename, and is in keepingwith the notions of fear

and horror developedon p. 207-8.

This interpretationis strikinglyconfirmed by other mythical

conceptions.The Edda tells us of a fear-inspiringhelmet, whose

name is Oegishialmr: er oil qvikvendibrwSast at sia,Sn. 137 ;

such a one did HreiCmar wear, and then Faihir when he lay on the

gold and seemed the more terrible to all that looked upon him,

Seem. 188=^;vera (tobe) undir Oegishialmi,bera OegishialmyUr

1 Oe"/\vis also called Gymir, Spem. 59. GUmir, Sn. 125. 183 possilily
epiilatori but I know no other meaning of the ON. .yaunir than ciira, attentio,

thouL^h the OHG. goiinia, OS. goma means both ciua and cpulae,the AS.

gyniingboth cura and nuptiae.
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einum, means to inspirewith fear or reverence, Laxd. saga, p. 130.

Islend. scig.2, 155 ; ek bar Oegisliialniyfiralia folki,Fornald. sog.

1, 162 ; hafa Oegisliialmi augum, ibid. 1,406, denotes that terrible

piercinglook of the eyes, which others cannot stand, and the

famous basilisk-glance,ormr i anga, was somethingsimilar.^ Now

I find a clear trace of this Norse helmet in the OHG. man's name

Egihelm (Trad.fuld. 1, 97 ; in Schannat no. 126, p. 286 Eggihelm),
i.e.Ar/ihelni,identical with the strengthened-vowelform Uogihelm,
which I am unable to produce. But in the Eckenlied itself Ecke's

costlymagic helmet, and elsewhere even Ortnit's and Dietrich's,

are called Hildcgrim,Hildcgrin; and the ON. grima mask or

helmet (infc'o3m.51^ a name for night)has now turned up in a

Fulda gloss,Dronke p. 15 :
' scenici = crimiln '

presupposes a sing.
krimd larva,persona, galea; so we can now understand KHmJiilt

(Gramra.1,188) the name of a Walkurie armed with the helmet of

terror,and ailsowhy ' daemon ' in another gloss is rendered by

cgisgrimolt.The AS. egcsgrimeis equallya mask, and in El. 260

the helmet that frightensby its figureof a boar is called a grim-
helm. 1 venture to guess, that the wolf in our ancient apologue
was imaginedwearingsuch a helmet of dread,and hence his name

of Isangrim,iron-mask,Eeinh. ccxlii (seeSuppl.).Nor have we

yet come to the end of fancies variouslyplayinginto one another :

as the god'sor hero's helmet awakened terror,so must his shield

and sword ; and it looks significant,that a terrific sword fashioned

by dwarfs should likewise be named in the two forms,viz. in the

VilkinasagaEclcisax,in Veldek's Eneit Uokcsahs (not a letter may

we alter),in the EckenUed Eckcn sahs, as Hildegrinwas Ecken

helm, Eckes helm. In the Greek atVtVI do not look for any verbal

affinity,but this shield of Zev^ alymxo^ (H. 15, 310. 17, 593),
wielded at times by Athena (2,447. 5, 738) and Apollo (15,229.

318. 361. 24, 20), spreads dismay around, like Oegishialmr,

Hildegrim and Eckisahs ; Pluto's helmet too, which rendered

invisible,may be called to mind, " That ancient god of sea, Oceanus

and Oegir (seeSuppl.),whose hall glitteredwith gold,Saem. 59,^

1 Fornm. sog. 9, 513 : gekk alvaldr unci Ygishiahni. The spellingwith y

goes to confirm our cc, and refute fe, as an y can only stand for the former,not
ibr the latter ; conf. mor and the deriv. myri = moeri,Gramm. 1,473.

- In the greatfeast which he gave to the gods,the ale came up ofitself(sialft
barsc J^arol,f^iem. 59),as Hephaistus'stripodsran avrondroiin and out of the

6eiou dycbva,II. 18, 376. Even so Freyr had a sword cr siaJftvegiz(tliatswings
itself),Saan. 82*, and Thor's Miolnir comes back of itselfeverytimeit is thrown.
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would of all others wear the glitteringhelmet which takes its

name from him. From all we can find,his name in OHG. must

have been Aki or Uohi ; and it requiresno great boldness to

supi:)Ose that in the Ecke of our heroic legend,a giantall over, we

see a precipitateof the heathen god. Ecke's mythical nature is

confirmed by that of iiis brothers Fasolt and Abentrot,of whom

more hereafter. As the Greek Okeanos has rivers givenhim for

sons and daughters,the Norse Oegir has by Ean nine daughters,
whose names the Edda apj)liesto waters and waves. We might

expect to find that similar relations to the seagod were of old

ascribed to our own rivers also,most of which were conceived of as

female [and stillbear feminine names].
And there is one such local name in which he may be clearly

recognised.The Eider,a river which divides the Saxons from the

Northmen, is called by the Frankish annalists in the eighth and

ninth centuries Egidora,Agadora, Acgidora (Pertz1, 355-70-86.

2, 620-31); -Helmold 1, 12. 50 spellsEgdora. The ON. writers

more plainlywrite Ocgisdyr(Fornm. sog. 11, 28. 31, conf. Geogr.of

a Northman, ed. by Werlauff p. 15),i.e.,ocean's door, sea-outlet,

ostium, perhaps even here with a collateral sense of the awful.

Again,a placecalled Oegisdyris mentioned in Iceland,Landn. 5,

2, where we also find 3, 1 an Oegissid'a,latus oceani. Further,it

comes out that by the AS. name Fl/cldorin Cod. exon. 321, 8 and

by the Wieglesdorin Dietmar of Merseb. ad.ann. 975, p. 760 is

meant the Eider again,stillthe aforesaid Oegisdyr; while a various

readingin Dietmar agrees with the annalist Saxo ad ann. 975 in

givingHeggedor=z'E^^gQ"OT,Egidor. Now, seeingthat elsewhere

the AS. poems use Fifelstredm,Fifelwreg(Boeth.26, 51. El. 237)

for the ocean, and Fifelcynnescard (Beow. 208) for the land of the

ocean-sprites,we may suppose Flfcland its corruptionWicgclto be

another and an obsolete name of Oegir.

The same may hold good of the AS. Geofon,OS. Gelan, a being

whose godhead is sufficientlymanifest from the ON. Gefjun,who is

reckoned among the Asynior,though she bore sons to a giant.
The Saxon Gehan however was a god ; the Heliand shows only the

compound Gebenesstrom 90, 7. 131, 22, but the AS. poets, in

addition to Geofenes begang,Beow. 721, Geofenes staS,Ca^dm. 215,

8, and the less personalgeofonhus(navis),Csedm. 79, 34,geofonflod.

Cod. exon. 193, 21, have also a Geofon standingindependentlyin
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the nom., Cfficlm. 206, 6, and gifen geotende,Beow. 3378. An

OHG. Kepan is nowhere found, even in proper names, though
Stiihlin 1, 598 givesa Gebencsvnlare. I know not whether to take

for the root the verb giban to give,in which case Gibika (p.137)
and Wuotan's relation to Neptune (pp.122, 148) would come in

here ; or to look away to the Greek %iaji^ fem. Ij^lFoov,hib-ernus ?]
and the notion of snow and ice giants.

And the North itself furnishes some names which are synony-mous

with Oegir. In the Fundinn Noregr (Sn.369. Fornald. sog.

2, 17) we read : Forniotr fitti 3 syni,hett einn Hler, er vcr kollum

Ocgi (onehightHler, whom we call Oegir),annarr Logi,JnidjiKari

(liask,afh. 1, 95 : Kari). Hler, gen. Hies, appears from this to have

been the older name, in use among the giants,by which Oegiris

spoken of in Sn. 79, and after which his dwelling-placewas named

Hles-cy(Sicm.78'^159^ 243'^),now Liissoe in the Cattegat.

4. (Forniotr).

Of this Hler I have nothingmore to tell (see Suppl.),but his

father Forniotr. has left a notable trace of himself behind ; he

belongseven less than Oegirto the circle of Ases, being one of the

older demonic giants,and proving that even these demigods or

personifiedpowers of nature must also have borne sway among the

Teutonic races outside of Scandinavia. Forniotr is to be explained,

not as for-niutr primus occupans, but rather as forn-iotr,the ancient

lotr (Rask,afhand. 1, 78),a particularlyapt expressionfor those

giants,and closelyconnected witli iotunn itself,AS. eoton, as will

be shown further on. Now in the AS. Liber medicinalis,from

which Wanley, pp. 176 " 80 gives insufficient extracts, there is

according to Lye's dictionarya plantof healingvirtue spoken of

(twice apparently,from the various spelling)by the name of

Forneotcs folnic,Foriictcs folme {i.e.Forneoti manus). As none of

the ON. writingsallude to this herb,its name must be a remnant

of the Saxon people'sown mythology. In OHG. the giantmay

have been called Firnez, and the plant Firnezes folma. We

remember how, in Beow. 1662, Grendel has torn off the hand of a

water-sprite,and presents it as tacen of his victory,justas Tristan

chops off the giantUrgan'shand, and takes it with him to certify

the deed, 16055-65-85. The amputation of the huge giant-hand

seems therefore part of an ancient myth, and to have been fitly
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retained in the name of a broad-leaved vegetable; there is also a

plantcalled deviVs-liancl,and in more than one legendthe Evil one

leaves the printof his hand on rocks and walls.

If these last allusions have led us away from the beneficent

deities rather to hurtful demons and malignantspirits,we have here

an easy transit to the onlygod whom the teachingof the Edda repre-sents

as wicked and malevolent,though it stillreckons him among

the Ases.

5. (LoKi,Grendel),Saturn.

Lofji,as we have seen, was a second son of Forniotr,and the

three brothers Hler,Logi,Kari on the whole seem to represent

water, fire and air as elements. N"ow a strikingnarrative (Sn.54.

GO)placesLogiby the side of Lohi,a beingfrom the giantprovince

beside a kinsman and companion of the gods. This is no mere play

upon words, the two reallysignifythe same tilingfrom different

pointsof view
,
Logi the natural force of fire,and Loki, with a

shiftingof the sound,a shiftingof the sense : of the burly giant

has been made a sly seducingvillain. The two may be compared
to the Prometheus and the Hephajstus (Vulcan)of the Greeks ;

Okeanos was a friend and kinsman of the former. But the two get

mixed up. In Loki, sa er flestu iUu raeSr (Sn.4G),who devises the

most of ill,we see also the giantdemon who, like Hephaestus,sets

the godsa-laughing; his limpingreminds us of Hephsestusand the

lame fire (N".Cap.76),his chainingof Prometheus's,for Loki is put

in chains like his son Fenrir. As Hephaestusforgesthe net for

Ares and Aphrodite,Loki too prepares a net (Sn.69),in which he

is caught himself. Most salient of all is the analogybetw^een

Hephaestusbeinghurled down from Olympus by Zeus (II.1,591-3)
and the devil beingcast out of heaven into hell by God (ch.XXXIII,

Devil),though the Edda neither relates such a fall of Loki, nor sets

him forth as a cunning smith and master of dwarfs
,
probablythe

stories of Loki and Logi were much fuller once. Loki's former

fellowshipwith OSinn is clearlyseen, both from Srem. 61^ and

from the juxtapositionof three creative deities on their travels,

Ocfinn,Hcenir,Locfr,Ssem. 3% instead of which w^e have also Offhm,

Hmnir, Lohi,Sasm. 180, or in a different order O"inn,Loki,Hcenir,
Sn. 80. 135 (conf.supra, p. 162). Tliis trilogyI do not venture to

identifywith that of Hler,Logi,Kari above, strikinglyas OSinn

correspondsto the U avi/ioio; and though from the creatingOSinn
16
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proceedbreath and spirit(ond),as from Lod'r (blaze,glow) come

blood and colour (laok litr),the connexion of Hoenir,who imparts

sense (6S),with water is not so clear: this Hcenir is one of the

most unmanageablephenomena of the Norse mythology,and with

lis in Germany he has vanished without leavinga trace. But the

fire-godtoo, who accordingto that gradationof sounds ought

either to be in Goth. Lauha and OHG. Loho, or in Goth. Luka and

OHG. Locho, seems with the loss of his name to have come up

againpurely in the character of the later devil. He lasted longer

in Scandinavia,and myths everywhereshow how nearlyLoki the

^s approachesLogi the giant. Thorlacius (spec.7,43) has proved

that in the phrase' Loki fer yfirakra
' (passesover the fields),and

in the Danish ' Locke dricker vand
'

(drinkswater),fire and the

burningsun are meant, just as we say the sun is drawingwater,

when he shines through in bright streaks between two clouds.

Loka daun (Lokiiodor) is Icelandic for the ignisfatuus exhaling

brimstone (ibid.44); Lokah^enna (Lokiiincendium) for Sirius ;

Loka spcenirare chipsfor firing.In the north of Jutland,a weed

very noxious to cattle (polytrichumcomm.) is called Lokkens havre,

and there is a proverb ' Nu saaer Lokken sin havre,'now Locke

sows his oats,i.e.,the devil his tares ; the Danish lexicon translates

Lokeshavre avena fatua,others make it the rhinanthus crista galli.

When the fire crackles,they say
' Lokje smacks his children,'Faye

p. 6. Molbech's Dial. lex. p. 330 says, the Jutland phrase' Lokke

saaer havre idag(to-day),'or what is equivalent' Lokke driver idag

med sine geder(drivesout his goats),'is spoken of vapours that

hang about the ground in the heat of the sun. When birds drop

their feathers in moultingtime,peoplesay they '

gaae i Lokkis arri

(pass under L.'s harrow ?)'

; 'at hore paa Lockens eventyr

(adventures)' means to listen to lies or idle tales (P.Syv'sgamle

danske ordsprog2,72), Accordingto Sjoborg'sNomenklatur, there

is in Yestergotlanda giant'sgrave named Lokchall. All of them

conceptionswell deservingnotice,which lingerto this day among

the common people,and in which Loki is by turns taken for a bene-ficent

and for a hurtful being,for sun, fire,giantor devil. Exactly

the same sort of harm is in Germany ascribed to the devil,and the

kindlygod of lightis thoughtof as a devastatingflame (seeSuppl.).

On this identitybetween Logi and Lold rests another vestige
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of tlie Xorse da?mon, which is found among the other Teutonic

races. If Logi comes from liuhan ^hicere),Loki will apparently
fall to the root lukan (claudere,conf. claudus lame); the ON", lok

means finis,consummatio, and loka repagulum,because a bolt or

bar closes. In Beowulf we come upon an odious devilish spirit,a

thyrs(Beow.846) named Grcndel,and his mother,Grendeles modor

(4232-74),a veritable devil's mother and giant'smother. An AS.

document of 931 in Kemble 2, 172 mentions a place called

Grcndlcs mere (Grendelipalus). Now the AS. grindel,OHG.

h'intil,MHG. grintclis preciselyrepagulum,pessulus; so the name

Grendel seems related to grindel(obex)in the same way as Loki to

loka ; the ON. grindis a grating,which shuts one in like bolt and

bar. Gervase of Tilbury(inLeibn. 1, 980)tells of an Englishfire-

demon named Grant. It is very remarkable,that we Germans have

stillin use a third synonymous expressionfor a diabolic being,its

meaning heightenedno doubt by compositionwith' hell';hdllric(jel

vectis infernalis,hell-bar,a hell-brand,devil or the devil's own ; a

shrewish old hag is styledhollriegelor the devil's grandmother;
and Hugo von Langenstein(Martina4^^)alreadyused this hcUcrigd

as a term of abuse. Now hell was imagined as beingtightlybolted

and barred ; when Christ,says Fundgr.1,178, went down to Hades

in the strengthof a lion,he made ' die grintclbrechen'. Lastly,

we may even connect the OHG. drcmil (pessulus,Graff 5,531)with

the ON. trami or tremill,which mean both cacodaemon and also,it

seems, clathri,cancelli :
' tramar gneypa J?ikskulo ! ' Stem. 85"' ;

and in tlie Swedish song of Torkar, troUtram is an epitlietof the

devil who stole the hanmier. As this is the Thrymr of the Edda,

one might guess that trami stands for jn-ami,with which our dremil

would more exactlyaccord. Thus from several sides we see the

mythicalnotions that prevailedon this subjectjoininghands, and

the merging of Logi into Loki must be of highantiquity.Foersom

(on Jutl. superstit.p. 32) alleges,that the devil is conceived of in

the form of a liissetra,i.e.,the polewith which a load is tied down.

Beside Loki the as, Snorri sets another before ns in the Edda,

UtfjarffaloJci,as a king whose arts and power deceive even godlike

Thorr ; it was one of his household that outdid the other

Loki himself,Sn. 54 seq.^ Saxo, who in the whole of his work

1 ' Tliorlacius's theory,of an older nature-worsliipsupplantedby the Aso:=i,
rests mainly on the antithesis of an Okul^urrto Asaf^orr,of Lo^'ito Loki,and

probablyof Hler to Oegir,each pairrespectivelystanding for thunder,tire,
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never once names the Eddie Lold, tells wonderful thingsof this

' Ugarthilocus,'pp. 163-6 : he .paintshim as a giganticsemi-divine

monster, who dwells in a distant land, is invoked in a storm like

other gods,and grants his aid. A valiant hero,named Thorkill,

brooks the adventurous journey to Ugarthilocus: all this is but

legendaryvariation of the visit which, in Snorri,Thorr pays to

UtgarSaloki.Stillit is worth noticing,that Thorkill plucksout one

of Ugarthilocus'shuge spear-likehairs,and takes it home with him

(Saxo 165-6). The titgarcParwere the uttermost borders of the

habitable world, where antiquityfixed the abode of giantsand

monsters, i.e.,hell ; and here also may have been present that

notion of the bar,closingup as it were the entrance to that

inaccessiljleregionof ghostsand demons.

Whether in very earlytimes there was also a Saxon Loico and

an Alamannic Lohlio,or only a Grcndil and Krentil ; what is of

capitalimportanceis the agreement in tliemyths themselves. To

what was cited above, I will here add something more. Our

nursery -tales have made us familiar with the incident of the haii

plucked off the devil as he lay asleepin his grandmother'slap

(Kinderm. 29). The correspondingNorwegian tale makes three

feathers be pulledout of the dragon'stail,not while he sleeps,but

after he is dead.

Loki, in punishment of his misdeeds, is put in chains, like

Prometheus who brought fire to men; but he is to be released

againat the end of the world. One of his children,Fcnrir} i.e.,

himself in a second birth,pursues the moon in the shapeof a ivolf,

and threatens to swallow her. According to Sn, 12. 13, an old

giantessin the forest gave birth to these giantsin wolfskin girdles,
the miglitiestof them being Mdnagarmr (lunaecanis)who is to

devour the moon ; but in another place,while Skoll chases the sun,

Hati, Ilru"vitnis sonr (Stem.45^^)dogsthe moon. Probablytliere

were fuller legends about them all,which were never written

down ; an old Scotch story is stillremembered about ' the tayl of

water. To the elder series must be added Sif= earth,and the mi'(5garL"sormr
(world-snake).But what natiire-godcan OiSiin have taken the phxce of?

None? And was his being not one of the primeval ones 1 ' "c. [Quoted from

Suppl.,vol. iii.]
^ Goth. Fanareis ? OHG. Fanari, Feniri ? can it be our fahnentrager,

pannifer'? But the early Norse does not seem to have the word answering to

the Cloth, fana, OHG. fano (flag).[Has the fox holding up his tail as a

standard,in the unrighteous war of beasts against birds,anything to do with

this?]
" o . . o
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the wolfe and the warldis end' (seeSuppl.). But the popular

belief seems to have extended generally,and that from the earliest

times,all over Germany, and beyond it. We still say, when

baneful and perilousdisturbances arise,' the devil is broke loose/as

in the North theyused to say
' Lohi er or bondum ' (ch.XXIII). In

the Life of Goz von Berlichingen,p. 201 :
' the devil was every-where

at large
'

; in Detmar's chronik 1, 298 :
' do was de duvcl los

geworden,'i.e.,disorder and violence prevailed.Of any one who

threatened from a safe distance,the folk in Burgundy used the

ironical phrase: ' Dieu gardela lune des loups! '^ meaning, such

threats would not be fulfilledtillthe end of the world ; in the same

way the French popularsong on Henry IV. expresses the far end

of the future as the time when the wolf's teeth shall get at the

moon : jusqu'a ce que Ton j:"?"c?i?icla lune avec lesdcnts.^ Fischart

in several placesspeaks of this ' ivoJ/dcs mons,'and most fullyin

his Aller practikgrossmutter :
' derhalben dorft ihr nicht mehr fiir

ihn betten,dass ihn Gott vor den vMfcn wolle hchutcn,denn sie

werden ihn diss jahrnicht erhaschen ' (neednot pray for the moon,

they won't get her this year).^ In several placesthere circulate

among the people rhymes about the twelve hours, the last two

beingthus distinguished: '
um elfe kommen die ^volfc,um zwolfe

bricht das gcivolhe'at 11 come the wolves,at 12 bursts the vault,

i.e.,death out of the vault. Can there be an echo in this of the old

behef in the appearingof the wolf or wolves at the destruction of

the world and the burstingof heaven's vault ? In a lightedcandle,

if a pieceof the wick getshalf detached and makes it burn away

too fast,they say
*
a wolf (aswell as thief)is in the candle ;

' this

too is like the wolf devouringthe sun or moon. Eclipsesof sun or

moon have been a terror to many heathen nations ; the incipient
and increasingobscuration of the luminous orb marks for them the

moment when the gapingjaws of the wolf threaten to devour it,
and theythink by loud cries to bringit succour (ch.XXII, Eclipses).

The breakingloose of the wolf and the ultimate enlargemento(

Loki from his chains,who at the time of the Ragnarokr will war

againstand overcome the gods,is in strikingaccord with the release

of the chained Prometheus,by whom Zeus is then to be overthrown.

1 Lanionnaye,glossaireto the noei bourguignon,Dijon 1776, p. 242.

2 Conf. Ps. 72, 7 : donee auferetur luna.
3 May we in this connexion think of the fable of the wo^fwho goes down

the well to eat up the moon, which he takes fur a cheese I
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The formula,'
iinz Loki ver"'rlauss '

(=imz riufaz regin,tillthe gods
be destroyed),answers exactlyto the Greek irplvav eV heafiwv

XaX-ciadr]UpofiT^devq(Aesch.Prom. 176. 770. 991) ; the writhingsof

the fettered Loki make the earth to quake (Siem.69. Sn. 70),just
as ')(9(siva-ea-aXevrai in the case of Prometheus (Aesch. 1081).

Only the Greek Titan excites our noblest sympathy, while the

Edda presents Loki as a hateful monster.

Loki was fair in form, evil in disposition; his father,a giant,

was named Farhauti (boatman?),his mother Lcmfey (]eaf-ea)and

Ndl (needle; thin and insinuating,mio ok auSJjreiflig,355),all of

them words easy to translate into OHG. as Farpozo (remex),

Loupouwa, Nadala, though such names are nowhere found. He is

never called Farbauta sonr, but always after his mother, Loki

Laufeyjar sonr (Sffim.07'' 72^ 73^),which had its originin

alliteration,but held its ground even in prose (Sn.64) and in the

Locke Loje,Loke Lovmand, Loke Lejemand of the later folk-songs.
This Laufey (Swed.Lofo)is firstof all the name of a place,which

was personified,and here again there is doubtless reference to an

element. By his wife Slgyn Loki had a son Nari or Narvi,and by

a giantessAngrloda three children,the aforesaid Fcnrir,the serpent

Idrm.unrjandrand a daughterHd. It is worthy of notice,that he

himself is also called Loirir(aiirius),and one of his brothers Hel-

hlindi,which is likewise a name of 05inn. I justthrow out these

names, mostlyforeignto our German mythology,in the hope of

enlistingfor them future inquiry.

Once again we must turn our attention to a name already

broughtforward among the gods of the week (pp.125-6),for which

a rare concurrence of isolated facts seems almost to secure a place
in our native antiquities.The High German week leaves two days,
one in the middle and one at the end, not named after gods. But

sambaztagfor Saturday,as well as mittwoch for Wuotanstag,was a

sheer innovation,wdiich the church had achieved or gladlyaccepted
for those two days at all events. The firstsix days were called after

the sun, the moon, Zio, Wuotan, Donar and Fria : what god was

entitled to have the naming of the seventh day ? Four German

deities were available for Mars, Mercury,Jupiter,Venus, but how

was Saturn to be put into German ? The Mid. Ages wxnt on

explainingthe seventh day by the Poman god : our Kaiserchronik,
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which even for the third,fourth,fifth and sixth days names no

German gods,but only Mars, Mercury,Jupiter,Venus, expresses

itselfthus clumsily:

An dem sameztage sa Tlien on the Saturday

eiuez heizet rotunda, Is a thingnamed rotunda

daz was ein herez betehus, That was a loftytemple,

der got hiez Saturmls, The god was named Saturnus,

darnach was iz aller tiuvel "re. Thereafter was it to all devils'

honour.

Here the worshipof Saturn is connected with the pantheonbuilt

in honour of all the gods or devils,which Boniface converted into

a church of St. Mary. The Anglo-Saxons,English,Frisians,Dutch

and Low Saxons have left to the 'dies Saturni ' the god'svery

name: Scvtcresdayor Saiernesdieg,Saturday,Saterdei,Saterdnch,

Satersdag,and even the Irish have adopted dia Satuirn or Satarn ;

whereas the French samedi. Span,sabado,Ital.sabato,agrees with

our High Germ, samstag. Here is identity,not onlyof idea,as in

the case of the other gods,but of name, and the absence of conson-ant-change

seems to betray downright borrowing: or may the

resemblance have been accidental,and a genuine German name

have been modified in imitation of the foreignone ? In OHG

neither a Satarnes- nor a Sazarnestac can be found ; but in AS.

sadere means insidiator (OHG. sazari,conf. saza, MHG. saze insidiae,

a sittingin wait, as laga,lage is lyingin wait); and M'hat is still

more remarkable,a document of Edward the Confessor (chart,

antiq.rot. M. no. 1. Kemble 4,157) suppliesus with the name of

a placeScctercsbijrig,quiteon a par with Woduesbyrig ; further,the

plantgallicrus,our hahnenfuss,Engl,crowfoot,was in AS. sdtorld(Te

Saturni taedium as it were (-loathing,ON. leiSi,OHG. leidi). Î

call to mind, that even the ancient Franks spokeof Saturnus (p.88)

as a heathen god,and of Saturni dolium, though that may have

referred to the mere planetarygod (seeSuppl.).

The last name for the ' sabbath ' bringsus to the ON", laugar-

1 In the AS. are preservedvarious dialoguesbetween Saturn and Solomon,
similar to those between Solomon and Marculf in continental Germany, but

more anticiueand, apart from their cliristian settingor dressingup, not unlike

the questionsand discourses carried on in the Edda between Oi^'innand Vafl'ruS-

nir,between Vingj'orrand Alviss,between Har and Gangleri. Here also the

name Saturn seems to make for my point,and to designatea god of Teutonic

paganism.
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dagr,Swed. logerdag,Dan. loverdag,by wliicli in later times no

doubt washing or bathing day was meant, as the equivalent

Jjvottdagrshows; but originallyZo^adagr,LoJcadagvmay have

been in use/ and Logi,Loki might answer to the Latin Saturnus, âs

the idea of devil which layin Loki was popularlytransferred to the

Jewish Satan and [what seemed to be the same thing]the heathen

Saturn, and Locki in ON", is likewise seducer,tempter, trapper.
We might even take into consideration a by-name of OSinn in

Sa3m. 46% Sa"r or perhapsSaSr,though I preferto take the first

form as equivalentto Sannr (true)and Sanngetall,
But that AS. Scetcrcshjrigfrom the middle of the 11th century

irresistiblyrecalls the ' burg '

on the Harz mts, built (accordingto

our hitherto despised accounts of the 15th century in Bothe's

Sachsenchronik)to the idol Saturn,which Saturn,it is added, the

common people called Krodo ; to this we may add the name

touched upon in p. 206 (HreSe,HreSemonaS),for which an

older Hruodo, Chrodo was conjectured. Ŵe are told of an image
of this Saturn or Krodo, which representedthe idol as a man

standingon a greatfish,holding a pot of flowers in his righthand,
and a wheel erect in his left;the Eoman Saturn was furnished

with the sickle,not a wheel (seeSuppl.).*
Here some Slav conceptionsappear to overlap. Widukind

(Pertz5, 463) mentions a brazen simidacrum Saturni among the

Slavs of the tenth century,without at all describingit ; but Old

Bohemian glossesin Hanka 14*^ and 17^ .carry us farther. In the

first,Mercurius is called ' Eadihost vnuk Kirtov ' (Eadigastgrand-son
of Kirt),in the second,Picus Saturni filius is glossed' ztracec

1 Conf. Finn Magniisen,lex. pp. 1041-2,dagens tider p. 7.
2 I suppose the author had in his mind Homer's constant ejDithet,Kpovos

dyKv\ofj.T]Tr]swily,crooked-counselled Kronos. " TBAJfs.
3 To Hrudo might now be referred those names Boysel(laterspelling

Reusel) and Koydach in Gramaye, who understands them of Mars ; ancient

documents must firstplaceit beyond doubt,which day of the week is meant.

There is an actual Hruodtac,a man's name in OHG. (Graff5, 362),and an OS.

Hroddag is found in Trad. corb. " 424, ed. Wigand ; these may be related to

Hruodo, Hrodo as Baldag to Balder,and the contraction Roydag, Rodag would

be like Roswith for Hrodsuith. If Roydag should turn out to be the seventli

day of the week, it would be a strong testimonyto the worship of Chrodo ; i^'

it remain the third,we have to add, that the third month also was sacred to

Mars, and was called Hre S'emona^ by the Anglo-Saxons.
* ' The Kaiserchr. 3750 says, to Saturn we offer quicksilver; whereas now

Saturn's symbol signifieslead. In J\Iegenberi:j,Saturn is called Satjdr. The

Saxon Saturn is supportedby Hengest'sreference to that god '. (Extracted
from Suppl.,vol. iii.)
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Sitivratov zin' (woodi^ecker, Sitivrat's son); and in a third 20^ Saturn

is again called Sitivrat. Who does not see that Sitivrat is the

Slavic name for Saturn, which leads us at the first glance to sit =

satur ? Eadigast= Mercury (p. loOn.) is the son of Stracec=ricus
;

and in fact Greek myths treat Picus (ZTt/fo?) as Zeus, making him

give up
the kingdom to his son Hermes. Picus is Jupiter, son of

Saturn ;
but beside Sitivrat we have learnt another name for

Saturn, namely Kirt, which certainly seems to be our Krodo and

Hruodo. Sitivrat and Kirt confirm Saturn and Krodo
;

I do not

know whether the Slavic word is to be connected with the Boh.

krt, Pol. kret, Euss. krot, i.e., the mole.^ I should prefer to put

into the other name Sitivrat the subordinate meaning of sito-vrat,

sieve-turner, so that it would be almost the same as kolo-vrat,

wheel-turner, and afford a solution of that wheel in Krodo's hand
;

both wheel (kolo) and sieve (sito) move round, and an ancient spell

rested on sieve-turning. Slav mythologists have identified Sitivrat

with the Hindu Sati/dvrata, who in a great deluge is saved by

Vishnu in the form of a fish, Krodo stands on a fish
; and Vishnu

is represented wearing wreaths of flowers about his neck, and hold-ing

a wheel (chakra) in his fourth hand.^ All these coincidences

are still
meagre

and insecure
;

but they suffice to establish the

high antiquity of a Slavo-Teutonic myth, which starts up
thus

from more than one quarter.

^ Hardly with Crete, where Kronos ruled and Zeus was born.

2 Edw. Moore's Hindu Pantheon, Lend. 1810, tab. I'd and 23." * Sitivrat,

who corresponds to Saturn, is the Indian Satyavrata, i.e.,accordintj to Kulin,

he that hath veracious (fulfilled) vows; so Dhritavrata, he that hath kept-vows

= Varuuas, Ouranos.' (Quoted from Suppl., vol. ill.)
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GODDESSES.

In treatingof gods,the course of our inquirycould aim at

separatingthe several i^ersonalities; the goddesses^ it seems

advisable to take by themselves and all at one view, because there

is a common idea underlying them, which will come out more

clearlyby that method. They are thought of chieflyas divine

mothers who travel round and visit houses,from whom the human

race learns the occupationsand arts of housekeepingand husbandry:

spinning,weaving,tendingthe hearth,sowing and reaping. These

labours bring with them peace and quiet in the land, and the

memory of them abides in charming traditions even more lastingly

than that of wars and battles,from which most goddessesas well

as women hold themselves aloof.

But as some goddessesalso take kindlyto war, so do gods on the

other hand favour peace and agriculture; and there arises an inter-change

of names or offices between the sexes.

1. Erda, iSTiRDU,Gaue, Firgunia, Hluodana.

In almost all languagesthe Earth is regardedas female,and

(incontrast to the father sky encirlingher) as the breeding,teem-ing

fruit-bearingmother: Goth, airpa,OHG. erada, erda,AS. eor"e,

ON. iord",Gr. epa (inferredfrom epa^e); Lat. terra, tcllus,hitmus

= Slav, zeme, ziemia, zemlia, Lith. zieme, Gr. %a/A^ (?whence

'XCLfxa^e),ala, "yala,jP]: the ' mother ' subjoinedin Arjfnjrrjp,Zema

mate, indicates tlie goddess. The form air]?a,erda (alsoherda)is

itself a derivative ; the simplerOHG. eov (inthe Wessobr. jjrayer :

ero noli ufhimil,earth nor heaven) and hero (in a gloss,for solum,

1 OHG. in Notker lias only the strong form gutin gen. giitinno,MHG.
(jotinne,Trist. 4807. 15812. Earl. 246-7. seklomer giitinne,MS. 2, 65'^ ; AS.

(jydenpi.gydena, but also weak gydene pi.gydenan,Mones gl.4185 Proser])i-
iiani = to gidenan (1.togydenan,additional goddess); ON. gy(^ja(which might
be dea or sacerdos fern.),better tisynja(seeSuppl.).
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Graff 4,999)mightbe masc. (likeherd = solum, Graff 4, 102G) or

fern, still.^ The Goth, mukla, OHG. molta,AS. molde, ON. mold,

contain only the material sense of soil,dust ; equallyimpersonalis

tlie OS. folda,AS. folde,ON. fold,conf. feld,field,i^inn. peldo

(campus),Hung, fold (terra).But the ON. lOrd' appears in the

ilesh,at once wife and daughterof OSinn, and motlier of Thorr

(8n.11. 39. 123),who is often called larSar burr. Distinct from

her was liindr,another M'ife of OSinn, and mother of Vali (Siem.

91=^ 95^ 97^),called Rinda in Saxo, and more coarselypainted; her

name is the OHG. rinta, AS. rind = cortex, hence crusta soli vel

terrae,and to crusta the AS. hruse (terra)is closelyrelated. As

this literalsense is not found in the North, neither is the mythical

meaning in Germany (seeSuppL).
But neither in lorS nor in Piindr has the Edda broughtout in

clear relief her speciallymaternal character ; nowhere is this more

purely and simply expressedthan in the very oldest account we

possess of the goddess. It is not to all the Germani that Tacitus

imputesthe worshipof Nerthus,onlyto the Langobardi(?),Reudigni,

Aviones, Angli,Varini,Eudoses, Suardones and A^uithones (Germ.

40): Nee quicquam notabile in singulis,nisi quod in commune

Nerthum^ id est Terrain matrem colunt,eamque intervenire rebus

hominum, invehi populis,arbitrantur. Est in insula oceani castum

nemus, dicatumquein eo vehiculum,veste contectum, attingereuni

sacerdoti concessum. Is adesse penetralidcam intelligit,vectamque

hdus feniinismulta cum veneratione prosequitui\Laeti tunc dies,

festa loca,quaecunque adventu hospitioquedignatur. Non bella

ineunt, non arma sumunt ; clausum omne ferrum : pax et quies

tunc tantuni nota, tunc tantum amata : donee idem sacerdos satia-

tam conversatione mortalium dcam templo reddat. Mox TcMculum

et vestes, et, si credere velis,numcn ijisumsccrcto lacii ahluiinr.

Servi ministrant,quos statim idem lacus haurit.^ Arcanus hinc

1 The two forms ero and hero remind one of the name Eor,Cheru, attri-buted

to Mars (supra,i)p.203-4).
- The MSS. coUated have this reading,one has nehcrtum (Massmann in

Aufsess and Mones anzeiger,18.34,p. 216); I sliouUl preferNertus to Nerthus,
liecause no other German words in Tacitus have TH, except Gothini and

A'uithones. As for the conjecturalHerthus, though tlie asj)iratein herda

might seem to pleadfor it,tlietermination -us is againstit,the Gotliic having
air]ia,not air]nis.Besides, Aventiu ahcady (Frankf.1.580,p. 19'')S])eIIsNerth.

^ The lake swall""\vs the slaves wlio had assisted at the secret bathing.
More than once this incident turns up, of jmtting to death the servants em-ployed

in any secret Avork ; as those who dug the river out of its bed fur
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terror sanctaque ignorantia,quid sit illuJ,quod tanturn perituri
videut (seeSuppl.).^

This beautiful descriptionagrees with what we find in other

notices of the worshipof a godhead to whom peace and fruitfuhiess

were attributed. In Sweden it was Freyr,son of Niorffr,whose

curtained car went round tire country in spring,with the people

all praying and holding feasts (p.213); but Freyr is altogether
like his father,and he againlike his namesake the goddessNerthus.

The spring-truces,harvest-truces,plough-truces,fixed for certain

seasons and implements of husbandry,have struck deep roots in

our German law and land-usages.Wuotan and Donar also make

their appearance in their wains,and are invoked for increase to the

crops and kindly rain ; on p. 107, anent the car of a Gothic god

whose name Sozomen withholds,I have hinted at Nerthus.

The interchangeof male and female deities is,luckilyfor us

here,set in a clear light,by the prayers and rhymes to Wuotan as god
of harvest,which we have quotedabove (p.155 seq.),beingin other

Low German districts handed over straightto a goddess. When

the cottagers,we are told,are mowing rye, they let some of the

stalks stand,tie flowers among them, and when they have finished

work, assemble round the clump left standing,take hold of the ears

of rye, and shout three times over :

Fni Gaue, haltet ju fauer, Lady Gaue, keep you some fodder,

diit jarup den wagen. This year on the waggon,

dat ander jarup der kare ! ^ Next year on the wheelbarrow.

Wliereas Wode had better fodder promisedhim for the next year,

Dame Gaue seems to receive notice of a fallingoff in the quantity
of the giftpresented. In both cases I see the shyness of the

christians at retaininga heathen sacrifice: as far as words go, the

old gods are to think no great thingsof themselves in future.

In the district about Hameln, it was the custom, when a reaper

in bindingsheaves passedone over, or left anythingstandingin the

Alaric's funeral (Jornand.cap. 29),or those who have hidden a treasure,Landn.

5, 12 (.seeSuppl.).
1 Speaking of Nerthus, we ought to notice Ptolemy'sNertereans,thoughhe

placesthem in a very different localityfrom that occupiedby the races who

revere Nerthus in Tacitus.

2 Braunschw. anz. 1751, p. 900. Hannov. gel.anz. 1751, p. 662 [isnot
' haltet '

a mistake for ' hal ' and something else '/]In the Altenburg country
they call this harvest-custom buildinga barn. Arch, des henneb. vereins 2,91.
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field,to jeerat him by callingout: ' sclioll diit del gaucfnie{pT,

defnt Gaucn) hebben (isthat for dame G.) ? '^

In the Prignitzthey say fru Godc, and call the buncli of ears

left standingin each field vergodendcelsstrxiss,i.e.,dame Code's

portion biinch,^ Vcr is a common contraction for frau [asin

jungfer]; but a dialect which says fauer instead of foer,foder,will

equallyliave Gaue for Gode, Guodc. This Guode can be no other

than Gwode, AVode ; and,explainingfru by the older fro,/ro Woden

or fro Gaue (conf.Gaunsdag for Wonsdag, p, 125)will denote a lord

and god, not a goddess,so that the form of prayer completely

coincides with those addressed to "Wuotan, and the fruh Wod sub-joined

in the note on p. 156 (seeSuppl.). If one preferthe notion

of a female divinity,which, later at all events, was undoubtedly

attached to the term fru,we miglitperhaps bringin the OK Got

(Sn, 358. Fornald. sog. 2, 17), a mythic maiden, after whom

February was named. The Greek Fala or Fi]is,I consider,out of

tiiequestionhere.

In an AS. formularyfor restoringfertilityto fields that have

been bewitched,there occur two remarkable addresses ; the firstis

'

ercc, erce, ercc, corpan modor ! '

by which not the earth herself,but

her mother seems to be meant; however,the expressionis still

enigmatical.Can there liedisguisedin erce a proper name Ercc gen.

Ercan, connected with the OHC. adj.erchau,simplex,genuinus,

germanus ? it would surelybe more correct to write Uorce ? ought
it to suggest the lady Urchc, Hcrkja,Herche,Helche renowned in

our heroic legend? The distinct traces in Low Saxon districts of a

divine dame, Hcrkc or Harkc by name, are significant.In Jessen,

a littletown on the Elster,not far from Wittenberg,they relate of

frau Herke what in other places,as will be shown, holds good of

Freke, Berhta and Holda. In the Mark she is called frau Harkc,

and is said to fly through the country between Christmas and

Twelfth-day,dispensingeartlilygoods in abundance ; by Epiphany
the maids have to finish spinningtheir flax,else frau Harke gives

1 ITannov. ;to1.anz. 1751,p. 72G. j\rore plensingto the par is the short

prayer of the heatlieu Litluiaiiiaiis,to their eartli-gocUIes^s,when in drinking?
llieyspiltsome of the ale on the ground : Zcmenyle ziedekle,pukylek niusu

riinku darbus ! bloomingEarth,bless the work of our hands.

"-.

'/^[^'^^^'-Knhns markische sagen, pp. 337. 372, prof.p. vii. Conf. in ch.
XXII the cry of the dwarfs :

' de gaue fru is uu dot (dead)'.
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tliem a good scratchingor soils their distaff (see Suppl.).iIn

earlier times a simplerform of the name was current ; we find in

Gobelinus Persona (Meibom 1,235) the followingaccount, which

therefore reaches back beyond 1418 : Quodautem Hera colebatur a

Saxonibus, videtur ex eo quod quidam vulgaresrecitant se audivisse

ab antiquis,prout et ego audivi,quod inter festum nativitatis Christ i

ad festum epiphaniaeDomini doniina Hera volat per aera, quoniam

apud gentilesJunoni aer deputabatur. Et quod Juno quandoque

Hera appellabaturet depingebaturcum tintinnabulis et alis,

dicebant vulgares praedictotempore : vrowe Hera sen corrupto

nomine vro Here de vlughet,et credebant illam sibi conferre rerum

temporalium abundantiam. Have we here stillextant the old Ero,

"Epa,Hero meaning earth ? and does "Hpa belong to it ? If the

AS. Urce also contains the same, then even the diminutive form

Herke must be of high antiquity.

The second address in the same AS. ritual is a call to the earth :

' hal wes thu /oleic,firamoJor 1 ' hale (whole)be thou earth,mother

of men ; which agrees with the expressionterra mater in Tacitus.

The widely extended worshipof the teeming nourishingearth

would no doubt give rise to a varietyof names among our fore-fathers,

justas the service of Gaia and her daughter Eliea mixed

itself up with that of Ops mater, Ceres and Cybele.^To me the

resemblance between the cultus of Nerthus and that of the Phrygian

mother of gods appears well worthy of notice. Lucretius 2, 597 "

641 describes the peregrinationof the magna deum mater in her

lion-drawn ear throughthe lands of the earth :

Quo nunc insigniper magnas praeditaterras

horrifice fertur divinae matris imago . . .

Ergo quom primum magnas invecta per urbeis

munificat tacita mortaleis muta salute,

aere atque argentosternunt iter omne viarum,

largificastipeditantes,ninguntquerosarum

floribus,umbrantes matrem comitumque catervam.

The liomans called the A^I. kal. Apr. lavatio matris deum, and kept

it as a feast,Ovid. fast.4, 337 :

1 Adalb. Kulm in the Markisclie forscluuigen1, 123-4,and Mark, sagen

pp. 371-2 ; conf. Singulariamagdeburg.1740. 12, 768.
" Ops mater = terra mater ; Ceres = Geres,quod geritfruges,antiqnisenim

C quod nunc G ; Varro de ling,lat.,ed. 0. Miiller p. 25. Her Greek appella-tion

ATjurjTTjpseems also to lead to yrjixtjttjp(seeSuppl.).
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Est locus,illTiberin qua lubricus influitAlnio,

et nomen magno perdital) amue minor ;

illicpurpurea canus cum veste sacerdos

Almonis dominam sacraque lavit aquis.

Ammian. Marcell. 23, 3 (Paris1681, p. 355) : Ad Callinicum," ubi

ante diem sextum kal. quo Eomae matri deorum pompae celebrantur

annales,et carpentum qvo vchitur simulacrum Almonis undis ablui

perhibetur.Conf. Prudentius, liymn.10, IS-t :

Nudare plantasante carpentum scio

proceres togatosmatris Idacac sacris.

Lapisnigellusevehendus essedo

muliebris oris clausus argento sedefc,

quem dum ad lavacrum praeeundoducitis

pedesremotis atterentes calceis

Almonis usque pervenitisrivulum.

Exactlyin the same way Nerthus, after she has travelled round the

country,is bathed in the sacred lake in her waggon ; and I find it

noted, that the Indian Bhavani, wife of Shiva, is likewise driven

round on her feast-day,and bathed in a secret lahe by the Brahmans

CseeSuppl.).^
Nerthus's ' island in the ocean

' has been supposed to mean

Eiigen,in the middle of which there is actuallya lake,called the

Schwarze see, or Burgsee. What is told as a legend,that there in

ancient times the devil was adored,that a maiden was maintained

in his service,and that when he was weary of her,she was droivncd

^ Gregor. Turon. de glor.conf. cap. 77 compares or confounds with the

PlirygianCtjhelesome Gallic goddess,whose worship he describes as follows :"

' Ferunt etiam in hac iirbe (Augustoduno)simulachruvi fuisse Berecynthiae,sicnt

sancti martyris Symphoriani passionisdeclarat historia. Hanc cum in

carpento,pro salvatione agrorum et vinearum suarum, misero gentilitatismore

dt'ferrent,adfuit supradictusSimplicius episcopus,hand procul adspiciens
ccmtantes atque psallentesante hoc dmulachrum, gemitumque pro stultitiaplebis
ad Deum emittens ait : illumina quaeso, Domine, oculos hiijuspopuli,ut

cognoscat, c^uiasimulachrum Bereeynthiae nihil est ! et facto signocrucis contra

protinussimulachrum in terram ruit. Ac detixa solo animalia,quae plaustrum
hoc ([uo vehebatur trahebant,moveri non poterant. Stupetvulgus innumerum,
et dcam hwsdm onniis caterva conclamat ; immolantur vidimne, animalia

verl)i'rantur,sed moveri non possunt. Tunc ([uadringentide ilia stulta

multitudine viri conjunctisimul ajunt ad invicem : si virtus est ulla deitatis,

eiigaturspontc,jubeatque boves,qui telluri sunt stabiliti,pi'ocedere; certe si

moveri necpiit,nihil est deitatis in ea. Tunc accedentes,et immolantes unum

de pecorihus,cum viderent deam suam nullatenus posse moveri, relicto

gentilitatiserrore, inquisitoqueantistite loci,conversi ad unitatem ecclesiae,

cognoscentes veri Dei magnitudinem. sancto sunt baptismate consecrati.'

Compare the Legenda aurea cap. 117, v"-here a festuni Veneris is mentioned.
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in the black lake/ must have arisen,gross as the perversionmay-be,

out of the account in Tacitus,who makes the goddess,when

satiated with the converse of men, disappearin the lake with her

attendants. But there are no other local features to turn the scale

in its favour f and the Danish islands in the Baltic have at least

as good a claim to have been erewhile the sacred seat of the

goddess.
We have yet more names for the earth-goddess,that demand

investigation: pai-tlyOld Norse, partlyto be gatheredfrom the

Eomans. In the Skaldskaparmal,p. 178, she is named both

Fiorgyn and Hlod'yn.

Of Fiorgyn I have treated already,p. 172 ; if by the side

of this goddess there could stand a god Fiorgynn and a neuter

common noun fairguni,if the idea of Thor's mother at the same

time passes into that of the thundergod,it exactlyparallelsand

confirms a female Nertlius (Goth.Nair]?us,gen. Nair]?aus)by the

side of the masculine Nior"r (Nerthus),just as Treyja goes with

Freyr. If it was not wrong to infer from Perkunas a mountain-

god Fairguneis,Lithuanian mythology has equally a goddess

Ferkunatele.

Hlo"yn is derived in the same way as Fiorgyn,so that we may

safelyinfer a Gotli, Hlopunja and OHO. Hluodunia. In Voluspa
56 Thorr is called '

mogr Hlo"ynjar^ which is son of earth again;
and Fornald. sog. 1, 469 says : i Hloc^ynjarshaut. In the ON".

lanuuase Mod' is a hearth,^ the goddess's name therefore means

protectressof the fireplace;and our OHG. herd (p.251),beside solum

or terra, also denotes preciselyfocus, arula,fornacula,the hearth

beingto us the very basis of a human habitation,a paternalLar, so

to speak,correspondingto the mother earth. The Eomans also

worshippeda goddessof earth and of fireunder the common name

of Fornax, dea fornacalis.'B̂ut what is still more importantto us,

there was discovered on Low lihenish ground a stone, first kept at

Cleve and afterwards at Xanten, with the remarkable inscription:

^ Deutf^^c'Iiesngen, num. 132.

^ Of Hertlia a proverbis said to be current in Pomerania :
* cle Hertha gift

gras, imd fiilltschiin und fass (barnand vessel),'Hall. allg.lit.z. 1823, p. 375).

But the un-Saxon rhyme of gras with fass (forfat)sufficientlybetraysthe

workmanship. It is clumsilymade up after the well-known rule of the farmer :

' Mai kiihl und nass fiilltscheunen und fass '

(seeSuppl.).
3 later, strues, ara, from hlaSan hluS,struere,Gramm. 2, 10, num. 83.

* Ovid. fast. 2, 513.
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DEAE HLUDANAE SACRVM C. TIBEEIVS VERVS. Hliodana

is neither a lioman nor a Celtic goddess,but her name answers

perfectlyto that of the Xorse divinity,and Sk. Thorlacius has the

merit of havingrecognisedand learnedlyprovedthe identityof the

two.^ In this inscriptionI see strikingevidence of the oneness of

Norse and German mythology. Thorlacius,not without reason,

compares tlie name with Arjra)and Latona. Might not Hldrri"i,

an epithetof Thorr the son of II16c5yn,be explainedas Hlod'riffi/

2, Tanfana. Neiialennia.

Another goddess stands wrapt in tliicker darkness, whom

Tacitus calls Tanfana, and a stone inscriptionTamfana (TAM-
FAXAE SACEUM, p. 80). We are sure of her name, and the

termination -ana is tlie same as in Illudana and other fern,proper

names, Bertana,Eapana, IMadana. The sense of the word, and

with it any sure insightinto the significanceof her being,are

locked up from us.

We must also allude brieflyto the Belgian or Frisian dea

Nehalennia,about whose name several inscriptionsof like import*^

remove all doubt ; but the word has also givenrise to forced and

unsatisfyinginterpretations.In other inscriptionsfound on the

lower part of the Ehine there occur compounds,whose termination

(-nehis,-nchahus,dat. pluralsfem.)seems to contain the same word

that forms the first half of Nehalennia ; their pluralnumber

appears to indicate nymphs rather than a goddess,yet there also

hangs about them the notion of a mother [see ch. Xyi, the

Walacliuriun).

3. (Isis).

The account in Tacitus of the goddessIsis carries us much

farther,because it can be linked with livingtraditions of a cultus

that stilllingeredin the Mid. Ages. Immediatelyafter mentioning
tlie worship of j\Iercurius,Hercules, and Mars, he adds (cap.9):

I'ars Suevorum et Isidi sacrificat. Unde causa et origoperegrine

1 Anti"[.Iior.sjjec.3, Ilafn. 1782. Coiif. Fiedler,gesch.nndalt. des nnteru

Germanieiis,1,'J2(3.8teiner's cod. inscr. l^heiiino. 632. Gotfr. .'^'chiitze,in his

essay De dea Hludana, Lips.1748,perceivedthe value of the stone, but could

not discern the bearingsof the matter.

- Montfaucon ant. expl.2, 443. Vrcdii hist. Flandr. 1, xliv. Mem. de

I'acad. celt. 1, 199"245. Mone, heidenth. 2, 346.

17
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sacro, parum comperi,nisi quod signuinipsuni,in modnm lihurnae

figuratum, docet advectam religionem. The importationfrom

abroad can hardly consist in the name Ids,seeingthat Mercury,

Mars, Hercules, names that must have sounded equally un-

German, raised no difficulty; what looked foreignwas the symbol,

the figureof a skip,remindingthe writer of the Eoman navigium

Isidis.

When springhad set in,and the sea, untraversed duringwinter,

was once more navigable,the Greeks and Eomans used to hold a

solemn procession,and present a shipto Isis. Tliis was done on

the fifth of March (III non. Mart.),and the day is marked in the

kalendarium rusticum as Isidis navigium} The principalevidence

is found in Apuleius and Lactantius, t̂wo writers who are later

than Tacitus,but the custom must have reached back to a much

older date. On Alexandrian coins Isis appears walkingby the side

of Pharus, unfurlinga sail.

Say that from Egypt the worship of Isis had penetratedto

Greece,to Eome, how are we to imagine,tliatin the firstcentury, or

before,it had got itself conveyed to one particularrace inhabiting

the heart of Germany ? It must have been a similar cultus,not

the same, and perhaps long established amongst other Germans as

well.

I will here draw attention to a strange custom of a much later

time, which appears to me to be connected with this. About the

year 1133, in a forest near Inda (inEipuaria),a shipwas built,set

upon wheels,and drawn about the countryby men who were yoked

to it,first to Aachen (Aix),then to Maestricht,where mast and sail

were added,and up the river to Tongres,Looz and so on, every-where

with crowds of peopleassemblingand escortingit. Where-

ever it halted,there -were joj/fulshouts,songs oftriumph and dancing

1 Gesner, script,rei rust., ed. Lips. 1773. 1, 8SG ; so also in tlie Culend.

vallense,and in the C'al.lanibec. (Graeviithes. 8, 98).
- Apiileiimet. \\h. 11 (Ruhnken p. 764-5): Diem, qui dies ex ista nocte

nascetur, aeterna mihi nuncupavit religio; quo sedatis liibernis tempestatibus
et lenitis maris procellosislluctibus,navigabilijam pelagorudem dedicantcs

carinam primitiascommeatus libant mei sacerdotes. Id sacrum sollicita nee

profana mente debeljis operiri; nam meo mouitu sacerdos in ipso procinctu

pompae roseam manu de.xtra sistro (Egyptian timbrel) coliaerentem gestabit
coronam. Incontauter ergo dimotis turl)ulis alacer continuare pompam meam,

volentia fretus ; et de proximo dementer velut manum sacerdotis deosculabun-

dus rosis decerptis,pessimaemihique detestabilis dudum belluae istius corio te

protinusexue. Lactantius,instit. 1, 27 : Certus dies habetur in lastis,quo
Iddis naviyium celebratur,quae res docet illam non tranasse,sed navigasse.
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round the shipkept up till far into the night. The approachof the

ship was notified to the towns, which opened their gatesand went

out to meet it.

We have a detailed,yet not complete,reportof it in Eodulfi

chronicon abbatiae S. Trudonis, lib. xi.,which on account of its

importanceI will here insert,from Pertz 12, 309 seq.:

Est genus mercenariorum, quorum officium est ex lino et lana

texere telas,hoc procax et superbum super alios mercenarios vulgo

reputatur,ad quorum procacitatemet superbiam humiliandam et

propriaminjuriamde eis ulciscendam pauper quidam rusticus ex

villa nomine Inda^ banc diabolicam excogitavittechnam. Accepta

a judicibusfiducia et a levibus hominibus auxilio,qui gaudentjocis

et novitatibus,in proxima silva navem composuit,et earn rotis

supposiiisaffi.gensvehihilem super terram effecit,obtinuit quoque a

potestatibus,ut injectisfunihus fextorum humeris ex Inda Aquis-

granum traheretur.^ Aquis suscepta cum utriiisquesexiis grandi
hominum processione:nihilominus a textoribus Trajectum [Maes-

tricht]est provecta,ibi emendata, malo veloqueinsignitaTungris

[Tongres]est inducta, de Tungris Los [Looz]. Audiens abbas

(sanctiTrudonis)^Rodulfus navim illam infaustooviine covipadam

malaque solutam alite cum hvjusmodi gcniilitatisstudio nostro

oppido adventare,praesago spirituhominibus praedicabat,ut ejus

susceptioneabstinerent,quia malignispiritiissub hac luditicatione

in ea traherentur,in proximoque seditio per earn nioveretur, undo

caedes,incendia rapinaeque fierent,et humanus sanguismultus

funderetur. Quem ista declamantem onmibus diebus, quibus

mcdignorum spirituum illud sinndacrum loci morabatur, oppidani
nostri audire noluerunt,sed eo studio et gaudio excipientes,quo

perituriTrojani fatalem equum in medio fori sui dedicaverunt,

"iTithm[\\Qproscriptionisscvtentinm accipiuntvillae textores,qui ad

profanashujus simulacri excuhias venirent tardiorcs. Pape ! Quia

vidit unquam tantam (ut ita liceat latinisare)in rationalibus

animalibus brutitatem ? quis tantam in renatis in Christo gentdi-

^ Indon in the Jiilich country, afterwards Cornehniunster, not far from

Aix ; conf. Pertz 1,394. 4SS. 514. 592. 2, 299. 489.
- This of shipsl)eingbuilt in a wood and carried on men's shoulders reminds

one of Saxo Gram. p. 93, and of the ' Ari^^ohumeris traveeta Alpes'(PlinyN.H.
3, 18 ; their beintf set on ^v]leels,of Nestor's story about Olen'; conf. the ship
of Fro above. [An inadvertence on the author's part : the ship is not ' carried,'
but ' drawn by rojjes thrown over the weavers' shoulders '.]

^ St. Tron between Liei/e and Louvain.
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tatcm ? Cogebant sententia proscriptionistextores, iiocte et die

navim stipareomni armaturae gcncre, solicitasqueei excubias nocte

et die continuare. Mirumque fuit,quod non cogebant eos ante

navim Ncptuno hostias immolare, de cujusnaves esse solent regione,
sed Neptunus eas Marti reservabat,quod postea niultipliciterfac-tum

est.

Textores interim occulto sed praecordialigemituDeum justum

judicem super eos vindicem invocabant, qui ad banc ignominiam

eos detrudebant, cum juxtarectam \'itam antiquorum Christianorum

et apostolicorumvirorum manuum suarum laboribus viverent,nocte

et die operantes, unde alerentur et vestirentur,liberisquesuis

idipsum providerent. Quaerebant et conquerebanturad invicem

lacrymabiliter,unde illis magis quam aliis mercenariis haec

ignominia et vis contumeliosa, cum inter Cbristianos alia plura
essent officia suo niultum aspernabiliora,cum tamen nullum

dicerent aspernabilo,de quo Christianus posset se sine peccato

conducere, illudque solum esset vitabile et ignobilequod immun-

ditiam peccaticontraberet animae, meliorque sit rusticus textor et

jjauper, quam exactor orphanorum et spoliatorA'iduarum urbanus

et nobilis judex. Cumque liaec et eorum similia secum, ut dixi,

lacrymabiliterconquererentur, concrepabantante illud,nescio cujus

potiusdicam, Bacchi an Veneris,Neptuni sive Martis, sed ut verius

dicam ante omnium malvjnorum spirituumexecrabile domicilium

genera diversorum musicorum, turpiacantica et religion!Christianae

indignaconcineniium. Sancitum qiioqiie erat ajiidicibus,ut j^radcj-

tcxtores,quicumque ad tactum navi appropinquarent,pignus de collo

eorum ercptunitcxtoribus relinquerent,nisi se ad libitum redimerent.

Sed quid faciam ? loquarne an sileam ? utinam spiritusmendacii

stillaret de labiis meis : sub fugitivaadhuc luce diei imminente

luna matronariim ccdervae abjectofemineo pudore audientes strepi-

tum hvjus vanitatis,passis capillisde stratis suis exiliehcmt,aliae

seminudae, aliae simplicetrntum clamide circumdatae,clwrosquedu-

cerdibus circa navim impudentcrirruinpcndose admiscebant. Videres

ibi aliquandomille bominum animas sexus utriusquep)rodigiosum

ft infaustum celcusma usque ad noctis medium celebrare. Quando

vero execrabilis ilia cborea rumpebatur,emisso ingenticlaviore vo-

cum inconditarum sexus uterque bac illacquebaccbando ferebatur ;

quae tunc videres agere, nostrum est tacere et dellere,quibnsmodo

contingitgraviterluere. Istis tam nefandis factis plus quam duo-
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decim diclus supradictoritu celebratis,confercbaut simul oppidiiiii

quidagerentamodo dc deducmda a se navi.

Qui sanioris evant consilii,et qui earn susccptam fuisse do-

lebant, timentes Deuni pro his quae facta videiunt et audierant,

et sibi pro liis futura conjiciebant,hortahantur ut comhuratitr

(combureretur)aut isto vcl illo modo de medio tolleretur ; sed

stulta quorundam coecitas huic salubri consilio contumeliose re-

nitebatur. ISIam malijui sjnritus,qui in ilia fcrcbanfur,disse-

niinaverant in populo,quod locus ille et inhabitantes prohroso
nomine ampliusnotarcntur, apud quos rcmansisse inveniretur. Dedu-

cendam igiturearn ad villain,quae juxta nos est,Leugues decre-

verunt. Interea Lovaniensis dominus audiens de dacmoiiioso navis

illius ridicido,instructusque a religiosisviris terrae suae de illo

vitando et terrae suae arcendo monstro, gratiam suam et amicitiam

mandat oppidanisnostris,commonefaciens eos Immiliter,ut pacem

illam quae inter illos et se erat reformata et sacranientis confir-

mata non iufringerent,et inde praecipueillud diaholi ludihrium

viciniae suae inferrent ; quod si ludum esse dicerent,quaererent

aliuni cum quo inde luderent. Quod si ultra hoc mandatura

committerent, pacem praedictamin eum infringerentet ipsevin-

diciam in eos ferro et igne exsequeretur. Id ipsum mandaverat

Durachiensibus dominis, qui et homines ejus fuerant manuatim, et

interpositissacramentis et obsidibus datis sibi confoederati. Hoc

cum jam tertio fecisset,spretus est tam ab oppidanisnostris quam

Durachiensibus dominis. Xam propter peccata inhal)itantium vo-

lebat Dominus mittere super locum nostrum ignem et anna Lo-

vaniensium. Ad lianc igitmjdchciamfatmtatemadjunxitse dominus

Gislebertus (advocatusabbatiae S. Trudonis) contra generissui

nobilitatem,trahendamque decrevit navcm illam tcrream usque

Leugues ultra Durachiensem villam, quod et fecit malo nostro

omine cum omni oppidanorum nostrorum multitudine et ingeuti
dehacchantium vociferatione.Leuguenses,oppidanis nostris pru-

dentiores et Lovaniensis domini mandatis obsequentes, portas

suas clauserunt et infaustiominis monstnim inirare non 'pcr-

miserunt.

Lovaniensis autem dominus prccum suarum et mandatorum

contemptum nolens esse inultum, diem constituit comitibus tanquam

suis hominibus, qui neque ad primum, neque ad secundum, sed

nee ad tertium venire voluerunt. Eduxit ergo contra eos et contra
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nos multorum multitudinis exercitum armatorum tain peditum

quam militum. Nostro igituroppido seposito,tanquam firmius

munito et bellicosorum hominum pleiio,primum impetum in Dura-

clnenses fecit,quibusviriliter resistentibus castellum,nescio quare,

cum possetnon obsedit,sed inter Leugues et Durachium pernocta-

vit. Cumque sequentidie exercitum applicaredisponeretet ex

quatuor partibusassultum faceret,habebat enim ingentem multi-

tudinem, supervenitAdelbero Lletensium primiceriusfiliorum Lo-

vaniensis doniini avunculus,cujusinterventu,quia comitissa Dura-

chiensis erat soror ejus,et Duracliiense erat castellum sancti

Lamberti, Lovaniensis dominus ab impugnatione cessavit et ab

obsidione se amovit, promissoei quod Durachienses paulo post ei

ad justitiamsuam educerentur. Et cum ista et alia de dominis

et inter dominos tractarentur,pediteset milites per omnia nostra

circumjacentiase diffuderunt,villas nostras, ecclesias,molendina

et quaecumque occurrebant combustioni et perditionitradentes,
recedentes vero quae longe a nobis fuerant prout cuiqueadjacebaut
inter se diviserunt.

Obviously,throughoutthe narrative everythingis put in an

odious light; but the proceedingderives its full significancefrom

this very fact,that it was so utterlyrepugnant to the clergy,and

that they tried in every way to suppress it as a sinful and

heathenish pieceof work. On the other hand, the secular power

had authorized the procession,and was protectingit ; it rested with

tlie several townships,whether to grant admission to the approach-ing

ship,and the popularfeelingseems to have ruled that it would

be shabby not to forward it on its way.

Mere dancingand singing,common as they must have been on

all sorts of occasions with the peopleof that time,could not have

so exasperatedthe clergy. They call the ship ' malignorum

spirituumsimulacrum ' and ' diaboli ludibrium,'take for granted it

was knocked together ' infausto omine ' and ' gentilitatisstudio,'
that ' malignispiritus

' travel inside it,nay, that it may well be

called a shi]3of Neptune or Mars, of Bacchus or Venus ; they must

burn it,or make away with it somehow.
" ^

Probably among the common peopleof that regionthere still

survived some recollections of an ancient heathen worship,which,

though checked and circumscribed for centuries,had never yet been

entirelyuprooted. I consider this ship,travellingabout the
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country, welcomed by streamingmultitudes,and honoured with

festive song and dance, to be the car of the god,or ratlier of that

goddesswhom Tacitus identifies with Isis,and who (likeNerthus)

broughtpeace and fertilityto mortals. As the car was covered uj),

so entrance to the interior of the shipseems to have been denied

to men ; there need not have been an image of the divinityinside.

Her name the people had long ago forgotten,it was only the

learned monks that stillfancied somethingabout Neptune or Mars,
Bacchus or Venus : but to the externals of the old festivitythe

l")eople'sapjDctitekept returningfrom time to time. How should

that '

pauper rusticus ' in the wood at Inden have lightedon the

thoughtof buildinga ship,had there not been floatingin his mind

recollections of former processions,perhaps of some in neighbour-ing
districts ?

It is worthy of note, that the weavers, a numerous and arrogant
craft in the Netherlands,but hateful to the common herd,were

compelledto draw the shipby ropes tied to their shoulders,and to

guard it ; in return, they could keep the rest of the people from

coming too near it,and fine or take pledgesfrom those who did so.^

Piodulf does not say what became at last of the ' terrea navis,'
after it had made that circuit ; it is enough for him to relate,how,
on a receptionbeingdemanded for it and refused,heats and quarrels
arose, which could only be cooled in open war. This proves the

warm interest taken by contemporaries,fanned as it was to a flame

for or againstthe festival by the secular and the clerical party.
There are traces to be found of similar ship-proccssiomat the

beginningof springin other partsofGermany, especiallyin Swabia,
which had then become the seat of those very Suevi of Tacitus (see

Suppl.).A minute of the town-council of Ulm, dated St. Nicholas'

eve, 1530,contains this prohibition:' Item,there shall none, by day
nor night,trick or disguisehim, nor put on any carnival raiment,

moreover shall Iccephim from the goingabout of the plough and

with shi2)son pain of 1 gulden',2 The custom of draivingthe

plough ahont seems to have been the more widelyspread,having

1 Doe.^ the antlior imply that the favour of the peasantry,as oiiposedto
iutizaiis,makes it likely that this was a relic of the worship of Earth i

Supposing even that the processionwas that of the German Isis ; Tacitus
nowhere tells us what the functions of this Isis were, or that she 'brought
]"eace and fertility'." Trans.

" Carl Jager,trchwiib. stadtewesen des MA. (]\Iid.Ages),1, 525.
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originallyno doubt been performedin honour of the divinityfrom

W-hom a fruitful year and the thrivingof crops was looked for.

Like the ship-procession,it was accompanied by dances and bon-fires.

Sebast. Frank, p. ol'^ of his Weltbuch :
' On the Ehine,

Franconia and divers other places,the young men do gatherall the

dance-maidens and 'put them in a plough,and draw their piper,who

sitteth on the plough piping,into the water ; in other parts they
draw 2^.fieryploughkindled with a fire very artificialmade thereon,

until it fall to wrack.' Enoch Wiedemann's chronik von Hof tells

how ' On Shrove-Tuesdayevil-minded lads drove a 'ploughabout,

yoking to it such damsels as did not pay ransom ; others went

behind them sprinklingchopped straw and sawdust.' (Siichs.

provinz.bl. 8, 347.) Pfeiffer,chron. lips,lib,2," 53 :
' Mos erat

antiquitusLipsiae,ut liberalibus (feastof Liber or Bacchus, i.e.,

carnival)personatijuvenes per vicos oppidi aratriim circum

ducerent,puellasobvias per lasciviam ad illius jugum accedere

etiam repugnantes cogerent,hoc veluti ludicro poenam expetentes
ab iis quae innuptaead eum usque diem mansissent '} On these

and similar processions,more details will be givenhereafter;I only
wish at present to shew that the drivingof the j^loughand that of

the shij)over the country seem both to rest on the same old-

heathen idea,which after the dislodgementof the gods by Chris-tianity

could only maintain itself in unintelligiblecustoms of the

people,and so by degreesevaporate : namely, on the visible mani-festation

of a beneficent benign divinityamong men, who every-where

approachedit with demonstrations of joy,when in springtime
the soil was loose again and the rivers released from ice,so that

agricultureand navigationcould begin anew.^ In this w^ay tl:e

1 Scheffer's Haltaus, 202. Hans Sachs also relates I. 5, 508% how the

maids who had not taken onen, were forced into the j)lough(see Sujipl.).
- To this day, in the churches of some villagesof Holstein,largelyinha-bited

by seamen, there hang littleshi'ps,which in springtime,when navigation
re-opens, are decorated with ribbons and flowers : qnite the Roman custom in

the case of Isis (p.258). We also find at times silvershipshung up in churches,
which voyagers in stress of weather have vowed in case of a safe arrival home ;

an old instance of this I will borrow from the Vita Godehardi Hildesiensis :

Fuit tunc temporisin Trajectensiepiscopatuvir quidam arti mercatoriae dedi-

tus, qui frequentermare transiret ; hie quodam tempore maxima tempestate in

medio mari deprehenditur,ab omnibus conclamatur,et nil nisi ultimus vitae

terminus timetur. Tandem tinito aliquantotempore auxilium beati Godehardi

implorabant,et argenteam navim delaturos,si evaderent,devoverunt. Hos in

ecclesia nostra navim argenteam deferentes postea vidimus (in King Lothair's

time). In a storm at sea, sailors take vows : E chi dice,una nave vo farfare,e
'poiportarlain Vienna al gran barone ; Buovo d'Antona 5, 32. The Lapps at
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Sueves of Tacitus's time must have done honour to tlicir goddess

by carrying-her ship about. The forcingof unmarried young

women to take part in the festival is like the constraint put upon

the weavers in Eipuaria,and seems to indicate that the divine

mother in her progi-ess at once looked kindlyon the bond of love

and ivedloclc,and punishedthe backward ; in this sense she might

fairlystand for Dame A^enus,Holda and Frecke.

The Greeks dedicated a ship not only to Isis,but to Athene.

At the Panathenoea her sacred peploswas conveyed by shipto the

Acropolis: the sliip,to whose mast it was suspended as a sail,was

built on the Kerameikos, and moved on dry land by an under-ground

mechanism, first to the temple of Demeter and all round it,

past the Pelasgianto the Pythian,and lastlyto the citadel. The

peoplefollowed in solemnlyordered procession.^

We must not omit to mention, that Aventin, after transforming
the Tacitean Isis into a frau Eiscii,and making iron (eisen)take

its name from her, expands the account of her worship,and in

addition to the little ship,states further,that on the death of her

father (Hercules)she travelled through all countries,came to the

German king Schwab, and staid for a time with him ; that she

taughthim the forgingof iron,the sowing of seed,reaping,grinding,

kneadingand baking,the cultivation of flax and hemp, spinning,

weaving and needle work, and that the people esteemed her a holy
woman.2 We shall in due time investigatea goddessZisa,and her

claims to a connexion with Isis.

4. Holda, Holle.

Can the name under which the Suevi worshipped that goddess

yiile-tideoflFerto their jauloherrasmall shijissmeared with reindeer's blood,and
han;?them on trees ; Hogstrom, elterretningerom Lapland,p. 511. These
votive giftsto saints fillthe placeof older ones of the heathen time to gods,
as tlie voyagers to Helgohuid continued long to respect Fosete's sanctuary
(p.231). Now, as silverylovrjhstoo were placedin churches,and later in the
Mid. Ages were even demanded as dues, these shipsand idoughstogether lend

a welcome support to the ancient worshipof a maternal deity(seeSuppl.).
1 Philostr. de vitis sophist,lib. 2 cap. 1, ed. Paris. 1608, p. 549.
- So Jean le Maire de Beiges in his Illustrations de Gaulle,Paris,1548,bk.

3 p. .xxviii:
' Au temps du([uel(Hercules Allemannus) la deesse Isis,ri)yne

*|%'.ypt",veint en Alh-maigne et montra au rude peupleI'usaigede mouldre la
farine et faire du pain.' J. le Maire finished his work in 151'J,Aventin not
till 1522 ; did they lioth boirow iiom the spuriousBerosus that came out in
the 15th century ? Hunibald makes a queen Camhra, who may be compared
Mith the Langobardic Gambara, introduce the arts of building,sowing and

weaving(seeSuppl.).
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wliom the Eomans identified with Isis" may not at least one of her

secondarynames " have been Holda ? The name has a purely
Teutonic meaning,and is firmlygrounded in the livingtraditions

of our peopleto this day.

Holda is the kind, benignant,merciful goddess or lady,from

hold (propitius),Goth. hul]?s(Luke 18, 13 ; root, liil}?anhal]?

hul];un,to bend, bow), ON. hollr ; the Gothic form of it would be

Hulpo. For the oppositenotion of a malignant diabolic being,

Ulphilasemploys both the fem. unhtdpo and the masc. unlmdjja,

from which I infer a hulpa by the side of hulpd : one more confir-mation

of the double sex running through the idea of these

divinities. It is true, such a by-name could be shared by several

gods or spirits.Notker in the Capella81 renders verus geniusby
' min ware lioldo '. And in MHG. parlance,holde (fem.and masc.)
must have been known and commonly used for ghostlybeings.
Albrecht of Halberstadt, in translatingOvid's Metamorphoses,

uses ivazzcrholde (gen.-en) for nympli ; rhyme has protectedthe

exact words from corruptionin Wikram's poeticparaphrase.^In

the largelyexpanded Low German version of the Ship of Fools

(Narragonia,Eostock 1519 ; 96^) we find the followingpassage
which is wanting in the HG, text :

' Mannich narre lovet (be-

lieveth)an vogelgeschrei,und der gudcn kollcn (bonorum geniorum)

gunst '. Of more frequentoccurrence is the MHG. iinholde (fem.),

our modern unhold (masc),in the sense of a dark, malign,yet

mighty being.
The earliest example of the more restricted use of the name

Holda is furnished by Burchard, bp.of Worms, p. 194=" :
^ Credidisti

1 Frankf. 1631 ; 4, ITl'' von einer wazzerliolclen,rh. solden ; 176* wazzer-

holde,rh. solde.

- If,in the inscription' deae Hludanae ' quoted p. 257, we might by a

slight transpositionsubstitute Huldanae, this would be even more welcome

than the analogy to ON. HloSyn, it would be the most ancient evidence for

Hulda, supportedas she alreadyis by the Goth. unJmlpo and the OHG. female

name Holda, a rare one, yet forthcomingin Schannat, trad. fuld. no. 445 ; also

Holdasind in Graif 4, 915. Schutze's treatise De dea Hludana hrst appeared

Lips.1741 ; and when Wolf (inWodana, p. 50) mentions a Dutch one De dea

Hiddea, Trajecti1746, if that be reallythe title,this can be no other than a very

tempting conjectureby Cannegieterfounded on our
' Hulda ' which occurs in

Eccard. A Latin dative Hiddanae woidd mean our weak form, OHG. Holdun,
AS. Holdan, justas Berta,Hildegarda are in Latin docs, inflected Bertanae,

Hildegardanae; though there may also have sprung up a nom. Bertana,

Huldana. So the dat. Tanfanae too would lead us to at all events a German

nom. Tanfa, and cut short all the attempts to make out of -fana a Celtic word

or the Latin fanum. Tan/a su;7Pestsan ON. man's name Dan])r,or the OHG,
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ut aliquafemina sit,quae hoc facere possit,quod quaedam adiabolo

deceptaese affirmant necessario et ex praecepto facere debere,id

est cum daemonum turba in siniilitudinem mulierum transformata,

quara vulgaris stultitia Holdam (al.vnholdain)vocat, certis

noctibus equitaredebere super quasdam bestias,et in eorum se

consortio annumeratam esse. The remarkable varia lectio

' nnholda' is taken from the Cod. vindob. univ. 633. Burchard has

here put the German word in the placeof the more usual ' Diana

paganorum dea,'who in other passages is named in a like sense and

in the same connexion. [A still earlier notice of Holda is found

in Walafrid Strabo,see Suppl.]

In popular legends and nursery-tales,fraa Holda (Hulda,

Holle/ Ilulle,frau Holl)appears as a superiorbeing,who manifests a

kind and helpfuldispositiontowards men, and is never cross

except when she notices disorder in household affairs. None of

the German races appear to have cherished these oral traditions so

extensivelyas the Hessians and Thuringians(thatWorms bishop

was a native of Hesse). At the same time,dame Holle is found as

far as the Voigtland,p̂ast the Ehon mts in northern Franconia, în

the Wetterau up to the Westerwald,* and from Thuringia she

crosses the frontier of Lower Saxony. Swabia, Switzerland,

IJavaria,Austria,North Saxony and Friesland do not know her by

that name.

From what tradition has still preservedfor us,^we gather the

followingcharacteristics. Frau Holle is representedas a beingof

the shy,begirdlingthe earth : when it snows, she is making her

root danipli; granteda change of F into CH or TH [/has become ch in sachte,

nichte,achter, rnehtliar or ruchbar, ""c.],there would arise yet further possi-bilities,

e.(j.a female name Tancha (grata)would correspondto the OHG. masc.

Dancho (gratus)Gratf 5, IGi) ; conf. Dank rat = Gibicho,Haupt'szeitschr. 1,

573 " I am not convinced of Iluldaaa, and confess that Hludana may also

maintain itself,and be explainedas Hli'tda (clara,praeclara); the weight of

other argmiients must turn the scale. Among these however, the use of gute
holden and hollar Vivttir (Siem. 240'')for spirits,and of holl regin (Sa^m. GO^)
for gods,is es])eciallyworthy of notice. In ON. the adj.hollr had undergone
assimilation (Goth. hul])s,OHG. hold),while the proper name Hiddr retained

the old form ; for to me the explanationhuldr =: occultus,celatus,looks very

dubious.
' Holle from Hulda, as FoUe from FuhUi,

" Jul. Schmidt's Ueichenfels p. 152.
'
Keinwald,Henneb. id. 1, C8. 2, 62. Schmeller 2, 174.

"" Schmidt's Westerwald. idiot. 73. 341.

^ Kinderm. no. 24. Deutsrche sagen, uos. 4 " 8. Falkenstein's Thur.

chronica 1, IGJ-C (seeSuppl.),
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bed, and the feathers of it fly.^Slie stirs up snow, as Donar does

rain : the Greeks ascribed the productionof snow and rain to their

Zeus : Jio? o/x/3po9,II.5, 91. 11, 493 as well as vi."^dhe"iAto'i,II.19,

357 ; so that Holda conies before us as a goddessof no mean rank."^

The comparisonof snowflakes to feathers is very old ; the Scythians

pronounced the regionsnorth of them inaccessible,because they

were filledwitli feathers (Herod.4, 7. conf. 31). Holda then must

be able to move througlithe air,like dame Herke.

She loves to haunt the lake and fountain; at the hour of noon

she may be seen, a fair white lady,hathing in the flood and

disappearing;a trait in wiiich she resembles Nerthus. Mortals,

to reach her dwelling,pass through the well ; conf. the name

wazzerholde?

Another point of resemblance is,that she drives about in a

waggon. She had a linchpinput in it by a peasant whom she

met ; when he picked up the chips,they were gold.* Her annual

progress, wdiich,like those of Herke and Berhta, is made to fall

between Christmas and Twelfth-day,when the supernaturalhas

sway, ând wild beasts like the wolf are not mentioned by their

names, bringsfertilityto the land. Not otherwise does ' Derk with

the boar,'that Freyrof the Netherlands (p.214),appear to go his

rounds and look after the ploughs. At the same time Holda, like

Wuotau, can also ride on the winds, clothed in terror,and she,like

the god, belongs to the ' wiitende heer'. From this arose the

fancy,that witches ride in Holla's company (cli.XXXIV, snow-

1 Dame Holle shakes her bed, Modejoiirn.1816, p. 283. They say in

Scotland, when the first flakes fall : The men o' the East are pyking their

geese, and sendingtheir feathers here awa' there awa'. In Prussian Samland,
when it snows : The angels shake their little bed ; the flakes are the down-

feathers,but many drop past,and get down to our earth.
^ As other attriljutes of Holda have passed to Mary, we may here also

bringinto comparisonthe Maria ad nives,notre dame aux neiges,whose feast was

held on Aug. 6 ; on that day the lace-makers of Brussels pray to her,that their

work may keep as white as snow. In a folk-songof Bretagne : Notre dame

Marie, sur votre trone de neige! (Barzasbreiz 1,27). May not the otherwise

unintelligibleHildesheim legendof Hillesnee (DS. no. 436) have arisen out of

a Holde sne ?
^ If the name brunnenhold in the Marchenbuch of Allj. Ludw. Grimm 1,

221 is a genuine piece of tradition,it signifiesa fountain-sprite.[Newborn
babes are fetched by the nurse out oH dame HolWs j^ond; Siippl.]

* A similar legendin Jul. Schmidt's Reichenfels p. 152.

s This must be a purelyheathen view. I suppose the christian sentiment

was that expressedby Marcellus in Hamlet i. 1 :
'
no spiritdares stir abroad,

the nightsare wholesome, "c. '." Trans.
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Wives); it was alreadyknown to BurcharJ, and now in Upper
Hesse and the Westerwald, HoUc-ridinfj,to ride with Holle, is

equivalentto a witches' ride.^ Into the same
' furious host,'

accordingto a wide-spreadpopular belief,were adopted the souls

of infantsdi/ingunhcq^tizcd; not having been cliristian'd,they
remained heathen, and fell to heathen gods, to Wuotan or to

llulda.

The next step is,that Ilulda,instead of her divine shape,

assumes the appearance of an vglijold ^voman, long-nosed,big-

toothed,with bristlingand thick-matted hair. ' He's had a jaunt
with Holle,'they say of a man whose hair sticks up in tangled
disorder ; so cliildrcn are frightenedwith her or her equallyhideous

train :2 'hush, there's Hidle-hdz (-bruin),Hidlc-popd (-bogie)

coming.' IIolle-2xicr,as well as Hersche, Harsche, Hescheklas,

Euprecht,Eupper (ch.XVII, house-sprites';,is among the names

givento the muffled servitor who goes about in Holle's train at the

time of the winter solstice. In a nurs3ry-tale(Marchen no. 24)
she is depictedas an old witch with long teeth; accordingto the

difference of story,her kind and graciousaspect is exchanged for a

dark and dreadful one.

Again,Holla is set before us as a spinning-wife; the cultivation

of flax is assignedto her. Industrious maids she presents with

spindles,and spins their reels full for them over night; a slothful

spinner'sdistaff she sets on fire,or soils it.^ The girlwhose spindle

dropt into her fountain,she rewarded bountifully.When she

1 Estor's oljerh. idiot.,siib v.

- Eiasm. Alberus,fable 16 :
* Ea kamen ancli zu diesem lieer Yiel weiber

(liesich forehten selir (were sore afraid),Und trugen sicheliiin der hand, Frcm

Hulda hat sie ansgesandt.' Lnther's Expos, of the Epistles,Basel 1 J22 fol.

()9''-:
' Here cometh np dame Hulde with the snout (potznase,botch-nose),to

wit, nature, and goeth about to gainsayher God and give him the lie,hangeth
her old ragfairabout her, the straw-harness (stroharnss); then falls to work,
and scrapes it featlyon ]wv fiddle.' He compares nature rebellingagainstGod
to the heathenish Hulda with the frightfulnose (Oberlin,sub v. potzniiinn-
chen),as she enters, mulUed up in straw and frippery,to the tiddle's playing.

3 Bruckner, Contril). to the Henneberg idioticon,p. 9, mentions a popular
belief in that part of Franconia : 'On the high day comes the HolLJnai
(Hollefra, Hullefra),and tlirows in reels; whoever does not spin them full,she
breaks their necks,'(conf.hA'ra Berlda and Berhtolt and the Devil). 'On the

high day she is burnt,'which reminds one of 'Carrying Death out' in

'I'eutonic and Slav countries,and ' Sawing the old woman
' in Italy and

Spain. By the addition of -frau after the name (conf.gaue fru, p. 253)
v.e perceiveits originallyadjectivecharacter. Cod. pal.^.35'': ' ich wen,
kain schnsel in haiin ncken wart nie a Is hesslich als du bist,'I ween no scare-crow

on a distair was ever as U"lv as tiiou.
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enters the land at Cliristmas,all the distaffsare well stocked,and

left standingfor her ; by Carnival,when she turns homeward, all

spinningmust be finished off,and the staffsare now kept out of

her sight(Superst.683) ; if she finds everythingas it should be,

she pronounces her blessing,and contrariwise her curse ; the

formulas '
so many hairs,so many good years ! ' and '

so many

hairs,so many bad years !
' have an oldworld sound. Apparently

two thinsis have been run into one, when we are also told,that

during the ' twelve-nights
'

no flax must be left in the diesse,or

dame Holla w^ill come.^ Tlie concealment of the implements

shows at the same time the sacredness of her holiday,which ought

to be a time of rest.^ In the Khon mts, they do no farm-work on

Hidlas Saturday,neither hoe, nor manure, nor
' drive the team a-

field '. In the North too,from Yule-day to New-year'sday,neither

wheel nor windlass must go round (seeSuperst.,Danish, 134;SuppL).

This superintendenceof agricultureand of strict order in the

household marks exactlythe office of a motherly deity,such as we

got acquaintedwith in Nerthus and Isis. Then her specialcare of

Jiaxand spinning(themain business of German housewives, who

are named after spindleand distaff,^as men are after sword and

spear),leads us directlyto the ON. Frigg,OSin's wife,whose being

melts into the notion of an earth-goddess,and after whom a

constellation in the sky, Orion's belt,is called Friggja.rrockr,

Friggae coins. Though Icelandic writingsdo not contain this

name, it has remained in use among the Swedish country-folk

(Ihre,sub v. Friggerock).The constellation is however called

Maridrocli,Dan. Mariroch (Magnusen, gloss. 361. 376), the

christians having passed the same old idea on to Mary the

heavenlymother. The Greeks put spindleand distaff in the hands

of several goddesses,especiallyAitemis (')(^pua7j\dKaTo"i,II. 20, 70)

and her mother Leto, but also Athene, Amphitriteand the Nereids.

All this fits in with Holda, who is a goddessof the chase (thewild

host),and of water-springs.

1 Braunsclnv. aiiz. 1760, no. 86 ; the dicsse is the bundle of flax on the

dis-staff.
- This makes one think of Gertrude. The peasants'almanacks in

Carniola represent that saint by two little mice nibbling at the thread on a

spindle(vreteno),as a signthat there ought to be no sjnnningon her dav. The

same holds good of the Russian piatnitsa,Friday (Kopitarsrec. von Strahls

gel.Eussland).
'^

RA. 163-8. 470. Women are c^alledin AS. friSowebban,peace-weavers.
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One mightbe tempted to derive dame Holda from a character

in the Old Testament. In 2 Kings 22, U and 2 Chron. 34, 22 we

read of a prophetessrT^SnIluleddali,Huldah, for which Luther

puts Hulda ; tlieSeptuaginthas 'OxBd, the Vulgate Olda,but the

Lat. Bible Viteb. 1529 (and probably others since) Hulda,

followingLuther, who, with the German Holda in his mind, thus

domesticated the Jewish prophetess among his countrymen.

Several times in liiswritingshe bringsup the old heathen life; we

had an instance a page or two Ijack.^ I do not know if any one

before him had put the two names together;but certainlythe

whole conceptionof a dame Holda was not first drawn from the

' Olda ' of the Vulgate,which stands there without any special

significance; this is proved by the deep-rootednessof the name

in our language,by its general application[as adj.and com.

noun] to several kinds of spirits,and by the very ancient negative
unholda.

Were it only for the kinshipof the Norse traditions with our

own, we should bid adieu to sucli a notion as that. True, the

Eddie mythology has not a Holla answering to our Holda ; but

Snorri (Yngl.saga c. 16. 17) speaks of a wise woman (volva,

seiSkona)named Hiddr, and a later Icelandic saga composed in

the 14th century givesa circumstantial account of the enchantress

Hidda, beloved of OSinn, and mother of the well-known half-

goddessesThorgerSr and Irpa.^ Of still more weight perhaps

are some Norwegian and Danish folk-tales about a wood or

mountain wife Hulla, Huldra, Huldre, whom they set forth,now

as young and lovely,then againas old and gloomy. In a blue garment
and white veil she visits the pasture-groundsof herdsmen, and

minglesin the dances of men ; but her shape isdisfiguredby a tail,
which she takes great pains to conceal. Some accounts make her

beautiful in front and ugly behind. She loves music and song, lier

layhas a doleful melody and is called Inddrcslaat. In the forests

you see Huldra as an old woman clothed in gray, marching at the

head of her flock,milkpail in hand. She is said to carry off

people'sunchristened infants from tliem. Often she appears, not

alone, but as mistress or queen of the mountain-sprites,who are

1 I believe Luther followed the Hebrew, merely clroiipingthe final h, as

he does in Jehova, Judn, tS:c." Trans.
2 Muller's sa-abibl. 1,3G3" 6.
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called liuldrefolh}In Iceland too they know of tins IluldufdIJc,of

the Huldumemi ; and here we find another point of agreement

with the popularfaith of Germany, namely,that by the side of our

dame Holde there are also holden,i.e.,friendlyspirits,a silent

subterranean people,of whom dame Holde, so to speak,is the

princess(seeSuppl.). For this reason, if no other,it must be more

correct to explainthe Norse name Hidla, Hiddra from the ON.

hollr (lidus,fidelis,pi-opitius)which is huld in Dan. and Swed.,and

not from the OiST.hulda (obscuritas)as referringto the subterranean

abode of the mountain-sprites. In Swedish folk-songsI find

' huldmoder, hulda moder ' said of one's real mother in the same

sense as kara (dear)moder (Sv. vis. 1, 2,9); so that huld must

have quitethe meaning of our German word. It is likelythat the

term hulduiulk was imported into the Icelandic tongue from the

Danish or Norwegian. It is harder to explainthe li inserted in

the forms Haldra, Hiddrc ; did it spring out of the pluralform

hulder (bouigenii,hollar Victtir)? or result from composition?

The German Holda presidesover spinningand agriculture,the

Norse Hulle over cattle-grazingand milking.

5. Pkrahta, Berchte.

A being similar to Holda, or the same under another name,

makes her appearance preciselyin those Upper German regions

where Holda leaves off,in Swabia, in Alsace, in Switzerland,in

J"avaria and Austria.^ She is called frau Berchte,i.e.,in OHG.

Feralita,the bright,l̂uminous, glorious(as Holda produces the

glitteringsnow) : by the very meaning of the word a benign and

gladdeningintluence,yet she is now rarelyrepresentedas such ; as

a rule,the awe-inspiringside is broughtinto prominence,and she

1 Details to be found in Miiller's sagab.1,367-8. Hallager p. 48. Faye

pp. 39-43 and 10. 15. 25. 26. 36. Frigge,nytaarsgave for 1813, p. 85. Strom's

8ondni6r 1, 538-59. Vilses Spydeberg 2, 419. Villes Sillejord.p. 230.

Asbiornsen, passim.
2 A portion of Franconia and Thnringia knows both Berchta and Holda,

there at all events is the boundary between the two. Matthesius,in his

Exposition of the gospelsfor feastdays,p. 22, names dame Hulda and old

Berchte side by side.
=* Among the celebrated maidens of MengloS is a Biort (Seem.Ill*),

Mengl63 herself is called 'su in sulbiarta ' (111^),and the father of her

betrothed Svipdagr Solbiartr (sun-bright,112''').A MengloS in a later story

appears to some one in a dream (Fornm. sog. 3,222-3),and leaves him a

marvellous pairof gloves.
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appears as a grim bugbear to frightenchildren with. In the

stories of dame Berclda the bad meaning predominates,as the good

one does in those of dame Holda; that is to say, the pojjular
christian view had degradedBerchta lower than Holda. But she

too is evidentlyone with Herke, Freke and some others (see

Suppl.).
Where their identitycomes out most plainlyis in the fact that

they all go their rounds at the same time,in the so-called ' twelfths'

between Christmas and New-year. Berchta however has a

particularday assignedher at the end of that period,which I never

find named after Holda. And no less similar are their functions.

Berchta, like Holda, has the oversightof spinners;whatever

spinningshe finds unfinished the last day of the year, she spoOs

(Superst.512). Her festival has to be kept with a certain tradi-tional

food,gi'ueland fish. Thorr says he has had sildr ok hafra

(herringsand oats)for supper, Saem. 1b^ ; our. white ladijhas pre-scribed

the country folk a dish of fishand oat-gritsfor evermore,

and is angry whenever it is omitted (Deutsche sagen, no. 267).

The Thuringiansin the Saalfeld country wind up the last day of

the year with dumplings and herrings.Fish and farinaceous food

were considered by christians the proper thingfor a fast.^

The revenge taken by the wrathful Berclda,when she misses the

fish and dumplings,has a quaintand primitivesound : whoever has

partakenof other food on her day,she cuts his bellyopen, fills it

with choppedstraw, and sews up the gash with a ploughsharefor

a needle and an iron chain by way of thread (Superst.525).^

^ Tlie Braunschw. anz. 17G0,p. 1302, says no leguminousplantsare to lie

eaten when dame Holla is going ronnd in the ' twelve-nights'. Either a

niistake,or to be understood of particularkinds of pulse.
^ Almost the same is told iu the Voigtlandof the JVerre or dame Holle.

Tlie W'erre,on the holy eve of the high New-year, holds a strict inquiry
whether all the distaffsare spun off; if they are not, she defiles the flax. And

on that eveningyou must aat jwlse,a thick pap of Hour and water preparedin
a peculiarway ; if any one omits it,she ripshis body open, Jul. Schmidt,
Reichenfels,p. i.;2. The name IVerra (from her 'gewirrt,'tiinglcdshaggy
hair'/)is found in Thoni. Reinesius,Lect. var., Altenbg 1640, p. 57:) (in the

criticalnotes on IJhyakinus's,i.e.Audr. Kivinus or Bachmann's Liber Kirani-

dum Kirini,Lips.1G38) : Nostrates hodie([uei)etulantioribuset refractariis

manducum alii[uemcum ore hiante frendcntem dentibus, aut furibundam

silvescente coma, facie lurida,et cetero habitu terriljilem cum comitatu niaena-

duni IVerram iriterminantur. Reinesius (1587-16(37)came from Gotha, but

lived at Hof in the Voigtland. A werre is also a noisome chirpinginsect of

the cricket kind (Popowitsch620). In MHG. : 'siBJetdiuIVcrre (i)iscordia)
ir samen dai-,'sows her seed,Ms. 2,251*^,conf. Troj.o85 (seeSuppl.); and in

18
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And the same threat is lield out in other districts also (see
Suppl.).

Borner's Folk-tales of the Orlagau (betweenthe Saale and the

Orle) furnish abundant details. At p, 153 : The night before

Twelfthday,Perchtha always examines the spinning-roomsof the

whole neighbourhood,slie bringsthe spinnersempty reels,with

directions to spinthem full within a very brief time, and if all she

demands cannot be delivered,she punishesthem by tanglingand

befoulingthe flax. On the same occasion she cuts open any one's

body,that has not eaten zemmcdc ^ that day,takes out any other

food he has had, and fillsthe empty space with hay or straw wisps
and bricks,and at last sews his body up again,usinga ploughshare
for a needle,and for thread a rohm chain. " P. 159 : At Oppurg,the

same nightof the year, Perchtha found the spinning-roomfull of

merrymaking guests,and in a toweringrage she handed in throughthe

window twelve cm-ptyreels,which were to be spun full to the rim within

an hour,when she would come back ; one quarter of an hour had

passedafter another in fearful expectation,when a saucy girlran

up to the garret,reached down a roll of tow, and wrapped it round

the empty reels,then they spun two or three thicknesses of thread

over the tow, so that the reels looked full. Perchtha came, they

handed over to her their finished work, and she walked off with it,

shakingher head, (Conf.the similar storyof the white manikin in

Bader, p. 3G9)." P. 167: At Langendembachlived an old spinning-

wife,who swiftlywound the thread all the winter through,and did

not so much as leave off on Twelfth day-eve,though son and

daugliter-in-lawwarned her :
' If Perchtha comes, it will go hard

with you '. ' Heyday ! '

was her answer,
' Perchtha bringsme no

shirts,I must spin them myself After a while the window is

pushedopen, Perchtha looks into the room, and throws some empty

Selpliartesre^el (Wackernarrel'slb. 903), there is exhibited,togetherwith

bruoder Zornli and bruoder Ergerli,a bruoder Wirra, ' der sin herze mit welt-

lichen dingen also heworren hat (has so entangledhis lieartwith worldlythings),

daz da nilit me in mag '. And that notion of tangledthread and hair,which

prevailsabont Bertha and Holda, may after all be akin to this. On L. Zurich

she is called de Chlungere,because she puts chlungel(knots,Inmps) in the nn-

finished yarn of slothful maidens, Alb. Schott,Deutsche colonien in Piedmont,

p. 282. In Bavaria and German Bohemia, Berhta is often representedby St.

Lucia,though her day comes on Dec. 13. Frau Lufz cuts the belly open,

Schmeller 2, 532. Jos. Bank, Bohmerwald, p. 137. Conf. the Lusse in Sweden,

Wieselgren. 386-7.
1 Made of flour and milk or water, and baked in a pan : fastingfare,

evidently.
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spoolsto her,wliich she must have back, spun full,in an hour's

time. The spinnertook heart of grace, spun a few rounds on each

spoolfor dear life,and threiv them, one and all,into the brook that

ran past the house (and by that, Perchtha seems to have been

appeased)." P. 173 : As a miner was returningfrom Bucha to

Konitz on Perchtha's night,she came up to him at the cross-roads,

and demanded with threats,that he should put a icedgein her

waggon. He took his knife,cut the wedge as well as he could,and

fitted it into Perchtha's waggon, who made him a present of the

fallenchips. He pickedthem up, and at home he drew gold out of

every pocketin which he had put Perchtha's gifts." P. 182 : Two

peasants of Jiidewein,after stoppingat the alehouse in Kostriz till

late on Perchtha's eve, had gone but a littleway, when Perchtha

came drivingin a waggon, and called to them to put a peg in the

pole of her waggon. One of the men had a knife,and Perchtha

suppliedhim with wood, the peg was let in,and the handy man

carried home several piecesof money in his shoe as a reward. "

P. 113 : Between Bucha and Wilhelmsdorf in the fruitful vale of

the Saale,Perchtha queen of the heimchen had her dwellingof old ;

at her command the heimchen had to water the fields of men,

while she worked underground with her plough. At last the

peoplefell out with her,and she determined to quitthe country ;

on Perchtha's eve the ferryman at Altar villagereceived notice to

be ready late in the night,and when he came to the Saale bank,

his eyes beheld a tall statelydame surrounded by Vy^eepingchildren,
and demanding to be ferried over. She stept into the craft,the

littleones draggeda ploughand a number of other tools in,loudly

lamentingthat they had to leave that lovelyregion. Arrived at

the other side,Perchtha bade the boatman cross once more and

fetch the heimchen that had been left behind,which under compul-sion
he did. She in the meantime had been mending the plovgh,

she pointedto the chii^s,and said to the ferryman,' There, take

that to reward thy trouble '. Grumbling,he pocketed three of the

chips,and at home flung them on the window-shelf,and himself,
illat ease, into bed. In the morning,three gold-pieceslay where

he had thrown the chips. The memory of Perchtha's passage is also

preservedat Kaulsdorf on the Saale,and at Kostriz on the Elstcr,
not far from Gera. " P. 126 : Late one night,the master wheel-wright

at Colba was coming home from Oppurg, where he had
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been to work ; it was the eve of the Three-kings(Twelfthday),and

on the bank of the rivulet Orla he came upon Perchtha,her broken

plough surrounded by weeping heimclien. ' Hast thou a hatchet

with thee,so help me mend !
' she cried to the terrified traveller.

He gave what help he could,but the fallenchips offered hita for

wages he would not touch :
' I have plentyof them at home,' says he.

When he got home, he told what had happened to him, and while

his peopleshook their heads incredulously,he pulledoff one of his

shoes,which something had got into,that hurt his foot,and out

rolled a brightnew gold-piece.A twelvemonth passed,and one of

his men, who had heard him tell the tale,set out on Perchtha's

night,and waited by the Orla,just where his master had met

Perchtha ; in a little while, on she came with her infant train :

' What seekest thou here at this hour ? ' she cried in anger, and

when he stammered out an answer, she continued :
' I am better

provided with tools this time, so take thou thy due ! ' and with

those words she dug her hatchet into the fellow's shoulder. The

same storyis repeatednear Kaulsdorf at a part of the brook which

is called the water over the way, at Presswitz near the Saal-house,

and on the sandhill between Possneck and the forester's lodgeof

Eeichenbach. Below the Gleitsch, a curiouslyshaped rock near

Tischdorf,the story varies in -so far,that there Perchtha along with

the helmchen ivas drivinga waggon, and had justbroken the axle,

when she fell in with a countryman, who helped her out with a

makeshift axle,and was paidin chips,which however he disdained,

and only carried a piecehome in his shoe. " P. 133 : A spinning-

girlwalked over from the Neidenberg during that night,she had

done every bit of her spinning,and M^as in high spirits,when

Perchtha came marching up the hill towards her,with a greattroop

of the heimchen-folk,all children of one sort and size,one set of

them toilingto push a heavy j^lovgh,another party loaded with

farming-tools; they loudlycomplained that they had no longera

home. At this singularprocessionthe spinnerbegan to laugh out

loud, Perchtha enragedstept up to the giddything,Ueio tipon her,

and struck her blind on the spot. The poor girlhad a trouble to

find her way into the village,she led a wretched life,could no

longerwork, but sat mournful by the wayside begging. When the

year was past and Perchtha visited Altar again,the blind one, not

knowing one from another,asked an alms of the high dame as she
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swept by ; Perclitha spoke graciously: ' Here last year I blew a

pairof lightsout, tliisyear 1 will blow tliem in again'. With these

words she blew into the maid's eyes, which immediatelybegan to

see again. The same legendis found in the so-called Sorge,near

Neustadt on the Orla. Touching stories of the weeping children,

who tramp alongin Perchtha's greattroop,will be givenwhen we

come to treat minutelyof the ' wiitende heer '. (SeeSuppl.).

To these significanttraditions of Thuringia,others can be added

from Bavaria and Austria. In the mountain district about Trauen-

stein (Up. Bavaria,oppositeSalzburg)they tell tlie children on the

eve of Epiphany,that if they are naughty,Berchc will come and cut

their bellies open. Greasy calces are baked that day, and the

workmen say you must grease your stomach well with them, so

that dame Berchc s knifemay glanceoff (Schm.1, 19-4).Is that the

reason why she is called icild Bertha, iron Bertha ? Crusius,Ann.

Suev. p. 2, lib.8, cap. 7,p. 266, relates,as his explanationof the

originof the name, that Henry IV. bestowed privilegeson the city

of Padua : Inde, in signalibertatis,armato carrocio uti coeperuntin

bello,Bertha nominato. Hinc dictum ortum puto, quo terrentur

inquietipueri,' Schweig,oder die eiserne Bertha kommt !
' ^ In

other places,Franconian and Swabian, she is named Hildaherta

(apparentlya combination of the two names Holda and Berta),and

Bildaherta ; with hair all shaggy she walks round the houses at

night,and tears the bad boys to pieces(seeSuppl.).'^
Dame Preeht with the longnose is what Vintler calls her : and

even a MIIG. poem, which in one MS. is entitled * daz msere von

der Stempen,'has in another the heading '
von Berchten mit der

laiigennas' (Haupt'sAltd. bl. 1, 105). It is only from the former

(with corrected spelling)that I am able to extract what has a

bearingon our subject:

nu merket rehfe-waz (ich)iu sage : Now mark arightwhat I you tell:

nachwihennaht amzwelften tage, after Christmas the twelfth day,
nacli dem lieilgenebenwihe ^ after the holy New-year'sday

(gotgeb,daz er uns gedihe), (God grant we prosper in it),
do man ezzen solt ze nahte, when they should eat supper

1 Conf. Cnisius p. 1, lib. 12, cap. 6, p. 329, where Bertha the mother of

Charles is meant. The Lombards called a carrociuni Jlcrta and JJcrteciola

(Ducangesub v.),perhapsthe carriageof the travellinggoddessor queen ?
^ Joacli. Camerarius, chronol. Ni'cephori,p. 129.
3 Even-holy,equally-holyday, Schetfer's llaltaus,p. 68.
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und man ze tische brahte and had to table brought

allez daz man ezzen solde, all that they should eat,

swaz der wirt geben wolde whatso the master would give,
do spracher zeni gesinde then spake he to his men

iind zuo sin selbes kinde : and to his own child :

' ezzet Mnte fastdurch min bete, ' eat fast (hard)to night,I pray,

daz iucli die Stempcniht entrctc! that the Stempe tread you not.'

daz kintlin do von forhten az, The child then ate from fear,

er sprach:'veterlin,waz ist daz, he said :
' father,what is this

daz du die Slempennennest ? that thou the Stempe callest ?

sag mir,ob dus erkennest.' tell me, if thou it knowest.'

der vater sprach: 'daz sag ich dir. The father said :
' this tell I thee,

du solt ez wol geloubenmir, thou raayestwell believe me,

ez ist so griuwelichgetan, there is a thingso gruesome done,

daz ich dirz niht gesagen kan : that I cannot tell it thee :

wan swer des vergizzet, for whoso forgetsthis,

daz er nicht fastizzct, so that he eats not fast,

4/ den Icumt ez und tritin.' on him it comes, and treads him.'

Here also children and servants are warned by the master of the

house to eat up clean all that is brought on the table,and are

threatened with a trampling from Stcmj)e. This cognomen of

Berchte must have come from stamping (step,tap,thump, "c.),and

perhapsit ought to be speltStempfe(German stampfen,to stamp);

but in Bavaria there is a proper name Stcmpo (jMB.2, 280, anno

1130),not Stempho, and both stampen and stampfen seem to be

correct for tramplingand squeezing,Ital. stampare : she is the

nighthag,similar to alp and schrat [oldscratch ?]. Add to this,

that in the Nordgau of Franconia,dame Holda is called the Trempc

(Doderlein,Antiq. nordg.41), i.e.,the trampling racketingone ;

Stalder defines triimpelnas walking with short,measured steps

(tripping),and the Drut (night-goblin)approacheswith soft foot-fall

; at the same time, trampel,trampelthier,is a heavy clumsy

woman. Now, as S is occasionallyadded before an initial T, it is

surelynot going too far,to connect Stempe with the more ancient

Tamfana, Tanfana,p. 257 (seeSuppl.).

Martin of Amberg ^ calls her FercJit mit der eisncn nasen (with

1 His Ge-\vissensspiegel(mid. of 14th cent.)is in two MSS. at Vienna

(Hoffni.pp. 335-6) ; conf. Schni. 4, 188. 21U, and tlie Jalirb. der Berliner

gesellsch.lur deutsclie spr. 2, fi3" 65.
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iron nose),and says that peopleleave meat and drink standingfor

her;which means a downrightsacrifice.

In the mountains of Salzburgthere is kept up to this day,in

honour of the terrible Percktel,a so called Perchta-running,Perchta-

leapingat the time of the rauchniichte [incense-nights?]^ In the

Pinzgau,from 100 to 300 young fellows (styledthe Berchtcn)will

roam about in broad daylightin the oddest disguises,carryingcows'

bells,and crackingwhips.^ In the Gastein valleythe procession,

headed by from 50 or 100 to 300 stout fellows,goes hopping and

skippingfrom villageto village,from house to house,all tlirougii

the valley(Muchar,Gastein pp. 145-7). In the north of Switzer-land,

where in addition to Berchtli the softened form Bechtli or

Bechteli is in use, Bechtclis day is the 2nd (or,if New-year'sday

falls on a Saturday,the 3rd)of January,and is honoured by the

young peoplein generalwith social merrymakings ; they call the

practicehcrclUeln,hechteln. In the 16th century it was still the

custom at Zurich,for men to interceptand press one another to

take wine ; this was called ' conductingto Berclitold ' (Staid.1, 150-

6). There was thus a masculine Bercht or Berchtolt,related to

"Wuotan, as Berhta was to Freke ; and from this againthere arose

in Swabia a new feminine,BrechtoUerin,Prcchtdlterin (Schniid,
Schwab, wtb. 93). In Alsace the bechten was performed by pren-tices

and journeymen runningfrom one house or room to another,

and keepingup a racket (seepassages in Oberlin,sub. v. Bechten).
Cunrat of Dankrozheim says in his Namenbuch, composed 1435 :^

darnauch so komet die milde Behte,

die noch hat ein gar gross geslehte(greatkindred).

He describes her as the mild, "racious to men, not as the terrible.

Berchtolt however is in Swabian legend the wliite mannikin, who

bringsspools to be filled with spinning (Mone's anz. 8, 179),

exactlylike Berchta,p. 274 (seeSuppl.).
And as a kind benevolent being she appears in many other

descriptions,which undoubtedlyreach far back into the Mid, Ages.
The wliitc lady,by her very name, has altogetherthe same meaning,

1 This rerchtcnspringenis like the hexentusch in the Bohnierwald,which,
Jos. Hank p. 76-7 says, is performed at Whitsnntide, when young men and

boys provide themselves with loud crackingwhips,and chase all the witches

out of houses,stables and barns.
2 Journev through Uiiper(iermany,p. 243. Schm. 1, 195.

3 Ad. Walt. Strobel's beitr.,Strasb. 1827, p. 123.
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for peraht,berlit or brecht, signifiesbright,light,white. This

white ladyusuallyattaches herself to particularfamilies,but even

then she keeps the name of Berta,e.g.,Eerta of Eosenberg. In

snow-white garments she shows herself by nightin princelyhouses,

she rocks or dandles the babies,while their nurses sleep: she acts

the old grandmotheror ayicestrcss of the family{seeSuppL).
There is a good deal in the fact,that several women of that

name, who are famed in our national traditions,stand connected

with the ghostlyBcrhta ; they have been adoptedout of the divine

legendinto the heroic legend. In Italyand France, a far distant

past is expressedby the phrase:
' nel tempo ove BerHa Jilava,'when

B. span (Pentamerone. Liebrecht 2, 259),'
au tems que la reine

Bertlie filait:
' the same idea still,of the spinningmatron.^ Berta,

the daughter of king Flower and of Whiteflower, afterwards the

wife of king Pippin and mother of the great hero Charles,

she who in the MLG. poem of Flos is called both Vredelitigand

Brehte (1555.7825),does not belie her mythic origin.^ She is

called Berlite viit demfuoze (foot),Flore 309; in French, Berthe au

grand pied; and ace. to the Eeali di Frauza 6, 1 :
' Berta del gran

pie,perche ella aveva un pie un poco maggiordell altro,e quello

era il piedestro,'had the rightfoot larger.The French poet Adenez

tries apparentlyto extenuate the deformityby making both her

feet large,he calls her 'Berte as grans pies'(Parised. LII. 78. 104) ;

so the Mid. Dutch, ' Baerte met ten breden voetc7i,'Floris 39G6.

But the one big foot is more genuine,as may be seen by the far

^ I can proihiceanother spinnrngBertha. The Vita S. Berthae Avenna-

censis in dioecesi Remeusi (conf.Flodoardus 4, 47) says (Acta Sanctor.,Maii p.

114'^): Quae dum histraret situs loci illiiLS,pervenitad quendani hortum, in

quo erat fons inirae pulcritudinis.Quern ut vidit Deo devota femina,minime

concupivit,sed possessoribusipsiuspraedii sic locuta est : 0 fratres,hunc
fonteni praediivestri vendite mihi, et accepta digna jjecuniacedite usibus

nostris. Cui sic aiunt : En praesto sunius, si tanien detur pretium a nobis

taxatum. Sancta autem, videntibus qui aderant, librani unam denariorum

posuitsuper lapidem qui erat super os ejusdem fontis,doniini vero ac vendi-

tores receperuut aes. Tunc sancta mater, Deo plena,colo quani manu tenebat

coeY"ittnram fodere,et in moduni sulci rigamfacere,ora.ns ac dicens : Ostende

nobis,Domine, misericord iam tuam, et salutare tuum da nobis ! Eevertens

namque monasterium, colum eadem post se trahebat, tantaque abundantia

aquae eam sequebatur,ut ad usus omnes hominibus pertinentessufficeret,sicut

usque hodie apparet. Nomen quoque sancta mater liuviolo ipsicomposuit,
dicens : Libra vocaberis,quia una libra pro emptione tua data est.

2 How firmlyshe is rooted,may be seen by her being the link that joins
the Carolingianlegend to the Laiigobardic: she is mother of Carl, wife of

Pippinthe son of Kother (4789),and daughter of Flore and BlancheHor,whose
name again contains the notion of whiteness.
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more ancient tradition of a
' reine Pedauque,reginapeclcmicae,'

whose figurestands carved in stone on old churches.^ It is appar-ently

a siuan-maidcns foot,which as a mark of her higher nature

she cannot lay aside (any more than Huldra her tail,or the devil

his horse hoof); and at the same time the spinning-woman'ssplay-foot
that worked the treadle,and that of the t.Mmpling dame

"Stem]3eor Trempe. If we had older and minuter descriptionsof

' frau Berhta ' in Germany, perhaps this foot would also be

mentioned in them (seeSuppl.).

It stillremains for us to explainher preciseconnexion with a

particularday of the year. It is either on Dec. 25 (diesnatalis),or

twelve days after Christmas, on Jan, 6, when the star appeared to

the Three Kings (magi),that the christian church celebrates the

feast of the manifestation of Christ under the name of epiphania

(v.Ducange, sub v.),hdhphania or iheopkania(0. Fr. tiephaine,

tiphagne). In an OHG. gloss(Emm. 394),theophaniais rendered

giperahtanaht, the bright night of the heavenly vision that

appeared to the shepherdsin the field.^ Documents of the Mid.

Ages give dates in the dative case :
' perchtentag,perhtennaht

'

(forOHG. zi demo perahtintaga,zi deru Perahtim naht); again,
*

an der berechtnaht,'M. Beham (Mone, anz, 4, 451) ;
'
ze perh-

nahten,'MB. 8, 540 (an.1302); '
imze an den ahtodin tac nah der

Perhtage,'till the eighthday after the Perht's (fern.)day,Fundgr.

110, 22 ;
'
von dem nehsten Berhtag,'MB. 9, 138 (an.1317);

'
an

dem Prehentag,'MB. 7,256 (an.1349);" these and other contracted

forms are cited with references in Scheffer's Ilaltaus p. 75, and

Schm. 1, 194.^ Now from this there might very easilygrow up a

personification,FcrchtentdiC,Perchtomalit,the brightday becoming

Bright's,i.e.,dame Bright's,day. (Conradof Dankrotsheim, p. 123,

puts his milde Belite down a week earlier,on Dec. 30.)*

Two hypothesespresentthemselves. Either the entire fabulous

existence of a Perhta firstarose accidentallyand by misunderstand-ing,

out of such personification; or the analogyof the ' bright
'

day

was tacked on to a previouslyexistingPerhta. Now it is true we

1 AllJ. w. 3, 47-8 ; Paris too connects this Pedauque with Berte, ill. iv.

198 ; rci)iere'hiuque,Michelet hist, de France 1, 49G-8. 2, 152.

- Luke 2, 0. 0. i. 12,3. 4. Hel. 12,8. Maria 182.

3 The OIIG. 'ji/if7-m"rtc= parasceve (Graff5, 360) is Good Friday,and
distinct i'roin Prehentafj,Percht(;ntag.

"* Dec. 28 is Innocents',29 St. Thomas's,31 St. Silvester's.
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cannot pointout a dame Perhta before the 15tli or 14th century,
or at earliest the 13th ; but tlie first suppositionneed not break

down, even if we did manage to liunt up her personalname in

older authorities : even in the 9th century the expression'peraht^n
nalit '

might have developedinto ' Perahtdn naht '. Still the char-acteristics

we have specifiedof a mythicalBerta, and above all,her

identitywith Holda, seem to me to decide the matter the other

way. If,independentlyof the christian calendar,there was a

Holda, then neither can Perahta be purelya productof it ; on the

contrary,both of these adjectivenames lead up to a heathen deity,

who made her peregrinationat that very season of yule,and whom

therefore the christians readilyconnected with the sacredness of

Christmas and New-year.
I will here group togetherthe features which unmistakably

make Holda and Bertha appear in this light. They drive about in

^uaggons, like mother Earth, and promote agricultureand navigation

among men ; a plough,from which there fall chipsof gold,is their

sacred implement. This too is like the gods,that they appear

suddenly,and Berhta especiallyhands her giftsin at the vjindow.

Both have spinning and weaving at heart,they insist on diligence

and the keepingof festivals holy,on the transgressorgrim penalties

are executed. The souls of infaiitchildren are found in their host,

as they likewise rule over elves and dAvarfs,but night-hagsand

enchantresses also follow in their train :" all this savours of

heathenism.

It is very remarkable,that the Italians too have a mis-shapen

fairyBefana,a terror to children,who has sprung out of epiphania

(befania): on that day the women and children set a doll made of

old rags in the window ; she is black and ugly,and bringspresents.

Some say, she is,Herod's daughter; Eanke's hist, zeitschr. 1,717.

' La Befania
' {Pulei'sMorg. 5,42). Berni says :

' il di di Befania

vo porla per Befana alia fenestra,perche qualcun le dia d' una

ballestra '} It would be astonishing,if twice over, in two different

nations, a name in the calendar had caused the invention of a

supernaturalbeing;it is more likelythat,both in Italy,and among

us, older traditions of the peoplehave soughtto blend themselves

with the christian name of the day.

1 Franc. Berni,rime 105. Crxisca sub v. befana.
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G. (Herodias. Diana. Abundia).

Hcrodias,of whom we have justbeen reminded by Befana,will

illustrate this even better. The story of Herod's daugliter,whose

(lancingbrought about the beheading of John the Baptist,must

have produceda peculiarlydeep impressionin the earlypart of the

Mid. Ages, and in more than one way got mixed up with fables,

lleligiouspoets treat the subjectin full,and with relish (Hel.83-5);

Otfried seems to leave it out designedly.It was imagined,that on

account of her thoughtlessrather than malicious act (forthe

proposalcame from her revengefulmother),Hcrodias (thedaughter)

was condemned to roam about in company with evil and devilish

spirits.She is placed at the head of the ' furious host '

or of

witches' nightlyexpeditions,togetherwith Diana, with Holda and

Perahta, or in their stead. In Burcard of Worms 10, 1 we read :

Illud etiam non omittendum, quod quaedam sceleratae mulieres

retro post Satanam conversae, daemonum illusionibus et phantas-

matibus seductae,credunt se et profitenturnocturnis horis cum

Diana paganorum dea vel cum Herodiade et innumera multitudine

mulierum equitaresuper quasdam bestias,et multa terrarum spatia

intempestae noctis silentio pertransire,ejusquejussionibusvdut

dominae obedire, et certis noctibus ad ejus servitium evocari. "

Job. Salisberiensis (f1182)in Polycr.2, 17 : Quale est,quod noc-

tilucam quandam, vel Herodiadem vel praesidem noctis dominam,

concilia et conventus de nocte asserunt convocare, varia celebrari

convivia, "c. " Angerius,episcopusConseranus (an. 1280) : Nulla

mulier de nocturnis equitarecum Diana dea paganorum vel cum

Herodiade sen Bensozia ^ et innumera mulierum multitudine pro-

fitcatur." Similar statements have passedinto later writings,such

as those of ]\Iartin von Amberg, and Vintler. It is worth noticing,
that to the worshipof this Herodias, one third ofthe whole ivorld is

ceded, and so a most respectablediffusion allowed. Eatherius

(bishopof Verona, but a Frank, b. at Lobi near Cambray, d. 974) in

his Praeloquia(Martene and Durand 9, 798. opp. edit. Ballerini

pp. 20. 21): Quis enim eorum, qui hodie in talibus usque ad per-

ditionem animae in tantum decipiuntur,ut etiam eis,quas (Ball.

^ Ducanp;e srib v. Diana spellsBenzoria, but has the true meaning under

r.ensozia itself ; it seems to mean bona socia,friendlypropitiousbeing. Bona

dea, Dio Cass. 37, 35. 45. Conf. ch. XXVIII, dobra sretia,bona Fortuna ; ch.

XVI, good wife,under Wood-women.
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de quibus)ait Gen.^,Ilcrocliam illam baptistaeChristi interfectri-

cera, quasireginam imo deam proponant ; asserentes, tertiam totins

mundi partem illi traditam : quasi haec merces fuerit propLetae

occisi,cum potiussint daemones, talibus praestigiisinfelices mulier-

culas, bisque niultum vituperabilioresviros, quia perditissimos,

decipientes." A full and remarkable account of the medieval

tradition,that was tacked on to Herodias,is contained in the Ptei-

nardus 1, 11:39"1164:

Traecipue sidus celebrant,ope cujus,ubi omnes

defuerant testes,est data Eoma Petro,

traditaqueinjustoFharaildis virgolabor! ;

sed sanctifaciunt qualiacunquevolunt.

Ilac famosus erat felixquefuisset Herodes

prole,sed infelix banc quoque laesit amor:

liaec virgo,thalamos Baptistaesolius ardens,

voverat hoc demto nuUius esse viri.

Offensus genitor,comperto prolisamore,
insontem sanctum decapitavitatrox,

Postulat afferrivirgosibi tristis,et affert ''"

regiusin disco tempera trunca cliens.

Mollibus allatum stringenscaput ilialacertis

perfunditlacrimis,osculaqueaddere avet ;

oscula captantenicaput anfugitatque resnjfflat,
ilia per impluvium turbine flantis abit.

Ex illo nimium memor ira Johannis eandem

per vacuum coeli flabilisurgetiter :

mortuus infestat miseram, nee vivus amarat,

non tamen banc penitusfata perissesinunt.

Lenit honor luctura,minuit reverentia poenam,

inirs hominum moestae tertia servit herac.

Quercuhuset corylisa noctis parte secunda

usque nigriad gallicarmina prima sedet.

Nunc ea nomen liabet Fharaildis,Herodias ante

saltria,nee subiens nee subeunda pari.

Conf. Aelfrici homiliae 1, 486. Here we have Herodias described

as mocsta hcra cui pars tertia hominum servit,the reverential

homage she receives assuages her bitter lot ; only from midnight

1 Eallerini cannot understand this Gen. ; is it Gennadius (Massiliensis),a

writer at the end of the hfth century ?
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tillfirstcockcrow she sits on oaks and hazel-trees,tlie rest of her

time she floats through the empty air. She was inflamed by love

for John, which he did not return ; when his head is broughtin on

a charger,she would fain have covered it with tears and kisses,but

it draws back, and beginsto blow hard at her ; the haplessmaid is

whirled into empty space, and there she hangs for ever,^ Why she

was afterwards (inthe twelfth century)called Fharaildis,is not

explainedby the life of a saint of that name in Flanders (Acta
sanct. 4 Jan.); nor does anythingthat the church tells of John the

Baptistand llerodias (Acta sanct. 2-i Jun.) at all resemble the

contents of the above story: Herodias is Herod's wife,and the

daughteris named Salome. Pharaildis on the contrary,M. Dutch

Vercldr,'leads us to ver Elde :=frau Hilde or f rem Iliddc,as in a

doc. of 1213 (Bodmanns Eheing. alterth. p. 94) there occurs a

' miles dictus Verhildeburrj,'and in a Fiisian doc. of the 14th

century a FerhUdcma, evidentlyreferringto the mythic Hildburg.
Still more remarkable seems a M. Dutch name for the milky way,

Vroneklcnstract = frauen Hilde or Ilulde strasse (street,highway).
So that the poet of the Reinardus is entirelyin the right,when

Herodias sets him thinkingof Fharaildis,and she again of the

milky way, the sidns in his first line.

There is no doubt whatever,that quiteearlyin the Mid. Ages
the christian mythus of Herodias got mixed up with our native

heathen fables : those notions about dame Holda and the * furious

host ' and the nightlyjauntsof sorceresses were graftedon it,the

Jewish king'sdaughter had the part of a heathen goddess assigned
her (Eatheriussays expressly: imo dea),and her worship found

numerous adherents. In the same circle moves Diana, the lunar

deity of night,the wild huntress ; Diana, Herodias and Holda

^ This reference to the iurho (thewhirlwind of his blast),looks mythical
and of high antic^uity.Not only did Ziu or Zio,once a deity,beci^nie with the

christians a name for the wliirlwind. p. 203 (and Pulloineken too may have to

do with I'hol,J).2:29); l)ut to tliisday such a wind is accounted for in Lower

Saxony (about Celle)by the dancing Hcroduis whirlingabout in the air. Else-where

the raisingof it is ascribed to the de.vil,and offensive epithetsare
hurled at him, as in the Saalfeld country :

' Schweinezahl fahret,'there goes
swine-tail (Praetorius,Riibezahl 3, 120), and on the Khcin mts. :

' Siiuzagel,'
sow- tail (Schni.4, 110),to shew contempt for tlie demon, and abate his fury
(see Suppl.).I shall bringin scjme other stories,when treatingof the "wind-

sprites.
* Canneart, strafrecht 153-5. B^lg.raus. 6, 319. Conf. Vergodcfor fi-au

Gaude.
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stand for one another,or side by side. Diana is denounced by

Eligius(Superst.A) ; the passage in the decrees of councils

(Superst.C) has found its way into many later writings(Superst.

D, G) : like Herodias,she appears as domina and hcra. The life of

St. Caesarius Arelatensis mentions a
' daemonium, quod rustici

Dianavi vocant,' so that the name was familiar to the common

people; that statue of Diana in Greg.Tur. 8, 15 I have spoken of

on p. 110. But the strongesttestimony to the wide diffusion of

Diana's cultus seems to be a passage in the life of St. Kilian,the

apostleof the East Franks (t 689) : Gozbertusdux Franciae
. . .

volens crebra apud se tractare inquisitione,utrum Ejus quem

(Kilianus)praedicabat,vel Dianae potiuscultus praeferendusesset.

Diana namque apud ilium in summa veneratione .habebatur

(Surius4, 133 ; Acta sanct. Bolland. 8 Jul. (p.616). As it is

principallyin Thuringia,Franconia and Hesse that frau Holda

survives,it is not incredible that by Diana in the neighbourhood
of Wiirzburg,so far back as the 7th century,was meant no other

than she.

Lastly,the retrospectiveconnexion of this Herodias or Diana

with personages in the native paganism,whether of Celtic or

Teutonic nations,receives a welcome confirmation from the legend

of a domina Ahundia or dame Hahonde, supplied by French

authorities of the IMid. Ages. A bishop of Paris, Guilielmus

Alvernus (Guillaumed' Auvergne),who died 1248, speaksthus of

n}Tnphs and lamiae (opera.Par. 1 674, fol.1. 1036):
' Sic et daemon,

qui praetextu mulieris,cum aliisde nocte domos et cellaria dicitur

frequentare,et vocant eam Satiam a satietate,et dominam

Abundiam pro abundantia,^ quam eam praestaredicunt domibus,

quas frequentaverit: hujusmodi etiam daemones, quas dominas

vocant vetulae, penes quas error iste remansit,et a quibus solis

creditur et somniatur. Dicunt has dominas edere et bibere de escis

et potibus,quos in domibus inveniunt, nee tamen consumptionem

aut imminutionem eas facere escarum et potuum, maxime si vasa

escarum sint discooperta et vasa poculorum non obstructa

eis in nocte relinquantur.Si vero operta vel clausa inveniunt

seu obstructa, inde nee comedunt nee bibunt, propter quod

infaustas et infortunatas relinquunt,nee satietatem nee abun-

^ The Romans also personifiedAhundantia as a superiorbeing,but she

onlyappears on coins,she had neither templesnor altars.
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dantiam eis praestantes.'The like is repeatedon p. 1068, but

on p. 1066 we read :
' Sunt et aliae luditicationes malignoruni

spirituum,quas faciunt interdum in nemoribus et locis anioenis

et frondosis arboribus,ubi ajiparcnt in similitudinc pucllarum aut

matronaruni ornatu muliebri et candido,interdum etiani in stabulis,

cum luminaribus cereis,ex quibusapparent distillationes in comis

et collis equorum, et comae ipsorum diligentertricatae,et audies

eos, qui talia se vidisse fatentur,dicentes veram ceram esse, quae

de luminaribus hujusmodi stillaverat.^ De illis vero substantiis,

quae apparent in domibus, quas dominas nocturnas, et principe7)i

earum vocant dominam Ahimdiam, pro eo quod domibus, quas

frequentant,abundantiam bonorum temporalium praestare putan-

tur, non aliter tibi sentiendum est,neque aliter quam quemadmo-
dum de illisaudivisti. Quapropter eo usque invaluit stultitia ho-

minum et insania vetularum, ut vasa vini et receptaculaciborum

discoc pertarelinquant,et omnino nee obstruant neque claudant eis

noctibus,quibus ad domos suas eas credunt adventuras, ea de

causa videlicet,ut cibos et potus quasi paratos inveniant et eos

absque difficultateapparitionispro beneplacitosumant.

The Eoman de la rose (Meon 18622 seq.)informs us:

qui les cine sens ainsinc deceit

par les fantosmes, quilregoit,
dont maintes gens par lor folie

cuident estre par nuit estries

errans auecques dame Hahonde,

et dient,que par tout le monde

li tiersenfantde nacion

sunt de ceste condicion.

qu'ilvont trois fois en la semaine,

si cum destinee les maine,

et par tons ces ostex se boutent,

ne cles ne barres ne redoutent,

ains sen entrent par les fendaces,

par chatieres et par crevaces,

et so partent des cors les ames

et vont avec les bonnes dames

par leus forains et par maisons,

et le pruevent par tiex raisons :

^ Conf. Deutsche sagen, no. 122.
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que les diversitcs veiies

ne sunt pas en lor liz venues,

ains sunt lor ames qui laborent

et par le monde ainsinc sen corent,"c.

18686. Dautre part,que li tiers du monde

aille ainsinc avcc dame Hahonde,

si cum voles vielles le pruevent

par les visions que truevent,

dont convient il sans nule faille

que trestous li mondes i aille.

As Eatlierius and the Reinardus represent a third partof the "World

as givenup to the service of Herodias, the same statement is here

appliedto dame Habonde ; Herodias and Ahundia are therefore

one. A connexion between Abundia and our native Folia,Ftdla

(fulness)will presentlybe made apparent. The term enfansmay

refer either to the unchristencd babes above, or to the great

multitude pf heathen, who remained shut out of the christian

community. It had long been the custom to divide the known

world into three parts.^The domina clothed in white reminds one

of Perahta the bright,the bona domina or bona socia' ôf Holda the

gracious,and Herodias haunting the oaks by night of the Old

German tree-worship.They are originallybenignantbeingsall,

whose presence bringsprosperityand plentyto mankind ; hence to

them, as to friendlyspiritsor gods,meat and drink are set for a

sacrifice in the night season. Holda, Berhta and Werra seem to

love a particularkind of food,and look for it on their feast-day.

7. Hruoda (Hrede). Ostara (Eastre).

Thus far we have got acquaintedwith the names and worship

of several goddesses,who were honoured under different names by

particulartribes of Teutondom (N"erdu,Hludana, Tanfana, Holda,

Berhta),and others resemblingthem have only become known to

us under foreignappellations(Isis,Diana, Herodias, Abundia) : of

all these (so long as I consider still doubtful the connexion of

1 Agitiirpars tertia nmncli. Ovid. met. 5, 372 ; tertia pars mundi fiimans

peritAlrica ilaiuiuis,Coripp. 1,47 : tertia pars orbis Europa vocatur, Wal-

thar. 1.

2 Is tlie name socia connected with tlieSatia in Guiliehnns Alvernus ?
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' Erce ' with our Herke) not one is to be found among the Anglo-

Saxons.

On the other hand, the Anglo-Saxon historian tells us the

names of two beings,whom he expresslycalls ancient goddessesof

liispeople,but of whose existence not a trace is left amongst other

Germans. A clear proof,that here as well as there,heathenism

was crowded with divinities of various shape and varying name,

but who in their characteristics and cultus correspondedto one

another. Why this multiplicityof form should prevailmore in the

case of the female deities than of the male, can be fairlyexplained,

I think, by the greater respect paid to the chief masculine

divinities: they were too famous and too highlythoughtof,for

their principalnames not to have penetratedall branches of the

nation.

The two goddesses,whom Beda (De temporum ratione cap. 13)

cites very briefly,without any description,merelyto explainthe

months named after them, are Hrede and Edstre,March takingits

Saxon name from the first,and Aprilfrom the second :
' Rlicdmo-

luifh a dca illorum Rheda, cui in illo sacrificabant,nomiuatur.' "

'AntiquiAnglorum populi,gens mea
. . . apud eos Aprilis

Esturmoiiath,qui nunc paschalismensis interpretatur,quondam a

dca illorum,quae Eostra vocabatur et cui in illo festa celebrantur

(?),nomen habuit ; a cujus nomine nunc paschaletempus cogno-

minant, consueto aniiquae ohscrvationis vocabulo gaudia novae

solennitatis vocantes.' ^

It would -be uncritical to saddle this father of the church, who

everywherekeeps heathenism at a distance,and tells us less of it

than he knows, with the invention of these goddesses.There is

nothingimprobablein them, nay the first of them is justifiedby
clear traces in the vocabularies of other German tribes. March is

in OHG. lenzinmanot, named after the season lenzo,lengizo

[lengtheningof days]f but it may have borne other names as well.

Oberlin quotes, from Chorion's Ehrenkranz der teutschen sprach,
Strassb. 1044, p. 91, Rdmonat for March ; and a doc. of 1404

' One MS. (Kolmesen opusc. p. 287 ; this ref.givenin Rathlefs Hoya and

Diepholz3, IG)reads : Veteres Anglicanipopulivocant Estormonath paschalem
monseni, idque a dea quadam cui Teutonici populi in pagani.sniosacrilii'ia
fecerunt tempore mensis Aprilis,quae Eostra est appellata.

2 Gramm. 2, 510. Langez.Diut. 3, 88.

19
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(Weisth.1, 175) has Rcdtmonet, it is not clear for what month.

When we find in the Appeuzellerreimchronik p. 174 :

In dem Redimonet

die puren kamen donet,

do der merzenmonat giengherzu

an ainem morgen fru

do zundentz Eorschach an ;

here Rcdhnonct seems, by the displacementso common in the

names of months, to be the month before March, as Chorion uses

his Retmonat for February as well. Von Arx explainsthe word

(p;itedifferently,and I think untenably,by a mountain. Apart
from the Swiss term altogether,I believe the AS. name was

reallyHred' or Hreffc = OHG. Hruod or Hruodd, and derived,

as I said on p. 20G, from hruod gloria,fama ; so that we get the

meaning of a shiningand renownful goddess. The Trad. fuld. 2,

196, furnish a female name Hruada, gen. Hruadun, and in 1, 42. 2,

26, another nom. Hruadun, this last apparentlyformed like ON.

Fiorgynand Hlodyn. The AS. adj.hreS or hreSe means crudelis

(Ceedm. 136, 21. 198, 2),perhaps victoriosus ? I am in doubt

about hreS,sigehreS,guShreS,Beow. 5146. 974. 1631 ; they waver

between an adj. and a subst. sense, and in the last passage,
' Beowulfe wearS guShreS gifeSe,'victoria is evidently meant.

When the AS. Menologue,line 70,translates Martius by reSe,this

may stand for hre"'e.

We Germans to this day call Aprilostermonat, and ostarmdnoth

is found as early as Eginhart (temp. Car. Mag.). The great

christian festival,which usuallyfalls in Aprilor the end of March,

bears in the oldest of OHG. remains the name ostard gen. -un "} it

is mostly found in the plural,because two days (ostartagil,

aostortaga,Diut. 1, 266^) were kept at Easter. This Ostard,like

the AS. Edstre,must in the heathen religionhave denoted a higher

being,whose worship was so firmly rooted, that the christian

teachers tolerated the name, and appliedit to one of their own

grandest anniversaries." All the nations bordering on us have

retained the Biblical 'pascha'; even Ulphilaswrites paska,not

1 T. 157, 1. 3. 5. 0. i.22, 8. iii.6, 16. iv. 9, 8. Hymn. 21, 4. Fragiii.
tlieol.xiv. 17.

- Conf. Ideler's chronologie1,516.
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austro,though he must have known the word ;
^ the Norse tongue

also has importedits paskir,Svved. pask,Dan. paaske. The OIIG^.

adv. 6sta7' expresses movement toward the risingsun (Gramm. 3,

205),likewise the ON", mistr,and probablyan AS. eastor and Gotli.

austr. In Latin the identical austcr has been pushed round to the

noonday quarter,the South. In the Edda a male being,a spiritof

light,bears the name of Atistri,so a female one might have been

called Aiistra ; the High German and Saxon tribes seem on the

contrary to have formed only an Ostard,Edstre (fem.),not Ostaro,

Eiistra (masc).- And that may be the reason why the Norsemen

said paskirand not austrur : they had never worshippeda goddess

Austra,or her cultus was alreadyextinct.

Ostara,Eddre seems therefore to have been the divinityof the

radiant dawn, of upspringinglight,a spectaclethat bringsjoy and

blessing,^whose meaning could be easilyadaptedto the resurrec-tion-day

of the christian's God. Bonfireswere lightedat Easter,

and accordingto a popularbelief of longstanding,the moment the

sun rises on Easter Sunday morning,he givesthree joyfulleaps,he

dances for joy (Superst.813). Water drawn on the Easter

morning is,like that at Christmas, holy and healing(Superst.775.

804) ; here also heathen notions seems to have graftedthemselves

on great christian festivals. Maidens clothed in white, who at

Easter,at tlie season of returningspring,show themselves in clefts

of the rock and on mountains, are suggestiveof the ancient goddess

(seeSuppL).

8. ZiSA.

Beda's account of Hrede and Eastre* shall be followed now by
a statement reachingback to the 11th century, and deserving
attention if only for its great age, concerning a goddess Zisa

worshippedat Augsburg in the heathen time.

^ For oriens he chooses iirruns, for occiJens sagqs, i.e.,risingand sinkingof
the sun, not tliat he did not know vistr (versus occidentem), root vis (repose,
stillness,evening).

^ Composite proper names : Ostroberht, Austroberta, Austregisil,Ostro-
gotha(likeVisigotha,Vistrimund,Westeralap,Sundarolt,Nordberulit, "c. "c.)

* In tlie Busijuelanguage ostnra means May, tlie budding leafingtime,
from ostoa, leaf,foliage: a mere accidental ies?,niblanee.

* I might introduce into the te,\t an AS. R'ccn, if I knew any more about

her than what Lye'sglossaryquotes from Cod. Cot. 65, 87 : Iticcnne Diana. It

is formed like ]inen (aucilla),wylpen (bellouu),"c.
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Tlie Cod. Monach. Lat. 2 (of1135),and the Cod. Emmeran. F.

IX. fol. 4:''(of12-13th cent.)contain identic ' Excerpta ex Gallica

liistoria'.^

' Dum liec circa rcnum geruntur, in noricorum (interlined
bawariorum, Cod. Vind. CII. pauwarioriini)finibus grave vulnus

romanus populus accepit.quippe germanorum gentes (interlined

suevi),que retias occupaverant, non longe ab alpibustractu pari

patentibuscampis,ubi duo rapidissimiamnes [interlinedlicus et

wcrtlialia (CII vuerdalia)]inter se conlluunt,in ipsisnoricis finibus

(interlinedterminis bawariorum et sicevorum)civitatem non quidem
muro sed vallo fossaquecinxerant,quam appellabantzizarim (CII.

cizarim)ex nomine dee cize,q̂uara religiosissimecolebant. cujus

templum quoque ex lignisharharico ritu constrictum,postquam eo^

colonia romanti deducta est, inviolatum permansit, ac vetustate

collapsumnomen* colli servavit. banc urbem titus annius pretor

ad arcendas barbarorum excursiones kal. sextilibus (interlined
exacta jam estate)exercitu circumvenit. ad meridianam oppidi

partem, que sola a continenti (interlinedlittoribus)erat,pretor ipse
cum legionemartia castra operosissimecommunivit. ad occiden-

tem vero, qua barbarorum adventus erat,dvar,hogudisregisfilius,

cum equitatuomni et auxiliaribus macedonum copiisinter fiumen ct

vallum loco castris parum amplo infelici temeritate extra fiumen

(interlinedloerihaha)consedit. pulchraindoles,non minus romanis

quam greetsdisciplinisinstructa. igiturquinquagesimo nono die,

qua eo ventum est,cum is dies dec cize (CII.de^ ciz^)apud larharos

celeberrimus,ludum et lasciviam magisquam formidinem ostentaret,

immanis barbarorum (interlinedsuevorum, CII. svivorum)multitude,

ex proximissilvis repente erumpens ex improvisocastra irrupit,

oquitatumomnem, et quod miserius erat, auxilia sociorum delevit.

avarj'cum in hostium potestatem regiobabitu vivus venisset,[sed

1 I owe their cominiuiication to Sclimeller's kindness. The same pieceis
found at Vienna in two forms : in the Cod. Lat. CII (olimhist. prof.WrA) sec.

xi. ineuntis fol. 79. 80 ; and in the Cod. CCXXVI (olim univ. '237) sec. xii.

In hoth it stands between Jorn. De reb. get. and De regn. succ. CII has

interlinear glossesand marginalnotes (exactlylike the Munich MSS.) by a

scarcely later hand, which also writes the heading ' Excerptum ex Gallica

historia '. CCXXVI adoptsthe interlinears into the text,but otherwise agrees.
^ On margin: 'Quern male pollueratcultura nefaria dudum

gallnsmonticulum hunc tibi cv:a tulit '.

' On margin ; 'postconditani urljem avrjnstnnia romanis'.

* Marg. note : 'ut usque hodie ab incolis cizunbcrc nominetur'.
^ Marg. note: 'ex cujus vocabulo, quia ibi inactatus ct tumulatus est

chrikesaveron (CII chrekasaver)nomen accepit.grecus enim erat '.
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que apud larharos reverentia ?J more peciulisil)idem mactatur.^

oppidani vero uoii iniuori fortuiia sed luaiori virtute pretorem in

auxiliuni sociis properaiiteinadoriuntur. romaiii baud segniter

resistunt. duo principesoppidanorurahahino^ et caccus^ in primis

pugnautes cadunt. et incliiiata jam res oppidauoruuiesset, ni

maturasseiit auxiliuni ierre socii in altera ripajam victoria potiti.

denique coadunatis viribus castra irrumpunt,pretorem, qui paulo

altiorem tumuluni (interlinedpcrleih)frustra ceperat,romana vi

resistentem obtruncant. legionem-*divinam (interlinedmartiam),

ut ne nuncius cladis superesset,funditus delent. Verres solus

tribunus militum arnne transmisso in proximis paludibus sc

occultans^ honestam mortem subterfugit.nee multo post sicilie

proconsulimmani avaricia turpem mortem promeruit. nam cum se

magistratuabdicaret,judiciocivium damnatus est.'

The same fragment,only without the interlined words and

without marginaladditions,stands in Goldast's Eerum suev. scrij^t.

aliquotveteres, Ulm 1727 tbl.p. 3 under the rubric :
* Vellcii GalU

fragmentum de victoria Suevorum contra Eomanos ' (conf.Haupts

zeitschr. 10,291). It has the readings' dea Cisa' and ' Cisara,'

and for Caccus ' Cams,' but agrees in the other names. Further,

for loco parum amjjlo,I find the better readingapto. The paren-thesis

' sed " reverentia ' is wanting,so is the concludingsentence

'
nam "

damnatus est '. I should believe that Goldast had borrowed

it all from Wolfg. Lazius's Eeip.Eom. libri xii. Franco!. 1501 p.

52, if this copy had not some variations too ; the heading runs :

' Velleii excerpta ex Gallica historia '

; it has Cisara,but Cizi^,also

' Habbino, Caccus, amplo,'and concludes with promeruit.Lazius

^ On margin.:
' Hoc nomen terris bogudisdat regiaproles

grecavar (CII grecus auar),pecudisde suevis more litatus.'

2 On margin :

' Prefectus haheno se victum liicquesepultuni
perpetuo montis nomine notiticat.

qui juxtamontem oceisus et sepultusnomen monti habenonhcrch dedit,quera

rustici havenenbercli (CII havenonpercli)dicunt.'
^ CII : 'a cujusnomine putamus ickingen.nominari.'
* On margin :

' de hac ibi perditalegione adhuc paicich nominatur.'

Then in smaller but contemporaneous writing:

' Indicat hie collis romanam nomine cladeni

martia ([uo legiotota simnl periit.
sulididit liunc rume jirepcs victoria ^^firo,

hoc sibimet templum qui modo constituit.'

5 On margin :
' hie quia in paludibusadjacentibuslatuit,lacui ueriase hue

usque nomen dedit '.
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says :
'

quam nos historiam in pervetusto codice menibran. Uteris

autiquissimisscriptamreperimus'

; that would be the sixth MS.

known hitherto,and copiesmust have been pretty numerous in the

11-1 2th centuries. The one that Goldast had before him may

probablyhave been the oldest.

Either one or the other of them, both Otto von Freisincjenand

the author (orcontinuator)of the Auersbergchronicle seem to have

had before them. The former tries to connect the story with

QuintiliusVarus (insteadof Verres),and after relatinghis over-throw,

adds (chron.3,4) :
' Tradunt Augustensesbanc caedem ibi

factam, ostenduntquein argumentum collem ex ossibus mortuorum

compactum, quem in vulgariperUich (Mone, anz. 1,256),eo quod

legioibi perierit,usque hodie vocant, vicumque ex nomine Yari ap-

pellatum monstrant '. The Auersberg chronicler's account, though
he almost verballyadopts the older fragment,I hold it needful to

insert here,because the marginalglossesare curiouslyinterwoven

with the text, and referred to ' discovered inscriptionson stone '}

De Augusta Vindelicorum vel Ehetiae. sicut ex scriptisveterum

coUigiturhaec civitas tria nomina accepit.Germanorum quippe

geutes primum considentes in partibusEhetiae, quae nunc est pars

Sueviae, non longeab alpibusin planitie,locotamen munito propter

concursum duorum rapidorumfluminum, banc urbem construxerunt,

et non muris sed fossatis eam firmaverunt,et ex nomine deae Zizae,

quam religiosissimecolebant,Zlzerim eam nominabant. liujus

quoque deae templum ex lignisbarbarico ritu constructum, etiam

postquam Eomani eam incolere coeperunt,inviolatum permansit.
at vetustate collapsum nomen colli servavit,in quo j)ostmodum in

lapideexsculptihi versus sunt reperti:

quem male pollueratcultura nefaria dudum

gallusmonticulum hunc tibi Ziza tulit.

unde usque in praesens ab incolis idem monticulus Zizcnhergno-
minatur. apud banc urbem Eomani deleti sunt magna caede.

nam Titus Annius praetor ad arcendas barbarorum excursiones

cum exercitu in kal. August! eam circundedit,ipseque ad meri-

dianam oppidipartem, quae sola patebat,castra sua cum legione
Martia operosissimecommunivit. ad occidentem vero ultra

Huvium, ubi Suevis aut barbaris aditus patebat,Avar Bogudisregis

1 Chron. Conradi ursperg. Argent.1532, p. 308. ed. 1609, p. 225.
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filius cum omni equitatiiet auxilio maccdonlco conseJit. igitur

({uiuquagesimonono die,quani eo ventum est,cum is dies deae Ziz^
apud barbaros celeberrimus esset,ludum et lasciviam magis quam

formidinem cives ostentarunt. tunc etiam immanis barbarorum

multitude, quae de partibusSueviae illuc convenerat, de proximis
silvis repente erumpens ex improviso castra irrupitet Avaris

exercitum delevit. ipsum quoque Avar regio habitu iiidutum

vivum comprehendeutescrudeliter in modum pecorismactaverunt.

a quo in loco,ubi mactatus est,vicus usque liodie appellatusest

Crieclicsavcron,in quo hi versus repertisunt :

his nomen terrisBogudisdat regiaproles
Graemes Avar, pecudisde Suevis more litatus.

oppidani vero non minori fortuna sed majori virtute praetorem
in auxilium sociis properantem invadunt, quibus Eomani hand

segniterresistunt, in quo conflictu duo principesoppidanorum
Habino et Caccus in primispugnantes cadunt,et inclinata jam res

esset oppidanorum,ni maturassent auxilium ferre Suevi in altera

ripa victoria jam potiti.de uominibus autem illorura principum
interfectorum exstant adhuc loca denominata, nam rustici de Ha-

hinonc vocant monticulum Habinoberg,in quo lii versus reperti
sunt :

praefectusHabino se victum atque sepultum

perpetuo mentis nomine notificat.

a Cacco vero dicunt Gcgyincn denoniinari. denique coadunatis

Suevis et oppidaniscastra irrumpunt,et praetorem, qui paulo al-

tiorem tumulum frustra ceperat,romana vi resistentem obtruncant,

legionemquedivinam, ut nee nuncius cladis superesset,funditus

delent. de hac perditalegioneadhuc perlaich,quasiperditalegio,

nominatur,ubi postniodumhi versus sunt reperti:

indicat hie collis romanam nomine cladem,

martia quo legiotota simul periit.

solus Vcrres tribunus militum amne transmisso in proximispalu-
dibus se occultans honestam mortem subterfugit,lacui Vernse

hucusque nomen dedit. versus :

das nomen lacui Vcrres quo tu latuisti.

hie tamen non niulto post Siciliae proconsuleff'ectusturpem mor-tem

promeruit. nam cum se magistratuabdicaret judiciocivium

damnatus est. propter hunc Verrcm tradunt Augustenses banc

caedem fuisse eandem, quam sub Augusto lactam quidam descri-
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bunt, sed Varum ilium nominant his verbis : ea tempestate Varus,

romano more, superbe et avare erga subditos ae gereus a Germanis

deletus est.

Some later writers also mention the tradition. About 1373 "

91, an ecclesiastic,Klichlin,composed in rhyme a history of

Augsburg ^ for the burgomasterPeter Egen the Young, who wished

to have his house paintedwith illustrations from it. Cap.2,foL

99 says of the Swabians :

Sie bawten einen tempel gross darein

zu eren (inhonour of)Zise der abgottin,
die sie nach heidnischen sitten (afterheatlien ways)
anbetten zu denselben zeiten (adoredin those days).
Die stat ward genennt (citygot named) auch Zisaris

nach der abgottin(afterthe goddess),das was der pris.
Der tempel als lang stund unversert (stooduninjured),
bis im von alter was der val beschert (itsfall decreed),
und da er von alter abgieng(asfrom age it passedaway),
der berg namen von im empfieng(thehill took name),
daruf gestandenwas (whereonhad stood)das werck,

und haist noch hlit (hightstillto-day)der Zisciibcrclc.

Conf. Keller's Fastn. sp., p. 1361. Sigism.Meisterlin,in his Augs-burg
chronicle ^ (which is in printfrom the 8th chap,of bk 1),

treats of this Cisa in chaps.5-6 of bk 2. In the unprintedchap.4

of bk 1,he unmistakablyrefers to Klichlin,and againat the end of

chap.7 :
' das er auch melt (tells)von der gottinCisa,die auch

genent wird Cizais,das sy geert habend (they honoured her) die

doch aus Asia warend ; dawider seind die andern, die von Cysa
schreibent, die sprechent,das sy die Vindelici habend nach

schwebischen sitten angebettet.von der gottinwirst du hernach

mer haben, ob got wil (buch 3. cap. 5. 6).' (SeeSuppl.)

Hopeless contradictions lie on the face of that fragment.

Bogud, a Punic ship's-captain,who lived in the year 494 of Eonie,

or 260 B.C., îs here turned into a Macedonian king ; and his son

Avar is made contemporary with the Ciceronian Verres of 200

years after,or even of the still later Varus. Yet Bogudes and

Varus do occur as contemporariesof Pompey in Dio Cassius 41,42.

1 Cod. Monach. Lat. 61 ; likewise sent me by Schmeller.

- Aitgsb.15'22 fol. IVIeisterlinwrote it in 1456,and died about 1-184.

2 Niebuhr's Eom. Hist. 3,677.
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"What Titus Annius was meant by the ' praetor,'I cannot guess ;

there is a consul of that name A.U.C. 601 and 626, or B.C. 153, 128.

Velleius Paterculus can never have written this sort of thing.^
But all the rubbish it contains does not destroythe value of

the remarkable story to us. The comparativelypure Latinityis

enough to show that it was not composed so late as the twelfth

century ; Lazius and Velser ^
are inclined to place it in the Caro-

lingianperiod,and it looks like the work of a foreigner,to whom

the Germans are heathens and barbarians. The glossesconfirm the

local connexion of the whole tradition with Augsburg and its

neighbourhood; and not only the Latin verses, but the German

forms werthaha (R.Wertach), cizunberc,habino,habinonberc,look

too old for the 12th century. Habino (Hepino),Habinolf, is an

authentic OHG. man's name : Cacus is unknown to me, Cacan,

Cagau would seem more vernacular,and the derived local name

Geginen leads up to it. Some of the names cpiotedare preserved
to this day:the eminence in the middle of the city,next the senate-

house,is stillcalled Peiiach,on which the monastery and churcli

of St. Pdcr were founded in 106-1; so the verse 'subdidit hunc

(collem)Eomae praepes victoria Pdro '

was composed after that ?

The name pcrlcih,which the legendderives from periensor perdita

legio,suggests the OHG. eikileihi,aigilaihi(phalanx),Gl. ker. 124.

Diut. 1, 223 ; and in other compounds we find leih in a varietyof

senses.^ Zisenberg and Havenenberg are names no longer heard,

wliile Pfersen(Veris-se)MB. 33^ 108 an. 1343, and Kricgshaher

are well known villages.Whatever may be the explanationof the

older and correcter form Criechesaveron,it is very plain that the

name of the place Criahhes (graeci)avani (imago,conf. pp. 86, 95,

yet also avaro proles)first suggested' Graecus Avar,' as well as

Ildbmonberc the hero ' Habino '. The Auersberg chronicler's state-ment,

that the Latin verses were found carved in all those places,

must be rejected.
We find then,tliat tradition,true to her wont, has mixed up

1 G. Jo. Vossius, De liist.Lat. 1, 24.

- Marci Velseri rer. Augustuuar. lilni 8. 1594 fol.p. 45.

* Henisch p. 293 explains' berlach '
at Augsburg ' ab ursis in publica

cavea ibi altis,'a thing wliich was done in other towns, e.fj.Bern. On the

Perlach tower there was fi.veda figureof St. Michael,which came into view

every time the clock struck on Michaelmas-day ; in earlier times a wooden

templeof lais (p.294, ex lignis)is said to have stood on the spot ; Fischart's

geschichtkl.30'' :
' der ama/.onischeu Augspurgcr japetischfraw Eysen'.
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fact and fiction ; the greatpointis,that she bringsus tidingsof a

Suevic goddess. Cisa seems the older and better spelling,and Ciza

would be harder to explain. Now from this name of the goddess

we can hardlyderive that of the town Cisara,supposingit to be a

purelyGerman derivative ; names of placesare never formed with

such a termination from male or female proper names. It seems

more likelythat Cisara = Cisae ara, from the altar and temple of

tliegoddess: and later writers might corrupt Cisaram into Zizarim,

Zizerim. We read that she was most devoutly (religiosissime)

honoured by the Suevi, her anniversaryis a grand festival devoted

to games and merrymaking, the day is preciselydefined as the

fifty-ninthafter Aug. 1,it fell therefore on Sept.28. At such a

season might be held a feast of the divinitywho had prosperedthe

harvest justgatheredin. On Sept.29 the christians kept one of

their grandestdays,that of St. Michael,who often had to rejDlacea

heathen god of war and victory.It seems worthy of notice,that

the Saxons had their great feast of victoryabout the same time,

viz.,the beginningof October ; Widukind pp. 423-4. With the

firstSunday after Michaelmas the holi/common-week was considered

in the Mid. Ages to begin; Scheffer's Haltaus,pp. 141-2. na der

hilligenmeinweken, Weisth. 3, 240. In the handing down of a

preciseand doubtless genuinedate,I feel the credibilityof the story

confirmed.

Now who is Cisa ? One naturallythinks first of that Suevic

Isis (p.257) in Tacitus,whose name even is not unlike Cisa,Zisa,

if we make allowance for the mere dropping of the initial,an

omission which the Eoman might be prompted to make by the

similarityof the Isis that he knew. But even if Zisa be totally

dififerentfrom Isis,she can with all the better rightbe placedby

the side of our Zio, in whom also was displayeda thoroughly

Swabian deity(p.199) ; nay, togetherwith our supposed feminine

Ziu (p.203)there may have been a collateralform Zisa, so tliather

Zisunhergwould exactlycorrespondto the god'sZiewesberg,Zisberg

(seeSuppl.). Shall I bring forward a reason for this guess, which

shall be anythingbut far-fetched ? The ]\Iid.Dutch name for the

third day of the week had the curious form Disendach (p.125),which

beingof course a corruptionof Tiscndach bringsus at once to Tise

= Zisa. It is a matter for further researches to demonstrate,^but

1 DoAvn in the Riess between the rivers Lefh and Wertach, in the niiilstof

Siieves^at a time suimosed to be before even the Romans settled in the region,
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that three divinities,Zio,Zisa and Isis,are assignedto the Suevi,is

ah'eadyabundantlyclear,

8. Frikka (Frigg). Frouwa (Freyja).

Our inquiryturns at length to the goddessesof the Norse

religioussystem, of whom unequivocaltraces are forthcomingin

the rest of Teutondom.

Foremost of these are Friggtliewife of OSinn, and Freyja the

sister of Freyr, a pair easy to confound and often confounded

because of their similar names. I mean to try if a stricter etymo-logy

can part them and keep them asunder.

The name of Freyjaseems the easier : it is motived no doubt

by the masculine Freyr (Gramm. 3, 335). Now as we recognised

Freyr in the Gothic frauja(p.209),Freyja leads us to expect a

Gothic fraujo,gen. fraujons,both in the generalsense of domina

mistress,and in the specialone of a proper name FrcUijo.The

notion of mistress,lady,never occurs in Ulphilas. To make up

for it,our OHG. remains express it very frequently,by fruwd,

froicd;the 'MUG. frouive,frouand our modern /ra?6have preserved

themselves purely as common nouns, while the masc. fro has

vanished altogether. In meaning, frouwe and frau correspond

exactlyto herre,herr,and are used like it both in addressingand

.otherwise.^ Our minnesiingersare divided as to the respective

superiorityof frouwe (domina)and wip (femina),ŵip expressing

more the sex, and frouwe the dignity; to this day we feel frau to

be nobler than weib, though the French femme includes a good deal

of what is in our frau. It seems worthy of notice,that the poets

no Slav f^odsneed be looked for ; neither does the Slav mythologyknow any-thing,'

at all certain aliout a Ziza,allcfjedto he Ceres nianimosa (Boh. cic,cec,
Pol. eye, Russ. titi,niannna),in sujtportof whom forsooth our Cisa must be

wronged ; see Hanusch 278. It were better to think of the MHG. name for

the zeisig(zeis-chen,siskin)diu 'Jse. ein kleiniu ztse,Ms. 1, 191''. AVh. 275,
30 ; which can scarcelyhave arisen from cicindela (glow-worm, Graff 5, 711) ;

however, no connexion has come to lightbetween the goddessand the form of

a bird,though some little birds,the woodj^ecker,the titmouse, were held

sacred.

1 Like our fr6,the 0 Fr. dame (dominus) is now lost ; dame (domina)

remains,like our /raw.. The Span, keejisboth doji and doua, the Ital. only
donna. The Romance tongues express the masc. notion by two other M'ords,

sire,sicur (p.27) and seigneur,signore,sehor,i.e.,senior,out of which an Ital.

signora,a !"pan.senora have sprouted,but no Fr. feminine.

2 Walth. 48-9. 57. Amgb. 45'' 4^''. IMs. 2, 182*' 210^ Docen misc. 2,

'^".'^-9. frouwe unde \\\p, Parz. 302. 7 (seeSupjil.).
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harp on the connexion of fmu with froh glad (fro-lic)and freude
joy ; conf. Fridank 106, 5"8. Tit. 15, o5.

The AS. and OS. hinguageshave done the very reverse : while

their masc. frea, fraho is used far more freelythan the OHG.

frouwo, tlieyhave developed no fem. by its side. The M. Dutch

dialect has vrauive, vrouwe in addressingand as title (Huyd. op St.

1, 52. 356. Eein. 297. 731. 803. 1365. 1655. 2129. 2288. 2510-

32-57-64,"c.),seldomer in other positions,Eein 2291 ; the modern

vrotL'W has extended its meaning even beyond the limits of our

frau.
All the above languagesappear to lack the fem. proper name,

in contrast to the OIST. wdiich possesses Frcyjaalmost solelyas the

goddess'sname, and no freyja= hera. Yet we find husfreyjahouse-wife,

ScCm. 212^, and Snorri is still able to say that freyja is a

tignarnafn(name of honour) derived from the goddess,t̂hat grand

ladies,rikiskonur, are frcyjar,Sn. 29. Yngl. saga c. 13. The

readingsfrur,fruvor here are corrupt,for the Icel. form frithas

evidentlyslippedin from the Dan. frue,Swed. /rw,and these from

( 1 ermany. The goddessshould be in Swed. Froa, Dan. Froe,which

I have never met with ; the Swed. folk-songof Tlior's hammer

calls FreyjaFroijenborg(the Dan. Fridlefsborg),a Danish one has

alreadythe foreignFru. Saxo is silent about this goddess and

her father altogether; he would no doubt have named her Froa.

Our Merseburg poem has now at last presentedus with Fruci =

Frowa, as the proper name of the goddess.^

Friyggen. Friggjar,daughterof Fiorgynn and wife of OSinn, is

kept strictlyapart from Freyja,gen. Freyju: in the Vaf]?rudnismal
and the beginningof the Grimnismal, O"lnn and Frigg are plainly

presentedas husband and wife ; and as Hroptr and Svafnir are

also names of OSinn, ' Hroptr ok Frigg,Svafnir ok Frigg
' in Saem.

^ As fiaiijofrom Fraujo,and freyjafrom Freyja,a song of Frauenlob's,
Ettm. p. 112 makes icq? come from a Frankish king JFijypeo.Is this an echo

of a mythicalWippo, Wibba (geneal.of Mercia, end of ch. VII) l The expla-nation
is as false as when the Edda derives vif i'rom vela, for all a woman's

being practicallya weaver and a peace-weaver ; we should have to assume two

roots,viban and veiban,side by side. The ON. proper name Vefreyjais also

worthy of note, Fornald. sog. 2, 459. 3, 250. 594.

" The reasons why we may not take fnld here for a mere title (and so a

novm com.) are set forth in tlie Zeitschi-.f. d. a. 2, 189. As for the u in the

5IS.,it looks to me quiteplain,else Wackernagel'sproposalto read Friia =

Frija,Friga,Fria,would be acceptable(friiudoes occur in T. 93, 3). Frua

and Fria are alike welcome and suitable for my explanation.
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01^ 9?^^express tlie same relation. Saxo Gram., p. 13,has correcLly
' FriggaOthini conjux'. In prayers the two goddesseseven stand

side by side :
'
sva hialpither hollar va^ttir,Frigrjok Frcyja,ok

fleirigO(5(more gods),sem Jjufeldir mer far af hondom !
' Sffim.

240^ So they do at the burningof Baldr's body,Sn. 66, conf. 37.

And that Danish folk-songhas likewise ' Friggc,Fru og Thor '.

The ON. usuallyhas gg where the AS. has eg and OHG. cc or

kk, namely, where a suffix i had stood after g or k : thus, ON.

egg (acies),AS. ecg, OHG. ekki ; ON. bryggja(ponsj,AS. brycge,

OHG. prukka ; ON. hryggr (dorsum),AS. lirycg,OHG. hrukki.

In the same way we get an AS. Fricg,OHG. Frikka, Frikkia,even

farther away from Frouivd than Friggfrom Freyja.

It is the confoundingof these two beingsthat will explainhow

Adam of Bremen came to put Fricco instead of Fro for Freyr(supra,

p. 212); he would equallyhave said Fricca for Freyja. Fricco,

Friccho,Friccolf were in use as proper names in OHG.

And now it seems possibleto explain,what is otherwise

unaccountable,why the sixth day of the week, dies Veneris, should

be called in ON. both Firj/Judagrand also FriadnQr,in OHG.

never Frouwuntac, but i^rmtac, Frigciac,now Frcitag,in AS.

Frigedxg (forFricgedteg?), v. supra, pp. 123-6, and in Faroese

Fngggjaded (Lyngbye532).

Among these forms the AS, presents no difficulty: in the OHG.

and ON. names we are puzzledby the absence of the guttural.I

believe a solution is offered by that most importantpassage in

Paulus Diac. 1, 8 where Wodan's consort is named i^rea,which can

only mean Frigg,not Freyja,as Saxo Gram, too, while expressly

grounding on Paulus, makes use of the form Frig:
' Paulo teste

auctore Frig dea '}

This Langob.Frca accords with the OHG. Fria, I take it to be

not only identical with Frigg,but the originalform of the name ;

it has less to do with Freyjaand the AS. masc. frea. As an ON.

bru (pons)stands related to bryggia,so will fri to frigg.The

Langob.Frea is = Frea,Fria,Frija,Frea. Its root is suggestedby

1 The AS. chroniclers (p. 128) borrow Frea from Paulus. With Frea we

must above all connect the frea of the Laws of Liutpraiid(5,40 and 67, an.l
tins means uxor, doniina,not libera,iuL^enua. Paulus therefore,in assigning
Frea to Wodan as his wife,has put lier in tlieplace of the Noi-se Friir"i. Theput lier in tliepi

lus, when Forna

..
- . ,,

t^i'i.^'Sthat shov

Ociinii,as is done in the Grimnisnial (^seeiSuppI.).

substitution is ol'ten made : thus,when Fornald. sog. 2, 25-6 has ' heita a

Freujuok a Hott (Ofiinn),'it is Frigg that should have been associated wbh
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sucli words as : Goth, freis,frijis(liber),OHG. fri; Goth, frijon

(amare),OH(t. frion ; especiallymay we take into account the OS.

neut. M (mulier),Hel. 9, 21. 13, 16. 171, 21. 172, 1, the AS.

freo (mulier),Ca3dra. 29, 28. freolic cwen (pulcrafemina),Beow.

1275. freolicu meowle. Cod. exou. 479, 2, freolic wif,Beow. 1222.

freolic fcemne, Ctedm. 12, 12. 54, 28.^ Now, as fri (liber)and our

frech,ON. frekr (protervus,impudens),fri (mulierformosa)and

ON. fric5r(formosus),friSr (pax)seem to be all related,even the

adjectivalforms betraythe shiftingsense of the substantival.^

We gatherfrom all this,that the forms and even the meanings
of the two names border closelyon one another. Frcyjameans the

gladsome,gladdening,sweet, graciousgoddess,Frigg the free,

beautiful,loveable ; to the former attaches the generalnotion of

frau (mistress),to the latter that of fri(woman). Holda, from hold

(sweet,kind),and Berhta from berht (bright,beautiful)resemble

them both. The Swedish folk-song,in naming Froijenborg,calls

her ' den vana solen,'the beautiful sun.

Hence the mingling of their mytlisbecomes the more con-ceivable.

Saxo, p. 13, relates how Frigga,to obtain gold for her

ornaments, violated conjugalfidelity;more minutely told,and

differingmuch in the details,the tale about Freyja in Sn. 356

appears to be the same adventure. On quite another ground
however the like offence is imputed to Friggtoo (Sffim.63. Yngl.

saga cap. 3). In Sn. 81 the valshamr of Frcyjais spoken of,but in

113-9 that of Frigg; the former is supportedby Sa3m. 70.

Hence the variations in the name for the day of the week. The

OHG. i^r^Ifftacought clearlyto be Friggjardagrin ON., and the

ON. Freyjudagrshould be Frouwuntac in OHG. Hence too the

uncertaintyin the naming of a constellation and of several plants.
Orion's belt,elsewhere named Jacob's staff and also spindle(coins

rfkaKarrj),is called by the Swedish peopleFriggerock(coinsFriggae,

Hire, p. 6G3) or Frejcrock(Finn Magnusen 361*),as we noticed

before,or Frojasrock (Wieselgren.383). The orchis odoratissima,

satyriumalbidum, a plantfrom which love-potionsare brewed, Icel.

Friggjargras,otlierwise hionagras(herba conjugalis); the later

1 Conf. the MHG. wiplichwip, Parz. 10, 17. MS. 1, SO"' 202*. 2, 42^

182'' 258^ wibin wip, MsH. 1,^59'' ; similarlydrjXvrepaiywa'iKfs,Otl. 11,
386. 434. 15, 422. Hesiod scut. 4.

" We might connect Venus with the Goth, qino,qens, as venire with

qiman ; the Wei. given would answer to Gvenus for Venus ; the Ir. dia

beine,Friday,from becm,ben (lady)= Venus = AS. cwen.
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christian way of thinkinghas substituted Mary for the heathen

goddess. And the labouringman in ZeaLand speaks of the above

constellation also by the name of Maridrok, Marirolc. Several

kinds of fern,adiantum, polypodium,asplenium,are named lady's

hair,maidenhair,Mariewjms,capillusVeneris,Icel. Freyjuhdr,Dan.

Fruehaar, Venusstraa, Venusgrds,Norweg. Marigras,"c. Even if

the Norse names here have sprung out of Latin ones, they show-

how Venus was translated both by Frigg and Freyja and Mary.
As for Mary, not only was the highestconceptionof beauty carried

over to her,(friosconiosta,idiso sconiost,Hel. 61, 13. 62, 1),but

she was pre-eminentlyour lady,frau, domina, donna. Conf. infra

frauachxmli,ladycovr,Marienktilblem. In the nursery-talesshe sots

the girlssewingand spinninglike Holda and Berhta, and Ilolda's

snow appears to mean the same as Mary's snow (p.268).
Before so close a contact of the two names I pause, doubtingwith

which of them to connect the strongand incontestable similarityof

certain divine names in the non-Teutonic [Aryan] languages.
First of all,an OBoh. glossgivesPriye for Aphrodite; takinginto

account the Goth, frijon,the OHG. friudil (lover),MHG. vriedel,

and the Slav, priyatel(friend).Boh. pijtel,Pol. przyiaciel,it must

have meant either Freyja the goddess of love and fruitfulness,or

Friggthe divine mother and patroness of marriage. In Sanskrit

also priis to love,priyasa friend,Eamapriya dear-to-Lakshmi =

lotus,Yamapriya pleasing-to-Yama= ficus indica,priyain names

of gods = husband or wife.Pott's forsch. 2, 424-7. Then |jnY/m'fc
is the earth,and matd Prithvi Terra mater, from whom comes fruit

and increase (conf.Wei. pridd terra,Bopp's gloss.223^); and the

word, though next of kin to prithus{TrXarin:latus),the earth being

named the broad and wide, seems nevertheless connected with

Fria,Friggand fridu.

Friggthe daughterof Fiorgynn(p.172),as consort of the highest

god, t̂akes rank above all other goddesses: she knows the fates of

men (Sa^m. 63^ Sn. 23. 64), is consulted by OSinn (Sasm.3P),

administers oaths,handmaids fulfil her best, she presidesover

1 Some of the AS. genealogieshave ' Wuden et Frcdlafejusuxor,'so that

Frigg = Frealaf (OIIG. Froleip?)which fits in with that Fridlcfsborgin the

Danish song, p. 300 ; others make Freahif Woden's father. But in lien of him

we have also i'VirVulaf and i'^j-ifVuwulf,a fresh confirmation of the connexion

between friS and the troddcss's name.
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marriages,and her aid is imploredby the childless (Fornald.sog. 1,

117); hence hionagrasis also Friggjargras.We may remember

those maidens yet unmarried (p.264) beingyoked to the ploughof

the goddesswhose commands they had too long defied. In some

parts of northern England,in Yorkshire,especiallyHallamshire,

popularcustoms show remnants of the worshipof Fricg. In the

neiglibourhoodof Dent, at certain seasons of the year, especially

autumn, the country folk hold a processionand performold dances,

one called the giant'sdance : the leadinggiantthey name Woden,

and his wife Frigga,the principalaction of the play consistingin

two swords being swung and clashed togetherabout the neck of a

boy without hurting him.^ Still more remarkable is the clear

vestigeof the goddess in Lower Saxony, where to the common

peopleshe is fru Frehe^ and plays the very parts which we saw

assignedto frau Holle (pp.267-8):a strongargument,by the way, for

the divine nature of this latter. Then in Westphalia,legendmay

derive the name of the old convent FrecJcenhorst,Friclcenhorst,from

a shepherdFrickio,to whom a lightappearedin the night(likethe

fall of snow by nightat Hildesheim, p. 268) on the spotwhere the

church was to be built ; the name reallypointsto a sacred hurst or

grove of Frecica fem.,or of FricJco masc, whose site Christianitywas

perhaps eager to appropriate; conf. Frmcinghyrst,Kemble 1, 248.

2, 265. There is a Vrckckvc, Frickslchen,not far from Magdeburg

(seeSuppL).

Freya is the goddessmost honoured after or along with Frigg;

her worship seems to have been even the more prevalentand

importantof the two, she is styled' agatuz af Asynjum,'Sn. 28,

and ' blotgySja,'Yngl.saga cap. 4, to whom frequentsacrificeswere

offered. HeiSrekr sacrificed a boar to her,as elsewhere to Freyr,

and honoured her above all other gods.^ She was wedded to a

1 Communicated by J. M. Kemble, from the mouth of an
' old Yorkshire-

man '. I account for the sword by the ancient use of that weapon at weddings;

conf. RA. 426-7. 431 ; esp. tlieold Frisian custom pp. 167-8, conf. Heimreich's

Nordfries. cliron. 1, 53-4. In Swabia, as Lite as the 18th century, the brides-men

carried hxrge swords with flutteringribbons before tlie bride ; and there

is a strikingsimihiritv in the Esthonian custom (Superst.M. 13).
^Eccard de o^g.^Germ.p. 398: Celebratur in plebe Sa.xonica /rw Freke,

cui eadem munia tril^uuntur,([uae superioresSax ones Holdae suae adscribunt.

Fru Freke has justbeen unearthed againby Ad. Kuhn, namely in the Uker-

mark, where she is called Fruike,and answers to fru Harke in the Mittelmark

and fru Gode in the Prignitz.
3 Hervararsaga, ed. Verel. p. 138, ed. 1785 p. 124. By the editors of the

Fornald. sog. 1,493 the passage is banished into the notes as an unsupported
reading.
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man (nota god,at least not an As),named OiJi-,bnt he forsook her,

and she soughthim all over the world, among strange fjeoples,

sheddingtears. Her name Sz/r(Sn.37) would perhapsbe Saurs in

Gothic : Wilh. IMlillerhas detected the very same in the Syrithaof

Saxo Gram. p. 125, who like^dse goes in search of Othar. Freyja's

tears were golden,gold is named after them, and she herself is

'gratfagr,'fair in greeting(weeping),Sn. 37. 119. 133; in our

nursery-talespearlsand flowers are wept or laughedout, and dame

Holla bestows the giftof weeping such tears. But the oldest

authorities make her warlike also ; in a waggon drawn by two cats

(as Thorr drives two goats) ŝhe rides to the battlefield,' riSr til

vigs,'and goes shares with OSinn in the slain (suprap. 133, conf.

Sasm. 42^ Sn. 28. 57). She is called ' eigandivalfalls ' (quae

sortitur caesos in pugna),Sn. 119 ; valfre2/ja,mistvess, of the chosen,

Nialss. p. 118, and of the valkyrsin general;this seems to be

in strikingaccord with Holda or Berhta (aswell as Wuotan)

adoptingthe babes that die unchristened into their host,heathen

goddessesthe heathen souls. Freyja'sdwellingis named FoUc-

vdngr or FullTdngar,the plainson which the (dead?)folk troop

together; this imparts new credibilityto the connexion of St.

Gertrude,whose minne is drunk,with Frowa, for the souls of the

departedwere supposedto lodgewith Gertrude thefirstnight(p.61).

Freyja'shall is Sessrymnir,the seat-roomy,capaciousof much folk;

dyingwomen expectto find themselves in her company after death.

ThorgerSrin the Egilss.,p. 103, refuses earthlynourishment, she

thinks to feast with Freyja soon :
* ok engan (nattverS)mun ek

fyrrenn at Freyju'. Yet love-songspleaseher too,and lovers do

well to call upon her :
' henni likaSi vel mansongr, a hana er gott

at heita til iista,'Sn. 29. That the cat was sacred to her,as the

wolf to Wuotan, will perhapsexplainwhy this creature is givento

night-hagsand witches,and is called donneraas,wetter aas (-carrion).
When a bride goes to the wedding in fine weather,they say

' she

has fed the cat well,'not offended the favourite of the love-goddess.
The meaning of a phrasein Walther 82, 17 is dark to me :

' weder

ritest gerner cine giddin'hatze,aid einen wunderlichen Gerhart

Atzen ? ' In Westphalia,however, the weasel was named froie,

^ Freyjahas a waggon like Nertlms (mother of Freyr?),like Holda and

Freyr hinisili',Wuotan and Donar (pp.105-7,251-2-4,275) ; the kinglywaggon
is proper only to greatexalted deities.

20
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Reinli. clxxii,which I suppose means frau,fraulein (froiken),as
that ghostly creature was elsewhere called muhmlcin (aunty),

fraulein,donna, donnola, titles sure to be connected with myths,
and these would doubtless pointin the first placeto our goddess
and her worship. The Greeks said Galinthias was turned into a

weasel or cat (yaXeTf),Ovid, metam. 9, 306 (seeSuppL).
In so far as such comparisonsare allowable,Friffjwould stand

on a line with Here or Juno, especiallythe pronuba,Jupiter's

spouse ; and Freyja with Venus,^ but also with Isis who seeks

Osiris. Frcyr and his sister Freyja are suggestiveof Liber and

Libera (Dionysusand Proserpina,or even her mother Demeter ; of

sun and moon). Mary could replacethe divine mother and the

goddessof beauty; verballyFrigg agrees better with Libera,and

Adam of Bremen's Fricco,if he was god of love,answers in name to

Liber,in character to Freyr.

The passage quotedfrom Paul Diac. is one of the clearest and

most convincingtestimonies to the harmony between the German

and Norse mythologies.An author of Charles the Great's time

tells us that the Langobards named Wodan's wife Frca, and she is

called Frigyin the Edda, He cannot have drawn this from Norse

tradition,much less can his narrative through Saxo's intermediacy

have become the source of the northern faith.

But in favour of Freyja too we possess a weighty piece of

external evidence. The Edda makes her the owner of a costly

necklace named Brisingamen (Brisingorummonile); she is called

' eigandiBrisingamens,'Sn. 37. 119. How she acquired this

jewel from the dwarfs, how it was cunninglystolen from her by

Loki, is fullynarrated in a tale by itself,Sn. 354 " 357. In the

poets therefore Loki is BrisingsJ?iofr(Thorl.obs. 6, 41. 63) ; a lost

lay of the Edda related how Heimdallr foughtwith Loki for this

ornament, Sn. 105. When Freyja pants with rage, the necklace

starts from her breast (staukJ^atit micla men Brisinga),Ssem. 71^

When Thorr, to get his hammer back, dres:ics up in Freyja'sgar-ments,

he does not forgetto put her famous necklace on: 'hafi

1 In the Tanhauser, as snng in Switzerland (Aufsess.anz. 1832, 240-2 ;

Uhland's volksl. p. 771), insteadof the usnal dame Venus we find precisely

frau Frene,and ace. to Staid. 1,395 freinis there a collateral form offreiiree.
A woman's name Vreneli is known from Hebel. Vrene may be Verena the

martyr, or Veronica, v. Vrene, Ben. 328.
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hann (liavehe) it mikla vicn Brtsimja! ' Ssem. 72." Now this very

trinket is evidentlyknown to the AS. poet of Beowulf 2399, he

names it Brodnga mene, without any allusion to the goddess; I

would read * Brisingamene,' and derive the word in generalfrom a

verb which is in MHG. brisen,breis (nodare,nodis constringere,
Gr. KevTelv to pierce),namely, it was a chain strung togetherof

bored links. Yet conf. ch. XX, hrisingSt. John's fire : perhaps
the dwarfs that forgedit were called Brisinrjar'!" The jewel is so

closelyinterwoven with the myth of Freyja,that from its mention

in AS. poetry we may safelyinfer the familiarityof the Saxon race

with the story itself; and if the Goths worshipped a goddess

Fraujo,they too would doubtless know of a Breis igge mani.^

Conf. ch. XX, lar"ar men, Earth's necklace,i.e.,turf in the ON",

legallanguage.
We cannot but feel it significant,that where the gospelsimply

speaks of ro ayiov sacrum (Matt.7, 6),the OS. poet makes it a

helaghalsmeni (holynecklace),Hel. 52, 7 ; an old heathen remin-iscence

came over him, as once before about doves perching on

shoulders (p.148). At the same time,as he names only the swine,

not the dogs,it is possiblethat he meant halsmeni to be a mere

amplificationof ' merigrioton,'pearls.
But this legendof the goddess'snecklace gainsyet more in im-portance,

when we placeit by the side of Greek myths. Brisinga
men is no other than Aphrodite's6piJio"i(Hymn to Venus 88),and

the chain is her girdle,the Kearo"i ifia"i7rot/c/Xo"fwhich she wears

on her bosom, and whose witcherysubdues all gods and mortals.

How she loosens it off her neck {diroar7]6ea(piv)and lends it to

Hero to charm her Zeus with, is told in a lay that teems with

world-old myths, II. 14, 214-8. As the ifxd"iis worn in turn by
Here and by Aphrodite,the Norse fable givesthe jewel now to

Frigg and now to Freyja,for that ' gold of Frigg' in Saxo is the

same as Brisingamen. Then there is another similarity: the same

narrative makes Freyjapossess a beautiful chamber, so strongthat,
when the door is locked,no one can enter againsther will :

' hun

^ Just as from Freyja proceededthe gonoralnotion of a freyjafrouwa,so

necklace-wearingserves to describe a bcantii'ul wife or maiden. In Sanu. 1)7''

menfjlotS(monililaeta,rejoicingin a necklace)means simply femina, but in

108* 111" Menfjby^is a proper name (seep. 272 note); in 222* menslcdrjulis
used of Brynhildr. Women are commonly named from their ornaments of

gold or preciousstones, Sn. 128 (seeSuppl.).
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utti ser eina skemmu, er var bffiSifogrok sterk,sva at ]?atsegja

menn, ef hurSin var Isest,at eingimatti komast i skemmuna an

(without)viljaFreyju,'Su. 354. We are tokl the trick by which

Loki after all got in,and robbed her of the necklace ;
^ Homer says

nothingabout that,but (II.14, 165-8) he knows of Here's ^aXa/io?,

TOP ol "^t'Xo9vio"i eTeu^ev
"

HcjjacaTO'i,TrvKLva-i Se 6upa"icrraO/jLolaiPeTTrjpcre

kXtjISiKpviTTfi,TT)v S' ov ^"09 aX\.o"i avtpyev.

"What can be more exactlyin accordance with that inaccessible

apartment of Freyja,especiallyas the t/u.a9 is spoken of directly

after ? Hephaistos(Vulcan),who built his mother the curiously

contrived bedchamber, answers to the dwarfs who forgedthe neck-lace

for Freyja. The identityof Friggand Freyjawith Here and

Aphroditemust after this mythus be as plainas day.

10. FOLLA.. SiNDGUND.

Another thing that betraysthe confusion of Friggwith Freyja

is,that the goddessFolld,now provedby the Merseburg poem to

belongto our German mythology,is accordingto it a sister of Frua,

while the OjST.Falla againis handmaid to Frigg,though she takes

rank and order among the Asynjor themselves (Sn.36-7).^ Her

office and duties are sufficientlyexpressedin her name ; she justi-fies

our receptionof the above-mentioned Ahundia or da7ne Hahonde

into German mythology,and correspondsto the masculine god of

plentyPilnitis,Pilnihcs,whom the Lettons and Prussians adored.

Like dame Herke on p. 253, she bestowed prosperityand abundance

on mortals,to her keepingwas intrusted the divine mother's chest

(eski),out of which giftswere showered upon them.

It may be, that FuUa or Folia was at the same time thought

of as the full-moon (Goth.fulli]?s,Lith. Pilnatis,masc),as another

heavenlybody,Orion, was referred to Friggor Freyja: in the Mer-seburg

MS. she is immediatelyfollowed by Sannct with a sister

Bindgund,whose name again suggests the path of a constellation.

The Eddie Sol ranks with the Asynjor,but Sindgund (ON. Sinn-

1 He bored a hole and creptthrough as a fly,then as a flea he stung the

sleepinggoddesstillshe shook off the ornament : an incident stillretained in

nursery-tales.Conf. the stingingflyat the forging,Sn. 131.

2 If we read Fria for Frua, then Folia would stand nearer to her as in the

Norse, whether as attendant goddessor as sister. Yet,consideringthe insta-bility

of those goddesses'names, she may keep her placeby Frouwa too.
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gunnr ?)is unknown to the Edda. In cli.XXII. on the constella-tions

I shall come back to these divinities (seeSuppl.).

11. Gakt. Sippia. Sunia. Wag a. Saga. Nanda.

From survivingproper names or even impersonalterms, more

rarelyfrom extant myths, we may gather that several more

goddesses of the North were in earlier times common to the rest of

Teutoudom.

Frey's beloved, afterwards his wife, was named Gcr"r, she

came of the giantbreed,yet in Sn. 79 she is reckoned among the

Asynjor. The Edda paintsher beautyby a charming trait : when

Freyrlooked from heaven, he saw her go into a house and close the

door,and then air and water shone with the brightnessof her arms

(Ssem.81. Sn. 39). His wooing was much thwarted, and was

only brought to a happy issue by the dexterityof his faithful

servant Slcirnir. The form of her name Oerffr,gen. GerSar, ace.

GerSi (Sicm.117''),pointsto a Goth. Gardi or Gardja,gen. Gardjos,

ace. Gardja,and an OHG. Gart or Garta, which often occurs in the

compounds Hildigart,Irmiugart,Liutkart,"c.,but no longeralone.

The Latin forms llildegardis,Liudgardishave l^etter preservedthe

terminal i,which must have worked the vowel-change in GerSr,

ThorgcrSr,ValgerSr,HrimgerSr. The meaning seems to be cingens,
municiis [Gurth?],Lat. Cinxia as a name of Juno (seeSuppl.).

The Goth, sihja,OHG. sippia,sippa,AS. sib gen. sibbe, denote

peace, friendship,kindred;from these I infer a divinitySihja,Sippia,

Sib,correspondingto the ON". Sifgen. Sifjar,the wife of Thorr, for

the ON", too has a pi.sifjarmeaning cognatio,sifiamicus (OHG.

sippio,sippo),sift genus, cognatio.By this sense of the word, Sif
would appear to be,like Friggand Freyja,a goddess of loveliness

and love ; as attributes of OSinn and Thor agree, their wives Frigg
and Sif have also a common signification.Sif in the Edda is called

the fair-haired,' it harfagragoS,'and gold is Sifjarhaddr (Sifae

peplum),because,when Loki cut off her hair,a new and finer crop

was afterwards forgedof gold (Sn.119. 130). Also a herb,poly-
trichum aureum, bears the name haddr Sifjar.Expositorssee in

this the goldenfruits of the Earth burnt up by fire and growing up

again,they liken Sif to Ceres,the ^avOt]Ai]fn]r't]p(II.5,500); and

with it agrees the fact that the 0 Slav. Siva is a glosson 'Ceres dp.i
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frumenti ' (Hanka'sglosses5* 6^^); only the S in the word seems

to be the Slav, zliivete = Zh, and V does not answer to the Teut.

r, B, P. The earth was Thor's mother, not his wife,yet in Sn.

220 we do find the simple Sifstandingfor earth. To decide,we

ought to have fuller details about Sif,and these are wholly want-ing

in our mythology. Nowhere amongst us is the mysticrelation

of seed-corn to Demeter, whose poignantgrieffor her daughter
threatens to bringfamme on mankind (Hynm to Cer. 305

" 315),nor

anythinglike it,recorded.

The Gothic language draws a subtle distinction between sunja

(Veritas)and simjS (defensio,probatioveritatis); in OHG. law,

sunna, sunnis means excusatio and impedimentum. The ON. law

likewise has this si/n gen. synjar,for excusatio,defensio,negatio,

impedimentum, but the Edda at the same time exhibits a personi-fied

Si/7i,who was to the heathen a goddess of truth and justice,
and protectedthe accused (Sn.38). To the same class belongsVor

gen. Varar,goddessof plightedfaith and covenants, a dea foederis

(Sn.37-8),justas the Eomans deified Tutela. The phrase' vigja

saman Varar hcndi,'consecrare Tutelae manu (Saem.74^),is like

the passages about Wish's hands, p. 140. As in addition to the

abstract wish we saw a Wish endowed with life,so by the side of

the OHG. wara foedus there may have been a goddessWara, and

beside sunia a Sunid (seeSujipL).

In the same way or sage (saw,tale)is intensified into a heathen

goddessSaga,daughterof Wuotan ; like Zeus's daughterthe Muse,

she instructs mankind in that divine art which Wuotan himself

invented. I have arguedin a separatetreatise (Kleineschr. 1,83 "

112),that the frou Avcntiure of the Mid. Ages is a relic of the

same.

Nanna the wife of Baldr would be in Goth. Nanjjo, OHG.

Nandd, AS. Aodc, the bold,courageous (p.221),but, except in ON,

the simplefemale name is lost ; Procopius1,8 has Gotliic Qevhe-

vdvda,ON. ThioSnanna (seeSuppl.).
Inferences like these, from dying words to dead divinities,

could be multiplied; to attempt them is not unprofitable,for they

iiliarpenthe eye to look in fresh quarters [forconfirmation or con-
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futation].The discoveryfrom legend or elsewhere of a liarmony

betweeu myths may raise our guesses into demonstrations.^

12. PtAHANA (Ran). Hellia (Hel).

My survey of the gods closed with Oegir and Loki ; and the

iXoddessesakin to these sliallbe the last mentioned here.

To correspondto the ON. Gcfjonthe Old Saxons had, as far as

we know, not a female but a male being,Gchan,Gcofon(sea,p. 239).

With four giantoxen, accordingto Sn. 1,Gefjon ploughsZealand

out of the Swedish soil,and a lake arises,whose inward bend exactly
fitsthe projectingcoast of Zealand. She is described as a virgin,
and all maidens who die virginswait upon her,Sn. 36. Her name

is called upon when oaths are taken : sver ek viS Gcfjon,F. Magn.
lex. 386 (seeSuppl.). Gefn,a name of Freyja (Sn.37 and Viga-

glumss.cap. 27) reminds one of Gefjon.
Ran was the wife of the seagodOegir,they liad nine daughters

who are cited by name in the Edda, and called Rdnar (orOegis)

dcctr} Men who are drowned fall to the share of Ran, which of

itselfattests her divinity: fara til Rdnar is to get drowned at sea,

Fornald. sog. 2, 78 ; and sifjaat Rdnar to be drowned, Fornm. sog.

6, 376. Those who were drowned she drew to her in a net, and

^ It seems almost as if the MHG. poetsrecogniseda female personage fru
Fuoge or Gefiwge(fitness),similar in plasticpower to the niasc. Wish, a per-sonified

compages or apfiovia.Lachmann directs me to instances in point.Er.

7534-40 (conf.Iwein,p. 400) :

So hete des meisters sin So had the master's thought
gepriievetditz gereite turned out this riding-gear
mit grozer wisheite ; with greatwisdom ;

er gap dem helfenbeine he gave the ivory
und da hi dem gesteine and withal the jewelry
sin gevelligestat, each its proper place,
als in diu Geviiogebat. as him dame Fitness bade.

(Couf.Er. 1246 : als in min ware schulde bat)." Parz. 121, 11 :

Wer in den zwein landen wirt, Whoso in the two lands thrives,

Gefuorjcein wundcr an im biit ; Fitness a wonder in him bears ;

he is a miraculous biilh of Fitness,her child,her darling."Conversely,Wal-

ther 64, 38 :

Fr6 Unfuoge,ir habt gesiget. Dame Unfitness,thou hast triumphed.
And 65, 25 :

Swer Ungcfiiogeswigen hieze Whoso bade Indecorum hush,
mid sie abe den biirgenstieze ! and hurled her from lierstrongholds.

It is true, the prefixesge-, un-, argue a later and colder allegory.And tlie

weak fem. form (ace.in -en)would be preferable,OIIG. Fuoga, gen. FuogCin,
as in N. cap. 135 hifuogun,sotigenam(see Suppl.).

2 Sit^m. 79^ 144'"-153^' 180. Sn. 124-9. 185. Eyrbygg. saga p. 274,and in-dex

sub v. Ran. Egilssagap. 616.
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carried them off,whence the explanationof her name : ran neut. is

rapina,rsena rapere, spoliare(seeSuppl.).
On the discoveryof the rare word rahancn (spoliare)in the

Hildebr. lied 57, I build the suppositionthat other Teutonic lands

had also a subst. rahan (rapina,spolium) and a goddess Baliana

(conf.Tanfana, Hluodana),as well as an Uogi = Oegir.i

As we passed from Oegir (throughForniot and Logi)to Loki,

so we may from Ean to Hel, who is no other than Loki's daughter,
and like him a dreadful divinity.Ean receives the souls that die

by water, Hel those on land, and Freyjathose that fall in battle.

The ON. lid gen. Heljar shows itself in the other Teutonic

tongues even less doubtfullythan Frigg and Freyjaor any of the

above-mentioned goddesses: Goth. Halja gen. Haljos,OHG. Hellia,

Hdla gen. Hellia,Hella, AS. Hdl gen. Helle ; only,the personal

notion has droptaway, and reduced itself to the local one of halja,

hellia,hell,the nether world and placeof punishment. Originally
Hellia is not death nor any evil being,she neither kills nor

torments ; she takes the souls of the departedand holds them with

inexorable grip. The idea of a placeevolved itself,as that of oegir

oceanus out of Oegir,and that of geban mare from Geban ; the

converted heathen without any ado applied it to the christian

underworld, the abode of the damned ; all Teutonic nations have

done this,from the first baptizedGoths down to the Northmen,

because that local notion already existed under heathenism,

perhaps also because the church was not sorry to associate lost

spiritswith a heathen and fiendish divinity.^ Thus hellia can be

explainedfrom Hellia even more readilythan ostara from Ostara.

In the Edda, Hel is Loki's daughterby a giantess,she is sister

to the wolf Fenrir and to a monstrous snake. She ishalfblack and

half of human colour {bidhalf,en half meS horundar lit),Sn. 33,

after the manner of the pied people of the Mid. Ages ; in other

1 The Trad, patav. pp. 60-2 assure iis of a man's name Raan, Rhaan

(Rahan ?). An OHG. Rahana rests on a very slender foundation.

" Hel has no attinityat all Avith ON. hella petra,hellir antrum, as the

Goth, hallus petra shows (from hillan sonare, because a rock resounds) : a

likelier connexion is that with our hole antrum, OHG. holi,more frequentin

neut. hoi, for which Ave should expect a Goll.ic hul, as in fact a fem. hulundi

is caverna, for a cave covers, and so does the nether Avorld (boththerefore from

hilan celare).Only,the vowels in hole (= hull)and holle (= halja)do not
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passages her blackness alone is made a subjectof comparison: hldr

sem Hel, Nialss. 117. Fornm. sog. 3, 188; conf. Hdjarshinn for

complexion of deatlilyhue, Landnamab. 2, 19. Nialss. cap. 96.

Fornald. sog. 2,59. 60 ;^death is black and gloomy. Her dwelling

is deep down in the darkness of the ground,under a root of the

tree Yggdrasill,in Niflheim, the innermost part of which is there-fore

called Nifihel,there is her court (rann),there her halls,Ssem.

(jb 44a 9j.a_ gjj_4_ |-{erplatteris named hungr,her knife sultr,

synonymous terms to denote her insatiable greed. The dead go

down to her,fara til Hdjar, strictlythose only that have died of

sickness or old age, not those fallen in fight,who peopleValhalla,

Her personalityhas pretty well disappearedin such phrases as i

hcl sla,drepa,berjai hel,to smite into hell,send to Hades ; i hclju

vera, be in Hades, be dead,Fornald. sog. 1, 233. Out of this has

arisen in the modern dialects an altogetherimpersonaland distorted

term, Swed. ihjdl,Dan. ihiel,to death.^ These languages now

express the notion of the nether world onlyby a compound, Swed.

helvcte,Dan. Jiclvede,i.e.,the ON. hclviti (suppliciuminfernale),
OIIG. hellmvizi,MHG. hellewize. One who is drawing his last

breath is said in ON. liggjamilli heims oc heljar(to lie betwixt

home and hell),to be on his way from this world to the other.'

The unpityingnature of the Eddie Hcl is expresslyemphasized;
what she once has,she never givesback : haldi Hel }?vier hejir,Sn.

68 ; heJirnu Hel, Sa3m. 257% like the wolf in the apologue(Rein-
hart xxxvi),for she is of wolfish nature and extraction ; to the

wolf on the other hand a hellish throat is attributed (seeSuppL).
Two laysin the Edda describe the way to the lower world,the

^ The ancients also painted Demeter, as the wrathful earth-goddess,Mark
(Pans. 8, 42. O. Miiller's P]umenides 168, conf. Archteol. p. 509 the black

Demeter at Phigalia),and sometimes even her daughter Persephone,the fair

maid doomed to the underworld :
^furva Proserpina,'Hor. Od. 2, 13 (Censorin.

De die nat. c. 17). Blade Aphrodite (Melanis)is spoken of by Pausanias 2,2.
8, G. 9, 27 and by Athenanis bk. 13 ; we know the black Diana of Ephesus,
and that in the I\lid.Ages black Madonnas were both painted and carved, the

Holy Virginappearingtlien as a sorrowinggoddessof earth or niglit; such at

Loretto,Naples,Einsiedeln,Wurzburg (Altd.W. 2, 209. 28G),'atOettingen
(Goethe'sCorresp.with a child 2, 184),at Puy (Biisching'sNachr. 2,312-333),
Marseilles and elsewhere. I think it speciallysignilicant,that the Erinnys or

Furia dwellingin Tartarus is also representedbotli as black and as half ivhite

halfblack.
- 0 Swed. has more, correctlyiha"l,i.e.,ihal (Fred, af Normandie 1299.

13-56. 1400. 1414). In Ostgotalagenp. 8, one readinghas already ihiaill for

ihad ; they no longergraspedthe meaning of the term.
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HelreiS Lrynhildarand tlie VegtamsqviSa ; in the latter,OSin's

ride on Sleipuirfor Baldr's sake seems to prefigurethat wliich

.HermoSr afterwards undertakes on the same steed in Sn. 65-7.

But the incidents in the poem are more thrilling,and the dialogue

between Vegtamr^ and the vala,who says of herself :

var ek snifin sniofi (by snow),ok sleginregni,

ok drifin doggo (bydew), dauS (dead)var ek leingi,

is among the sublimest thingsthe Edda has to shew. This vala

nmst stand in close relationshipto Hel herself.

Saxo Gram. p. 43 very aptlyuses for Hel the Latin Proserpina,

he makes her givenotice of Balder's death. In the Danish popular

IjeliefHel is a three-leggedhorse,that goes round the country,

a harbingerof plague and pestilence; of this I shall treat further

on. Originallyit was no other than the steed on which the goddess

postedover land,pickingup the dead that were her due ; there is

also a ivaggon ascribed to her,in which she made her journeys.

A passage in Beowulf sliow^s h)w the Anglo-Saxons retained

perfectlythe old meaning of the word. It says of the expiring

Grendel l(i98 :
' feorh alegde,lueSene sawle (vitam deposuit,

animam gentilem),}7"erhine Hel onfeng t̂he old-heathen goddess

took possessionof him.

In Germany too the Mid. Ages stillcherished the conceptionof

a voracious,hungry,insatiable Hell,an Orcus esuriens,i.e.,the man-

devouringogre :
' diu Helle ferslincletal daz ter lebet,si ne ivirdet

niomer sat,'N. Cap. 72. ' diu Helle und der arge wan werdent

niemer sat,'Welsch. gast. It sounds still more personal,when she

has gapingyaioningjaws ascribed to her,like the wolf ; picturesin

the MS. of Ctedmon representher simplyby a wide open mouth.

Der tobende wuoterich The ragingtyrant

der was der Hellcn gelich, he was like the Hell

diu daz abgrunde who the chasm (steepdescent)

hegenitmit ir munde be-yawnethwith her mouth

unde den himel zuo der erden. from heaven down^ to earth,

unde ir doch niht ne mac werden,And yet to her it cannot hap

1 OSinn calls himself Vegtamr (way-tame, broken-in to the road,gnariis

viae),son of Valtamr (assuetuscaedibus),as in other placesgangtamr (itineri

assuetus)is used of the horse,Sa^m. 265'',but OSinn himself is GangraSr or

Gangleri. Vegtamr reminds one of the holy priestand minstrel Wechtam in

Hunibald.
" I have supposedthat ' unde den ' is a slipfor ' abe dem '." Trans.
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daz si iiner werde vol ; that slie ever become full ;

si ist daz ungcsatlichehoi, she is the insatiable cavern,

daz weder uu noeh uie ne sprah: that neither now nor ever said

' diz ist des ih niht ne mac' ' this is what I cannot (manage).'

Lampr. Alex. G671-80. Old poems have frequentallusions to the

abgrund (chasm,abyss) and the doors of hell : helligruoba,hella-

grunt, helliporta,"c. Gramm. 2, 458 ; der abgrunde tunc, der tiefen

helle tunc (thedeep hell's dinge,darkness).Mart. 88^ 99".

Of course there are Bible texts that would in the firstinstance

suggestmuch of this,e.g.,about the insatiableness of hell,Prov. 27,

20. 30, 16 (conf.Freidank Ixxiv),her being uncovered, Job 26,

6, her opening her mouth, Isaiah 5, 14. But we are to bear in

mind, that all these have the masc. aS?;?or infernus,with which

the idea of the Latin Orcus also agrees, and to observe how the

German language,true to its idiosyncrasy,was obligedto make use

of a feminine word. The images of a door, abyss,wide gaping

throat,strength and invincibility(fortistanquam orcus, Petron.

cap. 62),appear so natural and necessary to the notion of a nether

world, that they will keep recurringin a similar way among

different nations (seeSuppL).
The essential thingis,the image of a greedy,unrestoring,female

deity.^
But the higherwe are allowed to penetrateinto our antiquities,

the less hellish and the more godlikemay Halja appear. Of this

we have a particularlystrong guarantee in her affinityto the Indian

Bhavani, who travels about and bathes like Nerthus and Holda

(p.268),but is likewise called Kali or Mahahdli, the great llach

goddess. In the underworld she is supposed to sit in judgment on

souls. This office,the similar name and the black hue (kalaniger,

conf. caligoand KekaLv6";)make her exceedinglylike Halja. And

Halja is one of the oldest and commonest conceptionsof our

heathenism.

1 In the south of ITollanfl,where the Mouse falls into the sea, is a place
named Hdvoeisluis. I do not know it'any forms in old documents confirm tlie

idea contained in the name, of Hell-foot,foot of Hell. The Romans have

a Helium here : Inter Helium acFlevum, ita appellanturostia,in quae effusus

Rhenus, ah septentrionein lacus,ab occidente in amnem Mosam se spar^it,
medio inter haec ore modicum nonnne suo custodiens alveiim, Plin. 4, 29.

Tac. also says 2, G : immense ore, Conf. supra \).198 on Unjjisdijr(seeSuppl.).



CHAPTER XIV.

CONDITION" OF GODS.

Now that we have collected all that could be found concerning

the several divinities of our distant past,I will endeavour to survey

their nature as a whole ; in doing which however, we must be

allowed to take more frequent notice of foreignand especially

Greek mythology, than we have done in other sections of this

work : it is the only way we can find connectingpointsfor many a

thread that otherwise hangs loose.

All nations have clothed their gods in human shape,and only

by way of exceptionin those of animals ; on this fact are founded

both their appearances to men, or incarnation,their twofold sex,

their intermarrying with mankind, and also the deification of

certain men, i.e.,their adoption into the circle of the gods. It

follows moreover, that gods are begotten and born, experiencepain

and sorrow, are subjectto sleep,sickness and even death, that like

men they speak a language, feel passions,transact affairs,are

clothed and armed, possess dwellings and utensils. The only

difference is,that to these attributes and states there is attached a

higherscale than the human, that all the advantagesof the gods

are more perfectand abiding,all their ills more slightor transient.

This appears to me a fundamental feature in the faith of the

heathen, that they allowed to their gods not an unlimited and

unconditional duration, but only a term of life far exceedingthat

of men. All that is born must also die,and as the omnipotence of

gods is checked by a fate standinghigherthan even they,so their

eternal dominion is liable at last to termination. And this reveals

itself not only by singleincidents in the lives of gods,but in the

general notion of a coming and inevitable ruin, which the Edda

expresses quite distinctly,and which tlie Greek system has

in the background: the day will come when Zeus's reignshall end.
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But this opinion,firmlylield even by the fStoics,^finds utterance

only now and then,particularlyin the story of Prometheus, which

1 have compared to the Norse ragnarokr,p. 245-6.

In the common way of thinking,the gods are supposedto be

immortal and eternal. They are called Oeol alev iovre^,II. 1, 290.

494, aleijeverai2, 400, dddvaroi 2, 814, n6dvaTo"i Zev^ 14, 434 ;

and therefore /Lta/cape?1, 339. 599 in contrast to mortal man. They
have a specialrightto the name cifi^poTotimmortales, while men

are ^poToimortales ; dix^poTo";is explainedby the Sansk. amrita

immortalis,the negativeof mrita mortalis (conf Pers. merd, homo

mortalis); in fact both amrita and d/u,/3p6aco";,next neighbourto

dp,^poro^,contain a reference to the food,by partakingof which

the godskeep up their immortality. They taste not the fruits of

the earth,whereby the ^poroilive,ot dpovpr)"iKapirov eSovaiv,II.6,

142. With ySpoTo?again is connected ^p6To";thick mortal blood,

whereas in the veins of the gods flows Ixd^p(H.5,340. 416),a light
thin liquid,in virtue of which they seem to be called d^poToi=

dfl^pOTOt.
Indian legendgivesa full account of the way amrita,the elixir

of immortality,was brewed out of water clear of milk,the juiceof

herbs,liquidgoldand dissolved precious-stonesf no Greek poem

tells us the ingredientsof ambrosia, but it was an dix^pocrcy-jrpocj)/]

(food),and there was a divine drink besides,fyXvKv veKrap, II. 1,

598, of a red colour 19, 38, its name being derived either from vtj

and KTaaOac,or better from veK-rap necem avertens. Where men

take bread and wine, the gods take ambrosia and nectar, Od. 5,

195, and hence comes the

dfi^poTovat/xaOeolo,

tx^cop,oco^; irep re peet jxaKapeacn deoicnv "

00 '^ap alrov eSovcr
,

ov 'rrivova aWoira olvov "

TOVveK dvalfioveêlai Koi dddvaroc KaXiovrai.

"II. 5, 330.

Theirs is no thick glutinousalfia(conf.our seim,ON", seimr,slime),

nor accordingto the Indians do they sweat ; and this dvaifirov

(bloodless)agrees with the above explanationof d^poTo"i.The

^ Atfjiieomncs paritercleosperdetmors aliqiiaet chaos. Seneca in Here,

1014.
'^ Cleopatrahad costlypearlsmelted in her wine, and it is said to be stilla

cii.stoniwitli Indian princes; conf. Si;eton. Calig.̂7.
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adjectivesa^poTo";,a/jb^poTOf,a/x^pocrto';,veKrdpeo'iare passedon

from the food to other divine things (̂seeSuppl.).Plainlythen

the gods were not immortal by their nature,they onlyacquiredand

secured this qualityby abstainingfrom the food and drink of men,

and feastingon heavenlyfare. And hence the idea of death is not

always nor as a matter of course kept at a distance from them ;

Kronos used to kill his new born children,no doubt before nectar

and ambrosia had been giventhem,^ and Zeus alone could be saved

from him by being brought up secretly.Another way in which

the mortalityof certain gods is expressedis,that they fall a prey

to Hades, whose meaning borders on that of death, e.g., Perse-phone.

If a belief in the eternityof the gods is the dominant one

among the Greeks, and only scattered hints are introduced of their

final overthrow ; with our ancestors on the contrary,the thoughtof

the gods being immortal seems to retire into the background.
The Edda never calls them eylifiror odauSligir,and their death is

spoken of without disguise: ]?aer regindq/ja,Spem. 37^,or more

frequently: reginriufaz(solvuntur),36^ 40*^ 108^ One of the

finest and oldest myths describes the death of Balder,the burning

of his body, and his entrance into the lower world, like that of

Proserpine; OSin's destined fallis mentioned in the Voluspa Q'',

OSins lani (bane),Sn. 73, where also Tliorr falls dead on the

ground ; Hrungnir, a giant,threatens to slayall the gods (drepa

guS oil),Sn. 107. Yet at the same time we can point to clear

traces of that prolongationof lifeby particularkinds of food and

drink. While the einherjaradmitted into Yalholl feast on the

boiled flesh of a boar,we are nowdiere told of the Ases sharingin

such diet (Srom.36. 42. Sn. 42); it is even said expressly,that

OSinn needs no food (onga vist ]?arfhann),and onlydrinks wine

(vin er honum bseSi dryckr ok matr, both meat and drink);
with the viands set before him he feeds his two wolves Geri and

Freki. ViS vin eitt vapngofugrOSinn se lifir(vinosolo armipotens

semper vivit),Ssem. 42^ ; aj lifircan be rendered '

semper vescitur,

1 Both nectar and ambrosia,like the holy grailof the Mid. Ages, have

miraculous powers : poured into the nose of a corpse, they prevent decay,II.

19, 38 ; they ward ott"hunger, II. 19, 347. 353.

^ As hiunan infants may only be exposed before milk and honey have

moistened their lips,conf. EA. pp. 458-9. When Zeus first receives in the

assembly of the gods the son whom Leto bore him, he hands him nectar in a

goklen bowl : by this act he recognisedhim for his child.
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nutritur,'or ' immortalitatem nanciscitur,'and tlien the cause of his

iimnortalitywould be found in his partakingof the wine. Evi-dently

this wine of the Norse gods is to the beer and ale (olr)of

men, what the nectar of the Greek gods was to the wine of mortals.

Other passages are not so particularabout their language; ^ in

Seem. 59 the gods at Oegir'shall hav^e ale set before them, conf. ol

giora,68^ ; Heimdall gladlydrinks the good mead, 41^ ; verSar

nema oc sumbl (cibum capere et symposium) 52, leaves the exact

nature of the food undefined,but earthlyfare is often ascrijjedto

the gods in so many words.'^ But may not the costlyO"hroeris

drcckr,compounded of the divine Qvasir'sblood and honey, be

likened to amrita and ambrosia ? ^ Dwarfs and giantsget hold of

it first,as amrita fell into the hands of the giants; at last the

gods take possessionof both. OShroeris dreckr confers the giftof

poesy, and by that very fact immortality: OSinn and Saga,goddess
of poeticart,have surelydrunk it out of goldengoblets,gladlyand

evermore (um alia daga. Stem. 41^). We must also take into

account the creation of the wise Qvasir (conf.Slav, kvas, convivium,

potus); that at the making of a covenant between the Aesir and

Vanir, he was formed out of their spittle(hraki); the refiningof

his blood into a drink for gods seems a very ancient and far-

reachingmyth. But beside this drink, we have also notices of a

specialfood for gods : ISunn has in her keeping certain apjyles,by

eatingof which the aging gods make themselves young again (er

go'Sinskulo abita,J^aer |?aueldaz,oc verSa ]?aallir ungir,Sn. 30'').
This reminds one of the applesof Paradise and the Hesperides,of the

guardedgoldenapplesin the Kindcrmiirchen no. 57, of the apples
in the stories of Fortunatus and of Merlin,on the eatingor biting
of which depend life,death and metamorphosis,as elsewhere on a

draughtof holy water. Accordingto the Eddie view,the gods have

a means, it is true, of preservingperpetualfreshness and youth,

1 As Homer too makes Ganymede olvoxoeveiv,II. 20, 234, and of Hebe it is

even said,viKzapit^voxod4, .3.
'^ Zeus ",'0L'sto bancjuet{Kara ^aiTa) with the Ethiopians,II. 1, 423 ; orav

Trpos haira Kai eVl dolvr)v'Icoai,Plato's Pha;dr. 247, as Tliurr does with tlie Nor-wegians

; even when disguisedas a bride,he does not refuse the giants'dishes,
Saeni. 73'' ; and the Ases boiled an ox on their journey,Sn. 80.

' In Sanskrit,siulha nectar is distinguishedfrom rnjin'toambrosia. Every-where
there is an eitgliin the l)Usiness : Garuda is called sudhahara, or amrita-

harana,nectar-thief or ambrosia-thief (Pott,forsch. 2,4.'')1); it is in the shapeof
an eaglethat Obinn carries off OShrajrir,and Zeus his cupbearerGanymede
(see ch. XXXV and XXX, Path-crossingand Poetry).
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but, for all that,tlieyare regardedas subject to the encroach-ments

of age, so that there are always some yoinifi and some old

gods; in particular,Odinn or Wuotan is picturedeverywhereas an

old greybeard (conf.the old god, p. 21), Thorr as in the full

strengthof manhood. Balder as a bloomingyouth. The gods grow

hdrir ok gamlir (lioarand old),Sn. 81, Freyr has ' at tannfe '

(tooth-fee)presentedhim at his teething,he is therefore imagined

as growing up. In like manner Uranos and Kronos appear as old,

Zeus (likeour Donar) and Poseidon as middle aged,Apollo,Her-mes

and Ares as in the bloom of youth. Growth and age, the

increase and decline of a power, exclude the notion of a strictly

eternal,immutable, immortal being; and mortality,the termination,

however long delayed,of gods with such attributes,is a necessity

(seeSuppL),

Epithetsexpressingthe power, the omnipotence,of the reigning

gods have been specified,pp. 21-2. A term peculiarto ON. poetry

is ^t?iregin,Saem. 28^ 50^ ol'^ 52^ ^i?iheiloggoS 1^ ; it is of

the same root as gina, OHG. kinan, hiare,and denotes numina

ampla, late dominantia, conf. AS. ginne grund,Beow. 3101. Jud.

131, 2. ginne rice, Ctedm. 15, 8. ginfgest,firmissimus 176, 29.

ginf?estengod, terrae dominus 211, 10. garsecges gin, oceani

amplitudo205, 3.

The Homeric pela (= paSi(o";,Goth, rajnzo)beautifullyex-presses

the power of the gods ; whatever they do or undertake

comes easy to them, their life glidesalong free from toil,while

mortal men labour and are heavy laden : deol pela ^coovre'i,II. 6,

138. Od. 4, 805. 5, 122. When Aphroditewishes to remove her

favourite Alexander from the perilsof battle,tov S' i^ijpira^'

'AcfipoBlTr)pelafidX\ m cr r e ^eo'?,II. 3, 381 ; the same words are

appliedto Apollo,when he snatches Hector away from Achilles 20,

443. The wall so laboriouslybuilt by the Greeks he overturns pela

fidXa,as a boy at play would a sand-heap15, 362. With a mere

breath {Trvoifj),blowing a little (?}/cap,d\a^Irv^aaa),Athene turns

away from Achilles the spear that Hector had thrown 20, 440 (see

SuppL). Berhta also blows (p.276),and the elves breathe (eh.

XVII), on people.
The sons of men grow up slowly and gradually,gods attain

their full size and strengthdirectlyafterhirth. No sooner had
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Themis presentednectar and ambrosia (a/j,/3poaiT)vtpareivi'iv)to

the newborn Apollo,than he leapt,Kare/Spcoĉl/x^poTov,out of his

swathiiigs,sat down among the goddesses,began to speak,and.

unshorn as he was, to roam through the country (Hymn, in Ap.
Del. 123 " 133). Not unlike Vali, whom Eindr bore to OSinii ;

when only one night old (einn?e.ttr),unwashen and unkempt, he

sallies forth to avenge Baldr's death on HoSr, Sajui. 6^ 95^. Here

the coincidence of aKepaeKo/xr]^ with the Edda's '
ne hofuS kembr '

is not to be disregarded.Hermes, born at earlymorn, plays the

lute at mid-day,and at eve drives oxen away (Hymn, in Merc. 17

seq.).And Zeus, who is often exhibited as a child among the

Kuretes, grew up rapidly {Kap7ra\.Lix(o"ifievo"; Kai (^aloLfxaf^vla

rjv^erotoIo avaKTo^;),and in his first years had strengthenough to

enter the listswith Kronos (Hes.theog.492). Tlie Norse mytho-logy
offers another example in Magni, Thor's son by the giantess

larnsaxa : when three nightsold (]?rina2ttr),he flungthe giant

Hriingni'senormous foot,under whose weight Thorr lay on the

ground,off his father,and said he would have beaten the said giant
dead with his fist,Sn. 110 (seeSuppl.).

The shapeof the gods is like the human (p.105),only vaster,

often exceedingeven the gigantic. When Ares is felled to the

ground by the stone which Athene flings,his body covers seven

roods of land (eTrraS' eVecr^^eirekeOpaireaoiv, 1\.21,407),a size

tliat wiih a slightaddition the Od. 11, 577 puts upon the titan

I'ityos. When Here takes a solemn oath,she grasps the earth

with one hand and the sea with the other (II.14, 272). A cry

that breaks from Poseidon's breast sounds like that of nine or even

ten thousand warriors in battle (14,147),and the same is said of

Ares when he roars (5,859); Here contents herself with the voice of

Stentor,which onlyequalsthose of fiftymen (5,786). By the side

of this we may put some features in the Edda, which have to do

with Thorr especially: he devours at a wedding one ox and eiglit

salmon, and drinks three casks of mead, Siem. 73^ ; another time,

through a horn,the end of which reaches to the sea, he drinks a

good portionof this,he lifts the snake that encircles the whole

world off one of its feet,and with his hammer he strikes three deep

valleysin the rocky mountain, Sn, 59, 60. Again, Teutonic

mythology agrees with the Greek in never imputingto itsgods the

deformityof many heads,arms or legs;they are onlybestowed
21
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on a few heroes and animals,as some of the Greek giantsare

eKaroyyetpe^. Such forms are quite common in the Hindu and

Slav systems : Vishnu is representedwith four arms, Brahma with

four heads,Svantovit the same, while Porevit has five heads and

Rugevitseven faces. Yet Hecate too is said to have been three-

headed, as the Eoman Janus was two-faced,and a Laceda3monian

Apollo four-armed.^ Khuvera, the Indian god of wealth, is a

hideous figurewith three legsand eightteeth. Some of the Norse

gods,on the contrary,have not a superfluity,but a deficiencyof

members : OSinn is one-eyed,Tyr one-handed, HoGr blind,and

Logi or Loki was perhaps portrayed as lame or limping,like

Hepha3stusand the devil. Hel alone has a dreadful shape,black

and white ; the rest of the gods and goddesses,not exceptingLoki,

are to be imaginedas of beautiful and noble figure(seeSuppl.).
In the Homeric epos this ideallyperfecthuman shape,to which

Greek art also keepstrue, is described in standingepithetsfor gods

and especiallygoddesses,with w^hich our ruder poetry has only a

few to set in comparison,and yet the similarityof these is signi-ficant.
Some epithetshave to serve two or three divinities by

turns, but most are confined to individuals,as characteristic of

them. Thus Here is XevKcoXevo^ or ^ocotti,^;(theformer used also

of Helen, II. 3,121,^the latter of a Nereid 18,40),Athene rf^avKw-

TTi? or i^vKOfio'i(which again does for Here), Thetis dpyvpoTre^a,
Iris aeXXo7ro9, iroh/jvefMO'i,ypvaoTTTepo';, Eos poSoSdKTv\o";,Demeter

(Ceres)̂ avd?]5, 500, and Ka\\nr\6/ca/jLo";14, 326, just as Sif is

harfogr(p.309),in allusion to the yellow colour of the waving

corn. As the sea rolls its dark waves, Poseidon bears the name

KvavoxaiTi":, II. 14, 390. 15, 174. 20, 144. Zeus could either be

called the same, or Kvavocppv;(a contrast to Baldr brahvitr,brow-

white p. 222),because to him belongdfji^pocnat,'^alTaiII. 1, 528, the

hair and locks of Wish (p.142),and because with his dark brows

he makes signs. This confirmatorylowering of the brows or

nodding with the head (veveiv,Karaveiecv Kvaverjacv eir cx^puaiII.

1, 527. 17,209) is the regularexpressionof Zeus's will: Ke^aXfj

Karavevaofxai, ddavdroicri fieyicrrov reK/jLcop,II. 1, 524. In refusing,
he draws the head back (dvavevei).Thor's indignantrage is shown

by sinkingthe eyebrows over the eyes (sigabryunar ofan fyrir

1 0. Mi'iller'sarchseol. p. 515.

- And Aphrodite throws her iri'jx^fXevKcl) round iEneas. " Tran3.
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angun, Sn. 50),displayinggloomy brows and shaking the beard.

Obviously the two gods,Zeus and Donar, have identical gestures

ascribed to them for expressingfavour or anger. They are the

gloweringdeities,who have the avengingthunder at their command;

tliis was shown of Donar, p. 177, and to Zeus is given the grim

louringlook {BeivaS' virohpaIScov,11. 15, 13),he above all is the

fj,ey oxdi]aa"i(1,517. 4,30),and next to him Poseidon of the

dingy locks (8,208. 15, 184). Zeus again is distinguishedby

beaming eyes {rpeirevoaae "jiaet,voi13, 3. 7. 14, 236. IG, 645),
which belongto none else save his own great-hearteddaughter21,
415 ; Aphrodite has ofijxaTa fiapfiaipovra, 3, 397, twinkling,

shimmeringeyes (seeSuppl.).

Figuresof Greek divinities show a circleof rays and a nimbus

round the head ;^on Indo-Grecian coins Mithras has commonly a

circular nimbus with pointedrays, în other representationsthe

rays are wanting. Mao (deusLunus) has a halfmoon behind his

shoulders ; Aesculapiustoo had rays about his head. In what century

was the halo,the aureole,first put round the heads of christian

saints ? And we have also to take into account the crowns and

diadems of kings. Ammian. Marc. 16, 12 mentions Chnodomarius,

cujus vertici flammeus torulus aptabatur. N. Cap. 63 translates

the honorati capitisradios of the Sol auratus by houhctskhno (head-

sheen),and to portray the sun's head surrounded with flames is

extremelynatural. In ON. I find the term ro"a for caput radiatum

sancti,which I suppose to be the OHG. riiota rod,since virgaalso

goes off into the sense of flagellum,radius,ON. geisli.A likening
of the gods to radiant luminaries of heaven would at once suggest

sucli a nimbus, and blond locks do shine like rays. It is in con-nexion

with the settingsun that Tac. Germ. 45 bringsin formas

deorum and radios capitis.Around Thor's head was put,latterlyat

all events, a ringof stars (Stephaniinot. ad Saxon. Gram. p. 139).

Accordingto a story told in the G alien restore,a beam came out of

Charles the Great's mouth and illumined his head.^ What seems

more to the purpose, among the Prilwitz figures,certain Slavic

idols,especiallyPerun, Podaga and Nemis, have rays about their

^ 0. Miiller's archoeol. p. 481.

2 Oottiiif,'.anz. 1838, 229.

* Tliis beam from Charles's mouth is like the one that shines into Im

beloved's mouth and lightsup the gold inside (seech. XVI., Menni).
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heads ; and a head in Hagenow, fig.6, 12 is encircled with rays, so

is even the rune E when it stands for Eadegast. Did rays originally

express the highestconceptionof divine and lustrous beauty?

There is nothingin the Homeric epos at all pointingthat way (see
Suppl.).

It is a part of that insouciance and lightblood of the gods,that

they are merry, and lavgh. Hence they are called bliS regin

(p.26), as we find ' froh ' in the sense of graciousappliedto gods
and kings, ând the spark of joy is conveyed from gods to men.

Frauja,lord,is next of kin to froh glad(p.210). It is said of the

Ases, tcitir varo, Saem. 2^ ; and of Heimdall,dreckr glaffrhinn go5a

mioS 41^. And ' in svdso guS
' 33^ contains a similar notion. In

this lightthe passages quoted(pp.17-8)on the blithe and cheer/til

God gather a new importance: it is the old heathen notion still

lurkingin poetry. When Zeus in divine repose sits on Olympus
and looks down on men, he is moved to mirth (opucovcf)pevaTep-yjro-

/u,aL,II. 20, 23),then laughsthe blessed heart of him {iyeXaa-aeSe

01 "^l\ovrjTop, 21, 389); which is exactlythe Eddie ' hlo honum

hugr i briosti,hlo HlorriGa liugri briosti,'laughedthe mind in his

breast : a fresh confirmation of the essential oneness of Zeus and

Thorr. But it is also said of heroes :
' hlo ]?aAtla hugr i briosti,'

Seem. 238^ ' hlo ];a,Brynhildraf ollum hug,'with all her heart

22 0^ OS. ' hugi ward fromod,' Hel. 109, 7. AS. ' mod ahloh,'

Andr. 454. Later,in the EudHeb 2, 174. 203. 3, 17 the king in

his speech is said subridcre ; in the Nibel. 423, 2 of Brunhild:

' mit smielinden mnnde si liber ahsel sah,'looked over her shoulder.

Often in the song of the Cid: ' sonrisose de la boca,'and ' alegreera'.^

0v/j,o";Idvdrj,IL 23, 600 ; conf. OvfiovXatvov,Hymn, in Cer. 435.

Plalf in displeasureHere laughs with her lips,not her brows :

ijeXaacre'y^etXeaiv,ovSe fiercoTrov evr' ocjipvaiKvaverjaiv lavOrj,11.

15, 102 ; but Zeus feels joy in sending out his lightnings,he is

called T"p7TLKepavvo"; 2, 781. 8, 2. 773. 20, 144. So Artemis

(Diana)is lo-x^eaipa,rejoicingin arrows, 6, 428. 21, 480. Od. 11,

198, At the limping of Hephaestus,the assemblyof gods bursts

into acr/Seo-To^yeXco^,uncontrolled laughter,II.1,599 ; but a gentle
smile (/MeiSai')is peculiarto Zeus, Here and Aj^hrodite, As

^ Andreas mid Elene p. xxxvii.
^ Helbl. 7, 518 : diu warheit des crlachet,truth lauglisat that.
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Aphrodite'sbeauty is expressedby ^iX.o/x/zetS/j's',smile-loving(II.4,

10. 5,375),so is Freyja'son the contrary by ' gnltfogT/fair in

weeping (seeSuppl.).

We have to consider next the manner in which the gods put

themselves in motion and become visible to the eyes of mortals.

We find theyhave a gaitand steplike the human, only far mightier

and swifter. The usual expressionsare /3f;,̂"} i/jLev,̂ Pilevui,II.

1, 44. 2, 14. 14, 188. 24, 347, /S6^/?"ei1, 221, e^r) 14, 224, ^drr^v

o, 778, ^y^Tqv14, 281, TToo-fc irpo^i^d'i13, 18, 7rpoa"l3/]a6To2, 48.

14, 292, KarelS/jaeTo13, 17, aire^i^aero2, 35 ; and in the Edda

gcnfjr, Sa^m. 9% gek 100% gengo 70''71^ gengengo 1^ 5% or else/or

SP 31^^53^ 75% this fara meaning no more than ire,proficisci,and

OSinn was even called Gangleri,S^em. 32. Sn. 24,i.e.,the walker,

traveller ; the AS. poets use geiocit(evasit,abiit)or sidode of God

returningto heaven, Andr. 118. 225. 977. El. 94-5. But how

enormouslythe walk of the gods differs from the common, we see

in the instance of Poseidon, who goes an immense distance in three

steps,II. 13, 20, or that of the Indian Vishnu, who in three paces

traverses earth, air and sky. From such swiftness there follows

next the sudden ajjpcarance and disappearanceof the gods; for

wliich our older speechseems to have used Goth, hvairban, OHG.

Imerban, AS. hweorfan (verti,ferri,rotari): ' hivcarf him to

heofenum lulligdryhten
'

says Credm. IG, 8 ; and ' OGinn livarf];a,'

vanished. Stem. 47. Homer employs,to express the same thing,
either the verb ataaw (impetu feror),or the adverbs KapiraXifxco'i

(as if ap7ra\ifxo)";raptim) and Kpanrvco'i raptim. Thus Athene

or Here comes al^aGa,Od. 1, 102. H. 2, 167. 4, 74. 19, 114.

22, 187 ; Thetis,the dream, Atliene,Here, all a[)pear KapTrdXi'p.co'i,
H. 1, 359. 2, 17. 1G8. 5, 8G8. 19, 115. Od. 2, 40G ; Fuseidon

and Here KpatTrvd,KpaLirvo)"^, II. 13, 18. 14. 292 ; even Zeus, when

he rises from his throne to look on the earth,arrrj dvai^a"i15, 6.

So Holda and Berhta suddcnUjstand at the window (p.274). IMuch

in the same way I understand the expressionused in Sa3m. 53''^of

Thorr and Tyr : foro driugom (ibanttractim,raptim,eXfcrjSov),for

driugris from driuga,Goth, driugan trahere,whence also Goth,

drauhts,OHG. truht turba,agmen, ON. drangr larva,phantasma,
OHG. gitroc fallacia,because a spectre appears and vanishes

quicklyin the air. At the same time it means the rush and din
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that betoken the god'sapproach,the woma and omi above, from

which OSinn took a name (p.144-5). The rapid movement of

descendinggods is sometimes likened to a shootingstar, or the

flightof birds,II.4, 75. 15, 93. 237 ; hence they often take even

the form of some bird,as Tharapilathe Osilian god flew (p.77).

Athene fliesaway in the shape of a apirr] (falcon?),II. 19, 350, an

6pvi";bird,Od. 1,320, or a ^/pr]osprey, 3, 372 ; as a swallow she

perches(e^er'avat^acra)on the house's fiekaOpov22, 239. The

exchange of the human form for that of a bird,when the gods are

departingand no longer need to conceal their wondrous being,
tallies exactlywith OSin's takinghis flightas a falcon,after he

had in the shape of Gestr conversed and quarrelledwith Hei'Sreckr:

viSbrast i vols liki,Fornald. sog. 1, 487 ; but it is also retained in

many stories of the devil,who assumes at departurethe body of a

raven or a fly (exittanquam corvus, egressus est in muscae

similitudine).At other times, and this is the prettiertouch of the

two, the gods allow the man to whom they have appearedas his

equals,suddenlyas they are going,to become aware of their divine

proportions: heel,calf,neck or shoulder betraysthe god. When

Poseidon leaves the two Ajaxes,one of them says, II. 13, 71 :

i-Xyca yap fieroTriadettoBwv i]BeKvrjfiawv

peV ejvcov air i6 vt o"; " dpiyvcoToi,Se deoi irep.

So, when Venus leaves Aeneas,Virg.1,402 :

Dixit, et avcrtens rosea cervice refulsit

et vera incessu patuitdea. Ille ubi matrem

agnovit,ta\ifugientemest voce secutus.

So, II.3, 396, Alexander recognisesthe

6ed";irepiKaWea ceipi]v,

arrjOed6^ ifiepoevTa koI ofi/xaTa /xap/xaipovra.

And in ON. legend,Hallbiurn on awaking sees the shoulder of a

figurein his dream before it vanishes : }?ykistsia a herSar honum,

Fornald. sog. 3, 103 ; as is likewise said in Olaf the saint's sagr

cap. 199. ed. Holm., while the Fornm. sog. 5, 38 has it: sia svi,

mannsins er a brutt gekk ; conf. os humerosque deo similis,Aen. 1

589. This also lingersin our devil-stories: at the Evil one's

departurehis cloven hoof suddenly becomes visible,the 'L-xyiaof

the ancient god.
As the incessus of Venus declared the goddess,the motion (Jd/jLo)

of Here and Athene is likened to that of timorous doves,II. 5, 778,
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But the glidingof the gods over such immense distances must have

seemed from first to last like flying,especiallyas their departure

was expresslypreparedfor by the assumptionof a bird's form. It

is therefore easy to comprehend why two several deities,Hermes

and Athene, are provided witli peculiarsandals {jreZiXa),wliose

motive power conveys them over sea and land with the speed of

wind, II. 24, 341. Od. 1, 97. 5,45 ; we are expresslytold that

Hermes flew with them {irerero,II. 24, 345. Od. 5, 49) ;

plasticart representsthem as winged shoes,and at a later time adds

a pair of wings to the head of Hermes.^ These winged sandals

then have a perfectrightto be placedside by side with the feather-

shift(fiaSrhamr)which Freyja possessed,and which at Thor's

request she lent to Loki for his flightto lotunheim, Sa^m. 70=^';̂

but as Freyja is more than once confounded with Frigg (p.302),
other legendstell us that Loki flew off in the ' valsham Friggjar,'

Sn. 113. I shall come back to these falcon or swan coats in

another connexion, but their resemblance to the Greek pedila

is unmistakable;as Loki is here sent as a messenger from tlie

gods to the giants,he is so far one with Hermes, and Freyja's

feather-shift suG;"reststhe sandals of Athene, Sn. 132-7: 'Loki

",ttishijba,er hann rann d loptoh log'had shoes in which he ran

throughair and fire. It was an easy matter, in a myth, for the

investiture with winged hamr or sandals to glideinsensiblyinto

an actual assumption of a bird's form : GeirroSr catches the flying

Loki as a veritable bird,Sn. 113, and when Athene starts to fly,

she is a swallow (seeSuppl.).

The mighty gods would doubtless have moved whithersoever it

pleasedthem, without wings or sandals,but simple antiquitywas

not content with even these : the human race used carriagesand

horses,and the gods cannot do without them either. On this point

a sensible difference is to be found between the Greek and German

mythologies.
All the higherdivinities of the Greeks have a chariot and pair

ascribed to them, as their kings and heroes in battle also fightin

chariots. An 6xni^(f̂or the god of thunder would at once be

suggestedby the natural phenomenon itself; and the conceptionof

the sun-chariot driven by Helios must also be very ancient. Tlie

' 0. Miiller's archaeol. 559.
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car of Here, and how she harnesses her steeds to it,mounts it in

company with Athene, and guidesit,is gorgeouslydepictedin II.

5, 720-76 ; so likewise Demeter and Kora appear seated in a

carriage.Hermes is drawn by rams,^as the Norse Thorr [by he-

goats]. The Okeanides too have their vehicle,Aesch, Prom. 135.

But never are Zeus, Apollo,Hermes or any of the most ancient

gods imagined ridingon horseback ; it is Dionysos,belongingto a

different order of deities,that first rides a panther,as Silenus does

the ass, and godlikeheroes such as Perseus,Theseus,and above all,

the Dioscuri are mounted on horses. Okeanos bestrides a winged

steed,Prom. 395. It seems worth remarking,that modern Greek

legendrepresentseven Charon as mounted.

In Teutonic mythology the ridingof gods is a far commoner

thing. In the Merseburg poem both Wuotan and Phol ride in the

forest,which is not at all inconsistent with the word used, ' faran '

;

for it is neither conceivable that Wuotan drove while Balder rode,

nor that Balder drove a one-horse carriage.Even Hartmann von

Aue stillimaginesGod ridinga horse,and contented with Euit for

his groom (p.18). Among those that ride in the Edda are OSinn

(who saddles his Sleipnir for himself, Sa^m. 93''),Baldr and

HermoSr ; in Sfem. 44=^ and Sn. 18 are giventhe names of ten other

horses as well,on which the Ases dailyride to council,one of them

beingHeimdall's Gulltoppr,Sn. 30. 66 ; the owners of the rest are

not specified,but, as there were twelve Ases and only eleven horses

are named, it follows that each of those gods had his mount, except

Thorr, who is invariablyintroduced either drivingor walking (p.

167),and when he gets Gullfaxi as spoilfrom Hrungnir,giveshim

away to his son Magni, Sn. 110. OSin's horse leapsa hedge seven

ells high,Eornm. sog. 10, 56. 175. Even tlie women of the gods

are mounted : the valkyrs,like O'Sinn,ride through air and water,

Sn. 107,Ereyjaand Hyndla on a boar and a wolf, as enchantresses

and witches are imaginedridinga wolf, a he-goator a cat. Night

(fem.)had a steed Hrimfaxi, rimy-mane, as Day (masc.)had

Skinfaxi,shiny-mane.

At the same time carriagesare mentioned too, especiallyfor

goddesses(p.107). The sacred car of Nerthus was drawn by cows,

that of Ereyja by cats, Holda and Berhta are commonly found

drivingwaggons which they get mended, the fairiesin our nursery-

1 0. MuUer's archosol. 563.
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tales travel tlirouglithe air in coaclies,and Brynliiklrdrives in her

"wa"T"on to the nether world, Sicm. 227. The imafre of a Gothic

deity in a waggon was alluded to on p. 107 ; among the gods,

Freyr is expresslydescribed as mounted on his car, while Thorr

has a waggon drawn by he-goats: on Woden's waggon, conf. p.

151 (seeSuppL).

When we consider, that waggons were proper to the oldest

kings also,especiallythe Frankish kings,and that their ridingon

horseback is nowhere mentioned ; it seems probablethat originally

a similar equipagewas alone deemed suitable to the gods,and their

ridingcreptin only graduallyin the coarser representationsof later

times. From heroes it was transferred to gods,though this must

have been done pretty early too, as we may venture to allow a

considerable antiquityto the story of Sleipnirand that of l)alder's

horse or foal. The Slavs also generally furnished their god

Svantovit with a horse to ride on.

Some few divinities made use of a ship,as may be seen by the

stories of Athene's ship and that of Isis,and Frey's SkiSblaSnir,

the best of all ships.Stem. 45^

But whichever way the gods might move, on earth,through air

or in water, their walk and tread,their riding and driving is

representedas so vehement, that it produces a loud noise,and the

din of the elements is explained by it. The drivingof Zeus or

Thorr awakens thunder in the clouds ; mountains and forests

tremble beneath Poseidon's tread,II. 13, 18 ; when Apollo lets

himself down from the heightsof Olympus, arrows and bow clatter

(eKXay^av)on his shoulder 1,44, Betvr)Se KXajyr] yiver''dpyupeoio

^Lolo,dreadful was the twang of his silver bow 1, 49. In the lays

of the Edda this stirringup of nature is described in exactlythe

same way, while the AS. and OHG. writings,owing to the earlier

extinction of heathen notions, have preserved no traces of it :

' framm reiS OSinn, foldvegr dundi,'forth rode 0., earth's \vay

thundered, Sa^m. 94^ ;
' biorg brotnoSo, brann iorS loga,ok OSins

sonr i lotunheima,' mountains crumbled, earth blazed,when rode,

"c, 73=";
' flo Loki, fiaSrhamr dundi,' the wing-coat whirred, 70=*

71=";
* iorS bifaz (quaked),enn aUir for scialfa garSarGymis

' when

Skirnir came riding83\ The rage and writhingof gods who were

bound producedequallytremendous effects (p.24G).
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On the other hand, delightfuland salutaryproductsof nature

are also traced to the mimediate influence of the gods. Flowers

springup where their feet have strayed; on the spot where Zeus

claspedHere in his arms, shot up a thick growth of sweet herbs

and flowers,and glitteringdewdrops trickled down, II. 14, 346 " 51.

So, when the valkyrs rode through the air,their horses' manes

shook fruitful dew on the deep vales below, Seem. 145'' ; or it falls

nightlyfrom the bit of Hrimfaxi's bridle 32^ (seeSuppL).

Of one thingthere is scarcelya trace in our mythology,thougli

it occurs so often in the Greek : that the gods,to screen themselves

from sight,shed a mist round themselves or their favourites who

are to be withdrawn from the enemy's eye, II. 3, 381. 5, 776. 18,

205. 21, 549. 597. It is called rjept,KaXxrmeiv, rjepa xeti',a-)(\.vvor

ve(^o"i(T-ecpecv,and the contrary a^Xw a-Kehd^etvto scatter,chase

away, the mist. We might indeed take this into account, that the

same valkyrswho, like the Servian vily,favour and shield their

beloved heroes in battle,were able to produce clouds and hail in

the air ; or throw into the reckoningour tarnkappesand helidhelms,

whose effect was the same as that of the mist. And the Norse

gods do take part with or againstcertain heroes, as much as the

Greek gods before Ilion. In the battle of Bravik, OSinn mingled

with the combatants, and assumed the figureof a charioteer Bruni ;

Saxo Gram.,p. 146. Fornald. sog. 1, 380. The Grimnismal makes

GeirroSr the protege (fostri)of OSinn, Agnarr that of Frigg,and

the two deities take counsel togetherconcerningthem, Saem. 39 ; in

the Vols, saga cap. 42, OSinn suggeststhe plan for slayingthe sons

of lonakr. The Greek gods also,when they drew nigh to counsel

or defend, appeared in the form of a human warrior,a herald,an

old man, or they made themselves known to their hero himself,

but not to others. In such a case they stand before,heside or

behind him {Trapd,II. 2, 279. eyyvdi,Od. 1, 120. dyxoO,II. 2, 172.

3, 129. 4, 92. 5,123. irpoaeev4, 129. oindev 1,197); Athene leads

by the hand through the battle,and wards the arrows off 4, 52 ;

she throws the dreadful "egisround Achilles 18, 204 ; Aphrodite

shields Aeneas by holding her veil before him 5, 315; and other

heroes are removed from the midst of the fray by protecting

deities (p.320). Venus makes herself visible to Hippomenes alone,

Ovid Met. 10, 650. Now they appear in friendlyguise,Od. 7,201
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seq. ; now clothed in terror : ")(a\e7rolBe deol ^aiveadativapyeK,
II. 20, 131 (seeSuppL).

The Iliad,14, 28G seq., relates ho\v"T7r^o"? (sleep),sittingin the

shape of a song-birdon the boughs of a fir-tree on Mt. Ida, over-powers

the highestof all the gods ; other passages show that the

gods went to their beds every night,and partooklike men of the

benefit of sleep,II. 1, 609. 2, 2. 24, G77. Still less can it be

doubted of the Norse gods,that they too sleptat night: Thorr on

his journeyslooks out for night-lodging,Sn. 50 ; of Heimdall alone

is it said,that he needs less sleepthan a bird,Sn. 30. And from

this sway of sleepover the gods follows again,what was maintained

above, that of death : Death is the brother of Sleep. Besides,the

gods fell a prey to diseases. Freyr was sick with love, and his

great hugsott(mind-sickness)awakened the pity of all the gods.

OSinn, NiorSr and Freyr,accordingto the Yngl.saga 10. 11. 12, all

sink under sicknesses (sottdauSir).Aphrodite and Ares receive

wounds, II. 5, 330. 858 ; these are quicklyhealed [yetnot without

medical aid]. A curious story tells how the Lord God, having

fallen sick,descends from heaven to earth to get cured,and comes

to Arras ; there minstrels and merryandrews receive commands to

amuse him, and one manages so cleverly,that the Lord bursts out

laughingand finds himself rid of his distemper.^Tliis may be very

ancient ; for in the same way, sick daughtersof kingsin nursery-

talcs are made to laugh by beggarsand fiddlers,and so is the

goddessSkaSi in the Edda by Loki's jugglingtricks,when mourning
the death of her father,Sn. 82. lambe cheered the sorrowing

Demeter, and caused her, ttoWcL irapaaKOiTnovaa, fieiSfjaacjeXdaai

re, Koi XXaov (ryelvdvfMov,Hymn, in Cer. 203 (seeSuppl.).

Important above all are the similar accounts, givenby Greek

antiquityand by our own, of the languageof the gods. Thus,

passages in the Iliad and the Odyssey distinguishbetween the

divine and liuman names for the same object:

ov BpLupeoivKokeovcTL deol,dvSpe";Se re Traz^re?

Acyalcou. II. 1, 403.

rrjp ^TotavSpe"iBariecav KLK\rj(jKovaLv,

^ De la veiine de Dieu i Arras,in Jubinal's Nouveaii recueil de contcs 2,
377-8.
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aOdvajot Si re arjfjia 7ro\v(7Kup9/jLOioMupu'7]";.2, 813.

^aX/ci'SaKiK\y](TKOvai,6eoi,civhpeĥe ku/jllvSlv.14, 291.

OP aavOov KoXeovai deoi,ciphpe"iSe ^Kci/jiavSpov.20, 74.^

fjLoiKvSe /.itvKokiovcrc OeoL Ocl. 10, 305.

A whole song in the Edda istaken up with comparingthe languages,

not only of gods and men, but of Vanir,elves,dwarfs,giantsand

subterraneans,and that not in a few proper names and rare words,

but in a whole stringof names for the commonest objects.At the

very outset it surprisesus, that while goS and ffisirare treated as

synonymous, a distinction is drawn between goS and giuregin.In

13 strophesare given78 terms in all: on examiningthese,it soon

appears that the varietyof names (six)for each thingsimplycomes

of the richness of the Teutonic tongue, and cannot possiblybe

ascribed to old remnants or later borrowingsfrom any Finnic,

Celtic or Slavic languages. They are synonyms or poeticnames,

which are distributed among six or eightorders of beingsendowed

with speech,accordingto the exigenciesof alliteration,not from

their belongingto the same class,such as poeticalor prose. I will

illustrate this by quotingthe stropheon the names for a cloud :

scy heitir meS monnom, en scl),rvdnmeS goSom,

kalla vindfiotVanir,

llrvdn iotnar,alfar ve"rmcgin,
kalla i heljoliidhn huliz.

Everythinghere is Teutonic, and stillthe resources of our language

are not exhausted by a long way, to say nothingof what it may

have borrowed from others. The only simple word is sky, still

used in the Scandinavian dialects,and connected with skuggiumbra,

AS. scuwa, scua, OHG. scuwo. The rest are all appropriateand

intelligibleperiphrases.Scurvan [shower-weening]pluviaeexpec-

tatio,from skur imber, Germ, schauer ; urvan justthe same, from

ur pluvia,with which compare the literal meaning of Sanskr.

abhra nubes, viz. aquam gerens.^Vindfiot is apparentlynavigium

venti,because the winds sail throughthe air on clouds. VeSrmegin

transposedis exactlythe OIlGr. maganwetar turbo ; and hifdmr

1 Perhaps we ouglitalso to reckon aleros and jrepKvos 24, 316, which is no

mere eV/KXr/o-is:as in 't,138. 18, 487 (Od. 5, 273).22,29. 506, though 'Aarvdva^

in this last passage happens to have 2Kafidv8pios(6, 402) answering to it,as

3dv6os has ^Kanaudpos.
" Bopp, gloss,sanskr. 16=^209*.
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Iiuliz appears elsewhere as luilizhialmr,OS. lielith-lielm,a tavn-

lielmet,grima,mask, which \\Taps one in like a mist or cloud. Of

course the Teutonic tongue could offer several other Avords to stand

for cloud,beside those six ; e.g.,nifl,OHG. nelial,Lat. nebula.Or.

ve(f)e\r]; Goth, niilhrna,Swed. moln, Dan. mulm ; Sansk. megha,
Gr. 6^i-)(\.r},6/jli)(\.7],Slav, mogla ; OHG. wolchan, AS. wolcen,wliich

is to Slav, oblako as miluk, milk,to Slav, mleko ; OX. ]?okanebula,
Dan. taage; M.Dut. swerk nubes, OS. gisuerc,caligo,nimbus ; AS.

hoSma nubes, Beow. 4911. And so it is with the other twelve

objectswhose names are discussed in the Alvisnial. Where simple

words, like sol and sunna, mani and skin, or iord and fold,are
named together,one might attempt to refer them to different

dialects : the periphrasesin themselves show no reason (unless

mythology found one for them),why they should be assignedin

particularto gods or men, giantsor dwarfs. The whole poem

bringsbefore us an acceptablelist of prettysynonyms, but throws

no lighton the primitiveaffinitiesof our language.
I'lato in the Cratylustries hard to understand that division of

Greek words into divine and human. A dualityof proper names,

like Briareos and Aigaion,reminds us of the double forms Hler and

Oegir (p.240),Ymir and Oergelmir,which last Sn. 6 attributes to the

Hrinijnirses; ISunn would seem by Saam. 89'*'to be an Elvish

word, but we do not hear of any other name for the goddess. In

the same way Xanthus and Skamander, Batieia and IMyrinamight
be the different names of a thing in different dialects. More

interestingare the doulile names for two birds,the 'xjaXid'^or

KVfiLvBi";(conf.Plin. 10, 10),and the alero^ and irepKvo^. Xa\Ki"i

is supposedto signifysome bird of prey, a hawk or owl,which does

not answer to the description6pvi,";\iyvpd(piping),and the myth

requiresa bird that in sweet and silverytones singsone to sleep,
like the nightingale.ITep/ci'o?means dark-coloured,which suits

the eagle; to imagineit the bird of the thundergodPerkun, would

be too daring. Poetic periphrasesthere are none among these

Greek words.

The principalpoint seems to be, that the popular beliefs of

Greeks and Teutons agree in tracingobscure words and those

departingfrom common usage to a distinction between divine and

human speech. The Greek scholiasts suppose that the poet,

holdingconverse with the Muses, is initiated into the language of
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gods, ând wliere he finds a twofold nomenclature,he ascribes the

older,nobler, more euphonious (to Kpeirrov, ev"f"cDvov,Trpoyevia--

repov ouofia)to the gods,the later and meaner (to ekarTov, /xera-

yeularepov)to men. But tlie four or five instances in Homer are

even less instructive than the more numerous ones of the Norse

lay. Evidentlythe opinionwas firmlyheld,that the gods,though
of one and the same race with mortals,so far surpassedlivingmen
in age and dignity,that they still made use of words which had

latterlydied out or suffered change. As the line of a king's
ancestors was traced up to a divine stock,so the languageof gods

was held to be of the same kind as that of men, but riglitfeeling
would assignto the former such words as had graduallydisappeared

among men. The Alvismal, as we have seen, goes farther,and

reserves particularwords for yet other beings beside the gods;

what I maintained on p. 218 about the impossibilityof denyingthe

Yanir a Teutonic origin,is confirmed by our present inquiry."
That

any other nation,beside Greeks and Teutons, believed in a separate

languageof gods,is unknown to me, and the agreement of these

two is the more significant.When Ovid in Met. 11, 640 says :

Hunc Icelon supcri,mortale Phobetora vulgus nominat, this is

imitated from the Greeks, as the very names" show (see Suppl.).

The Indians trace nothing but their alphabet, (devanagari,deva-

writing),as our forefathers did the mystery of runes (p.149),to a

divine origin,and the use of the symbol may be connected with

that of the sound itself;with the earliest signs,why should not

the purest and oldest expressionstoo be attributed to gods ?

Homer's e-nea "mepoevra (wingedwords)belongto heroes and other

men as well as to gods,else we might interpretthem strictlyof the

ease and nimbleness with which the gods wield the giftof speeck

Beside language,the gods have customs in common with men.

They love song and play,take delightin hunting,war and banquets,

and the goddessesin ploughing,weaving,spinning; both of them

keep servants and messengers. Zeus causes all the other gods to be

summoned to the assembly [dyopi],II. 8, 2. 20, 4),justas the Ases

^
cos fiov(TOTpa(f)risKoi ras irapa 6eois fTri(TTaTai Xf'^fiy,otSf rfjvrcov oeStv

btaXeKTOv, olSf ra tcop Bewv {ovofxara),"i"s inro (xovcraiv KaraTrvfofifvos. vtktov 6

iroirjTfjsfiei^aion ^ovcrdXT/TTToytariv, oii fiovov ra Toav dvOpuTrwvovofiara iTray-

yiXkeTaitlSivai,dXX* wcrTrep koi ol 6eoi Xtyovai,
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attend at the J?ing(Soera.93^),on the rokstola,and by the Yggdra-
sill (Sxm. 1^ 2^ 44"*),to counsel and to judge. Hehe, youth,is

cupbearerof the gods and handmaid to Here (II.5, 722),as FuUa

is to Frigg(Sn.36); the youth Ganymede is cupbearertoo, and so

is Beyla at the feast of the Ases (Stem.67^^);Skirnir is Frey's
shoemaker (81)and messenger, Beyggvirand Beyla are also called

liis servants (59). These services do no detriment to their own

divine nature. Beside Hermes, the goddess Iris goes on errands

for the Greek gods (seeSuppl.).
Among the gods themselves there is a difference of rani: Three

sons of Kronos have the world divided among them, the sky is

allotted to Zeus, the sea to Poseidon, hell to Hades, and the earth

they are supposed to share between them (H. 15, 193). These

three tower above all the rest,like Har, lafnhar and ThriSi in tlie

Norse religion,the triad spokenof on p. 162. This is not the same

thingas
' Wuotan, Donar, Ziu,'if only because the last two are not

brothers but sons of "VVuotan,althoughthese pass for the three

mightiestgods. Then, togetherwith this triad,we become aware

of a circle of twelve (p.26),a close circle from which some of the

gods are excluded. Another division,that into old and neiv gods,
does not by any means coincide with this : not only OSinn and his

Ases, but also Zeus and his colleagues,appear as upstarts t̂o have

supplantedolder gods of nature (seeSuppl.).
All the divinities,Greek and Norse,have officesand function

assignedthem, which define their dominion,and have had a marked

influence on tlieirpictorialrepresentation.In Sn. 27 " 29 these

offices are specified,each with the words :
' hann ra-Sr fyrir(he

looks after),'or
'
a hann skal heita til,er gottat heita til (tohim

you shall i)ray for,it is good to pray for)'. Now, as any remnants

of Greek or Teutonic paganism in the ]\Iid.Ages were sure to

connect themselves with some christian saints,to whom the

protectionof certain classes or the healingof certain diseases was

carried over, it is evident that a careful classification of these

guardian saints accordingto the offices assignedthem, on the

strengtliof which they are good to pray to, ŵould be of advan-tage

to our antiquities.And the animals dedicated to each

^ Aesch. Prom. 439 Bto'icrito'h veois, 955 vtov vloi Kpare'trf,9G0 rovs viovs
Giovs. Eumen. 156. 748. 799 ol vtwrepoi 6eoL Conf. Otlr. Muller,n).181.

'"'Conf. Haupt's zeitschr. fiird. alt. 1, 143-4.
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deified saint (asonce tlieywere to gods)would liave to be sjDecified
too.

The favourite residence of each god is particularlypointedout

in the Grtmuismal ; mountains especiallywere consecrated to the

Teutonic, as to the Greek deities : Sigt^sberg,Himinbiorg, "c.

Olympus was peculiarlythe house of Zeus (zJio?Sw/ia),to which

the other gods assembled (II.1,494) ; on the highestpeak of the

range he would sit apart {ccrepaXkwv 1, 498. 5, 753),lovingto take

counsel alone (aTrdvevOe Oedv 8, 10). He had another seat on Ida

(11,183. 336),whence he looked down to survey the doingsof men,

as 05inn did from HliSscialf. Poseidon sat on a heightin the

wooded range of Samos (13, 12). Valholl and Bilskirnir,the

dwellingsof Oijinn and Thorr, are renowned for their enormous

size ; the one is said to have 540 doors,through any one of which

800 einheriar can go out at once, and Bilskirnir has likewise 540

' golfe' [ON. golfr,floor](seeSuppl.).

If now we take in one view the relations of godsand men, we

find they meet and touch at all points. As the created being is

filled with a childlike sense of its dependence on the creator,and

prayers and offeringsimplorehis favour,so deitytoo delightsin its

creations,and takes in them a fatherlyinterest. Man's longing

goes forth towards heaven ; the gods fix their gaze on the earth,to

watch and direct the doings of mortals. The blessed gods do

commune with each other in their heavenly abodes,where feasts

and revels go on as in earthlyfashion ; but they are more drawn to

men, whose destinies enlist their liveliestsympathy. It is not true,

what Mart. Cap. says 2, 9 : ipsi dicuntur dii,et caelites alias

perhibentur . . .
nee admodum eos mortalium curarum vota

sollicitant,airaOehciweperhibentur. Not content with making

their will known by signsand messengers, they resolve to come

down themselves and appear to men. Such appearance is in the

Hindu mythology marked by a specialname : avatdra, i.e.,de-scensus

Under this head come firstthe solemn car-proecssionsof deities

heraldingpeace and fruitfulness or war and mischief,which for the

most part recur at stated seasons, and are associated with popular

festivals ; on the fall of heathenism, only motherly wise-women

^ Eopp'sgloss,sansk. 21^.
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stillgo their rounds,and heroes ride through field or air. More

rarely,and not at regularintervals,there take placejourneysof

gods throughthe world,singlyor in twos or threes,to inspectthe

race of man, and punish the crimes they have noticed. Thus

Mercury and OSinn appeared on earth,or Heimdall to found the

three orders,and Thorr visited at weddings; OSinn, Hoenir and

Loki travelled in company ; medieval legend makes God the

Father seek a lodging,or the Saviour and St. Peter,or merely
three angels (as the Servian song does,Vuk 4, no. 3). Most

frequenthowever are the solitarya^ipearanccs of gods,who, invoked

or uninvoked, suddenly bring succour to their favoured ones in

every time of need ; the Greek epos is quitefull of this. Athene,

Poseidon, Ares, Aphrodite mingle with the warriors, warning,

advising,covering; and just as often do jNIaryand saints from

heaven appear in christian legends. The Lithuanian Perkunos also

walks on earth (seeSuppl.).
But when they descend,they are not alwaysvisible; you may

hear the car of the god rush by,and not get sightof him bodily;
like ghoststhe blessed gods flitpast the human eye unnoticed,till

the obstructive mist be removed from it. Athene seizes Achilles

by the hair,only by him and no other is she seen, II, 1, 197 ; to

make the succouringdeities visible to Diomed, she has ' taken the

mist from his eyes, that was on them before ' 5, 127 :

a')(kvvS' av rot cm oc^daXfiooveXov, fjirplveTrijev,

6(f"p''ev 'yi'yvoiaKrj'iijfxep 6eov rjhekoI avSpa.

Just so Biarco,in Saxo Gram., p. 37,is unable to spy Othin riding
a white steed and aidingthe Swedes, tillhe peeps throughthe ring
formed by the arm of a spirit-seeingwoman: a medium that

elsewhere makes the elfin race visible to the bleared eyes of man.

In another way the gods,even when they showed themselves

bodily,concealed their divine nature, by assuming the form of a

human acquaintance,or of an animal. Poseidon stept into the

host,disguisedas Kalchas,II. 13,45, Hermes escorted Priam as a

Myrmidon warrior 24,397, and Athene the young Telemachus as

Mentor, In the same way Othin appeared as the chariot-driver

Bruno (p.330),or as a one-eyedold man. Metamorphosesof gods
into animals in Teutonic mythologytake placeonlyfor a definite

momentary purpose, to which the character of the animal supplies
the key ; e.g.,O'iSinn takes the shapeof a snake,to slipthrou",dia

22
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hole lie has bored (Sn.86),and of an eagle,to flyaway in haste

(86),Loki that of a fly,in order to sting(131),or to creep through

a keyhole (356); no largerdesignsare ever compassed by such

means. So, when Athene flies away as a bird, it expresses the

divinityof her nature and the suddenness of her departure. But

the swan or bvill,into which Zeus transformed himself,can only be

explained on the suppositionthat Leda too, and lo and Europa,

whom he was woomg, were thought of as swan-maidens or kine.

The form of animal would then be determined by the mythus, and

the egg-birthof the Dioscuri can be best understood in this way

(seeSuppl.).
In the Asiatic legends,it seems to me, the manifestations of

deityare conceived deeply and purelyin comparison,and nowhere

more profoundlythan in those of India. The god comes down and

abides in the flesh for a season, for the salvation of mankind.

Wherever the doctrine of metempsychosis prevailed,the bodies of

animals even were eligiblefor the avatara ; and of Vishnu's ten

successive incarnations,the earlier ones are animal, it was in the

later ones that he truly ' became man
' (seeSuppl.). The Greek

and Teutonic mythologiessteer clear of all such notions ; in both

of them the story of the gods was too sensuouslyconceived to have

invested their transformations with the seriousness and duration of

an avatara, although a belief in such incarnation is in itself so

nearlyakin to that of the heroes beingbodilydescended from the

gods.

I think that on all these lines of research,which could be

extended to many other pointsas well,I have broughtforward a

series of undeniable resemblances between the Teutonic mythology

and the Greek. Here, as in the relation between the Greek and

Teutonic languages,there is no questionof borrowing or choice,

nothing but unconscious affinity,allowingroom (and that inevit-ably)

for considerable divergences.But who can fail to recognise,

or who invalidate,the surprisingsimilarityof opinionson the

immortalityof gods,their divine food,their growing up overnight,

their journeyings and transformations, their epithets,their anger

and their mirth,their suddenness in appearingand recognitionat

parting,their use of carriagesand horses,their performanceof all

natural functions,their illnesses,their language,their servants and
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messengers, offices and dwellings? To conclude,I think I see a

further analogy in the circumstance,that out of the names of living

gods,as Tyr, Freyr,Baldr, Bragi,Zeus, grew up the common nouns

tyr, frauja,baldor, bragi, deus, or they bordered close upon

them (seeSuppL).

N



CHAPTEE XT.

HEEOES.

Between God and man there is a step on whicli the one leads

into the other,where we see the Divine Being brought nearer to

thingsof earth,and human strengthglorified.The older the epos,

the more does itrequiregods visible in the flesh ; even the younger

cannot do without heroes, in whom a divine spark still burns, or

who come to be partakereof it.

Heroism must not be made to consist in anything but battle

and victory: a hero is a man that in fightingagainstevil achieves

immortal deeds,and attains divine honours. As in the gradation

of ranks the noble stands between the king and the freeman, so

does the hero between God and man. From nobles come forth

kings,from heroes gods, r^pw? earlv ef uvOpwirov rt kol deov

a-vvOerov,o fxr)TiddvOpcoTro'iearl,iii^re6eo"i,Koi avvaix^orepovearl

(Lucianin Dial, mortuor. 3),yet so that the human predominates:
' ita tamen ut plusab liomine habeat,'says Servius on Aen. 1, 200.

The hero succumbs to pains,wounds, death,from which even the

gods,accordingto the view of antiquity,were not exempt (p.318).

In the hero, man attains the half of deity,becomes a demigod,

semideus : rjfi t6 eo) v yeva avSpcov,II.12,23 ; avhpwvi)pu)(Dvdelov

7ew9, dl KoXkoviai rjfjblOeoi,Hes. "py. 159. Jornandes applies

semidei to the anses (suprap. 25), as Saxo Gram, pronounces

Balder a semidcum, arcano superum semine procreatum. Otherwise

in OJSr.writingswe meet with neither halfgoSnor halfas ;^but N.

Cap. 141 renders hemithei heroesqueby ' halhkota unde erdkota

(earthgods)'.

Heroes are distinct from daemonic beings,such as angels,elves,

giants,who fillindeed the gap between God and man, but have not

a human origin. Under paganism,messengers of the gods were

1 Hiklftroll,halfrisi are similar, and the OHG. halpdurinc,halpwalah,

halpteni(ON. halfdan)as opposedto altdurinc,altwalah.
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godsthemselves ;'"the Jiulco-christiaii angel is a docmon. Eather

may the hero be compared to the christian saint,who througli

spiritualstrifeand sorrow earns a placein heaven (seeSuppL).

This human nature of heroes is implied in nearlyall the titles

givento them. For tlie definite notion of a divine glorifiedhero,

the Latin languagehas borrowed hcros from the Greek, though its

own vir (=Goth. vair ON", ver,^AS. OHG. wer, Lett, wihrs,Lith.

wyras)in the sense of vir fortis (Tac.Germ. 3) so nearlyconies up

to the Sanskr. vira heros. Heros,""/p")?,which originallymeans a

mere fighter,has been identified with rather too many things:hcrus,

"Hpr],'HpaKXrj"i,even "Apr]";and dpert)= virtus,so that the Goth,

dims, OX. ar, ari" nuntius, minister,might come in too, or the

supposed digamma make a connexion with the aforesaid vira look

plausible.More undeniably,our held is a prolongationôf tlie

simple ON", hair,AS. hajle vir : the name Halidegastes(like

Leudogastes)is found so earlyas in Vopiscus; and a Goth, halips,

OHG. halid,helid may be safelyinferred from the proper names

Helidperaht,Helidcrim, Helidgund,Helidniu, Helidberga,'*though
it is only from the 12th century that our memorials furnish an

actual hdit pi.helide ; the IMHG. helet,belt,pi.helde,occurs often

enough. Of the AS. hxled' I remark that it makes its pi. both

hffileSas and heeleS {e.g.,Beow. 103),the latter archaic like the

Goth. men6}?s,whence we may infer that the Gothic also had a pi.

]iaH];s,and OHG. a pi.helid as well as helida,and this is confirmed

by a MHG. pi. held,Wh. 44, 20. In OS. I find only the pi.

helidos,helithos ; in the Heliand, helithcunni,helithocunni mean

simply genus humanum. i\LDut. has helet pi.helde. The ON.

lioldr pi. holdar (Spem.114^ 115^ Sn. 171) implies an older

holuSr (likemanuSr = Goth. men6|?s); it appears to mean nothing

but miles,vir,and holdborit (hold-born)in the firstpassage to be

sometliinglower than hersborit,the holdar being free peasants,

buendr. The Dan. Kelt, Swed. hjclte(OSwed. halad) show an

anomalous t instead of d, and are perhaps to be traced to the

1 At most, we might feel some doubt about SIcirnir,Frey'smessenger and

servant ; but he seems more a brightangelthan a hero.

- With tliis we shoukl have to identifyeven the veorr used of Thorr (p.
187)in so far as it stoxl for viorr.

3 Fortbildung : thus staff,stack,stall,stem, stare, "c. may be called

prolongationsof the root sta." Trans.

* In earlv docs, the town of Heldburg in Tliuringiais already called

Helidiberga,MB. 28^ 33.
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German rather than the ON. form. If we preferto see both in

hair and in halijjsthe verb haljanocculere,defendere,tueri,the

transition from tutor to vir and miles is easilymade ; even the

Lat. celer is not far from celo to conceal.

Beside this principalterm, the definingof which was not to be

avoided here,there are several others to be considered. Notker,
who singularlyavoids heleda,suppliesus in Cap.141 with :

' heroes,

taz chit,hertingaaide chueniga'. This hcrtingasuggests the AS.

heardingas,Elene 25. 130, whether it be a particularline,or heroes

in generalthat are meant by it ; and we might put up with the

derivation from herti,heard (hard),viri duri,fortes,exercitati,as

hartungain N. ps. 9, 1 means exercitatio. But as we actuallyfind

a Gothic line of heroes Azdingi,Astingi,and also an ON. of

Haddingjar,and as the Goth, zd,ON. dd, AS. rd, OHG. rt corres-pond

to one another,there is more to be said for the Gothic word

having dropt an h in the course of transmission,and the forms

hazdiggs,haddingr,bearding,hartinc beingall one word.^ Now, if

the ON. haddr means a lock of hair (conf.p. 309),we may find in

haddingr,hazdiggs,"c. a meaning suitable enough for a freeman

and hero,that of crinitus,capillatus,cincinnatus ; and it would be

remarkable that the meaning heros should be stillsurvivingin the

tenth century. No less valuable to us is the other term chucnig,

which can hardly be connected with chuning rex, as N. always

spellsit ; it seems rather to be = chuonig,derived either from

chuoni audax, fortis (asfizusigfrom fizus callidus),or from its still

unexplained root.^ Other terms with a meaning immediately

bordering on that of hero are: OHG. degan (miles,minister);

wigant (pugil); chamfio,chempho (pugil),AS. cempa, ON. kappi;

the ON. hetja(bellator),perhaps conn, with hatr odium, helium ;

and slmti,better slia"i,AS. sceaSa, scaSa, properlynocivus, then

prEedator,latro, and passing from this meaning, honourable in

ancient times,into that of heros ; even in the Mid. Ages,Landscado,

scather of the land, was a name borne by noble families. That

heri (exercitus),Goth, harjis,also meant miles,is shown by OHG.

^ The polypt.Irminon 170^ has a proper name Ardingus standing for

Hardingvis.
. j ,, ,,

2 Graff 4, 447 placeschuoni, as well as chunmc and chunni, under the all-

devouring root chan ; but as kruoni, AS. grene viridis,comes from kruoan,

AS. growan, so may chuoni,AS. cene, from a lost chuoan,AS. cowan pollere?

vigere ?
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glosses,Grafif4, 983, and by names of individual men compounded

with heri; conf. ch. XXV, einheri. The OHG. ?tTc'cc7ao,hrecchio,

reecho,had also in a peculiarway grown out of the sense of exsul,

profugus,advena, which predominates in the AS. wrecca, OS.

wrekio, into that of a hero fightingfar from home, and the LIHG.

reclce,ON. rechr is simply a hero in general.^Similar develop-ments

of meaning can doubtless be shown in many other words ;

what we have to keep a firm hold of is,that the very simplest

words for man (vir)and even for man (homo) adaptedthemselves

to the notion of hero ; as our inann does now, so the ON. hah; the

OHG. gotno (homo),ON. gu7}iiserved to express the idea of lieros.

In Diut. 2,314^,heros is glossedby gomo, and gumnar in the Edda

has the same force as skatnar (seeSuppl.).

Now, what is the reason of this exaltation of human nature ?

Always in the firstinstance,as far as I can see, a relation of bodily

kinship between a god and the race of man. The heroes are

epigoniof the gods,their line is descended from the gods : settir

guma er fra goSom komo, Sa;m. 114^

Greek mythology affords an abundance of ];)roofs; it is by
virtue of all heroes being directlyor indirectlyproduced by gods
and goddessesin conjunctionwith man, that the oldest kingly
families connect themselves with heaven. But evidentlymost of

tliese mixed births proceed from Zeus, who placeshimself at the

head of gods and men, and to whom all the gloriesof ancestors are

traced. Thus, by Leda he had Castor and Pollux,who were called

after him Dios-curi,Hercules by Alcmena, Perseus by Danae,

Epaphusby lo,Pelasgusby Niobe,Minos and Sarpedonby Europa;
other heroes touch him onlythroughtheir forefathers : Agamemnon
was the son of Atreus,he of Pelops,he of Tantalus,and he of Zeus ;

Ajax was sprung from Telamon, he from Aeacus, he from Zeus and

Aegina. Next to Zeus, the most heroes seem to proceedfrom Ares,
Hermes and Poseidon : Meleager,Diomedes and Cycnus were sons

of Ares,Autolycusand Cephalus of Hermes, while Theseus was a

son of Aegeus,and Nestor of Neleus,but both Aegeus and Neleus

^ Some Slavic expressionsfor hero are woi-tliyof notice : Kuss. vUiar.,
Serv. vitez;Russ. boghatyr,Pol. bohater,Boh. bohatyr,not conn, either witli

bogh deus, or boghat dives,but the same as the Pers. behddir,Turk, bahadyr,
Mongol, baghdtor,Hung, bdtor,Manju butura,and derivable from h\(dra lively,
merry ; Schott in Erman's zeitschr. 4, 531 [Mongol,bayhd is force,fiia,aiid
-tor,-tur an adj.sullix].
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were Poseidon's children by Aethra and Tyro. Acliilles was the

son of Peleus and Thetis,Aeneas of Anchises and Venus.^ These

examples serve as a standard for the conditions of our own heroic

legend(seeSuppl.).

Tacitus,followingancient lays,placesat the head of our race as

itsprime progenitorTuisco,who is not a hero,but himself a god,as

the author expresslynames him ' denm terra editum '. Now, as

Gaia of herself gave birth to Uranos and Pontes, that is to say, sky
and sea sprang from the lap of earth,so Tuisco seems derivable

from the word tiv,in which w^e found (pp.193-4) tlie primary

meaning to be sky ; and Tuisco,i.e.,Tvisco,could easilyspring
out of the fuller form Tivisco [asTuesday from Tiwesda^g].Tvisco

may either mean coelestis,or the actual offspringof another divine

being Tiv,whom we afterwards find appearing among the gods :

Tiv and Tivisco to a certain degree are and signifyone thing.
Tvisco then is in sense and station Uranos, but in name Zeus,

whom the Greek myth makes proceed from Uranos not directly,
but throughKronos, pretty much as our Tiv or Zio is made a son

of Wuotan, wdiile another son Donar takes upon him the best part
of the officethat the Greeks assignedto Zeus. Donar too was son

of Earth as well as of Wuotan, even as Gaia broughtforth the great

mountain-ranges(ovpea/xaKpd,Hes. theog.129 = Goth, fairgunja

mikila),and Donar himself was called mountain and fairguneis(pp.
169. 172),so that ovpav6";sky stands connected w^ith ovpo"i 6po"i

mountain, the idea of deus with that of ans (pp.25. 188). Gaia,

Tellus,Terra come round againin our goddessesFiorgyn,lorS and

Kindr (p.251) ; so the names of gods and goddesseshere cross one

another, but in a similar direction.

This earth-born Tvisco's son was 3Tannus, and no name could

sound more Teutonic,thougliNorse mythology has as littleto say

of him as of Tvisco (ON. Tyski ?). No doubt a deeper meaning

once resided in the word ; by the addition of the suffix -isk,as in

Tiv Tivisco,there arose out of mann a mannisko = homo, the

^ In the Eoman legend,Eomulus and Eemiis were connected tlirongh
Silvia with Mars, and through Aniulius witli Venus ; and Eomulus was taken

up to heaven. The later apotheosisof the omperors differs from the genuine
heroic,almost as canonization does from primitive sainthood ; yet even

Augustus,being deified,passedin legend for a son of Apollo,whom the god in

the shapeof a dragon had by Atia ; Sueton. Octav. 91.
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tliinkingself-conscious being (seep. 59); both forms,tliesimple
and the derived,have (liketiv and tivisko)the same import,and

may be set by the side of the Sanskr. Manus and manushya.
]\Iannus liowever is the first hero,son of the god,and father of all

men. Traditions of this forefather of the whole Teutonic race

seem to have filtered down even to the latter end of the Mid. Ages :

in a poem of meister Frauenlob (Ettm.p. 112),the same in which

the mythicalking Wippo is spoken of (seep. ;^00),we read :

Mcnnor der erste was genant, Mennor the first man was named

dem diutische rede got tet to whom Dutch language God

bekant. made known.

This is not taken from Tacitus direct,as the proper name, though

similar,is not the same (seeSuppl.).
As all Teutons come of Tvisco and Mannus, so from the three

(orby some accounts five)sons of Mannus are descended the three,

five or seven main branches of the race. From the names of

nations furnished by the Eomans may be inferred those of their

patriarchalprogenitors.

1. Inguio. Iscio. Irmino.

The threefold division of all the Germani into Ingaevones,
Iscaevones and Herminones^ is based on the names of three heroes,

Ingo,Isco,Hermino, each of whom admits of being fixed on yet

surer authority.

T7ifj,or Ingo,Tnrjuiohas kept his placelongestin the memory

of the Saxon and Scandinavian tribes. Eunic alphabetsin OHG.

spellInc, in AS. Lig,and an echo of his legendseems stillto ring
in the Lay of Euncs :

Ing wyes arrest mid Eastdenum

gesewen secgum, oc5 he siSSan east

ofer wfieg gewat. wan aefter ran.

J?usHeardingas];onehrole nemdon.

Ing firstdwelt with the East Danes (conf.Beow. 779. 1225. 1650),

then he went eastward over the sca, ĥis wain ran after. The wain

1 Pro.ximi oceano Ingaevones,medii Herniinones,ceteri Istaevones vocan-

tur, Tac. Germ. 2.

^ Cajdm. 88, 8 says of the raven let out of Noah's ark : gewat ol'erwonue

wa'g sigan.
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is a distinctive mark of ancient gods,but also of heroes and kings;
its being speciallyput forward here in connexion with a sea-

voyage, appears to indicate some feature of the legend that is

unknown to us (see Suppl.). Ing's residence in the east is

strikinglyin harmony with a pedigreeof the Ynglingsgivenin the

Islendingabok(Isl.sog. 1, 19). Here at the head of all stands

' Yngvi Tyrkja konungr,'immediately succeeded by divine beings,

NiorSr," Freyr,Fiolnir (a byname of OSinn),Svegdir,"c. In the

same way OSinn was called Tyrkja konungr (Sn.^68) from his

residingat Byzantium (p.163 note).^The Ynglinga saga on the

other hand beginsthe line with NiorSr, after whom come Freyr,

Fiolnir and the rest; but of Freyr,whom the wain would have

suited exactly,it is stated that he had another name Yngvi or

Yngvifreyr(p.211-2),and the whole race of Ynglingarwere named

after him.^ Ingingar or Ingvingar would be more exact, as is

shown by the OHG. and AS. spelling,and confirmed by a host of

very ancient names compounded with Ing or Ingo : Inguiomerus

(Ingimarus,Ingumar, or with asp. Hincmarus),Inguram,Ingimund,

Ingiburc,Inginolt,"c. Even Saxo Gram, writes Ingo,Ingimarus.
As for Ynglingar,standingfor Inglingar,it may be formed from

the prolongationIngilin Ingelwin,Ingelram,Ingelbergaand the

Norse Ingellus,unless it is a mere confusion of the word with

ynglingrjuvenis,OHG. jungilinc,AS. geongling,from the root

ung, June,geong, which has no business here at all (?)." The main

pointis,that the first genealogyputs Ingvi before NiorSr, so that

he would be Frey'sgrandfather,while the other version makes him

be born again as it were in Freyr,and even fuses his name with

Frey's,of which there lurks a trace likewise in the AS. * frea

Ingwina' (p.211). This Ingwina ajjpears to be the gen. pi. of

Ingwine, OHG. Inguwini,and * dominus Ingwinorum
' need not

necessarilyrefer to the god,any hero might be so called. But with

perfectrightmay an Ingvi,Inguio be the patriarchof a race that

1 Snorri sends him to Turkland, Saxo only as far as Byzantium." Trans.

^As the ON. genealogieshave Yngvi, NiorSr,Freyr, the Old Swedish

tables in Geijer (hafder""118.121. 475) give Inge,Neorch, Fro; some have

Neoroch for Neorch, both being corruptionsof Neorth. Now, was it by

running Ingvi and Freyr into one, that the combination Ingvifrerjr(transposed
into AS. frea Ingwina) arose, or was he cut in two to make an additional

link 1 The Skaldskaparmal in Sn. 211=^ calls YngvifreyrOSin's son, and from

the enumeration of the twelve or thirteen Ases in Sn. 21 !*"it cannot be doubted

that Yngvifreyrwas regardedas equivalentto the simpleFreyr,
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bears the name of Ingvingar "=" Ynglingar. And then, what the

Norse genealogyis unable to carry farther up than to Ingvi,Tacitus

kindlycompletesfor us, by informingus that Inguiois the son of

Mannus, and he of Tvisco; and his Ingacvonesare one of two

things,either the OHG. pi.Inguion (fromsing.Inguio),or Ingwini
after the AS. Ingwine.

Thus pieced out, the line of gods and heroes would run :

Tvisco,Mannus, Ingvio,Nerthus, Fravio (or whatever shape the

Gothic Fraujawould have taken in the mouth of a Roman). The

earth-born Tvisco's mother repeatsherself after three intermediate

links in Nerthus the god or hero, as a Norse Ingui stands now

before NiorSr,now after ; and those Vanir,who have been moved

away to the east,and to whom NiorSr and his son Freyr were held

mainly to belong(pp.218-9),would have a claim to count as one

and the same race with the Ingaevones,although this associa-tion

with Mannus and Tvisco appears to vindicate their Teutonic

character.

But these bonds draw themselves yet tighter.The AS. lay
informed us, that lug bore that name among the Hcardings,had

received it from them. This Heardingas must either mean -heroes

and men generally,as we saw on p. 342, or a particularpeople.

Hartiingis still remembered in our Heldenbuch as king of the

Eeussen (Rus, Russians),the same probably as
' Hartnit '

or

' Hertnit von Eeussen '

; in the Alphart he is one of the AYolfing

heroes.^ Hartunc and his father Immune (Rudlieb17, 8) remain

dark to us. The Heardingas appear to be a nation situated east of

the Danes and Swedes, among whom Ing is said to have lived for

a time ; and this his sojournis helped out both by the Turkish

kinfj YnG;ui and the Russian Hartung. It has been shown that to

Hartunc, Hearding,would correspond the ON. form Haddingr.

Now, whereas the Danish line of heroes beginning with OSinn

arrives at FroSi in no more than three generations,0'5inn being

followed by Skioldr,FriSleifr,FroSi ; the series given in Saxo

Gram, stands thus : Humbl, Dan, Lother, Skiold,Gram, Hading,

Frotho. But Hading stands for Hadding, as is clear from the

spellingof ' duo Haddingi ' in Saxo p. 93, who are the Haddingjar

often mentioned in the Edda; it is said of him, p. 12 :
' orientalium

1 Hemit = Haixling in the Swedish tale of Dietrich (Iduna 10, 253-4.

284).
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robore debellato,Suetiam reversus,'which orientals again are

Eutheni ; but what is most remarkable is,that Saxo p. 17-8 puts
in the mouth of this Danish king and his wife Eegnilda a song

which in the Edda is sung by Nior"r and Skaffi (Sn.27-8).^ We

may accordinglytake Haddiug to be identical with NiorSr, i.e.,a

second birth of that god,which is further confirmed by FriSleifr

(= Frealaf,whom we have alreadyidentified with the simpleFrea,

p. 219) appearingin the same line,exactlyas Freyr is a son of

NiorSr, and Saxo says expressly,p. 16, that Hadding offered a

Froblot,a sacrifice in honour of Freyr. Whether in Fro"i (OHG.

Fruoto, MHG. Fruote),the hero of the Danish story,who makes

himself into three,and whose rule is praisedas peacefuland bliss-ful,

we are to look for Freyr over again,is another question.
In the god-heroof Tacitus then there lingers,stillrecognisable,

a Norse god ; and the links I have producedmust, if I mistake

not, set the final seal on the reading ' Nerthus '. If we will not

admit the goddess into the ranks of a race which alreadyhas a

Terra mater standingat its very head, it is at all events no great
stretch to suppose that certain nations transferred her name to the

aod or hero who formed one of the succeedinglinks in the race.

There are more of these Norse myths which probablyhave to

do with this subject,lightsthat skim tlie deep darkness of our

olden time, but cannot lightit up, and often die away in a dubious

flicker. The Formali of the Edda, p. 15, calls OGinn father of

Yngvi,and puts him at the head of the Ynglingar: once again we

see ourselves entitled to identifyOSinn with Mannus or Tvisco.

Nay, with all this interlacingand interchangeof members, we

could almost bear to see OSinn made the same as NiorSr,which is

done in one manuscript. But the narrative ' fra Fornioti ok bans

ffittmonnum' in Fornald. sog. 2, 12 carries us fartlier: at the top

stands Burri, like the king of Tyrkland,followed by Burr, Offinn,

Freyr,Niorffr,Freyr, Fiolnir ; here tlien is a double Freyr,the

first one takingYngvi'splace,i.e.,the Yngvifreyrwe had before ;

but also a manifold O"inn, Fiolnir being one of his names (Siiem.

IQa 46^ 184*. Sn. 3). Burri and i/iwr,names closelyrelated to

1 So Wh. Muller (Haupt's zeitschr. 3, 48-9) has justlypointedout, that

SkaSi's choice of the muflied bridegroom,whose feet alone were visible (Sn.

82),agrees with Saxo's ' eligendimariti libertas curiosiore corporum attrecta-

tione,'''buthere to find a\'ingthat the flesh has healed over. SkaOi and

Eagnhildnecessarilyfall into one.
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each other like Folkvaldi and Folkvaldr,and given in another Ikt

as Burri and Uors, seem clearlyto be the Buri and Borr cited by

Sn. 7. 8 as forefathers of the three brothers OGinn, Vili,Ve (seep.

162). Now, Buri is that first man or human being,who was

licked out of the rocks by the cow, hence the eristporo(erst-born),

an OHG. Poro, Goth. Baura ; Borr might be OHG. Parv, Goth.

Barns or whatever form we choose to adopt,anyhow it comes from

bairan,a root evidentlywell chosen in a genealogicaltale,to denote

tlie first-born,first-created men.^ Yet we may think of Byr too,

the wish-wind (seeOskaljyrr,p. 144). Must not Buri,Borr,O"inn

be parallel,though under other names, to Tvisco,Mannus, Inguio?

Inguiohas two brothers at his side,Iscio and Hermino, as OSinn

has A^ili and Ve ; we should then see the reason wdiy the names

Tyski and MaSr^ are absent from the Edda, because Buri and Bon-

are their substitutes ; and several other things would become

intelligible.Tvisco is ' terra editus,'and Buri is produced out of

stone ; when we see OCinn heading the Ynglingaras well as

Inguiothe Ingaevones,we may find in that a confirmation of the

hypothesisthat Saxons and Cheruscans,preeminentlyworshippers
of Wodan, formed the flower of the Ingaevones. These gods and

demigods may appear to be allrunning into one another,but always
there emerges from among them the real supreme divinity,
AYuotan.

I go on expoundingTacitus. Everythingconfirms me in the

conjecturethat Inguio'sor Ingo'sbrother must have been named

Iscio,Isco,and not Istio,Isto. There is not so much weight to be

laid on the fact that sundry ]\ISS. even of Tacitus actuallyread

Iscaevones : we ought to examine more narrowly,whether the st

in Pliny'sIstaevones be everywhere a matter of certainty; and

even that need not compel us to give up our sc ; Iscaevo was

perhapsliable to be corruptedby the llomans themselves into Istaevo,

as Vistula creptin by the side of the truer Viscula (Weichscl).r"ut

what seem irrefragableproofs are the Bscio and Hisicion^ of

1 So in the ra.^siiial10o% Burr is called the first,Barn the second,and lotS

(conf.AS. eadcn) the tliird child of Fu5ir and Mouir.
'^ ON. for man : sing.niaSr,nuinnis,nianni, niann ; pi. mcnn, nuunui,

mbnnum, nienn.

=" In Nennius " 17, Stevenson and Sanniarte (]'p.39. 40) have adoptedthe

very worst readingHuilio.
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Nennius, in a tradition of the Mid. Ages not adoptedfrom Tacitus,

and the Isiocon^ in a Gaelic poem of the 11th century (seeSuppl.).
If this will not serve, let internal evidence speak: in Tuisco and

Mannisco we have been givingthe suffix -isc its due, and Tuisto,a

spellingwhich likewise occurs, is proof againstall attempt at

explanation.Now Isco,as the third name in the same genealogy,
would agree with these two. For Tvisco and Mannus the Norse

legendsubstitutes two other names, but Inguio it has preservedin

Ingvi; ought not his brother Iscio to be discoverable too ? I fancy
I am on his track in the Eddie Ashr, a name that is givento the

first-created man again (Seem.3. Sn. 10),and means an ash-tree.

It seems strange enough,that we also come across this ash (let

interpretationunderstand it of the tree or not) among the Eunic

names, side by side with ' inc,ziu,er,'all heroes and gods; and

among the ON. names for the earth is Bskja,Sn. 220^. And even

the vowel-changein the two forms of name, Iscio and Askr, holds

equallygood of the suffix -isk,-ask.

Here let me givevent to a daringfancy. In our languagethe

relation of lineal descent is mainly expressedby two suffixes,

ING and ISK. Manning means a son the offspringof man, and

mannisko almost the same. I do not say that the two divine

ancestors were borrowed from the grammaticalform, stillless that

the grammaticalform originatedin the heroes' names. I leave the

vital connexion of the two thingsunexplained,I simplyindicate it.

But if the Ingaevonesliving' proximi oceano
'

were Saxon races,

which to this day are addicted to derivingwith -ing,it may be

remarked that Asciburg,a sacred seat of the Iscaevones who dwelt

' proximiEheno,' stood on the Ehine.^ Of Askr, and the relation

of the name to the tree,I shall treat in ch. XIX ; of the Iscae-vones

it remains to be added, that the Anglo-Saxons also knew a

hero Ocsc,and consequentlyOescingas.

Zeuss, p. 73, gives the preferenceto the reading Istaevones,

connectingthem with the Astingi,Azdingi,whom I (p.342)took for

Hazdingi,and identified with the ON. Haddingjar,AS. Heardingas,
OHG. Hertinga. The hypothesisof Istaevones = Izdaevones would

requirethat the Goth, zd = AS. rd, OHG. rt,should in the time of

1 Pointed out by Leo in the zeitschr. f.d. alt. 2, 534.
^ Conf. Askitun (Ascha near Amberg), Askiprunno (Esclibornnear Frank-fort),

Askipah (Eschbach, Eschenbach) in various parts ; Ascarih,a man's

name (seeSuppl.).
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Tacitus have prevailedeven among the Ehine Germans ; I have never

yet heard of an OHG. Artinga,Ertinga,nor of an ON. Addingar,

Eddingar, According to this conjecture,ingeniousanyhow and

worth examiningfurther,the ancestral hero would be called Istio=

Izdio,Izdvio, OHG. Erfo, ON. Mdi, with which the celebrated

term edda proaviawould agree, its Gothic form being izd6,OHG.

erta. Izdo, Izdio proavus would seem in itself an apt name for the

founder of a race. The fluctuation between i and a would be common

to both interpretations,' Iscaevones = Askinga
' and ' Istaevones =

Artinga'.

The third son of Mannus will occupy us even longerthan his

brothers. Ermine's posteritycompletesthe cycleof the three main

races of Germany : Ingaevones,Iscaevoncs,Herminones. The order

in which they stand seems immaterial,in Tacitus it merely follows

their geographicalposition; the initial vowel common to them

leads us to suppose an alliterativejuxtapositionof the ancestral

heroes in German songs. The aspirategiven by the Eomans to

Herminones, as to Hermunduri, is strictlyno part of the German

word, but is also very commonly retained by Latin writers of the

Mid. Ages in proper names compounded with Irmin. In the name

of the historical Arminius Tacitus leaves it out.

As with Inguio and Iscio,we must assignto the hero's name

the otherwise demonstrable weak form Irmino} Ermino, Goth.

Airmana : it is supportedby the derivative Herminones, and even

by the corruptions* Hisicion,Armenon, Negno ' in Nennius (see

Suppl.).Possiblythe strong-formedIrman, Irmin, Armin may

even be a separate root. But what occurs far more frequentlythan

the simpleword, is a host of compounds with irman-,irmin-,not

only proper names, but other expressionsconcrete and abstract :

Goth. Ermanaricus (Airmanareiks),OHG. Irmanrih,AS. Eormenric,

ON. lormunrekr, where the u agrees with that in the national

name Hermundurus ; OHG. Irmandegan,Irmandeo, Irmanperaht,

Irmanfrit,Irminolt,Irmandrut, Irmangart,Irmansuint,"c. Atten-tion

is claimed by the names of certain animals and plants: the

ON. lormungandr is a snake, and lormunrekr a bull,the AS.

Eormenwyrt and Eormenleaf is said to be a mallow, which I also

1 Pertz 1. 200. 300. 2, 290. 463. 481 ; the abbas Irmino of Charles the

Great's time is known well enough now ; and a female name larmin is met

with in deeds.
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find written geormenwyrt, geormenleaf. Authorities for irmangot,

irmandiot, OS. irminthiod,irminman, irmansul,"c.,"c.,have been

given above, p. 118. A villa Irmenlo, i.e.,a wood (in ilia silva

scaras sexaginta)is named in a deed of 855, Bondam's charterbook,

p. 32. silva Irminlo,Lacombl. 1, 31.

In these compounds, especiallythose last named, irman seems

to have but a generalintensifyingpower, without any distinct

reference to a god or hero (conf.Woeste, mittheil. p. 44) ; it is

like some other words, especiallygot and diot,regin and megin,
which we find used in exactly the same way. If it did contain

such reference,Eormenleaf w^ould be Eormenes leaf,like Torneotes

folme, Wuotanes wee. Irmandeo then is much the same as

Gotadeo, Irmanrih as Diotrih ; and as irmangot means the great

god,irmandiot the greatpeople,iormungrund the great wide earth,

so irmansul cannot mean more than the great pillar,the very sense

caughtby Eudolf in his translation universalis columna (p.117).
This is all very true, but there is nothingto prevent Irmino or

Irmin having had a personalreference in previouscenturies : have

we not seen, side by side with Zeus and Tyr,the common noun

deus and the prefixty-,tir- (p.195-6)? conf. p. 339. If Siieteresdeeg
has got rubbed down to Saturday,Saterdach (p.125),so may Eritac

pointto a former Erestac (p. 202),Eormenleaf to Eormenes leaf,

Irmansul to Irmanessul ; we also met with Donnerbiihel for

Donnersbiiliel (p. 170), Woenlet for Woenslet, and we say

Frankfurt for Erankenfurt [Oxfordfor Oxenaford,"c.]. The more

the sense of the name faded out, the more readilydid the genitive
form drop away ; the OHG. godes hiis is more literal,the Goth.

gu];liusmore abstract,yet both are used, as the OS. regano giscapu
and regangiscapu,metodo giscapu and metodgiscapu held their

ground simultaneously.As for geormen = eormen, it suggests

Germanus (Gramm. 1, 11).
It is true, Tacitus keeps the Hermino that lies latent in his

Herminones apart from Arminius with whom the Homans waged

war ; yet his famous ' canitur adhuc barbaras apud gentes,'applied
to the destroyerof Varus, might easilyarise through simply

misinterpretingsuch accounts as reached the Eonian ear of

German songs about the mythical hero. Granted that irmansul

expressedword for word no more than ' huge pillar,'yet to the people
that worshipped it it must have been a divine image,standingfor
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a particulargod. To discover who this was, we can only choose

one of two ways : either he was one of the three great divinities,

Wodan, Thenar, Tin, or some beingdistinct from them.

But here we nuist, above all things,ponder the passage partly

quoted on p. Ill from Widukind, himself a Saxon; it says, a

lieatlien god was worshipped,whose name suggestedMars, his

pillar-statueHercules,and the placewhere he was set up the sun

or Apollo. After that,he continues :
' Ex hoc apparet,aestima-

tionem illorum utcumcpie probabilem,qui Saxones originemduxisse

putant de Graecis,quia Hirmin vel Hermes graece Mars dicitur,

quo vocabulo ad laudem vel ad vituperationemusque hodie etiam

ignorantesutimur '. From this it follows,that the god to whom

the Saxons sacrificed after their victoryover the Thuringianswas
called Hirmin, Irmin, and in the lOth century the name was still

affixed in praiseor blame to very eminent or very desperate
characters.^ Apollo is brought in by the monk, because the altar

was built ad orientalem portam, and Hercules, because his pillar
called up that of the native god ; no other idol can have been

meant, tlian preciselythe irminsul (pp.115 " 118),and the true form

of this name must have been Irmines,Irmctnes or Hirmines sill.

The Saxons had set up a pillarto their Irmin on the banks of the

Unstrut, as they did in their own home.

The way Hirmin, Hermes and Mars are put togetherseems a

perfectmuddle, though Widukind sees in it a confirmation of the

story about the Saxons being sprung from Alexander's army

(Widuk. 1, 2. Sachsensp.3, 45). We ought to remember, first,

that Wodan was occasionallytranslated Mars instead of Mercurius

(pp.121. 133),and had all the appearance of the Eoman Mars

givenhim (p.133); then further,how easilyIrmin or Hirmin in

this case would lead to Hermes, and Ares to Mars, for the Irminsul

itself is connected with Eres-burg (p.IIG). What the Corvei

annalist kept distinct (p. Ill),the two images of Ares and of

Hermes, are confounded by Widukind. But now, which has the

better claim to be Irmin,jl/a?'sor Mcreurijt On p. 197 I have

pronouncedrather in favour of Mars, as Mlillenholf too (Ilaupt7,

384) identifies Irmin with Ziu ; one might even be inclined to see

^ Much as we say now : he is a regulardevil,or in Lower Saxony hamer

(p.182). The preti.xirmin- likewise intensifies in a good or bad sense ; like
' inningod,inuinthiod,'there may have been an irniinthiob =

* meginthiob,
regiutliiob'.

23
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in it the name of the war-god brought out on p. 202, ' Eru, Heru,'

and to dissect Irman, Erman into Ir-man, Er-man, though,to judge

by the forms Irmin, Eormen, Ermun, lormun, this is far from

probable,the word being derivative indeed,yet simple,not com-pound

; we never find,in place of Ertag,dies Martis, any such

form as Ermintac, Irminestac. On behalf of Mercury there would

speak the accidental,ŷet strikingsimilarityof the name Irmansul

or Hirmensul to 'Epjxriqand ep/za = prop, stake,pole,pillar(p.

118),and that it was preciselyHermes's image or head that used

to be set up on such ep/j^ara, and furtlier,that the Mid. Ages
referred tlie irmen-pillarsto Mercury (p. 116). In Hirmin the

Saxons appear to have worshippeda Wodan imaged as a tvarrior.

If this view be well grounded,we have Wodan wedging himself

into the ancient line of heroes ; but the questionis,whether Irmin

is not to be regardedas a second birth or son of the god,whether

even an ancestral hero Irmino is not to be distinguishedfrom this

god Irmin, as Hermino in Tacitus is from Arminius ? So from thiod,

regin,were formed the names Thiodo,Ilegino.It would be harder

to show any such relation between Ing and Ingo,Isc and Isco ; but I

think I can suggestanother principlewhich will decide this point:

wlien races name themselves after a famous ancestor, this may be a

deified man, a demigod,but never a purelydivine being. There are

Ingaevones, Iscaevones,Herminones, Oescingas,Scilfingas,Ynglin-

gar (forIngingar),Volsungar,Skioldungar,Niflungar,-as there were

Heracleidae and Pelopidae,but no Wodeningas or Thunoringas,

though a Wodening and a Kronides. The Anglo-Saxons,with

Woden alwaysappearingat their head, would surelyhave borne

the name of Wodeningas, had it been customary to take name

from the god himself. Nations do descend from the god, but

throughthe medium of a demigod,and after him they name them-selves.

A national name taken from the highestgod would have

been impiousarrogance, and alien to human feeling.
As Lower Saxony, especiallyWestphalia,was a chief seat of

the Irmin-worship,we may put by the side of Widukind's account

of Hirmin a few other traces of his name, which is not even yet

he Greek aspiratecorrespondsa Teutonic S, not H : o, 17 sa, so ;

; aXs salt. [Thereare exceptions: q, t],ol he,her,hig ; oXoy whole,

1 To the

fVra sibun

hela ; e'Acohaul,holen].
- A patronymic suffix is not necessary : the Gautos, Gevissi,Suapa take

name from Gauts,Gevis,Snap, divine heroes.
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entirelyextinct in that part of Germany, StroJtmann has noted

down the tbllowingphrasesin Osnabriick :
' he ment, use herrc

gottheet Herm (hethinks our Lord is called H., i.e.is never angry);

use herre gott heet nich Hcria, he heet leve herre,un weet wal to-

te-gripen(knows how to fall on) '. Here there seems unconcealed

a slightlonging for the mild rule of the old heathen god, in

contrast to the strictlyjudging and punishingchristian God. In

Saxon Hesse (on the Dieniel),in the districts of Paderborn, Kavens-

berg and Munster, in the bishopricof Minden and the duchy of

Westphalia/the peoplehave kept alive the rhyme :

Hcrmen, sla dermen,

sla pijjen,sla trummen,

de kaiser wil kummen

met hamer un stangen,^
wil Hcrmen uphangen.

Hermen is challenged,as it were, to strike up his war-music, to

sound the catgut, j)ipeand drum ; but the foe draws nigh with

maces and staves, and will hang up Hermen (seeSuppl.). It is not

impossiblethat in these rude words,which have travelled down the

long tradition of centuries,are preservedthe fragmentsof a lay
that was firstheard when Charles destroyedthe Irmensul. They
cannot so well be interpretedof the elder Arminius and the Eomans.^

The strikingand the staves suggest the ceremony of carryingout

the Summer.

In a part of Hesse that lies on the Werra, is a villagenamed

Ermschwerd, which in earlydocuments is called Ermeswerder,

Armeswerd,* Ermencsioerde (Dronke'strad. fuld. p. 123),Ermcnes-

wcrethe (VitaMeinwerci an. 1022. Leibn. 1,551),= Irmineswerid,

insula Irmini,as other gods have their isles or eas. This interpre-tation

seems placedbeyond a doubt by other such names of places.
Leibn. scr. 1, 9 and Eccard,Fr. or. 1, 883, De orig.Germ. 397

1 Roinniiil's Hessen 1. p. G6 note. Westphalia(Minden 1830) i. 4, 52.

The tunc is iriveu in Scluunann's Musical, zeitun; l̂or 183G.
- Variants : mit stangeu und prangeu (wliiclialso means staves); niit

hamer im tani,'cn(tongs).
'^ This explanationhas of course been tried : some have put Hermann for

Hermen, others aiUl a narrative verse, Avhich I do not suppose is found in the

people'smouth :
'

un Hcrmen shiug dermen, slaug pipen,slaug trummen, de

fiirsten sind kummen met all eren niannen, liebt Varus uphangen '.
* The same vowel-ciiangeis seen in Ermensulen (deed of 1:298 in Baring's

Clavis dipl.p. -193 no. l.j),a Weslplialianvilkige,now called Armcvseul.
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giveIrmineswagenfor tlie constellation arctus,plaustrum coeleste,
I do not know on what authority: this wain would stand beside

Wuotanswagen, Donnerswagen, and even Ingswagen.
Some of the later AS, and several 0. Engl, authorities,in

specifyingfour great highways that traverse England, name

amongst them Er^ningestrdc,running from south to north of the

island.^ But we may safelyassume the pure AS. form to have

been Eormenstrtet or Eormenes-strat, as another of the four ways,

Wcetlingastrcct,occurs in the Saxon Chron. (Ingr.190. Thorpe's
anal. p. 38),and in the Treatyof iElfred and Guthrun (Thorpe,p.

G6),and ' andlang Wactlingastraet
' in Kemble 2, 250 (an.944).

Lye has Irmingstrccttogetherwith Irmingsul,both without refer-ences.

The conjecturalEormenstnet would lead to an OHG.

Irmanstraza, and Eormenesstra;t to Irmanesstraza,with the mean-ings

via publicaand via Irmani.

Now it is not unimportant to the course of our inquiry,tliat

one of the four highways,Wcetlingastrffit,is at the same time

translated to the sky,and gets to look quitemythical. A plain

enough road,extendingfrom Dover to Cardigan,is the milky way

in the heavens, i.e.,it is travelled by the car of some heathen god.
Chaucer (House of Fame 2,427),describingthat part of the

sky,says :

Lo there,quod he, cast up thine eye,

se yondir,lo,the galaxie,
the whiche men clepethe milky way

for it is wdiite,and some parfay

ycallinit lian Watlingestrcte,
that onis was brente with the hete,

whan that the sunnis sonne the rede,
which hite Phaeton, wolde lede

algatehis fathirs carte and gie.
In the Complaint of Scotland, p. 90, it is said of the comet :

' it

aperisoft in the quhyt circle callitcirculus lacteus,the quhilk the

marynaliscallis Vatlanstrcit '. In Douglas'sVirgil,p. 85 :

^ IIII clieminii Watlingestrcte,Fcsse, Hickenildestrete,Ermingestrete
(Thorjoe'sAnc. laws,p. 192; ; conf. Henry of Hunt. (Erningestreet),Kob. of

Glouc, Oxf. 1742, p. 299 (also Erning.,after the preceding). Eaniilph
Higliden'sPolyclir.,ed. Oxon. p. 19G. Leland's Itinerary,Oxf. 1744. 6, 108"

140. Gibson in App. chron. b'ax. p. 47. Camden's Eritannia, ed. Gibson,
Lond. 1753, p. Ixxix. In the map to Lapj)enberg'.'sHist, of Engl.,the direction

of the foui"roads is indicated.
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Of every stcrne tlictwynklingnotis he

that in the still hevin move cours we sc,

Arthuryshouse, and Hyades betaikningrane,
Watlingestretc,the Home and the Charlewane,
the feirs Orion with his goldinglave.

Wittlingais plainlya gen. pi.; who the Woetlingswere, and how

they came to givethen- name to an earthlyand a heavenlystreet,
we do not know. Chaucer perhapscould still have told us, but he

prefersto harp at the Greek mythus. Phaethon, also the son of a

god,when he presumed to guide his father's sun-chariot,burnt a

broad streak in the sky,and that is the track we call the milky

way. The more conmion view was, that Here, indignantat the

bantlingHermes or Herakles being put to her breast,spilther

milk alongthe sky,and hence the brightphenomenon. JSTo doubt,

among other nations also,fancyand fable have let the names of

earthlyand heavenlyroads run into one another.^

A remarkable instance of this is found in one of our national

traditions ; and that will bringus round to Irmin again,whom we

almost seem to have lost sightof.

^ I limit myself to brieflyquotingsome other names for the milhjway.
In Arabic it is tarik al thihn (via stramiiiis); Syriacschevil tevno (via paleae);
Mod. Hebrew netibat thcben (semitapaleae); Pers. rah kah keshan (viastranieu

trahentis); Copt,pimoit ende pitoh (viastraminis); Ethiop.hasare zamanegadc
(stipidaviae); Arab, again derb ettubenin (pathof the chopped-strawcarriers);
Turk, samau uyhrisi(paleamrapiens,paleaefur); Armen. hartacol or hartacoyh
(paleaetur); all these names run upon scattered chaff,which a thief dropt in

his flight. ]\Iore simple is the Arabic majerra (tractus),nahr al majerra
((lumentractus),and the Roman conceptionof path ofthe godsor to the gods;
also Troq.2Mth ofsouls,Turk, hadjilerjuli(pilgrims'path),hadjiis a pilgrimto

Mecca and Medina. Very similar is the christian term used in the ]\lid.Ages,
' galaxiasvia sancti Jacobi ' alreadyin John of Genoa's Catholicon (13thcent.);
camino di Santiago,chemin de saint Jaques,Jacobsstrasse,Slov. zesta v' Rim

(roadto Rome), irom the pilgrimagesto Galicia or Rome, which led to heaven

[was there no thought of Jacob s ladder ?] This James's road too, or pilgrim's
road,was at once on earth and in heaven ; in Lacomblet,docs. 184 and 185

(an. lOjl) name a Jacobsiccch togetherwith the via regia. ON. vetrarh,ant

(winterway). Welsh caer Gicydion(p.loO),and Arianrod (silverstreet? which

comes near Argentoratum). Finn, linnunrata (birdway), Lith. paukszczitt
kid''s,perhapsbecause souls and spiritstlitin the shape of'birds; Hung. Hada-

kuttija(via belli),because the Hungarians in nngrating from Asia followed

this constellation (see Suppl.). Vroneldenstraet (p.285) and Pharaildis lit

intelligiblyenough with fraa Holda and Herodias,whose airyvoyages easily
account for their givinga name to the milky way, the more so, as Wuotan,
who joins Holda in the nightlyhunt, shows himself here also in the Welsli

appellationcaer Givgdion. Even the fact of Diana being mixed up with that

chase,and Juno with the milky way, is in keeping ; and gods or spiritssweep
along the heavenlyroad as well as iu the heavenly hunt.
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Widukind of Corvei is the first who givesus out of old songs

the beautiful and trulyepicstory of the Saxons' victoryover the

Thuringians/which Euodolf before him (Pertz2,674) had barely

touched. Irmenfried,king of the Thuringians,being oppressedby

Dieterich,king of the Franks, called the Saxons to his aid : they

appeared,and foughtvaliantly. But he began to waver in his

inind,he secretlynegotiateda treaty with the Franks, and the two

nations were about to unite againstthe formidable Saxon host.

But the Saxons, becoming aware of the treachery,were beforehand ;

led by the aged Hathugat,they burst into the castle of the Thurin-gians,

and slow them all ; the Franks stood still,and applaudedthe

warlike renown of the Saxons. Irmenfried fled,but, enticed by a

stratagem, returned to Dieterich's camp. In this camp was

stayingIrmenfried's counsellor Iring,whose prudent plans had

previouslyrendered him great services. When Irmenfried knelt

before Dieterich,Iringstood by,and having been won by Dieterich,

slew his own lord. After this deed of horror,the Fraukish king

banished him from his sight,but Iringsaid,' Before I go, I will

avenge my master,'drew his sword, stabbed Dieterich dead, laid his

lord's body over that of the Frank, so that the vanquishedin life

might be the victor iu death,opened a waij for himself with the

sword (viam ferro faciens),and escaped. ' Mirari tamen non

possumus
' adds Widukind, ' in tantum famam praevaluisse,ut

Iringinomine, quem ita vocitant,lacteus coeli circulus usque in

praesens sit notatus.' Or, with the Auersbergchronicler :
' famam

in tantum praevaluisse,ut lacteus coeli circulus Iringisnomine

Iringesstrdzausque in praesens sit vocatus
' (sitnotatus in Pertz

8,178).
In confirmation,AS. glossescollected by Junius (Symb. 372)

give' via secta : Iringesuuec,'from which Somner and Lye borrow

their ' Iringesweg, via secta '. Conf. via sexta iringcsinicc,Haupts
zeitschr. 5, 195. XJnpubl.glossesof the Amplonian libr. at Erfurt

(10-llthcent. bL 14^^)have 'via secta: luuaringesiiueg
'

; which

luwaring agrees very remarkably with the later form Euring in

Euringsstrass,Aventin 102^ 103^

1 Conf. the differingbut likewise old version,from a H. German district,
in Goldast's Script,rer. Suev. p^). 1 " 3, where Swabians take the ph\ceof the

Saxons. The Auersbergchron. (ed.Argent. 1609, pp. 146-8) copiesWidu-kind.

Eckehard,in Pertz 8, 176-8.
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In the Nibelungeulied1285. 1965 " 2009, these heroes appear

again,they are the same, but differentlyconceived,and more akin

to the n. German version in Goldast :
^ Irnvrit of Duringen and

Irinc of Tenemarke, one a landgraf,the other a markgraf,both

vassals of Etzel (Attila).The Lied von der klage (threnody)adds,

that tlieyhad fallen under the ban of the empire,and fled to

Hunland ; here we see a trace of the banishment that Dieterich

pronounced on Iring. In the poems of the 13th century,however,

Irins is not a counsellor,still less a traitor and a murderer of

Irmenfried : the two are sworn friends,and both fall before the

irresistibleHagene and Volker.

Add to all this,that the Vilk. saga cap. 360, though silent on

Irnfried,tells of h'ung'slast combat with Hogni,and makes him

sink againsta stone wall, which is still called Iriingsver/gr in

memory of the hero. The Norse redactor confounded vegr (via)
with veggr (niurus); his German source must have had Iringcsvec,
in allusion to the ' cuttinghis way

' in Widukind.

So now the road is paved to the conclusions we desire to draw :

German legendknew of an Iringesivcc on earth and in heaven, so

did AS. legend of a double Wictlinga-stnet,and so was the road

to Eome and St. James set in the firmament as well. These

fancies about tcays and vjains,we know, are pagan, and indicate

god-myths. The Thuringian Inivrit,originallyTrmanfrit,it is

reasonable to suppose, is the same as Irman, Irmi7i (conf.Sigfrit,

Sigmunt,Sigi),and the Hcrmunduri = Irman-duri are plainlycon-nected

with the Durings (Thuringians): so that Irman assumes a

peculiarsignificancein Thuringiantradition. If this would but

tell us of an Irmines wee, all would come riglit.
It does tell,however, in three or four places,of an Iringcsivec.

The names Irinc and Irmin, apart from the alliteration which

doubtless operatedin the ancient lay,have nothingin common; the

firsthas a longi^ and of themselves they cannot have represented

1 As alreadyquoted,Deutsch. heldens. p. 117.
^ Or iu,as some roots shift from the fourth to the fifth vowel-series (like

liiratand hiurat,now both heirat and heurat; or tir and tyr,p. 19G),so lurinc

(('Xl)andedinto luwarinc,as tiie OHG. poss. pron. iur into iuwar) ; so in the

1(5-17th cent. Eirimj alternates with Euring. A few MSS. read Hiring for

Iring,like Hirniin for Irmin, but 1 have never seen a Heuring for Euring,or

it miglithave suggesteda Haxon hcvenring,as the rainbow is called the ringof

lieaven. An old AS. name for Orion, EhuriYrung,EhirtSring,seems somehow

connected,es2)eciallywith the luwsringabove.
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one another. Now, either the legend has made the two friends

change places,and transferred Irmin's way to Iring,or Iring(not
uncommon as a man's name too,"?.^.,Trad.Fuld. 1, 79) is of him-self

a demigod grown dim, who had a way and wain of his own, as

well as Irniin. Only, Irmin's worship seems to have had the

deeper foundations,as the image of the Irmansul sufficiently
shows. As the name of a placeI find Iringcs'pure (burg),MB. 7,
47. 157. 138. 231. Iringisperc(berg)29, 58.

Up to this pointI have refrained from mentioningsome Norse

traditions,which have a manifest reference to the eartlilyhero-

path. It had been the custom from of old,for a new king,on as-suming

the government, to travel the great highway across the

country, confirmingthe people in their privileges(EA. 237-8).
This is called in the 0. Swed. laws ' Eriksgaturidha,'ridingEric's

road.i Sweden numbers a host of kings named Erik (ON. Eirikr),
hut they are all quitehistorical,and to none of them can be traced

this custom of the Eriksgata. With the royal name of Erik the

Swedes must from very earlytimes have associated the idea of a

god or deified king; the vita Anskarii written by his pupil Eim-

bert,has a remarkable passage on it (Pertz2, 711). When the

adoptionof Christianitywas proposed to king Olef about 860, a

man of heathen sentiments alleged,' Se in conventu deorum, qui
ipsam terram possiderecredebantur,et ab eis missum, ut haec regi
et populisnunciaret : Vos, inquam, n̂os vobis propitiosdiu habuis-

tis,et terram incolatus vestri cum multa abundantia nostro

adjutorioin pace et prosperitatelongo tempore tenuistis,vos quo-

que nobis sacrificiaet vota debita persolvistis,grataque nobis vestra

fuerunt obsequia. At nunc et sacrificia solita subtrahitis,et vota

spontanea segniusoffertis,^et,quod magis nobis displicet,alienum
deum super nos intro ducitis. Si itaquenos vobis propitioshabere

vultis,sacrificia omissa augete et vota majora persolvite,alterius

quoque dei culturam,qui contraria nobis docet,ne apud vos reci-

piatiset ejus servitio ne intendatis. Porro, si etiam pluresdecs

1 The venerable custom still prevcailedin the 15-16th cent. : 'statuta pro-
vincialium generose confirmavit et sigillavitin equitatuqui dicitur Eriksgata,'
Diarium Vazstenense ad an. 1441 (ed. Benzel, Ups. 1721) p. 86. 'Rex

Christoferus Sueciae et Daciae equitatum fecit c[uidicitur Eriksgatasecundum
legespatriae,'iliid.ad an. 1442. Even Gustavus Vasa rode his Eriksgata.

- For inquimixs,as elsewliere inquitfor inquiunt.
^ Votum, what ah. individual offers,as opposedto the sacrificium presented

publiclyand jointly; coi^supra, p. 57.
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habere dcsideratis,et nos vobis non sulUcimus, Ericum, quondiuii

re"Tem vestvum, nos unanirnes in collcijiumnostrum asciscinms} ut

sit unus de nunicro dcomm.' "
I have transcribed the wliole passage,

because it aptlyexpresses the attitude of the pagan party, and the

liikewarmness already prevailingtowards their religion: the

heathen prieststhoughtof adding a fresh hero to their throng of

gods.2 This seems to exclude all later Erics from any claim to the

Eriksgata; probablythere were mixed up even then, at least in

Himbert's mind, traditions of a divine Erik.

It can no longerremain doubtful now, what god or divine liero

lies hidden in this Erik. I had at one time thoughtof Er (Mars),

because the form Erctagis met with a few times for Ertag (p.124),

but the short vowel in Er, and the long one in Irinc,Eirikr,are

enough to warn us off. Instead of Eriksgatawe also meet with

Riksgata,and this pointsdecidedlyto Hic/r,the earthlyname of

the god Heimdallr, who in the Edda walks the green roads (groenar

brautir)of earth,to begetthe three races of men. In the green

earthlyroads are mirrored the white and shiningpathsof heaven.^

Then the problem started on p. 234, whether the ON. form Bigr

arose out of Iringrby aphoeresisand syncope, now finds a solution

approachingto certainty.Heimdallr dwells in Himinbiorg on the

quaking roost (Bifrost),the rainbow,which is the bridgeor path by
which the gods descend from heaven to earth. The rainbow is the

celestial ring,as the galaxy is the celestial road, and Heimdallr

keeperof that road, Heimdallr is Etgr = Iring,walking the earth

and translated to the skies ; now we compreliend,why there lived

among the nations many a various tale of Eriksgcda,Iringesvjec,
Iringesstrdza,and was shifted now to one and now to the otlier

celestial phenomenon. Iring,through Inwaring,borders on Ehur-

ffrungthe old name of Orion (seeSuppl.). And if our heroic

legend associates Irmenfrit,i.e.,Irmin with Iring,and Irmiu-street

alternates with Iring-street,then in the god-myth also,there must

have existed pointsof contact between Irmin z=OSinn and Iring=
Heimdallr: well,Heimdallr was a son of O'Sinn,and the Welsh milky

way was actuallynamed after Gwydion, i.e.,Woden. From the

IrminsCd four roads branched out across the country, Eriksgata

^ So king Ilakon is admitted into the societyof fjods,ITennuSr and Bragi
go to meet him :

' siti Hakon met) heiSin goS ' (Hakonarmal).
'"^Dahhnann guesses it may be the Upsul Erik (d.804).
3 Aitd. blatter 1,372-3.
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extended in four directions,four such highwaysare likewise known

to Englishtradition,though it givesthe name of Ermingestretto

only one, and bestows other nriythictitles on the rest. Of Irniin

and of Iring,both the di\'ine personalityand the lapseinto hero-

nature seem to be made out.

2. Maeso. Gambaro. Suapo,

Now that I have expounded the primeval triad of Germanic

races, I have to offer some conjectureson the sevenfold division.

Pliny'squintuplearrangement seems not so true to fact,his Vindili

are Tacitus's Vandilii,his Peucini not referable to any founder of a

race. But Tacitus to his firstthree adds four other leadingraces,
the IMarsi,Gambrivii, Suevi and Vandilii,in whose names there

exists neither alliteration nor the weak form as a mark of deriva-tion.

The Marsi between Rhine and Weser, an earlyrace which soon

disappears,in whose country the Tanfana sanctuarystood,lead up

to a hero Maiso, whom we must not mix up with the Eoman Mars

gen. Martis,nor with Marsus the son of Circe (who in like manner

gives name to an Italian people,Gellius 16, 11. Pliny 7, 2.

Augustine in Ps. 57). The Marsigni= Marsingi,a Suevic people,

acknowledged the same name and origin.The proper name Marso

occurs in Mabillon no. 18, in a deed of 692, also in the polypt.

Irminonis p. 158^ 163^ but seldom elsewhere. Mersihwrg and

Jfa?'seburg,Pertz 8, 537. 510, seem to belong here,while some

other names given above, p. 201, are open to doubt; I do not

know if a MHG. phrase,obscure in itself,is at all relevant :
'
zuo

alien maoscn varn,'MS. 1, 25% which may signify,to go to all the

devils,expose oneself to every danger; conf. ' einen marscn man,'

Crane 2865. The Gothic marzjan (impedire,offendere)might seem

allied to the root, but tliat would liave been merrian, merran

in OHG.

The name of the Gambrivii I assign to the root gambar,

kambar strenuus, from which also is derived the name of Gamhara,

ancestress of the Langobards. There may have been likewise a

hero Gambaro. And the forest of Gambreta (insteadof Gabreta)
.

is worth considering.Gambara's two sons are called Ibor = OHG.

Epur, AS. Eofor,OJST.lofur,i.e.aper, boar,and Ajo : all the three

names appear to be corrupt in Saxo Gram.
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Ought we to assume for the Suevi, OHG. Suapa,an eponymous

hero Suevo, Suapo,and perhapsconnect with him an old legend of

a mountain ? Pliny4, 13 placesin the land of the '

gens Ingae-

vonum, quae est prima Germaniae,'a certain 'Scvo mons immensus'

I'eachingto the Sinus Codanus ; and Solinus,followinghim, says

22, 1 :
' Mons Scvo ipseingens . . .

initium Germaniae facit,

hunc Inguaeonestenent ;
' but Isidor (Orig.10, 2) makes out of it :

' dicti autem Suevi putantur a monte Suero, qui ab ortu initium

Germaniae facit ', From this evidentlyis taken the account of the

immigrating Swaben in the Lay of Anno 284: 'si sluogeniri

gecelte(pitchedtheir tents)ane dem bergeSncho (so several read

for Suedo),dannin wurdin si geheizinSuabo '} In the Low

(German psalms 57, 17 mons coagulatusis rendered ' berg sueuot'

which is perhaps to be explainedby the legend of the lebirmer

[liver-sea,Tacitus's mare pigrum ? Germ. 45. Agr.10]. It seems

more to the point,that in Sicm. 164-8 the Scfa fioll (fells,moun-tains,

of the Sevs) are mentioned in those very Helga-songs,one of

which singsof Svafalund,king Svafnirand the valkyrScava. A

V after s is frequentlydropped,and the readingsSevo, Suevo can

thus be reconciled. Suapo then would be a counterpartto Etzel

and Fairguns (pp.169, 172)? The AS. Swe2)pa,or rather Swtef-

(licg,can hardlybe broughtin here.

Tacitus's Vandilii and Pliny'sVindili stand in the same relation

to each other as Arminius and Irmin, Angrivariiand Inguiones;
both forms come from winding and wending,out of which so many

mythic meanings flow. Wuotan is described under several names

as the wender, wanderer [Germ, wandeln ambulare,mutare].

On the slightfoundation of these national names, IMarsi,

Gambrivii, Suevi and Vandilii,it is unsafe as yet to build. Tacitus

connects these with Mannus, but the heroes themselves he does not

even name, let alone givingany particularsof them.

3. (Hercules), (Ulysses).Alcis.

Clear and definite on the other hand are the historian's notices

of another I'amous hero : Fuisse apud eos et Hcrculem memorant,

j"rimumque omnium virorum fortium ituri in proeliacanunt, Germ.

' Kaiserchr. 285 : sin j:;eceltliiez cr slalien do uf oiiiiiilifir dor heizit

Swero, \on dem berge iSwcro sint t"ieallc gchcizeu Swabo. Fur Swlto read

iiwevo (seeSuppl.).
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3. Speakingof sacrifices in cap. 9, after mentioning ^lercuring

first,he immediatelyadds : Herculem ac Martem concessis animali-

Lus placant,the demigod being purposelyput before even Mars,

Chapter 34 tells us of the ocean on the coast of the Frisians,then

says : Et superesse adhuc Ilerculis columnas fania vulgavit,sive

adiit Hercules,sen quidquid ubique magnificum est, in claritateni

ejusreferre consensimus. Nee defuit audentia Druso Germanico,

sed obstitit oceanus in se simul atque in Herculem inquiri.Mox

nemo tentavit,sanctiusqueac reverentius visum de actis deorum

credere quam scire. The Annals 2, 12 name a
' silva Hcrcjdl

sacra,'between the Weser and Elbe in the land of the Cheruscans ;

while the PeutingerTable puts a
' castra Herctdis '

near Novio-

magus (Nimwegen). All this means something,it all pointsto

some demigod who is identified,not unadvisedly,with that of the

Iiomans. Hercules, whose deeds were accomplishedin countries

widelyremote, is thouglitto have visited Germany also,and the

Gaditanian pillarsat one end of Europe have a counterpart in the

Frisian ocean on another side of it. In the German battle-song

the praiseof Hercules is sounded first,victims are slain to him as

to the highestgods,to him a wood is consecrated. Of pillars,

even Widukind stillknows something,by his speakingof Hirmin's

effigiescolumnarum (pi.),not columnae. Was the pluralirman-

suli (p.115) more exact than irmansul, and had the image several

pillars? Did tlie Roman in liisHermin and Herminones think of

Herakles and Hercules,whose name bore plainlyon its face the

root "Hpa, Hera ? was that why he retained the aspiratein Her-minones

and Hermunduri, and not in Arminius ? An approxima-tion

of sound in the names of the two heroes,Roman and German,

may surelybe presupposed. The positionof Herculis silva and

columnae does not indeed agree with that of the Herminones, but

the worshipof such a hero was sure to spread far and not to be

confined to the particularrace to which he gave his name. In

the German Irman, Irmin, it seems correct for the aspirateto

be wanting,as in Arminius ; in Cherusci it is indispensable,and

therefore the Romans never wa-ote Herusci.

If in this ' Hercules '

we wish to see one of the gi-eatgods

themselves,we must apparentlyexclude Mercury and Mars, from

whom he is distinguishedin cap. 9,i.e.,Wuotan and Zio. And for

supposinghim to mean Donar, i.e.,Jupiter(asZeuss does,p. 25),I
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"see no other ground than tliat the Norse Thorr, like Hercules,

performs iuuuniurable heroic deeds, hut these may equally be

placedto the credit of Irmin, and Irniin and the thundergodhave

nothingelse in common. Yet, in favour of 'Hercules' beingDonai',
we ought perhaps to weigh the AS. sentences quoted on p. 161,

note ; also,that Herakles was a son of Zeus, and a foe to giants.
I had thought at one time that Hercules might stand for

Sahsnot,Seaxneat,whom the formula of renunciation exalts by the

side of Thunar and Wodan ; 1 thought so on the strengthof
' Hercules Saxanus,'whose surname might be explainedby saxum

= sahs. But the inscriptionsIn which we meet with this

Hercules Saxanus extend beyond the bounds of Germany, and

belongrather to the Eoman religion.Our Sahsnot has with more

justicebeen assignedto Zio (p.203),with whom Hercules cannot

be connected. I now think the claims of Irrain are better founded:

as Hercules was Jupiter'sson, Irmin seems to have been Wodan's ;

and he must have been the subjectof the battle-songs(ituriin

proeliacanunt),even of those which Tacitus understood of Ar-

minius (canituradhuc); though they would have suited Mars too,

p. 207 (seeSuppl).

It is a harder matter to form an opinionabout the ' Ulysses'

:

Ceterum et Iflixcm quidam opinanturlongo illo et fabuloso errore

in hunc oceanum delatum adisse Germaniae terras, Asciburgium-

que, (piodin ripa Rheni situm hodieque incolitur,ab illo consti-

tutum nominatumque ; arani quin etiam Ulixi consecratam, adjecto
Laertae patrisnomine, eodem loco olim repertam ; Tac. Germ. 3.

In Odysseus people have seen OSinn, in AsciburgAsburg ; but if

Woden stood for the god Mercury,it cannot here mean the hero,
stillless can Askiburg be traced to the ases, a purelyNorse form,
which in these regionswould have been anscs. When Tacitus

makes Ulixes the founder of Asciburg,nothing is simplerthan to

suppose him to have been Tsco,Escio,Asko (p.350) ; and if it was

Isco tliat set the Eomans thinkingof Ul-ixes,how it helpsto esta-blish

the sc in Iscaevones ! Maiinus the father of Isco may have

suggestedLaertes,inasmuch as \a6"i people,and \ao"i stone, are

mixed up in the creation of the firstman (theorigogentis)out of

stone or rock (see ch. XIX) ; in the same way Asco grew up out of

the tree (ash),and hpu"iand ireTpt) stand togetherin the mytlms,
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not without meaning. As lint from liotan,\a6"i seems to come

from the same root as Xao"f,\aa";}

The interpretatioEomana went more upon analogiesof sense

than of sound ; so, in dealingwith Castor and Pollux,I will not

take them for the brothers Hadu and Phol = Baldr (seeSuppL).
These Gemini, however, are the very hardest to interpret; the

passage about them was given on p. 66, and an attempt was made

to show that alx referred to the placewhere the godliketwins were

worshipped: I confess it does not satisfyme. Our antiquityhas

plenty of hero brothers to show, but no twins with a name like

Alci, if this pluralof Alcus is the true form. It occurs to me, that

one of OSin's names is Idlkr (Srem. 46'' 47''),and jolkin tlie

Vermland dialect means a boy.^ This comes more home to us than

the SamogiticAUjir (angelusest summorum deorum, Lasicz,p. 47),
towards which the dictionaries offer nothing but alga,reward.

Utterlyuntrustworthyis any comparison with the Slav deities

Lei and Polel,themselves as yet unsupportedby authority(see

Siippl.).^

4. Beowulf, Sigfrit,Amalo, Ermenrich, Dietericii,"c.

From the above specimensin Tacitus we may conclude that all

the Teutonic races had a pretty fullydevelopedHeroology; and if

our ancient stores of native literature had been stillaccessible to us,

we might have gaineda much closer insightinto its nature and its

connexion as a whole. As it is,we are thrown upon dry genealogies,

datingfrom many centuries after,and touchingonly certain races,

namely the Goths, Langobards,Burgundians,but above all,the

Anglo-Saxons and Scandinavians. We may learn from them the

connexion of the later kings with the ancient gods and heroes,but

not the livingdetails of their myths. Yet we could be content, if

even such pedigreeshad also been preservedof the Franks and

other nations of continental Germany.
The Anglo-Saxon genealogiesseem the most important,and the

1 " Ulixes = Loki,Sn. 78. For Laertes,whose name Pott 1, 222 explains
as protectorof the people,conf. Ptolemy'sAaKi(3ovpyLov."Extr. from SuppL,
vol. ill.

2 Almqvist, Svcnsk spraklara,Stockh. 1840, p. 38.5\

3 In Lith. lele h pupa, akies lele pupilla,Icilas butterfly.
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Appendix gives them in full [but sec above, p. IG;")].All the

families branch out from Woden, as most of the Greek do from

Zeus ; it was a proud feelingto have one's root in the highestof

all gods. Prominent among his sons are Saxnedt and Bccldceg,who

were themselves accounted divine; but several other names can

claim a place among the earliest heroes,e.g.,Sifjerjcdtand Wodcl-

gcuV-(bothakin to the Gothic Gduts),Fredwine,Wiiscfred,Scefvgd,
Westcrfalcna; and many are fallen dim to us. Cdscre,which in

other AS. writingsis used for cyning, ŝeems to be a mere

appellative,and to have acquiredthe character of a proper name

after the analogy of the Roman casar (?).All these genealogies

give us barelythe names of the god'ssons and grandsons,never
those of their mothers or grandmothers; and the legend,which

ought like the Greek ones to give life to the relationship,is the

very thingwe miss.

Some of the Norse traditions gainin value,by beingtaken with

the genealogies.The Volsungasaga sets out with OGin's being the

father of Sigi,but all particularsof the relationshipare withheld ;

Hcrir the son of Sigiis in the immediate keepingof the highest

gods,and so on. Another time,on the contrary,we are informed,
Sn. 84

" 86, how OSinn under the name of Bolvcrkr (OIIG.Palo-
wurcho ?)became servant to the giantBaugi,in order to get at the

divine drink,which the giant'sbrother Suttungr kept,guarded by
his daughterGunnloo; l)L'tween her and the god took placesundry

passages of love,dimly liintcd at by Saemund also 12*^ 23^'^ 24=',
but we are nowhere told what heroes were begottenin the three

nightsthat OSiim passed with the giant'sdaughter. Gunnloff

belongsto the race of giants,not of men, which is also the case

with Ger"r whom Freyr wooed, and perhaps with others,who are

not reckoned among the asynjor. The Greeks also held that from

the union of gods with titans' daughtersmight spring a hero,or

even a god (likeTyr, p. 208)."Only Saxo, p. m, and no other

authority,tells us of a Norwegian king and hero ' Frogcrus,ut

quidam ferunt,Otliino patre natus,'to whom the gods gave to be

invincible in fight,unless his adversarycould grasp the dust from

1 OHG. WuotUfjoz(Zeitschr.f. d. alt. 1, uTT),conf. wiietclii above,p. 132,
and W'odel-beer,p. 156 (seeSiippl.).

- In Boetli. ;}8, 1 Aganieinnon is stj-lcdcasore, ami Ulysses cyning [inthe
Pref.,Ranlgot,Ealleric,Tlieodric are cyningas,the emperor alwaysca^ere]; in
a doc. in Kenible 2, 304 Eadred is 'cyning and casere '.
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under liisfeet/wliiclithe Danish king Frotho by fraufl contrived to

do. Can this Frogerbe the AS. FreofSegCir,FreCegar in the Wessex

genealogy,who had Brond for father,Ba^klrcgfor grandfather,

Woden for great-grandfather? The ON. table of lineageseems to

mix up FrioSegarwith FroSi, his adversary.^ According to the

Formali of the Edda, p. 1 5, and the Yngl.saga c. 9,Norway traced

her eldest line of kings to Scemingr,the son of OSinn by Ska8i,

previouslytlie wife of NiorSr ; some write Semingr,which means

pacificator,and would lead to FriSgeiragain. SkaSi was daughter

to the iotunn Thiassi,and the SigurSardrapa(-killing)calls

SigurSr LaSaiarl ' afspringrThiassa,'(Th. progenies)." The Her-

rauSssaga cap. 1 makes Hringr springfrom Gavti,and him from

OSinn : this Gcvutr or Gauti (conf.Ing and Ingo,Irniin and Irmino),

Goth. Gauts, OHG. Koz, AS. Geat, whether surname, son or

ancestor of OCinn, cannot belie his divinity(conf.p. 367) ; and his

son Godwulf too, confounded by some with Folcwalda (p.165, last

table),looks mythical. It is from Gduts tliatthe Gautos (Koza,Tav-

roi)professedto be descended, these being other than the GuJ^ians

(Tac.Gothones, ForOot),but related to them nevertheless,for the

Gothic genealogystarts witli the same Gauts at the head of it."

Again,Sigrlamiis called OSin's son, Fornald. sog. 1,413. But who

can
' Bous (gen.Boi),Othini ex Pdnda filius ' be in Saxo Gram. 46 ?

PossiblyBiar, Biaf,Beav = Beowulf, to whom we are coming (see

Suppl.).^
Another OSinsson, Skioldr,is the famed ancestral hero of the

Danes, from whom are derived all the Skioldungar(Sn.146); he

may have been most nearlyrelated to the peopleof Schonen, as in

the Fornm. sog. 5, 239 he is expresslycalled Skanunga go5 (seep.

161),and was probablyworshipped as a god. In Saxo Gram, he

does not take the lead, but follows after Humblus, Dan* and

Lother ; Skiold himself has a son Gram,^ from whom come Hadding

1 A toten of victory? as the vanquished had to present such dust (EA.

111-2).
2 The AS. name Frodheri stands yet farther away (Beda 2, 9 " 113).
3 Saxo 122 mentions one hero he^otten by Thurr : Haldunus Biarggrammus

apud Sueones magni Thor filiusexistimatur. And I know of no other but this

one.

"* Don, in Saxo's view the true ancestor of the Danes, is called in the

Rigsmal iJanr,and placedtogetherwith Dmifr, Saan. 106''.

^ Elsewhere Gramr is the jimiier name of a particularsword, while the

appellativegramr denotes king.
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and then Frotho ; but the AS. genealogyplacesits Scild after

^cectf,and singularlymakes tlieni both ancestors of OSinn. From

Scedfdescends Sccldwa,from him consecutivelyBeaio,Tcctiva,Gcdt,

and after several more generationscomes Wdden last. The ON.

version of the lineageis in harmony with this ; and even in the

Gothic pedigree,which only beginswith Gduts, we may suppose a

Sktiufs,Skildva,Taitva to have preceded,to whom the OHG. names

Scoup, Scilto,Zeizo would correspond." None however is so

interestingas Sceldwa's son, the Anglo-Saxon Bcaiv,called by the

Scandinavians Biar,Biaf,but in the livingAS. epos Beowulf. It

is true,the remarkable poem of that name is about a second and

younger Beowulf, in whom his forefather's name repeatsitself; but

fortunatelythe openinglines allude to the elder Beov/ulf,and call

his father Scild (Goth.Skildus,agreeingwith Skioldr)a Scefing,i.e.,

son of Scedf. Beaw is a corruptionof Beow, and Beow an abbrevia-tion

of Bcoundf:it is the completename that first opens to us a

wider horizon. Beowulf signifiesbee-wolf (OHG. PiawolfT),and

that is a name for the woodpecker,a bird of gay plumage that hunts

after bees,of whom antiquityhas many a tale to tell.^ Strangeto

say, the classical mythus (above,pp. 206, 249) makes this Picus a

son of Saturn,inasmuch as it either identifies him with Zeus who

is succeeded by a Hermes, or makes him nourisher of Marss sons

and father of Faunus. We see Picus (Picumnus)interwoven into

the race of Kronos, Zeus, Hermes and Ares, the old Bohemian

Stracec = picusinto that of Sitivrat,Kirt and Radigost,as Beowulf
is into that of Gcdt and Woden. If the groups differ in the details

of their combination, their agreement as wholes is the more

trustworthyand less open to suspicion.And justas the footprints
of Saturn were traceable from the Slavs to the Saxons and to

England,but were less known to the Northmen, so those of the

divine bird in Stracec and Beowulf seem to take the same course,

and never properlyto reach Scandinavia. The central Germans

stood nearer to Roman legend,althoughno actual borrowingneed

have taken place.
What a deep hold this group of heroes had taken,is evidenced

by another legend. Scedf{i.e.,manipulusfrumenti)takes his name

1 Can tlie name in Upper Germany for the timliis or oriolus galbnla,
Birolf,Pirolf,bnither Pirolf (Frisch 1, 161),possiblystand for Bmcolf (or

Biterolf)? Tlie Serbs call it Urosh,and curiouslythis a^^'ainis a hero's name.

Conf. the Finn, lu-os [withheros i],p. 341.

24
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from the circumstance,that when a boy he was conveyedto the

country he was destined to succour, while aslecjy^on a sheaf of corn

in the boat. The poetry of the Lower Ehine and Netherlands in

the Mid. Ages is full of a similar story of the sleeinngyouth whom

a swan "
conducts in his shipto the afflicted land ; and this swan-

knight,is picturedapproachingout of paradise,from the grave, as

iTg^mSjWhose divine, originis beyond question. Helias,Gerhart or

Loherangrinof the thirteenth century is identical then with a Scof

or Scoup of the seventh and eighth,different as the surroundings

may have, been, for the song of Beowulf appears to have transferred

to Scild what belongedof rightto his father Scedf. The beautiful

story of the swan is founded on the miraculous originof the swan-

brothers,which I
.

connect with that of the Welfs ; both however

seem to be antiquelineage-legendsof the Franks and Swabians, to

which the proper names are mostly wanting. Had they been

preserved,many another tie between the heroes and the gods would

come to light.2" Further,to Sceldwa or Skioldr belongsobviously

the name Schiltunc in the Tirol and Parzival, âs the name Schil-

hunc, Nib. 88,3,pointsto a race of Scilpungd,correspondingto the

AS. Scilfingas,ON. Scil/ingar,of whom Skelfir,Scilfe,Scilpiis to

be regardedas the ancestor. This Skelfirthe Fornald. sog. 2, 9

makes the father of Skioldr,so that the Shilfingaand Shioldinga

a3tt fall into one. Either Scelf is here confounded with Scef,or

Scef must be altered to Scelf,but the frequentoccurrence of the

form Sceaf,and its interpretation(from sheaf),seem alike to forbid

this (seeSuppl.).

As the Skioldungardescend from Skioldr,so do the Giukungar
from Ghiki = Gihika, Kipicho,with whom the Burgundian line

begins: if not a god himself (p.137),he is a divine hero that carries

us back very near to Wuotan. The Gibichensteine (-stones)more-over

bear witness to him, and it is to the two most eminent women

of this race that Grimhildensteine,Brunhildensteine are allotted.*

1 Umborwesende ? Beow. 92.

^ The ship that brought Sceaf and the swan-knightcarries them away

againat last,but the reason is disclosed only in later legend: it was forbidden

to inquireinto their origin,Parz. 825, 19. Conr.,Schwanritter 1144-73.
^ Zeitschr. fiirdeut. alterth. 1,7. '

* Brunehildestein,lectulus Brunihilde,Kriemhiltenstein, Cviemildespil
(Heldensagep. 155) ; Krimhilte graben (Weisth.1,48) ; in loco Grimhiltaperg
noniinato (Juvaviap. 137); de Crinihilteperc,MB. 7. 498.
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Frau Vote however appears as ancestress of the stock.^ It has not

been so much noticed as it ought,that in the Lex Burg.Gislahari

precedes Gnndahari by a whole generation,whilst our epic

(Xibelungen)makes Giselhere Gunthere's younger brother,and the

Edda never names him at all. The Law makes no mention of any

brothers,and Gisolher the young has merely the name of his elder

kinsman. Gemot (from ger = gais)and Gisdher seem to be

identical (conf.Gramm. 2, 46). But the Norse Guttormr can

hardlybe a distortion of Godomar, for we meet with him outside of

the legend,e.r/.,in Landn. 1, 18. 20, where the spellingGuSormr

(Guntwurm) would lead us to identifyhim with Gunthere, and in

Saxo Gram, are found several Guthormi (seeSuppl.). Then Hagano

the one-eyed,named from hagan (spinosus,Waltharius 1421),is
'

more than heroic '}

Even deeperreachingroots must be allowed to the Welisungs ;

their name bringsus to a divine Valis who has disappeared(conf,

the ON. Vali,p. 163),but the mere continuance of an OHG.

Welisunc is a proof of the immemorial diffusion of the Volsunga-

saga itself (seeSuppl.). How, beginningwith Wuotan, it goes on

to 8igi,Sigimunt,Sigifrit,Sintarfizilo,has been alluded to on p.

367, and has alreadybeen treated of elsewhere.^ "With Sigfrit

stands connected Hclfrich,Chilpericus,ON. Hialprekr. It is

worthy of note, that the AS. Beowulf calls SigfritSigemund,and

Signumdr is a surname of OSinn besides.* Such a flood of

splendourfalls on Siegfriedin the poems, that we need not stick at

triiles; his whole nature has evident traces of the superliuman:

brought up by an elf Eegino,beloved by a valkyr Brunhild,

instructed in his destinyby the wise man Gripir,he wears the

helmet of invisibility,is vulnerable oidy on one spot in his body,

as Achilles was in the heel,and he achieves the rich hoard of the

Nibelungs. His slavin* ôf the dragon Eafnir reminds us of TIvdcDu^

1 Haupts zeitschr. 1,21.
2 Laulinuinn's examination of the whole Nibelunglegend,p. 22.

^ Ilauptszeitschv. 1,2 " 6.

* In the Cc
" ' "

Magn. lex. G43

I suppose on the ground of the inscriptt.in Grutcr Iviii.5 : Marti Segomoni
sacrum

...
in civitate Se([uanorum ; and ii. 2 : Diis deabus omnibus

Veturius L.L. Securius (al.Segomunus)pro se quisque (seeSuppl.).
5 Ahnost the same, grantinga change of tfiinto /(as in tirjp,4"'']p)I of f'ur

a standingfor Greek J there are more examples: fnasu,blasu = nvfi/a, (pXvo).

.s zeitschr. 1,2 " 6.

J Copenh. ed. of the Edda, Sajm. 2, 889 Sigemon,and in Finn

G43 Scgemon, is said to have been a name of the Celtic Mars ;

a the ground of the inscriptt.in Gruter Iviii.5 : Marti Segomoni
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whom Apolloovercame, and as Python guardedthe Delphicoracle,
the dying Fafnir prophesies. Ŵe must take into account LoSfdfnir
Saem. 24, 30. Sinfiotli,who, when a boy,kneads snakes into the

dough,is comparableto the infant Hercules tested by serpents.

Through Siegfriedthe Prankish Welisungs get linked to the

Burgundian Gibichungs,and then both are called Nibelungs.

Among Gothic heroes we are attracted by the Ovida and

Cnivida in Jornandes cap, 22, perhaps the same as Offa and

Cnehha in the Mercian hue. But of far more consequence is the

great Gothic familyof Amals or Amalungs, many of whose names

in the Jornandean genealogy seem corrupt. The head of them all

was Gapt,which I emend to Gaiit (Gauts),and so obtain an allusion

to the divine office of casting[giessen,ein-guss,in-got]and meting
(pp.22. 142) ; he was a god,or son of a god (p.164),and is even

importedinto the Saxon lines as Gedi,Wodelgeat,Sigegeat(p.367).
In this Gothic genealogythe weak forms Amala, Isarna, Ostro-

gotha,Ansila,confirm what we have observed in Tuisco, Inguio,
Iscio, Irmino ; but those best worth noting are Amcda, after

whom the most powerful branch of the nation is named, Ei^mana-

ricus and Theodcricus. Ermanaricus must be linked with Irmino

and the Herminones, as there is altogethera closer tie between

Goths and Saxons (Ingaevonesand Herminones) as opposedto the

Franks (Iscaevones),and this shows itself even in the later epics."

Amongst the Amalungs occur many names compounded with

vulf,which reminds us of their side-branch,the Wiiltings; if it be

not too bold,I would even connect Isarna (Goth.Eisarna)with

Isangrim. To me the four sons of Achiulf seem worthy of

particularnotice : Ansila,Ediulf, Vuldulf, and Hermenrich. Of

the last we have justspoken,and Ansila means the divine ; our

present concern is \yith.Ediulf and Viddidf. I find that Jornandes,

cap. 54, ascribes to the Scyriansalso two heroes Edica and Vulf;
the Eugian Odoacer has a father EiicJio and a brother Aonulf ; and

^ The epithetsveinn (Sw. sven, Dan. svend) given to the Norse Sigurd'r

appears ah-eadyin Fafnir's addiess ' sveinn ok sveinn ! ' and in the headingsto
ch.'142-4 of the Vilk. saga. The same hei'o then is meant by the Sivard

snaresvtnd (foitispner) of the Danish folk-song,who, riding on Grani,

accompanies to Askereia (seech. XXXI), and by Svend Fcldivgor Fiillincjof

the Danish folk-tale (Thiele2, 64-7. Muller's sagabibl.2, 417-9). He drank

out of a horn handed to him by elvish beings,and therebyacquiredthe strength
of twelve men. Swedish songs call him Hven Fdrlingor Foiling; Arvidsson

1, 129. 415.
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the legend on the origin of the Welfs has the proper names

Iscnhart,Irmeninul, WeJf and Etico constantlyrecurring.Now,

welf is strictlycatulus (huelf,whelp,OX. hvelpr),anddistinct from

wolf ; natiiral historytells us of several strong courageous animals

that are brought into the world blind ; the Langobardic and

Swabian genealogiesplayupon dogs and wolves beingexposed; and

as Odoacer,Otachcr (athingthat has never tillnow been accounted

for)is in some versions called Sipicho,ON. Bicki,and this means

dog (bitch),I suspect a similar meaning in Edica,Eticho,Ediulf,

Odacar, which probably affords a solution of the fable about the

' blind Schwaben and Hessen '

: their lineagegoes back to the blind

Welfs. In the genealogyEdiulf is described as brother to Ermen-

rich,in later sagas Bicki is counsellor to lormunrekr ; the Hilde-

brandslied has but too littleto say of Otacher. Then Vuldulf also

(perhapsVuldr-ulf)will signifya gloriousbeaming wolf (see

Suppl.)." As Siegfriedeclipsedall other Welisungs,so did Diefcrich

all the Amalungs ; and where the epos sets them one againstthe

other, each stands in his might, unconquered,unapproachable.
Dieterieh's divine herohood comes out in more than one feature,e.g.,

his fierybreath, and his taking the placeof Wuotan or Ero (p.

213-4) at the head of the wild host,as Dietriclibcrn or Bernhard.

The fierybreath bringshim nearer to Donar, with whom he can be

compared in another point also : Dietericli is wounded in the

forehead by an arrow, and a pieceof it is left inside him, for which

reason he is called the deathless ;^ not otherwise did the half of

Hrungnir'shein (stonewedge) remain in Thor's head, and as

Groa's magic could not loosen it,it sticks there still,and none shall

aim with tlielike stones,for it makes the piecein the god'sforehead
stir (Sn.109 " 111).^ This horn-like stone was very likelyshown
in images,and enhanced their godlikeappearance.

The renowned race of the Billingsor Billungs,whose mythic
roots and relations are no longerdiscoverable,was stillflourishing
in North Germany in the 10-1 1th centuries. The firsthistorically
certain Billingdied in 967,and another,above a liundred years

older,is mentioned.^ The Cod. Exon. 320, 7 says :
' Billingweold

1 Simon Keza, chron. Hungaror. 1, 11. 12. Heinr. vou Miiglein (in
Kwachic.li p. 8) ; conf. Deutsche lieldeiisagep. 164.

"

Hence tlieproverb: seint losnar hein i hoftJi Thors.

m

and

3 Weilekin"rs Hermann duke of Saxony, Luneb. 1817, p. 60. Conf. the
ilesIJillinc,coinca Billiiigusin docs, of 961-8 in Hiifei-szeitschr. 2, 239. 344,
id the OHG. form Billuiigiusin Zeuss,Trad, wizenb. pp. 274. 287. 305.
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Wernum/ he belongstherefore to the stock of Werina, who were

near of kin to the Angles. There was a BillingahseS (heath)near

Whalley,and London has to this day a Billingsgate.In OHG. we

find a man's name Billxmc (Riednos. 14. 21-3, a.d. 808. 821-2). If

we take into account, that a dwarf Billingroccurs in the Edda, Ssem.

2* 23% a hero Pillunc in Rol. 175,1,and Billunc and Nidunc coupled

togetherin the Eenner 14126-647, the name acquiresa respectable

degreeof importance(seeSuppl.).The derivative Billinc implies

a simple bil or bili (lenitas,placiditas),from which directly[and

not from our adj.billig,fair]are formed the OHG. names Pilidrut,

Pilihilt,Pilikart,Pilihelm ; to which add the almost personified

Billich (equity)in Trist. 9374. 10062. 17887. 18027, and the ON.

goddessBil, Sn. 39 ; the II in Billungcould be explainedthrough

Biliung. Just as OSinn in Ssem. 46^ is called both Bileygr(mild-

eyed)and Baleygr(ofbaleful eye),so in Saxo Gram. 130 a BUvisus

(aequus)stands opposedto Bcilvisus (iniquus).

5. Okentil. Wielant. Mimi. Tell, "c.

In addition to the heroes ascertained thus far,who form part of

the main pedigreeof whole nations,and thence derive weightand

durability,there is another class of more isolated heroes ; I can only

put forward a few of them here.

We have still remaining a somewhat rude poem, certainly

founded on very ancient epicmaterial,about a king Orcndcl or

Erentel,whom the appendix to the Heldenbuch pronounces the

firstof all heroes that were ever born. He suffers shipwreckon a

voyage, takes shelter with a master fisherman Eisen^ earns the

seamless coat of his master, and afterwards wins frau Breide,the

fairest of women : king Eigclof Trier was his father's name. The

whole tissue of the fable puts one in mind of the Odyssey : the ship-wrecked

man clingsto the plank,digshimself a hole,holds a bough

before liim ; even the seamless coat may be compared to Ino's veil,

and the fisher to the swineherd,dame Breide's templarswould be

Penelope'ssuitors,and angelsare sent often,like Zeus's messengers.

Yet many thingstake a different turn, more in German fashion,

and incidents are added, such as the layingof a naked sword

between the newly married couple,which the Greek story knows

nothingof. The hero's name is found even in OHG. documents :

1 Who is also found apparentlyin a version of the Lay of king Oswald.
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Orcndil,Meiclielb. Gl; OrcntU,Trad. fuld. 2,24 2, 109 (Scliannat
308); Orcndil a Bavarian count (an.843 in Eccard's Fr. or. 2,3G7)-

a villageOrcndclsal,now Orendensall,in Holieulolie,v. Haupts
zeitsclir.7, 558. " But the Edda lias another myth, wliich was

alluded to in speakingof the stone in Thor's head. Groa is busy-
conning her magic spell,when Thorr, to requiteher for the

approachingcure, imparts the welcome news, that in comingfrom
lotunheim in the North he has carried her husband the bold

Orvandill in a basket on his back, and he is sure to be home soon ;

he adds by way of token,that as Orvandil'stoe had stuck out of the

basket and got frozen,he broke it off and flungit at the sky,and

made a star of it,which is called 6rvandils-td.But Groa in her

joy at the tidingsforgother spell,so the stone in the god'shead

never got loose,Sn. 110-1. Groa, the growing,the grass-green, is

equivalentto Breide,i.e.,Berhta (p.272) the bright,it is only
another part of his historythat is related here : Orvandill must

have set out on his travels again,and on this second adventure

forfeited the toe which Thorr set in the sky,though what he had

to do with the god we are not clearlytold. Beyond a doubt, the

name of the glitteringstar-groupis referred to,when AS. glosses
render ' jubar'

by earendel,and a hymn to the virginMary in Cod.

Kxon." 7,20 presents the followingpassage :
.

Eala Earendel,englabeorhtast,
ofer middangeard monnum sended,

and s6i5fa?stasunnan leoma "

torlitofer tunglas,]?utida gehwane
of sylfunil^esymle inlihtes !

i.e.,0 jubar,angelorum spleudidissime,super orbem terrarum

hominibus misse,radie vere solis,supra stellas lucide,qui omni

tempore ex te ipsoluces ! Mary or Christ is here addressed under

the heathen name of the constellation. I am only in doubt as to

the rightspellingand interpretationof the word ; an OHG. orentd

impliesAS. earendel,and the two would demand OaST.aurvendill,

eyrvendill; but if we start with ON. orvendill,then AS. earendel,

OHG. erentil would seem preferable.The latter part of the

compound certainlycontains entil = wentil,^ The firstpartshould

" Whence did Matthesius (inFrisch 2,439*)get his " Pan is the heathens'

JVendel and head bagpiper" ? Can the word refer to the metamorphoses of the
'

flute-playingdemigod l In trials of witches,"Wendelis a name for the devil,
Mones anz. y, 124.
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be either ora, earo (auris),or else ON", or, gen. orvar (sagitta).

Now, as there occurs in a tale in Saxo Gram., p. 48, a Horveudilus

filius Gervenclili,and in OHG. a name Kerwentil (Schm. 2,334)

and Gerentil (Trad.fuld. 2, 106),and as geir(hasta)agrees better

with or than with eyra (auris),the second interpretationmay com-mand

our assent ;^a sightof the completelegendwould explainthe

reason of the name. I think Orentil's father deserves attention

too : Eigilis another old and obscure name, borne for instance by
an abbot of Fulda who died in 822 (Pertz1, 95. 356. 2, 366.

Trad. fuld. 1, 77-8. 122). In the Ehine-Moselle country are the

singularEigelstcine,Weisth. 2, 744 (seeSuppl.). În AS. we find

the names Aeyhs burg (Aylesbury),Aeglcsford (Aylesford),Aegles

Jjorp; but I shall come back to Eigilpresently.PossiblyOrentil

was the thundergod'scompanion in expeditionsagainstgiants.
Can the story of Orentil's wanderings possiblybe so old amongst

us, that in Orentil and Eigilof Trier we are to look for that Ulysses
and Laertes whom Tacitus placeson our Ehine (p.365)? The

names shew nothingin common.^

Far-famed heroes were Wieland and Witticli^whose rich

legendis second to none in age or celebrity.Vidigoia(Vidugauja)
of whom the Goths alreadysang, OHG. Witugouivoas well as

Witicho,]\IHG. Witcgouweand Witege,AS. Wudga, in either form

silvicola,from the Goth, vidus, OHG. witu, AS. wudu (lignum,
silva),leads us to suppose a being passingtlie bounds of human

nature, a forest-god.Erau Wachilt, a mermaid, is his ancestress,

with whom he takes refugein her lake. At the head of the whole

race is placedking Vilkinus,named after Vulcanus as the Latin

termination shews, a god or demigod,who must have had another

and German name, and who begetswith the merwoman a gigantic
son Vadi, AS. Wada (Cod.Exon. 323, 1),OHG. Wato, so named I

suppose because,like another Christopher,he waded with his child

on his shoulder through the Grcenasund where it is nine yards

^ And so Uhland (On Tlior,p. 47 seq.)expounds it : in Groa lie sees the

i;;powthof the crop, in Orvandill the sproutingof the blade. Even the tale in
Saxo he bringsin.

2 The falsespellingEichelstein (acorn-stone)has given rise to spurions
legends,Mones anz. 7,368.

3 1 have hardlythe face to mention,that some make the rightshiftyUlysses
father to Pan, our Wendel above.

** The stillimprinted M.Dutch poem, De kinderen van Limburg, likewise

mentions JVilant,JVedegeand Mimminc,
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deep (l)etweenZealand,Falster and Moen) ; the Danish hero Wate

iu Gudruu is identical with him; the AS. Wada is placedtoward

Ilelsingen.Old Englishpoetry had much to tell of liim,that is

now lost : Chaucer names
' Wades boot Guingelot,'and a placein

Northumberland is called Wade's gap ; Wffitlingestretcould only

])e brought into connexion with him, if such a spellingas

"\Va3dlingcould be made good." Now, that son, whom Vadi carried

through the sea to apprenticehim to those cunning smiths the

dwarfs, was Wielant,AS. Weland, Welond, ON. Volundr, but in

the Vilk. saga Vclint,master of all smiths,and wedded to a swan-

maiden Hervor alvitr. The -rightfulowner of the boat, which

Englishtradition ascribes to Wada, seems to have been Wieland ;

the Vilk. saga tells how he timbered a boat out of the trunk of a

tree,and sailed over seas. Lamed in the sinews of his foot,he

forgedfor himself a winged garment, and took his flightthrough

the air. His skill is praisedon all occasions,and his name coupled

with every costlyjewel,Vilk. saga cap. 24. Witeche, the son he

had by Baduhilt,bore a hammer and tongs in his scutcheon in

honour of his father ; during the IMid. Ages his memory lasted

among smiths,whose workshopswere styledJVicland's houses, ând

perhaps his likeness was set up or paintedoutside them ; the

ON. ' Volundar hus ' translates the Latin labyrinth; a host of

similar associations must in olden times have been generally

diffused,as we learn from the names of places: Welantes gruoba

(pit),.MB. 13, 59 ; Wielantes heim, MB. 28^ 93 (an.889) ; Wiclan-

iu dorf,MB. 29, 54 (an.1246); Wielantes tanna (firs),MB. 28^

188. 471 (an. 128U); Wielandes brunne, MB. 31, 41 (an.817).
The multiplicationof such names during long centuries does not

admit of their being derived from human inhabitants. The Dan.

Vclandswrt (-wort),Icel. Velantswxt,is the valerian,and accordingto

Staid. 2,450 WielandheQve. the daphne cneorum. Tradition would

doubtless extend Wieland's dexterityto Wittich and to Wate, who

also gets the credit of the boat,and in the Gudrun-lay of the

healingart. In Stem. 270% ' boekur ofnar volundom '

are stragula
artificiose contexta, and any artist might be called a volundr or

wielant, A gorgeous coat of mail (lirregel,OHG. hregil)is in Beow.

904 Welandes geweorc. /Elfred in Boeth. 2, 7 translates fidelis

" Juxta domiun JVelandi fabri,Ch. ad ann. 1262 in Lang's reg. 3, 181 :

couf, Ilauptszeitsclir.2,248. I find also IFUigofaber,MB. 7,122.
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ossa Fabricii ' ]?aeswisan goldsmiSesban Welondes ' (metrically:
Welandes ban); evidentlythe idea of faber which layin Fabricius

brought to his mind the similar meaning of the Teutonic name,

Wdand being a cunning smith in general. For the name itself

appears to contain the ON", v^l = viel (ars,rix^rj,OHG. list),
Gramm. 1,462, and smiSvelar meant artes fabriles ; the AS. form

is wll,or better wil,Engl,wile,Fr. guile;the OHG. wiol,wiel (with

broken vowel)is no longerto be found. But further,we must pre-suppose

a verb wielan,AS. welan (fabrefacere),whose pres. part,wie-

lant,weland, exactlyforms our proper name, on a par with wlgant,

werdant, druoant, "c. ; Graff 2, 234 commits the error of citing
Wielant under the root lant,with which it has no more to do than

heilant (healer,saviour).The OFr. Galans (Heldens.42) seems

to favour the ON", form Volundr [rootval] since Veland would

rather have led to a Fr. Guilans ; possiblyeven the ON. vala

(nympha) is a kindred word ? An OHG. name Wieldrud seems

the very thingfor a wise-woman. " This developmentof an intrinsic

significancein the hero's name finds an unexpected confirmation

in the strikingsimilarityof the Greek fables of Hephtestus,

Erichthonius and Dsedalus. As Weland offers violence to

Beadohild (Volundr to BoSvildr),so Hephoestuslays a snare for

Athene, when she comes to order weapons of him ; both Hephaestus

and Volundr are punishedwith lameness,Erichthonius too is lame,

and therefore invents the four-horse chariot,as Volundr does the

boat and wings. One with Erichthonius are the later Erechtheus

and his descendant Daedalus,who invented various arts, a ring-

dance,building,"c.,and on whose wings his son Icarus was soaring

when he fell from the clouds. But AaihaXo^i^ is Bal8a\o"i,BaiSaX-

eo?, cunninglywrought,SatSaX/ia(likedyaXfia)a work of art,and

SacMWeiv the same as our lost wielan. As our list[likethe Engl,

cunning and craft]has degeneratedfrom its originalsense of scientia

to that of calliditas and fraus,and vel has both meanings,it is not

surprisingthat from the skill-endowed god and hero has proceeded

a deformed deceitful devil (p.241). The whole group of V^'^ate,

Wielant,Wittich are heroes,but also ghostlybeingsand demigods

(seeSuppl.).
The Vilkinasagabringsbefore us yet another smith, Mimir, by

1 A reduplicationlike iraiTToKos,ttanrakoHs tortus,arduus,TratrrdXXet:/tor-

qtiere ; conf. Xaika^,nalfjia^,"c.
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whom not only isVelint instructed in his art,but Sigfritis brought

up " another smith's-apprentice.He is occasionallymentioned in

the later poem of Biterolf,as Mhnc the old (Heldensage,pp. 146-8);

an OHG. Mimi must have grown even more deeply into our

language as well as legend: it has formed a diminutive Mimilo

(MB. 28, 87-9,annis 983-5),and Mima, Mimidrilt,Miviihilt are

women's names (Trad.fuld. 489. Cod. lauresh. 211); the old name

of Miinster in Westphalia was J/imigardiford,il/i;?iigerneford

(Indicesto Pertz 1. 2),conf. il/i??iigerdefordin Kichthofen 335 ; the

AVestphalianMinden was originallyJ/midun (Pertz1,368),and

Memleben on the Unstrut J/i7;iileba, The greatnumber of these

proper names indicates a mythic being,to which Memerolt (Morolt

111) may also be related." The elder ZSTorse tradition names him

just as often,and in several different connexions. In one place,

Saxo, p. 40,^interweaves a Mimingus,a
' silvarum satyrus

' and

possessor of a sword and jewels,into the myth of Balder and

Hother, and this,to my thinking,throws fresh light on the

vidugauja(wood-god)above. The Edda however gives a higher

positionto its Mhnir: he has a fountain,in which wisdom and

understandinglie hidden ; drinkingof it every morning,he is the

wisest,most intelligentof men, and this again reminds us of

' Wielandes brunne '. To il/imisbrunnr came OGinn and desired a

drink,but did not receive it till he had given one of his eyes in

pledge,and hidden it in the fountain (Ssem.4^ Sn. 17); this

accounts for OSinn being one-eyed (p.146). In the Yngl, sa-^a

cap. 4, the Ases send Mimir, their wisest man, to the Vanir,who

cut his head off and send it back to the Ases. But OGinn spake
his spellsover the head,that it decayed not, nor ceased to utter

speech; and 05inn holds conversation with it,whenever he needs

advice,conf. Yngl.saga cap. 7,and Siem. 8^ 195^. I do not exactly
know whom the Voluspa means by Mhnis synir(sons),Siem. 8'';

MimamQ\d,v 109=^ impliesa nom. Mimi gen. Mima, and may be

distinct from Mimir (conf.Bragr and Bragi,p. 235)." Mimir is no

As, but an exalted being with whom the Ases hold converse, of

wdioni they make use, the sura-total of wisdom, possiblyan older

nature-god; later fables degradedhim into a wood-spriteor clever

smith. His oneness with heroes tends to throw a divine splendour

1 P. E. Muller's ed.,p. 114, followingwliicli I have set aside the readiu"

Miiuringiis,in spiteof the Danish song of Mimering tand.
"
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on tliem. S^vedisll folk-songhas not yet forgottenMimes a

(Arvidsson2, 316-7),and in Konga liiirad and Tingas socken in

Sniakand there lies a Mimes sjo,inhabited accordingto the legend

by neckar (nixies),ibid. p. 319. Perhaps some of the forms quoted

have by rightsa short i, as have indisputablythe AS. mimor,

meomor, gemimor (memoriternotus),mimerian (memoria tenere),

our Low German mimeren (day-dreaming),Brem. wtb. 3, 161, and

the Memerolt, ]\iemleben above ; so that we might assume a verb

meima, maim, mimum. Then the analogyof the Latin memor and

CJr.fjLi/x"o/xaL allows us to bring in the giant and centaur Mlfia^i,

i.e.,the wood-spriteagain(seeSuppl.).

Accordingto the Edda (Soem.133),Volundr had two brothers

SlagfiSrand Egill,all three ' synirFinnakonungs,'sons of a Finnish

king,whereas the saga transplantedto the North from Germany
makes its Vilkinus a king of Vilkinaland. Or can Finna be taken

as the gen. of Finni, and identifiedwith that Finn Folcwaldansunu

on p. 219 ? SlagfiSrmight seem = Slagfinnr,but is better

explainedas SlagfioSr(flap-wing, see ch. XVI, Walachuriun). All

three brothers married valkyrs,and Egill,the one that chiefly

concerns us here,took Olrun (Aliorima).The Vilk. saga, cap. 27,

likewise calls Velint's younger brother Eigill: "' ok ]?ennakalla

menu Olrunar Eigil,'''-but the bride is not otherwise alluded to ;

this form Eigillagrees with the OHG. Eigilon p. 376, not with the

OK Egill,dat. Agli,for the dat. of Eigillwould have been Eigli.

Well, this Eigillwas a famous archer ; at Mdung's command he

shot an appleoff the head of his own littleson, and when the king

asked him what the other two arrows were for,repliedthat they

were intended for him, in case the firsthad hit the child. The tale

of this daringsliot must have been extremelyrife in our remotest

antiquity,it turns up in so many places,and always with features

of its own. As the Vilkinasagawas importedinto Scandinavia in

the 13th century, the story of Eigillwas certainlydiffused in

Lower Germany before that date. But Saxo Grammaticus in

Denmark knew it in the 12th centurv, as told of Toko and king

Harald Gormsson, with the addition,wanting in Eigill,that Toko

1 Peringskioldtranslates ' EgillnsSagittarius,'and Eafn ' Egil den traf^

fende,'but this was merely guessedfrom the incidents of the story. Arrow is

not 61,but or ; Orentil on the contrary,Eigil'sson, does seem to have been

named from the arrow.
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after the shot behaved like a hero in the sea-storm. The Icelanders

too, particularlythe lonisvikingasaga, relate the deeds of this

rdlnatoki,but not the shot from the bow, though they agree with

Saxo in making Harald fall at last by Toki's shaft, Tiie king's

death by the marksman's hand is historical (a.d,992),the shot at

the applemythical,havinggatheredround the narrative out of an

older tradition,which we must presume to have been in existence

in the 10- 11th centuries. To the Norwegian saga of Olaf the

Saint (-j-lOoO),it has attached itself another way : Olaf wishing to

convert a heathen man, EindriSi,essayedhis skill againsthim in

athletic arts,first swimming, then shooting; after a few successful

shots,the king requiredthat EindriSi's boy should be placedat the

butts,and a writing-tabletbe shot off his head without hurtingtlie

child. EindriSi declared himself willing,but also readyto avenge

any injury. Olaf sped the first shaft,and narrowly missed the

tablet,when EindriSi,at his mother's and sister's-prayer, declined

the shot (Fornm. sog. 2,272). Just so king Haraldr SigurSarson

(HarSraSa,-f*1066) measured himself againstan archer Hemingr,
and bade him shoot a hazelnut off his Biorn's head,and Hemingr

accomplishedthe feat (Midler'ssagabibl.3,.359, Thattr af

Hemingi cap, 6, ed. Eeykjavikp. 55), Long afterwards,the legend

was transferred to a Hemming Wolf, or von Wulfen, of WewelsHet

in the Wilstermarsch of Holstein,where the Elbe empties itself

into the sea. Hemming Wolf had sided with count Gerhard in

1472, and was banished by king Christian. The folk-tale makes-

the king do the same as Harald, and Hemming as Toko ; an old

paintingof Wewelsflet church representsthe archer on a meadow

with bow unbent,in the distance a boy with the appleon his head,

the arrow passes throughthe middle of the apple,but the archer

lias a second between his teeth,and betwixt him and the boy
stands a wolf,perhaps to express that Hemming after his bold

answer was declared a wolf's head.^ Most appropriatelydid the

mythus rear its head on the emancipated soil of Switzerland : In

1307, it is said,Wilhelm Tell,compelledby Gessler,achieved the

same old master-shot, and made the courageous speech; but the

evidence of chroniclers does not begin tilltoward the 16th century,2

^ Schleswigholst.prov. berichte 1798, vol. 2, p. 39 seq. Mallenhof,
Sclilo8wij,'liolstRaj,'enno. 66.

"^ I suspectthe genuinenessof tlie verses, allegedto be by lleinricli vou
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shortlybefore the first printededition of Saxo, 1514. Of the

unhistorical character of the event there cannot be the sliglitest
dovibt. The mythic substratum of the Tell fable shews itselfin an

Upper Ehine legendof the 15th century (inMalleus malef. pars 2

cap. 16, de sagittariismaleficis)which immediatelyprecededthe

firstwritten record of that of Tell : Fertur de ipso(PimcheroJ,quod

quidam de optimatibus,cum artis sue experientiamcapere voluis-

set,eidem prop7^iumfiliumparvuhtm ad metam posuit,et pro signo

super hirreturn pueridenarium, sibiquemandavit, ut denarmm sine

hirreto per sagittamamoveret. Cum autem maleficus id se facturum

sed cum difiicultateassereret,libentius abstinere,ne per diabolum

seduceretur in sui interitum; verbis tamen principisinductus,

sagittamunam collari suo circa coUum immisit,et alteram balistae

supponens denarium a hirreto puerisine omni nocumento excmsit.

Quo viso,dum ille maleficum interrogasset,'
cur sagittamcollari

imposuisset?
' respondit,'si deceptus per diabolum puerum

occidissem,cum me mori necesse fuisset,subito cum sagittaaltera

vos tranfifixisscin,ut vel sic mortem meam vindicassem '. This shot

must have taken placesomewhere about 1420, and the story have

got about in the middle part of the 15th century." Beside the

above-mentioned narratives,Norse and German, we have also an

Old English one to shew in the Northumbrian ballad of the three

merry men, Adam Bell,Clym of the Clough,and William of

Cloudesle ; this last,whose christian name, like the surname of the

first,reminds one of Tell,offers in the king'spresence to set an

appleon the head of his son, seven years old,and shoot it off at

120 paces. The arrow sped from the bow, and cleft the apple.
I suppose that Aegel'sskill in archerywould be known to the

Anglo-Saxons; and if we may push Wada, Weland and Wudga far

up into our heathen time,Aegel seems to have an equal claim.

The whole myth shows signsof having deep and widelyextended

HiJnenbere of 1315,which Carl Zay has made known in his book on Goldau,
Zurich 1807, p. 41 :

Dum pater in puerum telum crudele coruscat

Tellius ex jussu,saeve tyranne, tuo,

pomum, non natmn, figitfatalis arundo :

altera mox ultrix te,periture,petet.
H. von Hlinenberg is the same who, before the battle of Morgarten, shot a

warning billet over to the Swiss on his arrow (Joh. Midler 2, 37),hewas

therefore a bowman himself. Justingerand Johann von Winterthur are silent

about Tell ; Melchior Russ (f 1499) and Petermann Etterlin (completed1507)
were the firstwho committed the story to writing.
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roots. It partlyagrees even with -what Eustathius on II. 12, 292

tells us, that Sarpedon,a hero of the blood of Zeus, was made

when a child to stand up and have a ring shot off his breast

without injuryto him, an action which entailed the acquisitionof

the Lyciankingdom (seeSuppl.).^

With these specimens of particularheroes" crumbs from the

richlyfurnished table of our antiquities" I will content myself,as

there are stillsome reflections of a more generalkind to be made.

I started with saying,that in the heroic is contained an exalting
and refiningof human nature into divine,originallyhowever

founded on the affinityof some god with the human race. Now

as procreationis a repetition,and the son is a copy of the father

(forwhich reason our languagewith a profoundmeaning has avara

for image and avaro for child); so in every hero we may assume

to a certain extent an incarnation of the god,and a revival of at

least some of the qualitiesthat distinguishthe god. In this sense

the hero appears as a sublimate of man in general,who, created

after the image of God, cannot but be like him. But since the

gods,even amongst one another,reproducethemselves,i.e.,their

pluralityhas radiated out of the primary force of a single
One (p.164),it follows,that the originof heroes must be very

similar to that of polytheismaltogether,and it must be a difficult

matter in any particularcase to distinguishbetween the full-bred

divinityand the half-blood. If heroes,viewed on one side,are

deified men, they may on the other hand be also regarded as

humanized gods; and it comes to the same thing,whether we say

that the son or grandsonbegottenby the god has attained a semi-

divine nature, or that the god born againin him retains but a part

of his pristinepower. We are entitled to see in individual heroes

a precipitateofformer gods,and a mere continued extension,in a

wider circle,of the same divine essence which had alreadybranched

out into a number of gods(seeSuppl.).
This propositioncan the more readilybe demonstrated from the

popular faiths of Greece and Germany,which commit themselves

to no systematicdoctrine of emanation and avatara, as in these

1 Similar legendsseem to live in the East. In a JIS. of the Cassel library
containinga journeyin Turkey, I saw the representationof an archer taking
aim at a child with an appleon its head.
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religionsthe full-blooded animalism of herohood developeditself

the more richlyfor that very reason. While the Indian heroes are

in the end reabsorbed into the god,e.g.,Krishna becomes Vishnu,

there remains in Greek and German heroes an irreducible dross of

humanism, which brings them more into harmony with the

historical ingredientsof their story. Our hero-legendhas this long
while had no consciousness remainingof such a thingas incarna-tion,

but has very largelythat of an apotheosisof human though

god-descendedvirtue.

Herakles can never become one with Zeus,yet his deeds remind

us of those of his divine sire. Some traits in Theseus allow of his

being compared to Herakles, others to Apollo. Hermes was the

son of Zeus by Maia, Amphion by Antiope,and the two brothers,

the full and the half-bred,have somethingin common.

In Teutonic hero-legend,I think, echoes of the divine nature

can be distinguishedstill more frequently; the Greek gods stood

unshaken to the last,and heroes could be developedby the side of

them. But when once the Teutonic deities encountered Christianity,

there remained only one of two ways open to the fadingfigures

of the heathen faith,either to pass into evil diabolic beings,or

dwindle into good ones conceived as human. The Greek heroes-

all belong to the floweringtime of paganism\ of the Teutonic a

part at least might well seem a poverty-strickenattenuation and

fainter reproductionof the former gods,such as could stilldare to

shew its face after the downfall of the heathen system. Christian

opinionin the Mid. Ages guidedmatters into this channel ; unable

to credit the gods any longer with godhood,where it did not

transform them into devils,it did into demigods. In the Edda the

a3sir are still veritable gods; Jornandes too, when he says, cap. 6 :

' mortuum (Taunasem regem) Gothi inter numina populisvA

coluerunt '
"

be this Taunasis Gothic or Getic " assumes that there

were Gothic gods,but the anses he regards as only victorious

heroes exalted into demigods; and in Saxo, followingthe same line

of thought,we find that Balder (who exhibits some Heraklean

features,v. supra p. 226-7),and Hother, and Othin himself,have

sunk into mere heroes.^ This capitisdeminutio of the gods brought

1 In the AS. Etlielwerd p. 833 we read :
' Hengest et Horsa, hi nepotes

fnere JFoddan regisbarbarorum, quem postinfanda dignitateut deum honorantes,

sacrificium obtulerunt paganivictoriae causa sive virtutis,ut huinanitas saepe

credit hoc quod videt'. "Wiu. of Maliuesbury'ssimihir words were quoted
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them nearer to heroes, wliilc the heroes were cut off from absolute

deification ; how much the two must have got mixed up in the

mist of legend! Yet in every case where bodilydescent from the

gods is aliened of a hero,his herohood is the more ancient,and

reallyof heathen origin.

Among the heroes tliemselves there occur second births,of

which a fuller account will be given further on, and which shew a

certain resemblance to the incarnations of gods. As a god renews

himself in a hero, so does an elder hero in a younger.

Beingsof the giantbrood,unitingthemselves now to gods and

now to heroes,bring about various approximationsbetween these

two.

We have seen how in the genealogyof Inguio,firstOSinn, then

NiorGr and Freyr interweave themselves : NiorSr and Hadding

seem identical,as do Heimdall and Rigr,but in NiorSr and Heim-

dall the god is made prominent,in Hadding and Rigr the hero.

Irmin appears connected with Wuotan and Zio,justas Ares and

Herakles approach each other,and Odysseus resembles Hermes.

Baldr is conceived of as divine,Baildcegas heroic. In Siegfriedis

u])ove,p. 128 ; he also says
^ denm eiise delirantes'. Albericus tr. font. 1, 23

{utterA.D. 274) expresses himself thus :
' In hac generatione decima ab incar-

natione Domini regnasse invenitur quidam Mercurius in Gottlandia insula,quae
est inter Daciam et Russiam extra Romanum imperium, a quo Merciu-io,qui
Woden dictus est,descendit genealogiaAnglorinnet multoruni aliorum '. Much

in the same way Snorri in the Yngl. saga and Form. 13. 14 lepresentsOCinn

as a IwfiSinciiand hermaf^r come from Asia, who by policy secured the

worshipof the nations ; and Saxo p. 12 professesa like o])iniou: '
ea tempes-

tate ciun Otiiinus quidam,Europa tota, Jalsodin'nitatis titulo censeretur,'"c.
conf. what he says p. 45. What other idea could orthodox christians at that

time form of tliefalse god of their forefathers ? To idolatrythey could not but

impute wilful deceit or presumption,beingunable to comprehend that some-thing

very ditl'erent from falsified historylies at the bottom of heathenism.

As littledid there ever exist a real man and king OSinn (letalone two or

three),as a real Jupiter or Mercury." But the attinityof the hero nature

with the divine is clearlydistinct from a deificationarisingout of human

]"rideand deceit. Those heathen, who trusted mainly their inner strength(p.
6),like the Homeric heroes irfrrmdoTfs ^ijj4"''(H- 12,25(5),were j'etfar from

settingthemselves up for gods. Similar to the stories of K'ebucadnrzar (er wolte
selbe sin ein got, would himself be god, Parz. 102, 7. Barl. 60, 35),ol'Kosroes

(^lassmann on Eracl. p. 502),of the Greek Salmonevs (conf.N. Cap. 146),and
the RyzantineErarlius,was our ]\lid.Age story of Imiiotans wiiester Babilonie,
' der wolde selve wesen got'(I\other 2568) = Nibelut ze Barise ' der machet

himele gnldin,selber wolt ergot sin '(Bit.299),just as Salmoneus imitated

the lightningand thunder of Zeus. Inielot and Nibelot here seem to mean

the same thing,as do elsewhere Imelunge and Nibelunge (Hehlens.162) ; I

do not know what allusion there might be in it to a Nibelunc or Amelunc (see

Suppl.).
25
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nu echo of Caldr and Freyr,perhapsof OSinn, in Dietrich of Thorr

and Freyr. Ecke oscillates between the giant and the hero.

Even Charles and Eoland are in some of their features to be

regarded as new-births of Wuotan and Donar, or of Siegfried and

Dietrich. As for Geat, Sceaf,Sceldwa, for lack of their legends,it

is difficult to separatetheir divine nature from their heroic.

One badge of distinction I find in this,that the names of gods

are in themselves descriptive,i.e.,indicatingfrom the first their

inmost nature ;
^ to the names of half-godsand heroes this signi-ficance

\n\\ often be wanting,even when the human originalhas

carried his name over with him. Then, as a rule,the names of

gods are simple,those of heroes often compound or visiblyderived.

Donar therefore is a god from the first,not a deified man : his

appellationexpresses also his character. The same reason is

decisive againstthat notion of Wuotan having made his way out of

the ranks of men into those of the gods.

Demigods have the advantage of a certain familiarness to the

people: bred in the midst of us, admitted to our fellowship,it is

they to whom reverence, prayers and oaths preferto address them-selves

: they procure and facilitate intercourse with the higher-
standintT jrod. As it came natural to a Eoman to swear

' mehercle '

mecastor ! ecastor ! edepol! ' the christians even in the Mid. Ages
swore more habituallyby particularsaints than by God himself.

We are badly off for information as to the pointsin which the

Hero-worship of our forefathers shaped itselfdifferentlyfrom divine

worship proper ; even the Norse authorities have nothing on the

subject.The Grecian sacrifices to heroes differed from those

offered to gods : a god had only the viscera and fat of the beast

presentedto him, and was content with the mounting odour ; a

deified hero must have the very flesh and blood to consume.

Thus the einherjaradmitted into Valholl feast on the boiled flesh

of the boar Siehrinniir,and drink with the Ases ; it is never said

that the Ases shared in the food, Srem. 36. 42. Sn. 42 ; conf.

supra, p. 317. Are we to infer from this a difference in the sacri-fices

offered to gods and to demigods?

Else,in the other conditions of their existence,we can perceive

many resemblances to that of the gods.

Thus, their stature is enormous. As Ares covered seven roods,

^ Sometliinglike the names of tlie characters in the Beast-apologrie.
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Ilcraklcs has also a body of giganticmould. When the godlike

SigurSrstrode through the full-grownfield of corn, the dew-shoe ^

of his-seven-span sword was even with the uprightears (Vols,saga

cap. 22. Vilk. saga cap. 166) ; a hair out of his horse's tail was

seven yards long (Nornag.saga cap. 8)." One thinghardly to bo

found in Teutonic gods,many -handedness,does occur in an ancient

hero. Wudga and llama, Witege and Heime, are always named

together. This Heimo is said to have been by rightscalled Studas,

like his father ("whom sOme traditions however name Adelger,

Madelger); not tillhe had slain the worm Heima,^ did he adopt its

name (Vilk.saga cap. 17). To him are expresslyattributed three

hands and four elhoivs,or else tvjo hands with three elbows (Heldens.

257. Eoseng.p. xx, conf. Ixxiv); the extra limbs are no exaggera-tion

(Heldens.391),rather their omission is a toningdown, of the

originalstory. And Asprian comes out with four hands (Eoseng.

p. xii).StarkaSr, a famous godlikehero of the North, has thire

pairs ofarms, and Thor cuts four of his hands off (SaxoGram., p.

103); the Hervararsaga(Eafn p. 412, 513) bestows eiijlithands on

him, and the abilityto fightwith four swords at once : dtta handa,

Fornald. sog. 1,412. 3, 37. In the Swedish folk-songof Alf,ori-ginally

heathen,there is a hero Torgnejer(roaringlike thunder ?),
' ban hade otta bander (Arvidss.1, 12).^ Such cumulation of limbs

is also a mark of the giantrace, and some of the heroes mentioned

do overlapthese ; in the Servian songs I find a three headed hero

Balatchko (Vuk 2, no. 6, line 608); Pegam too in the Carniolan

lay has three heads (triglave)." Deficiencyof members is to be

found in heroes as well as gods : OSinn is one-eyed,Tfv one-

handed, Loki (= Hephaestus?)lame, Hu'5r blind,and ViSar dumb;*

1 Doggskor,S\v. doppsko,tlic heel of the sword'-s slicatli,which usually
brushes tlie dew : so tlie AUunaiins called a lame foot,that dragged through
the dewy grass, toudregil.This ride through the corn has something in it

highlymythic and suggestiveof a god.
^ Heimo appears to mean worm originally,though used elsewhere of the

cricket or cicada (Reinh.cxxv),for which our present heimchen (littleworm)
is better suited. A renowned Karliiighero was also named Heimo (Reinh.

cciv). We lind again,that Madelgeris in Morolt 3921 a dwarf,son of a mer-maid,

and in Rol. 58, 17 a smith.

3 In the propheciesof the North Frisian Hertje(a.d.1400)the tradition of

such monstrosities is appliedto the future :
' Wehe den minschen, de den

leven,wen de liide 4 arme kriegenund 2 par scho over de vote dragen und 2

hode up den kop hebben ! ' Heimreichs chron.,Tondern 1819 ; 2, 311. It

may however refer merely to costume.

* (Joth. haihs,hanfs,halts,blinds,dumba.
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SO is Hagaiio one-eyed,Walthari one-handed, Gunthari and Wie-

lant lame, of blind and dumb heroes there are j^lenty.
One thing seems peculiarto heroes, that their early years

should be clouded by some defect,and that out of this darkness

the brightrevelation,the reserved force as it were, should suddenly

break forth. Under this head we may even placethe blind birth

of the Welfs, and the vulgarbelief about Hessians and Swabians

(p.373). In Saxo Gram., p. 63, Uffo is dumb, and his father

Vermund blind ; to him correspondsthe double Offain the line of

Mercia, and both of these Offas are lame and dumb and blind.

Accordingto the ' vita Ofae primi,Varmundi filii,'he was of hand-some

figure,but continued blind till his seventh year, and dumb

till his thirtieth ; when the aged Varmund was threatened with

war, all at once in the assemblyOffa began to speak. The ' vita

Offaesecundi' says,t̂he hero was at firstcalled Vinered (sowe must

emend Pineredus),and was blind, lame and deaf, but when he

came into possessionof all his senses, he was named Offa secundus.

Exactlyso, in Stem. 142% HiorvarSr and Sigurlinnhave a tall hand-some

son, but ' hann var ]?ogull,ecki nafn festiz viS hann '. Only

after a valkyrjahas greetedhim by the name of Hclgi,does he

beginto speak,and is content to answer to that name. Starkaffr

too was ]?ogullin his youth (Fornald.sog. 3, 36),and Hcdfdan was

reckoned stupid(Saxo,p. 134) ; just as slow was the heroism of

Dietleib in unfoldingitself(Vilk.saga cap. 91),and that of Iliyain

the Eussian tales. Our nursery-talestake up the character as

dscherling,aschenhrodcl,ashcfis(cinderel): the hero-youth lives

inactive and despisedby the kitchen-hearth or in the cattle-stall,

out of whose squalorhe emerges when the righttime comes. I

do riot recollect any instance in Greek mythology of this exceed-ingly

favourite feature of our folk-lore.

Unborn children,namely those that have been cut out of the

womb, usuallygrow up heroes. Such was the famous Persian

liustem in Ferdusi,as well as Tristan according to the old story in

Eilhart,or the Russian hero Dobrunii Nikititch, and the Scotch

Macduff. But Volsungr concerns us more, who spoke and made

vows while yet unborn, who, after being cut out, had time to kiss

his mother before she died (Volsungas.cap. 2. 5). An obscure

^ These remarkable vitae Offae primiet secundi are printedafter Watts's

Matth. Paris,i:)p.8, 9.
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passage in Fafnismul (Soem.187*) seems to designateSigiirSralso

an ohorinn; and in one as difficult(Beow.92),may not the 'umbor-

wesende ' which I took in a different sense on p. 370, stand for

2mJo7'-wesende,to intimate that Sceaf passedfor an unborn ? The

Landnamabok 4, 4 has an Uni hinn oborni (m.),and 1, 10 an

Ulfrun in oborna (f); for wise-women, prophetesses,also come into

the world the same way.^ Our Mid. Ages tell of an unborn hero

Hoyer (Benecke'sWigalois,p. 452) ; in Hesse, Eeinhart of Dalwig

was known as the unborn, being,after the ca^sarian operation,

broughtto maturity in the stomachs of newly slaughteredswine.^

As early as the tenth century, Eckhart of St. Gall informs us :

Infans excisus et arvinae porci recens erutae, ubi incutesceret,

involutus, bonae indolis cum in brevi apparuisset,baptizaturet

Purchardus nominatur (Pertz 2, 120) ; this is the Burchardus

ingcnitus,afterwards abbot of St Gall. One Gebehardus, ex de-

functae matris Dietpurgaeutero excisus,is mentioned in the Chron.

Petershus. p. 302, with the remark : De talibus excisis literae

testantur quod, si vita comes fuerit,felices in mundo habeantur.

To such the common standard cannot be applied,their extra-ordinary

manner of coming into the world givespresage of a higher
and mysteriousdestiny. Not unlike is the Greek myth of Metis

and Tritogeneia: the virgingoddess springsout of the forehead of

Zeus. The phraseabout ' HloSr being born %cUh helmet,sicord and

horse ' (above,p. 76),is explainedby the Hervararsaga,p. 490, to

mean, that the arms and animals which accompany the hero were

forgedand born at the time of his birth. Schroter's Finnish Eunes

speak of a child that was born ar7ned : this reminds us of the

superstitionabout lucky children beingborn with hood and helmet

(seech. XXVIII).
It was noticed about the gods (p.321),that Balder's brother,

when scarcelyborn, when but one nightold,rushed to vengeance,

unwashed and uncombed. This is like the children born of liten

Kerstin after longgestation: the newborn son gets up directlyand

combs his hair,the new born daughterknows at once how to sew

silk. Another version makes her give birth to two sons, one of

whom combs his yellow locks, the other draws his sword, both

equipped for swift revenge (Svenska fornsanger2, 254-6). Here

1 ITeiniroich's Nordfries. chr. 2, 341.
^ Zeitscluilt I'iirHess, gesch.1,97.
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combing and not combing seem to be the same characteristic, A

new born child speaks; Norske eventyr 1, 139.

As the hirtli of beloved kings is announced to their peopleby

joyfulphenomena, and their death by terrible,the same holds good
of heroes. Their generosityfounds peace and prosperityin the

land. FroSi's reignin Denmark was a periodof bliss ; in the year

of Ilakon's election the birds bred twice,and trees bore twice,
about which beautiful songs may be gleanedout of his saga, cap. 24.

On the night that Ilelgiwas born, eaglescried,and holy waters

streamed from the mountains, Sam. 149^.

Sigur"'swalk and manner of appearingwas impetuous,like

that of a god ; when he first approached the burg of Brynhildr,
* iorS dusaSi ok opphimin,'earth shook and heaven, Ssem. 241^ ;

and of Brynhild'slaughing,as of that of the gods (p.324),we are

told :
' hlo,boer allr dundi,'she laughed and all the castle dinned,

Ssem. 208^ A divine strengthreveals itself in many deeds and

movements of heroes. Dietrich's fierybreath may be suggestiveof

Donar, or perhaps only of a di^agon: * ob sin atem goebefiur als

eines wilden trachen,'(Parz.13-7,18).

A widelyprevalentmark of the hero race is their beingsticldcd

hy leasts,or fed hy birds. A hind offers her milk to SigurSrwhen

exposed, Vilk. saga 142 ; a she-wolfgives suck to the infant

Dieterich (likeEomulus and liemus)togetherwith her four blind

whelps,hence his name of Wolfdieterich. The same fellowship

with whelps seems imputed to the beginningsof the Gotlis and

8wabians, as to those of the llomans (p.373); but the woodpecker

also,that Bee-wolf, broughtfood to the sons of Mars, and we have

come to know the Swabians as specialdevotees of Zio (p.199).
The Servian hero Milosh Kobilitch was suckled by a marc (kobila),
Vuk 2, 101 ; does that throw lighton the OHG. term of abuse

merihunsun, zagiinsun (EA. 643) ? A like offensive meaning

lurked in the Latin lupa.^ But it is not only to sucklingsthat

the god-sentanimals appear ; in distress and danger also,swans,

ravens, wolves, stags,bears, lions will join the heroes, to render

them assistance ; and that is how animal figuresin the scutcheons

and helmet-insigniaof heroes are in many cases to be accounted for,

though they may arise from other causes too, e.g.,the abilityof

certain heroes to transform themselves at will into wolf or swan.

1 Fils de truie ; Garin 2, 229.
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The swan's winy,tlieswan's coat, betokens another supernatural

qualitywhich heroes share with the gods (p.326),the power of

flying.As Wieland ties on his swan-wings,the Greek Perseus has

ivingcdshoes,talaria,Ov. met; 4, 6G7. 729, and the Servian Eelia is

called krik'it(winged),being in possessionof krilo and okrilie

(wing and wing-cover),Vuk 2, 88. 90. 100. A pieceof the wing

remaining,or in women a swan's foot,will at times betraythe

highernature.

The superliuman qualityof heroes shines out of their eyes

(luminum vibratus, oculorum micatus, Saxo Gram. 23) : ormr i

cmga. The goldenteeth of gods and heroes have been spoken of,p.

234. In the miirchen sons are born with a star on the forehead,

Kinderm. 96. Straparola4, 3 ; or a golden star falls on the fore-head,

Pentam. 3, 10. The Dioscuri had a star or fkme shiningon

their heads and helmets : this may have reference to the rays

encirclingthe head (p.323),or to constellations being set in the

sky. In some cases the heroic form is disfiguredby animal

peculiarities,as Siegfried'sby his horny skin, and others by a

scaly; the mtirchen have heroes with hedgehogspikes.The legend

of the Merovings,imperfectlyhanded down to us, must be founded

on something of the kind. AVhen Clodio the son of Faramund

with his queen went down to the shore,to cool themselves from

the sultrysummer heat,there came up a monster (sea-hog?)out of

the waves, which seized and overpoweredthe bathing queen. She

then bore a son of singularappearance, who was therefore named

Merovig, and his descendants, who inherited the peculiarity,

Merovings.^ Theophanes expresslydeclares,that the Merovings

were called Kpicndraiand Tpi,-)(opa'xaTat,because all the kings of

that house had bristles down the backbone (pax^'i),like swine.

We stillfind in Rol. 273, 29, where it is true they are enumerated

among iicathens,

di helde von Meres ;

vil gewis sit ir des,

daz niht kuoners mac sin :

an dem rucke tragentsi horsten sum sictn.

The derivation of the name is altogetherunknown. Can itpossibly
have some connexion with the boar-worshipof Fro, which may

p. 92

^ Fredegar'sepitome (Rotiquct2, 396),and Conradusi Ursperg.,Arg. ICOi),
i. Per contra,MullenhoU" m Haupt'.szeitschr. 6, 432.
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have been especiallyprevalentamong the Franks ? Lampr. Alex.

5368 also has : sin hut was ime bevangen al mit swincs hiirstcn (see

Suppl.).
One principalmark to know heroes by, is their possessing

intelligenthorses,and conversingwith them. A succeedingchapter

will shew more fully,how heathendom saw something sacred and

divine in horses,and often endowed them with consciousness and

sympathy with the destinyof men. But to heroes they were indis-pensable

for ridingor driving,and a necessary intimacysprang up

between the two, as appears by tlie mere fact of the horses having

proper names given them. The touchingconversation of Achilles

with his Xantlios and Balios (II.19, 400
" 421) finds a complete

parallelin the beautiful Karling legendof Bayard ; compare also

Wilhelm's dialoguewith Puzzdt (58,21"59, 8),in the French

originalwith Bauccrd (Garin2,230-1),and Begon'swith the same

Baucent (p.230). In tlie Edda we have Skirnir talkingwith his

horse (Seem.82^); and GoSrun, after SigurS'smurder, with Grani

(231'^):

ImipnaSiGrani ]?a,drap i gras hofc5i.

Well mif^ht Grani mourn, for the hero had bestridden him ever

since he led him out of Hialprek'sstable (180),had ridden him

through the flames (202^),and carried off the great treasure.

Swedieli and Danish folk-songsbring in a sagacioussteed Black,

witli whom conversation is carried on (Sv.vis. 2, 194. Sv. forns.

2, 257. Danske vis. 1,323). In the poems on Artus the horses

are less attractivelypainted; but how naivelyin the Servian,

when Mila shoes the steed (Vuk 1,5),or Marko before his death

talks with his faithful Sharats (2,243 seq. Danitza 1, 109). In

Mod. Greek songs there is a dialogueof Liakos with his horse

(Fauriel1, 138),and similar ones in the Lithuanian dainos (lihesa

p. 224). The Persian Eustem's fairysteed is well-known (see

Suppl.).^
If many heroes are carried off in the bloom of life,like Achilles

or Siegfried,others attain a great age, beyond the limit of the

human. Our native legendallows Hildebrand the years of Nestor

1 A Mongolian warrior's dying song lias :

My poor cream-coloured trotter,you will get home alive.

Then tell my iiKjther,pray :
' full fiiteen wounds had he '.

And tell my father,pray : 'shot through the back was he,'"c. " Trans.
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with undiminished strengtli,and to tlie Scandinavian StarkaSr is

measured out a life that runs through several generations; the

divinelyhonoured GoSmuudr is said to have numbered near five

hundred years, Fornald. sog. 1,411. 442. In the genealogiesthat

liave come down to us, great length of life is given to the first

ancestors, as it is in the Bil)le also. Snacrr hinoi gamli,sprung
from Kari and Jokull, is said to have attained 300 years, and

Hdlfdan gamli as many, Fornald. sug. 2, 8. The MHG. poem of

Dietrich's ancestors (18G9" 2506) givesDidwart and Sigelicr400

years of lifeeach,Wolfdielericli503, Hugdidcrich450, and Didmar

340 ; Dietrich of Bern is the firstthat reaches only the ordinary

limit,Otnit the son of Sigeher was killed when young.^ The

Servian ]\larko was three hundred years old,almost like the giants

of old. On the other hand, the life of heroes is enfeebled by union

with goddessesand superhuman females. Examples will be given,

when the valkyrs are discussed ; the belief of the Greeks is

expressedin a remarkable passage of the Hymn to Venus 190,

where Anchises, after he has embraced Aphrodite,fears that he

shall lead a stricken life {afj,"V7]v6";)among men :

eVel ov ^io6u\fxio";avi)p

fyiyveTac, oare Oeal'ievvd^eraiaOavuTgcn.

The goddessdoes not conceal,that age will come on him apace, and

that Zeus's thunderbolt will maim him if he boast of her favours.

The story of Staufenbergerand the sea-fairyis founded on similar

notions.

Another thingin which the condition of heroes resembles that

of gods is,that particularlocal haunts and dwellingsare assigned
them. Such abodes seem by preferenceto bear the name of stone,

as Gibichenstein,Brunhildenstein,Kriemhildenstein,Eigelstein,
Waskenstein ; which pointsto sacred rocks uninhabited by men,

I These are undoubtedly genuine myths, that lose themselves in the

deeps of time,however distorted and misplacedthey may be. Sicjeher(OIIG.
Siguhari)is plainlythe ON. Sigarr,from wliom the Sij^dingaror Siklingar
take their name ; Sigcher's(hiughteris called Sigclint,Sigar'sdaughterSigny,
but the two are identical. Hugdieterich,who in woman's clothingwoos Hilde-

burg,is one with Haghariyr (Sw. Habor, Dan. Ilafbur),who likewise succeeds

in his suit for Sign;(̂Sw. Signil,Dan. Hignild),though liere the story has a

tragicend, and the names disagree; but hug and hag, both from one root,

support each other. Sigcminnetoo, the wife ofWolfdieterich,who in the Ilel-

denbuch is the son of Hugdieterich,comes near to Signy. The part about

Hugdieterich in the Heldeubuch is throughoutuncommonly sweet, and cer-tainly

very ancient.
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and a primeval,firmlyrooted worship. More rarelywe find castle

or hall connected with a hero (Iringesburc,Orendelsal),a few times

ea and hum, oftener loay or street ; now, as the notion of a highway
lies close to that of a conspicuouscolumn to which the roads led uj),

we may well connect the ' Herculis columnae,'the Irmansuli, with

the Eoland-joillars,which we come upon just in those northern

parts of Germany where heathenism prevailedlatest. As king
Charles occupiesWuotan's place in certain legends,especiallythat

of the ' furious host,'Eoland, the noblest hero of his court, who is

to him almost exactlywhat Donar is to Wuotan, seems to replace
the divine vanquisher of giants. yEthelstdn-pillarshave been

mentioned, p. 119. It is worthy of note, that,while Scandinavia

offers nothingelse that can be likened to the Irmen-pillars,yet at

Skeningen,a town of Ostergotland,there stood erected in the

marketplace,justwhere Eoland-pillarsdo stand,the figureof a

giant or hero,which the people called Thore lang (Thuro longus),

and at which idolatrywas practisedin former times.^ This figure

appears far more likelyto belongto the heathen god than to any

hero or king ; and probably the column in the market place of

Bavais in Hainault, from which seven roads branched off,and

which is said to have been reared in honour of a king Bavo, had a

similar meaning (seeSuppl.).

According to a widelyacceptedpopular belief,examined more

minutely in ch. XXXII on Spiritingaway, certain heroes have

sunk from the rocks and fortresses they once inhabited,into clefts

and caverns of the mountains, or into subterranean springs,and are

there held \vi'aptin a seldom interruptedslumber, from which they

issue in times of need, and bring deliverance to the land. That

here again,not only Wuotan, Arminius, Dieterich and Siegfried,

but such modern heroes as Charles,Frederick Barbarossa and even

Tell are named, may assure us of the mystic lightof myth which

has settled on them. It was a Norse custom, for aged heroes,dead

to the world and dissatisfied with the new order of things,to shut

themselves up in a hill: thus Herlaugr with twelve others goes

into the haugr (Egilss.p. 7),and in like manner Eticho the Welf,

accompanied by twelve nobles, retires into a mountain in the

Scherenzerwald, where no one could find him again (Deutsche

1 Olaus Mac^nus 14, 15. Stjernhook,De jure Sveon. vet.,p. 326. Brooc-

mans beskrifn. 5iVer Ostergotland,Norrkoping17 GO. 1, 190.
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sagen, no. 518). Siegfried, Charles and Frederick, like King

Arthur of the Britons, abide in mountains with tlieir liost.

Be it be remarked lastly, that the heroic legend, like the divine,

is fond of running into triads. Hence, as 05in, Vili, Ve, or Har,

lafnhar and ThriSi stand together, there
appear

times without

number three heroic brothers together, and then also it commonly

happens, that to the third one
is ascribed the greatest faculty of

success.
So in the Scythian story of the three brothers Leipoxais,

Arpoxais and Kolaxais (Herod. 4, 5) : a golden plough, yoke and

sword having fallen from heaven, when the eldest
son

and the

second tried to seize them, the gold burned, but the tliird carried

them off. The same thing occurs
in

many
mitrchen.



CHAPTEE XVI.

WISE W 0 M E N.

The relation of women to the gods is very different from that of

men, because men alone can found famous houses, while a woman's

family dies with her. The tale of ancestry contains the names of

heroes only ; king'sdaughters are either not named in it at all,or

disappearagain as soon as they have been introduced as brides.

For the same reason we hear of deified sons, but not of deified

daughters; nay, the marriage of mortals with immortals issues

almost always in the birth of sons. There are therefore no women

to be placed by the side of the heroes, whom in the preceding

chapterwe have regardedas a mixture of the heavenly and earthly

natures : the distaff establishes no claim to immortality,like the

sword. To the woman and the bondman, idle in battle,busy in the

house, the Anglo-Saxons very expressivelyassignedthe occupation

of weaving peace : heroic labours suited men.

But that which women forfeit here,is amply made up to them

in another sphere. In lieu of that distinct individualityof parts

given to heroes, which often falls without effect in the story,they

have generalduties assignedthem of momentous and lastinginflu-ence.

A long range of charming or awful half-goddessesmediates

between men and deity: their authorityis manifestlygreater,their

worship more impressive,than any reverence paid to heroes. There

are not, strictlyspeaking,any heroines,but whatever among women

answers to heroes appears more elevated and spiritual.Brunhild

towers above Siegfried,and the swan-maid above the hero to whom

she unites herself (seeSuppl.).

In other mythologies also it is observable,that in the second

rank of deities female beingspredominate,while the first is reserved

almost exclusivelyfor the male, but the divine heroes we have

spoken of come only in the third rank. I have on p. 250 partly

accounted for the longer duration of the tradition of several goddesses
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by itshavingleft more abiding,because more endearing,impressions

on the mind of the people.

There is no harder problem in these investigations,than to dis-tinguish

between goddessesand half-goddesses,Eveiy god'swife

must ipsofacto pass for a real goddess; but then there are unmarried

goddesses; e.g.,Hel. One who cannot be shown to be either wife

or daughter of a god,and who stands in a dependentrelation to

higher divinities,is a half-goddess.Yet such a test will not

always serve, where a mythology has been imperfectlypreserved;

for the very reason that half-goddessesstand higherthan half-gods,

the boundary-linebetween them and the class of gi'eatgods is

harder to hit. The line may be disturbed,by particularraces

promoting divine beings of lower rank, whose worship got the

upper hand among them, to a higher;it is true the same thing

seems to occur in hero-worship,but not so often.

The mission and functions of half-goddessesthen may be

roughly defined thus: to the upper gods they are handmaids, to

men revealers.

It is a significantfeature in our heathenism, that women, not

men, are selected for this office. Here the Jewish and christian

view presents a contrast : prophetsforetell,angels or saints from

heaven announce and execute the commands of God ; but Greek

and Teutonic gods employ both male and female messengers. To

the German way of thinking,the deciees of destinyassume a

greater sacredness in the mouth of woman, soothsayingand sorcery

in a good as well as bad sense is peculiarlya women's gift,and it

may even be a part of the same thing,that our languagepersonifies
virtues and vices as females. If human nature in general shews a

tendency to pay a higher respect and deference to the female se.\,

this has always been speciallycharacteristic of Teutonic nations.

Men earn deification by their deeds, women by their wisdom :

' Fatidicae,aiigescente superstitionedcae' p. 95 (seeSu])pl.).
This Germanic reverence for woman, already emphasized by

Tacitus,is markedly expressedin our old systems of law,especially
the Alanianniau and Eavarian, by doubling the compositionfor

injury ;rtA.404) : the defenceless one therebyreceives protection
and consecration,nay, she is to forfeit the privilegethe moment

she takes up man's weapons. And not only does a Avorsliipof

woman shew itself in the minne-songsof our Mid. Ages,but in a
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remarkable formula of chivalryoccurringboth in folk-songsand in

court-poems :
' durch allcr fromven ere,'by all women's honour,

Wolfdiet. 104 Morolt 855. 888. 2834. Morolf 1542. Ecke 105.

117. 174. Eoseng. 2037. MsH. 3, 200=^; 'durch reiner (pure)
frouwen ere,'Ecke 112 ; 'durch luillen(forthe sake)allerfrouwcn)
thus one hero cries to another '

nu beite (stay),durch loillen aller

meide !' Eab. 922-4 ; 'durch wille7i sclioencrwibe,'Ecke 61 ; 'durch

andcr magci (othermaids')ere' Gudr. 4863 ;
' durch dim wip,'in

the name of all women, Parz. 13, 16 ; 'ere an mir elliu wip,'respect
in me all women, Erec 957 ;

' eret an mir elliu wip ! '

says a woman

in Parz. 88, 27, to ensure attention to her prayer ;
' cdlc7i meiden

tuot ez ze eren (doit in honour of),'Gudr. 1214, 3; 'ere und minne

elliu ivi'p! ' is the injunctionon givinga sword, Trist. 5032 ; .'tuon

allez daz frouwen vnlle si,'do all that may be woman's will,Bit.

7132 ; *als liepiu q,]\.qfrouwen stn,'as all women are dear to you,

Laurin 984. Their worship was placed on a par with that of

God :
' eret Got und diu wip,'Iw. 6054 ;

' durch Got und durch der

ivihe Ion (guerdon)'Wh. 381, 21 ; 'wart so mit riterschaft getan, des

Got sol danken und diu ivip,'may God and the ladies requiteit,

Wh. 370, 5; 'dienen Got und alle frouwen erm,' Ms. 2,99^; of

Parzival it is even said :
'
er getruwete ivihcn haz (better)dan Gote,'

Parz. 370, 18. These modes of speech,this faith,can be traced up

to a much earlier age, as in 0. i.5, 13 :
' do sprah er erlieho ubaral,

so man zi froiciinskal' ; and v. 8, 58: ' ni sit irbolganv)ibe' ye

shall not bullya woman, Etzels hofhalt. 92-3 ;
' sprichwiben iibel

mit nihte '

says the po.-m of the Stete ampten 286. The very word

frau is the name of a goddess,conf, p. 299 on the meanings of

frau and weib (seeSuppl.).
But more than that,when the hero in stress of battle looked upon

his love (OHG.trutin,trutinna,MHG. triutinne),thouglito/her,named

her name, he increased thereby his strength,and was sure of the

victory. We might even bringunder this head the declaration of

Tacitus : memoriae proditur,quasdam acies inclinatas jam et labantes

a feminis restitutas constantia precum et objectupectorum. From the

poems of the 13th century I will quote the principalpassages only:

und als er dar zuo an saeh (on-saw,looked at)
die schoenen frowen Eniten,

daz half (holp)im vaste striten (fighthard). Er. 933.

swenne mich der muot iwcr ermant (thethoughtof you mans),
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su ist sigesoelic(victorious)min liaut :

wand (for)iwer guote iiiiune

die steilcent mine sinne (nervemy senses),

daz mir den vil langentac (allthe longday)

nilit -wider gewesen mac (noughtcan vex). Er. 8SC7.

din da gcgcnicvrficsnz (who there presentsat),

diu gehalfir manne baz (sheholp her man better).

ob im dehein zwivel (ifever a doubt)geschach,

swenn (whenever)er si danne wider (again)an sack,

ir schosne gap im niwe kraft (strength),

so daz er imzagehaft(undismayed)

sine sterke wider gewan (hisstrengthregained)

und vaht (foug4it)als ein geruowet (rested)man. Er. 0171.

der gedanc(thinking)an sin sckane wip

der kreftigeteim den lip(life,body). Er. 9229.

swenne im diu muoze (opportunity)geschach
daz er die maget (maid)reht ersach,

daz gap ir gesellen(toher fellow,lover)

Gawane manlich ellen (elan).Parz. 409, 13. 410, 5.

nu sack er daz si umb in was in sorgen (infear for him),

alrest er niuwe kraft enpfant(felt).Lohengr.p. 54-5.

den Heiden minne nie verdroz (neverwearied),

des (therefore)was sin herze in strite groz. Parz. 740, 7.

ern welle (ifhe do not)an minne doiken,

sone mag er niht entwenken (cannotescape). Parz. 740, 15.

wes sumest (whereforedelayest)du dich,Parzival,

daz du an die kiuschen liehtgemal(pure-oneso bright)

niht dcniccst,ich mein din wip,

wiltu behalten (save)hie den lip? Parz. 742, 27.

der getouftenam (thechristian gained)an kreften zuo,

er ddht (thought),des was im nilit ze fruo (none too soon),

an Sin wip die kiiniginnc

unt an ir werden (worthy)minne. Parz. 743, 23.

swu ich sider (after)kom in not (difiiculty),

ze hant so ich (themoment I) an si ddhtc,

ir minne helfe brahte. Parz. 768, 27.

miiede was ir beder lip(weary were both their bodies),

niuwan daz sic (liadthey not)ddhtcn an diu wip

sie wffiren bcdcsamt gelegen(bothtogetherfallen).AU.bl. 1,340.
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In the Carmen de riiyllideet Flora it is said 31, 4 :
' Ille me com-

memoraf inter ipsascaedes/my beloved in the battle breathes my

name, to issue therefrom victorious.^ This sounds altogether

heathen, for the gods too were at your side the moment you uttered

their names. Snorri,in Yngl.saga cap. 2, says of OiSinn :
'
sva var

oc um bans menu, hvar sem }?eirurSu i nauSum staddir,a sia eSa

a landi,];aIcdllu"ii|?eira nafn bans, oc ]?6ttiziafnan fa af ]?vifro,'

so was it also with his men, wherever they were in trouble,on sea

or on land, then called they on his name, and innnediatelywere

gladdenedby it. When Hrungnir became intolerable to the Ases,
' pa nefna j^eirTlior,}winsest kom Thorr i hollina,'Sn. 108. Kraka,

a semi-divine being,admonished Erich: si suprema necessitatis

violentia postularet,nominis sui nuncvijationcremedium celerius

esse quaerendum, affirmans se divina partim virtute subnixam et

quasi cousortem coelitus insitam numinis gestarepotentiam,Saxo

Gram., p. 72. So the valkyrjaconies to the rescue of her chosen

hero, when he calls out her name ; she is become his guardian,as if

sent by the gods to bringhim aid (seeSuppl.).
The mission of such women then is to announce and prepare

good or ill,victoryor death to mortal men ; and we have seen that

the popular faith retained longestits connexion with fightingand

victory. Their own being itself,like that of the heroes,rests on

human nature, they seem for the most part to have sprung from

kingly and heroic families,and probably an admixture of divine

ancestors is to be presumedin their case too. But to performtheir

office,they must have wisdom and supernaturalpowers at their

command : their wisdom spiesout, nay, guides and arranges com-plications

in our destiny,warns of danger,advises in difficulty.At

the birth of man they shew themselves predictingand endowing,
in perilsof war givinghelp and grantingvictory. Therefore they

are called wise toomcn, ON. spdkonor (conf.spakr,OHG. spahi,

prudens),Scot, spae wife,MHG. loisiu wip,Nib. 1473. 3. 1483, 4

(seeSuppl).

1. Itis, Ides (Dis).

But I will firsttake an older word, which appears to me to yield

in time

favour '.

1 Philander of Sittewald 2,727,Soldatenl. p. 241, stillmentions the practice
,ime of dan"^er 'of commending oneself to the loved one's grace and
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exactlythe meaningwe have justunravelled,and in itsgeneralness

to comprehend allthe particularbeingsto be studied more minutely

by and by. The OIIG. itis pi.itisi,OS. ides,pi.idisi,AS. ides,pi.

idesa,denotes femina in general,and can be used of maids or matrons,

rich or poor.^ Yet, like the Greek vv/x^r},it seems even in the

earliest times to have been speciallyappliedto superhuman beings,

who, beingconsidered lower than goddessesand higherthan earthly

women, occupy preciselythat middle rank which is here in

question.Tacitus informs us, that a famous battle-field on the

Weser was called by the Cheruscans IdisiaYiso (soI emend Idis-

taviso),i.e.,nympharum pratum, women's meadow ; it matters not

whether the spot bore that name before the fightwith the Eomans,

or onlyacquiredit afterwards (v.Haupt'szeitschr. 9,248). There

at one time or another a victorywas won under the lead of these

exalted dames. The Merseburg poem sets tlie idisi before us in

fall action :

sum^ haptheptidun,suma heri lezidun,

suma clubodun umbi cuniowidi ;

Some put a check (onthe fighting),as we read in Renner 20132 :

dez muoz (thereforemust) ich he/teneinen haft

an dirre materie an minen danc (againstmy will),

wan ich fiirhte (forI fear)sie werde ze lane.

Others letted the host (hinder,make late,Goth, hari latidedun);
others againgrasped(clawed)at chains or wreaths, i.e.,withs and

twigs with which to twist shackles,or to twine garlandsfor the

victor. Here then their business was to bind and check,which is

also demanded by the very objectof the conjuring-spell; in striking

harmony with this are the names of two Norse valkyrs,mentioned

togetherin Stem. 45*, Hlock
=

OHG. Hlancha, i.e.,catena, and

Herfiotr= OHG. Herifezzara,exercitum vinciens. But it must

have been as much in their power to set free and help on, as to

shackle and hamper. Compounded with itis we have the female

names Itispuruc(Meichelb.no. 162),Itisburg(Trad.fuld. Schannat

181),Idisburg(Lacombl.no. 87),and Itislant (Graff1,159);which,
like Ililtipurc,Sigipurc,Sigilant(MB. 14,362),are proper to such

women of our olden time (seeSuppl.).^

1 Freolici; meowle = ides,Cofl. exon. 479,2. ' Weras and idesa,'or 'eorlas

and idesa' are contrasted,ibid. 176,5. 432, 2.
* Here the local meaning coincides with the personal; we may therefore

26
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But we obtain much fuller information as to tlieirnature from

the Norse authorities. It has been overlooked hitherto,that the

OHG. itis,AS. ides,is the same as the OK dis pi.disir ; similar

instances of aphseresisare the Eigrfor Iringon p. 234, and Sangrim,

Singrim for Isangrim,Isingrim(Eeinh.ccviii).Any remaining
doubt disappearson comparing the Eddie ' dis Skioldunga,'Saem.

169* 209* with the AS. ' ides Scildinga/Beow. 2337. The Norse

disir likewise are sometimes kind protectingbeings,sometimes

hostile and hindering,Ssem. 185* 195* 254'^ 273*. An instance of

the latter sort is found in the story of ThiSrandi,whom disir

destroyed,' thann er sagt at disir vaegi,'quem deas interfecisse

dicunt {Nialss.cap. 97),though the full narrative (Fornm. sog. 2,

195) calls them simply konur, women; so Spddisir,nymphae

vaticinantes,Vols, saga cap. 19, means justthe same as spdkonur;
and the phrase ' ecki eru allar disir dauSar enn

' in Alfs saga cap.

15, means in the most generalsense, all good spiritsare not dead

yet ;
' ySr munu dauSar disir allar,'to you all spiritsare dead,

Fornald. sog. 2, 47. But the Norse peoj)leworshipped them, and

offered them sacrifice : the mention of disablot is very frequent,

Egilss.cap. 44 p. 205; Vigagl.saga cap. 6 p. 30 ; 'biota kumla

disir^ deabus tumulatis sacrificare,Egilss.p. 207. This passage

impliesa connexion between disir and ghosts,departedspirits,

whose reappearance portendssomething: 'honor hugSak daitffar

koma i nott,'dead w^omen, i.e.,disir,come at night,Saem. 254*.

Herjans dis (Seem.213^) is nympha Odini,a maiden dwellingat

Valholl in the service of OSinn; dis Skioldunga(Seem,169* 209*),

divine maid sprung from the Skioldungstock,is an epithetboth of

Sigrun and of Brynhild,conf. AS. ides Scyldinga,ides Helminga,

Beow. 1234. But Freyja herself is called Vanadis, nympha

Vanorum, Sn. 37; and another goddess,SkaSi ondurdis (walking

in wooden shoes),Sn. 28, which is equivalentto oxid.\vcgu".Several

proper names of women are compounded with dis: Thordis,

Hiordis,Asdis, Vigdis,Halldis, Ereydis (to which might have

correspondedan OHG. Donaritis,"c.): they prove the pretty high

antiquityof the monosyllabicform dis,which even in the Edda

invariablyalliterates with D. With the orginalform idis the

compcare Magaclaburffwith Idisaburg,Idisoburg,and Lslant with Itislant,
Itisolant. The Frank ish Dispargum on the contrary seems not to be Idisberg,
but Tiesberg,fanum Martis (Herm. Miiller,SaUc law,p. 33-4).
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name of the goddess Idunn may j)0ssiblybe connected (see

Suppl.).

2. Veleda. Ganna. Alarun.

If,as I suppose, the genericterm idis was alreadycurrent in

the time of Tacitus,he givesus other more specificappellationsas

mere proper names, though still a certain generalmeaning seems

to belongto them too. His statements about Veleda, Ganna, and

A-iirinia I have alreadyquoted in ch. V, where the connexion

between prophetessesand the priestlyoffice was pointed out,

Veleda appears to be almost an appellative,and akin to the Norse

Vala, Volva (p.97-8),or even to the masc. Volundr (p.378),per-haps

also to the name valkyrja.^She lives on a toioer,like Jetha

(p.96) and Brynhildr(Vols,saga cap. 24). Treaties were ratified in

her presence ; she not only prophesied,but had to settle disputes

among the people,and carry out plans. In Ssem. 4*^ 5* the Vala,

after whom the famous lay Voluspa is named, is also called Hei"r

and Gidlveig; and as our female names Adalheid,Alpheid,"c.,are

formed with -heid, Finn Magnusen p. 416^ would derive Veleda

from a supposed Valaheid, which however is nowhere found (see

Suppl.). The descriptiongivenof her is an attractive one : where-

ever in the land this vala velspa (fatidica)came, she worked

witchery,she was believed to travel about and make visitations to

houses. This ' tilhusa koma ' reminds us of the ' drepa d vett sem

vdhvr,'pulsareaedes sicut fatidicae,Stem. 63% as in other cases also

prophesying,inspiringand boon-bestowing women were always

supposed to pass through the country,knockingat the houses of

tliose whom they would bless.

Ganna (p.95-6) could be explainedwith more certainty,if the

real meaning of its root ginnan were disclosed to us : a MHG.

ginnen is secare, the ON", ginnaallicere,seducere; and in Siem. 21''

we are warned not to trust the wheedling words of valas,'volo

vilmaili trui engimaSr '

; we shall see presently,how the AS. poets

use similar expressionsabout Wyrd.
When Drusus had crossed the Weser and was nearingthe Elbe,

1 I fiufl lValader\c\v".in Trad. corb. p. 364, " 'J13 ; a wild woman is called

in Wolfdieteiich 514 'die wildo n-aldin' nuA 735 ' diu iibel walledein' ; but this

seems a corruptionof valaudiune, .she-devil.
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there met him in the laud of the Cheruscaiis a superhuman female,

ryvvrj Ti'i fiei^cov?)Kara avOpoiTiov(^vatv,who forbade his farther

advance, and foretold his approachingend (DioCass. 55, 1). Species
larharae mulieris,humana amplior,victorem tendere ultra,sermone

Latino,prohibuit(Sueton.in Claudio 1).^ There may have been

German folk-tales about this,which became known to the Eomans.

Wise-women of the fatherland,as well as heroes,rose up in their

country'sneed, and by their appearance terrified the foe.

Aurinia is said (p.95) to have been famous in Germany before

Veleda ; copyistsmay easilyhave corruptedali into ' au,'and runa

into 'rinia': we should then have Aliruna, though it would be

stillmore handy if Tacitus had written Alioruna. But anyhow we

cannot fail to recognisethe agreement (which many have noted)

with Jornandes cap. 24, who, in accountingfor the originof the

Huns, relates of the Gothic king Filimer :
' Eepperitin populo suo

quasdam magas muliercs, quas patrio sermone aliornmnas (al.

alyrumnas,aliorunas,aliuruncas)is ipsecognominat,easque habens

suspectas de medio sui proturbat,longeque ab exercitu suo fugatas

in solitudine coegiterrare. Quas silvestres homines, quos faunos

ficarios vocant, per eremum vagantes dum vidissent,et earum se

complexibusin coitu miscuissent,genus hoc ferocissimum edidere.'

Many names of women are formed with -r-iin,-runa (Gramm. 2,

517),and OHG. documents even offer,though sparingly,Alariutn

Aleruna, MB. 3,416 (an.1140); 'Gosprechtder Alraumjn sun,'

MB. 27, 80 (an.l.')09).I have never seen Elirun,the form we

should expect from ali-.- But it is significant,that the OX. name

Olrun, Siem. 133-4, belongspreciselyto a icisc-iooman ; and alruncv

(Graff2, 523),now alrauii,from its old sense of a propheticand

diabolic spirit,has at lengthpassedinto that of the root (mandragora,

1 A similar tale about Alexander Severus : Midier Druias eunti exclamavit

Gallico sermone,
' vadas, nee victoriam speres, nee te niiliti tuo credas !' Ael.

Lampridiiisin Alex. Sev. cap. 60. And Attila at the passage of tlie Lech is

said to have been scared away by a rune-maiden callingout three times ' back,
Attila ! ' Paul of Stetten's Erl. aus der gesch.Augsburgs, p. 25. Of stillmore

weight is the agreement of an ON. tradition in Saxo Gram. p. 15 : 'iladingum
(ourmythic Harding, Hartung) obvia femina hac voce compellat:

Seu pede rura teras, seu ponto carbasa tendas,
infestos patieredeos,totum(]^ueper orbem

propositisinimica tuis elementa videbis.

'^ It throws some lighton the meaning of -run, that in AS. also hirgrAna
or burgrunan stands for parcae and fiu'iae(Lye sub v., and Ul. epinal.617).
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mandrake) out of wliich he is cut. Wo now turn to some other

names, about which the fountain of tradition flows more freely(see

SuppL).

3. ISToRNi (Fatae).

The three Fates are the subjectof an independentand profound

myth in the Edda. Collectivelythey are called the nornir, and

singly,JJr"r,Verffandi,SJculd,Stem. 4=^. Sn. 18. The term noni

{parca^lhas not been discovered hitherto in any other dialect,^

though undoubtedlyit belongsto a genuineTeutonic root,and is

formed like thorn, corn, horn, "c.,and would have been in OHG.

uorn, pi.norni ; but even Swedish and Danish know it no longer

(seeSuppl.).In the three proper names it is impossibleto mistake

the forms of verbal nouns or adjectives: Urffr is taken from the

pret.pi.of verSa (varS,urSum),to become, Verffandi is the pres.

part,of the same word, and Shdd the pastpart,of skula,shall,the

auxiliaryby which the future tense is formed. Hence we have

what was, what is,and what shall be, or the past,present and

future,very aptlydesignated,and a Fate presidingover each.^ At

the same time the very names prove that the doctrine of norns was

originallynot foreignto any of the Teutonic nations. A Gothic

Vaiirjjs,Vai'rSandei,Skulds, an OHG. Wurt, Werdandi, Scult,and

so on, must have been known once as personalbeings; in the OS.

1 V;Nurnherg (mons Noricus) has nothing to do with it,it is no very old

town either (in Bohmers regest.firstin 1050, no. 1607 ; conf. MB. 29, 102).
In the tiekls at Dauernheim near Nidda is a well called Nornborn, Nornhurn,
and its springis said to flow only when there is war. But I should like to see

the name authenticated by an old document. The AS. gen. pi.neorxena, which

only occurs in '
neorxena wong

'
= paradisus,has been proposed,but the ab-breviation

would be something unheard of,and even the nom. sing,neorxe or

neorxu at variance with norn ibesides,the Parcac are nowhere found connected

with paradise.May we trace norn to niosan (sternutare),whose past part,is in

OHG. noran, MHG. norn, because of the propheticvirtue there is in sneezing
(ch.XXXV) "] But the specialmeaning in this verb [con;i.with nose] seems

older than any such generalmeaning, and its ON. form hniosa stands opposed.
-

' Fatinih dicunt esse quicciuiddii effantur. Fatum igiturdictum a faudo,
i.e.,loquendo. Tria autem fata finguutur in colo,in fuso,digitisquefila ex

lana torquentibus,propter trina tempora : praderiium,quod in fuso jam
nctum at"|ue involutum eM, praesens, quod inter digitosnentis trahitur,/((i/(r-
v.m in lana quae colo implicataest,et quod adhuc per digitosnentis ad i'usum

tanquam praesens ad praeteritumtrajiciendumest,'Isidori etym. 8, 11 " 92, a

pa.ssage pretty extensivelycirculated in the JNIid.Ages (v. Gl. Jun. ."^98),yet
)io proof of the Teutonic notion being borrowed from the classical. In " 93

Isidore adds: '

quas (parcas)tres esse voluerunt, unam quae vitam homiius

ordiatur,alteram quae contexat,tertiam quae rumpat '.
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and AS. poetry we are able to lay our fingeron the personalityof
the first norn :

' thiu Wurdh is at handun '

says the Heliand 146,

2, just as
' dod is at hendi,'92, 2 : the Fate, or death,stands so

near, that she can grasp with her hand ^ the man who is fallen due

to her ; we should say just as concretely' is at hand, is at the

door '. Again :
' thiu Wurth uilhida thuo,'drew nigh then, Hel.

163, 16. ' Wurth ina benam,' the death-goddesstook him away

66, 18. Ill, 4. Not so livingis the term as used in the Hildebr.

lied 48, ' weivurt skihit,'or perhaps separately' we ! wurt skihit,'
because ' geschehen'

to happen is used more of abstract inanimate

things.An OHG. glossalso has umrt for fatum (Graff1, 992).
Far more vivid are the AS. phrases: '

me J^ajtWyrcl ^ gewaf/

parca hoc mihi texuit,Cod. exon. 355 ;
' Wi/rd oft nereS unfoegne

eorl,Jjonnehis ellen deah,'parca saepe servat virum, donee virtus

ejusviget(ellantaoc, Hildeb.),Beow. 1139 ; 'him wa^s Wt/jxIun-

gemete neah, se J?onegomelan gretan sceolde,sccean sawlehord,
sundur gedffilanlifwi(5 lice,'4836 (so,'' deaS ungemete neah ' 5453);
'

swa him Wijrd ne gescraf,'ita ei fatum non ordinavit,decrevit,
Beow. 5145. El. 1047. conf. Boeth. ed. Eawl. p. 151; ' ealle

Wi/rd forsweop,' ŝwept all away, Beow. 5624; 'hie seo Wj/rd

beswiic,forleolc and forlserde,'eos parca decepit,allexit,seduxit,
Andr. 613; 'us seo Wyrd sceSeS,'nos fatum laedit,Andr. 1561.

The instances in Csedmon are less concrete, yet in 61, 12 the Wyrd
is called 'wiilgrim,'bloodthirsty." Of the Wi/rd then are predicated:

gretan (excitare,OHG. cruozan),scrifan (ordinare,OHG. scripan),"*
wefan (texere,OHG. wepan),beswican (decipere,OHG. pisuichan),
forlsecan (fallere,OHG. farleichan),forlseran (seducere,male

informare),sceSan (nocere). She is paintedpowerful,but often

cruel and warlike (seeSuppL). We cannot in the same way point
out a personal applicationof the other two names, though the

1 MHG. 'er hat den tot an der hant,'Eeinh. 1480. 1806. Nib. 1480, 4.

Morolt. 29b. Dietp 29^ Pf. Chuonrat 3860. Karl 52\
2 With D, not Th, because the pret. of weorSan is wearS, pi.wiirdon,

which supports the derivation I'proposed; so the OHG. Wurt, because werdan

has pret.pi.wartum.
^ So I read for the 'forsweof of the editions,conf. forswapen,Credm. 25,9.
^ Conf. note to Elene p. 161, on a similar use of the MHG. schr'ihen,and

Klausen in Zeitschr. fiir alterth. 1840 p. 226 on the Roman notion of the

Parcae keepinga uwitten record. N. Cap. 50. 55 renders parca by hrievara,the
recorder. TertuUian,De anima cap. 39, informs us that on the last day of the

firstweek of a child's life they used to pray to the fata Scribunda. Fleming
479 calls the three Fates ' des verhangnis schreiberinnen '.
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third,Skuld, OHG. Scult,AS. Scijld,continued in constant use as

an abstract fern, skuld,scult,scyld,in the sense of debitum, delic-tum.^

AVhen Christianityhad banished the heathen notions,one

name alone was found sufficient,and soon even that died out,

giving])laceto new fangledterms such as schicksal,verhangnis

(destiny)and the like,far more cumbrous and unwieldy than the

old simplewords. The English and especiallythe Scotch dialect

seems to have harboured the old word longest: we all know the

weird-sisters in ]\Iacbeth,which Shakspearetook from Hollinshed ;

they are also in Douglas'sVirgil80, 48, and the Complaynt of

Scotland (written1548) mentions, among other fabulous stories,

that ' of the Hire ivelrdsystirs'(Leyden'sed. Edinb. 1801, p. 99) ;

in Warner's Albions England (firstprinted 1616) we have ' the

vjeirdelves,'probablymeaning the Parcae of the ancients. More

native apparentlyis * the ive'ird lady of the woods,'who, when

asked for advice,prophesiesout of her cave, Percy'sEeliques3,

220-2.2

Even in the North, Urd'r must have been of more consequence

than the other two, for the fountain by the sacred ash is named

after her, Ur"arhrunnr^ and beside it stands the hall from which

the three norns issue ; it is also ' Urd'ar orc5,'word (Ssem.112*)

that is chieflyspoken of, and once
' grimmar ur"ir ' dira fata,is

used impersonally,Ssem. 216^. " These three virginsallot to every

man his term of life,' sha'pamonnum aldr ; shop i ardaga(year-

days),'Sn. 18. Ssem. 181^ I have elsewhere (EA. 750) shown

the technical pertinenceof the term shapa to the judicialoffice of

the norns,* to whom for the same reason are ascribed domr and

1 Fornald. sog. 1, 32 Hkuld,daughterof an alfkoiia ; also in Saxo Gram. p.

31, Sciilda,n. prop.
'^ Conf. Jamieson sub v. weird (weerd,weard). Chaucer alreadysubstitutes

fatalsustrin for weirdsysters(Troil.3, 733. Leg. of gd worn. 2619). In Engl,
dictionaries we find wayward sistersexplainedby parcae and furiae ; wardsisters

would create no diliicultv,but tvaijivardmeans capricious,and was once imy-

ivarden,in which the warden suggeststhe Dan. vorren, vorn (Gramm. 2,675).
What AS. form can there be at the bottom of it? [wa = woe is the usual etym.]

3 Tliis brunnr deserves attention,for the wayfaringwives and fays of the

Mid. Ages also appear haliitnallyat fountains,as the muses and goddesses
of song haunted the same, and particulargoddesses,esp. Holda, loved wells and

springs(p. 268). Altogetherit is hard often to tell which dame Hohla

resembles more, an ancient goddessor a wise-woman.
* Conf AS. wyrda gcsMift,C;edm. 224, 6. wyrda gesceajm, Cod. exon. 420,

25. OS. wunUKiiscapii,(decretafoti),Hel. 113, 7 ; and the OHG. term scep-

hetitd,MHG. schqtfe(Ottoc.119^')and schcpfcr; the poet,also a vates,was iu
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gyi"r,SjBm. 273'';
' liotar nornir skopo oss langaJ?ra,'dirae parcae

creaverunt nobis longiim moerorem 217'' ;
' nornir heita ]?8erer

nauS sJcajm,Skaklskaparmalp. 212.'* In the same sense
' nornir

visa,'Ssem. SS'',theygiveus to ivitjudgment,and are ivise. Hence to

them, as to judges,a seat is given:
'
a noma stoli sat ek niu daga '

127^*. They approach every new born child,and utter his doom ;

at Helgi'sbirth,it is said in Saem. 149 :

uott var i boe,nornir qvamo,

Jjoerer oSlingialdr um sJcopo:

J?annbaSo fylkifroegstanverSa,

ok BuSlunga beztan ]?yckja.

snero ]?ceraf aflidrlogpdito,

]7aer borgirbraut i Bralundi ;

])ceTum. greiddogullinsimo,
ok und manasal miSjan/esto.

]?oeraustr ok vestr enda falo,

];aratti lofSungrland a milli :

bra niptNera a norSrvega
einni fcsti.ey baS hon halda.

This importantpassage tells us, that norns enteringthe castle at

nightspun for the hero the threads of his fate,and stretched the

golden cord (pdttr= daht,docht,= s%mi)in the midst of heaven ;

one norn hid an end of the thread eastward, another westward, a

third fastened itnorthward; this third one is called 'sisterof Neri'.^

Their number, though ^.not expresslystated,is to be gatheredfrom

the threefold action. All the region between the eastern and

western ends of the line was to fall to the young hero's lot ; did

the third norn diminish this gift,when she Hung a band northward,

and bade it hold for aye ? (seeSuppl.).

It seems the regularthing in tales of norns and fays,for the

advantagespromisedin precedingbenefactions to be partlyneutral-ized

by a succeedingone.

The Nornagestssagacap. 11 says;: There travelled about in the

OHG. scuof,OS. scop, from the same root. The AS. word metten I connect

with metod (creator,see p. 22). In Bogth. p. 101 (Rawlinson)a varia lectio

has ' \"kgraman mettena,'the unkind fates.;the ' metodo giscapu
' in Hel. 66,

19. 67, 11 answer to those ' ivyrdagesceapu,'and the gen. plurals'metodo,

wyrda ' imply that not one creator,but several are spoken of. Vintler .calls

them ' diernen,die dem menschen erteilen,'maids that dole out to man.

1 Conf. niptNara, Egilssagap. 440.
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land ' volvur,'who are called ' spdJconui\wlio foretold to men their

fate, ' spaSu monnuni aldr '

or
' orlcig'. People invited them to

their houses, gave them good cheer and gifts.One day they came

to Nornagest'sfather,the babe layin the cradle,and two taperswere

burnino- over him. When the first two women had giftedhim, and

assured him of happinessbeyond all otliers of his race, the third

or youngest norn,
' hin yngsta nornin,'who in the crowd had been

pushed off her seat and fallen to the gi'ound,rose up in anger, and

cried 'I cause that the child shall onlylive tillthe lightedtaperbeside

him has burnt out '. The eldest .volva quicklyseized the taper,put

it out, and gave it to the mother with the warning not to kindle it

again till the last day of her son's life,who received from this the

name of Norns-guest. Here volva,spdkona and norn are perfectly

synonymous ; as we saw before (p.403) that the volur passed

through the land and knocked at the houses,'^the nornir do the very

same. A kind dispositionis attributed to the firsttwo norns, an

evil one to the .third. This third,consequentlySktdd, is called

'the youngest,'theywere of different ages therefore,Urd'7-being con-sidered

the oldest. Such tales of travellinggiftingsorceresses

were .much in vogue all throughthe Mid. Ages (seeSuppl.).^

^ I have elsewhere shown in detail,that the journeyinf:ĥou.se-visiting]\Iuse

dame Aventiiire is an inspiringand propheticnorn, and agrees to a featiue

with, the ancient conception; see my Kleine schriften 1, 102.
^ NigellusWirekere, in his JSpeculumstultorum (comp.about 1200),relates

a fable (exemplum):

Ibant tres hominum curas relevare sorores,

(^uas nosf(dales dicimiis esse elects.

Thay travel throughthe land,to remedy the oversightsof nature. Two of the

sisters,soft-hearted and impulsive,want to rush in and helpat the first ap-pearance
of distress,but are restrained by the third and more intelligentone,

whom they address as domina, and revere as a higher poMer. First they fall

in with a Ijeautiful noble maiden, who has all good thingsat her command, and

yet complains ; she is not. helped,for she can helpherself. Then they find in

the forest a modest maid laid up in bed, because sore feet and hips hinder her

from walking ; she too obtains no help from the goddesses; excellently
endowed in mind and body, she must bear her misfortune patiently.At last

in the neighbourhood,Qf a town the sisters come upon a poqr rough peasant
lass :

Exiit in bivium ventrem purgare puella
rustica,nil reverens inverecunda dea-

,

vestibus elatis retro nimiumque rejectis,
poplitedellexo crure resedit humi,

una manns foenum, panistenet altera frustum ;
this one, at the suggestionof the thii'dsister,when .the firsttwo have tunicd

.away, is heaped witli the giftsof fortune by the goddesses:
Haec;mea multotiens genitrixnarrare solebat,
CUJU3me certe non meminisse pudet.
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The Edda expresslyteaches that there are good and had norns

(goSarok illar,grimmar, liotar),and though it names only three,
tliatthere are more of them :. some are descended from gods,others
from elves,others from dwarfs, Sn.. 18. 19, Sasm. 187-8. Why
should the norns be furnished with dogs? grey noma, Seem, 273^

We see, throughoutthis Eddie description,thingsand persons

are kept clearlyapart. Destinyitselfis called orlog.,or else naud'r

(necessitas),aldr (aevum); the norns have to -manage it,espy it,
decree it,pronounce it (seeSuppL). And the other dialects too had

possessedthe same term : OHG. iirlac,AS. orlceg,MHG. urlouc

(Gramm. 2, 7. 87. 789. 790),,OS. orlag,orlegi,aldarlagu(Heh 103,

8. 113, 11. 125, 15);^ it was only when tlie heathen goddesses
had been cast off,that the meanings of the words came to be con-founded,

and the old flesh-and-blood wurt, wm-ff,ivyrdto pale into

a mere impersonalurlac.

In the same relation as norn to orlog,stands parca to fatum

(fromfari,like qviSr from qveSa qvaS,quoth),and also alcra,fioipa

to avarjKri (nauSr)or e'lfiapixevq.But when once the parcae had

vanished from the people'simagination,the Eomance language(by
a process the reverse of that justnoticed amongst us) formed out

of the abstract noun a new and personalone, out oifatum an Ital.

fata,Span,liada,Prov. fada (Eayn.sub v.),Fr. fee.^I do not know

if this was prompted by a faint remembrance of some female beings
in the Celtic faith,or the influence of the Germanic norns. But

these fays,so called at first from their announcing destiny,soon

came to be ghostlywives in general,altogetherthe same as our

idisi and volur.^ How very earlythe name was current in Italy,
is provedby Ausonius, who in his Gryphus ternarii numeri brings
forward the ' tres Charites,tria Fata', and by Procopius,who

^ From legan(tolay down, constituere),like the AS. lage,ON. log (lex);
therefore urlac,fundamental law. The forms urlouc,urliugehave significantly
been twisted round to the root liugan,louc (celare).

" Conf. nata, nee ;. amata, aimee ; lata,lee. Some MHG. poets say feie
(Hartni.Wolfr.),sine/eie,Haujjt'szeitschr. 2, 182-3,others /ewe (Gotfr.Conr.).

3 OFr. poems call them, in addition to fees,divesses (Marie de Fr. 2,385),
duesses (Meon 4, 158. 165),duesse and fee (Wolf,lais 51) y.pucelesMen eure'es

(Meon 3, 418),franchespuceks senees (3, 419) ; sapaudes(wise-women, from

sapere 1),Marie de Fr. 2, 385. Enchanting beauty is ascribed to them all :

' plus bela que fada,'Ferabras 2767 ; conf. 16434. A book of H. Schreiber

(Die feen in Europa, Freib. 1842) throws much lighton the antiquitiesof fay-
worship. Houses, castles and hills of the faysremind us of the wise-women's

towers, of the Venus-hill and Holla-hill,and of giant'shouses. In Irish,
siahrog,sighbrog,is firsta fays'house,theu the faycommunity.
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mentions (De bello Goth. 1, 25, ed. Bonn. 2, 122) a buildingin tlie

Ptoman Forum called ra rpia (fyara(suprap. 405, note)with the

remark : ovtco yap 'Pco/xalotTa"; /j,o2pa";vevofxiKacn Koktlv?- At

that time therefore still neuter; but everywhere the number tlirce,
in norns, moirai,parcae and fays(seeSuppl.).-

About the Eomance fays there is a multitude of stories,and

they coincide with the popular beliefs of Germany. Pok|uetde
Eomans sings:

Aissim faderotrcs serors

en aquellaora qu'ieusui natz,

que totz temps fos enamoratz,

Guilhdei. Poitou :

Assi fuy de nueitz/c/f/a?'^;sobr'un puegau.

(sowas I giftedby nighton a mount).
Marcabrus :

Gentil fada

vos adastret,quan fas nada

d'una bevitat esmerada,

Trc fatego past,laughing,and givegood gifts,Pentam. 1, 10. 4,4 ;

the firstfate bestow blessings,the last one curses 2, 8 ; Pervonto

builds a bower for three sleepingfcde,and is then gifted1, 3 ; trc

fate live down in a rocky hollow, and dower the children who

descend 2, 3. 3, 10 ; fate appear at the birth of children,and lay

them on their breast 5, 5 ; Cervantes names
' los siete castillos de

las sietefadasl Don Quix. 4, 50 ;
' sietefadas vaefadaron en brazos

de una ama mia,'Eom. de la infantina ; there are seven fays in the

land,they are asked to stand godmothers,and seats of honour are

preparedat the table : six take their places,but the seventh w^as

forgotten,she now appears, and while the others endow with good

things,she murmurs her malison (La belle au bois dormant); in

the German kindermarchen (Dornroschen)it is twelve wise icomen,

the thirteenth had been overlooked. Sa in the famed forest of

1 Accorclinf,'lyI do not derive fata from cfxlns(speech),or (^arojspoken,
thouglithe Latin verb is of course the same word as (/jj^/xi.Conf. Ducange sub

V. Fadus, and Lobeck's Aghioph. 816. Fatuus and I'atua are also connected.

- Lersch in the Bonner jb. 1843. 2,129" 131 separates tlie three parcae
from the three fata,because in sculpturesthey have dilferent adjuncts: the

Roman jiarcae are represented-writing(p.406),the Grecian moirai weaving,the
tria fata simply as women with horns of plenty. But almost everythingin the

doctrine of fays points to a common nature with our idises and norne, and

works of art fall into the background before the fulness of literature.
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Brezeliande, by the fontaine cle Barendon, dames faeesin white

apparelshew themselves, and begifta child,but one is spiteful
and bestows calamity(San Marte, Leg.of Arthur p. 157-8. 160).

At Olger'sbirth six vnse ivomcn appear, and endow ; the last is

named Morgue. In the Children of Limburg {Mones anzeiger

1835, 169),when Ectrites falls asleepin a meadow beside a fountain

and a lime-tree,three wayfaring v)ivcs approach,and foretell the

future. The OFr. romance of Guillaume an court nez describes

ho^v Eenoart falls asleepin a boat,and three fays come and carry

]nm off. In Burchard of Worms they are still spoken of as three

sisters or pareae, for whom the people of the house spread the

table with three platesand three knives ; conf
.

the '

praeparare

mensas cum lapidibusvel epulisin domo'. In the watches of

the night the fatuae come to children,wash them and lay them

down by the fire (seeSuppl.).In most of the tales there appear

three fays,as well as three norns and three pareae ; occasionally

seven and thirteen ; but they also come singly,like that ' weirdlady
of the wood,' and with proper names of their own.^ French

"^ La fata in Giierino meschino p. m. 22.3. 234 " ^8; Morganda fatata,fata
Morgana, Morghe la fee (Noiiv. Renart 4810); 'diu frouwe de la rosrhe bise

(black rock),die gesach nieman, er scliiede dan vro, riche luide wise,'whom

none saw but he went away glad,rich and wise,Ben. 144. MsH. 1, 118=".

Monnier's Culte des espritsdans la Sequanie tells of a fee Arie in Franche-

comte, who ap2"ears at country (esp. harvest) feasts, and rewards diligent
spinnere; she makes the fruit fall off the trees for good .children,and
distributes nuts and cakes to them at Christmas,just like Holda and Berhta.

I believe her to be identical with the Welsh Arianrod,daughter of Don and

sister of Gwydion (Woden), in Croker 3, 195.; her name contains arian

(argentum),so that she is a shiningone, and it is also used of the .milkyway.
A jeu composed in the latter half of the 13th centitry by Adam de la Halle of

Arras (pubL in Tlieatre fran^.au moyen age, Paris 1839, p. 55 seq.)gives a

pretty fidl account of dame Morgue et sa compaignie. They ,are beautiful

women (belesdames parees),who at a fixed time of the year seek a night's

lodgingat a house,where dishes are set on the table for them ; men that look

on must not speak a word. Beside Alorguela sage there appear (p.76-7) two

other fays,Arsile and Maglore,and the last,on sittingdown, notices that no

Icnifehas been laid for her, while the others praisethe beauty of theirs.

Maglore cries out in anger : 'Suijeli pire? pen me prisaqviiestavli,ni avisa

que toute seule a coutel faille'. Arsile tries to pacifyher,and says, it is fitting
that we give a present to those who have arranged this place so prettily.
Morgue endows one with riches,Arsile .with the poeticart,but Maglore says ;

De mi certes naront il nient,:

bien doivent falir a don bel,

puisquejaifali a coutel

honni soit qui riens leur donra 1

Morgue however insistingon a gift,Maglore bestows on one fellow a bald

head,and on the other a calamitous journey :
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tradition bringsto lighta close connexion between faysand our

giant-maidens: the fays cany enormous blocks of stone on their

heads or in their aprons, while the free hand pliestlie spindle;

wlien the fay who was doing the buildingpart had linished her

task,she called out to her. sisters not to bringany more, and these,

though two miles off,lieard the cry and dropped their stones, which

buried themselves deep in the ground ; when the fays were not

spinning,they carried four stones at once. They were good-

natured,and took specialcare of the children whose fates they

foretold. They went in and out of the neiglibours'houses by the

chimney,so that one day the most careless one among them burnt

lierself,and uttered a loud wail, at which all the fays of the

neighbourhoodcame running up. You never could deceive them :

once, when a man put his wife's clothes on and nursed the baby^

the fay walked in and said directly: '

non, tu n'es pointla belle

d'hier an soir,tu ne files,ni ne vogues, ni ton fuseau n'enveloppes\

To punishhim, she contented herself with making the applesthat

were baking on the hearth shrink into peas.

Of such stories there are plenty; but nowhere in Eomance or

German folk-tales do we meet, as far as I know, with the Norse

conceptionof twiningand fasteningthe cmd, or the Greek one of

spinningand cuttingthe thread of life.Only one poet of the Mid,

Ages, Marner, has it 2, 173^:

zwo scliepferfldhtcnmir ein sell,

da bi diu dritte saz (thethird sat by) ;

diu zerbrachz (brokeit): daz was min unheil.

But this seems borrowed from the Eoman view of breakingoff the

thread (rumpat,p. 406, note). Ottokar makes the schcpferi

ains comperront cliierle coutel

qu'ilouvlierent chi a metre.

Then before daybreak the faysdepartto a meadow, their placeof meeting,for

they shun to meet the eyes of men by day. Here we see plainlyenough the

close resemblance of these three faysto the three nonis. The French editor

wrongly understands coutel of a cloth spread for the fay ; the passage in

Burciiard of Wonns removes all doubt. If Maglore be a corruption of

Mandaglore, Mandagloire, as the mandragora is elsewhere called,a close

connexion may be established with Alrune,Ohun. Morgue is shortened from

Morgan, which is the Breton for merwoman (from nior, the sea, and gwen,

splendens femina). One might be tempted to connect Morgan with that

inexplicalde' norn,'as the ON. morni stands for morgni ; but the norn has

nothing to do with the morning or the sea (seeSu]"pl.).
1 II. Schreiber,Feen in Europa pp. 11. 12. 10. 17. Michclct 2, 17.
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(creating)impart all success in good or evil. The ' banun festan '

in Hild. lied is hardlyto be explainedby the fasteningof a thread

of death.

If we compare the aSTorse mythus with the Greek, each has

taken shape in its own independent way. In Homer it is the

personifiedAlaa} that spinsthe thread for the newborn :

aaaa ol Alaa

yeivo/xevq) iTrevrjcreXlvut,ore fitv re/ce fn]T7]p. II.20, 127 ;

' what thingsAisa span for him at birth with her thread '. But in

Od. 7, 197 other spinners(two)are associated with her :

aaaa ol Alaa KaTaK\co6e"i re /3apelac

lyeivo/xevcp vi]aavTO Xivco, ore jjllvT"Ke fJ'^jrrjp"

' M'hat Aisa and the Kataklothes unkind span '. Hesiod {dair.258)
makes three goddesses stand beside the combatants, KKwOm,

Ad-)(eaL"i,"ATpoTTO'i,the last small of stature,but eldest and most

exalted of all. But in Theog.218 he names them as

KX(o6(ti re Adyealv re Kal "ArpoTTov,a'lre/Bporotaiv

lyeLvo/iievoiai SiSovaiv exeiv djaOov re KaKov re "

' who give to mortals at birth to have both good and ill;
' and in

almost the same w^ords at 905. The most detailed descriptionis

given by Plato (De republ.617 Steph.508 Bekk.): The three

fioipai are daughtersof ^AvdyKT](necessity),on whose knees the

spindle(drpaKro^)turns ; they sit clothed in white and garlanded,

singingthe destiny,Lachesis ra rye'yovora, Klotho ra ovra, Atropos

ra fieXKovra : justthe same relation to past,present and future as

the norns have,though the Greek proper names do not themselves

exj)ress it. Kkwddo (formed like Av^m, GaWco, Arjro),Mop/xM,

Top"y(jii)spins (from Kkwhw spin,twine),Lachesis allots (from

Xa-xelv),"Arpo7To";,the unturnable,cuts the thread. It must not be

overlooked,that Hesiod sets up the last,Atropos,as the mightiest,

while with us AVurt the eldest producesthe most powerfulimpres-sion.

Latin writers distribute the offices of the parcae somewhat

differently,as Apuleius (De mundo p. 280) : Clotlio ^9?-acsen?'is

temporis habet curam, quia quod torquetur in digitis,momenti

1 I think ala-ais the OHG. era, our ehre,for which we should expect a

Gothic aiza,aisa (as aistan is aestimare) : era = honor,decus, dignitas,what
is fair and fitting,what is any one's due ; kut ala-av,ex dignitate,to each his

meed. If this etymologyholds,we understand why frau Ere waa personified
(seeSuppl.).
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praesentisindicat spatia; Atropos practcritilatum est,quiaquod

in fuso perfectuniest,praetcriti^temporishabet speciem; Lacliesis

futuri,quod etiain illisquae futura sunt finem suum deus dederit

(seeSuppl.). Isidore's opinionwas quoted on p. 405.^ The Nor-

nagestssagabears a strikingresemblance to that of Meleager,at

whose birth three moirai tell his fortune : Atroposdestines him to

live only tillthe billet then burning on the liearth be burnt out ;

his mother Altliaca plucks it out of the fire.^ Our modern tales

here exchange the norns or fates for death, Kinderm. no. 44.

Another tale,that of the tlirce spinners(no.14),depictsthem as

ugly old women, who come to help,but no longerto predict; they

desire to be bidden to the marriage and to be called cousins.

Elsewhere three old women foretell,but do not spin.^ A folk-tale

(Deutschesagen no. 9) introduces two maidens spinningin a cave

of the mountain, and under their table is the Evil one (Isuppose
the third norn)chained up ; againwe are told of the roof-beam on

which a spinnirigivifcsits at midnight.* We must not forgetthe

AS. term which describes a norn as iveaving,' Wyrd gcwdf

(p.406) ; and when it is said in Beow. 1386 :
'

ac him Dryhten

forgeafwigspeda gewiofu'(eiDominus largitusest successuum

bellicorum texturas),this is quite heathen phraseology,only

puttingGod in the place of Wyrd. Gottfried (Trist.4698), in

describingBlicker of Steinach's purityof mind, expresses himself

thus :

ich wsene, daz infeinen

ze wunder haben gespunnen

und haben in in ir hrunnen

geliutertund gereinet;

* I ween that faysspun him as a wonder, and cleansed him in their

fountain '.

Saxo Gram. p. 102 uses the Latin words parca, nympha, but

unmistakably he is describingnorns :
' Mos erat antiquis,super

^ The Hymn to Mercury 550-561 names individuallysome other ^oipm.
still three in nuud)er,winrjod maidens dwelling on Parnassus, their heads

besprinkledwith white meal, who prophesy when they have eaten fresh divine

food (ijSelni/t5a)Sr]v)of honey. Otherwise they are called dptai.
- Apollodonisi. 8, 2.

3 Altd. wl). 1, 107-8-9-10. Norske eventyr no. 13. Rob. Chambci-s p.
54-5. Miillenliotl's Schleswigh. s. p. 410. Pentamer. 4, 4.

* Jul. Schmidt, Reichenfels p. 140.
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futuris liberorum eventibus farcariim oracula consultare. Quo

ritu Fridlevus Olavi filii fortmiam exploraturus,nuncnpatis
solenniter votis,deorum aedes precabundiisaccedit,ubi introspecto
saccllo^iernas sedes totidem nt/vqjJiisocciiparicognoscit.Quanim

prima indulgentiorisaninii liberalem puero forniam, uberemqiie
humani favoris copiam erogabat. Eidem secunda beneficii loco

liberalitatis excellentiam condonavit. Tertia vero, protervioris

ingenii invideutiorisquestudii femina, sororum indulgentiorem

aspernataconsenstim, ideoque earum donis officerecupiens,futuris

pueri moribus parsimoniaecrimen affixit.' Here they are called

sisters,which I have found nowliere else in OK authorities ; and

the third nymph is againthe illnatured one, who lessens the boons

of the first two. The only difference is,that the norns do not

come to the infant,but the father seeks out their dwelling,their

temple (seeSuppl.).^
The weaving of the norns and the spindleof the faysgiveus

to recognisedomestic motherlydivinities ; and we have already

remarked, that their appearingsuddenly,their hauntingof weUs

and springsaccord with the notions of antiquityabout frau Holda,

Berhta and the like goddesses,who devote themselves to spinning,

and bestow boons on babes and chiklren.^ Among Celts especially,

^ They had a templethen, in which their oracle was consiilted.

2 The Lettish Laima, at the birth of a child,lays the sheet imder it,and

determines its fortune. And on other occasions in life they say,
' taipLaima

leme,'so Fate ordained it ; no doubt Laima is closelyconnected with lemti

(ordinare, disponere). She runs barefooted over the hills (see ch. XVII,

Watersprites).There is also mentioned a Dchlda (nursing-mother,from debt

to suckle). A trinityof jmrcae, and their spinning a thread,are unknown to

the Lettons ; conf. Stender's Gramm. p. 264. Ehesas dainos pp. 272. ;309.

310. " The Lithuanians do know a IVerjKya(spinner). The Ausland for 1839,

no. 278 has a pretty Lithuanian legend: The dieves valditoycswere seven

goddesses,the firstone spun the lives of men out of a distaff given her by the

highestgod,the second set up the warp, the third wove in the woof,the foiu-th

told tales to tempt the workers to leave off,for a cessation of labour spoiltthe

web, the fifth exhorted them to industry,and added lengthto the life,the sixth

cut the threads,the seventh washed the garment and gave it to the most high

god, and it became the man's winding-sheet. Of the seven, only i/ireespin or

weave.

^ Not a few times have Holda and Berhta passedinto Mary ; and in the

three Marys of a Swiss niu'sery-rhymeI think I can recognisethe heathen norns

or idisi :

rite, rite rosli, ride,ride a-cock horse,

ze Bade stot e schlossli, at Baden stands a littlecastle,

ze Bade stot e glildihus, at Baden stands a golden house,

es liiegeddrei Mareie drus. there look three Marys out of it :

die eint spinntside, the one spinssilk,
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the fatae seem apt to run into that sense of matres and matronac}

wliich among Teutons we find attachingmore to divine than to

semi-divine beings. In this respect the fays have something

higherin them than our idises and norns, who in lieu of it stand

out more warlike.

4. WALA.CHUEIUN (VaLKYRJOR).

Yet, as the fatae are closelybound up witli fatum " the pro-nouncing

of destiny,vaticination " the kinshipof the fays to the

norns asserts itselfall the same. Now there was no sort of destiny
that stirred the spiritof antiquitymore stronglythan the issue of

battles and wars : it is significant,that the same urlac,urlouc

expresses both fatum and bellum also (Graff2,96. Gramm. 2,790),
and the idisiforward or hinder the fight.This their officewe have

to look into more narrowly.
From Caesar (De B. Gall. 1, 50) we alreadylearn the practice

of the Germani, 'ut matresfamiliaseorum sortihus et vaticinationibwi

declararent,utrum proelium committi ex usu esset,necue '. Mis-tresses

of families practisedaugury, perhapswomen selected for tlie

purpose, of superiorand godlikereputelike Veleda.

Let us bear in mind, which godschieflyconcerned themselves

with the event of a battle : Offinn and Frcyja draw to themselves

all those who fall in fight,and OSinn admits them to his heavenly
abode (pp.133, 305). This hope,of becoming after death members

of the divine community, pervades the religionof the heathen.

Now the ON. valr,AS. wed, OHG. ival,denotes the carnage of the

battle-field,the sum of the slain : to take possessionof this val,

to gatherit in,was denominated Idosa,kiesen,to choose ; this verb

seems a generaltechnical term for the acceptanceof any sacrifice

made to a higherbeing.^But OSiun, who has the sigesJciir(choosing

(lieamTer schnatzelt chride, the other cards
. . . .

?

die drit schnit haberstrau. the third cuts oaten straw.

bhiiet nier Gott mis chindH an ! God keep my childie too !

Schnatzeln is,I suppose, to wind ? [snast= -wick ? snood ? In the marchen

of the Goo"eniaid,schnatzen isapparentlyto comb]. The .'seventhline sometiiiu's

runs : di dritte schneidt den faden (cutsthe thread). Conf. Vonbun p. 6(".

Firmenich 2, ()G5^ Mannhardt pp. 388. 392. The nursery-song in the
Wunderhorn p. 70-1 has tlireespinningtocken,i.e.nymi"hs,fays.

^ Lersch in the Bonn Annual 1843, pp. 124 "
7.'

"

Chief passage, Stem. 141". Conf. Gramm. 4, 608, and AS. wig curou,
C:v(\m. 193, 9; MHG. sigekiesen,Iw. 7009,sig erkiesen,\Vh. 355, 15. So,
den tot kiesen.

27
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of victory,p. 133, note),is served in Valholl by maidens, and them

he sends out into every battle,to choose the slain,Sn. 39; 'Idosa er

liSnir ero,'Siem. 164^; vildi J?ikhiosa,Stem. 254^

Hence such a maiden, half divine,is called valkyrja; and

it is another most welcome coincidence,that the AS. language

has retained the very same term ivcelcyrie(wselcyrge,wselcyrre)to

English such Latin words as bellona,erinnys,Alecto, Tisiphone,

and employs it even for parca and venefica. The Cott. MS. Vitell.

A. 15 has a gloss' wtelcyrigeaneagan, gorgoneus':this is translating

the Greek idea into an AS. one ; did the eyes of the wffilcyrigean

instil horror like the Gorgons'heads? I am quitesafe in assuming

an OHG. walachurid (walachurra); valahusjowould be the Gothic

form. At the end of the Langobardiangenealogywe find a man's

name Walcaiisus}

Another name of the valhjrjuris ON. valmeyjar(battle-maids),

perhapsalso the present Norw. valdoger,which Hallager140^ says

is guardian-spirit.Again,theyare called skialdmeyjar,hialmmeyjar,

because they go forth armed, under shield and helmet (veraund

hialmi, Soem. 151^ 192^); nonnor Herjans,nuns of OSinn 4^ The

Edda bestows on the valkyrjathe epithets:hvU 168^,/iv-iûnd hial-mi

(albasub galea)145^ hiort 174'',solhiort,sunbright167^,liart-

litud' 142% hialnivitr 157% gidlvariS167^, margidlin mser 145=*,

alvitr 164% all descriptiveof beauty or helmet-ornaments. Helm

and shield distinguishthese helm and shield women as much as

heroes, they ride on shield-service,under shield-roof,Ssem. 250%

and are called skialdmeyjaraldrstamar,or young shield-maidens of

Atli's court. The legend of the Amazons (Herod.4, 110
" 117.

Jorn. cap. 6.7.8. Paul. Diac. 1, 15) seems to rest on similar yet

different notions. A valkyrin Ssem. 167''is named suffrcen (australis)
,

apparentlyin the sense of biort,solbiort ? Again at 151% disir

suSrcenar (seeSuppl.).^

1 Of valr,wal itself we might seek the root in velja,valjan (eligere),so

that it should from the first have contained the notion of choosing,but being

appliedto strages,and its sense gettingblurred,it had to be helped out by a

second verb of the same meaning. Our Tit. 105,4 has a strikingjuxtaposition:

' Sigun diu sigehaftuf dem wal,da man iveltmagede kiusche und ir siieze '. It

is only in Dietr. 91'' and Rab. 536. 635. 811. 850. 923 that welreche occurs ; can

it have any relationshipto walkiire ?
^ 03inn has Frigg,the valhjrjurand the ravens in the vv^aggon with him,

Sn. 66. For valkyrjaI also find the name shmhigr,derivable either from skar

superbia,or skari agmen. Brynhildr is called in Vols, saga cap. 24 ' mestr

skorAngr'(seeSuppl.j.
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'i

One name is particularlyattractive : oskmeyjar,wish-maidens

(Stem.212. Vols, saga cap. 2),giventhem, I think,because they are

in OSin's service,and OSinn is called Oski, Wunsc. But there is

somethingmore : I find a confirmation of my opinionthat Wuotan

bore the name of Wunsc in his identitywith Mercury,for ]\Iercury

carries the magic wand (caduceus),which is like our v:ishing-rod,
OHG. vmnsciligerta(-yerde,yard). The likeness will come out

more distinctlyfrom a closer inspectionof the two rods,which is yet

to come ; but if Wuotan and Wunsc, OSinn and OsJd are one, we

may suppose that the thorn, the sleeping-thorn,which OSinn put

into the dress of tlievalkyrjaBrynhildr(Soem.192"^),was likewise

a wishing-thorn. It throws lighton the nature of Brunhild and

Chrimhild,that rocks are named after them, one called spilstcin,

Chriemhildes^^7(p.370),which does not find a meaning so well

from spil(Indus)as from spille(spindle,fusus). For other stones

have the name knnkel (distaff),and in French fairy-talesquenouillc

a la bonne dame ;
^ Dornroschen (thorn-rosekin)prickedher finger

with the spindleand fell into a dead sleep,as Brunhild did with

the wishing-thorn.Spindlesare an essential characteristic of all the

wise-women of antiquityamong Teutons,Celts and Greeks.^ The

walkiire is a wunsch-kint,Wunsches hint,pp. 139, 142 (seeSuppl.).
The name wunsclielweib,which lasted down to a late time, shall

be produced hereafter;here I call up from the poem of the

Staufenbergera beingby whom the connexion of valkyrswith fays
is placedbeyond doubt. To the knightthere shews herself a maiden

in wliitc apparel(thehvit and biort above),sittingon a stone (line

224); she has ivatched over him in danger and tvar from his yoidh

up, she was about him unseen (332" 3G4); now she becomes his

love,and is with him ivhcnever he ivishcs for her (swenne du einest

wunschest nach mir, so bin ich endelichen bi dir 474). By super-human

power she moves swiftlywhither she lists(war ich wil,da,

bin ich,den umnsch hat mir Got gegeben497). Staufenberger,after

beingunited to her in love,may do anythingexcept take a wedded

wife,else he will die in three days.
'
er wilnschf.e nach der frouwen sin,

bi im so war diu schcene fin,'

1 H. Schreiber pp. 20. 21.

2 I like also Sclireiber'3 derivation,pp. 65 " 67, of tlie name Nehaea,
Nehalennia (suprap. 257) from the root nere, neza to spin.
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"VVlien he notwithstandingresolves on anotlier marriage,she drives

he?' footthroughthe floor,and he has to die (1016.1066). Accord-ing

to this remarkable story, umnschwcih or ivunschclweih is one

whose presence her lover can procure, by wishingit,whenever he

longsfor her, '
names her name' as it were (p.398): this is,thougli

not a false,yet a later meaning substituted for the originalone,
which had reference to the god of wishing,the divine Wish. Old

Norse legend \\ ill unfold to us more preciselythe nature of these

women.

In Valholl the occupationof the oshneyjaror valkyrjiirwas to

hand the drinking-hornto the gods and einherjar,and to furnish

the table. Here comes out their peculiarrelation to Frcgja,who
' chooses val ' like them, is called Valfrcyja(p.305), ând pours out

at the banquet of the Ases (atgildiAsa),Sn. 108. Exactlyin the

same way did Gondul, sittingon a stol i rioSrinu (inthe niuriute,

clearing),offer the comers drink out of a horn (Fornald.sog. 1, 398.

400);and with this agree the deepdraughtsof the modern folk-tale :

a beautifullydressed and garlandedmaiden from the Osenberg offers

the count of Oldenburga draughtin a silver horn,while utteringpre-dictions

(Deutschesagen, no. 541). Svend Fallingdrank out of the

horn handed him by elf-women, and in doing so, spiltsome on his

horse,as in the precedingstory (Thiele2, 67); I have touched

(p.372) on the identityof Svend Fallingwith Siegfried,whose

relation to the valkyr Brunhild comes out clearlyin the Danish

story. In a Swedish folk-songin Arvidsson 2,301, three mountain-

maids hold out silver tankards in their ivhite hands. Quite in

harmony are some Norwegian traditions in Faye p. 26-8-9. 30 ;

and additional Danish ones in Thiele 1,49.55. 3,44 (seeSuppL).
Still more to the purpose is the office of the valkyrsin war.

Not only 'kiosa val, kiosa feigS,'b̂ut 'rac5a viguni' or 'sigri,'

therefore the decidingof battle and victory,isplacedin their hands,

tSn. 39. They are said to be 'gorvar (alert)at riSa grund,''gorvar

^ So,in a Faroese song, Valvfrygv(Finn Magn. lex. p. 805).
" The taJdngpossessionof souls at the moment of death by OSinn and

Freyja,or by their messengers the valkyrs,appears to me so deep-rooteda
featnre of oiir heathenism,that we may well find it lingeringeven in christian

traditions. Of tliis sort is the scramble of angelsand devils for the soul,des-cribed

in the poem Muspilli,which Schmeller has hunted up, Georg 1235-44.

6(l'-2" 86, and Meon 1, 239. 4, 114-5 ; and a strikingpassage in the Morolt I

shall quote in ch. XVII. Will any one think of tracingthis idea to the Epistle
of Jude 9,or the apocryphalBook of Enoch ?
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at riSa tilgo5]7ioSar,'Sffiin.4^ Eooted in their beingis an irresis-tible

longingfor this warlike occupation; hence the Edda expresses

their most cliaracteristic passionby the verb '}?ra'(desiderant),
Sffim. 88^ ' ])xivSo

' (desiderabant)or ' fystoz
'

(cnpiebant),134^* : it

is their own longing,strivingand wisliingthat has swung itself

round into that wishingfor them. Usuallynine valkyrjurride out

together,Stem. 142, 162 ; their lances,helmets and shields glitter
15 1\ This nineness is also found in the storyof T'aiSrandi (sec

p. 402),to whom nine disir appear first in white raiment, then nine

others in black. Sa?m. 44-5, and after him Sn. 39, enumerate

thirteen of them: Hrist, Mist, Skeggdld,Skugul,Hildr, Thriid'r,

Hlock,Herfiotr,Gall,Geirahod' (al.Geirolul),liandgricF,RddgrOT,

Reginleif; but Saem. 4'' only six: Skuld, Skogul,Giinnr, Hildr,

Gondul, Geirskogul}The j)rose of Sn. 39 distinguishesthree as

strictlyval-choosers and mistresses of victory:Gud'r,Bota and

Skuld 'norn en yngzta'. The celebrated battle-weavingsong of

the Nialssaganames the following: Hildr,Hiorprimul, Sangriffr(1.

EangriSr),Svipid,Gunnr, Gondid; the Hakonarmal: Gondol,Skogol,

Geirskogol;the Krakumal (ed.Eafn, p. 121) only Hlock and Hildr.

Several of these names are of extraordinaryand immediate value

to our investigation,and not one of the remainder ought to be left

out of sightin future study (seeSuppl.).

Skuld,for instance : we gatlierfrom it the affinityof norns and

valkyrs,and at the same time the distinction between them. A

dis can be both norn and valkyr,but the functions are separate,
and usuallythe persons. The norns have to pronounce the fatum,

they sit on their chairs,or they roam throughthe country among

mortals,fasteningtheir threads. Nowhere is it said that they ride.

The valkyrs ride to war, decide the issue of the fighting,and
conduct the fallen to heaven ; their ridingis like that of heroes

and gods (pp.327. 392), mention is made of their horses : skalf

Mistar marr (tremuitMistae equus),Sa^m. 156^ ; wa?'gullinnicer

(aureo equo vecta virgo),145'';M'hen the steeds of the valkyrs
shake themselves, dew dripsfrom their manes into the valleys,and

fertilizinghail falls on trees 145''''',with which compare the ' des-

tillationes in comis et collis equorum
' of the wise-women (p.287);

the name Mist, which elsewhere means nust, may have indicated

^ Unpublishedpassages in the skalds supply 29 or 30 names (Finn Ma-^n.
lex. p. 803).
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a like phenomenon. Of the norns, none but Skidd the youngest

(p.405) can be a valkyrjatoo : were UrSr and VerSandi imagined
as too aged or too dignifiedfor the work of war ? did the cutting,
breaking,of the thread (ifsuch an idea can be detected in the

North)better become the maiden practisedin arms ?

Two other valkyrs,Hloch and Hcrfiotr,have been claimed

above (p.401) as idisi,and interpretedas restrainers of the fight.
In the Kormakssaga there also occurs Hlokk gen. Hlakkar, for

bellona.

Hildr, Gunnr, Tkruffr deserve to be studied the more closely,
because their personalityturns up in other Teutonic tongues as

well,and the presence there of some walachuriun argues that of

the whole sisterhood. Even in ONorse, ITildr and Gunnr (=:Gu6r)

got generalizedinto hildr and gunnr (pugna,proelium); of bellona

was made bellum :
' hildr hefir ])u oss verit,'bellona nobis fuisti,

Seem. 164^ Conversely,beside the AS. hild and guff we still

find a personalHild and Gild': gifmec Ifdd nime (ifH. take me),
Beow. 899. 2962 ; GticT nimeS 5069 ; GticT fornam (carriedoff)
2240 ; as elsewhere we have ' gifmec deaS nimeS,' Beow. 889, wig
ealle fornam 2154,guSdeaS fornam 4494, Wyrd fornam 2411 (conf.
OS. Wurd farnimid,Hel. Ill, 11),swylt fornam 2872, Wyrd for-

sweop (suprap. 406) ; conf. ' Ililde grap
' 5009. And as other

beingsthat do us good or harm are by turns aroused and quieted,
it is said picturesquely:Hildi vekja(bellonamexcitare),Seem. 160^

246=^;elsewhere merely vig vekja (bellum excitare)105*. The

valkyrs,like OSinn (p.147),are accompaniedby eaglesand ravens,

who alighton the battlefield,^and the waging of war is poetically

expressedas ala goglgunna^ sysf.ra(avesalere sororum belli),Ssem.

160^ The forms in OHG. were Hiltia and Gundia (Gudea),both

found in the Hild. lied 6, 60, though alreadyas mere common

nouns ; compositeproper names have -hilt,-gunt.^ The legend of

Hildr, who goes to the val at night,and by her magic wakes the

fallen warriors into life again,is preservedboth in the Edda (Sn,

164-5) and also in the OHG. poem of Gudrun, where she is called

Hilde?
" Lastly,Thru"r, which likewise sinks into a mere apj^ella-

1 Andr. and El. p. xxvi. xxvii. Conf. Luke 17, 37 : ottou to awfia, tKf'i

(TvvaxSrjcrovTaLkol ol aeroi.

- The Trad, fuld.,in Scliannat no. 443, have preservedthe name, well

suited to a valkyr,of Themarhilt (fromdemar, crepusculum).
* Deutsche heldensagep. 327 seq. Conf. supra j).285, on Hilde and Hikl-

burg.
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tive prii"r virgo,and in OHG. occurs in a great many female

names {e.g.Alpdrud [^lfj?ry5,Elfrida],Wolcliandrud, Himildriul,

Pliddrut, Plihdmt = Plectrud, Kerdrud = Gertrude, Mimidriid,

Sigidrud,which naturallysuggest ghostlybeings),has assumed

the generalmeaning of witch, sorceress, hobgoblin.^Hans Sachs

several times uses
' alte trute

' for old witch,and noisychildren are

quietedwith the words :
' hush, the d^^ut will come ! ' ^

so that here

she exactlyfills the place of frau Holla or Berhta, and can

the more appropriatelybe the ancient valkyr. An AS. wood-

maiden, named Dhryd',comes up in the Vita Offae secundi (supra,

p. 388) : she is from France, where she had been sentenced to

death for her crimes,exposed in a ship,and cast on the shore of

Mercia. Here Offa saw the maiden passingfair,and married her,

but she soon committed new transgi-essions.She is called 9^ Drida,

9^ Petronilla,15^ Qvendrida (i.e.,cwenThryS ; conf. Kemble's pre-face

to Beow. pp. XXXV, xxxvi,and Bilckstrom 1, 220 (seeSuppL).
Beside the valkyrsnamed, there must have been many others,

and the second section of the Ssemundaredda names several as

lovers or wives of heroes. Such are Svava,Sigrlinn,Kara, SigrUn,

Sigrdrifa,who are expresslycalled valkyrjur,Seem. 142^ 145^ 157,

169. 194. It also comes out, that they were of human origin,

being daughtersof kings,Svava of Eylimi,Sigrlinnof Svafnir,

Sigrun of Hogni,Kara of Halfdan, Sigrdrifaof BuSli ; Svava was

the lover of Helgi HiorvarSsson,Sigrlinnof HiorvarSr,Sigrun of

Helgi Hundingsbani,Kara of Helgi HaddingskaSi,and Sigrdrifa,

who is no other than Brynhildr,of SigurSr. Grimhildr (helmet-

maiden, p. 238),and above all Brynhildr,Prunhilt, whose very

name betokens the mail-clad Hildr,is superhuman: her inaccessible

hall stands on a mountain, like those of Veleda and Jetha (pp.95-

6); it was a scMldhurg (skialdborg),where she herself,bound by

the spell,sleptunder her shield,till SigurSr released her. Then

she prophesied to him, Ssem. 194^ and before her death she

prophesiesagain,224. 226^ Her hall was encircled with Jlickering

fiame,'

oc var um sal hennar vafrlogi,'Sn. 139 (seeSuppL),as was

also that of Menglocf(OHG. Maniklata, i.e.,monili laetabunda),

another valkyr:salr er slunginner visom vafrloga(Seem.110*,conf.

1 Some peoplethink Gerdrut,Gerdraut,an unchristian name. Frau Trmle

(Kinderm.43).
^ Flogel,gesch.des groteskekom.p. 23.
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107'^''').Before this MengloS, nine virginskneel,sit,and sing;
sacrifice is offered to them all (111^);conf, ch. XXXVI. Then

Vebiorg shialdmccr appears in Fornald. sog. 1, 384. And vro

Babehilt,whom Dietrich finds at a fountain,asleep(asSigurdfound

Brynhild),and who giveshim healingsalves,and foretells his fate

(Ecke 151
" 160),must also be reckoned among norns or valkyrs.

The valkyrsbestowed on their favourites,as Staufenberger'slover

did on him (p.419),victoryand protectionin battle (SigrunhlifSi

honom opt siSan i orrostom, Soem. 142^); this relation is technically

expressedby vcrja(tueri134'');theyhide their heroes' ships(Svava

145=^'^,Sigrun153^). The above-mentioned Hildr too,the daughter

of king Hogni (Hagene),was HeSin's betrothed. The memory of

these shield-maidens has filtered down even into modern folk-songs

: in Arvidsson 1, 189, Kerstin skoldmo with her 8000 maids

redeems her betrothed from captivity; at other times it is a sister

that rescues her brother,by which is not meant a sister by birth,

but a valkyragain,for these higher beings are everywhere called

sisters,and fraternize with their proteges (Arvidsson2, 120-1-2.

Nyerup 4, 38-9). Now those women in our medieval poetry,the

sightof whom nerves to victory,whose name need only be uttered

to bringthem to one's side as quicklyas a wish can be formed and

accomplished,are evidentlyshield-women of this kind (seeSuppL).

OSinn then admitted into his band of valkyrsmortal maidens

of kinglyrace, deified women standingby the side of the deified

heroes ; yet I do not suppose that all valkyrswere of such lineage,

but that the oldest and most famous were, like the norns, descended

from gods or elves. It is also worth noting,that Kara and her

Helgi were looked upon as a second hirth of Svava and the elder

Helgi,Sam. 148^ 169. In the VolundarqviSatliree other valkyrs

make their appearance together: Jllad'gud'rsvanhvit,Rervor cdvitr,

and OlrlXn,the firsttwo beingdaughtersof king LoSver, the third

of Kiar ; they unite themselves to SlagfiSr,Volundr and Egill,live

with them seven years, and then escape,
' at vitjaviga,'to pursue

their old trade of war again. On the whole, it seems the union of

these half-goddesseswith heroes turned out detrimentallyto both

parties: the heroes came to an early death or other harm, as

Staufenberger'sexample teaches ; and ' SigrunvarS skammlif,' she

grew scant of life.Stem. 169\ Perhaps we should be rightin

assuming that promotion to the valkyrs office took placeunder an
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oblitrationof virginity}which again reminds one of the Amazons.

At all events, when 03inn was angry with Sigrdrifafor lettinghis

favourite fallin battle,"^he decreed that now she should be givenin

marriage,' qvaS liana giptazscyldo,'Snem. 194:^ HlaSguSr,Hervbr

and Olrun had been carried off by the men forciblyand against

their will (seeSuppl.). Âll these female names are descriptive.

Olriin was discussed on p. 404. IllaSguSris literallybellona

straf^is;Hervor, like the kindred Gunnvor, alludes to hosts and

battles,the adj.alvitr to the giftof prophecy,and svanhvit to the

swan-shape. Saxo Gram. 22-3 names another Scanhvita, who has

likewise much of the valkyr,is a seer of spirits,and presents a

sword to llegnerto seal their covenant. As for Slagfi"r(seep. 380),

I preferto explainit not as Slagfiunr,though he is called a son of

the Finnakonungr,but as Slagjioffr= alatus,pennatus,which goes

better with Svanhvit his lover, and is supported by the OHG.

word slagifedara,peuna.

How little we are entitled to separatethe nonis and valhjrs

totallyfrom one another, is taughtby the tale of these three

maidens also. Not to mention the prevalenceamong valkyrsas

well as norns of the number three and sisterlycompanionship,nor

Hervor's having the epithetalvitr (omniscia),which better fits a

norn than a valkyr; it is said of all three,that they sat on the

sea-beach spinningcostlyfiax,nay, of the same
' all-witting' one

(who is repeatedlycalled iXnga,as Skuld is in other places),that

she was about to ' orlog drygja'to dree a weird,Ssem. 133'' 134^.

1 Pompon. Mela 3, 8 :
' Oracuh numinis Gallici antistites,pei-petua

virginitatesanctae, nuniero novem esse traduntur. Gallicenas vocant, putantqiie

ingeniissingularibuspraedita-smaria ac ventos concitare,seque in quae velint

animalia vertere, sanare quae apud alios insanabilia sunt, scire ventura et

praedicare,sed non nisi deditas navigantibus,et in id tantum ut se consulereut

profectas[I.profectisQ '. The similarityof these nine sooth-tellinggallicenae
is unmistakable. Some read Galli Cenas,others Barrigenas,conf. Tzschucke,
Not. crit.pp. 159 " 1(53.

* N.B. againstOeiin's will,who could therefore be outwitted :.destinystood
above the god.

^ On p. 406 we saw wise-women representedas acquainted with writing,
and iLS actuallywriting; it will be for similar reasons that valkyrsembroider
and paint. The Vols, saga cap. 24 says of Ijrynhild: ' huu sat i einui skemmu

viC meyjar sinar,hun kuuni meira hagleik enn aJirar konur, hun lagtJisinu
borSa me5' gulli,ok sauma^i a ]7austormerki,er Sigurt^rhafSi giort'. And in

this chamber Sigurt)comes to her. I place beside this the opening lines of a,

Swedish song :

Sven Farlingban rider tilljungfrunsgard,
som stickude pa silket del hvita.

And this hero is identical with iSigurO". ^
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The award of battle is one part of destiny; not only norns, but

valkyrsalso were imaginedspinningand weaving. This is placed
in the clearest lightby the fearfullyexcitingpoem in cap. 158 of

the Nialssaga.Through a crevice in the rock DorruSr sees women

sit singingover a tech,at which human heads serve them for

weights,entrails for warp and weft, swords for spools,and arrows

for a comb : in their weird song they describe themselves as

valkyrjur,and their web as intended for the spectatorDorruSr.^

At lengththey tear up their work, mount their steeds,and six of

them ride to the south, six to the north. Compare with this the

iveavingWyrd of the AS. poet (p.415). The parting of the

maidens into two bands that ride in oppositedirections,is like

those nine in white and nine in black,who came ridingup in suc-cession

(p.421).
I have set norns and /xotpai, side by side ; with equalaptnessa

comparisoncan be drawn between valkyrsand Krjpe"i(withoutany
verbal affinity,for no doubt the likeness is only an apparent one):

the K7JP too might be seen on the battlefield in bloodygarments,

tendingthe wounded, draggingaway the dead. A Kijpis allotted

to the child as soon as it is born ; Achilles had two Krjp"";between

whom he might choose,and Zeus put two in the balance,to decide

the death of Hector or Achilles.^ Hesiod (scut.249 " 254) makes

the dingy white-toothed /C7}pe?contend over the fallenwarriors,

each throws her talons round the wounded man, eager to drink his

blood,just as he ascribes talons and a thirst for blood to the moirai

(p.414) : a fresh confirmation of the identityof norns and valkyrs.

The claws of the moirai and keres,the wings of the thriai,point to

their possessionof a lird's shape. The later view [Hesiod'sJbrings
into prominencethe sinister side of the keres.

5. Swan-maidens.

But we have now to make out a new aspectof the valkyrs.

We are told that they travel through air and water, ' riSa lopt ok

log,'Stem. 142^ 159^; theirs is the power to flyand to swim, in

other words, they can assume tlie body of a sivan, they love to

1 So at least we may understand ' vindiim,vindum vef Darra"ar,''even if

the name and the whole story first arose out of a
' vef darraGar,'web of the

dart,conf. AS. deoreS (jaculum). We know that the Sturlungasagacontains a

very similar narrative.

- II. 8, 70. 9, 411. 18, 535"540. 22,210. 23, 79. 24,82.
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lingeron the sea-shore ; and the swan was considered a bird of

augury} Tlie VolundarqviSa relates : Tliree women sat on the

shore,spinningjiax,and had their dlptarhamir(swan-shifts)by

them, so that any moment they could flyaway again as swans :

' meyjar Jingo'and ' settuz at hvilaz a ScEvarstroud '

; one of them

has even tlie surname of svanhvit (swanwhite),and wears swan's

feathers (svanfiaSrardro). In the Hromundarsaga (Fornald.sog.
2, 375-6),the same Kara, who the Edda says was a second birth

of Svava, appears as an enchantress in svxin-sMft,(fiolkyngiskoiia

i alftarham),and hovers above the hero,singing.^By her assist-ance

Helgi had always conquered,but it happened in one fight,

that he swung his sword too high in the air,and hewed off liis

lover's foot,she fell to the ground,aud his luck was spent. In

Saxo Gram., p, 100, Fridlevus hears up in the air at niglit'sonum

trium olorum superne clangentium,'who prophesyto him, and drop

a girdlewith runes on it. Brynhildr is ' like the swan on the

wave
' (Fornald.sog. 1, 186): the simile betraysat the same time,

that she had reallythe power of changing into the bird. Many

tales of swan-ivivcs still live among the Norse people. A young

man saw three swans alighton the shore,lay their white bird-shifts

in the grass, turn into beautiful maidens, and bathe in the water,

then take their shifts again,and flyaway in the shape of swans.

He layin wait for them another time,and abstracted the garment

of the youngest ; she fell on her knees before him, and begged for

it,but he took her home with him, and married her. When seven

years were gone by,he shewed her the shift he had kept concealed ;

she no sooner had it in her hand, than she Jleivout as a simii

throughthe open window, and the sorrowinghusband died soon

after. Afzelius 2, 143-5. On the other hand, the swan-hero

forsakes his wife the moment she asks the forbidden question. A.

peasant had a field,in which whatever he set was trampled down

every year on St. John's night. Two years in succession lie set his

two eldest sons to watch in the held ; at midnight they heard a

hurtlingin the air,which sent them into a deep sleep. The next

year the third son watched, and he saw three maidens come flying,

1 Es schwant mir, it swans me "
I liave a boding. The reference to the

Vjird seems undenialile,for we also .say In tlie same sense : es wachsen (there
grow) mir schwansfcdern'(so alreadyin Zesen's Simson). Conf. the Eddie
' svanfiaSrar dro (wore) '.

^ Kat'n has chosen the reading Lara.
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^vlio laid their wings asido,and then danced up and down the

field. He jumped up, fetched the wings away, and laid them under

the stone on whicli he sat. When the maidens had danced till

they were tired,they came to him, and asked for their wings ; he

declared,if one of them would stay and be his wife,the other two

should have their wings back. From this pointthe story takes a

turn, which is less within the provinceof the swan-wife myth ; but

it is worth noting,that one of the maidens offers her lover a drink

of water out of a golden'pitcher,exactlyas elfins and wish-wives do

elsewhere (pp.420, 326). Molbech no. 49.

These lovelyswan-maidens must have been long known to

German tradition. When they bathe in the coolingflood,theylay
down on the bank the swan-ring,the swan-shift; who takes it from

them, has them in his power.^ Though we are not expresslytold

so, yet the three propheticmerioomcn whose garments Hagene took

away, are preciselysuch ; it is said (Nib.1476, 1)by way of simile

again:
sie swebten sam die vogeleuf der fluot.

It is true, our epicnames onlytwo of them (theDanish storyonly

one),the 2visiu wip,Hadburc and Sigelintb̂ut one of them begins

to prophesy,and their garments are described as
' wnnderlich,'

1478, 3. The myth of Volundr we meet with again in an OHG.

poem, which puts doves in the placeof swans : three doves flyto a

fountain,but when theytouch the ground they turn into maidens,

Wielant removes their clothes,and will not give them up till one

of them consents to take him for her husband. In other tales as

widely diffused,young men throw the shift,ring or chain over

them, which turns them into siuans? When tlie resumptionof

human shape cannot be effected completely,the hero retains a

sivan-wing; evidence of the highantiquityof this detail lies in its

connexion with the heroic legendof Scoup or Sceaf (p.370); and

it has found its way into modern pedigrees.*Especiallyimpor-

1 Miisteus,Volksmarchen vol. 3 : The stolen veil.
2 There is a jilantnamed, I suppose, from this Sigelint; Snmerl. 22, 28

(conf.23, 19) has cigelintafel draconis,and 53, 48 cigelinde; Graff 6, 145 has

sigeline; see Sigel,feiglanderin Schni. 3, 214.

3 Kinderm. no. 49. Deutsche sagen 2, 292-5. Adalb. Kuhn p. 164, the

swan-chain.
"* Conf. Deutsche sagen no. 540 : 'the Schwanringsof Plesse,'who carry a

sivan's wing and ring on their scutcheon. A doc. of 1441 (Wolf'sNorten no.

48) names a Johannes Swaneflngel,decretorum doctor, decanus ecclesiae

majorisHildesemensis. In a pamphlet of 1617 occurs the phrase:'to tear

the ringand mask off this pseudonym '.
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tant,as placingin a clear lightthe exact relation of these swan-

^vives to the walktireii,is a statement about them in Altd. bl. 1

128 : A nobleman huntingin a wild forest saw a maiden bathing

in the river,he crept up and took away the gold chain on her

hand, then she could not escape. There was peculiarvirtue in this

chain :
' dor iininie (on account of it) werden sulche frowen

wilnschelwyheregenant'. He married her, and she had seven

children at a birth,they all had goldringsabout their necks,i.e.,

like their mother, the power of assuming a swan-shape. Swan-

children then are ivish-children. In Gudrun, the propheticangel

comes over the sea-wave in the shape of a wild bird singing,i.e.,of

a sivan, and in Lohengrin a talkingsivan escorts the hero in his

ship; in AS. poetry swanrdd (-road)passed current for the sea

itself,and alpiz,selfet,alpt (cygnus)is aldn to the name of the

ghostlyalp,self (seeSuppL). "

"We hear tell of a sivan that swims on the lake in a hollow

moimtain, holding a ring in his bill : if he lets it fall,the earth

comes to an end.^ On the UrSarbrunnr itself two swans are

maintained (Sn. 20); another story of a soothsayingswan is

communicated by Kuhn, p. 67, from the Mittelmark. A young

man metamorphosedinto a swan is implied in the familiar West-

phaliannursery-rhyme:

swane, swane, pek up de nesen,

wannehr bistu kriegerwesen (wasta warrior)?

Another, of Achen, says :

krune krane, wisse schwane,

we wel met noh Engeland fahre ?

And the name Ssefugelin the AS. genealogiesseems to indicate a

swan-hero.

The spinnerEerhta, the goose-footed'^queen, may fairlysuggest

swan-maidens (p.280).3 If those prophetic'gallicenae
'

were able

1 Gottschalk's Sagen,Halle 1814, p. 227.

- The pentagram was a Pythagorean synihol,but also a Druitlic ; as it goes

by the name of elfs foot,elf'scross, goblin-foot,and resembles a pairof goose-

feet or swan-feet,semi-divine and elvish beings are again brought togetherin

this emblem ; the valkyr ThruS is next door to a swan-maiden, and Staufen-

berger'slover likewise had such a foot.

3 The beautiful story of the Good Woman, publ.in Haupt s zeitschr. 2,

350, is very acceptableas shewing yet another way in which this fairybeing

got linkedVith the hero-legendof\he Karlings. The two children born on

one day at paskellourie,and brought up in mutual love (77" 87),are clearly
identical with Flore and Blanchejteur,lor these also are not real names, but
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to assume what animal shapes they pleased,why, then the Celts

too seem to have known about swan-metamorphosisin very early

times, so that in French fay-legendswe may supplythe omissions ;

e.g.,in Meon 3, 412 :

en la fontaine se baignoient

troisj)ucclespreuz et senses,

qui de biaute sembloient fees:
lor robes a tout lor chemises

orent desoz une arbre mises

du bout de la fontaine en haut.

pucelessenees 3, 419. bien eurees 418. la plus niestre 413-5.

The shifts were stolen,and the maidens detained. In the Lai du

Desire the knightespiesin the forest a swan-maiden without her

wimple (sans guimple). The wimple of the white-robed fay

answers to the swan-shift.

6. Wood-Wives.

We have seen that the wish-wives appear on poolsand lakes

in the depthof the forest: it is because they are likewise wood-wives,

and under this character they suggest further reflections. The old

sacred forest seems their favourite abode : as the gods sat throned

in the groves, on the trees, the wise-women of their train and

escort would seek the same haunts. Did not the Gothic aliorunas

dwell in the woodland among wood-sprites? Was not Veleda's

tower placedon a rock,that is,in the woods ? The VolundarqviSa

opens with the words :

meyjar flugosunnan Myrhvicfigognom,

invented in fairy-talefashion,to suit the name of their daughterBerhta,the
bright,white. Berhta marries Pepin,and givesbirth to Charlemagne; in the
Garin le Loherain,Pepin'swife is said to be Blanchefleurof Moriane, but in the

story now in questionshe is the unnamed daughter of count Kuprecht of

Barria (Robertof Berry),spoken of simply as diu guotefrouive(162.1130), diu

guote (1575),la bone dame (3022), conf. bonadea, bonasocia,p. ii83 ; her

husband, who stepsinto the placeof the childless last king (Merovingian),is
Karelman (3020),and the only name that can suit herself is Berte,already
contained in that of her father Iluodbert. The children of this pair are

' Pippin der kleine (little)' and ' Kwrle der merre (greater)'. The events in the
middle part of the story are quite other (more fullyunfolded, if not more

pleasing)than those told of Flore and Blanchefleur ; but we plainlyperceive
how on the new Karling race in the freshness of its bloom were graftedolder
heathen myths of the swan-wife, of the good wife (p.253),of the mild woman

(p.280),of the bona socia (p. 283\ and of the bonne dame (p.287) ; Conf.

Sommer's pref.to Flore xxvi. xxvii. xxxii.
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maids flew from south through murky wood to tlieseashore,there

they tarried seven years, tillthey grew homesick :

meyjar fystoza myrkvan vicf,

they could resist no longer,and returned to the sombre wood.

Almost all swan-maidens are met with in the forest.The seven

years agree with those of the Swedish story on p. 427.^

As Sigriln,Sigrdrifa,Sigrlinnare names of valkyrs,and our

epicstill calls one of the wise-women Sigelint,I believe that the

OHG. siguwip,AS. sigewif,ON. sigrvif,was a generaldesignation
of all wise- women, for which I can produce an AS. spellcom-municated

to me by Kemble :

sitte ge sigewif,sigaSto eorSan !

nsefre ge wilde (1.wille)tu unida fleogan!

beo ge swa gemyndige mines godes,

swa biS manna-gehwylc metes and eScles.^

Like norns, they are invited to the house with promiseof gifts.

On this point we will consider a passage m Saxo, where he is

unmistakably speaking of valkyrs,though, as his manner is,he

avoids the vernacular term. In his account of Hother and Balder,

which altogetherdiffers so much from that of the Edda, he says,

p. 39 : Hotherus inter venandum errore nebulae perductus in

quoddam silvcstrinm virginum conclave incidit,a quibus proprio

nomine salutatus,' quaenam essent
' perquirit.Illae suis ductihis

aiospiciisquemaxime hellorum fortunam gubernaritestantur : saepe

enim se nemini consincxias proeliisintercsse,clandestinisqucsubsidiis

optatosamicis praeberesuccessus: quippe conciliare prospera, ad versa

infligereposse pro libitu memorabant. After bestowingtheir advice

on him, the maidens with their house (aedes,conclave)vanish

before Mother's eyes (seeSuppl.). Further on, p. 42 : At Hotherus

extrema locorum devia j^ervagatus,insuetumque mortalibus nemvs

emensus, ignotisforte xirginibushabitatum reperitspccum : easdem

esse constabat,quae eum insecabili veste quondam donaverant.

They now givehim more counsel,and are called ityinpliac?

1 In the Wallacliian marchen 201,three wood-wives bathing have tlieir

crowns taken from them.

- Sedete bellonae, descendite ad terram, nolite in silvam voLire ! Tain

memores estote i'ortnnae meae, ([uam est honiinum quililietcibi atf^nepatriae.
3 Three otJiernymphs appear directlyalter,and prepare enchanted food lor

Balder with the spittleof snakes,p. 43. A '"feminasilvestris et immanis ' ia

also mentioned by Saxo p. 125.
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This seems no modern distorted view, to imaginethe maids of

war, that dwelt in OSin's heavenly company, that traversed air and

flood,as likewise haunting the woodlaiid cave ; therefore feaxo was

rightto call them silvcstres,and to placetheir chamber, their cave,

in the forest.

The older stagesof our languagesupplysome similar expressions,
in which I recognisethe idea of wise wood-iuives,not of mere elvish

wood-S]3rites.They are called ivildiu ivip,and the Trad, fuld.,

p. 544, speak of a place ' ad domum ivildero iviho'. Burcard of

Worms, p. 198*^,mentions ' agrestesfeminas quas silvaticasvocant, et

quando voluerint ostendunt se suis amatoribus, et cum eis dicunt

se oblectasse,et item quando voluerint abscondunt se et evanescunt'.

This ' quando voluerint '

seems to express the notion of wish-life.

Meister Alexander, a poet of the 13th century, sings(str.139,

p. 143^): '
nu gent si viir in (go they before him) liber gras in

ivildcr ivihe wiete (weeds)'. So: 'von einem loilden wihe ist Wate

arzet,'is {i.e.has learnt to be) physician,Gudr. 2117; 'das wilde

frduivclinlEcke 189. In the Gl. monst. 335, wildaz vAjJstands

for lamia, and 333 ivildiu tvi2J for ululae,funereal birds,death-

bodingwives, stillcalled in later times klagcfrmtcn,klagemuttcr,and

resemblingthe propheticBerhta (p.280). In groves, on trees,there

appeared dorninac,niatronae,jpuellaeclothed in white (pp.287-8),

distinguishablefrom the more elvish tree-wife or dryad,whose life

is bound up with that of the tree. The Vicentina Germans worship

a wood-tvife,chieflybetween Christmas and Twelfthday: the

women spin flax from the distaff,and throio it in the fireto pro-pitiate

her :
^ she is every bit like Holda and Berhta. As three

bunches of corn are left standingat harvest-time for Wuotan and

frau Gaue, so to this day in the Frankenwald they leave three

hcmdfulsofflaxlying on the fieldfor the hohiveihel (wood-wives,

Jul. Schmidt's lieichenfels,p. 147),a remnant of older higherwor-ship.

Between Leidhecken and Dauernheim in the Wetterau stands

the high mountain, and on it a stone, dcr ivellefra gcstoil(thewild

woman's chairs); there is an impression on the rock, as of the

limbs of human sitters. The people say the loild folklived there

' wei di schtan noch raell warn,' while the stones were stillsoft ;

afterwards,being persecuted,the man ran away, the wife and child

remained in custody at Dauernheim until they died. Folk-songs

1 Duiil-sche sacfcn no 150.
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make the huntsman in the wood start a dark-brown maid, and hail

her: 'whither away, wild beast?' (Wunderhorn 2, 154),but his

mother did not take to the bride,justas iu the tale of the swan-

children. We find a more pleasingdescriptionin the Spanish
ballad De la infantina (Silvap. 259): a huntsman stands under a

loftyoak :

En una rama mas alta viera estar una infantina,
cabellos de su cabeza todo aquelroble cobrian :

* siete facias(7 fays)me fadaron en brazos de una ama mia,

que andasse los siete anos sola en esta montina '.

But the knight wants first to take his mother's opinion,and she

refuses her consent. When Wolfdieterich sits by a fire in the

forest at night,rauhe Ms comes up, the shaggywoman, and carries

off the hero to her own country,ŵhere she is a queen and lives on

a high rock : at length,bathing in the jungbrunnen,she laysaside
her hairy covering,and is named Sigcminne,' the fairest above aU

lands '.2" Synonymous with 'wildaz wip' the glosseshave holzmnoja

(lamiaand ulula),she who wails or moos in the wood ; holzfroive
(lamia)AM. bl. 2, 195; holzruna (Gl. mons. 335. Doc. 219^)
meaning the same, but suggestiveof that Gotliic aliorumna,AS.

burgrune,and the OK SigrUn (seeSuppl.).^

7. Menni, Merimanni.

One generalname for such beingsmust from very earlytimes
have been menni, minni ; it is connected with man (homo), and

with the ON. man (virgo),but it occurs only in compounds : meri-manni

(neut),pi.merimanniu, translates sirena or scylla(Eeda umbe

diu tier,in Hoffm. fundgr.19, 18),meriminni, GI. Doc. 225=^ mons.

333. In the 13th century poets, merminnc is equivalent to

meynvip,merfrouwe,yet also to wildez wip :
' diu wise merminne,'

Diut. 1, 38. ' gottinneoder merminnc, die sterben niht enmohten

(couldnob die),'Eneit. 8860. In the Wigamur 112. 200. 227 seq.,

1 Called Troje,conf. Ecke 81 ; and Elsentroje,Deutsche heldensage198.
211 (seeSuppl.).

2 In t]je Wolfdietr. (Dresd. MS. 290"7), hoelve goddessesgo to a mountain,
fetch the hero to them, and tend him ; the loveliest wants him for a husband.
These beingsare more wise-women than elfins.

^ As the XaptTfs (Graces)and fays spin and weave, so do the wild women

also : 'mit wilder wtbe henden geworht,'Ulr. Lanz. 4826 ; ninXos ov xapim
KdfjLovavral,II. 5, 338 (seeSuppl.).
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there appears a wildez wip,who dwells in a hollow rock of the sea,

and is indifferentlytermed merivip168. 338, mcrfrouiuc134, and

merminne 350. AS. mereivif,Beow. 3037. M. Dutch maerminne.

Those three wism wip of the Nibelungen are also called merwip

1475, 1. 1479, 1 ; they foretell and forewarn ; their having indi-vidual

names would of itself put them on a par with the Norse

valkyrs: Hadhurc, Sigelint.The third,whose name the poem omits

(p.428),is addressed by Hague as 'aller wiseste wip!' 1483, 4.

Wittich's ancestress (p.376) is named frouwe Wdchilt,as if Wave-

Hilde, she is a merminne^ and says sooth to the hero,Eab. 964 " 974.

Murolt also has an aunt a merminne who lives in mount ElsaM and

rules over dwarfs ; her name is not given,but that of her son is

Madelger,and she likewise giveswise advice to Morolt; Mor. 40''41^

The merminne in Ulrich's Lanzelet (lines196 seq.)is said to be wis

(5751.6182),she has under her 10,000 %mmarried women (dern
keiniu bekande man noch mannes gezoc),they dwell on a mountain

by the sea, in an ever-bloomingland. In the ApoUonius,a bene-volent

merminne is queen of the sea (lines5160. 5294) ; here the

poet had in his mind a siren in the classical sense, but the Germans

must have had a merminne before they ever heard of sirens. The

Danish name is maremind (Danske viser 1,118. 125). Norse legend
has preservedfor us a preciselycorrespondingmale being,the taciturn

propheticmarmennill (al.marmendill, marbendill),who is fished

lip out of the sea, and requiresto be let go into it again; Halfssaga
c. 7 (Fornald.scig.2, 31"33), and Isl. sog. 1, 03 (Landn. 2, 5).i
From him coral is named marmennils smi"i,he cunninglywrought
it in the sea. At a later time the word merfeiwas used in Germany:
that lover of Staufenberger,whom he found in the forest,and the

Eair Melusina (possiblyeven a tradition of ancient Gaul),are

preciselythe fairybeingthat had previouslybeen called mcrimcnni?

" But, similar to the merminne, there was also a waltminne,which

word equally stands for lamia in old glosses(Diut.3, 276).

Sigcminne,whether the baptizedEauch-els, Wolfdieterich's lover

(p.433),or the wife of Hugdieterich,m̂ay with perfectrightbe

1 Marmennill is extremely like the Greek Proteus,who is also reluctant at

first to prophesy,Od. 4, 385 seq. There may have been Proteus-like stories

current of our Baklander and Vilander,p. 172 (seeSuppL).
2 Yet merfeineoccurs alreadyin Diut. 1, 38; wazzerfeine(Oberl.sub v.),

and even merfetn,MS. 2, 63^
3 Deutsche heldensagepp. 185. 200-1.
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regardedas a loaltminne or merminne} In the Vilk. saga cap. 17

I find scclcona used of the woman whom Vilkinns found in the wood,

and who bore him Vadi. Saxo Gram., p. 15, speaksof a tugurium
silvestrisimmanisque feminae (seeSuppl.).

By this array of authorities it is proved to satisfaction,that the

wildaz wip or mcnni, minni was thoughtof as a higher,superhuman

being,such as can be placedat the side of the Scandinavian norn

and valhjr. But in the scanty remains of our tradition the names

stand wofuUy bare, finer distinctions are inevitablylost,and in

more than one placethe boundary-linesbetween gods,demigods,
elves and giantscross one another. Equallywith norns and valkyrs

(pp.413-9. 425), we have goddessesspinning and weaving, as

Holda, Berhta,Freyja,and even giantesses,as we shall see by and

Among the figuresin the Greek and Teutonic mythologies,we

have placedside by side the vv/x(f)at,and idist,the fiolpaoand nornir,

the Kr]pe^ and valkyrior.But several isolated names might be

compared in the same way, as for instance,NUr} or Victoria with

some Sigrun or Sigrdrifa,"Ept"?and 'Evvdo or Bellona with a Hildr

and Gunnr. Eris,like Iris,is sent forth on an errand by Zeus

(II.11, 3),as Skogul or Gondul by OSiun, I often find these

Grecian figuresin attendance on individual gods : in II. 5, 333

iTToX.L'TTopOo'i^Evvco gocs wltli Athene ; in 5, 592 ttotvl ^Euvco with

^ A Leyden parclim.IMS. of the 13th century contains the followinglegend
of Charles the Great : Aquisgranidicitur Ays (Aix),et dicitur eo qnod Karolus

tenebat ibi quandam mulierem fatatam,sive quandam fatam, que alio nomine

nimpha vel dea vel adriades (1.dryas)appellutur,et ad banc consuetudineia

habebat et earn cognoscebat,et ita erat,quod ipso accedente ad earn vivebat

ipsa,ipsoKarolo recedente moriebatur. Contigit,dum quadam vice ad ipsani
accessisset et cum ea delectaretur,radius solis intravit os ejus,et tunc Karolus

vidit granum auri linguaeejusalfixum, quod fecit abscindi,et contingenti(1.in

continenti)mortua est,nee postearevixit. The grainof gold,on which the spell
hung, is evidentlyto explainthe name of the city: later tradition (Petrarcha
epist.fara. 1, 3. Aretin's legend of Charlem. p. 89) has instead of it a ring,
which archbishopTurpin removes from the mouth of the corpse, and throws

into a lake near Aachen ; this Jake then attracts the king,and that is why he

made tlie town his favourite residence. There is no further mention of the

maiden's fairyexistence. It w;x.s a popular belief (appliedto the Frankish

king and graduallydistorted)about the union of a wild-woman or mermaid

with a cjiristianhero. Not very ditlerentlywas Charles's ancestress Berhta,as

we saw above (p.430),made into a 'good woman,' i.e.a fay. [The similarity
of names in the heroic line : Pejjinof Herstal,Charles Martel,Pepin the Little,
Charles the Great,seems to have made it doubtful whether Berhta was Charle-magne's

mother or his great-grandmother.]
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Ares; in 4,440 and 5, 518 "Epc d̂fiorovfie/xavta with Ares,who is

also followed by Ae2fio";and ^6/3o^ (p.207-8). And lastly,the

Charites are nearlyallied ; and there was supposedto be a special

Charis of victory. Still nearer to our wood-wives stand particular

classes of nymphs, especiallythose whom Theocritus 5, 17 names

Ta9 Xiixvdhav̂v^t^a';,or those called vvfjic^ataKolfirjroi,Seivai deal

dypoLcoTa!,";13, 44. The gracefulmyth of swan- wives appears

indeed to be unknown to the Greeks and Romans, while we Teutons

have it in common with the Celts ; yet a trace of it remains in the

story of Zeus and Leda (p.338),and in the swan's propheticsong,
as in the Indian Nalus too the gold-bedizenedswan (hansa= anser,

goose)finds human speech(Bopp'sed. pp. 6. 7).

The Slavs have not developedany idea of goddessesof fate.^

The beautiful fiction of the vila is peculiarto Servian mythology :

she is a being half fay,half elf,whose name even resembles that

of the vala. The relation of valkyrsto christian heroes is suggested

by the fraternalbond between the vila and Marko (Vuk 2, 98. 232.

Danitza for 1826, p. 108),as also by the vilas appearingsingly,

having proper names, and prophesying. In some thingsthey come

nearer the German elfins of our next chapter: they live on hills,

love the song and the round dance (Ir.elfenm. Ixxxii),they mount

up in the air and dischargefatal arrows at men :
' ustrielilaga vila,'

the vila has shot him with her shaft. Their cry in the wood is

like the sound of the woodpecker hacking,and is expressedby the

word 'kliktati'. The vila has a rightto the child whom his mother

in heedless language (diavoye odniyo!)has consignedto the devil

(Vuk no. 394),as in similar cases the wolf or bear fetches him away.

Vile te odnele! (vilaete auferant)is a curse (Vuks sprichw.p. 36);
'kad dot'u vile k otchim' (quandovilae ante oculos veniunt)signifies
the moment of extreme distress and danger (ibid.117). The vila

rides a seven-year old stag,and bridles him with snakes,like the

Norse enchantresses (seeSuppl.).^

^ The Bohem, sudice translates parca, but it simply means judge(fem.):

the Eussians even adopt the word parka. We must at least notice the

lichopleziin Hanka's Glosses 21% who are said to be three,like the sirens and

mermaids.

- The Bulgarian samodiva or samovUa correspondsto the Servian vila.

When the wounded Pomak cries to his 'sister' samodiva, she comes and

cures him. The samodivy carry off children ; and mischief wrought by the
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elements,by storms, "c.,is ascribed to them. Like the Fates,they begiftthe

newborn : three samodivy visit the infant Jesus,one sews him a shirt,another

knits him a band, and the third trims a cap for him. Some stories about

them closelyresemble those of the swan-maids. Stoyan finds three samodivy

bathing,removes their clothes,restores those of the two eldest,but takes the

youngest (Mariyka)home, and marries her. St. John christens her first

child,and asks her to dance as do the samodivy. But she cannot without her

'samodivski drekhi,'Stoyan produces them, she flies away, bathes in the

mominski fountain,and recovers her mominstvo (virginity)." Trans.

End of Vol. I.

A. KING AND CO., ABERDEEN.
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CHAPTER XVII.

WIGHTS AND ELVES.

Apart from deified and semi-divine natures there stands a

whole order of other beings distinguished mainly by the fact

Jthat, while those have issued from men or seek human fellowship,

these form a separate community, one might say a kingdom of

their own, and are only induced by accident or stress of circum-

stances to have dealings with men. They have in them some

admixture of the superhuman, which appi'oximates them to gods

;

they have power to hurt man and to help him, at the same time

they stand in awe of him, being no match for him in bodily

strength. Their figure is much below the stature of man, or else

mis-shapen. They almost all have the faculty of makiug them-

selves invisible. 1 And here again the females are of a broader

and nobler cast, with attributes resembling those of goddesses

and wise-women ; the male spirits are more distinctly marked off,

both from gods and from heroes. 3

The two most general designations for them form the title of

this chapter ; they are what we should call spirits nowadays.

But the word spirit (geist, ghost),3 like the Greek hal^wv, is

too comprehensive; it would include, for instance, the half-

goddesses discussed in the preceding chapter. The Lat. genius

would more nearly hit the mark (see Suppl.).

The term wiht seems remarkable in more than one respect, for

its variable gender and for the abstract meanings developed from

1 But so have the gods (p. 325), goddesses (p. 2G8) and wise-women (p. 419).
2 Celtic tradition, which runs particularly rich on this subject, I draw from

the following works: Fairy Legends and Traditions of the South of Ireland,

by Crofton Croker, Lond. 1825 ; 2nd ed., parts 1, 2, 3, Lond. 1828. The Fairy

Mythology, by Th. Keightley, vols. 1, 2, Lond. 1828. Barzas-Breiz, chants popu-

lates de la Bretagne, par Th. de la Villemarque, 2< j ed., 2 vol., Paris 1840.
3 OHG. keist, AS. g&st, OS. gist (see root in Gramm. 2, 46); Goth, ahma,

OHG. atum for ahadum, conn, with Goth, aha (mens), ahjan (meminisse, cogitare),

as maji (homo), manniska, and manni, miuni belong to munan, minnen (pp. 5 (
J.

314.433).
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it. The Gothic vaihts, gen. vaiht&is, is feminine, and Ulphilas

hardly ever uses it in a concrete sense ; in Luke 1, 1 he translates

by it 7rpay/j,a, and much oftener, when combined with a negative,

ovSev (Gramm. 3, 8. 734). This, however, does not exclude the

possibility of vaihts having at other times denoted to the Goths

a spirit regarded as female; and in 1 Thess. 5, 22 the sentence

diro TravTos e'lSovs irovripov tnrkyeaQe is rendered : af allamma

vaihte ubilaizo afhabaih izvis, where the Vulg. has : ab omni

specie mala abstinete vos ; the use of the pi. ' vaihteis ubilos ' of

itself suggests the notion of spirits. The other Teutonic tongues

equally use the word to intensify and make a substantive of the *

negative, and even let it swallow up at last the proper particle

of negation

;

x but in all of them it retains its personal meaning

too. The OHG. writers waver between the neut. and masc. ; the

Gothic fem. is unknown to them. Otfried has a neut. wiht, with

the collective pi. wihtir,- and likewise a neut. pi. wihti, which

implies a sing, wihti; thus, armu wihtir, iv. C, 23; armu wihti,

ii. 16, 117; krumbu wihti, iii. 9, 5; meaning ' poor, crooked

creatures/ so that loiht (derivable from wihan facere, creare)

seems altogether synonymous with being, creature, person, and

can be used of men or spirits :
' in demo mere sint wunderlichiu

ivihtir, diu heizent sirenae/ Hoffm. Fundgr. 19, 17. In MHG.
sometimes neut.: unreinez wiht, Diut. 1, 13; Athis H. 28;

triigehaftez wiht, Barl. 367, 11 ; vil tumbez wiht, 11, 21; some-

times masc. : boeser iviht, Barl. 220, 15 ; unrehter bossewiht, MS.

2, 147% Geo. 3508; kleiner wiht, Altd. bl. 1, 254; der wiht,

Geo. 3513-36; der tumbe wiht, Fragm. 42* ; and often of in-

determinable gender: boese wild, Trist. 8417; helle wiht, Geo.

3531 ; but either way as much applicable to men as to spirits.

Ghostly wights are the ' minuti dii ' of the Eomans (Plaut.

Casina, ii. 5, 24). In Mod. Germ, we make wield masc,

and use it slightingly of a pitiful hapless being, fellow, often

with a qualifying epithet: ' elender wicht, bosewicht (villain)/

If the diminutive form be added, which intensifies the notion of

littleness, it can only be used of spirits : wichtlein, wichtelmann ;

3

1 Aught = a-wiht, any wight or whit ; naught = n'a-wiht,no wight, no whit.

—

Trans.
- So : thiu diufilir, iii. 14, 53, hy the side of ther diufal, iii. 14, 108.
3 In Hesse wichtelmnnner is the expression in vogue, except on the Diemel in

Saxon Hesse, where they say 'gute holden.'
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MUG. diu wihtel,1 MS. 1, 157 a
; bcesez wihtel, Elfenm. cxviii.

;

kleinez wihtelin, Ls. 1, 378, 380, Wolfdietr. 783, 799; OHG.

wihtelin penates ; wihtelen vel helbe {I.e. elbe), lernures, dsemones,

Gl. Florian. The dernea ivihti, occulti genii, in Hel. 31, 20. 92, 2

are deceitful demonic beings, as ' tliie demo' 104, 19 means

the devil himself; letha ivihti, 70, 15; wreda iviidi 70, 1. In

Lower Saxony wield is said, quite in a good sense, of little

children : in the Miinster country ' dat wicht ' liolds especially

of girls, about Osnabriick the sing, wicht only of girls, the pi.

wichter of girls and boys; 'innocent wichte' are spoken of in

Sastrow, 1, 351. The Mid. Nethl. has a neut. wicht like the

H. German: quade ivicltt, clene wicht (child). Huyd. op St. 3, 6.

370; arern wild, Reink. 1027; so the Mod. Dutch wicht, pi.

wichteren : arm wicht, aardig wicht, in a kindly sense. The AS.

language agrees with the Gothic as to the fern, gender : wild,

gen. wihte, nom. pi. wihta; later ivuld, wuhte, wuhta; seo wiht,

Cod. Exon. 418, 8. 419, 3. 5. 420, 4. 10. The meaning can be

either concrete: yfel wild (phantasma), leas wiht (diabolus),

Casdra. 310, 10; scewild (animal marinum), Beda, 1, 1; or

entirely abstract = thing, affair. The Engl, wight has the sense

of our wicht. The ON. vcett and vcettr, which are likewise fern.,

have preserved in. its integrity the notion of a demonic spiritual

being (Saam. I45a
) : allar vcettir, genii quicunque, Sa3tn. 93 b

;

hollar vcettir, genii benigni, Ssem. 240b
; ragveettir or meinvcettir,

genii noxii, 2 landvcettir, genii tutelares, Fornm. sog. 3, 105.

Isl. sog. 1, 198, etc. In the Faroes they say: 'fear tu tear

til mainvittis (go to the devil)
!

' Lyngbye, p. 548. The Danish

vette is a female spirit, a wood-nymph, meinvette an evil spirit,

1 Swer weiz und clocli niht wizzen wil, Whoso knows, yet will not kuow,

der slaet sich rnit sin selbes hant

;

Smites himself with his own hand
;

des wlsheit aht ich zeime spil, His wisdom lvalue no more than a play

daz man din wihtel hat genannt

:

That they call ' the little wights '

:

er hit una sehouwen wunders vil, He lets us witness much of wonder,

der ir ha waltet. "Who governs them.

The passage shows that in the 13th cent, there was a kind of puppet-show in which

ghostly beings were set before the eyes of spectators. 'Der ir waltet,' he thai

wields them, means the showman who puts the figures in motion. A full confir-

mation in the Wachtelmare, line 40: ' rihtet zu mit den sniieren (strinj

tatermanne !
' Another passage on the wihtel-spil in Haupt's Zeitschr. 2, GO :

' spilt mit dem wihtelin hi' dem tisch umb guoten win.'
2 Bib'rn supposes a masc. (fern. ?) meinvattr and a neut. meinvcetti ; no doubt

Biein is noxa, malum ; nevertheless I call attention to the Zendic mainyus, daemon,

and agramainyus, daemon malus.
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Thiele 3, 98. The Swedish tongue, in addition to vlitt (genius)

and a synonymous neut. vdttr, lias a wild formed after the German,

Ihre, p. 1075. Neither is the abstract sense wanting in any of

these dialects.

This transition of the meaning of wight into that of thing on

the one hand, and of devil on the other, agrees with some other

phenomena of language. We also address little children as

' thing,' and the child in the marchen (No. 105) cries to the

lizard :
' ding, eat the crumbs too !

' Wicht, ding, wint, teufel,

valant (Gramm. 3, 731. 736) all help to clinch a denial. 0. French

males choses, mali genii, Ren. 30085. Mid. Latin bonce 7*es = boni

genii, Vine. Bellov. hi. 3, 27 (see Suppl.).

We at once perceive a more decided colouring in the OHG.
and MHG. alp (genius), AS. celf, ON. dlfr ; a Goth, albs may

safely be conjectured. Together with this masc, the OHG.
may also 'have had a neut. alp, pi. elpir, as we know the MHG.
had a pi. elber; and from the MHG. dat. fern, elbe (MS. 1, 50b

)

we must certainly infer a nom. diu elbe, OHG. alpia, elpia, Goth.

albi, gen. albjos, for otherwise such a derivative could not occur.

Formed by a still commoner suffix, there was no doubt an OHG.
elpmna, MHG. elbinne, the form selected by Albrecht of Halber-

stadt, and still appearing in his poem as remodelled by Wikram; 1

AS. elfen, gen. elfenne. Of the nom. pi. masc. I can only feel

sure in the ON., where it is cllfar, and would imply a Goth,

albus, OHG. alpa, MHG. albe, AS. selfas; on the other hand an

OHG. elpi (Goth, albeis) is suggested by the MHG. pi. elbe

(Amgb. 2b, unless this comes from the fern, elbe above) and by

the AS. pi. ylfe, gen. pi. ylfa (Beow. 223). 2 The Engl, forms

1 Wikram 1, 9. 6, 9 fed. 1631, p. 11* 199b). The first passage, in all the editions

I have compared (ed. 1545, p. 3a
), has a faulty reading: ' auch viel ewinnen und

freyen,' rhyming with ' zweyen.' Albrecht surely wrote ' vil elbinnen und feien.'

I can mak j
, nothing of ' freien ' but at best a very daring allusion to Frigg and

Frea (p. 301) ; and ' froie' = fraulein, as the weasel is called in Reinh. clxxii., can
have nothing to say here.

2 Taking AS. y [as a modified a, a, ea,~] as in yldra, ylfet, yrfe, OHG. eldiro,

elpiz, erpi. At the same time, as y can also be a modified o (orf, yrfe = pecus), or

a modified it (wulf, wylfen), I will not pass over a MHG. ulf, pi. illve, which seems
to mean much the same as alp, and may be akin to an AS. ylf: ' von den iilven

entbunden werden,' MS. 1, 81* ;
' Ulfheit ein suht ob alien siihten,' MS. 2, 135s

;

'der sich iilfet in der jugent,' Helbi. 2,426; and conf. the olp quoted from H.
Sachs. Shakspeare occasionally couples elves and goblins with similar beings called

ouphes (Nares sub v.). It speaks for the identity of the two forms, that one
Swedish folk-song (Arwidsson 2, 278) has Ulfver where another (2, 276) has Elfver.
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elf, elves, the Swed. elf, pi. masc. elfvar (fem. elfvor), the Dan.

elv, pi. elve, are quite in rule ; the Dan. compounds ellefulli, ellc-

honer, elleskudt, ellevild have undergone assimilation. With us

the word alp still survives in the sense of night-hag, night-mare,

in addition to which our writers of the last century introduced

the Engl, elf, a form untrue to our dialect ; before that, we find

everywhere the correct pi. elbe or elben. 1 H. Sachs uses dip :

' du olp ! du dolp !

;
(i. 5, 525b

), and olperisch (iv. 3, 95°) ; conf.

ijlpern and olpetriitsch, alberdriitsch, drelpetriitsch (Schm. 1,48)

;

elpentrotsch and tolpentrotsch, trilpentrisch (Schmidts Swab. diet.

162) ; and in Hersfeld, hilpentrisch. The words mean an awkward

silly fellow, one whom the elves have been at, and the same thing

is expressed by the simple elbisch, Fundgr. 365. In Gloss. Jan.

340 we read elvesce weltte, elvish wights.

On the nature of Elves I resort for advice to the ON. authori-

ties, before all others. It has been remarked already (p. 25),

that the Elder Edda several times couples cesir and alfar together,

as though they were a compendium of all higher beings, and

that the AS. es and ylfe stand together in exactly the same way.

This apparently concedes more of divinity to elves than to men.

Sometimes there come in, as a third member, the vanir (Seeni.

83b
), a race distinct from the sesir, but admitted to certain

relations with them by marriage and by covenants. The Hrafna-

galdr opens with the words : AlfoSr orkar (works), alfar skilja,

vanir vita," Seem. 88a
; Allfather, i.e. the as, has power, alfar

have skill (understanding), and vanir knowledge. The Alvismal

enumerates the dissimilar names given to heavenly bodies,

elements and plants by various languages (supra, p. 332) ; in

doing so, it mentions aisir, alfar, vanir, and in addition also

gotf, menu, ginregin, iutnar, dvergar and denizens of hel (hades).

Here the most remarkable point for us is, that alfar and dvergar

(dwarfs) are two different things. The same distinction is made

between alfar and dvergar, Sasm. 8b
; between dvergar and

dockalfar, Sasm. 92 b
; between three kinds of norns, the as-kungar,

alf-kungar and dcetr Dvalins, Sasm. 188% namely, those descended

from ases, from elves and from dwarfs; and our MHGr. poets,

as we see by Wikram's Albrecht, 6, 9, continued to separate elbe

1 Besold. sub v. elbe ; Ettner's Hebamme, p. 910, alpen or elben.
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from gctwerc} Some kinship however seems to exist between

them, if only because among proper names of dwarfs we find an

Alfr and a Vinddlfr, Seem. 2. 3. Loki, elsewhere called an as,

and reckoned among ases, but really of iotun origin, is neverthe-

less addressed as alfr, Saem. 110b
; nay, Vulundr, a godlike hero,

is called ' alfa lio'Si/ alforum socius, and ' visi dlfa/ alforum

princeps, Stem. 135a
'
b

- I explain this not historically (by a

Finnish descent), but mythically : German legend likewise makes

Wielant king Elberick's companion and fellow smith in Mount

Gloggensachsen (otherwise Gougelsahs, Caucasus?). Thus we

see the word alfr shrink and stretch by turns.

Now what is the true meaning of the word albs, alp = genius ?

One is tempted indeed to compare the Lat. albas, which according

to Festus the Sabines called alpus ; «\.</>o? (vitiligo, leprosy)

agrees still better with the law of consonant-change. Probably

then albs meant first of all a light-coloured, white, good spirit,3

so that, when dlfar and dvergar are contrasted, the one signifies

the white spirits, the other the black. This exactly agrees with

the great beauty and brightness of alfar. But the two classes

of creatures getting, as we shall see, a good deal mixed up

and confounded, recourse was had to composition, and the elves

proper were named liosdlfar. 3

The above-named dockalfar (genii obscnri) require a counter-

part, Avhich is not found in the Eddie songs, but it is in Snorri's

prose. He says, p. 21 : 'In Alfheim dwells the nation of the

liosdlfar (light elves), down in the earth dwell the dockalfar

(dark elves), the two unlike one another in their look and their

powers, liosdlfar brighter than the sun, dockalfar blacker than

pitch/ The liosdlfar occupy the third space of heaven, Sn. 22.

Another name which never occurs in the lays, and which at

first sight seems synonymous with dockalfar, is svartdlfar (black

1 In Norway popular belief keeps alfer and drerfje apart, Faye p. 49.
2 The word appears in the name of the snowclad mountains (alpes, see Snppl.),

and that of the clear river (Albis, Elbe), while the ON. elf elfa, Swed. elf, Dan.
elv = fiuvius, is still merely appellative ; the ghostly elvish swan (OHG. alpiz,

MHG. elbez, AS. aelfet, ON. alpt, p. 429) can be explained both by its colour and its

watery abode ; likewise the Slav, labud, lebed, from Labe.
3 Vanir also may contain the notion of white, bright ; consider the ON. vcenn

(ptdcher), the Ir. ban (albus), ben, bean (femina), Lat. Venus, Goth, qino, AS. circn.

To this add, that the Ir. banshi, ban-sighe denotes an elvish being usually regarded
as female, a fay. The same is expressed by sia, sir/he alone, which is said to mean
properly the twilight, the hour of spirits (see Suppl.).
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elves) ;
1 and these Snorri evidently takes to be the same as

dvergar, for his dvergar dwell in Svartulfaheiin, (Sn. 34. 130.

13G). This is, for one thing, at variance with the separation

of dlfar and dvergar in the lays, and more particularly with

the difference implied between doclcdlfar and dvergar in Saem.

92 b
1 88a

. That language of poetry, which everywhere else im-

parts such precise information about the old faith, I am not

inclined to set aside here as vague and general. Nor, in con-

nexion with this, ought we to overlook the ndir, the deadly pale

or dead ghosts named by the side of the dvergar, Saem. 92b
,

though again among the dvergar themselves occur the proper

names Nar and Nainn.

Some have seen, in this antithesis of light and black elves, the

same Dualism that other mythologies set up between spirits good

and bad, friendly and hostile, heavenly and hellish, between angels

of light and of darkness. But ought we not rather to assume

three kinds of Norse genii, liosdlfar, dochdlfar, svartdlfar ? No
doubt I am thereby pronouncing Snorri's statement fallacious

:

' dodkalfar eru svartari en bik (pitch).-' DiJdcr ~ seems to me not so

much downright black, as dim, dingy ; not niger, but obscurus,

fuscus, aquilus. In ON. the adj. iarpr, AS. eorp, fuscus, seems to

be used of dwarfs, Haupt's Zeitschr. 3, 152 ; and the female name

Irpa (p. 98) is akin to it. In that case the identity of dwarfs

and blade elves would hold good, and at the same time the Old

Eddie distinction between dwarfs and dark elves be justified.

Such a Trilogy still wants decisive proof ; but some facts can

be brought in support of it. Pomeranian legend, to begin with,

seems positively to divide subterraneans into white, brown, and

blade ;
3 elsewhere popular belief contents itself with picturing

dwarfs in gray clothing, in gray or brown cap-of-darkness

;

Scotch tradition in particular has its brownies, spirits of brown

hue, i.e. dockalfar rather than svartalfar (see Suppl.). But here

I have yet another name to bring in, which, as applied to such

spirits, is not in extensive use. I have not mot with it outside

1 Thorlac. spec. 7, p. 1G", gives the liosalfar another name Jivit&lfar (white

elves) ; I have not found the word in the old writings.
s Conf. OHG. tunchal, MHG. tunkel (our dunkel), Nethl. donker.
3 E. M. Arndt's Marchen und Jugenderinnerungen, Berl. 1818, p. 150. In Phil.

von Steinau'8 Volkssagen, Zeitz 1838, pp. 291-3, the same traditions are given,

but only white and black (not brown) dwarfs are distinguished.
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of the Vogtland and a part of East Thuringia. There the small

elvish beings that travel especially in the train of Berchta, are

called the heimclten (supra, p. 276) ; and the name is considered

finer and nobler than querx or erdmannchen (Borner p. 52). It

is hardly to be explained by any resemblance to chirping crickets,

which are also called heinichen, OHG. heimili (Graff 4, 953)

;

still less by heim (domus), for these wights are not home-sprites

(domestici) ; besides, the correct spelling seems to be heinchen

(Variscia 2, 101), so that one may connect it with ' Friend

Hein/ the name for death, and the Low Sax. heinenMeed

(winding-sheet, Strodtmann p. 84)

-

1 This notion of departed

spirits, who appear in the ' furious host ' in the retinue of former

gods, and continue to lead a life of their own, may go to support

those nair of the Edda; the pale hue may belong to them,

and the gray, brown, black to the coarser but otherwise similar

dwarfs. Such is my conjecture. In a hero-lay founded on

thoroughly German legend, that of Morolt, there appear precisely

three troops of spirits, who take charge of the fallen in battle

and of their souls : a white, a pale, and a black troop (p. 28b
),

which is explained to mean l angels, kinsmen of the combatants

coming up from hades, and devils.-' No such warlike part is ever

played by the Norse alfar, not they, but the valkyrs have to do

with battles ; but the traditions may long have become tangled

together, and the offices confounded. 3 The liosdlfar and svartdlfar

are in themselves sufficiently like the christian angels and devils ;

the pale troop ' uz tier helle ' are the dochdlfar that dwell ' ni&ri

i iorcFu,' nay, the very same that in the Alvismal are not expressly

named, but designated by the words e
i heljo.' Or I can put it in

this way : liosalfar live in heaven, dockalfar (and nair ?) in hel,

the heathen hades, svartalfar in Svartdlfaheim, which is never

used in the same sense as hel (see Suppl.). The dusky elves

are souls of dead men, as the younger poet supposed, or are we

to separate dockalfar and nair ? Both have their abode in the

realms of hades, as the light ones have in those of heaven. Of

no other elves has the Edda so much to tell as of the black,

l*' Heinenkleei is not conn, with Friend Hein, but means a hiinen'kleed

(ch. XVIII.) ; couf. also the hiinuerskes, and perhaps the haunken, or aunken in

the Westph. sgonaunken.'—Extr. from Suppl.
- The different races of elves contending for a corpse (Ir. Elfenm. 68).
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who have more dealings with, mankind ; svartalfar are named in

abundance, liosalfar and dockalfar but fitfully.

One thing we must not let go : the identity of svartalfar and

dvergar.

Dvergr, Goth, dvairgs? AS. dweorg, OHG. tuerc, MHG. tverc,

our ziverg, 1 answer to the Lat. nanus, Gr. vdvvos (dwarf, puppet),

Ital. nano, Span, enano, Portug. anao, Prov. nan, nant, Fr. nain,

Mid. Nethl. also naen, Ferg. 2243-46-53-82. 3146-50, and nane,

3086-97; or Gr. wvyficuo?. Beside the masc. forms just given,

OHG. and MHG. frequently use the neut. form gituerc, getwerc,

Nib. 98, 1. 335, 3. MS. 2, 15*. Wigal. 6080. 6591. Trist.

14242. 14515. daz wilde getwerc, Ecke 81. 82. Wh. 57, 25.

Getwerc is used as a masc. in Eilhart 2881-7. Altd. bl. 1 , 253-6-8
;

der twerk in Hoffm. fundgr. 237. Can Oeovpyos (performing

miraculous deeds, what the MHG. would call wunderasre) have

anything to do with it ? As to meaning, the dwarfs resemble

the Idasan Dactyls of the ancients, the Cabeiri and Trdraucoi : all

or most of the dvergar in the Edda are cunning smiths (Sn. 34.

48. 130. 354). This seems the simplest explanation of their

black suoty appearance, like that of the cyclopes. Their forges

are placed in caves and mountains : Svartdtfalieimr must there-

fore lie in a mountainous region, not in the abyss of hell. And
our German folk-tales everywhere speak of the dwarfs as forging

in the mountains: 'vongolde wirkent si diu spcehen were ' says

the Wartburg War of the getwerc Sinnels in Palakers, whereas

elves and elfins have rather the business of weaving attributed to

them. Thus, while dwarfs border on the smith-heroes and smith-

gods (Wielant, Vulcan), the functions of elves approach those of

fays and good-wives (see Suppl.). 2

If there be any truth in this view of the matter, one can easily

conceive how it might get altered and confused in the popular

belief of a later time, when the new christian notions of angel

and devil had been introduced. At bottom all elves, even the

light ones, have some devil-like qualities, e.g. their loving to

1 In Lausitz and E. Thuringia querx, in Thiiringerwald querlich. Jac. von

Konigshofeii, p. 89, has qucrch. In Lower Saxony sometimes tuarm, for twarg.
2 In Bretagne the korr, pi. korred answers to our elf, the kurrigan to our elfin ;

and she too is described like a fay : she sits by the fountain, combing her hair, and

whoever catches her doing so, must marry her at once, or die in three days (Yille-

marque 1, 17). The 'Welsh cater means a giant.
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teaze men ; but they are not therefore devils, not even the black

ones, but often good-natured beings. It appears even that to these

black elves in particular, i.e. mountain spirits, who in various

ways came into contact with man, a distinct reverence was paid,

a species of worship, traces of which lasted down to recent

times. The clearest evidence of this is found in the Kormaks-

saga pp. 216-8. The hill of the elves, like the altar of a god,

is to be reddened with the blood of a slaughtered bull, and of

the animal's flesh a feast prepared for the elves :

( H611 eiun er

he San skamt i brott, er dlfar biia i (cave that elves dwell in) ;

graSung ]?ann, er Kormakr drap (bull that K. slew), skaltu fa, ok

rioSa bl6S grabamgsins a hulinn titan, en gera dlfum veizlu (make

the elves a feast) af slatrinu, ok man ]?er batna/ An actual

dlfablot. With this I connect the superstitious custom of cooking

food for angels, and setting it for them (Superst. no. 896). So

there is a table covered and a pot of food placed for home-smiths

and kobolds (Dent, sagen, no. 37. 38. 71) ; meat and drink for

domina Abundia (supra, p. 286) ; money or bread deposited in

the caves of subterraneans, in going past (Neocorus 1, 262. 560).

'

There are plants named after elves as well as after gods : alpranlie,

alpfranke, alfsranke, alpkraut (lonicera periclymen., solanum dul-

cam.), otherwise called geissblatt, in Denmark troldbiir, in Sweden

trullbar; dweorges dwosle, pulegium (Lye), Mone's authorities

spell dwostle, 322 a
; dvergeriis, ace. to Molbech's Dial. Lex. p. 86,

the spartium scoparium. A latrina was called alfreh, lit. genios

fugans, Eyrb. saga, cap. 4 (see Suppl.).

Whereas man grows but slowly, not attaining his full stature

till after his fifteenth year, and then living seventy years, and a

giant can be as old as the hills ; the dwarf is already grown up

in the third year of his life, and a greybeard in the seventh

;

2

the Elf-king is commonly described as old and white-bearded.

1 The Old Pruss. and Litli. parstuk (thumbkin) also has food placed for him,
conf. Lasicz 54. The Lett, behrstuhki is said to mean a child's doll, Bergm. 145.

2 Emp. Ludwig the Bavarian (1347) writes contemptuously to Markgraf Carl of

Moravia :
' Becollige, quia nondum venit bora, ut pigmei de Judea (1. India) statura

cubica evolantes fortitudine gnauica (1. gnanica, i.e. nanica) terras gygantium de-

trahere debeant in ruinas, et ut pigmei, id est homines bicubitales, qui in anno
tercio crescunt ad perfectam quantitatem et in septimo anno senescunt et moriun-
tur, imperent gygantibus.' Pelzel's Carl IV. 1 urk. p. 40. Conf. Bohmer's Font.
1, 227. 2, 570. Yet this description does not look to me quite German ; the more
the dwarfs are regarded as elves, there is accorded to them, and especially to elfins

(as to the Greek oreads), a higher and semi-divine age ; conf. the stories of change-
lings quoted further on. Laurin, ace. to the poems, was more than 400 years old.
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Accounts of the creation of dwarfs will be presented in chap.

XIX. ; but they only seem to refer to the earthly form of the

black elves, not of the light.

The leading features of elvish nature seem to be the follow-

ing :

—

Man's body holds a medium between those of the giant and.

the elf; an elf comes as much short of human size as a giant

towers above it. All elves are imagined, as small and. tiny, but

the light ones as well-formed, and. symmetrical, the black as ugly

and misshapen. The former are radiant with exquisite beauty,

and wear shining garments: the AS. celfsciene, Ca3dm. 109, 23.

165, 11, sheen as an elf, bright as angels, the ON. ' MS sem

alfkona/ fair as elfin, express the height of female loveliness.

In Rudlieb xvii. 27 a dwarf, on being caught, calls his wife out

of the cave, she immediately appears, ' parva, nimis pulchra,

sed et auro vesteque compta/ Fornald. sog. 1, 387 has :
' bat er

kunnigt i ollum fornum frasognum um )>at fulk, er alfar hetu,

at bat var miklu friSara enn onnur mankind/ The Engl, elves

are slender and. puny : Falstaff (1 Henry IV. i. 4) calls Prince

Henry ' you starveling, you elfskin !

' 1 The dwarf adds to his

repulsive hue an ill-shaped, body, a humped, back, and. coarse

clothing ; when elves and. dwarfs came to be mixed up together,

the graceful figure of the one was transferred to the other,

yet sometimes the dwarfs expressly retain the blade or grey

complexion: ' svart i synen/ p. 457; 'a little black mannikin/

Kinderm. no. 92; 'grey mannikin/ Biisching's Woch. nachr. 1,

98. Their very height is occasionally specified : now they attain

the stature of a four years' child/ now they appear a great deal

smaller, to be measured by the span or thumb: 'kiime drier

spannen lane, gar eislich getan? Elfenm. cxvi. ; two spans high,

Deut. sag. no. 42; a little wight, c
relit als em dumelle lane/ a

thumb long, Altd. bl. 2, 151; ' ein kleinez weglin (1. wihtttn)

1 In Denmark popular belief lectures the ellekone as young and captivating
to look at in front, but bollow at the back like a kneading-trough (Tbiele 1, 118)

;

which reminds one of Dame Werlt in MHG. poems.
2 Whether the OHO. pusilin is said of a dwarf as Graff supposes (3, 352 ; conf.

Swed. pyssling), or merely of a child, like the Lat. pusus, pusio, is a question. The
Mid. Age gave to its angels these small dimensions of elves and dwarfs :

' Ein
iegelich enr/el schinet also gestalter als ein kint in jaren vieren (years t) in der
jugende,' Tit. 5895 (Hahn) ; 'juncliche gemalet als ein kint daz d.-i vtinf jdr (5

year) alt ist,' Berth. 184. Laurin is taken for the angel Michael; Elberich (Otnit,

Ettm. 21) and Antilois (Ulr. Alex.) are compared to a child of four.
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dumeln lane,' Ls. 1, 378. In one Danish lay, the smallest trold

is no bigger than an ant, D.V. 1, 176. Hence in fairy tales

daumling (thumbling, petit poucet) indicates a dwarfish figure;

the 8cifCTv\o<; TSato? is to be derived from Sa/cn/A-o? (finger)

;

TrvyfMaio'i pigmajus from Trvyfirj (fist) ; the 0. Pruss. parstuck,

perstuch, a dwarf, from Lith. pirsztas, Slav, perst, prst (finger) ;

and a Bohem. name for a dwarf, pjdimuzjk= sjiaji-maxunkin, from

pjd' (span). 1 In Sansk. bdlakhilya = geniorum genus, pollicis

inagnitudinem aequans, sixty thousand of them sprang out of

Brahma's hair, Bopp's Gloss. Skr. p. 122 a
(ed. 2, p. 238b

)
; bala,

balaka = puer, parvulus, the ' ilya ' I do not understand. There

are curious stories told about the deformity of dwarfs' feet, which

are said to be like those of geese or clacks

;

2 conf. queen Berhta,

1 When we read in a passage quoted by Jungmann 4, 652 :
' mezi pjdimuzjky

kraluge trpasljk' (among thurnblings a dwarf is king), it is plain that a trpasljk is

more than a pjdimuzJk. Can this trp- (Slovak, krpec, krpatec) be conn, with our
knirps, knips, krips, gribs (v. infra), which means one of small stature, not quite a
dwarf? Finn, peukalo, a thumbling, Kalew. 13, 67 ; mies peni, pikku mies, little

man three fingers high 13, 63-8. 24, 144. For dwarf the MHG. has also ' der
kurze man,'1 Wigal. 6593. 6685. 6710; 'der loenige man,'

1

Er. 7442. Ulr. Alex, (in

Wackern.'s Bas. Ms., p. 29 ,J
), in contrast with the 'michel man' or giant. One

old name for a dwarf was churzibolt, Pertz 2, 104, which otherwise means a short
coat, Hoff. Gl. 36, 13. lloth. 4576. Conf. urkinde (nanus), Gramm. 2, 789.

2 Deutsche Sagen, no. 149; I here give a more faithful version, for which I am
indebted to Hr. Hieron. Hagebuch of Aarau. Vo de hardmandlene uf der Kains-
flue. Hinder der Arlisbacher egg, zwiischenem dorfle Hard und dem alte Lorenze-
kapallele, stoht im ene thale so ganz eleigge e griisle vertriiite flue, se sagere
dRamsflue. uf der hindere site isch se hohl, und dhole het numme e chline igang.
Do sind denn emol, me weiss nid axact i wele johrgange, so rarige mtindle gsi, die
sind i die hohle us und i gauge, hand ganz e so es eiges labe gefiiehrt, und en
apartige hushaltig, und sind ganz bsunderig derhar cho, so warklick gestaltet, und
mit eim wort, es isch halt kei monsch usene cho, wer se denn au seige, wohar se
cho seige, und was se tribe, arnel gekochet hand se mit, und wiirzle und beeri
ggasse. unde a der flue lauft es biichle, und i dem bachle hand die mandle im sum-
mer badet, wie tilble, aber eis vonene het immer wacht gha, und het pfiffe, wenn
bpper derhar cho isch, uf dem fuesswag : denn sind se ame gsprunge, was gisch
was hesch, der barg uf, class ene kei haas noh cho wer, und wie der schwick in
ehre h'ohle gschloffe. dernabe hand se kem monsch niit zleid tho, im giigetheil,
gfiilligkaite, wenn se hand chonne. Einisch het der Hardpur es fuederle riswiille
glade, und wil er elei gsi isch, het ers au fast nid moge. E sones mandle gsehts vo
der flue obenabe, und chunt der durab zhb'pperle fiber driese, und hilft dem pur,
was es het moge. wo se do der bindbaum wand ufe thue, so isch das mandle ufem
wage gsi, und het grichtet, und der pur het Uberunde azoge a de bindchneble. do
het das mandle sseil nid riicht ume gliret.und wo der pur azieht, schnellt der baurn
los und trift smandle ane finger und hets wfirst blessiert ; do foht der pur a jom-
mere und seit ' o heie, o heie, wenns numenau mer begegnet wer ! ' do seit das
mandle ' abba, das macht niit, salben tho, salben gha.'* mit dene worte springts
vom wage nabe, het es chriitle abbroche, hets verschaflet und uf das bluetig fin-

* Swab. ' sell thaun, sell haun,' Schrnid p. 628. More neatly in MHG., ' selbe
toete, selbe habe,' MS. 1, 10b

. 89 a
.
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p. 2S0, and the swan-maidens, p. 429. One is also reminded

of the blateviieze, Rother 1871. Ernst 3828; conf. Haupt's

Zeitschr. 7, 289.

The Mid. Nethl. poem of Brandaen, but no other version of the

same legend, contains a very remarkable feature. 1 Brandan met

a man ou the sea, who was a thumb long, and floated on a leaf,

holding a little bowl in his right hand and a pointer in his left

:

the pointer he kept dipping into the sea and letting water drip

from it into the bowl ; when the bowl was full, he emptied it out,

and began filling again : it was his doom to be measuring the

sea until the Judgment-day (see Suppl.). This liliputian floating

on the leaf reminds us of ancient, especially Indian myths.2

The alfar are a 'people, as the Edda expressly says (Sn. 21), and

gerle gleit, und das het alles ewiig puzt. do springts wider nfe wage, und bet zurn

pur gseit, er soil sseil nume wider urne ge. Mangisch, wenn riichtschafne Hit durn
tag gbeuet oder bunde hand und se sind nit fertig worde bis zobe, und shet oppe
welle cho riigne, so sind die hardmandle cho, und hand geschaffet und gewiirnet

druf ine, bis alles irn scharme gsi isch. oder wenns durt dnacht isch cho wattere,

hand se sheu und schorn, wo dusse glage isch, de lute zuru tenn zue trait, und am
morge het halt alles gross auge grnacht, und se hand nid gwiisst, wers tho het. den
hand erst no die mandle kei dank begehrt, nuruenau dass me se gern hat. Amenim
winter, wenn alles stei und bei gfrore gsi isch, sind die mandle is oberst hus cho

zArlispach : se hand shalt gar guet chonnen mit dene lute, wo dert gwohnt hand,

und sind ame durt dnacht ufem ofe glage, und am morge vortag hand se se wieder

drus grnacht. was aber gar gspiissig gsi isch, si hand ehre fiiessle nie viire glo, hand
es charlachroths mantele trait, vom hals bis life bode nabe. jetzt hets im dorf so

gwunderige meitle und buebe gha, die sind einisch znacht vor das hus go gen iische

streue, dass se gsache, was die hardmandle fiir fiiessle hebe. und was h&ndse
gfunde ? sisch frile wunderle : ante und geissfiless sind in der asche abdriickt gsi.

Aber vo salber stund a isch keis mandle meh cho, und se sind au niimme uf der

Eamsflue bliebe, i dkrachehand se se verscJdoffe, tief id geissflue hindere, und hand
keis zeiche me von ene ge, und chomme niimme, so lang dliit eso boshaft sind

(see Suppl.). [Substance of the above. Earth-mannikins on the Eamsflue:
lived in a cave with a narrow entrance ; cooked nothing, ate roots and berries

;

bathed in a brook like doves, set one to watch, and if he whistled, were up the hills

faster than hares, and slipt into their cave. Never hurt men, often helped : the

farmer at Hard was alone loading, a dwarf came down, helped to finish, got on the

waggon, did not properly run the rope over the bind-pole, it slipped off, the pole

flew up and hurt him badly. Farmer: 'I wish it had happened tome.' Dwarf:
'Not so; self do, self have.' Got down, picked a herb, and cured the wound in-

stantly. Often, when honest folk cut hay or tied corn, dwarfs helped them to

finish and get it under shelter; or in the night, if rain came on, they brought in

what was lying cut, and didn't the people stare in the morning ! One severe winter

they came every night to a house at Arlisbach, slept on the oven, departed before

dawn; wore scarlet cloaks reaching to the ground, so that their feet were never seen ;

but some prying people sprinkled ashes before the house, on which were seen the

next morning marks of duck's and goose's feet. They never showed themselves

again, and never will, while men are so spiteful.]
1 Blommaert's Oudvlaemsche gedichten 1, 118' 1

. 2, 2G*.

2 Brahma, sitting on a lotus, floats musing across the abysses of the sea. Vishnu,

when after Brahma's death the waters have covered all the worlds, sits in the shape

of a tiny infant on a leaf of the pipala (fig-tree), and floats on the sea of milk,

sucking the toe of his right foot. (Asiat. lies. 1, 315.)
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as the Alvismal implies by putting alfar, dvergar, and helbuar (if

I may use the word), by the side of men, giants, gods, ases and

vanir, each as a separate class of beings, with a language of its

own. Hence too the expressions ' das stille volk ; the good

people (p. 456) ; huldu-folk ; ' in Lausitz ludhi, little folk (Wend,

volksl. 2, 268), from lud, liud (nation), OHG. liut, Boh. lid; and

in Welsh y teidu (the family), y tylwyth teg (the fair family, the

pretty little folk, conf. Owen sub v. tylwyth, and Diefenbach's

Celtica ii. 102. Whether we are to understand by this a histo-

rical realm situate in a particular region, I leave undecided here.

Dvergmal (sermo nanorum) is the ON. term for the echo : a very

expressive one, as their calls and cries resound in the hills, and

when man speaks loud, the dwarf replies, as it were, from the

mountain. HerrauSssaga, cap. 11, p. 50: i SigurSr stilti sva,

hatt horpuna, at dvergmal qva'S i hollunni/ he played so loud

on the harp, that dwarf's voice spoke in the hall. When heroes

dealt loud blows, ' dvorgamal sang uj qvorjun hamri/ echo

sang in every rock (Lyngbye, p. 464, 470) ; when hard they

hewed, 'dvorgamal sang uj fiodlun/ echo sang in the mountains

(ibid. 468). ON. ' qveffr vicf i klettunum/ reboant rupes. Can

grceti dlfa (ploratus nanorum) in the obscure Introduction to

the Hamdismal (Sasm. 269 a
) mean something similar ? Even our

German heroic poetry seems to have retained the same image

:

Dem fehten allez nach erhal, To the fighting everything

resounded,

do beide berg und ouch diu tal then both hill and also dale

gciben ir slegen stimme. gave voice to their blows.

(Ecke, ed. Hagen, 161.)

Daz da beide berg und tal

vor ir slegen wilde wider einander allez hal. (ibid. 171.)

The hills not only rang again with the sword-strokes of the

heroes, but uttered voice and answer, i.e. the dwarfs residing in

them did. 1

This nation of elves or dwarfs has over it a Icing. In Norse

legend, it is true, I remember no instance of it among alfar

or dvergar; yet Huldra is queoi of the huldrefolk (p. 272), as

1 The Irish for echo is similar, though less beautiful : viuc alia, swine of the rock.
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Berchta is of the heinclien (p. 276), and English tradition tells

of an elf-queen, Chaucer's C. T. 6442 (the fairy queen, Percy

3, 207 seq.) ; I suppose, because Gallic tradition likewise made

female fairies (fees) the more prominent. The OFr. fable of

Huon of Bordeaux knows of a roi Oberon, i.e. Auberon for

Alberon, an alb by his very name : the kingdom of the fays

(royaume de la feerie) is his. Our poem of Orendel cites a dwarf

Alban by name. In Otnit a leading part is played by kilnec

Alberich, Mberich, to whom are subject " inanec berg und talj"

the Nib. lied makes him not a king, but a vassal of the kings

Schilbung and Nibelung ; a nameless king of dwarfs appears in

the poem of Ecke 80 ; and elsewhere king Goldemdr (Ueut. held-

ensage p. 174. Haupt's Zeitschr. 6, 522-3), king Sinnels and

Laurin (MS. 2, 15a

)
;

' der getwerge hilnec Bilei,
3 Er. 2086.

The German folk-tales also give the dwarf nation a king (no.

152); king of erdmiinnchen (Kinderm. 3, 167). Giibich (Gibika,

p. 137) is in the Harz legends a dwarf-king. Heiling is prince of

the dwarfs (no. 151). l These are all kings of black elves, except

Oberon, whom I take to be a light alb. It appears that human

heroes, by subduing the sovereign of the elves, at once obtain

dominion over the spirits ; it may be in this sense that Volundr

is called visi dlfa (p. 444), and Siegfried after conquering Elbe-

rich would have the like pretensions (see Suppl.).

The ON. writings have preserved plenty of dwarfs' names

which are of importance to the study of mythology (loc. princ.

Saam. 2 b 3 a
). I pick out the rhyming forms Vitr and Litr, Fill

and Kill, Fialarr and Galarr, Skirvir and Virvir, Anar and Onar,

Finnr and Ginnr, as well as the absonant Bicor and Bavor.

Ndr and Ndinn are manifestly synonymous (mortuus), and so

are Thrdr and Thrdinn (contumax, or rancidus?). With Ndinn

agrees 'Dtlian (mortuus again); with Oinn (timidus) Moinn ;

Dvalinn, Durinn, Thorinn, Fundhvn, shew at least the same

1 A curious cry of grief keeps recurring in several dwarf-stories: ' the king is

dead! Urban is dead! old mother Pumpe is dead!' (Buscking's Woch. nadir. 1.

99. 101); tke old schumpe is dead ! (Legend of Bonikau), MHG. sckumpIV, Pragm.
36c

; conf. Bange's Tkiir. ckron. 49*, where again tkey say ' king Knoblauch
(Kfirlic) is dead !

' Taking into account the saying in Saxony, ' de gauefru ist mi
al dot! ' with evident allusion to the motherly goddess (p. 253), and the similar

phrase in Scandinavia, ' nu eru dauo'ar allar disir !' (p. 40'2); all these exclama-

tions seem to give vent to a grief, dating from the oldest times, for the death of

some superior being (see Suppl.).
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participial ending. Alfr, Ganddlfr, and Vinddlfr place the con-

nexion of elves and dwarfs beyond doubt. Ai occurs twice,

and seems to mean avus, as in Ssem. 100a
; Finnr and Billingr

are like the heroes' names discussed on pp. 373, 380. Nyr, and

Niffi, Nyr and Nyrdcfr have reference to phases of the moon's

lie-lit; a few other names will be touched upon later. In Sasm.

45b and Sn. 48. 130 all dwarfs are said to be ' Ivalla synir,'

sons of Ivaldi, and he seems identical with the elvish Ivaldr,

father of I/Sunn, Saem. 89% just as Folkvaldr and Folkvaldi (AS.

Folcwealda), Domvaldr and Domvaldi = Domaldi, are used in-

differently. Ivaldr answers to the Dan. Evald and our Ewald,

a rare name in the older documents : we know the two St.

Ewalds (niger et albus) who were martyred in the elder Pipings

time (695) and buried at Cologne, but were of English origin.

Beda 5, 10 spells it Hewaid, and the AS. transl. Hedwold (see

Suppl.).

Of the dwellings of light elves in heaven the folk-tales have

no longer anything to tell ; the more frequently do they de-

scribe those of dwarfs in the rifts and caves of the mountains.

Hence the AS. names bergcelfen, duncelfen, muntcelfen. ON. 'by

ec for iorcf neftan, a ec iindr steini staft/ I dwell underneath

the earth, I have under stone my stead, Saem. 48a
. 'dvergr sat

undir steininum,' Yngl. saga, cap. 15. 'dvergar bua i ior&a oc

i steinum,' Sn. 15. Mbenstein, Blphinstone, are names of noble

families, see Elivenstein, Weisth. 1, 4. In the Netherlands

the hills containing sepulchral urns are vulgarly denominated

alfenbcrgen (Belg. mus. 5, 64). Treasures lie hidden in graves

as they do in the abodes of elves, and the dead are subterraneans

as these are. And that is why dwarfs are called erdmdnnlein,

erdmanneken, in Switzerland hdrdmdndle, sometimes even unter-

irdische, Dan. underjordishe. 1 They scamper over moss and fell,

and are not exhausted by climbing steep precipices :
' den wilden

1 I cannot yet make out the name arweqgers, by which the earth-men are called

up in Kinderm. 2, 163-4. [erd-wihte? v. ar- for erd-, p. 467, 1. 3 ; and wegiin, p. 449]

.

The ON. arvakr is hardly the same (see Suppl.)- In Pruss. Samogitia ' de uncler-

MrdscTikes'' ; the tales about them carefully collected by Eeusch, no. 48-59. The
Wends of Luneburg called subterranean spirits g'orzoni (hill-mannikius, fr. gora,

hill), and the hills they baunted are still shown. When they wished to borrow

baking utensils of men, they gave a sign without being seen, and people placed

them outside the door for them. In the evening they brought them back, knocking

at the window and adding a loaf by way of thanks (Jugler's Worterb.). The Es-y

thonian mythology also has its subterraneans (ma allused, under ground).
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getivergen waere ze stigen da genuoc/ enough climbing for wild

dwarfs, says Wh. 57, 25, speaking of a rocky region. 1 The popu-

lar beliefs in Denmark about the biergmand, biergfolk, biergtrold,

are collected in Molbech's Dial. lex. p. 35-6. The biergmand's

wife is a biergehone. These traditions about earth-men and

mountain-sprites all agree together. Slipping 3 into cracks and

crevices of the hills, they seem to vanish suddenly, 'like the

schwick/ as the Swiss tale has it, and as suddenly they come up

from the ground ; in all the places they haunt, there are shown

such dwarfs holes, querlich's holes. So the ludhi in Lausitz make

their appearance out of underground passages like mouseholes

;

a Breton folk-song speaks of the horred's grotto (Villemarque

1, 36). In such caves they pursue their occupations, collecting

treasures, forging weapons curiously wrought ; their kings fashion

for themselves magnificent chambers underground, Elberich,

Laurin dwell in these wonderful mountains, men and heroes at

times are tempted down, loaded with gifts, and let go, or held

fast (see Suppl.). Dietrich von Bern at the close of his life is

fetched away by a dwarf, Deut. heldens. p. 300 ; of Etzel, says

the Nibelungs' Lament 2167, one knows not ' ob er sich ver-

sliiffe in locher der stein wende,' whether he have slipped away

into holes of the rocks 3
: meaning probably, that, like Tann-

hauser and faithful Eckart, he has got into the mount wherein

Lame Venus dwells. Of this Dame Venus's mount we have no

accounts before the 15-16th centuries; one would like to know

what earlier notions lie at the bottom of it : has Dame Venus

been put in the place of a subterranean elf-queen, or of a goddess,

such as Dame Holda or Frikka ? Heinrich von Morunge sings

of his beloved, MS. 1, 55a
:

Und dunket mich, wie si ge zuo mil* dur ganze muren,

ir trust und ir helfe lazent mich niht triiren

;

swenne si wil, so viieret sie mich hinnen

mit ir wizen hant ho he iiber die zinnen.

ich weene sie ist ein Venus here.

1 Other instances are collected in Ir. Elfenm. lxxvi. den here bfiten wildiu

getiverc,' wild dwarfs inhabited the hill, Sigenot 118.
2 Sliefen is said of them as of the fox in lleinh. xxxi. ; our suhst. schlucht

stands for sluft (beschwichtigen, lucht, kracht.for swiften, lnft, kraft), hence a hole

to slip into.
3 Conf. Deutsche sagen, no. 38J, on Theodeiic's soul, how it is conveyed into

Vulcan's alj\ss.

VOL. II. C
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(Metliinks she comes to me through solid walls, Her help, her

comfort lets me nothing fear ; And when she will she wafteth me
from here With her white hand high o'er the pinnacles. I ween

she is a Venus high.) He compares her then to a Venus or

Holda, with the elvish power to penetrate through walls and

carry you away over roof and tower (see chap. XXXI., Tann-

hauser; and Suppl.). Accordingly, when a Hessian nursery-

tale (no. 13) makes three haule-mannerchen appear, these are

henchmen of Holle, elves in her retinue, and what seems espe-

cially worthy of notice is their being three, and endowing with

gifts : it is a rare thing to see male beings occupy the place of

the fortune-telling wives. Elsewhere it is rather the little earth-

wives that appear; in Hebel (ed. 5, p. 268) Eveli says to the

wood-wife :
' God bless you, and if you're the earth-mannikin'

s

ivife, I won't be afraid of you.' l

There is another point of connexion with Holda : the ex-

pressions ' die guten holden' (p. 266),
c guedeholden' penates

(Teutonista), or holdichen, holdeken, holderchen seem perfectly

synonymous with ' the good elves;' holdo is literally a kind,

favourably disposed being, and in Iceland liuflingar (darlings)

and huldufolk, Imldumenn (p. 272) are used for alfar. The form

of the Dan. hyldemand is misleading, it suggests the extraneous

notion of hyld (sambucus, elder-tree), and makes Dame Holda

come out as a hyldemoer or hyldeqvind, viz., a dryad incorporated

with that tree (Thiele 1, 132) ; but its real connexion with the

huldre is none the less evident. Thus far, then, the elves are

good-natured helpful beings ; they are called, as quoted on p.

452, the stille volk (Deut. sagen, No. 30-1), the good people, good

neighbours, peaceful folk (Gael, daoine shi, Ir. daoine maith, Wei.

dynion mad). When left undisturbed in their quiet goings on,

they maintain peace with men, and do them services when they

can, in the way of smith-work, weaving and baking. Many a

time have they given to people of their new-baked bread or cakes

(Mone's Anz. 7, 475). They too in their turn require man's

advice and assistance in certain predicaments, among which are

i One winter Hadding was eating bis supper, when suddenly an earth-wife

pushed her head vp through the floor by the fireside, and offered him green vege-

tables. Saxo,p. 16, calls her cicutarum gerula, and makes her take Hadding into

the subterranean land, where are meadows covered with grass, as in our nursery-

tales which describe Dame Holla's underground realm. This grass- wife resembles
a little earth-wife.
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to be reckoned three cases in particular. In the first place, they

fetch goodwives, midwives, to assist she-dwarfs in labour ;
l next,

men of understanding to divide a treasure, to settle a dispute

;

2

thirdly, they borrow a hall to hold their weddings in
;

s but they

requite every favour by bestowing jewels which bring luck to the

man's house and to his descendants. They themselves, however,

have much knowledge of occult healing virtues in plants and

stones. 4 In Rudlieb xvii. 18, the captured dwarf retorts the

taunt of treachery in the following speech :

1 Ranzan, Alvensleben, Hahn. (Deut. sag. no. 41, 68-9) ; Miillenh. Schlesw.

hoist, sag. no. 443-4. Asbibrn Norw. s. 1, 18. Irish legends and fairy tales 1,

245-250. Mone's Anz. 7, 475 ; conf. Thiele 1, 36.—Hulpher's Samlingen oin

Jamtland (Westeras 1775, p. 210) has the following Swedish story : ' ar 1660, da

jag tillika nied ruin hustru var gangen til faboderne, som ligga 'i
mil ifran llagunda

prastegard, och der sent oin qvallen suttit och talt en stund, kom en liteu man
ingaende genoni dbren, och bad min hustru, det ville bon hjelpa bans hustru, som
da lag och qvaldes med barn, karlen var eljest liten til viixten, svart i syneu, och

med gamla gra klader forsedd. Jag och min hustru sutto en stund och undrade

pa deune mannen, emedan vi understodo, at han var et troll, och libit beriittas, det

sadane, af bondfolk vettar kallade, sig altid i fabodarne ujipehalla, sedan folket om
hosten sig derifran begifvit. Men som han 4 a 5 ganger sin begjiran payrkade, och

man derhos betankte, hvad skada bondfolket beratta sig ibland af vettarne lidit,

da de antingen svurit pa dem, eller eljest vist dem med vranga ord til helvetet

;

ty fattade jag da til det radet, at jag laste ofver min hustru nagre boner, valsignade

henne, och bad henne i Cuds namn foljamed honom. Hon tog sa i hastighet nagre

gamla linklader med sig, och fiilgde honom at, men jag blef qvar sittande. Sedan

nar hon mig vid aterkomsten berattat, at da hon gatt med mannen utom porten,

tykte hon sig liksom foras udi vadret en stund, och kom sa uti en stuga, hvarest

bredevid var en liten mork kammare, das bans hustru lag och vandades med barn

i en siing, min hustru liar sa stigit til henne, och efter en liten stund bjelpt henne,

da hon fodde barnet, och det med lika atbbrder, som andra menniskor plaga hafva.

Karlen har sedan tilbudit henne mat, men som hon dertil nekade, ty tackade han
henne och fblgde henne at, hvarefter hon ater likasom farit i vadret, och kom efter

en stund til porten igen vid passklockan 10. Emedlertid voro en hoper gamla

silfverskedar lagde pa en hylla i stugan, och fann min hustru dem, da hon andra

dagen stbkade i vraarne : kunnandes forsta, at de af vettret voro dit lagde. At sa

i sanning iir skedt, vitnar jag med mitt nanins undersattande. Ragunda, d. 12

april, 1671. Pet. Rahm.' [Substance of the foregoing : 1, the undersigned, and

my wife were accosted by a little man with black fac< and old gray clothes, who
begged my wife to come and aid his wife then in labour. Seeing he was a troll,

such as the peasantry call vettar (wights), I prayed over my wife, blessed her, and

bade her go. She seemed for a time to be borne along by the wind, found his wife

in a little dark room, and helped, etc. Refused food, was carried home in the

same way ; found next day a heap of old silver vessels brought by the vettr.1

In Finland the vulgar opinion holds, that under the altars of churches there live

small mis-shapen beings called hirkonwdki (church-folk) ; that when their women
have difficult labour, they can be relieved by a Christian woman visiting them and

laying her hand on them. Such service they reward liberally with gold and silver.

Mnemosyne, Abo 1821, p. 313.
2 Pref. p. xxx. Neocorus 1, 542. Kindcrm. 2, 43. 3, 172. 225. Nib. 92, 3.

Bit. 7819. Conf. Deutsche heldensagen, p. 78.
3 Hoia (Deut. sagen, no. 35). Bonikau (Elisabeth von Orleans, Strassb. 1789,

p. 133 ; Leipzig 1820, p. 450-1). Busching'a Wbchentl. nachr. 1, 98 ; conf. 101.

4 The wounded hardmandle, p. 450-1. Here are two Swedish Btories (riven in

Udmau's Bahusliin pp. 191, 224 : Bibru Martensson, accompanied by an archer,
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Absit ut inter nos unquam regnaverit haec fraus !

non tarn longaevi tunc essemus neque sani.

Inter vos nemo loquitur nisi corde doloso,

hinc neque ad aetatem maturam pervenietis :

pro cuj usque fide sunt ejus tempora vitae.

Non aliter loquimur nisi sicat corde tenemus,

neque cibos varios edinms morbos generantes,

long ias incolumes hinc nos durabimus ac vos.

Thus already in the 10th century the dwarf complains of the

faithlessness of mankind, and partly accounts thereby for the

shortness of human life, while dwarfs, because they are honest

and feed on simple viands, have long and healthy lives. More

intimately acquainted with the secret powers of nature, they can

with greater certainty avoid unwholesome food. This remark-

able passage justifies the opinion of the longevity of dwarfs ; and

their avoidance of human food, which hastens death, agrees

with the distinction drawn out on p. 318 between men and gods

(see Suppl.).

went hunting in the high woods of Ornekulla ; there they found a bergsmed

(mountain-smith) asleep, and the huntsman ordered the archer to seize him, but

he declined : 'Pray God shield you ! the bergsmith will fling you down the hill.'

But the huntsman was so daring, he went up and laid hands on the sleeper ; the

bergsmith cried out, and begged they would let him go, he had a wife and seven

little ones, and he would forge them anything they liked, they had only to put the

iron and steel on the cliff, and they'd presently find the work lying finished in the

same place. Biorn asked him, whom he worked for ? ' For my fellows,' he
replied. As Biorn would not release him, he said: 'Had I my cap-of-darkness

(uddehat, p. 463), you should not carry me away ; but if you don't let me go, none
of your posterity will attain the greatness you enjoy, but will go from bad to worse.'

Which afterwards came true. Biorn secured the bergsmith, and had him put in

prison at Bohus, but on the third day he had disappeared.

At Mykleby lived Swen, who went out hunting one Sunday morning, and on the

hill near Tyfweholan he spied a fine buck with a ring about his neck ; at the same
instant a cry came out of the hill : ' Look, the man is shooting our ring-buck !

'

' Nay,' cried another voice, ' he had better not, he has not washed this morning

'

(i.e., been sprinkled with holy water in church). When Swen heard that, he
immediately , washed himself in haste, and shot the ring-buck. Then
arose a great screaming and noise in the hill, and one said :

' See, the man has

taken his belt-flask and washed himself, but I will pay him out.' Another
answered :

' You had better let it be, the white buck will stand by him.' A tre-

mendous uproar followed, and a host of trolls filled the wood all round. Swen
threw himself on the ground, and crept under a mass of roots ; then came into his

mind what the troll had said, that the white buck, as he contemptuously called the

church, would stand by him. So he made a vow, that if God would help him out

of the danger, he would baud over the buck's ring to Mykleby church, the horns to

Torp, and the hide to Langeland. Having got home uninjured, he performed all

this: the ring, down to the year 1732, has been the knocker on Mykleby church

door, and is of some unknown metal, like iron ore ; the buck's horn was preserved

in Torp church, and the skin in Langeland church.
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Whilst in this and other ways the dwarfs do at times have

dealings with mankind, yet on the whole they seem to shrink

from man; they give the impression of a downtrodden afflicted

race, which is on the point of abandoning its ancient home

to new and more powerful invaders. There is stamped on

their character something shy and something heathenish, which

estranges them from intercourse with christians. They chafe

at human faithlessness, which no doubt would primarily mean

the apostacy from heathenism. In the poems of the Mid. Ages,

Laurin is expressly set before us as a heathen. It goes sorely

against the dwarfs to see churches built, hell-ringing (supra,

p. 5) disturbs their ancient privacy ; they also hate the clearing

of forests, agriculture, new fangled pounding-machinery for ore. 1

1 More fully treated of iu Ir. Elfenm. xciv. xcv. ; conf. Thiele 1, 42. 2, 2. Fare
p. 17, 18. Heinchen driven away by grazing herds and tinkling sheepbells, Variscia

2, 101. Hessian tales of wichtelmannerchen, Kinderm. no. 39, to which I add the

following one : On the Schwalm near Uttershausen stands the Dosenberg ; close

to the river's bank are two apertures, once tbe exit and entrance holes of the

wichtelmdnner. The grandfather of farmer Tobi of Singlis often had a little

wichtelniann come to him in a friendly manner in his field. One day, when tbe

farmer was cutting corn, the wichtel asked him if he would undertake a carting job

across the river that night for a handsome price in gold. The farmer said yes, and
in the evening the wichtel brought a sack of wheat to the farmhouse as earnest ; so

four horses were harnessed, and the farmer drove to the foot of the Dosenberg.

Out of the holes the wichtel brought heavy invisible loads to the waggon, which the

farmer took through the water to the other side. So he went backwards and
forwards from ten in the evening till four in the morning, and his horses at last

got tired. Then said the wichtel :
' That will do, now you shall see what you have

been carrying.' He bid the farmer look over his right shoulder, who then saw the

whole wide field full of little wichtelmen. Said the wichtel: ' For a thousand years

we have dwelt in the Dosenberg, our time is up now, we must away to another

country ; but there is money enough left in the mountain to content the whole
neighbourhood.' He then loaded Tobi's waggon full of money, and went Ins way.

The farmer with much trouble got his treasure home, and was now a rich man
;

his descendants are still well-to-do people, but the wichtelmen have vanished from
the land for ever. On the top of the Dosenberg is a bare place where nothing will

grow, it was bewitched by the ivichtel holding their trysts upon it. Every seven

years, generally on a Friday, you may see a high blue flame over it, covering a

larger space of ground than a big caldron. People call it the geldfeuer, they have
brushed it away with their feet (tor it holds no heat), in hopes of finding treasure,

but in vain : the devil had always some new hocuspocus to make some little word
pop out of their mouths.

Then, lastly, a Low Saxon story of the Aller country : Tau Offeusen bin

Kloster Wienhusen was en groten buern, Hovennann neune he sick, die bane ok en
schip up der Aller. Eins dages komt 2 Hie tau jum un segget, he scholle se over dat

water schippen. Tweimal fauert hei over de Aller, jodesmal na den groten rume,
den se Allero heiten dauet, dat is ne grote unminscldiche wische lan^' an breit, dat

man se kums afkiken kann. Ans de buer taun tweitenmalo over efauert is,

ein von den twarmen to ome :
' Wut du nu ne summe geldes hebben, oder wut du

na koptal betalt sin? ' ' Ick will leiver ne summe geld nemen ' Bsi de bner. Do
nimt de eine von den liitjen Wen sinen haut af, un settet den dem Bohipper up :

' Du herrst dik doch beter estan, wenn du na koptal efodert herrst ' segt de twarm ;
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Breton legend informs us : A man had dug a treasure out of a

dwarf's hole, and then cautiously covered his floor with ashes and

glowing embers ; so when the dwarfs came at midnight to get

their property back, they burnt their feet so badly, that they set

up a loud wail (supra, p. 41 3) and fled in haste, but they smashed

all his crockery. Villemarque 1, 42 (see Suppl.).

From this dependence of the elves on man in some things,

and their mental superiority in others, there naturally follows

a hostile relation between the two. Men disregard elves, elves

do mischief to men and teaze them. It was a very old belief,

that dangerous arrows were shot down from the air by elves

;

this evidently means light elves, it is never mentioned in stories

of dwarfs, and the AS. formula couples together ' esagescot and

ylfagescot,' these elves being apparently armed with weapons

like those of the gods themselves; 1 the divine thunderbot is even

called an albsclioss (pp. 179, 187), and in Scotland the elf-arrow,

elf-flint, elf-bolt is a hard pointed wedge believed to have been

dischai'ged by spirits ; the turf cut out of the ground by light-

ning is supposed to be thrown up by them. 2 On p. 187 I have

already inferred, that there must have been some closer con-

nexion, now lost to us, between elves and the Thundergod : if it

be that his bolts were forged for him by elves, that points rather

to the black elves.

Their touch, their breath may bring sickness or death on man

and beast; 3 one whom their stroke has falleu on, is lost or in-

capable (Danske viser 1, 328) : lamed cattle, bewitched by them,

un de buer, de vorher nichts nich seien harre, un den et so licbte in schipp vorko-

rnen was, ans of he nichts inne herre, siit de ganze Allero von luter lutjen minschen

krimmeln un wimmeln. Dat sind de twarme west, dei wier trokken sind. Von der

tit heft Hovermanns noch immer vull geld ehat, dat senich kennen deen, averst mi
sind se sau ein nan annern ut estorven, un de hof is verkoft. ' Wann ist denn das

gewesen ? ' Vor olen tien, ans de twarme noch sau in der welt wesen sind, nu
gift et er wol kerne mehr, vor driittig, virzig jaren. [Substance of the foregoing :

Hbvermann, a large farmer at Offensen, had also a ship on the R. Aller. Two
little men asked him to ferry them over. He did so twice, each time to a large

open space called Allero. Dwarf :
' Will you have a lump sum, or be paid so much

a head ? ' Farmer : ' A lump sum.' Dwarf :
' You'd better have asked so much

a head.' He put his own hat on the farmer's head, who then saw the whole Allero

swarming with little men, who had been ferried across. The Hovermanns grew rich,

have now all died out, farm sold. ' When did that happen ?
' Ages ago, in the

olden time, when dwarfs were in the world, 30 or 40 years ago.]
1 Arrows of the Servian vila, p. 436. The Norw. ali-skudt, elf-shotten, is said

of sick cattle, Sommerfelt Saltdalens prastegield, p. 119, Scot, el/shot.
2 Irish Elf-stories xlv. xlvi. cii.

3 Ibid. ciii.
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are said in Norway to be dverg-slagen (Hallager p. 20) ; the term

elbentrotsch for silly halfwitted men, whom their avenging hand

has touched, was mentioned on p. 443. One who is seduced by

elves is called in Danish ellevild, and this ellevildelse in reference

to women is thus described: 'at elven legede med dem.'

Blowing puffing beings language itself shews them to be from

of old : as spiritus comes from spirare, so does geist, ghost from

the old verb gisan (flari, cum impetu ferri) ; the ON. gustr,

Engl, gust, is flatus, and there is a dwarf named Gustr (Seem.

181 b
)

;

x other dwarfs, Austri, Vestri, Nor&ri, Su&ri (Sasui. 2\ Sn.

9. 15. 16) betoken the four winds, while Vindalfr, still a dwarf's

name, explains itself. 2 Beside the breathing, the mere look of

an elf has magic power : this our ancient idiom denominates

intsehan (torve intueri, Gramm. 2,810), MHG. entsehen: f ich

han in gesegent (blessed), er was entsehen,' Eracl. 3239 ; 'von

der elbe wirt entsehen vil maneger man,' MS. 1, 50b (see Suppl.).

The knot-holes in wood are popularly ascribed to elves. In

Smaland a tale is told about the ancestress of a family whose

name is given, that she was an elfmaid, that she came into the

house through a knot-hole in the wall with the sunbeams ; she was

married to the son, bore him four children, then vanished the

same way as she had come. Afzelius 2, 145. Thiele 2, 18.

And not only is it believed that they themselves can creep

through, but that whoever looks through can see things other-

wise hidden from him ; the same thing happens if
j
rou look

through the hole made in the skin of a beast by an elf's arrow.

In Scotland a knot-hole is called elfbore, says Jamieson :
' a hole

in a piece of wood, out of which a knot has dropped or been

driven : viewed as the operation of the fairies.' They also say

auwisbore, Jutish atisbor (Molbech's Dial. lex. p. 22. 94). If on

the hill inhabited by elves the following rhyme be uttered 15

times :

iillkuon, iillkuon, est du her inn,

saa ska du herud paa 15 iegepinu !

(elf-woman, art thou in here, so shalt thou come out through 1

5

1 Norweg. ah-gust, an illness caused by having been breathed upon by elves,

Hallager 4b
.

2 Old French legend has an elf called Zephyr ; there is a German home-sprite

Blaserle, Mone's Anzeiger 1834, p. 200.
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oak knot-holes, egepind), the elfin is bound to make her appear-

ance, Molb. Dial. 99 (see Suppl.).

In name, and still more in idea, the elf is connected with the

ghostlike butterfly, the product of repeated changes of form.

An OHG. gloss (Graff 1, 243) says : brucus, locusta quae nondum

volavit, quam vulgo albam vocant. The alp is supposed often

to assume the shape of a butterfly, and in the witch-trials the

name of elb is given by tui-ns to the caterpillar, to the chrysalis,

and to the insect that issues from it. And these share even the

names of gute hoiden and hose dinger (evil things) with the spirits

themselves.

These light airy sprites have an advantage over slow unwieldy

man in their godlike power (p. 325) of vanishing or making

themselves invisible. 1 No sooner do they appear, than they are

snatched away from our eyes. Only he that wears the ring can

get a sight of Elberich, Ortn. 2, 68. 70. 86. 3, 27. With the

light elves it is a matter of course, but neither have the black

ones forfeited the privilege. The invisibility of dwarfs is usually

lodged in a particular part of their dress, a hat or a cloak, and

when that is accidentally dropt or cast aside, they suddenly

become visible. The dwarf-tales tell of nebelhappen (Deut. sag.

nos. 152-3-5), of gray coats and red caps (Thiele 1, 122. 135),

of scarlet cloaks (supra, p. 451n.).3 Earlier centuries used the

words helkappe, helkeplein, helkleit (Altd. bl. 1, 256), nebelkappe

(MS. 2, 156a
. 258b

; Morolt 2922. 3932) and tamlzappe. By Albe-

rich's and afterwards Sigfrit's tamkappe (Nib. 98, 3. 336, 1.

442, 2. 1060, 2) or simply Imppe (335, 1) we must understand

not a mere covering for the head, but an entire cloak ; for

in 337, 1 we have also tarnhilt, the protecting skin, and the

1 ' Hujus tempore principis (Heinrici ducis Karinthiae) in montanis suae

ditionis gens gnava in cavernis montiurn habitavit, cum bominibus vescebantur,

ludebant, bibebant, choreas ducebant, sed invisibiliter. Literas scribebant, rem-

publicam inter se gerebant, legem habentes et principem, fidem catholicam pro-

ritentes, domicilia hominum latenter intrantes, bominibus consedentes et arridentes.

. . . Principe subducto, nihil de eis amplius est auditum. Dicitur quod
gemmas gestant, quae eos reddunt invisibiles, quia deformitatem et parvitatem cor-

porum erubescunt.' Anon. Leobiens. ad ann. 1335 (Pez 1, 940a
).

2 01. Wormius's pref. to Clausson's Dan. transl. of Snorre, Copenh. 1633 :
' der-

for sigis de (dverger) at halve hcitte paa, huormid kunde giore sig usynlig.' Other

proofs are collected in Ir. Elfenm. lxxiv. Ixxv. A schretel wears a rotez keppel on
him (not on his head), ibid. cxvi. Bollenhagen's ' bergmiinnlein ' wear little white

shirts and pointed caps, Froschmeuseler xx. v 1

'. Maugis, the Carolingian sorcerer,

is called ' lerres (latro) o le noir chaperon.'
1
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schretePs r r6tez heppel' becomes in H. Sachs 1, 280* a ' mantel

scharlacb rot des zwergleins.' Beside invisibility, this cloak

imparts superior strength, and likewise control over the dwarf

nation and their hoard. In other instances the cap alone is

meant: a Norwegian folk-tale in Faye p. 30 calls it uddehat

(pointed hat ?), and a home-sprite at Hildesheim bears the name

of Eodeken from the felt hat he wore. Probably the OHG-. helot-

helm (latibulum), Gl. Hrab. 969% the OS. helith-helm, Hel. 164,

29, AS. heolShelm, Cod. Exon. 362, 31, haeWhelm, Casdm. 29, 2,

ON. hiahnr hnliz (an Eddie word for cloud), Seem. 50V and tne

AS. grimhelm, Ca3dm. 188, 27. 198, 20. Beow. 666, all have a

similar meaning, though the simple helm and grime (p. 238)

already contain the notion of a covering and a mask ; for helm

is from helan (celare) as huot, hood, or hat, from huotan (tegere)

.

No doubt other superior beings, beside elves and dwarfs, wore

the invisible-making garment ; I need only mention Oftin's hat

with turned-up brim (p. 146), Mercury's petasvs, Wish's hat,

which our fairy-tales still call ivishing-hat, 2 and Pluto's or Orcus's

helmet (fti'Sos Kvviv , II. 5, 845. Hesiod, Scut. 227). The dwarfs

may have stood in some peculiar, though now obscured, relation

to OSinn, as the hat-wearing pataeci, cabiri and Dioscuri did to

Jupiter (see Suppl.).

From such ability to conceal their form, and from their teazing

character in general, there will arise all manner of deception and

disappointment (conf. Suppl. to p. 331), to which man is exposed

in dealing with elves and dwarfs. We read : der alp trivget

(cheats), Fundgr. 327, 18; den triuget, weiz Got, nicht der alp,

not even the elf can trick him, Diut. 2, 34; Silvester 5199; dio

mag triegen wol der alp, Suchenwirt xxxi. 12; ein getroc daz

mich in dem slafe triuget, Ben. 429 ; dich triegen die elbln (1. elln>,

rhyme selbe), Altd. bl. 1, 261 ; elbe tricgent, Amgb. 2 b
; din elber

triegent, Herbort 5b
; in beduhte daz in triige ein alp, Ir. elfenm.

lvii. ; alfs ghedroch, Elegast 51, 775. Reinh. 5367, conf. Horae

Belg. 6, 218-9; alfsche droeh, Eeinaert (prose lxxii.
a
). In our

1 Fornm. sog. 2, 141 says of Eyvindr the sorcerer :
' gun-Si p-eim hulitkhialm,'

made for them a mist, darkness, hul in hiahnr, Fornald. sog. 3, 219 ; hujUhSttr 1,

9. 2, 20. See Rafn's Index sub v. dulgerfi.
2 A weighty addition to the arguments for the identity of Wuotan and Mercury ;

conf. p. 419 on the vrishing-rod.
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elder speech gitroc, getroc, dgetroc, abegetroc, denotes trickery

especially diabolic, proceeding from evil spirits (Gramm. 2, 709.

740-1). 1 To the same effect are some other disparaging epithets

applied to elves : elbischez getwas, elbischez as, elbischez ungehiure,

as the devil himself is called a getwas (fantasma) and a monster.

So, of the morbid oppression felt in sleep and dreaming, it is

said quite indifferently, either :
' the devil has shaken thee, ridden

thee/ ' hinaht ritert dich satanas (Satan shakes thee to-night)/

Fundgr. 1, 170; or else the elf, the nightmare 2
: 'dich hat geriten

der mar/ 'ein alp zonmet dich (bridles thee)/ And as Dame
Holle entangles one's spinning or hair (p. 2G9), as she herself has

tangled hair,3 and as stubbly hair is called Hollenzopf ;
4 so the

nightelf, the nightmare, rolls up the hair of men or the manes and

tails of horses, in knots, or chews them through: alpzopf, druten-

zopf, wichtelzopf, weichselzopf (of which more hereafter), in Lower

Saxony mahrenlocke, elfklatte (Brem. wortb. 1, 302), Dan. mare-

lok, Engl, elfloclcs (Nares sub v.), elvish knots, and in Shakspeare

to elf means to mat: 'elf all my hair in knots/ K. Lear ii. 3.

Here will come in those ' comae equorum diligenter tricatae,'

when the white women make their midnight rounds (supra, p.

287). The Lithuanian elf named aihvaras likewise mats the

hair : aitwars yo plaukus suzindo, suwele (has drawn his hair to-

gether). Lasicz 51 has : aitwaros, incubus qui post sepes habitat

(from twora sepes, and ais pone). Some parts of Lower Saxony

give to the wichtelzopf (plica polonica) the name of selkensteert,

selkin's tail (Brem. wortb. 4, 749), sellentost (Hufeland's Journal

11. 43), which I take to mean tuft of the goodfellow, homesprite

1 Daz analutte des sih pergenten tmgetievcles, N. Bth. 44; gidrog pbantasma,
0. iii. 8, 24; gedroq, Hel. 89, 22 ; tievels qetroc, Karl 62a

;
' ne dragu ic enic drugi

thing,' Hel. 8, 10.
' The dwarf Elberich (Ortn. 3, 27. 5, 105) is called ' ein trilge-

wiz ' ; conf. infra, bilwiz.
2 Our nachtmar I cannot produce either in OHG. or MHG. Lye gives AS.

' mcere fascce ' incubus, epbialtes, but I do not understand fascce. Nearly akin is

the Pol. mora, Boh. mura, elf and evening butterfly, sphinx. In the Mark they say

both alb and mahre, Adalb. Kuhn, p. 374. French cauchevwre, cochemar, also

chaucheville, chauchi vieilli (Mem. des Antiq. 4. 399; J. J. Champollion Figeac
patois, p. 125) ; Ital. pesaruole, Span, pesadilla, O. Fr. appesart; these from caucher
(calcare), and pesar (to weigh down).

3 In Kinderm. 3, 44, Holle gets her terrible hair combed out, which had not

been combed for a year. A girl, whom she has gifted, combs pearls and precious

stones out of her own hair.
* Hess. Hollezaul (for -zagel, tail), Hollezopp, Schmidt's Westerw. idiot. 341.

Adelung has :
' Iwllenzopf, plica polonica, Pol. koltun, Boh. koltaun.'
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(gesellchen). 1 In Thuringia saelloclce, Prtetorius's Weltbesclir. 1,

40. 293 (see Suppl.).

The Edda nowhere represents either alfar or dvergar as mounted,

whilst our poems of the Mid. Ages make both Elberich and Laurin

come riding. Heinrich von Ofterdingen bestows on them a steed

f
als ein geiz (goat)/ and Ulrich's Alexander gives the dwarf

king Antilois a pony the size of a roe, 2 while Altd. bl. 2, 151

without more ado mounts the wihtel on a white roe. Antilois is

richly dressed, bells tinkle on his bridle-reins ; he is angry with

Alexander for spoiling his flower-garden, as Laurin is with Diet-

rich and Wittich. The Welsh stories also in Crofton Croker 3,

306 say :
' they were very diminutive persons riding four abreast,

and mounted on small white horses no bigger than dogs ' (see

Suppl.).

All dwarfs and elves are thievish. Among Eddie names of

dwarfs is an Aljriofr, Seem. 2b
; Alpris, more correctly Alfrikr

dvergr, in Vilk. saga cap. 16, 40. is called ' hinn mikli stelari'

;

and in the Titurel 27, 288 (Halm 4105), a notorious thief, who

can steal the eggs from under birds, is Elbegast (corrupted into

Elegast, Algast). In our Low German legends they lay their

plans especially against the pea-fields? Other thefts of dwarfs

i Ogonczyk Zakrzewski, in his Hist, of plica polonica (Vienna, 1830), observes,

that its cure also is accomplished with superstitious ceremonies. In Podlachia the

elftult is solemnly cut off at Easter time and buried. In the Skawina district about

Cracow, it is partially cropped with redbot shears, a piece of copper money tied

up in it, and thrown into tbe ruins of an old castle in which evil spirits lodge
;

but whoever does this must not look round, but hasten home as fast as he can.

Superstitious formulas for the cure of plica are given by Zakrzewski, p. 20, out of

an Old Boh. MS. of 1325.
2 Wackeruagel's Basel MSS. p. 28.
* Deut. sagen, nos 152, 155 ; to which I will here add two communicated by Ifr.

Schambach. The first is from Jiibnde, near Gottingen : Yor nioh langer tid gai

et to Jiine noch twarge. Diise plegten up et feld to gan, un den liien do arftea

(leuten die crbsen) weg to stelen, wat se iim sau lichter konnen, da se nnsichtbar

woren dor (durch) eue kappe, dei se uppeu koppe barren (hatten). Sau woren nu

ok de twarge enen manne iimmer up sin grat arftenstiicke egan, un richteden one

velen schaen darup an. Diit duerde sau lange, bet hei up den infal kam, de twarge

to fengen. Hei tog alsau an hellen middage en sel (seil) rings iim dat feld. As nu
de twarge unner den sel dorkrupen wollen, fellen onen de kappen af, se seiten nu

alle in blaten koppen, un woren eichtbar. De twarge, dei sau efongen woren,

geiwen one vele gaue wore, dat he dat sel wcgnomen mogde, un versproken ene

mette (miethe) geld davor to gewen, hei solle mant vm- twmu nupgange weer (wieder)

an diise Btee komen. En ander man segde one awer, hei mogde nioh gegen sun-

nenupgang, sundern scbon iim tw5lwe hengan, denn da wore de dag ok schon

anegan, Diit de" he, und richtig woren de twarge da met ener mette geld. Davon
heiten de liie, dei dei mette geld ekregen barren, Mettens. Epitome :— Dwarfs ai

Jiihnde preyed on the pea-fields ; wore caps which made them invisible. One man
at high noon stretched a cord round his field. Dwarfs, creeping under it, brushed
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are collected in Elfenm. xcii. xciii., and their longing for children

and blooming maids is treated of, p. civ. cv. Dwarf-kings run

away with maidens to their mountains : Laurin with the fair

Similt (Sindhilt ?), Goldemar or Volmar with a king's daughter

(Deut. heldensag. 174, Haupt's Zeitschr. 6, 522-3); the Swed.

folk-lay 'Den bergtagna' (-taken) tells of a virgin, who spends

eight years with a mountain-king, and brings him seven sons and

a daughter, before she sees her home again. 1 The following

their caps off, became visible artel were caught
;
promised him money, if he came

there again before sunrise. A friend advised him to go as early as 12, for even
then the day (of the dwarfs?) was begun. He did so, and got his meed.]

The second story is from Dorste in Osterode bailiwick : En buere harre arften

buten stan, dei woren one iimmer utefreten. Da word den bueren esegt, hei solle

hengan un slaen met weenrauen (weidenruten) drupe riim, sau sleugde gewis einen
de kappe af. Da geng he ok hen met sinnen ganzen liien, un funk ok enen twarg,
dei sie (sagte) tau one, wenn he one wier las Ian (wieder los lassen) wolle, sau wolle

one enn wagen vul geld gewen, hei moste awer vor sunnenupgange komen. Da leit

ne de buere las, un de twarg sie one, wo sine bvile wore. Do ging de buere henn
un frang enn, wunnir dat denn die sunne upginge? Dei sie tau one, dei ginge
glocke twolwe up. Da spanne ok sinen wagen an, un tug hen. Asse (as he) vor
de hiilen kam, do juchen se drinne un sungen :

Dat ist gaut, dat de buerken dat nich weit,

dat de sunne iim twolwe up geit

!

Asse sek awer melle, wesden se one en afgefillet perd, dat solle mee (mit) nomen,
wier (weiter) konnen se one nits gewen. Da was de buere argerlich, awer hei wolle

doch fleisch vor sine hunne mee nomen, da haude en grat stiicke af, un laud et

upen wagen. Asser mee na hus kam, da was alles schire gold. Da wollet andere
noch nae langen, awer da was hiile un perd verswunnen. [Epitome :—A farmer,
finding his peas eaten, was advised to beat all round with willow twigs, sure to

knock a dwarf's cap off. Caught a dwarf, who promised a waggon full of money if

he'd come to his cave before sunrise. Asked a man when sunrise was ? ' At
twelve.' Went to the cave, heard shouting and singing :

'
' Tis well the poor

peasant but little knows that twelve is the time when the sun up goes !
' Is shown

a skinned horse, he may take that ! Gets angry, yet cuts a great piece off for his

dogs. When he got home, it was all sheer gold. Went for the rest ; cave and
horse were gone.]

The remarkable trysting-time before sunrise seems to be explained by the dwarf-
kind's shyness of daylight, which appears even in the Edda, Sa?m. 51b ; they avoid
the sun, they have in their caves a different light and different time from those of

men. In Norse legends re-appears the trick of engaging a trold in conversation till

the sun is risen : when he looks round and sees the sun, he splits in two ; Asbiornsen
and Moe, p. 186. [The marchen of Kumpelstilzchen includes the dwarfs' song,
' 'Tis well,' etc., the splitting in two, and the kidnapping presently to be men-
tioned.]

1 But she-dwarfs also marry men ; Odman (Bahuslan, p. 78-9, conf. Afzelius 2,

157) relates quite seriously, and specifying the people's names: Beors foraldrar i

Hogen i Lurssockn, some bodde i Fuglekarr i Svarteborgssockn ; hvars farfar var
en skott, ok bodde vid et berg, ther fick nan se mitt pa dagen sitjande en vacker
piga pa en sten, ther med at ianga henne, kastade han stal emellan berget ok henne,

hvarpa hennes far gasmade eller log in i berget, ok opnade bergets dorr, tilfragandes

honom, om han vill ha bans dotter? Hvilket han med ja besvarade, ok efter lion

var helt naken, tog han sina klader ok holgde ofver henne, ok lat cbristna henne.
Vid aftradet sade hennes far til honom :

' nar tu skalt ha brollup, skalt tu laga til

12 tunnor 61 ok baka en hop brod ok kiott efter 4 stutar, ok kiora til jordlwgen eller

berget, ther jag haller til, ok nar brudskiinken skall utdelas, skall jag val ge min '

;
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legend from Dorste near Osterode, it will be seen, transfers to

dwarfs what the Kinderrmirchen No. 46 relates of a sorcerer :

—

Et was enmal en maken int holt nan arberen egan, da keirnen de

twarge un neiment mee. Da se na orerhiilen keimen, da verleifde

sek de eine twarg in se, un da solle se one ok frien, awer iest

(erst) wollen de twarge de andern twarge taur hochtit bidden,

underdes solle dat rnaken in huse alles reine maken un taur hochtit

anreien. Awer dat niaken, dat wolle den twarg nich frien, da

wollet weglopen, awer dat se't nich glik merken, tug et sin teug

ut un tug dat ne strawisch an, un da sach et ne tunne vul hunig,

da krup et rinder (hinein), un da sach et ok ne tunne vul feddern,

un da krup et ok rinder, un da et wedder ruter karu, was et gans

vul feddern, un da leip et weg un steig upn hoagen boam. Da
keirnen de twarge derbunder (darunter) vorbi, un da se't seichen,

meinen se, et wore en vugel, da reipen se't an un seen

:

' Wohen, woher du sckoiiue feddervugel ?
'

' Ek kome ut der twarges hillc.'

1 Wat maket de schoane junge brut ?
'

'Dei steit metn bessen un keret dat hus.'

' Juchhei ! sau wil wie ok hen/

Und da se hen keirnen, seen se taur brut ( guen niorgen/ an

seen noch mehr dertau ; awer da se nich antwure, sleuchten se'r

hinder de aren, un da fell se hen 1 (see Suppl.).

hvilket ok skedde. Ty nar de andre gafvo, lyfte han up tacket ok kastade ensa star

penningeposse ther igenom, at biinken sa nar gidt af, ok sade thervid :
' ther ar min

ekiiuk !
' ok sade ytterligare :

' nar tu skal ha tin hemmagifta, skaltu kiora med I

hiistar hit til berget ok fa tin andel.' Ta han sedermera efter bans begiiran kom
tit, fik han kopparkattlar, then ene storre an then andre, tils then yttersta storate

kattelen blef upfyld med andra mindre ; item brandcreatur, som voro hielmeta, af
hvilkeu f;irg ok creaturslag, som tiro stora ok frodiga, the an ha qvar pa rik, i

Tanums gall beliiget. Thenne mannen Reors far i Foglekarsten beniimd, atiade en
hop barn med thenna sin saledes fi-an berget afhiimtade hnstru, bland hvilka var
namnemannen Reor pa Hogen ; so bar Ola Stenson i stora Rijk varit Reors syster-

pou, hvilken i forledit ar med doden afgik. [Epitome :—Reor's fatbers dwelt, etc.

One, an archer, lived near a hill, saw one day at noon v. fine <jirl sitting on u stone :

to get her, he threic steel between her and the hill. Her father opened the door of

the hill, asked him if he wanted his daughter. He answered yes, and as she was
naked, threw some of his clothes over her ; had her christened. Father: 'At thy
wedding bring ale, bread and horseflesh to my hill, and I will give thee a wedding
gift.' This being done, he lifted their roof and threw in a great sum of money.
' Now for house-furniture, come here with four horses.' The man did so, and re-

ceived copper kettles of all sizes, one inside the other, etc., etc. By this wife, tlm<
fetched from the hill, he had many children ; one was Reor, whose nephew 0. S.

died only last year.]
1 Translation :—Once a girl had gone into the wood after strawberries, when the
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They abstract well-shaped children from the cradle, and sub-

stitute their own ugly ones, or even themselves. These sup-

posititious creatures are called changelings, cambiones (App.,

Superst. E.) ; OHGr. wihselinga (N. Ps. 17, 46. Cant. Deuteron.

5), our wechselbalge ; Swed. bytingar, Dan. bittinger; also our

kielkropfe, dickkopfe from their thick necks and heads. (Stories

about them in Thiele 1, 47. 3, 1. Faye p. 20. Ir. Elfenm.

xli.-xlv. cv. Deut. sag. nos. 81-2, 87-90.
)

l So early as in the

poem 'Zeno' (Bruns p. 27 seq.) it is the devil that fills the

place of a stolen child. The motive of the exchange seems to be,

that elves are anxious to improve their breed by means of the

human child, which they design to keep among them, and for

which they give up one of their own. A safeguard against such

substitution is, to place a key, or one of the father's clothes, or

dwarfs came and carried her off. When they got to their cave, one dwarf fell in

love with her, and she was to marry him ; but first the dwarfs were going to bid the

other dwarfs to the wedding, in the meantime the girl was to make the house clean

and prepare it for the wedding. But the girl, she did not want to marry the dwarf,

so she would run away ; but that they might not notice it at once, she pulled her

dress off and put it round a bundle of straw ; then she saw a tub full of honey and
crept into it, and then she saw a tub full of feathers and crept into that also, and
when she came out again, she was all over feathers ; then she ran away, and climbed

up a high tree. Then the dwarfs came past under it, and when they saw her, they

thought she was a bird, and called to her and said : 'Whither and whence, thou

pretty feathered bird ? ' ' I come out of the dwarf's hole' 'What does the

pretty young bride ? ' ' She stands with a besom and sweeps the house.'
' Hurra ! then we'll go there too.' And when they got there, they said to the

bride ' good morning,' and said other things too ; but as she never answered, they

boxed her ears, and down she fell.

Assuredly the dwarfs in this story are genuine and of old date. Besides, it can

be supplemented from Kinderm. 3, 75, where the returning dwarfs are preceded by
foxes and bears, who also go past and question the ' Fitcher's fowl.' There the

tub of honey in the dwarf's house is a cask of blood, but both together agree wonder-

fully with the vessels which the dwarfs Fialar and Galar keep filled with Kvasi's

precious blood and with honey. Sn. 83. 84.
1 Dresd. saml. no. 15, of the ' rnullers sun.' A foolish miller begs a girl to teach

him the sweetness of love. She makes him lick honey all night, he empties a big

jar, gets a stomach-ache, and fancies himself about to become a parent. She sends

for a number of old women to assist him :
' da fragt er, war sein kind wer komen

(what's come of the baby) ? sie sprachen : hastu nit vernommen ? ez was ain rehter

wislonbalk (regular changeling), und tett als ein guoter schalk : da er erst von
deinem leib kam (as soon as born), da fuer ez paid hin und entran hin uff zuo dem
fiirst empor. Der miiller sprach : paid hin uff daz spor ! vachent ez (catch him)

!

pringent ez mir herab !
' They bring him a swallow in a covered pot. Again a

Hessian folk-tale : A woman was cutting corn on the Dosenberg, and her infant lay

beside her. A wiehtel-wife crept up, took the human child, and put her own in its

place. When the woman looked for her darling babe, there was a frightful thick-

head staring in her face. She screamed, and raised such a hue and cry, that at last

the thief came back with the child ; but she would not give it up till the woman
had put the wiclitelbalg to her breast, and nourished it for once with the generous

milk of human kind.
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steel and needles in the cradle (App., Superst. Germ. 484. 744.

Swed. 118).

*

One of the most striking instances of agreement that I know

of anywhere occurs in connection with prescriptions for getting

rid of your changeling.

In Hesse, when the wichtelmann sees water boiled over the

fire in eggshells, he cries out :
' Well, I am as old as the Wester-

wold, but I never saw anything boiled in eggshells ;
' Km. no.

39. In Denmark a pig stuffed with skin and hair is set before

the changeling :
' Now, I have seen the wood in Tiso young three

times over, but never the like of this '
: Thiele 1, 48. Before

an Irish changeling they also boil eggshells, till he says :
' I've

been in the world 1500 years, and never seen that'; Elfenm. p.

38. Before a Scotch one the mother puts twenty-four eggshells

on the hearth, and listens for what he will say ; he says :
' I was

seven before I came to my nurse, I have lived four years since,

and never did I see so many milkpans ;
' Scott's Mintrelsy 2,

174. In the Breton folksong (Villemarque 1, 29) he sees the

mother cooking for ten servantmen in one eggshell, and breaks

out into the words :
' I have seen the egg hefore [it became] the

white hen, and the acorn hefore the oak, seen it acorn and sapling

and oak in Brezal wood, but never aught like this/ This story

about the changeling is also applied to Dame Gauden's little dog,

chap. XXXI. Villemarque 1, 32, quotes in addition a Welsh

legend and a passage from Geoffrey of Monmouth, in which the

Breton and Welsh formula for great age is already put into

the mouth of Merlin the wild ; in each case an ancient forest is

named. In all these stories the point was, by some out-of-the-

way proceeding, to get the changeling himself to confess his age,

and consequently the exchange. Such traditions must have

been widely spread in Europe from the earliest times; and it was

evidently assumed, that elves and korred had a very different

term of life assigned them from that of the human race (see

Suppl.).

All elves have an irresistible fondness for music and dancing.

By night you see them tread their round on the moonlit meadows,

1 The Finns call a changeling luoti : monstrnm necnon infans matre dormiente

a magis suppositus, quales putant esse infantern rachitide laborantem (Renvall). A
Breton story of the korrigan changing a child is in Villeinarque 1, 2a.
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and at dawn perceive their track in the dew : Dan. cdledands,

Swed. alfdands, Engl, fairy rings, fairy green. The sight of

mountain-spirits dancing on the meadows betokens to men a

fruitful year (Deut. sag. no. 298). An Austrian folk-song in

Schottky, p. 102, has :
' und duiirt drobn afm beargl, da danzn

zwoa zweargl, de danzn so rar/ In Laurin's mountain, in

Venus's mountain, there murmurs a gay seductive music, dances

are trod in them (Laurin, 24) ; in the Ortnit (Ettm. 2, 17) there

is 'ein smalez pfat getreten mit Jcleinen fiiezen/ a small path

trod by little feet. Songs of elfins allure young men up the

mountain, and all is over with them (Svenska fornsanger 2, 305.

Danske viser 1, 235-240). 1 This performance is called eljfrus leh,

elfvelek. The ordinary fornyrbalag 2 bears among Icelandic poets

the name liiiflingslag (carmen genii), Olafsen p. 56 ; in Norway

that kind of sweet music is called huldresldt (supra, p. 271).

One unprinted poem in MHG. (Cod. pal. 341. 357a
) contains

the remarkable passage :
' there sat fiddlers, and all fiddled the

albleich (elf-lay) ' ; and another (Altd. bl. 2, 93) speaks of

' seiten spil und des wihtels schal' : it must have been a sweet

enchanting strain, whose invention was ascribed to the elves.3

Finn Magnusen derives the name of the dwarf Haugspori (Sasni.

2b
) from the footmarks printed on grass by an elf roaming over

the hills at night. And a song in Villemarque 1, 39 makes the

dwarfs dance themselves out of breath (see Suppl.)

.

This fondness of elves for melody and dance links them with

higher beings, notably with half-goddesses and goddesses. In

the ship (of Isis) songs of joy resound in the night, and a dancing

multitude circles round it (p. 258). In Dame Holda's dwelling,

in Dame Venus's mountain, are the song and the dance. Celtic

traditions picture the fays as dancing (Mem. de l'acad. celt. 5,

108) ; these fays stand midway between elfins and wise women.4

The Hymn to Aphrodite 260 says of the mountain-nymphs

:

Bnpbv fxev ^coovgl fcai afxfiporov el8ap eSovai,

Kal re jxer aOavdroicri ko\ov x°Pov ^ppaxravro.

1 Folk-tale of the Hanebierg in the Antiqvariske Annaler 1, 331-2.

2 Forn-yr'Sa-lag, ancient word-lay, the alliterative metre of narrative verse, in

which the poems of the Elder Edda are written.

—

Trans.
3 Conf. Ir. Elfenm. lxxxi.-lxxxiii., and the wihtel-show above, p. 441 note ; Eire

sub v. alfiians ; Arndt's Journey to Sweden 3, 16.

4 Like the Servian v'dy, who lioid their dance on mountain and mead, p. 4oC.
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(On deathless food they feed, and live full long, And whirl with

gods through graceful dance and song.) No wonder our sage

elves and dwarfs are equally credited with having the gift of

divination. As such the dwarf Andvari appears in the Edda

(Saem. 181 a
), and still more Alvts (all-wise) ; dwarf Eugel (L.

Germ. Ogel) prophesies to Siegfried (Hiirn. Sifr. 46, 4. 162, 1),

so does Grripir in the Edda, whose father's name is Eylimi; in

the OFr. Tristran, the nains (nanus) Frocin is a devins (diviuator),

he interprets the stars at the birth of children (11. 318-326. 632).

When, in legends and fairy tales, dwarfs appear singly among

men, they are sage counsellors and helpful, but also apt to fire up

and take offence. Such is the character of Elberich and Oberon

;

in a Swiss nursery- tale (no. 165), 'e chlis isigs mandle' (a little

ice-grey mannikin), c
e chlis mutzigs mandle' (stumpy m.), ap-

pears in an Msige chliiidle ' (grey coat), and guides the course

of events ; elves forewarn men of impending calamity or death

(Ir. Elfenm. lxxxvi.). And in this point of view it is not without

significance, that elves and dwarfs ply the spinning and weaving

so much patronized by Dame Holda and Frikka. The flying gos-

samer in autumn is in vulgar opinion the thread spun by elves and

dwarfs; the Christians named it Marienfaden (-thread), Marien-

sommer, because Mary too was imagined spinning and weaving.

The Swed. dverg signifies araneus as well as nanus, and dvergs-ndt

a cobweb. 1 The ON. saga of Samson hinn fagri mentions in cap.

17 a marvellous f skickja, sem dlfkonurnar hofSu ofit' mantle that

elfins had woven. On a hill inhabited by spirits you hear at

night the elfin (which ' troldkone ' here must mean) spinning,

and her wheel humming, says Thiele 3, 25. Melusina the fay is

called alvinne in a Mid. Nethl. poem (Moneys Niederl. Volkslit.

p. 75). On the other hand, the male dwarfs forge jewels and

arms (supra, p.444-7, and in fuller detail in Ir. Elfenm. lxxxviii.).3

1 So the Breton horr is both dwarf and spider.
2 Here is one more legend from Odmau's Bahuslan, p. 79 : Thessutan har

man atskillige beriittelser ok sagor om smedar, sa i hiigar som biirg, sasom har i

Fossumstorp hogar, hvarest man hordt, at the siuidt liksom i en annan smidja oro

aftonen efter solenes nedergdng, ok eljest mitt pa hoga middagen. For 80 in- sedan

p;ik Olas fadar i Surtuug, beniimd Ola Simunsson, har i forsamlingen Mn Slangevald

bafvandes med sig en hund, hvilken ta ban blef varse mitt pa dagen bdrgsmannen,
som ta smidde pd en star sten, skialde ban pa bonom, hvar pa bargsmeden, som hade
on liusgrd rdk ok bldvulen hatt, begynte at snarka at bunden, som tillika med 1ms

bonden funno rMeligast, at lemna bonom i fred. Tbet gifvas ok iinnu ibland

gemene man sma crucifixer af metall, som gemenbgen balles fore vara i fordna

VOL. II. D
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To bring pig-iron to dwarfs, and find it the next morning outside

the cave, ready worked for a slight remuneration, is a feature of

very ancient date; the scholiast on Apollon. Rhod. (Argon. 4,

761) illustrates the a/cftoves 'Hfyalaroio (anvils of H.) by a story

of the volcanic isles about Sicily taken from Pytheas's Travels

:

to be iraXatov iXeyero tov j3ov\6ixevov apybv atBr/pov dirocpepetv

/cat, £7Ti T7)v avpiov eXOovra \ap,{3dveiv rj £t</>o<? rj et rt aWo i]6eke

KaraaKevdaai, KcnafiakovTa paadov (see Suppl.).

What I have thus put together on the nature and attributes of

elves in general, will be confirmed by an examination of particular

elvish beings, who come forward under names of their own.

Among these I will allot the first place to a genius, who is

nowhere to be found in the Norse myths, and yet seems to be

of ancient date. He is mentioned in several MHGr. poems :

Sie wolten daz kein pilwiz

si da schiizze durch diu knie. Wh. 324, 8.

Er solde sin ein guoter

und ein
ipHew is geheizen,

davon ist daz in reizen

die iibeln ungehiure. Riiediger von zwein gesellen (Cod.

regimont.) 15b.

Da kom ich an bulweclisperg gangen,

da schoz mich der bulweclis,

da schoz mich die bulwechsin,

da schoz mich als ir ingesind. Cod. vindob. 2817. 71 a
.

Von schrabaz pilwihten. Titur. 27, 299 (Halm 4116).

Sein part het manchen pnlbiszoteu. Casp. von der Ron.

heldenb. 156b
.

Out of all these it is hard to pick out the true name. Wolfram

tider smidde i btirg, hvilka the oforstandkre bruka at hanga pa boskap, som hastigt

fadt oudt ute pi marken, eller som sages blifvit vaderslagne, hvarigeuom tro them
bli helbregda. Af sadana bargsmiden bar jag ok nyligen kommit ofver ett, som
aunu ar i forvar, ok pa. ofvanuamde satt gik i Ian at bota siukdommar. [Epitome

:

Many stories of smiths in the mountains, who worked as at any other smithy,

after sunset or else at high noon. Eighty years ago Ola Simunsson was coming,

etc. ; had with him a dog, which, on seeing a hill-man forging on a great stone,

barked at him ; but the hill-smith, who wore a light-grey coat and blue woollen cap,

snarled at the dog, etc. There are small metal crucifixes held to have been forged

in the hills in former times, which simple folk still hang on cattle hurt in the field

or weather-stricken, whereby they trow them to get healed. Of such hill-wrought

things I have lately met with one, that used to be lent out to cure sicknesses.]
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makes pilwiz (var. pilbiz, bilwiz, bilwitz) rhyme with biz (inorsus),

where the short vowel in the last syllable seems to point to

pilwiht; the same with bilbis in another poem, which would have

spelt it bilbeis if it had been long ; so that we cannot connect it

with the OS. balowis, nor immediately with the bilwis and balwis

contrasted on p. 374. The varying form is a sign that in the

13-14th century the word was no longer understood; and later

on, it gets further distorted, till bulwechs makes us think of a

totally unconnected word balwahs (hebes). 1 A confession-book

of the first half of the 15th century (Hoffmann's Monatschr. 753)

has pelewysen synonymous with witches, and Colerus's Hausbuch

(Mainz 1056), p. 403, uses bihlweisen in the same sense; several

authorities for the form pUbis are given in Schm. 4, 188. We
welcome the present Westph. Nethl. belewitten in the Teutonista,

where Schuiren considers it equivalent to guecle holden and witte

vrouwen (penates). Kilian has belewitte (lamia); and here come3

in fitly a passage from Gisb. Vcetius de miraculis (Disput., torn.

2, 1018): ' De illis quos nostrates appellant becldwit et blinde

belien, a quibus nocturna visa videri atque ex iis arcana revelari

putant.' Belwit then is penas, a kindly disposed home-sprite,

a guote liable (supra, p. 206), what Riiediger calls ' ein guoter

und ein pilewiz.' Peculiar to AS. is an adj. bilwit, bHew it,

Casdm. 53, 4. 279, 23, which is rendered mansuetus, simplex, but

might more exactly mean aequus, Justus. God is called 'btlewit

iseder ' (Andr. 1996), Boeth. metr. 20, 510. 538 ; and is also

addressed as such in Cod. exon. 259, 6; again, ' bilwitra breoste '

(bonorum, aequorum pectus), Cod. exon. 343, 23. The spelling

bilehwit (Beda 5, 2, 13, where it translates simplex) would lead

to hwit (albus), but then what can bil mean ? I prefer the better

authorized bilewit, taking 'wit' to mean scius, and bilwit, OHG.
pilawiz, pilwiz ? to mean aequutn 2 sciens, aequus, bonus, although

1 Fundgr. 1, 3-43, where palwasse rhymes with vahse, as MHG. often has 'wans

for acutus, when it should be ' was,' OHG. huas, AS. hwass, ON. hvass ; thus the

OHG. palohuas = badly sharp, i.e. blunt, ON. bolhvass? just as palotat = baleful

deed. A later form biilwachs in Schm. 4, 15.
2 The simple bil seems of itself to be aequitas, jus, and mythic enough (p. 37C).

MHG. billieh (aequus), Diut. 3, 38. Fundgr. ii. 56, 27. 01, 23. 00, 19. Reinh.

354. Iw. 1030. 5244. 5730. 0842. Ls. 2, 329. billichcn (jure), Nib. 150, 2. dtr

biUich (aequitas), Trist. 0429. 9374. 10002. 13772. 18027. An OHG. billih I only

know from W. lxv. 27, where the Leyden MS. has bilithlich. As the notions
' aequus, aequalis, similis' lie next door to each other, piladi, bilidi (our bild) is

really aequalitas, similitudo, the ON. likneski (imago). The Celtic bil also mi ana

good, mild ; and Leo (Malb. Gl. 38) tries to explain bilwiz from bilbheith, bilbhitb.
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an adj. ' vit, wiz ' occurs nowhere else that I know of, the ON.

vitr (gen. vitrs) being provided with a suffix -r. If this etymology

is tenable, hilwiz is a good genius, but of elvish nature ; he haunts

mountains, his shot is dreaded like that of the elf (p. 460), hair

is tangled and matted by him as by the alp (p. 464). One

passage cited by Schm. 4, ] 88, deserves particular notice :
' so

man ain kind oder ain gewand opfert zu aim pilbispawm/ if one

sacrifice a child or garment to a pilbis-tree, i.e. a tree supposed

to be inhabited by the pilwiz, as trees do contain wood-sprites

and elves. Bonier' s Legends of the Orlagau, p. 59. 62, name a

witch Bilbze. The change of hilwiz, bilwis into bilwiht was a step

easily taken, as in other words also s and h, or s and lit inter-

change (lios, lioht, Gramm. 1, 138), also st and lit (forest, foreht,

Gramm. 4, 416) ; and the more, as the compound bihuilit gave

a not unsuitable meaning, 'good wight.-' The Grl. bias. 87a offer

a wihsilstein (penas), nay, the varying form of our present names

for the plica (p. 464), weicliselzopf, wichselzopf, wichtelzopf (bieh-

telzopf) makes the similar shading off of bilweichs, bilweclis, bil-

wicht probable : I have no doubt there is even a bilweicliszopf,

bilwizzopf to be found. 1

Popular belief in the last few centuries, having lost the old and

higher meaning of this spiritual being, has retained, as in the case

of the alb, of Holla and Berhta, only the hateful side of its nature :

a tormenting terrifying spectre, tangling your hair and beard,

cutting up your corn, it appears mostly in a female form, as a

sorceress and witch. Martin von Amberg's Mirror of Confession

already interprets pilbis by devil, as Kilian does belewitte by

lamia, strix. The tradition lingers chiefly in Eastern Germany,

1 Another Polish name for plica, beside koltun, is wieszczyce (Linde 6, 227), and
vulgar ojiinion ascribes it to the magic of a wieszczka wise woman, witch. This
wieszczyce agrees with our weichsel-zo-pf, and also with the -tviz, -weis in bilwiz.

If we conld point to a compound bialowieszczka (white witch, white fay ; but I

nowhere find it, not even among other Slavs), there would arise a strong suspicion

of the Slavic origin of our biliriz ; for the present its German character seems to

me assured both by the absence of siich Slavic compound, and by the AS. bilwit

and Nethl. belwitte : besides, our wiz comes from wizan, and the Pol. wieszcz from
wiedzie6 [O.S1. vedeti, to wit] , and the kinship of the two words can be explained

without any thought of borrowing. Of different origin seem to me the Sloven,

paglawitz, dwarf, and the Lith. Pilvitus (Lasicz 54) or Pilwite (Narbutt 1, 52), god
or goddess of wealth. [The Buss, veshch (shch pron. as in parish-church) has the

same sound as wieszcz, but means thing, Goth, vaiht-s ; for kt, ht becomes shch,

as in noshch, night. I am not sure therefore that even wieszczka may not be
" little wiht."

—

Trans.]
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in Bavaria, Franconia, Vogtland and Silesia. H. Sachs uses

bilbitzen of matting the hair in knots, pilmitz of tangled locks

:

' ir liar verbilbltzt, zapfet und stroblet, als ob sie hab der rab

gezoblet/ i. 5, 309 b
. ii. 2, 100d

; 'pilmitzen, zoten und fasen/ iii.

3, 12 a
. In the Ackermann von Bohmen, cap. 6, pilwis means

the same as witch; ' pielweiser, magician, soothsayer,' Bohme's

Beitr. zum schles. recht 6, 69. 'an. 1529 (at Schweidnitz), a

2>ielweiss buried alive/ Hoffmann's Monatschr. p. 247. ' 1582

(at Sagan), two women of honest carriage rated for pilweissen

and ,' ibid. 702. ' du pileweissin !
' A. Gryphius, p. 828.

' Las de deine bilbezzodn auskampln' says the angry mother to

her child,
f
i den MlmezscJiedl get nix nei/ get your b. clots

combed out, you don't come in in that shaggy scalp, Schm. 1,

168. pilmesland, a curse like devil's child, Delling's Bair. idiot.

1, 78. On the Saale in Thuriugia, bulmuz is said of unwashed

or uncombed children ; while b libezsclmitt, bllwezschnltt, bilfez-

schnitt, pilmasschnid (Jos. Rank. Bohmerwald, p. 274) denotes a

cutting through a field of corn, which is regarded as the work

of a spirit, a witch, or the devil.

This last-mentioned belief is also one of long standing.

Thus the Lex Bajuvar. 12 (13), 8: ' si quis messes alterius

initiaverit maleficis artibus, et inventus fuerit, cum duodecim

solidis componat, quod aranscarti 1 dicunt/ I dare say such a

delinquent was then called a piliwiz, pilawiz ? On this passage

Mederer remarks, p. 202-3 : An honest countryman told me
about the so-called bilmerschnitt, bilberschnitt, as follows :

' The

spiteful creature, that wants to do his neighbour a rascally mis-

chief, goes at midnight, stark naked, with a sickle tied to his foot,

and repeating magic spells, through the middle of a field of corn

just ripe. From that part of the field that he has passed his

sickle through, all the grains fly into his barn, into his bin.'

Here everything is attributed to a charm practised by man. 2

1 Goth, asans (messis), OHG. aran, am.
" Can this magic be alluded to so early as in the Kaiserchronik (2130-37) ?

din muoter heizit Eachel,
diu hat in geleret

:

swenne sie in hiez sniden gtin,

sin limit incom nle ddr an,

sin sichil sneit schiere

lin'i" dan andere viere ;

wil er durch einin berc vara,

der stot immer iner ingegen ira uf getan.

(His mother R. taught him : when she bade him go cut, he never put his hand to

it, his sickle soon cut more than any other four ; if he will drive through a hill, it

opens before him.)
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Julius Schmidt too (Reichenfels, p. 119) reports from the Vogt-

land : The belief in bilsen- or bilver-schnitter (-reapers) :
is toler-

ably extensive, nay, there seem to be certain persons who believe

themselves to be such : in that case they go into the field before

sunrise on St. John's day, sometimes on Walpurgis-day (May 1),

and cut the stalks with small sickles tied to their great toes, step-

ping slantwise across the field. Such persons must have small

three-cornered hats on (bilsenschnitter-hiitchen) ; if during their

walk they are saluted by any one, they must die that year.

These bilsenschnitter believe they get half the produce of the

field where they have reaped, and small sickle-shaped instru-

ments have been found in some people's houses, after their death.

If the owner of the field can pick up any stubble of the stalks

so cut, and hangs it in the smoke, the bilsenschnitter will gra-

dually waste away (see Suppl.).

According to a communication from Thuringia, there are two

ways of baffling the bilms- or binsenschneider (-cutter), 1 which-

ever he is called. One is, ou Trinity Sunday or St. John's day,

when the sun is highest in the sky, to go and sit on an elderbush

with a looking-glass on your breast, and look round in every

quarter, then no doubt you can detect the binsenschneider, but

not without great risk, for if he spies you before you see him,

you must die and the binsenschneider remain alive, unless he

happen to catch sight of himself in the mirror on your breast,

in which case he also loses his life that year. Another way is,

to carry some ears that the binsenschneider has cut to a newly

opened grave in silence, and not grasping the ears in your bare

hand ; if the least word be spoken, or a drop of sweat from your

hand get into the grave with the ears, then, as soon as the ears

rot, he that threw them in is sure to die.

What is here imputed to human sorcerers, is elsewhere laid

to the devil (Superst. no. 523), or to elvish goblins, who may at

once be known by their small hats. Sometimes they are known

as bilgensclineider, as jpilver- or hilperts-schnitter, sometimes by

altogether different names. Alberus puts sickles in the hands of

women travelling in Hulda's host (supra, p. 269 note). In some

places, ace. to Schm. 1, 151, they say bockschnitt, because the

1 Bilse is henbane, and binse a rush, which plants have no business here. They
are merely an adaptation of bilwiz, when this had become unintelligible.

—

Trans.
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goblin is supposed to ride through the cornfield on a he-goat,

which may well remind us of Dietrich with the boar (p. 214). The

people about Osnabriick believe the tremsemutter walks about in

the corn : she is dreaded by the children. In Brunswick she is

called kornwif : when children are looking for cornflowers, they

will not venture too far into the green field, they tell each other

of the cornwife that kidnaps little ones. In the Altmark and

Mark Brandenburg they call her roggenmblime (aunt in the rye),

and hush crying children with the words :
' hold your tongue,

or roggenmbJtme with the long black teats will come and drag

you away !

'

l Others say ' with her long iron teats/ which

recals iron Berhta : others again name her rochenmor, because

like Holla and Berhta, she plays all manner of tricks on idle

maids who have not spun their distaffs clear during the Twelves.

Babes whom she puts to her black breast are likely to die. Is

not the Bavarian preinscheuhe the same kind of corn-spectre ?

In the Schrackengast, Ingolst. 1598, there are coupled together

on p. 73, 'preinscheuhen- und meerwunder/ and p. 89 'wilde

larvenschopper und preinscheuhen.' This prein, brein, properly

pap (puis), means also grain-bearing plants like oats, millet,

panicum, plantago (Schm. 1, 256-7) ; and breinscheuhe (-scare)

may be the spirit that is the bugbear of oat and millet fields ?

In all this array of facts, there is no mistaking the affinity

of these bilwisses with divine and elvish beings of our heathenism.

They mat the hair like dame Holla, dame Berhta, and the alb,

they wear the small hat and wield the shot of the elves, they

have at last, like Holla and Berhta, sunk into a children's

bugbear. Originally ' gute holden/ sociable and kindly beings,

they have twisted round by degrees into uncanny fiendish goblins,

wizards and witches. And more, at the back of these elvish

beings there may lurk still higher divine beings. The Romans

worshipped a Robigo, who could hinder blight in corn, and per-

haps, if displeased, bring it on. The walking of the bilwiss, of

the Boggenmuhme in the grain had at first a benevolent motive :

as the names mutter, muhme, mbr teach us, she is a motherly

1 Conf. Dent, sagen, no. 89. Kuhn, p. 373. Temmc's Sagen, p. 80. 82, of the

Altmark. The Baden legend makes of it a rockert-weibeU and an enoh

countess of Eberstein, who walks about iu a wood named liockert (Mono's Anzeiger,

3, H5).
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guardian goddess of spindle and seedfield. Fro upon his boar

must have ridden through the plaius, and made them productive,

nay, even the picture of Siegfried riding through the corn I

incline to refer to the circuit made by a god ; and now for the

first time I think I understand why the Wetterau peasant to this

day, when the corn-ears wave in the wind, says the boar walks in

the corn. It is said of the god who causes the crops to thrive.

Thus, by our study of elves, with whom the people have kept up

acquaintance longer, we are led up to gods that once were. The
connexion of elves with Holla and Berhta is further remarkable,

because all these beings, unknown to the religion of the Edda,

reveal an independent development or application of the heathen

faith in continental Germany (see Suppl.). 1

What comes nearest the hairy shaggy elves, or bilwisses, is a

spirit named scrat or scrato in OHG. documents, and pilosus in

contemporary Latin ones. The Gl. mons. 333 have scratun

(pilosi) ; the Gl. herrad. 200b waltschrate (satyrus) ; the Sumerlat.

10, 66 srate (lares mali) ; so in MHG. scraz • Reinh. 597 (of the

old fragment), 'em wilder waltschrat;' Barl. 251, 11. Aw. 3,

226. Ulr. Lanz. 437 has 'von dem schraze ' = dwarf ; 'sie ist

villihte ein schrat, ein geist von helle
;

' Albr. Titur. 1, 190

(Hahn 180). That a small elvish spirit was meant, is plain

from the dimin. schretel, used synonymously with wihtel in that

pretty fable, from which our Irish elf-tales gave an extract, but

which has since been printed entire in Mone's treatise on heroic

legend, and is now capped by the original Norwegian story in

Asbiornsen and Moe, No. 26 (one of the most striking examples

1 The Slavs too have a field-spirit who paces through the corn. Boxhorn's Resp.
Moscov., pars 1, p. ... :

" Daemonem quoque meridianum Moscovitae metuunt et

colunt. Ille enim, dum jam maturae resecantur fruges, habitu viduae lugentis ruri

obambulat, operariisque uni vel pluribus, nisi protinus viso spectro in terram proni
concidant, brachia frangit et crura. Neque tamen contra banc plagarn remedio
destituuntur. Habent enim in vicina silva arbores religione patrum cultas : harum
cortice vulneri superimposito, ilium non tantum sanant, sed et dolorem loripedi

eximunt." Among the Wends tbis corn-wife is named lyshipolnitza [prop, prepoln.,

from polno, full, i.e. full noon] , at the hour of noon she creeps about as a veiled

rooman. If a Wend, conversing with her by the hour on flax and flax-dressing, can
manage to contradict everything she says, or keep saying tbe Lord's prayer back-
wards without stumbling, he is safe (Lausitz. monatsschr. 1797, p. 7-44). The Bohe-
mians call her baba (old woman), or polednice, poludnice (meridiana), the Poles
dziewatma, dziewice (maiden), of whom we shall have to speak more than once, conf.

chap. XXXVI. Here also there are plainly gods mixed up with the spirits and
goblins.
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of the tough persistence of such materials in popular tradition)
;

both the schretel and the word wazzerbern answer perfectly to

the trold and the hvidbiorn. Vintler thiuks of the schrdttlin as a

spirit light as wind, and of the size of a child. The Vocab. of

1482 has schretlin (penates) ; Dasypodius nachtschrettele (ephi-

altes) ; later ones spell it sckrdttele, schrattel, schrettele, sckrotle,

conf. Staid. 2, 350. Schmid's Schwab, wortb. 478. In the Sette

comm. schrata or schretele is a butterfly, Schm. 3, 519. A
Thidericus Scratman is named in a voucher of 1244 ; Spilcker 2,

84. A district in Lower Hesse is called the Scltratwe<j, Wochenbl.

1833,952. 984. 1023. And other Teutonic dialects seem to

know the word : AS. scritta, Eng. scrat (hermaphroditus), 1 ON.
skratti (malus genius, gigas) ; a rock on the sea is called

skrattasker (geniorum scopulus), Fornm. sog. 2, 142. Compar-
ing these forms with the OHG. ones above, we miss the usual

consonant-change : the truth is, other OHG. forms do shew a

z in place of the t: scraz, Gl. fuld. 14; screza (larvae, lares nutli),

Gl. lindenbr. 996 b
;

' srezze vel strate ' (not: screzzol scraito),

Sumerlat. 10, 66; f unreiner sclirdz,' Altd. w. 3, 170 (rhymes

vraz). 2 And Upper Germ, dictionaries of the lGth cent, couple

schretzel with alp; HOfer 3, 114, has ' der schretz,' and Schm.

3, 552, 'der schretzel, das schrefzlein.' According to Mich.

Beham 8. 9 (Mone's Anz. 4, 450-1), every house has its scltrez-

lebi ; if fostered, he brings you goods and honour, he rides or

drives the cattle, prepares his table on Brecht-night, etc.3

The agreement of Slavic words is of weight. O. Boh. scret

(daemon), Hanka's Zbirka 6 b
; screti, screttl (penates intimi et

secretales), ibid. 16b
; Boh. skret, skrjteJc (penas, idolumj ; Pol.

shrzot, skrzitek ; Sloven, zhltrdt, zhkrdtiz, zhkrdlclj (hill-mannikin).

To the Serv. and Russ. dialects the word seems unknown.

I can find no satisfactory root for the German form. 1 In Slavic

1 Already in Sachsensp. 1, 4 altvile and dverge side by side ; conf. KA. 410.
2 A contraction of schrawaz ? Gudr. 448, schrawaz und merwunder ; Albr. Titur.

27, 299 has schrabaz together with pilwiht; schrawatzen und merwunder, Gasp, von
der lion's Wolfdietericn 195. Wolfd. und Sauen 496. [' Probably of different
origin,' says Suppl.]

3 Mucbar, Komisches Noricum 2, 37, and Gastcin 147, mentions a capricious
mountain-spirit, sehranel.

4 Tbe ON. skratti is said to mean terror also. The Swed. skratta, Dan. skratte,
is to laugh loud. Does the AS. form scritta allow us to compare the Gr. a-Kipros,

a hopping, leaping goblin or satyr (from ffKiprdco, I bound) ? Lobeck's Aglaoph.,
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skryti (celare, occulere) is worth considering. [A compound of

kryti, to cover, root kry, krov, Kpv-mw. If Slav, skry, why not

AS. scriid, shroud ?]

.

Going by the sense, schrat appears to be a wild, rough, shaggy

wood-sprite, very like the Lat. faun and the Gr. satyr, also the

Roman silvanus (Livy 2, 7) ; its dimin. schratlein, synonymous

with wichtel and alp, a home-sprite, a hill-mannikin. But the

male sex alone is mentioned, never the female ; like the fauns,

therefore, they lack the beauty of contrast which is presented by

the elfins and bilwissins. We may indeed, on the strength of

some similarity, take as a set-off to these schrats those wild women

and wood-minnes treated of at the end of chapter XVI. The

Greek fiction included mountain-nymphs (vvficfxit, bpeaKcpoi) and

dryads (8pvd8e<;, Euglished wuducelfenne in AS. glosses), whose

life was closely bound up with that of a tree (loc. princ, Hymn
to Aphrodite 257-272 ; and see Suppl.).

Another thing in which the schrats differ from elves is, that

they appear one at a time, and do not form a people.

The Fichtelberg is haunted by a wood-sprite named the Katzen-

veit, with whom they frighten children :
' Hush, the Katzenveit

will come !
' Similar beings, full of dwarf and goblin-like

humours, we may recognise in the Gilbich of the Harz, in the

Biibezal of Eiesengebirge. This last, however, seems to be of

Slav origin, Boh. Rybecal, Bybrcol. 1 In Moravia runs the story

of the seehirt, sea-herd, a mischief-loving sprite, who, in the shape

of a herdsman, whip in hand, entices travellers into a bog (see

Suppl.). 3

The gloss in Hanka 7
b

. ll a has ' vilcodlac faunus, vilcodlaci

faunificarii, incubi, dusii
'

; in New Boh. it would be wlkodlak,

wolf-haired; the Serv. vuTiodlac is vampire (Vuk sub v.). It is

not surprising, and it offers a new point of contact between elves,

bilwisses, and schrats, that in Poland the. same matting of hair is

ascribed to the shrzot, and is called by his name, as the shfjteh is

in Bohemia ;
3 in some parts of Germany schrotleinzopf

.

1 In Slav, ryba is fish, but cal, or col (I think) has no meaning. The oldest

Germ. docs, have Eube-zagil, -zagel, -zagl (-tail) ; Rube may be short for the

ghostly ' knecht Ruprecht,' or Robert. Is Rubezagel our bobtail, of which I have

seen no decent etymology?

—

Trans.
2 Sagen aus der vorzeit Mahrens (Brunn, 1817). pp. 136-171.
3 The plica is also called koltun, and again koltki are Polish and Russian home-

sprites.
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People iu Europe began very early to think of daemonic beings

as pilosi. The Vulgate has ' et pilosi saltabunt ibi/ Isaiah 13,

21, where the LXX. had Saifxovia e/cet opyj]<jovTai, couf.

34, 14. l Isidore's Etym. 8, cap. ult. (and from it Gl. Jun.

399) : 'pilosi qui graece panitae, latine incubi nominantur,

—

hos daemones Galli dusios nuncupant. 2 Quem autem vulgo

incubonem vocant, hunc Rornani faunum dicunt.' Burcard of

Worms (App. Superst. C) is speaking of the superstitious custom

of putting playthings, shoes, bows and arrows, in cellar or

barn for the home-sprites,3 and these genii again are called

' satyri vel pilosi.' The monk of St. Gall, in the Life of Charles

the Great (Pertz 2,741), tells of a pilosus who visited the house

of a smith, amused himself at night with hammer and anvil,

and filled the empty bottle out of a rich man's cellar (conf. Ir.

elfenm. cxi. cxii.). Evidently a frolicking, dancing, whimsical

homesprite, rough and hairy to look at, ' eislich getan/ as the

Heidelberg fable says, and rigged out in the red little cap of a

dwarf, loving to follow his bent in kitchens and cellars. A figure

quite in the foreground in Cod. palat. 324 seems to be his very

portrait.

Only I conceive that in earlier times a statelier, larger figure

was allowed to the schral, or wood-schrat, then afterwards the

merrier, smaller one to the schrettel. This seems to follow from

the ON. meaning of slcratti gigas, giant. These woodsprites must

have been, as late as the G-7th cent., objects of a special worship :

there were trees and temples dedicated to them. Quotations in

proof have already been given, pp. 58. 68: ' arbores daemoni

dedicatae/ and among the Warasken, a race akin to the Bavarian,

' agrestium fana, quos vulgus /«*mo.s vocat.'

Some remarkable statements are found in Eckehart's W alt-

harius. Eckevrid of Saxony accosts him with the bitter taunt

(761):

1 Lntlier translates feldteufel ; the Heb. sagnir denotes a shaggy, goat-like

being. Radevicus frising. 2, 1:5, imitates the whole passage in the prophel :
' alulae,

upupae, bubones toto anno in ectis funebria personautes lugubri voce aures om-

nium repleverunt. Pilosi quos satijros vocant in domibus plerunque auditi.' Again

2, 24 :
' in aedibus tuis lugubri voce respondeaut alulae, saltent pilosis

2 ' Daemones quos duscios Galli nuncupant.' Augustine, Civ. Dei, c. 23. The

name duz still lives in Bretagne, dimin. duzik (Yillemarque 1, 42).

J In the same way the jiidel (I suppose giii /. /. the same as guote holde) has

toys placed for him, Superst. I, no. G2 ; conf. infra, the homesprites.
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Die, ait, an corpus vegetet ti'actabile teinet,

sive per aerias fallas, maledide, figuras ?

saltibus assuetus fannus mihi quippe videris.

Walthari replies in mockery (765) :

Celtica lingua probat te ex ilia gente creatum,

cui natura dedit reliquas ludendo praeire;

at si te propius venientem dextera nostra

attingat, post Saxonibus memorare valebis,

te nunc in Vosago fauni fantasma videre.

If you come within reach of my arm, I give you leave then

to tell y,our Saxon countrymen of the ' schrat ' you now see in

the Wasgau (Vosges). When Eckevrid has hurled his spear at

him in vain, Walthari cries :

Haec tibi silvanus transponit munera faunus.

Herewith the ' wood-schrat ' returns you the favour. 1

Here the faun is called fantasma, phantom ; OHG. giscin, T.

81 (Matt. xiv. 26), otherwise scinleih (monstrum), Gl. hrab. 9G9b
.

Jun. 214; AS. scinlac (portentuin) ; or gltroc, p. 464. Phan-

tasma vagabundum (Vita Lebuini, Pertz 2, 361) ; 'fantasma vult

nos pessundare ' (Hroswitha in Dulcicius) ; 'fantasia quod in

libris geniiMxxm. faiuius solet appellari/ Mabillon, Analect. 3, 352.

A ' municipium/ or ' oppidum mons fauni,' in Ivonis Carnot.

epist. 172, and conf. the doc. quoted in the note thereon, in

which it is monsfaunum. Similarly in OFr. poems :
'
fantosme

nous va faunoiant' Meon 4, 138; fantosme qui me desvoie,

demaine/ ibid. 4, 140. 4. 402. A passage from Girart de

Rossillon given in Mone's Archiv 1835. 210 says of a moun-

tain :
' en ce mont ha moult de grans secrez, trop y a de fantomes.'

Such are the fauni ficarii and silvestres homines, with whom

Jornandes makes his Gothic aliorunes keep company (p. 404).

Yet they also dip into the province of demigod heroes. Miming

silvarum satyrus, and Witugouwo (silvicola) seem to be at once

cunning smith-schrats and heroes (pp. 376-379). A valkyr unites

herself with satyr-like Volundr, as the aliorunes did with fauns.

The wild women, wood-minne (pp. 432-4), and the wilde man

i The dialogue is obscure, and in the printed edition, p. 86, I have endeavoured

to justify the above interpretation.
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(Wigamur 203) come together. \Vigal. 6286 has wlldez wip, and

6602 it is said of the dwarf Karri6z :

Sia muoter was ein wildez wip His mother was a wild woman,

da von was sin knrzer lip therefrom was his short body

aller ruck unde stark, all over hairy and strong,

sin gebein was ane mark his bones without marrow

(solid)

nach dem geslehte der muoter sin, after his mother's stock,

deste sterker muoser sin. the stronger must he be.

In the Wolfdietrich a wild man like this is called waltluoder, and

in Laurin 173. 183 waltmann. The ON. mythology knows of

wild wood-wives by the names ivicfjur, Sasm. 88a
. 119b

, &a&iarn-

vidjnr, Sn. 13. About the ividja we find at the beginning of the

Hrafnagaldr the obscure statement ' elr ivroja/ alit, auget, parit,

gignit dryas ; ividja is derived from a wood or grove ivi&r, of

which the Voluspa l
a makes mention: f nio man ek heima, nio

iviffi' ; so iarnvicfja from iarnvi&r, iron wood (see Suppl.). 1

I cannot properly explain these ON. ivrSjur and iarnviojur.

The popular belief of to-day in South-eastern Germany presents

in a more intelligible shape the legend of the wild-folk, forest-folk,

wood-folk, moss-folk, who are regarded as a people of the dwar

kind residing together, though they come up singly too, and in

that case the females especially approximate those higher beings

spoken of on p. 432. They are small of stature, but somewhat

larger than elves, grey and oldish-looking, hairy and clothed in

moss :
' ouch waren ime diu uren als eime walttdren vennieset,'

his ears like a forest-fool's bemossed (?), Iw. 440. Often holz-

weibel alone are mentioned, seldomer the males, who are supposed

to be not so good-natured and to live deeper in the woods, wear-

ing green garments faced with red, and black three-cornered hats.

H. Sachs 1, 407a brings up holzmanner and holzfrauen, and gives

1, 348 c the lament of the ivild woodfolh over the faithless world.

Schmidt's lleichenfels, pp. 140-8 tells us the Voigtland tradition,

and Burner, pp. 188-242 that of the Orlagau; from them I borrow

what is characteristic. The little wood-wives come up to wood-

cutters, and beg for something to eat, or take it themselves out

1 Afzelius 2, 145-7, mentions Swed. VHfjershar, leaf-maids, forest-maids, and
compares them with Laufey (p. 246), but the people have httle to say about them.
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of their pots ; but whatever they have taken or borrowed they

make good in some other way, not seldom by good advice. At

times they help people in their kitchen work and at washing,

but always express a great fear of the wild huntsman that pursues

them. On the Saale they tell you of a bush-grandmother and her

moss-maidens ; this sounds like a queen of elves, if not like the

'weird lady of the woods' (p. 407). The little wood-wives are

glad to come when people are baking, and ask them, while they

are about it, to bake them a loaf too, as big as half a millstone,

and it must be left for them at a specified place ; they pay it back

afterwards, or perhaps bring some of their own baking, and lay

it in the furrow for the ploughmen, or on the plough, being

mightily offended if you refuse it. At other times the wood-wife

makes her appearance with a broken little wheelbarrow, and begs

you to mend the wheel ; then, like Berhta she pays you with the

fallen chips, which turn into gold; or if you are knitting, she

gives you a ball of thread which you will never have done un-

winding. Every time a man twists (driebt, throws) the stem of

a young tree till the bark flies off, a wood-wife has to die. When

a peasant woman, out of pity, gave the breast to a crying wood-

child, the mother came up and made her a present of the bark in

which the child was cradled ; the woman broke a splinter off and

threw it in to her load of wood, but when she got home she found

it was of gold (see Suppl).

Wood-wives, like dwarfs, are by no means satisfied with the

ways of the modern world ; but to the reasons given on p. 459

they add special ones of their own. There's never been a good

time since people took to counting the dumplings they put in the

pot, the loaves they put in the oven, to ' pipping ' their bread

and putting caraway-seeds in it. Hence their maxim

:

Schiil keinen baum, No tree ever shell,

erzahl keinen traum, no dream ever tell,

back keinen kiimmel ins brot, bake in thy bread no cummin-

seed,

so hilft dir Gott aus aller noth. and God will help in all thy

need.

The third line may be 'pip kein brod/ don't pip a loaf. A
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wood-wife, after tasting some newly-baked bread, ran off to the

forest, screaming loud

:

Sie liaben mir gebacken kiimmelbrot,

das bringt diesem hause grosse noth

!

(They've baked me caraway-bread, it will bring that house great

trouble). And the farmer's prosperity soon declined, till he was

utterly impoverished. To ' pip ' a loaf is to push the tip of your

finger into it, a common practice in most places. Probably the

wood-wives could not carry off a pricked loaf, and therefore

disliked the mark ; for a like reason they objected to counting.

Whether the seasoning with, cummin disgusted them as an inno-

vation merely, or in some other connection, I do not know. The

rhyme runs thus :
' kiimmelbrot, unser tod ! ' the death of us

;

or

—

' kiimmelbrot macht angst und noth.' Some wood-manni-

kins, who had long done good service at a mill, were scared away

by the miller's men leaving out clothes and shoes for them, Jul.

Schmidt, p. 146 (see Suppl.). 1 It is as though, by accepting

i This agrees wonderfully with what Reusch, pp. 53-5, reports from Prussian
Samland : A householder at Lapohnen, to whom the subterraneans had done
many services, was grieved at their having such poor clothes, and asked his wife to

put some new little coats where they would find them. Well, they took their new
outfit, but their leave at the same time, crying, ' paid up, paid up !

' Another time
they had been helping a poor smith, had come every night and turned out a set of

little pots, pans, plates and kettles as bright as could be ; the mistress would set a
dish of milk for them, which they fell upon like wolves, and cleared to the last drop,
washed up the plates and then set to work. The smith having soon become a rich
man, his wife sewed them each a pretty little red coat and cap, and left them lying.
' Paid up, paid up !

' cried the undergrounders, then quickly slipt into their new
finery, and were off, without touching the iron left for them to work at, or ever
coming back. Another story of the Seewen-weiher (-pond), near Eippoldsau, in
the Black Forest (Mone's Anz. 6, 175) :—A lake-maunikin liked coming to tlio

folks at Seewen farm, would do jobs there all day, and not return into his lake till

evening; they used to serve him up breakfast and dinner by himself. If in giving
out tasks they omitted the phrase ' none too much and none too little,' he turned
cross, and threw all into confusion. Though his clothes were old and shabby, he
never would let the Seewen farmer get him new ones ; but when this after all was
done, and the new coat handed to the lake-mannikin, one evening, he said, ' When
one is paid off one must go ; beginning from to-morrow, I come to you no more ;'

and in spite of all the farmer's apologies he was never seen again. Jos. Bank's
Bohmerwald, p. 217, tells a pretty story of a wasehweiberl (wee washerwife), for whom
the people of the house wanted to have shoes made, but she would not hold out her
little foot to be measured. They sprinkled the floor with flour, and took the
measure by her footprints. When the shoes were made and placed on the bench
for her, she fell a-sobbing, turned her little smock-sleeves down agaiu, unlooped
the skirt of her frock, then burst away, lamenting loudly, and was seen no more.'
That is to say, the wee wife, on coming into the house, had turned up the sleeyi a

of her smock, and looped up her frock, that she might the more easily do any kind
of work. Similar tales are told of the brownie, It. Chambers, p. 33. And the same
idea lies at the bottom of the first story about wiehtelruannerchen in Kinderm. 39.
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clothes, the spirits were afraid of suddenly breaking off the

relation that subsisted between themselves and mankind. We
shall see presently that the home-sprites proper acted on different

principles, and even bargained for clothes.

The more these wood-folk live a good many together, the more

do they resemble elves, wichtels, and dwarfs ; the more they

appear singly, the nearer do the females stand to wise women and

even goddesses, the males to gigantic fauns and wood-monsters,

as we saw in Katzenveit, Giibich and Rubezahl (p. 480). The

salvage man with uprooted fir-tree in his hand, such as supports

the arms of several princes in Lower Germany, represents this

kind of faun ; it would be worth finding out at what date he is

first mentioned. Grinkenschmied in the mountain (Deut. sag. 1,

232) is also called e der wilde man.'

In the Romance fairy-tales an old Roman god has assumed

altogether the nature of a wood-sprite ; out of Orcus l has been

made an Ital. orco, Neapol. hnorco, Fr. ogre (supra, p. 314) : he

is pictured black, hairy, bristly, but of great stature rather than

small, almost gigantic; children losing their way in the wood

come upon his dwelling, and he sometimes shews himself good-

natured and bestows gifts, oftener his wife (orca, ogresse) pro-

tects and saves. 3 German fairy-tales hand over his part to the

devil, who springs even more directly from the ancient god of

the lower world. Of the invisible-making helmet the orco has

nothing left him, on the other hand a dsemonic acuteness of

scent is made a characteristic feature, he can tell like a sea-

monster the approach of human flesh :
' je sens la chair fraiche/

'ich rieche, rieche menschenfieisch/ 'ich wittere, wittere

menschenfieisch/ f
i schmoke ne Crist/ 'I smell the blood/

' jeg lugter det paa min hoire haand (right hand)/ 'her lugter

saa kristen mands been/ 3 exactly as the meerminne already in

It is a common characteristic, that holds good of wichtels, of suhterraneans, of lake-

sprites and of wood-folk, but chiefly of male ones who do service to mankind.
[Might the objection to shewing their feet arise from their being web-footed, like

the Swiss ha'rdmandle, especially in the case of water-sprites?]
1 See App., Superst. A, ' Orcum invocare' together with Neptune and Diana

;

Superst. G, extr. fromVintler, 1. 83 :
' er hab den orken gesechen.' Beow. 224 has

orcneas, pi. of orcne.
2 Pentamerone, for the orco 1, 1. 1,5. 2,3. 3,10. 4,8. For the orca 2, 1.

2, 7. 4, 6. 5, 4.
3 Perrault's Petit poucet ; Kinderm. 1, 152. 179. 2, 350. 3, 410; Musams 1,

21 ; Danske viser 1, 220 ; Norske folkeeventyr, p. 35.
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Morolt 3924 says :
' ich smacke diutsche iserngewant/ coats

of mail (see Suppl.). The Ital. however has also an uom foresto,

Pulci's Morgante 5, 38.

The Gothic neut. slwhsl, by which Ulphilas renders SaifMovtov,

Matth. 8, 31. Lu. 8, 27 (only in margin; text reads unhul]>6).

1 Cor. 10, 20. 21, I am disposed to explain by supposing a sMhs,

gen. skohis, or rather skogs (the h being merely the g softened

before si). It would answer to the ON. skogr (silva) ; in all our

Gothic fragments the word for forest never occurs, so that in

addition to a vidus (p. 376) we may very well conjecture a skogs.

In Sweden the provincialisms skogsnerte, sJwgsnufva l are still

used ; suerte appears to contain snert gracilis, and snufva to

mean anhelans.2 Now if skohsl is wood-sprite,3 there may have

been associated with it, as with Satfxovcov, the idea of a higher

being:, semi-divine or even divine. When we call to mind the

sacred, inviolable trees inhabited by spirits (chap. XXI, and

Snperst. Swed. no. 110, Dan. no. 162), and the forest-worsliip of

the Germani in general (pp. 54-58. 97-8) ; we can understand

why wood-sprites in particular should be invested with a human

or divine rather than elvish nature.

Water-sprites exhibit the same double aspect. Wise-women,

valkyrs, appear on the wave as swans, they merge into prophetic

merwomen and merminnes (p. 434). Even Nerthns and dame

Holla bathe in lake or pool, and the way to Holla's abode is

through the well, Kinderm. 24. 79.

Hence to the general term holde or guoter hohle (genius, bonus

genius) is added a wazzerholde (p. 266), a brunnenJwlde (p. 268) ;

to the more general minni a meriminni and marmenniU (p. 433).

Other names, which explain themselves, are: MHG. wildiu

1 Linnaeus' s Gothlandske resa, p. 312. Faye, p. 42.
2 In 1298 TorkelKnutson founded on the Neva a stronghold against the Russians,

called Landskrona. An old folk-tale says, there was heard in the forest near the

rivi i a continual knocking, as of a stone-cutter. At last a peasant took courage and
penetrated into the forest ; there he found a wood-sprite hewing at a stone, who, on
being asked what that should mean, answered :

' this stone shall be the boundary

between the lands of the Swedes and Moskovites.' Forsell's Statistik von Schwe-

den, p. 1.
3 To make up anOHG. skuoh and skuohisal is doubtless yet more of a venture.

Our tcheuaal (monstrum), if it comes from scheuen (sciuhan), to shy at, has quite

another fundamental vowel ; it may however be a corruption. The only very old

form I know is the schusel given in the foot-note on p. 269. But the Vocab. of 1482

has scheuhe (larva).

VOL. II. E
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merkint, wildiu merwunder, Gudrun 1 09, 4. 112,3. wildez merwij),

Osw. 653. 673 ; Mod. HG. meerwunder, wassermann (Slav.

vodnik), seejungfer, nieerweib ; ON. Iiaf-fru, ces-kona, hafgygr, mar-

gijgr ; Dan. havmand, brondmand (man of the burn or spring),

Molb. Dial. p. 58 ; Swed. liafsman, hafsfru, and more particularly

stromkarl (river sprite or man). Wendish vodny muz, water man.

The notion of a water-king shews itself in waterconink, Melis

Stoke 2, 96. Certain elves or dwarfs are represented as water-

sprites : Andvari, son of Oin, in the shape of a pike inhabited

a fors, Ssem. 180-1 ; and Alfrikr, ace. to Vilk. saga, cap. 34,

haunted a river (see Suppl.).

The peculiar name of such a watersprite in OHG. was nihhus,

nichus, gen. nichuses, and by this term the glossists render croco-

dilus, Gl. mons. 332, 412. Jun. 270. Wirceb. 978 b
; the Physio-

logus makes it neuter : daz nihhus, Diut. 3, 25. Hoffm. Fundgr.

23. Later it becomes niches, Gl. Jun. 270. In AS. I find, with

change of s into r, a masc. nicor, pi. niceras, Beow. 838. 1144.

2854, by which are meant monstrous spirits living in the sea,

conf. nicorhus, Beow. 2822. This AS. form agrees with the M.

Nethl. nicker, pi. nickers, (Horae Belg. p. 119); Reinaert prose

MIIIIP has ' nickers ende wichteren'; necker (Neptunus), Diut.

2, 224b
. 'heft mi die necker bracht hier ? ' (has the devil brought

me here ?), Mone's Ndrl. volkslit. p. 140. The Mod. Nethl.

nikker means evil spirit, devil, f
alle nikkers uit de hel ;

' so the

Engl. ' old Nick.' We have retained the form with s, and the

original sense of a watersprite, a male nix and a female nixe, i.e.,

niks and nikse, though we also hear of a nickel and nickelmann.

In MHG. Conrad uses wassernixe in the sense of siren :
' heiz uns

leiten uz dem bade der vertanen (accursed) wasseruixen, daz uns

ir gedcene (din) iht schade ' (MS. 2, 200 1

').
1

The ON. nikr (gen. niks ?) is now thought to mean hippo-

potamus only ; the Swed. ndk, nek, and the Dan. nok, nok, nocke,

aanycke (Molb. Dial. p. 4) express exactly our watersprite, but

always a male one. The Danish form comes nearest to a Mid.

Lat. nocca, spectrum marinum in stagnis et fluviis ; the Finn.

1 Grypliius (mihi 743) has a rhyme :
' die wasserliiss auf erden mag nicht

so schone werdeu,' apparently meaning a water-wife or nixe. In Ziska's Ostr.

volksm. 54 a kind ivassemix, like dame Holla, bestows wishing-gifts on the
children.
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nakki, Esth. nek (watersprite) seera borrowed from the Swedish.

Some have brought into this connexion the much older neha

nehalennia (pp. 257, 419), I think without good reason: the

Latin organ had no occasion to put h for c, and where it does

have an h in German words (as Vahalis, Naharvali), we have no

business to suppose a tenuis ; besides, the images of Nehalennia

hardly indicate a river-goddess.

I think we have better reason for recognising the water-sprite

in a name of OSinn, who was occasionally conceived of as Nep-

tune (p. 148), and often appears as a sailor and ferryman in his

bark. The AS. Andreas describes in detail, how God Himself, in

the shape of a divine shipman escorts one over the sea ; in the

Legenda Aurea it is only an angel. OSinn, occording to Sn. 3, is

called Nikarr or Hnikarr, and Nikuz or Enikudr. In Seem. 46a
>
b

we read Hnikarr, Hnikuffr, and in 91 a 184a>
b Hnikarr again.

Nikarr would correspond to AS. Nieor, and Nikuz to OHG.

Nichus. Snorri's optional forms are remarkable, he must have

drawn them from sources which knew of both; the prefixing

of an aspirate may have been merely to humour the metre. Finn

Magnusen, p. 438, acutely remarks, that wherever OSinn is called

Hnikarr, he does appear as a sea-sprite and calms the waves.

For the rest, no nickar (like alfar and dvergar) are spoken of in

either Edda. Of the metamorphoses of the nickur (hippop.) the

ON. uses the expression " nykrat e'Sa finngalkat," Sn. 317 (see

Suppl.).

Plants and stones are named after the nix, as well as after

gods. The nyinphasa {vv^aia from vvfxjin) we still call ni,f-

blume as well as seeblume, seelilie, Swed. nackblad, Dan. nbk-

kibhnnster, nokkerose ; the conferva rupestris, Dan. nokkeskag

(nix-beard) ; the haliotis, a shellfish, Swed. ndckora (nix-ear) ;

the crumby tufa-stone, tophus, Swed. ndckebrod, the water-

sprite's bread. Finn, ndkinkenka (mya margaritifera) ndkin

waltikka (typha angustifolia) ; the Lausitz Wends call the blos-

soms or seedpods of certain reeds
c vodneho mvzha porsty,

potaczky [piorsty, perczatky ?], lohszy/ water-man's fingers or

gloves. We ourselves call the water-lily ivassenndnnlein, but

also mummel, milmmeh-hen, = miiemel, aunty, water-aunt, as the

merminne in the old lay is expressly addressed as Morolt's

'liebe muome/ and in Westphalia to this day ivatermome is a
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ghostly being; in Nib. 1479, 3 Siglint the one merwoinan says

of Hadburc the other :

Durch der waste liebe hat min muome dir gelogen,

'tis through love of raiment (weeds) mine aunt hath lied to thee;

these merwomen belong, as swan-maidens, to one sisterhood and

kindred (p. 428), and in Oswald 673-9 f ein ander merwip ' is

coupled with the first. Several lakes inhabited by nixes are

called mummelsee (Deut. sag. nos. 59. 331. Mone's Anz. 3, 92),

otherwise meumke-loch, e.g., in the Paschenburg of Schaumburg.

This explains the name of a little river Milmling in the Oden-

wald, though old docs, spell it Mimling. Mersprites are made to

favour particular pools and streams, e.g., the Saale, the Danube,

the Elbe,1 as the Romans believed in the bearded river-gods

of individual rivers; it may be that the name of the Neckar

(Nicarus) is immediately connected with our nicor, nechar (see

Snppl.).

Biorn gives nennir as another ON. name for hippopotamus,

it seems related to the name of the goddess Nanna (p. 310). 2

This nennir or nikur presents himself on the sea-shore as a hand-

some dapple-grey horse, and is to be recognised by his hoofs

looking the wrong way ; if any one mounts him, he plunges with

his prey into the deep. There is a way however to catch and

bridle him, and break him in for a time to work.3 A clever man
at Morland in Balms fastened an artfully contrived bridle on him,

so that he could not get away, and ploughed all his land with

him; but the bridle somehow coming loose, the 'neck' darted

like fire into the lake, and drew the harrow in after him. 4 In

the same way German legends tell of a great hulking black horse,

that had risen out of the sea, being put to the plough, and going

ahead at a mighty pace, till he dragged both plough and plough-

man over the cliff.
5 Out of a marsh called the ' taufe/ near

1 The Elbjungfer and Saalweiblein, Deut. sag. no. 60 ; the river-sprite in the
Oder, ibid. no. 62.

2 Muchar, in Norikum 2, 37, and in Gastein p. 145, mentions an Alpine
sprite Donanadel ; does nadel here stand for nandel ? A misprint for madel (girl)

is scarcely conceivable.
3 Landnamabok, 2, 10 (Islend. sog. 1, 74). Olafsen's Eeise igiennem Island,

1, 55. Sv. vis. 3, 128.
4 P. Kalm's Westgota och Bahuslandska resa, 1742, p. 200.
5 Letzner's Dasselsche chronik 5, 13.
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Scheuen in Lower Saxony, a wild bull comes up at certain times,

and goes with the cows of the herd (Harry's Sagen, p. 79).

When a thunderstorm is brewing, a great horse with enormous

hoofs will appear on the water (Faye, p. 55). It is the vulgar

belief in Norway, that whenever people at sea go down, a

soedrouen (sea sprite) shews himself in the shape of a headless

old man (Sommerfelt, Saltdalens priistegjeld, Trondhjem 1827, p.

119). In the Highlands of Scotland a water-sprite in the shape

of a horse is known by the name of water-kelpie (see Suppl.).

Water-sprites have many things in common with mountain-

sprites, but also some peculiar to themselves. The males, like

those of the schrat kind, come up singly rather than in companies.

The water man is commonly represented as oldish and with a

long beard, like the Roman demigod out of whose urn the river

spouts; often he is many-headed (conf. p. 387), Faye p. 51. In

a Danish folk-song the nokke lifts his beard aloft (conf. Svenska

visor 3, 127. 133), he wears a green hat, and when he grins you

see his green teeth (Deut. sag. no. 52). He has at times the

figure of a wild bog with shaggy hair, or else with yellow curls

and a red cap on his head. 1 The niikki of the Finns is said to

have iron teeth. 2 The nixe (fem.), like the Romance fay and our

own wise-women, is to be seen sitting in the sun, combing her

long hair (Svenska vis. 3, 148), or emerging from the waves with

the upper half of her body, which is exceedingly beautiful. The

lower part, as with sirens, is said to consist of a fish-like tail

;

but this feature is not essential, aud most likely not truly

Teutonic, for we never hear of a tailed nix,3 and even the nixe,

when she comes on shore among men, is shaped and attired like

the daughters of men, being recognised only by the wet skirt of

1 The small size is implied in the popular rhyme : ' Nix in der grube (pit), du
bist eiu boser bube (bad boy) ; wasch dir deine beinchen (little legs) mit rothen

ziegelsteinchen (red brick).'
2 On the grass by the shore a girl is seized by a pretty boy wearing a handsome

peasant's belt, aud is forced to scratch his head for him. While she is doing so, he
slips a girdle round her unperceived, and chains her to himself ; the continued
friction, however, sends him to sleep. In the meantime a woman comes up, and
asks the girl what she is about. She tells her, and, while talking, releases herself

from the girdle. The boy was more sound asleep than ever, and his lips stood

pretty wide apart ; then the woman, coming up closer, cried out :
' why, that's a

neck, look at his fish's teeth !
' In a moment the neck was gone (Etwas iiber die

Ehsten, p. 51).
3 But we do of nixes shaped like men above and like horses below ; one water-

sprite takes his name from his slit ears, Deut. sag. no. 63.
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her dress, the wet tips of her apron.1 Here is another point of

contact with swan-maidens, whose swan-foot betrays them : and

as they have their veils and clothes taken from them, the nixe

too is embarrassed by the removal and detention of her gloves

in dancing (Deut. sag. nos. 58. 60). Among the Wends the

water-man appears in a linen smockfrock with the bottom of its

shirt wet ; if in buying up grain he pays more than the market

price, a dearth follows, and if he buys cheaper than others, prices

fall (Lausitz. monatschr. 1797, p. 750). The Russians name

their water-nymphs rusdlki: fair maidens with green or gar-

landed hair, combing themselves on the meadow by the waterside,

and bathing in lake or river. They are seen chiefly on Whit-

sunday and in Whitsun-week, when the people with dance and

song plait garlands in their honour and throw them into the

water. The custom is connected with the German river-worship

on St. John's day. Whitsun-week itself was called by the

Russians rusaldnaya, in Boh. rusadla, and even in Wallachian

rusalie.2

Dancing, song and music are the delight of all water-sprites, as

they are of elves (p. 470). Like the sirens, the nixe by her

song draws listening youth to herself, and then into the deep.

So Hylas was drawn into the water by the nymphs (Apollod.

i. 9, 19. Apollon. rhod. 1, 131). At evening up come the dam-

sels from the lake, to take part in the human dance, and to visit

their lovers.3 In Sweden they tell of the stromkarVs alluring

enchanting strain : the strornkarls-lag (-lay) is said to have

eleven variations, but to only ten of them may you dance,

the eleventh belongs to the night-spirit and his band; begin

1 In Olaf the Saint's saga (Fornm. sog. 4, 56. 5, 162) a margygr is pictured as a

beautiful woman, from the girdle downward ending in a fish, lulling men to sleep

with her sweet song ; evidently modelled on the Roman siren. Pretty stories of

nixes are told in Jul. Schmidt's Reichenfels, p. 150 (where the word docken= dolls,

puppets) and 151. Water-wives when in labour send for human assistance, like

she-dwarfs (p. 457). ' They spake at Dr. M. L.'s table of spectra and of changelings,

then did Mistress Luther, his goodwife, tell an history, how a midwife at a place

was fetched away by the devil to one in childbed, with whom the devil had to do,

and that lived in a hole in the water in the Mulda, and the water hurt her not at

all, but in the hole she sat as in a fair chamber.' Table-talk 1571. 440b.

2 Schafarik in the Casopis cesk. mus. 7, 259 his furnished a full dissertation on

the rusalky [from rusy, blond ; but there is also ruslo, river's bed, deepest part]

.

3 Hebel doubtless founds on popular tradition when (p. 281) he makes the

' jungfere usem see ' roam through the fields at midnight, probably like the roggen-

muhme to make them fruitful. Other stories of the meerweiblein in Mone's Anz. 8,

178, and Bechstein's Thiir. sagen 3, 236.
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to play that, and tables and benches, cup and can, gray-beards-

and grandmothers, blind and lame, even babes in the cradle

would be«-in to dance. 1 This melodious stromkarl loves to linger

by mills and waterfalls (conf. Andvari, p. 488). Hence his

Norwegian name fossegrim (fos, Swed. and ON. fors, waterfall).

On p. 52 it was cited as a remnant of heathen sacrifices, that to

this demonic being people offered a black lamb, and were taught

music by him in return. The fossegrim too on calm dark

evenings entices men by his music, and instructs in the fiddle

or other stringed instrument any one who will on a Thursday

evening, with his head turned away, offer him a little white he-goat

and throw it into a ' forse ' that falls northwards (supra, p. 34)

.

If the victim is lean, the pupil gets no farther than the tuning of

the fiddle ; if fat, the fossegrim clutches hold of the player's right

hand, and guides it up and down till the blood starts out of all

his finger-tips, then the pupil is perfect in his art, and can play

so that the trees shall dance and torrents in their fall stand still

(see Suppl.). 2

Although Christianity forbids such offerings, and pronounces

the old water-sprites diabolic beings, yet the common people

retain a certain awe and reverence, and have not quite given up

all faith in their power and influence : accursed beings they

are, but they may some day become partakers of salvation. This

is the drift of the touching account, how the stromkarl or neck

wants you not only to sacrifice to him in return for musical

instruction, but to promise him resurrection and redemption. 3.

Two boys were playing by the riverside, the neck sat there

touching his harp, and the children cried to him :

f What do you

sit and play here for, neck ? you know you will never be saved/

The neck began to weep bitterly, threw his harp away, and sank

to the bottom. When the boys got home, they told their father

1 Arndt's Eeise nach Schweden 4, 241 ; similar dances spoken of in Herrauds-

saga, cap. 11. pp. 49—52.
2 Faye p. 57. Conf. Thiele 1, 135 on the kirkegrim.
3 Odman's Babusliin, p. 80 : Om spelemiin i hogar ok forsar liar man ok

atskilliga sagor ; for 15 ar tilbacka bar man bar uti hdgen under Giiren i Tanums

gall belagit hort spela som the baste musicanter. Then som har viol ok vill Era

spela, blir i ognableket lard, allenast ban lofvar vpstdndelse ;
en som ej lofte thet,

tick bora bum the i hogen slogo sonder sina violcr ok greto bitterliga. (He that has

a fiddle and will learn to play, becomes in a moment learned, only he promises

resurrection ; one who promised not that, did hear how they in the hill beat

asunder their fiddles and wept bitterly.)
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what had happened. The father, who was a priest, said f you

have sinned against the neck, go back, comfort him and tell him

he may be saved/ When they returned to the river, the neck

sat on the bank weeping and wailing. The children said :
' Do

not cry so, poor neck, father says that your Redeemer liveth too/

Then the neck joyfully took his harp, and played charmingly till

long after sunset. 1 I do not know that anywhere in our legends

it is so pointedly expressed, how badly the heathen stand in need

of the Christian religion, and how mildly it ought to meet

them. But the harsh and the compassionate epithets bestowed

on the nixes seem to turn chiefly upon their unblessedness, their

damnation. 2

But beside the freewill offering for instruction in his art, the

nix also exacted cruel and compulsory sacrifices, of which the

memory is preserved in nearly all popular tradition. To this day,

when people are drowned in a river, it is common to say :
' the

river-sprite demands his yearly victim/ which is usually 'an

innocent child.' 3 This points to actual human sacrifices offered

to the nichus in far-off heathen times. To the nix of the Diemel

they throw bread and fruit once a year (see Suppl.).

On the whole there runs through the stories of water-sprites a

vein of cruelty and bloodthirstiness, which is not easily found among

daamons of mountains, woods and homes. The nix not only kills

human beings who fall into his clutches, but wreaks a bloody

vengeance on his own folk who have come on shore, mingled

with men, and then gone back. A girl had passed fifteen years

in the sea-wife's house (i haf-fruns gard), and never seen the sun

all that time. At last her brother ventures down, and brings

his beloved sister safely back to the upper world. The hafstru

waited her return seven years, then seized her staff, and lashing

the water till it splashed up high, she cried :

1 Sv. visor 3, 128. Ir. Elfenm. p. 24; similar Irish, Scotch, and Danish tra-

ditions, pp. 200-2. Conf. Thiele 4, 14. Holberg's Julestue sc. 12 :
' Nisser og

underjorske folk, drive store fester bort med klagen og hylen, eftersom de ingen del

har derudi ' (because they have no part therein).
2

' Vertane wassernixe,' fordone, done for (p. 488) ;
' den fula stygga necken,'

Sv. vis. 3, 147 ;
' den usle havfrue, usle marernind,' ' den arme niareviv,' ' du fide

og lede spaaqvinde !
' Danske visor 1, 110. 119. 125. Holberg's Melampus 3, 7

cites a Danish superstition :
' naar en tisker ligger hos sin fiskerinde paa soen,

saa foder hun en havfrue.'
3 Deut. sag., nos. 61. 62. Faye, p. 51. The Kiver Saale yearly demands her

victim on Walburgis or St. John's day, and on those days people avoid the river.
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Hade jag trott att du varit sa falsk,

Sa skulle jag kuackt dig din tiufvekals !

(bad I trowed thou wert so false, I'd have nicked thy thievish

neck), Arvidsson 2, 320-3. If the sea-maidens have stayed too

long at the dance, if the captive Christian have born a child to

the nix, if the water-man's child is slow in obeying his call, one

sees a, jet of blood shoot up from the water's bed in sign of the

vengeful deed. 1 As a rule, there was likewise a favourable sign

1 Deut. sag., nos. 49. 58-9. 60. 304-6. 318, 1. Here I give another Westphalian

legend, written down for me by Hr Seitz, of Osnabriick : Donken von den smelt

upjm Darmssen. Dicbte bei Brauruske liggt en liitken see, de Darmssen ; do stond

vorr aulen tien (olden tide) en klauster ane. de nhonke aber in den klauster liabeden

nig na Goddes willen ; drumrne gonk et unner. Nig lange na hiar horden de buren

in der nauberskup, in Epe, olle nacbte en kloppen un liarmen bi den Darmssen, osse

wenn me upn ambold slet, und wecke Kie seigen wott (some folk saw somewhat)
midden up den Darmssen. Se sgeppeden drup to ; da was et n smett, de bet ant lif

(bis an's leib) inn ivater seit, mitn hamer in de fust, d&mit weis he jiimmer up den

ambold, un bedudde (bedeutete) de buren, dat se em wot to smien bringen sollen.

Sit der tit brochten em de liie ut der burskup jiimmer isen to smien (iron to forge),

un ninminske badde so goe plogisen (good ploughshares) osse de Eper. Ens wol

Koatman to Epe ret (reed) ut den Darmssen halen, do feind he n liitk kind annen
bwer, dat was ruw upn ganssen liwe* Do sgreggede de smett: 'nimmmi meinen

suennen nig weg

!

' aber Koatman neim dat kind inn back full, un lop dermit na
huse. Sit der tit was de smett nig mehr to sehn or to boren. Koatman farde

(futterte) den ruwwen up, un de word sin beste un flitigste knecht. Osse he aber

twintig jar ault wor, sia he to sinen buren :
' bur, ik mot von ju gaun, min vdr het

mi ropen.' ' Dat spit mi je,' sia de bur, ' gift et derm gar nin middel, dat du bi mi
bliwen kannst ? ' 'Ik will es (mal) sehn,' sia dat waterkind, ' gat erst es (mal) no
Braumske un halt mi en niggen djangen (degn) ; mer ji injot do forr giebn wot de

kaujjmann hebben will, un jau niks afhanneln.' De bur gonk no Braumske un
kofde en djangn, hannelde aber doch wot af. Nu gongen se to haupe no'n Darmssen,

do sia de ruwwe : 'Nu passt upp, wenn ik int water slae un et kiimmt blot, dann
mot ik weg, kiimmt wjalke, dann darf ik bi ju bliwwen.' He slog int water, da

kwanmi kene mjalke un auk ken blod. gans iargerlik sprak de ruwwe :
' jihebt mi

wot wis maket, un wot afhannelt, doriimme kommt ken blod un kene mjalke. spot

ju, un kaupet in Braumske en annern djangn.' De bur gong weg un kweiin wir
;

aber erst dat driidde mal brachte he en djangen, wa he niks an awwehannelt hadde.

Osse de ruwwe da mit int water slog, do was et so raut osse blod, de ruwwe stortede

sik in den Darmssen, un ninminske hef en wier sehn. [Epitome :

—

The smith in

Darmssen lake. Once a monastery there; bad monks, put down. Peasants at Epe
heard a hammering every night, rowed to middle of lake, found a smith sitting

up to Ids waist in water; he made them signs to bring him work, they did so

constantly, and the Epe ploughshares were the best in the country. Once farmer

Koatman found a child on the bank, all over hairy. Smith cried, 'don't take my
son ' ; but K. did, and reared him. Smith never seen again. The Shaggy one, when
aged 20, said, 'I must go, father has called me.'—' Can't you stay anyhow?'—
' Well, I'll see

;
go buy me a new sword, give the price asked, don't beat down.' K.

bought one, but cheapened. They go to the Darmssen ; says Shag, ' Watch, when
I strike the water ; if blood comes, I mustgo, if milk, I may stay.' But neither came:
' You've cheapened ! go buy another sword.' K. cheapened again, but the third time

he did not. Shag struck the water, it was red as blood, and be plunged into the

Darmssen.] The same sign, of milk or blood coming up, occurs in another folk-

tale, which makes the water-nymphs into white-veiled nuns, Mone'a Anz. 3, 93.

* So in Casp. von der Bon, pp. 224-5 the meerwunder is called 'der rauhe, der

rauc/tt'.' Conf. supra, pp. 481. 491.
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agreed upon (a jet of milk, a plate with an apple) , but withheld

in such a case as this.

And here is the place to take up Grendel again, whom we

likened (p. 243) to the malicious god Loki, though Loki, even

apai't from that, seemed related to Oegir. Grendel is cruel and

bloodthirsty : when he climbs out of his marsh at night, and

reaches the hall of the sleeping heroes, he clutches one and drinks

the blood out of another (Beow. 1478). His mother is called a

merewif (8037), brimwylf (she-wolf of the breakers, 3197), and

grundwyrgen (3036) which means the same thing (from wearg,

lupus, comes wyrgen, lupa). This pair, Grendel and mother, have

a water-house, which is described (3027 seq.) almost exactly as

we should imagine the Norse Oegir's dwelling, where the gods

were feasted : indoors the water is excluded by walls, and there

burns a pale light (3033).
1 Thus more than one feature leads on

to higher beings, transcending mere watersprites (see Suppl.).

The notion of the nix drawing to him those who are drowning

has its milder aspect too, and that still a heathen one. We saw

on p. 311 that drowned men go to the goddess Ban; the popular

belief of later times is that they are received into the abode of the

nix or nixe. It is not the river-sprite kills those who sink in the

element of water ; kindly and compassionately he bears them to

his dwelling, and harbours their souls.2 The word ran seems to

have had a more comprehensive meaning at first :
' mgela rein ok

regin ' was to invoke all that is bad, all evil spirits, upon one. It

has occurred to me, whether the unexplained Swed. rd in the

compounds sjora (nix), skogsrd (schrat), tomtva (homesprite), which

some believe to be ra, angulus, or a contraction of radande, may

not have sprung from this ran, as the Scandinavian tongue is so

fond of dropping a final n. Dame Wdcldlt too (p. 434) is a

succouring harbouring water-wife. The water man, like Hel and

Ran, keeps with him the souls of them that have perished in the

water, ' in pots turned upside down/ to use the naive language of

one story (no. 52) ; but a peasant visiting him tilts them up, and

in a moment the souls all mount up through the water. Of the

i Conf. the dolphin's house in Musiius's marchen of the Three Sisters.

2 Probably there were stories also of helpful succouring river-gods, such as the

Greeks and Romans told of Thetis, of Ino-Leucothea (Od. 5, 333-353), Albunea,

Matuta.
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drowned they say f the nix has drawn them to him/ or 'has sucked

them/ because bodies found in the water have the nose red. 1

' Juxta pontem Mosellae quidam puerulus naviculam excidens

submersus est. quod videns quidam juvenis vestibus abjectis aquae

insilivit, et inventum extrahere volens, maligno spiritu retrahente,

quern Neptunum vocant, semel et secundo perdidit; tertio cum

nomen apostoli invocasset, mortuum recepit.' Miracula S. Mat-

thiae, cap. 43. Pez, Thes. anecd. 2, 3, pag. 26. Rollenhagen in

the Froschmeuseler (Nn IP) :

' das er

elend im wasser wer gestorben,

da die seel mit dem leib verdorben,

oder beim geist blieb, der immer frech

den ersofnen die Jiels abbrech.'

(that he had died miserably in the water, and his soul had per-

ished with the body, or abode with the spirit that ever without

ado breaketh the necks of the drowned). The Swedish supersti-

tion supposes that drowned men whose bodies are not found have

been drawn into the dwelling of the lutfsfru (Sv. vis. 3, 148).

In some German fairy-tales (no. 79) children who fall into the

well come under the power of the water-nixe ; like dame Holla,

she gives them tangled flax to spin.

Faye. p. 51, quotes a Norwegian charm, to be repeated on the

water against the nix :

vyh, nyTc, naal i vatn !

jomfru Maria kastet staal i vatn

:

du siik, iik flyt. 3

(nick, nick, needle in water ! Virgin casteth steel in water.

Thou sink, and I flee). A similar one for bathers is given in

Superst. Swed. no. 71 [with the addition :
' thy father was a

steel-thief, thy mother was a needle-thief/ etc.] . Steel stops a

spirit's power to act upon you (supra, p. 466-7 n.).

A sepulchral cry of the nix, similar to death groans, is said to

portend drowning (Faye, p. 51). Some very old writings ascribe

1 Dan. ' nokken bar taget ham,' ' nokken har suet dem,' Tullin's Skrifter 2, 13.

- So Brynhildr calls out at last to the giantess : 'seykstu, gvgjar kyu !
' Sam.

229*.
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to watersprites in general wailing voices and doleful speeches, that

resound from lakes and pools : they tell each other of their

baffled schemes, or how they have to vacate the land before the

christians. Gregory of Tours, in De glor. confess, cap. 31, re-

members an incident of his young days ' apud Arvernos gestum/

A man setting out early to the forest has his morning meal

blessed before he takes it : Cumque ad amnem adhuc ante-

lucanum venisset, imposito plaustro cum bobus in ponte qui

super navem locatus erat, alterum transmeare coepit in littus.

Verum ubi in medium amnis devenit, audivit vocem dicentis

' merge, merge, ne moreris !' Cui respondens vox alia ait :
' sine

tua etiam admonitione quae proclamas fecissem, si res sacra meis

conatibus non obstaret; nam scias eum eulogiis sacerdotis esse

muuitum, ideo ei nocere non possum ' (see Suppl.)—In the

Vita Godehardi Hildesiensis (first quarter of 11th cent.), cap. 4

(Leibn. 1, 492), we read: Erat etiam in orientali parte civitatis

nostrae (Hildenes-hem) pains horrified et circummanentibus

omnino plurali formidine invisa, eo quod ibi, ut opinabantur, tarn

meridiano quam et nocturno tempore illusiones quasdam horri-

biles vel audireut vel viderent, quae (sc. palus) a fonte salsuginis

quae ibidem in medio bulliebat Suiza dicitur. Qua ille (Gode-

hardus) spectata, et illusione etiam phantastica, qua bruta plebs

terrebatur, audita, eandem paludem secundo sui adventus anno

cum cruce et reliquiis sanctorum invasit, et habitationem suam

ibidem aptavit, et in medio periculo oratorium in honorem S.

Bartholomaei apostoli fundavit, quo sequenti anno consummato et

dedicato, omne daemonum phantasma (conf. p. 482) exinde fundi-

tus extirpavit, et eundem locum omnibus commorantibus vel

advenientibus gratum et sine qualibet tentatione habitabilem

reddidit.—My third quotation is a continuation of that given

on p. 108 from the Vita S. Galli (Pertz 2, 7) : Volvente deinceps

cursu temporis electus Dei Gall us retia lymphae laxabat in silentio

noctis, sed inter ea audivit demonem de culmine montis pari suo

clamantem, qui erat in abditis maris. Quo respondente ' adsum/

montanus econtra : 'Surge' inquit f in adjutoinum mihi. Ecce

peregrini venerunt, qui me de templo ejecerunt (nam deos con-

terebaut quos incolae isti colebant, insuper et eos ad se conver-

tebant) ; veni, veni, adjuva nos expellere eos de terris.' Marinus

demon respondit

:
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' En unus eorum est in pel a go,

cui nunquarn nocere potero,

volui enim retia sua ledere,

sed me victum proba lugere :

signo orationis est semper clausus,

nee umquam somno oppressus.'

Electus vero Gallus haec audiens munivit se undiqne signaculo

Christi, dixitque ad eos :

1 In nomine Jesu Christ! praecipio vobis,

ut de locis istis recedatis,

nee aliquem hie ledere presumatis !

'

et cum festinatione ad littus rediit, atque abbati suo quae audierat

recitavit. 1 Quod vir Dei Columbanus audiens, convocavit fratres

in ecclesiam, solitum signum tangens. O mira dementia diaboli

!

voces servorum Dei praeripuit vox fantasmatica, cum hejulatus

atque ululatus dirce vocis audiebatur per cuhnina.—Read further

on (2, 9) the story of two lake-women who stand naked on the

shore and throw stones. Everywhere we see the preachers con-

front the pagan daemons with cross and holy spell, as something

real ; the mournful howl of the spirits yields to the ringing of

bells. Gods and spirits are not distinguished : the god cast out

of the temple, whose image has been broken, is the elf or nix

meditating revenge. It is remarkable, too, that mountain and

water sprites are set before us as fellows (pares) ; in folk-tales of

a later time their affinity to each other seems abundantly estab-

lished.

We have now considered genii of mountains, of woods and of

rivers ; it remains to review the large and variously named group

of the friendly familiar Home-sprites.

They of all sprites stand nearest to man, because they come

and seek his fellowship, they take up their abode under his very

roof or on his premises.

Again, it is a feature to be marked in home-sprites, that they

are purely male, never female ; there appears a certain absence

of sex in their very idea, and if any female beings approach this

1 Conf. the conversations of trolls overheard by two of St. Olaf's men, Foinm.
sog. 1, 185-188.
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goblin kind, it is former goddesses who have come down in the

world. 1

What the Romans called lar,*2 lar familiaris (see the prologue

to Plautus's Aulularia) and penas, is named in our older speech

husing or stetigot (genius loci) ; conf. ' husinga (penates) ' in Not-

ker's Capella 51. In Cap. 142 N. renders lares by ' ingoumen

(hiusero aide burgo)'; the literal meaning of ingoumo would be

guard of the interior. In Cap. 50 he uses ingeside for penates, i.e.

our ingesinde, inmates, domestics; the form continued to be used

inMHG. : daz liebeheilige ingeside, Rol. 115, 1. 226, 18. Simi-

larly the Span, duende, duendecillo (goblin) seems derivable from

domus, dueiio is house-owner (dominus, distinct from don, p. 299

note), and duendo domestic, retired. The ON. toft, Swed. tomt,

means area, domus vacua, and the home-sprite's name is in Swed.

tomtekarl, tomtegubbe (old fellow on the premises), tomtra, tomte-

biss, som styr i kiillrars rike (Hallman, p. 73) : Norw. tomtevatte,

toftvatte. Another ON. name is skurgocf, p. 112. We can trace

in them a peculiar connexion with the hearth of the house ; they

often come out from under it (p. 456 n.), it seems to be the door, as

it were, to their subterranean dwelling : they are strictly hearth-

gods. Here and there in Germany we also meet with the name

gesell, fellow (supra, p. 464, selle, selke), gutgesell, nachbar, lieber

nachbar, in the Netherlands goede hind (Horae Belg. 119), in

England goodfellow, in Denmark god dreng, good boy, Mare

qranne, dear neighbour, (conf. bona socia, p. 283-8, and guote

holde, p. 266). The Eng. puck we may indeed connect with the

Ir. phuka, Wei. pwcca, 9, but with more justice perhaps with the

Dan. pog (lad), which is simply the Swed. pojke, ON. puki (puer),

and comes from Finn, poica (filius) ; in Lower Germany too they

say pook for a puny stunted man (Brem. wb. 3, 349). Heim-

reich's Nordfries. chron. 2, 348 has huspuke (see Suppl.).

From the 13th century (and possibly earlier, if only we had

authorities) i down to the present time the name kobold has been

1 Holla, Berhta, Werra, Stemjic. Female are the Gr. Mop/j.u> and Aa/xla, the

Bom. Lamia, Mania, Maniola. The Poles too have a fern. Omacnica :
' Aniculae

vetant pueros edere in tenebris, ne spectrum hoc devorent, quod eos insatiabiles

reddat,' Linde sub v. ' omacac,' to burden. OHG. agenggun lamiae,iGraff 1, 132.

- Larva (spectre, daemon) is conn, with lar, as arvum, arvus with arare. The

Monachus Sangall. calls the pilosus (p. 481) larva.

3 Croker's Fairy legends 3, 230-2. 262.

4 ' Ace. to Falke, a Koboltesdorp (ann. 9-46), Trad. corv. ; Adalpertus chobolU

kobolt (ann. 1185), MB. 27, 36. 42.' Extr. from Suppl.
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in use. A doc. of 1250 in Bohmer's Cod. francof. 1, 83 lias a

' Heinricus dictus Coboldus.' Even before that date coboldus

occurs (Zeitschr. des Hess, vereins 3, 64). Conrad of Wurzbnrg,

MS. 2, 206% has: 'inir ist ein loser hoveschalk als ein kobolt

von buhse/ no better than a k. of boxwood ; and the Misnaere

(Amgb. 48a
) :

c we den kobolden, die alsus erstummen (are so

struck dumb) ! mir ist ein holzin (wooden) bischof vil lieber

dan ein stummer herre.' The notions of kobold, dwarf, thumb-

kin, piqipet, idol largely run into one another (conf. supra, malik,

p. 104 note). It seems, they used to carve little home-sprites

of boxwood and set them up in the room for fun, as even now
wooden nutcrackers and other mere playthings are cut in the

shape of a dwarf or idol ; yet the practice may have had to do

with an old heathen worship of small lares, to whom a place was

assigned in the innermost part of the dwelling ; in time the

earnest would turn into sport, and even christian sentiment tole-

rate the retention of an old custom. 1 They must also have tied

rags and shreds into dolls, and set them up. The dumb wooden

kobold is kept in countenance by the ' wooden bishop 7 mentioned

immediately after by the Misnsere.2 In the oft-quoted poem of

Eiiediger we find (17
d of the Konigsb.MS.) 'in koboldes sprache/

[i.e., speaking low] . In Altd. w. 2, 55 ' einen kobold von wahse

machen,' one of wax. Hoffmann's Fundgruben give us in the

Glossary 386, from a Vocab. of the 14th century, opold for

kopold. Hugo von Trimberg has several allusions to kobolds :

line 5064, f und lern einander goukelspil, unter des mantel er

kobolte mache, der (whereat) manic man tougen (secretly) mit im

lache ' ; 5576, ' der male ein andern kobolt dar, der ungessen bi

im sitze ' ; 10277, ' einer siht den andern an, als kobolt hern tater-

man' ; 10843, ' ir abgot (the heathens' gods), als ich gelesen

han, daz waren kobolt und taterman' ; 11527, 'Got mohte wol

lachen, solte ez sin, wan sine tatermennelin (same in Roth's

Fragment, p. 65) so wunderlich uf erden leben,' God might

laugh to see his little mannikins behave so strangely. Jugglers

1 One ought to search out the age and design of the various gear that is set out
(as mere ornament this long while) on shelves and tables ; from this and from
long-established moulds for pastry, we may arrive at some conclusions about the
heathen custom of carving or ' doughing ' idols (conf. pp. 15. 105. 112. 114) : teig

(dough) including any soft substance, clay, wax or tlour-paste.
2 On • papa salignus ' conf. Reinh. p. xciv.
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bring kobolds out from under their cloak, kobolds are painted

on the wall, the heathen gods wei*e nothing but kobolds and

tatermen, to stare at each other like kobold and taterman,

all through, the kobold appears as the tiny tricky home-sprite.

In writers of the 17th century I find the remarkable phrase ' to

laugh like a kobold,' Ettner's Unwiird. doct. p. 340, and App. p.

53 ;
' you laugh as though you'd empty yourself, like a kobolt'

Eeimdich p. 149. This must either mean, to laugh with mouth

agape, like a carved kobold, who may have been so represented,

or simply to laugh loud and heartily. 1 Again, c to laugh like a

hampelmann,' Deutschfranzos p. 274; f ho, ho, ho! the loud

laugh of Robin Goodfellow/ Anecd. and Trad., ed. by W. J.

Thorns, Lond. 1839, p. 115. In the poem of Zeno 867. 1027

this daemonic laughter is expressed by skraken (Brem. wb. 4,

686 schrachtern). Schweinichen 1, 260 tells of an unquiet spirit

laughing loud and shrill ; it may be a laugh of mirth or mockery.

In the Netherlands too we find at an early time the form

konbout (pi. coubouten, Horae Belg. 1, 119) ; now kabout, and in

Belgium kabot, kabotermanneken? The Scandinavian languages

have not the word.

It is a foreign word, sprung no doubt from the Gr. rcoftaXos

(rogue), Lat. cobalus,3 with a t added, as our language is partial

to forms in -olt for monstrous and ghostly beings. From cobalus,

in Mid. Lat. already gobelinus, the Fr. has formed its gobelin,

whence the Engl, goblin, strengthened into hobgoblin. Hanka's

O. Boh. glosses render 79b gitulius (getulius, gaetulius) by kobolt,

and directly after, aplinus (1. alpinus, i.e. alphinus, the 'fool*

or queen in chess) by tatrman : here are kobolt and tatrman

together, just as we saw them staring at each other in the

Renner; hence also the Cod. pal. 311, 126c speaks of l einen

taterman malen/ painting a t., and the Wahtelmaere 140 of

guiding him with strings, ' rihtet zuo mit den sniieren die tater-

1 ' Hlabtar Uscutitaz,'
1 laughed till he shook, K. 24\ Notk. Cap. 33 has :

' taz

lahter scutta sia ; Petronius, cap. 24, ' risu dissolvebat ilia sua'; Reinardus 3,

1929, ' cachimius viscera fissurus'; or, as we say, to split with laughing, laugh

yourself double, short and small, to pieces, to a holzlin (Gryphius p. m. 877), brown,

out of your senses ;
' einen schiibel voll lachen '

;
perish, die with laughing, MHG.

' man swindet under lachen,' Ben. 330. A Breton song in Villemarque 1, 39 speaks

of the loud laugh of the korred (see Suppl.).
2 Schayes sur les usages et traditions des Beiges. Louvain 1834, p. 230.

» Lobeck's Aglaoph. 1308-1328.
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marine 3
(supra, p. 410 g.). To explain this taterman by the

Engl, tatter has some plausibility, but then our HG. ought

to have had zaterman (conf. OHG. zata, zatar, Graff 5, 632-3,

with AS. tasttera, panniculus). The glossist above may have

meant by gaetulius an African savage, by alpinus a Tartar (MHG.

tater, tateler), or still better, a fool; 1 the word taterman occurs

in other 0. Boh. documents besides, and signifies doll and idol

(Jungmann 3, 554b
)

; foreign to all other Slavic dialects, it seems

borrowed from German. 2 Its proper meauing can only be re-

vealed by a fuller insight into the history of puppet-shows. Per-

haps the Hung, tatos (juggler) has a claim to consideration. 3

Several MSS. however and the first printed edition of the

Renner have not taterman at all, but katerman (Cod. francof.

164b reads verse 10843 kobiilde unde katirman), which is not

altogether to be rejected, and at lowest offers a correct secondary

sense. Katerman, derived from kater (tom-cat), may be com-

pared with heinzelman, hinzelman, hinzemdnnchen, the name of

a home-sprite,4 with Winze the cat in Reineke, and the wood-

sprite Katzenveit (p. 480) . The puss-in-boots of the fairy-tale plays

exactly the part of a good-natured helpful kobold ; another one

is called stiefel (boot, Deut. sag. no. 77), because he wears a

large boot : by the boot, I suppose, are indicated the gefeite

schuhe (fairy shoes) of older legend, with which one could travel

faster on the ground, and perhaps through the air ; such are the

league-boots of fairy-tales and the winged shoes of Hermes. The

name of Ileinze is borne by a mountain-sprite in the Frosch-

meuseler. Heinze is a dimin. of Heinrich, just as in Lower

Germany another noisy ghost is called Chimke, dimin. of Joachim

(conf. 'dat gimken,' Brem. wb. 5, 379) : the story of Chimmeken

1 There is in the kobold's character an unmistakable similarity to the witty

court-fool ; hence I feel it significant, that one described in Schweinichen 1, 2(50-2

expressly carries a bawble. The Engl, hobgoblin means the same as cloumgoblin

(Nares sub v. hob).
2 Hanusch (Slav. myth. 299) takes the taterman (he says, hasterman also occurs)

for a water-sprite.
3 ' In Tyrol tatterman— scarecrow, coward, kobold, from tattern, zittern, to quake,

skedaddle ; Frommann 2, 327. Leoprechting p. 177 says, tattern to frighten
;
at

Gratz in Styria, the night before solstice, tattermann, a bugbear, is carried round

and set on fire in memory of extirpated heatbenism.'—Extr. from Suppl.
4 Deut. sag. no. 75 ; the story is 100 years later than the composition of the

Eeineke. Hinzelmann leaves a dint in the bed, as if a cat had lain in it. Luther's

Table-talk (ed. 1571, p. l-H") had previously related the like concerning a spirit

Heinzlin.

VOL. II. F
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(of about 1327) is to be found in Kantzow's Pomerania 1, 333.

The similar and equally Low-German name WolterJcen seems

to have a wider circulation. Samuel Meiger in his Panurgia

lamiarum (Hamb. 1587. 4), bok 3 cap. 2, treats ' van den laribus

domesticis edder husknechtkens, de men ok Wolterken unde

Chimken an etliken orden nomet^ These Wolterkens are also

mentioned by Arnkiel (Cimbr. heidenth. 1, 49) ; in the Nether-

lands they are called Wouters, Wouterken, and Tuinman 2, 201

has a proverb ' 't is een wilde Wouter,' though incorrectly he

refers it to wout (silva). Wouter, Wolter is nothing but the

human proper name Walter bestowed on a home-sprite. It is

quite of a piece with the familiar intercourse between these spirits

and mankind, that, beside the usual appellatives, certain proper

names should be given them, the diminutives of Henry, Joachim,

Walter. Not otherwise do I understand the Robin and Nisse?i in

the wonted names for the English and Danish goblins Robin

goodfellow and Nissen god dreng. Robin is a French-English

form of the name Robert, OHG. Hruodperaht, MHG. Ruotperht,

our Ruprecht, Rupert, Ruppert ; and Robin fellow is the same

home-sprite whom we in Germany call Tcnecht Ruprecht, and

exhibit to children at Christmas, but who in the comedies of the

16-1 7th centuries becomes a mere Riipel or Riippel, i.e. a merry

fool in general. 1 In England, Robin Goodfellow seems to get

mixed up with Robin Hood the archer, as Hood himself reminds

us of Hodeken (p. 463) ; and I think this derivation from a

being of the goblin kind, and universally known to the people,

is preferable to the attempted historical ones from Rubertus

a Saxon mass-priest, or the English Robertus knight, one

of the slayers of Thomas Becket. Nisse, Nissen, current in

Denmark and Norway, must be explained from Niels, Nielsen,

1 Ayrer's Fastnachtspiele 73d confirms the fact of Riipel being a dimin. of

Kuprecht. Some dialects use Riipel, Riepel as a name for the tom-cat again ; in
witch-trials a little young devil is named Rub el. Ace. to the Leipzig Avanturier 1,

22-3, knecht Ruprecht apjDears in shaggy clothes, sack on back and rod in hand.
[If Hob in hobgoblin stands for Eobert, it is another instance of the friendly or at

least conciliatory feeling that prompted the giving of such names. In Mids. N.
Dream ii. 1, the same spirit that has just been called Robin Goodfellow, is thus
addressed

:

Those that .Hofc-goblin call you, and sweet Puck,
You do their work, and they shall have good luck.

Of course Hob as a man's name is Eobert, as Hodge is Eoger.

—

Trans.]
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i.e. Nicolaus, Niclas, 1 not from our HGr. common noun ( nix '

the watersprite, which is in Danish nok, nok (p. 488), and has

no connexion with Nisse ; and the Swed. form is also Nilson. I

find a confirmation of this in our habit of assigning to Niclaus,

Glaus or Clobes the selfsame part that in some districts is played

by Ruprecht. To this latter I am inclined to refer even the

words of so early a writer as Ofterdingen, MS. 2, 2b
:

' Rupreht

mhi hneclit muoz iuwer har gelich den toren schern/ R. my man
must shear your hair like that of fools. A home-sprite Rudy (for

Rudolf) in Mone's Anz. 3, 365.

Another set of names is taken from the noises which these

spirits keep up in houses : you hear them jumping softly, knock-

ing at walls, racketing and tumbling on stairs and in lofts.

Span, trasgo (goblin), and trasguear (to racket) ; Fr. soterai,

sotret (jumper), Mem. de l'acad. celt. 4, 91 ; ekerken (eichhorn-

chen, squirrel), Deut. sag. no. 78; poltergeist, rumpelgeist, rum-

pelstih in the Kindermarchen no. 55, rumpelstilt in Fischart

;

2

one particular goblin is called klopfer, knocker (Deut. sag. no.

76), and it may be in this connexion that hdmmerlein, hemerlein

(supra, p. 182) has come to be applied to home-sprites of diabolic

nature. Nethl. bullman, bullerman, bullerkater, from bullen,

bullern, to be boisterous. Flem. boldergeest, and hence 'bi

holder te bolder/ our 'holter die polter/ helter-skelter. A pop-

hart, identical with rumpelstilt in Fischart, is to be derived

from popeln, popern, to keep bobbing or thumping softly and

rapidly; 3 a house-goblin in Swabia was called the poppele ; in

other parts popel, popel, popelmann, popanz, usually with the side-

meaning of a muffled ghost that frightens children, and seldom

used of playful good-humoured goblins. At the same time popel

is that which muffles (puppt) itself: about Henneberg, says

Reinwald 2, 78, a dark cloud is so called ; it contains the notion

1 Not only Nielsen, but Nissen is a family name in Denmark, and can only

mean the same, by no means nix or goblin. [I suppose Niels is rather Nigellus,

Nigel, which breaks down the connexion with Nicolas or Claus ; still the two can

stand independently.

—

Tkans.]
2 Is stilt, stilz the old stalt in compounds? Gramm. 2, 527. What the fairy-

tale says of Rumpelstilt, and how his name has to be guessed, other stories tell of

EisenhUtel or Hopfenhiltel (who wear an iron hat or one wreathed with hop-leaves),

Kletke's Alman. v. volksm. 67 ; or of the dwarf Holzruhrlein, Bonnefiihrlein, Harrys

1, 18 [piKnirfiker, Gebhart, Tepentiren, Mullenh. 306-8, of Titteli Ture, Sv. folkv.

1, 171.

—

Suppl.] ; and we shall meet with the like in giant-stories.
3 Staid. 1, 204. Schm. 1, 2<J3. 323.
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of mask and tarnkappe (p. 333). In connexion with Holda, a

Hollepopel, Hollepeter is spoken of.

The same shifting of form appears in the words mumhart

(already in Caesarius heisterb. 7, 46: 'uiummart momordit me'),

mummel, mummelmann, mummanz, 1 which express the very same

notion, c mummen, mummeln ' signifying to mumble, to utter a

muffled sound. Or can we connect it with mumel, muomel, the

name of the watersprite (p. 490) ? In that case, vermuramen

(to disguise), mummerei (mumming, larva) would seem to mean

acting like the spectre, instead of the spectre having taken his

name from mumming (see Suppl.).

The word butze as far back as the 12th-13th century had the

same meaning as mummart and poppart : a place called Puzi-

prunnun, Puciprunnen, MB. 6, 60. 62. 9, 420 (12th century),

unless puzi = puteus be meant, might take its name from a well,

haunted by such a home-sprite. ' Ein ungehiurer (uncanny)

butze,' Martina 116° 224a
;

' si sehent mich nicht mer an in butzen

wis/ they look at me no more in butze wise, Walth. 28, 37 ;
' in

butzenwise gehn,' Oberlin sub v. ; ' den butzen vorht er kleine,

als man do seit von kinden/ he little fears the b., as we say of

children, Albr. Tit. x. 144 (Hahn 1275) ; butzengriul, -horror,

Walth. 140, 2. MsH. 3, 45

l

a
; 'geloub ich daz, so biz mich

butze,' b. bite me if I believe it, Hatzlerin 287a
, which agrees with

'mummart momordit me' above; 'ein Jcinderbutze,' Ls. 1, 617;
' forht ich solchen biitzel,' Ls. 1, 380, where a wihtel is spoken

of. So, to frighten with the butze, to tear off the butze (mask)

;

butzen antliit (face) and butzen kleider (clothes) =darva in

Kaisersperg (Oberlin 209) ; winterbutz in Brant's Narrenschiff

129 (winterbutte in the Plattdeutsch translation 140b
). I do

not understand the butzenhansel in Weisth. 1, 691. All over

Germany almost, we hear to this day : 'der butz kommt,' 2 or 'der

butmemann, butzelmann,' and in Elsass butzmummel, the same as

butz or mummel alone, buz, Jager's Ulm, p. 522. butzenmann,

Fischart's Bienkorb 194a
. butz, Garg. 231 a

. butzemann, Simpl.

2, 248. In Bavaria, fasnachtbutz, Shrovetide b., buzmann, buzi-

bercht, b. coupled with the Bercht or Berchta of our pp. 272-9
;

1 For mum bans (muffle-jack), as popanz is for pop-hans (bob-jack), and as

there were likewise blindhans, grobhaus, karsthaus, scharrbans, etc.

- In Normandy : 'bush, the gobelin will eat you up.'
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butzwinkel, lurking-place, butzlfinster, pitch-dark, wncn the ap-

parition is most to be dreaded ;
( the putz would take ns over

hill and dale/ Schra. 1, 229. 230; the butz who leads travellers

astray (Muchar's Gastein, p. 145). In Swabia butzemnaukler

(from maucheln, to be sly), butzenbrecht, butzenravle, butzenrolle,

rollputz, butzenbell (because his rattle rolls and his bell tinkles),

Schmid 111. About Hanau I have heard the interjection, katza-

butza-rola ! the 'katze-butze' bringing up the connexion between

cat and goblin (p. 503) in a new form. In Switzerland bootzi, bozl,

St. 1, 204. Here several meanings branch out of one another

:

first we have a monstrous butz that drags children away, then a

tiny biitzel, and thence both biltzel and butz-igel (-urchin) used

contemptuously of little deformed creatures. In like manner but

in Low Germ, stands for a squat podgy child ; butten, verbutten

is to get stunted or deformed, while the bugbear is called butte,

butke, budcle, buddeke :
f dat di de butke nig bit/ (that thee the

bogie bite not !) is said satirically to children who are afraid of

the dark, Brem. wb. 1, 173-5; and here certainly is the place

for the watersprite butt or buttje in the Kindermarchen no. 19,

the name having merely been transferred to a blunt-headed fish,

the rhombus or passer marinus. 1 There is also probably a butte-

maim, buttmann, but more commonly in the contracted form

bit-man (Br. wb. 1, 153). Nethl. bytebauw, for buttebauw, which

I identify with Low Germ, bu-ba (Br. wb. 1, 152). The Dan.

bussemand, bussegroll, bussetrold (Molbech, p. 60) seems to be

formed on the German (see Suppl.).—The origin of this butze,

butte is hard to ascertain : I would assume a lost Goth, biuta

(tundo, pulso), baut, butum, OHG. piuzu, poz, puzum, whence

OHG. anapoz, our amboss, anvil, MHG. bozen (pulsare), and

gebiuze, thumping, clatter [Engl, to butt?], conf. Lachmann

on Nib. 1823, 2. Fragm. 40, 186; butze would be a thumping

rapping sprite, perfectly agreeing with mumhart and pophart,-

and we may yet hear of a bozhart or buzhart. But, like

1 Homesprite and water-sprite meet in this soothsaying wish-granting fish.

The story of the butt has a parallel in the OFr. tale of an elvish spirit and en-

chanter Merlin, who keeps fulfilling the growing desires of the charcoal burner, till

they pass all bounds, then plunges him back into his original poverty (Meon, nouv.
rec. 2, 242-252. Jubinal 1, 128-135.

2 As the monstrous includes the repulsive and unclean, it is not surprising that

both butze and popcl signify mucus, filth (Oberlin 210. Schm. 1, 291). The same
with Swiss boog, St. 1, 203.
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butzenhiinsel, there is also a Icanselmann used for spiritus

familiaris (Phil. v. Sittew. 5, 328, ed. Lugd.), and the similar

hampelmann for goblin, puppet and mannequin (
= manneke,

mannikin). Bavar. hdmpel, haimpel, both devil and simpleton

(Schm. 2, 197), Austr. henparl (Hofer 2, 46).

The Fr. fullet, It. foletto, is a diminuitive of fol, fou; which,

like follis (bellows), seems to be derived from an obsolete follere

(to move hither and thither), and brings us to a fresh contact

of the home-sprite with the fool.1 Then lutin, also luton, perhaps

from the Lat. luctus : a sprite who wails and forebodes sorrow ?

Lithuan. bildukkas, bildunas, bildziuks (noisy sprite), from

bildenti (to racket, rattle)
; grozdunas from grodzia (there is a

racket made). Sloven, ztrazhnih, Serv. strashilo, Boh. strasidlo,

Pol. straszydlo, from strasiti (terrere) ; Boh. bubdJc (noisy sprite)

.

Somewhat stronger is the Pol. dzieciojad, child-eater, like the

Lat. manducus. Irish home-sprites are called Cluricauns (Elfenm.

p. 85-114), Leprechaun, Logheriman (Keightley 2, 179; and see

Suppl.).

But enough of these names : no doubt many more could be

added. It is time to consider the nature and functions of these

Home-sprites.

In stature, appearance and apparel they come very near to

elves and dwarfs ; legend loves to give them red hair or a

red beard, and the pointed red hat is rarely missing. Hutchen

(Hodeke, Hoidike), the Hildesheim goblin, and Hopfeuhuteh

Eisenhiltel take their names from it. A broad-topped mushroom
is in Dan. called nissehat. The Norwegian Nissen is imagined

small like a child, but strong, clothed in grey, with a red peaky

cap, and carrying a blue light at night. 2 So they can make
themselves visible or invisible to men, as they please. Their fairy

shoes or boots have been noticed, p. 503 ; with these they can get

over the most difficult roads with the greatest speed : it was just

over mountains and forests that Hiitchen's rennpfad extended

(Deut. sag. 1, 100), and the schratweg (p. 479) means much the

i Katherius, ed. Ballerini, p. 314 : 'merito ergo follis latiali rusticitate vocaris,
quoniam veritate vacuus.' Wilhelni. nietens. ep. 3 : 'follem me rustico verbo
appellasti.'

2 J. N. Wilse's Beskrivelse over Spydeberg, Christiana 1779, p. 418. Conf. the
blue light of the black rnannikin, Kinderm. no. 116.
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same. 1 With this walking apparatus and this swiftness there is

associated now and then some animal's form and name : Heinze,

Hemzelruann, polterkater, katermann, boot-cat, squirrel ; their

shuffling and bustling about the house is paralleled by the nightly

turbulence of obstreperous cats. 2 They like to live in the stable,

bam or cellar of the person whose society they have chosen,

sometimes even in a tree that stands near the house (Swed. bo-trii,

dwelling-tree). You must not break a bough off such a tree, or

the offended goblin will make his escape, and all the luck of the

house go with him ; moreover, he cannot abide any chopping in

the yard or spinning on a Thursday evening (Superst. Swed. no.

HO).3 In household occupations they shew themselves friendly

and furthersome, particularly in the kitchen and stable. The

dwarf-king Goldemar (pp. 453. 466) is said to have lived on in-

timate terms with Neveling of Hardenberg at the Hardenstein,

and often shared his bed. He played charmingly on the harp,

and got rid of much money at dice ; he called Neveling brother-

in-law, and often admonished him, he spoke to everybody, and

made the clergy blush by discovering their secret sins. His

hands were lean like those of a frog, cold and soft to the grasp
;

he would allow himself to be felt, but never to be seen. After a

stay of three years he made off without injuring any one. Other

accounts call him king Vollmar, and they say the room he lived

in is called Volhiiar's hammer to this day : a place at table had

to be kept for him, and one in the stable for his horse ; meats,

oats and hay were consumed, but of horse or man you saiv nothing

but the shadow. Once an inquisitive man having sprinkled ashes

and peas to make him fall and to get sight of his footprints, he

sprang upon him as he was lighting the fire, and chopped him up

into pieces, which he stuck on a spit and roasted, but the head

and legs he thought proper to boil. The dishes, when ready,

were carried to Vollmar's chamber, and one could hear them

being consumed with cries of joy. After this, no more was heard

1 So a chemin de fees is spoken of in Mom. celt. 4, 240, and a trollaskeid

(curriculum gigantum) 'in Laxd. saga 66.
- Witches and fays often assume the shape of a cat, and the cat is a creature

peculiarly open to suspicions of witchcraft.
3 Wilse, ubi supra, entirely agrees :

' tomtegubben skal have sin til hold unde
gamle triier ved stuehuset (boetriier), og derfor har man ej tordet falde disse gaud-
ske.' To this connexion of home-sprites with tree-worship we shall have to return
further on.
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of king Vollmar ; but over his chamber-door it was found written,

that from that time the house would be as unlucky as it had been

prosperous till then, and the scattered estates would never come

together again till there were three Hardenbergs of Hardenstein

living at once. Both spit and gridiron were long preserved, till

in 1651 they disappeared during the Lorrain war, but the pot is

still there, let into the kitchen wall. 1 The home-sprite's parting

prophecy sounds particularly ancient, and the grim savagery of

his wrath is heathen all over. Sam. Meiger says of the wolter-

Jcens :
' Se vinden sik gemeinichlich in den hiiseren, dar ein god

vorrad (store) van alien dingen is. Dar scholen se sik bedenst-

haftigen (obsequious) anstellen, waschen in der koken up, boten

voir (beet the fire), schiiren de vate, schrapen de perde im stalle,

voderen dat quik, dat it vet und glat herin geit, theen (draw)

water und dragent dem vehe (cattle) vor. Men kan se des

nachtes horen de ledderen edder treppen (or stairs) up und dal

stigen, lachen, wen se den megeden efte knechte de decken

aftheen (pull off), se richten to, houwen in, jegen (against) dat

geste kamen scholen,2 smiten de ware in dem huse umme, de den

morgen gemeinliken darna verkoft wert/ The goblin then is an

obliging hardworking sprite, who takes a pleasure in waiting on

the men and maids at their housework, and secretly dispatching

some of it himself. He curries the horse?; combs out their

manes,3 lays fodder before the cattle,4 draws water from the well

and brings it them, and cleans out the stable. For the maids he

makes up fire, rinses out the dishes, cleaves and carries wood,

sweeps and scrubs. His presence brings prosperity to the house,

his departure removes it. He is like the helpful earth-mannikins

who lend a hand in field labour (p. 451 n.). At the same time he

oversees the management of the house, that everything be done

orderly; lazy and careless workers get into trouble with him (as

with Holla and Berhta, pp. 269. 273), he pulls the coverlets off

1 Von Steinen's Westph. gesch. pp. 777-9.
2 When the cat trims her whiskers, they say it is a sign of guests.
3 Like the white lady (Berhta), whose nightly visits are indicated the nest

morning by the wax that hasdropt from her taper on the manes (Deut. sag. no. 122).

In Wales the people believe that goats have their beards combed out every Friday

night by the elves (Croker 3, 204).
4 Hence the name futtermannchen, (confounded at times with Petermannchen)

;

but often he has one favourite horse that he pays special attention to, taking hay
out of the others' cribs to bring to him. Faye p. 44.
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the beds of sluggards, blows their light out, turns the best cow's

neck awry, kicks the dawdling milkmaid's pail over, and mocks

her with insulting laughter j his good-nature turns into worrying

and love of mischief, he becomes a ' tormenting spirit/ Agenvund

in the Eeinardus 4, 859-920 seems to me no other than a house-

doemon, distorted and exaggerated by the poet, disturbing the

maid in her sleep, her milking and churning (see Suppl.). 1

Servants, to keep on good terms with him, save a little potful

of their food on purpose for him, which is surely a vestige of little

sacrifices that were offered him of old (p. 448). That is probably

why one Swiss goblin bears the name Napfhans, Potjack. But

in many cases it is only done on holidays, or once a week. The

sprite is easily satisfied, he puts up with a saucerful of porridge,

a piece of cake and a glass of beer, which are left out for him

accordingly ; on those evenings he does not like any noisy work

to be going on, either in or out of doors. This they call in

Norway 'at holde qvelvart (qvellsvart),' to hold evening rest.

Those who desire his goodwill, give him good words :
' Icidre

granne, gior det !

' dear neighbour, do this ; and he replies con-

formably. He is said at times to carry his preference for the

goodman so far as to pilfer hay and straw from other farmers'

barns or stables, and bring it to him (see Suppl.).

The Nissen loves the moonlight, and in wintertime you see

him merrily skipping across the farmyard, or skating. He is a

good hand at dancing and music, and much the same is told of

him as of the Swedish stromkarl (p. 493), that for a grey sheep

he teaches people to play the fiddle.2

The home-sprite is contented with a trifling wage : a new hat, a

red cap, a parti-coloured coat with tinkling bells he will make

shift with. The hat and cap he has in common with dwarfs

(p. 463), and therefore also the power to make himself invisible.

Petronius (Satir. cap. 38) shows it was already a Roman super-

stition :
* sed quomodo dicunt, ego nihil scivi, sed audivi, quo-

modo incuboni pileam rapuisset, et thesaurum invenit.' Home-

1 The description of his figure (a horse's mane, hawk's bill, cat's tail, peat's

beard, ox's horns and cock's feet) can hardly have been all invented there and then.

2 Unless Wilse (Beskriv. over Spyd. 419) has confounded Nissen with nocken ;

yet the German goblin Goldemar was likewise musical (Ir. Elfenm. lxxxiii.). W Use,

and Faye, pp. 43-45, give the best account of the Norwegian Nissen, and Tliiele i.

134-5 of the Danish.
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sprites guard treasures, and in Nib. 399 Siegfried becomes

master of the hoard as soon as he has taken Alberich's tarakappe

from him. In Calderon's Dama duende the little goblin wears a

large hat : 'era unfraijle tamanito, y tenia un cucurucho tamano.'

The Swedish ' tomte i garden ' looks like a year-old child, but

has an old knowing face under his red cap. He shews himself at

midday (see chap. XXXVI., daemon meridianus) in summer and

autumn, slow and panting he drags a single straw or an ear

(p. 459) ; when the farmer laughed and asked, ' What's the

odds whether you bring me that or nothing ? ' he quitted the

farm in dudgeon, and went to the next. From that time pros-

perity forsook the man who had despised him, and went over to

his neighbour. The farmer who respected the busy tomte and

cared for the tiniest straw, became rich, and cleanliness and

order reigned in his household. Many Christians still believe in

such home-sprites, and present them an offering every year, ' pay

them their wage ' as they call it. This is done on the morn of

Yule, and consists of grey cloth, tobacco and a shovelful of earth,

Afzelius 2, 169. A puck served the monks of a Mecklenburg

monastery for thirty years, in kitchen, stall and elsewhere ; he

was thoroughly good-natured, and only bargained for e tunicam

de diversis coloribus, et ti/ntinnabulis pleriam.' 1 In Scotland there

lived a goblin Shellycoat, and we saw (p. 465) that the dwarfs

of the Mid. Ages also loved bells [schellen ; and schellenkappe is

Germ, for cap and bells] . The bells on the dress of a fool still

attest his affinity to the shrewd and merry goblin (fol, follet)
;

see Suppl.

He loves to play merry pranks, and when he has accomplished

one, he is fain to laugh himself double for delight : hence that

goblin laughter (p. 502) and chuckling. But also when he sulks,

and means mischief to those who have brought him into trouble

and difficulty, he utters a scornful laugh at the top of his voice. 2

As henchman true, he abides by the master he once takes up

with, come weal come woe. But his attachment is often found

irksome, and one cannot be rid of him again. A farmer set fire

1 The story (as written down in 1559) is given in Em. Joach. Westphal's Speci-

men docuinentorurn ineditorum, Rostock 1726, pp. 156-166.
- Scott's Minstrelsy I. civ. mentions a North English Brag or Barguest : 'he

usually ended his mischievous frolics with a horselaugh.'' Conf. Hone's Tablebook

2, 656.
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to his barn, to burn the goblin that haunted it ; when it is all

ablaze, there sits the sprite at the back of the cart in which they

were removing the contents (Deut. sag. no. 72).
] In Moneys

Anzeiger 1835, 312 we read of a little black man that was

bought with a chest, and when this was opened, he hopped out

and slipped behind the oven, whence all efforts to rout him out

were fruitless ; but he lived on excellent terms with the house-

hold, and occasionally shewed himself to them, though never to

strangers. This black figure reminds one both of the Scandi-

navian dwarfs, and of the devil. Some thoroughly good goblin

-

stories are in Adalb. Kuhn's collection, pp. 42. 55. 84. 107. 159.

191-3. 372. 2

There are also goblins who, like nix and watersprite, are

engaged in no man's service, but live independently ; when such

a one is caught, he will offer you gifts or tell your fortune, to be

set at liberty again. Of this sort is the butt in the nursery-tale

1 Very similar stories in Euhn, no. 103, Thiele 1, 136, and the Irish tale of the

cluricaun (pp. 92. 213 of the transl.). Also a capital Polish story about Iskrzycki,

in Woycicki's Klechdy 1, 198 : An unknown person, who called himself Iskrzycki

[flinty, from iskra = spark, says Grimm ; there is also a Slav. iskri = near, iskrenny

= neighbour, friendly] came and offered his services to a man of noble family.

The agreement was drawn up, and even signed, when the master observed that Isk-

rzycki had horse's feet, and gave him notice of withdrawal. But the servant stood

on his rights, and declared his intention of serving his master whether he would

or no. He lived invisible by the fireplace, did all the tasks assigned him, and by

degrees they got used to him ; but at last the lady pressed her husband to move,

and he arranged to take another estate. The family all set out from the mansion,

and had got through the better part of the way, when, the log-road being out of

repair, the carriage threatens to upset, and the lady cries out in alarm. Suddenly

a voice from the back of the carriage calls out: Never fear, my masters! Iskrzycki

is with you (nie boj si§, pani ; Iskrzycki z warni). The ' masters ' then perceiving

that they could not shake him off, turned back to their old house, and lived at

peace with the servant until his term expired. [English readers will remember
Tennyson's ' Yes, we're flitting, says the ghost.'] The alraun or gallows-maiy

nikin in Deutsche sagen nos. 83. 8-1 is not properly a kobold, but a semi-diabolic

being carved out of a root, and so diminutive that he can be kept in a glass ; like

an idol, he has to be bathed and nursed. In one thing however he resembles the

home-sprite, that he will not leave his owner, and even when thrown away he

always comes back again, unless indeed he be sold [orig. 'bought'] for" less than

he cost. The last purchaser has to keep him. Simpliciss. 2, 181. 203. Conf.

Schm. 3, 9(3-7. [Home-sprites can be bought and sold, but the third buyer must
keep him, Mullenhoff p. 322. With ref. to the ' idol (gotze) ' : As the figure of the

child Jesus has its shirt washed (Sommer, pp. 38. 173), so the heckmdnnchen must
be dressed up anew at a certain time every year, 10 Ehen, p. 235.—Extr. from

Suppl.]
2 To escape the futtermannchen, a farmer built a new house, but the day before

he moved, he spied the f. dipping his grey coat, in the brook :
' My little coat here

I swill and souse, To-morrow we move to a fine new house.' Bbrner's Orlagau,

p. 246. Whoever has the kobold must not wash or comb himself (Sommer p. 171.

Miillenh. 209) ; so in the case of the devil, oh. XXXIII.—Extr. from Suppl.
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(p. 507), likewise the folet in Marie de Fr. 2, 140, who grants

three wishes (oremens). And the captive marmennill (p. 434),

or the sea-wife, does the same.

The unfriendly, racketing and tormenting spirits who take pos-

session of a house, are distinguished from the friendly and good-

natured by their commonly forming a whole gang, who disturb

the householder's rest with their riot and clatter, and throw stones

from the roof at passers by. A French comedy of the 16th

century, ( Les Esprits/ 1 represents goblins racketing in a house,

singing and playing at night, and aiming tiles at passers by in

the daytime ; they are fond of fire, but make a violent uproar

every time the master spits. 3 In Gervase of Tilbury, cap. 18,

the folleti also pelt with stones, and this of stone-throwing is

what we shall meet with in quite early stories of devils ; al-

together the racketing sprites have in this respect more of the

devil or spectre in them than of the elf : it is a darkening and

distortion of their original nature in accordance with Christian

sentiment.

So it becomes clear, at last, how the once familiar and faith-

ful friend of the family under heathenism has gradually sunk

into a bugbear or a taunt to children : a lot which he shares with

goddesses and gods of old. As with Holle and Berhte, so people

are threatened with the Lamia, the Oniacmica, the manducus and

goblin (pp. 500. 507) :
' le gobelin vous mangera, le gobelin

vous attrapera !
' Little butzel no more, but a frightful butze-

mann or katzenveit, in mask (strawbeard) or with sooty visage

he scares (like the roggenmuhme, p. 477). And it is worth

remarking how, in some districts at least, hnecht Ruprecht, hnecht

Nicolas, appear at Christmas-time not by themselves, but in

1 Comedies facecieuses de Pierre de l'Arivey, champenois, Lyon 1597. Eouen,
1611, p. 242 seq.

2 Legenda aurea, cap. 177 : Hujus Ludovici tempore, anno Domini 856, ut in

quadam chronica habetur, in parochia Maguntina malignus spiritus parietes domo-
rum quasi malleis pulsando et manifeste loquendo et discordias seminando adeo honi-

inis infestabat, ut quocumque intrasset, statim ilia domus exurereter. Presbyteris

autem letanias agentibus et aquam benedictain spargentibus inimicus lapides jact-

abat et multos cruentabat. Tandem aliquando conquiescens confessus est se, quando
aqua spargebatur, sub capa talis sacerdotis quasi familiaris sui latuisse, accusans

eum quod cum filia procuratoris in peccatum lapsus fuerit. [This incident, said to

have occurred at Capmunti (Kembden) near Bingen, is derived from Rudolf! Ful-

densis Annal. ann. 858, in Pertz 1, 372, where further details are given.—Extr.

from Suppl.
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attendance on the real gift-giver, the infant Christ or dame

Berhta : while these dole out their favours, those come on with

rod and sack, threatening to thrash disobedient children, to

throw them into the water, to puff their eyes out (Rockenphilos.

6, 353). Their pranks, their roughness, act as foil to the gracious

higher being from whom the gifts proceed; they are almost as

essential to the festival as Jackpudding to our old comedy. I

can well imagine that even in heathen times the divinity, whose

appearing heralded a happy time, had at his side some merry elf

or dwarf as his attendant embodying to the vulgar eye the bless-

ings that he brought. 1 Strongly in favour of this view are the

North Franconian names Eullepopel (Popowitsch 522), Hollepeter

(Schm. 2, 174), the Bavarian Semper, of whom they say he cuts

naughty children's bodies open and stuffs them with pebbles

(Schm. 3, 12. 250), exactly after the manner of Holla and Berhta

(p. 273) 2
; and consider faithful Eckart, who escorts Holla.

In Christian times they would at first choose some saint to

accompany the infant Christ or the mother of God in their dis-

tribution of boons, but the saint would imperceptibly degenerate

into the old goblin again, but now a coarser one. The Christmas

plays sometimes present the Saviour with His usual attendant

Peter, or else with Niclas, at other times however Mary with

Gabriel, or with her aged Joseph, who, disguised as a peasant,

acts the part of knecht Ruprecht. Nicolaus again has converted

himself into a ' man Clobes ' or Rupert ; as a rule, it is true,

there is still a Niclas, a saintly bishop and benevolent being,

distinct from the ' man ' who scares children ; but the characters

get mixed, and Clobes by himself acts the 'man' (Tobler 105 b
,

106a
); the Austrian Grampus (Hofer 1, 313. Schm. 2, 110),

Kra/mpus, Krambas, is possibly for Hieronymus, but how to ex-

plain the Swiss Schmutzli (Staid. 2, 337) I do not rightly know,

perhaps simply from his smutty sooty aspect ? Instead of Grampus

there is also in Styria a Barthel (pointing to Berhta, or Bartho-

lomew ?) Schmutzbartel 3 and Klaubauf, who rattles, rackets, and

1 Ileinrich and Ruprecht were once common names for serving-men, as Hans
and Claus are now.

2 Zember about Eger in German Bohemia (Popowitsch 523) ; at the same time

the Lauaitz idol Sompar (supra, p. 71 note) is worth considering.
3 The phrase ' he knows where Barthel pets his must,' notwithstanding other

explanations, may refer to a home-sprite well-known in the cellar.
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throws nuts (Denis, Lesef'r. 1, 131 ; see Suppl.). Further, on this

point I attach weight to the Swedish jullekar, Dan. juleleger,

yule-lays, undoubtedly of heathen origin, which at Christmas-

time present Christ and certain saints, but replace our man
Ruprecht by a julbock, julebuk, i.e. a manservant disguised as

a goat. 1 This interweaving of jackpudding, fool, Klobes and

Riipel, of the yule-buck and at last of the devil himself, into the

rude popular drama of our Mid. Ages, shows what an essential

part of it the wihtels and tatermans formerly were, how ineradi-

cable the elvish figures and characters of heathenism. The

Greeks enlivened the seriousness of their tragedy by satyric

plays, in which e.g. Proteus, similar to our sea-sprite (p. 434),

played a leading part. 2

There is yet another way in which a former connexion between

gods, wise-women and these genii now and then comes to light.

The elf who showers his darts is servant or assistant to the high

god of thunder, the cunning dwarf has forged his thunderbolts

for him ; like gods, they wear divine helmets of invisibility, and

the home-sprite has his feet miraculously shod as well ; water-

sprites can assume the shape of fishes and sea-horses, and home-

sprites those of cats. The weeping nix, the laughing goblin are

alike initiated in the mystery of magic tones, and will even un-

veil it to men that sacrifice. An ancient worship of genii and

daemons is proved by sacrifices offered to spirits of the mountain,

the wood, the lake, the house. Goblins, we may presume, ac-

companied the manifestation of certain deities among men, as

Wuotan and Holda, and both of these deities are also connected

with watersprites and swan-maids. Foreknowledge of the future,

the gift of prophecy, was proper to most genii ; their inexhaust-

ible cheerfulness stands between the sublime serenity of gods

1 Read Holberg's Julestue, and look up julvalten in Finn Magn. lexicon, p. 326
note.

2 They frightened children with sooty Cyclops, and ace. to Calliinachus (Hymn
to Diana 66-71), Hermes, like our Ruprecht blackened with soot, struck terror
into disobedient daughters even of gods :

a\\ ore Kovpduv tls aireidea pLTjrepi revxoi,

p-y)T-r)p /xrjv KUK\w7ras ey eVi iraidl KaXtaTpei

"Apyrjv r) "Zrepdv-qv ' 6 5e 8wp.aros £k [ivxcltoio

2pXCTa.t. 'EppLelrjs, cnroSii] K€xpv^vo ^ <*'#?7i

avTiKa. tvjv Kovp-qv p.opp.v(Tff€Tai *
17 5e reKovar/s

bvvei Zcrti) koXttovs defievt] iirl (paeai x e'Pa S-
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and the solemn fates of mortals. They feel themselves drawn to

men, and repelled by them. The downfall of heathenism must

have wrought great changes in the old-established relationship :

the spirits acquired a new and terrible aspect as ministers and

messengers of Satan. 1 Some put on a more savage look that

savours of the giant, especially the woodsprites. Grendel's

nature borders on those of giants and gods. Not so with the

females however : the wild women and female nixes drop into

the class of fortune-telling swan-maids who are of human kind,

while the elfins that present the drinking-horn melt into the

circle of valkyrs ; and here again we recognise a general beauty

pervading all the female spirits, and raising them above the

males, whose characteristics come out more individually. In

wichtels, dwarfs and goblins, especially in that children's bugbear

the man Ruprecht, there shews itself a comic faculty derived

from the oldest times.

Through the whole existence of elves, nixes, and goblins there

runs a low under-current of the unsatisfied, disconsolate : they

do not rightly know how to turn their glorious gifts to account,

they always require to lean upon men. Not only do they seek

to renovate their race by intermarriage with mankind, they also

need the counsel and assistance of men in their affairs. Though

acquainted in a higher degree than men with the hidden virtues

of stones and herbs, they yet invoke human aid for their sick

and their women in labour (pp. 457. 492), they borrow men's

vessels for baking and brewing (p. 454 n.), they even celebrate

their weddings and hightides in the halls of men. Hence too

their doubting whether they can be partakers of salvation, and

their unconcealed grief when a negative answer is given.

1 Brttder Bansch (friar Rush) a veritable goblin, is without hesitation [described

as being] despatched from hell among the monks ; his name is to be derived from
russ = fuligo (as kohlrausch was formerly spelt kolruss).



CHAPTER XVIII.

GIANTS.

The relation in which giants stand to dwarfs and men has

been touched upon in p. 449. By so much of bodily size and

strength as man surpasses the elf or dwarf, he falls short of the

giant ; on the other hand, the race of elves and dwarfs has a

livelier intellect and subtler sense than that of men, and in these

points again the giants fall far below mankind. The rude coarse-

grained giant nature is defiant in its sense of material power and

might, the sly shy dwarf is conscious of his mental superiority.

To man has been allotted a happy mean, which raises him above

the giant's intractableness and the dwarf's cunning, and betwixt

the two he stands victorious. The giant both does and suffers

wrong, because in his stupidity he undervalues everybody, and

even falls foul of the gods
;

1 the outcast dwarf, who does discern

good and evil, lacks the right courage for free and independent

action. In order of creation, the giant as the sensuous element

came first, next followed the spiritual element of elvish nature,

and lastly the human race restored the equilibrium. The abrupt-

ness of these gradations is a good deal softened down by the

giants or dwarfs forming frequent alliances with men, affording

clear evidence that ancient fiction does not favour steep contrasts :

the very earliest giants have sense and judgment ascribed to

them (see Suppl.).

On one side we see giants forming a close tie of brotherhood

or servile dependence with human heroes, on the other side

shading off into the type of schrats and woodsprites.

There is a number of ancient terms corresponding in sense to

our present word riese (giant) .

2

1 Not a trace of the finer features of gods is to be seen in the Titans. 0. Muller's

Proleg. 373.
2 Some are mere circumlocutions (a counterpart to those quoted on p. 450) : der

groze man, Er. 5380. der michel man, Er. 5475. der michel knabe, Iw. 5056.
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The oldest and most comprehensive term in Norse is iotunn,

pi. iotuar (not jotunn, jotnar) ; it is backed up by an AS. eoten,

pi. eotenas, Beow. 223 (eotena cyn, 836. eotonisc, 5953), or

eten, Lye sub v.; OE. etin, ettin, Nares sub v.; Scot, ettyn,

eyttyn, Jamieson sub v. ; an OS. etan, eten can be inferred with

certainty from the name of a place in old docs., Etanasfeld,

Etenesfeld (campus gigantis), Wigand's Archiv i. 4, 85. Moser

nos. 2. 13. 18. 19. And what is more, the word must have lived

on in later times, down to the latest, for I find the fern, eteninne

(giantess) preserved at least in nursery-tales. Laurenberg (ed.

Lappenberg, p. 26)
l has ' de olde eteninne,' and another Rostock

book of the beginning of the 18th century 2 ' die alte eteninne'

;

I should like to know whence Adelung sub v. mummel gets the

fact, that in Westphalia a certain terrible female with whom they

frighten children is called etheninne ? I have no doubt it is

correct. The Saxon etan warrants us in conjecturing an OHG.
ezan, ezzan, a Goth, itans, having for root the ON. eta, AS. etan,

OHG. ezzan, Goth, itan (edere), and for meaning edo (gen.

edonis), manducus, iroXvfa'vyos, devourer. An AS. poem in Cod.

exon. 425, 26 says : 'ic mesan mteg meahtelicor and efn etan

ealdum hyrre/ I can chew and eat more mightily than an old

giant. Now the question arises, whether another word, which

wants the suffix -n, has any business here, namely the ON. iotr*

AS. eot, now only to be found in the compound Forniotr, Forneot

(p. 240) and the national name Iotar, the Jutes ? One thing

that makes for it is the same omission of -n in the Swed. jatte

(gigas), Dan. jette, pi. jetter; then, taking iotnar as = iotar

(Goth. itan6s = i'tos), we should be justified in explaining the

names Jotar, Jotland by an earlier (gigantic ?) race whom the

advancing Teutons crowded out of the peninsula. 1 In that

case we might expect an OS. et, etes, an OHG. ez, ezes, with the

1 Johann Laurenberg, a Rostock man,b. 1590, d. 1658. The first ed. of his poem
appeared 1652.

2 Ern. Joach. Westphal, De consuetudine ex sacco et libro, Rost. 1726. 8. pp.
221-5; the catalogue there given of old stories of women is copied in Joh. Pet.
Schmidt's Fastelabendssamlungen, Rostock (1742) 4. resp. 1752, p. 22, but here
incorrectly ' von der Ardcn Inn ' instead of WestphaTs 'von der alten Eten Inne.'

5 For iotr, as miolk for miolk, see Gramni. 1, 451. 482.
4 Beda 1, 15 has Juti, which the AS. version mistakenly renders Ge/itas (the ON.

Gautar), though at 4, 16 it more correctly gives Eotaland for Jutorum terra, am-
ine Sax. Chron. (Ingr. p. 14) has Ioturn for Iutis, Iutnacynn for Iutorum gens.

VOL. II. G
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meaning of giant. 1 Possibly there was beside iotunn, also an

ON. iotull, OHG. ezal (edax)

;

3 that would explain the present

Norwegian term for giant : jotul, jut id, Hallager 52. Faye 7

(see Suppl.).3

Our second term is likewise one that suggests the name of

a nation. The ON. purs seems not essentially different from

iotunn ; in Sn. 6 Ymir is called ancestor of all the hrimjmrses, in

Sasm. 118a
all the iotnar are traced up to him. In particular

songs or connexions the preference is given to one or the other

appellative : thus in the enumeration of dialects in the Alvismal

the giants are always iotnar, never bursar, and there is no

Thursaheimr in use for Iotunheimr, Iotnaheimr; but Thrymr,

though dwelling in Iotnaheimr, is nevertheless called bursa

drottinn (Sasm. 70. 71) and not iotna drottinn, but he summons

the iotnar (73
a
), and is a iotunn himself (74

a
). In Seem. 85b

both iotnar and hrirnbursar are summoned one after the other,

so there must be some nice distinction between the two, which

here I would look for in the prefix hrim : only hrirnbursar, no

hrimiotnar, are ever met with ; of this hriinburs an explanation

will be attempted further on. Instead of Jmrs there often occurs,

especially at a later stage of the language, the assimilated form

puss, particularly in the pi. Jmssar, hriinjmssar; a daemonic being

in the later sagas is called Thusselin (Miiller's Sagab. 1, 3G7-8),

nay, the Danish tongue has retained the assimilation in its tosse,

clumsy giant, dolt (a folk-song has tossegrefve) * and a Norwegian

dasmon bears the name tussel. The ON. ]mrs, like several names

of gods, is likewise the title of a rune-letter, the same that the

Anglo-Saxons called born (conf. ' hurs rista/ Sasm. 86a
) : a

notable deviation, as the AS. tongue by no means lacks the

word; in Beow. 846 we find fiyrs, and also in the menology in

1 Can the witch Jettha of the Palatinate (p. 96 note) be a corruption of Eta, Eza ?

Anyhow the Jettenbiihel (Jettha; collis) reminds us of the Bavarian Jettcnberg

(Mon. boica 2, 219, ann. 1317), and Mount Jetten in Eeinbote's Georg 1717, where

it is misprinted Setten. Near WiUingshausen in Hesse is another Jettenberg, see

W. Grimm On the runes, p. 271.
1 The ruined Weissenstein, by Werda near Marburg, was ace. to popular legend

the abode of a giant named Essel (ezzal?), and the meadow where at the fall of his

castle he sank its golden door in the R. Lahn, is still called Esselswerd.
3 Isidore's glosses render the Gallic name of a people ambro by devorator, which

agrees with the OHG. transl. manezo, man-eater (Graff 1, 528), the well-known

MHG. manezze.
* Rr. ihp, Dan. fos, fossen, for the ON. fnrs.
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Hickes (Gramin. AS. p. 207) :
' fiyrs sceal on fenne gewunian/

and elsewhere pyrs, pi. hyrsas, renders the Lat. cyclops, orcus.

The passage already given from the Cod. exon. 425, 28 has fiyrre

with the s assimilated, as in irre for irse. And we find an

Engl, thurst surviving in holthurst (woodsprite), conf. hobgoblin

p. 502 [hob o' t' hurst ?] The OHG. form ought to be durs, pi.

dursa, or dun's, gen. durises, which last does occur in a gloss for

the Lat. Dis, Ditis (Schra. 1, 458), and another gloss more Low
Germ, gives thuris for orcus (Fr. ogre)

;
yet Notker ps. 17, 32

spells it turs (daemonium), pi. tursa, and MHG. has turse, gen.

tursen (Aw. 3, 179), perhaps turse, tiirsen (as in Massm. deukm.

109 tiirsen rhymes kiirsen), and even tiirste, gen. tiirsten (MS. 2,

205a

)
; on the other hand, Albr. Tit. 24, 47 has f

spil von einem

diirsen' (Hahn 3254 tursen) =play of a d., from which passage we

gather that tiirse-shows as well as wihtel-shows (p. 441n.) were

exhibited for pastime : Ls. 3, 564 says, alluding to a well-known

fable, ' des kunt der diirsch, und sprichet schuo !
' the d. knows

that, etc., where the notion of satyr and wild man (p. 482)

predominates. The Latin poem of Wilten monastery in Tyrol,

which relates the story of the giant Haimo, names another giant

Thyrsis, making a proper name of the word :

Forte habitabat in his alius truculentior oris

Cyclops, qui dictus nomine Thyrsis erat,

Thyrsis erat dictus, Seveldia rura colebat. 1

The name of a place Tarsinriut, Tursenriut (Doc. of 1218-9 in

Lang's Reg. 2, 88. 94) 2 contains our word unmistakably, and so

to my thinking does the earlier Tuzzinwanc near Neugart, stand-

ing for Tussiuwanc, Tursinwanc (campus gigantis), the present

Dussnang. Nor does it seem much more hazardous to explain

Strabo's Govave\6a (7, 1. Tzsch. 2, 328) by Thurshilda, Thuss-

hilda, Thursinhilda, 3 though I cannot produce an ON. Thurshildr.

In Switzerland to this day durst is the Wild Hunter (St. 1, 329),

on the Salzburg Alp dusel is a night-spirit (Muchar's Gasteiu,

p. 145), and in Lower Germany dros or drost is devil, dolt, giant. 1

1 Mone's Untersuchung, pp. 288-9.
2 Now Tirsehenreit, Tirschengereith. Schmeller's birthplace in the Up. Pala-

tinate, Schm. 1, 458. So Tiirschenwald, Thyrsentritt, Tiirstwiukel, et .—Suppl.
s Conf. Pharaildis, Verelde, p. 284-5; Grimild for Griniliil d.
4 Brem. \vb. 1, 257. Richey sub v. diaus, Schiitze sub v. drost, Strodtmann sub
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Whether Thorsholt, TJwshoJt, the name of a place in Oldenburg1

,

is connected with ]?urs, I cannot tell.—In Gothic the word

would have to be J?aurs, pi. haiirsos (or ]>aiirsis, pi. ]?aiirsj6s ?

haiirsus, J?aiirsjus ? J?aursja, haursjans ?) ; and of these forms the

derivation is not far to seek. The Goth. haursus means dry,

baiirsjan to thirst, Jmiirstei thirst
;
Jmirsus, haiirsis becomes in

OHG. durri for dursi (as airzis becomes irri for irsi), while the

noun durst (thirst) retains the s, and so does our durs (giant)

and the ON. Jmrs by the side of the adjective ]mrr (dry). So that

paurs, purs, durs signify either fond of wine, thirsty, or drunken,

a meaning which makes a perfect pair with that we fished out of

itans, iotunn. The two words for giant express an inordinate

desire for eating and drinking, precisely what exhibits itself in

the Homeric cyclop. Herakles too is described as edax and

bibax, e.g. in Euripides' s Alcestis ; and the ON. giant Suttungr

(Ssem. 23. Sn. 84) apparently stands for Suptungr (Finn Magn.

p. 738), where we must presuppose a noun supt = sopi, a sup

or draught.

Now, as the Jutes, a Teutonic race, retained the name of the

former inhabitants whom they had expelled, 1 these latter being

the real Iotnar or Itanos ; so may the Jmrsar, dursa, in their mythic

aspect [as giants] be connected with a distant race which at a

very early date had migrated into Italy. I have already hinted

(p. 25) at a possible connexion of the haiirsos with the Tvparjvoi,

Tvpfjrjvoi, Tusci, Etrusci : the consonant-changes are the very

thing to ' be expected, and even the assimilations and the

transposition of the r are all found reproduced. Niebuhr makes

Tyrrhenians distinct from Etruscans, but in my opinion wrongly ;

as for the Ovpaos carried in the Bacchic procession, it has no claim

to be brought in at all (see Suppl.).

There is even a third mode of designating giants in which we

likewise detect a national name. Lower Germany, Westphalia

above all, uses hune in the sense of giant ; the word prevails in

all the popular traditions of the Weser region, and extends as far

as the Groningen country and E. Drenthe
;
giants' hills, giants'

v. droost : ' dat di de droost sla !
' may the d. smite thee ; in the Altmark :

' det di

de druse hal (fetch) !
' and elsewhere ' de dros in de helle.' At the same time the

HG. druos, truos (plague, blain) is worth considering.
1 A case that often occurs ; thus the Bavarians, a Teutonic people, take their

name from the Celtic Boh. [And the present Bulgarians, a Slav race, etc.]
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tombs are called hunebedde, hunebedden, bed being commonly

used for grave, the resting-place of the dead. ' Grot as en hune'

expresses gigantic stature. Schiiren's Teutonista couples ' rese

'

with Jmyne. Even H.Germ, writers of the lGth-1 7th centuries,

though seldomer, use heune; Mathesius : 'Goliath der grosse

hcunc;' the Vocab. of 1482 spells hewne. Hans Sachs 1, 453a

uses heunisch (like entisch) for fierce, malignant. But the word

goes back to MHG. too; Herbort 1381 :
' groz alsam ein hune,'

rhym. ' mit starkem gelune

;

' Trist. 4034 :
' an geliden und an

geliune gewahsen als ein hiune.' 1 In OHG. writings I do not find

the word in this sense at all. But MHG. has also a Hiune (gen.

Hiunen) signifying, without any reference to bodily size, a Hun-

garian, in the Nibelunge a subject of Efczel or Attila (1110, 4.

1123,4. 1271,3. 1824,3. 1829,1. 1831,1. 1832, 1), which

in Lat. writings of the Mid. Ages is called Hunnas, more exactly

Hunus, Chunus. To this Hiune would correspond an OHG.

Hunio ; I have only met with the strong form Hun, pi. Huni,

gen. Hunio, Hiineo,2 with which many names of places are com-

pounded, e.g. Huniofeld, a little town in Fulda bishopric, now

Hiinfeld; also names of men, Hiinolt, Hunperht (Humprecht), Hun-

rat, Altlmn, Folchuu, etc. The AS. Hthia cyning (Beda 1, 13)

requires a siug. Him; but to the ON. nom. pi. Hiinar there is said

to belong a weak sing. Huni (Gl. Edd. havn. 2, 881). It is plain

those Huni have a sense that shifts about pretty much with time

and place, now standing for Pannonians, then for Avars, then

again for Vandals and Slavs, always for a nation brought into

frequent contact with Germany by proximity and wars. The

lliunenlant of the loth century (Nib. 1106, 3. 1122, 3) cannot

possibly be the Eunaland which the Eddie lays regard as SigurS's

home (Deutsche heldens. 6. 9). At the time when proper names

like Hunrat, Hunperht first arose, there could hardly as yet be

any thought of an actual neighbouring nation like Pannonians

or Wends j but even in the earliest times there might circulate

talk and tale of a primitive mythic race supposed to inhabit some

uncertain region, much the same aslotnar and Thursar. I incline

1 Wolfdietr. 661 has, for giaut, heme rhym. sehoene, but only in the place of the

ancient casura, so that the older reading was most likely hiune.

- In Hildeb. lied ' Hiineo truhtin (lord of Huns), and ' alter Hun ;
' Diut. 2, 182

Huni (Pannonii) ; 2, 353'' Huni for Him (Hunus) ; 2, 370 Huni (Vaudali).
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therefore to guess, that the sense of ' giant/ which we cannot

detect in Hun till the 13th century, must nevertheless have lain

in it long before : it is by such double meaning that Hadubrant's

exclamation 'alt^rHun!' first acquires significance. When
Gotfried used hiune for giant, he must have known that Hiune

at that time also meant a Hungarian ; and as little does the

distinctness of the nationality rendered Himi in OHG. glosses

exclude the simultaneous existence of a mythic meaning of the

word. It may have been vivider or fainter in this place or that

:

thus, the ON. himar is never convertible with iotnar and )mrsar. •

I will not touch upon the root here (conf. p. 529 note), but only

remark that one Eddie name for the bear is linnn, Sn. 179. 222%

and ace. toBiorn nun and hunbiom = catulus ursinus (see Suppl.).

One AS. term for giant is ent, pi. entas : iElfred in his Orosius

p. 48 renders Hercules gigas by f Ercol se ent.' The poets like

to use the word, where ancient buildings and works are spoken

of: ' enta geweorc, enta sergeweorc (early work of giants), eald

enta geweorc/ Beow. 3356. 5431. 5554. Cod. exon. 291, 24.

476, 2. So the adj. : 'entisc helm/ Beow. 5955 ; Lipsius's glosses

also give eintisc avitus, what dates from the giants' days of yore.

Our OHG. entisc antiquus does not agree with this in consonant-

gradation [t should be z] j it may have been suggested by the

Latin word, perhaps also by the notion of enti (end) ; another

form is antrisc antiquus (Graff 1, 387), and I would rather asso-

ciate it with the Eddie * inn aldni iotunn' (grandaevus gigas), Sasm.

23a 46b 84b
1 89 b

. The Bavarian patois has an intensive prefix

enz, enzio (Schmeller , 188), but this may have grown out of the

gen. of end, ent (Schm. 1, 77) ; or may we take this ent- itself in

the sense of monstrous, gigantic, and as an exception to the law

of consonant-change? They say both enterisch (Schm. 1, 77) and

enzerisch for monstrous, extraordinary. And was the Enzenberc,

MS. 2, 10b a giant's hill ?
l and is the same root contained in

the proper names Anzo, Enzo, Enzinchint (Pez, thes. iii. 3, 689°),

Enzawip (Meichelb. 1233. 1305), Enzeman (Ben. 325) ? If

Huni alluded to Wends and Slavs, we may be allowed to identify

entas with the ancient Antes ; as for the Indians, whom Mone

i The present Inselberg near Schmalkalden ; old docs., however, spell it Emise-

herc, named apparently from the brook Emise, Emse, which rises on it. Later

forms are Enzelberg, Einzelberg, Einselberg.
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(Adz. 1836, 1. 2) would bring in, they may stay outside, for in

OHG. itself antisc, entisc (antiquus) is distinct from indisc (In-

dicus), Graff 1, 385-G ; and see Suppl.

The AS. poets use also the Greek, Latin,1 and Romance appel-

lative gigant, pi. gigantas, Beow. 225. giganta cyn 3379. gigant-

msecg, Ca^dm. 76, 36 ; conf. Ital. Span, gigante, Prov. jayan

(Ferab. 4232), O.Fr. gaiant (Ogier 8092. 8101), Fr. giant, Eng.

giant; also OHG. gigant (0. iv. 12, 61), MHG. gigante die

mdren (Diut. 3, 60),
2 M. Nethl. gigant The ON. word which is

usually compared with this, but which wants the nt, and is only

used of giantesses, seems to me unconnected : fem. gijgr, gen.

gygjar, Seem. 39, Sn. 66. 68; a Swed. folk-song still has 'den

leda gijger,' Arvidsson, 2, 302. It is wanting in the other Teut.

dialects, but if translated into Gothic it would be giugi or giugja;

I trace it to the root giugan, and connect it with the words quoted

in my Gramm. 2, 50 no. 536 (see Suppl.).

Our riese is the OHG. risi (O. iv. 12, 61) or riso (N. ps. 32, 16),

MHG. rise, MLG. rese (En. 7096), ON. risi (the elder Edda has

it only in Grottas. 12), Swed. rese, Dan. rise, M. Nethl. rese, rose

(Huyd. op St. 3, 33. 306), now reus. To these would correspond

a Gothic vrisa, as may be gathered from the OS. form wriso which

I confidently infer from the adj. wrisilie giganteus, Hel. 42, 5.

The Anglo-Saxons seem to have had no analogous wrisa, as they

confine themselves to ]?yrs, gigant [and ent] . The root of vrisa

is unknown to me j it cannot belong to reisan surgere, therefore

the OHG. riso does not mean elatus, superbus, excelsus. 3

Again, lubbe, liibbe seems in parts of Lower Saxony to mean

1 Strange that the Latin language has no word of its own for giant, hut must

horrow the Greek gigas, titan, cyclops ;
yet Italy has indigenous folk-tales of Cam-

panian giants.
- The Biblical view adopted in the Mid. Ages traced the giants to Cam, or at least

to mixture with his family :
' gigantes, quales propter iracundiam Dei per tilios Beth

de filialus Cain narrat scriptura procreatos,' Pertz 2, 755. For in Genesis 6, 4 it

is said :
' gigantes autem erant super tcrram in diebus illis

;
postquam enim ingressi

sunt filii Dei ad filias hominum, illreque genuerunt, isti sunt potentes a seculo viri

famosi.' The same view appears in Caedni. 76. 77 ; in Beow. 213Grendel's descent

is derived from Caines cynne, on whom God avenged the murder of Abel
:
thence

sprang all the umtydrai (neg. of tudor proles, therefore misbirths, evil brood |. eotenat,

ylfe, orcneaa and gigantas that war against God. This partly tits in with some

heathen notions of cosmogony.
a Mone in Anz. 8, 183, takes wrise toxfrise, and makes Frisians and Persians out

of it. [What of ' writhe, wris-t, wrest, wrestle,' (as wit, wis-t becomes wise) ? Or

Slav, vred-iti, to hurt, AS. wretfe? A Euss. word for giant is verzilo, supposed to

be from verg-;iti, to throw.]
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unwieldy giant, lubben-stones are shown on the Corneliusbei'g

near Helmstadt, and lubbe ace. to the Brem. wb. 3, 92 means a

slow clumsy fellow; it is the Engl, lubber, lobber, and Michel

Beham's liipel (Mone's Anz. 1835, 450b
), conf. ON. lubbi (hir-

sutus). To this add a remarkable document by Bp. Gebhard of

Halberstadt, bewailing as late as 1462 the heathenish worship of

a being whom men named den guden lubben, to whom they offered

bones of animals on a hill by Schochwitz in the county of Mans-
feld. Not only have such ancient bone-heaps been discovered on

the Lujpberg there (conf. the Augsburg perleich, p. 294), but in

the church of the neighbouring Miillersdorf an idol image let into

the wall, which tradition says was brought there from the Lup-

berg (see Suppl.). 1

The ON. has several words for giantess, beside the gygr men-

tioned above: skass, neut., Seem. 144b 154b
, and skessa, fern.

;

grid')- f., mella f
. ; gifr f., Seem. 143b

, Norweg. jyvri (Hallag. 53)

or gijvri, gurri, djurre (Faye 7. 9. 10. 12). This gifr seems to

mean saucy, defiant, greedy.

Troll neut., gen. trolls (Sasm. 6a
), Swed. troll, Dan. trold,

though often used of giants, is yet a more comprehensive term,

including other spirits and beings possessed of magic power, and

equivalent to our monster, spectre, unearthly being. By trold

the Danish folk-tales habitually understand beings of the elf kind.

The form suggests a Gothic trallu ; does our getralle in Renner

1365, 'der gebure ein getralle/ rhyni. f alle/ mean the same

thing ? (see Suppl.).

Giant is in Lith. milzinas, milzinis, Lett, milsis, milsenis ; but

it would be overbold to connect with it German names of places,

Milize (Trad. fuld. 2, 40), Milsenburg, Melsungen. The Slovak

obor, Boh. obr, 0. Pol. obrzym, 2 Pol. olbrzym, is unknown to the

South Slavs, and seems to be simply Avarus, Abarus. Nestor

calls the Avars Obri (ed. Schlozer 2, 112-7). The ' Grascus

Avar ' again in the legend of Zisa (p. 292-5) is a giant. Now,

1 Neue mitth. des thiir. sacks, vereins 3, 130-6. 5, 2. 110-132. 6, 37-8. The
picture, however, contains nothing giant-like, but rather a goddess standing on a
wolf. Yet I remark, that a giant's tomb on Mt. Blanc is called ' la tombe du bon
homme, de la bonne femme,' an expression associated with the idea of a sacred vene-
rated man (supra, p. 89). Conf. also godgubbe used of Thorr, p. 167, and godmor,
p. 430.

2 Psalter of queen Margareta, Vienna 1834, p.l7 b
: obrzim, the -im as in oyczim,

pielgrzyin.
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as the Avari in the Mid. Ages are = Chuni, the words hun and

obor alike spring out of the national names Hun aud Avar. 1 To

the Slavs, Tchud signifies both Finn and giant, and the Russ.

ispolin (giant) might originally refer to the 'gens Spalorum' of

Jornandes; conf. Schafarik 1, 286. 310. So closely do the

names for giant agree with those of ancient nations : popular

belief magnified hostile warlike neighbours into giants, as it

diminished the weak and oppressed into dwarfs. The Sanskrit

rdhshasas can have nothing to do with our riese, nor with the

OHG. recchio, MHG. recke, a designation of human heroes (see

Suppl.).

We find plenty of proper names both of giants and giantesses

preserved in ON"., some apparently significant; thus Hrungnir

suggests the Gothic hrugga (virga, rod, pole) and our runge

(Brem. wb. 3, 558) ; Herbort 1385 :

' groz alsam ein runge.' Our

MHG. poems like giant's names to end in -olt, as Witolt, Fasolt,

Memerolt, etc.

A great stature, towering far above any human size, is ascribed

to all giants : stiff, unwieldy, they stand like hills, like tall trees.

According to the Mod. Greeks, they were as tall as poplars, and

if once they fell, they could not get up again [like Humpty

Dumpty]. The one eye of the Greek cyclops I nowhere find

imputed to our giants ; but like them 2 and the ancient gods,

(p. 322), they are often provided with many hands and heads.

When this attribute is given to heroes, gigantic ones are meant,

as Heimo, StarkaSr, Asperian (p. 387). But Saem. 85b expressly

calls a ]mrs prihofdudr, exactly as the MHG. Wahtelmasre names

a drihouptigen tursen (Massm. denkm. 109) : a remarkable in-

stance of agreement. In Seem. 35a appears a giant's son with

six heads, in 56a the many-headed band of giants is spoken of,

and in 53 a giantess with 900 heads. Brana's father has three

(invisible) heads, Fornald. sog. 3, 574, where also it is said :
' J?a

1 Schafarik explains obor by the Celtic ambro above (p. 520n.) ; but in that case

the Polish would have been abr.
2 Briareus or ^Egaion has a hundred arms (<fKaTu7x«P0S > II. 1, 402) and fifty

heads, Geryon three heads and six hands; in Hesiod's Theog. 150, Kottus, Gygea

and Briareus have one hundred arms and fifty heads. The giant in the Hebrew

story has only an additional finger or toe given to each hand aud foot
:
vir nut

excelsus, qui senos in manibus pedibusque habebat digitos, i.e. viginti (juatuor

(instead of the human twenty), 2 Sam. 21, 20. Bertheau's Israel, p. 113. O. Fr.

poems give the Saracen giant four anus, two uoses, two chins, Ogier 'JH17.
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fell margr (many a) twhof&a&r iotunn.' Trolds with 12 heads,

then with 5, 10, 15 occur in Norske event, nos. 3 and 24. In

Scotland too the story ' of the reyde eyttyn with the thre heydis '

was known (Complaynt, p. 98), and Lindsay's Dreme (ed. 1592,

p. 225) mentions the ' history of reid etin.' The fairy-tale of

Red etin wi' three heads may now be read complete in Chambers,1

pp. 56-58; but it does not explain whether the red colour in his

name refers to skin, hair or dress. A black complexion is not

attributed to giants, as it is to dwarfs (p. 444) and the devil,

though the half-black Hel (p. 312) was of giant kin. Hrungnir,

a giant in the Edda, has a head of stone (Seem. 76b
, Sn. 109),

another in the Fornald. sog. 3, 573 is called larnhaus, iron skull.

But giants as a rule appear well-shaped and symmetrical ; their

daughters are capable of the highest beauty, e.g. GeroV, whose

gleaming arms, as she shuts the house-door, make air and water

shine again, Seem. 82 a
, Sn. 39 (see Suppl.).

In the giants as a whole, an untamed natm^al force has full

swing, entailing their excessive bodily size, their overbearing in-

solence, that is to say, abuse of corporal and mental power, and

finally sinking under its own weight. Hence the iotunn in the

Edda is called slcrautgiarn (fastosus), Sasm. 1 1 7
b

; sa inn amattki

(praspotens) 41 b 82h
; storMgi (magnanimus) 76b

;
firungmo&gi

(superbus) 77a
; hardracTr (saavus) 54a

; our derivation of the

words iotunn and ]?urs finds itself confirmed in poetic epithet and

graphic touch : Tcostmodr iotunn (cibo gravatus), Seem. 56b
;

' blr

(ebrius) ertu GeirroSr, hefir ]ni ofdruccit (overdrunk)' 47a (see

Suppl.).

From this it is an easy step, to impute to the giants a stupidity

contrasting with man's common sense and the shrewdness of the

dwarf. The ON. has ' ginna alia sem pussa ' (decipere omnes

sicut thursos), Nialssaga p. 263. Du?nm in our old speech was

mutus as well as hebes, and dumbr in ON. actually stands for

gigas; to which dumbi (dat.) the adj. fiumbi (hebes, inconcinnus)

seems nearly related. A remarkable spell of the 11th cent, runs

thus :
' tumbo saz in berke mit tumbemo kinde in arme, tumb hiez

der berc, tumb hiez daz kint, der heilego tumbo versegene tisa

wunda !
' i.e. dummy sat on hill with d. child in arm, d. was

i Popular rhymes, fireside stories, and amusements of Scotland, Edinb. 1S42.
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called the hill and d. the child, the holy d. bless this wound away

[the posture is that of Humpty Dumpty] . This seems pointed

at a sluo-o-ish mountain-giant, and we shall sec how folk-tales ofDO O *

a later period name the giants dnmme dutten ; the term lubbe,

lilbbe likewise indicates their clumsy lubberly nature, and when

we nowadays call the devil durum (stupid), a quondam giant is

really meant (see Suppl.). 1

Yet the Norse lays contain one feature favourable to the giants.

They stand as specimens of a fallen or falling race, which

with the strength combines also the innocence and wisdom of

the old world, an intelligence more objective and imparted at

creation than self-acquired. This half- regretful view of giants

prevails particularly in one of the finest poems of the Edda,

the HymisqvrSa. Hymir 2
is called fom iotunn (the old) 54% as

YloXvcpafios in Theocr. 11,9 is apxaios, and another giant, from

whom gods are descended, has actually the proper name Forniotr,

Forneot (p. 240), agreeing with the ' aidinn iotunn ' quoted on

p. 524; then we have the epithet hundviss (multiscius) applied

52b
, as elsewhere to Lo-Sinn (Stem. 145a

), to GeirroSr (Sn. 113),

and to StarkaSr (Fornald. sog. 3, 15. 32).
3 Oegir is called

fiolkunnigr (much-knowing), Saem. 79, and bamteitr (happy as a

child) 52 a
; while Thrymr sits fastening golden collars on his

hounds, and stroking his horses' manes, Sasm. 70b . And also the

faithfulness of giants is renowned, like that of the men of old :

trolltryggr (fidus instar gigantis), Egilss. p. 610, and in the Faroe

dialect ' trilr sum trddlir,' true as giants (Lyngbye, p. 496).4

Another lay is founded on the conversation that OSinn himself

is anxious to hold with a giant of great sense on matters of

antiquity (a fornom stcifum) : Vaf]>ru8nir again is called ' inn

alsvinni iotunn/ 30a 35b
; Orgelmir and Bergelmir 'sa inn fr6(K

1 The familiar fable of the devil being taken in by a peasant in halving the crop

between them, is in the Danish myth related of a trold (Thiele 4, 122), see Chap.

XXXIII.
ON. hum is crepusculum, hfima vesperascere, hyma dormiturire ; is Hymir the

sluggish, sleepy? OHG. Hiumi? Mow if tin- MUG. hiune came from an OHG.
hiumi? An m is often attenuated into n, as OHG. sliumi, sniumi (celer), MHG.
sliune, sliunic, our schleunig. That would explain why there is no trace of the

word hiune in ON. ; it would also be fatal to any real connexion with the national

name Hun.
3 Hund (centum) intensi6es the meaning : hundmargr (pcrmultus), hundgamall

(old as the hills).
4 We find the same faithfulness in the giant of Christian legend, St. Christopher,

and in that of Carolingian legend, Ferabras.
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iotunn/ Seem. 35a,b
; Fenja and Menja are framvisar (Grottas. 1,

13). When the verb }>reya, usually meaning exspectare, desi-

derare, is employed as characteristic of giants (Seem. 88a
), it

seems to imply a dreamy brooding, a half-drunken complacency

and immobility (see Suppl.).

Such a being, when at rest, is good-humoured and unhandy, 1

but when provoked, gets wild, spiteful and violent. Norse legend

names this rage of giants i'dtunmodr, which pits itself in defiance

against asmoSr, the rage of the gods :
f vera i iotunmoSi/ Sn.

150b
. When their wrath is kindled, the giants hurl rocks, rub

stones till they catch fire (Roth. 1048), squeeze water out of

stones (Kinderm. no. 20. Asbiornsen's Moe, no. 6), root up

trees (Kinderm. no. 90), twist fir-trees together like willows (no.

1G6), and stamp on the ground till their leg is buried up to the

knee (Roth. 913. Yilk. saga, cap. 60) : in this plight they are

chained up by the heroes in whose service they are to be, and

only let loose against the enemy in war, e.g. Witolt or Witolf

(Roth. 760. Vilk. saga, cap. 50). One Norse giant, whose story

we know but imperfectly, was named Beli (the bellower) ; him

Freyr struck dead with his fist for want of his sword, and thence

bore the name of ' bani Belja/ Sn. 41. 71.

Their relation to gods and men is by turns friendly and hostile.

Iotunheimr lies far from Asaheimr, yet visits are paid on both

sides. It is in this connexion that they sometimes leave on us

the impression of older nature-gods, who had to give way to a

younger and superior race ; it is only natural therefore, that in

certain giants, like Ecke and Fasolt, we should recognise a pre-

cipitate of deity. At other times a rebellious spirit breaks forth,

they make war upon the gods, like the heaven-scaling Titans,

and the gods hurl them down like devils into hell. Yet there

are some gods married to giantesses : Niorftr to Ska^i the

daughter of Thiassi, Thorr to Iarnsaxa, Freyr to the beautiful

GerSr, daughter of Gymir. GunnloS a giantess is OSin's be-

loved. The asin Gefiun bears sons to a giant; Borr weds the

giant Botyorn's daughter Bestla. Loki, who lives among the

ases, is son to a giant Farbauti, and a giantess AngrbotSa is his

1 Unformed, irtconcirmus ; MHG. ungeviiege, applied to giants, Nib. 450, 1.

Iw. 444. £051. 6717. der ungeviiege knabe, Er. 5552; ' knabe,' as in ' der michel

kuabe,' p. 518n.
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..ife. The gods associate with Oegir the iotunn, and by him

are bidden to a banquet. Giants again sue for asins, as Thryrar

for Freyja, while Thiassi carries off ISunn. Hrilngnir asks for

Freyja or Sif, Sn. 107. Starkaftr is henchman to Norse kings;

in Rother's army fight the giants Asperian (Asbiorn, Osbern) and

Witolt. Among the ases the great foe of giants is Tliorr, who

like Jupiter inflicts on them his thunder-wounds

;

1 his hammer

has crushed the heads of many : were it not for Thorr, says a

Scandinavian proverb, the giants would get the upper hand

;

2 he

vanquished Hriingnir, Hymir, Thrymr, GeirroSr, and it is not all

the legends by any means that are set down in the Edda (see

Suppl.). St. Olaf too keeps up a hot pursuit of the giant race ;

in this business heathen and Christian heroes are at one. In our

heroic legend Sigenot, Ecke, Fasolt succumb to Dietrich's human

strength, yet other giants are companions of Dietrich, notably

Wittich and Heime, as Asperian was Rother's. The kings

Niblunc and Schilbunc had twelve strong giants for friends

(Nib. 95), i.e. for vassals, as the Norse kings often had twelve

berserks. But, like the primal woods and monstrous beasts of

the olden time, the giants do get gradually extirpated off the

face of the earth, and with all heroes giant-fighting alternates

with dragon-fighting. 3

King FroSi had two captive giant-maidens Fenja and Menja as

mill-maids ; the grist they had to grind him out of the quern

Grotti was gold and peace, and he allowed them no longer time

for sleep or rest than while the gowk (cuckoo) held his peace or

they sang a song. We have a startling proof of the former pre-

valence of this myth in Germany also, and I find it in the bare

proper names. Managold, Manigold frequently occurs as a man's

name, and is to be explained from mani, ON. men = monile

;

more rarely we find Fanigold, Fenegold, from fani, ON. fen =

palus, meaning the gold that lies hidden in the fen. One Trad,

patav. of the first half of the twelfth cent. (MB. 28b
, pp. 90-1)

i The skeleton of a giantess struck by lightning, hung up in a sacristy, see Wide-
gren's Ostergdtland 4, 527.

2 Swed. ' vore ej thorddn (Thor-din, thunder) till, lade troll verlden ode.'
s In British legend too (seldomer in Caroliugian) the heroes are indefatigable

giant-quellers. If the nursery-tale of Jack the giantkiller did not appear to be of

Welsh origin, that hero's deeds might remind us of Tliur's; he is equipped with
a cap of darkness, shoes of swiftness, and a sword that cuts through anything, as

the god is with the resistless hammer.
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furnishes both names Manegolt and Fenegolt ouc of the same

neighbourhood. We may conclude that once the Bavarians well

knew how it stood with the fanigold and nianigold ground out by

Fania and Mania (see Suppl.).

Yrnir, or in giant's language Orgelmir, was the first-created,

and out of his body's enormous bulk were afterwards engendered

earth, water, mountain and wood. Ymir himself originated in

melted hoarfrost or rime (hrim), hence all the giants are called

hrimpursar, rime-giants, Sn. 6. Sasin. 85a ' b
; hrimkaldr, rime-

cold, is an epithet of p»urs and iotunn, Saem. 33 b 90a
, they still

drip with thawing rime, their beards (kinnskogr, chin-forest) are

frozen, Seem. 53b
; Hrimnir, Hiimgrimr, Hrimgercfr are proper

names of giants, Seem. 85a 86a 114. 145. As hrim also means

grime, fuligo, Ymir may perhaps be connected with the obscure

MHG. om, ome (rubigo), see Gramm. 3, 733. At the same time

the derivation from ymja, umSi (stridere) lies invitingly near, so

that Ymir would be the blustering, noisy, and one explanation of

Orgelmir would agree with this ; conf. chap. XIX. (see Suppl.).

Herbs and heavenly bodies are named after giants as well

as after gods : fiursaskegg, i.e. giant's beard (fucus filiformis)
;

Norw. tussegras (paris quadrifolia) ; Bronugras (satyrium, the

same as Friggjargras, p. 302), because a giantess Brana gave it

as a charm to her client Halfdan (Fornald. sog. 3, 576) ; Forneotes

folme, p. 240 ; OSinn threw Thiassi's eyes, and Thorr OrvandiVs

toe, into the sky, to be shining constellations, Sn. 82-3. 111.

Giants, like dwarfs, shew themselves thievish. Two lays of the

Edda turn upon the recovery of a hammer and a cauldron which

they had stolen.

The giants form a separate people, which no doubt split into

branches again, conf. Rask's Afhand. 1, 88. Thrymr is called

Jjursa drottinn, Saem. 70-74, a Jrwrsa JjiocF (nation) is spoken of,

107 a
, but iotunheimr is described as their usual residence. Even

our poem of Bother 767 speaks of a riesenlant. On the borders

of the giant province were situate the griottuna gar&ar, Sn. 108-9.

We have already noticed how most of the words for giant coin-

cide with the names of ancient nations.

Giants were imagined dwelling on rocks and mountains, and

their nature is all of a piece with the mineral kingdom : they are

either animated masses of stone, or creatures once alive petrified.
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Hrungnir had a three-cornered stone heart, his head and shield

were of stone, Sn. 109. Another giant was named Vagnhoffri

(waggon-head), Sn. 211 a
, in Saxo Gram. 9. 10. Dame Hiltt is a

petrified queen of giants, Deut. sag. no. 233.

Out of this connexion with mountains arises another set of

names: bergrisi, Sn. 18. 26. 30. 45-7. 66. Grdttas. 10. 21.

Egilss. 22
j

1 bergbui, Fornald. sog. 1, 412; hraunbiii (saxicola),

Sasm. 57 b 145a
; hraunhvalr (-whale) 57 b

; Jjwssin af biargi, Fornald.

sog. 2, 29 ; bergdanir (gigantes), Sasm. 54b
; bergrisa brudr (bride),

mcer bergrisa, Grottas. 10. 24, conf. the Gr. bpeuis : on this side

the notion of giantess can easily pass into that of elfin. Thryni-

heimr lies up in the mountains, Sn. 27. It is not to be over-

looked, that in our own Heldenbuch Dietrich reviles the giants

as mountain-cattle and forest-boors, conf. bercrinder, Laurin 2625,

and waltgeburen 534. 2624. Sigenot 97. walthunde, Sigenot 13.

114. waldes diebe (thieves), 120. waldes tore (fool), waldes

affe (ape), Wolfd. 467. 991 (see p. 481-2 and Suppl.).

Proper names of giants point to stones and metals, as Iamsaxa

(ironstony), Tamhaus (ironskull) ;
possibly our still surviving

compound steinalt, old as stone (Gramm. 2, 555), is to be ex-

plained by the great age of giants, approaching that of rocks and

hills ;
gifur rata (gigantes pedes illidunt saxis) is what they say

in the North.

Stones and rocks are weapons of the giant race j they use only

stone clubs and stone shields, no swords. Hriingni's weapon is

called hem (hone) ; when it was flung in mid air and came in

collision with Thor's hammer, it broke, and a part fell on the

ground; hence come all the ' heinberg/ whinstone rocks, Sn.

108-9. Later legends add to their armament stahelstangen (steel

bars) 24 yards long, Roth. 687. 1662. Hurn. Sifr. 62, 2. 68, 2.

Sigenot (Lassb.) 14, (Hag.) 69. 75. Iwein 5022 {-mote, rod

5058. -Me, club 6682. 6726). Trist. 15980. 16146; isenstange,

Nib. 460, 1. Veldek invests his Pandurus and Bitias (taken from

Aen. 9, 672) with giant's nature and iserne kolven, En. 7089
;

king Gorhand's giant host carry holben stahelin, Wh. 35, 21.

395, 24. 396, 13; and giant Langben a staahtang (Danske

viser 1, 29). We are expressly told in Er. 5384, ' wafens waren

1 In the case of mixed descent: Mlf bergrisi, h&lfrwi, h&lftroll, Egilss. p. 22.

Nialss. ]). 164 ; see Grauiui. 2, G33.
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si bloz/ i.e. bare of knightly weapon, for they carried f kolben

swsere, groze uncle lange.' l Yet the f eald siveord eotonisc' pro-

bably meant one of stone, though the same expression is used

in Beow. 5953 of a metal sword mounted with gold ; even the
f entisc helm/ Beow. 5955 may well be a stone helmet. It may
be a part of the same thing, that no iron sword will cut into

giants ; only with the pommel of the sword can they be killed

(Ecke 178), or with the fist, p. 530 (see Suppl.).

Ancient buildings of singular structure, which have outlasted

many centuries, and such as the men of to-day no longer take in

hand, are vulgarly ascribed to giants or to the devil (conf. p. 85,

note on devil's dikes) :
' burg an berge, ho holrnklibu, wrisilic

giwerc' is said in Hel. 42, 5 of a castle on a rock (risonburg,

N. Bth. 173) ; a Wrisberg, from which a Low Saxon family takes

its name, stood near the village of Petze. These are the enta

geweorc of AS. poetry (p. 524): 'efne swa wide swa wegas to

lagon enta cergeweorc innan burgum, stnete stanfdge/ Andr. 2466.

' stapulas storme bedrifene, eald enta geweorc/ 2986. Our Anno-

lied 151 of Semiramis :
' die alten Babilouie stiphti si van cigelin

den alten, die die gigandi branten,' of bricks that giants burnt.

And Karlmeinet 35 : 'we dise burg stichte? ein rise in den alten

ziden.' In 0. French poems it is either gaiant or paian (pagans)

that build walls and towers, e.g. in Gerars de Viane 1745 :

Les fors tors, ke sont dantiquitey,

ke paian firent par lor grant poestey.

Conf. Mone's Unters. 242-4-7. 250. Whatever was put together

of enormous blocks the Hellenes named cyclopean walls, while the

modern Greeks regard the Hellenes themselves as giants of the

old world, and give them the credit of those massive structures. 2

Then, as ancient military roads were constructed of great blocks

of stone (strata felison gifuogid, Hel. 164, 27), they also were

laid to the account of giants : iotna vegar (vise gigantum), Sasm.

23b
;

' usque ad giganteam viam : entisken wee/ MB. 4, 22 (about

1130). The common people in Bavaria and Salzburg call such

a road, which to them is world-old and uncanny, enterisch (Schm.

i Goliath too, 1 Sam. 17, 7, and 2 3am. 21, 19 is credited with a hastile (spear-

staff) quasi liciatorium texentiurn (like a weaver's beam).
2 Conf. Niebuhr's Rom. Hist. i. 192-3. An ancient wall is in Mod. Greek rb

£\\t)vik6, Ulrich's Eeise 1, 182.
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1, 1 1) j the trbllaskeid was mentioned p. 508-9, and trollahlad' is

septum gigantum. Some passages in Fergiit are worthy of

notice ; at ]576 :

Die roke was swert ende eiselike,

want wilen er en gigant,

hie hieu hare ane enen cant

en padelkin tote in den top,

daer en mach ghen paert op,

en man mochter opgaen te voet.

And at 1C28 seq. is described the brazen statue of a dorper, 1

standing outside the porch of a door

:

het dede maken en gigant,

die daer wilen woende int lant (see Suppl.).

Giant's-morintains, giant's-MUs, hiinen-beds may be so named

because popular legend places a giant's grave there, or sees in

the rock a resemblance to the giant's shape, or supposes the

giant to have brought the mountain or hill to where it stands.

We have just had an instance of the last kind : the Edda

accounts for all the hein-rocks by portions of a giant's club having

dropt to the ground, which club was made of smooth whinstone.

There is a pleasing variety about these folk-tales, which to my

thinking is worth closer study, for it brings the living conception

of giant existence clearly before us. One story current in the

I. of Hven makes Grimild and Hvenild two giant sisters living

in Zealand. Hvenild wants to carry some slices of Zealand to

Schonen on the Swedish side ; she gets over safely with a few

that she has taken in her apron, but the next time she carries off

too large a piece, her apron-string breaks in the middle of the

sea, she drops the whole of her load, and that is how the Isle of

Hven came to be (Sjoborg's Nomenkl. p. 84). Almost the same

story is told in Jutland of the origin of the little isle of

Worsoekalv (Thiele 3, G6). Pomeranian traditions present dif-

ferences in detail : a giant in the Isle of Eiigen grudges having

to wade through the sea every time to Pomerania; he will build

a causeway across to the mainland, so, tying an apron round him,

he fills it with earth. When he has got past Rodenkirchen wit!

1 This dorper gr6t again we are tempted to take for the old thundergod, for it

says :
' hi hilt van stale (of steel) enen hamer in sine hant.'

VOL. II. n
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his load, his apron springs a leak, and the earth that drops out

becomes the nine hills near Eambin. He darns the hole, and

goes further. Arrived at Gustow, he bursts another hole, and

spills thirteen little hills ; he reaches the sea with the earth that

is left, and shoots it in, making Prosnitz Hook and the peninsula

of Drigge. But there still remains a narrow space between

Eiigen and Pomerania, which so exasperates the giant that he

is struck with apoplexy and dies, and his dam has never been

completed (E. M. Arndt's Marchen 1, 156). Just the other way,

a giant girl of Pomerania wants to make a bridge to Riigen, ' so

that I can step across the bit of water without wetting my bits

of slippers/ She hurries down to the shore with an apronful of

sand ; but the apron had a hole in it, a part of her freight ran

out Mother side of Sagard, forming a little hill named Dubber-

worth. ' Dear me ! mother will scold/ said the hiine maiden, but

kept her hand under, and ran all she could. Her mother looked

over the wood :
' Naughty child, what are you after ? come, and

you shall have the stick/ The daughter was so frightened she let

the apron slip out of her hands, the sand was all spilt about, and

formed the barren hills by Litzow.1 Near Vi in Kallasocken lies

a huge stone named Zechiel's stone after a giantess or merwoman.

She lived at Edha castle in Hogbysocken, and her sister near the

Skaggentis (shag-ness) in Smaland. They both wished to build

a bridge over the Sound; the Smaland giantess had brought

Skaggenas above a mile into the sea, and Zechiel had gathered

stones in her apron, when a man shot at her with his shafts, so

that she had to sit down exhausted on a rock, which still bears

the impress of her form. But she got up again, and went as far

as Pesnassocken, when Thor began to thunder (da hafver gogubben

begynt at aka) ; she was in such a fright that she fell dead,

scattering the load of stones out of her apron higgledy-piggledy

on the ground ; hence come the big masses of rock there of two

or three men's height. Her kindred had her buried by the side

of these rocks (Aklqvist's Olaud, 2, 98-9). These giants' dread

of Thor is so great, that when they hear it thunder, they hide

in clefts of rocks and under trees : a hbgbergsgubbe in Gothland,

i Lothar's Volhssagen, Leipz. 1825, p. 65. Temme's Pomm. sagen, nos. 190-1
;

see Barthold's Poinniern 1, 580, who spells Dobbtrwort, and explains it by the Pol.

wor (sack).
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whom a peasant, to keep hini friendly, had invited to a christen-

ing, refused, much as he would have liked to share in the feast,

because he leaimt from the messenger that not only Christ, Peter

and Mary, but Thor also would be there ; he would not face him

(Xyerup's Morskabsliisning, p. 243). A giant in Fladsoe was on

bad terms with one that lived at Nestved. He took his wallet to

the beach and filled it with sand, intending to bury all Nestved.

On the way the sand ran out through a hole in the sack, giving

rise to the string of sandbanks between Fladsoe and Nestved.

Not till he came to the spot where Husvald then stood, did the

giant notice that the greater part was spilt; in a rage he flung

the remainder toward Nestved, where you may still see one sand-

bank by itself (Thiele 1, 79). At Sonnerup lived another giant,

Lars Krands by name, whom a farmer of that place had offended.

He went to the shore, filled his glove with sand, took it to the

farmer's and emptied it, so that the farmhouse and yard were

completely covered ; what had run through the jive finger holes of

the glove made five hills (Thiele 1, 33). In the Netherlands the

hill of Hillegersberg is produced by the sand which a giantess

lets fall through een schortehleed (Westendorp's Mythol. p. 187).

—And these tales are not only spread through the Teutonic

race, but are in vogue with Finns and Celts and Greeks. Near

Pajiindo in Hattulasocken of Tawastoland there stand some rocks

which are said to have been carried by giant's daughters in their

aprons and then tossed up (Ganander's Finn. myth. pp. 29. 30).

French traditions put the holy Virgin or fays (p. 4 13) in the place

of giantesses. Notre dame de Clery, being ill at ease in the

church of Mezieres, determined to change the seat of her adora-

tion, took earth in her apron and carried it to a neighbouring

height, pursued by Judas : then, to elude the enemy, she took

a part of tlce earth up again, which she deposited at another place

not far off: oratories were reared on both sites (Mem. de l'acad.

celt. 2, 218). In the Charente country, arrond. Cognac, comm.
Saintfront, a huge stone lies by the Ney rivulet ; this the holy

Virgin is said to have carried on her head, beside four other

pillars in her apron ; but as she was crossing the Ney, she 1 1 one

pillar fait into Saintfront marsh (Mem. des antiquaires 7, 31).

According to a Greek legend, Athena was fetching a mountaiu

from Pallene to fortify the Acropolis,, but, startled at the ill news
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brought by a crow, she dropt it on the way, and there it remains

as Mount Lykabettos. 1 As the Lord God passed over the

earth scattering stones, his bags burst over Montenegro, and the

whole stock came down (Vuk. 5).

Like the goddess, like the giants, the devil takes such burdens

upon him. In Upper Hesse I was told as follows : between

Gossfelden and Wetter there was once a village that has now
disappeared, Elbringhausen ; the farmers in it lived so luxuriously

that the devil got power over them, and resolved to shift them

from their good soil to a sandy flat which is flooded every year

by the overflowing Lahn. So he took the village up in his

basket, and carried it through the air to where Sarenau stands :

he began picking out the houses one by one, and setting them

up side by side ; by some accident the basket tipped over, and the

whole lot tumbled pellmell on the ground ; so it came about, that

the first six houses at Sarenau stand in a straight row, and all

the others anyhow. Near Saalfeld in Thuringia lies a village,

Langenschade, numbering but 54 houses, and yet a couple of

miles long, because they stand scattered and in single file. The

devil flew through the air, carrying houses in an apron, but a

hole in it let the houses drop out one by one. On looking back,

he noticed it and cried ' there's a pity (schade) ! ' (see Suppl.)

.

The pretty fable of the giant's daughter picking up the plough-

ing husbandman and taking him home to her father in her apron

is widely known, but is best told in the Alsace legend of Nideck

castle :

Im waldschloss dort am wasserfall In forest-castle by waterfall

sinn d'ritter rise gsinn (gewesen)
; the barons there were giants

;

;i mol (einmal) kurnrnt's friiule hrab ins once the maiden comes down into the

thai, dale,

unn geht spaziere drinn. and goes a-walking therein,

sie thut bis scbier noch Haslach gehn, She doth as far as Haslach go ;

vorm wald im ackerfeld outside the wood, in the cornfield

do blibt sie voll verwundrung stehn she stands still, full of wonder,

unn sieht, wie's feld wurd bestellt. and sees how the field gets tilled,

sie liiegt dem ding a wil so zu

;

She looks at the thing a while,

der pflid, die ros, die liitt the plough, the horses, the men
ischer ebs (ist ihr etwas) neus ; sie geht are new to her ; she goes thereto

derzu

1 Antigoni Carystii hist, mirab. cap. 12, Lips. 1791 p. 22 : ttj 8e 'Adrjva, cpepovay

rb 6pos, 6 vvv KaKelrai. AvKa^rrbs, Kopwv-qv <py\a\v i.iravrr\aai koX elTreiv, oti 'Fipcxdivioi

ev (pavepip ' Tr\v Se aKovaaaav ptij/ai to 8pos, bnov vvf icrrf rr\ Zl Kopuvrj oia ttjv Kanay-
7e\:'ai' direlv, ws eh d.KpoiroXu' ov 6ep.is avry eurai dcpifciadai.
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unn denkt ' die nirnni i mit.'

D'rno huurt sie an de bode Lin

unn spreit ihrfiirti uss,

fangt allea mit der hand, thut's 'niin,

unn lauft gar frok nock has.

sie springt de felswei 'nuf ganz frisch,

dort wo der berg jetzt isck so gab.

unn me (man) so krattle mus in d'kok,

macht sie nur eine schritt.

Der ritter sitzt just noch am tisch :

1 min kind, was bringste mit ?

d' freud liiegt der zu de auge 'nuss
;

se kroni nur geschwind din fiirti uss
;

was hest so zawelichs drin ?
'

' o vatter, spieldings gar ze nett,

i ha noch nie ebs schons so g'hett,'

unn stelltem (ikm) alles kin.

Unn uf de tisck stellt sie den pflui,

(V bare unn ikri ros,

lauft drum kerum unn lackt derzu,

ikr freud isck gar ze gross.

' Ja, kind, diss isck ken spieldings nitt,

do kest ebs sckons gemackt

'

sakt der kerr ritter glick und lackt,

' gek nimm's nur widder mit

!

die bure sorje uns fur brot,

sunsck sterbe mir de kungertod
;

trak alles widder furt !

'

's fxaule krint, der vatter sckilt

:

' a bur mir nitt als spieldings gilt,

i kid (ick leide) net dass me rnurrt.

pack alles sackte widder iin

unn trail's ans nainli pliitzel kin,

wo des (du's) gennmme kest.

baut nit der bur sin ackerfeld,

se feklt's bi uns an brot unn geld

in unserin felsennest.'

and tkinks ' I'll take tkein witk me.'

Tken plumps down on tke ground

and spreads her apron out,

grasps all in ker kand, pops it in,

and runs rigkt joyful kome;
leaps up tke rock-patk brisk,

wkere tbe kill is now so steep

and men must scramble up,

ske makes but one stride.

Tke baron sits just tken at table :

' my ckild, wkat bringst witk thee ?

joy looks out at tkine eyes
;

undo tkine apron, quick,

wkat kast so wonderful tkerein ?

'

' fatker, playthings quite too neat,

I ne'er kad augkt so pretty,'

and sets it all before kim.

On tke table ske sets tke plough,

tke farmers and tkeir horses,

runs round tkem and laugks,

ker joy is all too great.

' Ak ckild, tkis is no playtking,

a pretty tking tkou kast done !

'

saitk tke baron quick, and laugks,

' go take it back !

tbe farmers provide us witk bread,

else we die tke kunger-deatk

;

carry it all away again.'

Tke maiden cries, tke fatker scolds :

' a farmer skall be no toy to me.

I will kave no grumbling

;

pack it all up softly again

and carry it to tke same place

wkere tkou tookst it from.

Tills not tke farmer kis field,

we are skort of bread and money

in our nest on tke rock.'

Similar anecdotes from the Harz and the Odenwald are given

in Deut. sag. nos. 319. 324. In Hesse the giant's daughter

is placed on the Hipporsberg (betw. Kolbe, Wehrda and Goss-

felden) : her father rates her soundly, and sets the ploughman

at liberty again with commendations. The same story is told at

Dittersdorf near Blankcnburg (betw. Rudolstadt and Saalfeld).

Again, a hlinin with her daughter dwelt on Hunenkoppe at the

entrance of the Black Forest. The daughter fouud a peasant

ploughing on the common, and put him in her apron, oxen, plough

aud all, then went and showed her mother 'the little fellow
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and his pussy-cats.' The mother angrily bade her cany man,

beast and plough directly back to where she found them :
' they

belong to a people that may do the hiines much mischief.' And
they both left the neighbourhood soon after.1 Yet again : when

the Griingrund and the country round about were still inhabited

by giants, two of them fell in with an ordinary man :
' what sort

of groundworm is this ? ' asked one, and the other answered,

' these groimdworms will make a finish of us yet

!

' (Mone's Anz.

8, 64). Now sentiments like these savour more of antiquity than

the fair reasons of the Alsatian giant, and they harmonize with

a Finnish folk-tale. Giants dwelt in Kernisocken, and twenty

years ago 2 there lived at E-ouwwanjemi an old woman named

Caisa, who told this tale : A giant maiden (kalewan tyttiiren)

took up horse and 'ploughman and plough (bewosen ja kyntajan

ja auran) on her lap, carried them to her mother and asked,
1 what kind of beetle (sontiainen) can this be, mother, that I found

rooting up the ground there ? ' The mother said, ' put them

away, child ; we have to leave this country, and they are to live

here instead.' The old giant race have to give way to agri-

cultural man, agriculture is an eye-sore to them, as it is to dwarfs

(p. 459). The honest coarse grain of gianthood, which looks

upon man as a tiny little beast, a beetle burrowing in the mud,

but yet is secretly afraid of him, could not be hit off more

happily than in these few touches. I believe this tradition is

domiciled in many other parts as well (see Suppl.).

Not less popular or naive is the story of the giant on a journey

being troubled with a little stone in his shoe : when at last he

shakes it out, there is a rock or hill left on the ground. The

Brunswick Anzeigen for 1759 inform us on p. 1636 :

( A peasant

said to me once, as I travelled in his company past a hill on the

R. Elm: Sir, the folk say that here a hiine cleared out his shoe,

and that's how this hill arose.' The book ' Die kluge trodelfrau

'

by E. J. 0. P. N. 1682, p. 14, mentions a large stone in the

forest, and says :
' Once a great giant came this way with a

pebble in his shoe that hurt him, and when he untied the shoe,

this stone fell out.' The story is still told of a smooth rock near

Goslar, how the great Christopher carried it in his shoe, till he

1 L. A. Walther's Einl. in die thiir. schwarzb. gesch., Budolst. 1788, p. 52.

2 In Ganauder's time (Finn. myth. p. 30).
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felt something gall his foot; ho pulled off the shoe and turned if

down, when the stone fell where it now lies. Such stones are

also called crumb-stones. On the Soiling near Uslar lie some

large boundary-stones, 16 to 20 feet long, and 6 to 8 thick : time

out of mind two giants were jaunting across country; says the

one to the other, ' this shoe hurts me, some bits of gravel I think

it must be/ with that he pulled off the shoe and shook these stones

out. In the valley above Ilfeld, close to the Biihr, stands a huge

mass of rock, which a giant once shook out of Ills shoe, because

the grain of sand galled him. I am confident this myth also has

a wide circulation, it has even come to be related of a mere set

of men : ' The men of Sauerland in Westphalia are fine sturdy

fellows ; they say one of them walked to Cologne once, and on

arriving at the gate, asked his fellow-traveller to wait a moment,

while he looked in his shoe to see what had been teazing him so

all the while. " Nay " said the other, " hold out now till we get

to the inn." The Sauerlander said very well, and they trudged

up and down the long streets. But at the market-place he could

stand it no longer, he took the shoe off and threw out a great lump

of stone, and there it has lain this long while to prove my words/

A Norwegian folk-tale is given by Hammerich (om Ragnaroks-

mythen, p. 93) : a jutel had got something into his eye, that

pricked him ; he tried to ferret it out with his finger, but that

was too bulky, so he took a sheaf of corn, and with that he

managed the business. It was a fir-cone, which the giant felt

between his fingers, and said :
' who'd have thought a little thing

like that would hurt you so ?
' (see Suppl.).

The Edda tells wonderful things of giant Skrymir, 1 in the

thumb of whose glove the god Thorr found a night's lodging.

Skrymir goes to sleep under an oak, and snores ; when Thorr

with his hammer strikes him on the head, he wakes up and asks

if a leaf has fallen on him. The giant lies down under another

oak, and snores so that the forest roars; Thorr hits him a harder

blow than before, and the giant awaking cries, ' did an acorn fill-

on my face ? ' He falls asleep a third time, and Thorr repeats

his blow, making a yet deeper dint, but the giant merely strokes

his cheek, and remarks, ' there must be birds roosting in those

1 Iu the Favuc dialect Skrujmsli (Lyngbye, p. -ISO). ON. skraumr blatero,

babbler.
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boughs; I fancied, when I woke, they dropt something on my
head/ Sn. 51-53. These are touches of genuine gianthood,

and are to be met with in quite different regions as well. A
Bohemian story makes the giant Scharmak sleep under a tower,

which his enemies undermine, so that it tumbles about his ears

;

lie shakes himself up and cries :
' this is a bad place to rest in,

the birds drop things on your head.' After that, three men drag

a large bell up the oaktree under which Scharmak is asleep,

snoring 1 so hard that the leaves shake : the bell is cut down, and

comes crashing on the giant, but he does not even wake. A
German nursery-tale (1, 307) has something very similar; in

another one, millstones are dropt on a giant in the well, and he

calls out, ' drive those hens away, they scratch the sand up there,

and make the grains come in my eyes ' (2, 29)

-

1

A giantess (gygr) named HyrroUn (igne fumata) is mentioned

in the Edda, Sn. 66 on occasion of Baldr's funeral :
nothing

could set the ship Hringhorn, in which the body lay, in motion

;

they sent to the giants, and Hyrrokin came ridiDg on a wolf,

with a snake for bridle and rein ; she no sooner stept up to the

vessel and touched it with her foot, than fire darted out of the

beams, and the firm land quaked. I also find in a Norwegian

folk-tale (Faye, p. 14), that a giantess (djurre) by merely kicking

the shore with her foot threw a ship into the most violent agita-

tion.

Eabelais 3 and Fischart have glorified the fable of Gargantua.

It was, to begin with, an old, perhaps even a Celtic, giant-story,

whose genuine simple form may even yet be recoverable from

unexpired popular traditions. 3 Gargantua, an enormous eater

and drinker, who as a babe had, like St. Christopher, taxed

the resources of ten wetnurses, stands with each foot on a high

mountain, and stooping down drinks up the river that runs between

1 Conf. the story of the giant Audsch in Hammer's Eosenol 1, 114.
_

2 Eabelais took his subject-matter from an older book, printed already in the

15th century, and published more than once in the 16th : Les chroniques admirables

du puissant roi Gargantua s. 1. et a. (gotbique) 8 ; Lyon 1532. 4 ;
La plaisante et

joyeuse histoire du grand Gargantua. Valence 1547. 8; at last as a chap-book:

La vie du fameux Gargantua, le plus terrible geant qui ait amais paru sur la terre.

Conf. Notice sur les chroniques de Garg., par l'auteur des nouv. rech. bibl. Tans

3 A beginning has been made in Traditions de l'ancien duchS de Eetz, sur Garg.

(Mem de l'acad. celt. 5, 392-5), and in Volkssagen aus dem Greyersland (Alpen-

rosen 1824, pp. 57-8). From the latter I borrow what stands in the test.
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(see Suppl.). A Westphalian legend of the Weser has much the

same tale to tell : On the R. Soiling, near Mt. Eberstein, stands

the Hiinenbrink, a detached conical hill [brink = grassy knoll].

When the hiine who dwelt there of old wanted to wash his face

of a morning, he would plant one foot on his own hill, and with

the other stride over to the Eichholz a mile and a half away, and

draw from the brook that flows through the valley. If his neck

ached with stooping and was like to break, he stretched one arm

over the Burgberg and laid hold of Lobach, Negenborn and

Holenberg to support himself.

We are often told of two giant comrades or neighbours, living

on adjacent heights, or on two sides of a river, and holding con-

verse. In Ostergotland, near Tumbo in Ydre-harad, there was a

jiitte named Tumme ; when he wished to speak to his chum Oden

at Hersmala two or three miles off, he went up a neighbouring

hill Hogatoft, from which you can see all over Ydre (Widegren's

Ostergotland 2, 397). The first of the two names is apparently

the ON. Jminbi (stultus, inconcinnus, conf. p. 528), but the other

is that of the highest god, and was, I suppose, introduced in

later legend by way of disparagement. German folktales make

such giants throw stone hammers and axes to each other (Deut.

sag. no. 20), which reminds one of the thundergod's hammer.

Two hiines living, one on the Eberstein, the other on Homburg,

had but one axe between them to split their wood with. When
the Eberstein hiine was going to work, he shouted across to

Homburg four miles off, and his friend immediately threw the axe

over ; and the contrary, when the axe happened to be on the

Eberstein. The same thing is told in a tradition, likewise West-

phalian, of the hiines on the Hiinenkeller and the Porta throwing

their one hatchet.1 The hiines of the Brunsberg and Wiltberg,

between Godelheim and Amelunxen, played at bowls together

across the Weser (Deut. sag. no. 16). Good neighbours too were

the giants on Weissenstein and Remberg in Upper Hesse ; they

had a baking-oven in common, that stood midway in the field, and

when one was kneading his dough, he threw a stone over as a

sign that wood was to be fetched from his neighbour's fort to

heat the oven. Once they both happened to be throwing at the

1 Ecdeker's Westfiilische sagen, no. 3G.
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same time, the stones met in the air,1 and fell where tliey now
lie in the middle of the field above Michelbach, each with the

marks of a big giant hand stamped on it. Another way of

signalling was for the giant to scratch Ids body, which was done

so loud that the other heard it distinctly. The three very ancient

chapels by Sachsenheim, Oberwittighausen and Grriinfeldhausen

were built by giants, who fetched the great heavy stones in their

aprons. When the first little church was finished, the giant

flung his hammer through the air : wherever it alighted, the next

building was to begin. It came to the ground five miles off, and

there was erected the second church, on completing which the

giant flung the hammer once more, and where it fell, at the same

distance of five miles, he built the third chapel. In the one at

Sachsenheim a huge rib of the builder is preserved (Mone's Anz.

8,63). The following legends come from Westphalia: Above

Nettelstadt-on-the-hill stands the Hiinenbrink, where hiines lived

of old, and kept on friendly terms with their fellows on the Stell

(2\ miles farther). When the one set were baking, and the

other wanted a loaf done at the same time, they just pitched, it

over (see Suppl.). A hiine living at Hilverdingsen on the south

side of the Schwarze lake, and another living at Hille on the

north side, used to bahe their bread together. One morning the

one at Hilverdingsen thought he heard his neighbour emptying

his kneading-trough, all ready for baking ; he sprang from his

lair, snatched up his dough, and leapt over the lake. But it was

no such thing, the noise he had heard was only his neighbour

scratcliing liis leg. At Altehiiffen there lived hiinen, who had but

one knife at their service; this they kept stuck in the trunk of a

tree that stood in the middle of the village, and whoever wanted

it fetched it thence, and then put it back in its place. The spot

is still shown where the tree stood. These hiines, who were also

called duties, were a people exceedingly scant of wit, and to them

is due the proverb 'Altehiiffen dumme dutten.' As the surround-

ing country came more and more under cultivation, the hiinen

felt no longer at ease among the new settlers, and they retired.

It was then that the duttes of Altehiiffen also made up their minds

to emigrate; but what they wanted was to go and find the

1 Like Hrfmgni's hein and Thur's hammer, p. 533.
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entrance into Leaven. How they fared on the way was never

known, but the joke is made upon them, that after a long march

they came to a great calm, clear sheet of water, in which the

bright sky was reflected ; here they thought they could plunge

into heaven, so they jumped in and were drowned. 1 From so

remarkable a consensus 2 we cannot but draw the conclusion, that

the giants held together as a people, and were settled in the

mountains of a country, but that they gradually gave way to

the human race, which may be regarded as a nation of invaders.

Legend converts their stone weapons into the woodman's axe or

the knife, their martial profession into the peaceable pursuit of

baking bread. It was an ancient custom to stick swords or

knives into a tree standing in the middle of the yard (Fornald.

sog. 1, 120-1) ; a man's strength was proved by the depth to

which he drove the hatchet into a stem, RA. 97. The jumping

into the blue lake savours of the fairy-tale, and comes before us

in some other narratives (Kinderm. 1, 343. 3, 112).

But, what deserves some attention, Swedish folktales make the

divine foe of giants, him that hurls thunderbolts and throws

hammers, himself play with stones as with balls. Once, as Thor

was going past Linneryd in Smaland with his henchman (the

Thialfi of the Edda), he came upon a giant to whom he was not

known, and opened a conversation :
' Whither goes thy way ?

'

' I go to heaven to fight Thor, who has set my stable on fire.'

' Thou presumest too much ; why, thou hast not even the strength

to lift this little stone and set it on the great one.' The giant

clutched the stone with all his might, but could not lift it off the

ground, so much weight had Thor imparted to it. Thor's servant

tried it next, and lifted it lightly as he would a glove. Then

the giant knew it was the god, and fell upon him so lustily that

he sank on his knees, but Thor swung his hammer and laid

the enemy prostrate.

All over Germany there are so many of these stories about

stones and hammers being hurled, and giant's fingers imprinted

1 The last four tales from Redeker, nos. 37 to 40. Dutten means stulti, and is

further intensified by the adj. In the Teutonist (/"</ = gawk, conf. Riohthofen sub
v. dud, ami supra, p. 528 on tumbo. Similar tales on the Kkon mts., only with
everything giant-like effaced, about the tollen dittisser (Bechstein pp. 81-91).

' I do not know that any tract in Germany is richer in giant-stories than West-
phalia and Hesse. Conf. also Kuhn's Markische sagen, nos. 22. 47. 107. 132. 141.

14'J. 158. 202. Temme's Pommersche sagen, nos. 175-184. 187.
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on hard rock, that I can only select one here and there as samples

of the style and spirit of the rest. Rains of a castle near Honi-

berg in Lower Hesse mark the abode of a giantess ; five miles

to one side of it, by the village of Gombet, lies a stone which

she hurled all the way from Homberg at one throw, and you see

the fingers of her hand imprinted on it. The Scharfenstein by

Gudensberg was thrown there by a giant in his rage. On the

Tyrifjordensstrand near Bum in Norway is a large stone, which

one jutul fighting with another is said to have flung obliquely

across the bay, and plain marks of his fingers remain on the stone

(Faye, p. 15). Two or three miles from Dieren in the Meissen

country there lie a block of quartz and one of granite ; the former

was thrown by the giant of Wantewitz at the giant of Zadel, the

latter by the Zadeler at the Wantewitzer ; but they both missed,

the stones having fallen wide of the mark. 1 So two combatants

at Refniis and Asniis threw enormous stones at each other, one

called sortensteen, the other blak, and the latter still shews the

fingers of the thrower (Thiele 1, 47). A kind of slaty stone in

Norway, says Hallager 53a
, is called jyvrikling, because the jyvri

(giantess) is said to have smeared it over with butter, and you

may see the dint of her fingers on it. Two giants at Nestved

tried their hands at hurling stones ; the one aimed his at Riislov

church, but did not reach it, the other threw with such force that

the stone flew right over the Steinwald, and may still be seen

on the high road from Nestved to Ringsted (Thiele 1, 80 ; conf.

176). In the wood near Palsgaard lies a huge stone, which a

jette flung there because the lady of the manor at Palsgaard,

whom he was courting, declined his proposals ; others maintain

that a jette maiden slung it over from Fiinen with leer garter

(Thiele 3, 65-6; conf. 42).

When giants fight, and one pursues another, they will in their

haste leap over a village, and slit their great toe against the

church- spire, so that the blood spirts out in jets and forms a

pool (Deut. sag. no. 325) ; which strikingly resembles Waina-

moinen, rune 3. In leaping off a steep cliff, their foot or their

horse's hoof leaves tracks in the stone (ibid. nos. 318-9). Also,

when a giant sits down to rest on a stone, or leans against a rock,

1 Freusker in Kruse's Deutsch. alteith. iii. 3, 37.
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his figure prints itself on the hard surface/ e.g. Starcather's in

Saxo Gram. 111.

It is not as smiths, like the cyclops, that giants are described

in German legend, and the forging of arms is reserved for dwarfs.

Once in our hero-legend the giant Asprian forges shoes (Roth.

2029) j also the giant Vade makes his son Velint learn smith-

work, first with Mimir, then with dwarfs.

As for smi&r in the ON. language, it does not mean faber, but

artificer in genei'al, and particularly builder; and to be accom-

plished builders is a main characteristic of giants, the authors of

those colossal structures of antiquity (p. 534). On the nine giant-

pillars near Miltenberg the common folk still see the handmarks

of the giants who intended therewith to build a bridge over the

Main (Deut. sag. no. 19).

The most notable instance occurs in the Edda itself. A iutunn

had come to the ases, professing to be a smvSr, and had pledged

himself to build them a strong castle within a year and a half, if

they would let him have Frcijja with the sun and moon into the

bargain. The gods took counsel, and decided to accept his offer,

if he would undertake to finish the building by himself without

the aid of man, in one winter; if on the first day of summer
anything in the castle was left undone, he should forfeit all his

claims. How the ' smith/ with no help but that of his strong

horse Sva&ilfari, had nearly accomplished the task, but was

hindered by Loki and slain by Thorr, is related in Sn. 46-7.

Well, this myth, obeying that wondrous law of fluctuation so

often observed in genuine popular traditions, lives on, under new

forms, in other times and places. A German fairy tale puts the

devil in the place of the giant (as, in a vast number of talcs, it is

the devil now that executes buildings, hurls rocks, and so on,

precisely as the giant did before him) : the devil is to build a

house for a peasant, and get his soul in exchange ; but he must

have done before the cock crows, else the peasant is free, and the

devil has lost his pains. The work is very near completion, one

tile alone is wanting to the roof, when the peasant imitates the

1 Herod. 4, 82 : txvoz "QpaxMos (paivoven iv irtrpT) eveov, rb ot/ce fih j3ri/j.a.Ti dySpbt,
tan Si rb fieyaOos Slir-qxv, irapa rbv TOpr/v wora/x^f, in Scytbia. (Footprint of
Herakles in stone, like a man's, but two cubits loug.)
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crowing of a cock, and immediately all the cocks in the neigh-

bourhood begin to crow, and the enemy of man loses his wager.

There is more of the antique in a Norrland saga :

l King Olaf of

Norway walked 'twixt hill and dale, buried in thought ; he had

it in his heart to build a church, the like of which was nowhere

to be seen, but the cost of it would grievously impoverish his

kingdom. In this perplexity he met a man of strange appearance,

who asked him why he was so pensive. Olaf declared to him

his purpose, and the giant (troll) offered to complete the building

by his single self within a certain time ; for wages he demanded

the sun and moon, or St. Olaf himself. To this the king agreed,

but projected such a plan for the church, as he thought impossible

of execution : it was to be so large, that seven priests could

preach in it at once without disturbing each other
;

pillar and

ornament, within and without, must be wrought of hard flint,

and so on. Erelong such a structure stood completed, all but

the roof and spire. Perplexed anew at the stipulated terms,

Olaf wandered over hill and dale; suddenly inside a mountain he

heard a child cry, and a giant-woman (jatteqvinna) hush it with

these words :
' tyst, tyst (hush) !

2 to-morrow comes thy father

Wind- and- Weather home, bringing both sun and moon, or saintly

Olaf s self.'' Overjoyed at this discovery,3 for to name an evil

spirit brings his power to nought, Olaf turned home : all was

finished, the spire was just fixed on, when Olaf cried :
' Vind och

Veder ! du har satt spiran sneder (hast set the spire askew).
5

Instantly the giant, with a fearful crash, fell off the ridge of

the church's roof, and burst into a thousand pieces, which were

nothing but flintstones. According to different accounts, the

jatte was named Blaster, and Olaf cried: 'Blaster, satt spiran

vaster (set the spire west-er) !
' or he was called Slatt, and the

rhyme ran :
' Slatt, satt spiran ratt (straight) !

' They have the

same story in Norway itself, but the giant's name is Skalle, and

he reared the magnificent church at Nidaros. In Schonen the

giant is Finn, who built the church at Lund, and was turned into

1 Extracted, from Zetterstrom's collection, in the third no. of the Iduna, 2 ed.

Stockh. 1816, pp. 60-1. Now included, with others like it, in Afzelius's Sago-

hafder 3, 83-86.
2 Conf. the interj. ' ziss, ziss !

' in H. Sachs iv. 3, 3b .

3 Almost in the same way, and with similar result, the name of Euinpelstilz is

discovered in Kmderm. 55; conf. 3, 98, and supra p. 505 n.
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stone by St. Lawrence (Finii Magnusen's Lex. myth. 351-2 ; and

see Suppl.).

It is on another side that the following tale from Courland

touches the stoiy in the Edda. In Kintegesinde of the Dzervens

are some old wall-stones extending a considerable lcno-th and

breadthj and the people say : Before the plague (i.e. time out of

mind) there lived in the district of Hasenpot a strong man (giant)

of the name of Kinte. He could hew out and polish huge masses

of stone, and carted even the largest blocks together with his

one white mare. His dwelling-house he built on rocks, his fields

he fenced with stone ramparts. Once he had a quarrel with a

merchant of Libau- to punish him, he put his white mure to

draw a stone equal to twelve cartloads all the way to Libau,

intending to drop it at the merchant's door. When he reached

the town, they would not let him cross the bridge, fearing it

would break under the load, and insisted on his removing the

stone outside the liberties. The strong man, deeply mortified,

did so, and dropt the stone on the road that goes to Grobin by

Battenhof. There it lies to this day, and the Lettons, as they

pass, point to it in astonishment. 1 Kinte's white mare may stand

for the Scandinavian smith's SvaSilfari ; the defeat of the giant's

building designs is effected in a different way.

King Olaf brooked many other adventures with giants and

giantesses. As he sailed past the high hills on the Horns-herred

coast, in which a giantess lived, she called out to him :

S. Olaf med dit rode skiiig,

du seilar for nar ved min kjeldervag !

(St. Olaf with thy red beard, thou sailest too near my cellar wall).

Olaf was angry, and instead of steering his vessel between the

cliffs, he turned her head on to the hill, and answered :

hor du kjerling med rok og med teen,

her skal du sidde og blive en steen !

(hear, thou carlin with distaff and spool, here shalt thou sit and
become a stone). He had scarce finished speaking, when the hill

split open, the giantess was changed into a stone, and you still

see her sitting with sj>indle and distaff on the eastern cliff; a

1 Cumuiuuic. by "Watson iu Jahresverhandl. der kurl. gGicllscb. 2, 311-2.
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sacred spring issued from the opposite cliff.
1 According to a

Swedish account, Olaf wished to sail through Viirmeland and by

L. Vaner to Nerike, when the troll shouted to him :

kong Olaf med dit pipuga ski'tgg (peaky beard),

du seglar for nar min badstuguvagg (bathroom wall) !

Olaf replied :

du troll med din rak och ten

skal bli i sten

och aldrig mer gora skeppare men !

(shalt turn to stone, and never more make skipper moan). The

giantess turned into stone, and the king erected a cross at Dalky

church in Elfdals herred.2 The Danish rhyme is also quoted as

follows :

hor du Oluf rodeskjag,

hvi seiler du igjennem vor stuevag (through our chamber wall) ?

And:

stat du der og bliv til steen,

og (gjor) ingen dannemand (no Dane) mere til meen !

3

In Norway itself the legend runs thus : The Hornelen Mountains

in Bremanger were once connected with Maroe, but are now
divided from it by a sound. St. Olaf sailed up to them, and

commanded the cliffs to part and let him pass through. They

did so, but instantly a giantess leapt out of the mountain and

cried :

sig (see), du mand med det hvide skiig (white beard),

hvi splitter du saa min klippeviig ?

Olaf:

stat (stand) trold nu evig der i steen,

saa gjor du ei nogen mand (not any man) meer meen.

His word came to pass, and the stone figure stands yet on the

cliff (Faye 124). OlaPs reel heard (like those of our hero-kings

Otto and Friedrich) reminds us of Thorr the foe of giants (p. 177)

;

'pipuga skiigg' is apparently the same as the pipsMgg, wedge-

1 Danske viser 2, 12-3. Thiele 1, 32 ; conf. Faye, 118-9.
2 Ferncw's Varmeland, p. 223.
3 Nyerup's Karakteristik af Christian 4, p. 17.
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like or peaked beard, quoted by Hire ; but the Norwegian rhyme

has white beard (the barbe fleurie of Charlemagne). Such

divergences, and the changes rung on * cellar wall, bathroom

wall, cliff wall/ vouch for the popular character of the tradition

(see Suppl.). It will surprise no one, if I produce a still older

type of the whole story from the Edda itself. When Brynhildr

in her decorated car was faring the ' hel-veg/ she went past

the dwelling of a gygr ; the giantess accosts her with the words

(Seem. 228a
) :

skaltu i gognom ganga eigi

grioti studda garSa mina !

(shalt not go through my stone-built house). This brings on a

dialogue, which is closed by Brynhildr with the exclamation :

' seykstu gygjarkyn !
' (conf. p. 497n.). The giantess's house is

of stones skilfully put together, and the later rhymes speak of

cellar and bathroom : she herself is quite the housewife with

distaff and spindle. The sacred rights of domesticity are in-

fringed, when strangers burst their way through. There are

other instances in which the giantess, like the elfin, is described

with spindle and distaff: ' tolv trolclqvinder (12 trold-women) de

stode for hannem med roh og ten' (Danske viser 1, 94) .
x

Close to the Romsdalshorn in Norway is a mountain called

Troldtinder, whose jutting crags are due to giants whom Olaf

converted into stones, because they tried to prevent his preaching

Christianity in Romsdal. 2

It would appear, from Sasm. 145 b
, that giants, like dwarfs,

have reason to dread the daylight, and if surprised by the break

of day, they turn into stone : ' dagr er nil/ cries Atli to HrimgerSr,

'hafnar mark ]>yckir hlcegeligt vera, pars pu i stria* liki stendr.
3

Grotesque humanlike shapes assumed by stalactite, Hint and

flakestone on the small scale, and by basalt and granite rocks on

the great, have largely engendered and fed these fancies about

1 The Celtic fay carries huge stones on her spindle, and spins on as she walks,
Keightley 2, 286. Conf. supra, p. 413.

2 Faye 121, who follows Schoning's Eeise 2, 128. Sanct Olafs saga pa svenske
rim, ed. Hadorph. p. 37: 'ell troll, som draap X man, has giordit i stena, och
Btander an ; Mere troll han och bortdref, sidan folckit i frijd blef.' Certain round
pot-shaped holes found in the mountains, the Norwegian people believe to be the
work of giants. They call them jattegryter, troldgryter, yet also S. Oles gryter
(IhMager 53 u

).
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petrified giants. Then the myth about stone-circles accounts for

their form by dances of giants
;

l many rocks have stories attached

to them of wedding-folk and dancing guests being turned into

stone (see Suppl.). The old and truly popular terminology of

mountains everywhere uses the names of different parts of the

body ; to mountains are given a head, brow, neck, back, shoulder,

knee, foot, etc. (RA. 541).

And here we come across numerous approximations and over-

lappings between the giant-legend and those of dwarfs, schrats

and watersprites, as the comprehensive name troll in Scandinavian

tradition would of itself indicate. Dwarfs of the mountains are,

like giants, liable to transformation into stone, as indeed they

have sprung out of stone (p. 532-8). Rosmer havmand (merman)

springs or flies, as the graphic phrase is, into stone?

Then on the other side, the notion of the giant gets a good deal

mixed up with that of the hero, usually his opposite. Strong

Jack in our nursery- tales assumes quite the character of a giant

;

and even Siegfried, pure hero as he is in the Mid. Age poems,

yet partakes of giant nature when acting as a smith, like Wielant,

who is of giant extraction. Moreover, both Siegfried slightly,

and Strong Jack more distinctly, acquire a tinge of that Eulen-

spiegel or Riibezahl humour (p. 486) which is so amusing in the

Finnish stories of Kalewa, Hisi, and especially Soini (conf.

Kalewala, rune 19). This Soini or Kullervo bears the nickname

of Kalki (schalk, rogue) ; when an infant three days old, he tore

up his baby-linen ; sold to a Carelian smith, and set to mind the

baby, he dug its eyes out, killed it, and burnt the cradle. Then,

when his master ordered him to fence the fields in, he took whole

fir-trees and pines, and wattled them with snakes ; after that, he

1 Stonehenge, AS. Stanhenge (-hanging), near Salisbury, in Welsh Choirgaur,
Lat. chorea gigantum : ace. to Giraldus Carnbr. cap. 18, a cairn brought by giants

from Africa to Spain (Palgrave's Hist, of AS., p. 50) ; conf. Diefenbach's Celtica

ii. 101. In Trist. 5887, Gurmun is said to be 'born of Africa.'
2 Danske viser 1, 223 :

' nan sprang saa vildt i bjerget om, og blev til flintesten

sorte.' 1, 228 :
' han blev til en kampesteen graa.' 1, 233: 'saa floj han bort i

roden flint, og blev saa borte med alle.' 1, 185 of a cruel stepmother : ' hun sprang
bort i flintesteen.' But H. Sachs too has, iii. 3, 31*. 426, 'vor zorn zu einem stein

springen

;

' ib. 53b ,
' vor sorg zu eim stein springen

;

' iv. 3, 97d
,

' vor leid wol zu eim
stein mocht springen.'' Overpowering emotions make the life stand still, and curdle

it into cold stone. Conf. Chap. XXXII. on the heroes entrapped in mountains, and
Suppl.
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had to pasture the flock, but the goodwife having baked a stone

in his bread, Soini was in such a rage that he called bears and

wolves to aid him, who tore the woman's legs and worried the

flock. The Esthonians also tell of a giant's son (Kallewepoeg),

who furrowed up grassy lands with a wooden plough, and not a

blade has grown on them since (see Suppl.). This trickiness of

the Finnish giants is a contrast to the rough but honest ways

of the German and Scandinavian.

Above all, there is no clear line to be drawn between giants

and the wild hairy woodsprites dealt with in pp. 478-486. In the

woods of the Binofenheim Mark are seen the stone seats of the

wild folk (conf. p. 432) who once lived there, and the print of

their hands on the stones (Deut. sag. no. 166). In the vale of

Gastein, says Muchar, p. 137, wild men have lived within the

memory of man, but the breed has died out since ; one of them

declared he had seen the forest of Sallesen near Mt. Stubner-

kogel get ( mair ' (die out and revive again) nine times : he could

mind when the Bocksteinkogl was no bigger than a kranawetvogl

(crossbill ?), or the mighty Schareck than a twopenny roll. Their

strength was gigantic: to hurl a ploughshare the whole breadth

of the valley was an easy throw for them. One of these ' men

'

leant his staff against the head farmer's house, and the whole

house shook. Their dwelling was an inaccessible cavern on the

left bank of the Ache, at the entrance to the Klamm ; outside

the cave stood some appletrees, and with the apples they would

pelt the passers-by in fun ; remains of their household stuff are

still to be seen. To the inhabitants of the valley they were

rather friendly than otherwise, and often put a quantity of butter

and milk before their house-doors. This last feature is more of a

piece with the habits of dwarfs and elves than of giants.

Just as the elves found the spread of agriculture and the clear-

ing of their forests an abomination, which compelled them to

move out ; so the giants regard the woods as their own property,

in which they are by no means disposed to let men do as they

please. A peasant's son had no sooner begun to cut down a

bushy pinetree, than a great stout trold made his appearance

with the threat :
' dare to cut in my wood, and I'll strike thee

dead' (Asbiurnsen's Moe, no. 6) ; the Danish folk-song of Elme
af Villenskov is founded on this, D.V. 1, 175. And no less do
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giants (like dwarfs, p. 459) hate the ringing of bells, as in the

Swedish tale of the old giant in the mountain (Afzelius 3, 88)

;

therefore they sling rocks at the belfries. Gargantua also carries

off bells from churches.

In many of the tales that have come before us, giant and devil

are convertible terms, especially where the former has laid aside

his clumsiness. The same with a number of other resemblances

between the two. The devil is described as many-headed like

the giant, also, it is true, like the dragon and the hellhound.

Wherever the deviPs hand clutches or his foot treads, indelible

traces imprint themselves even on the hardest stone. The titans

chased from Olympus resemble the angels thrust out of heaven

and changed into devils. The abode of the giants, like that of

heathens and devils in general (p. 34), is supposed to be in the

north : when Freyr looks from heaven toward Iotunheim (Seem.

81) and spies the fair giantess, this is expressed in Suorri 39 by
' Freyr leit i norffrostt.' In the Danish folk-song of the stolen

hammer, Thorr appears as Tord (thunder) af Hafsgaard (sea-

burgh), while the giant from whom Loke is to get the hammer
back dwells in Nordenfjeld ; the Swedish folk-song says more

vaguely ' trolltrams gard.' 1

But what runs into gianthood altogether is the nature of the

man-eating huorco or ogre (p. 486). Like him the stone-hurling

cyclops in the Odyssey hanker after human flesh; and again a

Tartar giant Depeghoz (eye on top of head) 2 stands midway be-

tween Polyphemus, who combs with a harrow and shaves with a

scythe (Ov. Metam. 13, 764), and Gargantua. As an infant he

sucks all the nurses dry, that offer him the breast ; when grown

up, the Oghuzes have to supply him daily with 2 men and 500

sheep. Bissat, the hero, burns out his eye with a red-hot knife
;

the blinded giant sits outside the door, and feels with his hands

each goat as it passes out. An arrow aimed at his breast would

not penetrate, he cried ' what's this fly here teazing me?' The

Laplanders tell of a giant Stalo, who was one-eyed, and went

about in a garment of iron. He was feared as a man-eater, and

1 To wish a man ' nordan till fjdlls ' (Arvidsson 2, 1G3) is to wish him in a

disagreeable quarter (Germ, 'in pepperland,' at Jericho).
2 Diez : The newly discovered Oghuzian cyclop compared with the Homeric.

Halle & Berlin 1815.
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received the by-name of yityatya (Ni'lsson 4, 32). The Indian

Mahabharata also represents Hkllmbas the rakshasa (giant) l as

a man-eater, misshapen and red-bearded : man's flesh he smells

from afar,
2 and orders Hidimba his sister to fetch it him ; but

she, like the monster's wife or daughter in the nursery-tales,

pities and befriends the slumbering hero (see Suppl.).

Our own giant-stories know nothing of this grim thirst for

blood, even the Norse iotunn is nowhere depicted as a cannibal,

like the Greek and Oriental giants ; our giants are a great deal

more genial, and come nearer to man's constitution in their

shape and their way of thinking : their savagery spends itself

mainly in hurling huge stones, removing mountains and rearing

colossal buildings.

Saxo Gram. pp. 10. 11 invests the giantess Harthgrepa with

the power to make herself small or large at pleasure. This is a

gift which fairy-tales bestow on the ogre or the devil, and folk-

tales on the haulemutter (Harrys 2, 10 ; and Suppl.).

It is in living legend (folktale) that the peculiar properties of

our native giants have been most faithfully preserved ; the poets

make their giants far less interesting, they paint them, espe-

cially in subjects borrowed from Romance poetry, with only

the features common to all giants. Harpin, a giant in the

Iwein, demands a knight's daughter, hangs his sons, and lays

waste the land (4464. 4500) :

3 when slain, he falls to the ground

like a tree (5074) .

4
Still more vapid are the two giants intro-

duced at 6588 seq. Even in the Tristan, the description of giant

Urgan (15923) is not much more vivid : he levies blackmail on

oxen and sheep, and when his hand is hewn off, he wants to heal

1 Tevetat's second birth (Reinhart cclxxxi.) is a rakshasi, giantess, not a
beast.

3 ' Mightily works man's smell, and amazingly quickens my nostrils,' Arjuna's
Journey, by Bopp, p. 18. The same in our fairy-tales (supra, p. 48(3). Epithets
of these Indian daemons indicate that they walk about by night (Bopp's gloss.

91. 97).
3 One giant is ' hagel al der lande,' hail-storm to all lands, Bit. 6482.
4 N.B., his bones are treasured up outside the castle-gate (5881), as in Fischart's

Garg. 41a
: 'they tell of riesen and haunen, shew their bones in churches, under

town balls.' So there hangs in a church the skeleton of the giantess struck by
lightning (p. 53] n.), the heathen maiden's dripping rift (Deut. sag. 140), and her yellow
locks (ibid. 317); in the castle is kept the giant's bone (ibid. 324). At Alpirsbach
in the Black Forest a giant's skeleton hangs outside the gate, and in Our Lady's
church at Arnstadt the ' riesenribbe,' Bechst. 3, 129 ; conf. Jerichow and Werben
in Ail. Kuhn, no. 56. The horns of a giant ox nailed up in the porch of a temple
(Xiebuhr's Horn. Hist. 1, 407).
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it on again (16114) ,
a The giants shew more colour as we come

to poems in the cycle of our hero-legend. Kuperan in the Hiirn.

Sifrit (Ciiprian of the Heldens. 171) rules over 1000 giants, and

holds in durance the captive daughter of a king. The Rother

brings before us, all alive, the giants Asprian, Grimme, Widolt,

the last straining like a lion at his leash, till he is let loose for

the fight (744. 2744. 4079) ; in the steel bar that two men could

not lift he buries his teeth till fire starts out of it (G50. 4653-74),

and he smites with it like a thunderbolt (2734) ; the noise of his

moving makes the earth to quake (5051), his hauberk rings

when he leaps over bushes (4201) ; he pitches one man over the

heads of four, so that his feet do not touch the ground (1718),

smashes a lion against the wall (1144-53), rubs fire out of mill-

stones (1040), wades in mould (646. 678) up to the knee (935),

a feature preserved in Vilk. saga, cap. 60, and also Oriental

(Hammer's Rosenol 1, 36). Asprian sets his foot on the mouth

of the wounded (4275). And some good giant traits come out in

Sigenot: when he breathes in his sleep, the boughs bend (60),
2

he plucks up trees in the fir-wood (73-4), prepares lint-plugs

(schiibel) of a pound weight to stuff into his wounds (113), takes

the hero under his armpit and carries him off (110. 158. Hag. 9,

Lassb.). A giantess in the Wolfdiet. picks up horse and hero,

and, bounding like a squirrel, takes them 350 miles over the

mountains to her giant cell; another in the folk-song (Aw. 1,

161) carries man and horse up a mountain five miles high, where

are two ready boiled and one on the spit (a vestige of androphagi

after all) ; she offers her daughter to the hero, and when he

escapes, she beats her with a club, so that all the flowers and

leaves in the wood quiver. Giant Welle's sister Riitze in the

Heldenbuch takes for her' staff a whole tree, root and branch,

that two waggons could not have earned ; another woman ' of

wild kin ' walks over all the trees, and requires two bullocks'

hides for a pair of shoes, Wolfd. 1513. Giant Langbein (Danske

viser 1, 26) is asleep in the wood, when the heroes wake him up

(see Suppl.).

A good many giant-stories not yet discovered and collected

1 The Eomance giants are often porters and bridge-keepers, conf. the dorper in

Fergut (supra, p. 535) ;
yet also in Nib. 457, 4. 458, 1 :

' rise portenare.'
2 The same token of gianthood is in Vilk. saga, cap. 176, and in a Servian lay.
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must still be living in the popular traditions of Norway and

Sweden,1 and even we in Germany may gather something from

oral narration, though not much from books. The monk of St.

Gall (Pertz 2, 75C) has an Eishere (i.e. Egisheri, terribilis) of

Thurgau, but he is a giant-like hero, not a giant. 2

Of sacrifices offered to giants (as well as to friendly elves and

home-sprites), of a worship of giants, there is hardly a trace.

Yet in Kormakssaga 242 I find blotrisi, giant to whom one

sacrifices; and the buttered stone (p. 546) may have been smeared

for the giantess, not by her, for it was the custom of antiquity to

anoint sacred stones and images with oil or fat, conf. p. 63. As
to the ' gude lubbe ' whose worship is recorded by Bp. Gebhard

(p. 526), his gianthood is not yet satisfactorily made out. Fasolt,

the giant of storm, was invoked in exorcisms ; but here we may
regard him as a demigod, like ThorgerSr and Irpa, who were

adored in Scandinavia (see Suppl.).

The connexion pointed out between several of the words for

giant and the names of ancient nations is similar to the agree-

ment of certain heroic names with historic characters. Mythic

traits get mysteriously intergrown with historic, and as Dietrich

and Charles do duty for a former god or hero, Hungarians and

Avars are made to stand for the old notion of giants. Only we
must not carry this too far, but give its due weight to the

fact that iotunn and burs 3 have in themselves an intelligible

meaning.

1 Hiilphers 3, 47 speaks of ' lojlige berattelse om fordna jfittar,' without going
into them.

- It is quite another thing, when in the debased folktale Siegfried the hero
degenerates into a giant (Whs. heldensage, pp. 301-16), as divine Oden Liinixl

f

(p. 155) and ThOrr are degraded into diivels and dolts. A still later view (Altd. bl.

1, 122) regards riese and recke (hero) as all one.
3 Schafarik (Slov. star. 1, 258) sees nothing in them but Geta and Thyrsus

;

at that rate the national name Thussagetse must include both.



CHAPTER XIX.

CREATION.

Now that we have treated of gods, heroes, elves, and giants,

we are at length prepared to go into the views of ancient times

on cosmogony. And here I am the more entitled to take the

Norse ideas for a groundwork, as indications are not wanting of

their having equally prevailed among the other Teutonic races.

Before the creation of heaven and earth, there was an immense

chasm called gap (hiatus, gaping), or by way of emphasis gap

ginnunga (chasm of chasms), corresponding in sense to the Greek

ydoq} For, as %ao? means both abyss and darkness, so gin-

nnnga-gap seems also to denote the world of mist, out of whose

bosom all things rose. How the covering and concealing ' hel

'

was likewise conceived of as 'nifl-keP with yawning gaping jaws,

has been shewn above, pp. 312-314.

Yet this void of space had two extremities opposed to one

another, muspell (fire) the southern, and nifi (fog) the northern

;

from Muspellsheim proceed light and warmth, from Niflheim

darkness and deadly cold. In the middle was a fountain Hvergel-

mir, out of which flowed twelve rivers named elivdga.r. When
they got so far from their source, that the drop of fire contained

1 Xdos, from xatVw= OHG. ginan, ON. gina = Lat. hiare; conf. OHG. ginunga,

hiatus. But we need not therefore read ' gap ginunga,' for the ON. giuna, which

has now only the sense of allicere, must formerly have had that of findere, secare,

which is still found in OHG. inginnan, MHG. enginuen (see above, p. 403, Ganna)

:

Otfried iii. 7, 27 says of the barleycorn, ' thoh iindu ih melo thar bine, inthiu ih

es biginne (if I split it open); inkinnan (aperire), Graff 4, 209; ingunnen (sectus),

N. Ar. 95. So in MHG., 'sin herze wart ime engunnen ' (fissum), Fundgr. 2,

268; enginnen (secare), En. 2792. 5722; engunnen (secuerunt), En. 1178. Nearly

related is ingeinan (fissiculare), N. Cap. 136. From a literal ' splitting open' must
have arisen the more abstract sense of ' beginning,' Goth, duginnan, AS. onginnan,

OHG. inkinnan, pikinnan. Then gina hiare, gin hiatus, further suggest gin

(amplus), and ginregin (p. 320). Singularly Festus, in discussing inchoare, comes
upon chaos, just as ' begin ' has led us to ginan. Cohus, from which some derive

incohare= inchoare, is no other than chaos. Fest. sub v. cohum. [Nearly all

the above meanings appear in derivatives of the Mongol, root khag, khog to crack,

etc., including khoghoson empty, chaos]. ' Beside ginan, the OHG. has a Chilian

hiscere (Graff 4, 450), Goth, keinan, AS. cine (rirna, chine, chink). The AS. has

also a separate word dwolma for hiatus, chaos.—Extr. from Suppl.

553
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ill them hardened, like the sparks that fly out of flame, they

turned into rigid ice. Touched by the mild air (of the south),

the ice began to thaw and trickle : by the power of him who

sent tho heat, the drops quickened into life, and a man grew out

of them, Ymir, called Orgelmir by tho Hrimburses, a giant and

evil of nature.

Ymir went to sleep, and fell into a sweat, then under his left

hand grew man and wife, and one of his feet engendered with

the other a six-headed son; hence are sprung the families of

giants.

But the ice dripped on, and a cow arose, Au&umbla, from

whose udder flowed four streams of milk, conveying nourishment

to Ymir. Then the cow licked the salty ice-rocks, and on the

evening of the first day a man's hand came forth, the second

day the man's head, the third day the whole man ; he was beau-

tiful, large, strong, his name was Burl, and his son's name Borr

(p. 349)

-

1 Borr took to him Bestla, the giant Bolfiom's daughter,

and begat three sons, Offinn, V'dl, Ve (p. 162), and by them was

the giant Ymir slain. As he sank to the ground, such a quantity

of blood ran out of his wounds, that all the giants were drowned

in it, save one, Bergelmir* who with his wife escaped in a Ki5r

(Seem. 35b
, Sn. 8), and from them is descended the (younger)

race of giants (see Supp].). s

The sons of Borr dragged the dead Ymir's body into the mid-

dle of ginnimga-gap, and created out of his blood the sea and

water, of his flesh the earth, of his bones the mountains, of his

teeth and broken bones the rocks and crags. Then they took his

skull and made of it the sky, and the sparks from Muspellsheim

that floated about free they fixed in the sky, so as to give light

to all. The earth was round, and encircled by deep sea/* on

1 In the Zend system, the firs man proceeds from the haunch of the primeval

bull Kayomer.
• Ymir, i.e., Orgelmir, begot Thrti&gelmir, and ho Bergelmir.
3 The meaning of liiffr has not been ascertained ; elsewhere it stands for

culens, tuba, here it is supposed to be a mill-chest. The OHG. h'nhini f. menus
a cradle (Graff 2, 201) as well as pannus, involucrum (swaddling-band), and this

would fit remarkably well, as some accounts of the Deluge do make the rescued

child float iii its cradle. True, Snorri speaks nut of a child, hut id' a grown-up

giant, who sits in the luo'r witli his wife; this may he a later version. [Slav, I6t

is shallow basket, trough, tray.]
1 Snorri at all events conceived the earth to be round, he says p. !l': 'honei

kringlutt utan, ok J>ar utau um liggr hinn diupi shir.' So in the Lucidarius :
' diou
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whose shore the giants were to dwell ; but to guard the inland

parts of the earth against them, there was built of Ymir's brows

a castle, Miffgarft. The giant's brain was thrown into the air.

and formed the clouds, Sn. 8, 9.

Ssemund's account 45b (conf . 33b
) differs in some points :

or Ymirs holdi var iorS um scoput,

enn or sveita sser,

biorg or beinom, baSmr or ltdri,

enn or hausi hiniinn,

enn or hans brdm gerSo bliS regin

rurSp-arS manna sonom,

enn or hans heila voro ]mu in harSinoSgo

sky oil um scoput.

Here the teeth are not made use of, but we have instead the

formation of trees out of the giant's hair.

When all this was done, the sons of Borr went to the seashore,

and found two trees, out of which they created two human beings,

Aslcr and Embla. To these OSinn gave soul and life, Vili wit

and feeling (sense of touch), Ve countenance (colour?), speech,

hearing and sight, Sn. 10. More exactly in Seem. 3b
:

unz ]n-ir komo or bvi liSi

oflgir ok astgir sesir at siisi (uproar)

.

fundo a landi litt megandi

Ash ok Emblo orloglausa

:

ond (spirit) ]?au ne atto, o'S (mind) hau ne hofSo,

la (blood) ne lseti, ne lito (colours) gtVSa.

ond gaf OSinn, 65 gaf Hoenir,

la gaf LobV ok litu gofta.

In this account the three ases are named OSinn, Hoenir, LoSr

(p. 241) instead of OSinn, Vili, Ve (p. 162) ; they come to the

roaring (of the sea, ad aestum, irapa 6lva Tro\v(j)\ola/3oio 6a-

\daar)<i), and find Askr and Embla powerless and inert. Then

welt ist sinwel (spherical), und umbeflozzen mit dem wendelmer, darin swebt die

erde als daz tutter in dem wizen des eiies ist,' conf. Berthold p. 287, and Wackern.

Basel MSS. p. 20. The creation of heaven and earth out of the parts of an egg is

poetically painted in Kalewala, rune 1 (see Suppl.).—'Indian legend has likewise

a creation out of the egg, heaven and earth being eggshells, Somadeva 1, 10. Conf.

the birth of Helen and the Dioscuri out of an egg.'—Extr. from Suppl.
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OSinn endowed them with spirit, Hcenir with reason, Lo5r with

blood and complexion (see Suppl.).

The creation of dwarfs is related in two passages which do not

altogether agree. Sn. 15 tells us, when the gods sat in their

chairs judging, they remembered that in the dust and the earth

dwarfs had come alive, as maggots do in meat (see Suppl.).

They were created and received life first of all in Ymir's flesh.

By the decree of the gods these maggots now obtained under-

standing and human shape, but continued to live in the earth

and in stones. Stein. 2 says on the contrary, that the holy gods

in their chairs consulted, who should make the nation of dwarfs

out of Brimir's flesh and his black bones ; then sprang up

Motsognir, prince of all dwarfs, and after him Durinn, and they

two formed a multitude of manlike dwarfs out of the earth.

Taking all these accounts together, it is obvious in the first

place, that only the men and dwarfs are regarded as being

really created, while the giants and gods come, as it were, of

themselves out of chaos. To the production of men and dwarfs

there went a formative agency on the part of gods
;
giants and

gods, without any such agency, made their appearance under the

mere action of natural heat and the licking of a cow. Giants

and gods spring out of a combination of fire with water, yet

so that the element converted into ice must recover its fluidity

before it becomes capable of production. The giant and the cow

drip out of the frost, Buri slowly extricates himself in three days

from the thawing mass of ice. This dripping origin reminds us

of some other features in antiquity ; thus, OSinn had a gold ring

Draupnir (the dripper), from which every ninth night there

dripped eight other rings of equal weight (Sa3m. 84a
. Sn. GO).

Sa3m. 195b speaks, not very lucidly, of a hausi HeiSdraupnis

(cranio stillantis) ; Styrian legend commemorates a giant's rib

from which a drop falls once a year (D.S. no. 140).1 And Eve

may be said to drip out of Adam's rib. With the giant's birth

out of ice and rime we may connect the story of the snow-child

(in the Modus Liebinc), and the influence, so common in our

fairy-tales, of snow and blood on the birth of a long wished for

child. All this seems allied to heathen notions of creation, conf.

1 No doubt the familiar name Ribbentrop is founded on some such tradition.
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Chap. XXX. Also I must call attention to the terms eitrdropi

Sasm. 35% eitrqvihja Sn. 5, qvikudropi Sn. 6 : it is the vivifying

fiery drop, and we do bestow on fire the epithet ' living.' Eitr

is our eiter, OHG. eitar, AS. ator, coming from OHG. eit, AS.

ad ignis ; and its derivative sense of venenum (poison, (pdpfxatcov)

seems inapplicable to the above compounds.

It tallies with the views expressed at p. 316 on the gods having

a beginning and an end, that in this system of creation too they

are not described as existing from the first : the god appears in

ginniingagap after a giant has preceded him. It is true, Snorri

6 makes use of a remarkable phrase :
' sva at qviknaSi me$

krapti ]?ess er til sendi hitann/ the quickening is referred to the

might of him that sent the heat, as if that were an older eternal

God who already ruled in the chaos. The statement would have

more weight, were it forthcoming in the Voluspa or any of the

Eddie songs themselves ; as it is, it looks to me a mere shift of

Snorri's own, to account for the presence and action of the heat,

and so on a par with the formulas quoted in pp. 22-3-4. 1 Buri,

who is thawed into existence out of ice, to set limits to the rude

evil nature of the giant that was there before him, shews himself

altogether an ancestor and prototype of the heroes, whose mission

it was to exterminate the brood of giants. From him are de-

scended all the ases, OSinu himself being only a grandson.

Again, there is no mistaking the distinct methods by which

giants, gods and men propagate their kind. Only one giant had

sprung out of ice, he has to beget children of himself, an office

performed by his hands and feet together, as in other ways also

the hand and foot are regarded as akin and allied to one another. 2

Ymir's being asleep during the time is like Adam's sleep while

Eve was fashioned out of his rib ; Eve therefore takes her rise

in Adam himself, after which they continue their race jointly.

How Buri begat Borr we are not informed, but Borr united him-

self to a giant's daughter, who bore him three sons, and from

them sprang the rest of the ases. It was otherwise with men,

1 "We might indeed imagine that regin and ginregin ruled before the arrival

of the ases, and that this force of heat proceeded from them. But the Edda must
first have distinctly said so.

2 Conf. Haupt's Zeitschr. 3, 156-7. Brahma too makes a man out of his own
arm, Polier 1, 168.
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who were not created singly, like the giant or the god, but two

at once, man and wife, and then jointly propagate their species.

While the huge mass of the giant's body supplied the gods

with materials, so that they could frame the whole world out of

his different parts, and the dwarfs swarmed in the same giant's

flesh as worms ; mankind are descended from two trees on the

seashore, which the gods endowed with breath and perfect life.

They have therefore no immediate connexion with giants.

In the uses we see a superior and successful second product,

in contrast with the first half-bungled giant affair. On the giants

an undue proportion of inert matter had been expended ; in the

ases body and soul attained a perfect equilibrium, and together

with infinite strength and beauty was evolved an informing

and creative mind. To men belongs a less full, yet a fair,

measure of both qualities, while dwarfs, as the end of creation,

form the antithesis to giants, for mind in them outweighs the

puny body. Our Heldenbuch on the contrary makes the dwarfs

come into being first, the giants next, and men last of all.

As the giants originated in the ice of streams that poured out

of the fountain Huergelmir, we may fairly assume some connexion

between it and the names Orgelmir, Thvu&gelmir, B&rgehnir. I

derive gelmir from gialla (stridere), and connect it with the

OHG. galm (stridor, sonitus). Hvergelmir will therefore mean a

roaring cauldron ; and the same notion of uproar and din is

likely to be present in the giants' names, which would support

the derivation of Yrnir from ymja, p. 532. The reading Orgemlir

would indeed accord with the notion of great age associated with

the giant nature (p. 524), but would sever the link between

giants and the cauldron of chaos.

Thus far the Scandinavian theory : now to prove its general

diffusion.

Though the word ginniingagap has no exact parallel in OHG.
or AS., it may for all that be the thing described in the follow-

ing verses of the Wessobrunn Prayer :

Dat gafregin ih mit firahim firiwizzo meista (wisest men),

dat ero ni was noh lifhimil (earth was not, nor sky),

noh paum (tree) nohheinig noh pereg (mountain) ni was,

noh sunna ni scein [noh sterno ni cleiz (glistened)],
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do mano (moon) ni liuhta 110I1 der mareoseo (sea).

do dar niwiht ni was enteo ni wenteo,

enti do was der eino ahnalitico Cot (Almighty God alone).

The last line may sound completely christian, and the preceding

ones may have nothing directly opposed to christian doctrine ;

yet the juxtaposition of earth and heaven, tree and mountain,

sun [and star], moon and sea, also the archaic forms ero (terra),

ufhimil (ccelum), mareoseo (mare, Goth, marisaivs), which must

be thrown into the scale,—all have a ring of the Edcla :

Vara sandr ne S93r, ne svalar unnir,

idi^S fanz seva ne upphiminn,

gap var ginnimga, enn gras hvergi.

sol ]>at ne vissi hvar hon sali atti,

stiornor ]?at ne visso hvar ]?Eer stafti atto,

mani ]?at ne vissi hvat hann megins atti.

The words ' niwiht ni was enteo ni wenteo ' give in roundabout

phrase exactly the notion of ginnungagap. 1

These hints of heathenism have gained additional force, now

that OHG. and OS. songs are found to retain the technical term

muspilli = ON. muspell ; the close connexion between nifl, Nifl-

heim, and the Nibelungen so intergrown with our epos (p. 372) does

not in any case admit of doubt. Now if these two poles of the

Scandinavian chaos entered into the belief of all Teutonic nations,

the notion of creation as a whole must have been as widely

spread. It has been shewn that the Old-German opinion about

giants, gods, men and dwarfs closely agreed with the Norse ; I

am now able further to produce, though in inverted order, the

same strange connexion described in the Edda between a giant's

body and the world's creation.

Four documents, lying far apart in respect of time and place

(and these may some day be reinforced by others) transmit to us

a notable account of the creation of the first man. But, while

the Edda uses up the giant's gutted and dismembered frame to

make a heaven and earth, here on the contrary the whole world

is made use of to create man's body.

1 Conf. also Otfr. ii. 1,3: ' er se ioh himil wurti, ioh erda ouli so herti,' and
the description of chaos in Casdmon 7. 8, particularly the term heolxterseeadn 7,

11 ; though there is little or nothing opposed to Bible doctrine. Conf. Aristoph.

Aves 693-J:.
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The oldest version is to be found in the Rituale ecclesiae

Dunelmensis (Lond. 1839), in which a scribe of the 10th century-

has interpolated the following passage, an AS. translation being

interlined with the Latin :

Octo pondera, de quibus factus JElde pundo, of ]nem aworden

est Adam, pondus lirni, inde is Adam, pund lames, of bon

factus (sic) est caro ; pondus aworden is flcesc; pund fires,

ignis, inde rubens est sanguis of bon read is blod and hat;

et calidus ;
pondus salis, inde pund saltes, of bon sindon salto

sunt salsae lacrimae
;

pondus teltero ; pund beawes, of bon

roris, unde factus est sudor; aworden is swat; pund blost-

pondus fioris, inde est varietas mes, of bon is fagung egena;

ocnlorum ; pondus nubis, inde pund wolcnes, of bon is onstyd-

est instabilitas merit ium ; pon- fullnisse fiohta ; pund windes,

dus venti, inde est anliela fri- of bonis orocFcald; pund 1 gefe,

gida; pondus 1 gratiae, inde est of bon is fioht monnes.

sensus hominis.

A similar addition is made to a MS. of the Code of Emsig (Richt-

hofen, p. 211):—'God scop thene eresta meneska, thet was Adam,

fon achta wendem. thet benete fon tha stene, thet flash fon there

erthe, thet blod fon tha wetere, tha herta fon tha winde, thene

thochta fon tha wolken, thene suet fon tha dawe, tha lokkar fon

tha gerse, tha dgene fon there sunna, and tha blerem on (blew

into him) thene helga 6m (breath), and tha scop he Eva fon

sine ribbe, Adames liana/ The handwriting of this document

is only of the 15th cent., but it may have been copied from an

older MS. of the Emsig Code, the Code itself being of the 14th

cent.

1 This ' pound of grace' comes in so oddly, that I venture to guess an omission

between the words, of perhaps a line, which described the 8th material. The two

accounts that follow next, after naming eight material ingredients, bring in the holy

breath or spirit as something additional, to which this gift of ' grace ' would fairly

correspond. Another AS. version, given in Scppl., from the Saturn and Solomon
(Thorpe's Anal. p. 95, ed. Kemble p. 180), is worth comparing: here 'foldaii

pund' becomes 'flasc, fyres pund bifid, windes p. ceSung, wolcnes p. m 6

staSelftestnes, gyfe p. fat and gefiang, bldstmena p. edgena missenlicnist, deawes

p. swdt, sealtes p. teams.'—Here 'gyfe' is right in the middle of tbe sentence: can

it be, that both 'gefe ' and 'gyfe' are a corruption of Geofon the sea god, gifen the

sea (supra, p. 239), which in christian times had become inadmissible, perhaps

unintelligible ? It would be strange if water, except as dew, were made no a

and the 'sea supplying thought' would agree with the French account, which
ascribes wisdom to him that has an extra stock of sea in him.

—

Trans.
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The third passage is contained in a poem of the 12th cent,

on the four Gospels (Diemer 320, 6-20 ; conf. the notes to 95,

18. 27, and 320, 6) :

Got mit siner gewalt

der wrchet zeichen vil manecvalt,

der worhte den inennischen einen

iizzen von aht teilen :

von dein leime gab er ime daz fleisch,

der tow becechenit den sweihc (sweat),

von dem steine gab er itn daz pein (bone),

des nist zwivil nehein (is no doubt),

von den wrcen (worts) gab er ime di ddren (veins),

von dem grase gab er ime daz liar,

von dem mere gab er ime d^xz plid (blood),

von den wolchen (clouds) daz mut (mood, mind),

du habet er ime begunnen

der ougen (eyes) von der sunnen.

Er verleh ime sinen atem (his own breath),

daz wir ime den behilten (keep it for him)

unte sinen gesin (and be his)

daz wir ime imer wuocherente sin (ever bear fruit)

.

Lastly, I take a passage from Godfrey of Viterbo's Pantheon,

which was finished in 1187 (Pistorii Scriptor. 2,53):

—

' Cum
legimus Adam de limo terrae formatum, intelligendum est ex

quatuor elementis. mundus enim iste major ex quatuor elementis

constat, igne,aere, aqua et terra, humanum quoque corpus dicitur

microcosmus, id est minor mundus. habet namque ex terra

carnem, ex aqua humores, ex aere flaturu, ex igne calorem. caput

autem ejus est rotundum sicut coelum, in quo duo sunt ocidi, tan-

quam duo luminaria in coelo micant. venter ejus tanquam mare

continet omnes liquores. pectus et pulmo emittit voces, et

quasi coelestes resonat harmonias. pedes tanquam terra sustinent

corpus universum. ex igni coelesti habet visum, e superiore aere

habet auditum, ex inferiori habet olfactum, ex aqua gustum, ex

terra habet tactum. in duritie participat cum lapidibus, in

ossibus vigorem habet cum arboribus, in capillis et unguibus

decorem habet cum graminibus et fioribus. sensus habet cum

brutis animalibus. ecce talis est hominis substantia corporea.'

—
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Godfrey, educated at Bamberg1

, and chaplain to German kings,

must have heard in Germany the doctrine of the eight parts ; he

brings forward only a portion of it, such as he could reconcile

with his other system of the four elements ; he rather compares

particular parts of the body with natui'al objects, than affirms

that those were created out of these.

Not one of the four compositions has any direct connexion

with another, as their peculiarities prove ; but that they all rest

on a common foundation follows at once from the ' octo pondera,

achta wendem, aht teilen/ amoug which the alleged correspond-

ences are distributed. They shew important discrepancies in

the details, and a different order is followed in each. Only three

items go right through the first three accounts, namely, that lime

(loam, earth) was taken for the flesh, dew for the sweat, clouds

for the mind. But then the MHG. and Frisian texts travel much
further together ; both of them make bone spring out of stone,

hair (locks) from grass, eyes from the sun, blood from the sea

(water), none of which appear in the AS. Peculiar to the MHG.
poem is the derivation of the veins from herbs (wiirzen), and to

the AS. writer that of the blood from fire, of tears from salt, of

the various colours in the eye from flowers,1 of cold breath from

wind, and of sense from grace; which last, though placed

beyond doubt by the annexed translation, seems an error not-

withstanding, for it was purely out of material objects that

creation took place ; or can the meaning be, that man's will is

first conditioned by the grace of God ? Fitly enough, tears are

likened to salt (salsae lacrimae) ; somewhat oddly the colours of

the eye to flowers, though it is not uncommon to speak of an

opening flower as an eye. The creation of hearts out of wind

is found in the Frisian account alone, which is also the only one

that adds, that into this mixture of eiffht materials God blew his

holy breath, and out of Adam's rib created his companion Eve
[the MHG. has :

' imparted his breath '] .

3

1 Variegated eyes are the oculi varii, Prov. vain hnelha (Rayn. sub v. var),
O.Fr. vain iex (Roquef. sub v.). We find in OHG. bluom/e/j, and ' gevehet nuh
tien bluomon,' Graff 3, 426 ; the AS. f&gung above.

- Well, here is already our fifth version, from a Paris MS. of the loth century
(Paulin Paris, MSS. francais de la bibl. du roi 4, 207) :

' Adam fu forme ou champ
damacien, et fu fait si comme nous trouvons de huit parties de chases : du Urn m de
la terre, de la mer, du soleil, des nues, du vent, des pierrea, du saint esprit, et de la

clarte du monde. De la terre fu la char, de la mer fu le sang, du sok.il furent les

VOL. II. K
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If now we compare all the statements with those taken from

the Edda, their similarity or sameness is beyond all question :

blood with sea or water, flesh with earth, bone with stone, hair

with trees or grass, are coupled together in the same way here.

What weighs more than anything with me is the accordance of
f brain and clouds ' with ' thoughts and clouds/ The brain is the

seat of thought, and as clouds pass over the sky, so we to

this day have them flit across the mind ;
' clouded brow ' we say

of a reflective pensive brooding one, and the Grimnismal 45b

applies to the clouds the epithet harSinobagr, hard of mood. It

was quite in the spirit of the Edda to make the skull do for

the sky, and the eyebrows for a castle ; but how could sky or

castle have furnished materials for the human frame ? That the

striking correspondence of the sun to the eye should be wanting

in the Edda, is the more surprising, as the sun, moon and stars

are so commonly spoken of as eyes (Superst. 614), and antiquity

appears even to have seen tongues in them, both of which points

fall to be discussed in Chap. XXII. ; meanwhile, if these enu-

merations are found incomplete, it may be that there were plenty

more of such correspondences passing current. If Tborr flung

a toe into the sky as a constellation, there may also have been

tongues that represented stars.

The main difference between the Scandinavian view and all

the others is, as I said before, that the one uses the microcosm as

material for the macrocosm, and the other inversely makes the

universe contribute to the formation of man. There the whole

of nature is but the first man gone to pieces, here man is put

together out of the elements of nature. The first way of think-

ing seems more congenial to the childhood of the world, it is all

yeulx, des nues fureut les pensees, du vent fureut les allaines, des pierres furent les

oz, du saiut esprit fu la vie, la, clarte du monde signifie Crist et sa creance. Saichez

que se il y a en l'omme plus de limon de la terre, il sera paresceux en toutes man-
ieres ; et se il y a plus de la mer, il sera sage ; et se il y a plus de soleil, il sera

beau ; et se il y a plus de nues, il sera pensis ; et se il y a plus du vent, il sera

ireux ; et se il y a plus de pierre, il sera dur, avar et larron ; et se il y a plus de
saint esprit, il sera gracieux ; et se il y a plus de la clarte du monde, il sera beaux
et amez.' These eight items are again somewhat different from the preceding,

though six are the same : earth, sea, cloud, wind, stone and sun ; the Holy Ghost
and the light of the world are peculiar, while veins, hair, tears, and motley eyes

arc wanting. The ' champ damacien ' is ' ager plasmationis Ada?, qui dicitur ager

damascenus,'
1

conf. Fel. Fabri Evagator, 2, 341. [Is ' du monde' the mistranslation

of a Germ. ' des mondes,' the moon's ? Like the sun, it bestows ' beauty,' and
that has nothing to do with Christ, who is however ' the light of the world.'

—

Tk.J
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in keeping to explain the sun as a giant's eye, the mountains as

his bones, the bushes as his hair ; there are plenty of legends

still that account for particular lakes and marshes by the

gushing blood of a giant, for oddly-shaped rocks by his ribs

and marrow-bones ; and in a similar strain the waving corn was

likened to the hair of Sif or Ceres. It is at once felt to be more

artificial for sun and mountain and tree to be put into requisition

to produce the human eye and bones and hair. Yet we do speak

of eyes being sunny, and of our flesh as akin to dust, and why
may not even the heathens have felt prompted to turn that cos-

mogonic view upside down ? Still more would this commend
itself to Christians, as the Bible expressly states that man was

made of earth or loam, 1 without enlarging on the formation of

the several constituent parts of the body. None of the Fathers

seem to be acquainted with the theory of the eight constituents

of the first man; I will not venture to decide whether it was

already familiar to heathen times, and maintained itself by the

side of the Eddie doctrine, or first arose out of the collision of

this with christian teaching, and is to be regarded as a fuller

development of the Adamic dogma. If Adam was interpreted

to mean clay, it was but taking a step farther to explain, more

precisely, that the flesh only was borrowed from earth, but

the bones from stones, and the hair from grass. It is almost

unscriptural, the way in which the MHG. poetizer of Genesis

(Fundgr. 2, 15) launches out into such minutia; :

—

f Duo Got

zeinitzen stucchen den man zesamene wolte rucchen, duo nam er,

sosich wane, einen leim zahe (glutinous lime), da er wolte daz

daz lit zesamene solte (wished the limbs to come together),

streich des unterznisken (smeared it between), daz si zesamene

mohten haften (stick), denselben letten (clay) tot er ze adaren

(made into veins), uber ieglich lit er zoch denselben leim zach,

daz si vasto chlebeten, zesamene sich habeten. liz hertem leime

(hard lime) tet er daz gebeine, uz pruder erde (crumbly earth)

hiez er daz fleisk werden, liz letten deme zdlien machet er die

adare. duo er in alien zesamene gevuocte, duo bestreich er in

mit einer slute (bedaubed him with a slime), diu selbe slote wart

ze dere hute (became the skin) . duo er daz pilede (figure) erlich

1
' Dio leim\nen,

i
the loamen folk, Geo. 3-409, is said of men, as we say ' e luto,

ex meliori luto licti.'
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gelegete fare sich, duo stuont er ime werde obe der selben erde.

sinen geist er in in blies, michelen sin er ime firliez, die adare

alle wurden pluotes folle, ze fleiske wart diu erde, ze peine der

leim herte, die adare pugen sich swa zesamene gie daz lit (blew

bis spirit in, imparted mickle sense, the veins filled with blood,

the earth became flesh, the hard lime bone, etc.).' These

distinctions between lime, clay, earth and slime have a tang of

heathenism ; the poet durst not entirely depart from the creation

as set forth by the church, but that compoundiug of man out of

several materials appears to be still known to him. And traces

of it are met with in the folk-poetry. 1

It is significant how Greek and, above all, Asiatic myths of

the creation coincide with the Norse (and what I believe to have

been once the universal Teutonic) view of the world's origin out

of component parts of the human body : it must therefore be

of remote antiquity. The story lasts in India to this day, that

Brahma was slain by the other gods, and the sky made out of his

skull : there is some analogy to this in the Greek notion of Atlas

supporting on his head the vault of heaven. According to one

of the Orphic poets, the body of Zeus is understood to be the

earth, his bones the mountains^ and his eyes the sun and moon. 2

Cochin-Chinese traditions tell, how Buddha made the world out

of the giant Banio's body, of his skull the sky, of his eyes the

sun and moon, of his flesh the earth, of his bones rocks and hills,

and of his hair trees and plants. Similar macrocosms are met

with in Japan and Ceylon ; Kalmuk poems describe how the

earth arose from the metamorphosis of a mountain-giantess, the

sea from her blood (Finn Magn. Lex., 877-8, and Suppl.).

But Indian doctrine itself inverts this macrocosm, making the

sun enter into the eye, plants into the hair, stones into the bones,

and water into the blood of created man, so that in him the

1 The giants mould a man out of clay (leir), Sn. 109. The Finnish god II-

marinen hammers himself a wife out of gold, Rune 20. Pintosmauto is baked of

sugar, spice and scented water, his hair is made of gold thread, his teeth of pearls,

his eyes of sapphires, and his lips of rubies, Pentam. 5, 3. In a Servian song
(Vuk no. 110), two sisters spin themselves a brother of red and white silk, they
make him a body of boxwood, eyes of precious stones, eyebrows of sea-urchins,

and teeth of pearls, then stuff sugar and honey into his mouth :
' Now eat that,

and talk to us (to nam yedi, pa nam probesedi) !
' And the myth of Pygmalion is

founded on bringing a stone figure to life (see Suppl.).
2 "O/xfiaTa 5' tj^Xlos re ical dcnowcra creX^vr]. Euseb. II/Doira/)acrK. evayy. 3, 9.

Lobeck, De microc. et macroc. p. 4.
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whole world is mirrored back. According to a Chaldean cos-

mogony, when Belus had cut the darkness in twain, and divided

heaven from earth, he commanded his own head to be struck off,

and the blood to be let run into the ground; out of this arose

man gifted with reason. Hesiod's representation is, that Pandora

was formed by Hephsestua out of earth mingled with water, and

then Hermes endowed her with speech, "TLpya 61-79. The

number of ingredients is first reduced to earth and blood (or

water), then in the 0. T. to earth alone.

And there are yet other points of agreement claiming our

attention. As Ymir engendered man and wife out of his hand,

and a giant son out of his foot, we are told by the Indian Manus,

that Brahma produced four families of men, namely from his

mouth the first brahman (priest), from his arm the first kshatriya

(warrior), from his thigh the first vizh (trader and husbandman),1

from his foot the first sudra (servant and artizan). And so, no

doubt, would the Eddie tradition, were it more fully preserved,

make a difference of rank exist between the offspring of Ymir's

hand and those of his foot ; a birth from the foot must mean a

lower one. There is even a Caribbean myth in which Luguo,

the sky, descends to the earth, and the first parents of mankind

come forth from his navel and thigh, in which he had made an

incision.2 Reading of these miraculous births, who can help

thinking of Athena coming out of Zeus's head (rpLToyeveia), and

Dionysus out of his thigh (^ripoppa^s) ? As the latter was

called SifujTwp (two-mothered), so the unexplained fable of the

nine mothers of Heimdallr (p. 234) seems to rest on some

similar ground (see Suppl.).

From these earlier creations of gods and giants the Edda and,

as the sequel will shew, the Indian religion distinguish the crea-

tion of the first human pair. As with Adam and Eve in Scrip-

ture, so in the Edda there is presupposed some material to be

quickened by God, but a simple, not a composite one,. Tre

means both tree and wood, askr the ash-tree (fraxinus) ; the

relation of Askr to the Isco of heroic legend has already been

discussed, p. 350. If by the side of Askr, the man, there stood

1 E femoribus natus = uravya, urnja, Bopp's Gloss. 54*.

2 Major's Mythol. tascbenbucb '2, -i.
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an Eskja, the woman, the balance would be held more evenly

;

they would be related as Meshia and Meshiane in the Persian

myth, man and woman, who likewise grew out of plants. But

the Edda calls them Askr and Embla : embla, emla, signifies a

busy woman, OHG. emila, as in fiur-emila (focaria), a Cinderella

(Graff 1, 252), from amr, ambr, ami, ambl (labor assiduus),

whence also the hero's name Amala (p. 370). As regards Askr

however, it seems worthy of notice, that legend makes the first

king of the Saxons, Aschanes (Askanius), grow up out of the

Harz rocks, by a fountain-head in the midst of the forest. See-

ing that the Saxons themselves take their name from sahs (saxum,

stone), that a divine hero bears the name of Sahsnot (p. 203),

that other traditions derive the word Gerinani from gerniinare,

because the Germans are said to have grown on trees

;

1 we have

here the possibility of a complex chain of relationships. The

Geogr. of Ravenna says, the Saxous removed from their ancient

seats to Britain c cum principe suo, nomine Anahis.' This may
be Hengist, or still better his son Oesc, whom I have identified

with Askr. 3

Plainly there existed primitive legends, which made the first

men, or the founders of certain branches of the Teutonic nation,

grow out of trees and rocks, that is to say, which endeavoured

to trace the lineage of living beings to the half-alive kingdom of

plants and stones. Even our leut (populus), OHG. Hut, has for

its root liotan (crescere, pullulare), OS. liud, liodan ;
3 and the

sacredness of woods and mountains in our olden time is height-

ened by this connexion. And similar notions of the Greeks fit

in with this. One who can reckon up his ancestors is appealed

to with the argument (Od. 19, 163) :

ov <yap cnrb Spvos eacn 7ra\aicf)dTov ouS tiTro 7rerp?;9

for not of fabled oak art thou, nor rock; 4 and there must have

1 D. S. no. 408. Aventin 18b
; conf. the popular joke, prob. ancient, on the

origin of Swabians. Franks and Bavarians, Scbrn. 3, 524.
2 In the Jewish language, both learned and vulgar, Ashlienaz denotes Ger-

many or a German. The name occurs in Gen. 10, 3 and Jer. 51, 27 ; how early

its mistaken use began, is unknown even to J. D. Michaelis (Spicil. geogr. Hebr.

1, 59) ; it must have been by the 15th century, if not sooner, and the rabbis may
very likely have been led to it by hearing talk of a derivation of the Germans from
an ancestor Askanius, or else the Trojan one.

3 Populus however is unconn. with populus a poplar.
4 Such an ' e quercu aut saxo natus,' who cannot name his own father, is vul-
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been fairy tales about it, which children told each other in con-

fidential chat (oapi^e/jievac curb Spvbs ?}5' airb irerp-q^, II. 22, 120. 1

aXKa Ti7) fMOi ravra 7repl Spvv r) irepl -ireTprjv; Hes. Theog. 35).

In marked unison with the myth of Askr is the statement of

Hesiod, that Zeus formed the third or brazen race out of ash-

trees (e'/c fieXiav, Op. 147) ; and if the allusion be to the stout

ashen shafts of the heroes, why, Isco or Askr may have bran-

dished them too. One remembers too those wood-wives and fays,

who, like the Greek meliads and dryads, had their sole power of

living bound up with some particular oak or ash, and, unlike the

tree-born man, had never got wholly detached from the material

of their origin. Then, a creation out of stones is recorded in

the story of Deucalion, whom after the deluge Hermes bade

throw stones behind his back : those that he threw, all turned

into men, and those that his wife Pyrrha threw, into women. As

in the Edda, after the great flood comes a new creation ; only in

this case the rescued people are themselves the actors. 2 Even

the Jews appear to have known of a mythical creation out of

stones, for we read in Matth. 3, 9 : ore Svvarac 6 @eo? e'/c rwv

XiOcov tovt(ov eyelpai riicva ru> Jiftpadfi (see Suppl.).

The creation of dwarfs is described ambiguously in the Edda :

according to one story they bred as worms in the proto-giant's

flesh, and were then endowed by the gods with understanding

and human shape ; but by the older account they were created

out of the flesh and bones of another giant Brimir. All this has

to do with the black elves alone, and must not be extended to

the ligfht ones, about whose origin we are left in the dark. And

other mythologies are equally silent.

It is important and interesting to get a clear view of the grada-

tion and sequence of the several creations. That in the Edda

giants come first, gods next, and then, after an intervening deluge,

garly spoken of as oue ' whose father got drowned on the apple (or nut) tree.'_ Also,

' not to have sprung from an oak-stem,' Etner's Unw. doct. 585. ' Min gof ist au

nud abbero nossbom aba choh,' ' and my dad didn't come off the nut-tree,' Tobler

337b
, who wrongly refers it to the Christmas-tree.
1 Homer's phrase is : ' chat from oak or rock, as youth and maiden do.'—

Trans.
- As Deucalion and Pyrrha create the race of men, so (ace. to a myth in th<

Reinhartssage, whose source I never could discover) do Adam and Eve create that

of beasts by smiting the sea with rods. Only, Adam makes the good beasts, Eve
the bad : so inParsee legend Ormuzd and Ahriman hold a creating match.
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men and dwarfs are created, appears in surprising harmony with

a theological opinion largely adopted throughout the Mid. Ages,

according to which, though the 0. T. begins with the work of

the six days, yet the existence and consequently the creation of

angels and the apostasy of devils had gone before, and then were

produced heaven and earth, man and all other creatures. 1 After-

wards, it is true, there comes also a destructive flood, but does

not need to be followed by a new creation, for a pious remnant

of mankind is saved, which peoples the earth anew. The Muham-

medan eblis (by aphseresis from dieblis, diabolus) is an apostate

spirit indeed, but created after Adam, and expelled from Para-

dise. Our Teutonic giants resemble at once the rebel angels

(devils) and the sinful men swept away by the flood ; here deli-

verance was in store for a patriarch, there for a giant, who after

it continues his race by the side of men. A narrative preserved

in the appendix to our Heldenbuch offers some fragments of

cosmogony : three creations follow one another, that of dwarfs

leading the way, after whom come giants, and lastly men ; God

has called into being the skilful dwarfs to cultivate waste lands

and mountain regions, the giants to fight wild beasts, and the

heroes to assist the dwarfs against disloyal giants ; this connexion

and mutual dependence of the races is worthy of note, though on

the manner of creating there is not a word. Lastly, the threefold

arrangement of classes instituted by Heimdallr 3 may, I think, be

regarded as a later act in the drama of creation, of which perhaps

a trace is yet to be seen even in modern traditions (p. 234) .

3

Another thing I lay stress on is, that in the Edda man and

woman (Askr and Embla) come into existence together, but the

1 Conf. the poetical representations in Cadmon and Fundgr. 2, 11. 12; of

course they rest on opinions approved or tolerated by the church. Scripture, in its

account of the creation, looks only to the human race, leaving angels and giants

out of sight altogether, though, as the narrative goes on, they are found existing.
2 The Mid. Ages trace the origin of freemen to Shem, that of knights and serfs

to Japhet and Ham; Wackern. Bas. MSS. 2, 20.
3 I have since lighted on a Muhammedan legend in Wolfg. Menzel's Mythol.

forschungen 1, 40 : Eve had so many children, that she was ashamed, and once,

when surprised by God, she hid some of them away. God then called the children

to him, and divided all the goods and honours of the earth among them. Those
that were hidden got none, and from them are descended beggars and fakirs.

Unfortunately no authority is given, but the agreement with the German drama of

the 16th cent, is undeniable, and makes me doubt the supposed connexion of the

latter with the ON. fable. That the concealed children are nbt called up, is at

variance with all German accounts.
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Bible makes two separate actions, Adam's creation coming first,

and Eve's being performed afterwards and in a different manner. 1

So, by Hesiod's account, there already existed men descended

from the gods themselves, when the first woman Pandora, the all-

gifted, fair and false, was formed out of earth and flood (p. 571).

It is difficult to arrive at the exact point of view in the Hesiodic

poems. In the Theogony, there ascend out of chaos first Gaia

(earth) the giantess, then Erebus (corresp. to Niflheim) and

Night ; but Gaia by herself brought forth Urauus (sky) and seas

and mountains, then other children by Uranus, the last of them

Kronus the father of Zeus and ancestor of all the gods. As

the Edda has a Buri and Borr before Oftinn, so do Uranus and

Kronus here come before Zeus ; with Zeus and OSinn begins the

race of gods proper, and Poseidon and Hades complete the fra-

ternal trio, like Vili and Ve. The enmity of gods and titan3 is

therefore that of ases and giants ; at the same time, there is just

as much resemblance in the expulsion of the titans from heaven

(Theog. 813) to the fall of the rebel angels into the bottomless

pit ; so that to the giant element in the titans we may add a

deemonic. When the ' Works and Days' makes the well-known

five races fill five successive ages, the act of creation must needs

have been repeated several times ; on which point neither the

poem itself nor Plato (Cratyl. 397-8, Steph.) gives sufficient

information. First came the golden race of blissful daimones,

next the silver one of weaker divine beings, thirdly, the brazen

one of warriors sprung from ash-trees, fourthly, the race of

heroes, fifthly, the iron one of men now living. The omission

of a metal designation for the fourth race is of itself enough to

make the statement look imperfect. Dimmest of all is the second

race, which also Plato passes over, discussing only da3mons, heroes

and men : will the diminutive stature of these shorter-lived genii

warrant a comparison with the wights and elves of our own

mythology ? In the third race giants seem to be portrayed, or

fighters of the giant sort, confronting as they do the rightful

1 The rabbinic myth supposes a first woman, Lilith, made out of the ground
like Adam. [The Bible, wo know, has two different accounts of man's creation :

the first (Elohistic) in Gen. 1, 27, ' male and female created he them ;
' the second

(Jehovistic) in Gen. 2, 7, ' formed man of the dust,' and in w. 21. 22, ' took one of

his ribs, . . . and the rib . . . made he a woman' The first account seems to

imply simultaneous creations.—Teams.]
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heroes of the fourth. The latter we might in Mosaic language

call sons of Elohim, and the former sons of men ; at the same

time, their origin from the ash would admit of their being placed

beside the first- created men of the Edda. The agreement of the

myths would be more striking if we might bestow the name of

stone race on the third, and shift that of brazen, together with

the creation from the ash, to the fourth ; stones being the natural

arms of giants. Apollodorus however informs us it was the

brazen race that Zeus intended to destroy in the great flood from

which Deucalion and Pyrrha were saved, and this fits in with the

Scandinavian overthrow of giants. The creation of Askr and

Etnbla has its parallel in the stone-throwing of the Greek myth,

and the race of heroes might also be called stone-created (see

Suppl.).

It will be proper, before concluding, to cast a glance at the

Story of the Deluge : its diffusion among the most diverse nations

of the earth gives a valuable insight into the nature of these

myths.1

From the sons of God having mingled with the daughters of

men sprang robbers and wrongdoers ; and it repented Jehovah

that he had made man, and he said he would destroy everything

on earth. But Noah found favour in his eyes, and he bade him

build a great ark, and enter therein with his household. Then

it began to rain, until the waters rose fifteen cubits above the

highest mountains, and all that had flesh and breath perished,

but the ark floated on the flood. Then Jehovah stayed the rain,

the waters returned from off the earth, and the ark rested on the

mountains of Ararat. But Noah let out first a raven, then a

dove, which found no rest for her foot and returned into the ark
;

and after seven days he again sent forth a dove, which came back

with an olive leaf in her mouth ; and after yet other seven days

he sent forth a dove, which returned not any more.2 Then Noah

came out on the dry earth, and offered a clean burntoffering, and

1 Ulph. renders Kara/cW/^s by midjasveipdins, sveipan meaning no doubt the

same as kXij^iv, to flush, rinse, conf. AS. swapan verrere. Diluvium is in OHG.
unmezfluot or sinfluot (like sinwaki gurges, MHG. sinwsege) ; not so good is the

OHCt.' and MHG. sintvluot, and our siindfluth (sin-flood) is a blunder.

2 Sailors let birds fly, Pliny 6, 22. Three ravens fly as guides, Landnamabok 1, 2.
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Jehovah made a covenant with man, and set his bow in the cloud

for a token of the covenant.

After this beautiful compact picture in the O. T., the Eddie

narrative looks crude and unpolished. Not from heaven does the

flood rain down, it swells up from the blood of the slain giant,

whose carcase furnishes material for creating all things, and the

human race itself. The insolence and violence of the annihilated

giants resemble those of the sons of Elohim who had mingled

with the children of men ; and Noah's box (kl(3<ot6s) is like

Bergebm's HtfSr. But the epic touches, such as the landing on

the mountain, the outflying dove, the sacrifice and rainbow, would

surely not have been left out, had there been any borrowing here.

In the Assyrian tradition,1 Kronos warns Sisuthros of the

coming downpour, who thereupon builds a ship, and embarks

with men and beasts. Three days after the rain has ceased, birds

are sent out, twice they come flying back, the second time with

slime on their feet, and the third time they staid away. Sisuthros

got out first with his wife and daughter and pilot, they prayed,

sacrificed, and suddenly disappeared. When the rest came to

land, a voice sounded in the air, saying the devout Sisuthros had

been taken up to the gods ; but they were left to propagate the

human race. Their vessel down to recent times lay on the

mountains of Armenia? Coins of Apamea, a city in Phrygia,

show an ark floating on the water, with a man and woman in it

;

on it sits a bird, another comes flying with a twig iu its claws.

Close by stand the same human pair on firm land, holding up

their right hands. Beside the ark appear the letters Nil (Noah),

and this Apamea is distinguished by the by-name of /a/Scoro?.3

According to Greek legend, Zeus had determined to destroy

mankind; at the prompting of Prometheus, Deucalion built an

ark, which received him and Pyrrha his wife. Zeus then sent a

mighty rain, so that Hellas was flooded, and the people perished.

Nine days and nights Deucalion floated on the waters, then landed

on Parnassus, and offered sacrifice to Zeus; we have seen how

this couple created a new generation by casting stones. Plutarch

adds, that when Deucalion let a dove out of the ark, he could tell

1 Buttmann On the myth of the Deluge, p. 21.

Oonf. the Annolied 308 seq., which brings the Bavarians from Armenia.
3 All this in Buttmann, pp. 21-27.
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the approach, of storm by her flying back, and of fair weather by

her keeping away. Lucian (De dea Syria, cap. 12. 13) calls him

AevKaktoiva rov 2fcv0ea (the Scythian) ; if that sprang out of

'XiavOea, 1
it may have long had this altered form in the legend

itself. Some branches of the Greek race had their own stories

of an ancient flood, of which they called the heroes Ogyges and

Ogygos ;

3 but all these accounts are wanting in epic details.3

A rich store of these opens for us in the Indian Mahabharata.4

King Manus stood on a river's bank, doing penance, when he

heard the voice of a little fish imploring him to save it. He
caught it in his hand and laid it in a vessel, but the fish began to

grow, and demanded wider quarters. Manus threw it into a large

lake, but the fish grew on, and wished to be taken to Ganga the

bride of the sea. Before long he had not room to stir even there,

and Manus was obliged to carry him to the sea ; but when

launched in the sea, he foretold the coming of a fearful flood,

Manus was to build a ship and go on board it with the seven

sages, and preserve the seeds of all things, then he would shew

himself to them horned. Manus did as he was commanded, and

sailed in the ship ; the monster fish appeared, had the ship

fastened to his horn by a rope, and towed it through the sea for

many years, till they reached the summit of the Himavdn, there

he bade them moor the ship, and the spot to which it was tied

still bears the name of Naubandhanam (ship-binding). Then

spake the fish : I am Brahma, lord of created things, a higher

than I there is not, in the shape of a fish have I delivered you

;

i CKT9EA from CICT9EA is Buttmann's acute suggestion ;
but he goes

farther, taking this Sisythes or Sisuthros to be Sesothris, Sothis, Seth ;
and Noah

to be Dionysos, and a symbol of water.
2 Buttm. p. 45 seq., who connects it with Okeanos and Ogenos.
3 It is remarkable, that in a beautiful simile, therefore without names or places,

Homer depicts a kind of Deluge, II. 16, 384

:

ws 5' iiirb \ai\airi wacra KeXcuvq fteflpide x®uv
fjfxa.T owuipivQ), ore XaftpoTarov %^a iiSwp

Tievs, ore 5r} p &i>8peacri Korea(T&fievos ^aXe^i^r;,

ot fiiri elv dyopy <r/co\tas Kpivuicn deputTras,

eK Se Siktjv eXacrwcrt, 6eu>v 6tuv ovk oKiyovres.

fiLVvdei 5i re epy dvdpum(i)i>.

Even as crouches the darkening land, overcrowed by tbe tempest, All on a summer's

day, when Jove doth the down-rushing water Suddenly pour, and wreak his wrath

on the proud men, Men of might, who sit dealing a crooked doom in the folkmote,

Forcing justice aside, unheeding of gods and their vengeance ;
(rivers swell, etc.)

and the works of man are all wasted.
4 Bopp's Die siindflut, Berl. 1S29.
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now shall Manns make all creatures, gods, asuris and men, and

all the worlds, things movable and immovable. And as he had

spoken, so it was done.

In the Bhagavatam, Satydvratas (supra, p. 249) takes the place

of Manus, Vishnus that of Brahma, and the facts are embellished

with philosophy.

The Indian myth then, like the Teutonic, makes the Deluge

precede the real creation, whereas in the Mosaic account Adam
lives long before Noah, and the flood is not followed by a new

creation. The seven rishis in the ship, as Bopp remarks, are

of divine rather than human nature, sons of Brahma, and of an

older birth than the inferior gods created by Manus or their

enemies the asuris (elsewhere daityas and danavas = titans,

giants). But it is a great point gained for us, that Manus (after

whom manushyas, homo, is named) comes in as a creator; so

that in our German Mannus (whence manna and manniskja,

homo) we recognise precisely Borr and his creator sons (p. 349).

Askr and Embla are simply a reproduction of the same idea of

creation, and on a par with Deucalion and Pyrrha, or Adam and

Eve.

I must not pass over the fact, that the first part of the Indian

poem, where Brahma as a fish is caught by Manus, and then

reveals to him the future, lingers to this day in our nursery tale

of the small all-powerful turbot or pike, who gradually elevates

a fisherman from the meanest condition to the highest rank'; and

only plunges him back into his pristine poverty, when, urged by

the counsels of a too ambitious wife, he desires at last to be

equal with God. The bestowal of the successive dignities is in

a measure a creation of the different orders. 1

One more story of the Deluge, which relates the origin of the

Lithuanians, deserves to be introduced. 2 When Pramzimas the

most high god looked out of a window of his heavenly house

(like Wuotan, p. 135) over the world, and perceived nothing but

war and wrong among men, he sent two giants Wandu and

Weyas (water and wind) upon the sinful earth, who laid all

things waste for twenty nights and days. Looking down once

1 Conf. the capture of the soothsaying marmennil, p. 434.
2 Dzieje starozytue narodu Litewskiego, przez Th. Narbutta. Wilno 1835.

1, 2.
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more, when he happened to be eating celestial nuts, Prarnzirnas

dropt a nutshell, and it lighted on the top of the highest moun-

tain, to which beasts and several human pairs had fled for refuge.

They all climbed into the shell, and it drifted on the flood which

now covered all things. But God bent his countenance yet a

third time upon the earth, and he laid the storm, and made the

waters to abate. The men that were saved dispersed themselves,

only one pair remained in that country, and from them the

Lithuanians are descended. But they were now old, and they

grieved, whereupon God sent them for a comforter (linxmine)

the rainbow, who counselled them to leap over the earth's bones :

nine times they leapt, and nine couples sprang up, founders of

the nine tribes of Lithuania. This incident reminds us of the

origin of men from the stones cast by Deucalion and Pyrrha ; and

the rainbow, of the Bible account, except that here it is intro-

duced as a person, instructing the couple what to do, as Hermes

(the divine messenger) did Deucalion. It were overbold perhaps

to connect the nutshell with that nut-tree (p. 572-3), by which

one vao-uely expresses an unknown extraction.

Not all, even of the stories quoted, describe a universal deluge

desolating the whole earth : that in which Deucalion was rescued

affected Greece alone, and of such accounts of partial floods

there are plenty. Philemon and Baucis in Phrygia (where Noah's

ark rested, p. 577), had given shelter to the wayfaring gods, and

beino- warned by them, fled up the mountain, and saw themselves

saved when the flood rose over the land (Ovid. Met. 8, 620) ;

they were changed into trees, as Askr and Embla were trees.

A Welsh folktale says, that in Brecknockshire, where a large

lake now lies, there once stood a great city. The king sent his

messeno-er to the sinful inhabitants, to prove them; they heeded

not his words, and refused him a lodging. He stept into a

miserable hut, in which there only lay a child crying in its cradle

(conf. ludara, p. 559 n.) ; there he passed the night, and in going

away, dropt one of his gloves in the cradle. He had not left the

city long, when he heard a noise and lamentation ; he thought of

turning back to look for his glove, but the town was no longer to

be seen, the waters covered the whole plain, but lo, in the midst

of the waves a cradle came floating, in which there lay both child

and glove. This child he took to the king, who had it reared as
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the sole survivor of the sunken city.1 Conf. the story of Bold at

the end of Ch. XXXII. Another and older narrative, found even

in the British Triads, comes much nearer to those given above :

AVhen the lake of Llion overflowed and submerged all Britain,

the people were all drowned save Bivyvan and Dwyvach, who

escaped in a naked (sailless) ship, and afterwards repeopled the

land. This ship is also named that of Nevydd nav neivion, and

had on board a male and female of every creature ; again it is

told, that the oxen of Hu Gadarn dragged the avanc (beaver)

ashore out of the Llion lake, and it has never broken out since.3

Of still narrower limits are our German tales, as that of the

dwarf seeking a lodging at Kalligen on L. Thun (no. 45), which

is very like the Philemon-myth; of Arendsee (no. Ill), where

again only a husband and wife are saved; of Seeburg (no. 131)

;

and Frauensee (no. 239). A Danish folktale is given by Thiele

1, 227. Fresh and graceful touches abound in the Servian lay of

the three angels sent by God to the sinful world, and the origin

of the Plattensee or Balatino yezero, Vuk 4, 8-13 (2nd ed. 1,

no. 207).3

There is above all a dash of German heathenism about the

lakes and pools said to have been formed by the streaming blood

of giants (Deut. sag. no. 325), as the destructive Deluge arose

from Ymir's blood.

It appears to me impossible to refer the whole mass of these

tales about the great Flood and the Creation of the human species

to the Mosaic record, as if they were mere perversions and dis-

tortions of it ; the additions, omissions and discrepancies peculiar

to almost every one of them are sufficient to forbid that. And
I have not by a long way exhausted this cycle of legends (see

Suppl.) : in islands of the Eastern Archipelago, in Tonga and

New Zealand, among Mexicans and Caribs there start up ac-

counts, astonishingly similar and yet different, of creation and

the first human pair, of a flood and deliverance, and the murder

of a brother. 4

1 Edw. Davies's Brit. Mythol. 146-7.
2 Ibid. 95. 129. Villemarque, Contes bretons 2, 291. Mabinogion 2, 311. 381.
3 Solo example of a Deluge- story among Slavs, by whom cosmogonic ideas in

general seem not to have been handed down at all.

' W. von Humboldt's Kawisprache 1, 210. 3, 419. Major's Mythol. taschenb.

2, 5. 131.



CHAPTER XX.

ELEMENTS.

From gods, half-gods and heroes, from the whole array of

friendly or hostile beings that, superior to man in mind or

body, fill up a middle space betwixt him and deity, we turn our

glance to simple phenomena of nature, which at all times in their

silent greatness wield an immediate power over the human

mind. These all-penetrating, all-absorbing primitive substances,

which precede the creation of all other things and meet us again

everywhere, must be sacred in themselves, even without being

brought into closer relation to divine beings. Such relation is

not absent in any mythology, but it need not stand in the way

of the elements receiving a homage to some extent independent

of it and peculiar to themselves.

On the other hand, it is not the religion, properly speaking, of

a nation, that ever springs from the soil of this elemental worship
;

the faith itself originates in a mysterious store of supersensual

ideas, that has nothing in common with those substances, but

subjugates them to itself. Yet faith will tolerate in its train

a veneration of elements, and mix it up with itself ; and it may

even chance, that when faith has perished or is corrupted, this

veneration shall keep its hold of the people longer. The multi-

tude will give up its great divinities, yet persist for a time in the

more private worship of household gods; even these it will

renounce, and retain its reverence for elements. The history of

the heathen and christian religions shews, that long after the one

was fallen and the other established, there lived on, nay there

live still, a number of superstitious customs connected with the

worship of elements. It is the last, the all but indestructible

remnant of heathenism ; when gods collapse, these naked sub-

stances come to the front again, with which the being of those

had mysteriously linked itself (see Suppl.).

To this effect I have already expressed myself (pp. 82-84) in

582
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speaking of a worship of nature by our ancestors, which is indeed

supported by early testimonies, but these are often perverted

into an argument against the heathen having had any gods.

The gods stood and fell from other causes.

Water the limpid, flowing, welling up or running dry; Fire

the illuminating, kindled or quenched ; Air uuseen by the eye,

but sensible to ear and touch ; Earth the nourishing, out of

which everything grows, and into which all that has grown dis-

solves;—these, to mankind from the earliest time, have appeared

sacred and venerable ; ceremonies, transactions and events in

life first receive their solemn consecration from them. Working
as they do with never-resting activity and force on the whole of

nature, the childlike man bestows on them his veneration, without

any particular god necessarily intervening, though he too will

commonly appear in combination with it. Even to-day the

majesty and might of these eldest born of things awakes our

admiration ; how could antiquity have forborne its astonishment

and adoration ? Such a worship is simpler, freer and more dig-

nified than a senseless crouching before pictures and idols.

All the elements are cleansing, healing, atoning, and the proof

by ordeal rests mainly upon them ; but man had to secure them
in their purest form and at the most seasonable times.

We will consider them one by one.

1. Water. 1

Passages proving that the Alamanns and Franks worshipped

rivers and fountains are cited at pp. 100-1 and in the Appendix. 2

1 Goth, vato, ON. vatn, OHG. icazar, OS. icatar, AS. wceter, Dan. vand, Slav.

vodd, Lith. wandu, Lett, uhdens, Gr. i)Swp; then, corresp. inform to Lat. aqua, but
meaning fluvius, Goth, ahva, OHG. aha, AS. ed, ON. a ; the Goth, vegs, OHG.
wdc waKres = fluctus, flow.

2 When here and elsewhere I use Bp. Burchard's Coll. of Decrees as authority
for German superstitions, I do not forget that in most cases (not all) it is drawn
from councils not held in Germany, but in Gaul, Italy or Spain. Yet, if we con-
sider that German nations had been spreading themselves all over those countries
down to the 8-9th cent., that the AS. and Lombard Laws, to say nothing of

Capitularies, declaim equally with those Decrees of Council against water, tree and
stone worship, that Agathias and Gregory of Tours expressly charge the Alamanns
and Franks with such worship ; these superstitions are seen to be something com-
mon to the Italian, Gallic and German nationalities, of which none of them can be
acquitted. Some have tried to make out from Agathias, that our forefathers had
a mere nature-worship, and no gods. It would be about as uncritical to do what
is to some extent the reverse, and suspect Agathias and Gregory of having adopted
their assertions out of church-prohibitions that were never meant for Germany at

VOL. II. L
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The people prayed on the river's bank ; at the fountain's brink

they lighted candles and laid down sacrificial gifts. It is called

'fontibus venerationem exhibere, ad fontanas adorare (conf. Legg.

Liutpr. 6, 30), ad fontes votum facere, reddere, exsolvere, ox-are

ad fontes, offerre ad fontes, munus deferre, ad fontes lumiuaria

facere, candelam deferre.' This last no doubt was done only or

chiefly at night, when the flame reflected from the wave would

excite a religious awe. 1 The Saxons also were fonticolae : wyllas

and flotwceter are named in the AS. laws as objects of rever-

ence. Beside the passage from Cnut (p. 102), the Poenitentiale

Ecgberti says 2, 22 :
' gif hwilc man his eelinessan gehate oSSe

bringe to hwilcon wylle'; 4, 19 :
' gif hwa his wseccan set senigum

wylle hsebbe (vigilias suas ad aliquem fontem habeat)
' ; the

Canones Edgari § 16 forbid wilweor&wnga (well-worship). I am

not sure that a formal worship of water in Scandinavia is implied

in the saga quoted above (p. 102), where votn is mentioned;

but that water was held sacred is a thing not to be doubted.

A lay in the Edda has near the beginning the remarkable words :

' hnigo heilog votn af himinfiollom/ fell holy waters from heaven's

hills. The Sclaveni as early as Procopius (B. Goth. 3, 14)

(reftov<TL 7roTajjLOv<; (worship rivers) ; and as late as Helmold

(1, 47) it is said of the Slavs at Faldera : lucorum et fontium

ceterarumque superstitionum multiplex error apud eos habetur

(see Suppl.).

Above all was the place honoured, where the wondrous element

leaps up from the lap of earth ; a spring is in our older speech

urspriuc (-ges), and also prunno?

Often enough the first appearing of a spring is ascribed to

divine agency or a miracle : Wuotan, Balder, Charles the Great,

each made the reviving fountain flow out of earth for his fainting

host (p. 226). Other springs are charmed out of the rock when

struck by a staff or a horse's hoof ;
3 a saint plants a bough in

all. Into secular codes such prohibitions seem to have found their way first

through the Capitularies ; the older codes had no penalties for idolatry, only the

AS. domas of Wihtroed cap. 13 impose them on deofolgild in general.
1 At Christmas people look into their wells with candles.
2 From prinnan (ardere), as sot, another word for well, comes from siodan

(fervere), welle (liuctus) from wallan (fervere), sual (subfrigidus) from suelan (ardere),

conf. Gramm. 2, 29. 34 ; sprudeln to bubble up is from spruhen to fly off as sparks

do. In such words fire and water get wedded together.
3 The Heliconian horse-fount {i-mroKpTjvr]) was struck open by Pegasus :

' novi
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the ground, and water bubbles up. But there are two theories

even more generally received : that the water of sacred brooks

and rivers is in the first instance poured by gods and superior

beings out of bowls or urns; and that springs and wells are

guarded by snakes or dragons lying near them (see Suppl.).

Water drawn at a holy season, at midnight, before sunrise,

and in solemn silence, bore till a recent time the name of heilawdc,

lieilwdc, heilwcege. The first form, retaining the connecting

vowel after a long syllable, proves the antiquity of the word,

whose sacred meaning secured it against change. MS. 2, 149b
:

' man seit (saith) von heilawdge uns vil, wie heil, wie guot ez si,

wie gar vollekomen der eren spil, wie gar sin kraft verheilet swaz

wundes an dem man verseret ist/ how good for healing wounds,

etc. Martina 116: 'Got, du froude fliizzic heilawdc,' and in a

like sense 248. 283. Applied to Christ and his cross, Mar. 224 :

'der boum ist gemeizzen, da daz heilwcege von bechumet, daz aller

werlte gefrumet/ the tree whence cometh h. And more gener-

ally, ' ein heilwdge,' Diut. 1, 352 ; much later, in Anshelm's

Chron. of Bern 1, 308, ' heilwag ' among other charms and magic

appliances. Lastly, in Phil, von Sittewald (Strasb. 1677) 1,

483 :
' running spring-water, gathered on holy Christmas night,

while the clock strikes twelve, and named heilwag, is good for

pain of the navel/ Superst. 804. In this heilawac we discover

a very early mingling of heathen customs with christian. The

common people believe to this very day, that at 12, or between

11 and 12, on Christmas or Easter night, spring-water changes

into wine (Superst. 54. 792),
1 Wieselgren p. 412 ; and this belief

rests on the supposition that the first manifestation of the

Saviour's divinity took place at the marriage in Cana, where he

turned water into wine. Now at Christmas they celebrated both

his birth (epiphany, theophany, p. 281) and his baptism, and

combined with these the memory of that miracle, to which was

fontit Dura medusrci quem pnepetis ungula rupit,' Ov. Met. 5, 257 seq. So the
vein of gold in a hill is laid open by a blow from a hoof. Ithea opens a spring in

Arcadia with her staff :

dvravvaaaa 6ea fiiyav vipbOi 7T?5x 1"'

ck 5' ^xeev V-tya- Xtuf* - Callimach. hy. Jov. 28.

1 /dm ehen eines weibes (her ten marriages), Leipz. 1735, p. 235.
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given a special name, bethphania. 1 As far back as 387, Chry-

sostom preaching an Epiphany sermon at Antioch says that

people at that festival drew running water at midnight, and kept

it a whole year, and often two or three (no doubt for thaumaturgic

uses), and it remained fresh and uncorrupted. 2 Superstitious

Christians then believed two things, a hallowing of the water at

midnight of the day of baptism, and a turning of it into wine

at the time of the bethphania : such water the Germans called

heilawdc, 3, and ascribed to it a wonderful power of healing diseases

and wounds, and of never spoiling (see Suppl.).

Possibly even in Syria an old pagan drawing of water became

veiled under new christian meanings. In Germany other cir-

cumstances point undisguisedly to a heathen consecration of

water : it was not to be drawn at midnight, but in the morn-

ing before sunrise, down stream and silently (Superst. 89. 775),

usually on Easter Sunday (775-6) to which the above explana-

tions do not so well apply ; this water does not spoil, it restores

youth, heals eruptions, and makes the young cattle strong. 4

Magic water, serving for unchristian divination, is to be collected

before sunrise on a Sunday in one glass from three flowing springs ;

and a taper is lighted before the glass, as before a divine being

(Superst. H. c. 55-57)

.

5 Here I bring in once again the Hessian

i The first manifestation of Christ was his birth, the second his baptism

(Candlemas), the third the marriage in Cana : 'Tertia apparitio fuit postea similiter

eodem die anno revoluto, cum esset 30 annorum et 13 dierum, sive quando
manifestavit se esse Deum per mutationem aquae in vinum, quod fuit primum
miraculum apertum, quod Dominus fecit in Cana Galilaeae, vel simpliciter primum
quod fecit. Et haec apparitio dicitur bethphania a jBtitw, quod est domus, et (pdveiv,

quod est apparitio, quia ista apparitio facta fuit in dorno in nuptiis. De his tribus

apparitionibus fit solemnitas in hac die.' Durantis Eation. div. offic. 6, 16. The
church consolidated the three manifestations into one festival.

2 Tom. 2 (ed. Montfauc, Paris 1718), p. 369 : Bid tol tovto /cat fieaovvKTiix) Kara.

tt\v eopTr/v rai/TTju aVarres vdpeuadfJ.ei'oi ot/ca5e rd ra/xara aTroridevTai, /cat els iviavTOV

6\oK\r]pov (pv\d.TTOVffi, are 5tj crip.epov dyiaade'i'Twv t&v vbdroiv /cat to arjp.eiov -yt'eerat

ivapyes, ov bt.atpdeipop.i'vTis ttjs twi> vo&twv ineivuiv <pvcreus rw ,1177/cet rod xpopoi', <*A\

eis iviavrbv 6\6i<\r)pov /cat 8vu) /cat rpia fry) rod a-qp.epov avrXTjde'vTos aKepalov ko.1

veapov p.e'vovTOS, /cat /xerd touovtov XP°V0V to ' s &pTi tu>v irTjywv e^apTraadelcnv vdaaiv

d/xtXAa/jU^ou.
3 And abo heilaivm ? Frauenlob MS. 2, 213b on the ' garden that bear8

heilwin: Altd. bl. 2, 294.
4 Jul. Schmidt's Eeichenf. p. 121. At Cassel I have heard bathing in the

' drusel ' water commended as wholesome, but you must draw with the current, not

against. Probably the right time for it is Walburgis or Midsummer.
5 The rite, like others cited by Hartlieb (who wrote in 1455), may be of classic

origin. In yaarpop-avTeia, i.e. divining by a bellied jar (yda-rp-r]) filled with water,

there also occurs the torch and the innocent boy (Hartl.'s ' ain rain kind '). Potter*s

Antiq., 1, 764. Fabricii Bibliogr. antiq., ed. 3, p. 600.
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custom mentioned at p. 58 : on Easter Monday youths and

maidens walk to the Hollow Rock in the mountains, draw water

from the cool spring in jugs to carry home, and throw flowers in

as an offering. Apparently this water-worship was Celtic like-

wise; the water of the rock-spring Karnant makes a broken

sword whole again, but

du muost des urspringes han

underm velse, e in beschin der tac (ere day beshine it)

.

Parz. 254, 6. Tit. 5456. 5732. 1 Curious customs shew us in

what manner young girls in the Pyrenees country tell their own

fortunes in spring ivater on May-day morning.

We need not suppose that the peculiar properties of medicinal

springs are the point here ; no, it is the normal efficacy of the

refreshing, strengthening, re-animating element. 3 Many places

in Germany are called Heilbrunn, Heilborn, Heiligenbrunn, from

the renewing effect of their springs, or the wonderful cures that

have taken place at them. Heilbronn on the Neckar is called

Heilacprunno in the oldest documents. 3 But certain springs and

wells may have stood in especial repute. Of high renown are

the ON. Mimisbmnnr and Urffarbrnnnr (p. 407), which Sn. 17

calls ' brunnr mioc heilagr.' A Danish folksong (1,318) tells of a

Maribohilde, by whose clear waters a body hewn in pieces is put to-

gether again. Swedish lays celebrate Ingemos kiilla (Vis. 1, 244-5).

We remember that old Frisian fount of Forseti, 'whence none

drew water save in silence,' pp. 229, 230 (see Suppl.). Sacrifices

were offered at such springs. Of the salutary effect of hot and

dud i/beate springs people must have been aware from immemorial

time, witness the Aquae Mattiacae in the Roman time and those

i The hardening and repair in ft of swords in vater (sverS hei"5a, Srem. 136*)

was certainly believed in by the Germans too. The Vilkinasaga, cap. 40 p. 100,

savs: when dwarf Alberich had fashioned Nailring, he searched nine kingdoms

before he found the water in which the sword could be tempered ; at last he arrived

at the water Treya, and there it was tempered. Our Eckenlied, str. 81, agrees with

this, but is still more precise: ' dannoch was ez niht vollebraht, do fuorten'z zwei

wildiu getwerc wol durch niun kiinecrlche, biz daz si kamen zuo der Drdl, din dS

7.v Troige rinnet, daz swert daz was so liehtgemal: si harten'z in der Drdle, des

wart ez als6 fin ' (dwarfs bring it to the Dral, that runs by Troige, etc.). Who can

doubt any Longer of real German lays forming the groundwork of the Vilk. saga?
2 A man bitten by an adder will not die, if he can leap over the nearest water

before the adder does so. Lcnz's Schlangenkuntle, p. 208.
3 B5hmer'B Reg. Karolor. nr. 740 (an. 841); Ecc. Fr. orient. 2, 893; 'der

Keeker vliuzet fiir Heilicbrunnen (flows past Holy-wellj,' MS. 2, 68 b
.
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1 aquae calidae' near Luxeuil (p. 83). When the Wetterau

people begin a new jug of chalybeate, they always spill the first

drop or two on the ground, they say ' to clear the dust away/
for the jugs stand open, but it may have been once a libation to

the fountain-sprite. 1 Not only medicinal, but salt springs were

esteemed holy : ancient accounts of these will be presented in a

later chapter. The Mid. Ages cherished the notion of a jung-

brunnen :
2 whoever bathes in it is both cured of diseases and

guarded from them ; in it Rauchels shed her shaggy skin, and

became the beauteous Sigeminne (p. 433-4) ; such a spring has

sometimes the power even to change the bather's sex (see

Suppl.). 3

In a spring near Nogent men and women bathed on St.

John's eve (Superst. L. 33); Holberg's comedy of Kilde-reisen

is founded on the Copenhagen people's practice of pilgriming to

a neighbouring spring on 8. Hans often, to heal and invigorate

themselves in its waters. On Midsummer eve the people of

Ostergotland journeyed according to ancient custom to Lagman's
bergekiilla near Skeninge, and drank of the well (Broocman 1,

187. 2, 676). In many parts of Germany some clear fountain is

1 Where the Heathens ascribed the miraculous power of a spring to their wood
or water sprites, the Christians afterwards transferred it to their saints. I take an
instance from the Miracula S. Agili, written in the 12th century: Marvellous cures
were wrought at the brook of St. Aailus. Sed interim quorundarn vesaniae occur-
rere libet, qui in digito Dei nequaquam haec fieri aestimantes, daemoniacae, pro
nefas, attribuunt potestati. Cumque miracula diffiteri nequeunt, id solum in
causam calumniae adsumunt, quod in agresti fiunt loco, ubi nullus Dei cultus, ubi
nullae sanctorum memoriae. prudentiam ! verentur homines sublimi ingenio,
ne ad ludibrium mortalium afaunis, nymphis vel satyris, ceterisve rim's numinibus,
res geratur ejusmodi. Nam ut de fabulis taceam, apud quos historiographorum
veterum seu modernorum legitur daemones visum coecis, mentem amentibus,
manus debilibus, gressum claudicantibus restaurasse? (Acta Bened. sec. 2, p. 333.)
Tbe Swedish people ascribe the healing power of some springs to white snakes. In
1809 there flocked thousands from Halland and Vestergotland to the wonder-work-
ing Helsjo, a small lake near Eampegarde ; they said, some children tending cattle

on the shore had often during the year seen a beautiful maiden sit on the bank,
holding a snake in her hand and shewing it to them. It is only every hundredth
year that tbis water-maiden with the snake appears (Bexell's Halland 2, 320 ; 3,

303). Multitudes from Norway and Halland visited a spring named S. Olafskialla,
dropt money-offerings in, and carried on other superstition (Odman's Bahuslan p.
169). In christian times healing fountains are believed to spring up near the
tombs of holy men, Bex. Hall. 3, 69 ; or from under a saint's body, Flodoard. re-

mens. 2, 3. I think it is with the hot baths at Aix that we must connect the ivater-

maiden with whose myth Charles the Great is mixed up, p. 435.
2 Synonymously the OHG. quecprunno, MHG. quecprunne, Parz. 613, 9.

Fragm. 18, 267.
3 Conf. the passages quoted in Mus. fur altd. lit. 1, 260-3 from Montevilla,,

from the Titurel and from H. Sachs.
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visited at Whitsuntide, and the water drunk in jugs of a peculiar

shape. Still more important is Petrarch's description of the

annual bathing of the women of Cologne in the Rhine : it de-

serves to be quoted in full, 1 because it plainly proves that the

cult prevailed not merely at here and there a spring, but in

Germany's greatest river. From the Italian's unacquaintance

with the rite, one might infer that it was foreign to the country

whence all church ceremonies proceeded, and therefore altogether

unchristian and heathenish. But Petrarch may not have had

a minute knowledge of all the customs of his country; after his

time at all events we find even there a lustration on St. John's

day [described as an ancient custom then dying out] . Benedict

de Falco's Descrizione de luoghi antiqui di Napoli (Nap. 1580)

has the statement: c in una parte populosa della citta giace la

chiesa consegrata a S. Giovan battista, chiamata S. Giovan a

mare. Era una antica usanza, hoggi non al tutto lasciata, che

la vigilia di 8. Giovane, verso la sera e '1 securo del di, tutti

huomlni e donne andare al mare, e nudi lavarsi ; persuasi pur-

garsi de loro peccati, alia focchia degli antichi, che peccando

andavano al Tevere lavarsi.' And long before Petrarch, in

Augustine's time, the rite was practised in Libya, and is de-

1 Franc. Petrarchae De relras familiar, epistolae, lib. i. ep. 4: Aquis digressum,
seel prius, uncle ortum oppidi nomen putant, aquis bajano more tepentibus ablutum,
excepit Agrippina Colonia, quae ad sinistrnm Rheni latus sita est, locus et situ et

flumine clams et populo. Mirum in terra barbarica quanta civilitas, quae urbis

species, quae virorum gravitas, quae munditiae matronarum. Forte Johannis
baptistae vigilia erat duru illuc applicui, et jam ad occidentem sol vergebat : con-
festim amicorum monitu (nam et ibi amicos prius mibi fama pepererat quam
meritum) ab hospitio traducor ad rluvium insigne spectaculum visurus. Nee
fallebar; omnia enim ripa praeclaro et ingenti mulierum agmine tegebatur. Ob-
stupui, dii boni, quae forma, quae facies, quis habitus ! amare potuisset quisquis
eo non praeoccupatum animum attulisset. In loco paullum altiore constiteram,
unde in ea quae gerebantur intenderem. Incredibilis sine offeusione ooncursiia

exat, vicissimque alacres, pars herbis odoriferis incmctae, reductisque post cubitum
manicis, Candidas in gurgite manus ox brachia lavabant, nescio quid blandum pere-

grine murmure colloquentes. [A few lines omitted.] Unum igitur ex eo [amicorum]
numero admirane et ignarus rerum percunctatus vergiliano illo versiculo :

' Quid
vult concursus ad amnem, quidve petunt animae?' responsum accepi : pervetustum
gentis ritum esse, vulgo persuasum, praesertim femineo, omnem totius anni calamita-
tem imminentem fluviali illius diei ablutione purgari, et deinceps laetiora succedere;
itaque lustrationem esse annua m, iinxbaustoque semper studio cultam colendanique.
Ad haec ego subridens :

' nimium felices ' inquam ' Rheni accolae, quoniani illn

miserias purgat, nostras quidem nee Padus unquam purgare valuit neo Tiberis. Vos
vi Btra mala Britannia llbeno vectore transmittitis ; nos nostra libenter Afris atipie

Dlyriis mitteremus, sed nobis (ut iutelligi datur) pigriora sunt ilumina.' Commoto
risu, sero tandem inde discessimus. [A few lines omitted.] The letter is of 1830,
and addressed to Card. Colonna. We rind it quoted so early as by Kaisersberg
(Omeiss 3oc

).
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nounced by that Father as a relic of paganism :
' natali Johannis,

de solemnitate superstitiosa pagana, Cliristiani ad mare veniebant,

et se baptizabant' (Opp., Paris 1683, torn. 5, p. 903); and again:

' ne ullus in festivitate S. Johannis in fontibas aut paludibus aut

in fluminibus, nocturnis aut matutinis horis se lavare praesurnat,

quia haec infelix consuetudo adhuc de Paganorum observation

e

remansit' (Append, to torn. 5 p. 462). Generally sanctioned by

the church it certainly was not, yet it might be allowed here and

there, as a not unapt reminder of the Baptizer in the Jordan,

and now interpreted of him, though once it had been heathen.

It might easily come into extensive favour, and that not as a

christian feast alone : to our heathen forefathers St. John's day

would mean the festive middle of the
}
7ear, when the sun turns,

and there might be many customs connected with it. I confess,

if Petrarch had witnessed the bathing in the river at some small

town, I would the sooner take it for a native rite of the ancient

Germani ; at Cologne, the holy city so renowned for its relics, I

rather suspect it to be a custom first introduced by christian

tradition (see Suppl.). 1

There are lakes and springs whose waters periodically rise and

fall : from either phenomenon mischief is prognosticated, a death,

war, approaching dearth. When the reigning prince is about to

die, the river is supposed to stop in its course, as if to indicate its

grief (Deut. sag. no. 110) ; if the well runs dry, the head of the

family will die soon after (no. 103). A spring that either runs

over or dries up, foreboding dearth, is called hungerquelle, hunger-

brunnen (Staid. 2, 63). Wossingen near Durlach has a hunger-

brunnen, which is said to flow abundantly when the year is going

to be unfruitful, and then also the fish it produces are small. 2

1 In Poland and Silesia, and perhaps in a part of Russia, girls who have over-

slept matin-time on Easter Monday are soused with water by the lads, and flogged
with birch twigs ; they are often pulled out of bed at night, and dragged to a river

or cistern, or a trough filled icith ivater, and are ducked. The Silesians call this

schmngostern (even Estor's Oberhess. idiot, has schmakustern= giving the rod at

Easter)
;

perh. from Pol. smic, Boh. smyti, so that shiigust would be rinsing
[Suppl. says, ' better from smagac" to flog'] . The Poles say both smi6 and dyngo-
wac, dyngus, of the splashing each other with water (conf. Hanusch, p. 197), and
the time of year seems to be St. John's day as well as Easter. In the Russian gov.
of Archangel, the people bathe in the river on June 23, and sprinkle kupalnitsa
(ranunculus acris), Karamzin 1, 73-4 [the same is also- a surname of St. Agrippina,
on whose day, June 24, river-bathing (kupaluia) commences]. Everywhere a
belief in the sacredness of the Easter-bath and St. John's-bath.

2 Mone's Anz. 3, 221. 340, who gives a forced and misleading explanation of the.
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Such a hunger-spring there was by Halle on the Saale ; when
the peasants came up to town, they looked at it, and if it ran

over, they said :
' this year, things '11 be dear.' The like is told

of fountains near Rosia in the Siennese, and near Chateaudun

in the Orleanese. As Hunger was personified, it was easy to

make him meddle with springs. A similar Nornborn was noticed,

p. 405. I insert Dietmar of Merseburg's report (1, 3) of lake

Glomazi in the Slav parts of the Elbe valley :
' Glomazi 1 est fons

non plus ab Albi quam duo milliaria positus, qui unam de se

paludem generans, mira, ut incolae pro vero asserunt oculisque

approbatum est a multis, saepe operatur. Cum bona pax indigenis

profutura suumque haec terra non mentitur fructum, tritico et

avena ac glandine refertus, laetos vicinorum ad se crebro con-

fluentium efficit animos. Qimndo autem saeva belli tempestas

ingruerit, sanguine et cinere certum futuri exitus indicium prae-

monstrat. Huuc omnis incola plus quam ecclesias, spe quamvis

dubia, veneratur et timet.' " But apart from particular fountains,

by a mere gauging of water a season of dearth or plenty, an

increase or decrease of wealth may be divined, according as the

water poured into a vessel rises or falls (Superst. F, 43 ; and no.

953 in Praetor's Saturnalien p. 407). This looks to me like a

custom of high antiquity. Saxo Gram. p. 320 says, the image of

the god Svantovit in Riigen held in its right hand a horn :
' quod

sacerdos sacrorum ejus peritus annuatim mero perfundere con-

sueverat, exiqjso liquoris habitu sequentis anni copias prosjoedurus.

Postero die, populo prae foribus excubante, detractum

simulacro poculum curiosius speculatus, si quid ex inditi liquoris

mensura substractum fuisset, ad sequentis anni inopiam pertinere

putabat. Si nihil ex consuetae foecunditatis habitu diminutum

vidisset, ventura agrorum ubertatis tempora praedicabat.' The
wine was emptied out, and water poured into the horn (see Suppl.).

word. Another name is schandlebach (beck that brings shame, confusion) : such a
one was pointed out to me on the plain near Cassel, and Simpliciss. 5, 14 mentions
the schdndlibach by Oberneheim, which only runs when misfortune befalls the land.
[Suppl. adds the MHG-. sehantbach, Weisth. 1, 760, and ' der schanden bechelin,'
Frauenlob p. 186] . So, when the Lutterborn by Herbershausen (Helperhusen)
neat Gottingen runs, it is a dear season ; but when the spider builds in Helperhouse
mill, and the swallow in the millwheel, the times are good.

1 Al. ' Glomuzi, Zlumici
'

; now the Lommatsch district.
2 Capitol, an. 794 (Pertz 3, 74) : ' experimento didicimus, in anno quo ilia

valida famis irrepsit, ebulUrc vacuas annonas (empty ears), adaemonibus devoratas.'
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Whirlpools and waterfalls were doubtless held in special vene-

ration; they were thought to be put in motion by a superior

being, a river-sprite. The Danube whirlpool and others still

have separate legends of their own. Plutarch (in his Cassar,

cap. 19) and Clement of Alex. (Stromat. 1, 305) assure us that

the German prophetesses watched the eddies of rivers, and by

their whirl and noise explored the future. The Norse name for

such a vortex is fors, Dan./os, and the Isl. sog. 1, 226 expressly

say, 'blota3i fors'm (worshipped the f.).' The legend of the

river-sprite fossegrim was touched upon, p. 493 ; and in such a

fors dwelt the dwarf Andvari (Seem. 180. Fornald. sog. 1, 152).

But animal sacrifices seem to have been specially due to the

whirlpool (Slvos), as the black lamb (or goat) to the fossegrim;

and the passages quoted from Agathias on pp. 47, 100, about the

Alamanns offering horses to the rivers and ravines, are to the

same purpose. The Iliad 21, 131 says of the Skamander

:

a> St) $7)6a 7ro\et9 lepevere ravpov<;,

^eooi"? 8' ev hlvycn /caOiere [Mow^a? Iitttovs'

(Lo, to the river this long time many a bull have ye hallowed,

Many a whole-hoofed horse have ye dropped alive in his eddies)
;

and Pausan. viii. 7, 2 : to Be apyalov KaOieaav e? tijv Aeivqv

(a water in Argolis, conn, with Stvos) rw JJoaethoivi Ittttov^ oi

jlpjeioi K€KO<rpevov<; %a\Lvois. Horace, Od. 3, 13: fons

Bandusiae, non sine fioribus eras donaberis haedo (see Sup pi.).

It is pretty well known, that even before the introduction of

Christianity or christian baptism, the heathen Norsemen had a

hallowing of new-born infants by means of water ; they called

this vatni ansa, sprinkling with water. Very likely the same

ceremony was practised by all other Teutons, and they may have

ascribed a peculiar virtue to the water used in it, as Christians do

to baptismal water (Superst. Swed. 116). After a christening,

the Esthonians will bribe the clerk to let them have the water,

and then splash it up against the walls, to secure honours and

dignities for the child (Superst. M, 47).

It was a practice widely prevalent to turn to strange supersti-

tious uses the water of the millwheel caught as it glanced off the

paddles. Old Hartlieb mentions it (Superst. H, c. 60), and vulgar

opinion approves it still (Sap. I, 471. 766). The Servians call
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such water omaya, rebound, from oruanuti, ornakhnuti, to rebound.

Vuk, under the word, observes that -women go early on St.

George's day (Apr. 23), to catch it, especially off a small brook-

mill (kashitchara), and bathe in it. Some carry it home the

evening before, and sprinkle it with all manner of broken greens :

they think all evil and harm will then glance off their bodies like

the water off the mill wheel (Vuk sub v. Jurjev dan). Similar,

though exactly the reverse, is the warning not to flirt the water

off your hands after washing in the morning, else you flirt away

your luck for the day (Sup. I, 21).

Not only brooks and rivers (p. 585), but rain also was in the

childlike faith of antiquity supposed to be let fall out of bowls by

gods of the sky; and riding witches are still believed to carry

pitchers, out of which they pour storm and hail upon the plains,

instead of the rain or dew that trickled down before. l

When the heavens were shut, and the fields languished in

drought, the granting of rain depended in the first instance on a

deity, on Donar, or Mary and Elias, who were supplicated accord-

ingly (pp. 173-G). 3 But in addition to that, a special charm

was resorted to, which infallibly procured 'rainwater/ and in a

measure compelled the gods to grant it. A little girl, completely

undressed and led outside the town, had to dig up henbane (bilsen-

kraut, OHG. pilisa, hyoscyamus) with the little finger of her

right hand, and tie it to the little toe of her right foot; she was

then solemnly conducted by the other maidens to the nearest

river, and splashed with water. This ceremony, reported by

Burchard of Worms (Sup. C, 201 b
) and therefore perhaps still in

use on the Ehine or in Hesse in the 11th cent., comes to us with

the more weight, as, with characteristic differences which put all

direct borrowing out of the question, it is still in force among

Servians and Mod. Greeks. Vuk, under the word ' dodole/

describes the Servian custom. A girl, called the dodola, is stript

naked, but so wrapt up in grass, herbs and flowers, that nothing of

1 The Peruvians believe in a rain-goddess, who sits in the clouds with & pitcher

of water, ready to pour it out at the right time ; if she delays, her brother with

thunder and iightning smites the pitcher in pieces. Garcilaso de la Vega's Histt.

Incarum peruanorum 11, 27 ; conf. Talvj's Cliaracteristik der volkslieder, p. L26.

1 I will here add, from Anton's Coll. on the Slavs, the substance of a Walla-

chian song, which the children sing when the corn is endangered by drought :

' Papalnga (father Luga), climb into heaven, open its doors, and scud down rain

from above, that well the rye may grow !

'
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her person is to be seen, not even the face. 1 Escorted by other

maidens, dodola passes from house to house, before each house

they form a ring, she standing in the middle and dancing alone.

The goodwife comes out and empties a bucket of water over the

girl, who keeps dancing and whirling all the while ; her com-

panions sing songs, repeating after every line the burden ' oy

dodo, oy dodo le V The second of these rain-hymns (piesme

dodolske) in Vuk's Coll. nos. 86-88 (184-8 of ed. 2) runs

thus :

To God doth our doda call, oy dodo oy dodo le !

That dewy rain may fall, oy dodo oy dodo le !

And drench the diggers all, oy dodo oy dodo le !

The workers great and small, oy dodo oy dodo le !

Even those in house and stall, oy dodo oy dodo le !

And they are sure that rain will come at once. In Greece, when

it has not rained for a fortnight or three weeks, the inhabitants

of villages and small towns do as follows. The children choose

one of themselves who is from eight to ten years old, usually a

poor orphan, whom they strip naked and deck from' head to foot

with field herbs and flowers : this child is called irvp-nvpovva. The

others lead her round the village, singing a hymn, and every

housewife has to throw a pailful of water over the pyrperuna's

head, and hand the children a para (i of a farthing). The Mod.

Greek hymn is in Theod. Kind's rpayajSta t?}? veas 'EWdSos,

Leipz. 1833, p. 13. Passow, nos. 311-3, p. 627. Neither Greek

nor Slavic will explain why the rain-girl should be called dodola

(caressingly doda) and irvpirrjpovva- 2 Burchard very likely could

have given us a German designation equally inscrutable. But the

meaning of the performance is clear : as the water from the

bucket on the dodola, so is rain out of heaven to stream down on

the earth ; it is the mystic and genuinely symbolic association of

means with end. Just so the rebound off the millwheel was to

send evil flying, and the lustration in the stream to wash away all

1 Is this covering merely to protect the maiden's modesty, or has it some
further reason ? We shall see that personations of spring and summer were in like

manner enveloped in foliage.
2 Kind, pp. 86-7, gives some variant forms, but all the explanations appear to

me farfetched. Both the Greek and the Servian names have the reduplication so

characteristic of folk-words. [Slav, dozhd is rain, and zhd represents either gd or

dd ; if this be the root, dodo-la may be a dimin.]
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future illnesses. Celtic tradition, without bringing in girl or

child, makes the pouring out of water in seasons of great drought

evoke the wished-for rain. The huntsmen go to the fountain of

Barenton in the forest of Breziliande, scoop up the water in their

horns, and spill it on the stones ; immediately the rain-clouds rise

and refresh the land. l The custom, with an addition of church

ceremonial, is kept up to this day. Led by the clergy, amid

chanting and pealing of bells, with five great banners borne in

front, the parish walks in procession to the spring, and the head

of the commune dips his foot crosswise in the fountain of Bar-

enton ; they are then sure of its raining before the procession

arrives home again. 3 The mayor's foot alone is wetted instead of

the child, or a little water only is poured out as a beginning of

that which is to fall in masses from the sky. The scanty offering

brings the great bounty to our door. In Spain, when hot weather

lasts long, an image of the Virgin arrayed in mourning (imagen

cubierta de luto) is solemnly escorted through the villages, to

obtain the blessing of rain,3 as in the Liege procession (pp.1 74-5),

with which again that described by Petronius agrees (p. 175) ;

only here the symbolic libation is left out. But of those herbs

that were tied round the child, some most likely were of magic

power; such a use of henbane is otherwise unknown to me.

Lastly, the Bavarian waterbird seems identical with dodola and

pyrperuna. The man who is the last to drive out on Whitmonday 4

is led by the other workmen into the nearest wood, and tied

round and round with leaves and twigs or rushes; then they ride in

triumph through the village, and everybody that has young legs

follows the procession to the pond or brook, where the waterbird

is solemnly tumbled off his horse into the water (Schm. 1, 320).

In Austria too the village lads elect a Whitsun king, dress him

up in green boughs, blacken his face and pitch him into the brook

(Denis, Lesefr. 1,130). In these two cases the ' votis vocare

1 Roman de Ron, v. 11514 (the passage extracted in the notes to Iwein, pp.

262-3).
s Revue de Paris, tome 41, pp. 47-58. Villemar adds, that children throw

pins into the fountain, while they call out :
' ris done, fontaino de Berendon, et jo

te donnerai une epingle 1 ' and the fay of the fountain is supposed to be mado
friendly by the gift. Conf. ' libamina lacui exhibere', p. 596.

3 Don Quixote 1, 52 (Ideler 2, 435). And in other places it was the custom in

time of drougbt, to carry tbe bodies of saints about, Flodoard. rem. 4, 41.

* As the girl who oversleeps herself on Easter morning is ducked (p. 590).
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irnbrem' has dropt out altogether, and been replaced by a mere

Whitsun drollery at the cost of the laziest man

;

l but I have

little doubt that the same purpose lies at the bottom of the

custom (see Suppl.).

Of goddesses, no doubt the bath-loving Nerthus and Holda

are the most nearly connected with water-worship (Holda lives in

wells, pp. 268, 487) ; and to them must be added swan-maidens,

mermiunes (p. 433), water-holdes, spring-holdes (p. 268), water-

muhmes and nixies. To all of them particular rivers, brooks,

pools and springs can be consecrated and assigned as their

abode; Oegir (p. 237) and Ban (pp. 311, 497) ruled in the sea,

and the waves are called their daughters : all this gives a new

stamp to the veneration of the element. Of this very natural,

but not essential, combination of simple rude water-worship with

a faith in higher beings, I will give a few more specimens.

As those who cross a river by ferry or by bridge have to dread

the power of the daemon that dwells in it (p. 497), so vulgar

opinion in Sweden (Sup. K, 40) holds it advisable, in crossing

any water in the dark, to spit three times, as a safeguard against

evil influences. 2 Precautions ai*e also taken in drawing water from

a well : before drawing any, the Greeks at Mykono salute three

times in honour of Teloni (fountain-sprite).3 For a thief to throw

in the water a little of what he has stolen (Sup. I, 836), means

sacrificing to the water-sprite. The Vita S. Sulpicii Biturig.

(died 644) relates (Acta Bened. sec. 2, p. 172): 'gurges quidam

erat in Yirisionensium situs agello (Vierzon, in Biturigibus)

aquarum mole copiosus, utpote daemonibus consecratus ; et si

aliquis causa qualibet ingrederetur eundem, repente funibus

daemoniacis circumplexus amittebat crudeliter vitam.' A more

decisive testimony to the worship of water itself is what Gregory

of Tours tells of a lake on Mt. Helanus (De gloria confess.,

cap. 2) :

( Mons erat in Gabalitano territorio (Gevaudan) cogno-

mento Helanus, lacum habens magnum. Ad quern certo tem-

pore multitudo rusticorum, quasi libamina lacui Mi exhibens,

1 Sup. I, 342 : the lazy maid, on carrying home her first grass, is ducked or

splashed, to prevent her going to sleep over grass-cutting.
2 The spirits cannot abide spitting (p. 514).
3 Yilloison in Maltebrun, Annales de voy. 2, 180. Artemidorus's Oneirocrit.

2 27 (Reiff 1, 189) admits well-nymphs : vvfupat. re yap daiv ev r^ (p^arc. Fauriel:

rb <ttqixzu>v rod Trora/jLov.
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linteaniina projiciebat ac pannos qui ad usum vestimenti virilis

praebentur : nonnulli lanae vellera, plurimi etiam forrnas casei 1

ac cerae vel panis, diversasque species uuusquisque juxta vires

suas, quae dinumerare perlonguin puto. Veuiebant auteni cum

plaustris potuin cibumque deferentes, madantes animalia et per

triduum epidantes. Quarta autein die cum discedere deberent,

anticipabat eos tempestas cum tonitruo et coruscatione valida ; et

in tantum imber ingens cum lapidum violentia descendebat, ut

vix se quisquam eorum putaret evadere. Sic fiebat per singulos

annos, et iuvolvebatur iusipieus populus in errore.'—No god or

spirit shews his face here, the yearly sacrifice is offered to the

lake itself, and the feast winds up with the coming tempest.

Gervase of Tilbury (in Leibnitz 1, 982) tells of a lake on Mt.

Cavagum in Catalonia :
' in cujus summitate lacus est aquam

continens subnigram et in fundo imperscrutabilem. Illic mansio

fertur esse daemonum ad modum palatii dilatata et janua clausa
;

facies tamen ipsius inansionis sicut ipsorum daemonum vul-

garibus est incognita ac invisibilis. In lacum si quis aliquam

lapideam aut aliam solidam projecerit materiarn, statim tanquam

offtnsis daemonibus tempestas erumpit.' 2 Then comes the story

of a girl who is carried off by the watersprites, and kept in the

lake seven years.

Lakes cannot endure to have their depth gauged. On the

Mummelsee, when the sounders had let down all the cord out of

nine nets with a plummet without finding a bottom, suddenly the

raft they were on began to sink, and they had to seek safety in a

rapid flight to land (Simplic. 5, 10). A man went in a boat to

the middle of the Tltlsee, and payed out no end of line after the

plummet, when there came out of the waves a terrible cry:

' Measure me, and I'll eat you up ! ' In a great fright the man

desisted from his enterprise, and since then no one has dared

1 Formages, whence fromages.
2 This raising of a storm by throwing stones into a lake or wellhead is a Teu-

tonic, a Celtic and a Finnish superstition, as the examples quoted shew. The
watersprite avenges the desecration of his holy stream. Under this head come the

stories of the Mummelsee (Deut. sag. no. 59. Simplic. 5, 9), of the Pilatussee

(Lothar's Volkssag. 232. Dobenek 2, 118. Gutslaff p. 288. Hone's Anz. 4, 423),

of L. Camarina in Sicily (Camarinam movere), and above all, of Berenton well in

Breziliande forest, Iwein 553-672, where however it is the well-water poured on the

well-rock that stirs up the storm: conf. supra, p. 5 (J4, and the place in Pontus men-
tioned by Beneke, p. 2G (

J. Tho lapis manalis also conjured up rain, 0. Muller'.s Btr.

2,97.
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to sound the depth of the lake (Mone's Ariz. 8, 530). There is

a similar story in Thiele 3, 73, about Huntsoe, that some people

tried to fathom its depth with a ploughshare tied to the line,

and from below came the sound of a spirit-voice :
' i maale vore

vagge, vi skal maale jeres lagge !
' Full of terror they hauled

up the line, but instead of the share found an old horse's skull

fastened to it.
1

It is the custom in Bsthonia for a newly married wife to drop a

present into the well of the house ; it is a nationality that seems

particularly given to worshipping water. There is a detailed

account of the holy Wohhanda, a rivulet of Livonia. It rises

near Ilmegerve, a village of Odenpa district in Esthonia, and

after its junction with the Medda, falls into L. Peipus. The

source is in a sacred grove, within whose bounds no one dares to

cut a tree or break a twig : whoever does it is sure to die that

year. Both brook and fountain are kept clean, and are put to

rights once a year; if anything is thrown into the spring or

the little lake through which it flows, the weather turns to storm

(see Suppl.).

Now in 1641 Hans Ohm of Sommerpahl, a large landowner

who had come into the country in the wake of the Swedes, built

a mill on the brook, and when bad harvests followed for several

years, the Ehsts laid it all to the desecration of the holy stream,

who allowed no obstructions in his path ; they fell upon the mill,

burnt it down, and destroyed the piles in the water. Ohm went

to law, and obtained a verdict against the peasants ; but to

rid himself of new and grievous persecutions, he induced pastor

Gutslaff, another German, to write a treatise 2 specially com-

bating this superstition. Doubtless we learn from it only the

odious features of the heathenish cult. To the question, how

good or bad weather could depend on springs, brooks and lakes,

the Ehsts replied :

c
it is our ancient faith, the men of old have

so taught us (p. 25, 258); mills have been burnt down on this

1 The people about L. Baikal believe it has no bottom. A priest, who could

dive to any depth, tried it, but was so frightened by the 16s (dragons, sea-monsters),

that, if I remember rightly, he died raving mad.—Tkans.
2 A short account of the holy brook (falsely so called) Wohhanda in Liefland,

whereby the ungodly burning of Sommerpabl mill came to pass. Given from

Cbristian zeal against uncbristian and heathenish superstition, by Job. Gutslaff,

Pomer. pastor at Urbs in Liefland. Porpt 1644 (8vo, 407 pp. without the Pedic.

and Pref.). An extract in Kellgren (Suomi 9, 72-92).
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brook before now (p. 278), he will stand no crowding.'' The Esth.

name is ' poha yogge/ the Lettic c shveti ubbe/ i.e. holy brook.

By means of it they could regulate the weather, and when they

wanted rain, they had only to throw something in (p. 25). Once,

when three oxen were drowned in the lake, there followed snow

and frost (p. 26). At times there came up out of the brook a carl

ivith blue and yellow stockings : evidently the spirit of the brook.

Another Esthonian story is about L. Elm changing his bed.

On his banks lived wild and wicked men, who never mowed the

meadows that he watered, nor sowed the fields he fertilized, but

robbed and murdered, so that his bright wave was befouled with

the blood of the slain. And the lake mourned ; and one evening

he called his fish together, and mounted with them into the

air. The brigands hearing a din cried :
' the Eim has left his

bed, let us collect his fish and hidden treasure/ But the fish

were gone, and nothing was found at the bottom but snakes,

toads and salamanders, which came creeping out and lodged with

the ruffian brood. But the Eim rose higher and higher, and

swept like a white cloud through the air ; said the hunters in the

woods :
' what is this murky weather passing over us ? ' and the

herdsmen :
' what white swan is flying in the sky ? ' AH night

he hung among the stars, at morn the reapers spied him, how
that he was sinking, and the white swan became as a white ship,

and the ship as a dark drifting cloud. And out of the waters

came a voice: fget thee hence with thy harvest, I come to dwell

with thee.' Then they bade him welcome, if he would bedew their

fields and meadows, and he sank down and stretched himself in

hi3 new couch. They set his bed in order, built dikes, and planted

young trees around to cool his face. Their fields he made fertile,

their meadows green ; and they danced around him, so that old

men grew young for joy. 1

1 Fr. Thiersch in Taschenbuch fi'ir liebe unci freundschaft 1809, p. 179. Must
not Eim be the same as Embach (mother-beck, fr. emma mother, conf. oim mother-
in-law) uear Dorpat, whose origin is reported as follows ? When God had created
heaven and earth, he wished to bestow on the beasts a king, to keep them in
order, and commanded them to dig for his reception a deep broad beck, on
whose banks he might walk ; the earth dug out of it was to make a hill for the
king to live on. All the beasts set to work, the hare measured the land, the fox's

brush trailing after him marked the course of the stream ; when they had finished
hollowing out the bed, God poured water into it out of his golden bowl (Verhandl.
der esthn. gesellschaft, Dorpat 1840. 1, 10-12). The two stories differ as to the
manner of preparing the new bed.

VOL. II. M
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The Greeks and Romans personified their rivers into male

beings ; a bearded old man pours the flowing spring out of his

urn (pp. 585. 593). Homer finely pictures the elemental strife

between water and fire in the battle of the Skamander with

Hephaestus : the river is a god, and is called ava%, Od. 5, 445.

451. The Indian Ganges too is an august deity. Smaller

streams and fountains had nymphs set over them. 1 In our

language, most of the rivers' names are feminine (Gramm. 3,

384-6), there must therefore have been female watersprites.

Twelve or eighteen streams are specified by name in Ssem. 43b
.

Sn. 4. I single out Leiptr, by whose clear water, as by Styx or

Acheron, oaths were sworn. Saein. 165 a
: 'at eno liosa Leiptrar

vatni.' A dasrnon of the Rhine is nowhere named in our native

traditions, but the Edda calls the Rin (fern.) svinn, askunna

(prudens, a diis oriunda, Sa3m. 248 a
). And in the bosom of the

Rhine lie treasure and gold. The Goths buried their beloved

king Alaric in the bed of a river near Consentia (Cosenza), which

they first dug out of its course, and then led back over the

corpse (Jornandes, cap. 30) ; the Franks, when crossing a river,

offered sacrifice to it (p. 45).

But where the sacred water of a river sweeps round a piece

of meadow land, and forms an ea (aue), such a spot is specially

marked out for the residence of gods ; witness Wunsches ouwe

(p. 140), Pholes ouwa (p. 22 5).
2 Equally venerable were islands

washed by the pure sea wave, Fosetesland (p. 230), and the island

of Nerthus (p. 251).

In the sea itself dwelt Oegir (p. 237) and Ran (p. 311), and the

waves are their daughters : the Edda speaks of nine waves, and

gives their names (Sn. 124, conf. the riddles in the Hervararsaga,

pp. 478-9) ; this reminds me of the nona unda in the Waltbai'ius

1343, and the ( fluctus decunianus' [every tenth wave being the

biggest, Festus, and Ov. Trist. i. 2, 50] . There must also have

been another god of the sea, Geban (p. 239, conf. p. 311). Then,

1 The Kornans appear to have much elaborated their cultus of rivers and
brooks, as may be seen by the great number of monuments erected to river-gods. I

will here add the testimony of Tacitus, Ann. 1, 79 :
' sacra et lucos et aras patriis

omnibus dicare.'
2 Gallus Ohem's Chronik von Reichaiau (end of loth cent.) quoted in Schon-

liuth's Ileicheuau, Freib. 1836, p. v. :
' the isle is to this day esteemed honourable

and hohj ; uuchristened babes are not buried in it, but carried out and laid beside a

small house with a saint's image in it, called the chindli-bihi
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according to the Edda, there lies in the deep sea an enormous

' worm/ miSgarSs-orinr, biting his own tail and begirding the

whole earth. The immensity of ocean (Goth, mcmsdws) is ex-

pressed in the OHG. names endilmeri and wendilmeri (Graff 2,

829) ; conf. enteo and wenteo (p. 564), entil and wentil (p. 375).

An AS. term gdrsecg I have tried to explain in Zeitschr. fur d. a.

1, 578. As the running stream will suffer no evil-doer in it, so

is ' daz met so reine, daz ez keine busheit mac geliden/ so clean

that it no wickedness can bear, Wiener merfart 392 (see Suppl.).

2. Fire.

Fire, 1 like water, is regarded as a living being : corresponding

to quecprimno (p. 588 n.) we have a quecfiur, daz quecke fiwer,

Parz. 71, 13 ; Serv. vatra zhiva, ogan zhivi (vivus, Vuk 1, xlvi.

and 3, 8. 20) ; rb rrvp diqpiov epi-^v^ov of the Egyptians, Herod. 3,

16; ignis animal, Cic. de N. D. 3, 14, i.e. a devouring hungry

insatiable beast, vorax flamrna; frekr (avidus), Saetn. 50b
; bitar

iBur, Hel. 78, 22 ; bitar logna 79, 20
;
gradag logna (greedy lowe),

130, 23; grim endi gradag 133, 11; eld unfuodi (insatiabilis) 78,

23 ; it licks with its tongue, eats all round it, pastures, vipuerat,,

II. 23, 177; the land gets eaten clean by it, irvpl %6a)v vipuerac,

2, 780; 'lcztu eld eta iofra bygdir, Sa3m. I42 a
; it is restless,

ciKafxarov irvp, II. 23, 52. To be spoken to is a mark of living-

things :
' heitr ertu hripuSr !

' (hot art thou, Fire), Sasm. 40a
.

The ancient Persians made a god of it, and the Indian Agni

(ignis) is looked upon as a god. The Edda makes fire a brother

of the wind and sea, therefore himself alive and a god, Sn. 126.

Our people compare the element to a cock flying from house to

house :
' I'll set the red code on your roof ' is a threat of the incen-

diary ;
' ein roten han aufs stadel setzen/ H. Sachs iv. 3, SG d

;

voter schin, Gudr. 786, 2.

An antique heathen designation of the great World-fire, OX.

muspell, OHG. OS. muspilli, miuhpdli, iiuttsju'lli, has already

'nvii noticed, p. 558. The mythic allusions here involved can

3nly be unfolded in the sequel ; the meaning of the word seems

to be ligni perditor, as fire in general is also called bani vicfar,

*
' Names for it, Grarnm. 3, 352 ; Eddie names, Sam. 50'\ Su. 187-8.
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grand vi&ar (bane, crusher, of wood), Sn. 126, her alls vicTar,

Stem. 228b
. Another difficult expression is eiJcin fur, Seem. 83b

.

Of vafrlogi (quivering flame), suggesting the MHG. ' daz bibende

fiwer' (Tund. 54, 58), I likewise forbear to speak; conf. Chap.

XXXI., Will o' the wisp (see Suppl.).

A regular worship of fire seems to have had a more limited

range than the veneration of water ; it is only in that passage of

the AS. prohibitions quoted p. 102, and in no other, that I find

mention of fire. A part of the reverence accorded to it is no

doubt included in that of the light-giving and warming sun, as

Julius Caesar (p. 103 above) names Sol and Vulcanus together,

and the Edda fire and sun, praising them both as supreme :

' eldr er beztr med yta sonum, ok solar syn/ fire is best for men,

Saern. 18b
(as Pindar says water is). In Superst. B, 17, I under-

stand ' observatio pagana in foco' of the flame on the hearth or in

the oven: where a hearth-fire burns, no lightning strikes (Sup. I,

126) ; when it crackles, there will be strife (322. 534). Compare

with this the Norwegian exposition (p. 242) ; so long as a child

is unbaptized, you must not let the fire out (Sup. Swed. 22), conf.

hasta eld, tagi i elden (24-5. 54. 68. 107).—The Esthonians

throw gifts into fire, as well as into water (Sup. M, 11) ; to

pacify the flame, they sacrifice a fowl to it (82).

A distinction seems to have been made between friendly and

malignant fires ; among the former the Greeks reckoned brimstone

fire, as they call sulphur Oelov, divine smoke (II. 8, 135. Od. 22,

481. 493). In 0. Fr. poems I often find such forms of cursing

as : mat feu arde ! Tristr. 3791 ; maus feus et male fiambe

m'arde ! Meon 3, 227. 297. Ren. 19998. This evil fire is what

the Norse Loki represents ; and as Loki or the devil breaks loose,

we say, when a fire begins, that it breaks loose, breaks out, gets out,

as if from chains and prison :

'" worde vtir los/ Doc. in Sartorius's

Hanse p. 27 ; in Lower Germany an alarm of fire was given in the

words ' fur los ! ' ON. ' einn neisti (spark) warS laus.'

Forms of exorcism treat fire as a hostile higher being, whom

one must encounter with might and main. Tacitus (Ann. 13, 57)

tells us how the Ubii suppressed a fire that broke out of the ground

:

Residentibus flam mis propius suggressi, ictu fustium aliisque

verberibus ut feras (see p. 601) absterrebant, postremo tegmina

corpore direpta injiciunt, quanto magis profana et usu polluta,
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tanto magis oppressura ignes. So, on valuables that have caught

fire, people throw some article of clothing that has beeu worn

next the skin, or else earth which has first been stamped on with

thefoot. Rupertus Tuitiensis, De incendio oppidi Tuitii (i.e. Deutz,

in 1128), relates that a white altar-cloth (corporale) was thrust

into the middle of the fire, to stifle it, but the flame hurled back

the cloth. The cloth remained uninjured, but had a red streak

running: through it. Similar to this was the casting of clothes

into the lake (p. 596-7). Fire breaking out of the earth (iarS-

eldr) is mentioned several times in Icelandic sagas : in the even-

ing you see a great horrible man rowing to land in an iron boat,

and digging under the stable door : in the night earth-fire breaks

out there, and consumes every dwelling, Landn. 2, 5 ;
' iarSeldr

rann ofan/ 4, 12 (see Suppl.).

Needfirb.—Flame which had been kept some time among

men and been propagated from one fire to another, was thought

unserviceable for sacred uses ; as holy water had to be drawn

fresh from the spring, so it made all the difference, if instead of

the profaned and as it were worn out flame, a new one were used.

This was called wild fire, as opposed to the tame and domesti-

cated. So heroes when they fought, ' des fiurs uz den riugen

(harness) hiuwen si genuoc/ Nib. 2215, 1 ; uz ir helmen daz

wilde fiwer von den slegen vuor entwer/ Alt. bl. 1, 339 ;

c daz

fiur wilde wadlende druze vluoc/ Lanz. 5306 ;
' si sluog'en uf ein-

ander, daz wilde fiur erschien/ Etzels hofh. 168 (see Suppl.).

Fire struck or scraped out of stone might indeed have every

claim to be called a fresh one, but either that method seemed

too common (fiammam concussis ex more lapidibus elicere, Vita

Severini cap. 14), or its generation out of wood was regarded as

moi;e primitive and hallowed. If by accident such' wild fire have

arisen uuder the carpenter's hand in driving a nail into the mor-

tised timbers of a new house, it is ominous of danger (Superst. I,

411. 500. 707). But for the most part there was a formal kindling

of flame by the rubbing of wood, for which the name known from

the oldest times was notfeuer (need fire), and its ritual can with

scarce a doubt be traced back to heathen sacrifices.

So far back as in the Indiculus superstit. 15, we have mention
f de ignefricato de ligno, id est nodfyr'; the Capitulare Carlomani
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of 742 § 5 (Pertz 3, 17) forbids ' illos saerilegos ignes quos nied-

fijr vocant. 1

The preparation of needfire is variously described : I think

it worth the while to bring all such accounts together in this

place. Lindenbrog in the Glossary to the Capitularies says :

' Eusticani homines in multis Germaniae locis, et festo quidem

S.'Johannis Baptistae die, palum sepi extrahunt, extracto funem

circumligant, illumque hue illuc ducunt, donee ignem concipiat :

quern stipula lignisque aridioribus aggestis curate fovent, ac

cineres collectos supra olera spargunt, hoc medio erucas abigi

posse inani superstitione credentes. Eum ergo ignem nodfeur et

nodfyr, quasi necessarium ignem, vocant/—Joh. Keiskius,2 in Un-

tersuchung des notfeuers, Frankf. and Leipz. 1696, 8. p. 51

' If at any time a grievous murrain have broke out among

cattle great or small, and they have suffered much harm

thereby ; the husbandmen with one consent make a nothfur

or nothfeuer. On a day appointed there must in no house he

any flame left on the hearth. From every house shall be some

straw and water and bushwood brought ; then is a stout oaken

stake driven fast into the ground, and a hole bored through the

same, to the which a wooden roller well smeared with pitch and

tar is let in, and so winded about, until by reason of the great

heat and stress (nothzwang) it give out fire. This is straightway

catched on shavings, and by straw, heath and bushwood enlarged,

till it grow to a full nothfeuer, yet must it stretch a little way

along betwixt two walls or hedges, and the cattle and thereto the

horses be with sticks and whips driven through it three times or

two. Others in other parts set up two such stakes, and stuff into

the holes a windle or roller and therewith old rags smeared with

grease. Others use a hairen or common light- spun rope, collect

wood of nine kinds, and keep up a violent motion till such time as

fire do drop therefrom. There may be in use yet other ways for

the generating or kindling of this fire, nevertheless they all have

respect unto the healing of cattle alone. After thrice or twice

passing through, the cattle are driven to stall or field, and the

1 Tgnorant scribes made it metfratres, the Capitularia spuria Beueclicti 1, 2

(reitz iv. 2, 46) have nedfratres.
2 Eector of Wolfenbtittel school, v. Gericke's Schottelms illustratus, Leipz.

171P, p. 66. Eccard's Fr. or. 1, 425.
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collected pile of wood is again pulled asunder, yet in sucli wise in

sundry places, that every householder shall take a brand with him,

quench it in the wash or swill tub, and put the same by for a

time in the crib wherein the cattle are fed. The stakes driven in

for the extorting of this fire, and the wood used for a roller, are

sometimes carried away for fuel, sometimes laid by in safety, when

the threefold chasing of the cattle through the flame hath been

accomplished/—In the Marburg Records of Inquiry, for 1605, it

is ordered, that a new cartwheel with an unused axle be taken

and worked round until it give fire, and with this a fire be

lighted between the gates, and all the oxen driven through it ; but

before the fire be kindled, every citizen shall put his own fire clean

out, and afterward fetch him fire again from the other. 1 Kuhn's

Markisehe sagen p. 369 informs us, that in many parts of the

Mark the custom prevails of making a nothfeuer on certain occa-

sions, and particularly when there is disease among swine. Before

sunrise two stakes of dry wood are dug into the ground amid solemn

silence, and hempen ropes that go round them are pulled back

and forwards till the wood catches fire ; the fire is fed with leaves

and twigs, and the sick animals are driven through. In some

places the fire is produced by the friction of an old cartwheel.—
The following description, the latest of all, is communicated from

Hohenhameln, bailiw. Baldenberg, Hildesheim : In many villages

of Lower Saxony, especially in the mountains, it is common, as a

precaution against cattle plague, to get up the so-called wild fire,

through which first the pigs, then the cows, lastly the geese are

driven.2 The established procedure in the matter is this. The

farmers and all the parish assemble, each inhabitant receives

notice to extinguish every bit of fire in his house, so that not a

spark is left alight in the whole village. Then old and young

walk to a hollow way, usually towards evening, the women carry-

ing linen, the men wood and tow. Two oaken stakes are driven

into the ground a foot and a half apart, each having a hole on the

inner side, into which fits a cross-bar as thick as an arm. The

holes are stuffed with linen, then the cross-bar is forced in as

tight as possible, the heads of the stakes being held together with

1 Zeitsclir. des Less, vereins 2, 281.
2 Not a word about sheep : supposing cocks and hens were likewise bunted over

tbe coals, it would explain a hitherto unexplained proverb (lieinbart xciv.).
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corcls. About the smooth round cross-bar is coiled a rope, whose

long ends, left hanging on both sides, are seized by a number of

men ; these make the cross-bar revolve rapidly this way and that,

till the friction sets the linen in the holes on fire. The sparks are

caught on tow or oakum, and whirled round in the air till they

burst into a clear blaze, which is then communicated to straw, and

from the straw to a bed of brushwood arranged in cross layers in

the hollow way. When this wood has well burnt and nearly done

blazing, the people hurry off to the herds waiting behind, and

drive them perforce, one after the other, through the glowing

embers. As soon as all the cattle are through, the young folks

throw themselves pellmell upon the ashes and coals, sprinkling

and blackening one another ;, those who are most blackened and

besmudged march into the village behind the cattle as conquerors,

and will not wash for a long time after.1 If after long rubbing

the linen will not catch, they feel sure there is still fire somewhere

in the village, and that the element refuses to reveal itself through

friction : then follows a strict searching of houses, any fire they

may light upon is extinguished, and the master of the house

rebuked or chastised. But that the wild fire should be evoked by

friction is indispensable, it cannot be struck out of flint and steel.

Some localities perform the ceremony, not yearly as a preventive

of murrain, but only upon its actually breaking out.

Accurate as these accounts are, a few minor details have

escaped them, whose observance is seen to in some districts at

least. Thus, in the Halberstadt country the ropes of the wooden

roller are pulled by two chaste boys.2 Need fires have remained in

use longer and more commonly in North Germany,3 yet are not

quite unknown in the South. Schmeller and Stalder are silent,

but in Appenzell the country children still have a game of rub-

bing a rope against a stick till it catches fire : this they call ' de

tufel hale,' unmanning the devil, despoiling him of his strength.4

1 Is there not also a brand or some light earned home for a redistribution of

fire in tbe village ?

- Biisching's Wochentliche nachr. 4, 64 ; so a chaste youth has to strike the

light for curing St. Anthony's fire, Superst. I, 710.
3 Conf. Conring's Epist. ad Baluz. xiii. Gericke's Schottel. p. 70. Diihnert

sub v. noodfiir.
4 Zellweger's Gesch. von Appenzell, Trogen 1830. 1, 63 ; who observes, that

with the ashes of the fire so engendered they strew the fields, as a protection

against vermin.
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But Tobler 252'' says, what boys call de tiifel hilla is spinning a

pointed stick, with a string coiled round it, rapidly in a wooden

socket, till it takes fire. The name may be one of those innu-

merable allusions to Loki, the devil and fire-god (p. 242). Nic.

Gryse, in a passage to be quoted later, speaks of sawing fire out

of wood, as we read elsewhere of symbolically sawing the old

woman in two. The Practica of Berthol. Carrichter, phys. in

ord. to Maximilian II., gives a description (which I borrow from

Wolfg. Hildebrand on Sorcery, Leipz. 1631. p. 226) of a magic

bath, which is not to be heated with common flint-and-steel fire :

( Go to an appletree which the lightning hath stricken, let a saw

be made thee of his wood, therewith shalt thou saw upon a

wooden threshold that much people passeth over, till it be kindled.

Then make firewood of birch-fungus, and kindle it at this fire,

with which thou shalt heat the bath, and on thy life see it go not

out ' (see Suppl.).

Notfiur can be derived from not (need, necessitas), whether

because the fire is forced to shew itself or the cattle to tread the

hot coal, or because the operation takes place in a time of need,

of pestilence. Nevertheless I will attempt another explanation :

notfiur, nodfiur may stand for an older hnoffiur, hnodfiur, from

the root hniudan, OHG. hniotan, ON. hniofta (quassare, terere,

tundere)

;

l and would mean a fire elicited by thumping, rubbing,

shaking.

And in Sweden it is actually called both vrideld and gnideld :

the one from vrida (torquere, circumagere), AS. wriSan, OHG.

ridan, MHG. riden ; the other from gnida (fricare), OHG. knitan,

AS. cnidan (conterere, fricare, depsere).

It was produced in Sweden as with us, by violently rubbing

two pieces of wood together, in some districts even near the

end of last century; sometimes they used boughs of nine sorts

of wood? The smoke rising from gnideld was deemed salutary,

1 OHG. pihniutit (excutit).Gl. ker. 251. hnotot (quassat) 229. hnutten (vibrare)

282 ; N. has fnoton (quassare), Ps. 109, 6. Bth. 230 ; conf. nieten, to bump. ON.
still has knicro'a in hnoiS (tudes, malleus), hno'JSa (depsere), hnu'Sla (subigere). It

might be spelt hnotfiur or huotfiur (hnutfiur), ace. as the sing, or pi. vowel-form

was used. Perhaps we need not even insist on a lost h, but turn to the OHG.
niuwan, ON. niia (terere, fricare), from which a subst. not might be derived by

suffix. Nay, we might go the length of supposing that not, nauj>s, nauftr, need,

contained from the first the notion of stress and pressure (conf. Graff 2, 1032. 4,

1125).
- Hire's De superstit. p. 98, and Glossary sub. v. wredeld. Finn. Magn.,
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fruit-trees or nets fumigated with it became the more productive

of fruit or fish. On this fumigation with vriden eld, and on

driving the cattle out over such smoke, conf. Superst. Swed. 89.

108. We can see that the purposes to which needfire was

applied must have been far more numerous in heathen times : in

Germany we find but a fragment of it in use for diseased cattle,

but the superstitious practice of girls kindling nine sorts of wood

on Christmas eve (Sup. I, 955) may assure us of a wider meaning

having once belonged to needfire (see Suppl.).

In the North of England it is believed that an angel strikes a

tree, and then needfire can be got from it ; did they rub it only

out of windfall wood ? or does striking here not mean felling ?

Of more significance are the Scotch and Irish procedures,

which I am glad to give in the words of the original communica-

tions. The following I owe to the kindness of Miss Austin ; it

refers to the I. of Mull (off the W. coast of Scotland), and to

the year 1767. ' In consequence of a disease among the black

cattle the people agreed to perform an incantation, though they

esteemed it a wicked thing. They carried to the top of Carn-

uioor a wheel and nine spindles of oak wood. They extinguished

every fire in every house within sight of the hill ; the wheel was

then turned from east to west over the nine spindles long enough

to produce fire by friction. If the fire were not produced before

noon, the incantation lost its effect. They failed for several days

running. They attributed this failure to the obstinacy of one

householder, who would not let his fires be put out for what he

considered so wrong a purpose. However by bribing his ser-

vants they contrived to have them extinguished, and on that

morning raised their fire. They then sacrificed a heifer, cutting

in pieces and burning, while yet alive, the diseased part. Then

they lighted their own hearths from the pile, and ended by feast-

ing on the remains. Words of incantation were repeated by an

old man from Morven, who came over as master of the cere-

monies, and who continued speaking all the time the fire was

being raised. This man was living a beggar at Bellochroy.

Asked to repeat the spell, he said the sin of repeating it once had

Tidskr. for nord. oldk. 2, 294, following Westerdahl. Conf. bjaraau, a magic
utensil, Chap. XXXIV.
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brought him to beggary, and that he dared not say those words

again. The whole country believed him accursed ' (see Suppl.).

In the Highlands, and especially in Caithness, they now use

needfire chiefly as a remedy for preternatural diseases of cattle

brought on by witchcraft. 1 ' To defeat the sorceries, certain

persons who have the power to do so are sent for to raise the

needfire. Upon any small river, lake, or island, a circular booth

of stone or turf is erected, on which a couple or rafter of a birch-

tree is placed, and the roof covered over. In the centre is set a

perpendicular post, fixed by a wooden pin to the couple, the lower

end being placed in an obloug groove on the floor ; and another

pole is placed horizontally between the upright post and the legs

of the couple, into both of which the ends, being tapered, are

inserted. This horizontal timber is called the auger, being pro-

vided with four short arms or spokes by which it can be turned

round. As many men as can be collected are then set to work,

having first divested themselves of cdl kinds of metal, and two at

a time continue to turn the pole by means of the levers, while

others keep driving wedges under the upright post so as to press

it against the auger, which by the friction soon becomes ignited.

From this the needfire is instantly procured, and all other fires

being immediately quenched, those that are rekindled both in

dwelling house and offices are accounted sacred, and the cattle

are successively made to smell them/ Let me also make room

for Martin's description,3 which has features of its own :
' The

inhabitants here did also make use of a fire called tinegin, i.e. a

forced fire, or fire of necessity, 3 which they used as an antidote

against the plague or murrain in cattle ; and it was performed

thus : all the fires in the parish were extinguished, and then

eighty-one (9 x 9) married men, being thought the necessary

number for effecting this design, took two great plunks of wood,

and nine of 'em were employed by turns, who by their repeated

efforts rubbed one of the planks against the other until the heat

1 I borrow the description of the process from James Logan's 'The Scottish

Gael, or Celtic manners as preserved among the Highlanders,' Lond. ls;U. 2, til;

though here he copies almost verbally from Jarnieson'a Supplem. to the Scot. Diet.

sub v. neidfyre.
2 Descr. of the Western Islands, p. 113.
3 From tin, Ir. teine (fire), and egin, Ir. eigin, eigean (vis, violentia) ; which

seems to favour the old etymology of nothfeuer, unless it be simply a translation of

the Engl, needfire [which itself may stand for kneadiiie]

.
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thereof produced fire; and from this forced fire each family is

supplied with new fire, which is no sooner kindled than a pot full

of water is quickly set on it, and afterwards sprinkled upon the

people infected with the plague, or upon the cattle that have the

murrain. And this they all say they find successful by ex-

perience : it was practised on the mainland opposite to the south

of Skye, within these thirty years/ As in this case there is water

boiled on the frictile fire, and sprinkled with the same effect, so

Eccard (Fr. or. 1, 425) tells us, that one Whitsun morning he saw

some stablemen rub fire out of wood, and boil their cabbage over

it, under the belief that by eating it they would be proof against

fever all that year. A remarkable story from Northamptonshire,

and of the present century, confirms that sacrifice of the young

cow in Mull, and shows that even in England superstitious

people would kill a calf to protect the herd from pestilence : Miss

C and her cousin walking saw a fire in a field, and a crowd

round it. They said, ' what is the matter ?
' ' Killing a calf.'

'What for?' 'To stop the murrain.'' They went away as

quickly as possible. On speaking to the clergyman, he made
inquiries. The people did not like to talk of the affair, but it

appeared that when there is a disease among the cows, or the

calves are born sickly, they sacrifice (i.e. kill and burn) one for

good luck/ [A similar story from Cornwall in Hone's Daybook

1, 153.]

Unquestionably needfire was a sacred thing to other nations

beside the Teutonic and Celtic. The Creeks in N. America hold

an annual harvest festival, commencing with a strict fast of

three days, during which the^res are put out in all houses. On
the fourth morning the chief priest by rubbing two dry sticks

together lights a new clean fire, which is distributed among all

the dwellings ; not till then do the women carry home the new
corn and fruits from the harvest field.1 The Arabs have for fire-

friction two pieces of wood called March and Aphar, the one

male, the other female. The Chinese say the emperor Sui was

the first who rubbed wood against wood ; the inconvenient

method is retained as a holy one. Indians and Persians turn

a piece of cane round in dry wood, Kanne's Urk. 454-5 (see

Suppl.).

i Fr. Majer's Mythol. taschenb. 1811, p. 110.
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It is still more interesting to observe how nearly the old

Roman and Greek customs correspond. Excerpts from Festus

(0. Muller 106, 2) say: 'ignis Vestae si quando interstinctus

esset, virgiues verberibus afficiebantur a pontifice, quibus mos

erat, tabulam felicis materiae tarn diu terebrare, quousque exceptum

ignem cribro aeneo virgo in aedem ferret/ The sacred fire of

the goddess, once extinguished, was not to be rekindled, save by

generating the pure element anew. A plank of the choice

timber of sacred trees was bored, i.e. a pin turned round in it,

till it gave out sparks. The act of catching the fire in a

sieve, and so conveying it into the temple, is suggestive of a

similar carrying of water in a sieve, of which there is some

account to be given further on. Plutarch (in Numa 9) makes

out that neiv fire was obtained not by friction, but by in-

tercepting the sun's rays in clay vessels destined for the pur-

pose. The Greeks worshipped Hestia as the pure hearth-flame

itself. 1 But Lemnos, the island on which Zeus had flung down

the celestial fire-god Hepheestus,2 harboured a fire-worship of

its own. Once a year every fire was extinguished for nine days,

till a ship brought some fresh from Delos off the sacred hearth of

Apollo : for some days it drifts on the sea without being able to

land, but as soon as it runs in, there is fire served out to every

one for domestic use, and a new life begins. The old fire was no

longer holy enough; by doing without it altogether for a time,

men would learn to set the true value on the element (see

Suppl.). 3 Like Vesta, St. Bridget of Ireland (d. 518 or 521)

had a 'perpetual fire maintained in honour of her near Kildare ; a

wattled fence went round it, which none but women durst ap-

proach ; it was only permissible to blow it with bellows, not with

the mouth.4 The mode of generating it is not recorded.

The wonderful amount of harmony in these accounts, and the

usages of needfire themselves, point back to a high antiquity.

The wheel seems to be an emblem of the sun, whence light and

fire proceed; I think it likely that it was provided with nine

1 Nee tu aliud Vestam quam rivam intelligc flammam, Ov. Fast. 6, 295.
2 Ace. to the Finnish myth, the fire created hy the gods falls on the sea in

balls, it is swallowed by a salmon, and men afterwards find it inside the fish when
caught. Runes pp. 6-22.

3 Philostr. Heroic, pp. 710. Welcker'a Trilogie, pp. 2-47-8.

4 Acta sanctor., calend. Febr. p. 112".
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spokes : 'thet niugenspetze fial' survives in the Frisian laws, those

nine oaken spindles whose friction against the nave produced fire

signify the nine spokes standing out of the nave, and the same

sacred number turns up again in the nine kinds of wood, in the

nine and eighty-one men that rub. We can hardly doubt that

the wheel when set on fire formed the nucleus and centre of a

holy and purifying sacrificial flame. Our weisthiiiner (2, 615-6.

693-7) have another remarkable custom to tell of. At the great

yearly assize a cartwheel, that had lain six weeks and three days

soaking in water (or a cesspool), was placed in a fire kindled

before the judges, and the banquet lasts till the nave, which must

on no account be turned or poked, be consumed to ashes. This

I take to be a last relic of the pagan sacrificial feast, and the

wheel to have been the means of generating the fire, of which it

is true there is nothing said. In any case we have here the use

of a cartwheel to feed a festal flame.

If the majority of the accounts quoted limit the use of need-

fire to an outbreak of murrain, yet some of them expressly inform

us that it was resorted to at stated times of the year, especially

Midsummer, and that the cattle were driven through the flames to

guard them beforehand against future sicknesses. Nicolaus Gryse

(Rostock 1593, liii
a
) mentions as a regular practice on St. John's

day :
' Toward nightfall they warmed them by St. John's blaze

and needfire (nodfiir) that they sawed out of wood, kindling

tbe same not in God's name but St. John's; leapt and ran

and drave the cattle therethro', and were fulfilled of thousand

joys whenas they had passed the night in great sins, shames

and harms.'

Of this yearly recurrence we are assured both by the Lemnian

worship, and more especially by the Celtic. 1 It was in the great

gatherings at annual feasts that needfire was lighted. These the

Celtic nations kept at the beginning of May and of November.

The grand hightide was the Mayday ; I find it falling mostly on

the 1st of May, yet sometimes on the 2nd or 3rd. This day is

called in Irish and Gaelic la bealtine or beiltine, otherwise spelt

beltein, and corrupted into belton, beltlm, beltam. La means day,

1 Hyde remarks of the Guebers also, that they lighted a fire every year.
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teine or tine fire, and beal, beil, is understood to be the name of

a god, not directly connected with the Asiatic Belus, 1 but a deity

of light peculiar to the Celts. This Irish Beal, Beil, Gaelic

Beal, appears in the Welsh dialect as Beli, and his 0. Celtic

name of Belenus, Belinus is preserved in Ausonius, Tertullian and

numerous inscriptions (Forcellini sub v.). The present custom

is thus described by Armstrong sub v. bealtainn :
' In some parts

of the Highlands the young folks of a hamlet meet in the moors

on the first of May. They cut a table in the green sod, of a

round figure, by cutting a trench in the ground of such circum-

ference as to hold the whole company. They then kindle a fire,

and dress a .repast of eggs and milk in the consistence of a

custard. They knead a cake of oatmeal, which is toasted at the

embers against a stone. After the custard is eaten up, they

divide the cake in so many portions, as similar as possible to one

another in size and shape, as there are persons in the company.

They daub one of these portions with charcoal until it is perfectly

black. They then put all the bits of the cake into a bonnet, and

every one, blindfold, draws out a portion. The bonnet-holder is

entitled to the last bit. Whoever draws the black bit is the

devoted person who is to be sacrificed to Baal, whose favour they

meam to implore in rendering the year productive. The devoted

person is compelled to leap three times over the flames.' Here the

reference to the worship of a deity is too plain to be mistaken :

we see by the leaping over the flame, that the main point was, to

select a human being to propitiate the god and make him merci-

ful, that afterwards an animal sacrifice was substituted for him,

and finally, nothing remained of the bodily immolation but a leap

through the fire for man and beast. The holy rite of friction is

not mentioned here, but as it was necessary for the need fire that

purged pestilence, it must originally have been much more in

requisition at the great yearly festival.

The earliest mention of the beiltine is found in Cormac, arch-

bishop of Cashel (d. 908). Two fires were lighted side by side,

and to pass unhurt between them was wholesome for men and

cattle. Hence the phrase, to express a great danger : 'itir dha

theiune beil/ i.e. between two fires. 2 That the sacrifice was

1 Bel, Bal, Isidor. Etym. 8, 23.

- OTlaherty in Transact, of Irish Acad., vol. 11, rF- 100. 122-3.
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strictly superintended by priests, we are expressely assured by

Usher (Trias thaumat. p. 125), who founds on Evinus : Lege

etiam severissima cavebatur, ut omnes ignes per universas re-

giones ista nocte exstinguerentui', et nulli liceat ignem reaccen-

dere nisi prius Temoriae (Tighmora, whom we know from Ossian)

a magis rogus sacrificiorum exstrueretur, et quicunque hanc legem

in aliquo transgrederetur non alia mulcta quam capitis supplicio

commissi delicti poenam luebat. 1

Leo (Malb. gl. i, 35) has ingeniously put forward an antithesis

between a god of war Beal or Bael, and a god of peace Sighe or

Sithich; nay, by this distinction he explains the brothers Bel-

lovesus and Sigovesus in Livy 5, 34 as servants (vesus = Gaelic

uis, uais, minister) of Beal and Sighe, connecting Sighe with

that silent peaceful folk the elves, who are called sighe (supra,

p. 444n.) : to Beal were offered the May fires, bealtine, to Sighe

the November fires, samlitheine (peace-fire). In Wales too they

lighted fires on May 1 and Nov. 1, both being called coelcerth

(see Suppl.).

I still hesitate to accept all the inferences, but undoubtedly

Beal must be taken for a divine being, whose worship is likely to

have extended beyond the Celtic nations. At p. 228 I identified

him with the German Phol ; and it is of extraordinary value to

our research, that in the Rhine districts we come upon a Pfultag,

Pulletag (P.'s day), which fell precisely on the 2nd of May

(Weisth. 2, 8. 3, 748). We know that our forefathers very

generally kept the beginning of May as a great festival, and it is

still regarded as the trysting-time of witches, i.e. once of wise-

women and fays; who can doubt that heathen sacrifices blazed

that day? Pkoltag then answers to Bealteine,- and moreover

Baldag is the Saxon form for Paltar (p. 229).

Were the German May-fires, after the conversion, shifted to

Easter and Midsummer, to adapt them to Christian worship ? Or,

as the summer solstice was itself deeply rooted in heathenism, is

it Eastertide alone that represents the ancient May-fires ? For,

as to the Celtic November, the German Yule or Midwinter might

easily stand for that, even in heathen times.

i Conf the accounts in Mone's Geschichte des heidenth. 2, 485.

2 All over England on the 1st of May they set up a May pole, which may be

from pole, palus, AS. pol
;
yet Pol, Phol may deserve to be taken into account too.
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AVhichever way we settle that, our very next investigations

will shew, that beside both needfire and bealtine, other fires are

to be found almost all over Europe.

It is not unimportant to observe, that in the north of Germany

they take place at Easter, in the south at Midsummer. There

they betoken the entrance of spring, here the longest day; as

before, it all turns upon whether the people are Saxon or Frank.

All Lower Saxony, Westphalia, and Lower Hesse, Gelders,

Holland, Friesland, Jutland, and Zealand have Easter fires ; up

the Rhine, in Franconia, Thuringia, Swabia, Bavaria, Austria,

and Silesia, Midsummer fires carry the day. Some countries,

however, seem to do homage to both, as Denmark and Carinthia.

Easter Fires.—At all the cities, towns and villages of a country,

towards evening on the first (or third) day of Easter, there is

lighted every year on mountain and hill a great fire of straw, turf,

and wood, amidst a concourse and jubilation, not only of the

young, but of many grown-up people. On the Weser, especially

in Schaumburg, they tie up a tar-barrel on a fir-tree wrapt round

with straw, and set it on fire at night. Men and maids, and all

who come, dance exulting and singing, hats are waved, handker-

chiefs thrown into the fire. The mountains all round are lighted

up, and it is an elevating spectacle, scarcely paralleled by any-

thing else, to survey the country for many miles round from one

of the higher points, and in every direction at once to see a vast

number of these bonfires, brighter or fainter, blazing up to heaven.

In some places they marched up the hill in stately procession,

carrying white rods ; by turns they sang Easter hymns, grasping

each other's hands, and at the Hallelujah clashed their rods to-

gether. They liked to carry some of the fire home with them. 1

No doubt we still lack many details as to the manner of keep-

ing Easter fires in various localities. It is worth noting, that at

Braunrode in the Harz the fires are lighted at evening twilight

1 Job. Timeus On the Easter fire, Hamb. 1590; a reprint of it follows Reiske'a

Notfeuer. Letzner's Historia S. Bonif., Hildesh. 1G02. 4, cap. 12. LeukMd's
Antiq.. gandersh. pp. 4-5. Eberh. Baring's Beschr. der (Lauensteiner) Saala,

174 1. '2, 96. Hamb. mag. 2G, 302 (1702). Hannov. mag. 176G, p. 216. Rath-
lef's Diepholz, Brern. 17(57. 3, 36-42. (Pratjo's) Bremen und Verden 1, 165.

Bragur vi. 1, 35. Geldersche volksalmanak voor 1835, p. 19. Easter fire is in

]>:mish paatke-blus or -Must; whether Sweden has the custom I do not know, but
Olaus Magnus 15, 5 affirms that Scandinavia has Midsummer fires. Still more
surprising that England has no trace of an Easter fire ; we have, a report of such
from Carinthia in Sartori's Heisu 2, 350.

VOL. II. N
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of the first Easter day, but before that, old and young sally out

of that village and Griefenhagen into the nearest woodlands to

hunt up the squirrels. These they chase by throwing stones and

cudgels, till at last the animals drop exhausted into their hands,

dead or alive. This is said to be an old-established custom. 1

For these ignes paschales there is no authority reaching beyond

the 1 6th century; but they must be a great deal older, if only for

the contrast with Midsummer fires, which never could peneti'ate

into North Germany, because the people there held fast by their

Easter fires. Now, seeing that the fires of St. John, as we shall

presently shew, are more immediately connected with the Christian

church than those of Easter, it is not unreasonable to trace these

all the way back to the worship of the goddess stara or Edstre

(p. 291), who seems to have been more a Saxon and Anglian

divinity than one revered all over Germany. Her name and her

fires, which are likely to have come at the beginning of May,

would after the conversion of the Saxons be shifted back to the

Christian feast. 2 Those mountain fires of the people are scarcely

derivable from the taper lighted in the church the same day : it

is true that Boniface, ep. 87 (Wiirdtw.), calls it ignis paschalis,3

and such Easter lights are still mentioned in the 16th century.4

Even now in the Hildesheim country they light the lamp on

Maundy Thursday, and that on Easterday, at an Easter fire which

has been struck with a steel. The people flock to this fire, cai-ry-

ing oaken crosses or simply crossed sticks, which they set on fire

and then preserve for a whole year. But the common folk dis-

tinguish between this fire and the wild fire elicited by rubbing

wood. Jager (Ulm, p. 521) speaks of a consecration of fire and

of logs.

1 Bosenkranz, Neue zeitschr. f. gesch. der germ. volk. i. 2, 7.
2 Letzner says (ubi supra), that betwixt Brunstein and Wibbrechtshausen,

where Boniface had overthrown the heathen idol Beto (who may remind us of Beda's
Bheda), on the same Betberg the people ' did after sunset on Easter day, even
within the memory of man, hold the Easter fire, which the men of old named
botfts-thorn.'1 On the margin stands his old authority again, the lost Conradus
Fontanus (supra p. 190). How the fire itself should come by the name of buck's or
goat's thorn, is hard to see ; it is the name of a shrub, the tragacanth. Was bocks-
thorn thrown into the Easter flames, as certain herbs were into the Midsummer
fire?

3 N.B., some maintain that the Easter candle was ignited by burning-glasses
or crystals (Serrarius ad Epist. Bonif. p. 343).

4 Franz Weasel's Beschreibung des piibstlichen gottesdienstes, Stralsund ed. by
Zober, 1837, p. 10.
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Almost everywhere during the last hundred', years the feeble-

ness of governments has deprived the people of their Easter fi res

(see Suppl.).1

Midsummer Fires. 2—In our older speech, the most festive

season of the year, when the sun has reached his greatest height

and must thence decline again, is named sunewende =$unnewende

(sun's wending, solstice), commonly in the plural, because this

high position of the sun lasts several days: ' ze einen sunewenden/

Nib. 32, 4; 'zen nsehsten sunewenden/ Nib. 1424,4. Wigal. 1717;

' vor disen sunewenden/ Nib. 678, 3. 694, 3 ;
' ze sunewenden/

Trist. 5987 (the true reading comes out in Groot's variants) ;
' an

sunewenden abent/ Nib. 1754, 1 ;
' nach sunewenden/ Iw. 2941. s

Now, as Midsummer or St. John's day (June 24), ' sant Johans

sunewenden tac/ Ls. 2, 708, coincides with this, the fires in

question are called in Up. German documents of the 14- 15th

century sunwentfeuer, sunbentfewr, 4, and even now among the

Austrian and Bavarian peasantry sunawetsfoir, sunwentsfeuer.

H. Sachs 1,423d
: 'auch schiirn die bubn (lads poke) sunwent-

feuer.' At this season were held great gatherings of the people :

1 die nativitatis S. Johannis baptistae in conventu populi maxima '

(Pertz 2, 3S6) ; this was in 860. In 801 Charles the Great kept

this festival at Eporedia, now Ivrea (Pertz 1, 190. 223) ;
and

Lewis the Pious held assemblies of the Empire on the same day

in 824 and 831. Descriptions of Midsummer fires agree with

those of Easter fires, with of course some divergences. At

Gernsheim in the Mentz country, the fire when lighted is blessed

by the priest, and there is singing and prayer so long as it burns ;

when the flame goes out, the children jump over the glimmering

coals; formerly grown-up people did the same. In Superst. I,

1 ' Judic. inquiry resp. the Easter fire burned, contr.to prohib., on the Kogeln-

berg near Volkmarsen, Apr. 9, 1833,' see Niederhess. wochenbl. 1834, p. 2229*.

The older prohibitions allege the unchristian character, later ones the waste ot

timber. Even bonfires for a victory were very near being suppressed.

- The best treatise is : Franc. Const, de Khautz de ritu ignis in natali B.

Johannis bapt. accensi, Vindob. 1759, 8vo.
3 All the good MSS. have, not sunnewende, but sunewende, which can onlj

stand for sunwende, formed like suntac. We also find ' zu sungihtenj Scheffer s

Haltaus, pp. 109, 110
;
giht here corresp. to Goth, gahts (gressus), and allows us to

guess an OHG. sunnagaht.
4 Halm's Monum. 2, 693. Sutner's Berichtigungen, Munch. 1797, p. 107 (an.

1401).
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848 we are told how a garland is plaited of nine sorts of flowers.

Reiske (ut supra, p. 77) says :
' the fire is made under the open

sky, the youth and the meaner folk leap over it, and all manner

of herbs are cast into it : like these, may all their troubles go off

in fii*e and smoke ! In some places they light lanterns outside

their chambers at night, and dress them with red poppies or

anemones, so as to make a bright glitter/ At Niirnberg the

lads go about begging billets of wood, cart them to the Bleacher's

pond by the Spital-gate, make a fire of them, and jump over it

;

this keeps them in health the whole year (conf. Sup. I, 918).

They invite passers by to have a leap, who pay a few kreuzers

for the privilege. In the Fulda country also the boys beg for

wood to burn at night, and other presents, while they sing a

rhyme :
' Da kommen wir her gegangen Mit spiessen und mit

stangen, Und wollen die eier (eggs) langen. Feuerrothe bliime-

lein, An der erde springt der wein, Gebt ihr uns der eier ein

Zum Johannisfeuer, Der haber is gar theuer (oats are so dear).

Haberje, haberju! frifrefrid ! Gebt uns doch ein schiet (scheit,

billet)!' (J. v. u. f. Deutschl. 1790. 1, 313.) Similar rhymes

from Franconia and Bavaria, in Schm. 3, 262. In the Austrian

Donaulandchen on St. John's eve they light fires on the hill, lads

and lasses jump over the flames amid the joyful cries and songs

of the spectators (Reil, p. 41). ' Everywhere on St. John's eve

there was merry leaping over the sonnenwendefeuer, and mead was

drunk over it/ is Denis's recollection of his youthful days (Lesefr.

1, 130). At Ebingen in Swabia they boiled pease over the fire,

which were laid by and esteemed wholesome- for bruises and

wounds (Schmid's Schwab, id. 167); conf. the boiling over need-

fires (p. 610). Greg. Strigenitius (b. 1548, d. 1603), in a sermon

preached on St. John's day and quoted in Ecc. Fr. or. i. 425,

observes, that the people (in Meissen or Thuringia) dance and

sing round the Midsummer fires ; that one man threw a horse's

head into the flame, meaning thereby to force the witches to fetch

some of the fire for themselves. Seb. Frank in his Weltbuch

51 b
:

' On St. John's day they make a simet fire [corrupt, of sun-

went], and moreover wear upon them, I know not from what

superstition, quaint wreaths of mugwort and monks-hood ; nigh

every one hath a blue plant named larkspur in hand, and whoso

looketh into the fire thro' the same, hath never a sore eye all that
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year ; he that would depart home unto his house, casteth this his

plant into the fire, saying, So depart all mine ill-fortune and be

burnt up with this herb !

'

l So, on the same day, were the wav< is

of water to wash away with them all misfortune (p. 589). But

in earlier times the polite world, even princes and kings, took

part in these bonfires. Peter Herp's Ann. francof. tell us, ad an.

1489 (Senkenb. Sel. 2, 22) : 'In vigilia S. Joh. bapt. rogus ingens

fuit factus ante domum consilium in foro (francofurtensi), fuerunt-

que multa vexilla depicta posita in struem lignorum, et vexillum

regis in supremo positum, et circa ligna rami virentes positi.

fuitque magna chorea dominorum, rege inspiciente.' At Augsburg

in 1497, in the Emp. Maximilian's presence, the fair Susanna

Neithard kindled the Midsummer fire toitli a torch, and with

Philip the Handsome led the first ring-dance round the fire}

A Munich voucher of 1401 renders account :
' umb gras und

knechten, die dy pank ab dem haws auf den margt trugen

(carried benches to the market-place) an der sunbentnacht, da

herzog Stephan und sein gemachel (consort) und das frawel auf

dem margt tanzten mit den purgerinen bei dem suribentfwr/ (Sut-

ner's Berichtig. p. 107). On St. John's eve 1578, the Duke of

Liegnitz had a bonfire made on the Gredisberg, as herr Gotsch

did on the Kynast, at which the Duke himself was present with

his court (Schweinichen 2, 347).

We have a fuller description of a Midsummer fire made in

1823 at Konz, a Lorrainian but still German village on the

Moselle, near Sierk and Thionville. Every house delivers a truss

of straw on the top of the Stromberg, where men and youths

assemble towards evening; women and girls are stationed by the

Burbach spring. Then a huge wheel is wrapt round ivith straw,
4

1 On June 20, 1653, the Nurnberg town-council issued the following order :

Whereas experience heretofore hath shewn, that alter the old heathenish use, on
John's day in every year, in the country, as well in towns as villages, money and
wood hath been gathered by young folk, and thereupon the so-called sonnenwendt or

timmet fire kindled, and thereat winebibbiiif,', dancing about the said fur, leaping

over the same, with burning of sundry herbs am! flowers, and setting of brands from
the said fire in the fields, and in many other ways all manner of superstitious work
carried on—Therefore the Hon. Council of Nurnberg town neither can nor ought

to forbear to do away with all such unbecoming superstition, pagani am, and peril

(if fire on this coming day of St. John (Neuer lit. anz. 1HU7, p. 318). [Sunwend
tires forbidden in Austria in 1850, in spite of Goethe's ' Fires of John we'll cherish,

"Why should jdadness perish? '

—

Suppl.]
- Gasseri Ann. august., ad an. 1197, Schm. 3, 261 ; conf. Ranke's Roman, u.

German, volk. 1, 102.
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so that none of the wood is left in sight, a strong pole is passed

through the middle, which sticks out a yard on each side, and is

grasped by the guiders of the wheel ; the remainder of the straw

is tied up into a number of small torches. At a signal given

by the Maire of Sierk (who, according to ancient custom, earns

a basket of cherries by the service), the wheel is lighted with a

torch, and set rapidly in motion, a shout of joy is raised, all wave

their torches on high, part of the men stay on the hill, part follow

the rolling globe of fire as it is guided downhill to the Moselle. It

often goes out first ; but if alight when it touches the river,

it prognosticates an abundant vintage, and the Konz people have

a right to levy a tun of white wine from the adjacent vineyards.

Whilst the wheel is rushing past the women and girls, they

break out into cries of joy, answered by the men on the hill ; and

inhabitants of neighbouring villages, who have flocked to the

river side, mingle their voices in the universal rejoicing.1

In the same way the butchers of Treves are said to have yearly

sent down a wheel of fire into the Moselle from the top of the

Paulsberg (see Suppl.).2

The custom of Midsummer fires and wheels in France is

attested even by writers of the 12th and 13th centuries, John

Beleth, a Parisian divine, who wrote about 1162 a Summa de

divinis officiis, and William Durantis, b. near Beziers in Langue-

doc, about 1237, d. 1296, the well-known author of the Rationale

divinor. offic. (written 1286; conf. viii. 2, 3 de epacta). In the

Summa (printed at Dillingen, 1572) cap. 137, fol. 256, and thence

extracted in the Rationale vii. 14, we find :
' Feruntur quoque

(in festo Joh. bapt.) brandae seu faces ardentes et Sunt ignes,

qui significant S. Johaunem, qui fuit lumen et lucerna ardens,

praecedens et praecursor verae lucis . . . ; rota in quibusdam

locis volvitur, ad significandum, quod sicut sol ad altiora sui

circuli pervenit, nee altius potest progredi, sed tunc sol descendit

in circulo, sic et faina Johannis, qui putabatur Christus, descendit

1 Mem. des antiquaires de Fr. 5, 383-6.
2 ' In memory of the hermit Paulus, who in the mid. of the 7th cent, hurled

the idol Apollo from Mt. Gebenna, near Treves, into the Moselle,' thinks the writer

of the article on Konz, pp. 387-8. If Trithem's De viris illustr. ord. S. Bened. 4,

201, is to vouch for this, I at least can only find at p. 142 of Opp. pia et spirit.

Mogunt. 1605, that Paulus lived opposite Treves, on Cevenna, named Mons Pauli

after him ; hut of Apollo and the firewheel not a word [and other authorities are

equally silent]

.
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secundum quod ipse testimonium perhibet, dicens : me oportet

minui, ilium autem crescere.' Much older, but somewhat vague,

is the testimony of Eligius :
' Nullus in festivitate S. Johannis

vel quibuslibet sanctorum solemuitatibus solstitia (?) aut valla-

tiones vel saltationes aut casaulas aut cantica diabolica exerceat.n

In great cities, Paris, Metz, and many more, as late as the

15-16-1 7th centuries, the pile of wood was reared in the public

square before the town hall, decorated with flowers and foliage,

and set on fire by the Maire himself. 2 Many districts in the

south have retained the custom to this day. At Aix, at

Marseille, all the streets and squares are cleaned up on St. John's

Day, early in the morning the country folk bring flowers into the

town, and everybody buys some, every house is decked with

greenery, to which a healing virtue is ascribed if plucked before

sunrise :
' aco soun dherbas de san Jean.' Some of the plants

are thrown into the flame, the youug peoplejump over it, jokes are

played on passers-by with powder trains and hidden fireworks,

or they are squirted at and soused with water from the windows.

In the villages they ride on mules and donkeys, carrying lighted

branches of fir in their hands.3

In many places they drag some of the charred brands and

charcoal to their homes : salutary and even magical effects are

supposed to flow from these (Superst. French 27. 30. 34).

In Poitou, they jump three times round the fire with a branch of

walnut in their hands (Mem. des antiq. 8, 451). Fathers of

families whisk a bunch of white mullein (bouillon blanc) and a

leafy spray of walnut through the flame, aud both are afterwards

nailed up over the cowhouse door; while the youth dance and

sing, old men put some of the coal in their wooden shoes as

a safeguard against innumerable woes (ibid. 4, 110).

In the department of Hautes Pyrenees, on the 1st of May,

1 The Kaiserchronik (Cod. pal. 361, lb) on the celebration of the Sunday

:

Swenne injioni der sunnintac,

so vllzete sichRome al diu stat (all R. bestirred itself),

wie si den got inouten geeren (to honour the god),

die allirwisisten herren (wisest lords)

vuorten einiz al umbe die stat (carried a thing round the city)

daz was getchaffen name ein rat (shapen like a wheel)

mit brinnenden liehien (with buruiug lights)
;

6 wie groze sie den got zierten (greatly glorified the god)

!

- Mem. de l'acad. celt. 2, 77-8. 3, 447.
3 Milliu's Voyage dans le midi 3, 28. 341-j.
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every commune looks out the tallest and slenderest tree, a pine or

fir on the hills, a poplar in the plains ; when they have lopped

all the boughs off, they drive into it a number of wedges a foot

long, and keep it till the 23rd of June. Meanwhile it splits

diamond-shape where the wedges were inserted, and is now rolled

and dragged up a mountain or hill. There the priest gives it his

blessing, they plant it upright in the ground, and set it on fire

(ibid. 5, 387).

Strutt 1 speaks of Midsummer fires in England: they were

lighted on Midsummer Eve, and kept up till midnight, often till

cock-crow ; the youth danced round the flame, in garlands of

motherwort and vervain, with violets in their hands. In Denmark
they are called Sanct Hans aftens bins, but also gadeild (street-

fire), because they are lighted in public streets or squares, and on

hills. [Is not gade conn, with sunna-gaht, p. 617 ?] Imagining

that all poisonous plants came up out of the ground that night,

people avoided lingering on the grass ; but wholesome plants

(chamaemelum and bardanum) they hung up in their houses.

Some however shift these street-fires to May-day eve. 2 Nor-

way also knows the custom: 'S. Hans aften brandes der baal

ved alle griner (hedged country-lanes), hvilket skal fordrive ondt

(harm) fra creaturerne/ Sommerfeldt's Saltdalen, p. 121. But
some words quoted by Hallager p. 13 are worth noting, viz.

brandshat for the wood burnt in the fields, and brising for the

kindled fire ; the latter reminds us of the gleaming necklace of

Freyja (p. 306-7), and may have been transferred from the flame

to the jewel, as well as from the jewel to the flame.

There is no doubt that some parts of Italy had Midsummer
fires : at Orvieto they were exempted from the restrictions laid

on other fires.
3 Italian sailors lighted them on board ship out

at sea, Fel. Fabri Evagat. 1, 170. And Spain is perhaps to

be included on the strength of a passage in the Romance de

Guarinos (Silva, p. 113) :

1 Sports and Pastimes of the People of England, by Jos. Strutt. New ed. by
WHone. Lond. 1830, p. 359.

2 Molbech's Dialect. Lex. 150. Lyngbye's Nord. tidskr. for oldk. 2, 352-9. Finn
Magn. Lex. myth. 1091-4. Arndt's Keise durch Schweden 3, 72-3.

3 Statuta urbevetana, an. 1491. 3, 51 : Quicunque sine licentia officialis fecerit

ignem in aliqua festivitate de nocte in civitate, in xl sol. denarior. pnniatnr,

excepta festivitate S. Johannis bapt. de mense Junii, et qui in ilia nocte furatus

fuerit vel abstulerit ligna Tel tabulas alterius in lib. x den. puuiatur.
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Yanse dias, vionen dias, venido era el de Sent Juan,

donde Christianos y Moros hazen gran solenidad :

los Christianos echan juncia, y los Moros arrayhan,

los Judios echan eneas, por la fiesta mas honrar.

Here nothing is said of fire,
1 but we are told that the Christians

strew rushes, the Moors myrtle, the Jews reeds ; and the throw-

ing- of flowers and herbs into the flame seems an essential part

of the celebration, e.g. mugwort, monks-hood, larkspur (p. G18),

mullein and walnut leaves (p. G21). Hence the collecting of

all such John's-herbs in Germany (Superst. I, 157. 189. 190), and

of S. Hems urter (worts) in Denmark (K, 126), and the like in

France (L, 4). According to Casp. Zeumer's De igne in festo

S. Joh. accendi solito, Jenae 1699, the herb akihfia (?) was

diligently sought on that day and hung up over doors.

In Greece the women make a fire on Midsummer Eve, and

jump over it, crying, ' I leave my sins/ In Servia they think the

feast is so venerable, that the sun halts three times in reverence. 2

On the day before it, the herdsmen tie birchbark into torches,

and having lighted them, they first march round the sheepfolds

and cattle-pens, then go up the hills and let them burn out (Vuk

sub v. Ivan dan). Other Slav countries have similar observances.

In Sartori's Journey through Carinthia 3, 349-50, we find the

rolling of St. John's fiery wheel fully described. Midsummer-

day or the solstice itself is called by the Slovens kres, by the

Croats hresz, i.e. striking of light, from kresati (ignem elicere),

Pol. krzesac ; and as May is in Irish mi-na-bealtine (fire-month),

so June in Slovenic is kresnik. At the kres there were leaps of

joy performed at night ; of lighting by friction I find no mention.

Poles and Bohemians called the Midsummer fire sobotka, i.e. little

Saturday, as compared with the great sobota (Easter Eve) ; the

1 It is spoken of more definitely by Martinus de Aries, canonicus of Pampeluna
(cir. 1510), in his treatise De superstitionibus (Tract, tractattram, ed. Lugd. 1544.

9, 133) : Cum in die S. Johannis propter jucunditatem multa pie aguntur a

fidelibus. puta pulsatio campanarum et ignes jucunditatis, similiter summo mane
i ' uiit ad colligendas herbas odoriferas et optimas et medicinales ex sua natura et

oitudine virtutum propter tempus. . . quidam ignes accendunt in compitis

viarum, in agris, ne inde sortilegae et maleficae ilia nocte trausitum faciant, ut

ego propriis oculis vidi. Alii herbas collectas in die S. Johannis incendentes contra
fulgura, tonitrua et tempestates credunt suis fumigatiouibus arcere daeinones et

tempestates.
2 As he is supposed to leap tbree times at Easter (p. 291).
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Bohemians used to lead their coivs over it to protect them from

witchcraft. The Russian name was kupdlo, which some explain

by a god of harvest, Kiipalo : youths and maidens, garlanded with

flowers and girt with holy herbs, assembled on the 24th June,

lighted a fire, leapt and led their flocks over it, singing hymns the

while in praise of the god. They thought thereby to shield

their cattle from the leshis or woodsprites. At times a white cock

is said to have been burnt in the fire amid dance and soug. Even

now the female saint, whose feast the Greek ritual keeps on this

day [Agrippina] , has the by-name kupdlnitsa ; a burning pile of

wood is called the same, and so, according to Karamzin, is the

flower that is strewn on St. John's Day [ranunculus, crowfoot] .*

This fire seems to have extended to the Lithuanians too : I find

that with them kupoles is the name of a St. John's herb. Tettau

and Temme p. 277 report, that in Prussia and Lithuania, on

Midsummer Eve fires blaze on all the heights, as far as the eye

can .reach. The next morning they drive their cattle to pasture

over the remains of these fires, as a specific against murrain,

magic and milk-drought, yet also against hailstroke and lightning.

The lads who lighted the fires go from house to house collecting-

milk. On the same Midsummer Eve they fasten large burs and

inugwort (that is to say, kupoles) over the gate or gap through

which the cattle always pass.

Now at a bird's-eye view we perceive that these fires cover

nearly all Europe, and have done from time immemorial. About

them it might seem a great deal more doubtful than about water-

lustration (pp. 585. 590), whether they are of heathen or of Chris-

tian origin. The church had appropriated them so very early to

herself, and as Beleth and Durantis shew, had made them point

to John ; the clergy took some part in their celebration, though

it never passed entirely into their hands, but was mainly con-

ducted by the secular authorities and the people itself (see Suppl.)

.

Paciaudi 3 labours to prove that the fires of St. John have

nothing to do with the far older heathenish fires, but have sprung

out of the spirit of Christian worship.

1 Karamzin 1. 73. 81. 284. Gotze's Russ. volksl. p. 230-2. Dobrovsky denies

a god Kupalo, and derives the feast from kupa (haycock) ; Hanusch p. 201 from

kupel, kaupel, kupadlo (bath, pond), because ace. to Slav notions the sun rises out

of bis bath, or because pouring of water may have been practised at the festival.

2 De cultu S. Johannis baptistae, Romae 1755, dissert. 8, cap. 1. 2.
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Iu Deut. 18, 10 and 2 Chron. 28, 3 is mentioned the heathen

custom of making so?is and daughters pass through afire. In

reference to this, Theodoret bp. of Cyrus (d. 458), makes a note

on 2 Kings 16, 3 : elSov yap ev tlctl nroXecnv aira% rov erovs iv

Ta?9 7rAaTeuu? innojAevas Trvpds KauTavra^ rivas virepaWo/xevov^

/cal 7rr}8(ovTa<; ov p,6vov TralSas dWd icai avhpas, tcl 84 <ye /3p£(p7]

irapa twv pLwrepoiv 7rapa(p€p6p,eva Sod tt}? ^A-0769. eSo/cei 8k

tovto d7roTpo7TLaa-p,6<i elvat ical /cddapais. (In some towns I saw

•pyres lighted once a year in the streets, and not only children

but men leaping over them, and the infants passed through the

flame by their mothers. This was deemed a protective expiation). 1

He says ' once a year/ but does not specify the day, which would

have shewn us whether the custom was imported into Syria

from Rome. On April 21, the day of her founding, Borne kept

the palilia, an ancient feast of herdsmen, in honour of Pales, a

motherly divinity reminding us of Ceres and Vesta. 2 This date

does not coincide with the solstice, but it does with the time of

the Easter fire ; the ritual itself, the leaping over the flame, the

driving of cattle through the glowing embers, is quite the same

as at the Midsummer fire and needfire. A few lines from Ovid's

description in the 4th book of the Fasti shall suffice

:

727. certe ego transilui positas ter in ordine flammas.

781. moxque per ardentes stipidae crepitantis acervos

trajicias celeri strenua membra pede.

795. pars quoque, quum saxis pastores saxa feribant,

scintillam subito prosiluisse ferunt

;

prima quidem periit ; stipulis excepta secunda est,

hoc argumeutum flamma palilis habet.

805. per flammas saluisse pecus, saluisse colonos ;

quod fib natali nunc quoque, Roma, tuo (see Suppl.).

The shepherds had struck the fire out of stone, and caught it on

straw ; the leaping through it was to atone and cleanse, and to

secure their flock against all harm. That children were placed in

the fire by their mothers, we are not told here ; we know how
the infant Demophoou or Triptolemus was put in the fire by

I
Opp., ed. Sirmond, Paris, 1CA2. 1, 352.

8 The masc. Pales, which also occurs, may remind us of the Slav god of
shepherds, Buss. Vulus, Boh. Weles.
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Ceres, as Achilles was by Thetis, to insure his immortality.1 This

fire-worship seems equally at home in Canaan, Syria, Greece and

Rome, so that we are not justified in pronouncing it a borrowed

and imported thing in any one of them. It is therefore hard to

determine from what source the Christians afterwards drew, when

they came to use it in their Easter and Midsummer festivals, or on

other occasions. Canon 65 of the Council of a.d. 680 already

contains a prohibition of these superstitious fires at new moon :

Ta<? ev ral<i vou/jur/vlais inrb rivwv irpb tcov olrceiaiv ipyacrrvpicov i)

oIkwv avaTTTOfxeva^ irvpicaias, a<? /cal vTrepdWeaOai rtves, Kara

to e0os apyalov, kirtyeipovcrtv, curb TrapovTos KarapywOrjvai

irpoaraTTOfxev (The fires kindled before workshops and houses at

new moon, which some also leap over after the ancient custom,

we command henceforth to be abolished). The same thing was

then forbidden, which afterwards, on St. John's day at least, was

tolerated, and to some extent connected with church ordinances.

Now, even supposing that the Midsummer fire almost universal

throughout Europe had, like the Midsummer bath, proceeded more

immediately from the church, and that she had picked it up in

Italy directly from the Roman palilia ; it does not follow yet, that

our Easter fires in northern Germany are a mere modification of

those at Midsummer. We are at liberty to derive them straight

from fires of our native heathenism : in favour of this view is the

difference of day, perhaps also their ruder form ; to the last there

was more earnestness about them, and more general participation

;

Midsummer fires were more elegant and tasteful, but latterly con-

fined to children and common people alone, though princes and

nobles had attended them before. Mountain and hill are essential

to Easter fires, the Solstitial fire was frequently made in streets

and marketplaces. Of jumping through the fire, of flowers and

wreaths, I find scarcely a word in connexion with the former

;

friction of fire is only mentioned a few times at the Midsummer

fire, never at the Easter, and yet this friction is the surest mark

of heathenism, and—as with needfire in North Germany, so with

Easter fires there—may safely be assumed. Only of these last

we have no accounts whatever. The Celtic bel-fires, and if my
conjecture be right, our Phol-days, stand nearly midway betwixt

1 Conf. the superstitious ' filium in fornacnn pnvere pro sanitate febrium,'

and 'ponere infanteni juxta ignem, Superst. B, 10. 14, and p. 200\
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Easter and Midsummer, but Dearer to Easter when that falls late.

A feature common to all three, and perhaps to all public fires

of antiquity, is the wheel, as friction is to all the ancient Easter

fires.

I must not omit to mention, that fires were also lighted at

the season opposite to summer, at Christmas, and in Lent. To

the Yule-fire answers the Gaelic samhtheine (p. 614) of the 1st

November. In France they have still in vogue the souche de

Noel (from dies natalis, Prov. natal) or the trefue (log that burns

three days, Superst.K, 1. 28), conf.the trefoir in Brand's Pop.antiq.

1, 468. At Marseille they burnt the calendeau or caligneau, a

large oaken log, sprinkling it with wine and oil ; it devolved on

the master of the house to set light to it (Millin 3, 336). In

Dauphine they called it chalendal, it was lighted on Christmas

eve and sprinkled with wine, they considered it holy, and had

to let it burn out in peace (Champol.-Figeac, p. 124). Christmas-

tide was called chalendes, Prov. calendas ( Kaynouard 1, 292),

because New-year commenced on Dec. 25. In Germany I find

the same custom as far back as the 12th cent. A document of

1184 (Kindl.'s Miinst. beitr. ii. urk. 34) says of the parish priest

of Ahlen in Miinsterland :
' et arborem in nativitate Domini ad

festivum ignem swum adducendam esse dicebat.'' The hewing of

the Christmas block is mentioned in the Weisthumer 2, 264. 302.

On the Engl, yule-clog see Sup. I, 1109, and the Scandinav.

julblolc is well known; the Lettons call Christmas eve bluhku

walxkars, block evening, from the carrying about and burning of

the log (blukkis).1 Seb. Frank (Weltbuch 51 a
) reports the fol-

lowing Shrovetide customs from Franconia :
' In other places they

draw a fiery plough kindled by a fire cunningly made thereon, till

it fall in pieces (supra, p. 264). Item, they wrap a waggon-wheel

all round in straw, drag it up an high steep mountain, and hold

thereon a merrymaking all the day, so they may for the cold,

with many sorts of pastime, as singing, leaping, dancing, odd or

even, and other pranks. About the time of vespers they set the

wheel afire, and let it run into the vale at full speed, which to look

upon is like as the sun were running from the sky/ iSuch a

1 ' So the Lith. fcant'dus = Christmas, frciu kalada, a log.'

—

Suppl.
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'hoop-trundling ' on Shrove Tuesday is mentioned by Schrn. 1,

544; the day is called funkentag (spunk.), in the Rheingau hall-

feuer, in France ' la fete des brandons.' l It is likely that similar

fires take place here and there in connexion with the vintage.

In the Voigtland on Mayday eve, which would exactly agree with

the bealteine, you may see fires on most of the hills, and children

with blazing brooms (Jul. Schmidt's Reichenf. 118). Lastly, the

Servians at Christmas time light a log of oak newly cut, badniah,

and pour wine upon it. The cake they bake at such a fire and

hand round (Vuk's Montenegro, 105) recalls the Gaelic practice

(p. 613). The Slavs called the winter solstice koleda, Pol.

koleda, Russ. koliada, answering to the Lat. calendae and the

chalendes above

;

2 they had games and dances, but the burning

of fires is not mentioned. In Lower Germany too kaland had

become an expression for feast and revelry (we hear of kaland-

gilden, kalandbriider), without limitation to Christmas time, or

any question of fires accompanying it (see Suppl.).

If in the Mid. Ages a confusion was made of the two Johns,

the Baptist and the Evangelist, I should incline to connect with

St. John's fire the custom of St. John's minne (p. 61), which by

rights only concerns the beloved disciple. It is true, no fire

is spoken of in connexion with it, but fires were an essential

part of the old Norse minne-drinking, and I should think the

Sueves with their barrel of ale (p. 56) burnt fires too. In the

Saga Hakonar g6Sa, cap. 16, we are told: ' eldar scyldo vera a

midjo golfi i hofino, oc ]?ar katlar yfir, oc scyldi full of eld bera,'

should bear the cups round the fire. Very striking to my mind

is the ' dricka eldborgs skill ' still practised in a part of Sweden

and Norway (Sup. K, 122-3). At Candlemas two tall caudles

are set, each member of the household in turn sits down between

them, takes a drink out of a wooden beaker, then throws the

vessel backwards over his head. If it fall bottom upwards, the

thrower will die; if upright, he remains alive.3 Early in the

morning the goodwife has been up making her fire and baking
;

she now assembles her servants in a half-circle before the oven

1 Sup. K, 16. Mem. des antiquaires 1, 236. 4, 371.

2 Other derivations have been attempted, Hanusch 192-3. [See note, p. 627,

on Lith. kalledos.']

3 A similar throwing backwards of an emptied glass on other occasions, Sup. I,

514. 707.
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door, they all bend the knee, take one bite of cake, and drink

eldborgssk&l (the fire's health) ; what is left of cake or drink is

cast into the flame. An unmistakeable vestige of heathen fire-

worship, shifted to the christian feast of candle-consecration as

the one that furnished the nearest parallel to it.

Our ofen, MHG. oven, OHG. ovan, ON. on represents the Goth.

auhns, 0. Swed. omn, ofn, ogn, Svved. ugn, Dan. on ; they all

mean fornax, i.e. the receptacle in which, fire is inclosed (conf.

focus, fuoco, feu), but originally it was the name of the fire itself,

Slav, or/an, ogen, ogn, Boh. ohen, Lith. ugnis, Lett, ugguns, Lat.

ignis, Sanskr. Agni the god of fire. Just as the Swedish servants

kneel down before the ugns-hol, our German marchen and sagen

have retained the feature of kneeling before the oven and praying

to it; the unfortunate, the persecuted, resort to the oven, and

hewail their woe, they reveal to it some secret which they dare not

confide to the world. 1 What would otherwise appear childish is

explained : they are forms and formulas left from the primitive

fire-worship, and no longer understood. In the same way people

complain and confess to mother earth, to a stone, a plant, an oak,

or to the reed (Morolt 1438). This personification of the oven

hangs together with Mid. Age notions about orcus and hell as

places of fire. Conf. Erebi fornax (Walthar. 867), and what was

said above, p. 256, on Fornax.

The luminous element permitted a feast to be prolonged into

the night, and fires have always been a vehicle for testifying

joy. When the worship had passed over into mere joy-fires, ignis

jocnnditatis, feux de joie, Engl, bon-fires, these could, without

any reference to the service of a deity, be employed on other

occasions, especially the entry of a king or conqueror. Thus

they made a torch-waggon follow the king, which was afterwards

set on fire, like the plough and wheels at the feast of St. John

1 Haus und kinderm. 2, 20. 3, 221. Deutsche sagen no. 513. A children's

game has the rhyme :
' Dear good oven, I pray to thee. As thou hast a wife, send a

husband to me !' In the comedy 'Life and death of honest Madam Slut (Schlam-
pampe),' Leipz. 1696 and 1750, act 3, sc. 8: ' Come, let us go and kneel to the out u.

maybe the gods -will hear our prayer.' In 1558 one who had been robbed, but had
sworn Becrecy, told his story to the Dutch-tile oven at the inn. Eommell's Hess,
gesch. 4, note p. 420. Joh.' MuhYr's Hist. Suit/.. 2, 92 (a.d. 1333). ' Nota est in

eligiis Tibulli Januae personificatio, cui amantes dolores suos narrant, quaru orant,
quam increpant ; erat enim daemoniaca quaedam vis januarum ex opinione veterum,'
Dissen's Tib. 1, clxxix. Conf. Hartung's Eel. der Eom. 2, 218 seq.
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(RA. 265). ' Faculis et faustis acclaniationibus, ut prioribus

regibus assueverant, obviam ei (non) procedebant/ Lamb, schafn.

ad an. 1077. Of what we now call illumination, the lighting up

of streets and avenues, there are probably older instances than

those I am able to quote :

l von kleinen kerzen nianec schoup

geleit uf olboume loup/ of little tapers many a cluster ranged in

olive bower, Parz. 82, 25. Detmar (ed. Grautoff 1, 301) on the

Emp. Charles IWs entry into Lubeck :
' des nachtes weren die

luchten bernde ut alien husen, unde was so licht in der nacht als

in dem dage/ The church also escorted with torchlight pro-

cessions :
' cui (abbati) intranti per noctis tenebras adhibent faces

et lampadas/ Chapeaville 2, 532 (12th cent.). ' Hirimannus dux

susceptus est ab archiepiscopo manuque deducitur ad ecclesiam

accensis luminaribus, cunctisque souantibus campanis/ Dietm.

merseb. 2, 18. f Taceo coronas tarn luminoso fulgore a lumiuaribus

pendentes/ Vita Joh. gorziens. (bef. 984) in Mabillon's Acta

Ben., sec. 5, p. 395 (see Suppl.).

3. Air.

The notions ' air, wind, weather/ touch one another, and their

names often do the same. 1 Like water, like fire, they are all

regarded as a being that moves and lives : we saw how the words

animus, spiritus, geld (pp. 439. 461) come to be used of genii,

and the Slav, clukh is alike breath, breathing, and spirit.

Wuotan himself we found to be the all-pervading (p. 133) ; like

Vishnu, he is the fine gether that fills the universe. But lesser

spirits belong to this element too: Gustr, Zephyr, Blaser (p. 461),

Blaster, Wind-and-weather (p. 548), proper names of dwarfs,

elves, giants. In the Lithuanian legend the two giants Wandu
(water) and Weyas (wind) act together (p. 579). To the OHG.
wetar, OS. wedar, AS. iveder (tempestas) corresponds the Slav.

veter, vietar (ventus, aer) : and to Goth, vinds, OHG. ivint, the

Lat. ventus. The various names given to wind in the Alvismal

(Seem. 50a
) are easily explained by its properties of blowing,

blustering and so forth : oepir (weeper) ejulans, the wailing,

conf. OS. wop (whoop), OHG. wuof ejulatus
;
gneggio&r (neigher)

strepens, quasi hinniens ; dynfari cum sonitu iens.

1 Our luft I include under the root liuban, no. 530, whose primary meaning
is still obscure ; conf. kliuban kluft, skiuban skuft.
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Thus personification already peeps out in mere appellatives;

in the mythic embodiments themselves it is displayed in the most

various ways.

Woodcuts and plates (in the Sachsenspiegel) usually represent

the wiuds, half symbolically, as blowing faces, or heath, probably

a fancy of very early date, and reminding us of the blowing John's-

head that whirls Herodias about in the void expanse of heaven

(p. 285). The winds of the four cardinal points are imagined as

four dwarf8 : 'undir hvert horn (each corner) settu ]>eir dverg',

Sn. (p. 461) l
; but by the Greeks as giants and brethren :

Zephyrus, Hesperus, Boreas, Not us (Hes. Theog. 371), aud

Boreas's sons Zetes and Kala'is are also ivinged winds (Apollon.

Argon. 1, 219). Aeolus (atoA,o? nimble, changeful, many-hued),

at first a hero and king, was promoted to be governor and guider

of wiuds (rafjiiv'i ave^iwv, p. 93). In Russia popular ti-adition

makes the four winds sons of one mother? the O. Russ. lay of Igor

addresses the wind as ' lord/ and the winds are called Stribogh's

grandsons? his divine nature being indicated by the ' bogh' in

his name. So in fairy-tales, and by Eastern poets, the wind is

introduced talking and acting: 'the wind, the heavenly child!'*

In the ON. genealogy, Forniotr, the divine progenitor of giants

(p. 240), is made father of Kdri (stridens) ' who rules over the

winds;* Kari begets Iokul (glacies), and Iokul /Sneer (nix), the

king whose children are a son Thorri and three daughters Fonn,

Drifa, Mioll, all personified names for particular phenomena of

suow and ice (Sn. 358. Fornald. sog. 2, 3. 17). Kari however is

brother to Hlor (p. 211) and Logi (p. 240), to water and fire, by

which is expressed the close affinity between air and the other

two elements. The old Scandinavian cry ' blus kdri !
' is echoed

in that of the Swedish sailors ' bias kajsa !' a goddess instead of

the god (Afzelius 1, 30). Both wind and fire ' blow ' and ' emit

spray,' nay, fire is called the red wind : ' von ir zweier swerte gie

derfiur-rote wint/ Nib. 2212, 4. In the same line of thought a

higher divinity, Nioror, has the sovereignty given hiui alike over

'And therefore 6str6ni, westroni, sundrSni, nordrdni are masc. nouns ; the

forms would be dustroneis, etc.
2 Rusa. volksmarehen, Leipz. 1831. p. 119.
3

• Vfctre v&trilo gospodine,' Hanka's >A. pp. 12. 36.
4 E.g. in Nalos, p. 1SU (Bopp'a 2 ed.). Kinderm. nos. 1~>. 88.

VOL. II. O
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water, wind and fire (p. 217) ; and Loptr (aereus) is another name

for Loki (p. 246). A phrase in Csedm. 181, 13 seems worthy of

notice :
' lyft-helme bebeaht/ galea aerea tectus (see Suppl.).

When in our language we still call one kind of tempest (OHG.

wiwint, Graff 1, 624), the windsbraut (wind's bride), and it was

called the same in our older speech, OHG. ivintes brut, 0. v. 19,

27. windis prut, Gl. Hrab. 975 b
. Jun. 230. Diut. 2, 182. Gl.

florent. 982a-3b-4b
; MHG. windes brut (Gramm. 2, 606), Tit. 3733.

swinder (swifter) danne windes brut, Ms. 2, 131 a
. lief spilnde

als ein w.b. durch daz gras, Fragm. 19 a
. alsam in rore diu w. b.,

Reinfried 159b
. varn mit hurt als ein w. prut, Frauend. 92, 13 ;

—

it is only the proper names that seem to be lost. 1 The corrupt

forms wintsprout, -praut (Suchenw. 41, 804), windbrauss (in later

writers, as Matthesius), windsprauch (Schm*.- 4, 110), have arisen

out of the endeavour to substitute some new meaning for the

no longer intelligible mythic notion. They say it is a woman
snatching up a napkin from the bleaching ground and falling

down with it, Mone's Anz. 8, 278. So in the Netherlands the

whirlwind is called barende frauw, Wolf nos. 518-520 (see Suppl.).

This wind's-bride is a whirlwind, at which our mythology

brings the highest gods into play. Even Wuotan's e furious host/

what is it but an explanation of the stormwind howling through

the air ? The OHG. ziu, turbines, we have traced to Zio, pp. 203.

285; and the storm-cloud was called maganwetar (p. 332 last 1.).

But the whirlwind appeal's to be associated with Phol also (pp.

229. 285), and with an opprobrious name for the devil (schweine-

zagel, siiuzagel, sustert, sow's tail), to whom the raising of the

whirl was ascribed (Superst. I, 522) 2 as well as to witches (ibid.

554). It was quite natural therefore to look upon some female

personages also as prime movers of the whirlwind, the gyrating

dancing Herodias, andfrmi Hilde, frau Holde (p. 285). In Kilian

693 it is a fahrendes weib ; in Celtic legend it is stin*ed up by fays,

1 Orithyia carried off by Boreas (Ov. Met. 6, 710)*could with perfect justice

be named windesbrut by Albrecbt.
2 Two Pol. tales in Woycicki 1, 81 and 89 : When the whirlwind (vikher) sweeps

up the loose sand, it is the evil spirit dancing ; throw a sharp new knife into the

middle of it, and you wound him. A magician plunged such a knife into his

threshold, and condemned his man, with whom he was angry, for seven years to ride

round the world on the swift stormwind. Then the whirlwind lifted the man, who
was making haycocks in a meadow, and bore him away into the air. This knife-

throwing is also known to Germ, superstition everywhere (I, 55-1).
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and the Irish name for it is sigh gaoite (O'Brien), sigJigaoithe

(Croker III, xxi) ; in a whirlwind elvish sprites can steal (Stewart

p. 122). It is a popular belief in Sweden, that the skogsrii

(wood-wife) makes her presence known by a violent whirlwmd

which shakes the trees even to breaking. The Slav, poled nice

(supra, p. 478n.) is a female daemon, who flies up in the dust of

the whirlwind (Jungmann sub v.). According to a legend of the

Mark (Kuhn no. 167) the whirlwind was a noble damsel who

loved the chase above everything, and made havock of the hus-

bandman's crops, for which she is doomed to ride along with

the storm to all eternity ; this again reminds us of Diana and

the huntress Holda (see Suppl.).

In addition to these widely spread fancies, there is a peculiar

one about the origin of wind, which appears to extend through

nearly all Europe. According to the Edda, Hrcesvelgr is the name

of a giant, who in the shape of an eagle 1 sits at the end of heaven :

from his wings cometh all wind upon men, Sasm. 35 b
. Snorri

defines it more minutely : He sits at the north side of heaven,

and when he flaps his wings, the winds rise from under them (Sn.

22.) And in the formula of the trygdamal (Gragas 2, 170), it

is said :

f sva viSa sem valr flygr varlangan dag, oc standi byrr

undir bdda vosngi,' far as falcon flies a summerlong day, when

stands fair wind under both his wings. Light clouds threatening

storm are called in Iceland Jclo-sigi (Biurn spells klosegi), claw-

sinking ; ace. to Gunnar Pauli, because the eagle causes storm by

letting down one of his claws (Finn Magn. p. 452).- It is also

an Indian belief that tempest comes from Garuda's wings,

Somadeva 2, 102 : the motion of his flight stirs up the wind.

Then again people in the Shetland isles are said to conjure the

storm-wind in the shape of a great eagle.3 Further we are told

that Charles the Great had a brazen eagle fixed on the top of

his palace at Achen (Aix), and there was some connexion

between it and the wind; Richerus 3, 71 (Pertz 5, 622) relates

the inroad of the Welsh (Gauls) in 978 :
' Aeneam aquilam, quae

in vertice palatii a Karolo magno acsi volans fixa erat/ in vul-

1 The giants often put on the arnar ham (erne's coat) : Thiazi in Sn. 80. 82,

Suttungr in Sn. 86.
2 Day also was imaged as a bird, who dug his claws into the clouds.
3 Scott's Pirate, Edinb., 1822.
4 It ought not to be overlooked here, that at the west door of OiSin's hall these
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tumum converterunt. Nam Germani earn in favonium (Up.

Germ, fohn) converterant, subtiliter significantes Gallos suo

equitatu quandoque posse devinci.' The meaning seems to be,

that the French turned the eagle's head to the south-east, the

Germans to the west, to signify that like the storm they could

make a raid (ride, that is what equitatus comes to) upon the

country toward which the bird's head was directed. Dietmar of

Merseburg's account 3, 6 (Pertz 5, 761) is as follows :
' Post haec

autem imperator ordinavit expeditionem suam adversus Lotharium

regem Karelingorum, qui in Aquisgrani palatium et sedem regiam

nostrum semper respicientem dominium valido exercitu praesump-

sit invadere, sibique versa aquila designare. Haec stat in

orientali parte domus, morisque fuit omnium hunc locum possi-

dentium ad sua earn vertere regna.
3 This statement appears less .

accurate than that of Richerus, for each would turn the eagle's

head not toward his own kingdom, but the foreign or depen-

dent one ; conf. Jalirb. d. Rheinlande v. vi. 73. But even in

the 12th cent, the wind's connexion with the eagle was still

known in Germany, for Veldek sings, MS. 1, 21 a
: 'jarlanc ist

reht daz der ar winke dem vil silczen winde,' all this year the

eagle must beckon to (i.e. bring) a mild wind. How many

fancies familiar to the Mid. Ages must be lost to us now, when

of all the poets that mention air and wind and storm no end of

times, only one happens to allude to this myth ! But not only

do aquila and aquilo,1 vultur and vultumus point to each other;

ave[xos (wind) and aeros (eagle) are likewise from one root

aco, a?///,t.
3 According to Horapollo 2, 15 a sparrowhawk with

outspread wings represents the ivind. Eagle, falcon, vulture,

sparrowhawk, are here convertible birds of prey. The Indian

garuda, king of birds, is at the same time the wind. The O.T.

also thinks of the winds as winged creatures, without specifying

the bird, 2 Sam. 22, 11: f rode on the wings of the winds';

Ps. 18,11. 104,3: ' volavit super pennas ventorum/ which

also hung a wolf, and over it an eagle (drupir orn yfir, Sasui. 41 b
), and that the

victorious Saxons fixed an eagle over the city's gate, supra, p. 111.
1 Festus :

' aquilo ventus a vehernentissinio volatu ad instar aquilae appel-

lator '
; conf. Hesychius, d/apos 6 ftoppas.

2 Wackernagel on Ablaut (vowel-change) p. 30. Eustathius on the II. 87. 15

Eom.
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Xotker translates ' iiberfloug die vettaclia dero windo
' ; and

Martina 7
C has, in allusion to the biblical phrase, ' der uf der

winde vedern saz.' The expression used by Herbort 17091, ' der

wint liez ouch dare gan,' shews that the poet imagined it either

flying or riding (see Suppl.).

The Finns call the eagle Icokko (kotka) ; but a poem descriptive

of the northstorm, begins :
' Came the eagle on from Turja, down

from Lappmark sinks a bird/ and ends :
' Neath his wing a

hundred men, thousands on his tail's tip, ten in every quill there

be.
5 l And in a Mod. Greek folk-song the sparrowhawk (as. in

Horapollo) calls upon the winds to hush : airb ra TpUopfya fiovva

lepaKi eavpe \a\id ' Tracer,' aepe<?, ird^ere enrobe k aWrjv piav

/3pa8id.~ The winds are under the bird's command, and obey

him. In another song the mother sets three to watch her son

while he sleeps, in the mountains the sun, in the plain the eagle

[aero?), on the sea the brisk lord Boreas : the sun sets, the eagle

goes to sleep, and Boreas goes home to his mother

;

3 from the

whole context here we must understand by the eagle the sweet

soft wind, and by Boreas the cool northwind.

Hrcesvelgr (OHG. Hreosuolah ?) means swallower of corpses,

flesh-eater, Sansk. kraviyada, and is used of birds of prey that

feed on carrion, but may also be applied to winds and storms

which purify the air : they destroy the effluvia from bodies that

lie unburied.

Is that the foundation of the fancy, that when a man hangs

himself, a tempest springs up, and the roar of the wind pro-

claims the suicide ?
4 Is it the greedy carrion-fowl that comes

on in haste to seize the dead, his lawful prey, who swings un-

buried on the tree ? Or does the air resent the self-murderer's

polluting presence in it ? A New-year's storm is thought to

announce pestilence (Sup. I, 330. 910), spreading an odour of

death in anticipation.

Tempest (like fire) the common people picture to themselves as

a voracious hungry being (of course a giant, according to the root

1 Finnish runes, Ups. 1810, pp. 58-60.
- Fauriel 2, 236. Wh. Miiller 2, 100.

' I'iiuriel 2, 432. Wh. Muller 2, 120.
4 Sup. I, 343. 1013. Kirchhofer's Schweiz. spr. 327. CI. Brentano's Libussa

432. Sartori's Beise in Kiirnten 2, 164. Leoprechting 102.
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idea of iotunn, p. 519), and they try to pacify him by pouring out

flour in the air.1 I take this to be an ancient superstition, and

light is thrown upon it now by a Norwegian tale in Asbjornsen

no. 7, of the northiuind carrying off a poor fellow's meal three

times, but compensating him afterwards by costly presents. This

northwind behaves exactly as a rough good-natured giant. (See

Suppl.).

The raising of the whirlwind was, as we have seen (p. 632),

ascribed to divine, semi-divine and diabolic beings. In Norway

they say of whirlwinds and foul weather, ' the giant stirs his pots/

Faye p. 7.

In two weather- spells (Append., Exorcism v.) Mermeut and

Fasolt are called upon as evil spirits and authors of storms.

Fasolt is the well-known giant of our hero-legend, brother of

Ecke, who was himself god of tides and waves (p. 239). The

two brothers have kindred occupations, being rulers of the dread

sea and of the weather. What we gather from the second spell

about Fasolt seems to me of importance, and another conclu-

sive proof of the identity of Ecke with Oegir : as Hler and

Kari are brothers and giants, so are also Ecke and Fasolt; as

Hler commands the sea and Kari the winds, so does Ecke rule

the waters and Fasolt the storm. To the Norse poets the wind

is ' Forniots sonr
; and ' Oegis bi-oSir/ 3 Now, as Hler was called

by another nation Oegir, i.e. Uogi, Ecke, so Kari may have been

called Fasolt. Fasolt must be an old word, if only because it is

hard to explain ; does it come under the OHG. fasa, fason (Graff

3 705) ? In ON., ' fas ' is superbia, arrogantia ; the name seems

to express the overbearing nature of a giant. Mermeut, which

occurs nowhere else, perhaps means the sea-mutterer ? Schm. 2,

552. 653 has maudern, mutern, murmurare.—These demi-gods

and giants stand related to Donar the supreme director of clouds

and weather, as iEolus or Boreas to Zeus.

And from Zeus it was that the favourable wished-for wind

proceeded: A ibs ovpos, Od. 5, 176. Wuotan (the all-pervading,

1 Sup. I, 282. Praetorius's Weltbesehr. 1, 429 : At Bamberg, when a violent

wind was raging, an old woman snatched up her mealsack, and emptied it out of

window into the air, with the words :
' Dear wind, don't be so wild

; take that home

to your child
!

' She meant to appease the hunger of the wind, as of a greedy

lion or fierce wolf.

2 'Forniots sefar ' = sea and wind, Stem. 90b
.
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p. 630) mates the wish-wind, oska-byrr, p. 144. What notion

lies at the bottom of Wolfram's making Juno give the ' segels

luft/ sail-wind (Parz. 753, 7) ? Again in Parz. 750, 7 and 766,

4 :
' Juno fuocte (fitted) daz weter,' and ' segelweter.' The fruit-

ful breeze that whispers in the corn was due to Fro and his boar,

pp. 213-4. An ON. name of OSinn was VicTrir, the weatherer:

( at ]>eir sog'Su han veftrum ra<Sa/ he governs weathers (Fornm.

sog. 10, 171). Such a god was Pogoda to the Slavs, and the Pol.

pogoda, Boh. pohoda, still signifies good growing or ripening

weather [Russ. god = time, year; pogoda = weather, good or bad].

Typhon in Egyptian legend meant the south wind, Hes. Theog.

301. 862.

The Lettons believed in a god of winds and storms Okkupeernis,

and thought that from his forehead they came down the sky to

the earth. 1

In an ON. saga (Fornald. sog. 3, 122) appears giant Grimnir,

whose father and brother are named Griinolfr and Grimarr, a sort

of Polyphemus, who can excite storm or good wind : here again

it is OSinn we must think of (p. 144). Two semi-divine beings,

honoured with temples of their own and bloody sacrifices, were

the giant's daughters Thorger&r and Irpa (p. 98). In the Skald-

skaparmal 154 ThorgerSr is called Eolgabruffr or king Holgi's

daughter, elsewhere horgabrucfr and horgatroll (Fornald. sog. 2,

131), sponsa divum, immanissima gigas, which reminds us of our

wind's-bride. Both the sisters sent foul weather, storm and hail,

when implored to do so, Fornm. sog. 11, 134-7. And ON.

legend mentions other dames besides, who make foul weather and

fog, as HerSi and Hamglom, Fornald. sog. 2, 72, Ingibiorg, ibid.

3, 442 (see Suppl.).3

What was at first imputed to gods, demigods and giants, the

sending of wind, storm and hail (vis daemonum concitans pro-

cellas, Beda's Hist. eccl. 1, 17), was in later times attributed to

human sorcerers.

First we find the Lex Visigoth, vi. 2, 3 provides against the

' malefici et immissores tempestatum, qui quibusdam incanta-

tionibus grandiuem in vineas messesque mittere perhibentur.'

Then Charles the Great in his Capit. of 789 cap. 64 (Pertz 3,61)

:

1 Okka, or auka, storm; peere forehead. Stender's Gramra. 26(5.

- Conf. p. 333, 463 hulizfiialmr.
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' ut nee cauculatores et incantatores, nee tempestarii vel obliga-

tors rton fiant, et ubicunque sunt, emendentur vel damnentur.'

Soon after that king's death, about the beginning of Lewis the

Pious's reign, bp. Agobard (d. 840) wrote ' Contra insulsam vulgi

opinionem de grandine et tonitruis/ From this treatise, following

Baluz's edit, of the works of Agobard, I take a few passages.

1, 145 : In his regionibus pene omnes homines, nobiles et

ignobiles, urbani et rustici, senes et juvenes, putant grandines et

tonitrua hominum libitu posse fieri. Dicunt enim, mox ut audie-

rint tonitrua et viderint fulgura :
' aura levatitia est/ Inter-

rogati vero, quid sit aura levatitia ? alii cum verecundia, parum

remordente conscientia, alii autem confidenter, ut imperitorum

moris esse solet, confirmant incantationibus hominum qui dicun-

tur tempestarii, esse levatam, et ideo dici levatitiam auram.

1, 146 : Plerosque autem vidimus et audivimus tanta dementia

obrutos, tanta stultitia alienatos, ut credant et dicant, quandam

esse regionem quae dicatur Magonia, ex qua naves veniant in

nubibus, in quibus fruges quae grandinibus decidunt et tempesta-

tibus pereunt, vehantur in eandem regionem, ipsis videlicet nautis

aereis dantibus pretia tempestariis, et accipientibus frumenta vel

ceteras fruges. Ex his item tarn profunda stultitia excoecatis, ut

hoc posse fieri credant, vidimus plures in quodam conventu homi-

num exhibere vinctos quatuor homines, tres viros et unam ferni-

nam, quasi qui de ipsis navibus ceciderint : quos scilicet, per

aliquot dies in vinculis detentos, tandem collecto conventu homi-

num exhibuerunt,ut dixi, in nostra praesentia, tanquam lapidandos.

Sed tamen vincente veritate post multam ratiocinationem, ipsi qui

eos exhibuerant secundum propheticum illud confusi sunt, sicut

confunditur fur quando deprehenditur.

1, 153 : Nam et hoc quidam dicunt, nosse se tales tempestarios,

qui dispersam grandinem et late per regionem decidentem faciant

unum in locum fluminis aut siivae infructuosae, aut super unam.,

ut ajunt, cupam, sub qua ipse lateat, defluere. Frequenter certe

audivimus a multis dici quod talia nossent in certis locis facta, sed

necdum audivimus, ut aliquis se haec vidisse testaretur.

1, 158 : Qui, mox ut audiunt tonitrua vel cum levijiatu venti,

dicunt ' levatitia aura est/ et maledicunt dicentes :
' maledicta

lingua ilia et arefiat et jam praecisa esse debebat, quae hos facit
!

'

1, 159 : Nostris quoque temporibus videmus aliquando, collectis
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messibus et vindemiis, propter siccitatem agricolas seminare non

posse. Quare non obtinetis apud tempestarios vestros, ut mittant

auras levatitias, quibus terra inrigetur, et postea seminare possitis?

1, 161: Isti autem, contra quos sermo est, ostendunt nobis

homunculos, a sanctitate, justitia et sapientia alienos, a fide et

veritate nudos, odibiles etiam proximis, a quibus dicunt vehemen-

tissimos imbres, sonantia aquae tonitrua et levatitias auras posse

fieri.

1, 102 : In tantum malum istud jam adolevit, ut in plerisque

locis sint homines iniserrimi, qui dicant, se non equidem nosse

immittere tempestates, sed nosse tamen defendere a tempestate

habitatores loci. His habent statutum, quantum de frugibus suis

donent, et appellant hoc canonicum. Many are backward in tithes

and alms, canonicum autem, quem dicunt, suis defensonbus (a

quibus se defendi credunt a tempestate) nullo praedicante, nullo

admonente vel exhortante, sponte persolvunt, diabolo iuliciente.

Denique in talibus ex parte magnam spem habent vitae suae,

quasi per illos vivant (see Suppl.).

It was natural for driving hail-clouds to be likened to a ship

sailing across the sky ; we know our gods were provided with

cars and ships, and we saw at p. 332 that the very Edda bestows

on a cloud the name of vindflot. But when the tempest-men

by their spells call the air-ship to them or draw it on, they are

servants and assistants rather than originators of the storm.

The real lord of the weather takes the corn lodged by the hail

into the ship with him, and remunerates the conjurors, who

might be called his priests. The Christian people said :
' these

conjurors sell the grain to the aeronaut, and he carries it away.'

But what mythic country can Magonia mean ? It is not known

whether Agobard was born in Germany or Gaul, though his name

is enough to shew his Frankish or Burgundian extraction; just

as little can we tell whether he composed the treatise at Lyons,

or previously at some other place. The name Magonia itself

seems to take us to some region where Latin was spoken, if we

may rely on its referring to magus and a magic land.

In later times I find no mention of this cloud-skip, except in

H. Sachs, who in his schwank of the Lappenhiiuser ii. 4, 89c re-

lates how they made a ship of feathers and straw, and carried it

up the hill, with the view of launching out in it when the mist
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should fall, Fischer in Garg. 96a introduces quite unconnectedly

the nebelschiffs segel of Philoxenus (the guestfriend or Zeus ?) in

a passage that has nothing in Rabelais answering to it.

In the latter part of the Mid. Ages there went a story of the

wind-selling inhabitants of Vinland, which I give from a work

composed towards 1360 by Glanvil or Bartholomaeus Anglicus,

'Deproprietatibus rerum' 15, 172 : 'Gens (Vinlandiae) estbarbara,

agrestis et saeva, magicis artibus occupata. Unde et naviganti-

bus per eorum litora, vel apud eos propter venti defectum moram

contrahentibus, ventum venalem offerunt atque vendunt. Globum

enim de filo faciunt, et diversos nodos in eo connectentes, usque ad

trcs nodos vel plures de globo extrahi praecipiunt, secundum quod

voluerint ventum habere fortiorem. 1 Quibus propter eorum in-

credulitatem illudentes, daemones aerem concitant et ventum

inajorem vel minorem excitant, secundum quod plures nodos de

filo extrahunt vel pauciores, et quandoque in tantura commovent

ventum, quod miseri talibus fidem adhibentes justo judicio sub-

merguntur/—This selling of wind in Wilandia (as he calls it) is

likewise mentioned in Seb. Frank's Weltbuch 60% without any

description of the method. By Vinland is to be understood a

part of the Greenland coast which had been early visited by

Norwegians and Icelanders, and in ON. tales is by turns called

Vinland and Vindland; 2 the latter form might have suggested

the whole story of raising the wind, on which the ON. writings

as well as Adam of Bremen are silent. Others however tell

the same story of the Finns (01. Magnus 3, 15) : it seems to me

a tradition spread all over the North 3 (see Suppl.).

The Norse legends name wind produced by magic gominga-ve&r.

Ogautan (like Aeolus) had a ve&r-belgr (-bellows, or leathern

bag) ; when he shook it, storm and wind broke out (Fornald.

sog. 2, 412); the same with Mondull (3, 338). The Swedish

1 This globus resembles theLat. turbo, a top or teetotum used in magic : 'citum

retro solve, solve turbinem,' Hor. Epod. 17, 7.

2 Fornm. sog. 2, 246. Isl. sog. 1, 9. 100. 151. Couf. Torfaeus's Hist. Vmlaudiae

antiquae, Ham. 1705.
s The Esthonians believed that wind could be generated and altered. In the

direction whence you wish it to blow, hang up a snake or set an axe upright, and

whistle to make it come. A clergyman happened to see some peasants making a

great fuss round three stones, eating, drinking and dancing to the sound of rustic

instruments. Questioned as to the object of the feast, they replied that by means

of those stones they could produce wet weather or dry ; dry, if they set them

upright, wet if they laid them along (Ueber die Ehsten, p. 48) ;
supra pp. 593-7.
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kino- Eirikr, son of Ragnar Lodbrok, bore the surname of

vecTi-hattr (ventosi pilei) : whichever way he turned his hat, from

there the wished for wind would blow (Saxo Gram. 175. 01.

Magnus 3, 13. Gejer's Hafder 582). One of our nursery-tales

even, no. 71, tells of a man who can direct the weather by

setting his hat straight or askew. There is an expression in

the Edda, vindhidlmr (Seem. 168b
), which reminds me of the

OHG. name Windhelm, Trad. fuld. 2, 167 (see Suppl.).

That is a beautiful fancy in the Edda, of seven-and-twenty

valkyrs riding through the air, and when their horses shake

themselves, the dew dropping out of their manes on the deep

valleys, and hail on the lofty trees : a sign of a fruitful year, Ssem.

145. So morning-dew falls on the earth each day from the foam-

ing bit of the steed Hrimfaxi (dew-mane), Sn. 11. The ON.

meldropi, AS. meledeaw, OHG. militou (Gl. Jun. 224), MHG.
miltou (Ms. 2, 124a

), all take us back to mel (lupatum equi)

;

conf. note on Elene p. 164, where mel is derived from midl,

mittul, and supra p. 421. Antiquity referred all the phenomena

of nature to higher powers. The people in Bavaria call a dark

rain-cloud ' anel mit der laugen/ granny with her ley (Schm. 1,

63) ; in Bohemia light clouds are babhy, grannies. When moun-

tain mist is rising, the Esthonians say ' the Old one is putting his

fire out ' ; our people ascribe it to animals at least :
' the hare is

boiling [his supper], the fox is bathing, brewing/ Reinh. ccxcvi.

When shapes keep rising in the mists on the seashore, the

Italians call it fata morgana, p. 412 (see Suppl.).

The Scythians explained drifting snow as flying feathers (Herod.

4, 31), and our people see in the flakes the feathers out of the

goddess's bed, or goose (p. 268). Those snow-women Form,

Drifa, Mioll (p. 631) appear also to touch one side of Holda. The

Lettish riddles, ' putns skreen, spahrni pill/ and ' putns skreen,

spalwas putt n mean a rain-cloud and a snow-cloud. In Switzer-

land vulgar opinion looks upon avalanches as ravening beasts, on

whom (as on fire) you can put a check (see Suppl.).

4. Earth.

Of the goddess, and her various names, we have spoken already :

Nerthus p. 251, Erda p. 250, Fairguni p. 172. 256, Erce p. 253,

1 Bird flies, wings drip. Bird flies, feathers drop. Steuder's Gramru. 260.
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Hludana p. 256, and others ; in which the ideas of the ancients

about Terra, Gaia, Ops, Rhea, Cybele, Ceres repeat themselves.

On p. 303 the Indian Prithivi was compared with Freyja, and the

closest kinship exists between Freyr and NiorSr (the male Ner-

thus) . But also the bare element itself, the molte (mould, pulvis)

p. 251, was accounted holy : it is the ^Ooov TroXvfioreipa, out of

its teeming lap rise fruits and trees, into it the dead are laid, and

decay or fire restores them to dust and ashes. 1 To die was c to

sink to the earth/ ' til iarSar (til moldar) hniga/ ' to kiss the

earth/ still more prettily in ON. '\ mo&urcett falla ' (Nialss. cap.

45), in maternum genus cadere, to fall back into the womb of

terra mater} They also said ' iar&ar megin kiosa ' (vim telluris

eligere, i.e. invocare), Saem. 27 b
;
and as the Greeks made the

falling giant acquire new strength the moment he touched the

ground, the Edda has e aukinn iarcfar megni' (auctus vi telluris),

118b
, 119a

.

3 One who had been long away from home kissed the

earth on treading it once more ; in O.Fr. poems ' baiser la terre
'

is a sign of humility, Berte pp. 35. 43. 58. Renart 14835. As

the pure stream rejects the malefactor, so neither will the earth

endure him: 'unssolt diu erde nicht tragen/ Troj. 491 [conf.
f
art

cursed from the earth/ Gen. 4. 10-12]. Secrets were entrusted

to the earth, as well as to lire and oven, p. 629 (see Suppl.).

It is more especially earth grown over with grass, the green-

sward, that has a sacred power ; such grass the Sanskrit calls

hhusa, and in particular durva, to which correspond the AS. turf,

ON. torf, OHG. zurba :
' holy earth and haulms of durva/ Sak-

untala (Hirzelpp. 51. 127). I have also accounted for the famous

chrene crud of the Salic law by our ' reines kraut/ clean herb ;

and explained f chreneschruda (dat.) jactare ' by the Roman

1 Irstantent (they rise again) fon thenio Mien legare, uz fori theru asgu, fon

theru falawisgu, fon themo irdisgen herde, 0. v. 20, 25-8.
2 Ancient tombs have been discovered, in which the bodies neither lie nor sit,

but crouch with the head, arms and legs pressed together, in receptacles nearly

square. M. Fred. Troyon of French Switz., who has carefully explored and ob-

served many old graves, expressed to me his opinion, that by this singular treat-

ment of dead bodies it was prob. intended to replace man in the same posture that

he maintained in the womb before birth. Thus the return into mother earth would

be at the same time an intimation of the coming new birth and resurrection of the

embryo.
3 The Servians, by way of protesting, say ' tako mit zemlie !

' so (help) me
earth. A Gaelic saw (Armstrong sub v. coibhi, priest, supra p. 92 note) declares

:

1 ged is fagus clach do 'n lar, is faigse na sin cobbair choibbi,' near as a stone is to

the ground, the coibhi's help is nearer still, which seems to imply the earth's prompt

assistance as well as the priest's.
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'puram herbam, tollere/ as the H-el. 73, 7 has hrencurni, an OHG.

gloss reincumes =fruinenti, MHG. 'daz reine gras* Iw. 6446, and

grass and ' der melm/ dust, are coupled together, Wh. 24, 28.

The purport of the law is, that earth or dust must be taken up

from the four corners of the field, and thrown with the hand over

the nearest kinsman. It was a solemn legal ceremony of heathen

times, which the christian Capitulars abolished. Against my
interpretation, however, Leo has now set up a Celtic one (cruin-

neach collectus, criadh terra), 1 and I cannot deny the weight

of his arguments, though the German etymology evidently

has a stronger claim to a term incorporated in the text itself

than in the case of glosses [because the Latin text must be

based on a Frankish original]. The mythic use made of the

earth remains the same, whichever way we take the words.

The ON. language of law offers another and no less significant

name : the piece of turf [under which an oath was taken] is

called iar&men, iarcfar men ; now f men ' is literally monile, OHG.

mani, meni, AS. mene, as we saw in the case of Freyja's neck-

lace ' Brisinga men/ But ' iarSar men ' must once have been

Iardar men, Erda's necklace, the greensward beiug very poetically

taken for the goddess's jewelry. The solemn ' ganga undir

Iarcfar men' (BA. 118-9) acquires its true meaning by this. In

other nations too, as Hungarians (RA. 120), and Slavs (Bohme's

Beitr. 5, 141), the administration of oaths took place by the per-

son who swore placing earth or turf on his head (see Suppl.).

The custom of conquered nations presenting earth and water

in token of submission reaches back to remote antiquity : when

the Persians declared war, they sent heralds to demand the two

elements of those whose country they meant to invade, 2 which

again reminds us of the Roman 'pura.' Our landsknechts as

late as the 16th century, on going into battle, threw a clod of

earth (like him that threw chrenechruda) in token of utter re-

nunciation of life.
3 Among the Greeks too, grasping the sod

1 Zeitscbr. f. d. alterth. 2, 163 seq. Malb. gl. 2, 149. 150.
2 Brissonius De regno Pers. 3, GO—71. Herod. 4, 127. 5, 18. Curtiusiii. 10,

108. Aristotle Rhet. ii. 22, 37. Also Judith 2, 7 :. iroi^a^iv yrjv /cat vdwp (Cod.

alex. ed. Augusti).
3 Barthold's Frundsberg p. 58-9. In the Mid. Ages, when a nun was co

I, her kinsmen, as a sign that she renounced all earthly possessions, threw
eartlt. over the maiden's arm; conf. Svenska visor 1, 170 :

det voro sa manga grefvar bald,
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signified taking possession of land, especially in the case of

emigrants. As Euphamos sits on the prow of the Argo, Triton

appears in human form and presents him with a clod of earth as a

gift of hospitality. Euphamos takes the symbolic earth (ftwXatca

Bai/xovlav), and gives it to his men to keep, but they drop it

in the sea, and it melts away. Had it been preserved and

deposited at Tainaros, the descendants of Euphamos would have

won the promised land (Cyrene) in the fourth generation. As

it was, they only got it in the 17th (see Suppl.). 1

In an AS. spell which is elsewhere given, four pieces of turf

are cut out, oil, honey, yeast and the milk of all cattle are dropt

on them, and thereto is added some of every kind of tree that

grows on the land, except hard trees,2 and of every herb except

burs ; and then at length the charm is repeated over it. With

their seedcorn people mix earth from three sorts offields (Superst.

I, 477) ; on the coffin, when lowered, three clods are dropt (699) ;

by cutting out the sod on which footprints [of a thief or enemy]

are left, you can work magic (524. 556; and see Suppl.).

Of holy mountains and hills there were plenty
;
yet there seems

to have been no elemental worship of them : they were honoured

for the sake of the deity enthroned upon them, witness the

Wodan's and Thunar's hills. When Agathias, without any such

connexion, speaks of \6(f)oi and cfrdpayyes (hills and gullies) as

objects of worship (p. 100) ;
possibly his knowledge of the facts

was imperfect, and there was a fire or water worship connected

with the hill. It is among the Goths, to whomfair'guni meant

mountain (p. 172), that one would first look for a pure mountain-

worship, if the kinship I have supposed between that word and

the god's name be a matter of fact. Dietmar of Merseburg

(Pertz 5, 855) gives an instance of mountain-worship among the

Slavs: ' Posita autem est haec (civitas, viz. Nemtsi, Nimptch)

in pago silensi, vocabulo hoc a quodam monte, nimis excelso et

grandi, olim sibi indito : et hie ob qualitatem suam et quantitatem,

cum execranda gentilitas ibi veneraretur, ab incolis omnibus nimis

som hade deraf stor harm (great sorrow),

der de nu kastade den svarta mull (black mould)
allt ofver skon Valborg's arm.

1 Pindar's Pyth. 4, 21-44. 0. Mtiller's Orchom. 352, and proleg. 142 seq.

;

his Dorier 1, 85. 2, 535.
2

' Only of soft wood, not hard,' EA. 506.
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honorabatur.' The commentators say it is the Zobtenberg in

Silesia (see Suppl.).

Here and there single stones and rocks, or several in a group,

sometimes arranged in circles, were held in veneration (Append.

' vota ad lapides,' especially ' lapides in ruinosis et silvestribus

locis venerari;' AS. stdaweoriTang, ' bringan to stdne,' Thorpe pp.

380. 396). This worship of stones is a distinguishing character-

istic of Celtic religion, 1 less of Teutonic, though amongst our-

selves also we meet with the superstition of slipping through

hollow stones as well as hollow trees, Chap. XXXVI. Cavities

not made artificially by human hand were held sacred. In Eng-

land they hang such holy-stones or holed-stones at the horses'

heads in a stable, or on the bed-tester and the house-door against

witchcraft. Some are believed to have been hollowed by the

sting of an adder (adderstones) . In Germany, holy stones were

either mahlsteine of tribunals or sacrificial stones : oaths were

taken ' at ursvolum unnar steini,' ' at enom hvita helga steini/

Seem. 165a
. 237 b

. heilog foil 189b
. Helgafell, Landn. 2, 12 • conf.

espec. Eyrbygg. saga c. 4. Four holy stones are sunk to cleanse

a profaned sea (supra p. 87 note). A great number of stones

which the giant or devil has dropt, on which he has left the print

of his hand or foot, are pointed out by popular legend, without

any holy meaning being thereby imparted to them (see Suppl.).

As giants and men get petrified (p. 551), and still retain, so

to speak, an after-sense of their former state, so to rocks and

stones compassion is attributed, and interest in men's condition.

Snorri 68 remarks, that stones begin to sweat when brought out

of the frost into warmth, and so he explains how rocks and stones

wept for Baldr. It is still common to say of bitter anguish :
' a

stone by the wayside would feel pity/ ' it would move a heart

of stone.' 2 Notice the MH.Gr. phrase :

f
to squeeze a stone with

1 Conf. Armstrong sub v. earn and clachbrath ; O'Brien sub v. earn ; H.
Schieiber's Feen, p. 17 on tbe menbir and pierres fites, p. 21 on the pierres

branlantes. Of spindle-stones I have spoken, p. 419.
2 This mode of expression is doubtless very old ; here are specimens from

MHG. : ez erbarmet einem steine, Hart. erst, biiehl. 1752. wser sin herze steinen,

swer (whoso) si weinen sa3he, ze weinen im geschame, Herb. 68^ ; ir klage mohte
erbarmen einen stein 89b

. erbarmon ein stelnhertez herze, Flore 1498. ir j&raer

daz raoht einen vels erbarmen, Lohengr. p. 16. ez moht ein stein beweinet ban
dise barmunge, Dietr. 48 a

. Mark, tbe stones did not weep of themselves, but were
moved to sympathy by the weeping and wailing of tbe hapless men, which as it
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straps, till its veins drop blood/ MsH. 2, 235 b
, suggested no

doubt by the veins which run through some stones (see Suppl.).

In closing this chapter, I will group together the higher gods

who more immediately govern the four elements. Water, springs,

rain and sea are under Wuotan (Nichus), Donar, Uogi, Holda.

Fire, lightning under Donar, Loki. Air, wind under Wuotan,

Fi'6. Earth under Nerthus and many others, mentioned on

p. 641-2.

were penetrated their ears. So in Holberg (Ellefte juni 4, 2) : horte jeg en sukken

og hylen, som en steen maatte grade ved. And Ovid (Met. 9, 303) : rnoturaque

duras Verba queror silices. Luke 19, 40 : oi \ldot. KeKpa^ovrai [Habak. 2, 11 : the

stones shall cry out of the wall]

.



CHAPTER XXI.

TREES AND ANIMALS.

As all nature was thought of by the heathen mind as living

;

l

as language and the understanding of human speech was allowed

to beasts, and sensation to plants (see Suppl.) ; and as every kind

of transition and exchange of forms was supposed to take place

amongst all creatures : it follows at once, that to some a higher

worth may have been assigned, and this heightened even up to

divine veneration. Gods and men transformed themselves into

trees, plants or beasts, spirits and elements assumed animal

forms ; why should the worship they had hitherto enjoyed be

withheld from the altered type of their manifestation ? Brought

under this point of view, there is nothing to startle us in the

veneration of trees or animals. It has become a gross thing

only when to the consciousness of men the higher being has

vanished from behind the form he assumed, and the form alone

has then to stand for him.

We must however distinguish from divinely honoured plants

and animals those that were esteemed high and holy because

they stood in close relationship to gods or spirits. Of this kind

are beasts and vegetables used for sacrifice, trees under which

1 The way it is expressed in the Eddie myth of Baldr is more to the point than
anything else : To ward off every danger that might threaten that beloved god,
Frigg exacted oaths from water, fire, earth, stones, plants, beasts, birds and worms,
nay from plagues personified, that they would not barm him ; one single shrub sbe
let off from the oath, because he was too young, Sn. 64. Afterwards all creatures
weep the dead Baldr, men, animals, plants and stones, Sn. 68. The OS. poet of the
Heliand calls dumb nature the unquethandi, and says 168, 32 :

' that thar Wal-
dandes dod (the Lord's death) anquethandes so filo antkennian scolda, that is

endagon ertha bivoda, hrisidun thia hohun bergos, harda st&nos clubun, felisos after
them felde.' It is true these phenomena are from the Bible (Matth. 27, 51-2), yet
possibly a heathen picture hovered in the author's mind (as we saw on pp. 1 18.

307), in thia case the mourning for Baldr, so like that for the Saviour. Herbort
makes all things bewail Hector : if (says he, 68*) stones, metals, chalk and sand
had wit and sense, they would have sorrowed too. As deeply rooted in man's
nature is the impulse, when unfortunate, to bewail his woes to the rocks and trees
and woods

; this is beautifully expressed in the song Ms. 1, 3 b
, and all the objects

there appealed to, offer their help.

VOL. II. 617 P
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higher beings dwell, animals that wait upon them. The two

classes can hardly be separated, for incorrect or incomplete

accounts will not allow us to determine which is meant.

1. Trees.

The high estimation in which Woods and Trees were held by

the heathen Germans has already been shown in Chap. IV. To

certain deities, perhaps to all, there were groves dedicated, and

probably particular trees in the grove as well. Such a grove

was not to be trodden by profane feet, such a tree was not to be

stript of its boughs or foliage, and on no account to be hewn

down. 1 Trees are also consecrated to individual daemons, elves,

wood and home sprites, p. 509.

Minute descriptions, had any such come down to us, would tell

us many things worth knowing about the enclosure and main-

tenance of holy woods, about the feasts and sacrifices held in

them. In the Indiculus paganiarum we read ( de sacris silvarum,

quae nimidas vocant.' This German word seems to me uncor-

rupted, but none the easier to understand : it is a plur. masc.

from the sing, nimid/ but to hit the exact sense of the word, we

should have to know all the meanings that the simple verb

neman was once susceptible of. If the German nimu be, as it

has every appearance of being, the same as vefxw, then nimid

also may answer to Gr. vc/ao?, Lat. nemus, a woodland pasture,

a grove, a sacrum silvae (p. G9).3 Documents of 1086 and 1150

1 Sacrum nemus, nemus castum in Tacitus. Ovid, Amor. iii. 1, 1

:

Stat vetus et multos incaedua silva per annos,
credibile est illi numen inesse loco :

ions sacer in medio, speluncaque pumice pendens,

et latere ex omni dulce queruntur aves.

Lucan, Phars. 3, 399 : Lucus trat longo nunquam violatus ab aevo. So the Sem-
nonian wood, the nemus of Nerthus, the Slav lucus Zutibure, the Prussian grove

Eomowe. Among the Esthonians it is held infamous to pluck even a single leaf

in the sacred grove : far as its shade extends (ut umbra pertingit, EA. 57. 105), they

will not take so much as a strawberry ; some people secretly bury their dead there

(Petri Ehstland 2, 120). They call such woods hio, and the I. of Dago is in

Esth. Hiomah, because there is a consecrated wood near the farmhouse of HiohoJ
(Thorn. Hiarn.).

2 Like helid (heros), gimeinid (communio), frumid, pi. frumidas (AS. frym'Sas,

primitiae), barid (clamor, inferred from Tacitus's baritus).
3 Can nimid have been a heathen term for sacrifice ? Abnemen in the 13th cent,

mennt mactare, to slaughter (used of cattle), Berthold p. 46, as we still say abthun,

abschneiden, Ulph. ufsneipan ; Schmid's Schwab, wtb. 405 abnehmen to kill poultry.

This meaning can hardly lie in the prefix, it must be a part of the word itself

:
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name a place Nimodon, Nimeden (Moser's Osnabr. gesch., urk. 3 k

56. 8, 57. 84) ; the resemblance may lead to something farther

(see Suppl.).

There can be no doubt that for some time after the conversion

the people continued to light candles and offer small sacrifices

under particular holy trees, as even to this day they hang wreaths

upon them, and lead the ring-dance under them (p. 58). In the

church-prohibitions it is variously called :

f vota ad arbores facere

aut ibi candelam seu quodlibet munus deferre ; arborem colere

;

votum ad arborem persolvere ; arbores daemonibus consecntfas

colere, et in tanta veneratione habere, ut vulgus nee ramv/m nee

surculum audeat amputare.' It is the AS. treow-tveor&iuir/ (cultus

arborum), the ON. biota lundinn (grove), Landn. 3, 17. The

Acta Bened. sec. 2 p. 841 informs us: ' Adest quoque ibi (at

Lutosas, now Leuze) non ignoti miracnli fag us (beech), subter

quam luminaria saepe cum accensa absque hominum accessu

videmus, divini aliquid fore suspicamur.' So the church turned

the superstition to account for her own miracles : a convent was

founded on the site of the tree. About Esthonians of the present

day we are told in Rosenpliinter's Beitr. 9, 12, that only a few

years ago, in the parish of Harjel, on St. George's, St. John's

and St. Michael's night, they used to sacrifice under certain trees,

i.e. to kill, a black fowl. 1 Of the Thunder-god's holy oak an

account has been given, pp. 72-3-4. 171. 184; and in Grarnm.

2, 997 the OHG. scaldeih (ilex) is compared with the AS. names

of plants scaldhyfel, scaldbyfel and the scaldo quoted above, p. 94.

All this is as yet uncertain, and needs further elucidation.

Among the Langobards we find a worship of the so-called

blood-tree or holy tree (p. 109). The Vita S. Barbati in the Acta

sanctor. under Febr. 19, p. 139. The saint (b. cir. 602, d. cir.

683) lived at Benevento, under kings Grimoald and Romuald

;

niman, ncman would therefore be to cut, kill, divide, and nimidas the victims slain

in the holy grove, under trees? Couf. what is said in the text of the Langobardic
tree of sacrifice. Celtic etymologies seem rather out of place for this plainly Saxon
Indiculus. Adelung already in Mithrid. 2, 65. 77 bad brought into the field Nemetes
and nemet (templum) ; Ir. naomh is sanctus, neainh (gen. nimhe) coelum, niem-
headh land consecrated, belonging to the church.

1 The superstition of the Lausitz Wends holds that there are woods which
yearly demand n human victim (like the rivers, p. 494) ; some person must lose his
life in them :

' hohla dyrbi kojzde ljeto jeueho czloweka nijecz,' Lausitz mon. schr.

1797, p. 748.
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the Lombard nation was baptized, but still clung to superstitious

practices :
' Quin etiam non longe a Beneventi moenibus devotis-

sime sacrilegam colebant arborem, in qua suspenso corio cuncti qui

aderant terga vertentes arbori celerius equitabant, calcaribus

cruentantes equos, ut unus alteram posset praeire, atque in eodem

cursu retroversis manibus in corium jaculabantur. Sicque parti-

culam modicam ex eo comedendam superstitiose accipiebant. Et

quia stulta illic persolvebant vota, ab actione ilia nomen loco illi,

sicut hactenus dicitur, votum imposuerunt.' In vain Barbatus

preaches against it :
' illi ferina coecati dementia nil aliud nisi

sessorum meditantes usus, optimum esse fatebantur cultum legis

majorum suorum, quos nominatim bellicosissimos asserebant.'

When Romuald was gone to Naples, ' repente beatissimus Barbatus

securim accipiens et ad votum pergens, suis manibus nefandam

arborem, in qua per tot temporis spatia Langobardi exitiale sacri-

legium perficiebant, defossa humo a radicibus incidit, ac desuper

terrae congeriem fecit, ut nee indicium ex ea quis postea valuerit

reperire/ 1 This part about felling the tree has an air of swagger

and improbability ; but the description of the heathen ceremony

may be true to the life. I have pointed out, p. 174, that the

Ossetes and Circassians hung up the hides of animals on poles

in honour of divine beings, that the Goths of Jornandes truncis

suspendebant exuvias to Mars (p. 77 note), that as a general thing

animals were hung on sacrificial trees (pp. 75-9) ; most likely

this tree also was sacred to some god through sacrifices, i.e. votive

offerings of individuals,3 hence the whole place was named ' ad

votum/ What was the meaning of hurling javelins through the

suspended shin, is by no means clear ; in the North it was the

custom to shoot through a hanging raw oxhide (Fornm. sog. 3, 18.

4, 61), as a proof of strength and skill. Doing it backwards

1 Another Vita Barbati (ibid. p. 112) relates as follows :
' Nam quid despica-

bilius credendum est, quam ex mortuis animalibus non carnem sed corium accipere

ad usum comestionis, ut pravo errori subjecti Langobardi fecerunt ? qui suarum

festa solennitatum equis praecurrentibus unus altero praecedente, sicut mos erat

gentilium, arbori ludificae procul uon satis Benevento vota sua solvebant. Suspensa

itaque putredo corii in hanc arborem divam, equorum sessores versis post tergum

brachiis ignominiam corii certabant lanceolis vibrare. Cumque lanceolis esse

vibrata pellis rnortua cerneretur, veluti pro remedio animae ex hac illusione corii

partis mediae factam recisionem gustabant. Ecce quali ridiculo vanae mentis

homines errori subjacebant pestifero !

'

2 Supra p. 360 note ; votum is not only vow, but the oblatio rei votivae :

• votare puerum ' in Pertz 2, 93 is equiv. to offerre.
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increased the difficulty, and savours of antiquity. 1 Why the

particle of skin that was knocked out should be eaten, it is hard

to say ; was it to indicate that they were allowed to participate

in the sacrifice? (p. 46 ; see Suppl.).

And not only were those trees held sacred, under which men

sacrificed, and on which they hung the head or hide of the

slaughtered beast, but saplings that grew up on the top of sacri-

ficed animals. A willow slip set over a dead foal or calf is not

to be damaged (Sup. I, 838) ; are not these exactly Adam of

Bremen's ' arbores ex morte vel tabo immolatorum divinae' ? (p.

76) .
2

Of hallowed trees (which are commonly addressed as from,

dame, in the later Mid. Ages) the oak stands at the head (pp.

72-77) : an oak or beech is the arbor frugifera in casting lots

(Tac. Germ. 10). Next to the oak, the ash was holy, as we may

see by the myth of the creation of man ; the ashtree Yggdrasill

falls to be treated in Chap. XXV. The wolf, whose meeting of

you promises victory, stands under ashen boughs. ' The common

people believe that 'tis very dangerous to break a bough from

the ash, to this very day/ Rob. Plot's Staffordshire p. 207. One

variety, the mountain-ash or rountree, rowan-tree, is held to have

magical power (Brockett p. 177),
3 (conf. Chap. XXVII., Bonn).

With dame Hazel too our folk-songs carry on conversations, and

hazels served of old to hedge in a court of justice, as they still do

cornfields, RA. 810. According to the Ostgota-lag (bygdab. 30),

any one may in a common wood hew with impunity, all but oaks

and hazels, these have peace, i.e. immunity. In Superst. 1, 972 we

are told that oak and hazel dislike one another, and cannot agree,

any more than haw and sloe (white and black thorn ; see Suppl.).

Then the elder (sambucus), OHGr. holantar, enjoyed a marked

degree of veneration ; holan of itself denotes a tree or shrub (AS.

cneowholen=ruscus). In Lower Saxony the sambucus nigra is

1 So the best head had to be touched backwards, RA. 396 ; so men sacrificed

with the head turned away (p. 493), and threw backwards over their heads (p. 628).

2 A scholium on Ad. of Bremen's Hist. eccl. (Pertz, scr. 7, 379) is worth

quoting : ' Prope illud templum (upsaliense) est arbor maxima, lato ramos extendens,

aestate et hieme semper virens : cujus ilia generis sit, nemo scit. Ibi etiam est ions,

ubi sacrificia Paganorum solent exerceri, et homo vivus immergi, qui dum mi-

mergitur (al. invenitur), ratum erit votum populi.' To sink in water was a good

sign, as in the ordeal (RA. 924; couf. Chap. XXXI V., Witch's bath).

3 Esculus Jovi sacra, Pliny 16, 4 (5).
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called ellorn, eZZ-horn.1 Arnkiel's testimony 1, 179 is beyond

suspicion :
' Thus did our forefathers also hold the ellhorn holy, and

if they must needs clip the same, they were wont first to say this

prayer :
" Dame Ellhorn, give me somewhat of thy wood, then will

I also give thee of mine, if so be it grow in the forest." And this

they were wont to do sometimes with bended knees, bare head and

folded hands, as I have ofttimes in my young days both heard

and seen/ Compare with this the very similar accounts of elder

rods (Sup. I, 866), of planting the elder before stables (169), of

pouring water under the elder (864), and of the elder's mother

(Sup. K, Dan. 162). 2 The juniper, wacholder, plays an impor-

tant part in the marchen of machandelboom ; in the poem of the

Mirror's adventure, fol. 38, occurs the mysterious statement

:

Fraw Weckolter, ich sich Dame Juniper, I see

daz du ir swester bist, that thou her 3 sister art,

du kund ouch falsche list thou knewest false cunning too

do du daz kind verstalt. when thou stolest the child.

A man in Sudermania was on the point of cutting down a fine

shady juniper, when a voice cried out, ' hew not the juniper !

'

He disregarded the warning, aud was about to begin again, when

it cried once more ' I tell thee, hew not down the tree !
' and he

ran away in a fright. 4 A similar notion lies at the bottom of

kindermarchen no. 128, only it has a ludicrous turn given it; a

voice out of the tree cries to the hewer, ' he that hews haspelholz

(windlass-wood), shall die.' Under such a tree, the Klinta tall

(deal-tree, pine) in Westmanland, dwelt a hafs-fru, in fact the

pine tree's ra (p. 496) ; to this tree you might see snow-white

cattle driven up from the lake across the meadows, and no one

dared to touch its boughs. Trees of this kind are sacred to indi-

vidual elves, woodsprites, homesprites ; they are called in Swed.

1 AS. ellen. The Canones editi sub Eadgaro rege, cap. 16 (Thorpe, p. 396),
speak of the sorcery practised ' on ellenum and eac on otSrurn mislicum treowum '

(in sainbucis et in aliis variis arboribus).
2 The god Pushkait lives under the elder, and the Lettons used to set bread and

beer for him beside the tree, Thorn. Hiarn, p. 43. [In Somersetshire they will not
burn elder wood, for fear of ill luck.

—

Trans.]
3 My faithless lover's.
4 I find this quoted from Loccenius's Antiq. Sueog. 1,3; it is not in the ed. of

1647, it may be in a later. Afzelius 2, 147 has the story with tbis addition, that at

the second stroke blood flowed from the root, the hewer then went home, and soon
fell sick.
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bo-trad, in Dan. boe-tm (p. 509). Under the lime-tree in the

Hero-book dwarfs love to haunt, and heroes fall into enchanted

sleep : the sweet breath of its blossoms causes stupefaction, D.

Heldenb. 1871, 3, 14-5. 135 (see Suppl.). But elves in particular

have not only single trees but whole orchards and groves assigned

them, which they take pleasure in cultivating, witness Laurin's

Rosegarden enclosed by a silken thread. In Sweden they call

these gardens elftrdd-gdrdar.

The Greek dryads ] and hamadryads have their life linked to a

tree, and as this withers and dies, they themselves fall away and

cease to be ; any injury to bough or twig is felt as a wound, and

a wholesale hewing down puts an end to them at once. 3 A cry

of anguish escapes them when the cruel axe comes near. Ovid in

Met. 8, 742 seq., tells a beautiful story of Erisichthon's impious

attack on the grove of Ceres :

Ille etiam Cereale nemus violasse securr

dicitur, et lucos ferro temerasse vetustos.

Stabat in his ingens annoso robore quercus,

saepe sub hac dryades festas duxere choreas . . .

Contremuit, gemitumque dedit Deo'ia quercus,

et pariter frondes, pariter pallescere glandes

coepere, ac longi pallorem ducere rami.

When the alder (erle) is hewn, it bleeds, weeps, and begins to

speak (Meinert's Kuhlandch. 122). An Austrian marchen (Ziska

38-42) tells of the stately fir, in which there sits a fay waited on

by dwarfs, rewarding the innocent and plaguing the guilty ;
and

a Servian song of the maiden in the pine (fichte) whoso bark the

boy splits with a gold and silver horn. Magic spells banish the

ague into frau Fichte (see Suppl.).

This belief in spirit-haunted trees was no less indigenous among

Celts. Sulpicius Severus (beg. of 5th cent.) reports in his life of

St. Martin, ed. Amst. 1665, p. 457 :
' Dum in vico quodam tern-

plum antiquissimum diruisset, et arborem pinum, quae fano erat

proxima, esset aggressus excidere, turn vero antistes ilhus luci

ceteraque gentilium turba coepit obsistere ; et cum iidem illi, dum

templum evertitur, imperante domino quievissent, succidi arborem

1 AS. gloss, wudu-elfenne, wood-elfins, fern. pi.

2 ' Non sine hamadryadis fato cadit arborea trabs.' Ausonius.
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non patiebantur. Me eos sedulo commonere, nihil esse religionis

in stipite ; Deum potius, cui serviret ipse, sequerentar ; arborem

illam exscindi oportere, quia esset daemoni dedicata* (see Suppl.).

A great deal might be written on the sacredness of particular

plants and flowers. They are either dedicated to certain gods

and named after them (as Donners bart, p. 183. Baldrs bra,

p. 222. Forneotes folme, p. 240. Lokkes havre, p. 242. Freyju

Mr, Friggjar gras, p. 302-3) ; or they come of the transformation

of some afflicted or dying man. Nearly all such plants have power

to heal or hurt, it is true they have to be plucked and gathered

first : the Chap, on magic will furnish examples. Like sacred

tutelary beasts, they are blazoned on the coats-of-arms of

countries, towns, and heroes. Thus to the Northwest Germans,

especially Frisians and Zeelanders, the seeblatt (nymphaea, nenu-

phar) was from the earliest times an object of veneration. The

Hollanders call it plompe, the Frisians pompe : strictly speaking,

the broad leaves floating on the sea are pompebledden, and the

fragrant white flowers, golden yellow inside, swanneblommen

(flores cygnei) ; which recals the names given at p. 489, nix-

blume, ndckblad, muhme and mummel {i.e. swan-maiden). The

Frisians put seven ' sea-blades ' (zeven plompenbladen) in their

escutcheon, and under that emblem looked for victory; 1 our

Grudrunlied (1373) knows all about it, and furnishes Herwic of

Sewen or Selanden with a sky-blue flag :

c sebleter swebent (float)

dar inne/ This sea-flower is the sacred lotus of old Egypt, and

is also honoured in India ; the Tibetans and Nepalese bow down
to it, it is set up in temples, Brahma and Vishnu float on its leaf;

and it is no other than a M. Nethl. poem that still remembers

Thumbkin floating on the leaf (p. 451).

1 J. H. Halbertsma's Het Buddhisme en zijn stichter, Deventer 1843, pp. 3. 10

;

and lie adds, that the people are to this day very careful in picking and carrying the

plompen: if you fall with the flower in your hand, you get the falling sickness.

Plomben, our plumpfen, ON. pornpa, means plumping or plunging down. Ace. to

W. Barnes, ' butterpumps = ovary of the yellow waterlily ;' conf. Lith. pumpa, Slav,

pupa, wen, pimple? Mart. Hamconii Frisia, Franekarae 1620, p. 7, says Friso intro-

duced the cognisance of the seven sea-blades : ' insigne Frisonis, ut Cappidus refert,

septem fuerunt rubra nympheae herbae folia, in tribus argenteis constitutae trabibus

per scutum caeruleum oblicme ductis.' Cappidus is said to have been a priest at Sta-

vorn at the beg. of the 10th century, but nothing more is known of him. Conf. Van
d. Bergh's Volksoverlev. p. 33. 41. 110. Others connect the division of Friesland
into 7 sea-lands with the 7 leaves of the scutcheon ; it is not known for certain when
that division first began ; see De vrije Yries 4, 137.
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2. Animals.

We shall have still more to say about sacred animals, which

enter into more intimate relations with man than dumb nature

can ; but their cultus will admit of being referred to two or three

principal causes. Either they stood connected with particular

gods, and to some extent in their service, as the boar belongs

to Fro, the wolf and raven to Wuotan; or there lies at the basis

the metamorphosis of a higher being into some animal shape,

on the strength of which the whole species comes to be invested

with a halo of honour. That is how we may in some instances

have to take a bear, bull, cow or snake, presupposing an in-

carnation, though our mythology may have long ceased to reach

so far back as to give a full account of it. Then, bordering

close upon such a lowering of the god into the animal, comes

the penal degradation of man into a beast, the old doctrine

of transmigration, in which we discover a third reason for the

consecration of animals, though it does not warrant an actual

worship of them. Those myths, e.g. of the cuckoo, woodpecker,

nightingale, and so on, furnish a fund of beautiful tales, which

enter largely into the hero-worship (see Suppl.).

Quadeupeds.—Foremost of animals I name the horse, the

noblest, wisest, trustiest of domestic animals, with whom the hero

holds friendly talk (p. 392), who sympathizes in his griefs and

rejoices in his victories. As some heroes are named after the

horse (Hengest, Hors), the horse too has proper names given him
;

Norse mythology assigns to nearly every god his separate horse,

endowed with miraculous powers. OSin's steed is named Sleipnir

(p. 154), and is, like some giants and heroes, an octopod. 1 The

other horses of the ases are enumerated by Sa3m. 44a and Sn. 18,

without specifying to which they belonged. Several names are

formed with ' faxi ' (jubatus, comatus, OHG. vahso), as SMnfaxi

(S»m. 32. Sn. 11), GuUfaxi (Sn. 107-10), Hrimfaxi (Saem. 32.

91. Sn. 11), Fr&yfam (Vatnsd. 140-1). Of these, GuUfaxi the

gold-maned belonged to giant Hriingnir, Skinfaxi the shiny-

1 Old riddle on O'Sinn and Sleipnir in the Hcrvararsaga :
' Who are the two that

go to Thing (council) together, and have three eyes, ten legs and one tail between
them? ' A mode of expression quite of a piece with our old habits of speech ; thus
in the Weisthiimer it is said the officers of the court shall come to the assize with 6^
mouths, meaning three men on horseback and a dog.
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maned was the steed of Day, and Hrimfaxi the rirny-maued

(p. 641) of Night. But even Faxi by itself is a name for horses,

e.g. Fornald. sog. 2, 168. 508. Arvakr (early-waker) , Alsvi&r

(all-wise) are horses of the sun-chariot, Ssem. 45. Sn. 12 ; on

Arvakr' s ear, on Alsvinn's l hoof, there were runes written ; also

runes 'a Slevpnis tonnoni (teeth)/ Ssam. 196a
, as well as on the

bear's paw and the wolf's claws. 3 Sva&tifari was the horse that

helped the giant in building, Sn. 46. And our hero-legend has

handed down the names of many famous horses (p. 392). Bajart

is described as intelligent, like AlsvrSr; he is said to be still alive

in Ardennes forest, where you may hear him neigh every year on

Midsummer day (Quatre fils Aimon 180c
). The track of Schim-

ming's shoe stands printed on the rock, Vilk. saga cap. 37 (see

Suppl.).

The Freyfaxi in Vatnsdaslasaga was owned by a man named

Brandr, who is said to have worshipped it (at haun hef$L atriina'3

a Faxa), and was therefore called Faxabrandr. The unpublished

saga of Hrafnkell is known to me only from Miiller's Bibl. 1, 103,

but he too had a horse Freyfaxi (mispr. Freirfara), which he

had half given to Freyr, vowing at the same time to slay the

man who should mount it without his leave. I can give the

passage from Joh. Erici de philippia apud priscos boreales, Lips.

1755, p. 122 :
' Hrafnkell atti ]>ann grip i eigo sinni, er hanom

botti betri enn annar, bat var hestr bleikalottr at lit, er hann

kalla'Si Freyfaxa, hann cjaf Frey vin sinom (supra, pp. 93. 211)

fienna liest halfaim. a bessom hesti hafbi hann sva mikla elsko

(love), at hann strengdi bess heit (vow), at hann skyldi beim

manni at bana verSa, er beim hesti rrSi an hans vilja.' Brand's

' atriina'S ' refers, no doubt, to the same circumstance of his horse

being hallowed and devoted to the god. A striking testimony

to this is found in Olafs Tryggvasonar saga

:

3 Tidings came to

the king, that the Trsendir (men of Drontheim) had turned back

to the worship of Freyr, whose statue still stood among them.

When the king commanded them to break the image, they re-

plied: ' ei munum ver bridta Wkncski Freys, ]?viat ver hofum leingi

1 Svi'Sr, gen. svirms, like rna'Sr, marms.
2 Eeminding of the Germ. Beast-apologue (Reiub. cclxiii.). In Fornald. sog.

1, 169 Eafn prefers, wrongly I think, the reading ' hofSi,' head.
3 Ed. Skalh. 1698. 1690. 2, 190 cap. 49 ; this cap. is left out in Fornru. sog. 2,

189, but inserted at 10, 312.
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honum bionat ok liefr oss vel diigat.' Olafr summoned them

to an assembly, resolving to destroy the idol himself, and sailed

to the coast where the temple (hof) stood. When he landed, he

found the horses of the god grazing there (]>& siiu hans menn stoft-

hross nokr vr3 vegin, er beir sogSu at hann Freyr aetti). The

king mounted the stallion, and his courtiers the mares, and so

they rode to the temple ; Olafr dismounted, walked in and threw

down the idols (gob'in), 1 but took Frey's image away with him.

When the Traendir found their gods dishonoured, and Frey's

image carried off, they were ware that the king had done it, and

they came to the place of meeting. The king had the image set

up in the Thing, and asked the people :
' know ye this man ?

'

' It is Freyr our god ' they answered. ' How has he shewn his

power to you V 'He has often spoken to us, foretold the

future, granted plenty and peace (veitti oss ar oc friS) .'
f The

devil spake to you ' said the king ; then taking an axe, he cried

to the image :
' Now help thyself, and defend thee if thou canst/

Freyr continuing silent, Olafr hewed off both his hands, and then

preached to the people how this idolatry had arisen. The whole

narrative bears the impress of a later age, yet it had sprung out

of Norse tradition, and assures us that liaises were consecrated to

Freyr, and maintained in the hallowed precincts of his temples.

Had not the temples of other gods such horses too ? The animals

that Wilibrord found grazing in Fosete's sanctuary (p. 230) can

hardly have been horses, or he would not have had them slaugh-

tered for food; but the practice of rearing cattle consecrated to

the gods is established by it none the less. And apart from this,

it seems that single beasts were maintained by private worship-

pers of the god.

Such breed of pure and dedicated horses was destined for holy

uses, especially sacrifice, divination, and the periodical tours of

deities in their cars. Their manes were carefully cultivated,

groomed and decorated, as the name Faxi indicates; probably

gold, silver and ribbons were twined or plaited into the locks

{Gullfaxi, Skhifaxi) ; mon gl&ar (juba splendet), Stem. 92% lysir

mon af mari (lucet juba ex equo) 32b
, as indeed the Lat. jubar

suggests juba, because a mane does radiate, and light sends out

1 So that there were other Btatues standing beside Frey's.
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beams in the manner of hair. 1 Gulltoppr, Silfrintoppr are names

of horses whose tails were tied round with gold or silver, Sn. 44.

The names Gyllir and Gler (golden, glittering, ibid.) may be

given them for the same reason, or because their hoofs were

shod with gold, or from the gilding of the bridle and saddle.

Of colours, white was esteemed the noblest ; a king would make
his eutry, or bestow a fief, seated on a milk-white steed. The

Weisthiimer often mention the white horse (e.g. 3, 342. 857) ; if

an inheritance lie vacant, the governor is to mount a white foal,

and taking one man before him and the other behind, to set one

of them down on the property (3, 831; conf. 2, 541). A foal

was esteemed even purer and nobler than a horse (see Suppl.).2

Tacitus (Germ. 9, 10), after saying ' lucos ac nemora conse-

crant,
5 adds :

' Proprium gentis, equorum quoque praesagia ac

monitus experiri. Publice aluntur, iisdem nemoribus ac lucis,

candidi et nullo mortali opere contacti, quos pressos sacro curru

sacerdos ac rex vel princeps civitatis comitantur, hinnitusque ac

fremitus observant. Nee ulli auspicio major fides, non solum

apud plebem, sed apud proceres, apud sacerdotes : se euim

ministros deorum, illos conscios putant

;

' these sacred beasts are

in the secrets of the gods, and can reveal their counsels. And in

christian times the Indiculus pagan, cap. xiii. speaks ' de a,uguriis

equorum/ without describing them further. A horse's neigh is

an omen of good (Sup. I, 239). 3 To warriors victory was fore-

tokened by their chargers' neighing (OHGr. hueion, MHG. weien,

M. Neth. neien, ON. hneggja, Swed. gnagga), and defeat by

their withholding the cheerful spirit-stirring strain : see an in-

stance in the Flem. rhyming chron., ed. Kausler 7152. We

1 Single hairs out of the inane or tail of a sacred horse were treasured up.
Franz Wessel relates, p. 1-1, that when the Johannites preached in a town or village,

they had a fine stallion ridden round, to which the people offered ' afgehowen
woppen (bunch of oat ears) ' ; any one who could get a hair out of the horse's tail,

thought himself lucky, and sewed it into the middle of his milk-strainer, and the
milk was proof against witchcraft.

2 A foal's tooth, it seems, was hung about the person, and worn as a safeguard.
A MHG. poet says :

' gevater unde fuli-zant an grozen nceten sint ze swach,' god-
fathers and foal's teeth are too weak in great emergencies, MS. 2, 160b

. To let

children ride on a black foal makes them cut their teeth easily, Superst. I, 428.

From Eracl. 1320. 1485 fiil-zene appear to be the milk-teeth shed by a foal (see

Suppl.).
3 What the breath of a swine has polluted, is set right again by that of the

horse (Sup. I, 820. K, 92) ; the horse is a clean animal. It helps a woman in labour,

for a horse to feed out of her apron (Sup. I, 337).
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know how the Persians chose a king by the neighing of his

horse, Herod. 3, 84. In the Norwegian tale Grirnsborken (Asb.

and Moe, no. 38) a foal is suckled by twelve mares, and gets to

talk sensibly (see Suppl.).

And as Mi mi's head retained its wisdom after it was cut off

(379), heathendom seems to have practised all sorts of magic by

cutting off horse's heads and sticking them up. In a nursery-tale

(no. 89) the trusty Falada's head is nailed up over the gate, and

carries on converse with the king's daughter. This cutting off

and setting up of horse's heads has been mentioned at p. 47-8 as

an ancient German custom. Pliny 19, 10 (58) notices, as a remedy

for caterpillars :
' si palo imponantur in hortis ossa capitis ex

equino genere.' In Scandinavia they stuck a horse's head on a

pole, and turned the gaping jaws, propped open with a stick, in

the direction whence the man they had a spite against, and

wished to harm, was sure to come.1 This was called a neidstange

(spite-stake). Saxo Gram. p. 75 : Immolati diis equi abscissum

caput conto excipiens, subjectis stipitibus distentos faucium rictus

appniit, sperans se primos Erici conatus atrocis spectaculi for-

midine frustraturum. Arbitrabatur enim ineptas barbarorum

mentes oblatae cervicis terriculamento cessuras; et jam Ericus

obvium illis iter agebat. Qui prospecto eminus capite, obscoenita-

tis apparatum intelligens, silere socios cautiusque se gerere jubet,

nee quemquam temere praacipitare sermonem, ne incauto effamine

ullurn maleficiis instruerent locum, adjiciens, si sermone opus

incideret, verba se pro omnibus habiturum. Jamque medius illos

amnis secreverat, cum magi, ut Ericum pontis aditu deturbarent,

en

n

firm quo equi caput refixerant fluvio citiraum locant. Ille

nihilominus pontem intrepide aggressus, 'in latorem' inquit

( gestaminis sui fortuna recidat, nos melior consequatur eventus.

Male maleficis cedat, infaustae molis gerulum onus obruat, nobis

potiora tribuant omina sospitatem !
' Nee secus quam optabatur

evenit : continuo namque excussa cervice ruens ferentem stipes

oppressit.—Egilssaga p. 389 : Egill tok i kond ser heslis staung

(hazel rod), ok geek a bergsnaus nockura, )ki er vissi til lands

inn. ]>& tok hann hross-hofucf ok setti up a staungina. siSan veitti

1 Wolves' heads were in like manner held open with hazel rods and hung up
Isengr. 645-7-8. Reinardus 3, 293. 312. Reinnart, introd. p. lxix.
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liann forraala ok meelti sva : 'her set ek upp ni&staung, ok sny

ek ]?essu ni'Si a hond Eiriki konimgi ok Gunnhilda drottnmgu.'

hann sneri hross-lwf&lnu inn a land.—At other times they carved

a man's head out of wood, and fastened it to a stake which was

inserted in the breast of a slaughtered horse} Vatnsd. saga, p.

142 : Iokull skar karls hofut a sulu endann, ok risti a riiuar med
ollum heim formala sem fyrr var sagdr, siSan drap Iokull mer

eina (killed a mare), ok opnuSu hana hia briostinu, foerffu a

suluna, ok letu horfa ]?eim a Borg (see Suppl.). It is well worth

noticing, that to this very day the peasants' houses in a part

of Lower Saxony (Liineburg, Holstein, Mecklenburg) have horses'

heads carved on the gables : they look upon it merely as an orna-

ment to the woodwork of the roof, but the custom may reach

far back, and have to do with the heathen belief in outward-

pointing heads keeping mischief away from houses. 2 The Jahrb.

of the Meckl. verein 2, 118 says, these horses' heads are nailed

transversely on each gable-end (ktihlende) of the roof, a remin-

iscence of the sacred horses of the ancients. Heinr. Schreiber

(Taschenb. f. 1840, p. 240 seq.) has likewise noticed these horses

rushing at each other on gables of the older houses in Romanic

Rhsetia (not Germ. Switz., but Tyrol ; see Zingerle's Sitten

p. 55) ; he is decidedly over hasty in pronouncing them a Celtic

symbol, for if we were to say that the custom in L. Saxony was

a legacy from the earlier Celtic inhabitants, criticism would lose

all firm footing. To me this custom, as well as horse-worship

altogether, seems to belong equally to Celts, Teutons and Slavs

;

what particular branches of these races were most addicted to

it, will by degrees unfold itself to future research (see Suppl.).

Prastorius (Weltbeschr. 2, 162-3) relates, that the Non-German

people (Wends) used to keep off or extirpate cattle-plagues by

fixing round their stables the heads of mad horses and cows on

1 Conf. Sup. I, 838, planting the willow in the dead foal's mouth.
2 Pretty much as they turned the eagle's head on the house, and thought

thereby to shift the wind (p. 633-4). The heathen practice of fastening up animals'

heads explains many very old names of places in Germ, and France, as Berhaupten,

Tierluiupten, Boshaupten, Schm. 2, 223. Ad locum qui nuncupatur caput caballi-

num, Pertz 2, 278. Ad locum qui vocatur caput equi (Vita S. Magni, in Canisius's

Lect. ant. 1, 667), with the addition in Goldast (Scr. rer. Alem. i. 2, 198) :
' et idcirco

vocatus est ille locus caput equi, quia omnes venatores reliquerant ibi suos caballos,

et pedestres ibant ad venandum.' Obviously a false later interpretation ; in fact

this life of St. Magnus (Magnoald, Mangold) has a good many interpolations, conf.

Mabillon*s Acta Bened. sec. 2, p. 505.
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hedge-stakes; also that if at night their horses were ridden

to exhaustion by the night-hag or leeton, they put a horse's head

among the fodder in the crib, and this would curb the spirit's

power over the beast. Very likely the superstitious burying of

a dead head in the stable (I, 815) means that of a horse, 1 conf.

Chap. XXXVIII., Nightmare. In Holland they hang a horse's

head over pigstyes (Westendorp p. 518), in Mecklenburg it is

placed under a sick man's pillow (Jahrb. 2, 128). We saw

the horse's head thrown into the Midsummer fire with a view to

magical effects (p. G18).2

Praetorius's account is enough to shew that Slavs agreed with

Germans in the matter of horse- worship. But older and weightier

witnesses are not wanting. Dietmar of Merseburg (6, 17. p. 812)

reports of the Luitizers, i.e. Wilzes :

c Terrain cum tremore

infodiunt, quo sortibus emissis [imm. ?] rerum certitudinem du-

biarum perquirant. Quibus finitis, cespite viridi eas operientes,

equum, qui maximus inter alios habetur et ut sacer ab his vener-

atur, super fixas in terram duorum cuspides hastilium inter se

transmissorum supplici obsequio ducunt, et praemissis sortibus

quibus id explicavere prius, per hunc quasi divinum denuo

augurantur ; et si in duabus his rebus par omen apparet, factis

completur; sin autem, a tristibus populis hoc prorsus omittitur.'

—The Vita beati Ottonis episcopi bambergensis, composed by an

unknown contemporary (Canisius iii. 2, 70), relates more fully of

the Pomeranians, whom Otto converted a.d. 1124: ' Habebant

eaballum mirae magnitudinis, et pinguem, nigrl coloris, et acrem

valde. Iste toto anni tempore vacabat, tantaeque fuit sanctitatis

ut nullum dignaretur sessorem; habuitque unum de quatuor

sacerdotibus templorum custodem diligentissimum. Quando ergo

itinera terrestri contra hostes aut praedatum ire cogitabant,

eventum rei hoc niodo solebant praediscere. Hastae novem dis-

ponebantur humo, spatio unius cubiti ab invicem separatae.

Strato ergo caballo atque frenato, sacerdos, ad quern pertinebat

custodia illius, tentum freno per jaeentes hastas transversa

m

ducebat ter, atque reducebat. Quod si pedibus inoffensis hastisque

1 Conf. Fornald. sog. 2, 168. 300, what is said of Faxi's hross-haus.
- Why should the monks in the abbey have a caput caballinum / Reinhar''us

3, 2032. 2153. Does the expression spun out of a dead hurne's head ' in Burcaid,

Waldis 1, 2, mean enchanted ?
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indisturbatis equus transibat, signum habuere prosperitatis, et

securi pergebant ; sin autem, quiescebant.'—Here the holy steed

is led across nine spears lying a cubit apart from one another, in

Dietmar's older narrative over the points of two crossed spears

;

of course the Luitizers may have had a different method from the

Pomeranians. Saxo Gram. p. 321 gives yet a third account of

the matter respecting the Slavs of Riigen :
' Praeterea peculiarem

albi coloris equum tit\x\o possidebat (numen), cujus jubae out caudae

pilos convellere nefarium ducebatur. Hunc soli sacerdoti pascendi

insidendique jus erat, ne divini animalis usus quo frequentior hoc

vilior haberetur. In hoc equo, opinione Rugiae, Svantovitus (id

simulacro vocabulum erat) adversus sacrorum suorum hostes bella

gerere credebatur. Cujus rei praecipuum argumentum exstabat,

quod is nocturno tempore stabulo insistens adeo plerumque mane

sudore ac luto respersus videbatur,1 tanquam ab exercitatione

veniendo magnorum itinerum spacia percurrisset. Auspicia

quoque per eundem equum hujusmodi sumebantur. Cum bellum

adversum aliquam provinciam suscipi placuisset, ante fanum tri-

plex hastarum ordo ministrorum opera disponi solebat, in quorum

quolibet binae e traverso junctae conversis in terram cuspidibus

figebantur, aequali spaciorum magnitudine ordines disparante.

Ad quos equus ductandae expeditionis tempore, solenni precatione

praemissa, a sacerdote e vestibulo cum loramentis productus, si

propositos ordines ante dextro quam laevo pede transcenderet,

faustum gerendi belli omen accipiebatur. Sin laevum vel semel

dextro praetulisset, petendae provinciae propositum mutabatur.'

—

This description is still more exact : the sacred horse, here attri-

buted to the deity himself who bestrides him by night, is led

three times over two spears planted crosswise, that is, over six

spears, and must, for the omen to be favourable, pass each row

with his right foot foremost ; if at even one row he has lifted

the left before the right, misfortune is threatened. The colour

ascribed to the steed is white as in Tacitus, not black as in the

biographer of Otto.

The Chronica Augustensis ad. an. 1068 (in Freher 1, 349)

says, that Bp. Burcard of Halberstadt (the Buko still known in

1 As the horse ridden by the night-spirit is covered with dust and sweat the

next morning (see p. 287 and Suppl.).
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our children's game) took away their sacred horse from the

Lutizers, and rode home to Saxony on it himself: 'Burcardus

Halberstatensis episcopus Luiticiorum provinciam ingressus in-

cendit, vastavit, avectoque equo quern pro deo in Rheda 1 aolebant,

super eum sedens in Saxoniam rediit.''

May we then adopt the hypothesis, that Dietmar and the

Augsburg chronicler mean the sacred horse of Radigast at

Rhetra, and Saxo and the author of the Vita Ottonis that of

Sviatovit at Arkona ? Each of these gods 2 had horses hallowed

to him, and others may have had the same. And so in Germany

too, horses may have been dedicated to several deities, and

divination performed with them under similar forms ; especially

to the gods Frouwo (p. 656) and Wuotan (p. 154-5-6).

Some accounts of the reverence paid to sacred horses in Dit-

marsen have a doubtful look. The Rieswold or Riesumwold on

the confines of N. and S. Ditmarsen is said to have been a holy

wood, in which human sacrifices were offered, and white horses

consecrated to gods were maintained.3 This is simply an unauthor-

ized appropriation of the statement in Tacitus to a particular

locality. There is more of local colour in what Bolten 1, 262 re-

peats after the suspicious Carsten, that at Windbergen there

stood a grove set apart to Hesus (!), which is still called Hesc

or Heseholt.4 In the grove two white horses, a young and an

old, were fed for the god, no one was allowed to mount them, and

good or bad auguries were gathered from their neighing and

leaping. Some talk of ten or even twenty horses. A priest of

the god stuck staves in the ground, led the bridled steed along,

and by certain processes made it leap slowly over the starves.

Joh. Aldolfi, i.e. Neocorus, who is cited in support, says nothing

at all about it. The immunity from mounting is another point of

agreement with those Slav horses.

1 Not ' in rheda ' (Wedekiud's Notes 1, 173). Ehetra, a chief place of Slav
heathenism, placed by Adam of Bremen in the land of the Eetharii, where stands
the temple of Redigost ; Dietmar gives the Lutiz town in the ' grau Riedera ' itself

the name of Riedegost.
2 Sviatovit or Svantevit has been confounded with St. Vitus, sanctus Vitus

(conf. Acta sanctor. 15 Jun. p. 1018) ; but we cannot possibly make the god
Svantevit originate in Vitus.

3 Falk's Collection of treatises, 5, 103. Tondern, 1828.
4 This Hese-ivood may however remind us of the ' silva Heisi, Hese ' on the

Rubr in Westph. (Lacombl. no. 6. 17. Gl. 260) and the ' silva caesia'
1

of Tacitus.
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But in the case of the heathen Livonians the Slav custom

admits of proof. The Chronicon livonicum vetus relates ad

an. 1192 (in Gruber p. 7): ' Colligitur populus, voluntas deorum

de immolatione (fratris Theoderici cisterciensis) sorte inquiritur.

Ponitur lancea, calcat equus ; pedem vitae deputatum (the right

foot) nutu dei praeponit. Orat frater ore, manu benedicit.

Ariolus deum Christianorum equi dorso insidere et pedem equi

ad praeponendum movere asserit, et ob hoc equi dorsum tergen-

dum, quo deus elabatur. Quo facto, dum equus vitae pedem

praeponit ut prius, frater Theodoricus vitae reservatur.' Here a

heathen and a christian miracle met.

This worship was also an Old Prussian one :
' Prussorum aliqui

equos nigros, quidam albi colons, propter deos suos non aude-

bant aliqualiter equitare.' Dusburg 3, 5 (see Suppl.). 1

The sacrificing of horses, and the eating of horseflesh inseparable

from it, have been noticed (pp. 47-49). Strabo reports, that the

Yeneti offered a white horse to Diomed (v. 1, 9. Siebenk. 2, 111.

Casaub. 215. Kramer 1, 339). The Indians get up grand horse-

sacrifices with imposing ceremonies. What is told of the Kal-

muks appears worthy of notice. Among them you see numbers

of scaffolds erected, bearing horses' hides and heads, the remains

of former sacrifices. By the direction of the horse's head to east

or west, you can tell if the sacrifice was offered to a good or

evil spirit.2 On the one hand it suggests that sacrificial fixing

of horses' heads in a particular direction in Germany, which

under Christianity was treated as wicked sorcery ; and on the

other hand the ' pira equinis sellis constructa ' in Jornandes, and

the arj/xa of the Scythian kings in Herodotus (see RA. 676, and

Suppl.).3

Of honours paid to oxen I have not so much to tell, though

they are not at all a matter of doubt, if only because bullocks

were sacrificed, and bulls drew the car of the Frankish kings, RA.

262. War-chariots continued to have oxen till late in the Mid.

Awes : ' capto ducis (Lovaniensis) vexillo, dicto gallice standart,

1 Sup. M, 35 shews that Esthonians ascribe prophetic powers to the horse.

2 Ledebour's Eeise nach dem Altai, Berl. 1830. 2, 54-5.

3 A Sansk. name for the horse is Sr'tbhratri, brother of Sri (Lakshrni), because,

like her (and Apbrodite) it rose out of the sea-waves, Pott 2, 407. Still more

natural is the identification of horse and ship.
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opere plumario a regina Angliae ei misso, quod fastu superbiae

quadriga bourn ferebat/ Chapeaville 2, 69 (an. 1129). A chariot

drawn by four ivhite oxen in Lorraine occurs in Scheffer's Haltaus,

p. 251. In Plutarch's Marius cap. 23 is the well-known story of

the Cimbrians swearing over a brazen bull, by which the Mecklen-

burgers account for the bull's head in their arms (Mascov 1, 13).

At Hvitabter the people worshipped an ox (Fornald. sog. 1, 253),

at Upsal a cow (1, 254. 260-6. 270-2; see Suppl.).

Whilst among horses the stallion is more honoured than the

mare, among neat the cow seems to take the lead. Klne were

yoked to the car of Nerthus [and two milch- kine to the ark of

Jehovah] . The Edda speaks of a cow named Au&umbla, which

plays a great part in the origin of men and gods (p. 559), and was

no doubt regarded as a sacred beast. By the side of that faith

in horses (p. 656) we find an 'atrunaSr a ku.' King Eysteinn of

Sweden put faith in a cow called Sibil]a : 'hun var sva miuk

blotin (so much worshipped), at menu mattu eigi standast lat

hennar' ; they used to lead her into battle, Fornald. sog. 1, 251.

260. King Ogvaldr carried a sacred cow with him everywhere,

by sea and by land, and constantly drank of her milk (Fornm.

sog. 2, 138. 10,302).!

The horns of cows, like the manes of horses, were adorned

with gold: ( gullkyrndar kyr/ Seem. 73a
. 141 a

; and the herdsman

of the Alps still decks the horns of his cattle with ribbons and

flowers. Oxen for sacrifice are sure not to have lacked this

decoration.

The Sanskrit gavs (bos and vacca), root go, ace. gam, Pers.

ghau, gho, corresponds to Lett, gohw, OHG. chuo, AS. cu, ON.

kyr. What is more important, ' go ' likewise means terra and

plaga (Bopp's Gram. § 123. Gloss, p. 108b
), so that it touches

the Gr. yd, 77}. Taking with this the presence of Au&umbla in

the Norse history of creation, we can perhaps connect rinta (the

earth) and Rindr (p. 251) with our rind armentum ; it is true

this 'rind' originally began with hr (Graff 4, 1171), and is the

1 What can the black cow mean in the following phrases? ' the b. c. crushes
him ' (Hiipel's Livland. idiot. 131); 'the b. c. has trodden him' (Etner's Apoth.
514). The Hor. Belg. 6, 97. 101 (conf. 2

-

2;5) speaks ' van onser goeden blaren cur, van
miere blaren coe' ; and Ir. elfenm. cxx. of the blue cow. It is dangerous to Kill

the black cow, Sup. I, 887. A Slovfenic name for the rainbow is mavra = black uow.
[Eng. ' the b. c. has trodden on his foot,' of sorrow, esp. bereavement.]
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AS. hrySer, broker, but who can tell whether ' rinde ' cortex was

not once aspirated too ? Evpooirr], the name of one quarter of

the earth, must surely also mean earth (evpela the broad) , and on

p. 338 I made a guess that Europe/,, whom Zeus courted in the

shape of a bull, must herself have been thought of as a cow, like

Io ; it was not the earth took name from her, but she from the

earth. On the worship of cows and oxen by the Indians, Egypt-

ians and Romans, I refer to A. W. SchlegeFs learned treatise. 1

The Israelites also made a burnt- offering of ' a red heifer (Goth,

kalbo) upon which never came yoke/ Numb. 19, 2 (see Suppl.).

The boar and the he-goat were holy sacrificial beasts (p. 50-1-2),

the boar 2 dedicated to Freyr (p. 213), he and she goats to Thurr

(p. 185), as goats are even yet considered devil's creatures.3 To

that divine boar's account I think we are also entitled to set

down the old song out of which Notker has preserved a passage

(he whose foreign learning so seldom suffers him to put down

anything he knew of his own country) :

Imo sint fuoze fuodermaze,

imo sint burste ebenho forste,

unde zene sine zuelif-elnige

;

his bristles are even-high with the forest, and his tusks twelve ells

long. A reason for the veneration of the boar has been found

in the fact that he roots up the ground, and men learnt from him

to plough. The Slavs also seem to have worshipped boars

:

' Testatur idem antiquitas, errore delusa vario, si quando his

saeva longae rebellionis asperitas immineat, ut e mari praedicto

(near Riedergost) aper magnus et candido dente e spumis luces-

cente exeat, seque in volutabro delectatum terribili quassatione

multis ostendat/ Ditm. merseb. p. 812 (see Suppl.).

None but domestic animals were fit for sacrifice, and not all of

them, in particular not the dog, though he stands on much the

same footing with his master as the horse ; he is faithful and in-

telligent, yet there is something mean and unclean about him,

1 Ind. bibl. 2, 288—295.
2 He enjoys a double appellation : OHG. epur, AS. eofor ; and OHG. per, AS.

bar (Goth, bills?).
3 While God (Wuotan) made tbe wolf (p. 147), the devil (Donar?) produced the

goat. In some places they will not eat goats' feet (Tobler p. 214).

This compilation © Phoenix E-Books UK
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which makes his name a handle to the tongue of the scorner. It

seems worthy of notice, that dogs can see spirits (Sup. I, 1111),

and recognise an approaching god while he is yet hidden from

the human eye. When Grimnir entered the house of Geirr6"Sr,

there was f eingi hundr sva olnir, at a hann mundi hlaupa/ the

kino- bade seize the dark-cloaked giant, ' er eigi vildo hundar

ara^a/ Seem. 39. 40. So when Hel prowls about, the dogs per-

ceive her. The Greeks had exactly the same notion : at Athena's

approach, no one espies her, not even Telemachos, only Odysseus

and the dogs, Od. 16, 160 :

ov8' apa TrjXe/jbaxos tSev avriov, ovB' evo^crev,

ov yap 7T(w Travreacri 6eol (palvovrat ivap<yeis,

aW' 'Oovaevs re /cvveq re 'i$ov, kcli p' ov% vXulovto, 1

/cvv£rj0p,a> erepcocre Bed GTaOfiolo (po{3r]0ev,

(they did not bark, but fled whining through the tent).—The

howling of dogs is ominous (Sup. I, 493), and gives notice of fire.

OSinn is provided with dogs, 'VrSris grey,' Sasm. 15P ; so are

the norns (p. 410), 'noma grey,' 273a
. But whence arose the

story in the early Mid. Ages, of St. Peter and his dog ? In the

AS. Saturn and Solomon (Kemble p. 186), one asks :

c saga me,

hwilc man erost wasre ivicF hund sprecende ? ' and the other

answers :
' ic ]>e secge, sanctus Petras.' The Nialss. cap. 158 p.

275 contains a spell to save from the power of the watersprite :

( runnit hefr hundr fiinn, Petr 'postoli, till Roms tysvar (twice), ok

mundi (would) renna it brroja sinn, ef ]ni leyfdir' (see Suppl.).

Among wild beasts of the wood were some that men regarded

with awe, and treated with respect: above all, the bear, wolf and

fox. I have shewn that it was an ancient and widespread custom

in Europe to bestow names of honour on these three (Reinh. p.

lv. ccvii. 446), 2 and that with our ancestors the boar passed for

the king of beasts (p. xlviii. seq. ccxcv.). A doc. of 1290 (Lang's

Regr 4, 467) presents the surname 'Chuonratder h&iligbar'; with

this connect the name Ealecbern (Trad. corb. Wig. § 268), the

ON. Hallbiomj and the still older names, male and female, ON.

1 In a Dan. folksong 1, 207-9 they bark at a spectre. Barking and not bark-

ing are the same thing here.
2 A striking confirmation appears in V. Hugo's Notre Daino de Paris 2, 272 : lie

states, from a book or from oral tradition, that, the Gipsies call the fox piedbUu,

cuureur ties bois, the wolf piedgris, pteddorg, and the bear vieux or ijrandpere.
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Asbiorn, AS. Osbeorn, OHG-. Anspew, and ON". Asbirna, OHG.
Anspirin (in Walth. Ospirn), Ospirinberg, MB. 28. 2, 123; ap-

parently the legend of the animal's sacredness was still in full

swing among the people. Biom was a side-name of Thorr, and
Welsh legend presents king Arthur as a bear and a god, which is

not to be accounted for by the mere resemblance of his name to

aprcro<; : the bear in the sky plays a most dignified part. In the

Edda a by-name of the bear is Vetrli&i, hiemem sustinens (Sn.

179. 222), because he sleeps through winter, and winter was

called biarnar-nott ; the name was passed on to men, as ' VetrliM

skald' in Fornm. sog. 2, 202, and a Vetrliffi 3, 107 whose name
reproduces his father's name Asbiorn. 1 The myth of the white

bear and the wee wight was alluded to, p. 479. It is not to

be overlooked, that certain beast-fables get converted into human
myths, and vice versa : e.g., the parts of bear and fox are handed

over to a giant or the devil. Thus, the Esthonian tale of the

man who goes partners with the bear in raising turnips and oats

(Reinhart cclxxxviii.) is elsewhere told of a man and the devil.

Such overlapping of the beast-fable with other traditions is an

additional guarantee of the epic nature of the former.—Two
wolves, Geri and Freki, were sacred to OSinn : whatever food was

set before him, he gave to them to eat, Sn. 4; they were, so

to speak, the hounds of the god (VrSris grey). I should like to

know where Hans Sachs picked up that striking notion of the

Lord God having chosen wolves to be His hunting dogs.2 A
son of Loki, Fenrisiilfr, makes his appearance in wolf's shape

among the gods ; no metamorphosis occurs more frequently in

our antiquities than that of men into were-wolves.—Both wolf

and bear are a favourite cognisance in coats of arms, and a great

many names of men are compounded with them : neither fact is

true of the fox. Hence the dearth of mythical conceptions linked

with the fox ; a few traces have been pointed out in Reinh. ccxcvi.,3

1 The name Weturlit is also found in the Necrolog. augiense (Mone 98b
).

- Ed. 1558. i, 499d :
' die wolf er im erwelen gund ('gan choose), und het sie hei

ihm fur jagdhund.'
3 Klaproth finds in Japanese books, that the people in Japan worship the inari

(fox) as a tutelar god : little temples are dedicated to him in many houses, espec.

of the commoner folk. They ask his advice in difficulties, and set rice or beans for

him at night. If any of it is gone in the morning, they believe the fox has con-

sumed it, and draw good omens from it ; the contrary is an unlucky sign (Nouv.
anuales des voyages, Dec. 1833, p. 298). They take him to be a kami i.e. the soul

of a good man deceased (ibid.)
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and the kindcrmarchen no. 38 has furnished him with nine tails,

as Sleipnir had eight legs, and some heroes and gods four

arms.

Freyja's car was drawn by two cats (tveim kottum), p. 305.

Now, as fres in ON. means both he-cat and bear, it has lately

been contended, not without reason, that kottum may have been

substituted for fressum, and a brace of bears have been really

meant for the goddess, as Cybele's car was drawn by lions,

p. 254. For Puss-in-boots see pp. 503-9, and the Norweg. tale in

Folkeeventyr no. 29. Cats and weasels pass for knowing beasts

with magical powers, whom one has good reason to indulge, Sup.

I, 292 (see Suppl.).

Birds.—With birds the men of old lived on still more intimate

terms, and their greater nimbleness seemed to bespeak more of

the spiritual than was in quadrupeds. I will here quote some

instances of wild fowl being fed by man. Dietmar of Merseb.

relates of Mahtildis, Otto I.'s mother (Pertz 5, 740) :
' non solum

pauperibus, verum etiam avibus victum subministrabat ;
' and we

find the same in the Vita Mahtild. ^Pertz. 6, 294) :

e nee etiam

oblita est volucrum aestivo tempore in arboribus resonantium,

praecipiens ministris sub arbores proicere micas panis.' In Nor-

way they used to put out bunches of corn for the sparrows on

Yule-eve :
' Jule-aften at sette trende korabaand paa stoer under

aaben himmel ved laden og foe-huset till spurrens fode, at de

niiste aar ikke skal giore skade (do no harm next year) paa

ageren,' Hiorthoi Gulbrands dalen, Kb. 1785. 1, 130; it was a

sacrifice offered to the birds, to keep them from ravaging the

crops. It reminds one of the legacy to birds on Walther von

der Vogelweide's tombstone, whose very name denotes ' pascua

avium/

Gods and goddesses often change themselves into birds, but

giants possess the same power too. The Esthonian god Tarapila

flies from one place to another, p. 77; the Greek imagination

pictured winged gods, the Hebrew winged angels, the Old German

a maiden with swan's wings. The Norse gods and giants put on

an eagle's coat, antar-Jiain,ip. 633n., the goddesses a falcon's coat,

vals-ham, p. 302. Wind is described as a giant and eagle, p.

033, and sacred eagles scream on the mountains :
' orn gul aria,
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arar gullo,' Ssem. 142a 149a
. Wolfram thinks of the earth as a

bird, when he says, Wh. 308, 27 :

so diu erde ir gevidere rert

nnde si der meie lert

ir muze alsus volrecken (see Suppl.).

Domestic fowl available for sacrifice, notably the cock and the

goose, have but few mythic aspects that I know of. Fire is de-

cribed as a red cock (p. 601) : H. Sachs has the phrase ' to make
the red cock ride on one's rooftree/ and the Danes e den rode

hane galer over taget/ the red cock ctows on the thack (the

fire crackles). Red cocks in preference had to be brought in

payment of ground rent (formerly perhaps in sacrifice), RA. 376.

The Yoluspa 54 sets before us f Fialarr, fagur-rau&r hani ; singing

in the forest ; a golden-crested cock awakes the heroes, a dark

one crows in the nether world. In the Danish song 1, 212 there

is meaning in the crowing of a red and a black cock one after the

other; and another song 1, 208 adds a white cock as well. An-
other cock in the Edda, Yi'Sofnir, perches on MioiamerSr, Sasm.

109a
; with him Finn Magnusen (Lex. myth. 824. 1090) would

connect the cock they stick on the Maypole. The Wends erected

cross-trees, but, secretly still heathen at heart, they contrived to

fix at the very top of the pole a weathercock} In one fairy-tale,

no. 108, HansmeinigeFs cock sits on a tree in the wood. I do not

know when the gilded cock on the church-steeple was introduced ;

it can hardly have been a mere weather-vane at first. Guibertus

in Yita sua, lib. 1 cap. 22, mentions a gallus super turri, so that

the custom prevailed in France at the beginning of the 12th

century; in S. Germany we know it existed two centuries earlier.

Eckehard tells of the great irruption of Hungarians :
' duo ex illis

accendunt campanarium, cujus cacuminis gallum aureum putantes,

deumque loci sic vocatum, non esse nisi carioris metalli materia

fusum, lancea dum unus, ut eum revellat, se validus protendit, in

atrium de alto cecidit et periit' (Pertz 2, 105). The Hungarians

took this gilded cock (gallus) for the divinity of the place, and

perhaps were confirmed in their error by the bird's name being

the same as that of St. Gallus ; they even left the minster stand -

1 Armalen der Churbr. Hanrtov. laude, 8 jahrg. p. 284. Some think the cock
referred to Peter's denial.
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ing for fear of him: 'monasterio, eo quod Galhis, deus ejus,

ignipotens sit, tandem omisso ' (ibid. 106). x Tit. 407: ' uz golde

ein ar gercetet, gefiuret unde gefunkelfc ufjeglich leriuze gelcetet.

True, the cock is an emblem of vigilance, and the watchman, to

command a wide view, must be highly placed

;

2 but it is quite

possible that the christian teachers, to humour a heathen custom

of tying cocks to the tops of holy trees, made room for them on

church-towers also, and merely put a more general meaning on

the symbol afterwards (see Suppl.).

At the head of wildfowl the eagle stands as king, and is the

messenger of Jove. In our beast-fables the raven seems to take

upon him the parts both of wolf and of fox, uniting the greed

of the one with the other's cunning. Two ravens, Huginn and

Man inn, are, like the two wolves, constant companions of OSinn

(p. 147) ; their names express power of thought and remembrance :

they bring him tidings of all that happens. 3 Compare the sage

sparrow (sporr) of the Norse king Dag (Yngl. saga 21), who

gathers news for him out of all countries, and whose death he

avenges by an invasion. Those scouts of OSinn seem to be

alluded to in several stories, e.g., Olaf Tryggv. cap. 28, where

screaming ravens testify that OSinn accepts the offering pre-

sented ; and in Nialss. 119 two ravens attend a traveller all day.

In like manner St. Gregory is escorted by three flying ravens,

Paul. Diac. 1, 26. In the beautiful myth of king Oswald, the

raven who gets his plumage bound with gold (conf. the falcon,

Ms. 1, 38b
) acts an essential part : he has nothing of the fiendish

nature afterwards imputed to this bird. It shews the same

tendency, that where the Bible says of the raven sent out of the

ark by Noah, simply that he e%eh.6iov ovk avearpetye (Gen. 8, 7),

1 All very legendary ; for the Hungarian attack on the monastery of Herzfeld

(Hirutfeld) on the Lippe is related much in the same way in the Vita S. Idae, viz.

that having scaled the nolarius, but not succeeded in wrenching off the bills, they

suddenly tied, aliquid ibi esse divalis numinis suspicati sunt (Pertz 2, 573). Here
the cock does not come into play, the bells do it all.

2 Minister's Sinnbilder der alten Christen, p. 55. As Gregory the Greaf explains

galius by ' praedicator ' (Opp., Paris 1705. i, 959. 961), and again speculator by the

same ' praedicator,' he may in the following passage have had the cock in view,

without naming him: 'speculator semper in altitudine stat, ut imidquid venturum
sit longe prospiciat,' ibid, i, 1283.

3 In a Slovenic fairy-tale somebody had a raven (vrdna) who was all-knowing

(vedezh), and used to tell him everything when he came home. Murko's Sloven,

deutsclns wtb. Gratz 1833. p. 690.
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our Teutonic poetizers must make him alight on carrion, Cgedm.

87, 11. Diut. 3, 60. King Arthur, whom we lately met as a

bear, is said to have been converted into a raven : ' que anda

hasta ahora convertido en cuervo, y le esperan en su reyno por

momentos,' Don Quixote 1, 49. In folksongs it is commonly a

bird that goes on errands, brings intelligence of what has passed,

and is sent out with messages : the Bohemians say ' to learn it

of the bird' (dowedeti se po ptacku, see Suppl.).

In our legends, birds converse together on the destinies of

men, and foretell the future. Ravens reveal to the blind the

means of recovering their sight, KM. no. 107. Domestic fowls

discuss the impendiug ruin of the castle, Deut. sag. 1, 202. In

the HelgaqvrSa, Ssem. 140-1, a wise bird (fugl froShuga'Sr) is

introduced talking and prophesying to men, but insists on a

tem.ple and sacrifices before he will tell them more. In one

German story, men get to understand the language of birds by

eating of a white snake, KM. no. 17. SigurSr understands it too,

the moment the heart's blood of the dragon Fafnir has got from

his finger-tips to his tongue : and then swallows (igSor) give him

sound advice, Sasm. 190-1. To kill swallows brings misfortune :

ace. to Sup. I, 378 it occasions four weeks' raiu ; and their nests

on the houses no one dares knock down. From Saxo's account

(p. 327) of the oaken statue of Rugivit, we may conclude that the

Slavs had let swallows build on it in peace (see Suppl.).

The mythical character of the swan is certified by the legend

of swan-wives (p. 426) and by the bird's own death-song (see

Suppl.). The stork too was held inviolable, he is like swallows

a herald of spring ; his poetic name certainly reaches back to

heathen times, but hitherto has baffled all explanation. OHG.

glosses give odebero, Graff 3, 155, udebero, Sumerl. 12, 16,

otivaro, odebore, Fundgr. 1, 386, odeboro, Gl. Tross; MHG.
adebar only in Diut. 3, 453 ; MLG. edebere, Bran's Beitr. 47,

adebar, Reinke, 1777. 2207; M. Neth. odevare, hodevare, Rein.

2316. Clignett 191 j New Neth. oyevdr ; New LG. eber, aber,

atjebar ; AS. and Norse have nothing similar. The ' bero, boro '

is bearer, but the first word, so long as the quantity of its vowel

remains doubtful, is hard to determine ; the choice would lie

between luck-bringer (fr. St opes) and child-bringer, which last

fits in with the faith, still very prevalent, that the stork brings
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babies. If, beside the OS. partic. odan, AS. eaden, ON. auSinn

(genitus), we could produce a subst. 6d, ead (proles), all would be

straight. The prose word, OHG. storah, AS. store, ON. storhr,

may be just as old. In Frisian superstition there occur meta-

morphoses of storks into men, and of men into storks. A lay

of Wolfram 5, 21 declares that storks never hurt the crops (see

Suppl.).

The woodpecker was held sacred by ancient peoples of Italy,

and ranked as the bird of Mars, 'ilpeo? opvis : perched on a

wooden pillar (eVt klovos %v\lvov) he prophesied to the Sabines

in the grove by Matiena (or Matiera, Dion. hal. 1, 14. Reiske

p. 40) ; he had once guided them on their way, (op/j.7)vrat ol

TLiKevTlvoL hpvoKoXdiTTov ttjv 68bv rjyecrafievov, Strabo v, p. 240.

And he purveyed for Romulus and Remus when the wolfs milk

did not suffice them, Ov. Fasti 3, 37. 54 ; conf. Niebuhr 1, 245.

Ace. to Virg. Aen. 7, 189 and Ov. Met. 14, 321 Picus was the

son of Saturn and father of Faunus, 1 and was changed into the

bird. The apparent relationship of this Picus to our poem of

Beowulf (bee-hunter, i.e. woodpecker), was pointed out p. 369.

In Norway the red-hooded blackpecker is called Gertrude's fowl,

and a story in Asbiornsen and Moe (no. 2) explains its origin

:

When our Lord walked upon earth with Peter, they came to a

woman that sat baking, her name was Gertrude, and she wore a

red cap on her head. Faint and hungry from his long journey,

our Lord asked her for a little cake. She took a little dough

and set it on, but it rose so high that it filled the pan. She

thought it too large for an alms, took less dough and began

to bake it, but this grew just as big, and again she refused to

give it. The third time she took still less dough, and when the

cake still swelled to the same size, ' Ye must go without ' said

Gertrude, 'all that I bake becomes too big for you.' Then

was the Lord angry, and said: 'Since thou hast grudged to

give me aught, thy doom is that thou be a little bird, seek thy

scanty sustenance twixt wood and bark, and only drink as oft as

it shall rain.' No sooner were these words spoken, than the

woman was changed into Gertrude's fowl, and flew up the kitchen

1 When the Swiss call the black-pecker merzajulU (March-foal, Staid. 2, 199.

Tobler 316^), the simplest explan. is from picus martius ; yet fiilli may be for vogeli,

and so March-fowl or Martin's fowl; see more in Chap. XXXV., Path-crossing.
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chimney. And to this day we see her in her red cap, and the

rest of her body black, for the soot of the chimney blackened

her ; continually she hacks into the bark of trees for food, and

pipes before rain, because, being always thirsty, she then hopes

to drink.1 The green-pecker has the alias giessvogel, Austr.

gissvogel (Stelzhamer's Lieder pp. 19. 177), goissvogel (Hofer 1,

306), Low G. giitvogel, gietvogel, giltfugel (Ehrentr. 1. 345), Engl.

rainbird, rainfowl, because his cry of ' geuss, giess, giet' (pour !)

is said to augur a downpour of rain. About him there goes a

notable story : When the Lord God at the creation of the woi'ld

ordered the beasts to dig a great well (or pond), this bird

abstained from all work, for fear of soiling his handsome plumage

(or yellow legs). Then God ordained that to all eternity he

should drink out of no well (pond) ; therefore we always see him

sip laboriously out of hollow stones or cart-ruts where rainwater

has collected. But when no rain has fallen and there is drought,

he is sore athirst, and we hear unceasingly his pain-stricken

' giet
!

' And the good Lord takes pity, and pours down rain

(Reusch in Preuss. provinz. bl. 26, 536; from Samland). Fahl-

mann in the Dorpater verhandl. 1, 42 gives an Esthonian myth :

God was having the Em-bach (-beck, -brook, p. 599n.) dug, and

set all the beasts to work ; but the Whitsun-fowl idly flew from

bough to bough, piping his song. Then the Lord asked him

:

'hast thou nought to do but to spruce thyself?' The bird

replied, ' the work is dirty, I can't afford to spoil my golden-

yellow coat and silvery hose.' 'Thou foolish fop/ the Lord

exclaimed, f from henceforth thou shalt wear black hose, and

never slake thy thirst at the brook, but pick the raindrops off the

leaves, and only then strike up thy song when other creatures

creep away from the coming storm/ Now that Norwegian

Gertrude's fowl, whose thirsty piping brings on rain, is evidently

identical, and very likely another story explains the rainbird as

the metamorphosis of a vain idle person. Sometimes it is not

the woodpecker at all that is meant by giessvogel, giesser, wasser-

vogel, pfingstvogel, regenpfeifer, but a snipe (Hofer 1, 306. 341),

whose cry likewise forebodes a storm (p. 184), or the curlew

(numenius arquata), Fr. pluvier (pluviarius), Boh. Jcoliha, Pol.

1 Eytchko\'s Jouru. thro' the Euss. Emp., trsl. by Hase, Biga 1774. p. 124.
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kulig, hullihj LG. regemvolp, ivaterwolp (Brem. wtb. 5,286). In

our owu beast-fables the woodpecker is left without any part

to play, only in an altogether isolated episode he is introduced

conversing with the wolf (Reinh. 419). The Votiaks pay divine

honours to the tree-tapping woodpecker, to induce him to spare

their woods.1 The cry of this woodpecker (zhunia) the Servians

call klikchi, kliknuti, kliktati, as they do that of the vila [p. 436,

but there wrongly asci'ibed to the tapping noise]. Wood-

peckers by their tapping shew the way to the river (Lay of Igor

70) ; the old legend of the woodpecker and springwurzel will be

examined in Chap. XXXII (see Suppl.) . A near neighbour of

the pecker (picus) is the pie, magpie (pica). In ON. her name is

skadi (masc., says Biorn), Swed. shata, Dan. shade, which may

be referred to the abstract notion of damnum, OHGr. scado ; at

the beginning of the Volsunga saga there occurs a man's name

Skadi, which Finn Magn. (Lex. 699) declares to be the goddess

Skaffi. In Flemish beast-legend the magpie was ' ver Ave/ frau

Ave. In Poitou there still lingers a trace of pie-worship ; viz.

a bunch of heath and laurel is tied to the top of a high tree in

honour of the magpie, because her chatter warns the people of the

wolf's approach :
' porter la crepe (pancake) a la pie/ Mem. des

antiq. 8, 451.

In Old Bohemian songs the sparrowhawlc (krahui, krahug) is a

sacred bird, and is harboured in a grove of the gods (Koniginh.

MS. 72. 80. 160). On the boughs of an oak that springs out of

a murdered man's grave, holy sparrowhawks perch, and publish

the foul deed (see Suppl.).

There is no bird to which the gift of prophecy is more univer-

sally conceded than the cuckoo,2 whose clear and measured voice

rings in the young foliage of the grove. The Old German law

designates spring by the set phrase ' wann der gauch guket ' (RA.

36), as in Hesiod's rules of husbandry the cuckoo's song marks

the growing rains of spring. Two old poems describe the quarrel

of Spring and Winter about the cuckoo, and the shepherds'

lamentation for him : Spring praises the bird, ' tarda hiems '

1 Carniol. zuna, Pol. Boh. zluwa, Boh. also wlha, wolga.
2 Goth, giiuks ? OHG. gouh (Hoffni. 5, G), AS. geac, ON. gaukr ; MHG. gouch,

MS. 2, L32b, alBO reduplicated (like ououlus) gucgouch, MS. 1, 132 J
, guggouch, MS.

1, 1GG' ; our gukuk, kukuk, Op.G. guggauch, gutzgouch.
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chides him, shepherds declare that he is drowned or kidnapped.

There is a remarkable line :

Teinpus adest veris ; cucidus, modo rurupe soporem. 1

His notes usher in the sweetest season of the year, but his telling

men their fortunes is not alluded to. The Cod. Exon. 146, 27

also makes him publish or ' bid ' the year :
' gedcas gear budon/

cuculi annum nuntiavere. But the superstition is not yet extinct,

that the first time you hear the cuckoo in the spring, you can

learn of him how many years you have yet to live (Sup. I, 197.

K, Swed. 119. Dan. 128. 146). In Switzerland the children

call out :
' gurjger, wie lang leb ino?' and in Lower Saxony :

huhuh vam haven,

wo lange sail ik leven ?

then you must listen, and count how many times the bird repeats

his own name after your question, and that is the number of

years left you to live (Schutze's Hoist, idiot. 2, 363} . In some

districts 2 the rhyme runs :

kukuk beckenknecht,

sag mir recht,

wie viel jar ich leben soil ?
3

The story is, that the'bird was a baker's (or miller's) man, and

that is why he wears a dingy meal-sprinkled coat. In a dear

season he robbed the poor of their flour, and when God was

blessing the dough in the oven, he would take it out, and pull

lumps out of it, crying every time ' guk-guk/ look-look ; there-

fore the Lord punished him by changing him into a bird of prey,

1 Both eclogues in Domavii Ampbith. 456-7, where they are attrib. to Beda
;

ditto in Leyser p. 207, who says they were first printed in the Frankf. ed. (1610) of

Ovid's Amatoria, p. 190. Meanwhile Oudin (De script, eccles. 2, 327-8, ed. Lips.

1722) gives the Confiictus veris et hiemis under the name of ' Milo, sancti Aniandi

elnonensis monachus ' (first half of 9th century) ; and the second poem De morte

cuculi stands in Mabillon's Anal. 1, 369 as 'Alcuini versus de cuculo.' Anyhow tbey

fall into tbe 8th or 9th century ; in shortening the penultima of ' cuculus ' they

agree with Eeinardus 3, 528. Hoffm, Horae belg. 6, 236 has also revived the

Confiictus.
2 Aegid. Albertini narrenbatz, Augsb. 1617. p. 95 :

' Even as befel that old wife,

which asked a guguck how many year she had yet to live, and the guguck beginning

five times to sing, she supposed that she had five year more to live, etc' From
' Schimpf und ernst ' c. 391.

3 So in Mod. Greek : kovko /jlov, koukclki. /xov, ki apyvpoKovK&Ki p.ov, ttoctovs XP^V0VS

8t va {yaw ;
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which incessantly repeats that cry (conf. Praetorius's Weltbeschr.

1, 656. 2, 491). No doubt the story, which seems very ancient,

and resembles that of the woodpecker (p. 673), was once told

very differently; conf. Chap. XXII., Pleiades. That ' dear

season ' may have to do with the belief that when the cuckoo's

call continues to be heard after Midsummer, it betokens dearth

(Sup. I, 228).

In Sweden he tells maidens how many years they will remain

unmarried :

gok, gok, sitt pa, quist (on bough),

sag mig vist (tell me truej,

hur manga ar (how many years)

jag o-gift gar (I shall un-given go) ?

If he calls more than ten times, they declare he has got ' pa galen

quist' (on the silly bough, i.e. bewitched), and give no heed to

his prophecies. And then a good deal depends on the quarter

whence you hear your cuckoo first. You must pay strict atten-

tion in spring ; if you hear him from the north (the unlucky

quarter), you will see sorrow that year, from east or west his

call betokens luck, and from the south he is the proclaimer of

butter :
' ostergok ar trostegok, vestergok ar bastagok, norrgok or

sorggok, sorguk ar smorgok. 1

In Goethe's Oracle of Spring the prophetic bird informs a

loving pair of their approaching marriage and the number of

their children.

It is rather surprising that our song-writers of the 13th cen-

tury never bring in the cuckoo as a soothsayer; no doubt the

fact or fancy was familiar to all, for even in the Renner 11340 wo

read :

daz weiz der gouch, der im fur war

hat gegutzet hundert jar.

Caesarius heisterbac. 5, 17: 'Narravit nobis anno praeterito

(? 1221) Theobaldus abbas eberbacensis, quod quidani couversus,

cum nescio quo tenderet, et avem, quae cuculus dicitur a voce

nomen habens, crebrius cantantcm audiret, vices interruptions

nuuieravit, et vigiuti duas inveniens, easque quasi pro online

1 Arndt's Iteise durch Schw. 4, 5—7. The snipe is in Swed. /( rrsgjdk, ON.
hrossayaukr (horse-cuckoo), and she too has the gift of divination, p. 184.
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accipiens, pro annis totidem vices easdem sibi computavit :

c
eia,'

inquit, ' certe viginti duobus annis adhuc vivam, ut quid tanto

tempore mortificein me in ordine ? redibo ad seculum, et seculo

deditus viginti annis fruar deliciis ejus ; duobus annis qui super-

sunt pcenitebo.''—In the Couronnemens Renart, the fox hears the

bird's voice, and propounds to him the query

:

A cest mot Renart le cucu

entent, si jeta un faus ris,

' jou te conjur ' fait il,
f de cris,

215 cucus, que me dies le voir (truth),

quans ans jai a vivre ? savoir

le veil.' Cucu, en preu cucu/

et deus cucu, et trois cucu,

quatre cucu, et cine cucu,

220 et sis cucu, et set cucu,

et uit cucu, et nuef cucu,

et dis cucu, onze cucu,

duze cucu, treize cucu.

Atant se taist, que plus ne fu

225 li oisiaus illuec, ains s'envolle.

Renart carries the joyful news to his wife, that the bird has

promised him yet ' treize ans d'ae ' (see Suppl.).

Is it the cuckoo that is meant by ' timebird ' in Ms. 1, 88a
:

(
cliu

vroide vlogzet (joy flies) gelich dem zitvogel in dem neste ' ?

What makes me think so is a passage in Pliny, which anyhow is

pertinent here, exhorting the husbandman at the aequinoctium

vernum to fetch up all arrears of work :

e dum sciat inde natam

exprobrationem foedam putantium vites per imitationem cantus

alitis temporarii, quern cuculum vocant. Dedecus enim habetur

opprobriumque meritum, falcem ab ilia volucre deprehendi, ut ob

id petulantiae sales etiam cum primo vere ludantur/

Delight at the first song of the cuckoo is thus expressed in a

Swiss couplet (Tobler 245b
) :

wenn der gugger chond gegugga ond 's merzafoli lacht,

denn wott i gad goh lo, 'swit i koh mocht

;

1 A line seems wanting here, to tell us that Cuckoo, like a sensible cuckoo (en

preu cucu, fugl fr&3huga'$r)
)

' began to sing, One cucu.'
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they imagine that he never sings before the 3rd of April, and

never after Midsummer :

am drefcta Abarella

moss der gugger griiena haber schnella
;

but he cannot sing till he has eaten a bird's egg. If you have

money in your pouch when you hear him sing the first time, you

will be well off all that year, if not, you will be short the whole

year (Sup. I, 374) ; and if you were fasting, you will be hungry

all the year. When the cuckoo has eaten his fill of cherries three

times, he leaves off singing. As the cuckoo's song falls silent at

Midsummer, vulgar opinion holds that from that time he turns

into a hawk. Reusch, N. pr. prov. bl. 5, 338-9.

The Poles call the bird zezula, the Bohemians 'ezhule (both

fern.). The 0. Pol. chronicle of Prokosz, 1
p. 113 of the Lat. ed.,

has a remarkable account of the worship of a Slavic god Zyvie

:

1
divinitati Zywie fanum exstructum erat in monte ab ejusdem

nomine Zywiec dicto, ubi primis diebus mensis Maji innumerus

populus pie conveniens precabatur ab ea, quae vitae 2 auctorhabe-

batur, longam et prosperam valetudinem. Praecipue tamen ei

litabatur ab iis qui primum cantum cucidi audivissent, ominantes

superstitiose tot annos se victuros quoties vocem repetiisset. Opin-

abantur enim supremum hunc universi moderatorem transfigurari

in cuculwm ut ipsis annuntiaret vitae tempora : unde crimini

ducebatur, capitalique poena a magistratibus afficiebatur, qui

cuculum occidisset.' Here the oracular bird is a god in meta-

morpltosis, just as that Saxon rhyme called him 'kukuk vam
haven.'

To the Servian haiduks it betokens evil when the hulcavitsa

comes too soon, and cries out of the black (leafless) forest ; and

good luck when it sings from the green wood, Vuk sub v.

In the Eddie Grotta-song the quern-maids are only allowed to

rest and sleep while the cuckoo is silent (enn gaukrinn ]?ag<Si).

The cuckoo can prophesy both good and ill ; in dealing with

him (as with other birds of enchantment, owls, magpies) you

1 Kronika polska przez Prodosza, Warsz. 1825, and in Latin ' Chronicon
Slavosarmaticum Procosii,' -Varsav. 1827

;
professedly of the 10th cent. It is not

so old as that, yet Dobrowsky (Wien. jahrb. 32, 77—80) goes too far in pronouncing
it a pure fabrication ; it is at any rate founded on old traditions.

• zy wy, alive ; zywie, to sustain life, nourish.

II. R
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have to weigh your words and questions, so as not to get en-

snared (Arndt's Sweden 3, 18). To kill him without cause is

dangerous, his followers might avenge it. He has power to teaze

men, to delude them, what Swedish superstition calls dara, and

Danish gante. A MHG. poem (Fragm. 38b
) has : 'peterlin und

louch hat begucket mit der gouch.' Often his appearing is of evil

omen. Paulus Diac. 6, 55 says of Hildeprand king of the Lom-

bards :
' cui dum contum, sicut moris est, traderent, in ejus conti

summitate cuculus avis volitando veniens insedit. Tunc aliquibus

prudentibus hoc portento visum est signincari, ejus principatum

inutilem fore' (see Suppl.).

As that all-nourishing life-divinity of the Slavs took the shape

of the cuckoo, so does the Grecian Zeus transform himself into

the bird, when he first approaches Hera. A seated figure of the

goddess shews a cuckoo on her staff, and a bas-relief representing

the wedding procession of Zeus and Hera has a cuckoo perched on

Zeus's sceptre (as on that of the Lombard king)
;

l so that this

bird has got mixed up with the most sacred of all weddings,

and we understand why he promises marriage and the fruit of

wedlock. Then, the mountain on which Zeus and Hera came

together, previously called Qp6va% (from Opovos, seat of the

Thunderer? supra p. 183) or @opva%, received after that the

name of 6po<s kokkvjlov (Pausanias ii. 36, 2). Well, and we have

gowk's-hills in Germany : a Gauchsberg near Kreuznach (Widder's

Pfalz 4, 36), others near Durlach and Weinsberg (Mone's Anz. 6,

350), a Guggisberg in Switzerland (Joh. Miiller, 1, 347. 2, 82.

Tschachtlan p. 2), Gockerliberg (KM. no. 95); the name might

be accounted for very naturally by the song of the bird being

heard from the hill, but that other traditions also are mixed up

with it. In Freidank 82, 8 (and almost the same in Bonerius 65,

55):

wisiu wort unt tumbiu were

diu habent die von Gouchesberc.

Here the men of Gauchsberg are shown up as talking wisely and

acting foolishly ; Gauchsberg is equivalent to Narrenberg (fool's

1 Welcker on Schwenk 269. 270 ; usually an eagle sits there. The figures of

eagle and cuckoo are not always easy to distinguish ; but to this day the Bavarians

by way of jest call the Prussian eagle ' gukezer,' Schm. 2, 27.
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mount). 1 As far back as the 10th cent, gouh has the side-mean-

ing of fool (N. ps. 48, 11. 93, 8. urkeizkouh, war-fool, N. Bth.

175); the same everywhere in the loth (Walth. 22, 31. Trist.

8631. 18215), though commonly with a qualifying adj. or gen.

pi. : ich tumber gouch, MS. 1, 65a
. tumber denn ein gouch, Troj.

81 20. tumber gouch, Barl. 319, 25. gouch unwise 228, 32. sin-

neloser gouch, 319, 38. der treit gouches houbet (wears a gowk's

head), MsH. 3, 468g
. rehter witze ein gouch, MS. 2, 124b

. der

mgere ein goichelin (dim.), and gouchgouolt (augm.), Ben. 209.

The ON. gaukr is likewise arrogans morio. Hans Sachs occa-

sionally uses Gauchberg 2 in the same sense, ii. 4, 110' 1 (Kempten

ii. 4, 220a
), extr. from Goz 1, 52. Yet originally in Gauchsberg

the bird himself may very well have been meant in a mystic sense

which Las fallen dark to us now (see Suppl.).3

In other ways too the cuckoo stands in ill repute, he passes

for an adulterer, who lays his eggs in other people's nests ; hence

the Romans used cuculus in the sense of moechus (Plauti Asinaria,

twice in last scene), and our gouch, gouchelhi formerly meant

bastard (Nib. 810, 1. Aw. 1, 46), as the Swiss gugsch still

means an unbidden rival suitor. He even comes out as a fiendish

being, or the fiend himself, in phrases everywhere known from of

old :
' cuckoo knows, cuckoo take him, cuckoo sent him here

'

and the like, in all of which the devil's name might be substi-

tuted without change of meaning. This seems to me to point

to old heathen traditions, to which the diabolic tinge was added

only by degrees; and among these I reckon the Low Saxon

formula l the cuckoo and his clerk (or sexton) ' ! by which clerk is

meant the hoopoo (Brem. wtb. 2, 858), a bird that is likewise

thought to have received his form by metamorphosis. I cannot

trace the story of the cuckoo and hoopoo any further; does the

1 Hence we find, as substitutes for it, Affenbcrc (Docen's Misc. 2, 187) ; Aff'en-

berc and Narrental, MsH. 3, 200b ; Afferdal, ibid. 213*. Wmsbeke 45,7. Renner
1G4G9 ; Apenberg and Narrenberg in the Plattd. ' Narragonia ' 77 b

. 137 b
; Esalsberc,

Diut. 2, 77. Animals whose stupidity was proverbial of old, are the ox, ass, ape,
goat, goose, gowk and jay : vi"S osvinna apa, Srein. 25b . atrunnr apa 55 a

. Notk. ps.

57, 11 lias ruoh (stultus), i.e. hruoh, AS. hroc (graculus, Granim. 3, 361).
3 Much oftener Scltalksberg (rogue's hill) in the phrase 'in den schalksperg

hawcn (hew) ' i. 5, 521". hi. 3, 28d . 54b . iv. 3, 20d . 3K 40* ; the reason of which 1

do not know. ' Schalksberg wine grows in Franconia.' ' Henricus dictus de Scalkes-
bergh,' Spilker 2, 148 (an. 1208).

3 Those who crave other explanations, will find plenty in Mone's Anz. 6, 350
eeq. ' Gouchsberg is Caucasus, as Elberich is the spirit of Elburj, diabolus the
Persic div,' and so forth.
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one sing- to the other ? [his note ' ooboo ' is like an echo of

' cuckoo']. Dobel i. 1, 68 calls the hoopoo the cuckoo's lackey,

because he comes with him in spring and goes with him in

autumn (see Suppl.). The peewit has the same things said of

him.

The froth on willows, caused by the cicada spumaria, we call

kulcuJcs-speichel, Swiss guggerspeu, Engl, cuckoo-spit, -spittle, Dan.

giogespyt, but in some places witch's spittle, Norweg. trold-

kiaringspye r
1 another proof of the bird's connexion with preter-

natural things, and reminding us of the bird-spittle (fugls hraki)

which in Sn. 34 goes to make up the band Gleipnir. Several

names of plants assure us of his mythic nature. Sorrel : OHG.
gouchesampfera, Swiss guggersauer, AS. gedcessure, Dan. gioge-

mad, giogesyre, it being supposed that he loved to eat it ; our

kukuksbrot, gauchlauch, Fr. pain de coucou, panis cuculi. Cuckoo-

flower : kukuksblume, gauchblume, flos cuculi. Pimpernel : gauch-

lieil, etc., guckgauchdorn, Fischart's Geschichtskl. 269a
.

The Slavs all make this bird feminine, and see nothing- bad,

nothing fiendish in it : zezhidice sits on the oak, and bewails the

passing away of spring, Koniginh. MS. 174. The Servian kuka-

vitsa was once a maiden, who wept her brother's death till she

was changed into the bird ;
' sinia (gray) kukavitsa,' Yuk 3, 66

;

three women turned into kukavitsas, Vuk 1, no. 321. In songs

of Lit. Russia still a moping melancholy bird ; and in Russian

folktales we have again a young girl changed into a cuckoo by an

enchantress (Gotze's Serb, lieder, p. 212).

Of small birds, the swallow has been mentioned, p. 672.
1 Frau nacldigall ' is often named by our minnesingers ; but the

myth, that her children are born dead and she sings them alive,

seems not of German origin. The lark and galander (crested

lark) must have been actors in the animal legend oftener than we
are now aware of; there are still beautiful stories of the zaunkonig

(hedgeking, wren), AS. wrenna. But I have yet to speak of two

little birds, which appear to have been peculiarly sacred in olden

times : redbreast and titmouse.

Robin redbreast is on no account to have his nest disturbed, or

the house will be struck with lightning : it is the redstart's nest

1 Summer-freckles in Bavar. gugl-er-scheglccn, cuckoo-spots, Schm. 2, 27; conf.

Hofer 1, 337.
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that draws down the flash. The latter the Swiss call husrotKeli

(house-redling) ; if you tease him or take him out, your cows

will give red milk (Tobler 281). Were these birds sacred to

Douar the red-bearded ? And has that to do with the colour of

their throat and tail ? They sa}7- the redbreast drops leaves and

flowers on the face of a murdered man [or ' babe '] Avhom he

finds in the wood ; did he do this in the service of a god, who

therefore would not suffer him to be molested ?

The tiny titmouse,1 whom he called gossip, was able to outwit

even Reynard himself. The weisthumer tell us in what estima-

tion this little forest bird was held, by setting the severest penal-

ties on his capture :

l item, si quis sibilando vel alio modo volu-

crem ilium ceperit, qui vulgo meise nuncupatur, banni reus erit/

Jura archiep. trever., in Lacombl. arch. 326. ' si quis auceps

hanc silvam intraverit, pro nullo genere volucrum componet, nisi

capiat meisam que dicitur banmeisa, et pro ilia componat 60 sol.

tanquam pro cervo/ ibid. 367. ' wer da fehet ein bermeisen, der

sal geben ein koppechte hennen und zwelf hunkeln, und sechzig

schilling pfenning und einen helbeling/ Dreieicher wildbann

(Weisth. 1, 499). ' wer eine holmeise fienge mit limen ader mit

slagegarn, der sal unserme herrn geben eine falbe henne mit sie-

ben hiiukeln/ Rheingauer w. 1, 535. ' wer ein sterzmeise fahet,

der ist umb leib u. guet, und in unsers herrn ungnad/ Creuz-

nacher w. 2, 153.—The reason of these laws is hidden from us;

plainly the bird was held sacred and inviolable. And it is per-

fectly in tune with this, that at the present moment the Lettons,

who call the bird sihle,2 regard it as prophetic and auspicious,

and even call a soothsayer sildneeks. 3 Also the Spanish name for

the titmouse, rid (lord), or rid paxaro (lord sparrow), is worth

considering. Titmouse, wreu and woodpecker (bee-wolf) are

confounded in popular belief; what is meant is the tiniest

prettiest bird (see Suppl.).

1 Meise, OHG. meisa, AS. ma.se, Nethl. meze, Fr. mesange, O.Fr. mesenge.
- Lith. iyle, zvlele ; Pol. sikora, Boh. sykora, Buss, zi'nika, sinftsa, Slov.

senitsa, Serv. sienitsa. The Lettic name maybe dei-ivable from sinnaht, the Lith.

from zynoti (scire), so that the full form would be ainnele, /!ynle, the sage knowing
bird? Tbe jay also is in Lettic sihls. To the Swed. Lapps taitne signifies not
only wood-pecker, but superstitious diviimt ion; tayetet is to understand. In view
of that, our speckt (woodpecker) seems to belong to a lost root spihan, spah, spahun,
whence also spehon (explorare), and spahi (sapiens, prudens).

3 Mag. der lett. lit. gesellsch., Mitau 1838. 0, 151.
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Beptiles.—Snakes, by the beauty of their shape and the terror

of their bite, seem above all animals to command awe and rever-

ence. A great many stories tell of an exchange of form between

men and snakes : an almost infallible sign of their having been

worshipped. Beings that had passed out .of human into animal

shapes, and were able to return into the former at need, these

heathenism was inclined to regard as sacred ; it worshipped kind

beneficent snakes, whilst in christian opinion the notion of snakes

being malignant and diabolic predominates.

The same Vita Barbati, which we had to thank for information

on the tree-cultus of the Lombards (p. 649), tells us likewise of

a worship of snakes :

e His vero diebus, quamvis sacra baptis-

matis unda Langobardi abluerentur, tamen priscum gentilitatis

ritum tenentes, sive bestiali mente degebant, bestiae simulachro,

quae vulgo vipera nomm&tur, fledebant colla, quae debite suo de-

bebant flectere Creatori. . . . Praeterea Romuald ejusque

sodales, prisco coecati errore, palam se solum Deum colere fate-

bantur, et in abditis viperae simulachrum ad suam perniciem

adorabant.' During the king's absence, Barbatus beseeches his

consort Theodorada to procure for him that image of the snake.

' Illaque respondit : Si hoc perpetravero, pater, veraciter scio me

morituram.' He perseveres and at last persuades her ; as soon

as the image is in his hands, he melts it down, and delivers the

metal to goldsmiths to make out of it a plate and a chalice. 1

Out of these golden vessels the christian sacrament is adminis-

tered to the king on his return, and then Barbatus confesses that

the holy utensils were made by melting down the idol. ' Repente

unus ex circumstantibus ait : Si mea uxor talia perpetrasset, nullo

interposito momento abscinderem caput ejus.' A passage in the

other Vita also is pertinent here :
' Quinetiam viperam auri

metallo formatam summi pro magnitudine dei supplici devotione

venerari videbantur. Unde usque hodie, sicut pro voto arboris

Votum, ita et locus ille Census, devotiones 2 ubi viperae redde-

bantur dignoscitur appellari.' About ' votum ' I expressed my
mind, p. 650n. ; ' census ' signifies the Goth, gild, gilstr, OHGr.

kelt, Tcelstar (p. 38-9 and RA. 358). The two words votum and

1 As the gold of the swan-rings was made into pots, and what remained over

was the goldsmith's profit.
2 Printed text : locus ille census devotionis, ubi viperae reddebantur.
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census are no slight testimony to the genuineness and oldness of

the biography. Here then we have a striking instance of an

idol made of gold, and moreover of the christian teacher's en-

deavour to preserve the sacred material, only converting it into a

christian form. What higher being the snake represented to the

Lombards, we can scarcely say for certain ; not the all-encircling

world-snake, the miSgarSs-ormr, iormungandr of Norse myth-

ology, for there is not a hint that even in the North, let alone

elsewhere, he was visibly represented and worshipped. Ofnir

and Svafnir are ON. names of snakes, and side-names of OSinn

(conf. p. 144) ; is it Wuotan that we are to understand by the

' summus deus ' of the Lombards ?
l But the special character-

istics of their snake-worship are entirely lost to us. If the term

vipera was deliberately chosen, as I have no doubt it was, it can

only mean one of the smaller kinds of snake (coluber berus),

OHG. natara, AS. ncecbre, ON. nadra (also masc. naSr, like Goth,

nadrs), though the simulacrum, of whose gold a plate and chalice

could be made, bespeaks a considerable size.

Lombard legend has more to tell us of snakes, and those

expressly small ones. The Heldenbuch describes the combat of

a small fire-spitting beast on the Gartensee (L. di Garda) with

Wolfdietrich and a lion, to both of whom it gives enough to do :

Nun horent durch ein wunder, wie das tierlein ist genant

:

es heisst zn welsch ein zunder, zu teutsch ein saHbant,

in Sittenland nach eren ist es ein vipper genant

;

and it is added, that there are but two such vipers alive at once,

for the young ones soon after birth eat up their pai-ents. This

agrees closely with the statements in the Physiologus (Diut. 3,

29, 30. Hoffni. fundgr. 28). I cannot explain zunder from any

Italian dialect ; saribant is the MHG. servant, Trist. 8994. Sit-

tenland I take to be the canton Valais, from its capital Sitten

(Sion) ; there the Romance vipera might easily remain in use

(Grisons vipra, vivra). In the Jura a never-dying winged snake

with a diamond eye is called vouivre, Mem. des antiq. G, 217. In

Switzerland this snake in called stollenwurm (Wyss's Reise ins

Beimer Oberland, p. 422), and in Salzburg Lirgstutze, Schin. 1,

196 (seeSuppl.).

1
' Summi pro magn. Dei' may possibly mean 'instead of (worshipping) the

majesty of the Most High.'

—

Trans.
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Plenty of old tales are still told of home-snakes and unices.1

On meadows and pastures, and even in houses, snakes come to

children when alone, sip milk with them out of their bowl, wear

golden crowns, which in drinking they take off from their heads

and set on the ground, and often forget and leave them ; they

watch infants in the cradle, and to bigger children they shew

treasures : to kill them is unlucky. Every village has its own

snakes to tell of. So goes the story in Swabia. Some Hessian

stories are collected under Kinderm. no. 105, and one from

Austria in Ziska's Volksmiirchen (Vienna 1822, p. 51) ; nearly all

bring in the milk-drinking 2 and the golden crown. If the parents

surprise the snake with the child, and kill it, the child begins to

fall away, and dies before long (Temme's Pomm. sagen no. 257).

Once, when a woman lay asleep, a snake crept into her open

mouth, and when she gave birth to a child, the snake lay tightly

coiled round its neck, and could only be got away by a milk-

bath ; but it never left the baby's side, it lay in bed with it, and

ate out of its bowl, without doing it any harm (Mone's Anz. 8,

530). Then other accounts speak of a multitude of snakes filling

house and yard, whose king was distinguished by a glittering

crown on his head. When he left the yard, all the rest would

accompany him ; in the stable where he lived, they swarmed so

plentifully, that the maids feeding the cattle would take them

out of the crib by armful s. They were friendly to the cattle

and the people ; but a new farmer shot their king, and they all

departed, and with them vanished wealth and prosperity from

the estate (ibid. 6, 174).3 Here also comes in the queen of snakes

(Deut. sagen no. 220), and a remarkable story in the Gesta Eo-

manorum (Keller p. 152). To a dairymaid at Immeneich there

came a great snake into the cowshed every morning and evening

at milking-time, and wore a great crown on its head. The girl

1 MHG. vnk, gen. unkes, MS. 2, 209 b
. 206a

:
' from copper one divideth gold

with an mike's ashes'; hence an alchymist was called unken-brenner (Felix

Malleolus de nobilitate et rusticitate, cap. 30). By unhe is properly meant the

rana portentosa (bull-frog ?), but often snake or reptile in general. Like the

weasel, it is called caressingly ' miimelein, miiemal,' aunty. Schm. 2, 576.
2 Down to the recurring formula :

' ding, iss aucb brocken !
' (thing, eat crumbs

too) ; ' friss auch mocken, nicht lauter schlappes !

' (not only slops) Mone's Anz.

8, 530 ;
' friss auch brocken, nicht lauter bruhe !

' ibid. 6, 175.
3 A similar story of the king of snakes from Liibbenau in the Spreewald of

Lausitz (Busching's Woch. nachr. 3, 342) in Reusch no. 74.
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everytime gave it warm cow's milk to suji. She suddenly left the

place in a tiff, and when the new maid went for the first time to

milk, there lay the golden crown on the milking-stool, with the

inscription: ' a token of gratitude/ She brought the crown to

her master, who gave it to the girl it was intended for; but from

that time the snake was never seen again (Moneys Anz. 8, 537).

The adder's crown (atternkronlein) makes any one that wears it

invisible (Schui. 2, 388) and immensely rich as well. In some

districts they say every house has two snakes, a male and a

female, but they never shew themselves till the master or mistress

of the house dies, and then they undergo the same fate. This

feature, and some others, such as the offering of milk, bring the

home-snakes near to the notion of good helpful home-sprites (see

Suppl.).

The snake then comes before us as a beneficent inviolable

creature, perfectly adapted for heathen worship.. A serpent

twined round the staff of Asklepios, and serpents lay beside

healing fountains (p. 588n.). The ancient Prussians maintained a

large snake for their Potrimpos, and the priests guarded it with

care ; it lay under ears of corn, and was nourished with milk. 1

The Lettons call snakes milk-mothers (peena mahtes) ; they were

under the protection of one of the higher goddesses named

Brehkina (crier), who cried out to all that entered to leave her
1 peena mantes' unmolested in the house (Mag. der lett. gesellsch.

6, 144). There is milk set for them in pots. The Lithuanians

also revered snakes, harboured them in their houses,, and offered

them sacrifices. 2 Egyptian snake-worship was witnessed by

Herodotus 2, 74. ' Nullus locus sine genio, qui per anguem

plerumque ostenditur/ Serv. ad Aen. 5, 95.

Snakes were devised as a charm in swords and en helmets

(Ssem. 142 b
) :

liggr me'S eggjo ormr dreyftiiSr,

enn a valbosto verpr naffr hala.

The ormr or yrmlingr was supposed to run from the sword's hilt

1 Voigt's Geschichte Preussens 1, 584.
2 Seb. Frank's Weltbuch 55?. Mone's Heidenth. 1, 98. Adam. brem. de situ

Daniae, cap. 24, of tbe Litbuaniaris :
' dracones adorant cum volucribus, quibus

etiain vivos litant homines, quos a mercatoribus emunt, diligenter omnino probatos

ne maculam in corpore habeant.'
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(helz, liialt) to the point and back again (Kormakss. p. 82-4.

Vilk. s. p. 101). Vitege had the epithet ' mit dem slangen' be-

cause of his helmet's crest (Heldensage p. 148). They imparted

strength to a helmet, and force to the blade of a sword. It

seems much the same thing, when waggoners plait adder's-

tongues into their whips, Sup. I, 174 (see Suppl.).

The snake crawls or wriggles along the ground; when

provided with wings, it is called draclie, a non-German word

coming from the Lat. draco, Gr. Spd/ccov, and introduced very

early, OHG. tracche, AS. draca, ON. dreki. The Elder (or

Ssemund's) Edda has dreki only once, in the latish Solarl. 127b
;

elsewhere it is ormr, AS. wi/rm, OHG. wurm, Goth, vaurms, which

in a wider sense includes the snake also. The one encountered

by Beowulf comes before us emphatically as a winged snake

(serpens alatus) ; 'nihtes fleoge^ ' 4541, by night he flies, and

hence is called uhtscead'a 4536 (nocturnus hostis, aggressor), and

lyftsceacFa (aereus hostis), Cod. exon. 329, 24. Also the dragon

that keeps Krimhild prisoner on the Drachenstein comes riding

through the air, or flying. But the one that young Siegfried had

previously killed, when sent out by tlie smith, lay beside a linde

(lime-tree), and did not fly : this is the Fdfnir of the Edda, a man

who had assumed the form of a snake.; of him the Edda uses

skriSa (repere, to stride), Ssem. 186. Sn. 138; and he is the

wyrm or draca slain by Sigemund and Fitela in Beow. 1765.

1779. In the Nib. 101, 2 and 842, 2 he is called lintmche, lint-

drache, in the Siegfriedslied 8, 2 lintwwrm : an expression found

also in Mar. 148, 28. En, 2947. Troj. 25199, and to be ex-

plained, not from linde (tilia) as misunderstood by later legend,

but from the OHG. lint. With this lint (Goth. linJTs, AS. IrS,

ON. linn?) many women's names are formed (Gramm. 2, 505),

e.g., Sigilint, ON. Sigrlinn (supra p. 428), and it may have con-

tained the notion of brightness or beauty, 1 suitable alike to snake

and woman; the derivative weak form linni (masc.) in ON.

signifies again coluber, serpens. And himhnrg=Lintburg, the

name of several towns, is more correctly derived from snake than

from lime-tree.

About dragons it is a favourite fancy of antiquity, that they

1 Does not the Engl, lithe, pliable, give the most suitable meaning. Germ.
gelind soft, lindern to mitigate ?

—

Trans.
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lie upon gold, and are illumined by it
;
gold itself was poetically

named worm-bed, ON. ormbeSr or ormbeSs-eldr (worinbed's fire).

And with this was linked a further notion, that they guard

treasures, and carry them through the air by night. That wyrm

slain by Sigemund is called f hordes hyrde/ Beow. 1767 ; the one

that Beowulf fought with receives the epithet ' se hord beweo-

tode ' 4420. Fafnir, formerly a giant, lay ' in (the "shape of) a

worm/ wearing the Oegis-hialm, over inherited gold (Sa3m.

18Sb
. lS9b

) ; the expression is ' i lyngvi } (from lyng, heath), and

the spot is named Gnita-herSi ; hence in other cases also the word

lyngvi, lyng&rmr (heath-worm) stands for dragon. The Vols.

saga c. 17 distinguishes lyngormr a small snake from drehi a large

one; so that our OHGr. heimo, OS. hema, AS. hdma, spoken of

on p. 387, may be identical with lyngvi; Vilk. saga c. 17, p. 31

expressly calls heima ' allra orma akcmdr ' (omnium vermium

minimus), but as he is venomous, he cannot be the harmless

cicada (OHG. muhheimo). Popular belief still dreams of glitter-

ing treasures lying on lonesome heaths and guarded by dragons ;

and hcad'en gold in Beow. may mean either aurum tesquorum or

ethnicorum, for dragons, like giants, were thought of as old and

full of years, e.g., eald uhtsceafta, Beow. 4536 ; wintrum froS (wise

with years) 4548 ;
]?reo hund (300) wintra heold on hrusan (earth)

4550; at the same time they are covetous, envious, venomous,

spitting flame : ni&draca, Beow. 4540 ; dttorsceaffa 5<373, fyre

befongen 4541, ongan gledum spiwan 4619, deorcum nihtum

ricsian 4417. It is said of .Fafnir, Sasm. 186: ' screrS af gulli,

bles eitri, hristi sik ok barSi hofbi ok sporSi/ stept off the gold,

blew poison, shook himself, and struck with head and tail ; it was

noticed on p. 562 that the two notions of eit (fire) and eiter

(poison) run into one. Connect with this the descriptions of MHG.
poets : the ' trache ' has his haunt in a valley, out of his throat

he darts flame, smoke and wind, Trist. 8944-74 ; he has plumage,

wings, he spits fire and venom, Troj. 9764. 9817 (see Suppl.).

Now it was the heroes' province to extirpate not only the

giants, but (what was in a measure the same thing) the dragons J

in the world: Tborr himself tackles the enormous mibgarSs-orm,

Sigemund, Siegfried, Beowulf stand forth as the bravest of

1 The analogy is kept up in the circumstance of the conquered dragon (like the
giant's skeleton p. 555n.) being fastened over the town-gate, e.g. Pulci 4, 76.
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dragon-quellers, backed by a crowd of others, who spring out of

the exhaustless fount of living legend, wherever time and place

requires them. Frotho, a second Siegfried, overpowers a veno-

mous dragon that lay reposing on his treasure, Saxo Gram. p.

20. The beautiful Thora Borgarhiortr had a small lyngorm given

her, whom she placed in a casket, with gold under him : as he

grew, the gold grew also, till the box became too narrow, and the

worm laid himself in a ring all round it ; soon the chamber was

too small, and he lay round that, with his tail in his mouth, admit-

ting none into the room unless they brought him food, and he

required an ox at every meal. Then it was proclaimed, that

whoever slew him should get the maiden for his bride, and as

much gold as lay under the dragon, for her dowry. It was

Eagnar Lodbrok that subdued this dragon, Fornald. sog. 1,

237-8. The rapid growth of the worm has a startling similarity

to that of the fish, p. 578. But, beside the hoarded gold which

the heroes carry off as prize, the adventure brings them other

advantages : eating the dragon's heart gives one a knowledge of

beasts' language, and painting oneself with his blood hardens the

skin against all injury. Both featm^es enter deeply into the

legend of Siegfried (see Suppl.). 1

Nearly all of this has its counterpart in the beliefs of other

nations. As the Romans borrowed gigas from the Greeks, so

they did draco, for neither serpens nor vermis was adequate

(like our slango and wurm) to express the idea. Now hpaKwv

comes from hepiceiv to look, illumine, flash out, <pdo<; 8e&opice

expresses illuminating light, and this confirms me in my proposed

explanation of our lint and linni. A fox after long burrowing

struck upon the cave of a dragon watching hidden treasure,
l ad

draconis speluncam ultimam, custodiebat qui thesauros abditos/

Phaedr. 4, 19. Then the story of the gold-guarding griffins must

be included, as they are winged monsters like the dragons.

In 0. Slavic zmiy m., and zmiya f., signify snake, the one more

a dragon, the other an adder. The Boh. zmek is the fiery dragon

guarding money, zmiye the adder; Serv. zmay dragon, zmiya

adder. Mica, which the zmay shakes off him, is named otresine

zmayeve (dragon's offshake), Vuk p. 534. Once more, everything

1 Which reminds Albrecht in Titurel 3313—17 of a similar tale of Eodolz,

conf. Parz. 518, 18 and Diut. 3, 59.
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leads to glitter, gold and fire. The Lith. smakas seems borrowed

from Slavic ; whether connected with AS. snaca, is a question.

Jungmann says, zmek is not only a dragon, but a spirit who

appears in the shape of a wet bird, 1 usually a chicken, and brings

people money; Sup. I, 143 says you must not hurt earth-chicks

or house-adders; Schm. 1, 101 explains erdhiinlcin (earth -chicken)

as a brio-ht round lustre, in the middle of which lies some-

thing dark; conf. geuliuon, Helbl. 8, 858.

Renvall thus describes the Finn, mammelainen :
' femina ma-

ligna, matrix serpentis, divitiarum subterranearum custos.' Here

at last the hoard is assigned to a female snake ; in Teutonic and

also Slavic tales on the contrary it is characteristic of the fierce

fiendish dragon (m.) to guard treasure, and the adder or unke (f.)

plays more the part of a friendly homesprite : as the one is a man

transformed, so the other appears as a crowned maiden with a

serpent's tail (Deut. sag. no. 13), or as a fay. But she can no

more dispense with her golden crown than the dragon with his

guardianship of gold ; and the Boh. zmek is at once dragon and

adder. A story of the adder-king is in Bechstein's Franken p.

290 (see Suppl.).

Amidst all these points of connexion, the being worshipped by

the Lombards must remain a matter of doubt ; we have only a

right to assume that they ascribed to it a benign and gracious

character.

Insects.—Some traces of beetle-worship I am able to disclose.

"We have two old and pretty general terms : OHG. chevor,

cheviro, MHG. kever, kevere, NHG. kiifer, N. Neth. kever, AS.

ceafor, Engl, chafer. We have no business to bring in the Lat.

caper (which is AS. haefer, ON. hafr) ; the root seems to be the

AS. ceaf, caf=alacer, for the chafer is a brisk lively creature,

and in Swabia they still say kafermassig for agilis, vivax (Gramm.

2, 571. 1013). The AS. has ceafortun, cafertun, for atrium, vesti-

bulum ; ' scarabaeorum oppidum ' as it were, because chafers

chirp in it ?
3 The second term, OHG. wihil, webil, MHG. wibel,

1 Zmokly is drenched, zmoknuti to wet ;
' mokry gako zmok,' dripping like an

earth-sprite.
J Here again the female being has the advantage over the male.
3 Helbling, speaking of an ill-shaped garment, starts the query (1, 177), where
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NHG. webol, wiebel, AS. wifel, wefel, Engl, weevil, agrees with.

Litli. wdbalas, wabalis, Lett, wabbols, and I trace it to weben

(weave, wave) in the sense of our c leben und weben/ vigere,

moveri ; we say, ' kriebeln und wiebeln ' of the swarming of

beetles. 1

To the Egyptians the beetle (scarabaeus, KavOapos, Kcipa/3o<;)

was a sacred being, an emblem of inmost life and mysterious self-

generation. They believed that he proceeded out of matter

which he rolled into globules and buried in manure (see Suppl.).

ON. literature deals in no prose terms, but at once comes out

with the poetic name iotunox, iotunoxi (giant-ox) ; as that giant

maiden took the ploughman with his oxen and plough for crawl-

ing beetles (p. 540, Finn, sontiainen, sondiainen, dung-beetle

from sonda, fimus), so conversely the real beetle might awaken

the notion of a iotunox. To liken the small animal to the large

was natural.

Our biggest beetle, the stately antlered stag-beetle, the Eomans

called lucanus, Nigid. in Pliny 11, 28 (34), with which I suppose

is connected the well-known luca bos, lucanus or lucana bos, a

name which got shifted from the horned beast to a tusked one,

the elephant (Varro 7, 39. 40. O. Mull. p. 135). But we call

the beetle hirsch (stag, Fr. cerf volant), and even ox and goat,

all of them horned beasts, Pol. ielonek, 0. Slav, elenetz (both

stagling), Boh. rohac (corniger), Austr. hornier, Swed. horntroll.

Again, a Lat. name for scarabaeus terrester was taurus, Plin. 30,

5 (12), which keeps my lucanus bos or cervus, in countenance.

To the female the Bohemians give the farther name of babJca

(granny).

On p. 183 we came across a more significant name, donner-

guegi, donnerpuppe, in obvious allusion to Donar, whose holy tree

the beetle loves to dwell in ; and with this, apparently, agrees a

general term for beetles which extends through Scandinavia,

viz. Westergotl. torbagge, Swed. tortyfvel, Norweg. tordivel, Jutl.

torr, torre. True, there is no Icelandic form, let alone ON., in

which Thorr can be detected ;
yet this ' tor ' may have the same

might be the back and belly of one that was hidden away in such a cheverpeunt ?

He calls the ample cloak a chafer-pound or yard, in whose recesses you catch beetles.

This keverpiunt answers to the AS. ceafortun.
1 Slavic names are, Boh. chraust, Pol. chraszcz ; Boh. brauk, bruk, prob. from

bruchus, ppovKos. [Buss, zhuk ; the ' gueg ' of S. Germany ?]
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force it lias in torsdag (p. 126) and tordon (p. 166) ;
' bagge/

says Ibre p. 122, denotes juvenis, puer, bence servant of tbe god,

which, was afterwards exchanged for dyfvel=diefvul, devil.

Afzelius (Sagohafder 1, 12. 13) assures us, that tbe torbagge was

sacred to Thor, that in Norrlandbis larva is called mulloxe (earth-

ox, our Swiss donnerpuppe ? conf. iotunoxi), and that he who

finds a dung-beetle lying on liis back (ofvaltes) unable to help

himself, and sets him on his legs again, is believed by the Norr-

landers to have atoned for seven sins thereby.

This sounds antique enough, and I do not hastily reject the

proposed interpretation of tordyfvel, false as it looks. For the

AS. tordwifel is plainly made up of c tord/ stercus (Engl, turd)

and the 'wifel' above, and answers to the Dan. skai-nbasse,

skarntorre (dungbeetle) ; consequently tordyfvel, torbasse crave

the same solution, even though a simple ' tord ' and ' vivel ' be

now wanting in all the Scandinavian dialects. The Icelandic

has turned tordivel about into torfdifill, as if turf-devil, from

torf, gleba. There is also the N. Neth. tor, torre beetle, and

drektorre dungbeetle [or devil's coach-horse ; also Engl, dumble-

dorr cockchafer], to be taken into account (see Suppl.).

But who ever saw even a beetle lie struggling on his back,

without compassionately turning him over ? The German people,

which places the stagbeetle in close connexion with thunder and

fire, may very likely have paid him peculiar honours once.

Like other sacred harbingers of spring (swallows, storks), the

first cockchafer (Maikiifer) 1 used to be escorted in from the woods

with much ceremony; we have it on good authority, that this

1 Maikiifer (like maiblume) sounds too general, and not a people's word. And
there is do Lat. name preserved either. The Greek fjni\o\6i>0r) designates our mai-

kiifer or our goldkafer ; boys tied a string to it and played with it (Aristoph. Nub.

763), as our boys do. The It. scarafaggio is formed from scarafone (scarabaeus)

;

the Fr. hanneton a dim. of the obsolete hanne horse, which may have been the term
for the stagbeetle (still petzgaul, Bruin's horse, in the Wetterau), Fr. cerf volant,

Dan. eeghiort, Swed. ekhjort, i.e. oak-hart. The Mecklenb. eksawer, oak-chafer, as

well as the simple saver, sever, sebber (Schiitze's Hoist, idiot. 4,91) is applied to the

maikiifer; in other parts of L. Saxony they Bay maisavel, maisdbel. This saver,

zdver (Brem. wtb. 4, 592. 5, 310) is surely no other than kiifer with change of k

into z, s; Chytneus's Nomencl. saxon. has • zever, and goldzever = goldkafer.' Or
does the HG. ziefer belong here, contrary to the etymol. proposed on p. 40? In
the Westerwald powitz, kowitz is maikiifer, and in R.ivensbevg povommel dungbeetle
(Kuhn's Westfal. sagen 2, 188), almost agreeing with Esthon. poua chafer, beetle.

Like the various names for the stagbeetle, maybeetle, dungbeetle, goldbeetle, the
traces of ancient beetle-worship seem also to meet, first in one, then in another of

them. A scarafone who brings succour occurs in Pentamer. 3, 5 (see Suppl.).
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continued to be done by the spinning girls in parts of Schleswig

as late as the 17th century. 1

Folk- tales of Up. Germany inform us : Some girls, not grown

up, went one Sunday to a deserted tower on a hill, found the

stairs strewn with sand, and came to a beautiful room they had

never seen before, in which there stood a bed with curtains.

When they drew these aside, the bed was swarming with gold-

beetles, and jumping up and down of itself. Filled with amaze-

ment, the girls looked on for a while, till suddenly a terror seized

them, and they fled out of the room and down the stairs, with an

unearthly howl and racket at their heels (Moneys Ahz. 7, 477).

On the castle-hill by Wolfartsweiler a little girl saw a copper pot

standing on three legs, quite new and swarmingfull of horsebeetles

(roskafer). She told her parents, who saw at once that the beetles

were a treasure, and hastened with her to the hill, but found

neither pot nor beetles any more (ibid. 8, 305). Here beetles

appear as holy animals guarding gold, and themselves golden.

In Sweden they call the small goldbeetle (skalki'ak) Virgin

Mary's key-maid (jungfru Marie nyckelpiga), Dybeck's Runa

1844, p. 10; in spring the girls let her creep about on their

hands, and say, ' hon marker mig brudhandskar,' she marks (fore-

shews) me bride's gloves ; if she flies away, they notice in which

direction, for thence will come the bridegroom. Thus the beetle

seems a messenger of the goddess of love ; but the number of

the black spots on his wings has to be considered too : if more

than seven, corn will be scarce that year, if less, you may look

for an abundant harvest, Afzel. 3, 112-3.

The little coccinella septempunctata has mythical names in

nearly all our dialects : NHG. gotteskiihlein (God's little cow), 21

gotteskalb, herrgotteskalb, herrgotts-thiercheu (-beastie), herr-

gots-voglein (-birdie), Marienvoglein, Marienkdfer, Marienkalblein

;

Engl, ladycow, ladybird, ladyfiy; Dan. Marihone (-hen); Boh.

hrawJca, hrawicka (little cow). In Up. Germany they call the

small goldbeetle (chrysomela vulg.) fraua-chiieli, ladycow (Tobler

1 An old description of the maygrave feast by Ulr. Petersen (in Falck's New
staatsb. mag., vol. 1, Schlesw. 1832, p. 655) speaks of it tbus :

' A quaint procession

of the erewhile amazous of the spinning-wbeel at Scbleswig, for fetching in of a

cantharis or maykafer with green boughs, whereat the town-ball of this place was

decked out with greenery.' The feast was still held in 1630—40.
2 The Kuss. 'Bozbia korovka, has exactly the same meaning.

—

Trans.
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20-f 1
') and ' der liebe froue henje,' our lady's hen (Alb. Schott's

Deutsche in Piemonfc 297), in contrast to herra-chueli the

coccinella (Tobler 265 a
), though the name probably wavers be-

tween the two. By the same process which we observed in the

names of plants and stars, Mary seems to have stept into the

place of Freyja, and Marihone was formerly Freyjuhoena, which

we still have word for word in Froue henje, and the like in Fraua-

chiieli. And of Romance tongues, it is only that of France (where

the community of views with Germany was strongest) that has a

bete a dieu, vache a dieu; Span, and Ital. have nothing like it.

At all events our children's song :

MarienTxdferchcn, flieg aus ! (fly away)

dein hauschen brennt, (burns)

dein mutterchen flennt, (weeps)

dein vaterchen sitzt auf der schwelle
;

(sits on the threshold)

flieg in 'n himmel aus der holle ! (into heaven out of hell)

must be old, for in England also they sing: 'Ladybird, ladybird,

fly away home, your house is on fire, and your children will burn

[all but little Bessie that sits in the sun].' With us too the chil-

dren put the Marienkafer or sonnenkafer on their finger, and ask

it, like the cuckoo :
' sunnenkiehen (sun's chicken), ik frage di,

wo lange schal ik leven ? ' ' Een jaar, twee jaar,' etc., till the

chafer flies away, its home being in the sun or in heaven. In

Switzerland they hold the goldbeetle on their hand, and say :

' cheferli, cheferli, fliig us ! i getter milech ond brocka ond e

silberigs loffeli dezue.' Here the chafer, like the snake, is offered

' milk and crumbs and a silver spoon thereto.' In olden times be

must have been regarded as the god's messenger and confidant

(see Suppl ).

Lastly the bee, the one insect that is tamable and will live

among men, and whose wise ways are such a lesson to them, may

be expected to have old mythic associations. The bee is believed

to have survived from the golden age, from the lost paradise

(Chap. XXX.) ; nowhere is her worth and purity more prettily

expressed than in the Servian lay of the rich Gavan, where God

selects three holy angels to prove mankind, and bids them

descend from heaven to earth, ( as the bee upon the flower,' kako

pchela po tsvetu (Vuk 1, 128 ed. 2). The clear sweet honey,

VOL. II. s
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which bees suck out of every blossom, is a chief ingredient of the

drink divine (p. 319), it is the r/Bela iScoSr/ of the gods, Hymn, in

Merc. 560 ; and holy honey the first food that touches the lips

of a new-born child, RA. 457. Then, as the gift of poesy is

closely connected with O^hroeris dreckr, it is bees that bring it

to sleeping Pindar : fieXiaaai avrcp /cadevSovri irpoaeireTovro re

Kai ewXaacrov 7rpo? tcl %e/\?7 rov Krjpov' cip-%7} fiev TlivSdpa)

Trotelv ao-fxara iyevero rotainrj, Pausan. ix. 23, 2. And there-

fore they are called Musarum volucres (Varro de re rust. 3, 16).

A kindermarchen (no. 62) speaks of the queen-bee settling on

her favourite's mouth; 1
if she flies to any one in his sleep, he

is accounted a child of fortune.

It seems natural, in connexion with these bustling winged

creatures, to think of the silent race o£ elves and dwarfs, which

like them obeys a queen. It was in the decaying flesh of the first

giant that dwarfs bred as maggots ; in exactly the same way bees

are said to have sprung from the putrefaction of a bullock's body :

' apes nascuntur ex bubulo corpore putrefacto/ Varro, 2, 5

;

' amissas reparari ventribus bubulis recentibus cum fimo obrutis/

Plin. 11, 20 (23); conf. Virg. Georg. 4, 284-558. Ov. Met. 15,

364. To this circumstance some have ascribed the resemblance

between apis bee and Apis bull, though the first has a short a,

and the last a long. What seems more important for us is the

celebrated discovery of a golden bullock's-head amongst many
hundred golden bees in the tomb of the Frankish king Childeric

at Doornik (repres. in Eccard's Fr. or. 1, 39. 40).

Natural history informs us that clouds of bees fall upon the

sweet juice of the ash-tree; and from the life-tree Yggclrasil the

Edda makes a dew trickle, which is called a 'fall of honey/

and nourishes bees (Sn. 20).
3

The Yngl. saga cap. 14 says of Yngvifrey's son, king Fiolnir

(Siolm in the 0. Swed. chron.), that he fell into a barrel of mead
and was drowned; so in Saxo, king Hunding falls into sweet

mead, and the Greek myth lets Glaucus drown in a honey-jar, the

bright in the sweet. According to a legend of the Swiss Alps,

1 Sederunt in ore infantis turn etiam Platonis, suaYitateru illam praedulcis
eloquii portendentes. Plin. 11, 17 (18).

2 Ceram ex floribus, melliginem e lacrimis arborum quae glutinum pariunt,
salicis, ulmi, arundinis succo.
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in the golden age when the brooks and lakes were filled with

milk, a shepherd was upset in his boat and drowned ; his body,

long sought for, turned up at last in the foaming cream, when

they were churning, and was buried in a cavity which bee3 had

constructed of honeycombs as large as town-gates (Mem. de

l'acad. celt. 5, 202). Bees weave a temple of wax and feathers

(Schwenk's Gr. myth. p. 129. Herm. Miiller's Griechenth. 455),

and in our Kinderm. no. 107, p. 130-1 a palace of wax and honey.

This reminds us of the beautiful picture in Lohengrin p. 191 of

Henry 2/s tomb in Bamberg cathedral

:

Sus lit er da in siner stift

di'er het erbouwen, als diu bin ir wift

uz maneger bliiete wiirket, daz man honc-seim nennet.

(he lies in the minster he built, as the bee her web from many a

blossom works, that we name honey-juice) . In the various

languages the working bee is represented as female, OHG. pia,

Lat. apis, Gr. /ze'Xicrera, Lith. bitte, in contrast with the masc.

fucus the drone, OHG. treno, Lith. tranas ; but then the head of

the bees is made a king, our weiser (pointer), MHG. wisel, OHG.
wiso, dux, Pliny's f rex apium/ Lith. bittinis, M. Lat. chosdrus

(Ducange sub v.), yet AS. beomodor. Boh. matka. The Gr.

iacnjv is said to have meant originally the king-bee, and to have

acquired afterwards the sense of king or priest, as fieXiaaa also

signified priestess, especially of Deineter and Artemis. Even

gods and goddesses themselves are represented by the sacred

animal, Zeus (Aristaeus) as a bee, Vishnu as a blue bee. A
Roman Meilona (Arnob. 4, 131), or Mellonia (Aug. de civ. Dei

4, 24), was goddess of bees ; the Lith. Austheia was the same,

jointly with a bee-god Bybylus. Masculine too was the Lett.

Uhsinsh, i.e., the hosed one, in reference to bees' legs being

covered with wax ('waxen thighs/ Mids. Dream 3, 1). From all

these fancies, mostly foreign, we might fairly make guesses about

our own lost antiquities ; but we should have to get more exact

information as to the legend of the Bee-wolf (pp. 369, 673) and

the mythic relationship of the woodpecker (Lith. melleta) to the

bee (see Suppl.).



CHAPTER XXII.

SKY AND STARS.

The visible heavens have in many ways left their mark on the

heathen faith. Not only do gods, and the spirits who stand

next them, have their dwelling in the sky, and get mixfc up with

the stars, but earthly beings too, after their dissolution, are

transported thither, and distinguished heroes and giants shine

as constellations. From the sky the gods descend to earth,

along the sky they make their journeys, and through the sky

they survey unseen the doings of men. And as all plants turn

to the light of heaven, as all souls look up to heaven, so do the

smoke of sacrifice and the prayers of mankind mount upwards.

Heaven covers earth, and our word 'himmel' comes from

the root hima (tego, involvo, vestio, Gramm. 2, 55 ; conf. Lith.

dangus coelum, from dengiu tego ; OHG. himilezi laquear). The

Goths and Old Norsemen agree in preferring the form himins,

himinn, and most other Teutons himil ; even Swed. Norw. Dan.

have hiimnel. The Saxon race has moreover two terms peculiar

to itself: one is OS. hebhan, hevan, AS. heofon, Engl, heaven,

and still in Lower Saxony and Westphalia, heben, heven, haven,

hdwen. I have endeavoured to make out the area over which

this name extends (Gramm. I, xiv.). The Frisians did not use

it, for the N. and W. Fris. patois of to-day owns to nothing but

'himmel.'' 1 Nor does the Netherl. dialect know it; but it is

found in Westphalia, in L. Saxony as far as Holstein, and beyond

the Elbe in Mecklenburg and Pomerania. The AS. and Engl,

are wholly destitute of the word himel ; OS., like the present

LS. and Westph., employs both terms alike, yet apparently so

as to designate by hevan more the visible heaven, and by himil

the supersensual. Alb. of Halberstadt (ed. 1545, 145b
) uses

1 Himel, Lapekoer fen Gabe scroar, Dimter 1834, p. 101. 103. hemmel, Hansens
Geizhalz, Souderbg. 1833. p. 148. himel, Friesche wetten 348. himul, As. 274.

698
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heben (rhym. neben) of the place. Eeinolfc von der Lippe couples

the two words: ' liim°l und heben von vreuden muz irkrachen,'

burst with joy. People say :
' de heven steit niimmer to '

;
' wenn

de heven fallt, lig-g- wi der all unner
;

' ' de sterren an dem haven ;

'

in Westphalia hebenscheer means a sky overcast without rain, and

even heben alone can signify cloud. 1 In hihvenhiine (p. 156), in

kukuk vara haven (p. 676), the physical sense preponderates,

whereas one would hardly speak otherwise than of ' going to

himel/ or himelrih. Yet this distinction seems to be compara-

tively recent : as the AS. he'ofon can be used in a purely spiritual

sense, so the poet of our Heliand alternates between himilriki

149, 8 and hebanriM 143, 24, himilfader 145, 12 and hebancuning

143, 20. And of course himil had originally, and has everywhere

in PIG., the physical meaning too ; hence upliimil in Hel. 88, 15,

just like npheofon in Casdm. 270, 24. The root of hebhan, hevan,

he'ofon, is probably a lost Gothic, <hiba, haf/ cognate with Lat.

capio, so that it is the all-capacious, ON. vidfecTmir, wide-fathom-

ing or encompassing sky. 2

The other Saxon term may be placed on a level with the Gi\

aldi'ip (thin upper air), whilst himil and hevan answer to ovpavos ;

it is OS. radur, AS, rodor. In Ceedmon we find rodor 183, 19.

207,8. uprodar 179, 10. 182,15. 205.2. rodortungol (star),

100, 21. rodorbeorht 239, 10. Its root rad lies buried as yet

in obscurity ; it has disappeared from all modern dialects [except

as Bother in proper names ?] . I am inclined to connect with

it the ON. rocFull (sol), which has nothing to do with raivSr

(ruber). From the AS. poets using indifferently ' wuldres gim'

and ' lieofones gim ' (Beow. 4142. Andr. 1209); heofonbeorht,

rodorbeorht, wuldorheorht ; heofontorht, swegltorht, wuldortarht ;

we might almost infer that wuldor (glory) originally meant

coelum, which would throw light on the OHG. name WoldarhWh.

And the same with sivegel (aether, coelum) : conf. swegles begong,

1 Sanskr. nabas, Slav. n6bo (coelum), pi. nebesa, Gr. j/^os, Lat. nubes, nebula
;

Ir. neamb, Wei. m'-v, Armor, nef, Lett, debbes (coelum), debbess (nubes) ; couf. Lith.

dangus above [and sky, welkin, with ON. scy, Germ, wolke, cloud].
2

' Hills of heaven' are high ones, reaching into the clouds, often used as proper

names: himimioll, Sasm. 148\ Tngl. saga cap. 39; Himinbiorg, Sami. 41, 92b is

an abode of gods; spirits haunt the Himiliriberg (inons coelius, Pertz 2, 10);

Himilesberg in Hesse (Kucbenbecker's Anal. 11, 137. Amsb. urk. 118); a Him-
meUberg in Vestgbtland, and one in Hallaud (said to be Hoim'Sall's) ; Hiinelberc,

Frauendienst 199, 10.
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Beow. 1713; under swegle (sub coelo), Beow. 2149; swegh&A

(coeli currus), Cod. exon. 355, 47 ; OS. suigli.

I call attention to the AS. sceldbyrig, Caedm. 283, 23, which

has no business to be translated refugium or sheltering1 city ; it is

distinctly our schildburg (aula clypeis tecta), a bit of heathenism

the poet let fall inadvertently ; so the Edda speaks of Valholl

as ' shioldum hokt, lagt gyltum shioldum, sva sem spanhak/ Sn. 2,

thatched with golden shields as with shingle-roof (p. 702 and

Suppl.).

Eddie names in Ssem. 49b
. Sn. 177; all masculine, some

obviously founded on personification. Heaven is pictured as

a husband, embracing the female earth ; he is not however

admitted into the circle of the gods, like Ovpavos, whereas Earth

does stand among the goddesses. To us heaven signifies simply

a certain space, the residence of gods. Two poetic names for

it have reference to that enigmatical being Mimir (p. 379) :

hreggmimir, rain-shedder, from hregg imber ; and vetmimir,

moistener ? conf. vaata humor.

To express star, constellation (sidus), our older speech, in

addition to stairno, sterno, steorra, stiarna (Gramm. 3, 392) and

OHG. himiheichan (Hymn. 4, 2), has a symbolical term, OHG.
himilzvngd, Diut. 1, 526b and Gl. Doc. 249 ; OS. himiltungal, Hel.

18, 2; AS. lieofontungol, rodortungol ; ON. kimintungl. Even

the simple tungol has the same sense in AS., and a Gothic gloss

on Gal. 4, 3, gives c tuggl astrum/ whilst in ON. tungl means the

moon. This neuter noun tungal, tungol, tungl, is no doubt from

tunga (lingua), which word itself appears in OHG. himilzunga

(Graff 5, 682) : the moon and some of the planets, when partially

illuminated, do present the appearance of a tongue or a sickle,

and very likely some cosmogonic belief 1 was engrafted on that

;

I know of nothing like it in other languages.

All the heavenly bodies have particular spots, seats, chairs

assigned them, which they make their abode and resting-place

;

they have their lodges and stages (sterrono girusti, 0. i. 17, 10).

This holds especially of the sun, who daily sinks into his seat

1 A translation of the tongue to heaven. Or was the twinkling of the stars

likened to a tingling [ziingeln, a quivering nickering motion like that of the

tongue]? The moon's steady light does not hear that out, nor the OHG. form

without the I.
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or settle (see Chap. XXIII) j but similar chairs (KM. 25), and

a seat-goino- (sedelgang) are attributed to all the stars. N. Bth.

210. 223 says, Bootes ' trago ze sedele gauge/ and 'tiu zeicheu

ne gant nicht in sedeU As chair and table are things closely

connected, the stars may have had tables of their own, or, what

comes to the same thing, may have been regarded as tables of

the sky ; in saying which, I am not thinking of the Egyptian

sun-table, but more immediately of the ' bioffum yppa/ sidera

extollere, of the Voluspa (Saem. l
b
), the three creative ' Bors

synir ' having set up as it were the tables of the firmament

:

bioor is the Goth, biuds, OHG. piot (pp. 38. 68). As the

stationary stars had chairs and tables, the planetary ones, like

other gods, had steeds and cars ascribed to them (see Suppl.). 1

The two principal stars are the sun and moon, whose gender

and appellations I have discussed in Gramm. 3, 349. 350 : a MHG.
poet calls the sun ' daz merere Held,' the greater light, Fundgr.

2, 12. It is worth mentioning that some of the Eddie names

for the moon are still preserved in patois dialects of Up. Germany.

As the dwarfs named the moon skin (jubar), the East Franks

call her schein (Reinwald's Henneb. id. 2, 159).2 In the under-

world the moon bore the name of hverfandi hvel, whirling wheel,

and in Styria (esp. the Bruck distr.) she is gmoa-rat (Sartori's

Styria, p. 82), if I may translate that by rota communis, though

it may perhaps mean gemeiner rath (vorrath), a common pro-

vision at the service of all men. That the sun was likened to a

ivheel of fire, and the element blazing out of him was represented

iu the shape of a wheel, has been fully shewn, p. 620. Tit. 2983

speaks of the sun's wheel. The Edda expressly calls the sun

fagrahvel, fair wheel, Saem. 50a Sn. 177. 223. The Norse

rune for S is named sol sun, the AS. and OHG. sigll, sugil, for

which I have proposed (Andr. p. 96) the readings segil, sagil,

sahil, and may now bring in support the Goth. so. nil and

Gr. 7/\to?. But the Gothic letterQ (= HV) is the very symbol

of the sun, and plainly shews the shape of a wheel ; we must

1 Wagen waggon belongs to wcg way, as carpentum does to carpere (viam) ; the

car of heaven is also that of the highest god. Otfr. i. 5, 5. says of the herald angel :

' floug er sunnum pad, sterrono strdza, wega wolkSno.' The Indians also call the

sky path of clouds, Somadeva 1, 17. 2, 157.
2 So in Mod. Gr. <peyy6.pi brilliance, a name whose surprising identity with the

OHi.fengari (Sn. 177) I have already noticed elsewhere.
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therefore suppose it to have been the initial of a Goth,

hvil = AS. Itweol, ON. hvel. From f hvel' was developed the

Icel. Idol, Swed. Dan. hjul, 0. Swed. hiughl; and from ( hweol,

hweohl ; the ~Eng\. wheel, Nethl. iviel, and Fria.fial (Richth. 737).

In view of all these variations, some have even ventured to

bring in the ON. jol, Swed. Dan. jul (yule), the name of the

winter solstice, and fasten upon it also the meaning of the wheel;

on that hypothesis the two forms must have parted company

very early, supposing the Gothic name of November jiuleis to

be cognate. 1 The word wheel seems to be of the same root as

while, Goth, hveila, OHG. India, i.e. revolving time; conf. Goth,

hveila-hvairbs, OHG. huil-huerbic, volubilis.

Another symbolic epithet of the sun seems to be of great age :

the warlike sentiment of olden times saw in him a gleaming

circular shield, and we noticed above (p. 700) that the sky itself

formed a sceldbyrig. Notker cap. 71, finding in his text the

words 'sinistra clypeum coruscantem praeferebat (Apollo),'

translates :
' an dero winsterun truog er einen roten shilt/ then

adds a remark of his own :
' wanda selbiu diu sunna einemo

skilte gelih ist.' In German law and German poetry we catch

the glimmer of these ' red shields.' Even Opitz 2, 286 calls the

sun ' the beauteous shield of heaven.'

The very oldest and most universal image connected with

the sun and other luminaries seems after all to be that of the

eye. Ancient cosmogonies represent them as created out of eyes.

To Persians the sun was the eye of Ahuromazdao (Ormuzd), to

Egyptians the right eye of the Demiurge, to the Greeks the

eye of Zeus, to our forefathers that of Wuotan ; and a fable in

the Eclda says OSinn had to leave one of his eyes in pledge

with Mimir, or hide it in his fountain, and therefore he is pic-

tured as one-eyed. In the one-eyed Cyclop's mouth Ovid puts

the words (Met. 13, 851) :

Unum est in media lumen mihi fronte, sed instar

ingentis clypei ;
quid, non haec omnia magno

sol videt e coelo ? soli tamen unicus orhis.

1 The Norse initial H is occasionally dropt : in Icel. both hiula and jula

stand for the babbling of infants. The dialect of the Saterland Frisians has an
actual jule, jole (rota). It is worthy of notice, that in some parts of Schleswig they
used at Christmas-time to roll a wheel into the village, and this was called ' at trills

juul i by,' trundling yule into town ; Outzen sub. v. jol, p. 145.
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Like the giant, the god (Wuotan, the sky) has but one eye,

which is a wheel and a shield. In Beow. 1135 ' bedcen Godes '

is the sun, the great celestial sign. 1 With this eye the divinity

surveys the world, and nothing can escape its peering all-piercing

glance2
; all the stars look down upon men.3 But the ON. poets,

not content with treating suu, moon and stars as eyes of heaven,

invert the macrocosm, and call the human eye the sun, moon, or

star of the skull, forehead, brows and eyelashes ; they even call

the eye the shield of the forehead : a confirmation of the similar

name for the sun. Another title they bestow on the sun is

' gimsteinn himius ' (gemma coeli) ; so in AS. ' heofones gim,'

Beow. 4142 and ' wuldres gim/ Andr. 1289 (see Suppl.).

And not only is the sun represented as the god's eye looking

down, but as his full face and countenance; and that is how we

draw his picture still. Otfried says of the sun being darkened

at the Saviour's death, iv. 33, 5 :

In ni liaz si nuzzi thaz scouaz annuzzi,

ni liaz in scinan thuruh thaz ira gisiuni blidaz.

The Edda speaks of the sun and moon as brother and sister,

children of a mythic Mundilfori. Several nations beside the

Lithuanians and Arabs (Gramm. 3, 351) agree with us in ima-

gining the moon masculine and the sun feminine. The Mexican

Meztli (luna) is a man ; the Greenlanders think of Anningat, the

moon, as pursuing his sister Mallina, the sun. An Ital. story

(Pentam. 5, 5) makes Sole and Luna children of Talia (in

Perrault they are named Jour and Aurore). The Slavs make the

moon masc, a star fern., the sun neut. ; thus in a Servian lay

(Vuk 1, 134), God calls the sun (suntse, Euss. solntse, -tse dim.

suff.) his child (chedo), the moon (mesets) being its brother, and

the star (zvezda) its sister. To think of the stars as children or

young suns is nothing out of the way. AVolfram says in Wh. 254,

5: 'jungiu siinnelin ruohten wahsen.'

1 The Servians call the deepest part of a lake oko (eye), Vuk's Montenegro 62.

- When the Iliad U, 344 says:

ov8 clv vui'i 5ta.opa.Koi H(\i6s irep,

ovre kclI d^vrarov iriXerai <paos daop&aatiai,

it resembles the lay of Wolfram 8, 28 :

Obe der sunnen dri mit blicke wairen (if there were 3 suns looking),

sin inohten zwischen si geliuhten (they could not shine in between).

s Upeo-^to-Tov do-rpup vvkt6s 6<p0a\fi6s, Aesch. Sept. c. Th. 390.
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Down to recent times, our people were fond of calling the

sun and moon frmi sonne and herr mmid} Aventin 19b : 'franw

Sonne geht zu rast und gnaden.' In the country between the

Inn and Salzach they say ' der her Man/ meaning no more than

simply moon, Schm. 2, 230. 582. Gesner in Mithrid., Tur. 1555,

p. 28 : 'audio veteres Germanos Lunura quoque deum coluisse et

appellasse hermon, id est dominum Lunum, quod forte parum
animadvertentes aliqui ad Hermann, i.e. Mercurium trans-

tulerunt; ' this last guess has missed the mark. Hulderic. Eyben
de titulo nobilis, Helmst. 1677. 4, p. 136: 'qua etiam ratione

in veteri idololatrico luna non domina, dominus appellatur :

bis gottwillkommen, neiier mon, holder herr,

mack mir meines geldes mehr !
3

Also in Nicolaus Magni de Gawe (Superst. E, 10): f vetulam

novi, quae credidit solem esse deanv, vocans earn sanctam domi-

nam;' and earlier still in Eligius (Sup. A): 'nullus dominos

solem aut lunam vocet/ 3

In these invocations lingers the last vestige of a heathen

worships perhaps also in the s-onnenlehn, sun-fief (RA. 278) ? I

have spoken on bowing to the sun, p. 31, and cursing by him,

' der sunnen haz. vara/ p. 19, where he is made equal to a deity.4

In the same way the knees were bent and the head bared to the

new moon (Sup, E, 11). In taking an oath the fingers were

extended toward the sun (Weisth. 3, 349) ; and even Tacitus in

Ann. 13, 55 relates of Bojocalus : 'solem respiciens et cetera

sidera vocans, quasi coram interrogabat, vellentne intueri inane

solum 7
(see Suppl.).

That to our remote ancestry the heavenly bodies, especially

the sun and moon, were divine beings, will not admit of any

doubt. Not only do such symbolic expressions- as ' face, eye,

tongue, wheel, shield, table, car ' bring us face to face with a

vivid personification ; we have also seen how significantly Caesar

1 Frau Sunne (Gorres Meisterl. 184). Hence in O.Fr. Solans,, without the

article, Bekker on Ferabras p. 163,
- His authority is Dynkelspuhl tract. 1, praec. 1, p. 59. Is. this the Nicolaus

Dinkelspuel in Jocher ?

3 Conf. the wind addressed as lord, p. 631 ; and dobropan, p. 130 note.

* Some would trace the name of Salzwedel, Soltwedel in the Altmark to heathen

sun-worship, (Ledebur's Allg. arch. 14, 370. Temme's Altmark p. 29), though the

first syll. plainly means salt ;
' wedel ' will be explained when we come to the moon.
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couples together Sol, Vulcanus and Luna, p. 103. conf. p. 602.

As Sol is reckoned among asins in the Edda (Sn. 39), and is

sister to Mdni (Sn. 12), this last has claims to an equal rank.

Yet Ssem. l
b
calls Sol ' sinni Mana,' companion of the moon,

sinni being the Goth, gasinpja, OHG. kasindeo, sindo > and it is

remarkable that the Merseburg Lay gives the divine Sunna not

a companion brother, but a sister Sindgund (supra p. 308), whose

name however still expresses attendance, escort; 1 may she have

been a morning or evening star ? We should have to know first,

what distinction a dim remote antiquity made between s&uil and

sunno in respect of gender and mythical use ; if ' sauil, sagil/ like

sol and 77X109, was masc, then Sunna and Sindgund might be

imagined as female moons like Luna and SeXijvr), yet sol is always

fern, in ON., and our sunne so late as in MHG. strangely wavers

between the two sexes, Gramm. 3, 350 (see Suppl.).

Be that as it may, we have a right to add in support of the

sun's divinity, that l she ' is described like other gods (pp. 17. 26.

324), as blithe, sweet and gracious. 0. iv. 33, 6 speaks of her

' gisiuni blidaz, thes sih ioh worolt frewita/ whereof the world

had aye rejoiced ; and a 13th cent, poem (Zeitschr. f. d. alt. 1,

493-4) thus describes the greetings addressed to her

:

Wol dir frouive Sunne I 'Hail to thee, Lady Sun !

du bist al der werlt wunne ! Art all the world's delight.'

so ir die Sunnen vro sehet, When ye see the sun glad,

schcenes tages ir ir jehet, The fair day to her ye ascribe,

der eren ir der Sunnen jehefc, To her ye give the honour,

swenn ir si in liehtem schine sehet. Whenever ye see,, etc.

Other passages in point are reserved for next chapter.

The personality of the sun and moon shews itself moreover in

a fiction that has wellnigh gone the round of the world. These

two, in their unceasing unflagging career through the void of

heaven, appear to be in flight, avoiding some pursuer. A pair of

wolves are on their track, Shall dogging the steps of the sun,

Uati of the moon ; they come of a giant race, the mightiest of

whom, Mdnagarmr (moon-dog), apparently but another name for

Hati, is sure some day to overtake and siualloiv the moon. How

1 Conf. sunnagahts, sungiht (solis iter), p. 617 n., and sunnan s\5fcct (iter),

Caedm. 182, 25.
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extensively this tradition prevailed, has already been shewn

(pp. 244-5) .
l A parhelion or mock-sun (vadersol) is in Swed.

called solvarg, solid/, sun-wolf, Hire's Dial. lex. 165.

One of the most terrific phenomena to heathens was an eclipse

of the sun or moon, which they associated with a destruction of

all things and the end of the world ; they fancied the monster

had already got a part of the shining orb between his jaws, and

they tried to scare him away by loud cries. This is what Eligius

denounces (Superst. A) :
' nullus, si quando luna obscuratur,

vociferare praesumat

;

' it is the cry of ' vince luna !

'

3 that the

Indicul. paganiar. means in cap. 21 de defectione lunae, and

Burchard (Sup. C, 193 b
) by his ' clamoribus aut auxilio splendorem

lunae deficientis restaurare' The Norse writings, while minutely

describing the threatened deglutition, make no allusion to the

shouting : it may have been more customary with Celts and

Romans than with Teutons. A 5th cent, father, St. Maximus of

Turin, in a Homilia de defectu lunae, preaches thus :
' Cum ante

dies plerosque de vestrae avaritiae cupiditate pulsaveritn, ipsa die

circa vesperam tanta vociferatio populi exstitit, ut irx*eligiositas

ejus penetraret ad coelum. Quod quum requirerem, quid sibi

clamor hie velit, dixerunt mihi, quod lahoranti lunae vestra vocife-

ratio subveniret, et defectum ejus suis clamoribus adjuvaret.' s The

same ' laborans ' (in distress) is used by Juvenal 6, 442 :

Jam nemo tubas, nemo aera fatiget

;

una lahoranti poterit succurrere lunae*

I may safely assume that the same superstitious notions and

practices attend eclipses among nations ancient and modern. 5

The Indian belief is, that a serpent eats up the sun and moon

when they are eclipsed (Bopp's Gloss. 148a
), or a demon (rahus)

devours them (Bopp's Nalas, pp. 153. 272. Somadeva 2, 1 5. 187).

1 I add from Fischart's Garg. 130b : 'sari den wolf dies mons.' Rabelais 1, 11

has : la lune des loups. In old calendars, eclipses are represented by two dragons

holding the sun and moon in their mouths, Mone's Untersuch. p. 183.

2 This would be in OHG. ' Karih mano !

' in Goth. ' jiukai mena !
' but we

find nothing of the kind even later.

3 Ducange 6, 1618 quotes the passage sub v. vinceluna ; but the reprint of the

Horn. Maximi taurin. ' De defectu lunae ' (in Mabillon's Mus. Ital., torn. i. pars 2,

pp. 19. 20) has it not.
* Conr. Tac. Annal. 1, 28 and Boeth. de consol. 4 metr. 5 :

' lassant crebris

pulsibus aera.'
5 It is only among Greeks and Slavs that I have not come across them.
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To this day the Hindus consider that a giant lays hold of the

luminaries, and tries to swallow them (Broughton's Pop. poetry

of Hind. p. 131). The Chinese call the solar eclipse zhishi (solis

devoratio), the lunar yueshi (iunae devoratio), and ascribe them

both to the machinations of a dragon. Nearly all the populations

of Northern Asia hold the same opinion : the Tchuvashes use

the phrase ' vubur siat/ daemon comedit (Guil. Schott de lingua

Tschuw, p. 5) ; the Finns of Europe have a similar belief, the

Esthonians say the sun or moon ' is being eaten/ and formerly

they sought to hinder it by conjuring spells (Thorn. Hiiirn, Mitau

1791 p. 39). The Lithuanians think a demon (Tiknis or Tiklis)

attacks the chariot of the sun, then darkness arises, and all

creatures are in fear lest the dear sun be worsted ; it has been

staved off for a long time, but it must come to that at the end

of the world (Narbutt 1, 127. 142). In eclipses of the moon, the

Greenlanders carry boxes and kettles to the roofs of their houses,

and beat on them as hard as they can (Cranz's Gronland 3, 294)

.

An English traveller says of the Moors in Africa : When the sun's

eclipse was at its height, we saw the people running about as if

mad, and firing their rifles at the sun, to frighten the monster who

they supposed was wishing to devour the orb of day. The plains

and heights of Tripoli resounded with the death- dirge (the cry
1
wulliali wu ! '), and the same all along the coast. The women

hanged copper vessels together, making such a din that it was

heard leagues away (see Sappl.). l

A Mongolian myth makes out that the gods determined to

punish Arakho for his misdeeds, but he hid so effectually, that

no one could find out his lurkingplace. They therefore asked

the sun, who gave an unsatisfactory answer; but when they

asked the moon, she disclosed his whereabouts. So Arakho was

dragged forth and chastised ; in revenge of which, he pursues both

sun and moon, and whenever he comes to hand-grips with one of

them, an eclipse occurs. To help the lights of heaven in their

sad plight, a tremendous uproar is made with musical and other

instruments, till Arakho is scared away. 2 Here a noticeable

1 Morgenblatt 1817 p. 159 a
; conf. Niebuhr's Beschr. Arab. 119. 120.

2 Benj. Bergmanii's Nomad, streifereien 3, 41. Ace. to Georgii Alpbab. tibe-

tan. p. 189, it is monsters called Tracehn, with their upper parts shaped like men,
and the lower like snakes, that lie in wait for the sun and moon. [South of L.
Baikal it is the king of hell that tries to swallow the moon.— Trass.]
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feature is the inquiry made of the sun and moon, who overlook

the world and know all secrets (Castren's Myth. 62) . So in our

fairytales the seeker asks of the sun, moon and stars (Kinderm.

no. 25. 88 ; conf. 3, 218-9), some of whom are found helpful and

sympathizing, others cruel and cannibal (Vuk no. 10). In Ser-

vian songs the moon and the morningstar (danitsa) hold a colloquy

on the affairs of men (Yuk 3, 3). During an eclipse of the sun

(I don't know whether of the moon also) our people cover the

wells up, else their water would turn impure, Superst. I, 589.

Is there a trace of moon-worship to be found in the fact that

people had an image of the moon carved on rocks and stones that

marked a boundary? In EA. 542 an Alamannic doc. of 1155 is

given, which traces the custom all the way up to king Dagobert.

In Westphalian docs, as late as the 17th cent. I find halfmonds-

schnad-stones,1 unless the word halfmoon here means something

else.

In Bavaria there is a Mondsee, OHG. Mdninseo (lunae lacus),

in Austria a Mdnhart (lunae silva, tj Aovva v\w in Ptolemy); 3 we
may safely credit both with mythic associations.

As time is more easily reckoned by the changes of the moon,

which visibly mark off the week (p. 126-7), than by the sun, our

ancestors seem to have had, beside the solar year, a lunar one

for common use, whose thirteen months answered to the twelve

of the solar year. The recurring pei'iod of from 29 to 30 days

was therefore called menops, mdnod, from mena, mano. Hence

also it was natural to count by nights, not days :

c nee dierum

numerum sed noctium computant, sic constituunt, sic condicunt,

nox ducere diem videtur/ Tac. Germ. c. 1.1. And much in the

same way, the year was named by its winter, which holds the

same relation to summer as night to day. A section of time was

measured by the number of se'ennights, fortnights, months or

winters it contained.

And that is also the reason why the phases of the moon had

such a commanding influence on important undertakings. They

are what Jornandes cap. 11 calls lunae commoda incommodaque.

It is true, the performance of any kind of work was governed by

1 Defence of Wulften castle, Vienna 1766. suppl. p. 71-2. 162.
2 Can Manhart have come from Maginhart ? Helbl. 13, 190 has Meinharts-

berc.
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the day and solar time, whether of warriors (RA. 297), or of

servants (3.53), or of tribunals especially (814-6). If, on the

other hand, some new and weighty matter was to be taken in

hand, they consulted the moon; which does not mean that the

consultation was held or the action begun in the night, but on

those days whose nights had an auspicious phase of the moon

:

' coeunt, nisi quid fortuitum et subitum incident, certis dlebus,

quum ant inchoatur luna aid impletur ; nam agendis rebus hoc

auspicatissimum initium credunt/ Tac. Germ. 11. So in Tac.

Ann. 1, 50 a nox illunis is chosen for a festival.

Now the moon presents two distinct appearances, one each

fortnight, which are indicated in the passage just quoted : either

she is beginning her course, or she has attained her full orb of

light. From the one point she steadily increases, from the other

she declines. The shapes she assumes between are not so sharply

defined to the sense.

Her invisibility lasts only the one night between the disappear-

ance of her last quarter and the appearance of her first, at new-

moon (conjunction of sun and moon) ; in like manner, full-moon

lasts from the moment she attains perfect sphericity till she loses

it again. But in common parlance that ' nox illunis ' is included

in the new-moon, and similarly the decline is made to begin

simultaneously with the full.

The Gothic for TravaeXvvov wa3 fullijjs m., or fullip n. (gen. pi.

fulli]?e), from which we may also infer a niujips for vov^r/vla.

Curiously, this last is rendered fulli]? in Col. 2, 16, which to my
mind is a mere oversight, and not to be explained by the supposi-

tion that the Goths looked upon full-moon as the grander festival.

The AS. too must have called full-moon fi/Hecf, to judge by the

iiame of the month ' winterfylliS,' which, says Beda (de temp,

rat. 13), was so named 'ab hieme et plenilunio'; but the later

writers have only niwe mona and full mona. So there may have

been an OHG. niuwid and fullid, though we can only lay our

finger on the neuters niunulni andfolmam,1 to which Graff 2, 222

adds a niwilune; MHG. daz niumcene and volmoene, the last in

Trist. 9464. 11086. 11513 (see SuppL).

1 Also niuwer mano, N. ps. 80, 4. foller mano, pa. 88, 38. In Cap. 107-8 he
uses vol and wan (empty), and in Cap. 147 hurnalu, lialbscafti/j and J'ol ; conf. Hel.
Ill, 8 wanod olitho wahsid.
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Iii ON. the two periods are named by the neuters ' ny ok nicf,'

habitually alliterating ; ny answers to novilunium, it signifies the

new light, and nicT the declining, dwindling, from the lost root

nrSa naft, from which also come the adv. nrSr (deorsum) and the

noun na'S (quies, OHG. ginada). So that ny lasts from the begin-

ning of the first quarter to the full, and ni3 from the decrease of

the full to the extinction of light in the last quarter. The two

touch one another at the border-line between the faintest streaks

of waxing and of waning brightness. But nrS meant especially

the absence of moonlight (interlunium), and nrSamyrkr total

darkness (luna silens). Kind gods created these for men of old

to tell the year by :
' ny ok nicf skopo nyt regin oldum at ar-tali,' 1

Ssem. 34a
.

' Mani styrirgongu tungls, oc rae'Sr nyjum oc nicfum,'

Sn. 12, Mani steers the going of the moon, and rules new moons

and full. Probably even here personification comes into play,

for in Voluspa 11 (Sasm. 2b
) Nyji and Niffi are dwarfs, i.e. spirits

of the sky, who are connected, we do not exactly know how, with

those lunar phases ny ok niS.3 Of changeful things it is said (
J>at

gengr eptir nyum ok niSum/ res alternatur et subit lunae vices.

O. Swed. laws have the formula ' ny oc nicfar,' for ' at all times,

under any phase/ Gutalagh p. 108. So ' i ny ok nicTa,' Sudh.

bygn. 32. Upl. vidh. 28, 1. Vestg. thiuv. 22, 1; but here the

second word seems to have given up its neut. form, and passed

into a personal and masc. Mod. Swed. has ' ny och nedan'*;

Dan. ' ny og nee,' ' det gaaer efter nye og ncee' ' hverken i nye eller

nee/ i.e. never, f naar nyet tandes/ quando nova luna incenditur;

this nee was in 0. Dan. ned, need. To the niSamyrkr above

answers a Swed. nedmork, pitchdark. The Norse terminology

differs in so far from the H. Germ., that it expresses the total

obscuration by nrS, while we designate it by neumond (i.e. ny)
;

with us new-moon is opposed to full-moon, with the Scandina-

vians niS to ny, each of them standing for one half of the moon's

course. Since a mention of the first and last quarters has come

into use, full-moon and new-moon signify simply the points of

fullness and vacancy that lie between ; and now the Swedes and

Danes have equally adopted a fullmane, fuldmaane, as counter-

1 Ace. to Alvismal, the alfar call the moon artali (OHG. jarzalo ?), Sasm. 49b .

2 Comp. with ' ni'S ok nf ' the Gr. £vq km. via.
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part to nymane, nymaane, whereby the old ' ned, nae ' has become

superfluous, and the meaning of c ny ' somewhat modified. 1

Though the OHG. remains do not offer us a neuter niuivi, 2 such

a form may have existed, to match the Noi'se ny, seeing that the

Miilhausen statute of the 13th cent. (Grasshof p. 252), in granting

the stranger that would settle in the town a month's time for the

attempt, says ' ein nuwe und ein wedil, daz sint vier wTochin

:

'

that Martin von Amberg's Beichtspiegel has ' das vol und das

neu,' Dasypodius still later ' das newe, interlunium,' and Tobler

331w das neu, der wachsende mond.' For the waning moon,

Tobler 404b gives ' nid si gehender (going down)/ which reminds

one of nicf; otherwise ' der schwined mo,' OHG. 'diu suinenta

rnauin,' N. ps. 88, 38, its opposite being ' diu folia' (see Suppl.).

I have yet to bring forward another expression of wide range

and presumably old, which is used by turns for one and another

phase of the moon's light, oftenest for plenilunium, but some-

times also for interlunium : MHG. wedel : ' im was unkunt des

manen wedel' Martina 181 c
; NHG. ivadel, wadel, but more among

the common folk and in the chase than in written speech. Pic-

torius 480, Staid. 2, 456, Tobler 441b have wedel, ivadel full-moon,

wadeln to become full-moon, when her horns meet, i.e., when she

completes her circle. Keisersperg's Postille 138 b
:

' ietz so ist er

niiw, ietz fol, ietz alt, ietz die erst qvart, ietz die ander qvart,

ietz ist es wedel ' ; here full-moon and wedel are not so clearly

defined as in another passage of Keisersperg (Oberlin 1957)

on March :
' wan es ist sein wedel, sein volmon.' In Dasy-

podius : ' plenilunium, der volmon, wadel.' s The Germans in

Bohemia commonly use ivadel for full-moon, and Schm. 4, 22

produces other notable authorities. But the word is known in

Lower Germany too ; Bohmer's Kantzow p. 2GG spells it ivadel,4

1 Modern Icel. names are: Many (black new, interlunium) ; prim (nova hum).

also n5'qveikt tungl ; h&lfvaxid tungl (first quarter); fullt tungl (plenilunium);

halfprotid t&ngl (hist quarter). Here too the old names have gone out of use,
' Many ' replaces ni'5, and 'prim ' ny.

- Notker's Capella 100 has ' manen niwi ' fern.
3 Yet under luna he has ' plenilunium vollinon oder brurh,'

1 and the same under
bruch (=abbruch) a breaking off, falling off, defectus ; which confirms my view,

that we reckon the wane from full-moon itself (Wtb. 2, 408). Ace. to Muchar's
Noricum 2, 36 the waxing and waning moon are called the gesunde and the kranke

man (well and ill).

4 Following Tacitus, he says, the Germani always chose either new or full-moon,

for after the wadel they thought it unlucky. Wadel then comprehends the two phases
of new and full moon, but seems to exclude those of the first and last quarter.

VOL. II. T
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the Brem. wtb. 5, 166 ' waal, vollmoncl ' (like aal for adel, a

swamp), and Kilian f waedel, senium lunae/ From the phrase-

ology of Superst. I, 973 one would take wadel to be a general

name for the moon, whether waxing or waning, for ' the bad wadel '

[new-moon] surely implies a good wadel favourable to the oper-

ation. Now wadel, ivedel means that which wags to and fro, and

is used of an animal's tail, flabrum, flabellutn, cauda ; it must

either, like zunga and tungl, refer to the tip or streak of light in the

crescent moon, or imply that the moon cruises about in the sky. 1

The latter explanation fits a passage in the AS. poem on Finnes-

burg fight, line 14 :
' mi seined bes m6na ivacFol under wolcnum/

i.e., the moon walking [wading] among the clouds, waSol being

taken for the adj. vagus, vagabundus. Probably even the OHGr.

wadal was applied to the moon, as an adj. vagus (Graff 1, 776),

or as a subst. flabellum (1, 662). But, as this subst. not only

signifies flabellum [whisk], but fasciculus [wisp], the name may

ultimately be connected with the bundle of brushwood that a

myth (to be presently noticed) puts in the spots of the full-moon

(see Suppl.).

Lith. jdunas menu novilunium, pilnatis plenilunium, puspilis

first quarter, pusdylis last qu., delczia luna decrescens, lit. trunca,

worn away, tarpijos interlunium (from tarp, inter)
;

puspilis

means half-full, pusdylis half-worn, from the same root as delczia

truncation, decrease. There is also a ' menu tusczias,' vacant

moon ; and the sickle-shaped half-moon is called dalgakynos.

Lettic : jauns mehnes novilun., pilna melines plenilun., mehnes

punte luna accrescens, wezza melines 2 luna senescens. Finnic :

uusikuu novil.j taysikuu plenil., yliJcuu luna accr., alakuu deer.,

formed with uusi novus, tiiysi plenus, yli superus, ala inferus,

which supports our explanation of the ON. niS. The Servians

divide thus : miyena novil., mladina luna accr., lit. young, puna

plenil., ushtap luna deer. Sloven mlay, mlad novil., pohia plenil.,

ship plenil., but no doubt also luna deer., from shipati to nip,

impair. Pol. noiv and Boh. nowy novil., Pol. pelnia and Boh.

i The Engl, waddle, which is the same word, would graphically express the

oscillation of the (visible) moon from side to side of her path ; and if icedel meant
that oscillation, it would apply equally to new and to full moon.—Trans.

2 Wezza mehnes,' the old moon, In a Scotch ballad :
' I saw the new moon late

yestreen wi' he auld moon in her aim.' Jamieson 1, 159. Percy 1, 78. Halliwell

pp. 167-8.
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auplnelc plenil. Here we see another instance of the ruder races

having more various and picturesque names for natural pheno-

mena, which among the more cultivated are replaced by abstract

and uniform ones. No doubt Teutonic speech iu its various

branches once possessed other names beside n iff and wadel.

Tacitus merely tells us that the Germani held their assemblies

at new moon or full moon, not that the two periods were thought

equally favourable to all enterprises without distinction. We may
guess that some matters were more suitable to new moon, others

to full ; the one would inspire by its freshness, the other by its

fulness. 1

Caesar 1, 50 reports to us the declaration of wise women in the

camp of Ariovistus :

f non esse fas Germanos superare, si ante

novam lunam proelio contendissent.' A happy issue to the battle

was expected, at all events in this particular instance, only if it

were fought at new moon.

As far as I can make out from later remnants of German
superstition, with which that of Scotland should be compared

(Chambers 35b
. 36a

), new-moon, addressed by way of distinction

as ' gracious lord ' p. 704, is an auspicious time for commence-

ments properly speaking. Marriages are to be concluded in it,

houses to be built :

e novam lunam observasti pro domo facienda

aut conjugiis sociandis ' (Sup. C, 193b
), the latter just the same

in Esth. Sup. no. 1. Into a new house you must move at new
moon (Sup. I, 429), not at the wane (498) ; count money by the

new moon (223), she will increase your store (conf. p. 704) ; on
the other hand, she loves not to look into an empty purse (107).

All through, the notion is that money, married bliss and house

stores will thrive and grow with the growing light. So the hair

and nails are cut at new-moon (French Sup. 5. Schiitze's Hoist.

id. 3, 68), to give them a good chance of growing; cattle are

weaned in the waxing light (I, 757), in the waning they would

get lean; Lith. Sup. 11 says, let girls be weaned at the wane,

1 New-moon was peculiarly holy to ancient peoples, thus to the Greeks the eurj

Kai via, which was also expressed by iv-rj alone = Sanskr. anni (uew inoon). The
return of Odysseus was expected at that season, Od. 14, 102 :

tou ixkv (pOivovros /xrivos, tou b" lara^ivoLO.

Rama's birth is fixed for the new-moon after vernal equinox (Schlegel on Rainav.
i. 19, 2). Probably bealteinc were lighted at this new-moon of spring.
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boys at the full, probably to give the one a slim elegant figure,

and the other a stout and strong. Healing herbs and pure dew-

are to be gathered at new-moon (tou an ties mdnen niwi gelesen,

N. Cap. 100, conf. 25), for then they are fresh and unalloyed.

When it says in I, 764 that weddings should take place at full-

moon, and in 238 that a new dwelling should be entered with the

waxing or full moon, this full-moon seems to denote simply th«

utmost of the growing light, without the accessory notion of

incipient decline. If our ancestors as a rule fought their battles

at new-moon, they must have had in their eye the springing

up of victory to themselves, not the defeat and downfall of

the enemy. 1

Kb full-moon (as opposed to new), i.e. by a waning light, you

were to perform operations involving severance or dissolution,

cutting down or levelling. Thus, if I understand it rightly, a

marriage would have to be annulled, a house pulled down, a

pestilence stamped out, when the moon is on the wane. Under

this head comes in the rule to cut wood in the forest when it is

wadel, apparently that the timber felled may dry. In a Calendar

printed by Hupfuff, Strasb. 1511 :
' with the moon's wede] 'tis

good to begin the hewing of wood.'' The same precept is still

given in many modern forest-books, and full-moon is therefore

called holz-wadel :
' in the bad wadel (crescent moon) fell no

timber/ Sup. I, 973. In Keisersperg's Menschl. baum, Strasb.

1521, 19 :
' Alway in wedel are trees to be hewn, and game to be

shot.' 3 Grass is not to be mown at new, but at full moon (Lith.

Sup. 7); that the hay may dry quickly? and treasures must be

lifted at full-moon. If a bed be stuffed when the moon is grow-

ing, the feathers will not lie (I, 372. 914) ; this operation too

requires a waning light, as if to kill the new-plucked feathers

completely, and bring them to rest. If you open trenches by

a waxing moon, they will soon grow together again ; if by a

waning, they keep on getting deeper and wider. To open a vein

with the moon declining, makes the blood press downwards and

1 The Estlionians say to the new-moon :
' Hail, moon ! may you grow old, and

I keep young !
' Thorn. Hiarne p. 40.

2 In Demerara grows a tree like the mahogany, called walala ; if cut down at

new-moon, the wood is tough and hard to split, if at full, it is soft and splits easily.

Bamboo planks cut at new-moon last ten years, those cut at full-moon rot within
the year.
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load the legs (Tobler 404b
)

; set about it therefore by the mount-

ing moonlight. Vuk sub v. miyena says, the Servian women will

wash never a shirt at new-moon, they declare all the linen would

get mooned (omiyeniti) in the water, i.e. bulge and pucker, and

soon tear; one might find another reason too for washing by

the waning moon, that stains and dirt should disappear with the

dwindling light (see Suppl.).

Behind superstitious practices I have tried to discover a

meaning, which may possibly come near their original signifi-

cation. Such symbolical coupling of means and end was at all

events not foreign to antiquity anywhere : the holy water floats

all misfortune away with it (p. 589), the spray from the millwheel

scatters all sickness (p. 593). So the sufferer stands with his

face to the waning moon, and prays :
' as thou decreasest, let my

pains diminish ' (I, 2 15) ; he can also go on the other tack, and

cry to the new moon :
' may what I see increase, and what I suffer

cease ' (492) . Turning the face toward the luminary I take to

be a relic of heathen moon-worship. 1

Superstitions of this kind have long been banished to the

narrower limits of agriculture and cattle-breeding; we should

arrive at a clearer knowledge of them, had their bearing on

public life been described for us in early times. Observation of

the lunar changes must in many ways have influenced sacrifices,

the casting of lots and the conduct of war. Some things now

appear bewildering, because we cannot review all the circum-

stances, and some no doubt were different in different nations.

German superstition (I, 856) thinks it a calamity for the master

of the house to die during the moon's decline, for then the whole

family will fall away ; the Esthonian view (41) is, that a death at

new-moon is unlucky, perhaps because more will follow ? Fruits

that grow above ground are to be sown at the waxing, those under

ground at the waning (Jul. Schmidt p. 122) ; not so Westendorp

p. 129: 'dat boven den grond wast, by a/nemende maan, dat

onder den grond wast, by foenemende maan te zaaien/ Gutslaf

(Wohhanda p. 49, conf. errata) remarks, that winter-crops are

not to be sown while the moon stands at the idle quarter (third,

1 Whoever at play turns bis back to the moon, has had lack (I, 801). But the

seaman iu his hammock takes care not to face the full-moon, lest he be struck with

blindness.
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kus se kuk maal). In the sermon of Eligius (Sup. A), the

sentence ' nee lona nova quisquam timeat aliquid operis arripere'

is unintelligible so long as we do not know what sort of operation

is meant.

The spots or shady depressions on the full-moon's disc have

given rise to grotesque but similar myths in several nations. To

the common people in India they look like a hare, i.e. Chandras

the god of the moon carries a hare (sasa), hence the moon is

called sasin or sasanka, hare mark or spot. 1 The Mongolian

doctrine also sees in these shadows the figure of a hare." Bogdo

Jagjamuni or Shigemuni [the Buddha Sakya-muni], supreme

ruler of the sky, once changed himself into a hare, simply to

serve as food to a starving traveller ; in honour of which meri-

torious deed Khormusta, whom the Mongols revere as chief of

the tenggri [genii], placed the figure of a hare in the moon.

The people of Ceylon relate as follows : While Buddha the great

god sojourned upon earth as a hermit, he one day lost his way

in a wood. He had wandered long, when a hare accosted him :

' Cannot I help thee ? strike into the path on thy right, I will

guide thee out of the wilderness/ Buddha replied :
' Thank

thee, but I am poor and hungry, and unable to repay thy kind-

ness/ ' If thou art hungry/ said the hare, ' light a fire, and kill,

roast and eat me.' Buddha made a fire, and the hare immediately

jumped in. Then did Buddha manifest his divine power, he

snatched the beast out of the flames, and set him in the moon,

where he may be seen to this day.3 To the Greenlander's fancy

these spots are the marks of Marina's fingers, with which she

touched the fine reindeer pelisse of Anninga (Majer's Myth,

taschenb. 1811. p. 15).

An ON. fable tells us, that Mani (the moon) took two children,

Bil and Hiuki, away from the earth, just as they were drawing

water from the well Byrgir, and carrying the pail Seegr on the

pole Simul between their shoulders. These children walk behind

1 Schlegel's Ind. bibl. 1, 217. Ace. to Bopp's Gloss. 346% a Sanskrit name for

the moon means lepore praeditus, leporem gerens.
2 Bergmann's Streifer. 3, 40. 204. Majer's Myth. wtb. 1, 540.
3 Douce's Illustr. of Shaksp. 1, 16 from the lips of a French traveller, whose

telescope tbe Cingalese had often borrowed, to have a good look at the hare in the

moon.
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Maui, as one may see from the earth (sva sem sia ma af ioriui),

Sn. 12. That not the moon's phases but her spots are here

meant, is plain enough from the figure itself. No change of the

moon could suggest the image of two children with a pail slung

on their shoulders. Moreover, to this day the Swedish people see

in the spots of the moon two persons carrying a big bucket on

a pole} Bil was probably a girl, and Hiuki a boy, the former

apparently the same as the asynja named together with Sol in

Sn. 39 ; there it is spelt Bil, but without sufficient reason ; the

neuter ' bil ' signifies momentum, interstitium, a meaning that

would suit any appearance of the moon (conf. p. 374 on OHG.

pil). What is most important for us, out of this heathen fancy

of a kidnapping man of the moon, which, apart from Scandinavia,

was doubtless in vogue all over Teutondom, if not farther, there

has evolved itself since a christian adaptation. They say the

man in the moon is a woocl-stealer, who during church time on

the holy sabbath committed a trespass in the wood, and was then

transported to the moon as a punishment; there he may be seen

with the axe on his bach and the bundle of brushivood (dornwelle)

in his hand. Plainly enough the water-pole of the heathen story

has been transformed into the axe's shaft, and the carried pail

into the thornbush ; the general idea of theft was retained, but

special stress laid on the keeping of the christian holiday ; the

man suffers punishment not so much for cutting firewood, as

because he did it on a Sunday. 3 The interpolation is founded on

Numb. 15, 32-6, where we are told of a man that gathered

sticks on the sabbath, and was stoned to death by the congrega-

tion of Israel, but no mention is made of the moon and her spots.

As to when this story first appeared in Germany I have no means

of telling, it is almost universally prevalent now; 3 in case the

full-moon's name of wadel. wedel in the sense of a bunch of twigs 4

1 Dalin 1, 158: men annu fins den meningen bland var almoge. Ling's

Eddornas sinnebildslara 1, 78: annu sager alliniinheten i Sodraswerge, att manens
flackar aro tvenne varelser, som bara en bryggsa (bridge-bucket, shin-

- A Westphalian story says, the man dressed the church With thorns on

Sunday, and was therefore put, bundle and all, into the moon.
:( Hebel has made a pretty song about it, pp. 86-9: 'me net em gsait der

Dietrrlr,' on which Schm. 2, 583 asks : is this Dietrich of Bern, translated in

classi • fashion to the sky? We must first make sure that the poet found the name
already in the tradition.

4 In the Henneberg distr. wadel means brushwood, twigs tied up in a bundle,

esp. fir-twigs, wadeln to tie up brushwood (Reinwald 2, 137) ; this may however

come from the practice of cutting wood at full-moon.
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has itself arisen out of the story (p. 712), it must be of pretty

high antiquity. In Tobler's Appenzell sprachsch. 20b we are

told : An arma ma (a poor man) het alawil am sonnti holz

ufg'lesa (picked up wood). Do hed em der Hebe Gott d'wahl

g'loh (let him choose), 6b er lieber wott i' der sonn verbrenna,

oder im mo' verfrura (burn in sun, or freeze in moon. Var.

:

inm kalta mo' ihi, oder i' d' holl abi). Do will* er lieber in'n mo'

ihi. Dromm sied ma' no' ietz an' ma' im mo' inna, wenn's wedel

ist. Br hed a' piischeli uff 'em rogga (bush on his back). Kuhn's

Mark, sagen nos. 27. 104. 130 give us three different accounts :

in one a broom- maker has bound twigs (or a woman has spun) on

a Sunday, in another a man has spread manure, in the third he

has stolen cabbage-stumps ; and the figure with the bunch of

twigs (or the spindle), with the dungfork, with the cabbage- stalk,

is supposed to form the spots in the moon. The earliest authority

I know of is Fischart's Garg. 1 30b :
' sab im mon ein mannlin,

das holz gesfohlen hett ; ' Praetorius says more definitely, Welt-

beschr. 1, 447 : the superstitious folk declared the dark spots on

the moon to be the man that gathered sticks on the sabbath and

was stoned therefor. The Dutch account makes the man steal

vegetables, so he appears in the moon with the ' bundel moes ' on

his shoulders (Westendorp p. 129). The English tradition seems

pretty old. Chaucer in his Testament of Creseide 260-4 de-

scribes the moon as lady Cynthia :

Her gite (gown) was gray and ful of spottis blake,

and on her brest a chorl paintid ful even

bering a bush of thornis on his balce,

which for his theft might clime no ner the heven.

In Kitson's Anc. songs (Lond. 1790), p. 35 is a ' song upon

the man in the moon/ beginning thus :

Mon in the mone stond and strit (standeth and strideth),

on his botforhe is burthen he bereth

;

hit is muche wonder that he na donn slyt (slideth),

for doutelesse he valle, he shoddreth and shereth,

when the forst freseth much chele he byd (chill he bideth)
;

the thomes beth kene, is hattren to-tereth.

Shivering with cold, he lugs on his fork a load of thorns, which

tear his coat, he had cut them down and been impounded by the

forester; the difficult and often unintelligible song represents
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him as a lazy old man, who walks a bit and stands a bit, and

is drunk as well; not a word about desecration of the sabbath.

Shakspeare alludes more than once to the man in the moon

;

Tempest ii. 2 :
' I was the man i' th' moon, when time was ' . . .

' I have seen thee in her, and I do adore thee : my mistress shewed

me thee and thy dog and thy hush.' Mids. N. Dr. iii. 1 :
' One

must come in with a bush of thorns and a lanthorn, and say he

comes to present the person of Moonshine.' In Gryphius too

the player who acts the moon ties a bush round his body (conf.

Ir. elfenm. no. 20).

Two more, and those conflicting, interpretations of the moon's

spots are likewise drawn from the Bible. Either it is Isaac bear-

ing a burthen of wood for the sacrifice of himself on Mount Moriah

(Praetor. Weltbeschr. 1, 44.7) ; or it is Cain carrying a bundle of

thorns on his shoulders, and offering to the Lord the cheapest gift

from his field. 1 This we find as far back as Dante, Parad. 2, 50.

die sono i segni bui

di questo corpo, che laggiuso in terra

fan di Gcvin favoleggiare altrui ?

And Inferno 20, 126 : Gaino e le spine. On this passage Landino

remarks :
' cioe la luna, nella quale i volgare vedendo una certa

ombra, credono che sia Caino, c' habbia in spalla una foreata di

'pruni.' And another commentator: f accommodandosi alia favola

del volgo, che sieno quelle macchie Caino, che inahi una foreata

di s j
tine*

Nearly all these explanations agree in one thing: they suppose

the spots to be a human figure carrying something on its shoulder,

whether a hare, a pole and bucket, an axe and thorns, or the load

of thorns alone. 2 A wood-stealer or fratricide accounts for the

spots of the moon, as a chaff-stealer (p. 357) does for the streaks

in the milky way.

There must have been yet more traditions. A Netherl. poet

of the 14th century speaks of the dark stripes that stand

1 The story of the first fratricide seems to have made a peculiarly deep im-
pression on the new converts from heathenism ; they fancy him a wicked giant,

conf. Beow. 213 seq., and supra p. 525.
3 Water, an essential part of the Norse myth, is wanting in the story of the

man with the thornbush, but it re-appears in the Carniolan story (for kramerisch
read kraineriech) cited in Brentano's Libussa p. 421 : the man in the moon is called

Kotar, he makes her grow by pouring water.
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reclit iut midden van der mane,

dat men in duitsche beet ludergheer

;

in another passage it is lendegher 1 (for leudegher?); and Willems

in Messager de Gand, 1, 195, following a MS. of 1351, reads, f dat

men in dietsch heet lodegeer ;' but none of these forms is intel-

ligible to me. Perhaps the proper name Ludger, Leodegarius,

OHG. Liutker, has to do with it, and some forgotten legend of

the Mid. Ages. A touching religious interpretation is handed

down by Berthold 145, surely not invented by himself, that the

moon is Mary Magdalene, and the spots her tears of repentance

(see Suppl.).

The Sun has had a slighter influence than the moon on super-

stitious notions and observances. Magical herbs must be

gathered, if not by moonlight, at least before sunrise (p. G21),

and healing waters be drawn before sunrise (p. 586). The

mounting sun dispels all magic, and bids the spirits back to their

subterranean abode.

Twice in the year the sun changes his course, in summer to

sink, in winter to rise. These turning-points of the sun were

celebrated with great pomp in ancient times, and our St. John's

or Midsummer fires are a relic of the summer festival (p. 617

seq.). The higher North, the stronger must have been the im-

pression produced by either solstice, for at the time of the sum-

mer one there reigns almost perpetual day, and at the winter one

perpetual night. Even Procopius (ed. Bonn. 2, 206) describes

how the men of Thule, after their 35 days' night, climb the

mountain-tops to catch sight of the nearing sun. Then they

celebrate their holiest feast (see Suppl.).

Tacitus tells us (cap. 45), that the sun after setting shoots up

such a radiance over the Suiones, that it pales the stars till

morning. ' Sonum insuper audiri, formas deorum et radios capitis

aspici, persuasio adjicit.' I would have turned this passage to

account in Chap. VI., as proving the existence of Germanic gods,

7 Van "Wyn's Avondstonden 1, 306. Bilderdijk's Yerklarende gestachtlijst der

naamworden 2, 198 has ludegeer, ludegaar, and explains it, no doubt wrongly, as

luikenaar (leodiensis). However, he tells the old story :
' 't rnannetjen in de maan,

dat gezegd werd een doornbosch op zijn rug te heben, en om dat by 't gestolen had,

met hooger ten hemel te mogen opklimmeD, maar daar ingebannen te zijn.' Exactly

as in Chaucer.
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had it not seemed credible that such accounts may not have

reached the Romans from Germany itself, but been spread among

them by miscellaneous travellers' tales. Strabo 8, 1 (Tsch. 1,

308) quotes from Posidonius a very similar story of the noise

made by the setting sv/n in the sea between Spain and Africa:

fxei^o) Svveiv tov i'fktov ev rfj irapwKeavLTihi fxeTa ^r6(j>ov TTapairXr)-

<rico<}, coaavel ai^ovros rod TreXdyovi kclto, afieaiv avrov hca to

e/jLTriineiv et? tov j3v66v. But the belief may even then have

prevailed among Germans too ; the radiant heads, like a saint's

glory, were discussed at p. 323, and I will speak of this mar-

vellous music of the rising and setting sun in the next chapter.

Meanwhile the explanation given of the red of morning and

evening, in the old AS. dialogue between Saturn and Solomon

(Thorpe's Anal. p. 100), is curious :
' Saga me, forhwan byS seo

sunne redd on cefen?'' 'Ic ]?e secge, for]?on heo locaS on helle.'

' Saga me, hwi scineS heo swa redde on morgene ?' ' Ic ]?e secge,

for]>on hyre twynaS hwaaSer heo rnaag cSe [orig. )>e] ne masg

]nsne middaneard eondiscinan swa hyre beboden is.' The sun

is red at even, for that she looketh on hell ; and at morn, for

that she doubteth whether she may complete her course as she is

bidden.

Not only about the sun and moon, but about the other stars,

our heathen antiquity had plenty of lore and legend. It is a very

remarkable statement of Jornandes cap. 11, that in Sulla's time

the Goths under Dicenaeus, exclusive of planets and signs of the

zodiac, were acquainted with 344 stars that ran from east to west.

How many could we quote now by their Teutonic names ?

The vulgar opinion imagines the stars related to each individual

man as friend or foe.
1 The constellation that shone upon his birth

takes him under its protection all his life through ; this is called

being born under a good or lucky star. From this guidance, this

secret sympathy of dominant constellations, fate can be foretold.

Conversely, though hardly from native sources, it is said in the

Renner 10981 that every star has an angel who directs it to the

place whither it should go.

1 Swera die sternen werdent gram,
dein wirt der indue lihte alsam. Frid. 108, 3.
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There is a pious custom of saluting the celestial luminaries

before going to bed at night (Sup. I, 112), and among the Mod.

Greeks, of offering a prayer when the evening star is on the rise.

According to the Edda, all the stars were sparks of fire from

Muspells-heim, that flew about the air at random, till the gods

assigned them seats and orbits, Sn. 9. Seem. 1.

Ignited vapours, which under a starry sky fall swiftly through

the air like fiery threads—Lat. trajectio stellae, stella transvolans,

Ital. stella cadente, Fr. etoile filante, Span, estrella vaga, Swed.

stjernfall, Dan. stiernskud (star-shoot)., what the Greeks call

Suiyeiv trajicere—are by our people ascribed to a trimming of

the stars' light ; they are like the sparks we let fall in snuffing a

candle. We find this notion already in Wolfram's Wh. 322, 18 :

Dehein sterne ist so lieht, No star so bright

emfiirbe sich etswenne.'1 but trims itself somewhen.

Hence our phrase of ' the stars snuffing themselves/ and our

subst. sternputze, stemschnuppe. These falling stars are ominous,2

and whoever sees them should say a prayer (Sup. I, 595) : to the

generous girl who has given away her all, they bring down with

them [or turn into] gold-pieces (Kinderm. 153) ; nay, whatever

wish you form while the snuff is falling, is fulfilled (Tobler 408b
).

The Lithuanians beautifully weave shooting stars into the fate-

mythus : the verpeya (spinneress) begins to spin the thread of the

new-born on the sky, and each thread ends in a star ; when a man

is dying, his thread snaps, and the star turns pale and drops

(Narbutt, 1, 71).

A comet is called tail-star, hair-star in Aventin 74b . 119b
,

peacock-tail (Schm. 1, 327) ; and its tail in Detmar 1, 242 schin-

scliove, from schof a bundle of straw. Its appearing betokens

events fraught with peril, especially the death of a king (Greg,

tur. 4, 9) :
' man siht an der zit einen sterren, sam einen pfawen

zagel wit (wide as a peacock's tail), so miiezen siben sachen in

der werlt ergan,' MsH. 3, 468h (see Suppl.).

Our old heathen fancies about the fixed stars have for the most

part faded away, their very names are almost all supplanted by

1 MS. n. reads ' subere sich.' Even OHG. has farban (umiulare, expiare).
2 So with the Greeks (Reinh. fuchs p. lxxii.). In a poem of Beranger: ' mon

enfant, un mortel expire, son etoile tonibe a l'instant.'
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learned astronomic appellations ; only a few have managed to

save themselves in ON. legend or among the common people.

Whether the planets were named after the great gods, wo
cannot tell : there is no trace of it to be found even in the North.

Planet-names for days of the week seem to have been imported,

though very early, from abroad (p. 126 seq.) Other reasons

apart, it is hardly conceivable that the heathen, who honoured

certain fixed stars with names of their own, should not have

distinguished and named the travelling stars, whose appearances

and changes are so much more striking. The evening and

morning Venus is called eveningstar, morning'sta/r, OHG. a/pant-

sterno, tagastemo, like the Lat. vesper and lucifer.1 The turikel-

steme in Ms. 1, 38b seems to be vesperugo, the eveningstar be-

ginning to blaze in the twilight, conf. Gramm. 2, 526. An OHG.
iihfosterno morningstar, N. Bth. 223, is from uhta, Goth, uhtvo

crepusculum. Gl. Trev. 22b have stelbom hesperus; can this be

stellbaum, the bird-catcher's pole? But in Rol. 240,27 'die

urmaren stalboume ' stands for stars in general, and as every star

was provided with stool or stand (p. 700-1), we may connect stel-

boum, stalboum with this general meaning. There is perhaps

more of a mythic meaning in the name nahtfare for eveningstar

(Heumanni opusc. 453. 460), as the same word is used of the witch

or wise-woman out on her midnight jaunt. The Anglo-Saxons

called the eveningstar swdna steorra (bubulcorum stella), because

the swains drove their herd home when it appeared. Again, in

0. iv. 9, 24 Christ is compared to the sun, and the apostles to

the eleven daystars, ' dagasterron ' here meaning not so much
luciferi as the signs of the zodiac. There are no native names

for the polar star (see Suppl.)

.

Twice the Edda relates the origin of particular stars, but no

one knows now what constellations are' meant. The legend of

Orvandils-td and the AS. Earendel, OHG. Orentil, has been cited,

p. 374; this bright luminary may have meant the morningstar.

Then the ases, having slain the giant Thiassi, had to atone for it

to his daughter SkaSi. Ooinn took Thiassi's eyes and threw

them against the sky, where they formed two stars, Sn. 82-3.

These a/ugu Tldassa are most likely two stars that stand near

1 In an old church-hymn Lucifer is provided with a chariot: cuxrus jam poscit
phosphorus (reita giu fergdt tagastern), Hyuin. 2, 3.
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each other, of equal size and brightness, perhaps the Twins ?

This is another instance of the connexion we found between stars

and eyes ; and the toe translated to heaven is quite of a piece

with the f tongues ' and the correspondence of the parts of the

body to the macrocosm, p. 568 (see Suppl.).

The milky-way and its relation to Irmin I have dealt with,

pp. 356-8.

Amongst all the constellations in our sky, three stand pro-

minent to the popular eye : Ursa major, Orion and the Pleiades.

And all of them are still known by native names ; to which I

shall add those in use among the Slavs, Lithuanians and Finns,

who give them the same place of honour as we do.

The Great Bear was doubtless known to our ancestors, even

before their conversion, as waggon, wain; which name, un-

borrowed, they had in common with kindred [Aryan] nations,

and therefore it is the common people's name for it to this

day : they say, at dead of night the heavenly wain turns round

with a great noise, conf. p. 745. So the Swiss (Tobler 264a
)

:

when the herra-waga stands low, bread is cheap, when high, it is

dear. 0. v. 17, 29 uses the pi.
c wagand gistelli/ meaning at

once the greater waggon and the less ; which last (Ursa minor)

Berthold calls the wegelin.1 So ' des wagenes gerihte/ Wackern.

lb. 772, 26. It comes of a lively way of looking at the group,

which circling round the polar star always presents the appear-

ance of four wheels and a long slanting pole, deichsel (terno), on

the strength of which the AS. sometimes has }>id alone : wannes

J?isla (thill), Boeth. Bawlins. 192b
. Eeferences are given at

p. 151, also the reasons for my conjecture that the waggon meant

is that of Wuotan the highest god. True, an 0. Swed. chronicle

connects the Swed. name harlwagen with Tkorr, who stepping

into his chariot holds the seven stars in his hand (Thor statt

naken som ett barn, siu stjernor i handen och Karlewagn), which

I will not absolutely deny; but it is Woden stories in particular

that are transferred to the Frankish Charles (p. 153). When

in Gl. Jun. 188 f Arturus ' is rendered wagan (though Gl. Hrab.

1 Ich ban den glanzen himelwagen und daz gestirne besehen, Troj. 19062.

There may for that matter be several himelwagens, as there were many gods with

cars. Cervantes too, in a song of the gitanilla (p. m. 11), says : Si en el cielo hay

estrellas, que lucieiUes carrus forman.
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951 b has 'arctus' the bear = wagan in Tiimile), that is explained

by the proximity of the star to the Great Bear's tail, as the very

name up/crovpos shews. 1 I have to add, that Netherland cities

(Antwerp, Groningeu) have the stars of the Great or the Lesser

Bear on their seals (Messager de Gaud 3, 339), and in England
the Charles-wain is painted on the signboards of taverns.

The Greeks have both names in use, apic-os bear, and apa^a
waggon, the Romans both ursa and plaustrum, as well as a

septentrio or septentriones from trio, plough-ox. Fr. char, charriot,

Ital. Span, carro. Pol. woz (plaustrum), woz niebieski (heavenly

wain), Boh. wos, and at the same time oglea (thill, sometimes og,

wog) for Bootes j the Illyrian Slavs kola, pi. of kolo wheel, there-

fore wheels, i.e. wain, but in their Icola rodina and rodokola 2 I

cannot explain the adjuncts rodo, rodina. Lith. gryzulio rats,

gryzdo rats, from ratas (rota), while the first word, unexplained

by Mielcke, must contain the notion of waggon or heaven
;

3 Lett.

ratti (rotae). Esth. wanhri tahhed, waggon-stars, from wanker
(currus) ; Hung, g'&ntzbl szekere, from szeker (currus), the first

word being explained in ' Hungaria in parabolis ' p. 48 by a

mythic Gontzal, their first waggoner. Prominent in the Fiunish

epos are paiwa the sun, Jcuu the moon, and otawa, which Castren

translates karla-vagnen, they are imagined as persons and divine,

and often named together ; the Pleiades are named seidainen.

Never, either in our OHG. remains, or among Slavs, Lithu-

anians and Finns, 4 do we find the name borrowed from the

animal (ursa), though these nations make so much of the bear

both in legend and perhaps in worship (p. 668).

The carro menor is called by Spanish shepherds bocina, bugle
;

5

by Icelanders fiosakonur a lopti, milkmaids of the sky, Biorn sub

v. F. Magnusen's Dag. tid. 104-5 (see Suppl.).

1 [From ofyos keeper, not ovpd tail] . 'ApK7-o0jXa£ [bear-ward, or as we might
say] Waggoner, is Bootes, of whom Greek fable bas much to tell. Axcturus stands
in Bootes, and sometimes for Bootes. An OHG. gloss, Diut. 1. 167*, seems
curiously to render Bootes by stuffala, Graff 6, 662. Is this stuphila, stipula,
stubble ?

'-' Bosnian Bible, Ofen 1831. 3, 154. 223. In Vuk roda is stork, whence the
adj. rodin, but wbat of tbat ? This roda seems to be rota, rad, wheel over again.

3 Litb. Bible, Konigsb. 1816, has in Job (J, 9 gryzo wezimmas ; gryzdas,
grizulas is thill, and wezimmas waggon.

4 Can this be reconciled with the statement, p. 729, that Finn, otawa = bear?
The Mongol, for bear is utege.

—

Trans.
6 Don Quixote 1, 20 (ed. Ideler 1, 232 ; conf. 5, 261).
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The small, almost invisible star just above the middle one in

the waggon's thill has a story to itself. It is called waggoner,

hind, in Lower Germany dilmeke, thumbkin, dwarf, Osnabr.

diimke, Meckl. duming, in Holstein 'Hans Dilmken, Hans D itmid

sitt opm wagn.' They say that once a waggoner, having given

our Saviour a lift, was offered the kingdom of heaven for his

reward ; but he said he would sooner be driving from east to

west to all eternity (as the wild hunter wished for evermore to

hunt) . His desire was granted, there stands his waggon in the

sky, and the highest of the three thill-stars, the ' rider ' so-called,

is that waggoner. Another version in Miillenhoffs Schles. Hoist,

sagen no. 484. I daresay the heathen had a similar fiction about

Wodan's charioteer. Joh. Praetorius De suspecta poli declina-

tione, Lips. 1675, p. 35: ' qui hanc stellam non pi-aeteriissent,

etiamsi minor quam Alcor, das kneeldgen, der dilmeke, das reuter-

lein, knecldjink fuisset; ' and again on the thief's thumb, p. 140 :

' fabula de pollicari aitriga, dilmeke, fuhrman.' That the same

fancy of the waggoner to this constellation prevails in the East,

appears from Niebuhr's Arabia, and the Hungarian Gontzol seems

closely related to him ; in Greek legend likewise Zeus places the

waggon's driver (/;y/o^o?) or inventor JEJrichthonius among the

stars, though not in the Great Bear, but between Perseus and

the Twins in the galaxy. The Bohemian formdnek, wozatag

(auriga) or bowozmj signify Arcturus, Bootes and Erichthonius

(Jungm. 1, 550. 3, 401), and palecky it wozit thumblings on

waggon. But in Slovenic, it seems, hervor (Murko 85. Jarnik

229 b
) and burovzh mean the waggoner and the Polar Star.

The cluster of brilliant stars in which the Greeks recognised

the figure of Orion x had various Teutonic names, the reasons of

which are not always clear to us now. First, the three stars in

a line that form Orion's belt are called in Scandinavia Friggjar-

rockr, Friggerok (pp. 270. 302-3), and also by transfer to Mary

Mariarok, Marirok (Peter Syv in the Danske digtek. middelald.

1, 102), Mariteen; here is plain connecting of a star-group with

the system of heathen gods. The same three stars are to this

day called by the common folk in Up. Germany the three mowers,

because they stand in a row like mowers in a meadow : a homely

1 Our MHG. poets adopt Orion without translating it, MS. 1, 37\ The
Romans, ace. to Varro and Festus, called it Jugula, it is not known why.
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designation, like that of waggon, which arose in the childlike

fancy of a pastoral people. OHG. glosses name Orion pjiuoc

(aratrum), and in districts on the Rhine he is called the rake

(rastrum) : he is a tool of the husbandman or the mower. The
Scotch pleuch, Engl, plough, is said of Charles's wain. Some
AS. (perhaps more OS.) glosses translate Orion by eburdring,

ebur&ntng, eblnlring, ebirthiring (Gl. Jun. 309. 371), l which in

pure AS. would have been eofor'Sryng, eforSring ; it can mean
nothing but boar-throng, since kryng, as well as ]?rang, Mid.
Lat. drungus, is turba. How any one came to see a herd of wild

boars in the group, or which stars of Orion it included, I do not

know : the wild huntsman of the Greek legend may have nothing

to do with it, as neither that legend nor the group as seen by
Greek eyes includes any hunted animal ; the boars of the Teutonic

constellation have seemingly quite a different connexion, and
perhaps are founded on mere comparison. OHG. glosses give

us no ejpurdrunc, but its relation to Iuwaring and Iring was
pointed out, p. 359 note. In the latter part of the Mid. Ages
our ' three mowers ' or the Scandinavian ' Mary's distaff ' is called

Jacobs-stab, Boh. Jahubahul ; the heathenish spindle, like the

heathenish Irmin-street (p. 357 note), is handed over to the

holy apostle, who now staff in hand, paces the same old heavenly

path ; in some parts Peter's staff is preferred. The Esthonians

call Orion warda Uihhed, spear stars, from ' wardas ' spear, and

perhaps staff, like St. James's staff. The Lithuanians szenpjuivis,

hay-star? from 'szen' foenum (Nesselmann 515), as August is

called szenpjutis ; because the constellation rises at hay-harvest ?

perhaps also with reference to the f three-mowers ' ? for in the

same way several Slav nations have the name kosi scythes, Boh.

Icosy (Jungm. 2, 136), Pol. Jcosy (Linde 1092 a
), Sloven, lcoszi

(Murko 142) mowers. Other Slavic names of Orion are shtupka

(Bosn. Bible, 3, 154), for which we ought to read shtapka, in Vuk
shtaha crutch, crosier, from our stiibchen, Carniol. pdlize staves,

in Stulli babini sctapi old wives' staves; and kruzilice, 2 wheelers,

rovers? from 'kruziti' vagari (see Suppl.).

1 The second passage has ' eburdnung,' an error, but an evidence of the MS.'s
age, for in the 8-itth cent, the second stroke of r was made as long as that of n.

2 Dobrowsky's Slavin p. 425 ; the Pol. hruzlic is crocklet, mug. Hanka's
Altbohm. glossen have 66, 857 kruzlyk circulea, 9U, 164 krusslyk lix, which I do
not understand. Can it be crutch ?

VOL. II. U
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Between the shoulders of the Bull is a space thickly sown with

stars, but in which seven (really six) larger ones are recognis-

able ; hence it is called sieben-gestim, OHG. thaz sibunstirri,

0. v. 17, 29. Diut. i. 520\ Gl. Jim. 188 (where it is confounded

with the Hyades not far off, in the Bull's head). Beside this

purely arithmetical denomination, there are others more living :

Gr. nXetd&es, Ion. IlXrj'idSes, seven daughters of Atlas and

Ple'ione, whom Zeus raised to the sky, II. 18, 486. Od. 5, 272,

and who, like the Norse Thiassi and Orvandill, are of giant kin
;

but some explain these Pleiads from ireXeLdq wild dove, which

is usually ireXeia} Lat. Vergiliae, of which Festus gives a lame

explanation. A German poet writes virilie, Amgb. 42b
.

The picture of the Pleiades that finds most favour among the

people in Germany and almost all over Europe is that of a hen

and seven chickens, which at once reminds us of the Greek seven

doves? Mod. Gr. irovXia (Fauriel 2, 277). Our kluche, Mucker in,

kluckhenne, brut-henne rnit den hunlein ; Dan. aften-hone, even-

ing-hen (-honne, Dansk. digtek. middelald. 1, 102); Engl, hen with

her chickens; Fr. la poussiniere, in Lorraine poucherosse, covrosse

(couveuse, brood-hen, qui conduit des poussius) 3
; Gris. cluotschas

or cluschas the cluck-hens; Ital. gallinelle ; Boh. slepice s kurdtky

hen with chickens; Hung, fiastik, fiastyuk from tik, tyuk gallina,

and fiazom pario. The sign of the cluck-hen seems to me inter-

grown with our antiquity. Nursery tales bring in a peculiar

feature, viz. that three nuts or eggs having been given as a pre-

sent, out of them come a golden dress, a silver dress, and a cluckie

with seven (or twelve) chickies, the three gifts representing sun,

moon and seven-stars. Kinderm. no. 88 (2, 13). So in the

Introd. to the Pentamerone, out of the miraculous nut comes a

voccola co dudece polecine. Now the Hungarian tale in Gaal p. 381

has ' golden hen and six chickens,' meaning the Pleiades ; and the

maiden, seeking her lost lover, has to obtain access to him by the

valuables contained in three nuts ; these were three dresses, on

which severally were worked the sun, the moon, and the seven-

stars (conf. Wigal. 812), being gifts of Sun, Moon, and Seven-

1 The Suppl. adds :
' the Pleiades, like doves, carry ambrosia to Zeus, but one

always gets lost in passing the Planctae rocks, and Zeus fills up their number again,

Athen. 4, 325-6.'—Homer tells the story simply of doves, iriXaiai, Od. 12, 61.

—

Trans.
2 Conf. Pentam. 4, 8 ' li sette palommielle,' seven children transformed,
s Mem. des antiq. 4, 376. 6, 121-9.
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stars, bestowed upon her in her wanderings. The third dress

tradition at last converted into the cluckie herself. Treasure-

hunters dig for the costly clnckie with her chicks; conf. the

sunken hoard, Chap. XXXII. A c hen and twelve hiinkeln ' was

also an earthly fine, Weisth. 1, 465. 499. I am not sure that we

are entitled to connect the nut with ' Iduns huot
'

; but what is

' snn, moon and cluckie ' with us, is with the Finns far more

plainly ' piii wa., kuu, otawa,' i.e. sun, moon, bear. The Span, name

is Mas siete cabrillas' seven kids. 1 Pol. baby old wives, Russ.

baba old wife [and nasedka sitting hen], Linde 1, 38 a
; Serv.

vlashitsi (Vuk 78), vlashnitsi, (Bosn. Bible 3, 154, 223), Sloven.

vlastovtse swallows? but Jaruik 229 b explains it' ramstiibe/ which

I do not understand. The 0. Boh. name too is obscure, sczyet-

nycze pleiades (Hanka's Glossen 58b)= stetnice, bristly ones, from

stetina seta ? Sloven, gostoseotsi, gostozhirtsi the thick-sown ?

The last name agrees with the Lith. and Finn, view, viz. the con-

stellation is a sieve having a great many holes, or sifting out a

heap of flour : Lith. setas Lett, setinsh, Esth. sool or soggel, Finn.

seula, seulainen. "Why does Suchenwirt 4, 326 say, ' daz her daz

tailt sich in daz lant gleich recht als ain sibenstirn ' ? because the

army is so thickly spread over the land ? (see Suppl.).

The origin of the Pleiades is thus related : Chi'ist was passing

a baker's shop, when He smelt the new bread, and sent his dis-

ciples to ask for a loaf. The baker refused, but the baker's wife

and her six daughters were standing apart, and secretly gave it.

For this they were set in the sky as the Seven-stars, while the

baker became the cuckoo (p. G7G baker's man), and so long as

he sings in spring, from St. Tiburtius's day to St. John's, the

Seven-stars are visible in heaven. Compare with this the Nor-

wegian tale of Gertrude's bird (p. 673).

There may be a few more stars for which popular names still

exist. 2 In Lith. the Kids are artojis sa jduczeis plougher with

oxen, and Capella neszeja walgio food-bearer (f.). Hanka's 0.

Boh. gl. 58b gives hrusa for Aldebanm, przyczeh for Arcturus.

We might also expect to find names for the Hyades and Cas-

1 Don Quixote 2, 41 (Idel. 4, 83 ; conf. 6, 242).
- Cymrio ami -Gaelic Bibles (Job 9, 9), retain the Latin names from the Vulgate;

from which it does not follow that these languages lack native nanus for stirs.

Armstrong cites Gael, crannarain, baker's peel, for the Pleiades, aud dragblod, hre-

tail, for the Lesser Bear.
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siopeia. But many stars are habitually confounded, as the

Pleiades with the Hyades or Orion, and even with the Wain and

Arcturus
;

l what is vouched for by glosses alone, is not to be

relied on. Thus I do not consider it proved as yet that the names

plough and eburdrung really belong to Orion. By ' plough ' the

Irish Fairy-tales 2, 123 mean the Wain rather than Orion, and

who knows but the ' throng of boars ' may really stand for the

'TdSes (from 5?)
3 and the Lat. Suculae? (see Suppl.).

Still more unsafe and slippery is the attempt to identify the

constellations of the East, founded as they are on such a different

way of looking at the heavens. Three are named in Job 9, 9 :

ttfy ash, nD'O kimeh, ^D3 ksil; 3 which the Septuagint renders

7rA,aaSe?, ecnrepos, dp/cTovpos, the Vulgate 'Arcturus, Orion,

Hyades/ and Luther ' the Wain, Orion, the Glucke (hen)/ In

Job 38, 31 kimeh and ksil are given in the LXX as 7r\eui8es,

'flpicov, in Vulg. as ' Pleiades, Arcturus/ in Diut. 1, 520 as

' Siebeustirni, Wagan/ and in Luther as ' Siebenstern, Orion/

For ksil in Isaiah 13, 10 the LXX has flpiwv, Vulg. merely

'splendor/ Luther 'Orion/ In Amos 5, 8 kimeh and ksil are

avoided in LXX, but rendered in Vulg. ' Arcturus, Orion/ and

by Luther 'the Glucke, Orion/ Michaelis drew up his 86

questions on the meaning of these stars, and Niebuhr received

the most conflicting answers from Arabian Jews

;

4 on the whole

it seemed likeliest, that (1) ash was the Arabian constellation

om en ndsh, (2) kimeh or chima the Arab, toriye, (3) ksil the

Arab, shell (sihhel) ; the three corresponding to Ursa major,

1 Keisersperg's Postil 206 :
' the sea-star or the Wain, or die henn mit den hiinlin

as ye call it.' Grobianus 1572 fol. 93b : 'wo der wagen steht, und wo die gluek mit

hunkeln geht.' Several writers incorrectly describe the ' diimke, diiming ' as ' sie-

bengestirn ' ; even Tobler, wben he says 370b ' three stars of the siebeng. are called

tbe horses, near wbich stands a tiny star, tbe waggoner, 1
is evidently thinking of the

Wain's thill [Germans often take the ' seven-stars' for Ursa instead of Pleiades]

.

2 It Las long been thought a settled point, that Suculae (little sows) was a blun-

dering imitation of 'TaSej, as if that came from Cs a sow, whereas it means ' the

rainers ' from lieiv to rain (' ab imbribus,' Cicero; 'pluvio nomine,' Pliny). Does
the author mean to reopen the question ? Did the later Greeks and Romans,
ashamed of having these 'little sows' in the sky, invent the ' rainers ' theory ?

May not Suculae at all events be a genuine old Roman name, taken from some meri-

torious mythical pigs?

—

Tkans.
3 In Hebr. the three words stand in the order ' ash, k'sil, kimah ; and their

transposition here does some injustice to the Vulg. and Luther. As a fact, two out

of the four times that k'sil occurs, it is 'ilpiwv in LXX, and the other two times it is

Orion in Vulgate. Luther and the Engl, version are consistent throughout.

—

Trans.
4 Beschr. von Arabien p. 11-4

; some more Arabian names of stars, pp. 112—6.
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Pleiades and Sirius. If we look to the verbal meanings, ndsh,

which some Arabs do change into ash, is feretrum, bier or

barrow/ a thing not very difterent from a ' wain ' ; Jcimeh, Icima,

seems to signify a thick cluster of stars, much the same sense as

in that name of ' sieve ' : Jcsil, means foolish, ungodly, a lawless"

giant, hence Orion.

Constellations can be divided into two kinds, according to

their origin. One kind requires several stars, to make up the

shape of some object, a man, beast, etc. ; the stars then serve as

ground or skeleton, round which is drawn the full figure as

imagination sees it. Thus, three stars in a row form St. James's

staff, distaff, a belt ; seven group themselves into the outline of a

bear, others into that of a giant Orion. The other kind is, to my
thinking, simpler, bolder, and older : a whole man is seen in a

single star, without regard to his particular shape, which would

disappear from sheer distance; if the tiny speck drew nearer to

us, it might develop itself again. So the same three stars as

before are three men mowing ; the seven Pleiads are a hen and

her chickens ; two stars, standing at the same distance on each

side of a faintly visible cluster, were to the ancient Greeks two

asses feeding at a crib. Here fancy is left comparatively free

and unfettered, while those outline-figures call for some effort of

abstraction
; yet let them also have the benefit of Buttmann's apt

remark, 2 that people did not begin with tracing the complete

figure in the sky, it was quite enough to have made out a portion

of it; the rest remained undefined, or was filled up afterwards

according to fancy. On this plan perhaps the Bear was first

found in the thi-ee stars of the tail, and then the other four

supplied the body. Our Wain shews a combination of both

methods : the thill arose, like the Bear's tail, by outline, but the

four wheels consist each of a single star. One point of agree-

ment is importaut, that the Greek gods put men among the

stars, the same as Thorr and OSinn do (pp. 375. 723 ; see Suppl.).

The appearance of the rainbow in the sky has given rise to a

number of mythic notions. Of its rounded arch the Edda makes
a heavenly bridge over which the deities walk ; hence it is called

1 Bockarti hierorz., ed. Itosenmiiller 2, 680.
: Origin of the Grk constcll. (in Abh. der Berl. acad. 1826, p. 19-63).
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Asbru (Ssern. 44a
), more commonly Bif-rbst (OHG. would be pipa-

rasta) the quivering tract, for rost, Goth, and OHG. rasta, means

a definite distance, like mile or league. It is the best of all

bridges (Seem. 46 a
), strongly built out of three colours; yet the

day cometh when it shall break down, at the end of the world,

when the sons of Muspell shall pass over it, Sn. 14. 72. The

tail of this bridge l extends to Himinbiorg, Heiuidalfs dwelling

(Sn. 21), and Heimdallr is the appointed keeper of the bridge;

he guards it against hrimthurses and mountain-giants,3 lest they

make their way over the bridge into heaven, Sn. 18. 30. The

whole conception is in keeping with the cars in which the

gods journey through heaven, and the roads that stretch across

it (conf. p. 361). It was Christianity that first introduced the

0. Test, notion of the celestial bow being a sign of the covenant

which God made with men after the rain of the Deluge : OHG.

reganpogo, AS. scurboga, shower-bow, Casdm. 93, 5. Meanwhile

some ancient superstitions linger still. The simple folk imagine,

that on the spot where the rainbow springs out of the ground,

there is a golden disk, or a treasure lies buried ; that gold coins

or pennies drop out of the rainbow. When gold-pieces are picked

up, they are called regenbogen-schiisselein (-dishes), patellae Iridis,

which the sun squanders in the rainbow. In Bavaria they call

the rainbow himmelring, sonnenring, and those coins himmelring-

schusseln (Schm. 2, 196. 3, 109 : conf. supra p. 359 note). The

Romans thought the bow in rising drank water out of the ground :

( bibit arcus, pluet hodie/ Plaut. Curcul. 1, 2 ;
' purpureus pluvias

cur bibit arcus aquas ? ' Propert. hi. 5, 32. Tibull. i. 4, 41. Virg.

Georg. 1, 380. Ov. Met. 1, 271. One must not point ivith fingers

at the rainbow, any more than at stars, Braunschw. anz. 1754, p.

1063. Building on the rainbow means a bootless enterprise (note

on Freidank p. 319. 320, and Nib. Lament 1095. Spiegel,

161, 6) ; and setting on the rainbow (Bit. 2016) apparently

1 Bruar-spordr (we still speak of a bridge's head, tete de pont), as if an animal

had laid itself across the river, with head and tail resting on either bank. But we

must not omit to notice the word spordr (prop, cauda piscis) ; as rost, rasta denote

a certain stadium, so do the Goth, spaurds OHG. spurt a recurring interval, in the

sense of our '(so many) times': thus, in Fragm. theot. 15, 19, dhrim spurtim

(tribus vicibus), where rastom would do as well. Do the ' runar a, briiarsporSi,''

Sajm. 196a mean the rainbow?
2 Giants are often made bridge-keepers (p. 556 n.): the maiden MoSguSr guards

giallarbru, Sn. 67.
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exposing to great danger? Is 'behusen unebene uf regenbogen'

(Tit, Halm 4061) to be unequally seated? In H. Sachs ii. 287 a

man gets pushed off the rainbow. The Finns have a song in

which a maiden sits on the rainbow, weaving a golden garment.

Might not our heathen ancestors think and say the like of their

piparasta ? There is a remarkable point of agreement on the

part of the Chinese: 'tunc et etiamnum viget superstitio, qua

iridem orientalem digito monstrare nefas esse credunt; qui banc

monstraverit, huic subito ulcus in manu futurum. Iridem habent

Sinae pro signo libidinis effrenatae quae regnat.' l

The Slavic name for the rainbow is 0. SI. duga, Serv. and

Russ. duga, duga nebeskia, Boh. duha, prop, a stave (tabula, of a

cask), hence bow ; the Servians say, any male creature that

passes under the rainbow turns into a female, and a female into

a male (Vuk sub v.).
2 Two Slovenic names we find in Murko :

mdvra, mdvritsa, which usually means a blackish-brindled cow;

and bozhyi stolets, god's stool, just as the rainbow is a chair of

the Welsh goddess Geridwen (Dav. Brit. myth. 204) ; conf.

' God's chair/ supra p. 136. Lett. warrawiKksne, liter, the

mighty beech ? Lith. Laumes yosta, Lauma's or Laima's girdle

(sup. p. 416) ; also dangaus yosta heaven's girdle, Mlpinnis

dangaus heaven's bow, uroryhszte weather-rod ; more significant

is the legend from Polish Lithuania, noticed p. 580, which

introduces the rainbow as messenger after the flood, and as

counsellor. Finn, taiwancaari, arcus coelestis. In some parts

of Lorraine courroie de 8. Lienard, couronne de S. Bernard. In

Superst. Esth. no. 65 it is the thunder-god's sickle, an uncom-

monly striking conception.

To the Greeks the tpt? was, as in the 0. Test., a token of the

gods, II. 11, 27; but at the same time a half-goddess M/h?, who

is sent out as a messenger from heaven. The Indians assigned

the painted bow of heaven to their god Indras. In our own

popular belief the souls of the just are led by their guardian-

angels into heaven over the rainbow, Ziska's Oestr. volksm.

49. 110.

As for that doctrine of the Edda, that before the end of the

1 Cbi-king ex lat. P. Lacharme, interpr. Jul. Mohl, p. 242.
1 Like the contrary effects of the planet Venus on the two sexes in Superst. 1, 1G7.
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world Bifrost will break, I find it again in the German belief

during the Mid. Ages that for a number of years before the

Judgment-day the rainbow will no longer be seen :
' ouch hurt

ich sagen, daz man sin (the regenpogen) nieht ensehe drizich jar

(30 years) vor deme suontage/ Diut. 3, 61. Hugo von Trim-

berg makes it 40 years (Renner 19837) :

S6 man den regenbogen siht,

so enzaget diu werlt niht

dan darnach iiber vierzec jar ;

so the rainbow appear, the world hath no fear, until thereafter 40

year. Among the signs the Church enumerates of the approach

of the Last Day, this is not to be found (see Suppl.).



CHAPTER XXIII.

DAY AND NIGHT.

All the liveliest fancies of antiquity respecting day and night

are intertwined with those about the sun, moon and stars : day

and night are holy godlike beings, near akin to the gods. The

Edda makes Day the child of Night.

Norvi, a iotunn, had a daughter named Ndtt, black and dingy

like the stock she came of (svort oc dock sem hon atti sett til)
;

l

several husbands fell to her share, first Naglfari, then Anar (Onar) 2

a dwarf, by whom she had a daughter IorS, who afterwards

became ObWs wife and ThoVs mother. Her last husband was

of the fair race of the ases, he was called Dellingr, and to him

she bore a son Dagr, light and beautiful as his paternal ancestry.

Then All-father took Night and her son Day, set them in the sky,

and gave to each of them a horse and a car, wherewith to journey

round the earth in measured time. The steeds were named the

rimy-maned and the shiny-maned (p. 655-6).

The name Dellingr, the assimilated form of Dcglingr, includes

that of the son Dagr, and as -ling if it mean anything means

descent, we must either suppose a progenitor Dagr before him,

or that the order of succession has been reversed, as it often is

in old genealogies.

For the word ' dags, dagr, dasg, tac ' I have tried to find a root

(Gramm. 2, 44), and must adhere to my rejection of Lat. f dies'

as a congener, because there is no consonant-change, and the

Teutonic word develops a g, and resolves its a into o (uo); yet

conf. my Kleinere schriften 3, 11 7.
3 On the other hand, in ' dies'

and all that is like it in other languages, there plainly appeared

1 This passage was not taken into account, p. 528 ; that Night and Helle

should be black, stands to reason, but no conclusion can be drawn from that about
giants as a body. Notice too the combination ' svort ok dock,* conf. p. 445. Here
giant and dwarf genealogies have evidently overlapped.

2 Conf. Haupt's Zeitsobr. 3, 111.
3 [Sanskr. dah urere, ardere (Bopp's Gl. 1G5) does seems the root both of dies

and Goth, dags, which has exceptionally kept prim. </ unchanged. MHG. tac still

retained the sense of heat : ' fiir der heizen sunnen tac,' MS. 2, 84*.

—

Suppl.]

735
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an interlacing of the notions ' day, sky, god/ p. 193. As Day

and Donar are both descended from Night, so Dies and Deus

(Zeus) fall under one root; one is even tempted to identify Donar,

Thunor with the Etruscan Tina (dies), for the notion day, as we

shall see, carries along with it that of din : in that case Tina

need not stand for Dina, but would go with Lat. tonus and toni-

trus. Deus is our Tiw, Ziu, for the same name sometimes gets

attached to different gods ; and it is an additional proof how

little ' dies ' has to do with our ' daeg, tag ' j
likewise for

coelum itself we have none but unrelated words, p. 698-9. From

the root div the Ind. and Lat. tongues have obtained a number

of words expressing all three notions, gods, day and sky ;
the

Greek only for gods and sky, not for day, the Lith. for god and

day, not sky, the Slav, for day alone, neither god nor sky, and

lastly our own tongue for one god only, and neither sky nor day.

Here also we perceive a special affinity between Sanskrit and

Latin, whose wealth the remaining languages divided amongst

them in as many different ways. The Greek fyfiap, ij/xepa I do

regard as near of kin to the Teut. himins, himil ; there is also

'Hfxepa a goddess of day.

The languages compared are equally unanimous in their name

for night : Goth, nahts, OHG. naht, AS. niht, ON. nott (for natt),

Lat. nox nodls, Gr. vv% vvktos, Lith. naktis, Lett, nahts, 0. SI.

noshti, Pol. and Boh. noc (pron. nots), Sloven, nozh, Serv. notj,

Sanskr. nahta chiefly in compounds, the usual word being wis,

nisd (both fern.). Various etymologies have been proposed, but

none satisfactory. 1 As day was named the shining, should not

the opposite meaning of ' dark ' lurk in the word night ? Yet it

is only night unillumined by the moon that is lightless. There is

a very old anomalous verb ' nahan ' proper to our language, from

whose pret. nahta 3 the noun nahts seems to come, just as from

magan mahta, lisan lista come the nouns mahts, lists. Now

1 [Bopp 198»> and Pott 1, 160 explain nisa as ' lying down * from si to lie
;
and

naktam as ' while lying.' Benfey assumes two roots, nakta ' not-waking,' 2, 369

and nis conn, with Lat. niger 2, 57.

—

Suppl.]
2 The plurals of Goth, ganah, binah are lost to us; I first assumed ganahum,

binahum, but afterwards ganauhum, because binauht = ££e<m in 1 Cor. 10, 23, and

ganauha avrdpKeia occurs several times. The u (au before an h) is the same as in

skal skulum, man munum, OHG. mac mugum, in spite of which the noun is maht.

But the Goth, mag magum proves the superior claim of a, so that nahts (nox)

would presuppose an older nab nahum, nahta, even though Ulphilas had written

nab nauhuni, nauhta.
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Goth, gannhan, OHG. kinahan, means sufficere, so that nahts

would be the sufficing, pacifying, restful, quiet, at the same time

<?/'ficierit, strong, aprcia, which seems to hit the sense exactly.

Add to this, that the OHG. duruh-naht is not only pernox, totam

noctem durans, but more commonly perfectus, consummatus,

' fullsummed in power,' MHG. durnehte, durnehtec, where there

is no thought of night at all. Where did Stieler 1322 find his

' durchnacht, nox illunis
;
? = the Scand. nrS (p. 710), and meaniug

the height of night (see Suppl.).

Both day and night are exalted beings. Day is called the

holy, like the Greek lepov rj^ap: f sam mir der heilic tac !
'

Ls. 2, oil. 'sa mir daz heilige lieht
I

' Roth. ll b
. 'die Ueben

tage,' Ms. 1, 165a
.

' der liebe tag,' Simplic. 1, 5. Hence both

are addressed with greetings: ' heill Dagr, heilir Dags synir,

heil Nott ok nipt ! ureiSom augom litit ockr hinnig, ok gefit

sitjondom sigur ! ' they are asked to look with gracious eyes

on men, and give victory, Sasm. 194a
; and the adoration of day

occurs as late as in Mart, von Amberg's Beichtspiegel. f diu edele

naht, Ms. 2, 196b
.

' diu heilige naht,' Gerh. 3541. ( sam mir diu

heilic naht hint !
' so (help) me Holy Night to-night, Helbl. 2,

1384. 8, GOG. (frau Naht, Ms H. 3,428a (see Suppl.).

Norse poetry, as we saw, provided both Night and Day with

cars, like other gods; but then the sun also has his chariot, while

the moon, as far as I know, has none ascribed to her. Night

and Day are drawn by one horse each, the Sun has two ; con-

sequently day was thought of as a thing independent of the sun,

as the moon also has to light up the dark night. Probably the

car of Day was supposed to run before that of the Sun, 1 and

the Moon to follow Night. The alternation of sexes seems not

without significance, the masculine Day being accompanied by

the feminine Sun, the fem. Night by the masc. Moon. The

Greek myth gives chariots to Helios and Selene, none to the

deities of day and night
;
yet Aeschylus in Persae 386 speaks

of day as Xeu/coVtyXcx? rj/^epa, the white-horsed. The riddle in

Eeiumar von Zweter, Ms. 2, 136, lets the chariot of the year be

drawn by seven white and seven black steeds (the days and

nights of the week). Here also the old heathen notion of riding

1 i.e. day or morning is there before the sun, who backs them up, so to speak :

unz daz diu sunne ir liehtez schhien hot deni morgeu iibtr berge, Nib. 1504, 2.
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or driving deities peeps out. Again, a spell quoted in Mone's

Anz. 6, 459 begins with ' God greet thee, holy Sunday ! I see

thee there come riding.' This is no doubt the heathen god Tag

riding along on Scinfahso with his shiny mane (ON. Skinfaxi,

Sn. 11) ; but if we took it for the white god Paltar on his foal

(p. 222-4), we should not be altogether wrong. We shall have

more to say presently on the personification of Day; but that

spell is well worthy of consideration (see Suppl.)

.

Nevertheless our poets express the break of day by the sun's

uprising, and more especially the fall of night by his setting;

but neither the beginning nor end of night by the moon, whose

rising and settino- are seldom simultaneous with them. I will

now give the oldest set phrases that express these phenomena.

The sun rises, climbs r Goth, sunna ur-rinnij), Mk. 4, 6. 16, 2.

OHG. ar-rinnit; daranah ir-ran diu sunna, N. ps. 103, 22 ; MHG.
si was uf er-runnen, Mar. 189. ON. J?a rami dagr upp, 01. helg.

cap. 220. Rinnan is properly to run, to flow, and here we see

a strict analogy to the 0. Rom. idiom, which in like manner uses

man are of the rising day :
' diei principium mane, quod turn

mdnat dies ab oriente/ Varro 6, 4 (0. Muller p. 74) ;
' manar

solem dicebant antiqui, cum solis orientis radii splendorem jacere

coepissent ' (Festus sub v.). Ulphilas never applies ur-reisan

(surgere) to the sun. The Span, language attributes to the

rising sun a pricking (apuntar) :

( yxie el sol, dios, que fermoso

apuntaba' Cid 461 ;
' quando viniere la maiiana, que apuntare

el sol/ Cid 2190. After rising the sun is awake, 'with the sun

awake' means in broad daylight (Weisth. 2, 169. 173. 183),

'when sunshine is up' (2, 250). AS. ' hador heofonleoma com
llican,' Andr. 838 (see Suppl.).

The sun sinks, falls : Goth, sagq sunno (pron. sank), Lu. 4, 40.

gasagq sauil, Mk. 1, 32. dissigqdi (occidat), Eph. 4, 26. OHG.
sunna

,
pifeal (ruit)

,
pisluac (occidit), 1 Gl. Ker. 254. Diut. 1, 274a

.

MHG. siget : diu sunne siget hin, Trist. 2402. diu sunne was ze

tal gesigen, Wh. 447, 8. nu begund diu sunne sigen, Aw. 1, 41.

ON. both sol&rfail and sbhetr, Engl. suns<?£ ; so OHG. ' denue

sunna hisaz,' cum sol occumberet, Diut. 1, 492% implying that he

sits down, and that there is a seat or chair for him to drop into

1 Iutrans., as we still say niedersclilagen, zu boileii scblagen.
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at the end of his journey. His setting is called OHG. sedalkane,

Hym. 18,1; sedal ira kat (goeth) 14, 2. AS. setelgong, 1 setlrdd,

Casdm. 181, 19. o&Suet sunne geivdt to sete glidan, Andr. 1305.

oSSast beorht geivdt sunne swegeltorlit to sete glidan 121-8. OS.
seg sunne to sedle, Hel. 86, 12. sunne ward an sedle 89, 10.

geng tliar aband tuo, sunna ti sedle 105, 6. scred wester dag,

sunne te sedle 137, 20. so thuo gisegid warth sedle nahor hedra

sunna mid hebantunglon 170, 1. Dan. for vesten gaaer solen til

sdde, DV. 1, 90, in contrast to ' sol er i austri (east)/ Vilk.

saga p. 58-9. The West (occasus) stands opposed to the East

(oriens), and as OHG. kibil means pole, and Nordkibel, Sunt-

kibel the north and south poles (N. Bth. 208), a set phrase in

our Weisthiimer may claim a high antiquity :
' bis (until) die

sonne unter den Westergibel geht ' (1, 836); 'bis die sonne an
den Wg. schint' (2, 195); 'so lange dat die sonne in den Wes-

tergevel schint '
(2, 159). The first of these three passages

has the curious explanation added :
' till 12 o'clock.' 2 Ovid's

' axe sub liesperio ' Met. 4, 214 is thus given by Albrecht :

in den liehten ivesternangen. The similar expression in ON.
seems to me important, Gragas 1, 26 :

' fara til logbergs, at sol

se a gidhamri enum vestra/ giahamarr beiug chasmatis rupes

occidentalis. I shall have more to say about that in another

connexion; conf. however Landnama bok 215: sol i austri ok
vestri. MHG. diu sunne gie ze sedele, Diut. 3, 57. als diu

sunne in ir gesedel solde gan, Morolt 38a
; but what place on

earth can that be, whose very name is told us in 14b
,

' ze Geildt,

da, diu sunne ir gesedel hat ' ? the capital of India ? (see p. 743

note.) I suppose laidam, MHG. gaden (cubiculum), Moi\ 15a
is

equivalent to sedal, unless the true reading be ' ze gnaden.' The
sun gets way-worn, and longs for rest : do hete diu miiede sunne

1 ON. and AS. distinguish between two periods of the evening, an earlier aptati

ccfen= vespera, and a later qveld, cwiM=conticinium : 'at qveldi,' Saem. 20. 73 h
,

means at full evening, when night has fallen and its stillness has set in. I derive
cnrild, qveld from cwellan, qvelja to quell or kill, as in many passages it means liter,

interitus, occisio, nex ; so we may explain it by the falling or felling of the day
(cadere, whence caedere), or still better by the deathlike hush of night ; conf. Engl.
' dead of night, deadtime of n.', the conticmium, AS. cwildtid. If ' chuiltiwcreh

'

in a doc. of 817 means cwildweorc, work in the late evening, which is not to be put
upon maidservants, then OHG. too had a chuilt corresp. to cwild and qveld, qvold.
In Cffldm. 188, 11 I propose to read :

' cwildrofu eodon on la'6'ra last,' i.e. (belluae)
vesperi famosae ibant in vestigia malorum.

2 In fixing boundary-lines Wvstergibcl is even used topographically, Weisth. 1,
464-5. -185. 498. 5oO-G.
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ir liehten blic hinz ir gelesen, Parz. 32, 24. He goes- to his

bed, his bedchamber : Dan. ' solen ganger til senge,' DV. 1, 107.

' solen gik til hvile,' 1, 170. MHG. diu sunne gerte lazen sich

zuo reste, Ernst 1326. diu sunne do ze reste gie, Ecke (Hag.)

110. nu wolte diu sunne ze reste und ouch ze gemache nider gan,

Dietr. 14d
; so M. Opitz 2, 286 : 'muss doch zu Hide gehen, so

oft es abend wird, der schone himmels-schild/ OE. the sun

was gon to rest, Iwan 3612. Our gnade (favour), MHG. genade,

OHG. kinada, properly means inclining, drooping, repose

(p. 710), which accounts for the phrase 'diu sunne gienc ze

gnaden' (dat. pi.), Mor. 37a
. Wolfdietr. 1402. Even Agricola no

longer understood it quite, for he says in Sprichw. 737 :
' it

lasted till the sun was about to go to gnaden, i.e. to set, and deny(!)

the world his gnade and light by going to rest/ Aventin (ed.

1580 p. I9b) would trace it back to our earliest heathenism and

a worship of the sun as queen of heaven :
' never might ye say

she set, but alway that she went to rost and gnaden, as the silly

simple folk doth even yet believe.' The last words alone are

worth noticing; the superstition may be of very old standing,

that it is more pious, in this as in other cases, to avoid straight-

forward speech, and use an old half-intelligible euphemism. On

this point Vuk 775 has something worthy of note : you must say

' smirilo se suntse' (the sun is gone to rest, conquievit), and not

zadye (is gone) nor syede (sits) ; if you say zadye, he answers

f zashao pa ne izishao ' (gone, not come out)
;

l
if you say syede,

he tells you ' syeo pa ne ustao ' (sat down, not risen) ; but to

'smirise' the answer is ' smiryd se i ti ' (rest thee also thou). 2

And with this I connect the Eddie saw on the peculiar sacreduess

of the setting sun: 'engi skal gumna i gogn vega siffskinandi

systor Mana/ Saem. 184b
, none shall fight in the face of the

late-shining sister of the Moon (see Suppl.)

Lye quotes an AS. phrase f
aer sun go to glade/ which he

translates ' priusquam sol vergat ad occasum, lapsum/ The

noun formed from glidan (labi) would be glad, and glidan is

1 Kopitar tells me, ' zashao etc.' is rather an imprecation : mayst thou go in (per-

haps, lose thy way) and never get out ! So ' syeo etc.', mayst thou sit down aud

never get up !

2 Mod. Greek songs say, 6 ffXtos ij3affi\eve, ipaalXefe (Fauriel 1, 56. 2, 300. 432),

i.e. has reigned, reigns no more in the sky, is set ; aud the same of the setting

moon (2, 176).
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actually used of the sun's motion : heofones gim glad ofer

grundas, Beow. 4140 [and (
t6 sete glidan' twice in Andreas].

But ' gongan to glade ' seems nonsense
;
perhaps we ought to

suppose a noun gla)de with the double meaning of splendor and
gaudium. Both the ON. glaftr and OHG. klat signify first

splendidus, then hilaris, two notions that run into one another

(as in our heiter = serenus aud hilaris) ; klat is said of stars, eyes,

rays (Graff 4, 288), and the sun, 0. ii. 1, 13 : er wurti sunna so

glat (ere he grew so bright). The MHG. poet quoted on p. 705

says (Warnung 2037) :

so ir die sunnen vro sehet, When ye see the sun glad,

schoanes tages ir ir jehet, Ye own the fine day is hers,

des danktir ir, und Gote niht. Ye thank her, not God.

In Switzerland I find the remarkable proper name Simnenfroh

(Anshelm 3, 89. 286). But now further, the notions of bliss,

repose, chamber, lie next door to each other, and of course

brightness and bliss. The setting sun beams forth in heightened

splendour, he is entering into his bliss : this is what ' gongan to

gleede ' may have meant. In ON. I have only once fallen in with

solarglacfan (occasus), Fornald. sog. 1, 518. We learn from
Ihre's Dialectics, p. 57a 165% that in Vestgotland f gladas' is said

of the sun when setting : solen gladas or glaas (occidit), sole-

glanding, solglddjen (occasus), which may mean that the setting

sun is glad or glitters. That is how I explain the idiom quoted

by Staid. 1, 4G3. 2, 520: the sun goes gilded = sets, i.e. glitters

for joy. So in Kinderm. no. 165 : sunne z'gold gauge; in a song

(Eschenburg's Denkm. 240) : de sunne ging to golde; and often

in the Weisthiimer : so die sun fur gold gat (1, 197), als die

sonue in golt get (1, 501). Again, as the rising sun presents

a like appearance of splendour, we can now understand better

why the vulgar say he leaps for joy or dances on great festivals

(p. 291); he is called f the paschal piper/ Haupt's Zeitschr. 1,

547. Nor would I stop even there, I would also account for that

noise, that clang once ascribed to tho rising and setting sun

(p. 720-1) by a deep affinity between the notions of light and
sound, of colours and tones, Gramm. 2, 86-7. A strophe in

Albrecht's Titurel describes more minutely the music of sunrise :
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Darnach kund sich diu sunne

wol an ir zirkel riden (writhe)

:

der siieze ein iiberwunne,

ich ween die siieze nieman moht erliden.

mit done do diu zirkel ruorte

;

seitenklanc und vogelsanc

ist alsam glick der golt gen kupfer fuorte.

(Then in his orb the sun to whirling took, I ween such glut of

sweetness none might brook ; with dulcet din his orb he rolled,

that clang of strings or bird that sings were like as copper beside

gold.) Who can help thinking of the time-honoured tradition of

Memnon's statue, which at sunrise sent forth a sound like the

clang of a harpstring, some say a joyful tone at the rising and a

sad at the setting of the sun. 1 Further on we shall be able to

trace some other fancies about the break of day and the fall of

night, to light and sound (see Suppl.)

.

But whither does the evening sun betake himself to rest, and

where is his chamber situated ? The oldest way of putting it is,

that he dives into the sea, to quench his glow in the cool wave.

The AS. Bth. (Eawl. 193 a
) :

' and beah monnum bynceS bset hio

on mere gange, under soe swife, ]?onne hio on setl glided.' So

the ancients said Svvai and mergere of the sun and stars,
e occasus,

interitus, vel solis in oceanum mersio ' (Festus). 2 Boeth. 4 (metr.

5) says of Bootes : cur mergat seras aequore flammas ; and metr. 6 :

nee, cetera cernens sidera mergi, cupit oceano tingere flammas

;

which N. 223 translates : alliu zeichen sehende in sedel gan,

niomer sih ne gerot hebadon (bathe) in demo merewazere. So,

' sol petit oceanum,' Rudlieb 4, 9. But the expression comes so

naturally to all who dwell on the seacoast, that it need not be a

borrowed one ; we find it in ON. ' sol gengr i oegi,' Fornm. sog.

2, 302, and in MHG. ' der se, da diu sunne lif get ze reste,' MS.

2, 66b . And, as other goddesses after making the round of the

country are bathed in the lake, it is an additional proof of the

Sun's divinity that f she ' takes a bath, a notion universally preva-

1 Pausan. 1, 42. Philostr. Vita Apoll. 6, 4. Heroic. 4. Pliny 36, 11. Tac.

Ann. 2, 61. Juven. 15, 5.

2 Setting in the lake is at the same time depositing the divine eye as a pledge

in the fountain. I will add a neat phrase from Wolfram, Parz. 32, 24 : d6 hete diu

miiede sunne ir liehten blic hinz ir gelesen.
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lent among the Slavs also : at eve she sinks into her bath to

cleanse herself, at morn she emerges clean with renewed grandeur.

The sea was thought to be the Sun's mother, into whose arms

she sank at night. 1

To inhabitants of the inland, the horizon was blocked by a

wood, hence the phrases : sol gengr til vi&ar (Biorn sub v. vidr)

;

solen gar under vide (Ihre sub v.) ? But the AS. word in :

' hador sgegl wuldortorht gewat under waffa scriSan/ Andr. 1456,

seems to be a different thing, the OHG. weidi (p. 132 n.). We
say the sun goes behind the hills, to which corresponds the AS.
' sunne gewat under nifian nces,' sub terrae crepidinem, Andr.

1306 (conf. under neolum naesse, El. 831); a Dan. folksong:

solen gik til iorde, down to earth, DV. 1, 170; Ecke (Hagen) 129 :

diu sunne uz dem himel gie. Or, the sun is down, MHGr. ' der

sunne (here masc.) hinder gegat/ MS. 2, 192b (see Suppl.).3

We will now examine other formulas, which express daybreak

and nightfall without any reference to the sun.

What is most remarkable is, that day was imagined in the

shape of an animal, which towards morning advances in the sky.

Wolfram begins a beautiful watchman's song with the words :

'sine hlawen durch die wolken shit gestagen (his claws through the

clouds are struck), er stiget uf mit grozer kraft, ih sih ihn grawen,

den tac;' and in part third of Wh. (Cass. 31

7

a
) we read: 'daz

diu wolken waren gra, und der tac sine eld hete gestagen durch die

nald. 4. Is it a bird or a beast that is meant ? for our language

gives claws to both. In AS. there is a proper name Dceg-hrefn,

Beow. 4998, which in OHG. would be Taka-hraban ; and Beow.

3599 describes daybreak in the words :
' hrasfn blaca heofones

wynne bli5-heort bodode,' niger corvus coeli gaudium laeto corde

nuntiavit. 5 That piercing with the claw to raise a storm (p. 633)

makes one think of an eagle, while an Oriental picture, surprisingly

1 Hanusch, Slav. myth. p. 231, who connects with it the splashing with water
at the Kupalo feast, and derives that name from kupel, kapiel.

2 Estli. paaw katsub metsa ladwa, the sun walks on the tips of the wood.
3 Gndr. 116, 2 :

' der sunne schin gelac verborgen hinter den wolken zc
Gvstrdte verre ' I understand no better than Geildte (p. 73'J) ; but both seem to
mean the same thing.

4 So in a Weisthum (3, 90) :
' do sunne uppe dem hogesten gewest clawendichJ'

5 Conf. volucris dies, Hor. Od. hi. 28, G. iv. 13, 10.

VOL. II. X
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similar, suggests rather the king of beasts, who to us is the bear. 1

Ali Jelebi in his Humayun-nameh (Diez p. 153) describes the

beginning of day in language bombastic it may be, yet doubtless

a faithful reflex of ancient imagery: f When the falcon of the

nest of the firmament had scattered the nightbirds of the flicker-

ing stars from the meadow of heaven, and at sight of the claws

of the lion of day the roe of musk-scented night had fled from

the field of being into the desert of non-existence.' The night,

a timid roe, retires before the mighty beast of day : a beautiful

image, and full of life. Wolfram again in another song makes

day press forward with resistless force (see Suppl.).

But the dawn is also pictured in human guise, that of a beautiful

youth, sent like Wuotan's raven as harbinger of day :
' deeg byS

Dryhtnes sond" says the Lay of Runes. And in this connexion

we ought to consider the formation of such names as ISseldceg,

Swipdceg, etc., for gods and heroes. This messenger of the gods

stations himself on the mountain's top, and that on tiptoe, like the

beast on his claws, that he may the sooner get a glimpse of the

land :

c jocund day stands tiptoe on the misty mountain tops,'

Rom. and J. 3, 5; a popular image, I have little doubt, and one

that Hebel also uses about Sunday morning :

f und lisli uf de

zeche gold und heiter uf de berge stoht de sunntig.' He climbs

and pushes on swiftly, irrepressibly : der tac stigende wart, Trist.

8942. der tac begund herdringen, Wolfd. 124. In AS. ' ]>a wses

morgen leoht scofen and scynded ' (praecipitatus et festinatus,

shoved and shindied), Beow. 1828. Hence our poets call him

der riche, the mighty, as they do Grod (p. 20) : riche also der tac,

MS. 1, 163a
. riche muotes alsam der tac, Wigal. 5222. der tac

wil gerichen (prevail, prosper), MS. 1, 27b . 2, 23b
; he is not to be

checked, he chases night away. Put impersonally : tho iz zi dage

want (turned), Otfr. iii. 8, 21 ; but also : der tac wil niht erwinden

(turn aside, give it up), MS. 1, 147b
. morge fruo, als der tac

erstarlcet (gathers strength), Eracl. 587. do die naht der tac

vertreip, Frauend. 47. 58. He hurls her from her throne, and

occupies it himself : ez taget, diu naht muoz ab ir trone. den sie

ze Kriechen hielt mit ganzer vrone, der tac ivil in besitzen, MS.

1, 2b
; conf. /3aai\eveiv said of the sun (see Suppl.).

1 The Arabs call the first glimmer of dawn the wolfs tail, Riickert's Hariri 1,

215.
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Sometimes it appears as if the day, whether pictured as man

or as beast, were tethered, and delayed in dawning: Ugata,fiine

ligata dies, Reinh. lxiv ; he approaches slowly, hindered by the

bands : ein nacht doch nicht gepunden ist an einen stelcchen, hocr

ich sagen, Suchenw. 22, 30. Has that in Fergfit 1534, 'quarn

die dach ghestrirt in die sale/ anything to do with this ? In a

Hungarian fairy-tale (Mailath 1, 137), midnight and dawn are so

tied up, that they cannot get forward, and do not arrive among

men. Stier's Volksm. pp. 3. 5. One MHG. poem represents day

as on sale and to be had for money, Zeitschr. f. d. a. 1, 27 ; like

a slave bound by a cord ?

The Eomance tongues (not the Teut.) often signify the break

of day by a word meaning to prick : Fr. poindre, Sp. puntar,

apuntar (said of the sun also, p. 738), It. spuntare ; thus, a la

pointe du jour, at daybreak. This may indeed be understood of

the day's first advance, as though it presented a sharp point, but

also it may refer to day as a rider who spurs his steed, or to the

tramping and trotting of a beast, which is also poindre, Reinh.

p. xxxix (see Suppl.).

But more significant and impressive are the phrases that

connect with daybreak (as well as with sunrise) the idea of a

flutter and rustle, which might be referred to the pinions of the

harbinger of day, but which carries us right up to the highest

god, whose sovereign sway it is that shakes the air. Wuotan,

when spoken of as Wuomo, Wotna, is a thrill of nature (p. 141),

such as we actually experience at dawn, when a cool breeze

sweeps through the clouds. Expressions in point are the AS.

dceg-woma Casdm. 190, 26. Cod. exon. 175,4. dcegred-woma,

Andr. 125, 8. Cod. exon. 179, 24. morgen-sweg, Beow. 257.

dyne on dasgred, Casdni. 289, 27. asr dsegrede bast se dyne becom,

Caadm. 294, 4; conf. Introd. to Andr. and El. xxx. xxxi, and the

allusion to Donar, p. 73G. To this I would trace the 'clang'

sent forth by the light of sunrise and sunset. And I venture to

put the same sense on an 0. Fr. formula, which occurs only in

Carolingian poems: Gerard De Viane 1241,
f lou matin par son

Vaube esclarcie.' Cod. reg. 7183, 3a,
f un matin par son Vaube,

quant el fu aparue'; ibid. 5% ( uq matin par son Vaube, quant

li jor esclaira' ; ibid. 1G1 C
, ' au matin par son Vaube, si con chantc

li gaus (gallus).' Cod. 7535, G9 C
,

{ a matin par son Vaube. I
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add a few instances from the Charlemagne, ed. Michel 239, ' al

matin sun la (?) lalbe' ; 248. 468. 727, ' al matin par sun lalbe
'

;

564,
(
le matin par sun lalbe.' Was it not originally per sonum

(sonitum) albae ? Later they seem to have taken it in a different

sense, viz. son= summum, summitas, Fr. sommet ; Michel in

Gloss, to Charlem. 133 gives a passage which spells ' par som

laube/ and elsewhere we find ' par son leve/ on the top of the

water, ' en sun eel pin/ up on this pine, Charlem. 594. 760, ' en

son/ on the top, Kenart 2617. In Provencal, Ferabras 182, 'lo

mati sus en lalba ' ; 3484, ' lo matinet sus lalba/ In It., Buovo

p. m. 84. 99. 155, una mattina su 1' alba, i.e. sur l'aube, which

gives only a forced meaning, as though it meant to say ' when the

alba stood over the mountain top.'

The English use the expression 'peep of day' :

c the sun began

to peep ' says a Scotch song, Minstr. 2, 430 ; so the Danes have

pipefrem :
' hist piper solen /rem, giv Gud en lyksom dag !

' says

Thorn. Kingo, a 17th cent, poet (Nyerup's Danske digtek. mid-

delalder 1, 235). Both languages now make it a separate word

from ' to pipe/ Dan. 'pibe.' But, just as in the Fr. 'par son'

the sound became a coming in sight, so the old meaning of

' piping ' seems to have got obliterated, and a new distinction to

have arisen between peep and pipe, Dan. pipe and pibe. Our

Gryphius therefore is right in saying (p.m. 740), ' the moon

pipes up her light/ It is the simultaneous breaking forth of

light and noise in the natural phenomenon. We have the same

thing in ( skreik of day' (Hunter's Hallamsh. gloss, p. 81), which

can mean nothing but ' shriek ' ; and in the Nethl. f kriek, krieken

van den dag/ Plattd. ' de krik vam dage ' for the morning

twilight, the chirking (so to speak) of day, as the chirping insect

is called cricket, kriek, krikel, ki'ekel (cicada). A remarkable

instance of the two meanings meeting in one word is found in

the Goth, svigla (auXo?), OHG. su'ekala (fistula), by the side of

the AS. swegel (lux, aether), OS. suigli (lux).

Our own word anbrechen (on-break) implies a crash and a

shaking, MHG. sa do der ander tac iif brack (Frauend. 53. 109)

;

J

i Conf. Bon. 48, 68 ; and I must quote Ls. 3, 259 :
' do brach der tac da herfilr,

diu nabt Yon dem tac wart kinent (became yawning, was split ? conf. supra p. 558),

diu sunne wart wol schinent.' The Gute Frau has twice (1539. 2451) : 'do der tac

durch daz tach (thatch) luhte unde brack.' We might perh. derive ' uf brach ' from

brehen, but we now say anbrechen, anbruch.
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Engl, break (as well as rush, hltish) of day. Span. 'el alva

rompe.' 0. Sp. ' apriessa cantan los gallos, e quieren quebrar

albores/ Cid 235. ' ya quiebran los albores, e vinie la mauana J

460. ' trocida es la noche, ya quiebran los albores ' 3558. 0. Fr.

c l'aube crieve,' Ren. 1186. 'ja estoit Paube crevee ' 1175. 'tantost

con l'aube se creva' 16057. Prov. ' can lalba fo crevada,' Ferabr.

3977. This romper, quebrar, crevar (Lat. crepare) is the quiver-

ing and quaking of the air that precedes sunrise, accompanied

by a perceptible chill ; and crepusculum contains the same idea.

The Spaniard says also c
el alva se rie/ laughs ; and the Arab

'the morning sneezes' (see Suppl.). 1

But here the notion of Twilight, and the oldest words by which

it is expressed, have to be examined more minutely.

The very first glimmer of dawn, or strictly that which precedes

it, the latter end of night, is expressed by the Goth. uhtvo

(evwxov), Mk. 1, 35, OHG. ulda, or as N. spells it uohta, OS.

uhta, AS. uhte (most freq. ' on uhtan/ Caadm. 20, 26. 289, 31.

294, 2. Cod. exon. 443, 24. 459, 17. 460, 14.
f on uhtan mid

asrdsege/ Beow. 251), ON. otta (Biorn says, from 3 to 6 a.m.).

The root has never been explained
;
probably the Swiss Uchtland

and Westphalian Uchte may be named from uhta. Closely

bordering on it is the AS. cerdceg (primum tempus), Beow. 251.

2623. 5880; ON. drdagi (conf. ardegis, mane) ; an OHGr. ertac or

crtago is unknown to me. Next comes the notion of diluculum,

ON. dagsbrun, dagsblarmi, dagsbirta, from brim=ora, margo, as

if supercilium, and biarmi, birta = lux: but OHGr. tagarod, tagarot

(Graff 2, 486-7) ; AS. dcegrkl, Ceedin. 289, 27. 294, 4; MLG.
dagerdt, En. 1408 ; M. Nethl. dagheraet (Huyd. op. St. 2, 496) :

a compound whose last syllable is not distinctly traceable to rut

(ruber), but is perhaps allied to the rodur, roSull (coelum) on

p. 699. The gender also wavers between masc. and fern.2 Wu
catch glimpses of a mythic personality behind, for N. in Cap.

102 translates Leucothea (the white bright goddess, a Perahta)

by ' der tagerod,' and carries out the personification :
' ube der

1 Ittickert's Hariri 1, 375. In the Novelas of Maria cle Zayas 1, 3 is a song
oeginniug : 'si se rie el alva,' elsewhere she has ' quaudo el alva muestra su alegre

risa ; ' conf. p. 502 on laughter that shakes one. The Ital. ' fare ridere una botta
'

is an expressive phrase for shaking a cask so that it runs over.

- Yet conf. UHG. morgan-rot, -roto, and -rota (Grail 2. 48G) ; MHG. ufgemler
morgenrot (is it morgen rot?), Walth. 4, 6 ; but daz rnorgenrGt, Trist. 8285. 9402.
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tagerod sina facchelun inzundet habe/ have kindled his torches.

And in urkunden we meet with a man's name Dagharot (Falke's

Trad. corb. p. 5), also a place named ^'win-tagaroth (Hofer's

Zeitschr. 2, 170). When OHG. glosses put tagarod for crepus-

culum, it comes of unacquaintance with the Latin idiom ; it can

be nothing but diluculum, aurora. In O.Fr. there is a woman's

name Brunmatin = da,wn, Een. 15666. 15712. 164-41 [conn, with

dagsbriin, Suppl.] . The ON. has no dagsrod, but it has solarrod

aurora, Fornm. sog. 8, 346. [Suppl. adds 'meS dagroecFom,'

Ssem. 24a
]. The M. Nethl. has a second term dachgrake,

dagherake (fern.), graken for the night's blackness brightening

into gray ; so MHG. der grdwe tac, daz grdwe licht, MS. 2, 49a
,

der tac wil grdwen, Wolfr. 4, 11; ' si kos den alten jungen

grdwen grisen (tac)' ; 'junc unde grd der morgen uf gat/ MsH. 3,

42

7

b (see Suppl.).

After aurora follows the full morning, Goth, maurgins, OHG.

morkan, OS. morgan, ON. morgun, strictly avptop. I suspect it

has a sense allied to the day's ' breaking or bursting/ for the

Goth, gamaiirgjan means to cut and shorten, like ginnen, secare

(see Suppl.).

To names for the rising day stand opposed those for the sink-

ing. For oyjre, 6\frla Ulphilas puts andanahti, the times towards

night, but also seipu (serum), as the Mod. Greeks call evening

the slow, late, to fipdhv, and morning the swift, early, to tcixv,

therefore also the short (conf. gamaiirgjan). The OHG. dpant,

OS. dhand, AS. cefen, ON. aptan is of one root with aba, aftar,

aptr, which expresses a falling off, a retrograde movement. The

OHG. demar, our dammerung, stands especially for crepusculum,

and is connected with AS. dim, Lith. tamsus, Slav, temni [dark,

from tma, tenebrge] . AS. cefenrim, cefenglom crepusculum. What

has peculiar interest for us, the Tagarod above is supported by

an undoubtedly personal Apantrod, a giant of our heroic legend :

Abentrot is the brother of Ecke and Fasolt, in both of whom we

recognised phenomena of the sea and air (pp. 239. 636). If day

was a godlike youth, morning and evening twilight may have

been conceived as the giants Tagarod and Apantrod (see

Suppl.). 1

1 MHG. der abentrot, Walth. 30, 15 ; but ' do diu abentrot (f.) witen ir lieht der

erden bot,' Uolricb 1488.
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To the Greeks and Romans 'Ho>?, Aurora, was a goddess, and

she is painted in the liveliest colours. She rises from the couch

(e/c Xe^eW, as our sun goes to bed, p. 71-0) of her husband

Tithonos, Od. 5, 1; she is the early-born (rjpi<ykveia), the rosy-

fingered (po8o8dicTv\o$, II. 1, 477) ; she digs her ruddy fingers

into the clouds as day does his claws, p. 743 ; she is also called

Xpvaodpovos golden-throned, like Hera and Artemis. The Slavs,

instead of a goddess of dawn, appear to have had a god, Yutri-

bogh (see Suppl.).

There is another belief of the Slavs and Hungarians, which,

having strayed over to us, must not be passed over in silence.

In Hungary dawn is called hajnal (Esth. haggo), and the watch-

men there cry to one another :
' hajnal vagyon szep piros, hajnal,

hajnal vagyon ! ' aurora est (erumpit) pulcra purpurea, aurora,

aurora est. The same word heynal, eynal is in use among the

Poles, who cry: 'heynal swita !
' aurora lucet (Linde 1,623).

Now Dietmar of Merseburg tells us under the year 1017 (7, 50

p. 858) :
' Audivi de quodam baculo, in cujus summitate manus

erat, unum in se ferreum tenens circulum, quod cum pastore illius

villae Silivellun (Selben near Merseb.), in quo (1. qua) is fuerat,

per omnes domos has singulariter ductus, in primo introitu a

portitore suo sic salutaretur : vigila Hennil, vigila ! sic enim

rustica vocabatur lingua, et epulantes ibi delicate de ejusdem se

tueri custodia stulti autumabant/ And, coming to our own

times, I quote from Ad. Kuhn's Mark, sagen p. 330 :
' An old

forester of Seeben by Salzwedel used to say, it was once the

custom in these parts, on a certain day of the year, to fetch a tree

out of the common-wood, and having set it up in the village, to

dance round it, crying : Hennil, Hennil wache !
' Can this have

come out of Dietmar ? and can this ' Hennil, wake !

' and

'Hennil vigila

!

' so far back as the 11th cent, have arisen

through misunderstanding the Hung, vagyon (which means ' est/

not ' vigilat ') ? Anyhow, the village watchman or shepherd,

who went round to all the houses, probably on a certain day of

the year, carrying the staff on which was a hand holding an iron

ring, and who called out those words, seems to have meant by

them some divine being. A Slovak song in Kollar (Zpievanky

p. 247, conf. 447) runs thus :
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Hainal svita, giz den biely, H. shines, now day is white,

stavayte velky i maly ! arise ye great and small

!

dosti sme giz dluho spali. long enough have we now slept.

Bohemian writers try to identify this Hajnal, Heynal, Hennil

with a Servian or Bohemian god of herdsmen Honidlo ;
l I know

not how it may be about this god, but honidlo is neuter in form,

and the name of a tool, it must have been gonidlo in Polish, and

totally unconnected with eynal, heynal (see Suppl.)

.

We saw that the rising sun uttered a joyful sound, p. 741-2

that the rustling dawn laughed, p. 747 ; this agrees with the

oft-repeated sentiment, that the day brings bliss, the night sorroiv.

We say, ' happy as the day/ and Shaksp. 'jocund day ' ; Eeinolt

von der Lippe ' er verblide als der dag'; MS. 2, 192 of depart-

ing day, ' der tac sin wunne verlat.' Especially do birds express

their joy at the approach of day :
' geest inne swsef o]?]?a3t hrsefn

blaca heofenes wynne blid'-heort bodode,' Beow. 3598 ; the heaven's

bliss that the raven blithe-hearted announces is the breaking day.

' I am as glad as the hawks that dewy-faced behold the dawn

(dogglitir dagsbrun sid),' Ssem. 167b
;

' nu verSr hann sva feginn,

sem fugl degi/ Yilk. saga, cap. 39, p. 94; 'Horn was as fain o'

fight as is the foule of the light when it ginneth dawe/ Horn and

Rimen. 64, p. 307 ; 'ich warte der frouwen min, reht als des tages

diu kleinen vogellin,' MS. 1, 51 a
;

' froit sich min gemiiete, sam

diu kleinen vogellin, so si sehent den morgenschin,' MS. 2, 102b
.

Hence the multitude of poetic set-phrases that typify the break

of day by the song of cocks (han-krat) or nightingales. Biarka-

mal near the beginning :
' dagr er upp kominn, dynja hana

fia'Srar,' cocks' feathers make a din. ' a la maiiana, quando los

gallos cantaran,' Cid 317. f
li coc cantoient, pres fu del esclairier.'

' l'aube est percie, sesclere la jornee, cil oisellon chantent en la

ramee.' ' biz des morgens vruo, daz diu nahtigal rief,' En. 12545

(see Suppl.).

Night is represented as swift, overtaking, taking unawares,

dor) vv%, II. 10, 394, for does not she drive a chariot ? She falls

or sinks from heaven, 'la nuit tombe, nuit tombante, a la tombe'e de

la nuit; ' she bricht ein (breaks or bursts in, down), whereas day

bricht an (on, forth) ; she gathers all at once, she surprises. In

1 Jungmann 1, G70. 724. Hauuscli pp. 369-70.
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1

Matth. 14, 15, where the Vulg. has ' hora jam praeteriit/ Luther

Germanizes it into ' die nacht fdllt daher' (on, apace) ; and O.

Germ, already used the verbs ana gdn,fallan in this sense : aband

unsih ana gelt, ther dag ist sines sindes, 0. v. 10, 8. in ane

gdenda naht, N. Bth. 31. der abent begunde ane gdn, Mar. 171.

schiere viel du diu naht an, Roth. 2653. do diu naht ane gie, Er.

3108. unz daz der abent ane gie, Flore 3468. Ls. 1, 314.

Wigal. 1927. 6693. als der abent ane get, Wigal. 4763. biz daz

der abent ane lac, Ls. 1, 243. diu naht diu gat mich an, Wolfd.

1174. diu naht get uns vaste zuo, Livl. chron. 5078. In the same

way sigen (sink) : do der abent zuo seic, Diut. 3, 68. also iz zuo

deme abande seic 3, 70. nu seig ouch der abent zuo, Frauend. 95,

20. diu naht begunde zuo sigen, Rab. 102. begunde sigen an,

367. do diu naht zuo seic, Dietr. 62b
. diu naht siget an, Ecke

106. der abent seic ie naher, Gudr. 878, 1. ze tal diu sunne was

genigen, und der abent zuo gesigen, Diut. 351, diu naht begunde

sigen an, Mor. 1620. 3963.1 diu tageweide diu wil hin (the day's

delight it will away), der abent siget vaste zuo, Amgb. 2 a
. der

tach is ouch an uns gewant, uns siget der avent in die hant,

Ssp. pref. 193. in der sinkenden naht, Cornel, releg., Magd.

1605, F. 5\ in sinklichter nacht, Schoch stud. D. 4a
. And we

still say ' till sinking night/ 3 Much the same are : nu der

abent, diu naht zuo gejtoz (came flowing up), Troj. 13676. 10499.

AS. 'aefen com sigeltorht swungen,' Andr. 1246.—But this set-

ting in, gathering, falling can also come softly, secretly, like

a thief: diu naht begunde slichen an (creep on), Dietr. 68b
. nvi

was diu naht geslichen gar iiber daz gevilde (fields), Christoph.

413. do nu diu naht her sleich, und diu vinster in begreif (dark-

ness caught him) 376 : so thiu naht bifeng, Hel. 129, 16. do

begreif in die nacht, Flcirsheim chron. in Miinch 3, 188. wie

mich die nacht bcgrif, Simplic. 1, 18. hett mich die nacht schon

begriffen, Gotz v. Berl. p. m. 164. In MHG. we find predicated

of night ' ez benemen/ to carry off (the light ? the victory ?)

:

unz inz diu naht benam, Gudr. 879, 1. ne hete iz in diu naht

benomen, Diut. 3, 81 (conf. Gramm. 4, 334). Hroswitha says, in

Fides et spes :
' dies abiit, nox incumbit.'

1 Both times ' segen' in text ; if sigen an (viucere) were meant, we should ex-

pect the word day in the datiw.
- Goethe Bays sweetly: For Evening now the earth was rocking, And on the

mountains hung the ^sight.
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Clearly in many of these expressions Night is regarded as a

hostile, evil power, in contrast to the kindly character of Day, who

in tranquil ease climbs slowly up above the mountains ; hence

night is as leisurely about ending, as she is quick in setting in :

1 diu naht gemechlich ende nam/ slowly the night took ending,

Frauend. 206, 21. ' Night is no man's friend ' says the proverb,

as though she were a demon (see Suppl.).

Between Day and Night there is perennial strife. Night does

not rule till day has given up the contest :
' unz der tac liez sinen

strit,' Parz. 423, 15. ( der tac nam ein ende, diu naht den sige

gewan/ the victory won, Wolfd. 2025. ( do der tac verquam, und

diu naht daz lieht nam,' En. 78G6. ' Nu begunde ouch struchen

der tac, daz sin schin vil nach gelac, unt daz man durch diu

wolken sach, des man der naht ze boten jach, manegen stern der

balde gienc, wand er der naht herberge vienc. Nach der naht

baniere kom sie selbe schiere.' x In this pleasing description

the stars of evening precede the Night herself, as pioneers and

standard-bearing heralds, just as the morning star was messenger

of Day.2

On p. 742 we had a sunrise taken from the Titurel ; a de-

scription of failing day, which immediately precedes, deserves to

stand here too :

Do diu naht zuo slichen

durch nieman wolte lazen,

und ir der tac entwichen

muoste, er fuor sa wester hin die strdzen,

also daz man die erd in sach verslinden,

unz er ir moht empfliehen,

do kund' er sich von orient u£ winden.3

Earth devours the departing day (see Suppl.).

I find the older poets dwelling more on the sense of gloominess :

i The Day 'gan founder then and fall, and much was shent his wonted sheen,

till thro' the clouds might they be seen, whom couriers of the Night we call, full

many a star that fleetly fares, and harbourage for her prepares. Next her banners,

soon Night herself came on.
2 Lucifer interea praeco scandebat Olympo, Walthar. 1188. Lucifer ducebat

diem, Aen. 2, 801. Evening is called in S&nskr.rajanimukha, night's mouth, which
reminds one of ' Hella's mouth :

' so is morning ahamukha, day's mouth. Bopp's
gloss. 27 a

. 28ib .

3 Then Night came creeping on, for no man would she stay, and Day must
needs be gone, retreating down the western way ; the earth devouring him thou
eee'st, until that he might from her flee, then could he hoist him up from east.
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vv% 6p<pvai7j the dusky, in Homer. ' tho wartli aband cuman, nalit

mid neflu,' Hel. 170, 25. ' die Jinn tere racjende nacht/ gloomy low-

ring (jutting), Schreckensgast, Ingolst. 1590, p. 114. 'die eiteJe

und Jinntere nacht,' Kornmann's Mons Ven. 329. ' nipende niht/

Beow. 1088. 1291, conf. genip (caligo). ' scaduhelm/ Beow. 1293.

' nihthelm geswearc deorc ofer dryhtguman ' 3576. 'nihthelm to

glad/ Andr. 123. El. 78 : to. her, as a goddess, is ascribed, quite

iu the spirit of our olden time, a terrible and fearful helmet, like a

cloak-of-darkness, 'niht helmade' (put on her helmet) we are told

in Andr. 1306. Still finer perhaps is that ' eye of black night/

KeXatvi]<; vvktos ofM/xa in Aeschylus (Pers. 428) for thick dark-

ness as opposed to the bright eye of night, the moon, p. 702

(see Suppl.). 1

The poetic images I have here collected remove all doubt as to

Day and Night having been in the remotest antiquity both alive

and divine. But the sentiment must very early have lost some

of its hold over the Teutons, from the time they laid aside that

name for day, which of itself bespoke his kinship with the gods.

Reckoning by nights instead of days does indeed rest on the

observance of lunar time (p. 708), but may have another reason

too, the same that prompted men to count winters and not sum-

mers. The heathens used to fix their holy festivals for, or prolong

them into, the night, especially those of the summer and winter

solstices, as we see by the Midsummer and Christmas fires ; the

fires of Easter and May also bear witness to festal nights. The

Anglo-Saxons kept a hcerjestniht (ON. haustnott, haustgrima),

the Scandinavians a hukunott (F. Magn. Lex. 1021). Beda in his

De temp. rat. cap. 13 has preserved a notable piece of informa-

tion, though its full meaning is beyond our ken :
' Incipiebant

annum (antiqui Anglorum populi) ab octavo cal. Jan. die, ubi nunc

natale Domini celebramus ; et ipsam noctem, nunc nobis sacro-

sanctam, tunc gentili vocabulo modranecht (modra niht),3
i.e. ma-

trum noctem appellabant ob causam, ut suspicamur, ceremoniarum

quas in ea pervigiles agebant/ Who were these mothers ?

1 Images now familiar to us, about quenching the lamps of day, I have not met
with iu the old poets ; but the night burns her tapers too. Shaksp. describes the
end of night by ' night's candles are burnt,' lioin. & J. 3, 5.

2 Afzelius 1, 4. 13 has no right to speak of a modernatt, which is not founded
on Norse docs., but simply borrowed from Beda. [Can 'modie niht ' have meant
' muntere nacht,' wakeful night ? conf. ' pervigiles.']
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SUMMER AND WINTER.

The Seasons, which, like day and night, depended on the near-

ness or distance of the sun, have maintained their personality a

great deal more vigorously and distinctly. Their slow revolution

goes on with a measured stateliness, while the frequent change of

day and night soon effaced the recollection of their having once

been gods.

Day and night resemble summer and winter in another point,

viz. that the break of day and the arrival of summer are greeted

with joyful songs by the birds, who mourn in silence during night

and winter. Hence the Eddie kenningar of gle&L fugla (laetitia

volucrum) for summer, and sut ok strid' fugla (dolor et angor

avium) for winter. This sympathy of nature finds utterance no

end of times in the lays of our minnesingers (see Suppl.).

The olden time seems at first to have recognised only two

seasons in the year, afterwards three, and lastly four. To this

the very names bear witness. Our jahr, Goth, jer, OHG-. jar, M.

Nethl. jaer, OS. ger, AS. gear, Engl, year, ON. dr, is plainly the

Pol. iar, iaro, Boh. gar, garo, which signify spring. 1 In the

same way the Slavic Veto, lieto, liato, strictly summer, and seem-

ingly akin to our lenz, OHG. lenzo, lengiz, MHG. lenze, lengez,-

AS. lencten, lengten (lent, spring) has come by degrees to cover

the whole year. Thus both jar and leto mean the warmer season

(spring or summer) ; and southern nations reckoned by them, as

the northern did by winters.

Ulphilas renders eros by jer, and iviavTos either by a}>n, Gal.

4, 10, or atafrni, John 18, 13, a word that has died out of our

language everywhere else, but still lingers in the Gothic names

Athanagildus, Athanaricus (Ajmagilds, AJmareiks) ; it seems

1 The Pol. iar looks like eap, but this is understood to be for Fiap, Fiaap, Lat.

ver for verer, veser, closely conn, with Lith. wasara (aestas) and Sanskr. vasanta,

Benfey 1, 309. Of the same root seems the Slav, vesna, wiosna (spring), but hardly

the ON. vasa'Sr, which means sharp winter.

754
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akin to eVo?, perhaps to the Slavic god, godina, which in Russ.

and Serv. mean a year, while in O.SL they stood, as the Pol.

god, Boh. hod, hodine still stand, for time in general. The

relation between eVo? and eviavro? remains uncertain, for in Od.

1, 16 (eVo? rfK.de Trepi7r\ofj,iva)v ivtavroiv, a year went past with

circling seasons) eviavroi are sections of a year, while other

accounts make an eviavro? contain three err). This comp.

iviavros holds in it the simple eVo<?, Lat. annus 1 (see Suppl.).

The year was supposed to make a circle, a ring (orbis, circulus)

:

jares umbi-hring, jdr-hring, umbi-huurft ; MHG. jares umbe-ganc,

-ring, -vart, -trit; and the completion and recommencement of

this ring was from a very early period the occasion of solemn

festivities. Eligius preaches :
' nullus in kal. Jan. nefanda aut

ridiculosa, vetulos aut cervulos aut joticos faciat, neque mensas

super noctem componat, neque strenas aut bibitiones superfluas

exerceat.' This was apparently a Celtic and Roman custom,

' strenae ineunte anno' are mentioned by Suetonius (Cal. 42. Aug.

57), and the holy mistletoe was plucked amid joyful cries of

1 a-gui-lan-neuf ! ' [Michelet 2, 17: guy-na-ne, maguillanneu,

gui-gne-leu. Suppl.]. Nothing of the kind seems to have been

known in Germany ; but it is worth while to notice the New-

year's hymns and wishes in Clara Hiitzlerin's book as late as the

14th cent. (57b . 77a
, espec. 196—201 in Haltaus's ed.) where the

year is pictured as a newborn babe, a newborn god, who will grant

the wishes of mortals. Immediately, no doubt, this referred to

Christmas and the Saviour's birth, in places where the new year

began with that day
;
yet some heathen practices seem to have

got mixed up with it too, and I cannot overlook the use in these

hymns of the bare adj. new, without the addition of 'year' or

f child' (just as in naming the new-moon, p. 710, ny, niuwi) :

[
f des gunn dir alles der newgebom

!

' this the Newborn grant

thee all, Hatzl. 196b . So in other new-year's wishes :
' wunsch

ich dir am vil gut jar zu disem new/ Wolkenst. p. 167. ' gen

disem saeligen guoten neiven,' Ad. Keller's Altd. ged. p. 10.

—

Suppl.].

Otherwise I hardly find the year as a lohole (conf. the riddle,

p. 737) exalted into a person, except in adjurations, spells and

1 For amnus, says Bopp's Gloss. Skr. 16>> ; Benfey 1, 310 explains ivtavrus by
Skr. amaTat, ivt) beiug ania, ne'w-inoon.
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curses :
' sani mir daz heilecjdr ! ' so (help) me holy year, Ls. 1,

287. Haupt's Zeitschr. 7, 104. The two following refer to the

year's commencement only :
' ein scelec jar gang dich an !

' a

blessed year betide thee, Ls. 3, 111 ; and ' daz dich ein veiges jar

miiez ane komen !

' a doomed (fey) year be thy dole, Ls. 1, 317.

In AS. f o3 ]?8et o'Ser com gear in geardas/ Beow. 2260 (see

Suppl.).

But even in the earliest times the year had fallen into halves,

to which AS. and ON. give the curious name of missere, misseri,

and the AS. poems seem to reckon chiefly by these. We find

' missera worn/ store of m., Casdm. 71, 10; ' fela missera ' 180,

23. Beow. 306; ' hund missera/ Beow. 2996. 3536 = the 50

winters in 4413; f misserum fr6d, missarum fr6d/ Casdin. 104,

30. .141, 16 (wise with age, like 'gearum, deegrime, fyrndagum

frod/ Gramm. 1, 750). In the Edda I find only 212ab, <ein

misseri' (per unum annum), and 'sams misseris' (eodem anno) ;

but the Gragas has also misseri (semestrium). The etymology of

the word is not easy : one would expect to find in it the words

half (medius, dimidius) and year, but the short vowel of the

penult conflicts with the ON. ar and AS. gear, and it appears

to be masc. besides (einn misseri, not eitt m.) ; the ON. misseri

(bad year, annonae caritas, neut.) is quite another thing. Again,

why should the d of the AS. midde (Goth, midja, OHG. mitti)

have passed into ss ? It must be admitted however, that in

the relation of Lat. medius to Goth, midja we already observe a

distm-bance in the law of change ; misseri may have come down

and continued from so remote an antiquity that, while in appear-

ance denying its kindred, it will have to own them after all, and

the ' miss ' is in the same predicament as the Gr. fxiaos, /j,eacro<;

compared with Sanskr. madhyas, ov /3va<r6<i =/3vdo<;. No ' mis-

seri, missiri ' meets us in the OHG. remains, but the lost hero-

lays may have known it, as even later usages retain the reckoning

by half-years ; when the Hildebr.-lied says ' ih wallota suma.ro

enti wintro sehstic ur lante/ it means only 60 misseri (30 sum-

mers and 30 winters), which agrees with the '30 years' of the

more modern folk-song; and we might even guess that the

'thirteen years' and 'seven years' in Nib. 1082 and 1327, 2,

which make Chriemhild somewhat old for a beauteous bride, were

at an older stage of the epos understood of half-years. In the
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North, -where winter preponderates, so many winters stood for

so many years, and 'tolf vetra gamall' means a twelve-year-old.

That in OHG. and even MHG. summer and winter represent the

essential division of the year, I infer even from the commonly

used adverbs sumerlanc, winterlanc, while we never hear of a

lengezlanc or herbestlanc; the ON. sumarlangr, vetrlangr, are

supplemented by a haustlangr (the whole autumn)

.

The Greek year has only three seasons, eap, depot, x€i^v '

autumn is left out. Our two great anniversaries, the summer

and winter solstices, marked off two seasons; the harvest-feast

at the end of Sept. and the fetching-in of summer are perhaps

sufficient proof of a third or fourth. The twofold division is

further supported by the AS. terms midsumor and midwinter,

ON. micfsumar, micfvetr, which marked the same crises of solstice,

and had no midhearfest to compete with them ; an AS. midlenden

(Engl, midlent) does occur, and is about equivalent to our mit-

fasten. Now in what relation did the missere stand to midsumor

and midwinter ? The day (of 24 hours) likewise fell into two

halves of 12 hours each, the AS. dogor, ON. dcegr ; and dogor

bears the same relation to dasg as missere to gear. Our ancient

remains have no tuogar attending upon tac, but a Gothic dogr by

the side of dags may be inferred from fidurdugs and ahtaudogs

in Ulphilas (see Suppl.).

Tacitus, after saying that the Germans cultivate grain only,

and neither enclose meadows nor plant orchards, adds :
' unde

annum quoque ipsum non in totidem digerunt species : hiems et

ver et aestas intellectum ac vocabula habent; auctumni perinde

nomen ac bona ignorantur/ Here auctumnus evidently refers to

garden-fruit and aftermath, while the reaping of com is placed

in summer, and the sowing in spring. But when we consider,

that North Germany even now, with a milder climate, does not

get the grain in till August and September, when the sun is

lower down in the sky ; and that while August is strictly the

ernte-month ! and Sept. the herbst-month, yet sometimes Sept.

is called the augstin and October the herbst-month; theTacitean

view cannot have been universally true even in the earliest times.

Neither does tho OHG. herpist, herbist, AS. hearfest, seem at

1 OHG. aranmanut, from aran (messis), Goth, asans ; the O.Saxons said

beivud or beo, Hel. 78, 1-1. 79, 14; Nethl. louw, bouwd.
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all younger than other very old words. More correct surely is

the statement we made before, that as we go further north in

Europe, there appear but two seasons in all, summer and winter ;

and as we go south, we can distinguish three, four, or even five. 1

Then also for mythical purposes the two seasons are alone avail-

able, though sometimes they are called spring and winter, or

spring and autumn 3 (see Suppl.).

With the Goth, vintrus (hiems) we have a right to assume a

masc. sumrus exactly like it, though Ulph. in Mk 13, 28 (and

prob. in Matth. 24, 32 and Lu. 21, 30) rendered depot by asans

(harvest-time). The declension follows from OHG. sumar =

sumaru (for a Goth, sumrs of 1 decl. would bring in its train

an OHG. somar) ; also from AS. sumor with dat. sumera, not

sumere. The ON. sumar being neut. in the face of a masc. vetr,

OHG. wintar, AS. winter, seems inorganic; it must have been

masc. once. The root assumed in my Gramm. 2, 55 runs upon

sowing and reaping of crops.

The Edda takes us at once into the genealogy of these two

worthies. Sumar is the son of Svasu&r (Seem. 34b
. Sn. 23. 127),

a name derived from svas (carus, proprius, domesticus), Goth,

sves, OHG. suas, for he is one that blesses and is blest, and after

him is named all that is sweet and blithe (svaslegt, blitt). But

the father of Vetr is named Vindloni or Vindsvalr (windbringer,

windcool), whose father again was VdsacFr (ibid.) the dank and

moist : a grim coldhearted kindred. But both sets, as we should

anticipate, come before us as giants, SvasuSr and Sumar of a

good friendly sort, Vasa$r, Vindsvalr and Vetr of a malignant

;

1 Spaniards divide spring into primavera and verano (great spring), see Don

Quix. 2, 53 and Ideler 6, 305. After verano comes estio, Fr.ete, both masc., while

Ital. esta, estate remains fem, like aestas.

2 The Slavs too, as a race, hold with two principal seasons : summer and year

are both leto, i.e. the old year ends with winter, and with summer the new begins
;

leto, like ou'r jahr, is neut., and of course impersonal. Winter they call zima

(fern.). When intermediate seasons have to be named, they say podleti (subaestas)

for spring, podzim (subhiems) for autumn. But other names have also come into

vogue, beside the garo, iaro above: Russ. and Boh. vesna, Pol. iviosna; Sloven.

vy-qred (e-grediens, in Germ. Carinthia auswdrt), mlado leto (young summer),

viladletie,po-mland, s-pomlad, s-prot-Utie (fr. s-prot, against), all denoting spring;

the South Slavs espec. felt the need of parting spring from summer. Autumn is

in Serv. yisen, Sloven, yezen or predzima (prae-hiems), Russ. osen. Zima must be

very old.'Lith! ziema, Gr. x"/*^". Lat - hiems, Skr. hemanta. Our fruhling, fruhjahr

(early year) is neither 0. nor MHG., but formed during the last few cents, on the

model of printemps or primavera ; spoiling, spatjahr (late year) is also used for

autumn. On auswarts and einwarts conf. Schm. 1, 117. 4, 161.
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so that here again the twofold nature of giants (p. 528-9) is set

in a clear light. The Skaldskaparnial puts them down among the

ancient iotnar: 209b Somr (al. Somir) ok Svasuftr, 210a Vindsvalr

ok Vitfarr (1. Vetr). Even now Summer and Winter are much

used as proper names, and we may suppose them to have been

such from the beginning, if only because [as names of seasons]

they do not agree with any in the Non-Teutonic tongues. An
urkunde in Neugart no. 373 (as early as a.d. 958) introduces us

to two brothers named Wintar and Sumar. Graff 1, 631 has the

proper name Wintarolf in the augmentative form (see p. 762 n.)

Now I will produce plain marks of their personality, which

have long maintained themselves in popular phrases and poetic

turns of speech. We say every day : Summer, Winter is at the

door, comes in, sets in. H. Sachs iv. 3, 21 a
:

' till Summer step

this way/ : In MHG. the one is commonly called lieb (lief,

dear), the other leid (loathly, sad) :
' der Hebe Sumer urloup

genam/ took leave, Ben. 344. 'urloup nam der Winder,' 362.

Both are provided with a retinue :
' Sumer, dine holden (retainers)

von den huoben sint gevarn/ 304. ( Sumer, din gesinde,' 406.

' min sane siile des Winters ivdpen tragen/ my song should W/s
livery wear, MS. 1, 178b

.
' Winder ist mit sinen vriunden komen/

Ben. 414. Evidently they have marched up with their men, each

with intent to war upon and chase away his foe :
' der leide

Winder hat den Sumer hin verjaget/ 381. f er (der Winter) ist dir

gehaz, er en-weiz niht umbe waz, selten er des ie vergaz, swenne

er dinen stuol besaz, er en-ructe in viir baz, sin gewalt wol tusend

ellen viir den dinen gat/ he hateth thee, he wot not why ; he

seldom forgat, when thy chair he besat, but he pushed it further
;

his power passeth thine, etc. MsH. 3, 258. Ben. 303. * Winter*

hat ez hie gerumet ' cleared out, Ben. 437.—Again, as summer

begins with May , we have that month acting as its representative,

and just as full of life and personality. (All three receive the

title of lord :
' min herre Winter ! ' MsH. 3, 267a

.
' her Meie !

'

3, 443b .
' her Meige !

' Walth. 46, 30). May makes his entry :

' su der Meige in gat,' Meist. Alex. 144b .

f so der vil siieze

Meige in gat,' Trist. 537. ' Meige ist komen in diu lant/ Ms. 1,

1 Alse die Somer quam int lant, Reinaert 2451. alse de Sommcr queme int

lant, Beineke 2311. do hero de Summer trat, Wiggert 2, 48.
- "Without article, therefore not com. noun ; conf. p. 704 note, Solaus.

VOL. II. Y
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13b . Ben. 364. ' der Meie sin ingesinde hat/ has Ms retinue 1,

14b
.

« des Meien tilr ist uf getdn, MsH. 3, 296a
.

' der Mei ist in

den landen hie ' 3, 230a
.

' so der Meie sinen Tcrame schouwen

lat (his store displays), unde in gat mit vil manigem liehten

male ' 30, 30b
. ' vil manager hande varwe (full many a hue)

hat in sinem Tcrame der Meige/ MS. 1, 59a
.

f der Meie hat

brieve fiir gesant, daz sie kiinden in diu lant sine kunft den

vruoten/ Ben. 433; like a king who after a long absence

returns victorious, he sends letters on before, to announce his

coming. f da ist der Meie und al sin kraft, er und sin geselle-

schaft diu (sic 1.) ringent manige swsere (lighten many a

burden); Meie hat im angesiget' overcome him (winter), Ben.

449. ' ich lobe dich, Meie, diner kraft, du tuost Burner sigehaft/

thou makest S. victorious (both prop, n.), MS. 2, 57a.
' ob der

Meige ze velde lac/ Ls. 1, 199. ( so der Meige alrerst in gat'

Frauend. 14. ' der Mei hat sin gezelt bestelt,' set up his tents,

camp, MsH. 3, 303b
.

' des Meien seliilt,' 3, 307a
.

' Sumer der

hat sin gezelt nu gerihtet liberal/ Ms. 2, 57a
. 'des Meien

waldencere kiindet an die sumerzit/ May's forester announces

summertide, MsH. 3, 230b .
f die (waldes ougenweide, forest's

eye-feast) hat der Meie fiir gesant, daz si kiinden in diu lant sin

kunft ' 3, 22

7

b
.

' der Meie viieret den wait an siner liende/ leads

the wood by the hand, MS. 2, 81 b
; he is provided with hands

(like Wish, p. 142). Men worship him with thanks and bowing,

like a king or god making his progress (p. 213, Freyr) ;
like

them he has his strete (highway) :
' des Meigen straze/ Ben. 42.

1 uf des Meien strdzen,' MS. 23 a
.

' Meie, ich wil dir nigen,' bow

to, Ben. 398. ' erent den Meien/ Ben. 184. MsH. 1, 147a - b
.

' der Meie habe des danc !
' thanks thereof,1 Ben. 434. May and

Summer put on their verdant attire : ' der Meie ist uf sin grilenez

zwi gesezzen/ MS. 2, 75a
. May hears complaints, he commands

his flowers, 1, 3b .

f des Meigen vriunt (attendant), der griiene

wase (sward), der het uz bluomen angeleit (laid on) so wiinecliche

sumerkleit/ Trist. 562. ' der Sumer sneit sin kleit/ Ben. 159.

' der Meie sendet dem walde kleider' 436. 'der Sumer gab diu

1 In Gramm. 4, 725 is a coll. of the oft-recurring phrases ' des Meigen ere

(honour), d. M. giiete, des Sumers gilete (goodness),' which seem to imply an ancient

worship (p. 29, era). I add a few more references : MsH. 1, 52a
. 6CK 61 a

.
194*.

305a
. 348 b

. 3, 222b
. Notice : ' Got gebe daz der herbest sin ere volbringe

!

' that

autumn his worship fulfil, MS. 2, 18Ua
.
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selben kleit, Abrelle maz, dor Meie sneit/ April measured, May-

cut out, MS. 2, 94.b .
' diu (kleider) liet gegeben in (to them)

der Meie z'einer niuwen wat (weeds, clothing)/ MsH. 3, 286b .

' Mei hat enprozzen berg und tal ' 3, 188b .
' Sumer hat gesendet

uz sin wunne, der Meie spreit iif diu lant sin wat ' (2, 291). 1 ' der

bliienden heide voget (heath's controller) ist mit gewalt iif uns

gezoget (has rushed), hcert wi er mit winde broget (blusters) iif

wait und im gevilde/ MsH. 1, 193a (see Suppl.).

But more especially does the antithesis demand attention. In

Winter's train come Rime and Snoiv, still personifications, and
giants from of old (p. 532). They declare war against Summer:
'dir hat widerseit beidiu llif and Sue,' Ben. 398. 'der Meie loste

bluomen uz Rifen bande' 437. 'manegen tac stark in sinen

banden lac diu heide (the heath lay fast in Winter's bonds) ; uns

was verirt der wunne hirt von des argen Winter's nit/ long did

we miss our shepherd of bliss by wicked W.'s envy, MsH. 1,

192a
.

' der W. und sine Tcnechte (his men), daz ist der Rife und
der Wind,3 Hartm. erst, biichl. 834. MsH. 3, 232a

. What
Summer clothed, Winter strips bare: ' iiber diu oven 2 er dem
wald sin kleider brack/ tore the wood's clothes over his ears

(ibid.), 'da daz niuwe loup (leafage) e was entsprungen, des

hastu nu gevullet dinen sac' 2, 386b ; like an enemy or robber,

he fills his sack with booty (saccage). 'bluomen unde loup was

des Rifen erster roup (first plunder), den er in die secke schoup

(shoved into his sacks), er euspielt in noch enkloup/ Ben. 304.

Yet, 'sunder Rifen danc, allez griienez in froiden lit/ no thanks

to Jack Frost, all green things are in glee, MS. 1, 34b
. 'unbe-

sungen ist der wait, daz ist allez von des Rifen ungenaden (ill-

will) komen/ Ben. 275. Wizlau in one song exclaims :
' Winder,

dich vorhote (take heed) ! der Sumer komt ze mote/ to meet

thee, Amgb. 29 a
; and Walther 39, 9 :

' weizgot, er kit ouch dem
Meien den strit/ Winter gives up the battle ; conversely, ' der

Sumer sinen strit dem Winder liit/ Warnung 2386. And, what
is more than all, one poem 3 has preserved even the mythic name

1 So that ' des Meigen wdt, kleit ' MS. 2, 105-6-7 is a metaphor for foliage, and
' boten (messengers) des Suineres ' 1, 97 b for flowers.

- ' Walt h:it oren, velt hat gesiht,' wood has ears, field has sight, MS. 2, 131 a
;

1 velt hat 6ren, wait hat ougen,' eyes, 135b
.

3 Nithart's, Ben. 384. To this poet we owe the liveliest images of Summer
and Winter.
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of the Rime-giant : it is Aucholf, formed just with the suffix -olf,

which like -olt is characteristic of monstrous ghostly beings
;

l

the root auka, QHG. ouhhu, means augeo, so that Oucholf may
contain the notion of enormous, gigantic 2 (see Suppl.).

Summer and Winter are at war with one another, exactly like

Day and Night (p. 752) ; Day and Summer gladden, as Night

and Winter vex the' world.3

Now the arrival of Summer, of May, or as we now say, of

Spring, was kept as a holiday from of old. In the Mid. Ages

this was called die zit empfdhen, welcoming the season, MS. 1,

200a
. 2, 78b . Ben. 453 ; die zit mit sange begen (keep), Misc.

2, 198; den Sumer empfdhen, MsH. 3, 207a
. 21 l

a
. 232a

.
' Sumer,

wis (be) empfangen von mir hundert tusent stunt (times) ! ' Ben.

328. 'vrouwen und man empfiengen den Meien/ MsH. 3, 185b
.

'dawartder Mei empfangen wol ' 3, 218b . 219a
.

' den Meigen

enpfalien und tanzen'' 1, 47b
.

( nu woluf griiezen (greet) wir den

siiezen
!

' 1, 60b
. 'ich wil den Sumer griiezen' 3, 446b

.
' helfent

grilezen mir den Meien/ MS. 1, 202 b
.

' si (diu vogellin, small

fowl) wellent alle griiezen nu. den Meien ' 2, 8 i
b

.
' willeJcome her

Meige !
' 1, 57 b

.
' sit willeJcome her Meie !

' 1, 59 a
.

e so wol dir,

lieber Sumer, daz du komen bist !
' MsH. 2, 316b

. A song in

Eschenburg's Denkm. 458 has the burden ' willkommen Maie !

'

(see Suppl.).

But the coming in of Summer did not happen on any fixed

day of the year, it was determined by accidental signs, the open-

ing of flowers, the arrival of birds. This was called finding

Summer : ' ich han den Sumer vimden,' MsH. 3, 202b
.

Whoever had spied ' den ersten viol

'

4 made it known ; the

whole village ran to the spot, the peasants stuck the flower on a

pole, and danced around it. On this subject also Nithart has

some spirited songs, MsH. 3, 298-9 ; conf. 202 a (den ersten viol

1 Gramm. 2, 334—40; conf. Nahtolf, Biterolf, Egisgrimolt (p. 238), Fasolt

(p. 529), Mimerolt (p. 379), Kobolt (p. 414).
2 A MHG. poet paints the battle between May and Autumn, in a pretty story

(Fragm. 29), but it does not come within the mythic province, conf. MS. 2, 105.

More to the point is H. Sachs's poem 1, 420-1. A M. Nethl. ' spel van den winter
ende sommer ' is printed in Hoffm. hor. belg. 6, 125—146. Notker in Cap. 27 calls

' herbest unde lenzo, zwene genoza,' fellows twain.
3 The Fris. Laws too couple night with winter :

' si ilia tenebrosa nebula et

frigidissima hiems in hortos et sepes descendit,' Richth. 46 (huersa thiu thiustera

nacht and thi nedkalda winter ur tha tuner hleth).
4 Florum prima ver nuntiantium viola alba, Pliny 21, 11 (38).
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schouwen). H. Sachs iv. 3, 49 seq. describes the same festival;

round the first summer flower they dance and sing. ' den ersteu

bluomen vlehten,' MS. 1, 41 b (see Suppl.).

That the first cockchafer also was fetched in with ceremonies,

we saw on p. 693-4 ; to this day the passion for hunting these

chafers and playing with them is indestructibly rooted among

boys.

In like manner the first swallow, the first stork was hailed as

messenger of spring (ayyeXo? eapo<;). The swallow's return was

celebrated even by the Greeks and Romans: Athenaeus 8, 15 p.

360 gives a ^eXiSovio-fia, 1 chanted by children at Rhodes, who

carried a swallow about and collected eatables. The custom still

survives in Greece; the young people assemble on March 1, and

traverse all the streets, singiug a sweet spring-song ; the singers

carry a swallow carved out of wood, which stands on a cylinder,

and keeps turning round. 2 ' Hirundine prima,' says Horace

Epist. i. 7, 13. That in Germany also the first swallow was taken

notice of in the Mid. Ages, is shewn by the superstitious obser-

vance (Sup. G, and I, 217) of digging a coal out of the ground

on her appearance. In Sweden the country folk welcome her

with a thrice repeated shout of joy (Westerdahl p. 55). Both

swallow and stork are accounted sacred inviolable creatures. He

that first announced the return of the stork to the Greeks,

received messenger's pay. As late as last century the warders

of many German towns were required to blow-in the approaching

herald of spring,z and a drink of honour was served out to them

from the town-cellar. An epigram by Joach. Olearius begins :

Ver laetum rediit, rediitque ciconia grata,

aspera dum pulso frigore cessat hiems. 1

The cuckoo may also be regarded as the announcer of spring,

and an O.Engl, song appeals to him :
' sumer is icumen in, lltudc

sing cucu ! ' Hone's Daybook 1, 739 (see Suppl.).

The proclaiming of summer by songs of the younger folk still

1 Il»en. opusc. pbilol. 1, 165. Zell's Ferienscbr. 1, 53. 88. Schneidewin's

Delectus 2, -165-6.

- Fauriel 2, 256. Disc. prclirn. xxviii. More fully iu Tbcod. Kind p. 12.
'

s Alpenrosen (Bern 1817) p. 49 ; conf. Hebel's song Der storch.
* Rostock Kilo ; conf. Job. Praetorius's ' Storcbs und schwalben-'winterquartier,'

Franef. 1676, p. 185.
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prevails, or did prevail in recent centuries, almost everywhere in

German and Slav countries, and bespeaks a very ancient origin.

What the minnesingers, with their elegant phrases about the old

'chair, entiy, highway, grace and glory of Summer ' as a king

or god, may have led us to guess, is supplemented and illus-

trated by abiding customs of the people, which in rude artless

fashion drive at the main point. The modes of celebration and

the songs vary greatly. 1 Often there is only a wreath, a doll, an

animal carried about in a basket, and gifts demanded from house

to house.2 Here it is a cock, there a crow or a fox,
3 that the

children take round, as in Poland at the time of coleda (new-

year) they go about with a stuffed wolf, collecting gifts (Lindo

sub v. koleda). These animals do not migrate, and I leave it

undetermined, what right they can have to represent the stork

or swallow, or whether they mean something altogether different.

The approach of Summer is only mentioned in a few words and

phrases, or not at all.

In many places however the collecting of gifts is only the

sequel to a previous performance full of meaning, in which youths

and maidens take part. Two disguised as Summer and Winter

make their appearance, the one clothed with ivy or singriln, the

other with straw or moss, and they fight one another till Summer

ivins. Winter is thrown on the ground, his wrappages stripped

off and scattered, and a summer's wreath or branch is carried

about. Here we have once moi'e the ancient idea of a quarrel or

war between the two powers of the year, in which Summer comes

off victorious, and Winter is defeated ; the people supply, as it

were, the chorus of spectatoi's, and break out into praises of the

conqueror.

1 The most diligent collector of them, though in a scattered disorderly way, is

Chr. Heinr. Schmid of Giessen, both in the 'Journal von und fur D.' for 1787. 1,

186-98. 480-5 ; for 1788. 1, 566-71. 2, 409-11 ; for 1790. 1, 310-4 ; for 1791. 1002
;

and in the ' Deutsche monatschrift ' for 1798. 2, 58-67 ; he gives references to a

great many authors old and new. A still earlier article in 'Journal v. u. f. D.' for

1784. 1, 282 is worth consulting. Isolated facts in Krunitz's Encyclop. 58, 681

seq., Grater's Idunna 1812 p. 41, Biisching's Woch. nachr. 1, 183-6. 3, 166 and
other places to be cited as they are wanted. The two earliest treatises are by Paul
Chr. Hilscher ' de ritu Dominicae Laetare, quern vulgo appellant den tod austreiben,'

Lips. 1690 (in Germ. 1710), and Joh. Casp. Zeumer 'de Dominica Laetare,' Jena
1706.

2 Let the summer-children sell you a summer, and your cows will give plenty

of milk, Sup. I, 1097.
3 Eeinhart, Introd. p. ccxix. Athen. also, ubi supra, speaks of a crow being

carried about, instead of the swallow.
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The custom just described belongs chiefly to districts on the

middle Rhine, beyond it in the Palatinate, this side of it in the

Odenwald betwixt Main and Neckar. Of the songs that are sung

I give merely the passages in point

:

Trarira ! der Sommer der ist da ;

wir wollen hinaus in garten

und wollen des Sommers warten (attend).

wir wollen hinter die hecken (behind the hedges)

und wollen den Sommer wecken (wake).

der Winter liats verloren (has lost),

der Winter liegt gefangen (lies a prisoner)

;

und wer nicht dazu kommt (who won't agree),

den schlagen wir mit stangen (we'll beat with staves).

Elsewhere : Jajaja ! der Sommertag x ist da,

er kratzt dem Winter die augen aus (scratch W.'s

eyes out),

und jagt die bauern zur stube hinaus (drive the

boors out of doors).

Or : Stab aus !
~ dem Winter gehn die augen aus (W.'s

eyes come out)

;

veilchen, rosenblumen (violets and roses),

holen wir den Sommer (we fetch),

schicken den Winter iiber 'n Bhein (send W. over

Rhine),

bringt uns guten kiihlen wein.

Also : Violen und die blumen

bringen uns den Sommer,

der Sommer ist so keck (cheeky, bold),

und wirft den Winter in den drecJc (flings W. in the

dirt).

Or : Stab aus, stab aus,

bias dem Winter die augen aus (blow W/s eyes out) !

Songs like this must have come down through many centuries
;

and what I have quoted above from poets of the 13th cent, pre-

1 For Sommer ? conf. Baddrcg for Bealdor, p. 222-9, and Day, p. 738.
2 Also ' stain ana ' or l xta mavs,' and ' heib aus, treib aus, dem W. ist ein aug'

aus.' Stabaus may be for ataubaim = up and away, Schm. 3, 002 ; conf. Zingerle

2, 147.
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supposes their existence, or that of songs substantially the same.

The conception and setting of the whole are quite heathenish

:

valiant Summer found, fetched, wakened from his sleep ; van-

quished Winter rolled in the dust, thrown into chains, beaten

with staves, blinded, banished ; these are demigods or giants of

antiquity. Violets are mentioned with evident reference to the

welcoming of Summer. In some parts the children march out

with white peeled rods, either for the purpose of helping Summer

to belabour the foe, or perhaps to represent the retinue of Winter,

for it was the old custom for the conquered and captive to be let

go, carrying white staves (RA. 134). One of the band of boys,

marching at their head wrapt in straw, stands for Winter, another

decked with ivy for Summer. First the two fence with their poles,

presently they close and wrestle, till Winter is thrown and his

straw garment stript off him. During the duel, the rest keep

singing :

stab aus, stab aus,

stecht dem Winter die augen aus !

This is completely the f rauba birahanen, hrusti giwinnan, caesos

spoliare armis ' of the heroic age ; the barbarous punching out of

eyes goes back to a still remoter antiquity.1 The wakening of

Summer is like the wakening of Saelde.

In some places, when the fight is over, and Winter put to flight,

they sing

:

So treiben wir den Winter aus

durch unsre stadt zum thor hinaus (out at the gate)

;

here and there the whole action is compressed into the shout

:

' Sommer 'rein (come in), Winter 'naus (go out) !

'

As we come back through the Odenwald toward inner Fran-

conia, the Spessart and the Klion Mts, the words begin to change,

and run as follows :

Stab aus, stab aus,

stecht dem Tod (death) die augen aus !

1 The MHG. songs keep pace :
' der Meie hat sinen schaft uf den Winter ver-

stochen,' dug his shaft into, MsH. 3, 195b
. 'Mai hat den W. erslagen', slain,

Hatzl. 131, 58. ' vehten wil der W. kalt gegen dem lieben Sumer,' MsH. 3, 423\
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Then : Wir haben den Tod hinausgetrieben (driven out),

den lieben Sommer bringen wir wieder (again),

den Sommer und den Meien

mit bliimlein mancherleien (of many a sort).

So Death has stept into Winter's place ; we might say, because

in winter nature slumbers and seems dead; but it may also be,

that at an early time some heathenish name for Winter had to

give place to the christian conception of Death.

When we get to the heart of Franconia, e.g. Niirnberg, the

songs drop ail mention of Summer, and dwell the more em-

phatically on the expulsion of Death.1 There country lasses of

seventeen or eighteen, arrayed in all their finery, parade the

streets of the whole town and suburbs; on or under their left

arm they carry a little open coffin, with a shroud hanging over

the sides, and a puppet lying under that. Poor children carry

nothing but an open box, in which lies a green bough of beech

with a stalk sticking up, on which an apple is fixed instead of

the head. Their monotone song begins :
' To-day is Midlent,

we bear Death into the water, and that is well/ Amongst other

things :

Wir tragen den Tod in's wasser,

tragen ihn 'nein, und wieder 'raus 2 (in, and out again),

1 Seb. Frank's Weltbuch 51 a thus describes the Shrovetide custom in Fran-

conia : 'Four of thern hold a sheet by his 4 corners, whereon is laid a straw

puppet in hose, jerkin and mask, like a dead man, the which they toss up by die

4 corners, and catch him again in the sheet. This they do the whole town through.

At Midlent they make in some places a strait) man or imp, arrayed as a death, him
tbe assembled youth bear into the nigh lying villages. And by some they be well

received, eased and fed with dried pears, milk and peas ; by others, which hold it

a presage of coming death, evil entreated and driven from their homesteads with

foul words and oftentimes with buffets.'
2 This seems to indicate, that the deity of Death is not to be annihilated by

the ducking, but only made sensible of the people's dissatisfaction. Cruel Death

has during the year snatched many a victim, and men wish, as it were, to be

revenged on him. This is of a piece with the idea brought out on p. 20 : when
a god has not answered your expectations, you bully him, you plunge his image
into water. So by the Franconians, on a failure of the wine-crop, St. Urbau's

image, who had neglected to procure them wine (Fischart's Garg. 11) was Jiang into

the brook, or the mud (Seb. Frank 51 b
), or the water-trough, even in the mere antici-

pation of a poor vintage (Agricola's Sprichw. 4'J8. Grater's Idunna 1812, p. 87).

So the Bavarians, during St. Leonhard's solemn procession, would occasionally

drop him in the river (Schm. 2, 473). We know how the Naples people to this day

go to work with their San Gennaro, how seamen in a storm ill-use St. James's

image, not to speak of other instances.
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tragen ilin vor des biederinanns haus (up to the goodnian's

house)

.

Wollt ihr uns kein schmalz nicht geben (won't give us no

lard),

lassen wir euch den Tod nicht sehen (won't let you see D.).

Der Tod der hat ein panzer an (wears a coat of mail)

.

Similar customs and songs prevailed all over Franconia, and in

Thuringia, Meissen, Vogtland, Lausitz and Silesia. The begin-

ning of the song varies :

Nun treiben wir den Tod aus 1 (drive D. out),

den alien weibem in das haus (into the old women's house).

Or : hinter's alte hirteuhaus 3 (behind the old shepherd's house).

Further on :

hcitten wir den Tod nicht ausgetrieben (not driven D. out),

war er das jahr noch inne geblieben 3 (he'd have staid all the

year).

Usually a -puppet, a figure of straw or wood, was carried about,

and thrown into water, into a hog, or else burnt ; if the figure

was female, it was carried by a boy, if male, by a girl. They

disputed as to where it should be made and tied together ; what-

ever house it was brought out of, there nobody died that year.

Those who had thrown Death away, fled in haste, lest he should

start up and give them chase; if they met cattle on their way

home, they beat them with staves, believing that that would

make them fruitful. In Silesia they often dragged about a bare

fir-tree with chains of straw, as though it were a prisoner. Here

and there a strong man, in the midst of children, carried a may-

1 Luther parodied this song in his Driving of the Pope out, Journ. von u. fiir

D. 1787. 2, 192-3.
2

' Dern alten Juden in seinen bauch, etc.', into the old Jew's belly, on to the

young Jew's back, the worse for him ; over hill and dale, so he may never come
back ; over the heath, to spite the shepherds ; we went through the greenwood,

there sang birds young and old. Finn Magnusen (Edda 2, 135) would have us take

the old ' Juden ' for a iotunn.
3 J. F. Herri, on certain antiquities found in the Erfurt country 1787, p. 28,

has the line :
' wir tragen den Krodo in's wasser,' but confesses afterwards (Journ.

v. u. f. D. 1787. 483-4) that he dragged the dubious name into the text on pure con-

jecture. The more suspicious becomes the following strophe in Hellbach's Suppl.

to the Archiv v. u. f. Schwarzburg, Hildburgh. 1789. p. 52 :
' wir tragen den alten

thor (fool) hinaus, hinter's alte hirteuhaus, wir haben nun den sommer gewonnen,
und Erodes macht ist weggekommen,' K'.s power is at an end. The expressions

in the last line smack of recent invention.
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pole.1 In the Altmark, the Wendish villages about Salzwedel,

especially Seeben (where we saw Hermil still in use, p. 749),

have preserved the following custom : at Whitsuntide men-

servants and maids tie fir-branches, straw and hay into a large

firjure, giving it as much as possible a human shape. Profusely

garlanded with field-flowers, the image is fastened, sitting up-

right, on the brindled cow (of which more hereafter), and lastly

a pipe cut out of alder wood stuck in its mouth. So they conduct

it into the village, where all the houses are barred and bolted,

and every one chases the cow out of his yard, till the figure falls

off, or goes to pieces (Ad. Kukn's Mark, sagen, p. 316-7).

From Switzerland, Tobler 425-6 gives us a popular play in

rhymes, which betray a Swabian origin, and contain a song of

battle between Summer and Winter. Summer is acted by a man

in his bare shirt, holding in one hand a tree decorated with

ribbons and fruit, in the other a cudgel with the end much split.

Winter is warmly clad, but has a similar cudgel ; they lay on to

one another's shoulders with loud thwacks, each renowning him-

self and running down his neighbour. At length Winter falls

back, and owns himself beaten. Schm. 3, 248 tells of the like

combat in Bavaria : Winter is wrapt in fur, Summer carries a

green bough in his hand, and the strife ends with Summer

thrusting Winter out of doors. I do not find the custom reported

of Austria proper ; it seems to be known in Styria and the

adjoining mountains of Carinthia : the young fellows divide into

two bands, one equipt with winter clothes and snowballs, the

other with green summer hats, forks and scythes. After fighting

a while in front of the houses, they end with singing jointly the

praises of victorious Summer. 2 It takes place in March or at

St. Mary's Candlemas (see Suppl.).

Some of the districts named have within the last hundred years

discontinued this old festival of announcing Summer by the

defeat of Winter, others retain it to this day. Bygone centuries

may well have seen it in other German regions, where it has

not left even a historical trace ; there may however bo some

1 At Leipzig in the 17th cent, the festival had become so discredited, that they

had the straw puppet carried about and immersed by women of ill fame.

- Sartori's Nuueste Eeise d. Oestr., Vienna 1811. 2, 348. The Styrian battle-

song is printed in L'usching's Wbch. nachr. 1, 22(j-ti.
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accounts that have escaped my notice. In S. Germany, Swabia,

Switzerland, Bavaria, Austria, Styria, the ditties are longer and

more formal, but the ceremony itself not so artless and racy. In

Lower Hesse, Lower Saxony, Westphalia, Friesland, and the

Netherlands, that is to say, where Easter-fires remained in vogue,

I can hardly anywhere detect this annunciation of Summer

;

in lieu of it we shall find in N. Germany a far more imposing

development of May-riding and the Maigraf feast. Whether the

announcing of Summer extended beyond the Palatinate into

Treves, Lorraine, and so into France, I cannot say for certain. 1

Clearly it was not Protestant or Catholic religion that deter-

mined the longer duration or speedier extinction of the custom.

It is rather striking that it should be rifest just in Middle

Germany, and lean on Slav countries behind, which likewise do it

homage ; but that is no reason for concluding that it is of Slav

origin, or that Slavs could have imported it up to and beyond the

Rhine. We must first consider more closely these Slav customs.

In Bohemia, children march, with a straw man representing

Death, to the end of the village, and there burn him while they

sing :

Giz nesem Smrt ze wsy, Now bear we D. from the village,

nowe Leto do wsy
;

new Summer to the village
;

witey Leto libezne, welcome Summer sweet,

obiljcko zelene ! little grain so green.

1 C. H. Schmid has indeed drawn up (Journ. v. u. f. D. 1790, 314-5) a list of

the lands and spots where Winter or Death is carried out, and it includes parts of

L. Saxony, Mecklenburg, even Friesland. But no authorities are given ; and other

customs, similar, but without any of the distinctive features of the subject in hand,

are mixed up with it. Aug. Pfeiffer (b. Lauenstein 1640, d. Liibeck '98) in Evang.
Erquickungstunden, Leipz. 1G98 mentions a ' battle of Sum. and Win.', but names
no places, and he had lived long in Silesia and Leipzig. H. Lubbert (preacher at

Bohlendorf by Liibeck, b. 1640, d. 1703) in his Fastnachtsteufel p. 6 describes a

March (not May) procession, but does not sufficiently bring out the essential fea-

tures. I extract the passage (from J. P. Schmidt's Fastelab. p. 132), because it

illustrates the far from ineffectual zeal of the clergy against popular amusements,

almost as strikingly as the diatribe, 560 years older, quoted on pp. 259 seq. :
' The

last year, on Dominica Quinquag. (4 weeks bef. Laetare), I again publicly prayed

every man to put away, once for all, these pagan doings. Alas, I was doomed to

see tbe wicked worldlings do it worse than before. Not alone did cliildren carrying

long sticks wrapt in green leaves go about within doors, and sing all manner of lewd

jests, but specially the men-servants, one of them having a green petticoat tied about

him, went in two parties through the village from house to house with a bag-pipe,

siDging, swilling, rioting like madmen in the houses ; afterward they joined together,

drank, danced, and kept such pother several nights through, that one scarce could

sleep for it. At the said ungodly night-dances were even some lightminded maids,

that took part in the accursed business.'
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Elsewhere

:

Smrt plyne po wode, D. floats down the water,

nowe Leto k nam gede. 1 new Summer to us rides.

Or:

Smrt gsme warn zanesly, D. we've from you taken,

nowe Leto prinesly. new Summer to you brought.

In Moravia

:

Nesem, nesem Mafenu. We bear, we bear Marena.

Other Slavs :

Wyneseme, wyneseme Ma-

muriendu. Remove we Mamurienda.

Or:

wynesli sme Murienu se wsi, we've taken Muriena out, and

prinesli sme May nowij do wsi. 2 brought new May to the town.

At Bielsk in Podlachia, on Dead Sunday they carry an idol of

plaited hemp or straw through the town, then drown it in a marsh

or pond outside, singing to a mournful strain

:

Smierc wieie sie po plotu, D. blows through the wattle,

szukaiac klopotu. • seeking the whirlpool.

They run home as fast as they can : if any one falls down, he dies

within the year.3 The Sorbs in Upper Lausitz make the figure

of straw and rags ; she who had the last coi*pse must supply the

shirt, and the latest bride the veil and all the rags
;

4 the scare-

crow is stuck on a long pole, and carried away by the biggest

strongest lass at the top of her speed, while the rest sing

:

Lecz hore, lecz hore

!

Fly high, fly high,

jatabate woko, twist thyself round,

pan dele, pan dele ! fall down, fall down.

1 Celakowsky's Slowanske narodni pisne, Prague 1822. p. 209. He quotes other
rhymes as well.

2 J. Kollar's Zpiewanky 1, 4. 400.
3 Hanusch Slav. myth. 413. Jungmann sub v. Marana, who puts the Polish

rhyme into Bohem. thus : Smrt wege po plotu, sukagjc klopotu. Conf. a Moray.
song (Kulda in d'Elv 107-8-9).

4 Indicul. superst. 27-8 :
' de simulacris de ]>fi)inis factis, quae per campos por-

tant.' The Esthonians on New year's day make an idol of straw in the shape of a
man, to which they concede the name of metziko and the power of protecting their
cattle from wild beasts and defending their frontier. All the people of the village

accompany, and set him on the nearest tree, Thorn. Hiarn, p. 40.
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They all throw sticks and stones at it : whoever hits Death will

not die that year. So the figure is borne out of the village to a

piece of water, and drowned in it. But they often cany Death

to the boundary of the next village, and pitch him over it ; each

picks for himself a green twig, and carries it homeward in high

glee, but on arriving at his village throws it away again. Some-

times the youth of the village within whose bounds they have

brought Death will run after them, and throw him bach, for no

one likes to keep him; and they easily come to words and

blows about it.
1 At other places in Lausitz women alone take

part in this Driving-out of Death, and suffer no men to meddle.

They all go in black veils that day, and having tied up a puppet

of straw, put a white shirt on it, and give it a broom in one hand,

and a scythe in the other. This puppet they carry singing, and

pursued by boys throwing stones, to the border of the next town,

where they tear it up. Then they hew down a handsome tree in

the wood, hang the shirt upon it, and carry it home with songs. 2

This tree is undoubtedly a symbol of Summer introduced in the

place of Death driven out. Such decorated trees are also carried

about the village by boys collecting gifts, after they have rid

themselves of Death. In other cases they demand the contribu-

tions while taking the puppet round. Here and there they make

the straw man peep into people's windows (as Berhta looks in at

the window, p. 274) : in that case Death will carry off some one

in the house that year, but by paying a money ransom in time, you

can avert the omen. At Konigshain by Gorlitz the whole village,

young and old, wended their way with torches of straw to a

neighbouring height called the Todtenstein, where formerly a

god's image is said to have stood; they lit their torches on the

top, and turned home singing, with constant repetition of the

words :
' we have driven out Death, we bring back Summer.' 3

So it is not everywhere that the banished idol represented

Winter or Death in the abstract ; in some cases it is still the

heathen divinity giving way to Christianity, whom the people

thrust out half in sorrow, and uttering songs of sadness.

1 Lausitz. Mag. for 1770, p. 84-5, from a MS. of Abraham Frencel.

2 Chr. Arnold's Append, to Alex. Rossen's Unterschiedn. gottesdienst, Heidelb.

1674. p. 135.
3 Anton's first Versuch fiber die alten Slaven, p. 73-4.
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Dlugosz, 1 and others after him, report that by order of king

Miecislaus all the idols in the land were broken up and burnt

;

in remembrance of which the people in some parts of Poland, once

a year, singing mournful songs, conduct in solemn procession

images of Marzana and Zieivonia, fixed on poles or drawn on

drags, to a marsh or river, and there drown them; 2 paying

them so to speak, their last homage. Dlugosz's explanation of

Marzana as ' harvest-goddess ' seems erroneous; FrencePs and

Schaffarik's ' death-goddess ;
is more acceptable : I derive the

name from the Pol. marznac, Boh. mrznauti, Russ. merznut', to

freeze, and in opposition to her as winter-goddess I set the sum-

mer-goddess Wiosna, Boh. Wesna. The Konigenhof MS. p. 72

has a remarkable declaration :
' i iedinu druzu nam iniieV po puti

z Wesny po Moranu/ one wife (only) may we have on our way
from Wesna to Morana, from spring to winter, i.e. ever. Yet
the throwing or dipping of the divine image in a stream need not

have been done by the Christians in mere contempt, it may have

formed a part of the pagan rite itself; for an antithesis between

summer and winter, and an exalting of the former, necessarily

implied a lowering of the latter.3

The day for carrying Death out was the quarta dominica quad-

ragesimae, i.e. Laetare Sunday or Midlent, on which very day

it also falls in Poland (w nieziele srodopostna), Bohemia, Silesia

and Lausitz. The Bohemians call it smrtedlna, samrtna nedele,

the Sorbs smerdnitsa, death Sunday ; coming three weeks before

Easter, it will almost always occur in March. Some have it a

week earlier, on Oculi Sunday, others (espec. in Bohemia) a

week later, on Judica Sunday ; one Boh. song even brings in

' Mag nowy/ new May. But in the Rhine and Main country, -as

1 Hist. Polon. lib. 2, ad a. 965. Matth. de Mechovia cbron. Polon. ii. 1, 22.
Mart. Cromer lib. 3, ad a. 965. Mart. Hanke de Silesior. nominibus, p. 122-3.

2 So the Russian Vladimir, after his conversion, orders the image of Perun to
be tied to a horse's tail, beaten, and thrown into the Dnieper. Afterwards, when
the Novgorod Perun was in like manner thrown into the Volkhov, he set up, while
in the river, a loud lament over the people's ingratitude.

3 The Indian Kali, on the 7th day after the March new-moon, was solemnly
carried about, and then thrown into the Ganges ; on May 13 the Roman vestals
hore puppets plaited of rushes to the Pons Sublicius, and dropt them in the Tiber,
Ov. Fast. 5, 620

:

Turn quoque priscorum virgo simulacra virorum
mittere roboreo scirpea ponte solet.
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in most places, Laetare is the festive day, and is there called

Summerday.
There is no getting over this unanimity as to the time of the

festival. To the ancient Slavs, whose new year began in March,

it marked the commencement of the year, and likewise of the

summer half-year, i.e. of their leto ; to Germans the arrival of

summer or spring, for in March their stork and swallow come

home, and the first violet blows. But then the impersonal ' leto
'

of the Slavs fights no battle with their Smrt : this departing

driven-out god has the play nearly all to himself. To our an-

cestors the contest between the two giants was the essential

thino- in the festival ; vanquished Winter has indeed his parallel

in Smrt, but with victorious Summer there is no living personality

to compare. And, beside this considerable difference between

the Slav ceremony and our own, as performed on the Rhine or

Neckar, it is also difficult to conceive how a native Slav custom

should have pushed itself all the way to the Odenwald and the

Palatinate beyond Rhine, accountable as it might be on the upper

Main, in the Fulda country, Meissen or Thuringia. What is still

more decisive, we observe that the custom is known, not to all

the Slavs, but just to those in Silesia, Lausitz, Bohemia and,

with a marked difference, in Poland ; not to the South Slavs at

all, nor apparently to those settled in Pomerania, Mecklenburg

and Liineburg. Like our Bavarians and Tyrolese, the Carniolans,

Styrians and Slovaks have it not ; neither have the Pomeranians

and Low Saxons.1 Only a central belt of territory has preserved

it, alike among Slavs and Germans, and doubtless from a like

cause. I do not deny that in very early times it may have been

common to all Slav and all Teutonic races, indeed for Germany

I consider it scarcely doubtful, because for one thing the old

songs of Nithart and others are sufficient proof for Austria, and

secondly because in Scandinavia, England, and here and there

in N. Germany, appears the custom of May-riding, which is quite

the same thing as the Rhenish « summer-day ' in March.

Olaus Magnus 15, 4 says: 'The Swedes and Goths have a

custom, that on the first day of May the magistrates in every

1 The Holstein custom of going round (omgaan) with the fox, p. 764, took

place in summer (says Schiitze 3, 165), therefore not on Laetare ; and the words

they sing have no explicit reference to summer and winter.
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city make two troops of horse, of tall youths and men, to as-

semble, as tho' they would go forth to a mighty battle. One
troop hath a captain, that under the name of Winter is arrayed

in much fur and wadded garments, and is armed with a winter-

spear : he rideth arrogantly to and fro, showering snowballs and
iceflakes, as he would fain prolong the cold, and much he vaunteth

him in speech. The other troop hath contrariwise a captain, that

is named the Blumengrave, he is clad in green boughs, leaves and
flowers, and other summer raiment, and not right fencible ; he

rides into town the same time with the winter-captain, yet each
in his several place and order, then hold a public tilting and
tourney, wherein Summer hath the mastery, bearing Winter to

the ground. Winter and his company scatter ashes and sparks

about them, the other fend them with birchen boughs and young
lime-twigs ; finally, by the multitude around, the victory is

awarded to Summer.''

Here Death is not once alluded to ; in true Teutonic fashion,

the whole business is made to lie between Summer and Winter

;

only, the simple procession of our peasant-folk has turned more
into a chivalry pageant of opulent town-life. At the same time
this induction of May into the city (' hisset kommer Sivard
Snarensvend [p. 3 72n.], han forer os sommer,' or f och bar oss

sommer i by,' DV. 1, 14. Sv. forns. ], 44. ' bdra ma] i by,'

Dybeck runa 2, 67; in Schonen
'
fore somma i by ') cuts a neater

statelier figure than the miserable array of mendicant children,

and is in truth a highly poetic and impressive spectacle. These
Mayday sports are mentioned more than once in old Swedish
and Danish chronicles, town regulations and records. Lords
and kings not seldom took a part in them, they were a great

and general national entertainment. Crowned with flowers, the

majgrefve fared with a powerful escort over highway and thorp
;

banquet and round-dance followed. In Denmark the jaunting
began on Walburgis day (May 1), and was called 'at ride Som-
mer i bye,' riding S. into the land : the young men ride in front,

then the May -grave (floriger) with two garlands, one on each
shoulder, the rest with only one ; songs are sung in the town,
all the maidens make a ring round the may-grave, who picks out
one of them to be his majinde, by dropping a wreath on her
head. Winter and his conflict with May are no longer mentioned

VOL. II. z
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in the Schonish and Danish festival. Many towns had regularly

organized majgreve glide.1 But as the May-fire in Denmark

was called ' gadeild/ gate (street) fire, so was the leader of the

May-feast a gadebasse (gate bear), and his maiden partner

gadelam (gate lamb) or gadinde; gadebasse and gadinde there-

fore mean the same as maigreve and maigrevinde. 2 There is a

remarkable description in Mundelstrup's Spec, gentilismi etiam-

num superstitis, Hafn. 1684 :
' Qui ex junioribus rusticis contum

stipulis accensis flammatum efficacius versus sidera tollere

potuerit, praeses (gadebasse) incondito omnium clamore de-

clarator, nee non eodem tempore sua cuique ex rusticis puellis,

quae tunc temporis vernacula appellantur gadelam, distribuitur,

et quae praesidi adjicitur titulum hunc gadinde merebitur.3

Hinc excipiunt convivia per universum illud temporis, quod inter

arationem et foenisecium intercedit, quavis die dominica celebrari

sueta, gadelams-gilder dicta, in quibus proceriorem circum ar-

borem in antecessum hurno immissam variisque corollis ac signis

ornatam, corybantum more ad tympanorum stridentes sonitus

bene poti saliunt.'

Now this May-riding, these May-graves, were an old tradition

of Lower Germany also ; and that apparently is the very reason

why the Mid-German custom of welcoming summer at Laetare

was not in vogue there. How could spring, which does not

reappear in the North till the beginning of May, have been

celebrated there in March ? Besides, this May-festival may in

early times have been more general in Germany ; or does the

distinction reach back to the rivalry between March and May as

the month of the folkmote ?
4 The maigreve at Greifswald, May

1, 1528, is incidentally mentioned by Sastrow in his Lebensbeschr.

1, 65-6; a license to the scholars at Pasewalk to hold a maigraf

1 Ihre sub v. rnajgrefve. Skraordning for Knutsgillet i Lund an. 1586, § 123-7

in Bring's Monum. sc&nensia, p. 207-10 ; the same for Malrno, p. 211. Er. Tegel's

Hist. Gustavi i. 1, 119. Nyerup's Danske digtek. 1, 246. 2, 136. 143. Thiele 1,

145-58 ; conf. 200. For the Zealand custom see Molbech's Hist, tidskrift 1840.

1, 203. The maigreves in Ribe are mentioned by Terpager in Ripae cimbricae,

p. 723 ; the Aalburg maigreve in Wilda's Gildewesen p. 285, from a statute of

the 15th century ; conf. Molb. dial. lex. p. 533.
2 Molb. dial. lex. pp. 150-1-2, where doubt is thrown on the derivation ol

gade from ON. gata (gate, road). He has also a midsommers-lam, p. 359.
3 The italics here are mine. Each man has a gadelam, but only the leader

a gadinde.—Teans.
4 Conf. RA. 821-6 on the time of assizes.
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jaunt, in a Church- visitation ordinance of 1503 (Baltische studien

0, 137) ; and more precise information has lately been collected

on the survival of May-riding at Hildesheiin, where the beautiful

custom only died out in the 18th century. 1 Towards Whitsun-

tide the maio-reve was elected, and the forest commoners in the

Use had to hew timber from seven villages to build the May-

waggon; all loppiugs must be loaded thereon, and only four

horses allowed to draw it in the forest. A grand expedition from

the town fetches away the waggon, the burgomaster and council

receive a May-wreath from the commoners, and hand it over

to the maigreve. The waggon holds 60 or 70 bundles of may
(birch), which are delivered to the maigreve to be further dis-

tributed. Monasteries and churches get large bundles, every

steeple is adorned with it, and the floor of the church strown

with clippings of boxwood and field-flowers. The maigreve

entertains the commoners, and is strictly bound to serve up a

dish of crabs. But in all this we have only a fetching-in of

the May-waggon from the wood under formal escort of the May-

grave ; not a word now about the battle he had to fight with

winter. Is it conceivable that earlier ages should have done

without this battle ? Assuredly they had it, and it was only by

degrees that custom left it out. By and by it became content with

even less. In some parishes of Holstein they keep the commence-

ment of May by crowning a young fellow and a girl with leaves

and flowers, conducting them with music to a tavern, and there

drinking and dancing ; the pair are called matgrev and maigron, i.e.

maigrafin (Schiitze 3, 72). The Schleswig maygrave-feast (festum

frondicomans) is described in Ulr. Petersen's treatise already

quoted (p. 694 n.). 2 In Swabia the children at sunrise go into the

wood, the boys carrying silk handkerchiefs on staves, the girls

ribbons on boughs ; their leader, the May-king, has a right to

choose his queen. In Gelders they used on Mayday-eve to set up

trees decorated and hung with tapers like a Christmas-tree ; then

came a song and ring-dance.3 All over Germany, to this day,

1 Koken and Liintzel's Mittheilungen 2, 45-61.
2 He says :

' the memory of this ancient but useless May-feast finally passed

by inheritance to the town-cattle, which, even since 1670, had every Mayday a gar-

land of beech-leaves thrown about the neck, and so bedizened were driven home
;

for which service the cowherd could count upon his fee.'

3 Geldersche Volksalmanak voor 1835, pp. 10-28. The song is given in Hoffm.
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we have may-bushes brought into our houses at Whitsuntide : we

do not fetch them in ourselves, nor go out to meet them. 1

England too had May-games or Mayings down to the 16-1 7th

century. On Mayday morning the lads and lasses set out soon

after miduight, with horns and other music, to a neighbouring

wood, broke boughs off the trees, and decked them out with

wreaths and posies ; then turned homeward, and at sunrise set

these May-bushes in the doors and windows of their houses.

Above all, they brought with them a tall birch tree which had

been cut down; it was named maiepole, maipoll, and was drawn

by 20 to 40 yoke of oxen, each with a nosegay betwixt his horns;

this tree was set up in the village, and the people danced round

it. The whole festival was presided over by a lord of the May
elected for the purpose, and with him was associated a lady of

the May." In England also a fight between Summer and Winter

was exhibited (Hone's Daybook 1, 359) ; the Maypole exactby

answers to the May-waggon of L. Saxony, and the lord of the

May to the May-grave. 3 And here and there a district in France

too has undoubtedly similar May-sports. Champollion (Rech.

sur les patois, p. 183) reports of the Isere Dept. :
' male, fete que

les enfans celebrent aux premiers jours du mois de mai, en

parant un d'entre eux et lui donnant le titre de roi.' A lawsuit

on the ( jus eundi prima die mensis maji ad majum colligendum in

nernora' is preserved in a record of 1262, Guerard cart, de N.D.

2, 117 (see Suppl.). In narrative poems of the Mid. Ages, both

French and German, the grand occasions on which kings hold

their court are Whitsuntide and the blooming Maytime, Rein. 41

seq. Iw. 33 seq., and Wolfram calls King Arthur f der meienbrnre

man/ Parz. 281, 16; conf. ' pfmgestlicher (pentecostal) kiiniges

name/ MS. 2, 128a
.

On the whole then, there are four different ways of welcoming

Horae belg. 2, 178-180. Conf. ' ic wil den mei gaen houwen voor mijns liefs vein-

sterkyn,' go hew before my love's window, Uhland's Volksl. 178.
1 Has the May-drink still made in the Lower Rhine and Westphalia, of wine

and certain (sacred?) herbs, any connexion with an old sacrificial rite? On no
account must woodroof (asperula) be omitted in preparing it.

2 Fuller descript. in J. Strutt, ed. Lond. 1830, p. 351-6. Haupt's Zeitschr. 5,

477.
3 The AS. poems have no passage turning on the battle of S. and W. In Beow.

22CG ' H wass winter scacen ' only means winter was past, ' el ibierno es esido,' Cid
1627.
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Summer, that we have learnt to know. In Sweden and Gothland

a battle of Winter and Summer, a triumphal entry of the latter.

In Schonen, Denmark, L. Saxony and England simply May-

liding, or fetching of the May- waggon. On the Rhine merely a

battle of Winter and Summer, without immersion, 1 without the

pomp of an entry. In Frauconia, Thuringia, Meissen, Silesia and

Bohemia only the carrying-out of wintry Death ; no battle, no

formal introduction of Summer.3 Of these festivals the first and

second fall in May, the third and fourth in March. In the first

two, the whole population takes part with unabated enthusiasm;

in the last two, only the lower poorer class. It is however

the first and third modes that have retained the full idea of the

performance, the struggle between the two powers of the year,

whilst in the second and fourth the antithesis is wanting. The

May- riding has no Winter in it, the farewell to Death no Sum-

mer; one is all joy, the other all sadness. But in all the first

three modes, the higher being to whom honour is done is repre-

sented by living persons, in the fourth by a puppet, yet both the

one and the other are fantastically dressed up.

Now we can take a look in one or two other directions.

On the battle between Vetr and Sumar ON. tradition is silent,3

as on much else, that nevertheless lived on among the people.

The oldest vestige known to me of a duel between the seasons

amongst us is that ' Conflictus hiemis et veris' over the cuckoo

(p. G75-G). The idea of a Summer-god marching in, bringing

blessings, putting new life into everything, is quite in the spirit

of our earliest ages : it is just how Nerthus comes into the land

(p. 251) ; also Freyr (p. 213), Isis (p. 258), Hulda (p. 2G8),Berhta

1 It was a different thing therefore when in olden times the Frankfort boys and

Kivls, every year at Candlemas (Febr. 2), threw a stuffed garment into the Main, and
sang :

' Reuker Uder schlug sein mntter, schlug ihr arm and bein entzwei, dass sie

mordio schrei,' Lersner's Chron. p. 492. I leave the song unexplained.
2 Yet Summer as a contrast does occasionally come out plainly in songs or

customs of Bohemia and Lausitz.
3 Finn Magnusen, always prone to see some natural phenomenon underlying a

myth, finds the contrast of summer and winter lurking in more than one place in the

Kdda: in Fif>llsvinnsm:'i] and llarbardsliod (th. 2, L55. ;S, 11 of his Edda), in Saxo's

Oiler and Othin saga (th. 1, 196. Lex. 765), in that of Thiassi (Lex. 887), because

Oo'hm srts the eye of the slain giant in the sky (p. ), aud Winter is also to

have his eyes puuehed out (p. 765) ; to mo Uhland (Ueber Trior p. 117. 120) seems

more profound, in regarding Thiassi as the storm-eagle, and kidnapped ISunn as

thegre n of summer (ingrun, so to speak) ; but the nature of this goddess remains a

secret t"> us.
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(p. 273), Fricg (p. 304), and other deities besides, whose car" or

ship an exulting people goes forth to meet, as they do the waggon
of May, who, over and above mere personification, has from of old

his ere and strdze (p. 670 n.) : in heathen times he must have had

an actual worship of his own. All these gods and goddesses

appeared at their appointed times in the year, bestowing their

several boons ; deified Summer or May can fairly claim identity

with one of the highest divinities to whom the gift of fertility

belonged, with Fro, Wuotom, Nerthus. But if we admit goddesses,

then, in addition to Nerthus, Ostcvra has the strongest claim to

consideration. To what was said on p. 290 I can add some signi-

ficant facts. The heathen Easter had much in common with the

May-feast and the reception of spring, particularly in the matter

of bonfires. Then, through long ages there seem to have lingered

among the people Easter-games so-called, which the church itself

had to tolerate : I allude especially to the custom of Easter eggs,

and to the Easter tale which preachers told from the pulpit for

the people's amusement, connecting it with Christian reminis-

cences. In the MHG. poets, ' mines herzen osterspil, ostertac,'

my heart's Easter play or day, is a complimentary phrase for lady

love, expressing the height of bliss (MS. 2, 52 b
. 37". Iw. 8120.

Frib. Trist. 804) ; Conr. Troj. 19802 makes the ' osterlichen tac

mit lebender wunne spiln ' out of the fair one's eye. Later still,

there were dramatic shows named osterspile, Wackern. lb. 1014,

30. One of the strongest proofs is the summer and dance song

of lord Goeli, MS. 2, 57a (Haupt's Neidh. xxv) : at the season,

when ea and eyot are grown green, Fridebolt and his companions

enter with long swords, and offer to play the osterspil, which

seems to have been a sword-dance for twelve performers, one

of whom apparently was leader, and represented Summer beating

Winter out of the land :

Fridebolt setze uf den huot F., put on thy hat,

wolgefriunt, und gang ez vor, well backed, and go before,

bint daz ostersalis zer linken siten bind o. to thy left side,

bis dur Kiinzen hochgemuot, be for K.'s sake merry,

leite uns viir daz Tinkuftor, lead us outside the T. gate,

la den tanz al uf den wasen riten ! let dance on turf be rid.

This binding on of the ' Easter seax/ or sword-knife, leads us to
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infer that a sword of peculiar antique shape was retained; as

the Easter scones, osterstuopha (RA. 298) and moonshaped oster-

mdne (Brem. wtb.) indicate pastry of heathenish form. The

sword may have been brandished in honour of Ostara, as it was

for Fricka (p. 304). Or is Ostersahs to be understood like

Beiersahs (Haupt's Neidh. xxv. 17, note) ?

May we then identify Ostara with the Slav goddess of spring

Vesna, the Lith. vasara (aestas), Lett, vassara, and with ver and
eap iu the forms ascribed to them on p. 754 ? True, there is no

counterpart, no goddess answering to Marzana; but with our

ancestors the notion of a conflict between two male antagonists,

the giants Summer and Winter, must have carried the day at a

very early time [to the exclusion of the goddesses]

.

The subject was no stranger to the Greeks and Romans : in

one of Aesop's fables (Cor. 422. Fur. 380) %«puv and eap have

a quarrel. 1 The Roman ver began on Feb. 7, the first swallow

came in about Feb. 26, though she does not reach us till near

the end of March, nor Sweden till the beginning of May (Tiede-

mann's Zool. 3, 624). The Florealia were kept from Apr. 28 till

May 1 : there were songs, dances and games, they wore flowers

and garlands on their heads, but the contrast, Winter, seems not

to have been represented. I am not informed what spring

customs have lasted to this day in Italy. Polydore Vergil, of

Urbino in Umbria, tells us (de invent, rer. 5, 2) :

( Est consuetu-

dinis, ut juventus promiscui sexus laetabunda Cal. Maji exeat in

agros, et cantitans inde virides reportet arborum ramos, eosque

ante domorum fores ponat, et denique unusquisque eo die aliquid

viridis ramusculi vel herbae ferat
;
quod non fecisse poena est,

praesertim apud Italos, ut madefiat/ Here then is a ducking

too ; this May-feast cannot have meant there a fetching-in of

spring, for that comes earlier, in March (see Suppl.).

Much more remarkable is the Italian and Spanish custom of

tying together at Mid Lent, on that very Dominica Lastare, a

puppet to represent the oldest woman in the village, which is

carried out by the people, especially children, and sawn through

the middle. This is called segare la vecchia. At Barcelona the

boys on that day, in thirties and forties, run through all the

1 Creuzer's Synib. 2, 429. 491, following Hermann's interpret, of names, makes
of the giant Briareus a fighting u-intcr-demon.
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streets, some with saws, some with billets of wood, and some

with napkins in which people deposit their gifts. They declare

in a song, that they are looking for the very oldest woman in the

town, to saiv her through the body ; at last they pretend they

have found her, and begin sawing something, and afterwards

burn it.
1 But the same custom is also found amoug the South

Slavs. In Lent time the Croats tell their children, that at the

hour of noon an old woman is sawn in pieces outside the gates
;

in Carniola it is at Mid Lent again that the old wife is led out of

the village and sawn through the middle. 3 The North Slavs call

it bdbu re'zati, sawing old granny, i.e. keeping Mid Lent (Jungm.

1, 56). Now this sawing up and burning of the old wife (as of

the devil, p. 606) seems identical with the carrying out and

drowning of Death, and if this represented Winter, a giant, may

not the Romance and South Slav nations have pictured their

hiems, their zima, as a goddess or old woman (SI. baba) ? * Add

to this, that in villages even of Meissen and Silesia the straw

figure that is borne out is sometimes in the shape of an old woman

(p. 768), which may perhaps have meant Marzana (p. 773) ? I

should not be surprised if some districts of Bavaria, Tyrol and

Switzerland were yet to reveal a similar sawing of the old wife. 3

The Scotch Highlanders throw the auld wife into the fire at

Christmas (Stewart's Pop. superst. p. 236 seq.).

But Lower Germany itself presents an approximation no less

worthy of attention. On p. 190 we mentioned that it was the

custom at Hildesheim, on the Saturday after Laetare, to set forth

the triumph of Christianity over the heathen gods by knocking

down logs of wood. The agreement in point of time would of

itself invite a comparison of this solemnity with that Old-Polish

one, and further with the carrying-out of Death; one need not

even connect the expulsion of the old gods with the banishment

1 Alex. Laborde's Itineraire de l'Espagne 1, 57-8; conf. Doblados briep.

Hone's Dayb. 1, 369.
- Anton's Versuch fiber die Slaven 2, 66.
3 Linhart's Gesebicbte von Krain 2, 274.
4 The Ital. inverno, Span, invierno, is however masc.
5 In Swabia and Switz., fronfasten (Lord's fast = Ember days, Scheffer's

Haltaus p. 53) has been corrupted into a frau Faste, as if it were the fast-time

personified (Staid. 1, 394. Hebel sub v.). Can cutting Mid Lent in two have sig-

nified a break in the fast ? I think not. "What means the phrase and the act of

' breaking the neck of the fast,' in an essay on Cath. superst. in the 16th cent. ? see

Forstemann's Records of Augsburg Diet, Halle 1833, d. 101 (see Suppl.).
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of Winter at all. In Geo. Torquatus's (unpublished) Annul.

Magdeb. et Halberst. part 3 lib. 1 cap. 9 we are told that at

Halberstadt (as at Hildesheim above) they used once a year to

set up a log in the marketplace, and throw at it till its head came

off. The log has not a name of its own, like Jupiter at Hildes-

heim ; it is not unlikely that the same practice prevailed at other

places in the direction of these two cities. At Halberstadt it

lasted till markgraf Johan Albrecht's time ; the oldest account

of it is by the so-called 'monk of Pirna,' Joh. Lindner (Tilianus,

d. ab. 1530) in his Onomasticon :
' In the stead of the idol's

temple pulled in pieces at Halberstadt, there was a dome-church

(cathedral) edified in honour of God and St. Stephen ; in memory

thereof the dome-lords (dean and chapter) young and old shall

on Letare Monday every year set up a wooden skittle in the idol's

stead, and throw thereat, every one ; moreover the dome-provost

shall in public procession and lordly state let lead a bear (barz, 1.

baren) beside him, else shall his [customary dues be denied him;

likewise a boy beareth after him a sheathed sword under his arm.'

Leading a bear about and delivering a bear's loaf was a custom

prevalent in the Mid. Ages, e.g. at Mainz (Weisth. 1, 533) and

Strassburg (Schilter's Gloss. 102).

This Low Saxon rejection, and that Polish dismissal, of the

ancient gods has therefore no necessary connexion with a bring-

ing in of summer, however apt the comparison of the new religion

to summer's genial warmth. In the Polish custom at all events

I find no such connexion hinted at. At the same time, the

notion of bringing summer in was not unknown to the Poles.

A Cracow legend speaks of Lei and Po-lel (after-lel), two divine

beings of heathen times, chasing each other round the field, and

bringing Summer ; they are the cause of ' flying summer, i.e.

gossamer. l Until we know the whole tradition more exactly,

we cannot assign it its right place. Lei and Polel are usually

likened to Castor and Pollux (Linde i. 2, 1250b
), to whom they

bear at least this resemblance, that their names, even in old folk-

songs, make a simple interjection, ~ as the llomans used the twin

1 Hall. allg. lz. 1807. no. 256, p. 807.
2 Pol. lelum, polelum ; Serv. lele, leljo,lelja (Vuksub v.) ; Walacb. leruni (couf.

liruuilnrum, verba elTutitia). It seems to me hazardous to suppose them sous of

Lada as C. and P. were of Leda. Couf. supra p. 3U6. „
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demigods to swear by. Fliegender sommer, flugsommer, sommer-

flug, graswebe, are our names for the white threads that cover the

fields at the beginning of spring, and still more of autumn ; the

spring tissue is also called maidensummer, Mary's yarn, Mary's

thread (p. 471), that of autumn aftersummer, autumn yarn, old-

wives' summer ; but generally both kinds are covered by the one

name or the other. Nethl. slammetje (draggletail ? Brem. wtb. 4,

799) ; Engl, gossamer (God's train, trailing garment), also samar,

slmar (train) ; Swed. dvdrgsndt (dwarf's net), p. 471. Boh. wlacka

(harrow, because the threads rake the ground ?) ; Pol. lato swieto

marcinsTcie, Mary's holy summer. Here again the Virgin's name

seems to have been chosen as a substitute or antidote for heathen

notions : the ancient Slavs might easily believe the gauzy web

to have been spread over the earth by one of their gods. Bat

the autumn gossamer has another Slavic name : Pol. babie lato,

old wives' summer, Boh. babshe Veto, or simply babj, which puts

us in mind once more of that antithesis between summer and

the old wife (p. 782) . She rules in winter, and the god in sum-

mer (see Suppl.). Can the words of the Wendish ditty, quoted

p. 771, be possibly interpi*eted of the film as it floats in the air ?

I hope I have proved the antiquity and significance of the

conceptions of Summer and Winter ; but there is one point I

wish to dwell upon more minutely. The dressing-up of the two

champions in foliage and flowers, in straw and moss, the dialogue

that probably passed between them, the accompanying chorus

of spectators, all exhibit the first rude shifts of dramatic art,

and a history of the German stage ought to begin with such

performances. The wrappage of leaves l'epresents the stage-dress

and masks of a later time. Once before (p. 594), in the solemn

procession for rain, we saw such leafy garb. Popular custom

exhibits a number of valuations, having preserved one fragment

here, and another there, of the original whole. Near Willings-

hausen, county Ziegenhain, Lower Hesse, a boy is covered over

and over with leaves, green branches are fastened to his body

:

other boys lead him by a rope, and make him dance as a bear,

for doing which a present is bestowed ; the girls carry a hoop

decked out with flowers and ribbons. Take note, that at the

knocking dqwn of logs at Halberstadt (p. 783), there was also
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a bear and a boy with a sword (conf. supra p. 304 n.) in the pro-

cession ; that Vildifer, a hero disguised in a bearskin, is led about

by a musician, and dances to the harp. l Doubtless a dramatic

performance of ancient date, which we could have judged better,

had the M. Nethl. poem of here Wislau 3 been preserved ; but

the name Vildifer seems to be founded on an OS. Wild-efor,

which originated in a misapprehension of the OHG. Wildpero

('pero' ursus being confounded with 'per
5

aper), as only a

dancing bear can be meant here, not a boar. Now this bear

fits well with the gaclebasse of the Danish May feast (p. 776).

Schmid's Schwab, wtb. 51

8

b mentions the Augsburg waterbird :

at Whitsuntide a lad wrapt from head to foot in reeds is led

through the town by two others holding birch-boughs in their

hands : once more a festival in May, not March. The name of

this ' waterfowl ' shews he is meant to be ducked in the brook or

river ; but whether Summer here is a mistake for Winter, whether

the boy in reeds represents Winter, while perhaps another boy

in leaves played Summer, or the mummery was a device to bring

on rain, I leave undetermined. Thuringian customs also point

to Whitsuntide : the villagers there on Whit-Tuesday choose their

green man or lettuce-Icing ; a young peasant is escorted into the

woods, is there enveloped in green bushes and boughs, set on

a horse, and conducted home in triumph. In the village the

community stands assembled : the bailiff is allowed three guesses

to find who is hidden in the green disguise ; if he fails, he must

pay ransom in beer. 3 In other places it is on Whit-Sunday

itself that the man who was the last to drive his cattle to pasture,

is wrapt in fir and birch boughs, and whipt through the village

amidst loud cries of ' Whitsun-sleeper ! * At night comes beer-

drinking and dancing. In the Erzgebirge the shepherd who

drives out earliest on Whit-Sunday may crack his whip, the last

comer is laughed at and saluted Whitsun-loobij ; so with the

latest riser in every house. The sleeping away of sacred festive

1 Vilk. saga, cap. 120-1 ; mark, that the minstrel gives him the name of Vitrleo

(wise liou), which should of course have heen Vitrbiom ; for a bear lias the sensed

L2 men (Reinh. p. 445). The people's ' king of beasts' has been confounded with

that of scholars.
2 Horae belg. 1, 51. Monc's Niederl. volkslit. p. 35-6. Conf. Wenezlan, Altd

bl. 1, 333. Wislau is the Slav. Weslav, Waslav (Weoceslaus).
3 Reichsanz. 1796. no. 90, p. 947. The herdsman that drives earliest to the

Ipine pastures on May 1, earns a privilege for the whole year.
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hours (conf. p. 590 n.), and the penalty attached to it, of acting

the butze and being ducked, I look upon as mere accessories,

kept alive long after the substance of the festival had perished

(see Suppl.).

Kuhn (pp. 314-29) has lately furnished us with accui'ate ac-

counts of Whitsun customs in the Marks. In the Mittelmark

the houses are decollated with ' mai/ in the Altmark the farm-

servants, horse-keepers and ox-boys go round the farms, and

carry May-crowns made of flowers and birch twigs to the farmers,

who used to hang them up on their houses, and leave them hang-

ing till the next year. On Whitsun morning the cows and horses

are driven for the first time to the fallow pasture, and it is a great

thing to be the first there. The animal that arrives first has a

bunch of ' mai ' tied to its tail, which bunch is called dau-slevpe

(dew-sweep), 1 while the last comer is dressed up in fir-twigs,

all sorts of green stuff and field flowers, and called the motley

cow or motley horse, and the boy belonging to it the pingst-Tcddm

or jaingst-lcaarel. At Havelberg the cow that came home first

at night used to be adorned with the crown of flowei*s, and the

last got the thau-schleife ; now this latter practice is alone kept

up. 3 In some of the Altmark villages, the lad whose horse gets

to the pasture first is named thau-schlepper, and he who drives

the hindmost is made motley boy, viz. they clothe him from head

to foot in wild flowers, and at noon lead him from farm to farm,

the dew-sweeper pronouncing the rhymes. In other places a pole

decked with flowers and ribbons is carried round, and called the

bammel (dangle) or jpings-kaam, though, as a rule, this last name

is reserved for the boy shrouded in leaves and flowers, who

accompanies. He is sometimes led by two others called hunde-

brbsel. In some parts of the Mittelmark the muffled boy is called

the kaudernest. On the Dromling the boys go round with the

pingst-kiidm, and the girls with the may-bride, collecting gifts.

Some villages south of the Dromling have a more elaborate

1 So named, because it has to touch the dewy grass: which confirms my
interpretation of the Alamannic tau-dragil (R.A. 94, 630), supra p. 387 note.

a In some places a winning horse has a stick cleft in three fixed on his head
and richly encircled with the finest flowers ; the boy who rides him, beside many
garlands, receives a cap woven of rushes, and must preserve a serious countenance
while the procession slowly advances: if he can be provoked to laughter, he loses,

Kuhn, p. 32y.
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ceremonial. On ' White Sunday/ a fortnight before Easter, the

herdboys march to the pasture with white slicks (supra p. 7G6),

and with these they mark off a spot, to which no one may drive

his cattle till Whitsuntide. 1 This being done, the smaller boys

name their brides* to the bigger ones, and no one must reveal

the name till Whitsuuday, when the railed-off pasture is thrown

open, and any one may tell the brides' names. On Whitmonday

one of the boys is disguised by having two petticoats put on him,

and one of them pulled over his head and tied up ; then they

swathe him in may, hang flower-wreaths about his neck, and

set a flower-crown on his head. They call him the fitstge mai

(well-appointed, armed), and lead him round to all the houses;

at the same time the girls go round with their may-bride, who is

completely covered with ribbons, her bridal band hanging to the

ground behind ; she wears a large nosegay on her head, and keeps

on singing her ditties till some gift is handed to her.

Other villages have horse-races on Whitmonday for a wreath

which is hung out. Whoever snatches it down both times is

crowned, and led in triumph to the village as May-hing.

A work composed in the 13th ceut. by Aegidius aureae vallis

religiosus reports the Netherland custom of electing a Whitsun

queen in the time of bp. Albero of Liittich (d. 1155) :
' Sacer-

dotes ceteraeque ecclesiasticae personae cum universo populo, in

solemnitatibus paschae et pentecostes, aliquam ex sacerdotum

concubinis, purpuratam ac diademate renitentem in eminentiori

solio constitutam et cortinis velatam, reginam creabant, et coram

ea assistentes in choreis tympanis et aliis musicalibus instrumentis

tota die psallebant, et quasi idolatrae effecti ipsam tanquam

idohim colebant,' Chapeaville 2, 98. To this day poor women
in Holland at Whitsuntide carry about a girl sitting m <t little

1 While this fallow pasture is being railed off, the new lads (those who are tend-

ing for the first time) have to procure bones to cover the branches of a fir-tree which
is erected. The tree is called the gibbet of bones, and its top adorned with a horse 8

skull (Ivuhn 323-4): plainly a relic of some heathen sacrificial rite, conf. the

elevation of animals on trees, pp. 53, 75, esp. of horses' heads, p. 47; the good
Lubbe's hill of bones is also in point, p. 526.

- This naming of brides resembles the crying of fiefs on Walburgis eve in

Hesse, on the L. Rhine, the Ahr and the Eifel, Zeitschr. f. Hess, gesch. 2, 272-7.

Dieffenbach's Wetterau p. 234. Ernst Weyden's Ahrthal, Bonn 1839, p. 210.

And who can help remembering the ON. fieit strengja at Yule-tide? when the

heroes likewise chose their loved ones, e.ij. in Seem. L46a
:

' Heftinn strengdi heit til

Svavo.'
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carriage, and beg for money. This girl, decked with flowers and

ribbons, and named pinxterbloem, reminds us of the ancient god-

dess on her travels. The same pinxterbloem is a name for the

iris pseudacorus, which blossoms at that very season ; and the

sword-lily is named after other deities beside Iris (perunika, p.

183-4). On the Zaterdag before Pentecost, the boys go out early

in the morning, and with great shouting and din awake the lazy

sleepers, and tie a bundle of nettles at their door. Both the

day and the late sleeper are called luilap or luilak (sluggard).

Summer also had to be wakened, p. 765.

Everything goes to prove, that the approach of summer was

to our forefathers a holy tide, welcomed by sacrifice, feast and

dance, and largely governing and brightening the people's life.

Of Easter fires, so closely connected with May fires, an account

has been given; the festive gatherings of May-day night will

be described more minutely in the Chap, on Witches. At this

season brides were chosen and proclaimed, servants changed,

and houses taken possession of by new tenants.

With this I conclude my treatment of Summer and Winter

;

i.e. of the mythic meanings mixed up with the two halves of

the year. An examination of the twelve solar and thirteen lunar

months x
is more than I can undertake here, for want of space

;

I promise to make good the deficiency elsewhere. This much

I will say, that a fair proportion of our names of months also

is referable to heathen gods, as we now see by the identifi-

cation of May with summer, and have already seen in the case

of Erede (March) and Eastre (April), p. 289. Phol, who had

his Phol-day (p. 614), seems also to have ruled over a Phol-manot

(May and Sept.), conf. Diut. i. 409, 432*, and Scheffer's Haltaus

36. The days of our week may have been arranged and named

on the model of the Roman (p. 127) ; the names of the three

months aforesaid are independent of any Latin influence. 2 A
remarkable feature among Slavs and Germans is the using of onu

name for two successive months, as when the Anglo-Saxons

1 That there were lunar years is indicated by the moon's being given ' at artali,'

for year's tale, p. 710.
2 Martins rests on Mars, Aprilis must contain a spring-goddess answering to

Ostara, Majus belongs to Maja, a mother of gods. The same three consecutive

months are linked in the Latin calendar, as in ours, with divinities.
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speak of an asrra and a3ftera Geola, aerra and geftera LicSa, and

we of a great and little Horn (Jan. and Feb.), nay, Ougest is

followed up by an Ougstin, the god by a goddess ; I even see

a mythical substratum in popular saws on certain months, thus

of February they say :

( the Sporkelsin has seven smocks on,

of different lengths every one, and them she shakes/ i.e. raises

wind with them. ' Sporkel/ we know, is traced to the Roman
spurcalia.



CHAPTER XXV.

TIME AND WORLD.

In the last chapter we examined myths having reference to the

alternation of seasons, to phenomena of the year. Oar language

affords several instances of transition from the notion of time to

that of spaee.

Ulphilas translates %povos, Kcupos, copa alternately by mel,

liveila, peihs, yet so that ' mel ' usually stands for %povo<; or

Kaipo<;, rarely for copa, and f liveila' mostly for copa, seldomer for

%povo<i and /caipos ; the former expressing rather the longer

section of time, and the latter the shorter. Mel, OHG. mdl, AS.

mcel, ON. mdl, lit. mark or measure, is applied to measured

speech or writing as well as to a portion of time ; on the contrary,

liveila, OHG. huila, MHG. wile, AS. livoil (p. 702), denotes rest,

and is purely a notion of time, whei-eas mel was transferred from

space to time. We come across fieihs (neut. gen. ]>eihsis) only

twice, viz. Rom. 13, 11 :
' vitandans ]?ata ]>eihs, ]?atei mel ist/

et'Sore? rbv /caipov, otl copa, and 1 Thess. 5, 1 :
' bi ]>6 ]?eihsa jah

mela/ vrepl tcov yjpbvcov teal tcov icaipcov. Each passage contains

both ]?eihs and mel, but the choice of the former for xpovos and

the latter for tcatpos shews that ]?eihs is even better adapted than

mel for the larger fuller notion, and the most complete arrange-

ment would be : )>eihs xpovos, mel icaipos, hveila copa. I derive

Jjeihs from ]?eihan (crescere, proficere, succedere), as veihs gen.

veihsis (propugnaculum) from veihan (pugnare) ; so that it ex-

presses profectus, successus, the forward movement of time, and

is near of kin to OHG. dihsmo, dehsmo (profectus), probably also

to dihsila (temo), our deichsel, AS. |?isl, thill, for which we may

assume a Goth. ]?eihslo, ]?eihsla, the apparatus by which the

wao-gon is moved on. Schmeller 4, 294 cleverly connects temo

itself with tempus : the celestial waggon-thill (p. 724) marks the

movement of nocturnal time (Varro 7, 72-5), and ]?eihsla becomes

a measure like the more general ]>eihs. Even if the connexion of

the two Latin words be as yet doubtful, that of the two Gothic
790
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ones can hardly be so. But now, as the Goth. J>eihs has no

representative in the other Teutonic tongues, and in return the

OHG. zit, AS. tid, ON. fj^ seems foreign to Gothic, it is natural,

considering the identity of meaning, to suppose that the latter

form arose from mixing up ]>eihan (crescere) with teihan (nun-

tiare), and therefore that the AS. tid stands for ]nd, and OHG.

zit for dit; besides, the OHG. zit is mostly neut., like ]?eihs,

whereas the fem. zit, tid would have demanded a Goth. ]?eiha]?s.

Of course a Goth. ]>eihs ought to have produced an OHG. dihs or

dih (as veihs did wih) ; but, that derivation here branched in two

or three directions is plain from the ON. timi, AS. time (tempus,

hora), which I refer to the OHG. dihsmo 1 above, and a Goth,

beihsina, with both of which the Lat. tempus (and tcmo?) would

perfectly agree (see Suppl.).

Like hveila, the OHG. stulla, and stunt, stunta, AS. ON. stund

(moment, hour), contain the notion of rest, and are conn, with

stilli (quietus), standan (stare), while conversely the Lat. mo-

mentum (movi-mentum) is borrowed from motion. 3 We express

the briefest interval of time by augenblich, eye-glance; Ulph.

lenders Luke 4, 5 ev ariy/xyj yjpovov ' in stika melis/ in a prick

of time, in ictu temporis ; 1 Cor. 15, 52 ev pnrj} 6j)da\fiov, ' in

brahva augins,' brahv being glance, flash, micatus, AS. twincel,

and traceable to braihvan (micare, lucere), OHG. prehan, MHG.
brehen; 3 AS. 'on beorhtm-hwih' from bearhtm ictus oculi, ' on

eagan beorhtm,' Beda 2, 13 ; ON. (
i augabragefi,' conf. Saam. ll b

.

14a
. 19b

. OHG. ' in slago dero brawo,' N. ps. 2, 12, in a movement

of the eyelid (conf. slegiprdwa palpebra, Graff 3, 316); f ante-

1 In dihan, dihsmo the d remained, in zit it degenerated. Just so the Goth,

hvahan first hecame regularly OHG. duahan, then irregularly tuahan, now zwagen ;

the OS. thuingan first OHG. duingan, then tuingan, now zwingen. Less anomal-

ous hy one degree arc OHG. zi for Goth, du (to), and our zwerg for ON. dvergr

(dwarf), MHG. twerc.
2 Numeral adverbs of repetition our language forms with stunt as well as mal,

but also by some words borrowed from space, Gramm. 3, 230.
3 Beside the inf. brShen (MS. 1, -47*. 185\ Gudr. 1356, 2) we are only sure of

the pres. part.: ouge- brehender kle, MS. 1, 3b
. brehemler scliin 2, 231*; for the

pret. brack, MS. 2, 52». Bon. 48. 68, could be referred to brechen, conf. ' break of

day,' p. 747, yet the two verbs themselves may be congeners. In OHG. the perf.

part, appears in prgftan-ougi (lippus), a compound formed like zoran-ougi, Gramm.
2,693. The Goth, brahv assures us of the princ. parts in full, braihva, brahv,

brehvum (like saihva, sabv, sShvum). But instead of an adj. Lraihts (bright), even

the Gothic has only a transposed form bairhts, OHG. peraht, AS. beorht, ON.
biartr

;
yet our Berahta is afterwards also called Prehta, Brehte (pp. 277-0), and other

proper names waver between the two forms, as Albreeht Albert, lluprecht llobert.

VOL. II. A A
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quam supercilium superius inferiori jungi possit/ Caesar, heisterb.

12, 5. ' minre wilen (in less time) dan ein oucbra zuo der an-

dern muge geslahen/ Grieshaber p. 274. 'als ein oucbra mac

uf und zuo gegen/ can open and shut, Berth. 239. ' e ich die

hant umbkerte, oder zuo gesluege die (or better, diu) bra/ Er.

5172. 'also schier so (as fast as) ein brawe den andern slahen

mac/ Fundgr. 1, 199 (see Suppl.). 1

A great length of time is also expressed by several different

words: Goth, divs (m.), OHG. ewa (f.), Gr. aloov, Lat. aevunt

shading off into the sense of seculum, 0. Fr. ae (p. 678) ; the

OS. eo (m.) means only statutum, lex, as the Goth, mel was

scriptura as well as tempus. Then Goth, alps (f.), by turns aloov

(Eph. 2, 2. 1 Tim. 1, 17. 2 Tim. 4, 10), and £109 or yeved;

ON. old; OHG. with suffix altar (aevum, aetas), though the

simple word also survives in the compound weralt (assimil.

worolt), MHG. werlt, our welt, AS. werold, Engl, world, Fris.

wrald, ON. verald, verold, Swed. werld, Dan. verd : constant use

accounts for the numerous distortions of the word. 2 Its Gothic

form, wanting in Ulph., would have been vair-alps or ' vaire

albs/ virorum (hominum) aetas, aetas (lifetime) passing into the

local sense of mundus (world), just as seculum, siecle, has come

to mean mundus, monde. We saw on p. 575 that Greek myth-

ology supposes four ages of the world, golden, silver, brazen

and iron : a fancy that has travelled far,3 and was apparently

no stranger in Scandinavia itself. Snorri 15 gives the name of

1 Can brawe, OHG. prawa, ON. bra, be derived from brehen? Perbaps the

set phrases in the text reveal the reason for it. In that case the OHG. prawa raust

be for praba, and we might expect a Goth, brehva? Then the Sanskr. bhru, Gr.

64>pvs, would be left without the vivid meaning of the Teut. word.
2 Its true meaning was so obscured, that other explanations were tried.

Maerlant at the beginn. of his Sp. Hist. :
' die de iverelt erst werrelt hiet, bine was

al in dole niet. Adam die werelt al verwerrede.' , This deriv. from werren (impedire,

intricare) was, if I mistake not, also hit upon by MHG. poets, e.g. Eenner 2293.

Equally wrong are those from wern to last, and werlen to whirl. It is quite possi-

ble, that wero alt (virorum aetas) was intended as an antithesis to a risono alt

(gigantum aetas) which preceded it.

3 In our Mid. Ages the World was personified, like Death, and the various ages

were combined in a statue with a head of gold, arms of silver, a breast of brass and
iron, and feet of earth, MS. 2, 175 b

; another representation gave the figure a

golden head, silver breast and arms, brazen belly, steel thighs, iron legs, eartben

feet, MS. 2, 22o a
; a third, a golden head, silver arms, brazen breast, copper belly,

steel thighs, earthen feet, Amgb. 27 b
. This medley, though borrowed from Daniel

2, 31-43, reminds us of ancient idols formed out of various metals, and also of

Hrungnir with the stone heart, and Mockrkalfi who was made of loam, and had a

mare's heart put into him, Sn. 109. Hugo in his Eenner 13754 speaks of a steel,

diamond, copper, wood, and straw world.
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gull-aldr to the period when the gods had all their utensils made

of gold, which was only cut short by the coming of giantesses

out of Iotunheini. Had he merely borrowed this golden age

from the classics, he would have taken the trouble to discover

the other metals too in Norse legend. 1 But in the Voluspa

(Saem. 8a
) we see that other ages are spoken of, skegg-old (see p.

421), skalm-old, vind-old and varg-old, which are to precede the

destruction of the world.

To translate tcoo-fios, Ulph. takes by turns, and often one im-

mediately after the other, the two words fairhvas and manasefis

;

both must have been in common use amoug the Goths. Maria-

sefis
2 means virorum satus (seed of men), and is used at once for

\ao<> and for /coo-fios, thus fully conciding with the above developed

sense of weralt. Fairhvus I take to be near of kin to OHG.
ferah, AS. feorh, MHG. verch, so that it expressed lifetime again,

like aevum; it is also connected with OHG. firahi (homines), and

would mean first ' coetus hominum viventium/ then the space

in which they live. It has nothing to do with fairguni, earth,

mountain (see Suppl.).

As /coafios properly means the ordered, symmetrical (world),

mundus the clean, well-trimmed, bright, and as the Frisian laws

126, 26 speak of 'thi skene wrald ' ; so the Slavic sviet, svet,swiat

is, first of all, light and brightness, then world, the open, public/ 5

all that the sun illumines, whatsoever is ' under the sun. J 4 So

the Wallach. lame, the Hung, vildg, signify both light and world.

The Lith. sivietas, 0. Pruss. switai, world, is borowed from Slavic.

Like mundus, the Slav, sviet passes into the time-sense of

seculum, viek (Dobrowsky's Inst. 149). The older Slavs called

the world mir and ves'mir, Dobr. 24. 149 ; mir is also the word

for peace, quietness, and seems akin to mira or mera, measure

(order?). The Finnic for world is maa3 ilma, the Esth. ma Urn

(from ilma, the expanse of air, and maa, earth) , the Lapp, ilbme.

1 We may connect the golden age with FnVSi, whose mill ground gold and
peace. The Finns say, in Ukko's time gold was ground in the mills, honey trickled

from the oaks, and milk Uowed in the rivers (couf. p. G97), Ganander 98.
" Always with single n, as in mana-niaur)n-ja, mana-riggvs, manage (many),

manauli, and as in OHG. mana-houpit, mana-luomi, manac, conf. MHG. sune-

wende, p. 617 n. The reason of this peculiarity grammar must determine.
3 To bring to light, impart to the world, is in Scrv. ' na sviet izdati.'

4 The Lett, word ]»i.<,,ulr s. cms to have been modelled on this' sub sole' in

Eccles. 1, 3. 2, 22. So ' unter disem v/olken,' Bol. 9, 31.
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The ON. heimr is mundus, domus, and akin to himinn, himil

(p. 698), as mundus also is applied both to world and sky
;

heimsJcringla, orbis terrarum. Ulphilas renders OLKovfj,ev7), Luke

2, 1. 4, 5. Rom. 10, 18, by midjungards ; to this correspond the

AS. middangeard, Csedm. 9, 3. 177, 29. Beow. 150. 1496; the

OHG. mittingart, Is. 340. 385-6. 408. Fragm. theot. 17, 6.

mittigart, Fragm. th. 17, 3. 20, 20. 25, 9. mittUigart, Gl. Jun.

216. T. 16, 1. mitfilgart, T. 155, 1. 178, 2. 179, 1; the OS.

middilgard; the ON. miSgarffr, Seem. 1*. 45". 77b
. 90\ 114b

. 115b
.

Sn. 9. 10. 13. 45. 61 ; and even a Swed. folksong 1, 140 has

retained medjegard. O. Engl, middilerd, medilearth, like the Gr.

/xea-oryaia. Fischart's Garg. 6Q 3, has mittelhreiss, mid-circle. We
saw (p 560) that mi&gar&r was, to the Norse way of thinking,

created out of Ymir's eyebrows, and appointed to men for their

habitation. The whole compound, doubtless very ancient, is of

prime importance, because it is native to our oldest memorials,

and at the same time strictly Eddie. Nor is that all : in similar

harmony, the world is called in ON. OegisJieimr, Stem. 124b
. 125a

,

and in MHG. mergarte, Annolied 444. Eol. 106, 14. Kaiserchr.

501. 6633. Karl. 38b
; i.e. the sea-girt world, conf. Goth,

marisaivs (ocean), and OHG. meriherti (aetherium), 1 Diut. 1, 250.

Lastly, OHG. woroUring, O. ii. 2, 13. iii. 26, 37. iv. 7, 11. v. 1,

33. 19, 1. erdring, O. i. 11, 47. MHG. erdrinc, Mar. 198-9, orbis

terrarum, Graff 4, 1163.

According to the Edda, a huge serpent, the mi&gard's ormr, lies

coiled round the earth's circumference, 'umgiorS allra landa':

evidently the ocean. When Alexander in the legend was carried

up in the air by griffins, the sea appeared to him to twine like a

snake round the earth. But that ' world-serpent/ hateful to all

the gods (su er go ;S fia, Seem. 55a
) was the child of Loki, and

brother to the Fenris-ulfr and Hel ; he was called Iormwigandr

(Sn. 32), the great, the godlike (conf. p. 351), and like Hel he

opens wide his jaws, Sn. 63 (see Suppl.).

Everything shews that the notions of time, age, world, globe,

earth, light, air and water ran very much into one another ; in

1 earth-ring/ ring indicates the globular shape of the earth and

1 The Finnic ilma ? Festus says mundus meant coelum as well as terra, mare,
aer.
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its planetary revolution. Mauasefis, fairkous, and weralt point to

spaces and periods filled by men. 1

So far as ' world ' contains the notion of seculum and life, it is

significantly called, even by the OS. poet, a dream : liudio drum,

Hel. 17,17. 104,7. 109,20. mawno drom 23, 7. 103,4. AS.

gumdredm, Beow. 4933; Ma vida es suerio.' Its perishableness

and painfulness have suggested yet other designations :
' diz

ellende wuoftal (weep-dale),' Tod. gehugde 983, as we say ' this

vale of tears, house of sorrow ;
(see Suppl.).

From its enormous superficial extent is borrowed the phrase

•thius brede werold,' Hel. 50, 1. 131,21; MHG. ' diu breite

merit,' Mar. 1G1 ; our weite breite welt. Also: ' thiz lant breitd'

O. ii. 2, 18. daz breite gevilde, Mar. 34. Wigal. 2269. diu breite

erde, Roth. 4857. Wh. 60, 29. Geo. 4770, evpela xe <* v - This

reminds one of the name of Balder's dwelling spoken of on

p. 222-3, brei&a blik, which seems to include the two notions

of breadth and brightness. An expression used by miners is

remarkable in this connexion: ' blickgold, blicksilber' is said of

the clear molten metal gleaming on the fining-hearth, and : der

breite Mick * when there is a plentiful yield of it.
2 The beautiful

bright world is, as it were, a wide glance.

When ' world ' or ' heinir ' is merely used in the general sense

of dwelling place, we can think of several worlds. The Yoluspa,

Sa3in. l
a
, supposes nine worlds and nine firmaments (ivrSir), couf.

Ssem. 36b. 49 a
,

just as Sn. 222 b speaks of nine heavens (see

Suppl.).3

Of these worlds, not abodes of the living human race, those

that demand a close investigation are : the Flame-world, the

Dead-world, and Paradise; but all are connected more or less

1 As we often use ' world ' and ' earth ' indifferently, so did the MHG. poets.

The beginning of time is expressed at option either thus :
' von anegeuges zit, daz

sich diu werlt erhuop (up-hove), und muoter ir kint getruoc (bore),' Bol. 285, 12.

' sit (since) diu werlt erste wart,' Ulr. Trist. 3699 J or thus: 'sit di&iu erde geleget

wart,' llol. 187, 7. ' sit diu erde alrerst begunde bern (to bear),' Karl 70 b
.

- In Matthesius's Sermons 84": 'Now this Cyrus hath a silver kingdom,

wherein the word of God, as silver refined in the fire, is preached zu breitem

plush.' 91 b
: 'He hath sent his apostles into all the world, that they may preach tbe

gospel zu breitem plick, as ye mining folk say.' 101a :
' Elsewhere lead ap-

peareth in blocks, as at Goslar, where the ltamelsberg is zu breitempHck almost all

lead.'
3 Nine choirs of angels, Fundgr. 1, 101. Pass. 339. 341. ' nfu fylkingar eugla,'

Fornald. sog. 3, 6G3 ; conf. the nine punishments of Hell, Wackernagel's Basel

.MSiS. 21 h [Luddhist books describe 18 hells, some hot, some cold.;

.
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with the upper world, that inhabited by man, and passages exist

froni the one to the other.

The ON. system supposes a world-tree, askr Yggdrasils, which

links heaven, earth and hell together, of all trees the greatest

and holiest. It is an ash (askr), whose branches shoot through-^

all the world, and reach beyond heaven. Three roots spread out

in three directions, one striking toward the ases into heaven,

another to the hrlmhurses, the third to the under world. Prom

under each root gushes a miraculous spring, namely, by the ^j

heaven root Urffarbrunnr (p. 407), by the giants' root Mimis-

brunnr, by the hell root Hvergelmir, i.e. the roaring (or the old)

cauldron, olla stridens (p. 563). All these wellsprings are holy:

at the UrSar-well the ases and norns hold their council, the

giants' well is watched by a wise man Mimir (p. 379), I know

not whether a sage old giant himself or a hero, anyhow a semi-

divine being, or nearly so. Every day the norns draw water

from their well, to water the boughs of the ash : so holy is this

water, that it imparts to anything that gets into the well the

colour of the white of an e°r°r; from the tree there trickles a

bee-nourishing dew, named hunangsfall (fall of honey). On

its boughs, at its roots, animals sit or dart about : an eagle,

a squirrel, four stags, and some snakes; and all have proper

names. Those of the stags are elsewhere names of dwarfs,

notably Bainn and Dvalinn. The snake Nicfhbggr (male pun-

gens, caedens) lies below, by Hvergelmir, gnawing at the root.

The squirrel Ratatoskr 1 runs up and down, trying to sow discord

between the snake and the eagle who is perched aloft. The

eagle's name is not given, he is a bird of great knowledge and

sagacity; betwixt his eyes sits a hawk Ve&rfolnir?

The whole conception bears a primitive stamp, but seems

very imperfectly unfolded to us. We get some inkling of a leud

between snake and eagle, which is kept alive by Ratatoskr ; not V
;\ word as to the purpose and functions of hawk or stags.

Attempts at explaining Yggdrasil I have nothing to do with ; at

1 The word contains rata (elabi, permeare), Goth, vratdn, and perh. taska, pi.

toskur, pera : peram pernieans ? Wolfram in Parz. G51, 13 has 'wenken als ein

dehorn,' dodging like a squirrel. The squirrel, is still an essential feature in the

popular notion of a forest, conf. EA. 497 and the catching of squirrels at Easter

(supra p. 616), perhaps for old heathen uses.
2 The eagle's friend, for haukr i horni (hawk in the corner) means a hidden

counsellor.
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present, before giving my own opinion, I must point out two

coincidences very unlike each other. This tree of the Edda has

suggested to others before me the tree of the Cross, which in

the Mid. Ages gave birth t6 many speculations and legends. Well,

a song in the ' Wartburg War/ MsH. 3, 181 sets the following

riddle

:

Ein edel bourn gewahsen ist

in eime garten, der ist gemacht mit hober list

;

sin wurzel kan der helle grunt erlangen,

sin tolde (for 'zol der') rtieret an den tron

da der siieze Got bescheidet vriunde Ion,

sin este breit hdnt al die werlt bevangen

:

der boum an ganzer zierde stab und ist geloubet schoene,

dar ufe sitzent vogelin

siiezes sanges wise nacb ir stimme fin,

nacb maniger kunst so haltents ir gedoene.

(A noble tree in a garden grows, and high the skill its making

shews; its roots the floor of hell are grasping, its summit to

the throne extends where bounteous God requiteth friends,

its branches broad the wide world clasping: thereon sit birds

that know sweet song, etc.) This is very aptly interpreted of

the Cross and the descent into hell. Before this, O. v. 1, 19 had

already written

:

Thes hruzes horn tbar obana zeigot uf in himila,

thie arma joh tbio henti thie zeigont worolt-enti,

tber selbo mittilo boum tber scowot tbesan ivorolt-fioum,

tbeiz innan erdu stentit,

mit tbiu ist tbar bizeinit, tbeiz imo ist al gimeinit

in erdu job im liimile inti in abgrunte oub biar nidare.

(The cross's top points to heaven, the arms and hands to the

world's ends, the stem looks to this earthly plain, . . . stands

in the ground, thereby is signified, that for it is designed all in

earth and "heaven and the abyss beneath.) It matters little if

the parallel passage quoted by Schilter from cap. 18 de divinis

officiis comes not from Alcuin, but some later author : Ofcfried

may have picked up his notion from it all the same.1 It says :

' Nam ipsa crux magnum in se mysterium continet, cujus positio

1 I do not know if Lafontaine bad Virgil's verses in bis mind, or followed bis

own prompting, when he says of an oak:

Celui, de qui la t&te au cicl 6tait voisine,

et dont les pieds touchaient a Tempae des moils.
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talis est, ut superior pars coelos petat, inferior terrae inhaereat,

fixa infemorum ima contingat, latitudo autem ejus partes mundi

appetat.' I can never believe that the myth of Yggdrasil in its

complete and richer form sprang out of 'this christian conception

of the Cross ; it were a far likelier theory, that floating heathen

traditions of the world-tree, soon after the conversion in Germany,

France or England, attached themselves to an object of christian

faith, just as heathen temples and holy places were converted

into christian ones. The theory would break down, if the same

exposition of the several pieces of the cross could be found in

any early Father, African or Oriental; but this I doubt. As for

the birds with which the loth cent, poem provides the tree, arid

which correspond to the Norse eagle and squirrel, I will lay no

stress on them. But one thing is rather surprising : it is pre-

cisely to the ash that Virgil ascribes as high an elevation in the

air as its depth of root in the ground, Georg. 2, 291 :

Aesculus in primis, quae quantum vortice ad auras

aetherias, tantum radice in tartara tendit

;

upon which Pliny 16, 31 (56) remarks: ' si Virgilio credimus,

esculus quantum corpore eminet tantum radice descendit.
; 1 So

that the Norse fable is deeply grounded in nature; conf. what

was said, p. 096, of the bees on this ash-tree,

Another and still more singular coincidence carries us to

Oriental traditions. In the Arabian ( Calila and Dimna ' the

human race is compared to a man who, chased by an elephant,

takes refuge in a deep well : with his hand he holds on to the

branch of a shrub over his head, and his feet he plants on a

narrow piece of turf below. In this uneasy posture he sees two

mice, a black and a white one, gnawing the root of the shrub ;

far beneath his feet a horrible dragon with its jaws wide open

;

the elephant still waiting on the brink above, and four worms'

heads projecting iroin the side of the well, undermining the turf

he stands on; at the same time there trickles liquid honey from a

branch of the bush, and this he eagerly catches in his mouth. 2

1 Perhaps Hrabanus Maurus's Carmen in laudem sanctae crucis, which I have

not at hand now, contains the same kind of thing.

- Calila et Dimna, ed. Silvestre de Sacy. Mem. hist. p. 28-9, ed. Knatchlmll,

p. 80-1 ; conf. the somewhat different version in the Exempeln tier alten weisen,

p.m. 22.
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Hereupon is founded a rebuke of man's levity, who in the ut-

most stress of danger cannot withstand the temptation of a small

enjoyment. Well, this fable not only was early and extensively

circulated by Hebrew, Latin and Greek translations of the entire

book,1 but also found its way into other chanuels. John

Damascenus (circ. 740) inserted it in his BapXda/j, icai 'iWcra^,'

which soon became universally known through a Latin repro-

duction. 3 On the model of it our Rudolf composed his Barlaam

and Josaphat, where the illustration is to be found, p. 116-7;

in a detached form, Strieker (Ls. 1, 253). No doubt a parable

so popular might also reach Scandinavia very early in the Mid.

Ages, if only the similarity itself were stronger, so as to justify

the inference of an immediate connexion between the two myths.

To me the faint resemblance of the two seems just the main

point ; a close one has never existed. The ON. fable is far more

significant and profound; that from the East is a fragment,

probably distorted, of a whole now lost to us. Even the main

idea of the world-tree is all but wanting to it; the only startling

thing is the agreement in sundry accessories, the trickling honey

(conf. p. 793 n.), the gnawed root, the four species of animals.

But if there be any truth in these concords of the Eddie myth

with old Eastern tenets, as well as with the way the Christians

tried to add portions of their heathen faith to the. doctrine of the

Cross; then I take a further step. It seems to me that the

notion, so deeply rooted in Teutonic antiquity, of the Irminsul,

that ' altissima, universalis colwmna, quasi sustinens omnia' (p.

115-7), is likewise nearly allied to the world-tree Yggdrasil. As

this extended its roots and boughs in three directions (standa a

]ma vega), so did three or four great highways branch out from

the Irminsul (pp. 356. 361) ; and the farther we explore, the

richer in results will the connexion of these heathen ideas prove.

The pillars of Hercules (p. 364), of Bavo in Ilainault, and the

Thor and Roland pillars (p. 394) may have had no other purpose

than to mark out from them as centre the celestial and terrestrial

direction of the regions of the world ; and the sacred Yggdrasil

1 Also in the East, conf. Jelaleddin's Divan in Hammer's Pers. redek. p. 183.
- First publ. in Boissonade's Anecd, Graeca, torn. 4, Paris 1832, pp. 1—305.
3 Hist, duorum Christi miiitum (Opera, Basil. 1575. pp. 815—902) ; also printed

separately, Antv. s.a. (the illustration at p. 107) ; another version in Surius 7, «5S

seep, the parable at p. 889.
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subserved a very similar partition of the world. The thing might

.even have to do with ancient land-surveying, and answer to the

Roman cardo, intersected at right angles by the decumanus. To

the ashtree we must also concede some connexion with Asciburg

(p. 350) and the tribal progenitor Askr (p. 571-2). Another

legend of an ashtree is reserved for chap. XXXII (see Suppl.).

Niflheimr, where Nicfhoggr and other serpents (named in Saem.

44b
. Sn. 22) have their haunt round the spring Hvergelmir, is

the dread dwelling-place of the death-goddess Hel (p. 312), Goth.

Halja ('or heljo/ Sasm. 94a
, <i heljo' 49. 50. 51, is clearly

spoken of a place, not a person), it is gloomy and black, like her;

hence a Nebelheim, cold land of shadows, abode of the departed, 1

but not a place of torment or punishment as in the christian view,

and even that was only developed gradually (p. 313). When Ul-

philas uses halja, it is always for ahrjs (Matt. 11, 23. Luke 10, 15.

16, 23. 1 Cor. 15, 55), the infemus of the Vulg. ; whenever the

text has >yeevva, Vulg. gehenna, it remains gaiainna in Gothic

(Matt. 5, 29. 30. 10, 28),it was an idea for which the Gothic had

no word. The OHG. translator T. renders t infernus ' by hella

(Matt. 11, 23), 'gehenna' 3 by hellafiur (5, 29. 30) or hellawizi

(-torment 10, 28), and only c filium gehennae' by hella sun (23,

15), where the older version recently discovered is more exact:

qualu sunu, son of torment. When the Creed says that Christ

'nrSar steig zi helliu' (descendit ad inferna), it never meant the

abode of souls in torment. In the Heliand 72, 4 a sick man is

said to be 'fiisid an helsia", near dying, equipped for his journey

to Hades, without any by-thought of pain or punishment. That

AS. poetry still remembered the original (personal) conception of

Hel, was proved on p. 314, but I will add one more passage from

Beow. 357: ' Helle gemundon, MetoS ne cuSon/ Helam venera-

bantur, Deum verum ignorabant (pagani). So then, from the

4th cent, to the 10th, halja, hella was simply Hades or the death-

kingdom, the notion of torment being expressed by another word

or at any rate a compound ; and with this agrees the probability

1 A dead man is called m'fl-farinn, Ssem. 249 J
. The progenitor of the Nihelungs

was prob. Nebel (Fornald. sog. 2, 9. 11, Nasnll for Nefill) : a race of heroes doomed
to Hades and early death. ' Nibelunge : spirits of the death-kingdom,' Lachmann
on Nib. 342.

2 From gehenna comes, we know, the Fr. gehene, gene, i.e. supplice, though in

a very mitigated sense now.
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that as late as Widekind of Corvei (1, 23) Saxon poets, chanting

a victory of Saxons over Franks, used this very word hella for

the dwelling-place of the dead :
' ut a mirnis declaniaretur, ubi

tantus ille infemus esset, qui tantara rnultitudinem caesoram capere

posset t
,x A Latin poem on Bp. Heriger of Mentz, of perhaps

the 10th cent., 2 describes how one that had been spirited away

to the underworld declared 'totum esse infemum accinctum densis

ndique silvis/ meaning evidently the abode of the dead, not the

place of punishment. Even in a poem of the 12th cent. (Diut. 3,

104) Jacob says :
' so muoz ich iemer cholen, unze ich so vare ze

der helle,' until I fare to hell, i.e. die. The 13th cent, saw the

present meaning of helle already established, the abode of the

damned ; e.g. in Iw. 1472 :
' God bar thee out of helle !

' take

thee to heaven, not guard thee from death, for the words are

addressed to a dead man (see Suppl.).

Hell is represented as a lodging, an inn, as Valhbll, where those

who die put up the same evening (p. 145) :
' ver skulum d Valholl

gista % qyeld,' Fornald. sog. 1, 106 ;
* vrS munum i aptan Offin

gista' 1, 423; singularly Abbo 1,555 (Pertz 2, 789), ' plebs

inimica Deo pransura Plutonis in urna.' No doubt, people used

to say :
' we shall put up at Nobis-haus to-night !

' The Saviour's

words, a-rjjxepov /xer i/xov eery iv rco irapahelaw, Luke 23, 43 have

'this day/ but not ' to-night' (see Suppl.).

Here and there in country districts, among the common people,

helle has retained its old meaning. In Westphalia there are

still plenty of common carriage-roads that go by the name oi

hellweg, now meaning highway, but originally death-way, the

broad road travelled by the corpse. My oldest example I draw

from a Record of 890, Ritz 1,19: ' helvius sive strata publica.'

Later instances occur in Weisth. 3, 87. 106, in Tross's Rec. of

the feme p. 61, and in John of Soest (Fichard's Arch. 1, 89).
3

1 Trad. Corbeiens. pp. 465. G04 makes a regular hexameter of it :' tantus ubi

infernus, caesos qui devoret omnes?' This overcrowding of Hades with the dead

reminds one of Calderon's fanatic fear, lest heaven stand empty, with all the world

running to the other house after Luther :

Que vive Dios, que ha de tener en cielo

pocos que aposentar, si considero

que estau ya aposentado con Lutero.

(Sitio de Breda, jorn. primera).

2 Lat. gedichte des X. XI. jh. p. 335, conf. 344.
3 Also in Lower Hesse: hellweg by Wettesingen and Oberlistingen (Wochenbl.

for 1833, 052. 1)84. H>23. 1138), Iwlleweg by Calden (951. 982. 1022), hdllepfad bj

Kothfelden (923).
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In the plains of Up. Germany we sometimes find it called todten-

weg (Moue's Anz, 1838. pp. 225. 316). The ON. poetry makes

the dead ride or drive to the underworld,
'
fara til heljar ' or ' til

Heljar,' to the death-goddess : Brynhildr, after she is burnt,

travels to Hel in an ornamental car, ' ok meS reiSinni a Jtelveg,'

and the poem bears the title Helreiff, Sasrn. 227. In our Freidank

105, 9. 151, 12 it is the christian notion that is expressed by

' zer helle varn ' and ' dri straze zer helle gtint/ For the rest, a

hellweg would necessarily bring with it a hellwagen (p. 314), just

as we meet with a Wodan's way and waggon both (p. 151).

Nay, the Great Bear is not only called himelwagen and herren-

wagen, but in the Netherlands hellewagen (Wolfs Wodana i. iii.

iv.) ; see a ' Wolframus dictus hellewagen' MB. 25, 123 a.d. 1314

(see Suppl.).

The 0. Saxons at first, while their own hellia still sounded too

heathenish, preferred to take from the Latin Bible ivfern, gen.

infernes, e.g. Hel. 44, 21, and even shortened it down to fern,

Hel. 27, 7. 103, 16. 104, 15. 164, 12 ; so that the poet cited by

Widekind may actually have said in/em instead of hellia. 1

The heathen hellia lay low down toward the North; when

HermoSr was sent after Baldr, he rode for nine nights through

valleys dark and deep (dokva dala ok diupa), the regions peopled

by the dark elves (p. 445) ; he arrived at the river Gibll (strepens),

over which goes a bridge covered with shining gold ; a maiden

named MoSgnSr guards the bridge, and she told him that five

fylki of dead men 2 had come over it the day before, and that

from this bridge the ' hellway ' ran ever lower and northwarder :

' niSr ok norSr liggr helvegr.' This 1 understand of the proper

hall and residence of the goddess, where she is to be met with,

for all the country he had been crossing was part of her kingdom.

This palace is surrounded by lofty railings (hel-grindr), Sn. 33.

07. The hall is named Eliu&nir (al. Elvionir), the threshold

fallanda forad (al. the palisade is fallanda forad, the threshold

J'olmuSnir), the curtain blikjandi Vol, Sn. 33. It is probably a

door of this underworld (not of Valholl, which has 540 huge

1 A place Infernisi (Erhard p. 140, a.d. 1113) ; Gael, ifrinn, Ir. ifeam, Wei.

y/ern, uffern.
- A fylki contains 50 (EA. 207), so that Baklr rode clown with an escort of 250,

though one MS. doubles the number: ' rei'3 Baldr her nice' 500 manna.'
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gates) that is meant in Sa3m. 226 a and Fornakl. sog. 1,204,

where Brynhildr wishes to follow SigurS in death, lest the door

fall upon his heel : a formula often used on entering a closed

cavern. 1 But Hel's kingdom bears the name of Niflheimr or Nifl-

hel, mist-world, mist-hell, 2
it is the ninth world (as to position),

and was created many ages before the earth (p. 558) ; in the

middle of it is that fountain Hvergelmir, out of which twelve

rivers flow, Gioll being the one that comes nearest the dwelling

of the goddess, Sn. 4. From this follows plainly what I have

said : if Hvergelmir forms the centre of Niflheimr, if Gioll and

the other streams pertain exclusively to hell, the goddess Hel's

dominion cannot begin at the ' hel-grindr/ but must extend to

those ' dank dales and deep/ the ' dense forests ' of the Latin

poem. Yet I have nothing to say against putting it in this way

:

that the dark valleys, like the murky Erebos of the Greeks, are

an intermediate tract, which one must cross to reach the abode

of Aides, of Halja. Out of our Halja the goddess, as out of the

personal Hades, the Roman Orcus (orig. uragus, urgus, and in

the Mid. Ages still regarded as a monster and alive, pp. 314,

486) there was gradually evolved the local notion of a dwelling-

place of the dead. The departed were first imagined living with

her, and afterwards in her (it). In the approaches dwelt or

hovered the dark elves (see Suppl.).

Niflheimr then, the mist-world, was a cold underground region

covered with eternal night, traversed by twelve roai-ing waters,

and feebly lighted here and there by shining gold, i.e. fire. The

rivers, especially Gioll, remind us of Lethe, and of Styx, whose

holy water gods and men swore by. With Hvergelmir we may

1 The 0. Fr. poem on the ' quatre filsAi'mon' (Cod. 7183 fol. 126 b
) makes

Richart, when about to be hung, offer a prayer, in which we are told that the

Saviour brought back all the souls out of hell except one woman, who would stop

at the door to give hell a piece of her mind, and is therefore doomed to stay there

till the Judgment- day : all were released,

Ne mes que une dame, qui dist une raison :

' hai enfer ' dist ele, ' eon vos remanez solz,

noirs, hisdoz et obscurs, et laiz et tenebrox !

'

a Ventrer <l<- In parte, si con lisant trovon.

jusquau terme i sera, que jugerois le mont.

The source of this strange legend is unknown to me.
2

' Diu inre helle, wo nebel and finster.' The Lucidarius gives ten names of

hell: stagnum ignis, terra tcnebrosa, terra oblivionis, swarziu ginunge, etc. Mone'a
An/., for 1834, 313; conf. expressions in the OS. poet: het endi thiustri, suart
sinnahti, Hel. 65, 12 ; an dalon thiustron, an themo alloro ferrosten feme 65, 9

;

underferndalu 33, 16 ; diap dudes dalu 157, 22.
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connect Hellebome in Brabant, the source of Hellebelce ; several

places are named Hellepid (Wolf's Wodana 1, v. and 35). Hel-

voetsluis was cited, p. 315 note; the name Helle-voet (-foot) is,

we are told, still to be seen on signboards (uithangborden) in the

Netherlands (see Suppl.).

Gloomy and joyless as we must imagine Niflheirnr,1 there is no

mention anywhere of its denizens being punished and tormented
;

ueither is it the wicked especially that are transported thither at

the end of their life, but all and sundry, even the noblest and

worthiest, as the examples of Brynhildr and Baldr may shew. 2

The only exceptions seem to be the heroes that fall in battle,

whom OSinn takes to himself into Valholl.

In contradiction with this view stands another and, I think,

a later one, that presented in Sn. 4 : Allfather the highest god

has given to all men an immortal soul, though their body rot in

the ground or burn to ashes; all good men (rett srSa'Sir) go to

him in Gimill or Vingolf, all the wicked (vaudir) to Niflheimr or

hell (conf. Sn. 21 and 75, of which more hereafter). This is

already the christian idea, or one extremely like it.

For the old heathen hell, pale and dim, the Christian substi-

tuted a pool filled with flames and pitch, in which the souls of

the damned burn for evei^, at once pitch-black and illumined

with a glow. Gehenna is interpreted hellafiuri, MHG. hellefiwer

Parz. 116. 18; the poet of the Heliand, when he wants to picture

vividly this black and burning hell, turns the old fern, form into

a masc. : 'an thene hetan hel' 76, 22. 'an thene suartan hel

'

103, 9. Erebi fornax, Walther 867. Nay, 0. and other OHG.
writers make the simple beh (pix) stand for hell 3

: 'in dem beche,'

1 Cffidmon still pictures the witehiis (house of torment) as ' deop, dreama leas,

sinnihte beseald.' Striking images occur in a doc. of the 11th cent. (Zeitsehr. f.

d. a. 3 445) : swevilstank, genibele, tvdes scategruobe, wallente stredema, etc.
2 So all the Greek heroes sink into Hades' house under the earth. But it is

hard to distinguish from it Tartarus, which lies lower down the abyss, and where
the subjugated giants sit imprisoned. This denoted therefore, at least in the later

times, a part of the underworld where the wicked dwelt,fur their punishment, which
answers to the christian hell. But that the ' roots of earth and sea from above

grow down ' into Tartarus (Hes. Theog. 728) suggests our Norse ashtree, whose
root reaches down to Niflheim. Conf. also Ovid's description of the underworld
(Met. 4, 432 seq.), where ' Styx nebulas exhalat iners' fits in with the conception

of Niflheim.
3 Quotations in my ed. of the Hymns p. 51. Add Muspilli 5, on which Schm.

quotes a line from Walafrid: 'At secum iufelix piceo spatiatur averwo? Eugenius
in Dracont. p. m. 30 : ' Ut possiin picei poenam vitare barathri.'
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Warnung 547 and Wernher v. Niederrh. 40, 10;
f die pechwelle,'

Anegenge 28, 19. It is a fancy widely scattered over Europe;

the Mod. Greeks still say irlaaa for hell, as in a proverb of Alex.

Negri : e^et TTiaaav not irapdSetaov, putting hell and heaven side

by side. This pitchy hell the Greeks seem to have borrowed

from the Slavs, the O. SI. peklo meant both pitch and hell (Dobr.

instit. 294), so the Boh. peklo, hell, Pol. pieklo, Serv. pakao,

Sloven, pekel, some masc, some neuter; Lith. pekla (fern.), 0.

Truss. picJcullis (pickullien in the Catechism p. 10 is Ace), the

devil himself is in Lith. pyculas, O. Pruss. pickuls, conf. Pausch

p. 484. The Hungarians took their pokol, hell, from the Slavic,

as our ancestors did ' gaiainna ' and ' infern ' from Greek and

Latin. And the smela, hell, of the Liineburg Wends seems

allied to the Boh. smola, smula, resin or pitch. With the heat

of boiling pitch was also combined an intolerable stench; Reineke

5918 : 'it stank dar alse dat helsclie pek.
}

Conf. generally Eu.

2845. 3130 (see Suppl.).

Since the conversion to Christianity therefore, there has clung

to the notion of hell the additional one of punishment and pain :

kvollheimr, mundus supplicii, in Solarl. 53 (Sasm. 127a
) is unmis-

takably the christian idea. The OHG. hellawizi, OS. helliwiti,

Hel. 44, 17, AS. hellewite, expresses supplicium inferni, conf.

Graff 1, 1117 on wizi, MHG. wize, MsH. 2, 105b
; upon it are

modelled the Icel. helviti, Swed. helvete, Dan. helvede, which

mean simply our hell; from the Swedes the converted Finns

received their helwetti (orcus), the Lapps their helvete, and from

the Bavarians the Slovens in Carniola and Styria got their vize

(pui'gatorium), for the Church had distinguished between two

fires, the one punitive, the other purgative, and hanging midway

betwixt hell and heaven. 1

But the christians did not alter the position of hell, it still was

down in the depths of the earth, with the human world spread out

above it. It is therefore called abijssus (Ducange sub v.), and

forms the counterpart to heaven: f a coelo usque in abyssum.'

From abyssus, Span, abismo, Fr. abime, is to be explained the

MHG. abis (Altd. bl. 1, 295; in abisses grunde, MsH. 3, 1G7),

later obis, nobis (en abis, en obis, in abyssum). OS. helligruTid,

1 Of one in purgatory the Esthoniaus say: ta on kabha ilrna walihel, lie is be-

tueeii two worlds.
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Hel. 44, 22; in afgrunde gan, Roth. 2334; ir verdienet daz af-

grnnde, 1970 ;
' varen ter helle in den donkren Jcelre,' dark cellar,

Floris 1257.1 AS. se neowla grund (imus abyssus), Caedni. 267, 1

.

270, 16; ]?8efc neowle genip (profunda caligo) 271, 7. 275, 31.

This veowel, niwel (profundus) may explain an expression in the

Frisian Asega-bok (Rickth. 130, 10), 'thin niuent hille,' where a

M. Nethl. text has ' de grandiose helle,' bottomless hell. Hell

[sinking downwards is contrasted with heaven mounting upwards:

1 der himel allez uf get, dm helle siget allez ze tal,' Warnung

3375-81 (see Suppl.).

It appears that men imagined, a3 lying at the bottom of our

earth, like a ceiling or grating of the underworld, a stone, called

in MHG. poems dille-stein (fr. dille, diele, deal = tabula, pluteus,

OHG. dil, dili, ON. bil, ]?ili): ' griiebe ich uf den dille-stein,' if

I dug down to the d., Schmiede (smithy, forge) 33 ;
' des hcehe

viir der himele dach und durch der helle bodem vert,' its height

passes over heaven's roof and through hell's floor, ibid. 1252
;

1
viir der himele dach du blickest, u. durch der helle dillestein [is

not this floor rather than ceiling?],' MS. 2, 199 b
; 'wan ez kumt

des tiuvels schrei, da von wir sin erschrecket : der dillestein del-

ist enzwei (in-two, burst), die toten sint uf gewecket,' Dietr.

drachenk. cod. pal. 226a
. This makes me think of the 6/j,4>a\6^

at Delphi, a conical stone wrapt in net (Gerhard's Metroon p. 29),

still more of the lapis manalis (Festus sub v.) which closed the

mouth of the Etruscan mundus, and was lifted off on three holy

days every year, so that the souls could mount into the upper

world (Festus sub v. mundus) Not only this pit in the earth,

but heaven also was called mundus,2 just as Niflheimr is still

a heimr, i.e. a world. And that hell-door (p. 802) is paralleled

by the ' descensus Averni,' the 'fauces grave olentis Averni,' the

' atri janua Ditis' in Virgil's description, Aen. 6, 126. 201 (conf.

helle infart,' Veldeck's En. 2878. 2907); fairytales of the Slavs

too speak of an entrance to the lower world by a deep pit,

Hanusch p. 412 (see Suppl.).

The mouth or jaws of hell were spoken of, p. 314; Hel yawns

1 Does ' eggrnnt ' stand for eck-grunt ? ' Das iuwer sele komen uzer eggrunde,'

Cod. pal. 349, 19d .

2 Conf. O. Miiller's Etrusker 2, 96-7. The Finn, manala is 'locus subterranens,

ubi versantur niortui,' sepulcrum, orcus, but derived from maa (terra, mundus),

and only accidentally resembling ' manalis.'
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like her brother Fenrir, and every abyss gapes: 1 os gehennae

in Beda 363, 17 is the name of a fire-spouting well (puteus); 2

in an AS. gloss (Mone 887) mu& (os) means orcus. The same

Coll. of glosses 742 puts down sed& (puteus, barathrum) for hell,

and 2180 cutis for tartarus, 1284 cwis-husle, where undoubtedly

we must read cwis-susle. To civ is I can find no clue but the ON.

qvis calumnia [quiz, tease ? queror, questus ?] ; susl is apparently

tormentum, supplicium, the dictionaries having no ground for

giving it the sense of sulphur (AS. swefel) ;
' susle ge-innod/

Caadm. 3, 28, 1 take to be supplicio clausum. The notion of the

well agrees remarkably with the fable in the Eeinhart, where

the hero having fallen into a well wheedles the wolf into the

bucket ; he pretends he is sitting in paradis down there, only

there is no getting to it but by taking ' einen tuk (plunge) in die

helle.' The well easily leads to the notion of bathing :
' ze helle

baden,' MsH. 2, 254a
; for you can bathe in fire and brimstone

too (see Suppl.).

Christian and heathen notions on the punishments of the lost

are found mixed in the SolarlioS of the Edda, Saetn. 128-9.

Snakes, adders, dragons dwell in the christian hell (Caedm.

270-1), as at the Hvergelmir root (p. 796). It is striking how

the poem of Oswald (Haupt's Zeitschr. 2, 125) represents a

dead heathen woman as a she-wolf, with the devils pouring pitch

and brimstone down her throat. Dante in his Purgatorio and

Inferno mixes up what he finds handed down by the Mid. Ages

and classical literature. Read also the conclusion of Casdmon

(Fundgr. 202); and in the Barlaam 310, Rudolf's brief but

poetic picture of hell 3 (see Suppl.).

That the heathen Mist-world lying far to the north was not

filled with fire, comes out most clearly from its opposite, a Flame-

world in the south (p. 558), which the Edda calls Muspell or

Muspells-heimr. This is bright and hot, glowing and burning, 4

1 Wallach. iad (hiatus), iadul hell.
2 As evening is the ' mouth of night.'
3 Here we may sum up what living men have reached Hades and come back : of

the Greeks, Orpheus in search of Eurydice; Odysseus; Aeneas. Of Norsemen, Her-
mtnNr when dispatched after Baldr, and Hadding (Saxo Gram. p. 16). Medieval
legends of Brandanus and Tundalus ; that of Tanhauser and others like it shall

come in the next chap. Monkish dreams, visions of princes who see their ancestors
in hell, are coll. in D.S. nos. 461. 527. 530. 554 ; of the same kind is the vision of

the vacant chair in the Annolied 724, conf. Tundalus 05, 7.
4 Muspellsheimr is not heaven, nor are the sons of Muspell the same as the

lujht elves that live in heaven (p. 445); when Surtr has burnt up heaven and earth,

VOL. II t B B
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natives alone can exist in it, hence human beings from our world

never pass into it, as into the cold one of the north. It is guarded

by a god (?) named Surtr, beai^er of the blazing sword.

In the word Muspell we find another striking proof of the

prevalence of ON. conceptions all over Teutondom. Not only

has the Saxon Heliand a mudspelli 79, 24, mutspelli 133, 4, but

a High German poem, probably composed in Bavaria, has at line

62 muspilli (dat. muspille). Besides, what a welcome support

to the age and real basis of the Edda, coming from Saxon and

Bavarian manuscripts of the 9th cent, and the 8th ! Every-

where else the term is extinct : neither Icelanders nor other

Scandinavians understand it, in Anglo-Saxon writings it has

never shewn itself yet, and later specimens of German, High

and Low, have lost all knowledge of it. Assuredly a primitive,

a heathenish word. 1

On its general meaning I have already pronounced, p. 601 :

it can scarcely be other than fire, flame. The Heliand passages

tell us :
' mudspelles megin obar man ferid/ the force of fire

fareth over men ; ' mutspelli cumit an thiustrea naht, al so thiof

ferid darno mid is dadiun/ fire cometh in dark night, as thief

fareth secret and sudden with his deeds (Matth. 24, 43. 2 Pet.

3, 10) ; and the OHG. poet says :
' dar ni mac denne mak an-

dremo helfan vora demo vnuspille, denna daz preita, wasal (Graff

1, 1063) allaz varprennit, 2 enti viur enti luft allaz arfurpit/ then

no friend can help another for the fire, when the broad shower

of glowing embers (?) burns up all, and fire and air purge

(furbish) everything.

It must be a compound, whose latter half spilli, spelli, spell

we might connect with the ON. spioll (corruptio), spilla (corrum-

pere), AS. spillan (perdere), Engl, spill, OHG. spildan, OS.

spildian (perdere) ;
3 ON. mannspioll is clades hominum, lsespioll

(Nialss. c. 158) perhaps bellum. But we are left to guess what

there lies above this heaven a second, named Andlangr, and above that a third

named Viffblainn, and there it is that light elves alone live now, says Snorri 22.
1 In Nemnich, among the many names given for the bittern (OHG. horotumbil,

onocrotalus, ardea stellaris), there is also muspel, which probably has to do with
moss and moor, not with our word.

2 So I read (trans.) for ' varprinnit' (intrans.), as ' wasal ' cannot otherwise be
explained.

3 OHG. W = ON. II; conf. 'wildi, kold' with ' villr, gull.' But then why is it

not muspildi in the OHG. and OS. poems ?
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mud, mu (mu ?) can be, whether earth, land, or else wood, tree.

In the latter case, mudspelli is a descriptive epithet of fire, an

element aptly named the wood-destroying, tree-consuming, as

elsewhere in the Edda it is bani vi&ar (percussor, inimicus ligni),

grand vi&ar (perditio ligni), Sn. 126 ; the Lex Alam. 96, 1 has

medela, medula in the sense of lancwitu, lancwit (Gramm. 3, 455),

the Lex Rothar. 305 modula, apparently for quercus, robur (Graff

2, 707), and the ON. mei&r. (perh. for meySr, as sefSr for seySr)

is arbor, Lith. medis [Mongol, modo] arbor, lignum. The other

supposition would make it land-destroying, world-wasting ; but

still less do I know of any Teutonic word for land or earth that

is anything like mud or mu. We may fairly regard it as a much
obscured and distorted form; Finn, maa is terra, solum (see

Suppl.). 1

Surtr (gen. Surtar, dat. Surti, Ssem. 9 a
) is the swart, swarthy,

browned by heat, conn, with svartr (niger), yet distinct from it ;
~

it occurs elsewhere too as a proper name, Fornald. sog. 2, 114.

islend. sog. 1, 66. 88. 106. 151.206; and curiously ' Surtr enn

hviti,' ibid. 1, 212. But there must have been another form

Surti, gen. Surta, for in both Eddas we meet with the compound
Surtalogi, Ssem. 37b

. Sn. 22. 76. 90. A certain resinous

charred earth is in the North still called Surtarbrandr (Surti

titio, Biorn sub v., F. Magn. lex. 730), a mode of naming indica-

tive of a superior being, as when plants are named after gods.

Volcanic rock-caves in Iceland are called Surtarhellir (F. Magn.

lex. 729); the Landnamabok 3, 10 (Isl. sog. 1, 151) tells how
one Thorvaldr brought to the cave of the iotunn Surtr a soner

composed about him :
' ha for hann upp til hellisins Swrts, oc

fcerSi har drapu ]?a, er hann hafSi ort um iotuninn i hellinum '

;

and Sn. 209b 210a includes Surtr and Svartr among the names

of giants. Nowhere in the two Eddas does Surtr appear as a

1 Should any one reject these explanations, and take e.g. OS. mudspelli for
' muth-spelli,' oris eloquium, or ' mut-sp.,' mutationis nuntius (as I proposed in
Gramm. 2, 525), he is at once met by the objection, that the Bav. poet writes
neither ' mund-sp.' nor ' muz-sp.,' any more than the ON. has munu-spiall ' or
' mut-sp.' ; and then how are these meanings to be reconciled with that of ' heimr ' ?

let alone the fact that there is no later (christian) term for the world's end or the
judgment-day pointing at all that way.

2 Surtr might stand related to svartr, as the Goth, name Svartus to the adj.

svarts. Procopius de bello Goth. 2, 15. 4, 25 has a Herulian name Zouoprovas,
Svartva ? The AS. geneal. of Deira has Swearta and Swerting, conf. Beow. 2-10G,

and ' sweart racu ' below.
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god, but always, like other giants, as an enemy and assailant of

the gods. In Voluspa 48 (Sarni. 8a
) fire is called ' Surta sen/

Surti amicus ; and in 52 (Seem. 8b
) we read

:

Surtr fer sunnan meS sviga leifi,

skin af sverSi sol valtiva,

i.e. Surtus tendit ab austro cum vimine gigas, splendet e gladio

(ejus) sol deorurn : 'leifi ' is plainly another word for giant, Sn.

209a
;

' valtiva' can only be a gen. pi. (conf. Saem. 10a 52 a
) and

dependent on sol, not gen. sing, of valtivi (which never occurs,

p. 194) dep. on sverSi; what can be the meaning here of f svigi'

(usually twisted band, wisp ?) I cannot say, one would think it

also referred to the brandished sword. Surtr then is expressly

called a giant, not a god. Sn. 5 says :
' sa er Surtr nefndr, er

]?ar sitr a landzenda til landvarnar, hann hefir loganda svercF',

Surtus vocatur, qui sedet in fine regionis (i.e. Muspellsheims) ad

earn tuendam, ensemque gestat ardentem (see Suppl.).

The authors of the Heliand and the OHG. poem, both christian,

but still somewhat versed in heathen poetry, alike introduce

muspilli at the end of the world, at the approach of the Judgment-

day, when the earth and all it contains will be consumed by fire.

And that is exactly how the Edda describes the same event

:

Surtr arises with the sons of muspell, makes war upon all the

gods and overcomes them, the whole world perishes by his fire,

Sn. 5. 73. When he with his blazing brand comes on from the

South, the rocks in the mountains reel, the giantesses flee, men

go the way of the dead, heaven cracks asunder, Sasm. 8b
; the

Ases do battle with Surtr and his host on a holm called

Oskopnir (supra p. 144), they are all slain, and the world comes

to an end (see Suppl.).

It is only the Edda that brings in the name of Surtr ; but our

OHGr. poetry seems to have interwoven features of him into the

church doctrine about Antichrist, OHG. Aiitichristo (p. 173-4),

which, originally founded on the 11th chap, of Revelation, was

afterwards worked out further on Jewish-christian lines of

thought. The name occurs in two epistles (1 John 2, 18. 4, 3.

2 John 7), not in the Apocalypse, where he is meant by the

many-headed beast. In his time two prophetic witnesses are to be

sent from heaven to earth, but to be conquered and slain by him.
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Their names are not given either ; that they are Enoch and Ellas

follows from the power given them to shut heaven that it rain

not, and is expressly acknowledged by the Fathers.1 Their

bodies lie unburied in the street : after this victory the power of

Antichrist attains its greatest height, until he gets upon the

Mount of Olives, to ascend into heaven ; then the angel Michael

appears, and cleaves his skull. 2

With this narrative our 0. Bavarian poet had become acquainted

through learned men (weroltrehtwise), but still the old heathen

pictures of the world's destruction come floating before him as

' muspilli' draws nigh: he makes much of the flames, he sees

the mountains set on fire by the blood of the mortally wounded

Elias dropping on the earth ; no such circumstance is found in

any christian tradition. The shy swelters in a blaze (suilizot

lougiii), the earth burns (prinnit mittilagart), and his already

quoted ( dar ni mac denne mak andremo helfan vora demo mus-

pillc', supported as it may be by Mark lo, 12. Luke 21, 16,

sounds very like the Eddie

brceSr muno berjaz ok at bonom verSa,

muno systrungar sifjum spilla,

man ecki mabr oSrum byrma (Saem. 7b 8a
).

He has ' mano fallit/ as Saatnund has ' sol tekr sortna, hverfa

af himni heiSar stiornur.' Again Sn. 71 :
' ]>i\ drepaz broeSr fyrir

agirni sakar, oc engi byrniir foSr eSa syn i manndrapum oc

sifjasliti.'
3 So even a MHG. poet of the 12th cent. (Fundgr.

194) :
' so ist danneniht triuwe diu frowe der diuwe (maid), noch

der man dem wibe ; si lebent alle mit nide ; so hazzet der vater

den sun/ etc. One would like to know what heathen figure

1 Justin Martyr's Dial, cum Tryph. ed. Sylb. p. 208; Tertull. de anima cap. 50,

de resurr. carnis cap. 58 ; Hippolytus in Aoyos irepl r^s o-wreAeias rod n6<Tfiov kcu wepl

tov avTixpLvrov ; Dorotheus Tyr. de vita prophet, cap. 18 ; Ambrose on Apocal. cap.

11 ; Aug. de civ. Dei 20, 29 ; Greg. Magn. in moral. 15, 18. And see authors

quoted in Hoiim. Fundgr. 2, 102 seq. and Kausler's Anl. denkin. 1, 486. For later

times, couf. N. ps. 58, 7. 73, 10 ; Burcard. Woimat. 20, 93-7 ; Otto Frising. 8, 1-8;

Discip. de tempore, serm. 10.
2 12-13th cent, accounts of Antichrist in the Hortus delici. of Herrat of Lands-

berg (Engelhard p. 48) ; in Cod. vind. 053, 121-2
;
Fundgr. 1, 195-6. 2, 106—134 ;

Martina 191 seq.; Wackernag. Basle MSS. 22B ; and conf. Introd. to Freidank

lxxi. lxxii.

3 No stronger argument do I know for the theory that Vciluspa is an echo of

our Scriptures, than the agreement of the Edda and the Bible in this particular ;
if

only the rest would correspond !
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Antichristo took the place of to Bavarians and Alamanns, it must

have been one similar to the Norse Surtr. Antichristo plays the

fiendish hypocrite, Surtr is painted as the adversary of the Ases,

as a giant, and his fire consumes the world. The muspells-synir

are all drawn up in squadrons of light, they and Surtr by their

fighting bring about a higher order of things, while Antichrist is

but transiently victorious, and is finally overthrown by a mightier

power (see Suppl.).

What adds new weight to the whole comparison is the affinity

between JDonar and Elias, which was made out on p. 173-4 and

is clear on other grounds. To the 8th cent. Elias might well seem

something more than the Hebrew prophet, viz. a divine hero,

a divinity. The Edda makes all the Ases, O&inn, Thorr, Freyr,

and Tyr, unite their powers to do battle with the sons of fire

and their confederates, yet they are beaten like Enoch and Elias :

Elias bears a marked resemblance to Thorr (or Donar), Michael

to the queller of Garrnr or Fenris-iilfr ; I do not say that Enoch

is equally to be identified with any particular god, but he might.

Surtr with the flaming sword may remind us of the angel that

guards Paradise, but he also finds his counterpart in the story of

Enoch and Elias, for these two, at least in the legend of Brandan

(in Bruns p. 187), have an angel ivith a fiery sword standing by

their side. 1 An AS. homily De temporibus Antichristi quoted

by Wheloc on Beda p. 495 (supra p. 161n.) contains remarkable

statements. Arrogant Antecrist, it says, not only strives against

God and his servants, but sets himself up above all heathen gods :

' He ahef'S hine silfne ofer ealle ]?a ]?e hsehene men cwsedon J?aet

godas beon sceoldon, on haehene wisan. Swylc swa wses Erculus

se ent, and Apollinis, ]>e hi masrne god leton, Dhor eac and Eow&en,

|?e ha3]?ene men heria'S swrSe. Ofer ealle J?ses he hine aenne up

ahefS, for3am he last facet he ana si strengra ponne hi ealle.' W hy

does the preacher say all this ? Had Saxon songs also identified

the advent of Antichrist with heathen traditions, and recognised

his victory, like that of Surtr, over Woden and Thunor ? The

un-Saxon forms EowSen and Dhor indicate Norse or Danish

influence. But a decisive connexion is established by the

AS. Salomon and Saturn (Kemble p. 148) : in the great battle

1 M. Netlil. poems in Blommaert 1, 105a. 2, 12a have simply an 'out man' in

Enoch's place, but they mention the cherubin vied enen swerde vierin.
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between God and Antichrist, we are told, Thunder was threshing

with his fiery axe, ' se Thunor hit brysceS mid bajre fyrenan cecxe,'

by which is unmistakably meant Thor's Miolnir, the torrida

chalybs (p. 180), and the confluence of heathen beliefs with

those about Antichrist is placed beyond the reach of doubt. The

devil too is called malleus, hammer, chap. XXXIII.

Whoever is inclined to refer the characteristics of our antiquity

as a whole to Roman and christian tradition, could easily take

advantage of this harmony between the two pictures of the world's

destruction, to maintain that the Eddie doctrine itself sprang out

of those traditions of Antichrist. This I should consider a gross

perversion. The Norse narrative is simple, and of one piece with

all the rest of the Edda ; the myth of Antichrist is a jumble, nay

artificially pieced together. The two leading personages, Surtr

and Antichrist, have totally different characters. How should

the Scandinavians have foisted-in a number of significant acces-

sories, notably this of muspell, and again a H. German poet

unconnected in time and place have tacked on the very same ?

What the Edda tells of Surtr and his combat with the Ases is

the winding-up of a fuller representation of the end of the world,1

whose advent is named aldar rok (Sasm. 36a
), aldar lag, aldar rof

(37
b

. 167 a
),

3 but more commonly ragna rok (7
a

. 38b . 96\ 166b
)
or

ragna rokr (65
a

. Sn. 30. 36. 70. 88. 165), i.e. twilight, darkening,

of time and the sovran gods (supra p. 26). Rok and rokr both

mean darkness, rok rokra in Ssem. 113a
is an intensified expres-

sion for utter darkness ; Biorn renders roekur (neut.) crepus-

culum, rockva vesperascere. It is akin to the Goth, riqis o-kotos,

riqizeins <tkot€iv6$, riqizjan cr/coTi^ecrOat, only that is increased

by a suffix -is, and has its radical vowel alien from the Norse 6,

which must be a modified a, so that rok stands for raku. This

is confirmed by the Jutish rag nebula, still more by the AS.

racu :
' bonne sweart racu stigan onginne'S/ Casdm. 81, 34 must

be rendered ( cum atra caligo surgere incipit.' Rokstolar (Sa3m.

l
b
, conf. supra p. 136) are the chairs of mist whereon the gods sit

up in the clouds. To this rok, racu I refer the expression quoted

1 It is worth noting, that it is proclaimed by prophetesses, Vala, Ilyndla; and

later, Thiota (p. i)G) announced consumrnationis seculi diem.
- Ro/raptura; as they said ' regin riufaz,' dii ruinpuntur, the world is going

to pieces.
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on p. 753, ' die finstre ragende nacht/ which can hardly be ex-

plained from our ragen (rigere) stick out. 1 Ragnarbh then is

the night of the gods, which conies over all beings, even the

highest, p. 316 (see Suppl.).

Then the evil beings, long held in check and under spell, break

loose and war against the gods: a wolf swallows the sun, another

the moon (p. 705-6), the stars fall from heaven, the earth quakes,

the monstrous world-snake Iormungaudr, seized with giant fury

(iotunmuSr, p. 530), rises out of the waters on to the land,

Fenrisulfr is set free (p. 24-1), and Naglfar afloat, a ship con-

structed out of dead men's nails. 2 Loki brings up the hrimthurses

and the retinue of Hel (Heljar sinnar), all the hellish, wolfish kin-

dred have mustered together. But it is from the flame-world

that the gods have most danger to dread : Surtr and his glitter-

ing host come riding over Bifrost the rainbow (p. 732) in such

strength that they break it down. The single combatants are

disposed thus : OSinn fights with Fenrisulfr, Thorr with Iormun-

gaudr, Freyr with Surtr, Tyr with Garmr, 3 Heimdall with Loki;

in every case the old gods go down, though Garmr and Loki fall

too, and Fenrisulfr is slain by ViSar. 4 That Loki and all his kin

should come out as allies to the sons of flame, follows from his

1 Pers. rache is said to mean vapour ; may the Sanskr. rajani (nox) be also
brought in? The Slav, rok tempus, annus, terminvis, faturn, Lith. rakus, is worth
considering ; its abstract meaning may have sprung out of a material one, and fits

in perfectly with the notions of time and world developed on p. 790 [rok, fate, is

from reku, I speak] . Neither rok, rokr, nor riqis has anything to do with our
rauch, reek, ON. reykr. It is not correct for Danish writers to use the form ragna-
rok; ON. rok must in their dialect be rag (as sok is sag) ; the OHG. form of ragna-
rok would be regino-rahha, or -rah, -rahhu, according as it were fern, or neuter.
In Swed. and Dan. the term is extinct, but they both have a word for crepusculum,
Swed. thysmnrker, Dan. tusmorke, which may be from J?uss, burs, imj^lying an ON.
jbursmyrkr, giant's murk, and that would tally with the giant nature of Surtr.

2 This is intended to express the enormous distance and tardy arrival of the
world's end: before such a vessel can be built of the tiny nail-parings of dead bodies
a longish time must elapse, which is still further protracted by the wholesome pre-
cept, always to pare the nails of the dead before burying or burning them ; conf. F.
Magnusen's Lex. 520. 820. Not unlike is the image of the mountain of eternity, to
which a bird adds one grain of sand every hundred years.

3 Garmr, the hugest of all hounds (Saern. 46 a
), no doubt, like K^p/Sepos, only

a metamorphosed giant, seems like him also to be a native of the under-world

;

when O'Sinn journeys to Nirihel, ' mcetti hann hvelpi J?eim er or heljo kom,' met he
the whelp that came out of hell (94

a
)

; he barks long, he lies chained and barks 'for

Gnypahellir '

(7
a

. 8a
). The hell-hound of christian legend comes nearer the Norse

wolf (see next note).
4 VrSar's victory over the wolf, in whose jaws he plants a foot mythically shod

(Sn. 73), resembles the description in christian traditions of how the hell-hound was
assailed ; conf. Fundgr. 1, 178-9.
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very nature, lie being a god of fire (p. 241). After tie world-

conflagratiun or Surtalogi, a new and happier earth rises out

of the sea, with gods made young again, but still called Aesir,

Sasm. 10 : a finale bearing an indisputable likeness to the Last

Judgment * and New Jerusalem of the christians. Strophe 65 of

the Voluspa, .which expressly mentions the regmdomr, has been

pronounced an interpolation, because it is wanting in some MSS.;

but interpolation is not a thing to be gauged by the contents

alone, it must be incontrovertibly established by explicit proofs.

Even if it did take place, neither the heathen character of the

myth nor the age of the poem as a whole is thereby brought

under suspicion. For, as the heathen faith among early converted

races was not demolished at a blow, 2 so here and there a chris-

tian dogma may also have penetrated even to nations that were

still heathen; conversely some heathen ways of thinking lingered

on amonsr christians. Consider how the author of the Heliand

(131-2-3), while following the Gospels in describing the approach

of the Last Day, yet admits such rank heathenisms as c Gebanes

strom ' and ' MudspelhV In the very personifying of the Judg-

ment day ('verit stuatago in lant/ like ' muspelli kumit ') there is

a flavour of heathenism.

There seem to have existed some other traditions about the

world's destruction, which have not come down to us in their

fulness. Among these 1 reckon the folk-tale mentioned on p. 429,

of the ring which the swan will drop from his mouth : it sounds

altogether antique, and possibly harks back to the notion of the

world-ring, p. 794.

To the destruction of the world by fire, which heathens and

christians 3 look forward to as future, stands opposed that by

water, which the histories of both represent as past. The Burn-

ing, like the Deluge (pp. 576—81), is not to destroy for ever, but

to purify, and bring in its wake a new and better order of things

(see Suppl.).

' OHG. antitago, suonotac, suonotago, tuomistae, tuomtae, stuatago (Goth,

stauadags?) ; MHO. endetac, siienetac, tuomtae; OS. 'the lazto dag; d&mdag, ddmes-

dag, AS. domdeeg, Engl, dooms-day, ON. ddmsdagr.
- In Leyden's Coinplaynt p. 98 is actually mentioned a story, 'the tayl of the

•wolfe and the warldis end,' which was current in Scotland and elsewhere (supra

p. 2-45) as late as the 15th cent. Worth reading is an Icel. free adaptation of the

Vaticinium Merlini, said to have been composed towards the end of the 12th cent.,

in which are mixed ON. ideas of the world's end, F. Magn. lex. C58-9.

3 2 Pet. 3, 12 ; conf. Freidank 179, 4.
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The church tradition of the Mid. Ages (based on Matth. 24,

Mark 13, Luke 21) accepts fifteen signs as premonitions of the

Judgment-day
;

1 these do not include the unearthly winter, jim-

bulvetr, that wind-age (vindold, p. 793, Haupt's Zeitschr. 7,

309), which according to both Eddas (Seem. 36b
. Sn. 71) pre-

cedes the ragnarokr, and is doubtless a truly Teutonic fancy

;

3

but we have a darkening of the sun and moon described (p. 244),

and an earthquake, which equally precedes the twilight of the

gods :
' griotbiorg gnata, himinn klofnar, gnyr allr Iotunheiinr,'

Seem. 8b
; the ordinary term in ON. is land-skidlfti, Sn. 50, or

'iord skdlf ,- ' 'landit skalf, sem a ]?rae'$i leki/ Fornald. sog. 1,

424. 503.3 For a-eicr/mos Ulphilas gives the fem. reiro, he says

* air]?a reirdida ;
' OS. 'ertka bivoda,' Hel. 168, 23; OHG. ' erda

bibinota,' 0. iv. 34, 1, and the subst. erdpipa, erdbibunga, erd-

giruornessi. Reinardus 1, 780 puts in juxtaposition :

fnec tremor

est terrae, judiciive dies ;' and Servian songs :
' ili grmi, il se

zemlia trese ?' does it thunder, or does the earth shake ? (Vuk 2,

1. 105). But the earth's quaking, like the Deluge, is oftener

represented as a past event, and is ascribed to various causes.

The Greek fable accounts for it by imprisoned cyclops or titans

(Ov. Met. 12, 521) ; the Norse by the struggles of chained Loki

when drops of poison fall upon his face (Seem. 69. Sn. 70), or by

Fafnir's journey to the water (Fornald. sog. 1, 159. 160). The

earth also quakes at the death of certain heroes, as Heimir (For-

nald. sog. 1, 232), and of the giant (Vilk. saga cap. 176). At

Roland's death there is lightning, thunder and earthquake, Rol.

240, 22. To the Indians the earth quakes every time one of the

eight elephants supporting the globe is tired of his burden, and

gives his head a shake.4 The Japanese say of an earthquake :

' there is another whale crept away from under our country ;' the

1 Thorn. Aquinas (d. 1274) in Librum 4 sententiar. Petri Lomb. dist. 48. qu. 1.

art. 4 (Tkomae opp. Venet. 13, 442). Asegabok (Riebth. 130-1). Haupt's Zeitschr.

1, 117. 3, 523. Hoffm. Fundgr. 1, 196-7. 2, 127. Amgb. 39. Wackernagel's Basle

MSS. 22b. Massm. denkm. 6. Berceo (d. 1268) de los signos que aparceran ante

del Juicio, in Sanchez coleccion 2, 273. Thomas, Asegabok and Berceo all refer to

Jerome, but no such enumeration of the 15 signs is to be found in his works. Rol.

289-90 and Karl 89 a have similar signs at Roland's death (see Suppl.).
2 Notice Sasm. 119a

:
' pa'San koma sniofar oksnarir vindar,' and the poetic de-

scriptions of winter in AS. writers: Andr. 1256-63. Beow. 2258.
3

' Lond 611 skulfu,'' Sn. 66 ;
' fold for skidlfandi,' 148.

4 Schlegel's Ind". bibl. no. 2.
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Tahitians: 'God shakes the earth;' 1 the Lettons: 'Drebkuls beats

the earth, and makes her tremble/ just as the Greeks call their

Poseidon (Neptune) 'Evvoal^aio^, ''Evvoa&as (see Suppl.).

Our forefathers thought of the sky not only as a roof to the

earth (p. 698), but as a heavenly kingdom, the dwelling-place of

gods and of blessed men whom they had taken up. The bridge

of the heavenly bow leads into it (p. 732), so does the milky way

(p. 356).

We must first suppose all that to have happened which was

told in chap. XIX about the creation of the world according to

ON. views. After the gods had set in order heaven and earth,

created Ask and Embla, and appointed MrbgarS to be the

habitation of man, they fitted up for themselves in the centre

of the world a dwelling-place named Asgar&r, in whose vast ex-

tent however a number of particular spots are specified.

None of these separate mansions is more celebrated than the

Odinic Valholl (OHG. Walahalla?), whose name has an obvious

reference to the god's own appellation of Valfddr and to the

valkyrs (p. 41 7).
2 Into this abode, sometimes known as Offins

salir (Seem. 148b
), the war-maidens have conducted to him all

the heroes that from the beginning of the world have fallen in

valr, on the battle-field (the vapn-bitnir, weapon-bitten, Yngl.

saga c. 10) ; these he adopts as children, they are oskasynir, sons

by wishing, ad-option,3 and likewise sons of the god Wish (p.

143). Their usual name is einherjar, egregii, divi, as OSinn him-

self is called Herjan and HerjafocFr, and heri means the fighting

hero (p. 342-3). It must not be overlooked, that Thorr himself

is called an einheri, Ssem. 68a
, as if a partaker of Valholl. From

the existence of a proper name Einheri in OHGr. (e.g. Meichelbeck

no. 241. 476. Schannat 137), I argue the former prevalence of

the mythical term amongst us also
j
yet not with certainty, as it

may be a contracted form of Eginheri, Aganheri, like Einhart for

Eginhart, Reinhart for Reginhart. Valholl is covered with shields

1 Ziinnierm. Taschenb. f. reisen, jabrg. 9 abth. 2. Adelung's Mithrid. 1, 634.
2 Prob. also to Valaxkialf, the hall covered with silver, Sfflm. 41 a

. Sn. 21 ; conf

.

ffl&Fskialf, p. 135. Skidlf expresses the quivering motion of the airy mansion,

like bif in Bifrost. Our OHG. ' ivalaeht des ewigen libcs,' Is. 73, 4 seems not

merely possessio vita? (eternal, but an emphatic term purposely chosen.
s ' Got setzet si in sine schoz,' in his bosom, Ls. 3,

(J2.
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(Sn. 2) and numbers 540 doors, each affording passage to 800
einheries at once, or 432,000 in all, Saem. 43a

. In the midst of

it stands a mighty tree Ljera&r, Lceracfr, whose foliage is cropt by
the she-goat Hei&run ; the goat's udder yields (as Amalthea's
horn did nectar) a barrelful of mead a day, enough to nourish all

the einheries. The stag Wkpyrnir gnaws the branches of the

tree, and out of his horus water trickles down into Hvergelinir

continually, to feed the rivers of the underworld (pp. 558. 561).

This mansion of bliss all valiant men aspired to, and attained

after death ; to the evildoer, the coward, it was closed 1
:

' mun
sa maSr braut rekinn ur Valhollu, ok bar aldrei koma/ Nialss.

cap. 89. To wage a life-and-death conflict with a hero was
called shewing him to Walhaila (visa til Valhallar), Fornald.

sog. 1, 424. Sagas and panegyric poems paint the reception of

departed heroes in Walhaila: when Helgi arrives, OSinn offers

to let him reign with him, Seem. 166b
; the moment Helgi has

acquired the joint sovereignty, he exercises it by imposiug menial

service on Hundingr, whom he had slain. Thus the distinctions

of rank were supposed to be perpetuated in the future life. On
the approach of Eyrikr, OSinn has the benches arranged, the

goblets prepared, and wine brought up (Fragm. of song, Sn. 97) ;

Sigmund and Sinfiotli are sent to meet him (Miiller's Sagabibl.

2, 375). The Hakonarmal is a celebrated poem on Hakon's wel-

come in Valholl. Bnt even the hall of a king on earth, where

heroes carouse as in the heavenly one, bears the same name
Valholl (Seem. 244a

. 246a anent Atli). The abodes and pleasures

of the gods and those of men are necessarily mirrored in each

other; conf. pp. 336. 393 (see Suppl.).

Indian mythology has a heaven for heroes, and that of Greece

assigns them an elysium in the far West, on the happy isles of

Okeanos ; we may with perfect confidence assert, that a belief in

Walhaila was not confined to our North, but was common to all

Teutonic nations. A c vita Idae ' in Pertz 2, 571 uses the ex-

pression 'coelorum palatinae secies,' implying that a court is

maintained like the king's palatium, where the departed dwell.

Still more to the point is the AS. poet's calling heaven a shield-

1 A 13th cent, poem, to be presently quoted, has already an unmistakable refer-
ence to our tale of the spielmann or spielhansel (Jack player), who is turned out of
heaven, because he has led a bad life, and performed no deeds.
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burg, which, like Valholl, was covered with golden shields (p. 700).

In the 'vita Wulframi' there is shewn to the Frisian king Radbot

a house glittering with gold, prepared for him when he dies (D.S.

no. 447. V. d. Bergh's Overlev. 93) ; like that described in MS.

2, 229b :

In himelrich ein hiis stat,

ein guldin wee darin gat,

die siule die sint mermeliu,

die zieret unser trehtin

mit edelem gesteine.

A poem of the 13th cent. (Warnung 2706—98) declares that

the kingdom of heaven is to be won by heroes only, who have

fought and bear upon them scars from stress of war (nach ur-

liuges not), not by a useless fiddler :

Die herren vermezzen

ze gemache sint gesezzen,

unt ruowent immer mere

nach verendetem sere.

Versperret ist ir burctor,

beliben miiezen da vor

die den strit niht en-vahten

unt der fliihte gedahten.

—

Swa so helde sain beliben

ir herren ir miiezet vehten,

welt ir mit guoten knehten

den selben gmach niezen (see Suppl.).

(There men high-mettled to repose are settled, they rest ever-

more from ended sore. Barred is their borough-gate ; and they

without must wait who the fight ne'er fought, but of flight took

thought, etc.)

But another thing must have been inseparable from the heathen

conception, viz. that in Walhalla the goblet goes round, and the

joyous carouse of heroes lasts for ever. 1 Several expressions may

1 The same thought is strongly expressed in a well-known epitaph :

Wiek, diivel, wiek ! wiek wit van mi (get away from me) !

ik scher mi nig (I care not) en har um di,

ik ben en meklenlmrgsch edelman :

wat geit di diivel min supen an (to do with my quaffing) ?
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be accepted as proofs of this. Gla&s-heimr is the name of the

spot on which Valholl is reared, Seem. 41 a
; in Glaffsheim stands

the high seat of Allfather, Sn. 14. A house by the side of it,

built for goddesses, bears the name of Yin-golf, but it seems also

to be used synonymously with Valholl, as one poet sings :

( vildac

glaSr i Vingolf fylgja ok me'S einherjum 61 drecka.' Vingolf is

literally arnica aula, and it is by the almost identical words win-

burg, winsele, as well as goldbnrg, goldsele, that AS. poets name

the place where a king and his heroes drink (Pref. to Andr. and

El. xxxvii.-viii.). Gla'Ssheimr or glaSheimr may mean either

glad, or bright, home; even now it is common to call heaven a

hall of joy, vale of joy, in contrast to this vale of tears (p. 795).

I do not know if the ancient term mons gaudii, mendelberc (p.

170n.) had any reference to heaven ; but much later on, a joyful

blissful abode was entitled sasldenberc (Diut. 2, 35), wonnenberg,

freudenberg :
' to ride to the freudenberg at night ' says a Rec.

of 1445 (Arnoldi's Misc. 102); 'thou my heart's freudensal' is

addressed to one's lady love (Fundgr. 1, 335), like the more

usual ' thou my heaven ' ; and in thieves' slang freudenberg and

wonnenberg = doxy. Freuden-thal, -berg, -garten often occur as

names of places (see Suppl.). 1

Let us see how much of these heathen fancies has survived

among christian ones, or found its counterpart in them. The

name Valholl, Walahalla, seems to have been avoided; winsele

may indeed have been said of heaven, but I can only find it used

of earthly dwellings, Csedm. 270, 21. Beow. 1383. 1536. 1907.

On the other hand our later and even religious poets continue

without scruple to use the term freudensal for heaven, for heavenly

ik sup mit min herr Jesu Christ,

wenn du, diivel, ewig dorsten must,
un drink mit en fort kolle schal,

wenn du sittst in de hollequal.

This is not mere railing, but the sober earnest of heroes who mean to drink and

hunt with Wuotan ; conf. Lisch's Mekl. jahrb. 9, 447.

1 Such a land of bliss is part of Celtic legend too, the fay Morgan (p. 412 n.)

conducts to it ; I read in Parz. 56, 18 : den fuort ein i'eie, hiez Murgan, in Ter de la

schoye (joie; see Suppl.). Eemember also the Norse glerhiminn (coelum vitreum),

a paradise to which old heroes ride (Iarlmagus saga p.m. 320-2) ; legends and lays

have qlass-bergs and glass-burps as abodes of heroes and wise women, e.g. Brynild's

smooth unscalable glarbjerg (Dan. V. 1, 132), and the four glassbergs in Wolfdiet.

(Cod. Dresd. 289), conf. the Lith. and Pol. glass-mountain of the underworld,

p 836 n. A glass-house in the air (chateau en l'air) occurs as early as Tristan,

ed. Michel 2, 103, conf. 1, 222
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joy is christian too. Also :
' stigen ze himel iif der seelJen here,'

climb the mount of bliss, Wackern. Basle MSS. p. 5. The

christian faith tells of two places of bliss, a past and a future.

One is where the departed dwell with God j the other, forfeited

by our first parents' sin, is represented as a garden, Eden. Both

are translated TrapdSetaos in the LXX, whence paradisus in the

Vulg. ; this is said to be a Persian word, originally denoting

garden or park, which is confirmed by the Armenian bardez

(hortus). The only passage we have the advantage of consulting

in Ulph., 2 Cor. 12, 4, has vaggs, the OHG. wane (campus amoe-

nus, hortus). Our OHG. translators either retain paradisij Fragm.

theot. 41, 21, or use wunnigarto, Gl. Jun. 189. 217. Hymn 21,

6. wunnogarto, N. ps. 37, 5; conf. ' thaz wunnisama feld/ 0. ii.

6, 11 . 'after paradises ivunnen,' Diut. 3, 51. MHG. 'der wunne

garte,' Fuozesbr. 126, 27. 'der wolliiste garte/ MsH. 3, 463a
.

OHG. zartgarto, N. ps. 95, 10. The name wunnigarto may be

substantially the same as vingoJf, winsele, as wunna for wunia,

Goth, vinja, lies close to wini (amicus). A strange expression is

the AS. neorxena-ivong, neorxnawong, Caedm. 11, 6. 13,26. 14,

12. 115, 23, of which I have treated in Gramm. 1, 268. 2, 267.

3, 726 ; it is apparently field of rest,1 and therefore of bliss, and

may be compared to Goth, vaggs, OS. heben-wang, Hel. 28, 21.

176, 1 ; the 'norns' are out of the question, especially as heaven

is never called norna-vangr in ON. poems. Beside hebenwang,

the OS. poet uses oelas-hem 96, 20 and up-odas-liem 28, 20.

85, 21, domus beatitudinis, the ' hem ' reminding us of heimr in

glaSsheimr, as the c garto ' in wunnigarto does of asgarftr. Up-

odashem is formed like uphimil, and equally heathen. All the

Slavs call paradise red, Serv. raj, Pol. ray, Boh. rag, to which

add Lith. rojus, sometimes called rojaus sodas (garden of par.),

or simply elarzas (garden). Bai as a contraction of paradise

(Span, parayso) is almost too violent ; Anton (Essay on Slavs 1,

35) says the Arabic arai means paradise. 2

Like Valholl, the Greek Elysium too, rjkvaLov irehiov (Plutarch

4, 1156. Lucian de luctu 7) was not a general abode of all the

1 The piiforr) /3toT77, Od. 4, 565.
2 To me the connexion of rai (and perh. of rdd glad, willing) with pais, pg.,

p?'5tos (pa.ios.os) easy, and pela easily, seems obvious. Homer's gods are ptia fJiovres

living in ease.—Trans.
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dead, but of picked heroes : the Greeks too made the highest

blessedness wait upon the warrior's valour. Neither were all

heroes even admitted there, Menelaos was as son-in-law of Zeus,

Od. 4, 569 ; others even more renowned were housed with

Aides, in Hades. Achilles paces the flowery mead, the acr</)oSe\o?

Xeificov of the underworld, whither Hermes conducts the souls

of the slain suitors, Od. 11, 539. 24, 13. Lucian de luctu 5.

philops. 24.

This ' ea' of the blest is no less known to our native song and

story. Children falling into wells pass through green meadows to

the house of friendly Holla. Flore 24, 22 :
' swer im selber den

tot tuot, den geriuwet diu vart, und ist im ouchverspart diuwise,

dar dii komen wilt, an der Blancheflur spilt (plays) mit andern

genuogen (enow), die sich niht ersluogen;' who slays himself

will rue such jouruey, to him is eke denied that mead, etc. Floris

1107: f int ghebloide velt (flowery field), ten paradise/ 1248:

' waenstu dan comen int ghebloide velt, daer int paradis ?
' 1205 :

' ic sal varen int ghebloide velt, daer Blancefloeren siele jeghen die

mine a-adert, ende leset bloemekine/ The French Flores in the

corresponding passages has camp flori (Altd. bl. 1, 373), in

Bekker's ed. of Flore 786. 931. 1026. But our older poets, pro-

bably even those of heathen times, imagined heaven, like the

earth, as a green plain :
' teglidid groni wang ' (the earth), Hel.

131, 1 ; 'himilriki, groni Godes wang ' 94, 24. ' groni wang para-

dise gelic' 96, 15. ' the groneo wang' 23, 4 is said of Egypt.

Cgedm. 32, 29 :
' brade sind on worulde grene geardas.' Hako-

narmal 13 :
' rifta ver nu sculom groena heima go'Sa/ i.e. to heaven.

In many parts of Germany paradis and goldne aue are names of

places to this day. So viretum in Virgil has the sense of para-

dise, Aen. 6, 638

:

Devenere locos laetos et amoena vireta

fortunatorum nemorum sedesque beatas.

Paradise then is twofold, a lost one, and a future one of the

earth emerging newly green out of the wave : to IcFavollr, in

whose grass the gods pick up plates of gold (for play), Sasm. 9b

10% corresponds that older I&avollr where the ases founded As-

1 The M. Nethl. poem Beatris 1037 places the Last Judgment ' hit soete dal,

daer God die werelt doemen sal.'
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gar<5, to the renovated realm of the future a vanished golden age

that flowed with milk and honey (see Suppl.) .*

The younger heaven has in the Edda another name, one pecu-

liar to itself, and occurring only in the dative f a gimli/ Sasm.

10.
b

Sn. 4, 75 [but 21 gimli as nom. ?], for which I px*opose a

nom. gimill (not gimlir) standing for himill, a form otherwise

wanting in ON., and= OHG. OS. himil by the same consonant-

change as Gymir for Hymir ; and this is confirmed by the juxta-

position ' a gimli, a himni/ Sn. 75. Now this Gimill is clearly

distinct from the Odinic Valholl : it does not make its appearance

till ragnarokr has set in and the ases have fallen in fight with the

sons of muspell. Then it is that a portion of the ases appear to

revive or become young again. Baldr and Hoffr, who had gone

their way to the underworld long before the twilight of the gods,

Iloenir who had been given as a hostage to the Vanir, are named
in Voluspa (Seeni. 10b

), as gods emerging anew; they three were

not involved in the struggle with Surtr. Then again Sn. 76

gives us Vi&ar and Vali, who unhurt by Surtalogi revive the old

AsgarS on ISavollr, and with them are associated Mocfi and Magni,

beside Baldr and H63r from the underworld ; Hcenir is here

passed over in silence. YiSar and Vali are the two avengers, one

having avenged OSin's death on Fenrisulf, the other Baldr's death

on HoSr (hefniass Baldrs dolgr Ha'Sar, Sn. 106). They two, and

Baldr the pure blameless god of light, are sons of OSinn, while

Muoi and Magni appear as sons of Thorr by a gy'gr, and from

that time they bear the emblem of his might, the all-crushing

Miolnir. Unquestionably this means, that Oftinn and Thorr, the

arch-gods of old AsgarS, come into sight no more, but are only

renewed in their sons. Baldr signifies the beginning of a mild

spring time, p. 614 (see Suppl.).

1 It is natural that this paradise, past or to come, should have Riven hirth to
various tales of an earthly paradise, lying in regions far away, which has been
reached by here and there a traveller : thus Alexander in his Indian campaign is

said to have arrived at paradise. Not the Eddas themselves, but later Icel. sagas
tell of Oddins-akr (immortalitatis ager) ; a land where no one sickens or dies, conf.
dainn mortuus, morti obnoxius (p. 453) ; the Hervararsaga (Fornald. sog. 1, 411.

513) places it in the kingdom of a deified king Gotfmundr (conf. GoSormr p. 161)

;

ace. to the Saga Ereks vio'fbrla (Fornald. sbg. 3, 519. 661-6. 670) it lay in the east,
not far from India. Can this ' Erekr hinn vi'Sforli ' be the hero of the lost MHG.
poem Erek der wallasre (pilgrim)? The name Odainsakr may however be an
adaptation of an older and heathen Oo"insakr = Vallh6ll, conf. the Oden saker in
Sweden, p. 158, last line.
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Again, as Valholl had only received men who died by weapons

(vapn-dau<5a vera), whilst other dead men were gathered in Folk-

vangr with Freyja (p. 304), and virgins with Gefjon (Sn. 36)

;

from this time forward Gimill takes in without distinction all the

just, the good, and Hel all the bad, the criminal; whereas the

former Hel, as a contrast to Valholl, used to harbour all the resi-

due of men who had not fallen in fight, without its being implied

that they were sinners deserving punishment.

The most difficult point to determine is, how matters exactly

stand with regard to Surtr, to whom I must now return. That

he is represented, not as a god, but as a giant of the fire-world,

has been shown, p. 809 ; nor is he named among the renovated

gods ' a gimli ' in Seem. 10a or Sn. 76, which would have been

the place for it. In one MS. alone (Sn. 75, var. 3) is apparently

interpolated ' a Gimli me&r Surti ;
' and it is mainly on this that

Finn Magnusen rests his hypothesis, that Surtr is an exalted god

of light, under whose rule, as opposed to that of OSinn, the new

and universal empire stands. He takes him to be that mightier

one from whose power in the first creation days the warmth

proceeded (p. 562), the strong (oflugr) or rich one revealed by the

vala, who shall direct all things (sa er ollu rae'Sr, Sasm. 10b
), like-

wise the mighty one foreseen by Hyndla, whose name she dare

not pronounce (ba kemr annar enn mattkari, ]>o ]?ori ec eigi bann

at nefna, Sasm. 119 a
) ; conf. the strengra of the AS. homily (p.

812). But why should she have slrrunk from naming Surtr, of

whom no secret is made in Sasm. 8ab . 9 a
. 33a

, the last passage

positively contrasting him with the mild merciful gods (in svaso

goS) ? The invasion of Surtr in company with the liberated Loki

must anyhow be understood as a hostile one (of giant's or devil's

kin) ; his very name of the swart one points that way.

The unuttered god may be likened to the ayvwcrros deos (Acts

17, 23), still more to the word that OSinn whispered in the ear

of his son Baldr's corpse, as it ascended the funeral pile : a secret

which is twice alluded to, in Saem. 38a and Hervarars. p. 487; so

an Etruscan nymph speaks the name of the highest god in the

ear of a bull. 1 It has already been suggested (p. 815) that

presentiments of a mightier god to come may have floated before

1 0. Miiller's Etr. 2, 83, -with which must be conn, the medieval legend of

Silvester (Conrad's poem, pref. p. xx).
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the heathen imagination, like the promise of the Messiah to the

Jews. 1

The world's destruction and its renewal succeed each other in

rotation ; and the interpenetration of the notions of time and

space, world and Creation, with which I started, has been proved.

Further, as the time-phenomena of the day and the year were

conceived of as persons, so were the space-phenomena of the

world and its end (Halja, Hades, Surtr).

1 Martin Hammerich om Ragnaroks-mythen, Copenh. 1836, argues plausibly

that the twilight of the gods and the new kingdom of heaven are the expression of

a spiritual monotheism opposed, though as yet imperfectly, to the prevailing Odinic

paganism. But then there are renovated gods brought on the scene ' a gimli ' too,

though fewer than in AsgarS, and there is nothing to shew their subordination to

the mighty One. Still less do I think the author entitled to name this new god
firribultyr, a term that in the whole of the Edda occurs bat once (Saain. 9b),and then
seems to refer to O'Sinn. Others have ventured to identify the word fimbul- (which

like the prefix irman-, heightens the meaning of a word, as in fimbulfambi, fimbul-

Jjulr, fimbulvetr, fimbullio'S, as well as fimbultyr) with the AS. fifel (p. 239) ; to

tuis also I cannot assent, as fifill itself occurs in ON., and is cited by Biorn as

the name of a plant.



CHAPTER XXVI.

SOULS.

Languages treat the living life-giving soul as a delicate feminine

essence : Goth, sdlvala, akin to saivs the sea, an undulating fluid

force, OHG. seola, sela, MHG. sele, NHG. seele, AS. sdwl, ON.

sal, Swed. Dan. sjal, and hence Finn, sielu; Gr. tyv-%ri; Lat. Ital.

anima, Fr. ame, 0. Fr. sometimes arme, Span, alma ; Russ. Serv.

dusha, Slov. duzha, Boh. efotse, Pol. dusza, Lith. duszia, Lett.

dwehsele. They all distinguish it from the masc. breath and

spirit, ave/ios, which goes in and out more palpably ; often the

two names are next door to each other, as Lat. animus and

anima, Slav, dukh and dusha.1

And this intimate connexion may be recognised in the myths

too. The soul freed from the fetters of the body is made to re-

semble those airy spirit forms of chap. XVII (conf. pp. 439.

630) . It hovers with the same buoyancy, appears and vanishes,

often it assumes some definite shape in which it is condemned

to linger for a time (see Suppl.).

It is a graceful fancy which makes the departing soul either

break into blossom as a flower, or fly up as a bird. Both these

notions are connected with metamorphosis into plants and animals

in general, and are founded on the doctrine of metempsychosis

so prevalent in early antiquity. Immortality was admitted in this

sense, that the soul still existed, but had to put up with a new

body.

Its passing into a flower I can only infer. A child carries

home a bud, which the angel had given him in the wood ; when

the rose blooms, the child is dead (Kinder-leg. no. 3). In Rhesas

dainos p. 307, a rosebud is the soul of the dead youth. The Lay

of Runzifal makes a blackthorn shoot up out of the bodies of slain

heathens, a white flower by the heads of fallen christians, Karl

1 Where soul stands for life, vitality, a neuter word is used, OHG. ferah, MHG.
verch, AS. feorh, ON. fi'or ; but we saw (p. 793), how from vita and fiLos there arose

tbe sum total of all that lives, the world, Goth, fairhvus.
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118b
. When the innocent are pat to death, white lilies grow out

of their graves, three lilies on that of a maiden (Uhland's Volksl.

241), which no one but her lover may pluck; from the mounds

of buried lovers flowering shrubs spring up, whose branches

intertwine. In Swedish songs lilies and limes grow out of graves,

Sv. vis. 1, 101. 118. In the ballad of ' fair Margaret and sweet

William ' :

Out of her brest there sprang a rose,

And out of his a briar
;

They grew till they grew unto the church-top,

And there they tyed in a true lovers knot.1

In Tristan and Isote I believe it to be a later alteration, that the

rose and vine, which twine together over their graves, have .first

to be planted. In a Servian folksong there grows out of the

youth's body a green fir (zelen bor, m.), out of the maiden's a reel

rose (rumena ruzhitsa, f.), Vuk 1, no. 137, so that the sex is kept

up even in the plants :

2 the rose twines round the fir, as the silk

round the nosegay. All these examples treat the flower as a

mere symbol, or as an after-product of the dead man's intrinsic

character : the rose coming up resembles the ascending spirit of

the child ; the body must first lie buried, before the earth sends

up a new growth as out of a seed, conf. chap. XXXVII. But

originally there might lie at the bottom of this the idea of an

immediate instantaneous passage of the soul into the shape of a

flower, for out of mere drops of blood, containing but a small

part of the life, a flower is made to spring : the soul has her seat

in the blood, and as that ebbs away, she escapes with it. Greek

fables tell us how the bodies of the persecuted and slain, espe-

cially women, assumed forthwith the figure of a flower, a bush, a

tree (p. 653), without leaving any matter behind to decay or be

burnt ; nay, life and even speech may last while the transforma-

tion is taking place. Thus Daphne and Syrinx, when they

cannot elude the pursuit of Apollo or Pan, change themselves

into a laurel and a reed ; the nymph undergoing transformation

speaks on so long as the encrusting bark has not crept up to

1 Percy 3, 123 ; variant in Rob. Jamieson 1, 33-4.

- Therefore der rebe (vine) belongs to Tristan's grave, diu rose to Isote's, as in

Eilhaxt and the chap-book ; Uirich and Heinrich made the plants change places.
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her mouth. Viutler tells us, the wecje-warte (OHG. wegawarta,

wegapreita), plantago, was once a woman, who by the wayside

waited (wartete) for her lover ; lie suggests no reason for the

transformation, conf. Kinderm. no. 160 (see Suppl.).

In the same way popular imagination, childlike, pictures the

soul as a bird, which, comes flying out of the dying person's

mouth. That is why old tombstones often have doves carved, on

them, and these the christian faith brings into still closer prox-

imity to spirit.1 A ship founders : the people on shore observe

the souls of those who have sunk ascending from the wave to-

ward heaven in the shape of white doves? The Romance legend

of the tortured Eulalia lays: ( in figure de colomb volat a ciel/ As
a bird the little brother, when killed, flies out of the juniper-tree

(machandelbom, Kinderm. 47). To the enigma of the green tree

and the dry, each with a little bird sitting on it, the interpretation

is added :
' ir sele zen vogelen si gezalt !

' their (the christians')

soul be numbered among birds, MS. 2, 248b
. In the underworld

there fly scorched birds who were souls (svrSnir fuglar er salir

voro), like swarms of flies, Ssem. 12

7

a
. The heathen Bohemians

thought the soul came out of the dying lips as a bird, and hovered

among the trees, not knowing where to go till the body was

buried ; then it found rest. Finns and Lithuanians call the Milky-

way the path of birds (p. 357n.), i.e. of souls.

The Arabs till the time of Mahomet believed that the blood of

a murdered man turns into an accusing bird, that flits about the

grave till vengeance be taken for the dead.

According to a Polish folk-tale every member of the Herburt

family turns into an eagle as soon as he dies. The first-born

daughters of the house of Pileck were changed into doves if they

died unmarried, but the married ones into owls, and to each

member of the family they foretold his death by their bite (Woy-

cickfs Klechdy 1, 16). When the robber Madej was confessing

under an appletree, and getting quit of his sins, apple after apple

flew up into the air, converted into a white dove : they were the

souls of those he had murdered. One apple still remained, the

1 Servati Lupi vita S. Wigberhti, cap. 11 : Verum hora exitus ejus . . .

circumstantibus fratribus, visa est avis quaedam specie pulcherrima supra ejus cor-

pusculum ter advolasse, nusquamque postea cornparuisse. Not so much the soul

itself, as a spirit who escorts it.

2 Maerlant 2, 217, from a Latin source.
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soul of his father, whose murder ho had suppressed ; when at

length he owned that heinous crime, the last apple changed into

a gray dove, and flew after the rest (ibid. 1, 180). This agrees

with the unresting birds of the Boh. legend. In a Podolian folk-

song, on the grave-mound there shoots up a little oak, and on it

sits a snow-white dove (ibid. 1, 209) }

Instances of transformation into birds were given above,

(pp. 673-6. 680), under woodpeclcer and cuclcoo. Greek mythology

has plenty of others (see Suppl.).

The popular opiuion of Greece also regarded the soul as a

winged being (^fv^rj irvev^ia, kol %cov<f)iov ttttjvov 2 says Hesy-

chius), not bird, but butterfly, which is even more apt, for the

insect is developed out of the chrysalis, as the soul is out of the

body; hence ^jrv^V is also the word for butterfly. A Roman

epitaph found in Spain has the words : M. Porcius M. haeredibus

mando etiam cinere ut meo volitet ebrius papilio.3 In Basque,

'arima' is soul (conf. arme, alma, p. 826), and ' astoaren arima'

(ass's soul) butterfly. We shall come across these butterflies

again as will o' the wisps (ziebold, vezha), and in the Chap, on

Witches as elvish beings (see Suppl.).

When men are in a trance, or asleep, the soul runs out of them

in the shape of a snake, weasel or mouse (chap. XXXIV and Suppl.)

.

Of will o' the wisps a subsequent chapter will treat; synony-

mous with them I find wiesenhiipfer, wiesenhiipferin, meadow-

hopper, e.g. in the Miigdelob (printed 1688) p. 46; its explana-

tion, from their dancing on marshy meadows, is right enough,

but perhaps too limited. Hans Sachs is not thinking of ignes

fatui, when he more than once employs the set phrase :
' mit im

schirmen, dass die seel in dem gras umbhupfen,' fence with him

till their souls hop about in the grass iii. 3, 13*. iv. 3, 28\ ' und

schmitz ihn in ein fiderling, dass sein seel muss im gras umbhupfen'

iv. 3, 51 b
; he simply means that the soul flies out of him, he

dies. Therefore the same superstition again, that the soul of

the dying flutters (as bird or butterfly) in the meadow, i.e. the

1 Na tej mogile wyrost ci dabeczek,

na niej bieluchny siada gotabeczek.

2
\pvxv o Ik auixaros lirrT), flew out of the body, Batrach. 207. \pvxy Si /xeXtw

i^TTTri 211. £k fieXiuv Ov/ibs ttt6.to, II. 23, 880.
3 First in Ambr. de Morales's Antiguidades de las ciudades de Espafia, Alcala

1575, fol. 31b
; thence in Gruter, and in Spon's Miacell. erud. antiq. p. 8.
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meadow of the underworld spoken of in p. 822.l Just so the

Bohemians make the soul fly about in trees, Koniginh. hs. p. 88.

106 ; hence both souls and elves dance to and fro in the

meadows at night. Strange, that a minnesanger already makes

the soul of a drunken (as if entranced) man jump :
' min sele uf

eime rippe stat, wafen ! diu von dem wine daruf gehiippet hat
'

(MS. 2, 105b
).

3 So the souls of the drowned keep jumping up

out of the jars, p. 496 (see Suppl.). Shooting stars are supposed

to be the souls of dying men (p. 722) ; not only heroes and

other men, but separate limbs of their bodies were fixed in the

sky as stars, chap. XXII.

These are the simplest (if you will, rudest) notions as to the

nature of the soul, and to them I ascribe a high antiquity.

More polished, more deeply rooted in ancient myths, is the

opinion of the souPs passage into the domain of the underworld

across a water which divides the realm of living men from that of

the dead.

The Norse narrative of the death of Baldr has the remarkable

incident, that the ases placed his body on board a vessel, in which

they erected the funeral pile, set it on fire, and so committed it to

the sea at high water (Sn. QQ).
3 In the same way the corpse of

the deified hero Scild (p. 369) is adorned and carried into a ship,

which drifts away on the sea, nobody knows whither, Beow. 55

—

105. Sigmundr bears the body of his beloved son Sinfiotli to

the seashore, where a stranger waits with a skiff, and offers

1 Those who are neither saved nor damned come into the green meadoiv,

Heinse's Ardinghello 1, 96.
3 Conf. Helbl. 1, 354 :

' vrou Sele, tretet uf tin rippe.'
1 Eenart in his bucket

at the bottom of the well (p. 807), to humbug Ysengrin, pretends he is living in

paradise there, and that every soul, on parting from the body, has to sit on the

bucket-pole till it is penitent, then it may clirub down, and leave all its ills behind,

Eenart 6804-13.
3 What deep root this custom had taken in the North, may be gathered from

the fact that bodies were also buried in a boat [on land] , doubtless so that on their

journey to the underworld, when they came to a water, tbey might have their ferry

at hand. ' Hakon konungr tok bar skip oil et att hof'6'o Eiriks synir, ok let draga

a land upp ; J>ar let Hakon leggja Egil Ullserk i skip, oc nieS hanom alia }>a menn
er af Jjeirra lrSi hofSo fallit, let bera par at iorS oc griot. Hakon konungr let oc

fleiri skip uppsetja, oc bera a valinn,' Saga H. gofta, cap. 27. ' Unnr var logff i

skip i hauginum,' Laxd. p. 16. ' Asmundr var Ueygffr ok i skip lagSr, Jrasll hans
lagftr i annan stafn skipsins,' Islend. sog. 1, 66. ' Geirmundr heygcfr ok lag&r i skip

J>ar uti skoginn fra garSi,' ibid. 1, 97. Probably the bodies of the great were first

laid in a coffin, and this put in the boat, which was then buried in the hill. Gudrun
says: ' kn'dr mun ek kaupa ok kisto stein'Sa,' Sa?m. 264b. No boats have been
found, that I know of, in ancient barrows of Continental Germany.
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a passage ; Sigmundr lays the dead in the boat, which has then

its full freight, the unknown pushes off and sails away with the

corpse, Seem. 170-1. Fornald. sog. 1, 142. Frotho's Law p. 87

lays down distinctions of rank :
' Centurionis vel satrapae corpus

rogo propria nave constructo funerandum constituit ; dena autem

gubernatorum corpora unius puppis igne consumi praecepit;

ducem quempiam aut regem interfectum proprio injectum navigio

concremari.' The dead Iarlmagus is conveyed in a ship by his

widow to a holy land, Iarlm. saga cap. 45. A Swedish folk-tale

(Afzelius 1, 4) speaks of a golden ship lying sunk near the

schliisselberg at Runeinad; in that ship Odin is said to have

carried the slain from Bravalla to Valhall. In the O. Fr. romance

of Lancelot du lac, ed. 1591, p. 147 the demoiselle d'Escalot

arranges what is to be done with her body :
' le pria, que soji

corps fid mis en une nef richemeut equippee, que Von laisseroit

aller au gre du vent sans conduite.' 1 And in the romance of

Gawan a swan tows a boat in which lies a dead knight (Keller's

Romvart 670). Was it believed that the corpse, abandoned to

the sacred sea and the winds, would of itself arrive at the land

of death that was not to be reached under human guidance ?

Here it is the corpse that is transported, in other legends

merely the soul when released from the body : it is over again

the distinction we noticed above, p. 827. In the Nialss. cap.

1 60, old Flosi, weary of life, is even said to have taken a battered

boat, and thrown himself on the mercy of the sea-waves :
' bar a

skip ok let i haf, ok hefir til J?ess skips aldri spurt siSan/ never

heard of since.

The Greeks believed that Charon ferried the souls in a narrow

two- oared boat over the Styx, Acheron or Cocytus to the kingdom

of Hades. For this he charged a fare, ra 7rop0fxia, therefore

they placed an obolos (the danaka) in the mouth of the dead.2

This custom of putting a small coin in the month of a corpse

occurs among Germans too, Superst. I, 207 where a modern and

» Cento novelle antichc 81 : La damigella di Scalot ; the ' navicella sanza vela,

sanza renii e sanza neuno sopra sagliente ' is carried down to Camalot, to the court

of Re Artu.
- Diodor. 1, 90. Eurip. Ale. 253. 441. Aen. 6, 298. At Hermione in Argolis,

supposed to be no great distance from the underworld, no money was given to the

dead, Strabo 8, 373. These coins are often found in ancient tombs, K. Fr.

Hermann's Antiq. 198.
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mistaken reason is alleged for it [lest they come back to visit

buried hoards]: originally the money could be no other than that

same naulum.

One stormy night a monkish figure wakes a boatman who lies

buried in sleep, puts passage-money in his hand, and demands to

be taken across the river. At first six monks step into the boat,

but no sooner is it fairly launched, than suddenly it is filled by

a throng of friars black and white, and the ferryman has scarcely

room left for himself. With difficulty he rows across, the

passengers alight, and a hurricane hurls the ferryboat back to

the place of starting, where another set of travellers wait and

take possession of the boat, the foremost of whom with fingers

cold as ice presses the fare-penny into the boatman's hand. The

return voyage is made in the same violent way as before. 1 The

like is told, but less completely, of monks crossing the Rhine at

Spire. 2 In neither story can we detect the purpose of the

voyage; they seem to be early heathen reminiscences, which,

not to perish entirely, had changed their form (see Suppl.).

Procopius de bello Goth. 4, 20 (ed. Bonn. 2, 567), speaking of

the island of Brittia, impai'ts a legend which he had often heard

from the lips of the inhabitants. They imagine that the souls

of the dead are transported to that island. On the coast of the

continent there dwell under Frankish sovereignty, but hitherto

exempt from all taxation, fishers and farmers, whose duty it is

to ferry the souls over.5 This duty they take in turn. Those to

1 Neue volksrnjirchen der Deutschen, Leipz. 1792. 3, 45-7.
'

; D.S. no. 275 ; earliest auth. an account by Geo. Sabinus (b. 1508 d. 1560).

Melander's Joe. no. 664.
3 Ta pev aXXa Qpdyycov KarriKooi. 6Vres, <p6pov fxtvroi dTraywyrjV ovbeiruTTOTe

irapacrxopevoi, v(petp.evov avrols £k TraXaioi/ TovSe tov cixOovs, vwovpyias Tiros, &s (fiacrir,

Ive/ca. Xeyovcn ol ravry dvdpwiroi €K TrepiTpovTJs ewiKeiaOai rds twv \pvx&v itapawoparas

acplai. On this passage and one in Tzetzes, consult Welcker in Khein. mus. 1, 238

seq. Conf. Plutarch de defectu oracul. cap. 18 (ed. Eeiske 7, 652) :
'0 Se Aj]prjTpios

i<prj tG)v irepl tt\v UpeTavvlav vr\uu>v elvai. iroXXas eprjpovs airopddas, &v ev'ias b~aip,6viav

Kal Tjpwwv dvopafecrdai, irXevffai 5e avros laroplas Kal 8eas eveKa, iropirrj tov paaiXe'ws, els

ttjv eyyiara Keipevriv twv ep-qpwv, t'xovo~av ov iroXXovs eiroiKOvvras, lepovs 5e Kal davXovs

irdvias viro tu>v Bperavvwv tivras. d<pLKop.ivov 5' avrov veuo-Ti, avyxvcnv p.eydXr]v irepl

tov depa Kal tioo-qpelas iroXXas yeveadai, Kal irvevpaia Karappayyvai Kal weaeiv

TrpTjaTTjpas. eirel d' eXw<pT]o-e, Xeyeiv tous vijaicoTas, otl twv Kpeiacrbvwv twos ZKXei\}/is

yeyovev. <l>s yap Xvxvos dvaiTTopevos (pqvai deivbv ovSev exei, ajSevvvpievos de iroXXols

XvwTipos eariv, ovtws at p.eydXat. ij/vxal ras pev dvaXdp.\f/ets evpevels Kal dXvirovs e"xovo-iv,

at de a(3eo-ets avTwv Kal cpdopal iroXXaKis fiev, ws vvvl, irveiip.aTa Kal fdXas rpeirovat,

ttoXXolkis de XoipiKols irddeaiv dtpa <papp.aTT0V(riv. e/ce? pevroi plav elvai vijo-ov, iv 17 tov

Kpbvov KaTelpx^ai (ppovpovpevov vtto toO Bpidpew KadevSovTa. decrpbv yap avrip t6v

virvov /xep.7]xaviio-dai, iroXXoiis 5e irepl avrov elvai daip.ovas oiraoovs Kal OepdirovTas. This
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whom it falls on any night, go to bed at dusk ; at midnight they

hear a knocking at their door, and muffled voices calling. Im-

mediately they rise, go to the shore, and there see empty boats,

not their own but strange ones, they go on board and seize the

oars. When the boat is under way, they perceive that she is laden

choke-full, with her gunwales hardly a finger's breadth above

water. Yet they see no one, and in an hour's time they touch

land, which one of their own craft would take a day and a night

to do. Arrived at Brittia, the boat speedily unloads, and be-

comes so light that she only dips her keel in the wave. Neither

on the voyage nor at landing do they see any one, but they hear

a voice loudly asking each one his name and country. Women
that have crossed give their husbands' names.

Procopius's Brittia lies no farther than 200 stadia (25 miles)

from the mainland, between Britannia and Thule, opposite the

Rhine mouth, and three nations live in it, Angles, Frisians and

Britons. By Britannia he means the NW. coast of Gaul, one

end of which is still called Bretagne, but in the 6th century

the name included the subsequent Norman and Flemish-Frisian

country up to the mouths of Scheldt and Rhine ; his Brittia is

Great Britain, his Thule Scandinavia.

Whereabouts the passage was made, whether along the whole

of the Gallic coast, I leave undetermined. Villemarque (Barzas

breiz 1, 136) places it near Raz, at the farthest point of Armorica,

where we find a bay of souls (baie des ames, boe ann anavo)

.

On the R. Treguier in Bretagne, commune Plouguel, it is said

to be the custom to this day, to convey the dead to the church-

yard in a boat, over a small arm of the sea called passage de

I'enfer, instead of taking the shorter way by land; besides, the

people all over Armorica believe that souls at the moment of

parting repair to the parson of Braspar, whose dog escorts them

to Britain : up in the air you hear the creaking ivheels of a

waggon overloaded with souls, it is covered with a white pall,

and is called carr an ancou, carrilcel an ancou, soul's car (Mem.

de l'acad. celt. 3, 141). Purely adaptations to suit the views of

the people. As christians, they could no longer ferry their dead

Kronos asleep on the holy island far away, with his retinue of servants, is like

a Wuotan enchanted in a mountain, conf. Humboldt in Herm. Miiller p. 440-1.

Welcker's Kl. schr. 2, 177.
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to the island : well, they will take them to the churchyard by
water anyhow; and in their tradition they make the voyage
be performed no longer by ship, but through the air (as in the

case of the Furious Host), and by waggon. Closer investigation

must determine whether similar legends do not live in Normandy,
Flanders and Friesland. Here I am reminded once more of old

Helium and Hel-voet, pp. 315 n. 804.

Procopius's account is re-affirmed by Tzetzes (to Lycoph. 1204)

in the 12th century; but long before that, Claudian at the be-

ginning of the 5th (in Rufinum 1, 123—133) had heard of those

Gallic shores as a trysting-place of flitting ghosts :

Est locus, extremum qua pandit Gallia littus,

oceani praetentus aquis, ubi fertur Ulixes

sanguine libato populum movisse silentem.

Illic umbrarum tenui stridore volantum

flebilis auditur questus : simulacra coloni

pallida, defunctasque vident migrare figuras ;

and not far from that region are Britain, the land of the Senones,

and the Ehine. This faint murmur of the fleeting shades is

much the same thing as the airy waggon of the Bretons. The
British bards make out that souls, to reach the underworld, must
sail over the pool of dread and of dead bones, across the vale of

death, into the sea on whose shore stands open the mouth of

hell's abyss1 (see Suppl.). A North English song, that used to

be sung at lykewakes, names ' the bridge of dread, no trader

than a thread,' over which the soul has to pass in the under-

world (J. Thorns' Anecd. and trad. pp. 89. 90). The same

bridge is mentioned in the legend of Tundalus (Hahn's ed. pp.

49. 50) : the soul must drive a stolen cow over it.
2

The same meaning as in the voyage of souls over the gulf or

J Owen's Diet. 2, 214. Villemarque 1, 135.
2 The narrow bridge is between purgatory and paradise, even Owain the hero

had to cross it (Scott's Minstr. 2, 3*50-1). In striking harmony with it (as supra

p. 574) is a Mahom. tradition given in Sale's Koran (ed. 1801, introd. 120) : in

the middle of hell all souls must walk over a bridge thinner than a hair, sharper
than the edge of a sword, and bordered on both sides by thorns and prickly shrubs.

The Jews also speak of the hell-bridge narrow as a thread, but only unbelievers

have to cross it (Eisenmenger 2, 258) ; conf. Thorns p. 91. Ace. to Herbelot, the
Mahometans believe that before the judgment-day they shall pass over a redhot
iron rod, that spans a bottomless deep ; then the good works of each believer will

put themselves under his feet.
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river of the underworld appears to lie in their walking the bridge

that spans the river. The bridge-keeper's words to (the living)

IierraoSr are remarkable :

c my bridge groans more beneath thy

single tread, than under the five troops of dead men who yesterday

rode over it/ Sn. 67. I see in this a very strong resemblance to

the soft patter of the dwarfs' feet on the bridge when quitting the

country, as also their ferrying over by night (pp. 275. 459) ; and

the affinity of souls with elvish beings comes out very plainly.

When the dwarfs moved out of Voigtland, they were a whole

night crossing the Elster (Jul. Schmidt p. 143-8). At their de-

parture from the Harz, it was agreed that they should pass over

a narrow bridge at Neuhof, each dropping his toll-money in a

vessel fixed upon it, but none of the country folk were to be

present. Prying people hid under the bridge, and heard for

hours tJwir pit-a-pat, as though a flock of sheep were going over

(Deut. sagen no. 152-3). The bridge-toll brings to mind the ferry -

money of souls. With all this compare the story of the elf making

his passage in a boat by night (D.S. no. 80). Then again 'the

bridge of dread no brader than a thread ' is a kindred notion,

which moreover connects itself with the iron sword- bridge

crossed by the soul that has crept out of a sleeping man (see

Suppl.).

A minute examination of the various funeral ceremonies of

European nations, which is no part of my purpose here, would

throw some more light on the old heathen views as to the nature

of the soul and its destiny after death. Thus the dead, beside

the passage-money and the boat, had a particular shoe called

todtenschuh, ON. hel-sko, given them for setting out on their

journey, and tied on their feet. The Gisla Surssonarsaga says

:

' ]?at er ti*Sska at binda monnum helsko, sem menn skulo a ganga

til Valhallar, ok mun ek Vesteini J>at giora' (conf. Midler's

Sagabibl. 1, 171). Sir W. Scott in Minstr. 2, 357 quotes a

Yorkshire superstition :

f They are of beliefe, that once in their

lives it is good to give a pair of new shoes to a poor man, foras-

much as after this life they are to pass barefoote through a great

launde full of thornes and furzen, except by the meryte of the

almes aforesaid they have redeemed the forfeyte ; for at the edge

of the launde an oulde man shall meet them with the same shoes

that were given by the partie when he was lyving, and after he
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hath shodde them, dismisseth them to go through thick and thin,

without scratch or scalle.' The land to be traversed by the soul

is also called whinny moor, i.e. furzy bog (Thorns 89). In Henne-

berg, and perhaps other places, the last honours paid to the dead

are still named todtenschnh (Reinwald 1, 165), though the practice

itself is discontinued; even the funeral feast is so denominated.

Utterly pagan in character, and suited to the warlike temper of

old times, is what Burkard of Worms reports p. 195°: Quod

quidam faciunt homini occiso, cum sepelitur : dant ei in manum

unguentum quoddam, quasi illo unguento post mortem vulnus

sanari possit, et sic cum unguento sepeliunt.1 For a similar

purpose, slaves, horses, dogs were burnt with a dead man, that he

might use them in the next world. King Ring had king Harald

buried in a great barrow, his horse killed that he had ridden in

Bravalla fight, and his saddle buried with him, so that he could

ride to Walhalla. It was thought that to convey the corpse by

any road but the traditional one (the hellweg, p. 801) was bad

for the soul of the deceased, Ledebur's Archiv 5, 369 (see

Suppl.).
_

The poems of the Mid. Ages occasionally describe a conflict

of angels and devils round the parting soul, each trying to take

possession of it. At the head of the angels is an archangel,

usually Michael, who, as we shall see in chap. XXVIII, has also

the task of weighing souls ; sometimes he is called Cherubim :

' vor dem tievel nam der sele war der erzengel Kerubin,' he saw

the soul first, Wh. 49, 10.

Laza laza tengeln

!

da wart von den engeln

1 The Lithuanians hury or burn with the dead the claws of a lynx or bear, in

the belief that the soul has to climb up a steep mountain, on which the divine judge

(Kriwe Kriweito) sits : the rich will find it harder to scale than the poor, who are

unburdened with property, unless their sins weigh them down. A wind wafts the

poor sinners up as lightly as a feather, the rich have their limbs mangled by a

dragon Wizunas, who dwells beneath the mountain, and are then carried up by

tempests (Woycicki's Klechdy 2, 134-5. Narbutt 1, 284). The steep hill is called

Anafielas by the Lithuanians, and szklanna gora (glass mountain) by the Poles, who

think the lost souls must climb it as a punishment, and when they have set foot on

the summit, they slide off and tumble down. This glass mountain is still known to

our German songs and fairytales, but no longer distinctly as an abode of the

deceased, though the little maid who carries a huckle-bone to insert (like the bear's

claw) into the glass mountain, and ends with cutting her little finger off that she

may scale or unlock it at last, may be looked upon as seeking her lost brothers in

the underworld (Kinderm. no. 25).
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manec sele empfangen

e der strit was zegangen.

Daz weinete manec amie :

von wolken wart nie snie

also dicke sunder zal

beidiu uf bergen und ze tal,

als engel unde tievel flugen,

die do ze widerstrite zugen

die sele her und widere,

&' einen uf, die ander nidere. Geo. 1234.

Der engelfiirste Michahel

empfienc des marcgraven sel,

und manec engel lielitgevar

die kamen mit gesange dar

und fuorten in vrceliche

inz schcene himelriche.

Geo. 6082, conf. Diut. 1, 470. In the Brandan (Bruns p. 192-3)

we read :
' de duvele streden umme de sele mit sunte Michaele '

;

conf. Fundgr. 1, 92.

Gebt mir eine gabe,

daz des kiiniges sele

von sante Michahele

hiute gecondwieret si. Gute frau 2674
;

Michael having taken upon him the office of Mercury or the

Walchure. A record of the 13th cent. (MB. 7, 371) calls him
' praepositus paradisi et princeps animarum/ A still more im-

portant passage, already noticed at p. 446, occurs in Morolt 28*- b
,

where three troops are introduced, the black, white and pale :

' den strit mahtu gerne schouwen, dens umb die sole sulu han.'

For similar descriptions in the elder French poets, conf. Meon 1,

239.4, 114-5. 3,284.

And even so early as the 8-9th cent, we find quite at the

beginning of the Muspilli fragment

:

Wanta sar so sih diu sela in den sind arhevit (rises)

enti si den lihhamun likkan lazit (leaves the body lying),

so quimit ein heri (comes one host) fona himilzungalon,

daz andar fona pehhe (pitch, hell) ; dar pCvjant siu v/m/pi.

I have questioned (p. 420) whether this ' pac umpi dia sela
'
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(tussle for the soul) between the hosts of heaven and hell be

traceable to christian tradition. The Ep. of Jude v. 9 does tell

of archangel Michael and the devils striving for the body of

Moses,1 and the champion Michael at all events seems borrowed

thence. But jealousy and strife over the partition of souls may
be supposed an idea already present to the heathen mind, as the

Norse Oftinn, Thorr and Freyja appropriated their several por-

tions of the slain. At pp. 60 and 305 we identified Freyja with

Gertrude : ' some say the soul, on quitting the body, is the first

night with St. Oerclraut, the next with St. Michael, the third in

such place as it has earned,' Superst. F, 24. Now as Antichrist

in the great world-fight is slain by Michael (p. 811), while Surtr

has for adversaries OSinn and Thorr :
' Gerdrut and Michael

'

may fairly be translated back into ' Frowa and Wuotan (or

Donar)'. So at p. 198 a f mons sancti Michaelis ' was found

applicable to Wuotan or Zio (see Suppl.).

An Irish fairytale makes the spirits of the Silent Folk maintain

a violent contest for three nights at the cross-roads, as to which

churchyard a human corpse shall be buried in, Ir. elfenm. p. 68.

So that elves and dwarfs, as they steal live children and maidens,

(p. 386-8), would seem also to have a hankering for our bodies

and souls. The souls of the drowned the water-nix keeps in his

house (p. 496).

All this leads up to a more exact study of the notions about

Death.

i The passage is supposed to be founded on a lost book named ' 'Avdfiatris

Moyses', conf. Grotius ad S. Judae ep. 9, and Fabricii Cod. pseudepigr. V. T. p. 839.



CHAPTER XXVII.

' DEATH.

To the olden time Death was not a being that killed, but simply

one that fetched away and escorted to the underworld. Sword

or sickness killed; Death came in as messenger of a deity, to

whom he conducted the parting soul. Dying is announced, not

caused, by his arrival. So to that child in the fairytale the angel

of death had given a flower-bud : when it blossomed, he would

come again.

And the Jewish notion, which Christianity retained, is- in

harmony with this. The soul of the beggar is fetched away by

angels of God, and carried into Abraham's bosom, Luke 16, 22 ;

or, as the Heliand 103, 5 expresses it :
' Godes engilos andfengon

is ferh, endi leddon ine an Abrahaines barm' ; * and it completes

the picture of the rich man's fate by adding the counterpart

(103, 9) : 'letha wihti bisenkidun is seola an thene suarton hel/

loathly wights (devils) sank his soul into swart hell. A sermon

in Leyser 126 has: 'wane ir ne wizzit niht, zu welicher zit der

hote (messenger) misers herren Gotis zu ture clopfe (may knock

at the door). Welich ist der bote ? daz ist der Tot (death)' ; and

161: 'nu quam ouch der gemeine hote (general messenger), der

nieman ledic hit (lets alone), wie lange im maniger vorgat, daz ist

der gewisse tot.' ' Do der Tot im sin zuokunft enbot (an-

nounced), so daz er in geleite,' he might escort him, Greg. 20.

There is no substantial difference between this and the older

heathen view. Ualja, Hel, the death- goddess, does not destroy,

she receives the dead man in her house, and will on no account

give him up. To kill a man is called sending him to her. Hel

1 It is a beautiful image, that the dying return to God's bosom, children to that

of their father, whence they had issued at birth. But the same thing was known to

our heathenism, which called newborn and adopted children ' bosom-children, wish-

children,' RA.. 455. 464, and interpreted dying as departing to Wuotan, to Wish (p.

1 15). To heathens then, as well as christians, to die was to fare to God, to enter

into God's rest and peace, ' Metod seon,' Beow. 2360, ' feran on Frean ware,' the

Lord's peace 52. So, to be buried is to fall into the mother's bosom (p. 642) ; mother
and father take their children into their keeping again.

VOL. II.
839 D D
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neither comes to fetch the souls fallen due to her, 1 nor sends

messengers after them. The dead are left alone to commence

the long and gloomy journey ; shoes, ship and ferry-money, ser-

vants, horses, clothes, they take with them from home for the

hell-way. Some ride, others sail, whole companies of souls troop

together : no conductor comes to meet them.

There were other gods besides, who took possession of souls.

The sea-goddess Ran draws to herself with a net all the bodies

drowned within her province (p. 311). Water-sprites in general

seem fond of detaining souls : dame Holle herself, at whose

dwelling arrive those who fall into the well (pp. 268. 822), has a

certain resemblance to Hel (see Suppl.).

It is another matter with the souls destined for Valholl. OSinn

sends out the valkijrs to take up all heroes that have fallen in

fight, and conduct them to his heaven (p. 418) : wish-maidens

fetch his wish-sons, ' ]?a3r kiosa feigS a menu/ Sn. 39. Their

attendance and the heroes' reception are splendidly set forth in

the Hakonarmal. But these messengers also take charge of heroes

while alive, and protect them until death : they are guardian-

anqels and death-angels. How beautiful, that the gracious god,

before he summons them, has provided his elect with an attendant

spirit to glorify their earthly path !

I can see a connexion between valkyrs and Hermes, who is

wielder of the wishing-rod (p. 419) and conductor of souls to

the underworld, yjrv^ayuiyo'i, -»/rf^07ro/Lt7r6?, veKpoiro^iro^. These

maids are OSin's messengers, as Hermes is herald of the gods,

nay Hermes is O&inn himself, to whom the souls belong. Thus

the god's relation to the dead is an additional proof of the iden-

tity between Wuotan and Mercury. A distinction appears in the

fact that Hermes, like the Etruscan Gharun (0. Miiller 2, 100),

conducts to Hades, but not, as far as I know, to Elysium ;
valkyrs,

on the contrary, to Valholl, and not to Hel. Further, the function

of guardian-spirit is wanting to Hermes.

This idea of a protecting spirit finds expression more in the

personified Thanatos (death) of the Greek people's faith. He is

pictured as a genius, with hand on cheek in deep thought, or

1 It is only in a dream-vision that she appears :
' postera nocte eidem Proser-

pina per quietem adstare aspecta postridie ejus complexu usurain denmiciat. nee

inane somnii praesagium fuit.' Saxo Gram. p. 43.
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setting his foot on the psyche (soul) as if taking possession of her

;

often his hands are crossed over the extinguished torch. At
times he appears black (like Hel, p. 313) or black-ivinged (atris

alis) : tov he neaovra el\e fieXas Odvaros, ~^rv-)(ri 8' e/c crcofiaros

errrr} (Batrach. 207) l
, and aXevaro Krjpa /neXacvav (ibid. 85).

But usually the departing dead is represented riding a horse,

which a genius leads : an open door betokens the departure, as we
still throw open a door or window when any one dies (Superst. I,

664). As a symbol, the door alone, the horse's head alone, may
expz-ess the removal of the soul.2 The Roman genius of death

seems to announce his approach or the hour of parting by knock-

ing at the door ;
3 a knocking and poking at night is ghostly and

ominous of death (see Suppl.).

Roman works of art never give Death the shape of a female

like Halja, though we should have expected it from the gender

of mors, and originally the people can scarcely have conceived it

otherwise ; the Slavic smrt, smert (the same word) is invariably

fern., the Lith. smertis is of either gender, the Lett, nahwe fern,

alone. And the Slav. Morena, Marana (Moi-ena, Marzana), de-

scribed p. 771, seems to border closely on smrt and mors.

These words find an echo in Teutonic ones. Schmerz, smart, we
now have only in the sense of pain, originally it must have been
the pains of death, as our qual (torment) has to do with quellan,

AS. cwellan, Eng. kill:* the OHG. MHG. and AS. have alone

retained the strong verb smerzan, smerzen, smeortan (dolere).

OHG. smerza is fern., MHG. smerze rnasc, but never personified.

N'tJiwe answers to the Goth. masc. ndus, pi. naveis, funus (conf.

ON. ndr, ndinn p. 453), as ddvaros too can mean a corpse. 5 Bat
this Grk. word has the same root as the Goth, ddufius, OHG. tod

One would suppose from this passage, that Death took only the corpse of the
fallen to himself, that the soul flew away to Hades, for it is said of her in v. 235
fii'oJs 8e f$efSrjKei.

2 0. Miiller's Archaol., ed. 2, pp. 604. 696. For the horse's head, conf.
Coeckh's Corp. inscr. no. 800. Marin. Oxon. p. 2, no. 63-7. R. Rochette s
Munum. in.'d. 1, 126. Pausan. vii. 25, 7. Gerhard's Autike bildw. p. 407.

•' Hor. Od. i. 4, 13 : pallida mors aequo pulsat pede pauperum tabernas regum-
que turres.

4 Constant use will sjften down the meaning of the harshest terms ; we had
an instance in the Fr. gene, p. 800n.

s Goth, leik (corpus, caro), our leiche, leichnam, Eng. lich (cadaver) ; the OHG.
hreo, AS. hraw, MHG. re (cadaver, fanus), and Goth, hrdiv (whence hraiva-dubo,
mourner-dove) are the Lat. corpus.
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(orig. todu) masc., OS. dod, doff, AS. ded&, ON. dauffi, all masc,

the M. Nethl. dot having alone preserved the fern, gender, which

is however compatible with the Gothic form. The verb in Gothic

is diva, dau (morior), standing in the same relation to Ovrjo-icco,

eOavov, ddvaros as the Gothic Tiv to the Slavic dan (day, p. 195).

The ON. dairSi I find used only of the condition, not of the

person, while the Goth, ddufrus does express the latter in 1 Cor.

15, 55 (see Suppl.).

To this affinity of words corresponds a similarity of senti-

ments. The most prominent of these in our old poets seem to

be the following.

As all spirits appear suddenly?- so does Death; no sooner

named or called, than he comes :
' hie ndhet der Tot manigem

manne/ Roth. 277b
.

' daz in ndhet der Tot/ Nib. 2106, 4. 'do

ndhte im der Tot ' 2002, 3. ' Mors praesens,' Walthar. 191. f der

Tot get dir vaste zuo/ Karl 69b
. He lurks in the background

as it were, waiting for call or beck (Freidank 177, 17. f dem Tode

winken/ beckon to D., Renn. 9540). Like fate, like Wurt, he is

nigh and at hand (p. 406). Like the haunting homesprite or will

o' wisp, he rides on people's necks :
' der Tot mir sitzet uf dem

Tcragen,' Kolocz. 174. ' stet vor der tiir,' Diut. 2, 153. A story in

Reusch (no. 36) makes Death sit outside the door, waiting for it

to open ; he therefore catches the soul as it goes out.

Luckless life-weary men call him to their side, complain of his

delay :
' Tot, nu nim din teil an mir !

' now take thy share of me,

Wh. 61, 2. ' Tot, daz du mich nu kanst sparn ! ' 61, 12. ' wa nil

Tot, du nim mich hin !
' Ecke 145. 3 ' Mort, qar me pren, si me

delivre

!

' Ren. 9995. ' Mors, cur tam sera venis ?
' Rudl. 7, 58.

' 6 we Tot, dazt' ie so lange min verbaere !

' shouldst forbear,

shun me, MsH. 1, 89a
.

' por ce requier a Dieu la mort/ Meon
nouv. rec. 2, 241. We know the Aesopic fable of the old man
and Thanatos. To wish for death is also called seeking Deatlt, z

sending for Death, having him fetched :
' ja wasnet des der degen,

1 Supra p. 325. Eeinhart \i. liii. exxx. ; like Night, Winter, and the Judgment-
day, Death ' breaks in.'

2 So beasts of prey are invited, Er. 5832 :
' wd ml hungerigiu tier, bede wolf

und ber, iwer einez (one of you) kume her und ezze uns beide !'

3 Straparola 4, 5 tells of a young man who from curiosity started off to hunt
up Death.
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ich Kobe gesant nach Tude (he fancies I have sent for D.)
:
ich

wil's noch lenger pflegen/ Nib. 486, 5. Of a slothful servant it is

said lie is a good one to send after Death, i.e. he goes so slow, you

may expect to live a good while longer. This saying must have

been widely diffused :
' en lui avon bon mesagier por querre la

Mort et cerchier, que il revendroit moult a tart/ Ren. 5885. ' du

werst ein bot gar guot zuo schicken nach dem Todt, du kommst

nit bald/ H. Sachs 1, 478 c
.

' werst gut nach dem Tod zu schicken'

*v. 3, 43d
. Fischart geschichtkl. 84a

.
' du ar god att skicka

efter Doden/ Hallman p. 94. * bon a aller chercher la mort/

Pluquet contes p. 2. In Boh. : ' to dobre gest pro Smrt posjlati/

•Jungmann 4, 193a
. Can this lazy servant be connected with

G&nglati and Ganglot, the man and maid servant of the ancient

Hel ? Sn. 33.

Death takes the soul and carries it away: ' hlna fuartanan

Tod/ 0. i. 21, 1. 'do quam der Tot und nam in kin' Lohengr.

186. 'er begrifet,' Gregor. 413. Diut. 3,53. ergreif, gript,

Greg. 19, an expression used also of Sleep, the brother of Death,

when he falls upon and overpowers :
' der Slaf in begreif' Pf.

Chuonr. 7076. He presses men into his house, the door of which

stands open :
' gegen im het der Tot sines huses tilr entlochen

(unlocked)/ Bit. 12053. 'der Tot weiz manige saze (trick), swa

er wil dem menschen schaden und in helm ze hits laden (entice)/

Tiirh. Wh. 2281. 'do in der Tot helm nam in sin gezimmer

(building)/ ' braht heim in sin gemiure (walls)/ Lohengr. 143.

150. These are deviations from the original idea, which did not

provide him with a dwelling of his own ; or is he here an equiva-

lent for Hel ?

Probably, like all messengers (RA.. 135), like Hermes the con-

ductor of souls, he carries a staff, the symbol of a journey, or

of delegated authority. With this wand, this rod (of wish), he

touches whatever has fallen due to him :
' la Mort de sa verge le

toucha; Meon 4, 107. 1

To Death is ascribed a highway, levelled smooth and kept in

repair, on which the dead travel with him :
' des Todes pfat wart

g'ebenet/ Turl. Wh. 22\ 23b
.

' da moht erbouiven der Tot sin

straze,' Bit. 10651. 'nu seht, wie der Tot uinbe sich mit kreften

1 In Danse Macabre p. m. 55, trois verges are wielded by Death.
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hat gebouwen,' Kl. 829. Like a shifty active servant, he greases

the boots of the man he comes to fetch, in preparation for the

great journey; in Burgundy his arrival is expressed in the

phrase :
' quan la Mor venre graisse no bote/ quand la Mort

viendra graisser nos bottes; Noei Borguignon p. 249 (see

SuppL).

A thoroughly heathen feature it is, to my thinking, that he

appears mounted, like the valkyrs ; on horseback he fetches away,

he sets the dead on his own horse. In a folksong of wide cir-

culation the lover, dead and buried far away, comes at midnight

and rides off with his bride. 1 Possibly that horse's head at p.

841 stands more for Death's horse than for the dead man's. Both

Hel and her messenger, like other gods, had doubtless a horse

at their service ; this is confirmed by certain phrases and fancies

that linger here and there among the people. One who has got

over a serious illness will say : 'jeg gav JDoden en shiappe havre'

(Thiele 1, 138), he has appeased Death by sacrificing to him a

bushel of oats for his horse. So the heathen fed the horse of

Wuotan (p. 154), of dame Gaue (p. 252) ; the Slavs did the same

for their Svantevit and Radegast (p. 661). Of one who blunders

in noisily they say, in Denmark as above :
' han gaaer som en

helhest,' he goes like a hel-horse, Dansk ordb. 2, 545 a
. There

are more things told of this hel-hest : he goes round the church-

yard on his three legs, he fetches Death. One folktale has it,

that in every churchyard, before it receives human bodies, a live

horse is buried, and this is what becomes the walking dead-horse

(Thiele 1, 137); originally it was no other than the Death-

goddess riding round. Arnkiel quotes 1, 55 the Schleswig

superstition, that in time of plague ' die Hell 2 rides about on a

three-legged horse, destroying men ' ; if at such a time the dogs

bark and howl in the night (for dogs are spirit- seers), they say

' Hell is at the dogs

'

; when the plague ceases, ' Hell is driven

away

'

; if a man on the brink of death recovers, ' he has come

1 ' The moon shines bright, the dead ride fast,' Burger's life p. 37. Wh. 2,

20. 't maantje schijnt zo hel, mijn paardtjes lope zo snel,' Kinderm. 3, 77.

' m;\nan skiner, dodman rider,' Sv. vis. 1, liii. and even in the Edda :
' rida menn

dauSir,'1 Sasm. 166b
. 167 a

. Norw. 'manen skjine, doman grine.varte du ikkje rad?'

Conf. the Mod. Grk. song in Wh. Muller 2, 64, and Vuk 1, no. 404.

- He writes ' der Hell,' masc. ; but the Plattdeutsch, when they attempt H.

Germ , often misuse the article, e.g. ' der Pest ' for ' die Pest.'
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to terms with Hell' Here, as in other cases, the notion of Death

has run into one with the personified plague. In our own

medieval poems we never read of Death riding about, but we do

of his loading his horse with souls. Thus, in describing a battle :

' seht, ob der Tot da iht sin soumer liiede (loaded his sumpter

at all) ? ja er was unmiiezec gar (high busy)/ Lohengr. 71. ' daz

ich des Todes vuoder mit in Hied und vazzei
!

' Ottocar 448 a
.

The Mod. Greeks have converted old ferryman Xdpuiv into a

death's-messenger Xdpos ;
you see him crossing the mountains

with his dusky throng, himself riding, the young men walking

before him, the old following behind, and the tender babes

ranged on his saddle. 1 The Liibeck Dance of Death makes him

ride on a lion, and he is so represented in a picture also, Douce

p. 160. 'Mortis habenae,
3 Abbo de bellis Paris. 1, 187. 322 (see

Suppl.).

The dead march like captives in Death's bonds ; to the Indian

imagination likewise he leads them away bennd. 2
' ei, waz ml

dem Tode geschicket wart an sin sell (to his rope) !
' Lohengr.

115. 'maneger quam an des Todes seil' 123. 'in Todes sil

stigen,' Ls. 3, 440. ' zuo dem Tode wart geseilet,' Geo. 2585. ' we

dir Tot ! din sloz und din gebende bindet und besliuzet,' Wigal.

7793. ' der Tot hat mich gevangen,' Karl 81 b
. Greg. 50.

As the old divinity of the lower world fell into the background,

and Death came forward acting for himself, there could not but

ensue a harsher reading of his character, or a confounding of

him with other gods. From the silent messenger who did no

more than punctually discharge his duty, he becomes a grasping

greedy foe, who will have his bond, who sets traps for mortals.

Already 0. v. 23, 260 imputes to him crafty besuichan (decipere),

and Conrad strik (meshes) and netzegam, Troj. 12178, which

reminds of the goddess Ean with her net (pp. 311. 840). We
think of him still under the familiar figure of a fowler or fisher,

spreading his toils or baiting his hook for man :
' do kam der

Tot als ein diep (thief), und stal dem reinen wibe daz leben uz

ir libe (the life out of her body)/ Wigal. 8033.3 But he uses

1 To. rpiHpepa waib'bTrovXa 's tt)v ae\X afpa.oiaafi.iva, Fauriel 2, 228. Wh. Muller

2, 8 ; conf. Kind 18-49, p. 14.
2 JBopp's Sundflut, pp. 37. 50. In Buhez santez Norm p. 205, Death says

1 j'altire tout dans mes liens a mon gite.'

3 Life-stealer, man-slayer, names for Death.
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open violence too, he routs out, pursues and plunders, Nib. 2161,

3. 2163, 1; he ' blfalta sie/ felled them, 0. iii. 18, 34; ' mich

hat der Tot gevangen,' clutched, Greg. 50; he juget, hunts, Roth.

2750, bekrellet (claws?), Fundgr. 196, 20; and the Bible has the

same thing : in Ps. 91, 3—6 he comes out as a hunter with snares

and arrows. His messenger-staff has turned into a spear which

he hurls, an arrow which he discharges from the bow. Worth

noting are the Renn. 24508 :
' wirtdem des Todes sper gesandt;'

and Freid. 177, 24 :
' der Tot gat her, der widerseit uns an dem

sper,
3
defies us at point of lance ; a reading which I prefer to the

accepted one ' ane sper,' without spear. OSinn has a spear

GCmgnir (p. 147) whose thrust or throw was fatal. The Lith.

Smertis comes as a warrior with sword and pike, riding in a

chariot, i.e. in the form of a god. All this carries with it the

idea of Death having a regular fight and wrestle with man, whom
he overpowers and brings to the ground :

' mit dem Tode vehten,'

fence with D., MS. 2, 82 b
.

' der Tot wil mit mir ringen (wrestle)/

Stoufenb. 1126. ' do ranc er mit dem Tode/ Nib. 939, 2. 'also

der Tot hie mit ime rank,' Ecke 184 ; and we still speak of the

death agony, though without any thought of a personality. In

a Mod. Grk song a daring youth wrestles with Charos on smooth

marble from morn till midday ; at the hour of eve Death flings

him down. In another case Charos takes the shape of a blade

swallow, and shoots his arrow into a maiden's heart. 1 A doubt-

ful passage in Beow. 3484 we ought perhaps to refer to Death,

who is there called a destroyer that shoots with arrow-bow of

fire: 'bona, se ]>e of fidnboganfyrenum sceote'S;' conf. the Serv.

hrvnik, bloodshedder p. 21. Brun von Schonebeke makes Death

wield a scourge offour strings; and our MHG. poets lend him an

arrow and battle-axe :
' des Todes strdle het si gar versniten/

cut them up, Tit. 3770. f wa snidet des Todes barte,' Wh. 3,

220 (Cod. cass.). The ' isernporte ' in a Meister-song of the

14th cent. (Hagen's Mus. 2, 188) means surely isernbarte?

Here Death promises a thousand years' grace, should his adversary

gain the victory (see Suppl.). 2

1 Wh. Miiller 2, 4. 6 ; conf. Tommaseo's Canti popolari 3, 301 seq.
- Our poets too are no strangers to the idea of Death prosecuting at law his

claim upon a man :
' do begunde der T6t einen graven beclagen und mit gewalte

twingen ze notigen dingen,' accuse a count and drive him to straits, Iw. 5625 seq.
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In such a conflict, however, Death must appear as the leader

of a large and ever increasing army. There is a following, a

retinue assigned him :
' der Tot suochte sere da sin gesinde was/

Nib. 2161, 3. The Greeks set us the fashion of calling the dead

oi TrXeoves the majority, and e<? irXeovwv Ueadat, meant the same

as e'<? "Aihov U., to reach the abode of the great multitude, join

the great host, as we still say. In the ' Bohemian Ploughman/

Death is styled captain of the mountain; because, as in the Greek

song (p. 845), the march of his army covers the mountains ? ' In

des Todes schar varn,' fare to D.'s host, Wh. v. Orl. 2113. <ist

an die vart,' gone his way (obiit), Walth. 108, 6. Though taking

no part in the fight, the dead seem to bear a badge (flag or

lance), which, so to speak, he fastens on the dying, with which

he touches them, enrolls them in his band. 1 That is how I

understand 'des Todes zeichen tragen,' Nib. 928, 3. 2006, 1,

though it may include the collateral sense of having received a

death-wound, which now serves as his badge and cognisance.

Hence in Nib. 939, 3 : 'des Todes zeichen ie ze sere sneit/ D.'s

token aye too sore he cut; where one MS. reads wafen (arms),

and elsewhere we find ' eines wafen tragen' carry some one's

arms, Parz. 130, 4. Freidank 74, 18. Wigal. 7797, and even

' des todes wdpen (coat of arms) tragen/ Wh. 17, 16. ' Tristandes

zeichen vileren,' Heinr. Trist. 2972, is to be wounded like him.

So far back as Alfred's Boeth. p. 16 (Rawl.) we have ' DeaSes

tacnung'; even Zio's or Tiwes tacen p. 200, and OSin's spear

p. 147 are worth considering (see Suppl.). 3

With the idea of messengership and that of the great company

were associated some others, which probably reach a long way

the count is called ' der verlorne, wand' er muose im ze suone (satisfaction) geben

beide sin gesunt und sin leben.' So Iw. 7161 speaks of having to ' gelten (pay) vur

des T6des schelten ' ; and the same perhaps is meant by ' der Tot hat id si gesworn,'

Nib. 2017,5. In the ' Ackermann aus Bohmen ' on the contrary, Death is the

defendant, and a man whose wife he has carried off is prosecutor. Similar law-

suits are brought by the Devil. ' Nu kume vil grimmeclicher Tot, und rihte

Gote von uns beiden !
' MS. 1, 17. Observe too ' mit des Todes hantrcste ilber-

sigelet; sealed with D.'s sign manual, Wh. 391, 27. The Indian god of death,

lama, is a lord of law.
1 Conf. ' einem des Todes muoder (mieder) sniden,' Titur. ; to cut D's. coat on

(or for) a man.
- It is worthy of note, that in the Meister-song already quoted (Mus. 2, 187)

Death says :
' be ready, when I send thee my messengers (the infirmities) to give

thee the signs,' to mark thee for my own. Death, orig. a messenger himself, sends

out under-'messengers. Conf. Kinderm. no. 177. Even the O. Fr. Chanson des

Saxons 2, 131 has :
' la Morz le semont sovent et menu,' viz. by fainting-fits.
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back. Messengers in ancient times were often fiddlers and pipers :

it was nothing out of the way, to make Death and his meny
perform a reihen (rig, round dance) ; with fife and fiddle he seeks

to win recruits. Really a pleasant fancy, tending to mitigate

the harshness of dying : the souls of the dead enter at once

upon dancing and revelry. To the ancient Romans there were

songs and dances in the Elysian fields

;

l and it accords with the

resemblance of departed spirits to elves, who also love music and

dancing (p. 470). Yet our poets of the loth cent, never once

allude to the Dance of Death, which from the 15- 16th became

such a favourite subject. The oft-recurring phrase ' er hat den

Tot an der hant,' by the hand (Nib. 1480, 4. 1920, 4. 1958, 4.

Wigal. 2453. 4700. Alph. 280. 345. 359) seems to mean, not

catching hold for the purpose of dancing, but of leading away

(like ' d6d is at hendi,' p. 406).

Holy Scripture having already likened our fleeting life to grass,

it was not difficult to see in Death a mower or reaper, who
cuts men down like flowers and corn-stalks. Knife, sickle, or

scythe is found him in this connexion :
' There's a reaper they call

Death, Power from God most high he hath, He whets his knife

to-day, Keener it cuts the hay ; Look to thyself, O flowret fair !

*

Pop. Hymn. The older poets never give him these implements,

but the figure of ' Death carried out ' is sometimes furnished with

a scythe (p. 772). In later times the harpe (sickle) of the Greek

Kronos (O. Miiller's Archaol. p. 599) may have had an influence

too, conf. falcitenens in Radevicus 2, 11. To ' match men with

flowers, make them bite the grass/ Lohengr. 138, is said equally

of other conquerors beside Death. But he weeds out the plants :

'in lebens garten der Tot nu jat,' Turl. Wh. 23b
. Conversely

Death, like the devil, is called a sower, who disseminates weeds

among men ; ' do der Tot sinen somen under si gesaste/ Wh.

361, 16. 'er ier durch in cles Todes furch/ he eared through him

D/s furrow, Ulr. Trist. 3270, simply means: he planted in him

a mortal wound (see Suppl.).

Before explaining certain other conceptions, I have to enumer-

ate the names and epithets of Death in our old poetry.

1 Virg. Aen. 6, G44 : pars pedibus plaudunt choreas et carmina dicunt. Tibull.

. 3, 59 : hie choreue cantusque vigeut.
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Very commonly he is called ' der grimme' furious, Roth. 2750.

Nib. 1360, 4. 1553, 3. Mar. 218. Flore 1931. Troj. 2317-25.

10885. Ls. 3, 124; l—
' der ferchgrimme,' Morolfc 4059, a felicit-

ous compound, as Death has designs upon the life or soul (ferch) ;

—der grimmige,' Roth. 517. Reinh. 360. 1248. Berthold 303 ;

—f der bittere' {TUKpo? Odvcnos) and ' amara Mors/ 2 Rudl. 1,

110. Unibos 117, 4. Diut. 3, 89. Mar. 206. Alex. (Lampr.)

820. 1097. 3999. 4782. Gr. Ruod. Cb 15. Wh. 253, 28. Wigal.

1113;—der bitterliche, Troj. 3521. 22637;—'der sure/ sour,

Parz. 643, 24;—der scharfe' : em scharpher bote, Freid. 21, 6;

—

t der fcjQ* Amgb. 29 a in Wizlau neighbhd. therefore prob. for

erre, ireful;
—'der gemeine,' common (qui omnes manet), En.

2081. All, so far, epithets taken from his unavoidableness,

cruelty, bitterness; not a hint about his personal presence. No-

where is he the black, the pale, after the Latin ' mors atra,

pallida.' Otto II was called 'pallida mors Saracenorum/ Cod.

lauresh. 1, 132; and in Renner 23978. 80 I find 'der gelwe

tot/ yellow d. ; in both cases the aspect of the dead, not of

Death, is meant. So when Walth. 124, 38 says of the world,

that it is ' innan swarzer varwe, vinster sam der tot/ inwardly

black of hue, dark as death, he means the abode of the dead,

hell, not the figure of Death. In one song he is addressed as

< lieber Tot

!

' dear D. (Hagen's Mus. 2, 187), and H. Sachs i. 5,

528d speaks of him as ' der heilig Tod/ holy D. ;
' her Tot !

' Sir

D., again in voc. case only, Apollonius 295 and often in the

Ackermann aus Bohmen (see Suppl.).

It is more important to our inquiry, that in the Reinardus 3,

2162 a bone fiddle is said to be ' ossea ut dominus BUcero/ by

which nothing but Death can have been meant, whether the word

signify the pale (bleich), or the grinning (bleckend), or be, as 1

rather think, the proper name Blidger, Blicker with a mere sug-

gestion of those meanings. A bony horse's head is here handed

in mockery to the wolf as a skilful player (joculandi gnarus) by

way of fiddle, ' bony as a skeleton.' And now that unexplained

caput cabalUnum at p. 661 n. may be interpreted as in fact a sym-

1 Der grimme tot, the name of a knife (Wolfd. 1313), is remarkable, as Hoi's

knife was called sultr (p. 313) from svelta esurire, which in the Goth, sviltan takes

the meaning of mori.
2 Isidore even says, ' mors dicta quod sit amara.'1
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bol of Death (p. 844) and the dead-man's steed (p. 841). As
the convent clergy set up human death's-heads in their cells for

a memento mori, may not they also have nailed up horse's skulls

inside their walls ? did an older heathen custom, here as in so

many instances, have a christian thought breathed into it ? If

this holds good, we can see why the horse's head should have set

the Flemish poet thinking of Death ; it may even be, that fanatic

sculptors used to fashion Death as playing on it instead of a

fiddle or fife. 1

In any case dominus Blicero proves that in the middle of the

12th cent, it was the practice to represent Death as a skeleton.

I do not know of any earlier evidence, but think it very possible

that such may be hunted up. We know that to the ancient

Romans fleshless shrivelled-up masks or skeletons served to

indicate Death. 3 On tombs of the Mid. Ages, no doubt from an

early time, corpses were sculptured as whole or half skeletons (see

Suppl.). Poets of the 13th cent, paint the World (p. 792n.) as

a beautifully formed woman in front, whose back is covered with

snakes and adders :
3 the notion itself may be of much higher

antiquity ; it is closely related to the story of three live and three

dead kings.4

This mode of representing Death, which soon became universal,

stands in sharp contrast with the ancient portraitures and the

old heathen conceptions of him. The engaging form of the

genius, akin to Sleep, the childlike Angel of death, is now
supplanted by a ghastly figure copied from the grim reality of

corruption in the grave. Yet even here poetry steps in with her

all-embracing, all-mellowing influence. The older conceptions

of Death as leading away, as attacking, as dancing, applied to this

new and hideous figure, have called forth a host of truly popular,

naive and humorous art-productions ; nay, their wealth is not

nearly exhausted by the artists yet. Without this hag of bones

1 Todenpfeife is a place in Lower Hesse, Bommel 5, 375. Remigius demonol.
145 says, at witches' gatherings they played on a dead horse's head instead of a
cithern: a coincidence almost decisive. Philand. von Sittew. (p. m. 174) has also

a Death with his lyre.

- 0. Muller's Archaol. 696-7. Lessing 8, 251-2.
3 The poem was printed before the Wigalois.
4 Staphorst i. 4, 263. Bragur 1, 369. 0. Fr. ' les trois mors et les trois vis,'

Roquefort 2, 780. Catal. de la Valliere p. 285-6 ; conf. Douce p. 31 seq. and Catal.

of MSS. in Brit. Mus. (1834) 1, 22 (Cod. Arund. no. 83 sec. xiv), also plate 7.
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aping the garb and gestures of the living, 1 and his startling

incongruity with the warm life around, all the charm and quaint-

ness of those compositions would be gone. Less enjoyable must

have been the processions and plays in which these spectacles

were exhibited in France during the 15th cent, and perhaps

earlier; there and then originated that peculiar name for the

Dance of Death : chorea Machabaeorum, Fr. la danse Macabre."

Another name of Death, much later seemingly than Blicker,

but now universally known, is Freund Hein or Ilain ; I cannot

even trace it up to the middle of last century. 3 In itself it looks

old and fitting enough, and is susceptible of more than one

explanation. Considering that Death has so many points of

contact with giants and other spirits, the name Heine (p. 503)

might be borrowed from the homesprite for one, and the addition

of Friend would answer to the ' fellow, neighbour, goodfellow '

of those elvish beings whom we meet with under the name of

Heimchen, Heinchen (pp. 275. 459n.), and who border closely on

the idea of departed spirits. Add the L. Germ, term for a

winding-sheet, heinenkleed (p. 446). But it is also spelt liilnen-

Meed, which brings us to ' heun, hiine/ giant (p. 523); and

Hein itself might be explained as Heimo (p. 387), or Hagano

(p. 371). A Voigtland story of the god Hain (Jul. Schmidt,

p. 150), or the Thuringian one about an ancient haingott, grove-

god (Rosencranz's Neue zeitschr. i. 3, 27), being themselves very

doubtful, I am not inclined to fasten on our still doubtful Friend

Hein. Still less attention is due to a name for mortnarium,

' hainrecht,' 4 coming as it probably does from heimrecht, i.e.

heimfall, lapse of property.

1 As the beasts in a fable ape those of men.
2 Latest writings on the Dance of Death: Peignot, ' Recherches sur les danses

des morts' (1826). F. Douce, ' The Dance of Death' (1833). The latter derives

Macabre from St. Macarius, to whom three skeletons appeared in a vision. I do

not see how ' chorea Machabaeorum,' as the oldest authorities have it, could have

come from that ; conf. Carpentier sub v. (a. 1424-53). It ought to appear by the

old paintings, that the 7 heroes of the O.T. martyred in one day [2 Maccabees 7]

were incorporated as leading characters in the dance. Perhaps it is more correct

to explain ' macabre ' from the Arabic magabir, magabaragh (dead-yard, cimeterium).

On the French performances conf. Michelet's Hist, de France 4, 409—412 (Paris

1840).
5 It is used by Musiius (Volksm. 1, 16), Claudius and Gottcr. J. R. Schellen-

berg in Pref. to Freund Heins erscheinungen (Winterthur 1785) thinks Claudius in

his Asinus (after 1775) invented the name, which I very much doubt ; he has given

it currency.
4 Mittermaier's Privatrecht § 77, no. 27.
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Kaisersberg calls Death holz-meier, wood-mower. He wrote a

book, De arbore liumana (Strasb. 1521 fob), ' wherein easily and

to the glory of God ye may learn to await blithely the woodcutter

Death' Then, p. 11

8

b
: 'So is death called a village-mower or

ivood-moiver, and justly hath he the name, for he hath in him the

properties of a wood-cutter, as, please God, ye shall hear. The

first property of the village-mower is communitas, he being pos-

sessed in common by all such as be in the village, and being to

serve them all alike. So is the wood-cutter likewise common to

all the trees, he overlooketh no tree, but heweth them down all.'
1

Here Death is regarded as a forester, a ranger, who has a right

to fell any of the forest-trees. It is said that in some places the

gravedigger is called holzmeier.

In the Deutsche Schlemmer, a drama of the 16th cent.,

Death is called the pale Streckefuss or Streckebein (leg-stretcher),

as Gryphius too (Kirchhofsged. 36) names him Streckfuss, because

he stretches out the limbs of the dying, loosens them (XvaifxeXyj^)

;

and before that, the twice quoted Meister-song of the 14th

cent, has :
' er hat kein ru, er hab gestrecket mir das fell (my

skin)/ Hag. mus. 2, 188. In Chr. Weise's Drei erzn. 314 I find

Streckebein and Bleckezahn, bleak (i.e. bared) teeth ; and else-

where Bilrrbein, Klapperbein, names for a skeleton. The allusion

in kupferbickel (Ackerm. aus B. p. 34) remains obscure (see

Suppl.).

It remains for me to mention certain more fully developed

myths respecting Death, which have survived from assuredly a

remote antiquity.

H. Sachs (1, 102 b
), speaking of Death's arrival, says he twitches

or jerks the stool from under man, tips it over, so that he tumbles

to the ground. He takes from him his seat and standing among

the living : I suspect there was a fuller story at the back of this.

More commonly the same thing is expressed by ' Death has

blown the man's candle out ' (as Berhta blew out the lights of the

eyes, p. 277), for the notions of light, life and sojourn among the

living, run into one another. 2 The living principle was linked

1 The earlier editions in Latin (1514, 115bc , and 1519, 105bc ) have in paren-

theses ' der dorfmeyger ' and ' der holzmeyger.'
2 Wh. 416, 14 :

' bi liehter sunnen da verlasch (went out) inauegem Sarrazin

sin Ueht.'' Lohengr. 133 :
' er sluoc in, daz iui muose daz lieht erlischen.'
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to a light, a taper, a brand : when these were wasted, death

ensued (pp. 409. 415). Here then the idea of Death is intimately-

connected with that of fate. The genius lowers his torch, re-

verses it, and the light of life is quenched. For the child as

soon as born, the norn has kindled a light, to which his thread of

life is fastened; possibly even our lighting of tapers in con-

nexion with birthday gifts has reference to this. 1 We have a

capitally contrived story of Gossip Death (gevatter Tod, Kinderm.

no. 44), the conclusion of which represents a subterranean

cavern, with thousands of lights burning in endless rows. These

are the lives of men, some still blazing as long tapers, others

burnt down to tiny candle-ends ;. but even a tall taper may topple

or be tipt over. The preceding part relates, how Death has

stood gossip 2 to a poor man, and has endowed his godson with

the gift of beholding him bodily when he approaches the sick,

and of judging by his position whether the patient will recover

or not. 3 The godson becomes a physician, and attains to wealth

and honours : if Death stands at the sick man's head, it is all

over with him ; if at his feet, he will escape. Occasionally the

doctor turns the patient round, and circumvents Death ; but in

the end Death has his revenge, he catches his godson napping,

and knocks his candle over.4 Throughout this fable Death shews

himself friendly, good-natured and indulgent, only in case of

absolute need does he fulfil his function ; hence too his gossip-

hood ° with man, which evidently corresponds to that ancient

visit of the norns to the newborn child, and their bestowing

gifts on him (pp. 408—12), as in some nursery-tales the fays are

invited to stand godmothers.6 The extinguished light resembles

the taper and the brand, to which are linked the lives of Norna-

gestr and Meleager (pp. 409. 415). It is then a primitive myth

1 In the child's game 'If the fox dies I get the skin ' (Kinderm. 2, xviii.), a
niece of burning ivood is passed round, and its extinction decides.

" God-sib expresses the kinship of god-parents to each other or to the parents.
—Trans.

3 So the bird charadrius, by looking at or away from you, decides your life or
death, Freid. introd. lxxxvi., where a couplet in Titurel 5154-5 and the O.Fr. Bes-
tiaire (Roquef. sub v. caladrio) are left unnoticed.

4 May not that ' stool ' also, when upset, have knocked the candle over ?

* Is Death likewise called the brother of man, as he is of Sleep ? The
' bruoder tut ' in Ben. 262 means fratris mors.

6 The semi-divine norns and fays protect and bestow gifts like christian
sponsors.
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of heathen Germany ; in telling which, Death was pictured, even

till recent times, not as a skeleton, but in the shape of a living

man or god. We cannot wonder that the story is found with a

great many variations, which are collected, though still incom-

pletely, in Kinderm. 3, 72 : in some of them Death presents his

godson with a ring, by which he can judge of diseases. 1 Old

Hugo von Trimberg at the close of his work had told, a tale

'von dem Tode, wie er ein hint huop (took up)/ but there is not

much in it (Bamb. ed. 23665—722) : Death promises to send his

gossip some messengers before he comes to fetch him (as in the

Meister-song p. 847n.) ; these are, ringing in the ears, running

at the eyes, toothache, wrinkled skin, and grizzled, beard. The

gossiphood is the only guarantee of any connexion with the later

marchen. The resemblance of the OHG. toto, godfather,

MHG. tote (Parz. 461, 10. Wh. 7, 21) to tot, death, is striking,

though strictly the quantity of the vowel keeps the two words

apart, and to harmonize them some derivative process must be

presupposed. The story never grew out of a play on the words

(see Suppl.). 3

Equally celebrated, but gayer in tone, is the tale of Death and

Player Jack (Spielhansel, no. 82 ; conf. 3, 135— 148), who by a

spell binds Death to a tree, so that nobody dies in the world

for seven years. Welcker (Append, to Schwenk p. 323-4) has

pointed out a parallel story in Pherekydes, how Death is set on

by Zeus to attack Sisyphos, who binds him in strong chains, and

then no one can die; Hades himself comes and sets Death free,

and delivers Sisyphos into his hands. Our German fable inter-

weaves the Devil into the plot. Once the Devil was put in

possession of hell, he had to take his place beside Death, as

the alliteration ' death and devil
!

' couples them together. So

Welnas, Wels, originally the death-god of the Lithuanians and

Lettons, got converted into the Devil. According to the chris-

tian view, angels received the souls of the just, devils those of

the wicked (p. 836) ; therefore Death in coming for souls was

divided into a double power, according as he resembled the

angel or the devil. As angelic messenger, he comes nearest the

christian Michael, whose office it was to receive souls (Morolt

1 Ettner's Unwiird. doctor p. 290.
2 Conf. p. 14 on the affinity between fjud and gode.
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2660. 2715), ccnf. p. 836. Of very aged people, who still live

on, we say 'Death has forgotten to fetch them.' The Nib.

Lament 122 has: ' der Tot het ir minne, die da sterben solden/

D. bore those in mind that there should die, or, as Lachmaun in-

terprets it, desired them for his band (conf. p. 848).

These investigations will hardly have left it doubtful, that the

heathen ' Death ' is one of a secondary order of gods ; hence too

he coincides more especially with the semi-divine valkyrs and

norns, he is dependent on OSinn and Hel ; of the Grecian gods,

it is Hermes and Hades, Persephone and the ferryman Charon

that come nearest to him. But his nature is also not unrel ited

to that of elves, homesprites and genii.

Chap. XXIV. has explained how he got mixed up with one of

the time-gods, Winter; no wonder therefore that he now and

then reminds us of Kronos.

In our Heldenbuch, Death figures as a false god, whom the

heathen Belligan serves above all other gods, and whose image is

demolished by Wolfdietrich. I do not know exactly how to

account for this : it must be a diabolic being that is meant.

In the Finnish lays, Manala and Tuonela are often named

together, but as separate beings. One is the underworld, from
1 maa/ earth; the other the kingdom of the dead, as Tuon {6dv-

aT09) is Death, Halja. In Kalewala, runes 6—9, Tuonela seems

to be a river of the underworld, with sacred swans swimming on

it (see Suppl.).

vol. :r.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

DESTINY AND WELL-BEING.

This is the place to insert a more exact survey of ancient

opinions on fortune and destiny, than it was possible to take in

cbap. XVI, where the semi-divine directresses of human fate

were spoken of. Fate in the proper sense has so much to do

with men's notions about birth, and more especially those about

death, and these have only just been expounded. Thus, a man
over whom there impends a speedy and inevitable death is said

to be fey.
1

Our ancestors, like other heathens, appear to have made a

distinction between destiny and fortune. Their gods bestow

prosperity and bliss : above all, Wuotan is the giver of all good,

the maker and author of life and victory (pp. 133-7). But
neither he nor any other god was at the beginning of creation,

he has himself sprung out of it (p. 559), and can do nothing

against a higher constitution of the world, which exempts neither

him nor victory-lending Zeus 2 from a general destruction (pp.

316-8). Some things turn out contrary to his will : OSinn

and all the ases cannot prevent the misfortune of Balder

;

another instance of overruling destiny at p. 425. Ragnarok, the

world's destruction, far overtops the power of the gods.

This predetermined and necessary character of all that comes

into being and exists and perishes, was expressed by a plural

1 OHG. feigi, MHG. veige ; OS. fegi, Hel. 72, 4; AS. feege, Beow. 5946; ON.
feigr. The old meaning of the word has been preserved longest in Lower Saxony
[and Scotland] :

' dar is en veege in'n huse
' ;

' en ree^minsche, dat balde sterven

werd (will die soon) '
;
per contra, ' he is nau nig veege (not fey yet) ' of a man

who comes in when you are talking of him. Also Nethl. ' een veeg man (with one
foot in the grave), een veege teken (sign of death)', hence also veeg = debilis, peri-

culis expositus. Our own feig has acquired the sense of fainthearted, cowardly,

pitiable, as the Lat. fatalis has, in the Fr. fatal, that of unlucky, disagreeable. So
the Lith. paikas, bad (see Suppl.).

2 Tpdievffi povXerai vLktjv (II. 7, 21. 16, 121), as (3ov\i) will, counsel, is usually

attributed to Zeus (t)/juv /3oi<\ercu 17, 331) ; and sometimes voos (17, 176) or vori/na,

purpose (17, 409). His great power is illustrated by the gold chain (cretpa, II. 8,

19—28), but passages presently to be cited shew that he had to leave destiny to be
decided by the balance.

856
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noun, ON. scop, OS. giscapu, AS. gesceapu ; I have not found

an OHG. scaf, kiscaf in the same sense, though the sing, is forth-

coming, and, like the sing, skap in ON., signifies indoles, con-

silium, Graff 6, 450. The later Icelandic uses a masc. skapnaffr,

and the Dan. skiebne (ON. skepna = forma, indoles). The OS.
intensifies its giscapu by prefixes : wurdlgiscapu, Hel. 103, 7.

reganoglscapu (supra p. 26), decreta fati, superorum, where the

old heathen notions of wurd and regin plainly assert themselves.

In ON. the neut. pi. log (statuta) is never used of destiny, except

when joined to the particle or (for or), orlog, which in all the

other dialects becomes a sing., OHG. urlac (neut. ? Graff's

quotations 2, 96-7 leave it doubtful, Notker uses urlag as masc,
pi. urlaga), OS. orlag, AS. orlceg, all denoting a 'fixing from
the first

;
' but as the most momentous issue of fate was to the

heathen that of war, it early deviated into the sense of bellum,

and in Hel. 132, 3 urlagi bellum seems distinct from orlag, orleg

fatum, but in reality both are one. So the OHG. urteil, urteili,

AS. ordcel, from being the award of a judge, came to mean that

of battle. The OS. compound aldarlagu (vitae decretum), Hel.

125, 15 retains the old plural form. Now aldr, aldar is strictly

aevum (p. 792), and hveila, OHG. Inula tempus, but also vitae

tempus; hence these words also run into the sense of fatum,

conf. AS. gesceap-hwil, orleg-hwil, Beow. 52. 4849. 5817, OS.
oiiag-hutla, Hel. 103, 8, and OHG. Jadlsdlida. 1 Then there is

an ON. aucfna, Swed. ode, destiny, and ' auftinn ' fato concessus :

' au&iia raeSr hvors mauns lifi/ rules every man's life, Fornald.

sog. 1, 95. Our modern words, not introduced till late, schicksal

(fr. schicken aptare, conf. geschickt aptus), verhangnis, fiigung,

do not come up to the old ones in simplicity or strength.

To the nouns 'scapu, lagu/ correspond the verbs to shape, to

lay, which are used in a special sense of the decrees of fate (pp.
407. 410):

f
ist tha kindee skepen (is it shaped for the child)' says

the O. Fris. Law 49, 10. But we also meet with an ON. cetla

(destinare, to intend for some one), OHG. ahton and perhaps
ahtilon, MHG. ahten, and beslahten, as ahte and slahte are akin
to one another (see Suppl.).

1 WiU&lda (fortuna), N. Cap. 20-3-5. 53. 77. MHG. wihcelde, Kaiserchr. 1757.
Massmaim 3, 6G9. Geo. 61a.

' diu utile mm und ich miiez Got bevollien siu,' must
bs committed to God, Bit. 3b .
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Destiny has principally to do with the beginning and the end

of human life. The Wurd visits the newborn and the dying,

and it is for one or the other of these events that the above-

mentioned names of destiny are mostly used by the poets ; thus

Beow. 51 speaks of dying ' to gesceaphwile/ at the appointed

time : Hel. 103, 7 :
' tho quamun wurdegiscapu themu odagan

man, orlaghuile, that he thit licht farlet.' The hour of birth too

settles much as to the course and outcome of one's life :
' qualem

Nascentia attulit, talis erit,' and ' Parcae, dam aliquis nascitur,

valent eum designare ad hoc quod volunt,' Superst. A, and C
198\ The infant's whole course of life shall be conformable to

what the norns or fays in their visitation have bestowed, have

shaped. 1

It is a deviation from this oldest way of thinking, to put the

settlement of destiny into the hands of the gods ;
yet it is a

very old one. Undoubtedly the faith of many men began early

to place the Highest God at the very head of the world's manage-

ment, leaving those weird-women merely to make known his

mandates. The future lies on the lap of the gods, Oecou ev yovvaac

/cetTcu, and with this agrees that ' laying on the lap,' that ' taking

to the bosom/ which is performed by the paternal or maternal

deity (pp. 642. 839). If above the gods themselves there could

be conceived a still higher power, of the beginning and end of all

things, yet their authority and influence was regarded by men as

boundless and immeasurable, all human concerns were undoubtedly

under their control (see Suppl.).

The Gautrekssaga tells us (Fornald. sog. 3, 32), that at mid-

night Hrosshdrsgrani 2 awoke his foster-son Starkaftr, and carried

him in his boat to an island. There, in a wood, eleven men sat

in council ; the twelfth chair stood vacant, but Hrossharsgrani

took it, and all saluted him as OSinn. And OSinn said, the

demsters should deem the doom of StarkaSr (domendr skyldi

doema orlug St.). Then spake Thorr, who was wroth with the

mother of the lad : I shape for him, that he have neither son nor

1 We still say: ' born in happy hourS OHG. ' mit heilu er giboran ward,' O.

Sal. 44. Freq. in tbeO. Span. Cid :
' el que en buen ora nascio, el que en buen punto

nascio.' From this notion of a good hour of beginning (a la bonne heure) has

sprung the Fr. word bonheur (masc.) for good hap in general. Similarly, about

receiving knighthood, the 0. Span, has ' el que en buen ora ciuxo espada.'
- That is, Grani, Si'Sgrani, the bearded, a by-name of OSinn (p. 147).
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daughter, but be the last of his race. OSinn said : I shape him,

that he live three men's lifetimes (conf. Saxo Gram. p. 103).

Thorr: in each lifetime he shall do a ' niSings-verk/ OSinn:

I shape him, that he have the best of weapons and raiment.

Thorr : he shall have neither land nor soil. OSinn : I give him,

that he have store of money and chattels. Thorr : I lay unto

him, that he take in every battle grievous wounds. OSinn : I

give him the gift of poetry. Thorr: what he composes he shall

not be able to remember. OSinn : this I shape him, that he be

prized by the best and noblest men. Thorr : by the people he

shall be hated. Then the demsters awarded to StarkaSr all the

doom that was deemed, the council broke up, and Hrossharsgrani

and his pupil went to their boat.

Thorr plays here exactly the part of the ungracious fay (pp.

411-2), he tries to lessen each gift by a noxious ingredient.

And it is not for an infant, but a well-grown boy, and in his

presence, that the destiny is shaped.

According to Greek legend, Zeus did not always decide

directly, but made use of two scales, in which he weighed the

fates of men, e.g. of the Trojans and Achaeans, of Achilles and

Hector

:

Kal rore hrj -^pvaeia Trarijp iirlraive rdXavra'

iv 8' eridei Svo Kr/pe TavrjXeyeos Qavaroio,

Tpcocov #' i7nro8dfjiOiV Kal ^Ayaiwv yjxKKoyj,TOivodV

.

e\/ce 8e fieaaa \a/3(ov peire S' alcrifxov rjfiap Ayaiwv.

II. 8, 69. 22, 209; conf. 16, u58. 19, 223. The same of

Aeneas and Turnus, Aen. 12, 723 :

Jupiter ipse, duas aequato examine lances

sustinet, et fata imponit diversa duorum,

quem damnet labor, et quo vergat pondere letum.

I am the more particular in quoting these, as the christian legend

also provides the archangel Michael, the conductor of souls, with

scales, in which the good and evil deeds of them that die are

weighed against one another, and the destinies of souls determined

by the outcome 1 (see Suppl.). The application of a balance to

actions, to sins, is very natural ; the (apocryphal) 2 Esdras 3, 31

i Conf. Deut. S. no. 479; a coll. of authorities in Zapport's Vita Acotanti

(Vienna 1839), pp. 7'J, 83.
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has: 'nunc ergo pondera in statera nostras iniquitates/ and 4,

36 :
' quoniam in statera ponderavit seoulum/ 1 The Jomsvikinga-

saga cap. 42 (Fornm. sog. 11, 128-9) describes the magical luck-

scales or wishing-scales of Hakon iarl :
' SrSan tekr iarl skdlir

go&ar beer er hann atti, ]>sev voro gervar af brendu silfri ok gylldar

allar, en bar fylg^o 2 met, annat af gulli en annat af silfri ; a

hvarotveggja metino var gert sem vaeri likneskja, ok heto ]?at

hlotar, en ]?at voro reyndar hlutir, sem moimum var titt at hafa,

ok fylgSi ]>esso nattura mikil, ok til bess alls, er iarli botti skipta,

ba hafSi hann ]?essa hluti. Iarl var bvi vanr at leggja hluti bessa

i skalirnar, ok kva'S a hvat hvar skyldi merkja fyrir honum, ok

avalt er vel gengo hlutir, ok sa kom upp, er hann vildi, ba var sa

okyrr hlutrinn i skalinni, er bat merkfti at hann vildi at yrSi, ok

breysti sa hlutrinn nokkot sva i skalinni, at glam vaivS af/

I do not find that in our earlier heathen time the fates of men
were calculated from the stars at their birth. This kind of

soothsaying (p. 721) seems not to have become known till the

latter part of the Mid. Ages. Radulphus Ardens (an Aquitanian

priest of the 11th cent.) says in his Homilies (Antverp. 1576,

p. 41 b
) : Cavete, fratres, ab eis qui mentiuntur, quod quando

quisque nascitur, stella sua secum nascitur, qua fatum ejus con-

stituitur, sumentes in erroris sui argumentum, quod hie in scrip-

tura sacra (on the star of the Magi) dicitur ' stella ejus.' One

instance we find in Klinsor's star-gazing on the Wartburg;

another in the wishing-wife who looks into the stars, Altd. bl.

1, 129 (see Suppl.).

For individuals then, as well as for whole families and nations,

length of days and happiness were ordained beforehand. 3 But

the decrees of norns and gods lay shrouded in an obscurity that

disclosed its secrets only to the glances of wise men and women

(p. 400). 3 The people believed in a predetermining of fates, as

they did in the certainty of death.

1 We need not go to 2 Esdras to find plenty of similar passages in the 0. T.,

e.g. 1 Sam. 2, 3. Job 31, 6. Prov. 16, 2. Isa. 26, 7. Dan. 5, 27.—Trans.
2 Not unfrequeutly depending on their possession of certain things : a hoard

drags the whole kindred of the Nibelungs to ruin ; the gift, the jewel, of the dwarfs

(p. 457) insures the prosperity of particular families.
3 It is worthy of remark, that, ace. to the ON. view, not all the gods, hut only

the highest ones possessed a knowledge of destiny ; so to the Greeks, none but Zeus

and those whom he made his confidants knew of it. Of Frigg it is said, Sasm.

6ab
: 'at oil orlog viti, bott hun sialfgi segi,' all fates she knows, but tells not. And
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The Old Norse fatalism is proved by the following passages

:

(
lagt er alt for,' predestined is all; and ' era meS lostom IdgcS

ten her/ Sasin. 1 75b
.

' sia mun gipt lagiff a grams ash/ and

'munat skopom vinna/ 179b
.

' eino dcegri mer var aldr urn

shapadr oc allt lif am lag It/ 83a
.

' var her J>ar s&apa*/ 164b
.

'
J>at

verSr hverr at vinna, er cetlat er
'

;
' bat man verSa fram atkoma,

sem ce£?a< er'; 'ecki man mer bat stoSa, ef mer er dauffinn

cetla&r '
; ' koma man til min feigcfin, hvar sem ek em staddr, ef

mer verSr bess aucTit', Nialss. pp. 10. 23. 62. 103. So in Swed.

and Dan. folksongs: ' detta var mig spadt uti min barndom/

Arvidss. 2, 271. ' liver skal nyde skiebnen sin/ Danske V. 1,

193.

The same with our MHG. poets :
' swaz sioh sol fiiegen, wer

mac daz understen (what is to happen, who can hinder) V Nib.

1618, 1. 'swaz geschehen sol, daz fiieget sich/ what shall be,

will be, Frauend. 'da sterbent wan die veigen,' there die (none)

but the fey, Nib. 149, 2. ' ez sterbent niuwan die veigen, die

lfegen doch da heime tot/ would lie dead though at home,

Wigal. 10201. 'di veigen fielen dar nider/ Lampr. 2031. 'hin-

nerstirbet niman wan di veigen/ Pf. Chuonr. 8403. 'then veigen

mac nieman behuoten, thin erthe ne mag in niht uf gehaven

(hold up), scol er tha werthen geslagen, er starve (would die)

thoh thaheime/ Fr. belli 42b
.

' swie ringe er ist, der veige man,

in mac ros noch enkan niht vtirbaz getragen/ the fey man, how-

ever light, no horse can carry farther, Karl 72 b
. Rol. 207, 24.

' die veigen muosen ligen tot/ Livl. chron. 59b
.

' der veigen mac

keiner genesen/ none recover, ib. 78a
. 'ich ensterbe niht vor

minem tac (day)/ Herb. 53d
. 'nieman sterben sol wan zu sinem

gesatten zil (goal)/ Ulr. Trist. 2308. 'daz aver (whatever) scol

werden, daz nemac nieman erwenden (avert)/ Diut. 3, 71. 'ge-

mach erwenden niht enkan swaz dem man geschehen sol/ Troj.

58°. 'daz muose wesen (what had to be), daz geschach/ Orl.

11167. 'swaz geschehen sol, daz geschiht.' Freid. 132 b
. MS. 1,

M\ 71 b
. 'daz soli rid sin, nu ist ez geschehen/ MS. 74a

. 80a
.

' ez geschiht niht wan daz sol geschehen/ Lanz. 6931. ' ez

OSinn says (62b), that Gefjon knows the world's destiny (aldar orlog) equally with

himself. Among men, particular heroes and priests spy out the secrets of the

future, preeminently Grlpir (p. 94); to women, to priestesses, belonged the gift of

divination.
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ergat doch niht, wan als ez sol/ Trist. 6776. ' tot avenra qan-

que doit avenir/ Ogier 7805. f bin icli genislich, so genise ich/

if I was made to live thro' it, I shall, A. Heinr. 190. ' swaz ich

getuon (do), bin ich genislich, ich genise wol ; bin ich dem valle

ergeben (doomed to fall), so n' hilfet mich min woltuon nicht ein

har/ MS. 2, 129\ ' ez muose sin, und ez was mir beschaffen/ it

was to be, was shaped for me (134
b
).

f diu maget was iu beschaf-

fen,' that girl was cut out for you, Wigal. 1002. ( ez was im

beslaht (destined)/ Eracl. 2394. 'swaz ist geschaffen (shapen),

daz muoz geschehen/ MsH. 3, 434b
. 'nu mir daz was in teile/

well, that was in my lot (portion), En. 11231. ' ez was enteile uns

getdn/ Herb. 18418. 'ez ist mich angebom/ I was born to it,

Herb. 6 C
.—The words geschajfen, beschaffen and beslaht are identi-

cal with the ON. shajpat and aztlat, and this sameness of the

words testifies to their original connexion with the heathen doc-

trine. Even at the present day the fatalist view prevails largely

among the common people (Jul. Schmidt pp. 91. 163).
' ez miiste

mir sein gemacht gewesen,' must have been made for me, Sieben

ehen eines weibes, p. 211. 'fatum in vulgari dicitur "'tis allotted

unto me (bescheert, my share)"; ego autem addo "allotting and

deserving run alway side by side."' Sermones disc, de tempore,

sermo 21. ' was bescheert ist, entlauft nicht,' Schweinichen 3,

249 (see Suppl.). 1

Now, in themselves, the gifts of destiny would include every

earthly blessing. But gradually men began ascribing whatever

in human life seemed bane or blessing (excepting birth and

death) to a separate being : thus the Greeks and Romans, in

addition to /jioipa and fatum, held by an independent Tv^v and

Fortuna.

Miulenhoff in the Nordalbingia p. 11 (conf. Schlesw. hoist,

sagen xliv) infers from the name of a place Welanao, occurring

in Ansgar (Pertz 2, 687-99), an OS. god Welo, AS. Wela, the

very thing I had had in my mind (p. 163) : an older god of weal

in the place of the later goddess Salida, Seelde. But instead of

his interpretation Welanaha, I should prefer Welan-owa, which

is supported by the more modern Welnau, a place that stood on

1 The same belief is held by the Lithuanians andLettons, fate they call likkimas

liktens, from lik-t to lay down, arrange :
' tai buwo jo likkims,' ' tas jau bija wiu-

iiara liktz ,' that was destined for him.
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the right bank of the Elbe near Itzehoe, the river Stor having

apparently formed the f aue, ea'; Welan-owa would then be

uniform with Wunschesouwa and Pholesouwa (p. 600). The

great thing is, first to establish from other sources the personality

of Welo, which the quotations from the Heliand fail to do, for

welanowa taken simply as isle of luck (Atterbom's lycksalighetens

6) is quite compatible with the old ways of thinking : Reichenau

(augia dives) has much the same meaning, and in the vicinity of

Welnau has arisen Gliickstadt. In the AS. ' welan bewunden '

(Gramm. 4, 752), wela is used, though mythically, yet not of a

person but a thing : God himself sits ' welan bewunden/ Adam

and Eve stand 'mid welan bewunden/ wrapt in splendour, in

bliss, Casdm. 42, 2. 27, 19. But the 'gold welan bewunden'

forms a contrast to the ' gold galdre bewunden/ a holy divine

power is imagined confronting that of sorcery ; and this wela

does seem to lead up to Wela, as the kindred notion of wunsch

to Wunsch.

The ON. distinguishes its fem. heill (felicitas) from a neut. heil

(omen), so does the AS. its haelu f. (salus) from hael n. (omen),

and the OHG. its heili f. (salus) from heil n, (omen). Both

meanings are combined in MHG. heil n. Personifications of

this I scarcely know, unless such be intended by a passage

obscure to me, Ottoc. 683b
, which gives out as a common pro-

verb :

f chum hail hauenstain !
' In MS. 2, 130b

:
' waz ob iuwer

heil eime andern kumet an sin seil/ what if your hap prove

another's hanging? And so early as 0. ii. 18, 7 : 'thaz heil ni

gifahit iuwih/ luck comes not your way (see Suppl.).

On the other hand, it is the commonest thing with our 13th

cent, poets to treat scelde (fortuna) as a female person, and that

apparently not in imitation of the Romance writings : even the

OHG. sdlida occurs with the like import, and the compound

huUsdlida (supra p. 857) was a stronger expression of the same

thing. 0. i. 26, 4 speaking of the baptism of Christ in the

water, uses a remarkable phrase, to which no church writer could

have prompted him: f sid wacheta alien mannon thiu Sdlida in

then undon.' Waking presupposes life. The personification

comes out still more clearly in poets four centuries after him :

' unser Scelde wachet,' Parz. 550, 10. ' min sorgo slafet, so din

Svlde wachei; Tit. 31, 3. 'z'aller zit des S. wachet/ MS. 1, 16".
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' unser 8. diu wil wachen,' Trist. 9430. ' des nocli sin 8. wachet/

Ernst. 5114. 'ir 8. ivachet,' Amgb. 35a
.

' daz mir S. wache,'

ib. 43a
.

' ich wren sin 8. slafe,' ib. 44a
.

' so ist im al diu 8.

ertaget (dawned)/ Trist. 9792. ' diu S. ist dir betaget,' Wartb.

kr. jen. 21. 'diu S. was mit im betaget] Dietr. 5a . 27 a
. 'iuwer

8. wirt erwecket,' Lohengr. 19. Observe in these MHG. quota-

tions the frequent poss. pron. 1 or gen. case : the Saelde dedicates

herself to certain men, protects and prospers them, wakes for

them while they sleep, as we say ' luck came to me in my sleep/

A mode of speech so common need not always be felt to personify :

' daz im sin heil niht slief/ Troj. 9473. ' da wachet schande,

und slaeft daz heil/ Zauberbecher (magic bowl) 1113. 'Tristans

geliicke da niht slief/ Heinr. Tr. 2396. It was even extended to

other notions of the same kind :
' wachet sin ere und ouch sin

lop/ honour, praise, Amgb. 47a
.

' ir milte wachet/ ib. 12 b
.

' ir

genade (kindness) mir muoz wachen/ MS. 1, 33a
. 'ich weene an

ir ist genade entslafen (asleep), daz ich ir leider niht erwecken

kan/ MS. 1, 48a
.

' du (minne) bist gegen mir hart entslafen/

MS. 1, 60 a
. 'min schade wachet/ Ben. 121. 'din kraft mit

ellen do niht slief/ Parz. 85, 24. We still say, ' treason sleeps

not 5

; and some phrases of this sort can have a personal sense.

The heathen colouring of Sselde's waking and being waked I infer

chiefly from the analogous ' vekja Hildi ' noticed on p. 422, who

not only was awaked, but herself awoke the heroes (Sn. 164).

And ' vilbiorg seal vaka,' Seem. 46a
, may bear the same meaning

:

we can translate it ' jucunda salus/ or suppose it a proper noun.

FroSi makes Fenja and Menja (p. 531) grind gold, peace and

happiness (gull, frr§ oc sselu), allowing them but scanty rest at

night : they wake to grind prosperity for him, and afterwards

misfortune (salt) for Mysingr, Sn. 146-7 (see Suppl.).

And this is far from being the only way personification is

applied to her. Saslde is called frau, she appears, meets, bends

her face toward her favourites, hearkens to them (as a god hears

prayer), smiles on them, greets them, is kind and obliging, but

can be cross ; those whom she dislikes, she forgets, shuns, flees,

runs away from,2 turns her back upon ; she has a door and a

1 So :
' des si min S. gein iu bote,' Parz. 416, 4. ' des sol mm S. pfant sin,' be

pledge tbereof, Frauend. 23. ' lat dir'z din S. wol gezemen,' MS. 2, 252''.

2 This escaping is the same thing as the ON. hverfa (evauescere) : heillir
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road. Here again old Otfrid leads the way (ii. 7, 20): ' tliiu

Sdlida iu tliar gaganta' (eis occurrit). Walther sings 55,35:

'fro Scelde teilet umbe sich (scatters gifts around), and heret mir

den rugge zuo (turns her back), sie stet ungerne gegen mir, si n'

ruochet (recks) mich niht an gesehen' ; and 43, 5: ' mm frou S.,

wie si min vergaz !
' ' vro S. bat iu an sich genomen, wil din

pflegen (cherish)/ Ecke 10, 160. ' ob vrouwe 8. mines heiles

welle ruochen/ Ben. 425. ' die wile es min 8. ruochte,' Parz.

689, 20. ' haste mir diu 8. ir ore baz geneiget,' inclined her ear,

MS. 2, 220b
.

* do was mir 8. entrunnen,' Parz. 689, 8. ' 8. was

sin geleite,' conductress, Wigal. 8389. 'frou 8. ir was bereit,'

ready to belp, Er. 3459 ; and perhaps we ought to add what

follows: f diu Gotes hovescheit ob miner frowen swebtc,' God's

kindness over my lady hovered; for so hover the valkyrs over

the heroes they befriend. 'Got wise mich der Scelden wcge,'

guide me on Fortune's way, Parz. 8, 16. 'den vuoz (foot) setzen

in der 8. pfat,' Ben. 306. 'frowe S. muoz in uf ir strdze wisen,'

Tit. 5218. 'der Scelden stic/ path, Karl 19\ 'iiber fro 8. stec

gan,' Fragm. 46a
.

' tuo mir lif (open) der 8. tur
!

' MS. 1, 36a
.

'der 8. porte/ A. Heinr. 243, 33. 'der S. tier besliezen,' shut,

MsH. 3, 336a
. 'setzen zuo der 8. tur,

3 Zauberb. 1150. 'den

begiuzet S. vluot,' flood, MsH. 3, 205a
.

' Scelde und ir gesinde

(household) wait ir,' MS. 1, 88b
.

' diu Sdlde folget sinen vanen,'

follows his banners, Lampr. 2089. 'mir enwil diu S. ninder

folgen einen fuoz,' Ben. 367. ' mir ist diu 8. gram,' unfriendly,

Gregor 2390. 'diu 8. was ime gram/ Diut. 1, 10. Athis D. 84.

' diu S. vliuhet (flees) von mir,' Greg. 1526. ' diu 8. hat mich

verldn,' Karl 95a
.

' diu 8. hat si besezzen,' possessed her, Wigal.

884. ' diu S. het ir gesworn' 941. ' diu 8. het zuo im gesworn

zeim streten ingesinde,' to be his steadfast follower, Lanz. 1561.

c der Scelden spil,' game, Wigal. 8761. 9271. 9386. ' diu gespll

der 8.; playmate 10532. ' swes diu S. ze gesellen gert/ desires

as companion 945. ' im gab diu 8. ir hantgift,' Silv. 534. ' diu

8. vluz im in den munt' 1024. ' ez rise (drop) uf dich der 8.

tuft' 1389. 'so griienet diner S. ris,' spray, MsH. 2, 258\

'fro n we S. lachet mir,' laughs, Ernst 4334. ' daz dir fro 8. lache,

und al din heil bewache,' Silv. 2565. 'Fortune wolt im do niht

horfnar (felicitates evanitae), Ssem. 93 a
. ' swi ime di Salden volgen, werdent si ime

verbolgen, si ne keren zornliche wider,' once offended, they come not back, Al. 618'J.
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me genaedeclichen (graciously) lachen' Troj. 5754. ' so decket

uns der S. huot,' hood, hat, Winsbekin 45, 7 : a wishing-cap.

' daz iuch frouwe 8. miieze behullen' (fovere), Lohengr. 101:

behullen prob. in its literal sense, to wrap, to clothe, as Walther

43, 1 and 7 makes fro Saelde hidden (clothe) people, and schroten

(cut out) for them ; she cuts out sorrow and high courage. And
so, no doubt, under many more aspects, which we can guess from

our present figures of speech :
' fortune favours, visits, pursues

him/ etc. etc. And here again we find, even in old poets, the

more vague neuter :
' geliicke hat den nuwen gegen mir gekert,'

turned its back toward me, LS. 1,238; 'hat den nuwen noch

gegen mir endecket ; enblecket gen mir sinen zan (bared its

teeth, gnashed) ; het zer rechten hende griffen ' 3, 539. ' do

kerte von im unde vloch geliicke,' Troj. 5750. We say 'my

fortune blooms, grows/ as though it were attached to a tree

or herb: 'mein gliicke das bliihete mir/ Schweinichen 1, 170.

'geliicke wahset mit genuht/ Troj. 5686. 'uns ist niht wol

erschozen geliicke' 12438. 'Got wil uns saslde lazen wahsen/

Lohengr. QQ. The proverb ' das gliick kommt von ungefahr wol

iiber neunzig stauden her/ Simplic. 2, 158, well expresses the

suddenness and surpi'ise, the windfall nature of luck, to which

are owing the very names of tv^v (from rv^elv, Tv<y%dveiv) and

fortuna (from fors). Very likely some of the phrases quoted

above have come to us from the ancients, or they had them in

common with us (see Suppl.).

The tale of the Wunderer (wonder-worker, Etzels hofh. 20S),

makes frau Scelde a king's daughter with three miraculous gifts,

(1) that of knowing a man's thoughts, (2) of blessing warriors

against wounds in battle, (3) of transporting herself whither she

will (24—26). Who can fail to detect in this the echo of an old

heathen valkyr ?

The now universally familiar image of Fortune riding on a

rolling wheel (revXivSpos), 1 which was attributed to Fors, Tyche

and Nemesis (0. Miiller's Archiiol. 607), is, I consider, an im-

portation. ' Versatur celeri Fors levis orbe rotae,' Tibull. i. 5, 70.

' stems in orbe dea,' Ov. ep. ex Ponto ii. 3, 56. ' Fortunae rotam

pertimescebat/ Cic. in Pison. 10. 'rota Fortunae,' Tac. de orat.

1 A different thing therefore from the wheel that Krodo and Vishnu carry in

the hand (p. 2-18-9).
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23. ' assumptus in amplissimum Fortunae fastigium, versabiles

ejus rnotus expertus est, qui ludunt niortalitatem, uuuc evehentes

quosdam in sidera, nunc ad Cocyti profunda mergentes/ Amui.

Marc. 14, 11 : 'Fortunae volucris rota adversa prosperis semper

alternans ' 31, 1. 'Fortunae te regendum dedisti, dominae

nioribus oportet obtemperes, tu vero vol vent is rotae itnpetuin

retinere conaris ? Si manere incipit, Fors esse desistit/ Boeth. de

consol. ii. pr. 1. Notker cap. 25. ' rotam volubili orbe versamus

(says Fortuna of herself), infima summis, sumina infinais mutare

gaudenius. ascende si placet, sed ea lege uti ne, cum ludicri mei

ratio poscet, descendere injuriam putes/ ib. ii. pr. 2.—There

seem to be two separate images here : one, that of the goddess

herself standing or sitting * on the revolving wheel, 2 and so

whirling by in breathless haste ; the other, that she makes the

favoured ones ascend the wheel, and the unlucky ones descend,

those soar aloft, these hang below. Our poems of the Mid. Ages

often speak in general terms of the rat (wheel) or schibe (disc,

orb) of Fortune, of luck, of Saslde :
' orbita Fortunae ducit

utroque rotam (a better reading: utramque viam)/ Reinh. 1,

1494. ' volubilis Fortunae rota/ Rodulfus chron. Trudonis, p.

381. ' rota Fortunae/ Kadevicus 1,40. f swaz ie geschiht, daz

stat an gluckes rode/ whatever happens rests on fortune's wheel,

Freid. 110, 17. e daz im der scelekeit rat mit willen umbe lief/

Troj. 9471 ; 'ja walzet ir geliickes rat vil stseteclich uf und nider,

her und hin, dan und wider loufet ez/ her (i.e. Saslde's) wheel of

luck rolls right steadfastly,3 etc. 2349. 'im dienet daz geliickes

rat, daz im nach eren umbe lief 7229. 'geliickes rat louft uns

die sumer und die winder/ Lohengr. 119. ' min schibe gat ze

wunsche/ Ben. 353 ;
' dem get sin schibe enzelt/ 360. ' wol gie

(or, gie fiir sich) ir schibe/ Lohengr. 146. 189. ' si vuoren (they

rode) tif geliickes rade/ Flore 844. ' Scelde diu ist sinewel (sphe-

1 Pentam. 5, 9 has also a ' vecchia seduta ncoppa na rota ' as Fortuna.
2 The mere turning of a wheel (daz sueibonta rad, N. Boeth. 47) may, quite

apart from the goddess, suggest the mutability of fate. When Cyrus saw a captive

king attentively watch the rising and falling spokes of wheels, and inquired the

reason, the latter replied, that they put him in mind of the instability of life, 7rws

tci KO.TU3 &vi» yivovrai, ko.1 to. otvoj kcitw (Cedrenus, ed. Paris, 142).
3 This is contrary to James I. of Scotl.'s idea :

' the sudden sweltering of that

ilk wheel ....so tolter whilom did she it to-wry (twist about).' But it seems the

prevailing one here, unless 'sin schibe get en-zelt' (3 lines lower) mean 'goes

tolter,' tolutans, ambling, as zelter is an ambler. Further on, ' mioh hin verdriicke,'

push me off, need not imply a waddling movement.

—

Tkans.
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rical), und walzet umb als ein rat,' Uebel wip 241. ' der Scelden

schiben triben/ Amis 2053. ' entschiben,' Ulr. Trist. 708. Yet

that ascending and descending is often mentioned too :

( so stige

ich uf, und ninder abe/ never down, Parz. 9, 22. ' geliicke ist

rente als ein bal, swer stiget der sol viirhten val/ who climbs

must fear a fall, Freid. 115, 27. ' so hangen ich an dem rades

teile (limb), da maneger hauget ane trust (without hope)/ Ben.

88 ;
' e daz der Scelden schibe mich hin verdriicke gar zuo der

verzalten schar'91. ' si waren hohe gar gestigen (mounted

high) uf des . . . geliickes rat, nil miiezens leider von der stat aber

nider rucken (move down again)/ Flore 6148. ' swer hiute sitzet

uf dem rade, der siget morgen drunder (sinks under it to-morrow)/

Troj. 18395. ' er ist komeri uf geliickes rat, daz muoz im immer

stille stan/ Geo. 193. e
geliickes rat, wenne sol ich mine stat uf

dirvinden?' Ben. 306. 'swebe oben an der Sceliclikeit rade,'

Zauberb. 1860. f Got werfe in von (hurl him from) geliickes rat /'

Kolocz. 74. ' geliickes rait geit up ind neder, ein velt (one falls),

der ander stiget weder/ Hagen's Coin. chr. 1770. ' geliickes rat

nu ride in uf die hcehe/ turn (writhe) him up aloft, Tit. 5218;
1
geliicke, din rat nu ride !

' 5275. ' Fortuna diu ist so getan, ir

schibe lazet si umbe gan, umbe loufet ir rat, dicke vellet der da

vaste saz/ oft falleth he that sat there fast, Lampr. Alex. 3066. 1

This notion carried into detail shews us four (or twelve) men at

once standing on fortune's wheel in ceaseless revolution :
' ge-

liickes rat treit vier man, der eine stiget uf, der ander stiget abe,

der dritte ist obe, der vierde der ist under/ MS. 2, 221 a
; and

Wigal. p. 41 tells us of one who had in his house such a ivheel

cast of gold, and who was always happy (like Frode with his mill

of luck, which also went round) :
' ein rat enmitten uf dem sal,

daz gie uf und ze tal (down) ; da waren bilde gegozzen an (molten

images thereon), iegelichez geschaffen als ein man. hie sigen diu

(sank these) mit dem rade nider, so stigen (mounted) diu ander

uf wider, daz was des geliickes rat.' 2 In Renart le nouvel 7941

—8011, Fortune lifts the fox on to her wheel, and promises not

to turn it. Hence too the story of the twelve landsknechts or

1 Conf. the passage on la roe de la Fortune in the Jeu d'Adan (Thuatre fran-

(,-ais au naoyen age p. 82).
2 From this wheel, which Wigalois wore on his helmet (1862—6), came the

name of Ritter mit dem rad (already in Gildas of Banchor ' miles quadrigae '), not

from the adventure he had to brook with a brazen wheel (pp. 252—4 of the poem).
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Johanneses on fortune's wheel, Deut. sag. nos. 209. 337. Our

Stelde is never painted blind or blindfolded 1 (see Suppl.).

What seems to me to be far more significant than this wheel,

which probably the Salida of our heathen forefathers never had

(a whole carriage to herself would be more in their way), is the

circumstance of her adopting children, owning her favourites for

her sons :
' ich bin ouch in fro Seelden schoz geleit,' laid in her

lap. Fragm. 45b
. To be a darling of fortune, a child of luclc, to

sit in fortune's lap, implies previous adoption (Goth, frasti-sibja,

Rom. 9, 4), conf. RA. 160. 463-4. A select being like this is

called <der Salden barn,' Barl. 37, 36. 191, 38. Engelh. 5070.

< Artus der 8. hint/ Zauberb. 1433. * S. hint hat S. stiff 1038.

( Maria der S. hint,' Wartb. kr. jen. 56. ' ir sit gezelt geliicke ze

ingesinde (as inmate), dem heile ze liebem hinde,' Warnung 2596.

' Si ist S. sundertriut el (fondling), in der wiirzegarten kan si

brechen ir rosen/ MS. 1, 88a
. Now, as Wuotan can take the place

of the gifting norn(p. 858), so he can that of Sfelde; he is himself

the bestower of all bliss, he takes up children to his bosom.

Altogether identical therefore with Saslden barn must be ' des

Wunsches barn, an dem der Wunsch was voile vara/ on whom
"Wish had perfectly succeeded, Orl. 3767. A child of luck has

' des Wunsches segen,' Lanz. 5504. For more references, see pp.

138—144.2 Accordingly Salida can be regarded as a mere

emanation of Wuotan (see Suppl.).

Such a child of luck was Fortunatus, to whom Fortuna (conf.

Felicia, MsH. 2, 10b and infra ch. XXXII.) appears in a forest of

Bretagne, and gives a fairy purse : and who also wins the wish ing-

cap (souhaitant chapeau), the tarn-cap, which one has only to

put on, to be in a twinkling at some distant place. Evidently

a hat of Wish or Wuotan (p. 463), a 7reTacro9 or winged cap of

Hermes the giver of all good, of all saude. And f Saelde's hat'

is expressly mentioned :
' so declcet uns der Scelden Jnwt, daz uns

dehein weter selwen mac/ no weather can befoul us, MsH. 3,

466a
. The never empty purse I connect with the goddess's horn

of plenty :
' mundanam cornucopiam Fortuna gestans/ Amm.

1 Nor is she called gles'm, like the Lat. Fortuna vitrea ; Gotfrid of Strassbnrg

alone (MS. 2, 45 b
) has ' daz glesin gliicke,' and we have now the proverb ' luck and

crock are easy broke.'

- I find also a proper name Seldeubot = Sadde's messenger, Weisth. 3, 277-8.
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Marc. 22, 9. 'formatum Fortunae habitutn cum dlvite cornu,'

Prudent, lib. 1 contra Symrn. ; also with Amalthea's horn or

Svantovit's (p. 591), nay with the fcipas awTvpias, Luke 1, 69.

Of the wishing-rod we are reminded by the synonymous expres-

sions :
' alles heiles ein ivunschel-ris,' -twig, -wand, Troj. 2216,

and ' des Wunsches bluome/ Barl. 274, 25.

The belief in fairy tilings [wunscheldinge, lit. wishing-gear] is

deeply rooted in our mythology : let us examine it minutely.

There are things, belonging to gods, but also lent to men, which

can bestow a plenitude of bliss, the best that heart can wish ;

so that our old vernacular word seems quite appropriate. The

Sanskrit for wish is significant : mano-ratha, wheel of the mind
;

does this open to us a new aspect of the divine wish ? Wish

turns the wheel of our thoughts. In the Edda the wishing-gear

is the cunning workmanship of dwarfs, and is distributed among

the gods. OSinn possessed the spear Gungnir, the hurling of

which brings victory, Thorr the hammer Miolnir, which comes

crashing down as thunderbolt, which also consecrates, and of

itself comes back into his hand. Freyr had a sword of similar

nature, that swung itself (er sialft vegiz), Seem. 82 a
. Sn. 40; its

name is unrecorded. The ' cudgel jump out o' your sack !

' in

our fairy-tale is the same story vulgarized; in (Egi's hall the

pitchers or beakers of ale brought themselves (sialft barsc ]>ar 61),

Ssem. 48 ; Wolfdieterich (Cod. dresd. 296-7) fell in with god-

desses, to whose table the wheaten loaf came walking, and the

wine poured itself out : such gear the Greeks called aurofxarov

(self-taught), II. 18, 376. (Egis-hialmr must originally have

been CEgi's own (and OEgir is at times undistinguishable from

OSinn), as Aegis is wielded by the two highest deities Zeus and

Athena: afterwards the helmet came into the hand of heroes.

Out of the magic helm sprang helot-helm, grim-helm, tam-kappe,

wunsch-mantel (Kinderm. no. 122), ivunsch-hut, which bestow

on dwarfs, heroes and fortune's favourites the power to walk

unseen, to sail swiftly through the sky. To the goddesses

Freyja and Frigg belonged Brisinga men, which, like the Ijias

of Venus and Juno, awakened longing (ifiepos), and matches the

sword, spear and hammer of the gods (p. 885). On the veil or

hood of the goddess Sif grew golden hair, as corn does on the

earth: its proper name is not given. Ski&bladnir is described,
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now as a ship, now as a hat, both of which could either be folded

up or expanded, for sailing in or for raising a storm ; wishing-

ships occur in Norske eventyr 1, 18. 142 and Sv. folkv. 1, 142-3.

Not unlike this are our winged sandals and league boots. Gullin-

bursti, too, Frey's boar, carries him through air and water.

From OSin's ring Draupnir dropped other rings as heavy ; the

miraculous power of Fulla's ring (Fullo fingrgull, Sn. 68) is not

specified, perhaps it made one invisible, like that of Aventiure

(p. 911). Draupnir suggests the broodpenny (Deut. sag. no. 86)

or hatching dollar of later times : whoever ate the bird's heart,

would find a gold-piece under his pillow every morning. With

this are connected the ivishing-purse, and the wishing-rod, which

unlocks the hoard, but apparently feeds it as well (ch. XXXI)

;

also the wunderblume and the springwurzel [root which springs

open the door of a treasure] ; a bird's nest makes invisible (Deut.

s. no. 85. Haupt's Zeitschr. 3, 361. Mone's Anz. 8, 539).

FroSi's luishing-mill Grotti would grind anything the grinder

wished for aloud (Sn. 146), gold, salt, etc. ; this we can match

with the wheel of fortune, an image that may be an importation

to us (p. 866), yet not have been strange to our remote ancestry

;

of manoratha I have spoken before. British legend too had

its own version of fortune's wheel (p. 869). Such a mill, such

a wheel ought above all to grind food for gods. The gods

possess the drink of immortality, which inspires man with song,

and keeps a god young. ISun's apples restore youth, as apples

in Volsungasaga make pregnant, in Sneewitchen send sleep, and

in Fortunatus give horns and take them away. But the wishing-

cloak becomes a wishing -cloth, which when spread brings up any

dish one may desire : in Danish and Swedish songs such a cloth

is woven of field wool [ageruld, D. vis. 1, 265. 300. akerull, Sv.

vis. 2, 199), a sort of grass with a woolly flower (eriophorum

polystachium) ; the same wishing-cloth occurs in Norske ev. 1,

44. 274, it is pulled out of a mare's ear, p. 112. Other ivishing-

cloths have to be spun in silence, or the hemp for them must be

picked, baked, braked, hatchelled, spun and woven all in one

day. The Servians tell of a miraculous cow, out of whose ear

yarn is spun, she is then killed and buried, and miracles are

wrought on her grave. A wishing-cow Kdmaduh or Kdmadhenu

is mentioned in Indian myth (Pott 2, 421. Somadeva 1, 198) ;

VOL. II. F F
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a winking-goat, who procures money, in the Norw. tales 1,45;

an ass in Pentam. 1, 1. The machandelbom (juniper) in our

fairy-tale is a wishing-tree, so is that from which Cinderella

shakes down all her splendid dresses ; the Indians call it Jcalpa

vrihska (tree of wishes) or Manoratka-dayaka (wish-giving),

Somadeva 2, 84. Beside the dresses of sun and moon, the

gold-hen and seven chickens (p. 728) are contained in the nut.

Fortuna carries a horn ofplenty (p. 870). The goat Auialtheia's

liorn supplied the nymphs who had nursed Zeus with all they

wished for ; another legend makes the nymph Amaltheia possess

a bull's horn, which gave in abundance all manner of meat and

drink that one could wish. A Scottish tradition has it, that

if any one can approach a banquet of the fairies, take away their

drinking-howl or horn, and carry it across a running stream

without spilling, it will be to him a cornucopia of good fortune

;

if he break it, his good days are done (R. Chambers pp. 32-3).

We know that wise-women and elfins offer drinking-horns to men

(p. 420) ; that jewels of the elves (like those of the smith dwarfs)

ensure luck to human families, viz. their sword, ring and goblet

(p. 457) ; that the swan left in Loherangrin's family a sword,

horn and fingerling (ring, Parz. 826. 19). Oberon's horn, and

he is of elf kind, was a wishing -horn, and excited magic dancing.

Other wonders are wrought by the harps of gods and heroes

(p. 907). The elves, beside the horn, have in their gift a bread

of grace that blesses. By the side of this may stand the beau-

tiful myths of the cruse of oil that never runs dry, the savoury

pottage that brims over, the yam that has never done winding.

Jemshid's goblet too was a miraculous one, so was the far-famed

Grail (greal, Ducange sub v. gradalus, graletus, grasala, grassale,

grassellus), that nourished and healed, which Romance legend took

up and interwined with christian, as indeed the spear of Longinus

and the bleeding lance are very like a heathen wishing-spear

;

nails of the true cross are worked up into bridles that bring

victory (El. xxii), wood of the cross and a thousand relics are

applied to thaumaturgic uses (ch. XXXVI), rings and precious

stones were held against a relic, that its virtue might pass into

them
;
precious stones themselves are in a sense wishing-stones,

such to the Indians was JDivyaratna (Pott 2, 421), which fulfilled

all the wishes of its owner. And the Grail cannot be more
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celebrated in the poems of the Round Table than Sampo is in

the epic of the Finns. It was fashioned by the god Ilmarinen

in Pohjola, and a joy it was to live in the land that possessed it,

the fields were covered with standing corn and hanging fruits.

But the gods tried to win it back (just like OShrcerir, p. 902),

and Wainamoinen and Ilmarinen succeeded in the theft; yet

Louhi the princess of Pohjola pursued them in eagle's shape (as

Suttung did OSinn), and overtook the fugitives on the open sea.

A\ hile Louhi makes a clutch at Sampo, and Wainamoinen strikes

at her fingers with the rudder, Sampo falls into the sea and

breaks ; the lid alone (Kirjokannen 23, 393, conf. 11, 361) is left

in Louhi' s hand, and with it she flies back to Pohjola : wretched-

ness and famine have reigned there ever since. Wainamoinen
finds pieces of Sampo on the shore, and has them sown, out of

which grow up trees, one of them a lofty oak that darkens the

sun. The points of likeness between this Sampo and the Norse

drink of immortality are startling, and the pieces picked up on

the strand by the highest god, and giving birth to trees, may
be compared to Askr and Embla, whom the three ases found on

the sea-shore (p. 560. Saeru. 8b
). The name Sampo, doubtless

one of high antiquity and sacredness, calls to mind a Mongolian

legend of a tree Asambu-bararkha, whose fruit dropping in the

water uttered the sound sambit (Majer's Myth. wtb. 1, 565)

;

sangpa in Tibetian means purified, holy. We gather from all

these examples, still far from complete, how under the veil of

sensuous images—spear, hammer, hat, helmet, cloak, horn,

goblet, necklace, ring, ship, wheel, tree, rod, flower, cloth, meat

and drink—lay hidden the spiritual ones of victory, happiness,

peace, healing, fertility, riches, virtue and poetic art. But when
several single attributes met in one object, as in Sampo and

the Grail, they still further enhanced its meaning and sacredness

(see Suppl.).

From the prologue to the Grimnismal, Sa3m. 39, we learn that

OSinn and Frigg, beside being the chief paternal and maternal

deities of antiquity, bestow their protection on special favourites

:

under the form of an old man and woman, they bring up the

boys GeirroSr and Agnar respectively, the act being expressed

by the verb fostra. Frigg had even, according to Sn. 38, a
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special handmaid, herself a divine being, whom she appointed

for the defence (til ggetslu) of such foster-sons against all dan-

gers ; this personified Tutela was named Hlin (p. 884), as if the

couch, Kkivn, OHG. hlina (recubitus, Gl. Ker. 273) on which one

leans (root hleina hlain, Gr. kXIvo, Lat. clino) . We find ' harmr

Mlinar,' Seem. 9 a
, and there went a proverb ' sa er forSaz hlei-

nir/ he that is struggling leans for help. Hlin (Goth. Hleins?)

shelters and shields, the Goth, hlains is a hill [Germ, berg, a hill,

is from bergen, to hide], the OHG. hlinaperga, linaperga =

fulcrum, reclinatorium.

Those who are born with a caul about their head are popularly

believed to be lucky children. Such a membrane is called gliicks-

haube, wehmutter-haublein, and is carefully treasured up, or sewed

into a band and put round the babe. 1 Fischart in Garg. 229 b calls

it kinderpelglin (balg, bag), while the Icelanders give it the name

of fylgja f., and imagine that in it resides the child's guardian-

spirit or a part of its soul : midwives are careful not to injure it,

but bury it under the threshold over which the mother has to

pass. Whoever carelessly throws it away or burns it, deprives

the child of its guardian, Edd. Sa3tn. Hafniens. 2, 653. This

guardian-spirit is variously named fylgja- (who follows man),

sometimes forijnja (who goes before him, F. Magn. lex. 379),

oftener hamingja (felicitas) from hamr induviae, nay, this hamr

of itself seems to stand for the same thing :
' hamr Atla/ genius

i Kinderm. no. 29, conf. 3, 39. Ettner's Hebamme p. 531. Journal v. u. f. D.

1788. 1, 574. Ital. ' nascer vestito '= avventurato ; Fr. ne coiffe; Pol. to czepku

urodzil, Haupt's Zeitschr. 1, 137. The Servians name the caul koshulitsa, little

shirt, and a child born with it vidovit : he will go to the Vilas and know more than

other men. In Holland they say ' met den helm geboren zin ' (conf. p. 389) : such

children have the power of seeing spectres ; a ham (ovum) in which a foal came

into the world is hung up on a high tree, Westendorp p. 518. Of the gliicks-helm

we are told : ' ab eo tegmine obstetrices et delirae aniculae infantibus bona ex colore

rubicundo, vel mala ex nigricante praesagire solent. magno vendunt hujusmodi

pileos infantiles credulis advocatis, qui se hinc adjuvari putant.' This in Anton.

Diadum. cap. 4 is borrowed from an older passage in Aelius Lampridius :
' solent

pueri pileo insignari naturali, quod obstetrices rapiunt et advocatis credulis ven-

dunt, siquidem causidici hoc juvari dicuntur.' [AS. heafela, hafela. MHG. hiiete-

lin, batwdt, kindbcilgel, ivesterhufe, westerhuot ; conf. the westerw&t preserved in

churches, and the names Gliickshelm, Barnhelm. ' Membranulae ad modum retis

dispositae, in quibus quandoque nascuntur pueri et vocantur in vulgari (Bohemico)

wodienic. de his membranis famant vetulae : si recipiantur IX vel ad minus V et

habeantur cumfilo aureo etsericeo in ecclesia per novem dies illo tempore quo horae

canonicae dicuntur per nonam, et ferantur per aliqueni ad judicem vel ad judicium,

ille obtinet causam suam.' Jungmann sub v. odenj. Lith. namai kudikio, child's

house. ON. Hlo-Sr born with lielmet and sword. Extr. from Suppl., vol. iii.

Mot a word about it as a charm against drowning. 1

.
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Atlii, Saem. 253b. According to Ihre (de Superst. p. 24-5), the

Swed. hamn denotes a genius that follows each man.

What is essential to the notion of a guardian-angel is his being

native to us: this distinguishes him from the home-sprite (genius

familiaris), who devotes himself to an individual man, but not

from birth. Eegula Benedicti cap. 7 : 'ab angelis nobis deputatis

cotidie die noctuque Domino Factori nostro opera nostra nun-

tiantur.' Berthold preaches (p. 209) :
' als daz kint lebende

wirt an siner muoter libe, so giuzet im der engel die sele in, der

almehtige Got giuzet dem kinde die sele mit dem engel in;' and

St. Bernard (sermo 12 in ps. Qui habitat) :
' quoties gravissima

cernitur uro-ere tentatio et tribulatio vehemens imminere, invoca

custodem tuum, doctorem tuum, adjutorem tuum. in opportuni-

tatibus, in tribulatioue, in quovis diversoi'io, in quovis angulo,

angelo tuo reverentiam habe. tu ne audeas illo jpraesente, quod

vidente me non auderes.' One more passage I will transcribe,

from Notker's Capella 137 :
' alien menniskon wirdet sunderig

unde gemeine huotdre gesezzet. ten heizent si ouh flihtdre

(pfiichter, care-taker), wanda er alles werches fliget. ten gemeinen

betont (adore) tie liute sament, unde ane daz iogelih ten sinen

(beside that, each his own), fone diu heizet er genius, wanda er

genitis sar gegeben wirt ze flihte. tiser huotare unde diser getriwo

bruoder behuotet iro sela unde iro sinna allero. wanda er ouch

tougene gedancha Gote chundet, pediu mag er ioh angelus

heizen.' l This doctrine, partially retained as we see by the

church, seems to have got mixed up with that grosser native

superstition of guardian and attendant spirits. Caesar heisterb.

8, 44 supposes every man to have a good and a bad angel, who

seeks to bring him weal or woe. The valkyrs too were to a

certain extent guardian-spirits of the heroes (pp. 400. 419), and

remained bound to them for a time. It is said of slain heroes

(Lament 922) :
' ir engel vil wol wisten, war ir sele solten komen/

full well their angels wist whither their souls should go. Other

i The Lat. text runs: 'et generalis omnium praesul, et specialis singulis

mortalibus genius admovetur, queru etiam praestitem, quod praesit gerundis

omnibus, vocaverunt. nam et populi genio, quum generalis poscitur, supplicant, et

unusquisque gubernatori proprio dependit obsequium. ideoque genius dicitur,

quoniam quum quis hominum genitus fuerit, max eidem copulatur. hie tutelator

lidissimusque germanus animos omnium mentesque custodit. et quoniam cogi-

tationum arcaua Superae annuntiat Potestati, etiam angelus poterit nuncupari.'

Conf. Porphyry's Vita Plotini p. 14. Plutarch's Vita Antonini p. 430.
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passages speak of these angels :
' sie redeten, daz ir engel muose

lachen/ they said her angel must laugh for joy, Wartb. kr. jen.

38 ; ' ein wiser (wizer, white ?) engel bi dir gat, der dinen tiuvel

so von dir gescheiden hat ' 47 :
' teile din pater noster mite

dinem engel' 23 ;
' ein engel, der din hat gepjlegen (tended) ' 62.

' ich wil gelouben, daz den list din engel finde,' will find out a

way, Lohengr. p. 3. 'in was ir engel bi/ Geo. 343. 'daz der

engel din diner eren hiiete !
' guard thy honour, MsH. 3, 230'.

' zuo im was geweten ein engel, daz im niht geschach/ Geo. 3205.

' als im sin engel gab die lere/ Kolocz. 148 ; ' daz iuch min engel

griieze !
' greet you 102; and elsewhere 'daz iuwer min engel

walte
!

' Graceful equivalents for ' I from my iumost soul/ l

(see Suppl.).

In Nialssaga cap. 101 a heathen submits to baptism, but only

on the assurance that St. Michael (receiver of souls, p. 854-5)

shall thereby become his fylgju engill. And cap. 23 speaks of

the fylgja Gunnars.

One who is near death sees his angel first :
' )n\ mant vera

feigr ma'Sr, oc munt ]?u. seS hafa fylgju Jrina,' sure thou art fey,

and hast seen thy f., Nialss. cap. 41. Quite logically, as the

man's death severs the bond between him and his fylgja. Then

the fylgja presents herself to another person, and offers him her

services : Helgi forecast his own death, because a witch riding

her wolf appeared to his brother at night, and offered her

attendance, ' bauS fylgS sina; fylgjo beiddi/ Seoul. 14a
. 147a

.

When a man sees his fylgja, she is giving him up, quitting him.

In Norway the vulgar opinion is, that the fdlgie likes to shew

herself in the shape of some animal that typifies the character

of the man she belongs to (Faye p. 77). Can this have indi-

cated a future transmigration ? conf. p. 823. There were fylgjor

that, like the dwarfs, stuck to certain families : hynfylgjor,

cettarfylgjor ; and this is important, as teaching the affinity of

1 Conf. H. Sachs's poem ' die engels hut,' and ' der lockige knabe,' in Hebel's

Karfnnkel. [Not only men, but even some animals, have an angel of their own,
Keisersp. brosaml. 19c

. The Pass. 337, 46 agrees with Caes. heist. :
' zwene engel,

einen guoten, einen leiden'; yet 'sin engel ' -41 means only the good one, and so

it is generally. Conf. Menander's protest (abridged) :
' a good daemon is given at

birth ; never dream that there are evil daemons, for God is good.' Angels are

always imagined as male ; thus, when two ladies appear :
' ob ez von himele wasren

zwene engele (masc), des enweiz ich niht,' Frib. Trist. The guardian-angels of two
friends are also friends, Renn. 18902.—Extr. from Suppl.]
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such spirits to elves and dwarfs, who (like the white lady, the

ancestress Berhta, p. 280) shew themselves when a death in the

family is imminent.

Eamtngjor, occurring as early as Saem. 37b
. 93b

, are very like

our personified scelde : hamingja too at first denoted fortuna,

felicitas; and afterwards a being that bestowed these blessings,

holding a middle place between a fate, a guardian-spirit and a

goodnatured homesprite ; conf. Laxd. saga p. 441. ' Hamingjor

horfnar, heillir horfnar' in Stem. 93 are those that have aban-

doned their man.

The ON. landvcett (p. 441) is, like the fylgja and hamingja, a

female being, not however the guardian-spirit of an individual

or a family, but of the whole country. In the code of Ulfliot

it is ordered that every ship shall have its figure-head taken

down before it come in sight of land (i landssyn), lest the gaping

jaws affright the landucettir :
' sigla eigi at landi me$ gapandi

hofSnm ne ginandi trionu, sva at landvcettir faeldist viS
' 1 (see

Suppl.).

With the Slavs the notions of luck, chance and destiny touch

one another, yet their mythology is destitute of beings equivalent

to the norns and parcae (p. 436). For luck the Servians have

sretla [from s-retiti to meet], the Slovens srezha, and they

personify them too : dobra Sretia (bona Fortuna, Vuk 3, 444)

is their ayaOrj Tvxn, their fro Sselde. 3 The Lettish Laima (p.

416) comes nearer the parca or moira : she is called mahmina, i.e.

mother, goddess. Then again the fostermother Vehhla (ibid.) by

the boon of her milk bestows luck and aptitude :

i ka Dehkla

noleek, ta noteek/ as D. disposes, so it happens. 3 In Lith. also

Laima = Aai/JLco, Lat. Lamia (see Suppl.).

1 Fornm. scig. 3, 105. Isl. s5g. 1, 198-9. This gaping yawning ship reminds

me of the Gepanta (navis tardius vecta) in Jornandes cap. 17. [Biarki's fylgja

appears as a bear, and fights while B. slumbers ; Gunnar's fylgja too is a biarndyr.

Glumr, having dreamt of a woman higher than the hills coming towards him,

concludes that Vigfus is dead, and this is his hamingja coming to look for a new
place. It follows, that fylgja and hamingja are one. Similar is the Engl, fetch

(Scot. /ye) or double, N. Riding waff, wiff, Scot, wraith, Cumbl. swarth (all in Hone's

Daybk). Ir. taise, etc.—Extr. from Suppl.]
2 The name has given rise to a sad blunder. Anton in Versuch 1, 50 having

paraded a Dalmatian goddess Dobra Frichia, he was followed by Karamzin 1, 85,

by Jungmann 1, 342, and who knows how many more. It all rests on a clerical

error in translating Porti'a Viaggio in Dalmazia (Venice. 1774) ; the Ital. text, 1, 74

has quite correctly Dobra-srichia. I would have any one beware of likening this

false Frichia to our fru Frecke (p. 304).
3 Magaz. der lett. gesellsch., Mitau 1838. 0, 141.
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As the goddess of destiny has both good and evil in her

hand, there needs no separate representation of misfortune. Our
elder poets however do treat her more or less as a person, and
apply to her much the same phrases as to Saelde. ' Unscelde hat

uf tnich gesworn/ Gregor 2394 (so of Tot, p. 847n.). ' Unscelde

hat mich bedaht/ Troj. 17105. <der Unscelden knit/ Iw. 4449.
1 din heil sin ungeliiche begonde erwecken harte/ Gold. schm.

1306. 'iiber in het gesworn sines libes unheil,' Klage 1240.
' Unscelde si mir uf getan !

' Rab. 896. ' wie in diu Unscelde

verriete/ Dietr. 38b
.

' der Unscelden vart vara/ go the way of,

Doc. misc. 2, 163. 'so wirt unheil von mir gejaget/ chased

away, Herm. Dam. 42. 'ungelucke, waz ir mir leides tuot!' what
hurt you do me, Lampr. Alex. 3065. Other images are peculiar

to misfortune : she is a dog bestriding one's path, and barking

at one :
' unheil mir iiber den wee schreit gelich einem hunde/

Hartm. erstes biichl. 1671. 'wen nach geliicke groz unheil an

bellet (barks, billet ? or vellet, velt ? )' Ls. 1, 239. A M. Nethl.

poet ascribes to her a net : ' al heft dat ongheval nu mi aldus

onder tnet ghevaen ? ' Rein, 6180. Two sepai-ate stories

deserve quoting at greater length : A poor knight sits in

the forest, consuming a scanty meal; he looks up and spies

in the tree overhead a monstrous being, who cries to him ' I am
thy ungelucke.' He invites ' his ill-luck ' to share his meal, but

no sooner is it down, than he seizes it firmly and shuts it up in

an ' eicher ' (hollow oak ? ) . From that moment all goes well

with him, and he makes no secret of what has happened. One
who envies him, wishing to plunge him into misery again, goes

to the wood and releases ill-luck; but, instead of burdening the

knight any longer, it jumps on the traitor's back, just as a kobold

would (Ls. 2, 575). This fable was known to H. Sachs iii. 2, 72c
:

Misfortune shall be made fast with chains and ropes to an oaken

stake, so it may visit no houses more, unless some man be so

fond to let it loose again. The other story may as well be given

in Reinmar's own words, MS. 2, 134b
:

Ez was ein gar unsaslic man (a most unlucky man)

in einer stat gesezzen, dar inne er nie dehein heil gewan,

der dahte, ich wil versuochen, wie min geliike in fremden

landen si.

do im der reise ze muote wart (resolved to travel),
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Vnscelde wart sin geverte, diu huob sich mit im uf die vart

;

er lief gegen einem walde, er wande er waBre Unsaslden wor-

den vri (he weened he was free of U.).

er sprach :
' Unscelde, nu bin ich dir entrunnen (escaped).'

' nein ' sprach Unscelde, ' ich han den sig (victoi'y) gewunnen
;

swaz du geliefe, daz selbe ich rande (I ran as fast as thou),

uf dinem liaise (neck) was min gemach (I took my ease.)' 1

der man da zuo im selbe sprach (to himself spake) :

's6 'st niht s6 gaot, ich enhere wider ze lands !
' (best to turn

back).

Exactly the story of the homesprite, who flits with you, and

you cannot shake him off (p. 518) : Misfortune personified is

here substituted for the more living kobold. Unsaslde occurs

in the plural too :

f ganc z''alien onselden hin ! ' in a Lower Rhine

poem by Wilhelm (F. A. Reuss p. 13). It reminds me of ' zuo

zallen marsen vara' (p. 362; see Suppl.).

1 Post equitem sedet atra Cura, Hor. Od. 3,

1



CHAPTER XXIX.

PERSONIFICATIONS.

This is a convenient place to treat more fully of Mythical

Personification.

All objects are either perceptible to our senses, or merely exist

in our thoughts. Of sensible objects a very general characteristic

is, that they strike upon the eye (et<? wira, 7rpo? oiTra), for which

we once possessed the pretty word augen, OHG. ougan, Goth,

augjan, to come in sight, appear (hence sich er-eignen, Grarnm.

1, 226). The form and shape of this appearance was called

in Goth, slims, ON. syn, OHG. gisiuni, which come from

saihva (I see), as species from specio, visus from video, elSo?

from the lost elSco, and signify the seen, the present

;

1 while

vaihts, which Ulphilas uses also for el8o<i (p. 440), is derived

from veiha (facio, p. 68). More commonly still we find combina-

tions : Goth, anddugi, andvairfii, OHG. antwerti, Goth, andavleizn,

AS. andwlite, OEG. a/nasiuni, anasiht, gisiht ; all of which,

formed like the Gr. irpoaanzov, have alike the sense of aspectus,

obtutus, and the narrower one of facies, vultus, frons (Goth, vlits

fr. vleita), because vision is directed mainly to the visage. The

Lat. persona, obscure as its origin 2 may seem, agrees with the

above in its use, except that siuns and irpoawirov may refer to

any sight, vlits and persona more especially to the human form.

The freest personality is proper to gods and spirits, who can

suddenly reveal or conceal their shape, appear and disappear

(chap. XXX). To man this faculty is wanting, he can but slowly

1 MHG. schin used in the same way : disen ritter oder sinen schin, Parz. 18, 13.

sante Martins gewer oder sin schin, Fragm. 28b . wip, man oder tieres schin, Diut.

2, 94. sin wesen und sin schin (schein), Er. 10047-9. der menschlich schin, Ls.

3, 263.
s Hardly from Trp6<rwiroi>, like Proserpina from Hepae<p6vT), where the change of

sound is exactly the other way. What if the old etymology from personare

should prove defensible, and sonus be conn, with siuns ? There are plenty of

analogies between sound and sight (e.g. that Eomance ' par son', p. 745), and also

changes of short vowels into long (persona) ; vpoffwirov itself happens to be an
example of both (8\j/ voice and eye, 8^/is visio, w\p eye, face, ihw-rj look) ; the forma-

tion of persona would be as in Perenna, Pertunda, Pervinca.

680
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come and go, and in his body he must bide, unless magic inter-

vene ; hence he is [not] in the strictest sense a person, his veriest

self being emphasized in our older speech by the term lip (life),

body (Gramm. 4, 29G). Bat language and an open brow distin-

guish him from beasts, who have only voice and irporopbrf, not a

real irpoawrrov or countenance. Still less of personality have

plants, silent as they are, and rooted to the soil. Never-

theless both animals and plants have in common with man a

difference of sex and the power of propagation ; to both of them

language assigns natural gender and, only where that is non-

apparent, a purely grammatical. It goes yet further, and con-

cedes it to lifeless tools and to things beyond the reach of sigtt

or sense.

Then poetry and fables set themselves to personify, i.e. to extend

personality, the prerogative of gods, spirits and men, to animals,

plants, things or states to which language has lent gender. All

these appear in ^sop endowed with human speech, and acting

by the side of gods and men ; and this not only in the case of

trees and shrubs (like the bean or corn stalk in the fairy-tale),

but of utensils like pot and file {x^TPV> pwrj), of days and seasons

(eopT7), varepv, yei^oiv, lap), even of mere emotions, as love,

shame (epws, aicr^yvTJ). Our own simple-hearted eld loves to

emphasize this livingness by the formalities of address and rela-

tionship : horse, ship and sword are gravely apostrophized by the

hero (Gramm. 3, 331. 434. 441) ; such entities receive the title of

f herr ' or ( frau ' (3, 346) ; as animals are invested with gossip-

hood and brotherhood (Reinh. p. xxvii), the Edda makes air (the

awl) brother to kni'fr, Sn. 133. Under this head too I bring

the practice of coupling ' father
} and ' mother ' with lifeless

things (Gramm. 4, 723).

Things deeply intergrown with speech and story can at no

time have remained foreign to mythology, nay, they must have

sucked up peculiar nourishment from her soil, and that universal

life conceded in grammar and poetry may even have its source in

a mythical prosopopoeia. As all the individual gods and godlike

attributes really rest on the idea of an element, a luminary, a

phenomenon of nature, a force and virtue, an art and skill, a

blessing or calamity, which have obtained currency as objects of

worship ; so do notions related to these, though in themselves
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impersonal and abstract, acquire a claim to deification. A distinct

personality will attach to animals, plants, stars, which stand con-

nected with particular gods, or have sprung out of metamor-
phosis. One might say, the heathen gods as a whole have arisen

out of the various personifications that were most natural to each
nation's way of thinking and state of culture ; but that individual

figures among them, by combining several attributes and by
long continued tradition, were sure to attain a higher rank and
reputation.

In this process however we notice an important distinction

with regard to sex : strong, vehement forces and operations are

by preference made into gods, mild and gracious ones into god-

desses, which of itself determines the superior power, as a rule, of

the male divinities. Yet this inferiority of the goddesses, added
to their grace, tended, as I have more than once remarked, to

secure their status longer, while the stern sway of the gods was
being rooted out.

Everywhere the two sexes appear hand in hand, so that out of

their union, according to human notions, may issue new births

and new relationships. Wherever personification is not directly

intended, it is the habit of our language to use the crude unde-

veloped neuter.

Amongst elements, we find air and fire handed over more to

gods, earth and water more to goddesses. Wuotan appears as

an all-pervading atmosphere, as a murmur that sweeps through

heaven and earth ; this we made out under the words ivuot (p.

131) and woma (p. 144; conf. p. 745), and perhaps we have a

right to connect even wehen (to blow) with waten (to wade),

beben (to quake) with Bifllndi (p. 149). The hurricane of the

'furious host' will then have real point and significance. Favour-

able wind (p. 636-7) was in the hands of Wuotan and Zeus, OSinn
'weathered,' stormed or thundered, and was called VicFrir (ibid.).

The shaking of the air by thunder is everywhere traced to the

highest god, whom our antiquity represents separately as Donar,

Thunar, the son of Wuotan, but in Zeus and Jupiter it is the

father again; Thrymr seems identical with Thorr (p. 181). Loptr

(pp. 246. 632) is another emanation of OSinn. Zio, and perhaps

Pliol, as whirlwinds (turbines), must be regarded in the same
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light (p. 632) . Of goddesses, we have to reckon whoever may

stand for the ' wind's bride ' aud whirlwind, Holda who accom-

panies the ' furious host/ and Herodias (p. 632); and bear in

mind that to the same Holda and to Mary is given power over

snow and rain (pp. 267. 641. 174-5). It is in Wikram 251 a that

a f frau luft ' first occurs, as H. Sachs makes aer, ignis, aqua all

' fraulein.' Whenever dwarfs, giants and giantesses raise wind,

weather and storm (pp. 631-6-7), they act as servants of the

highest god. Kdri also represented air.

Lohi and Logi (p. 241) are gods of fire, and so was probably

auhns, ovan, which to us denotes the mere element itself (p.

629). The 'dea Hludana' (p. 257) might stand beside him.

Donar, like the Slavic Perun, hurls the lightning flash, yet the

Slavs make Grom, thunder, a youth, and Hunya, lightning, a

maiden (p. 178 n.). Fire, the godlike, is spoken to, and called

' bani vrSar/ wood-killer. Balder, Phol, is perhaps to be under-

stood as a divinity of light (pp. 227. 612-4), and from another

point of view Ostara (p. 291). Mist was taken for a valkyr (p.

421).

Hler (p. 240) and Oegir (pp. 137. 311) are gods of the wave,

and Ban a goddess (p. 311); Geban, Gefjon (pp. 239. 311) is

divided between both sexes. The fern, ahva (p. 583 n.) and the

female names of our rivers (p. 600) lead us to expect water-

goddesses, with which agrees the preponderance of nixies and

mermaids (p. 487), also the softness of the element, though

Obinn too is found under the name of Hnikar (ibid.) Snow and

Hoarfrost are thought of as male (p. 761), but the Norse Drifa

(loose drifting snow) is a daughter of Snior (Yngl. saga 16).

The Earth, like Terra and Tellus, could not be imagined other

than female, so that the masc. Heaven might embrace her as

bride; Binda is a goddess too, and Nerthus (p. 251), though she

and the masc. NiorSr play into one another. Out of the Goth,

fairguni's neutrality unfolded themselves both a male Fiorgynn

(p. 172) and a female Fiorgyn (p. 256) ; the former answers to

Perkunas (Fairguueis) and to other cases of gods being named

after mountains, conf. ans, as (p. 25) and Etzel (p. 169). And
Hamar the rock-stone (p. 181) is another instance of the same

thing. The forest-worship dwelt upon in ch. IV could not fail

to introduce directly a deification of sacred trees, and most trees
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are regarded as female; we saw (pp. 651-2-3) how the popu-

lar mind even in recent times treated ' frau Hasel, frau Elhorn,

frau Wacholder, frau Fichte ' as living creatures. Hlin and Gnd,

handmaids of Frigg, are named in Sn. 38 among asynjor, and

'Block in Sn. 39 among valkyrjor : all three, according to Biorn,

are likewise names of trees, Hlin apparently of our leinbaum,

leinahorn, lenne (acer, maple), in the teeth of our derivation

(p. 874) ; conf. AS. hlin. Again Sn. 128 tells us more generally,

why all fern, names of trees are applicable to women, e.g. selja

is both salix and procuratrix.

Zio, like Zeus, appears to mean, in the first instance, sky and

day (pp. 193. 736); yet our mythology takes no notice of his

relation to the earth (p. 700). But still it personifies Bay m.

(p. 735), and makes him the son of Night f. At the same

time evening and morning, Apantrod and Tagarod (p. 748) are

masculine. 1 It is therefore the more surprising that the sun,

the great light of day (p. 701), should be pictured as female and

the moon as male, especially as the sun shines fiercely and the

moon softly. Though this view is of high antiquity (p. 704), yet

the identity of the Goth, sduil, AS. segil, with sol and i]\tos,

makes it appear likely that with us too the relation between sun

and moon was once the same as in the classical languages (p. 701),

and was only departed from by slow degrees. Even in MHG.
the gender of ' sunne ' continued to vacillate, as the Latin con-

versely shews a Lunus by the side of Luna. In the same way
the Goth, stairno, ON. stiarna, is fern, like stella, but the OHG.
sterno, OS. sterro, AS. steorra, masc. like aarr/p ; and each has

its justification in the particular stars personified.

Our Summer and Winter are masculine (p. 758), the Lat.

aestas and hiems feminine, to which add the Gr. -^ecficov m., and

the Slav, zima f. Excepting Brede and Edstre, all our names

of months were masc, and Mai in particular often stands for

summer. On the contrary, the vagueness of the neuter 'year'

• shews the absence of mythical prosopopoeia, (see Suppl.).

On mere tools and utensils its operation seems more stinted :

an exception must at once be made in favour of the sword.

As this weapon received proper names and a living accusative

1 Lith. ' Berlea dea vespertina, Breksta dea tenebrarum,' Lasicz 47. In our
Tristan, Isot is beautifully compared to the Sun, and her mother to the Dawn, f.
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(Gramm. 3, 441), as it was often apostrophized (Klage 847.

Wigal. 6514), and like Norse heroes, or like fire, was called bani

(occisor, e.g. Ilialmars bani, Fornald. sog. 1, 522), as its hilt and

point were the haunt of snake and adder (p. 687-8) ; agreeable to

all this is a deification of the sword of war (p. 203-4), and for this

would be found available not the lifeless neuter ' swert/ but the

masc. ' hairus, heru, cheru,' p. 203, to which correspond the divine

names Eor, "Ap^ and Sahsnot : from this divine progenitor's name

proceeded the national names of Cheruscans, Saxons, conf. Suar-

dones, with Sweordweras, in Cod. exon. 322, 13. In contrast

with the sword, which ennobles men, stands female decoration,

from which our language drew similar designations ; and it is a

significant thing that, as one of the highest gods borrowed lustre

from the sword, so did the fairest of goddesses from her necklace,

she after whom all ladies are called freyja (pp. 299. 306). In

our oldest laws the sword 1 was an essential part of the 'her-

gewate,' war-equipment, and the necklace of the ' frauen-gerade/

woman's outfit (RA. 567 seq.) ; now, as we find in the Lex Angl.

et Werin. 7, 3 the expression ' ornamenta muliebria quod rhedo

dicunt/ it becomes a question, whether a totally different ex-

planation of the AS. goddess Rheda from that attempted on

p. 289 be not the right one. Ostara, Eastre, was goddess of the

growing light of spring, and Hrede might be goddess of female

beauty, another name for Frouwa, Freyja, or a personification of

the necklace ;
2 the root might be the same as in the OHG. hrat,

A.S. hraed, ON. hra^r (velox, celer), as the notions of swiftness

and sweetness often meet. We must not overlook another word

used for the above ' gerade :
' radeleve (RA. 567), OHG. rado-

1 And with it a horse and ship, the most precious of movable goods in antiquity.

' Mearas and . ma/Smas ' are coupled together in AS. poems ; out of niacin was
developed the notion of the Goth, iuaijnns, a costly gift, while the MHG. meiden
retained the literal meaning of horse ; the formula ' schiff und geschirr,' ship and
harness, which afterwards meant the land-ship (waggon) and its rigging, may
originally have signified the sea-ship, which ON. and AS. poets in varying phrase

denominate ' sea-horse,' Andr. and El. xxxiv.-v. ; even in the French Simplic.

3, 46 I find ' to put the wooden water-horse to his paces' = to sail. This borders

closely on the notion of demonic sea-horses (p. 490).
- The personifications Hamar and Heru as weapons of the highest gods, and

their counterpart the feminine spindle and necklace, support each other (conf.

p. 204). The hammer was left to grow diabolic (ch. XXXIII) and superstitious

(XXXVII), but the men would not allow their sword to be dishonoured. The In-

dians personified and apostrophized the sacrijicial knife (Gutting, anz. 1331, p.

1762).
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leiba (Graff 3, 855), more exactly hrataleipa, on comparing which

with the AS. sweorda lafe, homera lafe (Beow. 5868. 5654), i.e.

lafe preceded by a genitive, we see that Hredan or Hredean lafe

would originally mean jewellery the legacy (leavings) of the god-

dess, which afterwards all women divided among them. And this

explanation is supported by several other things. Not only do

the Norse skalds designate woman in general by the name of any

ornament that she wears; but Freyja herself, whose bosom is

adorned with that costly Brisinga men (Goth. Breisigge mani ?

p. 306), as mother earth too wears her f iarSar men 5 the green-

sward (p. 643), gave birth to a divine daughter identical with

herself, whose name also gets to mean ornament and jewelry.

Sn. 37 says, she was called Hnoss, and was so beautiful that

everything elegant and precious was named lmossir ; ' hnossir

velja/ Ssem. 233b
, means to select jewelry for a present. Hnoss

may either be derived from hnoSa, glomus, nodus (as hlass from

hla^a, sess from sitja), or be connected with an OHG. form hnust,

nust, nusc (Graff 2, 1006-7) ; either way it so obviously agrees

withbris (compages, nodus), or with nusta (ansula), nuskil (fibula),

that it is wonderfully like the Brisinga (or Brisinga) men of the

mother. But elsewhere we find Freyja provided with another

daughter Gersimi (Sn. 212. Yngl. saga c. 13), whose name ex-

hibits the same notion over again, nay it has found its way, like

rhedo, into ancient legal phraseology. Gersemi (fern.) means costly

ornament, cimelium (Gloss, to Gragas p. 26), also arrha, and mulcta

pactitia; the Ostgota-lag giptab. 18 has garsimi, the Vestgota-lag

p. 140 gorsimar, the Dan. laws giorsum, giorsum ; even A.S.

records repeatedly use the phrase ' gaersuman, gersuman niman/

gersumam capere in the sense of thesaurum, cimelium (Spelm. p.

263a
. Ducange 3, 513), but I have not come across it in the poets.

As the AS. -sum answers to OHG. -sam (Gramm. 2, 574), I con-

jecture an OHG. karosemi (from karo, gar, yare, paratus) mean-

ing the same as wip-garawi, mundus muliebris (Graff 4, 241)

;

we should then have learnt three new equivalents for the gerade

of our German law : rhedo, hnoss, gersemi, all of them personified

and deified as livedo,, Hnoss, Gersemi. Again, it occurs to me
that in the story of Oswald, one that teems with mythical allusions

(think of Tragemund, and the raven all but Odinic) , there appears

a maiden Spange (Z. f. d. a. 2, 96-7. 105, ver Spauge 103, vor
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Spange 115, like ver Hilde, ver Gaue),1 plainly a personified

spange (armilla), a meaning highly appropriate to the beautiful

princess. Such goddesses of female adornment and of household

implements may also be supposed among the Lithuanian deities

named in Lasicz p. 48-9. Nddala the snuggling, insinuating

(p. 240) occurs at least as an OHG. proper name in Irmino 187a
;

compare the personal relation attributed to air and knifr (p. 881).

IIlocJc we have explained (p. 401, conf. 421-2) as hlancha, catena

(see Suppl.).

Latin, Eomance and German poems of the Mid. Ages, as early

as the 12th cent, it seems to me, introduce the player's die as a

personal demonic being; the Cod. Monac. ol. benedictobur. 160a

fol. 94 contains the following passage :
' cum sero esset una gens

lusorum, venit Deems in medio eorum, et dixit, Fraus vobis !

nolite cessare ludere, pro dolore enim vestro missus sum ad vos ;'

and fol. 97b speaks of the ' secta Decii,' i.e. of dicers. Other

auths. are given by Ducange sub v. Decius= talus, taxillus, with

a correct explanation of the word by the Fr. de, 0. Fr. dez, Prov.

dat, datz, It. Sp. dado= Lat. datus,3 because in playing ' dare

'

was used for edere, jacere. The same Munich codex fol. 95b

furnishes another remarkable phrase :
' nil hie expavescimus preter

Eashardi minas/ the threatenings of the die
;

yet ' hasehart/

which is known to MHG. poets also,3 can only be traced to the Fr.

hasart, hasard, whose own origin is obscure, whose wider meaning

brings it sooner to the verge of personification. Add to all this,

that the Indian myth makes Dvapara, a demon, squeeze himself

into the dice, and that these come in the shape of birds, Bopp's

Nalus pp. 38-9. 50 (see Suppl.).

Scarcely will a deification grow out of notions of place ; on the

other hand, the idea and name of a deity can be transferred to

space. Thus from the heathen Hali, Hel, arose the christian hell

;

the ON. Laufey (p. 246) is perhaps another instance, and the idea

of a god often mingles with'that of wood and grove.

1 Ettmiiller's text has an erroneous unmeaning Pange.
2 Conf. 16, lez. It. lato, Sp. lado, Lat. latus ; ne, nez, It. nato, Sp. naclo, Lat.

natus ; pre, prez, Prov. pratz, It. prato, Sp. prado, Lat. pratum.
i Examples coll. in Z. f. d. a. 1, 577; to which may be added :

' spil geteilet

fif bret aid an hasehart,' Gute frau 1093. ' den hasehart werfen,' Tauler's Sermons

in Cod. Argent. A, 89.

VOL. II. G
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Abstract immaterial objects open a far wider field for personifi-

cations ; and here we see female ones decidedly predominate over

male.

Of the latter the most striking instances are, I think, the

following. Donar is pictured at once as father and grandfather

(p. 167) ; Aija to the Lapps, Ukko to the Finns, are grandfather

as well as thunder. Wunsch, Oski, a name of Wuotan (p. 143)

signifies much the same as the female figures Salida, Fruma, Xapt<?

;

and the Gr. 7ro#o? (wish, longing) occasionally occurs as I7o0o?.

If I am right in my interpretations of Gibika (p. 137), Gduts (pp.

23. 367—72), Sigi (pp. 27. 371), we can easily find female beings

to match them also. All these names belonged to the highest

god, whose creative bounty blesses ; others to his near kinsman

the majestic god of war : Wig (pugna, p. 203, conf. Graff 1, 740)

and Hadu (pp. 207. 223), to which many female names corre-

spond, Hilta, etc. 1 With Yggr (p. 208) I have identified the

Pallor and Pavor of the Eomans ; Omi, Woma is better explained

as elemental. What comes nearer to Wig and Hadu is Death,

Daujfus (p. 842), which likewise from a male becomes a female

person ; that death is immediately related to hunger is shewn

in our language, Goth, svults being mors, and ON. sultr fames

[Germ, sterben, Bng. starve], like Xi/ios hunger, Xoi/jlos pesti-

lence ; and personifications start up on every side : hungr is

Hel's dish, sultr her knife (Sn. 33), Herbout (Renart 23362.

Roman de la rose 18097) is a visitation of famine, a name I derive

from the OHG. Heribalt, for Hunger stalks like a mighty warrior

through the world :
' ferid unmet grot Hungar hetigrim obar

helido barn/ Hel. 132, 8. ' der Hunger gie liberal, breite sich

in die werlt wite,' Diut. 3, 101. The Roman Fames is fern., her

personality comes out in Ov. Met. 8, 800. Doubt still hangs over

the comparison attempted on p. 374 between a MHG. Billich and

the Eddie Bil or Bil, whose own being is as yet unexplained

;

but that the sexes do interchange is most satisfactorily proved

by the frequent appearance, side by side, of an identical god and

goddess, who are parent and child, or brother and sister, as

NiorSr and Nerthus, Freyr and Freyja, Liber and Libera. So

Berhta became Berchtolt, p. 279 (see Suppl.).

1 Bruoder Zornli, Ergerli (p. 274). H. Sachs i. 5, 538d exhibits Hederlein iu a

bear's hide as brother of Zenklein.
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Of goddesses and godlike women that have sprung out of

moral ideas, the number is far greater (p. 397). Under various

forms a divine mother stands beside the father or grandfather :

fnw. Vote, ancestress of all the heroic families (Zeitschr. f. d. a. 1,

21), Eolda the gracious, Berhta the bright, Frouwa, Freyja the

fair or happy, Sippia, Sif the kindly (p. 309). Folia, Fulla,

Abiindia means fulness of blessing rather than full-moon; the

Eomans hallowed Copia with her horn of plenty; 'aureafruges

Italiae pleno defundit Copia cornu/ Hor. Ep. i. 12, 28. ( divesque

meo boua Copia cornu est/ Ov\ Met. 9, 85. Snotra the wise,

well-behaved, Sn. 38 ; the word lived on as an adj., Goth, snutrs,

AS. snotor, ON. snotr, prudens, callidus, liter, emunctae naris,

OHG. snozar by rights, but snotar appears to be used also (Graff

6, 845) ; any discreet sensible woman can be called snotra.

Three asynjor, who are protectresses in the sense of the Roman
Tut'la, are cited, by Sn. 38 : Vor, OHG. prob. Wara, she who is

aware and wary, from whom nothing can be hidden ; Syn, who

guards the doorway, with which I connect the Goth, sunja Veritas,

sunjons defensio (sunjo p. 310 was an error), and the sunuis

excusatio found in our oldest laws, so that the meaning seems to

be defence ; Elin, whom Frigg has set for the protection of all

men that are in peril, from hlina tueri, fovere. 1 Even Hali, HaJja

is a sheltering goddess, who hides us in the bosom of the under-

world, and originally a kind one.

From the oft-recurring phrases :
' was im thiu fruma gibidig,'

Hel. 110, 2. 130, 13 ; « thiu fruma ist hiar irougit/ 0. i. 15, 32
;

'thaz in thiu fruma queman was' 16, 17 ;
' so quimit thir fruma

in henti' 18, 42; <nu uns thiu fruma irreimti/ O. ii. 14, 120;

one would think this fruma (lucrum, utilitas) had once had a

personal Fruma underlying it, especially as the OS. gibidig

gibidi, AS. gifebe (datus, concessus) is habitually used of superior

gifts of fortune: tir gifeSe (gloria concessa), Jud. 136, 5; ead

1 Snorri, in proof of the three goddesses, quotes as many proverbs :
' kona

vcro'r v'&r l>ess er lion verSr vis,' a woman is wary of what she is aware of ;

u syn er

fyrir sett,' a defence is set up (when one denies his guilt, conf. Fornni. sog. 9, 5 :

hanu setti fc>ar syn fyri, ok bau'5 skirslur) ; 'sa er forSaz Meinirjhe that is straggling

leans (on the tutelary goddess). From hlina to slant, icXLveiv, iucliuare, Goth,
hleinan, comes the causative hleina to lean, Goth, hlainjan. Hlains in Gothic is

collis, [slanting or] sheltering hill ? I do not see how to reconcile with this the sense

attributed to hlin of a (sheltering?) tree (p. 884).
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gife$e (opes concessae) } Like the above ' thiu fruma uns ir-

reimta ' we have 'then thiu salida gireim/ 0. i. 3, 17; giriman

again is a higher ' falling to one's lot/ and in 0. iii. 9, 11. 12 is

the combination :
' fruma thana fuarta, salida inti heihV And

salida, like fruma, comes ' in henti/ to hand. The unquestionable

personifications of Salida have been treated p. 864, etc.

The OHG. name Sigukepa would suit a victory-giving valkyr,

as the Norse Victoria or NUr) is in like manner named Sigrdrifa

(p. 435) ; drifa is one that drives, and the name Drifa was also

fitly given to a goddess of the snowstorm, for in the heat of battle

darts and arrows fly like snowflakes,2 Holda sends out the flakes,

Wuotan the arrows. Our Bellona was both Hiltia and Kundia

(p. 422).

Beside these divine or at least superhuman beings, from whom
proceeded splendour, light, shelter, deliverance and a heap of

blessings, especially victory, there were also others who were

imagined as personifications of single virtues : as deity branched

out bodily into separate powers, its spiritual attributes appeared

likewise as though distributed into rays, so as to shine before

mankind. But here again, honour, love, truth, gentleness, shame,

self-control and pity all assume the guise of goddesses, because

the people were accustomed from of old to hand over all that was

fair and gracious to the female sex (see Suppl.).

It was the accepted belief that, like the wise-women of

heathenism (pp. 400. 424), the virtues selected favourites with

whom to lodge and consort. Offended or wronged by evil-doing,

they took their leave, and returned to the heavenly dwelling, the

place of their birth. In this too they are like the swan-wives,

who after long sojourn among men suddenly take wing and seek

their better home (p. 427).

Such notions must reach a long way back, and be widely spread.

Hesiod in^Epya 198—200 tells how AlSdx; and Ne/j,eari<;, Shame
and Eemorse, having wrapt them in white raiment (put the swan-

i Eadgifu, OHG. Otikepa, a woman's name = opes largiens, might translate the
Lat. goddess Ops.

2 Ac veluti Boreae sub tempore nix glomerata
spargitur, baud aliter saevas jecere sagittas. Waltb. 188.

Von beidentbalben floucb daz seoz (flew tbe sbots)

also dicke so der sne (as thick as snow). Alex. 2886 (3235).
Daz geschoz als diu snie gie (went),

und die wurfe under daz her (and the darts among them). Wigal. 10978.
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shift on), depart from men to the immortal gods. We still say,

Truth and Honour are gone out of the land ; a chronicler of the

14th cent. (Bohmer's Fontes 1, 2) writes :
' tunc enim pax in

exilium migravit.' Kl. 1575: f ja enwil min vrowe Ere beliben in

dem riche, sid also jasmerliche die ere tragende sint gelegen.

wer solt si denne widerwegen, swenn ir geswichet diu kraft ? des

het gar die meisterschaf t min lieber vater Riiedeger. vrowe Ere

diu wirt nimmer mer mit solchem wunsche getragen, als er sie

truoc bi sinen tagen.' (Honour will not stay, now her bearers

are in such pitiful case. Who is to steady her, when strength

fails her ? R. had the secret ; she'll never again be borne as he

bore her.) The hero to whom dame Honour had attached herself,

knew how to maintain her equilibrium, to carry her upright.

Nithart 135 speaks of a female being Vromuot (merry-mind) in

a way that excludes a human person ; something mythical must

lie at the back of it. Hiltrat and some other maidens are to

meet for dancing, and with them shall fare Fromuot, 'diu ist ir

aller wisel/ queen-bee of them all. They brought their atten-

dants, she at springtime had entered the land, but afterwards she

is missing, she has fled out of Austria, probably because she was

not held in honour there. The poet closes this (first) song with

the exclamation :
' could we but win her back, we should bear

her on our hands/ as the hero of the hour (a king, a bride) is

raised on high and carried about ; the passage on Riidiger sug-

gests the same kind of ' chairing.' In the second song we are

told that Fromuot fareth sorrowful from land to land in search of

cheerful men ; now who so certain of his happiness and luck,

that he dare send an embassy to her ? Why, none but prince

Friderich, his court by all means let her visit. It is mirth and

gaiety that have left the kingdom : fromuete, OHG. frawamuati,

OS. fromod (Hel. 35, 1) means jovial, but Fromuot likewise

occurs as a woman's name (Graff 2, 699), it is that of Sigeminne's

handmaid in Wolfd. 673-5-6-7. 719, and the personification

may have its reason in ancient ways of thinking. 1 In a poem of

the early part of the 15th cent. (Z. f. d. a. 1, 424), frau Gerechtig-

heit (righteousness) and her companions say :
' now am I clean

1 The emendation proposed in Altd. bl. 1, 371, ' vron Muot,' is actually found

in MsH. 3, 218°, in case the var. lectt. 768b have had full justice done them. But

I have never met with the simple Muot as a woman's name.
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rejected and driven to another land ... we all have taken

flight and are chased out of the land.' So Helbl. 7, 61 makes

Wdrheit (veritas) and Triuwe (fides) quit the country, but what

he further tells of Warheit is peculiar, how she slipt into a

parson, and nestled in his cheek, but left him at last when he

opened his lips, 7, 65— 102. In 7, 751 vices are.summoned to

creep (sliefen) into a judge. So that both virtues and vices, like

the daemon, take up their abode in men, and retire from them

again. But such fancies were not far to seek, and even the elder

poets make Minne especially visit the heart of man, possess it,

e.g. MS. 1, 26b
:

' ach siieze Minne, fiiege dich in ihr herze, und

gib ir minnen muot !

' Notice too the naive question the daughter

puts to her mother, MS. 2, 260a
:

c nu sage mil* ob diu Minne lebe

und hie bi uns uf erde si, aid ob uns in den liiften swebe (or

hovers in the air above us) ? ' She has heard of higher beings,

whom she imagines living in the air, as the heathen valkyrs

glided through it. The mother answers, speaking of Venus :
' si

vert unsihtic (travels viewless) als ein geist, si en hat niht ruowe

(no rest) naht noch tac ;' conf. p. 456.

In the Gute frau 576 :
' do kam vrou Swlde und Ere, die wurden

sine geverten (companions), die in sit dicke ernerten von aller

slahte sweere (oft saved him from harm)
;

' 61 1 : 'im enschatte

ouch niht sere, daz vrou Scelde und vrou Ere sich sin unterwunden

(took charge), do si'n uf der straze vunden (found him on march).

vrou S. loste im diu pfant (difficulties), dar nach versatzte si ze

hant vrou E. aber viirbaz.' Dietr. 49 :
' des hete diu Ere zuo im

fluht (resorted), durch daz (because) er ir so schone pflac (treated) ;'

105 :
' daz er die Ere het ze hus.' MS. 2, 174a

: 'vro Ere kumt

unit im gerant.' Wartb. kr. cod. jen. 112: ' ver Triuwe nam

(took) an sich die Scham, sam tete diu Zulit, diu Kiusche (so

did courtesy, chastity), Milte und Ere alsara, si jahen daz ir aller

vriedel wasre (they all declared their darling was) der viirste da

liz Diiringe lant; ' the preceding stanzas make it clear that dame

Faith commands and leads the other five (see Suppl.).

It was clumsy of Otfried, after making Karitas (iv. 29) spin

and weave the Saviour's tunic x in the manner of a heathen norn,

1 The tunica inconsxitilis (giscafota sia mit filu kleinen fadumon job unginaten

red'non kleinero garno), and ace. to the Orendellied spun by Mary and wrought
by Helena. Whence arose this myth? Greg. Tru. mirac. 1, 8 has already ' tunica
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to give her for sisters two unfeminine ideas, * fridu ' and ' reht

'

(v. 23, 125); the Latin Garitas, Pax, Justitla would more fitly

have discharged the office of fates, and a German Sippa and Rehti

would have answered to them: Notker in Cap. 133 manages

better, when he translates Concordia, Fides, Pudicitia by Gewin-

maoti, Triwa, Chiuski. I bring these examples to shew how

familiar such personifications were even in the 9-10th cent. ; they

need not have been invented or introduced first by the MHG.
poets.

Minna, even in OHG. (p. 59), could signify not only caritas,

but amor and cupido ; and there is nothing offensive in Veldek's

Lavinia and Eneas addressing Venus as Minne (En. 10083.

10948) ; in Hartmann, Wolfram and Walther, frou Minne appears

bodily (Iw. 1537. 1638. Parz. 288, 4. 30. 291—5. Walth. 14,

10. 40, 26. 55, 16), and Hartmann, who is fond of interweaving

dialogue, has a talk with her, Iw. 2971 seq., a thing imitated in

Gute frau 328-46-80. Kfrowe Maze (modus, meetness) occurs in

Walth. 46, 33; a frou Witze in Parz. 288, 14. 295, 8; examples

of frou Ere were given a page or two back, and of frou Scelde

p. 865-6. These personifications are brought in more sparingly

by Gotfried and Conrad, yet in the Trist. 10929 diu Maze cuts

out a garment, and just before that comes the fine passage (10900)

on Isot's figure :

f als si diu Minne draete ir selber z'eime veder-

spil, dem Wunsche z'einem endezil, da fur er niemer komen kan/

as if Venus had made her for a toy to herself, and for utmost

bound to Wish, that he can never get beyond. Tristan 4807 has

' diu gotinne Minne/ and Parz. 291, 17 once/>w Liebe as well as

frou Minne. Frou Ere is freq. in Frauenlob :
' da hat vrou Ere

ir wi'mschelruot ' 41, 18; 'vroun Eren diener ' 134, 18; ' vroun

Even bote '194, 8 ; she excludes ' unwip ' from her castle (vesten)

274, 18; ' vroun Eren straze ' 384-5 (see Suppl.).

In the 14-1 5th cent, these fancies are carried to excess, and

degenerate into mere allegories : my ladies, the Virtues, instead

of coming in, one at a time, where they are wanted to deepen the

impressiveness of the story, intrude themselves into the plot of

the whole story, or at least of long formal introductions and

proems. And yet there is no denying, that in these preludes,

Chriati non consuta.' [Tho author forgets the ' coat without seam,' xiT&v dppacpos,

John 19, 23.]
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nearly all of one traditional pattern, which even Hans Sachs is

excessively fond of, there occur now and then shrewd and happy

thoughts, which must be allowed to possess a mythical signifi-

cance. By degrees all the devices of poetry were so used up,

the art was so denuded of her native resources, that no other

expedient was left her; our Mythology will have to remember

this, and in stray features here and there recognise [mangled but]

still palpitating figures even of the heathen time. When the

poet has missed his way in a wooded wild, and beside the mur-

muring spring comes upon a wailing wife, who imparts advice

and information, what is this but the apparition of a wish-wife

or valkyr, who meets the hero at the forest fount, and makes

a covenant with him ? And that dwarfs or giants often come

between, as servants of these wild women, and conduct to their

dwelling by a narrow path, this also seems no invention, but

founded on old tradition.

Out of many examples I will select a few. MS. 2, 136b
: Ich

kam geriten uf ein velt viir einen griienen wait, da vant ich ein

vil schcen gezelt (tent), dar under saz diu Triuwe, si wand ir

hende, si bot ir leit, si schre vil lute../ min schar ist worden al ze

kleine (my followers are grown far too few)/ Cod. Berol. 284

fol. 57-8 : By a steep cliff in the greenwood lives Virtue, and on

a high rock beside it her sister dame Honour, with whom are

Loyalty, Bounty, Meekness, Manhood, Truth and Constancy, be-

wailing the death of a count of Holland. Ls. 1, 375 (a charming

tale) : On a May morning the poet is roused from sleep by a

passionate cry, he starts up, goes into the forest, and climbs over

steep rocks, till high up he reaches a delectable flowery vale, and

in the dense thicket spies a little wight, who rates him soundly

and wishes (like Laurin) to impound him for trampling his lady's

roses. When pacified at last, he tells him that here in a strong-

hold not to be scaled lives dame Honour with five maidens of

her household, named Adeltrut, Schamigunt, Zuhtliehe, Tugenthilt

and Mdzeburc (the ancient Hiltia, Gundia, Drut, p. 422). Ls. 3

83 : A woman on a pilgrimage, having lost her way in the wooded

mountains, comes to a little blue house, in which there sits an

ancient dame clothed in blue, who receives her kindly. This

good dame calls herself the Old Minne, she still wears the colour

of truth, but now she is banished from the world. The pilgrim
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journeys on to the tent of Young Minne, who like her playmate

Wankelmut (fickle-mind, a fern, formed like Fromuot) wears

checkered garments, and is busy entering men and women's

names in a book (like the parca and wurd, p. 406 n.), and pro-

claims the new ways of the world. In the end Old Minne de-

clares that she hopes some day to appear again among men, and

drag the false Minne openly to justice. A song in MsH. 3, 43 7a

describes how dame Honour sits in judgment, with Loyalty,

Charity and Manhood on her right, Shame, Chastity and Modera-

tion on her left. P. Suchenwirt xxiv. : The poet follows a narrow

path into a great forest, where a high mountain rises to the

clouds : a dwarf meets him at the mouth of a cave, and informs

him of a court to be held in that neighbourhood by dame Con-

stancy and Justice. He goes on his way, till he comes to the

judgment-seat, before which he sees Minne appear as plaintiff,

followed by Moderation, Chastity, Shame, and Modesty, he hears

her cause pleaded and decided, but frau Minne spies him in his

lurking-place. H. Sachs i. 273b
: In May time, in the depth of

the forest, on a lofty moss-grown rock, the poet is met by a hairy

wood- wife, who guides him to the tower of dame Charity, shows

him through her chambers, and at last brings him before the

high dame herself, who sends him away not empty-handed. The

rock-dwelling in the wooded mountain seems an essential part of

nearly all these narratives : it is the ruined castle in which the
1 white lady ' appears, it is the tower of Veleda, Mengk/3, Brunhild

(p. 96 n.). Are the companions, 'playmates/ by whom dame-

Honour is attended, as the highest virtue by the lower ones, to

be traced back to a retinue of priestesses and ministering virgins

of the heathen time ? to valkyrs and messengers of a goddess ?

Dame Era, Aiza (p. 414 n.) may go a long way back by that very

name : in the story from P. Suchenw. xxiv. 68 is uttered the

notable precept ' ere all frouwen fin
!

' honour all gentle dames

(p. 398 ; and see Suppl.)

As a counterpart, there are personifications of Vices too, but

far fewer and feebler, as our antiquity in general does not go

upon dualism, and in higher beings the idea of the good prepon-

derates. Besides, when malignant daemons do appear, they are

by preference made masculine: zorn (anger), hass (hate), neid

(envy) ; though the Lat. ira and invidia are fern., and odium
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remains neuter, like our general word for vice (laster) against

the fern, virtue (tugend). It surprises me that no personification

of ' siinde ' f., sin in the christian sense, is to be found in MHG.
poets, for the word itself may lie very near the old heathen Sunja

(p. 310), inasmuch as defence and denial includes fault and sin;

the notion of f crying sins, deadly sins ' is Biblical. Neither does

' schuld ' f. (causa, debitum, crimen) put in a personal appearance,

the part she played of old (p. 407) seems totally forgotten ; what

lends itself more readily to personification is Schande f. (dedecus)

.

It would be hard to find the negatives ' unere, unmilde, unstsete

'

treated as persons, and we only meet with Untriuwe in Frauen-

lob 253, 5. 14 ;frou Unfuoge (unfitness) was quoted p. 311 n., but

if, as is likely, the positive Gefuoge contains fundamentally a

physical sense, it hardly falls under the category of vices, but like

Unsaslde (p. 878) marks the negation of a state. In the Bible

Guiot (Meon 2, 344) the three fair maids Charite, Verlte, Droiture,

are confronted by three old and ugly ones, Traison, Ypocrisie,

Simonie; virtue is always painted fair and godlike, vice foul and

fiendish (see Suppl.).

The personification of Rumour is of high antiquity. It was

very natural to think of it as a divine messenger sent out through

the air, to listen to all that goeson, and bring tidings of it to

the highest gods, who have to know everything. To the Greeks
vOaaa (voice, sound) was A to? cvyyeXos, II. 2, 93 j 6aaa e'/c Alos,

Od. 1. 282:

"Ocrcra S" ap ayyekos a)/ca Kara tttoKlv a>XeT0 7r(̂ VTV>

Od. 24, 413.

Another name is ^n^, Dor. Qa^a, to whom, says Pausanias i.

17, 1, as well as to
v
E\eo<;, Alow and 'Opfiij, there was an altar

erected at Athens ; the word is conn, with (prjfil, <f>r}/u<;, as the

Lat. Fama is with fari and famen (in effamen) ; I incline to refer

the AS. beme, tuba, to the same, preferring that spelling to the

commoner byme. As there would otherwise be nothing in the

Edda parallel to this Fama, it is perhaps allowable to find her in

the goddess Gnd, Sn. 38, whom Frigg sends out on her errands

(at eirindum sinum) to all parts of the world ; through air and

sea she rides on a steed named Hofvarpnir (who flings out the

hoof), she will neither fly nor drive, but ride through the air, and
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all higliflovvn things are said to 'guasfa:' our Gotfried in a song

puts ' gnaben ' by the side of ' flying, flowing, trotting, creeping/

Hofvarpnir may have been a winged horse,1 but to the Greeks

and Romans Fama herself was winged, and this appears to me to

have arisen out of the notion of a bird that bore tidings as a

divine messenger :
' ex ipsa caede volucrem nuntium mittere ' in

Cic. pro Roscio 36 simply means the speediest intimation, conf.

Pertz 2, 578 :
' subito venit nuntius pennigero volatu/ In our

folksongs birds do errands (p. 672), and OSinn has two ravens

for his chosen messengers, but their office could also be handed

over to divine beings of secondary rank, as Zeus employs Iris and

Ossa, and the notion of angel has arisen directly out of that of

messenger. Virgil's famous description of Fama, small at first,

but quickly growing to enormous size (Aen. 4, 173) with innu-

merable feathers, eyes, ears, and mouths, seems almost borrowed

from the image of a bird getting fledged; at all events the

St. Gall monk (Pertz 2, 742) delivers himself thus :
' cum fama

de minima meisa (sup. p. 683) super aquilarum magnitudinem

excresceret.' Other writers :
' daz mcere (news) do vedere gewau,

witen fuor ez ze gazzen/ Mar. 144. ' alsus flouk Morganes tot,

als ob er fliicke wsere/ so flew M/s death as if it were fledged,

Trist. 5483. ' ein bcese mcere wirt gar schiere vliicke,' ill news is

soon fledged, Renn. 18210. Yet Veldeck, just where we might

have expected an imitation of Virgil, has merely: ' do daz moire

itf brack—ilz quam—uz spranc,' En. 1903-16-97, not giving it

wings, though he does make it grow :
' daz mcere walisen began/

9185.12575; conf. Geo. 521 : 'diu mcere in der stunde (illico)

wuohsen.' Most of the other poets confine themselves to the

image of flight :
' leidiu niumare (ill news) diu nu jiiegent in diu

lant/ Pf. Chuonr. 7544. ' daz mcere fluoc do witen/ Mar. 45

;

' do daz mcere chom geflogen ' 214. ' do Jiugen disiu mcere von

lande ze lande/ Nib. 1362, 2 ; ' do jiugen diu mcere von scharo

baz ze schare' 1530, 1. 'ob diz mcere iht verre (far) fluge?
3

Wh. 170, 20. ' diu mcere Jiugen iiber daz velt/ Wigal. 2930. ' so

daz mcere ie verrer vliuget, so man ie int-r geliuget/ the farther it

flies, they tell more lies, Freid. 136,3. ' mcere vliegent in diu

1 Like Pegasus; conf. the 0. Boh. gloss of Mater verb. 215 : kridlatec (alatus)

Pegasus equus Neptuni, qui ' lama ' interpretatur.
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lant/ Karl 116a
.
1 M. Neth. poets also make their fem. niemare

fly: 'niemare ghevloghen,' Moris 358; but often, like Veldeck

above, they make her run or leap like started game :
' die niemare

liep' 173; ' die niemare sal lopen' 1295 ; and with this agree the

Dan. 'det springer nu saa vide/ DV. 1, 63, and perhaps the

AS. ' Meed wide sprang,' Beow. 36, if blsed (flatus, OHG. plat)

may here be taken for fama. In a passage quoted above, p. 78,

fama is imagined walking, and ' gressus suos retorquens.' Now,

vivid as these representations are, it is not personification that

lies at the bottom of them, as we may see by the vague neuter

moere, OHG. mdri ; the OHG. marida, Goth, mertya (us-iddja

rnerij?a is, i^rfkOev rj a/coi] avrov, Mark 1, 28) would have lent

itself more readily to that, but MHG. had no mserde in use,

though Latin writers undoubtedly retained fama, e.g. in Helmold

1 , 65 : ' interim volat haec fama per universam Saxoniam/

Hartmann in Er. 2515 personifies frowe Melde, while Tybo, a

Dan. poet of the 17th cent., more floridly names her Fyg-om-by

(aestuans per terram, from fyge, ON. fiuka), and gives her a

fiedreham, Nyerup's Digtek. 2, 185. Ovid in Met. 12, 30 seq.

attributes to Fama a house with innumerable approaches, and

this is elaborately imitated by Conrad in Troj. 179 c
. 180% only

for fame he puts a masc. Liumet, OHG. hliumunt, our leumund

(Gramm. 2, 343. Graff 4, 1100), who together with his followers

is winged, and flies forth, but signifies more the listening fama

;

conf. Goth. hliuma=auris, and Liumending = Favor in N. Cap.

51. To such male beings would correspond the Lat. rumor, of

which we read in Isengr. 13 : 'Rumor per saltus et arva tonans';

or the ON. qvittr :
' sa Tevittr flo i bygftum/ Fornm. sog. 9, 237

(see Suppl.).

1 ' Die aechtesal vlouc uber al
;

'
' ir echte vlouc in die lant,' Kaiserchr. 6406-79.

Butler & Tanner, Prome, and London.
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PREFACE
TO THE SECOND EDITION (1844).

Now that I am able to put my germinated sprout of German.

Mythology into its second leafing, I do it with a firmer confidence

in the unimpeded progress of its growth. When the first shy

ness was once overcome, seeking and finding came more quickly

together ; and facts, that rebuked any effeminate doubt of the

reality of scientific discoveries on a field till then considered

barren, started up on every side, till now there is a glut of them.

Well, I have got my joists and rafters, drawn some lines, laid

some courses, and yet guarded against pretending to finality;

for who would do that, so long as in one place the materials are

wanting, and in another the hands are still full with fetching ?

I wish to explain all I can, but I am far from being able to

explain all I wish.

Criticism, often brilliantly successful on foreign fields, had

sinned against our native antiquities, and misused most of the

means it had. The immortal work of a Roman writer had shed

a light of dawn on the history of Germany, which other nations

may well envy us : not content with suspecting the book s

genuineness (as though the united Middle Ages had been capable

of such a product), its statements, sprung from honest love of

truth, were cried down, and the gods it attributes to our ancestors

were traced to the intrusion of Eoman ideas. Instead of dili

gently comparing the contents of so precious a testimony with

the remnants of our heathenism scattered elsewhere, people made

a point of minimizing the value of these few fragments also,

and declaring them forged, borrowed, absurd. Such few gods as

remained unassailed, it was the fashion to make short work of,

by treating them as Gallic or Slavic, just as vagrants are shunted

off to the next parish let our neighbours dispose of the rubbish

as they can. The Norse Edda, whose plan, style and substance
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breathe the remotest antiquity, whose songs lay hold of the heart

in a far different way from the extravagantly admired poems of

Ossian, they traced to Christian and Anglo-Saxon influence,

blindly or wilfully overlooking its connexion with the relics of

eld in Germany proper, and thinking to set it all down to nurses

and spinning-wives (p. 1230), whose very name seemed, to those

unacquainted with the essence of folk-lore, to sound the lowest

note of contempt. They have had their revenge now, those

norns and spindle-bearers.

One may fairly say, that to deny the reality of this mythology

is as much as to impugn the high antiquity and the continuity of

our language : to every nation a belief in gods was as necessary

as language. No one will argue from the absence or poverty of

memorials, that our forefathers at any given time did not practise

their tongue, did not hand it down ; yet the lack or scantiness

of information is thoughtlessly alleged as a reason for despoiling

our heathenism, antecedent to the conversion, of all its contents,

so to speak. History teaches us to recognise in language, the

farther we are able to follow it up, a higher perfection of form,

which declines as culture advances ;
as* the forms of the thirteenth

century are superior to our present ones, and those of the ninth

and the fifth stand higher still, it may be presumed that German

populations of the first three centuries of our era, whose very

names have never reached us, must have spoken a more perfect

language than the Gothic itself. Now if such inferences as to

what is non-extant are valid in language, if its present condition

carries us far back to an older and oldest; a like proceeding

must be justifiable in mythology too, and from its dry water

courses we may guess the copious spring, from its stagnant

swamps the ancient river. Nations hold fast by prescription :

we shall never comprehend their tradition, their superstition,

unless we spread under it a bed on still heathen soil.

And these views are confirmed by what we know to be true of

poetry and legend. If the heathens already possessed a finely

articulated language, and if we concede to them an abundant

stock of religious myths, then song and story could not fail to
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lay hold of these, and to interweave themselves with the rites and

customs. That such was the case we are assured by Tacitus ;

and the testimony of Jornandes and Bginhart leaves not the

smallest room for doubt respecting later ages. Those primitive

songs on Tuisco, on Mannus and the three races that branched

out of him, are echoed long after in the genealogies of Ingo,

Iscio, Hermino; so the Hygelac of the Beowulf-song, whom a

tenth century legend that has just emerged from oblivion names

Huglacus Magnus (Haupt 5, 10), is found yet again as a proof

that even poetry may agree with history in the Chochilaichus
;

of Gregory of Tours. If in the 12th and 13th centuries our

country s hero-legend gleamed up for the last time, poets must

have kept on singing it for a long time before, as is plain from

the saved fragment of Hildebrand and the Latin versions of

Rudlieb and Waltharius ; while not a tone survives of those Low

German lays and legends, out of which nevertheless proceeded

the Vilkinasaga that mirrors them back. The rise of our Court-

poetry has without the slightest ground or necessity been ascribed

to the Crusades ;
if we are to assume any importations from

the East, these can more conveniently be traced to the earlier

and quieter intercourse of Goths and Northmen with the Greek

empire, unless indeed we can make up our minds to place nearly

all the coincidences that startle us to the account of a funda

mental unity of the European nations, a mighty influence which

is seen working through long ages, alike in language, legend

and religion.

I am met by the arrogant notion, that the life of whole cen

turies was pervaded by a soulless cheerless barbarism ; this would

at once contradict the loving kindness of God, who has made

His sun give light to all times, and while endowing men with

gifts of body and soul, has instilled into them the consciousness

of a higher guidance : on all ages of the world, even those of

worst repute, there surely fell a foison of health and wealth,

which preserved in nations of a nobler strain their sense of right

and law. One has only to recognise the mild and manly spirit

of our higher antiquity in the purity and power of the national
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laws, or the talent inherited by the thirteenth century in its

eloquent, inspired poems, in order justly to appreciate legend
and myth, which in them had merely struck root once more.

But our inquiry ought to have the benefit of this justice both

in great things and in small. Natural science bears witness,

that the smallest may be an index to the greatest ; and the reason

is discoverable, why in our antiquities, while the main features

were effaced, petty and apparently accidental ones have been

preserved. I am loth to let even slight analogies escape me,

such as that between Bregowine, Freawine, and Gotes friunt

(p. 93).

True to my original purpose, I have this time also taken the

Norse mythology merely as woof, not as warp. It lies near to

us, like the Norse tongue, which, having stood longer undisturbed

iu its integrity, gives us a deeper insight into the nature of our

own, yet not so that either loses itself wholly in the other, or

that we can deny to the German language excellences of its own,
and to the Gothic a strength superior to both of them together.

So the Norse view of the gods may in many ways clear up and

complete the German, yet not serve as the sole standard for it,

since here, as in the language, there appear sundry divergences

of the German type from the Norse, giving the advantage now to

the one and now to the other. Had I taken the rich exuberance

of the North as the basis of my inquiry, it would have perilously

overshadowed and choked the distinctively German, which ought
rather to be developed out of itself, and, while often agreeing
with the other, yet in some things stands opposed. The case

appears therefore to stand thus, that, as we push on, we shall

approach the Norse boundary, and at length reach the point
where the wall of separation can be pierced, and the two mytho

logies run together into one greater whole. If at present some

new points of connexion have been established, more important
diversities have revealed themselves too. To the Norse anti

quarians in particular, I hope my procedure will be acceptable :

as we gladly give to them in return for what we have received,

they ought no less to receive than to give. Our memorials are
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scantier, but older ; theirs are younger and purer ; two things it

was important here to hold fast : first, that the Norse mythology

is genuine, and so must the German be ; then, that the German

is old, and so must the Norse be.

We have never had an Edda come down to us, nor did any one

of our early writers attempt to collect the remains of the heathen

faith. Such of the Christians as had sucked German milk were

soon weaned under Roman training from memories of home, and

endeavoured not to preserve, but to efface the last impressions of

detested paganism. Jornandes and Paulus Diaconus, who must

have had plenty of heathen stories still within their reach, made

but slight use of the mythical ones. Other ecclesiastics now and

then, for a particular purpose, dole out scraps of information

which are of great value to us: Jonas (pp. 56. 109), Beda

(p. 289), Alcuin (p. 229), Widukind (p. 253), Adam of Bremen

(p. 230). As I have said on p. 9, some monk at St. Gall, Fulda,

Merseburg or Corvei might have conceived the happy idea of

putting pen to the antiquities of his country, gathering up things

of which the footprints were still fresh, and achieving for the

foreground of our history, just where it begins to disengage itself

from legend, a lasting work, such as Saxo Grammaticus accom

plished. Even if German tradition was more blurred and colour

less from the seventh century to the eleventh, than was Danish

in the twelfth, if estrangement from native legend had advanced

more slowly in the far North ; yet Waltharius and E-udlieb, or

the rhyme of the boar in Notker, may shew us that in the very

cloisters there was much still unforgotten of the ancient songs.

It is likely that scribes continued for some time to add to the

collection set on foot by Charles the Great, the destruction of

which has proved an incalculable loss, and from which we might
have obtained an abundance of materials and pictures of the

remotest eld. The Middle High-German poets found themselves

already much farther away from all this ; anything they might
still unconsciously borrow from it must have been preserved

accidentally in traditional forms of poetry or the living idiom

of the people. The very book in which heathen names and cha-
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racters might the most innocently have found a place, Albrecht

of Halberstadt s translation of the Metamorphoses, is lost to us

in its original form ; when Rudolf in his Barlaam from a Christian

point of view refutes the Grecian gods after the fashion of

Chrothilde (see p. 107), he sticks too closely to his text to let

any native characteristics come into his head : the age was too

entirely absorbed in its immediate present to feel the slightest

inclination to look back into its own or other people s distant

past. It is not till the 14th or 15th century that sundry writers

begin to shew a propensity to this. Gobelinus Persona bestows

a mite (p. 254) ;
if Bohmer would but soon give us an edition of

the Magdeburg Schoppenchronick and the Chronicon Picturatum,

both sadly wanted ! Conf. Bohmer s Keg. ed. 1849, p. xxi,

pag. 62 ad ann. 1213; Zeuss p. 38. The statements of Botho,

uncritical as they are, claim attention, for in his day there may
have been accounts still afloat, which have vanished since. A
curious one is contained in Joh. Craemer s Chronica sancti Petri

in monte crucis ad ann. 1468 : Matthaeus Huntler in cella Sancti

Martini ad Werram vidit librum Johannis Vanderi, ord. S. Bene-

dicti monachi in Keynertsborn, de omnibus gentilium deastris

in provincia nostra, quern magna cura conscripsit, et quemlibet
deastrurn in habitu suo eleganter depinxit cum multis antiquita-

tibus, in quibus bene versatus esse dicitur. Botho drew his de

scriptions from figures of idols that were before his eyes ; and at

Reinhartsbrunn in Thuringia there might be similar things

extant, or the very same that found their way to Brunswick, if

only Paullini, whose Syntagma p. 315 furnishes that passage
from the chronicle, were not himself suspicious. The like un

certainty hangs over Joh. Berger (p. 96), over a Conradus

Fontanus quoted by Letzner (p. 190), and the Frisian Cappidus
whose work Hamconius professes to have used (see my chap.

XXI, Lotus). Any one that cared to read straight through
Berthold of Regensburg s works, dating from the end of the 13th

century, would very likely, where the preacher gets to speak
of sorcery and devilry, come upon cursory notices of the super
stitions of his time, as even the later sermons of Johannes
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Herolfc (rny ch. XXXI, Berchta, Hoida), Johannes Nider (d. cir.

1440), and Geiler von Kaisersberg offer some details. And even

historians in the 16th and 17th centuries, who rummaged many
a dusty archive, such as Aventin, Celtes, Freher, Spangenberger,
Letzner (d. after 1612), Nicolaus Gryse (d. 1614), must have had

all sorts of available facts within their reach, though to pick the

grain out of the chaff would no doubt come easier to us than to

them.

Much then is irrecoverably lost to our mythology ;
I turn to

the sources that remain to it, which are partly Written Memorials,

partly the never resting stream of living Manners and Story.

The former may reach far back, but they present themselves

piecemeal and disconnected, while the popular tradition of to

day hangs by threads which ultimately link it without a break

to ancient times. Of the priceless records of the Romans, who

let the first ray of history fall on their defeated but unsubdued

enemy, I have spoken in the fourth and sixth chapters. If

among gods and heroes only Tuisco, Mannus and Alx are named

in German, and the rest given in ( Romana interpretatio ;
on

the other hand, the female names Nerthus, V^eleda, Tanfana,

Huldana (for Hludana), Aliruna, have kept their original form;

and so have names of peoples and places that lead back to gods,

Ingaevones, Iscaevones, Herminones, Asciburgium. Christian

authors also, writing in Latin, prefer the Roman names, yet, when

occasion calls, Wodan, Thunar, Frea, Sahsnot cannot be avoided.

The refined language of the Goths, and the framework of their

hero-legend, lead us to imagine a very full development of their

faith, then just giving way to Christianity, though to us it has

sunk into such utter darkness : such expressions as frauja, halja,

sibja, unhutyo, skohsl, anz, fairguni, sauil (as well as sunna),

vaihts, alhs, gudja, hunsl, dul]?s, jiuleis, midjun-gards, aiihns,

a]m, blotan, inveitan, must have heathen notions lying at their

base, and these would offer themselves far more abundantly if

portions of the Gothic Old Testament had reached us. After

the lapse of a few centuries we find the other dialects all more

or less corrupted when compared with the Gothic, and as a long
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interval had then passed since the conversion of most of the

races, heathenism must have retreated farther from the language

also and the poetry. Nevertheless the fragment of Muspilli,

the Abrenuntiatio, the Merseburg Lay and a few others, still

allow our glances to rove back beyond our expectation ;
isolated

words occur in glosses, and proper names of men, places, herbs,

point to other vestiges ; not only do gods and heroes step out

of the mist, as Wuotan, Donar, Zio, Phol, Paltar, Froho, Sin-

tarfizilo, Orentil, and goddesses or wise women, as Frouwa, Folia,

Sindgund, Wurt ; but a host of other words, itis, wiht, urlac,

fuld, haruc, hliodar, paro, sigil, zunkal, etc. are found uneradi-

cated. Of course, among the Saxons, who remained heathen

longer, especially among the Anglo-Saxons, whose language

preserved its warmth better by poetry, such relics are trebly

numerous, for beside Woden, Thunor, Frea, Bealdor, Helle,

Eastre, Hrefte, and the rich store of names in the genealogies,

there add themselves Forneot, Woma, Geofon, Gersuma, Wusc-

frea, Bregowine, Earendel, ides, wyrd, wgelcyrge, J^yrs, eoten,

geola, hleodor, bearo, neorxenawong, haslefthelm, Brosingamene,

and many more. What the Middle High German poetry inevi

tably loses by comparison with the older, is compensated by
its greater quantity : together with hero-names like Nibelunc,

Schiltunc, Schilbunc, Alberich, Wielant, Horant, which fall at

once within the province of mythology, it has treasured up for

us the words tarnkappe, albleich, heilwac, turse, windesbrut,

goltwine and the like, while in oft-recurring phrases about des

sunuen haz, des arn winde, des tiuvels muoter, we catch the

clear echo of ancient fables. Most vividly, in never-tiring play

of colours, the minne-songs paint the triumphal entry of May
and Summer : the pining heart missed in the stately march its

former god. The personifications of Sselde and Aventiure spring

from a deep-hidden root; how significant are the mere names

of Wunsch and valant, which are not found in all the poets

even, let alone in O.H.German ! Yet we cannot imagine other

wise than that these words, although their reference to Wuotan

and Phol was through long ages latent, were drawn directly
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and without a break from heathenism. They are a proof of the

possibility of traditions lingering only in certain spots, and thus

finding their way after all to here and there a poet; totally

silenced in places and periods, they suddenly strike up some

where else, though any district, any dialect, can boast but few

or comparatively few of these; it is not many arch-mythical

terms, like frau, nolle, wicht, that our language has constant

need of, and has never to this day cast off.

If these numerous written memorials have only left us sundry
bones and joints, as it were, of our old mythology, its living

breath still falls upon us from a vast number of Stories and

Customs, handed down through lengthened periods from father

to son. With what fidelity they propagate themselves, how

exactly they seize and transmit to posterity the essential features

of the fable, has never been noticed till now that people have

become aware of -their great value, and begun to set them down

in collections simple and copious. Oral legend is to written

records as the folk-song is to poetic art, or the rulings recited

by schoffen (scabini) to written codes.

But the folk-tale wants to be gleaned or plucked with a

delicate hand. Grasp it rudely, it will curl up its leaves, and

deny its dearest fragrance. There lies in it such a store of rich

development and blossom, that, even when presented incomplete,

it contents us in its native adornment, and would be deranged
and damaged by any foreign addition. Whoever should venture

on that, ought, if he would shew no gap in his harness, to be

initiated into all the innocence of popular poetry; as he who

would coin a word, into all the mysteries of language. Out of

elben (elves) to make elfen, was doing violence to our language ;

with still less of forbearance have violent hands been laid on

the colouring and contents even of myths. They thought to

improve upon the folk-tale, and have always fallen short of it :

not even where it shews gaps, is any restoration to be dreamt

of, which sits upon it as new whitewash on old ruins, con

triving with a couple of dabs to wipe out all the charm.

Astonishing are the various shapes its identity assumes,
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additional adornments spring up on ground where we least

expect it ; but it is not in every soil that it thrives luxuriantly,

here and there it shews scanty or shy ; it is sure to be vigorous

where rhymes and spells abound in it. The heaviest crops

seem to be realized by those collections which, starting from a

district rich in legend, glean cautiously from the surrounding

neighbourhoods, without straying far from its limits ; thus

Otmar s Harz-sagen found a favourable field, which is probably

worth going over a second time within the like modest bounds.

Among collections that have lately come to light, I name

Burner s Tales of the Orla-gau, which, grown up on rich

legendary soil, yield much that is valuable, though the accom

panying discourses fail to realize the true nature of Folk-legend.

Bernhard Baader s Tales of Upper Germany afford a rich treasure,

in simple suitable language , but in Moneys Anzeiger they are

presented in so scattered and inconvenient a form, that they

ought to be re-digested in a new edition : the two different

versions of the story of Dold (quoted on p. 983), are a good
illustration of what I meant just now by meagre and ( luxuriant/

Bechstein s Thuringian Legends seem to me only in the last

two volumes to attain the true point of view, and to offer

something worth having. The Legends of Samogitia and the

Mark, collected by Keusch and Kuhn, satisfy all requirements ;

they furnish most copious material, and put to shame the notion

that any district of Germany is poor in popular traditions, which

only elude those who know not the right way to approach them.

Soon perhaps we shall get collections laid out on the same

thoughtful plan from Holstein, Westphalia, Bavaria and Tyrol.

For Denmark too we have a model collection by Thiele, whose

last edition has only just reached me, and still remains unused.

Many of the finest Swedish legends have been given us in various

places, but a still greater number must be lying ungathered :

Afzelius s Sago-hiifder, welcome as they are, go too much on

the plan of extracting the juice from whatever came to hand.

Norway can hardly be less stocked with legend than Sweden,

it has moreover its popular lays to shew, into which songs of
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the Edda have been transmuted, witness the lay of Thor s

hammer (p. 181) and the Solar-lay. In our own day, J. W.
Wolf is labouring on the popular traditions of Belgium, and Rob.

Chambers on those of Scotland, with zeal and visible success.

The Fairy-tale (miirchen) is with good reason distinguished

from the Legend, though by turns they play into one another.

Looser, less fettered than legend, the Fairy-tale lacks that local

habitation, which hampers legend, but makes it the more home

like. The Fairy-tale flies, the legend walks, knocks at your
door ; the one can draw freely out of the fulness of poetry, the

other has almost the authority of history. As the Fairy-tale

stands related to legend, so does legend to history, and (we may
add) so does history to real life. In real existence all the out

lines are sharp, clear and certain, which on history s canvas are

gradually shaded off and toned down. The ancient mythus,

however, combines to some extent the qualities of fairy-tale and

legend ; untrammelled in its flight, it can yet settle down in a

local home.

It was thought once, that after the Italian and French collec

tions of Fairy-tales it was too late to attempt any in Germany,
but this is contradicted by fact ; and Molbech s collection, and

many specimens inserted in his book by Afzelius, testify also

how rich Denmark and Sweden are in fairy-tales not yet extinct.

But all collections have wellnigh been overtopt lately by the

Norwegian (still unfinished) of Moe and Asbiornsen, with its

fresh and full store; and treasures not a few must be lurking

in England, Scotland, and the Netherlands, from all of which

Mythology may look to receive manifold gain.

To indicate briefly the gain she has already derived from the

Folk-tale (legend) : it is plain that to this alone we owe our

knowledge of the goddesses Holda, Berhta and Fricka, as also

the myth of the Wild Hunt which leads us straight to Wodan.

The tale of the old beggar-wife is a reminiscence of Grimnir.

Of the wise-women, of swan-wives, of kings shut up in hills we

should have learnt little from written documents, did not Legend

spread her light over them ; even the myths of the Sin-flood and
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the World s Destruction slie has not lost sight of to this day.

But what is most fondly cherished in her, and woven into the

gayest tissues, is the delightful narratives of giants, dwarfs,

elves, little wights, nixies, night-hags and home-sprites, these

last being related to the rest as the tame beasts of the fable

are to the wild and unsubjugated : in poetry the wild is always

superior to the tamed. The legend of the sun-blind dwarfs (pp.

466n., 1247) and that of the blood-vat (pp. 468n., 902) remind us

of the Edda.

In the Fairy-tale also, dwarfs and giants play their part :

Swan-witchen (Swan-white) and Dorn-roschen (Thorn-rose =

Sleeping Beauty), pp. 425, 1204 are a swan-wife and a valkyr ;

the three spinning-wives, p. 415, are norns ; the footstool hurled

down from the heavenly seat (p. 136), Death as a godfather

(p. 853), the player s throw and Jack the gamester (pp. 818n., 887)

reach back to heathen times. Fairy-tales, not legends, have

in common with the god-myth a multitude of metamorphoses;
and they often let animals come upon the stage, and so they

trespass on the old Animal-epos.

In addition to the fairy-tale and folk-tale, which to this day

supply healthy nourishment to youth and the common people,

and which they will not give up, whatever other pabulum you

may place before them, we must take account of Rites and

Customs, which, having sprung out of antiquity and continued

ever since, may yield any amount of revelations concerning it.

I have endeavoured to shew how ignition by friction, Easter

fires, healing fountains, rain-processions, sacred animals, the

conflict between summer and winter, the carrying-out of Death,

and the whole heap of superstitions, especially about path-

crossing and the healing of diseases, are distinctly traceable to

heathen origins. Of many things, however, the explanation

stands reserved for a minute inquiry devoting itself to the

entire life of the people through the different seasons of the

year and times of life; and no less will the whole compass of

our law-antiquities shed a searching light on the old religion
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and manners. In festivals and games comes out the bright

joyous side of the olden time; I have been anxious to point

out the manifold, though never developed, germs of dramatic

representation, which may be compared to the first attempts

of Greek or Roman art. The Yule-play is still acted here and

there in the North; its mode of performance in Gothland (p. 43)

bears reference to Freyr. The little wights play is mentioned

on p. 441 n. ; on the bear s play (p. 785) I intend to enlarge

more fully elsewhere. Sword-dance and giant s dance (p. 30 i),

Berchta s running (p. 279), Whitsun play (p. 785), Easter

play (p. 780), the induction of summer or May, the violet-

hunt and the swallow s welcome are founded on purely heathen

views; even the custom of the kilt-gang, like that of watch

men s songs (p. 749), can be traced up to the most antique

festivities.

Such are our sources, and so far do they still carry us : let us

examine what results the study of them hitherto has yielded.

Divinities form the core of all mythology : ours were buried

almost out of sight, and had to be dug out. Their footmarks

were to be traced, partly in Names that had stubbornly refused

to be rooted out, yet offered little more than their bare sound ;

partly, under some altered guise, in the more fluid but fuller

form of the Folk-tale. This last applies more to the goddesses,

the former to the gods. Gods and heroes are found in the very

names of runes, the first of which in Old Norse is Freyr, others

are Thor, Zio, Eor, Asc, Man, but nowhere goddesses.

The gods that have kept the firmest hold are the three marked

in the days of the week as Mercury, Jupiter, Mars ; and of these,

Wuotan stands out the most distinct. Jonas, Fredegar, Paulus

Diaconus and the Abrenuntiatio name him, he towers at the head

of ancient lines of kings, many places bear the indelible impress
of his name. Woedenspanne signified a part of the human hand,

as the North named another part ulf-lrSr, wolf-lith, after the

god T$r. Unexpectedly our 13th century has preserved for us

VOL. in. b
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one of his names [Wish], which lies in abeyance even in the

Norse system, yet is the one that stands in the closest contact

with the women that do the god s bidding, with the wand that

unlocks his hoard, with the mantle that carries him through the

air, nay, is the only one that puts all these in the true light.

The Norse name Omi is not quite so clearly explained by the

AS. Woma, though the word marks unmistakably the stormful

god whom we know more certainly through our legend of the

furious host : the wide cloak and low hat are retained in the

name Hackelbernd, which I venture to trace back to a Gothic

Hakul-bairands (p. 146- 7). As Longbeard, the god deep-sunk
in his mountain-sleep is reproduced in the royal heroes Charles

and Frederick : who better than Wuotan, on whose shoulder they

sit and bring him thoughts and tidings, was entitled to inquire

after the flying ravens ? Ravens and wolves scented his march

to victory, and they above all other animals have entered into

the proper names of the people. In the Norse sagas the ques

tioner is a blind graybeard, who just as plainly is old OSin

again. Father of victory, he is likewise god of blessing and

bliss, i.e. Wish over again, whose place is afterwards occupied

by Salida (well-being). Since he appears alike as god of poetry,

of measurement, of the span, of the boundary and of the dice-

throw, all gifts, treasures, arts may be regarded as having pro

ceeded from him.

Though a son of Wuotan and yielding to him in power or

influence, Donar (Thunar, Thor) appears at times identical with

him, and to some extent as an older god worshipped before

Wuotan. For, like Jupiter, he is a father, he is grandfather of

many nations, and, as grandfather, is a god of the hills, a god of

the rocks, a hammer, sits in the forest, throned on the mountain

top, and hurls his old stone weapon, the lightning s bolt. To

him the oak was sacred, and his hammer s throw measured out

land, as did afterwards Wuotan s wand. He rather flies furi

ously at the giants than fights battles at the head of heroes,

or meditates the art of war. I think it a significant feature, that

he drives or walks, instead of riding like Wuotan : he never
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presents himself in the wild hunt, nor in women s company.

But his name is still heard in curses (Wuotan s only in protesta

tions, p. 132); and as Redbeard, Donar might sit in the moun

tain too. The heroes all go to Wuotan s heaven, the common

folk turn in at Donar s ; beside the elegant stately Wuotan, we

see about Donar something plebeian, boorish and uncouth. He
seems the more primitive deity, displaced in the course of ages

(yet not everywhere) by a kindred but more comprehensive one.

If Wuotan and Donar are to be regarded as exalted deities of

heaven, much more may Zio, Tius, be accepted as such, whose

name expresses literally the notion of sky, while Wuotan signifies

the air, and Donar the thunderstorm. And as Wuotan turns the

tide of battle, Zio presents himself as the special god of war ; as

Donar flings the hammer and Wuotan the spear, he is god of the

sword, as exhibited in the names Sahsnot and Heru. But here

much remains dark to us, because our legend has lost sight of

Zio altogether. Like Wuotan, he also seems to rush down from

the sky in the form of tempest.

Two others, though never appearing in the week, must yet

be reckoned among the great gods. Froho, a god of hunting,

of generation, fertility and summer, had long planted his name in

the heart of our language, where he still maintains his ground in

the derivatives fron and fronen ; his sacred golden-bristled boar

survived in helmet- crests, in pastry, and at the festive meal.

Year by year in kingly state Froho journeyed through the lands

(p. 213. 760). He is the gracious loving deity, in contrast with

the two last-mentioned, and with Wuotan in one aspect ; for, as

Wish, Wuotan also seems kindly and creative like Froho.

As to Phol, scarcely known to us till now, I have hazarded so

many conjectures that I will not add to their number here. If, as

appears most likely, he is synonymous with. Paltar (Balder), he

must pass for a god of light, but also of fire, and again of tem

pest; under another view he haunted wells and springs. He

approximates the higher elemental powers, and could the more

easily be perverted into a diabolic being. Equally lost to Ger

many is the name of the Norse Loki, who represents fire in another
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aspect, and was still better qualified to stand for the devil. The

stories of his artfulness, his cunning tricks, have reproduced

themselves repeatedly in all branches of our race.

I now turn to the Goddesses. A mother of gods, Nerthus, is

named to us by Tacitus ; her name is the exact counterpart to

that of a Norse god, who confirms her existence, as Freyr would

confirm that of Freyja, had she come down to us only as the

High German Frouwa, and from the Gothic frauja (m.) we have

the same right to infer a fern, fraujo. Say that her name of

Nerthus has long ago died out, if it ever extended to all branches

of our race
;
a whole group of beings almost identical with her

lives on in fadeless legend : Holde, Berhte, Fricke, Harke, Gaue,

Stempe, Trempe. At the first glance none of these names seem

to go very high up ; yet, Berhte at all events is introduced in

poems of the 14 15th century, and the matter begins to wear

another look the moment we can set her beside the Carolingian

Berhta, beside the Eddie Biort (p. 1149), beside the deeply rooted

tradition of the c white lady/ Of dame Holda the legend was

never written down till the 1 7th century ;
if Holda was in the

Venus-mountain, which goes as far back as the 14th, she at once

gains in importance; then further, in the 12th century we can

point to Pharaildis (p. 284) ;
and if, to crown all, Huldana in the

stone inscription is correct (p. 266), we can have but little doubt

of a Gothic worship of Hutyo (p. 990). Now, as Berhta and

Holda are adjective names, I was fain to claim for Nerthus also

an adj. basis nairthus, with the sense of mild, gracious, fair.

Frigg too (p. 301-2) I interpret by the adj. free, fair, gracious.

If Gaue, Gauden, is a corruption of the masc. Woden, it might
still have an accessory notion of good. Frouwa is obviously

the fern, to Froho, and still asserts her full power in our present

frau. Almost all names of the female deities have still a trans

parent meaning; as compared with those of the male, there is

something innocent and inviolable in them, and for that reason

they seem to have been treated tenderly or tolerated. The deli

cacy and inoffensive matter of the myth have shielded it longer in

popular legend.
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The goddess Hellia has exchanged her personal meaning for a

local one, that of hell. Ostara, Eastre, is preserved at least in the

name of the high festival
;
and Hreda, if my conjecture be sound,

in the word for a bride s gerada (outfit), as Zio was in the name

of the sword. Folia and Sindgund have only come to light

through the latest discoveries.

This muster of divinities is strong enough to support the whole

remaining framework of mythology; where such pillars stand, any
amount of superstructure and decoration may be taken for

granted. Considered in and for themselves, almost all the indi

vidual deities appear emanations and branches of a single One ;

the gods as heaven, the goddesses as earth, the one as fathers,

the other as mothers, the former creating, governing, guiding,

lords of victory and bliss, of air, fire and water, the goddesses

nourishing, spinning, tilling, beautiful, bedizened, loving.

As all the sounds of language are reducible to a few, from

whose simplicity the rest can be derived the vowels by broaden-?

ing, narrowing, and combination into diphthongs, the mute con

sonants by subdivision of their three groups each into three

stages, while particular dialects shift them from one stage to

another in regular gradation
1

;
so in Mythology I reduce the

long array of divine personages to their unity, and let their multi

plicity spring out of this unity ;
and we can hardly go wrong in

assuming for deities and heroes a similar coincidence, combina

tion and gradation, according to their characters and particular

1
Thus, to take an example from the Dentals :

T TH D T TH

Greek.

L. Germ.

H. Germ.

thugatere duo

tochter

It will be seen that the High Germ, is always a stage in advance of Low Germ.,
and this a stage in advance of Greek, Latin, Sanskrit, &c. The Germ, z is sounded
ts

;
and s, like h, is a breathing. TRANS.
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functions. How Wuotan, Donar, and Zio partly run into one

another lias been shewn ; Logi (lowe, blaze) becomes Loki (lock,

bolt), g becomes ~k, the sense of fire is exchanged for that of bolts

and bars (of hell), as Hamar and Heru came to signify the im

plements they used. We have seen Wuotan reappear in long-

bearded Charles, in red-bearded Frederick. On comparing the

Norse hero-legend with the German, we see remarkable instances

of this shifting and displacement of names and persons. Gudrun

in the Edda occupies the place of our Krimhilt, while Grimhildr

is her mother s name ;
in the Vilkinasaga Mimir is the smith and

Keginn the dragon, in the Volsungasaga Reginn is the smith and

Fafnir the dragon. If these changes took place at haphazard,

there would be nothing in them
; but they seem to proceed by

regular gradation, without leaps.

Among all branches of the Teutonic race there shew them

selves innumerable varieties of dialect, each possessing an equal

right ; so likewise in the people s religion we must presuppose a

good many differences : the difficulty is to reconcile in every case

the local bearings of the matter with the temporal. If the more

numerous testimonies to Wuotan in Lower Germany would lead

us to infer that he was held in higher esteem by Saxons than by
Alemanns or Bavarians, we must remember that this (apparent)

preference is mainly due to the longer continuance of heathenism

in the north ; that in the first few centuries after conversion the

south too would have borne abundant witness to the god. Upper

Germany has now scarcely a single name of a place compounded
with Wuotan (p. 158), Wuotan s day has there given place to

midweek/ and just there the legend of his wiitende heer is

found more alive than elsewhere ! It would be a great thing to

ascertain whereabouts whether among Goths the designation

Fairguneis prevailed above that of Thunrs. Any conclusion

drawn from the proximity of the Lithuanian Perkunas, the Slavic

Perun, may seem bold, though it is precisely to these two nations

that the Gothic and High German incline more than the Low

German, even in language: witness Hruodo and Kirt (p. 248).

It seems an easier matter to trace the distinction between Zio
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and Eru, and follow it up to Svvabia and Bavaria; yet, if my
conjecture be right, the Cheruscans must of all races have had

the best claim to Eru. Even the name of the plant Ziolinta

(p. 1193) is worth taking into account. Sahsnot, Seaxneat, was

assuredly an eponymous deity of the Saxons. How do Paltar

and Phol stand to one another, as regards the nations that were

devoted to them ? Phol appears to point, now eastward, now

westward. An important mark of distinction is the change of

gender in the same name of a god among different tribes. In

Gothic the masc. frauja (lord) was still current as a common

noun, in O.H. German the fern, frouwa, in 0. Saxon only the

masc. froho, fro, A.S. frea, so that Goths and Saxons seem to

have preferred the god, High Germans the goddess; in the

North both Freyr and Freyja are honoured alike. But the

North knows only the god NiorSr, and the Germans living on

the opposite side of the Baltic only the goddess Nerthus. The

relation of Zio to Zisa, perhaps Isis (p. 298), demands further

explanation. No doubt the numerous aliases of that female deity,

who is not yet forgotten in modern legend, are due to differences

of rce : Holda shews herself in Hesse, Thuringia, and North

Franconia, Berhta in Vogtland, East Franconia and sundry tracts

of Swabia, where likewise a male Berhtold encounters us. There

is no trace of either goddess in Lower Germany, but a dame

Freke now turns up in the Mark, and dame Gaue haunts Majk-

lenburg between Elbe and Weser. Yet in ancient times Holda,

as Huldana, must have reached far westward to the Rhine, and,

if the Ver-hilden-straet (p. 285) was named after her, into the

Netherlands, reminding us of the kinship between Chatti and

Batavi ; while the Carolingian Berhta Pedauca and the Biort of

the Edda would betoken a similar extension of Berhta s worship.

We must pay regard to the almost universal rush of nations

toward the West : even Isis and her Suevian ship we managed to

trace as far as the Ardennes. But, beside the deities, other

portions of mythology must also have their say. Him ins and

himil, himel and heven are discussed on p. 698, the lapse of Himil

into Gimill on p. 823
;
in Hesse is the borderland between Wights
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and Elves, the one belonging to Franconian, the other to Saxon

soil : the Low Saxon hiine is out of use in High Germany, even

in O.H. German the huni seem to be only Huns, not giants, and

the M.H. German hiune had a very limited circulation, being

never heard now in Hesse, Swabia or Bavaria, unless we are to

look for it in the name of the disease (p. 1163).

Such investigations and similar ones capable of indefinite

expansion, some of them not even dreamt of at present, may

gradually become important to the internal aspect of our own

Mythology : a still more urgent task is, to establish its relation

to the Religions of Other Nations ; nay, this is really the hinge

on which mythological study in general turns. But seldom,

have their mutual influences or differences been so successfully

explored, as to educe therefrom a safe standard for the treat

ment of any one mythology.

Every nation seems instigated by nature to isolate itself, to

keep itself untouched by foreign ingredients. Its language, its

epos feel happy in the home circle alone ; only so long as it rolls

between its own banks does the stream retain its colour Jure.

An undisturbed development of all its own energies and inmost

impulses proceeds from this source, and our oldest language,

poetry and legend seem to take no other course. But the river

has not only to take up the brooks that convey fresh waters to it

from hill and mountain, but to disembogue itself at last in the

wide ocean : nations border upon nations, and peaceful inter

course or war and conquest blend their destinies in one. From

their combinations will come unexpected results, whose gain

deserves to be weighed against the loss entailed by the suppres
sion of the domestic element. If the language, literature and faith

of our forefathers could at no time resist at all points the

pressure of the Foreign, they have one and all undergone the

most disruptive revolution by the people s passing over to

Christianity.

We had long plagued ourselves to derive all languages from

the far-off Hebrew ; it was only by closely studying the history
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of the European idioms near at hand, that a safe road was at

length thrown open, which, leaving on one side for the moment

the Semitic province, leads farther on into the heart of Asia.

Between the Indian and Zendic languages and the majority of

those which spread themselves over Europe there exists an

immediate tie, yet of such a kind as makes them all appear as

sisters, who at the outset had the same leading features, but

afterwards, striking into paths of their own, have everywhere

found occasion and reason to diverge from each other. Amongst
all languages on earth points of contact are to be found, any

discovered rule compels us to admit exceptions, and these ex

ceptions are apt to be misleading ; but the rule teaches us to fix

upon fundamental distinctions, for which we can only expect a

very slow resolution into a higher unity. While there is every

appearance of Europe not having contained any aborigines, but

received its population gradually from Asia, yet the figures in

our chronologies do not reach back to the actual descent of all

human speech from one original source; and the strata of our

mountains bear witness to a higher prehistoric age, whose im

measurable breadth no inquirer can penetrate. Then, over and

above the original kinship necessarily underlying the facts taught

by comparative philology, we must also assume in the history of

European toagues some external, accidental and manifest inter

changes of influence between them, which, powerful and resultful

as they may have been, are to be carefully distinguished from

that more hidden agency : we have only to call to mind the

former influence of Latin and the later of French on almost all

the other languages, or the origin of English from a mixture of

Teutonic and Romance elements. The difference between the

two kinds of likeness shews itself especially in the fact that,

while the originally cognate elements of a language remain

flexible and intelligible, the borrowed ones, because they are

borrowed, shew an indistinctness of form and a crippling of

movement. Hence all cognate words are rooted in the essential

life of a language, about which the borrowed ones mostly tell us

nothing : how lifeless, for example, has our adj. rund become !
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whereas the French rond, from which it comes, can still carry us

back to roond, reond, the Span, redondo, It. rotondo, and so to

rotundus, and therefore rota. Again, cognate forms are seldom

confined to one stem or branch, but run impartially through
several :

e.g. our numerals ; our ist, Goth, ist, Lat. est, Gr. eVr/,

Skr. asti; the Goth, sa, so, J&amp;gt;ata,
AS. se, seo, ]?a6t, ON. sa, su,

f&amp;gt;at,

Gr. o, ?;, TO, Skr. sa, sa, tad ; all of them consonances which did

not arise, like that ruud/ at some definite assignable period, but

were there from time immemorial.

These examples are well known, and are here chosen merely to

make good for Mythology also a distinction between material

that was common from the first and that which was borrowed

and came in later. Our scholarship, disloyal to its country,
inured to outlandish pomp and polish, loaded with foreign speech
and science, miserably stocked with that of home, was prepared
to subordinate the myths of our olden time to those of Greece

and Rome, as something higher and stronger, and to overlook

the independence of German poetry and legend, just as if in

grammar also we were free to derive the German ist from est and

eo-rt, instead of putting the claims of these three forms perfectly

on a par. Giving the go-by to that really wonderful and de

lightful consonance, whose origin would have had to be pushed
far back, they struggled, however much against the grain, to

hunt up any possible occasions of recent borrowing, so as to strip

their country of all productive power and pith. Not content

even with handing over our mythology to foreign countries,

they were eager, with as little reason, to shift its contents into

the sphere of history, and to disparage essentially unhistoric

elements by expounding them as facts.

Why hold our tongues about the mischief and the caprices

of this criticism ? Mone, an honest and able explorer, whose

strenuous industry I respect, will often come half-way to meet

the truth, then suddenly spring aside and begin worrying her.

By hook or by crook the Reinhart of our apologue must be re

solved into a historical one, the Siegfried of our heroic lay into

Arminius, Civilis and Siegbert by turns, Tanhiiuser into Ulysses.
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In all that I had gathered by a careful comparison of original

authorities on sorcery and witches, he of course can see neither

circumspectness nor moderation, who gravely imagines that

witchcraft was once a reality, who from the minutes of a single

trial in 1628 jumps at once to the Greek Dionysia, makes the

devil Dionysus, and warms up again the stale explanation of

hexe (witch) from Hecate. This is allowing the devil a great

antiquity in comparison with those heroes ; to me Reinhart and

Isengrim seem to reach up far higher than the ninth century,

and Siegfried even beyond Arminius, therefore a long way before

the time when the term devil first came into our language.

Several designations of the giants are unmistakably connected

with the names of surrounding nations ; Moneys view applies

them to Indians, Frisians, Persians, according as the words ent

and wrise suit his purpose; let no one be startled to find that

Caucasus comes from our Gouchsberg (cuckoo s hill) !

A later work, whose merits I acknowledge on p. 1070n., comes

in not unseasonably here. Soldan agrees in my opinion on the

atrocity and folly of the witch-persecutions, but he would dispute

the connection of witches with German mythology, and derive all

our magic and demonology from the Greeks and Romans again.

The resemblance of the mediasval notions to classical antiquity

strikes him so forcibly, that he seems to think, either that

Germany and all barbarian Europe till their early contact with

the Romans were without any magic or belief in ghosts, or that

such belief suddenly died out. The Walburgis-night, it seems,

was suggested by Roman lares praestites, even the practice of

bidding for fiefs by floralia and averruncalia, and the cutting

of henbane by the fruges excantare : why may not our es also

come from id, our auge from oculus, our zehri from decem ? At

that rate Wuotan might without more ado be traced back to

Jupiter, Holda to Diana, the alp to the genius, all German

mythology to Roman, and nothing be left us of our own but

the bare soil that drank in the foreign doctrine.

When two nations resemble each other in language, manners,

and religion, such agreement is welcome in proof of their age,
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aud is not to be perverted to conclusions in favour of borrowing

or influence which any peculiarity in them may suggest. But

the stamp of authority will be given to research, when side by

side with the string of consonances there also runs an inevitable

string of divergences and transpositions.

In our book of heroes the adventures of Wolfdieterich and

Orendel have in their several ways a striking similarity to features

in the Odyssey, especially does the angel s mission to shaggy

Els and to lady Breide resemble that of Hermes to Calypso, when

she is commanded to let Odysseus go. But such wanderings

of heroes and encounters with wise women and giants seem to

be a common epic property prevailing everywhere, while the very

absence here of all the other main motives of the Greek myth ex

cludes the supposition of borrowing. We may surely give their

due weight to the many resemblances of Wuotan to Zeus and

Apollo, of Zio to Zeus and Ares, we may recognise Nerthus in

Demeter, Frigg and Freyja in Hera and Aphrodite, Wieland in

Hepha3stus and Daedalus, without the whole swarm of Grecian

gods needing therefore to be transported to our soil, or all that

this produced having to be looked for in Greece. Must honum

hlo hugr i briosti have somehow got into the Edda from

Homer s eyeXaacre Se ol $i\ov rjrQp ? The distinction, drawn in

Homer as well as the Edda, between the speech of gods and of

men may signify something to us, and yet be no harder to explain

than the identity of Zio with Zeus, or of Zevs Trarrjp with All-

father. It is beautiful how Venus and venustus are made in

telligible by the ON. vaetin and vaenstr, and even by the 0. Sax.

superlative wanumo. What is true of the Greek and Roman

mythologies, that with all their similarity they are yet far from

identical, has to be asserted with still more emphasis of the relation

between the Roman and German, inasmuch as Greek literature

left an infinitely deeper dint on the Roman, than Latin literature

was ever able to produce on our antiquity. If in ch. XXXV and

XXXVII many things are quoted which appear to spring out of

Roman superstition, it is fully justified by the poverty of native

information compelling me to seek a support for it from abroad :
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I do not suppose that the old German fancies about beasts

crossing one s path, or about the virtues of herbs, were in them

selves any poorer than the Roman.

What I claim for Teutonic nations as compared with the

Greeks and Romans, must also hold good of them as regards the

Celts, Slavs, Lithuanians and Finns, whose paganism was similar

to ours or not so similar. Here however the quantity of coinci

dences is still more damaging to the theory of plagiarisms, which

would else encumber every nook and corner.

In favour of the study of Celtic languages and legends a whole

some reaction has set in, insisting that this downtrodden race,

which once occupied wide tracts of Germany, shall receive its

due. By no means poor in memorials, it has an auxiliary resource

in several living tongues, the Armoric, Welsh, Irish and High
land Scotch. But the paths still lie uncertain and slippery, and

what we concede to the Celts ought not in the zeal of discovery

to be turned against ourselves ; in cases of resemblance what

is genuinely German must put in its claim too. Now Heinrich

Schreiber s interesting studies of grave-mounds, weapons and

fays appear to me at times to stray beyond the true line : surely

the horses heads on roof-gables in Mecklenburg and Holstein are

more undoubtedly German than the similar ones in Switzerland

are Celtic ; and so far as our elfins and white ladies extend, they

have their justification, as the fays have on the other side. Some

obscure names of animals Leo has, I think, succeeded in inter

preting as Celtic ; so long as he is obliged to leave the main

characters in the fable German, as Reginhart and Isangrim, I have

no fear for the genuineness of our epos ;
and the foreignness of

subordinate characters tends to throw farther back the date of the

entire poem. Also what he contributes to Nerthus and muspell

(Haupt 3, 226) demands attention. Beside the fays, who answer

to our swan-maidens, wish-wives and norns, beside Abundia, who

resembles Folia (fulness), I attach importance to Taranis= Donar,

to Gwydion= Wuotan, to Beal= Phol or Balder, and I am not

sure but that Hesus is the same as Cheru, and that Segomon (p.

371) ought not to be overlooked. Needfires and May-offerings
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are subjects for consideration. It would greatly advance our

knowledge of Wuotan s true nature, if we could ascertain how

far the Celtic worship of Mercury differed from the Roman ; to

all appearance that deity was greater to the Celts and Germans

than Hermes-Mercury was to the Greeks and Romans ; to Tris-

megistus and Tervagan I allude on p. 150. All that is left us of

the Celtic religion, even in stray fragments, bespeaks a more

finished mental culture than is to be found in German or Norse

mythology; there comes out in it more of priestly lore. But

in respect of genius and epic matter our memorials are incom

parably superior.

As the Celts enclose us on the west, so do the Slavs on the

east ;
and Slavic writers, like the Celtic, are rather fond, wherever

their ancient faith coincides with ours, of interpreting things

from a Slavic point of view, which can just as well be explained
from a German. The affinity of the two races can be perceived at

once by such old cognate words as the Gothic sunus (son), O.H.

German sunu, Slavic syn; Goth. Hubs (dear), OHG. liop, Boh.

liby, Russ. liubo; Goth. lau]?s (people), OHG. Hut, Slav. Hud;
Goth, hlaifs (loaf), OHG. hleip, Slav, khleb. And the mythic
resemblances are no less significant. Radegast must stand for

Wuotan, Perun for Fairguneis, Fiorgunn, but Svatovit for Zio
;

between Radegast the god of bliss (rad glad, radost joy), and our

Wish, the harmony is yet stronger. Kroto reminds us of Kirt,

Molnia of Miolnir (pp. 1221. 813). How near the badniak of the

Servians comes to our Christmas fire ! their cuckoo-pole to the

Langobardic dove-pole (p. 1135n.), their dodola to the fetching-in
of rain (p. 594), the carrying-out of death to the fight of summer
and winter, the vila to our wise-women ! If the elf and dwarf

legends appear less polished than they are among Celts and

Germans, our giant legend on the other hand has much more in

common with the Slavic and Finnic. No doubt Slav mythology

altogether is several degrees wilder and grosser than German, yet

many things in it will make a different figure when once the

legends and fairy tales are more fully and faithfully gathered in,

and the gain to German research also will be great.
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From similar collections of Lithuanian, Samogitian and Lettish

myths revelations no less important are impending, as we may

anticipate from the remarkable connexion between the lan

guages.

More results have already been attained in Finland, whose

people, comparable in this to the Servians alone, have in their

mouths to this day a most wonderful store of songs and tales,

though in Servian poetry the heroic legend predominates, and in

Finnic the myth. Merely by what Ganander, Porthan and now

Lonnrot have published, an immense deal is bridged over between

the German, Norse, Slav, Greek and Asiatic mythologies. Rask

(in Afhand. 1, 96) had already derived some Norse names of

giants from Finnic. And further, the distinction we made be

tween legend and fairy-tale does not at all apply as yet to this

Finnic poetry : it stands at an older stage, where the marvels of

the fairy-tale without any sense of incongruity mingle with the

firmer basis of the folk-tale, and even the animal fable can be

admitted. Wainamoinen (Bsth. Wannemunne) can be compared

to Wuotan both in general, and particularly in his character of

Wish : the Finnic waino and wainotem signify desiderium, wainok

cupidus, wainotet desiderare : the Swedish Lapps, with a kindred

language, have waino (wish, desire), and the Norwegian Lapps
vaimel cupidus. Thus Wish, Radegast and Wainamoinen seem

to be getting nearer to each other. This last is a god of poetry

and singing (p. 907), he is constantly called Wanha, the old one,

as the thunder-god Ukko likewise is called father or old, and his

wife Akka mother or old. With the Lapps, Atia means both

grandfather and thunder (see old daddy/ p. 168). As Thor s

minni was drunk, so full bowls were emptied in honour of Ukko.

Wainamoinen wakes Wipune out of her grave (Rune 10), as

OSinn does Yola. Ilmarinen, the smith-god of the Finns, re

minds us of Hephaestus and Volundr, but makes a deeper im

pression than either ; he fashioned a wife for himself out of gold

(conf. p. 570 n.). To the Lapps, Sarakka means creatress, from

saret to create, a goddess of fortune.

All Finnish nations use Yumala as a general name for the
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Supreme Being in the sense of our God or the Slavic Bogh, to

which corresponds the Swed. Lapp, yupmel, Norw. Lapp, ibmel;

but the Syrian have also yen (gen. yenlon), the Perinians en, the

Votiaks inmar, the Tcheremiss yumn. Along the northern edge

of Europe and over the Ural into northern Asia extends this

widespread group of nations of the Finn kind, their languages and

myths shewing everywhere a common character. The Votiaks,

like the Slavs and Germans, hold the woodpecker sacred (p. 765) ;

but what I lay special stress upon is the bear-worship of these

nations, which has left its traces in Sweden and Norway, and

betrays the earliest stage of our Teutonic beast-legend (p. 667).

Poetic euphemisms designate the sacred beast, and as soon as he

is slain, solemn hymns are struck up as by way of atonement.

Runes 28 and 29 in Kalewala describe such a hunt with all its

ceremonial. Ostiaks in taking an oath kneel on a bearskin, in

heathen sacrifices they covered the victim with a bearskin (p.

1010), and long afterwards they hung bearskins about them in

the service of the devil (p. 1018). As the bear was king of all

beasts, the terms applied to him of ( old one and grandfather

suggest those of the thunder-god. The constellation of the

Great Bear (p. 725) would of itself seem an evident trace of

his worship even among the Greeks.

Coming down from northern Asia to the tribes of the Caucasus,

we again meet with the most remarkable coincidences. The

Tcherkesses (Circassians) keep up a worship of the boar (p. 215),

as did the ancient Aestyi and Germani. Both Tcherkesses and

Ossets glorify the same Elias (p. 173-4, conf. p. 185) who is such

a sacred personage to the Slav races. Even the ancient Alani

and Scythians seem to be linked with the heathen Germans by
their worship of the sword (p. 204); Attila means grandfather,

and is among Huns as well as Germans a name for mountains.

The same inspection of shoulder-blades that Jornandes relates of

Huns goes on to this day among Kalmuks (p. 1113). A good

many Mongolian customs agree with those of Celts and Germans :

I will only instance the barleycorn s being the unit of all mea

surement of land (see my account of it in Berl. Jahrb. for 1842,
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pp. 795-6) ; conf. the Finnic ohrasen yivea=hordei granum, Kal.

17,625. 27,138.

A still closer agreement with our antiquities than exists among
Finns and Mongols is to be looked for in the more cognate

Zendic and Indian mythologies. That of India is finely wrought

like the Greek, but I think the Greek has the same advantage

over it that I awarded to the German as compared with the

Celtic : a certain theosophic propensity betrays itself in the In

dians as well as Celts, which in the fulness of Greek and German

myth falls more into the background. It seems worthy of notice,

that to the Indian gods and goddesses are assigned celestial

dwellings with proper names, as in the Edda. Among the gods

themselves, Brahma s creative power resembles Wuotan s, Indra

is akin to Donar, being the wielder of lightning and the ruler of

air and winds, so that as god of the sky he can also be compared

to Zio. The unison of our Wish with the notion embodied

in manoratha (p. 870) deserves attention. Nerthus answers to

Bhavani (p. 255), Halja to Kali, and Mannus to Manus (p. 578),

the last two examples being letter for letter the same; but

one thing that must not be overlooked is, that the same myth
of man s creation out of eight materials (pp. 564 7) which has

already turned up five times, appears in a portion of the Vedas,

the Aitareya Aranya, from which an excerpt is given in Cole-

brooke s Misc. Essays, Lond. 1837, vol. 1, p. 47 seq. ;
here also

eight ingredients are enumerated : fire, air, sun, space, herb,

moon, death, and water. Naturally the details vary again,

though even the five European accounts are not without a certain

Indian colouring. Still more interesting perhaps is an echo

that reaches the very heart of our hero-legend. Putraka (in

Somadeva i. 19) comes upon two men who are fighting for some

magic gifts, a cup, a staff, and a pair of shoes ; he cheats them

into running a race, steps into the shoes himself, and flies up into

the clouds with the cup and staff. With the same adroitness

Siegfried among the dwarfs manages the division of their hoard,

upon which lies the wishing-rod (p. 457) ;
and our nursery tales

are full of such divisions (Altd. bl. 1, 297. KM. ed. 5, no. 193.

VOL. in. c
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2, 502. Bechstein s Miirclien p. 75). The same trick decides

the quarrel in Asbiornsen, no. 9, p. 59, and in the Hungarian

tale, Gaal p. 166.

Now whence can these details have been imported into the

homespun fairy-tale? Every country has them, at its fingers

ends. To take another striking instance : the story of the three

cousins (p. 415) who had spun till the nose of one grew long,

another s eyes red, and another s fingers thick, is told still more

vividly in Norway (Asb. and Moe, no. 13), and most vividly in

Scotland (Chambers, p. 54-5). Or the changeling s unfailing

formula (pp. 469. 927), was that conveyed from Denmark to

Scotland, from Ireland to Hesse ? Was the legend of the willow

that has never heard a cock crow (p. 1243) handed over by the

Romans to the Poles ; and the myth of the thunder-bolt by

the Greek to the Slav, by the Slav to the German ? Did a little

bird always pick up the legendary seed, and lug it over hill

and dale to other lands ? I believe Myth to be the common

property of many lands, that all its ways are not yet known, but

tljat it is properest to that nation with whose gods it closely

coalesces, as a word common to several languages may best be

claimed by that one which can explain its root. The legend of

Tell relates no real event, yet, without fabrication or lying, as a

genuine myth it has shot up anew in the bosom of Switzerland,

to embellish a transaction that took hold of the nation s inmost

being.

I do not deny for a moment, that beside this mysterious

diffusion of myths there has also been borrowing from without,

nay, that they could be purposely invented or imported, though

it is a harder matter than one would imagine for this last sort to

take root among the people. Roman literature has from early

times spread itself over other European lands, and in certain

cases it may be quite impossible to strike the balance between

its influence and that inner growth of legend. And nowhere

is extrinsic influence less a matter of doubt than where, by
the collision of Christian doctrine with heathenism among the
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converted nations, it became unavoidable to abjure the old, and

in its place to adopt or adapt what the new faith introduced or

tolerated.

Oftentimes the Church and I have specified sundry instances

either was from the outset, or gradually became, tolerant and

indulgent. She prudently permitted, or could not prevent, that

heathen and Christian things should here and there run into one

another; the clergy themselves would not always succeed in

marking off the bounds of the two religions ; their private lean

ings might let some things pass, which they found firmly rooted

in the multitude. In the language, together with a stock of

newly imported Greek and Latin terms, there still remained,

even for ecclesiastical use, a number of Teutonic words previously

employed in heathen services, just as the names of gods stood

ineradicable in the days of the week
; to such words old customs

would still cling, silent and unnoticed, and take a new lease of

life. The festivals of a people present a tough material, they are

so closely bound up with its habits of life, that they will put up
with foreign additions, if only to save a fragment of festivities

long loved and tried. In this way Scandinavia, probably the

Goths also for a time, and the Anglo-Saxons down to a late

period, retained the heathenish Yule, as all Teutonic Christians

did the sanctity of Eastertide ; and from these two the Yule-boar

and Yule-bread, the Easter pancake, Easter sword, Easter fire

and Easter dance could not be separated. As faithfully were

perpetuated the name and in many cases the observances of

Midsummer. New Christian feasts, especially of saints, seem

purposely as well as accidentally to have been made to fall on

heathen holidays. Churches often rose precisely where a heathen

god or his sacred tree had been pulled down, and the people

trod their old paths to the accustomed site : sometimes the very

walls of the heathen temple became those of the church, and

cases occur in which idol-images still found a place in a wall of

the porch, or were set up outside the door, as at Bamberg cathe

dral there lie Slavic-heathen figures of animals inscribed with

runes. Sacred hills and fountains were re-christened after saints,
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to whom their sanctity was transferred ; sacred woods were

handed over to the newly-founded convent or the king, and even

under private ownership did not altogether lose their long-,

accustomed homage. Law-usages, particularly the ordeals and

oath-takings, but also the beating of bounds, consecrations,

image- processions, spells and formulas, while retaining their

heathen character, were simply clothed in Christian forms. In

some customs there was little to change : the heathen practice of

sprinkling a newborn babe with water (vatni ausa p. 592, dicare

p. 108, line 5) closely resembled Christian baptism, the sign of the

hammer that of the cross, and the erection of tree-crosses the

irmensuls and world-trees of paganism. Still more significant

must appear that passage where Voluspa and the Bible coincide

(p. 811); in the far later Solar-HoS traces of Christian teaching

are discernible.

In a conflux of so many elements it could not but happen, even

where the mental conceptions and views of a simple populace un

able to do without myths had felt the full force of the revolution,

that in its turn the Old, not wholly extinct, should half un

consciously get interwoven with the irrepressible New. Jewish

and Christian doctrine began to lean towards heathen, heathen

fancies and superstitions to push forward and, as it were, take

refuge in all the places they found unoccupied by the new reli

gion. Here we find Christian material in a heathen form, there

heathen matter in a Christian disguise.

As the goddess Ostara was converted into a notion of time,

so was Hellia into one of place. The beliefs of our forefathers

about elves and giants got intensified and expanded into angels

and devils, but the legends remained the same. Wuotan, Donar,

Zio, Phol put on the nature of malignant diabolic beings, and

the story of their solemn yearly visitation shaped itself into that

of a wild rabble rout, which the people now shunned with horror,

as formerly they had thronged to those processions.

Veiled under the biblical names of Cain, Elias, Enoch, Anti

christ, Herodias, there come into view the same old myths about

moon-spots, giants buildings, a god of thunder and of storm, the
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gracious (holde) night-dame and the burning of the world. And

what arrests our attention still more is, that to the Virgin Mary
we apply a whole host of charming legends about Holda and

Frouwa, norns and valkyrs, as the Komans did those about

Venus, Juno and the parcae ; nay, in the fairy-tale, dame Holle

and Mary can usurp the place of gray-hatted Wuotan. What a

tender fragrance breathes in those tales of Mary, and what has

any other poetry to put by the side of them ? To the kindly

heathen traits is superadded for us that sense of superior sanctity

which encompasses this Lady. Herbs and flowers are named

after Mary, her images are carried about, and, quite in accord

ance with the heathen worship, installed on forest trees. She

is a divine mother, she is a spinning-wife, she appears as maid

of mercy (vierge secourable) to whosoever calls upon her. To

the country folk in Italy, Mary stands well in the foreground of

their religion ;
the Madonnas of several churches in Naples are

looked upon as so many different divine beings, and even as

rivals, and a Santa Venere by their side gives no offence. Three

Marys together (p. 416, note) resemble the three norns and

three fays; Mary carries stones and earth in her apron (p. 537)

like Athena or the fay. The worship of Mary altogether, being

neither founded on Scripture nor recognised by the first cen

turies, can only be explained by the fact of those pretty and

harmless but heathen fancies having taken such deep root in

the people that the Church also gradually combined with them

a more daintily devised and statelier devotion (attentio) which

we find woven into numerous legends and sermons.

But Mary does not stand alone by a long way. Immediately

at her side there has grown up in the Catholic and Greek

churches an interminable adoration of Saints, to make up for

heathen gods of the second or third rank, for heroes and wise-

women, and to fill the heart by bridging the gulf between it and

pure Deity. Dogma may distinguish between Deity and inter

cessors ; but how many a pious lip, moving in prayer before the

sacred image, must be unaware of this distinction, or forget it !

And further, among the saints themselves there are various
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grades, and the particular troubles under which they can be of

service are parcelled out among them like so many offices and

lines of business, so that almost every disease and its remedy are

called by the name of their saint; this division of tasks has the

strongest analogy to the directions given in Norse and Lithuanian

mythology for the invocation of the several deities (p. 335). The

victorious hero who had slain the dragon made room for Michael

or George; and the too pagan Siegberg (p. 198), which may
have meant the same as Eresberg (p. 201), was handed over to

Michael, as the mons Martis in France was turned into a mons

martyrum, Montmartre. It is remarkable that the Ossets have

converted the dies Martis into Georgeday, and dies Veneris into

Mary s day (Pott 1, 105. 2, 802). The places of OSinn and of

Freyja in minni-drinking are taken by John and by Gertrude,

a saint who in other ways also has changed places with the

goddess (pp. 61. 305. 673); but we can easily see why the

heathen counterpart to a saint s legend is oftener to be found

in the Koman than in our German mythology. The Church

in her saints and canonizations had not the wit to keep within

bounds, and the disproportion comes out most glaringly in the

fact that the acts and miracles of the Saviour and his apostles

are in some cases outdone by those of the saints. Whoever

would push these investigations further, as they deserve to be

pushed, will have to take particular notice, what saints are the

first to emerge in the popular faith of any country, and which of

them in poems and in forms of benediction have gradually slipt

into the places of the old gods.

Here let me illustrate the more or less thorough interpene-

tration and commingling of Christian and heathen legend by
two examples, which seem to me peculiarly important.

It must be regarded as one of the original possessions common
to our mythologies, that the God, or two gods, or three, descend

from heaven to earth, whether to prove men s works and ways

(p. 337), or in search of adventures. This does violence to the

Christian belief in God s omnipresence and omniscience ; but it
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is a very pleasing fancy, that of the gods in person walking the

earth unrecognised, and dropping in at the houses of mortals.

Even the Odyssey 17, 485-7 alludes to such wanderings, in which

is found the loftiest consecration of hospitality : a man will be

loth to turn away a stranger, under whose guise a celestial god

may be visiting him. A Greek myth with details appears in the

story of Orion : three gods, Zeus, Poseidon, Hermes (some say

Zeus, Ares, Hermes = Donar, Zio, Wuotan) take lodging with

Hyrieus, and after being feasted, give him leave to ask a favour ;

he wishes for a son, and they create him one much in the same

way as Kvasir was engendered (p. 902, conf. 1025 n.). Ovid s

Fasti 5, 495 535. Hyginus 195 relates the same fable of the

Thracian Byrseus. In the beautiful legend of Philemon and

Baucis (Ovid s Met. 8, 626 721), Jupiter and Mercury are travel

ling, and reward their kind entertainers by saving them from

the impending deluge (p. 580) ; a fable of Phaedrus makes the

divine messenger alone, the god of roads and highways, pass

the night with mortals (Mercurium, hospitio mulieres olim duae

illiberali et sordido receperant). But Demeter also is at times

represented as travelling and associating with men, as would be

natural for all mothers of gods ; Aesop in Fab. 54 makes Demeter

travel with a swallow and an eel, but when they came to a river

the bird flew up, the fish slipt into the water, and what did

Demeter do ?. With the Indians it is principally Brahma and

Vishnu that visit the earth. In a Lithuanian legend Perkunos

walks the earth at the time when beasts yet spoke ;
he first met

the horse, and asked his way. I have no time to shew thee the

way, I have to eat/ Hard by was an ox grazing who had heard

the traveller s request : Come, stranger/ he cried, I will shew

thee the way to the river/ Then said the god to the horse :

( As thou couldst not for eating find time to do me a turn of kind

ness, thou shalt for a punishment be never satisfied ; then to the

ox : Thou good-natured beast shalt conveniently appease thy

hunger, and after chew the cud at thine ease, for thou wert ready

to serve me/ This myth likewise inculcates kindness to the

stranger, and for Perkunos subsequent narrators could without
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scruple substitute the Saviour. In the Edda it is always OSinn,
Loki and Hcenir that go on journeys together, the same three Ases

that also co-operate in creating (p. 560), for LoiSr and Loki are

apparently one (p. 241), and in this connexion Loki has nothing
base or bad about him. Hcenir is called in Sn. 106 sessi, sinni,

mali OSins (sodalis, comes, collocutor Odini) . These three Ases
set out on a journey, and at night seek a lodging ; in the stories

preserved to us no mention is made of a trial of hospitality. In

a later saga OSinn with Loki and Hcenir rides to the chase

(Miiller s Sagabibl. 1, 364) ; and a remarkable lay of the Faroe

Isles (Lyngbye pp. 500 seq.) presents the same three, Ouvin,
Honer and Lokkji, not indeed as travelling, but as succouring

gods, who when called upon immediately appear, and one after

the other deliver a boy whom giant Skrujmsli is pursuing, by
hiding him, quite in fairy-tale fashion, in an ear of barley,
a swan s feather, and a fish s egg. There were doubtless many
more stories like this, such as the Norwegian tale in Asbiorn. no.

21, conf. p. 423. As bearing upon their subsequent transfer

ence, it must not be overlooked that in Fornm. sog. 9, 56. 175

OSinn on horseback calls one evening at a blacksmith s, and has

his horse shod ; his identity with Hermes becomes quite startling
in these myths. At other times however it is Thorr with his

heavy hammer (p. 180) that seeks a lodging, like Zeus, and when
he stays the night at the peasant s, Loki accompanies Thorr (Sn.

49) ; then again Heimdallr, calling himself Rigr, traverses the

world, and founds the families of man. The Finnish legend
makes Wainamoinen, Ilmarinen and Leinminkainen travel (rune

23), quite on a par with OSinn, Loki, and Hcenir.

If now we look from these heathen myths to those in a

Christian dress and of a later time, the connexion between them
can be no enigma : that of Perkunos changing into the Saviour

has already set us the key. Either Christ and Peter journey out

together, or one of the two alone ; the fable itself turns about in

more than one direction. Antique above all sounds the visit of

these godlike beings, like that of OSinn, to the blacksmith, and
here the rewarding of hospitality is not left out. In the Norw.
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tale no. 21, the Saviour, after lie lias far surpassed his host in

feats of skill, yet places three wishes at his disposal, the very

same that were allowed the smith of Jiiterbok : compare also

Kinderm. no. 147, the Netherl. story of Smeke in Wolfs Wodana

p. 54 seq., and H. Sachs iv. 3, 70. But in Kinderm. 82, though
the player, like the smith, asks for the tree from which one

cannot get down, the main point with him is the dice, and the

bestowal of them cannot but remind us of Wuotan the inventor

of dice (p. 150. 1007), and again of Mercury. In H. Sachs ii.

4, 114 it is only Peter that bestows the wishing-die on a lands-

knecht at work in the garden. But the Fabliau St. Pierre et le

jongleur (Meon 3, 282) relates how the juggler fared after death

in hell ; though nothing is said of travelling or gift-giving, yet

Peter coming down from heaven in a black beard and smug
moustaches and with a set of dice, to win from the showman the

souls entrusted to his keeping, has altogether the appearance of

Wuotan, who is eager, we know, to gather souls into his dwell

ing; and that tailor who hurled the leg of a chair out of heaven

(p. 136) had been admitted by Peter. Then another group of

legends betrays a new feature, full of significance to us. The

Saviour and Peter are travelling together, Peter has to dress the

dinner, and he bites a leg off the roast chicken (Wolfs Wodana,

p. 180) ; in the Latin poem of Heriger, belonging to the tenth

century, Peter is called in so many words head-cook of heaven,

and a droll fellow secretly eats a piece of lung off the roast, as in

Marchen no. 81 brother Lustig, travelling with Peter, steals the

heart of the roast lamb, and elsewhere the landsknecht or the

Swabian steals the liver. This seems to be all the same myth,

for the circumstance that Peter plays by turns the culprit and the

god whose attendant is in fault, may itself be of very old date :

even the heathen stories may have made OSinn and Loki change

places. Loki is all the more a cook, a roast-stealer, and there

fore on a line with Peter, as even the Edda imputes to him the

eating of a heart (the suspected passage in Seem. 118b I emend

thus : Loki athiarta lundi brenda, fann hann halfsvrSinn hugstein

konu/ Lokius comedit cor in nemore assum, invenit semiustum
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rnentis-lapidem mulieris), and in our ancient beast-fable the sly

fox (Loki still) carries off the stag s heart half-roasted (Reinh .

xlviii. lii). Nor does this by any means exhaust the stock of

such tales of travel. Hans Sachs 1, 492 made up a poem in 1557

(and Burc. Waldis 4, 95 before him in 1537) how Peter journey

ing with Christ wished in the pride of his heart to rule the

world, and could not so much as manage the goat which the

Lord had given into his hands for one day; again 1, 493 how

they arrived at a parting of the roads, and asked their way of a

lazy workman lying in the shade of a peartree, who gave them

a gruff answer ; then they came upon a maidservant, who was

toiling in the sweat of her brow, but, on being asked, immedi

ately laid her sickle down, and saw the Lord into the right road :

be this maid/ said the Saviour to Peter, assigned to none other

but that man/ (in Agricola, Spr. 354, the maid is idle and the

man industrious). This recalls not only Perkunos with the

horse and ox, but the norns or fays passing through the land

in the legend quoted on p. 409. Old French poems give the

part of short-sighted Peter to the hermit who escorts an angel

through the world (Meon, Nouv. rec. 2, 116, and pref. to tome 1) ;

from Mielcke s Lith. sprachl. p. 167 I learn that the same ver

sion prevails in Samogitia, and the Gesta Rornanor. cap. 80 tell

of the angelus et eremita. As the gods lodged with Philemon

and Baucis, so does a dwarf travelling in the Grindelwald with

some poor but hospitable folk, and protects their little house

from the flood (DS. no. 45) ;
in Kinderm. 87 God Almighty

lodges with the poor man, and allows him three wishes
;

to Riigen

comes the old beggar-man (
= Wuotau), gets a night s lodging

from a poor woman, and on leaving in the morning lets her

dabble in the wishing business, which turns out ill for the envious

neighbour. Thiele (Danmarks folkesagn 2, 306) finds the very

same myth in Fiinen, and here the traveller is Peter again : the

Norwegian tale makes the Lord God and Peter come to dame

Gertrude and turn the stingy thing into a bird (p. 673). There

is a popular joke about Christ and Peter being on a journey, and

the Saviour creating the first Bohemian; and a Netherl. tale
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(Wodana p. xxxvii) about their putting up at an ogre s house

iu a wood, and being concealed by his compassionate wife, an

incident that occurs in many other tales.

Afzelius (Sagohafder 3, 1 55), while he proves the existence of

these legends of Christ and Peter in Sweden also, is certainly

wrong in pronouncing them mere fabricated drolleries, not

founded on popular belief. They are as firmly grounded as any

thing can be on primitive traditions, and prove with what fidelity

the people s memory has cared for our mythology, while MHG.

poets despise these fables which they could have sung so admir

ably, just as they leave on one side dame Berhte and Holde and

in general what is of home growth, Yet a couple of allusions

may prove, if proof it needs, that this dressing up of the old myth
was in vogue as early as the 13th century : Rumelant (Amgb.
12a

) relates of Christ and Peter, how they came to a deep rivulet

into which a man had fallen, who was doing nothing to help him

self; and a nameless poet (Mone s Anz. 5, 192) tells of a wood

cutter whom Peter was trying to hoist into heaven by his mallet,

but when on the topmost rung, the mallet s handle came off, and

the poor man dropt into hell. The pikeman or blacksmith in the

fairy-tale got on better by flinging his knapsack or apron (sledge

hammer in Asbiornsen p. 136 is still more archaic) into heaven.

Of course these wanderings of the Saviour and one of his disciples

have something in common with the journeys of Jesus and his

apostles in Judea, the dwarf visitor might be compared to the

angels who announced God s mercies and judgments to Abraham

and Lot, as Philemon and Baucis have a certain resemblance to

Abraham and Sarah ; but the harmony with heathen legend is

incomparably fuller and stronger. The angels were simply mes

sengers ; our mythology, like the Greek and Indian, means here

an actual avatara of Deity itself.

Another example, of smaller compass, but equally instructive

as to the mingling of Christian with heathen ideas, may be drawn

from the old legend of Fruoto. The blissful birth of the Saviour,

the new era beginning with him, were employed in drawing pic

tures of a golden age (p. 695. 793 n.) and the state of happiness
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and peace inseparable from it. The Koman Augustus, under

whom Christ was born, closed the temple of Janus, and peace

is supposed to have reigned all over the earth. Now the Norse

tradition makes its mythic Fro Si likewise contemporary with

Augustus, FrcVSi whose reign is marked by peace and blessed

ness, who made captive giantesses grind heaps of gold for him

(p. 531. 871), and had bracelets deposited on the public high

way without any one laying hands on them. The poets call gold

miol Fro&amp;lt;5a/ Fruoto s meal (Sn, 146), to explain which phrase

the poem Grottasaungr is inserted in the Edda; and in Sa3m.

151 a occurs : sleit Frofta frr&amp;lt;$ fianda a milli/ Bymbegla says,

in his time the fields bore crops without being sown (it is the

blessed Sampo-period of the Finns), and metal was found every

where in the ground; nature joined in extolling the prince,

as she does in lamenting his death (p. 591). When Helgi

was born, eagles uttered a cry, and holy waters streamed down

from the hills of heaven (Saem. 149a

) ;
in the year of Hakon s

election the birds, we are told, bred twice, and twice the trees

bore, about which the Hak. Hakonarsaga cap. 24 has some

beautiful songs. Hartmann, a monk of St. Gall, sings on the

entry of the king : Haec ipsa gaudent tempora, floreque verno

germinant, adventus omni gaudio quando venit optatior/ So

deep a feeling had the olden time for a beloved king. And
Beda 2, 16 thus describes king Eadwine s time : Tanta eo

tempore pax in Britannia fuisse perhibetur, ut, sicut usque hodie

in proverbio dicitur, etiamsi mulier una cum recens nato par-

vulo vellet totam perambulare insulam a mari ad mare, nullo se

laedente valeret. Tantum rex idem utilitati suae gentis con-

suluit, ut plerisque in locis, ubi fontes lucidos juxta publicos

viarum transitus construxit, ibi ob refrigerium viantium erectis

stipitibus aereos caucos suspendi juberet, neque hos quisquam
nisi ad usum necessarium contingere prae magnitudine vel timoris

ejus auderet vel amoris vellet/ And of several other kings the

tale is told, that they exposed precious jewels on the public road.

Mildness and justice were the highest virtues of rulers, and

mild signified both rnitis and largus, munificus. FroSi was
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called the femildi (bountiful) ;

(
fro$i itself includes the notion

of sagacity. When the genealogies and legends make several

kings of that name follow one another, they all evidently mean

the same (conf. p. 348). Saxo Gramm. 27 makes his first Frotho

sprinkle ground gold on his food, which is unmistakably that

e Frofta miol of Snorri ; the second is called frcekni/ vegetus ;

it is not till the reign of the third, who fastens a gold bracelet

on the road, that the Saviour is born (p. 95).

But this myth of the mild king of peace must formerly have

been known outside of Scandinavia, namely, here in Germany,
and in Britain too. For one thing, our chroniclers and poets,

when they mention the Saviour s birth, break out, like Snorri

and Saxo, in praises of a peaceful Augustan age ;
thus Godfrey

of Viterbo p. 250 :

Fit gladius vomer, fiunt de cuspide falces,

Mars siluit, pax emicuit, miles fuit auceps ;

nascentis Christi tempore pax rediit.

Wernher s Maria, p. 160 :

Do wart ein chreftiger fride, Then befel a mighty peace,

diu swert versluogen die smide, smiths converted their swords,

bediu spieze und sper ; both pikes and spears ;

do ne was dehein her then was there
nj&amp;gt; army

daz iender des gedaehte that anywhere thought
daz ez strite oder vsehte, of striving and fighting,

do ne was niht urliuge then was no war

bi des meres piuge, by the sea s margin,

noch enhein nitgeschelle. nor any sound of hate.

Mit grozer ebenhelle In great unison

und harte fridliche and right peacefully

stuonden elliu riche. stood all kingdoms.

And p. 193 : Aller fride meiste

mit des keisers volleiste

der wart erhaben und gesworn
do Christ was geborn.
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Compare En. 13205 13, and Albrecht of Halberstadt s Prologue,

which also says that Augustus

machte so getanen fride (perfect peace)

daz man diu swert begunde smide

in segense (scythes), und werken hiez

zuo den sicheln den spiez.

It is true, none of these passages make any reference to Fruoto ;

but how could the milte Fruote von Tenemarke have got so

firm a footing in our heroic lays of Giidrun and the Raben-

schlacht, and in the memory of our Court-poets (MS. 2, 22 l
b
,

227b
, Conr. Bngelhart, and Helbl. 2, 1303. 7, 366. 13, 111)

without some express legend to rest upon ? This I had a pre

sentiment of on p. 532 from our proper names Fanigolt, Mani-

golt (fen-gold, bracelet-gold) ;
conf. Haupt s pref. to Engelh.

p. x. And what is more, the Austrian weisthiimer (3, 687. 712)

require by way of fine a shield fall of ground gold ; and filling

shields with gold meant being liberal. The folk-song in Uhland

1, 76-7 makes the mill grind gold and love. How else to explain

gold-grinding and gold-meal I cannot divine.

I could multiply such examples ;
I could also, if the task were

not reserved for others or another occasion, shew in detail that

the same mythic basis, which must be assumed for our own

heroic lays, w^s not foreign either to the Carolingian poetry,

the product mainly of a German tribe, or even to the British.

Arthur belongs to the ( wild host and the ( heaven s wain/

Morgana coincides with norns and elfins. A great deal nearer

still stands Charles with his heroes : he is the Long-beard that

sleeps in the mountain and rides on the Karl-wain, his Karl-

stone is the same as the Woden-stone (p. 155), Roland stands

on the pillar, Froberge reminded us of Fro (p. 216), and Gralans,

who plies the forge for these Frankish heroes, is Wayland,

Wielant, Volundr. Berthe with the foot, progenitress of Charles,

is our Berhta (p. 429) ; and, attached to her, stand Flore and

Blanchefleur with their elvish names (p. 1063). Charles s loved

one was an elfin (p. 435), Auberon is Elberich and elf-king; and
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Malagis=Madalgis, borders on the elvisli. Charleses

hall resembles that of Asgard (p. 1133n.).

If these investigations have not been a sheer waste of time

(and to me it seemed worth the trouble to look into the affairs

of our antiquity from all sides), I may now at length attempt an

answer to questions, or some of them at least, as to what is the

true fundamental character of Teutonic mythology.

Judged by the standard of those mythologies that completed
their career from beginning to end, notably the Greek (with

which nevertheless it has so many important features in common),
it will bear no comparison, if only for the reason that it was

interrupted early, before it had produced all that it could have

produced. As to our language and poetry, they were sensibly

disturbed and hindered too, but they lived on, and could acquire

a new impetus ; the heathen faith was cut down to the root, and

its poor remains could only save themselves by stealth under a

new guise. Crude, unkempt it cannot but appear, yet the crude

has its simplicity, and the rough its sincerity.

In our heathen mythology certain ideas stand out strong and

clear, of which the human heart especially has need, by which

it is sustained and cheered. To it the highest god is a father

(p. 22), a good father, gofar (p. 167), gaffer, grandfather, who

grants salvation and victory to the living, and to the dead an

entrance to his dwelling. Death is a going home, a return to

the father (p. 839), By the side of the god stands the highest

goddess as a mother (p. 22), gammer, grandmother, wise and

white ancestress. The god is exalted, the goddess beaming
with beauty; both go their rounds and appear in the land, he

instructing in war and weapons, she in spinning, weaving,

sowing of seed ; from him comes the poem, from her the tale.

The same paternal authority is deeply stamped on our ancient

law, the father taking the newborn son on his lap and acknow

ledging him ; but what we read in some only of our ancient

codes, may have been the rule everywhere, namely, that the

composition paid to women was originally a higher, a double
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one. The German reverence for woman was already known to

Tacitus (p. 397), and history vouches for it in the Mid. Ages :

in the heroic lays a greater stress is laid on Mother Uote than

on the father of the heroes, as Brunhild towers even above

Siegfried (see Suppl.). By the side of the beautiful description

of mother s love in the Vita Mahthildis (Pertz 6, 298) we can

put this touch by Eudlieb I, 52 : Ast per cancellos post hunc

pascebat ocellos Mater/ as her son was departing. Whenever

in dry old Otfried I come to the lines iv. 32 : wir sin gibot

ouh wirken, inti bi unsa muater thenken (we his bidding also

do, and of our mother think), it moves me to melancholy, I

don t know whether he meant the church, or her that bore him,

I think of my own dear mother (Dorothea Grimm, b. 20 Nov.

1755, d. 27 May 1808). Another thing also we learn from the

oldest history of our people, that modesty and virtue had never

fled from the land
; beside Tacitus, we may rely on Salvian

(5th cent.) as the most unimpeachable of witnesses. Refined

grace might be wanting, nay, it has often retired before us, and

been washed out of remembrance; to the Greeks Apollo, Pallas,

Aphrodite stood nearer, their life was brighter like their sky.

Yet Fro and Frouwa appear altogether as kind and loving deities,

in Wuotan I have produced the god of song, and as Wish he

may have been a god of longing and love. However many
blossoms of our old mythology and poetry may lie undisclosed

and withered, one thing will not escape the eye of a judge,

that our poesy still has virgin forms and unlaboured adornment

at her command, which, like certain plants, have disappeared

from hotter climes.

When the plastic and poetic arts have sprung out of a people s

faith, they adorn and protect it by imperishable works ; yet

another fact must not be overlooked, that both poets and

artists insensibly deviate from the sanctity of the old type, and

adopt an independent treatment of sacred subjects, which, in

genious as it may be, mars the continuity of tradition. The

tragedians will alter for their own ends what epic had handed

down entire; the sculptors, striving after naked forms of beauty,
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will, in favour of it, sacrifice if need be the significant symbol ;

as they can neither bring in all the features of the myth, nor

yet find the whole of them sufficient, they must omit some

things and add others. Sculpture and the drama aim at making
the gods more conceivable to the mind, more human

;
and

every religion that is left free to unfold itself will constantly

fall back upon man and the deepest thoughts he is capable of,

to draw from them a new interpretation of the revealed. As
in statues the rigid attitude unbent itself and the stiff folds

dropt away, so devotion too in her converse with deity will not

be needlessly shackled. In the same way language, even in the

hands of poets, declines from the sensuous perfection of poetry
to the rational independence of prose.

The grossness that I spoke of would have disappeared from

the heathen faith had it lasted longer, though much of the

ruggedness would have remained, as there is in our language

something rough-hewn and unpolished, which does not unfit it

for all purposes, and qualifies it for some. There goes with

the German character a thoughtful earnestness, that leads it

away from vanity and brings it on the track of the sublime.

This was noticed even by Tacitus, whose words, though discussed

in the book (p. 70-1, 104-5), will bear repeating: Ceterum

nee cohibere parietibus deos, neque in ullam humani oris speciem

assimilare, ex magnitudine coelestium arbitrantur. Lucos ac

nemora consecrant, deorumque nominibus appellant secretum

illud, quod sola reverentia vident. This is no empty phrase,

this arbitrantur and appellant must have come of inquiries,

which a Roman, if he wished to understand anything of the

Germani, had first of all to set a-going. That is how it actually

was in Germany at that time, such answer had German men

given, when asked about the temples and images of their gods.

Temples are first built to hold statues : so long as these were

not, neither were those. Anything mentioned in later centuries,

or occurring by way of exception among particular tribes, seems

to have been corruption and confusion, to which there was no

want of prompting. All the Scandinavian temples and idols

d
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fall into this later time, or they have their reason in the difference

of race.

That notable piece of insight shows us the whole germ of

Protestantism. It was no accident, but a necessity, that the

Reformation arose first in our country, and we should long ago

have given it our undivided allegiance, had not a stir been made

against it from abroad. It is remarkable how the same soil of

Old-German faith in Scandinavia and Britain proved receptive

of Protestant opinion ;
and how favourable to it a great part of

France was, where German blood still held its ground. As in

language and myth, so in the religious leanings of a people

there is something indestructible.

Gods, i.e. a multiplication of the one supreme incomprehen

sible Deity, could only be conceived of by Germans as by

others under a human form (p. 316), and celestial abodes like

earthly houses are ascribed to ihem. But here comes a differ

ence, in this reluctance to exhibit the immeasurable (that magni

tude coelestium) in visible images, and confine it between earthly

walls. To make a real portrait of Deity is clean impossible,

therefore such images are already prohibited in the Old Test,

decalogue; Ulphilas renders ^co\ov by galiug or galiuga-guft

(lie-god), meaning that any representation of a god was a lie;

and the first Christian centuries abhorred image-worship, though

it gradually found its way into the church again. The statues

of Greek gods, we know, proceeded originally from a sacred

type, which only by degrees became more secular ; the paintings

of the Mid. Ages, and even Raphael s great soul-stirring com

positions, for want of such a type, were obliged to invent their

figures, the legend from which artists chiefly drew their subjects

being already song or story; accordingly these pictures stand

lower than the works of Greek art, and the spirit of Protestant

ism insists on their being bundled out of the churches. But

if our heathen gods were imagined sitting on mountains and

in sacred groves, then our medieval churches soaring skyward

as lofty trees, whose sublime effect is unapproached by any

Greek pediments and pillars, may fairly be referable to that Old
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German way of thinking. Irmansul and Yggdrasill were sacred

trees, rearing their heads into the breezes : the tree is the steed

(drasill, the snorter) on which Wuotan, the bodeful thrill of

nature, stormfully careers : Yggr signifies shudder, thrill of

terror (p. 120, and Suppl.). By the Old German forest-worship

I also explain the small number of the priests, who only begin

to multiply in temples entrusted to their charge.

Of all forms of belief, the Monotheistic is at once the most

agreeable to reason and the most honouring to Deity. It also

seems to be the original form, out of whose lap to a childlike

antiquity Polytheism easily unfolded itself, by the loftiest

attributes of the one God being conceived first as a trilogy,

then as a dodecalogy. This arrangement comes out in all the

mythologies, and especially clear, I think, in ours : almost all

the gods appear unequal in rank and power, now superior, now

subordinate, so that, mutually dependent, they must all at last

be taken as emanations of a highest and only One. What is

offensive in polytheism is thereby diminished (p. 176). For

even in the heathen breast a consciousness of such subordination

could hardly be quite extinct, and the slumbering faith in a

highest god might wake up any moment.

To point out these groups of deities from our half dried-up

sources was beyond my power, but the threes and twelves of the

Edda are indicated, p. 335. The Greeks however differ in hav

ing only one twelve, consisting of six gods and six goddesses,

while of the ases and asynjas there are twelve each, making to

gether twice as many deities as the Greek. Twelve chairs are

set for the gods sitting in council (p. 858). Sometimes the

highest god has twelve inferiors added to him, which raises the

total by one : Loki is called the thirteenth among the gods, and

Gna among the goddesses. Snorri 211 b names thirteen ases, and

even more asynjas. These triads and twelves of the gods are

reflected again in the heroes and wise-women : Mannus begot
three sons, heads of races (p. 345. 395), Heimdall founded three

orders, the Ynglinga saga 2, 7 calls OSin s fellow-gods his

twelve princes (hofdingjar) ; Westmar has twelve sons (Saxo
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Gram. p. 68) ; there were thirteen valkyrs (p. 421), aud three

norns. In Welf s retinue are twelve heroes (p, 395) ; king
Charles s twelve might indeed be traced to the twelve apostles,

and the poem itself points to that, but the same thing is found

in numberless myths and legends. The might of the godlike

king flashes forth yet again in his heroes.

To my thinking, Polytheism almost everywhere arose in in

nocent unconsciousness : there is about it something soft and

agreeable to the feelings; but it will, when the intellect is

roused, revert to the Monotheism from which it started. No one

taunts the Catholic doctrine with teaching many gods, yet one

can see in what respect Catholics stand in the same relation to

heathens as Protestants do to Catholics. Heathenism bowed

before the power of pure Christianity ;
in course of time heathen

ish movements broke out in the church afresh, and from these

the Keformation strove to purify it. The polytheistic principle,

still working on, had fastened on two points mainly, the worship
of saints, of which I have spoken, and that of relics (conf. GDS.

p. 149). A stifling smell of the grave pervades the medieval

churches and chapels from an adoring of dead bones, whose

genuineness and miraculous power seem rarely well attested, and

sometimes quite impossible. The weightiest affairs of life, oath-

takings, illnesses, required a touching of these sanctities, and all

historical documents bear witness to their widely extended use,

a use justified by nothing in the Bible, and alien to primitive

Christianity (conf. p. 1179). But in idololatria and saint-worship

the dominion of the priesthood found its main stay.

Of Dualism proper I have acquitted our heathenism (pp. 895-6.

984). Unlike Polytheism, it seems to me to take its rise, not in

gradual corruption, but in conscious, perhaps moral, reflexion,

and at a later time. Polytheism is tolerant and friendly ; he to

whom all he looks at is either heaven or hell, God or devil,

will both extravagantly love and heartily hate. But here again
let me repeat, that to the heathen Germans the good outweighed
the bad, and courage faintheartedness : at death they laughed.

Between deifying much and deifying all, it is hard to draw the
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line, for even the most arrant Pantheism will admit some excep

tions. The limit observed by the Greek and even the Norse

religion appears in those sets of twelve; Personification indeed,

on which I have inserted a chapter, seems to dip into the domain

of Pantheism ; yet when elements and implements are thought of

as divine, they scarcely mean more than our old acquaintances,

the gods, presented in a new form : the air melts into Wuotan,

the hammer into Donar, the sword into Eor, and Saelde (fortune)

into Wuotan again. The human mind strives to conceive the

unfathomable depth of Deity in new and ever new ways. Some

would give our heathenism Fetishism for a foundation (p. 104);

the truth is, hammer, spear, flint and phallus were but symbols

of the divine force, of which there were other types, both material

and moral, equally valid. From thing to person, or from person

to thing, was in this matter but a step. As the gods change into

heroes and are born again, so they sink even into animals ; but

this precipitate of them would require certain explanations, which

I mean to complete once for all in a new treatment of the Beast-

fable. The faster the brood of deities multiplies, the sooner is

faith likely to topple over into denial and abuse of the old gods ;

striking evidences of such atheistic sentiment Scandinavia itself

supplies, both in undisguised mockery, and in reposing con

fidence in one s own strength and virtue (p. 6). The former is

expressed in 0. Norse by goftga (irrisio deorum), O.H. Germ.

kotscelta (blasphemia). And this revolt of heathens against

heathenism increased as Christianity came nearer : thus the

Nialssaga cap. 105 says of Hialti, that he was charged with

scoffing at the gods, var$ sekr a )?ingi um goSga ; conf . Laxd.

p. 180. Kristnisaga c. 9.

An element (Vrot^etov, vTrocrTaais) is firm ground, basis, for

which the Goth still has a good Teutonic name stabs (
=

staff,

whence the Romance stoffa, etoffe, and so our stuff&quot; again), or

stoma (whence our ungestiim, OHG. ungistuomi, unquiet). It

meets the eye of man in all its glory, while deity remains unseen:

how tempted he must feel to give it divine honours ! But his

senses and his mind link every exhibition of nature s forces with
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subjective impressions bodily and mental, the promptings of

language teach him to connect. How came Zio to unite in him

self the ideas of sky and war ? The Gothic veihan meant pug-

nare, vaihjo pugna, veihs sacer, veiha sacerdos (p. 68), the OHG.

wig pugna and Mars (p. 203) ; the hallowed, the holy was at the

same time the bright, the beaming. To the Gothic hveits cor

responds the Skr. svetas (albus), to this the Slav, svety, sviatyi

(sanctus), and svet, swiat, svetlo signify mundus, coelum, lux.

But again Svetovit, Swantowit, is Ares and bellum, and the

parallelism of Wuotan, Donar, Zio to Kadigast, Perun, Svetovit

stands unquestionable : the god of victory shines in the battle.

To the Indians Suryas denotes the sun, light, day, and he re

sembles Zio ; when Suryas is taking hold of a victim, it bites his

hand off, and a golden one has to be put on : is not this T$r,

whose hand the wolf bit off (p. 207) ? and who knows but the

like was told of the Slavic Svetovit ? It was beautiful to derive

the eye from the sun, blood from water, the salt flow of tears

from the bitter sea, and the more profound seem therefore the

myths of SiPs hair, of FreyjVs tears ; earth and heaven reflect

each other. But as even the ancient cosmogonies are inversions

of each other (pp. 568. 570, man made of world, world made of

man), we have no right to refer the heathen gods exclusively

either to astrology and the calendar, or to elemental forces, or to

moral considerations, but rather to a perpetual and unceasing

interaction of them all. A pagan religion never dropt out of the

clouds, it was carried on through countless ages by the tradition

of nations, but in the end it must rest on a mysterious revelation

which accords with the marvellous language and the creation and

propagation of mankind. Our native heathenism seems not to

have been oppressed by gloomy fancies about the misery of a

fallen existence (like the Indian doctrine of emanation), it

favoured a cheerful fatalism (p. 860-1), and believed in a paradise,

a renovated world, deified heroes ; its gods resemble more those

of Greece, its superstition more that of Rome :

( tanta gentium

in rebus frivolis plerumque religio est.

The question has been gravely asked, whether the heathen
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gods really existed
;
and I feel disgust at answering it. Those

who believe in a veritable devil and a hell, who would burn a

witch with a will, may feel inclined to affirm it, thinking to

support the miracles of the church by the evidence of this other

miracle, that in the false gods she had crushed actual fiends and

fallen angels.

Having observed that her Language, Laws and Antiquities

were greatly underrated, I was wishful to exalt my native land.

To me one labour became the other : what was evidence there

was also a confirmation here, what furnished a foundation here

served there as a prop. Perhaps my books will have more in

fluence in a quiet happy time which will come back some day ;

yet they ought to belong to the Present too, which I cannot

think of without our Past reflecting its radiance upon it, and on

which the Future will avenge any depreciation of the olden time.

My gleanings I bequeath to him who, standing on my shoulders,

shall hereafter get into full swing the harvesting of this great

field.

JACOB GRIMM.

BEELIN, 28th April, 1844.
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CHAPTER XXX.

POETRY.

Msere however means not only fama, but fabula; and here

some other and more interesting personifications present them

selves.

We perceive that the existence, organization and copiousness

of poetry, as of language itself, reach back to a remote antiquity,

that the resources and beauties of both gradually decay, and

have to be recruited in other ways. Ancient poetry was a sacred

calling, which bore a direct reference to the gods, and had to do

with soothsaying and magic.

Before our modern names dichter (Ducange sub v. dictator)

and poet were imported from abroad, we had no lack of native

ones more beautiful. At first the inditing and uttering of poetry

seem to have gone together, the sdnger (OHG. sangari, MHG.

senger and singer) was likewise the poet, there was no question

as to who had made the song. Ulphilas calls the aScov liupareis

(OHG. liodari ?) ; and perhaps would distinguish him from the

saggvareis (praecentor). Again, aotSo? comes from aeiSco, as

olSa from etSco, the digamma, ascertainable from video and Goth,

vait, being dropt ; we must therefore assume an older afeibw

and a/otSo?,
1 the singer and the godlike seer (pdvTis, Lat. vates)

are one. With this I connect the Goth, inveita (adoro, p. 29);

from the sense of celebrating in festive song, might proceed that

of worshipping. In the Slavic tongues slava is gloria, slaviti

venerari, slavik [0. Slav, slaviy, Russ. solovey] the glorifying

jubilant bird, as
ar]&a&amp;gt;v

is from de/So&amp;gt;,
and our nahtigala from

galan, canere. If aotSo? means a seeing knowing singer, poet,

soothsayer, why may not a Goth, invaits, supposing there was

such a word, have expressed the same ?

When the creative inventive faculty, as in TTO 1777/7?, i.e., faber

1 That e?5u&amp;gt; I see, and detSw I sing, both change ei into 01 proves no connexion

between them, the change being common to many verbs (\eiiru \onr5s, Ket/ucu

vates, at once seer and singer, is an important link. TKAXS.

VOL. III.
fe &quot; B
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(and our smid equally stood for the framer of the lied or lay, ON,

lioSa-smiSr), was to be specially marked, this was done by the

OHG. scuof, OS. AS. scop (p. 407-8 n.), which reminds at once of

the supreme Shaper of all things and of the shaping norn. The

ON. has no skopr
1 that I know of, but instead of it a neuter

skald, which I only grope after dubiously in OHG. (pp. 94. 649),

and whose origin remains dark;
2

skdldsJcapr, AS. scopcrceft
=

poesis. The Romance poetry of the Mid. Ages derived the name

of its craft from the Prov. trobar, It. trovare, Fr. trouver,
3 to

find, invent, and trobairet trovatore, trouvere is inventor, as scuof

is creator. A word peculiar to AS. is gid, gidd (cantus, oratio);

Beow. 2124. 3446. 4205-12. 4304. 4888, or giedd, Cod. exon.

380. 25 [yeddynges, Chauc.] ; giddian (canere, fari), Csedm.

127, 6. Cod. exon. 236, 8. Beow. 1253; gidda (poeta, orator) :

1

gidda snotor/ El. 419. giedda snotor/ Cod. exon. 45, 2. 293,

20. Leo has traced it in the Ir. hat cit, git (carmen dictum).
4

A far-famed word is the Celtic bard, Ir. bard, pi. baird, Wei.

bardh, occurring already in Festus: bardus Gallice, cantor qui

virorum fortium laudes canit. Lucan s Phars., 1, 447 : plurima

securi fudistis carmina bardi ; the lark was called bardaea or

bardala (Ducange sub v.), songstress like dyScov, nahtigala and

slavik. No old authority gives a hint that such bards were

known to the language or customs of Germany (see Suppl.).

1 Biorn gives a neut. skop (ironia, jocns), skoplegr (ridiculus,

which might make one sceptical of the long vowel in AS. scop, but this is used of a

lofty earnest poet in Beow. 179. 987. 2120, though sometimes of a comicus, sceni-

cus. The OHG. salmscof = psalmista, and the spelling scof scoffes (beside scaffan

scuofi) in Isidore does not disprove the long vowel, as the same document puts

blomo, blostar for bluomo, bluostar. An OHG-. uo in scuof would remove all doubt,

but this I cannot lay my hand on. The gloss scof, nubilar vel poesis seems to

connect two unrelated words which disagree in quantity, scop tugurium (our schop-

pen) and scoph poesis.
2 ON. skalda, Swed. skalla, Dan. skolde, Dut. schouden=glabrare ;

with this

agrees the Fr. eschauder, echauder, M. Lat. excaldare (Ducange sub v.) to scald the

hair off. So that skald would be depilis, glaber (Engl. scald), bald-head, whether

it meant aged minstrel, or that poets shaved their heads ? Even scaldeih may
have signified an oak stript of foliage.

3 As there is no Latin root, we may suggest our own treffcn, ON. drepa [drub] ,

lit. to strike, hit, but also (in antreffen) to hit upon, find. The Gothic may have

been drupan, as treten was trudan, which would account for the Komance o.

4 Malb. gl. p. 49, conf. Ir. ceat canere, carmine celebrare. The question is,

whether, in spite of this Celtic affinity, the word is not to be found in other Teut.

dialects. We might consider ON. ge S (mens, animus), OHG. ket, kett, keti, ketti

(Graff 4, 144), the doubling of the lingual being as in AS. bed, bedd, OHG. petti

(Goth, badi), or AS. biddan, OHG. pittan (Goth, bidjan). The meaning would be

a minding, remembering ; geftspeki in Saem. 33 b is the wisdom of yore, inseparable
from poetry. Gyd, gyddian seems a faulty spelling : giedd shews the vowel broken.
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Song, music and dance make glad (repTrovcri) the heart of man,

lend grace to the banquet (avaOij/JLara &UTO?, Od. 1, 152. 21,

430), lulling and charming our griefs (ftporwv 6e\KTr)pia, Od. 1,

337). God himself, when ailing, comes down from heaven, to

get cheered by the minstrel s lay (p. 331). Hence poetry is

called the joyous art, and song joy and bliss. We know the gai

saber of the trobadors ;
and joculator, joglar, jongleur, is derived

from jocus, joe, jeu, play and pleasantry. Even the Anglo-

Saxons named song and music gleo (glee, gaudium), wynn (our

wunne, wonne), or dream (jubilum) : scop hwilumsang hador on

Heorote,
J&amp;gt;a

wses hgelefta dream/ Beow. 987
; gidd and gleo

are coupled 4025; the song is called healgamen (aulae gaudium),

the harp gamenwudu, gleobeam/ playing and singing
f

gamen-
wudu gretan/ to hail, to wake the frolic wood, Beow. 2123.

4210; gleobeam gretan/ Cod. exon. 42, 9.
t

hearpan gretan and
f

hearpan wynne gretan 296, 11. Beow. 4029. Then, beside

gretan, there is used wrecan (ciere, excitare) :

f

gid wrecan/ to

rouse the lay, Beow. 2123. 4304. 4888. gid awrecan 3445.

4212. wordgid wrecan 6338. geomorgidd wrecan/ Andr.

1548. The gleoman, gligman, is a minstrel, gleocrcefi the gay
science of music and song. In Wigaloisp. 312 six fiddlers scrape

all sorrow out of the heart
;

if one could always have them by !

And Fornald. sog. 1, 315, says: &quot;leika horpu ok segja sogur

sva at gaman )?aetti at.&quot; I will quote a remarkable parallel

from Finnish poetry. It is true, the lay is called runo, the poet

runolainen, and runoan to indite or sing, the song is laulu, the

singer laulaya, and laulan I sing; but in the epic lays I find

ilo (gaudium) used for the song, and teen iloa (gaudium cieo)

for singing
1
(see Suppl.).

A thing of such high importance cannot have originated with

man himself, it must be regarded as the gift of heaven. Inven

tion and utterance are put in the heart by the gods, the minstrel

is god-inspired : 6ecnrLs aoiSr], Od. 1, 328. 8, 498. aoiSr) Oeo-Trea-irj,

II. 2, 600. $ecT7rt? aoiSo? 6 /cev repirijo iv aelScov, Od. 17, 385.

Gods of the highest rank are wardens and patrons of the art

divine, Zeus and Apollo among the Greeks, with us Wuotan

1 Tehessa isiin iloa, Kalew. 22, 236. 29, 227, the father (the god Wainamoi-

nen) was making (waking) joy = he sang ;

4 io kawi ilo ilolle 22, 215, joy came to

joy = the soug resounded, struck up.
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and Bragr, Wainamoinen with the Finns. Saga was Wuotan s

daughter (p. 310), as the Muse was Zeus s ; Freyja loved the

minnesong : henni likafti vel mansongr/ Sn. 29.

On the origin of poetry the Younger Edda (Sn. 82 87) gives

at full length a myth, which the Elder had alluded to in Havamal,

(Ssem. 12. 23-4). Once upon a time the Aesir and Vanir made

a covenant of peace, and in token of it each party stept up to a

vessel, and let fall into it their spittle,
1 as atonements and treaties

were often hallowed by mingling of bloods (RA. 193-4) ;
here the

holy spittle is equivalent to blood, and even turns into blood, as

the sequel shews. The token of peace (grrSamark) was too pre
cious to be wasted, so the gods shaped out of it a man named

Kvdsir, of all beings the wisest and shrewdest.2 This Kvasir

travelled far in the world, and taught men wisdom (froe^i, OHG.

fruoti). But when he came to the dwelling of two dwarfs, Fialar

and Galar (OHG. Filheri, Kalheri ?), they slew him, and let his

blood run into two vats and a cauldron, which last was named

Ofthrcerir, and the vats Son and Boftn. Then the dwarfs mixed the

blood with honey, and of this was made a costly mead,
3 whereof

whosoever tasted received the gift of poesy and wisdom : he be

came a, skald or a frce&a-ma&r (sage). We came upon a trace

of this barrel of blood and honey among the dwarfs, p. 468.

Fialar and Galar tried to conceal the murder, giving out that

Kvasir had been choked by the fulness of his wisdom ; but it was

soon reported that they were in possession of his blood. In a

quarrel they had with giant Suttungr, they were forced to give

up to him the precious mead, as composition for having killed

his father. Suttungr preserved it carefully in Hnitbiorg, and

made his daughter the fair Gunnlo^ keeper of it.

The gods had to summon up all their strength to regain

possession of the holy blood. 03inn himself came from heaven

to earth, and seeing nine labourers mowing hay, he asked them

if their scythes wanted sharpening. They said they did, and he

1
Hraki, better perh. hraki, is strictly matter ejected from the rachen (throat),

OHG. hracho, as the AS. hraca is both guttur and tussis, sputum ;
conf. OHG.

hrachison screare, Fr. cracher, Serv. rakati, Kuss. kharkat .

8
Creating out of spittle and blood reminds one of the snow and blood in fairy

tales, where the wife wishes for children ;
of the snow-child in the Modus Liebinc ;

of the giants made out of frost and ice (pp. 440. 465) ; Aphrodite s being generated
out of sea-foam is a part of the same thing.

3 The technical term inn dyri miofir recurs in Sffim. 23b . 28*.
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pulled a whetstone 1 out of his belt, and gave them an edge ; they

cut so much better now, that the mowers began bargaining for

the stone, but OSinn threw it up in the air, and while each was

trying to catch it, they all cut one another s throats with their

scythes.
2 At night OSinn found a lodging with another giant,

Suttiing s brother Baugi, who sorely complained that he had that

day lost his nine men, and had not a workman left. OSinn, who

called himself Bolverkr, was ready to undertake nine men s work,

stipulating only for a drink of Suttung s mead.3
Baugi said the

mead belonged to his brother, but he would do his best to obtain

the drink from him. Bolverkr accomplished the nine men s work

in summer, and when winter came demanded his wages. They
.both went off to Suttung, but he would not part with a drop
of mead. Bolverkr was for trying stratagem, to which Baugi

agreed. Then Bolverkr produced a gimlet named Rati,
4 and

desired Baugi to bore the mountain through with it, which

apparently he did; but when Bolverkr blew into the hole and

the dust flew back in his face, he concluded that his ally was no

honester than he should be. He made him bore again, and this

time when he blew, the dust flew inwards. He now changed
himself into a worm, and crept in at the hole ; Baugi plunged
the drill in after him, but missed him. In the mountain Bolverkr

passed three nights with GunnkrS, and she vowed to let him have

three draughts of the mead : at the first draught he drained

.OShroerir, at the second Boftn, at the third Son, and so he had

all the mead. Then he took the shape of an eagle, flew his

fleetest, and Suttungr as a second eagle gave chase. The Aesir

saw OSinn come flying, and in the courtyard of AsgarS they set

out vats, into which Oftinn, hard pressed by Suttung, spat out

the mead, and thus it turned into spittle again, as it had been at

first.
5 The mead is given by OSinn to the ases, and to men

1 Hem, AS. ban, Engl. hone, Swed. hen, Sskr. s ana.
2 Like Dr. Faust fooling the seven topers into cutting each other s noses off.

3 Here Oftinn plays the part of Strong Hans (Kinderm. 90), or of Siegfried

with the smith.
4 Mentioned also in Sasm. 23b

; evidently from
,

rata permeare, terebrare,

Goth, vraton, so that it would be Vrata in Gothic.
5 It is added : en honum var J?a sva naer komit at Suttungr mundi na honum,

at hanii sendi aptr (behind) suman mioffinn, ok var bess ecki gffitt : hafSi bat hverr

er vildi, ok kollum ver bat skaldfina lut (malorum poetarum partem) ; or, as

another MS. has it : en sumum rwpti hann aptr, hafa bat skaldfifl, ok heitir arnar
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that can skill of poesy. This explains the fluctuating names of

the poetic art : it is called Kudsis bluff (Kv. sanguis) ; dverga

drecka, fylli (nanorum potus, satietas) ; Offhrceris, Boffuar, Sonar

laitg (0., B., S. aqua) ; Hnitbiarga laug (Hn. aqua) ; Suttungs
miodr (S. mulsum) ; Wins fengr, fundr, dryckr (0. praeda, in-

ventio, potus) ; Offlns giof (0. donum) ; dryckr Asanna (Asaruin

potus).

Some of these names are well worth explaining minutely.

Boffti is rendered oblatio, Son reconciliatio : neither of them,, at

all events when first used by the dwarfs, can have had any such

meaning yet. We can easily connect bo$n with AS. byden,
OHG. putin (Graff 3, 87) ; son certainly agrees with the OHG.
suona (emendatio), not with Goth, saun (lytrum). Ssem. 118b .

234a has Sonar dreyri in the sense of sonar dreyri/ atonement-

blood (conf. sonar goltr, p. 51). More meaning and weight at

taches to the cauldron s name, which occurs also in Ssem. 23b
. 28a

.

88a
, the last time spelt correctly. To explain the word, I must

mention first, that a Goth. adj. v6]?s, dulcis, answers to OHG.

wuodi, OS. wothi, AS. weiSe, which is used alike of sweet smell

and sweet sound ; sweg J?ses w&San sanges/ sonus dulcis canti-

lenae. And further, that an AS. noun wo$ (masc.) is carmen,
facundia : wo^a wynsumast/ carmen jucundissimum, Cod. exon.

358, 9.
e wo^a wlitegast, carmen pulcherrimum, El. 748. ( w65

wera, prophetia virorum, Casdm. 254,23. wo^bora^ (carmen

ferens), both as poeta, Cod. exon. 295, 19. 489, 17 and as orator,

propheta 19, 18. 346, 21. witgena woSsong/ cantus prophe-
taruni 4, 1.

(

woScrgeft, poiisis 234, 30. 360, 7 synon. with

the scupcrseft and gleocraeft above. wynlicu wo^giefu, jocun-
dum poeseos donum 414, 10 alluding at once to the gay art and

to Woden s gift. Now, whether the sense of sweet, gentle, la^

leir (babent id mail poetae, et dicitur aquilae lutum), because O Sinn flew in eagle s

shape. In Mart. Capella, before Atbanasia will band tbe immortalitatis poculum to

Pbilologia, leniter dextera cordis ejus pulsum pectusque pertractat, ac nescio qua
intima plenitudine distentum magno cum turgore respiciens, Nisi baec, inquit,

quibus plenum pectus geris, coactissima egestione vomueris forasque diffuderis,
immortalitatis sedem nullatenus obtinebis. At ilia omni uisu magnaque vi quic-

quid intra pectus senserat evomebat. Tune vero ilia nausea ac vomitio laborata in

omnigenum copias convertitur litterarum. . . . Sed cum talia virgo undanter

evomeret, puellae quam plures, quarum artes aliae, aliae dictae sunt disciplinae,
subinde quae virgo ex ore diffuderat colligebant, in suum unaquaeque illarum neces-
sarium usum facultatemque corripiens. Wbat seemed too gross as yet for immor
tality becomes bere, wben tbrown up by tbe bride of heaven, the foundation of

human science. Conf. Aelian s Var. hist. 13, 22.
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in the noun woS itself, or was first developed in the derived adj.

(which seems nearer the truth, as wuS in some passages of Cod.

exon. 118, 4. 125, 31. 156, 8 means only a loud sound, clamor,

without any reference to song) ; it is plain that to it corresponds
the ON. o&amp;lt;Sr (also masc.), which denotes as well poema as in-

genium, facundia. In the former sense its agreement with the

Lat. oda, Gr. wSrf (contr. from aotSr;), is purely accidental, as the

difference of gender sufficiently shews. It is remarkable that at

the creation of Askr and Embla, Seem. 3b
,
Hcenir is said to have

imparted to them the lacking 63, which on p. 561 I translated
( reason : perhaps speech, gift of speech would be more cor

rect ?
1 Be that as it may, O&hroerir seems clearly to be poesin

ciens, dulcem artem excitans/ which is in striking harmony with

the AS. gid wrecan and Finn. teen iloa above; hrcera, OHG.

hruoran, MHG. riieren, means tangere, ciere, and the cauldron

would have been in OHG. Wuodhruori, AS. WoShrcre. Freyja s

husband O&r (Soem. 5b
. Sn. 37), whom she sought through the

world and bewept with golden tears, may have been a personifi

cation of poetic art ;

2 was he the same as Kvdsir, who traversed

the world, and was murdered by the dwarfs ?

Thus O^hrcerir contained the sweet drink of divine poesy,

which imparted immortality ;
and from the exertions made by the

gods, particularly Oftinn, to regain possession of it when it had

fallen into the hands of dwarfs and giants, follows its identity

with amrita, ambrosia and nectar (p. 317-9) ;
the ichor in the

veins of gods is like the limpid spittle of the Ases and Vanes.

The pure bee, which has survived from Paradise,
3
brings the

honey of song to the lips of the sleeper, p. 696 (see Suppl.).

I cannot resist the temptation to add some more legends, of

how the inspiration of song came to great poets overnight in their

sleep : the story of Pindar is told again of Homer and Aeschylus
under another form.

Helen is said to have appeared to Homer : \eyovo-t, Se rti/e? xal

1
Here, as elsewhere, the ON. dialect becomes unsafe for comparison, because

it confounds middle and final d with ft.

2 The difficulty noticed in the preceding note forbids my inquiring whether
this OcSr be related to O Sinn ; the AS. Woden and wod (rabies) stand apart from
woft (poesis), conf. supra p. 131-2.

3 Anc. laws of Wales 1, 739 : bees draw their origin from Paradise, which they
left through man s transgression, but God gave them his blessing; therefore mass
cannot be sung without wax. Leoprechting s Lechrain, p. 80.
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f

O/jLr)pi$a)v to? eTTicrTava (EXevt)) rfjs

pl TWV o-rparevaa^evwv eVl Tpoiav, ftov\.o/j,evr) rbv ltcelva&amp;gt;ir

Odvarov ^r/Xwrorepov rj rbv (3iov rwv a\\wv Karao-rr^aai. Kal

fj,epos fjuev n Sia rrfv O/jujpov re^vijv, jjid\io&quot;ra
8e Bid ravrrjv OVTQJS

7ra&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;p68i,Tov
/cat irapa Tracriv ovo/jLaarrjv avrov yeveaOai rr/v TTOLTJCTLV

[Some of the Homeridse say, that Helena appeared to Homer by

night, and bade him sing of those who warred against Troy, she

wishing to make their deaths more enviable than other men s

lives. And that partly by Homer s art, but chiefly by her, his

poetry was made so lovely and world-renowned]. Isocr.
(

E\.

ey/cco/jiiov in Oratt. Att. ed. Bekker 2, 245.

Bacchus revealed himself to Aeschylus :
ecjyrj

Se
Ala&quot;^v\o^ fjueipd-

KLOV cov /caOevSeiv ev dypay (j^vXacrcrajv ara(f)v\as Kal ol ALOVVCTOV

eTTiarravra /ce\V(rai, rpajwSlav iroielv. W9 Be r]v rj

&amp;lt;ydp edeXeiv) paara rjSrj Treiptopevos iroielv. euro? ftev ravra

yev [Aesch. said, that when a boy he fell asleep in the field while

watching grapes, and Dionysus appeared to him and bade him

write tragedy. In the morning, wishing to obey, he composed

quite easily as soon as he tried]. Pausan. i. 21, 2; pacrra, as

pela is said of the gods (p. 320).

As Aeschylus was watching the vineyard, Teutonic herdsmen

were pasturing sheep or oxen when the gift of Wuotan came to

them.

Hallbiorn had long wished to sing the praise of a dead minstrel

Thorleif, but could not, until Thorleif appeared in the hush of

night, unloosed his tongue, and, just as he was vanishing, dis

played his shoulder (p. 326). Fornm. sog. 3, 102.

The heathen myth was still applicable to Christian poets. A
poor shepherd in his sleep hears a voice urging him without

delay to put the Scriptures into Saxon verse ; previously unskilled

in song, he understood it from that moment, and fulfilled his

commission, Opusc. Hincmari remensis (Par. 1615), p. 643. The
like is told in fuller detail of the famous AS. poet Caedmon,
Beda s Hist. eccl. 4, 24 (Frau Aventiure p. 28-9). All these

poets, on awaking in the morning, succeed in a task untried

before (see Suppl.).
Not only does the poetic faculty itself proceed from the gods ;

they invent the very instruments by which song is accompanied.

Apollo, who in Homer plays the phorminx, is said by Calli-
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machus to have strung the lyre with seven chords ; yet the in

vention of the lyre is ascribed to Hermes, who gave it to Apollo.

This is important for us, as in Wuotan there is much of Hermes

and of Apollo, with a preponderance of the former. Ingenuity
is characteristic of Mercury, and I can scarcely doubt that in our

antiquity, as Wuotan was the inventor of writing and rhythm, so

he was of some instrument to accompany singing.

A confirmation of this is the five-stringed harp (kantelo) of

the Finns, an invention of their highest god Wainarnoinen, who

everywhere represents our Wuotan. First he made kantelo of the

bones of a pike, and when it fell into the sea, he made it again
of birchwood, its pegs of oak bough, and its strings of a mighty
stallion s tail. In the same way Hermes took the tortoise (chelys)

out of its shell, and mounted this with strings (Hymn to Merc.

24 seq.). Swedish and Scotch folksongs relate, that when a

maiden was drowned, a musician made a harp of her breastbone,

the pegs of her fingers, the strings of her golden hair, and the

(first) stroke of the harp killed her murderess, Sv. folk v. 1, 81.

Scott s Minstr. 3, 81. In one kinderm. no. 28 a bone of the slain

brother is made into a shepherd s whistle, and every time it is

blown, it publishes the crime ; and a Swiss legend tells the same

of a flute (Haupt s Zeitschr. 3, 30). The power of music and

song was explained by giving the instruments a supernatural

origin, and doubtless a remoter antiquity did not leave gods out

of the reckoning.
When Wainamoinen touches his harp, the whole of nature

listens, the four-footed beasts of the wood run up to him, the

birds co-me flying, the fish in the waters swim toward him
; tears

of bliss burst from the god s eyes, and fall on his breast, from

his breast to his knees, from his knees to his feet, wetting five

mantles and eight coats, Kalew. rune 22-9. Such tears are shed

by Freyja (gnUfogr, p. 325), her that well liked song, and was

wedded to 03r ; in fairytales lucky maidens have the power to

laugh roses and weep pearls.

The stromkarl also breaks into weeping when he sings to the

harp (p. 493). But as all nature, animate and inanimate, betrays

her sympathy with human lamentations, so at the sound of the

bewitching alblcich (elf-lay, p. 470), we are told, the rushing
river stayed its roar, the fish in the wave clicked with their
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tongues, the birds of the forest twittered. Next to the gods, it

is elves and watersprites that seem the most initiated into the

mysteries of music, and Hnikarr the teacher of song stands for

OSinn himself (p. 489) .

But from gods the gift of poesy passed to particular heroes,

and similar effects are ascribed to their minstrelsy. Two heroes

of Teutonic legend are eminent as minstrels : Horant (Herrant,
AS. Heorrenda, ON. Hiarrandi, conf. Gramm. 1, 352. Z. f. d. a.

2, 4), of whom it is said in Gudr. 388-9 that by his songs he

chained all men whole and sick, and that

diu tier in dem walde ir weide liezen sten,

die wiirme di d& solten in dem grase gen,
die vische die da solten in dem wage vliezen,

die liezen ir geverte ;

beasts let be their grazing, creeping things and fishes forsook

their wonted ways. The saga Herraufts ok Bosa (Fornald. sog.

3, 323) couples the Hiarranda-hlioft with the enchanting g^gjar

slagr (giantess s harp- stroke). Then the hero Volker (Folhheri)

plays the fiddle to the Nibelungs 1772 :

under die ture des huses saz er uf den stein,

kiiener (bolder) videlaere wart noch nie dehein :

do klungen sine seiten (strings), daz al daz hus erdoz (rang),

sin ellen zuo der fuoge (art) diu warn beidiu groz.
siiezer unde senfter gigen er began :

do entswebete er an den betten vil manegen sorgenden man ;

he lulled to sleep in their beds full many an anxious man. In

Greek mythology Orpheus and Amphion bear mastery in song.
When Amphion sang, the stones obeyed his lyre, and fitted them

selves into a wall. Rocks and trees followed after Orpheus, wild

beasts grew tame to him, even the Argo he lured from dry land

into the wave, and dragons he lulled to sleep (entswebete) . As

Hermoftr, like him, made the descent to Hades [to fetch Balder

back], and as it is for this same Balder that all beings mourn,
we may fairly suppose that HerinoSr too had worked upon them

by music and song, though nothing of the kind is recorded in the

Edda (see Suppl.).

Now if poetry was a joint possession of men and gods, if by
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gods it had been invented and imparted, it necessarily follows

that antiquity would regard it as a function and business of the

priest, and that the notions of priest, prophet and poet would

meet and touch. Aud here I attach some weight to our finding

the AS. word Lregowine (pp. 93. 235), which seems to indicate a

follower and friend of the poet-god Bragi, as we at the present

day call the minstrel a friend or favourite of the Muses. In

lauds and times that looked kindly on the tuneful art, we may
even suppose that minstrels, especially those of courts, had like

priests a peculiar garb ; particularly instructive on this point is

the information furnished by the Welsh Laws as to the position

and privileges of bards at the king s court, and the Norse sagas
are unanimous on the estimation in which skalds were held.

Poets of the Mid. Ages enjoyed a like distinction at princely

courts, both Teutonic and Romance ; and a close investigation of

this interesting subject might bring out much in our modern

customs, that has its source in the very oldest time 1
(see

Suppl.).

I call attention to utterances of MHG. poets, which repre

sent the art of song as something not acquired, but inborn, i.e.

inspired by God (a sentiment as old as Homer, Od. 22, 347 :

auroStSa/cTO? & el/jii, 0eo$ Se
p&amp;gt;oi

eV (ppealv ol^a? Travrota?

evefyvcre). Heinr. von Morunge 1, 53a

says : wan ich durch

sane (for song) bin ze der werlte geborn/ it is a burden laid on

him, his mission. Walther 26, 4, referring to God : sit ich von

dir beide wort han unde wise/ The Wartb. kr. jen. 102 :

(

gab
iu Got sinne und sanges site/ Even the later Meistersanger

speak to the same purpose : es trieb der Heilig Geist zwolf

manner froh, die fiengen an zu dichten. Why should not

heathen poets in like manner have traced back their gifts to

Wuotan s mead ?

The singing-matches also seem to have sprung out of the

simplest nature of poetry itself. As the wise men of old ques
tioned one another on their knowledge, as heroes proved on each

1 Niebuhr in Pref. to Merobaudes says : quern morem coronandorum poetarum
cum poesi ipsa, cui semper aliquis lionos mansit, etiam rudibus, quae secutae sunt,
saeculis perdurasse arbitror. But why go back to the Romans for what seems to

have been the usage of our own antiquity, when kings, judges, priests, heroes and
minstrels wore garland and fillet, and even the people s poets used to elect a king
of their own? An pui ou on corone les biaus discour, Keuars 1677.
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other the prowess of their arms, so shehperds and poets sang for

the prize of poetry. OSinn wishes to sound the wisdom (orSspeki)

of the sage giant, Ving]?6rr that of the sage dwarf, the blind

guest
1 that of king HerSrekr

;
then lays are sung and riddles pro

pounded, VafyrirSnir expressly stipulating hofSi veftja vr$ scolom

hollo i, gestr, um geSspeki/ Sasm. 33b
; they are to wager heads,

as in the contests between cunning smiths or chess-players.

Lives are staked also in the Wartburg war of minstrels : nu wirt

gesungen ane vride . . . stempfel muoz ob uns nu beiden stan alhie

mit sinem swerte breit, er rihte ab unser eime in roubes site,

dem man valles jehe ! we ll sing and give no quarter . . . over us

two shall stempfel stand with his broad sword, and despatch as

an outlaw him that gets the fall. This transaction is of legend,

not history, but it shews in what a serious light the poetic art

was viewed.

And here let me mention the widely circulated myth of the poet

who sees his property imperilled, because another s memory has

mastered his songs. What passed between Virgil and Bathyllus

is related, with alterations, of Arnoldo Daniello and a jongleur

(Diez s Leben der troub. p. 352), but so it is of the Indian Kali-

dasa, whose poem four Brahmans had learnt by heart. The same

Kalidasa and Valmiki were held to be incarnations of Brahma

himself; what could more firmly establish a poet s reputation

than to pass for an avatara of the sublime divinity ?

The gods share their power and influence with goddesses, the

heroes and priests with wise women. Of the asynjor, Saga is

named next after Frigg in Sn. 36, and together with Sol in 212 ;

her residence is Sokqvabeckr, sinking beck, a large and roomy

place ; Sagones (Saga s ness) in Saem. 154b seems also to take its

name from her. In Sasm. 41 a
Socqvabeckr is described as a place

where cool waters rush : there Offinn and Saga day by day drink

gladly out of golden cups. This is the drink of immortality, and

at the same time of poesy. Saga may be taken as wife or as

daughter of OSinn ; in either case she is identical with him as

god of poetry. With the Greeks the Musa was a daughter of

Zeus, but we often hear of three or nine Muses, who resemble our

wise women, norns and schopferins (shapers of destiny), and dwell

1 OSinn himself
; whose blindness fits in with that of the ancient poets. The

loss of eyes strengtheos the memory, it lends the capacity and impulse to sing.
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beside springs or wells. 1 The cool flood well befits the swan-

wives, daughters of Wish. Saga can be no other than our sage

(saw, tale), the maere of p. 897 personified and deified.

Our 13th cent, poets personify aventiure/ making a frau

Aventiure, like the norn, foot it overland to the minstrel s hut,

knock and demand admission. 2 To this day, when people take

turns in telling stories, they say the mdrlein goes round from

house to house. Suchenwirth no. xxv describes an apparition

of dame Aventiure on a blooming ea in the forest ; she has

travelled through the land to kings and princes as frau Ehre s

messenger, and now presents her report ; putting a gold ring on

her finger, she disappears. I have one thing more to mention,

that M.Nethl. poets make a person of aventure in the sense

of our MHGr. frau Sselde : die Aventure wacht/ Maerl. 2, 14.

f dat rat (rota) van Aventuren, Rein. 6183, just like diu Saelde

wacht and Sselden rat (p. 863-8). I am not aware that in this

they followed the pattern of any Romance poetry (see Suppl.).

That passing round or alternate telling of myth and marchen

was already a Greek and Roman custom, as we may see by
Ovid s Met. lib. iv, where the Minyads during their spinning and

weaving beguile the time by telling tales, 39 :

Utile opus manuum vario sermone levemus,

_perque vices aliquid, quod tempora longa videri

non sinat, in medium vacuas referamus ad aures/

dicta probant, primamque jubent narrare sorores.

167 : Desierat, mediumque fuit breve tempus, et orsa est

dicere Leuconoe, vocem tenuere sorores.

274: Poscitur Alcithoe, postquam siluere sorores.

But it was the festival of Bacchus, the priest had bidden them

keep it, immunes operum dominas famulasque suorum, and the

god avenged himself by turning their web into a tissue of vines

and ivy, and the Minyads into owls and bats. (The song of

women at the loom is also mentioned by Agathias, p. 29.) Holda

and Berhta are often angry at spinning which desecrates their

1 0. Boh. glosses in Hanka 55b : wodna = musa (Jungm. 5, 147). Is this

water-wife, spring-wife ?

2 Eefs. given in my little work quoted above, p. 310. To these add, from
Ulr. von Tiirheim s Wh. 192C

,
a dialogue of the poet with frau Aventiure.
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holy day (pp. 270-4), though otherwise they favour and reward it.

The norns making visitations have spindles, and they sing at

their spinning : the wise women and divine mothers of our

antiquity may bo regarded as teachers of song, story and

spindle.



CHAPTER XXXI.

SPECTRES.

A preceding chapter has treated of Souls in their state of

separation from the body and passage to another dwelling-place :

these are the souls that have found their rest, that have been

taken up into hades or heaven. Thenceforward they sustain only

a more general connexion with earth and the living ; their

memory is hallowed by festivals, and in early times probably by
sacrifices.

1

Distinct from these are such spirits as have not become par

takers, or not completely, of blessedness and peace, but hover

betwixt heaven and earth, and in some cases even return to their

old home. These souls that appear, that come back, that haunt,

we call spectres (ghosts) .

The Roman expression for peaceful happy spirits of the dead

was manes, for uncanny disquieting apparitions lemures or larvae;

though the terms fluctuate, for manes can denote spectral

beings too, and lemures can have a general meaning (Creuzer s

Symb. 2, 850 866). Larva betrays its affinity to lar (p. 500),

and the good kindly lares were often held to be manes or souls

of departed ancestors. So in our German superstition we find

instances of souls becoming homesprites or kobolds,
2 and still

oftener is there a connexion between unquiet spirits and spec

tres
3

(see Suppl.).

1 Between the Christian All-souls day (Nov. 2), on which the people visit

churchyards and hang garlands on graves, and the three Roman holidays when the
under world opened (mundus patet) and the manes ascended (Creuzer 2, 865. 0.

Miiller s Etrusk. 2, 97), there is a manifest connexion. On the night of Nov. 2 the

Esthonians set food for the dead, and rejoice when they find any of it gone in the

morning. In the Fellin district near Dorpat the departed souls are received in tho

bath-room, and bathed one after the other, Hupel s Nachr. p. 144, conf. Possart s

Estland p. 172-3 ; exactly as food is set before angels and homesprites (p. 448).
2 I confine myself here to one Hessian folktale. Kurt, a farmer at Hachborn,

would not quit the farm even after his death, but lent a hand in the fieldwork as

a good spirit. In the barn he helped the labourer to throw sheaves from the loft :

when the man threw one, Kurt would throw another. But once, when a strange
servant got up into the loft, he would not help ;

at the cry You throw, Kurt ! he
seized the man and flung him on the thrashingfloor, breaking his legs.

3
Isengrim changes into Agemund (p. 511).

913
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For the quiet spirits and their condition, our language has a

beautiful adj., OHG. hiitri laetus, mitis, AS. heoru, Beovv. 2744,

ON. hyr, MHG. geldure, our geheuer when we say es ist

geheuer/ all is quiet, happy, peaceful. The contrary is ex

pressed by OHG. and OS. unhiuri dirus, saevus, AS. unlieoru,

Beow. 1907 (unhiore 4822. unh^re 4236. C^edm. 138, 5), ON.

oliyr, MHG. ungehiure, our ungeheuer :
s es ist ungeheuer/ there s

something wrong. But both words go further, God is called

hiuri, the devil unhiuri; ungeheuer is monstrum, portentum in

general. The Gothic form would be hiuris, which seems nearly

allied to haiiri (pruna, ember), ON. hyr ignis, and is therefore

the shining, the bright ; if an OHG. gloss in Graff 4, 1014 be

correct, even the non-negafcive hiuri may signify dirus, viz. fiery

in a bad sense, such as we shall find presently in connexion with

ignes fatui. Much the same in meaning with hiuri and unhiuri

are holdo and unholdo (pp. 266. 456), though these are applied

more to spirits and daemons than to human souls ; yet Notker

renders manes by unholdon, so that holdo and unholdo also

appear synonymous here.

The OHG. kispanst fern, (our gespenst n., spectre) meant

properly suggestio (from spanan, suggerere) ;
but as the forms

of confession dealt much with devilish suggestion and entice

ment,
l men came to use it habitually of ghostly delusion and

illusion. Boner 94, 54 has diu gespenst (why not gespanst ?)

for phantom, apparition. The neuter is found in the Maere vom
schretel und wazzerber 92 quite in the above connexion : des

tiuvels valant und sin gespenste ; even earlier, Herbort 3500

couples gespenste and getwas. Keisersperg (Omeiss 39) has

des teufels gespenst (praestigium) : not till recent centuries did

the term become really common, and some spelt it gespengst.
z

We also say spuk ; it is a LG. word, which first occurs in the

Chron. saxon. (Eccard p. 1391) in the form spokne ; Detmar 1,

136 has spuk, and 2, 206 vorspok praesagium. Nowadays spok,

Nethl. spook, spookzel, Swed. spoke, Dan. spokenis A.D. 1618,

spogelse spectrum, spog jocus; we should therefore expect a

MHG. spuoch, Mod. spuch, but it is nowhere to be found.

1 Von des teufels gespenste, instigation, Oberlin s Bihtebuocli 36.

Frisch 2, 302a
; but he thinks it conn, with Lat. spectrum.
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Gespiic indeed stands in Berthold, Cod. pal. 35, fol. 27b
(see

Suppl.).

More precise is the ON. aptrgdnga fern., Laxd. saga p. 224, as

if anima rediens, Dan. gienfdrd, gienganger, Fr. revenant, Saxo

Gram. 91 says redivivus ; conf. our phrase es geht um/ some

thing haunts (lit. goes about) ;
at hann gengi eigi dauftr/ that

he walk not when dead, Fornald. sog. 2, 346. To haunt is in

L. Sax. dwetern, on the Harz walten (Harry s Volkss. 2, 46).

The regular word in ON. is draugr, Fornm. sog. 3, 200 :

Oftinn is styled drauga drottinn/ Yngl. saga cap. 7, and a

gravemound draugalms, Ssem. 169a
. The word is lost in

Sweden and Denmark, but lives in the Norweg. drou, droug

(Hallager 20C

).
It seems to be of one root with OHG. gitroc,

MHGr. getroc, delusive apparition, phantom, used of elvish and

fiendish beings (p. 464) ;
but our verb triegen, OHG. triokan

troc (fallere) has no corresponding driuga in the Northern lan

guages.
1 The Edda uses the analogous svik (fallacia, fraus)

likewise in the sense of a ghostly jugglery, Saem. 166b
. 167a

.

And that is also the meaning of the terms giscin and scmleih

quoted p. 482
; they can refer to spectres as well as to wood-

sprites (see Suppl.).
The glosses yield a number of old words for the Lat. larva.

To begin with the earliest, the Florent. 982b
gives talamasga,

and the later M.Nethl. coll. (Diut. 2, 220) talmasge, Kilian too

has talmasche larva, talmasclien larvam induere; it is the O.Fr.

talmache, tamasche in Koquefort, who explains it as masque, faux

visage, and talmache de vaisseau is a figure fixed on a ship.
2

Other glosses have flathe, and scraz, scrat (p. 478). Mummel is

both larva and kobold (p. 506). Anything uncanny and alarm

ing, monstrum, prodigium, portenturn, praestigium, acquires the

meaning of spectre too. Again, getwds (p. 464), Herbort 842.

12856. em bose getwds, Vom gelouben 530; the M.Nethl.

ghedwaesj Hor. belg. 6, 249 agrees with the Lith. dwase, spectre

[v. the LS. verb dwetern above]. In Martina 10 we read daz

1 AS. dreogan dredh, though answering letter for letter, never means fallere,

but agere, patrare, tolerare, to dree ; agreeing with ON. driugr, frequens.
2
Ducange sub. v. talamasca, Tr^r/xa, delusio imaginaria ; the author, cited are

Hincmar in capit. ad presb. dioec. cap. 14
; Kegino 1, 213

;
Burchardus wormat. 2,

161, who says: larvas daemonum, quas vulgo talamascas dicunt, ante se ferri

consentiat. Extr. from Concil. namnetense cap. 10
;
conf. Schrneller 2, 640.

VOL. III. C
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geschrudel ; and in Staid. 2, 27. 59. 64 das nachthuri, das ghudi.
The ON. vofa is spectrum, from vofa ingruere, imminere ;

the

draugr is also called a dolgr, foe, Fornald. sog. 2, 368. Fornm.

sog. 3, 200, and from this perhaps comes the Upland dodoljor,

manes defunctorum (Hire s Dial. lex. 32b
), if not from dylja

(celare), Sw. dolja (see Suppl.).

Now it is remarkable that even the ON. draugar are described

as begirt with fire :
{

hauga eldar brenna/ Fornald. sog. 1, 434.

lupu upp hauga eldarnir 1, 518. Loka daun (p. 242) is the

Icel. name of a fiery exhalation. To this day it is the popular
belief all over Germany, that souls which have not attained

heavenly peace roam at night like bewildered birds, in fiery

shape,
1 on field and meadow, conf. wiesenhiipfer p. 829. The

traveller, who takes them for village lights, they lure out of his

way, now approaching, now retiring : they perch on his back like

kobolds (Superst. I, 611), and flap their wings together over him

(Deut. sag. no. 276) ; they lead into bogs, on deceptive devious

tracks, hirrlig-spor (St. 2, 45), exactly like the butz, p. 507.

The pedestrian tries to keep one foot at least in the carriage-rut,

and then he gets on safely, for ignes fatui have power on foot

paths only. According to Villemarque s Barzasbreiz 1, 100 the

spirit is a child with a firebrand in his hand, which he whirls

round like a flaming wheel
;
now he appears as a sick horse, and

when the herdsman would lead him into the stable, hurls the

brand at his head ; now as a bleating goat gone astray, that after

sundown shews itself on the pond, and tempts the traveller into

the water, then scampers off to tease him. In Etner s Unwiird.

doctor p. 747, fire-men and frisking goats are coupled together.

The phenomenon has a vast variety of names. Our com
monest one is irlicht (err-light) and, from its resemblance to a

burning wisp of straw, irwisch and on the Rhine heerwisch in*-

Austria feuriger mann and fuchtelmann (Hofer 1, 251) from

fuchteln to burnish or jerk to and fro, viz. the fiery blade.2 In

1 In Lausitz the ignis lambens that plays about the tops of forest trees is called

feuermann, Laus. monatsschr. 1797. p. 749.
2 These fiery exhalations also settle on the masts of ships, Marienleg. 87, 96, or

the spears of warriors. The former kind the ancients named after the Dioscuri,

Pliny 2, 37, the moderns call it feu de St. Elme. For the flaming spears I have
old authorities : signa (also, pila) militum arsere, Tac. Ann. 12, 64. 15, 7. duae

puerorum lanceae, emissis flammis, lumen euntibus praebuerunt, ibantque ful-

gurantes hastae, Greg. tur. mirac. Mart. 1, 10. And a modern instance in Zeiller s
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Pictorius p. 524 zeuslerfrom zeuseln, ziiseln to toy with fire ; other

wise ziinsler, zundler, and in Fischart s Garg. 231 zunsel-gespenst,

conf. Hofer sub v. zinserl. In Low Germ, gloiniger (glowing)
man ; tiickcbold, tukltebode, not from tiicke malice, but from tuk a

quick movement (Reinh. p. 109) or ^ucken to dart to and fro,

conf. HG. ziebold butterfly ; in Westph. smalgenfur, which I can

hardly make out). More generally known are dwerlicht (whirl

ing flame) ; elfiiclit ; dwelliclit (from dwelen, dwalen to stray) ;

Nethl. dwaallicht ; droglicld (deceptive again), drogfackel, and

in Nassau druclifackel, Kehrein s Nas. 31-2. Dan. lygtemand

(lantern-man), blaasmand (Molbech s Dial. 39) and vatte-lys

(light of wights, sprites) ; Swed. lys-eld, lyktgubbe ; Etigl., with

that fondness for christening which we noticed under home-

sprites (p. 504), Will with a wisp, Jack in a lanthorn. Lat.

ignis fatuus (Ann. corbei. an. 1034); Yr.feufollet (follis, p. 508),

fifollet (Pluquet s Contes p. 13), farfadet, sauterai, also, ace. to

Mem. des ant. 4, 406, a quela incomprehensible to me. Sloven.

vezha (butterfly, witch), shkopnik, -niak (straw-man, from shkopa,
MHG. schoup), smotava (from smota, error), slep ogeni (blind

fire) ; svetylko (light, dim.), bludicka (from blud, error) ;
Pol.

blednica ; Laus. bludne swieczke ; Russ. bludidshchiy ogoni. I do

not know any very old names even in Teutonic languages, unless

it be irreganc and girregar in a Konigsberg MS. (Grundr. 345) ;

but Irreganc in Ls. 2, 314 is the name of a wandering scholar,

and irrefogel in Haupt s Zekschr. 1, 438 means the same, conf.

Schm. 3, 588
;
the Titurel 576 has ein irregengel vor allem

valsche/ The two words vatte-lys and elf-liclit, shewing a close

connexion with wights and elves, are perhaps the oldest we have.

Sindri (scintilla), a dwarf s name in the Edda, SaDm. 7
b
, suggests

the Slav homesprite Iskrzycki (iskra spark, p. 513). A story

is told of an irwisch getting caught, and a great many more

coming soon after to claim him back : this represents them as an

elvish people, who stick to one another. 1

Miscell. (Niirnb. 1661) p. 143-4. Deut. sag. no. 279. None of these refer to souls,

they are rather happy omens of victory, as will be shewn in ch. XXXV. Shooting
stars indeed pass for souls (p. 722), even with the Greenlanders (Major s Myth,
lex. 2, 240) and Mongols (Bergmann 3, 42).

1 Ad. Kuhn (Pref. to Mark, sagen p. ix) is for regarding all kobolds as orig.

fire-divinities, and the domestic hearth-fire as the foundation of their worship.
Both kobolds and will o wisps are called follet (p. 508-14), and kobolds, like fiery

dragons (p. 691), bring money or corn
;
but the adder too is of kobold nature

(p. 691), and the dominae bring gifts (p. 287), and so do devils.
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Will o
j

wisps had once, no doubt, a wider meaning, which has

now been narrowed down mainly to two classes of unblessed

spirits, the souls of unchristened babes,
1 and those of men who in

their lifetime dealt wrongly by the cornfield, who respected not

the sacredness of landmarks.2
Unrighteous land-surveyors (Swed.

skiiill-vriingare) may be seen hovering up and down the furrows

with a long fiery pole, as if re-measuring the wrongly measured ;

whoso has ploughed of his neighbour s land, whoso has moved

the mark-stone, on him falls the curse of wandering as a will

o wisp. Hence about ploughing debatable strips, one hears

the people say : ik mag nut spiiken gan/ conf. Deut. sag.

nos. 284-5. Thiele 1, 58 (see Suppl.).

Another class of spectres will prove more fruitful for our

investigation : they, like the ignes fatui, include unchristened

babes, but instead of straggling singly on the earth as fires,

they sweep through forest and air in whole companies* with a

horrible din. This is the widely spread legend of the furious

host, the furious hunt, which is of high antiquity, and interweaves

itself, now with gods, and now with heroes. Look where you

will, it betrays its connexion with heathenism.

The Christians had not so quickly nor so completely renounced

their faith in the gods of their fathers, that those imposing

figures could all at once drop out of their memory. Obstinately

clung to by some, they were merely assigned a new position

more in the background. The former god lost his sociable cha

racter, his near familiar features, and assumed the aspect of a

dark and dreadful power, that still had a certain amount of influ

ence left. His hold lost upon men and their ministry, he wan

dered and hovered in the air, a spectre and a devil.

I have already affirmed on p. 132 a connexion between this

wiitende heer and Wuotan, the god being linked with it in name

1 Braunschw. anz. 1760 no. 86, 35. Praetorii Weltbeschr. 1, 262-9. Laus.

monatss. 1797 p. 747. So far back as the Anegenge 180a . 190b
: w& mit diu armen

ckmdielindazfiwer haben geschoufet, diu da ungetoufet an ir schulde scheident von

hinne ;
but bere the fire of purgatory is meant.

2 Ungerechte sielner, Moser s Patr. pliant. 3, 309. fiirig marcher,
1

will o

wisps, in Hebel s poem. Mone s Anz. 1835, 408. 1838, 223. Westeudorp p. 511.
3 Yet there are some brausende geistcr (blustering spirits) that go singly too,

as jungfer Eli in the Davert, Deut. sag. no. 121. Their name of braus. g. is

vouched for by Plitt s Nachr. von Wetter p. 42.
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as in reality. An imprinted poem of Eiidiger von Munir con

tains among other conjuring formulas f
bi Wuotunges herS

Wuotunc and Wuotan are two names of one meaning. Wuotan,
the god of war and victory, rides at the head of this aerial

phenomenon ; when the Mecklenburg peasant of this day hears

the noise of it, he says de Wode tilt (zieht)/ Adelung sub v.

wiithen ; so in Pomerania and Holstein, Wode jaget/ W. hunts

(p. 156). Wuotan appears riding, driving, hunting, as in Norse

sagas, with valkyrs and einheriar in his train
;
the procession

resembles an army. Full assurance of this hunting Wode s

identity with the heathen god is obtained from parallel phrases
and folktales in Scandinavia. The phenomenon of howling wind

is referred to OSin s waggon, as that of thunder is to Thor s.

On hearing a noise at night, as of horses and carts, they say
in Sweden Oden far forbi.

l In Schonen an uproar produced

perhaps by seafowl on November and December evenings is

called Odens jagt.
z In Bavaria they say nacht-gejaid or nacht-

gelait (processio nocturna), Schm. 2, 264. 514; in German

Bohemia nacht-goid
=
spectre, Hank s Bohmerwald pp. 46. 78. 83.

91. In Thuringia, Hesse, Franconia, Swabia, the traditional

term is das wiitende heer, and it must be one of long standing:
the 12th cent, poet of the Urstende (Hahn 105, 35) uses daz

wuetunde her
y
of the Jews who fell upon the Saviour

;
in Rol.

204, 16 Pharaoh s army whelmed by the sea is
{ sin wotigez her/

in Strieker 73b daz wiietunde her
; Reinfr. v. Brnswg. 4b daz

wiietende her
-,

Mich. Beheim 176, 5 speaks of a crying and

whooping (wufen) as if it were das widend her
}

the poem of

Henry the Lion (Massin. denkm. p. 132) says, then came he

among daz woden her, where evil spirits their dwelling have.

Geiler v. Keisersperg preached on the wutede or wiitische heer.3

H. Sachs has a whole poem on the wiitende heer, Agricola and

Eiering relate a Mansfeld legend. It is worth noticing, that ace.

1 Loccenii Antiq. sveog. cap. 3. Geijer Sv. hafd. 1, 2G8.
2 Nilsson s Skandinavisk fauna 2, 106.
8 Omeiss 36 seq. ;

his description deserves a place here : And they that so

run, run mostly at the fron-fasts, and chiefly at the fron-fast before Christmas, that

is the holiest tide. And every one runneth as he is in his raiment, the peasant as

a peasant, the knight as a knight, so run they in a string, and one beareth the kros

before him, another his head in his hand, and one runneth before, that crieth, Flee

out of the way, that God give thee thy life ! Thus speak the meaner sort thereon.

I know nought thereof.
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to Keisersperg all who die a violent death f ere that God hath set

it for them/ and ace. to Superst. I, 660 all children dying un-

laptized, come into the furious host to Holda (p. 269), Berhta

and Abundia (p. 288), just as they turn into will o wisps (p.

918) : as the Christian god has not made them his, they fall due

to the old heathen one. This appears to me to have been at

least the original course of ideas (see Suppl.).

While in this connexion the meaner sort long cherished the

thought of Wuotan, or conveniently stowed him away in a cog
nate verb ; it was quite in the regular course of things that the

more cultivated should from an early time put the devil in his

place. Si bliesen unde gullen, vreisliche si hullen, so daz diu

helle wagete, alse der tuvel da jagete, says Veldeck in En. 3239.

Caesarius heisterb. 12, 20 tells of a vain woman, who had herself

buried in fine new shoes, and whose soul was therefore hunted by
the infernalis venator :

( ex remoto vox quasi venatoris terribiliter

buccinantis, necnon et latratus canum venaticorum praecedentium
audiuntur. l der tiuwel hat uz gesant sin geswarme und sin her/

Eol. 204, 6. der tiuvel und sin her, Renn. 2249. 2870. The

people in Bavaria say that on Ash-wednesday the devil chases the

little wood-wife, Superst. I, 914b
. With the devil is associated

the figure of an enormous giant, who can stand for him as well

as for Wuotan ;
and this opinion prevails in Switzerland. There

the wild hunt is named dursten-gejeg (see durs, J&amp;gt;urs, p. 521) : on

summer nights you hear the durst hunting on the Jura, cheering
on the hounds with his hoho ; heedless persons, that do not get

out of his way, are ridden over. 2 Schm. 1, 458 quotes an old

gloss which renders by duris durisis the Lat. Dis Ditis, and

plainly means a subterranean infernal deity.

In Lower Saxony and Westphalia this Wild Hunter is identified

with a particular person, a certain semi-historic master of a hunt.

The accounts of him vary. Westphalian traditions call him

1 Joach. Camerarii Horae subsec. eent. 2. cap. 100 p. 390 : Ceterum negari non
potest, diabolum varia ludibria cnm alias turn praesertim in venatione leporum
saepenumero exercere, cum ncnnunquam appareant tripedes clandicantes et igneis

oculis, illisque praeter morem dependentibus villis, atque venatores insequentes
abducere student vel ad praecipitia vel ad paludosa aliaque periculosa loca. Imo
visa sunt phantasmata et in terra et in nubibus integras venationes cum canibus,
retibus, clamoribus raucis tamen, aliisque instruments venaticis instituere, prae-
ferentia formas hominum longe ante defunctorum.

2 Ildef. v. Arx, Bucbsgau p. 230. Staid. 1, 208.
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HacJcelbdrend, HacMbernd, Hackelberg, Hackelbloch. This Hackel-

bdrend was a huntsman who went a hunting even on Sundays,
for which desecration he was after death (like the man in the

moon, p. 717) banished into the air, and there with his hound he

must hunt night and day, and never rest. Some say, he only

hunts in the twelve nights from Christmas to Twelfth-day ;

others, whenever the storm-wind howls, and therefore he is called

by some the jol-jdger (from yawling, or Yule?).
1

Once, in a

ride, Hackelberg left one of his hounds behind in Fehrmann s barn

at Isenstadt (bpric. Minden). There the dog lay a whole year,

and all attempts to dislodge him were in vain. But the next

year, when Hackelberg was round again with his wild hunt, the

hound suddenly jumped up, and ran yelping and barking after

the troop.
2 Two young fellows from Bergkirchen were walking

through the wood one evening to visit their sweethearts, when

they heard a wild barking of dogs in the air above them, and a

voice calling out between hoto, hoto ! It was Hackelblock the

wild hunter, with his hunt. One of the men had the hardihood to

mock his hoto, hoto/ Hackelblock with his hounds came up, and

set the whole pack upon the infatuated man ; from that hour not

a trace has been found of the poor fellow.3 This in Westphalia.

The Low Saxon legend says, Hans von Hackelnberg was chief

master of the hounds to the Duke of Brunswick, and a mighty

woodman, said to have died in 1521 (some say, born that year, died

1581), Landau s Jagd 190. His tombstone is three leagues from

Goslar, in the garden of an inn called the Klepperkrug. He had

a bad dream one night ;
he fancied he was fighting a terrific boar

and got beaten at last. He actually met the beast soon after, and

brought it down after a hard fight ;
in the joy of his victory he

kicked at the boar, crying now slash if you can ! But he had

kicked with such force, that the sharp tusk went through his

boot, and injured his foot. 3 He thought little of the wound at

first, but the foot swelled so that the boot had to be cut off his

1 Weddigen s Westfal. mag. vol. 3, no. 18.
8 Kedeker s Westfal. sagen, nos. 48 and 47.
3

SigurSr iarl drap Melbrigfta Tbnn, ok bait hofuft bans vi~5 slagolar ser oc

slant kykqva vbftva sinom & tonnina, er skafti or hofSino, kom J&amp;gt;ar
i blastr i fotinn,

oc feck hann af J&amp;gt;vi bana, Har. saga ens harf. cap. 22. Gundarich the son of

Thassilo dies of a wound in his calf inflicted by a boar, MB. 13, 504-5. Conf.

Orion s fate, end of this chapter.
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leg, and a speedy death ensued. Some say he lies buried at

Wiilperode near Hornburg.
1 This Hackelnberg fatsches in

storm and rain, with carriage, horses and hounds, through the

Thiiringerwald, the Harz, and above all the Hackel (a forest

between Halberstadt, Groningen and Derenburg, conf. Praet.

weltb. 1, 88). On his deathbed he would not hear a word about

heaven, and to the minister s exhortations he replied : the Lord

may keep his heaven, so he leave me my hunting ; whereupon
the parson spoke : hunt then till the Day of Judgment ! which

saying is fulfilled unto this day.
2 A faint laying or yelping of

hounds gives warning of his approach, before him flies a night-

owl named by the people Tutosel (tut-ursel, tooting Ursula).

Travellers, when he comes their way, fall silently on their faces,

and let him pass by ; they hear a barking of dogs and the hunts

man s huhu ! Tutosel is said to have been a nun, who after

her death joined Hackelnberg and mingled her tuhu with his

huhu.* The people of Altmark place a wild hunter named Hakke-

berg in the Dromling, and make him ride down by night with

horses and hounds from the Harz into the Dromling (Temme,

p. 37). Ad. Kuhn no. 17 calls him HacJcenberg and Hackelberg :

he too is said to have hunted on Sundays, and forced all the

peasants in his parish to turn out with him ; but one day a pair

of horsemen suddenly galloped up to him, each calling to him to

come along. One looked wild and fierce, and fire spirted out of

his horse s nose and mouth; the left-hand rider seemed more

quiet and mild, but Hackelberg turned to the wild one, who

galloped off with him, and in his company he must hunt until the

Last Day. Kuhn has written down some more stories of the

wild hunter without proper names, nos. 63. 175. There are others

again, which tell how Hackelberg dwelt in the Soiling, near

Uslar, that he had lived in the fear of God, but his heart was so

much in the chase, that on his deathbed he prayed God, that for
his share of heaven he might be let hunt in the Soiling till the

Judgment-day. His wish became his doom, and oft in that forest

one hears by night both bark of hound and horrible blast of horn.

1 Otmar s Volkssagen 249. 250.
2 Like Diimeke s desire to drive his waggon for ever (p. 726).
3 Otmar 241. Deut. sag. no. 311. Conf. Goth. &amp;gt;iutan (ululare), &amp;gt;ut-haurn

(tuba).
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His grave is in the Soiling too, the arrangement of the stones is

minutely described; two black hounds rest beside him. 1 And

lastly, Kuhn s no. 205 and Temme s Altmark p. 106 inform us of

a heath-rider Baren, whose burial-place is shewn on the heath

near Grimnitz in the Ukermark; this Barents dream of the stumpf-
schwanz (bobtail, i.e. boar) points unmistakably to Hackelbarend.

The irreconcilable diversity of domiciles is enough to shew,

in the teeth of tombstones, that these accounts all deal with a

mythical being : a name that crops up in such various localities

must be more than historical. I am disposed to pronounce the

Westph. form Hackelberend the most ancient and genuine. An
OHG. hahhul [Goth, hakuls], ON. hokull m. and hekla f., AS.

hacele f., means garment, cloak, cowl, armour ;
2 hence hcikol-

berand is OS. for a man in armour, conf. OS. wapanberand (ar-

miger), AS. asscberend, garberend, helmb., sweordb. (Gramm. 2,

589). And now remember OcSin s dress (p. 146) : the god ap

pears in a broad-brimmed hat, a blue and spotted cloak (heMa

bla, flckkott) ; hakolb&rand is unmistakably an OS. epithet of the

heathen god Wodan, which was gradually corrupted into Hackel-

berg, Hackenberg, Hacltelblock. The name of the Hackel-wood

may be an abbrev. of Hakelbernd s wood. The { saltus Ilaltel

in Halberstadt country is mentioned first in the (doubtful)

Chron. corbeiense ad an. 936 (Falke p. 708) ; a long way off,

hard by Hoxter in the Auga gau, there was a Ilaculesthorp

(Wigand s Corv. giiterb. p. 94. Saracho 197. Trad. corb. 385)
and afterwards a HackelbvQiiQ ; then in L. Hesse, a Hachelsberg
near Yolkmarsen, and a Hackelberg by Merzhausen (bailiw. Wit-

zenhausen). But if a hakel = wood can be proved, the only trace

of a higher being must be looked for in berand, and that may be

found some day ; in ch. XXXIII. I shall exhibit Hakol in the ON.
Hekla as mountain, hence wooded heights, woodland. In any
case we here obtain not only another weighty testimony to

Woden-worship, but a fresh confirmation of the meaning I attach

to the wiitende heer ; and we see clearly how the folktale of

Hackelberg came to be preserved in Westphalia and L. Saxony

1 Kirchhof s Wendunmut no. 283, p. 342. Deut. sag. no. 171. The Braun-
schw. anz. 1747, p. 1940 says the wild hunter Hackelnberg lies in the Steinfeld,
under a stone on which a mule and a hound are carved.

2 OHG. missa-hahul (casula),St. Gall gl. 203
; misse-hachil, Gl. herrad. 185b is

mass-weed, chasuble, Graff 4, 797.
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(where heathenism lasted longer) rather than in South Germany

(yet see Habsberg, Hiigelberg, Moneys Anz. 4, 309. Hachilstat,

Graff 4, 797).

That the wild hunter is to be referred to Wodan, is made per

fectly clear by some Mecklenburg legends.

Often of a dark night the airy hounds will bark on open heaths,

in thickets, at cross-roads. The countryman well knows their

leader Wod, and pities the wayfarer that has not reached his

home yet ; for Wod is often spiteful, seldom merciful. It is only
those who keep in the middle of the road that the rough hunter

will do nothing to, that is why he calls out to travellers:
f midden

in den weg !

A peasant was coming home tipsy one night from town, and

his road led him through a wood ;
there he hears the wild hunt,

the uproar of the hounds, and the shout of the huntsman up in

the air : midden in den weg ! cries the voice, but he takes no

notice. Suddenly out of the clouds there plunges down, right

before him, a tall man on a white horse. Are you strong ? says

he, here, catch hold of this chain, we ll see which can pull the

hardest. The peasant courageously grasped the heavy chain, and

up flew the wild hunter into the air. The man twisted the end

round an oak that was near, and the hunter tugged in vain.

Haven t you tied your end to the oak ? asked Wod, coming
down. c No/ replied the peasant, look, I am holding it in my
hands. Then you ll be mine up in the clouds/ cried the hunter

as he swung himself aloft. The man in a hurry knotted the chain

round the oak again, and Wod could not manage it. You must

have passed it round the tree/ said Wod, plunging down. No/
answered the peasant, who had deftly disengaged it, here I have

got it in my hands/ Were you heavier than lead, you must up
into the clouds with me. He rushed up as quick as lightning,

but the peasant managed as before. The dogs yelled, the waggons
rumbled, and the horses neighed overhead ;

the tree crackled to

the roots, and seemed to twist round. The man s heart began
to sink, but no, the oak stood its ground. Well pulled ! said

the hunter,
e

many s the man Pve made mine, you are the first

that ever held out against me, you shall have your reward. On
went the hunt, full cry : hallo, holla, wol, wol ! The peasant was

slinking away, when from unseen heights a stag fell groaning at
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his feet, and there was Wod, who leaps off his white horse and

cuts up the game.
&amp;lt; Thou shalt have some blood and a hind-

quarter to boot. My lord/ quoth the peasant, thy servant has

neither pot nor pail/ Pull off thy boot/ cries Wod. The man
did so. Now walk, with blood and flesh, to wife and child.

At first terror lightened the load, but presently it grew heavier

and heavier, and he had hardly strength to carry it. With his

back bent double, and bathed in sweat, he at length reached his

cottage, and behold, the boot was filled with gold, and the hind-

quarter was a leathern pouch full of silver.1 Here it is no human
hunt-master that shows himself, but the veritable god on his

white steed ; many a man has he taken up into his cloudy heaven

before. The filling of the boot with gold sounds antique.
There was once a rich lady of rank, named frau Gauden ; so

passionately she loved the chase, that she let fall the sinful word,

could she but always hunt, she cared not to win heaven/ Four-

and-twenty daughters had dame Gauden, who all nursed the same

desire. One day, as mother and daughters, in wild delight,

hunted over woods and fields, and once more that wicked word

escaped their lips, that hunting was better than heaven/ lo,

suddenly before their mother s eyes the daughters dresses turn

into tufts of fur, their arms into legs, and four-and-twenty bitches

bark around the mother s hunting-car, four doing duty as horses,

the rest encircling the carriage ;
and away goes the wild train

up into the clouds, there betwixt heaven and earth to hunt un

ceasingly, as they had wished, from day to day, from year to

year. They have long wearied of the wild pursuit, and lament

their impious wish, but they must bear the fruits of their guilt

till the hour of redemption come. Come it will, but who knows

when ? During the twolven (for at other times we sons of men

cannot perceive her) frau Gauden directs her hunt toward human

habitations ; best of all she loves on the night of Christmas eve

or New Year s eve to drive through the village streets, and where-

ever she finds a street-door open, she sends a dog in. Next morn

ing a little dog wags his tail at the inmates, he does them no

other harm but that he disturbs their night s rest by his whining.

He is not to be pacified, nor driven away. Kill him, and he turns

1
Liscli, Mecklenb. jahrbuch 5, 7880.
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into a stone by day, which, if thrown away, comes back to the

house by main force, and is a dog again at night. So he

whimpers and whines the whole year round, brings sickness and

death upon man and beast, and danger of fire to the house ;
not

till the twolven come round again does peace return to the house.

Hence all are careful in the twelves, to keep the great house-door

well locked up after nightfall ; whoever neglects it, has himself

to blame if frau Gauden looks him up. That is what happened
to the grandparents of the good people now at Bresegardt.

They were silly enough to kill the dog into the bargain ; from

that hour there was no {

sag und tag (segen bless, ge-deihen

thrive), and at length the house came down in flames. Better

luck befalls them that have done dame Gauden a service. It

happens at times, that in the darkness of night she misses her

way, and gets to a cross-road. Cross-roads are to the good lady
a stone of stumbling : every time she strays into such, some part

of her carriage breaks, which she cannot herself rectify. In this

dilemma she was once, when she came, dressed as a stately dame,
to the bedside of a labourer at Boeck, awaked him, and implored
him to help her in her need. The man was prevailed on, followed

her to the cross-roads, and found one of her carriage wheels was

off. He put the matter to rights, and by way of thanks for his

trouble she bade him gather up in his pockets sundry deposits
left by her canine attendants during their stay at the cross-roads,

whether as the effect of great dread or of good digestion. The

man was indignant at the proposal, but was partly soothed by
the assurance that the present would not prove so worthless as

he seemed to think ; and incredulous, yet curious, he took some

with him. And lo, at daybreak, to his no small amazement, his

earnings glittered like mere gold, and in fact it was gold. He
was sorry now that he had not brought it all away, for in the

daytime not a trace of it was to be seen at the cross-roads. In

similar ways frau Gauden repaid a man at Conow for putting a

new pole to her carriage, and a woman at Gohren for letting into

the pole the wooden pivot that supports the swing-bar : the chips

that fell from pole and pivot turned into sheer glittering gold.

In particular, frau Gauden loves young children, and gives them

all kinds of good things, so that when children play at/rw Gauden,

they sing :
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fru Gauden hett mi n lammken geven,

darmitt sail ik in freuden leven.

Nevertheless in course of time she left the country ;
and this

is how it came about. Careless folk at Semmerin had left their

street-door wide open one St. Silvester night ;
so on New-year s

morning they found a Hack doggie lying on the hearth, who
dinned their ears the following night with an intolerable whining.

They were at their wit s end how to get rid of the unbidden guest.

A shrewd woman put them up to a thing : let them brew all the

house-beer through an eierdopp/ They tried the plan ; an egg
shell was put in the tap-hole of the brewing-vat, and no sooner

had the worp (fermenting beer) run through it, than dame

Gauden3
s doggie got up and spoke in a distinctly audible voice :

Jk bun so old as Bohmen gold, iiwerst dat heff ik min leder nicht

truht, wenn man t bier dorch n eierdopp bruht/ after saying
which he disappeared, and no one has seen frau Gauden or her

dogs ever since 1

(see Suppl.).

This story is of a piece with many other ancient ones. In the

first place, frau Gauden resembles frau Holda and Berlita, who

likewise travel in the twelves/ who in the same way get their

vehicles repaired and requite the service with gold, and who

finally quit the country (pp. 268, 274-6). Then her name is that

offrau Gaue,frau Gode,frau Wode (p. 252-3) who seems to have

sprung out of a male divinityfro Woden (p. 156), a matter which is

placed beyond doubt by her identity with Wodan the wild hunter.

The very dog that stays in the house a year, Hakelberg s

(p. 921) as well as frau Gauden s, is in perfect keeping. The

astonishment he expresses at seemingly perverse actions of men,

and which induces him, like other ghostly elvish beings, to

speak and begone, is exactly as in the stories given at p. 469.

At the same time the transformation of the wild hunter into

goddesses appears to be not purely arbitrary and accidental, but

accounted for by yet other narratives.

B. M. Arndt 3 tells the tale of the wild hunter (unnamed) in the

following shape : In Saxony there lived in early times a rich and

mighty prince, who loved hunting above all things, and sharply

1 Lisch, Meckl. jb. 8, 202 5. In the Prignitz they tell the same story of frau
Gode, Ad. Kuhn no. 217.

2 Marchen und jugenderinnerungen 1, 401 4.
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punished in his subjects any breach of the forest laws. Once

when a boy barked a willow to make himself a whistle, he had his

body cut open and his bowels trained round the tree (RA. 519-20.

690) ;
a peasant having shot at a stag, he had him fast riveted to

the stag. At last he broke his own neck hunting, by dashing up

against a beech-tree; and now in his grave he has no rest, but

must hunt every night. He rides a white horse whose nostrils

shoot out sparks, wears armour, cracks his whip, and is followed

by a countless swarm of hounds : his cry is
( wod wod, hoho,

hallo !

1 He keeps to forests and lonely heaths, avoiding the

common highway ;
if he happens to come to a cross-road, down

he goes horse and all, and only picks himself up when past it
; he

hunts and pursues all manner of weird rabble, thieves, robbers,

murderers and witches.

A Low Saxon legend of the Tilsgraben or devil s hole between

Dahlum and Bokenem (Harrys 1, 6) says, the wild knight Tils was

so fond of the chase that he took no heed of holidays, and one

Easter Sunday he had the presumption to say he would bring a

beast down that day if it cost him his castle/ At evening the

cock crew out that the castle would sink before night ; and soon

after it sank in the lake with all that was in it. A diver once on

reaching the bottom of the lake, saw the ritter Tils sitting at a

stone table, old and hoary, with his white beard grown through the

table.

In the Harz the ivild chase thunders past the Eichelberg with

its hoho and clamour of hounds. Once when a carpenter had the

courage to add to it his own hoho, a black mass came tumbling
down the chimney on the fire, scattering sparks and brands about

the people s ears : a huge horse s thigh lay on the hearth, and the

said carpenter was dead. The wild hunter rides a black headless

horse, a hunting-whip in one hand and a bugle in the other ; his

face is set in his neck, $nd between the blasts he cries hoho

hoho ; before and behind go plenty of women, huntsmen and

dogs. At times, they say, he shews himself kind, and comforts

the lost wanderer with meat and drink (Harrys 2, 6).

In Central Germany this ghostly apparition is simply called

the wild huntsman, or has some other and more modern name

1 Holw, woit gut ! AW. 3, 144-5. Both wod and ivoit seem to me to refer to

W6dan, Wuotan, as exclamations are apt to contain the names of gods.
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attached to him. By Wallrod near Schliichtern in Hanau country
are seen tall basaltic crags standing up like ruins : there in former

times was the wild man s house, and you may still see his grey

gigantic figure make its rounds through the forest, over heath and

field, with crashing and uproar (conf. 432. 482). A Thuringian

story contains (and in a clearer form) that Bavarian chase after

the holzweiblein. The wild hunter pursues the moss-folk, the

little wood-wives 1
; he remains unseen, but you hear him bluster in

the air, so that it crickles and crackles/ A peasant of Arntsch-

gerente near Saalfeld had the impudence, when he heard

shouting and the bark of dogs in the wood, to put in his tongue
and mimic the huntsmen s cry : the next morning he found the

quarter of a little moss-wife hung up outside his stable door, as if

to pay him for his share in the hunt.2 ( Dixerunt majores nostri,

tempore melioris et probioris aevi, concubinas sacerdotum in aere a

daemonibus, non aliter quam feras sylvestres a canibus venaticis,

agitari atque tandem discerptas inveniri : quod si hominum quis-

piam haec [hanc ?] audiens venationem suo clamore adjuverit, illi

part-em vel membrumconcubinae dissectum adjanuam domus mane
a daemonibus suspensum/ Bebelii Facetiae (Tub. 1555) p. 1 l

a
.

Here the wood-wives are replaced by priests wives, but the same

may already have been done in the 13th cent, folktale. Our

German tradition says nothing about the reason why the airy

hunter pursues the wood-wife ;

3
among the people of Upper

Germany the wild women themselves play a leading part in the
f twelve nights, and in Lent they are part and parcel of this

1 These moosleute and holzweibel belong to the class of wood-sprites (p. 483),

forming a link between them and dwarfs ;
It is Voigtland legend that knows most

about them. They look like three-year old children, keep on friendly terms with

men, and make them presents. They often help at haymaking, feed cattle, and sit

down to table with men. At flax-harvest the countryman leaves three handfuls of
flax lying in the field for the holziveibel (conf. pp. 448. 509) ; and in felling trees, dur

ing the brief time that the noise of the falling tree lasts, he marks tliree crosses on the

trunk with his axe : in the triangle formed by these crosses the holzweibel sit and
have respite from the wild hunter, who at all times is shy of the cross (conf. Deut.

sag. no. 47). But Voigtland tradition makes the wild hunter himself have the

figure of a small man hideously overgrown icith moss, who roamed about in a narrow

glen a league long (Jul. Schmidt 140). In the Eiesengebirg the night-spirit is said

to chase before him the riittelweibchen, who can only find protection under a tree

at the felling of which the words Gott wait s ! (not wait s Gott !
)
were uttered,

Deut. sag. no. 270.
2 Deut. sag. no. 48. Jul. Schmidt p. 143

;
conf. no. 301, where the dwarf hangs

a chamois before the huntsman s door.
3 See below, the story from Boccaccio and that of Gronjette.
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heathenish specfcredom. Even among the Vicentine and Veronese

Germans, the keenest sportsman will not venture on the track of

game at the seasons just mentioned, for fear of the wild man and

the ivood-wife. No herdsman will drive cattle out, the flocks and

herds are watered in the stable, children fetching the water in

earthen vessels from the nearest spring. For the wood-wife the

women spin a portion of hair (flax) on their distaffs, and throw it

in the fire as a peace-offering to her (Hormayr s Tyrol 1, 141).

The legend of the wild hunt extends to the Ardennes, and Wolf

in his Niederl. sagen nos. 516-7 (conf. p. 706) justly lays stress on

the fact that the object hunted is usually the boar, that a wood

cutter who had taken part in the hunt was a whole fortnight salt

ing boar s flesh ;
which reminds us of the boar of the einheriar

(pp. 318, 386), the caro aprina, and the roast boar in the legend

of Walther (Waltharius p. 105) ;
and Hackelberg s dream (p. 921)

is about the boar (see Suppl.).

The people dread having to do with these powerful spirits, and

whoever breaks through this backwardness pays for it heavily.

The Westphalian peasant (p. 921) fared worse than he of Saalfeld;

so did a tailor in the Miinsterland. When the wild hunt swept

over his house, he mocked the hunter by repeating his huhu, Hif-

Jdaf after him ;
then a horse s foot came through the window, and

knocked him off his table, while a terrible voice rang out of the

air : willstu mit mir jagen, sollst du mit mir knagen (gnaw) !

DS. no. 309. A girl at Delligsen by Alfeld (Hildesheim

country) tells the tale : Mine mutter vertelle, dat de helljdger

dorch de luft ejaget herre (had been hunting) un jimmer eraupen

ha ha ! tejif, tejaf, tejaf ! De knechte (labourers) tau Hohne

ut n ganzen dorpe keimen eins avens to hope, un brochten alle

de hunne (dogs) ut n dorpe mit, umme dat se den liclljagcr wat

briien wollen. Da kumte ok dorch de luft en ejaget, un wie hei

ropt ha ha ! sau raupt de knechte ok ha ha ! un wie de

hunne in r luft jilpert, sau jilpert un bleft de hunne ut n dorpe

ok alle; do smitt de heUjdger on watherunner (somewhat down to

them) un schriet : wil ji mit jagen, so konn ji
ok mit gnagen V

Ans se den annern (next) morgen tau seien dauet (went to see),

wat on de helljilger henne smetten herre, da ist n olen per-

schinken (an old gammon of boar)/ An Austrian folktale in

Ziska s Miirchen p. 37 tells of another fellow who, when the
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wilde gjoad swept past, had the audacity to beg for a piece of

game to roast; the same in a Nethl. story, Wolf no. 259. On
the other hand, a W. Preussen tale in Tettau and Temme no.

200 says, on the Bullerberg in the forest of Skrzynka, Stargard

circuit, the wild hunter carries on his operations on Bartholomew s

night, and once he flung a man s thigh out of the air into the

head forester s
. carriage, with the words: Something for you

out of our hunt !

A Meissen folk-tale calls the spectre Hans Jacjenteufel and

pictures him as a man booted and spurred, in a long grey coat,

with a bugle over his back, but no head, riding through the

wood on a grey horse, DS. no. 309. They also tell of a wild

hunter named Mansbwg, of what district I do not know.

Swabian stories about Elbendrotsch s 1
hunting, about the

Nuotes heer 2
, I should like to know more fully ; the castle of

junker Marten, a wild hunter of Baden, stood at the village of

Singen by the Pfinz, and his tombstone is shewn in a chapel on

the way to Konigsbach ; the people in the Bahnwald see him at

night with his dogs (Mone s Anz. 3, 363). Johann Hiibner the

one-eyed, rides at midnight on a black horse, DS. no. 128.

Other tales of S. Germany give no names, but simply place at

the head of the wild host a white man on a white horse (Moneys
Anz. 7, 370. 8, 306) ;

an old lord of a castle rides a white

horse, which may be seen grazing the meadows, ibid. 3, 259, just

as Oden pastured his steed (p. 155n.). Even Michel Beheim

(born 141 6) made a meister-song on Eberhart, count of Wirten-

berg, who hears in the forest a sudden din and uproar vast/

then beholds a spectre, who tells him the manner of his damna

tion. When alive he was a lord, that never had his fill of

hunting, and at last made his request unto the Lord to let him

hunt till the Judgment-day ; the prayer was granted, and these

500 years all but 50, he has hunted a stag that he never can

overtake; his face is wrinkled as a sponge.
3 This is only another

form of the L. Saxon legend of Hackelberg (see Suppl.)

1 Grater s Iduna 1813, p. 88 : 1814, p. 102. Conf. elbentrotsch p. 461.
2 Wagner s Madame Justitia p. 22. Schmid s Worth. 391 stiirniet wia s

Muthesheer seia verschrocka wia wenn (scared as if) s Muathesheer anen vor-

beizoga war, Neflen s Vetter aus Scbwaben (Stutg. 1837), pp. 154, 253. Is it a

corrup. of Wuotes hbr, Scbm. 4, 202, like potz, kotz (p. 15) ? or is it muot (ira)
=

wuot ? Conf. Fromuot, p. 891.
3 Von der Hagen s (etc.) Sammlung (etc.) 1, 43-4.

VOL. III. D
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But in the same Swabia, in the 16th cent, (and why not

earlier?) they placed a spectre named Berchtold at the head of

the wutende heer, they imagined him clothed in white, seated on a

ivhite horse, leading white hounds in the leash, and with a horn

hanging from his neck. 1 This Berchtold we have met before

(p. 279) : he was the masculine form of white-robed Berhta, who

is also named Prechtolterli (Grat. Iduna 1814, p. 102).

Here we get a new point of view. Not only Wuotan and

other gods, but heathen goddesses too, may head the furious

host: the wild hunter passes into the wood-wife, Wodan into

frau Gaude. Of Perchtha touching stories are known in the

Orla-gau. The little ones over whom she rules are human

children who have died before baptism, and are thereby become

her property (pp. 918. 920). By these weeping babes she is sur

rounded (as dame Gaude by her daughters), and gets ferried over

in the boat with them (p. 275-6). A young woman had lost her

only child ; she wept continually and could not be comforted.

She ran out to the grave every night, and wailed so that the

stones might have pitied her. The night before Twelfth-day

she saw Perchtha sweep past not far off; behind all the other

children she noticed a little one with its shirt soaked quite

through, carrying &jug of water in its hand, and so weary that it

could not keep up with the rest ; it stood still in trouble before

a fence, over which Perchtha strode and the children scrambled.

At that moment the mother recognised her own child, came

running up and lifted it over the fence. While she had it in her

arms the child spoke : Oh how warm a mother s hands are !

but do not cry so much, else you cry my jug too full and heavy,

see, I have already spilt it all over my shirt. From that night

the mother ceased to weep : so says the Wilhelmsdorf account

(Borner p. 142-3). At Bodelwitz they tell it somewhat differ

ently : the child said,
f Oh how warm is a mother s arm/ and

followed up the request Mother, do not cry so with the words

You know every tear you weep I have to gather in my jug.

And the mother had one more good hearty cry (ib. 152). Fairy

1 Historic Peter Leuen des andern Kalenbergers, von Achilles Jason Wid-
man (aus schwiibisch Hall), Nurnb. 1560. Keprinted in Hagen s Narrenbuch, p. 353.

Peter Leu here plays a trick on peasants, p. 394, by disguising himself as Berch

told.
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tales have the story of a little shroud drenched with tears

(Kinderm. 109. Reusch no. 32. Thorn. Cantipr. p. 501, conf.

Wolfs Wodana p. 153), and the Danish folktale of Aage and

Else makes flowing tears fill the coffin with blood; but here

we have the significant feature added of the children journeying
in Perhta s train. The jug may be connected with the lachry

matories found in tombs l
(see SuppL).

With Berahta we have also to consider Holda, Diana and Hero-

dias. Berahta and Holda shew themselves, like frau Gaude

(p. 925), in the twelves about New-year s day. Joh. Herolt,

a Dominican, who at the beginning of the 15th cent, wrote his

Sermones discipuli de tempore et de sanctis, says in Sermo 11

(in die Nativ.) : Sunt quidam, qui in his xii. noctibus subsequen-
tibus multas vanitates exercent, qui deam, quam quidam Dianam

vocant, in vulgari die frawen unhold, dicunt cum suo exercitu

ambulare. The same nocturnal perambulation is spoken of in the

passages about Diana* Herodias and Abundia p. 283 seq. It is

exactly the Vicentine wood-wife, who acts along with the wild

man, and to whom the people still offer up gifts. And as Berhta-

worship in the Salzburg country became a popular merrymaking

(p. 279), so a Posterli-hunt, performed by the country-folk them

selves on the Thursday before Christmas, is become an established

custom in the Entlibuch. The Posterli 3 is imagined to be a

spectre in the shape of an old woman or she-goat (conf. p. 916).

In the evening the young fellows of the village assemble, and

with loud shouts and clashing of tins, blowing of alp-horns, ring

ing of cow-bells and goat-bells, and cracking of whips, tramp
over hill and dale to another village, where the young men receive

them with the like uproar. One of the party represents the

1 Infantum animae flentes in limine primo,
quos dulcis vitae exsortes et ab ubere raptos
abstulit atra dies et funere mersit acerbo. Virg. Aen. 6, 427.

In the Introd. to the Pentameron the revival of a dead man depends on a cruse

hung upon his tomb being wept full.
2 With Diana agrees the Pol. Dziewanna, Dzieivina (Linde 1, 599b

),
Dziewica ;

Liebusch has the foil, story about a Dziivitza in Up. Lausitz : she was a beautiful

young knenye or princess, who roamed in the woods, armed with the zylba (a jave

lin) ;
the finest of hounds accompanied, scaring both game and men who were in

the thick forest at midday. The people still joke any one that spends the hour of

noon alone in the fir-woods : are you not afraid Dziwitza will come to you ? But
she also hunts of a moonlight night.

3
Isitsynon. with frau Paste (p. 782 n.), and taken from the Slavic post = fast,

jejunium ?
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Posterli, or they draw it in a sledge in the shape of a puppet, and

leave it standing in a corner of the other village ; then the noise

is hushed, and all turn homewards (Staid. 1, 208). At some

places in Switzerland the Strdggele goes about on the Ember-

night, Wednesday before Christmas, afflicting the girls that have

not finished their day s spinning (ib. 2, 405). Thus Posterli and

Striiggele resemble to a hair both Berhta and Holda. 1 At Neu-

brunn (Wiirzburg country) the furious host always passed through
three houses, each of which had three doors directly behind

one another, street-door, kitchen-door, and back-door; and so

wherever it finds three doors in a line, the furious host will drive

through them. If you are in the street or yard when it passes,

and pop your head between the spokes of a cart-wheel, it will

sweep past, else it will wring your neck. Old people at Massfeld

tell you, it used to come down the Zinkenstill by the cross-road

near Eeumes bridge, and go over the hills to Dreissigacker.

Many will swear by all that is sacred, that they have seen it

(Bechstein s Frank, sag. no. 137). In Thuringia the furious host

travels in the train of frau Holla (DS. no. 7). At Eisleben and

all over the Mansfeld country it always came past on the Thurs

day in Shrove-tide ; the people assembled, and looked out for its

coming, just as if a mighty monarch were making his entry. In

front of the troop came an old man with a white staff, the trusty

Eckhart, warning the people to move out of the way, and some

even to go home, lest harm befall them. Behind him, some came

riding, some walking, and among them persons who had lately

died. One rode a two-legged horse,&quot; one was tied down on a wheel

which moved of itself, others ran without any heads, or carried

their legs across their shoulders. A drunken peasant, who would

not make room for the host, was caught up and set upon a high

rock, where he waited for days before he could be helped down

again.
3 Here frau Holda at the head of her spirit-host produces

quite the impression of a heathen goddess making her royal pro-

1 Conf. the nightly excursions of the Scottish elf-queen (Scott s Minstr. 2, 149,

161), and of the fays (Keightley 1, 166).
2 Hel rides a three-legged one, p. 844.
8
Agricola s Spr. 667. Eyering 1, 781 6. Headless figures, beasts two-legged,

three-legged, redhot, are in many ghost stories ; a headless wild hunter runs riot

in the Wetterau (Dieffenbach s Wett. p. 280), in Pomerania a headless horseman

(Teinme no. 140).
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gress : the people flock to meet and greet her, as they did to

Freyr (p. 213) or Nerthus (p. 251). Eckhart with his -white staff

discharges the office of a herald, a chamberlain, clearing the road

before her. Her living retinue is now converted into spectres

(see Suppl.).

Eckhart the trusty, a notable figure in the group of Old-Teutonic

heroes (Heldensage 144. 190, reeve of the Harlungs, perhaps

more exactly Eclcewart, Kriemhild s hammerer, Nib. 1338, 3) gets

mixt up with the myths of gods. The appendix or preface to

the Heldenbuch makes him sit outside the Venus-mount to warn

people, as here he warns them of the furious host ; so much the

plainer becomes his vocation here, as well as the meaning of the

Venusberg. Eckhart goes before the furious host with Holda, he

is also doomed to abide till the Judgment-day at the mount of

Venus : the identity of Holda and Venus is placed beyond ques

tion. That mountain (some say the Hoselberg or Horselberg near

Eisenach) is dame Holle s court, and not till the 15-16th cent,

does she seem to have been made into dame Venus ;
l in subter

ranean caves she dwells in state and splendour like the kings of

dwarfs
;
some few among men still find their way in, and there

live with her in bliss. The tale of the noble Tanhauser, who went

down to view her wonders,
2

is one of the most fascinating fictions

i Conf. p. 456. Venusberg in the Nethl. chapbook Margareta van Limburg
c. 56. 82-4, also in the Morin. Keisersperg (Omeiss 30) makes witches fare to frau

Fenusberg. There must have been a good many of these Venusbergs, particularly

in Swabia : one near Waldsee, another by Ufhausen near Freiburg, in which the

Schnewburger takes up his lodging, like Tanhauser, H. Schreiber s Tagb. 1839, p.

348, Doubtless the original M. Nethl. poem of Marg. van Limburg (A.D. 1357) also

had Venusberg, as the later chapbook and Johau von Soest s paraphrase have

(Mone s Anz. 4, 168), so that its earliest occurrence is rather to be placed in the 14th

cent. A Dresden MS. of the 15th cent. (Hagen s Grundr. 336) contains a still

unprinted poem on the Venusberg, prob. composed in the 14th cent. Joh. v. Soest

wrote in 1470, Herm. von Sachsenheim 1453, and before them Joh. Nider (d. 1440

in his Formicarius names the Venusberg. Joh. Herolt speaks, as we saw, of Diana

and frau Unbold ; and next of kin is the mount that houses Felicia and Juno

(p. 961). There may have been similar stories in Italy, for Paracelsus (Strasb.

1616) 2, 291C informs us : And by the same pygmaei was the Venusberg in Italia

occupied, for Venus herself was a nympha, and the Venusberg hath been likened

unto her realm ;
but she also is past away, and her realm hath departed with

her and ceased. For who now heareth tell of them, as in the old time when Dann-

hauser and others were therein ? And the same is no fabled song of him, but a true

history. Again, in the Chirurg. schriften (Strasb. 1618) p. 332b - Some that be

very great thereat, do secretly practise nigromancia, as campisirer (strollers) that

come straight out of the Venusberg, who have dipped their art in the Veltliner, and

have said matins with brother Eckart, and eaten a black-pudding with DanhauserS

Afzelius 2, 141 tells of a bridegroom who was 40 years among the elves. All the

legends place Venus and Holda in elf-mountains.
2 Deut. sag. no. 170. As the pope by the dried up stick cuts off Tanhauser
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of the Mid. Age : in it the hankering after old heathenism, and

the harshness of the Christian clergy, are movingly portrayed.

Eckhart, perhaps a heathen priest, is courtier and conductor of

the goddess when she rides out at a stated season of the year. I

might even make him with his /cr/pv/ceiov the psychopompos of the

mounted host of the dead (conf. the waggon of souls creaking in

the air, p. 833) ; only he conducts, not the departing, but rather

the returning dead.

As we can also prove Dietrich von Bern s participation in the

wild hunt (and Eckhart was one of his hero-band), he may stand

as our second native hero in this group. Now the Lausitz

people name the wild hunter Bemdietrichf Dietrich Bernhard, or

Diterbenada ; the older Wends have many a time heard him

hunt, and can tell of unsavoury joints that he gives away for

roasting.
1 Bemdietrich too is the wild hunter s name in the

Orlagau (Borner pp. 213-6. 236), where his dogs rouse and chase

the wood-wives. Nay in the Harz, at the Bode-kessel (-crater)

over the Ros-trappe (horse s footmark), stands the wild hunter

turned into stone :

f we call him Bernhart was a boy s account,

and the father of the Brunhild that leapt across the Bodethal on

her steed is called by the people he of Bdren (von Bern) ; this

is the more significant, as Gibicho also (p. 137) is placed in the

same mountains (Z. f. d. a. 1, 575). But from Fichte, himself a

Lausitz man, we derive the information that Jcnecht Ruprecht (p.

504) is there called Dietrich von Bern (Deut. heldensage p. 40).

The two interpretations admit of being harmonized. Knecht

Ruprecht makes his appearance beside frau Berhta, as her ser

vant and companion (p. 514-5), sometimes her substitute, and like

from all hope, so in Swed. tradition the priest says to the musical neck :

sooner will this cane I hold in my hand grow green and blossom, than thou obtain

salvation ;
the neck sorrowfully throws his harp away, and weeps. The priest

rides on, and presently his staff begins to put forth leaf and flower, he turns back

to tell the marvel to the neck, who then plays joyful tunes the whole night long,
Afz. 2, 156. But this myth of Tanhauser accords with many others, esp. Celtic

ones. Tanhauser passes many a year with Holda in the mountain, so does Tamlane
with the queen of fays, Thomas of Ercildon with the fairy queen (Scott s Minstr. 2,

193. 3, 181 3), Ogier 200 years with fata Morgana in Avalon : she had pressed a

garland on his head, which made him forget everything, But the legend is Teu
tonic for all that, it is told in Sweden of the elf-king s daughter (p. 466 and Afz. 2,

141), and in the kinderm. of frau Fortuna, Altd. bl. 1, 297. And so does Odysseus

stay with Calypso and with Circe
;
but who would think of deriving the story of

Tanhauser from that of Ulysses or Orpheus, as Mone does (Anz. 5, 168) ?

1 Joh. Hortzschansky s Sitten u. gebr. der Wenden, part 3 (Dessau and Gorl.

1782) 3, 258. Laus. monatsschr. 1797 p. 749. Liebusch s Skythika p. 287.
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her a terror to children. Add to this, that both Ruprecht

and Berhta appear at Christmas ; and, what is most decisive of

all, Wode in Mecklenburg, like Berhta in Swabia, runs through

the flax on the distaff, and Wode, like Ruprecht and Niclas,

apportions good or evil to infants. 1 So that Dietrich von Bern,

like trusty Eckhart, is entitled to appear in Wuotan s, Holda s,

Berhta s train, or to fill their place. Then, in another connexion,

Dietrich the fire-breathing, painted superhuman, is in poems of

the Mid. Age fetched away, on a spectral fire-spirting steed, to

hell or to the wilderness, there to fight with reptiles till the Judg

ment-day (D. heldensage 38 40). This agrees with our Altrnark

story of Hackelberg (p. 922) ;
and in the compound Hackel-berend,

the second half seems plainly to have led to Berend Bernhart and

Dietrich- bern, as indeed the dreams of Hackelberg and Berend

were identical (p. 923). Lastly, perhaps the Nethl. Derk met den

leer (p. 213-4) ought to be taken into account here, not that I

would derive his epithet from a misapprehension of Dietrich von

Bern (see Suppl.).

We have come to know the wild host in two principal lights :

as a nocturnal hunt of male, and as a stately progress of female,

deities ; both, especially the last, occurring at stated seasons.

The precise meaning of the word host calls for a third explan

ation : it marches as an army, it portends the outbreak of war.

Wuotan (the old father of hosts, p. 817), Hackelbemd, Berhtolt,

bestriding their white war-horse, armed and spurred, appear

still as supreme directors of the war for which they, so to speak,

give licence to mankind. There is more than one legend of

enchanted mountains, in whose interior becomes audible, from

time to time, drumming, piping and the clash of arms : an

ancient host of spirits and gods is shut up inside, and is arming
to sally out. I do not know a finer, a more perfect legend in

this respect than that of the Odenberg in Lower Hesse, which

stands too in the immediate neighbourhood of a Gudensberg (i.e

Wodansberg), but distinct from it, so that Odenberg cannot

be explained by the ON. form OSinn; it may come from 6d

(felicitas), perhaps from odi (desertus). This long while the

people have connected Odenberg not with the heathen deity, but

1 Franke s Alt und neu Meckl. 1, 57. In Silesia children are stilled with the

night-hunter, Deut. sag. no 270.
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with Charles the great hero-king, and even with Charles V.1

This emperor, owing to his treatment of Landgrave Philip, has

left a lasting impression in Hesse : Karle Q.uintes with his soldiers

is lodged in the Odenberg ; and as the Svvabian mother threatens

her infant with the iron Berhta (p. 277), Be still, or the Prech-

tolterli will come/ and the Bavarian with Hush, there s

Prechte coming to cut your belly open/ the Hessian of this

district stills it by the exhortation Da, der Quinte kommt !

But in earlier times they meant Charles the Great, as is suffi

ciently proved by the legend of the thirsting army, known to the

annalists (pp. 117. 153), and itself a deposit of still older heathen

myths. Charles had moved his army into the mountains of the

Gudensberg country, some say victorious, others in flight, from

the east (Westphalia). His warriors pined with thirst, the king
sat on a snow-white steed ; then the horse stamped with his foot

on the ground, and broke away a piece of rock
;
out of the

opening gushed a bubbling spring (pp. 226. 584), and the whole

army was watered. Glixborn is the name of the spring, to

whose clear cold waves the country-folk impute a higher cleans

ing power than to common water, and women from surrounding

villages come to wash their linen there. The stone with the

hoof-mark may still be seen, let into the wall of Gudensberg

churchyard. After that, king Charles fought a great battle at

the foot of the Odenberg : the streaming blood tore deep furrows
in the ground (they have often been filled up, but the rain always
washes them open), the red waves rolled (wulchen) together, and

poured down all the way to Bessa. Charles won the victory :

in the evening the rock opened, took him and his exhausted

soldiery in, and closed its walls. Here in the Odenberg the king
rests from his valiant deeds ; but he has promised to come out

every seven (or every 100) years, and when that time is past,

you hear a rattling of arms in the air, neighing of horses and

tramp of hoofs ; the procession passes by the Glisborn, where

the steeds are watered, then goes on its way till, having finished

its round, it returns at last into the mountain again. Once people
were going past the Odenberg, and heard the roll of drums, but

1 At Broterode they shew a fann (flag) of Karlcs quintes, and connect with it

the bloody assize held at the place, really the MHG. Karles relit or lot,
Bechsteiu s Thiir. sag. 2, 95.
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saw nothing. A wise man bade them look, one after another,

through the ring formed by his arm held a-kimbo : immediately

they saw a multitude of soldiers, engaged in military exercises,

go in and out of the mountain. 1 This looking through the arm

gives assurance of the genuine primitive legend. Saxo Gram,

p. 37 relates, that Biarco was unable to see Othin, who, mounted

on white steed and covered with white shield, was aiding the

hostile army of Swedes. Quoth Biarco to Ruta :

At nunc ille ubi sit qui vulgo dicitur Othin

armipotens, uno semper contentus ocello ?

die mihi, Euta, precor, usquam si conspicis ilium ?

Euta : Adde oculum propius, et nostras prospice chelas,

ante sacraturas victrici lumina signo,

si vis praesentem tuto cognoscere Martem.*

Biarco : Si potero horrendum Friggce spectare maritum,

quantumcunque albo clypeo sit tectus et album

flectat equum, Lethra nequaquam sospes abibit.

fas est belligeram bello prosternere divam.

Looking through the rounded arm (chela, %??7u?)
enables one to

see spirits (Altd. blatter 1, 290), so does looking over the right

shoulder (p. 459n., Superst. I, 996) or between a horse s ears. And

this the Hessian folktale has preserved. Plainly as Wuotan is

indicated on the whole, the story seems at times to shift itself to

Donar, for we are also told of a red rider on a red horse and with

heron s plume of red wool, who on certain days of the year

gallops round the wooded fringe of the Odenberg : it is the ghost

of Carolus quintus. The description would better fit Frederic

Barbarossa who sits entranced in the Kifhauser, and red-haired

Donar (see Suppl.).

Similar to this Odenberg host are the excursions of the Bothen-

thaler in Aargau,
3 of the Rodensteiner to Schnellerts* of the grey

man over the Rockenstul near Geisa in the Fulda country (Bechst.

1 For this and other stories faithfully taken down from the lips of the

peasantry, I am indebted to a kind communication from Herr Ptister, artill. officer

of Electoral Hesse.
2 As there can be no doubt about Othin, it is singular that Saxo should call

him Mars. It serves to establish the original nearness of Wuotan to Zio (p. 197).
3 Wyss s Reise ins Beruer Oberland 2, 420.
4 Deut. sag. no. 169. Sclmellerts = house of Schnellert, Snelhart. A mon

strous spirit named Siiellaart in Marg. van Linib. 7
b

.
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Frank, sag. 1, 68), and of others in other parts, see Moneys Anz.

3, 259. 8, 306 ; as the host passed over Wolfartsweiler, one of

them shouted down: If thou suffer harm, bind thee with red

yarn ! 8, 307. We read in Heimreich s Nordfries. chron. 2, 93

that outside Tondern in 1637 armies were seen mustering in the

air and fighting, in dear weather. 1 An Irish folktale gives an

account of the ancient chieftain O DonogJme, who yearly on the

first of May, mounted on a milkwhito steed, rises from the waters

of a lake, to revisit his realm. On an August night, an etirl

of Kildare shews himself armed, on a splendid war-horse, and

reviews the shades of his warriors (Elfenm. 192-3. 233).

Strikingly similar to the (

duris, durst on pp. 521. 920 is a

Finnic Turisas, god of war and at the same time a giant (turras,

turrisas, tursas), who, when a war is imminent, has his drum

beaten high up in the clouds. To the Lettons johdi or murgi
means ghosts, souls of the dead ; when the northern lights flicker,

they say johdi kaujahs/ ghosts are fighting, or karru lauschu

dwehseles kaujahs/ the souls of fallen warriors fight.
12

They
connect the ghostly tumult with a shining phenomenon, as we do

with a sounding one ; it reminds one also of the war stirred up

by our landsknechts in heaven itself, and still more of the ON.

name for war and battle, Hiaffnmga ve&r eiSa el, Hedaniugorum

tempestas vel procella, Sn. 163. In a lengthened fight the

heroes had fallen, when Hildur the valkyrja came to the battle

field at night, waked them all up, and let them fight it over again,

and so every day till the end of the world they shall do battle by

day and lie dead at night. This, I think, is the very earliest

example of an army warring in the clouds, which was a way of

explaining the natural phenomenon, as we see by the words ve*3r,

el. Of a battle between Swedes and Croats the Thuringians

have a story, that on its anniversary, at 1 1 o clock at night, all

the buried soldiers start up and begin to fight afresh till the clock

strikes one, then they sink into the ground and lie quite still

again for a year, Bechst. 4, 231 (see Suppl.).

1 Guicciardini s Hist, d ltalia (1583) p. 22 : Risuonava per tutto la fama,
essere nel territorio d Arezzo passati visibilmente molti di per Varia infiniti huomini

armati, sopra grossissimi cavalli e con terribile strepito di suoni di trombe e di

tamburi. Conf. the Dan. legend of Klintekonitfs or Ellekonig s trooping out,

Thiele, 1, 98. 3, 55. Even children marching with pike and flag portend war,

Superst. I, 106.
2 Stender s Lett. gram. (1783) p. 2G2-6. Bergmann p. 145.
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But the Romance nations have no less their own traditions

of this aerial host, which on some points agree exactly with the

German.

In France such an air -picture of contending spirits goes by

the name of Hellequin, Hielekin (Bosquet 7077), and in Spain

of ezercito antiguo.
1 Guilielm. Alvernus (d. 1248) p. 1037 : de

equitibus vero nocturnis, qui vulgari gallicano Hellequin, et vul-

gari hispanico exercitus antiqiius vocantur, nondum tibi satis-

feci, quia nondum declarare intendo qui sint
;
nee tamen certum

est eos malignos spiritus esse, loquar igitur tibi de his in sequen-

tibus/ P. 1065 : de substantiis apparentibus in similitudine

equitantiuin et bellatorum, et in similitudine exercituurti innumera-

bilium, interdum autem et paucorum equitum. P. 1067 :

( nar-

ratur quoque, quod quidam videns hujusmodi exercitum (at a

parting of roads) terrore percussus a via publica declinavit in

agrum contiguum, ubi quasi in refugio, transeunte juxta ilium toto

illo exercitu, illaesus permansit et nihil mali passus est ab illis.

propter quod opinio inolevit apud multos, agros gaudere pro-

tectione Oreatoris propter utilitatem hominum, et hac de causa

non esse accessum malignis spiritibus ad eos, neque potestatem

nocendi propter hanc causam hominibus existentibus in eis. Gens

autem idolatrarum tutelam istarn et defensionem, si earn vel cre-

deret vel audiret, numinibus arvorum illam attribueret. opinor

autem, quod Cererem deam, quae agris praeest, hujusmodi homi-

nem protexisse crederent, exercitumque ilium intra fines regnum-

que Cereris nemini posse nocere/ P. 1073: f nec te removeat

aut conturbet ullatenus vulgaris ilia Hispanorum nominatio, qua

malignos spiritus, qui in armis ludere ac pugnare videri con-

sueverunt, exercitum antiquum nominant, magis enim anilis et

delirantium vetularum nominatio est quam veritatis/ Radulfus

de Presles ad libr. 15 cap. 23 De civ. Dei : la inesgnee de Helle-

quin} de dame Habonde (p. 286), et des esperis quils appellent

fees/ Ducange sub v. In the Jeu d Adan, the maisnie Hielekin

is heard approaching with tinkling bells, the three fays (p. 411)

accompanying, and a sires Hellequins is named. Reiffenberg s

Renseign. p. 94. Vincent, bellov. lib. 30 cap. 118, and after him

Keisersp. (Omeiss 37-8) mention a certain Natalis, Alle quinti,

1 I.e. the vast throng of the dead (p. 847) : he geit in t olde heer = he dies,

Narragonia 84b . dem alten haufen zuschicken, Keisersp. serm. on Brant, p. m. 43.
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I

Karoli quinti, who when dead appeared again, and, being ques
tioned on the furious host, reported that it had ceased ever since

Carolus quintus performed his penance. To the furious host is

here given the name Caroliquinti, some say Allequinti, obviously
the same thing as Hellequin and our Hessian Karlequinte in the

Odenberg, p. 938. Nevertheless it seems a false interpretation

of the older Hellequin, whose mesnie is mentioned several times

in poems of the 13th cent.1 as well as by Guil. Alvernus, and who
cannot therefore be the French king Charles V. of the latter half

of the 14th cent. That in France too they connect Charles the

Great with the furious host, appears from a Burgundian poem of

the 17th cent., in which Charlemagne bestrides his horse at the

head of the airy apparition, and Roland carries the standard

(Journ. des savans 1832, p. 496). But what if Hellequin were

after all the German helle (underworld) or its diminutive hellekin,

personified and made masculine ?
2 At Tours they say chasse

briquet (briguet is hound), and le carosse du roi Hugon? who

rides round the city walls at night, and beats or carries off

all that encounter him. Here also king Hugo Capet s carriage

represents that of a heathen god ; in Poitou they call it chasse-

gallerie. In the forest of Fontainebleau le grand veneur is

supposed to hunt.

In Gervase of Tilbury s time the British woods already rang
with king Arthur s mighty hunt (Ot. imp. 2, 12) : narrantibus

nemorum custodibus, quos forestarios vulgus nominat, se alternis

diebus circa horam meridianam et in primo noctium conticinio

sub plenilunio luna lucente saepissime videre militum copiam

venantium et canum et cornuum strepitum, qui sciscitantibus se

de societate et familia Arturi esse affirmant. The Complaynt of

Scotland p. 97-8 says : Arthour knycht he raid on nycht with

gyldin spur and candillycht/ The elf-queen and the fays have

already been spoken of (p. 934n.). Shakspeare (M. Wives of W.

iv, 4. v, 5) tells how { Herne the hunter doth all the winter time

at still midnight walk round about an oak. 4

1
E.g. in Eichard sans peur, in the Eoman de Fauvel; conf. Jubinal s Contes 1,

284. Michel s Theatre fr. pp. 7376.
2 Kausler s Chron. v. Flandern 8049 : ten Hallekine, at little hell (name of a

place).
3 Mem. des antiq. 8, 458. Noei bourguignons p. 237. Thuanus lib. 24 p. 1104.
4 Herne too, if a myth, had got localized : sometime a keeper here hi Windsor

forest. TRANS.
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Boccaccio (Decam. 5, 8) has the story of a ghost who, having

been done to death by his false mistress, chases her naked

through the wood every Friday, and has her torn to pieces by his

hounds : every time she is slain, she rises again, and the grue

some hunt begins anew. Manni says the tale is taken out of

Helinand; it may afford some solution of the wild hunter s

pursuit of the wood-wife (p. 929), even if we are bound, as is

fair, to trace the novelist s plot in the first instance to the simple

basis of a folktale. In the poem on Etzel
;

s court, the Wunderer

shews himself almost exactly such a wild man and hunter ; he

chases frau Scelde with his dogs, and threatens to devour her, as

the hunter does the fleeing wood-wife, or the infernalis venator

a departed soul (see Suppl.). Far more important is a story in

the Eckenlied : Fasolt hunts with hounds a wild maiden in the

forest, just as the wild hunter does the holzweiblem, Lassberg s

ed. 161201, Hagen s 21354, conf. 333. This becomes of

moment to our understanding of Fasolt, who was a storm-giant

(pp. 530. 636), and here turns up like Wuotan in the wild host.

Between the Norse legends and ours the links are not so far

to seek. The Danes have made a wild hunter of their famous

and beloved king Waldemar. The Zealand fable represents him,

like Charles the Great (p. 435n.), as irresistibly drawn, by a

magic ring, to a maiden, and after her death to a woodland

district. He dwells in the forest of Gurre, and there hunts night
and day ;

1 like Hackelberg, he uttered the presumptuous wish :

God may keep his heaven, so long as I can hunt in Gurre for
evermore ! So now he rides from Burre to Gurre every night ;

as soon as the ear can catch his
( hoho and the crack of his

whip, the people slink aside under the trees. Foremost in the

train run coal-black hounds, with fiery red-hot tongues hanging
out of their throats ; then appears Wolmar on a white horse, some

times carrying his head under his left arm (conf. Superst. I, 605).

If he meets any men, especially old men, he gives them hounds

to hold. He follows one particular route, doors and locks fly

open before him, and his track is named Wolmar s street, Volde-

mars-vej (Antiqvariske annaler 1, 15) ; here one cannot help

thinking of Irmingstrset and Eriksgata (p. 356 361). Those

1 In hunting he practises cruelties on the peasantry ;
he also chases a mermaid,

Thiele 1. 46. 52.
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who have held his hounds he presents with seeming trifles, which

afterwards turn into gold : he will give a ducat for a horse-shoe

(Thiele 1, 89 95). These stories are alike suggestive of Charles

the Great, of Hackelberg, and of frau Holla or Perhta ;
conf .

Miillenhoff s Schlesw. hoist, sag. nos. 485-6.

In the I. of Moen is a wood named Griinewald : there every

night the Gronjette hunts on horseback, his head tucked under his

left arm, a spear in his right, and a pack of hounds about him.

In harvest time the husbandmen leave him a bundle of oats for

his horse, that he may not trample their crops that night ; by this

one circumstance we recognise Wuotan (p. 155), and perhaps

Frey (p. 212).
1 He is here ajette, as in Switzerland he is a durst

(p. 940). The gron/ I would explain, not by the green colour

of his hunting dress, but by the ON. gron (barba), Gronjette=
ON. graniotunn, bearded giant ; and Grani (barbatus) is a name

of OSinn (p. 858). Gronjette, like Wolmar, makes the peasants

hold his dogs ;
he also hunts the merwoman (conf. wood-wife).

One man saw him return with the dead merwoman laid across his

horse : seven years have I chased her, now in Falster I have

slain her/ He made the man a present of the band with which

he had held the hounds, and the longer he kept it, the richer he

grew (Thiele 1, 95-97).

In Fiinen the hunter is Painejdger, i.e. the ON. Pdlnatoki

(Fornm.sog. 11,49 99. Thiele 1,110) : a far-famed hero (p. 381).

In some parts of Denmark, instead of naming Wolmar, they

say den fly vende jdger, flying huntsman, or den flyvende Mar-

Jcolfus ; in Kallundborg district the hunt is transferred to a

later king : Christian the Second rides on a white horse and with

Hack hounds (Thiele 1, 187).

In Schleswig hunts king Abel: in eo loco ubi sepultus est

. . . venatoris cornu inflantis vocem et sonum exaudiri, multi

fide digni referunt, et affirmant usque adeo similem, ut venatorem

ibivenari quis diceret, idque saepe a vigilibus qui Gottorpii nocte

1 Still closer comes the statement in Thiele p. 192 : in olden days it was the

custom in the I. of Moen, when they were harvesting, and had tied the last sheaf

of oats, to throw it on the field with the words : this for the jode of Upsala, this

let him have for his horse on Yule-eve ! and if they did not do it, their cattle died.

The jbtunn of Upsala is a Christian euphemism for Wodan or OSinn, whose divine

imago is set up at Upsala. The phraseology might originate at a period when
Denmark was converted and Sweden remained heathen.
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vigilare solent audiri : sed et Abeletn multis nosfcra aetate ap-

paruisse et visum esse constans omnium est rumor, ore et corpore

atrum, equo pusillo vedum, comitatum canibug tribus venaticis,

qui et saepe specie ignea et ardere visi sunt/ Cypraei Ann. episc.

slesvic. p. 267; conf. Thiele 2, 63. 142. Dahlmann s Dan. gesch.

1, 408. Miillenhoff nos. 487-8.

With Swedish traditions of the wild hunter I am imperfectly

acquainted, but they may safely be inferred from what is told of

the stromkarls-lag (p. 492), that its eleventh variation is reserved

for the use of the night spirit and his host ; and we found a point
of agreement between the neck and our elf-natured Tanhiiuser

(p. 936n.). Sweden retains too the primitive fashion of referring
the natural phenomenon to the god (p. 919). Tales are told of

two ardent sportsmen, Nielus Hog and Jennus Maar (Arwidssou

2,71).

One Norwegian story offers rich material. Souls that have not

done so much good as to win heaven, nor yet harm enough to

merit hell, drunkards, scoffers, tricksters, are doomed to ride about

until the end of the world. At the head of the cavalcade comes

Gurorysse or Reisarova 1 with her long tail, by which you may
know her from the rest

;
she is followed by a great multitude of

either sex. Rider and steed have a stately appearance in front ;

from behind you see nothing but Guro s long tail. The horses

are coal-black, have glowing eyes, and are governed with fiery

rods and iron reins : the noise of the troop is heard from afar.

They ride over water as over land, their hoofs scarce skimming
the surface. When they throw a saddle on a roof, some person
will presently die in that house; where they expect drunken

revelry, rioting and murder, they come and sit over the door ;

2

they keep still so long as no crime is committed, but when it is,

they laugh out loud,
5 and rattle their iron rods. They make their

journeys at Yule-tide, when there is much carousing. If you
hear them come, you must get out of the way, or throw yourself

flat on the ground
4 and feign sleep, for there have been cases of

1 Guro rysserova= Gudrun horse-tail. SUPPL.
2

Quia Mors secus introitum delectationis posita est. Kegula Benedict!,
cap. 7.

3 Conf. manes ridere videns in the Waltharius 1040.
4 As on p. 922 : a precaution prescribed in all the folktales (Bechstein s Thiir.

sag. 4, 234 and Frank, sag. 1, 57). It is practised in Italy when hot winds blow.
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living men being dragged along with the moving mass. An up

right man, who takes that precaution, has nought to fear, save

that each of the company spits upon him ; when they are gone,

he must spit out again, or he will take harm, in some parts, this

ghostly array is called aaskereia, aasherej, aaskereida, in others

hoskelreia ; the former corrupted from asyard-reIda, -reid, the

Asgard march, whether as a passage of souls to heaven, or as a

journey of gods, of valkyrs, visiting earth ;
or may it not be more

simply explained by aska (lightning) and reid (thunder) ? in

which case it would be confined more to a manifestation of Thor.

Sometimes you do not see the procession, but only hear it rush

through the air. Whoever does not make the sign of the cross

on his stable-doors the three nights of Yule, will in the morning
find his horses blown and dripping with sweat (p. 661), because they

have been taken and ridden (Faye 70 72).

Guro is apparently the same as gurri, ON. gifr (giantess, p.

526); but gurri is also huldra (Faye 10), who is described as a

beautiful woman with a hideous tail (ib. 25. 39). Huldra maybe
likened to our Holda all the more, because she takes unchristened

infants with her. Guro, as a leader of the furious host, answers

perfectly to the description given of all the others 1
(see Suppl.).

If we now review the entire range of German and Scandinavian

stories about the Furious Host, the following facts come to the

front. The myth exhibits gods and goddesses of the heathen

time. Of gods : Wuotan, and perhaps Fro, if I may take Berh-

tolt to mean him. We can see Wuotan still in his epithets of

the cloaked, the bearded, which were afterwards misunderstood

and converted into proper names. Saxo Gram. p. 37 says of

Othin : albo clypeo tectus, album (s. 1. pro altum
) flectens

equum. Sleipnir was a light gray horse (Sn. 47), what was called

apple-gray (pommele, AS. seppelfealo). Then we see both the

name and the meaning [m. or f.] fluctuate between fro Wodan

and/roioa Gode. A goddess commanding the host, in lieu of the

god, is Holda, his wife in fact. I am more and more firmly con

vinced, that Holda can be nothing but an epithet of the mild

1 Can the * Gurre wood in the Waldemar legend have arisen, like Hakel

wood, out of the personal name? Conf. Halja and hell. In Schmidt s Fastelabend-

baniml. p. 76 we iind the combination der H oor, die Goor, der wildejager.
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r

gracious Fricka; conf. Sommer s Thur. sag. 165-6. And

Berhta, the shining, is identical with her too ; or, if the name

applies more to Frouwa, she is still next-door to her, as the Norse

Freyja was to Frigg. It is worth noting, that here Norweg.

legend also names a Huldra/ not Frigg nor Freyja. The dogs
that surround the god s airy chariot may have been Wuotan s

wolves setting up their howl. A Scand. story not well authen

ticated l makes O&inn be wounded by a boar, like Hakelbernd,

and this wounding seems altogether legendary (p. 921-2) ; when
the boar sucked the blood out of the sleeping god, some drops
fell on the earth, which turned into flowers the following spring.

These divinities present themselves in a twofold aspect. Either

as visible to human eyes, visiting the land at some holy tide,

bringing welfare and blessing, accepting gifts and offerings

of the people that stream to meet them. Or floating unseen

through the air, perceptible in cloudy shapes, in the roar and

howl of the winds (p. 632), carrying on war, hunting or the game
of ninepins, the chief employments of ancient heroes : an array

which, less tied down to a definite time, explains more the natural

phenomenon (conf. Haupt s Zeitschr. 6, 1291. 131).. I suppose
the two exhibitions to be equally old, and in the myth of the wild

host they constantly play into one another. The fancies about

the Milky Way have shewn us how ways and waggons of the

gods run in the sky as well as on the earth.

With the coming of Christianity the fable could not but

undergo a change. For the solemn march of gods, there now

appeared a pack of horrid spectres, dashed with dark and

devilish ingredients. Very likely the heathen themselves had

believed that spirits of departed heroes took part in the divine

procession ; the christians put into the host the unchristened

dead, the drunkard, the suicide (conf. p. 822), who come be

fore us in frightful forms of mutilation. The holde goddess
turns into an unholde/ still beautiful in front, but with a tail

behind.2 So much of her ancient charms as could not be stript

off was held to be seductive and sinful : and thus was forged
the legend of the Venus-mount. Their ancient offerings too the

1
Wassenberg p. 72. Creuzer s Symb. 2, 98. I fear Kudbeck liad the boldness

to adapt the legend of Adonis (p. 949n.) to Oden.
2 Conf. frau Welt, dame World, in Conrad s poem p. 196 seq.

VOL. III. E
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people did not altogether drop, but limited them to the sheaf

of oats for the celestial steed, as even Death (another hunter,

p. 845-6) has his bushel of oats found him (p. 844).

When born again as heroes, the gods retained their genuine

old character undimmed. Thus we see Dietrich, Ekhart, Arthvr,

Charles, Waldemar, Palnatoke, nay, king Christian, significantly

incorporated in the roving company, without the slightest detri

ment to their dignity or repute among the people. At the same

time its due weight must be allowed to another view, which

degrades the gods into- devils, the goddesses into hags and

witches : here the devil might easily spring out of the giant of

old.

The last lodgment found by the fable is when it settles on

individual hunters and lovers of hunting of modern times, such

as Hackelberg, the heath-rider Baren, squire Marten, Mansberg
the baron, &c. These look almost like historic personages,

but narrowly examined they will in every case melt into mythic

ones. The people s conscientious care to point out Hakeln-

bernd s tomb seems to indicate a heathen worship, to which

even monuments of stone were consecrated.

The similar course taken by the history of the myth in Scandi

navia and in Germany is a fresh guarantee that the same heathen

faith prevailed there and here. Saxony, Westphalia, Mecklen

burg, Hesse have still several features in common with the

North ; South Germany has retained fewer. So there come out

points of agreement with Celtic legend ; none with Slavic, that

I can discover, unless the nocturnal rides of Svantovit (p. 662)

are to be taken into account.

I have yet to mention an agreement with Greek fable, which

seems to prove the high antiquity of that notion of a giant and

hunter. To the Greeks, Orion was a gigantic (7reXa&amp;gt;pto?)
hunts

man, who in the underworld continues to chase the quarry on

the Asphodel-mead (Od. 11, 572), and forms a brilliant con

stellation. Homer speaks of Orion s hound (II. 22, 29) seen in

the sky below him; in flight before him are the Pleiads (a bevy
of wild doves, Od. 12, 62), and the Great Bear herself appears

to watch him (SoKevei, Od. 5, 274).
1 Did our ancestors connect

1 0. Miiller on Orion (Rhein. mus. f. pliilol. 2, 12).
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the same group of stars with their myth of the wild hunt ? I

have left it doubtful on p. 727. We might, for one thing,

see such a connexion in Orion s AS , name of boar-throng

(eofor]?ryng) ; and secondly add, that the three stars of his belt

are called the distaff of Fricka, who as Holda heads the

furious host, and looks after her spinsters just at the time of

his appearing at- Christmas. Can it be, that when the constel

lation takes name from Fricka, her spindle is made prominent ;

and when Wuotan or a giant-hero lends his name, the herd of

hunted boars is emphasized ? The Greek fable unfolds itself yet
more fully. Orion is struck blind, and is led to new light by
Kedalion, a marvellous child who sits on his shoulders. Might
not we match this blind giant with our headless wild hunter ?

x

A feature that strikes me still more forcibly is, that Artemis

(Diana) causes a scorpion to come up out of the ground, who

stings Orion in the ankle, so that he dies :
2 when the sign Scorpio

rises in the sky, Orion sinks. This is like Hackelberend s foot

being pierced by the wild boar s tusk, and causing his death (pp.

921. 947). Orion s [cosmic] rising is at the summer, his setting
at the winter solstice : he blazes through the winter nights, just
when the furious host is afoot. Stormy winds attend him

(nimbosus Orion, Aen. 1, 535) ; the gift is given him of walking
on the sea (Apollod. i. 4, 3), as the steeds in the aaskereia skim

over the wave. Orion s relation to Artemis is not like that of

\\ uotan to Holda, for these two are never seen together in the

host
; but Holda by herself bears a strong resemblance to Artemis

or Diana (p. 267. 270), still more to the nightly huntress Hecate,

at whose approach dogs ivhimper (as with frau Gaude), who, like

Hel, is scented by the dogs (p. 66 7) ,

3 and for whom a paltry

pittance was placed (as for Berhta and the wild woman, p.

1 A malefactor, whose crime is not divulged before bis death, is doomed to-
wander with his head under his arm (Superst. I, 605). Can the being struck (or
growing) blind be meant to express ghostly wandering?

2 Aratus Phaenom. 637. Ov. Fast. 5, 541. Lucan Phars. 9, 832. Adonis
got his death-wound from the boar. Nestor (Jos. Miiller 101) tells us, it was
prophesied to Oleg that he would die of his horse ; he still had it fed, but would
not see it again. Five years after, he inquired about it, and was told it was dead.
Then he laughed at soothsayers, and went into the stable, where the horse s
skeleton lay, but when he trod on the skull, a snake darted out of it and stung
him in the foot, whereof he sickened and died (see Suppl.).

3
Apparently a slip ;

for that was Athena. TRINS.
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432) at the trivium (OHG. driwikki),* conf. Tkeocr. 2, 15 and

Virg. Aen. 4, G09 : nocturnis Hecate triviis ululata per urbes/

Lucian s
$i\otyev&r)&amp;lt;; cap. 22. 24 tells us how such a EKarrj

appeared in the wood to Eaerates, and the yelping dogs are there

too (see Suppl.).

Tacitus Gerin. 43 thus describes the Harii, a people of N.E.

Germany: truces insitae feritati arte ac tempore lenocinantur ;

nigra scuta, tincta corpora, atras ad proelia noctes legunt, ipsaque
formidine atque umbra feralis exercitus terrorem inferunt, nullo

hostium sustinente novum ac velut mfernum aspectum (see

Suppl.). Is this about host of the dead and hellish array

Eoman rhetoric, or was it contained in descriptions of this people

given by Germans themselves ? An airy host (p. 940) is also

spoken of by Pliny 2, 57 : armorum crepitus et tubae sonitus

auditos e coelo Cimbricis bellis accepimus, crebroque et prius et

postea; tertio vero consulatu Marii ab Amerinis et Tudertibus

spectata arma coelestia ab ortu occasuque inter se concurrentia,

pulsis quae ab occasu erant.

1
Cross-roads, the parting of ways, are a trouble to fran Gaude. Festus sub

v. pilae, effigies says these were hung up at such places for the Lares.



CHAPTER XXXII.

TRANSLATION.

An idea specially characteristic of our mythology is that of

Entruckung (removal), which, while extending to the subjects of

the foregoing chapter, has a wider range besides.

Verwiinschen (ill-wishing) is the uttering of a curse or ban,

maledicere, diris devovere, Goth, fraqvifian, OHGr. farwazan,
MHGr. verwdzen ; as I do not find verwiinschen in our older

speech, I explain it simply as the opposite of wiinschen (fausta

apprecari), and refrain from supposing in it a reference to the

old wunsch/ the perfection of felicity.
1

This banning differs from metamorphosis, inasmuch as it does

not transform, but rather throws a spell upon things in their

natural shape, only removing them into a new position j though
common parlance calls whatever is transformed verwiinscht

(banned). Further, what is metamorphosed remains, till the

moment of its emancipation, in the new shape given it, visible

to all eyes, e.g. the stone or tree into which a man has been

changed; whereas, when a thing is banned, in the sense in

which I use the word, it seems to me essential that it be with

drawn from our senses, and only re-appear from time to time,

and then in the same shape as before. In other words : what is

metamorphosed remains corporeal, what is banned becomes im

perceptible, and can only on certain conditions become corporeal

again, in the same way as invisible spirits can at will assume

grosser material shapes. Vanishing* is therefore voluntary trans

lation (to another sphere), a prerogative of gods (p. 325) and

spirits, also of some heroes that are possessed of a magic mask

(grima) or concealing helmet ; translated men are spirit-like,

1 Note the 0. Fr. antithesis between souhait (wish) and dehait (verwiinschung) ;

both words are wanting in the other Koinance tongues, they have their root in

OHG. heiz, ON. heit (votum).
2 Frau Sselde verswantj vanished, Etzel s hofh. 210.

951
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and another expression for it is : they sleep, they only wake
from time to time1

(see Suppl.).

And not only persons, but things, are translatable. Persons

that vanish and re-appear are precisely in the condition of the

spectres dealt with in the last chapter : just as souls of dead men
there got identified with heroes and gods, so here we come upon
the same gods and heroes again. Vanished gods get confounded

with enchanted spell-bound heroes.

With our people a favourite mode of representing translation

is to shut up the enchanted inside a mountain, the earth, so to

speak, letting herself be opened to receive them. 2 More than one

idea may be at work here together : motherly earth hides the

dead in her bosom, and the world of souls is an underground
world; elves and dwarfs are imagined living inside mountains,
not so much in the depths of the earth as in hills and rocks that

rise above the level ground ; but popular forms of cursing choose

all manner of phrases to express the very lowest abyss.
3 The

Swed. bergtagen (taken into mountain) means sunken, bergtagning

1 See the famous legends of the Seven Sleepers (Greg. Tur. mirac. 1, 95. Paul
Diac. 1, 3), and of Endymion, who lies in eternal sleep on Mt. Latmos. Conf.

Pliny 7, 52 : Puerum aestu et itinere fessum in specu septem et quinquaginta
dormisse annis, rerum faciem mutationemque mirantem, velut postero experrectum
die

;
hinc pari numero dierum senio ingruente, ut tamen in septimum et quin-

quagesimum atque centesimurn vitae duraret annum
; and the German story of

the three miners. Shepherds slept in caves 7 years, or 7 times 7 (Mone s Anz
7, 54).

2 An impatient longing to disappear we express by the phrases I should like
to creep into the earth,

1 and jump out of my skin, the same thing that is called at
the end of the Lament (Nib.) : sich versliefen und uz der hiute triefen in locher
der steinwende, trickle away, so to speak. 0. iv. 26, 43 has : ruafet thesen bergon,
bittet sie thaz sie fallen ubar iuih, joh bittet ouh thie buhila thaz sie iuih theken

obana, ir biginnet thanne innan erda sliafan, joh suintet nlu thrato. Hel. 166, 3 :

than gi so gerna sind, that iu hier bihlidan holia bergos, diopo bidelban, be-lid
and deep be-delve you. Much of this language is Biblical (Isa. 2, 19 ;

Hos. 10, 8
;

Luke 23, 30; Rev. 6, 15, 16), but the sentiment of many nations will run alike in
such matters. Nib. 867, 2 : mir troumte, wie obe dir ze tal vielen zwene berge, I

dreamt, two mts fell on thee. That jumping out of one s skin, like a snake casting
his slough, may also come of joy and anger, O.Fr. a poi n ist de sa pel, is well

nigh out of his skin, Ogier 6688. Nethl. het is om uit zijn vel te springen. So
in our Elis. von Orleans, ed. Schiitz p. 223

; for joy, Ettn. s Unw. doctor 856.
Not unlike is that jumping into atone spoken of on p. 552; as early as Alb. von
Halb. 143b : at one leap he turned into stone.

3 They wish you 100,000 fathom under ground ;
as far down as a hare can

run in two years (p. 179) ; so low, that no cock crows after (or to) thee, and the
like. What does the last formula mean ? that the cock s crow can no longer, even
in the hush of night, reach the sunken man ? or that those above ground cannot
hear the cry of the fowl that has sunk with him to the subterranean dwelling ? In
Kinderm. 2, 32 it is said of the princesses : se versiinken alle drei so deip unner
de eere, dat kien haan mer danach krehete. So kreet doch kein han nach mir,
and kein han fort da nach krehen thut, H. Sachs iii. 2, 178b . 213.
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translation, Sv. visor 1, 1. Afz, 1, 28. 33. In Asbiornsen and

Moe no. 38 indtagen i bierget; and Faye 35-6 quotes striking

instances of this indtages i hoie og fjelde/ being taken into

height and fell. ON. ganga inn ifiallit, Nialss. cap. 14. 135 (see

Suppl).
We understand now, why frau Holda, frau Venus and their

following dwell in mountains : they are sequestered there, till the

time come for holding their progress among men. So live Wodan
and king Charles in the Odenberg.

Here and there a man has gained entrance into such mountains ;

Tanhiiuser sojourned many years at the court of Venus. A black

smith was looking in the underwood on the Odenberg for a haw

thorn to make his hammer-helve, when suddenly he saw a gap
he had never noticed before in the face of the cliff ; he stept in,

and stood in a new world of wonders. Strong men were bowling
balls of iron, they challenged him to play, but he declined, the

iron balls, he said, were too heavy for his hand. The men were

not offended, they told him to choose what present he would have.

He begged for one of their balls, took it home, and put it among
his stock of iron. Afterwards, wanting to work it, he made it

red hot, but it burst in pieces on the anvil, and every piece was

sheer gold.
1 He never again found the opening in the Odenberg ;

he had happened that time to hit the day when it stands open to

men, as it does on certain days of the year to Sunday children.

They see an old man with a long beard, holding in his hand a

metal goblet (as Charles in Komance epic always has the epithet

a la barbe florie/ and OSinn too was called La/ngbardr, Harbarffr,

Siffskeggr). Inside the mountain they have presents given them,

as in the Kifhauser.

In the Guckenberg
2 near Frankischgemunden, a kaiser dis

appeared with all his army a long time ago ;
but when his beard

has grown three times round the table at which he sits, he will

come out again with all his men. Once a poor boy, who went

about the neighbourhood selling rolls, met an old man on the

mountain, and complained that he could not sell much. I will

1 This skittle-playing sounds like rolling thunder (p. 167). They say in N.

Germ, when it thunders, the angels are playing at bowls.
2 Not Gouchsberg nor Kaukasus (p. 081) ;

but rather the mt of the progenitor

Guogo (guggaui, Z. f. d. a. 1, 23), or of the beetle (guegi, p. 183). Meichelb. 1182

ad Guoginhusun ;
Trad. fuld. 2, 33 in Gougeleibu.
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shew thee a place/ said the man, where thou canst bring thy
rolls every day, but thou must tell no man thereof/ He then led

the boy into the mountain, where there was plenty of life and

bustle, people buying and selling; the kaiser himself sat at a

table, and his beard had grown twice round it. The lad now
brought his rolls there every day, and was paid in ancient coin,
which at last the people in his village would not take; they
pressed him to tell how he came by it, then he confessed all

that had taken place. Next day, when he wished to g3 into

the mountain, he could not so much as see it, let alone find the

entrance (Moneys Anz. 4. 409, and thence in Bechst. Frank, sag.

p. 103). So between Niirnberg and Fiirt stands kaiser Carls

berg, out of which in former times came the sound of singing,
and of which a similar tale is told about carrying bread; in

a vaulted chamber the baker s boy saw men in armour sitting

(Hone s Anz. 5, 174).
In Westphalia, between Liibbecke and Holzhausen, above

Mehnen village on the Weser, stands a hill called die Babilonie,
1

in which Wedekind (Weking) sits enchanted, waiting till his

time come; favoured ones who find the entrance are dismissed
with gifts (Redeker s Westf. sag. no. 21).
An older myth is preserved in the Chron. ursbergense

(Auersperg) ad an. 1223 (Pertz 8, 261) : In pago Wormaciensi
videbautur per aliquot dies non modica et armata multitudo

equitum euntium et redeuntium, et quasi ad placitum colloquium
nunc hie nunc illic turbas facere, circa nonam vero horara cuidam
monti, quo et exiisso videbantur, se reddere. Tandem quidam de
incolis regionis illius, non sine magno timore hujusmodi tarn pro-
digiosae concioni, crucis signaculo munitus appropinquat. Mox
quandam ex illis occurrentem sibi personam per nomen omnipo-
tentis Domini nostri, manifestare causam populi qui sic apparuerit,

adjurat. Cui ille inter cetera Non sumus inquit, ut putatis,

fantasmata, nee militum, ut vobis cernimur, turba, sed animae
militum interfectorum, arma vero et habitus et equi, quia nobis

prms fuerant instrumenta peccandi, nunc nobis sunt materia

tormenti, et vere totum ignitum est quod in nobis cernitis, quamvis
id vos corporalibus oculis discernere non possitis. In hujusmodi

1 Several times in MHG. poems diu wiieste Babilone.
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comitatu dicitur etiam Emicho comes ante paucos annos (an.

1117) occisus apparuisse, et ab hac poena orationibus et elee-

mosynis se posse redimi docuisse. Donnersberg, Tonnerre (p.

170) was then in the Wormazfeld, it must therefore be the

mountain in and out of which the ancient ghosts kept riding :

souls of fallen and resuscitated heroes (p. 940), but by the

Christian eye seen here in hell-fire.

In the old mountain castle of Geroldseck Siegfried and other

heroes are supposed to dwell, and thence they will appear to the

German nation in its time of utmost need, Deut. sag. no. 21. A
cleft in a rock by the L. of Lucerne, some say on the Griitli, holds

in sleep the three founders of the Swiss Federation ; they will

wake when their country wants them, ibid. no. 297. At the

Kifhduser in Thuringia sleeps Frederic Barbarossa : he sits at a

round stone table, resting his head on his hand, nodding, with

blinking eyes; his beard grows round the table, it has already
made the circuit twice, and when it has grown round the third time,

the king will awake. On coming out he will hang his shield on

a withered tree, which will break into leaf, and a better time will

dawn. Yet some have seen him awake : a shepherd having

piped a lay that pleased him well, Frederick asked him : fly the

ravens round the mountain still ? the shepherd said yes : then

must I sleep another 100 years.
3 x The shepherd was led into

1 Similar questions are put by the blind giant in a Swed. folktale, which I
insert here from Bexell s Halland (Gotheborg 1818) 2, p. 301 : Nagra sjoman ifran

Getinge blefvo pa hafvet af stormarne forde emot en okand 6 (seamen from G.
driven by storms to an unknown isle), omgifne af morker uppstiga de der (landed
in the dark). De blefvo varse en p& afstand upptand eld (saw a lighted fire), och
skynda dit. Framfor elden ligger en ovanligt lang man, som var blind

;
en annan

af lika jiittestorlek (another of like giant size), star bredvid honom och ror i eldeu
med en iarnstang. Den gamle blinde mannen reser sig upp, och fragar de ankomne
framlingarne, hvarifran de voro. De svara, ifran Halland och Getinge socken.

Hvarp& den blinde fragar :
*

lefver ennu den hvita qvinnan (lives the white woman
still

)
? De svarade ja, fast de ej viste hvad han harmed menade. Ater sporde

han : manne mitt gethus star annu qvar (stands my goat-house yet) ? De
svarade aterigen ja, ehuru de afven voro okunnige om hvad han menade. DS sade
han : jag fick ej hafva mitt gethus i fred for den kyrkan som byggdes p& den
platsen. Viljen I komma lyckligt hem, valan, jag lemnar er dertilTtvenne vilkor.
De lofva, och den gamle blinde fortfor : tagen detta solfbalte, och car I kommen
hem, s& spannen det p& den hvita qvinnan, och denne ask statten den pS altaret
i mitt gethus. Lyckligen aterkomne till hembygden, radfraga sig sjomannerne
hum de skulle efterkomma den gamle blinde mannens begaran. Man beslb t at

spanna baltet omkring en bjork, och bjorken for i luften, och at satta asken pa en
kulle (grave-mound), och straxt star kullen i Giusan Idga. Men efter det kyrkan ar

bygd der den blinde mannen hade sitt gethus, har hon fatt namnet Getinge. The
blind giant banished to the island is a spectral heathen god (conf. Orion, p. 949),

the white woman a Christian church or an image of Mary ;
had they fastened the
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the king s armoury, and presented with the stand of a hand-

basin, which the goldsmith found to be sheer gold (ib. nos. 23.

296) .
l Others make Frederick sit in a cave of the rock near

Kaiserslantern (ib. no. 295), or at Trifels by Anweiler, or else in

the Unterberg near Salzburg (ib. no. 28), though some put Charles

the Great here, or Charles V. ; the growing of the heard round the

table is related just the same. When the beard has for the third

time reached the last corner of the table, the end of the world

begins, a bloody battle is fought on the Walserfeld, Antichrist

appears, the angel -trumpets peal, and the Last of Days has

dawned. The Walserfeld has a withered tree, which has been

cut down three times, but its root has always sprouted and grown
into a perfect tree again. When next it begins to leaf, the terrible

fight is near, and will open when the tree bears fruit. Then shall

Frederick hang his shield &amp;lt;on bhe tree, all men shall flock to it, and

make such a slaughter that the blood will run into the warriors

shoes, and the wicked men be slain by the righteous (ib. nos. 24.

28). In this remarkable tradition may be recognised things old

and very old. A religious poem of the 16th cent. (Grater s

Odina p. 197) speaks of duke Frederick, who is to win back the

H. Sepulchre, and hang his shield on a leafless tree ; and Ante-

christe is brought in too. A fragment of an older lay of the

14th cent, (Cod. Pal. 844) says of Ernp. Frederick : An dem

gejaid er verschwant (in the hunt he disappeared), das man den

edeln keiser her sind gesach (saw) nyemer mer
;
also ward der

silver belt round it, it would have -shot up into the air as the birch did. Another
account makes the blind giant ask the sailors if the jingling-coio by the church

(meaning the bell or belfry) were still alive ? They answered yes, and he challenged
one of them to hold out his hand, that he might see if the inhabitants had any
strength left. They handed him a boat-bar made redhot, which he crushed

together, saying there was no great strength there (Faye p. 17). A story in 6d-
man s Bahuslun 153-4 has similar variations : A ship s erew, driven out of their

course to an out-of-the-way coast, see a fire burning at night, and go on shore. By
the fire sits only one old man, who asks a sailor : Whence be ye? From Hisin-

gen in Safve pastorate. Ken ye Thorsby ,too ? Ay, that I do. Wot ye the

whereabout of Ulfveberg ? Ay, it s many a time I ve passed it, going from Gothe-

borg to Marstrand by way of Hisingen. Stand the great stones and barroics there

yet unremoved ? Ay, but one stone leans and is like to fall. Wot ye where
Glosshed-altar ie, and whether it be well kept up ? I know nothing about that.

Say to the folk that dwelleth now at Thorsby and Thorsbracka, that they destroy
not the stones and mounds on Ulfveberg, and that they keep in good condition

Glosshed-altar, so shalt thou have fair weather for thy home-return. The sailor

promised, but asked the old 3xan his name. My name is Thore Brack, and there

dwelt I of yore, till I was made to flee : in the great mounds of Ulfveberg lies all

my kin, at Glosshed-altar did we sacrifice and serve our gods.
1 The Kifhauser legends now stand collected in Bechst. 4, 9 54.
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hochgeporn Jceiser Friederich do verlorn. Wo er darnacli ye hin

kani, oder ob er den end da nam, das kund nyemand gesagen

mir, oder ob yno die wilden tir (beasts) vressen habn oder zerissen

(eaten or torn), es en kan die warheit nyemand wissen, oder ob er

noch lebendig sy (be yet alive),
1 der gevviszen sin wir fry und der

rechten warheit
; iedoch ist uns geseit von pawren (yet we are

told by peasants) solh mer, das er als ein waler (pilgrim) sich oft

by yne hab lassen sehen (seen by them) und hab yne ofFenlich

verjehen (declared), er siill noch gewaltig werden (he should yet

become master) aller romischen erden, er siill noch die pfaffen

storen, und er woll noch nicht uf horen, noch mit nichten lassen

abe, nur er pring (nor rest till he bring) das keilige grabe und

darzu das heilig lant wieder in der Christen hant, und wol sine

schildes last hahen an den dorren &amp;lt;ist (his shield s weight hang on

the withered bough) ;
das ich das fiir ein warheit sag, das die

pauren haben geseit, -das nym ich mich nicht an, wan ich sin

nicht gesehen han, ich han es auch zu kein stunden noch nyndert

geschribn funden, was das ichs gehort han van den alten pauren
an wan/ A poem of about 1350 (Aretin s Beitr. 9, 1134) says :

So wirt das vrlewg also gross (war so great), nymand kan ez

gestillen, so kumpt sich kayser Fridrich der her (high) vnd auch

der milt, er vert dort her durch Gotes willen, an einen diirren

paivm (withered tree) so henkt er seinen scliilt, so wirt die vart hin

uber mer er vert dort hin zum diirren pawm an alles

widerhap, dar an so henkt er seinen scliilt } er grunet unde pirt

(bears) : so wirt gewun daz heilig grap } daz nymnier swert darup

gezogen wirt/ Again, in Sibylle s prophecy, composed in Ger

man rhyme soon after the middle of the 14th cent. : Es kumet

noch dar zuo wol, das Got ein keiser geben sol, den hat er be-

halten in siner gewalt und git (gives) im kraft manigvalt, er wirt

genant Fridrich, der usserwelte fiirste rich, vnd sament daz

Christen volgan sich vnd gewinnet daz helge grap uber mer, do

stat ein dor bourn vnd ist gros, vnd sol so lange stan bios, bicz

der keiser Fridrich dar an sinen scliilt gehenken mag vnd kan, so

1 At the end of the Lament for king Etzel
;

Des wunders wird ich trimmer

vri, weder er sich vergienge, oder in der luft enpfienye, oder lebende iviirde bpgraben,
oder ze himele iif erhaben, und ob er uz der liiute triiffe oder sich verslUffe in locher
der steinwende, oder mit welhem ende er von dem libe quaeme, oder waz in zuo zim

n&me, ob er fiiere in daz apgriinde, oder ob in der tiuvel versliinde, oder ob er sus si

verswunden, daz en-hat niemen noh erfunden.
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wirt der bourn wieder gruen gar, nocli kument aber guete jar, vnd
wirt in aller der welt wol stan, der Heiden glouben muos gar

zergan (Wackern. Basel MSS. p. 55) .
l

That the common people disbelieved the death of Emp. Fred

erick, and expected him to come back, is plain from the passages
which expressly refer to old peasants ; it had most likely been

the same in the preceding (13th) cent., and was long after.

Impostors took advantage of the general delusion ; one chronicle

(Bohmer 1, 14) relates : Ecce quidam truphator surrexit in

medium, qui dixit se esse Fridericum quondam imperatorem, quod
de se multis intersignis et quibusdam prestigiis scire volentibus

comprobavit. King Rudolf had him burnt on a pile in 1285.

Yet Detmar has under the year 1287: By der tid quam to

Lubeke en olt man, de sprak, he were Jceiser Vrederic, de vor-

drevene. Deme beghunden erst de boven (lads) und dat mene

volk to horende sines tusches (fraud), unde deden erne ere

(honour). He lovede en (promised them) grote gnade, oft he

weder queme an sin rike
; he wart up eneme schonen rosse voret

de stat umme to beschowende . . . darna cortliken (shortly

after) quam de man van steden, dat nenman wiste, wor he hennen

vor (fared). Seder (later) quam de mer (news), dat bi deme Rine

en troner (trickster) were, de in dersulven wise de lude bedroch,

de ward dar brand in ener kopen/ A more exact account in

Ofctocar cap. 321 6, and the chron. in Fez 1, 1104. The legend

may also confound the two Fredericks, I and II (see Suppl.).
2

1 In the MS. Historia trium regum by Job. von Hildesbeim (d. 1375) is

mentioned a temple of tbe Tartars. Behind walls, locks and bolts stands a, withered

tree, guarded by men at arms : whatever prince can manage to hang his shield on
the tree, becomes lord of all the East

;
the Great Khan did succeed, and is therefore

irresistible (Goethe s Kunst u. alt. ii. 2, 174-5. Schwab s Account of the book

p. 181-2). The tree stands at Tauris, form. Susa. On the other hand, Montevilla

reports that in the vale of Mambre, as one journeys from Ebron to Bethlehem,
stands the woful withered tree that they call Trip, but we name it tree of victory ;

tig an oaktree, and thought to have stood from the beginning of the world
;
and

before Our Lord suffered, twas green and well-leaved, but when God died on the

cross, it withered up ... Tis found written in prophecies, Out of Netherland shall

come a prir.ce with many Christians, he shall win these lands, and let sing the mass
under the dry tree, then shall it gather green leaves again, and be fruitful, and Jew
and Heathen all turn Christian. Therefore do they shew it great honour, and over
it keep good ward. This is from the transl. by Otto von Diemeringen ;

the Nethl.
edition names the tree Drip, the Latin one Dirp, and has nothing about the pre
dicted singing of mass. Was this a German interpolation, and is the whole a
Western legend transported to the East ? Or are the German popular traditions

due to reports of Eastern travel? In 0. Fr. the tree is called le sec-arbre,Varbre sech
or supe ; see passages quoted in Theatre Fr. au moyen age, p. 171.

2 There is a remarkable phrase : auf den alien kaiser hinein dahin leben, to
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As Charles s white beard points to Wuotan, so does Frederick s

red to Donar, and the like mythic meaning has been put on Olaf s

red beard (p. 548) in Norway.
Frederick Redbeard in the Kifhauser and Unterberg, Charles

Longbeard in the Unterberg and Odenberg, Holda in the Horsel-

berg, all express one mythic idea, but with a different story

tacked to it in every case. Charles fights a stupendous battle,

and is then gathered up in the Odenberg, whence he will issue

one day to new war and victory. Frederick is coming out of the

Unterberg to fight such a battle. In the 13- 14-1 5th centuries

the people associated with it the recovery of the H. Sepulchre :

the heroes of Odenberg and Kifhauser have no such purpose set

before them. The older programme is, that upon their awaking
comes the great world-battle, and the Day of Judgment dawns :

of this the mention of Antichrist leaves no doubt. Here we see

connexion with the myth of the world s destruction (p. 810-2).

The suspended shield may signify the approaching Judge (RA.

8-51) ; even the sign of the tree turning green again looks to me
more heathen than Christian. It might indeed be referred to

Matth. 24, 32. Mark 13, 28. Luke 21, 29-30 (Hel. 132, 14),

where the omens of the Great Day are likened to the budding fig-

tree as a sign of approaching summer ; but to apply the simile to

the Judgment-day would clearly be a confusion of thought. I

prefer to think of the newly verdant earth after Muspilli (Saem.

9b
), or of a withered and newly sprouting World- tree, the ash

(p. 796-9) ; we might even find in this of the withered tree 1 some

support to my interpretation of muspilli, mudspilli as = arboris

perditio (p. 809). And what if Frederick s asking after the

Hying ravens should be connected even with the eagle fining over

the new world (Saem. 9b
), or the one sitting on the ash-tree ? It

might also suggest the cranes which at the time of the great over

throw come flying through the bread-stalls (Deut. sag. no. 317).

live in hope of the old k., Simplic. 3, 20. 4, 11; auf den alten kaiser hinein

stehlen, Springinsf. cap. 6
;

i.e. reckoning on a possible change in the nature of

things.
1 In other cases too the withering or greening of a tree is bound up with the

fate of a country. In Dietmarsen stood a marvellous tree, that flourished before
the conquest, and withered on the loss of liberty. There goes a prophecy that when
a magpie builds on it and hatches Jive white chickens, the country will be free again,
Neocorus 1, 237, conf. 562.
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Iii the same way Fischart (Garg. 266-7) couples the enchanted

king s return with the coming of the cranes. 1

The myth of the sprouting tree and the battle near it is set

before us with important variations in a Low Saxon legend

(Mullenhoff nos. 509512. 605; Pref. L.). An ash, it is believed,

will one day grow up in the churchyard of Nortorf in the middle

of Holstein : no one has seen anything of it yet, but every year a

small shoot comes up unnoticed above the ground, and every New-

year s night a white horseman on a white horse comes to cut the

young shoot
off. At the same time appears a black horseman on a

Hack horse to hinder him. After a long fight, the black rider is

put to flight, and the white one cuts the shoot. But some day he

will not be able to overcome the black one, the ash tree will grow

up, and when it is tall enough for a horse to be tied under it (HA.

p. 82; conf. the Dan. legend of Holger, Thiele 1, 20), the king
with mighty hosts will come, and a terribly long battle be fought.

During that time his horse will stand under the tree, and after

that he will be more powerful than ever. In this story one can

hardly help recognising the World-tree and the battle at the

world s destruction : the white horseman seems to be Freyr, or

some shining god, struggling with Surtr the black, and striving
to delay the approaching end of the world by lopping off the

sprout. Heathen gods the- two champions are for certain, even if

they be not these. The king, whose horse stands tied up under

the tree, is the same as he whose shield is hung upon the tree, a

future judge of the world.

As the past and the future, the lost paradise and the expected,
do in the people s imagination melt into one,

2
they come to

believe in a re-awaking of their loved kings and heroes out of

their mountain-sleep : of Frederick and Charles, of Siegfried and

doubtless Dietrich too. This is the true hall-mark of the epos, to

endow its leading characters with a lasting inextinguishable life.

But Siegfried is also Wuotan (pp. 26n. 134), Dietrich is Wuotan

1 Other signs that the end of the world is at hand : when the swan drops the

ring from his bill (p. 429) ;
when the giant s rib, from which a drop falls once a year,

has all trickled away (Deut. sag. no. 140) ;
when the tongue of the balance stands in

(ib. 294) ; when, says a Swed. song, the stone in the green valley falls; when the

ship made of men s nails is built (p. 814).
2 P. 822-3

;
even the particles ever, once, one day, olim, apply to both states

of being.
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future. In the castle-cellar of Salurn, in the Silesian Zobtenberg,

(p. 937), Charles is Wuotan (p. 394); and Wuotan, after Mus-

pilli, rises on the world anew, a god alive and young again.

Once before, CVSinn had departed out of the land to GoiSheim

(Yngl. saga, c. 10) ; they supposed him dead, and he came back.

And with long-bearded Wuotan the older legend of a red-bearded

Donar may have started into consciousness again.

Arthur too, the vanished king, whose return is looked for by
the Britons,

1
is believed, riding as he does at the head of the

nightly host, (p. 942), to be lodged in a mountain with all his

massenie : Felicia, the daughter of Sibylle, and the goddess Juno

live in his fellowship, and his whole army lack neither food nor

drink, horses nor raiment. 2 That Gralent continues to live, we

are assured at the end of the Lais de Graelent. In a vaulted

chamber near Kronburg in Denmark, mail-clad men sit round a

stone table, stooping down, resting their heads on their crossed

arms. When Holger danske, sitting at the end of the table,

raised his head, the table, into which his beard had grown, went to

pieces, and he said : we shall return when there are no more men
in Denmark than there is room for on a wine-butt/ (Thiele 1, 23.

168). The Danes applied every myth to Olger, who does not

belong to them at all, but to the Netherlands ; he is the same

Ogier (Otger, perh. Otacher) that haunts the Ardennes forest, and

is to come back some day.
3 The Slavs too believe in the return

of their beloved Svatopluk (Sviatopolk), and some parts of

Moravia still keep up the custom of going in solemn procession

to seek Svatoplulc (Palacky 1, 135). With this I couple Svegdir s

going forth at leita O&in, to look for 0., Yngl. saga 15. The

seeking God on p. 145 was another thing (see Suppl.).

Often the banished one bears no name at all : the shepherd
from the Ostenberg found in the cavern of the Willberg a little

man sitting at a stone table, which his beard had grown through

(Dent. sag. no. 314) ; and a grizzled man conducted the shepherd

ofWernigerodeto the treasures of the mountain cave (ib. no. 315),

Th j beard s growing round or into the stone expresses forcibly

th e long duration of the past time, and the slow advance of the

1 Et prius Arturus veniet vetus ille Britannus, Henr. Septiinell. in Leyser,

p. 4GO. cujus in Arturi tempore fructus erit, ib. p. 477.
2 Wartb. kr. jen. hs. 99. 100 (Docen 1, 132-3).
3 Barrois, preface p. xii. Pulci 28. 36.
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were found three men sitting at the table (ib. nos. 15. 143), who
are represented as malefactors enchanted. It is easy to trace

the step from heroes shut up in mountains to such as, having
died naturally, sleep in their tombs of stone, and visibly appear
at sundry times. At Steinfeld, in the Bremen Marschland, a man
had disturbed a hiine-grave, and the following night three men

appeared to him, one of them one-eyed (an allusion to Wuotan),
and conversed in some unintelligible language ; at last they
hurled threatening looks at him who had rummaged their tomb,

they said they had fallen in their country s cause, and if he broke

their rest any more, he should have neither luck nor star (Harrys
Nieders. sag. 1, 64).

But as Holda is spell-bound in the mountain, so it is preemi

nently to white women, white-robed maidens, (pp. 288. 412-8) that

this notion of mountain banishment becomes applicable : divine

or semi-divine beings of heathenism, who still at appointed times

grow visible to mortal sight ; they love best to appear in warm

sunlight to poor shepherds and herd-boys. German legend

everywhere is full of graceful stories on the subject, which are all

substantially alike, and betray great depth of root.

On the Lahnberg in Up. Hesse sat a white maiden at sunrise;

she had wheat spread out on sheets to dry in the sun, and was

spinning. A baker of Marburg was passing that way, and took

a handful of grains with him ; at home he found nothing but

grains of gold in his pocket. And the like is told of a peasant
near Friedigerode.
A poor shepherd was tending his flock at the Boyneburg, when

he saw a snow-wldte maiden sit in the sunshine bv the castle-door ;

on a white cloth before her lay pods of flax ready to crack open.
In astonishment he steps up, says oh what fine pods ! takes up
a handful to examine, then lays them down again. The maiden
looks at him kindly, but mournfully, without a word of reply.
He drives his flock home, but a few pods that had fallen into his

shoe, gall his foot ; he sits down to pull off the shoe, when there

roll into his hand five or six grains of gold (Deut. sag. no. 10 ;

conf. Wetterauische sagen p. 277. Mone s Anz. 8, 427).
In the Otomannsberg near Geismar village, a fire is said to

burn at night. Every seven years there comes out a maiden in
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snowy garments, holding a lunch of keys in her hand. Another

white woman with a bunch of keys appears on the castle-rock at

Baden at the hour of noon (Moneys Anz. 8, 310).

In the castle-vault by Wolfartsweiler lies a hidden treasure,

on account of which, every seventh year when may-lilies are in

bloom, a white maiden appears ;
her black hair is plaited in long

tails, she wears a golden girdle round her white gown, a bundle of

Iteys at her side or in one hand, and a bunch of may-lilies in the

other. She likes best to shew herself to innocent children, to

one of whom she beckoned one day from beside the grave below,

to come over to her : the child ran home in a fright, and told

about it; when it came back to the place with its father, the

maiden was no longer there. One day at noon, two of the goose-
herd s girls saw the white maiden come down to the brook, comb

and plait up her tails, wash her face and hands, and walk up the

castle hill again. The same thing happened the following noon,

and though they had been told at home to be sure and speak to

the maiden, they had not the courage after all. The third day

they never saw the maiden, but on a stone in the middle of the

brook they found a liver- sausage freshly fried, and liked it better

than they ever did another. Another day two men from Griin-

wettersbach saw the maiden fill a tub with water from the brook,

and carry it up the hill; on the tub were two broad hoops
of pure gold. The way she takes, every time she goes up and

down, was plainly to be distinguished in the grass (Mone s Anz

8, 304).

At Osterrode, every Easter Sunday before sunrise, may be seen

a white maiden, who slowly walks down to the brook, and there

washes ; a large bunch of keys hangs at her girdle. A poor
linen-weaver having met her at that season, she took him into

the castle ruins, and of three white lilies she plucked him one

which he stuck in his hat. When he got home, he found the

lily was pure gold and silver, and the town of Osterrode had not

the money to buy it of him. The Easter-maiden s marvellous

flower was taken by the Duke in return for a pension to the

weaver, and placed in his princely coat of arms (Harrys 2,

no. 23).

One Christmas night, when all lay deep in snow, a waggoner
walked home to his village by a footpath. He saw a maiden in a

VOL. III. F
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summer bonnet stand not far off and turn over with a rake some

pods of flax that lay spread out on the ground. I say., lass, is

that the way ? he cried, and took a handful of the pods ;
she

made no answer, but cut him over the hand with the rake. The

next morning, when he remembered what he had brought home,

the flax-pods had all turned into gold. He then hurried back to

the spot, where he could see his footprints of the night before

deep in the snow, but damsel and flax had disappeared (Mone s

Anz. 5, 175).

On a hill near Langensteinbach in the forest is the long-ruined

church of St. Barbara, where the white woman walks by buried

treasures. One leap-year in the spring a young girl went into it,

and saw her step out of the choir, she cried sh ! and beckoned

the girl to her : her face and hands were white as snow, her

raven hair was thrown back, in the hand she beckoned with she

held a bunch of blue flowers, on the other were ever so many gold

rings, she wore a white gown, green shoes, and a bunch of keys at

her side. The terrified girl ran out of the church, and fetched in

her father and brother who were at work outside, but they could

not see the white woman till they asked the girl, who pointed
and said there ! Then the woman turned, her hair hung over

her back to the ground, she went toward the choir, and then

vanished (Mone s Anz. 5, 321).

Into the convent garden of Georgenthal a maid was going
about the hour of noon to cut grass ; suddenly, high on the wall

there stood a little woman as white as lawn, who beckoned till

the clock struck twelve, then disappeared. The grass-girl sees

on her way a fine cloth covered with flax-pods, and wondering
she pockets two of them. When she gets home, they are two

bright ducats (Bechst. Thiir. sag. 2, 68).

About the underground well near Atterode many have seen

in the moonlight the white maiden dry either washing or wheat

(ib. 4, 166).

At the deserted castle of Frankenstein near Klosterallendorf, a

maiden clothed in white appears every seven years, sitting over the

vault and beckoning. Once when a man wished to follow her,

but stood irresolute at the entrance, she turned and gave him a

handful of cherries. He said thank you/ and put them in his

pouch ; suddenly there came a crash, cellar and maiden had dis-
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appeared, and the bewildered peasant, on examining the cherries

at home, found them changed into gold and silver pieces (ib. 4,

144).

A fisherman in the neighbourhood of the Highwayman s hill

near Feeben was throwing out his nets, when he suddenly saw

the white woman stand on the bank before him with a bunch of

keys. She said,. thy wife at home is just delivered of a boy, go
fetch me the babe, that I may kiss him- and be saved/ The

fisherman drove home, and found everything as she had said, but

he durst not take his child out at once, the clergyman advised

him to have it christened first ; after which, when he repaired to

the hill, the white woman sat weeping and wailing, for it was one

of the set conditions that her redemption should be wrought by
an infant unbaptized. So ever and anon she still appears on the

hill, and waits the deliverer s coming (Ad. Kuhn no. 67).

By Hennikendorf not far from Luckenwalde, two shepherds

pastured their sheep. A woman half white, half black, shewed

herself on the mountain, making signs to them. One of them

tardily went up, and she offered him all the gold in the mountain,
if he would come in and set her free. When this entreaty failed

to move him, she said that if he did not release her, there would

not be another born for a hundred years that could; but the

shepherd did not get over hia fear till the hour of deliverance

was past, and the woman sank into the mountain, whence he

could for a long time hear heartrending plaints and moans (ib.

no. 99).

A peasant who kept watch on the bleaching-floor near

the ruins of Chorin monastery, saw the white woman (known
there as the utgeberscUe, housekeeper, from her carrying a large
bunch of keys) step in suddenly, and was not a little frightened.
Next morning he told the other men, one of whom asked him
if he had noticed her feet. He said no :

** then said the other,

let s all go to-night and have a look. At midnight they sat

down in the floor, and watched : before long the white woman
came slowly striding, they all looked at her feet, and observed

that they were in yellow (some say, green) slippers. Then* the

other man called out, laughing, why, she has yellow slippers
on ! She fled in haste, and was never seen again (ib. no. 199).

Beside the brook of the Biitow castle hill, a peasant was
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ploughing, and often noticed a maiden draw water from it in a

golden bucket and wash herself. At length he summoned up

courage to ask her, and was told that she was a king s daughter,
and had sunk with the mountain-castle into the ground ; she

could only be saved by one who, without halting or looking

round, would carry her to the Wendish burial-ground at Biitow,

and there throw her down with all his might. The ploughman
ventured on the enterprise, and had safely got to the church

yard, but before he could fling her off his shoulders, something
clutched his hair from behind, and he was so startled that he

looked round and let his burden fall. The maiden flew up into

the air, complaining that she must suffer more severely now,
and wait another hundred years to be saved by a steadier hand/

Since then she has not as yet appeared again (Tettau and Temme
no. 267).

The Piliberg is a castle that was banned. In the evil hour

from 11 to 12 at noon a woman used to shew herself on it,

smoothing her hair in the sunshine, and begging the shepherds to

lay hold of her : no harm should come to whoever did so, only
let him hold her tight and not say a word. A man of thirty,

who was still employed as a cowboy, mustered up all his courage
for once, and grasped the hand of the castle-dame; while he

held, all sorts of jugglery were played upon him, dogs were just

going to bite him, horses to run over him, still he held fast
;
but

anguish forced from his breast the moan herr Gott, herr Jesus !

In a moment the dame was loose from his hand, sobbed out that

she was lost for ever, and vanished (Reusch s Sagen des Sam-

lands no. 8).

On the hill near Kleinteich a castle is said to have stood, which

has long been swallowed up. The people say their forefathers

still saw with their own eyes a king s daughter come up every

day between 11 and 12, and comb her golden locks over a golden

trough (ib. no. 12).

The Hiinenberg by Eckritten was once a holy mount, whereon

the Prussians sacrificed to their gods ; there a dame shews herself

now. A peasant, having heard a good deal about her, rode up
the hill to see her. He did see her too, combing her hair, but

turned tail directly, and was only prevailed on by her prayers

to turn back again. She addressed him kindly, and gave
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him what she had combed out of her hair. He felt so daunted

that he thanked her, popped the present into his pocket, and

rode off; but when he was out of her sight, he threw it away.
He had better have kept it, for at home he found a few grains of

gold still, which had stuck in the corners of his pocket (ib.

no. 13).

I could fill sheets with this kind of stories : with all their

similarity, they differ in details, and I had to pick out what was

characteristic. 1
Then, as to locality, they occur not only in

Alamannian, Franconian, Hessian or Thuringian districts, but I

believe all over Germany, notably in Westphalia, L. Saxony, the

Marks, and further East ; no doubt also in Switzerland, Bavaria

and Austria. Schmeller 1, 33 mentions the Loferer jungfrau of

Salzburg country, and remarks that the story has spread far into

Bavaria. And the people of Friesland, Drenthe and the Nether

lands have just as much to tell of their witten wijven or juffers in

hills and caverns (J. W. Wolf no. 212), though here they get
mixed up with elvish personages. Thiele s Danske folkesagn 4,

33 cites a white woman, den hvide qvinde of Flensburg, who

watching a treasure waits for deliverance; and 4, 96 a gold -spin

ning dame in black dress near Veilefjord in North Jutland. The

Swed. hvita qvinna above, p. 955n., seems to be of another kind.

Sometimes the narrative becomes fuller and like a fairytale :

e.g. that in Bechstein 4, 221 no. 39 of the couple who had set

down their child of five years in the forest while they gathered

wood,, but could not find it again, and looked a long time, till the

child came running up with flowers and berries which the white

maid had given it out of her garden. The parents then set off to

see this garden : it was all out in bloom, though the time of the

year was cold
;
the white maid beckoned to them, but they were

afraid. The child wished every day to go to her, wept and

moped, sickened and died : it was forfeited to the sky- folk, the

elves (conf. Kinderlegenden no. 3). Again, a man who puts up
at a lonely huntingbox, hears at midnight a scuffing of shoes, the

white woman comes to his bedside, bewails her woe, and craves

1 See further D. Sag. nos. 11. 12. 316. Hone s Anz. 3, 149. 258-9. 4, 162. 7,

370. 476. 8, 313. Bechst. 1, 121-5. 2, 51. 93. 164. 3, 180-1-7. 4, 157-8. 187.

209. 221-4-9. Frank, sag. 157. 285. Tettau and Temme 166. 189. Harrys 1, 19.

30. 2, 19. 23. Kuhn nos. 64. 119. 206.
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deliverance, as Condwir3murs did of Parzival (Mone s Anz. 6,

3968; andSuppl.).
For the origin of these White Women we need not go to the

Celtic matron? and fays (pp. 410-7) who are closely related to

them ;
our own antiquity brings us to beings nearer still. Elfins

and swan-wives appear in white shining garments ; among god
desses may be named three in particular, of whom the white

woman and finally the nun might be the outcome : Holda,

who in the very same way combs and bathes in the midday sun,

Berhta, white by her very name, who spins and weaves, Ostara

(pp. 290. 780), to whom the people offered up may-lilies (p. 58).

Holda and Berhta bestow trifling gifts, which turn into gold ; the

white women are fond of gold rings and wands (Mone 7, 476),

heaps of gold lie on their laps (8, 185), they give away boxfuls of

gold sand (5, 414). Berhta as the white ancestress appears when

a death is at hand (p. 280); so does the white maid (Bechst. 4,

158). Berhta s misshapen foot (p. 280) lies at the root of the

white maiden s goat-foot, her long nails (Mone 7, 476), her green

or yellow slippers (p. 965) ; else why should these have seemed

so strange ? The woman half-white, half-black, resembles Eel

(p. 312), unless one would trace them to the garb of a nun (Mone

3, 259). Even the white man s occasionally displacing the white

dame (6, 69) is like Berhtolt by the side of Berhta. Allegoric

females like those in chap. XXIX evidently have in their manner

of appearing much in common with white women.

Now the pervading thought in all this of being banned and

longing for release I take to be just this, that the pagan deities

are represented as still beautiful, rich, powerful and benevolent,

but as outcast and unblest, and only on the hardest terms can

they be released from the doom pronounced upon them. The folk

tale still betrays a fellow feeling for the white woman s grief at

the attempted deliverance being always interrupted and put off

to some indefinitely distant date.

The traditional mode of expressing this is peculiar and assuredly

ancient : He that shall some day speed in achieving the deed and

upheaving the hoard (his predestined reward), must be rocked as

a babe in the cradle made of the wood of the tree that now, but

a feeble twig, shoots out of the wall of a tower : should the sapling

wither or be cut away, the hope of release is put off till it sprout
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anew and be grown a tree (D. sag. nos. 107, 223). Other con

ditions aggravate the difficulty : The cherry-stone, out of which

the seedling is to sprout, must be carried into the chink of the

wall by a little bird (Bechst. Franken 191) ; among the stones a

double firtree must spring out of one root, and when it is 100 years

old, two unmarried persons must hew it down on St. Wunibald s

day, the stouter stem shall slide down the hill in a sledge on St.

Dagobert s day, and out of its planks the deliverer s cradle be

made (Moneys Anz. 3, 91) ;
the walnut-tree is now but a finger

high, whose planks are to form the cradle in which the future

deliverer must lie (7, 365). Sometimes it is merely said, the tree

is yet unplanted, the timber unhewn (6. 397. 7, 476. 8, 63). In

Ad. Kuhn no. 94 the formula runs thus : A lime-tree shall be

planted, that will throw out two plantschen (boughs) above, and

out of their wood is a poie (buoy) to be made : the first child that

therein lies is doomed to be brought from life to death by the

sword, and then will salvation ensue. In all these tales the ar

rival of the future event is linked with the germinating of a tree,

just as the World-fight was made to depend on the sprouting of

the ash (p. 960), or on the dry tree breaking into leaf (pp. 955-7).

Another difficulty put in the way of deliverance is, that the

maiden in some disgusting shape, as a snake, dragon, toad or frog,

has to be kissed three times (D. sag. no. 13. Moneys Anz. 3, 89.

7, 476). Already in the poem of Lanzelot we have this kissing

of the dragon s mouth, who after that turns into a fair lady

(7881. 7907-90).
Now and then the apparition of the white dame basking in the

sun, beaming and bathing, melts into the notion of a water-holde

and nixe (p. 491), a Scand. hafs-fru (Afzelius 2, 150), spirits that

likewise need redemption (p. 493). Twelve white sea-maids come

and join in the dancing of men (Moneys Anz. 5, 93) ; add the

Komance legend of Melusina. But such mer-women generally

assume, wholly or in part, the shape of a fish or snake ; and some

white women have a, fish s tail, a snake s tail imputed to them :

a king s daughter was immured in the golden mount as a snake,

and ooly once in three nights recovered her human form (Kin-

derm, no. 92) ;
in the Oselberg by Diukelsbiihl dwells a snake

with woman s head and a bunch of keys about the neck (D. sag.

no. 221; and Snppl.).
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With the notion of mountain-banishment is commonly asso

ciated that of an enchanted, yet recoverable treasure. Where the

ancient hero or god sits in his mountain cavern, just as in the

hero s grave or barrow, lies hidden a huge hoard ; and the white

woman, the snake woman, or simply snake and dragon, are they
that guard it.

The Goth, huzd, OHG. hort, AS. lieord, ON. liodd, seems to be

letter for letter the Lat. cust in custos, custodia, and this from
euro (for cuso), so that our hus (what harbours, shelters) and the

Lat. curia (house and court) will come under the same root
;
thus

huzd already contained the notion of keeping watch and ward.

From thesaurus, It. Sp. tesoro, Fr. tresor, was taken the OHG.
treso, dreso. The Goth, skatts, OHG. scaz meant simply numus,
and has only gradually acquired the sense of our schatz, thesaurus,

gaza; as late as the 13th cent, schatz had simply the meaning of

money, wealth (Flore 7749. Troj. 2689. 3171. MS. 2, 146 a
),

not of depositing and guarding.
The generally diffused belief that treasures sleep in the bosom

of the earth causes 0. v. 4, 23, in speaking of the earthquake at

the Saviour s resurrection, to say : sih scutita io gilicho thiu erda

kraftlicho, ioh si sliumo thar irgab thaz dreso thar in iru lag/

gave up the treasure that in her lay.

The treasure being buried deep down, it follows, that whoever
would gain possession of it, must dig it up (heben, heave) . It is

supposed that the treasure moves of itself, i.e. slowly but steadily
strives to come to the surface, it is commonly said, at the rate of

a cock s stride every year (D. sag. no. 212). We saw how the

thunderbolt, Donar s priceless hammer, after plunging far into

the ground, pushed its way up in seven years (p. 179). At an

appointed time the treasure is up, and waiting to be released ;

if then the required condition fails, it is snatched away into the

depths once more. Its nearing the surface is expressed by the

phrase
e the treasure blossoms 3

(as fortune blossoms, p. 866), it

gets ripe -,
then it fades (Simpl. 2, 191), has to sink again.

This may refer to the blowing of a flower above or beside it. In

MHG. they spoke of the treasure coming forth :
{ wenne kumt

hervur der hort, der mich so riche mohte machen ? MS. 1, 163 .

It ripens in most cases every seven years, in some only every

hundred, and that especially under a full moon, or during the
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Twelves. Another phrase is, the treasure suns itself: on the

Fridays in March it is said to rise out of the ground to sun itself

(Mone s Anz. 8, 313), and that spreading-out of the wheat and

the flax-pods (p. 962-4) was this kind of sunning ; the treasure

heaves itself up in cauldrons, and then indicates its presence by
a clear Maze shining on it, as fire flickers over a ghost s barrow

(p. 915-6) ; a blue flame is seen upon it (Reusch no. 46) ;
it has

the appearance of glowing embers, of a brewing-copper full of red

gold (nos. 7. 25-6) ; when a fire burns over it, they say the

treasure airs itself. Nevertheless many treasures do not move

toward the surface at all, but have to be sought in the cavern

itself.

Two requisites for raising the treasure are silence and innocence.

Holy divine tasks endure no babble : thus, heilawac must be

drawn in silence (pp. 229. 586), in silence herbs of magic power
be picked ; cry out over a treasure, twill sink that moment out

of sight (Superst. 214). The harmless hand of childhood is fit

to lay hold of it, as it is to draw lots ; poor village boys, shepherd

lads, are they that find it (D. sag. 7. 157-8) ; he that is stained

with vice can never come near it (ib. 13).

Whoever spies the treasure should hasten to throw something
on it, both as taking possession, and to ward off danger. It is

recommended to throw quickly over the treasure either bread,

or a piece of clothing worn next the skin, or a three-halfpenny

piece (Superst. I, 218. 224. 612). See the passages on fire,

quoted p. 602-3.

But the hoard is indicated and guarded. Indicated by the

re-appearance of those vanished heroes and white dames ; indi

cated and watched by dogs, snakes, dragons. Also the flickering

flame (waver-lowe, p. 602) or the flower in bloom bewrays it, and

swarming beetles (p. 694) are a sign of it (see Suppl.).

To get into the mountain in which it is concealed, one usually

needs a plant or root to clear the way, to burst the door.

The folktales simply call it a beautiful wonderflower, which the

favoured person finds and sticks in his hat : all at once entrance

and exit stand open for him to the treasure of the mountain.

If inside the cavern he has filled his pockets, and bewildered

at the sight of the valuables, has laid aside his hat, a warning
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voice l

rings in liis ear as he departs : forget not the best ! but it is

then too late, the iron door shuts with a bang, hard upon his heel,

in a twinkling all has disappeared, and the road is never to be

found again. The same formula comes up regularly every time

in the legends of the Odenberg, of the Weser mountains and the

Harz, and in many more (D. sag. nos. 9. 303. 314. Bechst. 1,

146. 3, 16. 4, 210-1. Dieffenbach s Wetterau pp. 284-5. 190) ;

it must be very old.
2 The flower is commonly said to be blue,

the colour most proper to gods and spirits, yet also I find

purple flower and white flower mentioned. Sometimes it

is called scliliisselblume (key-flower), because it locks the vault,

and as symbol of the key-wearing white woman, whom the

bunch of keys befits as old mistress and housekeeper, and who

has likewise power to unlock the treasure ;
also luck-flower

(Bechst. 3, 212), but most frequently ivunderblume. When three

wonderflowers are named, it seems to mean three on one stalk

(ib. 1, 146. 4, 209). The sudden violent springing-to of the door

is remarkably like the Edda s hrynja honom J?a
a heel

]&amp;gt;eygi

hlunnblick hallar/ Seem. 226a

;

f

J?egar laukst hurftin a hcela

honum/ Sn. 2 ; eigi fellr honum
J&amp;gt;a

hurS a hcela/ Fornald. sog.

1, 204; and twice of the slamming of hell s door (p. 315). A
shepherd boy has the heel of his shoe carried away (D. sag. 157),

as another who hastens away has his heel cut off (Kinderm. 3, 75).

When a shepherd mistook the order, the vault broke down, the

door closed behind him with a crash, but caught him by the heel

of one foot and smashed it, he was long a sufferer, and spent the

money he had brought away on the cure of his foot (Bechst. 4,

211); or, he rushes out, the door slams behind him, and both

his heels are cut away (Harrys 2, 14). I set some value on the

recurrence of these formulas, and should like to trace them in

MHG. poems. A 13th cent, phrase,
f die berge sint nu ndch mir

zuo (mountains closed behind me now), MS. 2, 145b
, seems to

mean that former chances are now forfeited.

1 As if that of the flower itself. Several flowers, esp. the germander (speed

well) and myosotis, are popul. called forget-me-not, clearly with reference to their

miraculous power. The sentimental explanation arose later.

2 Other formulas : je mehr du zerstreust, je mehr du bereust ! or, je mehr
du verzettest, je minder du hettest ! esp. when the gold given or gathered has the

appearance of foliage or charcoal. In the cavern, where gold lies on the table, the

three old men sitting by it cry to the astonished visitor : greif einen grif, streich

einen strich, und packe dich !
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Instead of wonderflower or keyflower, other stories name the

spring wurzel (explosive root), a herb that can be procured in the

following manner : The nest of a green or black woodpecker, while

she has chicks, is closed tight with a wooden bung ;
the bird, on

becoming aware of this, flies away, knowing where to find a

wonderful root which men would seek in vain. She comes

carrying it in. her bill, and holds it before the bung, which im

mediately flies out, as if driven by a powerful blow. Now if you
are in hiding, and raise a great clamour on the woodpecker s

arrival, she is frightened, and lets the root fall. Some spread a

white or red cloth under the nest, and then she will drop the

root on that, after using it. Mone s Anz. 8, 614 gives a pretty
old passage out of Conrad von Megenberg : Ain vogel haist ze

latin merops, und haist ze tiitsch bomheckel (tree-hacker), und

nist in den holen bomen, und wenn man im sinii kint verslecht

(nails up) mit ainem zwickel, so bringt er ain krut (herb) und
halt das fur den zwickel, so vert (starts) der zwickel her dan.

Das krut haist herba meropis/ daz spricht bomheckelhrut, und

haist in der zoberbuch chora/ und wer nit guet daz man es

gemainklich erkant, wan es gant sloss gegen im uff (not good
to be generally known, for locks fly open before it), damit smidet

nieman, wan der gevangen lyt uf den lip/ The pecker was

esteemed a sacred and divine bird (p. 673); even Pliny 10, 18

reports the myth :

f Adactos cavernis eorum a pastore cuneos,

admota quadam ab his herba, elabi creditur vulgo. Trebius

auctor est, clavum cuneumve adactum quanta libeat vi arbori,

in qua nidum habeat, statim exsilire cum crepitu arboris, cum
insederit clavo aut cuneo/ 1 That the woodpecker specially is

acquainted with the magic virtues of herbs, appears from other

tales : he guards them, and flies at the eyes of the man that

would pull them up. Thus Pliny says 25, 4, 10 of the paeony :

praecipiunt eruere noctu, quoniam si picus martins videat, tuendo

1 Conf. Aelian De nat. an. 3, 25, on the hoopoe. Rabbinic legend mentions
the rock-splitting shamir, which Solomon procured in the following way [to get
stone] for his buildings. He had search made for the nest of a woodcock (grouse?)
with chicks in it, and had it covered over with white crystal. The woodcock came,
and finding it could not get at its young fetched the shamir, and was placing it on
the glass, when Solomon s messenger set up a loud cry that startled the bird and
made it drop the shamir, and the man took it with him (Majer s Myth. wtb. 1, 121).
The Gesta Roman, tells nearly the same story of the ostrich and his fetching the
blaster worm thumare (Grass s transl. 2, 227).
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in oculos impetum faciat ; and 27, 10, 60: { trad ant noctu

effodiendas, quoniam pico martio impetum in oculos faciente,

interdiu periculosum sit. That root of explosive power is

supposed to be the euphorbia lathyris, which the Italians call

sferracavallo, because its power over metals is so great, that a

horse stepping on it has to leave the shoe behind (see Suppl.).

But, beside these plants that make doors fly open, another

very ancient means of discovering and obtaining the gold or

treasure buried in the earth is the wishing-rod. Why should an

OHG. gloss at once render caduceus by wunscili-gerta (Gramm.
2, 540. Graff 4, 257), but that this term was thought to come
nearest the sense of Mercury s magic wand ? The Latin name
carried nothing on the face of it about wish or wishing (Notker
in Cap. 16. 37 translates it fluge-gerta, virga volatilis). The
notion then of a magic rod with a German name of its own was

of very old standing, and that name moreover is one connected

with the meaning I have more than once mentioned of the word

wunsch/ which, like saolde, signified both the sum total of hap

piness and a personal being Wunsch or Sselde. The diminutive

form of it in wunscili-gerta, leads me to see in this compound
no reference to a person, but to a thing : it is the gerta (yard,

rod) by possessing which a man becomes partaker of all earthly
bliss. The bestowal of that bliss proceeds from Wuotan the

supreme (p. 419).

The 13th century poets also use the term. Conrad in his

Schmiede 664 (614), comparing the Virgin to the rod of Moses:
( du bist diu wiinschel-gerte, dar mit (wherewith) uz einem steine

wazzer wart geslagen ; and 1306 (1261) : du sselden (Saolden ?)

wunschelgerte ; in his Troj. 19888, of Helena: schoene als ein

wunschelgerte kam sie geslichen (gliding) ufreht/ as Danish

folk-songs use lilje-vaand (lily-stalk) in a like sense.; Troj. 2215 :

alles heiles ein iviinschel-ris (-spray)/ Gotfried in a minnesong
2, 9 : der gnade ein wiinschel-ruote (-rod). Nithart in Rosenkr.

3 : gespalten nach der iviinschelruote stam/ cleft like the w/s
stem. Albr. Titur. has more than once ivunschelgerte, wiinschel-

ruote 4146, and wiinschel-same des varmen 4221, because varm,
our farn (the fern, filix), is a healing plant. But the weightiest

passage is that in Nib. 1064 (even if the stanza be an interpola

tion), just where the hoard of the Nibelungs is described :
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Der wunsch lac (lay) dar under, von golde ein ruetelin,

der (whoso) daz het erkunnet, der mohte meister sin

wol in al der werlte iiber islichen (every) man.

Among the gold and gems of the hoard lay a rod, whose miracu

lous virtue (wunsch) included every good, every joy ;
and he that

knows its worth (I put only a comma after riietelin, and make

daz refer to it, not to the whole sentence) has power given him

over all men ; the wishing-rod not only made treasures come, it

intensified and continually increased their value.

Here the wishing-rod is called golden. It was commonly picked
off a hazel-bush ; according to Vintler it is that year s shoot

(sumer-late) of a wild hazel-tree. To have it, one must cut by

right-hand moonlight (crescent moon) a bough with a zwisele,

zwispel (furca), and twist it three times round itself.
1 Others

demand a white shoot of hazel or holy-thorn, one that has a twiele

or fork, has shot up in one year, and has not a speck of old wood

in it
;

it must stand so that the sun from east and west shines

through the fork, else it is no good. He that would gather it

walks in silence to the shoot, between 3 and 4 in the morning
of a Sunday in full moon, turns his face to the east, bows

three times to the shoot, and says : God bless thee, noble spray

and summer s bough ! Then follow seven spells, given in the

Meckl. jb. 5, 1 10 7. That simile of Conrad s makes us imagine
a single slender rod. Several sorts were distinguished, at least

in later times : fire-rod, burn-rod, burst-rod, strike-rod, quake-
rod. The hazel was not used for all, some were made of brass

wire, and perhaps of gold. In Lower Germany they say wicke-

rode, from wicken, to play the witch, tell fortunes. It is all-

important to hold the rod correctly in the hand (grasping the

two tips, so that the stem out of which they spring shall look

upwards) ; it will answer then, the stem will turn toward the

objects it has to point out, and if there are none at hand, it will

keep still. Some say that one point of the fork is held up firmly

in each hand, and if nevertheless one of them bends with irresist

ible force to the ground, a bed of ore is not far off. There were

also spells to be spoken during the process :

(

Rod, rod, I ask of

1 Ettner s Unwiird. doctor pp. 38. Conf. the forked fir and lime (p. 969), and
the three flowers on one stalk (p. 972) ;

a twig with nine tips (Superst. I, 950), a

lime bough with nine branches (Ehesa dainos 30).
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thee, where may the best treasure lie ? By means of the wish

ing-rod men thought they could discover hidden treasures, veins

of ore, springs of water (hence in Switzerland they call it spring-

taster, Tobler 80a
), nay, even murderers and thieves. 1

In AnsheWs Bern, chron. 2, 8, I find the name gliicks-stablin,

as we had a flower of luck above. The French name is baguette

divinatoire : ace. to the Mem. de Facad. Celtique 4, 267 de

coudrier, fourchue d un cote/

Does the ON. gambanteinn, Ssem. 77b, 85b contain a similar

notion ? Teinn is ramus, virga (Goth, tains, OHG. zein, AS. tan,

OS. ten),
2
gamban resists all interpretation hitherto. In the last-

named passage gambanteinn is gathered in the forest :

Til holtz ec gecc (I went) oc til hras viftar

gambantein at geta. gambantein ec gat.

Another passage Saem. 60b deals with a e

gamban-sumbl umgeta/
which might very well mean a wishing-banquet of the gods. I

would adopt the variant gaman-sumbl/ and explain gaman as

bliss, just as wunsc seems to belong to wunna. Yet in AS. we
find gomban gyldan, Beow. 21, a distinct word from gomen

(gaudium). Again tarns vendi ec
)?ic drep/ with wand of taming

I thee smote, Ssem. 84b
, is worth weighing : tarns vondr is un

doubtedly a rod of magic influence.

A story in full detail of a wisldng-staff that St. Columban gave

away to a poor man, and which he smashed at the bidding of his

wife, may be found in Adamanni Scoti vita S. Columbae cap. 24

(Canisii Lect. antiq., torn. 5).

And now our surest guide to the original meaning of the wish-

ing-rod is the Kt]pvKiov of Hermes (the caduceus of Mercury) : a

staff with two snakes twining round it. But these snakes appear
to have been first formed by the boughs of the olive, so that the

older pa/3So? (Od. 24, 2) probably had the forked figure of our

wishing-rod [ three times twisted/ p. 975]. The Hymn to Merc.

527 calls it o\{3ov KOI TT\OVTOV pa/3Soz/, xpv&efrjv, Tpnrerri\ov

golden (as in the Nib. Lay), three-leaved, bringing luck and

1
Literary history of the wishing-rod in the New Lit. Anz. 1807, pp. 345 477 ;

conf. Braunschw. Anz. 1752, p. 1625 ;
Goth, taschenb. 1809, pp. 119. The asser

tion that it has only come into use in Germany since the llth cent, seems false.
2 It might also mean sagitta, which recalls Martin von Amberg s nach schatze

mit pfilen suochen.
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wealth. Now, seeing that Mercury wears the winged petasus too,

as Wuotan was recognisable by his pilei umbraculum, that in this

again there dwells the idea of a wishing-hat (p. 869), and that the

bliss-bestowing ivishing-rod must be referred to a personal Wish,

consequently to Wuotan; I think, in the concurrence of all these

resemblances there lies an incontrovertible proof of the primitive

unborrowed identity of Wuotan with Mercury. Rudolf in his Barl.

274, 25 may very well have meant des Wunsches bluome, as the

numerous examples from his Gerhart (p. 140) shew how familiar

this personification was to him. So in Tit. 5161-9 : gezwiet vil

der wunschelrise and wiinschel-berndez ris (see Suppl.).

The mythical aspect of mountain-prisoned treasures, as of

mountain-prisoned heroes and gods, has led us to Wuotan the

supreme maker and giver of all things,
f to whom are known

all hidden treasures/ Yngl. saga, cap. 7.

Some other things, beside flowers, herbs and rods, are helpful

to the lifting of treasure. Thus a black he-goat that has not a

light hair on him is to be sought out and tied to the spot where

money lies hidden, like a sacrifice to the spirit who guards it

(Moneys Anz. 6, 305). Some prescribe a black fowl without even

the smallest white feather, else the devil breaks the lifter s neck

for him (Bechst. 4, 207). Enchanted money has had the curse

pronounced on it, that he alone shall find it who ploughs it out

with a pair of black cocks ; one man carved himself a tiny plough
for the purpose, and accomplished the lifting, Reusch/s Samland

p. 29 (see Suppl.).

But on the hoard lie dogs, snakes, dragons to guard it, DS. no.

13. 159. Schm. 2, 209.

In Annales Corbej. ad an. 1048 (Paullini p. 386) :

( Aiunt in

Brunsberg magnum thesaurum absconditum esse, quern niger

canis custodit cum oculis igneis ; and in the Carmen de Bruns-

bergo (Paullini p. 599) :

Horrendus canis est tenebrosum vinctus ad antrum,
thesauri custos, qui latet imus ibi ;

igneus est visus, color atque nigerrimus illi,

os patulum, et cunctis halitus usque gravis.

Under the pear-tree men saw burning coals, and at night a
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black poodle lying (Mone s Anz. 1, 227). On one chest in the

vault lay a toad, on the other a white dog : when the peasant s

wife struck about with a rod she had got from the white woman,
the dog turned black as coal, at which the woman was so fright
ened she broke silence, and the deliverance came to nothing

(ib. 5, 320).

No beast has more to do with gold and treasures than the

snake, which coils itself down on the gold-heap (p. 689), shakes

off sparkles (p. 690-1), wears gold crowns (p. 686). We saw the

white woman herself appear half or wholly in serpent shape. By
the water outside the gold cavern a huge hissing snake keeps
watch : hit him boldly on the head, he will arch himself into a

bridge over the water for you, and you may step over it with a

stout heart, and bring away as much golden earth as you will

(Bechst. 4, 174). Fani-gold seems to be gold that has lain in

fens with the snakes and dragons (p. 531).

Our earliest antiquity has famous legends of snakes and dragons
on the gold (p. 689-90). It is worth noting, that men were fond

of giving the shape of the snake to costly golden ware in the way
of ornaments and weapons. A heap of gold glittered in the sun,

and a Hack worm lay coiled around it, yet so that he did not

reach quite round, and a span s breadth was left open : at this

spot the labouring man who had spied the hoard stept in and

gathered gold. When he had crammed his pockets full and even

the smock he had pulled off, it came into his head to call up a

companion and bid her load herself with the rest of the treasure ;

but his voice was drowned in the terrible roar that suddenly
arose :

f out with the coin, out with the coin ! was the cry, and

the terrified man flung all the money away, and began to flee ;

in a moment worm and treasure sank into the mountain, and the

earth closed up again, the uproar was over and the sun shone

sweetly ; only a few coins remained, which when thrown away
had fallen outside the serpent ring (Reusch/s Samland no. 3).

The great hoard on which Fdfnir lay was made up of gold that

the gods had been obliged to hand over for the covering and

cramming of Otter, but which Loki had previously taken from

the dwarf Andvari. SigurSr, having got it into his power after

slaying the dragon, conveyed it all safely away on Gram s back,

hence gold was named bijrffr Grana (Granonis sarcina, OHGr.
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would be Kranin purdi), Sn. 139. It is remarkable that in a

Swed. folksong (Arvidsson 2, 193) the maiden awaiting her

betrothed says :

Yore det den ungersven (were he the swain) som jag skulle ha,

sa forde han det guldet pa gangarens bak !

According to our lay of the Hiirnen (horny) Sifrit,
1

though the

hero still wins- the hoard by slaying the dragon of Drachenstein,
and loads it on his steed (166, 4), the origin of the gold is related

differently. It is the Nibelinges hort, and Nibling king of dwarfs

leaves it to his three sons (13, 4. 14, 3. 134, 3. 168, 2), two of

whom, when their mountain began to move (in an earthquake ?)

and threatened to fall in, carried it away without telling their

brother Eugel,
2 and hid it in a cave under the dragon-stone/

where Siegfried afterwards found it (133, 4. 134,3. 135,1). A
dragon that always after five years and a day takes human shape
for one day

3 at Easter, had charge of the treasure and of a beau

tiful princess, a white woman, whom Siegfried set free together
with the treasure.

Some things are left obscure in this account, which are cleared

up in the epic of the Nibelungs itself. Siegfried acquires the

hort Niblunges not when he kills the lintrache (lithe-dragon), but

when Schilbunc and Niblunc asked him to divide the treasure, a

thing they could not manage themselves ; and neither could he

(94, 5) . The hoard is carried uz eime holn berge ; apparently
it belonged to dwarfs, so that Schilbunc and Niblunc were of the

elf kindred. Thus in both lays the hoard originates with dwarfs,
and in the Edda with dwarf Andvari ; as elvish beings they are

by nature collectors and keepers of subterranean treasure, haunt

ing the mountains as they do (pp. 448. 452), and they delude

(pp. 464. 915) like spectres. Then the wishing-hat is brought
to mind by the cover-capes and mist-mantles of dwarfs (p. 915) ;

the dwarf race, like the dragons,
4 cherishes and guards treasures,

1 The Seifriedsburg in the Bhon mts (Weisth. 3, 535) is another place about
which the hero-legend is told among the common people (Mone s Anz. 4, 410, and
thence Bechst. Franken 144).

2
Eugel s prophecy and his conversation with Siegfried (159164) leave no doubt

of his identity with Gripir in the Edda, but in point of name with Gripi s father

Eylimi. This Eylimi (insulae, prati ramus, almost a Laufey reversed p. 246) con
tains ey= OHG. ouwa, augia, which must be in Eugel too.

3 Ein tac in der helle hat leng ein ganzez jar 28, 2.
4
Mountain-sprites guarding treasure are found in the Schenkofen cavern, in

the Eeichenspitz, in the Ziller valley. Muchar s Gastein p. 145.

VOL. III. n
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and as Dame Holda travels with the Furious Host and sits locked

up in the mountain, she too is connected with the elves (p. 452).

Entrance into the caves of dwarfs is found as into enchanted

mountains, and men are carried off to spend some time in the

society of elvish sprites (p. 494), as they do in Dame Venus

mount (p. 935).

That Nibelung and Schilbung wished to have their father s

property divided, is asserted also in Bit. 80 a
;
that they could

not divide the treasure, is a highly mythic feature, which I shall

illustrate further on, when I come to treat of Wishing-gear.

As a union with goddesses, wise-women, white-women, results

in danger to heroes, so does their winning of the hoard turn to

their misfortune. He that has lifted the treasure must die soon

(Mone s Anz. 7, 51-3). Because Andvari laid a curse upon the

ring that Loki extorted from him, the same ring brought destruc

tion upon HrerSmar and his sons, who insisted on having it, and

upon SigurS and Brynhild, whose betrothal was accomplished by

it (Sn. 140).

An ON. name for gold is
&amp;lt; orms be$r or Fafnis boeli/ worm s

bed, dragon s couch, who lies brooding on it, so to speak. Bui

turns into a worm, and lies on his gold-chests, Fornm. sog. 11,

158. draco thesauri custos, Saxo Gram. 101. incubas gazae ut

magnus draco, custos Scythici luci/ Martial 12, 53; miser and

dragon have little joy of their wealth.

Dragons guarding treasure were also known to the Orientals

and Greeks. The hundred-headed sleepless one guarded the

golden apples of the Hesperian grove (Scythici luci), Photius,

Bekk. 150, 6. 16. The ancients were equally familiar with the

notion of griffins watching over gold : grifen golt/ Parz. 71, 17

seq.

Sometimes, on the spot where treasures sparkle, a calf is said

to lie (Reusch no. 47), not in my opinion as keeper, but as part,

of the treasure. For treasure-diggers profess to look for the

golden calf, and for the golden hen and twelve chickens,
1
by

which plainly something mythical is meant (see Suppl.).

A statement in the Renner 5100 deserves attention, that all

buried, i.e. unlifted unredeemed treasures will one day be Anti-

1

riuquet s Contes populaires de Bayeux. Rouen 1834 p. 21.
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Christ s, whose coming we have already seen mixing itself up in

many ways with the fable of the Furious Host and mountain-

prisoned heroes.

The legends largely run over into each other : what is told of

the doings of elves and dwarfs in mountain-clefts is also related
of noisy sprites haunting deserted houses (p. 514). In one
enchanted castle a maiden with her treasures waits deliverance

(Kinderm. no. 4), another is possessed with devils (ib. no. 81).
And here again comes up the feature, that the spirit unblest
carries his head under his arm (ib. 3, 15) like the leader of the
Furious Host, and that he gets his beard shaved by the stranger
who is to take off the ban (ib. 3, 9. Hone s Anz. 7, 365. Baader s

Bad. sagen no. 275); conf. the well-known fairytale in Musseus,
and Simpliciss. 1713. 1, 617, who also knows the legend of the
waste castle and the beard-shaving (see Suppl.). The old fable
of the water-bear lodges schrats (night-hags) in the forsaken

house, and Beowulf rids the royal hall of GrendePs nightly visits.

A house like this, in which all is not right, seems to be called
in MHGr. wunder-burc : ich sunge ouch wie der (trache ?) lit,

der manigen in der wunderburc verslunden hat dur sinen git
MS. 2, 177 a

.

Similar to removal into mountains or banishment into the

ground, and proceeding from like causes, there is also a sinking
into the waters. What the elves get hold of in one case, nixes and

sea-sprites do in the other. Holla dwells not only in the hollow

mountain, but in the fountain and the lake.

Accordingly, to spirits of heroes and to treasures we shall see
a residence assigned in water as well as in a mountain. King
Charles sits in the fountain at Niirnberg, with his beard grown
into the table (Deut. sag. no. 22).

* The Nibelungs hoard lies

sunk in the Rhine : Rin skal ra$a rogmalrni, i veltanda vatni

tysaz valbaugar/ Saem. 248a
. In the Siegfried s Lay 167, 4 the

hero himself spills it into the stream, that it may not work the
ruin of his Eecken, as Eugel has foretold; the Epic however
makes Hagen destroy it, and not till after Siegfried s murder
1077, 3 :

er sancte in da ze Loche alien in den Kin
;

1 Conf. Ettner s Unwiird. doctor 1720-1.
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this he did secretly, without the knowledge of Chriemhilde, who
to the last supposes it to be in his hands,, till he answers

2308, 3 :

den schatz weiz nu nieman wan (but) Got unde min.

No doubt there were other legends which placed it in moun
tains : the account given by a woman living in Nerike was, that

it lay inside the Kilsberg there, and the key to the cavern was

kept under a rosebush (Iduna 10, 269). The Ms. 2, 169b has :

der Imelunge Jwrt lit in dem BurJenberge in bi (by them, i.e. the

Khine-folk) ;
but the MsH. 2, 241 a reads der Nibelunge hort

and in dem Lurlenberge. Imelunge may be corrupt for Nibe

lunge, as Imelot for Nibelot (p. 385 n.), and Lurlenberg shall

have its due, if such be the reading, though I had taken Burlen-

berc for Burglenberg, Biirglenberg, OHG. Burgilunberc on the

Rhine near Breisach (Dumbeck p. 339), where the Harlungs, per

haps Amelungs, dwelt with their treasure (Heldens. p. 186 8).

One of the Venus-hills in the Breisgau and Eckart may also

have to do with it. But the Harlunge golt (Dietr. 7835) enters

into Gothic Amelung legends, and there might be an Amelunge
hort like the famous *Ermenriches hort of which so much is told.

Again, the Vilk. saga cap. 381 makes Etzel the avaricious first

get at Siegfried s gold which is locked in a mountain, and then

significantly die of hunger, so that the Niflunga skattr drags him

also to destruction ; while Danish lays have it, that Gremild,

immured in the mountain, pines to death in presence of Noglings

(i.e. Nibelung s) pelf (Heldens. p. 306). So many conflicting yet
connected accounts may justify us in conceding even to that far

older aurum Tolosanum, which the Tectosages sunk in the lake of

Tolosa, some influence on old Gothic legend.
1

Stories of submerged castles are found in abundance. When
the waters are at rest, -you may still descry projecting pinnacles

of towers, and catch the chiming of their bells. Scarcely can

enchanted men be dwelling there
;
all life is grown dumb beneath

the waves. Three legendary features I will single out. The

approaching doom is commonly announced by talking beasts : the

enormity of the crime whose punishment impends has lent them

speech, or some magic has opened to man the meaning of their

1 Justinus 32, 3 ; conf. Duncker s Origines Germanic, p. 31.
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tones. The serving-man tastes a piece off a silver-white snake,

and immediately knows what the fowls, ducks, geese, doves and

sparrows in the yard are saying of the speedy downfall of the

castle (DS. no. 131). This is told of Isang s castle near Seeburg,
a similar story of Tilsburg near Dahlum (p. 774), and no doubt

in other neighbourhoods as well. Another thing we come across

is, that a good man who is sick sends his son out to observe the

weather, and is told first of a clear sky, next of a tiny cloudlet on

the mountain s edge, and by degrees of a cloud as big as a hat,

as a washtub, as a barn-door ;
then the old man has himself

carried in all haste up a hill, for the judgments of God are now
let loose on the Suggenthal, Suukenthal (Moneys Anz. 8, 535 ;

conf. Schreiber s Tagb. for 1840, p. 271). That is a forcible

description of the swift advance of an unforeseen calamity. The

same legend presents us with yet a third feature full of meaning.
When the water had wrecked and swamped all the houses in

Suggenthal, there remained alive only that old man and his son,

and one small infant. This child, a boy, floated in his cradle all

through the flood, and with him was a cat. Whenever the cradle

tilted to one side, the cat jumped to the other, and restored the

equilibrium ;
in this way the cradle safely arrived below Buch-

holz, and there stuck fast in the dold or crown of a tall oak.

When the water had subsided, and the tree was accessible again,

it was fetched down, and child and cat were found alive and un

hurt. As nobody knew who the boy s parents had been, they

named him after the tree-top Dold., and the name is borne by his

descendants to this day (Mone s Anz. 6, 69 and more completely

8, 535). The story perfectly tallies with that Welsh one quoted

p. 580, where, in spite of all difference of detail, the main thing,

the child s being saved in the cradle, is related just as it is here ;

which also seems to me to confirm the sense I ascribed to the

ON. luiSr p. 559n. A pretty adjunct is the companionship of the

auxiliary cat, who together with cock and dog was required by

simple-minded antiquity to give evidence (RA. 588). From the

name of this foundling Dold (OHGr. Toldo, i.e. summit-born) I

understand now what the common people mean by being born on

an oak or walnut-tree (p. 572n.) ;
how exactly the myths of Crea

tion and Deluge fit in together, is past doubting (see Suppl.).



CHAPTER XXXIII.

DEVIL.

The notion of the Devil and of devilish spirits, which has by

degrees acquired so wide a compass and struck such deep root

even in the popular religion, was unknown to our heathenism.

It seems a general rule, that a Dualism dividing the Supreme
Being into opposites, where it is not [already] based on the

earliest profound thought of a system, (such as the Zendic),
neVer gets established at a later period except by abstract

philosophizings. To the sensuous mythologies lying in the

great middle it is ill-adapted.

An all-pervading idealistic distinction between a good and an

evil spirit, Ormuzd and Ahriman,
1

is known neither to the Indian

and Greek theologies, nor to the Teutonic. Before the might of

the one all-governing God the kakodsemon s power fades away.
Then out of this unity there grow up trilogies (Brahma, Vishnu,

Siva; Zeus, Poseidon, Pluto; Wuotan, Donar, Fro; Har, lafnhar,

ThrrSi), dodecalogies, and the plenitude of pantheism. But it is

to my mind a fundamental feature of polytheism, that the good
and beneficent principle in the Divine preponderates ; only some

isolated deities, subordinate to the whole, incline to the evil

or hurtful, like the Norse Loki, whose nature even then is more
on a par with that of Hephaestus (Vulcan) than of the Christian

Devil. Goodness predominates even in elvish sprites : to the

nix, the hoinesprite, nay the giant, it is but partially that cruelty
and malice are attributed. In harmony with this is the mild

way in which our antiquity pictures death and the underworld.

But for all that, amid the vast variety of character and colour

ing in these mythologies, the Dualistic antagonism need not

altogether be silent : it does break out in individual features,

without greatly affecting the whole. Under this head come, e.g.

1 The genuine forms are Ahuromazdao and Agromainyus, but the former is

often called Cpentomainyus, ayadbs dai/mcw, in contrast to Agromainyus the /ccucs

Burnouf s Coium. bur le Ya^ua pp.
(JU. 92.
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the myths of Day and Night, of Elves light aiid dark (p. 444),

of Summer and Winter. 1

The Jewish monotheism accorded to its Satan
(1!&)

onV t^ie

subordinate part of a tempter and traducer, as is plainly shewn

in the book of Job, and confirmed by the Greek term

which the LXX and New T. use alternately with aa-rav,

(Arabic shaitan) or
^&amp;gt;aifji6vi,ov (usually for Hebr. shed &quot;ftth. After

the Captivity the Jews were more familiar with the idea of

Dualism, and in N.T. times their whole demonology had largely

expanded; Beelzebub is spoken of as prince of all evil spirits,

whom the O. T. knows merely as a heathen idol : so that, even

as early as that, false gods come to mean demons or devils.

It pertains to the history of Christianity to explain how there

came to be added the notion of Lucifer,
2 a rebel spirit of light

who took up arms against God, and with his adherents (in Matth.

25, 41 the devil has already his angels )
was banished into

darkness. Luke 10, 18 :
e0a&amp;gt;povv

rov a-aravav &&amp;gt;&amp;lt;? do-rpaTTTjv ic

rov ovpavov Treorovra, as the lightning darts into the ground,
whereas a falling star usually affords a pleasing image (p. 722).

At the same time, this revolt of the Devil and his companions
must be supposed to have had a higher antiquity. Thus arose

the doctrine of a satanic empire in rivalry with the celestial, a

doctrine that daily met with more acceptance : the evil spirits

may be the weaker side and suffer defeat, but they go about

enlisting wicked men, and seek thereby to replenish their host.

Compacts are made with the Devil, and he aids his confederates

even during their earthly life.

From another side, the conversion of the Heathen itself con

tributed to expand and diversify the prevailing conception of

the Devil s agency. It has been remarked more than once, that

the deserted heathen deities were declared vanquished and shorn

of their strength, yet not downright powerless : their once kindly

benignant sway had turned into a fierce fiendish one. Thus

what the Christians believed about the Devil received at the

1 The oft faith of the Slavs set up a white and a black god : Belbogh and
Chernibogh. But this dualism seems to me neither thoroughgoing nor primitive.

2 It arose out of Isa. 44, 12 : how art thou fallen from heaven, fair Morning-
star ! But it appears first in Eusebius (Dernonstr. evang. 4, 9), not in Tertullian,
nor Irenams nor Lactantius. Even Jerome and Augustine never call the devil

Lucifer.
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hands of the Heathen a twofold enlargement : heathen gods and

spirits already malign and gloomy in themselves readily dropt
into the Christian category of devilish beings ;

with greater diffi

culty and more resistance from public opinion, was effected

nevertheless the transmutation of the good gods of old into

spectres and demons. In this process names for the most part

got suppressed or disguised ; myths and stories were not so easily

to be abolished.

In not a few cases the Devil may be regarded as a parody
or aping of the true God, as the left or wrong-side (taken mildly,

the foil p. 515) of the Divine Being
1

: he wants to have the

same power, enjoy the same honour, and mimic God in every

thing ; but his contrivances miscarry and come to nought. So

the idea of a DevilVmother might have arisen as counterpart
to Mary the mother of God, though she had an earlier prototype
in the giant s-mother (see Suppl.) .

All these influences so diverse in kind have joined to produce
such popular notions of the Devil s being and character, as have

existed from the N. T. to our own times. The Devil is Jewish,

Christian, Heathen, a false god, an elf, a giant, a spectre, all

in one. By the addition of him, Christianity could not but

receive, just as heathen Polytheism was expiring, a visible bent

towards Dualism, which afterwards philosophy tried to resolve

into a general principle of good and another of evil. When we

compare the cheerful tone of Greek myths with the harshness

and grimness imparted to the legends of our Mid. Ages by the

intrusion of an ail-too positive Devil, we see that the contrast

comes out not so much in the original texture of the popular

beliefs, which is everywhere the same or similar, as in the colour

laid upon it
; and therefore our inquiry is entitled to resolve

a whole mass of devil-phenomena back into the milder forms of

ancient spirits and gods.

Before I attempt to isolate so much of these traditions as

is due to our Teutonic paganism, or at least that of our next

neighbours, it is even more than usually necessary to make sure

of the various names employed.
i Gotfried of Viterbo 1, 23 propounds the query : Quare creavit Deus diabo-

lum, cum sciret euin malum esse futurum ? Itespondeo, quia propter operis sui

ornatum, sicut pictor nigrum colorem substemit, ut albus apparentior fiat, sic per
praevaricatioueni inaloruin justi clariores fiunt.
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The word teufel, devil, is un-Teutonic, being simply

retained.1
Ulphilas, following the Greek text, distinguishes

diabaulus, satana and unliulpo, translating SaifJLoviov by the last,

to which I shall have to come back. In OHG. satanas is kept

unaltered, but the diabolus of the Vulgate is cut down to tiubil,

tieval, or to diuval (T.), diufal (0. ii. 4, 101), neut. pi. diufilir (iii.

14, 53), which likewise renders the Lat. daemonium (Fragm.
theot. ii. 14). By this extension of meaning and contraction of

form, we see that the word was getting naturalized and gradually

driving the others out of the field : MHG. tievel, tiuvel, lively our

teufel; AS. deofol, Eng. devil; M. Nethl. duvel, now duivel ;

Icel. djofull, Sw. djefvul, Dan. djdvel. It spread through nearly

all Europe: It. diavolo, Sp. diablo, Fr. diable, O.Fr. deable ; Pol.

djabel, Boh. d abel, Buss. diavol, Serv. diavo ; the Lettish and

Finnish nations, the last to be converted, have alone forborne

the appellation. And, as in the case of God (p. 15), there occur

euphemisms : HG. deichcl, deixl, deigel, deiJcer, deuker,
2 Swiss

dijggeli, tiiggeli (Staid. 1, 325) ;
Nethl. duiker; Swed. djakul,

knakul, Jcndfvel (Ihre s Prov. lex. 93a
),

also Westph. kniivel for

duvel
;
Fr. diacre, Pol. djachel, djasek, djablko and many more. 3

Noticeable is N. ps. 90, 13: urtiefel, chuninch anderro tiefelo/

diab. rex daemoniorum.4 Satan is used rarely in MHG., very
often in modern German ; in the Anegenge 218b and in Strieker

I find der satanat, the later MLG. Zeno often repeats satanas.

O.Fr. goufre de satenie, saternie, Ren. 20224, 28429, the last

form stretching out a hand to Saturn (p. 249, and Suppl.).

All other names for the Devil can be brought under three

points of view, according as they are drawn from his Character,

his Figure, or his place of Abode. And to these may be added

Disguised forms of name.

I. From his intrinsic nature the Devil is called the evil, hostile,

1 So is our engel, angel borrowed, both name and thing. Mone, who thinks
teufel is unborrowed, and identifies both it and diabolus with Dionysus (Anz. 6,

354. 8, 449), will hardly boggle over the Germanness of engel either. It is true

5i&amp;lt;x/3o\os (the slanderer), which the LXX does not yet have, might in the N. T.

spring out of an Oriental word allied to Pers. div and Lat. divus (p. 161).
2 And even der deutsclierj as the Poles say Niemiaszek

(
= German) of the

Devil, which may really go back to the Slav deity Nemisa ?

8 Zabulus, zabolon, which Mid. Age dictionaries and glosses give for diabolus,
and render contrarius, arena, is the same word

,
zabulones buoch, Ms. 2, 13*.

4 Notker s interpretations of diabolus, niderris, niderfal, chuning widertfuzze,
turn upon the fall, the down-rush, of the devils, Gramrn. 2, 703
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unlovely (unholde), as antithesis to the good kind gracious God.

The thought is often expressed in roundabout phrases or in

adjectives, often enshrined in appropriate appellatives : der nie

guot geriet/ who never counselled good, Dietr. 40a
;

( der ie

tugende storte/ ever thwarted virtue, Kolocz. 254 ; like the Edda s

sa er flestu illu roeSr of Loki, Sn. 46, or the epic periphrase in

Reinh. xxxii. xxxvi to describe the fox and wolf as beasts of

devilish nature. dich hat niht quotes uz gelan/ twas nothing

good (= the devil) that left us you, Dietr. 8347 ; as we still

say I have looked for him like nothing good.
3 der iibele tiuvel,

I\v. 4670. Nib. 215, 4. 426, 4. 1892, 4. Ms. 1, 59 b der ilbel

vient, Gregor 2849. The evil foe, evil spirit, evil one ; der ubile

geist, Fundgr. 102, 34. 105, 2. der lose geist 105, 7. Nethl.

de booze vyand. The crooked devils in Kinderm. 1, 422 means

the unrighteous, evil ones. A sermon in MHG. has der ubile

buman der tivel/ Griefshaber 277. It is remarkable that in ON.

we even come upon hinn illi OSinnf Fornm. sog. 5, 172. 10,

171. The O.Fr. poets often put maufez, malfez, maufes (pi.

maufe, malfe) for devil ; later maufais, maufaiteur, which leaves

no doubt as to the sense being evildoer, evildoing.
1 As early as

585 we have adversarius boni operis (Pertz 3, 3), It. aversiera?

O.Fr. aversiers, devil. OS. the balowiso, malus, dirus, Hel. 33,

2; conf. ON. holms, Ssern. 77b .93a (bolvisar konor 197b are

witches); Goth, balvavesei, i.e. balvaveisei /cafcla, 1 Cor. 5, 8;

but our pilwiz on p. 472 can hardly be connected. Then OS.

the ledo, invisus, dirus, Hel. 33, 9, leda wihti, maligni spiritus 48,

14; M. Nethl. de lede duvel 3
; OHG. der leidige tiefal, Diut. 3,

59; AS. se la&a. Again, OS. the liatola, odiosus, Hel. 110, 9;

hetteand herugrim 142, 12, cruel hater and persecutor. AS. se

cjrimma gcest, M. Nethl. lede gastt Rein. 2841. Of special im

portance here are names denoting a hostile being, resisting God

1 Here belongs particularly the Slav, lies, bes (devil), from which even OHG.
posi, 0. Fris. base seems to have come, being unknown to other Teut. tongues ;

and
Slav, zli

, zly, zlo (evil), Boh. zley-duch (evil spirit), Sloven. s!6di (zlodi, Glagolita

xxxix), slo-dey (evil-doer), slom, slomik, to which again our schlimm (OGH. slimb,

Graff G, 793 obliquus) may be allied
; Sloven, hudizh, hudir (from hud, malus, Pol.

chudy, miser), &c. &c. [Are not two roots confounded here : zol, zlo = bad, and

g-lom, iz-16m, raz-16m = dis-ruptio, from lomiti, to break ? And is zlodi conn, with

Goth, sleidja fierce, sleij&amp;gt;jan
to hurt ?]

2 Muratori s Antiq. 2, 1090, and la Versiera in Pulci 5, 42. 21, 27 (Vocab. della

Crusca sub v.), arusaria Biondelli 249.
3 Eein. 1280 intslets duvels name = in des lets (leden) duvels.
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and persecuting men. The Latin Fathers favour the use of

the term antiquus hoxtis (Greg. Magni opp., ed. Bened. Paris

1705. 1, 1019; his Moral. 31, 50 and Dial. 2, 30. Bonif. epist.

6, anni 723. Jonas Bobbiens. p. 5
;
Vita S. Roman! 744a

. Capi-

tulare in Georgisch 795, and many later records, e.g. one of 1121

in Kremer s Beitr. 3, no. 24). And this our OHG. authorities

imitate : alt-flant (Muspilli 49) ; fiant entrisk (Hymn 24, 9), but

here we cannot help thinking of the AS. for giant, ent (p. 524),

as giants in general are supposed to be old, stone-old (p. 529).

AS. se ealda deofol, se ealda, Casdra. 267, 5. So then altan

satanasan wilit er gifahan (he wants to catch) , 0. i. 5, 52. der

satanas altist, Musp. 25. In MHG. : der alte, Geo. 3376-85
;

der elteste 3368. In N. Friesland to this day de ual (old)

diiivel/ Geizh. p. 112; in England old Nick, old Davy/ in Den
mark gammel Erich (Holberg s Uden hoved oghale, sc. 5), which

it would be allowable to trace back even to the divine Erik of

heathen times (p. 361) ; Norweg. gammel Sjur (Hallager 102 a
) ;

ON. kulski, both senex and diabolus. In the same way God is

called the old (p. 21). Beside antiquus hostis we also find

persequutor antiquus, Vita S. Horn. 743, and callidus hostis} Jon.

Bobb. p. 5. hostis generis humani (fiant mannaskines chunnes),

Hymn 24, 3. A simple hostis I find but rarely used, and the

Goth, fijands is never anything but e^po? : in OHG., fiant by
itself can be devil; so AS.feond (of Grendel), Beow. 202. 1444-

89; MHG. vient, En. 2525; M.Nethl. viant, Huyd. op St. 3,

38; O.Fr. ennemi; OS. craftagftund, Hel. 142, 1 2, unhiurifiund

32, 1. 164, 14; MHG. der leidige vient, Fundgr. 66, 4. der boese

ment, Geo. 345, like our bose feind [while Engl. fiend is nothing
but devil] . gerfiund, Hel. 32, 2 seems to be a strengthened form

(ger=jaculum, hasta). Out of the ON.fiandi, taken in the sense

of devil, arose the Dan. fanden, Sw. fanen, fan
1

; but in ON.
itself andskoti was both hostis and diabolus. A word whose

meaning approaches that of hostis is the OHG. scado (homo

nocivus, latro), which in earlier times was also applied in a good
sense to heroes (p. 342). AS. sceaiSa, OS. skatho, not standing

alone, but in such compounds as AS. hellscea&a, Caedm. 56, 24.

Thorpe s Anal. 126, 28, leodsceafta, Caedm. 56, 24, freodscea&a,

1 Conf. p. 916 dolgr for spectre, devilish spirit.
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Beow. 4550, uhtsceaffa 4536, mansccaffa 1417-68, and OS. men-

scado, Hel. 32, 1. 33, 15. 142, 15, wamscado 31, 17. 164, 4,

liudscado 32, 14. thiodscado 33, 1, it designates the Devil. Now
this hostile, hating, harmful being the Goths named the unhold,

ungracious one, by which Ulphilas translates, not as a rule

Sta/3oXo9, but Saipoviov, yet with a vacillation of gender that

claims attention. A masc. unhulpa stands for SCU/JLOVLOV, Sallow

in Luke 4, 35. 8, 29. 9, 42
;
for varavas in 1 Cor. 5, 5

;
for

&a/3oXo? in Eph. 4, 27. and prob. ought to be so in Matt. 9, 33.

A fern, unhulfio occurs, always for Saifjioviov, in Mk. 7, 26-9. 30.

Lu. 4, 33. 7, 33. John 7, 20. 8, 48-9. 52. 10, 20-1. The plur.

Saifjiovia is only once rendered by masc. unliulfrans, Lu. 8, 33, and

everywhere else by fern, unhulfions, Mat. 7, 22. 9,34. Mk. 1, 32-

4-9.3,15. 5,12. 6,13. 9,38. 16,9. Lu.4,41. 8,27.30-5-8. 9,1.

49. The inference is, that the notion of female demons was the

favourite one with the Goths, and very likely with other Germans,

for in Hymn. 24, 3 the word for diabolus is the OHG. fern.

iinholdd.1 If as heathens they had worshipped a goddess Holda,

how natural, in contrast with her mildness, to regard a malignant

being as a female unholda ! Thus Ulphilas s preference for the

term goes far to prove a Gothic worship of Hul]?6 ; and the trans

lation of Diana by Holdd and unholda (p. 267) is worth noting.

Again, the notion of malice and ill-will carries with it that of

fierceness and wrath : so the Devil is in AS. se wrd&a/ Casdm.

39, 24, in OS. the wretha, Hel. 106, 3. 164, 4
;
AS. se reffa

(trux, saevus), Caedm. 271, 12, the OS. would be the ruodho ;

AS. se grama,
9 OS. the gramo, Hel. 32, 16; also prob. AS.

se modega, OS. the muodago, conf. muodaga wihti for evil

spirits in Hel. 120, 9; and all four of these epithets denote the

wrathful, furious. 3 It should not be overlooked, first, that they

are found only in Saxon poets, never in OHG. writers ; secondly,

that they express, especially in the plural, more the idea of

demonic spirits than of the Devil :
]?a graman gydena/ Bth. 35,

6 (dira numina) are the Parcae : gromra (grarnra), Cod. Exon.

49, 5 = diabolorum ; gramono hem (daemonum habitatio) in Hel.

1 0. Slav, nepriyezn
1

(fern.) the ungracious= diabolus ;
even Sotond himself

occurs as a fern.
2 Our MHG. poets never give their Tiuvel the epithets grimm, grimmig,

these they reserve for Death (p. 849). But in AS. I niid Grendel called se grimma
gast, Beow. 204.
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103, 10 stands for hell. Of Judas at the Last Supper receiving

the sop and taking it into his mouth, the Hel. 141, 11 says; so

afgaf ina tho thiu Godes craft, gramon in-gewitun an thene licha-

mon, leda wildi? so forsook him then the strength of God, demons

and devils lodged themselves in his body ;

1
gramon habdun thes

mannes hugi undergripan/ demons had got the mastery over his

mind 157, 19; gramo(uo) barn, fiundo barn are the devils

household 161, 23. 157, 18; gramono or ivretharo willio/

devils will and pleasure 106, 3 ;

(

modaga vvihti are unholda 120,

8, conf. modage 157, 18.

This application of gram, wreth, muodag to daemons is, to my
mind, a relic of heathen times, which clung to the converted

Saxons as unhulfio had done to the Goths before them. Grendel

is called gram, Beow. 1523, and yrremod 1445 ;
an ON. impreca

tion was )?ic
hafi allan gramir ! Ssem. 80b

,
and gramir hafi

Gunnnar! 208b
, gramir being daemonia and exactly equiv. to the

AS. gramon. Another time Saem. 255a has eigi hann iotnar !

where the prose Yols. saga (Fornald. sog. 1, 214) gives gramir,

so that here again comes up the affinity of devils to giants. The

use of modag (iratus) for diabolic spirits rather confirms an ex

planation of f Muotes her suggested on p. 931n.

One name, which I have held back till now, is of frequent

occurrence in MHG. poets of the 12-13th cent. : der volant? S.

Uolrich 54a
. 69b

. 74a
. Anegenge 218b

. 219a
, 220b

. Tundal 56,

31; &amp;lt;diu vdlantinne Herodia 3

(see p. 283), Fundgr. i. 139, 6;

der valant? ii. 109, 42. Eoth. 3106; vdlandes man/ Roth.

3227. 3366; valant, Rol. 289, 7; valantes man 111, 5. 189, 16;

der iibel valant Nib. 1334, 1
;
vdlandinne (she-devil) 1686, 4;

vdlentinne 2308, 4. Gudr. 629, 4; der valant? Nib. Lam. 625.

Er. 5555. Herbert 7725. Eilhart s Trist. 2837; valant, Wigal.
3994. 6976. 7022

; er het gehoeret den valant, er (the sentry)

sprach : seht, bi der mure (wall) da hort ich in schrien lut, owe !

er fuor die rise also zetal (down), daz im die stein vast walgten
nach (stones rolled after him), ich weiz nicht war im ist so guch

(hasty)/ Frauend. 375, 12 24;
f daz in der valant riten sol/

Welsch. gast 67a
;

f bi siner stimme (voice) ich han erkant, daz

ex waere der valant/ ibid. (Reinh. 384, 50) ;
der leide valant?

Trist. 8909; des vdlandes rat 11339;
( vdlandes man 6217.

1 Aftar tkerno muase, so kleib er Satanase, 0. iv. 12, 39.
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6910. 160G9
; vdlandes barn 15965

; tiuvels volant, sclirat und
wazzerber 92 ; do geriet in der valant/ Mone s Anz. 8, 52

;

vdlant, Ottoc. 453V Certain poets abstain from the word :

Wolfram, Rudolf, Conrad. In Mod. Germ, it still lives as a

proper name (Faland, Phaland, Foland, Volland), otherwise it

rarely occurs : der bose volant, Chr. Weise s Comodienprobe

219; junker Volland Berthold s Tageb. p. 54. In Henneberg

they say der bose fahl or fdhl, Reinw. 1, 30, at Frankfort
f der fold, fuld.

z In MLG. once only in Zeno 1166 : du arge
volant ! and nothing like it in M. Netlil. But neither do I find

fdlant, vdlant in OHG., even as a proper name; yet one can

hardly doubt its having existed, for the participial ending, as

in viant, heilant, wigant, etc., points to an early formation. A
MHG. verb valen, vselen, occurs only in the Martina 145. 177.

215 and Alb. Titurel, and there it means to fail, err, conf. Schm.

1, 519. Fdlant must either have meant the same as the adj.

irri/ iratus, infensus, or else misleading, seducens (Goth, airz-

jands, uslutonds) ; the AS. fselian or fgelan is scandalizare,

seducere, and its partic. faelend would answer to valant. Some
such meaning may lie in the ON. fala (Saem. 143b

. 210b
gigas

femina) and the verb faela (terrere) ; in that case it would be

credible that fdlant also referred originally to giants. But now
that Phol (pp. 224 9. 614) has come upon the scene, he must not

be left out of sight in attempting to explain a word so incorpor
ated with our language : the change of a, o into d does occur in

some instances, e.g. talanc, tolanc, and the popular forms (

voland,

fold, fuld are in its favour ; the participial ending must remain

an open question till further light be thrown on the obscure name
of this ancient god. Even the fierce Unfalo in Teuerdank may
be taken into the reckoning, as the un- seems merely a prefix

added to intensify the ill-repute of the word
;
an Unfahl occurs

elsewhere too as a proper name.3
Compare what is said of the

pfahl-mauer (stake-wall) further on 4
(see Suppl.).

1

Hagene was known as the valant aller kiinige, Gudr. 168, 2. 196, 4
;
all kings

feared him like a devil. Mone in Ndrl. volkslit. 67 makes it mean vaillant de tons
les rois !

2 In the Mehlwardein, a local farce 1837, p. 16 : ei der Fuld ! = devil ; so in

another, the Bernemer Kerb p. 13.
8 In the Nordlingen witch-trials p. 47 an Apollonia Unfahlin.
4 I fear some will take it into their heads to explain phol, phal by aphrcresis of

the first syllable in deofol, diufal, pretty much as Eblis is derived from diabolus.
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II. Many names of the Devil turn upon his outward Form.

The most striking feature is his lame foot : hence the hinkende

teufel (diable boiteux), hinke-bein (limping-leg) ; the fall from

heaven to the abyss of hell seems to have lamed him, like

Hephaestus hurled down by Zeus (p. 24 1).
1 He further re

sembles that god and the lame smith Wieland (Volundr p. 37f&amp;gt;)

by his skill in working metals and in building, as also by his

dwelling in a sooty hell. Here the antithesis to clear shining
white Deity demands a dingy black liue, as the dark elves were

opposed to the light. We may therefore balance the white

Baltac (p. 228), the radiant Berhta (p. 272) against the gloomy
powers, light-elves against black-elves, though the two principles

touch, and even generate one another. The word alp seems to

contain the notion of white, night and day come out of one

another, Night was the mother of Day (p. 735), Halja, Demeter,

Diana, Mary (p. 312-3 n.) present themselves half black or wholly
darkened. 2 The dark diabolic principle may be regarded as one

not original, as a falling away from divine light.

The Devil is called the black : OS. mirki (tenebrosus), Hel. 31,

24. der swarze, Eenner 36d
. Satan exit ore torvus colore tanquam

corvus, S. Gallenlied, 11, 3. er was swarz als ein robe, Tund. 51,
17. diabolus in effigie hominis nigerrimi, Csesar Heisterb. 7, 17.

der swarze hellewirt, Ms. 2, 254
a

. der hellewirt der ist sivarz, Parz.

119, 26. der helle-wwr, Walth. 33, 7. der helsce more, Fundgr.
1, 25. der helle-grdve, Anegenge 39, 46. As a dark colour hides,
the evil spirit gets tha name of the hidden, the secret : OS.
dernea wihti (spiritus latentes), Hel. 31, 20. 92, 2. But in our

folktales he is also indicated as grayman, graymanikin, conf.

graa told, Dan.V. ], 169. 180, which reminds of Wuotan and of

Berhtold
; I therefore lay stress on the fact, that as Berhta and

Berhtolt hand empty spindles (pp. 274-9), the Mark legend tells

exactly the same of the Devil : You must not spin of a Thursday
evening, for the evil one would throw an empty spindle into your
room, and call out, Spin that full as well ! Ad. Kuhn p. 379.

Of shapes of animals, some are ascribed to the Devil chiefly on
the ground of their black colour (see Suppl.).

1
II. 1, 592. Thor threatens to lame Loki, Sn. 130, and the lightning-flash has

a maiming power.
2 The Romans called Pluto Jupiter niger, the black god. Silius Ital. 8, 116.
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Such animal shape was often not made complete, but merely
indicated by some addition to a configuration mainly human,
much as the Greeks and Romans represented their satyrs, fauns

or Pan, and to Dionysus, Actaeon or lo simply added horns. The
Devil then approximates to those wood-sprites, skrats and pilosi

treated of in p. 478 seq. ; shaped like a man in the rest of his

limbs, he is betrayed by his goat s ear, his horn, tail or horse s

foot. A vtilant is thus described in Tund. 51, 33 : er het vil der

hende,
1 an des libes ende einen vreislichen zayel (tail), der hefc

manigen isnin nagel (iron nail), manigen haken chrumben, damit

er die tumben cholt unde stichet. Even in heathen times the

gods and ghostly beings could imitate beasts in some parts of

their body : the Triglav of the Slavs had three goafs-heads, and

a mixture of human with animal forms is extremely common in

the Indian mythology; in the Greek and Teutonic it is rare,

and then but barely hinted at. Huldra comes before us with a

tail (p. 271), Berhta with the goose-foot (p. 281), the nix with

a slit ear, and the nixie with wet skirt (p. 491), the hero with

a swan s wing (p. 428) like Hermes with his winged feet, the

water-wife with a snake s or fish s tail ; even the giant has [only]

a finger and toe above the common (p. 52 7n.). The Devil s

horse-foot may suggest the semi-equine centaurs, as well as the

ON. nennir (p. 490).

Conversion into complete animal form might easily arise out

of this
; or it might be regarded as a prerogative of the higher

being to transform himself into an animal for a time.

The Devil in retiring is compelled unawares to let his horse-

foot be seen (p. 326) ; a kobold (home-sprite) is also horse-footed

(p. 511). To the water- sprite the whole or half of a horse s

figure is attributed ; that is why horses are sacrificed to rivers.

A British demon Grant, possibly connected with Grendel (p. 243),

shewed himself as a foal, Gerv. Tilb. in Leibn. 980. Loki

changed himself into a mare, and bore Sleipnir to SvaSilfori, Sn.

46-7. The Devil appears as a horse in the stories of Zeno and of

brother Eausch, and in legends (Zappert pp. 68 71) ;
black steeds

1 This many-handedness agrees with that of giants, but I do not remember to

have seen the Devil represented with more heads than one, except in the shape of

a dragon. Antichrist however was pictured with seven heads and a horse * foot,
couf. Zappert ubi supra 73-4.
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fetch away the damned, and even convey heroes like Dieterich to

hell, Vilk. saga 393. Otto Frisiug 5, 3 (see Suppl.).

The representation of the Devil in the shape of a lie-goat

goes back to a remote antiquity?; what can have given it such a

vigorous growth among heretics and witches ? The witches all

imagine their master as a black he-goat, to whom at festal gather

ings they pay divine honours; conversely, the white goat atoned

for and defeated diabolic influence (Haupt s Zeitschr. 3, 35). In

oaths and curses of the 15-1 6th cent, the he-goat apes the true

God : dass in der pock schend ! is a frequent formula in Hans
Sachs ; they swore bei bocks schedel, skull, bei bocks lid/

limbs, as by the limbs of saints, bei bocks hulde/ grace.
1 Or

can bocks here be a mere variation of botz, potz, kotz for

G-otts (p. 15) ? It does seem singular that the 13th cent, poets
never use bock in such a sense; only Martina 156b

. 184b has

helleboc clearly for the Devil. According to Schm. 1, 151, bock-

schnitt means that bilwez-schnitt [cut through a neighbour s

corn, p. 475-6], which the people ascribe to spirits and the Devil.

Now the he-goat was the sacred beast of Donar, whom the

modern notions of the Devil so often have in the background.
In Switzerland the people will not eat goats feet, because the

Devil appears with such, or you see them when he pulls his boots

off (Tobler 214); it might equally well be explained by Donar s

he-goats, whom he served up for dinner, then brought the bones

to life again, and was angry when one of them was broken. But
in fairy-tales the Devil himself appears as a Heating goat, and

already in Gregory the Great s Dial. 2, 30 as cornu 2 et trepidi-
cum ferens/ which I interpret, in the shape of a three-legged

goat and horned ; three-legged animals being spectral and diabolic

(pp. 920. 934) . The posterli also shewed itself as a goat (p. 933).

May it not be that the figure of the he-goat sacrificed by the

heathen (p. 52) was afterwards by the Christians transferred to

1
Appenzeller reimchr. 14. 37-9. 51. 72. 95, and Senkenberg sel. 1, 46. bocks

angst und gilt ! Er. Alberus 21. bocks marter ! 33. dass dich bocks esel schend !

23. dass dich box sners schende ! Schreiber s Freib. urk. 2, 67. durch bocks
tod ! 3, 404. bocks lid answers to tiufel und sin lit,

1 Mone s Anz. 8, 41.
2 To curse one leg off the devil s body, and the left horn off his head, Garg.

232a
. People still say: he ll deny one of the devil s ears off him and on again,

Haupt 3, 368
;

i.e. to curse and lie so hardily as to do the very devil s figure
a damage. But what means the expression : ir licget dem tiuvele an daz bein
(Roth. 3137) ? you swear falsely ? (p. 1008).

VOL. ill. w
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the false god ? In the goat-hallowing of the ancient Prussians 1

the victim was lifted up high.

Next to the goat the boar, which was sacred to Fro among
the ancient gods, which affords food to the heroes in Walhalla,

and moreover, far from irrelevantly, mingles in the stormful

march of the Wild Host (p. 921-3), is a devil s animal;

hence in the roar of the whirlwind, people cry su-stert and

sdu-zagel (sow-tail), rebuking the Devil by that name (p. 632).

In devils buildings the sow plays another and perhaps more

prominent part. The Evil One appears as a grunting sow

(Schweinichen 1, 31). But the main point is, that here we

again stumble on the name Phol : the MHG. fol, fal, ful in

the compound urful signifies a boar, as is clear from the

Schwabensp. 315 Wack., 204 Lassb., where the readings
c

erfaul,

urfaul, urfol, urval, wurffel are all against ursul, which makes

no more sense than halpswuol in Nib. 878, 3, the variants

halbfwol, halpfuol, helfolen shutting us up to the combination

halp-ful, halp-fol, i.e. half-swine as opposed to the full swine

ur-fol, the old boar of five years.
3 Not that the god s name is

to be explained by the beast s ; on the contrary, in both the

compounds it has been transferred to the beast, and so preserved ;

and as Phol is Paltar, it may now appear less venturesome to

bring in as belonging here Baltero the boar s name in Reinardus.

A soul-snatching wolf the Devil was already to the Fathers

(Greg. M. opp. 1, 1486). In the Laws of Cnut he is se wod-

freca werewulf (Schmid. p. 148) ;
Ditmar of Merseb. p. 253

calls him lupus vorax, and Loki s son is Fenris ulfr ; out of

MHG. poets I have not noted down a hellewolf, but I hardly

doubt their having used it, as Simplic. 2, 72 still does hollenwolf.

And a Slavic name for the Devil, Pol. wrog, Boh. wrali, Serv.

Slov. vrag, Russ. vrag, vorog, though it means malefactor, enemy,

latro, is the same as the OHG. warg (lupus), Reinh. xxxvii. The

Devil has monstrous jaws and throat in common with the wolf

and hell : des tiuvels kiuwe, Warnunge 540.

A canine conformation of the Devil is supported by many
authorities: hellehunt in the old lay on Georio, Fundgr. 1, 13;

1 Luc. David 1, 87. 98. Job. Voigt 1, 616.
3 In MSS. it is hard to distinguish the long f from f.
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des hellehundes list (cunning), Hartm. Greg. 163. Eenner 289.

wint (greyhound) in des tiuvels biunt, hunt in der helle grunt,

Ls. 3, 124. helleriide, Martina 32 a
(Diut. 2, 143), and kellewelf

111% as the Edda already supposes a hvelpr in hell, Seem. 94a
,

and the Greek religion a Cerberus (p. 814n.). A fight with the

hell-hound is described in Fundgr. 178, and as a dog the Devil

guards treasures (p. 977). black dog, Superst. Denm. no. 149.

des tiuvels riiden, Renner 23343. H. Sachs iv. 3, 31 C

provides
him with a quail-hound (pointer, setter, to catch souls for him ?) .*

May not the Latin latro (robber) have come from the barking

animal, like our warg from the wolf ? It makes the Devil re

semble both animals more (see Suppl.).

Foremost among birds comes the raven, whose form the Devil

is fond of assuming, Ls. 3, 256. der ungetriuwe hellerabe,

Ottoc. 298b
. 803b

. volgen wir niht dem swarzen raben ! Rol.

33, 23. volget dem swarzen raben niht ! Karl 19b
. c est uns

deables, uns corbiax, Ren. 28284. The black raven sent out

by Noah is called the foe (feond), Caedm. 87, 11. Not only the

bird s colour, cunning and quickness, but his old connexion with

Wuotan (p. 671) might, as in the case of the wolf, confirm the

notion. In Caedm. 188, 6 the full Odinic epithet wcelceosig

(sfcragem eligens), pertaining to the god s messenger-maidens

(p. 417), seems archaically applied to the raven; it is true, even

Jerome s commentary on Job 38, 41 had already in a far-fetched

way made the (black) raven mean the Devil. In Danish folk

songs the vilde ravn, vilde val-ravn (the corvus stragis, OHG.

walahraban) takes exactly the place of the diabolic trold, DV. 1
,

186-7. In the puppet-play of Dr. Faust, it is remarkable that

the raven, who is bearer of the written covenant with the Devil;

is called the bird of Mercury, which would be exactly right of

Wuotan. Within the last few centuries only I find the vulture

(geier) put for the Devil,
2

still more frequently the cuckoo, whose

connexion with magic was spoken of, p. 679. Another bird

1 Wahtelbein (quail-bone, decoy-whistle) des tiuvels, Berth. 225. sust verir-

ret (so misleads) ez als em walitelbein, Jiingl. 1210. in korne wart ein kiindic

wahtel nie so sanfte erbeinct, was ne er a quail so neatly boned, Ms. 2, 206t&amp;gt;.

2 The vulture take you ! Gryphius p. m. 746. Where the vulture . . . ?

Ettner s Unw. doctor 335. dass dich der geier schende ! Wackern. Lesebuch

788, 21. Fundgr. 2, 320.
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whose figure is assumed is the cock : chanticleer and swine build

together at the devil s dike (p. 1023), and from under the cloak

of the human-shaped Devil peep out cock s claws in the same

way as the cloven hoof.

Incomparably older and more widely diffused is the manifesta

tion of the Devil as a snake, worm, or dragon. The serpent that

beguiled in Paradise was taken for the Devil himself. Beside

antiquus hostis, he is antiquus anguis, anguifer hostis, letifer

anguis, serpens (Greg. M. opp. 1, 111. Jonas Bobb. pp. 5. 15.

Vita Burgundofarae p. 427. Vita S. Eomani p. 743), serpens

antiquus, Caes. Heisterb. 7, 35, the old dragon, AS. draca, El.

765. The belief is founded chiefly on Kev. 20, 2, and on the

interpretations the Fathers gave of Leviathan. A dragon is

mentioned in Rev. 12, 4, who with his tail drew the third part of

the stars from heaven.1 It is in this Biblical sense that our old

poets call the Devil slange, hellewurm, Lohengr. 141, helletracke,

Mart. 141 d
;
but there also went with it an inkling of the native

superstition about venomous fire- spitting worms, treasure-guard

ing dragons (p. 978) and wonderful serpents (p. 684). As a

dragon the Devil appears in numberless folktales, e.g. Deutsche

sag. nos. 520. 858. Here I draw particular attention to that

fairytale, in which it is variously the Devil, or the dragon, or the

bird griffin, that has feathers plucked out of his tail in his sleep,

Kinderm. nos. 29. 57. 165. Norske folkev. 1, 3133. Mailath s

Magyar, m. 1, 179. The dragon of misfortune dogs mankind, and

one whom everything goes against will say, On all my luck

the Devil puts his tail. To the dragon also may be traced the

Devil s wings, 0. Fr. diables enpanez, Meon s Nouv. rec. 1, 250,

like angres enpanez 1, 272. When the church represented
Leviathan as an enormous whale, whose cheek Christ pierced

with his hook (Greg. M. 1, 110; conf. supra p. 182), that was an

echo of the huge hostile world-serpent whom Thorr fished up
from the bottom of the sea (p. 689) . As snake or dragon, the

Devil has enormous jaws and throat (MHGr. kewen, Ms. 2, 166b
),

like hell itself (pp.314. 806-7. 996).

Fly-shape. The LXX translates Baal-zebub, the name of the

god of Ekron, by Bda\ /^vla, fly-god (2 Kings 1, 2). Ahriman in

1 Der alte slange mit sinen genozen von himel wart her abe gestozen, sins libes

wesen teilt er endriu (divides in three), etc. Renner 3100 seq.
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the shape of a fly pervaded all nature. Lith. mussu birbiks, fly-

god (Mielke 231), birbiks usu. blowing, buzzing. Fairytales

have diabolic spirits imprisoned in phials as flies.
1 Loki turns

into a fiy (fluga), when he wants to defraud Freyja of the

brisinga-men. Connect with this a Lombard story in Paul Diac.

6, 6 of the malignus spiritus who settles on the window as a

fly, and gets a leg chopped off; and one in Acta Bened. sect. 1,

p. 238 of a devil being cast out : in muscae sirnilitudinem

prorumpens cum sanguine de naribus egressus est inimicus/ As
a fly, Loki finds his way into locked rooms through the keyhole,
he can slip even through a needle s eye (Norske folkev. no. 31),

which puts me in mind of his insinuating mother (p. 246) . The

Devil, like the giant (p. 555), has the power to make himself

great or small, JS
r

. folkev. 1, 134. 192. Of the elvish nature of

butterflies, which as psyches (p. 829) may be spirits of good or

evil, we have more to say in the sequel. When stagbeetles and

dungbeetles are taken as devils, it gives assurance of a heathen

point of view (see Suppl.).

But also, and that from early times, the Devil has been likened

to two implements, the hammer and the bolt, in which I have

pointed out (pp. 180. 243) the reference to heathen gods. We
have still to consider here what countenance they receive from

the Bible or the Church. Malleus is reckoned among names of

the Devil already in Jerome s epistle to pope Damasus (366 384),

where he expounds the parable of the prodigal son
;
Jerome may

have picked up the expression from heathens in Dalmatia, Italy

or Gaul; and he had been on the Rhine. Greg. M. (d. 603) opp.

1, 1125) :

f in scriptura sacra mallei nomine aliquando diabolus

designatur, per quern delinquentium culpae feriuntur, aliquando

vero percussio coelestis accipitur . . . nam quia in appellatione

mallei antiquus hostis exprimitur, propheta testatur, dicens :

quomodo confractus est et contritus malleus universae terrae !

(Jerem. 50, 23. conf. 51, 20). The two notions of a chastising

God and of a hostile heathen power seem here to meet. In

Donar s hand the hammer was at once a consecrating and a

crushing tool : stormivind, whirlwind, phenomena which old

heathenism ascribed to the lord of thunder, and later superstition

1 Danish story of a devil slant up in a box, Thiele 1, 18. KM. no. 99.
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to giants or devils (p. 635-6. Superst. I, 522, and Esth. 100),

are in some parts of Germany called hammer, either from their

violent destructive action, or because the Devil is imagined to

have stirred them up.
1 In Rhenish Westphalia, when the wind

suddenly throws the doors open, or whistles through the house

by fits, they say : do es der aid van terjohren ! there goes the

old one of last year, you know who, we need not mention names.

As the name hamer for devil never occurs to my knowledge in

poets of the Mid. Ages, I hesitate to derive those imprecations of

the vulgar (p. 181-2) from the malleus of the Fathers ;
I would

rather believe in an original connexion between the heathen and

Jewish beliefs. And the same might be the case with riegel

(bolt) : vectis is not only a thing to fasten doors with, but to

shove and thump with, lever, pole, almost malleus over again.

Leviathan is called vectis, quia usque ad necem percutit (Greg.

M. 1, 111). The MHG. hellerigel, AS. grendel (p. 243) might be

an imitation of this vectis, and also have an older relation to

Loki.

I think I have often noticed that the Devil unwinds himself

out of a ball of yarn. One fairytale makes him roll down the

mountain as a millstone, Altd. bl. 1, 297. This displays his

affinity to giants, for Swedish legend tells of giants who, when

frightened at Thor s lightning darting through the air, come

rolling down the mountain into the meadows in various shapes,

mostly as bundles of thread or balls, and seek shelter with the

mowers ; but these, well knowing the danger, keep them back

with their scythes, and it is said to have often happened that the

lightning came down and shivered the scythes, whereupon the

giants with rueful moans rushed back into the mountain (Afzelius

1, 10). It recalls to my mind the windball of the demons,
2
p.

640 (see Suppl.).

III. From the Devil s abode in hell, whence he has dislodged

1 The Moravian peasant calls the whirlwind hammer (Meinert in the Vienna
Jahrb. vol. 48. Anz. bl. p. 55), which may refer to Donar as well as the Devil, and
thus agree with the fancies unfolded on p. 632

;
the Devil is described as ventus

wrens and aquilo, Greg. M. 1, 547. 570, and the Mod. Greeks call him &VC/JLOS, Gramm.
3, 736. It is odd that the Priscillianists ascribed storms to the Devil, thunder to his

roaring, rain to his sweat, which sounds very heathenish. The Manicheans too

explained thunderstorms by the fury of the chained Devil.
2 Witches confessed they had been converted into balls, and gone bobbing

round stark naked on tables and benches. Weng s Nordl. hexenprocesse p. 54.
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the heathen goddess, are borrowed his frequent names of helle-

warte (-ward), Sumerl. 7, 9. Cod. pal. 361, 71 C
; hellehirte, P&rz.

316,24; liellegrubel, Mart. 4b
. 10b

. 72b
; hellewirt, Ms. 2, I75a

,

and the like. Lohengr. 70, calling him helleseherge (-constable),

says er las die sine an sich/ he gathered his own unto him, just

as Wuotan receives the souls of his heroes.

His dwelling lies in the North, which at once agrees with the

view explained p. 34. Leit i norffr (looked to N.) occurs in

the singing of a valgaldr (ferale carmen), Seem. 94 a
; diabolus

sedet in lateribus aquilonis, Greg. M. 1, 1186; he claims to rule

on nor&dcele/ Csedm. 3, 8
;

sets his throne nordernhalp ,
Diufc. 3,

40. Fundgr. 2, 11 :

&amp;lt; nrSr ok nor&r liggr helvegr (p. 802). The

Esthonian also shuns the north side, Superst. N, 43 ; and the

daemon s waterfall runs north (p. 493).

I will here insert a few terms not touched upon at p. 804,

because I am not sure if they originally belonged more to Hell

or to the Devil. In the old play of Theophilus, after he has sold

himself to Satan, he is conducted to a castle, where it is cold,

but high feasting is kept up: up de Ouelgunne (ill-favour). This

name, aptly expressing the envy and malice of the fiendish nature,

is borne by several places in Lower Germany : an Ovelgunne in

the Magdeburg country, one in the Miinster, near Hortsmar, and

one in the Osnabriick between Witlage and Diimmersee; an Ovel-

gunne by Werben in the Altmark, an Ovelgonne in Oldenburg,
an Ovelgunne estate in Eidighausen parish, Minden country, an

Ubelgiinne by Warburg, Paderborn country, and four or five

more in L. Germany. Probably other localities have the same

name, which makes one think of the equally well chosen Ubelloch

(Malpertuis) in our Reinhart. Whether they were so named
in allusion to the Devil, or, as I rather think, to their bleak

northerly aspect, is a point to be determined; in the latter

case the name is fitly transferred to the Devil s dwellingplace,
which is directly opposed to heaven s blessed and blissful hall

of joy (p. 820). Again, they say in L. Saxony: na Hekelvelde

varen/ fare to H., Sam. Meiger ccciii*; in Denmark: gaa du

dig til EdJfkenfeldt ! Lyngbye s Far. qv. p. 549. Thiele 3, 71

spells it til Hekkenfjfrlds ;
what if the allusion be to Hakelberg,

Hakelbernd (p. 923) ? Yeld is not our feld, but the ON&quot;, fiall

(fell, mons), as the Dan. form fjald shews; and Hakelberg may
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be the furious hunter s and therefore the Devil s abode, nay,
it is evidently Mount Ilelda in Iceland, sometimes called Heklu-

fiall, a rendezvous of witches; and Fischart Garg. 119b
calls it

Heckelberg. Hekla itself is apparently named from the shape
of the cloak or cowl (cucullus), as Wodan is the cloaked one,

hacol-berand ; so that there are many points of contact.

AbyssuSj
1 whence our nolis, I have spoken of, p. 805, and only

wish now to give fuller examples of the latter form. Kilian has :

nobisse (daemon, nanus, cacodaemon), nobisgat (orcus), nobis-

kroech (orcus). I dare say there are even more Nobiskrugs in

L. Germany than Ovelgunnes, the name is often given to border

taverns [krug=jug, alehouse], where you get as it were into

a new country ; thus you find a nobiskrug on the Frisian and

Saxon frontier in Ostringien bailiwick, Oldenburg, another

between Altona and Hamburg ; by Kiel, by Miinster, out of the

way publichouses receive the name, which does not convey quite

the bad sense of our hell, but rather the ancient one of death

and the underworld: fhe is n&nobs-kroge means no more than he

is dead. Nobiskrug is also used by HG. writers of the 16- 17th

cent., usually for hell, devil s tavern, he being a \ie\\e-ivirt

(-landlord): in nobiskrug faren, Luther s Table-talk, ed. 1571,

418a
. the rich man s soul in nobiskrug/ Fisch. Garg. 53b

. that

he die not thus unshriven, and fare perchance to nobis-haus

Eulensp. 277. darauff sie sagt, sie wird dalent me in Nobis

krug sein
(
= be dead), L. Thurneisser s Nothgedr. ausschr. 1584,

iii. 85. dein seel fahr hin in nobiskmg, Cursus Cleselianus.

fehrst in nobiskrug/ Ayrer 76b
.

f the Devil builds alway his

chapel and nobiskrug, where God his church hath set, Andr.

Musculus s Hosenteufel 1630, p. 16. to have been in nobiskrug,

Chr. Weise s Floretto p. 74. nobishaus, Burc. Waldis 191 a
. 303b

.

According to Staid. 2, 240 nobiskrattcn are the place where

unbaptized children go.

More beautiful is Walther s (123, 38) expression for hell,
f daz

verlorne tal, recalling Dante s .citta dolente and his f

per me si

va tra la perduta gente* (see Suppl.).

i Provencal alis, Rayn. 1, 14a
, conf. 1, 184b baratro, baratrum ;

but even the
Italian has by the side of abisso formed a nabisso (from in-abisso). In Kol. 195, 1

a heathen standard-bearer is called Abissc, but the 0. Fr. poem has Abismes, as if

hell s abyss. The Brem. wtb. 3, 254 gives the older form obiskroog, obskroog.
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IV. Obscure names. On the Goth, skohsl for Saifioviov a con

jecture was hazarded p. 487, which is strengthened or weakened

by the AS. scocca (also spelt sceocca, scucca,
1 therefore hardly

scocca) ; with skohsl as it is spelt, the root skaka (quatio) would

agree, while skiuha (timeo) would require skuhsl. Still nearer

perhaps is the ON. skass (femina gigas), for which in Saem. 154b

the MS. reads skos. There is one expression for devil now largely

diffused in Germany, but nowhere used except as a diminutive :

L. Sax. stopke } stopke in der lielle, on the Main stebchen, stdbchen,

in thieves slang steppche, stepclies, U. Sax. stebgen, stopgen,

Thur. stopfel, Baden steubel ; what is meant by it is particularly
the flying fiery dragon, who calls at the homes of his devotees,

bringing them money and corn; a fiery man, a will o wisp

(Superst. I, 611), and the will o wisp was called dolgr, foe, fiend

(p. 916) : all this throws no light on the origin of the word. A
L. Saxon and Westphalian name already touched upon p. 52 In.,

is dros, de dros in der Jielle, dross ; people swear bi m dros and

curse dat di de dros sla ! Brem. wtb. 1, 257. The HG. d-rus,

truos, drils appears to correspond, but is only used impersonally
of pestilence, ch. XXXYI. There is a host of provincialisms

besides, and I can neither quote nor explain them all : in Swit

zerland they say kuhni, kueni, Staid. 2, 142, perhaps the bold,

reckless one; in Ravensberg district kramberend (conf. Brem.

wtb. under krambeer, krambeker), bramberend (from bram,

broom, genista?), Jianax, etc. ; the M. Nethl. barlcbaen, barlibaen

(Huyd. op St. 3, 38. Rein. 5184. Fergut 1754. 2372. 3763),

occurs pretty often, but is unintelligible, and the Romance

languages afford no light ; the only thing like it is the 0. Eng.
barlibak (ace. to Massinger 1, 80 the name of an evil spirit), and

barlibreak, barleybreak ia a play in which hell is represented

(Nares sub v.); a MHG. bceser/nwMm;/ Turl. Wh. 136a
,
said to

be spelt femurc in Cod. Pal., seems to contain mure (putridus),

Wh. 23, 5, and the ON. myrkr, AS. myrce (tenebrosus) p. 830 ;

lastly,
f ein tiuvel der hiez oggewedel, der ie die ersten luge vant/

invented lies, Ms. 2, 250b
: wedel is flabellum, and occurs in other

names for the devil, Griinwedel, Strausswedel, ch. XXXIV, and

1 Beow. 1871 laSum scuccum and scinnum (invisis daemonibus et praestigiis),
conf. scinna J&amp;gt;eaw (pracstigiorum mos), Cod. exon. 362, 4 ; sceuccum onseecgan
(daemoniis immolare), Ps. 105, 27 ; sceuccgyldum (sculptilibus), ib. 26.
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harmonizes with flederwisch, whisk; and if ogge be the same as

ocke, ecke, uoke (p. 237), the OHG. form would be Uokiwedel,

flabellum horrendum.

Several appellations are proper names of men, bestowed on

the evil spirit either as euphemisms or in good-natured pity, just

as on hornesprites (p. 504) and will o wisps (p. 917). Such are

the Engl. old Davy, old Nick (Nares sub v. Nicholas), though
here there may also be an allusion to Hnikar(p. 488) ; the Dan.

gammel Erik (p. 989) ;
the Swiss kueni above may mean Kueni

(Conrad, as the noisy ghost was called Kurt, p. 913 n.) ;
and is

Benz (in Keisersb. teufel, Oberl. sub v.) Benno ? [Burns s Nickie

Ben ?] ; a Bavar. Muchsel might come from Nepomuk, unless

we prefer Schmeller s interp. sly sneak 2, 546 [mugger,

s-muggle ?] ;
but hardly Stcpclien from Stephen ? Velten (Val

entin) often stands for devil
( potz Velten ! ), I suppose with an

allusion to valant, p. 991; so does meister Peter, Peterchen,

Peterle, Ettn. unwiird. doctor 672, and this recalls nicknames

for a thief-taker or constable, who is likewise called meister Peter

or Hemmerlin, RA. 883, so that he lends a name to and borrows

one from the devil, for the devil is hell s constable/ he binds

and torments souls, and is called henker, dieblienker [Burns s

auld Hangie] . Now, as soldiers give their provost-marshal the

nickname stepchen too, it is worth considering whether stepfel

may not come from the MUG. stempfel, Ms. 2, 2b
, which again

brings up the question of frau Stempe s spectral nature (p. 278).

A record of 1177 (no. 71 in Seibertz) has Stempel as a proper
name (see Suppl.).

Such grafting of the Devil on older native beliefs in spirits

and semi-divine beings was altogether natural, as Christian

opinion held these to be diabolic, and the people tried to domes

ticate the outlandish Devil. Hence Fischart could call him butze

(p. 506) : may I become the very butze s if, etc/ Garg. 224a
;

and the same in Altd. bl. 1, 55. The skratti (p. 478) of ON.

superstition hovers somewhere between woodsprite, devil and

giant, and so is troll (p. 526) a daemon in this more compre
hensive sense.1 In the cursing formulas troll hafi Jnk ! or troll

hafi )?ina vini ! Nial. cap. 38, troll hafi J?ik allan ! Kormakss.

1 Troll ok ovcettr, Fornald. sog. 2, 248
;

troll ok eigi ma&r, Finnbogas pp. 264.

292. 340.
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188,, troll taki harm ! Orvarrodss. cap. 9,
f fara i trolla liendr !

Laxd. p. 230, it answers exactly to our Devil, yet also to tlie

older and more pagan one : eigi ]&amp;gt;ik gramir or *
iotnar !

(p. 990-1). In Sa3m. 39 we read :

&amp;lt;

farjm nu far smyl hafi
jric

!

It seems that Scandinavian sorceresses call the Devil urdar mani

(luna saxeti, Biorn sub v.), which I know of nothing to compare
with. And as Loki is next of kin to Hel (p. 312), we find the

Devil in close contact with Death (p. 854) : den tiuvel and den

tot viirhten/ Fnd. 67, 9.

So far our survey of a great variety of names (from which how
ever all merely Jewish ones, like Beelzebub, Asmodi, Belial etc.,

had to be excluded) has already shewn an admixture of heathen

ingredients, or betrayed a still older identity or similarity of

Christian and pagan beliefs. Apparently words like gram, un-

hold, and perhaps scado, can only have been applied to the newly

adopted Devil because they already signified to the heathens

a hostile hateful spirit. Old was already said of giants, and

could the more readily be used of the Devil. Wolf, raven, goat

called to mind the animals that escorted heathen gods or were

sacrificed to them. The designations hammer and bolt, and the

northerly residence were, to say the least, in accord with heathen

notions.

Let us try whether these results are likewise supported by the

substance of the tales and traditions.

To the new converts the heathen gods were one and all trans

formed, not only into idols, i.e. false lying gods (galiuga-guf, as

Ulphilas advisedly renders idola), but into devils, i.e. fellows and

partners in a rival kingdom, whose dominion was broken down,
but yet even under retreat, put forth some power. Whoever

clung to the ancient gods and sacrificed to them in secret, was a

devil s servant, and his idolatry a downright diobol-yeld (p. 38-9) ;

formulas of abjuration were imposed, which quote in one category
the devil and the once honoured gods.

1 In the AS. Laws deoflum

geldan means simply to serve the old gods. This mode of think

ing, which gave the ancient deities more than their due, could not

1 Forsachistu diobole (dat.) ? EC forsacho diabole end allum diobolgclde
end allem dioboles \vercum end wordum, Thuner ende Woden ende Saxnote ende
allem them unholdum the hiro genotas sint.
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always be avoided, so long as a belief in the reality of those gods
was undestroyed in the hearts of men : the new doctrine could

more easily take root and germinate by representing the old as

odious and sinful, not as absolutely null
; the Christian miracles

looked more credible when something supernatural was allowed

to time-honoured heathenism too. This view found a precedent

in the New Test, itself: the god Beelzebub of the O.T. had dropt

into the class of devils. Long in the habit of regarding Jupiter,

Mercury, Mars and Yenus as diabolic beings, how could the

converters, preaching Christianity to our forefathers, have set

Donar, Wuotau, Zio, Frouwa and the rest in any other point of

view ?

What is said and sung of the breaking of heathen images of

gods entirely confirms the fact that the false gods were credited

with some degree of diabolic activity. When thrown down, they

complain, as demons, of the violence of the intruders (p. 498-9) :

Perun s image, which the men of Novgorod dragged through
their streets and flung into the Volkhov, broke into wailings on

the faithlessness of his former adorers. Olaf talks to the statue

of Freyr (p. 657), and with Thorr he has to stand a regular con

test (p. 177). St. George compels Apollo s image to walk and

speak, Geo. 33 35. Mars, a liigeliche got/ had prophesied at

Rome the Saviour s birth, and when it took place, his image

suddenly crumbled down : als- der tievil do verdolte den slac

(tholed, suffered the blow) von himel so grozen, er fuor ze smcn

genozen (fared to his comrades) sa verstozen in die helle, da ist

er gebunden sere, daz er niemer mere her uz mac gereichen/

Maria 191-3. Darius writes to Alexander : if thou get the

better of me, so mugen von himele mine gote zo der helle wesen

bote/ Alex. 2542, i.e. they have belied my confidence, and are

devils. Medieval poetry is full of such statements. I have

shewn in ch. XXXI the way in which Wuotan, distorted into a

Wuotunc and wiitende (furious) hunter, appearing at the head of

the Wild Host, was made a devil of (p. 920). That is why the

Devil is called helle-jager, Mart. 62 d
. 174d

:

f er ruschte als der

tiuvel in dem rare, MsH. 3, 187a
;

f
als in (him) der tiuvel jagete,

Livl. chr. 96b
. Our folktales make him either ride a black steed,

or drive in a magnificent car (Mone s Anz. 8, 184) like Wuotan

and like Donar.
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Wuotan was known as the god and inventor of gaming, and

of dice in particular (pp. 150. 160) : it was he that gave the all-

winning die to Player Jack in the fairytale. But very commonly

dice-playing is ascribed to the devil, in folktales he looks on afc

the game, especially if played during divine service on Sunday,
and he plays with men, who have to stake their own souls;

1 in

witch-trials he is called Schenzerlein,
2

dicer, from schanzen to

throw dice, Schm. 3, 374 ; and he lies in wait for gamblers,
Renn. 11316 seq.

Judaism has devils, but knows nothing of she-devils
;

all power
for good or evil it places in the hands of male beings (p. 396) .

To put it still more generally : gods are altogether the older, and

a strict Monotheism or Dualism recognises gods alone ; it is in

the mellower fulness of Polytheism that goddesses first emerge.
The Teutonic paganism, like others, is fond of female deities

and elves : even the Goth, vaihts (genius) is feminine (p. 439) .

Divine mothers, bright benignant dames, norns, valkyrs, wood-

wives, water-maidens, formed a main part of the religion : only
kobolds and home -sprites are exclusively male; the very

giantesses are often lovely in mien and manners, and the world

of the dead is ruled by a goddess.

Following this general tendency, as a negative must run on the

lines of the positive, it was Teutonic to the core for Ulphilas to

translate &uynovtov by unhulfio, and not to form a neuter, which

would have been just as easy. To the converted Goths this

feminine unholda fills the place of what their fathers had believed

in as Holda.

It is no slight confirmation of the diabolic nature of Grendel in

Beowulf, that he has a mother at his elbow, one with even more
of the giant in her than he ; that she tries to avenge his death,

and the hero s exploit is not complete until her discomfiture :

Grendel s modor 2517-64. 3076. It is a very ancient feature in

our nursery-tales, that in the Devil s dwelling sits likewise his

grandmother (mother, or sister), and when the hero turns in for

shelter, she takes pity on him and befriends him against the

monster, Kiuderin. 1, 152. 2, 188 devil s grandmother (eller-

mutter, great-grandm.). OSinn taunts the Vala with being

1

E.g. in Tettau and Temme s Preuss. sagen 197-9. 200-212.
2
Nordliuger liexenprocesse, p. 46.
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j&amp;gt;riggja Jmrsa moffir, Saem. 95b
. The human guests usually

arrive while the devil is out, they are then concealed by her, and

smelt out by the son on his return. So Thorr and T$r come into

giant Etymir s house, where they find his 900-headed grandmother

(amma) and another female, his sweetheart, who hides them

under the cauldron, Saem. 53*. The Indian giant too has a soft

hearted sister living with him (p. 459). Now those stories of

the devil were known here in the 13th cent. ; a poem of the Cod.

Vindob. 428 no. 154 contains the words: ( der donr slahe uns

beide ! der tiuvel brahte mich zuo dir, und dich sin muoter her

ze mir/ his mother brought you to me
;

mit des tiuvels muoter

wette loufen/ run a race with; Wahtelmaere 108: f
ist diz der

tufel daz hie vert (rides), oder sin muoter, oder sin sun? Herb.

7729; der tufil adir sin eldirmuoter. Altd. bl. 1, 264; des

teufels muoter/ 01. Hatzl. 219, 16 ; and in Margareta v. Limburg
she plays an important part (Moneys Anz. 4, 166). We see that

she is by turns represented as all that is bad, outdoing even her

son, and again as of a gentler disposition : a widower a widow

wedded, the devil to his dam was added (things got worse) says

Burc. Waldis 138a
; kam nicht der Mansfelder, der teufel mit

seiner mutter (omnia mala simul), Berl. kal. 1844 p. 298: to

swear one of the hangman s grandam s legs off/ Simplic. 2, 254;
I fear me not, were it the devil and his dam. 1 And this sub

ject again contributes popular explanations of natural phenomena :

a sure indication of old myths in the background. When rain

and sunshine rapidly succeed each other, it is said as a proverb,
1 the devil bleaches his grandmother (de diivel blekt sin mom) :

in Switzld. the devil beats his mother/ Tobler 294a
(also, the

heathen hold a hightide) ;
of a brown complexioned man, he s

run out of the devil s bleaching ground (he is dem diivel ut der

bleke lopen) ;
if it thunders while the sun shines, the devil beats

his mother till the oil comes/ 2 In Nethl., de duivel slaat zyn

wyf/ and &quot;tis kermis in de hel (nundinae sunt in inferno). In

Fr., le diable bat s&femme, when it rains amid sunshine (Tuet s

Proverbes no. 401). In connexion with this ought to be taken

1 Conf. Felner s Flores philol. cap. 7 p. 103. Names of the devil or his grand
mother were given to cannon (liommel 4, 180) ;

Huck vor die nolle = D. s mother

(Stender s Lett. wtb. 2, 337).
8 Praetorii Blocksbergverr. 2, 113. Brem. wtb. 1, 97.
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the explanation of crackling fire (p. 242) and of earthquake

(p. 816-7). The last quotation names the wife instead of the

mother, like the i6ttm s/n7/a in H^mis-qvrSa; and Hagene says
of Brunhild, who made him feel uncomfortable,

f

ja sol si in der

helle sin des ubelen tiuvels brut (bride) ,
Nib. 426, 4. A Greek,

seeing giant Asprian grind fire out of stones, cries out, heir

veret des tuvelis brut/ Roth. 1054 ; just as another giant s (the

Wind s) bride fares along (p. 632). Percuna tete (p. 173) washes

her son the Thunder-god in a bath : this is the Bavarian anel

with her ley (p. 641). In Austria they tell (Ziska pp. 1416),
of the devil s franel (= ver anel), how she felt dull in hell, and

came for a change to the Highlands (Up. Austria), where she got
her son to build her a castle near the Danube, imagining the people
would worship her as much as the virgin Mary ;

but as no one

wanted her and the people laughed at her, she was enraged, and

threw a huge piece of rock with a part of her castle into the

Danube, at the spot now called wirbel and strudel, and the ruins

of her house are still named the devil s tower ; conf. p. 592 on

whirlpools. I suppose no one can doubt that all these notions

date from heathen times 1
(see Suppl.).

Private sacrifices, intended for gods or spirits, could not be

eradicated among the people for a long time, because they were

bound up with customs and festivals, and might at last become an

unmeaning harmless practice. We have seen how a clump of

ears was left standing in the field for Wuotan or dame Gaue, and

a bushel of oats was presented to Death or the Wild Hunter.

This the clergy of an older time would at once have set down as

deoflum geldan (Leges Wihtrsedi 13). It is certain that the

centuries immediately following the conversion still witnessed

lighted candles beside holy waters (p. 584). In Norway lambs

and kids, mostly black ones, were offered to the watersprite

(p. 493) ; and similar sacrifices were in use among the Lettons

and Lithuanians in modern times. Whirlpools and rivers de

manded goats and horses (p. 592), Hecate black lambs. In a

Hessian folktale the Devil guards a treasure, and will allow

no one to lift it unless he offer to him a black he-goat exactly

a year and a day old. This is an almost invariable incident in

1 Mone in Anz. 8, 450 interprets the devil s mother as Deineter, who in the
Eleusinian mysteries is made the mother of Dionysus.
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treasure-lifting, and must have been deeply stamped on the

people s imagination. To the examples given at p. 977 I will add

one from the mouth of the peasantry in L. Saxony. Whoever

goes into the forest on Shrove Tuesday and sits down under a har

row, may look on at everything, the beasts rushing through the

wood, the king on his car with foxes [sorrel horses ?] going be

fore him, and whatever there is to be seen that night. A shepherd
who knew this and wished to try it, went and sat under the harrow

in the wood, and looked through the holes; then, when the devilry

was over, he tried to creep out again from under the harrow, but

he sat fast, and the Devil stood beside him, shewing his teeth :

have you got a black sheep, said he,
f one that is coalblack all

over ? Give it me, and you ll get loose/ The shepherd lay there

till daylight, then some people passing through the wood tried to

set him free, but could not, so he had his black sheep fetched, the

Devil took it and flew up in the air with it, and the shepherd got
loose. Black cocks were also sacrificed (Dieffenbach s Wetterau

279), but there must not be a white feather on them, Bechst. 4,

207. Little men of the mountain can also be conjured up, if you

place a new table for them, and set two dishes of milk, two of

honey, two plates and nine knives upon it, and kill a black hen,

DS. no. 38. Guibertus (vita 1, 24) speaks of a cock-sacrifice that

was still in use in France : diabolo gallo litare, ita ut ovum de

quo concretus est, die Jovis, mense Martio, in gallina constet ex-

positum ; the cock was roasted, and carried to the pond (i.e. to

a watersprite again). In H. Sachs iii. 3, 13C a man says he

will cover two old women with bear skins, stick them all over with

green lozenges, and give them to the Devil on new-year s day. In

Burcard Waldis 150a we read of sending the soul stuck over

with may (or birch) to the Devil.
3 1 To light a candle to the Devil

(Schweinichen 2, 54) is preserved to this day as a proverbial

phrase. Drink-offerings to the highest gods of heathenism must

after the conversion have appeared devilish. At p. 50 was men
tioned the kufe (cask, bowl ?

)
out of which our ancestors drank

1 These must be thoroughly popular phrases. In Christ. Weise s (Drei erznar-

ren, Lp. 1704 p. 426 : if she were my wife, I d have her gilded and stuck o\er with

rosemary, put an orange in her mouth, and sell her to the hangman for a c^icking-

pig. In his Kliigste leute, Augsb. 1710 p. 124 : ay, you should stick him or\r a* i/i

rosemary, gild Jiis snout, and squeeze a Borstorf apple between his teeth, you\could
invite the Devil to dine off him then. That is how old-fashioned cookery u:\ed to

garnish its roast.
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Wuotan s rninne; perhaps even Saturni dolium (pp. 126. 247)
was no bath, but a drinking vessel. It seerns worth noting, that

in an AS. sermon the words in 1 Cor. 10, 20 fnon potestis calicem

Domini bibere et calicem daemoniorum/ which Ulphilas renders

verbally (ui magu)? stikl Fraujins drigkan jah stikl skohsle), are

thus expressed :

f ne mage ge samod drincan ures Drihtnes calic

and
]?8es deofles cuppan/ so that (

cuppe was the technical name
of the heathen vessel. People still say, if you leave anything in

your glass, that you are sacrificing to the Devil (Garg. 43b
). But

there is also ground for maintaining that a devil s or hell s lath

was believed in, as we- saw before : ze helle baden/ Welsch.

gast 105a
; to get into the Devil s bathroom (Sastrow s Life 1,

11) means the height of distress. Popular legend often speaks
of devil s baths (see Suppl.).

As in that passage of Wernher s Maria (p. 1006) which describes

the Devil as chained in hell, so through the Mid. Ages in general
he seems to have been imagined as lying bound till the dawn of

the Judgment-day ; then he will get loose, and appear in company
with Antichrist. His liberation from bonds therefore marks also

the time of general confusion and the world s destruction. One

popular tradition makes him lie tightly bound under the table at

which two virgins (evidently norns) are spinning, Deut. sag. no. 9.

In other tales a noose of bast is slipt over his head, which like the

chained wolf he is unable to break, and in that state is mauled
011 the anvil with a hammer, which leaves him lamed (Mahrische

sagen, Brimn 1817, pp. 69. 72. 123); still better known is the

story of the blacksmith, who gets him to creep through the key
hole into a sack, and then hammers him to pieces. I hold these

pictures to be heathenish and Eddie (see p. 244) ;
as Prometheus

is chained, so Ahriman lies fettered for 1000 years, so Lolti is

bound ; not only in Germany, but in Scandinavia the expression
the Devil is loose/ Nethl. de duivel is los/ has been handed
down through many hundreds of years in the people s mouth. 1

With this we must connect that of fire breaking loose (pp. 245.

602), and of rubbing fire out of wood to break the devil s

strength, (pp. 606-7). What there is at the bottom of another

saying, The Devil s dead, and any one can get to heaven un-

1 Sweil. uu iir Fan los, Hallman s Skrifter, Stockh. 1820, p. 224.
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hindered (Meinert s Kuhlandchen 215), I do not rightly know ;

it can hardly mean the devil s defeat in the Christian sense. The

Msere von der wibe list 368 already has a protestation durch

des tiuvels tot. I incline to identify it with the exclamation

quoted p. 453 n., the king is dead! namely of the dwarfs or

elves. 1 The Eenner 17982 says: waeren die teufel tot, miinche

und pfaffen kaemen in not/ be in a bad way (see Suppl.).

To Wuotan, as the war-loving god, were imputed the setting

up and sowing of strife and enmity (p. 145 n.). So Ahriman sows

discord, Death sows his seed (p. 848), and Werre or Discordia

hers (p. 273-4 n.). Shall we set it all down to the sowing of

the devil s tares in Matth. 13, 39, or allow to the notion a more

universal character ? Sathanas seminavit semen suum, Bohmer s

Fontes 1, 47. den samen kan der tiuvel geben, Freid. 67, 25.

des tiefels same/ Walth. 31, 34. der tievel hat gescet den

sinen samen in diu lant, Ms. 2, 111*, warp de duvel sin sat

dar in/ Detm. 2, 217.

It is remarkable that in Beow. 348 seq. the devil is called

gastbona, soul-killer, and 3485 ~bona, shooting with fiery bow ; as

indeed we find in Mod. German the murderer from the first

(Sieben ehen p. 394), the cruel hangman of souls (in Erasm.

Francisci) ;
conf. the Serv. stari krvnik (p. 21). To him, as well

as to Death, are ascribed bands, ropes, bridle and steed : diufeles

gi-benti/ O. i. 10, 22. mit des tievels bande geseilet/ tied, Karl

33a
. der tievel hat mich gestricket snared, 17a

. in des tivels

zoumheften (bridle-fastenings) sitzen/ Tod. gehugde 782. an

des tiuvels sttn/ cords, Renner 21232 ; bridles and saddles the

devil s horse 14429. tiuvels sail/ MsH. 3, 218.

To deepen the impression of something horrible, we still say,

the very Devil would shudder and shrink at it, used as he is to

horrors. As early as the 12th cent., it is said (Diut. 3, 59) of

1 In many other cases it is difficult or impossible to trace the origin of the

Devil s connexion with certain superstitious beliefs and modes of speech. People

say : when the shaft is out of your hand, it belongs to the devil (he can steer it to

where it will do mischief). Who runs behind himself (not so fast as he could), runs

into the devil s arms, makes the devil s bed, Superst. I, 604. 659. Idleness is the

deviVs lounge, Nethl. luiheid is duivels oorkussen (pillow). Take the plough off the

drap;, or the devil sleeps under it, ib. 819. When you can t find a thing, the devil

holds his hand or tail over it 256. The devil s plough and cushion appear already
in Renner 15597. 15938. richtuom ist des tivels wetzestein, Welsch. gast 125b .

des tiuvels dorn, Renner 1748. What does des tiuvels zite liden (Walth. 107,

28) mean ? his festivals ? zite (pi.), OHG. zlti, ON. tl Sir, festa.
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monsters with flashing teeth : swenne si si lazent plecchen, so

mahten sie ioch (eke) den tiufel screcchen. And MsH. 3, 293* :

so luog ich herviir, ich moht den tiuvel uz der lielle erschrecken,

swenne ich den minen kolben uf enbiir (see Suppl.) .

Our common folk, when the disagreeable is suddenly brought

forward, or is bound to befall them, are apt, in outcry or curse, to

bring in the Devil or some baneful being that does duty for him :

has the devil brought you here again? Platers leben p. 77.

whence brings him the devil ? hat dich der tiuvel har getragen !

Meyer and Mooyer 48a
;

hat dich der tiuvel also balde (so soon)

getragen har? 27b
. der tiuvel hat in dar getragen/ Reinh.

1544. der tiuvel braht in hiure her/ Gute frau 783. So in

M. Nethl. : galghenere, die lede duvel bracht u here/ Ferg.
4735

; die lede duvel droech u hier 520. deable li ont amene/
Ken. 5051. 8171. dise hat der tiuvel gesendet in min lant/

Bit. J0b
. der tievel sande mich an die stat/ Reinh. 311. 551.

sus (so) kam er her geriieret, als den der tiuvel fiieret/ Trist.

6855. quis te maleficus hie adduxit? Vita Joh. Gorziensis,

before 984, in Mabillon s Ann. Bened. sec. 5, p. 401. does the

ritt (pestis) bring you here now ? H. Sachs iv. 3, 5b ; equivalent

to the Westphalian wo ford di de siike her ? for diseases were

looked upon as demonic beings. But what means that in

Schmidts Schwab, wtb. 544, has the zauch brought you back

already? I suppose, the hellish hound (tyke, OHG. zoha, bitch).

Westph. fort juw de kiwitt (peewit) nu weer her ? instead of the

more usual cuckoo, vulture, which, like the peewit, are magical
birds, hat mich der guckguck hergebracht/ Grobianus 97a

.

And curses go through the same variations :

( daz dich der tiuvel

hin fiiere ! Sifrit 74, 2. var du dem tiuvel in die hant !

Eeinh. 952. Me diable t emporte !

&quot; the geicr (vulture) take

you ! Gryphius 746.
e the cuckoo and his clerk fetch him !

9

Dan. var satan i void ! die leide ride (mala pestis) miieze in

vellen ! Karlmeinet, Meusebach 162. In the same way are to be

judged the formulas about becoming and being the devil s, i.e.

falling due to him, where again cuckoo, vulture and the rest can

be substituted. A devil s carl, devil s child, des tuvelis kint,

Rol. 2, 31 mean those taken possession of by him : curiously

Lamprecht makes Porus exclaim 4452 : dirre tubilis Alexander

stellet michel wunder/ this hero is bold as the devil.
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These quotations will not appear superfluous, if we will observe

that they fit themselves to the Devil chiefly in those respects in

which he is a product of heathen god-notions. As we hear it

said just as much :

( what (ill)
weather sends you here ? what

tempest (or thunderstorm) has brought you this way ? what, has

the hail beaten you here too ? where does the hail beat you

from ? in Simplic. 5, 2,
&quot; I ll be the weather s if . . ./ I ll be

thunder s first !

l and even where does the Lord send you here

again from ? ; can anything be plainer, than that such phrases

properly refer to the heathen Donar, lord of the weather, conse

quently that by the Devil afterwards put in his place we are to

understand him ? Or we may, if we please, summon up some

storm-breeding giant, a Blaster, Vader or Fasolt (pp. 549. 630).

We know that thunderbolts are also devil s fingers (p. 179). And

here some other points can be made good. Donar had a red

beard, and our proverb runs : red of beard, devil s weird, rode

baert duivels aert (= kind)/ We good-naturedly pity in the

words poor devil ; in the 1 7th cent, they still said poor thunder,

Weise s Drei erzn. pp. 14. 335 ; and thunder s child is synony
mous with devil s child, ibid. 285. 425. The author of Simplicis-

sitnus writes both teufelsgeld p. 480, and donnersgeld p. 481, in

the sense of accursed pelf. The curse f zum donner still means

exactly the same as zum teufel ;
and our fahr zum teufel !

answers in effect to the ON. far til Offins ! O&inn eigi )&amp;gt;ic

! as

well as to
f

]?ik hafi gramir, iotnar, p. 991, and to dat die de

Earner ! Hamer sla ! p. 181. To the benediction Gott wait s

(God guide it) ! corresponds in the mouth of the vulgar the curse

des walte der teufel I der donner ! Nor be it forgotten, that in

exclamations and curses, of no matter what language, names of

old gods get hardened and fixed; conf. p. 783-4, and Gramm. 3,

297 (see Suppl.).

Again, the Devil stands connected, not only with the gods of

heathenism, but with its daemons, its spirits ;
and a good deal of

what was ascertained in ch. XVII. will apply to him. Thus he

is called the wicht, the bosewicht, the hellewicht (p. 441) in the

harshest sense ; the alp, whose spell binds men, may stand for

1 Ik sen donners ! Hansen s Geizhals p. 120. In Pruss. Natangen, Pikullis

(p. 672, surely not akin to Picken p. 176 ?) takes the place of it : hat mich heute

der Pakulls gedragen ? Firmenich s Volkerst. 1, 108.
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him. Like elves lie has the power of appearing, disappearing,
and transforming himself, only the more sportful mischief of

these sprites becomes grim earnest when applied to him. Like

the alp, the Devil or valant is said to ride men, p. 464: in a poem
of Heinr. von Miiglein (Mus. 2, 196) God destines him to ride

a wicked woman over hill and dale/ It is a remarkable thing,

that the notions of wind, wight, thing, and no less those of devil

and valant, are used to strengthen a negative, Gramm. 3, 734-6

(see Suppl.).
1 Now, as the word tropf (drop, ibid. 730) was used

in the same sense, it explains how the expressions
f armer tropf

(poor wretch, fool), armer wicht, armer teufel all came to have

one meaning. We either attribute to spirits and the Devil the

swiftness of wind, of the Wild Host rushing in storm, or we

imagine the wind itself a spirit and devil (p. 999) ; hence the

following are synonymous turns of speech : sam sie der tievel

vuorte/ as though the d. carried her, Rab. 749. Dietr. 8854, and

as if the wind drove her/
( she rushed past me like the zauch

(tyke, p. 1013)/ Schmid s Schwab, wtb. 544.

That morbid imbecile condition of one whom the elves are said

to have touched (p. 461) is undoubtedly analogous to possession

by devils. The difference lies in this, that the Heathen view

makes the spirits operate purely from without, while in Jewish,

Oriental and Christian doctrine the devils take up their abode in

a man s body, and for the abnormal condition to cease, they must

be formally cast out. An actual incarnation took place (p. 338),

and we speak of devils incarnate. Saul is possessed by the evil

spirit. When Nalas had defiled himself, the demon Kalis entered

into him, but retired at length, and passed into a tree (Bopp s

Nalas pp. 234. 267. 196-8). Even our early Mid. Ages furnish

examples : Carl, son of king Ludwig, was a demoniac (Pertz 1,

1 Nib. 1682 : ich bringe iu den tiuvel means I bring you none at all, as we
say the devil a bit, etc. But also the simple indefinite pronoun is intensified by
the addition of devil : welcher teufel ? who ? [quisnam, ri s TTOTC] Phil. v. Sittew.

1, 30. besehen, wclchen tiuvel sie mit im wellen ane-vahen, see what d. they
will do with him, Morolt 2650. zuo welchem tiuvel bin ich geschart ? Bit. 7766.
von welchem tiuvel si sint komen ? Dietr. 81b . welchen tiuvel haste ein wip an

dir ersehen ? = who in the world, Hartm. erst, biichl. 818. Cries of surprise :

was teufel^ what (the) devil, Dan. hvad fanden (intens. hvad i fandens skind

og been, skin and bone), drink then you and the devil ! (Schlampampe p. 17) are
still common among the people. The meaning of the last is you and whoever it

may be
;
but the combination is also a counterpart of the God and I explained

on p. 16. daz weiz er und der tiuvel wol, Helbl. 7, 125. Curiously in Eenner
1745 : dem tiuvel von erst und darnach GoteJ the d. first, and then God.
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495) .

] For elves to steal men s children, and put their own

changelings in their place, is heathenish (p. 468) ; for the Devil

to lie hid in the changeling, is not (Zeno 58 seq.). Again,

the devil-possessed are like those houses and tenements where

racketing sprites have made themselves fixtures (pp. 514. 892).
2

An early instance of this is that Grendel in Beowulf, who disturbs

the royal hall by his nightly visits. For possessed (arreptitius,

daeinoniacus), having the devil in one s body, the OHG. has the

following terms : fimoman, taken up, 0. iii. 14, 107 (MHG. vil

gar vernomen ich do lac/ I lay insensible, Fragin. 46b
) ;

ther

diufal ist iru inne? 0. iii. 10, 12; gramon in-giuritun, p. 991

(0. Fr. maus esperis li est cl cors cntres, Garin p. 280) ; tiuvol-

ivinmc, tiuvolwinnantij Gl. mons. 337. 391. Doc. 239, as well as

tiuvolsioli, AS. deofolseoc (-sick); in 0. iii. 14, 63 thie mit

diufele ivunnun, who had to contend with the devil ; and that is

the meaning of H. Sachs s wiitig und winnig* 1, 481 b
. iv. 3, 16a

.

In the 13th cent, our possessed was already a current phrase :

besaz sie der valant, Uolrich 1510. nu var hin, daz hiute der

tievel iiz dir kal ! holla out of thee, Ben. 440. der tiuvel var

im in den muntt* pop into his mouth, Reinh. 1642. f var du

dem tievel in die liant ! 852. der tiuvel var dir in den bale !

into thy skin, Morolt 1210. ( der tufil muez im durch daz herze

varn ! Grundr. 314. ( tusent tiuvel uz dir bellen ! bark, MsH.

3, 259b
(we still say, an evil spirit spoke out of him }.

f
ich

waen der tiuvel uz beiden luge/ Keinh. 309. 520 (see Suppl.).

The words last quoted bring us to his mendacity. The Scrip

ture calls him a f father of lies ;

f tievellichen gelogen lied like

1 Vita S. Godehardi (d. 1038) : In civitate Katisbona quodam tempore sanctus

Godehardus morabatur, pro negotio forsau sui monasterii ;
ubi quaedam obsessa a

daemonio ad eum ducebatur, ut sanaretur ab eo. Quam vir Dei inspiciens ait :

responde mibi, immunde spiritus, ad ea quae a te quaero. quid bic agis in cre-

aturaDei? At daemon ait : pleno jure est anima ipsius mea, quod incantatrix

est, et per earn multas animas lucratus sum. Et ait vir sanctus : quare propter
incantationem tua est? Et daemon ait: nonne legisti quia Dominus pitliones,

divinos et incantatores jussit exterminari? quid enim tales faciunt, nisi quod mibi

meisque principibus deserviunt ? idololatrae enim sunt, vix enim aliquos tanto jure

possidere possumus quanto hujusmodi vitiis irretitos ; numquid ignoras quod inter

mille incantatrices aut divinos vix una invenitur quae vel qui velit boc vitium

confiteri ? sic enim ora ipsorum claudimus, ut de talibus loqui nihil valeant quovis
modo. The bishop casts out the demon. Et sic spiritus ille malignus abscessit, et

inulier ut mortua cecidit. Sed vir sanctus subito earn erexit, erecta vero publice
vitium incantationis, quod dudum multoties perfecerat, cum lacrymis est coiifessa,

quam et vir sanctus solvit.
2 A deserted castle possessed by the devil, Greg. Mag. dial. 3, 4. Like tormenting

sprites, tbe devilf/nws stones, conf. Greg. Tur. vitae patr. 1, vita Heimeradi cap. 21.
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a devil, says Nib. 2167, 3. What if the corrupt Dan. Locke

lojemand, lovmand p. 246 had an allusion to lyve (mentiri) pret.

loi, or if a kinship could even be established between luge (men-

dacium) and logi (blaze, blast) ? Wind means to us a false

allegation, windbag a humbug, liar. A Dan. proverb says :

logn er et skadeligt uveir (mendacium est tempestas nociva),

Saxo Gram.,
-

ed. Mull, p. 200. A liar is also a mocker, hence

des tievels spot/ Nib. 2182, 2. daz sinen spot der tuvel mit

den sinen habe, Gr. Rud. 1, 9. In Mod. Nethl. de vyand heeft

my beet gehad/ hostis me ludibrio habuit (see Suppl.).

Grendel s diabolic nature resembles that of bloodthirsty water-

sprites (p. 494) ;
he lives too in moors and fens, and comes up at

night to haunt sleeping mortals : com of more gangan/ Beow.

1413; he flies under fen-hleoiSu 1632. He drinks men s blood

out of their veins 1478, like vampires whose lips are moist with

fresh blood. An ON. saga has a similar demon, called Grimr

cegir because he can walk in water as on land, he spits fire and

poison, sucks the blood out of man and beast (Fornald. sog. 3,

241-2).

About when in the Mid. Ages did the idea spring up of formal

covenants and treaties which the Devil concludes with men ? To

the unfortunate, the desperate, he promises temporal blessings

for a number of years, bat bargains for their souls at the expira

tion of the term, and insists on a written bond usually signed

with the men s blood. This sounds not heathen, but rather as if

invented after the Roman mode of writing had become general

in Europe. The Norse devil 1 tries to strike profitable bargains

too, but never in writing. The most famous and variously told 2

tale is that of the vicedominus Theophilus. It is known that

Gerbert, afterwards pope Silvester 2 (d. 1003), was said to have

1 The iotunn p. 547. The transaction is called a purchase.
2 The event itself is placed at the beginn. of the 6th cent.

;
the oldest work

I know of, that relates it, is Hroswitha s poem Lapsus et conversio Theophili vice-

domini (Opp. ed. Schurzfleisch pp. 132-145), of the latter half of the 10th cent.

Not long after comes the mentiou of it by Fulbertus Carnotensis (d. 1029), Opp.
Paris 1608, p. 136. A Historia Theophili metrica is attrib. to Marbod (d. 1123),
and stands in his Works (ed. Beaugendre pp. 1507-16). The story occurs in Hart-

mann s poem (12th cent.) Von dem geloubeu, 11. 1927-98. Berceo (d. 1268) merely
alludes to it in Milagros de Maria str. 276, and in Duelo de Maria str. 194 ;

so does

a MHG. poet, Altd. bl. 1, 79. Widest diffusion given it by Vinceutius Bellovac. in

Spec. hist. 22, 69. Dramatized by Eutebeuf (Legrand 1, 333 ;
now publ. in JubinaFs

ed. 2, 79-105, and Michel s Theatre Fran?. 136-156 with notes on its liter, history) ;

and aft. by a Low Gerrn. poet (Bruns p. 389).
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sold himself to the devil (Anon. Leobiens. in Fez 1, 763). In

the Annolied str. 46-7 is the story of one Volprecht, who gives
himself to the devil ; another in Ottocar cap. 335. In most

legends of this kind the Devil misses his prey after all, and is

made to give up the damning document. The man may have
denied God, but has never renounced the heavenly Virgin, so she

lends a helping hand. In a Swiss folktale the devil bargains
that the contracting party shall never say the gospel of John any
more (de Hanseler uf der lalle ummedriillen), but he comes to

grief nevertheless, for the poor shepherd lad whistles it from

beginning to end. Another time the Evil one is promised
payment of the sum advanced, at the falling of the leaf; but
when at fall- time he presents himself, and presses the bargain, he
is shown trees in the church, that were cut with the leaves on

(Kinderm. no. 148), or else firs and pines (Woycicki s Klechdy 1,

149). On the whole there are ways more than one, to cheat the

poor devil of his legal due. One who has bound himself to him,
but who for seven years long neither washes nor combs, is rid of

him again ; or he need only have demanded that the devil shall

make a sapling grow, a thing beyond his power (Superst. I, no.

626). The former is the story of Bearskin (Simplic. 3, 896.

Kinderm. no. 101), and of Brother Sooty (KM. no. 100): Bear-
skin has to remain seven years in the devil s service, wrapt in a

bear s hide by way of cloak, i.e. leading a lazy inactive life (conf.

p. 1010, the bearskin offered to the devil). Almost every case

contains this stipulation of seven years to be spent in his service

and lore. 1

What has a more direct bearing on our investigation is, that

some of the ON. legends speak of a gefaz O&ni (giving oneself

to 0.) exactly as the Christian Mid. Ages do of writing or vowing
oneself into the Devil s hands. Indeed gefa seems the most

genuine expression, because the free man, who of his own accord

enters into service and bondage, gives, yields himself : giafyrsel,
servus dedititius (RA. 327); begeben is used in MHG. of

maidens giving themselves up to the church. The Olaf Trygg-
vas. saga tells how king Eirikr of Sweden gave himself to

^

* Mone s Anz. 5, 176. In a MHG. poem (Fragm. 20 C
)
an old man is addressed :

dm hundert jar sint nu komen zuo siben jdrcn uz erwegen, daz din der tiufe I

miieze pflegen.
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Oftinn (at hann gafsc Offtii) in return for his lending him victory

for ten years long, Fornm. sog. 5, 250 and 10, 283; and this last

account calls Oddiner a devil (so in 10, 303 a diofull meS asionu

O&ins, looking like 0.). That the ancient god of victory here

sinks into the Enemy of good, is, from the legend s point of

view, quite in order. The only question is, whether the loan for

ten years, and after that, the king s forfeiture to the god, were

taken over from Christian stories of the devil, or had their ground
in heathen opinion itself. In the latter case it may have been

these heathen traditions that first suggested to Christians the wild

fiction of a league with the devil. It is true the Norse authorities

say nothing about a bond signed in blood, nor about fetching

away upon forfeiture (see Suppl.) .

How to call to the Devil, when one wishes to have dealings

with him, we learn from a Dan. superstition (no. 148) : Walk
three times round the church, and the third time stand still in

front of the church-door, and cry come out ! or whistle to him

through the keyhole. That is exactly how spirits of the dead are

summoned up (Superst. G, line 206 seq.). The kiss, by which

homage was rendered to the devil, does not occur till we come to

heretics and the later witches
;

it seems either copied from the

secular homagium, or a parody of the Christian kiss of peace

during Adoration.

The devil in some stories, who brings money or corn to his

friends and favourites, approximates to good-natured homesprites
or elves

; and in such cases nothing is said about a bond or about

abjuring God. He is usually seen as a fiery dragon rushing

through the air and into chimneys (Superst. I, nos. 6. 253.

520-2-3. 858). The Esthonians say, red streaks of cloud shew

the dragon is flying out, the dark that he is returning with booty

(Superst. M, no. 102) ; so the Lithuanians about the red alb and

the blue (N, no. 1). In Lausitz they tell of a corn-dragon (zitny

smij) who fills his friend s thrashing floor, a milk-dragon (mlokowy

smij) who purveys for the goodwife s dairy, and a penny-dragon

(penezny smij) who brings wealth. The way to get hold of such

a one is the following : you find a threepenny piece lying some

where to-day ; if you pick it up, there ll be a sixpenny piece in

the same place to-morrow, and so the value of what you find will

keep rising till you come to a dollar. If you are so greedy as to
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take the dollar too, you get the dragon into your house. He
demands respectful treatment and good fare (like a homesprite) ;

if goodman or goodwife neglect it, he sets the house on fire over

their heads. The only way to get rid of him is to sell the dollar,

but below its price, and so that the buyer is aware and silently

consents.1 It is the same with the alraun and the gallows-

mannikin (p. 51 3 n.). If given away, these breeding-dollars always

come back (Superst. I, no. 781).

But nowhere does the Devil savour so much of heathenism as

where he has stept into the place of the old giant (pp. 999. 1005.

1023-4) . Both of them the thunder-god pursues with his hammer;
as the sleeping giant is struck by Thor s miolnir, so is the devil by
the blacksmith s hammer (p. 1011) ;

2 the devil with three golden

hairs (KM. no. 29) has already been likened to the ON. Ugarthi-

locus (p. 244) . And more especially is he giant-like, where the

people credit him with stupendous feats of building and stone-

throwing : here he puts on completely the burly, wrathful, spiteful

and loutish nature of the iotunn (pp. 534. 543-54) ; stupid devil

is used like stupid giant (p. 528), The building of Christian

churches is hateful to him, and he tries to reduce them to ruins ;

but his schemes are sure to be foiled by some higher power or by
the superior craft of man. Like the giant, he often shews him

self a skilful architect, and undertakes to build a castle, bridge

or church, only bargaining for the soul of him who shall first set

foot in the new building.

What was once told of the giant is now told of the devil, but

a harsher crueller motive usually takes the place of milder ones.

The giant in building has commonly some sociable neighbourly

purpose (pp. 535-54), the devil wishes merely to do mischief and

entrap souls. Norway has many legends of giant s bridges. The

jutul loves a huldra on the other side of the water ;
to be able to

visit her dryshod, he sets about building a bridge, but the rising

sun hinders its completion (Faye 15. 16). Another time two

jutuls undertake the work to facilitate their mutual visits. Over

1 Lausitz. monatsschr. 1797, p. 755-6. Conf. the Flem. oorem, Haupt s

Zeitschr. 7, 532.
2 It is no contradiction, that in other stories the Devil has the opposite part of

Donar with his hammer and bolt handed over to him, or again that of the smith,

the limping Hephaestus. A preacher of the 14th cent. (Leyser 77, 10) speaks of

the evil devil s blow-bellows.
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the Main too the giants propose to build a bridge (p. 547),

though the motive is no longer told. When the Devil builds the

bridge, he is either under compulsion from men (Thiele 1, 18), or

is hunting for a soul (Deut. sag. nos. 185. 336) ;
but he has to

put up with the code or chamois which is purposely made to run

first across the new bridge.
1 A Swiss shepherd in a narrow glen,

finding he could not drive his flock over the brook, wished the

devil would bridge it over for him ; instantly the fiend appeared,

and offered to do the work on condition that the first thing that

crossed should be his : it was a goat that led the way (Tobler

214a
). In one French story, having reserved for himself every

thirteenth creature that should cross the bridge, he has already

clutched numbers of men and beasts, when a holy man, being

a thirteenth, confronts and conquers him (Mem. de 1 acad. celt.

5, 384).
2 The church-building devil also having bargained for the

soul of the first that should enter, they make a wolf scamper

through the door (Deut. sag. no. 186) ;
he in a rage flies up

through the roof, and leaves a gap that no mason can fill up (the

last incident is in nos. 181-2). On mountains he builds mills,

and destroys them again (nos. 183. 195).
3 His icager with the

architect of Cologne cathedral is remarkable : that he will lead

a rivulet from Treves to Cologne,
4 before the other can finish his

church (no. 204). In the same way a giantess wagers to throw

a stone bridge over a strait of the sea, before St. Olaf shall have

brought his church-building to an end ;
but the bridge was not

half done, when the bells pealed out from the sacred pile. She in

vexation hurled the stones she was building with at the church-

tower, but never once could she hit it ; then she tore off one of

her legs, and flung it at the steeple. Some accounts say she

knocked it down, others that she missed; the leg fell in a bog,

1 Before entering a new house, it is safest to let a cat or dog run in first,

Superst. I, 499.
2 The devil is shut up in a tower, where he may get out at the top, but only by

mounting one stair a day, and there being 365 of them, the journey takes him a

whole year.
3 A mountain called Teufelsnmlin at the source of the rivulet Alp is ment. in

Dumbek s Geogr. pagor. p. 79
;
and a mill Duvelmolen near Soest in Seibertz 1,

622. Bechst. Franken p. 107. Baader s Bad. sag. no. 487.
4 By this was meant the old Roman aqueduct (Gelenius de admir. Col. p. 254),

of which an equally fabulous account stands in the Annolied 510 : Triere was em
burg alt, si zierte Bomare gewalt, dannin man undir der erdin den win santi verre,

mit steinin rinnin, den herrin al ci iniruiin, di ci Colne wariu hedilhait.
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which is still named Giograputten (Faye p. 119). Pell-ringing is

hated by dwarfs (p. 459), giants (Faye p. 7. 17. Thiele 1, 42),

and devils/ who keep retiring before it : these legends all

signalize the triumph of Christianity. Out of some churches the

devil drags the bells away (Deut. sag. 202) : at first he does not

know what the new structure is for, and is pacified by evasive

answers (no. 181) ;
but when it stands complete, he tries to

batter it down with stones. Devil s stones are either those he has

dropt as he bore them through the air for building, or those he

carried up the hills when undoing some work he had begun, or

those he has thrown at a church (nos. 196-8-9. 200. 477). Scan

dinavian stories of stones hurled by the giant race at the first

Christian church are in Thiele 2, 20. 126-7. Faye pp. 16. 18; a

Shetland one in Hilbert p. 433. Frequently such fragments of

rock have the fingers of the devil s hands imprinted on them; a

stone on which he has slept shews the mark of his ear, Deut.

sag. 191. At Limburg near Tiirkheim in the Palatinate is a

stone, which the Evil one was bringing to fling at the church

but being only a young devil, he tired of the heavy load, and lay

down to sleep on it ; his figure printed itself on the rock, and he

overslept the time during which the throw ought to have been

made. In the vale of Durbach, on a hill of the Stollenwald,

stand eleven large stones ;
the twelfth and largest one the devil

was carrying off, to batter down the Wendels-kirk with ;
he had

got across the Rappenloch with it, and halfway up the Schiehald,

when he laid his burden down, and had a rest. But after that he

could no longer lift the heavy stone, its pointed end stuck fast in

the mountain, and you may still see the round hole made in it by
the devil s shoulder-bone. So the church was spared, but the

devil still drives about the place now and then with six he-goats,

and at midnight you hear the crack of his whip (Moneys Anz. 3,

91). Devil s Dikes* are explained by the people as built by the

Devil to mark the boundary of his kingdom (Deut. sag. 188); he

is imagined then as the ruler of a neighbouring and hostile

kingdom (a lotunheimr), nay, as disputing with God the possession

1 In the Mid. Ages bells were rung to keep off lightning (the heathen Donar)
and the devil.

2 Dike has the double sense of ditch and earth-wall, both being made by
digging ; hence also any wall. The Germ, graben, ditch, bas in some old words the

meaning of wall. TRANS.
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of the earth, till at last they agree to divide it, and the Devil

builds the boundary-wall (no. 189). But these devil s walls and

devil s ditches alike gather additional significance for us. The

people call the Roman fortifications in Bavaria, Swabia, Fran-

conia and the Wetterau, not only devil s walls, but pfalgraben,

pohlgraben, pfahltobel (-mounds), and even simply pfal, pi. pfale,

which is explained as our pfahl, pale or stake, a word early

borrowed from Lat. palus (Graff 3, 331). But these walls have

no stakes in them, only stones and bricks ;
it seems more correct

to trace the name to our old friend Phol ; the form Wulsgraben,

which occurs in the Wetterau (Dieffenb. Wett. p. 142) and is

merely a softened pronunciation of Phulsgraben, is clearly in

favour of it ; and we have seen several instances in which Phol,

Pfal, Pful interchange. What is more, in various places the

devil s wall is also called the schweingraben (swinedike), and a

remarkable Swabian folktale says it was scratched up and rooted

up out of the ground in the night by a chanticleer and a hog.
1

Does not that unmistakably point to pfol the boar (p. 996) ? I

have scarcely a doubt that popular tradition and local names will

yield some further confirmations. On this devil s wall the devil

is said to come driving on Christmas night (Abh. der Miinchn.

acad. 1, 23, conf. 38), as nearly all the heathen gods are astir

from then to Twelfthday. Nor ought we to overlook, that in

such districts we also come across tenfelsgraben, duJcersgrdben,

e.g. in Lower Hesse, where Roman walls never came : any rocks

and walls that strike the eye are traced back by popular imagina
tion either to giants and devils, or to Romans (p. 85) and Hel

lenes (p. 534) . One piece of rock the Devil puts on as a hat, to

shew his enormous strength ; then comes the Saviour, and slips

the same on his little finger (Deut. sag. no. 205), just as Thorr

keeps outdoing the giant (p. 545) : doubtless a fiction of primitive

times. But when footprints of the Saviour and the Devil are

pointed out on high cliffs, from which the tempter shewed and

offered to his Lord the landscape invitingly spread out below

(DS. 184. 192), that seems to be founded on the Bible. 3 Pro-

1 Prescher s Hist, bl., Stuttg. 1818, p. 67. Where the wall runs over the

Kochersberg to the K. Murr, the country people all call it schweingraben.
2 Ulrichs in his Journey through Greece 1, 44 gives the story of a devil s stone

(logari) from which the Devil preached (Xtryos).
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jectiug crags are called devil s pulpits (Staid. 2, 85, kanzeli,

fluhkanzel), whence he is said to have preached to the assembled

people (DS. 190. Bechst. 3, 222); perhaps in olden times a

heathen priest stood there, or a divine image ? or are they simply
ancient Woden s hills ? The devil s beds may be placed by the

side of the Brunhilde beds and the like (see SuppL).
Here I will make room for a few detailed narratives. The

Devil is represented as a masterful giant who will have his tithe

and toll : sometimes he appropriates the first who crosses the

bridge, at other times the last. So from the wheel of fortune

(p. 868) he every year made the last pupil drop off,
1 and took

him to himself. A Spanish legend has it, that there was a cave

at Salamanca, where he constantly maintained seven scholars, on

condition that when they had finished their studies, the seventh

should pay the lawing. Once, when a set of students were

taking their leave, and the last was ordered to stay, he pointed
to his shadow, saying

( he is the last ! So the devil had to taJce

the shadow, and the pupil escaping remained without a shadow

all his life. Jamieson gives the details of a Scotch superstition :

f

Losing one s shadow arrives to such as are studying the art of

necromancy. When a class of students have made a certain

progress in their mystic studies, they are obliged to run through
a subterraneous hall, where the devil literally catches the hind

most in the race, unless he crosses the hall so speedily that the

Arch-enemy can only apprehend his shadow. In the latter case

the person of the sage never after throws any shade, and those

who have thus lost their shadow always prove the best magicians/

The devil is cheated of his prey, and has to put up with the bare

shadow, like the dishonest man in the sham penance (RA. 678)
2

(see SuppL).
That significant Norrland story of the giant Wind and

Weather (p. 548), whose connexion with the Devil is placed

beyond a doubt by the observations on pp. 1000-14, is related by
Thiele 1, 45 in the following shape. Esbern Snare wished to

build Kallundborg church, but his means not sufficing, a trold

1 Da nu einer ins teufels recler sesse, oder gar in sumpf gefallen were, oder

des tods schwaden hette ihn ergriffen, Mathesius 140^.
2 Chamisso s Peter Schlemihl rests, no doubt, on a legend substantially the

same. Of the homesprite Vollmar, on the contrary, nothing was seen but the

shadow, p. 509.
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offered his assistance on condition that, when the church was

finished, Esbern should be able to tell the trold s name, or else

forfeit to him his heart and eyes. The work went rapidly for

ward, and only half a pillar was wanting, when Esbern began to

be alarmed, because he knew not yet the trold s name. Anxious

and sad he wandered in the fields, when at the top of a rock he

heard the voice of a trold-wife : hush, hush, my child, to-morrow

comes thy father Fin bringing thee Esbern Snare s heart and

eyes to play with/ Esbern came home comforted ; he stept into

the church, the trold was just bringing up the stone shaft that

was still wanting, when Esbern hailed him by the name of Fin !

In a rage the trold shot up into the air with the half-pillar : that

is why the church stands on three pillars and a half only. Finnr

is the name of a dwarf in the Edda. The German legend on

p. 549 is told thus in Lower Hesse : A peasant on the Ellenbach

(by the Sandershauser mt. near Cassel) had so much corn to

gather in, that he knew not how to house it all : his barn was too

small, and he had not the money to build a larger. As, thought
ful and anxious, he paced his fields, a gray old mannikin stept up
to him, and asked the reason of his sadness. When the peasant
had told him the plight he was in, Graymannikin smiled and said :

a barn I would doubtless build for thee, so roomy that thou

canst garner all thy crop therein, and ere to-morrow s dawn shall

it stand ready in thy yard, if thou wilt make over to me whatso

ever hidden property thou ownest. 1 The peasant thought of

treasures underground, which could do him no good till they
were lifted, and he closed with the stranger s offer : not till he

turned to leave did he notice a cow s foot and horse s foot peep out

from under the gray coat. He went home, and told his wife what

had happened to him in the field : my God ! what hast thou

done ? I have a child unborn, and thou hast signed it away to

the Evil one. The moment it was dark, a tremendous din arose

in the farmyard, carters, carpenters, masons working away to

gether, the Devil as architect directing the whole business, which

advanced with incredible speed : a few hours more, and the barn

1 Hottr (hat, gray hat), i.e. Offinn (p. 146), after giving Geirhildr his spittle to
be the barm of the ale she was brewing (conf. p. 902), demands what is between her
and the vat, viz. her unborn child, Fornald. sog. 2, 26. The wilde icalrabe (p. 997)
requires of the queen det du haver under belte dit^ DV. 1, 187. If only for this
one incident, I hold the Hessian tale to be of heathen origin.
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stood ready built, the roof was thatched, the walls filled up, only

a square or two stood open in the gable. Then the cunning wife,

dressed in her husband s clothes, crept across the yard to the

henhouse, clapt her hands/ and mimicked the crow of a cock, and

all the cocks set up a crowing one after the other. The evil

spirits scuttled away with a great uproar, leaving but one gable-

square of the new barn empty : one carter had just come up
with a large stone drawn by four chestnuts, when the Devil

caught him up and smashed him, cart and steeds and all, against

the barn ; his figure was printed on that same stone for a remem

brance, and may be seen there now. The barn-gable no human

hand has ever been able to close up ;
what was built in by day

would always fall out again at night.
2 The hill where the gray

man first appeared to the peasant is called Teufelsberg. Not far

from Romhild stand the Gleichberge, high basaltic hills, one of

which has its top encircled by a double ring of stones irregularly

piled. Here the Devil once carried a wall round the castle of a

knight, having bargained for the hand of his lordship s daughter.
But before daybreak the young lady s nurse slapped her lenses

loudly with her hands, the cocks began to crow} and the devil lost

his bet. Exasperated he destroyed his own work, therefore you
see only ruins of the wall. Another version of the story (Bechst.

Franken p. 261) is, that the nurse, having overheard the compact,
stole out at early morn with a dark lantern to the hen-roost ;

the cock, suddenly seeing the light, thought it was day, and

crowed with all his might.
3 A mill at Coslitz being badly off for

water, the Devil undertook to provide it with plenty by daybreak,

before the cock should crow ; the miller in return bound himself

to give up his handsome daughter. In one night therefore the

devil had nearly finished cutting the conduit from the Elbe to

Coslitz, when the miller repented, and, some say by imitating

the cock s cry, others by knocking his leather apron, made the

cock crow before his time, whereupon the devil departed in anger,

and the trench remained unfinished, Mitth. des Sachs, vereins,

1

Clapping of hands avails in enchantments. &quot;Wolfdietr. 1372 says of the

heatheness Marpahe : sie sluog ir hend ze samenj and immediately turned into a
crow.

2 In any church the hole at which the devil has flown out can never be closed.
3 Same incident in a Thuringian story, Bechst. 3, 224.
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Dresd. 1835. 1, 11. At Geertsbergen in W. Flanders there goes
a similar story of a devil s barn (duivel schuer), and here too the

farmer is saved by the cunning of his wife : lang voor dat de

haen gewoon is te kraeyen, sprong zy het bed uifc, en Hep naer

buiten, waer zy een onnoemlyk getal werklieden bezig zag met

de schuer op te maken, aen dewelke nog slechts een gedeelte
van den zymuer ontbrak. Zy plaetste haren mond tusschen hare

handen, en schreeuwde zoo schel als zy maer kon :

l
Jcoelceloren

liaen I en alle de hanen in de rondte lieten hun eerste morgen-

geschrei hooren. Het werkvolk was verdwenen, en de schuer

stond er, doch met dien onvoltrokken gevel ;
men heft herhaelde

malen beproefd het gat te stoppen : telkens komt Satan het s

nachts openbreken, uit weerwraek dat de ziel van den boer hem
zoo loos ontsnapt is.

1

The Esthonians call a farm-servant who has charge of the

barns and grains riegenkerl/ Once a riegenkerl sat casting
metal buttons, when the Devil walked up to him, said good day,
and asked, what are you doing there ? I am casting eyes/

Eyes ? could you cast me a new pair ? Oh yes, but I ve no

more left just now/ But will you another time ? Yes, I can/
said the riegenkerl. When shall I come again ?

( When you

please/ So the devil came next day to have eyes cast for him.

The riegenkerl said, Do you want them large or small ? Very
large indeed/ Then the man put plenty of lead over the fire to

melt, and said, I can t put them in as you are, you must let me
tie you down/ He told him to lie down on his back on the

bench, took some stout cords, and bound him very tight. Then
the devil asked, what name do you go by ? Issi (self) is my
name/ A good name that, I never heard a better/ By this

time the lead was melted, and the devil opened his eyes wide,

waiting for the new ones. Now for it ! said the riegenkerl,
and poured the hot lead into the devil s eyes ; the devil sprang up
with the bench on his back, and ran away. He was running past
some ploughmen in the fields, who asked him, who s done that

to you? He answered, issi teggi (self did it). The men

laughed and said, self done, self have/ But he died of his new

1 Kunst en letterblad, Ghent 1840. p. 7
;
and from it Wolf no. 187, who gives

similar stories in no. 186 and note p. 680.

VOL. III. K
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eyes, and nobody has ever seen the devil since. 1 In this tale the

Devil is more a blundering giant than the malignant Foe of

mankind
; his blinding and the name Issi reminds us of Homer s

Polyphemus and OVTLS, as well as of the oriental Depeghoz

(p. 554). In our nursery-tale (KM. 2, 481, conf. Altd. bl. 1, 122)

the giant s eyes are scalded out with oil, and in Lith. the devil is

called aklatis, the blind, blinded. When other Esthonian tales

explain thunder by saying the devil is pursued by God, and

fleeing for refuge to the rocks, is smitten down (Superst. M, 61.

G4) ; here also God resembles the Scand. Thorr, and the Devil a

iotunn whom he slays (see Suppl.).

It is a vital part of the machinery of medieval poetry, for

heroes to be transported by the Devil through the air from distant

countries to their home, when there is urgent need of their

presence there : some marriage is contemplated, that would rob

them of wife or lover. Thus king Charles (in the Spagna, canto

xxi) rides a devil, converted into a horse, from the East to France

in one night ; later legends make an angel appear to him instead,

and shew him a strong horse, DS. no. 439. The angel visits the

gentle Moringer in like distress (no. 523). But Henry the Lion

and Gerhart (Caes. Heisterb. 8, 59) travel with the devil s aid.

The mere fact that angel and devil can change places here, shews

that no evil spirit was originally meant; it is no other than

Wuotan carrying through the clouds his foster-son (p. 146) ; and

so we get at the real meaning of the question, what devil brings

you here ? A devil carries a belated canon from Bayeux to Rome
in time for pontifical mass ;

and by the same magic Klinsor and

Ofterdingen get from Hungary to the Wartburg.
There is no surer test of the mythic element having a deep

foundation, than its passing into the Beast-fable. The Esthonian

tale of the man and the bear going halves in the cultivation and

produce of a field (Reinh. cclxxxviii), which turns on the same

distinction of upper and under growth that we saw at p. 715, is

told in our KM. no. 189 of a peasant and the devil, and in this

form we find it as early as Rabelais bk 4, cap. 45 47. Riickert s

Poems p. 75 (Godeke 2, 416) give it from an Arabian tradition,

the source of which I should like to learn; while the Dan. story

1
Kosenpliinter s Beitrage, part 6, p. 61. TLc devil s being buried by beasts is

not in point here.
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in Thiele4, 122 relates it of a peasant and a trold. The common
folk in Normandy have to this day a legend of their Mont St.

Michel, how Michael and the Devil disputed which could build

the finer church. The devil builds one of stone, Michael con

structs a handsomer one of ice
;
when that melts, they both

agree to till the soil, the devil choosing the upper herbs, and

Michael keeping what hides in the ground. In all these tales,

the bear, giant, troll or devil is the party outwitted, like the

giant who built the castle for the gods (see Suppl.).

Lastly, the old-heathen nature of the Devil is proved by animals

and plants being named after him, as they are after gods and

giants (p. 532). The libellula grandis, dragonfly, a delicate

slender-limbed insect, is called both enchanted maid and devil s

horse, devil s bride, devil s nag, Dan. fandens ridehest ; in the I. of

Mors a beetle, meloe proscarabaeus, fannens riihejst (Schade p.

215) ; in Switz. the libellula, devil s needle, devil s hairpin, and

the caterpillar devil s cat.
1 In the vale of Rimella the black

snail, tiufulmakke, and a tiny black beetle s bozios ajo, the evil

one s mother, Albr. Schott pp. 275. 334, a counterpart to the

Marienkafer, p. 694, but also suggestive both of devil s needle

and of Loki s mother Ndl, p. 246; so that ~Don&-nadel (p. 490 n.)

may be correct, as the name of an evil river-sprite. In Holland

some herb, I know not which, is called duivels naai-garen (sewing

yarn). The alcyonium digitatum or palmatum is devil s hand,

manus diaboli, thiefs hand, Engl. devil s hand, or deadman s

hand, Nethl. doode mans hand, oude mans hand, Fr. main de

diable, main de ladre, de larron, conf. Forneotes folnie, p. 240.

Lycopodium clavatum, devil s claw ; euphorbia, devil s milk ;

clematis vitalba, devil s thread-, scabiosa succisa, devil s bite, Boh.

cert-kus ; adonis, devil s eye; convolvulus arvensis, devil s gut,

etc., etc. 2

Probably the folktales of an earlier time knew the

exact reasons of such names, conf. Superst. I, nos. 189. 190. 476.

The thunderbolt, the elf-shot, was also called deuil s finger, pp.
179. 187 (see Suppl.).

1

Caterpillars, through shedding their skins, becoming pupa?, and gradually
changing from creeping and dead-like creatures into flying ones, have something
uncanny, ghostly in them.

2
Hypericum perforatum, devil s flight, because it drives him away: dosten,

harthun, weisse heid, thuu dem teufel vieles leid.
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Tn such various ways has a Being who, taken altogether, was

unknown to the heathen, pushed himself into the place of their

gods, spirits and giants, and united in himself a number of

similar or conflicting attributes. He resembles Wuotan as the

grayman and the cloaked wild hunter, who rides and carries

through the air; as sowing discord, playing dice, and taking

into his service men that vow themselves to him. His red beard,

his hammer and bolt recall Donar. Phol and Zio are connected

with the storm-wind, and the former with devil s buildings. As

for giant?, their whole being has most things in common with

that of the Devil.



CHAPTER XXXIV.

MAGIC.
&quot;

i

Miracle (wundern)
1
is the salutary, magic (zaubern) the hurtful

or unlawful, use of supernatural powers : miracle is divine, magic
devilish ; not till the gods were degraded and despised was magic

imputed to them. 2
Beings midway betwixt them and man, sage

giants, artful elves and dwarfs practise magic ; only their skill

seems more innate, stationary, not an acquired art. Man can

heal or poison, by directing natural forces to good or to evil
;

sometimes he even shares the gift of miracle, but when he pushes
the beneficent exercise of his powers to the supernatural point,

he learns to conjure. Miracle is wrought by honest means,

magic by unlawful ; the one is geheuer (blessed, wholesome,

p. 914), the other ungeheuer. At the same time the origin of

all conjuring must be traced directly to the most sacred callings,

which contained in themselves all the wisdom of heathendom,
viz. religious worship and the art of song. Sacrificing and

singing came to mean conjuring; the priest and the poet, confi

dants of the gods and participants of divine inspiration, stand

next-door to the fortune-teller and magician (see Suppl.).

It is so with all nations, and was so with our ancestors : by
the side of divine worship, practices of dark sorcery, by way of

exception, not of contrast. The ancient Germans knew magic
and magicians ; on this foundation first do all the later fancies

rest. And the belief was necessarily strengthened and compli
cated when, upon the introduction of Christianity, all heathen

1 I here use the verb wundern transitively (= to do wonders), in which sense
its derivative wunderer meant a wonder-worker. Reinmar says, Ms. 2, 154b : wol
dem wunder, daz der wunderaere gewundert hat an der vil stiezen. God is the true

wunderare, Ms. 2, 171b . Trist. 10013, who of all wonders hath control, Parz. 43, 9 ;

inirabilis Deus, Helbl. 7, 12. But also a hero doing godlike deeds, e.g. Erek, earns
the name of wunderare ; in Etzels hofhaltung it is even applied, less fitly, to a

savage devilish man, p. 943.
2 And a human origin for the same reason, p. 384n. Snorri calls OSinn

forspar, fiolkunnigr, and makes him galdr qvefta, Yngl. saga cap. 4. 5. 7. Saxo
Gram. p. 13 ascribes to him praestigia, and curiously divides all magicians
(mathematici ;

see Forcellini sub v.) into three kinds, viz. giants, magi and deities

(p. 9) ;
conf. his statements (p. 103) on Thor and Othin magicae artis imbuti. So

the Chronicon Erici (circ. 1288) represents Odin as incantator et magus.
1031
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notions and practices were declared to be deceit and sinful

delusion : the old gods fell back and changed into devils, and all

that pertained to their worship into devilish jugglery. Presently
there sprang up tales of the Evil one s immediate connexion with

sorcery ;
and out of this proceeded the most incredible, most

cruel jumbling up of imagination and reality. Magic tricks per

formed, and those merely imagined, so ran into one another, that

they could no longer be distinguished either in punishing or

even in perpetrating them.

Before proceeding with our inquiry, we have to examine the

several terms that designated witchcraft in olden times. It

seems worth noting, that several of the more general names have

simply the sense of doing or preparing, and therefore mark an

imperceptible lapse of right doing into wrong. The OHG.
barawan, AS. gearwian, had only the meaning of facere, parare,

praeparare, ornare, but the same word in ON. gora approxi
mates to that of conjuring, Dan. forgiore ; gorning is maleficium,

gbmmgar artes magicae, much in the same way as facinus is both

deed and misdeed. Our tliun, to do, passes into anthun, to inflict

(by sorcery) ; and the ON. fordceffa (malefica), Ssem. 64a
. 197b

comes from da3 (facinus).
1 Now the Greek and Latin words

epSeiv, peew, facere (p. 41n.), mean not only to do, but to

sacrifice, without requiring the addition of lepa or sacra, and

epSeiv Tivi TI is to bewitch ; the ON. biota, beside its usual sense

of sacrificare, consecrare, has that of maledicere; whether

fornceskja, sorcery, can be connected with/om, sacrifice, has been

discussed, p. 41. A difficult word to explain is the OHG. zoupar

divinatio, maleficium, zouparari hariolus, zouparon hariolari
;

Notker spells zoufer in Ps. 57, 6, zouver in Boeth. 29, zouferlih,

zouverlih in Cap. 45. 99; the MHG. zouber, zoubern answers

exactly to the strict OHG. forms with p, to LG. tover, toveren,

and the same in Nethl. both Mid. and Mod. (conf. toverie,

Maerl. 1, 260-3, toverare 1, 266. 2, 176-7, toeverie is a faulty

spelling) ; 0. Fris. tawerie, Richth. 401. 21. The Icelandic has

tofur instrumenta magica, tbfrar incantamenta, tbfra fascinare,

1 M. Lat. factura (sortilegium), facturare (fascinare), affacturatrix (incantat-
rix) ; Ital. fattura (incantatio), fattucchiero, -ra, sorcerer, -ress; Prov. fachurar,
faiturar, to conjure, fachilieira, faitileira, sorceress; O. Fr. failure, faicturerie,
sorcery ; Span, hecho (facinus), hechizo (incautatio), hechizar conjure, hechicero, -ra,

sorcerer, -ress.
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tofrari magus, tofranorn saga, Fornald. sog. 3, 205 ;
with which

the Norw. tougre fascinare (Hallager 131 b
)
and Swed. tofver in-

cantatio, tofverhiixa saga, agree ;
we may safely suppose a modern

importation of all these Scand. words from Germany, as they

do not occur in ON. writings.
1 I am in doubt whether an AS.

tea/for is to be connected with zoupar ; it signifies minium, color

coccineus, and Lye gives (without ref.) tifran depingere, which

ought perhaps to be t^frian. The addition of the adj. red in

redd tea/or (rubrica) favours the conjecture that tea/or was a

general term for the colours employed in illuminating manuscripts,

and thus may stand for rune, mystic writing, hence our zauber

(magic).
2 To identify zoupar with zepar (p. 40), AS. tea/or with

tiber, is forbidden by the difference of vowel, though it would

bring the notion of magic very near that of sacrifice again. One

would much rather trace zoupar to zouvvan, Goth, taujan, AS.

tawian (facere, parare), and assume the operation of some anoma

lous change of the w into v, b, p? Even the Lith. daryti, Lett.

darriht (facere), and the Slav, tvoriti (facere, creare, fingere) are

worth considering. Another term no less perplexing is one

peculiar to the Saxon branch of our race. In L. Saxony they

still say for conjuring or soothsaying, wikhen, wicken (Ssp. 2, 13.

Homeyer p. 117 var. x) and wigelen (wichelen), for fortune-teller

wikker, wichler, for witch wikkerske, for sorcery wichelie. So in

Nethl. both wikken and wichelen, wikker
ij

and wichelarij ; M.

Nethl. wikelare ariolus, Maerl. 2, 323. 348, wigelare, Kastner s

Bruchst. 42b
, wigelinge vaticinium 12b

. The AS. also has the

two forms : both wiccian fascinare, wicce saga, wiccungdom

(Casdm. 223, 17) or wiccancrceft ars niagica; and wiglian ariolari,

wigelere augur, wigelung augurium, incantatio ; while the Fris.

transposes the letters, willga incantatio, Richth. 401, 21. The

Engl. has witch = wicce ; from the AS. verb has survived its

partic. wicked (perversus, maledictus), and 0. Engl. had an adj.

wikke meaning the same ;
add wizard, but all the L-forms have

1 So the Luneburg Wendic toblatsch sorcerer (Eccard p. 291), tobalar sorcerer,

towlatza, toblarska sorceress (Jugler s Wtb.), seem borrowed from German, as other

Slavic dialects have nothing similar
;
for the Sloven, zoper magic, zoprati to conjure,

zopernik, -nitza sorcerer, -ress, are certainly the Germ, zauber, etc.

2 Is the derivation of our zijfer, Engl. cipher, Fi.chiffre, It. cifra, cifera (secret

writing) from an Arabic word a certainty ? Ducange sub v. cifrae has examples
from the 12th cent. The AS. word has a striking resemblance.

3 Our gelb, farbe, gerben, rniirbe, all have w in MHG.
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disappeared. The word is unknown to any HG. dialect, old or

new
;

1

yet I believe it springs from a root common to all

Teutonic tongues, viz. veihan (no. 201), which again had originally

the sense of facere, conficere, sacrare, and from which came the

adj. veins (sacer), OHG. wih, and the noun vaihts (res), conf.

Slav, tvar, tvor (creatura, /cr/crt?). We know that vaihts, wight,

acquired the sense of daemon (p.440-1), and the ON. vcettr (orm

vsettr, poor wight) means a witch in Saem. 214b
. I treat the kk

in wikken as I did that in Ecke from the root agan (p. 237), and

this is supported by the g in wigelen and ch in wichelen (evidently
a ch= h). Near in meaning, though unrelated in origin, seems

the OHG. wizago, AS. imtega, wttga, Csedm. 218, 18. 224, 13, our

weissage, prophet, soothsayer, but in a good, not in a bad sense ;

the ON. form vifki, Saern. 63a
. 118a

,
stands for vitugi (conf. vitug

94a
), as ecki, eitki does for eitgi (Gramm. 3, 738), and veetki for

vaetgi. This vitki has been wrongly identified with AS. wicce :

never does an AS. cc result from tg, though it becomes tch in

English.
2 The corresponding verb is OHG. urizagon, AS. wite~

giauy M. Nethl. witegen, Diut. 2, 202b
. Equivalent at first to

witega and vitki were the ON. ftpdma&r, spdkona, spadis (pp.

94. 402) : but from signifying the gift of wisdom and prediction
as it resides in priest and poet,

3
they gradually declined into the

sense of noxious wizard and witch. Even Snorri s for-spar and

fiol-kunnigr (p. 1031 n.) had already acquired the bad secondary
sense. Fiolkunnigr (multiscius) came to mean magician, and

fidl-ltunnatta fiolkyngi, and even the simple hyngi (
= kunnugi)

sorcery. This k^ngi was learnt as a profession : Rognvaldr
nam fiolkyngij Har. Harf. saga cap. 36. Walther 116, 29 says
of a lady wondrous fair : daz si iht anders kiinne (that she was

up to other tricks, knew too much), daz soil man iibergeben

(you are not to imagine). Hans Sachs calls an old sorceress by
turns die alt unhuld and die weise frau iv. 3, 32-3 (see

Suppl.).

1

Vegius in the Lex Burg. 16, 3 and OHG. 1, 8 has been taken to mean
magician ; but, as the rubric viator in the last passage shews, it is one who
fetches and carries, index, delator.

3 Of like meaning are: weiser mann, weise frau, kluge frau ; ON. visindamaffr,

sage, natural philosopher, Fornald. sog. 1, 5
; Serv. vietcht peritus, vietchtats,

-titsa veneficus, -ca
;
Pol. wieszczka sorceress, fortune-teller, wieszczyka night-hag,

lamia ; Sloven, vezha witch.
3
Analogous is the 0. Fr. devin, divin, magician, diviner.
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Inasmuch as spying is foreseeing and seeing, there is another

word for conjuring that I can connect with it. Without any

bodily contact, things may be acted upon by mere looking, by
the evil eye : this in our older speech was called entsehen (p. 461).

But as the vates, beside seeing and knowing, has also to sing

the mystic strain and speak the spell, there must from the earliest

times have been words to express conjuring, like our present

beschreien, bescliwatzen, berufen, uberrufen, beschworen [from cry,

call, talk, swear]. The OHG. ~kalan, AS. galan, ON. gala, was

not only canere, but incantare, a recital with binding power, a

singing of magic words. Such spoken charm was called in ON.

galdr, AS. galdor, OHG. &quot;kalxtar (not to be confounded with

kelstar, sacrifice, p. 38-9), MHG. galsterie, Schwanr. 813; we
find galsterweiber for witches even in Mod. German ; galdr in

itself seems not to have meant anything criminal, for meingaldr

(wicked spell) is particularized, Fornm. sog. 2, 137. ON. galdra

fascinarej galdramaffr incantator, galdrakona saga; AS. galdor-

crocfl magia, galdere magus ;
OHG. kalstarari incantator, Medea

diu handega galsterara, N. Cap. 100. In like manner the Fr.

charme, charmer come from carmen, and enchanter incantare from

cantus, canere. The M. Lat. carminare, to enchant, gave birth

to an OHG. garminari, germinari incantator, germinod incantatio,

Diut. 2, 326b
. Gl.Doc. 213a

. germenod, N. Cap. 100 ; which after

wards died out of the language. The MHG. already used segen

[blessing, from signum] for a magic formula, segencerinne for

enchantress. Chap. XXXVIII. will go more deeply into this

necessary connexion of magic with the spoken word, with poetic

art ; but, as the mystery of language easily passes into that of

symbol, as word and writing get indissolubly wedded, and in our

idiom the time-honoured term rune embraces both tendencies ;

it throws some light on the affinity of zoupar with teafor (p. 1033),

and also on the method of divination (p. 1037) by rune-staves.

The Goth. afhugjan} to deprive of one s senses, bewilder, stands

in Gal. 3, 1 for {BaaKalveiv = fascinare
;

l AS. dyderian, bedi/der-

ian illudere, incantare, perhaps conn, with our HG. tattern, dot-

tern (angi, delirare) ; we now say verblenden, daze, dazzle. That

ON. troll (p. 526), which stood for giants and spirits, is also

1 Is this, or is the Ital. fasciare, the source of Fr. facher, formerly fascher,

irritare, Span, enfadar ?
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applied to magicians, troll-skapr is sorcery, the Sw. trolla, Dan.

trylle incantare, troUdom, trolddom witchcraft; the Gula]?ingslag

p. 137 has at veltja troll for conjuring, which reminds us of

veckja hildi and waking the Saelde/ p. 864. The Frisians

say tsyoene fascinare, tsyoen-er, -ster sorcerer, -ress, which (as

initial ts before i or y often stands for k) is no doubt to be ex

plained by the ON. kyu in its collateral sense of monstrum, conf.

MHG. kunder. I cannot satisfactorily account for an O.Sw.

vipskipliy used in the Vestgotalag for magic, not of the worst

kind, but what can be expiated by penance : far kona
mej&amp;gt;

vifiskiplwn, p. 153
;

f

varj?er taken me]? vifiskipplum, p. 228;

convictus de widskiplum/ p. 321 ; it is plainly the present vid-

skepelse superstitio ; skipa is ordinare, facere, and the wrongness
must lie in the vid ; conf. beginn. of ch. XXXV.
We find sei&r meaning magic already in the Edda : seiff hon

kunni/ said of a vala or volva, Saem. 4
; sei&berendr 118a are

magicians, who stand on a par with volur and vitkar ;
and the word

becomes commoner in the sagas. If we might spell it seijffr (as

one poem has it in Fornald. sog. 2, 130), we should get both

an easy derivation from sioiSa to seethe, and another point of

contact with Goth. sauj?s, p. 40. Seidj/nafir is magician, sei&kona,

seyffkona a wise woman, one that skills to seethe and cook magic
remedies. 1 Meanwhile serSr occurs clearly as a vowel-change
from siffa, Yngl. saga cap. 16-7, Loki reproaches OSinn with

having practised sorcery :

c

]nk siSa kofto/ Saem. 63a
, and I have

never seen siofta put for it; so the two words, even if cognate,

must remain apart, or find their justification in an exceptional

shifting from the 4th to the 5th series of vowel-change.
The OHG. puozan, AS. betan, is emendare, but also mederi, to

remedy, heal ; in Westphalia boten 2
still expresses the action of

old-fashioned charms as opposed to scientific medicine, Superst.

I, 873
;
the Teutonista gives boiten as synon. with conjuring,

and the M. Nethl. ut boeten is sanare (Reinh. 539 4) .
3

1
Seyffr or sauffr is a poetic word for a fire to cook by : a sey^i bera, Sacm.

54*, to set on the fire, take to cook, make to boil.
2 Koth de nomin. vet. Germ. med. p. 139.
3
Foreign terms are less interesting, e.g. AS. dry magus, pi. drjras, drycraft

magia, whose Celtic origin is betrayed by the familiar name of Druid ; Ir. draoi

wizard, draoidheachd sorcery. Nigromanzie already in medieval poets, Ms. 2, 10b
;

der list von nigrdmanzi, Parz. 453, 17. 617, 12, list m. answering to ON. ifrott,

which Snorri uses of magic ; nigromancie, Maerl. 2, 261. der swarzen buoche wis,
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Now, as the concocting of remedies and that of poisons easily

fall into one, the OHG. luppi, AS. lyf, MHG. lilppe, is used of

poisoning and bewitching: liippe und zouber triben/ Berth. 12,

and luppcerinne 58 is sorceress, exactly as veneficium and venefica

stand related in Latin; and the Goth, lubjaleisei, Gal. 5, 20

is
(ftap/jLarcela, sorcery, and leisei is like list in zouberlist, Iw. 1284.

Even the Gothi lekeis, OHG. lahhi (leech, medicus in the good
honest sense), and lahhinon (mederi), lahhan (remedium) lie at

the root of the words Idchencerinne enchantress, Oberl. bihteb. 46,

lachsnen quackery, conjuring, laclisnerin witch, Staid. 2, 150.

In Hessian witch-trials of the 16th cent., the usual, nay the

only term for bewitching is derren, prop, nocere ;
as even OHG.

taron acquired, beside nocere, the meanings fraudare, officere,

illudere (see Suppl.).

A part of the diviner s craft consisted in casting and inter

preting lots. Like the Lat. sortilegium and sortilegus (M. Lat.

gortiarius, whence Fr. sorcier], our old German words hliozan

(Graff 4, 1122), MHG. liezen (augurari, Diut. 3, 107-8. Er.

8123), and hliozan, liezcere (augur, divinator) are applicable to

sorcery. Then from the customary phrase mittere, jactare

sortem seems to have been borrowed the expression zouber

werfen, to throw a spell, Wolfd. 515. 520. 533, jeter un sort,

maleficium super jactare/ Lex Sal. 22, 4 ; zouber legcn, to lay a

spell, Walth. 115, 32. 116, 23-5. The Swed .tjusa to conjure is,

I think, for Icjusa, ON. kiosa, choose, spy (Gramm. 4, 848), pick,

eligere sortem ;
but also the vala/ the wise woman and enchant

ress, is one that wales or chooses, a valkyrja.

One species of divination was performed with the drinking-cup

(Genesis 44, 5). From the Lat. caucus (for scyphus) are sup

posed to have sprung calculator, Capitul. an. 789, 63 capit. 1,

62. 6, 373, and cocharius, ib. 18 capit. 5, 69, and from these

the OHG. coucalari scenicus, magicus, Gl. Mons. 377, gougularij

Troj. 7411. suochen an den swarzen buocJien, Martina 20a . nu ler etz in sin

swarzez buoch, daz ime der hellemor hat gegeben, Walth. 33, 7. Black art, black

artist, not till a later time. All this came of misunderstanding the Gr. veKpofj-avreia.

In the TJlm Vocab. of 1475 we read : nigraman*ia dicitur divinatio facta per nigros,
i.e. mortuos, vel super mortuos, vel cum mortuis. A curious statement in Bit. 79
about Toledo : ein berc lit nahen da bi, da der list nigromanzi von erste wart er-

funden (first invented) ;
another opinion propounded in Herbort 9372. Our Mid.

Ages saddled the Saracens in Spain and Apulia with its invention : ein pullisch
zouber, Ms. 2, 133b .
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0. iv. 16, 33, koukelari, Georgsl. 25, goucaltuom magia, Gl. Mons.

375, goukel praestigium, N. ps. 65, 3; MHG. gougel gougelcere,

Walth. 37, 34, our gaukel, juggle; ON. kitkl praestigium, kuklari

magus ;
M. Nethl. cokeJere hariolus, Diut. 2, 217a

. Others derive

gaukler from joculator, and one thing that seems to be in its

favour is the mild meaning, of mere sleight-of-hand, which still

clings to gauklerei (jugglery), i- e - harmless tricks performed by

way of game and recreation ; conf. gougel-biihse (-box), Walth.

38, 6. Renn. 2244. gougelstok (-stick), Martina 9a
. gougel-

fuore (-cart), MsH. 3, 166a
. 186a

. gougelspil (-play) 438a
. goukel-

hiietlin (-cap), Renu. 16719, conf. Walth. 37, 34. So the Nethl.

guidielen, gocheltn, goglielen, guichelaar : gokelt onder den hoet/

Fcrg. 2772 ; the form guichelen is very like ivichelen (p. 1033),

and there actually occurs an AS. hweolere, hweohlere (suggesting

hweohl, KVK\O&amp;lt;;} rota) as another way of spelling wigelere, so

that one might really conjecture an 0. Frankish chuigalari, and

from it get cauculator, were not everything else against it. I will

just mention also the Boh. kauzlo magic, kauzliti to conjure, Pol.

gusla magic, guslarz conjurer ; this g form we might be tempted
to refer to the Serv. gusle, Russ. gusli, psaltery, as the bewitch

ing instrument, but that the Pol. gesle, Boh. hausle, does not

agree (see SuppL).
The various ways of naming magic have led us to the notions

of doing, sacrificing,
1

spying, soothsaying, singing, sign-making

(secret writing), bewildering, dazzling, cooking, healing, casting
lots.

They shew that it was practised by men as well as women.

Yet even our earliest antiquities impute it preeminently to women.

More influential, more expert than the zouparari, wigelere,

spamaSr, galdrama^r, appears the zouparard, wicce, wikkerske,

kalstarard, galdrakona, spakona ; and to these must be added

some appellations hardly applicable to any but female witchery.
For the reason of this I look to all the circumstances external

and internal. To woman, not to man, was assigned the culling
and concocting of powerful remedies, as well as the cooking of

food. Her lithe soft hand could best prepare the salve, weave the

lint and dress the wound ; the art of writing and reading is in

1 Even where the vowel resists, the coincidence is remarkable : forn and forn,

gelstar and galstar, sau iS and ser5, zi par and zoupar.
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the Mid. Ages ascribed chiefly to women. The restless lives of

men were filled up with war, hunting, agriculture and handi

crafts ; to women experience and convenient leisure lent every

qualification for secret sorcery. Woman s imagination is warmer

and more susceptible, and at all times an inner sacred power
of divination was revered in her (pp. 95. 397). Women were

priestesses, prophetesses (56n. 94 8), their names and fame are

embalmed alike in Old-German and Norse tradition
;
and the

faculty of somnambulism still shews itself most of all in women.

Then again, looked at from one side, the art of magic must have

been chiefly monopolized by old women, who, dead to love and

labour, fixed all their thoughts and endeavours on hidden

science. 1 Snorri in his curious account of the origin of magic

(Yngl. s. cap. 7) says, that to males (karlmonnum) it seemed un

dignified to dabble in a doubtful art, so they taught it the god
desses or priestesses, for gySjur can mean either. According to

differences of national sentiment, the norns and volvas (p. 403),

the valkyrs and swan-maids approximate to divine beings or

sorceresses. On all this put together, on a mixture of natural,

legendary and imagined facts, rest the medieval notions about

witchcraft. Fancy, tradition, knowledge of drugs, poverty and

idleness turned women into witches, and the last three causes

also shepherds into wizards (see Suppl.).

To the Latin words saga,
2

strix, strigaf venefica, lamia, furia
answers our liexe, by which is meant sometimes an old, sometimes

a young woman, and a beauty can be complimented by being
called a perfect witch. The OHG. form of the word is liazus

[pron. hatsus], hazusa, hazam, Graff 4, 1091 ; hazzuso (eumeni-

1 Where one man is burnt, there be well ten women burnt says Keisersp.
Om. 46 . ein wunderaltes trip bescheidet den troum, unravels the dream, Walth.
95, 8. A kerling froff ok framsyn foretells of a log that is to perish in the fire,

Nialssaga 194-9. Very early times impute to old women more craft and malice than
to the devil himself, as we see by the pretty story of the hag who set a loving couple
by the ears when the devil could not, for which he handed her a pair of shoes

cautiously on a peeled stick, being afraid of her touch, Morolt 917 1007. Haupt s

Altd. bl. 2, 81. H. Sachs ii. 4, 9. Melander s Jocoseria 2, 53. Conde Lucanor cap.
48. No witchcraft comes into the story, though the first account calls her a zouberin.

2 Sagire sentire acute est
;
ex quo sagae anus, quia multa scire volunt, Cic.

de Divin. 1, 31.
3 Lex Sal. 22. 67. Lex Alam. add. 22 stria ; O.Fr. cstrie (see p. 287 dame

Habonde) ;
Ital. Strega, stregona (whence perh. the Swiss straggcle p. 934), a wizard

being stregone. Orig. strix, a-rpiy^ was bird of night, owl: striges ab avibus
ejusdem nomiuis, quia maleficae mulieres volaticae dicuntur, Festus sub v.
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dum), Diut. 2, 350% is gen. pi. of hazus, hazes 2, 346a
; hczesusun

(furiis) 2, 33 7b apparently a corruption of hegezusun ? The Gl.

Flor. 21 give hegezisse, and that the genuine form in full was hagazus
or hagazusa (p. 1045n.) we are assured by the AS. hcegtesse, M.
Nethl. hagetisse, Diut. 2, 229*,haghedi88e, Hor. Belg. 1, 119: the

contraction of the first two syll. (as in talanc for taga-lank) speaks
for its. age and frequent use; we must therefore prefer the spell

ing hdzus with long a, and in N. Cap. 105 it does seem to be

hazessa, Wackern. Ib. 153, 36 in spite of Graff s hazessa. Rarely
do we find a MHG. hegxse, hexse, Martina 90C

. 106b
, hecse, Oberl.

bihteb. 46 ; the Swiss say hagsch, haagsch, Staid. 2, 10; at Ulm,

says Schmidts Schwab, id. 156, they call a stingy old woman

hekkas, only another way of writing hexe. But as the AS., be

side hcegtesse, has also hcegesse, Engl. hag, MHG. hdchel, Ls. 2,

638, Swiss hdggele (conf. straggele), the sufiixed letters seem to

have added little to the simple root hag. The ON. adj. hagr
means dexter, artificiosus, and might have had the full sense of

sagus : our hexe is a deep sly woman. Still the ON. never does

use a masc. noun hagr or a fern, hog in such away; and the

Swed. hexa, Dan. hex, in their very spelling betray their Mod.

German extraction. For hexen, to bewitch, Up. German dialects

furnish hechsnen, which agrees with an 0. Fris. verb hexna

(Richth. 159, 25, one MS. has hoxna); the Dalecarlian is hagsa,

hugsa [hoax, hocus?]. Down to the 16-1 7th cent., instead of

the rare MHG. forms given above, the preference was given to

unholde (which properly means she-devil, p. 266), as diu unholde

in Martina 170C
. 172 C

, occasionally backed by a masc. unholdcere;

in Keisersberg and Sachs unholde is still the usual word, not till

the 17-1 8th cent, did hexe become general instead of it. Here

and there the people use a masc. hex for conjurer; in Swabia der

hengst (Schmid 273), in Switz. haagg, liagg, Tiak for cheat, jug

gler ; even the OHG. hdzus strio (masc. to stria ? hardly for

histrio?) might mean a male. Many have been caught by the

obvious resemblance of the Gr. Hecate, Efcdrr), but the letters

agree too closely, contrary to the laws of change, and the Mid.

Ages would surely have had an unaspirated Ecate handed down
to them

; no Ecate or Hecate appears in M. Lat. or Romance

writings in the sense of witch, and how should the word have

spread through all German lands ? About the M. Nethl. haghe-
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disse, strix, there is this to be said, that the Mod. Nethl. eglidisse,

eydisse, haagdisse is lacerta, our eidechse, OHG. egidehsa, AS.

aftexe : the lizard does seem to have played a part in magic, and

witch-trials actually speak of witches giving birth to a lizard in

stead of the traditional elf, Mark, forsch. 1, 260 (see Suppl.). In

the Span. hechicero} -ra I see again only an accidental likeness

(p. 1032 n.) ; the Span. Iruxa, South Fr. Iruesclie, means a bane

ful nightbird, but, like strix, it has passed into the sense of

witch. Drut, drude is often found as an equivalent for witch,

though strictly it denotes the tormenting oppressive nightmare ;

out of what heathen being this drut arose, was shown on p. 423,

it was so easy for elvish sprites of the olden time to be after

wards mixt up with human sorceresses ; in the same way bilwiz,

belewitte (p. 473) will now and then occur in witch-affairs.

Another set of names, presented to us in the ON. remains,

merits particular attention : here we see the notion of magic
women stand next door to that of giantesses. Troll is the gene
ral term including at once beings of the elf or giant brood and

those of magic kind (p. 526), yet so that at first the giant

character predominates, and afterwards the diabolic. Trollahdls,

trdllaskogr, trollatunga occur in the Landnamabok ; trollskapr

may be taken to mean, first the iotunmoSr p. 530, secondly our

witchcraft and magic. But while scarcely any mention is made
of a trollmaftr, there is plenty about the trollkona, and names for

a giantess like flagd*, sJcass, sJcessa (p. 526) are applied without

scruple to witches. Snorri 210 gives a long string of names,
some hard to interpret, which will be a task to the student for

some time to come. Others, archaic and poetically conceived,

are told by one who is a trollkona to Bragi, who meets her at

eventide, Sn. 175. The copiousness of this nomenclature implies

the great antiquity of magic in the North, and its deep-rooted
oneness with the systems of magic all over Europe : the most

significant of these names I shall take up and explain in the

course of discussion.

On such etymological groundwork, of the more general terms

that come under question, may now follow an examination of the

subject itself.

And this time I will commence with Scandinavian sorcery,
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whose more antiquated and to my thinking unadulterated cha

racter proves above all things that the leading part in it was

taken by women, not by men.

It is true the Edda classifies magicians as volur, vitkar and

seiffbercndr, Sasm. 118a
,
of whom only the first are female, the

other two male ; nay, all three are traced up to Viffolfr, Vilmeiffr

and Svarthdf&i, alleged inventors of magic, about whom there is

nothing conclusive to be said. Svart-hofiK, Blackhead, may come

of the blade art, and black as the fiendish colour in general

(p. 993). VilmeicFr, compounded of vil (favor, beneplacitum) and

merSr (arbor), ought rather to claim kinship with the pleasing art

of poesy (p. 901). Viffolfr would seem to be the Vitol/us me-

dendi peritus mentioned in Saxo Gram. 122. To me however

the first named, the volurt seem to throw the rest into the shade :

that poetic dialogue with Bragi gives the witch a vilsinn volu

(better peril, vilsinni, ace. vilsinna), i.e. a friend and comrade of

the vala. Vitkar, vitkar, are the OHGr. wizagon, soothsayers,

vates, which supports my interpretation of VilmerSr. Seiffr has

no right to be monopolized by men : we saw above (p. 1036), and

shall soon make out more exactly, that it pertains to women too,

that serSkonor shew themselves no less than seiiSberendr. Both

must have been forthcoming in great numbers in some districts :

in Harald harf. saga cap. 36, king Eirikr causes his brother

Rognvald and 80 seiiSmenn to be burnt. The vala or volva is a

prophetess, priestess, norn, a most holy being of the olden time

(pp. 97. 408), and at the same time a seiffkona. Even of the

Eddie vala it is said :

{
seiS hon kunni/ Saam. 4b

. Such magic
women are Hei&r, Hamglom, Skuld, etc., all originally air-riding

valkyrs (p. 421) ;
in Saem. 154b volva, skass, valkyrja stand

side by side. Weighty evidence shall be brought by and by of

their wanderings in the wood at even and by night. They roam

through the country with their retinue (meS sitt lift),
are reverently

invited in by men, entertained, and called upon to say sooth.

This they do, sitting on a four-legged stool, the seiffhiallr. The

performance is called efla seift (fixing, instituting magic), Fornald.

sog. 2, 72. 3, 318; setja sei& 1, 97; serSrinn verSr erfi&r, is

wrought 1, 12 ; fcera a hiallinn is to conduct to the stool 2, 72.

The later sagas evidently throw in contemptible features. In the

company of Skidd, says Fornald. sog. 1, 97, might be seen elves,
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norns and other such fry (alfar ok nornir ok aunafc ill-^Si). Heiffr

may still come riding with 15 youths and 15 maids (2, 1G5. 506),

but Oddr sets little store by her, addresses her as allra kellinga

ormust, poorest (wretchedest) of old women 168. 508. So when the

Fornm. 3, 212 mentions these vagrants, who tell people s fortunes,

the same word is used 214 : volvan arma, miserable witch, like

usle havfrue in the Dan. folksong (DV. 1, HO).
1

King FroSi

wished to get a prophecy out of the volva Heiffr, Fornald. sog. 1,

10: giorfti hann ]?a gilda veizlu i moti henni, ok setti hana a

serShiall einn haan ... ok svara mer sem skiotast, sei&kona !

When she falters, and will not say all, he threatens to use force :

]?ik skal pina til sagna (11. 12).
3 It is worth noting, that the

ser&amp;lt;5r is performed at night, when men are asleep, by the volvas,

who sally out with their company : menn foru at sofa, en volva

for til ndttfars sei&s meff sitt liff 2, 166 ; and the parallel passage

2, 507 says : gekk hun
J&amp;gt;a

ut me& li&i smu, er aftrir gengu til

svefns, ok efldi sei&. Ketill was roused at night by a great

uproar in the wood, he ran out and saw a sorceress with streaming
hair (sa trollkonu, ok fell fax a her&amp;lt;Sar henni) ; being questioned,
she begged him not to balk her, she was bound for a magic mote,

to which were coming Skelking king of sprites from Dumbshaf,
Ofoti (unfoot) from Of6tansfir&amp;lt;5, ThorgerSr Horgatroll and other

mighty ghosts from the northland (ek skal till tr6lla]?ings, j?ar

kemr Skelkingr, norSan or Dumbshafi, konungr trolla, ok Ofoti

ur Ofotansfir Si, ThorgerSr Horgatroll ok aSrar stor-vaettir nor^an

ur landi), Fornm. sog. 1, 131, conf. 3, 222. The riding out by

night to do magic was called sitja uti (Biorn 2, 251 a
explains it :

sub dio nocturnis incantationibus operam dare) ; the Norw. Laws

name these jaunts uti-setor to wake up the magic-working sprites :

t

spafarar allar oc utisetor at vekja troll upp, oc fremja uieS J?vi

heidni/ Gulath. p. 137. Of the objects of Scand. sorcery I

will give a specimen or two. Fees were given to sorceresses, to

raise up storms : sendu eptir seiSkonurn, tveimr, HeiSi ok

Hamglom, ok gafu ]&amp;gt;airn
fe til, at ficer sendi ve&r . . . J?aer

1 Arm poor, slight, miserable. I named po vertii as a cause of sorcery, p. 1030 :

* armer wilrsage, wissage, Freidank 12-i, 1. Ms. 2, 176% and note to Freid. p. 372.
armer bleicher (wan) wissage ! Herb. 2266.

2
&amp;gt;a

let hann taka Finn, einn er margfroftr var, oc vildi neySa hann til saftrar

sogu (force him to a sooth saw), oc pindi hann, oc feck ecki af honum, Saga
Halfdanar svarta cap. 8.

VOL, in. L
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efldu seidinn, ok fcerSust a hiallinn me3 goldrum ok giorningum/
Fornald. sog. 2, 72. Magic made men proof against weapons,

invulnerable :

{ var seidt at Haraldi, at hann skyldi eigi lita iarn

iron should not bite him 1, 374. J^eir letu serSa at Ogmundi,
sva at hann skyldi engi iarn bita atkvae^alaus 2, 241.

Certain features, that agree with the descriptions to be given by
and by of witches doings, might be thought plagiarisms. I doubt

it. True, the nocturnal gathering before Skelking, Ofoti and

ThorgerS is not altogether in the spirit of ON. religion, but it

may have arisen in Scandinavia itself by the gradual deterioration

of older beliefs. Nowhere is the Devil mentioned, though the

footless one may remind us of the horse-footed. This Norse

trdlla-Jring is more like the meetings of our night-women, whom
I take to have sprung out of wise-women and volvas ; and this is

fully borne out by the nightly excursion of HerSr with her party

of 30 persons, and that of Skuld with elves and norns. ThorgerS,

Skuld and HerS are, like Hulda and Berhta, purely pagan half-

goddesses, round whom gathers the magic ring-dance ; they stir

up storm and tempest, they make invulnerable, they prophesy.

Their seiff-hiallr with four props or prongs (stolpar, stiklar),

Fornald. sog. 1, 12. 3, 319 (see Suppl.), finds nothing to match

it in the German witch-world ; it does remind us of the Delphian

pythia s tripod, and possibly further inquiry may allot a three-

legged stool to German night- excursionists as well, especially as

that article has a sacredness belonging to it from of old, RA. 80.

189. 208; conf. in Superst. F, 59. 60 the sitting on the tripod,

and I, 111 the caution against setting an empty trivet on the fire.

Skuld queens it here, does her spiriting in a black tent, sits on

her magic stool : sat i sinu svarta tialdi a serShialli sinum, skip-

tir nu sva um, sem dimm nott komi eptir biartan dag/ Fornald.

1, 105. With the Norse enchantresses the power and obligation

to prophesy is still predominant, which in German witches and

night-women falls into the background. Other features of the

Norse faith in magic I can better weave into the account, now to

follow, of our own antiquities.

Christianity found a heathen belief in magic-wielding women

existing among Celts and Germans as well as Greeks and Romans,

but has largely modified it ; views held by heretics or imputed to
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them got mixt up with it, and out of everything put together

witchcraft has to be explained. Down to the latest period we

perceive in the whole witch-business a clear connexion with the

sacrifices and spirit-world of the ancient Germans. This of itself

proves the gross unfairness and grotesque absurdity of witch-

burning in later times.

A world-old fancy, that has penetrated all nations, finds in

sorcery the power to hide or change one s figure. Enchanters

would turn into wolves, enchantresses into cats ; the wolf was the

sacred beast of Wuotan, the cat of Frouwa, two deities that had

most to do with souls and spirits. The adept in magic assumed

a mask, grima (p. 238),
l a trolls-ham, by which he made himself

unrecognisable, and went rushing through the air, as spirits also

put on grimhelms, helidhelms (p. 463) ; often we see the notion

of sorceress and that of mask 2 meet in one, thus the Leges Roth.

197. 379 have striga, quod est masca, striga, quae dicitur

masca. On this last term I shall have more to say by and by
(see Suppl.).

But sorceresses have also at their command a bird s shape, a

feather-garment, especially that of the goose, which stands for the

more ancient swan, and they are like swan-wives, valkyrs, who
traverse the breezes and troop to the battle. Inseparable from

the notion of magic is that of flying and riding through air (p.

427), and the ancient ThrirSr becomes a drut (p. 423), and Holda

an unholdin. Like the holde sprites, unholde now float in

the air with the Furious Host. They assemble in troops to fulfil

a common function.

From this subject, then, heathen sacrificial rites are by no

means to be excluded. Our very oldest Laws, esp. the Salic,

mention gatherings of witches for cooking, and I remind the

reader of those Gothland suffnautar (p. 56) at a sacrifice. The
Lex Sal. cap. 67 specifies it as the grossest insult to call a man
witches kettle-bearer: si quis alterum chervioburgum, hoc est

strioportium clamaverit, aut ilium qui inium dicitur portasse ubi

1 ON. Grima, name of a sorceress
;
also Gryla (horrific), Sn. 210a

.

2 Can hagebart, larva, Gl. Herrad. 189a be conn, with hag in hagezusa ? A
mask is sometimes called schembart, of which more hereafter : bearded masks were
worn in masquerades. I am even tempted to explain the latter half of hagazusa by
zussa (lodix), or zusa (cingulum, stropliium), GraS o, 711 ; conf. MHG. zuse

(cirrus), Diut. 1, 458-9. 400.
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strias (for striae) cocinant.
3 In my RA. 645 I have tried to

explain chervioburgus.
1 He that demeans himself to carry

witches utensils becomes contemptible to men ; he may also be

called simply strioportius, witches carrier, being hired by them

to do it. Now this kettle-bearer is never named in the later

stories of witches, but these often take a piper to their meetings,
whose business is to play to their feasting and dancing, without

being exactly an accomplice in the conjuring; and he maybe
likened to that menial. The words ubi striae cocinant (some MSS.

coquinant, cucinant ; Lex. emend, incorrectly concinunt) imply a

cooking and seething (seySr p. 1036) by several witches in com

mon. In Macbeth three witches but they are weird-sisters

too (p. 407), and so suggest the old meaning of drut meet on a

heath and in a cave, to boil their cauldron. They are not so

much enchantresses in league with the Devil, as fate-announcing
wise-women or priestesses, who prophesy by their cauldron, p. 56

(see Suppl.).

It may seem over-bold to name Shakspeare s witches in the

same breath with ancient Cimbrian prophetesses, with strigas of

the Salic Law ; but here we have other links between the oldest

times and the recent.

Speaking of heilawac (healing waters) in chap. XX, I on

purpose omitted all mention of salt springs, that I might here

bring their sacredness into immediate connexion with the witch

craft of a later time. Tacitus, in a passage of importance in

many ways, Annals 13, 57, tells us: Eadem aestate inter Her-

munduros Chattosque certatum magno praelio, dum fluinen

gignendo sale foecundum et conterminum vi trahunt ; super
libidinem cuncta armis agendi religione insita, eos maxime locos

propinquare coelo, precesque mortalium a deis nusquam propius
audiri. Inde indulgentia numinum illo in amne illisque silvis

salem provenire, non ut alias apud gentes eluvie maris arescente,

sed unda super ardentem arborum struem fusa, ex contrariis inter

se elementis, igne atque aquis, concretum. 2
Burgundians and

1 Leo now explains from the Celtic, that burgius is the trusty, watchful, hence

attendant, and chervio wise-woman, from gear shrewd, and bhith, bhe, woman :

sagae minister. Also, that strioportius may be the Welsh ystryws wise, and
porthi helping, serving. All this is still very doubtful.

2 Sed bellum Hermunduris prosperum, Chattis exitio fuit, quia victores diver-

sam aciem Marti ac Mercuric sacravere : quo voto equi, viri, cuncta victa occidioni
dantur. Et minae quidem hostiles in ipsos vertebant. The sense of these remark-
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Alamanns also fought for salt-springs : Burgundii salinarum

finiumque causa Alamannis saepe jurgabant/ Amm. Marc. 28, 5.

That not only in Germany, but in Gaul, salt was obtained by

pouring water on burning wood, we know from Pliny 31. 7, 39 :

Galliae Germaniaeque ardentibus lignis aquam salsam infundunt;

hence the ritual that hallowed it may have been common to Celts

and Teutons. Now of streams charged with salt there was

doubtless a good number in Germany, then as now, and it is

hardly possible to say which in particular was meant by Tacitus.1

They rose on mountains, in sacred woods, their produce was

deemed the direct gift of a near divinity, possession of the spot

seemed worth a bloody war, the getting and distributing of salt

was a holy office ; would not there be very likely sacrifices and

festivals connected with salt-boiling ? (see Suppl.) .

Suppose now that the preparation of salt was managed by

women, by priestesses, that the salt-kettle, saltpan, was under

their care and supervision ; there would be a connexion established

between salt-boiling and the later vulgar opinion about witch

craft : the witches gather, say on certain high days, in the holy

wood, on the mountain, where the salt springs bubble, carrying

able words (pp. 44. 120-1) is : the Chatti in case of victory had devoted the hostile

army (div. ac.) to Mars and Mercury ;
such vow binds one to sacrifice horses, men,

every live tiling of the defeated. The Chatti had used the vow as a threat, the vic

torious foe fulfilled it as his own. We need not suppose that both sides vowed, least

of all that the Hermunduri vowed to Mars, the Chatti to Mercury ;
for then the

closing words would have no point. Besides, I think the very peculiarity of this

cruel vow consists in its being made to loth dispensers of victory (pp. 134. 197-8) at

once, the men falling, may be, to Wuotan s share, the women, children and animals
to Zio s ; none were to escape alive. Had the vow been to one god alone, he would
have been content with part of the spoils ;

that is why Tacitus remarks that such a
vow was ruin to the Chatti. The passage proves that Zio and Wuotan were wor

shipped by Chatti and Hermunduri
;
the Koman conceptions of Mars and Mercury

are out of the question. Can it be, that the horses are named before the men, to

shew which fell to Zio, which to Wuotan ? Beasts, we know, were sacrificed to Mars,
Germ. 9. That it was the custom to devote those who fell in battle to the god, is

witnessed by Hervar. saga 454: Heiftrekr fal (set apart) O5ni allanpann val er par
hafffi fallt til arbotar.

1
Surprising how commonly, in names of rivers and towns that produce salt,

the roots hal and sal occur, both originally signifying the same wholesome
holy material (dXs, d\6s, sal, salis

;
in the alternation of h and s, the former often

seems more archaic, or more German, e.g. the particle ham, sam
; haso, sasa

;

hveits, svetas). In pago SaZagewe, in illo fonte ubi nascitur sal, Trad. Fuld. 1, 88 ;

Halle on the Sale in Saxony, Halle in Kavensberg county, Hall on the Kocher

(boiler?) in Swabia, Hallein on the Salza in Bavaria, .Ha / and Hallst&dt in Austria,
Hall in the vale of Inn (Tirol), Allenftort (for Hall.) in Hesse, and so forth, all have

salt-springs, salt works ; Halle as much as Sala, Salzaha refers to the salt, but why
do the rivers have s, and the towns h ? If halle meant merely the hut or shed

(taberna) in which the salt works are carried on (Frisch 1, 401), such a general
meaning would suit almost any village that has work-sheds.
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with them cooking-vessels, ladles and forks ; and at night their

saltpan is a-glow.
1 These conjectures are countenanced by a

poem in the Vienna MS. 428, 154b either by Strieker or one of

his countrymen and contemporaries, which I quote in full :

Ich bin gewesen ze Portig&l
und ze Dolet sunder twal (Toledo, I assure you),
mir 1st kunt (ken d) Kalatra daz lant,

da man di besten meister vant (found) ;

ze Choln (Cologne) und ze Paris,

da sint di pfaffen harte wis (exceeding wise),
di besten vor alien richen (realms).
Dar fuor ich werlichen (travelled I truly)

*

niwan durch diu mare (merely to ascertain)
waz ein unholde waere (what a witch was) ?

Daz gehort ich nie gelesen (never heard it read),
waz ein unholde mtige wesen (might be).

Daz ein wip ein chalp rite (should ride a calf),

daz wasre n wunderliche site (fashion),

ode rit uf einer dehsen (wand),
ode uf einem huspesem (besom, broom)
nach salze ze Halle fiiere (fare to H. for salt) ;

ob des al diu welt swiiere (if all the world swore it),

doch wolde ich sin riimmer gejehen (say yea to it),

ich en-hete (unless I had) ez mit minen ougen gesehen
wand (for) so wilrde uns nimmer tiure (dear, scarce)

daz salz von dem ungehiure.

Ob ein wip einen ovenstap iiber schrite (bestride)

und den gegen Halle rite

iiber berge und iiber tal,

daz si taste deheinen val (make no fall),

daz geloube ich niht, swer daz seit (whoever says it),

und ist ein verlorniu arbeit (lost labour) ;

und daz ein wip ein sib tribe (drive a sieve)

sunder vleisch und sunder ribe,

da niht inne wsere (wherein was nought),

daz sint allez gelogniu msere (all a lying tale).

Daz ein wip ein man iiber schrite

nnd im sin herze uz snite (cut out his heart),

wie zaeme daz (how were that possible) einem wibe,

daz si snite uz einem libe (body)
ein herze, und stieze dar in stro (stuff straw therein),

wie moht er (how could he) leben ode werden fro ?

ein mensche muoz ein herze haben,
ez habe saf od si beschaben.

Ich wil iu sagen masre (give you information),

waz sin rehte unlwldare (who real sorcerers are) :

1 OHG. salzsuti (salina), salzsot, AS. sealtseaft (salt spring). A passage in Ihre
sub v. seiff would make this word (see p. 1036) directly applicable to salt-boiling ;

but, for salts coctura, read talis coctura.
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daz sint der herren ratgeben (counsellors of lords)

di ir ere furderu solden und leben,

di siflent in zuo den oren (whisper in their ears)

und machent sie ze toren (make fools of them),
si niezent (profit by) ir erbe und ir lant

und lazent och si ze hant (make them very soon)

scheiden von eren (part with their honour) und von guote,

von vrouden (joy) und hohem muote.

Ditz ist ein warez ma3re (true tale) :

di selben (these same) unholdccre

die sougent uz (suck out) herze und bluot,

daz vil mangem (full many a) herren schaden tuot.

This Halle is probably the one in Austria or Bavaria, so that in

those parts there still prevailed at that time the vulgar belief that

the unholden rode on broomstick, oven-stick or twig (Schm.
sub. v. dachsen, conf. diesse p. 270 n.) over hill and dale to Halle.

Was it imagined that they fetched their supply of salt home from

there ? which seems almost to be implied in the words, were it

so, they would not make salt scarce to their neighbours (abstract

it). As Christians equally recognised salt as a good and needful

thing, it is conceivable how they might now, inverting the matter,

deny the use of wholesome salt at witches meetings, and come

to look upon it as a safeguard against every kind of sorcery

(Superst. I, no. 182). For it is precisely salt that is lacking
1 in

the witches kitchen and at devil s feasts, the Church having now

taken upon herself the hallowing and dedication of salt. Infants

unbaptized, and so exposed, had salt placed beside them for

safety, RA. 457. The emigrants from Salzburg dipped a wetted

finger in salt, and swore. Wizards and witches were charged
with the misuse of salt in baptizing beasts. I think it worth

mentioning here, that the magic-endowed giantesses in the Edda

knew how to grind, not only gold, but salt, Sn. 146-7 : the one

brought peace and prosperity, the other a tempest and foul

weather.

Equally significant seems to me the use of horseflesh and of

the horse altogether among wizards and &quot;witches. It was shewn,

p. 47, that the heathen sacrificed horses to their gods, and any
inclination to eat their flesh was denounced for a long time as

a hankering after heathen ways; it is only in these days

1 Also bread, another necessary of life
; yet of course the heathen baked for

their banquets and sacrifices exactly as the Christians did.

This compilation © Phoenix E-Books UK
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that the prejudice against eating so clean an animal begins to

give way. Well, the witches were accused of indulging in

this food at their assemblies, i.e. of still keeping up heathen

sacrifices. Henry Boguet in his Discours execrable des Borders,
Kouen 1603, p. 82-3 asserts, not only qu il y avoit une grande
chaudiere sur le feu, dans laquelle chacun alloit prendre de la

chair/ and mais il n y a iamais du sel, but also expressly que
la chair n est autre chair que de clieual.

3
If to this we add, that

the nailing up of horses heads (p. 47)
l must be identified with

those sacrifices, that horses heads are thrown into Midsummer
fires (p. 618), that the piper at witches5

meetings (p. 1046) or

other ghostly beings (p. 849) play on horses heads,* that the

devil appears with horse s feet, and drinking is done out of

horse-hoofs; the whole thing assumes a still more antique ap
pearance of heathen sacrificial rites (see Suppl.).

But if in heathen times the preparation and distribution of

hallowed salt, and the eating of horseflesh stood connected with

sacrifices and popular assemblies (and these were often com

bined), such connexion is equally proved or confirmed by all

the remaining characteristics of witches jaunts. Their Times
and Places can in no other way be accounted for.

We know that all over Germany a grand annual excursion

of witches is placed on the first night in May (Walpurgis),
i.e. on the date of a sacrificial feast and the old May-
gathering of the people. On the first of May, of all days,
the periodical assizes continued for many centuries to be held,

RA. 822-4; on that day came the merry May-ridings, p. 775,

and the kindling of the sacred fire, p. 603 : it was one of the

highest days in all heathenism.8 Or if two or three witch-

1 On this fixing-np Festus has passages in striking accord : October equus
appellatur, qui in Campo Martio mense Oct. immolatur. De cujus capite non levis

contentio solebat esse inter Suburanenses et Sacravienses, ut hi in regiae pariete,
illi ad turrim Mamiliam id fijerent ; ejusdemque coda tanta celeritate perfertur in

regiam, ut ex ea sanguis destillet in focum participandae rei divini gratia. And :

Panibus redimibant caput equi immolati idibus Oct. in Campo Martio, quia id

sacrificium fiebat ob frugum eventum, et equus potius quam bos immolabatur, quod
hie bello, bos frugibus pariendis est aptus.

2 Musicians piping or fiddling on a horse s head, Trierer acten p. 203. Sieg-
burger pp. 228. 239. Death s head for cithern, Eemigius 145.

3 A comparison of our witches dances on May-night with the Floralia, which
lasted from April 28 to May 1 (Hartung s Kelig. d. Horn. 2, 142), and from which
all men were excluded (Creuzer s Symb. 4, 608), may be allowed, provided no
borrowing of the Teutonic and Celtic custom from the Koman be inferred. Rightly
understood, the Greek Dionysia also present many points of comparison.
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festivals be enumerated, as f in Whitsuntide and Autumn/ or

on St Walburg s, St John s and St Bartelemy s/ we have

still the usual holidays and assize-days of the Mid. Ages.
Danish witch-trials name (

Valdborg aften, S. Hans aften, Maria

besogelsesdags aften. The people would never have given

up their venerated season of justice to the witches, had not

these been long in prescriptive possession (see Suppl.).

Still more plainly do the Localities coincide. The witches

invariably resort to places where formerly justice was ad

ministered, or sacrifices were offered. Their meeting takes

place on the mead, on the oak-sward, under the lime, under

the oak, at the peartree; on the boughs of the tree sits that

piper whose help they need in the dance. Sometimes they dance

at the place of execution, under the gallows-tree, in the sand-pit.

But for the most part mountains are named as their trysting-

places, hills (at the three biiheln, knolls, three
&quot;kopchen, peaks),

in fact, the highest points of a neighbourhood. We must not

forget how elves and bilweises are housed in hills (p. 474), nor

that the Servian vilas and Eomance fays dwell on mountains : a

notable passage about magic wrought on a mount (puegau, pueg,

puy, Lat. podium) was quoted p. 411. The fame of particular

witch-mountains extends over wide kingdoms, in the same way as

high mountains are named after gods, sacrifices, courts of justice.

Almost all the witch-mountains were once hills of sacrifice

(p. 58), boundary-hills (malberge, KA. 801-2), or salt-hills. A
liexenbiikel is pointed out on the Hirschau boundary-line by

Rothenburg on Neckar, and an unlioldenberg near Passau ;
but

most of them have proper names of their own. North Germany
knows the Brocken, Brocks- or Blocks-berg?- the highest point of

the Harz Mts, as the head meeting-place of witches. A con

fessional of the 15th cent, speaks of sorceresses ( die uf den

Brockisberg varen/ Hoffm. zeitschr. 753 ;
that is the earliest

documentary evidence I know of a superstition that doubtless

reaches to a far older time. Seats of justice the Harz must have

1 Mons Bructerns / Only the Bructeri never lived there, but on the West-

phalian Lippe ; some without any reason connect the name Melibocus with the
Brocken. What is the oldest documentary form of the name ? Stieler 160 writes
Brockersb. ; others Prockelsb. (Proculus), Brockelsb., Blockersb. ; Blocksb. (Brem.
wtb. sub v. bloksbarg) may have arisen by mere softening of r into Z, and can

hardly have anything to do with the Swed. Blakulla.
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had more than one in the Mid. Ages ; a salt spring it has still

at Juliushall in Neustadt domain. But the name seems to cover

a much wider area, as several hills in Mecklenburg (and no

doubt in other parts of N. Germany) are called blocksbergs, Mekl.

jahrsber. 2, 114. 3, 189; also in Prussia (Tettau and Temme

p. 264). Other trysts of witches I can only enumerate incom

pletely. The Huiberg near Halberstadt is still spoken of; in

Thuringia they flock to Horselberg by Eisenach, or Inselberg by
Schmalkalden ;

in Hesse to Bechelsberg or Bechtelsberg by Ottrau,

an old Ziegenhain seat of justice ; in Westphalia to Koterberg

by Corvei, to Weclcingsstein (Wedigenstein, where Wittekind or

Wittich dwells) by Minden ; in Swabia to the Black Forest, to

Kandel in Breisgau, or to Heuberg
1

by Balingen, which is noticed

as a witches mount as early as 1506, and resembles the Huiberg
above ;

in Franconia to Kreidenberg by Wiirzburg, and Staffel-

stein by Bamberg ; and probably the Fichtelberg and the Silesian

Eiesengebirge have witches haunts of their own. In Alsace

are named Bischenberg } Biichelberg (conf. Bechelsb.), Schauenberg
and Kniebiss (knee-biting, from the steepness, elsewhere Knie-

brecher) ; in the Vosges, Hupella. The Swedish meeting-places
are Bltikulla (Hire says, an island rock between Smaland and

Oland, liter, black mount, a name it prob. shares with other

heights),
2 and Nasafjdll in Norrland. The Norwegian witches

also repair to Blaakolle, further to Dovrefjeld, Lyderhorn by

Bergen, Kiarru in Tvedsogn, to Vardo and Domen in Finmarken;
all such trysting-places are called balvolde (bale-wold, campus

rnalus). In Denmark they say fare til Hekhelfjelds (p. 1001),

i.e. to Mt Hekla in Iceland, Heklufiall ; also ride til Trums,
fare til Troms/ meaning Trommenfjeld, a mountain on the Norw.

island Tromso, high up off the Finmark. The Neapolitan

streghe hold their tryst under a walnut-tree near Benevento,
which the people call the Beneventine wedding; on that very

spot stood the holy tree of the Langobards (pp. 101. 649), so

here again witchcraft stands clearly connected with old heathen

worship. Witches hills in Italy are the Barco di Ferrara,

Paterno di Bologna, Spinato della Mirandola, Tossale di Ber-
1
Howberg, Paracelsi opera 2, 259. 260.

2 Ace. to Job. Westhovii Praefatio ad vitas sanctor., a wind and weather

making merwoman was called Blakulla ; Arnkiel 1,35 sets up a sea-goddess Blakylle;
Arvidsson 2, 302-5 has beryet bid, the black mount.
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gamo, and one, la croce del pasticcio/ whose situation I do not

know. In France the Puy de Dome near Clermont in Auvergne
is renowned, and other districts have their hills. The Spanish
hechizeras hold their dance on the heath of Baraona, in the sand

of Sevilla, on the plain of Cirniegola; in Navarre on Aquelarre,

said to mean in Basque goat s meadow/ The Servian witches

dance na pometno guvno/ on the swept thrashingfloor, pro

bably on a high mountain; those of Hungary on Kopasz tetd

(the bald crown), a peak of the Tokay wine-hills,
1 with which

the f na Lysagore of the Polish witches (Woycicki 1, 17. 2,

77) agrees. A part of the Carpathians between Hungary and

Poland is called in Pol. babia gora, old wives mountain
;

I

cannot say if witch-festivals are placed there. The Kormakssaga

pp. 76. 204. 222 has a similar 8pakonufellt wise-woman s mount.

The Lithuanians say, on the eve of St. John all the magicians
come flying to Mt Szatria, where a mighty sorceress Jauterita

entertains them.2 It is singular, how all over Europe the

heathen s pilgrimages to feasts and sacrifices are by Christians

converted into this uniform sorcery, everywhere alike. Did

the notion take shape in each nation by itself ? or, what is less

credible, was the fashion set in one place, and followed every
where else? 3

(see Suppl.)

That the heathen in old Scandinavia already had the notion of

enchantresses riding or driving out at evening and night, is clear

from the Edda. As He^inn roamed the forest alone in the

evening, he fell in with a trollkona, who offered him her fylgft

(attendance, like a guardian valkyrja), but he declined it, Sasm.

146a
. A legend fraught with meaning is but slightly touched

upon in Sn. 175 : As Bragi the old (p. 1041) drove through a

forest late in the evening, he met a trollkona, who addressed him
in a song and asked, who rideth there ? She names to him her

troll names, and he, answering in song, tells her his poetic names.

Hence an enchantress is called qveld-ri&a, evening-rider, Sasm.

1 Szirmai s Notitia comitatus Zempleniensis, Budae 1803. p. 3
;
and Hungaria

in parabolis p. 158-9.
2 Courl. Society s Communic., Mitau 1840. 1, 47b.

3 Nocturnal meetings on mountains can also be conn, with other heathen
notions : giants and elves reside on mountains. Pliny 5, 1 says of Mt Atlas :

incolarum neminem interdiu cerni, silere omnia . . . noctibus micare crebris

ignibus, Aegipanum Satyrorumque lascivia impleri, tibiarum ac fistularum cantu,
tympanorum et cymbalorum soiiitu strepere.
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143b
, and myrk-riffa 77a

, by which monstrous mischievous giant-

women are meant, wild women, waldminnes, iarnvrSjur (p. 483),

whom the heroes are bent on putting down : hefi ec qvaldar

qveldrrSor/ I have quelled the witches, says Atli. Their riding
is called gandreift, vectura magica, Nialss. p. 195; gandr is pro

perly wolf, they are said to have ridden wolves and bridled them

with snakes : fann trollkono, su reift vargi ok hafSi orma i tau-

mom, SaBm. 146a
.

c

Hyrrokin reiff vargi ok hafiSi hoggorm at

taumum, Sn. 66. A Rune figure (bautil 1157) represents a troll

riding a wolf, using a bent twig for reins. A Swed. folksong
makes her ride on a Lear, and use the wolf as a saddle, the snake

as a whip : bjornen den sa red hon uppa, ulfven den hade hon till

sadel derpa, och ormen den hade hon till piska/ Sv. vis. 1, 77.

Nor must we overlook, that the Servian vila, who has much more

of the elf about her, rides a stag, and bridles him with a snake.

Among names of enchantresses Sn. 210b has Munnriffa, mouth-

rider, perhaps holding the snake-bridle in her mouth ? Another

is Hunnharpa (Biorn says, rigor oris ex gelu) ; both demand a

more precise explanation, but anyhow -rifta must refer to night-

riding. One poet, Sn. 102, uses the circumlocution qveldrunnin

qven, femina vespere excurrens. The Vestgota-lag, like the Salic

(p. 1045), speaking of insulting accusations, instances that of

sorcery, p. 38 : iak sa at ret a quiggrindu, losliarap ok i trols-

ham, j?a alt var iam rift nat ok dagher/ and p. 153 has almost

the same words, with losgiurp added to loshare]? : I saw thee ride

on the hurdle, loose-haired, loose-girt, in troll s garb, where day
and night divide (in twilight) ;

if we might read qvigindu, it

would be f ride on the calf as in the MHG. poem, p. 1048.

Neither this Law nor the Edda tells us of sorceresses assembling
in troops at appointed places, yet the valkyrs ride together by
twelves and twenties. But the idea of night-riding itself may
be derived even from goddesses : the Hyndlu-lioft has for its

groundwork, that Freyja seated on her boar, whose bristles glow
in the gloom of night, and her sister Hyndla (canicula) on a wolf,

ride up to holy Valholl 1
(see Suppl.).

In Germany proper, successive stages can be pointed out.

Before Christianity, the old giantesses (etenins) may well have

1 A magician, who was kveld-svaefr (evening-sleeper), bears the name Kveldulfr
Egilss. p. 3; it is like the OHG. Nahtolfby which N. renders Nocturnus.
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been sorceresses amongst us also, as we still find such a one in

our Heldenbuch (see p. 556), and a giant plays the host on a

witches hill, Lisch 5, 83. After the conversion, sorcery links

itself with the discredited gods both foreign and domestic ; not

at once with the Devil yet, whose idea had scarce begun to take

root among the people. The witches are of the retinue of former

goddessesj who, hurled from their thrones, transformed from

gracious adored beings into malign and dreaded ones, roam rest

less by night, and instead of their once stately progresses can

only maintain stolen forbidden conferences with their adherents.

Even when the bulk of the people was won over to the new

doctrine, individual men would for a time remain true to the old

faith, and perform their heathen rites in secret; but soon these

pagan practices would cease as real facts, and abide in the memory
and shaping fancy of mankind, and the more enduringly if they
were connected with popular feasts and the permitted or pro
hibited usage about healings and poisonings. Performance, tradi

tion, fancy were mixt up together, and no single century can

possibly have been without the notion of illicit idolatrous magic,
even if we are unable to specify the shape in which it entertained

it. Amongst all Christians the report of it lasted ineradicable,

assuming a looser or firmer consistency, according as the Church

indulged popular beliefs, or sought more sternly to suppress
them. What she was determined to punish and exterminate,

must gradually have been withdrawn from the mild realm of

fancy, and assumed the harsh aspect of a horrible reality.

Enchanters and enchantresses (I will start with that) attach

themselves to the spectral train of deities, to that Furious Host

with which elvish and all manner of evil beings got associated :

in the Vilk. saga cap. 328-9 the wild host of Ostacia (Ostansia,

or whatever the genuine form may be) shews a significant con

nexion. But enchantresses would be ranged specially with god
desses, out of whom the Christian teachers might make up a

Roman Diana, a Jewish Herodias, but the populace never entirely

dropt the traditional native names. How natural then, if dame

Holda, if that Freyja or Abundia (whether she be Folia p. 308,

or a Celtic deity) had formerly led the round dance of elves and

liolden, that she herself should now be made an unliolde and

be escorted by unlwlden (p. 926) ! In the Norw. fairytale no. 15
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the troldkidring takes quite the place of dame Holda. In the

Jeu d Adans (supra p. 412 n.) the three fays assemble on a

meadow, where the old women of the town await them : or tost

aliens ent par illeuc, les vielles femes de le vile nous i atendent/

There did exist a fellowship then between fays and witches.

It perfectly agrees with the view propounded, that the Thuring.

Horselberg is at once the residence of Holda and her host (pp. 456.

935. 959), and a trysting-place of witches (p. 1052). Keisers-

berg in Omeiss 36. 40 makes the night-faring wives assemble no

otherwhere but in the Venusberg (p. 953), whereat is good living,

dancing and hopping. Still more decisive are the passages

quoted in the Appendix (Superst. C, int. 44
; 10, 1 ; p. 194a

.

D, 140 r.), by which it appears, that down into the tenth and

into the 14th cent., night-women in the service of dame Holda

rove through the air on appointed nights, mounted on beasts ;

her they obey, to her they sacrifice, and all the while not a word

about any league with the Devil. Nay, these night -ivomen,

shining mothers, dominae nocturnae, bonnes dames (p. 287-8), in

Hincmar lamiae sive geniciales feminae* were originally daemonic

elvish beings, who appeared in woman s shape and did men

kindnesses ; Holda, Abundia, to whom still a third part of the

whole world is subject (pp. 283-8), lead the ring of dancers, and

on the goddess s itinerant ship dances were trod (p. 260). It is

to such dancing at heathen worship, to the airy elf-dance (p. 470),

to the hopping of will-o -wisps (p. 916),
1 that I trace primarily the

idea of witches dances ; though festive dances at heathen May-

meetings can be reckoned in with the rest. To Christian zealots

all dancing appeared sinful and heathenish, and sure enough it

often was derived from pagan rites, like other harmless pleasures

and customs of the common people, who would not easily part

with their diversion at great festivals. Hence the old dancings

at Shrovetide (p. 770n.), at the Easter fire and May fire, at the

solstices, at harvest and Christmas ;
a minuter examination than

has yet been made of the proceedings at these holidays would

bring out many things more clearly. Afzelius 2, 5 informs us,

that to this day stories are afloat in Sweden of dances and reels

performed by the heathen round holy places of their gods : so

1 The ignis fatuus is called hexentanz (Schm. 2, 148), Sloven, vezha, prop,

witch ;
even the dead were made to carry on dances.
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wanton were they, yet so enticing, that the spectators at last

were seized with the rage, and whirled along into the revelry.

When chronicles of our Mid. Ages occasionally record the dese

cration of holy days by wild dancing, and that the penalty

imposed was, to keep it up without ceasing for a whole year, DS.

no. 231, this again expresses the disgust of the Christians at the

relics of heathenism, and resembles the perversion of Wuotan s

march into the everlasting hunter s chase.1 Why Herodias

was dragged into the circle of night-women, was just because

she played and danced, and since her death goes booming through
the air as the wind s bride/ In this ghostly band, then,

popular fancy placed human sorceresses too, i.e. women of ill

repute who clung to heathenism, fantastic old wives : Et si

aliqua femina est, quae se dicat cum daemonum turba, in simili-

tudinem mulierum transformata, certis noctibus equitare super

quasdam bestias, et in eorum (daemonum) consortio annumeratam

esse ; and : Quaedam sceleratae mulieres retro post Satanam

conversae, daemonum illusionibus seductae, credunt se nocturnis

horis cum Diana paganorum dea, vel cum Herodiade et innumera

multitudine mulierum, equitare super quasdam bestias, et multa

terrarum spatia intempestae noctis silentio pertransire, ejusque

jussionibus velut dominae obedire, et certis noctibus ad ejus servi-

tium evocari. Such was the earlier way of thinking about

witches rides
;

2 and the names naht-fard, naht-frouwd, naht-ritd,

dating doubtless from the heathen time, agreed exactly with the

ON. qveldrrSa, myrkrrSa on p. 1053-4. I cannot indeed produce

1 The clergy represented dancing as a mimicry of the priestly procession, and
likened it to the Jewish idolatry with the golden calf.

2 The extract from Burchard, Superst. C (conf. Pref. to my First Ed. p. xxiv)
can neither have been derived from the Council of Ancyra A.D. 314, which has no
such passage in print or MS.

;
nor from Augustine, though it occurs in the Tract, de

spiritu et anima cap. 28 (opp. ed. Bened. Autv. 1706. 6, 525) with et Minerva
added after Herodiade, for this is a spurious work, yet of so early a date (6th cent.,
thinks Biener, Zeitschr. f. gesch. rechtsw. 12, 123) that it is but little inferior in
value for our purpose. Eegino too (ed. Waschersl. 2, 371), the oldest genuine
authority, has prob. drawn from it

;
then come Burchard in the llth, and Ivo (11,

30) and Gratian in the 12th century. Albertus Mag. in Summa theol. 2, 31 (opp.
18, 180) has : cum Diana pag. dea, vel Herodiade et Minerva. The passage is

said to be also in an unpubl. Vita Damasi papae, and there to refer back to a

Synod of Borne of 367 (Soldan p. 75). To me it makes no difference if both Ancy-
ran council and Koman synod already mention the night-faring Diana and Herodias;
for Diana, who even to the ancient Eomans ruled the woods, the chase and the

night, must no doubt have appeared to Christian converts of the first centuries as
a goddess of magic.
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them from earlier than the 13th century, as Wh. 1, 82 b
:

f wil

der (Machmet) helfe sparn, so helfen in die naht-varn ; daz sint

alter wibe troume/ if M. grudge help, the night-farers help them.

Ls. 3, 10 : ez konde niemen bewarn, ich miles eine (alone) uz

farn mit der naht-frouwen (i.e. with the goddess) ; do sprach ich

zuo mime gesellen : als schiere so (as soon as) ez naht wirt, diu

vart mich niht verbirt, ich sol liden groze not, bezzer wsere mir

der tot. 1st aber daz mir wol ergat, so kum ich umb die han-

krat, des enweiz ich aber niht. Min triu, du solt mir ein lieht

kleiben hin an etewaz, daz ich kunne dester baz komen her wider

hein : kleib ez an einen stein, oder kleib ez an die want/

Notice that to the simple-minded man the woman represents her

alleged expedition as a painful necessity.
1 In Vintler (Superst.

G, 1. 274) it is said: so farent etlich mit der (nacJit) far auf

kelbern und auf pecken (bocken) durch stain und durch stecke/

So calves and he-goats are those quaedam bestiae. At p. 723

we saw the word nachtfare fittingly applied even to a star travel

ling in the sky. John of Salisbury, who lived in England and

France (d. 1182), and believed in demonic influence, has a re

markable statement in his Policr. ii. 17 : Quale est quod nocti-

culam (nocticolam ? noctilucam ?) quandam, vel Herodiadem, vel

praesidem noctis dominam, consilia et conventus de node asserunt

convocare, varia celebrari convivia, ministeriorum species diversis

occupationibus exerceri, et nunc istos ad pocnam trahi pro

mericis, nunc illos ad gloriatn sublimari ; praeterea infantes

exponi lamiis, et nunc frustatim discerptos edaci ingluvie in

ventrem trajectos congeri, nunc praesidentis miseratione rejectos

in cunas reponi. Quis vel caecus hoc ludificantium daemonum
non videat esse nequitiam ? quod vel ex hoc patet, quod mulier-

culis et viris simplicioribus et infirmioribus in fide ista proveniunt.

I will add some equally conclusive testimonies from various parts

of France, and all of the 13th cent., to the character of these

night excursions ; their analogy to the preceding will not fail

to be perceived. The Acta sanct. 32 Jul. p. 287b draw from

a parchment MS. of the 13th cent, the following, which has

also got into the Legenda Aurea cap. 102, though wanting in

the older biographies of Germanus : Hospitatus (S. Germanus

1 By nightmare (mar= horse) is meant, not the witch who rides out, but an
elfin who rides, i.e. presses, on the sleeper, Superst. I, 878.
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Autissiodor.) in quodam loco, cum post coenam iterum mensa

pararetur, admiratus interrogat, cui denuo praepararent ? Cui

cum dicerent, quod bonis illis mulieribus, quae de node incedunt,
1

praepararetur, ilia nocte statuit S. Germanus vigilare. Et ecce,

videt multitudinem daemonum in mensa, in forma hominum et

mulierum venientem. Qui eis praecipiens ne abirent, cunctos de

familia excitavit, inquirens, si personas illas cognoscerent ? qui
cum omnes vicinos suos et vicinas esse dicerent, misit ad domos

singulorum, daemonibus praecipiens ne abirent. Et ecce, omnes
in suis lectulis sunt inventi. Adjurati igitur se daemones esse

dixerunt, qui sic hominibus illudebant/ Guilielmus Alvernus

p. 1066: Idem et eodem modo sentiendum est tibi de aliis

malignis spiritibus, quos vulgus stryges et lamias vocant, et

apparent de nocte in domibus in quibus parvuli nutriuntur, eosque
de cunabulis raptos laniare vel igne assare videntur :

2
apparent

autem in specie vetularum. Vetularum autem nostrarum desipi-
entia opinionem istam mirabiliter disseminavit et provexit, atque
animis mulierum aliarum irradicabiliter infixit. Similiter et de

dominabus nocturnis, quod bonae mulieres sint, et magna dona

domibus quas frequentent per eas praestentur, mulieribus potis-
simum persuaserunt ; et, ut ad unum dicam, pene omnes reliquias

idololatriae retinuit et reservavit et adhuc promovere non cessat

anilis ista fatuitas/ Vincentius Bellovac. in Spec. mor. iii. 3,

27 : Cum in quadam parochia homines talibus crederent, quidam
ribaldi transfiguraverunt se in similitudinem mulierum, earum
assumto habitu, et domum cujusdam rustici cum tortiis (torches)

intrantes et choreas ducentes suppressa voce canebant Gallice ( un
en prenes, cent en rendres/ Latine : unum accipite, centum
reddite ! et sic in oculis rustici domum ejus evacuaverunt omnibus

bonis, dicentis uxori suae : tace, et claude oculos, divites erirnus,

quia bonae res sunt,
3 et centuplicabunt bona nostra/ And

further on : Cum quaedam vetula volens blandire suo sacerdoti

1 Is the OHG. dgengun, lamiae, Diut. 2, 174, to be explained by this nightly
going about ?

- When Demeter anointed the child Demophoon with ambrosia by day, fanned
him with her sweet breath, laid him in the fire at night to consume all that was
mortal in him, the boy throve, till his mother watched and saw and burst into a
loud wail, then the miracle was interrupted, Hyrn. to Ceres 23663. So Thetis
anoints her infant Achilles, and hides him in thefire. Conf . however the Tr

ra pptyT) Sid TTJS 0X0765, and ponere juxta ignem, p. 625.
8 Guotiu ivihtir, p. 442

; conf. unrighteous things, p. 1031, sorcery.

VOL. III. M
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diceret ei in ecclesia : domine, multum me debetis diligere, quia

liberavi vos a morte : quia cum ego vadebam cum bonis rebus,

media node intravimus domum vestram cum luminaribus, ego

videns vos dormientem et nudum, cooperui vos, ne dominae

nostrae viderent nuditatem vestram, quarn si vidissent, ad mortem

vos flagellari fecissent. Quaesivit sacerdos, quomodo intraverant

domum ejus et cameram, cum essent fortiter seratae ? Tune ait

ilia, quod bene intrabant domum januis clausis. Sacerdos autem

vocans earn intra cancellum, clauso ostio verberavit earn cum

baculo crucis, dicens : exite hinc, domina sortilega ! Et cum non

posset exire, emisit earn sacerdos dicens : modo videtis quam
fatuae estis, quae somniorum creditis vanitatem. This priest goes

very sensibly to work with the sorceress, and never dreams of

baiting her as a criminal. Gervase of Tilbury 3, 85 : Lamiae

dicuntur esse mulieres quae noctu domos momentaneo discursu

penetrant, dolia vel cophinos, cantharos et ollas perscrutantur,

infantes ex cunis extrahunt, luminaria accenduntj et nonnunquam
dormientes affligunt. At 3, 93 he assures us he had known

women who declared (
se dormientibus viris suis cum coetu

lamiarum celeri penna mare transire, mundum percurrere, et si

quis aut si qua in tali discursu Christum nominaverit, statim, in

quocunque loco et quantovis periculo fecerit, corruere ;
and one

woman had fallen into the Rhone that way. Scimus quasdam in

forma cattorum a furtive vigilantibus de nocte visas ac vulneratas

in crastino vulnera truncationesque ostendisse/ So then the

witches travel in the nightly train of gracious dames/ for whom
men spread tables, as they do for visitant fays and elves (pp. 409.

411. Superst. C, 198d
), because they bring luck or multiply it,

scrutinize the house-gear, bless the babes in the cradle.

Heathenish the superstition was, for the name of Christ might

not be uttered ; but it did not pass for devilish yet. True, the

notion of kidnapping (of which elves also were accused, p. 468)

already mingles with it, and rises to the barbarous height of

roasting and devouring ; but this also hangs on myths about elves

and goddesses, and had always been laid at the door of sorceresses.

One passage even celebrates the compassion of the president and

1 The Maid of Orleans, indicted for sorcery, was asked : si elle s?ait rien de

ceux qui vont avecq les fees
1

1
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directress of the feast, she has the stolen sucklings carried back
to their cradles (see Suppl.).

Crescentia, who had devoted herself to the nurture of children,
is addressed as an unholde : Waz huotes du ddse, ubele horn-

blase ? du soldes billecher da ce holze varn, dan die megede hie

bewarn ; dft bist ein unholde, und sizist hie behangen mit golde.
She answers : Got weiz wol die sculde, ob ich bin ein unholde,
oder ie dicheinis (any) zouberes gephlac/ Kaiserchr. 12199.

Diemer p. 373 (imitated, Kolocz. 261-2). They believed then in

the 12th cent, that unholden fared to the woods/ to the Wild

Host, and blew horns/ like Tutosel, who as a tooting hooting
owl, i.e. strix, travels in the Furious Host (p. 922) ; can hor-

tuta/ a word of insult in the Vestgotalag p. 38, have been

hornjruta, hornfiyta ? ON. ]?iota, ululare, Goth. ]?ut-haurn a-d\7ruyf.
The precise meaning of ddse, unless it be for dwase, twase, getwas
(spectre, p. 915), escapes me (see Suppl.). Such unholden are

much more night-dames, bonae dominae, than devil s partners.
The (

faring to woods and forests
3

expresses the sentence

pronounced on banished outlawed men, whose dwelling is in

the wilderness, among wolves, RA. 733, to whom the forest be
comes mother (shuma ti mati

!), conf. saltibus assuetus (p. 482).

Vulgar opinion in Sweden to this day suspects old women, who
live alone in the woods, of harbouring and sheltering wolves
when they are hunted : they are called vargamodrar, wolf-

niothers, and such a one is meant in the song of Samung
(Sa3mingr p. 305) : inde satt gamla djuramor, rorde med nasa i

brande/ within sat the old beasts -mother, stirred with her nose
the coals (Afzel. sagohafder 1, 38. 43). The long-nosed hag here

evidently melts into the notion of the alrune who mingles with

wood-schrats, p. 404, and of the wild wood-wife, p. 432
; she is

like the ON. iarnvidja, p. 483.

But what to my mind completely establishes this milder

explanation of witches doings, which leaves the Devil out of
the reckoning, is the collection of conjuring spells quoted in the

Appendix, vol. 3. Taken mostly from witch-trials of the last few
centuries, when the link between witch and devil was a long-
established thing to the popular mind, they refer not to devilish

doings at all, but everywhere to elvish or even Christian. Some
of them seem to be of high antiquity, of heathen origin, and to
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have been handed down through a long course of oral tradition.

Their power to hurt or heal is founded on faith in elves and sprites,

whose place is afterwards filled by angels and holy names. As

elf and elfin, dwarf and. she-dwarf, lilwiz and bilwizin are invoked

(p. 472), so in the old AS. formula (App. spell i.)
esa gescot

(ases shot), ylfa gescot, hcegtessan gescot all stand side by side.

Such formulas, whose words must long ago have become unin

telligible to witches of the 16-17th cent., at once prove the

injustice of the charge brought against them. It is to me a

significant fact, that the imagination of the tortured witches still

expressly owns to a journey auf Venesberg und in das paradis

(Mone s Anz. 7, 426), meaning therefore the ancient elvish or

even Christian abode of bliss, and not a devilish one.

The gradual intrusion of the Devil by whom, according to the

Church s belief, men were possessed (p. 1015), is easily accounted

for. The conception was radically foreign to the Teuton mind,

which tried at first to naturalize it by transferring it to a fe

male being (p. 990). But when in course of time the Christian

notion of a male devil got the upper hand, then all that had been

told of Holda had in its turn to be applied to him. From their

service and attendance on that unhold dame of night, the witches

passed into the Devil s fellowship, whose sterner keener nature

aggravated the whole relationship into something more wicked,

more sinful. Those magic rides by night had merely rested

on the general allegiance due to the people s ancient goddess, in

whose train the women rode ; but now that the Devil came to

fetch the women, and carried them over hill and dale (pp. 1013.

1028), there grew up the idea of an amorous alliance between

him and every single witch.

Connecting links may be found in abundance. Ghostly beings

could form close and intimate ties with men; a long line of

neighbourly elves links its destiny to the good or ill fortunes of

a human family, home-sprites devote themselves to a man s

service, and cling to him with obstinate and troublesome fidelity

(p. 513) ; only these attachments are neither founded on formal

compact, nor are they pernicious to man. An equally tender and

an innocent relation subsists between him and the attendant

guardian spirit given him at birth, p. 875.

The witches devils have proper names so strikingly similar in
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formation to those of elves and kobolds, that one can scarcely

think otherwise than that nearly all devils names of that class are

descended from older folk-names for those sprites. A collection

of such names, which I have culled out of witch-trials, may afford

us a welcome glimpse into old elvish domestic economy itself.

Some are taken from healing herbs and flowers, and are certainly

the product of an innocent, not a diabolic fancy : Wolgemut (ori

ganum), ScJwne (bellis minor, daisy), Luzei (aristolochia), Wege-
tritt (plantago), Bliimchenblau (conf. the marvelous flower, p.

971), Peterlein (parsley) ; exactly such are the names of two

fairies in Midsum. N. Dr., Peaseblossom and Mustardseed. Names

equally pretty are borrowed from the forest life of the sprites :

Griinlaub (-leaf), Grunewald, Lindenlaub, Lindenzweig (-twig),

Eiclienlaub (oak), Birnbaum (pear), Birnbaumchen, Rautenstrauch

(rue), Buchsbaum (box), Holderlin (elder), Krdnzlein (garland),

Spring-ins-feld, Hurlebusch, Zum-wald-fliehen ; clad in green (as

the devil is in Kinderm. 101) appear the Scotch elves (Minstrelsy

2, 152-4. 160-4) and Norse huldre (Faye p. 42) ; foliage garlands

must have been largely used in ancient sacrifices as well as in

sorcery, oak-leaves in particular are enjoined on witches, and are

used in brewing storms (Moneys Anz. 8, 129). As the Devil

often presents himself in fair angelic guise (
in young man s

sheen occurs already in Ls. 3, 72), he receives such names as

Jungling, Junker, Schonhans, and feather-ornaments or wings
are a favourite ascription, hence the names Feder, Federlwms,

Federling, Federbuscli, Weissfeder (white-f.), Straussfeder (ostrich-

f.), Strausswedcl (-plume), Griinwedel. Of all the names confessed

by witches, none is commoner than Flederwisch (Voigt s Abh.

62-8-9. 105-9. 113. 129), but folktales give that name to ko-

bolds (Jul. Schmidt 158), and carousers in their cups used to

drink to all flederwischen ! (Franz. Simpl. 1, 47. 57): by
flederwisch we mean the end limb of a (goose) wing, used for the

purpose of dusting, hence Kehrwisch also occurs as a devil s name,

aptly denoting the rapid whisking to and fro of a spirit. Then

again proper names of men are in great request, especially in the

familiar fondling form which is also used for kobolds (p. 504) :

Hans, Hdnschen, junker Hans (squire Jack), Graulians (conf.

Grayman, p. 993), Griinlians, Hans vom busch; Heinrich, Grau-

lieinrichj Hinze ; Kunz, Kilnzchen (conf. Kueni, p. 1003), Konrad ;
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Nickel, GrossnicM; Martin (p. 931), Merten ; Kaspar, Kasparle ;

Dewes, Rupel, Riippel (p. 504), Eausch (p. 517n.), Wendel (p.
375

lastl.), Hemmerlin (p. 182), Stophel, junker Stof (Christopli, the

first syll. shortened with a purpose? conf. Stopchen, p. 1003),

some few of them equally savouring of the heathenish and

the devilish ; Perlebitz (in some Hessian trials Berlewitzchen,

-witchen), probably the same as pilwitz (p. 472).
1 The following

begin to look suspicious : Leidenoth, Machleid, Ungliick, Reicheher,

Hintenhervor, Allerlei-wollust (perh. a flower s name), Schwarzbury,

Dreifuss, Kuhfuss, Kuhohrnchen, Dickbauch ; yet they may also

turn upon the satyr-like shape of the schrats, or upon the weird

and worrying nature of any intercourse with the demonic world.

The old Easter-play supplies the following names, belonging at

latest to the beginning of the 15th century: Kottelrey, Rosen-

kranz, Krezlin, Federwisch, Raffenzan, Binkebank, Spiegelglanz,

Scliorbrant, Schoppenstak, Hellekrug,
2

Schorzemage ; they are

easy to explain from what has gone before. Italian streghe call

their devil Martinello, Martinetto, and again Fiorino ; French

trials furnish maistre Persil, Verdelet, Verdjoli, Jolibois, Saute-

buisson. Two more fairies in Mids. N. Dream, Moth and Cobweb,

are worth remembering. All these names have nothing in com

mon with the names of the Jewish or Christian devil, except with

those quoted pp. 988-9. 1003, and they are kobolds names.3 Some

of the names in my list appear to belong equally to the witches

themselves, just as elves have several common to both sexes.

Thus the feminine names of plants and flowers are more suitable

to sorceresses (see Suppl.).

Love-affairs between spirits and men arise out of their familiar

intercourse. She-kobolds are nowhere mentioned, and we are

never told of kobolds having designs upon women ; elves on the

contrary do carry off maidens, and men live in secret intimacy

with elfins ;
thus Helgi became the father of Skuld by an dlfkona,

Fornald. sog. 1, 32. 96. But except that Elberich having made

himself invisible overpowers Otnit s mother, and an dlfr does the

1 The Hessian dialect often inserts an r: at Cassel they call beUevue

berlevue.
2 Mone s Schausp. p. 131 has hellekruke for witch.
3 A few times the hellish wooer is called Lucifer or Belzebok, Trier, act. 114

;

where the name jamer is also given, which I do not quite understand : is it jammer

unpleasant [as in jammer schade, a sad pity] ,
or jammer ailment, epilepsy?
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like to king Aldrian s wife and begets Hogni, I cannot think of

any instance of such amours as lie at the bottom of all the witch-

stories. The notions of incubus and succubus seem to me not of

German origin, though afterwards they got mixed up with those

of elf and night- spirit. An AS. manuscript in Wanley, either of

the 12th, llth, or some earlier cent., speaks of monnom, ]?e

deofol mid hsenrS. In the later doctrine about witches their

prostitution is an essential feature, it seals the compact, and gives

the Devil free control over them : in a pure maid he can have no

part.
1 Without this abomination we never come across a witch

at all.
2

It is a question, at what period witches covenants and amours

are first mentioned in Germany. No doubt the first impulse to

them was given by the persecution and consequent spread of

heresies, which after the middle of the 13th cent, came from Italy

and France into Germany. However guilty or innocent the

heretics may have been, report, magnifying and distorting,

charged their assemblies with idolatrous excesses, whose affinity

to witches doings is beyond dispute. Among the heretics them

selves, with their seclusion, reserve, and constantly repeated

success in attaching new disciples and adherents, some ancient

departures from orthodox faith and ritual kept stubbornly

reproducing themselves ;
as persistently did calumnies start up

against them. They were accused of adoring a beast or beast s

head, which presently turned into- the Devil, who became visible,

now as a black spirit, now as a bright beguiling angel, his fa

vourite animal shape being that of a he- cat, or else a toad. At

their meetings, it was said, they slaughtered children and kneaded

their blood in flour or ashes, and after extinguishing the lights,

practised together the lusts of; the flesh. Newly admitted mem
bers were marked by, the-prick-of a needle, the while they cursed

their Maker,, and signified their faith and homage to the Evil one,

as to worldly rulers, by a kiss,3 Even in the less offensive teach-

1 Le demon ne peut faire pacte aveo une vierge, Mich, Hist, de Fr. 5, 68. 159.

2 Greek antiquity had itsfaUes about the intercourse of gods with mortals (p.

343), and so had our heathenism about the union of heroes with swan-wives and

elfins ;
at last the far grosser conception could find credence, of a literal commerce

of the Devil with mankind !

3 Soldan s Geschichte der Hexenprocesse pp. 103146,
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iug and practice of sorne heretics there could not fail to be a

mixture of heathen things with Christian ; the church s zeal had

to bestir itself at once against new errors of doctrine and against

remnants of heathenism that were combined with them. Along
with heretic-prosecutions went rumours of diabolic compacts and

conferences, which the populace connected with their ancient be

lief in daemonic beings. Traditions of certain men being leagued

with the Devil had already circulated in the West, at all events

from the 10th cent. (p. 1017) ; the more readily would they now

be extended to women. The earliest certain mention of an in

trigue between witch and devil is of the year 1275 under an

inquisitor at Toulouse (Soldan p. 147) ;
the first half of the 14th

cent, seems to have established more firmly, especially in Italy,

the belief in a diabolic sisterhood (secta strigarum). Bartolus (d.

1357) delivered a judgment on a witch of Ortha and Kiparia in

Novara bpric.,
1 the charge was novel to him, and he appeals to

theologians as to the nature of the crime ; from the whole tenor

of his sentence we may assume that seldom or never had a witch

been tried in the Milanese before. Amongst other things he says :

1 Mulier striga sive lamia debet igne cremari, confitetur se crucem

fecisse ex paltis et talem crucem pedibus conculcasse

se adorasse didbolum, illi genua flectendo . . . pueros tactu

stricasse et fascinasse, adeo quod mortui fuerunt. Audivi a sacris

quibusdam theologis, has mulieres quae lamiae nuncupantur tactu

vel visu posse nocere etiam usque ad mortem fascinando homines

seu pueros ac bestias, cum habeant animas infectas, quas daemoni

voverunt. Between 1316 and 1334 pope John XXII had issued

a bull without date, ordering the property of convicted sorcerers

to be confiscated like that of heretics. What was then done by

inquisitors and judges Soldan has subjected to a minute investi

gation (pp. 160 210), and I need only single out one or two

facts. Alfonsus de Spina in his Fortalitium fidei (written about

1458) lib. 5 informs us : Quia nimium abundant tales perversae

mulieres in Delphinatu et Gaschonia, ubi se asserunt concurrere

de nocte in quadam planitie deserta, ubi est aper quidam in rupe,

qui vulgariter dicitur el bock de Biterne, et quod ibi conveniunt

cum candelis accensis, et adorant ilium aprumj osculantes eum in

1 Printed in Job. Bapt. Ziletti consilior. select, in criminal, causis, Franco!.

1578 fol., torn. 1, consil. 6.
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ano suo
; ideo captae plures earum ab inquisitoribus fidei, et con-

victae, ignibus comburuntur ; signa autem combustarura sunt

depicta, qualiter scilicet adorant cum candelis praedictum aprum,
in domo inquisitoris Tholosani in magna multitudine camisearum,

sicut ego propriis oculis aspexi/ Read throughout caper for

aper, as bock, boc, bouc evidently means the former. Adoring
and kissing of the he-goat or he-cat was just the charge brought

against heretics, whose very name (ketzer, cathari) some derived

from that circumstance.1 This parody of divine worship may
either be connected with goat-sacrifices of the heathen (p. 52) and

the sacredness of that animal, or explained by the goat s feet

ascribed to the devil from of old (p. 995). Kissing the toad

(Soldan p. 133-6) is wonderfully like those conditions necessary
to the release of ( white women (p. 969) ; here heretical

opinions coincide with superstition. In 1303 a bishop of

Coventry was accused at Eome of a number of heinous crimes,

amongst others quod diabolo homagium fecerat, et eurn fuerit

osculatus in tergo ; Boniface 8 acquitted him (Rymer 2, 934 old

ed.). The same charge is commonly brought against the later

witches. Dr. Hartlieb in 1446 mentions abjuring God and

giving oneself up to three devils/ Superst. H, cap. 34.

For four centuries, beginning with the 14th ; what with the

priestly Inquisition, with the formality of the Canon and Civil

law process simultaneously introduced in the courts, and to

crown all, with Innocent 8 s bull of 1484 (MB. 16, 245-7), as well

as the Malleus Maleficarum 3 and the tortures of the criminal

court ; the prosecutions and condemnations of witches multiplied
at an unheard-of rate, and countless victims fell in almost every

part of Europe. The earlier Mid. Ages had known of magicians
and witches only in the milder senses, as legendary elvish beings,

peopling the domain of vulgar belief, or even as demoniacs, not

1 Catari dicuntur a cato, quia osculantur posteriora cati, in cujus specie, ut

dicunt, apparet eis Lucifer, Alan, ab Insulis (d. 1202) contra Valdenses, lib. 1. A
better name for heretics was boni homines, Ions homines (Soldan p. 131), not, I think,
because so many were of good condition, but in harmony with other meanings of

the term (conf. supra p. 89). At the same time it reminds us of the ghostly good
women, bonae dominae, p. 287, as francs hommes does of the frauches puceles, p.
410 n. Even the gute holden are not to be overlooked.

2 Composed 1487 by the two inquisitors appointed by Innocent, Heinr. Insti-

toris in Alemanma and Jac. Sprenger at Cologne, with the help of Joh. Grernper,
priest at Constance. Soon followed by episcopal mandates, e.g. at Eegeusburg
1491-3 (MB. 16, 241-3).
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as actual apostates from God and malefactors arraigned before

a court of justice. A good deal has been made of the Annales

Corbeienses, which do expressly state under the year 914, multae

sagae combustae sunt in territorio nostro ; but these Annals

were not written till 1464, and have of late been totally dis

credited. Several ancient Codes lay penalties on sorcery ;

l but

all the cases that occurred had for their basis real crimes,

murder, poisoning ; the stria is a herbaria, i.e. venefica ;

2 for

alleged storm-raising few can have forfeited their lives. Especially

worthy of note are the punishments denounced against precisely

those persons who from a vain belief in sorcery have burnt or put
to death either man or woman ;

3 not sorcery, but the slaying of

supposed sorcerers is what the enlightened law pronounces
heathenish and diabolic. On the mere ground of a night-excur
sion with unholden nobody dreamt of bringing a criminal

charge against women; that father confessor of the 13th cent,

(p. 1060) refutes the confessions of his domina sortilega by
rational argument.

4 But when once, by a fatal confusion of

1 Lex Sal. 22. Lex Kip. 83. Lex Visigoth, vi. 2, 2. 3, 4. Lex Alam. add.

22. Capitul. A.D. 789 cap. 18. Capit. ii. A.D. 805.
2 Meichelbom no. 683 : A.D. 853, a girl at Freising, venefica ; A.D. 1028, malefica

mulicr artes maleficas cum tribus aliis mulieribus exercens, Pertz 6, 146
;
A.D.

1074 at Cologne, mulier homines plerumque maglcis artibus dernentare infamata,
Lamb, schafn. p. 375.

3
Capit. Caroli de part. Sax. 5 : si quis adiabolo deceptus crediderit secundum

morem Paganorum, virum aliquem aut feminam strigam esse, et homines comedere,
et propter hoc ipsam incenderit, vel carnem ejus ad comedendum dederit, copy s sen-

tentia punietur.
1

Lex Both. 379 : nullus praesumat aldiam alienam aut ancillam

quasi strigam occidere, quod christianis mentibus nullatenus est credendum nee

possibile est ut homiuem mulier vivum intrinsecus possit comedere. How the

wisdom of Charles and Eothar shines by the side of Innocent s blind barbarous bull !

Those sagae combustae in Westphalia, if the statement be worth believing, were

hardly condemned by the courts, but more likely sacrificed by the mob to such
heathenish superstition as the laws quoted were trying to stem. In our own day
the common folk in England, France and Belgium take it upon themselves to throw

suspected witches into fire or the pond(Horst s Zauberbibl. 6, 368. 372-4). White s

Selborne p. 202 : the people of Tring in Hertfordshire would do well to remember
that no longer ago than 1751 they seized on two superannuated wretches, crazed

with age and overwhelmed with infirmities, on a suspicion of witchcraft
;
and by

trying experiments drowned them in a horsepond. The Gazette des tribunaux

no. 3055, June 4, 1835 relates a trial of supposed magicians, whose family had the

hereditary faculty of charming lice away.
4 It is true the Sachsensp. ii. 13, 7 has : svelk kerstenman ungelovich (un

believing) is, unde mit tovere umme gat oder mit vorgiftnisse (poisoning), unde des

verwunnen wirt, den sal man upper hort bernen. Schwabensp. 149. Wackern.
174. Lassb. Gosl. stat. 38, 20. The words oder wif standing after kerstenman
in Homeyer, are a later insertion : they are wanting in other laws, and are contra

dicted by the pron. den, him, which follows. That these docs, speak of wizards,
not yet of witches, seems to fit better their age and spirit ; yet it must be noted,
that they already link apostacy with witchcraft, conf. Soldan 172 4. Biener, in
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sorcery with heresy, the notion gained a footing that every

witch renounces God and becomes the Devil s, everything assumed

a new aspect : as the Devil s ally, apart from any crimes she

might have committed, she was deserving of death, and her sin

was one of the greatest and horriblest. But from that time the

earlier notion of possession by the devil almost entirely ceased :

imagination had taken a new direction.

Witch-trials of the 16-1 7-1 8th centuries have been amply
made known, of the 15th few completely.

1 One need only have

read two or three of them : everywhere an unaccountable uni

formity of procedure, always the same result. At first the accused

denies ; tortured? she confesses what all those doomed before her

have confessed, and without delay she is condemned and burnt

(incinerata, as the Malleus expresses it). This agreement in

depositions of imaginary facts is to be explained by the traditional

illusions that filled the popular fancy. I will here attempt to

summarize all the essential points (see Suppl.).
3

Zeitschr. f. gesch. rechtsw. 12, 126, would limit the penal fire of the Sachsensp.
to cases where the spiritual court hands the sinner over, as impenitent, to the

secular.
1 Little can be gleaned from a Tractatus de phitonico contractu fratris Thomae

Murner, Friburgi Brisg. 1499. Murner tells how in childhood he was crippled by a

witch.
3 The hangman s formula ran : thou shalt be tortured so thin that the sun will

shine through thee ! EA. 95. Diut. 1, 105.
3 Witch-trials at Mainz of 1505-11, in Horst s Zauberbibl. 4, 2108 ;

at Frei

burg of 1546 and 162735, ed. H. Schreiber, Freib. 1836 ; at Quedlinburg of 1569

78, in G.C. Voigt s Gemeinniitz. abh. Leipz. 1792 pp. 59160; at Trier of 1581,
in Trier, chronik 1825, 10. 196 seq., and of 1625 ib. 108 seq. ;

at NSrdlingen of 1590

4, ed. Weng, Nordl. 1838
;
in Elsass of 161535, in Lit. bl. cler borsenh. Hamb.

1835 nos. 1092-3 ;
at Eichstatt of 1590 and 162637, repr. Eichst. 1811

; at Wem-
dingen of 1620, in Mone s Anz. 7, 4257 ;

at Dieburg of 1627, in Steiner s Gesch.
von Dieb., Darmst. 1820, 67100; at Buhl of 1628-9, in Mone s Anz. 8, 119
132

;
at Siegburg of 1636, in P. E. Schwabe s Gesch. v. Siegb., Col. 1826, 225

241
;
in Brandenburg of the 15-18th cent., in Mark, forsch. 1, 238265 ;

at Cammin
of 1679, in Pommer. provinzialbl. Stettin 1827, 1, 332365 ;

at Freising of 1715 7,

in Aretin s Beitr. 4, 273 327. Useful extracts from Swabian trials of the 15th
cent, are in the notorious Malleus malefic, (first printed 1489) ;

from Lorrainian of

1583 90, in Nic. Eemigii daemonolatria ; and from Burgundian (en la terre de
sainct Oyan de Joux) of 1588-9, in Henry Bogvet s Disc, execrable des sorciers,
Eouen 1603, repr. Lyon 1610. Less important is S. Meiger de panurgia lamiarum,
Hamb. 1587. 4. On Scandinavia : Nyerup s Udsigt over hexeprocesserne i Norden

(Skand. Lit.-selskabs skrifter 19, 339 394. 20, 1-42), in which an extr. from Lem
on Norweg. sorcery (19, 385) is specially instructive

;
Trollvasendet i Dalarna, &ren

1668 73, in J. M. Bergman s Beskrifning om Dalarne, Fahlun 1822. 1, 208 19. I

have also read Girol. Tartarotti del congresso notturno delle lamie, Eover. 1749. 4 ;

and C. F. de Cauz de cultibus magicis, Vindob. 1767. 4 : two painstaking books, the
first revelling in Ital. prolixity ;

D. Tiedemann s prize essay De artium magicarum
origine, Marb. 1787 was of less use to me. On the Netherl. : Scheltema s Geschie-
denis der heksenprocessen, Haarl. 1829 I had not at hand

;
Cannaert s Bydragen
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The Devil appears in the shape of a fine young man, gaily

plumed and amorous ;
not till too late does the witch observe the

horsefoot or goosefoot (wilde pflotte fiisse, Nordl. hexenpr. 35).

He then compels her to abjure God (p. 818), baptizes her over

again, making her choose sponsors, gives her a new name, and

reveals his own. A mark is printed on her body (p. 1077), and

the place has no feeling ever after ;
in some cases hair is plucked

out from the front of the head. He comes sometimes as a mouse,

goat, crow or fly, but soon changes into human shape. Even

after repeated dalliances the witch receives but small presents of

money ; what he gave as glittering coin is by daylight muck and

dirt. 1 The main thing is, that on certain days the Devil fetches

her, or appoints her to go, to nightly feasts, which are held in

company with other witches and devils. After anointing her

feet and shoulders with a salve,
2 or tying a girdle round her, she

bestrides a stick, rake, broom, distaff, shovel, ladle or oven-fork,

and muttering a spell, flies up the chimney, and away through

the air over hill and dale.3 A dehselrite, Helbl. I, 1196 (p. 1049),

a fork-rider, besom-rider all mean a witch, so does quosten-

pinderin, sash-binder, Clara Hatzl. lxviib (quaste
= perizoma,

cingulum). A 14th cent, story told in Herm. von Sachsenheim

(Wackern. Ib. 1005-6) makes an old woman at Urach anoint

with salve the calf on which she is to ride. If the hellish wooer

comes to fetch the witch, his seat on the stick is in front, and

hers behind ; or he is a goat, and she mounts him ; or she drives

tot het oude strafregt in Vlaenderen, Brass. 1829, repr. Gend 1835, has interesting

extrs. 475 91
;
some fresh facts are collected in Schaye s Essai historique, Louv.

1834, pp. 175 202. There is a crowd of other books: Horst s Damonomagie,
Frankf. 1818, his Zauberbibliothek, Mainz 1821-6, and Walter Scott s Demonol. and

witchcraft, I have hardly used at all ; both, based on diligent compilation, lack true

criticism and scholarship ; besides, Horst s work is turgid and bad in taste, Scott s

inexact and careless. Most of the above are far surpassed by Soldan s Geschichte

der hexen-processe, Stuttg. 1843, a work of whose value I give a fuller estimate

in my Preface.
1
Everything divine the devil turns topsyturvy, p. 986 : his gold turns into

filth ; whereas, when gods or benignant beings bestow leaves, chips, or pods, these

turn into sheer gold, pp. 268. 275. Hence, when the devil sits, when witches stand

up or dance, etc., they look the wrong way (upside down?).
2 Unguentum Pharelis, made of herbs, Superst. H, c. 32

;
but the usual

witches salve is prepared from the fat of infants killed while yet unbaptized :

unguentum ex membris puerorum interemptorum ab eis ante baptismum, Malleus

malef. ii. 1, 3 (ed. 1494, 51&amp;lt;i).

3
Simpl. bk 2, cap. 17-8 describes such a flight ;

a listener mounted on a bench

gives chase, and in a twinkling gets from the Fulda Buchenwald to Madgeburg
cathedral.
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horses that come out of the ground. Older accounts have it,

that the devil takes her inside his cloak, and carries her through

the air, whence she is called mantelfahre, mantelfahrerin. At the

trysting-place are.many more witches, each with her demon lover ;

they are mostly neighbour women, often such as have long been

dead, some (the superior sort) muffled and masked. But their

wooers are mere servants of the Chief Devil, who in goat-shape,

but with black human face, sits silent and solemn on a high chair

or a large stone table in the midst of the ring, and all do him

reverence by kneeling and kissing. When the Chief Devil takes

a particular fancy to one woman, she is named the witches queen,

and ranks above all the rest,
1
answering to that Norse trolla

konftngr, p. 1043. The undelightful meal is illumined by black

torches, all kindled at a light that burns between the horns of

the great goat. Their viands lack salt and bread* they drink out

of cows hoofs and horses heads. Then they relate what mischief

they have wrought, and resolve on new : if their misdeeds fail to

satisfy the Devil, he beats them. After the feast,
3 that neither

fills nor nourishes, the dance begins : up in a tree sits the

musician, his fiddle or bagpipe is a horse s head (p. 1050), his fife

a cudgel or a cat s tail. In dancing the partners face outwards,

turning their backs to each other : in the morning you may see

a circular track in the grass, shewing the print of cows and goats

feet. The dance, according to Hessian trials of 1631, is like that

of the sword-dancers (p. 304) ;
we often hear of one of the

women wearing the giildne schuh on her right foot, would she be

queen or commandress ? Martin von Amberg speaks of (

making
red shoes (schuechel) for the trut ;

to dance in ? When the

ring-dance is over, they beat each other with swingle-staves and

mangle-bats, and practise lewdness. At last the great goat burns

himself to ashes, and these are distributed among the witches to

work mischief with. A young untried witch is not at once

admitted to the feast and dance, but set on one side to tend toads

with a white wand ;
4 at home also they breed and maintain these

1 Laffert s Eelationes criminales, Celle 1721. pp. 52-4. Horst s Damonom. 2,

376-7.
2 Yet they eat bread baked on a Sunday, meat salted on Sunday ; and drink

wine put in cask on Sunday.
3 Distinction of ranks is kept up too : the rich sit down to table first, and

drink out of silver goblets, then the poor out of wooden bo\vls or hoofs.
4 0. Fr. poets also put peeled wands in the hands of witches : une vielle
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animals : the Hatzlerin lxviii
a
already chides a witch as inhitzige

krotensack ! Such a novice witch the Devil inverts, and sticks

a candle in a part of her person, Thiir. mitth. vi. 3, 69. They

go home the same way as they came : the husband, who all the

while has mistaken a staff laid in the bed for his sleeping spouse,

knows nothing of what has passed. Whoever happens to get

sight of a witches dance, need only utter the name of God or

Christ : it all stops in a moment, and disappears.
1 The harm

that witches do is chiefly to the cattle and crops of their neigh
bours. They know how to drain other people s cows of every

drop of milk, without coming near them, Superst. G, line 132 :

they stick a knife in an oaken post, hang a string on it, and make

the milk flow out of the string (Reusch s Samland p. 66) ; or

they drive an axe into the doorpost, and milk out of the helve ;

they draw milk out of a spindle, out of a suspended handkerchief.
2

They turn good milk blue, or bloody-colour ; their compliments on

entering your house are bad for the milk : if you were just going
to churn, the butter will not come, Sup. I, 823. Hence any
witch is called milch-diebin (as the butterfly is a milk or butter

thief), milch-zauberin, molken-stehlerin, molken-toversche, whey-
bewitcher. 3 Here again comes to light the connexion between

witches, elves and butterflies, for vulgar opinion blamed dwarfs

also for drawing milk from the udders of kine : ON. dverg-speni

means papilla vaccarum vacua. If your milk is bewitched, whip
it in a pot, or stir it about with a sickle : every lash or cut makes

the witch wince, Sup. I, 540. A Wetterau superstition takes

this shape : when a beast is bewitched, they set the frying-pan

on, and chop into it with the grass-chopper behind bolted doors ;

the first person who comes after that is the witch. The power
of witches to draw milk and honey from a neighbour s house to

their own is already noticed by old Burchard, Sup. C, p. 199 d
.

Lashing the brooks with their brooms, squirting water up in

the air, shooting gravel, scattering sand toward sunset, witches

barbelee, qui porte a verge pelee plus de qatre vingts ans, Kenart 28286 ; conf.

Meon 4, 478, remest ausi monde coin la verge qui est pelee.
1 DS. no. 251. Wolfs Niederl. sagen 245. 381-2. Wodana xxxvi.
2

So, by magic, wine is struck out of the post, Superst. G, line 262 ;
conf. the

legend of Doctor Faust.
3 On the eve of S. Philip and S. James, i.e. May 1, people in the I. of Kiigen

run about the fields with large fire-bladders : this they call molkentoverschen brennen

Rugian. landgebr. cap. 243. milchdiebin und unhold, H. Sachs iii. 3, 5d .
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bring on storm and hail (p. 909), to beat down their neighbour s

corn and fruit. For the same purpose they are said to boil

bristles or else oak-leaves in pots, or strew some of those devil s-

ashes on the fields. These are the lightning or weather witches,

whose doings will come to be treated more fully hereafter. Ifc

is said they stroke or strip the dew off the grass, and with it do

harm to cattle, Sup. I, 1118; also that early before sunrise they
skim the dew off other people s meadows, and carry it to their

own, to make the grass grow ranker ; hence they may be recog
nised by their large clumsy feet, and are called thau-streicher (in

E. Friesland dau-striker), though other suspicious characters,

even men, are called the same bad name. This clearly hangs

together with the dew-brushing after the nightly elf-dance, and

the dew the valkyrian steeds shake out of their manes ; only
here it is perverted to evil. A witch, by binding up the legs of

a footstool, can heal the broken bones of: one who is absent. If

she is present at a wedding, just as the blessing is pronouncing,
she snaps a padlock to, and drops it in the water : this is called

tying up the laces ; until the padlock can be fished up and un

locked, the marriage proves unfruitful. Witches can kill men by

dealing pricks to images or puppets ; in churchyards they dig up
the bodies of young children, and cut the fingers off ;

T with the

fat of these children they are supposed to make their salve.

This seems to be their chief reason for entrapping children ; to

the sorceress of older times kidnapping was imputed far more

freely (p. 1059). From the Devil s commerce with witches pro
ceeds no human offspring, but elvish beings, which are named

dinger (things, conf. wihtir, p. 440), elbe, holden, but whose

figure is variously described : now as butterflies, then as humble-

bees or queppen (quab, burbot), and again as caterpillars or worms.

Even an OHGr. gloss in Graff 1, 243 has : alba, brucus, locusta

quae nondum volavit. The enigmatic beetle and larva shape is

very appropriate to such beings.
2

They are called by turns good

1
Fingers of a babe unborn are available for magic : when lighted, they give

a flame that keeps all the inmates of a house asleep ; equally useful is the thumb
cut off the hand of a hanged thief. Conf. Schamberg de jure digitor. p. 61-2, and
Praetorius on thieves thumbs, Lips. 1677. The Coutume de Bordeaux 46 treats

of magic wrought with dead children s hands. Thief s hand was the name of a

plant, p. 1029.
2 The caterpillar is also called deviVs cat (p. 1029), and a witch, like the dragon

fly, devil s bride, deviVs doxy. The Finn. Ukon koira (Ukkonis canis) means papilio
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and bad things, good and bad elves, good
1 and bad holden, holler-

clien, holdiken. Witches use them to produce illness and swel

lings in man and beast, by conjuring them into the skin and

bones. But they also make them settle on forest-trees, they dig

them in under elder-bushes : the elves/ in gnawing away the

wood of the aspen, waste away the man at whom they are aimed.

The same witch as set the ( holden on a man must take them off

again ;
when she wants them, she goes into the wood and shakes

them off the trees, or digs them out from under the elder (the

elves
1

grave) . You may know a man into whom holden have been

charmed, by there being no manikin or baby (Koprj, pupa) visible

in his eyes, or only very faintly (Voigt pp. 149. 152). This is

like the devil s drawing a toad on the pupil of a witch s left

eye. The nine species of holden I shall specify in the chap, on

Diseases. But not unfrequently the demon lover himself appears

in the form of an elf or butterfly. Their daughters born in human

wedlock the witches have to promise to the devil at their birth,

and to bring them up in his service ; at great assemblies they

present to him any children they have, lifting them up backwards.

Sometimes they sacrifice black cattle to him. They love to gather

where roads divide;
2 like the devil (p. 999), they can pop in and

out of houses through the keyhole (Sup. Gr, line 106-7. Tobler

146a
) ;

where three lights burn in a room, the witch has power ;

ringing of bells they cannot bear. Before the judge they must

not be allowed to touch the bare ground, or they will change

themselves in a moment ; they are incapable of shedding a tear
\

thrown into water, they float on the top,
5
upon which fact the

or larva papilionis, tuonen koira (mortis canis) and suden korendo (lupi vectis)

butterfly, and Ukon lehmti (U. vacca) another insect. Swed. trollstdnda (daemonis

fusus) butterfly. In the Grisons they call a caterpillar baluise, in Switz. (ace. to

Stalder) palause, which is our old acquaintance pelewise, pilweise, p. 472-5. A
mythic meaning also lurks in the OHG. huntes-satul (eruca), Graff 6, 167, as in

ON. geit-hamr (vespa).
1 Called (jute holden even when harmful magic is wrought with them, Braun-

schw. anz. 1815, p. 726 seq. In the MalleolusI find : vermes nocivi qui vulgariter

dicuntur juger, and Alemannico nomine juger nuncupantur, sunt albi coloris et

nigri capitis, sex pedum, in longitudine medii digiti. Is jug the same thing as

yueg (pp. 183. 692) ? Many other designations of the phalaenae overlap those of

will o wisps or of wichtels, as zunsler, from fluttering round a light, land-surveyors,

(p. 918), night-owls, etc.
2 At cross-roads the devil can be called up, so can the Alraun.
3
Pliny 7, 2 of sorcerers : eosdem praeterea non posse mergi ne veste quidem

degravatos. We are told several times, that the devil, after promising to bring the

witches in the water an iron bar to make them sink, brings them only a fine needle.
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ancient usage of the witches bath (ducking) was founded, once

a divine ordeal, RA. 925. If at the beginning of the action

they contrive to catch the judge s eye, he turns soft-hearted, and

has not the power to doom them.

Now it is a characteristic fact, that witches, with all their

cunning and the devil s power to boot, remain sunk in misery and

deep poverty : there is no instance to be found of one growing
rich by sorcery, and making up for the loss of heavenly bliss by
at least securing worldly pleasure, a thing that does occur in

tales of men who sign themselves away to the fiend (p. 1017).

These hook-nosed, sharp- chinned, hang-lipped, wry-toothed, chap-

fingered beldams 1
practise villainy that never profits them, at

most they may gratify a love of mischief. Their dalliance with

the devil, their sharing in his feasts, never procures them more

than a half-enjoyment
3
(see Suppl.).

This one feature might have opened people s eyes to the basis

of all sorcery. The whole wretched business rested on the

imagination and compulsory confessions of the poor creatures.

Of fad there was none, save that they had a knowledge of medi

cines and poisons, and quickened their dreams 3
by the use of

salves and potions. Called upon to name their confederates,

they often mentioned dead persons, to shield the living or to

evade inquiry ; any vile thing they stated was set down as gospel
truth. We read of witches confessing the murder of people
who turned out to be alive.4 It never occurred to the judges to

consider, how on earth it happened that innumerable meetings
of witches, all at well-known accessible places, had never been

surprised by witnesses whom their road must have taken that

way. By what special licence from God in those times should

a pack of miscreants previously unheard of nestle down all of a

sudden in towns and villages all over the country !

Long before witches were tortured, great criminals had been

1 Crooked nose and pointed chin, look to find the fiend therein ! I find a

parallel in ON. names, Heugikepta, Grottintanna, Loftinnfingra, Sn. 220-1.
2 Berthold p. 58 : so gent eteliche mit bcesem zouberlehe umb, daz si wrenent

eins geburen (boor s) sun oder einen kneht bezoubern. pfi du rehte toerin ! war
umbe bezouberst du einen graven oder einen kiinec niht (fool, why not bewitch a

count, a king) ? so waerestu ein kiineginne ! They say a witch gets three farthings
richer every seven years, Simplic. 625.

3 Alter wibe troume, \Vh. 1, 82a
. kerlinga villa, Saem. 169.

4 Frommann de fascinatione p. 850. Montaigne notices the same fact, livre

3, chap. 11.

fOL. III. N
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put to bodily sufferings intended to wring from them a confession

of their guilt. The Lex Visig. iii. 4, 10-11 already speaks of

torquere ;
and the triangular beam on which the accused had

to ride was called equuleus, poledrus, whence comes our folter,

Fr. poultre, poutre. That ON. extortion of a full declaration,

pina til sagna p. 1043, need not have been borrowed from

witch-trials.

The signing away to the devil, abjuring of God and adoring
of the goat in witch-stories seems to be of heretic origin ; at the

same time the abjurer parodies the Abrenuntiatio Diaboli enjoined

on catechumens;
1 in every other point the heathen element

preponderates. Even the goat, and the offering of black beasts

(pp. 52. 493. 1009), cannot but remind us of the old worship of

gods ; it is remarkable that a Dalecarlian tradition makes the

devil not occupy the chair of state, but lie under the table, bound

with a chain (just as with those spinsters in German legend,

p. 1011). The witches there have much to tell about this chain :

when its links wear out, an angel comes and solders them to

again, Bergm. 217-9. Various witcheries were wrought by the

efficacy of salt, Sup. I, 713. 846 ; it seems almost as if we might
assume a connexion between the salt-boiling, salt-grinding , salt-

strewing, salt-burning, salt-fetching at p. 1047, and the burning
of the goat, the carrying away and strewing of his ashes.2

Equally heathen we found the consumption of horseflesh p. 1049.

The witches flights were usually performed on May-night, St.

John s night, and at Christmas, but also at Shrovetide, Easter

and other seasons ; these were the days of great heathen festivals,

of Easter-fires, May-fires, Solstitial and Yule fires, and there is

no occasion to see in them a parody of the Christian feasts. The

riding by night, the torchlight procession, the penetrating of

locked-up houses, are exactly as in the case of Holda s host ;

1 In the formulas : ik fate an (grasp) disen \vitten stock, und verlate (forsake)

unsen herre Gott (Cathol. : Marien son und Got) ! or her trede ik in din nist

(nest), und verlate unsen herre Jesum Christ ! In Hessian records of 1633 : hie

stehe ich uf dieser mist, und verleugne (deny) des lieben herrn J. Christ ! In

abjuring, she stands on the dunghill, which begins to burn round her, and with a

white stick she stabs a toad (iitsche). The standing on dung is also in
cpnjuring-

spells. The white staff is a symbol of surrender, and after being grasped is thrown

into the water.

Shepherds reputed to be sorcerers were accused of baptizing their sheep
with salt. Factums et arrest du parlem. de Paris contre des berges sorciers

executez depuis peu dans la prov. de Brie sur 1 iinprinie a Paris 1695. 8, p. 57.
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the seducers names, the spells, the brood of holden, the round

dance, all this is elvish.1 A witch s being strengthened by

touching the bare ground (iarSar-megin p. 642) may remind us

of the heathen belief about giants. An application of the Old-

German duelling to witches sprang out of the early practice

of courts which had long used it against sorceresses who

committed actual crimes. I do not know that the blood-mark

imprinted on witches (p. 1070) on forming their hellish compact
is necessarily to be traced to the practice of heretics (p. 1065).

Mingling of blood in oaths and covenants was ancient and widely

spread, RA. 192-3 ; the stigma was known in Germany long

before witches were prosecuted,
2 the regular name for it being

anamdli (Graff 2, 715). The corresponding atngeli in ON. I find

only in the ethical sense of nota vituperium ; but when heroes

of old Scandinavia found themselves dying the stra-dau^i in bed,

they used first to consecrate themselves to Oftinn, who would

only take a bleeding hero, by scratch of spear, even as he before

dying gave himself a gash with Gungnir (p. 147) ; this they

called marka sik geirs oddi, marka sik 03 ni, Yngl. saga cap. 10.

11. And I incline moreover to connect the tires tacen/ p. 200,

and even the Todes zeichen/ p. 847 ; about all this there was

not a thought of criminal sorcery (see Suppl.).

The details of witchcraft, the heart-eating, the storm-raising,

the riding through air, are all founded on very ancient and

widely scattered traditions, which I will now examine more

minutely.

Let a glance at Servian superstitions lead the way. The

veshtitsa is possessed by an evil spirit : when she falls asleep,

he comes out of her, and then takes the form of a butterfly or a

hen, but he is essentially one with the witch. As soon as he is

out, the witch s body lies as if dead, and then always turns

its head about to where the feet lay ;
in that state she cannot be

awaked. The witch tries to catch people, to eat up, especially

1 The honeysuckle, or perh. another plant, is in Lr. Germany called alf-ranke

(elf-vine), hexen-sc.hlinge (Hitter s Mekl. grain, p. 107. Arndt s March, p. 404).

Any creepers, climbers, or intertwined branches, are named hexen-schlupf, because
a witch or elf, when pursued, can always slip through them.

2 Berthold p. 381, of the devil : they that fall into capital sin make him glad,
he quickly paints his mark on them, and will fain have honour by their bearing his

escutcheon.
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young children. If she finds a man asleep, she pushes a rod

through his left nipple, opens his side, takes out the heart and

eats it, and the breast closes up again. Some of the people thus

eaten out die directly, others live on for a time. A witch will

eat no garlic ; and at Shrovetide many people smear themselves

with garlic on the breast, soles and armpits as a safeguard,

believing that she eats more people in Lent than at other times.

Young and handsome women are never suspected of sorcery,

witches are always old women,
1 but there goes a proverb : mlada

kurva, stara veshtitsa/ young wanton makes old witch. If once

the witch has confessed and criminated herself, she can never

eat people or practise witchcraft any more. When witches fly

out by night, they shine like fire, their meeting-place is a

thrashing floor (guvno) ,
and each when starting from her kitchen

anoints herself with a salve, and repeats a spell which will be

quoted further on. If many children or other people die in a

village, and suspicion falls on some old woman, they bind and

throw her in the water : if she sinks, she is pulled out and let

go ; if not, she is put to death, for witches cannot sink in water.

Whoever kills a snake before Lady-day, and ties a piece of garlic

in its head, and on Lady-day goes to church with the snake s head

stuck on a cap, can tell what ivomen are witches by their congre

gating round him and trying to filch the snake or a piece of it

(Vuk sub v. vjeschtitza, pometno, blagovjest).

This remarkable account opens the way to explanations. We
too had similar means of recognising witches. He that has about

him a harrow s tooth he has picked up, or grains of corn found

baked into the loaf, or a Maundy Thursday s egg, will see the

witches at churcJt with milking-pails on their heads, Sup. I, 636.

685. 783. Just the same in Denmark, Sup. 169. Bergman p. 219

says, in Dalarne the witches rarely come to church : it is really a

sheaf of straw or a swine-trough that occupies their place, only

no one is the wiser but they of the Blakulla sisterhood. I do

1 It is chiefly in Sweden that even innocent children, boys as well as girls,

Are drawn into the web of sorcery. The devil requires every witch to bring some
children with her

;
she wakes them out of sleep with the words Devil s brat, come

to the feast ! sets them on the roof till her number is full, then carries them through
the air to the Fiend, who asks them if they will serve him, and writes them down
in his book. He endows them with wisdom, and they are called vis-gdssar, wise

lads. Conf. the children piped out of Hameln. In our Freising records are some

poor beggar boys seduced by the devil.
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not know if this pail or trough has to do with their bewitching
the milk, or with the Norse belief that giantesses, ellekoner

and huldre-wives carry a trough on their backs (Faye 118.

Mull, sagabibl. 1, 367. Molb. dial. lex. 98). Keisersberg in

Omeiss 36 tells of a night-faring woman who sat down in a

dough-trough, anointed herself with oil, spoke magic words and

slipt away (?). So early as in Sn. 210a we find among names of

sorceresses a Bakrauf, riven-backed, fissura dorsi. In Dan.

ellekone bagtil huul som et deigtrug, Thiele 4, 26. All these

resemblances are important. In the Appendix I quote a spell,

where the alb is thus addressed : with thy back like a dough-

trough !
3 Both elf and witch are beautiful only in front, behind

they are disgustingly deformed, like Gurorysse p. 945, or dame

World in Conrad s poem. Out of the Maundy Thursday egg,

when hatched, comes a fowl of gay plumage, which changes
colour every year : take such an egg with you to church on

Easter Sunday morning, and in sunshine you can tell all the

women who belong to the devil; but they smell it out, and try

to crush the egg in your pocket, so you must be careful to carry

it in a little box, for if they succeed in crushing it, your heart

will be broken too. Tobler 102 a informs us of the Swiss super
stition : weme ma n am Sonntig vor sonna nufgang e nubblatt-

lets chlee (clover) ine schue ina thued, ond mit dem schue i d chi-

lacha god (goes to church), so sieht ma s, wenn e hiix d inen ist :

die wo honder for sitzid (sit hind foremost) sond haxa. Also,

whoever at Christmas matins stands on a footstool of nine sorts

of wood, can tell all the witches in the congregation : they
all turn their backs to the altar. But the witches can see him

too, and woe to him if they get hold of him after service ; he is a

dead man, unless he has provided himself with something to

tempt their cupidity, which he must keep throwing out bit by
bit (as in ancient legend the pursued scatter rings and gold
before the pursuing foe), and while they are picking it up, run

as fast as he can, till his home receives him. A parchm. MS. of

the 14th cent, at Vienna (Cod. bibl. graec.
39
/G3 bl. 133a

) gives a

simpler recipe : wil du, daz di vnholden zu dir chomen, so nym
ein leffel an dem fassangtag, vnd stoz in in gesoten prein, vnd

behalt in also vntz in die drey metten in der Yasten (3 matins in

Lent), vnd trag den leffel in dy metten, so wird ez dir chunt, wor
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sew sint. Much the same in Mone s Anz. 4, 310 : He that on

the first knopflein day shall pull the spoon out of the dough

unseen, and on the second and third day shall again put it in and

pull it out unperceived, so that at length some dough from each

day sticks to it, and shall then take it to church with him on

Christmas day, will there see all the witches facing the wrong

way (or, upside down ?) ; but he must get home before the bene

diction is pronounced, or it may cost him his life. It is only upon

going to church that any of these recognitions can take place ;

but they seem also to depend on your being the first to see, as in

meeting a wolf or basilisk. Another means of recognising a

witch is, that when you look into her eyes, you see your image
reflected upside down.1

Kunning at the eyes is a mark of old

witches, Sup. I, 787 (see Suppl.).

One thing that in our tales of witches has dropt into the rear,

their eating men s hearts out of their bodies, stands in the fore

front of the more primitive Servian way of thinking. Vuk has a

song no. 363, in which a shepherd boy, whom his sister cannot

wake, cries in his sleep :

c
veshtitse su me iz-yele, maika mi srtse

vadila, strina yoi luchem svetlila/ witches have eaten me out,

mother took my heart, cousin lighted her with a torch. Fortis

cap. 8 relates, how two witches took a young man s heart out in

his sleep, and began to fry it ; a priest had looked on without

being able to hinder, and the spell was not broken till the youth

awoke; then, when the priest approached the witches, they
anointed themselves out of a mug, and fled. He took the heart

half-cooked off the fire, and bade the youth gulp it down quick,

by doing which he was completely restored. To me this Servian

witch, making her appearance at Shrovetide and cutting open

people s breasts, looks uncommonly like our periodical Berhta,

who cuts open the lazy workman s body and stuffs it with chopped

straw, p. 273; out of the goddess was made the hideous bugbear.
In many villages, we are told, there are wicked wives that have

a white liver, whose husbands waste away and die. Passages in

the Codes prove that the same delusion prevailed among the

ancient Germans : Lex. Sal. 67, si stria hominem comederit/

and what was quoted p. 1068 from the Lex Roth. 379 and the

1
Pliny 7, 2 notices a similar test for magicians : in altero oculo geminam

pupillam, in altero equi effigiem. Conf. the people possessed by holden, p. 1074.
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Capit. de parte Sax. 5. Also the Indie, paganiarum: quod
feminae possint corda hominum tollere juxta paganos ;

and Bur-

chard : ut eredas, te januis clausis exire posse, et homines inter-

ficere et de coctis carnibus eorum vos comedere, et in loco cordis

eorum siramen aut lignum aut aliquod hujusmodi ponere, et

comestis iterum vivos facere et inducias vivendi dare/ Notker s

Cap. 105, speaking of ambrones and anthropophagi (man-ezon),

adds : alsu man chit, taz ouh hdzessa hier im lande tuen.
3 1 The

tenth, the eleventh century had not given up the heathen notion,

nay, it lingers later still. It lies at the root of Diomed s words in

Herbort 9318: si hat min herze mit ir . . . ich hannihtin dem

libe, da min herze solde wesen, da trage ich eine lihte vesen, ein

stro, oder einen wisch ;

3

only here it is not an old witch, but his

lady-love that has run away with his heart, in which sense lovers

in all ages talk of losing their hearts. 2 The poem given p. 1048

speaks of the unholde striding over a man, cutting his heart

out, and stuffing straw in, and his still remaining alive. Says
Berthold (Cod. pal. 35 fol. 28a

)
: pfei ! gelawbestu, das du

ainem man sein herz auss seinem leib nemest, und im ain stro hin

wider stossest ? So in the North they speak of a fern, mann
cetta (not a masc. mann-aetti), and the word is even used for male

magicians:
c
troll ok manncetta 3 Fornm. sog. 3, 214. A Polish

story in Woycicki makes the witch pull the heart out and put a

hare s heart in its place. Child-devouring striges in Altd. bl.

1, 125. Our present fairy-tales represent the witch as a wood-

wife, who feeds and fattens children for her own consumption

(KM. no. 15) ;
if they escape, she goes after them in league-

boots (nos. 51. 56. 113). Grimly the witch in the tale of Frau

Trude throws a girl into the fire as a log of wood, and snugly
warms herself thereby. That the Romans believed in witches

consuming particular parts of a man who still lived on, is proved

by the following passages. Petronius cap. 134 : quae striges

comederunt nervos tuos ? cap. 63 : strigae puerum involaverunt,

1 To this he appends his well-known statement as to the Weletdbi or Wilze,
who were accused of eating their aged parents, RA. 488. That the national name
Volot, Velet passed into that of giant, hence ogre (as in the analogous cases on p.

527), Schafarik has ably expounded in his Slav. stud. 1, 877 ;
but he had no business

to mix up (1, 882) our Welisungs (supra p. 371) with those Wilzen.
2 Eubacuori, che il cor m avete tolto ; del petto mio cavasti il cuore, Tom-

maseo s Canti pop. 1, 8890.
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et supposuerunt siramentum. Plautus in Pseud, iii. 2, 31 : sed

strigibus vivis convisis intestina quae exedint. The Atellanic

ghost, the manducus, from mandere, manducare, is a munching
voracious bogie (butz p. 507), a bugbear to children. Masca p.

1045, Ital. maschera, may be referred to macher, mascher, or

masticare, and the witch is called mask because she consumes

children. The Indian sorceresses also try to get human flesh

to eat, Lomad. 2, 62 (see Suppl.).

Equally ancient is the opinion that the spirit passes out of a

sleeping witch in butterfly shape. Souls in general were likened

to butterflies, p. 829 ; to the Slovens vezha is will o wisp, but

terfly and witch. The alp appears as a butterfly or moth, pha-
laena (nacht-toggeli, Staid. 1, 287), as a devil s beast p. 1029; the

witches holden and elves are butterflies. But our native legend

speaks of other animals too, that issue from the mouths of

sleepers. King Gunthram, spent with toil, had gone to sleep on

a faithful follower s lap : then the henchman sees a little beast

like a snake run out of his lord s mouth, and make its way to a

streamlet, which it cannot step over. He lays his sword across

the water, the beast runs over it, and goes into a hill on the other

side. After some time it returns the same way into the sleeper,

who presently wakes up, and relates how in a dream he had

crossed an iron bridge and gone into a mountain filled with gold

(Airnoin 3, 3. Paul. Diac. 3, 34, whence Sigebert in Pertz 8,

319). Later writers tell of a sleeping landsknecht, and how a

weasel came running out of him, Deut. sag. no. 455. But in

more recent accounts it is applied to devil s brides, out of whose

mouth runs a cat or a red mouse, while the rest of the body lies

fixed in slumber (ibid. nos. 247 9).
1 A miller, cutting firewood

in the Black Forest, fell asleep over the work, and his man saw a

mouse creep out of him and run away; everybody searched, but

could not find it, and the miller never awoke. Is all this con

nected with the witches mouse-making p. 1090, and the narrow

thread-bridge to be crossed by the soul on its way to the under

world p. 834 ? It is stated, exactly as with the Servians, that

if you turn the sleeper s body round, the beast on returning

1 For the mouse that runneth out (=matrix) lay a sword across the stream,
Ettner s Hebamme p. 194. In Fischart s Plays no. 216 : there runs a white mouse
up the wall.
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cannot find its way in, and death ensues, Sup. I, 650. That state

of internal ecstasy, in which the body lies in a rigid sleep, our

old speech designates by irprottan (raptus), i.e. tranced.1 But

ON. myth has already acquainted us with the greatest of all

possible examples: OSinn skipti homum (changed his shape),

la
J?a bukrinn sem sofinn e^a dauSr, enn hann var ]?a/%Z eiSa dyr,

fiskr e$a ormr, ok for a einni svipstund a fiarlaeg lond, at sinum

erindum e$r annara manna/ Yngl. s. cap. 7; his body lay asleep

or dead, and he as bird, beast, fish or snake, fared in a twinkling

to far-lying lands (see Suppl.).

Again, the Servian starting- spell,
e ni o trn ni o grm, vetch na

pometno guvno ! (not against thorn nor against oak, but to

swept barnfloor), agrees with German ones. Usually the word

is: f auf und davon ! hui oben hinaus und nirgend an! 3 out on

high, and (strike) against nothing ; or wol aus und an, stoss

nirgend an ! or fahr hin, nicht zu hoch, nicht zu nieder ! and

in England : tout, tout, throughout and about ! But if the

witch is pursuing people : before me day, behind me night !

Dan. lyst foran, og morkt bag ! A Norse magician took a

goatskin, wrapt it round his head, and spoke :
f
verffi fioka, ok

ver&i skripif ok undr mikil ollum ]?eim sem eptir J&amp;gt;er scekja ! be

there mist and magic and much wonder to all that seek after

thee, Nialss. cap. 12. A formula used by Fr. magicians on

mounting the stick is given, but not completely, by Boguet p.

Ill :

{ baston blanc, baston noir, etc/ Of Indian sorceresses we
are likewise told, that they repeat a formula for flight : Kalaratri

said it and immediately, with her disciples and the cow- stall on

whose roof she stood, she flew aloft and along the path of cloud,

whither she would ; a man, having overheard her, made use of

the same spell to go after her (Somad. 2, 58-9), exactly as in our

tales of witches men get acquainted with their salves and spells,

and pursue them (see Suppl.).

Where is the first mention of stick and broom riding to be

found ? Actually I can only produce a tolerably old authority

for riding on reeds and rushes, and even these turn into real

horses. Guilielm. Alvernus, p. 1064: Si vero quaeritur de

equo quern advectigationes suas facere se credunt malefici, credunt,

1 The hinbriiten (ecstasis) of sorceresses, Ettn. Hebamrne p. 226. Martin von

Amberg : die henpretigcn, the entranced.
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inquam, facere de canna per characteres nefandos et scripturas

quas in ea inscribunt et impingunt; dico in hoc, quia non est

possibile malignis spiritibus de canna verum equum facere vel

formare, neque cannam ipsam ad hanc ludificationem eligunt,

quia ipsa aptior sit ut transfiguretur in equum, vel ex ilia generetur

equus, quam multae aliae materiae. Forsitan autem propter

planitiem superficiei et facilitatem habendi earn alicui videatur ad

hoc praeelecta. . . . Sic forsan hac de causa ludificationem istam

efficere in canna sola et non alio ligno permittuntur maligni

spiritus, ut facilitas et vanitas eorum per cannam hominibus

insinuetur. ... Si quis autem dicat, quia canna et calamus habi-

tationes interdum malignorum spirituum sunt l
. . . ego non im-

probo/ More intelligible is the Irish tale of the rushes and corn

stalks that turn into horses the moment you bestride them, Ir.

elfenmar. 101. 215. Of such a horse, after the first time, you
need only lift the bridle and shake it when you want him, and

he conies directly (Sup. H, cap. 31. Spell xvi.). In Hartlieb

(Sup. H, cap. 32) the unholden are represented riding on rakes

and oven-forks, in the older Poem given at p. 1048 on brooms,

dehsen, oven-sticks and calves, in the Ackermann aus Bohmen

p. 8 on crutches and goats, but in the Tkadlezek p. 27 on distaffs

(kuzly). Dobrowsky in Slavin p. 407 mentions the Bohem.

summons stare baby, na pometlo ! old wives, on to your stove-

broom. Of more importance is what we find in the story of

Thorsteinn boearmagn, which Miiller 3, 251 assigns to the 15th

century : As the hero lay hid in the cane-brake, he heard a

boy call into the hill, Mother, hand me out crook-staff and band-

gloves, I wish to go the magic ride (gand-rer$, p. 1054), there is

wedding in the world below ; and immediately the krokstafr was

handed out of the hill, the boy mounted it, drew the gloves on,

and rode as children do. Thorsteinn went up to the hill, and

shouted the same words : out came both staff and gloves, he

mounted, and rode after the boy. Coming to a river, they

plunged in, and rode to a castle on a rock, where many people
sat at table, all drinking wine out of silver goblets ;

on a golden

i Mennige narrinnen (many a she-fool) und ock mennigen dor (fool) bindet de
duvel up sin ror (the d. ties on to his cane), Narragonia 14b

(nothing like it in

Brant). Does it mean devil s horses? And does that explain Walther s ftz im
(the black book) leset siniu ror (33, 8) ? A Servian proverb says : lasno ye
dyabolu u ritu svirati, tis easy piping on the devil s reed.
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throne were the king and queen. Thorsteinn, whom his staff had

made invisible, ventured to seize a costly ring and a cloth,

but in doing so he lost the stick, was seen by all, and pursued.

Happily his invisible fellow-traveller came by on the other stick,

Thorsteinn mounted it as well, and they both escaped (Fornm.

sog. 3, 176 8). If the poem has not the peculiar stamp of

Norse fable, it teaches none the less what notions were attached

to these enchanted rides in the 14th or 15th century : no devil

shews his face in it. Sticks and staves however seem to be later

expedients of witchery : neither night-wives nor Furious Host

nor valkyrs need any apparatus for traversing the air; night-

wives had already calves and goats attributed to them, p. 1058.

There is a very curious phrase,
(
to wake a hedge-stick/ which

has to become a he-goat and fetch the loved one to her lover ;

originally perhaps no other sticks were meant but such as, on

bestriding, immediately turned into beasts (see Suppl.) .

As witches slip through keyholes and cracks in the door, p. 1074,

they are able to squeeze themselves into the narrowest space,

even betwixt wood and bark (conf. Suppl. on p. 653). Thus in

H. Sachs ii. 4, 10 the devil first peels the hazel-rod on which

he hands the old woman the stipulated shoes, for fear she might

creep to him twixt wood and bark. In Iw. 1208 the utmost

secresy is expressed by : sam daz holz under der rinden, alsam

sit ir verborgen/ When a Lithuanian convert began to bark the

trees in a holy wood, he said : Vos me meis anseribus gallisque

spoliastis, proinde et ego nudas vos (sc. arbores) faciam. Crede-

bat enim decs rei suae familiari perniciosos intra arbores et cortices

latere. The Swed. song makes enchanting minstrels charm the

bark off the treet the babe out of the mother, the hind from the

forest, the eye from out the socket (Arvidsson 2, 311-2-4-7).

Again, the witches dislike of bells is heathenish : the elves

have it, and the giants, p. 459. Pious prayer and ringing of bells

put their plans out: they call the bells yelping dogs/ In a

Swed. folktale (Odm. Bahusl. beskrifn. p. 228) an old heathen

crone, on hearing the sound of the Christian bell from Tegneby,
exclaims in contempt : nu ma tro, Eulla pa Kallehed har fadt

bjdlra, K. the Christian church has got a tinkler. As yet there

is no thought of witchery. But it is told of Swed. witches too,

that they scrape the bells loose up in the belfry : in their airy
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flight when they come to a steeple, they set the kidnapped
children (p. 1078) down on the church-roof, who are then mere

jackdaws to look at ; in the meantime they scrape the bell loose,

and lug it away, and afterwards let the metal drop through the

clouds, crying : never let my soul draw near to God, any more

than this metal will be a bell again ! (see Suppl.).

The raising of hailstorms and spoiling of crops by magic reaches

back to the remotest antiquity of almost every nation. As

benignant gods make the fruits to thrive, as air-riding valkyrs

from the manes of their steeds let life-giving dew trickle down on

the plain (p. 421) ;
so baneful beings of magic power strive to

annihilate all that is green. The Greek Eumenides (a word that

even our oldest glosses translate by hazasa) spoil the crops with

their slaver, and the fruit with hailstones, Aesch. Bum. 753-68- TV-

OS. The Roman Twelve Tables imposed a penalty on him qui

fruges excantassit . . . sive . . . alienam segetem pellexerit.
x In

the 8-9th cent. weather-making was alleged against sorcerers

rather than sorceresses ;
the passages given at p. 638 name only

tempestarii, not tempestariae. So in Ratherius p. 626 :

( contra

eos qui dicunt quod homo mains vel diabolns 2
tempestatem faciat,

lapides grandinum spergat, agros devastet, fulgura mittat, etc.

Those magicians in Burchard are called immissores tempestatum.,

Sup. C, 10, 8; p. 194a
. Yet in the North, ThorgerSr and Irpa,

who stir up storm and tempest, are women (p. 637), and the salt-

grinders Fenja and Menja giantesses ; their ship is like the mist-

ship of the clouds. How magicians set about their weather-

making, is nowhere specified. In much later authorities we find

them using a tub or a pitcher, p. 593. In Ls. 2, 314 Master

Irreganc says (G. Abent. 3, 90) :

und ksern ein wann (tub) in min hant,

der hagel sliieg (hail would beat) iiber allez lant.

In the Apollon. von Tyrland (9183. 10970. 11010 seq.) are

mentioned pitchers, the emptying of which was followed by
showers and hail : one jug engendered lightnings and thunder

bolts, another hail and shower, a third one rain and nipping

1 Rudis adhuc antiquitas credebat et attrahi imbres cantibus, et repelli,
Seneca Nat. quaest. 4, 7.

2 The devil brings on gales and thunderstorms, p. 1000
;
so does the giant, p. 636.
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winds. A woodcut in Keisersberg s Omeiss (ed. 1516, 36b
) por

trays three naked unholden sitting on footstools, distaffs and

horses heads, holding up pots, out of which shower and storm

mount up. A passage in the Eudlieb is worth quoting : the

repenting culprit begs (6, 48),

post triduum corpus tollatis ut ipsum
et comburatis, in aquam cineres jaciatis,

nejubar abscondat sol, aut aer neget imbrem,

ne per me grando dicatur laedere mundo.

Let her body be taken off the gallows and burnt, and the

ashes be strown on water, lest, being scattered in air, it should

breed clouds, drought and hail. Just so the devil s ashes are

strown to awaken storm and tempest, p. 1071-3; the Chronicon

S. Bertini states that Richilde, before her fight with Robert the

Frisian, threw dust in the air against the Frisians with formulas

of imprecation, but it fell back on her own head in token of

her speedy overthrow. She meant, like ThorgerSr and Irpa, to

destroy the enemy by tempest. Justinger s Chron. of Bern p.

205 relates how a woman, secretly sent for by a Count of Kyburg,
who promised not to betray her, stood on the battlements of his

castle, and uttering hidden words, raised clouds, rain and storm,

which scattered his foes (A.D. 1382). The witches of Norway still

proceed exactly as the Vinlanders were said to do (p. 640) : they
tie up wind and foul weather in a bag, and at the proper moment
undo the knots, exclaiming wind, in the devil s name ! then

a storm rushes out, lays waste the land, and overturns ships at

sea. By Hartlieb s account (Sup. H, cap. 34), old women sacri

fice to devils, that they may make hail and shower. According to

German records of the 16-17 cent., witches assemble in crowds

by waterbrooks or lakes, and flog the water with rods, till a fog

rises, which gradually thickens into black clouds ; on these clouds

they are borne up, and then guide them toward the spots to

which they mean mischief. They also place magic pots in the

water, and stir them round. 1 The ivindsack is mentioned a few

times (Voigt 131). They make blue lights trickle into the water,

throw flintstones into the air, or trundle barrels whose bursting

begets tempest. They gather oak-leaves in a man s shirt, and

1 Conf. p. 596-7 on storm-raising by throwing stones and pouring out water.
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when it is full, hang it on a tree : a wind springs up directly,

that drives all rain away, and keeps the weather fine. Out of a

small piece of cloud a witch made a deal of bad weather (Arx

Buchsgau p. 103). A violent thunderstorm lasted so long, that

a huntsman on the highway loaded his gun with a consecrated

bullet, and shot it off into the middle of the blackest cloud ; out

of it (as out of the ship, p. 638) a naked female fell dead to the

ground, and the storm blew over in a moment (Moneys Anz. 4,

309). In Carinthia the people shoot at storm-clouds, to scare

away the evil spirits that hold counsel in them. The parson

being credited with power to charm the weather, the women

bring apronfuls of hailstones into his house : there, that s his

rightful tithe of the weather, as he did not see good to keep it

away ; Sartori s Journ. in Austria 2, 153-4. In some parts of

France whole families are suspected of having the hereditary

power to raise a storm : they meet on the lake-side, not less

than three at a time, and lash the water up with horrible cries ;

this is done at night before sunrise, and a violent storm is the

immediate consequence, Mem. de 1 acad. celt. 2, 206-7. Such

people are called meneurs des nuees, Mem. des antiq. 1, 244. In

Germany witches were commonly called, by way of insult, wetter-

macherin, wetterhexe, wetterkatze, donnerkatze, nelelhexe, strahl-

hexe, blitzJiexe, zessenmacherin (from the old zessa, storm), and

earlier, wolkengusse, cloud-gushes, Ms. 2, 140b
. The OHG.

Wolchandrut, a woman s name in Trad. Fuld. 2, 101, need have

had none but perfectly innocent associations : the valkyr either

rides in the clouds or sprinkles from them fertilizing dew; so

even the strewing of ashes on the field may originally have in

creased their fertility. Occasionally feldfrau and feldspinnerin
are used of a witch ; is it because she passes over field and

meadow, or spins magic threads? (conf. p. 1099). Who knows

but that the popular saying, when it snows, the old wives are

shaking their coats out
3

(de aule wiver schiiddet den pels ut,

Strodtm. p. 336), is, properly understood, identical with that

on p. 268 :

( dame Nolle is making her bed ? Goddess, valkyr,

witch : the regular gradation of such myths. To the Greeks

Zeus himself was still vefaXrjyepera, to the Serbs the vila gathers
clouds. In Scandinavia too, hail and hurricane proceed from

those half-goddesses ThorgerSr and Irpa, not as injurious to
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crops, but perilous to armies; 1 Sn. 175 makes a sorceress bear

the very name El, procella
2
(see Suppl.).

But sometimes the aim of sorcery is not so much to destroy

the produce, as to get possession of it, to carry it off the field,

either to one s own garner, or that of a favourite.3 Even the

Romans speak of this :

f satas alio traducere messes/ Virg. Eel.

8, 99 ; cantus vicinis fruges traducit ab agris/ Tibull. i. 8, 19.

People fancied, that when unholden walked through a vineyard
and shook the vines, the grapes came out of the neighbour s plot

into theirs (Hartm. segenspr. 341). An old dalesman gave his

granddaughter a staff, and told her to stick it in the corn at a

certain spot in a field ; the girl on her way was overtaken by a

shower, took refuge under an oak, and left the staff standing
there : when she got home, she found a great heap of oali-leaves

in her grandfather s loft (ibid. p. 342). We also hear of

vine-shoots being boiled in a pot, probably to spoil the vineyard.
The poison-herbs of witches boil and evaporate under the open

sky.

We are told of witches bathing naked in the sand* or in corn ;

I know not for what purpose; Superst. I, 519 speaks of rolling

naked in the flax. Three witches were seen going to a field of

rye, laying aside their garments, and bathing in the corn with

their hair hanging loose. When witnesses approached, two

vanished suddenly, leaving their clothes behind, the third hud

dled her smock on (Voigt 130 2). Has this to do with corn-

wives and rye-aunts p. 477 ?

Witches and sorcerers use various implements, of which for

the most part no exact description is given. Of the wand with

which the old magicians are usually armed, I find no mention

in our tales, for when the wishing-rod is named, it is as a higher
and noble instrument ; yet the staff or stick that witches are said

1 As the whirlwind is ascribed to the devil (p. 1008) so it is to witches (Sup. I,

554. 648). Kilian 693 remarks, that it is also called varende wif, travelling woman,
i.e. air-riding sorceress ; conf. wind s bride p. 632, and rushing like a wind s-bride

through the land, Simplic. 2, 62.
2 Is she called solar bol, sun s bale, because she darkens the sun with her

storm-cloud ? Or may we go farther back to heathen times, and impute to the

witch, as to the wolf, a swallowing of sun and moon ? To me it looks the more
likely from the name hvel-svelg himins, swallower of heaven s wheel.

3 Conf. the convenient corn-dragon (p. 1019) and home-sprite.
4 Fowls are said to bathe in sand : Lith. kutenas wisztos ziegzdrosa ; Lett,

perrinatees ;
Pol. kury sie. w piasku ka.pia. ; Serv. leprshatise.
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to ride may originally have been carried in the hand. I also

find the stick spoken of as the wizard s third leg (Moneys Anz. 7 ,

426). In Bavarian records the so-called making of mice or pigs

(fackel for ferkel) is often mentioned: the witch has a four-

legged implement, dark-yellow, hard and stiff; this she holds

under a figure of a mouse or pig that she has made out of a

napkin, and says
( Run away, and come back to me ! the figure

becomes a live animal, and runs away ; probably to fetch her

something of other people s. Hence a witch is called maus-

sclilagerin, mouse-beater, and a wizard maus-schldgel. In North

German trials the expression is muse-maker, and the process is

different : the witch boils magic herbs, then cries,
(

Mouse,

mouse, come out in devil s name! and the beasts come jump

ing out of the pot (Laffert s Relat. crim. p. 57-9). It reminds

one of the destructive mice created by Apollo Smintheus in his

wrath, and the devastations of lemings in Lapland ; so that this

plague may with perfect right take its place with the desolating

storm and hail, although our witch- trials say hardly anything of

the damage done by the magic beasts (conf. Klausen s Aeneas

p. 73 5). One Nethl. story in Wolf no. 401 relates how a

young girl flung two pellets of earth one after the other, and in

a moment the whole field swarmed with mice. Swedish tradition

tells of a bjdraan or bare, which (says Ihre, dial. lex. 18a
)
was a

milking-pail made by tying together nine sorts of stolen weaver s

knots. You let three drops of blood fall into it out of your
little finger, and said :

pa jorden (on earth) skal tu for mig springa,

i Blakulla skal jag for thig brinna !

The name comes from the vessel conveying (bara) milk and other

things to the houses of the devil-worshippers. Hiilphers (Fierde

saml. om Angermanland. Yesteras 1780, p. 310) describes it as

a round ball made of rags, tow and juniper, etc., and used in

several magic tricks : it ran out and brought things in. It starts

off the moment the sender cuts his left little finger and lets the

blood fall on it :

smor och ost (butter and cheese) skal du mig bringa,

och derfor (skal jag) i helfvetet briiina (in hell-fire burn) !
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Who can help thinking of Goethe s Magician s Apprentice with

his water-fetching broom ?

Of the same kind seems to have been the Icelandic snackr,

which commonly means a weaver s spool. It is made, says

Biorn, of a dead man s rib in the shape of a snake, and wrapt in

gray wool ;
it sucks at the witch s breast, after which it can suck

other people s cattle dry, and bring their milk home l
(see

Suppl.).

Of wider diffusion is sorcery with the sieve, which I shall speak

of by and by ; and with wax figures, to which if you did anything

while uttering secret words, it took effect on absent persons. The

wax figure (atzmann) was either hung up in the air, plunged in

water, fomented at the fire, or stabbed with needles and buried

under the door-sill : the person aimed at feels all the hurts in

flicted on the figure (Sup. G, line 28; H, cap. 79) .

2 In Aw. 2, 55

a travelling student says :

Mit wunderlichen sacheii

ler ich sie (I teach her) denne machen

von wahs einen Jcobolt,

wil sie daz er ir werde holt (he grow kind to her),

und touf ez 3 in den brunnen,

und leg in an die sunnen ;

but counter-agencies make the danger recoil on the conjuror
himself.4

Magic figures can also be baked of dough or lime, and

1 The Lapps have a magic vessel quoldas (Leem p. 421 spells govdes), cut out

of fir, pine or birch with the grain running from right to left ; it is open under

neath, but covered with a skin at the top. The Lapl. adepts drum on this skin

with a hammer.
2 Conf. Dffimonomanie, Fischart s transl., Strasb. 1591 fol. p. 143-4.
3 I.e. tauche es, dip it into the fountain ;

if we took it as taufe, baptize, we
should have to read in dem brunnen.

4
Schimpf und ernst cap. 272 tells the following story : A certain man went to

Eome, for to seek S. Peter and S. Paul
;
and when he was gone, his wife loved

another, that was what men call a scholar-errant, and did covet her to wife. The
woman saith, my good man is departed unto Rome, were he dead, or couldst thou
take away his life, then would I have thee of all men. He said, yea truly I can
take his life

;
and buyeth wax about six pound, and rnaketh an image thereof.

Now when the good man was come to Rome into the city, there came one to him
and spake : thou son of death, what goest thou up and down ? If none help
thee, this day shall see thee alive and dead. The man asked, how should that

be ? And he said, come to my house, and I will shew it thee. And having
brought him home, he prepared for him a waterbath, and set him therein, and gave
him a mirror, saying, look thou therein, and sat beside him, reading in a book,
and spake unto him, behold in the glass, what seest thou therein ? The man in

the bath said, I see one in mine house, that setteth up a waxen image on the wall,

VOL. III. O
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wrought out of metal, but wax made by the sacred bee (p. 696)

appears the most appropriate ; their manufacture is a mimicry of

divine creation (p. 570), but it succeeds only up to a certain

point. In Pulci s Morgante 21, 73 a witch possesses an image
made of the pure wax of young bees (delle prime api), and

having every limb except one rib :

l the witch s own vitality is

bound up with the figure, and when Malagigi melts it at a slow

fire, she dwindles away. That such figures were sometimes

baptized, is shewn by a sermon of Berthold s (Cod. pal. 35 fol.

27b
)

: so nimpt diu her und tauft ein wachs, diu ein holz, diu ein

totenpein (dead man s bone) ,
allez daz sie domit bezouber ;

2 and

this proves the connexion of magical appliances with superstitious

healing appliances. As the sick and the restored used to conse

crate and hang up in churches an image or a limb of wax, so by

images the witch maimed and killed. No doubt this kind of

conjuring goes back to the oldest times; we find it in Ovid,

Amor. iii. 7, 29 :

Sagave punicea defixit nomina cera,

et medium tenues in jecur egit acus ?

and goeth and taketh his crossbow, and having bent it, will shoot at the image.
Then said the other, as thou lovest thy life, duck thee under the water when he
shall shoot. And the man did so. And again he read in the book, and spake
behold, what seest thou ? The man said, I see that he hath missed, and is ex

ceeding sorry, and my wife with him
;
the scholar-errant setteth to, and will shoot

the second time, and goeth the half way toward. Duck thee when he shall shoot.

And he ducked. Saith the other, look, what seest thou ? The man said, I see

that he hath missed, and is sore troubled, and speaketh to the woman, If now I

miss the third time, I am [a man] of death ; and setteth to, and aimeth at the

figure very near, that he may not miss. Then spake he that read in the book,
duck thee ! And the man ducked from the shot. And he said, look up, what

seest thou ? I see that he hath missed, and the airow is gone into him, and is

dead, and my wife bestoweth him in the basement below. Then said he, arise now,
and go thy way. And the man would have given him much, but he would take no

thing, and said, pray God for me. When the citizen was come home again, and
his wife would have kindly received him, he would take no pity on her, but sent to

bid her friends, and spake to them, what manner of wife they had given him, and
shewed them everything, how she had borne herself. The woman steadfastly
denied it

;
then led he the friends to the place where she had dug him in, and

dug him out again. And the people took the woman, and burned her, the which
was her just reward. The story comes from the Gesta Eom. (ed. Keller cap. 102 ;

transl. ed. Keller p. 160) ; but one ought to compare the fresh story from Finnish

Lapland in Afzelius 1, 48.
1 As the rib serves for further creation (p. 562), and for making miraculous

apparatus (pp. 907. 1091), imperfect creation is destitute of it.

2 Quidam (Judaeorum) ad similitudinem episcopi (Eberhardi Treverensis, in

llth cent.) ceream imaginem lycnis interpositam facientes, clericum ut earn bap-
tizaret pecunia corruperunt, quam ipso sabbato accenderunt ; qua jam ex parte
media consumpta, episcopus coepit graviter infirmari, et obiit (Hist. Trev.).
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Compare Horace, Epod. 17, 76: f movere cereas imagines.

Theocritus 2, 28 has the wax-melting very plainly : co? TOVTOV TOV

tcapov eyot) avv Saifjuovi, rd/ca), o&amp;gt;? rd/coid* UTT epcoros, but not that

it was an image. In Virgil, Eel. 8, 74 seq., a magic figure

(terque haec altaria circum effigiem duco) seems to be made of

lime and wax (see Suppl.).
An ancient custom, very similar to this of hanging up and

thawing the atzmann, was to cut out the earth or turf on which

had rested the foot of one whom you wish to destroy. This erd-

schnvtt as Vintler calls it (Sup. G, 1. 92) is hung in the chimney,
and as it begins to wither or dry up, the man too shall waste

away (I, 524. 556). It was already known to Burchard (C, p.

200a
). To fetch up a comrade from a foreign land, you boil his

stockings ; or you put his shoes in a new pot, and with it draw

water against the current, then boil the shoes in the pot four days

long ; when they are past, he will come, says Hessian superstition

(see Suppl.). You can lame a horse by driving a nail into his

recent footprint, and discover a thief by putting tinder in his (I,

978). Pliny 28, 20 says: vestigium equi excussum ungula (ut

solet plerumque) si quis collectum reponat, singultus remedium

esse recordantibus quonam loco id reposuerint ; a cure for hic

cough if you remember where you put it.

Our magicians have also, in common with those of Greece and

Eome, the power of assuming an animal shape (in itself a divine

attribute, p. 326) : the men prefer changing into a wolf or hawk,
the women into a cat or swan ; to translate it into the language
of our heathen time, they addict themselves to the service of

Wuotan, of Frouwa. These metamorphoses are either voluntary
or compulsory : the higher being in his might puts on the animal

shape that suits him, or he dooms a man to wear it in punish
ment or vengeance. In the stories it is often a mother-in-law or

stepmother that transforms children, ON. stiupmo&ur shop, Forn-

ald. sog. 1, 31. 58.

Herodotus 4, 105 says of the Neuri, that among Scythians and

Greeks settled in Scythia they pass for magicians (7077x6?), be

cause once a year every Neurian becomes a wolf for a few days,
and then resumes the human form

(&&amp;gt;?
ereo? e/cdo-rov aira^ rcov

Nevpwv efcacrTos \v/co$ lytVerat ^yu-epa? oXlyas, KOL az5rt? oTricraj e?

TCOVTO KaTLOTarai). Similar accounts are in Pliny 8, 34. Pomp.
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Mela 2, 1. Augustine Civ. Dei 18, 17: his ego saepe lupum

fieri et se condere silvis Moerin . . . vidi/ Virg. Eel. 8, 97.

A man distinguished by this gift or malady was called

\v/cdv0pa)7ro&amp;lt;;,
1 a word-formation to which the AS. werewulf

(Leges Canuti, Schmid 1, 148), Engl. werewolf, exactly corre

sponds; Goth, vairavulfs? OHG. werawolf? MHG. poets have

no werewolf. The ON. uses vargr alone (RA. 733. Reinh.

xxxvii), verulfr in Sn. 214b
is a sword s name, the Swed. Dan.

varulfj varulv, seem formed on a Romance or German model. I

find werwolf first in Burchard (Sup. C, p. 198 C

) ; though Boniface

before him couples strigas et fictos lupos credere (Serm., in

Mart, et Dur. 9, 217). The Fr. loup-garou (warou in O. Fr.

poems) might seem a distortion of warulf ; garulf (Gervase of

Tilb. writes gerulphus), but then the Breton dialect has also its

bleiz-garou, -garo (fr. bleiz, wolf), and den-vleiz, man-wolf (fr. den,

man), grek-vleiz (femme-loup) ; bisclaveret in Marie de France 1,

1 78 is apparently a corruption of bleizgarv, as the Norman garwal
is of guarwolf. The Pol. wilkolak, wilkolek, Boh. wlkodlak,

strictly means wolf-haired, and suggests the hairy wood-sprite,

p. 480. The Serv. vukodlac signifies a vampire. From wilks

(wolf) the Letton forms wilkats (werewolf), Wilkascha radda ds.

1644.

Our oldest native notions make the assumption of wolf-shape

depend on arraying oneself in a wolf-belt or ivolf-shirt (ulfa hamr),
as translation into a swan does on putting on the swan-shift or

swan-ring (p. 427-8) .

2 One who wears a wolf-belt, ulfhamr, is

called in OHG. wolfhetan, ON. ulfheffinn (the % repres. an orig.

d) , especially do raging berserkir become ulfhe&nir : J?eir
hofSu

vargstakkar fyrir brynjur/ Vatnsdoela saga 36. berserkir )?eir

varu kallaftir ulfhiedar (r. ulfheSnir)/ Grettissaga 32a
. We also

find a man s name Ulfheffinn, and OHG. Wolfhetan, MB. 28, nos.

1 Among the 2Esopian Fables is a merry gest (Cor. 425. Fur. 423) : A thief

pretends to his host, that when he has yawned three times, he becomes a werewolf

(6rav oftv xa0&amp;gt;i?70cG rpels /SoAd?, ylvoftcu \VKOS tffdiwv avOpuirovs) ;
the timid host runs

away, and the rogue gets possession of his garment. Petronius in Sat. 62 mentions
a peculiar method of metamorphosis: ille circummlnxit vestimenta sua, et subito

lupus factus est
; vestimenta lapidea facta sunt. Conf. cap. 57 : si circumminxero

ilium, nesciet qua fugiat.
2 The girdle was an essential article of dress, and early ages ascribe to it other

magic influences : e.g. Thor s divine strength lay in his girdle (megiugiorS, fern.),
Sn. 26.
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52. 246. Apart from wolves, we have biarnheSinn, geithe$inn,
i.e. dressed in a bearskin, goatskin; as a proper name, both

Biarnhe&inn, Landn. 45, and a simple Heffinn, ancestor of the

Hia&ningar, AS. Heodeningas fr. Heden or Heoden. The vowel

is therefore e (not e), and we must suppose a lost verb OHG.

hefcan, hat, pi. hatum, Goth, hidan, had, hedum. Lye quotes a

hcden, casla/ meaning prob. casula, robe
;
and an ON. geithe-

ffinn is supposed to be pallium e pelle caprina ; but I prefer

to take Wolfhetan as a participle. We see then, that the trans

formation need not be for a magical purpose at all : any one that

puts on, or is conjured into, a wolf- shirt, will undergo metamor

phosis, remain a wolf nine days, and only on the tenth be allowed

to return to human shape
1

; some stories make him keep the

wolf-body for three, seven or nine years. With the appearance,
he acquires also the fierceness and howling, of the wolf: roaming
the woods, he rends to pieces everything that comes in his way.

2

Fornald. sog. 1, 50 speaks of a liosta meft lilfhandska, striking
with wolfs glove, by which a person is turned into a bear, and

wears the animal form by day, the human at night. In a similar

way the notion of werewolves also gets mixed up with that of

outlaws who have fled to the woods. A notable instance is that

of Sigmund and Sinfiotli (ibid. 2, 130-1) : when they sleep, their

wolf-shirts hang beside them.

Werewolves thirst for youthful blood, and carry off children

and maidens with reckless audacity. Out of many stories in

Woycicki 1, 101113. 1528 I select only this : A witch

twisted her girdle together, and laid it on the threshold of a house

where there was a wedding ; when the newly married pair stepped

1 It is also believed, that every ninth day the seal (selr) doffs his fishy skin, and
is for one day a man (Thiele 3, 51). In medieval Germany the nine years wolf was
supposed to give birth to adders, Ms. 2, 234b

; to which may be compared Loki s

begetting the wolf Fenrir and the snake lormungandr (p. 246), and that gandr
again means wolf.

2 A married couple lived in poverty ; yet, to the man s astonishment, his wife
contrived to serve up meat at every meal, concealing for a long time how she
obtained it; at length she promised to reveal the secret, only, while she did so, he
must not pronounce her name. They went together to the fields, where a flock of

sheep was grazing, the woman bent her steps toward it, and when they were come
near, she threw a ring over herself, and instantly became a werewolf, which fell upon
the flock, seized one sheep, and made off with it. The man stood petrified ;

but
when he saw shepherd and dogs run after the wolf, and his wife in danger, he forgot
his promise, and cried ach Margareit ! The wolf disappeared, and the woman
stood naked in the field (Hess. Folktale).
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over it, the bride, bridegroom and six bridesmen were turned

into werewolves. They fled from the cottage, and for three years

ran howling round the witch s house. At length the day of their

deliverance came. The witch brought a pelisse with the fur

turned outwards, and as soon as she covered a werewolf with it,

his human shape returned ;
the covering reached over the bride

groom s body, all but the tail, so he became a man again, but kept
the wolfs tail. Schafarik (Slow. st. 1, 167) observes, that in a

very marked degree these wolf-stories are native to Volhynia
and White Russia, and thence draws an argument for his opinion
that the Neuri were a Slavic race.

According to the French Lai de Melion pp. 49. 50, the man,
when undressed,

1 must be touched with a magic ring : forthwith

he turns into a wolf, and runs after game. Marie de Fr. I, 182

makes a knight become a bisclaveret three days every week, and

run about naked in the wood
;

if the clothes he has laid aside

be removed, he has to remain a wolf.2
Pluquet (Cont. pop. 15)

remarks, that he can only be delivered by being beaten with a key
till he bleeds.

The common belief among us is, that the transformation is

effected by tying a strap round the body ; this girth is only three

fingers broad, and is cut out of human skin. Such a werwolf is

to be distinguished from natural wolves by his truncated tail.

From the witch-records of Lorrain we learn, that when stalks of

grass were pulled up, blessed and thrown against a tree, wolves

sprang forth, and immediately fell upon the flock; Remigius

pp. 152. 162 leaves it doubtful whether the men that threw the

grass themselves turned into wolves, but from p. 261 we can think

no otherwise. Bodin s Daemonomanie (Fischart s transl. p. 120

seq.) has several werewolf stories. Rhenish and Westphalian

superstition makes men alone become wolves ; maids and matrons

change into an utterbocJc (uddered buck, hermaphrodite ? ) : an

uncanny old hag is called ( the cursed utterbock \ According to

a peculiar Danish superstition (K, 167), if a bride uses a certain

specified charm to secure painless labour, her sons become vdr-

1 But he begs people to keep his clothes safe for him : rna despoille me
gardez, as in the Aesopian fable: dtofj-ai vov, iva &amp;lt;pv\d^ TCL i/martd pov.

2 I have not read the O.E. tale of William and the Werewolf in Hartshorne s

Anc. metr. tales.
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ulve, her daughters marer (nightmares). Thiele 1, 133 remarks,

that the werewolf goes in human shape by day, yet so that his

eyebrows grow together over the nose,
1 but at a certain time of

night he turns into a three-legged dog, and can only be set free

by some one calling him werewolf. Burchard s account also

seems to make lycanthropy something innate to man (see Suppl.)

That a change of the human form into that of the bear should

also be familiar to Norse antiquity, is no surprising thing, as that

animal was considered rational (Reinh., app. on p. Ivi), and held

in high esteem, p. 667. Finnbogi talks to him, and calls him

bessi, Finnb. saga p. 246. A Danish song makes the trans

formation take place by tying an iron collar round one s neck,

DV. 1, 184. In Norway it is believed that the Laplanders turn

into bears : of a bear that is uncommonly daring and destructive

they say,
f this can t be any Christian bear. An old bear in

Ofoden s prastegjeld, who had killed six men and over sixty

horses, had the same reputation, and when at last he was slain,

a girdle is said to have been found on him (Sommerfelt Saltd.

prasteg. p. 84).

Conversion into the cat has most of all to do with the works

and ways of home-sprites (pp. 503-9) : there is nowhere the

slightest hint of donning any belt or shirt. It is a common

saying, that a cat of twenty years turns witch, and a witch of

a hundred turns cat again. Vintler (Sup. G, 1. 232) notices the

assumption of cat-shape. As was the case with night-wives

(p. 1060), examples occur in almost every witch-trial, and particu

larly common is the story of the wounded cat, whom you after

wards recognise in a bandaged woman. Cats meeting you are

of double meaning, Sup. I, 643. One should never hurt a strange

cat ; the witch might serve you out. A farmer took on to ail

from the day of his wedding : on that day he had shied a stone

at a cat that walked into his yard with a saddle on her. The

saddled cat is a kind of Puss-in-boots, KM. 3, 259. Wolf s

Wodana pp. 123. 131 has stories of magic cats. But the cat is

also to be spared because she was Frouwa s favorite beast

(p. 305) : if it rains on your wedding-day, they say in the Wette-

rau you have starved the cat/ and so offended the messenger or

1 Otherwise a mark of the witch or wizard who can set the alb on other men :

he conies out of their eyebrows in butterfly shape, Deut. sag. 1, 132.
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handmaid of the love-goddess. Now night-wives and witches

apparently travel in the train of that divinity.

The goose too is a magic beast, and easily referable to the

nobler swan of older legend. A sportsman shot at some wild

geese and hit one, which fell into the bushes ; when he came up
to the place, there sat a naked woman unhurt, whom he knew

very well, and who begged hard that he would not betray her,

but get some clothes sent her from her house. He threw her his

handkerchief to cover herself with, and sent the clothes (Mone s

Anz. 6, 395). Niclas von Wyle,in the Dedication to his translation

of Apuleius, tells us of a different case, which he had heard from

the lips of Michel von Pfullendorf, clerk to the Imp. treasury :

An innkeeper had through a woman s witcheries (gemecht, conf.

make = conjure, p. 1032) been a wild goose for more than a year,

and flown about with other such geese, till one day a goose that

he was quarrelling and snapping with, happened to tear from off

his neck the little kerchief in which the enchantment was knit up :

again therefore a swan-ring, except that the witch does not wear

it herself, but has changed an innocent man into the beast, just

as werewolves are by turns enchanters and enchanted. In

Kinderm. 193 white strips of cloth take the place of the swan-

shift.

As the raven stands on a par with the wolf, we may fairly

assume transformations of magicians into ravens, though I can

think of no example : trolds in Dan. songs often appear as ravens,

p. 993. Perhaps witches may be found turning into crows rather,

as we already hear of an oskmey (wish-maid, Vols. cap. 2) : hun

bra a sik Jcraku ham, ok ftygr ; and Marpalie in Wolfdietrich doffs

her garments, claps her hands (p. 1026 n.) and turns into a crow

(see Suppl.).

If the cast-off clothing, human or animal, be removed (p. 427-9),
a re-assumption of the former shape becomes impossible ; hence

in legend and fairytale the practice of secretly burning the beast s

hide when stript off.
1 Yet the human shape may be restored on

this condition, that a spotless maid keep silence for seven years,
and spin and sew a shirt to be thrown over the enchanted person,
KM. 1, 53. 246. 3, 84. And such a shirt not only undoes the

1 Aw. 1, 165. KM. 2, 264. Straparola 2, 1. Pentam. 2, 5. Vuk 1, xxxix

seq. Fornald. sog. 2, 150-1.
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charm, but makes one spell-proof and victorious (Sup. I, 656.

708) ;

l in the last passage, victory in a lawsuit has taken the

place of the old victory in battle. In the Mid. Ages it was called

St. George s shirt, and was spun on a Saturday (Yintler ;
conf.

Sup. I, 333 the thread spun on Christmas night] ;
Wolfdietrich

receives it from Siegminne, i.e. from a wise spinning norn or

valkyr (p. 434) : obviously the old heathen idea was afterwards

transferred to the conquering saint of the Christian church. Not

unlike are the golden shirt that defends from drowning, Beow.

1095, ^ndfhe/rid-hemede (App. Spells x) ;
a woven flag of victory

will be mentioned p. 1112. To me these famous shirts of fate

seem connected with the threads and webs of the norns and dame

Holda. A magic weaving and spinning was probably ascribed

to witches, who in Sup. I, 824 are called field-spinsters ; and Bur-

chard s allusions to the superstition in lanificiis et ordiendis

telis are worth comparing, Sup. C, int. 52, and p. 193
d

. Hincmar

of Rheims (Opp. 1, 656) speaks of sorceries quas superventas

feminae in suis lanificiis vel textilibus operibus nominant ; again

p. 654 : quidam etiam vestibus carminatis induebantur vel co-

operiebantur/
2 A similar thing is the magic and spell in the

case of swords
, conf. p. 687-8 (see Suppl.).

There may be magic in the mere look, without bodily contact,

what our old speech called entsehen (p. 1035), Ital. gettare gli

sguardi, Neapol. jettatura, fascino dei malvagi occhi. The

bleared, envious, evil eye
3 of a witch who walks in (Sup. I, 787),

let alone her breath and greeting, can injure in a moment, dry up
the mother s milk, make the babe consumptive, spoil a dress, rot

an apple, visu fascinare (p. 1066 and Sup. C, p. 199d
)

: the coat

is so handsome, the apple so red, no evil eye (onda oga, Sup.

Swed. 57) must look upon it ; hurtful look, Sup. I, 874 ; obliquus

oculas, Hor. Epist. i. 14, 37. Of sick cattle especially they say :

1 This shirt of victory reminds us of the child s shirt of luck (p. 874), which in

Denmark is likewise called a victor s shirt (seyers-hue, -hielm, -serk). If we may
ascribe high antiquity to the phrase born with helmet on, such seyers-hielm fore

tells the future hero. Conf. Bulenger 3, 30 on amniomantia, i.e. divinatio per
amnium seu membranam tertiam embryonis.

2
Disenchanting or defensive shirts have their counterpart in bewitching baneful

ones. In a Servian song (Vuk 3, 30, 1. 786) a gold shirt is neither spun nor woven,
but knitted, and a snake is worked into the collar. The shirt sent to Herakles,
drenched in dragon s blood, is well known.

8 iibel ougen, Parz. 407, 8 are spiteful eyes ;
whereas ein b&sez ouge 71, 16 is

a weak, sore eve.
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some evil eye has been at it ; to look at a beast with sharp

eyes. In Virgil s Eel. 3, 103 : nescio quis teneros oculus mihi

fascinat agnos. The Renner 18014 says, the glance of the eye
kills snakes, scares wolves, hatches ostrich-eggs, breeds leprosy.

Radulfi ardentis Homil. 42a
: cavete ab illis qui dicunt, quosdam

oculis urentibus alios fascinare. Persius 2, 34 has urentes oculi ;

SLndfascinare, j3acrKalvLV with the ancients meant chiefly this kind

of sorcery. The ON. expression is sion-hverfmg , look-throwing :

sundr stauk sula for sion iotuns/ asunder burst the pillar at the

look of the giant, Sasm. 53b . Stigandi can by his look destroy

anything ;
when taken prisoner, they pull a bag over his head

(dreginn belgr a hofut honum) : he peeps through a hole in the

sack, and with one look spoils a field of grass, Laxd. p. 152-6.

Different and yet similar are the sharp eyes of certain heroes

(p. 391) and maids, e.g. Svanhildr being bound is to be kicked

to death by horses : er hun (when she) bra i sundr augum, J?a

]&amp;gt;orSu eigi (dared not) hestarnir at spora hana ; ok er Bikki sa

]?at, maelti hann, at belg skyldi draga a hofuS henni/ Fornald.

sog. 1, 226. And of one Sigurftr we are told in Fornm. sog.

2, 174 : at hann hefSi snart augnabragff, at allir hundar hurfu

fra honum, ok var enginn sva grimmr at
]?yr&amp;lt;5i

a hann at ra$a,

er hann hvesti augun imot
J&amp;gt;eim,

as dogs cannot endure the look

of spirits and gods (p. 667). Any one possessed of this perilous

power, who is evil-eyed, can prevent its baneful operation by

directing his looks to a lifeless object. The phrase
( no one shall

say black is your eye means, no one can exactly report any
harm of you (Brockett p. 66). Has that peculiar conformation

of the witch s eye-pupil (p. 1080) anything to do with her evil

eye ? As a safeguard against its influence, the paw of the &quot;blind

mole is worn l
(see Suppl.) .

But as great beauty enchants by the radiant glance of the

eye, it has also magic power in the smiling of the lips. In a

Mod. Greek song, when the charming maid laughs, roses fall into

her apron (OTTOV j\af KOL
7re&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;Tovve

ra po$a \ rrjv iroStdv r^?),

Fauriel 2, 382. In Heinr. von Neuenstadt s Apollonius of

Tyre, composed about 1400, it is asked 1. 182: c wa sach man

1 It is another thing for conjurors to blind the eyes of men by jugglery : sunt
et praestigiatores, qui alio nomine obstrigilli vocantur, quod praestriugant vel

obstriugant humanoruin aciem oculorum, Hincin. Kern. ed. 1615. 1, 656.
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rosen lachen ? and then follows a tale about a man who laughs

roses :

( der lachet, daz ez vol rosen was,

perg und tal, laub und gras/

A Nethl. proverb (Tuinman 1, 306) says : als hy lacht, dan

sneuiut liet rozen. The myth must have been very popular, as I

frequently find in records (e.g. Bohmer s Cod. francof. 1, 185),

and even at the present day, the names Hosenlaclier, Rosenldchler,

Blumlacher. The same poem of Apollonius has at 1. 2370 :

er kuste sie wol dreissig stunt (30 times)

an iren rosenlachenden munt (mouth) ;

other passages to the point are quoted Aw. 1, 74-5. Gifted

children of fortune have the power to laugh roses, as Freyja wept

gold; probably in the first instance they were pagan beings of

light, who spread their brightness in the sky over the earth,

rose-children, sun-children/ Georg 48-9, laughing daybreaks

(p. 747), rose-strewing Eos (p. 749). Mart. Cap. says, a silver urn
f

qu88 praeferebat serena fulgentia et vernantis coeli temperie
renidebat was called risus Jovis (see Suppl.).

The Jcissing mouth has even greater power than the smiling.

It is a recurring feature in our nursery-tales, that a kiss makes

one forget everything (KM. 2, 168. 508), yet also that it brings
back remembrance (2, 463). The unbinding of a spell hangs

upon a kiss (p. 969). In the Norse legends oblivion is produced

by a potion called 6minnis-ol (-ale), ominnis-dryckr, the opposite

of minnis-ol (p. 59) : such an ominnisol Grimhild hands to SigurS,
who thereupon forgets Brynhild ; and GoiSrun, before she could

forget SigurS and choose Atli, had to drink an ominnis-veig,

whose magical concoction the poem describes, Saam. 223b . 234*.

So valkyrs, elfins and enchantresses offer to heroes their drinking-
horns (p. 420), that they may forget all else and stay with them;
conf. the Swed. tale in Afzelius 2, 159. 160 and the song in

Arvidsson 2, 179. 282, where the miner makes the maiden drink

of the glomskans horn and forget father and mother, heaven and

earth, sun and moon. Now, seeing that minna in the Swed.

folksongs and minde in the Dan. signify to kiss (minna uppa

munnen, Sv. vis. 3, 123-4. D. vis. 1, 256. 298), as (j)t\elv is

amare and osctilari, and with us in the 16th cent, to set the seal
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of love is roundabout for kissing ; there must be a close connec

tion between kissing and the minne-drinking at sacrifices and in

sorcery.
1 But niagic potions are of various kinds and extreme

antiquity, their manufacture trenches on the healing art and

poison-mixing (see Suppl.). Love-drinks have love-calces to keep
them company. Burchard describes how women, after rolling

naked in wheat, took it to the mill, had it ground against the sun

(ON. andsoelis, inverse ordine), and then baked it into bread.

Popular superstition in Samland makes out, that when a wife

perceives her husband growing indifferent toward her, she lays

aside a piece of the raw dough from nine successive bakings of

bread or scones, then bakes him a scone out of the pieces, on

eating which his former love returns. The Esthonians have a

karwakak (hair-bread), a loaf into which hairs have been baked

as a charm. The love-apples, in which symbols were inscribed

(Hoffm. Schles. monatschr. p. 754), are to the same purpose (see

Suppl.).

There are certain safeguards in general use against magic. One

should not answer a witch s question (Sup. I, 59), not thank her

for her greeting (568) ; for certain kindnesses and gifts, if they

are to do you good, it is advisable not to thank any one (398.

Swed. 35. 52. Esth. 94). A witch may be known by her thank

ing you for lending things (I, 566) ; she never answers three times

(563). Whatever she praises will turn out ill, unless you

promptly reply with railing, reviling, wishing the same to you

(696), or spitting. To praise one to his face does harm, Pliny

28, 2. Si ultra placitum laudarit, baccare frontem cingite, ne

vati noceat mala lingua future/ Virg, Eel. 7, 27; hence in prais

ing oneself a praefiscini (prae fascino ?) was added, Plaut. Asin.

ii. 4, 84. Insult and imprecation the ancients turned aside with

the words : et? Ke$a\r)v croi, on thy head may it fall ! The Mod.

Greeks and Slavs are shy of praise, and try to save themselves

by spitting : a Russian nurse directly spits in the face of one who
cracks up her baby without putting in the precautionary God
save the mark ! Before a witch s house you spit three times

(Sup. I, 756), the same in crossing a haunted water by night

1 Minna = to kiss may indeed seem a corruption of mynna (to give mouth),
ON. mynnaz, conf. mundes minne, MsH. 1, 45a

;
still the other explanation has its

weight too.
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(Swed. 40) ; the Greeks at sight of a madman spat thrice into

their bosom, Theocr. 6, 39. 21, 11. ter dictis despite carminibus/

Tibull. i. 2, 55. Home-sprites cannot bear spitting (p. 514) ; conf.

Sup. I, 317. 453. To the same effect, and worth reading, is what

Pliny 28, 4 says on despuere, adspuere, inspuere, exspuere. In

case of need you may without scruple strike a suspected witch,

and draw blood (p. 1096), or throw & firebrand at her (Sup. Swed.

96). Bread, salt and coals are a protective against magic (I, 564.

713), as witches abstain from bread and salt (p. 1071). I fancy

that pipping of the loaf, so distasteful to the wood-wives (p. 484),

was a sacred magic-averting symbol; conf. placenta digito

notata 3
in Lasicz 49. Throw a steel over enchanted beasts, and

they are bound to resume their natural shape (Sup. I, 886) ;

l

throw a knife marked with the cross over a witch, and you re

cognise her (554) ; when a man threw steel between the elfin and

the hill, it prevented her going into it (p. 467) ; steel insures the

child in the cradle from being changed. Instances of magic thus

averted by steel we find in Faye 20. 24-5-6. 51. 141
; conf. Sup.

Swed. 71. Witches and devils shun the sign of the cross : that

is why we see so many crosses on the doors the first night in

May. The peasant ploughs a cross into each corner of his field.

On the cradles of infants before they were christened, the cross

was lavishly employed to guard against elf or devil ; just so the

heathens used their hammer, and there is a remarkable vestige of

it forthcoming still : malleum, ubi puerpera decumbit, obvolvunt

candido linteo (Gisb. Voetii sel. disput. theol. Ultraj. 1659, pars

3 p. 121.) No less do evil spirits hate and shun the sound of

bells (pp. 1022-74) ;
it disturbs their dance at the cross-road, Sup.

I, 542. To this must be added the methods mentioned p. 1078

of recognising witches and guarding against them (see Suppl.).

These are the most distinctive phenomena in the world of

Magic. Many, indeed most magic appliances run over into

Superstition, between which and magic proper it is impossible

to draw a fixed boundary. I have indeed put forward, as a dis

tinguishing mark of sorcery, the malicious design to do mischief,

1 A peasant was driving his waggon one night, when a werewolf approached. To
disenchant him, the man had the presence of mind instantly to tie his fire-steel to

the lash of his whip, and fling it over the wolf s head, keeping the whip in his

hand. But the wolf caught the steel, and the peasant had to save himself by
speedy night.
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and it does seem to have resulted from inverting the wholesome

use of occult forces in nature (pretty much as the devil from an

inversion of God, p. 986); but particular applications of the true

and the false art cannot always be kept apart. As a herb, a

stone, a spell proves a source of healing, so may it also act

perniciously too j the use was proper and permissible, the abuse

abhorred and punished. A poisoner as such is not a witch, she

becomes one in the eyes of the people the moment she uses pre
ternatural means, A wise woman, healing sickness and charming

wounds, begins to pass for a witch only when with her art she

does evil ; her means are as natural as the poison of the mur

deress. To higher antiquity, witches were priestesses, physi

cians, fabulous night-wives, whom men honoured, feared, and at

last made light of, but never dreamt as yet of persecuting and

executing. Maidens might turn into swans, heroes into were

wolves, and lose nothing in popular estimation. In course of

time, when the Devil s complicity with every kind of sorcery

came to be assumed, the guilt of criminality fell upon all personal

relations [with him] ;
but the people for the most part continued

to practise their long-accustomed charms in the innocent sense

of superstition, though a suspicion of sorcery was more likely to

overshadow it now than before.



CHAPTER XXXV.

SUPERSTITION.

By Superstition is to be understood, not the whole body of

heathen religion, which we think of as a delusion, a false belief,

but the retention of particular heathen practices and principles.

The Christian convert rejected and loathed the gods of the hea

then, but still there lingered in his heart notions and habits,

which having no obvious reference to the old faith, seemed not

directly opposed to the new. Wherever Christianity has left a

vacuum, where its spirit could not at once penetrate the ruder

minds, there superstition or over-belief grew rank. In Low Ger

man they say bi-glove by-belief, in Nethl. overgelof, bygelof, Dan.

overtro} Icel. hiatru, all modelled on the Latin superstitio, which

itself is traceable to superstes (surviving), and denotes a persist

ence of individual men in views which the common sense of the

majority has abandoned. A fortune-teller was to the Romans

superstitiosus homo/ And the Swed. term vidskepelse seems

primarily to mean a sort of magic, not superstition (p. 1036 ; see

Suppl.).
1

There are two kinds of superstition, an active and a passive, one

being more the augurium, sortilegium, the other more the omen
of the ancients. 2

If, without man s active participation, some

startling sign be vouchsafed him by a higher power, he prog
nosticates from it good hap or ill. If the sign did not arise of

itself, if he elicits it by his own contrivance, then there is posi
tive superstition. Naturally Christianity succeeded better in

combating the positive superstition that was mixed up with hea

then rites, than the negative and involuntary, which swayed the

mind of man as the fear of ghosts does.

1 Also Swed. skrok, skr&k, superstitio ;
the ON. skrok, figmentum. OHG.

gameitheit superstitio, vanitas, Graff 2, 702. In Mod. Germ. I find zipfel-glaube,
Schmid s Schwab, id. 547. Lett, blehnu tizziba, faith in idle things (blehnas).

&quot;

Divine omnipotence produces miracles (p. 1031), a chance phenomenon mere
presages, omina, portenta, in which sense Ulphilas renders r^para by fauratanja,
Mk. 13, 22. John 6, 26. 1 Cor. 12, 12. With tani I can hardly connect anything
but ON. teningr, talus, or OHG. zeno, provoco, Graff 5, 673 (see Suppl.).

1106
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The usages of active superstition always have some practical

aim. A man wants to escape a present evil, to throw off a sick

ness, to get rid of his enemy, or he wishes to know and secure

his future luck. And here we must not overlook how often,

according to a difference of period or nationality, the same cus

toms acquire a new relation and meaning,
1
being often torn away

from their connexion, e.g. what had a distinct reference to sacri

fice will, standing by itself, be unintelligible j and the same was

the case with the objects of sorcery. What our forefathers hoped
or feared had reference more to war and victory ;

the farmer of

today cares about his corn and cattle. If the heathen sorceress

with her hail destroys the host of the enemy, the modern witch

makes foul weather for her neighbour s field. So the farmer

promises himself a plenteous crop on the strength of an omen

that in olden time betokened victory. Yet farming and cattle-

breeding have a long history too, and a number of superstitious

rites connected with them stretch without a break through many
centuries. Likewise all the superstitions that look to domestic

life, to birth and death, wooing and wedding, are rooted in

nature, and almost unchangeable through the lapse of ages ;

superstition constitutes a kind of religion for all the lower kind

of household wants.

Divinations form a leading feature of superstition. Man

would fain lift the veil that time and space have cast over his

weightiest concerns; by the use of mysterious means he thinks

he can arrive at the truth. Divination lawful and unlawful has

always been a function of the priest (or head of a family) and

of the magician (p. 862-3) : the one belongs to religion, the other

to superstition.

Various words for divining and soothsaying were given at the

beginning of last chapter, when we had to settle the meaning of

magic. I have now to add an OHGr. heilison augurari (AS.

halsian) ;
heilisod omen, augurium ; heilisari augur (AS. halsere),

heilisara auguratrix. In MHG. these words had died out. One

1 It is conceivable that remnants of the old Roman divinatio were still in vogue
at the time of the Lombards : habebat tune Agilulf quendam de suis aruspicem

puerum, qui per artem diabolicam, quid futurum porteuderent ictus fulmimim in-

telligebat, Paul. Diac. 3, 30. The Etruscan haruspicia were especially directed to

fulgura, 0. Mull. 2, 32.
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must distinguish them from OHG. heilizan salutare, AS. haletan

(see Suppl.).

The sacred priestly divination appears, like the priestly office

itself
(p. 93), to have been hereditary in families. A female

fortune-teller declared that the gift had long been in her family,

and on her death the grace would descend to her eldest daughter

(Sup. H, cap. 107) : from mother to daughter therefore, and from

father to son ; by some it is maintained that soothsaying and the

gift of healing must be handed down from women to men, from

men to women. To this day there are families that have the

peculiar gift of foreseeing what will happen, especially fires,

deaths and corpses : in L. Germany they call such people vorkie-

kers, fore-peepers. It is also said they can quad sehn, i.e. see

or scent any coming misfortune, nay, the power is even allowed

to horses, sheep and dogs : horses prophesy (p. 658), hounds

can see spirits (p. 667). And notice in particular, that such

men can impart their gift to him that treads on their right foot
and looks over their left shoulder; this was apparently a very

ancient, even a heathen posture, it was a legal formality in tak

ing possession of cattle (RA. 589), and may have been tolerated

among Christians in other cases, e.g. one who is doing penance
has to step on the right foot of the hermit, Ls. 1, 593. The first

child christened at a newly consecrated font receives the power
to see spirits and coming events, until some one shall from idle

curiosity tread on his left foot and look over his right shoulder,

when the gift will pass away to him, Sup. I, 996 ; on the other

hand, he that looks through the loop of the wise man s arw

(p. 939) becomes a seer of spirits, he beholds the natural

and preternatural : even to the dog the gift descends, if

you tread on his right foot and make him look over your right

shoulder, Sup. I, 1111. Again, children born with the helmet

can see spirits, ghosts or witches (p. 874n.). In all this we see

the last quiverings of life in practices of the heathen priest

hood, before they pass into mere conjuring and witchcraft (see

Suppl.).

Divination is directed mainly to the discovery of future things,

they being the most uncertain. The past is done and known,
or can be ascertained in many ways ;

what goes on in the present,

at a distance, we seldom feel any temptation to find out ; an

VOL. III. P
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instance occurred at p. lOOln., where the pilgrim is enabled by

magic to see what is going on at his home. Yet the present has

its puzzles too, when methods have to be decided on, especially

property to be divided.

When events and deeds of the past were wrapt in obscurity,

antiquity had a thrice-hallowed means of discovery, the ordeals

or judgments of God, a retrospective divination of sure and

infallible success, such as judicial procedure demanded. But

to every German ordeal it is essential that the accused should

perform its ritus himself; in no case could it be placed in the

judge s hands. This fact distinguishes it from the sieve-driving

or sieve-turning practised since the Mid. Ages, which was per
formed by wise women, witches, conjurors, and even by respect

able persons, to bring concealed criminals to light : the woman
held a sieve that was an heirloom between her two middle fingers,

uttered a spell, and then went over the names of suspected

persons ; when she came to that of the culprit, the sieve began
to sway and tilt over. 1 The plan was adopted against thieves,

and such as in a tumult had inflicted wounds
;
and sometimes

to reveal the future, e.g. who should be a girl s sweetheart. I

find the first mention of it in the poem cited on p. 1048 : und

daz ein wip ein sib tribe, sunder vleisch und sunder ribe, da niht

inne wsere/ this I take to be a lie, says the author ; his in

credulity seems to rest on the tilting over, the sieve is void,

has neither flesh nor bone. The sieve was also laid on a pair

of tongs, which were held up between the two middle fingers.

In Denmark the master of the house himself took the trial in

hand, balancing the sieve on the point of a pair of scissors, Sup.
Dan. 132. This sieve-running (sieve-chasing, sieve-dance) must

have been very common in France and Germany in the 16-1 7th

i Sieve-running is described differently in the Meckl. jahrb. 5, 108 : A sieve

inherited from kinsfolk is set up on its edge, an inherited pair of scissors is opened
and .ts points stuck into the sieve s edge deep enough to lift it by. Then two

persons of different families take it to a perfectly dark place, put the middle finger
of the right hand under the scissors ring, and so raise the sieve. At the slightest
movement of course the ring will slip off the finger, and the sieve fall, as in the
dark it does not hang quite perpendicular. Then one begins to ask the other : I

ask thee in the name of G., etc., tell me truth and lie not, who stole so and so?
did Hans, Fritz, Peter ? At the name of the guilty party the ring slips off, the
sieve falls to the ground, and the thief is known. In all the other descriptions
I have read, the thing is done in daylight, and the sieve does not fall, but spins
round.
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cent., many books mention it, and couple together sieve-turners

and spell-speakers ;

1
it may here and there be still in use, conf.

Stender sub v. seetinu tezzinaht/ and his Gram. p. 299
;

it

seems the Lettons stick it on a pair of shears. But it was already
known to the Greeks, Theocritus 3, 31 mentions a KoaKivopavT^,
and Lucian (Alex. 7) speaks of KO&amp;lt;TKIVU&amp;gt; pavTeveaOai, among the

Paphlagonians; Potter 1, 766 thus describes the process of KOO--

Kivo^avTeia : they held up the sieve by a string, prayed to the

gods, then ran over the names of the suspects ; at that of the

doer the sieve set offspinning (see Suppl.).
In the same way people stuck a hereditary key in the Bible

(at the first chap, of John),
2 or a cleaver in a wooden ball, which

began to move when they came to the right name, Sup. I, 932.

I surmise that the revolution of the lotter-wood worn by spruch-

sprecher (lotter-buben, frei-harte, H. Sachs iv. 3, 58a

)
was also

for divining purposes; in the early Fragm. 15 C we find: louf

umbe lotterholz, louf umbe gedrate ! On this I shall be more

explicit in another place.

It may be regarded as a relic of the judicium offae or casei

(RA. 932), that those suspected of a theft were made to eat of

a consecrated cheese : the morsel sticks in the throat of the real

thief (Sup. H, cap. 51).
3

1 Fischart s Damonom. p. 71. Hartm. on Spells 99. Simplic. 2, 352. Ettner s

Apoth. 1187. J. Praetorius on Sieve-running. Curiae Varisc. 1677. 4. Eommel s

Hess, gesch. 6, 61. In Burgundy tonai le taimi, Noels Borg. p. 374 ; tairni is the
Fr. tamis, Netbl. teems, in Teutonista tempse, but in Diut. 2, 209 tempf. If Graff
has not misread this, we might make of Tamfana (pp. 80. 257. 278) a goddess named
after the sieve she held in her hand

; that would look heathenish.
2 H. Stahl s Westfal. sagen, Elberf. 1831. p. 127 gives a fuller account : The

hered. key is put inside a hered. Bible, so that the ward part of the key lies on the
words In the beginning was the Word, and the ring stands out of the book. They
tie it up tight with string, and hang it up by the end of the string to the ceiling.
Then two people hold their fingers under the ring, touching it gently, and the
injured party asks :

* has there been a witch at my cow ? The other must say No,
and the complainant answer Yes, and this they keep up for some time. If the cow
be really bewitched, the Bible begins to turn round, and then more questions are
asked. If there has been no witchery, or the wrong witch is named, the Bible
remains still. The turnings of sieve and key resemble those of the wishing-rod
p. 975.

3 The Observationes ad Ivonis epistolas p. 157 have the following : Formulae
in codicibus monasteriorum, quibus ad detegenda furta jubebatur oratio dominica
scribi in pane et caseo, postea fieri cruces de tremulo, quarum una sub dextero pede,
alia super caput suspecti viri poneretur, deinde post varias numinis invocationes
imprecari, ut lingua et guttur rei alligaretur, ne transglutire posset, sed eorurn
[coram?] omnibus tremeret, nee haberet quo requiesceret. Cf. formulam Dunstaui
Cantuar. editarn a Pitthoeo in glossario capitulariorum. Against crossing cheeses
(de caseis cruce non signandis) several ordinances were issued in the 15th cent. (docs,
of 1430, 48, 70, 77 in Moiiuni. boic. 16. 50. 55. 58. 61).
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Other methods of forecasting the future were likewise available

for detecting thieves or any malefactors.

The lot (OHG. hloz, Goth, hlauts, AS. hleat, ON. hlutr) was

the venerablest and fairest of all kinds of divination. A difficult

and doubtful matter was to be raised thereby above human

caprice and passion, and receive the highest sanction, e.g. in

dividing an inheritance, in ascertaining the right victim (conf. p.

230), and so forth. Lot therefore decides a present uncertainty,

but it may also extend to the future. Originally placed in the

hands of a priest or judge, it afterwards became an instrument

of sorcery (p. 1034-7), and sortilegus, sortiarius, sorcier are all

derived from sors. Our OHG. hliozan seems in like manner to

have passed out of the meaning sortiri into that of augurari,

incantare, which it retains in its MHG. form liezen, Hoffm.

fundgr. 2, 67. Er. 8123.

It was managed in two ways : the priest or the paterfamilias

cast the lot, and interpreted it when fallen, or he held it out

to the party to draw ; the first was for indicating the future, the

last for adjusting the present.

Let Tacitus describe the first kind : Sen-Hum consuetudo

simplex. Virgam, frugiferae arbori decisam, in surculos arnpu-

tant, eosque notis quibusdam discretos super candidam vestem

temere ac fortuitu spargunt. Mox si publice consuletur, sacerdos

civitatis, sin privatim ipsepater familiae, precatus deos coelumque

suspicions, ter singulos tollit, sublatos secundum impressam ante

notam interpretatur. Si proliibuerunt, nulla de eadem re in

eundein diem consultatio ; sin permissum, auspiciorum adhuc

fides exigitur/ Germ. 10. Here the lots are but preliminary to

the entire transaction, and if they prove unfavourable, further

divination is not proceeded with. I need not transcribe the

important explanations my Brother has given in his work on

Runes pp. 296 307. A connexion there certainly is between

these lots and the runes and ciphers ; lot-books are mentioned

as early as the 13th cent., Ls. 3, 169. Kolocz. 70 (see Suppl.).

The Armenians prophesied from the movement of cypress

boughs : quarum cupressorum surculis ramisque seu leni sive

violento vento agitatis Armenii flamines ad longum tempus in

auguriis uti consueverunt/ as Moses Chorenensis (ed. 1736, p. 54)

tells us in the 5th cent.
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A long- array of divinations seems to have been diffused over

Europe by the Greeks and Romans
;

1 from this source come
Hartlieb s accounts of hydromantia, pyromantia (the fiur-sehen

of Altd. bl. 1, 365), chiromantia (MHG-. the tisch in der hant, Er.

8136), on which see more in Haupt s Zeitschr. 3, 271 (see Suppl.).
The crystal-gazing of the pure child, Sup. H, cap. 90, is the

gastromantia ex vase aqua pleno, cujus meditullium (belly of the

jar) vocabatur ydo-rpr).
2

More to the purpose are customs peculiar to certain nations,
and not traceable to the above source : in these we either find

a different procedure, or the forecasts are gathered from natural

objects by lying in wait, listening, looking.
Our ancestors (ace. to Tac. Germ. 3) contrived to foresee

the issue of a battle by the spirited or faltering delivery of the

war-song.
The ancient Poles reckoned on victory if water drawn in a sieve

was carried before the army without running through. I quote
the words of the Chronicon Montis Sereni (Menken 2, 227.

Hoffm. script, rer. his. 4, 62) : Anno 1209 Conradus, orientalis

marchio, Lubus castrum soceri sui Wlodislai ducis Poloniae,

propter multas quas ab eo patiebatur injurias, obsedit. Wlodis-
laus vero, obsidionem vi solvere volens, collecto exercitu copioso,
marchioni mandavit, se ei altera die congressurum. Vespere
autem diei praecedentis Oderam fluvium cum suis omnibus trans-

gressus, improvisus supervenire hostibus moliebatur. Unus vero
eorum qui supani dicuntur vehementer ei coepit obsistere, monens
ne tempus pugnae statutum praeveniret, quia hoc factum nullius

rectius quam infidelitatis posset nomine appellari. Quern dum
dux timiditatis argueret, et fidelitatis qua ei teneretur commoneret,
respondit : ego quidem ad pugnam pergo, sed scio me patriam
meam de cetero non visurum. Habebat autem (sc. Wlodislaus)
ducem belli pythonissam quandam, quae de flumirie cribro haustam
nee defluentem, ut ferebatur, ducens aquam exercitum praecedebat,
et hoc signo eis victoriam promittebat. Nee latuit marchionem

1
Alphabetically arranged in Fabricii Bibliogr. antiq. (ed. 3 Hamb. 1760) 4 pp

593-613. Conf. Potter s Arcliaol. 1, 758-769.
2 Melber de Geroltzhofen says in Vocabularius predicantium (sheet E 4) :

1

Nigromantia. schwartz kunst die do ist mit vffsehung der dotten, rait den der
nigromanticus zaubert, oder mit den dnjen ersten schollen, die der pfaff wirfft ynsz
grab, oder mit den wydhopffen, die do lauffen by den grebern. The passage is also
quoted from Melber in Jod. Eychinan s Vocab. predic., Niirnbg 1483.
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adventus eorum, sed mature suis armatis et ordinatis occurrens,

forti congressu omnes in fugam vertit, pytlwnissa primitus inter-

fecta. Ille etiam supanus viriliter pugnans cum multis aliis inter-

fectus est. What is here an omen of success is elsewhere a

test of innocence : a true-hearted boy carries water in a sieve, and

not a drop runs out, KM. 3, 254; according to Indian belief the

innocent can take water up in a lump like a ball.
( Exstat

Tucciae vestalis incestae precatio, qua usa aquam in cribro tulit,

Pliny 28, 3 ; a witch sets a girl the task of fetching water in the

sieve, Norske ev. 1, 88
; the vestal had also to carry fire in a

brazen sieve (supra p. 611), and a Dan. fairytale in MolbecVs

Ev. p. 22 actually speaks of carrying the sun in a sieve. The

sieve comes before us as a sacred old-world vessel with miraculous

properties. What the myth imports the proverb treats as sheer

impossibilities : er schepfet wazzer mit dem sibe, swer ane vrie

milte mit sper und mit schilte ervehten wil ere und lant/ he draws

water in a sieve, who by brute force, etc., Troj. 18536. Lympham
infundere cribro/ Reinard. 3, 1637 (see Suppl.).

By AS. accounts, the Northmen had a wonderful standard

borne before their army, from whose indications they inferred

victory or defeat. In Asserts Vita Alfredi p. 33 ad an. 878 :

1
. . . vexillum quod reafan (for raefan, hrasfen, ON. hrafn) vocant.

Dicunt enim quod tres sorores Hungari et Habbae, filiae videlicet

Lodebrochi illud vexillum texuerunt, et totum paraverunt illud

itno meridiano tempore.
1 Dicunt etiam quod in omni bello, ubi

praecederet idem signum, si victoriam adepturi essent, appareret in

medio signi quasi corvus vivus volitans ; sin vero vincendi in

future fuissent, penderet directe nihil movens : et hoc saepe pro-
batum est/ The Encomium Emmae (Duchesne s Script. Norm.

169) says, the flag was of plain white silk, but in war-time

there became visible in it a raven, with open beak and flutter

ing wings whenever victory smiled on them, but sitting still with

drooping feathers when it eluded their grasp. Ailredus Rieval-

lensis p. 353 declares this raven to have been the devil himself,

who does at times assume the shape of that bird (p. 997) ; we
more naturally see in it the bird of the heathen god of victory

(p. 671) : OSinn might give the victorious host this sign that he

1 The thread spun between 11 and 12 (Sup. I, 841) corresponds wonderfully.
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was sending down his messenger. Yet no Scand. story alludes

to such a flag of victory.

Prophesying from the auspicious neighing of horses has been

dealt with, p. 658. Dempster in Antiq. Eom. 3, 9 says : equos
hinnitu alacriore et ferociore fremitu victoriam ominari etiamnunc

militibus persuasum est. At twelve o clock on Christmas night

the superstitious listen at crossroads, at boundary-stones : if they

can hear swords rattle and horses neigh, there will be war the

coming spring (so war is foretold by the neighing in the Furious

Host, p. 938). At the same season maids listen at the stable

door for the neighing of stallions, and if they hear it, make sure

of a suitor presenting himself by Midsummer (Liebusch s Sky-
thika p. 143). Others lie down in the horse-manger at Christmas,

to learn future events (Denis Lesefriichte 1, 128). Misfortune is

near when the steed stumbles, e.g. the Servian Sharats (Vuk 1,

240).

Spatulamancia in Hartlieb (Sup. H, cap. 115) is a corruption

of scapulimantia, an art that seems not solely derived from

Romans or Byzantines. Lambeck 7, 224 says the Vienna library

has a treatise by Michael Psellus (I know not which one) irepi

w/^oTrXaToovcoTT/a?. Vintler too (Sup. G, 1. 126) mentions the

inspection of shoulder-bones. Divinationes sculterren-blat, Altd.

bl. 1, 365. Jornandes cap. 37: Attila diffidens suis copiis,

metuens inire conflictum, statuit per aruspices futura inquirere.

Qui more solito nunc pecorum fibras, nunc quasdam venas in

abrasis ossibus intuentes, Hunnis infausta denuntiant/ l Among
the Kalmuks are sorcerers called dalatchi, because they predict

from the shoulderblade (dala) of sheep, swans and stags. They
let these bones burn in the fire for a time, then report the aspect

of the streaks and lines that have arisen on them. If the fire

have left many black marks on the blades, the dalatchi holds out

hopes of a mild winter; many white marks indicate snow

(Bergm. Nomad, streifer. 3, 184). The Cherkesses too have

soothsaying from shoulderblades, conf. Erman s Archiv 1842. 1,

123 (see Suppl.).

1 Such extispicia were performed on beasts slain for sacrifice ; but animals
were also killed for the mere purpose of divination : Eecluso pectore (of a goose),
extraxit fortissimum jecur, et inde mini futura praedixit, Petron. 137. Quis invenit

Jissamjecoris ? Cic. de Nat. D. 3, 6.
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This comes very near the forecasting by the goose-bone (ex

anserino sterno), Sup. H, cap. 121, which appears among the

people in later times, probably even now, conf. Sup. I, 341 ; K,
163

; Meckl. Jahrb. 9, 219 no. 46. I have marked a few passages
for extraction. Ettner s Ungew. apoth. p. 1144: And wha

prognostica must not the breastbones of capon, goose and duck

yield ! If the same be red, they ordain an abiding coldness ;
or

if white, clear and transparent, then shall the winter s weather

be endurable/ Martinsgans by Joh. Olorinus variscus (Magdeb.
1609. 8), p. 145 : Good old ladies, I present to you the breast

bone, that ye learn thereby to foretell true as the almanack, and

become weather-prophets. The fore part by the throat signifies

the fore-winter, the hinder part the after-winter, white is for

snow and mild weather, the other for great cold/ Ganskonig by
Lycosthenes Psellionoros (Wolfg. Spangenberg) Strasb. 1607,

ciii : The breastbone which they call the steed (made into a

prancing horse for children) ; and well can many an ancient dame,

prognosticating by the same, tell by the hue infallibly, how keen

the winter s cold shall be/ Ehythmi de ansere (in Dornau 1,

403) :

( Then in my breast the merrythought, I trow it lies not

there for nought, for men therein may plainly see what winter

weather it shall be, and many a man holds fast thereto, accounting
me a prophet true/

Those who thus looked after the weather were called iveter-

sorgcere, Br. 8127 (weter-wiser man 7510), or weter-kiescere,

-chooser, whence the surname Kiesewetter, Gramm. 4, 848 ;
in

Kauch s Script. 1, 430 I find a place
( bei der weterkiesen, as if

certain spots were favourable to weather- choosing.
The Esthonians foretold weather and fruitfulness from bownets*

Gutslaff says in his book on Wohhanda p. 209 : I am told that

on this beck the husbandmen of old had their augurium respect

ing weather, which they managed thus. They set in the beck

three baskets in a row, and not heeding the two outer, gave their

mind wholly to the midmost, what kind of fish would come into

the same. For if into this basket were gotten a scaleless fish, as

crab, quab or the like, they had ill weather and unfruitful year to

dread, and were fain to sacrifice an ox for to obtain good weather.

Whereupon they set the baskets in as before, and if again a

scaleless fish were found therein, then a second time did they
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sacrifice an ox, and set the baskets in for the third time. If once

more they found a scaleless fish, then this third time they sacrificed

a child, in hope to get good weather and a plenteous season.

And if yet again fishes not scaly were come into the middle

basket, they rested therewith content, and with patience abided

it. But when scaly fish were found therein, they cast them to

have fair weather and fruitful year, whereat they rejoiced greatly/

A different thing altogether was the Greek l^Ovofiavrela from

fish s entrails (Potter s Archaol. 1, 703).

As horses neighing was watched for (p. 1113), so there was

listening at night in the growing cornfields : going into the

winter-crop on Christmas night to overhear the future, or 011

May-night into the green corn, Sup. I, 420. 854. The cereals

were a sacred thing, der heilego ezesg, N. ps. 140, 7 (Goth,

atisks), das liebe korn/ Gramm. 3, 665. So then, sitting in the

corn, one might hear the sound of voices, hear spirits conversing
on coming events. They listened also at cross-ways, Sup. I, 854.

962, where boundaries touched : the partings of roads T were

accounted meeting-places of sprites and witches (p. 1074 and Sup.

I, 647), conf. the ON. far sem gotur (roads) moetast/ Forn.

sog. 3, 22. Did images of heathen gods stand where the roads

forked ? We are told of people praying, sacrificing and lighting

candles ad bivia, Sup. C, p. 193d
; and just before that, p. 193 C

,

we hear of them sitting at the cross-way,
3 without the corn being

mentioned: in bivio sedisti supra taurinam cutem, ut ibi futura

tibi intelligeres ? To me the lidl s hide, like the bearskin

(p. 1010, conf. Reinh. p. Ivi), indicates heathen sacrifice. And
here a Gaelic rite described by Armstrong seems to furnish a

valuable clue : A man is wrapt in the warm skin of an animal

just Jcilled, he is then laid down beside a ivaterfall in the forest,

and left alone
; by the roar of the waves, it is thought, the future

is revealed to him, and this kind of divination is called taghairn.

The forse too was a sacred spot, as well as the forking of roads :

1 A Persian superstition : sitting down at the junction of four cross-roads on
a Wedn. night, and applying to yourself every sentence spoken by the passers and
considering it as a good or bad omen, Atkinson, p. 11. 12.

2 If after supper on Christm. eve a girl shakes out the tablecloth at a crossway,
a man will meet her, and give her good even. Of the same height and figure will

her future husband be. The shaken cloth has taken the place of the spread, or, of

the animal s hide. Divination by sowing basilicum is known to Vuk 1, 22. no. 36

(Wesely p. 58).
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this last is mentioned in the Edda, opt bolwisar konor sitja

brauto ncer, J?aer er deyfa sverS ok sefa/ Saem. 197b
. Some

people on New-year s day would sit on the house-roof, girt with

a sword, and explore the future, Sup. C, p. 193C
. This again

must have been a holy place, for sick children were also set on

the roof to be cured, Sup. C, 10, 14 ; p. 195 C
. Does this explain

why, when a person cannot die, some shingles in the roof are

turned, or taken right out (I, 439. 721) ? Also when a child has

convulsions, a plank is turned, J. Schmidt 121. A peculiar

practice is, to listen while you dangle out of window a ball of

thread fastened to a hereditary key, Sup. I, 954.

Sneezing (irralpew, sternuere) has from the earliest times been

fraught with meaning. Some take it for a mild form of apoplexy,
a momentary palsy, during which one loses the free use of his

limbs, Sup. H, c. 74. The Greeks saluted the sneezer with fj0i,

Zev crwaov \ conf. Anthol. Gr. ii. 13, 11. Cur sternumentu

salutamus ? quod etiam Tiberium Caesarem, tristissimum (ut

constat) horninum, in vehiculo exegisse tradunt/ Plin. 28, 2.

Giton ter continue ita sternutavit, ut grabatum concuteret, ad

quern motum Eumolpus salvere Gitona jubet/ Petron. sat. 98. 1

The Arabs too salute at sneezing (Riickert s Hariri 1, 543). In

our Mid. Age poets I find : die Heiden nicht endorften niesen,

da man doch sprichet, Nu lielfiu Got ! durst not sneeze, though
etc. Turl. Wh. 35. Christ in helfe ! so sie niesen, Ms. 2, 169b

.

durch daz. solte ein schilt gesellen kiesen, daz im ein ander

heiles wunsclde, ob dirre schilt kunde niesen, Tit. 80. so wiinscli

ich dir ein niesen/ Ms. 2, 2l7b
.

( wir sprechen, swer niuset, Got

helfe dir ! Renn. 15190. Deus te adjuvet (A.D. 1307), Pistor.

script. 1, 1024; conf. Konigshoven p. 302. Enchanted sprites

sneeze under a bridge, that some one may call out God help ! and

undo the spell, DS. no. 224-5-6. Moneys Anz. 4, 308. dir hat

diu katze niht genorn, Helbl. 1, 1393, To the Greeks there

seemed something divine in sneezing , TOV Trrapjjibv Oeov ffyovpeBa,

Arist. probl. 33, 7; conf. 11, 33. Xen. Anab. iii. 2, 9. Theocr.

7, 96. 18, 16. Words confirmed by sneezing come true, Od. 17,

1 Sternutantibus salvere dictum antiquior mos quam putatur, Valesius in

Valesiana p. 68, Pourquoi on fait des souhaits en faveur de ceux qui eternuent,
Morin in Mem, de 1 acad. des inscr. 4, 325. J. Gerb. Meuscben de antique et mo-
derno ritu salutandi sternutantes, Kilon. 1704. Gescb. der formel Gott belf dir !

beim niesen, publ. by Wielaud, Lindau 1787.
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541-5. sternutationes nolite observare/ Sup. A. Whoever

sneezes during a narrative is bound to prove its truth. In the

Christmas nights do not sneeze, and the cattle will not die. The

passage in Hartlieb, Sup. H, c. 73, is curious; conf. Sup. I, 186.

266. 437 and M (Esthon.) 23 (see Suppl.).

Ringing in the ears, garrula auris, /36//./3o?, is lucky when in

the right ear. Absentes tinnitu aurium praesentire sermones

de se receptum est, Plin. 28, 2, conf. Sup. I, 82. 802; looming

in the ear, F, 27. Quivering of the eye : aKXerat,
6(f)0a\fj,6&amp;lt;;

fjioL
6 8e^6?, Theocr. 3, 37. Itching of brows and cheeks, Sup.

I, 141. D, 38 r. 140 v. si vibrata salitione insuetum alter

oculorum, dexter vel sinister palpitaret, si concuterentur ac veluti

exsilirent aut trepidarent musculi, humeri aut femora etc., mali

erant ominis, Dempster s Antiq. Rom. 3, 9 ;
conf. Suidas sub v.

oitovivTiKr]. The Indians thought twitching of the rigid eye a bad

omen (Hirzel s Sakuntala p. 65). Itching in the right eye has

a good meaning, in the left a bad, says Tobler 30. Bleeding of

the nose : unlucky if on the left side, Sup. I, 825. If in going

out you catch against the door, or stumble on tlie threshold, you are

warned to turn back (248. 895). If your right hand itches, you
will part with money, if your left, you will take money. Itching

of the right eye betokens crying, of the left, laughing. If your

soles itch, you are going to dance, if your nose, to hear news.

Whoever gets a yellow finger has lost a relation (see Suppl.).

The many ways of finding out one s lover or suitor that is to

be are, so far as I see, unconnected with Roman or Greek super

stition. The girl hearkens to the cackling of the cock (Sup. I,

101), or she throws her wreath of flowers (848. 1093; conf. 867),

or some particular night in the year she pulls a billet of wood out

of the stack or a stick out of the hedge (I, 109. 958 ; F, 7. 49),

walking to it back foremost ; or on a dark night she clutches at

the flock in hopes of pulling out a ram (I, 952). Walking
backwards or standing naked is a usual requisite in this, as in

other cases (I, 506-7. 928; G, 1. 207). Another way is, being

naked, to throw one s shift out through the door (I, 955), or to

grasp backwards through the door at the lover s hair (I, 102), or

to spread the table for him (as for norns), and then he is bound to

appear and eat his supper off it. Harrys in Yolkss. 2, 28 de

scribes the so-called nappel-pfang ; in a vessel full of clean water
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you set afloat little pots of thin silver plate marked with the

names of those whose fate is in question ;
if a young man s pot

comes up to a girl s, it will be a match. The same is done in

some parts with simple nutshells. 1

Like the discovery of one s future husband, it was an important
matter to ascertain the sex of a child before it was born. This

could be gathered from the persons one met in going to church,

Sup. I, 483, from previous children (677. 747), from sneezing

(M, 23). That a woman would have none but daughters, was to

be learnt by other signs (I, 678. M, 22). An 0. Fr. poem in

Meon 3_, 34 has the following :

voire est que je sui de vous grosse,

si m enseigua 1 on a aler

entor le mostier sans parler
trois tors, dire trois patenostres
en 1 onor Dieu et ses apostres,

une fosse au talon feisse,

et par trois jors i revenisse :

s au tiers jorz overt le trovoie,

c etoit unfits qu avoir devoie,

et s il etoit clos, c etoit fille.

Throwing shoes over one s head, and seeing which way the

points look, reveals the place where one is destined to stay

longest, Sup. I, 101 ; Gr, 1. 220. The Sermones disc, de tempore

mention, among superstitious Christmas customs, that of calceos

super caput jactare, Sermo xi.

They also speak of some qui cumulos salis ponunt, et per hoc

futura pronosticant. Sup. I, 1081 : on Christmas eve put a

little heap of salt on the table ;
if it melts overnight, you die

next year; if not, not. Again, in a house where one lies dead,

they make three heaps of salt (I, 846). This has to do with the

sacred nature of salt (pp. 1046. 1076). Apparently of Greek

origin is the widely received custom of pouring out lead (I, 97;

H, cap. 96) ; even Ihre (de superst. p. 55) mentions it, conf.

1 Divining by filberts was another thing : infra manus meas camellam vim
posuit, et cum digitos pariter extensos porris apioque lustrasset, avellanas nuces
cum precatioue mersit in vinum

;
et sive in suminum redieraut, sive subsederant,

ex hac conjectura dicebat, Petron. 137.
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molybdomantia ex plumbi liquefacti diversis motibus/ Potter s

Arch. 1, 339 (see Suppl.).

But no species of superstition had more deeply penetrated the

entire Mid. Ages than the presages known under the names of

aneganc (an-gang, coming upon), widerganc, widerlouf. A beast,

a man, a thing, that you unexpectedly encountered on stepping

out of doors or setting out on a journey at early morn, while yet

the day is fresh, betokened weal or woe, and admonished you to

go on with what you had begun, or to give it up. When Saxo

Gram. p. 84 says
f

congressionum initia/ what was the Norse word

he had in his mind? perhaps vr&amp;lt;$r-gangr,
or still better mot

(meeting) ? As the beginning of any business is critical (omina

principiis inesse solent, Ov. Fasti 1, 178), as the first stepping

into a new house, on to a new bridge, is cautiously set about

(p. 1021), and the god or daemon claims the first he meets (see

below) ; so men took note of every sign that attended a purposed

ride or journey. The M. Latin term for it is superventa (sc. res),

what surprises, supervenit (Fr. survient)
1

;
or even, taking it

literally, what floats above us in the air, though that indeed

would only apply to the flight of birds. Hincmar de divortio

Lotharii (supra, p. 1099) says: ad haec . . . pertinent, quas

superventas feminae in suis lanificiis vel textilibus operibus nomi-

nant. These the Greeks called eVoSta crvp,^o\a}
and we have

most of them in common with them, with the Romans, nay with

Oriental nations. In view of the almost universal diffusion of

these (

angange/ it is hardly credible that they first came to the

Germans in the wake of Latin literature : they rest on the older

kinship of all European nations, and the very earliest observer of

our kindred, Tacitus, remarked this mode of divination among
them : auspicia sortesque, ut qui maxime, observant . . . et illud

quidem etiam hie noturn, avium voces volatusque interrogare/

And of horses, p. 658. Many of our old myths lay a stress on

the primitiae : we need only mention Wodan s promising the

victory to those whom he should first set eyes upon at sunrise,

p. 134 (see Suppl.).

I will first take passages that group several things together,

and then elucidate particulars.

1
[
And overcome us like a summer s cloud. Macbeth.]
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To begin with Xenophon s Memorab. i. 1, 4 : a\V ol

7T\i(TTOl (fracrlv V7TO T TO)V OpviOtoV KOI TWV aTTCLVTtoVTWV ttTTOTpe-

TreaOai re /cal 7rpoTpeTT(r0ai,. And, i. 1, 14 : TOU? Se KOI Xttfou?

KOI %v\a real ra rv^ovra 6r]pia cre/3ecr0ai,, i.e. obvia animalia/

not, as some have taken it, vulgaria, ubivis obvia/

The earliest evidence from our own Mid. Ages, but one that

speaks very generally, is found in St. Eligius, Sup. A: nullus

observet egrediens aut ingredieus domum, quid sibi occurrat, vel

si aliqua vox reclamantis fiat, aut qualis avis cantus garriat, vel

quid etiam portantem videat/ Greg. Turon. 7, 29 : et cum Her

ageretj ut consuetudo est barbarorum, auspicia intendere coepit,

ac dicere sibi esse contraria. We find more detail in John of

Salisbury s Polycraticus sive de nugis curial. 1, 13, which how
ever I do not quote in full :

(
Si egrediens limen calcaveris aut in

via offenderis, pedem contine . . . Cum processeris, abscondita

futurorum aves quas ominales vocant tibi praenunciabunt. Quid
comix loquatur diligenter ausculta, situmque ejus sedentis aut

volantis nullo modo contemnas. Refert etenim plurimum, a dex-

tris sit an a sinistris, qua positione respiciat cubitum gradientis,

loquax sit an clamosa, an silens omnino, praecedat an sequatur,
transeuntis expectet adventum, an fugiat, quove discedat. Corvus

vero, quern non rninori diligentia observabis, rebus majoribus

auspicatur, et usquequaque cornici praejudicat. Porro cygnus in

auguriis ales gratissima nautis, utpote quae aquarum domestica

quadam gratia familiaritatis eorundem secreta praenoverit. Si

avis quae vulgo dicitur albanellus (see below) praetervolans viarn

a sinistris feratur ad dextram, de hospitii hilaritate ne dubites,

si contra, contrarium expectabis. Leporis timebis occursum, lupo
obvio congratulaberis ; ovibus gratanter obviam gradieris, dum

capram vites. Bobus triturantibus, libentius tamen arantibus

obviabis
;

nee displiceat si viam ruperint, quia mora itineris

hospitii gratia compensabitur. Mulus infaustus est, asinus

inutilis, equus quandoque bonus est; habet vero jurgiorum et

pugnae significationem, interdum tamen ex colore et visu miti-

gatur. Locusta itinerantium praepedit vota, econtra cicada via-

toris promovet gressum. Aranea dum a superioribus filum ducit,

spem venturae pecuniae videtur afFerre. Sacerdotem obvium

aliumve religiosum dicunt esse infaustum
; feminam quoque, quae

capite discooperto incedit, infelicem crede, nisi puUica sit/-
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Petrus Blesensis (d. about 1200) epist. 65 : Somnia igitur ne

cures, nee te illorum errore involvas, qui occursum leporis timent,

qui mulierem sparsis crinibus, qui hominem orbatum oculisj aut

mutilatum pede, aut cuculatum habere obvium detestantur ; qui

de jucundo gloriantur hospitio, si eis lupus occursaverit aut

columbdj si a sinistra in dexteram avis 8. Martini volaverit, si in

egressu suo remotum audiant tonitrum, si hominem gibbosum

obvium habuerint aut leprosum.
1 Hartmann makes his daunt

less Erek defy the danger :

8122. Keins swachen glouben er phlac (cherished),

er wolt der wibe liezen (lot-casting)

engelten noch geniezen (pay for, nor partake),

swaz im getroumen (dream) mahte

dar uf het er kein ahte (took no heed) ;

er was kein weter-sorgcere (no weather-watcher) :

er sach im als maere

des morgens uber den wee varn

die iuweln (owls) sam den musarn

ouch hiez er selten machen

dehein fiur uz der spachen

daz man in dar an saehe,

er phlac deheiner spaehe.

ez was umbe in so gewant,
im was der tiscli in der hant

als maere enge so wit,

und swaz ungelouben git (gibt, gives)

dane kerte er sich nicht an.

This is imitated by Wirnt, whose Wigalois also goes forth :

6182. dehein ungeloube in muote (no superstition in mind)
in dem hiise noch uf dem wege,
er lie (liez, left) ez allez an Gotes pflege (care) .

Swaz im des morgens wider lief (ran against),

oder swie vil diu kra gerief (how the crow cried),

swie vil der musare umbe geflouc (how the m. flew round),

der ungeloube in niht betrouc (deluded) :

1 Conf. Chrysostom (b. 354 d. 407) ad popul. Antioch. homil. 21 (Opp. Etonae
1612. 6, 610) : IIoXAd/as eeA0wj&amp;gt; TLS rr\v oidav TT\V eavrov elSev dvdpcoTrov erepocp

7) -^wKevovra, /cat oiaw&amp;lt;raro . . . eav aTravrrja-rj Trapdtvos, (p^alv, ArrpctKros i?

yiyverai. iav Se diravTrio-r] iropvr], 5e|td /cat XP^CTTTJ /cat TroXX^s e/UTrop^as
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wand er (for he) niht dar uf ahte (heeded).

Wir haben maneger slahte (many a sort)

bosheit unde gelouben (sin and superstition),

da mit wir uns nu rouben (whereby we rob us)

aller unser sselecheit (bliss).

ez ist vil manegern manne leit (loth, painful)

swenne im ein wip daz swert git (gives) ;

daz lie der riter aue nit (W. took no offence),

ern ahtet niht dar uf ein har,

ez wgere gelogen (false) oder war :

er het in Gotes gnade gegeben
beidiu sele unde leben.

swaz im des morgens wider gie (ging ;
met him),

daz engefluch (shunned) der riter nie,

wan (for) guoten gelouben het er ie (ever).

Berthold p. 58 : So gloubent eteliche an boesen aneganc (evil

meeting) : daz ein wolf guoten aneganc habe, der aller der werlte

schaden tuot, und ist halt so unreine daz er die liute an stinket

(infects), daz nieman bi im genesen mac ;
und daz ein gewihter

priester boesen aneganc habe, an dem aller gloube lit (faith lies)

... So gloubent eteliche an den miusearn ; so ist dem der hase

(hare) iiber n wee geloufen. Als ist ir unglouben als (so) vil, daz

sin nieman ze ende komen mac.-
7

Conf. Sup. I, 128. The word
{

aneganc is supported by Rudolf s Weltchron. (Cod. Zeisb,

114 ),
in speaking of Moses :

er verbot alien aneganc,

vogel-vluc, stimme oder sane,

daz da geloupte nieman an
;

and Walth. 118, 16 says of a wretched man : wizzet, swem der

anegenget an dem morgen fruo, derne get ungeliicke zuo, whom
he on-gangeth at early morn, on him shall come misfortune.

The Nethl. Reinaert 1055 expresses the notion by teldn ende

ghemoet, token and meeting ;

x
Reineke, ed. Hakemann p. 52, by

gemote, and people still say
c
to mote komen. The ON. heill

(omen) is a more general expression ; but one lay of the Edda

(Saem. 184b
)
mentions three signs favourable to the warrior at

1 Hem. 1107 : sulc mochte ons daer ghemoeten,
hi soude ons quedden ende gioetin,
die ons nemmerme dade goet.
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the swinging of swords (at sverSa svipon) : the first is, if the

dark raven follow him (fylgja ens deyqva hrafns),
1 which calls to

mind the raven in the flag of fortune (p. 1112) ; the other two are

clearly angange/ for it says : ef J?u ert ut umkominn, ok ert

a braut biiinn, if thou hast gone out and art on thy road
;
then

the second sign is : tvd J?u litr & tai standa hro&rfusa hali, thou

seest two fame-thirsty men (warriors) stand on the start
;

2 and
the third sign : ef )?u piota heyrir ulf und ask-limom, heilla

au$it verSr ef J?u ser
J&amp;gt;a fyrri fara,

3
if thou hear a wolf howl

under ash-boughs, good hap is destined thee if then 3 thou see

him run forwards. It is Hnikarr (OSinn) that puts Sigurd up to

these omens. But against the three signs of luck are set two
of misfortune : one is, if the hero have to fight toward set of sun

(si-S-skinaniSi systor mana) ; another, if in going forth to battle

he trip with the foot (ef J?u
foeti drepr) . Then in the Gesellen-

spriiche I see notable instances of angang in the frogs of the

pool, the ravens, the three old women, the maiden with the goat

(A.w. 1, 91. 107. 111). Again, Ihre de superst. p. 82 : Ejusdem
indolis est, quod tradunt nostrates de occursu hominum et

animalium, e.g. si cui domo sua mane egredienti occurrat mendi-

cus, vetula, claudus, aut felis, canis, vulpes, lepus, sciurns, is dies

inauspicatus habetur. Observant haec prae aliis sagittarii et

piscatores, qui ejusmodi ominibus oblatis haud raro domum rever-

tuntur et a proposito abstinent/ Lasicz 48 : Quin ipse quoque
rex Wladislaus, gente Lituanus, has a matre sua superstitiones

didicerat, uf eum diem infaustum sibi futurum crederet, quo
primum calceum sinistrum fortuito accepisset. A.d hoc movebat
se interdum in gyrum stans pede uno, foras e cubili proditurus.

Quorum similia multa observantur a Samagitis ; quidam infeliciter

se venaturos sibi persuadent si domo egressis mulier occurrat, seu

quis certum numerum capiendorum leporum, vulpium, luporum
nominet/ Lucas David s Chron. i. 146-7 says of the ancient

1 In Nialss. cap. 8 two avengers of blood have luck, because two ravens accom
pany them all the way (hrafnar tveir flugo me S beim alia ler$) : do they attend as
OSin s messengers ? or because they scent the coming carcase ? Other passages
are : hrafn at merSi hatt kallaSi, Stem. 208b

; hrafn flygr austan af hameiSi, ok
eptir honum orn i sinni, Fornald. sog. 1, 428.

2 What is the exact meaning of a tai standa, sitja (Saem. 2G6 b
), spretta (269

a

)
?

tui can hardly be Dat. sing, or Ace. pi. of the fern, ta (toe) ;
it seeins rather to be

a case of a masc. noun, and to contain a notion ofiplace.
3 I take J?A as = turn, eo momento.

VOL. III. Q
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Prussians, that they regarded an encounter with a sick man as

bad, with a mounted roan as good, with a fox or hare as bad (see

SuppL).

It is hard to get at the meaning of all these divers prognostics.

First, of human angang. Ill-luck is supposed to follow that of

an old woman, of a woman with dishevelled hair, or what comes to

the same thing, loosened headband (decouverte, discooperta, It.

scoperta). If an old wife meet you in the morning, if you have

to pass between two old wives, your day is unlucky, Sup. I, 58.

380. 791. 976. When a huntsman in the morning comes upon
an old woman, he lies down and makes her step over him, to ward

off mischief (Hessian pop. cust.). In Switzerland to meet a

woman is unlucky, at least on New-year s day (Tobler 447b
).

Swedish superst. K, 58 holds all meeting with woman-folk bad,

unless it be a lon-hora, as the irapOevos in Chrysostom betokened

an unlucky day, and the Tropvrj a lucky. So in Sup. I, 177 : the

virgin or priest is an evil sign, the prostitute a good.
1 But Ihre

speaks expressly of a vetula, so does Arndt s Journey to Sweden

1, 44, and a Finnish song (Schroter s E-unen p. 67) : go forth by

early morn, lest ancient crone with crooked chin do squint at thee/

This last hint plainly sets before us the notion of a witch, still

more does the loose flying hair (p. 1089) that of a night-wife

(Sup. I, 878), fortune-teller, heathen priestess, conf. the Cimbrian

7ro\io6pi% p. 55. Yeldek 21 b
paints his Sibylla as andfas (hor-

rida crinibus), daz mies lockehte hienc ir uz den oren (non

comptae mansere comae 6, 48). And this view is confirmed by
the approach of a woman spinning being hurtful (Sup. 1, 135), for

a witch is a field-spinster, i.e. a norn, a fate (p. 1088). So early

as Pliny 28, 5 : pagana lege in plerisque Italiae praediis cavetur

ne mulieres per itinera amhulantes torqiieant fusos, aut omnino

detectos ferant, quoniam adversetur id omnium spei, praecipueque

frugum/ This again looks remarkably like the scrutinies held

by our goddesses as to whether spindles were spun full or not,

pp. 269. 274.

And it becomes to my mind doubly clear by the clergyman

1 Not true of Theodora at any rate, a bird who boded ill to the Byzantines :

ty yap rots opwcriv #AAws re /ecu dpxo/J.tft)$ rj/j.epas /SAdcr^yuos CHOMPS, Procop. Hist.

arc. 9 (ed. Bonn, p. 63).
**
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being put in the like case : a consecrated priest, says Berthold,

is accounted of ill omen to such as meet him. I can produce
another pretty old proof from Hincmar 1, 656 : sunt etiam qui

dicant, quando in venationem pergunt, quod obviam sibi non

debeant habere clericum ; and more modern ones from Reginald
Scott s Witchcraft (Lond. 1665 fol.) p. 114: if any hunters, as

they were a hunting, chanced to meet a frier or a priest, they

thought it so ill luck, as they would couple up their hounds and

go horn, being in dispair of any further sport that day ;
and

from Pauli s Schimpf und Ernst (1555) cap. 358 : there went an

old dame to church betimes o the day, and & parson meeting her,

did cross herself some six times privily. Wherefore sign you

yourself so at sight of me ? quoth the priest ;
I hope I be not

the devil. The woman answered, It hath never failed, an I came

upon a parson betimes of a morning, but some untoward thing
befell me the same day/
When a company of people suddenly fall silent, they say

f there s a priest passing/ Nethl. ( er gaat een predikant voorby ;

every one feels confounded at the omen. And in a better sense

also it is said an angel flew across the room/ Epfivfr eVeto-^X^e.

In Switzerland they say, there is bad weather when a clergyman
walks out (Tobler436

b
).

The sudden appearance of a holy man interrupts and breaks

up worldly business. Those who met him were bound to shew

respect ; paganism may have prescribed in such a case the im

mediate performance of a certain formality. Christians would

transfer the omen from the pagan to the Christian priest ; that of

the heathen priestess or wise woman must have passed over to

night-wives and witches, as the clerus admitted no women into

its ranks.

Why should the meeting of a blind (or one-eyed) man, a lame

man, a beggar be considered bad, and that of a hunchback or leper

good ? why that of a walker be interpreted less favourably than

that of a rider (Sup. K, 129 Dan.), and that of a water-bearer also

unfavourably (I, 257) ? The blind man, the cloaked [rider]

suggest Wuotan. It seems more intelligible why a man did

not care to have his sword handed him by a woman, and why in

the Edda the sight of two warriors is a pledge of victory.

To lovers the sight of the loved one must have been the
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welcomest of signs :

e swer si des morgens angesiht, den tac im

niemer leit geschiht/ who upon her at morn doth look, that day
no manner harm shall brook, Ms. 2, 23b

(see SuppL).

Animal encounters have their origin in pastoral and hunting

life, they are based on contemplation of nature and on fabulous

opinions about the habits of beasts. Under this head there must

be a vast deal in Slavic, Esthonian, Finnic and Lithuanian tradi

tion waiting to be collected, which at present I must do without.

Even Norse tradition seems not to have been accurately noted down
in this respect. Saxo Gram. p. 321 says of Slavs, not of North

men: ad varia quoque negotia profecturi ex primo animalis

occursu votorum auspicia capiebant ; quae si laeta fuissent,

coeptum alacres iter carpebant, sin tristia, reflexo cursu propria

repetebant. The animals in question he omits to name. Im

portant above all is that omen in the Edda of the wolf howling
and going onwards, whom we may fairly take for the victory-

boding beast of OSinn (p. 668). All other evidence agrees with

it, even the superstitions of to-day. Everywhere the brave un

daunted wolf, the sight of whom awakens heart and hope, is set

off against the timid cowardly hare, the type of faint heart and

failure. Sigeb. gembl. ad an. 1143: obiit etiam Fulco rex

Hierosolymorum ; qui dum venationi insistens leporem insequitur

ex improvise sibi apparentem, equus cui insidebat se super ipsum

praecipitem dedit, ipsumque vita et regno privavit ; conf .

Vintler, Sup. G, 11. 52 55. Again: on the way there chanced

a hare to run across their road ; the driver was troubled, and

spake, This betokeneth no good. If contrariwise a wolf had

crossed the road, it were a good sign/ Ettner s Unw. doctor

575-6; conf. Simplic. 2, 74. In Pauli s Schimpf u. E. cap. 138

(ed. 1550 cap. 135): in the morning they set forth, and being
come wellnigh unto the wood, Master, quoth the man, there ran

a wolf before us. The master said he had seen him well enough,
it meant sheer luck/ In Albertini s Narrenhatz, Munich 1617.

p. 96 :

(

superstitious numskulls are affrighted if a hare cross the

path whereon they shall walk or ride, supposing that they shall

on that day abide a misadventure/ Goz von Berlichingen in his

Life p. 179 : and as we came on, behold, a shepherd feeding his

flock hard by, and for a token, there fell five wolves upon the sheep,
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that laid hold of them roundly, the which I gladly heard and saw,,

and wished them luck, and us too, and said to them, Good luck

to you, good fellows, good luck everywhere, and I deemed it

luck, for even so should we lay hold one of another/ l Here we
have no angang proper described, but we can see the meaning
that warlike nations at first put into it. Wolf, stag, boar and

bear all stand exactly on a par in respect of their meaning, Sup.

I, 128. The Norwegian thinks it a bad sign to meet a hare, a

good one to meet a bear or a wolf (Danske s Reiseiagtagelser
1799. 2, 297) : here the bear, whom the lay of the Raven s

wedding calls the ypperste karl i skoven/ is justly placed before

the wolf. 2 Roman accounts take no notice of the bear, but they
do of the wolf; Pliny 8, 22 (34) :

f
inter auguria ad dexteram com-

meantium praeciso itinere, si pleno id ore lupus fecerit, nullum

omnium praestantius. Pliny also tells us the effect of a footprint
of the wolf, if a horse treads on it : tanta vis est animalis, ut ves

tigia ejus calcata equisafferant torporem
3

28, 10 (44) ;
and rumpi

equos, qui vestigia luporum sub equite sequantur 28, 20 (81).

Both John of Salisbury and Peter of Blois have occursum leporis

timere/ In addition to Berthold and Hartlieb (Sup. H, cap. 67),

the Cod. pal. 341. 163a has a passage in point. Feldbauer 24(9 :

Dar zuo sah wir einen hasen (hare),

der widerfuor uns (met us) an dem weg ;

do daht ich deiz niht eben laeg :

er tet uns den ersten aneganc,
wan daz er snelle fur mich spranc.

To Greeks and Romans apparently it could under favourable

circumstances be a good omen (ata-ios) .
3 The weasel (yakrf) had

a bad name among them : when it ran across the road, a public

assembly was postponed (Potter 1, 746). Theophrastus in

1 Goethe recognised the poetic effect of these words, and incorporated them in

his play.
2 To Turkish travellers too the wolf is a grateful, the hare an unwelcome sign ;

Vienna Lit. zeitung 1816. p. 1257.
s Dio Cass. 62, 2 (Reim. 1006-7) : ravra dirovaa., \ayuv ptv K rov KQ\TTOV

Trpo-qKa.ro (i] BowSoi/ftca, a Britoness) pavreiq. rivi XP^^TJ^ *&amp;lt;*&amp;lt; tireiS}} tv aany ^paytie,
rb re TrXrjdos TTO.V riadtv dve^o-rjae. Otherwise in Suidas :

0cu&amp;gt;e2s
6 Xcrycbs Sucrri/xeis

TTotel rp/3ous. When the Germans under king Arnulf started a hare and chased it,

they took Eome (Liutpr. 1, 8), but hare-hunting Danes were put to flight (Neocorus
1, 353

;
here Detmar puts a cat, 1, 164). To be licked by the hare was considered

lucky : he weened a hare had licked him, Trodelfrau 1682. p. 71.
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Charact. 16 says, if a weasel run past you, you must not go on

till some one else has paced the road, or you have picked up three

stones from it. So Centonovelle cap. 31 : quando Puomo trova

la donnola 1 nclla via.
3 Thefox s angang is interpreted variously :

as bad in that passage from Ihre, as good by Lithuanian Superst.

N, 9. Domestic animals, such as the traveller keeps on his own

premises, and does not meet for the first time in the woods, are

hardly available as omens : they are too common, too tame and

dependent on man, to become significant to him. Yet they say,

if on setting out early you meet swine, you will not be welcome

where your steps are taking you; if sheep, you will. According
to some, the wayfarer is a welcome guest if the sheep present

themselves on his right hand, and unwelcome if on his Left.
The

Etruscans, when a new magistrate rode into his province, observed

what horses and oxen he fell in with (0. Miiller 2, 118). Compare
the prophesying by horses (p. 662-4), where it is true there is no

chance meeting of the beast, yet stress is laid on his planting of

the right foot or the left. An instance in Procop. de b. Pers. 2, 5

p. 172 ought to be added.

The observation of birds was even more minutely carried out

than the encounter of quadrupeds, their free unhindered motion

through the air being of itself enough to invest them with some

thing marvellous and spirit-like. The Greeks had a comprehen
sive oiwvicrTiicr} (Suidas sub v.),the Romans reduced auspicia&nd

auguria to a system.
3 Boh. ptako-prawiti augurari, ptako-westec

augur, Pol. ptaszo-wieszczek. And heathens of the Teuton race

equally regarded birds as messengers of the gods and heralds of

important tidings (pp. 672, 763). What bird has brought that to

your ears ? means : who made you believe that, put it into your
head ?

3 A bird sang that to me : jag horde en fogel sa sjunga,

enfogel var har, och sade for mig det eller det/ said so and so,

Ihre de superst. p. 51. Mod. Greek and Servian folksongs not

unfrequently open with birds on the wing wheeling this way and

1 Our fraulein, Bav. miiemelein, auntie, Schm. 2, 576, schonthierle, pretty
beastie 3, 369

; Span, comadreja (Reinh. ccxxiv), Dan. den kjonne, pulcra : all these

names attest the sacredness of the animal. The Servians call her lazitsa, but
address her by the caressing form laza : lazo lazitchitse !

2 Jul. Caes. Bulenger de auguriis (Graevii thes. 5).
3
Westphal. wecker vaugel heft dik dat inner auren ehangen ? Slennerhinke

p. 8.
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that, holding a conversation, Wh. Miiller s Saml. 1, 66. 102. 2,

164. 178. 200. Vuk 3, 326. Two black ravens (dva vrana ga-

vrana) caw from the white tower, Vuk. 2, 151. The prophetic call

of the cuckoo has been dealt with, p. 675 seq. ;
he too belongs to

angang, his voice in the wood falls unexpected on the traveller s

ear, a good sign if on the right hand, a bad if on the left. Pliny

30, 10 (25):
(
aliud est cuculo miraculum, quo quislecoprimo audiat

alitem illam, si dexter pes circumscribatur ac vestigium id

effodiatur, non gigni pulices, ubicunque spargatur; conf. p. 1093

on cutting out footmarks. The Indie, superst. xiii. touches on

auguria auium. Eligius, Sup. A : nee in itinere positi aliquas
aviculas cantantes attendatis/ Birds whose encounter is pro

phetic are called wegvogel, way-fowl, Sup. I, 600, but by far

the best qualified for the purpose were the Jcrimmende raubvogel

(rapaces aves) that won victories over other birds, and could pre
dict the same happy event to heroes ;

*

accordingly birds of prey

play the foremost part in dreams. An anecdote in Procop. de b.

Goth. 4, 20 (ed. Bonn. 2, 560-1) shews how early this superstition
was domiciled among German nations : Hermigiscl king of the

Warni, riding over field, noticed a bird (of what kind, is not said)

on a tree, and heard him caw (so prob. a raven or crow). Under

standing the song of birds, the king informed his followers that

his death in forty days was foretold. 2 It is ig&or up in the trees

that prophesy to SigurSr (p. 672) ; it is not settled whether they
were swallows, or perhaps she-eagles ? Dagr has a sparrow of

understanding, Ingl. saga cap. 21. Several passages in the 0.

Span. Cid prove the observation of birds : 867 al exir de Salon

mucho ovo buenas aves ; 2376 con Dios e con la vuestra auce ;

2379 con la buen auce (see Suppl.).
And as it was a principal point with the ancients whether the

flight was from right or left, Hartlib also (Sup. H, cap. 67) pro
nounces flying on the right hand lucky, on the left unlucky. He
says the eagle musty?*/ pouch-side of the traveller, i.e. on the side

where his travelling-pouch hangs. Nowhere else do I find the

1 Frid. Guil. Schwarz de antiquiss. Apollinis natura, Berol. 1843, p. 16.
2 OSros avrip ( Ep^e-ytcr/cXos) vv Ovdpvuv ro?s Xoyi/muraTois ev xupi-V TV iTnrv6fj.fvos

&pi&amp;gt;iv
TLVO, eTTi devdpov re KadrjfJ.vr)v elde KCU TroXXd Kpufovcrav. efre 5 T??S 6pj&amp;gt;i6os TTJS

rots irapouffiv euQds Z^aaKev cos redv^erai rea-ffapaKovra Tj/utpais vffTfpov...rrj
dirb rrjs Trpopprja eus ~r)fJ-^p&amp;lt;} voo&quot;/]ffa?
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ar
y

mentioned, but often the musar, in Hartinan, Wirnt, Bert-

hold
; which Benecke s Diet, to the first-named makes a small

bird of prey, the same that Burchard (Sup. C, p. 198C
)

calls

muriceps and explains as mouser. The poem of the Uebel wip

says 297301 :

Swenne ich nach gewinne var,

so 1st durft daz mir der musar

iiber die strdze vliege

und mich des niht entriege,

ob ich ir niht enbringe ;

i.e. when I bring her nothing home, I have to make that my
excuse. This bird s flying over the road is a favourable sign.

In the Iliad 10, 274 a heron (epcoSto?) flying on the right brings
luck. The raven, a bird of victory to the heathen, is spoken of

in the Norse quotations p. 1123 as accompanying/ but nowhere

else in connexion with angang ; of the crow we hear plenty.

It was lucky si cornicula ex sinistra in dexteram cantaverit/

Sup. C, p. 198; the same in Petr. Bles., except volaverit for

cantaverit ; Kolocz. 146 says of children brought up in luxury,
who never felt the heavy hand of fate : si enwizzen wannen
die Jcrdn sint gevlogen, they never knew whence the crows flew.

Walth. 94, 39: f ein unsceligiu (unblest) krd begonde schrien.

MS. 2, 80 : ez hab ein swerziu krd gelogen/ told lies. On the

other hand : alba solet comix affectum scire tacentis/ Reinard.

2, 657. With the crow some would identify the Martin s bird,

whose flight is so fraught with meaning in Peter of Blois and

in Renart 10472, Reinaert 1047, Reineke 942. &amp;lt; Sant Martins

vogd, wol iiber her ! daz ist nu gar der niuwe hant, Liederb.

der Hiitzlerin 241 b
; i.e. such careless calling upon St. Martin s

bird is all the fashion now (conf . diu niuwe hant, alte hant/
Renner 2087 2111). A similar invocation in Reinaert: al

heil, edel voghel, kere herwaert dinen vloghel ! But Nemnich
would make the falco cyaneus, a small bird of prey, the Martin s

bird, Nethl. Martens vogel, Fr. 1 oiseau S. Martin, Span, pajaro
S. Martin

; and this would fit in with John of Salisb/s albanellus

(Fr. haubereau), which expressly points to good hospitium, like

Martin s bird in Reinhart [and Petr. Bles.]. I find no clue in

the ordinary legends of the saint, to whom the bird must have
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brought something.
1

Again, in Yintler (Sup. G, 1. 158) sant

Martis-vogel betokens luck ; this spelling would almost lead to

the supposition that Martinsvogel was a corruption of Martis

avis/ which would be the woodpecker, the Mdrzafulli (p. 673).

In Ls. 3, 548 we read : sant Martins vogalin diu machent

mangen umbecreiz
; while another passage (which even Reinh.

cxxvii borrows) in a Pal. MS. (Altswert 77, 19) has again Mertiss

vogelin/ and we are told it points the way to the Venus mount,

which adds to its mythical character. Our nursery rhymes give

smite Martens vogelken a red coat or golden wing, but they are

sung on Martinmas-eve, and bring us back to the saint. So I

can come to no certain conclusion about this bird. Coming back

to the crow, we have yet more credentials, old and new. Virg.

Eel. 9, 15 : ante sinistra cava monuisset ab iliee cormaj. Poema

del Cid 11. 12: ovieron la corneia diestra, and siniestra.

Renart 10473, speaking of the oiseau S. Martin: f assez si le

hucha a desire, et li oisiax vint a senestre. The ancients do not

leave out the raven, as Plaut. Aul. iv. 3, 1 : non temere est, quod
corvus cantat mihi nunc ab laeva manu, semel radebat pedibus

terram, et voce crocibat sua/ Olaf Tryggvason, though a christ-

ian, noticed whether the krdka (crow) stood on her right or left

leg, believing it to bode good or evil to him ; whence his enemies

nicknamed him krdkubein. The ON. hungr-krdka foretold famine,

and illviffris-krdka ill weather. Cento nov. ant. 32 :

(

segnor, je

vit una cornacchia in uno cieppo di salice. Or mi di, donna,

verso qual parte teneva volta la coda? Segnor, ella avea volta

verso il cul/ 2 Conf. the charadrius or galadrot p. 853n.

The woodpecker too was a sacred bird, p.673-5; in Lindenblatt s

Chron. p. 31 : ir speht hatte nicht recht geflogen/ i.e. not from

the right hand. To the Romans the screeching parra (green-

pecker ? peewit ?) boded mischief : impios parrae recinentis

omen ducat/ Hor. Od. iii. 27, 1 ;

f

picus et cornix est ab laeva,

corvus, parra ab dextera/ Plaut. As. ii. 1, 12. In Sweden the

flight of the lorn (a sort of heron, says Ihre) is presignificant,

Sup. K, 94. To see the magpie from the front is a good sign,

from behind a bad, I, 158. When you hear the first swallow in

1 The story of S. Martin and the martin is in Bosquet 219. 220. SUPPL.
2 Me 1 ha vaticinato la cornacchia, che la mia bella donua in infiuocchia,

is fooling me, Tommaseo 1, 221.
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spring, stop at once (on your road), and from under your left foot

dig a coal out of the ground, I, 217. G, 1. 98 ; just as one cut out

the footmark on the spot where one heard the cuckoo (p. 1129).
1

Ms. 2, 118b
. 208b

: nu jarlanc stefc vil hoch min muot, ich horte

den siiezen sane von einer swalwen da si fluoc, as she flew.

Servants in Denmark notice whether they see the stork for the

first time flying or standing, Sup. K, 130. With the frog, all

depends on where you see him hop first, on land or in water,

I, 237. To meet a bald or plucked hen was reckoned bad:

Enmi sa voie a encontree

une geline pielee,

qui pasturoit en la charriere ;

a poi ne sen retorne arriere,

por ce quil i entendoit sort ;

a ses piez trueve un baston tort,

a la geline lest aler,

et ele sen prist a voler,

en son gelinois le maudist
1 honte li viegne ! et il si fist.

Passages in Provencal poetry bearing upon angang are collected

in Diez s Lives of the Troub. p. 22-3 ; they relate to the raven,

crow and varieties of the falcon tribe (albanel, gavanh), the

criteria being their right or left flight, their going or coming, their

crying or keeping silence :

Los desires e ls senestres, los anans e ls venens,

d albanel, de gavanh, d autras auzels ferens,

del corp e de la gralha, los cridans, los tacens.

Poes. der troub. p. 221. One would like to have fuller accounts

of this bird-interpreting as practised in the Mid. Ages (see

Suppl.).
2

1 Quum primo hirundinem videris, hoc die ter : rogo te, hirundo, ut hoc anno
oculi mei non lippeant, Fundgr. 1, 325.

2 The heathen Arabs watched the flight of birds : zeger and Ijavet are almost

synonymous terms [meaning to expound] , zeger being used when you throw a
stone at the bird and shout to it

;
if then he flies to your right hand, it is a good

sign, if to your left, bad : Ijavet is in general the interpretation of the names, the

alighting and the cries of birds that you encounter. The science seems to culmi
nate in the knowledge of bird-language, which from the time of Solomon has never
fallen into oblivion in the East. The raven is reckoned a herald of misfortune

(Riickert s Hariri 1, 591-2). Of Indian augury many examples might be given, for

instance in the Ramayana : hae aves tibi declarant horrendum periculum im-

minere, Schlegel s Ind. bibl. 2, 225. A shepherd ascribed the discomforts that had
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Our early ages appear also to have seen a meaning in the over

flight of certain birds. Ms. 2, l
b on the lord of the Durings :

ob ime ein adelar (over him an eagle) z allen ziten ist mit hohen

flilfjen gewesen. Eagles spread their wings over famous heroes

to shade them from the sun : when the heathen deputies came to

Charles s hall/ they saw daz die adelaren dar zu gewenit waren,

daz sie scate baren, Rol. 21, 20. This evidently stands connected

with the eagle over Charles s palace (p. 633), perhaps even with

that in OSin s hall, Ssam. 41 b
. The dove hovering above was

mentioned p. 148 ; supervenire and adumbrare are even Biblical

language. By the side of drupir iorn yfir I place an important
stanza of the Havamal, Saem. 12 b

:

ominnis hegri, sa er yfir olSrom )?rumir,

hann stelr geiSi guma ;

J&amp;gt;ess fugls fioSrom ec fiotraiSr varc

i garSi Gunnlaftar

(oblivionis ardea, qui super symposiis stridet mentemque hominum
furatur ; ejus avis pennis captus sum in domo Gunnladae). It

is OSinn that speaks, who, after intoxicating himself with full

draughts of nectar at the house of Gunnl63 (p. 903-5), flies away
in eagle s shape, ominnis hegri being a circumlocution for the

divine bird. Hegri stands for hegri, hregri, AS. hragra, OHG.

heigiro, hreigiro, e^wSto?, one large bird instead of another.

When OSinn swilled the drink he had longed for, and enjoyed the

favour of the fair giantess, he was fettered in eagle s feathers,

i.e. put on the form of an eagle. How like the myth of Zeus,

when, transformed into an eagle, he carries off Ganymede, and

makes him pour out nectar for him ! (see Suppl.).
3

The Romans framed a system of augury of their own, not

based on the flight of wildfowl, but on the domestic breed of

poultry. The Greeks practised an aXe/crpvo/jLavrela by laying

dogged him all day long to the single circumstance, that early in the morning a
snake had crawled across his path.

1 The description of this hall, and the impression its splendour must have
made on the strangers, is wonderfully like what goes on in Asgard during Gylfi s

visit, Sn. 2. Conf. the similar Lombard story in the Chron. Salern. by Arichis

(Pertz 5, 479).
2 Those words in the Havamal, portraying the sublime rapture of immortality

and likewise the art of poesy, Scaud. commentators have taken for a description of

ordinary drunkenness, against whose consequences we are warned in an Icel. poem
e.ititled Ominnis hegri.
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grains of corn on the letters of the alphabet, and letting a cock

pick them off. The Roman divination was simpler, according to

the eager or sluggish eating, or refusing to eat, of young fowls ;

every legion had its pullarius, who bred, fed and guarded the

fowls, and the consul held the augurium in his own house or tent :

(

pullis regitur imperium Romanum, hi jubent acies says Pliny

10, 24 ; and Procopius 1, 316 gives examples.
1 Yet they also

observed the cries of the cock and hen : gallina cecinit is

named amongst other bad omens for the bridegroom, in Terence s

Phormio iv. 4, 30 ; the gloss of Donatus makes it mean (

superi-

orem marito esse uxorem/ And in our own superstition (I, 83 ;

L, 23) a hen that crowed like a cock was held in horror. If a

listener under the henroost heard the cock crow, the omen was

happy, if the hen cried, it was sad (I, 105. 1055) ; the same thing

applies to droppings of the cock and hen (I, 230). The gander
too was supposed to prophesy (I, 847). The Esthonians dis

tinguish between birds of bare and those of shaggy foot (M, 95) .

Often it is neither the flight of wayside fowl, nor the chance

encounter of a quadruped, but their appearing, their residing
in the dwellings of men that bodes them weal or woe. The
swallow (L, 9) and the stork are birds of luck (p. 672), one is glad
to see storks build on one s roof (I, 215). He that first sees the

stork fly in spring, is sure to go on a journey. To the Lettons

the titmouse foretokened good, its name is sihle, and sihleht is

to foretell (p. 683). A weasel or snake on the roof boded ill

(Suidas sub v. Xenocrates) ; anguis per impluvium decidit de

tegulis/ Ter. Phormio iv. 4, 29. So does a mouse nibbling at

your clothes, Sup. I, 184. Raven, crow or magpie on a sick house

is unlucky, or of double meaning, I, 120. 158. 496 (see Suppl.).

There were corpse-birds, birds of dole, whose appearing signi

fied actual or impending death. I suppose the turtle-dove with

her melancholy wail to have been such to the Goths, by their

calling her hrdivadubo (corpse-dove) ; neither rpvyajv nor turtur

conveys this collateral sense, the bird merely mourns her lost

mate ;

2 tales about her are coll. in Aw. 3, 34. One of tho way-

1 Kecord of 788 in Marini no. 56, p. 94 : et alia multa de vestra infidelitate

cognovimus ad pullorum comtum (r. cantum).
2 The Langobards used to erect, among the graves in their churchyards, poles

(perticasj in memory of their kinsfolk who had fallen in war or in foreign parts : on
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birds, the owly is also, and preeminently, in place here (Sup. I,

789
; L, 8). Hartmann contrasts her flight across one s path with

that of the musar, hers appears to have been baleful, as his was

wholesome : Ms. 2, 174 says der iuweln flue ne er profited the

world. Ovid Met. 5, 550 :

foedaque fit volucris, venturi nuntia luctus,

ignavus bubo, dirum mortalibus omen.

Here metamorphosis strikes in : the owl was an enchanted person,

and strix, strinx
(

e tectis strix violenta canat/ Tibull. i. 5, 52),

bruxa signify at once the bird and the witch that fly by night

(p.!039n.) : ululae, upupae, bubones toto anno in tectis funebria

personantes/ p. 481 n. ; male ominatos cantus ulularum, Chron.

S. Trudonis p. 379. The OHG. holz-riina, holz-muoja, liolz-muwo

(Gl. Flor. 988b
. 996b

. Sumerl. 10, 65. 27, 44. 29, 74) translate

lamia, but they rather express wailing bodeful birds, or sprites

(of both sexes), who are heard whispering and muttering

(rounding, mooing) in the wood, p. 433. Hence also their name
of klag-muhme (wailing aunt), Mag-mutter, klage-weib;

1 in the

Ackerman v. Bohmen, ed. Hag. p. 38, klagmut
3
should be

amended klagmuoter/ In the Upper Harz klagmutter, klag-

weib, klagefrau mean a spectral yet winged being (Spiel s Archiv

2, 247) ; elsewhere it is called iveh-klage (Sup. I, 863), leich-huhn

(lich-hen), grab-eule, todten-vogel, and in Brunswick the Idpsch,

because of its lazy lingering flight (Brauns. anz. 1746. p. 236),

ignavus bubo/ which again calls up the old sense of feig (fey,

moribundus). Other prognostics of death are, when the raven

belches. Sup. G, 1. 166, when a cock or hen trails straw, M, 77,

the top of the pole was fixed the wooden image of a dove, whose head or beak
pointed in the direction where the loved one lay buried

; Paul. Diac. 5, 34 (not
unlike the gyrating eagle on the palace-roof, p. 634). The dove represented the
sorrowing kinsman who set up the pole. Precisely so the Servians of to-day make
the cuckoo mourn for them (p. 682) : on a wooden cross 6 feet high are carved as
many cuckoos as there are survivors, esp. sisters, to mourn the dead. A girl who
has lost a brother can never hear the cuckoo sing without breaking into a flood of
tears ;

kukumene ! is an interjection of grief, Montenegro, Stuttg. 1837. pp. 99. 100.
All this setting up of doves and cuckoos brings to mind that of liorses heads on
poles and roofs (p. 659), of eagles on roofs (p. 633-4).

1 The Lausitz Wends call our wehklage boze sedlesko, God s little chair
[saddle?] : it appears either as a white hen, or as a beautiful white child, whose
piteous wailing and weeping announces impending misfortune. In Bohemian too
sedlisko is a seat and also the nightmare, perhaps because the demon mounts and
rides (incubus).
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when the galadrot (charadrius) turns his head away from the sick

man (see Suppl.).

In the same way other animals give notice of a death : when

a priest is called in, and his horse lowers his head, Sup. M, 35 ;

when a black ox or cow has been killed in the house, I, 887,

which points right back to ancient sacrifices. Also the mole

burrowing in a human habitation 555. 601. 881, the cricket

chirping 555. 600. 930,
1 the woodworm ticking 901, and mice

nibbling at the clothes of a sleeper (see Suppl.) .

Prophetic ants, Sup. K, 88 ; M, 99. A spider running toward

you early in the morning is unlucky, but there are luck-spinners

too, I, 134. Bosquet 219. A swarm of bees settling on a house

betokens fire, I, 160 or some disaster,
2 from those in Drusus s

camp downwards (Pliny 11, 18. Dio Cass. 54, 33. Jul. Obse-

quens de prodig. 1, 132). To Leopold of Austria they foretold

the loss of Sempach fight in 1386 : da kam ein imb geflogen,

in d linden er genistet hat, an s herzogen waffen er flog als do der

selbig herzog wol fiir die linden zog : das diutet frombde geste, so

redt der gemeine man/ Wackern. leseb. 703. It is usually a

flight of grasshoppers that announces stranger guests (Justinger

p. 160, conf. 271), or else a good take of salmon, ib. 379. Other

intimations of coming guests in Sup. I, 71-2-3. 889. 1028 ; K, 63

(see Suppl.).

Lifeless things, especially elements, can furnish omens. Flames

standing on the lielmets or spears of warriors were a prognostic

of victory (vlfcys orvfjLJ^d\ov). Saem. 110a - b mentions a fire of this

kind, but not what it signified :
(

hyrr leingi mun a brodds oddi

bifaz ;
and more plainly 151 b

:

(

af geirom geislar (rays) stofto/

Tac. Ann. 12, 64 : signa militum arsere ; 15, 7 : pila militum

arsere.* Procop. de b. Vand. 2, 2 : r&v Sopdra)v avrois TO, a/cpa

Trvpl vroXXco /careXa/XTrero, /cal avrwv al al^/jual KaLecrOat, eVt

TrXetcrrov crfyicnv ebbicovv. Greg. Tur. mirac. Mart. 1, 10: f dum
haec agerentur, duae puerorum lanceae emissis flammis lumen

euntibus praebuerunt, ibantque fulgurantes hastae. Before the

battle of Prague in 1620 a will o wisp settled on the general s

1 Sometimes these heimen or grillen mean prosperity to the house, Sup. I,

313. 609.
2 Examen apum in arbore praetorio imminente consederat, Livy 21, 46.

fastigium Capitolii examen apium insedit, Tac. Ann. 12, 64.
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flag, and was taken for a pledge of victory. This too is the

Dioscuri s flame, that shone on the masts of ships, a saving sign

under stress of storm. Further, a candle that sneezes (spits), a

brand that snaps over (Sup. I, 889) betoken guests again; a candle

that goes out, death (150) ; one that burns roses (forms wick-

heads), good luck (252). To spill oil or wine, to pour water

under the table, were signs to the ancients, one good, the other

bad. The table squeaking, the rafters creaking, justified the

gloomiest auguries (Dempster 3, 9). Water sinking away or

rising indicated a death or famine (p. 590). When the fire

crackles, or salt is spilt, it is a sign of strife, Sup. 1, 322. 534-5.

64. Connect with this the mythic interpretation of the bickering

flame, p. 242 : the god is present in the flame as in the bodeful

thunder. Gaps formed by earth tumbling in (gropar) prognosti
cate a death (M, 95) ; from the sound of the first three clods

thrown into a grave, you can tell if others will die soon. A
splinter splitting off the floor is a sign of guests (I, 71. 1032),

a hoop bursting off a barrel, of death (I, 149)
l
(see Suppl.).

The custom of sprinkling barleycorns on the hot fireplace, and

watching if they leap up or lie still, I find in Burchard alone,

Sup. C, p. 195d
, not in later authors; the Greek KpiOo/jLavTela was

different.

If in time of war two ears of corn were found on one stalk, it

was thought to prefigure the return of peace;
3 on the contrary,

for the cherry-tree to blossom twice in the year is a sign of war,

Sup. I, 1116 (see Suppl.).

Other things, without any augury or sorcery being founded on

them, are considered wholesome or hurtful : particularly things

found, begged or stolen. Thus the finding of a four-leaved clover,

of three whole grains in a baked loaf (Sup. I, 685), of a nail or

tooth off a harrow 539. 636, which enable the possessor to discern

witches (p. 1078), inventio acus vel oboli reservati (B, 11 r. b.),

1 Sueton. in Octav. 92 : auspicia quaedam et omina pro certissimis observabat :

si mane sibi calceus perperam ac sinister pro dextero induceretur, ut dirum (like
Wladislaus, p. 1123) ;

si terra marive ingrediente se longinquam profectionem forte

rorasset, ut laetum, maturique et prosperi reditus.
3 Elisab. Charlotte of Orleans writes July 17, 1695 : I am well weary of the

war
; pray, dear Louise, acquaint yourself if it be true that near Giessen they have

found a stalk, which the Landgraf of Darmstatt hath in safe keeping, whereon are
II ears, and if the like was found at the end of the 30 years war. It is also
believed that lightning will not strike a house where a stalk with two ears is kept.
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of a needle (K, 46) according as it turns head or point toward

you (I, 235), of a felloe off a wheel 351, of a horseshoe 129. 220

(Hone s Yrbk 1600) ;
a begged loaf 13, a ring made of begged

silver pennies 352; a stolen duster 431, tie of a meal-sack 216,

loaf 183-8, timber 1000 (Firmenich 2, 33), fishing-tackle (K, 48),

weaver s knots. In finding things the favour of fortune comes

into play ;
to things begged the labour, to things stolen the risk

of acquisition lends additional value : three gulps of begged
wine drive away the hiccup. And not only stolen property in

a particular case, but a thief s hand (p. 1073n.), a spur made, out

of a gibbet-chain (I, 385), the gallows-rope itself (386. 921.

G, 1. 217), possess a peculiar virtue; couf. the origin of the gal-

lows-mannikin, Deut. sag. no. 83 (see Suppl.).

A ivheel placed over the gateway brings luck (I, 307) ;
is the

notion of fortune s wheel (p. 866) or the sun s wheel (pp. 620.

701) at work here? Splinters of a tree struck by lightning,

coffin-splinters are of use (I, 171. 208). The bridal bed must

have only dry wood, but off living trees ;
l other fancies about the

bridal bed 486-7. No picked up feathers, no hen s feathers

should be put in a bed 281. 346. 593.

Choosing of days prevailed among the Jews (Levit. 19, 26.

Deut. 18, 10), Greeks, and probably all heathens. Hesiod dis

tinguishes between mother-days and stepmother-days, he goes
over all the good days of Zeus, and all the bad, &quot;Epya K. Hp.
765 (710) seq. Even if our names for the days of the week were

imported from abroad (p. 127), yet native superstitions may have

been mixt up with them from a very early time. Nullus ob-

servet so preached Eligius, qua die domum exeat, vel qua die

revertatur, nullus ad inchoandum opus diem aut lunam attendat.

Hincmar 1, 656 : sunt et qui observant dies in motione itineris

et in inchoatione aedificandae domus. Sueton. in Oct. 92 : ob-

servabat et dies quosdam, ne aut postridie nundinas quoquam

proficisceretur, aut nonis quidquam rei seriae inchoaret. Pliny

28, 5 :

(

ungues resecari 2 nundinis Romanis tacenti, atque a

1 Odofredus in I. legata digest, de supellect. leg. : mulieres quando nubunt,
volunt lectum de lignis siccis, sed de arbore vivente. sed in omnibus opinionibus
suis fatuae sunt.

2 The nails in general are carefully watched : when they blossom, i.e. have

specks of white, luck blossoms too. Much depends on which hand and what

finger the blossoms are on (Eeusch). Pliny touches more than once on the
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digito indice, multorum pecuniae religiosum. Even amongst us
the superstition survives, that the nails should be cut on a par
ticular day, Friday especially. A day that will bring misfortune
is called verworfen, castaway, accursed (Sup. G, 1. 5 1).

1 The
ancient Germans appear to have kept Wednesday and Thursday
holy above all, after their chief gods Wodan and Thuuar : the

Indiculus has a section de feriis quas faciunt Jovi vel Mercuric/
Later on I find no day more superstitiously observed than Thurs

day, p. 191 ; also by the Esthoriians, M, 59. One should not
move to a new dwelling on Thursday, for birds carry nothing to

their nests that day. On the other hand, Wednesday and Friday
are counted accursed wiicli-days, I, 613. 658. 745; separately,

Wednesday 567, Friday 241. 800. M, 59. 60. In records of

witch-trials (see the Quedlinburg), the devils mostly appear on
a Thursday or Tuesday. Monday too is a bad day for a fresh

beginning (I, 771. 821). Tuesday is the time to begin journeys,
to form marriage contracts.2 Fat Tuesday, Swed. fet-tisdag,
Fr. mardi gras favours enterprises (K, 79. 84). Sunday is lucky
(I, 243. 634). The Christians had, beside the great festivals,

many days in the year marked by something special, above all

St. John s ; and almost every holy day stood in a particular
relation to sowing, planting, cattle-breeding and the like. The
Dan. skjer-torsdag in K, 168-9 is Maundy Thursday. Hardly
ever was a nation so addicted to day-choosing as the Christians

in the Mid. Ages. The old heathen yule-days and solstices

coincided with Christmas and St. John s (see SuppL).

Closely connected with angang and day-choosing is another

widely diffused superstition. As a prosperous day s work de

pended on a favourable encounter at early morning, as the escort

of wolf or raven augured victory ; so a tribe on its travels was

guided to its place of settlement by a divinely missioned least.

Under such guidance colonies were founded, towns, castles,

resegmina unguium 28, 23 : e pedibus inanibusque cera perraixta ante solis ortum
alienae januae affigi jubent . . . digitorum reseginiua unguium ad cavernas
formicarum abjici jubent, eamque quae prima coeperit trahere, correptam subnecti
collo. This significance of nail-parings is worth dwelling on, as our heathenism
attributes to them even a greater, making the world s end depend upon them
(p. 814, Naglfar).

1 See passages in a Homily of the 8th cent, on this superst., Pertz s Archiv 6,
500-1.

2 So in Bohemia and Moravia. Lowe s Denkw. u. reisen 72.

VOL III. tt
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churches built; the rise of new establishments and kingdoms

is hallowed by leasts, which, alien to all human ends, reveal the

higher counsels of the gods.

Greek and Roman story teems with examples. A raven leads

Battus and his emigrants to Gyrene (Kopat; rjyijo-aro, Callim.

Hymn to Apollo 66). The Irpini are so called from irpus, the

wolf that led them (Strabo 2, 208) .

T Floki sacrificed for three

ravens to shew him the way:
f hann fekk at bloti miklu, ok

blotafti lira/no, pria, pa er honum ski/ldu leiffvisa, ]?viat ]?a
hof^u.

hafsiglingarmenn engir lerSarstein i ]?ann tima i Nor&amp;lt;5rl6ndum/

Islend. sog. 1, 27
;
the divine bird supplied the place of a load

stone to seafaring men. It can hardly be a mere accident, that

the guides oftenest named are just the raven and wolf, Wuotan s

favourites, who presaged victory and weal. 2 In the Yita Severini

c. 28 the bear acts as guide. The hart and liind also shew the

way, as Procopius 4, 5 makes the hind do to Cimmerian hunters.

So in Jornandes of Hunnish huntsmen : dum in ulteriori Maeo-

tidis ripa venationes inquirunt, animadvertunt quomodo ex im-

proviso cerva se illis obtulit, ingressaque palude, nunc progrediens

nunc subsistens, indicem se viae tribuit . . . mox quoque,

ut Scythica terra ignotis apparuit, cerva disparuit. Here, instead

of the hunter story, Sozomen (Hist. eccl. 6, 37) has one about a

herdsman, though he knows the other one too :

c
forte fortuna

bos cestro perdtus lacum transmittit, sequitur bubulcus ; qui cum

terrain trans lacum vidisset, tribulibus suis nuntiat. Sunt alii

1 A bird admonished the Aztecs in Mexico to emigrate, by calling down from
the tree tihui ! i.e. let us go ! Major s Myth, taschenb. 1813. p. 63.

2 A name of happiest a.ugury for a hero must have been the OHG. Wolf-hraban,
Wolfram, to whom the two animals jointly promised victory. And I notice that

no animal s name but the wolfs is ever compounded with gang : Wolfgang (Lup-
ambulus A.D. 1000, Act. Bened. sect. 6 pars 1 p. 3) designates a hero before whom
goes the wolf of victory ;

a similar presage may lie in Wisantgang (Goth. Visanda-

vandalareis, Procop. de b. Goth. 1, 18 OuLaavdos BavSaXdpios). The heathen faith

alone opens to us the meaning of old names, which are no product of pure
chance. There may be good reason for supposing that in the quaint old Spell
XIV Martin and Wolfgang are invoked as shepherds saints : one had sway over

the crow (raven), the other over the wolf. Servian mothers name a son they
have longed for, Vuk, wolf : then the witches can t eat him up. So Greeks and
Komans thought AvdffKos Lyciscus a lucky name, OHG. glosses render lyciscus

(the animal) wolfbizo, and there may have been a man s name Wolfbizo, one bitten

by the wolf, and thereby protected. Vuk sub v. vuko-yedina says, if one in the

family way eats of a lamb or goat that the wolf has bitten to death, the babe she

gives birth to will shew a wound, which they call vukoyedina, i.e. wolfbizo. They
also cut the wolf s bite out of a lamb or goat, smoke-dry it, and preserve it as a

sanative (see Suppl.).
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qui dicunt cervum quibusdain Hunnis venaiitibus, cuin per lacum

ab illis fugeret, monstrasse viam. Hunters the stag leads, herds

man the ox, heroes the wolf. But Christians, even warriors, will

rather have tjie deer for guide than the heathenish wolf : a doe

shewed the Franks the ford of safety over the Main, Ditm.

Merseb. ed. Wagn. 245
; conf. Otto Fris. de gestis Frid. 1, 43

[and a white hart over the Vienne]. A raven the Christians

would have taken for a messenger of the devil. Flodoardus in

Hist. Remens. 1, 24 (ed. Duac. p. 145) relates one instance of

the eagle : conscenso silvosi mentis vertice, dum circumferentes

oculorum aciem de monasterii corde volutant positione, subito

sublimi coelorum mittitur aliger index a culmine, per quern coelos

scansuro locns in terris beato depromeretur Theoderico. Nam
mystic us ales aquila spatiando gyrans et gyrando circumvolans

locum monasterii capacem secans aera designavit. Et ut ex-

pressius ostenderet quid Dominus vellet, unius fere horae spatio

supra ubi ecclesia construi debuit lentis volatibus stetit ; et ne

hoc ab incredulis casu contigisse putaretur, ipso natali Domini

die quadriennio continuo supervolando monasterium circumire,

mirantibus plurimis, eadem aquila cernebatur. A flying hen

indicates the site of the future castle, Deut. sag. no. 570. Boun
daries are hallowed by the running or walking of a blind horse,

of a crab, RA. 86. Where the fratres Philaeni had won the

new frontier by running, they let themselves be buried alive

(hie se vivos obrui pertulerunt), Pomp. Mela 1, 7; the true

reason of this ratification by burial will be made clearer pre

sently. Remus had seen six, and Romulus twelve vultures fly

auspicious at the founding of their city, Nieb. 1, 248 (see Suppl.).

We know how the old Northmen conducted their migrations
and settlements under convoy of the gods. They threw over

board the dndvegis-sulur or set-stokkar they had brought with

them from the old country, and wherever these drifted to, there

they landed. On such wooden posts was carved an image of the

god in whom they trusted, and he pointed them to their, new

habitation; see esp. the Isl. sog. 1, 76-7. 234.

But not only did beasts point out a place for building on, it

was often thought necessary to immure live animals, even men,
in the foundation on which the structure was to be raised, as if

they were a sacrifice offered to Earth, who bears the load upon
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her : by this inhuman rite they hoped to secure immovable

stability or other advantages. Danish traditions tell of a lamb

being built in under the altar, that the church might stand un

shaken ; and of a lice horse being buried in every churchyard,
before any corpse was laid in it (p. 841). Both lamb and horso

occasionally shew themselves in church or churchyard, and the

apparition betokens a death (Thiele 1, 136-7). Even under other

houses swine and fowls are buried alive (1, 198). Superst. I,

472 says, a long spell of good weather can be brought on by
walling-in a cock ; and 755 a cow s running be prevented by

bricking up a blind dog alive under the stable-door. In time of

murrain, the Esthonians bury one head of the herd under the

stable-door, that Death may have his victim (M, 69) -

1 When
the new bridge at Halle, finished 1843, was building, the common

people fancied a child was wanted to be walled into the founda

tions. To make Liebciistein Castle impregnable, there was

walled-in a child, whom its mother for base gold had parted with ;

while the masons were at work, says the story, it sat eating a roll

and calling out, Mother, I can see you/ then, Mother, I see

a little of you still, and when the last stone was let in, Mother,
I see nothing of you now (Bechst. Thiir. sag. 4, 157 ; conf. 206).

In the outer wall of Reichenfels Castle a child was built in alive :

a projecting stone marks the spot, and if that were pulled out,

the wall would tumble down at once (Jul. Schmidt p. 153).

Similar stories in Spiel s Archiv. 1, 160 with the addition, that

latterly, by way of symbol, empty coffins were built in. A ram

part had to be raised round Copenhagen, but every time it was

begun, it sank down again : so they took a little innocent maiden,

set her on a chair before a table, gave her toys and things to eat ;

then, while she amused herself with eating and play, twelve

master-masons built a vault over her, and amid music and loud

minstrelsy threw up the wall, which hath stood unshaken to this

day (Thiele 1, 3). Why they kept the child playing and happy,
and prevented her crying, I have explained at p. 46. It is the

vulgar opinion in Greece, that whoever first goes by, where they

1 Und hadden de delver sich mit groten unkosten an holt, balken, struk

(brushwood) daran versocht, den ort to dempen, konden nicht ;
de olden seden,

Aniniam quaeri, men scholde ein hat edder hunt darin drenken. Als diser gebleven,
wert it mit der lichte togeslagen (easily stopt up), Neocor. 2, 310. Conf. in chap.
XXXVI. inserting the shrewmouse into the ash.
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are laying the foundation-stone of a new building, shall die

within a year ;
the builders, to avert the calamity, kill a lamb or

a Hack cock on the stone, just as at Frankfort they made a cock

run across the new-made bridge, DS. no. 185. At Arta a

thousand masons wrought at a bridge : all that they raised in the

day rushed down at night. Then sounded the archangel s voice

fro in heaven : unless ye dig thereinto a child of man, the masonry
shall not stand

; yet no orphan nor stranger shall ye bury, but

the master-builder s wife/ When the wife came to the workmen,
the master pretended his ring had dropt into the foundation, and

the woman offered to fetch it out, then swiftly they set to work

to ivall her in; dying, she pronounced a curse on the bridge,

that it should tremble like a flower- stalk (Tommaseo s Canti pop.

3, 178). Still more touching is a Servian legend on the building

of Scutari : For three years 300 masons laboured in vain to lay

the foundations of the fortress
;
what they built by day, the vila

tore down at night. At last she made known to the kings, that

the building would never hold till two born brothers (or sisters) of

like name were put into the foundation. Nowhere could such be

found. Then the vila required, that of the three wives of the

kings she that carried out food to the masons the next day should

be walled up in the ground. When the consort of the youngest

king, not dreaming of such a decree, brings out some dinner, the

300 masons drop their stones around her, and begin to wall her

in
;
at her entreaty they left a small opening, and there she

continued for some time to suckle her babe, who was held up to

her once a day (Vuk 2, 5). Once, when the Slavs on the Danube

purposed founding a new city, the heads of the people, after the

old heathen wont, sent out men early before sunrise, to take the

first boy they met and put him into the foundation. From this

child (Serv. diete, Boh. djte, Russ. ditya pi. deti, Pol. dziecie) the

town took its name of Detinets (Popov s Slav. myth. p. 25). And
the history of Merlin pp. 66 72 relates how, king Yortigern

casting to build him a strong tower, it did alway crumble down

or it were accomplished; and the wizards spake sentence, that

the tower should in no wise be achieved, ere that the groundstone

were wet with a child s blood, that was of woman born, but of no

man begotten. May not we also connect with this superstition

some words in a sermon of Berthold p. 167? und wizze, wanne
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du kint gewinnest, daz der tiuvel relit einen torn mit den Itindern

hat iif dich gemuret has with the children reared a very tower

on thy back (see Suppl.).

Sect. 23 of the Indiculus superst., de sulcis circa villas leads

us to infer that round newly founded cities they ploughed fur

rows, whose sacredness was a safeguard against the entrance of

evil. Precisely such was the Etruscan usage ace. to Yarro :

oppida condebant in Latio, Etrusco ritu, rnulta, id est, junctis

bobus, tauro et vacca, interiore aratro circumagebant sulcum.

Hoc faciebant religionis causa die auspicato, ut fossa et rnuro

essent munita
;
terram unde exscalpserant fossam vocabant, et

introrsum factum murum, postea quod fiebat orbis, urbs/ The

bull and cow were white, Ov. Fast. 4, 825 on the pornoerium of

Romulus .:

Inde premens stivam signavit moenia sulco,

alba jugurn niveo cum bove vacca tulit.

In the Comitium a vaulted chamber was built, and stocked

with tike firstlings of all natural products that sustain man s life,

Fest. sub v. mundus. Nieb. 1, 251.

Some superstitious rites, apparently of great antiquity, are

practised on such different occasions in early and in recent times,

that it is hard to make out their meaning. In Burchard, Sup.

C, 195C
, a icaggon is divided in two, and a corpse on the bier is

carried between
;

in I, 929 a girl suspected of pregnancy is made
to pass through a harvest-wain so divided. Waggon and plough
are reckoned holy implements, in the midst of which no cheating
or juggling can subsist.

About walking through a cutting in tlie ground and the cleft

of a tree, see next chap., under Remedies. It is with a different

view that women creep through the stretched membrane in which

a newborn foal has lain, or through a horse-collar, Svved. sela,

Sup. K, 167.

Again, one is not to stride over another person (Sup. I, 45),

nor slip through under the pole of a vehicle 618; nor should

women in a certain condition mount across the pole or shafts 729.

925; they should also avoid having anything hanging or tangled
above them 688. 933. This resembles the rule, not to turn wood

in the Christmas week (Sup. K, 134), nor beat cattle with turned
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wood 58, lest it cause similar twistings and convulsions in man

or beast.

I close with a few words on interpretation of dreams. To

the A. Saxons dream meant jubilum, ecstasy (p. 901) ;
so is the

OS. &amp;lt; Drohtines drorn = heaven, Hel. 54, 11. 63, 14. 85, 21 to

be taken as Dei jubilum, gaudium/ as opposed to manno,

liudo drom (p. 795), the transitory dream of this world. For

somnium stood the AS. swefen, OS. sueblian ; the ON. svefn is

simply soinnus, and sofna to fall asleep, MHG. entsweben is

sopire, lull to sleep, which again has to do with OHG. suep (aer),

so that sleeping and dreaming properly mean trance or ecstasy,

the spirit s soaring away into the air (conf. arprettan, p. 1083).

This is closely conn, with Lat. sopor, and sompnus, somnus,

somnium. Both OHG. and ON. seem to confine their troum,

draumr to the sense of somnium. The Gothic word for Sveipo?

(dream) is lost to us. Instead of our proverb triiume sind

schaume, dreams are foams, I have found a more truly rhym

ing
* traume sind gdume (Ettner s Chemiker 469 and Apoth.

132), i.e. observations (MHG. goume, troume, but schiime).
1

Even antiquity did not believe in all dreams, only in difficult

ones, dreamed at particular times or places. To interpret dreams

is in OHG. antfriston, N. Boeth. 51, more simply sceidan, MHG.
scheiden, Diut. 3, 97, bescheiden, Walth. 95, 8. Nib. 14, 2. 19,

2 ; traumscJieider meant soothsayer. The AS. had swefn reccan,

ON. draum rd&a (see Suppl.).

Dreams are foretokenings of the future, rising out of images
and impressions of the past ; they and the figures in them might
be called a writing or rune of destiny (p. 406 n.), as Wolfram finely

says of Parzival 245, 8 : sus wart gesteppet im sin troum mit

swertslegen umbe den soum/ so was embroidered his dream with

sword-strokes round the border. Like the birds, they are

messengers of the gods, and publish their commands ;
but other

daemonic beings send them too : ir boten kiinftigiu leit (coming

sorrows) sauden iin slafe dar/ Parz. 245, 4. On p. 905-6 wo

had examples of the inspiring gift of poesy being imparted in a

1 Yet even iu Diut. 3, 96 : waz iuwe ware gescumetS i.e. dreamt. And schaum
is backed by a still worse rhyme : traume smdfaume (Kirchhofer s Spricliw. 342)
for feime.
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dream. As &quot;birds play the leading part in angang, as dreams

themselves are birds and come flying, we can understand why
even the subject-matter of a dream is so commonly a vision of

birds ; in some few dreams of this kind we may perhaps detect

an echo of ancient myths. Kriemhild dreamt that two eagles

caught and mangled (erkrummen) before her eyes the wild falcon
she had reared ; so ISunn (the swallow ?) was seized by the

eagle Thiassi, and OSinn the divine &quot;heron pursued by the eagle

Suttungr. Such images filled the fancy of the olden time : a

couple of dancers in the Rudlieb 8, 49 are thus elegantly de

scribed : ille velut/ft/co se girat, et haec ut hirundo. In Eoth.

3845 : mir troumite nahte von dir, wie ein valke quame gevlogin,
und vuorfce dich widir over mere/ In Sv. forns. 2, 64: jag
dromte att min herres falkar, de spande mig med sina klor, de

togo mitt hjerta utur mitt brost, och gjorde sig deraf ett bo/
And there are disquieting dreams of bears, wolves, boars p. 921-3

(see Suppl.).

Much depends on the time when and the place where dreams

are dreamt. They are truest after midnight, toward morning :

post noctem mediam, quando sunt somnia vera/ Ecbas. 227.

Eracl. 3723; ghosts appear just before dawn (a case on p. 894).

Yet Herzeloide dreams umbe einen mitten tac/ Parz. 103, 25.

As it is a grave question with newly married folk, whose

light shall burn longest at the wedding feast, which shall first

fall asleep on the wedding night, or get up from the bridal bed

(Sup. I, 15. 485. 717; M, 17); so the dreams and visions of

the wedding night are prophetic (see Childerich s in Aimoin

1, 8). Such a dream of Hvitastierna in Gothland, which ac

quaints her with her posterity, is mentioned in the Gutalag

p. 106. No less important is the first dream in a new house

(Sup. I, 123; K, 61), but you must have counted all the rafters

before going to sleep. King Gorrn is admonished to build a

house on a spot where none had stood before, and therein to

sleep and dream (Forum, sbg. 11, 4-6; conf. Saxo Gram. 179)
1

;

whereas Halfdan the black (Saga cap. 7) is advised to dream in

a pigstye, and the dream will come true. Of dreaming in a new

bed, Fornald. sug. 1, 367. Again, a dream on New-year s night

1 You ve ideas like an old house we say on the contrary to one whose remarks
are not to the point.
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comes true (Sup. I, 528). In Reinh. 88, when Chantekler has

told his ingeniously constructed dream, it is added : manec

troum erscheinet sich iiber siben jar/ comes to pass in 7 years

time. A great many dream-interpretations, which the common

people hold firmly to this day, are to be found in the very earliest

times (see Suppl.).

Certain dreams are so deeply rooted in Teutonic legend, that

we must place their origin far back, e.g. that of the treasure

which one is to be informed of on the bridge
1

(see Suppl.).

Like dreams and angang, some other of the customs we

have noticed evidently rest on the strength of first and fresh

impressions.

We are glad to be rid of this heap of superstition ; yet, while

it filled the lives of our forefathers with fear, it ministered some

comfort also.

1
Agricola s Sprichw. 623. Praetorius s Wiinschelr. 372. Abrah. a S. Clara s

Judas 1, 4. Ettner s Ung. Apoth. p. 132. Musaus s Yolksm. 4, 65. K. Chambers s

Fireside stories p. 12, which prove the legend rife in various parts of Scotland.



CHAPTER IXXVL

SICKNESSES.

BY the anger of the gods diseases are decreed, yet also their

mercy reveals healing remedies to man. All deities can be healers,

they seem to give their names to the herbs and flowers whose

healing virtues they make known. With the Greeks it is chiefly

Apollo and his sister Artemis from whom this knowledge is

derived ; our Wuotan, where he touches Apollo rather than

Hermes, represents him in the capacity of healer too (p. 149) ;

with Artemis and Athena skilled in leechcraft, we may here match

our Holda and Frouwa, replaced by Mary in later legend. A

special god of physic, AsMepios or Aesculapius, is Apollo s son

and a mere emanation of him. Of divine heroes, those who

practised this art were HeraJcles, Prometheus the giver of whole

some fire, and Chiron : to set by the side of these, we have the

Norse Mimir, our own Wate and Wieland, after whom a healing

plant Wielands-wurz is named, and whose skill in smith-work

resembles that of Prometheus ;
conf. chap. XXXVII.

As Homer celebrates Paeon s and Macliaon s knowledge of

medicines and wounds, so the Gudrunlied says of Wate :

Si hasten in langer zite da vor wol vernornen (long known),
daz Wate arzet wasre von eiuem wilden wibe :

Wate, der vil masre, gefrumete manegem an dem libe.

The wild wife, who doctored (made a doctor of) this far-famed

Wate, might well be a wise-woman, a half-goddess (p. 431-2). So

in Scotch tradition (R. Chamb. p. 34) the mermaid points out

healing herbs. Several such women appear in the Edda. Eir

belongs altogether to the circle of goddesses : hon er IceJenir

leztr, best of leeches, Sn. 36. I connect her name with the

Goth, tiirus nuncius, AS. arian, ON. eira parcere, and OHG.
Iriuc (Goth. Eiriggs?); Eir would be the indulgent helpful

goddess and errand-woman. But another passage, Ssem. lll a
,
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significantly places her among the handmaidens of wise Mcnrjloft

(p. 423-4):

Hlif heitir, onnur Hlifpursa,

J?rr$ja Thiodva/rta,

Biort ok Stiff, Bliffur, Fri$,

Eir oc Orboffa,

Some of them seem to be giantesses, Hlif]?ursa and Orbofta, who
in Sn. 39 is wife to G^mir, and these fit in with the notion of

ivild wife ; but the majority are transparent personifications of

moral ideas, Frt& the mansueta or parca (Goth, freidian parcere) ,

Jllif tutela or parca, from hlifa parcere, which comes to the same

thing as Eir, and throws a welcome light on the Latin parca
itself. All the more right have we now to place Biort in

immediate connexion with Berlita, as I conjectured on p. 272 n.,

and Bliff with Holda : these healing women lead us on to wise

women, divine women. And that the gift of healing is in ques
tion here, is plain from the preceding and not less important

strophe :

Hyfjaberg ]?at heitir, en ]?at hefir leingi verit

siukom ok sari gaman :

heil verSr hver, ]?6tt hafi ars sott,

ef |?at klifr kona.

I translate it : Hyfjaberg this rock is called, and has long been

to the sick and to wounds a solace ; whole becomes any woman,

though she have a year s sickness, if she climbs it. So that the

rock is a holy place, dedicated to MengloS and her maidens,
where every sick woman that climbed it has found relief. The
exact meaning of Hyfjaberg, or as some read it, Hyfvja-, Hyfara-

berg, I cannot yet determine ; enough for us, that such mount
of healing accords admirably with the conception one has to

form of the wise-women of olden time : prophetesses, Parcae,

Muses, all are imagined dwelling on mountains. Mengloff may
without more ado be taken to mean Freyja (p. 306-7), in

attendance on this highest goddess would stand the other

maidens of like nature ; and to the art of healing we have a

right worshipful origin assigned. Now too it is conceivable, why
Brynhildr, the valkyr dwelling on her mountain, had f

lif me$

laskning (pharinaca cum medela) ascribed to her in Seem. 147 b
:
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she is a wise woman skilled in magic, a pharmaceutria, herbaria,

and moreover understands the binding up of wounds (undir

dreyrgar yfir binda, Seem. 220b), like Hiltgund in Walthar. 1408.

Oddrun lends her aid to women in travail, Seem. 239, and the

Tristan has made Isote s knowledge of physic famous. At

medicinal springs, by mineral waters, appears the white lady with

the snake (p. 588 n.), the beast of sovereign st healing power,
servant to Aesculapius himself. The Servian vila too is a

physician, and heals wounds for a high fee, Vuk no. 321 [so the

Bulgarian yuda or samodiva, Aug. Dozen s Bolgarski pesni no.

3, etc.].

We see from all this, that medical science in heathen times was

half priestly, half magical. Experience and higher culture gave
the priests a knowledge of healing powers in nature, from the

sacredness of their office proceeded salutary spells, the use of

remedies was backed by sacrifice, nay, great cures and the avert

ing of pestilence could only be effected by sacrifice. Thus all

through the Mid. Ages we find the Christian priests also possess

ors, above other men, of medicine and the art of using it. Yet

some part of the old pagan science passed into the hands of wise

men and women, who by retaining superstitious rites, and mis

using real remedies, incurred the reproach of sorcery. Like

witchcraft (p. 1038-9), and for the same reasons, the old ways of

healing fell mainly into the hands of women (see Suppl.) .

A physician was called in Goth, lekeis, OHG. Idhhi, AS. Icece,

ON. Iceknir, Iceknari,
1 Swed. Idkare, Dan. Idge ; the Engl. leech

lias sunk into the sense of peasant or cattle doctor. The MHG.
Idchencere, Idcliencerinne meant sorcerer, sorceress (p. 1037),

though still perhaps implying the use of remedies, as in lachenen

und fiirsehen/ Superst. D, 38 r., and lecken = healing, Quedlinb.

witch-trials p. 77. From Teutonic nations the word must in very

early times have spread to Slavs, Lithuanians, Finns : O.SL, Boh.,

Russ. lekar
9

, Serv. liekar, Pol. lekarz, Lith. lekorus, Fin. Iddkdri;

or can we have got it from the Slavs ? I have tried to shew a

Teutonic root for it no. 300, a Slavic might be harder to find :

to SI. liek, lek (remedium) answers our OHG. lahhan. Other

1 Lfeknis heudur
;

laeknir vera, ok kunna sar at sin,
1

Scorn. 194-5*.
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names are taken from the notion of helping, bettering, as Letan,

boten (mederip. 1036) ;
ON. groefta (sanare), grceftari (chirurgus,

medicus), from groS (growth, getting on, gain) ; MHG. heilzere

(medicus), Karl 45. Our arzt appears already in OHG. as arzdt,

0. iii, 14, 11, MHG. arzet, M.Nethl. ersetre, Diut. 2, 223a
;

O.Fr. artous, artox ; the root seems to be the Lat. ars, though
arzat cannot come straight from artista. 1 The Prov. metges,

Ferabr. 547. 1913, mege (Raynouard 3, 173), O.Fr. mires, mirre

are from medicus. 2 The ON. HP imputed to Brynhild is better

spelt lyf, being the Goth, lull (which I infer from lubja-leisei,

herb-leasing = (pap^aKela, Gal. 5, 20), OHG. luppi, MHG. liippe ;

from the sense of permissible, healing (^dpfjiatcov, arose that of

poisonous, magical, just as our gift meant at first donum, then

venenum. The luppari (veneficus) has a luppara (venefica) to

match him, the herb-man his herb-woman, herbaria, pharmaceu-
tria. In Saxo Gram. 16 a maiden cures wounds, at 25 he calls

Wecha medico, ; and Thorlacius in Obs. 4, 279 has collected other

instances of women healers.3
Amongst our peasantry there are

old women still who profess boten/ stroking, pouring, and charm

ing by spells (Sup. I, 515. 865). It is remarkable that healing

spells can only be handed down from women to men, or from

men to women (I, 793; conf. p. 1107) : we have seen how so

ancient a worthy as Wate had learnt his art of a woman. It is

principally shepherds that now pass for cunning mediciners (Sup.

L, 35 French) ; formerly any kind of herdsmen and hunters :

bubulcus, subulcus, venator/ C, int. 43. In the Mid. Ages
itinerant leeches went about the country cheapening their drugs
and skill to the people, usually attended by a man who played

amusing tricks ; for proofs see RutebeuPs Diz de 1 erberie (Meoii

nouv. rec. 1, 185191 ; ceuvres 1, 250-9; simil. in 1, 468477),
and the Easter play in Hoffm. Fundgr. 2, and in 0. Boh. in

Hanka 7, 198. These vagrant herbalists, quacks, lithotornists,

1
Temperie (medicine) ftz wiirze kraft, Parz. 643. 23. Lahhinonto temperan-

do^ conf. Mous. 393. [Arz-at, ers-etre are prob. from apx-ia-rpos : the Greek prefix
arch- becomes erz- in German words. TRANS.]

3 The Ed. of the Gariu 2, 89 would derive mire from the Arabic emir
; but a

Fr. r is often developed out of d, t, as lerre latro, beurro butyrum [these by assimil.

with an r already present] .

3 Pomp. Mela 3, 6 of Gaulish women : putabantur ingeniis singularibus
praeditae, et sanare quae apud alios insanalilia sunt

; whereas at Eome we niid
women forbidden to treat certain diseases.
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are a mine of information on the methods of popular leechcraft.

Greg. Tur. 9, 6 mentions a conjuror and doctor Desiderius, who

wore a coat of goat s hair; the 0. Slav, bali means physician, but

strictly conjuror, Glagolita 67b

(see Suppi.).

Crescentia, a pious persecuted saint, receives from Peter or

Mary, who fill exactly the place of pagan gods, the gift of healing
all diseases, Kolocz. 267, or ace. to the 0. Fr. poem (Meon n. r.

2, 71-3) only leprosy. She herself might pass perfectly for a wise

woman, and is actually charged with being a sorceress. Queens
too in ancient times are credited with power to quench certain

maladies by their touch : in Rother 32b
. 33a the queen strokes

the lame and crooked with a stone; and a similar virtue was

ascribed to hereditary sovereigns of France and England (Hone s

Yrbk p. 799). If a woman has had seven sons in succession,

the seventh can heal all manner of hurt (Sup. I, 786) ; by Ettner s

Hebamme 906, MaulafFe 699, his touch cures wens at the throat.

French Sup. L, 22 makes it the fifth son. There is no end of

superstitions about this seventh or fifth son : in E. Friesland they

say he becomes a walrider ; does that mean one who rides to the

foughten field? conf. wel-recke, p. 418n. What seems a counter

part of it is, that when 7 girls running are born of one marriage,

one of them becomes a werwolf, I, 1121. A child that has never

known its father is able to disperse tumours (fortdre les loupes),

L, 21. A firstborn child, that has come into the world with

teeth, can cure a bad bite, K, 29. 37. All this borders closely on

the power to bequeath or transfer the gift of prophecy and the

art ofweather-making, pp. 1088. 1107: the healing art was as much
sacerdotal as the business of fortune-telling (see Suppl.).

The distinction between sacrifice and healing would perhaps be

stated most correctly by saying, the one was aimed at sickness

threatened, the other at sickness broken out. Preventive sacri

ficial rites have no doubt been preserved longest in pastoral life :

herdsmen made their cattle run through the flames, once a year,
1

1 One Roman rite I quote from Cato de re rust. 83 : Votum pro bubus, ut vale-

ant, sic facito. Marti tiiivano in silva interdius, in capita singula bourn votum
facito, farris adorei libras iii. et lardi p. iv s. et pulpae iv s., vini sextarios tres. Id

in unum vas liceto conjicere, et vinum item in unum vas liceto conjicere. Earn
rem divinam vel servus vel liber licebit faciat. Ubi res divina facta erit, statiru

ibidem consumito. fthdier ad earn rem divinam ne adsit, neve videat quornodo nat.

Hoc votum in annos singulos, si voles, licebit vovere.
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or whenever pestilence approached. But sacrifices were also

performed in severe cases of actual sickness.

Our medical learning of today, as it did not proceed from the

people, has by degrees banished nearly all our native names for

diseases, and replaced them by Greek or Latin words. But as

those names often bring us face to face with old-world notions

about sickness and its cure, it will be needful to present at any
rate the most important.

In the Mid. Ages hrank has only the sense of debilis, infirmus,

OHG. wana-heil, not of aeger, for which the term was siech, Goth.

sinks, OHG. sioli ; hence morbus was expressed not by krankheit,

but by sucht, Goth, sauhts, OHG. suht, ON. sott, whereas now we

attach to sucht the moral notion of hankering, and only retain its

old meaning in a few compounds such as schwindsucht, gelbsucht,

etc. There is the same relation between the ON. fira (desiderium,

aegritudo animi) and lilcpra (lepra), conf. Sw. tra, helletra, Dan.

traa, helletraa, DV. 2, 180. General words, expressing also the

bodily pain of sickness, are OHG. suero, MHG. swer, and OHG.
MHG. we, wetago, wetage (like our siechtage) . But a sick man is

also called in OHG. bettiriso (clinicus), 0. iii. 14, 67; MHG.
betterise, Parz. 502, 1. 813, 16 ; AS. beddrida bedridden: a term

specially used of men enfeebled by age, der alte betterise/ who
can no longer rise out of bed. In Scand. this painless ailment of

great age was called Ana sott, from king On or Ani, who had

secured long life by sacrificing his sons (p. 46), and at last lived

on milk like a child again, Yngl. saga cap. 29 (see Suppl.) .

It was Christian to hold sickness a dispensation of God, heathen

ish to see in it the handiwork of sprites, and something elvish.

Accordingly it is personified : it comes upon, surprises, attacks,

seizes, takes hold of, overpowers man : Saifiav eVe^ae, arvyepbs
Se ol e%pae ^ai^juwv, Od. 5, 396 [the daemon afflicts ; in the next

line the gods heal]. In the Hel. 92, 1 :

f mid suhtium bifangan,

bedrogan hebbiad sie dernea wihti. thea wredon habbiad sie

giwittiu benumune ;
and in Versus Hartmanni (Canisius ii. 3,

203 : fugit pestis ab homine, quam daemon saevus miserat/ No
wonder that in the Edda an oath is exacted from diseases, as

from living creatures, to do no harm to Balder, Sn. 64. Like

death or destiny (p. 406), pestilence carries off : suht farnam/
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Hel. 125, 20; in the Swed. oath &amp;lt;tra mig! we must supply
f

tage take : ita me morbus auferat ! In the Cod. Vindob. th.

428 no. 94 I find the phrase eine suht ligen, zwo suht ligen/ to

lie one sickness, two s. ; sich in die suht legen/ lay oneself (lie

down) into, Eeinh. 302. 320.

This daemonic nature of diseases makes people call them by

friendly flattering names to keep them away, just as they do to

horrible uncanny beasts, and avoid uttering their right name ;

they call a disease the good, the blessed, Schm. 2, 87. 3, 212. 222,

and the pestilence is addressed as gossip. There will be more

examples to quote in speaking of particular diseases (see Suppl.).

Fever, OHG. fiebar, AS. frfor ; Goth, h&ito, Mat. 8, 15 and

brinno, Mk I, 31. Lu. 4, 38, both for Trupero?, and both fern.;

OHG. has no corresp. hiza, prinna. The Swiss have hitz and

brand (Tobler 74a
),
and the AS. ddl, Beow. 3469. 3692 seems

to be burning fever, from ad ignis, so that the OHG. would be

eital. An OHG. rito masc., Gl. Mons. 391, from ritan to ride,

not from ridan to writhe, as fever does not twist like the cramp ;

and the AS. word should be spelt rida, not wrr&amp;lt;$a
; Lye has

riderocF febris. It is imagined as an elf who rides the man with

rein and spur :

f der alp zoumct dich/ bridles thee
; der mar

ritet dich/ p. 464; ON. ( mara fomThann/ Yngl. s. cap. 16; der

rite bestuont in/ stood upon him, Alex. 2208. In En. 10834

and Eracl. 3166 suht, fieber, rite are named side by side, are

therefore distinct; in En. 10350 suht und rite
; 9694 suht

mid. fieher ;
9698 diu minne tuot kalt und heiz mer dan der

viertage rite/ love makes hot and cold like the quartan ague.
In curses : habe den riden und die suht umb dinen hals ! about

thy neck, Morolt 715. die suht an iwern losen kragen ! your

unruly neck, Reinh. p. 302-12. nu muoze der leide ride vellen !

sore fever fell him, Karlmeinet 110. Ride seems to be especially

ague, which is sometimes called frurer, Sup. I, 183; though we
also hear of ritten frost and ritten hitze. Imprecations com
mon in the 15- 16th cent, are : may the ritt shake you, thejarritt

(yearlong fever), the gcehe rite (swift r.) be at you ! May the

ritt shake you to your bones/ Garg. 96a
. Ins ritts namen habt

rhu/ H. Sachs iii. 3, 10C
. They said: whence brings him the

ritt? the same as the devil, p. 1113. Boner s well-told Fable

48 deserves attention : the rite appears in person (in what shape ?) -J
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and holds a dialogue with the flea. It is plainly [not ?] of Mid.

Age invention ; Petrarch epist. 3, 13 relates it of the spider and
the gout, and calls it anilis fabella. In Bavaria fever is personi
fied as leutelmann, shaker, Schm. 1, 219; a spell against fever

speaks of 72 fevers. Russian superstition supposes nine sisters

who plague mankind with fevers ; they lie chained up in caverns,
and when let loose, pounce upon men without pity (Gotze s

Russ. volksl. p. 62). My explanation acquires certainty from

the Esthonian phrase ayan walged, ayan liallif I ride the white,
I ride the gray, i.e. I have the ague (Rosenplanter s Beitr. 12,

42-3).

The Greek eVtaXr?;?, e^aA/r???, literally on-leaper, was a dae

monic incubus, an alp, elf, who causes the feverish oppression
of nightmare ;

and ^TrtaA,?;?, ^TrtoX?/? nightmare, and ?;7r/aA,o9,

?;7rtoXo9 fever, fever-chill, meant the same thing, though gram
marians tried to separate them by difference of accent. Add to

this, that in Aristot. hist. an. 8, 26 T/Tr/oXo? turns up in the sense

of butterfly, and the notions of spirit, elf and butterfly constantly
run into one another (pp. 829. 917). In Lith., drugis is butterfly
and fever-bird, in Lett., drudsis flying moth and fever. Lith.

druggis kreczia, Lett, drudsis kratta; the fever shakes (one).
An AS. manuscript on diseases and remedies quoted by Wanley

pp. 176180 (conf. supra p. 140) has at p. 180 celf-ddle hecedom,
cure for elf-burn, celfcynne-sealf, elf-salve, nihtgengean sealf,

night-wives salve. 1 Elsewhere I find an ailment celf-sidenne.

By the red and the white dog in Ettner s Unw. doctor 436 we

prob. are to understand measles or rose-rash; red dog again in

the Leipz. avanturier 1, 86. The Persians call scarlet-fever

a/, and picture it as a rosy maid with locks of flame, Atkinson

p. 49. 50 (see Suppl.).

By gout (gicht f.) we understand a pain in the limbs, arthritis ;

in older Germ, it was neuter : daz gegihte brichet (breaks) sie/

a. Heinr. 886. Ulr. Trist. 1461. daz gegihte brach ir hend
und fiieze/ Rab. 1060; hence our gicht-lruchig, palsied. daz

wiietende gihte, Renner 9904. As we also find darm-gicht (in

testinal g.) for colic, and sun-giht on p. 61 7n. meant the sun s

1 Ibid. wiS felfcynnesealf and wi3 nihtgengan, and t&amp;gt;am monuom
}&amp;gt;e deofol

mid hound&quot;, against elf-salve and nightgangers and the men the devil homes (con
sorts) with (sup. p. 890).

VOL. III. c
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gait, going, turning, I think giclit was a general term denoting

the shooting, twisting and tugging of pain in the body ; and a

derivative corresp. to the Goth, galits (innagahts, Gramm. 3,

518). M. Nethl. jicht, Icel. ikt, Sw. gild, Dan. gigt. The Gothic

renders TrapaXvriKos by us-lifra, as if beside one s limbs, having

no use of them ; an OHG. urlido is not found. Ein siechtuom

heizet^&amp;gt;of/ra
= leme, a lame palsied state, Parz. 501, 26 is a

corruption of podagra, which was also twisted into podagram.
More Teut. are fuoz-suht, AS. fot-ddl (podagra) ; zipperlein I

do not find before the 16th cent. M. Nethl. fledersin, flederdne

(arthritis), Leven van Jesus p. 52, and (

fl. in vote ende in lede/

Doctrinale 3, 1030; in D Arsy s Woordenboeck, Amst. 1699,
f

fledecijn, flerecijn, la goutte (chiragra) ; did the word mean a

moth or butterfly that brought on the disease ? (see Suppl.).

The flying gout that shifts from one part to another (arthritis

vaga) was called in N. Germany (Holstein, the Baltic coast), at

least as late as the 17th cent., dat varende, lopende deer/ and

in some parts of L. Sax. and Westph. de varen, de varende, de

lopende varen, the faring, running (sprites or things). So that

this disease again was regarded as a spiritual-animal being which

had been conjured into the body. Still plainer are the names

die fliegenden elbe, die gute ~kinderen
3

(Brunswk),
( die gute

holde (abt Gottingen), exactly what the elvish things were

called that witches conjured into people (p. 1074). And they
likewise were imagined in the form of butterflies or worms, which

caused gnawing pains and swellings in the joints of the hands

and feet. 1 The disease being an obstinate one, and often hard

to cure, the common people set it down as the work of witches.

It is also called the hair-worm, and in the Netherlands jumping

gout. A spell classifies gouts as running, staying, trembling,

evening, and growing gegicht.
But the operations of the holden must have been far more

extensive, and concerned in many more diseases. Tfie Hollenzopf,

Wichtelzopf (plica polon.) was spoken of, pp. 464. 474. In Kuss.

the plica is volosets, which borders on Volos p. 625 n., but comes

from volos, vlas, hair. A witch confessed (Voigt s Abh. p. 122)

1 Joh. Weyer s Arzneibucli (J. Wier, Piscinarius, b. at Grave in Brab. 1515, d.

at Tecklenb. 1588), Frkft 1583, p. 27. Henr. Meibom de arthritide vaga scorbutina,
Helmest. 1668. 1, cap. 1.
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that there were nine sorts of holdichen : the riding, splitting,

blowing, wasting, flying, swelling, deaf, dumb, blind.

The Poles also call worms that breed diseases in man biale

ludzie, white folk, i.e. elves (Biester s Neue Berl. mon. schr.

1802. 8,230).
We apply the term fluss (rheuma) to several morbid affections,

some slight, others dangerous to life, as stickfluss catarrh, schlag-

fluss apoplexy. The latter is said to touch, hit, strike ; MHG.
der Gotes slac (stroke) ; later, die gewalt (might) Gottes, die hand

Gottes, Ettn. unw. doct. 224. traf mich Gottes gewalt = 1 had a

stroke, Brunsw. anz. 1745. p. 2022 (from Life of Mat. Schwarz,
an. 1547) ; conf. supra p. 19n. Yet the stroke of God 1 ex

presses also the quickness and ease of this mode of death (mors
lenis repentina), compared with those that chain us long to a
bed of pain : hence another name for apoplexy was das selig,
the blessed. We may compare the dwarf- stroke, dverg-slagr,

palsy, p. 461. The Bohemians distinguish Bozj moc (God s

might) epilepsy, from Bozj ruka (God s hand) apoplexy (see

Suppl.).

The term falling sickness for epilepsy occurs as early as Diut.

2, 193b
, valjandia suht (caducum morbum) ;

f daz fallende
ubel/ Fundgr. 325

;

&amp;lt;

fallender siechtag, Hutten 5, 171. Other
wise : the sorrow, the misery, the sore trouble, the evil being, the

scourge, the weed (Jul. Schmidt p. 136). M. Nethl. vallende evel,
Mod. Nethl. vallende ziekte, Sint Jans evel, grot evel, gramschap
Goods, wrath of God, Huyd. op St. 1, 569. In Melander s Joco-
ser. 1, 434: may the gmicken touch you! gnuk being LG.
for knock. The tropf has touched him, Erasm. Alberus 39,
i.e. the stroke [apoplexy ?] ; M. Lat. gutta, gutta cadiva, 0. Fr.
la goute:

&amp;lt; cheent de gote,
3
Ken. 25203, brought on by holding

the plompe (lotus, p. 654) in the hand. A particular species of
the drop occurs under the name of nesch or nescli-tropf. Schmid s

Swab. Diet, gives from a MS. nascli as hiccough, singultus,
which (like sneezing, p. 1116) seems to have been regarded as

a mild case of apoplexy; Popowitsch p. 511 quotes noschtn as

hiccough, and in OHG. we find nescazan as well as fnescazan,

singultire, Graff 3, 782. I derive them all from the Goth, h^iasqus

y, II. 12, 37. 13, 812
; but not meaning a disease.
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mollis, delicatus, AS. Imesc [Engl. nesh, SI. nezhno], to which

also belongs OHG-. hnascon, nascon, our naschen, to have a sweet

tooth. Mone s anz. 6, 463 pronounces nosch-tropf to be flying

gout, and gives a -nosch-segen (-charm) : I command thee, noschf

with all thy fellows, for with thee are the stcch and the Icrampf,

gespat, geschoss, geiclit and gesu-M. A further charm speaks of

77 noschen: we will go into the man s house, and suck his

blood and gnaw his bones and eat his flesh ;
but they get

conjured into a withered tree. A severer, longer ailment than

hiccough seems to be meant ;
Mone connects nosch with nesso

in the OS. spell, but a LG. ss answers to a HG. lis, not to sk,

sell ; to me the connexion of the word with naschen, explain it

how you will, seems indisputable: so dich diu suht benasche

(nibble at), daz dir hut und Mr abe go I skin and hair come off

(see Suppl.)-

Krampf, spasm, convulsion, in children usually freise, freisig,

gefrais, Sup. I, 474. 722, frasel, Jul. Schmidt p. 121. 137.

Schauerchen, LG. schiirTcm (jumping toothache, tic douloureux),

liter, little shiver, twitch. But freis, frais often stands for

epilepsy too (Abele s Gerichtsh. 2, 429. 4, 218. 311).

Leib-weh, grimmen (krimmen, Nethl. krimpen), gripes, belly

ache; die obere grimme, manns-mutter (Wier 107 a

) ; hachmutter,

barmund, barmutter, Staid. 1, 136; the bermuttcr has bit me/

I have the colic, Schm. 1, 217; Austr. bervatcr and bermutter

(Hofer 1, 77-8) ; tvdrmund, Staid. 1, 334; tribe, Fundgr. 321, 9

also means colic ace. to Hoffm. Ruhr (dysentery), durchlauf,

darmgicht (ace. to Gloss. Flor. 984a
) uzsuht, Gl. Flor. 984a zuzsuht ;

further, in Staid, aussucht (diarrh.). Rothe ruhr (bloody flux),

der rothe schaden (Anshelm 3, 236).

Lungensiiclit, AS. lungenadl (pneumonia);
(

scliwinge- oder-

lunge-sucht
3
in Schweinichen 2, 256 is surely for schwinde- i In

Austria der scliwund our schwind-sucht consumption ;
Abele s

Gerichtsh. 2, 303 says it seizes an ell s length of gut every year.

Seiten-stechcn (pleuritis), OHG. stechido ; M. Nethl. lanc-evel,

Rein. 5401. Huyd. op St. 1, 569, from lane, Fr. flanc, OHG.

lancha= ilia, lumbus, but I have not found an OHG. lanch-upil

inorbus ilium.

Wasser-sucld, dropsy. OHG. has also wazar-chalp (water-calf)

hydrops, Diut. 2, 181. Mone 8, 494; couf. mond-kalb (mola,
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caro in utero nascens), Melander s Joe. ii. no. 450, Engl. moon

calf, misbirth, about which there must be some floating mythical
notions, for we also find a proper name Sonneiikalb, and aber-

kalb, afterkalb or eberkalb means an illegitimate child (see

SuppL).
For abortus we have inisgeburt, fehlgeburt, miskram ; verbs :

to upset, tip over, spill, etc.
f

zy heft de kar omgeworpen/
Tuinman s Spreekw. 1, 88

; tis gone wrong with her, Schwein.

2, 314, conf. 321
; not straight, Kantzow 2, 30; Dan. f

at giore

omslag ; of proper birth : to bring to the (right) place. Esth.

tiiyad nurgad (empty corners), mooncalf
;

f
ulle katte minnema/

slip out of (miss) the hands, opp. to last polwede pealet tostma/
get (lift) the child on the knee. We have : there s a row/
the house cracks (the birth is near), the house has tumbled

(it is over), Sachs, prov. blatt. 14, 127
; the oven breaks down/

Schra. 1, 33. In MHGr. diu kamer wart entlochen/ unlocked,
Mar. 46. Bermutter, which is used of colic, strictly denotes the

hysterica passio, and is represented not only as a toad, Schrn. 1,

188, but as a mouse that runs out of the body, and has a sword
laid across the stream for it, Ettn. hebamme p. 194-5, as in the

superstition described above, p. 1082 (see Suppl.).

Herz-gespan, tension of heart (cardialgia), herz-spann, Sup. I,

873. 949, otherwise herz-weh, herz-kulk (ventriculi colica): some
thing lies and stands before my heart/ MHGr. herze-swer ; swcr-

mage, Diut. 2, 273. This is not the same thing as the heart-

worm, of which it is vulgarly supposed that every man has one
in him, and would die if it crept out of his mouth (Ettn. hebamme
p. 890), or got on his tongue, Chr. Weise s Drei kliigste leute

pp. 8. 9. The ancients called a swelling of the tongue ^drpa^o^
and rana. The heiss-hunger (hot-), fiov\t/j,os, appetitus caninus,
was also accounted for by an animal: vermis lacertae similis in

stomacho hominis habitat/ Gl. Jun. 381. wir suln uns alle

brceten, den zadelwurm tceten (kill) der uns dicke hat genagen/
oft has gnawed us, Seifr. Helbl. 3, 247.

Headache, houbit-we, Fundgr. 320-1; houbit-suht, Diut. 270;
fart-en, Sup. I, 865. peril, the &amp;lt;

ffiren of p. 1156. Tobe-suht

(amentia), Iw. 3233, brain-sickness. Wirbel-sucht, vertigo, I,
436.

OHG. huosto, cough, MUG. huoste, our huste (in Zurich wiieste),
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ON. hosti, AS. hivusta, Engl. whoost. A. cold in the head :

schnupfe, schnaube, schnuder, in Switz. pfiviisel; Hildegard has

naseboz, coryza. MHG. struche, Fundgr. 321, 1. Ls. 1, 403-4.

Hoarseness : Jcrammo, Fdgr. 322. Catarrh : OHG. tamplio, Graff

5, 142, dumpho in Hildeg. St. Anthony s fire (because healed in

his hospitals?) : rothlauf, in Switz. ivolken, fliegende wolke, flying

cloud, Staid. 2, 456 (see Suppl.).

Gelbsuht, elephantiasis in Gl. Mons. 384
;
our yelbsucht is the

jaundice. To fasten yellow smocks on folk/ is that to conjure

the jaundice into them ? Gelesuht and ficli are ficus inorbus,

piles, AS.fic-adl; in Altd. bl. 2, 199 der rot vich for haemor

rhoids; in Helbl. 2, 1190 der rote siechtuom und daz vie inacht

iuch bleich unde gel/ OHG. misal-suht (lepra), Graff 2, 875 ;

Goth, pruts-fill, which in Gramm. 2, 20 I traced correctly to

]?riutan [to trouble, tease, our driessen, verdrass], and 2, 598

recognised }?ruts as anoin. Gen. for ]?rutis. pruts is torment,

vexation, and applied to sickness, leprosy ;
the OHG. form would

be druzis-fel. In Slavic languages trud is trouble and illness,

the Boh. trud having exactly the two meanings of dolor and

lepra, Pol. trad eruption. OHG. hriupi (scabies), ruda (impetigo),

Gl. Flor. 988b
, zittarlus, tetter-louse, ringworm (impetigo), Diut.

1, 496b . A modern slang term is schneider-courage (Adelung v.

kratze), schneider-kurzweil, tailor s pastime (Ettn. unw. doct.

349). The AS. yic&a (scabies, impetigo), Engl. itch, is the OHG.

juchido, Graff 1, 593. The rose (erysipelas), running fire, ignis

sacer (Ivonis epist. p. 85a
. 184b), OHG. omo, AS. oma, ON. dma.

Of red spots on a child s face they say the Jiidel has burnt

him/ Sup. 1, 473. AS. peor,freoriveorc is inflammation, peorwyrm

impetigo vermicularis l

(see Suppl.).

Stone, gravel, calculorum dolor: in Gotz. v. Berlich. 103, der

reissende (tearing) stein.

A sort of excrescence or fungus (suam) was called mal-annus

(das libel jar), Spell VII; in Ratherii opp. ed Ballerini p. 15:

carbunculi vel malae pustulae, quern malum vulgo dicunt

inalampnum.
3 And the plant used in healing it bore the name

of malannus too, OHG. achalm, Graff 1, 132 (see Suppl.).

1 The Greeks too fancied the impetigo was caused by a small beetle. Pliny 27,

11 (75) : lapis vulgaris juxta flumina fert museum siccum, canum ;
hie fricatur altero

lapide, addita hominis saliva; illo lapide tangitur impetigo. Qui taugit, dicit,

0eyyere, Kavdapides, \VKOS (iyptos tffj./j.e 5tw/cet, beetles begone, the wild wolf chases you.
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Many other names of diseases I suppress ;
a still greater

number must have eluded my research. My design was, out of

this neglected mine of wealth in our language to bring specimens
that should prove what mythical fancies the people associated

with the origin of diseases. Like other evils, they seemed to be

destined and devised by gods, spirits, magicians ; nay, to become

themselves malign living agents (p. 1153). Much remains

obscure : what is meant by iilfheit, that plague of plagues (p.

442 n.)? what by the haupt-geschein which is exorcized in Ayrer s

Fastn. sp. p. 148-9, and turns up in other stories too (Schm. 3,

366) ? Now in Kenner 12180 we find ir habt daz houbt-geschide
3

(rh. vermide), meaning apparently folly, infatuation. If head-

sheen * be right, I would explain it by the OHG. houbet-skirno

(capitis radii), N. Cap. 63 : for it is an ailment that throws a

nimbus or nebula round one s head, and makes one see everything

double; H. Sachs names it der plerr, augenplerr, ii. 2, 27b
. iii.

3, 9d . iv. 3, 13 a&amp;gt;b

, and we still say die blerr kriegen/ to be lost in

amazement [blurred?]. Eating chervil is supposed to produce
this doubleness of vision, Fragm. 37blC

. Garg. 148a
.

A Finnic song makes an old woman, Launawatar (Schroter p.

48 seq.) or Louhiatar (Kalev. 25, 107) become the mother of nine

sons (like the nine holden above) : werewolf, snake, risi (?),

lizard, nightmare, joint-ache, gout, spleen, gripes. These mala

dies then are brothers of baneful monsters ;
and in the song the

last-named disorder is singled out for exorcism.

The Mod. Greeks picture the smallpox as a woman frightful to

children, and euphemistically name her o-vy^cope/nevrj indulgent,

exorable (conf. ON. Eir), or more commonly ev\oyia one to be

praised and blest (FauriePs Disc. prel. Ixxxv).

One more disease has to be noticed, which from quite the early

part of the Mid. Ages was ascribed to demonic diabolic agency.
I begin with a passage in the Vita Caesarii Arelatensis (d. 542),

said to have been written by his pupils Cyprianus, Messianus

and Stephanus, lib. 2 cap. 14 (Acta Bened. sec. 1, p. 673) : Ille

autem, quid infirmitatis haberet ? interrogavit. Dixerunt, dae-

monium quod rustici Dianam appellant; quae sic affligitur, ut

paene omnibus noctibus assidue caedatur, et saepe etiam in

ecclesiam ducitur inter duos viros ut maneat, et sic flagris dia-

bolicis occulte fatigatur, ut vox continua ejus audiatur.
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Oculis meis vidi plagas, quas ante aliquos dies in dorsum et in

scapulas acceperat, in sanitatem venire, pridianas autem et in ipsa

nocte impressas recentes inter illas intextas, quas prius perpessa
fuerat. Greg. Tur. inir. 5, Mart. 4, 36 : Cum de cultura

rediret, subito inter nianus delapsa comitantiura terrae corruit,

ligataque lingua nullum verbum ex ore potens proferre, obmutuit.

Interea accedentibus accolis ac dicentibus earn meridiani daemonis

incursum pati, ligamina herbarurn atque incantationum verba

proferebant/ Ducange has other passages sub v. daemon meri-

dianus ; the name seems to have arisen out of Ps. 91, 6, where

Notker translates mittetagigo tiefel/ whom Greek writers also

call /jLeanfjL/Bpwbs Sai/ubwv : the disease must have been of an

epileptic nature. The Bohemians name it polednice (meridiana),
but the Poles Dziewanna (p. 993n.), which is Diana again, and as

Diana often means the same thing as Holda, it is essential to

remember that this goddess also loves to appear at the hour of noon

(Praetor, weltbeschr. 1, 476), and that white ladies are seen at the

same season (p. 963-4-6), whose original is Berhta the bright. So

that the malady, can safely be traced to the operation of deities

and elves. That here Holda and Berhta do strike in, has already
been inferred on other grounds, p. 477-8, in speaking of the aunt

in the rye, the woman in the wheat, who passes through the corn

at noontide, like the Wendic pshi-polnitsa : some call her pshi-

polontsa, she appears between 12 and 1 to labourers in heathy

districts, especially to women weeding flax, she is clothed

in white, and talks of flax-raising, how it is planted, reared,

worked and spun ; she is said to have wrung the necks of women
that would not answer her

;
the people dread her, and are glad

she has not shown herself this long while past. Observe, that in

Gregory too the demon appeared to the woman at her field labour,

and she falls to the ground, as the Russian peasants do before the
(

weeping widow who breaks their bones : in Gaul it was taken

for a mental disorder. But in all these shapes of terror we can

not fail to recognise the motherly divinity of the heathens.

Of course, spirits have equally to do with animal diseases. An
OS. formula adjures the nesso and his nine young ones to depart
out of the flesh and skin of the spur-lamed horse. Dog s mad
ness is said to come of a worm seated under the tongue, and this

tollwurm can be cut out. One ailment of horses is called the
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Mowing worm (Spell XV), which reminds of the blowing holden,

p. 1157. Another, of horses or of oxen, is the hunsche : Staid. 2,

61 makes it burning of the spleen or cold tumour, otherwise called

the evil wind/ Tobl. p. 70 ;
in Lower Hesse it is swollen udder

iu a cow, and the charm there muttered against it is :

Die hiinsche und der drache (dragon)

die giengen iiber die bache (beck) ;

die hunsche die vertrank (was drowned, al. verschwank

vanished),

der drache der versank.

A charm in Moneys Anz. 465 begins : there went three blessed

virgins over a liiintschen hill, the hiintschen meets them, and one

says, here is the hilntsche.
3

Certainly the word seems to contain

the OHG. adj. hiinisc, MHG. hiunisch, and may refer to giants

or to Huns (p. 523) ; the hiinische berg tells in favour of the

first, in case a giant s mount is meant. Adelung writes der

Jtintsch, and explains it as asthma. A LG. formula substitutes

for hunsche slie, i.e. schleihe, tench (see Suppl.). In popular
belief a witch can charm her elves or holden alike into man and

beast. The Servians call an incurable disease in sheep metil.

They say, once the Germans having caught the Devil, asked him

what was a cure for the metil ? He answered, when all the

sheep were dead but one, they must carry the remaining one

round the pen, and then no more would die but that one (Vvik

sub v.). In other cases the first head of cattle that falls is to be

buried, and a willow shoot be planted on the mound.

As the several diseases and plagues were ordained and sent by

gods or daemons, there were also special remedies and cures that

proceeded from such higher beings first of all. In the Catholic

superstition of the later Mid. Ages there had grown up a regular

system, as to which particular saint, male or female, was to be

invoked for the several pains and sorrows of almost every limb in

the body
1

(see Suppl.).

Out of a mass of superstitious modes of healing, I select the

following.

A very ancient custom was, to measure the patient, partly by

1 Haupt s Zeitsclir. 1, 1-13-4. Roquefort sub v. inal.
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way of cure, partly to ascertain if the malady were growing or

abating. We might even quote the Bible under this head, 1 Kgs
17, 21. 2 Kgs 4, 34, where Elijah and Elisha measure them

selves over the lifeless child, and thereby restore him to life.

And the practice of measuring the limbs when handing tapers up
to the altar (Diut. 2, 292) is worth considering, though it is

supposed rather to keep away coming evils. In the Bihtebuoch

p. 46 the question is asked : ob du ie geloubetost an hecse und

an lachenerin und an segenerin, und ob du taste daz si dir rieten

(got them to advise thee) ? und ob du ie gesegnet oder gelachent

wurde oder yemezen wurde, und ob du ie bekort wurde ? In

Ls. 3, 9 a woman, wishing to fool her husband, says : tuo dich

her, Id dich mezzen/ come and be measured ; then also lang ich

in maz, unz er allez vergaz/ I measured him till he forgot every

thing. Another, who wants to persuade her husband that he is

niht guoter sinne/ not of sound mind, says to him, Cod. kolocz.

141:

So habt her, und Lett inch mezzen,

ob ihtes (aught) an iu si vergezzen.
Sie was ungetriuwe,
sie nam ir risen (rods) niuwe,

sie maz in ndch der lenge,

do was ez im ze enge,

sie maz im twerhes (across) iiber houpt :

f swaz ich spriche, daz geloupt,

blaset dar durch (blow thro these) mit gewalt/
sie nam die risen zwivalt,

und tret mir uf den rehten fuoz,

so wirt iu iuwer siihte buoz (
twill boot your sickness) ;

ir suit iuch in daz bette legen
und suit iuch niergen regen (not stir),

biz daz ir derhitzet (till you get warm)
und ein wenc (a little) erswitzet,

so ezzet drithalp rockenkorn (2J grains of rye),

so wirt iuwer suht gar verlorn/

Renn. 12183: strecket inch nider, und led inch mezzen This

measuring is also quoted among sorceries (Sup. D, 38 r. 140 r.).
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Pregnant women measure a wick the length of the saint s image,

and tie it round their body (F, 31). Wier s Arzneibuch p. 31-3

mentions a disease called in the Treves country nacht-grif

(brought on by the grip of a night-spirit ?) ; to ascertain its

presence, you proceed thus : draw the sick man s belt about his

naked body, lengthwise and breadthwise, then take it off, and

hang it on a nail with the words God, I pray thee by the

three virgins Margarita, Mariamagdalena and Ursula, be pleased
to vouchsafe a sign upon the sick man, if he have the nightgrip

or no ; then measure again, and if the belt be shorter than

before, it is a sign of the said sickness. By the Schles. prov. bl.

1798. 27, 16 20, scarce a village in the Liegnitz country but

has its messerin, always an old woman. When she is asked to

say whether a person is in danger from consumption, she takes

a thread and measures the patient, first from head to heel, then

from tip to tip of the outspread arms
;

if his length be less than

his breadth, then he is consumptive : the less the thread will

measure his arms, the farther has the disease advanced ^conf.

p. 1158) ;
if it reaches only to the elbow, there is no hope for him.

The measuring is repeated from time to time : if the thread

stretches, and reaches its due length again, the danger is

removed. The wise woman must never ask money for her

trouble, but take what is given. The Mark, forschungen 1, 247

says a woman is stript, and measured with a piece of red yarn

spun on a Sunday. Compare the measuring of corn and water,

Sup. I, 258. 953, and supra p. 491-7 (see Suppl.).

Much can be done by stroking and binding. A patient s body
is commonly stroked with the hand or sleeve or the back of a

knife
; often a thread is also tied round the part affected, or the

medicine tied on by it. Of this binding more hereafter.

In Poland, when the white folk (biale ludzie, p. 1157) torment

a sick man, a bed of pease-halm is made, a sheet spread over it,

and the patient laid thereon ; then a person walks round him,

carrying a sieve-ful of ashes on his back, letting the ashes run

out, till the floor all round the bed is covered with them. The

first thing in the morning they count all the lines in the ashes,

and some one goes silently, greeting no one on the way, and

reports the same to the wise woman, who prescribes accordingly

(Biester s Mou. schr. as above). The spirits leave their tracks in
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the ashes, which are strewn as for the earth-mannikin p. 451 n. ;

conf. Sup. M, 40 (see Suppl.).

Oa the drawing and pouring of water by the wise woman,

see Sup. I, 515. 865. Charming of apoplexy by a hatchet on tlie

threshold, G, line 70.

The efficacy of fire and flame was proved on envenomed

wounds, by burning them out ; Saem. 27b
already mentions eldr

viS sottum/ fire against sicknesses. On erysipelas they struck

fire [out of flint], Sup. I, 71 0. To insure cattle against fire, they

drove them over the holy needfire, p. 604 seq. (see Suppl.).

An old cure for fever was, to lay the child on the oven or the

roof: f mulier si qua filium suum ponit supra tectum (conf. p. 1116)

aut i?i fornacem pro sanitate febrium/ Sup. C, 10, 14. posuisti

infantem tuum juxta ignem, C, p. 200a
. If a child does not get

bigger, it has the elterlein (elderling) ; push it into the baking-

oven a few times, and the elterlein will leave it, I, 75. This

mode of cure follows the plan of goddesses and night-wives in

laying children by the flame, p. 1059.

A salutary process for children and cattle was to make them

walk or creep through tunnelled earth, hollow stones or a cloven

tree. This either prevented or neutralized all magic, or worked

homeopathically. So early as the Canones Edgari, ace. to the

AS. version in Thorpe p. 396 : treow-wurSunga and stan-

wurSunga and j?one deofles crsef t, J?eer
rna pa did purli pa eorffan

tihff. Mulieres, quae habent vagientes infantes, effodiuni

ierram et ex parte pertusant earn, et per illud foramen pertrahunt

iufantem/ Sup. A. Nurses take a new-born babe and thrust it

through a hole, G, line 137; a child that will not learn to walk

is made to crawl under blackberry-vines fixed in the soil at both

ends, I, 818. Sheep, when sick, have to creep through the cleft

of a young oak : nullus praesumat pecora per cavain arborem aut

per terrain foratam transire/ A.

Perforated stones are occasionally mentioned in early records :

from pyrelan staue/ Kemble 2, 29 (an. 847) ;

( durihilin stein/

MB. 2, 296 (an. 1130). Ital. pietra pertusa. Some are called

needles eyes, one of which stood between Hersfeld and Yacha

near Friedewald; and they seem to have been placed on the

former site of hollow trees, which were held in high esteem,

but had died : Nadel-ohr est lapis perforatus, in locum arboris
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excayatae, in media silva veuatoribus ob ferarum silvestrium

copiam frequente, a Mauritio Hassiae landgravio ad viam positus,

per quern praetereuntes joci efc vexationis gratia proni perrepere
solent/ l This handseling ofhuntsmen and travellers went on long
after all faith in the healing power had evaporated. In Gaul
it seerns to have kept a firmer hold, and taken a wider range ;

e.g. in Poitou : les enfants trop faibles reprennent des forces,

lorsqu ils ont ete assis dans le iron de la pierre saint Fesse;
cette pierre informe placee an milieu d un champ est respectee
par les laboureurs, et la charrue laisse un espace libre a Tentour/
Mem. des antiq. 8, 455

; similar traditions ib. 1, 429. 430.
This creeping through a gap in oak, earth or stone seemingly

transferred the sickness or sorcery to the genius of the tree or

soil.
2 From Magdeburg country I have heard the following:

Let two brothers (if twins, the better) split a cherry-tree in the

middle, and pull any sick child through, then bind the tree up
again ; as the tree heals up, so will the child. Near Wittstock
in the Altmark stood a stout gnarled oak, whose boughs had
grown into and made holes in each other : the afflicted who crept

through these holes recovered; all round the tree lay numbers
of crutches that convalescent cripples had thrown away (Ternme
p. 116-7). In Sweden these round openings in intertwisted

boughs are called elf-lores, and women in labour are forced

through them. We are not always told what diseases were
cured by this method; here is a passage proving that as late
as last century the English peasantry still practised it for

ruptures:
f lu a farmyard near the middle of Selborne (Hants)

stands at this day a row of pollard-ashes, which, by the seams
and long cicatrices down their sides, manifestly shew that in
former times they have been cleft asunder. These trees, when
young and flexible, were severed and held open by wedges, while

ruptured children stript naked were pushed through the apertures,
under a persuasion that by such a process the poor babes would
be cured of their infirmity. As soon as the operation was over,
the tree in the suffering part was plastered with loam, and care

1 Pauli Hentzneri itinerar. (an. 1598-9), Breslau 1617 p 5
2 KB., in the O.Fr. Tristan 132134 when the dwarf Frociue confides to the

blackthorn the secret of king Mark having horse s ears, he first puts his head under
the hollow root, and then speaks. His secret thus passes on to th thorn
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fully swathed up. If the part coalesced and soldered together,

as usually fell out where the feat was performed with any

adroitness at all, the party was cured; but where the cleft

continued to gape, the operation, it was supposed, would prove

ineffectual. We have several persons now living in the village,

who in their childhood were supposed to be healed by this

superstitious ceremony, derived down perhaps from our Saxon

ancestors, who practised it before their conversion to Christianity.

At the south corner of the area near the church, there stood

about twenty years ago a very old grotesque hollow pollard-ash,

which for ages had been looked on with no small veneration as

a shrew-ash. Now a shrew-ash is an ash whose twigs or branches,

when gently applied to the limits of cattle, will immediately

relieve the pains which a beast suffers from the running of a

shrewmouse over the part affected. For it is supposed that

a shrewmouse is of so baneful and deleterious a nature, that

wherever it creeps over a beast, be it horse, cow or sheep, the

suffering animal is afflicted with cruel anguish, and threatened

with the loss of the use of the limb. Against this accident, to

which they were continually liable, our provident forefathers

always kept a shrew-ash at hand, which, when once medicated,

would maintain its virtue for ever. A shrew-ash was made

thus :
l into the body of the tree a deep hole was bored with

an auger, and a poor devoted shrewmouse was thrust in alive and

plugged in, no doubt with several quaint incantations long since

forgotten. As the ceremonies necessary for such a consecration

are no longer understood, all succession is at an end, and no

such tree is known to subsist in the manor or hundred. As to

that on the area, the late vicar stubbed and burnt it when he was

waywarden, regardless of the remonstrances of the bystanders,

who interceded in vain for its preservation
2
(see Suppl.).

1 Rob. Plot s Nat. List, of Staffordshire, Oxf . 1686. p. 222 : A superstitious

custom they have in this county, of making nursrow trees for the cure of unaccount

able swellings in their cattle. For to make any tree, whether oak, ash or elm, a

nursrow tree, they catch one or more of these nursrows or fieldmice, which they

fancy bite their cattle and make them swell, and having bored a hole to the center

in the body of the tree, they put the mice in, and then drive a peg in after them

of the same wood, where they starving at last communicate forsooth such a virtue

to the tree, that cattle thus swoln being wiped with the boughs of it presently

recover : of which trees they have not so many neither, but that at some places

they go 8 or 10 miles to procure this remedy.
2 White s Nat. hist, and antiq. of Selborne, Lond. 178

r
J. 4, p. 202-4.
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This superstition of the mouse-ash holds together with some

things we have already touched upon. Thus, plugging the

mouse in is very like shutting up one s ill-luck in the hollow

oak, p. 878 ; and we are helped out by a statement in Luther s

Table-talk (fed. 1571. fol. 53b
)

:

f a hole is bored in a tree, the

soul placed therein, and a plug driven in after, that it may stay

in/ We know that on other occasions, when soul or spirit

quits the body, it takes the shape of a mouse,, p. 1082.

Raibiht is what the Lettons call a fancied cure for headache :

the sufferer is measured a few times round the head with the

inner bark of the lime, and then has to crawl through this bast.

We also find that through holes bored in this healing tree water

is poured and drunk. 1

It partakes of angang, that the first tliree corn or sloe blossoms

one sees in the year should furnish a remedy for fever, Sup. I,

695. 718. 784. 1018; conf. the 2J grains of rye, p. 1164.

At the Vogelsberg gouty persons wear on the ring-finger

of the right hand iron rings made out of nails on which men
have hung themselves. Gout-charms are worn on the breast,

wrapt in unbleached linen, with flaxen threads without a knot.

Both fall under the head of amulets and adligatio. Healing

girdles were already known to Marcellus, AS. horn. 2, 28.

Diseases and remedies are also buried in the ground : in the

ant-hill, Sup. I, 864. Of this class is a cure of epilepsy per
formed in the 10th cent, by burying peachblossoms, which

Katherius in Praeloquiis lib. 1 (ed. Mart, et Dur. p. 808. ed.

Bailer, p. 31) relates doubtiugly : Facturn sit, infectum sit,

narratum est quod refero. Cujusdam divitis filius gutta quarn
cadivam dicunt laborabat. Medicorum omne probatissimorum

erga eum inefncax ingenium ad desperationem salutis paternum

atque maternum deduxerat animum, cum ecce unus servorum

suggerit, ut flores arboris persicae optime mundatos primo lunis

1
Physica Hildegardis 3, 10 de cupresso : Quod si aliquis homo a diabulo vel

per magica irretitus est, praefatum lignum, quod cor dicitur, cum terebro perforet,
et in fictili vase aquarn vivi fontis tollat, et earn per idem foramen in aliud fictile

vas fundat, et cum jam infundit dicat : ego fundo te, aqua, per foramen istud in
virtuosa virtute, quae Deus est, ut cum fortitudiue quae tibi adest in natura tua
fluas in honiinem istum qui in sensu suo irretitus est, et omnes contrarietates in
eo destruas, et eum in rectitudinern in quam Deus eum posuit, in recto sensu et
scientia reponas. Et aquam istam per novem dies jejunus bibat, et etiam tociens
hoc modo beuedicatur, et melius habebit.
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(i.e. lunae) die Aprilis mensis in vase vitreo colligerent, quod
sub radice ejusdem arboris, insciis omnibus, ab uno quo vellent

suffoderetur, eodem die reversuro ipso a quo positum est, anno

vergente, si fieri posset hora quoque eadem, et efFosso vase flores

in oleum converses, arborem siccatam inventuro, quod sub altare

posituni presbytero quoque ignorante, novem missis super eo

celebratis sanctificaretur, et statim post accessum ejusdem morbi

novem vicibus in haustum diatim scilicet aegro daretur, cum

oratione Dominica, ita duntaxat ut post libera nos a malo a

dante diceretur libera Deus istuui hominem (nomine ill.)
a gutta

cadiva/ et quibus novem diebus missam quotidie audiret, azymum

panem cibumque quadragesimalem post jejunium caperet, atque
ita Deo miserante convalesceret. Si tamen factum est, ille con-

valuit, servus emancipatus est, etiam heres adscriptus, medicina

ab innumeris adprobata multis quoque salutis contulit remedia.

The elder-tree is good for toothache and ague : for the former

the sufferer sticks an elder-branch into the ground with the words

begone, bad spirit ; in the case of ague he puts it in without

saying a word, but his fever sticks to the elder, and then fastens

on the first person who comes to the spot unawares, Dan. Sup.

K, 162. Specially wholesome is an elder that grows over bee

hives (op bjintjekoven) ;
the bast is peeled off upwards (not

down), and a decoction of it is given the patient to drink

(Lapekoer fen Gabe scroar. p. 31-2).

It is worth noticing how the sickness is transferred to a tree,

i.e. to the spirit who inhabits it. Spell no. xxvi begins with

the words : bough, I bend tliee, so fever leave me ; another has :

Lift thee up, elder bough ! Antony s fire, sit on it now ! Fve

had thee a day, thou have it alway! One that has the gout must

go three successive Fridays after sunset under a firtree : firtree,

I complain to thee, the gout torments me sore, etc. ; the fir

withers, and the gout leaves off. Deus vos salvet, sambuce,

panem et sal ego vobis adduce, febrem tertianam et quotidianam

accipiatis vos, qui nolo earn. Westendorp p. 518 reports a

Nethl. custom : to be rid of ague, one goes early in the morning

(in der uchte) to an old willow, ties three knots in a bough, and

says to it : goe morgeu, olde, ik geef oe de kolde, goe morgen,
olde ! then he turns, and runs away fast without looking round.

Sup. ], 1074: he that has f
fever- frost shall go in silence, and
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across no water, to a hollowed willow, thrice breathe his breath

into it, quickly block up the hole, and hasten home, neither look

ing behind nor speaking a word ; and the fever shall keep away.
In Spell xliv the gout is handed over to a young pinetree with a

courteous good morrow, dame Pine !

Diseases can likewise be transferred to animals. Praecordia

vocamus uno nomine exta in homine, quorum in dolore cujus-

cunque partis si catulus lactens admoveatur apprimaturque his

partibus, transire in eum morbus dicitur, idque in exenterato

perfusoque vino deprehendi, vitiato viscere illo quod doluerit

hominisj et obrui tales religio est Pliny 30, 4 [14]. Sunt oc-

culti interaneorum morbi, de quibus mirum proditur : si catuli,

priusguam videant, applicentur triduo stomacho maxime ac

pectori, et ex ore aegri suctum lactis accipiant, transire vim

morbi, postremo exanimari, dissectisque palam fieri aegri causas
;

raori et humari debere eos obrutos terra...Quod praeterea traditur

in torminibus mirum est : anate apposita ventri, transire morbum,

anatemque emori/ 30, 7 [20]. So, even within the last few

centuries, people have put young whelps to the human breast,

and let them suck. That a corn (clavus, 77X09) should be called

by us hen s eye (Boh. kufj oko), magpie s eye (Nethl. exter-6g),
and crow s eye, arose out of a belief in the possibility of these

transfers. Tobler 18b
tells us, if a Swiss calls out on the spot

where a magpie has sat, zigi, zigi, dgest, i ha dreu auga (Fve
3 eyes), ond du gad zwa, he gets rid of his magpie s eye.

The flying gout is cured by the patient being completely
swathed in clean flax : when he lies in it snug as a bug in a

rug, a sheepskin is spread over him, and the sweating medicine

administered. This envelopment is a remedy renowned in the old

Beast-fable. The lion taken with a fever is to wrap himself in

the hide of a wolf of 3^ years who has been flayed alive, and to

sweat; this we have already in the Aesopic fable (Reinh. cclx).

Our old German poem goes more into minutiaB : the lion s illness

was caused by an ant having crept into his brain ; Eeynard pre
scribes wrapping the hide of an old wolf about him, putting a

bearskin on him, and a catskin hat on his head : when the cat s

fur is warmed, the ant creeps out into it. Such wrapping in the

newly stript hide of an animal was really practised in the Mid.

Ages on various emergencies, for puny infants prematurely born,
VOL. in. T
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for those cut out unborn (p. 388), for a bad fall. In a Nethl.

comedy of the 16th century,
( De bose frouwens/ they sew up

the sick woman in a page s skin, in eine vrisJce pagenhut benei-

jen. Schmidt on the East Mongols p. 229 remarks, that these

tribes also, to cure a disease, put their feet in the opened breast

of a horse fresh killed. The application of warm flesh is several

times mentioned : vivum gallinaceum pullum per medium divi-

dere, et protinus calidum super vulnus imponere sic ut pars

interior corpori jungatur/ Celsus 5, 27;
(
cut open a Hack hen,

and lay it on the shaven head/ Ettn. hebamme 795 ; fresh-killed

flesh on a wound, Belg. mus. 7, 446 (see Suppl.).
1

Again, the hirzin rieme, hart-strap, cut out of Randolt s hide

for the sick lion (Reinh. 1951), is found actually prescribed

as a remedy, Bresl. MS. of the 14th century in Fundgr. 1,

325 : Fur daz vallende ubel. Du salt warten, swenne iz en

an-ge (attacks him), so nim einen hirzinen riemen, unde bint

im den umbe den hals (round his neck) di wile im we si, unde

sprich,
&quot; In nomine, etc. so binde ich hie den sichthum dises

menschen in disem
knopfe,&quot; unde nim den selbem riemen denne,

unde knupfe (tie) einen knoten dar an ; den selben riemen sal man
denne binden dem siechen umbe den hals ;

unde derselbe mensch

sal sich enthalden (abstain) von dem wine unde von dem fleische,

biz (till) daz er kume da (where) man einen toten man begrabe

(burying), da sal man den riemen losen dem siechen von dem

halse, unde sal den selben riemen begraben mit dem toten

manne, wan der selbe rieme sal dem toten geleget werden under die

schulter (laid under the dead man s shoulder), unde sal einer

sprechen, der den riemen leget, etc. der sichthum gewirret im

nimmer mere. Elsewhere it is prescribed for epilepsy, to gird

oneself with a wolfskin, Belg. mus. 6, 105 (see Suppl.).

The modern pharmacopoeia is almost confined to vegetable and

mineral medicines ; the ancient comprised all manner of animal

1 His diebus occulto Dei judicio idem Eraclius (episc. Leodiensis, d. 971)

morbo, qui lupus dicitur, miserabiliter laborabat. Patiebatur autem in natibus,

erat igitur videre miseriam
;

tain graviter enim vis valetudinis grassabatur, ut

mirum in modum carnes viri lupino modo consumeret, corroderet, devoraret ;

soluinque solatium, non quidem spes evadendae aegritudinis, sed saltern dilatio

mortis erat, quod quotidie duo pulli gallinarum eplumes et eviscerati mane, duoque
vespere, vice carnium viri consumendi morbo, ac si lupinae rabiei, apponebantur.
The chickens were fastened on with bandages, Chapeaville 1, 191-4. Skin inflam

mation and eating ulcers are called wolf: one walks, rides, till he gets the wolf ,

Lat. intertrigo, Gr. irapdTpi/j.fj.a. [Sheepskin proposed for Prince of Wales] .
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stuffs. The hearts of certain birds, the flesh, blood and fat of

certain beasts possessed a peculiar healing power.
1

Monkey s

flesh does the sick lion good (Reinh. cclx), though the ignorant
wolf recommends that of the goat and rani. 2 The blood of birds
and of the fox heals wounds, Pentam. 2, 5. Crow s blood be

witches, Sup. G, 1. 202. Blood from the cock s comb, brains of
the female hare are of service, Ettn. hebamme 875. Of a piece
with this is the superstitious healing of leprosy by the blood of
innocent boys and pure maids, that of the falling sickness by the
blood of slain malefactors, Sup. I, 1080. Spittle, and even mere
breath, are medicinal 3

(see SuppL).
A great many appliances heal or hurt by sympathy. Thus

jaundice is rendered incurable by a yellow-footed hen flying over
the patient, Sup. I, 549; it is cured by looking into black

carriage-grease (66). Spanning a pot or bowl with the hand
brings on tension of the heart (11. 949) ; twisting osiers gives a

wry neck or the gripes (373 ; conf. p. 1146). Fever is abated or
laid by laying a field under flax while repeating a charm :. as the
seed comes up, the fever goes off (Hofer 3, 131). On rose or
red rash (erysipelas) you are to strike sparks with stone and steel

(I, 383. 710) ; to make evil bounce off your body, as water off
the millwheel (p. 593) ; to break a loaf over the head of a tongue-
tied child (I, 415); to knock a tooth that is pulled out into the
bark of a young tree (630). The people have many such
specifics for hiccough, earache, toothache, etc., I, 151. 211 280
581-4. 722. 950 (see SuppL).
Remedies are very often tied on, are worn fastened round the

arm, neck, or waist. These the writers of the early Mid. Ages
call ligamenta, ligaturae, phylacteria. $v\a/cT7Jpt,a are preserva
tives, protective pendants, amulets, often of thin metal plate
(blech), so that OHG. glosses render them pleh, plehhir, but also
of glass, wood, bones, herbs, silver and gold; ligaturae ap
parently mere ties of thread. The later word is an-gehenke,

1
Wanley p. 75 (conf. 220) cites a tractatus Idparti fabulosus : Medicina ex

quadrupedibus.
2

JVIit der belchen (fulicae atrae) fiiezen wirt dern man rnazleide buoz Ls. 3
64.

3 Herodotus 2, 111 speaks of a blind man recovering sight ywcuK&s or

vi^d y
uej os rods

6&amp;lt;p6a\fJ.ovs, ffrts irapa TOV ewur??s avSpa fj.ovvoi&amp;gt; Tre^orrm-e a\\uv O.VOQ
eovffa aireipos.
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appendage, I, 8G9. 870. Cipher-writing and runes were also

appended, not always for healing, but contrariwise to bewitch

and injure. Here are testimonies to both kinds : Ut clerici vel

laici pliylacteria velfalsas scriptiones aut ligaturas, quae impru-
dentes pro febribus aut aliis pestibus adjuvare putant, nullo modo
ab illis vel a quoquam Christiano fiant, quia magicae artis in

signia sunt/ Capitul. 6, 72.
f Admoneant sacerdotes non liga

turas ossium vel herbarum cuiquam adhibitas prodesse, sed haec

esse laqueos et insidias antiqui hostis/ Capit. add. 3, 93. In

Greg. Tur. mirac. 2, 45 we read of a sick boy to whom the

wizard (ariolus) was fetched : Ille vero venire non differens,

accessit ad aegrotum, et arteua suam exercere conatur, incanta-

tiones immurmurat, sortes jactat, ligaturas collo suspendit. In

Lex Visig. vi. 2, 4 : Qui in hominibus vel brutis animalibus,

seu in agris seu in vineis diversisque arboribus, maleficium aut

diversa ligamenta aut etiam scripta in contrarietatem alterius

excogitaverit facere. In Lex Sal. 22, 4 : Si quis alteri aliquod

maleficium superjactaverit, sive cum ligaturis in aliquod loco

ruiserit. The Indiculus (Sup. B ; C int. 43 and p. 195b
) speaks

of such ligaturae and nefaria ligamenta, both healing and hurt

ful ; Kopp s Palaeogr. 3, 74 seq. gives other passages on amulets

and ligatures. Hincinar 1, 654 says : Turpe est fabulas nobis

notas referre, et longum est sacrilegia computare, quae ex

hujusmodi de ossibus mortuorum atque cineribus carbonibusque

extinctis (supra p. 621) . . . cum filulis colorum multi-

pliciurn, et herbis variis ac cocleolis, et serpenturn particulis

composita, cum carminibus incantat^, deprehendentes comperi-

mus. These particoloured threads remind one of YirgiFs verse :

e terna tibi haec primum triplici diversa colore licia circumdo/

and necte tribus nodis ternos, Amarylli, colores (Eel. 8, 73-7) -

1

If it was the Komans that taught our fathers the use of amulets,

they must have done it very early, for what says Boniface ?

Epist. 51 (an. 742) : Dicunt quoque se vidisse ibidem mulieres

pagano ritu pJiylacteria et ligaturas in brachiis et cruribus

ligatas habere, et publice ad vendendum venales ad com-

1 Among the Lettons the bride on her way to church must throw a bunch of

coloured threads and a coin into every ditch and pond she sees, and at each corner
of the house, as an offering to the water and home sprites. Merkel s Letteu, p. 50 ;

conf. Sup. M, 11.
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parandum aliis offerre. And Beda 4, 27: f Nam et multi

ad erration idoJatriae medicamina concurrebant, quasi
missam a Deo conditore plagam per incantationes vel phylacteria
. . . cohibere valerent. A phylactery with relics from neck

to breast in Sigeb. Gembl. 828. In Bonaventurae centiloq. 1, 29

(Opp. ed. Venet. 5, 130) : Maleficium est peritia per quam
mulieres faciunt aliquas ligaturas in damnum vel in commodum

alicujus, ut de crista galli et de rana et de imagine cum eis/

Even Pliny 30, 1 [30] speaks of tying beetles on. The fiili-zant,

foal s tooth, Ms. 2, 160b
I have noticed p. 658n.; Pliny 28, 19

[78] alludes to this custom also : denies qui eqids primum
cadunt facilem dentitionem praestant infantibus adalligati.

The godfather mentioned with fiilizant is, I suppose, to put-

it round the godchild with his own hands ? The tying-on of

simples is treated more fully in the next chap, (see Suppl.).

Bewitching a newly-married couple was alluded to, pp. 1073-96.

The witch, by merely muttering a spell during the wedding, if

she be present, can incapacitate both husband and wife for

having children. Hincmar 1, 654 relates a case, and states the

composition of the material employed as a charm ; on his state

ment is founded a passage in Gratian s decree ii. 33, 1 4.

Such sorcery is named tying the senkel or riestel, turning the lock,

binding, because it is accompanied by the secret tying of a knot

or locking of a padlock.
1 Nestel means a tie (ligula) ; it is a

senkel when the ends are tipped with metal, to make it sink

faster. It is also called tying up the breach, tying the tippet or

nether garment, Fr. nouer Vaiguilette. There are said to be fifty

sorts of these ties, and a vast number of unintelligible tie-spells.&quot;

The lock when fastened, the knot when tied, was thrown away,
not hung on the bewitched.

Many forms are observed in pregnancy and childbirth, Sup. I,

41. 176. 293. 337. 364. 489. 561. 654. 673-4. 688. 691. 702. 724

732. 817. 859. 924-5. 933. M, 12. 1823. If the woman put
her husband s slippers on, if on the wedding-day the bridegroom
tie the bride s garters, she will have easy labours. Does this

account for the custom, whose antiquity I shall presently prove.,

of the bride on the wedding-night exchanging her shift for the

1 Antidotes in Ettn. liebamme p. 294-0. Wegner s Schauplatz p. 625 seq.
2
Bodin, transl. by Fischart, p. 74-5. [Tie as many knots as one has warts, etc.]
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bridegroom s shirt ? Yintler says, Sup. G, 1. 170 : da sind dan

etlich briute (some brides), die legent ir hemd an irs mannes ort

(place)/ More clearly in Turlin s Wh. 148 : din kiinigin wart

gebriset in ein Jiemede ;

als er dir si gelegen bi (lain down beside thee),

und er dar nach entslafen si (gone to sleep),

so lege tougen (stealthily) sin liemede an
;

und ob din sin gesuochen kan (wit can contrive),

daz ez werde heimlich getan (be secretly done),

sich (see), daz dich iht verdrieze (fail not),

din Tiemde sin lioupt beslieze (envelop his head) ;

daz sol an dinem vlize sten (depend on thy pains) :

dar nach soldu iiber in gen
an sime hemde, daz wirt dir vromen (profit thee).

Among the Greeks a birth was forwarded or checked by

superior divine beings, the eileithyiai, handmaids of Hera, who

were gradually merged in a single Eileithyia, the Roman I/iicina.

In our Edda Oddriin the sister of Atli has skill in childbirth, she

posts over land to the expectant mother, flings the saddle off her

steed and strides into the hall (Ssem. 239), kneels down before

the maid, and speaks her charm. They spoke of kiosa rngeftr

fra mogum (exsolvere matres a pueris), Ssem. 187b
, and gave

the office to norns. There must have been from the earliest

times sympathetic means of delivering and of obstructing, which

are practised to this day : to cross the legs, to fold the hands

before the woman in labour was obstructive, to leave loose or

disengage was helpful ; probably the energetic unsaddling of the

steed had this meaning. Ovid s Met. 9, 298 :

Dextroque a poplite laevum

pressa genu, digitis inter se pectine junctis

sustinuit nixus ; tacita quoque carmina voce

dixit, et inceptos tenuerunt carmina partus.

310. Divam residentem vidit in ara,

brachiaque in genibus digitis connexa tenentem.

314. Exsiluit, junctasque manus pavefacta remisit

diva potens uteri : vinclis levor ipsa remissis.
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*
Assidcre gravidis, vel cum remedium alicui adhibeatur, digitis

pectinatim inter se implexis veneficium est, idque compertutn
tradunt Alcmena Herculem pariente. Pejus si circa unum
ambove genua; item poplites alternis genibus imponi/ Pliny 28,

6 [1 7] .

( Ferunt difficiles partus statim solvi, si quis tectum in

quo sit gravida transmiserit lapide vel missili ex liis qui tria

animalia singulis ictibus interfecerint, hominem, aprum, ursum.

Probabilius id facit hasta velitaris, evulsa e corpore hominis, si

terram non attigerit/ 28, 4 [6], (see Suppl.).
A poisoning case was sometimes met by forcible remedies : the

man was hung up by the heels, and after a time one of his eyes

pulled out, in hopes of the venom oozing out at that aperture :

tamen intoxicatus Albertus in Austria, et diu per pedes sus-

pensus, oculum perdens evasit/ Alb. Argent, (ed. Basil. 1569)

p. 167 (see Suppl.).

Water, springs, fire (pp. 1166. 1173) have power to preserve
health or restore it (pp. 586-8. 605-6. 618-9. 6214) ; especially

a spring that has burst out of the rock at the bidding of a god or

saint. The snake that lies coiled round the holywell, or is seen be

side it (p. 585-8n.), maybe likened to the serpent-rod of Aescula

pius. Healing water or oil trickles out of rocks and walls. The
mother that was walled in (p. 1143) continued for a time to nourish

her babe through a hole in the wall, till at last she died. At that

hole there is a continual dropping, women whose milk has run

dry go there to get healed : the mother s milk had streamed so

long that it sets other breasts flowing too. I know of a similar

story in Italy : est quoque non procul ab hoc oppido (Verona) ,

in valle quadam Policella dicta, locus Negarina nomine, ubi

xaxum durissimum visitur, in quo mammae ad justam muliebrium

formam sculptae snnt, ex qiiarum papillis perpetuae stillant aquae,

quibus si lactans mulier papillas asperserit et laverit, exsiccatus

aliquo (ut fit) vel morbo vel alio casu illi lacteus humor revocatur/

Hentzneri itinerar. p. 201. A rock which drops milk is mentioned

in Fel. Faber s Evagator. 1, 449; and the Lith. Laumes papas

(teat) is the name of a hard stone.

To the tombs of saints a direct healing power was ascribed in

the Mid. Ages, everything in contact with them brought help,
even a draught of the water poured over bones, garments,

splinters and earth. Turf and dew off the grave can heal (Greg.
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Tar. vitsd pair. 6, 7).
1 Beda 3, 9 tells of St. Oswald : In loco

ubi pro patria dimicans a paganis interfectus est, usque hodie

sanitates infirmornm et hominum et pecorum celebrari uon desinunt.

Unde contigit ut pulverem ipswn, ubi corpus ejus in terram cor-

ruit, multi auferentes et in aquam mittentes suis per haec infirmis

multum commodi afferrent : qui videlicet mos adeo increbuit, ut

paulatim ablata exinde terra fossam ad meusuram staturae virilis

reddiderit/ 3, 1 1 : De pulvere pavimenti in quo aqua lavacri

illius effusa est, multi jam sanati infirmi. 3, 13: Habeo quidem
de ligno in quo caput ejus occisi a paganis infixum est ...
tune benedixi aquam, et astulam roboris praefati immittens obtuli

aegro potandam : nee mora, melius habere coepit/ 4, 3 of St.

Ceadda (d. 672): Est autem locus idem sepulcri tumba in modum
domunculi facta coopertus, habente foramen in pariete, per quod
solent hi qui causa devotionis illo adveniunt manum suam immit-

tere, ac partem pulveris inde assumere, quam cum in aquas mise-

rint atque has infirmantibus jumentis sive hominibus gustandas

dederint, mox infirmitatis ablata molestia, cupitae sanitatis gaudia
redibunt/ 4, 61 of Earconwald : Etenim usque hodie feretrum

ejus caballarium, quo infirmus vehi solebat, servatuni a discipulis

ejus, multos fobricitantes vel alio quolibet incommodo fessos

sanare non destitit. Non solum autem suppositi eidemferetro vel

appositi curantur aegroti, sed et astulae de illo abscissae atque ad

infirmos allatae citam illis solent afferre medelam. Relics not

only heal, but bring fortune, peace and fruitfulness, pretty much
as the jewels of elves and dwarfs did in particular families :

ubicunque hae reliquiae fuerint, illic pax et augmentum et lenitas

aeris semper erit (Pertz 1, 7 1).
2

1
Greg. Tur. mirac. 1, 21 takes from Eusebius 7, 18 the tale of a metal image

of the Saviour and the woman of Cassarea, whose issue of blood was stanched:

Hujus ad pedem statuae in basi herba quaedam nova specie nascitur. quae cum
exorta fuerit, crescere usqiui ad stolae illius aereae indumenti finibriam solet. quam
cum summo vertice crescens herba contigerit, vires inde ad dcpellendos omnes morbos

languoresque conquirit ;
ita ut quaecunque fuerit ilia infirmitas corporis, haustu

exiguo madefacta salutaris graminis depellatur ; nihil omnino virium gerens, si

antequam aereae fimbriae summitatem crescendo contigerit, deceriDatur. hanc
statuam ad similitudinem vultus Jesu tradebant, quae permansit etiarn ad nostra

(Eusebii) usque tempora, sicut ipsi oculis uostris inspeximus. The beautiful myth
is also copied by Agobardus (Opp. ed. Baluze, Par. 1666. 2, 248-9). It was essential

for the plant to have grown up to the hem of the garment, it was only by touching
it that it acquired healing efficacy.

Les reliques sunt forz, Deus i fait grant vertuz,
iloc juit uu contrait, set anz out ke ne se mut,
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The legends are full of the marvellous deliverances vouchsafed

to pilgrim patients at the tombs of saints. An incredible number
of sick had recourse to this method ; but it is cleverly parodied
in our Beast-apologue (Reinh. pp. cv. cxxvi) : the hare with his

fever, the w6lf with his earache, are cured the moment they lie

down on the grave of the martyred hen. From such delusion

the heathens were free : I nowhere find it stated that they sought

healing from relics or at the mounds of their kings and giants.

They resorted however to sacred woods, p. 72-4 (see Suppl.).
1

In Greece, particularly in Boeotia, it was customary for patients,
on recovery, to set up in the temple a metal model of the part of

the body which had been affected. Amongst avadtj/nara an in

scription mentions Trpoo-owov, Ttrdos, alSoiov, %ei/), &c. ;

2 these

votive offerings were afterwards melted down to make sacred

vessels. The custom of votive tablets with limbs depicted on

them may indeed have been imported into Germany by the

Eomans while yet heathens, unless we will admit that our fathers

themselves had known them before. The passage from Gregory
given p. 81 says expressly : membra, secundum quod unumquem-
que dolor attigisset, sculpebat in ligno, and farther on,

(
visi enim

in eo barbari gentili superstitione, modo auri argentique dona,
modo fercula ad potum vomitumque ebrii offerre, cultumque quo
nihil insanius, istic simulacrum inanis dei, ac ut quemque affecti

membri dolor presscrat, sculpebat in ligno suspendebatque opitu-
laturo idolo/ This was done in Kipuaria in the 6th cent. Eligius
refers to the same thing, Sup. A: pedum similitudines, quos per
bivia ponuiit, fieri vetate, et ubi invenerit igni cremate; per
nullam aliam artem salvari vos credatis nisi per invocationem et

crucem Christi ! and the Indiculus 29, de ligneis pedibns

tut li os li crussireiit, li ners li sunt estendut :

ore sailt sus en peez, unkes plus sain ne fud. Eom. de Charlem. 192 5.

Les reliques sunt forz, granz vertuz i fait Deus,
que il ne venent a ewe, nen partissent les guet,
uencuntret aveogle ki ne seit reluminet,
les cuntrez i redrescent, e les muz funt parler. 255-8.

1 The origin of relic-worship I shall investigate in another place.
2
Corp. inscript. 1, 750 no. 1570, where Bockh says : Donaria medicationis

causa Ampliiarao oblata. (fui ex oraculo per somnium dato restituti in sanitatem
erant, ii partita membri quo laborarant effigicm dicabant (p. 474 no. 497-8), partim
alia donaria, queroadmodum etiam in fontem Aniphiarai dejicere nummos solebant.
Conf. Pausan. 1, 3.
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vel manibns pagano ritu* ;
a woman with a palsied arm is ad

monished in a dream f ut instar semivivae manum ceream for-

mando exprimeret, et ad sanctae Idae tumulum deferret (begin.

of 10th cent., Pertz 2, 573). At the same time even these au

thorities teach us an important distinction : the Greek brought
his dvdOrj/jLa out of gratitude, when the malady was healed ;

the

German hung up the limb in the temple or at the cross-roads,

with a view to obtain relief thereby, opitulaturo idolo/ and per
nullam aliam artem salvari vos credatis. And for this purpose
a wooden or perhaps waxen image sufficed, which would have

been a paltry present to the succouring deity ;
conf. another pas

sage from Gregory in my RA. 674, and Kuinart s note thereon.

So that this German heathenry is of a piece with the sorcery

by wax images (p. 1091), and with heathen sacrifices, which

kept up an analogy between the thing prayed for and the thing

offered : those who wished for children presented a child of wax,

ivood or silver, while conversely a figure of wax or silver served

as penance for slaying the body. But what shocked the early

teachers as sheer paganism was afterwards humoured and licensed

by the church. A votive tablet at Alt-ottingen represents an

unhappy man with an arrow passing through his eyebrow into

the eye-pupil (Schm. 1, 242).
1 At places famed for pilgrimages

we find hands, feet, etc. of wood or wax fastened to the walls ;

outside the church were hung up the cnitches on which the sick

had come, and which they needed no longer in going away
healed : ut incredibilis materies scabellorum atque oscillorum

post perceptam sanitatem a redeuntibus ibi remaneret/ Acta

Bened. sec. v, p. 102
; conf. Pertz 2, 574. Among the Greeks

the sick often slept in the temple of the deity in whom they put
their trust, and received in a dream instructions as to cure ;

2

much the same occurs in medieval legends, e.g. that passage in

the Life of St. Ida. Put together with this the first dream in a

new house or stable, p. 1146 (see Suppl.).

There were superstitious signs, by observing which you could

1 Diseases also were hung up pictorially : thus, before miraculous images
in Bavaria and Austria, among the waxen hands and feet you may see a crab- or

toad-like figure, understood to be the ber-rnutter tnat crawled about in the

body, Schni. 1, 188. Hofer 1, 78. Wolf s Deutsche sagen p. 491.
2 Jac. Phil. Tomasini de douariis ac tabellis votivis, Patavii 1654, 4, cap. 34, p.

214 26 vota pro aegrotantium salute.
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tell whether one dangerously ill would fall a prey or get well :

the cries, the flight, the wheeling of birds have been noticed on

p. 1135. Burchardt (Sup. C, 195d
)
instances the lifting up of

stones to see if any live beast were underneath
;
which is like

snatching up a handful of earth and looking for a living creature

in it (F, 9). The look of the bird Galadrot, and the position of

Death, whether at the patient s head or feet (p. 853) were sig

nificant omens. That standing at the feet was an advantage we
find already in Pliny 30, 10 [24] : Eundem (ricinum, tick) in

augurio vitalium habent : nam si aeger ei respondeat qui intu-

lerit, a pedibus stanti interrogantique de morbo, spem vitae cer-

tam esse : moriturum nihil respoudere. Adjiciunt, ut evellatur

(ricinus) ex aure laeva canis cui non sit alias quam niger color/

It is believed in Scotland to this day, that if you cannot

see the mannikin in the sick man s eye, he is sure to die : the

bystander s image is no longer mirrored in the lustreless pupil
of the breaking eye. And as far back as the AS. dialogue
between Adrian and Eitheus (Thorpe p. 48) : Saga me, on

hwam maeig man geseon mannes deaS ? Ic
]?e secge, twege

manHcan beoft on mannes edcjum : gif ]m ]?a
ne gesihst, ]?onne

swilt (dies) se man, and br3 gewiten (gone) ger ]?rim dagum.
Put by the side of this, that the /coprj is not to be seen in a

bewitched man s eyes either, and in a witch s eye it is seen

upside down, or double (pp. 1074-80). When a dying man can

not get his release, a shingle of the roof is to be turned

(Sup. I, 439), three tiles ioiken up (721), or any hollow house-

utensil inverted (664). The like means are adopted in convul

sions (853) and childbirth (561) : if it go hard with her in

travail, the husband shall take three shingles out of the roof} and

put them in again wrong side up/ Ettn. hebamme p. 663 ; conf.

supra p. 1116.

I have kept to the last what I had to say of the plague and
the numerous traditions based on its appearing. After great

floods, when heavy fog and sultry mist poison the air, it suddenly
breaks out and spreads resistless over the earth.

To the Gr. Xoi//,o? (p. 888) correspond, in gender as well, our

OHG. sterpo, scelmo (MHG. schelme), Gl. jun. 219 scalmo, fihu-

sterbo, ON. skelmis-drep or drep alone; OHG. wuol, Diut. 1,
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501% AS. woly gen. woles. The Latin names pestis, lues are

fern., so are the Serv. kuga, moriya ; but masc. again the Boh.

Pol. mor, Lith. maras, Lett, mehris. The Serv. Slov. kuga is the

M. Nethl. koghe (Detmar 1, 81. 113. 127. 148. 377), and even

a MUG. poem (Meyer and Mooyer, p. 4Ga
)
has Jcoge. MHG.

usually der galie tot swift death, Wigal. 3726 (Nethl. gd-dot,

Maerl. 1, 230. 293) ; but also der grosse tod, great death, Swed.

diger-doden (ON. digr crassus, tumidus) ; ON. svarti dauffi, Dan.

den sorte dod black death, perhaps even in allusion to Surtr

(p. 809).
i

To the Greeks the whizzing shafts of wrathful Apollo brought
the plague : a man dying suddenly is slain by Apollo s artillery,

a woman by that of Artemis ; conf. the destroying angel, 2 Sam.

24, 16. Hermes, protector of the flock, carries round it the ram,
to ward off murrain

; afterwards he carries it round the city also,

Xpio^opo?.
2

Virgins were sacrificed to stay the ravages of pes
tilence. Pliny 26, 9 [60] says a maiden can cure boils (panos)

by laying verbascum on them : Experti affirmavere plurimum
referre, si virgo imponat nuda, jejuna jejuno, et manu supina

t.angens dicat, Negat Apollo pestem posse crescere, cui nuda virgo

restinguat ! atque retrorsa manu ter dicat, totiesque despuant
ambo. The ceremony was transferred from the heavy scourge to

lighter ones : the disrobing of the maiden was required for allay

ing drought (p. 593-4), and in many other cases (see Suppl.).

That angel of death means Death himself, who comes to gather
his own. A Lombard legend speaks of two angels, a good and

a bad, who traverse the land : Pari etiam modo haec pestilentia

Ticinum quoque depopulata est, ita ut cunctis civibus per juga
montium seu per diversa loca fugientibus, in foro et per plateas
civitatis herbae et fructeta nascerentur. Tuncque visibiliter

multis apparuit, quia bonus et malus angelus noctu per civitatem

pergerent, et ex jussu boni angeli malus angelus, qui videbatur

venabulum manu ferre, quotiens de venabulo ostium cujuscunque

1 Paul. Diac. 2, 4, paints a desolating plague in colours that recall the vivid

picture Boccaccio has sketched by way of Introd. to his Decameron. How Sweden
nnd Norway were wasted during the Great Plague, is described in Afzelius 4, 179.
180 and especially in Faye, pp. 135148, after beautiful folk-tales.

Massilienses quoties pestilentia laborabant, w?ms se ex pauperioribus offerelat
alendns anno integro publicis et purioribus cibis. Hie postea ornatus verbenis et

yestibus sacris circitmdnrebatur per totam civitatcm cum exsecrationibus, ut in

ipsum reciderent mala civitatis, et sic projiciebatur, Petron. cap. 141.
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domus percussisset, tot de eadem domo die sequent! homines

interirent. Tune per revelationem cuidam dictum est, quod

pestis ipsa prius non quiesceret quam in basilica beati Petri, quae
ad vincula dicitur, sancti Sebastiani martyris altarium poneretur.

Factum est, et delatis ab urbe Eoma b. Sebastiani reliquiis, mox
ut in jam dicta basilica altarium constitutum est, pestis ipsa

quievit, Paul. Diac. 6, 5. In the year 589, when the Tiber had

overflowed, and a plague had arisen which carried off many men,
St Gregory ordered a solemn procession of the Cross ; 80 people

in the church dropped down alien gahes at his feet and died ;

then, rising from prayer, sach er sten uf dem Dietriches huse

einen engel mit pluotigem swerte, der wiskete daz selbe swert durch

sinen geren (wiped it on his skirt), do verstuont (understood) der

heilige man, daz der ewige Yater sines zornes hin ze den liuten

erwinden wolte/ would turn from his anger.
1

Like such an angel of death, the Norse Hel rides about on her

steed (pp. 314. 844), which is no other than the dead-horse seen

in churchyards, p. 1142 (see Suppl.).

A Voigtland tradition makes the plague come on as a blue

vapour, shaped like a cloud, Jul. Schmidt p. 158. By this is

meant the sultry mist that precedes a pestilence ;

* blue vapour

suggests the fire of the Thunder-god, p. 178. A plague that

raged in the Odenwald shewed itself in the shape of a little blue

flame in the sacristy of the town-church at Erbach
; and they

walled it in. In Amm. Marcel. 23, 6 (A.D. 363) : Fertur autem

quod post direptum hoc idem figmentum (Apollinis simulacrum),
incensa civitate (Seleucia), milites fanum scrutantes invenere

foramen angustum : quo reserato ut pretiosum aliquid invenirent,

ex adyto quodam concluso a Chaldaeorurn arcanis lobes primor-
dialis exsiluit, quse insanabilium vi concepta morborum, ejusdem
Veri Marcique Antonini temporibus ab ipsis Persarum finibus ad

usque Rhenum et Gallias cuncta contagiis polluebat et mortibus.

Again, in the year 1709 the plague at Conitz in Prussia was

charmed into a hole of the lime-tree in the churchyard, then a

plug kept ready for the purpose, and fitting exactly, was driven

1 Deutsche predigten ed. by K. Both p. 76 ; conf. Hoffm. fundgr. 1, 77. Greg.
Tur. 10, 1. 2. Dietrich s house is the moles Hadriaui, named St. Angelo s castle

after this very angel who shewed himself to the praying processionists. Our
legends like to name large Roman buildings after Theodehc, notably the amphi
theatre of Verona, Deut. heldeusage pp. 40, 203.
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in ; since which she has never contrived to shew her face in the

country again (Tettau and Temrne p. 222). This agrees with

the blocking-iip of Unsselde and the shrewmouse (pp. 878. 1168),
but also with the general notion of diseases being transferable to

trees. The immuring of the plague in church and temple is based

on its having issued from the divinity (see SuppL).

Augustine s De verbo apostol. 168 pictures the plague as a

woman that prowls about, and can be bought off with money :

Proverbium est Punicum, quod quidern Latine vobis dicam, quia
Punice non omnes nostis ; Pun. enim prov. est antiquum :

Numum vult Pestilentia ? duos illi da, et ducat se.

During the great pestilence under Justinian, men saw brazen

barks on the sea, and black men without heads sitting in them ;

wherever they sailed to, the plague at once broke out. In a city

of Egypt the only inhabitants left alive were seven men and

a boy ten years old ; they were escaping with their valuables,

when in a house near the town-gate all the men dropped down

dead, and the boy alone fled ; but under the gate a spectre seized

him, and dragged him back into the house. Soon after, a rich

man s steward came to fetch goods out of the house, and the boy
warned him to haste away : at the same instant both man and

boy fell dead to the ground. So says bishop John (Assemanni
biblioth. orient. 2, 86-7).

The Mod. Greeks think of the plague as a blind woman that

wanders through the towns from house to house, killing all she

can touch. But she goes groping and feeling round the wall, and

if you are wise enough to keep in the middle of the room, she

can t get at you. According to one folk-tale, it is three terrible

women that traverse the towns in company, one carrying a large

paper, another a pair of scissors, the third a broom. Together

they walk into the house where they mean to find victims : the

first enters their names on her list, the next wounds them with

her scissors, the last sweeps them away (Fauriel s Disc. prel.

Ixxxiii). Here are the three Fates (p. 410) or Furies and

Eumenids converted into death-goddesses.
There is a beautiful Breton lay in Villemarque 1, 46 51, called

Bosen Elliant, the Elliant plague. A miller, so goes the tale,

saw a woman robed in wliite sitting, staff in hand, at the ford

of the river, wishing to be carried over. He took her on his
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horse, and set her down on the other side. Then she said,
f

Young man, and knowst thou whom thou hast put across ? I

am the Plague; and now having ended my journey round

Bretagne, I will go to mass in Elliant church ; every one whom
I touch with my staff, shall speedily die, but thee and thy mother

no harm shall befall/ And so it came to pass : all the people in

that bourg died, save the poor widow and her son. Another

folksong makes him convey her on Ms shoulders : nine children

are carried out of one house, the churchyard is filled up to the

walls : beside the churchyard stands an oak, to its top is tied a

white kerchief, for the Plague has snatched away all the people/
She was banished at last by songs being sung about her : when
she heard herself called by her name, she withdrew from the

laud, and never came back. The request to be carried across is

exactly Kke those of the goddess Berhta and beings of elf kind.

Of the Lithuanian Giltine, plague or death-goddess, I should

like to know fuller accounts. She massacres without mercy :

1 kad tawe Giltine pasmaugtu (plague choke thee) !

3
is a familial-

imprecation (Mielcke sub v. Donaleitis 141). The plague is also

named Magila [SI. mogila, a grave], or simply diewe (goddess),

and they say in cursing imnia ji Magilos, imma ji diewai !

From Polish Lithuania, Adam Mickiewicz T
reports as follows on

the morowa dziewica, plague-maiden :

Kiedy zaraza Litwe, ma uderzyc&quot;,

jej przyjs&quot;cie vvieszcza odgadnie zrzenica
;

bo jesli sljuszna waidelotom wierzyc,
nieraz na pustych sme,tarzach i bljoniach

staje widomie morowa dziewica

w bieliznie, z wiankiem ognistym na skroniach,

czoljem przenosi bialjowieskie drzewa
a w re,ku chustka, skrwawiona, powiewa.
Dziewica stajpa kroki zljowieszczemi
na siolja, zamki i bogate miasta

;

a ile razy krwawe chustka, skinie,

tyle palac6w zmienia sie, w pustynie ;

gdzie noga, sta.pi, wiezy gr6b wyrasta.
2

1 Konrad Wallenrod s Poezye, Warszawie 1832. p. 96.
2 When a plague smites Lithuania . . . then, if we may believe the waidelots,

in lone burial-grounds and fields stands visible the plague-maiden in white raiment
with fiery wreath about her temples, bears on her brow divining-rods (?), and in her
hand a blood-stained kerchief waves. The maiden steps with deliberate pace into

villages, castles and wealthy towns
;
whenever she spreads out her gory kerchief,

palaces turn into wildernesses
;
where with her foot she steps, a fresh grave grows
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Woycicki, 1, 51, calls her Powietrze, which properly means air,

vapour (p. 1183), but also plague. Clothed in white, she stalks

along on stilts, tells her name to a man she meets, and wants to

be carried on his shoulders through all the Russias : amidst the

dead and dying he shall go unhurt. Well, he carries her

through thorp and town : where she waves her kerchief, every

body dies, and all men flee before them. Arrived at the Pruth,

he thought to drown her, and jumped into the river, but up she

floated light as a feather, and flew to the woodland, while he

sank to the bottom.

In another story 1, 127 she is called Dzuma (Russ. Serv.

chuma) : while she prevails, the villages stand deserted, the cocks

are hoarse and cannot crow, the dogs no longer bark, yet they
scent the Plague from afar (p. 666), and growl. -A peasant saw

her, in white garb and waving hair, clear a high fence and run up
a ladder, to escape the howling dogs : he hurries up to the ladder

and pushes it over, so that the Plague fell among the dogs ; then

she disappeared, still threatening vengeance.
Sometimes the Dzuma rides through the wood in a waggon,

attended by owls and uhus (great horned owl) : this ghostly

procession is named Homen, Woyc. 1 ,130 3. 159 1 63. Bat the

Plague could only last till New-year s day ;
then those who have

fled troop back to their homes, taking care however not to walk

in through the door, but to climb in at the window.

A tale narrated by a Wendish peasant, Joh. Parum Schulze,
1

falls somewhere in the middle of the 17th century : So it came to

pass, that a man, as I have always heard tell, that was Niebuhr

by name, where now Kuffalen dwell, that was afterward Luchau,

as he rideth home from town, there comes a man alongside, and

begs that he may ride a little in the cart, for that he was right

weary. This Hans Niebuhr asks him in Wendish, as that tongue
was then commonly used, whence, and whither away ? and

takes him up on the cart. At first he will not declare himself,

but this Niebuhr, being somewhat drunken, begins to question
more sharply. Then he declared himself, saying,

( 1 will to thy

up. I am not sure that I have rightly rendered bialjowieskie drzewa, nor whether
the adj. can be conn, with bialovvieszcka p. 474 n.

1 Of Siiten village, Kiisteu parish, Liineburg. About 1740 he composed a

chronicle, Ann. der Br. Liineb. churlande, jahrg. 8, Hanover 1794. p. 282-8.
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village with thee, where I have not yet been; for I am der

Pest (m.) Then did Niebuhr intreat for his life, and the Plague
gave him this lesson, that he should leave him in the cart outside

the village, and strip naked and have no clothing at all on his

body, but [going home,] take his pot-hook, and coming out before

his house, run all round his homestead with the sun, and then bury
It under the doorstep : if one but carry me not in quoth the

Pest,
f in the smell that hangs about the clothes/ Now this

Niebuhr leaves him in the cart a good piece from the village, for

it was night ; takes the pot-hanger, runs naked out of the village

and all round it, then sticks the iron under the bridge, which iron

I myself saw in the year 1690 when the bridge was mended, but

nigh eaten away with rust. When this Niebuhr came back for

his horse and cart, quoth the Plague : had I known this, I had

not declared myself to thee, this device whereby thou hast locked

me out of the whole village.
3 When they were come up to the

village, Niebuhr takes his horses out of the cart, and leaves him

sitting thereon. Neither was any sickness from pestilence per
ceived in that village ; but in all the villages around the plague
did mightily rage.

So far Schulze s homely narrative. Eemoving the pot-hook off

the hearth seems to stand for leaving the house open : from a

deserted house death has nothing to take. As the retiring house
holder symbolically lets down the haal on the hearth/ the new
one on taking possession must tuck it up

3

again.
1

Running
round the house or village resembles that carrying of the ram
round the city, and the undressing agrees with the Roman
custom.

Then, as the Plague is slow of foot, she gets herself driven

into the village in a cart, or lugged in pickaback, like homesprites
and will o wisps that jump on men s shoulders, pp. 512-3. 916.

Swedish stories make the Plague enter a village from the south,

and stand still before the first homestead, looking like a pretty
little boy with a rasp or grater (rifva) in his hand, and rasping
with it. When he did that, there still remained one or two alive

in a house, as the grater could not take everything along with it.

But when he got to the next village, there came after him the

Plague-damsel (pestflicka), she swept with a broom outside the

1 Wulfter s Deduction, beil. nos. 4. 5. 135.

VOL. III. u
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gate, then all in the village died. But she was very seldom seen,

and never except at daybreak (
Afzelius 4, 1 79) .

In Vestergotland they had decreed a human sacrifice to stay

the digerdod/ and two beggar children having just then come in,

were to be buried alive in the ground. They soon dug the pit

open, gave the hungry children cake spread with lard, and made

them sit down in the pit : while they ate, the people shovelled up

the earth. Oh/ cried the younger child, when the first spadeful

was thrown over it, here s some dirt fallen on my bread and

lard/ A mound was quickly thrown up over them, and nothing

more was heard of them (Afz. 4, 181). Compare the walling up

of children in the foundation of a new building, p. 1142, and the

offering of a young heifer in the holy fire during cattle-plague,

p. 608.

In Norway the Pesta is imagined as a pale old woman who

travelled about the country with a grater (rive, a toothed instru

ment for tearing up sods or hay and corn) and a broom (lime) :

when she used the grater, some few got off with their lives, but

where the besom came into play, there perished every born soul.

A man having rowed her over apiece of water, and demanding his

fare, she said, you ll find your quittance on the bench at home ;

and no sooner was he home, than he sickened and died. She

often appears in red clothing, and whoever beholds her falls into

a great fear (Faye p. 135).

The Servians say their Kuga is a real woman, who goes wrapt

in a white veil : many have seen her so, and some have carried

her. She came to one man in the field, or met him on the road,

and said, I am the Kuga, carry me to such a place ! He took

her up pickaback, and without any trouble carried her whither

she would. The Kugas (plagues) have a country of their own by

the sea, but God sends them when people do wickedly and sin

much. While the plague rages they never call her huga, but

kuma (cummer, gossip), to make her friendly. And during that

time they dare not leave any vessels unwashed at night, for she

will pass through the kitchen, and if she spy any such, will scour

and polish all the spoons and dishes (which detains her in the

house) ; at times she even makes away with the bacon out of the

loft, Wtb. sub v. Kuga ;
and new ed. of Serv. songs 1, 149 note.

Here again she comes out in the fashion of ancient goddesses,
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Holda and Berhta, who cannot abide disorder in the house
pp. 268. 274.

Among the Slovens, cattle-plague (kuga) is a spotted calf that
kills sheep anc( oxen by its cry (Murko p. 74).
The devil is reported to have said, there was but one cure for

the kuga, that was mattock and hoe, meaning burial (Vuk sub v.

metil) .

A Finnic song (Schroter 60) adjures the Plague to take herself

away
to steely mountains in the gloomy North : saddle-horse and

carriage-horse shall be given her for the journey. She is called

rutto, the sudden, like our MHG. gahe tot.

In L. Germany they have folktales about the Heidmann (heath
man) who peeps in at your window at night : any one he looks
at then, must die within year and day; just so does Berhta look
in at the window (p. 274), so does Death (p. 772). In Tyrol too

they tell of a ghost that goes about at the time of one s death :

whatever window he looks into, people die in that house DS ;

no. 266.

In the Lausitz Smertnitsa in white array prowls about the

villages : to whatever house she directs her step, a corpse will
soon be there. In the house itself she announces her presence
by thumping and turning the boards up. Convulsions in the
dying are signs that Smertnitsa is getting the better of them,
Laus. mon. schr. 1797. p. 756.

There cannot be the slightest doubt left, that all these various

personifications of the plague are to be viewed as effluences of

superior divinities of antiquity, whose might, merciful and awful,
they display by turns. Veiled in white they stride along, like

Berhta, and like the mother that walks in the corn at noon.
Plague-maiden and fate-maiden meet and touch, morowa dziewica
with Marena, Morena (p. 771), the harmful goddess with the

healing pitying Eir (see Suppl.).



CHAPTER XXXVII.

HERBS AND STONES.

Pliny has thrown a peculiar charm over his Natural History by

not disdaining to record minutely even the superstitious views of

the vulgar about animals and plants. How his reverence for

antiquity, his elegance of exposition, stand out against the dry

gravity of our present students of nature, who never waste a

glance on the customs of their country, and to whom all the force

and grace of Teutonic idiom is but small beer (see Suppl.) .

Krut, steine unde wort hant an kreften grozen hort (herb and

stone and wholesome word have of healing powers rich hoard) ,

says our Freidank 111, 6; and as there lies in dwarfs a special

acquaintance with the healing virtues hidden in herbs (pp.

450-1 n. 457), it is worth noticing, that in the mouth of a king of

that race, Goldemar (pp. 453. 466. 509) is placed the dictum,

1 Christianos fidem in verbis, Judseos in lapidibus pretiosis,
et

Paganos in herlis ponere/ Meibom s Script. 1, 186. Paganism

does present a rich store of mythical notions on the origin and

manifold virtues of these plants.

1. HERBS.

As among men, so among Herbs, the noble tower above the

base : they were created by gods in some secluded sacred spot,

they sprouted up where innocent blood had been shed, they were

brought over by birds, and so on. Under the goddess s footfall

the flower springs up, as all growth withers where sorrowing

lovers part. On the mountain s top, to which the lover had

carried up his dying love, and poured out her last reviving

draught, grew healing herbs that blessed the land at large (Marie

de Fr. 1, 268). Mountains foster what is rarest in the realm of

plants. Zeus and Hera laid them down on Ida s top (II. 14, 347) :

V7TO Vt7O)V OiCL
Cf&amp;gt;Ve

\CI)TOV 6 epar^evra IBe KpoKOV r]& vdicivOov,
r A i \ A \ &amp;lt; t ) &quot;

TTVKVOV Kai /jLaXarcov, o&amp;lt;?
UTTO ^uovo^ uyocr eepye

1190
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(under them bountiful earth teemed up a new vegetation, dew-

sprinkled clover and saffron and hyacinth, thick and soft, etc.).

A similar bed of flowers still haunts the imagination of our

Minnesingers (Walth. 39. 40. Hadloub 2, 194-5), but men have

to gather the grass and flowers for that amid singing of birds.

To the Medieval way of thinking ifc was most natural to make

healing herbs grow out of the graves of holy men, as we plant
flowers on the tomb and pick some for remembrance. Even on

the huorco s barrow grows wound-healing rosamarina, the pluck

ing of which turns men into doves, Pentam. 4, 8. The saint s

grave nourishes a peartree, whose fruit cures the sick forthwith

(Greg. Tur. mirac. 1, 47). We have seen p. 1178n. how at the

foot of a holy statue a nova species (quite the Homeric veo^7?A,?;?

above) grew up to the skirt of the robe, and then became a

healing plant
1

; with this I connect what Pliny tells us 24, 19

[106] : herba in capite statuae nata, collectaque alicujus in vestis

panno et alligata in lino rufo, capitis dolorein confesfcim sedare

traditur (see Suppl.).

Many herbs and flowers are named after gods, but as we are

seldom told the occasion of a name being given, it admits of

more than one explanation. The god produced the plant, or he

uses it, he loves it, loathes it, in shape or colour it resembles

some part of his person, his raiment, arms, and so forth. Thus
the names Baldrs bra (p. 222, conf. supercilium Veneris), Freyju
hdr (p. 303) come from the beaming lustre of the flower

;

Forneotes folme (p. 240), Niarffar vottr (p. 218) from the leaves

lying like five fingers side by side. Donner-rebe (-vine) is the

Lett. Pehrkones. Donnerkraut, Donnerbesen (p. 183) may, like

barba Jovis, be accounted for by the bushy tanglement of their

tendrils; but how Perunika (p. 183) stands related to Perun,
I do not know. Dcvil s-bit is from the marks of teeth supposed
to be visible in its root, and due to diabolic agency. A great

many names are taken from beasts, especially those of our native

fable, and fancy has been equally busy on them.

Of flowers and herbs the Sanskrit distinguishes the wholesome

by the adjunct friend/ the hurtful by foe/ as Ramdpriya, dear

1 The healing power imparted by the skirt of the garment was very likely
suggested by the Biblical *

touching of the hem, Matt. 9, 20. 14, 36. Mk 6, 56.
Luke 8, 44.
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to Lakshmi = lotus, Yamapriya, dear to Yama = ficus indica,

conf. Pott s Etym. for. 2, 4247. This agrees with OHG. goto-

fargezzan, marrubium album (Graff 4, 279), MLG. got-vorghetene

(Brunts Beitr. p. 48) and the phrase ergaz im Got/ Gramm. 4,

175 (supra p. 21) ; the herb is our andorn (horehound).
Other plants beyond a doubt derive their divine names from

their healing power being first made Imown to mortals by the

gods. With the Greeks, Athena and Artemis appear to have

been active in this line; and I think they are represented

amongst our goddesses by Frigg and Freyja, or whoever took

their place afterwards, St. Mary above all. The artemisia was

apparently discovered or revealed by Artemis [Pliny 25, 36, 25],

the proserpinaca by Proserpine 27, 12 [104]. The irapOeviov was

shown by the divine Ilapdevos, as Pliny relates, 22, 17 [20] :

verna carus Pericli Atheniensium principi, cum in arce templum
aedificaret repsissetque super altitudinem fastigii et inde cecidisset,

hac herba dicitur sanatus, monstrata Pericli somnio a Minerva,

quare parthenium vocari coepta est, assignaturque ei deae. Of

the lappa he says, 24, 18 [116] : medetur et suibus, effossa sine

ferro ; quidam adjiciunt et fodientem dicere oportere, Haec est

herba argemon, quam Minerva reperit, suibus remedium qui de

ilia gustaverint ; apye/jiov
= albugo in the eye. Hermes pulls

out of the ground for Odysseus the fydpnaicov mighty against

magic: yuwAu e /uz/ tcdXeovcri, 6eoi, Od. 10, 305 (p. 369). Does

the Iris owe its name to the messenger of the gods, or the white

hue of the lily, or other causes? In Christian times an angel

reveals the angelica in a dream, Aw. 1, 159 (see Suppl.).

The names borrowed from animals may gain much in meaning

by the animals themselves being connected with the service of

gods. Thus there need only a myth underlie such names as

baren-klaue, wolfs-milch, OHG. wolves-zeisala, AS. wulfes-taesel,

and AS. hraefnes-leac, to bring to light some relation in which

the herb stands to dawn (p. 743-4), to the hero suckled by the she-

wolf, to the cordial conveyed by the god s messenger. We find

a convincing example in the spechts-wurzel, pecker s root, brought

by the sacred bird (p. 673), who probably gave his name to one

of the grand woods of our olden time, Spelites-Jiart (Spessart) :

not only does it serve to burst open the plug, but he protects

the peony especially from being plucked (p. 973). The healing
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was associated with TLaitov the divine physician, and it

is precisely the wounded Ares that he doctors (II. 5, 900) ;
in

which I see a new point of connexion between Ares and Roman

Mars, whose bird the woodpecker was. Athena too was named

Tlaiwvia. Now I think it is not without a bearing on this

matter, that our Zio himself has a herb named after him : ON.

Ty-vidrf Dan. Tys-ved, daphne mezereum (p. 199), which might
have been in OHG. Zio-witu, Ziowes-witu, i.e. Martis arbor, lig

num, frutex ; but instead of exactly this name, we find a cor

responding one, which I believe I can explain more correctly now
than at p. 428, note 2. I then thought of Sigelint, but as the

spelling Cigelinta, i.e. Zige-linta, preponderates (Graff 5, 627), as

Zilant (659) seems synonymous, and as beside Zeiland we have

in Austria to this day Zillind, Zwilind, Zwilinde meaning the

same daphne,
1 the real old spelling comes to light, Zio-linta,

answering in form and substance to T^vrSr. For linta is not

only lime-tree, but also liber, bast, and we call the plant in

differently seidel-baum and seidel-bast (for zeilinde-baum, -bast),

and it is commonly applied as a healing drug (Hofer 3, 135). An
AS. Tiwes-wudu, Tiges-wudu, Tiges-lind is readily inferred. Now
whether daphne and paeonia be related or distinct, matters nothing
to their mythical analogy ; Pliny says the peony was also called

pentorobon, irevropojBov, from its bearing four or five peas; its

Boh. name is wlci lyko, i.e. wol/ s bast, Fr. garou, i.e. loup-garou,
werewolf. I will now pick out a few remarkable names of plants
from F. Magnusen s Lex. 758-9. The viola Martis, Fr. violette

de Mars, is in Iceland called Tj/s-fiola, T^rs-fiola: this may be

a mere translation of the Latin name, which alludes more to the

month than the god, like our own marz-viole. There is more in

the Norw. Tyri-hialm or Thor-hialm, Thoralm, Thor-hat for

aconitum or monk s-hood, to which answers our eisen-hiitlein

(iron hat), Swed. Dan. storm-hat, apparently from the flower

resembling in shape a helmet or hat ; but the same plant is called

wolfs-kraut, wolfs-wurz, Dan. ulve-urt, Engl. wolfs bane, Dan.

ulve-bane, ulve-dod, which may be understood of T$T S fight
with the wolf, and moreover likened to the wolf s bast and garou

1 This too in districts that say Er-tag and not Zis-tag for Tuesday (pp. 124.

201) ;
so that in the plant s name Zio-worship took a wider range.
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above, as several other names waver between daphne and aconi-

tum. And wolf s bast may even suggest the three bands laid on

the Fenris-ulfr, Masking (Dan. leding, Molb. dial. lex. p. 317),
f dromi and gleipnir/ S. 33-4-5. There was yet another name

for daphne given on p. 377: Wieland s berry, together with a

Scand. Velaiidx urt for the medicinal valerian ; names which

carry us back, if not to a god, to one of our greatest heroes of

old, whose father was the wise leech Wate (see Suppl.).

But there is only a small number of herbs named after gods
or heroes, compared with those referable to goddesses and wise

women. Most of these are now given to Mary, who in this

case, as in that of pretty little beetles (p. 694) and brilliant stars

(p. 726), replaces the elder Frouwa. Frauen-schuhli is trefolium

melilotus, whose flower resembles a shoe, in some places Marien-

pantaffelchen ; was Cypripedium calceolus Veneris formed in

imitation ? Fraua-menteli, osa (our) fraua-menteli (Tobler 204b
),

alchemilla vulg., from its leaves being folded mantle-wise. Fraua-

seckeli (-satchel), geumrivale, ibid. Freyju-hdr stands for several

kinds of fern (supra p. 303) ; does it independently answer to

herba capillaris, capillus Veneris in Apuleius s Herb. 47, or was

it borrowed from it ? Frauen-trdn, Marien-thrane, orchis mascula

(Staid. 1, 296), reminds of helenium e lacrimis Helenae natum/

Pliny 21, 10 [33], still more of Freyja s golden tears, gratr

Freyju/ Sn. 128. 132 (conf. p. 325), and the flowers and precious

stones that drop when goddesses laugh or weep (p. 1101) ; a

costly wine is called unser liebfrauen-milch. How a flower came

to be called Mother-of-God*8 mirror, is told in the nursery-legend.

Frauen-schlossli, frauen-schliissel, primula veris, Staid. 1, 124,

otherwise himmels-schliissel (heaven s key), schliissel-blume
;

because it unlocks the spring, or opens treasure ? it has yet

more names, and is the medicinal betonica, of which more anon.

As these plants are all natives of our meadows, it is not likely

that their names were drawn from Latin, and only came into

vogue in the last few centuries ; though in OHG. glosses we

find no herb compounded with frouwa. It were too daring to

trace the oster-blume (oster-gloie, Ms. 2, 61 a
)
back to Ostard,

Edstre, as the form of name can, like maiblume, be explained

by the season of its blossoming ; these maybells were offered

in sacrifice (p. 58), were borne by white-women (p. 963), and to
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pick them before sunrise is recommended in Sup. I, 1075 (see

SuppL).
Flowers are a feminine adornment, young maidens twine the

wreath, sage matrons cull the herb. Marner says prettily, Ms.

2, 1 74a
: ez riuchet (smells) als ein edel krut uz einer megde hant/

Why should not the wise women of even our earliest eld have been

skilled in herb-lore ? it is ascribed to witches and old women

still, and apparently it is not without a meaning that from

healing herbs the witches select names for themselves or their

admirer (p. 1063). All witches herbs may most appropriately

be called beschrei-kr&ut,, frertt/-kraut (speak ill, becall, be

witch), though the names have also been applied to particular

plants.

The culling and fetching of herbs had to be done at particu

lar times, and according to long-established forms (see SuppL).

Mostly before sunrise, when the day is young :

( herba qua-

cunque a rivis aut fluminibus ante soils ortum collecta, ita ut

nemo colligentem videat,
3

Pliny 24, 19 [107]. praecipiunt ali-

qui effossuris (anagallida), ante solis ortum, priusquam quidquam
allud loquantur, ter salutare earn, turn sublatam exprimere; ita

praecipuas esse vires/ 25, 13 [92]. aiunt, si quis ante solis

ortum earn (chamelaeam) capiat, dicatque ad albugines oculorum

se capere, adalligata discuti id vitium 24, 14 [82] . et hanc

(Samolum herbam) sinistra manu legi a jejunis
3

24, 11 [63].
1 radicem (pistolochiae) ante soils ortum erutam involvunt lana 3

20, 4 [14] . The viscus was gathered at new moon, prima luna

24, 4 [6] ; the verbenaca f
circa Canis ortum, ita ut ne luna aut

sol consplclat 25, 9 [59] . Unseen by man or heavenly body,
silent and fasting, shall the collector approach the sacred herb.

Lilies of the valley are to be culled before sunrise, deviPs-bit at

midnight of St. John s eve, Sup. I, 190. 1075.

Pliny 25, 3 [6] tells of a plant called by the Romans herba

Britannica, because brought from the isles between Germany and

Britain (ex oceani insulis extra terras positis 27, 1) : Florem

vibones vocant, qui collectus priusquam tonitrua audiantur (is

not that between lightning and thunder ?) et devoratus, secures

a fulminibus in totum reddit. Frisii, qua castra erant, nostris

demonstravere illam ; mirorque nominis causam, nisi forte con

fines oceano Britanniae velut propinquae dicavere ; non enim
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inde appellatam earn quoniam ibi plurima nasceretur certum est,

etiamnum Britannia liberal Here we have a plant held in

esteem by the ancient Germans themselves, and the injunction

to gather it before hearing thunder (that year ?) sounds quite

Teutonic. It protected from lightning, was therefore sacred to

the Thunder-god, like the house-leek, which is also called

donner-wehr. AS. glosses render the Britannica by hcewen-

Ity&ele ; haswen is glaucus, the second word may come from huS

praeda, or h^Se portus ;
in the latter case it would mean some

thing like blue sea-flower. Anyhow it was a water-plant,

hydrolapathum it is thought. I would gladly recognise in it

the seeblatt so sacred to the Frisians and Zealanders (p. 654),

whose flower is said to be white or yellow ; its names nixblume

and mummel call to mind the Indian names for the lotus, Rama-

priya, dear to Rama or Lakshmi, and Srivasa, Sri s house =
Lakshmi s, who came up out of the sea (see Suppl.).

In digging up a herb, the Roman custom was, first to pour
mead and honey round it, as if to propitiate the earth, then to

cut round the root with a sword, looking toward the east (or

west), and the moment it is pulled out to lift it on high without

letting it touch the ground.
f Favis ante et melle terrae ad

piamentum datis, circumscriptam ferro (verbenacam) effodi sinistra

manu et sublime tolli,
J

Pliny 25, 9 [59]. et fossuri (iridem),

tribus ante mensibus mulsa aqua circiimfusa, hoc veluti placa-

mento terrae blandiuntur, circumscripta mucrone gladii orbe triplwi,

et cum legerint earn protinus in coelum attollunt
3

21, 7 [19].

nigrum elleborum melampodion vocant, quo et domos suffiunt

purgantque, spargentes et pecora, cum precatione solemni; hoc

et religiosius colligitur : primum enim gladio circumscribitur,

dein qui succisurus est ortum special, et precatur ut liceat sibi

concedentibus Diis facere ; observatque aquilae volatus (fere enim

secantibus interest), et si prope advolavit, moriturum illo anno

qui succidat augurium est 25, 5 [21]. cavent effbssuri (man-

dragoram) contrariuin ventum, et tribus circulis ante gladio cir-

cumscribunt, postea fodiunt ad occasum specialties 25, 13 [94].

In some cases, when the root had been dug out and made use

of, it was put in again, that it might live on :

( hanc (sene-

cionem) si ferro circumscriptam effodiat aliquis, tangatque ea

dentem et alternis ter despuat, ac reponat in eundem locum ita
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id vivat herba, aiunt dentem eum postea non doliturum 25, 13

[106].

A great point was to guard against cold iron touching the

root (hence gold or redhot iron was used in cutting), and against

the herb pulled up, or the branch cut off, touching the ground i
1

radicem (pistolochiae) ante solis ortum erutam involvunt lana

coloris quern nativum vocant. quidam auro effodiendam censent,

cavendumque ne terram adtingat 20, 4 [14], (viscum) collec-

tum e robore sine ferro, si terram non attigit, comitialibus mederi

(putant) 24, 4 [6] . virgam e myrice defractam, ut neque
terram neque ferrum attingeret 24, 9 [41]. cavendum ne avulsa

herba terram tanigat 25, 13. herba juxta quam canes urinam

fundunt, evulsa ne ferro attingatur, luxatis celerrime medetur ;

24,19 [111].

In picking or pulling up, the operator used the left hand; in

certain cases he had to do it unbelted and unshod, and to state

for whom and for what purpose it was done :

f
si quis unum ex

his (pomis Punici mali), solutus vinculo omni cinctus et calceatus

atque etiam anuli, decerpserit duobus digitis, pollice et quarto
sinistrae manus, atque ita lustratis levi tactu oculis, mox in os

additum devoraverit, ne dente contingat, affirmatur nullam ocu-

lorum imbecillitatem passurus eo anno }

23, 6 [59]. praecipitur
ut sinistra manu ad hos usus eruatur (iris rufa), colligentesque
dicant cujus hominis utique causa eximant 21,20 [83].

f

par-
thenium . . . magi contra tertianas sinistra manu evelli earn

jubent, dicique cujus causa vellatur, nee respicere 21, 30 [104].
(

pseudanchusa . . . folium ejus sinistra decerpi jubent magi, et

cujus causa sumatur dici 22, 20 [24].
f

praecipitur ut qui

colligit (thlaspi) dicat sumere se contra inguina et contra omnes
collectiones et contra vulnera, unaque manu tollat

3

27, 13 [113],
( autumnalis urticae radicem alligatam in tertianis, ita ut aegri

nuncupentur cum eruitur ea radix, dicaturque cui et quorum filio

eximatur, liberare morbo tradiderunt 22, 14 [16]. buglosso

inarescente, si quis medullam e caule eximat, dicatque ad quern
liberandum febre id faciat 26, 11 [71]. So Columella 6, 5 of

the radicula, quam pastores consiliginem vocant ; ea in Marsis

montibus plurima nascitur, omnique pecori maxime est salutaris :

1 As they would not let witches touch the ground (p. 1074) : the iarSar megin.
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laeva mann effoditur ante soils ortum, sic enim lecta majorem vim

creditur habere.

In our native tradition, now so scant and faded, I can find but

little to match full accounts like these. An important statement

is that of Burcard on the bilisa (hyoscyamus, henbane) ,

f

quam
virginem nudam minima digito dextrae manus eruere faciunt, et

radicitus erutam cum ligamine aliquo ad minimum digitum dextri

pedis ligare ; the object has been stated p. 593. The nudity of

the person pulling it up answers to the above-mentioned laying

aside of belt and shoes, but the right hand and right foot are at

variance with the Roman preference for left limbs. The whole

ceremony however seems to have been equally known in Gaul,

where the Romans, as will appear by and by, found a herb-

ritual ready organized. An AS. Herbal prescribes thus for sore

eyes., wr3 eagena sare : cer sunnan upgange oftfte hwene cer hco

fuUice gesigan onginne (begin to sink), ga to J?aere ylcan wyrte

Proserpinacam, and bewrtt hi abutan mid dnum gyldenum hringey

and cweS (say) ]?aet j?u hi to eagena lascedome niman wille (wilt

take it for cure of eyes) ; aefter
J&amp;gt;rim dagon ga aeft )?a3r-t6 aer

sunnangancge, and genim hi and hoh (take and hang it) onbutan

]?83s
mannes swyran (neck) ; heo frainaft wel. For aelf-adle :

gang on Dunrescefen, ]?onne sunne on setle sie, J?aer ]?u wite

Elenan standan
; sing ]?onne benedicite et pater noster, and sting

j?in
seax on ]?a wyrte. laet stician eft to ]?onne da3g, and niht

furdum scaSe on J?am ilcan ahte, gang aerest to ciricean and
]&amp;gt;e

gesena and Gode bebeod. gang ]?onne sVigende, and )?eah ]?e

hwaet-hwega egeslices ongean cume, o^e man, ne cweiS
]?ii

him

asnig word to, aer
]?A

cume to |?aere wyrte, )?e }&amp;gt;u

on aefen asr

gemearcodest ; sing )?onne benedicite and pater noster, adelf J?a

wyrt, Icet stician pcet seax j?aeron. gange eft swa )?u ra^ost

maege to ciricean, and lege under weofod mid ]?am seaxe, Ia3t

licgean oftftaet sunne uppe sie. awaesc si^^an, do to drence and

bisceopwyrt and Cristes maeles ragu, awyl j;riwa on meolcum,

geot ]?riwa halig waster on ; sing on pater noster and credan etc.

and hine eac ymbwrit mid sweorde on iiii healfa on cruce, and

drince ]?one drenc, sr&San him br3 sona sael/ Here I think a

Latin groundwork, with admixture of Christian rites, is self-

evident. Thiers in his Traite des superstitions says : Quelques
uns pour se garantir de malefices ou de charmes vont cueillir de
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grand matin, a jeun, sans avoir lave leurs mains, sans avoir prie

Dieu t sans parler a personne et sans saluer personne en leur

chemin, une certaine plante, et la mettent ensuite sur la personne

maleficiee ou ensorcelee. Us portent sur eux une racine de

cliicoree, qu ils ont touchee a genoux avec de I or et de I argent

le jour de la nativite de saint Jean baptiste, un peu avant le

soleil leve, et qu ils ont ensuite arrachee de terre avec un ferre-

ment et beaucoup de ceremonies, apres 1 avoir exorcizee avec

I epee de Judas Machabee. This again seems to be Celtic, and

yet resembles the Roman practices, warlike Judas patriot sword

doing duty for the circle-drawing ferrum. In Superst. I, 581,

the lopping is also done with gold instead of iron. When Renart

finds in the meadow the wished-for plant, and cautiously pulls it

up, it is said: f ne Fa triblee n esquachie, encois la menja sanz

tribler, del remanant ala froter trestotes les plaies qu il ot, et li

cuir maintenant reclot et fa gariz et trestoz sains 25105 11.

The herb was neither to be fretted nor squashed ; conf. Michel s

Trist. 2, 50. In Thurneisser s Erkl. der archidoxen, Berl. 1575,

when it says fol. 76 : Verbeen, agrimenia, inodelger Charfrey-

tags graben hilfft dich sehr Das dir die frawen werden holdt,

Doch brauch ~kein eisen, grab s mit goldt ;
I think it must be

drawn from Latin sources. Much more significant is what a

song in the Hatzler book says of the f herb Hope 137. 294:

Daz ist gar ein edel krut, Grab ez stille, niclit ze lilt, Schutzen

sind darilber gesetzt, Begrif man dich, du wurdst geletzt An
diner sselden hohstem pfant (

tis a priceless herb, I trow, dig it

deftly, soft and slow : o er it are set guards to watch thee ; thou

wouldst forfeit, should they catch thee, thy dearest pledge of

happiness). These warders and watchers of the herb are on a

par with that woodpecker that guards the peony : one would like

to know more particulars about them (see SuppL).
About the tying-on (alligare, usu. adalligare

l

)
of herbs when

picked or dug up, Pliny imparts the following precepts :

( herba

adalligata laevo bracliio, ita ut aeger quid sit illud ignoret 24, 19

[107].
(

magi heliotropium quartanis quater, in tertianis ter alii-

1 A curious compound = ad-ad-ligare : they must have ceased to feel the origin

of the assimilation li before they could add a second ad. It is matched, imper
fectly tis true, by our past part, gegliickt (fr. gegeliickt), and perfectly by the 0. Fr.

concueillir= concolligere, con-con-legere, aiid the Goth, gagamainjan to profane,

gagavairjjjan to reconcile.
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gari jubent ab ipso aegro, precarique soluturum se nodos libera-

tum, et ita facere non exempta herba 22,21 [29]. sunt qui

genicula novem vel unius vel e duabus tribusve herbis ad hunc

articulorum numerum involvi lana succida nigra jubeant ad

remedia strumae panorumve. jejunum debere esse qui colligat,

ita ire in domum absentis cui medeatur, supervenientique ter

dicere jejuno jejunum medicamentum dare, atque ita adalligare,

triduoque id facere. quod e graminum genere septem internodia

habet, efficacissime capiti intra dolores adalligatur 24, 19 [118].
*

alliget ei septem folia
3

26, 11 [71]. verbenaca jumentorum
febribus in vino medetur, sed in tertianis a tertio geniculo incisa,

quartanis a quarto/ ibid. 1
Or, instead of being tied, it was put

under the patient s pillow : sedum, si involutum panno nigro

ignorantis pulvino subjiciatur 26, 10 [69]. absinthium somnos

allicit olfactum, aut insdo sub capite positum 27, 7 [28]. As
a rule, the sufferer was not to know what was tied on or laid

under him; knots and joints in the herb bore a reference to the

manner of tying and its repetitions. Often it sufficed if the

protecting plant were held in the hand or worn in the girdle :

f

virgam populi in manu tenentibus intertrigo non metuatur 24,

8 [32] . virgam (viticis) qui in manu habeant aut in cinctu,

negantur intertriginem sentire 24, 9 [38] .

(

intertrigines negat
fieri Cato absinthium Ponticum secum habentibus 3

26, 8 [58].

Yet if you fall, holding in your hand the nymphsea, you become

epileptic (p. 654).

But in many parts of Germany herbs of power used to be

suspended, up in the loft, on the main rafter, or over door and

gate ways, and left there all the year round, till they were re

placed by fresh ones.

The Eomans had a strange custom of laying a sieve in the

road, and using the stalks of grass that grew up through it for

medical purposes : cribro in limite adjecto, herbae intus ex-

stantes decerptae adalligataeque gravidis partus accelerant 24,

19 [109]. The sieve was a sacred utensil (p. 1108-12) : exstare

is extra stare, prominere. This reminds me of our old Weis-

thiimer, which determine the fineness of a tissue by the stalks

1 WM5 heafod-ece (headache) : adelf weybradan (plantago) butan Isene ser

sunnan upgange, bind
&amp;gt;a moran (berries, seed) ymb J?a3t heafod mid vvrastereade

sona him bi$ sel.
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piercing through it, 1, 12 : item, es sprechint ouch die hofliit,

das si hundert und sibentzig eln huobtuochs gebint dem von

Hiinwil, das selb huobtuoch solli so swach sin, wenn man das

spreit uf ein wasen, das gens gras und bollen durch das tuoch

mugint essen/ And 1, 254: the said cloth shall be spread

over turf and be of such substance that geese can eat grass

through it, and not starve/ This has nothing to do with heal

ing, but the mode of thought is similar.

Having made these general observations, I will now take up
one by one the herbs most renowned for healing. Yet some of

them seem purposely to have no distinct name given them ; among
these is the herb that kept birds away from millet and panic :

pestem a milio atque panico, sturnorum passerumque agmina,
scio abigiherba cujus nomen ignotum est, in quatuor angulis segetis

defossa, mirum dicfcu, ut omnino nulla avis intret/ Pliny 18, 17

[45]. A poem in Ls. 1, 211-^8 tells of a maiden that was pick

ing flowers for a garland, and by chance got hold of a herb she

did not know : no sooner was it in her hand than she saw all her

lovers before her, heard their talk, and knew all their thoughts.
At length one of her companions knocked the miraculous plant
out of her hand, it fell into a brook that ran past, and floated

away ; and all the prophetic power was gone. Again, the

nameless blue wonderflower (p. 964), that suddenly opens the

shepherd s eyes who has unconsciously stuck it in his hat, and

discloses the hitherto concealed entrance to the treasure (p. 971),

comes before us the more mysteriously, as it cannot in the least

be identified. 1 The name forget-me-not, which it may be said to

assume to itself, is supposed to express no more than its senti

ment, and seems not to have been applied to myosotis till a later

time. A herb with an equally imperative name is reported by
Pliny 27, 12 [106] : circa Ariminum nota est herba quam
resedam vocant, discutit collectiones inflammationesque omnes.

qui curant ea, addunt haec verba :

&quot;

Reseda, morbos reseda !

scisne, scisne quis hie pullos egerit ? radices nee caput nee pedes
habeant !

&quot; haec ter dicunt, totiesque despuunt/ Collectio is a

1 In Polish quarries grows a beautiful blue starflower with a long stalk (conf.
trojziele p. 1216), which the peasantry make war upon, because they think old
women and gipsies use it in bewitching the cows, that they may suck up all the
milk themselves (Pott s Zigeuner p. yiii).
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gathering, and (

pullos agere must refer to this or the inflamma

tion. What we now call reseda (odorata) is apparently a differ

ent herb (see Suppl.) .

Of roots, the Alrune stands first in fame. OHG. glosses

already have alruna, alrunfor mandragora (Graff 2, 523. Schm.

3, 97), and I have on fair grounds (p. 404) identified the name of

the personified plant with that of wise-women in our remotest

antiquity. H. Sachs iv. 3, 34 still pictures the Alraun as a god
dess who meets you at the crossways.

1
Besides, the root itself

has the shape of a man, and the process of pulling it up is

described as follows : If a hereditary thief that has preserved his

chastity gets hung, and drops water or seed from him, there

grows up under the gallows the broad-leaved yellow-flowered
mandrake. If dug up, she groans and shrieks so dismally, that

the digger would die thereof. He must therefore stop his ears

with cotton or wax, and go before sunrise on a Friday, and take

with him a black dog that has not a white hair on him
; make

three crosses over the mandrake, and dig round her till the root

holds by thin fibres only ;
these he must tie with a string to the

dog s taily hold up a piece of bread before him, and run away.
The dog rushes after the bread, wrenches up the root, and falls

dead, pierced by her agonizing wail. The root is now taken up

1 This personality of the Alraun comes out plainly in a merry tale handed down
by a MS. of the 15th cent. : Dicitur de quadam muliere, quae habuit virum nimis&quot;

1

durum, quae quandam vetulam in sortilegiis famosam consuluit. vetula vero, experta
in talibus valde, dixit se optima sibi scire et posse (sub-) venire, si suum vellet con-
silium imitari. et dum ipsa promitteret se velle imitari, vetula adjecit: habesne
in horto tuo canapum spissum et longum ? quae ait habeo valde optatum. cui
vetula vade inquit tribus noctibus successive in crepusculo serotino ad ipsum
hortun tali modo et forma, prima namque nocte accipe unam libram lardi spiss-
issimi et optimi quam poteris habere, secunda nocte duas, tertia vero tres, et semper
ponas dextrum pedem ad canapum, ac projiciendo lardum usque ad medium canapi,
vel citra, haec dices verba :

&quot; Alrawn du vil giiet, Mit trawrigem miiet Eiief ich
dich an, Dastu meinen leidigen man Bringst darzue, Das er mir kein leid nimmer
tue.&quot; Tertia igitur nocte cum mulier haec verba replicaret, vetula abscondita in

canapo jacebat. prius autem informaverat praedictam mulierem, quod attentissime
auscultaret quae sibi tertia nocte dicta Alrawn insinuaret. unde in haec verba sub
voce rauca et valde aliena abscondita in canapo respondebat :

&quot;

Fraw, du solt haim
gan, Und solt giieten miiet han, Und solt leiden, meiden, sweigen (bear and forbear
and hold thy peace) ;

Thuest du das von alien deinen sinnen, So machtu wol ein

giieten man gewinnen.&quot; et sic mulier illius vetulae verba imitabatur, et viri amari-
tudo in dulcedinem et mansuetudinem vertebatur. The same story in Paulli s

Schimpf u. Ernst 1555 cap. 156 ;
a similar in a MHG. poem (Altd. wald. 3, 1603)

and a nursery-tale (KM. no. 128), where the man, not the wife, consults the hollow
tree or spindletree in the garden (p. 652). The form of address Alrun, du vil

guote reminds me of si vil guote, said to fro Scelde when she cuts out and clothes,
Walther 43, 7.
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(Pliny s in sublime tolli), washed with red wine, wrapt in silk red
and white, laid in a casket, bathed every Friday, and clothed in a
new little white smock every new-moon. When questioned, she
reveals future and secret things touching welfare and increase,
makes rich, removes all enemies, brings blessings upon wedlock,
and every piece of coin put to her overnight is found doubled
in the morning, but she must not be overloaded. When her
owner dies, she goes to the youngest son, provided he puts a

piece of bread and a coin in his father s coffin. If he dies before
his father, the mandrake passes to the eldest son, who must in
like manner with bread and money bury his brother. All these

provisions sound ancient, and may date from a long way back.
Our OHG. glosses have alruna for the mandragora occur

ring several times in the Vulgate,
1 Gen. 30, 14 seq., where the

Hebrew text reads dudaim; but the poetized version in MHG.
translates it erd-ephil, Diut. 2, 79. Now the mandragoras (masc.,
Gr.

fiavSpay6pa&amp;lt;i)
is thus described in Pliny 25, 13 [94] : man-

dragoram alii Circaeum vocant ; duo ejus genera, candidus qui et

mas, niger qui femina existimatur . . . cavent effossuri (album)
contrarium ventum, et tribus circuits ante gladio circumscribunt,
postea fodiunt ad occasum spectantes. I find more to my pur
pose this time in two lines of Columella 10, 19 :

quamvis semi-hominis vesano gramine foeta

mandragorae pariat flores, moestamque cicutam.

Semi-human mandrake goes very well with our legend, and
even vesanum gramen may agree with it more closely than

appears from the words. Hildegard also in Phys. 2, 102 says :

mandragora de terra de qua Adam creatus est dilatata est, et

propter similitudinem hominis suggestio diaboli huic plus quam
aliis herbis insidiatur. et ideo, cum de terra effoditur, mox in

salientem fontem per diem et noctem ponatur. As the French

mcmdagloire stands for mandragore, I conjectured (p. 402) that the
fee Maglore may have sprung from Mandagloire ; if so, it offers

an exact analogy to our Alruna the wise-woman and alruna the

mandrake, and is not to be despised. I close with an AS. de

scription in Thorpe s Anal. p. 94, probably of the 10-1 1th cent.,
which confirms the dog s participation in the act of gathering :

1 As a fern. pi. mandragorae ; the LXX has^Xa navdpayopw, earth-apples.
VOL III. x
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1

J?eos wyrt, ]?e
man mandragoram neinneft . . . J?onne ]?u to

hire cymst, )?onne ongist jm hi bi ]?am (wilt know her by this) ]?e

heo on nihte seined ealswa leoht-fqet (as a lamp). ]?onne )?u hire

hedfod aerest geseo (first see her head), ]?onne bewrit Jm hi wel

hrafte mid iserne, )?y laes heo
J?e

aetfleo (lest she flee thee) . hire

maegen (main, might) is swa micel and swa maere, ]?aet
heo un-

daenne man, ]?onne he to hire cymeS, wel hrafte forfleon wile.

for&amp;lt;5y J?u hi bewrit, swa we aer cwaedon, mid iserne, and swa
]?u

scealt onbutan hi delfan, swa ]?u hire mid j^am iserne na aat-hrine

(touch) : ac J?u geornlice scealt mid ylpenbsenenon (ivory) staefe

f&amp;gt;a

eor&amp;lt;5an delfan, and
f&amp;gt;onne J?u hire handa and hire fet geseo,

)?onne handes gewri-S J?u hi (tie her to a dog), nirn
J&amp;gt;onne J&amp;gt;one

o^erne ende, and gewrift to anes swiran (neck), swa ]?aeb
se hund

hungrig si, wurp (throw) him si^San mete to foran, swa
]&amp;gt;aet

he

hine ahraecan (reach) ne masge, buton he mid him J?a wyrte up-
abrede. She shines by night like a lamp, has head, hands and

feet, must be bewritten with iron lest she escape, is not to be

touched with iron, but dug up with an ivory wand : several things

betray a Latin origin (bewritan circumscribere). It is to be

fastened to the dog s neck instead of his tail ;
conf . Belg. mus.

5, 114 [Josephus Wars 7, 6, 3 : root Baaras pulled up by dog].

Pliny ascribes a vim somnificam to inandragoras.

Sasm. 194a
speaks of a svefn-frorn (sleep -thorn) with which

OSinn pricks Brynhild, and she goes to sleep, as Dorn-roschen

does in the nursery- tale from the prick of a spindle (p. 419). The

thorn-rose has a meaning here, for we still call a mosslike excre

scence on the wild rosebush or the whitethorn schlaf-apfel and

schlaf-Jmnz ; so that the very name of our sleeping beauty con

tains a reference to the myth. We also use the simple kuenz

(Schm. 2, 314), which can hardly be Kunz the dimin. of Konrad,

but is rather conn, with kiienzel, kiienzen (gathering under the

chin). When placed under a sleeper s pillow, he cannot wake

till it be removed 1
(see Suppl.).

This sleep-apple is supposed to be produced by a wasp sting

ing the thorn; equally rootless, the prophetic gall-nut on oaks

1
Stinga svefnjnrn occurs in Fornald. sog. 1, 18-9. 3, 303-6. In Tristan

is caused by a mere kusselin (cushion), Ulr. 1672-93 ;
der zouberaere kiisselin,

Heinr. 4911. In a fairy-tale (Altd. bl. 1, 145) by writing and letters (i.e. runes), or

l&amp;gt;y feathers off the wild shaggy folk (pp. 433. 486), whom fancy must have pictured as

having wings or feathers.
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originates in such a puncture, Sup. I, 968 ; Ital. gallozza, Neap.
gliantra, Pentam. 2, 1: f

tre gliantre mascole. Growths that

could not be traced to seed and root, as probably that bird s nest

on p. 973, seemed miraculous and endued with magic power :

gall-nuts are hung on the kitchen roofbeam to protect the house.

The mistel (mistletoe) was accounted specially sacred, being

supposed to have fallen from heaven on the boughs of magnificent
trees like the oak and ash. OHG-. mistil (not fern, mistila), Graff

2, 890; MHG. mistel, jamers mistel/ Martina 161 d
. With a

shoot of this plant the god Baldr was shot dead : when Frigg
was exacting an oath from all other plants, this seemed to her too

young :

&amp;lt; vex viSar teinungr einn fyrir austan Valholl, sa er Mis

tilteinn kallaftr, sa J?6tti mer ungr at krefja eiSsins, Sn. 64 ; and

the Voluspa sings of it thus, Seem. 6 b
:

sto$ umvaxinn vollom hserri

mior ok miok fagur Mistilteinn ;

grown high above the field stood the delicate fair mistle-shoot ;

teinn is a branch shot up, Goth, tains, OHG. zein, and we may
safely assume a Goth, mistilatains, OHG. mistilzein. Now in AS.
we find it mistiltCi, which may easily be a corruption of mistiltan,
and the agreement of this with the Eddie mistilteinn would be

welcome and weighty ; yet ta may be right after all, and is

supported by the Engl. being mistletoe [but also misseldine] . In

Sweden this evergreen parasite is said to be usually a foot or two
feet long, but sometimes to reach the length of three ells (Geijer s

Hiifd. 1, 330). F. Magn. lex. 512 says, in Vestergotland it is

called ve-spelt, holy spelt, triticum sacrum. A plant associated

with the death of one of their greatest and best-beloved gods
must have been supremely sacred to all of Teutonic blood; and

yet this opinion of its holiness was shared by Celtic nations.

Pliny 16, 44 [95] assures us of the Celtic belief : Non est omit-

tenda in ea re et Galliarum admiratio. Nihil habent druidae (ita

suos appellant magos) visco, et arbore in qua gignatur (si modo
sit robur), sacratius. Jam per se roborum eligunt lucos, nee ulla

sacra sine ea fronde conficiunt, et inde appellati quoque interpre-
tatione Graeca possint druidae videri. Euimvero quidquid adnas-

(atur illis, e coelo missum putant, signumque esse electae ab ipso
deo arboris. Est autem id rarum admodum inventu, et repertum
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magna religione petitur, et ante omnia sexta luna (quae priucipia

mensium annorunique his facit) et seculi post tricesimum annum,

quia jam virium abunde habeat nee sit sui dimidia. Omnia sanan-

tem appellantes suo vocabulo, sacrifices rite sub arbore praeparatis,

duos admovent candidi coloris tauros, quorum cornua tune primum

vinciantur. 1 Sacerdos Candida veste cultus arborem scandit, fake

aurea demetit, candido id excipitur sago. Turn deinde victimas im-

molant, precantes ut suum donum deus prosperum faciat his quibus

dederit. Foecunditatem eo poto dari cuicunque animalium sterili

arbitrantur, contra venena omnia esse remedio. Tanta gentium

in rebus frivolis plerumque religio est. This elegant description

is preceded by other statements, of which I will select one here

and there : Visci tria genera. Namque in abiete ac larice stelin

dicit Euboea nasci, hyphear Arcadia, viscum autem in quercu,

robore, pruno silvestri, terebintho, nee aliis arboribus adnasci,

plerique. Copiosissimum in quercu, quod dryos hyphear . . .

Adjiciunt discrimen, visco in his quae folia amittant et ipsi decidere,

contra inhaerere nato in aeterna fronde.
2 Omnino autem satum

nullo modo nascitur, nee nisi per alvum avium redditum, maxime

palumbis ac turd-is : haec est natura, ut nisi maturatum in ventre

avium non proveniat. Altitudo ejus non excedit cubitalem, semper

frutectosi ac viridis. Mas fertilis, femina sterilis ; aliquando non

fert. With us too a thrush is called mistier, Schm. 2, 645 (MHG.
misteleere ?), Engl. mistlebird ; and in some other of our myths

the conveyance of the seed by birds enhances the holiness of the

virgin plant (p. 969) : there is no human hand at work, and the

finger of God is manifest. Viscum is the Fr. gui, and to this day

the veneration for the plant is preserved in the New-year s gratu-

lation aguilanneuf (p. 755). In Wales they hang mistletoe over

the doors at Christmas, and call it (says Davies) pren awyr, merry

tree, pren uchelvar, tree of the high summit, pren puraur, tree

of pure gold ;
the second name recalls the vollurn hasrri of

the Edda. But the usual names given for mistletoe are Wei.

olhiach, Bret, ollyiach, Ir. uileiceach, Gael, uileice, i.e. all-healing

1 Steers never yoked as yet, steeds never harnessed, KA. 547 : a sacred use

demands that everything be new.
2
Virg. Aen. 6, 205: Quale solet silvis brumali frigore viscum

fronde virere nova, quod non sua seminat arbos,

et croceo fetu teretes circumdare truncos ;

tails erat species auri frondentis opaca
ilice, sic leni crepitabat bractea vento.
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[ Pliny s omnia sanans], from ol, uile/ universal (p. 1213). A
Breton lay (Barzas breiz 1, 58. 100) makes Merlin at early morn

go fetch the high branch on the oak (warhuel, huelvar ann der-

wen) . Our old herbals divide mistletoes into those of the oak,

hazel and peartree (eichen-mistel, heselin-m., birnbaumin-m.), and

none of them must be let touch the ground ; some, set in silver,

they hang round children s necks. In Prussian Samland it is

called wispe (which looks like viscum, gui, but mistel itself is

often confounded with mispel = medlar) ;
it is common on birch,

cherry and lime trees, on the hazel it is rare and wonderful. It

grows in a straight line out of the trunk, and between its smooth

evergreen willow-like leaves it bears berries silvery-white, like

peas or small nuts. Where the hazel has a wispe, there is sure

to be a treasure hidden (Reusch no. 10). Among Slavs I find

the names Boh. melj, gmelj, omeli, Russ. omela, Pol. iemiel
;

Lith. amalai, Lett, ahmals ; but no legends (see Suppl.).
To viscum may be added two other druidical herbs. Pliny

24, 11 [62-3] : Selago legitur sine ferro, dextra maim per

tunicam, qua sinistra exuitur velut a furante, Candida veste vestito

pureque lotis nudis pedibus, sacro facto priusquam legatur pane

vinoque; fertur in mappa nova: hanc contra omnem perniciem
habendam prodidere druidae Gallorum. lidem Samolum herbam

nominavere nascentem in humidis, et hanc sinistra manu legi a

jejunis contra morbos suum boumque, nee respicere legentem,
nee alibi quam in canali deponere, ibique conterere poturis.

The mode of gathering selago is peculiar : it is to be picked with

the right hand, not bare, but covered with the tunic (conf. p. 971) ,

then to be drawn out stealthily with the left. In Davies s Br.

myth. 280 it is said to be the herb the Welsh call gras Duw
(gratia Dei). Yillemarque thinks it is the aour geoten (aurea

herba) of Breton songs 1, 58. 96, which you must pull up in the

meadows before sunrise, barefoot and bareheaded
;

it shines far-

off like gold. It is rarely to be found, and only by holy persons.
Some take it for our barlapp (lycopodiurn). Samolus is said to

be anemone pulsatilla; Davies p. 274 gives its Welsh name as

gwlydd.
Our baldrian is a corruption of valeriana, and has nothing to

do with Baldr, after whom a very different herb, the anthemis

cotula, was named Baldrs bra (brow), Sw. Baldersbra, abbrev.
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Barbro. But the valerian has a mythical name too, Velands-urt,

Wayland s wort (p. 377), and its healing virtues are in high

repute. The Servians call it odolian (from odolieti to overpower),
Boh. odolen; and among the Servian Vilinen piesme (songs

taught by the vila herself) is a saw (Vuk, new ed. 1, 149) :

{ Da
zna zhenska glava, Shto zh odolian trava, Svagda bi ga brala, U
pas ushivala, I za se nosila ;

if woman but knew what is herb

odolian, she would always get it, in her girdle sew it, and about

her wear it. The vila warns us not to neglect this precious herb

(see Suppl.).

Henbane (biIsen-kraut) , OHG. pilisa, belisa (hyos-cyamos),
see pp. 593. 1198, and Suppl.

Sowthistle (eberwurz, boarwort), OHG. epurwurz, the carlina

acaulis, Carls-distel
; growing on hills, close to the ground with

out a stalk, with silver-white unfading leaves. During a pestilence,

Charles the Great had gone to sleep laden with care, when an

angel appeared to him in a dream, and bade him shoot an arrow

in the air : whatever herb it lighted upon was sovereign against
the plague. Charles in the morning shot the arrow, and its

point stuck in a sowthistle : they used it for medicine, and the

plague disappeared. He that carries this plant about him, let

him run ever so long, will never tire ; and he can take all the

strength out of a companion that walks with him, hence they
used to tie some to their horses in a race ;

when the same was

done unperceived to one of a married couple, the other was sure

to waste away and die. Sowthistle was also nailed inside the

swine-trough, that the pigs might eat over it, whence its name

is supposed to have come (W. Menzel s Literaturbl. 1844. pp. 9.

10). The name ( eberwurz probably rests on other grounds,
but carlina seems to be formed on the legend. King Charles

often had things told him by angels in dreams, and bad dreams

come of fighting with boars; the herb may have healed the gash
inflicted by the tusk of a boar (see Suppl.).

Betonica. Pliny 25, 46 : Vettones in Hispania earn quae
Vettonica dicitur in Gallia, in Italia autem serratula, a Graecis

cestros aut psycho-morphon [-trophon ?] , ante cunctas laudatis-

sima. Exit anguloso caule, cubitorum duum, a radice spargens
folia fere lapathi, serrata, semine purpureo . . . tantum gloriae

habet, ut domus in qua sata sit futa existimetur a piaciilis omnibus
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. . . Morsibus imponitur vettonica, cui vis tanta perhibetur, ufc

inclusae circulo ejus serpentes ipsae sese interimant flagellando.

Fr. betoine, MHGr. batonie: altiu wip grabent patoni, MsH. 3,

193b
. so gent eteliche mit boesen batanien umb, Berth. 58.

ettlich kundent patoniken graben, Superst. G, 1. 41. die ler

ich batonien graben/ Aw. 2, 56. An Italian proverb recom

mends the purchase of betony at any price : venda la tonica, e

compra la bettonica. A description in Martina 2 7 a
(Diut. 2, 129),

diu gelwe batenie hoi/ seems to contradict the aforesaid purple

(of the seed only ?) . In Switzerland badonikli is our fluhblume,

cowslip, and herdsmen bring it home for their sweethearts off the

Alp, Staid. 1, 124. 386. Apparently several kinds are to be

distinguished : Pol. bukwica, Boh. brkwice, is by turns betonica,

plantago and primula. The Anglo-Saxons called betonica biscop-

wyrt,from which its sacredness may be inferred (see Suppl.).

Madalger stands in OHG. glosses for basilicum, in herbals for

senecio as well. The proverb ran, Modelgeer ist aller wurzel

ein eer. In the Westerrich, when a disease breaks out among
swine, they chop some of this root in with the pigs wash,

muttering a short prayer : it keeps the schelm from attacking
them. As Heime s father in our heroic legend is called Madelger

(p. 387), likewise a mermaid s son who puts on a cloak of dark

ness (Morolt 40- 1
) ;

a mythic significance in the plant s name
becomes credible (see Suppl.).

In the same way I connect Mangold, lapathum, beet, with that

ancient name of the giant-maiden who could grind gold (p. 531).
OHG. faram filix, MHG. varm, varn, AS. fearn, Engl./em.

Pliny 27, 9 [55] tells nothing mythical of the filix. Hildegard s

Phys. 2, 91 : in loco illo ubi crescit, diabolus illusiones suas

raro exercet ; et domum et locum in quo est, diabolus evitat et

abhorret, et fulgura et tonitrua et grando ibi raro cadunt. A
Herbal says : fa/rnkraut is hard to destroy, without ye stub it

up on the day of John s beheading, then doth farn perish. It

seems to bear neither flower nor seed ; he that will gather fern-

seed must be bold and able to daunt the devil. He shall go after

it on St John s night before daybreak, light a fire, and spread
cloths or broad leaves under the same, so may he take and keep
of the seed. Many fasten fresh* fern over the house-door, then

all goes well as far as the whip on the waggon reaches (about five
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paces), Sup. I, 988. In Kedeker s Westf. sagen no. 46 we find

some details : Fernseed makes one invisible, but is difficult to get
at : it ripens only between 12 and 1 on Midsummer night, and
then falls off directly, and is gone. A man, who on that night
happened to be looking for a lost foal, passed through a field

where fernseed was ripening, and some fell in his shoes (like the

flax-pods, p. 962). Coming home in the morning, he walked
into the house, and sat down : he thought it strange that his

wife and family took no notice of him. Well/ says he, I have
not found the foal/ All those in the room looked startled : they
heard the man s voice, but nothing of him could they see. The
wife began calling him by name, so he came and stood in the
middle of the room, and said, What are you shouting for, when
here I stand before you ? The terror was now greater than
before ; till the man, feeling something hurt his feet, as if shingle
had got in his shoes, pulled them off and shook them out and
there he stood visible to every eye. This is the wiinscliel-samen

des varmen (p. 974). Conrad of Wiirzburg in a sono- MsH.
3, 453a

:

Het ich sdmen von dem varn,
den wiirfe ich dar den scheiden,
daz si n versliinden, e min dienest von ir solde scheiden.

scheiden are large fish, shad, siluri, and often used punningly
(Schm. 3, 324. Hofer 3, 65). Had I seed of the fern, says the

lover, I would fling it to yon shadfish to devour, ere my service
should fall away from her ; apparently the seed might have made
his fortune elsewhere, but he gives it up to keep faith with her :

there is no reference to
invisibility. In Thiers thefougere (filix)

cueillie la veille de la St Jean justement a midi is said to bring
luck in play to him that wears it.

In the Thiirmger-wald fern is called irr kraut (stray herb),
and by some atter-kreutich (adder-herb) : if you step over it

without seeing it, it so bothers and bewilders you, that you no

longer know your whereabouts even in the most familiar parts of
the forest. To prevent or correct your straying, you must sit

down and put your shoes on the wrong feet, or if a woman, untie

your apron and turn it wrong -&amp;gt;side out ; immediately you know
your way again (Haupt s Zeitschr. 3, 364. Bechstein s Franken
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pp. 269. 286.) No doubt the puzzle-seed had got into the shoe

or cincture, and fell out when these were taken off. It is said

also, if you have adder-herb about you, you will be pursued by
adders till you have thrown it away. In some parts they call it

Walburgis-kr&ut. Its Slavic name is Euss. pdporot, Pol. paproc,
0. Boh. paprut, now papradj, kapradj, Sloven, praprat, praprot ;

Lith. papartis, Lett, papardi. Woycicki 1, 94 also says it

blossoms exactly at midnight of St John s eve, and it is a hard

matter to get hold of the flower (kwiat paproci), for the picking
is attended by storm and thunder ; but whoever gets possession
of it becomes rich, and can prophesy (see Suppl.).

OHG. pipozj artemisia (Graff 3, 22, but misplaced and mis

spelt), MHG. biboz (rhy. groz), Ls. 2, 526; its corruption into

our meaningless beifuss, Nethl. bivoet, is as early as Gl. Jun. 406

bifuz. The word seems pure German, formed from pozan cudere,

like anapoz incus, anvil, MHG. aneboz, our amboss ;
and we

ought to pronounce and spell it beiboss. The meaning must

be something like that of beischlag (by-blow), which in the

Logau district means a bastard. In OS. it would be bibot,

which resembles its Lett, name bihbotes. Our LG. buk, bucJce

seems an abbrev. dimin. of endearment (but-ke) ;

1 Dan. bynke,
but Sw. grabo, gray nest. Whoso hath beifuss in the house, him
the devil may not harm ; hangs the root over the door, the house

is safe from all things evil and uncanny. On St John s day
they gird themselves with beifuss, then throw it in the fire, while

spells and rhymes are said (p. 618) ; hence the names Joliannis-

giiriel, sonnemvend-giirtel, gurtel-kraut, Fr. herbe de S. Jean.

They dig the root up solemnly, twine it into wreaths, hang it

about them, and each flings it into the flame along with any
griefs he may chance to have about him. He that has beifuss on

him wearies not on his way (Megenberg 385, 16) : this is imitated

from Pliny 26, 89 : artemisiam alligatam qui habet viator

negatur lassitudinem sentire ; also the Ep^i/etcu ira\aiai (ed.

Sillig p. 212) : apre/JLialav rrjv ^ordvrjv el ? e^e*. eV oow, Xuet

rov /cd/jLarov. The AS. name is mucgivyrt, Engl. mug wort,

muggon : wr$ miclum gonge ofer land, p&amp;gt;yla3s
he teorige, mucg-

wyrt nime him on hand, o$Se do on his sco J?ylaes he medige ; and

J Or is it related to Finn, puijo, Esth. 2^0/0, puiyo f
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J?onne he niman wille eor sunnan upgange, cwefte J?as word aerest :

tollam te, artemisia, ne lassus sim in via. gesegna hie, ]?onne ]?u

upteo/ R. Chambers p. 34 gives some Scotch stories of its

healing power. A girl in Galloway was near dying of consump

tion, and all had despaired of her recovery, when a mermaid, who

often gave the people good counsel, sang :

Wad ye let the bounie may die i your hand,

And the mug wort flowering in the land !

They immediately plucked the herb, gave her the juice of it, and

she was restored to health. Another maiden had died of the

same disease, and her body was being carried past the port of

Glasgow, when the mermaid raised her head above the water,

and in slow accents cried :

If they wad drink nettles in March,
And eat muggons in May,

Sae mony braw maidens

Wad na gang to the clay.

Why should not the Goths already have possessed a bibauts too ?

That they had significant names of their own for herbs and

shrubs, is plain from Ulphilas s translations of the Greek term

by a native one : /rtaro?, rubus, becomes ailivatundi, Mk 12, 26.

Luke 6, 44. 20, 37, which apparently contains aihvus equus,

tundi fomes (tinder, OHG. zuntara) ; crv/cdfMvos bdinabagms, Luke

1 7, 6, i.e. bone-tree, and to this day we call privet (hartriegel,

OHG. hartrugil, harttrugil ? Graff 5, 501) bonewood. The rea

sons of the names are lost to us now (see Suppl.).

Hederich is not an old German word, being formed from the

Latin hedera, only instead of ivy it means ground-ivy, Linne s

glechoma hederacea, a weed with small blue flowers. Its native

name is gunde-rebe, gundel-rebe, donner-rebe, gunder-mann, OHG.

gunder-reba, acer (Graff 2, 354), which cannot mean maple, for

it is always classed among herbs. It was reckoned sanative,

and a safeguard against sorcery ; when cows are first driven

out to pasture, they are milked through a wreath of gundermann,
and whoever wears this on his head can tell who are witches,

Sup. I, 462-3. Gund points to the ancient valkyr (p. 422) ; don-

ner to the flower s blue colour, and to the Thunder-god. The

Lettons too have named it pehrkones from the god Pehrkon.
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The Boh. ohnica (from ohen, fire) stands for the yellow hederich

(hedge- mustard ?
)
that overspreads whole fields : if you call out

( hederich to peasant women weeding it, they scold you (see

Suppl.).

One kind of scabiosa is named succisa, or morsus diaboli, Teu-

fels-biss or -abbiss, Engl. devil s bit, Dan. didvels bid, Boh. cert-

kus, certuw kus, Russ. diavolskoye ukushenie [and cherto-grz,

chertov ogrj^zok] ;
but also Russ. chertov ptilets,

devil s thumb,

Pol. czartowe zebro, devil s rib. The root is stumpy at the end,

as if bitten off. Oribasius says, the devil was doing such mis

chief with this herb, that the Mother of God took pity, and

deprived him of the power; he out of spite bit the end of the root

off, and it grows so to this day. The man that has it about him,

neither devil nor hag has power to hurt. Some say the devil bit

it off because he grudged men the use of its healing power. If

dug up at midnight of St John s eve, the roots are yet unbitten,

and chase the devil away. Thrown under the table, it makes the

guests fall out and fight (see Suppl. ).

Some herbs are called by men s names. Bertram, though
found even in OHG. as Perhtram (Graff 3, 349), MHG. Bercht-

ram, Ls. 2, 526, is merely pyrethrum altered to give it a German

sound. What seems more remarkable is
c herba boni Henrici

(chenopodium), or simply bonus Henricus, gut Heinrich ; stole

Heinrich, proud H. (atriplex) ;
roth Heinrich, red H., Superst. I,

1 002. I account for it by the old beliefs in elves and kobolds, for

whom Heinz or Heinrich was a favourite name (pp. 503-4), which

was afterwards transferred to devils and witches, and to such

demonic beings was ascribed the healing virtue of the herb.

Even the legend of Poor Henry, whose origin has never been

explored, may have to do with a herb that cured leprosy ;
and

the f herba boni Henrici is said to have been used as a remedy
for that very disease.

When a universal power to heal all sicknesses was attributed

to a herb, the Greeks called it TO 7raj&amp;gt;a;e?, 77
Travd/ceia (as the

Celts named the mistletoe olhiach, uileiceach), which got person
ified itself into a daughter of Asklepios, ILzva/ceta. In our lan

guage we find no plant named all-heil, all-heila, but there is a

selp-heila (euphrasia), Graff 4, 864, and the herbs heil-aller-welt

(Achillea, millefolium), heil-aller-schaden (supercilium Veneris), as
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well as aller-mann-harnisch and neun-manns-kraft, 9 man power.
The significance of the number nine shews itself no less in gar
lands being made of nine sorts of flowers. Ileil-houbito, heal-

head, Graff 4, 759, is hermodactylus, whatever that may be, and

another name for it is hunt-louch, dog-leek 2, 143 (see Suppl.).

Two herbs commonly coupled together by alliteration are

doste and dordnt (origanum, antirrhinum). OHG. dosto (Graff 5,

232) is our real native word for what we now call wilde majoran,

thymian (marjoram, thyme), or wolgemut (well of mood), Boh.

dobrd-mysl. For dorant we have sometimes ordnt ;
some think

it is not antirrhinum, but marrubium, OHG. Got-fargezzan.
Both herbs are shunned by the little-wights and nixes ; hence

the speeches put in their mouths :

( If ye hadn t dordnt and

dosten here, I d help ye the sooner to sip that beer ! Up with

your skirts, ye merrimen all, Lest into dost and dordnd ye fall !

See that ye bump not against durdnt, Or we sha n t get back to

our fatherland/ DS. no. 65. Jul. Schmidt p. 132. Eedeker

no. 45 (see Suppl. ).

Along with doste, hart-heu (hypericum, St John s wort), other

wise called hart-hun (p. 1029n.), will often scare spirits away:

Marjoram, John s wort, heather white, Put the fiend in a proper

fright/ Hypericum perforatum, fuga daemonum, devil s flight

(see Suppl.).

Widcrtdn (adiantum), formed with the past part, of tuon, to

do, afterwards corrupted into widerthon, ividertod : the genuine
form is retained by G. Frank (Schm. 4, 34). The Herbal says :

Therewith be many pranks played, this we let be as foolery and

devilry. Tis called maidenhair also, and is of fair golden hue.

The old wives have many a fancy touching herbs, and say the red

steinbrechlin (saxifraga) with small lentil leaves is indeed abthon,

but the naked maidenhair is widerthon, and with these two they
can both abthon and widerthon as it please them. Does
this mean, remove and restore virility ? in that case abetdn and

widertdn would be opposites, like f
set on and take off on p.

1074. Frisch 1, 5b has abthon trichomanes, polytrichon, and 2,

446b widerthon lunaria, thora salutifera (see Suppl.).
Some herbs, plantago and proserpinaca, take their names from

growing on the wayside (proserpere) and being exposed to the

tread (plantae) of passengers : OHG. wegarih (Graff 1, 670), our
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wegerich ; OHG. wegapreita, our wegebreit, AS. wegbrcede, Eiigl.

waybrede [broad, not bread ], Dan. veibred ;
OHG. wegaspreiti,

-spreading (Graff 6, 395). Again, OHG. wegatreta, umbitreta

(Graff 5, 552), our wegetritt ; OHG. wegawarta, our wegewarte

(ward, watch, wait), a name also given to cichorium, succory.

There are some myths about it : the herb was once a maiden that

on the wayside awaited her lover (p. 828), like Sigune in Tit.

117-8. Paracelsus observes (Opp. 1616. 2, 304), that the flowers

of the wegwarte turn to the sun, and their strength is greatest

in sunshine, but after seven years the root changes into the form

of a bird (see Suppl.).

Lauch, OHG. louh, AS. leac (leek), ON. laukr, is a general

designation of juicy herbs ; some species appear to have been

sacred : allium (gar-leek) caepasque inter deos in jurejurando

habet Aegyptus/ Pliny 19, 6 [32]. When Helgi was born, and

his father Sigmundr returned from the battle, it is said in

Saam. 150* :

sialfr geek visi or vigrymo

ungom foera itrlauk grami.

In Vols. saga cap. 8 : Sigmundr var ]?a
kominn fra orrostu, ok

gekk me& einum laiik imot syni sinum, ok hermeiS gefr hann

honum Helga nafn/ The itr-laukr is allium praestans, allium

victoriale : it is not clear whether the king bore it as home-

returning victor, or whether it was usual to wear it in giving
names. Antiquity sheds no light on either custom. 1 When the

drinking-cup was blessed, a leek was thrown into it, Sasm. 195 b

(see Suppl.).

The sorbus or service-tree is in ON. reynir, Sw. ronn, Dan.

ronne (rowan ?) : it is a holy shrub, for Thorr in the river clutched

it to save himself, hence it is said : reynir er biorg Thors/ sorbus

auxilium Thori est, Sn. 114. In Sweden they still believe that a

staff of this ronn defends you from sorcery, and on board ship the

common man likes to have something made of ronn-wood, as a

protection against storms and watersprites ; flogronn is of use in

occult science, Afzel. 1, 19 (see Suppl.).

In Servian, samdokaz and okolochep are herbs which, put in a

love-potion, compel the lover to come to his mistress. Ustuk is

1 The Welsh associate their national leek with victory. TRANS.
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both a herb and the charm repeated by a sorceress to make a

disease depart (ustuknuti), Vuk sub vv.

The Pol. trojziele (three-herb) is a marvellous plant with blue

leaves and red flowers : it inspires love, makes you forget, and

transports you whither you please
l
(see Suppl.).

In the poem of Elegast 763 seq. there occurs a nameless herb,

which one need only put in the mouth to understand what the

cocks crow and the dogs bark. Villemarque says, whoever acci

dentally steps on the golden herb (p. 1207), falls asleep directly,

and understands the speech of dogs, wolves and birds. In another

case the knowledge of birds language comes of eating a white

snake (p. 982), in the Edda by eating of the dragon s heart. A
fairytale makes some one be three years learning what it is that

the dogs bark, the birds sing, and the frogs croak 2
(see Suppl.).

2. STONES.

Stones are far less mythical than herbs, though among them

also the noble are distinguished from the base. Stones neither

grow so livingly, nor are they so accessible, as plants : whilst any

shepherd or traveller can approach the flower in field or wood,

precious stones are not produced on the surface of our soil, they

are wrung from the bowels of the earth, and imported from dis

tant lands. There was a meaning therefore in calling herb-lore

heathen, and stone-lore Jewish (p. 1190) : Jewish and Moorish

merchants fetched the gem from the far East. The miraculous

and medicinal power of precious stones was known early in the

Mid. Ages, but never was naturalized amongst us, hence also the

1 Volkslieder der Polen, coll. by W. P., Leipzig 1833, p. 90.
2 AS. herb-names, when once critically edited from the MSS., promise rich

gleanings for mythology, of which I have given several specimens. I will here add
a few obscure names : dweorges dwostle, dwosle, dwysle (pulegium, pennyroyal),
was quoted p. 448, and if conn, with ON. dustl, levis opera, perh. quisquiliae, and

dustla, everrere, it is dwarf s sweepings ; collan-crog is achillea or nymphaea, and
as collen-ferh5 in the poems is proud-hearted, so proud crocus (OHG. kruogo) or

crock, pitcher, whichever we take crog to mean
; celf-fione, OHG. alb-dono, our alp-

ranke (bittersweet?) ; wulfes comb, chamaelea ; foxes glofa, buglossa, OHG. hrindes-

zunga, ox-tongue [or, digitalis?] ; hind-heleffe, paeonia, Engl. hind-hele, appar.
1 cervam celans, defendens, conf. helefte, heolaft (it is spelt both ways) with

heolofi-helrn p. 463, and beah-heolofte quoted by Lye ; ciieow-holen, now ruscus,
now victoriale, i.e. herba victorialis, idaea daphne, Engl. kneeholly, kneeholm

;

hicatend, iris illyrica, suggestive of hwatunga, omina, auguria; geormen-ledf,

eormen-leaf, yeorman-leafa, hoc-leafa (Haupt s Zeitschr. 9, 408), malva, would in

OHG. be irmau-loup (p. 351-2). The OHG. names in Graff 1, 1050-1. 3, 80372
are less interesting, and less perfectly preserved (see Suppl.).
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very few Teutonic names for them, or legends about them : a

fact which goes to confirm the home character of our plant-

myths. The widely circulated works of Marbod, Evax, Albertus

Magnus and others on precious stones have left as little of last

ing legend among the people as Walahfried or Macer Floridus,

who in the dry learned fashion of physicians treat of herbs.

Even Pliny s account in his 36th book seems to have had no

effect at all on our superstitions.
1

Yet a few time-honoured myths there are. The Edda names

a holy iarkna-steinn, Ssem. 137b
. 139 a

. 213
a

. 238d
,
which in the

Cauldron-raid was thrown into the hot water, and which the

cunning smith Volundr could manufacture out of children s eyes.

The AS. eorcan-slan glosses both margarita and topazion ;

in Cod. Exon. 73, 27. 238, 12. 478, 7 it has the general sense

of precious-stone (eorcnan-stan is appar. a corruption). A cor

responding Goth, airkna-stains, OHG. erchan-stein may safely be

assumed, as airknis actually means genuine, holy, and erchan

survives in similar compounds (Graff 1, 468). But it seems to

be the oval milk-white opal, otherwise called orphanus, pupillus,

MHG. weise (orphan), and so precious that it graced the crown

royal of Germany. Albertus M. says : Orphanus est lapis qui

in corona Rornani imperatoris est, neque unquam alibi visus est,

propter quod etiam orphanus vocatur. Est autem colore vinosus,

subtilem habens vinositatem, et hoc est sicut si candidum nivis

candens seu micans penetraverit in rubeum clarum vinosuin, et

sit superatum ab ipso. Est autem lapis perlucidus, et traditur

quod aliquando fulsit in nocte, sed nunc tempore nostro non

micat in tenebris. Fertur autem quod honorem servat regalem.
If the OHG. weiso had already had the sense of the stone, it

would hardly fail to appear in the glosses. We find it in full

play in the MHG. poets, ever since the tale was told of how in

distant land Duke Ernst with his sword cut it out of the living

rock, and presented it as a gift to the king (11. 3604 23 and 5543

of the Lay, and in Odo s Latin poem 6, 357). Philippe setzeii

weisen uf ! Walth. 9, 15. schouwe wem der weise ob sime nacke

ste, der stein ist aller fiirsten leitesterne/ Walth. 19, 3
; conf.

1 Look at the lifeless inventories in Parz. 791 and Fragm. 45C
. More inter

esting is a poem by Strieker (in Hahn 44 52) ;
and Eraclius was deep in stone-lore,

Massm. pp. 46873.
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Helbl. 2, 881. der kimec also den weisen hat/ Ms. 1, 15 a
. wie

si durcli den berc bar wieder kamen, da sie der krone weisen inne

namen/ Ms. 2, 138 a
.

f den weisen ie vil hohe wac (prized) der

keiser und daz riche, dur daz (because) nie sin geliche wart unter

manigem steine/ Troj. 20. ich stich im abe den weisen/ Otto

bart. 314; see also passages in Heinr. von Krolewiz V. U., coll.

in Liscli p. 208. Albert and Conrad account for the name, by
the stone having no equal, and standing like an orphan cut off

from kin
;
so the gloss on Sspgl 3, 60. The Spanish crown once

had a magnificent pearl, which was likewise named huerfana or

so/a, and perished at he burning of the palace in 1734. A
diamond mounted by itself is in French solitaire. But a deeper,
a mythical meaning becomes apparent, which Haupt in his

Zeitschr. 7, 278 disputes. Pupillus means first a little one, a boy
under age, a ward, and then acquires the sense of orphan. Pu-

pilla and tcoprj signify a girl and the pupil of the eye, in which a

child s image is supposed to be seen (p. 1080). Now as Volundr

fashions the iarknasteinn of the eyes of slain, children, the stone

might be called either pupilla or pupillus, and so agree with our
1

orphanus/ thus erchanstein comes to be f weise/ Of Thiassi s

eyes were made shining stars, all stars are gems of the sky ; from

this the transition to the sparkling stone was easy enough.
Heinr. von Krolewiz, describing the sky as a house, again brings
the eyes into connexion with the orphan, 11. 1194. 1203-16 (see

Suppl.).

The pearl, already in dreams a prognostic of the tear, is made
in the myth to spring out of Venus s tear, as FreyjVs tears turned

into drops of gold (p. 1194)
l

;
and Wainamoirien s tears fall into the

sea as pearls, Kalew. rune 22. The pearl then is either metal or

stone. Our ancestors regarded it as a stone found in the sea,

hence eorcanstan too may have meant pearl, and even the Latin

name unio approaches that notion of the incomparable orphan :

in tantum ut nulli duo reperiantur indiscreti, unde nornen

unionum Komanae imposuere deliciae/ Pliny 9, 35 [56] . ideo

1 Not only does Freyja s tear turn into gold, but a Greek myth makes
arise from the tears of Phaethon s sisters, daughters of the Sun, be that substance
gold or amber, succinum. For amber, Tacitus and Pliny already know a German
word glesum, Gramm. 1, 58 ; an ON. name is rafr, Sn. 156, Sw. raf, Dan. rav ; AS.
glosses have eolhsand (in Mone 1106 eolcfang) ; conf. Werlauff s learned treatise on
amber (bernstein), Schlesw. 1840 (see Suppl.).
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uniones dictos quia nunquam duo simul reperiantur/ Isid. or. 16,

10. Pliny goes on: nam id (nomem unionum) apud Graecos

non est, ne apud barbaros quidem inventores ejus aliud quam
margaritae. If margarita, /jLapyapiTrjs was the word commonly
used by barbarian pearl-fishers, the Greeks and Komans may have

this time borrowed a word from Teutonic races, in whose lan

guage the OHG. marigreoz, MHG. mergriez, OS. merigriota, AS.

meregreot, meregrot is perfectly intelligible, meaning grit or pebble
of the sea. It is true we now find the Goth, markreitiis, 1 Tim.

2, 9, imitated from ^apyapLTTj^, and that with consonant-change ;

and to correspond to this the OHG. should have been marchnz.
Either OHG., OS. and AS. all strove to accommodate the foreign
word to our idiom (which usually happens in one dialect, not
in three at once), or the Goth had no marigriuts in his own

language, or did not choose to write it, and so imitated the

outlandish term, which is now stowed away in our female name
Gret-chen. The OHG. perala, berala, AS. pearl, is appar. from

beryllus, and again transfers the notion of gemmula to the

growth in the shellfish. We might also put by the side of mar

garita the Skr. marakata, though that signifies, and is directly
allied to, o-pdpaySos, fjidpaySos (emerald).
As erchanstein sprang out of the human eye, and the pearl out

of the oyster, the medieval fancy seems to have been excited

by some other precious stones which grew in or out of animals.

What Marbod cap. 24 tells of the lyncurius may be read at

greater length in Rudlieb 3, 101127 : these brilliant lynx-stones
likewise befit the finger-ring of the queen, the crown of the king.
Some legends speak of stones of power engendered in the head
of the cock, the adder, the toad. Inside the body of a castrated
cock of three years grows the alectorius, Marbod cap. 3 : Invic-
tum reddit lapis hie quemcunque gerentem, Extinguitque sitim

patientis in ore receptus/ The MHG. poem fixes the capon s age
at seven, Albertus at nine years. But a poem in the Vienna
Cod. 428 no. 136 (Hahn s Strieker p. 48) names the snake-stone
as the right one to bestow victory :

ich hoere von den steinen sagen,
die natern und kroten tragen (adders and toads bear),
daz groze tugend dar an lige (great virtue therein lies),
swer si habe, der gesige (who has them, conquers) ;

VOL. III. v
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mohten daz sigesteine wesen (if these be victory-stones),

s6 solt ein wurm vil wol genesen,

der s in sinem libe triiege,

daz in nieman ersliiege

(the reptile itself ought to live long, and never get killed) ; and

the cock-stone as that which allays thirst :

man sagt von hanensteinen,

swer ir in inunt nem einen,

daz er guot viir den durst im si.

The sacred snake, the adder, who wears crowns of gold (p. 686)

and jewels (Gesta Kom. ed. Keller pp. 68. 152), seems to have

a better right to the stone of victory than the cock. Albertus

mentions a stone borax, which the toad wears on its head, but he

says nothing about its procuring victory : borax lapis est, qui

ita dicitur a lufone, quod in capite ipsum portat/ Otnit, Mone

557-8. In Ettm. p. 91 the toad is characterized as Hebrew :

ez ist uz dem garten ein Abrahemsche krot (conf. p. 1241),

swenne diu gewehset, sie bringet einen stein

daz diu sunne uf erden niht bezzers iiberschein.

The Dresden poem says more explicitly, that the stone grows 011

him, and is of all stones the highest. The Pentameron 4, 1

says, the preta de lo gallo grows in the cock s head, and is a

wishing-stone, by which you can obtain anything. The Oriental

fable of the three lessons taught by the captive bird (Reinh.

cclxxxi. Ls. 2, 655) alludes to such a stone growing in the heart

or crop of a lark or nightingale. The daughter of SigurSr grikr

steals the stone of victory out of his pocket while he sleeps, and

gives it to Dietleib (Vilk. s. cap. 96-7) ;
such a one had king

Nidung too (cap. 25), but neither passage specifies the kind of

stone. Vintler (Sup. G, 1. 89) does not describe his sigelstein,

but we find elsewhere that it could artificially, and in secret, be

blown like glass, cast like metal; Seifr. Helbl. 4, 124 says of

conspirators : ze samen si do sazen, sam (as if)
sie einen sigstein

Uiesen
-,
and Mich. Behaim 22, 11 : gar taugenlichen vor dem

rat zusamen giengen fru und spat, pis sy gussen ain sigelstam.

Ace. to Hagen s Coiner chron. 1003 the stone wherewith to con

quer means the diamond. When the poets tell of fingerrings
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that lend victory, that make invisible (e.g. Troj. 9198), their

power always comes of the stone set in them. Marbod cap. 27

on gacjathromeus : Quern qui gestarifc dux pugnaturus in hostem,

Hostem depulsum terraque marique fugabit (see Suppl.).

The ceraunius (/cepavvlas) that falls from heaven is mentioned

by Marbod cap. 28 : Qui caste gerit hunc, a fulmine non ferietur,

Nee domus aut villae quibus affuerit lapis ille. What he adds :

Crystallo similem Germania mittere fertur, Coeruleo tamen in-

fectum rutiloque colore is derived from Pliny 37, 9, 51 : est

inter Candidas et quae ceraunia vocatur, fulgorem siderum rapiens,

ipsa crystallina, splendoris coerulei, in Germania nascens/ though
the received text has Carmania. There can be no question about

the thunderstone being German (p. 179); and Miolnir, like the

liein (p. 903 n.) that OSinn hurled, or that which lodged in ThoVs

head (p. 375), is sure to have been hallowed above all stones.

Miolnir sounds remarkably like the Slavic names for light

ning, molniya, munya-, this last the Servian songs personify

into Munya, and represent as sister to Thunder (Grom), and

bride of the Moon (Miesets, masc., Vuk 1, 151-4 new ed.), which

jumps with our personification of Hammer (p. 181. 999). So

much the more is Molniya identical with Miolnir. The Romans
too must have regarded the thunderbolt, silex, as a c Jovis lapis :

Lapidem silicem tenebant juraturi per Jovem,haec verba dicentes,

Si sciens fallo, turn me Dispiter, salva urbe arceque, bonis ejiciat,

ut ego hunc lapidem ! Those about to take an oath fetched out

of the temple of Juppiter Feretrius a staff and lapidem silicem

quo foedus ferirent/ exactly as covenants were hallowed by Thor s

hammer. Ace. to Livy 1, 24, when a swine was sacrificed, it was

struck with this stone : Tu illo die, Jupiter, populum Romanum
sic ferito, ut ego hunc porcum hie hodie feriam, tantoque magis

ferito, quanto magis potes pollesque : id ubi dixit, porcum saxo

silice percussit. This is like our malediction, Hammer strike

thee ! The Finns in like manner called the thunderbolt TTkon-

Idvi, stone of Ukko the progenitor ; the Indians liira, hiraka,

Indra s thunderstone (Pott s Etym. for. 2, 421) or vajra, which

means at once thunderbolt and diamond. As this makes it par
take the nature of the brightest of stones, our fathers saw in it

the hard flint, the Romans the silex ; myth and superstition alike

accord to it the noblest powers : malleum aut silicem aerium,
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ubi puerpera decumbit, obvolvunt candido lintco contra iufesta-

tionem fearum, albarum feminarum, strygum, lamiarum/ Gisb.

Voetii sel. disput. theol., Ultraj. 1651. 3, 121 (see Suppl.).

As there is supposed to be a philosopher s stone (lapis sapien-

tum), that imparts wisdom, or the art of making gold and pro

longing life (oska-steinn, wishing-stone, p. 144), Scandinavia also

had its legend of the Uf-steinn. In Kormakssaga cap. 12, p.

116-8 Bersi wears one on his neck, which brings him succour

in swimming (see Suppl.).

Only large stones, such as mountains and rocks, are named

after gods, heroes or giants, who dwell upon them, or have

hurled them ; rarely particular species of stone, at all events no

healing ones. A certain slate indeed was called giant s bread,

jyvrikling (p. 546), a tufa nackebrod (p. 489), a coal-stone Sur-

tarbrandr (p. 809).



CHAPTER XXXVIII.

SPELLS AND CHARMS.

A yet stronger power than that of herb or stone lies in the

spoken word, and all nations use it both for blessing and cursing.
1

But these, to be effective, must be choice, well knit, rhythmic
words (verba concepta), must have lilt and tune-, hence all that

is strong in the speech wielded by priest, physician, magician,
is allied to the forms of poetry.

Expressions for saying, singing pass into the sense of

conjuring : aoi^r) (p. 899) becomes eVaotS*/, Od. 19, 457, eVwS?;,

our sprechen, singen become besprechen, besingen, schworen

(Goth, svaran = respondere) beschworen (Goth, bisvaran opKi&iv)
so jurare conjurare, cantare incantare. The OHG. galstar, AS.

galdor, gealdor, ON. galdr (incantatio) have sprung out of galan
= canere ; the AS. spell, strictly dictum, fabula, Goth, spill, was
tortured into meaning magic spell [and charm, Fr. charme is

from carmen].

Opposed to blessing is cursing, to the wholesome the hurtful.

For the former the Goth still used his native word piupeins

ev\oyia, from
}&amp;gt;iu]?jan 6v\oye2v ; the OHG. segan dicatio, dedicatio,

benedictio, comes from Lat. signum, the AS. segen meant merely

signum in the sense of flag ; MHG. segen, like our own, stands

for magic as well. Karco\oyeiv is in Ulph. ubil-qij?an maledicere,
but flekan simply plangere, while the OHG. fluoclion (MHG.
vluochen, our fluchen) is already maledicere, imprecari, and fluoh
maledictio (masc., quite distinct from fern, fluoh, rupes). OS.
farflocan maledicere, harm-quidi maledictum. Another word is

OHG. farlmdzan, MHG. verwazen 2
detestari, condemnare, appar.

1
Pliny 28, 2 [3 5] examines the force of * verba et incantamenta carminum in

many striking examples.
2 Var hin verwazen (begone, with a curse to you), vil gar verteilter sn ! Ms.

1, 23 a
. mi var von mir verwazen and eweclich verlorn ! Ls. 3, 77. var von

niir verstozen ! MsH. 3, 441 b
.

1223
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allied to AS. hwatung divinatio/ Poenit. Ecgb. 2,23. 4, 19.

AS. wergan (misspelt wirgan, wyrgan) maledicere, detestari,

strictly damnare, Goth, vargjan, OS. waragian. AS. cursian,

Engl. curse. The ON. ban precatio, AS. ben (p. 31) both border

011 irnprecatio (see Suppl.).

Cursing, becrying, becalling/ may indeed be done aloud, but

as a rule both blessing and cursing require soft murmured

whispered speech. OHG. huispalon sibilare, Graff 4, 1239, AS.

hwistlian, as whistling and hissing are imputed to the serpent

who fascinates; MHG. wispeln: wispeln. wilde vogel zemt,

hunde ez letzet und lemfc/ Renn. 22370 ;
the asp will hear no

wispelwort, Ms. 2, 202b
;

Caller wiirmel (insects
7

) wispel unde

imirmel, Mart. 74C
,
for murmeln is the same thing too, OHG.

murmulon, murmuron, our mummeln, mompeln, to mumble. Paul.

Diac. 1, 13 in describing rnanumissio per sagittam, adds: im-

murmurantes, ob rei firmitatem, quaedam patria verba/ a Lango-

bardic hallowing spell.
1 Similar expressions are OHG. mutilon,

Graff 2, 707, and our protzeln, pretzeln, propeln, signifying first

the sound of water simmering, and then very appropriately the

muttering of a spell : protzeln and wispeln over the sick man

is to mutter a charm or blessing ;
in some parts prebeln, Nethl.

preeuelen; Franke s Weltb. 134a has pretzeln (see Suppl.).

But the most legitimate and oldest word of all is the Goth.

runa, commonly the equivalent for fiver rrfpiov, sometimes for

/3ov\ij, (rvfjiffovXiov. I believe it meant in the first place what is

spoken softly and solemnly, then secondly a mystery : avpftovKiov

is secret counsel. From secret speech to secret writing is but a

step, as the ON. mal means both speech and sign. Fpr ypaQij,

YpdjjL^a Ulph. always puts niel, not runa, because none of the

passages happen to speak of secret writing ;
one might wager

that runa was the familiar term for this, as the early Franks had

runa = litera. OHG. runa, AS. run, character magicus, mys-

terium, Casdm. 211, 12. 250, 6. 262, 9, this last with an obvious

reference to bocstafas in 262, 7. ON. run litera, but runa

linea, which coexistence of u and u assures us of a strong verb

riiina, raun, runum/ whence also raun (tentamen, experiment),

reyna (tentare), perh. reynir (service or ronn tree, p. 1215). The

1 Ter novies carmen uiagico demurmurat ore, Ov. Met. 14, 57.
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OHG. runeti susurrare, runazan murmurare, MHG. runen, our

raunen, AS. runian, Engl. round, keep the original meaning of

secret whispering, and OHG. 6r-runo is a confidant, one who

rounds things in your ear. The ON. transitive r^na is secretuin

scrutari, literas scrutari, and supplies the link to raun above. In

Ben. 378 sanfte runen stands opposed to public singing. Finn.

runo is a song (p. 901). And now a term that has often come

before us becomes perfectly clear, and what is more, proves a good
fit all round : the wise-woman of the ancient Germans is called

Aliruna, because she is alja-runa, and speaking secret words not

understood of the common folk, has skill at once in writing and

in magic ; hers is the Gothic runa, hers the AS. runcraeft. All

can only mean ( other (than common), strange, not vulgar and

profane/ and thus heightens the meaning of runa. And this

name of the heathen priestesses could easily be transferred to the

holy herb (p. 1202) which perhaps pertained to their ritual.

The olden time divided runes into many classes, and if the full

import of their names were intelligible to us, we might take in

at one view all that was effected by magic spells. They were

painted, scratched or carved, commonly on stone or wood,
f run-

stones, runstaves ; reeds served the same purpose (p. 1083-4).

The OHG. hahalruna, isruna, lagoruna are named after the

letters hahal, is, lago ; clofruna and stofruna remain doubtful,

the latter appar. the mere tip (stupf, apex). Helliruna means

necromancy, death-rune, and plainly refers to Halja, Hella
;
I

connect with it our Jwllen-zwcing, control over hell, by which is

understood the mightiest of magic spells, such as Doctor Faust

possessed. Holzruna is to be taken not of a thing, but of a

person, the wood-wife, lamia (p. 433), not without some allusion

to her moaning and muttering. The OHG. women s names

Kundrun, Hiltirun, Sigirun, Fridurun, Paturun, are properly
those of valkyrs, but also traceable to a non-personal kundruna,

hiltiruna, sigiruna, friduruna, paturuna ; and it is worth noti

cing, that the personal names lack the final -a, and are consigned
to a different declension. From the MHG. knieriinen (to croon

over one s knee), MS. 2, 137 a
, may be inferred a subst. knierurid.

The AS. beadorun, Beow. 996 is litera belli =belluin, rixa; while

helrune 324 and burgrune (p. 404 n.) are a personal furia, parca,
death s messenger ; a gloss in Lye puts it for pythonissa. In
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Ssem. 194-5 Sigrdrlfa, i.e. Brynliildr, herself a valkyr, enumerates

to SigurS the runes which it was most needful for her to know :

the goblet she hands him is fullr lioffa ok liknstafa, goSra

galdra ok gamanruna, full of lays and leech-staves, good spells

and runes of bliss. She goes on to name sigrunar, olrunar,

liargrunar, brimrunar} malrunar, hugrunar, runes of victory,

of ale, of the rock, the sea, speech and thought. I am only

doubtful as to olrun, because the proper name Olrun is evidently

the Aliruna of Tacitus ; we can scarcely derive all the alirunes

from alus, olr, ale, and I would rather hazard a guess, either that

Olrun stands for Elrun, Elirun, having got confounded with

olrun, or that the u of the second syllable converted the a of the

first into o [quite the rule in declension and conjugation, not

in composition]. In Sasm. 165b sakrunar contentiones. Danish

folksongs often speak of ramme runer, powerful runes 1, 235.

280. 2, 33. 3, 335. 4, 47 (see SuppL).
OSinn passed for the inventor of all runes (p. 181-2), and in

him is lodged the greatest command of words. Yngl. saga cap.

7 :

f

]?at kunni hann enn at gera me$ ordum einum (do by words

alone), at slockva eld ok kyrra sia, ok snua vindum. Oftinn vissi

of allt iarSfe, hvar folgit var (earth-fee, where it was hid), ok

hann kunni
}&amp;gt;au lio$, er upplaukz fyrir honum (unlocked itself to

him) iorftin ok biorg ok steinar ok haugarnir, ok batt (bound)

hann meiS ordum einum ]?a
er fyrir biuggu (dwelt), ok gekk

(went) inn ok tok ]?ar slikt er hann vildi/ Afzelius in Sagoh. 1,

4 mentions, too briefly and indistinctly, a strange Swedish folk

tale of one Kettil Runske of Kettilsas in Alsheda, who stole

Odin s rune-sticks (runekaflar), and with them cast a spell on his

hounds and bulls, nay at last on the merwoman that would have

come to Odin s aid. By this Odin seems to be meant a shepherd

or giant representing the former god ; the surname runske

evidently has to do with the acquisition and possession of the

staves.

Songs and runes then can do very great things. They are able

to kill and bring to life, as well as prevent from dying ;
to heal

or make sick, bind up wounds, stanch blood, alleviate pain, and

lull to sleep ; quench fire, allay the sea-storm, bring rain and

hail
;

to burst bonds, undo chains and bolts, open mountains or

close them up, and unlock treasures ; to forward or delay a birth ;
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to make weapons strong or soft, dull the edge of a sword ; loop

up knots, loose the bark off a tree (p. 1085), spoil a crop (fruges

excantare) ; call up evil spirits and lay them, to bind thieves.

These wonders lie in the very nature of poesy (p. 907-8). The

Runatal, Saem. 28 30, specifies eighteen effects of runes (see

Suppl.).

Curses, imprecations have a peculiar force of their own. Our

MUG. poets have tiefe fluochen/ deeply, Ms. 2, 188a
;

swinde

fluochen/ vehemently, Helbl. 2, 518 and zorn-vluoch, wrath-curse

1, 656. Full of meaning is the phrase : ich brach des vluoches

lierten kiesel, I brake yon curse s stubborn flint, MsH. 2, 339b
,

its action is hard as pebbles, and not easy to break. Walther

says 73, 29 :

Zwene herzeliche fltieche kan ich ouch,

die fluochent nach dem willen min.

hiure miiezen s beide esel und der gowk
gehoeren, e si enbizzen sin.

we in (woe to them) denne, den vil armen !

(two round curses ken I eke, hitting whomso I bespeak ; them

both ass and gowk shall hear, ere they baited be this year, etc.).

Curses received on an empty stomach are the more effectual. It

is the vulgar opinion in Ireland that a curse once uttered must

alight on something : it will float in the air seven years, and may
descend any moment on the party it was aimed at; if his guardian

angel but forsake him, it takes forthwith the shape of some mis

fortune, sickness or temptation, and strikes his devoted head.

So in the Pentam. 2, 7 a curse takes wing, and mounts to

heaven : mrsero le mardettiune dessa vecchia I ascelle, che

sagliettero siileto
3n cielo. When a horse has been cursed, his

hair is thought to be luminous : a cavallo iastemmiato luce lo

pilo/ ibid.

Specimens of the most vigorous cursing might be picked out

of our old poetry ; one in the Edda, Saem. 144a
,

nio rostom er ]m skyldir neftar vera,

ok vaxi J?er a baftmi barr !

may remind us of the phrases culled from our common people s

talk, pp. 181-2. 952n. In a minnesong, Ben. 82: der nider

schar, daz die vor kitchen lasgen ! the low set, may they lie out-
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side of church (in unconsecrated ground),
1 der bluomen schin sol

iemer sin von ir gewalfc gescheiden/ put out of their reach. The
runes on a tombstone will occasionally end with a curse against
him that shall roll away or remove the stone : at rySi sa verSi

(may he turn to rust) sa stain J?ansi velti ! So Latin deeds of

the Mid. Ages wind up with imprecations on the violator, but

scriptural ones pronounced by the church.

Here is a string of curses from a MHG. poem : God from

thee thy wife release ! Fish, fowl, worm, beast and man Storm
the stronghold of thy peace ! Where er thou go, Be grace thy
foe ! All good women s greeting shun thee ! Thy seed, thy

crop be cankered too, The curse that dried Gilboa s dew Rest

upon thee ! MsH. 3, 52 (see Suppl.).

Though as a rule sowing is to be accompanied by prayer and

blessing, there are some plants that thrive better under cursing :

Nihilocimo (basil) foecundius, cum maledictis ac probris seren-

dum praecipiunt, ut laetius proveniat, sato pavitur terra. Et
cuminum qui serunt, precantur ne exeat/ Pliny 19, 7 [36] .

2

Napos serere nudum volunt, precantem sibi et vicinis serere se/

18,13 [35].

To adjure solemnly is in OHG. munigon inti manon (hortari et

monere), AS. mynegian and manian : sis bimunigot thuruh then

himilisgon Got, bisuoran thuruh thes forahta (fear of Him), ther

alia worolt worahta ! 0. iv. 19, 47. ih bimuniun din begins
the formula in Spell VII. Even in MHG. : des wart vil manec
wilder geist von ir gemuniet und gemant Troj. 10519 (see Suppl.).

Helliruna, necromantia, shews itself in the lays sung after the

heathen fashion on graves and barrows, to make the dead speak
or send something out. The Indiculus superst. distinguishes
between sacrilegium ad sepulcra mortuorum and sacriiegium

super defunctos, id est dadsixas.
3 Dad is for dod, dcd (conf.

nedfyr, nodfyr, p. 603-4) ; the OS. sisas I take to be the OHG.
sisuwci neniae, of which the sing, would be sisu, siso : sisesang is

1 A surname Outkirk must have meant the Excommunicated : Eudolphus de

Solodoro cognomine vor chilchun, Hartmannus dictus vor kilchon (A.D. 1260).
Solotlmrner wochenbl. 1827, pp. 128. 160.

2 Fischart s Garg. 244b : diss fiirmans gebett treibt schif und wagen, ein

hauptmansfluch etzt durch neun harnisch. ich kont dannoch wol basilien,

quendel und kressen setzen, dann dieselben vom fluchen gedeien. darumb wards

jenes mannes entschuldigung vor dem richter, warumb er seiii weib gereuft hette,
nemblich darumb well er hat rauten setzea miissen ;

his excuse for thrashing his

wife was, he had to plant some rue.
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carmen lugubre, Diut. 2, 283b
. Graff 6, 281, and an OS. form of

confession has ik gihorda (heard) hetlunnussia endi unhrenia

(unclean) sespilon, perh. for sese-spilon, dirge-spells ;
the same

obscure root appears in proper names Sisebutus, Sisenandus, etc.,

etc., Gramm. 2, 476. Hetlunnussia must mean imprecations,

conf. OS. hatol dirus, Hel. 110, Sand OHG. hazzal malitiosus,

Gl. Hrab. 95 7a . Neniae are carmina funebria, hymns in honour

of the dead
; Britferthi vita Dunstani (b. 925) cap. 1 (Acta sanct.

19 May) says of that saint : avitae gentilitatis vanissima didicisse

carmina, et historiarum frivolas colere incantationum nenias. In

the same way Greg. Tur. mirac. 2, 1 : ad vicum in quo fanatici

erroris naeniae colebantur. An AS. byrgensang translates epi-

taphium, and Moneys Glosses 943-4 give Ucsang, KcZeocfepicedium,

byriensang, bergelslooff, byrgleoft carmen super tumulum. Hros-

witha s Proterius says of an adjuration :

f

supra gentilis tumulum

sub tempore noctis stans, herebi domino suplex/ The ON.

expression is val-galdr qvefta, to say corpse-incantation, Ssem.

94 a
: by it 0$inn compelled the vala, on whom snow and rain and

dew had fallen (p. 314), to rise from her barrow and answer him.

Groa s son and Hervor utter formulas almost identical : vaki
}&amp;gt;u

Groa ! vaki ]?u goft kona ! vek ek ]?ik dauftra dura/ Saem. 97* ;

vaki ]?u Angant^r ! vekr )?ic
Hervor einka dottir ykkar Svafu

(of thee and Svafa)/ Fornald. sog. 1, 435 ; after a gruesome con

versation with her father, the sword she craves is thrown out of

the barrow. In the same way, at the son s adjuration, a sword is

handed out of the tomb in the folksong of Orm (Sv. fornsanger 2,

446-7. Danske viser 1, 59. 60-6-7), and in a Faroe song of

Virgar, i.e. Wudga, Witege (Lyngbye p. 369). Wolfdietrich

constrains the dead tongue of his buried father to utter seven

words, Cod. Dresd. 313 (see Suppl.).

As the spoken spell bursts open the tomb, so do locks and bars

give way before it. Ferabras 2759 :

Venc a 1 us de la cainbra, si la trobat tancada,

et a dit son conjiir : tota s es desfermada.

Though the following passage in Meier Helmbrecht 1205 mentions

only the act of approaching, the cattle-stealer must, as he drew

near, have uttered some unloosing spell :

Miu geselle Wolves-driizzel (-throttle, -throat)
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uf tuot er ane sliizzel (opens without key)

alliu sloz und isenhalt (bolts and iron staples)

in einem jar ban ich gezalt (counted)

hundert isenlialte groz,

daz ie daz sloz dannen schoz (aye the bolt shot out of them,

als er von verre gie dar zuo (from far came towards them) ;

ros, ohsen und manic kuo,

die ungezalt sint beliben,

die er uz dem hove hat getriben,

daz ie daz sloz von siner stat (from its place)

schoz, swann er dar zuo trat (when he stept thereto).

Even now some thieves and sharpers have the reputation of being

able to bespeak their chains and locks, and make them burst.

Gods and daemons could of their mere might raise wind and

storm, magicians did the same by means of song. Saxo Gram,

p. 71 has a certain Oddo, vir magicae doctus, ita ut absque
carina altum pererrans hostilia saepe navigia concitatis carmine

procellis everteret/ These tempestarii have been dealt with,

p. 638. Again : carminibus in nimbos solvere coelum/ ibid. 17.

But song could turn away storm and hail, as well as draw it on :

cum averti carmine grandines credant plerique, cujus verba

inserere non equidem serio ausim/ Pliny 17, 28 [47].

As the whole of sorcery sank into the hands of old wives, and

the faith of bygone times was called kerlinga villa, Ssem. 169,

alter wibe troume, Turl. Wh. 1, 82 a
, rypacoSei? fivdoi, 1 Tim. 4. 7,

in Gothic us-atyanaizo spilla ;
the healing formulas handed

down from the past fared no better. Already in the 12th cent,

the Miracula S. Matthiae (by a Benedictine of Treves) expresses

itself thus, cap. 34 : cujus dolore mater affecta medicinam et

anilia adhibuit carmina, Fez. thes. anec. 2, 3 p. 234 (see Suppl.).

These superstitious formulas are a gain to the history of our

mythology, they yield information about deities and practices of

heathenism, which but for them would be utterly lost. Even

books by churchmen find room for them, because their use in

certain cases, diseases of cattle for instance, was still considered

lawful and beneficial. A comprehensive collection of them would

be sure to lead to discoveries, but the time is hardly ripe for it

yet, as they lie scattered, and have to be slowly gathered from
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the mouth of the people and out of witch-trials.1 Here let a few

striking examples place beyond a doubt, not only their value, but

their obstinate diffusion through nearly the whole of Europe.

In the Merseburg MS. the first poem is a bond-spell, to be

sung while tying or unloosing bands, and this time relating to

the release of a prisoner :

Eiris stizun idisi, sazun hera duoder,

suma hapt heptidun, suma heri lezidun,

suma clubodun uinbi cuoniowidi :

f

insprincg haptbandum, invar vigandum !

i.e. Olim sedebant nymphae, sedebant hue illuc (AS. Jnder,

thither), aliae vincula vinciebant, aliae exercitum morabantur,

aliae carpebant redimicula : exsili e vinculis, elabere hostibus !

Wackernagel was the first to penetrate the sense of the last line,

by which the last but one is also made clear : the plucking

(clawing) at the bonds slackens their hold, and the captive then

can slip them off. Of hapt heptian I have spoken p. 401 ; the

binding and unbinding is alluded to in our minnesongs. Beda 4,

22 tells of a man who could not be kept bound : nee tamen vinciri

potuitj nam mox ut abiere qui vinxerant, eadem ejus sunt vincula

soluta . . . Interea comes, qui eum tenebat, mirari et interro-

gare coepit, quare ligari non posset, an forte literas solutorias, de

qualib it s falulae ferunt, apud se haberet, propter quas ligari non

posset ? At ille respondit, nihil se talium artium nosse. He
was sold to a third man : sed nee ab illo ullatenus potuit alligari.

Beda s explanation of the marvel is, that his friends, thinking him

dead, had had masses said for the deliverance of his soul. The

AS. version goes a step farther, which seems worthy of notice :

and hine acsade, hwaeSer he
J&amp;gt;a dlysendlican rune cu$e, and

]?a

stdnas mid Mm dwritene h8efde, be swylcum men leas spell

secgaft/ What were these stones written over with runes, which

the translator had in his mind ? We have to suppose three

sets of women, each plying a separate task (see Suppl.).

The second Merseburg formula is for healing a lamed horse :

Phol ende Wodan vuorun zi holza,

do wart demo Balderes volon sin vuoz birenkit (wrenched) ;

1 Horst borrowed for his Zauberbibl. a parchm. MS. of the 15th cent, full of

spells, from which he has extracted nothing, and which is missing at Treves ever

since.
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do biguolen Sinthgunt, Sunnci era suister,

do biguolen Fruwti, Folia era suister,

do biguolen Wodan, so he wola conda,
sose ben-renki, sose bluot-renki,

sose lidi-renki

ben zi bena, bluot zi bluoda,
lid zi giliden, sose geliraida sin.

llere is sung an adventure that befell the two gods (p. 224), and

how Wodan healed the sprained foot of Balder s foal by besing-

ing it (bigalan) . And now the repetition of the song cures other

lame horses too. What the rest of the gods cannot do, Wodan

can, just as the Yngl. saga 7 says of him : OSinn kunni at gera
me&quot;S ordum (words alone) einum at slockva eld ok kyrra sia, ok
snua vindum hverja lerS er hann vildi. He is the greatest magi
cian or wonder-man of all.

Now observe in what shapes the same spell shews itself survi

ving in the popular superstitions of today. In Norway :

Jesus reed sig til hede,

da reed ban sonder sit fole-been (his foal s leg asunder).
Jesus stigede af, og lagte det :

Jesus lagde marv i marv,
been i been, kjod i kjod,
Jesus lagde derpaa et blad (thereon a leaf),

at det skulde blive i samme stad.

In Sweden, for a horse s ailment flag (our anflug, fit) :

Oden star pa berget (stands on the hill),

ban sporjer (speers, asks) efter sin fole,

floget bar ban fatt.

spotta (spit) i din hand, och i bans mun (his mouth),
ban skall fa bot (get boot) i samma stund (hour).

Whilst another begins thus :

Frygge fragade fra :

buru skall man bota (heal)

den flaget far (sheep) ?

The two Swedish stanzas, evidently incomplete, are given by F.

Magnusen in the Dagen 1842 no. 119, from Mimer, Ups. 1839. p.
277. That similar snatches of song still live in the Netherlands,
I am informed in a letter from Halbertsma : Een mijner boeren

gaf my voorleden jaar een rijm, dat de toverdokters prevelden,

terwijl zij den verrukten voet van een pard (foot of a horse) met
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de hand van boven naar beneden stroken, en alzo genazen/ I

wish he had sent ine the rhyme itself.

What sounds more significant is a Scotch tradition I take out

of Chambers s Fireside stories, Edinb. 1842. p. 37: When a

person has received a sprain, it is customary to apply to an

individual practised in casting the wresting thread. This is a

thread spun from black wool, on which are cast nine knots, and

tied round a sprained leg or arm. During the time the operator

is putting the thread round the affected limb, he says, but in such

a tone of voice as not to be heard by the bystanders, nor even by
the person operated upon :

The Lord rade, set joint to joint,

and the foal slade
;

bone to bone,

he lighted, and sinew to sinew.

and he righted, Heal in the Holy Ghost s name !

Here the spell serves for sprains even in the human body, though
it set out with the sliding of the foal ;

and to the whispered
words is added a ligature of woollen thread in nine knots.

How exact the agreement, in these perfectly independent ver

sions, of their ben zi bena, been i been, bone to bone/ their lid

zi giliden, kjod i kjod, sinew to sinew ! Those who cannot

believe in the faithful preservation of what is entrusted to popular

memory, have here an example extending from the 10th cent,

to the 19th over Germany, Scotland and Scandinavia. It is

certain that the same or similar words have been superstitiously

repeated countless times in all the countries of Teutonic tongue.

The Cod. Vatic. 4395 has on fol. 83a the following charm : Gott

wurden iiii nagel (God had 4 nails) in sein hend und fuez ge-

slagen, da von er iiii wunden enphie, do er an dem heiligen chreuz

hieng (1. hie), die funft wunden im Longinus stach, er west

nicht waz er an ihm rach ... an dem dritten tag gepot (bade)

Got dem lichnam, der in der erden lag, fleisch zu fleisch, pluet

zu pluet, adern zu adern, pain zu pain, gelider zu gelidern, yslichs

(each) an sein stat. bei Demselbigen gepeut ich dir (bid I thee)

fleisch zu fleisch/ etc.

But what is more, a great deal farther back, among the very
oldest Romans, there lingered dislocation-spells full of unintellig

ible words. The one partially quoted p. 224-5 from Cato may
as well be inserted in full, as it throws light on the nature of our
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German charms. Luxum si quod est, hac cnntione sanum fiet.

Harundinem prende tibi viridem pedes IV aut V longam.
Mediam diffinde, et duo homines teneant ad coxendices. Incipe
cant-are &quot;in alio. s. f. motas vaetas daries dardaries astataries

Dissunapiter,&quot; usque dum coeant. Ferrum insuperjactato. Ubi
coierint et altera alteram tetigerit, id manu prende, et dextra

sinistra praecide. Ad luxuni aut ad fracturam alliga, sanum fiet,

et tamen quotidie cantata &quot; in alio s. f. vel luxato. Vel hoc

modo, huat hanat huat ista pista sista, domiabo damnaustra, et

luxato. Yel hoc modo, huat haut ista sis tar sis ardannabon

dunnaustra.&quot; It is of this invocation that Pliny says at the endj j

of book 17: Carminis verba inserere non equidem serio ausim,

quanquam a Catone prodita, contra luxata membra, jungenda
arundinum fissurae/ The words do seem nonsense to us now,
and may also be corrupt; but why should not they belong

originally to the Sabine or some neighbouring language of

ancient Italy, that we know very little of? The rhymes ista

pista sista and the alliteration domiabo damnaustra (the

dannabon dunnaustra that follows is the same over again, and

ought to have an ista pista sista before it too) remind us of

the rhyming spell in Virgil s Eel. 8 : Limus ut hie durescit et

haec ut cera liquescit Uno eodemque igni, sic nostro Daphnis
amore. Dissunapiter is the god invoked, like the Phol and

Wodan of our spells. Marcellus Empiricus, a physician of the

4th cent., has in his De Medicamentis a charm for pain of the

heart : In lamella stannea scribes et ad collum suspendes haec,
antea vero etiam cane, Corcu ne mergito, cave corcu ne mergito

cantorem, utos, utos, utos, praeparavi tibi vinum lene, libidinem,
discede a nonita, in nomine Dei Jacob, in nomine Dei Sebaoth !

(see Suppl.)

In the Cod. Vindob. theol. 259 Latin and German spells are

intermixed. (De eo quo)d xpurihalz dicimus.1
si in dextero pede

contigerit, in sinistra aure sanguis minuatur ; si in sinistro

pede, in dextera aure minuatur sanguis. Ad vermes occidendos.

Feruina (?) Dei gracia plena, tu habes triginta quinque indices et

triginta quinque medicinas. quando Dominus ascendit ad coelos

ascendit, memorare quod dixit. Ad apes conformandos. vos

1 MHG. spurhalz, Diut. 2, 140
; conf. diu spurgalze, MsH. 3, 278 b

(springhalt?).
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estis ancille Domini (conf. pp. 579. 755), adjuro vos per nornen

Domini, ne fugiatis a filiis hominum. Ad pullos de nido. crescite

et multiplicamini et vivite et implete terrain. Contra sagittam
diaboli. palamiasit. palamiasit. calamia insiti per omne corpus
meum. per ista tria nomina, per Patrem et Filium et Filium

sanctum, aius aius aius, sanctus sanctus sanctus. in Dei uoniine

cardia cardiani de necessu (recessu ?) propter ilium malannum

(p. 1160), quod dominus papa ad imperatorem transmisit, quod
omnis homo super se portare debet. amen, tribus vicibus. De
hoc quod spurihalz dicunt. primum pater noster.

vise flot aftar themo watare, verbrustun sina vetherun,

tho gihelida ina use Druhtin ; the selvo Druhtin

thie gehele that hors thera spurihelti !

Contra vermes :

gang ut, nesso mid nigun nessiklinon, ut fana themo marge an that

ben, fan themo bene an that flesg, ut fan themo flesge an thia hud,
ut fan thera . . . strala ! Druhtin werthe sd.

1

The nesso and his nine young ones are the worms to be cast

out. Petrus, Michahel et Stephanus ambulabant per viam, sic

dixit Michahel : Stephani equus infusus, signet ilium Deus, signet
ilium Christus, et erbam comedat et aquam bibat/ Two of

these charms are about lame horses again, and one about a sick

horse (Ducange sub. v. infusio, infusus equus). Also the tran

sitions from marrow to bone (or sinews), to flesh and hide,

resemble phrases in the sprain-spells (see Suppl.).

The oldest and most beautiful charms of all nations pass into

prayers, which were repeated during sacrifice ; the simplest are

found in pastoral life. What a fresh innocence breathes in those

prayers to the Thunder-god (p. 176) ! When the Cheremisses

keep their grand feast of Shurem, and bring quiet offerings of

peace, at which no female creature must be seen (conf. p. 1152n.),

they speak a prayer, out of which I pick a few sentences : Who

1 A Cod. Tegerns. 524, 2 at Munich has a more complete version in OHG. :

gang viz, nesso mit niun nessindinon, uz fonna marga in deo adra, vouna den
adrun in daz fleisk, fonna demu fleiske in daz fel, fonna demo velle in diz tulli. ter

pater noster. So nesso has ss in OHG. too. Tulli, like strala, is an implement,
conf. MHG. tiille, Nib. 897, 3 and Haupt on Engelh. 1916. [Strala is arrow ;

tiille the hole in the arrow-shaft for inserting the head. The disease charmed into

your arrow, will pass on to your enemy (?) TRANS.]

VOL. 111. 7
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to God hath sacrificed, to him God give health and wealth, bestow

ing on the babes that shall be born store of money, bread, bees

and cattle. May he cause the bees to swarm this year and make

plenty of honey. When spring draws nigh, O God, let the three

kinds of cattle set out on their three ways, defend them from deep

mire, from bears, wolves and thieves. As the hops are thick and

springy, so bless us with good hap and sound mind ! As the

light burneth bright, so live we our life ! as the wax daily

addeth to itself,
1 so be our increase! (from Aleks. Fuks

Chuvashakh i Cheremisakb/ Kazan 1840, in Erman s Archiv

1841-, 2nd no.).

Dapem pro bubus piro florente facito. Dapem hoc modo fieri

oportet. Joel dapali culignam vini quantum vis polluceto. Eo

die feriae bubus et bubulcis, et qui dapem facient. Cum

pollucere oportebit, sic facias : Jupiter dapalis, quod tibi fieri

oportet, in domo familia mea culignam vini dapi, ejus rei ergo

macte hac illace dape pollucenda esto ! macte vino inferio esto !

Vestae, si voles, dato. Daps Jovi assaria pecuina, urna vini Jovi

caste. Profanato sine contagione, postea dape facta serito

milium, panicum, alium, lentim (Cato de re rust. 132).

Along with this, take (from Cod. Exon. 5214) an AS. lot, i.e.

puoza (bettering) of barren land blasted by magic. Her is seo

bot, hu }m meaht fine ceceras betan, gif hi nellaft wel weaxan, o$3e

]?er hwilc ungedefe ]?ing ongedon br5, on dr oSSe on lyblace.

Genim fonne (take then) on niht, cer hit dag iye, feower tyrf

on feower healfa )?a3s landes, and gemearca hu hi ser stodon.

nini fonne ele and hunig and beorman, and selces feos meolc (each

cattle s milk) j&amp;gt;e

on )?em lande si, and aelces treowcynnes (tree-

kind) dsel,
]&amp;gt;e

on ]?8em lande si geweaxen, butan heardan bedman,

aud selcre namcirSre wyrte dsel, butan glappan anon-, and do

]?onne halig waeter ]?geron,
and dr^pe fonne )?riwa (thrice) on J?one

staftol J?ara turi a, and cwefte )?onne fas word : Crescite, weaxe,

et multiplicamini, and gemaenigfealde, et replete, and gefylle,

terram, ]?as eorSan, in nomine Patris et Filii et Spiritus sancti

1
Quidquid tangebam crescebat tanquam favus, Petron. cap. 43. 79 ; alluding to

the steady growth of the honeycomb in the hive. When the Servian badmak burns

at Yule, the invited polaznik steps up to the log, and strikes it with a shovel,

making the sparks fly, and saying : As many sheep, as many goats, as many swme,

as many oxen, as many god-sends and blessings, as here fly sparks ! Yuk s Monte

negro p. 106.
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benedicti, and Pater noster swa oft swa past o$er. And here
sift-San pa turf to cyrcean, and messepreost asinge feower messan
ofer piim turfon, and wende man poet grone to pam weofode (altar),
and siftftan gebringe man pa turf, freer hi cer wceron, cer sunnark

sethjaiuje, and naebbe him geworht of cwicbedme feower Cristes

maslo, and 4write on aslcon ende Mattheus and Marcus, Lucas
and Johannes, lege past Cristes masl on pone pyt neofteweardne,
cwefte ponne : Crux Mattheus, crux Marcus, crux Lucas, crux
Johannes, nim ponne pa turf and sette pasr ufon on, and cwefte

nigon si-Son (9 times) pas word: Crescite, and. swa oft Pater
noster. and wende pe ponne eastweard, and onlut (bow) nigon
srSon eadmodlice (humbly), and cwe$ )?onne )?as word :

Eastweard ic stande, arena (favours) ic me bidde,
bidde ic J?one masran Dryhten, b. i.

}&amp;gt;.

miclan Dryhten,
bidde ic pone haligan heofonrices Weard.
eorffan ic bidde and upheofon,
and

]?a so^an sancta Marian,
and heofenes meaht and heahreced,

]&amp;gt;8Qt
ic mote fris gealdor mid gife Dryhtnes

t63um ont^nan purh trumme ge]?anc,
aweccan pas waestmas (fruits) us to woruldnytte (our use),

gefyllan pas foldan
(fields) mid fgeste geleafan,

wlitigian pas wangturf, swa se witega cwseS,

past se (he) hasfde are (honour) on eorStice se pe (who) aalmyssan
daelde domlice Dryhtnes pances (for the sake).

Wende pe ponne priwa sun-ganges. astrecce fre ponne on andlancj,
and arim pasr letanias, and cwe ponne, Sanctus sanctus sanctus,
0-5 ende. siag ponne Benedicite afrenedon (outstretched) earmon,
and Magnificat and Pater noster III, and bebeod hit Criste and
sancta Marian and paare halgan r6de t6 lofe and to weoriSinga
(to the praise and glory of Christ, etc.), and pam to are (to the
benefit of him) pe paat land age, and eallon pAm pe him under-

peodde (subject) sint. ponne (when) past eall si gedon, ponne
nime man uncuff sad aat celmesmannum, and selle him twa swylc
swylce man aat him nime, and gegaderie ealle his sulhgeteogo
(plough-tackle) to gaadere. borige ponne on pam beame stor
and finol and gehdlgode sapan and gehalgod sealt. nim ponne
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J&amp;gt;aet
saed, sete on j?aes

sullies bodig. cweft ]?onne i

Erce, erce, erce, eor&an modor,
1

geunne )?e
se alwealda ece Dryhten (God grant thee)

aecera weaxendra and wrrSendra,

eacniendra and elniendra ;

sceaf taece 2 se scira (reaper) waestma,

and ]?aere
bradan bere waestma (barley s fruit),

and j?aere hwitan hwaete waestma,

and ealra eorSan waestma.

geunne him ece Dryhten
and his halige ]?e

on heofonum sint,

J?et his yr^S si gefri-Sod (spared) wr3 ealra feonda gehwaane,

and heo si geborgen (protected) wr3 ealra bealwa gehwylc,

]?ara lyblaca geond land sawen.

nu bidde ic J?one Wealdend, se ]?e ]?as weoruld gesceop,

J?aet
ne si nan to ]?33S cwidol wif, ne to

f&amp;gt;aes craaftig man,

)?83t
awendan ne maege word J?us gecwe^ene.

]?onne man ]?a sulh for& drife and
]?a forman furh onsceote (cleaves

the first furrow), cwe3 ]?onne :

hal wes
]&amp;gt;\ifolde,fira

modor !

beo ]?u growende on Godes fseftme (bosom, lap),

fodre gefylled firum to nytte (for use to men) !

nim )?onne celces cynnes meloj and dbace man inneweardre handa

brddne hldf, and gecned hire mid meolce and mid halig waetere,

and lecge under fidforman furh. cwe^
]&amp;gt;onne

:

ful aecer fodres fira-cynne (for mankind)
beorht blowende, jm gebletsod weorS

]?a3S haligan naman, J?e )?as heofon gesceop

and j?as
eor^an )?e

we on Iifiai5.

se God ]?e J?as grundas geweorhte geunne us growende gife,

]?a3t
us corna gehwylc cume to nytte !

cweft );onne )?riwa Crescite in nomine Patris benedicti amen, and

Pater noster friwa.

This notable document, notwithstanding that Christian cere-

1 The explanation of this line attempted on p. 253 remains a bold guess.

Another AS. gealdor, against adder s bite, begins : aerce aercre sernem nadre

sercund bel oemem ni^aern, etc.
2 MS. sceafltahen. I take it as manipulum capiat.
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monies have crept into it, seems to reach far back to the early

times of heathen sacrifices and husbandry. As the daps was

spread and the winebowl emptied to Jove, after which the millet,

panic, leek and lentils might be sown, so ploughing is here

preceded by sacrificial rites. Sods are cut out from the four cor

ners of the field, oil, honey and barm, milk of each sort of cattle,

some of every kind of tree (except hard wood, i.e. oak and beech,

RA. 506), and of all name-known herbs (save burs) are laid on

the sods, and holy water sprinkled ; then the four turfs are

carried into church, the green side being turned to the altar,

four masses are said over them, and before sunset they are

taken back to their places in the field. And now the spells

are spoken; unknown seed is bought of beggar-men (conf. p.

1138), and placed on the plough, another spell is recited, and

the first furrow ploughed with a Hail Earth, mother of men/
etc. Then meal of every kind is taken, a large loaf kneaded

with milk is baked and laid under the first furrow, and one more

spell is spoken. We know the Romans offered meal-cakes and

fruit in their corn-fields; but it seems to me that our own
ordinances (weisthiimer) have unconsciously preserved vestiges
of the heathen rite : when the plower cometh to an end of the

furrow, there shall he find a pot of honey, and at the other end a

pot of milk, wherewith to refresh him lest he faint (Weisth. 2,

547, melts here must be for milch, it cannot be meal or malt).

Further : at the plowing shall be brought a loaf so great that

one may stick it on the axle of the plow-wheel, and therewith

plow a furrow
;

if the loaf do break when the furrow is done,
and the plower have not another wheel ready to put in its place,
then shall he smart (pay a fine) ;

if the bread break ere the fur

row be finished, let him fare homeunfined (2, 356). Sometimes
the regulation runs thus : if the plower break a wheel, he shall

for penance provide a loaf as large round as the plow-wheel, and
baleen of every grain that the plow doth win ; he shall so softly
drive the plow, that a finch can feed her young on the wheel (2,

179. 180), or, as expressed in 2, 547, that, if a grain of oat fall

into the wheel, the fowls of the air shall pick it up. In 2, 120

merely the size of the loaf is determined by that of the plow-
wheel ; but at 2, 128 it says again: of the grain that the farm
beareth and the mill breaketh, shall be baken a cake as great as
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the plow-wheel, and the plower therewith plow : if the wheel

break ere he come to the end, he is finable, if it break not, yet

is he finable notwithstanding/ The cake of all grain that the

mill grinds occurs again at 2, 147; and the rye-loaf to be put
in place of a plow-wheel that comes off at 2, 262. 412. 587.

&quot;What is the drift of these curious regulations ? Was ever

ploughman fed on milk and honey ? were loaves and cakes ever

stuck on the axle to cut the first furrow ? They are surely the

ancient sacrificial loaves, which with milk and honey poured over

them were laid in the furrow (ad piamentum, p. 1196), and dis

tributed to the ploughmen, which even the birds were allowed to

peck at
;
their being made of all sorts of grain, so as to embrace

the entire produce of the field, as the brade hlaf in the AS. spell

is baked of each kind of meal, goes far to decide.

Verelius in his Notes to the Hervararsaga p. 139 tells us, that

the Swedish peasants, after baking the jula-galt (Yule-boar p. 51),

dry it, and keep it till spring ; then they grate a part of it in

with the seed-corn and give it to the plough-horses, and another

part to the men that hold the ploughtail : Verrem fictum siccant,

et ad veris tempus, cum semina sulcis sunt credenda, servant.

Turn partem ejus comminutam in vas vel in corbem, ex quo
semina sunt dispergenda, immittunt, hordeoque permixtani equis

aratoribus, alteram servis stivarn tenentibus comedeudam re-

linquunt, spe forte uberioris messis percipiendae/ Here then

is another sacrificial cake, which was mixt with the seed, and

tasted by the ploughing men and animals
;
who knows but that

burning the devil, and dividing and scattering his ashes over the

cornfields, a deed the witches were accused of (p. 1073), may
have arisen out of their baking a sacrificial cake in the shape of

an idol ? A cake was also baked at the Bealtine, and distributed

among the multitude, p. 613.

The culture of flax is sure not to have been deficient in

speeches and ceremonies of blessing : to this day the girls sing

all kinds of songs over this work. In some places, at sowing

time, the mistress of the house used to get on the table and

dance, then jump off backwards : the higher she made this leap,

the higher the flax would grow (conf. Sup. I, 519). Lasicz p. 50

says of the Samogits : Tertio post ilgas die deum Waizganthos
colunt virgines, ut ejus beneficio tarn lini quam cannabis habeant
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copiam. Ubi altissima illarum, impleto placentulis quas sikies

vocant sinu, et starts pede uno in sedili manuque sinistra sursutn

elata librum prolixum tiliae vel ulmo detractum, dextera vero

craterem cerevisiae haec loquens tenet : Waizganthe, produc
nobis tarn altuni linum quam ego nunc alta snm, neve nos nudos

incedere perrnittas ! Post haec craterem exhaurit, impletumque
rursus deo in terram effundit, et placentas e sinu ejicit, a deastris,

si qui sint Waizgantho, comedendas. Si haec peragens firma

perstet, bonum lini proventum anno sequenti futurum in animum

inducit ; si lapsa pede altero nitatur, dubitat de futura copia,

fidemque effectus sequitur. In the Wetterau, at the sowing of

this plant, the dame has to jump up on the fireplace, and cry :

Heads as big as mine, leaves like my apron, and stalks like my
legs ! and then the plant will turn out well (see Suppl.).

How the Romans kept the wolf out of their fields, we are in

formed by Pliny 28, 20 [81] : Lupos in agrum non accedere, si

capti unius pedibus infractis cultroque adacto paulatim sanguis

circa fines agri spargatur, atque ipse defodiatur in eo loco ex quo

coeperit trahi
;
aut si vomerem, quo primus sulcus eo anno in

agro ductus sit, excussum aratro, focus larium quo familia con-

venit absumat
;
ac lupum nulli animali nociturum in eo agro,

quamdiu id fiat.

A herdsman s charm from a MS. of the 15th cent, shews

marks of a far remoter origin : ich treip heut aus in unser lieben

Frauen haus, in Abrahams garten (conf. p. 1220), der lieber herr

sant Mertein, der sol heut meines (vihes) pflegen und warten,

und der lieber herr sant Wolfgang, der lieb herr sant Peter, der

hat den himelischen slussel, die versperrent dem wolf und der

vohin irn drussel, dass si weder plut lassen noch bein schroten.

Des helf mir der man, der chain ubel nie hat getan (i.e. Christ,

conf. sinless man/ p. 24, and the contrast p. 988), und die

heiligen V wunden behiiten mein vieh vor alien holzhunden. V
Pater et V Ave Maria. l

Here the rhymes peep out fitfully. The wood-liounds are

1 Today my herd I drove Into Our Lady s grove, Into Abraham s garden ; Be

good St. Martin This day my cattle s warden, May good St. Wolfgang, good St.

Peter (whose key can heav n unlock), Throat of wolf and vixen block, Blood from

shedding, bone from crunching ! Help me the holy one, Who ill hath never done,

And his V holy wounds Keep my herd from all wood-hounds !
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Wuotan s forest-hounds (p. 147), the AS. holtes gehle&m/
silvae latrones, El. 223, the holzinge (Reinh. p. Iv) ; and that the

fox named with the wolf should be vohe fern., is in harmony with

Goth, failho, OHG. foha. The Wolfgang who is to fend the

flock, is so named either because he gangs against the wolf, or

because the wolf met the hero at a lucky moment, p. 114 On.

As I have not met with a German bee-spell, I will give a Latin

one in Baluze s Capitul. 2, 663 taken from a St Gall MS. : Ad
revocandum examen apum dispersum : adjuro te, mater aviorum,

per Deum regem coelorum, et per ilium redemptorem Filium

Dei te adjuro, ut non te in altum levare nee longe volare, sed

quam plus cito potes ad arborem venire (velis) ; ibi te alloces

cum omni tuo genere vel cum socia tua, ibi habeo bona vasa

parata, ut vos ibi in Dei nomine laboretis, etc/ Mater aviorum

(for apum) is the AS. beomodor (p. 697) ; the steadily waxing
comb (p. 1236n.) was beobredd, Cod. Exon. 425, 20,MHG. biebrot

(Gramm. 3, 463), but also raz and wdbe (from weaving, working,
p. 697) ; the hive bieJcar (vas, Goth, kasi), the fly-hole OHG.
flougar (Graff 3, 163). Our forefathers had at their service

many more terms in apiculture than we, and prettier (see Suppl.)
As runes were written on bast (limrunar a berki rista ok a

baftmi viiSar, Seem. ] 95a
; cortex carminibus adnotatus, Saxo

Gram. 44), the olden time may have had some runes for detaching
the bastfrom the wood. Incantations have power to release the

babe from ante-natal durance, the hard rind from the bast.

Among shepherd lads in almost every part of Germany are pre
served rhymes, in singing which they keep time by tapping a

piece of willow on their knee with a knife-handle, till they can

slip it off unbroken to make a whistle of. The simplest though
not oldest version is : Fabian, Sebastian, lat mi de ividen-flot

afganl (Voss on Idyl 6, 179) or in Ditmarsen : Fabian,

Sebastian, lat den saft ut holt gan \ It is believed that on the

day of these two saints (Jan. 20) the sap enters the willow.

In some places both the names are wanting, but the spell is spun
out longer : sa sa pipe (prob. for sap-pipe], up m molen-dike

(mill-dam) dar sit en man, de heet Johan, de har dre rode stoveln

(3 red shoes) an, de ene horde (belonged) mi to, de aimer horde
di to, de drudde horde m papen to, do kam de ole hesse (old

witch) mit en blanken meste (knife), sneet den kiiken den kop
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af, smeet en in busch, plumps sa de busch, is de sapipe noch

nicht good ? Halbertsma says in the Overyssel Almanack for

1836 : de twijg riip en gesneden zijnde, slaan (beat) de kinderen

met het hecht (haft) van een mesje op een der groene rijsjes, tot

dat de bast loslaat, dien zij er dan heel aftrekken (pulled off

whole) en als een pijp gebruiken om op te fluiten of er erwten

door te blazen. Zoo lang het kind met zijn mesje op den bast

tikte, plag het (he used) oudtijds de volgende regelen te zingen :

Lange lange pipej wenneer bistou ripe ? Te Meye, te Meye, as

de veugeltjes eyer lekt. T ketjen op den dyk zat, sute melk
met brokken (crumbs) at. Doe kwam de voele hesse al met de

scharpe messe, wold et ketjen et oor (ear) afsnien; it ketjen

ging ant lopen to hope, to hope 1 de voele hesse ging lopen.
Heel of, half of, houwe dijn den kop af, so dood as een piere,

kump siin levendage net weer hiere/ Firmenich gives the form
as used in the Neumark, p. 121 :

(

sipp sapp seepe, moak mi ne

ilote! Wovon denn ? Yon meieroan (marjoram), von thymegoan,
det se balle (soon) mag afgoahn. And in Priegnitz, p. 131 :

sibbe sibbe sibbe saubken, loat mi det kleine fleutken goot afgoahn,

goot afgoahn, bes up (up to) den letzten knoakenl We can

see how Sebastian got in, from sap-pipe, sibbe sabbe/ perhaps
also bast/ In the Bohmerwald the willow or alder twig is thus

conjured (Jos. Rank p. 168) : pfofferl geiowa, sist schloga doowa ;

lei s rintl o drahdo eiz, heargotl pfeiz ! little pipe, come off, else

I knock thee off; dear little rind, do draw thee now, my lord god
pipe ! Woycicki kl. 1, 92. 151 tells us, that to get a marvellous

pipe (fuyarka) that can make everybody dance, one must find

in the forest s gloom the green willow that never heard the rush

of water nor the crow of cock : co by nigdy nie sfyszata szuma

wody, ni piania koguta. This detail, expressly picked up among
the peasantry on the Pruth and Dniester, strangely coincides

with Pliny s statement 16, 37 [71] :

f ex qua (sambuco) magis
canoram buccinam tubamqiie credit pastor ibi caesa, ubi gallorum
cantum frutex ille non exaudiat. Of peeling the willow there

is nothing said (see Suppl.).
An old AS. spell for fcer-stice, sudden stitch in the side, was

communicated to me by Price from the Harley MS. no. 585 fol.

186. First, three herbs are to be boiled in butter, feverfew

(febrifugia=febrem fugans, Capit. de villis, Pertz 3, 186), red
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nettle that grows through a fence (conf. p. 1200, through a sieve),

and waybread, OHG. wegabreita, plantago : Wi$ feerstice/e/e/--

fnge, and seo redde netele ]?e J?urh aarn *

inwyxft, and wegbrcede,

wylle in buteran.

Hlude wffiron hi, la hlude, }&amp;gt;a
hi ofer

)&amp;gt;one hloew ridon,

wa3ron anmode, J&amp;gt;a
hi ofer land ridon.

scyld }&amp;gt;ft J&amp;gt;e,
nu

|&amp;gt;ft Jnsne nift genesan mote.

fit, lytel spere, gif her inne sie !

stod (I stood) under linde, under leohtum scylde,

J&amp;gt;aer J&amp;gt;a mihtigan zci/hyra masgen beraeddon (mustered),
and hi gyllende gdras (whizzing lances) sendon.

ic him o$erne eft wille sendan (I ll send them back another)

fleogende flan forane to geanes.

ut, lytel spere, gif hit her inne sie !

saet smi S, sloh seax lytel (hammered little knife)

. iserna wund swifte.

ut, lytel spere, gif her inne sie !

sex smiSas sseton, waslspera worhton,

utspere, nses (was not) innspere.

gif her inne sie isernes dsel (any iron),

litegtessan geweorc (witch s work), hit sceal gemyltan (melt),

gif &amp;gt;u WBre on fell scoten, o$5e waere on flaBSC scoten,

oSSe ware on blGd scoten

o&quot;S5e waere on 11$ scoten, naefre ne si
)&amp;gt;in

lif dtsesed,

gif hit ware esa gescot, oftfte hit waere ylfa gescot,

oftSe hit waere hcegtessan gescot, nu ic wille Kn helpan :

J&amp;gt;is be to bote esa gescotes, J&amp;gt;is J&amp;gt;e
to bote ylfa gescotes,

J&amp;gt;is )&amp;gt;e
to bote hajtessan gescotes. ic Hn wille helpan.
fleo J?aer on fyrgen (flee to the desert) . . . !

heafde hal westu, helpe )&amp;gt;in Dryhten !

nim bonne \&amp;gt;set seax, ado on waetan.

A few gaps give trouble. The whole is based on the assump
tion that the stitch is caused by the shots of spirits. Loud over

land and rock have ridden mighty women, hsegtessan (p. 1040),

and have sent whizzing darts, afterwards more narrowly defined

as esa, ylfa and hasgtessan gescot/ shot of ases (p. 25), of elves

(p. 443) and of witches (though the gen. sing, is used, not pi.

hasgtessena). The exorcist, in relating the transaction, calls to

the patient to shield himself, that he may get over the attack,
2

and every now and then puts in the refrain Out, little spear,

if herein thou be !

; He goes on to tell how he stood under

1 Should be hsern, conf. haarnflota, Cod. Exon. 182, 9. SUPPL.
2 hisne ni5 genesan. In AS. this verb takes the Ace., not the Gen. as in

OHG : ba saecce genass, Beow. 3950. niiSa gehwane genesen hasfde 4789. fela ic

guftraesa genaes 4848. se
}&amp;gt;a guSe genaes, Caedm. 121, 33.
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shelter when those women let fly their darts, and means to send

them a counter-shot, a knife, whose smiting by a smith is re

ported, as also that of war-spears by six smiths. Every bit of

the witches iron shall melt, wherever it may have been shot,

into skin, flesh, blood or limb
; help is nigh. Lastly : flee thou

(enchantress) to the wilderness ! be thou (patient) well in thy

head, Lord help thee ! At the conclusion of the spell the knife

(that forged by the smith V) is to be dipt in water. Apparently
after scoten there ought to be oftcSe waBre on ban scoten ;

and perhaps after fyrgen some such words as seo J?one flan

sceat (or, sende) (see Suppl.).

For other spells hitherto unprinted I have to thank Mr.

Kemble. CwrS ymbe, nim eorcTun, oferweorp mid J?inre swrSran

handa under Jnnum swiftran fot, and cwet :

fo ic under fet, funde ic hit.

hwget, eorffe mceg wiff ealra wilita gelavylce,

and wr$ andan, and wr3 seminde,

and wi$
J&amp;gt;a

micelan mannes tungan.

and wr$ on forweorp ofer greot ]&amp;gt;onne
his wirman, and cwe$ :

sitte ge, etc. (here come the verses given at p. 431).

For the water-elf sickness : gif mon brS on ivcetercelf-ddle,

J?onne beoft him
J?i hand-nasglas wonne, and

J;a eagan tearige,

and wile locian niiSer. do him
)?is

to laecedome :
eofor]&amp;gt;rote,

cassuc, eowberge, elehtre, eolone, mersc-mealwan-crop, fenminte,

dile, lilie, attorlafte, polleie, marrubie, docce, ellen, felterre,

wermod, strawbergean leaf, consolde. ofgeot mid eala$, do halig

wseter to, sing J&amp;gt;is gecddor ofer )?riwa :

ic benne awraS betest beado-wrreiSa,

swa benne ne burnon ne burston,

ne fundian ne feologan ne hoppettan,
ne wund waxian, ne dolh diopian,

ac him self healde haleweege,

ne ace
]?e ]&amp;gt;on ma, ]?e eorffan on eare ace (age ?} .

sing )?is manegum siSum. eorffe
]&amp;gt;e

onbere mid ealhim hire (i.e.

Earth s) mihtum and mcegenum. )?as gealdor mon maeg singan
on wunde/

The earth, caught np in the right hand from under the right
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foot, heals and shelters
; might and main belong to the earth.

Hahwcege answers to our heilawac, p. 585.

About the elvish mare and nightmare, what was said on p. 464-5
is by no means all : they ride not only men but horses, whose
manes in the morning are found dripping with sweat and tangled,
conf. Svantevit s horse p. 662. Cannegieter in Epistola de ara

ad Noviomagum reperta p. 25 says : Abigunt eas nymphas
(matres deas, mairas) hodie rustici osse capitis equini tectis injecto,

cujusmodi ossa per has terras in rusticorum villis crebra est

animadvertere (conf. p. 660). Nocte autem ad concubia equi-
tare creduntur, et equos fatigare ad longinqua itinera. Illud

namque datum deabus illis magisque, si rusticorum fabulis cre-

dimus, ut manentes loca peregrina adeant, in equis manentibus,

qui tamen viae labores sudore testantur. Nuper confabulatus

mecum villicus aegerrime ferebat equos suos proxima nocte

exagitatos, defluente per corpora sudore
; causam cum quaere-

rem, respondit iratus, mairam nocturnam equitasse/ To this

maira iiocturna, be it akin to matrona (p. 417) or even to polpa,
one might be tempted to trace our naclitmar, nightmare, had we
not a better derivation at hand. To the OHG. marah (equus),
AS. mear, ON. marr, seems to correspond the AS. fern, meare

(surely a better spelling than maere), ON. mara. True, the

OHG. meriha means only equa, not ephialtes, and we now dis

tinguish mahre from mahr
; on the other hand, in ON. it is to

the fern, mara that the demonic sense attaches, and so early as in

the Yngl. saga cap. 16 king Vanlandi is trodden to death in his

sleep by a mara : mara tra^ hann
; when his people rush to

his aid, tra$ hun fotleggina/ and at last kafdi hun hofirSit, sva
at ]?ar do hann/ The image then seems to waver between the

ridden beast and the riding trampling one, just as the devil

sometimes rides men, sometimes as a horse takes them on his

back. Like the mara, we saw p. 278 that the Stempe treads.

Wolf (nos. 249254) gives some good mare-stories from the

Netherlands ;
I lay special stress on a spell-song he has against

the sprite, p. 689 :

maer, gy lelyk dier (ye loathly beast) ,

komt toch dezen nacht niet weer (again) !

alle waters zult gy waeyen (shall ye wade),
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alle boomen zult gy blaeyen (disleaf),

alle spieren gersfc (spikes of barley) zult gy tellen,

komt my toch dezen nacht niet kwellen !

With this take a Henneberg spell in Haupt s Zeitschr. 3, 360 :

Das wallala alle berge durchtra (-trab, trot),

alle wasser durchbat (-bade, bathe),

alle bletlich ablat,

onnerdesse word s tak (until it be day) !

Both refer to the spirit s nightly jaunt, it trots over all the hills,

wades (or bathes) through the waters, strips the trees, counts the

corn-stalks, until the break of day ; then on the maerentakken

(mistletoes ?) the mare is said to rest. The name wallala may
come from wallen, wadeln, or be a cry of wail (Gramm. 3, 293),

for the night-spirits (Sup. I, 878) appear as wailing-mothers

(p. 432-3, and Schm. 4, 54). A third spell I take from

Schreiber s Tagb. 1839. p. 321 : Drude s-liead, I forbid thee my
house and yard, I forbid thee my bedstead, that not over me
thou trostest (trottest ? treadest ?) ; trost to some other house,

till over all hills and waters thou climbest, and all the hedge-
sticks ehlest (zehlest, tellest ?) ! Then comes dear day into my
house again/ Drute is the same thing as mahre, as drutenzopf

(plica) is also called marenzopf, alpzopf, and drutenfuss maeren-

voet. I think the most important point is, that the sprite is shy
of daylight, and the dawn scares it away (p. 466 n.) ; the Alvis-

rnal closes exactly like these spells : nu scinn sunna i sali

conf. dagr er nu/ Seem. 145b
. I hope the spell may yet turn

up in other places, and in a purer form.

Healing-spells are fond of beginning with something in the

narrative way, some transaction from which the remedy derives

its force ; and it is here especially that we find heathen beings
left high and dry. When a spell opens with (

Sprach jungfrau
Hille, blut stand stille ! who can fail at once to recognise the

old valkyr Hilda, her that can make blood flow and stanch it

again ? And even when the opening words are f

Mary fared

afield or Christ he crossed the land ; when a charm against

finger-worm says God the Father afield did ride, stoutly the hoe

0.1(10. /ceXcufoj ^ax^ov, Od. 19, 457.
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be plied, stubbed up the worms outright, one was black, another

white, the third worm it was red; here lie the worms all dead ;

it is clear that such formulas could not have originated iu

Christian times, but might well survive among the people, who

had merely to insert new sacred names. The heathen incident}

that would account for the obscure or senseless words, is mostly
hidden from us. On p. 1232-3 Jesus and the Lord have taken

the place of Wuotan. Christus in petra sedebat, et virgam,

manu tenebat, Moneys Anz. 7, 609
;
or again, Job went over

land, had his staff in hand. When Jesus and Peter wandering

go from country to country to and fro/ it is evidently the same

widely diffused notion as at p. 337 ; but it is not always so easy

to hit upon the heathen names that lie at the bottom. A
favourite way is to start with tin ee personages : as the idisi fall

into three sets (p. 1231), so the three Marys look out (p. 416),

like three norns or three fays. Three brothers went afield

(Keisersb. ameis 50a
; three blessed br., Spell XXXI.).

&amp;lt; Three

virgins come down from heaven to earth, the one Blut-gulpe, the

next Blut-stulpe, the third Blut-stehe-still, Mark, forsch. 1, 262
;

the last is the maid Hilda named alone in the other spell. I will

only add from Roth, de nominibus vet. Germanorum medic.,

Helmst. 1735. p. 139 : Juvat subnectere incantationis formulam,

qua in Marchia Brandenb. atque adjacentibus regionibus in

ophthalmia curanda uti solent anus decrepitae, insanos ritus

deperientes, quam quidem factis variis gesticulationibus ac digitis

ante dolentes oculos ter decussatim niotis, rauco susurramine

semel atque iterum emutire consuescunt, ita autem habent :

Ibant aliquando tres puellae in via virente, prima noverat rerne-

dium aliquod contra suffusionem oculorum, altera noverat reme-

dium aliquod contra albuginem, et tertia profecto contra inflam-

mationem, eaeque sanabant una ratione omnia, in nomine Patris,

Filii et Spiritus sancti, Amen (see Suppl.).

Against particular diseases the remedies are pitted as though
in mortal strife : de ros un de wied, de stan in strid, de res

verswann, de wied gewann ; or, deflecht (scrofula) un de ivied,

de krakeelten sik, de wied de gewiinn, un de flecht verswiinn/

Meckl. jahrb. 5, 102-3; or again, de flockasch (flugasche) un de

flechte, de flogen wol over dat wilde meer
;
de flockasch de kam

wedder, de flechte nirnmermehr, Sup. I, 811 (see Suppl.).
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Spells for the wishing-rod, when it is to strike treasure or a

vein of metal, see p. 975. A formula used in looking for a clay-

pit, in whose earth are to be wrapt up the written slips of paper
which shall clear up a doubtful matter, in Haupt s Zeitschr. 3,

190.

In addresses to animals whose encounter is prophetic, whose

ways are mysterious, we may fairly recognise antique spells,

though their language has undergone a great deal of distortion ;

such are the rhymes to the swan, p. 429, the stork 672, cuckoo

676, Martin s bird 1130, Mary s chafer 695, and others, whose

essential identity among the most various branches of our race

is an interesting feature.

In Scandinavia, where the reign of heathenism lasted longest,

ought to be found the greatest number of such spells, either in

writing or in the mouths of the people ;
and from them we could

gather most distinctly the connexion, both of the words and

of their import, with heathen notions. The spell by which Groa

was about to disengage the stone from Thor s head, p. 375, is

not preserved in the Edda, but spells quite similar may have

been still muttered over men and beasts in recent times. Much
to be desired is the speedy publication of a collection set on foot

by L. F. Raaf in Sweden, and containing over 2000 articles,

of which a preliminary notice appeared in the monthly Mimer

(Ups. 1838 40) pp. 271 7. Among these spells now reduced

to writing, isolated runes can here and there be recognised even

yet, and in some cases their use is enjoined ; thus, on the mode
of compelling a thief to restore stolen goods on pain of losing his

eye, we find the following prescription : Go at sunset on Sunday
evening to a place that lies high, bearing a bucketful of water,

cut the rune S, and charge the thief within a certain time to

bring back what he has stolen, or lose his right eye. The rune

S apparently refers to Sunday and sunset, perhaps to syn (sight,

eye) ; does it also in connexion with the water-vessel point to the

word sa (situla) ? Most likely the water was poured out, and

ran down the hill (see Suppl.).

FINIS.
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Roman figures refer to the Author s Preface.

Aaskereia 946.

abant, sefen, aptan (evening) 748.

abcut, abgott (false god) 14. 10G.
Abel 944.

Abent-rot 232 n. 239. 748.
abis (hell) 805.

Abraham, abrahemsch 1220. 1241.
abrenuntiatio 161. 203. 1005 n.

Abundia 286. 889. 1056.

abyssus (hell) 805. 1002.
Adam 565. 575.

Adonis 949 n.

Adrian! moles 1183 n.

^Egel, Eigill 376. 380-2.
self-adl (elf-burn) 1155. 1245.
Aeolus 631-4. 640.

aer-da3g (dawn) 747.

Aesculapius 1148. 1213.
jEsir (gods) 815. 902.

^Ethel-Stan 119. 394.
Affen-berg 681.

age, generation 792-3.

Agemund 511. 913 n.

a-genggun (lamiae) 500 n.

ager-uld (field wool) 871.

ages of the world, four 575.

a-getroc (trickery) 464.

a-gui-lan-neuf 755. 1206.

Agro-mainyus, Ahriman 984 n. 1011.

Ahuro-mazdao, Ormuzd 984 w.

aibr (gift) 40.

alyis (aegis) 238.

Ai Sos Kvvft] (Pluto s helmet) 463.

ATcra, aiza, ehre? 414.

Ajo 362.

aKivdicrjs (sword) 204.
Akka xxxi.

alah, alhs (temple) 66-7. 106.
alba (elf, etc.) 462. 1073.
Alb-donar 186.

alb-dono, aelf-J&amp;gt;one, alp-ranke (bitter
sweet ?) 448. 1216.

Albe-rich, Mlt-rio 453.
alb-leich (elf-lay) 470. 107.
alb-schoss (elf-shot) 187. 460.
Albuuea 496 n.

Alcis 66. 71. 366.

alder, erle 653 [Erl-kouig] .

alectorius (caponstone) 1219.
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Alf-heimr 444.

Al-for 22.

filfr, elf 442.

Alf-rikr 488.

Aliruna xi. 95. 404. 1225.

AXXoTrpccraXXos 207 n.

alo-waldo, al-wealda (almighty) 21.

alp, elf 442. 463.

Alp-drud, Jlf-J&amp;gt;ry
423.

Alp-ris 465.

alp-ruthe, elf-rod 183-7.

Alps 444.

alpt, selfet (swan) 429. 444??.

alptar-hamr (swan-garb) 427.

Alraun, Alrune 513 n. 1202 n.

alraun (mandrake) 1202-4.
Al-svrSr 656.

Altanus 162 n.

Al-biofr 465.

altissimus 21.

altvil (scrat) 479 w.

al-vitr (all-witting) 425.
Alx xi. 66. 366.
Amala 372.

Amaltheia 872.

Amazons 418.

amber 1218 H.

ambro (obor?) 527 w.

ambrosia, amrita 317.

Amphion 908.
Ana sott (second childhood) 1153.

Anar, Onar 735.

Andlangr 808 n.

aud-skotti (foe, fiend) 989.
Andvari 488. 592. 978-9.
anel (granny) 641. 1009.
anemos and aetos 634.

Angandeo 196 n.

au-gang (what meets us) 1119.

Augan-tyr (OSirm) 196 n.

angel xliii. 420 n. 449 ;t. 575. 875-6.

angels eyes 146 n.

Angr-bo
v5a 246.

animal sacrifices 46.

Anningat (moon) 703. 716.

ans, as, 6s (god) 24-5. 384.

Ans.-pirin 25 n. 668.

ant-heiz (vowed offering) 37-8.

Antichrist 810-1. 980-1.

A A
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Antilois449n. 465.

anti-tago (end-day) 815 n.

Antony s fire 1160.

Aphrodite (Venus) 307. 313 n. 902 n.

Apollo 79 n. 111. 115 n. 149. 161 w. 321.

620?i. 812. 901-7. 1006. 1148. 1182.

appearing, disappearing 325-7. 336-8.

aptra-ganga (ghost) 915.

aquilo and aquila 634.

Arakho 707.

aran-scart (crop-lifting) 475.

&quot;Apeos Kvvrj, Tyr-hialm 199. 1193.

Ares (Mars) 111. 197. 201-3-4. 321. 343.

1193.

Arian-rod (silver ring, galaxy) 357 n.

412 n.

Arktos (Ursa major) 151. 725.

arin-hoop, looking thro the 939. 337.

Artemis (Diana) 270. 949. 1148. 1188.

1192.

artemisia (mugwort) 1192. 1211-2.

Arthur xlvi. 668. 672. 942. 961.

Ar-vakr 656.

arweggers (dwarfs) 454 n.

arzat, ersetre (physician) 1151.

as, 6s (god) 24-5.

As-biorn (ases bear) 25.

As-bru (rainbow) 732.

As-gar5r 817.

As-ketill 63.

as-megin (divine might) 24-5. 188.

Asa-grim (Thorr) 150.

Asa-heimr 530.

Asa-thorr 166. 187. 243 n.

Aschanes 572.

aschen-brodel (cinderella) 388.-

uses, the (gods) 24-5.

Ashkenaz 572 n.

ash-tree 571-2. 651. 796.

Aski-burg 350. 365.

Askr 560. 571-2.

Asprian 387. 547. 556.

asses sacrificed 49 n.

astrology 721-2.

asylum 85 n.

asynja (goddess) 25071.

at-bairan (offer, sacrifice) 38.

Athena (Minerva) 265. 326-7. 337-8.

537-8. 1148. 1193.

a)m (year) 754.

atisks (corn) 1115.

Atlas 570.

Atli 169.

atonement-boar 51. 213.

Atropos 414-5.

atzmann (wax figure) 1091.

Aucholf 762.

Auftumla 559. 665.

aue, ouwa, ea, -ey 225.

aught, naught 440 n.

Aurinia 95. 403-4.

Aurora 749.

Austheia 697.

Austri, Vestri, Norfcri, SivSri 461.

austr-vegr (east-ways) 187-8.

Avar 292-4-7. 526.

avara (image) 105 n. 115-6. 383.

avatara 336-8.

Ave, Ver (frau Ave) 675.

Aventiure 310. 911.

Avernus 806.

aversiers (devil) 988.

aviliudon (bless) 33.

Aylesbury, Aylesford 376.

Azdingi 342.

baba, babka (granny) 478 n. 641. 784.

Babehild 424.

babes unchristened 271. 918. 920. 1070 n.

Babilone 385 n. 954. 534.

Bacchus, Dionysus 260. 306.

badi (bed, altar) 68 n.

badniak (yule-log) 628.

Baduhenna 71 n.

Badu-hilt, Beado-hild 377.

Bffildffig 165. 221-9. 367. 744.

Bak-rauf (elf, witch) 1079.

Balaam s ass 392.

Bald-ander 207 n.

Balderschwang 222.

Baldr 164. 220. 318. 320. 647. 823.

baldrian (valerian) 1207-8.

Baldrs-berg 222.

Baldrs-bra, Bar-bro (anthemis cotula)

222. 1191. 1207-8.

Baldrs-brond 226.

Baldrs-hagi 225.

Baltero 996.

balvonas, bolvan (image) 105 ?i.

band (deity) 26.

banning 951.

ban-shi 444 n.

baptizo, chrismo 3 n.

bard 900.

bare head, elbow, knee 31-3. 652.

Barguest 512 n.

bark 653; twixt wood and b. 10397?.

1085.

barlebaen, barli-bak, -break (devil) 1003.

barn-building 252 n.

Barthel (goblin) 51571.

barzdukkai, berstuhki (dwarf) 448 n.

fiavKalvw, fascino 1100.

Baugi 903.

Bavo s pillar 394.

Bayard 392. 656.

Beal xxix. 228. 613-4.

bealdor (prince) 220.

beal-tine (May fire) 612-4.

bear, king of beasts 667.

bear-skin 1010. 1018.

bear s loaf 783.

Beaw, Beow 165. 369.

Bechte 278. 281.
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bedd, weoh-bed (altar) 68 n.

bee 696. 905 n. 1136.
Beelzebub 998-9.

beetles 183. 691-5.
Befana 282.
beh (pitch, hell) 804-5.

Bel, Belenus 222. 613.
belder (fatted ox) 50 n.

belewitte (homesprite) 473.
Beli 530.

Bellona 208. 435.

Bellovesus 614.

bell-ringing 5. 459. 950. 1085.

Belus, Baal 571. 613.
Benz (devil) 1004.

beo-modor (queen-bee) 697. 1242.
Beo-wulf 369. 673. 697.
Berche 277.

Berecynthia 255 n.

berg-bui, -rind, -risi (giant) 533.

Bergelmir 529. 559. 563. 577.

berg-smed (dwarf) 458 n. 471 n.

berg-tagen (-taken) 466. 952-3.
Berhta 222. 272-282. 416. 429. 430 n.

791. 932. 947. 968. 1162.
Berhtolt 279. 932.
Berleih at Augsburg 293-5.
Bernhart 373. 936.
bertram 1213.

beschaffen, beschert (destined) 862.

beta-bur, -hfis (temple) 85-6.

betan, boten (heal) 1036. 1151.

betony 1208-9.

Betphania (Twelfth-day ?) 281. 586.
Bhavani 255.

bianac (blessing) 133 n.

Biarki, Biarco 337. 887 n. 939.

bi-boz, beifuss (mugwort) 1211-2.

bidental (struck by lightning) 185.

bidjan (pray) 30.

Bielbogh 222-8. 985 n.

Bif-litSi, Bif-lindi (OSinn) 149. 882.

Bif-rost (rainbow; 235. 732.
Bil 374. 473 n. (man in moon) 717.

Bildaberta 277.

bildukkas (homesprite) 508.

Bile! 453.

Billich 374. 888.

Billing 373-4. 454.

bilmer-schnitt (crop-lifting) 475.

bilse, bilisa (henbane) 593. 1198. 1208.

bilsen-schnitt (crop-lifting) 476.
Bilskirnir 336.

bilwiz (spectre, witch) 472.
binsen-schneider (crop-lifter) 476.
Biorn 668.

Biort 272 H. 1149.
birds 669-683.
bird s nest 871. 1205.
birds of omen 1128-1136.
birth 874-5.

Biterolf 369.

biudan (offer, sacrifice) 38.

biuds (table, altar) 38. 68 n. 701.

bjara (conveyance) 1090.

black art 1037 n.

black cow, black ox 665 n.

black goddesses 313n.
Bla-kulla 1052.

Blanche-fleur 429 n.

Blaserle 461 n.

Blaster 548. 630.

blate-fuoz (blade-foot) 451.

Blicero (death) 849.

Bli, BlrSur 1149.

Blocksberg 1051.

blood-tree 649.

blotan (sacrifice) 34.

blot-lundr (sacrificial grove) 76.

blot-maftr (sacrificer) 93.

blot-risi (giant) 557.
blue fire 178.

bluote-kirl (priest) 37.

Blut-stiilpe 1248.

boar-badge 214.

boar-vow, boar s head, 215.

bock-schnitt (crop-lifting) 476-7. 995.

bocks-horn (Easter fire) 616 n.

Bon 902-4.

Bodrok In.

Bodvar-tyr (OSinn) 196.

been, ben (boon, prayer) 31. 1224.

boeuf gras 50 n.

bogh (god) 13 n.

boghatyr (hero) 343 w.

Bogudes 293-5.

Bol-J&amp;gt;orn (born = &amp;gt;urs) 559.

Bolverkr (OSinn) 367. 903.

bom-heckel (wood pecker) 973.
bona dea 283.

bona socia 89 w. 283-8. 500.

bonae mulieres, b. res 1059.
bond (gods) 26.

bonfire 629.

bon homme, bonne femme 89. 526.

1067 n.

boni homines (heretics) 89. 1067 n.

bonne dame 430 n.

bootzi, bogk (bogie, Swiss) 507.
Boreas 631-6.

Borr 349. 530. 559.
bo-tra (goblin s tree) 509. 653.
Bous 368.

bowing 31-2.

Brag 512 n.

Braga-full (-bumper) 60. 235.

Braga-rceSur (-speeches) 236-7.

Bragi 235. 339. 902.

Brahma xxxiii. xxxix. 562 n. 570-1.
578-9.

bramberend (devil) 1003.
Brana 532.

Brand, Brond 165. 222.

brego (prince) 235-6.
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Brego-wine viii. 93. 235. 909.

Breia-blik 222. 795.

Breide xxviii. 374.

Bretannia 832-3.

Brezeliande 411-2.

Bridget 611.

brievara (fate) 406 n.

Briinir (sea-god) 561.

brim-wylf (water-demon) 496.

brising (Midsum. fire) 622.

Brisinga-men 306. 622. 870.
britannica (water-plant) 1195-6.
Brittia 832-3.

Brocken 1051.

Broga (terror) 208.

brood-penny 871.

broomstick-riding 1083.

Brosinga-mene 307.

brownies 445.

Brun-hild xlviii. 423. 936.
Bruni 330.

Brun-matin 748.

Brunn-akr 236.
brunnen-hold (fountain-sprite) 268 n.

Bryn-hildr 96 n. 145 n. 403. 423-5 n. 427.
551. 820?i. 980. 1149. 1204.

Buddha 129 n. 570. 716.

Budhuvaras 129 n.

built-in alive 1141-4.
bu-linius 1159.
bulwechs (spectre) 472.

burg-runa (fates) 404 n.

Buri 349. 559.

Burlenberg 982.

Burn-acker 236.

Burr 219. 349.

Burri 348-9.

bush-grandmother 484.

butte, butze, butz-igel (bogie) 506-7.
1004.

butterfly 828. 1028.

Bybylus, Babilos 697.

caduceus (Mercury s staff) 976.

Cain 525 n. 719.

calendas, calendeau (yule, yule-log) 627.

Calypso xxviii.

cambio (changeling) 468.

Carnbra 265 n.

camp-flori (paradise) 822.

caraway-bread 484-5.

Carl xlvi. Hi. 435 n. 938. 953. 1208.

carles-waen (Ursa major) 151. 724.
carlina (sowthistle) 1208.

Carl-quintes 938.

Carl-stein xlvi.

Casere 165. 367.
Castor 119. 366. 783.
cat 305. 669.

caterpillar 1029 n. 1073 n.

census (votive offering) 684.

ceraunius (thunder-stone) 1221.

Cerberus 814 n.

Ceres 254. 309. 941.

Ceridwen s chair (rainbow) 733.
chair of God 136. 733.

changeling 468.

chaos 558.

charadrius 853 n.

Charis 143. 436.

Charles, see Carl.

charm, carmino 1035.

Charon 831. 840-5.

Charos 845-6.

chela (arm hoop) 939.

chelidonisma (swallow song) 763.

Cherusci 204.

chervioburgus (witches porter) 1045-6.

childbirth 1159. 1175-7.
child s caul 874.

Chimken 503-4.

chirihha, cyrice (kirk) 86.

Chiron 1148.

Chlungere (tangler) 274.

Chochilaichus, Hygelac vii.

choirs, nine 795 n.

chrene-crud (pura herba) 642-3.

chrismation 3n.

Christ xl. 182. 1247-8.

Christopher 529 n. 540-2.

Chrodo 20671. 248-9.

Cinderel 388.

Cisa, Zisa 298.

Glaus, Globes 505. 515.

Clotho 414-5.

cloud 332-3 ; cloud-ship 638-9.

cluricaun (homesprite) 508. 513 n.

Cnivida 372.

coboldus (homesprite) 501.

cock, the red (fire) 601. 670.

cock-crowing 670. 952 note 3
.

cock s bones ! 15 n.

coibhi, coifi (priest) 92 n. 642 n.

complices, consentes (gods) 26.

concubinae 929.

Constantine 85 n.

Copia 889.

cornucopia 869. 870.

corn-wife (fieldsprite) 477.

corpse-bird, -dove 828. 1134.

cotinc (man of God) 88.

cow, black 665 71., miraculous 871.

Crescentia 1061. 1152.

crossbill 18371.

cross-roads 1074. 1113-5.

Ctitel (planet Venus) 13071.

cuckoo 675-682. 1135 n.

cuckoo-spittle (woodsave) 682.

cudgel jump out 870.

Cura 879 n.

cursing 1227.

cwis (hell) 807.

Cybele s bath 254-5.
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cyclop 516 n. 527. 547.

cyclopean walls 534.

Cypripedium (lady s slipper) 1194.

dad-sisas (adjuring the dead) 1227.
Dtedalus 378.

Daeg-hrefn (dawn) 743.

dreg-red, dags-brun (dawn) 747.

daemones (spirits) 439.

Dagr (day) 735-7.

Daiun 453.

Dank-rat 267 n.

Danpr, Danr 266 n. 368 n.

Daphne 827.

dase (goblin, witch?) 1061.

Datanus 137 n.

daumling (thumbling) 450-1.

Davy, Old 989. 1004.

day and dies 735 n.

day-choosing 1138-9.

daylight, dwarfs shy of 466 n.

days of the week 122-130.

dead, feeding the 913 n.

Death 842. 888. 1181.

carried out 766-8.

,
dance of 848. 851.

, Gossip xvi. 853.

Decius (dice) 887.

decumanus fluctus 600.

dehait, souhait 951 n.

Dehkla 416 n. 877.

dehsel-rite (witch s ride) 1048-9. 1070.

Dellingr 73.5.

Deluge 576-581. 983.

Demar-hilt422n.
Demeter (Ceres) xxxix. 22. 212. 250-4.

310.331. 1059?i.

deofol-gild (idolatry) 82 n. 102. 1005.

Depeghoz 554. 1028.

Derk 214. 268.

Deucalion 573-6-7. 580.

deus, 6e5s 194. 339.

devil 984.

devil s bit 1213.

bride 1009. 1029. 1073 n.

carl, child (demoniac) 1013.

cat (caterpillar) 1029. 1073 .

dike 1022-3.

hand 241.

mill 1021.

mother, grandmother 1007-9.
devin (divine, diviner) 471.

dew-draggle 387. 786.

dew-striker, -skimmer 1073.

Dhor, Dor 812.

DhrirS 423.

Diana 110 n. 195. 283-5-G. 933. 949.

1055-7. 1161-2.

Diana, the black 313 n.

diar (gods) 195 n.

dice 150. 887. 1007.
diena (day) 195.

Diespiter 195.

Dieterle 717 n.

Dietrich (Theoderic) 373. 531.

Dietrich-bern 213-4. 373. 936.

Dietrich s haus 1183.

dievas, dievaitis (god) 168. 194.

dille-stein (lid of hell) 806.

ding (thing, sprite) 442. 1073.

Dionysus (Bacchus) 306.

Dios-curi (Castor and Pollux) 120. 343.

391. 46a. 560 rc. 916/1.

Dirp, Drip, Trip 958 n.

dis (wise-woman) 97. 402.

Disbargum 198.

Disen-dach (Tuesday) 125.

Dissunapiter 22 n. 225. 1234.

dives (rich) 194.

Divyaratna 872.

Dobra-srichia (fortune) 877 n.

Dobro-pan (planet Mercury) 130 n. 150.

dock-alfar (dark elves) 443-4.

dodola (rain-maker) 593-4.

dogor, do3gr (half-day) 757.

dogs named after gods In.

dog s saddle (cankerworrn) 1074 n.

Dold 581. 983.

dolgr (spectre) 916.

domes-dag, tuomis-tac 815 n.

Don 150n.
Donanadel 490 w. 1029.

Donar
(
= Thorr) xviii. 122-3. 166. 812.

donner (thunder) lln. 15 n.

donner-aas (cat) 304.

bart, -beseu, -kraut 183. 1191.

gueg (beetle) 183.

Donners-berg 170. 186. 955.

Donner-schwee, Doners-we 185.

donner-ziege (snipe) 184.

dorant (snapdragon?) 1214.

Dorn-roschen (sleeping beauty) xvi. 1204.

dorper (giant) 535. 556 .

DorruSr 426.

doste (wild marjoram) 1029 n. 1214.

dove 148.848. 1135 n.

dragon 978. 980. 998. 1019.

dragonfly 1029.

draugr (spectre) 915.

Draupnir 561. 871.

dream (dream, bliss) 795. 901. 1145.

dream-interpretation 1145-7.
Drebkulls 817.
Drei-eich 75.

Drifa 631. 641. 883. 890.

dros, drost (giant) 521-2 n. 1003.

drottinn, dryhten, truhtin (lord) 22.

drugi thing (spectre) 464 n.

druid, dry 1036 n. 1205-6.

drut (goblin) 423. 464. 1041-5.

druten-zopf (plica Polon.) 464. 1247.

dryad (tree-nymph) 480. 653.
Dualism Hi. 984.

duck s foot 450-1 n.
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duende (goblin) 500.

duesse, divesse (fay) 410 n.

duga (help) 34.

duga, raduga (rainbow) 733.
dumbr (stupid) 528. 543.

diimeke, duming (dwarf) 726.
durihil stein (thirl stoue) 11G6.
Durinn 561.

durs (giant) 521. 920.
durva (turf) 642.

dusius, duz, duzik (incubus) 481.
dutten (lubbers) 544.

Dvapara 887. .

dverg-mal (echo) 452.

dvergr (dwarf) 443-7.

dverg-slagr (palsy) 1157.

dvergs-nat (cobweb) 471.
dwarfs 447-472.
dwolma (chaos) 558 n.

Dwyvan 581.

Dyaus 193.

dyrka (worship) 31.

Dziewanna, Dziewica 478 n. 933??. 1162.
Dzuma 1186.

ea, aue, ouwe 225. 600.

eagle 633-4
; s shadow 1133.

ear, ringing in the 1117.
Ear, Eor 202.

Earendel 375.
Earth 250-6

; cutting out earth 1093.
earth-chicken 691.
earth-fire 603.

earth-mannikin 450 n. 454.

earthquake 816.

earth-worm 540. 561.

east, looking to the 34.

Easter cakes, eggs, games 780-1.
fires 43. 615-7.

Eastre 289-291. 616.
eblis (devil) 574.

ebur-^rung (Orion) 359. 727. 949
(Hyades ?

) 730.
echo 452.

Ecke 238. 636.
Eckhart 934-6.
Ecki-sax 238.

eclipses 705-7.
Eersel 154.

ege (awe), egesa, eges-grime 237-8.

egg origin 560;?.

eggrund (hell) 806 n.

egg-shells 469.

Egi-dora, Eider 239.

Egi-helm 238.

Eigil 374-6. 380. 424.

Eikbyrnir 818.

Eileithyia 1176.

Eim, Lake 559.
EindritSi 381.

einheri (hero in heaven) 817.
Eir 1148. 1161.

Eisen, Frau 265. 297 n.

Eisen-berta 277. 477.
Eisen-hiitel 505 n. 508.
Eis-here 557.
El (tempest, a witch) 1089.
Elbe K. 444 n.

elbe (elf) 442. 1073.

Elbe-gast, Ele-gast 465.
Elben-drotsch 443. 461. 931.
Elbe-rich xlvi. 453.

eld-borg (fire) 628-9.

elder, ellen, ell-horn 651-2.
electrum 1218 n.

elf-, see self-, alb-, alf-, alp-, elle-.

elf-bore (knot-hole) 461.
elf-licht (will o wisp) 917.

elf-queen 934 n.

elf-shot 180-7. 460.
elf-trad (-tree) 653.

elf-worship 448.

Elias 173-4. 811.

Eliutmir 802.

Elivagar 558.

elle-folk, -koner, -kong, -skudt, -vild

443. 460 n. 461. 940 n.

Elmo s fire 906.

Elohim 576-7.
elves 442.

elysium 821-2.

Em-bach 599 n. 674.
Embla 560. 572.

enchant, canto 1035.
endil-meri (ocean) 601.

Endymion 952 n.

eniautos, etos (year) 754-5.
Enoch 174. 811.

enpanez, diables 998.
ent (giant), entisk 524. 534.
eutsehen (evil eye) 461. 1035. 1099.

Enyo 208. 435.

Enze-mann, Enzen-berc 524.
Eowtfen 161n. 812.

eofor-cumbol (boar s figure) 214.
Eor 201-2.

eorcnan-stan (orphanus, opal ?) 1217.
eoten (giant) 519.

ephialtes (nightmare) 1155.

epiphania 281.

epur-helm (boar helmet) 215.

Era, Ere (honour) 414 n. 891-5.
Erce 253. 1238.

Erc-tac (Tuesday) 124.

Erculus 161. 212.

ere (honour, worship) 29 n. 760n.
Erebus 575.

Eres-berg 198-9. 201.

Eres-burg 116 n. 199. 201.
Erichthonius 378. 726.

Erik, Old 989. 1004.

Eriks-gata (-road) 235. 360-1.
Eris 208. 435.

Eri-tac, Er-tag (Tuesday) 124. 201-2.
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Ermen-rich 372. 982.

Erming-strete 356.

Ero (Sansk. ira, earth) 250.

esa gescot (gods shot) 25. 1244.

Escio 349.

Eskja 572.

Essel 520 n.

eteninne (giantess) 519.

Eticho 372-3. 394.

Etzel 169.

Eugel 471.

eumenides 1086.

Euring 358-9.

Europa 338. 343. 666.

Eve 574-5.

evil eye 1099.

Ewald 454.

e-warto (priest, judge) 89.

exercitus antiquus 941, feralis 950.

eyes, quivering of the 1117.

Ky-limi 979 n.

tecce (fetch, fye?) 46 4 71.

Fafnir 371-2. 688. 978.

Fairguneis xxii. 172. 256.

fairguni (mountain) 172. 644.

fairhvus (world) 793-5. 826 n.

fairy-rings 187 n. 470.

Falada 659.

Falant (devil) 992.

Fama 897-8.

Famars 84. 198.

familiaris 514 n.

fanatici 83-5.

fani-golt (fen gold) 531. 978.

fantasma 482. 498-9.

fanum (temple) 84-5.

Far-bauti 246.

farfadet (ignis fatuus) 917.

farhuazan, verwazen (curse) 951. 1223,

Farma-tyr (Ofiinn) 196.

Fasat 232 n.

Fasolt 23271. 239. 527. 636. 748. 943.

Faste, Fran 782. 933.

fata, fada, fee 405-6 n. 410-3.

fatalism 861.

father 22. 168-9.

faunus 481-2. 673.

faura-tani (portent) 1105 .

Faxi 656-7.

fays, fees 410-3. 551 n.

feig, fey (marked to die) 856. 861.

Felicia 869. 961.

femurc (devil) 1003.

Fe Murgan 412 n. 820 n.

fengari (luminary) 701 n.

Fenja 531. 864.

Fenrir, Fenris-ulfr 244-6. 667. 814.

fern-seed 1209-1211.

Feruina 1234.

fetch, fye (double, wraith) 877 n.

feuer-niann (ignis fatuus) 916 n.

everfew 1243-4.

fiaSr-hamr (wing-coat) 329.

^ialar the cock 670.

Fialar the dwarf 453. 468 n. 902.

Fichte, Fran (pine) 653. 1171.

fiefs proclaimed and bid for 787 n.

field-spinster 1088. 1099. 1124.

Fifel-dor (B. Eider) 239.

fimbul816. 825 n.

Finn 219. 380. 454. 548-9. 1025.

Fiolnir 348. 696.

Fiorgyn 172. 256.

fir-tree 653.

fire, perpetual 611.

tire-beetle, fiir-boter 183.

firgin-bucca, firgen-gffit (wild goat) 184.

fitchers-vogel 468 n.

fiur-sehen (pyro-mantia) 1111.

flag of victory 1112.

Fleder-wisch (devil)
1063.

flehen (soothe, implore) 30.
_

flihtare (guardian angel) 875.

Flore429n.
Flosi 831.

flower-offerings 57-8.

fly (devil) 998-9.

foal s tooth, f iili-zant 658 n.

Folc-wald 165. 219.

Fold, Fuld (devil) 992 n.

Fulk-vangr 305.

Folia (copia) 224. 288. 308. 889. 1232.

follet (follis) 508. 917.

fol-imini (full moon) 709.

folter (torture) 1076.

Folz 227.

Fonn 631. 641.

footprint, cutting out the 1093.

fordcB Sa (witch) 1032.

forget-me-not 972. 1201.

forn (sacrifice) 40-1.

Fornax 256. 629.

Forneotes-folme (a plant) 240. 532. 1191.

Forniotr 240. 529 631-6.

fors (waterfall) 592.

Forseti 229-232.

forst (hurst, grove) 68.

Fortuna 863-6-9. 877.

Fortunatus 869.

Fosete, Fosetes-land 84. 229-231. 600.

fosse-grim (watersprite) 232 n. 493. 592.

Frank (dog s name) 7 n.

fraua-chiieli (ladycow) 303. 694-5.

frauen-milch (a choice wine) 1194.
^

frauen-schliissel (cowslip) 1194.

frauja, frea, froho (lord) 22. 209.

Frea (
= Frigg) 128. 134. 301.

Frea (AS. for Freyr) 209.

Frea-laf 165. 219. 313 n.

Frea-wine viii. 93. 165. 211. 367.

Frecken-horst, Fra3cing-hyrst 304.

Freke, Fru 304.

Freki 147. 668.
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Frene, Fru 306 n.

fres (cat, bear) 669.

Frey-faxi 213. 655-6.

Freyja (sister of Freyr)liv. 212. 299. 417.
547. 838. 1054. 1101.

Freyju-har (capillus Veueris) 303.
1191-4.

Freyju-hoena (ladybird) 695.

Freyr 97. 114. 161-2. 530. 656-7. 790.
960.

Freys-vinr 93. 211.

Frey-vitfr 188.

Fricca (=Frigg, OSin s wife) xv. 301.
947-9.

Fricco
(
= Freyr) 113. 161.

Frf$ (mild) H49.
MS-hof (asylum, sanctuary) 85 n.

Friday 123-8. 301-2.

Frr$u-wulf 165. 219.
Friedrich Eedbeard (Barbarossa) 955-9.
friend of God viii. 93.

Frigg (OSin s wife) xx. 270. 300. 647 n.

860 . 873-4. 939. 1232.

Frigge-rock (Orion s belt) 270. 302. 726.

Friggjar-gras (herba conjugalis) 302-4.
fri-murc (devil) 1003.

friscing (pig, lamb) 50-1.

Fro (
= Freyr) 209. 478. 637.

Fro
(
= Freyr) 209. 211

; Fro -blot 348.

Fro-berge (Frey s sword?) 216 n.

FroSa-mioll (gold) xliv.

FroSi xliv. 347-8. 368. 531. 864. 871.

Froger 367-8.

Fro-helm 215.

Froho (= Freyr) xix. 210.

Froja (
= Freyja) 302.

fromm (pius) 88.

Fro-muot (mirth) 891.

Fro-win, Frea-wine (F. s friend) 211.
Frua

(
= Freyja) xx. 224. 299. 1232.

Fruike, Fru 304 n.

Fruma (gain) 889.

Fruote (=Fr63i) xliii.

Fuld (devil) 992 n.

Fulla (copia) 288. 308. 871. 889.

fulla-fahjan (worship) 38.

fullibs (full moon) 709.

funken-tag (Shrove Tuesday) 628.

Fuoge, Fro (fitness) 311 n.

furious host 918-950.
futter-mannchen (homesprite) 510 n.

513 n.

fylgja (guardian spirit) 874-877.

gade-basse (May king) 776. 785.

gade-ild (May fire) 622.

gade-lam (May queen) 776.
Gaia 250-4. 575.

galadrot, caladrio (a bird) 853 n. 1181.
Galar453. 468 n. 902.

galdr (magic spell) 1035. 1223.

galiug (false god, idol) 15.

gallicena (prophetess) 425 n.

gallows-mannikin 513 n.

Gallus 671.

gamban-teinn (wishing-rod ?) 976.
Gambara 362.

gand-rer5 (witch s jaunt) 1052.

Ganges 600.

Gang-lati 843.

Gang-leri, -raftr (OSinn) 163 n. 325.
Ganna 95-6. 403.

gap ginnunga (chaos) 558.

Gargantua 542. 554.
Garmr (hell-hound) 814.

gdrsecg (sea) 601.
Garuda 633-4.

Gauchs-berg 680.

Gauden, Fru xx. 925-7.

Gaue, Fru xx. 252.

Gauta-tyr (OSinn) 196.

Gautr 164. 368.

Gauts 23. 354 n. 367-8. 372. 888.

gavairjn (peace) 17 n.

Geat 164-5. 372.
Geban 239. 600.

Gefjon 239. 311. 530. 861 n.

Gefn (Freyja) 311.

Gefuoge (fitness) 311 n.

gehenna (hell) 800.
Geilat 739.

Geir-niorSr 217.

Geir-ro-Sr 529. 531.

geist, ghost, gust 439. 461.

Gelder 220.

gelmir (boisterous?) 563.

gelstar (sacrifice) 38-9.

gemein-woche (public week) 43. 293.

genesen (get well) 1244.

Geofon 239. 600. 565 n.

George s shirt 1099.

geormen-leaf (mallow) 1216.

gepanta (a ship) 877 n.

GerSr 212. 309. 530.

Geri 147. 668.

Ger-not 371.

Gersimi 886.

Gertrude xxxviii. 60. 270 n. 305. 423 n.

838.

Gertrude s fowl (woodpecker) 673.

gespenst (spectre) 914.
Gestr (OSinn) 326.

getroc, getwas (spectre) 464. 915.

Gevis 354 n.

Giallar-horn 234.

Gibicho 137. 370. 888.

gid (song) 900-5.

giess-vogel (rainfowl) 674.

giezen (cast, mould) 23. 105 n. 142.

gifr (giantess) 526.

gigant (giant) 525.

gildan (sacrifice) 38-9.

Giltine (plague) 1185.

Gimill (new heaven) 823.
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ginnan (yawn, gape) 320. 403. 558 n. 748.

ginnunga-gap (chaos) 558. 562.

gin-regin (gods) 320.

Gioll (river of bell) 802-3.

girregar (ignis fatuus) 917.

Gisla-hari 371.
Giuki 370.

GlaSs-heimr (site of Valholl) 820.

Glasis-lundr (-grove) 76.

glass-castle, -house 820 n.

glass-mountain 820 n. 836 n.

Glaucus 696.

gleo, gleo-man, gleo-cnsft 901.

Gler 658.

Glis-born (-burn) 938.

Glitnir (Baldr s hall) 229.

Gloggen-sahs, Mount 444.

gluck-henne (Pleiades) 728.

gliicks-haube (child s caul) 874.

Gna 884. 896-7.

gnid-eld (need-fire) 607.

go, go about, walk (haunt) 915.

goat 184-5. 995. 1076.

goat-hallowing 52. 996.

gobelin (homesprite) 502.

God, go 5, gu$, got 13.

God and me, welcome to 16.

God s joy 17, industry 17 n., anger 18,

hatred 19, goodness 20, power 20-1,

fatherhood 22, chair 136. 733, eye
146 n., judgment 1108.

goddess 250.

Gode, Fru253. 927 n.

god-forgotten (horehound) 1192.

go 5-ga (blasphemy) liii. 7 n. 20.

god-gubbe (Thor) 167.

go5i (priest) 88. 93.

GoS-mundr 823 n. 393.

GoSormr, Dana goft 161.

gods 99 ;
not immortal 316-320.

gods images 63-4. 105-119.

gods language 331-4.

gods vehicles 107. 327-9.
God-wulf 165. 219.

gofar, gaffer (Thor) 167.

G6i 253.

gold-burg (palace) 820.

Goldemar 453. 466. 509. 1190.

gold-ferch (-hog) 51. 213.

golden dame 130 n.

gold-horned cows 55. 665.

gold-sele (palace) 820.

Goudul 420-1.

Gontzol 725-6.

good-fellow (goblin) 500.

good man (priest) 89.

good people, good neighbours 456.

good-woman 89 n. 429. 430 n. 1059.

goose 1098.

goose-foot 281. 429. 450-1 n.

gdrniuga-veftr (magic wind) 640.

gossamer 788-4.

gota-betti (altar) 68 w.

gotes friunt (friend) viii. 93 n.

gotes ouwe (ea) 225 n.

gotewuoto, godowode (tyrant) 132.

gotinne (goddess) 250 n.

got-man (man of God) 174 n.

gotze (false god, idol) 15.

Goz
(
= Gauts) 23. 368.

Grail, the holy 872.

graman, gramir (devils) 990-1.

Grampus (goblin) 515.

grandfather, Atli xlvii. 169.

Grani (OSinn) 147. 392. 944. 978.
Grant 243. 994.

Gratiae 143.

green meadow, vale 822. 830 n. 950 n.

Grendel 243. 496. 1000. 1016.

grey man (devil) 993. 1025.

grey mannikin 449.

Grey-mantle 146 n.

grifta-mark (token of peace) 902.

grifta-staftr (sanctuary) Son.

griSr (giantess) 526.

griffin 998, griffin s gold 980.

grima (mask) 238. 1045.

Grim-hildr, Kiim-hilt 238. 423.

Grimme 556.

Grimming 171.

Grimnir (OSinn) xv. 146. 637. 667.

Grimr Oegir 1017.

grindel (bolt, bar) 243.

Gripir 94. 861 n. 979 n.

Groa 373-5. 1249.

grom, grummel (thunder) 178. 184.

883.

Gronjette 944.

Grotti (wishing-mill) 531. 871.

Grzmilas (dog s name) 7 n.

guardian angel 874-7.
Gubich 453. 480.

Gucken-berg 953.

Gudens-berg 152. 938.

gudja (priest) 88.

giiete (lovingkindness) 760.

giietel (goblin) 481.

Gull-faxi 655-7.

Gullm-bursti 213-4. 871.

Gullin-tanni 234.

Gull-toppr234.658.
Gull-veig 403.

Giilpe, Blut-gulpe 1248.

Gumir 237 n.

Gunda-hari, Gunnarr 371. 877 n.

gunde-rebe (ground ivy) 1212.

Gundia, Gunnr, GCifi 422. 890.

Gungnir 147. 846. 870.

GunnloS 367. 530. 902. 1133.

Guogo 943??.

guot, vil guot (right gracious) 1202 n.

Guro-rysse 945-6.

Gustr 461. 630.

Gustrat 743 n.
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gute holde (elf) 266. 456. 462. 1067 n,

1074. 1156.

gute Lubbe 526.

Gwodan 134.

Gwydion xxix. 150??. 357 n. 412??.

gygr (giant) 525. 551.

Gyllir 658.

Gymir 237 n.

Habonde 286-7.

Hadburc 428. 434.

Haddingr 342-7.
Hades 313. 335. 804 n. 854-5.

Hading 146.

Hadu 196. 207. 223. 888.
haeSen gold 689.

hjfigesse, hsegtesse (witch) 1040. 1244.
haern 1244 n.

haf-gygr, hafs-fruu (watersprite) 488.
494-7. 652. 869.

Hagano, Hagene 371. 424-8. 434.

hagazusa, hagetisse (witch) 1040.

HagbarSr 393 n.

hagebart (mask) 1045;?.

hag-ridden, hag-rode 464.
hail! 16.

hail-rnaking 1086-7.
hainal (dawn) 749.
Hakel 593.

Hakel-berend 146. 921-3.

Hakel-berg 921-2. 1001-2.
Hakel-block 921.

hakula-bairands (cloak-wearing) 147.

hale-wasge (holy water) 1246.
Halfdan the old 393.
half-risi (half-giant) 533 n.

Halja (
= Hel) 312. 800. 839.

halla (temple) 85.

Hall-biorn 667.
Halle 1047 n. 1048.
hall-feuer (Shrove Tuesday) 628.
Hallin-skiSi 234.

halp-ful (half-grown boar) 996.

Hamadio, Hamdir 196.

hamadryads 653.

HamarlSl. 883-5 n.

Ham-glom 637. 1042.

hamingja (guardian -spirit) 874-7.
hammer 11 n. 180-2. 188. 505. 999. 1221.

hampelmann (goblin) 502-8.

hands, bear on the (make much of) 891.

Hanga-tyr (Oftinn) 146. 196.

Hans, Jack 515 n. 552.

-hans, -hansel in goblins names 506 n.

511.

Hans aftens bluss (Mids. fire) 622.
hant (fashion) : alte, uiuwe 1130.

hapt (god) 2fi.

Har (high) 162.

HarbarSr 147.

Harke, Frau 253.

Harlunge golt 982.

Harthgrepa 555.
haruc (temple) 68.

harugari (priest) 88.

hasehart (chance) 887.

haspel-holz (spindle-wood) 652.

hatching-dollar 871.
Hati 244. 705.

Haule-mannikins (dwarfs) 456.
Haule-mutter (Holle) 456.
hawthorn 183 n.

Hazel, Dame ; hazel-rod 651-9.

head-uncovering 32. 155. 652.

HeaSo, Hadu 223.

Heardingas 342-7.

heart-worm 1159.
hearth -gods 500.
heathen 1 n.

heathen-pelting 191.

heaven-scaling, -storming 530.

heben-wang (paradise) 821.

Hecate 949. 1042.

heck-mannchen (homesprite) 513.
HeSinn 424. 1095.

HeiSi 637.

HeiSr 98. 403. 1042.

HeiS-run 818.

heila-wac (holy wave) 585-6.

heil-brunnen (healing springs) 587.

heiligen-forst, -holt, -loh 74-5.

Heiling 453.

heilisari (augur), heilisod (omen) 1106.

heimchen (elf) 275-6. 446. 459 n. 851.

Heimdallar-vatn 235.

Heim-Sallr xl. 22. 233. 361. 571-4.

Heimdalls-houg 235.

Heimo 387. 527. 689. 851.

Hem, Friend (death) 446. 851.

hein (hone, stone wedge) 373. 533-5.

903 n.

heinchen (elf) 459 n. 851.

heinen-kleed (shroud) 446.

Heinz, Heinzelman 503-9.

heiss-hunger (dog-hunger) 1159.

Hekel-berg, -velde 1001-2.

Hekla, Heklu-fiall 923. 1002. 1052.

heklu-rnatfr (OSinn) 146. 223. 246. 312.

800.

Hel 839. 844. 1183.

Hel-blindi 246.

hel-grind (-grating, -rail) 802.

hel-hest (-horse) 844.

hel-kappe (cloak of darkness) 462.

Hel-rei 5 (-ride) 802.

hel-sko (death-shoe) 835.

hel-viti (-torment) 313. 805.

Hel-voet (-foot) 315 n. 804. 834.

held (hero) 341.

Helena 560 n. 906. 974. 1194.

Helga-fell 645.

Helgi 388. 818.

Helias 370.

Heligo-land 230.
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Helium 315 77. 834.

hell-bar 243. 1000.

hell-constable 1001.

hell-gate 802-3.

hell-goat 995.

hell-hound 996-7. 8U?7.

hell-jager (-hunter) 155. 930. 100G.

hell-raven 997.

hell-wagen (death-car) 802.

hell-weg (death-way) 801.

hella-fiur, -vvizi (gehenna) 800-5.

helle-grave (devil) 993.

helle-kruke (witch) 1004??.

Helle-put (-pit, -well) 804-7.

helle-warc, -wolf (devil) 996.

helle-warte, -wirt (devil) 1001-2.

Hellenes 534.

Hellequin, mesnie de 941.

helli-runa (necromancy) 1225-8.

helot-helm (cap of darkness) 4G3. 870.

Hemmerlin 181. 1004.

Hemming Wolf 381.

hen and chickens (Pleiades) 728.

henbane, see bilse.

Hennil (dawn) 749.

Henricus, bonus (chenopodium) 1213.

Heofon-feld in Northumbria 234.

Hephaestus (Vulcan) 241. 308. 378. 472.

571. 984.

Hera (earth ?) 254.

Hera (Juno) 306-8. 321-2-6. 680.

Herbout 888.

Hercules 103. 111-9. 121. 161??, 227 n.

353. 363-4. 516n. 547 n. 1148.

Hercules Saxanus 365.

Heremod 164-5. 224.

her-fa$ir (father of hosts) 22. 133.

Herfiotr 401. 422.

Herimuot 224.

Herja-fo Sr, Herjan (OSinn) 22. 817.

Herkja 253.

Herlaugr 394.

Hermen sla dermen 355.

hermae (pillars of Hermes) 118.

Hermes xxviii. 111. 149. 150. 321-7. 343.

354. 516n. 841-3. 869. 906. 976. 1125.

Hermino 345. 351.

HermoSr 224. 802.

Hermunduri 118. 359.

Herne the hunter 942.

Herodias 283. 632. 883. 933. 1055-7-8.

heros, hero 341.

herra-waga (Charles-wain) 724.
herre (not her, for God) 22.

Hertha 256 n.

hertinga (heroes) 342.

Heru204. 885 n.

Her-vor 424-5.

her-wagen (Charles-wain) 151.

Hestia 611.

Hesus xxix. 204. 663.

hevan 698.

heven-ring (rainbow) 359 n.

hexe (witch) 1039.

hexen-tusch (witches rout) 279??.

Hiafiningar 940. 1095.

hialm-mey (valkyr) 418.

Hickenild 356 n.

Hidimbas (a giant) 555.

Hilda 286. 422 n. 632.

Hilde-grim, (Irim-hildr 238.

Hilden-straet (milky way) 285. 35771.

Hildr, Hiltia 422-4.

Hille 1247.

Hille-snee (Holle-sne?) 268 n. 304.

Hillegers-berg 537.

Hilta 208. 1247.

Himeles-berg, Himin-biorg 233. 669 n.

himel-wagen (Charles-wain) 151. 701;?.

himmel-tatl (-daddy) 168.

hinke-bein (devil) 993.

Hinze, Hinzelman 503.

hiona-gras (conjugalis) 302-4.

hirrlig-spor (devious track) 916.

Hisi 552.

Hiuki and Bil (man in moon) 717.

hiuri, geheuer (snug, safe) 914.

HlaS-gu-Sr 424-5.

Hladolet (planet Saturn) 130n.

hlaut-bollar (blood-bowls) 55.

Hler 240-1. 631. 883.

Hles-ey 240.

Hlr5-sidaif 135-6. 817 n.

Hlif, Hlif-Jmrsa 1149.

Hlin 874. 884-9.

Hlock 401. 422. 887.

HloSr 76. 389. 874 n.

Hloftyn 167 n. 256.

Hlor-riSi, Eind-rrSi (Thorr) 167 n. 187.

257.
Hludana 256. 266 n. 883.

Hnikarr, HnikuSr (OSinn) 489. 908.

Hnoss 886.

hoard-lifting 970.

hobgoblin 503 n. 5047?.

Hodeken 463. 508, conf. 641.

HoSr 220-3. 823.

Hoenir xl. 151. 162. 241-2. 823.

hof (temple) 85.

Hof-varpnir 896-7.

hogbergs-gubbe (giant) 189. 536-7.

Hogni (Hagano) 424.

hoho! 928.

Holda xv. xx. 265-272. 285. 456. 487.

596. 883. 911-2. 933-4. 946-7-9. 968.

1055. 1162.

holden 272. 487. 1073-4.

Holgi, Holga-brftSr 637.

Holle, Frau 267-8 n. 273 w. 456. 840.

934-5. 1088.

Holle-frau 269 n.

Holle-peter, -popel 269. 506. 515.

Hollen-zopf (plica Polon.) 464. 1156.

Holle s pond 268 ?i.
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holta-K&amp;gt;rr (fox) 177.

Holywell 587.

Holywood 74.

holz-frowe (wood-wife) 433. 483.

holz-muoja, -runa (wood-wife) 433.

1135.

home-sprite 499-515.

Honour, Dame 891.

Hood, Kobin 504.

hoop-trundling 628.

hoopoo 681-2.

Hopfen-hiitel 505 n. 508.

hopt (gods) 26.

Horant 908.

hdrga-brirSr, -troll (giantess) 114. 637.

horn-blase, -Jmta (witch) 1061.

horn of plenty 869-872.
horn-troll (beetle) 183. 692.

horse 392. 655-664.
horse-flesh 47. 1049.

horse-footed 994. 1050.

horse s head 47-8. 618. 659. 660-1.

787n. 841-4-9. 850. 1050.

horses heads on gables xxix. 660-1.

horses sacrificed 47-8.

Horsel-berg 935. 959. 1052.

hors-gok (snipe) 184.

Hotherus 180. 220. 431.

Hottr (OSinn) 146. 1025 n.

household gods 500.

houseleek, stonecrop 183.

Hrae-svelgr 633-5.

hraiva-dubo (corpse-dove) 1134.

HreSa 206. 290.

Hrede 289. 885-6.

Hrede-mona-S (March) 206. 248.

Hregg-mimir (heaven) 700.

Hrim-faxi 328 330. 641. 655-6.

Hrim-gerSr, Hrimnir 532.

hrim4&amp;gt;urs (giant) 532.

Hrodo 206. 248-9.

HroS-vitnir 244.

Hromolan 171.

Hropta-tyr, Hroptr (OSinn) 196.

hrossa-gaukr, horse-gowk (snipe) 184.

Hross-hars-grani (Oftinn) 858.

Hrungnir 321. 527. 533.

Hruoda 290.

Hruodo 206. 248-9. f- A

Hug-dietrich 393.

Huginn 147. 671.

Hugleich, Hygelac vii.

Huldana xi. xx. 266 n.

huldi (favour, grace) 18.

Huldra 271. 452-3. 946.

Huldre-slat (-lay) 271. 470.
Huldu-folk 272. 452.
human sacrifices 44.

Hunding 696.

hiine (giant) 522-4. 529 n.

Hunger 888.

hunger-spring 590-1.

Huns 523.

hunsl, husel, housel 39. 40.

hunter, the wild, furious (devil) 1006.
huorco (ogre) 486.

husing (homesprite) 500.
Hiitchen

(
= Hodeke) 508.

Hiitt, Frau 533.

huzd (hoard) 970.

Hvergelmir 558. 563. 796. 803.
hvita qvinna (white woman) 955 n.

Hyfja-berg 1149.

Hymir 529.

Hyndla 98. 813 n. 1054.

Hyrieus xxxix.

Hyrrokin (a giantess) 542. 1054.

lafn-har (co-equal) 162.
lalkr 366.

Iar5ar-megin (earth s might) 642.

larSar-men (sward) 307. 643.
iarkna-steinn (orphanus, opal ?) 1217.

iarn-greipr (Thor s gloves) 10U4 n.

larn-haus 528. 533.

larn-saxa 321. 530-3.

iarn-vrSja (wood-wife) 483.
Ibor 362.

Ida 336.

ISavollr 822.

Idisia-viso 401.

idol-pelting 190-1. 782-3.

ISunn 236. 319. 871.

Iliya (Elijah) 166. 173-4.
illumination 630.

Ilmarinen xxxi.

image 104-5 n.

images of gods 104-119.
Imelot 385 n.

Imelunge hort (hoard) 982.
incarnation 336-8.
incense 57.

incubo, incubus 481. 511.

Indra xxxiii. 145. 733. 1221.
ineihan (vow an offering) 37-8.

infern, fern (hades) 802.

in-geside (house-god) 500.

Ingo 345-9.

in-goumo (homesprite) 500.
Ino 374. 496n.
insaken (sacrifice) 37.

inveitan (worship) 29.

lo 338. 343. 666.

lofur, Ibor 362.

iohdi (ghosts) 940.
iol (yule) 702.

IbrS (earth) 251.

lormun-gandr 118. 182. 246. 794.

lormun-grund 118.

iotull (giant) 520.

lotun-heimr 375. 530.
iotun-mo-Sr (giant s rage) 530.
iotun-ox (beetle) 692.

iotunn (giant) 519.
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Iriug 234-5. 358-362. 1148.
Iris 733. 1192.

Irrnan-sul 101. 115-9. 353. 799.

Irmenfried, Iruvrit 358-9.
irmin 118. 353 n.

Irmino 351--362.

Irpa 98. 113-4. 445. 6B7. 1088-9.

irprottan (tranced) 1083.

Irre-gang 917.
irr-kraut (fern) 1210.

irr-licht, irr-wisch (ignis fatuus) 916.

Isan-grln (wolf) 238.
Isarna 372.

Isarno-dori 80.

Isco 345-9. 571.
Isis 103. 120. 257-265.

Iskrzycki 513 n. 917.

ispolin 527.

Issi (self) 1027.
Istaevones 350-1.

Istio 351.

Itermon 165.

itis, ides, dis (nymph) 97. 400-1.

luwaring 358-9 n.

I-valdi 454.

1-vi Sr (grove, firmament) 483. 795.

i-vi5ja (wood-wife) 483.

Jack giant-killer 531 n.

o lantern 917.

player xvi. xli. 818. 1007.

pudding, Hans-wurst 515.
James s road (milky way) 357 n.

staff (Orion s belt) 727.
Janus 22 n.

Jemshid 872.

Jesus 1248.

Jettha 96 n. 520??.

John (Baptist) 284. 1209. 1210-1-3.
John s eve 588-590.

fires 43. 604. 612. 617-624.

girdle (mugwort) 1211.
head 285. 631.

minne 60-1-2. 628.

wort (hypericum) 1214.

jiidel (goblin) 481.

Judgment day 815-6.

juger (witch s worm) 1074 n.

juggler, gaukler 1038.

ju-glans (acorn) 172.

Jugula (Orion) 726.

jul (yule) 702.

jul-bock (goblin) 516.
Julius Cffisar 85 n.

jumping into 55 n., j. out 952 n.

jung-brunne (fount of youth) 433. 588.

Juniper, Dame 652.

Juno 306. 637. 961. 1176.

Jupiter 22. 44 n. 72. 107. 121-2. 168-9.
175. 189. 190-1. 859. 1101.

Apeuninus 169.

ardens 110.

Jupiter dapalis 1236.

geld (-money) 190.

niger 993.

Jiiterbock, smith of, xli.

Jutes, Jutland 519.

kabout (goblin) 502.

kaiser, the old 958-9 n.

Kalewa 552.

Kali 315. 773 n.

Kalis 1015.

kalledos (Christmas) 627 n.

Kallewepoeg 553.

Kamaduh 871.

kamban (human sacrifice ?) 44.

kapel-trete (hypocrite) 35 n.

Kara 423-4-7.
Kari 240. 631-6. 883.

karo, karawi (sacrifice) 41.

kater-man (goblin) 503.

Katzen-veit (wood-sprite) 480. 503.

kelkropf, kielkropf (changeling) 468.

K-/IP (fate) 426. 435.

Kijpticeiov (Hermes staff) 976.
Kettil Kuiiske 1226.

key-turning 1109.
khoda (god) 14.

kidnapping 466-8. 1059. 1073.
kiesen (choose, divine) 1037.
Kifhauser 955.

kilchen, vor (outside of church) 1227-8.
kinan (yawn, gape) 320. 558 n.

kirke-grim 493 n.

kirkonwaki (dwarfs) 457 n.

Kirt 248-9.

kissing 1101.

klag-mutter (owl, woodwife, witch) 432.
1135.

Klaubauf (goblin) 515.

Klinte-konig 940 n.

klopfer, knocker (homesprite) 505.

klo-sigi (claw-sinking) 633.

klucke, kluck-henne (Pleiades) 728-9.
kobolt (homesprite) 500-1.
koleda (midwinter) 628.

koltki (homosprites) 480 n.

korr, korred, korrigan (elf) 447. 455.
469 n.

Kotar (man in moon) 719 n.

kotz ! (for Gottes) 15.

Kralemoc (planet Jupiter) 130 n.

Krampus (goblin) 515.
kres (midsummer) 623.
Krimhilt 238.

Krishna 384.

Krodo206r*. 248-9.
Kronos (Saturn) 219. 318. 833 n.

Kuga 1188.

kukavitsa (cuckoo) 682.
Kullervo 552.

kumir (idol) 105 n.

kupalnitsa, kupoles (John s wort) 624.
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Kupalo (Midsummer tire) 624.

Kurt 913 n.

kuu (moou) 725-9.

Kuvera (god of wealth) 322.

Kv&sir xxxix. 319. 902-5.

kveld-rrSa (witch) 1053-4-7.

Kveld-ulfr 1U54 .

lac (sacrifice) 39.

laces, tying the 1073. 1175.

Lachesis 414-5.

Lada 130 n.

Lady-, see frauen-, Freyju , Mary s,

ladybird, ladycow 303. 094.

Laerafir 818.

Laertes 365-6.

Laima 416 n. 877.

lake-herd, see-hirt 480.

Lakshmi 303. 664 n. 1196.

Lamia 500 n. 514.

land-as (national god) 188. 217.

land-vaett (guardian spirit) 877.

Lang-barftr (OSinn) 953.

Lang-bein (giant) 533. 556.

lar (house-god) 500. 913.

lirva (mask, spectre) 500 n. 913.

Lauf-ey 246. 483 n.

laughing 1101.

Lauma s girdle (rainbow) 733.

Laurin 448-9 n. 453. 465-6. 470.

lea, leigh 69 n.

lead, pouring melted 1118-9.

league-boots 871.

leber-mer (liver-sea) 363.

Leda 338. 343. 666.

Leiptr 600.

lekeis, leech 1150.

Lei 366. 783.

Lemminkaimen 185 n.

Lent, Lenz 754.

Leto (summer) 754. 770-1.

Leucothea 496 n. 747-8.

Leviathan 182. 998.

Liber 212. 306.

Libes, priest of the Catti 91.

Liebinc, Modus 561. 902 n.

liezen (cast lots, divine) 1110.

life restored 184-5 n.

ligaturae 1173-5.
Lilith 575.

lind-wurm (dragon) 688.

lios-alfar (light elves) 444.

liuflingar (elves) 456. 471.

Liumending, Liumet (fame) 898.

lock, fastening the 1073. 1175.

Lo$-fafnir 372.

Lofir 162. 241-2.

log pelting 190. 783.

Logi 240-3. 631. 883. 1017.

Loka-daun (ignis fatuus) 242. 916.

Loki xl. xli. 162. 241-6. 308. 327. 338.

547. 883. 1011-7.

Loptr 246. 632. 882.

lot-casting, -drawing 1037. 1110.

love-apple, -cake, -drink 1102.

loving-cup 60 n.

lubbe, lubber 525-6-9.

lubi, lyf (drugs) 1151.

Lucifer 723 n. 985.

Lucina 1176.

lucus, loh, leah 69 n.

ludara, Kv5r (ark) 559 n. 580. 983.

ludegheer (man in moon) 720.

ludki (elves) 452-5.

Luna 103 n. 119. 705.

luoti (changeling) 469 n.

Lupus, St 175 .

Lurlen-berg 982.

lutin (homesprite) 508.

Lutter-born 591 n.

Lutz, Frau (St Lucy) 274 n.

lyncurius (lynx stone) 1219.

lyng-ormr, tyngvi (dragon) 689.

Macabre, danse 851.

machandel-boom (jumper) 652.

Machaon 1148.

Madalger 387. 434. 1209.

Maere (fame) 897.

magan-wetar (whirlwind) 332. 632.

magic, magician 1031. 1106.

Magila (plague) 1185.

Maglore 412-3 n. 1203.

Magni 189. 321. 823.

Magonia 638-9.

magpie 675.

mahte, mahmina (mother) 22.

maiden-summer, prop. Mattchen-som-
mer (gossamer) 784.

mai-kafer (cockchafer) 693.

maira nocturna 1246.

majalis sacrivus 50.

majority, going to the 847.

Malagis, Maugis xlvii.

malannus (boil ; plant) 1160. 1235.

mal-feu (hell- fire ?) 602.

malleus (devil) 999.

Mallina (sun) 703. 716.

mammelainen (dragoness) 691.

Mamurienda (death) 771.

man in tbe moon 716-720.

man, mannisko 344-5.

Mana-garmr (moon dog) 244. 705.

Mana-golt 531. 1209.

Manala (hades) 806 n. 855.

mana-sebs (world) 793-5.

mandragora 1202-4.
manducus (ogre) 514. 1082.

manes (ghost) 913.

rnan-ezze (ogre) 520 n.

Man-hart (moon wood) 708.

mani, men (necklace) 306-8.

Mani (moon) 705. 716.

Manin-seo (moon lake) 708.
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man-leika (image) 104 w.

mann-aeta (man-eater, witch) 1081.

Mannus vii. xi. 344-5. 579.
manon (adjure) 1228.

mano-ratha 870-2.

Mansuetus, St 175 w.

mantel-fahre (witch) 1071.
Manus 345. 571-8. .

mara, meara, mare (nightmare) 464.

1154. 1246.

Marena (death) 771. 841.

mar-gygr (watersprite) 488. 492.

mari-greoz, mer-griez (pearl) 1219.

Mari-rok (Orion s belt) 270. 303. 726.
mari-saivs (ocean) 601.
Marko 392-3. 436.

Markolfus (spectre) 944.

mar-mennill (watersprite) 434. 487.

Marpalie 1026 n. 1098.
Mars 84. 103-7. 111-9. 133. 196-9. 204-7.

260. 353. 650. 673. 939 n. 1006. 1046-7.
1193.

Marso 362.

Marspiter 196.

Martin, St., cattle s guardian 1241.
Martin s fowl (martin) 1131-2.
Martis fanum, Fa-mars 84. 198.

Mary xxxvii. 174. 182. 268 n. 270. 303-6.

416?i. 883. 1148. 1192-4.

Mary s chafer (ladybird) 694.

grass (maidenhair) 303.

image 76 n. 114 n. 313 n. 595.

shoe (lady s slipper) 1194.
snow 268 n.

thread, yarn (gossamer) 471. 784.
Marzana (death) 771. 841.

masca (witch) 1082.
mater deum (Cybele) 254.

mathematici (magicians) 1031.

matres, matrouae 417. 1246.
Matuta 496 n.

mau-fez (devil) 988.

May 759-762.
drink 77871.

fires 43. 612-4. 628.
-
-grave, -king 775-7.

--pole 61471. 778.

riding 774-9.

measuring the sick 1163-5.

megin-giarSar (Thor s belt) 109471.

megir HeinrSallar (created beings) 234.
mein-weke (common week) 298.
meisa (titmouse) 683. 897.

Melde, Frau (fame) 898.

mel-dropi, mele-deaw, mil-ton 641.

Meleager 415. 853-4.

mella (giantess) 526.

Mellonia 697.

Melusina 434.

Memerolt 526.
Memnon 742.

Mendel-berg 170 n. 820.

Menelaos 822.

Men-gloiS 96 n. 272 n. 307 n. 423-4. 1149.

Menja 531. 864.

Mennor 345.

Mercurius 103-7. 111. 120-2. 128. 132-3.

149. 150-1. 164. 353-4. 385 n. 976. 997.

1046-7.
mer-fei (sea fay) 434.

meridianus daemon 478 n. 1162.

meri-rninm (mermaid) 433-5. 487.

Merlin 469. 507 n. 1207.
Mer-meut 636.

Merovings 391.

Mers-berg, -burg 198-9. 205.

Merseburg Lays 224. 1231.

mer-wip, mer-wunder 483. 488.

merza-folli (woodpecker) 673 n. 678. 1 131.

Mesitch 215.

metamorphosis, metempsychosis 951.

metod, meotod, miotuSr (creator) 22.

26-7.

metten (fate) 408??.

meume-loch (nix s lake) 490.
mezzen (to shape) 22-3. 105 n. 142.

Michael 836-8. 859. 876. 1029. 1235.

MiS-garfir (abode of man) 560. 794.

Mi5gar5s-orrnr (world-snake) 182. 244 n.

601. 794.

midjun-gards (world) 794.

Midsummer, Midwinter 757.

tires 43. 617-624.
milk-mother (snake) 687.

milk-stealer (witch) 1072.

Milky way 356-8.

millwheel water 592-3.

milzinas (giant) 526.

Mima-mer5r (-tree) 76. 379. 670.

Mime 380.

Miming 379.

Mimir 94. 378-9. 700-2. 1148.

Mimis-brunnr (-fount) 379. 587. 796.

Mimminc, 376 n.

Minerva 1192.

Minne (love) 893.

minne-driiiking 59-63.

minni (nymph) 433-5.

minnis-veig (loving-cup) 60.

Mioll 631. 641.

Miolnir 180. 23871. 813. 870. 12:1.

missere (half-year) 756.

Mist (a valkyr) 421. 883.

mistil-teinn, mistletoe 220. 1205.
Mith-othiu 163 n.

Mithras 323.

mock-piety 35 n.

mock-sun 708.

modra-necht (Christmas night) 753.
motmr-oett (lap of earth) 642.
moirai (fates) 414. 435.

molken-toversche (witch) 1072.

moluiya (lightning) 1221.

moly Il92.
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monks-hood 1193.

month 708.

mont-joie, munt-giow 170 n. 820.

moon 700-720.
moon s spots 716-720.

rnora, mura (elf) 464?).

morbleu ! 15 n.

Morena (death) 771. 841.

morgan, niorwen 748.

Morgana xlvi. 412 n. G4K 820 n.

Morgue 412.

Mormo 500 n.

moss-folk 483-4. 929.

mother earth 253-4. 642. 1238.

mother of gods 254-5.

mountain-wights 454-5.

mouse-maker 1090.

mud-spelli (fire) 808-9.

miiemlein, aunty (cat) 1128.

mugwort 624. 1211-2.

mumhart (goblin) 506.

Miimling K. 490.

mummel (water-lily) 489. 506. 654. 915.

Mummel-see 490. 597.

Mundil-fori 703.

Muninn 147. 671.

munion (adjure) 1228.

Munn-harpa, -rr$a 1052.

Munya 178 n. 883. 1221.

muome (aunt) 490.

Muotes her (furious host) Ion. 931.

Musa 902. 910.

Muspell, Muspilli 11. 558. 601. 807-8.

myrk-ri Sa (witch) 1054-7.

myrk-viSr (-wood) 430.

nack-ros, -blad (water-dock) 489.

Nadala 246. 887.

nafn-festi (naming feast) 135 n.

Nagl-far (nail-ship) 814.

Nagl-fari 735.

naht, niht, nott (night) 736.

nant-fara, -frowa (witch) 1057-8.

Naht-olf 1054 .

nahwe (death) 841.

naiad (fountain-sprite) 435 n.

Nfunn (a dwarf) 453. 841.

nair (elves) 445.

Nal 246. 1029.

Nanna 220. 232 n. 310. 490.

Napf-hans (goblin) 511.

nappel-fang (mating method) 1117 8.

Nari 246.

Narren-berg (fool s hill) 681 n.

Nascentia 858.

nature-worship 243 n.

NauiS (necessity) 410.

navel-stone, omphalos 806.

nebel-kappe (cloak of darkness) 462.

Neckar K. 490.

nectar 317.

need-fire 603-612.

Nehffia, Nehalennia 257. 419 n. 489.

neiges, notre dame aux 2(58 n.

neighing of horses 658. 1113.

Nemesis 866. 890.

nennir (watersprite) 490.

Nentiger 232 n.

neorxena-wong (paradise) 405 n. 821.

Neptunus 110. 121-2. 148. 260. 489.

497.

Neri 408.

Nertereani 252 n.

Nerthus (Sansk. Nritus) xi. xx. 217.

251-256. 487. 596.

nesso (worm) 1162. 1235.

NiarSar-vottr (spongia marina) 218. 1191.

Nibelot 385 n.

Nibelunge 564. 979.

tfibelung s hoard 371-2. 979.

Nibling 979.

nichus, nicker, nicor (watersprite) 148.

488.

Nick, Old 488. 989. 1004.

nickelmann (watersprite) 488.

Nicolaus, Niclas (goblin) 505. 514-5.

nrS (old moon) 710.

Nideck castle 538.

NiS-hoggr 796. 800.

Nr5i 454. 710.

nr5-staung (spite-stake) 659. 660.

Nielsen 504-5.

Nifl-heimr 558. 564. 800-3-6.

Nifl-hel 313. 803.

night 736.

night-folk (elves) 470 ; (spectres) 921-3.

night-mare, naht-mar 464. 1058 n.

1246-7.

night-riding 1053-4.

nigromancy 103 6 n. Ill In.

nikuz, nix (watersprite) 148. 489.

nimbus 323.

nimidas (groves ?) 648.

nines 48. 421. 602. 641. 795. 1157.

1161-2. 1214.

NiorSr 216-9. 252-6. 347. 530.

Nissen 504-8. 511.

niuji}&amp;gt;s,
niu-mani (new moon) 709.

nix, nixe (watersprite) 488.

nix-blume (waterdock) 488.

Noah s flood 576.

Noa-tun 217.

nobis- kratten, -krug (hell) 805-6. 1002.

nod-fyr, not-fiur (need fire) 603-4.

nonnor (KSins (valkyrs) 418.

Norna-gest 409. 853-4.

norns (fates) 405-417.
north 34. 493. 802. 1001.

NOrvi 735.

Nott (night) 656. 735-7.

novem capita 53.

nundinae (week) 123.

ny (new moon) 710.

Nyji, Nyr 454. 710.
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nymphae 415-6. 431-6. 480.

oaks, holy 72-7. 171-2. 651.

Ober-land 180.

Oberon, Auberon xlvi. 453. 872.
obor (giant) 526.

Oceanus 237.

October equus 1050 n.

0-dains-akr 823 n.

Odas-hem (paradise) 821.

Oddiner 15 n.

Oddrun 1150. 1176.
odebero (stork) 672.
Oden (a giant) 543.

Oden-berg 953.

Oden-wald 159 n.

Odens-fors (-fall) 159.

Odens-kalla (-spring) 158.

05-hroerir 319. 902-4.

OSinn xl. 131. 318. 320. 347-9. 417-9.
489. 840. 858-9. 873-4. 902-4. 988.

1018-9. 1112-3. 1133. 1226. 1232.

O$ins-ey (-isle) 158.

flisor (-flints) 154w.

hani.(-hen, a waterfowl) 159.

salr (-hall) 158-9. 817. 1133.

sten 155 n.

ve (-temple) 158-9.

Odoacer 373.

odolian (valerian) 1208.
Oftr 305. 905.

Oegir 237-240. 311-2. 529. 531. 636. 883.

Oegis-dyr (B. Eider) 239.

Oegis-hialmr (-helmet) 237-8. 870.

Oesc, Oescingas 350. 572.

Offa 388.

Ofnir 685.

0-foti (unfoot) 1043-4.

Ogautan 640.

Oggewedel (devil) 1003.

Ogier, Otger 936 n. 961.

ogre 486. 554-5.

Ogyges 578.

Okkupeernis 637.

Oku-&amp;gt;6rr 166. 243w.
Olaf 531. 548-9.

Olafs-kalla (-spring) 588 n.

olbrzym (giant) 526.

old, the 21-2. 529. 989.

Olda 271.

Oleg 949 n.

olgotze (idol) 15.

Ollerus 163n. 228 n.

olp (elf) 443.

Olrun 380. 404. 424-5. 1226.
-olt in giants names 502. 527.

Olympus 336.

Omacmica 500 n. 514.

omaya (millwheel water) 593.

Omi 144-5. 208. 237.

ominnis-ol (oblivion s ale) 1101.
On 46. 1153.

VOL. III.

Onar, Anar 735.

ondur-dis (wise woman) 402.

Ons-angar (OSin s ings) 156.

on-secgan (devote, vow) 37.

Onsike 159.

opfer (sacrifice) 35. 41.

Ops mater 254.

OrboSa 1149.

orcne, orken (woodsprite) 486 n.

Orcus 314. 463. 486.

ordeal 1108.

Orentel xxviii. 374.

Orgelmir 529. 532. 559. 563.

Orion xxxix. 726. 730. 948-9.

6r-log, ur-lac (destiny) 410. 857.
ormr i auga (basilisk glance) 238.

Ormuzd 984.

Orpheus 908.

Orvandils-ta (-toe) 375. 723.

Os-beorn, Os-pirin 25 n. 668.

oscillum (mask, head?) 78 n.

Osen-berg 420.

Oska-byr (fair wind) 144-9.

Oska-steinn (philosopher s stone) 144,

1222.

Oski 138. 144. 419. 888.

Osk-meyjar (valkyrs) 144. 419.

Osk-opnir 144.

Osna-briick 117 n.

Osning 117.

Ossa (rumour) 896.

Ostacia 1055.

Ostara, Eastre 290-1. 616. 780-1. 968.

oster-sahs, -spil, -stuopha 780-1.

otawa (bear, Ursa major) 725-9.

Othar 305.

Othin 113.337. 939. 1031 n.

Oti-geba, Ead-gifu 890?z.

otter-kraut (fern) 1210-1.

ouwe, ea 140. 225. 600.

Ovelgunne (hell) 1001.

oven 629. 883.

Ovida 372.

owl 1135.

oxen 664, sacrificed 49.

Paeon, paeony 1148. 1193.

ptiiwa (sun) 725-9.

Pakuls (devil) 1014 n.

Pales, palilia 227. 625.

Pallas (Athena) 173.

Pallor 207-8. 436.

Palna-toki 381. 944.

Paltar
(
= Baldr) xix. 220. 738. 990.

Pandora 571-5.

Papa-luga 593 n.

par son 1 aube (dawn) 745-6.

paradise 821.

parawari (priest) 88.

parbleu ! 15 n.

parcae (fates) 406. 858. 990. 1148.

Parjanyas 171 n.

B B
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paro (temple) 69.

Paron (dog s name) In.

parstuk, perstuk (dwarf) 448 H. 450.

Parthenium 1192.

path-crossing, etc. 1119-1133.

path of birds (milky way) 357 H. 828.

path of clouds (sky) 701.

Pavor 207-8. 436.

peacock-tail (comet) 722.

pearl 1218.

Pedauque, la reine 281.

Pegasus 897 n.

pehrkones (ground ivy) 184. 1212.

peklo (pitch, hell) 805.

penas (house god) 500.

Peninus 169.

Perahta, Berhta 272-282.
Perendan 130.

Perhten-naht, -tac 281.

Perkunas xxii. xxxix. 171-5. 184.

Perleih at Augsburg 293-5.

perpetual fire 611.

persona 880.

Perun xx. xxx. In. 130n. 171. 773. 1006.

perunika (iris) 183-4. 1191.

pesadilla (nightmare) 464.

petasus (Mercury s hat) 463. 869.

Peter xl. 151. 667. 1235.

Peterle, Peterken 1004.

Peter-mannchen 510 n.

Peter s dog 667.

Peter s staff (Orion s belt) 727.

peukalo (thumbling) 450 n.

pfal-graben (-dike) 229 n. 1023.

phallus-worship 213 n.

Pharaildis xx. 284-5. 357 n.

Philemon and Baucis 580.

Phoebus (Apollo) 121.

Phol xix. 224-8-9. 285 n. 614.632. 882-3.

992-6. 1023. 1231-2.

Pholes-ouwa (-ea) 225.

Pholes-piunt (-enclosure) 225-6.

Pholes-prunno (-spring) 226.

Pholidi 227.

Phol s day 614, Phol s month 788.

phylacteria 1173.

Picker (thunder) 176.

Picus (Jupiter) 249. 369. 673.

pifelahan (sacrifice) 38.

Pikullis (devil) 805. 1014 n.

piladi, bild (image) 105 n.

pileati (priests) 91.

pilma-schnitt (crop-lifting) 475.

Pilnitis 308.

pilosus (woodsprite) 478-482.

pilwiz (spectre, witch) 472.

pina til sagna (compel to prophesy) 1043.

pipping a loaf 484-5.

Pitkainen 176.

plague 1181-9.

playing sickness away 331.

plechir (phylacteries) 1173.

Pleiades 728.

plica Polonica 464-5. 474. 1156.

plompe (waterdock, sea-lily) 654.

plough carried about 263-4.

plover, pluvier 674.

pluostrari (priest) 89.

Pluto 801. 993 n.

Poghoda (weather) 637.

Pohjola 873.

polar star 723.

Polel 366. 783.

pol-graben (-dike) 1023.

Pollux 119. 366. 783.
_

polter-geist (noisy sprite) 505. 514.

poludnice (noon-spirit) 478 n. 1162.

Polyphemus 529. 554. 1028.

pompe, see plompe.
popel, pop-hans, pop-hart (bogie) 505-6 n.

Poseidon (Neptune) 219. 321-6. 335.345.

592. 817.

possessed 1015.

Posterli 933.

potz ! (for Gottes) 15.

Powietrze (plague) 1186.

Pramximas 580.

prayer 29-35.

Precht (
= Berhta) 277.

Prechtolterli 279. 932.

prein-scheuhe (goblin) 477.

Priapus 213 n.

priest li. 88, priestess 94.

Prithivi (earth) 303. 642.

Priye 218. 303.

Prometheus 245-6. 317. 1011. 1148.

proof against shot, steel 1099.

proper names given to elves 504. 917.

Proserpina 313 n. 314. 840 n.

proserpinaca (waybread) 1192-8.

prosopon (person) 880.

Protestantism, germ of xlix. 1.

Proteus 434 n. 516.

przipolnica (noon-spirit) 478??. 1162.

Puck, piick, puki 500. 512.

Pulletag 614.

Pulloineke 229 n. 285 n.

Puncher 382.

pura herba 643.

pusilin, pyssling (dwarf?) 449 n.

Puss in boots 503-9.

Putraka xxxiii.

pygmaei 450.

Pyrperuna (rain-maker) 594.

quail-bone (decoy-whistle) 997ft.

quec-prunno (-spring) 588 n.

querlich (dwarf) 455.

queste (garland) 58.

quiet folk (elves) 452-6.

qveld-rrSa (witch) 1053-4-7.

rS (sprite) 496.

racketing sprites 505. 514.
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Radbod 230.

Radigast xxx. liv. 13071. 248-9. 663. 844.

radur (sky) 699.

ragin (deity) 26.

ragna-rokr (twilight of gods) 813.
Rahana (=Ran) 311. 496.
rahus (demon) 706.

rai (paradise) 821.

rain-bird 674.
rain-bow 731-4.

rain-making 593-5. 175.

rakshasa (giant) 527. 555.

rakud, reced (temple) 85.

Rama-priya (lotus) 303. 1196.
rams sacrificed 52.

Ran 311. 496.

Rata-toskr 796.
Rati 903.

RauS-grani (OSinn, Thorr?) 147.
rau 5-skeggja

l

$r (red-bearded) 177.
Rauhe Els, Rauch-els xxviii. 433. 588.

Rausch, Friar Rush 517 n. 994.
raven 147-8 n. 576. 671-2. 997. 1112. 1140.
Redbeard 177. 550-1. 959. 961.

redbreast, redstart 183 n. 682.
red etin (giant) 528.

regano-giscapu (decreta fati) 26-7. 857.

regin (gods) 26.

pela (easily) 320.

ReiSar-tyr (Thorr) 196.

Reisarova 945.

relics li. 1177-9.

renn-pfad (spirit s track, beat) 508-9.
Rerir 367.

Ret-monat (March) 289.

Reuker Uder 779 n.

reynir, ronn (service-tree) 1215. 1224-5.
Rhea s bath 254.

Rheda, rhedo 289. 885.
Rhine 600.

rib 561-2.

Ricen 291 71.

rich God 20.

riese, risi (giant) 525.

Rigr 234. 361.

Riks-gata (-road) 361.

Rinda, Rindr 251. 665-6.

road, bowing to the 31 n.

Robigo 477.
Robin goodfellow 504.
Rocken-stul 939.
Rockert 477 n.

Roden-stein, Roden-thaler 939.
rodor (sky), roiSull (sun) 699.

roggen-mome (corn spectre) 477.

rognir (gods) 26.

rok (darkness) 813.

rokindusta 7 n.

Roland 119. 394.942.
Remove 77.

roof, sitting on 1078 n. 108G. 1116. 1166.

rose-garden 653. 465.

rose-laughing 1101.

rowan-tree (rune?) 651. 1215. 1224-5.

Roydach, Roysel 154. 248 n.

Riibe-zahl, Rube-zagil (woodsprite) 480
Rulla 1085.

Rumor 898.

rumpel-geist (noisy sprite) 505.

Rumpel-stilt 505 n. 54871.

runes 149. 150.

Ruprecht (goblin) 504. 514-5. 93C-7.

rusalka (water-nymph) 492.
Riitze 556.

ruwwe, de (the shaggy) 495 n.

sacrifice 35-63 ; idea of 41-2.

sacrificial vessels 55-6. 62-3.

Sar (OSinn) 248.

Sffi-fugel 165. 367.

Sffi-hrtmnir 185 n. 386.
Saslde (fortune) 863-9. 943. 1202 n.

Slide s child, messenger, hat, horn 86 .).

Sae-lundr, Zealand 76.

Stemingr 368. 1061.

Sastere, Saeteres-byrig 247.

Saga 310. 902. 910.

Sago-nes (-cape) 910.

Sahs-not 161-4. 203-7. 216. 365. 885.
saint-eaters 35 n.

saint s glory, halo 323.

saints, worship of xxxvii. 341.

saivala, seola, sawl 826.
sal (temple) 85.

Salida (fortune) 865-9.

saljan, sellan (to present) 38.

salt 1046-9.

samo-diva, samo-vila (elfin) 436 n. 1150.
samolus (anemone) 1207.

Sampo 873.

Samr (dog s name) 77i.

sapaude (wise woman) 410 n.

Sarakka xxxi.

saribant (serpent) 685.

Satan 985-7.

Satjar 248 n.

Saturnus 107. 121-3. 125-6-8. 246-9.

Satya-vrata 249. 579.

satyrus 480.

sauftr (wether) 52.

sau-zagel, sow-tail (devil) 285 n. 632. 996.
sauil (sun) 701.

saubs (victima) 40. 52-6.
saver (chafer) 693 n.

Sax-neat 164-5. 203. 365-7, see Sahsnot.
sblood ! 15 n.

Scamander 600.

scate baren (eagle s shadow) 1133.
sceafta (devil) 989. 990.
Sceaf 165. 369. 370^429.
sceld-byrig 700. 818~^J, sec skialdborg.
Sceldwa 165. 369. 370.

Schalks-berg (rogue s hill) 681.
schandle-bach (intermittent spring)591 n
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Scharmac 542.

schelme (plague) 1181.

schembart (mask) 1045 n.

Schenzerlein (devil) 1007.

schepfe (shaper, fate) 407 n. 413.

Schilbunc, Schiltunc 370. 979.

Schlemihll024n.

schmagostern (sousing) 590 n.

Schmutzli 515.

Schnellerts 939 n.

schrat (woodsprite) 915.

schrat-weg (-track, -beat) 479. 508-9.

schrawaz (woodsprite ?) 479 n.

schrudel, geschrudel (spectre) 916.

Scilfingas 188. 370.

scin-leih (apparition) 482. 915.

scocca, sceocca (demon) 1003.

scop (shaper, poet) 407-8 n. 900.

scrat, scraz (woodsprite) 478-9. 915.

seamless coat 792 n.

sedal-ganc, setel-gong (setting) 701.

739.

Sefa-fioll 363.

Segemon xxix. 371.

segil (sun) 701.

serSr (magic) 1036. 1042-4.

Seifrieds-burg 979 n.

selago 1207.
self done, self have 451 n. 1027.

self-trust 6.

selken-stert, sellen-tost (plica Pol.)
464-5.

semi-deus 340.

Semper (goblin) 515.

Sess-rymnir 305.

seven-league boots 871.

seven-sleepers 952 n.

Sevo mons 363.

shadow lost 1024.

shamir (rock-blasting plant) 973 n.

shaved by a ghost 891.

Shelly-coat (goblin) 512.

shield-burg, -maid, sec sceld-, skiald-.

ship carried about 258-265.

ship of fools ? 258. 638.

shooting star 722. 917 TO.

shoulder-blade inspected 1113.
shrew-ash 1168.

Shrove-fire 627.

Sibilja 665.

Si5-grani, -skeggr (O Sinn) 147. 953.
SiS-hottr (OSinn) 146.

Siegfried xlviii. 371. 552. 688. 955. 979.

sieve-turning 1108.

Sif liv. 24471. 309. 322. 569.

Sifjar-haddr (maidenhair) 309.

Sige-berg 198.

Sige-fugel, -gar, -geat 165. 367.

Sige-her 393.

lint 393. 428. 431-4. 490.
minne 393. 433-4.

sige-wif (wise woman) 431.

Sig-foSr (OSinn) 134.

sigh-brog (faerie) 410 n.

sigh-gaoithe (whirlwind) 633.

sighe, ban-sighe (fay) 444 u. 614.

Sigi 367. 888.

Sig-mundr 371. 830-1.

signs (zeichen) 200. 847. 1105.

Sigovesus 614.

Sigr-drifa 423-5. 890.

Sigr-lami 368.

Sigr-linn, Sigrun 423-4.

SigurSr 387. 372 n. 425 n. 672. 978-tl.

Sig-tyr (OSinn) 134. 152. 196.

Sigyn 246.

sihle (titmouse) 683. 1134.

sihora (domine) 27. 134.

Silfrin-toppr 658.

silvanus 376-9. 480-2.

simulacrum 104-5.

Sind-gund 224. 308. 705. 1232.

Sindri 917.

Sin-fiotli 830-1.

sin-flut (Deluge) 576 n.

singing match 909. 910.

sinista (elder, priest) 88.

Sinnels 453.

Sintar-fizilo 371.

Sippia (= Sif) 309.

Sisuthros 577.

Sitivrat 130 n. 249.

Siva (= Sif?) 309.

Sivard Snarensvend 775.

sjo-r& (watersprite) 496.

, Sjur 989.

SkaSi 331. 348. 368. 530. 675. 723.

skald (poet) 94. 900.

skapa (shape, destine) 407. 861.

skass, skessa (giantess, witch) 526. 1003.

1041.

SkelMngr 1043.

skiald-borg 423, see sceldbyrig.

skiald-mey (valkyr) 418. 424.

Ski 5-blaSnir 216. 870-1.

skin, jump out of my 952 n.

Skm-faxi 328. 655-7. 738.

Skioldr 161. 368-9. 370.

Skirnir 309. 335. 341 n.

skog-snerte (woodsprite) 487.

skogs-ra (woodsprite) 496. 633.

skohsl (demon) 487. 1003.

Skoll 705. 244.

skomngr (valkyr) 418 n.

skratti (demon, giant) 479.

Skrymir 541.

Skuld (the norn) 405. 421-2. 1042-4.

skurd-go S (idol) 112-3.

skur-go S (homesprite) 113. 500.

Slag-fiiSr 380. 424-5.

Slavs, gods of the 130 n.

sleep 331.

sleep-thorn 1204.

slegel (cudgel) 137 n.
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Sleipnir 154. 655-6.

smela (hell) 805.

Smertis (death) 846.

Smertnitsa (plague) 1189.

Smrt, Smierc (death) 770-1. 841.

Smrto-nos (planet Mars) 130 n.

smyl (devil) 1005.

snackr (milk-stealer) 1091.

Smer, the old 393. 631.

snake 684-8. 978. 998.

snake-stone 1219. 1220.

snakes, queen of 686.

sneezing 1116-7.

snipe 184.

Snotra 889.

snow 268. 304.

snow-child 902 n.

sobotka (Midsummer fire) 623.

soe-drouen (sea-sprite) 491.

Soini 552.

Sokqva-bekkr 910.

Sol (Latin) 103 n. 119. 602. 705.

Sol (ON.) 308. 701-5.

Solomon 247 n. 973 n.

solstice 617. 720.

solstitial fires 43. 617-624.

Sompar 71 n. 515 n.

Son 902-4.

sonar-gbltr (atonement boar) 51.

soothsayer 1034.

sorcerer 1032, sorceress 1038.

sortiarius, sortilegus 1037.

souche de noel (yule-log) 627.

souhait, dehait 951 n.

soul as flower 826-8; bird, butterfly
828-9 ; mouse, snake, weasel (chap.

34) ; will o wisp 918 ; spectre 918-950.

sowthistle 1208.

spae-wife 400.

spa-kona (prophetess) 94. 409. 1034.

Spali 527.

spa-maSr (prophet) 94. 1034.

Spange (bracelet) 886-7.

sparrowhawk 675.

Spehtes-hart 1192.

spirit, ghost 439. 461.

spitting 514. 1102-3.

Sporkel (February) 789.

sprain-spells 1231-4.

spring-wurzel (key to hidden treasure)
973.

spuk (spectre) 914.

squirrel 616. 796.

Sretia (fortune) 877.

Sri 664 n. 1196.

Sri-bhratri (horse) 664 n.

stabs (stuff, element) liii.

stag-beetle 183.

Stalo 554-5.

stan-weor5ung (stone-worship) 645.

Starka-Sr 387-8. 393. 531. 858-9.

stars 700. 721-731.

Staufenberger 419. 429 n.

stein-alt (old as the hills) 533.

stelbom (evening star) 723.

Stempe 278. 1246.

Stempfel (Jack Ketch) 910. 1004.

Stepchen (devil) 1003-4.

Stephanus 1235.

steti-got (genius loci) 500.

stilles volk (elves) 452-6.

stollen-wurm (snake) 685.

stcraia (element) liii.

stone, creation out of 572-3.

stone, turning into 548. 551-2.

Stonehenge 552.

stopke (devil) 1003.

stork 672.

storm-raising 1086-8.

Striiggeli (spectre) 934. 1039 n.

Strakh (terror) 208.

straszydlo (homesprite) 508.

Strecke-fuss (death) 852.

Stribogh 631.

striga, strix (owl, witch) 1039 n. 1045.

strom-karl (watersprite) 488. 492-3. 907.
stuffala (Bootes) 725 n.

Suap, Suapo 35471. 363.

Suardones 885.

submersion 981.

subterraneans (dwarfs) 454.

Suculae (Hyades) 730 n.

suft-nautar (sacrificers) 56. 1045.

Suevo rnons 363.

Sumar 758.

sumer-late (same year s shoot) 975.
sun 701-8. 720-1.

sun-rise, sun-set 738-743.
sun s hatred 19.

sun s wheel 620. 701.

sune-wende, sun-giht (solstice) 617.
Sunia (justice?) 310. 889.

Sunna 224. 308. 705. 1232.

Sunnen-froh 741.

superstitio 1105.

superventa (omen) 1119.

Suptungr 522.

Suryas liv.

Surta-logi (burning of the world) 815.
Surtar-brand (coal-stone) 809, 1222.
Surtr 808-815. 824. 960. 1182.
susl (torment) 807.
su-stert (devil) 632. 996.

Suttungr 367. 522. 902.

sva-datta (self-made) 14.

Sva Sil-fari 547.
Svafnir 363. 685.

Svan-hvita 425.

Svantewit 591. 662. 844.

Svart-.Ufa-heimr 445-6.
svart-alfar (black elves) 444-5.
Svart-hofSi 1042.

Svasuftr 758.

Svatopolk 961.
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Svatovit xxx. liv. 130;?. 003 ?/.

Svava 303. 423-4.

Sveud Falling 372 n. 420.

Svi Sr, Sviffur 133.

Svin-fylkja 133.

swallow 072.

swan 427-9.

swan-garb 391. 427.

swan-knight 370.
swan-maiden 281. 420-430.

swan-ring 428-9.

Swan-witchen xvi.

swanne-blomme (water-lily) 054.

swarth (wraith, double) 877.

Swefdtcg, Svipdagr 105. 222. 744.

swine sacrificed 50.

swine-tail (devil) 285 n.

sword-dance 780-1.

Syn (truth) 310. 889.

Syr 305.

Syrinx 827.

Syritha 305.

tacen (sign) 200. 847.

Taetwa 105.

Taga-rod (dawn) 747-8. 889.

talatnasca (mask, spectre) 915.

tall (deal, pine) 052.

taniamto (goblin s hat) 512.

Tamfana, Tanfana xi. 80. 257. 278.

1109 n.

Tamlane 930??.

tams-vondr (taming wand) 970.

Tanaqvisl 218.

Tanfa 200 n.

Tanhauser 935.

Taranis, Tarnodurum xxix. 108.

tarn-kappe (cloak of darkness) 402. 870.

Tartarus 804 n.

taterman (goblin) 501-2.

Taunasis 384.

Tcherni-bogh 985n.
Tchud 527.
Tell xxxiv. 380-2.

tempel-trete (hypocrite) 35 n.

temperie (medicine) 1151 n.

tempestarii (wind-raisers) 038. 1080.

temples xlix. 00.

tempus 790-1.

Termagant 150.

Ters (Priapus) 213 n.

Thanatos 840-1.

Tharapila 77. 009. 320.

thegathon (highest god) 74.

J&amp;gt;eihs (time) 790.

)&amp;gt;eihv6 (thunder) 178.

theophania 281.

Theophilus vicedominus 1017.

Thetis 344. 490 n. 020. 1059 n.

Theuth 149.

Thiassi 531-2. 723-4.

thief s thumb 1073 n.

ThioS-varta 1149.

Thiota 90. 813 n.

Hsl (thill of Charles-wain) 151. 724.

Thor biota (heathenism) 188.

Thor-dis, -biorg 97-8.

Thor-gerr 98. 113-4 n. 037. 1043.

9.

Thor-hialm (monks-hood) 1193.

Thor-ketill 03.

Thor-viSr 188.

Thorr xl. 7??. 113-5. 100-2. 100. 318.

320-1. 530-1-0. 541-5. 554. 858-9.

103171. 1215.

Thors-bru (bridge), -mork (wood), -nes

(cape) 180.

Thor s pillars 119.

Thors-vinr (friend) 93.

ThriiSi (third) 102.

Thronax 080.

ThrftSgelmii 559. 503.

J&amp;gt;ruts-fill (leprosy) 1100.

Thru-Si:, Thryft 421-3.

Thrymr 529. 531-3. 882.

thumbkin 448 n. 450-1.

Thuiiar, Thunor 101-0. 813.

thunder, see donner-.

thunder-bolt, -stone 108 n. 179. 1221.

Thundr 102??.

Thunres-daeg, Thurs-daeg 120.

Thuro longus 394.

thurs (giant) 520.

Jryrel stan (thirl stone) 1100.

tibr (sacrifice) 40.

Tils 928.

time, timi, tempus 791.

Tina (Jupiter) 108 n. 195. 730.

tin-egin (needfire) 009.

tir (glory) 195.

Tise, Tisen-dach (-day) 298.

Tis-velde (-well) 198.

Tityos 321.

Tius, Tiw 193. 200.

tiuvel-winnic (possessed) 1010.

tivar (gods) 194.

Tivisco 195. 344.

tivor (god) 195.

Tiw, Tiwes-dasg 120. 193.

tjusa (conjure) 1037.

Toki, Toko 380-1.

Toledo 1037?i.

tomte, tomte-karl, tomt-iti (homcsprite)
490. 500. 512.

Tonans 108.

torch-procession 029.

Torden-veir 189.

tor-don (thunder) 100.

tord-wifel (dung-beetle) 093.

trami, tremil (devil) 243.

trance 1083.

transformation 1094-0.

transmigration 055. 820.

Tras (tremor) 208.
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trefue (yule-log) 627.

Trempe 278.

tremse-mutter (corn bogie) 477.

trick, triegen 404.

Trip (the blasted tree) 958??.

Tris-megistos 150.

Trito-geneia 162 n.

Triuwe (fides) 892.

trold, troll (elf, witch) 526. 552. 1054-6.
troll (spectre) 526. 1004. 1036. 1041.
troll-tram (devil) 243.

trotsch (elf) 443.

triia a matt sinn (self-trust) 6.

truge-tievel (spectre) 464 n.

truhtin, dryhten (ruler) 22.

truone e lampe 182.

trute (witch, goblin) 423.

Truth 892.

Tuesday 123-6. 193-9.

Tuisco vii. xi. 195. 344.

Tumbo, the holy 528-9.

Tumme 543.

tungol (star) 700.
tunkel- sterne (evening star) 723.
Tuonela (hades) 855.

tuonen-koira (dragonfly) 1074 n.

Turisas 940.

Turris 176.

turse, tiirse (giant, devil) 521.

turtle-dove 1134.

Tutela 889.

Tut-osel (night owl, witch) 922. 1061.

Tveggi (second) 162.

twelves li. 26.

tylwyth teg (fairies) 452.

Typhon 637.

Tyr, Tiw, Zio liv. 193.

-tyr in gods names 196. 339.

Tyr-hialm (monks-hood) 1193.

Tyrrheni 522.

Ty-vr3r (daphne mezer.) 188. 199. 1193.

udde-hat (cap of darkness) 458 n. 463.
ufar-skafts (firstfruit) 39.

Ugarthi-locus 244. 1020.
uht-sceaSa (dragon) 688.

uhta (early dawn) 747.
Ukko xxxi. 62 n. 169 n. 176. 793 n.

Ukon-kivi (thunderbolt) 1221.
Ukon-koira (butterfly) 1073 n.

ulf, iilve, iilfen (elf?) 442??.

ulf-heSinn (wolf-belted) 1094.
Ullr228n.

Ulysses 365.

unbaptized 271. 288. 918. 920. 1070 rc.

unborn 388.

Un-falo (devil) 992.

Un-fuoge (indecorum) 311 n.

un-gezibel 40 n.

un-hiuri, un-gehiure (uncanny) 914.
un-holda (demon) 266. 090-1. 1007.
unholdnere (sorcerer) 1048-9.

unke (frog, snake) 686 n.

unnar-steinn (holy stone) 645.

un-quethand (dumb nature) 647.
Un-saelde (misfortune) 878.

Uogo 237.

Uoke-sahs (-sword) 238.
Uoke-wedel (devil) 1003-4.

Uote, Frau 371. 889.

upp-regin (gods) 26.

Uranus 194. 249 n. 575. 700.
Urban 20. 453 n.

UrSar-brunnr (-fount) 407. 427. 587.
796.

UrSr, Wurd, Wyrd (the norn) 405.
ur-fol (full-grown boar) 996.

ur-lac, or-log (destiny) 410. 857.
Ursa major 151. 724.

Utgar Sa-loki 243-4.

litter-bock 1096.

Vadi, Wada, Wate 376.

vffitt, vaettr (wight, elf) 441.

vafr-logi (quivering flame) 423-4. 602.

Vaf-J&amp;gt;rfrSnir 529.

vaggs, wang (paradise) 821.

Vagn-hdfSi 533.

vaihts (wight, whit) 440.

Vala98. 403. 813 n. 1042.

Valadamarca, Waladericus (Falada ? )

95 H. 403 n.

valant, valantinne (devil, she-devil) 991.
Vala-skialf 817 n.

valditoyes (fates) 416 n.

vale of tears 795.

valerian 1207-8.

val-fa-Sir (OSinn) 133. 817.

Val-freyja 305. 420.
Val-holl 145. 802-3. 817. 840.
Vali the avenger 163. 321. 823.
Valis 371.

val-kyrja 145. 400. 417-426. 817. 840.

val-rayn (demon bird) 997. 1025 n.
Val-tamr 314 n.

Vana-dis (Freyja) 402.

Vaningi 218.

Vanir 218. 233 n. 443-4 n. 902.

vanishing 951.

Varunas 249 n.

Vasar 758.

vatni ausa (pagan baptism) 592.

vatte-lys (ignis fatuus) 917.

ve, vi (temple) 67-8. 159.
Ve 162-3.

Ve-biorg 424.

veftr-belgr (weather-bag) 640.
VeSr-folnir 796.

ve-Sr-hattr (windy hat) 641.

Ve-freyja 300 n.

Veg-tamr (OSinn) 163 n. 314.

veiha (priest) 89.

Velands-urt (valerian) 1194. 1208.
Veleda xi. 95. 403.
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Veneris capillus (maidenhair?) 1194.

Venus 114 n. 255/1. 260. 302 n. 306. 32C.

344. 444 n. 455. 935. 953.

Venus-berg 935. 1056.

Veorr (Thorr) 187.

VerSandi (the norn) 405.

Ver-elde (Hilda, Holda) 285.

Vergiliae (Pleiades) 728.

Ver-goden-deel-striiss (reaper s offering)

253.

Versiera (devil) 988 n.

verwstzen, verwiinschen (curse, ban)
951. 1223.

veshtitsa (witch) 1077-8.

Vesna (spring) 773. 781.

Vesta 232n.611. 1236.

Vestri 461.

vet-mimir (sky) 700.

Vetr (winter) 758.

vetr-lrSi (bear) 668.

vettar (wights, elves) 457 n.

vezha (ignis fatuus) 917. 1056 n.

Victoria 435. 890.

victory, stone of 1220.

Vi-Sar the avenger 823.

VrS-blainn 808 n.

Vr3-f6rull 163 n.

Vi-S-olfr 1042.

ViSrir (OSinn) 637. 667. 882.

Vidugauja 376-9.

Viga-gu-S (Tyr, Zio) 198.

viko, week 126 n.

vila (fairy sister) 436. 470 n. 1150.

Vilanders 207 n.

Vil-biorg 864.

vilcodlac (woodsprite) 480.

Vili 162-3.

Vilkinus 376.

Vil-mer3r 1042.

vince Luna ! (win Moon) 706.

Vind-alfr 461.

vind-flot (cloud) 639.

vind-hialmr (wind-hat) 641.

Vind-loni, Vind-svalr 758-9.

Vingnir 187.

Vin-golf (hall of goddesses) 820.

Ving-}&amp;gt;6rr 187. 910.

Vinland 640.

Virgunt (Fiorgyn ?) 172.

vis-gassar (devil s boys) 1078.

Vishnu xxxix. 249. 325. 384. 579. 630.

vita (to bow) 29.

vitod (law) 39.

vola, volva (prophetess) 97-8. 403. 1042

Volant, Volland (devil) 992.

Volker 908.

Volmar 509.

Volos 625 n. 1156.

Volot 1081 n.

Volsungs, the 371.

Volundr 377-8. 403. 424. 444.

Volu-spa 97-8.

Vor (faith) 310. 889.

vor-kiekers (foreseers) 1107.

vrag, vorog (devil) 996.

Vrene 30(5 n.

vrid-eld (needfire) 607.

Vron-elde (Hilda, Holda) 285. 357 n.

Vulcanus 103 n. 119. 602. 705 see He
phaestus.

vultur and vulturnus 634.

Vut (false god, Wuot) 131.

Wac-hilt 376. 434. 496.

Wada, Wate 376. 1148.

wadel (lunar phases) 711-2.

wsenes Jnsl (Charles-wain) 151.

Waetlinga-strset 356-7.

waidelot (priest, magician?) 1185 n.

Wainamoinen xxxi. 902-7.

Waizganthos 1241.

waking, watching 584. 863-4.

waking a hedge- stick 1085.

waking one s luck 864.

Walburgis-kraut (fern) 1211.

nacht (Mayday eve) 1050.

wald-bauer, -gebure (giant) 533.

Waldemar s way 943.

waldes tore (elf) 483, (giant) 533.

waldin, walledein (witch) 403 n.

wallala (nightmare) 1247.

wal-rider, waal-riiter 418 n. 1152.

waltant, wealdend (mighty) 21.

wait-man (wild man) 483.

walt-minne (wood-wife) 434-5. 482-3.

Wandel-muot, Wankel-muot. (fickk

ness) 895.

Wanda (water) 579.

Wans-borough, -dike, etc. 153.

Wara (faith) 310. 889.

warg (wolf) 996.

Warheit (truth) 892.

Warns 131 n.

Wartburg -ar of poets (A.D. 1207) 910.

wasch-weiberl (wood-wife) 485 n.

wasser-liiss (watersprite) 488 n.

Wate, Wada 376. 1148.

water-bird 595. 785.

water-kelpie 491.

water-kind (-child) 495 n.

water-lily 654.

water-mom (-sprite) 489. 490.

Waude, Wauden 156 n. 157.

wax-figures 1091-3.

Wayland smith, see Wielant, Volundr.

waywarden 407.
wazzer-holde (nymph) 266-8.

weasel 1127-8.

Weather 548. 630.

weather-bird 184.
- -cock 670.

witch 1088.

Weckolter, Frau (juniper) 652.

Wedekind 954.
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wedel (lunar phases) 711-2.

Wednes-bury, -ham, etc. 158.

week 126 n.

week, days of the 122-130.

weg-breite (waybread) 1215.

Weg-daeg 165.

wege-warte (plantain) 828. 1215.

weichsel-zopf (plica Pol.) 464. 474.

weird-lady, -sisters 407. 412.

weise (orphanus, opal ?) 1217.

Wela, Welo (weal) 163. 862-3.

Welan-ao (-owa ?) 862-3.

Weletabi 1081 n.

Welf (whelp) 373.

Welisunc, Volsfmgr 371.

Welnas, Wels 854.

wel-recke 418 n. 1152.

Wendel (devil, etc.) 375 n.

wendil-meri (ocean) 601.

wer-alt, wer-old, world 792.

were-wolf 1093-7.

werpeya (fate) 416 n.

Werra 273 n. 288. 1012.

Wester-falcna 165. 367.

Wester-gibel 739.
Wester-wald 469.

wester-wat (child s caul) 874 n.

wetter-aas (cat) 304.

Weyas (wind) 579. 630.

wheel of fortune 866-9. 871.
while 790.

whirlpool 592.

whirlwind 229 w. 285 n. 632.

whit, wight 440 n.

white lady 279. 280. 962-8.
Whitsun fowl 674.

king 595, queen 787.

sleeper 785.

Wich, wig (war) liv. 203. 888.

wichtel-zopf (plica Pol.) 464. 474. 1156.
Widolt 556.

Widu-kind (wood-child ?) 432.

widu-minna (wood-wife) 434-5.

Wiegles-dor (E. Eider) 239
&quot;

Wielant 376-8. 428. 552. li48.

wiesen-hiipfer (will o wisp, ghost) 829.

916.

wig-weorfiing (idolatry) 67.

wights 439.

wih, weoh, ve (temple) 67. 159.

wihseling (changeling) 468.

wiht, wight, whit 440.

wihtel, wihtelin 441. 459 n. 464. 474.
wild fire 179. 603-5.

wild host, hunt xv. 918-950.
wild man 486. 929.
wildiu wip 431. 483. 929. 1148.
Will o the wisp 916-8.
William of Cloudesle 382.

wil-salda, huil-salida (fortune) 857. 863.

wil-weor5unge (well-worship) 584.

Wind-and-weather 548. 630. 1024.

Wind-helm 641.

Windis-prut, wind s bride (whirlw.)
632.

winds, four dwarfs 461.

wind-selling 640.

wing-coat 329.

Wintar, Wintarolf 759.

Wippeo 300 n.

Wipune xxxi.

Wish, see Wunsch.
wish-wife 419. 429.

wish-wind 149.

wishing-gear 870.
hat 463. 869. 870.

mill, -cloth 871.

rod 419. 870-1. 974-7.

Wislau 785.

witch, wicce 1033.

witches 1038-1104.
witches dance 1056.

witches offspring 1073.

Wittich, Witugouwo 376. 482.

wizago, witega (prophet) 94. 1034.

wizards 1032.

wizod, vitod 39.

Wodl32. 156?i.924-8.

Wodan xv. 56. 131. 224. 301. 924-8.

1231-2.

Wodanes-dag 125.

Wode 155-6. 937.

Wodel-beer 156.

Wodel-geat 367. 372.

Woden 110. 121-8. 131, see Wuotan.
Woden-diivel 155.

Wodenes-weg 151-2-9.

Wodens-torp 154.

Wodesterne (a plant) 159.

Wodnes-beorg, -feld 152-3.

Woeden-spanne, Woens-let 154. 160.

Woens-drecht, Woen-sel 153-4-8.

Wohhanda 176 n. 598.

woit ! 92871.

Wolchan-drut 423. 1088.

Wold 156.

Woldar 699.

wolf 147-8 n. 244-5. 668. 705-6. 814. 996.

1140
;
she-wolf 807.

Wolf-bizo, Wolf-gang 114071. 1241.

Wolf-dietrich xxii. xxviii. 393.

Wolf-hetan 1094-5.

wolf-riding 1054.

wolfs-bane 1193.

Wol-gemut 1063.

Wolmar s street 943.

Wolterken, Wouterken 504. 510.

Woma 144-5. 208. 237. 745.

woman reverenced 397.

wonder-flower 871. 971.

Wons-beke, Won-stock 154.

wood-hound 1241.

wood-mower (death) 852.

wood-pecker 673. 683 w. 973.

C C
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wood-wife (wald-frau) 430-5..

wood-wives, little (holz-weibel) 483. 929.
world 790. 850.

world, burning of the 815.

world-tree 790-800.
Woudan 132.

wraith 877 n.

Wris-berg, wrisilic 525. 534.

wudu-selfen (dryad) 480. 65372.

wiieterich (tyrant) 132.

Wiietunges her (host) 132.

wunder-burg (enchanted castle) 981.
wunderer (wonder-worker) 943. 1031 n.

wunni-garto (paradise) 821.
Wunsch (wish) xii. xviii. xxxi. xlviii.

In. 138-144. 419. 869-873. 888. 977.
wunsch-wint (fair wind) 149.
Wuotan xvii. 62. 124. 131. 160. 636-7.

882. 918-9. 931. 960-1. 1047?i.

Wuotans-berg 152. 1024.

Wuotans-wagan (Charles-wain) 151.

Wuotil-goz 367 n.

Wuotunc 132. 1006.

Wurd, Wurt, Wyrd (fate) 26. 405-6 ;/.

415.

wurdh-giscapu (fate s decrees) 408 n.

Wusc-frea 144. 165. 211. 367.

Yama-priya (ficus indica) 303.

year 754-7.

Ygg-drasill (world-tree) li. 76. 796-800.

Yggr (OSinn) 144. 208. 888.

ylfa-gescot (elves shot) 460. 1244.
Ymir 532. 559. 561.

Yngvi 346.

youth, fountain of 433. 588.

yule 702.

yule-boar 51. 215. 1240.

yule-fire, -log 627-8.
Yumala xxxi. 176 n.

Yutri-bogh 749.

Zalmoxis 145.

zart-garto (paradise) 821.

zauber, tover, tejifor (magic) 1032-3.

zeit, tid (time) 791.

Zemenyle 253 n.

zepar, tifer (sacrifice) 40.

Zephyr 461 n. 631.

Zeus (Jupiter) 22. 136. 168-9. 173-6.
193-4. 316-8. 321. 335. 636. 680. 859.
901. 1133.

ziefer (sacrifice) 40. 693 n.

Zies-berg 198. 201.

Zies-tac (Tuesday) 123-4.

Ziewonia 773.

Zige-linta (daphne mezereum) 1193.

Zio, This, Tiw xix. 123-4. 193. 882-3.
1047 n. 1193.

Zio-wari (-worshippers) 199. 201.

Zisa, Ziza 265. 291-8.
Zisen-berc 296-8.

zit-vogel (time-bird) 678.
ziu (turbines) 203. 285 n. 632.
zounds ! 15 n.

zunder (snake) 685.

Zuti-bure, Swiety-bor 76.

Zyvie (god of life), zywiec (cuckoo) 679.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

p. 1, note] Paul. Diac. still uses heathen m the sense of rustici

(Pertz, Archiv 7, 334). demo heidauin comniane, Diut. 1, 501*^.

The abbrev. forra held occurs even before Luther : lieide rhy.

leide, G. Abent. 2, 67. dieser zoginer oder heit, Keller, Fast-

uachts-sp. p. 823 (like our clirid for MHG. kristen, OHG.
christani) ; yet the true genitive is retained in Clir. Weise's Erz-

uarre 190: des jungon lieuJeuf! los werden. Favorite epithets

of the heathen are " wild, fierce, grim " : wild heathen, wild

men of the wild heath, Anegenge 23, 61. conf. Rabenschl. 1080.

Neifen 11, 6. MsH. 1, 152^ die wnotendigen heiden, Kaiser-

chr. 951. More freq. die iihelen heiden, Diemer 158, 18. 162,2.

Morolt 376 seq. die hosen h., Diemer 170, 24. 179, 17. der

iihele h,, Pantal. 1034 der vil arge h. 1847. den h. gramen,

Servat. 148 (per contra, hypocrita is transl. dunni cristdni, Diut.

1,239^). Also "dogs," as in Judith 131,39: jjone haeSenan

huud. Olaf Tryggv. saga, cap. 68: /(it^fZ-heidinn. Svenske

vis : hednings-/</r?ifL Mor. 418 : den heideuschen ]tn)it. In

Willeh. 58, 16 the Sarrazin ride on dogs and hogs. Gradually

milder terms are used: dat domme heidine, Maerl. 3, 128. des

gclouben gesfe (strangers to faith), Tiirl. Wh. 15*. heidinen die

sunder ewe (without law) lebeten. Roth. 475. People do not like

to be taken for heathens : so bin ich niht ein lieiden, Msll. 1, 42"^.

als ich waere ein heiden 45^. Yet there is pity for them : swie

sie waren heiden, och was zerharmcn umbe sie, Nib. Lament 437

;

and Wolfram, like Walther, speaks of them quite humanely, Willeh.

450, 15 :
" Die nic toufes kiinde Enpfiengen, ist das siinde, Daz

man die sluoc alsam ein vihe (a sin to slay the unbaptized) ?

Grozer siinde ich drumbe gihe : Es ist gar Gates hant-getdt,

Zwuo und sibenzec sprache die er hat,'' they are God's handi-

work, 72 languages wherein He speaks.

pp. 2-4.] Heathens in Italy and at Rome as late as Theoderic,

Edict. Theod. 108. Salvianus de gubern. Dei, about 450, con-

VOL. IV.
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trasts the vices of christian Romans and Provincials with the

virtues of heathen Saxons, Franks, Gepidae and Huns, and of

heretical Goths and Vandals ; towards the end of bk. 7, he says :

' Gothorum gens perfida, sed pudica est, Alamannorum impudica,

sed minus perfida. Franci mendaces, sed hospitales, Saxones

crudelitate efFeri, sed castitate mirandi ;' and further on: ^Vandali

castos etiam Romanos esse fecerunt;' conf. Papencordt 271-2.

The Bavarian Ratolf is converted in 788 : coepi Deum colere,

MB. 28^, 7. In the times of Boniface and Sturmi we read : Populi

gentis illius (in Noricum), licet essent ckristiani, ab antiquis

tamen pagaroorum contagiis et perversis dogmatibus infecti, Pertz

2, 366. Alamanns, who appear in Italy 552-3, are still heathens

in contrast to the christian Franks, Agathias 2,1. 1,7. Eginhard

cap. 7 (Pertz 2, 446) : Saxones cultui daemonum dediti; cuUum

(lacm. dimittere ; abjecto dacm. cuUn, et relictis patriis caeri-

moniis. The author of Vita Mathildis (Pertz 12, 575) says of the

Saxons and of Widukind^s family : Stirps qui quondam daem.

captus errore, praedicatorum pro inopia idula adorans, christianos

constanter persequebatur.

The Nialssaga cap. 101—6 relates the introduction of Christianity

into Iceland in 995—1000. Yet at Nerike by Orebro^ as late as

the 1 7th cent., they sacrificed to Thor on certain rocks for tooth-

ache, Dybeck rana 1848 p. 26 ; and to this day old women
sacrifice to rivers, and throw the branch on the stone 2^ 3, 15. vit

erum liei&ln is said in Olaf the Saint^s time in Gautland, Fornm.

sog. 4, 187 and 12, 84. In the Norwegian districts of Serna

and Idre, bordering on Dalarne, there were heathens in 1644,

Samling (Christiania 1839) 6, 470-1. j^a kunui enge ma'Sr

Paternoster i Straumi, Wei'lauff. grenzbest. 20. 37. In Sweden

we hear of Oden's followers in 1578, 1580 and 1601, Geyer Svea-

rikes hafder 2, 329 ; in a folk-song a woman dreads the heathen

that haunt the neighbouring wood: Mocka till Thor i fjdll,'

Arvidsson 3, 504. Thursday was holy in Sweden till 100 or

150 years ago (p. 191). Relapses into "heathenism were frequent

there, Hervarars. cap. 20 (Fornald. sog. 1, 512). The secret

practice of it was called launhlot, Fornm. sog. 2, 243.

The Slavs in Pomerania heathens till begin, of 12th century.

A heathen festival near Pyritz, and that of Gerovit at Havel-

berg, Bavthold's Gesch. v. Pomm. 2, 34. 76. Giesebrecht's Wend.
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gescli. 2, 2G5. 309. Heathen Rans, Barth. 2, 100-1. Pribizlaus

of Mecklenburg baptized in 11G4-, Svantevit's temple destroyed

1168, Lisch's Meckl. jahrb. 11, 10.97. The Slavs betw. Elbe

and Oder were Christians for 70 years, then relapsed ab. 1013,

Helmold 1, IG; adhuc euim (1117) Slavi iinmolabant daemoniis

eb non Deo 68. The Prussians still heathen after conversion of

Russians 1, 1. Some Christians in Hungary in latter half of

10th century, Diimmler's Pilgrim von Passau 'dd seq. Some

heathens in Esthouia at the present day, Yerhandl. 2, 3G. The

Lapps were still heathen in 1750, Castren's Reise p. 69.

Mixed marriages were not entirely forbidden, as Chlodowig's

example shows. Such too was Kriemhilt's union with the heathen

Etzel, but she takes care to have her son Ortliep baptized, Nibel.

1328.

p, 5.] Between heathen baptism (the vatni ausa, the dicare

in nomine deorum, Greg. Tur. 2, 29) and christian baptism,

stands the j^rim-signaz, Egilss. p. 265, a mere signing with the

cross. Thus, Gestr is 'primsigndr, eigi skirSr,' Fornald. sog. 1,

314. The pains of hell were made to hang on being unbaptized

(p. 918). Whoever forsook paganica vetustas (Pertz 2, 342),

had to renounce the gods : den gote)ie}itfarn = get baptized, Tiirl.

Wh. 130*. To abjure one's faith was abrenuntiare, abjurare,

renegare, reneare, Ducauge ; Fr. renier, O.Fr. renoier, MHG. sich

rernnijlerp.n, Nib. 1207, 1. Lament 494. vernoierteii sich von den

Kristen, Livl. reimchr. 5719. M. Neth. vernogerde, Karel. 2, 75.

vernoyert, Pajin 2, 519. 531. vernmjert rh. verghiert, Maerl. 3,

140. OHG. antrnnneo, ant-trunneo ti&(X-fj7niHeo = apostata, rene-

gatus, Graff 5, 533. li culvers renoie, Ducange; tornadie, tornadls

= retrayant. Other phrases; den toiif hin legen, Livl. r. 6129.

Iclzen varn krist 6385. What is meant by :
' eosque (Hessians at

Amenaburg) a sacrilega idolorum censura, qua sub qaodam

christlanitatis nomine male abusi sunt, evocavit' in the Vita

Bonifacii, Pertz 2, 342 ? probably a christian heresy, as p. 34 1-

says of Thuringians :
* sub nomine religionis falsi fratres maxi-

mara hereticae pravitatis introduxerunt sectam,' conf. Rettberg

2, 308. The Abrenuntiations declared the ancient gods by

name to be devils and iinholds. All heathen merrymaking, espec.

music and dancing, was considered diabulic, pp. 259. 618-9. 770.

Feasts, games and customs connected with the old worship were
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now diaholi powj)a, gelp inti zierida. Griesliaber's Serm. p. 48 :

da man singet uud springet in des tievels diensfe ; conf. Aucassin

ia Meon's Fabl. 1, 385. Fauriel 3, 190.

p. 5.] The mental pi'otest against Christianity shows itself in

the continuance of the rough heroic conception of Paradise (p.

819). The christian paradise was often rejected, as by "Kadbod

the Frisian, who withdrew his foot from the sacred font, because

he did not care to give up the fellowship of his forefathers in hell

and sit with a Httle flock in heaven. Vita Bonif. (Pertz 2, 221).

Melis Stoke, rymkron. 1, 24., Oomp. the contrary behaviour

of Gudbrand (Maurer bekehrung 1, 537) and of Sighvatr at the

baptism of Magnus, St. Olaf's saga c. 119. Waldemar likes

huntino- better than heaven, Thiele 1, 48. nit ze himelriche sin

woldich viir dise reise, Roseng, 110. mir waere ie Hep bi ir ze

sin dan bi Got in paradis, MS. 1, 178^. moht aber mir ir hulde

(her favour) werden, ich belibe (I would stay) iif der erden alhie.

Got liez ich dort die werden (worthies), MS. 2, 16^. daz himel-

riche liez ich sin, und waere bi in iemer wol also, Dietr. drachenk.

1 3P. waz sol ein bezzer paradis, ob er mac vro beliben von wol

gelopten wiben ? MsH. 1, 82^. si waere getreten durch Floren

in die helle, Fl. 5784. si me vauroit miex un ris de vous qu'estre

en paradis, Thib. de N. 69. kestre ne voudroie en paradis, se

ele nestoit mie 75; conf. 113. The hered. sewer of Schlotheim :

• had you one foot in heaven and one on the Wartburg, you^d

rather withdraw the first than the last,'' Rommel's Gesch. von

Hessen 2, 17. fall from heaven to earth, Schwein. 1, 95. come

back from paradise, Chans, histor. 1, 43. Eyvindr, like christian

martyrs, endures the utmost pains inflicted by Olaf Tryggvason,

and will not apostatize, Fornm. sog. 2, 167. The Hist. S. Cuth-

berti says : quadam die cum Onalaf cum furore intrasset ecclesiam

Cathberti, astante episcopo Cuthheardo et tota congregatione,

' quid, inquit, in me potest homo iste mortuus Cuthbertus, cujus

in me quotidie minae opponuntur? juro per decs meos potentes,

Thor et Othan, quod ab die hac inimicissimus ero omnibus vobis/

Twysden 73-4. The heathenism smouldering in many hearts is

perceptible even in Latin deeds of 1270, Seibertz no. 351.

p. 5.] A peal of bells was hateful to heathens, and therefore

to giants, p. 950, to dwarfs, p. 459, to witches, p. 1085.

p. 5.] Even in christian times the heathen gods are credited
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with sundry powers. The idols speak, Pass. 307, 2 seq. Barl.

342, 8 or hold their peace, Pass. 306, 24. 34. The Livl. reimchr.

1433 seq. says :

Die Littouwen vuoren iibcr se,

daz ist geiiant daz Osterhap,

als ez Perkune ir ahgot gap (when P. existed),

daz nimmer so harte gevros (froze)

.

Hence the quarrel between the old and new religions was often

referred to an ordeal or mirad'e: 'probemus miraeulis, quis sit

majoris potentiae, vestri multi quos dicitis dii, an mens solus

omnipotens dominus J. Chr. ' cries the christian priest in Vita

Ansgarii (Pertz 2, 702) ; and the rain falls in torrents on the

heathen Swedes despite their praying, while not a drop touches

him. In Greg. Tur. niirac. 1 cap. 81, the ordeal of loatcr decides

whether the Arian or Catholic faith be the right one. In the

lesrend of Silvester, the Jew sorcerer first kills a bull in the name

of his God, and Silvester brings it to life again by calling upon

Christ, W. Grimm's Silv. xv.—xx.

p. 6.] The Romans too had felled sacred trees: 'et robora nu-

minis instar Barbarici nostrae feriant imp tine hipennes,' Claudian

de laud. Stilich. 1, 230. In the same way the Irminsul is de-

stroyed, and Columban breaks the god's images and throws them

in the lake (p. 116. 109). Charles has the four captured Sara-

cen idols smashed, and the golden fragments divided among his

heroes, Aspremont IP. 45^—48^. Idols are broken in Barl. and

Georg. It is remarkable in Beda 2, 13, that the Goifi himself

destroys the heathen temple (p. 92 n.). It was a sign of good

feeliusr at least to build the old images into the church-walls.

p. 6.]' Heathens, that knew not the true God's name, are not

always ' wild, doggish, silly,' but sometimes ' die xoerden. heiden,'

Titur. 55, 4, die wisen heiden, Servat. 19. his sylfes (God's)

naman, j>one yldo beam aer ne cuJSon, frod fcedera cyn pealt hie j'ela

tuiston, Caedm. 179, 15.

p. 7.] Trust in one's own strength is either opposed to trust in

gods, or combined with it. In the Paereyinga-s. cap. 23, p. 101 :

* ek trui a, matt minn ok megin ' and also ' ek treystumsk hamingju

(genius) minni ok sigr-saeli, ok hetir mer )'at vol dugat
' ; conf.

' trua magni,' Fornald. sog. 1, 438. The OHG. so mir ih ! (Graff

6, 13) must mean 'so help me I myself.' jNIHG. has milder
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forinnlas : sani mir Got and miit selbes lip ! Tristan 215, 2. als

in (them) Got und ir ellen gehot, Ernst 1711. als im sin manlich

ellen jach, Parz. 89, 22. ich gelove God ind mime swerde, Karl-

meinet 122, 34. M. Belieim 266, 22 says : si wolten lif in (them)

selber stan ; and Gottlielf's Erzahl. 1, 146 makes a strong peasant

in Switz. worship ' money and strength.' A giant loses his strength

by baptism, Raaf 39. Doubts of God are expressed by Wolfram :

ist Got wise? . . . hat er sin alt gemiiete, Willeh. 66, 18. 20.

hat Got getriwe sinne, Parz. 10^, 30. Resisting his will is 'ze

himele klimmen und Got enterben,' En. 3500. On men who

pretend to be gods, see p. 385 n.

p. 7n.] God is threatened and scolded, p. 20. With the

mockery of Jupiter in Plaut. Trin. iv. 2, 100 agrees the changing

of his golden garment for a woollen, and robbing ^sculapius of

his golden beard, Cic. de Nat. D. 3, 34. FrrSj^iofr said: *enda

vir'Si ek meira hylli Ingibiargar enn reiSi Baldrs,^ Fornald. sog. 2,

59 ; and pulled B.'s statue by the ring, so that it fell in the fire

86. King Hrolfr already considers O^in an evil spirit, illr audi,

1, 95. Dogs were named after gods by the Greeks also ; Pollux,

Onom. 5, 5 cites Kopa^, "Apirvia, Xapcov, AvKirTa<;. A dog named

Locke, Sv. folks. 1, 135. Helbling's Wtmsch is supported by a

Wilte in Hadamar v. Laber 289 and Altswert 126, 23. Sturm in

Helbl. 4, 459 may have meant Thunder. The lime-bitch is called

Heila, Hela, Dobel 1, 86. Nemnich 720. AIke is Hakelberend's

dog, Zeitschr. des Osn. ver. 3, 406. A Ruland about 1420, and

Willehrelit, Ls. 1, 297-8, are exactly like men's names. Many

names express the qualities and uses of the animal, such as WacJcer,

still in use, and leading up to old Norse, Saxon, Skirian and

Suevic names, Grimm's D. Sag. 468 ; its dimin., Wdckerlein, Weck-

lierlin, Wickerlcin, Fischart's Spiele 246. 491. Is Wasser, the

common name of peasants' dogs in the Mark (Schmidt v. Warn,

253), a corrup. of Wacker? Wackerlos, Vernim, dogs in Frosch-

meus. Ebb. 5^fl'^"f7er7miuKeisersb.bilg. 140-4-5. Fondling names

are Harm, Ls. 2, 411. Holle im Crane p. 30, Bdrlin, Garg. 258^

Zuckerl. Jucuudiss. 54. To the Pol. grovii-zwierz, bait-hound,

Linde 1, 779^ answers our Hetzeholt, Nic. v. Jeroschin 30, 12.

Bello, Greif, Pack-an, Pack-aitf (Medic, maulaffe 647), Suoche,

Fichard 3, 245, explain themselves ; also the Boh. greyhound

Do-let, fly- to; 0. Norse Ho2^p and Hoi, Hrolfkr. saga, Hopf in
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Ealensp., Est ah I (es-tu-la?), Moon 3, 39i-5. Ren. 25355. Not
so clear is Strom iu Fritz Renter's Journ. to Bclligen 2, 98 ; is it

'striped'? or conn, with Sfrlnii in Helbl. 4, 45G from striunon,

to roam ? Sinafz in Laber 358 must be conn, with scJimufzoi, to

counterfeit the hare's cry, Schmoller 3,-179. Trogen, Sv. iifvcnt.

1,51 is our Fiih'l, trusty. Gnnnr, Fornakl. sug. 1, 87. Gifr, Geri,

two dogs iu Fiolsviuns-mal. S7iali, Marknssou ] 74^ Guldtand

Norske event. 2, 92. Yrs<t, FornalJ. sug. 1, 22, Ursa in Saxo.

Bettelmann in Biirger 474'' and StaJlmeister iu Tieck's Zerbino

express social rank, conf. MaJvoimi, Ken. 1664. It were too bold

to conn. Lepplsc.h in Pauli Sch. u. ernst 77, with Samr= Lapp, iu

Nialss. 71, or Goth, Goz with the nation so called (Michel's hist.

des races maudites 1, 355. D. Sag. 454) ; more likely that the

Silesian sheepdog's name Sachs (Weinhold) meant Saxon ; conf.

J{oh. BodroJc, an Obodrite. King Arthur's dog Cabal, Nenn. 78.

Oiprldn, dog's name in MsH. 3, 305''*-.

p. 8.] Christ aud the old gods are often worshipped together.

People got baptized and believed in Christ, en hcto a Thor til

allra storneSa. Widukind (Pertz 5, 462) tells, an. 965, of an

'altercatio super cultura deorum in convivio, Danis affirmantibus

Christum quidem esse deum, sed alios ei fore majores deos, qui

potiora mortalibus signa ct prodigia per se ostentabant.' ^thel-
bert of Kent let heathen idols stand beside christian altars, conf.

Lappenb. Engl, gesch. 1, 140. The converted Slavs clung to

their old superstitions, Dietmar (Pertz 5, 735) says of the !«acred

lake Glomuzi :
' hunc omnis incola p/»s quam ecclesias vcneratur

et timet ;
' and at Stettin a heathen priest was for raising an altar

to the god of the christians side by side with the old gods, to

secure the favour of both, Giesebr. Wend, gesch. 2,301. It

is only playfully, and with no serious intention, that the Miuue-

song links the name of God with heathen deities :

Ich hau Got und die minneclicheu M'lnne (love)

gebeten fleliche uu vil manic jar,

daz ich schier nach wiser drier sinne

vinde ein reine wip. , MS. 1. 184".

Venus, vil edeliu kiinegin,

inch hfit Got, vrowe, her gesant

ze freudeu uns in ditze lant. Frauend. 233, 26.

The longer duration of heathenism, especially of Woden-worship,
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among tlie Saxons, is perceptible in the legend of tlie Wild Host,

in many curses and the name of Wednesday. There also the

custom of Need-fire was more firmly rooted. The Lohengrin p.

150 still rebukes the unbelief of the wild Saxons.

p. 11.] Where there was worship of springs, the Church took

the caput aquas into her department, Eudorff 15, 226-7. In

that spell where Mary calls to Jesus, 'zeuch ab dein wat (pull

off thy coat), und deck es dem armen man fiber die sat (over the

poor man^s crop),^ Mone anz. 6, 473, a heathen god is really in-

voked to shield the cornfield from hail. Quite heathenish sounds

the nursery rhyme, ' Liebe frau, machos tiirl auf (open your door),

lass den regen ^nein, lass ^raus den sonnenschein,'' Schmeller 2,

196. Spots in the field that are not to be cultivated indicate their

sacredness in heathen times, conf. gtideman's croft in Scotland,

the Tothills in England, Hone's Yearb. 873-4. To the disguised

exclamations in the note, add co AdjjbaTep ! and the Armoric tan,

fire ! Villemarque's Barzas breiz 1, 76; conf. Pott 1, Ivii.

p. 12.] To these old customs re-acting on the constitution,

to the pelting of idols at Hildesheim and Halberstadt on Lcetare-

day (p. 190. 783), add this of Paderborn :
' In the cathedral-close

at P., just where the idol Jodute is said to have stood, something

in the shape of an image was fixed on a pole every Loitare

Sunday down to the 16th century, and shied at with cudgels by
the highest in the land, till it fell to the ground. The ancient

noble family of Stapel had the first throw, which they reckoned

an especial honour and heirloom. When the image was down,

children made game of it, and the nobility held a banquet.

When the Stapels died out, the ancient custom was dropped.''

Continu. of M. Klockner's Paderb. chron. The Stapel family

were among the four pillars of the see of Paderborn ; the last

Stapel died in 1545, Erh. u. Gehrk. Zeitschr. f. vaterl. gesch. 7,

379. Compare also the sawing of the old woman (p. 782), the

gelding of the devil, the expulsion of Death (p. 767), the yearly

smashing of a wooden image of the devil, and the ' riding the

black lad' in Hone's Yearb. 11 US, Dayb. 2, 467.

p. 12.] The Introduction ought to be followed by a general

chapter on the contents and character of our Mythology, in-

cluding parts of Chaps. XIV. and XV., especially the explanation

of how gods become men, and men gods.
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CHAPTER IL

GOD.

p. 13-15.] The word god is peculiar to the Germanic lan-

guages. Guitecl. 1, 31 : terre ou Ion claime Dieu got. On
goddess see beginning of Ch. XIII. din rjothelt occurs already

in Fundgr. 2, 91. In the Venetian Alps, God is often called

cler got with the Art., Schmeller^s Cimbr. Wtb. 125. Is the Ital.

iddio from il dio, which does not account for iddla goddess, or is

it abbreviated from domen-e(?-(7/o, which, like 0. Fr. domnedeu,

damledeu, damredeu, comes from tlie Lat. voc. domine deus ?

Conf. Diez, Altrom. Sprachdenkm. p. G2.

Got is not the same word as guot, though the attempt to iden-

tify them is as old as OHG. (yet conf. the Pref. to E. Schulze^s

Gothic Glossary, xviii.) : 'got unde r/uo^ plurivoCa sint. taz (what)

mit hole wirt, taz wirt mit kuote,' Notker's lioeth. 172. Almost

as obscure as the radical meaning of god is that of the Slav,

bogh, some connecting it with Sanskr. b'agas, sun, Hofer's

Zeitschr. 1, 150. In the Old-Persian cuneiform writing 4, 61

occurs bagilha, dei, from the stem baga, Bopp's Comp. Gram.

452 ; Sanskr. bhagavat is adorandus. Ilesychius has ^ayalo'i,

Z6v<i (ppv'yio^ (conf. Spiegel's Cuneif. inscr. 210. Windisch-

mann 19. 20. Bopp, Comp. Gr. 452. 581. Miklosich 3). Boh.

buze, bozatko, Pol. boz^, bozfjjtko, godkin, also genius, child of

luck. Boh. buzek, Pol. bozek, idol.

Beside guda, gods, John 10, 31-5, wo have gnpa, Gal. 1, 8.

The change of )j to d in derivation is supported by afgudei iui-

pietas, gudalaus impius, gudisks divinus. Neuter is daz apgot,

Mos. 33, 19. abgote sibeniu, Ksrchr. 65. appitgot, Myst. 1, 229.

Yet, beside the neut. abcotir, stands appetgute (rh. krote), Troj.

kr. 27273, and abgote, Maria 149, 42 ; also masc. in Kristes

biichelin of 1278 (cod. giss. no. 876): 'bette an dm apj)itgot.*

abgotgobide in Haupt 5, 458 is for abgotgiuobida. In the

Gothic J}6 galiuga-guda for et'SwXa, 1 Cor. 10, 19. 20, where the

Greek has no article, we may perceive a side-glance at Gothic

mythology ; conf. Lobe gloss. 76^. The ON. guiT is not always

idolum merely, but sometimes numen, as god" (ill, omnia numiua,

Sajm. 67^ siti Hakon meS hoiSin gob, HAkonann. 21. g<inff,
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usually latrjitus, is a contemptuous term for a numen etlinicornm

;

conf, geyja, to bark, said of Fre3'ja, p. 7 note.

Our gotze occurs in the Fastn. Sp. 1181. 1332, where the

carved ' goezeu ' of the painter at Wiirzburg are spoken of.

Gods' images are of wood, are split up and burnt, Fornm. sog. 2,

163. V. d. Hageu's Narrenbuch, 314. Platers leben, 37. So

Diagoras burns his wooden Hercules (Melander Jocos. 329), and

cooks with it; conf. Suppl. to p. 108 n. Agricola no. 186 ex-

plains digbtz as ' a stick, a log, painted, drenched with oil,' Low
Germ, oligotze ; but it might be an earthen lamp or other vessel

with an image of the god, Prohle xxxvi. In Thuringia olgotze

means a baking.

p. 15.] To the distortions of God's name may be added : gots

hingender gans ! Geo. v. Ehingen, p. 9. j;ofz verden angstiger

schwininer wunden ! Manuel, Fastn. sp. 81. Er. Alberus uses

' hocks angst,' H. Sachs ' botz angst.' Is potz, botz from bocks

(p. 995) ? Similar adaptations of Dien, Raynouard sub v. dens

;

culhieu, Meon 4, 462. Ital. sapristi for sacristi.

p. 15.] The addition of a Possess. Pron. to the name of God
recalls the belief in a guardian-spirit of each individal man (p.

875). The expressions not yet obsolete, ' my God ! I thank my
God, you may thank your God, he praised his God, etc.,' in

Gotthelf's Erziihl. 1, 167 are also found much earlier : hevet

ghesworen hi sinen Gode, Reinaert 526. ganc diiiem Gote be-

volen, Mor. 3740. er lobte sinen Got, Greg. 26, 52. durch

iniieinen Gott, Ecke (Hagen) 48. saget iuivem Gote lop, Eilh. 2714.

daz in min Trehtin lone, Kolocz. 186. gesegen dich Got viin

Treldin, Ls. 3, 10. je le fere en Mondieu croire, Renart 3553.

28465. Meon 2, 388. son deahle, Ren. 278. 390. Conf. ' Jiino-

nem meam iratam habeam,' Hartung, genius.

The ' God grant, God knows ' often prefixed to an interroga-

tive, Gi'am. 3, 74, commits the decision of the doubtful to a

liigher power; conf. 'were Got, Gott behiite,' Gram. 3, 213-i.

Got sich des wol versinnen kan, Parz. 369, 3 ; conf. ' sit cura

deum.' daz sol Got niht en-wellen, E^. 6411. daz enwelle Got

von himele, Nib. 2275, 1. nu ne welle Got, En. 64, 36. Other

wishes: so sol daz Got gebieten, Nib. 2136, 4. hilf Got, Parz.

121, 2. nu hilf mir, hilfericher Got 122, 26; conf. ' ita me deus

adjuvet, ita me dii ament, amabunt,' Ter. Heaut. iv. 2, 8. 4, 1.
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Got liiiete din, Purz. 124, 17, etc. Got halde iuch 138, 27.

Got Ion dir 156, 15. Got troeste inch des vater rain 11, 2.

Got gi'iieze iuch, I\v. 5997. The freq. foi-mulas ' God bless thee,

greet thee/ addressed espec. to wine. Often in MHG., ' be it

God who': Got si der daz wende ; der in ner' (heal); der una

gelucke gebe, Er. 8350. G900. Hartm. Erst. b. 1068.— [Many new
examples of ' wilkomen Got und mir' are here omitted.] sit mir

in Gate wilkomen. Pass. 3i, 92. im und den giifeu (gods) wille-

komen, Troj. kr. 23105. God alone: Got willekunie liero von

Berne, Dietr. Drachenk. 60". Me and my wife : willekomen

mir und ouch <Jer frouiven mtn, MS. 1, 57*^. bien venuz miner

fromven nude mir, Parz. 76, 12.

The Supreme Being is drawn into other formulas : dankent

ir und Gufe, Lanz. 4702. des danke ich dir undo Gate, Flore

5915. Got und iu ze minnen (for the love of), Greg. 3819. nu

laz ich alle mine dine an Godcs genade unde din, Roth. 2252.

To intensify an assertion : ich fergihe (avow) Got unde in, Griesh.

pred. 2, 71. nein ich und Got, Ls. 2, 257; like the heathenish

* Oden och jag.' daz er sicli noch Got erkennet, Walth. 30, 7.

Got und ouch die liute, Greg. 271. Got und reht diu riten do

in ze heile, Trist. (Massm.) 176, 26. 177, 2. We still speak of

complaining to God and the world. One could not but love

her, * da half kein gott und kein tevfel,' Hofer, Lorelei 234.

So, ' to her and love '
: ich han gesungen der vil lichen und

der Minne, Neifen 13, 37. frou Minne und ir, vil saelic wip 20,

33. ich wil dir und deincm gaul zusaufen, Garg. 240^.

p. 17.] God has human attributes: par les iaus Dieu, Ren.

505 ; so, Freyr litr eigi vinar augnm til )?in, Fornm. s. 2, 74.

par les pies quide Din tenir, Mcon Fabl. 1, 351. wan do Got
hiez werden ander wip, do geschuof er iuwern lip selbe mit siner

hunt, Flore 2, 259. The Finns speak of God's heard. He wears

a helmet, when he is wrapt in clouds ? conf. helot-helm, p. 163,

Grimnir pileatus, p. 146, and Mercury's hat; den Gute.'i helm

verbinden, MsH. 3, 354''; couf. the proper name Goiahelm,

Zeuss trad. Wizemb. 76, like Siguhelm, Friduhelm. As Plato

makes God a shepherd, Wolfram makes him a judge, Parz. 10,

27. God keeps watch, as 'Mars vigilat,' Petron. 77; conf.

Mars vigila, Hennil vigila (p. 749). He creates some men him-

self: Got seihe worht ir siiezeu lip, Parz. 130, 23; gets honour
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by it : ir sclioenes libes hat Got ieraer ere, MS. 1, 143^* ; shapes

beauty by moonlight : Diex qui la fist en plaine lune, Dinaux^s

Trouveres Ai-tesiens 261 ; feels pleasure : dar wart eiu wuof, daz

ez vor Got ze himel was genaeme, Lohengr. 71. iu (to them)

wurde Got noch (nor) diu loerlt iemer liolt, Dietr. Drach. 119'"^.

So in O.Norse: Yggr var )?eim ll&r, Seem. 25P; conf. ' unus

tibi hie dum propitius sit Jupiter, tu istos minutos decs flocci

feceris/ and the cuneif. inscr. * Auramazda thuvam dushta biya/

Oromasdes tibi amicus fiat.

p. 17-8 n.] God's diligence : examples like those in Text.

p. 18.] Many new examples of God's ' anger, hatred, etc' are

here omitted. Unser gote sint so guot, daz si dinen tumben
muot niht rdchen mit einer donre-strale, Barl. 207, 13. ' Got haz

den lesten !
' sprachen die da vluhen hin (God hate the hindmost,

cried the fugitives), Ottoc. 76^*. so in Gut iemer hazze, MsH. 3,

195*^. daz in Got gehoene, dishonour, Lanz. 3862. er bat, daz

Got sinen slac iiber in vil schiere slitege, very soon smite, Turl.

krone 92 ; conf. 6eo/3\a/3)]<;, Herod. 1, 127. Got velle si beide,

make them fall, Iw. 6752. ich wil daz mich Got velle und mir

schende den lip, Flore 1314. Got si schende, MsH. 3, 187^. fort

mit dir zu Gottes hodeii, Weise comod. 39. Got recli' ez iiber sin

kragen, Ottoc. 352^^. so muoze mig Got wuorgen, Karlm. 368.

nu hrennet mich der Gotes zan (tooth) in dem fiur, Todes gehugde

679. so entwiche mir Got, Flore 5277. Got ist an mir verzaget,

Parz. 10, 30. ist Got an siner helfe hlint, oder ist er dran he-

fovhet (deaved, daft), 10, 20. die gote gar entsUefen, Albr. Tit.

2924.

p. 20.] The irrisio deorum, ON. goS'-gd (Prof. liii. and p. 7n.)

reaches the height of insult in Laxdsela-s. 180. Kristni-s. cap.

9 ; OHG. hot-sceUa blasphemia, MHG. gotes scheltcr. Conf. the

abusive language of Kamchadales to their highest god Kutka,

Klemm 2, 318. nu scliilte ich miniu abgot, scold my false gods.

Lament 481. sinen zorn huoh er hin ze Gote: ' riclier Got un-

guoter !

' Greg. 2436-42. so wil ich iemer wesen gram den

goten. En. 7985. The saints scold (as well as coax) God,

Keisersb. omeis 12*^. wctfen schrien iiber (cried shame upon)

Gotes gewalt, Wigal. 11558. Got, da bistu eine schuldec an (alone

to blame), Iw. 1384. Charles threatens him : Karles tenga a

Dieu, si confust son voisin, 'jamais en France n'orra messe a
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matin, ' Aspr. 35*. he, saiufc Denis do France, ta somoUh'a et dorz,

((iiant faiiz tes homes ligcs tiens en est li gran torz, Gnitccl. 2,

15(3. nerat iuwer gote an eiii sell und trenket si, drench them,

Wh. 1, 8o^. trijwet (believes) als danu 8. Urban auch, wenn er

uiht scliafft gnt wein, werd' man ihn nach den alton branch

werffen in bach hinein, Garg. pref. 10. In the Ksrchr. 11-737

Charles threatens St. Peter: und ne mache du den blinden hinte

niht gesunden, din lu\s ich dir zestore, dinen widemen ich dir

zevuore. God is defied or cheated : hiss Gutt selhst koinpt (to

punish us), haben wir vogel und nest weggeraumbt, Garg.

202^

p. 20-1.] More epithets of God. He is hardly ever ad-

dressed as dear ; but we find : an sinen Helen abgoten. Pass. 306,

20. ir llehen gote 38, 41. der zarte Got, Ls. 2, 285-6. Griesh.

22 (5. 9. 17 of Christ), der siicze Got von himel, Griesh., etc.

in svasugod', Saem. 33*. tugenhafter Got, Wh. JO, 16. Got der

geivdre, Fundgr. ii. 90, 41. Jtere is said of heathen gods, angels,

emperors: ein Venus here, MS. 1,55*. Jidlig dryhten, Beow.

1366. God sees, tends, blesses, loves, rewards, honours,

pities, forgets: Got der miieze din j^flegen. Herb. 6160. Got

gesegene uns immer mere 7732. Got segen inch, Got Idne dir

8092. Got minne dich, Eracl. 644. Got miieze mich eren,

MsH. 1, 59^. daz raohte Got erharmen, Wigal. 5342. als im

Got ergaz, forgot, Herb. 15669. so min Got ergaz, Troj. kr.

14072. des (him) hat Got vergezzen, der tivel hat in besezzen,

Warnung 343. Our God-forgotten, God-forsaken. The poor

are Godes volk, Diut. 1, 438 ; sine aerme, Maerl. 2, 230 ; daz Gotes

Jier (host), Gute frau 1492; hence proper names like Godesnian,

Trad. Corb. 291, Godasmannus, Pol. Irrain. 93*', Kotesman, Trad.

Juvav. 131. The Gen. Gotes intensifies the adjs. poor, wretched,

ignorant, pure : owe mich Gotes armen, Nib. 2090. ich vil Gotes

armiu, Gudr. 1209, 1. ich Gotes arme maget, Dietr. Drach.

die Gotes ellenden, Ernst 3176. der Gotes tamhe, Ilelmbr. 85.

der Gotes reine, Marienleg. 189, 428.

p. 22.] Earthly titles given to God : der edel keiscr himelbaere.

Tit. 3382. That of the king of birds : Gott der hohe edle adlcr

vom himmel, Berthold 331. The M. Lat. donmus is not used of

God, who is always Dominus, but of popes, kings, etc., Ducango

sub V. O. Fr. dame dieii, dame de, Roquef. sub v.; Vrov. da mi
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drieu, damri deu, doiaini dleus, Raynouard 3, 68; on dame conL

p. 299 n. Wallacli. dumnedeit for God, domii for sir, lord. Slav.

knez, hniaz, prince, is applied to God in Wiggert's psalms, conf.

kneze granitsa in Lisch urk. 1, 9. So ava^, avaaaa are used of

kings and gods, espec. avaKe<i of the Dioscuri, and the Voc. dya

of gods only.

p. 22.] God is called Father in that beautiful passage : ]7onne

forstes bend Feeder onlaeteS, Beow. 3218. Brahma is called

avus paternus, Bopp^s gloss. 217% and Pitamaha, great father,

Holtzra. 3, 141. 153; conf. Donar as father, p. 1G7. In the

Miirchen, God becomes godfather to particular children : in KM.
no. 126 he appears as a beggar, and gives his godson a horse,

in the Wallach. miirchen 14 a cow. The fays, as godmothers,

give gifts. The grandmotJier travels all over the earth, Klemm 2,

160; conf. anel, haba (p. 641), zloto-haha, gold-grandmother;

viother (p. 254).

p. 22.] The Saxon metod, ON. midtndr may be conn, with

Sanskr. mdtar, meter and creator, Bopp's Comp. Gr. 1134, and
mata, mother, creatress ; conf. Ta/jii,a<; Zev<i.

p. 23.] In Homer too, God is he that pours : Zeus creates,

begets mankind, Od. 20,202. But Zeus p^^eet vScop, II. 16, 385.

Xiova, II. 12, 281. Poseidon ;^eev dxy^vr, II. 20, 321. Athena
•jqepa %e£'e, Od. 7, 15. virvov 2, 395. koXKo^ 23, 156. x^P''^ 2,

12, etc. Conf. p. 330, and 'Athena ^/ce K6fMa<;,' let her hair

stream, Od. 23, 156. God is he, ' der alle bilde giuzet/ Diut. 2,

241 ; der schepfet alle zit niuwe sel (souls), di^ er giuzet unde git

in menschen, Freid. 16, 25. the angel 'giuzet dera menschen die

sele in,^ Berth. 209. God is ' der Smit von Oherlande, der elliu

bilde wol wiirkeii kan,^ MsH. 2, 247^. He fits together: das

filege Got, Rab. 554. Got /uec/^ mir'z ze guote, Frauend.422, 22.

do bat si Got vil dicke filegen ir den rat. Nib. 1187, 1, like our

eingeben, suggest, sigehafte hende (victorious hands) fuege in

Got der guote, Dietr. 8082. do fuogt in (to them) Got einen

wint, Rab. 619; conf. Gevuoge, p. 311 n. The Minne also fits,

and Sffilde (fortune) : dir fiiegct sselde daz beste. Tit. 3375 ; our
' fiigung Gottes,^ providence. God destines, verhenget, MS. 1,

74* (the bridle to the horse) ; OHG. firhengan (even hengan alone),

concedere, consentire. He carries, guides : Got truce uns zu dir

in das lant (so : the devil brings you), Dietr. and Ges. 656. mich
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liab selbtT gewUet her Got vuu liiinel, Keller's Erziilil, tjl.y, 11.

We say 'go with God/ safely, avv Oetp j3aivet<i, Babr. 92, G.

p. 23.] Though IJerthold laughs at the notion of God sitting

in the sky, and his legs reaching down to the earth, as a Jewish

one, there are plenty of similar sensuous representations to be

gleaned out of early poems, both Romance and German :
' Deo

chi maent sus en ciel,' Eulalia; etc. alwaltintir Got, der mir zi

lebine gibot, Diemer 122, 24. wanti Got al mag und al guot wil

99, 18. God is eternal : qui fu etiest et iert, Ogier •4102.

p. 21-.] To explain the Ases we must compare aJinra-mazdat^

(p. 981 n.) and Sanskr. asiirci spiritual, living. Sva lati ass )>ik

heilan i haugi, Fornald. sog. 1, 437. Rin ds-kunn, Saem. 248*.

nornir dskungni- 188*. A fri^la is called dsa IdoiT, Forum, sog. 9,

322, fair as if sprung from Ases ? ]>a vex mer dsmcgin, iafuhatt

up sem hiiniun, Sn. 114. dsmegir, SaBm. 94''. dsmod'r opp. to

jotuumoSr, Su. 109. dsa bragr stands for Thur, Sa3m. 85''. Some-

times ds seems to mean genius, fairy : in Nials-s. p. 190 a Svin-

feUs-ds or Sncefells-ds changes a man that lives with him into a

woman every ninth night ; the man is called ' hrud'r Svinfells-as,

arnica genii Svinfelliani. Here also mark the connexion of as

with a mountain (fell for fiall ?) . The Saxon form of the word
is also seen in the names of places, Osene-dred, Kemble no. 1010

(5,51), and Osna-brugga (conf. As-brA, rainbow, p. 732). Note

the OHG. i\jyr-rt?i.s, spear-god, Fulcli-ans, Haupt's Zeitschr. 7, 529.

That Ansivarii can be interpreted 'a diis oriundi ' is very doubt-

ful. Haupt's Ztschr. 5, 409 has 'des bomes as' prob. for ' ast

'

bough, which may indeed be conn, with 'as' beam, for it also

means gable, rooftree, firmament, ep^a, fulcrum. Varro says

the Lat. dra was once dsa, ansa, sacred god's-seat, v. Forcellini.

Pott 1, 244, Gr. D. Sag. p. 114. The Gr. alaa (p. 414) seems un-

connected. Bopp 43'^ connects isvara dominus with an Irish ae«-

fhear aesar, dens, from Pictet p. 20 ; but this contains fear, vir.

p. 26.] ' Hos cousenfes et coviplices Etrusci aiunt et nominant,

quod una oriantur et occidant una' says Aruobius adv. gentes

lib. 3 ; does he mean constellations ? conf. Gerhard's Etr. gotth.

p. 22-3. Does dtliinga brautir, SaGui. 80'', mean the same as usa,

cognatorum ?

p. 26.] As consulting ragin appear the gods in Sanskr. rdga-

nns and Etrusc. rasena. The Homeric Zeus too is counsellor.
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fjbijarfop, fxrjTieTa. ' consilio deorum immortalium, coJKswesse deos

immort/ says Ca3sar B. Gall. 1, 12. 14. The pi. regin occui's

further in Ssem. 32''. 34^ nyt regin. 36^ vis regin. Hakonar-ai,

18 rd& oil ok regfij?. Saem. 248^ dSlg-rdgnir. Also rogn : liopt,

bond, rogn, Sn. 176. ^ wer gesaz bi Gote an dem rate da diu

guote mir wart widerteilet ?
' allotted, Ms. 2, 180^. Just as im-

personal as the Gen. pi. in OS. r^^ajio-giscapu sounds another in

Haupt^s Ztschr. 2, 208, where Mary is styled ' kuneginne aller

magene,' virtutum.

p. 26n.] The appearing of gods is discussed at p. 336. Saxo,

ed. Miiller 118, speaks of sacra denm agmina. The gods live

happy: deoriim vitam apti sumus, Ter. Heaut. iv. 1, 15. deiis

sum, sic hoc ita est, Hecyra v. 4, 3. The beautiful and blithe

are comp. to them: ])yckir oss Offinn vera, Hak.-m. 15; conf.

Asa-bio's above, ge her fiir als ein gotinne, Renn. 12277. en

wif ghelic ere godinnen, Maerl. 2, 233. alse ochter God selve

comen sonde. Lane. 31321. Conf. the beauty of elves and angels,

p. 449. The I. of Cos seemed to produce gods, the people were

so handsome, Athen. 1, 56. Paul and Barnabas taken for Mer-

cury and Jupiter, Acts 14, 12.

p. 27.] On sihora armen conf. Massm. in Haupt^s Ztschr. 1,

386 and Holtzm. in Germania 2, 448, who gives variants; sihora

may have been equiv. to frauja. Sigora-frea in Cod. Exon. 166,

35. 264, 8 is liter, triumphorum dominus. A warlike way of

addressing God in Nib. Lament J. 672 is, himelischer degen !

p. 28.] At the end of this Chap, it ought to be observed, that

some deities are limited to particular lands and places, while

others, like Zev'? iraveWrjvio'i, are common to whole races. Also

that the Greeks and Romans (not Teutons) often speak indefinitely

of 'some god^: /cat xi? ^609 rjyefj,6vevev, Od. 9, 142. 10, 141.

Tt9 fie dewv 6\o(f)vpaTo 10, 157. ddavdrcov 09 rt? 15, 35. Ti9

^eo9 eaai 16, 183. Tt9 (T(f)Lv to'S' eecire deoiv 16, 356. fj fiaXa

Ti<; 6eo<; evhov 19, 40. Kai rt9 ^eo9 avrbv iveiKoc 21, 196. 24,

182. 373. Solemnis formula, qua dii tutelares urbium evocaban-

tur e civitatibus oppugnatione cinctis ambiguo nomine si dens,

si dea, ne videlicet alium pro alio nominando aut sexum confun-

dendo falsa religione populum alligarent, conf. Macrob. Sat. 3, 9.

Nam c'onsuestis in precibus ' sive tu deus es sive dea ' dicere,

Arnob. 3, 8. Hac formula utebantur Romani in precibus, quando
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sive terra movissefc, sive aliud quid accidisset, de quo ambige-

batur qua causa cuj usque dei vi ac numine effectuiu sit, conf.

Gellius 2, 20 ibique Grouovius.

CHAPTER HI.

WORSHIP.

p. 29.] For veneratiou of a deity the AS. has both weorffscipe

reverentia, diguitas, aud weord'iing ; the Engl, worship, strictly

a uoun, has become also a vevh= weorcfidn. The christian

teachers represented the old worship as diohnles (jclp inti zierida

(pompa). In Isidore 21, 21. 55, 5 aerlos stands for impius.

Beside the honouring of God, we find ' das Meien ere,' Ms. 2,

22^ aud 'duvels ere, Rose 11200. D. Sag. 71. Gote dlenen, Nib.

787,1. ov forchte (feared) den Heilant, Roth 4415. Heartfelt

devotion is expr. by ' mit innedichen muote,' Barl. 187, IG. an-

dacldliche 187, 3G. 14. mit dem inneren gebete. die anddht fuor

zum gibel aus, Wolkenst. p. 24.

p. 29.] Among most nations, the Chinese being an exception,

worship finds utterance in prayer aud sacrifice, in solemn trans-

actions that give rise to festivals and hightides, which ought to

be more fully described further on. Prayer and sacrifice do not

always go together : betra er ubedit enn se ofhhjtit (al. ohlotlt),

SaBm. 28'^. The Chinese do not pray, and certainly, if God has

no body and no speech, we cannot attribute an ear or hearing to

liim, conseq. no hearing of prayer. Besides, an almighty God

must understand thoughts as easily as words. Prayers, the

utterance of petition, gratitude and joy, arose in heathenism, and

jn-esuppose a divine form that hears. Odysseus prays to Athena:

kXvOl yu,eu, vvv 8^ irep fiev aKovaov, iiret 7rdpo<i ovttot axovaw;

paiofxevov, Od. G, 325. 13, 35G. kXvOi, ava^ 5, 445. II. IG, 514 ;

Poseidon and Apollo are addressed with the same formula. Gods

are greeted through other gods : Veneri dicito multam meis

verbis salutem. Plant. Pocu. i. 2, 195. But, besides praying

aloud, we also read of soft muttering, as in speaking a spell,

Lasicz 48. dprjaKevetv is supposed to mean praying half aluud,

Creuzer 2, 285. Latin precari (conf. procus), Umbr. persni

VOL. IV. C
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(Aufrecht and Kirchlioff 2, 28. 167) answers to OHG. fergon
poscere, precari, N. Cap. 153^ Sanskr. prach, Zend, pereg. Hases

persnimu/ tacitus precare^ pray silently, 'kutef persnimu/ caute

precare, A. and K. 2, 168-9. 170. Sanskr. jap = suhmissa voce

dicere, praesertim preces, Bopp 135^; conf. jalp loqui, Lith.

kalbu: faveas mihi, murmure dixit, Ov. Met. 6, 327 (p. 1224).

' gebete kduen/ chewing- prayers, occurs in Bronuer's Life 1,

475; 'stille gebete thauen/ distil, in Gessner's Works (Zurich

1770)2,133. ' gehetvrumen,' put forth, Gudr. 1133, 1. heten

und Mmehprehen, Gefken beil. 116. daz gebet ist ein sliezer

bote (messengei-) ze himele, Ernst 20. Or, prayer resounds : daz

din bete erhlinge, Walth. 7, 35. precibus deum pulsare opimis,

Ermold. Nigell. 2, 273. Prayer gushes out, is poured out : alse

daz gebet irgie, Ksrchr. 2172. M.Neth. gebed utstorten, Soester

fehde p. 597 ; now, bede sforten, preces fundere, like tranen st.,

lacrimas fundere. gepet ausgiessen, MB. 27, 353.

p. 29.] Other words for praying: Grk. Seofxac I need, I ask,

iKerevco and XlaaofMut, beseech. ON. heita a einn, vovere sub

conditione contingenti : het a Thor, vowed, Oldn. laseb. 7 (conf.

giving one&eli to a partic. god, OSinn, p. 1018-9). OHG. hareii

clamare, anaharen invocare, N. Boeth. 146. OS. grotian God,

Hel. 144, 24. 145, 5. Does TvpoaKweu) come from Kweco I kiss

(as adoro from os oris, whence osculum), and is it conn, with the

hand-kissing with which the Greeks worshipped the sun; rrjv x^^P"'

KuaavTe<i, Lucian 5, 133; or from kvwvI conf. irpoaKvve';, fawn-

ing flatterers, Athen. 6, 259, see Pottos Zahlmeth, 255. jiaTrd-

t,ea6ai is also used of dogs fawning upon a master.

p. 30.] A suppliant is not only betoman in OHG., but heteman

in MHG. Hartra. biichl. 1, 263. Prayer, our gebet, is a fem.

bete : mine flehe und mine bete, die wil ich erste senden mit

herzen und mit heiiden, Trist. 123, 22 (praying with hands,

folded?). The MHG. b'eten is always joined with an, as prepos.

or prefix : an welcheu got er baete, Servat. 1347. ein kreftige

Stat, do man diu apgot anebat, Karl 10*. Is it used only of false

gods ? conf. Pfeiffer^s Barl. p. 446.

p. 30.] The MHG.y?e/(eii supplicare takes the Dative: deme
heiligin Geiste vlen, Wernh. v. Nieder-rh. 37, 17, etc. But

with the Accus. : den toren flehen, Freid. 83, 3. alle herren

flehen, Walther 28, 33. fleha ze \\\me\e frumen, N. Boeth. 271 ;
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couf. 'gebet vrumen' above. Evx^adai also takes a Dat. : Aii,

Oil. 20, 97. Ad/jvr) 2, 2(51. Lloaethawvi 3, '1:3. iirevx^aeai, jipTe-

fiiSi 20, (30 ; coiit". €V)(^fj (or eV ey^i^at?, ev X07069) Trpear/Sevecv,

(fipotfitd^ofMai, JEsch. Einn. 1. 20. 21.

p. 31.] Cau Goth, alhfron and OIIG. eiscon be from aigan, and

mean wish to have ? OHG. diccan occurs ia MUG. too : digete

gein Gote, Altd. bl. 2, 149. an in gedijet, prays, Kdh. Jesu 91,

4. nitdi'rdige supplicatio, Serv. 3445.

p. 31.] Postures in prayer. Standing: diu sfrt an ir gebete

in der kapellen hie bi, Iw. 5886. an daz gebet sfdii, Zappert

p. 23. Bowing : diofo ginigen, bend low, O. iii. 3, 28. sin nigen

er gein liirael gn-p, made his bow, Parz. 392, 30. Hagen bows

to the merwomen. Nib. 1479, 1. As the road is kindly saluted,

so contrariwise : ich wil dem wege iemer-raere sin vient swa dil

hin gast, be foe to every way thou goest, Amur 2347. The

Finnic kumarran, bending, worship, is done to the road (tielle),

moon (kunlle), sun,(piiiwalla), Kalew. 8, 103. 123. 145. diu bein

biegen = pray. Cod. Vind. 159 no. 35. On kneeling, bending, conf.

Zapp. p. 39. ze gehete gcvie, Ksrchr. 6051. ze Gote er sin gebete

lie, Pantal. 1582. er viel an sin gebet, Troj. kr. 27224. viel

in die bede, int gebede, Maerl. 2, 209. 3, 247. do hup er ane zu

veniende : wo irae daz houbit lac, do satzte her di fuze hin, Myst.

1, 218. legde hleor on eord'an, Caedra. 140, 32. Swed. bunfaUa,

to kneel in prayer. During a sacrifice they fell to the ground

ptTTToi/re? €<i fo)8a<?, Athen. p. 511. The Ests crawl bareheaded

to the altar, Estu. verh. 2, 40. Other customs : the ludians

danced to the Sun, Lucian, ed. Lelnn. 5, 130. Roman women,

barefoot, with dishevelled hair, prayed Jupiter for rain. The

ha,nds of gods are kissed, conf. irpooKwelv. In contrast with

looking up to the gods, avw j3\eylra<;, Moschus epigr., the eyes

are turned (nya// from sacred oV)jects. Odysseus, after landing, is

to throw back into the sea, with averted look, the Kpi]8€/j,i'ou lent

him by Ino, avroi'ocrc^t Tpatricrdai, Od. 5, 350. Tap(3)]aa^ 5 ere-

pco(re /3aX,' Ofx/Mara, fxi] ^€09 eirj, 16, 179.

p. 32.] Uncovering the head: huic capite velato, illi sacri-

ficandum est nudo, Arnob. 3, 43. pilleis capitibus inclinarent

defmdis, Eckehardus a.d. 890 (Pertz 2, 84). tuot iiwere kngelen,

(ihe, und bitit Got, Myst. 1, 83, 25. son chapel nstc, Ren. 9873;

conf. 's clnippli liipfe, Hebel 213. halme und ouch diu liuetelin
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diu wurden scliiere ab genomeD, Lauz. G838. sineu Itelni er ahe

bant (unbound), und sturzt' in u£ des scliildes rant ; des hiietels

wart sin lioubet bloz, Avau sin zuht war vil groz, Er. 8963. In

1 Cor. 11,4. 5, a man is to pray and prophesy with covered

head, a woman with uncovered, see Vater's note. Penance is

done standing naked in water, G. Ab. 1, 7 ; conf. Pref. Ixx. The

monk at early morn goes to the Danube to draw w^ater, wash

and pray, Vuk ii. 7, beg. of Naod Simeun. The Greeks went to

the seashore to pray : TrjXefia'X^o'; S" cnidvevOe klcov eVt dli'a

BaXdaar]^, Od. 2, 260. /Sf/ S' ciKecov irapa 6lva .... aTrdvevOe

KiMV rjpdO^ 6 yepato'; ^AttoWwvl dvaKrt, W. i. 34.

p. 33.] Arsenius prays with 'uplifted liands from sunset to

sunrise, Maerl. 3, 197. in crucis modum coram altari se sternere,

Pertz 8, 258; conf. ordeal of cross. Praying 'mit zertdnen

armen, zertrenten armen, Zellw. urk. no. 1029. 775. Hands are

washed before praying : y^elpa'i vi.-^d/Li€vo<i 7roXif)<; d\6<;, in the

hoary sea, Od. 2, 261. 12, 336. Helgafell, )?angat skyldi engi

ma'Sr opveginn (unwashen) lita, Landn. 2, 12.

p. 33.] Xdpi<i, gratia, is also translated anst. Goth, anstdi

audahafta, gratia plena ! OHG. fol Gotes ensfi, 0. i. 5, 18.

enstio fol, Hel. 8, 8 ; conf. * gebono fullu ' in Tat., and AS. mid

gife gefylled. For ginada Otfried uses a word peculiar to him-

self, eragreldi, Graff 2, 412. The cuneif. inscr. have constantly:

* Auramazda miya upastam abara,^ Oromasdes mihi opem ferebat

;

*vashna Auramazdaha,^ gratia Oromasdis.

p. 34.] Other ON. expressions for prayer: blota^Si OSinn, ok

bi'Sr hann lUa a sitt mal, Hervar. saga c. 15. orerSom augoni

lUi& ockr jnnnig, ok getit sitjondom sigr. Stem. 194^^. mal ok

raanuvit gefit ockr maerom tveim, ok laeknis-hendur meSau

lifom, ibid. As the purpose of prayer and sacrifice is twofold,

80 is divine grace either mere favour to the guiltless, or forgive-

ness of sin, remission of punishment. Observe in Hel. 3, 18:

thiggean Herron is huldi, that sie Hevan-cuning ledes dleti (ut

Deus malum averteret, remitteret), though Luke 1, 10 has merely

orare, and 0. i. 4, 14 only ginada beitota. He is asked to spare,

to pity : rXvOh Od. 3, 380. 16, 184. cf>€[Seo 8' ^fiioov 16, 185.

av he tA.e&)<? yevov, Lucian 5, 292. ' taivu ainomen Tapio,' be

entreated, Kalev. 7, 243; conf. roSe /xoc Kpgrjvov ii\8(op, II. 1, 41.

Od. 17, 212. (Kl. schr. 2,458.)
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Tlio Hindu tilso looks to tlie E((st at early uioniing prayer,

lienco he calls tiie South daxa, daxima, the right. lu praying

to Odin one looks east, to Ulf west, Sv. forns. 1, 69. tsolem

respiciens is said of Boiocalus, Tac, anu. 13, 55. Prayer is

directed to the sun, N. pr. bl. 1, 300, and there is no sacrificing

after sunset, Geo. 2281. On the other hand, ' Norffr horfa dyr '

occurs in SiBtn. 7''. Jotunheimr lies to the North, Rask afh. 1,

83. 9 1. D. Sag. 981-2.

p. 35 n.] Mock-piety : wolt ir den heiligen die z<ihen (toes)

ahbcissoi ? Bi'ontier 1, 295. alle heiligen freshen wollen, Elis.

V. Orl. 251. gotze-sclilecker, Staid. 1, 467. In thieves' lingo a

Catholic is tolefresser, hllderfresser, Thiele 317". magliavutts,

gotzenfresscr, Carisch 182^. Whence comes Ital. bachettone ?-

conf. bigot, Sp. beato. die alto tempelfrete, Spil v. d. 10 jungfr.

in Steph. 175. du rechte renne umiue id alter, you regular Run-

round-the-altar. Mono schausp. 2, 99. frommchen, as early as

Er. Alberus Praec. vitae ac mor. 15G2, p. 90".

p. 35.] On Sacrifice, conf. Creuzer synib. 1, 171. 'opphir =
vota,' Gl. Sletst. 6, 072. Gifts = sacrifices, p. 58. si brahten ir

()J)fer und antheiz, Diemer 179, 25. In Latin the most general

phrase is rem divinam facere = sacrificare ; we also find commo-

vere, obmovere, Aufr. u. Kirchh. 2, 105. Victima, the greater

sacrifice, is opposed to hostia, the less, Fronto p. 286. To ' ohJu-

tiones fiir alien gebilden (before the statues and shrines), ut tenor

est fundationis, cedens pastori ' (found, at Riiden, Westph. 1421,

Seibertz Quellen d. Westf. gescli. 1, 232) answers the Germ.

niiswKjii visitatio, oblatio, Graff 1, 1068, from wison, visitare.

?<;i.sofZ = oblei, visitatio, Schmeller 4, 180. The Swiss now say

wisen for praying at the tombs of the dead, Sfald. 2, 455.

p. 35.] On blot, blast)' see Bopp's Comp. Gr. 1146. Goth. Gup
bhjtau, Deum colere, 1 Tim. 2, 10. In ON., beside gods' sacri-

fices, there are tVfa blat, p. 418, dlsa blot, p. 402 [and we may
add the blot-risi on p. 557]. blat-haiig and starblaf, Fornm.

sog. 5, 164-5. sleikja blat-bolla, Fagrsk. p. 63. A proper name
Blotmdr, ace. Blotma (-mew, the bird), Landn. 3, 1 1 seems to mean
larus sacrificator, = the remarkable epithet blatevogel, a.d. 1465,

Osnabr. ver. 2, 223 ; or is it simply ' naked bird '
? conf. spott-

vogel, speivogel, wehvogel [gallows-bird, etc.]. ON. bl6tcar>jr

= prone to curse, for biota is not only consecrate, but execrate.
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p. 37 n.] Mit der hlofzrn liaun, H. Saclis iii. 3^ 58*'. eine

breite hlotze, Chr. Weise, Drei erzn. 194. der weidplotz, hunting-

knife, fJotzer, Vilmar iu Hess. Ztsclir. 4, 86. die hluote, old

knife, Woeste.

p, 37.] xliitheiz a vow, but also a vowed sacrifice, as when

the Germans promised to sacrifice if tliey conquered, Tac. Ann. 13,

57, or as the Romans used to vow a vet sacrum, all the bii'ths

of that spring, the cattle being sacrificed 20 years after, and the

youth sent abroad, Nieb. 1, 102. ir obfer unde antheiz, Diemer

179, 25. geheton wtg-weorcfunga, Beow. 350. aer];on hine deaS

onscegde, priusquam mors eum sacrificaret. Cod. Exon. 171, 32
;

conf. MHG. iuwer lip ist ungeseit, a<^aro^, Neidh. 47, 17. What
means OHG. freldan ? [frehan ? frech, freak ?]. N. Boeth. 226

says of Iphigenia: dia Clialchas in friskinges wis frehta (Graff 3,

818) ; conf. ON. frett vaticiniura, diviuatio (Suppl. to p. 94), and

AS. ^on blote oSSe on fyrhte,' Schmid 272, 368, where fear or

fright is out of the question.

p. 38.] AS. cweman, also with Dat., comes near fullafahjan :

* onsecgan and godum cweman,' diis satisfacere. Cod. Exon. 257,

25. Criste cweman leofran lace 120, 25. Like AS. bring is OHG.
antfangida, victima, Diut. 1, 240. What is offered and accepted

lies : Tlieocr. epigr. 1, 2 uses KelcrOat of consecrated gifts.

p. 39.] To AS. Idc add Idcan offerre, conf. placare. Jdc

onsecgan. Cod. Exon. 257, 30. Idc xenium, donum, Idcdaed

munificentia, Haupt^s Ztschr. 9, 496^.

p. 39.] On dirap'^^aL conf. Pausan. 1, 31. Callimach. hy. in

Del. 279. Another definite term for sacrifice seems to be the

obscure Goth, daigs, massa, Rom. 11, 16 [is it not dough, teig,

a lit. transl. of (pvpajxa ?] Wizot survived in MHG. too : frone

ivizut, Servat. 3337. Massmann derives Imnsl from hin|?an
;

Kuhn in Berl. Jb. 10, 192—5, 285 from hu to pour, which = ^i/eii'

ace. to Bupp 401. huHi^Jjada a7rev8o/j,ac 2 Tim. 4, 6. imJninslags

aairovSa 3, 3. nfsneipan — Oveiv, kill, Luke xv. 23-7. 30, and

itfsnipans immolatus, 1 Cor. 5, 7 plainly refer to cutting up the

victim. Hunsaloa in the Ecbasis may be either hunsal-aha

(-water) or huns-alah (-temple), Lat. ged. p. 289. 290.

O.Slav. treba = \ihiitio, res immolata, templum ; trhhishclLe ^oa^o^.

' qui idolothyta, quod treho dicitur, vel obtulerit aut mandu-

caverit,' Amann Cod. mss. Frib. fasc. 2, p. 64. O.Boh. tfeha,
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Riiss, frcba, sacrifice. O.Sl. trehiti, Pol. trzebic, Serv. friahiti,

jiiirify; coiif. the ])l.ice-n:ime Trehhin, Juiit^m. 4, G20''. Pol.

tnii'la, potrzcha, oportet, it is needful. Serv. potreba, Bob.

pothfba, need ; conf. Litli, rofrimpits and Antrimp, Afrimp,

Hanusch 21G-7. D. Sag. 328. Sacrifice is iu Lett, lobars,

Bergm. 142 ; iu Hung, aldomds, Ipolyi 3il.

p. 40.] The right to emend aibr into tibr is disputed by

Weigand 1997; conf. Diefenbach's Goth. wtb. 1, 12. Ou ricppa

see my Kl. Schr. 2, 223; Umbr. tefro n. is some unknown part

of the victim, Aufrecht u. K. 2, 294. 373. May we connect the

Lett, sobars, plague-offering ? Some would bring in the LG.

zpfer ( = kafer), see Campe under ' ziefer/ and Schmell. 4, 228;

conf. OHG. arzibor, Graff 5, 578, and ceepurhuc, n. prop, in

Karajan. Keisersb., bros. 80*^, speaks of umjesuber ; we also find

uiiznff'r vermin, conf. n)ulz, uneatable, i.e. vermin, Mone 8, 409.

The Grail tolerates no umjezibere in the forest. Tit. 5198. The

wolf is euphemistically called loigezufer, Rockenphil. 2, 28. The

geziefer in the pastures of 'J^yrol are sheep and goats, Hammerle

p. 4.

With OHG. tviJian, to sacrifice, conf. the AS. luig-weord'ung

above, and Lith. wtiliin, ago, facio, Finn, walhutan.

p. 41.] The diversity of sacrifices is proved by Pertz 2, 243,

diversos sacrificandi rifus incoluerunt; and even by Tac. Germ.

9 : deorum maxime Mercurium colunt, cui certis diebus huinanis

quoque hostiis litare fas habent. Herculem ac Martem concessis

animalibus phicant. pars Suevorum et Isidi sacrificat.

To a sacrifice the god is invited, is asked to join : KaXeet tov

deov, Herod. 1, 132. iirtKaXiet, r. 6. 4, 60. i'mKaKiaavTe<i r. 0.

acpdl^ovcrt 2, 39. The gods are present at it, Atheu. 3, 340-L

Why bones are offered to the gotls, Hes. theog. 557. primitiae

ciboriim deo offerenda, Athen. 2, 213. The rising smohe and

sfi'amare pleasing to gods, Lucian^s Prometh. 19. eV 8e dvfxdrwv

"H.(f)aiaTO<; ovk eXafMire, Soph. Antig. 1007. Men sirengiluni the

gods by sacrifice, Haupt's Ztschr. 0, 125. They sacrifice to

Weda (Wodan), crying :
* Wedki taeri ! ' dear Weda, consume!

accept our offering, Schl.-Hoist, landeskunde 4, 246. The god

gives a sign that he accepts : \>a, komu ]?ar hrafnar tljugandi ok

gullu hatt, as a sign ' at OSinn mundi p<'git hafa blotit,' Porum.

sog. 1, 131.
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p. 42.] Part of tlie spoils of war given to the God of the

Christians, Livl. Reimchr. 2670—73. -3398 to 3401. 6089.4696.
11785. 11915. ' hriluien, p/er^ und rische man' are to be burnt

in case of victory 4700. 4711. If vidima is from vinco, it must
have been orig. a sacrifice for victory, ON. sigur-gioi, victim.

The ehren-gancj in Mlillenh. Schl.-Holst. s., p. 108 was once pi'ob.

the same.

p. 42.] In expiatory offerings the idea is, tliat the wrath of

God falls on the victim : clearly so in the scapegoat, Levit. 16, 20.

Griesh. pred. 2, 119; conf. Grimm on the A. Heinr. p. 160.

Also in the plague- offering at Massilia, Petron. c. 141.

p. 42.] Forecasting the future by sacrifice : ante pngnam mise-

rabiliter idolis immolavit (Decius), Jorn. c. 18.

p. 42.] Sacrif. til drs also in Fornm. sog. 10, 212 : siSan ger'Si

uaran mikit ok hallaeri, var |?a J^at raS tekit at ]?eir hlotu&u Olaf

konung til drs ser. With Halfdan's sacrifice conf. the eKaTo/x-

(^ovia offered by him who had slain 100 foes, Pausan. iv. 19, 2.

p. 44.] Human Sacrifice seems to have been an ancient practice

in most nations, as well as the burning of live men with the dead.

On the other hand, capital punishments wei'e unknown or rare.

Hercules, ad quem Poeni omnibus annis Inimana sacrificaveruut

victima, Pliny 36, 5. Men were sacrif. to Artemis, Paus. 7, 19; to

the playing of flutes, Aufr. u. K.'s Umbr. Sprachd. 2, 377. In

lieu of it, youths were touched on the forehead with a bloody

knife, 0. Jahn on Lycoreus 427 ; conf. the red string on the neck
in the ' Amicus and Amelius.^ God, as Death, as old blood-shedder

(p. 21), asks human victims. Hence they ai-e promised in sickness

and danger, for the gods will only accept a life for life, Gesta

Trevir. cap. 17, from Cass. B. Gall. 6, 16. For sacrificing a man
on horseback, see Lindenbl. 68. Adam of Bremen (Pertz. 9,

374) says of the Ests :
' dracones adorant cum volucribus, quibus

etiam vivos litant homines, quos a mercatoribus emunt, diligenter

omnino probates ne maculam in corpore haheant, pro qua refutari

dicuntur a draconibus.' While a slave-caravan crosses a river,

the Abyssinians, like the Old Franks, make the gods a thank and
sin offering of the prettiest girl, Kloden's Beitr, 49. In spring a

live child is sacrificed on the funeral pile, Dybeck^s Runa 1844,

5 : i ]7ann tima kom hallaeri mikit a Rei^gotaland. enn sva geek
irettin, at aldri mundi ar fyrri koma^ enn peim sveini vaeri blutat,
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cr aelSstr vaori ]'ai' i landi, Hervar. saga p. ibi, conf. lot. On the

two Gallelms horns is pictured a mau hokling a child-victim. Saxo,

ed. ]\[uller 121, says of Fro at Upsala : 'Jtumanl generis hostias

mactare aggrcssus, foeda suporis libanienta persolvit
;

' he changed

the vefcreiii ]ihiiti(»ils morem. To the ' sacrare aciera ' in Tac. Ann.

13, 57 (p. 104G n.) answers the ON. valfela, Hervar. s. 454. Traces

of Child-sacrifice especially in witch-stories (p. 1081), such as

tearing out and eating the heart. Bones collected and offered

up, conf. the tale of the good Lubbe p. 52G, and the villa of

Opferhein, now Opferbaum near Wiirzburg, see Lang's reg. 3, 101

(year 1257). 4, 291 (year 1285).

p.lG.] An ajiiwmZ sacrifice was expiatory when offered to the

invading plague, p. 610. 1142. Only edible beasts sacrificed:

' cur non eis et canes, ursos et vulpes mactatis ? quia rebus ex his

(leos par est honorare coelestes, quibus Ipsi alimur, et qnas nobia

((d victiim sui numinis benigaitate dignati sunt,' Arnob, 7, 16.

On (?o;/-sacrifice see p. 53. The colour and sex of an animal were

important (p. 54), conf. Arnob. 7, 18—20; and in a female,

whether she was breeding 7, 22 ; whether it had hair or bristles

(p. 75), conf. ' dem junker, der sich auf dera fronhof lagert, soli

man geben als off der hube gewassen (grown) ist niit federn, mit

borsten,' Weisth. 3, 478. In buying it, one must not bai-gain,

Athen. 3, 102. The skin was hung up and shot at, p. 650.

p. 46.] The people by eating became partakers in the sacri-

fice, conf. 1 Cor. 10, 18 : ou^t ol ia6iovT€<i Ta<; dvaia<; KOivtovol

70V dvcnaa-TTjplov elcri ; p. 41.

p. 47.] On sacrificing Horses (p. 664) and its origin, see

l^opp's Gl. 24", asuaniedJid ; conf. Feifalik on the Koniginh. MS.

103. Tyndareus made Helen's wooers swear on the sacrif. horse,

and then bury it, Pans. iii. 20, 9. Horses sacrif. by Greeks to

Helios ib. 5, Ov. Fasti 1, 385; by Massngeta) to the Sun, Herod.

1, 216. White horses thrown into the Strymon 7, 113. llli

(Moesi) statim ante aciem immidnto equo concepere votuin, ut

caesorum extis ducum et litarent et vescerentur, Florus IIG, 21.

May the Goth, a'lhvatundi, ^dro^, refer to sacrifice ? and was

the horse burnt with thorn-bushes, or was the fire kindled by

rubbing with them ?

The ora in the passage from 'J'acitus might mean men's heads,

yet conf. p. 659. It has yet to be determined how far the bodies,
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Jiorses and arms of the conquered were offered to gods. To dedi-

cate the wicges-erwej spoils (Diemer 179, 27), seems Biblical.

Shields and swords offered up to Mars, Ksrchr. 3730. The

Serbs presented the weapons of slain enemies, Vuk Kralodw. 88.

p. 47 n.] Uorsefiesh eaten by witches (p. 1049) ; by giants,

Mullenh. 414. Foals eaten, Ettn. uuw. doctor 338—40. The

Wild Hunter throws down legs of horse, Schwartz p. 11. Plica

Polonica atti'ibuted to eating horseflesh, Cichocki p. 7.

p. 49n.] hisses sacrificed by the Slavs, Biisching 101-2. Cos-

mas speaks of an ass being cut into small pieces ; see Vuk's pref.

to Kralodw. 9. Ass-eaters, Rochholz 2, 267. 271. Those of

Oudenaerde are called hickefreters, chicken-munchers, Belg. Mus.

5, 440.

p. 49.] Oxen were favourite victims among the Greeks and

Romans : toI S' eVt divl 6a\daari<i lepa pe^ov Tavpov<; Trafxp.eXava'?

'EvoauxdovL Kvavo'y^a iT-p, Od. 3, 5 ; namely, nine bulls before each

of the nine seats 3, 7. Twelve bulk sacrificed to Poseidon 13,

1 82. To Athena pe^(v ^ovv r/viv evpii/jbircoTrov (lS/xy]T7]V, rjv ovitm vtto

^vyov i]yay€V avrjp. ttjv tol iyoo pe^fo, '^pvadv Kepaoiv 7r6pi')(^eva<;

3, 382 ; conf. 426. 437, miratis cornihus hostiae immolatae, Pliny

33. 3, 12. Perseus offers on three altars an ox, cow and calf, Ov.

Met. 4, 755. hovem album Marti immolare et centum falvos, Pliny

22, 5. nioeos tanros immolare, Arnob. 2, 68. At the ' holm-

gang' the victor kills the sacrificial bull, Egils-s. 506-8. rauff

hann i nyju naufa hU&l, Ssem. 114^'. The wise bird demands 'hoi,

horga marga, ok gnU/iijnuJar I'ljr' Ml''. In Sweden they still

have God's cows; does that mean victims, or priestly dues? A
loaf in the shape of a calf is julkuse, Cavallius voc. verl. 28''. 37''.

A sacrificial calf, Keller's Altd. erz. 547. The names Farrenherg,

Buhlemons seem derived from bovine sacrifices, Mone's Anz. 6,

236-7. A cow and calf sacrif. to the plague, p. 610 ; a Mack ox with

ivhite feet and stai-, Sommer 150; conf. the cow's head, Wolf's

March, no. 222. A red cow, kravicu buinu, Konigsh. MS. 100;

cord, rote ha.lbela dne mdl, Griesh. 2, 118 (from Numb. 19, 2).

diu roten rinder, Fundgr. 2, 152. Mone in Anz. 6, 237 remarks

justly enough, that agricultural nations lean more to bovine sacri-

fices, warlike nations to equine. Traces of bull-sacrifice, D. Sag.

128-9. 32.

p. 50.] To majalis sacriviis answers in the Welsh Laws ' siis
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coeiiah's quae servatiir ad coenam regis/ Leo Malb. Gl. 1, 83. Varro

thinks, ' ab siiillo geuere pecoris iiniiiohvuJi initiuin primuin suin-

tuin videtnr/ Ke Rust. 2, 4. porci duo menses a mam ma noii

dijunguntur. porci sacre-f, purl ad sacrificiurn ut immolentur.

porci lactentes, sacrcs, delici, nefrendes 2, 4. (Claudius) cum
regibus foedus in foro icit, iiorca caesa, ac vetere fecialiuni prae-

tatione adhibita, Suet. c. 25. duo viHimde iiorcinae, Seibertz no.

30 (1074). A j'riscliliiig at five schillings shall stand tied to a

pillar, Krotzenb. w., yr 1415 (Weisth. 3, 513). The gras-frisch-

Ihig in Urbar. Aug., yr 1316, seems to mean a sheep, MB. 34'',

305. friscJiig, frisclilliig, a wether, Staid. 1, 399. opferen als

eiuen friskinc, Mos. 19, 8. ein frishinc (ram) da bi gie, Diemer

19, 19. With friscing as recens natus conf. <r(f)ayal veoO/jXov

/SoToO, yEsch. Eum. 428. King Hei"Srekr has a giiltr reared, with

12 judges to look after it, Hervar. saga c. 14 (Fornald. s6g. 1,

463) ; conf. the giafgoltr, Norw. ges. 2, 127.

p. 52.] "Apva fieXatvav e^evajKare, Aristoph. Ran. 84-7. Men
sacrif. a ram, and sleep on )7.s- liidf, Pans. iii. 34, 3. Goats sacrif.

to Juno : al'yo(f)dyo<; Hprj 15, 7. Nunc et in umbrosis Fauno decet

immolare lucis, sen poscet ag)io, sive malit JiaeJo, Hor. Od. i. 4,

12 ; conf. bidental, Suppl. to p. 174. A boy of nine kills a black

gnat with white legs and star, over the treasure, and sprinkles

liimself with the blood, Soramer's Sag. p. 140; a goat with golden

liorim 150-1. 179. * diu osterwiche get iiber dahein geiz' says

Helbl. 8, 299 ; does it mean that only lambs, not goats, are eaten

at Easter? A Idack sheep sacrif. to the devil, Firmenich 1, 206''

;

a sheep to the dwarf of the Baumann's cave, Gudeke 2, 240. The

Prussian goat-halloiving is described by Simon Grunau in 1526,

Nesselm. x. Lasicz 54; conf. Tettau and Tetnme 261. A ho-

goat sacrif. tvitJi strange rites in Esthonia on St. Thomas's day,

Possart 172.

p. 52] Dogs sacrif. in Greece, Paus. iii. 14, 9 ; in Uinbrin, Auf.

und K. 2, 379. To the nickelrnan a l>lack cork is yearl}'' thrown

into the Bode, Haupt 5, 378. Samogits sacrif. cocki^ to Kirnos,

Lasicz 47. When Ests sacrif. ^cock, the blood spirts into the fire,

the feathers, licad, feet and entrails are thrown into the same, tlu?

rest is boiled and eaten, Estn. ver. 2, 39. aKVfivovi 7rafji/j.e\dim<;

aKvXdKcov rpL(T(Tov<; lepeuaa'i, Orph. Argon. 962. The bodies or

skins of victims hung on trees, p. 75—9. 650. in alta pinu votivi
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cornua cervl, Ov. Met. 12, 26G. iacipiam capfcare feras et reddere

pinu cornua, Prop. iii. 2. ]9.

p. 55.] That the victim should be led round was essential to

every kind of lustration, Aufr. u. K.'s Umbr. spr. 2, 263, KijpvKe'i

S' dva aarv decov leprjv eKaro/jL/Sijv ^yov, Od. 20, 276.

p. 55.] Small sacrificial vessels, which participants brought

with them, are indie, in Hak. goda saga c. 16, conf. 'ask ne

eski,' ibid. An altar with a large cauldron found in a grave-mound

near Peccatel, Mecklenb., Lisch 11, 369. On the Cimbrian

cauldron in Strabo, see Lisch 25, 218. Out of the cavern near

Velmede a brewing-cauldron was lent when asked for, Firmenich

1, 331^' [so Mother Ludlam's cauldron, now in Frensham Church]
;

old copper kettles of the giants were preserved, Faye 9.

p. 57.] Former sacrifices are indicated by the banquets at

assizes and after riding the bounds, A victim's flesh was boiled,

not roasted^ though roasting and boiling are spoken of at the feast

of Bacchus, Troj. kr. 16201-99, For distribution among the people

the victim was cut up small : the ass, p. 49; the gadda into eight

pieces, Sv. folks. 1, 90. 94; Osiris into fourteen pieces. Buns. 1,

508. Before Thor's image in the GuSbrands-dalr were laid every

day four loaves of bread and sldtr (killed meat), Fornm. sog. 4,

245-6 ; conf. Olafssaga, ed. Christ. 26. Gruel and fish are offered

to Percht on her day (p. 273); meat and drink to Souls (p.

913 n.); the milk of a cow set on the Brownies' stone every

Sunday, Hone's Yrbk. 1532,

p, 57.] SvLoke-oferings were known to the heathen : incense

and bones offered to gods, Athen. 2, 73. thus et merum, Arnob.

7, 26. Irish tusga, usga, AS. star, thus, staran, thurificare, Haupt's

Ztschr. 9, 513'', At each altar they set 'eiue risten flahses, ein

wahs-keizelin und wirouches korn,' Diut, 1, 384. Also candles

alone seem to have been offered : candles lighted to the devil and

to river-sprites (p. 1010. 584). Men in distress vow to the saints

a taper the size of their body, then of their shin, lastly of their

finger. Wall, march, p. 288; conf. 'Helena (in templo) sacravit

calicem ex electro mammae suae mensura,' Pliny 33. 4, 23. The

shipwrecked vow a candle as big as the mast. Hist, de la Bastille

4, 315 ; so in Schimpf u. Ernst c. 403; otherwise a naviculacevea,,

or an argentea anchora, Pertz 6, 783-4; a ' wechsin haus' against

fire, h. Ludwig 84, 19; or the building of a chapel. Silver
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l>lou<jlis and alilpi^ ofrored (p. 59 n. 2GIn.), D. Sag. 59. Pirates oder

a tentli part of their booty, p. 2ol ; coiif. evravda tm vao) Tpn'ipovi

avcLKenat, )(^a\Kovv efifioXov, Pans, i, 10, k Stones are carried

or thrown on to a grave (otherw. branches, Kleinia 3, 29tj : on

Brenumd's grave by pilgrims, Karlm. 138. To sacrifice by stone-

throwing, Wolf, Ztschr. 2, Gl ; to lay a stone on the herma,

Preller 1, 250 ; a heap of stones lies round the henna, Babr. 48.

0. Miiller, Arch. § GO, thinks these kpixala were raised partly to

clear the road. Darius on his Scythian expedition has a cairn

raised on the R. Atiscus, every soldier bringing a stone, Herod.

4, 92. Jvach pilgrim contributes a stone towards building the

church, M. Koch, reiso p. 422. J. Barrington, Personal Sketches

1, 17-8, tells of an Irish custom : By an ancient custom of every-

body throwing a stone on the spot where any celebrated murder

had been committed, on a certain day every year, it is wonderful

what mounds were raised in numerous places, which no pei"son,

but such as were familiar with the customs of the poor creatures,

would ever be able to account for. Strips of cluth are hung on

the sacred tree, F. Faber 2, 410. 420; the passer-by throws a twi(j

or a rag on the stone, Dybeck IS^S, p. 6. 4, 31 ; or nalar 4, 35 ;

the common folk also put pennies in the stone, 3, 29, and throw

bread, money and eggshells into springs 1844, 22. si het ir

opfergoldes noch wol tAsent mai-c, si teiU ez siner seele, ir vil

lieben man. Nib. 1221, 2 (p. 913 n.).

p. 57.] Herdsmen offer bloody victims, husbandmen frnifs of

the earth, D. Sag. 20. 21. ears left standing for Wodan (p. 154

seq.) ; a bundle o^ jlax, WolPs Ndrl. sag. p. 209 ; for the little

vioo<)L\\\{e flax-stems or a tiny hid of stalks of flax, Scliouw. 2,

360-9. sheaves of straw made for the gods, Garg. 129''. The

Greeks offered sIdlJis and ears, Callim. 4, 283 ; hie placatus erat,

seu quis libaverat uvam, seu dederat sanctae spicea serta comae,

Tib. i. 10, 21 ; tender oak-leaves in default of barley, Od. 12, 357.

The Indians had grass-offerings, Kuhu rec. d. Rigv. p. 102, as the

pixies received a bunch of grass or needles. Firstfruits, OaXvaia,

to Artemis, II. 9, 534. The flower-ofl'ering too is ancient, being

one of the Indian five, viz. reading the Vedas, sprinkling water,

burning butter, strewing flowers and spraijs, hospitality, Holtzm.

3, 123. The Sanskr. .se.ya = reliquiae, flores qui deo vel idolo oblati

sunt, deinde alicui traduntur ; couf. the ilower-offering of Saras-
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vati, Somad. 1, 120-1, and * Hallows an ofiferiug to tlie clouds,

Of kutaja the fairest blossoms/ Megliaduta 4. For Greece, see

Theocr. epigr, 1. The offering to ' Venus ^ is hluomen und

vivgerlin, Ksrchr. 3746. In Germany they danced round the first

violet, p. 762. The people call a stone in the forest, three miles

from Mai'burg, ^opfer-stoin,^ and still la,j flowers and corn upon it.

A rock is crowned with flowers on Mayday, Prohle^s Unterhai'z no.

347. 263. The country folk on the Lippe, like those about the

Meisner, go into the Hollow Stone on Easter-day, Firm. 1, 334
;

they think of Veleda, as the Hessians do of Holda. The same

day the villagers of Waake, Landolfshausen and Mackenrode

troop to the Schweckbauser hills, where an idol formerly stood,

Harrys i. no. 4.

p. 59 n.] Ael/3ov 8' aOavdroiai Oeoh, Od. 2, 432. olvov eK'^eov,

^8' €v)(^ovTo 6eol<i, II. 3, 296. Before drinking, they poured some

on the ground to the gods 7, 480 ; whereas the Scythians spilt

no loine (Lucian Toxar. 45), and the German heroes drank minne

without spilling any, D. Sag. 236-7. poculis aureis memoriae de-

functorum commilitonum vino mero lihant, Apul. Met. 4 p.m. 131.

p. 61.] St. John's and St. Gertrude's minne : later examples

in Godeke's Weim. Jb. 6, 28-9, and Scheller 2, 593. postea

dominis amor S. Johannis ministretur, MB. 35% 138. potum

caritatis propinare, Lacomblet 487 (yr. 1183). dar truoc man
im sand Johanns minne, Otfcoc. 838"'. Johannes Hebe, J. minne

trinken, Weistli. 1, 562-4. trag uns her sant Johans min, Keller

erz. 32. si trinkent alsamt sant Hans min 34. In Belgium they

said :
' Sinct Jans gelei ende Sind Gertrous minne sy met u !

'

Men pray to St. Gertrude for good lodging, Bschenb. denkm. p.

240. In Wolkenstein 114, minne sanct Johans means the parting

kiss. A wife says at parting : setz sant Johans ze bilrgen (surety)

mir, daz wir froelich und schier (soon) zuo einander komen,

Ls. 3, 313 ; conf. drinking the scheidel-kanne, Liintzel Hildsh.

stiftsfehde 80. In ON. ' bad \i\ drecka velfarar minni sitt,' Egilss.

p. 213. People give each other John's blessing at Christmas,

Weisth. 1, 241-3. The two Johns are confounded, not only by

Liutpr. (Pertz 3, 363), but in the Lay of Heriger : Johannes

haptista jjincerna (cupbearer), Lat. ged. des MA. p. 336.

p. 63.] On the shapes given to pastry, see p. 501 n. The forms

or names of oster-flade (-pancake), 2^f('^^^^l<^i (patellata), oster-
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stuupha (-scone), p. 781, ficriwiz (Graff 1, llOt), are worth

studying. Giintlier G47 :
* before this sacred fire thy image now

is brought' reminds one of Voetius's straw figure set before the

hearth.

The Carnjimj-ahout of divine images was known to the ancients :

Syriam deam per vicos agrosque circumferre, Lucian de dea Syria

10. Lucius cap. 36. circunigestare deam, Apul. p.m. 194— 6.

The Northmen of GuSbrands-dah* carry Thor's image out of his

house info the Thing, set it up, and bow to it, St. Olafs s., ed.

Christ. 23-6. The men of Delbruck carried about a false god

llilgerio on a long pole, Weisth. 3, 101 n. May Ulrich of Lich-

tensteiu's progress as Dame Venus be explained as a custom

dating from the time of heathen progresses ? That also was

'at Pentecost/ from April 25 to May 26, 1227; Whitsunday

fell on May 30.

Here ought to be mentioned the sacred festivals, whose names

and dates are discussed in D. Sag. 71-2. ' Festa ea Germanis nox

(it was sideribus inlustris, i.e. illnnis, new-moon), et solemnibus

epulis ludicra,' Tac. Ann. 1, 50 ; conf. Germ. 24, where the

sword-dance is called ludicruin. Beside feasting and games, it

was a part of the festival to bathe the goddesses, p. 255.

CHAPTER IV.

TEMPLES.

p. 67.] For names compounded with alah, see Forstemann.

Halazes-stait in Ratenzgowe (Hallstadt by Bamberg), MB. 28, 98

(yr. 889) seems a misreading for IlalaJtcs-stiit ; and Halazzes-stat

28, 192 (yr. 923) for Halahhes-stat. For the chap, in Baluze 1,

755 has Halax-st&t, where Pertz 3, 133 has again Halaz-stat,

but Bened. more correctly Alaga-sUit. But even Pertz 3, 302

has Halax-stat. Dare we bring in the AS. ealgian (tueri) and

the Lat. arcere, arx ? D. Sag. 319. Pictet in Origines 1, 227

connects alhs with Sanskr. alka. What means ' alle gassen und

allien' in the Limbg. chron. p.m. 5? With the Alois in Tacitus

conf. the Scythian KopaKoi, (f)iXLoc BaifjLove<i = Orestes and Pylades,

Lucian's Toxar. 7. D. Sa<r. 118.
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AS. weoli, templum: iveult. gesohte, Cod. Exoii. 244, 6. Doners-

we in Oldenburg seems to mean D.'s temple ; and 'Esch.-wege in

Hesse may be a corrup. of Esch-wehj though ace. to Forstem. 2,

111 it was already in the 10th cent. Eskine-wag, -weg ; conf.

Wodenes-wege, p. 152 and OSins-ve, p. 159. Even in OHG. we

find ire for wih : za themo we (al. parawe) ploazit, Gl. Ker. 27.

In ON. Vaudils-re, Sasm. 166'\ Fros-v/, Dipl. Suecan. no. 1777;

Gotii-tt'i (Gote-vi) 1776. It is said of the gods: valda veom,

Saem. 41'\ SkaSi says: fra minom veovi oc vungom, 67^. Val-

hallar til, ok vess heilags 113^ ; does vess belong to ve, or stand

for vers? In S^em. 23'' (F. Magn. p. 255 n.) ' alda ve iarSar/

populorum habitaculum, is opp. to utve = utgar-5a, gigantum

habitacula. The Goth, veihs, sacer, OHG. ivili, is wanting in OS.,

AS., and ON. Coie-wili, nomen monasterii (Pertz 7, 460), is

aftei'w. Gottweih; conf. Ketweig, Beham 335, 31. Chetewic in

Gerbert (Diemer's Pref. xx.i.).

p. 68 n.] Ara = dsa, ansa, is a god's seat, as the Goth, hadi,

OHG. i)etti, AS. hed mean both ara and fanum, D. Sag. p. 115.

it=otZ-gereordu (n. pi.), epulae, Caedm. 91,27. ad apicem gemeinen

gimlet, MB. 29^ 143 (yr. 1059). giimpeffe, Hess. Ztschr. 3, 70 ;

conf. Gombetten in Hesse. Does the OHG. ehanslihti (Graff 6,

789) mean ara or area? 0. Slav, himir, ara, idolum ; conf. Finn,

kumarran, adoro, incliuo me. On other Teut. words for altar,

such as ON. stalli and the plur. Jiorgar, see D. Sag. 114-5.

p. 69.] OHG. Itaruc seems preserved in Harahes-heim, Cod.

Lauresh. 3, 187, and in Hargenstein, Panzer's Beitr. 1,1; conf.

Hercijnius. AS. Besiuga-/<mr/(, Kemble no. 994. ON. hatim-

brcSom liorgi roe^Sr, SjBm. 42^. hof mun ek kiosa, ok Jiiirga

raarga 14P. Thors-ar(//i, -aerg, -harg, now Thors-hiilla, Hildebr.

iii. D. Sag. 115. The hof sometimes coupled with horgr occurs

even in MHG. in the sense of temple, temple-yard : ze hofe geben

(in atrium templi). Mar. 168, 42. ze hove giengen (atrium) 169,

30. den liof rumen (temple) 172, 5; conf. ON. hofland, temple-

land. Munch om Skiriugssal 106-7. D. Sag. 116-7. Likewise

garte, tun., pi. tunlr, iviese, aue (p. 225) are used for holy places,

Gr. dXao<i.

p. 69.] OHG. pnro, AS. hcaro, are supported by Idj^arida =

nemorosa, which Graff 3, 151 assoc. with kiparida ; by AS.

bearewas, saltus, Haupt's Ztschr. 9, 454'', and ' bearo sette, weobedd
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worlito,' Ca)Jin. 172, 7. Lactautius's ' imtistes neinoruiu, luci

sacertlos ' is rendered * hoarwcs bigenga; londahaarwes weard

'

207, 27. 208, 7. Names of places : Farawa, Neugart^ Cod. dipl.

no. 30 (yr. 7G0) ; BarwUhsi/ssel, Miilleuii. Nordalb. stud. 1, lo8
;

ON. Bareij. The OHG. za themo paniioe, Diut. 1, 150 is glossed

on the margin by ' to deme lioea althere, to demo sideu althere/

Goslarer bergg. olo.

p. 69 u.] UilG. luoc, specus, cubilc, delubruni, Graff 2, 129.

in Inakirum, delubris, Diut. 1, 530*. 16k, lucus, Graff 2, 128. Iq

Kudolf s Weltcbr. occurs heteloch., lucus, pi. beteloecher, Notker's

Cap. 143 distinguishes the kinds of woods as loalden, forsten,

lolieii. The Vocab. optiin. p. 47" has : silva wilder wait, nemus

schoener wait, lucus dicker wait, saltus holier wait. Mi)umisen,

Uuterital. dial. 141, derives Incus from luere, hallow. There are

Jiurats named after divine beings: Frcckeuiiorstj Givekanhorst

(conf. Freckastein, G'lvehansten. ok |>ar stendr enn Thorstoinn,

Landn. ii. 12). It conies of forest-wor.ship that the gods are at-

tended by wild beasts, Wuotan by wolf and raven, Froho by a boar.

p. 69.] Worshipping in the still and shady grove was practised

by many nations. ' Thou hast scattered thy ways to the strangei-s

under every green tree' complains Jeremiah 3, 13. kKvtov

ak<TO<^ Ipov jiOrjvaLr}<;, Od. 6, 321. ev aXaei hevopi^evTt ^oi^ov

^AiroWcovo'i 9, 200. dXaea Ilepae(^ovairi<i 10, 509. aXcro? viro

aKtepov eKarvi^oXov 'A'rroWwvo'i 20, 278. Athenaeus 4, 371-2,

celebrates the cool of the sacred grove, inhorruit atram majestate

nemus, Claudian in Pr. et Olybr. 125 (on nemus, see p. 648). in

tiio luco etfano, Plant. Aulul. iv. 2, 8. lucus sacer, ubi llesperi-

dum horti, Pliny 5, 5. itur in antlquani sllvam, stabuhi alta

ferarum, JEn. 6, 179. nunc et in uiiibrosls Fauno decet iramolare

lucis, Hor. Od. i. 4, 11. uec magis auro fulgentia atque ebore,

quam lucos et in iis silentia ipsa aduramus, Pliny 12, 1. pro-

ceritas silvae et seci*etum loci et admiratio umbrae fidem numiuis

facit, Seneca ep. 41. As the wood is open above, a liole is left in

the top of a temple, conf. the Greek hypaethral temples: Terminus

quo loco colebatur, super eum foramen patebat hi /t^c^o, quod nefas

esse putarent Terminum intra tectum consistere, Festus sub v.

;

conf. Ov. Fasti 2, 671. Servius in /En. 9, 448. The Celts un-

roofed their temples once a year {cnroaTeyd^.), Strabo 4, p. 198.

A grove in Sarmatia was called akievfxa 6eov, piscatiira dei, Ptol.

VOL. IV. D
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3, 5. The Abasgi in the Caucasus venerated groves and woods

{dXar} Kol vXas;), and counted trees among their gods, Procop, 2,

471 ; couf\ the prophetic rustle of the cypresses in Armenia (p.

1110). Evenin the Latin poems of the MA. we find : Amoris ne/nns

ParadisuSj Carm. bur. 162. circa silvae medium locus est occultus,

ubi viget maxime suus deo cultus 163. In Eckhart 186, 32 the

Samaritan woman says, * our fathers worshipped under the trees

on the mountain.' In Troj. kr. 890 : si wolden gerne husen ze

walde uf wilden riuten. Walther v. Rh. 64^ : in einen schoenen

griienen wait, dar diu heldeytsche diet mit ir abgoten geriet (ruled?).

In stories of the Devil, he appears in the fored gloom, e.g. Ls. 3,

256, perhaps because men still thought of the old gods as living

there. Observe too the relation of home-sprites and wood- wives

to ti-ees, p. 509.

Worshipping on mountains is old and widely spread; conf. as,

ans (p. 25), and the Wu.otsin&-hergs, Donners-6t;r;/s. Three days

and nights the Devil is invoked on a mountain, Miilleuh. no. 227.

Mountain worship is Biblical: 'on this mountain (Gerizim),'

John 4, 20; see Raumer's Palest, p. 113.

p. 73.] Like the Donar's oak of Geismar is a large Jioli/ oaJc,

said to have stood near Millhausen in Thuriugia ; of its wood was

made a chest, still shown in the church of Eichenried village,

Grasshof's Miilh. p. 10.

p. 74.] On thegathon, see Hpt's Ztschr. 9, 192, and Wilmans'

essay, Miinst. 1857. summum et principeui omn. deorum, qui

apud gentes tlieguton nuncupatur, Wilkens biogr. of St. Gerburgis;

conf. Wio-and's arch. 2, 206. tagaton discussed in Hitter's christl.

phil. 3, 308. It is Socrates's Sat/j.6uiov, Plato's to ayadov, the

same in Apul. apolog. p. m. 278. Can thegatJio be for theodo, as

Tehota is for Thiuda ? Forstem. 1, 1148.

p. 75.] The holg luood by Hagenau is named in Chmel reg.

Ruperti 1071, D. Sag. 497. fronwald, Weisth. 1, 423. On the

word hannwald conf. Lanz. 731 : diu tier (beasts) bannen.

Among holy groves was doubtless the Fridewald, and perh. the

Spiess, both in Hesse, Ztschr. f. Hess, gesch. 2, 163. Friffesledh,

Kemble no. 187. 285; Oswudu 1, 69 is a man's name, but must

have been that of a place first. The divine grove Glasir with

golden foliage, Sn. 130, stands outside ValhoU ; Stem. 140^^ says

HiorvarS's abode was named Glasis lundr.
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p. 75.] The adoration of the oak is proved by Velthcm's Sp.

liisfc. 4, 57 (ed. Le Lioug, fol. 287) : Vau ere t'l/ken, die men
anebede.

In desen tiden was ganginge mede
tusschen Zichgen ende Diest ter stcde

rechte bi-ua te-inidden wcrde,

daer dedo menich ere bedeverde

tot ere eijhen (dat si u cont),

die alse een cruse gewassen stuvt,

met twee rayen gaende ut,

daer menich quara overluut,

die daer-ane liinc scerpe ende staf,

en seide, dat hi genesen wer daer-af.

Som liepense onder den bom, etc.

Here is a Christian pilgrimage of sick people to a cross-shaped

tree between Sicken and Diest in Brabant, and the hanging

thereon of bandage and staff upon recovery, as at p. 11G7. 1179
;

conf. the heathen osciUa (p. 78). The date can be ascertained

from Le Long's Velthem.

p. 77.] ' Deos nemora incolere persuasum liabcnt (Samogitae)

. . . . credebat deos mtra arbores et cortices latere ' says Lasicz,

Hpt's Ztschr. 1, 138. The Ostiaks have holy woods, Klemm 3, 121.

The Finnic 'Tharapita' should be Tkarapila. Castreu 215 thinks

-pila is bild, but Kenvall says tluirapilla = ]iorned owl, Esth. tor-

ropil, Verhandl, 2, 02. Juslen 284) has polio bubo, and 373

tarhapollo bubo. With this, and the ON. bird in Glasis lundr,

conf. a curious statement in Pliny 10,47 : in Herc^nio Germaniao

s(dtu invisitata genera alitiim accepimus, quarum plumae igniuriL

modo cvllnceant noctibus ; conf. Stephan's Stoflief. 116.

p. 78 n.] Oscilla are usu. dulls, puppets, OHG. tocchun, Graff

5, 365. They might even be crutches hung up on the holy tree

by the healed (Snppl. to 75). But the prop, meaning must be

images. On church walls also were Joung offerings, votive gifts,

rarities : si hiezen diu weppe hdheii in die kirchen an die ynilre,

Servat. 2890.

p. 79.] A Celtic grove descr. in Lucan's Phars. 3, 309 ; a

Norse temple in Eyrbyggja-s. c. 4.

p. 80.] Giefers (Erh. u. Rosenkr. Ztschr. f. gesch. 8, 261—
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285) supposes that the templum Tanfanae belonged at once to the

Cherusci, Chatti and Marsi ; that Taufana may come from tanfo,

truncus (?), and be the name of a grove occupying the site of

Ereshurg, now Oher-Marsherg ; that one of its trunci, which had

escaped destruction by the Komans (solo aequare lie makes burn-

ing of the grove), was the Irmensnl, which stood on the Osning

between Castrum Eresburg and the Garls-schanze on the Bruns-

berg, some 4 or 5 leagues from Marsberg, and a few leagues

from tlie BuUer-horn by Alteubeke, the spring that rose by

miracle, B. Sag. 118.

p. 80.] To the isarno-dori in the Jura corresp. Trajan's Iron

Gate, Turk. Bemir Jcapa, in a pass of Dacia. Another Temir Jcapa

in Cilicia, Kocb Anabas. 32. Miiller lex. Sal. p. 36. Clausura is

a narrow pass, like QepfxoTTvkaL, or irvKai alone ; conf. Schott's

Deutschen in Piemont p. 229.

p. 85.] As castrum was used for templum, so is the Boh.

hostel, Pol. hosciel for church. Convei'sely, templum seems at

times to mean palatiutn; conf. ' exustum est palatiinn in Thorn-

burg ' with ' exustum est famosum templum in Thornburg,' Pertz

5, 62-3, also ")ihovnh\xYg castellum et pudatium Ottonis ^ 5, 755.

The OS. rahud is both templum and palatium. Beside ' casulae'

= fana, we hear of a cella antefana (ante fana?), Mone Anz. 6,

228.

p. 85.] Venieus (Chrocus Alamann. rex) Arvernos, deliibrum

illud quod Gallica \mgVi2i vassogalate vocant, diruit atque subvertit;

miro enim opere factum fuit, Greg. Tur. 1, 32. The statement is

important, as proving a difference of religion between Celts and

Germans : Chrocus would not destroy a building sacred to his

own religion. Or was it, so early as that, a cliristian temple ?

conf. cap. 39.

p. 85.] Expressions for a built temple: '/(o/atti hann i

tuninu, ser J^ess enyi merhl, j^at er nu kallat tr'uUasheld',' Laxd. QQ.

sal, Gratf sub v.; der sal, Diemer 326, 7. AS. reccd, OS. rahud,

seems conn, with racha, usu. = res, caussa, but ' zimhoron tliia

racha,' 0. iv. 19, 38 j conf. wih and wiht. Later words : pluoz-

hus, hloz-hus, Graff 4, 1053. abgot-hus fanura 1054. The Lausitz

Mag. 7, 166 derives chirihhd, AS. cyrice, from circus. 0. SI.

tzerhy, Uohr. 178; Croat, czirhva, Carniol. zirhva, Serv. tzrhva,

0. Boll, cjerheiu, Pol. cerhieiv (conf. Graram. 3, 156. ^Pref. to
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Scliultze xi. Gniff i, -ISJ). The sanctuary, ON. griffastaffr, is not

to be trodden, Fornm. sog. 4, 186> beast nor raan might there be

harmed, no intercourse should men with' women have (engi viSskipti

skyldu karlar vi5 konur ega )>ar, Fornald. sog. 2, 63.

p. 86.] Heathen places of worship, even after the conversion,

were still royal manors or sees and other benefices endowed with

the estate of the old temple, like Ilerhede on the Ruhr, which

belonged to Kaufungen, D. Sag. 589. Mannh. Ztsclir. 3, 147.

Many manors (also glebe-lands ace. to the Weisthiimei-) had to

maintain ' eisernes vieh, fasel-vieh,' bulls for breeding (p. 93).

Iti Christian as in heathen times, holy places were revealed by

si'T^ns and wonders. A red-hot harrow is let down from heaven

(Sommer), like the burning plough in tlie Scyth. tale (Herod. 4,

5), D. Sag. 58-9. Legends about the building of churches often

have the incident, that, on the destined spot in the wood, lighta

were seen at night, so arranged as to show the gi'ound plan of the

future edifice. They appear to a subulcus in the story of Ganders-

heim, Pertz 6, 309-10 ; to another, Frickio by name, in the story

of Frecl-enhorst, where St. Peter as carpenter designs the figure

of the holy house, Dorow. i. 1, 32-3 ; couf. the story at p. 54 and

that of Wessobrunn, MB. 7, 372. Falling snow indicates the

spot, Miillenh. 113 ; conf. Hille-suee, Holda's snow, p. 268 n. 304.

Where the falcon stoops, a convent is built, Wigand's Corv.

giiterb. 105. The spot is suggested by cows in a Swed. story,

Wieselgren 408; by resting animals in a beautiful AS. one,

Kemble no. 581 (yr 974).

p. 87.] On almost all our German mountains are to be seen

footmarks of gods and heroes, indicating places of ancient worship,

e.g. of Brunhild on the Taunus, of Gibich and Dietrich on the

llartz. The Allerhatenberg in Hesse, the 'grandfather-hills'

elsewhere, are worth noting.

CHAPTER V.

PRIESTS.

p. Qdi.'] Religion is in Greek evcre^eia and OprjaKcia (conf. 6pr)-

(TKevo), p. 107). KaT eva6^eiav = pic, Lucian 5, 277. Religio =

iterata lectio, conf. intelligere, Lobeck's Rhematicon p. 65. It
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is rendered iu OHG. glosses by heit, Hattemer 1, 423; gote-dehti

devotio, cote-dehtigi devout, anadaht intentio, attentio^ Graff 5,

163. Pietas, peculiarly, by ' heim-minna unde mdg-minna,' Hatt.

I, 423. Gredhcheit, Servafc. 762, is sham-piety, conf. p. 35 n.

' Dis fretus ' in Plaut. Gas. 2, 5 = Goto forahtac, 0. i. 15, 3.

p. 88.] Gudja, gocfi, seems to be preserved in the AS. proper

name Goda. Kemble 1, 242. For ap'x^iepeix;, Ulph. has aulium.ists

gudja, Matt. 27, 62. Mk. 8, 31 ; but auhumists veiha, Joh. 18, 13.

The priest hallows and is hallowed (p. 93), conf. the consecration

and baptism of witches. Gondul consecrates : nu vtgi eh })ih

undir oil ]?au atkvaeSi ok skildaga, sem OSinn fyrimaelti, Fornald.

sog. 1, 402. The words in Lactant. Phoenix, 'antistes nemorum,

luci veneranda sacerdos,^ are rendered by the AS. poet : bearwes

higenga, wudubearwes iveard 201 , 27. 208, 7. The priest stands

before God, evcvvrt, tov 6eov, Luke 1,8: giangi furi Got, 0. i. 4,

II. The monks form ' daz Gotes her,^ army, Eeinh. F. 1023.

The Zendic dthrava, priest, Bopp Comp. Gram. 42. Spiegel's

Avesta 2, vi. means fire-server, from atars fire, Dat. athre. Pol.

xiadz priest, prop, prince or sacrificer, Linde 2, 1 1 64'' ; conf.

Sansk, xi govern, kill, xaja dominans.

p. 89.] Eitiart priest : ein eivart der abgote, Barl. 200, 22.

Pass. 329, 56, etc. eivarde, En. 244, 14. prestor und ir eiue

VI ester 243, 20.

p. 89 n.] Zacharias is a fruud gomo, Hel. 2, 24. Our kluger

mann, Muge frau, still signify one acquainted with secret powers

of nature; so the Swed. 'de Molcar,' Fries udfl. 108. The phrase

'der guote man' denotes espec. a saci-ed calling: that of a priest,

Marienleg. 60, 40, a bishop, Pass. 336, 78, a pilgrim, Uolr. 91.

Nuns are guote froiven, Eracl. 735. kloster und guote liute,

Nib, 1001, 2, etc. die goede man, the hermit in Lane. 4153-71.

16911-8, etc. So the Scot. ' gudeman's croft' above; but the

name Gutmans-hausen was once Wotenes-husen (Suppl. to 154).

Bons-lwmmes are heretics, the Manichseans condemned at the

Council of Camber}'- 1165; buonuomini, Macchiav. Flor. 1, 97.

158. The shepherds in 0. i. 12, 17 are guote man. Engl, good-

man is both householder and our biedermann. Groa is addressed

as goff kona. Seem. 97*^; in conjuring: Alrun, du vil guote (p.

1202n.)

p. 89.] Christian also, though of Germ, origin, seems the
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OTIG. heif-Jiaft sacerdos, from licit = ordo; hence, in ordinem

sacrum rccoptus. MHG. lirUhnfin liute, sacerdotcs, Fundgr. 1,

9 i ; conf. eithafte herren, Ksrchr, 1 1 895. AS. g^Jymigen, reverend,

and espec. religiosus, Homil. p. 344.

p. 90.] Agatliias 2, 6 expressly attributes to the heathen Ala-

manus of the 6th cent, diviners (/u-avreiv and j^prjafjioXoyoi^) , who
dissuade from battle ; and princes in the Mid. Ages still take

clergymen into the field with them as counsellors : abbates pii,

scioli bene consiJiarii, Rudl. 2, 253. Ordeals are placed under

priestly authority, Saem. 237-8. In the popular assembly the

priests enjoin silence and attention : silentium per sacerdotcs, qui-

bus turn et coiircendi jus est, imperatur. Germ. 11. In addition

to what is coll. in Haupt's Ztschr. 9, 127 on 'lust and unlust,'

consider the facitus jjrecari of the Umbr. spell, and the opening

of the Fastnachts-spiele.

p. 91.] The Goth, propjan, uspropjan transl. /u,i;eti/ initiarc, and

yvfjLvd^€iv, exercere GDS. 819; may it not refer to some sacred

function of heathen priests, and be connected with the Gallic

druid (p. 103Gn.), or rather with pru&r (p. 423)? Was heilac

said of priests and priestesses ? conf. ' heilac huat,' cydaris, Graff

4, 874; Heilacflat, Cod. Lauresh. 1, 578; Heilacbrunno, p. 587;
Heiligbar, p. 667-8. Priests take part in the sacrificial feast, they

consecrate the cauldron : sentu at Saxa Sunnmanna e-ram, hann
kann helga hver vellanda, Saem. 238"; so Peter was head-cook

of heaven, Lat. ged. des MA. p. 336. 344. Priests maintain the

sacred beasts, horses and boars, Herv.-s. cap. 14 ; conf. RA. 592.

In beating the bounds they seem to have gone before and pointed

out the sacred stones, as the churchwardens did afterwards ; they

rode especially round old churches, in whose vaults an idol was
supposed to lie. Priests know the art of quickening the dead,

Holtzm. 3, 145. They have also the gifts of healing and divina-

tion : taTp6fiavTi<;, ^sch. Suppl. 263.

p. 91.] In many Aryan nations the priestly garment is ivhite.

Graecus augur pallio candido velatus, Umber et Romanus trabea

purpurea amictus, Grotef. inscr. Umbr. 6, 13. Roman priests

and magistrates have white robes ; see the picture of the flamen

^ The yudiTis interprets dreams, entrails, flights of birds, but is no speaker of
oracles, xpV<^l^o\6yoi, Pans. i. 34, 3. [lu Plato's Tima>U8 72 B, /tdtats (fr. fxaivofj.ai)

is the inspired speaker of oracles.]
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dialis in Hartung 1, 193. Schwenck 27; amictus veste alba

sevir et praetor, Petron. 65. The Cimbrian priestesses in Strabo

are \ev^ei/j,ove<i (p. 55-6), and the Gothic priests in Jorn. cap. 10

appear in candidis vestibus. The Gallic druids are arrayed in

white (p. 1206), the priest of Gerovit in snow-wJiife, Sefridi v,

Ottonis p. 128 (Giesebr. Wend, gesch. 1, 90). In the Mid. Ages
too white robes belong to holy women, nuns, die goede man met
witten clederen. Lane. 22662-70.

The Gothic irileati (Kl. schr. 3, 227. GDS. 121) remind us of

the ' trxn, geneva, inleorum, quibus sacerdotes utuntur : apex, tutii-

lus, galerus' in Suetonii fragm.. p. m. 335. The picture of a

hearded msi,n in Stalin 1, 161-2, is perhaps meant for a priest.

The shaven hair of Christian and Buddhist monks and nuns is

probably a badge of servitude to God ; GDS. 822.

p. 91.] Snorri go^i, like the AS. coifi, rides on a mare,

Eyrbygg. s. 34 ; and the flamen dialis must not mount any kind

of horse, Klausen ^n. 1077. Hartung 1, 191. Possibly even

the heathen priests were not allowed to eat things with blood,

but only herbs. Trevrizent digs up roots, and hangs them on

bushes, Parz.- 485, 21 ; in a similar Avay do Wilhelra the saint and

Waltharius eke out their lives, Lat. ged. d. MA. p. 112.

p. 92.] Among gestures traceable to priestly rites, I reckon

especially this, that in the vindicatio of a beast the man had to lift

up his right hand or lay it on, while his left grasped the animal's

right ear. The posture at hammer-throwing seems to be an-

other case in point, RA. 65-6, GDS. 124-5. Kemble 1, 278

thinks coifi is the AS. ceofa, diaconus.

p. 93.] Christian priests also are called ' God's man, child,

kneht, scale, deo, diu, wine, trut,' or 'dear to God,' conf. Mann-

hardt in Wolf's Ztschr, 3, 143, Gotes man (Suppl. to p. 20-1).

Gotes H«f = priest, Greg. 1355, Reinh, 714; or= pilgrim, as

opp. to welt-kind (worldling), TVist. 2625. der edle Gotes hneht,

said of Zacharias and John, Pass, 346, 24, 349, 23. 60 ; of the

pilgrim, Trist. 2638, Gotes riter, Greg, 1362. ein warer Gotis

scale, Ksrchr. 6071, OHG, Gota-cZeo, Gotes-f?fo, fern, -diu (conf.

ceile De, culde, servant of God, Ir. sag. 2, 476). der Gotes trut,

Pass. 350, 91. Among the Greek priests were a'^yld&oi, Lucian

dea Syr. 31 ; conf. the conscii deorum, Tac. Germ. 10. Amphi-

araus is helovcd of Zeus and Apollo, i.e. he is /jlcIi'ti';. On his
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ileath Apollo appoints another of the same family, Od. 15, 245.

253.

p. 93.] If priesthood could be hereditary, the Norse goSi

must have been free to marry, like the episcopus and diaconus of

the early Christians (1 Tim. 3, 2. 12) and the Hindu Brahmin.

Not so the Pruss. wauUot or waidler, Nesselm. p. xv. and p. 141.

To appoint to the priesthood is in ON. si(jna goiToiii, or gefa,

though the latter seems not always to imply the priestly office :

l>eir voro gumnar guiTom signaSlr, Siiem. 117''. gf'fi'^n 05ni,

Fornm. sog. 2, IGS. enn gaf haiin (Brandr) giid'anum, ok var

hann kallaJSr Guff-hranar, Fornald. sug. 2, 6; his son is GuS-

mundr, and his son again GuSbrandr ( = OHG. Gota-beraht) 2, 7.

Does this account for divination being also hereditary (p. 1107) ?

p. 93.] The god had part of the spoils of war and hunting

(p. 42), priest and temple were paid their dues, whence tithes

arose : hof-hdlr is the toll due to a temple, Fornm. s. 1, 268. On
])riestly dwellings see GDS. 125.

p. 94.] German divination seems to have been in request

even at Rome : haruspex ex Germania missus (Domitiano), hJuet.

Doniit. IG. Soothsayers, whom the people consulted in particular

cases even after the convereion, were a remnant of heathen priests

and priestesses. The Lex Visig. vi. 2, 1 :
* ariulos, arunjnce.t,

vaticinantes consulere,' and 5 :
' execrabiles divinorum irronun-

fiatioiies intendere, salutis aut aegritudinis responsa poscere.'

Liutpr. 6, 30 :
' ad ari.olos vel ariolas pro responsis accipiendis

ambulare,' and 31 : 'in loco ubi arioli vel ai'iolae fuerint.'

The ON. spa-ma ffr is called rilff-spahr, Saem. 175*, or fram-vtss

like the prophet Gripir 172". 175*. ]>u. fram um ser 175"'''. -farit

t'l- |)az ek furvuaac 175''. ]>\\ ijll um scr orlog for 17G''. Gr-ipir

lijgr eigi 177**. Gevarus rex, divinandi doctissimus, industria

jiracsagiorum excultus, Saxo Gram. p. 115. (conf. p. 1034.

IIOG). The notion of oraculum (what is asked and obtained of

the gods), vaticinium, divinatio, is expr. by ON. frett : frettir

sogSu, Stem. 93". fretta beiddi, oracula poposci 94". geek til

ficttar, Yngl. 21 (Grk. -^pacrOai no deep, inquire of the god).

Conf. frehtau, Suppl. to p. 37; OIIG. frcht meritum, frtlitic

meritus, sacer; AS. fyrht in Leg. Canuti, Thorpe p. 1G2.

p. 95.] German women seem to have taken part in sacrifices

(p. 5Gn.); women perform sacrifice before the army of the Thracian
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Spartacus (b.c. 67), who had Germans under Lira, Plutarch Crass.

c. 11. The Eomans excluded women, so do the Cheremisses, p.

1235-6; the Lapps and the Boriats, Klemm 3, 87. 111-3.

p. 95-6.] A druias GalHcana vatlcinans is mentioned by Yopis-

cus in Aurel. 44, in Numer. 13-4; by Lainpindius in Alex. Sev.

60. Drusus is met by a species harharae mnlieris humana amplior,

Suet. Claud, c. 1. Dio Cass. 55, 1. Chatta muHer vaticinans Suet.

Vitel. c. 14. Veleda receives gifts : Mumius Lupercus inter dona
missus Veledae, Tac. Hist. 4, 61, A modern folktale brings her

in as a goddess, Firmenich ], 334-5. On Albruna conf. Hpt^s

Ztschr. 9, 240. Of Jeltha it is told in the Palatinate, that she

sought out and hewed a stone in the wood : whoever sets foot on

the fairy stone, becomes a fixture, he cannot get away, Nadler p.

125. 292. Like Pallas, she is a founder of cities. Brynhild, like

Veleda, has her hall on otmoantain, and sits in her tower, Vols. s.

cap. 25. Hother visits prophetesses in the waste wood, and then

enlightens the folk in edito moniis vertlce, Saxo Gram. p. 122.

The lohite lady of princely houses appears on a tower of the castle.

The witte Dorte lives in the toiuer, Mullenh. p. 3i4. When mis-

fortune threatens the Pedaseans, their priestess gets a long beard,

Herod. 1, 175. 8, 104. Women carve and read runes : Kostbera

kunni shil rmia, Saem. 252% reist runa 252^\ Orny reist riinar a

kefli, Fornm. s. 3, 109. 110 (she was born dumb, p. 388). In

the Mid. Ages also women ai-e particularly clever at writing and

reading. RA. 583.

p. 98.] To the Norse prophetesses add Groa volva, Sn. 110,

and Gondul, a valkyr, Fornald. s. 1, 398. 402, named appar. from

gandr, p. 1054. 420. Thorgerffr and Lya are called both horcja-

hrucfr, temple-maid, and Holga-hru&r after their father Holgi,

p. 114. 637. A Slav pythonissa carries her sieve in front of the

army, p. 1111-2; others in Saxo Gram. 827; conf. 0. Pruss.

waidlinne^ Nesselm. pref. 15.

CHAPTER VL

GODS.

p. 104 n.] TheGoi\\.manleika,0^(j.mannali]iho (conf. dz-'Spta?

fr. avi^p man), lasts in MHG. wehsine manlich, Fundgr. 2, 123.
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guldin manlich, Servat. 2581. 'apud manJicha,' where the image

stands, Notizenbl. Q>, 1G8.

p. 105.] Though Tacitus mentions no image in human shape,

but only signa and formae {effigiesque et signa quaedam detrada

Jim's in proelium ferunt, Germ. 7, conf. vargr hangir fyr vestan dyr,

ok drupir orn yfir, Saem. 41'') ;—yet the expression' nfr/Henipsum,

si credere velis,' used of the divine Mother in her bath, cap. 40,

does seem to point to a statue.

p. 106.] In the oldest time fetishes—stones and logs—are

regarded as gods' images, Gerh. Metron. p. 26. Gr. to ^pera<i\n

the Tragic poets is a god's image of wood (conf. etKouv), though

Benfey 1, 511 says 'of clay;' ^oavov, prop, graven image fr. ^eeo

I scrape, often means a small image worn on the person, e.g. the

Cleo in Pans. iii. 14, 4; ayaX/xa, orig. ornamcmt, then statue;

^(t)Btov, liter, little-animal 15, 8. Statues were made of particular

kinds of wood : ^oavov dyvov, of the vitex agnus-castus 14, 7

(conf. ramos de nobilissimo agno casto, Evag. Fel. Fabri 1, 156-7),

as rosaries of mistletoe were preferred, cum paupere culta stabat

in exigua llgnens aede deus, Tib. i. 10, 20. Irish dealhh, deilbli,

deUhhin, deilhhog, imago, statua, figura. Beside the Boh. modia,

idolura (fr. model ? or fr. modliti, to pray ?), we find balwan, block,

log, idol, Pol. halwan, Miklos. hal'van', Wall, halavanii, big stone

(p. 105 n.), which Garnett, Proceed. 1,148, connects with Armoric

' peiilvan, a long stone erected, a rough unwrought column.'

OHG. avara (p. 115-6) stands for imago, statua, pyramis (irman-

siil), pyra, ignis, Graff 1, 181 ; conf. Griaclicf^-avara (p. 297) ; OS.

avaro filius, proles, AS. eafora. The idea of idolum is never

clearly defined in the Mid. Ages : the anti-pope Burdinus (a.d.

1118-9) is called so, Pertz 8, 254-5. Even Beda's 'idoUs servire'

2, 9 is doubtful, when set by the side of 'daemonicis cultibus

servire ' 2, 5.

p. 107.] On Athanaric's worship of idols, conf. Waitz's Ulfila

p. 43. 62. Claudian de B. Getico 528 makes even Alaric (a.d. 402)

exclaim : Non ita di Getici faxint manesque 'parentutn ! Compare

the gods' waggon with sacer ctirru.f in Tac. Germ. 10 and Suppl.

to 328-0 below. Chariots of metal have been found in tombs,

Lisch Meckl. jb. 9, 373-4. 11, 373.

p. 108.] That the Franks in Clovis's time had images of gods,

is proved furtiier by Remigius's epitapli on him: Contempsit ere-
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dere mille Numiua, quae variis horrent portenta fiijurls. On the

other hand, Gregory of Tours's account (1, 34) of the Alamann
king Chrocus in the 3rd century compelling St. Privatus in Gaul
to sacrifice to idols, is vaguely worded: Daemoniis imniolare com-
pellitur, quod spurcum ille tam exsecrans quam refutans ; on
Chrocus conf. Stalin 1, 118.

p. 108 n.] Old idols in churches were placed behind the

organ (Melissantes orogr, p. 437—9) in Duval's Eichsfeld 341,

'An idols' chamber was in the old choir/ Leipz. avant. 1, 89—91

;

'the angels out of the firewood room/ Weinhold's Schles. wtb.

17'^; fires lighted with idols, conf, Suppl. top. 13—15. Giants''

ribs or hammers hung outside the church-gate, p. 555 n.; urns

and inverted pots built into church-walls, Thilr. mitth. i. 2,

112—5. Steph. Stoflief, p. 189, 190, A heathen stone with the

hoof-mark is let into Gudensberg churchyard wall, p. 938.

p. 113.] The warming (baka), anointing and drying of gods'

images is told in FriS);iofs-s. cap. 9 (p. 63). But the divine

snake of the Lombards was of gold, and was made into a plate

and chalice (p, 684), The statua ad humanos tactus vocaUs, Saxo

p. 42, reminds of Memuon's statue. Some trace of a Donar's

image may be seen in the brazen dorper, p. 535. On the arm-

rings in gods' images conf. the note in Miiller's Saxo p. 42, Even
H. Sachs 1, 224'^' says of a yellow ringlet :

' du nahmst es Gott

von fiissen 'rab,' off God's feet; and ii. 4, 6^: ihr thet es Got von

fiissen uemmen. Four-headed figures, adorned with half-moons,

in Jaumann's Sumlocenne p. 192—4, On nimbi, rays about the

head, conf. p. 323 and Festus : capita deorum appellabantur fas-

ciculi facti ex verbenis. Animals were carved on such figures, as

on helmets ; and when Alb. of Halberstadt 456^ transl. Ovid's

'Ilia mihi niveo factum de marmore signum Ostendit juvenile,

gerens in vert ice picum,' Met. 14, 318, by ' truoc einen speht ilf

fiiner ahseln,' he probably had floating in his mind Wodan with

the raven on his shoulder. Even in Fragm. 40"^ we still find :

swuor bi alien gotes-bilden.

p. 114 n.] Gods' images are instinct with divine life, and can

move. Many examples of figurea turnituj round in Botticher's

Hell. Temp. p. 126. One such in Athenaeus 4, 439; one that

turns its face, Dio Cass. 79, 10: sacra retorseruut oculos, Ov.

Met. 10, 696; one that walks, Dio Cass. 48, 43. iBpooeira ^oava
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Kal Kiveerai, Lucian ed. Bip. 9, 92. 120. 378; deoriim smlafisc

siumlacra, Cic. de divin. 2, 27. siniul.icniiii Apollinis CuiiiMiii

qiKifridiio flf'vif, Augustiii. Civ. Dei 3,11; Lanuvii slimdacrinn

Junonis sospitae lacrimasse, Livy 40, 19; lapidmn //e/'f.s- = statua-

rum lacriinae, Claudian in Eutrop. 2, 43. simulacrum Jovis

cachiuunm rcpeute edidit, Suet. Calig. 57. Flames burst out

from bead aud breast, Herod. 6, 82. An Artemis drops her shield,

Paus. iv. 13, 1. Not Only are they spoken to (interdiu cum Capi-

tolino Jove secreto fabnlabatur^ modo insusurrans ac praebeus

invicem aurem, modo clarius, nee sine jurgiis, Suet. Calig. 22),

but they answer. Being asked, Wisue ire IJoinaui, .Juno?' she

nods and says yea, Livy 5, 22.

The same in Teutonic heathenism, Thor's imago uHilks and

talks, Fornm. s. 1, 302. As Thorger^S's image bends its liand

to keep the gold ring on, Mary's does the same, see above, and

Ksrchr. 13I42-2G5-323. Vine. Beliov. 25, 29 foil, by Heinr. de

Hervord ad an. 1049. A Virgin sets the Child down, and kneels

to it, Marienleg. 228; the Child is taken from Jier, Pass. 144, conf.

Ges. Ab. 3, 584. A i\Iary receives a shot, and saves the tnan it

was aimed at, Maerl. 2, 202. A Crucifix embraces a worshipper,

Keisersb. seel, par, 75^; bows to one who has forgiven his mortal

foe, Sch, u, Ernst 1522 cap, 628; 'dat cruce losede den voef, unde

stotte ene,' kicked him, Detm. 1, 7. An image ?n7es the perjurer's

hand oflT, Sch. u. Ernst c. 249 ; sj^eaks, Alexius 444, 490. Maerl,

2, 201 ; and tarns round, KM. 1 (ed. 2) xlix. The stone visitant

in Don Juan nods and walks, Gods' images fall from heaven

ace. to the Scythian legend ; so does the figure of Athena, Paus.

i. 20, 7. Or they are stolen from abroad, dii evocati, e.g. a

Juno (Gerh. Etrusker p. 31), and Artemis from Tauris, Schol. to

Theocr. ; conf. Meiners 1, 420-3. So, in the Mid. Ages, relics

were stolen. Again, idols are loashed, bathed, Schol. to Theocr.

;

conf. the Alraun, p. 1203. They were even solemnly burnt; thus

in the Boeotian daadals, every GO years, 14 oaken images of Hera

were consigned to the flames, E. Jacobi's Hdwtb. d. Gr, u, Rom,
mythol, 394,

p. 115,] The numbers three aiul four in conn, with gods'

images occur even later still. At Aign on the Inn near Rottal-

miinster, next the Malching post-house, a St, Leonard's pilgrim-

age is made to five brazen idols, the biggest of which is called the
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Worthy. The peasants say none but the worthy man can lift it.

If a youth after his first confession fails to lift the figure, he goes

to confession again, and comes back strengthened. The festival

is called The three golden Saturday nights in September. A girl

proves her virginity (also by lifting?). The Austrians have a

Leonard's chapel too, yet they pilgrim to Aign, and say ' he is

the one, the Bavarians have the right one,' conf. Panzer's Beitr.

2, 32—4. A nursery-tale (Ernst Meier no, 6, p. 38) describes a

wooden sculpture in the shape of a horse with four heads, three

of which belong to Donner, Blitz and Wetter, evidently Donar,

Zio and Wuotan.

p. 118.] Similar to the irmen-pillar with Mercury's image in

the Ksrchr., is a statue at Trier which represented Mercury flying,

Pertz 10, 132. The Lorsch Annals make Charles find gold and

silver in the Irmenseule. There are also stories of mice and rats

living inside statues, Lucian somn. 21; in Slavic idols, says

Saxo ; the Thor that is thrown down swarms with large mice,

adders and worms, Maui-er bek. 1, 536. What Rudolf of Fulda

says of the Innlnsul is repeated by Adam of Bremen (Pertz 9,

286). ' irmesuwel der cristenheit,' Germania 1, 451, conf. 444.

The Roman de Challemaine (Cod. 7188, p. 69) describes the war

of the Franks with the Saxons :

En leur chemin trouverent un moiistier

que li Saisne orent fet pieca edifier.

une idole y avait, que les Saisnes proier

venoient come dieu touz et gloirefier.

quar leur creance estoit selonc leur fol cuidier

quele les puist bieu sauver jousticier.

Neptusnus ot a non en lonneur de la mer.

One is reminded of the lofty Irmiusul by the story of an idol Lug

or Heillug, 60 cubits high, in the Wetterau, Ph. Dieffenbach 291

(heiliger loh ?).

p. 121.] On Caesar's ' Sol et Vnlcamis et Lunaj' see GDS. 766.

The Indiculus comes immediately after the Abrenuntiatio, in

which Thuner, Woden and Saxnothave been named ; its Mercury

and Jupiter therefore stand for German gods, as indeed several

German words are used in it : nod-fyr, nimidas, frias, dadsisas.

The Abrenuntiatio requires you to give up the trilogy Thuner,
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AVoden, Saxnot, and all the unliolics that ave their fellows ; so

there ivere three heathen gods, and more. On the trilogy conf.

Pref. li. liv., and in Verelius, sub v. blotskap, the passage out

of the Trojamanna-s. p. 34, where Brutus invokes Thor, Obin and

Gfi/joii.

p. 122.] Saxo's way of looking at the Norse gods is noticed

p. oSl-5. The thunder-god, who is Thoro at p. 41, and Thai' at

p. 103, he once names Jupiter. Besides, he has Pluto and Bis =

Othiuus as ValfotSr 3G. 140-7 ; and Proserpi/ia= Hel, 43.

p. 123.] Lepsius, Einl. p. 131, says the Egyptian week had not

7, but 10 days. ' Nine days' time ' is a common reckoning among

savages, Klemm 2, 149. To nundinae corresponds ivvrnxap, yet

Nieb. 1, 308, and 0. Miiller Etr. 2, 324 think the Humans had a

week of 8 days. The seven-day week is Semitic, was unknown

to Greeks or Romans, and rests on a belief in the sacredness of

the number 7 ; conf. Nesselm. on the origin of the week (Kunigsb.

deutsche gesellsch.. May 22, 1845). Titurel 2753 :

Die sieben stern sieben tugende haltent,

Die muozen alle mensche liabeu, die da zit der tage walteut.

The Provencal names of days in Raynouard sub v. dia. 0. Fr.

de-mierkes for mercre-di, de-venres for vendre-di ; conf. Roquef.

suppl. V. kalandre.

p. 125.] MHG. 1. Sunnentac, MS. 2, 190''. Amur 1578.

1009-21. Griesh. 114. 141. sitntac, Pass. 299,68. 81. II.

mdidac, Fraueud, 32, 11. maentags 82, 1. III. aftennaeiitaci,

Hiltzl. lxviii\ aftermontag, Uhl. volksl. p. 728. zistag and

z Intita g, Wackern. Bas. hss. 54-7; also Schweiz. geschichtsfr.

1.82-3. 161. 4,149. cius^a^, Wei.sth. 1, 759. zinstag, Bietv.

drach. 320''. Justinger 59, Keisersp. zistig, Tobler 458. eritag,

Fundgr. 1, 75. MB. 27, 89* (1317). 132=* (1345). Lang reg.

4, 711* (1300). Gratzer urk. of 1319, etc.; but ibid, erchtag,

1310. Schwabe tintenf. 19. 56. erdag in Hartlieb, Superst. H.,

cap. 31-2. erichtag, Beheim, 76, 16. H. Sachs 1, 206'^. Hutten

3, 358. eretay in Guben, 48, 32. IV, mitivoche, Bas. hss. 57.

viittocJie, Diemer, 357, 5. von de»i mitechen, Tund. 44, 27. des

mittichen, MB. 27, 90 (1317). 27, 98 (1321). der midechen,

Gratzer urk. of 1320, mitich, mitichen, 1338. midechon, Griesh.

2, 48. ' an dem nehsten guctemtag (!), Schreiber 1, 486 (see p.

124 n). V. Records of the 14th cent, waver betw. donrcsdag
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aud donredag. Bunrstao, Pass. 67, 87, etc. dilnderstag , danders-

tag alw. in Conr. of Weinsbg. dorstage, Schweiz. gescliichtsfr.

3, 260 (1396). Danredagh, Maltzau 2, 6. Hpt Ztscbr. 5, 406.

donredagh, Maltzan 2, 45. VI. phincztag, Beheim 78, 8. MB.
27, 131" (1343). vritach, Griesli. 2, 48. frehtag, Giutzer urk.

of 1310. des vriegtage.% S. Uolrich, 1488.

p. 125.] OS. These have to be guessed from the follow-

ing later forms : I. sundacJi, Ssp. soiidag, Pom. 1486. Klempiu
488. II. mandag, ibid. 111. dhisdag, Coin. ui'k. of 1261.

Hofer no. 5. dinstag, 1316, ib. p. 112; di/nsdais, p. 277. dince-

dagh, Pom. urk. of 1306, p. 354. dinscdag, Magdeb. urk. of

1320, p. 142. dinstagli, Quedl. of 1325, p. 17'.). dlngstdag,

Ravnsbg. urk. of 1332, p. 258. dijnstag, Siebertz no. 652. 6y8

(1315-43). dlnxtdiig, Ditm. landr. of 1447 ed. Michels. p. 32.

dynsthedach, Detmar 2, 287. dinschedacJi, Weisth. 3, 88. 90.

dyngstedag, urk. of Maltzau 2, 270. dincsedagh 2, 34. dlnghe-

stedaghes, dingsted., dynsted., dyngesd. 2, 179. 210. 207. 142.

dinxstednges, Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 405-406. dingstedag, Hammer-
broker recht. Did any Low German district in the Mid. Ages

retain Tisdag ? Scarcely : all seem to have forms beginning

with din, agreeing with Nethl. dinsdag, and corrup. from the

older disendach ; hence our present dienstag. Dinstag appears

as early as 1316 at Schleusingen, 1320-2 at Erfurt (Hofer p. 120.

146. 153). dingesdag, Klempin 488. lY. gaduisdag, gudens-

dag, Hofer no. 6. 7. (1261-2). des mitweliens, Maltzau 2, 88.

in deme mitwekene 2, 113. des mydwehen, Hpt Ztschr. 5,406.

des middewekenes, Hofer 166 (in 1323 at Halberstadt). mitd-

wekenes 370 (in 1331). 7nedewekes 360 (in 1324). middeweke,

Klempin. Y.dnuresdacJi, Ssp. (ionrec^a^/, Klempin. dunredagh.,

urk. of Maltzau, 2, 6. Hpt 5, 406. donredagh, Maltzan 2, 45.

VI. vridach, Ssp. frigdag, Klempin. VII. siinavent, Ssp.

2, 66 (one MS. satersdach). sonnavend, Klempin. saterdag is

Nethl. and Westph., not Saxon, satersiag, Seibertz 724^* (1352).

satirsdacli, Marieulieder. Hpt 10, SO- 1, saterstag, Spinnr. evang..

Coin 1538, title. In Freidauk 169, 15, one MS. changes ' suones

twQ ' \n.\,o satersdacli. soterdag , Ywrnemoh. 1,30P; surreschteg 1,

495 at Bupen.

M. Nethl. 1, sondacli, Decker's Lekensp. 1, 38. II.

maendach, Decker ib. HI. dinxdach, Decker, disdag desdag,
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Coremans p. 49, disendaiijhes, Hedu p. 443. De klerk 1, 804.

diseiulach, Ulil. 1, 415. IV. woonttdach, Decker. V. donre-

dach, Decker, donderdach, Lane. 13970. VI. vn'dach, Decker.

den vrindach, Lane. 25310. sfniKhigliefi, Maerl. 3, 28 1, sfrindaechs,

De klerk 1, 708 in 1303." VH. saterdach, Decker. In the

Leveu van Jezus p. 27-8. 74-5. 234 the Jewish notion of Sab-

bath is lamely rendered by saterdach.

p. 12G.] Fris. III. tiliHdl, tmh'ii, Ilpt Ztschr. 1, 107.

VII. A fuller form '

' sn-avend ^ occurs in the Gen. snavendcx,

Anhalc urk. of 1332, Hofer 163.

North-Fris. forms in Ontzen, p. 38. IV. Weadansdal,

Landeskunde 4, 248. Wlujsdau in Silt, Miillenh. 1G7. V.

Tiirsdel and Tiisdci. VII. 2/(, = evening, eve, as in ' gude e'en

to ye,' Shaksp. good-<'?i.

AS. IV. Mercoris die, hoc est Wod^iesdag, Kenible 5, 94

(in 844)

.

OE. III. tweisdai'e. IV. inensdaie, Garner, Procdgs. p. 232.

ON. in Gnla]?. p. 9. III. Ti/sdagr. IV. Od-ensdagr. V.

porsdagr. VI. Freadagr. VII. pcatd'agr.

SwED. 1. siUDinndagJir, ostg. (conf. p. 126 n.). VII.

Ibghxirdagh, ostg.

Noiiw. IV. mekedag. VI. Freadag, Dipl. Norv. vol. 3, no.

787 (in 1445).

Jut. IV. Voensdag, vuinsdan, Molb. dial. 653. VI. Frcia.

VII. Luora, Foersom, p. 12.

Angl. IV. Vo)isdaw.

p. 127 n.] On the Roman altar in Swabia, see Stalin, 1, 111.

On the circle of planetary gods, Lersch in Jb. d. Rheinlande iv.

183. V. 298—314, The 8 figures on the altar may signify the

gods of nundinae. The Germ, week has Odin in the middle, his

sons Tyr and Thor next him : Mars, Mercury, Jupiter.

p. 129.] Snorri too, in his Fornmli, has interpretations and

comparisons with the Bible and classical mythology. Freyr he

identifies with Saturn (p. 217).

p. 130.] The Ests, Finns and Lapps name the days thus :

—

Est, 1, piiJiJiajiddw, holy day. II. esmaspddic, first day.

III. teisipddw, second day. IV. Iceslindddel^ mid-week. V,

' The Slavic ned^lia, orig. Sunday, now means week.

VOL. IV. E
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neli/apddw, fourth day, YI. rede (redi), fiist-daj ? VII. lau-

jmdw; })oolpadw, half- day,

Finn. 1, sunnuntai. II. maanan. III. tiUtai. IV. keski-

wiycko. V. tuorstal. VI. pe^-i/andai ; is this Perun's day dis-

placed (couf. Perendan below)? or, as the Finns have no F, a

corrup. of Fredag- ? [Prob. the latter, conf. Peryedag; and the

Fiuus are fond of addiug an N.]. VII. lauivandai.

SwED. Lapp. 1, ailek. II, manodag. III. tisdag. IV, kasha

ivakko. V, tuoresdag. VI. peryedag. VII. lawodag.

NoRW. Lapp. 1. sod)io helve. II. vuosarg. 111. maiigeharg.

IV. gashvokko. YL. fastoheive fast-day, and perijedag.

CHAPTER VII.

WODAN.

p. 131.] The name of the highest god, whom the other gods

serve as cliildro)i their father (Sn. 23), often occurs in OHG., like

ITerrgott much later, as a man's name: Wotan., Schannat 312,

Woataii 318, Wnotan 342. 386-9. Langobardic glosses have

Odan and Godan, Hpt Ztschr. i, hU7 ; conf. Goddri 5, 1. 2. In

the Abren. we find Woden ; perh, Wedan too is OS. (Suppl. to

154) ; on Wodan conf. Lisch Meckl. Jb. 20, 143. AS., beside

Woden, has Othan (Sup. to 5) ; Offon, Sal. and Sat. 83 ; Eow&en

(p. IGl n.). Nth Fris. Wede, Wedke, Miillenh. 167. Wedkl taeri !

Landesk. 4, 246. For Norse O^inn, once Oddiner, conf. Munch
on Odd's 01. Tr. 94. Aadon, Yngl. c. 7, Does Audiin in Norw.

docs, stand for 05iu ? Oden in Ostogtl. = hin onde, Almqvist

371^. In the Stockh. Adress-calender for 1842, p. 142, are

actually two men named Odin. Rask, Afh. 1, 377-8, takes the

Lett. Vidvut for the Vodan of the Vides (Lettons), while Vogt 1,

141 makes Wldewud, Waidewud a Prussian king. With Vat in

the Orisons, conf. Viiodan in the Valais, of whom M. C. Vullie-

min relates in his La reine Berte et sou temps, Laus. 1843, p. 3 :

' Un jour on avait vu Wuodan descendre le Rhone, telle etait du

nioins la croyance populaire, I'epee uue dans une main, un globe

d'or dans Fautre, et criant rigou haiouassou (fleuve souleve toi) !

et le fleuve s'clevant avait detruit une partie de la ville.' On my
inquiring (through Troyou) if the name in the story was really
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Wuodan, the answer was distinctly Yes, and the town destroyed

was Martigny. Carisch 182'' has viift idol, which some derive

from vultus, voult, face, or portrait, others from votuiii ; couf.

magliavutts (Sup. to 35 n.).

p. 132.] Wuotan from watau, like 6eo^ from deecv, Sansk.

vddanaH, Schleicher in Kuhn's Ztschr. 4, 399. He stands closely

conn, with weatlter, OHGr. wetar, aer, aether, and wind (Sup. to

115) ; he is storm, byr, furia, wild hunter, uma, Ymir, Jumala,

spirit ; ho is also called Ofnir, Vafu^r, Vafj^riiSnir. But why ia

Stem. 3'' does OSina give ond, and Hoenir 6S, when surely OSinn

should o-ive oh ? The Bav. tvndelih is known to H. Sachs : das

es aiifwudlet gruu in griin (of herbs) v. 377'^. wudelt das kraut

auf, V. SIS" ; conf. Wuotlhjoz, Wodtlyeat, p. 367 u., and Woden's

relation to Geat, p. 164-5. We can put him on a par with Zeus,

Indra, Loptr : cit]p, ov av Ti-? oi'o/xdaeie kuI Aia, Meineke's Fragm.

com. 4, 31. yEschylus in Earn. 65U says of Zeus: ra 8' aXka

rrdvT civoi re koI Karon arpecficov rlOrjaiv, ovSeif dadfiaivoiv /xevei.

Zeus merely touches, hreathes upon lo, and she conceives Epa'phof<

(the touched), ^sch. Prom. 849—851. e| iiracpi]^ /c«| eVtTrz/otav

Ji'o?, ^sch. Suppl. 18. 45. icfjavTcop 312. 6eiaL<? eTmrvoiai'i

iraveraL 576. Ducange sub v. Altanus has a peculiar gl. Aelfrici

:

Altanus Voden, quae vox saxonice Wodanum sou Mercuriura

sonat (conf. p. 162 n.). In Wright 17'' ' Altanus poden,' otherw

I'oden is tarho ; altanus auster is a wind. On Woldan see Hpfc

Ztschr. 5, 494.

p. 132.] With Otfried's gotewnoto conf. a Schlettst. gl. of

the 9th century: 'sub tyranno, under themo gudowoden.' Der

u'ileterich, Servat. 2853. ein tobender ly., Barl. 254, 21 ; conf.

gwyth, p. 150 n. In the Eifel the wild host is called ]Vudes-\\eev,

!ind a savage monster of a man Wuodcs-woor, Schmitz 1, 233

In the Wetterau band of robbers was one Werner Wuttwuttwatt,

Schwenker 574. Pfister 1, 157. 162.

p. 133.] It is not Svid'r, gen. Svinns, but Svi(T<ir ok SviSrir,

gen. Scid'ars, in Sa3m. 46''. Sn. 3. 24. 195, Beside valfa&lr,

hnrfa&'ir (p. 817), OlSiun bears the names Herjann, Herteltr,

Gnnunrr, Lex. myth.6il^ couf. Eerjam dts, Ssem. 213*^. piigc^l

O. ok i folk umskaut 5". valr Id par a. sandi vitinn enum

eineygja Friggjar faSmbyggvi (ibi caesi in arena jacuere, dedicati

unoculo qui Friggae amplexibus delectatur), Sn. 1848,236.
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Non liumile obscurumve genus, non funera plebis

Pluto rapit vilesque animas, sed fata potentum

Implicat, et claris complet Phlegethonta figuris,

Saxo Gram. 36. The hoar's head in the Alamann order of

battle is expressly acknowledged by Agathias 2, 8 (Stalin 1, 160).

p. 134.] With Paul the Deacon's account conf. the older

setting in the Pro!, leg. Rotharis in Hpt Ztschr. 5, 1. There

Woda.n and Frea- remind you altogether of Offlnn and Frigg in

the Grimnismal. 0. is called Sigr-hofundr, Egilss. 640, and his

dwelling Sigfilnir, Yngl. 5. Sn. 15.

p. 136.] On name-giving, ON. uafn-festi, see GDS. 153-4.

With nUcfscidlf conf. Valaskialf, p. 817 n. Does OHG. Bnghen-

scelp belong here? Cod. Lauresh. no. 2597. The Gl. Sletst.

15, 7 have scelb fornice, also those in Hpt Ztschr. 5, 196. sceljy

fornix, Graff 6, 479. hlscilbit in clida, Diut. 1, 342 ; and clida

belongs to hliS, OHG. hlit, operculum. The Lex. myth. 434

explains Hli'Sskialf as porta coeli tremens.

p. 136-7 n.] God's chair means also the rainbow (p. 733) ;

God's little chair, among the Lausitz Wends, the corpse-bird

(p. 1134). The German mllrchen of the Tailor who climbs the

Lord's chair, of iron-booted Ferdinand, of faithful John and

strong Francis, who arrive at a heaven with many doors (conf.

WolPs Deut. mar. u. sagon no. 5, KM. no. 3, 35, Miillenh. mar.

no. xii.), resemble the Greek notion of Zeus's throne and the

several doors through which he attends to the prayers, vows

and offerings of men, Lucian's Icaromenippus, c. 25-6.

p. 138.] Wnnsch, wish, seems akin to Sansk. vangh,sh, vdnch

opto, desidero, Bopp Gl. 31 5^ Pott 1, 235, which Bopp thinks

identical with Welsh gwanc, desire. Wish in O.Fr. is soiihait

(p. 951n.) and avel, pi. aviaux, Ren. 25131, 26828. plus bel lui

nestuest .s-0H/iaiV?ier, Ogier 1, 140. Wnnsch is god of bliss and

love who wishes, wills and brings good to men. We still speak

of God as the giver of all good, all gifts, Kl. Schr. 2, 327-9.

Wunschen is to romance, exaggerate, imagine : sam ez gewilnschet

waere Rab. 240. ob ieman wilnschen solde. Nib. 281, 3. 780, 1.

und der nu w. solde, Ecke 202 (Hagen). Also to wish into

being, create, Wigal. 327. 887. 5772. so viel nur immer Gott

Vater w. kann, Zingerle 2, 64. mit wunsch, by divine power.
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'I'ifc. 317j and conversely vcrivilnschcn to annihilate, wiinschcn

lernen, to learn conjuring-, Miillenli. 395. 402, [Of wniiscJi as

the Ideal, a page and a half of examples is here omitted.]

p. 141.] 117.s/i personified appears most fretj. in Ilurtmann,

which is the more remarkable, as he o-ot no promptinj^ from his

French original. The last line on p. 138 :

der Wunsch het in geineistert so, Greg. 1097. Er. 2710.

only reminds us partially of a French poet, Thib. de N. 95 :

beneet soit le malsfre

qui tele la fist naistre
;

while Chrestien's Erec has nothing similar, either here, or in

describing the horse (Hartm. Er. 7375), or the palace and twenty

ladies (8213-77) ; and where Hartm. boasts of his Enite :

man sagt daz nie hint gewan

ein lip so gar dem Wunsche glich, Er. 330,

Chrestien's Erec 407 has merely :

que tote i avoit mis s'entente

nature, qui faite I'avoit (conf. vv. 415. 425).

Presently, however, in his :

ich waene Got sinen vliz •

an si hate geleit

von schoene und von saelekeit, Er. 338,

where Chrestien had said, v. 429 :

onques Dex ne sot faire miauz

le nes, la bouche, ne les iauz,

Hartm. draws nearer to his prototype again. His Wunsclics

gewalt often occurs in later writers :

beschoenen mit Wiinsches gewalte, Flore G927.

ir lip aller wolgcstalt

gar in des Wiinsches gewalt, Meleranz. 87G8.

WunscJies gewalt han, Berth. 239. 240.

hie Wunsches gewalt, hie Hep ane leit

in immerwerender sicherheit, Heinr. Suso in Die ewige

weisheit.

But the phrase becomes more and more impersonal:
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si hat an ir iviinsch gewalt, Altsw. 98.

au im lit der wunschgewalt, Dietr, drach. 41''.

drier tviinsche gewalt, MS. 2, 145'^ (KM.^ 3, 14G-7).

geben mit alles tounachps geivalt, Pass. 298^ 1.

aller wtlnscJie gewalt, Ulil. volksl. 1, 21.

conf. i^ovaia<; rv^^elv irapa rov Aio<; alW]aacr6ai otov eTriOv/xel,

Athen. 3, 24. [Another page and a half of examples is here

omitted.]

p. 143 n.] Even Wolfram in Wh. 15, 7 has ' des Witnsrhes

zil' ; and des Wunsches iHiradis actnally occurs in Barl. 52, 8

and in the Rudolf. Vilmar p. 64.

p. 143.] Wish is the meting, moulding, casting, giving,

creating (p. 22, 104 n. 139), figuring, imaging, thinking, faculty,

hence also imagination, idea, image, figure. There is about Wish
something inward, uttered from within : der Wunsch tllttet,

Troj. 3096, uz tiefer sinne grunde erwilnschet mit dem munde
2960. Apart from the passage in the Iliad, %api9 answers to

wunsch, not only in Lucian's Pro Imag. c. 26 p. 52 : k6/j.7]v ralf

xdpi(Ttv anreLKaae, but, as God imparts wishing, it is said of

Hermes : 09 pd re TrdifTwy dvOpcoTrcov epyocac
X''^P''^

'^'^* Kuho^

oTrd^ec, Od. 15, 319. Beside des Wunsches auo and heilwac, we
have also a wunscJtsee and wniiscJihrunne, Prohle's Unterharz. s.,

no. 345; a Wiijischberg in Panzer's Beitr. 1, 116, Wein^clieithoi-cli

in Hpt Ztschr. 1, 258, IVitnschilburg in Henricus Pauper 115,

WiinscJielburg a village near Glatz. ' Joannes Wiuischclhcrg doctor

vixit circa an. 1400,' Flacius cat. test, verit. 782, in Zai-ncke's

Univ. Leipzig 764 an. 1427,888 an. 1438. A Wiinschmichelhach

,

Baader's Sagen no. 345 ; a Wiinschensnlil near Marksuhl, Thuriu-

gia ; a 'super Wiinsclie' and Wimscheulorf, Rauch 2, 198. 200.

p. 143-4.] Forstemann has no name Wiinsc, Wunscio, which

would mean wisher, adopter, but Karajan quotes Wensco and

SigiwiiuJi (for Sigiwunsc, conf. Sigtyr), and Sigewnses-holz about

Eichstadt (for Sigiwunsces-holz), MB. 31, 363, year 1080.

The Oshmeijjar are called nunnor Herjans, OSius meyjar, Su.

212". Oskopnir might be connected with it and explained as

' stragem, campum eledionis aperieus ' from opna aperire, of

which the Vols, saga c. 18 makes iiskaptr. Beside the Wnscfred

of Deira, a later one is mentioned by Beda 138, 19. 153, 5.
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p. 145.] As Wuotan sends wind and weather, and stills tlie

stormy sea, it is said of the christian God : daz er uns alle tage

dienet rait weter ioch mit loint, Dieraer 89, 18. In Parzival,

Feirefiz ascribes it to Juno that she daz weter fnocte, fitted 750,

5 ; dem Juno ie gap segels hift lol , 7 ; sege.lweter faogte l(jl , 3.

]i' i/ijgr be terror, yggdraslll means the horse of dread, the storm-

courser, perhaps the rushing god himself, as we know that OSiun

bears the surname Yggr, and is always figured, as the rider in the

air, the furious huntei-. In that case Yggdrasi.Is askr (Pref. li.) is

the stonnful god\s ash. OSinn is also Hropfr, alte damans, conf.

OIIG. hnioft, clamor, Graff 4, 1137: Hroptr glaSr, Hpt Ztschr.

3, 154; Hruptatj'r, p. 106. And the surname i^arjua-Ziyr, i^arma-

gu(T may not bo out of place hero, as deus vecturarnm nauticarnm,

from farmr, onus nauticum. Mefhujr, Saam, 272" is perh. conn,

with mafr, seamew. Other by-names are Fengr, iSsem. 184^.

Vols, saga c. 17, p. 157; Svafnir, Stem, 93"; Fiolnir, Sasm.

10\ 46''. 184\ Vols, saga c. 17, p. 157 and conf. 136. 193. 200.

323. He is 'inn reginkunngi baldur i bryujo,^ Sagm. 272''.

p. 145.] Similar expressions for dying are : AS. UniJiten

ftecean, Beow. 373. ON. kenna einom attunga brautir til Ocfivs

tandit, Saem. 80^. far till Oden, Geyer 1, 123; conf. gefa O&ni,

Landn. 5, 10. The miser collecting treasures is said in Sweden

to tjena Odeii, Geyer 1, 123. Kl. schr. 3, 197.

p. 145 n.] The conception of OSinn as an evil being is clear

in the ON. 'hvaffd O&ins Idtnm V quid hoc mali est? shoi'tened to

MivaJSa latum,' quid hoc rei esc? Wormius mon. dan. p. 11 ; lat

is amissio, mors ; conf. our ' was des teufels ? ' Fornm. sog. 3,

1 79 has ' ofcignucbr sendr af Odiii' mischief sent from 0. ; Offinn-

divU 11, 151 periculosus, insociabilis, difficilis, is interpr. ' illr

viSfangs' 12, 430; OO'iiinda'la 6, 374 periculum, infortunium,

interpr. ' vandraeJSi, vandamal, naudsyn' 12, 430. Dicll itself is

mansuetus, afFabilis.

p. 147.] Opsin's outward "appearance is alluded to in many

other places; hinn einei/gji Friggjar faJSm-byggvir, Sn. 1848 p.

236. He is Ileiigikiaptr, labeo, cui pendet maxilla, Sn. 146 (p.

1075 n.); IIar})ar&r, Flaxbeard, from hor, linum ; to SigurSr

appears the Loigheard, and helps him to choose Grani, V(3ls. c.

13. GDS. 688-9. To Saxons ' Othinus os pileo ohnuhens ' answers

his surname Gri)unir larvatus, from grima. As 'Grimnir' he
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shews himself to men in the guise of a beggar to try them, e.g. to

GeirroSr; as ' Gestr blindi ^ to HeiSrekr, as 'GfingraSr' to Vaf-

]?rii5air. Compare the German miirchen of the old Beggar-

woman, KM. 150, whose clothes begin to burn, as Grimni's did.

In the case of HeiSrekr, Gestr guesses riddles for another, as the

miller or shepherd does for the abbot, Schmidt 85—9. Again
OSinn appears as the one-eyed hondi Hrani, and bestows gifts,

Hrolf Kr. saga c. 39. 46 (Fornald. s. 1, 77. 94). The Fornm.

s. 5, 171-2 says : 'hann var stuttklaeddr, ok hafSi sidan hatt ni-Sr

fyrir andlitit, ok sa ogerla asjonu hans ; skeggjaSr var haun ;

'

conf, the hlind (one-eyed ?) Hatt, Sv. ilfventyr 1, 363. GDS.
578. Swed. legend gives Obinn a pointed hat, iiddehatt, which

agrees with the peculiar shape of certain tombstones, wedge-

shaped, like a man-trap. But he is called liauga-drottinn,

Vitterh. acad. handl. 14, 73. Now uddehatt is usu. a dwarf's

hood or cape of darkness ; hence also he appears as ' lord of

dwarfs.' At the same time the hat is a wishing-hat and Mer-
cury's hat. He appears as an old man, or as a hunter on Jiigh

horse with three hounds which he gives away to a youth ; and

a Smaland story expressly names him Oden, Sv. folkv. 1, 212.

Oammal graman gives advice, but may not stay beyond cock-

crow, Arvidsson, 3, 3. Similar is the one-eyed witch, Norske .

event. 141-2. In Germany too we can now find many traces

of this divine apparition. A Graymantle, a Broadhat often turns

up in nursery tales, see Haltrich p. 10. 39. 44; an old man
fetches the children, p. 4. He appears as Old One-eye 45. 55,

as Stone-goat 44, Wild-cat 63. God comes in the guise of an old

beggar, stands godfather, and gives gifts, KM. no. 26 ; or as a

grey-hearded manniJcin, Frommann's Muuda. 4, 328 ; conf. the

eld beggar-woman, KM. no. 150; as One-eyed Flap-hat, Alsatia

1856 p. 131. A grey smith heals, Hpt Ztschr. 1, 103. In St.

Martin's cloak and hood Simrock.sees Wuotan's wishing-cloak,

Martinsl. xvii.

p. 147.] When OSiun hurled the spear, then, says the

Voluspa, was the first war in the world. He is geira drottinn,

Egilss. 639. geiri nndaffr oc gefinn Offni, S8em.'27''. marka sik

Od'ni, p. 1077. Under Otto III. a man in a dream, after taking

a pious vow, was transfixed by two lances of the martyrs Crispin

and Crispiuian, Pertz 5, 787. The giant Ode7i in Sv. afvent. 455
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(some versions oinit the name) possesses costly things, as the

god does his spear. Out of such notions sprang the OLIG. names

Keraiis, FolcJums, Hpt Ztschr. 7, 529. Is this spear more like

Apollo's destructive dart, or the sceptre of Zeus (p. 080) ? Is

the name of the Lombard royal line of GnnijiiKji; conn, with

Gungnir ? GDS. G87-8.

p. 148 n.] lu Herod. 4, 15 Aristeas is called Apollo's raven,

i.e. priest, as Porphyry tells us the Magians called the priests of

the Sun-god ravens. Three ravens fly with St. Benedict, Paul.

Diac. 1, 20. In Goethe's Faust 12, 127 the witch asks Mephis-

topheles : But where are your two ravens ? Doves sit on Gold-

Mariken's sJioiilders, Miillenh. 403, A dove sits on the head and

shoulder of a boy at Trier, Greg. Tur. 10, 29; one perches three

times on the head of St. Severus, Myst. 1, 226-7, another settles

on St. Gregory's shoulder 1, 104.

p. 148.] Flugu hrafnar tveir of IlnUcurs oxhnn, Jlmjlnn til

hauga, eun a hrae Mun'uin, Su. 322. The ravens daily sent out

return at dogurSanuali 42 ; conf. F. Magnusen's Dagens tider

p. 42. fara Vicfris r/re;/ valgiorn um ey, Sa^m. 151". hrafnar tveir

tlugu me^S |>eim alia lei^S, Nialss. 80. On Odens foglar, Odens

svalar, see Sup. to 159.

p. 148.] Offin-Ncptunus resembles both Poseidon and Zeus,

who rise out of the sea as bulls. O^inn shows himself to Olaf as

a boatman, nokkva macfr, Fornm. s. 2, 180; and, as the man in

tJie boat, fetches Sinfiotli's body, Vols. c. 10. Like him are the

divine steersman in the Andreas (Pref. xxiv. xxv.), and the

thirteentli man who steers the twelve Frisians, who has the axe on

his siioulder, throws it at a well-spring, and teaches them justice,

Richth. 439. 440. Yet we also come upon OtSinu ILiikar as a karl

af hiargi, Saera. 183-4.

p. 149.] Byr, Burr is OSin's father, p. 348-9. gefr hanu

(0.) byri broguom, Saem. 113"'. A fair wind, ON. oska-hyrr, is

in the Swed. rhyming chron. unsko bijr. Even the German may
very likely have had a ivunsch-bur as well as wunsch-wint, for we
find in Pass. 379, 19 : in kam von winde ein ebene biir, die in die

segele da sluoc. 201, 29 : do quam ein also geliche biir. 380,

78 : daz in wart ein guote biir. On the other hand : so er den

icint ze ivunsche hat, Er. 7795. wnnsches iveter, Urstende 125, 85.

Got schuof im sauften siiezen wint, Ernst 5, 238 (Sup. to 145).
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The liimmliscJie hind makes guten wind, Osw. 9Q0-b. 1220; but

also the storm wind 1137. 2731. To the Greeks it was Zeus
espec. that sent a fair wind : Aioq ovpo^, Od. 15^ 207. Zev^; oupov

'iaWeu 15, 475. Zev<i evdve/xo';, Paus. iii. 13, 5. Also a'Ep/u,ri<i

aepLo<; is named ' inter deos qui ad pluviam eliciendam a mago
advocantur,^ Cass. Dio 71, 19; and Hermes or Tlieuth. was the

Egyptians' rain-god 71, 8 (Sup. to 175).

p. 150.] With the AS. dialogue betw. Sat. and Sal., conf.

Kemble's Salomon p. 323 : Mercurius gigas. In Altd. Bl. 2, 190

the other dialogue is entitled ' Adrian and Ritheus,' and contains

the words: 'saga me, hwa wrat bocstafas aerest? ic ]>e secge,

Mercurius se gigant.' In Smaland there rides a man resembling

O^inn, with fiery breatli, and a rune staff in his mouth, Hpt
Ztschr. 4, 509. Theuth not only invented letters, but dice :

TTeTTe/a?, Kv^ei'a'^ as well as ypd/jL/nara, Plato's Phasdr. 274.

And OSiuu is not only the finder of runes, but lord of dice-

throwing. An ON. dicer's prayer is (Sup. to 1234) : at ]?u

Fiolnir falla latir, ^af er eh hasta haun ! F. Magn. lex. myth. 646

(riolnir= OSinn, Sup. to 145). And there was a proverb: ]m ert

ecki einu i leik, ef Offinnstyffrjyih. On the Devil as dicer, conf.

p. 1007. Players invoked Thorr and O^inn, Frigg and Freyja

together with Enoch and Elias, Christ and Mary, F. Magn. lex.

myth. 646.

p. 150 n.] On Gwi/dion and Don see Villemarque's Bardes

bretons 388. The milky way was also called ' Arian rod merch

Don,' Davies's Mytliol. 205. Leo in Hpt Ztschr. 3, 224 derives

Gwydion from gwyd, mens, /^e'vo? (p. 162 n.),like OSinn from ON.
od'r, mens. The Irish dia Geden, Gael, di ciadain, ciadaoin may
indeed be expl. as ceud aoine, first fast; but see O'Brien 168''.

The sentence in the Prol. legis Salicte : 'Mercurius Trismegistus

primus leges ^;gyptiis tradidit,' comes from Isid. orig. 5, 3.

Tervagan, Tervigant may have to do with Treheta, Gesta Trev.

(Pertz 10, 131).

p. 154.] On Wodenes-herg, -hiiscn, -wege conf. Forstem. 2,

1566. in Wodeneswego Pertz 8, 604; de Wodnneswege 8, 676.

Vndenesvege, Lisch, Orzen 2'', 161; Gudenswege, 2'', 136. Again,

Wodonesherg, Lacomb. l,no. 97. 117. TFi7anes-6erc (Wuotanes?),

Cod. dipl. Juvav. 95 (an. 861). ihns Merourii, Fredegar c. 55.

Then, ]V6de7isbeorg, Kemble 5, 78. 137. Woddanheorq 3, 457.
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W6nhUnc 3, 415. 5, 112. 291. W6ncnmh 5, 7S. 137. Wij,hies.

dene 5, 238. Wodnesdh 3, 403. 413. 452-5-G. 460-4-G. 5, 215.

238. Wonlond b, 235. 6, 355. Wrjddes geat 5, 78. 137.

Woniifoc 3, 227 (Kl. Schr. 2, 57). Wondc, quercus Jovis 3, 458.

Won-alre (-alder) 4, 459. But how are Wonrcd, Wonrediufi,

Beow. 5925-38 to be explained ? OS. Wefansjieckia for Wcdanes-

speckia (-bridge, wooden bridge), Liinzel 12. 53. Nth Fris.

]Ved('s-Jioori, M'ens-Juxj, ]Vi)iis-]ioij, Miillenli. 1G7. Other names
in Nordalb. stud. 1, 138. Wcadanask, Jb. f. Schlesw. -hoist,

landesk. 4, 248. Woisfeth in Holstein, OS. Wodenstorp, now
^Vunstorf (Kl. schr. 2, 58), can ace. to Forstem. 2, 1578 be traced

back to AV^ungeresdorf. Wvninsdoi-p, Caes. Heisterb. 9, 18.

Wofene^-husen, Trad. Fuld. Dronke 38, 221. Cod. Fuld. no. GIO

p. 274, now Gutmanns-hausen (Dronke 237"). A Wons-Jaisen in

Weimar, and one near Nidda, Landau's Wetterau 218. Wonsaz,

Banib. verein 10, 108. A Wonsees betw. Baireut and Bamberg;
yet conf. 'in der ivonsoss/ MB. 27, 141, and loonsassen, Schm. 4,

80. Kl. schr. 2, 58. A Sigeboto de Wnontcn-geseze (Wuotanes ?)

in j\lB. 11, 167. About the Fichtelgebirge lie also Wunsicdd

(Wotanes-sedal ?), Woh.^ijelini, Woiisr/rJidit, \Vouds(jp]idn, H'oAz/.s-

gehaig, a village on the Neunberg by Mistelgau, Baireut, Panzer's

Beitr. 2, 101. ' flumen quod vulgo Wot'niprnvno dicitur,' Sin-

nacher, 2, 635. TFa/au-brunnon, Lacomblet 1, no. 103.

p. 154.] OSinn is a rider; hence called Airiffi, he who rides

up ? (as Thorr is III6rri(Ti, p. 167n.); conf. also Yggdrasils askr

and the stoiy of the World-tree, p. 960. The llervarar-saga

(Fornald. s. 1, 480) has a riddle on OSinn and Sleijmir. On a

rune-stone in Gothland is supposed to be carved ' Oden and his

eight-legged Sleipnir,' Dybeck 1845, 91. The horse is often

mentioned with him: ' om Oden och Jians Ji ("witar ' they say in

Upland and Gothland ; in Smaland they speak of ' Odeus ffdll

och kruhha,' Riiiif; conf. the 'hunter on high horse,' Sup. to 147.

A horse with six legs in Haltrich 35-6 ; with clgld 49; an eight-

legged talking sun-steed 101.

p. 155 n.] ' Odinus pasci't eqiiof; sues in JoUvni iiiclKsns/ Pall

Vidalin 610 ; conf. '
i biilg binda,' Vestg. lag. p.m. 48. veit ec

at ec heck vindga meitSi a, naetur nllar nio, geiri unda^r ok gelinn

OJSni sialfr sialfum mer, Sa)rn. 27"' (see note on KM. no. 146).

Charles also splits a stune before the battle, Wiichter's Heidu.
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flenkm. 42-3 ; conf. the story of the Swedish general 45, aud
that of Hoier, Beuecke's WigaL 452. In Irish legend too the

divine hero Fin Barre has his horse shod by a mortal smith, and
juggles the fourth leg in, Ir. sagen 2, 85 ; conf. Kl. schr. 2, 450.

p. 157.] In the district of Beilngries, Bavaria, the bunch of

ears is left for the Wandl-yanl, and beer, milk and bread for the

WmuU-huiLde, who come the third night and eat it up. If you
leave nothing, the beaver (bilmer-schnitt) will pass through your
fields. In the last cent, they still kept up a harvest-feast called

WaudJs-wahe, setting out fodder for the black steeds of Waudc,
while they drank and sang :

—

heilige sanct Maha,

beschere iibers jahr meha,

so viel koppla, so viel schcickla,

so viel ahrla, so viel tausend gute gahrla.

If the reapers forgot, they were told :
' Seids net so geizig, und

lasst dem heilgen S. Miiha auch was steha, und macht ihm sein

stadala voU ;
' conf. the less complete account in Panzer's Beitr.

2, 216-7. Three stalks are left for Oswald, three ears tied three

times round with flowers, viz. the cornflower (centaurea, blue),

the hlotze (red poppy, papaver rhoeas), and camomile. The red

poppy is also called Miedei-magn (Mary's mohn). Panzer 2,

214-5-6. Schra. 2, 555. 608; in Swabia, Her-got's kitele or

man tele. The Russians leave a sheaf standing for Volos (Veles),

'toward Volos's beard, (borod).'

p. 159.] Od"ins-ve occurs (988) in ' episcopatus Otlienes-

wigensis,' Lappenb. Hamb. urk. no. 5. Oii-sjo, Oden-sjo in

Skane, liostanga-socken, lies over a submerged castle named
Odinsgard (see the story in Sup. to 946), Dybeck's Runa 1844,

32-3. In Ons-kdlla were washed the old men that threw them-

selves down the cHfF, Geyer 1, 115. Onsdnger in Smiiland.

Odens-hrunn in Upland, Wendel-socken, Dyb. Runa 1844, 90.

With Woden xoorhte weos, conf. Woldan hewing his church-door,

Wolfs Ztschr. 1, 69. OSinn, unlike Thorr, hardly ever occurs

in names of men : Raaf 235-7 gives Odhankarl, Odhinkarl.

p. 159.] On the plant-name Woden-tuugtl, -star, see K.
Schiller's Ndrd. pflanzenn. 32 ; conf. 'Epfxov ^di<i, Mercurii

SLirculus, 'filix, and 'EpfJLOv /Bordvcov, herba murcuriali.s, Diosc. 4,
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183-8. Several birds were sacred to OSinn :
' Icorpar, krdhar,

skatar bor man icke skjuta, emedan de ilro Odeiis fuglar, detn

ban vid OlofsmJissan Jutr hos sig i atta divjar, da ban plocker

ocb tager en stor del af dem. Ardea nig-ra, en teuiligen stor

fogel af biiger-slilgtet, kallas Odens svala,' Raiifj see Sup. to

p. 148.

p. 160.] Wcens-ht suggests (ilf-liSr, p. 207. Kl. scbr. 2, 58.

Who off a thief has cut the thumbs, To bim good hick in throw-

ing comes, Garg. 192". Do they say anywhere in Scandinavia

Odensfinger, Onsfiuger ? Ace. to F. Magn. lex. myth. fioO the

liing.f were sacred to OSinn and Mercury ; conf. the Tables of

Blood-letting.

p. 162.] Od'inn, Thorr, Frcijr in Snorri's Edda 131 answers to

Od'inn, Asahragr, Freyr in SsBm. 8b^ ; and invocations in Swed.

folk-songs give him the first place :
' bjiilp uiig Othin, thu kan

hlisf .' bjiilp mi Ulf och. Asnier Grij !
' Arvidss. 1, 69. The same

iu Danish: Miielp mig Othin, dii kan best! hielp mig Ulf og

Asmer Gribf Syv 48. Asmer Gvi = Asa-grivi ; conf. 'hielp nu

Oden Asagrim !
' Arvidss. 1,11.

p. 162 n.] On Zeus Tpiro^ and Tpiro'yeveia, conf. Welcker's

Trilogie 101-2. At banquets the third goblet Avas drunk to

Zeus : TO Tpirov tm ^coT)]pi, Passow s.v. acori^p. Athena Tplrrj,

Babr. 59, 1

.

'

p. 162.] 0«inn = Z/ar, Ssem. AQ^ ;
= Tafnlidr W' ; = ])nffi 46\

But where do we find Toeggi outside of F. Magu. lex. myth.

644? conf. Egilss. 610, where we can scarcely read Thriggi

for Tveggi, On the Sansk. Ekatas, JDoitas, Tritas see Kuhn
in Hofer 1, 279. 281-9. Zend. Thraetaono, Thrita, Spiegel's

Zeudav. 7. 66. Thraetaono = Feridun, = the threc-guivercd, says

Leo 3, 192-5 (1st. ed.).

p. 16o.] ON. Vili [weak decl., gen. Vilja] would be Goth.

Vilja, OHG. Willo. The strong gen. in ' broSr Vilis,' Egilss.

610 is evid. a slip for Vilja, though we do find the strong nom.

Vilir in Yngl. saga c. 3. May we conn. Vili with the Finn.

veil, Lap. vi'iJjd, Alban. /3t\a, frater ? GDS. 271.

p. 163 n.] Munch 1, 217 thinks MiUiothin arose from mis-

understanding metod ; to me it is plainly Fellow- Othin, like our

mit-regent, etc. Saxo's Ollerus is the Eddie Ullr, as is clear

from his using a bone for a ship, Saxo p. 46. Yet Ullr seems a
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jumble of Saxu's Ollerus and Snorro's Vilir, Yngl. c. 3 (Kl. schr.

5,425): skip JJllar, Sn. Hafu. 420 = skioldr; ash' Ullar 426.

Ydalir, liis hall, Seem. 40''. UlJei- sagr, F. Magu. lex. 766.

Ullar InjIU, Sa^m. 45''; hrinfjr JJ. 248"; U. sp/i = Baldi- 93«,

Ullr is Thur^s stepson, Su. 31. 101-5; boga-, veiSi-, oudr-,

skialdar-as 105.

p. 165.] I miglit have spoken here of OSin's relation to his

wife Friijij, p. 299, and to Sha&l, whom the Yngl. saga c 9 calls

his wife.

CHAPTER VIII.

THUNAR.

(Conf. Kl. Schr. 2, 402—438.)

p. 166.] Donar stands related to donen extendere, expansion

of the air (Hpt Ztschr. 5, 182), as t6i/09 to Telvw, yet tonare is in

Sansk. stan, resembling arevrwp, ar6po<; and our stohnen, Kl.

schr. 2, 412. In AS., beside Tlnmor, of whom there is a legend

(p. 812-3), we have also Dhor, Sal. and Sat. 51. So the rubric

over John 5, 17 has J?anyes-dseg, while that over John 5, 30 has

J?urs-dseg ; and the Norman Dudo calls him Tliiir, Wormius
mon. 24. The Abren. has Thnner, dat. Thunare. MHG. still

dunre, Pass. 227, 81. Dietr. drach. 110''. de9,dunres sun (Boaner-

ges), Pass. 227, 59 (Kl. schr. 2, 427). For the compound Svved.

toi'don, Dan. torden, the Norw. has thordaan, Faye 5, the Jemtl.

torn, Almqv. 297, Westgotl. thorn and tann. In the Dan. milrchen

Torden-vejr means Thor, as Donner-ivetter in Germ, curses stands

for Donar. The Swed. Lapps call the thunder- god Tlermes,

Klemm 3, 86-7, Ostiaks Toruini 3, 117, Chuvashes Tora, Tor,

Yakuts Tanara, Voguls Torom, Rask^s Afh. 1, 44. 33.

p. 167.] ON. reid' is not only vehiculum, but tonitru : lystir

reid' (al. ]n*uma), Gula]?. Hafn. 498. Norw. Thorsrela tonitru,

Faye 5. Danish critics regard Ohuporr as a different being from

Asa]?6rr, and as belonging to an older time; yet Sn. 25 places

them side by side, and looks upon Thor too as Oku]>6rr, conf. 78.

He drives a chariot ; conf. the Schoneu superst. about Thor,
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Nilsson -i, •iO-4.^ Ill Ostgiitl. the aska is called goa ; wlieu it

thunders, they say 'goa gar/ Kaleu 11''; (JojJ<ir kor, Alinqv. 347,

but also (joi)ior gar 384, and horiihouden giir 385. In Holland :

' ouze lievo Heer reed (drove) door de lucht/ Father God is

rolling d'brenta (milk-vessels) up and down the cellar steps,

Wolf's Ztschr. 2, 54. Can the old hittel-har (kettle-car ?) of the

giant with two goats refer to Donar's chariot ? Miillenh. 447

;

conf. Kl. schr. 2, 422. Thorr carries a basket on his back : meis,

iarnmeis, Sasm. 75". Sn. 111. OIIG. meisa, Graff 2, 874.

p. 167.] God thunders : die blikzen und die donrelege sint

niit gewalte in siner pflege, MS. 2, 166''. Zeus raises tempest:

ore re Zti>s^ XalXaira reivr], 11. 16, 365; 'what doth Zeus?'

meant how's the weather? 0. Miiller's Gr. gescli. 1, 24.

Jupiter, alles weters geivalt het er, Ksrchr. 1152 (p. 630). In

France : ni oistau nes Damledeu tonant, Aspremont 22''. nes

Bell fonaiit ni poistau oir, Mort de Gar. 145-9. noissiez Deic

tuiiant, Garius 3, 205 ; conf. ' si gran romore facevano, che i tuoui

non si sarieno potuti udire,' Decam. 2, 1. When a thunderstorm

comes on, men say :
' schmeckste paar uchsel ? merkste a

schoindl?' Weinh. schles. wtb. 82; ' ecce ubi iterum diabolus

ascendit!' CaBs. Heist. 4, 21. The Russians shout words of in-

sult after the retreating tempest, Asbjornsen's Hjemmet 193.

p. 163.] Thunder is God (or the angels) lAaijing at howls :

uns Herr speelt hegehi, Schiitze 4, 161. die engel hegehi,

Miillenh. 358 ; conf. the skittle-playing in the Odenberg, p. 953.

Or it is anger, and the thunder-bolt his rod, Pol. bozy pnjten.

p. 168.] The same Taranis is in the Vedas a surname of Indra

the thunder-god, he that passes through, from taran = trans;

and so Perun may be conn, with irepa (but see p. 171, and Kl.

schr. 2, 420). Welsh taran thunder, Gael, tairneack, tairaeaiuich,

also turrann. Taranucnns, Mone's Bad. urgesch. 2, 184. In

Burgundy a town Tarnodurum, whose later name Toniierre and

* le Tonnerrois/ Jos. Gamier 51, prove that the notion of thunder

lay in the old name; conf. Kl. schr. 2, 412.

p. 169 n.] Thorr heitir Atli oc asabragr, Sn. 211-'', conf. Atli

208*. The Lapps call their Tiermes aiyekc, and his deputy

' The surname!? Hlorri&i, Stem. 211", and Eindri6i need not conflict with the

statement that Thorr walks or else drives (p. 1(57 n.). In Sn. 101 he is called fostri

VhKjnis ok llloru (p. 1S7. 257). In Sn. Formali 12 Loride is called Thor's aou, and

Luricus Thurs fostri, who has a wife (Jlora.
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yunkare, stor-yvnJcare, Klemm 3, 86, the Ests their Pikker wana

essa, old father, Verh. 2, 3G-7 ; and the American Indians their

Supreme Being the grandfather, Klemm 2, 153. With the

mountains Etzel, AUvater we may perh. associate a high mountain

Oefschan, Helbl. 7, 1087 (now Oftscher), from SI. otets, voc.

otche, father; conf. Kl. schr. 2, 421.

p. 170 n.] The St. Bernard or Great Bernard is called

Montjoux, K.T). 1132. On the jugum Penniniim, deus Fenninus,

see Zeuss 34. 99. Dieffeub. Celt. 1, 170. Several inscriptions

' Jovi Painiiio, Peniiio' in De Wal no. 211—227. A Mount of

joy in Meghaduta 61 ; in Moravia the Radosf, joy. Finn, ilo-kici,

stone of joy, Kalev. 3, 471.

p. 171.] Comes ad Thinieresherhc (yr. 1123), Erh. 150; apud

Thnneresherg 133. Sifrit de Tonresherc (1173), MB. 33% 44.

Sifridus de Donresherch (1241-58) 33% 68. 90. Of a dragon it

is said : er hete wol dri kiele verslunden (swallowed) und den

Dunresherc, Dietr, drach. 262^^ (str. 834), vom Donresherge, Hpt

Ztschr. 1, 438. A Donnersherg by Etteln, S. of Paderborn. AS.

T)unresled, Kemble 3, 443. 4, 105. 5, 84. Bimresfeld 3, 394.

5, 131, conf. 6, 342. Donereshrionio, Ztschr. f. Hess, gesch. 1,

244.

p. 171.] With Slav, grom, hrom (Kl. schr. 2, 418) put our

LG. grummehi of distant thunder, Ir. crom, cruini thunder, Fr.

grommeler growl; also Lith. graiija it thunders, ffvowiinmas

thunder.

p. 171.] To Lith. Perlninas musza, Nesselm. 411'', and P.

grauja, grumena 286% add the phi-ases : Perhuns twyksterejo (has

crashed), P. uzdege (has kindled); Perhuno szowimmas (stroke),

P. growimmas (peal), P. zaibas (flash)
;
perJctinija thunderstorm.

The Livl. reimchr. 1435 says of him : als ez Perhune ir abgot gap,-

daz nimmer so harte gevro^. Near Battenhof in Courlaud is a

Perkunstehi with legends about it, Kruse^s Urgesch. 187. 49; a

Perkuhnen near Libau. Pehrkones is hedge-mustard. The Lapps

have an evil god or devil perkel, iiergalak, Finn. jjerheJe, Kalev.

10, 118. 141. 207. 327 (Sup. to 987).

p. 172.] In Finn, the oak (tammi) is called God's tree, pim

Ynmalan, Kalev. 24, 98. 105-7. 115-7; conf. Zeus's oak p. 184,

robur Jovis p. 170. Ju-glans, Aio<i /3ttXavo? = castanea, Theophr.

3, 8. 10. Diosc. 1, 145. The oak beiug sacred to Thorr, he slays
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the giants that take refuge under it ; under the beech he has no

power over them. It has been remarked, that lightning pene-

trates twenty times as far into the oak as into the beech, Fries

bot. udfl. 1, 110.

p. 172.] A Swed. folksong (Arvidss. 3, 504) makes Thorr

live in the mountain: locka till Thor i fjiill. Beside Fivrgv in'

s

daughter Frigg, another daughter lorff is called Obin's wife, and

is mother of Thorr. But if Thorr he = Fairguni, he is by turns

Obin's father and OSin's sou ; and he, as well as Frigg, is a child

of earth (iorb), Kl. schr. 2, 415. GDS. 119.

p. 173.] Of Enoch and Elias, who are likewise named together

in the ON.' dicer's prayer (Sup. to 150), we read in Fundgr.

2, 112 :

sie hant och die wal (option),

daz sie den regin hehabin betalle (keep back rain)

swenne in gevalle (when they please),

unt in abir Idzin vliezen (again let flow)
;

ir zungin megin den himel besliezen (shut up)

unt widir uftuou (open), ,

so si sich wellint muon.

The Lithuanians call Lady-day Eh/ios diena, Ilijios diena, on

which it begins or ceases to rain. They derive it from ilyia, it

sets in (to rain) ; is it not rather Ellas's day ? Elias legends of

Wallachia and Bukowiua in Schott. 375. Wolf Ztschr. 1, 180.

On his battle with Antichrist conf. Griesh. 2, 149.

p. 174.] 'Rominem fulgure idum cremari nefas ;
terra condi

religio tradidit, Pliny 2, 54. Places struck by lightning were

sacred with the Greeks, and were called rjXvaia, evifkyata, be-

cause the descending deity had visited them. They were not to

be trampled : hoc modo contacta loca nee intueri nee calcari

debere fulgurales pronuntiant libri. Atom. Marcell. 23, 5. One

peculiar rite was thoroughly Etruscan : such a spot was called

bidental, because a two-year old sheep was sacrif. there, Festus

sub vv. bidental, ambidens. 0. Miiller's Etr. 2, 171 ; the railing

round it was puteal, and may be compared to the Ossetic skinpole :

bidental locus fulmine tactus et expiatus ove, Fronto 277. Cattle

struck dead by Ughtning are not to be eaten, Westendorp 525.

p. 175.] veTo^;, Umbr, savitu, Aufr. u. Kirchh. 2, 268. ve 6'

VOL. IV. P
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apa Zev<; Trdvvvy^o^, Od. 14, 457. Atlien. 4, 73. tov AC ak7}6o}'^

Q)/jbr]v Slu KoaKLVov ovpelv, Avistoph. Clouds 373 ; conf. imbrem

in crihrum gerere, Plaut. Ps. i. 1, 100. Jto? ofu./Spo'i, Od, 9,

111. 358. ovre IleXoTrovvrjO'iOi'i vaev 6 de6<;, Paus. ii. 29, 6. Au
Egypt, magian conjures the air-god Hermes {tov aepiov) for rain,

Cass. Dio 71, 8. Inclra, who has the thunderbolt, is also god of

rain; when he disappeared, it rained no more, Holtzm. 3, 140. 1,

15. In Dalecarl. skaurman ale, the shower-man rides = it thun-

ders, Almqv. 258 j conf. Goth, skura vindis = XatXa-\/^, OHG. sctlr

tempestas, grando, AS. scur procella, nimbus, ON. skitr nimbus

(Kl. schr. 2, 425).

p. 175.] Another rain-procession in 1415, Lindenbl. 301.

Petronius^s ' uvidi tanquam mures' is like our MHG. in Eracl.

142^ : so sit ir naz ah sine mus (from Enenkel), wet as a drowned

rat. A prayer of the legio tonans, likewise under M. Antonine,

brings on torrents, Cass. Dio 71, 8. A Hungarian prayer for rain,

Ungarn in parab. 90; others in Klemm 2, 160 (Kl, schr. 2,

439—458).

p. 176.] Pikker, Kalewipoeg 3, 16. 23. 358. 16, 855. fikker-

taati 20, 730. On'pikker and pikne see Estn. Verb. 2, 36-7. He

is the avenging thrice-nine god, that appears in the lightning,

and with red-hot iron rod (raudwits) chastises even the lesser gods,

who flee before him, like the giants before Thor, to human hearths

2, 36—38. Pikne seems an abbrev. of pifkdinen, tonitru, which

occurs in the Finnic form of the Esth. prayer for rain, Suomi 9,

91, and comes from pitkd longus
;
pitkdikdinen longaevus, the

01d=:Ukko, says Castren myth. 39, or perhaps the long streak

of the lightning. On Toro, Toor, Torropel see Estn. Yerh. 2, 92.

p. 176.] Ukko blesses the corn, Peterson 106. In a waste

field on the coast of Bretagne St. Sezny throws his hammer, and

in one night the corn grows up into full ripe ears around it,

Bret. Volkss. by Aug. Stober, prob. after Souvestre.

p, 177.] The Thunder-god must be meant in the story of the

red-hoarded giant and the carriage with the golden lie-goat, Wolf

Ztschr. 2, 185-6, With the N. American Indians both Pahmi-

oniqua and JhdcJiinc-hid (red thunder) are men's names, Catlin

tr. by Bergh. 136, 190-1,

p, 178,] The three phenomena of lightning are described as

simultaneous in Hes, Theog. 691 : Kepavvol i/crap a/xa ^povrf} re
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Kul daTepoirf} iroTeovro. Distinct from fiilgur is a fourtli notion,

fuJgurafio (sine ictu).

p. 178.] Fidgiir is called hJUci^, as late as Justinger. Blixhenj,

now the ruined castle of Plixl)ur<^ (Piickhs-perckli in old docs.),

stands in the Miiuster valley near Colmar, oppos. a dwarf's moun-

tain, Scliopflin Als. dipl, no. 1336. des Snellen blickes tuc, Freid.

375. Inmelhlicke, Servat. 397. 1651. Eoth. 3536. In Styria,

himlatzen to lighten, treterhliche fulgura, Hpt Ztschr. 8, 137.

wetterleich, Stalder 2, 447. hab dir das p/a6 feuer ! 11. Sachs

ii. 4, 19". blue light in thunderstorms, Schwab's Alb. 229.

Lightning strikes or 'touches': mit blitz gerilhri, Felsenb. 1, 7.

It arises when sparks are struck with the fieri/ axe, p. 180".

813; af ])eim liomom leiptrir qvomo, Ssem. 151". Kpovl^rjq d(f>L6t

\}ro\6evTa Kepavvov, Od. 24, 539. dpyrJTi, KepavvM 5, 128. 131.

frisnlcnm fulgur, Festus, Varro ap. Non. 6, 2. Sen. Thyest.

1089. igues trlsulci, Ov. Met. 2, 848. Ibis 471. tela trlsidca,

Claudian iii. Cons. Hon. 14. genera fulminura tria esse ait

Caecina, consiliarium, anctorUatis et statits, Am. Marc. 23, 5
;

conf. O. Miill. Etr. 2, 170. The Etruscans had nine fulgurating

gods 2, 84. In Romanic, lightning is cameg, form, also calaverna,

chalavera; straglilsch, sagietta, saetta lightn. that pierces, also

liitscherna (lucerna?). Lith. zaihas lightn., Perknno zaihas streak

of lightn., from z'ibeti to shine, Nesselm. 345. Mere fulguratio,

summer-lightn., distant, feeble, that does not strike, the Finns

call Kalevan tulet, K. valkiat, i.e. Calevae ignes, bruta fulmina

autumnalia, or kapeen tulet, genii ignes. Lightning is named

iTvp Aio^, ^ehv. fire of God.

p. 178 n.] Blecken, plechazan, heaven opening, reminds of tlio

Bastarnae, who thought, when it lightened, the sky was falling

on them, Livy 40, 58 ; conf. Duncker p. 84. In Servian songs

viuni/a, is the vila's daughter, groni her brother. Mi'sets, moon,

marries Munya, Vuk 1, 154 n. 229—231.

p. 178.] Tonitrus is toniris chlacclia, Ilattem. 3, 598''. ion-

nerklapf, Justinger 383. 'thunderclap words,' Fr. Simpl. 1, 231.

dozes klac, Parz. 379, 11. Troj. 12231. 14G93. donrescal, Fundgr.

2, 116. toimerbotz, Garg. 270''. 219'', from donerboz. ON.
skrugga tonitru, conf. skroggr fulminans. Dan. tordcnskrald,

tordenbrag. LG. grummel-wier, -schmir, -taaren (-cloud), Lyra

103. 117, see Sup. to 171. We say thunder rollt, groUt [if
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distant, grotninelt]. As liglitn. is a bird's glance, thunder is

the flapping of its loings, Klemm 2, 155. Zeus's eagle holds his

lio-htnings, and an eagle raises the storm-wind, p. 633 ; conf. the

bird of Dawn.

p. 179.] F'uhnen is OHG. donarstrdla, Grafif 6, 752 and

laucmtdiU, Gl. Jun. 191. Graff 2, 707. hlic-schoz mit (or, an)

dunr-slegen, Pass. 89, 49. 336, 9. des clonres schuz, Freid. 128,

8. donrestrdl der niht enschiuzet, Turl. Wh. 11", dornstrdl,

Griesh. 151. die donerhlicke, Fundgr. 1, 73. donreshlicke, Freid.

123, 26. des donrisslac, Fundgr. 2, 125. 'ob der doner z'aller

frist slilege, swann ez hlckzend ist,' if it struck every time it

lightens, W. gast 203. swaz er der heiden ane quam, die

sluoc er alse eiu doner sau, Eother 2734. do sluog er also der

tlioner, for dem sich nieman mac bewarn, Diemer 218, 8. scMtr- .

slae, Helbl. 8, 888. wolkenschoz, Lanz. 1483. weterwegen, Pass.

336, 10. 2. OHG. droa, drewa is both minae, oraculum, and

fulmen, ictus, Graff 5, 246 ; because lightn. is a bodeful phenom-

enon ? 0. Fr. es foldres du ciel, Ogier 1, 146. foudre qi art,

Guiteclin 2, 137. Le tunnerre a sept differentes formes pour se

manifester aux Polognots.. II tombe en fer, alors il brise tout

;

en feu, il brule ; en sovffre, il empoisonne; en genuille, il etouffe;

en poudre, il etourdit ; en pierre, il balaye ce qu'il environne ;

en bois, il s'enfonce oil il tombe, Mem. Celt. 2, 211.

p. 180.] On tlnmderholts see the 9th Bamb. Bericht p. 111.

Beside donnerstein, we have wetterstem, hroUenstein. Again :

Herre Got, und liezt du vallen her ze tal ein stein, der mir

dersliiege, Suchenw. 78, 175. A fragment of thunderbolt healed

over in the hand imparts to it enormous strength, Hpt Ztschr. 3,

366. A donnerstral of 2\ cwt. hangs in Ensheim church, Garg.

2 1 6^ Vestgotl. Thors-kcijl (-wedge), Swed. Thor-viggar (-wedges),

Sjoborg's Nomencl. f. nordiska fornlemningar 100. Indra's bolt

and flash are svarus, from svar, sky, sun, Benfey 1, 457 ; conf.

rjXvaia, Sup. to 174. Like elf-shot is the Sansk. ' vitulum veluti

mater, itsi fului en Maruies sequitur,' Bopp Gl. 364"; conf. mugi-

entis instar vaocae fulmen souat 262''. Athena alone knows the

keys to the thunderbolt chamber, ^Esch. Eum. 727, like Mary

in the nursery-tale of the forbidden chamber in heaven. Lith.

' Perkuuo kulka,' P.'s ball. Servi strelitsa, arrow.

p. 181.] Miolnir reminds of SI. vi'luiija, molnia aa-TpwrrTj, which
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Miklos. 50 derives from mleti, coutererc. The hamtncr is the

simple, world-old implemenb^ indispensable to nearly every trade,

and adopted by not a few as a symbol. At boundaries the "1
|

hninarsrnarh was deeply graven, a cross with hooked limbs ;
' L

afterwards a crossed oak served for a landmark, Kl. sclir. 2, 4c{.

55. In blessing the cup (signa full) the sign of the hammer was

made: hann gerSi hamarstnark yfir, Hak. guSa saga c. 18. Thor

me^ tungum hamrum is also in Landstad It. Thor's image has

a great hammer in its hand, 01. helga s. ed. Christ. 2G. Fornm.

sog. 4, 245. That the hammer was portrayed and held sacred,

is shown by the passage in S;ixo, ed. Mull. 600 : Magnus, inter

cetera traeophorura suorum insignia, iiiKsitafi 'ponderis viaJleos

quos Joviales vocabant, apud insularuni quandam prlscn virorum

relujione cultos, in patriam deportandos curavit. That was betw.

1105 and 1135. In Germany, perh. earlier, there were hammers

and clubs as emblems of Donar on the church wall, or built into

the town-gate ; to which was linked a barbarous superstition

and a legend of the cudgel, Hpt Ztschr. 5, 72. To the same

cycle belong the tales of the devil's hammor, which is also called

donnerhnld, kammerhuhly Miillenh. 268. 601 ; conf. p. 999. Pikne

carries lightn. as an iro7i rod, see Sup. to 176.

p. 181.] Thorr a foe to giants, p. 531. As Wodan pursues

tlie subterraneans, so he the giants. They will not come to the

feast where Tordenvoir appears, p. 189. 537. In Schonen, when

it lightens, it is Thor flogging the trolls, Nilss. 4, 40. der (tiovel)

wider unsih vihtet mit viaren (viurinen, fiery) strdlen, Diemer

337, 9.

p. 181.] Hamer sla bamer, sla busseman dot! Miillenh. 603;

conf. Hermen sla dermen, p. 355. bim Jinmmer ! Corrodi Pro-

fesser 16. 58. Vikari 11. turamcr und hammer. Prof. 96. 'May
heaven's forJced lightn. bury you 10,000 fathoms underground !

'

du widertuo ez balde, oder dir nimet der donne.r in drin tagen

den Up, Wolfd. 331, 3. 4 (Hpt Ztschr. 4). A Danish oath is 'ney

Thore gad!' Warmii Mon. Dan. 13. dass dich der Donnerstag

(Thursday = Thor), Ph. v. Sittew. 2, 680. donnstig ! du donnsfigs

bub! Gotthelf's Erz. 2, 195-6. The Lithuanians, says JEn.

Sylvius, ascribe to Percnnnos a great hammer, by means of which

the sun is rescued from captivity, ^^n. Sylv. in den Kurliind.

send. 2, 6. N. Preuss. prov. bl. 2, 99 ; conf. Tettau u. Temme
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28. Lith. ' kad PerJcuns pakiles deszimt klafterin tave i zeme
itrenktu !

" may P. arise and strike thee 10 fathoms into the

earth, Schleicher ber. der Wiener acad. 11, 108. 110. The Etrus-

cans ascribed the hammer to Mantus, Gerh. 17.

Beside the hammer Thorr had his megin-giarcfar, fortitudinis,

roboris ciugula, and iarn-greipr, chirotecas ferreas, Sn. 112-3.

er hann spennir ]?eim (iDegingior^um) urn sik, j^a vex honum
ds-megn halfa, Sn, 26. ]?a spenti hann megingidr&um 114.

This belt of might reminds us of Laurin 906. 890. 1928: ze-

brecheut sin gudelin. do hat er von zwelf man hraft. A girdle

imparts strength and tvudom, AVigal. 332, and shews the right

road, 22-3. A girdle that stills lamger, Fierabras 209; conf. the

hunger-belt. A vidoriae zona in Saxo ed. Miill. 124. Like Thor's

girdle is the blue hand in Norske folkev. no. 60, p. 365. 374-6,

Miillenh. Schl.-hoist, mar. 11. Moe's introd. xlvi.

p. 183.] In the Alps the salamander, whose appearance be-

tokens a storm, is called wetttr-giogo, Schott's Germans in

Piedmont 300. 346. A female stag-beetle carries red hot coals

into houses (Odeuwald).

p. 183 n.] The harha Jovis is held to have healing power, Caes.

Heisterb. 7, 15. Jovis herba, hiis-loeTc, Mone's Quellen 289^
hh-louch, Mone 8, 403. donder-loeh, crassula major, Mone's Qu.

283'\ diindar-luk, Djbeck 1845 p. 61. Jovis caulls, semper-

vivum magn., Diosc. 4, 88. AS. panor-wyrt, barba J. ; house-

leek planted on cottage-roofs. Honeys Yrbk. 1552 ; conf. p. 1214.

The Swiss call the donnerbesen hexenhesen, witch\s broom. Staid.

2, 42. Nemnich calls glecoma hederacea donnerrche, gundrebe.

The donnernessel, urtica dioica, resists thunder. Finn. TJkon-

tuhiiio, fungus, femes; JJ. nauris, rapa; TJ. lummet, caltha palus-

tris ; Z7A;/iO?i-lehti, folium (lappa). Jovis colus, zJi09 rjXaKaTTj,

clinopodium, verbena, Diosc. 3, 99. 4, 61. Jovis uaadius, cata-

nance, herba filicula 4, 132. iepa rov 6eov (f>r]yb<i at Dodona
Pans. 1, 17. Jovis arbor, Ov. Met. 1, 104. A tJmnder-tree in

Tyrol, Wolf Ztschr. While redbreast and beetle attract light-

ning, the wannenweihe repels it, p. 674. It was a universal

practice to ring the church-bells to drive the thunder away, i.e. the

heathen god, ibr bells are Christian. With the Thracians shoot-

ing was a safeguard against thunder and lightning (p. 20), as

elsewhere against an eclipse, p. 707.
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p. 184.] Note the Henneberg superstition about the haber-

geiss or himmelsziege, plialangium opilio, a spider (Maler Miiller),

iu Bruckner's Henneb. 11. By horsgok was formerly meant a

real horse, Runa 3, 14-5, The heaven's-goat is in Finn, taivaan

vuoJti; slie hovers between heaven and hell, bleating in the air,

Schiefn. Finn. wtb. 012. Another Lith. name for it is daiKjaas

ozi/s, Nessehn. 31, and Lett, relirhoii ohsols, Possart's Kurl. 228.

The H^misqvi-Sa calls Thorr kafra drottlnn ; his goats are

fann-gniostr and tann-grisnir, dente frendcns, as Lat. nefrendes =

arietes (or porci) uondum frendentes, that have no teeth yet.

Tanngniostr (tooth-gnasher) is also a man's by-name, Kormaks.

54. 134-0.

p. 1 86.] Donerswe, Ehrentraut's Fries, arch, 1, 435. Hpt

Ztschr. 11, 378. de Donrspah, Notizenbl. 6, 306. It seems

Tkuris-16 in Trad. Corb. is not Thonares-16, but giant's wood,

p. 521
;
yet AS. Thunrcsled, Kemble 3, 443. 4, 105. 5, 84. 243.

Scand. ThdrsJeff, Molb. dipl, 1, 173; why not Thors- ? In

Sweden are Thorsby, Thorshdlla, Thorslunda, Thorstuna, Thorsvi.

Tliorsaker, Thormng, Thorsas, TIlovso. On Thorstuna, -aker, conf.

Schlyter Sv, indeln. 32, Thoyseng in Funen, Tliorsliui iu Schles-

wig, Miillenh. 584. In Norway Tliurseij, Thorsnes, Thorshof,

Munch om Sk. 107. Tliorsnes, Landn. 2, 12, took its name from

a pillar with Thor's image being drifted thither. Thors]iarg =
Thorshiilla, Hildebr. tom. 3. Thorshorg, Gutal. 94, a limestone-

mountain 317. Tliorshafn in Fiiroe.

]). 187.] To the few German proper names compounded with

Dollar, add Bonarprelit, Hpt Ztschr. 7, 529. Albdonar is conn,

with the plant albdona. In Kemble no. 337, for * Thoneulf ' read

ThoneruJf. The Sax. Chron., yr. 920, has ±)iirci/leL An 0. Irish

name Turdcalhhach ( = Thoro similis, says O'Brien) is worth

noting. ThurhdJli in the lleidarvigasaga. King Toril, whose

lightning scorches the sea, burns up forests and devours the city

(llpt Ztschr. 4, 507-8), is apparently Thor himself; perhaps

Torkil ? for Thorild is fem. ; conf. Thorkarl, p. 181 n.

p. 187.] Thor's by-name of Vhigthorr, Sajm. 7U" ; Elndri&l,

Sup. to 107, foot-note. He is hard-hugabr, Sasm. 74'', as the

iotun is hardra^r, p. 528. Again, fostri Vingnis ok 7//orit= f6stri

Jllorrid'a, Sup, to 107. larffar burr, earth's son, Sa3m. 70". 08*.

157; Fidrgij))jar huvv, Hlod'yvjar hniT, Yggs barn 52". Is Vcorr
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the same as verr, vir ? conf. AS. weor, but the ON. modification

would be viorr.

p. 188.] ThoiT^ imagined as a son (in the Edda he is either a

youth or in the prime of manhood), does not accord well with the

'old great-grandfather.' In Ssem. 54^ he is a sveinn, but in 85''

Asahragr. Are we to suppose two Donars, then ? That in the

North he may have been feared even more than O'Sin seems to

follow from the fact that so many names of men and women
contain his name, and so few that of Odin.

p. 189.] His sons by larnsaxa are Magni and Mo&l, Sn. 110

(conf. p. 823), he himself being endowed with as-megin and as-

mod'r. larnsaxa is elsewhere the name of a giantess. He calls

himself Magna fa'Sir, Stem. 76'^. His daughter becomes the bride

of Alvis 48^'*'; is she Thru^r, robur, whom he had by Sif ? Sn.

101-9. He is himself called J^riWugr ass, Seem. 72^. Jjruffoaldr

go'Sa 76^; and his hetxnraer priid'ha^narr 67^.

p. 191.] Neither the log-pelting at Hildesheim (with which

conf. 'sawing the old woman,' p. 781-2) nor the ivheel-rolling

near Trier (Hooker's Mosel-ld. 1852, p. 415) can be connected

with Jupiter. The latter ceremony, mentioned first in 1550 and
last in 1779, took place thus. On the Thursday in Shrove-week
an oak was set up on the Marxberg (Donuersb., Dummersb.),

also a wheel. On Invocavit Sunday the tree was cut down, the

wheel set on fire and rolled into the Moselle. A wheel, especially

a flaming one, is the sj^mbol of thunder, of Donar ; hence the

lords of Donnersherg, burg-vassals to Cochheim, bear it on their

coat-of-arms, Hontheim 2, 5, tab. v., likewise those of Roll (thun-

der), while those of Hammerstein have three hammers in theirs.

The signum of German legions, the 14tli and 22nd, was the rota:

there is a tile with 'Leg. xxii." and a six-spoked wheel stamped

on it. Mainz and Osnabriick have such a wheel on their

scutcheon, Mainz as escutcheon of the legions (Fuchs's Mainz 2,

94. 106). Krodo in Bothe's Sassenchr. carries a wheel (p. 206 n.).

Has that heraldic wheel anything to do with the term rddels-

fuhrer, ringleader ?

p. 191.] On keeping Thursday holy, see especially Nilsson 4,

44-5. tre Thorsdags-qvixUaiV, Dyb. Runa 4, 37. 43. Cavallius 1,

404. In Swedish fairy-tales spirits appear on t]torsdags-natt, a.nd

bewitch. If you do any work on Trinity Sunday, the lightning
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will strike it; hence women are unwilHnf^ to do needlework tliat

day, Hpt Ztsclir. 3, 360. Similar desecration of holidays by weav-

ing, spinning or knitting is often mentioned; Servat. 2880 :

wir sazen unde wfiben,

do die lautliute erten disen tac . . .

schiere runnen diu weppe von bluote,

daz ez nns des werkes erwante.

A poor girl spins on our Lady's day, the thread sticks to her

tongue and lips, Maerh 2, 219. Of women spinning on Saturday,

see Miillenh. 168 ; they that spool flax in church-time on Sunday,

turn into stone, Reusch no. 30. Spinning was forbidden on

Gertrude's day and Berchta's day, p. 270-3 ; among the Greeks

on Bacchus's day, p. 911. Nevertheless the yarn spun on such

holy days has peculiar virtues, p. 1099; conf. the teig-talgen,

dough-kneading on Holy Saturday night, Superst. G, v. 191.

Yet again : Si quis die Dominico boves junxerit et cutn carro

ambulaverit, dexteruin bovem perdat. Lex Bajuv. vi. 2, 1.

CHAPTER IX.

ZIO (TIW, TYR).

p. 194.] In Umbrian the nom. was still Juv, dat. Jure, voc.

Jnpater, Anfr. u. Kuhn Ztschr. 1, 128: Jnveis luvfreis, Jupiter

liber, Mommsen 139. What of Finn, taivas, coelum ? or even

Quvpo<i, the Assyrian Mais (Suidas) ? A divergent form, ' vater

Zi' in Miillenh. nr. 410. Dyaus is not only coelum, but a

Vasu-god, who for stealing the cow Nandini has to go through a

human life, Holtzra. 3, 101—6. Parallel with the ideas belonging

to the root div, are those developed out of Sansk. sur, splendeo :

s}ira deus, suvja sol, svar coelum.

p. 194.] Spiegel, Zendav. 6, connects 6e6<i with dhi. Lith.

dievas god, dcive goddess, dievaitiz (godkin) thunderer, dicvaite

(goddesskin) rain-goddess; conf. Pott's Etym. forsch. 1st

ed. 56-7. Beufey's Orient 1, 510.

p. 195.] Wackernagel in Hpt Ztschr. 6, 19 retains Tuli^co =
duplex, and explains it as zwittcr, two-sexed, just as Lachm.

makes tuisc = bimus, two years old ; and ^liillenhoff agrees with
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them 9, 261. In tliat case Tuisco would have nothing to do with

Ziu, and Tacitus must have indicated the marvellous hermaphro-

dite nature. It is a question whether Zio, Tio have not per-

petuated himself in the alarm and battle cries zieter, zeter,

tiodute, tianut! and in zm dar ndher, Pai'z. 651, 11 ; see Gramm.

3, 303. EA. 877. Leo in Hpt Ztschr. 5, 513. Again, did zie,

tie (assembly) originally mean divum, as in ' sub divo, dio ' ?

The Prov. troubadours have sotz dieti = suh divo, under the open

sky, Diez's Leb. d. Troub. 1 66-7
;
yet it may mean sub Deo.

p. 195.] From div splendeo (Lith. zlheti) come div, diva

coelum, and divan, divasa, divana, contr. diiia, dies, Bopp Gl.

168. lu Caes. B. Gall. 6, 18 Diespiter is called Dispater, abl. Dite

patre, 0. Miill. Etr. 2, 67 ; conf. Dissunapiter, p. 225. The

Etruscan panels have sometimes Tinia for Tina.

p. 198.] The Germani sacrificed to their Mars for victory:

vestita spoliis donabere qiiercu (Mavors), Claudian in Ruf. 1,339.

huic praedae primordia vovebantur, huic truncis suspendehantur

exuvide, Joru. 5. hostiles suspendit in arbore cristas, CI. in Ruf.

1, 346. Kuhn finds many points of comparison between Wuotan
and the Roman Mars, whom he takes to have been originally a

god of spring. Mars = Marutas is a by-name of Indra, Hpt
Ztschr. 5, 491-2. To Tyr Viga-gud' corresponds 'Mars des wige

got' in En. 5591. Troj. 8140. 8241. Ms. 2, 198^ : Mars strUes

got. Christian writers suppose an angel of victory marching in

the front of battle : coram eo (Ottone imperatore) angelus penes

quern victoria. Mars is a mere abstraction in Erm. Nig. 2, 2:

straverat adversos Marsque Deusqne viros, and Pertz 8, 228 : jam

per ordinatas omni parte acies Mars cruentus cepisset frendere
;

conf. p. 2U3.

p. 198.] Zieshurc, Augsburg, Hpt Ztschr. 8, 587. DiiispnrcJi,

Lacomb. 83 (yr 904), Tashurg 205 (1065), Diushnrg, all = Duis-

burg, Tliietm. 5, 3. 9. Duseburg, Weisth. 4, 775. A Boeshurgh

in Gelders; Tussherg, Tysse)iberg, Wolf Ztschr. 1, 337. Desherg

near Vlotho, Redecker 59. Desenherg, Biesenherg ; Tistede, Hamb.
liber actor. 331-2. Tiisvad, Tiiswath, in Jutl., Molb. dipl. 1, 9.

Zirelberg near Schwatz in Tyi'ol, H. Sachs i. 3, 251'"^; conf. p.

298, Zisa, Zisenburg, GDS. 541.

p. 199.] Add Tived, Tisved, Tivebarh, Dyb. 1845, 50-9. MHG.
zidclbast, Gervinus 2, 233 ; couf. Zigelinta, p. 1193.
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p. 200.] The very old symbol of the planet IMurs c? stood

appareutly foi* the wiir-god's shield aud spear. Here T^v reminds

us of Obinn and his Giinguir, p. 147. With tire tdctiian conf.

tlifcest tdcen, Cod. Exon. 236, 13; sigortdcen 169, 3. sigorestdcen,

fri&otdcen circumcision, note on Elene 156. Caedm. 142, 29.

p. 202.J Judges often held their court ou Eitag, see Kaltenb.

1, SGo"-'', 580*; aud judgment may mean war, decision, KA.
818-9. Was a sword set up in the court? On Famars, Fanmars

see GDS. 529. 619.

p. 204.] The triuity of the Abrenunt. requires a gud, not a

mei'e hero ; for that reason if no other, Sahsnot must be Mars,

or at lowest the Freyr of the Upsal trinity. With Saxnedt

compare larnsa.va, ^J^hor's wife, Sn. 110. In Pomerania they

still swear by ' doner sexeii/ in Bavaria ' meiuer seclmen,' Schm.

o, 193-4 ; conf * mein six I

'

p. 205.] On the divine Gliera see GDS. 612. Lucian supplies

additional proofs of the Scythian worship of the sword; Toxaris

38 : ov /xd jup TOP 'Avefxov Koi top 'Akivuki^v. Scytha 4 : dWd
7rpo<i Aklvukov Kal Za/j-oX^iSo^, roiv irarpwcov ijfily Oeoyp. Jupiter

Trag. 42 : ^KvOai Aklvukt) 6vovre<i kuI &pdKe<i Za/jb6\^LSc. Conf.

Clem, Alex, admon. 42. GDS. 231. Priscus, quoted in Jorn. c. 5,

ed. Bonn 201, 17. 224, remarks on the sword: Apfo<i ^L(f)o<; oirep

6i' lepbv Kal nrapd twv ^KvOiKOiV ^aatXecov Tip,ciop.€vov, ola Si)

TOi e<p6p(p Tcov TToXe/jicov dvaKei/uLevov, ev roi-i irdXai d(j)avLa6 P]yat

X^p6voi<;, elra Bid /3o6<i evpedijyai. The Mars of the Alans is men-

tioned by Lucan 8, 223 : duros aetcriti Alartis Alanos. The

worship of lance aud sword among the llomans is attested by

Justin 43, 3 : Nam et ab origine rerum pro diis imniortalibus

veteres hastcus coluere, ob cujus religionis memoriam adhuc deo-

rum simulacris hastae adduntur; aud Suet. Calig.,24: tres gladius

in necem suam praeparatos Marti ultori addito elogio consecravit.

Caesar's sword, preserved in Mars's temple at Cologne, was pre-

sented to Vitellius ou his election, Mascou 1, 117. Later they

knelt before the sword at a court-martial, Ambruser liederb. 370;

couf Osw. 2969 :

do viel er nider uf siniu kuie,

daz swert er an sin hant gevie,

und zoch ez uz der scheide.
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der helt des iiiht vermeit,

daz ort (point) liez er nider.

To Svantevitj Saxo ed. Miill. 824 gives a com^pfcitae grandifatis

evsis. The Indian Thugs worship on their knees an axe or bill,

which is mysteriously forged, Ramasiana (Calcutta 1836.)

The war-god has also a helmet, witness the plant named 'J4/?eo<?

Kvvrj, Tjjr-hiahn, p. 199.

p. 206.] Hre^-cyninges, Cod. Exon. 319, 4, said of the wicked

Eormanric, and therefore probably from hreS, hreSe, crudelis (p.

290); while Hred'gotum 322, 3 answers to ON. Eei-Sgotum. ' Bed
red brengt raed raed,' where the Walloon has ' Mars, Mars,'

Coreman^s Annee de Fane. Belg. 16; conf. Ret-monat, p. 290.

We are not warranted in referring Hro^rs (or hro'Srs) andscoti,

Hymisq. 11, to Tyr.

p. 206 n.] Zeuss 23 believes in Krodo, and thinks Beto in

Letzner is the same. Crodio, Cod. Lauresli. 1634; Crodico

1342. Croda, Kemble 1, 143; Creda 1, 159. 177. Erode duvel,

p. 248. I am not sure but that Nithart's KrotoJf (Hpt 117) has

after all a mj^thical sound, and it is followed by a similar compli-

ment Uetelgoz, p. 367 n. Krathahotld in Liintzel's Hildesh. 51.

Kreetjpfuhl, Kreetkind, DS. 1, 415, A ' rivus Krodenhek,' Falke's

Trad. Corb. 612. Krottorf in Halberstadt country, conf. Krotten-

stein for Donnerstein.

p. 207.] Simrock thinks T;^r is one-handed because a sword

has only one edge. Does a trace of the myth linger in ' swa ich

weiz des ivolves zant (tooth), da wil ich hiieten (take care of)

miner hant,' Freid. 137, 23 ? or in the proverb 'brant stant as

dem dode (Tio ?) sme rechte hant,' Wolf Ztschr. 1, 337 ? Conf.

the Latin phrases : pugnare aequo, pari, certo, anclpite, duhio,vario,

proprio, sno Marte. Widukind has coeco Marte 1, 6, like coeco

furore 1, 9. When fighters see the battle going against them,

they leave off, and acknowledge eo? Trpo? top 6ebv acplaiv 6 a'yoiv

'yevono, Procop. 2, 641. The fickleness of victory is known to

the Od. 22, 236 : ouirco Trdy^v SiSov erepaXKea vlkijp (conf. ' ein

Hie-und-dort,' Geo. 5748). Victory and luck are coupled to-

gether : sig und saelden geben, Albr. Tit. 2920-33. an sig u.

saelden verderben 2929.

p. 208.] Companions of Mars : circumque atrae Forniidinis
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ora, Iraeqne Tnsidiaeque, dei comitatus, agnntur, Aeu. 12, 335.

Lncfus comitatur euntem (Tisiplioueii), Eb Pauor et Terror, trepi-

doque Iiisaiiia vultu, Ov. Met. 4, 485. Bellomi, Favor, Furmido,

Claud, in Ruf. 1, 342; Metus cum fratre Pavore, De laud. Stil.

;

Impetus horribilisque Midas, In Pr. et Olybr. 78. Seifj-uTa iravLKt'i,

]Vocop. 2, 550. pauicus terror, Forcell. sub vv. pan, pauicus.

A pnuic fuUage-rustling frij2^ht, Garg. 25G''. So the Wend, volksl.

2, 2(3G* make Triakh, StrakJt dwell in a dismal haunted spot ; SI.

trialih, frias, tremor, is perh. the Goth. ];lahs. The Finn. Jiammo

= genius horroris, horror. There is an ON, saying: ' Ottar er

fremst i tlocki Jul flj^a skal ' ; is that from otti, timer? conf. the

Ottar in IlyndluliocJ. ' Thii skaut (shot) ]?eim sheik i bringu '

' skaut skelk i bringu ok otla,' where skelk and otta are

accusatives of skelkr and otti, timer. Goth, agis disdraus ina,

awe fell upon him, Luke 1,12; conf. AS. BrSga and Egesa, Andr.

xxxii. and diu \\^\\i-cgese, Diemer 26G, 23. OHG. gefieng tho

alle forhta, fear took hold of, T. 49, 5. There is personification

also in the Homance ' uegus neu pot ir, si uos torna espavers, Albig.

4087. A different yet lively description is, 'so that the cat ran

up their hacks,' Garg. 256''. 218^ Beside Hilda-Bellona (p. 422)

appears a male Hildufr, Saem. 75'', like Berhtolt beside Berhta.

p. 208.] Tyr, who in the HymisqviSa accompanies Thor to

the abode of Hymir, calls the latter his father, and Hymi's con-

cubine his mother ; he is therefore of giant extraction ; conf.

Uhland's Thor 1G2-3. Is this T^r not the god, as Simrock sup-

poses him to be (Edda, ed. 2, 404) ?

CHAPTER X.

FRO (FREYR).

p. 210.] The Yngl. 13 calls Freyr veraldar god, Saxo calls

Fro deorum satrapa. Goth, frduja stands not only for Kupio<i, but

for ^eo<?. The Mouachus Sangall. says (Pertz 2, 733) : tunc illo

verba, quibus eo tempore superiores ab inferioribus honorari

demulcerique vel adulari solebant, hoc modo labravit :
' laete vir

domlne, laetijice rex !
* which is surely 'fro herro !

' OS., beside

fro, etc., has the form _/rao/io, He). 153, 1 ; if it had a god's name
Fro, that would account for Fros-d, i.e. Fro's aha, ouwa, ea.
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AS. Las other compounds, freabeorht (frealibeort) limpidas, Lye

and Hpt Ztsclir. 9, 408* ; freatorht limpidus 9, 511% conf. Donar-

perht ; frearaede expeditus (frealirasde, Lye); freadreraan jubilare,

freabodian nuntiare ; a fem. name Freavvare, Beow. 4048. In

Lohengr. 150, zuo dem fr6n = to the holy place. ON. has also a

frdnn nitidus, coruscus. From Fris. frana may we infer a fret

dominus ? Bopp (Gl. 229^') conjecfc. that frauja may have been

frabnja, and be conn, with Skr. prabhu, dominus excelsus
;
yet

irpau';, mild, seems to lie near [Slav.prav rectus, ^eqnns, praviti

regere, would conn, the meanings of probus, Trpafo'i, and franja],

p. 212.] Freyr oc Frei/ja, Saem. 59. He resembles Bacchus

Liber, Aiovuao'; 6 'EXeudepto'i, Pans. i. 29, 2, and Jovis lufreis,

liber. From his marriage with Ger^r (p. 309) sprang Fiolnir,

Yngl. 12, 14. Saxo ed. M. 120 likewise mentions his temple at

Upsal : Fro quoque, deorum satrapa, sedem liaud procul TJpsala

cepit. Froi gives food to men, Faye 10. The god travelling

through the country in his car resembles Alher, who with larded

feet visits the upland pastures (alpe) in spring. Wolf Ztschr. 2,

62 ; conf. Carm. Burana 131* :
' redit ah exilio Ver coma rutilante,'

and the converse :
' Aestas in exilinm jam peregrinatur,' ibid,

(like Summer, p. 759) ; ' serato Yer carcere exit,^ ib. 135.

p. 213 n.] On the phallus carried about in honour of Dionysos

or Liber by the Egyptians, Greeks and Romans, see Herod, 2, 48.

Hartung 2, 140. <f)aWol eardat ev roicn irpoirvkaLOiaL hvo Kapra

fieydXoi, Lucian De dea Syra 16, where more is told about phalli,

conf. 28-9. An ' idolum priapi ex auro fabrefactum ' in Pertz

5, 481. Phalli hung up in churches at Toulouse and Bordeaux,

Westendp. 116. The 0. Boh. for Priapus was PHpehal, Jungm.

sub v., or Pn'pegala, Mone 2, 270 out of Adelgar in Martene 1,

626. Sloven, hnrenet, Icurent, Serv. kurat.

p. 214.] GnJlinJnirdi, conf. gnlli hyrstum, Sn. 104. There is

a plant gullborst, which in German too is ehtrwurz, boarwort,

p. 120S. The Herv. saga c. 14 (p. 463. 531) in one passage

assigns the boar to Freyr, in the other (agreeing with Saem. 114")

to Freyja. Perhaps the enormous boar in the OHG. song, Hat-

tem. 3, 578, and the one that met Olaf, Fornm. sog. 5, 165, were

the boar of Freyr. In thrashing they make b. pig of straiu, Schm.

2, 502, to represent the boar that 'walks in the corn^ when the

ears ripple in the breeze, conf. AS. garsecg, ON. lagastafr; 'the
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wild sow ia the corn/ Meier scliw. 149. Rocholtz 2, 187; ' de

villcii swtne lapefc drupe,' Sclianibacli 118''.

p. 215.] On eofornimhul conf. Andr. and EI. 28-9. Tristan

has a boar-shield, 4940. CGI 8. Frih. 1944; ' hevedes of wild-

bare (boars) ich-on to presant brought,' Thorn. Tristrem 1, 75.

Wrasn, vvraesen (Andr. 97) in Fred-tvrdsniim is vinculum, and
Freyr 'let/sir or hopfom (bonds) hvern,' Saena. 65* (conf. p. 1231).

A helmet in Hrolf Kr. saga is named Hildisvin and ITi'ldigdltr.

Does ' Helmnot Elenther' in Walthar. 1008-17 conceal a divine

Fro and Liher ?

p. 215.] On the hoar's head served up at Christmas, see

Hone's Tab.-bk 1, 85 and Everyday-bk 1, 1619-20. guldsvin

som lyser, Asbjo. 386; the giant's jtol-galt, Cavallius 26; jid-hos,

sinciput verriuutn, Caval. Voc. Verland. 28''.

p. 216.] Sktd'hlad'iiir is from skiS, skiSi, asser, tabula; Rask,

Afh. 1, 365, sees in it a light Finl. vessel. Later stories about it

in Miillenh. 453. The Yngl. saga gives the ship to OSiun, but in

Sfem. 45'' and Sn. 48. 132 it is Frey's.

p. 217.] Freyr is the son of Nioi-d"/- and Skad'l, who calls him
' enn frodi afi,' Ssem. 81\ She is a giant's, piazi's, daughter, as

GerSr is Gymi's ; so that father and son have wedded giantesses.

The story is lost of Freyr and Beb', whom Freyr, for want of his

sword, slays with a buck's horn or his fist, Sn. 41 ; hence he is

called bani Belja, Sasm. 9''. Freyr, at his teething, receives

AJflicim, Stem. 40''.

Many places in Scand. preserve the memory of Freyr : Froso,

Norw. dipl. ; conf. Frosd, Sup. to 210. Frojrak (Freyrakerj,

Dipl. norv. 1, 542. Froslund, Dipl. suec. 2160; Froswi 1777;
Frbsberg 2066. Frosaker in Vestmanl., Dyb. i. 3, 15. Schlyter

Sv. indeln. 34. Frdslo§-' in Zealand, Molb. dipl. 1, 144 (yr 1402).

Froskog in Sweden, Runa 1844, 88. Frosunda, Frosved, Froson,

Frotuna, Froliinda, Frojeslunda, all in Sweden. Frotunum, Dipl.

suec. 228. Fri/eJed, in Jonkopings-liiu is styled in a doc. of 1313

(Dipl. suec. no. 1902) Frdle or Froale; a Froel in the I. of Goth-

land appears to be the same name, in which Wieselgr. 409 finds

led= \e\^, way; may it not be eJed, eld, fire? Niar&arliof ok
Freijshof, Munch om Sk, 147. Vroinio, now Vronen in West
Friesl., Bohmer reg. 28. Miillenh. Nordalb. stud. 138. A man's
name Frcysteine is formed like Thursteinn.
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p. 217.] Nior'Sr is called meuis vani, innocuus, Sffim. 42*.

Sa3m. 130"^ speaks of ' Niar'Sar doetur niu

;

' nine muses or waves ?

conf. Heimdall's 9 mothers. NiorSr lives at Noatun on the

sea, and Weinhold in Hpt Ztschr. Q, 40, derives the name from

Sansk. tiira aqua, ntradlii oceanus ; add Nereus and Mod. Gr.

vepov. Schaffarik 1, 167 on the contrary connects Nior"Sr and

Niorunn with Slav, nitr terra. Or we miffht think of Finn, nuori

juvenis, rniorus juventus, niiortua juvenesco, Bsth. noor young,

fresh, noordas youth ; Lap. nuoi' young. Or of Celtic neart

strength, Wei, nerfh, Hpt Ztschr. 3, 226; Sabine i\^ero = fortis

et strenuus, Lepsius Inscr. Umbr. 205. Coptic neter god and

goddess. Buns. Egy. 1, 577. Basque nartea north, and Swed. Lap.

nuort borealis, not Norw. nor Finn. That he was thought of in

conn, with the North, appears from ' inn nor&ri Nior-Sr,^ Fornui.

sog. 6, 253. 12, 151, where Fagrsk. 123 has nerffri. Places

named after him: Niarffeij, Landn. 2, 19. Niar&vih 4, 2. 4.

Laxd. 364. * NiarffarJogr, 01. Tr. c. 102. Fornm. s. 2, 252 (see

12, 324). Munch's Biorgyn 121 ; al. Mar&a-lbg, larffar-log. Is

the Swed. Ndrtuna for Nard-tuna ? and dare we bring in our

Nurtenhy Gottingen ? Thorlacius vii. 91 thinks niarff-lds in Seem.

1 09*^ means sera adstricta, as niarcf-giord is arctum cingulum

[niarS- = tight, fast, or simply intensive]. What means the

proverb ' galli ev a, giof Niard'ar' t NiorSungr ? Gl. Edd. Hafn.

1, 632''.

p. 218.] Rask also (Saml. afh. 2, 282-3) takes the Vanir for

Slavs, and conn. Heimdall with Bielbogh. I would rather sup-

pose a Vanic cult among the Goths and other (subseq. High

German) tribes, and an Asic in Lower Germany and Scandi-

navia, Kl. schr. 5, 423 seq. 436 seq. ' Over hondert milen henen,

Daer wetic (wot I) enen wilden Wenen/ Walew. 5938 ; appar. an

elf, a smith, conf. Jonckbloet 284.

p. 219.] Odin's connexion with Freyr and NiorSr, pointed

out on p. 348, becomes yet closer through the following circum-

stances. Obinn, like Freyr, is a god of fertility. Both are said to

own SkiSblatSnir (Sup. to 216), both Ger^r, p. 309. Fiolnir, son

of Freyr and GerSr, is another name of OSinn, Sa3m. 46'' (p. 348).

SkaSi, NioiS's wife and Frey's mother, is afterwards Obin's

spouse.
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CHAPTER XL

PALTAR (BALDER).

p. 220.] Ace. to Saxo, ed. M. 12 i, Ilothcrns is son to Hoth-

brodus rex Sueciae, and brother to Atislus (the ASilsof Yngl. s.);

Nanna is daughter to Gevarus (OHG. Kcpaheri), and no goddess,

indeed she rejects on that ground the suit of the divine Balder.

Balder seems almost to live in Saxony or Lower Germany ; the

Saxon Gelderus is his ally and Hother's enemy, and shares

Balder's overthrow. Balder has come to Zealand, apparently

from Saxony ; he never was in Sweden. Saxo makes Nanna
fall to the lot, pot of Balder, but of Hother, who takes her with

liim to Sweden. Balder, mortally wounded by Hother, dies the

third day. The tale of king Bolder's fight with king Hother is

told in Schleswig too, but it makes Bolder the victor, Miilleuh.

373 ; conf. the tale of Balder and Rune 606.

p. 221.] Paltar also in MB. 9, 23 (year 837). ' Baldor servus,'

Polypt. de S. Remig. 55*. Baaldaich, Neugart no. 289. Litb.

baltas = white, good (conf. Baldr inn go d'i, Sn. 64), baltorus a

pale man ; and the notions white and quick often meet, as in Gr.

(J/3709, Passow sub v.

p. 222.] A god Baldach is named in the legend of St. Bar-

tholomew (Leg. aur. c. 118), also in tlie Passional 290, 28; but

in the Mid. Ages they said Baldach for Bagdad, and Baldewins

for Bedouins. Svipdagr, MengloS's lover, is the son of Solbicirt

(sun-bright) and Groa. To the proper names add Ostertnc, whicli

answers best of all to Bccldcer/^ dies ignis. Conf. also the Celtic'!

Bt'l, BeJeuns, p. 613.

p. 222.] Baldr's beaming beauty is expr. in the saying; fatt

er liott il Baldri ; but what means the Icel. saw : /o^i^hefir Baldr

at Baldri, Fornm. sog. 6, 257 ? From his white eyebrow—

a

feature ascr. also to Bodvildr, ' meyna brd-hvUo,' Saem. 139'', and

to Artemis \evKo<^pvv7}—the anthemis cotula is called Ballerhro,

Fries, udfl. 1, 86; conf. Dyb. 1845, p. 74. Ho gives name to

Balderci^ \^^^Q, Kemble, 5, 117 (863), and Baltcres eih, oak.

On Breid'ahUh, conf. p. 795 ; add ' in manigen breiten blicJcen,'

Tr. kr. 42475. Midsummer was sacred to Balder, and the Chris-

tians seem to have put St. John in his place. The mistletoe,

VOL. IV. o
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with wliich he was slain, has to be cut at that time, Dyb. Runa

1844, 21-2. Do the fires of John commemorate the burning

of Balder's body ? In Tegner's Frithiofss. xiii., Baldersbal is

lighted at Midsummer.

—

' Hvat maelti (spake) OSinn, aSr a bal

stigi, sialfr i eyra syni (in his son's ear) ? ' Saem. 38''' ; otlierw.

' i eyra Baldri, a'Sr hann var a bal borinn ? ' Fornald. sog. 1,

487. Conf. Plant. Trinum. 1. 2, 170: ^ sciunt id quod in aiirem

rex reginae dixerit, sciunt quod Juno fabulata est cum Jove,' i.e.

the greatest secrets.

p. 224.] Ho&r is called Baldurs bani, B. andshoti, Seem. 95^' "^^

he is brought and laid on the funeral pile (a bal) by his slayer

the newborn Vali, ibid. The Edda does not make him out a god

of war, nor does the ON. hoSr mean pugua ; but, the AS. liead'o

does (Kemb. Beow. vol. 1, and in hea'Solaf, Beow. 914), so does

the Ir. Crath. In Saxo, Hotherus is a Swed. hero, and not blind,

but skilled in the bow and harp (ed. M. Ill : citharoedus 123) ;

he is favoured by wood-nymphs, and gifted with wound-proof

raiment and an irresistible sword. Is the Swed. tale of Blind

Hatt, Oavall, 363, to be conn, with him ? Consider Hadolava,

Hadeln, Hatheleria, Hadersleben ; and Hothers-nes (now Hor-

sens ?) in Jutland is supposed to be named after him, Saxo 122.

An AS. HeaSobeai'd, like Longbeard.

jfferwo^risin Sogubrot (Fornald. s. 1, 373) called ' bazt hugaSr,'

and like Helgi/ i.e. comparable to Helgi. In Beow. 1795 he

is named immed. after Sigemund ; he falls into the power of the

Eotens, and brings trouble on his people; again in 3417 he is

blamed. Does HermoSr mean militandi fessus ? OHG. Heri-

muot, Herimaot (never Herimuodi), is against it. Hermudes porn

in Kemb. Chart. 3, 387 ;
' terra quae Anglice Hermodesodes nun-

cupatur,' Chartol. mon. S. Trinitatis (Guerard S. Bertin 455).

p. 224.] The spell is given p. 1231-2. On Phol, see Kl.

schr. 2, 12—17. F. Wachter in the Hall. Encycl. 1845, art. Pferd,

pronounces jjJiol the plur. of a strong neut. noun phol, a foal.

Thus :
' foals and Wodan fared in the wood.' But the poem

itself uses for foal the weak (the only correct) form volo ; and

what poet would think of naming the god's horse or horses

beside, and even before, the god himself ? Again, was ever a

running horse said to fahren ?

p. 226.] Pfalsau is called Pjoals-owa, MB, 4, 519 (circ. 1126);
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rhols-hon 4, 229; and rhoJs-u 4, 219. 222-3. Fhtds-omia, No-

tizenbl. 6, Ul. Fhols-oice, Bair. qnellen, 1, 279. To tlio 'eas'

enumcr. in Hpfc. Ztsclir. 2, 254, add ' des Winti^ches ouwe,' Gerh.

2308; 'der juncfrouwen lor.rf,' I\v. G32G (Guest 196^ lille at

piiceles) ; Gotis-werder in Prussia, Lindenbl. 31. 150. With

r/ioles-piunt couf. other names of places also compounded with

the gen. case: Ebures-piunt, Tutilis-p., Ileibistes-buuta (Fin,

Wirceb.).

p. 226.] r/ahlhronn by Lorch, Stiilin 1, 85. Toldhorn on the

Devil's Dike, Wetterau, p. 1022-3. Johannes de Palehorne, yr

1300 (Thiir. mitth. iv. 2, 48) ; is this our Paderborn ? and may

that town, called in L. German Padelborn, Palborn, Balborn, be

one of Balder's burns? Balhorn in the Palatinate, AYeisth. 1,

778-9. BaJde-hunien, -home, BGhmer's llcg. 231-2, yr 1302.

Heinrich von Pfds-^vuiidt, surgeon, brother of the Teut. Order

about 1460. Polborn, a family name at Berlin. In H. of Fritz-

lar, January or February is VoJhorne, conf. the man's name Voll-

horn, Fiilleborn, also Faidhorn, GDS. 798. [Plenty of Ful-burns,

-becks, brooks, -meres, -hams, etc. in Engl.] A Pal-gunse (and

Kirch-gunse) in the Wetterau, Arnsb. urk. no. 439; de phal-

gunse, p. 267; palgunse, p. 298. P/io///ra(?(', Thiir. mitth. vi.

3, 2. Pfidnrode, 4, 47. QQ. Fuleshutle, Lappenb. urk. no. 805.

812, yr 1283-4, now Fulhsbilttel. Bahlerdee in Schleswig is

supposed to contain Idle refugium, and appar. answers to the

place named Balderl fnga in Saxo, ed. M. 119.

p. 227.] That Plwl (Kl. schr. 2, 12) is a fondling form of

Balder, Paltar, seems after all extr. probable; the differ, of initial

does not matter, as Liudolf becomes Dudo. Beside the Celtic

Bel, we might conn. Phol with Apollo, as an a is often prefixed

in Grk. Or with pol in 'Pol; edepol !

' by Pollux. Or with

jilioI,fid = hoaT, p. 996, seeing that eburespiunt answ. to ])holcs-

jiiunt. Sup. to 226. In Gramm. 3, 682 I have expl. vuleuod,

1-iunus, Gl. Bern., Diut. 2, 214>, by fol, fou, stultus. A hero

Phohis in Ov. Met. 12, 306. On the Ethiop king Phol, see Hpt

Ztschr. 5, 69.

p. 228 n.] On fy7/r = 0IIG. Wol, see Hpt Ztschr. 7, 393 ; bet-

ter to conn, it with Goth. Vu1}jus 8, 201 ;
yet see Sup. to 163 n.

p. 229 r.] The whirlwind is called Pulhoidchen, Pidhaud,

Schamb. 161 ; conf. infra, p. 285 n. 632-6. Beside Boylsperg,
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we find BoyJhorv, Mittli. Tliiir. Ver. v. A, CO. Fuld, see p.

992 u. In ReinwaW's Henneb. Id. 1, 37 we find the phrase 'to

have (or take) something for jour foil' means ' to lie on the bed

you have made.' Ace. to the Achen mundart 56, the weavers of

Aix call cloth made of yarn that they have cabbaged /o//c/i^, fiill-

chen [filch? Goth, filhan, to hide]. In Kammerforst, the old

ban-forest near Trier, which none might tread with gesteppten

leimeln (nailed shoes), dwells a spirit who chastises wood-spoilers

and scoffers : his name is Pulch, still a family-name in Trier.

And the hill outside the city, down which the wheel used to be

rolled into the Moselle (Sup. to 191), is Puhherg. Near Wald-
weiler is a PGhlfeh, and in Priim circuit a Pohlbaoh.

p. 229.] Forseta-Iund (-grove) in Norway, Munch's Beskriv.

483.

p. 231.] YiWa, Forsazi in pago Lisgau (Forste near Osterode?)

in a charter of Otto III.^ yr 990, Harenberg's Gandersheim Qlb.

Falke 483. Walterus de Forsaten (Forste by Alfeld), Falke 890,

yr 1197. In Saxonia, in pago qui vocatur Firihsazi, Einhard's

Ann., yr 823 (Pertz, 1, 211) with the variants : firihsati, fiuhsazi,

frihsazi, strihsazi, firiehsare, rirsedi j in Ann. Fuld. (Pertz 1,

358) Firihsazi. The deriv. conjectured at p. 232 n., from fors,

cataract, seems the safest, GDS. 757.

p. 232.] Later stories of fishermen and sailors at Eehjohind,

and the carrying about of an image of Sfc. Giet, are in Miilleuh.

no. 117. 181. 535 ; conf. p. 597. Similar names, often confounded

with it (see Fornm. sog. 12, 298), are : Ealogaland, now Helgoland,

in the north of Norway, and the Swedish (once Danish) province

of Hill]and, called in Alfred's Periplus EalgoJand. Ought we
to write Halgoland ? conf. Heli, p. 388.

CHAPTER XII.

OTHER GODS.

p. 234.] Beim&aUr is expl. by Leo, vorl. 131, as heim-dolde,

world- tree. If cZ instead of d" were correct, it might contain the

AS. deal, dealles (note to Andr. 126). Heim-Sall vicfhunnari enn

voriTr meS go^um, Siem. 85% the sverd-as in Eiminhiorg, reminds
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(if the angel guarding Paradise witli a sword. El. 755, &c. Hi.s

blowing a horn when Surtr approaches recalls " the last trump"

d'ut-haurn, Ulph.), 1 Cor. 15, 52. A Ulm'dcs-herc in Mone's

Anz. 6, 228 ; a Heofcn-feld in Northumb., Lye sub v. Ileim-

c^allr is called Vindler, Su. 105, Yiudlerc in Resen. Of Finnish

gods, Ahti or Leamiiukilineu has the sharpest ears, Kalev. 17, 7

(Anshelm 3, 64 speaks of hearing the grass grow). II. is son

of OSinn by 9 mothers, Su. 211". Laxd. saga p. 392; does it

mean his father had 9 wives ? The Romans called their Liber

bi-mater; conf. the name Quatremere.

p. 234.] Rtgr is sUgaiid'i, gdngaiidi, Sa3m. 100". 105*. In

Yngl. p. 20 he is the first Danish king; his sou Danpr has a

daughter Drott, the mother of Di/ggvi, and a son Bagr. Saem.

lOG'^ names ' Danr ok Danpr' together; conf. F. Magn. lex.

p. 670.

p. 235.] Bragl is bcckskrautucFr, scamuorum decus, Srem Gl"*;

brother of Dagr and Sigriin 164; pi. hraguar dat. bruguum,

simply viri 152".

p. 236.] A Burnaclcer in Forstem. 2, 4 ; Inoiitaclcer in H.

Meyer's Ziirch. ortsn. 523. Weisth. 1, 119; hence prob. the man's

name Briinacker in Kour. v. Weinsb. 3, 4.

p. 237.] The eager on the Trent, Carlyle's Hero-worship.

AS. eagor ; in Bailey's Diet. eu(;«;-= flood-tide. The Finnish

sea-god, with beard of grass, sitting on a water-lily, is AJifu,

Ahti, gen. Akin, Kalev. 22, 301. 29, 13. 15; conf. my KI. schr.

3, 122.

p. 238.] Like Oegi's helm is the ExlteJiner stein on a hill in

tlie Kellergebirge, Hess. Ztschr. 1, 245. On Grimr oegir, see p.

1017. In the helmet Mit ein Jiiltcgrin/ Dietr. drachenk. 11;

galeae viinaci, Claudiau in Prob. et Olybr. 92; tervibilem galeam,

Virg. Aen. 8, 620.

]). 238.] Oegir is a iotunn, H^ni. 3; a bcrglui 2. The ON.
ogn, f., = terror and ocean; ugnar liomi= go\d, Saem. 152";

ogurlig Oegisdottor 153" ; (>/i'»iicr/- = Oegir, Egills. 618. What
means Otv/i,s-/<c/»ir, Sajm. 121-5? Egishiba, Agisfadinra, Ilpt's

Ztschr. 8, 588 ; Agat^ul on L. Zurich 2, 536, formed like Agadora

(Eider, p. 239 ?) ocgisandr, sea-sand, Barl. 26, 20.

p. 240.] nics da3ttr a vi5 blesu. her er sjor kallaSr Illcr,

])\i at hann Idyr allra minnz, Sn. 332; lil5'r = egelidus, tepidus.
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OHG. lao, lawer, Graff 2, 294; Ir. l!r, Conan 33-4-9. 93. 192-3.

Diarmid 87. 112-4-0 ; also lear, Leartbonn, T. 7.

p. 242.] As Lofji, the ' villi-eldr/ Sn. 60, is son to giant

Forniotr, so is LoJci a son of giant Farbauti. The eating-match

betw. Loki and Logi is like that of Herakles and Lepreus, Athene.

p. 412. Pans. 5, 5. Prometheus is chained to the rock by
Hepheestus, Loki by Logi. Loki, ' sa er flestu illu rae'Sr,' is

hateful to the gods : er ull regin oegja, Thorl. sp. 6, 38 ; sa inn

laevisi Loki, Ssem. 67''; in folksongs 'hokeleve,' Wieselgr. 384-5,

in Danish ' Loke lejemand/ conf. the name Liuuiso, Liuiso, Trad,

fuld. 2, 32-43 ; in Norweg. ' hin onde,' Hallager, as Oden is in

1. 828 ; for Lokkens havre we have ' den ondes hafre, Dybeck runa

1847, 30-1. There is a saying: 'leingi geingr XoA-/! oh Thorr

( = lightning and thunder), lettir ei hriSum,' the storm lasts.

Rask thinks the name akin to Finn. lohJii, wolf; some may think

it an abbrev. of Lucifer ! Uhland takes Loki to be the loclier-rip,

concluder of all things, as Heimdall is originator. To Logi conf.

Hdlogi for Holgi, Sn. 128. 154. F. Magn. lex. p. 981.

p. 243.] ' Ik bede di grindel an deser Jielle/ Upstandinge 553,

seems almost to mean a personal devil.

p. 243 n.] It is true, another race of rulers beside the Ases is

imagined, one of whom, Gi/lfikmg of Sweden, sets out a,s gangleri

(pilgrim) to spy out the Ases (Sn. 1. 2. 2, &c.), but is cheated by
them. But this is an imitation of Eddie lays, which make OSinn

as gangleri and gangraSr travel to the giants, and talk with them.

Ssem. 31-2; conf. xle^ir'cS journey to Asgard, and his dialogue with

Bragi, Sn. 79, &c.

p. 245.] In Sgem. 37*^ Fenrir pursues Alf-roSull, which must

mean the moou, the ' sun of the elves '
; conf. ' festr mun slitna

ean Frecki reipa,' Stem. 7-8. ' man obundinn Fenris-ulfr fara,'

Hakouarm. 23. ' LoJci llSr or bondum,' Snem. 96^ {conL iijtun

n

losnar8''; is this Loki or Surtr ? Loki is Igegiarnliki apeckr,

monstro similis 7'''). Loki is caught by piazi, Sn. 81, and

expressively chained 70 (conf. Stem. 7^^) ; so is Fenrir 33-4-5

;

conf. the chained giant (Suppl. to 544), chained devil (p. 1011),

chained Kronos (p. 832 n.). Loki's daughter Hel esp. makes

it likely that he too was common to all Teut. nations.

p. 247.] AS. sdtor-lad'e, panicum crusgalli, is a grass like the

dypcoaTL<; sown by Kronos (Suppl. to 1192). One is reminded of
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Satnrni (lolinin by 'Lf/c///'?' sedens in dolio,' Upstandinge p. 41,

and ' des tiuvels vaz* Hpt's Ztschr. 7, 327. What means the

ON. scaturnir, Sn. 222" ?

p. 218-9.] Delias pp. 41. 50 cites Icrodenduvcl, krudtm-heukcr,

krodeu-kind ; is the first out of Botho ? In a Hildesheim MS.

of the 16th cent., Frosch-meus, we read: * pravi spiritus, id est,

de kroden duvels' in contrast with the good holdes. In Hh.

VIII* :
' misshapen as they paint the h'oden teufftJ.* Jor-

nandes de regn. succ. p. m. 2 has the pedigree ' Saturuus, Picus,

Faunus, Latinus'; conf. p. 673 and GDS. 120.

CHAPTER Xlir.

GODDESSES.

p. 250 n.] The MHG. gotinne is in Sasm. l\b^ gydja, yet in

114'' ey truSi Ottarr a dsynjur, and 61*heiHr acsir, heilar dsynjor!

conf. Travre? re deol iraaaire Oiaivat, II. 8, 5. 19, 101. Od. 8, 341.

This word goddess acquired a lower sense, being used by the

people for fair dames and pretty lasses, Liudpr. antap. 4, 13.

* Ermegart Wimel-gotin,' Riickert's Ludwig 97. What is the

gotin in Nithart MSH. 3, 288% who goes ' unter dem fanen uz

dem vorst, wol geammet' and is led out on the green under blue

skij (baldachin), apparently by peasants at an old harvest-festi*

val ? conf. fee, Suppl. to 410.

p. 251.] OHG. ero, earth, answers to Ssk. ird, Ir. ire, GDS.
55. TeJlu(< might be for terulus, as puella for puerula, but the

gen. is telluris, conf. Ssk. tala, fundus. Humus is Ssk. xama.

Tula, called irpoirofiavTi'i in -^sch. Eum. 2, corresponds to Ssk.

gari!^, go, cow (p. 665), the cow being mother of the world (p. 559)

:

w 7?) Kal 0601, a frequent Attic invocation. ON. fuhl is unper-

sonal, yet is greeted in Sasm. 194*: heil su hin fioln^ta fold!

GDS. 60 (p. 254). Jo/cT, earth, is called lonakr's tree-green,

oak-green daughter: dottur Onars vrSi-groen, Sn. 123; eiki-

groent Onars flioS, Fornm. sog. 1, 29. 12, 27. She is daughter

of night in Saem. 194": heil nott ok nipt! but who is eord'an

hrocFiir, Cod. Exon. 490, 23 ? I6r5 is also mother of I\Ieili, Thor's

brother, Saem. 76"; lor^ = F{orgijn 80" (p. 172). Of Ehidr and
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her relation to OSin :
' seid Yggr til Riadr/ Y. amores Rindae

incautamentis sibi conciliavit, Sn. 1848. 1, 236. Is AS. hruse

(terra) contained in gnisehanh) turf-bench, Schm. vou Wern.
114?

p. 25 In.] At Attila's grave too the servants are killed: 'et

ut tot et tantis divitiis humana curiositas arceretur, operi depu-

tatos trucidarimt, emersitque momentanea mors sepelientibus cum
sepulto/ Jorn. cap. 49. The Dacian king Decebalus buries his

treasure under the bed of the Sargetia, Cass. Dio 68, 14. Giese-

brecht supposes the Wends had the same custom. Bait. stud. 11,

28-9.

p. 252.] Nerthus is the only true reading, says Miillenhoff,

Hpt's Ztschr. 9, 256 j Ertlius is admissible, think Zeuss and

Bessel. Nerthiis answers to Ssk. Nritus, terra, Bopp 202'' ; conf.

C. Hofmann in Ztschr. der morgenl. ges. 1847. A thesis by Pyl,

Medea, Berol. 1850 p. 96 derives it fr. LGr. nerder, nerdrig, conf.

vepTepo^. Her island can hardly be Riigen (p. 255-6), but perhaps

Femern or Alsen, says Miillenh., Nordalb. stud. 1, 128-9. Her
car stood in the grove (templum) under a tree, Giefers. ' Nerthus,

id est. Terra maier' strongly reminds of Pliny's mater deiun 18,

4 : quo anno m. d. advecta Bomam est, majorem ea aestate messem

quam antecedentibus aunis decem factara esse tradunt.

p. 258.] Though the people now imagine fru Gode, Goden,

Gaiiden as a frau, there appears now and then a de Jcoen (king)

instead, Hpt's Ztschr. 4, 385. Legends of fru Gauden in Lisch,

Meckl. jrb. 8, 203, &c. Niederhoffer 2, 91 (conf. p. 925-6-7).

Harvest-home still called vergodensdel in Liineburg, conf. Kulin

and Schwartz p. 394-5. The Vermlanders call Thor's wife god-

mor, good mother. Rask, Afh. 1, 94 derives ON. G6i fr. Finn.

hoi (aurora). GDS. 53. 93.

p. 254] Priscus calls Attila's wife Kpe/ca 179, 9, 'PeKav 207,

17, which easily becomes Herka. Frau IlarTce a giantess, Kuhn
146. 371. Fru Earhe, Arhe, Harfe, Havre, Hpt's Ztschr. 4, 386,

5, 377. Sommer 11. 167-8. 147 (conf, frau Motie, 12. 168. 147).

A witch's daughter HarJca, Wolf's Ztschr. 2, 255. Haksche, like

Godsche for Gode, Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 377. Harke flies through the

air in the shape of a dove, makes the fields //•2(///*/</, carries a stool

to sit on, so as not to touch the ground, Sommer p. 12; this is

like Herodias (p. 285) and the wandering woman (p. 632. 1058).
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p. 254 n.] Moinraseu 133 derives Ceres, Oscan Kerrcs, from

creare ; Hitzig Pliilist. 232 connects it with ^ri.s = Sii; I witL

cera and cresco. For Demeter the Slavs have zeme laate, mother

earth; a dear mother, Hke {7rvpo<i) (f)iX7]<; Aij/j.rjTpo';, iEsop (Corais

212. de Furia 367). Babr. 131 ; conf. A7j/xi]T€po<; ukti'j, II. 13,

323, and ' das liebe koru, getreidelein,' Gram. 3, 065. GDS. 53.

The Earth's lap is like a mother's : foldan sceat ( = scl)00sz), Cod.

Exon. 428, 22. eorSan sceata eardian 496, 23. eorSau sceatas

hweorfan 309, 22. grund-bedd 493, 3.

p. 255.] Ou the goddess's progress see Suppl. to 252. AVith

her bath conf. the purifying bath of RJiea (Preller 1, 409), whose

name Pott would explain by eupe6a = Ssk. urvi fr. uru = varu,

Kuhu's Ztschr. 5, 285. The lacntio Bercci/nthiae is described by

Augustine, Civ. Dei 2, 4; conf. Vita Martini cap. 9 (W. Miillcr

]>. 48). The imago of Artemis was washed in seven rivers flow-

ing out of one spring, Pref. to Theocritus ; the alraun and ali-

rurana were bathed.

p. 256 n.] The LG. farmer's maxim, ' Mai-mand kold un nat

Fiillt scliiinen un fat, is in Swedish ' Mai kail Fyller boudens

lador all,' Runa 1844, 6. A similar saw in Bretagne about St.

Anne, Lausitzer mag. 8, 51 ; how is it worded in French ?

p. 257.] On Tan/ana see my Kl. Schr. 5, 415, etc. GDS.
231-2. 336. 622.

p. 263.] From Rodulf's account was probably taken the 16th

cent, notice in Reiffenberg's Phil. Mouskes, tome 1. Brux. 1838

app. p. 721 :
' Sub Alexandre, qui fuit sex annis episcopus

(Leodiensis) et depositus in Cone. Pisae an. 1135, fuit quaedam

jirodigiosa seu ilemoninca navU, quae innixa rotis et ^nmjlce agitata

maliguis spiritibus attractu funium fuit Tungris inducta Los-

castrum. Ad quam omnis sexus appropinquans tripudiare et

saltare cogebatur etiani nudo corpore. Ad eam feininae de mane

stratis exilientes accurrebant, dum dicta uavis citharae et aliorum

instrumentorum sonitu resonaret.' Weavers, whom Rodulf

makes prominent in hauling and guarding the ship, have some-

thing to do with navigation : in their trade they ply the schiff

(shuttle), and that is why they were called marner, Jiiger's Ulm
}). 636-7. About carrying ships on shoulders Pliny has another

passage 5, 9: 'ibi Aethiopicae couveniunt naves; namque eas

jyllcatiles hameris transfcniut quoties ad catarractaa veutum est.'
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Also Justin 32, 3 :
' Istri naves suas hnmeris per juga montium

usque ad littus Adriatic! maris transtuleriint.'

Additional traces of German ship-processions and festivals. In

Antwerp and Brabant, near the scene of that old procession, there

was about 1400 ' eine gilde in der blauwer scuten,' Hpt's Ztschr.

1, 266-7. At Shrovetide sailors drag a ship about, Kuhn's Nordd.

sagen p. 369. At the Schonbart-running in Niirnberg, men in

motley used at Shrovetide to carry Hell round, including a ship

and the Venus Mount ; see Hist, of Schonb.-run. at N., by the

Germ. Soc. of Altdorf 1761. Another ship-procession in Hone's

Everyday-book 2, 851. In the * Mauritius und Beamunt,' vv.

627—894, a ship on wheels, with knights and music on board, is

drawn by concealed horses through the same Rhine and Meuse

country to a tournament at Cologne ; it is afterwards divided

among the garzuns (pages), v. 1010. Is the idea of the Ship of

fools travelling fr. land to land akin to this ? especially as Dame
Venus 'mit dem strowen ars' (conf. Hulda's stroharnss, p. 269n.)

rides in it, ed. Strobel p. 107; ' frau Fenus mit dem stroem

loch,' Fastn.-sp. p. 263. Consider too the cloud-ship of Magonia

(p. 639), and the enchanted ship with the great band of music,

Miillenh. p. 220. The ' wilde gjaid' comes along in a sledge

shaped like a ship, drawn by naughty maidservants, who get

whipped. Wolf's Ztschr. 2, 32-3. Nursery-tales tell of a ship

that crosses land and water, Meier 31. Schambach 18. Prohle's

Milrchen nos. 46-7. Wolf's Beitr. 1, 152, &c. Finn, march. 2,

P. Berchta is often ferried over, and of O^inn the Solarlio'S 77

(Saem. 130^^) says : OSins qvon rcer d iard'ar ski'pi.

p. 264 n.] At Shrovetide a plough was drawn through the

streets by maskers, Biisching's Woch. nachr. 1, 124, fr. Tenzel.

H. Sachs says, on Ash-Wednesday the maids who had not taken

men were yoked in a plough; so Fastn.-sp. 247, 6-7 ; 'pulling

the fools' plough' 233. 10. Kuhn conn. py?woc, plo'jr, Lith.

plugas with the root plu, flu, so that plough orig. meant boat,

Ssk. plava, Gr. irXocov.

p. 265 n.] Drinking-bowls in ship shape ; argentea navis,

Pertz 10, 577. A nef d'or on the king's table, Garin 2, 16-7;

later examples in Schweinichen 1, 158. 187. An oracle spoke of

a silver ploughshare, Thucyd. 5, 16.

p. 265 n. 2.] Annius Viterb., ed. ascensiana 1512, fol. 171'^''

:
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'ergo vciiit (Isis) iu Italiiim et docuit fnimentariara, molendi-

nariam et panificani, cum ante glande vescerentur .... Viterbi

prirai paues ab Isiile coufecti sunt, item Vetuloniae celebravit

Jasius uuptias, et panes obtulit prinios Isls, ut in V. antiquitatum

Berosus asserit. porro, ut probant superiores quaestioues, Vetu-

lonia est Viterbuni.' The Lith. Kruniine wanders all over the

world to find her daughter, and teaches men agriculture, Hanuscli

245. The year will be fruitful if there is a rustling in the air

during the twelves, Soramer p. 12 (Snppl. to 254).

p. 2 67.] Goth, hitljjs propitius is fr. hil]?an, hal};, hul]7un, to

bow (s. Lube). Ilolle, Holda is a cow's name in Carinthia. In

Dietr. drachenk., str. 517-8, &c. there is a giant called HnJIe, but

in str. 993 : 'sprancten fiir /roH;6'?i Zf»//eji der edelen juncfrowen

fin.' In Thuringia frau Wolle, Rolle, Sommer 10-1. Holda in

Cod. Fuld. no. 523. Frau Ilolhi in Rhenish Franconia, From-

mann 3, 270. 'Die Roll kommt ' they say at Giessen, 'die

Bulla ' also beyond the Main about Wiirzburg, Kestler's Beschr.

V. Ochsenfurt, Wrzb. 1845, p. 29. Frau IloUe also in Silesia. In

Up. Sax. she was called frau Uelle, B. vom abergl. 2, 66-7; frau

Ilolt in Wolfs Ztschr. 1, 273. The very earlled mention of

Holda is in Walafrid Strabo's eulogy of Judith, wife of Louis

the Pious :

Organa dulcisono percussit pectine Judith

;

si Sappho loquax vel nos inviseret Holdn, etc.

p. 267 n.] With Kinderm. 24 conf. the variant in KM. 3, 40

seq., Svenska afv. 1, 123 and Pentam. 4, 7. Much the same said

of the dialas, Schreiber's Taschenb. 4, 310 (Suppl. to 410).

p. 270.] When fog rests on the mountain :
' Dame H. has lit

her fire in the hill.' In Alsace when it snows ; ' d' engele han 's

bed geraacht, d' fedre fliege runder;' in Gegenbach 4-27:

'heaven's feathers fly'; in Nassau: 'Dame H. shakes up her

bed/ Kehrein's Nassau p. 280. Nurses fetch babies out of

frau Ilolleu ieich. In Transylvania are fields named Fraii-hohhi.'

<iraben, Progr. on Carrying out Death 1861, p. 3. She washes

her veil, Prtihle 198. Like Berthe, she is queen or leader of

elves and holdes (p. 456), conf. Titania and Dame Venus.

' Fraue Bcrcht, fraue Holt ' occur in the Landskranna (?)

llimelstrasz, printed 1484, Gefkeu's Beil. 112. In the neigh-
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bourhood of the Meisner, Dame H. carried off a rock on her

fhumh, Hess. Ztschr. 4, 108; a cave is there called Kifz-Kammer,

perhaps because cats were sacred to her as to Freya (p. 305).

On the Main, between Hassloch and Griinenworth, may be seen
' fra Hulle ' on the Fra Halleiistciii, combing her locks. Who-
ever sees her loses his eyesight or his reason. Dame Holle rides

in her coach, makes a whirlwind, pursues the hunter, Prcihle 15G.

278. 173, like Pharaildis, Verild (357 n.). Legends of Hulle in

Herrlein's Spessart-sag. 179—184. A frau Hollen-spiel {-gume)

in Thuringia, Hess. Ztschr. 4, 109. The Haule-mutter (mother

H.) in the Harz, an old crone, makes herself great or little,

Harrys 2, no. 6. Prohle278; conf. jFIanZe-manuerchen (dwarfs)

in KM. no. 13. She is a humpbacked little woman, Sommer
p. 9 ; walks with a crutch about Haxthausen, Westph. Again,

queen Holle appears as Jiouselceeper and henchwoman to Fi-ederick

Barbarossa in Kifhauser, exactly as Dame Venus travels in

Wuotan's retinue, Sommer p. 6. In Up. Hesse ' meatt der Holle

larn ' means, to have tumbled hair or tangled distaff, prob.

also night-walking : the Holle at Wartburg looks like a witch,

Woeste's Mitth. p. 289 no. 24 ; conf. ' verheuletes haar,^ Corrodi

professor 59, and a man with shaggy hair is called holle-liopf.

With her sfroharnss conf. strciwen-ars, Suppl. to 203. Careless

spinners are threatened with the venvunschene frau, Panzer's

Beitr. 1, 84 : she who does not get her spinning over by Sun-

day will have Holle in her distaff to tangle it ; conf. the Kuga
(p. 1188-9).

p. 272.] The Huhlarsaga, tale of the sorceress Huldr, is told

by Sturle ; conf. the extract fr. Sturlunga in Oldn. laseb. p. 40.

Huldre-iveh in Norway means a soft vegetable material like

flannel; and in Faye 42 Huldra is clothed in green. The hiilder

in Asb. 1, 48. 78. 199 has a cow's tail; here it is not so much
one hulder, as viani/ huldren that appear slnghj. So in the

M.Nethl. Rose 5679 :
' hidden, die daer singhen

'
; are these

mermaids ? In Sweden they have a hylle-fru and a Wddi-moder,

Geyer 1, 27; conf. Dybeck 1845, 56.

p. 273.] The name of Ferahta, the bright, answers to Selene,

Lucina, Luna, therefore Artemis, Diana. Hence she takes part

in the Wild Hunt, accompanied by hounds, like Hecate ; hence

also, in the LG. Valentin und Namelos, Berta has become Clarliia
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[oonf. St. Lucij, frau Lutz, p. 271-n.]. Tho Litli. Luxma is vow
like Berlita and Hokla : she is goddess of earth and of weaving.

Slie appears in a liouse, helps the girls to weave, and gets through

a piece of linen in no time ; but then the girl has to gaess her

name. If she guesses right, she keeps the linen ; if not, the

huime takes it away. One girl said to the laumo :
* Laume Sore

peczin auda duna pelnydama/ 1. S. weaves with her arm, earn-

ing bread. Her name was Sore, so the girl kept the linen,

N. Preuss. prov. bl. 2,380. Schleicher in Wien. ber. 11, 10

1

seq. says, tho laume is a malignant alp (nightmare) who steals

children, is voracious, yet bathes on the beach, helps, and brings

linen: a distinct being (11, 96-7) fr. the laima spoken of on

p. 41Gn. Nesselm, 3.>3''.

p. 273 n.] Werre is akin to Wandel-muot, Ls. 3, 88. 1,

205-8 : fro IVandehnuot sendet ir acJieid-samen fseeds of divi-

sion) 2, 157. in dirre witcn werlde kreizen hat irre-sdmen (seeds

of error) uns gesat ein frouwe ist Wendelnmot geheizen, MS. 2,

108''; conf. the seed sown by death (p. 848) and the devil (p.

1012). frou Wendelmiwt hie liebe maet mit der viirwitz sesrens

abe (dame Ficklemind here mows down love with curiosity's

keen si the), Turl. Wh. 128^

p. 274.] The ineal set ready for Bertha resembles the food

offered to Hecate on the 30th of the month, Athon. 3, 194; cer-

tain Jish are 'Ekuttj^; ^pcoTUTu 3, 14G-7. 323. Filling the belly

with chopped straw : conf. tho hris)nagi, Laxd. saga 226. As
the ivJilte ladij prescribes a diet for the country-folk (Morgenbl.

1847, nos. 50—52), tliey tell of a dame Borgtjahe (loan), wlio

gave or lent money and corn to needy men, if they went to

her cave and cried * Gracious dame B*.' ; conf. OHG. c/iorn-gepa

Ceres, .sdjxo-kepa saticena, Gibicho ; 2<;m-gebe, MB. 13, 42. ofi-

geba (890 n.). Nycolaus von dem crumen-ghehe, an. 1334,

Henneb. urk. ii. 13, 30.

p. 277.] Borta, like Holda, is called mother in the Swed.

marchea p. 366, gamla B., trollkiiring. In one Swed. tale a

fair lady walks attended by many dwarfs ; the room she enters

is filled with them, Wieselgr. 45t. Like the Thuringian

Perchta, the devil blows out eyes, Miillenh. p. 202 ; care breathes

upon Faust, and blinds him; conf. the curse, 'Your eyes are

mine,' N. Preuss. prov. bl. 1, 395, and ' spiiltle zwstreichen.
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a?(/streichen (stroke them shut, stroke them open),' Meier's

Schwab, sag. 186. After the lapse of a year the woman gets

lier child back, Miilleuh. no. 472 ; so does the man in the wild

hunt get rid of his hump (Suppl. to 930) ; conf. Steub's Vor-

arlberg p. 83, Bader's Sagen no. 424, and the Cheese-mannikin

in Panzer 2, 40. On Berhta's share in the Furious Hunt, see

p. 932.

p. 277.] In S. Germany, beside Bertha, Berche, we find 'frau

Bert, Bertel, Panzer's Beitr. 1, 247-8. The wild Berta wipes her

with the unspun flax. At Holzberndorf in Up. Franconia,

a lad acts Eisen-berta, clad in a cow's hide, bell in hand ; to good

children he gives nuts and apples, to bad ones the rod 2, 117.

p. 278.] To the Bavar. name Stempo we can add that of the

Strasburger Stampho, an. 1277, Bohmer's Reg. Rudolfi no.

322 ; conf. stempfel, hangman, MS. 2, 2^ 3«. In Schm. 3, 638

stamp\ilanz= h\\ghQdir, 2, 248 s/g»ipe?i-/tar = flax ; conf. Yon d.

Hagen's G. Abent. 3, 13-4. Beside Trempe, there seems to

be a Temper, Wolf's Ztschr. 2, 181, perhaps sprung out of

Quatember in the same way as frau Faste (p. 782 n.), ibid. 1,

292. toWe trompe (tram pel ?), Rocken-phil. 2, 16-7. In favour

of S having been added before T is Scliperclita for Perchta,

Mannh. Ztschr. 4. 388. As Stempe treads like the alp, she seems

ident. with the alp-ci'ushing Muraue.

p. 279.] In Salzburg country the Christmas-tree is called

Bechl-hoschen, Weim. jrb. 2, 133. 'in loco qui dicitur Berten-

ivisiin/ Salzb. urk. of 10th cent.. Arch. f. ostr. gesch. 22, 299.

304". Outside Remshard near Giinzburg, Bav., is a wood * zu der

dime (girl).' The dinie-weibl used to be there in a red frock

"with a basket of fine apples, which she gave away and changed

into money. If people did not go with her, she returned weep-

ing into the wood. ' Here comes the diriie-iveihl' said children,

to frighten each other. Seb. Brant p. m. 195 knows about

Bdchtenfarn, B.'s fern.

Berchtolt is a common name in Swabia, Bit. 10, 300. 770;

conf. Berchtols-gaden (now Berchtes-g.), Prechtles-boden-alpe,

Seidl's Aimer 2, 73. The white mannikin is also described by

Bader no. 417.

p. 280.] When Malesherbes was talking to Louis XVI. of the

fate in store for him, the king said :
' On m'a souvent raconte
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dans mon enfance, que toutes les fois qu'un roi de la raaison des

Bourbous devait mourir, on voyait a minuit se promener dans les

j^aleries du chateau uue grande femme vctue de blanr,' Mt'm. de

Besenval ; conf. * de witte un swarte Dorte/ Miillenb. p. 343-4

;

and the Khuj-mnttcr p. 1135. The same is told of the Ir. banstghe,

pi. mna^i'jlie, O'Brien sub. vv. sithbhrog, gruagach.

p. 281.] The image o^ reine Pedauque, Prov. Pedauca (Rayn.

sub V. auca), stands under the church-doors at Dijon, Nesle,

Xevers, St. Pourcin and Toulouse. The last was known to

llabelais :
' qu'elles etaient largement pattues, coinme sont les

oies et jadis a Toulouse la reine Pedauque.' This statue held a

spindle, and spun, and men swore ' par la quenouille de la reine

P./ Paris p. 4. So queen Goose-foot was a spinner
; yet her

goose-foot did not come of spinning, for the spinning-u7t€eZ was
not invented till the loth cent., Hpt's Ztschr. 6, 135. Berhta

cum maijno pedc, Massm. Eracl. 385. Heinricus Gense-fnz, MB.
8, 172. cagots with goose-foot or duch's-foot ears, Fr. ^Michel's

Races maud. 2, 12G-9. 13G. 144-7. 152. M. C. Yulliemin's La
reine Berte et son temps makes out that Berte la fileuse was

wife to Rudolf of Little Burgundy, daughter to the Alamanu
duke Burchard, and mother to Adelheid who married Otto I.

;

this Berta died at Payerne about 970. To the white damsel is

given a little white lamb, Miillenh. p. 347.

p. 285 n.] The whirlwind is called sau-arsch, nuicken-arsch,

Schmidt's Westerwald. id. IIG; in Up. Bavaria san-v:cde. When
it whirls up hay or corn, the people in Passau and Straubing cry

to it: ' sau-dreck ! du schwarz /arte/ (pig) !
' Seiv-zagel, a term

of abuse, H. Sachs v., 347**; conf. pp. G32. 996. In an old Lan-

gobard treaty the devil is porcorum possessor,

p. 291.] Ostara is akin to Ssk. vasta daylight, vasas day,

ushas aurora, vastar at early morn ; conf. Zend, ushastara eastern,

Benfey 1, 23. Lith. auszta it dawns, auszrin ue aurora; Aiisca

(r. Ausra), dea occumbentis vel ascendentis solis (Lasicz). Many
places in Germany were sacred to her, esp. hills : Austerkopp,

Osterk. in Waldeck, Firmen. 1, 324'', conf. Astenberg 325*;

Osterstube, a cave, Panz. Beitr. 1, 115. 280; Osterbrunne, a

christiau name: ' ich 0., ein edelknecht von Ror,' an. 1352,

Schmid's Tubingen 180. Her feast was a time of great re-

joicing, hence the metaphors :
* (thou art) miner freudeu uster-tac
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(-day)/ Iw. 8120. mines herzeus ostertac, MS. 2, 223\ 1, 37''.

der gernden ostertac, Amgb. 3* ; conf. Meien-tag. It is a sur-

name in the Zoller country : dictus der Ostertag, Mon. Zoll. no.

252-7. Fridericlies saligen son des Ostertages, no. 306.

The antithesis of east and west seems to demand a Westara as

goddess of evening or sundown, as Mone suggests, Anz. 5, 493;

consider westergibel, westermane, perh. westerhemde, wester-

barn, the Slav. Vesna, even the Lat. Yespera, Yesperugo.

p. 29C.] On the goddess Zisa, conf. the history of the origin

of Augsburg in Keller's Fastn. sp. p. 1361. About as fabulous

as the account of the Augsburg Zisa, sounds the following fr.

Ladisl. Suntheim's Chronica, Cod. Stuttg. hist., fol. 250: 'Die

selb zeit sasz ain haiduischer hertzog von Swaben da auf dem
slos HillomomU, ob Yertica (Kempten) der stat gelegen, mit namen
Esneriiis, der wonet noch seinen (adhered to his) haidnischen sit-

ten auf Hillomondt ; zu dem komen die vertriben waren aus

Yertica und in der gegent darumb, und patten in (begged him),

das er sie durch (for the sake of) seiu gotin, Zysa genannt, mit

veld begabet und aufuam (endow and befriend) .... Da sprach

hertzog Esnerius : wann ir mir swerdt pei den gottern EdelpoU

und Hercules und pei meiner gottin Zisa, so will ich euch veldt

geben, &c.*

p. 298.] With Glsa may be conn. Cise, a place in the Grisons,

Bergm. Yorai'lb. p. 43, and ' swester Zeise,' Bamb. ver. ] 0, 143-4
;

Zaissen-perig, Zeisl-perg, Archiv. i. 5, 74. 48. Akin to Clsara

seems Ctzuris (Zitgers), a place in Rhsetia, Pertz 6, 748*; Zeizn-

risperga, Zeiszaris-p., Heizzeris-p., Zeizaris-pergan, Zeizanes-perge,

NotizenbL 6, 116. 143. 165. 138. 259. How stands it finally with

Desenherg, which Lambert calls Tesenb.? Pertz 7, 178. Conf.

other names in Mone's Anz. 6, 235, and Disibodo, Disibodenberg,

Disenb., Weisth. 2, 168.

p. 299 n.] i^roMtye heizt von tugenden ein wip (called a /raw

fr. her virtues), Ulr. v. Lichenst. 3, 17

:

als ein vrou ir werden lip (her precious body)

tiuret (cherishes) so daz sie ein wip

geheizen mac mit reinen siten,

der (for her) mac ein man vil gerne biten (sue) ; Kolocz. 129.

p. 301 n.] A Swed. folksong, not old, in Arvidss. 3, 250 has :
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' Fruja, du beromde fni, Till Impa bind oss uugctu !

' Friija often

= Venu3 iu Bellm. 3, 120. 132-5. M. Netli. vraei, pulcber. vri

= vio, Pass. 299, 74.

p. 304.] On the etyrn. of Freya and Frigg, sec my Kl. scbr.

3, 118. 127. In a Norweg. tale, stor Frigge goes with the cattle

of the elves, Asb. Huldr. 1, 201 ; conf. 20G. Vrelio is fonnd in

Belgium too, says Coremans 114-5. 158; a Vi^eheherg 126. Fre-

l-enteve, Pertz 8, 776. Fricconhorst, an. 1090, Erh. p. 131. For

Fruikc in Ilpt's Ztschr. 5, 373 Kuhn writes Fail; which may

mean whirlwind, 0^. Jinl-(i.

p. 306. Frcj/a and Freyr are both pVesentat Oegi*s banquet,

but neither his GerSr nor her OSr, Saom. 59 ;
yet she is called

Ocfs met/ 5'', and IIuoss and Gersemi (p. 886) may be her children

by 05r, When Sn. 354 calls her Oc^ins friffit, he prob. con-

founds her with Frigg (p. 302) ; or is OSiun Mars here, and

Freya Venus ? On the distinctness, yet orig. unity, of the two

goddesses, see my Kl. schr. 5, 421-5; was O^r the Vanio name

of OSinn ? 426-7. To her by-name Sijr the Norw. plants

Siunjuld (Syr-gull?), anthemis, and Sirildrot prob. owe their

names, F. Magn. lex, myth. p. 361 ; while Saxo's Syritha is rather

SigriSr, conf. Sygrutha, Saxo 329. GDS. 526. Freya's hall

is Sessrynmir, Sessvarnir, Sn. 28; as the cat was sacred to her,

we may perh. count the Kitzliammer on the Meisner (Suppl. to

270) among her or Holda's dwellings ; conf. cat-feeding (p. 1097).

p. 307 n.] Maui, men is akin to Lat. monile. Dor. fxdvo^,

lxdvvo<s, Pers. fxaviuKr}'^, fiaviuKov, Ssk. mani. Pott 1, 89. As incu-

ijldd' expresses a woman's gladness over her jewel, a Swiss woman

calls her girdle ' die freude/ Staid. 2, 515-6.

p. 309.] On FuUa, Sanna, Sindgund, sec Kl. scbr. 2, 17 seq.

GDS. 86. 102. Fulla wore a gold headband, for gold is called

h.-.fuSband Fullu, Sn. 128. S6l is daughter of MundilfGri (p.

703), wife of Glenr (al. Glornir), Sn. 12. 126, or Dayr, Fornald.

s6g. 2, 7. Fru Sole, frii Soletopp occurs in pop. games, Ai'vidss.

3, 389. 432. Skaffl, daughter of piazi, wife of Ni6rSr and

mother of Freyr (gen. SkaSa, Sn. 82. Kl. schr. 3, 407), aft. wife

of OiSinn and mother of Stemingr, Yugl. c. 0.

p. 309.] In Sn. 119 Gerdr is Offin's wife or mistress, rival

to Frigg. There is a Thurycrffr horgabrue^r. A. Frogerflia, come

of heroic race, Saxo Gram. b. 6, Similar, if not so effective as

VOL. IV. H
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Ger^^s radiant beauty, is the splendour of otlaer ladies in Asb.

Huldr. 1, 47 : saa deilig at det sklnnede af hende ; in Garg. 76''

:

her 'rosen-bliisame' cheeks lit up the ambient air more brightly

than the rainbow ; in Wirut die welt

:

ir schoene gap so liehten scMu

und also wunneclichen glast,

daz der selbe pallast

von ir libe (body) erliuhtet wart.

p. 310.] On Syn and Vor, conf. F. Magn. lex. 358-9. Then

the compds. Hervdr, Gnnnvor ; OHG. Cundwara, Hasalwara,

Graflf 1, 907; AS. Fred-ivaru, Beow, 4048. I ought to have

mentioned the ON. goddess Ihnr, fern., though ilmr, suavis odor,

is masc.

p. 310.] Namia in the Edda is ' Nejys duttir/ Sn. 31. 66, and

Nepr was Odin's son 211. Saxo makes her a daughter of Gevar

(Kepaheri), see Suppl. to 220. Ssem. 116^ speaks of another

Nanna, ' Nukkva dottir.' Is ' nounor Herjans/ the epithet of the

valkyrs, Sasm. 4'', conn, with Nanna ?

p. 311 n.] Fuoge and Unfuoge are supported by the following :

er was aller tugende vol, die in diu Vuoge lerte (virtues that

decency taught him), Pass. 165, 2. diu Fiiegel, Fileglerln, Ls. 1,

200-8. wann kompt Hans Fug, so sehe und lug (look), Garg.

236^. daz in JJufaoge niht ersluege (slew him not), Walth. 82, 8.

Unfuoge den palas vloch, Parz. 809, 19. nu lat (leave ye) der

JJnfuoge \v strit 171, 16; conf. fUgen (Suppl. to 23). Quite

unpersonal are ; zuht unde fuoge, Greg. 1070. ungevuoge, Ei".

9517. 6527. swelch fiirsten so von lande varn, daz zimt ouch irti

fuogen so, daz si sint irs lieiles vro, Ernst 1800.

p. 311.] Gefjon appears in Lokasenna ; conf. p. 861 n. Does

hov-gpfn mean lini datrix ? Stem. 192''*; or is it akin to Gefn,

Gefjon ?

p. 312.] Snoriz raraliga Ban or hendi gialfr d^r konungs.

Seem. 153^. miok hefir Ran ryskt um mik, Egilss. p. 616. Ean

lends Loki her net, to catch Andvari with, Sasm. 180. Fornald.

sog. 1, 152. In the same way watersprites draw souls to them

(p. 846). Later she is called hafs-fruu :
' h., som rader ofver alia

Jivilka omkomma im sjon (perish atsea)/ Sv. folks. 1, 126. 'Blef

sjo-tagen, och kom til hafsfrnu' 132.
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ez ist ein geloub dcr alten wip,

swer in dem wazzer verliust den lip (loses his life),

daz dcr si voii Got vcrtrlhen. Karajau ou Teiclmor 11.

p. 313.] Slou I hel, Vilk. s. 515. i hel drepa, Sa3m. 78\ bita

fyl til hdl'ui (bite a foal dead), Ostgota-lag 213. hiifiit );itt leysto

heljo or, Ssem. 181''. Hel is a person in Sa3in. 18S'' : ' er ]?ik Tld

hafi ! ' in Egilss. G13 :
' Niurva nipt (Hel) a nesi stcndr.' The

fara til lleljar was German too (conf. p. 801-2) : Adam vuor ziio

der lielle, und sine afterkumen alle, Ksr-clir. 9225. zc Jinlle varn,

Warn. 2447. 3220. 3310. ze helle varn die liellevart, Barl. 323,

28. /arcji zuo der hell = die, Seb. Brant's Narr. 57, 9. ze helle

varn. Ring 55*^, 27; nu var du in die hell hinab, das ist din haus

30; ir muost nu reuschen in die hell 20. ichwoltemich w>-s/q^l'Ji

han zno der htUe (Helle), Troj. kr. 23352. von der hell loider

komen (come back fr. hades), Brant's Narr. p. m. 207. in der

hell ist ein frau an liebe (without love), Fastn. 558, 13 ; spoken

of Hellia ? or of a dead woman ? Helle speaks, answers the devil,

Anegenge 39, 23. do sprach diu Helle, Gricshaber 2, 147-8.

Bavarian stories of Held in Panzer's Beitr. 1, 60. 275. 297. Ob-

serve in Heliand 103, 9 :
' an tliene suarton hel

'
; conf. p. 804.

p. 315.] Sic erimus cuncti postquam nos aufcret orcns, Petron.

c. 34. rapacis Orel aula divitem manet herum, Hor. Od. ii. 18, 30.

at vobis male sit, malao tenehrae orci, quae omnia bella devorafis,

Cat. 3, 13. versperre uns (bar us out) vor der helle munt, Kara-

jan 44, 1. dcr hellisch raclien steht ofFen, H. Sachs i. 3, 343*=.

diu Helle gar uf tet (opens wide) ir munt, Alb. v. Halb. 171''.

nu kan daz verjluochte loch nieman trfnllen noch (that cursed hole

no man can fill), der wirt ist so gitic (greedy), Martina 160, 17 ;

conf. ' daz verworhte hoi ' 172, 41. Yet MsH. 3, 233'' has : davou

so ist diu helle vol 0. v. 23, 265 :

then tod then habct fuutan Hell has found Death,

thin hclla, ioh tirsluutau. And swallowed him up.

Did Otfrid model this on 1 Cor. 15, 54-5 : 'Death is swallowed

up in victory. Death, where is thy sting ? Hades, where

thy victory ? * Observe the Gothic version :
* ufsaggquij^s var)>

dajipus in sigis. hvar ist gazds ]>eins, daitpu? hvar ist sigis

j'eins, halja ? ' It is a Christian view, that death is swallowed up
;
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but most of the Greek MSS. have Odvare both times, the Vulgate

both times mors, whilst Ulphilas divides them into daupii and lialja,

and Otfrid makes hell find and swallow death. To the heathens

halja was receiver and receptacle of the dead, she swallowed the

dead, but not death. One Greek MS. however has davare and ahr}

[suggested by HosealS, 14? 'Ero mors tua, Mors I morsus

tuus ero, Infeme ! 'IjMassva. 63^^ ; and a St; ?, infernus, in Matt.

11,23. Luke 10, 15. 16, 23 is in AS. rendered helle. So in Irish

the two words in the Epistle are bais (death), uaimh (pit) ; in Gael,

bais and uaigh (grave). The Serv. smrti and pakle, Lith. smertie

and pekla, smack of the Germ, death and hell; conf Hofer's

Ztschr. 1, 122. Westerg. in Bouterwek, Csedm. 2, 160, sub'

V. hel, identifies it with Ssk. kala, time, death, death-goddess,

and Kail, death-goddess.

p. 315 n.] Hellevot is a n. prop, in Soester's Daniel p. 173.

The following statement fits Helvoetsluis, the Rom. Helium :

Huglaci ossa in i^/^e«^ fluminis insula iibi in oceanvm prorumpit,

reservata sunt,^ Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 10.

CHAPTER XIY.

CONDITION OF GODS.

p, 318.] The heathen notion of the power of the gods is esp.

seen in their being regarded as wonder-ivorhers, who did not sink

into sorcerers i\\\ Christian times; conf. p. 1031. GDS. 770. The

giants on the other hand were looked upon, even by the heathen,

as stiqnd, pp. 526-8-9. The longevity of gods (long-aevi, lanc-

libon, Notk. Cap. 144) depends on simple food and a soul free

from care (p. 320-4). So thinks Terence, Andr. 5, 5 : ego vitam

deorum propterea senipiternarii esse arbitror, quod voluptates

eorum propriae sunt; and the dwarfs ascribe their long and

healthy lives to their honesty and temperance (p. 458).

Amrita (Somad. 1, 127) is derived by Bopp, Gl. 17% from a priv.

and mrita mortuus, hence immortal and conferring immortality
;

and a-ix^poaia (279^) fr. a-fxpoaia, /3poT6<i being for fxpoT6<;.

Various accounts of its manufacture in Rhode's Relig. bildung d.

Hindus 1, 230. It arises from the churning of the ocean, says

Holtzmann 3, 146— 150, as ambrosia did from treading the wine-
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prcss^ K. F. Hermann's Gottesd. ultli. p. -301.. Doves carry am-

brosia to Zeus, Od. 12, G3 ; conf. Athen. 4, 317. 321-5. Ambrosia

and nectar arc handed to goddess Calypso, whilo Odysseus par-

takes of earthly food beside her, Od. 5, 199. Moiraieatthe sweet

heavenly food of honey (p. 415 n.). Even the horses of gods have

in their manger ambrosia and nectar, Plato's Phaadr. 24'7. Yet

the gods eat white oX^ltov, meal (Athen. 1, 431), which Hermes

buys for them in Lesbos. Ambrosial too is the odour shed around

the steps of deity (Suppl. to 327 end), of which Plautus says in

Pseud, iii. 2, 52 :

ibi odos demissis pedibus in coelum volat
j

eum odorem coeuat Juppiter cotidie.

What nectar is made of, we learn from Athen. 1, 1 17-8, conf.

166. ^coporepov veKrap, Lucian's Sat. 7. purpureo bibit ore

nectar, Hor. Od. iii. 3, 12. Transl. in OHG. by standi, stenche,

Graff 6, 696 ; in some glosses by seim, and if seim be akin to

al/xa, our honig-seim still shows the affinity of honey to blood

(pp. 468. 902) ; consider the renovating virtue of honey as well as

blood: dev Saelden houic-seim, Engelh. 5138. The spittle of

gods is of virtue in making blood and mead (p. 902), in brewing

ol (ale): hann lagSi fyri dregg hraJca sinn, Foi*nald. sog. 2, 26.

Kvasir is created out of spittle : so came Lakshmi out of the

milk-sea, Holtzm, 1, 130, as Aphrodite from foam, Sri from milk

and butter 3, 150.

p. 320.] The belief of the Greeks in the Immortality of their

gods was not without exceptions. In Crete stood a tomb with

the inscription :
' Zens has long been dead {Tedveoi^ iraXat), he

thunders no more,' Lucian's Jup. tragoed. 45; conf. p. 453 u.

Frigga's death is told by Saxo, ed. M. 44 ; dead Baldr appears

no more among the gods, Sasm. 63** ; then Freyr falls in fight

with Surtr, T^r with Garmr, Thorr with miSgarSsormr ; OSiim

is swallowed by the wolf, Loki and IleimiSall slay each other.

Duke Julius 302-3. 870 (in Nachtbiichlein, 883), says he has

heard that the Lord God was dead (the Pope ?). OJSinn and

Saga diinlc, Sa)m. 41*; HeimSall drinks mead ll**, and always

' gladly '
: drecka gl6& 41 ». dreckr glaffr 4P (p. 324). Thorr eatx

and drlnlcs enormously, Saom. 73^ Sn. 86, aud a Norweg. tale of

his being invited to a wedding.
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p. 321.] Of a god it is said: prjiSLca eOekwv, Od. 16, 198.

p'rjtSiov denial 211; of Circe : peia irape^eXOovaa, Od. 10, 573.

Zeus can do the hardest things, ovhev dadfiatvcov fievei, ^sch.
Eum. 651. In Sn. formali 12, Thorr attains his full strength at

twelve years, and can lift te7i heat's hides at once. Wiiinamoinen,

the day after his birth, walks to the smithy, and makes himself a

horse.

p. 322,] Got ist noch liehter (brighter) denne der tac (day),

der antlitzes sich bewac (assumed a visage)

nach menschen antUtze. Parz. 119, 19.

It is a mark of the Indian gods, that they cast no shadow, never

%vhik, glide without touching the ground, are without dust or

siveat (their garments dustless), and their garlands never fade,

Iloltzm. 3, 13. 19; conf. Bopp^s Nalus p. 31. Even men, going

into a temple of Zeus, cast no shadow, Meiuers's Gesch. d. rel. 1,

427. OSinn appears as a ' mikli ma^r, herd'imihill,' Fornm.

sog, 2, 180-1. God has a heard : bien font a Dieu hai-he de fue.rre,

Meon 1, 310. faire barbe de pa'dle a Dieu, Diet, comique 1,

86-7, Finn, to see God's heard= to be near him, Kal. 27, 200.

Vishnu is chatur-bhuja, four-handed, Bopp's Gl. 118^; Siva

three-eyed, ibid. p. 160-1. Zeus too was sometimes repres. with

three eyes, Paus. ii. 24, 4; Artemis with three heads, Athen. 2,

152, The Teut. mythol. has none of these deformities in its

gods ; at most we hear of a Conradus Bri-heuptl, MB, 29'', 85

(an. 1254). Yama, the Indian death, is black, and is called hala,

niger, Bopp's Gl, 7P, Vishuu in one incarnation is called

Krishna, ater, niger, violaceus, Slav, cherniji (Bopp 83"), so that

Cherni-bugh would correspond to Krishna. The beauty of the

gods has already been noticed p. 26 n. ; that of the goddesses is

sufficiently attested by giants and dwarfs suing for them : prymr

wants Freyja, piassi I'Sun, and the dwarfs demand the last favour

of Freyja.

p. 323,] Numen, orig, a vev^ia, nutus, means the nod of deity,

and deity itself, as Festus says (eJ, 0, Miiller 173, 17) : numen
quasi nutus dei ac potestas dicitur. Athena also ' nods ' with her

eyebrows: eV o^pvcri, vevae, Od, 16, IQi. Diu (frau Minne)

lomJcet mir nu, daz ich mit ir ge, Walth, 47, 10; and Egilss,

p, 305-6 has a notable passage ou letting the eyebrows fall, Les
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sorcils abessier, Aspr. 15''. sa (si a) les sorcils levez, Paris expt.

J).
104-. ThoiT shakes his beard, Saiin. 70".

The align-, Jiatred, vengi'iincf of the gods was spoken, of on

p. 18-9. They punish misdeeds, boasting, presumption. .Their

eiii'i/, (^66vo<i, is discussed by Lehrs in Kilnigsb. abb. iv. 1,

]3o seq. ; conf. OeXyetv (Snppl. to 331). tmu tlvo^ <p9ovepoiv

8aL/jb6i/Qjv fxij-^avrj <yeyov€, Procop. 2, 358. t>}? tu^t;? o (fi96vo<i

2, 178. irry]peta 8ai'/uo»'o<? = tantalizing behaviour of a god,

Jjucian pro lapsu in saint. 1. Loki loves mischief when he brings

about the death of Baldr. So the devil laughs to scorn : der

tiuvel des lachet, Diut. 3, 52. smutz der tiuvel, welch eiu rat

!

llelbl. 5, 89. des mac der tiuvel lachen 15, 148; couf. tlie

laughing of ghosts (p. 945).

p. 32 k] Radii capitis appear in pictures. Not. dign. orient,

pp. 53. IIG. Forcellini sub. v. radiatus. Ztschr. des Iless. ver.

>, 366-7. aarpaTii^v eihev iKXu/j,\lraaav airo tov TratSo'j, saw

lightning flash out of his son (Asklepios), Paus. ii. 26, 4. do

quam unser vrove zu ime, und gotliclie scMiie gingen liz irme

antlitze (fr. Mary's face), D. myst. 1, 219.

p. 325.] The Homeric gods are without care, avrol Se t

uKTjSie'i elalv, II. 24, 526 ; they are blessed, serene, and rejoice in

their splendour. Zeus sits on Olympus, Kuhel yaicov (glad of his

glory), repTTi-Kepauvo^: (delighting in thunder), and looks down

at the smoking sacrifices of those he has spared. Ares too, and

Briareus are KvSei yaiovre^;. A god feels no pain : ecrrep Oe6<; yap

iariv, ovK ala6)]a€Tac, Aristoph, Frogs 631. So Gripir is ' tjhid'r

konongr,* Saam. 172''. The gods Jangli : yeXQ)<i 5' iir avTw

Tot? 6eo2<i eKcvqOri, Babr. 56, 5; risiis /oi;is = vernantis coeli

tempcries. Marc. Cap. (conf. giant SvasuSr, p. 758). snhrisit

crudele pater (Gradivus), Claudian in Eutr. 2, 109. Callaecia

visit Jloribus .... per herbamy7'^/•c/^• rosae, Claud, laus Serenae

71. 89. risenint Jlorib as amnos, Claud. Fl. j\Iall. 273; conf. laugh-

ing or sneezing out roses, rings, etc. Athena too is said to

/.LeiBay, Od. 13, 287.

p. 327.] For gods hccomiiuj visildc Homer has a special word

.ivapy/j'i : )(^a\e7rol 8e 6eol ^aivecrOai ivapyel<;, II. 20, 131. deol

(paii'ovrai ivapyel<i, Od. 7, 201. 16, IGl. evapyi]<i rjkde 3, 420.

ivapyt]^ avyyev6fj,evo<;, Lucian's Sat. 10. Gods can appear and

vanish a6' tlivij please, without any outward means: dwarfs and
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men, to become invisible^ need the tarn-hat or a miraculons herb.

No one can see them against their will : t/? av Oehv ovk eOekovia

o(f)6dX/jioi(TLv iSoiT 7] evff 7] €v6a KLOvra; Od. 10. 573. As a

god can hear far off: K\vei he koL trpoawOev ojv 6e6<i, ^Esch. Eum.
287. 375 ; as 'Got und sin muoter selient dur die steine/ MS. 2,

] 2" ; so gods and spirits enter locked and guarded chambers

unperceived, unhindered, Holtzm. 3, 11. 48. Dame Venus comes

'dur gauze muren,' p. 455-6; the Minne conducts 'durch der

kemenaten ganze ivant/ through the chamber's solid wall, Frib.

Trist. 796. St. Thomas walks through a closed door, Pass. 248,

26-7. Athena's messenger elcrrjXde irapa k\7]18o<; i/juavra, Od. 4,

802. Trapa xXTjlSa XidaOrj 4, 838. Loki slips through the hora

Su. 356 ; and devils and witches get in at the keyhole.

Examples of sudden appeava^ice, p. 400 ; disappearance, p.

951-2. OSinn, Honor, Loki in the Faroe poem, when invoked,

immediately appear and lielp. Sudden appearing is expressed in

ON. both by the verb Jwerfa : ]?a Aya?/ Fiolnir, Volsungas. c. 17;

and by the noun svipr, Fornald. sog. 1 , 402. Stem. 157". der engel

von himele sJeif, Servat. 399, do sih der roith iif bouch, der

engel al damit flouch, Maria 158, 2. erfiio)- in die liifte hin, die

wolken in bedacten, Urstende 116, 75 ; conf. 'riSa lopt ok log,'

and p, 1070-1. der menscJiUch scMn niht bleib lang, er fuor

daliin, Ls. 3, 263. Homer uses avatcraeiv of Ares and Aphrodite:

avat^avre, Od. 8. 361 ; and the adv. alyp-a as well as Kapiraklfiwi

and KpaLTTvd, II. 7, 272. When Ovid. Met. 2, 785 says of Min-

erva :
' haud plura locuta fugit, et impressa tellurem reppulit

hasta,' her dinting the ground with her spear expr. the ease of

her ascent. Their speed is that of wind : rj 8' dvefxov w? ttvou]

iireaavTO (of Athena), Od. 6, 20. sic effata rapit coeli per inania

cursum diva potens, vnoqne Padum translapsa voJatu, castra sui

i-ectoris adit, Claud, in Eutr. 1, 375. Eros is winged, Athen. 5,

29. Winged angels, pennati pueri (p. 505). Vishnu rides on

Garuda, Bopp's Gl. 102". IndraandDharmaas vulture and dove,

Somadeva 1, 70. Holtzm. Ind. sagen 1, 81. Though Athena

appears as a youth in Od. 13, 222, as a girl 13, 288, her favourite

shape is that of a hird : opvi'i S' w? dvoTrala BceTTTaro 1, 320.

As vultures, she and Apollo settle on a beech-tree, and look

merrily on at men, II. 7, 58. As a sivaUovj, she sits on the roof-

tree amid the fighters, and thence [xjy^oOev i^ 6po(})7]^) uplifts
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the regis, Od. 22, 297; so Loulii sits a hvJc on tlie window of

the smithy (Suppl. to 338), and the eagle in tlie dream efer' eVt

irpov^ovrt fj,e\u0p(p, Od. 19, 541; conf. the vulture, who the

moment he is named looks in at the door, IMeinert's Kuhl. 1G5.

1G5. Bellona flies away a />//•(/, Claud, in Eutr. 2, 230; Gostr,

i.e. Obin, as a valr (falcon], and gets a cut in his tail, Fornald.

sog. 1, 487-8. Athena arrj Se Kar avrlOupov K'XicrLrj';, Od. 16,

159 ; si mache sich schoen, unci go herfiir nls ein <j6tlnne zuo (lev

tilr, Renner 12227. When the unknown goddess steps inside

the door, her stature reaches to the roofbeam, /xeXtiOpov Kvpe

Kuprj, then in a moment she is recognised. Hymn to Aphrod.

174, to Ceres 189. A woman's spirit appears to a man in a

dream : si San hvarf hun a brott ; Olafr vaknaSi, ok ];6ttist sia

svlp konunnar, Laxd. 122. siSan vakna'Si He^inn, ok sa svipinn

af Gondul, Fornald. siig. 1, 402. svipr einn var |?ar, Sa)m, 157".

Fraijravce and hriijktness emanate from a deity, Schimraelpfeng

100-1. Hymn to Ceres 276—281 (Suppl. to 318) ; a sweet smell

fills the house of Zeus, Athen. 3, 503. So with the Hebrews a

cloml, a mist, or the [/lory of the Lord fills the house of the Lord,

1 Kings 8, 10-1 ; 2 Chron. 5, 13. comarum (of Venus) grains

odor, Claud, de nupt. Heaven breathes an odor suavitatis, that

nourishes like food, Greg. Tur. 7, 1. The bodies of saints, e.g.

Servatius, exhale a delicious odour (p. 823) ; conf» the flowers that

spring up under the tread of feet divine (p. 330). The hands

and feet of gods leave their mark in the hard stone, so do the

lioofs of their horses (Suppl. to 664). Gods appear in human

form and disguise, O^inn often as a one-eyed old man, a beggar,

a peasant, to Hrolf as Hrani bondi (Hrani is a hero's name in

Ilervararsaga, Hani in Saxo).

p. 329.] The Indian gods ride in chariots, like the Grk : Indra,

Agni, Varuna, etc., Nalus 15-6; 7 steeds draw the car of Silryas

the god of day, Kuhn's Rcc. d. Rigveda 90. 100 ; Ratri, night,

Usa, aurora, are drawn by kine. Plato in Phasdr. 246-7 speaks

of the gods' horses, chariots, charioteers, of Zeus driving a winged

car. Selene is appealed to : ttot MKeavbv rpeire ttcoA.ou?, Theocr.

2,163. a<Trepe<i, evKifKoio kut dvTvya Nukt6<; oiraSoi 2, 166.

The German gods occasionally drive in star-chariots, or the stars

themselves have a chariot, pp. 151. 723 n. ; conf. the car-pro-

cessions p. 336; the sun too drives a chariot: Sol vurp hendi
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inni boegri um liimini6J;^r, Sasm. I'' (who is Vagnarunni in Egilss.

610, OSinn or Thorr?). But riding is the rule, tliougli Loki says

to Frigg : ec.jjvi reS, er ]m ri(?a. serat siSau Baldr at adliim, Sfetii.

03^
; even beasts ride in the Beast-apologue, Renart 10277-280-

4G0-920.

p. 330,] When Athena sits with Diomed in his war-chariot,

the axle groans Avith the weight : Becvtjv '^ap ci'yev 6eov avhpa

r apioiTov, II. 5, 888, When Ceres nods, the cornfields shake :

aunuit his, capitisque sui pulcherrima motu concussit gravidis

oneratos messibus agros, Ovid Met. 8, 780.

p. 331.] The gods appear in mist or cloud: Jehovah to Moses
in a pillar of fire, Deut. 31, 15. diva dimovit nehidam, juvenique

apparuit ingens, Claud, in Eutr. 1, 390. (Tritonia) cava circum-

data mibe, Ov. Met. 5, 251. The raerminne comes '^rait eime

dunste, als ein wint," Lanz. 1 81 ; in the legend of Fosete the god
vanishes in a caligo tenehrosa, Pertz 2, 410. A cloud descends,

and the angel steps out of it, Girard de Viane p. 153. Gods
and dgemons are said to OiXyetv, hoodwink, delude (conf. p.

463-4 of elves, and Suppl. to 322) : dXXd jxe Sai/jbwv 6e\yei, Od.

16, 195; of Hermes: uvhpwv o/ju/xara OeXyei, II. 24, 343: of

Poseidon : 6e\^a<i oacre ^aeivd, II. 13, 435 ; of Athena : tou? he

TIaX\.d<s 'Adi^vair) OkX^ei koI /j,r}Ti€Ta Zev<i, Od. 16, 298; ded

diXyec 1, 57; but also of Circe and the Sirens, Passow sub v.

6iXjo). Hera holds her hand over her protege, virep-^eipla, Paus.

iii. 13, 6. They take one by the hair : ari) h" oinOev, ^av9yi<i

Se KOfxr/^ eXe IlrjXeLcova, II. 1, 197; by the ear: Kp6vo<i irpocr-

eXdwv OTTLaOev Koi tov coto? fiovXa^6/ui€vo<;, Lucian^s Sat. 11.

p. 331.] The Grecian gods sleep, Athen. 2, 470; yet Ssk.

deus = /i7;tT a somno, Bopp's Gl. 26". A sich god is healed by
incense, Walach. miirchen p.. 228. They are fond of play

:

c^iXoiralyixoveq ydp kol ol deoi, Plato Cret. ed. bip. 3, 276. The
kettledrums of gods i-esound from heaven, and flowers rain down,

Nalus p. 181. 238 (conf. OHG. heaven is hung full of fiddles);

'it would please God in heaven (to hear that music),' Melander

2, no. 449. Got mohte wol lachen (at the tatermenlin), Renn.

11526. Conf. the effects of music on mankind: when Salome is

ill, there come ' zwene spilman uz Kriechen, die konden generen

(heal) die siechen mit irem senften spil, des konden sie gar vil,'

Morolf 1625; ' I have my fiddle by me, to make sick people well
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ami rainy weather jolly,' Goethe 11, 11; the tinkle of bells a

euro for care, Trist. 308,24. 39. 411, 9; song-birds cheer the

tot-riuwesa3re, Iwein 610. Aucassiu's lay drives death away,

]\Ieou 1, 380. With the comforting of bereaved SkaSi and

Demeter conf. Wigal. 8475 :
' sehs videlcrre, die wolden im sine

swasre (heaviness) mit ir videlen vertribeu,' and Creuzer's Symb.

4, 460. Athen, o, 334. It was a Lith. custom to get the bride

to laugh, Nesselm. sub v. prajfikinu. N. Preuss. prov. bl. 4,

312. A king's daughter, who has a fishbone in her throat, is

made to laugh, Meon 3, 1 seq. The gods love to deal out largess,

are datores, largitores, esp. Gibika (p. 137) ; conf. borg-geba

(Suppl. to 274), oti-geba (p. 890 n.) ; they are ur-rjcfnar, ijl-

ffefnar, crop-givers, ale-givers, Hostlong ii. 2, 11 (Thorl. sp. G,

34. 42. 50. (jS).

p. 334.] Gods' language and men's, Athen. 1, 335. Lobeck's

Aglaoph. 854. 858—867. Heyne on the first passage quoted,

II. 1, 403 : quae antiquiorem sermonem et ser.vatas inde appella-

tiones arguere videntur. Like ON., the Indians have many words

for cloud, Bopp's Gl. 16^ 209". 136'^. 158^; but do not attribute

a separate language to the gods. Yet Somaveda 1, 59. 64 names

the four languages Sanskrit, Prakrit, Vernacular and Dwmonlc.

The Greek examples can be added to : n\ayKra<; S' r/rot rd<; ye

0€ol ixdKape<i KaXiovcrtv, Od. 12, 61. dvr^rol "Epcora, uOdvaroi he

Urepoora, Plato's Phoedr. 252. Tr}y S' ^A(^pohiTt)v KiKX/jaKovai,

Oeol re kcli dvepet, Hes. Theog. 197. The different expressions

attrib. to nioi and goJs in the Alvis-mal, could no doubt be taken

as belonging to different Teut. dialects, so that A[cn)i should

mean the Scandinavians, God'ar the Gotlis, and sol for instance

be actually the Norse word, swina the Old Gothic, CDS. p. 768.

Kl. schr. 3, 221.

p. 335.] The Norse gods are almost all married; of Greek

goddesses the only real ivife is Hera. Gods fighting with heroes

are sometimes beaten., and }int to flight, e.g. Ares in Homer; and

he and Aphrodite are ivounded besides. Now Othin, Thor and

Balder are also beaten in the fight with Hother (Saxo ed. M.
118), nay, Balder is ridicnlus fugd (119) ; but wounding is never

mentioned, and of Balder it is expressly stated (113) : sacram

corporis ejns flrmifatcm ne ferro quidcm cedere.

p. 335.] Apart from Brahma, Vishuu and Siva, the Indians
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reckoned thirteen minor gods, Bopp's Gl. 160^. The former were
younger gods, who had displaced the more elemental powers,

Kuhn's Rec. d. Rigv. p. 101. Holtzm. Ind. sag. 3, 126; conf.

' got ein junger tor '
(p. 7 n.). Yonng Zeus, old Kronos, Athen.

I, 473. cot croni, deus recens, Graff 4. 299. The new year

(p. 755). GDS. 765.

p. 336.] Mountain-heights are haunts of the Malay gods also,

Ausld. 1857, 604\ 7reTpa,hai^6vaiv avaaTpoc^r'j, M&ch. Eum. 23.

Oli/mpus descr. in Od. 6, 42—46. To the rock-caverns [at Ithaca]

gods and men have separate entrances, those by the south gate,

these by the north 13, 110-1-2. The Norse gods live in Asgard.

HreiSmarr cries to the Ases : haldit heim he^an, be off home
from here! S^em. 182''. They have separate dwellings, but

near together ; conf. the Donar's oak near Wuotan's mount

(p. 170). J)dr (i Baldurs-hage) voru md7^g gocf, Fornald. sog. 2,

6'3. Indian gods too have separate abodes : urbs Kuveri, mons
K. sedes, Bopp's Gl. 19^^. 85^'. Aco^ avXtj, Lucian's Pseud. 19.

Significant is the ON. : hefir ser um gerva sali, S^em. 40-1-2.

The gods sit on thrones or chairs (p. 136), from which they are

entreated to looh down in pity and protection : ^ei)? Se jevvrjTcop

cSoc, ^sch. Suppl. 206. eVi'Sot S' "Aprefxi^ a'yvd 1031. llta vinar

augom. The gods' houses are marked by gates, Hpt^s Ztschr. 2,

635.

p. 337.] The gods often have a golden staff, with which they

touch and transform : '^^pvcreir} pd^So) €Trefjt.dacrar' 'AOvvq, Od.

16, 1 72. 456. 13. 429 ; Circe strikes with her staff, Od. 10, 238
;

conf. Hermes' rod, the wishing-rod (p. 976) and other wishing-

gear. Shiva has a miraculous bow, so has Indra ace. to the

Vedas. Apollo's bow carries plague; conf. OSin's spear (p. 147).

In Germ, milrchen the fays, witches, sorcerers carry a ti'ans-

figuring staff (p. 1084).

Gods are regarded by men as fathers, goddesses as w.others

(pp. 22. 145. 254). They delight in men, avhpdaL repiro/jbevoL,

II. 7, 61 ; their kindly presence is expr. by the Homeric a/x0t-

/Saivo) : 6? XpvaTjv d/ii<pi^e/3T]Ka<;, II. 1, 37. 09 "Icr/xapov d/x(})t-

/Se/Si^Kei, Od. 9, 198. They love to come down to men; conf.

Exod. 3, 8: Kare/Srjv, descendi, hwearf (p. 325) ; they stop their

chariots, and descend to earth, Holtzm. 3, 8. Nalus p. 15.

yraesentes caelicolae, Cat. 64, 383. Like the Ind. avatara is a
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Oeov iTrtBi]iJ,ia (visitation), Lucian's Conviv. 7. G0J3 are not

oinniproseutj they ai-e often absent, they depart, Athen. 2, 470.

Jupiter says : summo delabor Olympo, et deus humana lustro sub

imagine terras, Ov. Met. 1, 212. In the Faroe lay, OSinn, Hoenir

and Loki appear iiistantlij. (Appearing to a man can be expr.

by looking under his eyes, Etm. Orendel pp. 73. 45. 83. 102.) The

passage : di liute wanden (weened) er ivaere Got von himel, Griesh.

2, 48, presupposes a belief in God's appearing (p. 26 n.). so

ritestu heim als ivaer Got do, Dancrotsh. namenb. 128, and : if

God came down from lieaven and bade him do it, he would not,

Thurneisser 2, 48. At Whitsun the street was hung with

tapestry: als ochter God selve comen sonde. Lane. 31321. God

(or his image) loves a place where he is made mucli of: Got

mohte lieber niht gesten uf der erden an deheiner stat, Helbl. 15,

584 ;
' here dwells der liebe Gott,' p. 20 n. His return to heaven

is expr. by : 'do vuor Got ze Jdniele in deme gesuneclicheme bild,'

Diemer 7, 19; conf. 'ego in coelura migro,* Plaut. Amph. v. 2,

13. Gods send messengers, angels, those of Greece Hermes,

Iris, etc., who escort men (p. 875), and inspect and report the

goiugs-on of the world, says a pretty Servian song by Gavrai.

It is worth noting in the prol. to Plaut. Rudens, that Arcturus

shines in heaven at night, but walks the earth by day as mes-

senger of Jove. Gods assist at christenings (Godfather Death),

weddings, betrothals, Holtzm. 3, 8 ; and Mary too lifts a child

out of the font, Wend, miirch. 16. They hallow and bless men
by laying on of hands : vigit ocr saman Varar Jiendi, Saem. 74''.

Apollon und Tervigant, ir beider got, hat sine hant den zwein

geleit vf daz Jioubet, daz si helfe unberoubet und geliickes

(unrobbed of help and luck) solden sin, mit gutlicher helfe schin

geschach daz ir, Turl. Wh. 112"; like a priest or father. Gods

deal with men in their sleep : a rib is taken out of sleeping Adam,

to make Eve ; Athena sheds sweet sleep over Penelope, while

she makes her taller and fairer, Od. 18, 188; Luck comes near

the sleeper, gods raise up the fiillen hero, II. 7, 272. Their

paltrij-looking gifts turn out precious (Berhta's, Holda's, Riibe-

zahl's) : the leaves turn into gold, the more fittingly as Glasir the

grove of the gods bears golden leafage.

p. 338.] Metamorphosis is expr. by den lip verkHren, Barl.

250, 22. sich kerte z'einera tiere 28. OJSinu viSbrast 1 vals liki.
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when HeiSrekr and Tyrfing attack him, Fornald. sog. 1, 487.

Loki changes into a mare, and has a foal (Sleipnir) by SvaSilfari,

Sn. 47. falsk Loki i lax liki, Sa3m. 68\ Sn. 69. Heim^aUr ok

Loki i sela likjum, Sn. 105. Loki sits in the window as a

bird 113; conf. Athena as a swallow on the roof-beam (p. 326).

Louhi as a larh (leivonen) in the ivinclow (ikkuna), Kal. 27,

182-5-8. 205. 215 (conf. Egilss. p. 420), or as a dove (kyyhky)

on the threshold (kynnys) 27, 225-8. 232. Berhta looks in,

hands things in, through the window (p. 274) ; the snake looks

in at window, Firmen..2, 156. Louhi, pursuing Sampo, takes the

shape of an eagle, denique ut (Jupiter) ad Trojse tecta volarit

avis, Prop. iii. 30, 30. Jupiter cycnus et candidorum procreator

ovorum, Arnob, 1, 136 (pp. QQQ. 491). In marchens a hear, eagle,

dolphin, carries off the princess.

p. 338.] Gods may become men as a punishment. Dyaus

having stolen a cow, all the Yasu gods are doomed to be born

men. Eight of them, as soon as born, return to the world of

gods ; the ninth, the real culprit, must go through a whole

human life, Holtzm. Ind. sag. 3, 102-6.

p. 339.] Real names (not merely epithets) of gods often

become abstract ideas in Sanskrit. Indra, at the end of a com-

pound, is priuceps, dominus, Bopp 40*^; Sri is prefixed to

other names reverentiae causa, as Sriganesa, Srimahabharata

357*. In ON. one as can stand for another, as Bi-agi for OSinn

in the saw, ' nioti bauga sem Bragi auga,' Egilss. 455. So

Freya, Nanna, T^r, Baldr become abstract terms (p. 220-1) :

haldr bryn|?ings, b. fetilstinga, Fornm. sog. 6, 257. 12, 151*. enn

nor'Sri niijrffr 6, 267. geirjiicir^/-= heros, Stem. 266^. Conf.

Gates intensive (p. 19).

CHAPTER XV.

HEROES.

p. 341.] On demigods, great gods, djfimones, conf. Boeckh^s

Manetho, p. 488 ; semidei, heroes, Arnob. 2, 75. The hero has

superhuman strength, ON. hann er eigi oinhamr, Fornm. sog. 3,

205-7 ; einhamr, einhama signif. mere human strength. It is

striking how the Usipetes and Tenchtheri glorify human heroes
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to Caesar, B. G. 4, 7 :
* we yield to none but the Sucvi, for whom

the immortal (jods are no match.'

p. 343.] To vir, OHG. loer, are prob. akiu the Scjth. ol6p,

Fin. uros, Kal. 13, (34. 21, 275. 290; conf. ^Qrv.urosh (p. 369 n.).

GDS. 23G. Aug. Civ. Dei 10, 21. K. F. Herm. Gottesd. alt.

p. 69. M. Neth. helt as Avell as helet. Stoke 3, 4. Notker's

hertwga, AS. heardingas, El. 25. 130, recall Boh. hrdina, Pol.

hardzina (hero), conf. Boh. hrdj^, Pol. hard^^, Russ. gordyi

(proud), Fr. hardi, G. hart, herti (hard). Arugrim's eleventh

and twelfth sons are called Haddingjar, Fornald. sog. 1, 415-6-7.

GDS. 448. 477. himelischer degen in the Kl. 1672. degenin,

heroine, Renn. 12291. With iingant conf. the name Weriaut
freq. in Karajan. Jesus der Gotes wigant, Mos. 68, 10. Kdmpe
may be used of a giant, Miillenh. 267. 277; beside cerapa, the

AS. has oretta, heros, pugil. Is not ON. Jietja (bellator) strictly

wrestler, fencer ? conf. OHG. hezosiin, palaestritae, Graff 4, 1073.

GDS. 578. With OHG. wrecchio, AS. wrecca [whence, wretch,

wretched] , agrees best the description of the insignes in Tac.

Germ. 31 : Nulli domus aut ager aut aliqua cura
; prout ad

quemque venere, aluntur prodigi alieni, contemptores sui. Dio-

med is dvijp apiarof;, II. 5, 839. Heroes are rog-h'irtingar, briglit

in battle, Haralda-mill 16. Serv. yundk, hero, ijundshtoo,

heroism; so MHG. die mine juugelinge, Fundgr. 2, 91, conf.

Nib. 1621, 2, and the heroic line of the YngUngar (p. 346). Ir.

trean hero ; also faolcJiu hero, strictly wild wolf, falcon, and

Welsh gicalch, falcon, hero; conf. Serv. urosh (p. 369 n.).

p. 344.] Heroes derive their lineage fr. the gods : SigurSr

ormr i auga is expressly Od'uis aettar, Fornald. sog. 1, 258 ; the

Scythian Idanthyrsus counts Zeus his ancestor, Herod. 4, 126;

and Zeus does honour to Menelaus as his son-in-law, yaiu,j3pd<{

Jio?, Od. 4, 569. They oxe friends of the gods: Zeus loves both

champions, Hector and Ajax, II. 7, 280 ; there are ' friends of

Ares ' and a ' Frey's vinr.' They can multiply the kindred of

the gods. Jupiter's children are reckoued up in Barl. 251, 37

seq.; Alexander too is a son of Jupiter Anmion or Nectanebus by
Olympias. 'Galli se omnes ab Dite patre prognatos praedicant

;

idque ab druidibus proditum dicunt,' Caes. 6, 18. Dietrich

descends fr. a spirit, Otnit fr. Elberich, Hogni fr. an elf, and

Merlin fr. the devil.
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p. 345.] As Teutonic tradition made Tuisco a ' terra editus/

tlie American Indians have a belief that the human race once

lived inside the earth, Klemm 2, 159. Though Norse mythology
has no Mannus son of Tuisco, yet it balances Go^heimr with a

Mannheimr, GDS. 768, couf. Yestmanland, Sodermauland, Rask
on Alfred's Periplus 70-1 ; and Snorri's Formali 12 places a

Munon or Meimon at the head of the tribes. He, with Priam's

daughter Troan, begets a son Tror= Th6r, fr. whom descends

Loritha = H16rri5a, conf. Fornald. sog. 2, 13. GDS. 195. The
American Indians have a first man and maker Manitu, Klemm
2, 155-7. On the mythic pedigree of Mannus and his three

sons, see GDS. 824 seq.

p. 346.] Ingo was orig. called Ango, says Mannhdt's Ztschr.

3, 143-4. He is the hero of the Ingaevones, who included the

Saxons and formerly the Cheruscans, consequently the Angles,

Angern, Engern (GDS. 831. 629. 630), whose name is perhaps

derived from his.

p. 350.] Did Dlugoss in his Hist. Polon. draw fr. Nennius ?

Jrb. d. Berl. spr. ges. 8, 20; conf. Pertz 10, 314.

p. 350 n.] Ascafna-burg, fr. the rivulet Ascafa = Ascaha, is

likewise interpr. in Eckehardus' Uraug. as ' Ashen-hurg ab

Ascanio conditore,' and is a castellum antiquissimum, Pertz 8,

259. 578. On Asc and Ascanius conf. p. 572.

p. 351.] The old Lay of Patricius 19, ed. Leo. p. 32-3, has

Eirimoi)i (Erimon). Heremon in Diefenb. Celt. 2^, 387-9. 391.

p. 355.] A communication fr. Jiilich country says, Herme is

used as a not very harsh nickname for a strong but lubberly man.

But they also say, ' he works like a Herme,' i.e. vigorously ; and

legend has much to tell of the giant strength of Herme ; conf.

Strong Hermel,KM. 3, 161. Herman, Hermanbock, Maaler 218''.

Firmen. 1, 363''
:

' to make believe our Lord is called Herm.'

Lyra Osnabr. 104: ' du menst wual, use Hergott si 'n aulen

Joost Hierm.' It is. remarkable that as early as 1558, Lindner's

Katziporus 0, 3^ says of a proud patrician, who comes home
fuller of wine than wit :

' he carries it high and mighty, who
but he ? and thinks our Lord is called Herman.' On the rhyme
' Hermen, sla dermen,' suggestive of the similar ^Hamer, sla

bamer, sla bussemau doet ' (p. 181-2), couf. Woeste pp. 34. 43.

Firmen. 1, 258. 313. 360.
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p. 357 n.] Other foreign names for the Milkii Way. American

Indian: the way of ashes, Klemm 2, IGl. In WaUach. fairy-

tales, pp. 285. 381, it comes of spilt straw that St. Venus

(Vinire) has stolen from St. Peter. In Basque : ceruco esnebidea,

simply via lactea, fr. eznea milk. Td<; ei? ovpavbv -^vx^v vofii^o-

fjieva<; 6hov<;, Lucian's Encom. Demosth. 50. Lettic : putnu

zela-ch, bird-path, Bergm. GO (so 7r6po<i olwvoiv, aether, ^sch.

Prom. 281) ; also Beeva yahsta, God's girdle 115, or is that the

rainbow? (p. 733). Arlanrod is also interpr. corona septen-

trioualis, though liter, silver-circle. For the many Hungar.

names see WolPs Ztschr. 2, 162-3.

Other Teutonic names. East Fris. dat melJqmth, and when

unusually bright, liarniswUh, Ehreutr. Fries, arch. 2, 73. With

(jaJaxia they seem to have conn. Galicia ; hence to Charlemagne,

at the beginning of the Turpin, appears James Street, leading from

France to Galicia. In Switzld : der weg uf Eom, Stutz 1, 106.

\Vestph. : miilenweg (Suppl. to 924), also widrstrafe, weather-

street, Woeste p. 41 ; so in Jutland veirveien, Molb. Dial. lex.

646, as well as arlcen 18. To ON. vetrarbraut, winter-way,

corresp. the Swed. v Intergatan ; conf. Gothl. kahhjofu, Almqv.

432, unless this be for Karl's-gate. Do siuuiuiipad, sterrono

strdza, wega wolkono in Otfrid i. 5, 5 mean the galaxy ? conf. the

path of clouds, Somadeva 2, 153-7. 58. 61. Journ. to Himavan

1, 106. Heer-strasze (-gasse), viz. that of the ' wiitende hear,'

in Meier's Schwab, sag. 137-9 ; herstrasz, Mone 8, 495 ; Up.

Palat. hyrstrausz, heerweg, Bergm. 115-8. 124; helweg (p. 801-2).

Most import, for mythol. are : frauen Hidden strasze, vron Ililden

straet, Fharaildis sidus (p. 281-5) ; also 'galaxa, in duutsche die

Brunelstraet,' Naturk. von broeder Thomas (Clariss's GheraerD,

p. 278).

p. 361.] As we have luuaringes-weg and Eurings-strasz by

the side of Iringesweg, so in oldish records Eurasburg castle is

called Irlngeshnrg, Schm. 1, 96. Irinc is in Nib. 1968 a young

man, 1971-89 a markgraf and Hawartes man, and in the Klage

201. 210 ze Liitringe geborn. On the meaning of the word

conf, pp. 727. 1148. Kl. schr. 3, 234. F. Magnus.sen in his Pref.

to Rigsmal connects (as I had done in my Irmenstrasse 1815,

p. 49) the Ericas of Ansgar and the Berich of Jornandes with

liigr, as also the Erilcsgata ; conf. the devil's name gammel Erich

VOL. IV. I
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(p. 989). That Ericli was a deified king is plain from a sentence

in the Vita Anskarii cited above :
' nam et templum in honore

supradicti regis duduni defuncti statuerunt, et ipsi tanquam deo

vota et sacrificia offerre coeperuut/

p. 363 n.] Suevi a monte Siievo, Chr. Salern., Pertz 5^ 512.

a Suevio monte, Hpt's Ztschr. 4, 493. GDS. 323.

p. 365.] On the castra IlercuUs by Noviomagus, Ammian.
Mai'c. 18, 2. With the giant bones of Hugleich at the Rhine-

mouth (Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 10) we may even conn, the Herculis

columna which stood there (p. 394). On Here. Saxanus, Mann-

hdt's Germ, mythen p. 230 ; on the inscriptions, Mythol. ed. 1,

p. 203. Herculi in Petra, Gruter 49, 2. TreSlov Xi^wSe? on the

Rhone, Preller 2, 147. Wolfram's Wh. 357, 25. 386, 6. 437, 20.

p. 366.] Like Castor and Pollux, there appear in Teut, tales

two youths, angels, saints, in a battle, or putting out a fire (Suppl.

to Pref. xliii. end) :
' duo jiivenes candidis circumamicti sfolis,

animam a corpore segregantes, vacuum ferentes per aerem/

Jonas Bobb. in Vita Burgundofarae (Mabillon 2, 421) ; conf. p.

836-7. duo juvenes in albis, putting out a fire, in Annal. Saxo p.

558. Chronogr. Saxo in Leibn. 122 fr. Einh. Ann., Pertz 1, 348.

Again, the angel wiping the sword in Roth's Sermons p. 78, and

the destroying angel. Lithuanian legends have a giant Alois,

Kurl. sendungen 1, 46-7. Jahj eSa Jalkr, Sn. 3; jalkr = senex

evii'atus, says F. Magn.

p. 367 n.] Note, in the Pass. 64, 41 : ein nmotegoz unreiner =
Wuotilguz : conf. ' wiiefgusz oder groz wasser,' Weisth. 3, 702.

and ' in wuefgussen, eisgussen und groszen stiirmen, 3, 704.

Also p. 164, and Witetes, Wiietens, Schm. 4, 203. GDS. 440.

774-5.

p. 368.] Sifjiis O'Sin's son, Sn. 211». So is Hildolfr, ibid.,

' Harbarb's lord/ Seem. 75'', OHG. Hiltwolf. So is Sigrlami,

Fornald. sog. 1, 413, and has a son Svafrlami. So is Nefr or

Nepr, Sn. 211% and has a daughter Nanna 31. 6Q. So is Sce-

mingr, Sn. 211% Semtngr in Ilervarars., Fornald. s. 1, 416; conf.

Sdmr, 8dms-ey, Rask's Afh. 1, 108. The name of (7ai(/r, OSin's

son or grandson, is conn, with giezen (pp. 23. 105n. 142. 164.

367) ; on Gautr, Sn. 195. OSinn is called Her-ganlr, Egilss. p.

624, oXdiXi. gautr, Sa3m. 95''. 93''; conf. Caozes-pah, -prunno (-beck,

-burn), Hpt's Ztschr. 7, 530.
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p. 370.] The accounts of Sccaf \n AS. clironicles arc given by

Thorpe, Beow. p. •!•. In tlie same way Beaflor sails alone in a ship,

a bundle of straw under his head, Mai 35-9, arrives 51-3, sails

away again 152 ; the ship gets home 180, 39. Horn also comes

in a ship, and sends it homo with greetings. A Polish legend

says of Piast : qui 'primus ajipiilerlt in navicula, dominus vester

erit, Procosius p. 47. As the swan-childreu can lay aside the

swan-ring, so can the Welfs the loolf-girdle or whelp-skin. Klemm

2, 157 has a remarkable story of beautiful children slipping off

their dog-shin. 'Skilpunt' in Karajan's Salzb. urk. must be fur

Skilpunc. O^inn is a Skilfingr, Saera. 47. Did the/ and h in

Scilfing, Scilbunc arises out of v in slciJdra? The Goth, skildus

has its gen. pi. skildive.

p. 371.] Kl. schr. 3, 197. To the Gihi.dien-sfcine enunier. in

Hpt's Ztschr. 1, 573, and the Gehiches-horse in Weisth. 3, 344

(borse, Graff 3, 215), add Geveken-Jwrst, Moser 8, 337. Dorow's

Freckenh. 222, and AS. Gijicancumh, Kemble no. G-tl (yr. 984).

The Nibel., which does not mention the Burgundian Gibeche,

has a fiirste or kiinec Giheke at Etzel's court 1283, 4. 1292, 2.

The Lex Burg. 3 says : apud regiae memoriae auctores nostros,

id est, Gibicam, Godomarem, Gislahariiim, Gundaharium. Greg.

'J'ur. 2, 28 : Gundeuchus rex Burgundiouum ; huic fuere quatuor

filii, Gundobaldus, Godegisilus, Chilpericus, Godomarus.

p. 371.] The diffusion of the Fo/sinigfa-saga among the Anglo-

Sax, is evidenced by * Vdhiiig ' and ' Viilses eafera' in Beow. 1747-

87. The Yolsungs have the snake's eye (Suppl. to 392, mid.).

The tale of Siiufritz is told in Bader no. 435.

p. 371 n.] Mars segunion, vinmts, StixVxn 1, 112. Gliick 150

aajs, scgo)no in nom. DeWal.no. 246 (1847). Can it be the

same as rjyefiwv, dux ?

p. 373.] OSinn himself is called hdhlindi, and Helbliudi is

the name of a %volf (p. 246). Beaflor is said to have give birth to

a wolf, Mai 132, 9; conf. the story of the 12 babies named Wolf,

Miillenh. p. 523, and that of the blind dogs, Pliny 8, 40.

p. 374.] nihuig, MB. 9, 10 (yr. 769). Hermann Billing, Hel-

mold 1, 10. Billuug in the Sasscu-chrou., conf. Forstemann 1,

258. 2, 225. Oda, grandmother of Henry the Fowler, was the

daughter of a Prankish noble Billnng and Aeda, Pertz 6, 306.

tome Billiugis-hugp, Gl. to the Ssp. 3, 29 ; conf. regulus Obu-
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tritorum nomine Billug, Helm. 1, 13. What means ' pillungs

ein w6iiic verrenket ' in the Hatzlerin 180^ 37 ?

p. 376.] In EigIs-perge,MB. 28, 2, 173 (Passau urbar.). Juxta

portam quae de Eigeles (at Cologne), Lacomblet 318, yr. 1134.

p. 378.] The Heldensage p. 288 has two sons of Wielaud,

[full] brothers : Wittich and Wittich von der aue ; conf . Lat.

Silvamis, a forest-god of secondary rank : Silvani lucus extra

murum est avius crebro salicto oppletus. Plant. Aul. iv. 6, 8.

Ought we to read Viltinus for Vilkinus ? Hpt's Ztschr. 6, 446.

Schott conn. Wate withWuotan, Introd. to Gudr. Ivi. To things

named after Wieland add the Wielandstein, Schwab's Alp. p. 136

seq. ; after Galans a pratum QaJandi, now Prejelan in Bourgogne,

Garnier's Pagi Burg. p. 83, Dan. Velants-2irt, also velamsrot,

vendelsrot, Dyb. 1845, 49. 50. On TFieZefs-kinder conf. Schm. sub

V. Valfo'Sur vel framtelja, patris artem (mysterium ? ) enarrare,

Saem. 1^. Another point of likeness betw. Wieland and Hephces-

ios is, that both are masters of forging dwarfs (p. 471-2). Their

handiwork was famous: epyov 'H(f}aiaroto, Od. 4, 617. 15,116.

ou? "H(f)ai,aT0<i ereufe 7, 92.

p. 380.] 'Mime the oid^ in Bit. 138 seems to have a short i,

and can hardly belong here, Karajan in Verbrvid. von S. Peter

has Mimilo, Mimistein. To Mimigerneford (conf, Ledebur's

Bructeri p. 328), perhaps from an adj. mimi-gern, and Mimidun
(Mimidomensis = Mindensis, Lappbg no. 25 ; Mimende on Weser,

Schrader's Dyn. 104), add a third Westph. locality Mimegersen,

now Memsen in Hoya country, Lappbg no. 48. Again, Mimmelage

near Osnabriick. Mimirherh, perhaps Mimisberh, Pertz 8, 776.

The names Memeln-brun, -born, Memel-born, Memilsdorf,

Henneb. urk. 2, nos. 153-6. 169. 1, 166. 125, and Memeleu-born

(Melborn by Eisenach), Thiir. Ztschr. 4, 210 suggest the Munis
hrunnr of the Edda. With Mimingus, silvarum satyrus, agrees

the sword's name in En. 5694; conf. Mumminc, Upstdge 137,

(Muma in Thidrekss. 65). There are yet to be considered Sock-

mimir, Saem. 46'^ ; Iloddmtmir who dwells i holti 37 ; Mimsvinr,

Mimisvinr, Egilss. 641. Like Minii's head is Virgil's head which

prophesies, MSH. 4, 246. A head of brass prophesies in Val.

et Ourson c. 25 ; enn spinnen-lioofd in the Dutch transl. arose

perhaps from taking tete d'airain for t. d'araigne. Heads often

speak in churches, F. Magn, Edda-laere 2, 264.
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p. 383.] On Tell conf. l^uhtner's Rog. p. 197 iin.l Siimor in

the SolothurnerWtb. 1815, p. 198. Th. Platter 87 (abt 1532)

names him Wilhelra Tiill, and Garg. 180*^ Wilh. nell, while Rabe-

lais 1, 23 does not mention liim. A picture of Tell in Schwzb<,''s

Memorial 116». Some stories make the son shoot the apple off

the father's head. Schiiheichel is at this day a family-namo at

Bonn, Sirarock's Edda p. 396.

Many single heroes remain to be considered, such as Poppo

the strong, Hpt's Ztschr. 3, 239, conf. 8, 3i7; Jhujldch 5, 10.

Also lines of heroes : stirps Immidingorum (Saxon) et Brbonum

(Bavar.), Pertz 8, 22G.

p. 383.] The god must stand at the head of the line, because

he passes for the /a//ier and gramljatJier of the men. Still there

remains an enormous difference between gods and men j hence in

Saxo, ed. M. 117, the (earthly) Nanna rejects the suit of Balder:

nuptiis deum raortali sociari non posse, quod ingens naturae

discrimen copulae commercium tollat . » . . supernis terrestria

noil juijnri.

p. 385 n.] Saxo calls Othin, Thor, etc. merely opinative, not

nafui-dUter deos (ed. M. 118), and Balder a scmiJeiis (conf. p.

340) ; whereupon P. E. Miiller om Saxo p. 51 remarks: Odin

lived neither before nor after Christ. Old Conrad in his Tro;.

Kr. 858—911 is not quite of that opinion: 'si wdren liute als

ir nu sit, wan daz (they were men like you, only) ir krefteclich

qewalt was michel unde manicvalt von lifintern uud von steinea

.... ouch lepten gnuoge (lived plenty) bi der zit, die zonberaere

waren, und wnnder in den jflren mit gougelwise worhten (with

jugglery wrought).* How the old gods were degraded into

conjurors, is shown p. 1031. Of the deification of men there

are plenty of examples :
' daz kint waere mit den gotcn ein got,'

Pass. 298, 27. The heathen adore Sigelot as a god, Rol. 198, 21.

Ipouildon v:\][ bo a god himself, Tit. 3057. 4147-GO. er woldo

got hien erde sin, Diemer 139, 24. als er iz waere got 131, 22.

niin wirde gelich den goten steic, Turl. AVh. GO". Of Caligula :

' wart hi so sot, dat hi wihle wesen god, onde hi seido opeubare

dat hi Jupiters breeder ware,' Maerl. 2, 23G, conf 333. ' Gram-

baut, roi de Baviere, se nommoit dieii en terre,' and called his

castle Parndis, Belle Helene p.m. 23. The Mongols practise the

xoorship of ancestors, deific. of rulers, Klemm 3, 191-5; also vene-

ration of saints and relics.
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p. 392.] The Greeks required heaufy ofform in lieroes as well

as gods, Lucian's Cbarid. 6. 7. Of Cliarlem. it is said : anges

resemble du ciel ius devole, Aspr. 2 P. Heroes share the lofty

stature of gods. Of Hiigldcus the legend says : quera equus a

duodecimo anno portare non potuit ; cujus ossa in E,heui fiuminis

insula, ubi in oceanum prorumpit, reservata sunt, et de longinquo

venientibus pro miraculo ostenduntur (Suppl. to 365). Many-
handedness is often mentioned. Ancient men with four hands,

four Jeet, and two faces, Plato symp. 189, /om?' ears 190. ef 'yap

^etpe<; eKaaTcp air wpuccv ataaovro, Orph. arg. 519. Men with

8 toes, 6 hands, Megenb. 490, 2. 30 ; conf. gods and giants

(p. 527). From the three-handed and three or four-elbowed

Heime (Germ. 4, ] 7) perh. the Heimenstein takes its name, about

which there is a folk-tale, G. Schwab^s Alb pp. 161—165. A
story about ' so Heyne, so,' who helps to raise a treasure, in H.

V. Herford, Potth. p. 93 ; conf. Brisinga-men (p. 306). A three-

headed figure on the Gallehus horn discov. 1 734 (Henneb., plate

2). Most akin to the gods seem those heroes who are favoured

with a second birth (p. 385). The fact of many heroes' names

being repeated in their descendants may have to do with this

belief, GDS. 441. But Helgi and Svava are genuine endrhornir,

SEem. 148. 169. 159^ As late as in MS. 1, 97'^ we read :
' sturbe

ich nach ir minne, und ivurde ich danne lehende, so wurbe ich

aber umbe daz wip (I would woo her again).' Contrariwise MS.
1, 69^ :

' so bin ich doch uf anders niht gehorn.' Solinus says

Scipio was another of the Tinhorn, and was therefore called

Caesar, Maei'l. 1, 401 ; conf. the Lay of Mimmeriug tand, Danske

Vis. 1, 100. Kama, son of the Sun, was horn with earrings

and a coat of mail, Holtzm. 2, 123-9. 136. wart ie man mit

wdfen gehorn. Krone 10534; conf. 'born with a fiddle.'' To

phenomena occurring at the birth of a hero, add the storm that

attended Alexander's, Pseudocallisth. p.m. 12. Alcmena tests

Hercules with snakes, which he kills lying in his cradle, as

Sigmund does Sinfjiitli by kneading the dough that had snakes

in it, Vols, saga c. 7. Kullervo, when 3 'flights old, tears up

his swathings, Castren 2, 45. In the Sv. folks. 1, 139. 140, the

child walks and talks as soon as born. Of the grown-up hero's

strength the examples are countless. Tied to an oak, he pulls it

up, Sv. forns. 1, 44. Danske V. 1, 13; Beowulf has in his hand
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tlio strength of thiriij, Beow, 75G. They eat and drhilc enor-

mously, like Thorr (Suppl. to 320) ; so Hammer gra, Sv. forns. 1,

Gl-2, conf. the giant bride 1, 71-2. Syv. 49. Heroes have

beaming (jodlike eyes, snake's eyes, ormr t auga ; so have kings,

Saxo, ed. M. p. 70. A slog's son (Sigur^S's and Brynhild's grand-

son) is called SigurSr ormr-i-avga, gen. SigurSar orms-i-auga,

Fornald. s. 1, 207. 273. 2, 10-4. Fornm. 1, 115. His step-

brothers say : eigi er oss i augum ormr ne frdnir snahar, Fornald.

1, 2G8 (conf. orm fraiin, Heimskr. 7, 238. SjBm. Hafu. 2, 13).

SigurSr OMns aettar, j'eim er ormr I aiuja, Fornald. 1^ 258.

Aslog prophesies of her unborn sou :
' enu a ]?eim sveini raun

vera ))at mark, at svci muu ]nkkja, sem or)nr liggi um auga

sveiuiuum '—a false interpretation, for uot the eyebrows coiling

round, but the inner look [l auga) was meant, Fornald. 1, 257.

In Sa3m. 187* he is called ' inn frdn-eygi sveinn.' brann Bryn-

hildi eldr or augom (fire flashed from B.'s eyes) 215''. amuu
(ininaces) eru augu ornii }?eim enumfrdna (Volundr) 150''. Jtvoss

era a?<7u i Hagals ]>}^ju (Helgi in disguise) 158''. We still say

:

something great shines out of his eyes. GDS. 120-7. Other

heroes show other marks : on Ilagen's breast is a golden cross,

Gudr, 143-7. 153; betw. Wolfdietrich's shoulders a red cross,

llugd. 139. 189. Valentin and Namelos have also a cross hetw.

fJte sJiualdcrs, like the mark of the lime-leaf on Siegfried's back,

where alone he is vulnerable (as Achilles was in one heel), Nib.

815, 3. 4. Swan-children have a gold chain about the neck, the

rcali di Franza a niello on the right shoulder, Reali 6, 17. p.m.

344; conf. the luolfs-zagclchen betw. the shoulder-blades (Suppl.

to 1097). Of the Frankish hero Sigurd, the Vilk. saga c. 319

says: * hans horund var sva hart scm sigg villigaltar ; sigg may
mean a bristly skin, and seems conn, with the legend of the

bristled Merowings.^ In cap. 146 we are told that Sigurd's skin

grew hard as liorn ; and in Gudr. 101, that wild Ilagen's skin

hardened through drinking the monster's blood. No doubt the

original meaning was, merely that he gained strength by it. The

great, though not superhuman age of 110 years is attained by

Hermanaricus, Jorn. c. 24. We read in Plant, mil. glor. iv. 2,

86 : meri bellatores gignuntur, quas hie praegnates fecit, et pueri

' Thorpe (ad Cod. Exon. p. 511) sees the Merowings iu the North-Elbe Maurun-
gani and AS. Myrgingas. Might not these Myrgingas be those of Mercia ?
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annos octivgentos vivunt. The gods bestow blessings, the heroes

evils, Babr. 63.

p. 392.] Strong Franz also holds converse with his hiowing

steed, Miillenh. p. 422. The hero talks with his sivonl as well as

his horse, Sv. forns. 1, 65. Klage 847 seq. Wigal. 6514. Drach-

enk. 161*. Vilkinas. pp. 54. 160-1. The dying hero would

fain annihilate his sword, e.g. the Servian Marko and Roland,

Conr. Eol. 237, 3.

p. 394.] Where a god, devil or hero sits, there is left a marlc

in the stone. Their hands and feet^ nay, their horses' hoofs, leave

marks behind (Suppl. to 664). ons heren spronc, Maerl. 2, 116.

Stone remains wet with a hero's tears : hiute (to this day) ist der

stein naz, da Karl ufFe saz^ Ksrchr. 14937.

CHAPTER XVI.

WISE WOMEN.
p. 396.] Helen^ as daughter of Zeus and Leda, as half-sister

of the Dioscuri, is ali-eady half divine ; but she is also deified for

her heavty, as her brothers are for bravery, Lucian 9, 274. Flore

says of Blancheflur, whom he supposes dead, 2272 :

iuch liet Got ze einer gotinne

gemacht in himelriche

harte wiinnecliche.

Women have the further advantage over the harder sex, of being

kind and merciful, even giantesses and she-devils (Suppl. to

530).

p. 397.] Soothsaying and magic are pre-eminently gifts of

women (p. 95). Hence there are more witches than wizards:

' where we burn one man, we burn maybe ten women,' Keisersb.

omeis 46''. A woman at Geppingen had foretold the great fire^

Joh. Nider (d. 1440) in Formic. 2, 1.

p. 398.] Woman-worship is expr. in the following turns of

speech [Examples like those in Text are omitted], ich waen,

Got niht so guotes hat als ein guot wip, Frauend. 1, 6. ert altos

vrouweu ende joncfrouwen, Rose 2051. van vrowen comt ons

alle ere, Walew. 3813 ; for one reason : wir wurden von frowen

geborn, und manger bet gewert, Otn., cod. Dresd. 167. daz wir
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voii den licbon froliii fin alsamen [zcr werltc] konicn sin, M.
Beheiin 275, 19. Eenn. 122G8.

p. 400.] The hero devotes himself to a lady's service, she will

have him for her knight : idi ivil in z' eirne ritter han, Parz. 352,

2 k ' den ritter dieustes biten,' ask for his service 3G8, 17. diuf!

ritters 353, 29. min ritter und der di)i 358, 2. Schionatulander

has to serve Sigune * unter schiltlichem dache,' under shield-roof,

'i'it. 71, 4, he was ' in ir helfe erborn ' 72, 1; and this relationship

is called her fellowship 73, 1.

do versuocht ich 'n, ob er kunde sm
ein frtun f, daz wart vil balde schin.

er gap durcli mich (for me) sin harnas enwec . . .

mange aventiure snoht' er hioz (bare, unarmed), Parz. 27, 13.

The knights wore scutcheon or jewel, esp. a sleeve, or mouwe,
stouche (parts of a sleeve), ' durch (in houour of) die frauen,''

The lady is screen, shield and escort to the knight whose sword

is in her hand, Parz. 370-1. * ich wil in strife hi in stn' says

Obilote to Gawan 371, 14. Captives must surrender to the con-

(jueror's lady-love 394, 16. 395, 30. 396, 3 ; she is thus a warrior

like Freya, a shield-maiden (p. 423-4). The sleeve he wears as

favour on his shield has touched the maiden's naked arm, Parz.

375,16. 390,20. Er. 2292 seq. En. 12035 seq. ; a shirt that

has touched the fair one's form is the knightly hauberk's roof,

Parz. 101, 10; conf. ' es gibt dir gleich, naizwan, ain kraft, wen
du im an den rock riierest (touchest his coat),' Keisersb.'s Spin-

iierin f. 3''. Schionatulander nerves him for the fight, and wins

it, by thinking how Sigune showed herself to him miroJied ; which

she had done on purpose to safeguard him in danger, Tit. 1247

—

50. 1497. 2502. 4104. 4717.

Sed in cordibus milites

deiiingnnt nostras fades,

cum serico in palliis

colore et in clipeis ; Carm. Bur. 148*^.

Sifrit geddht an daz kiissen daz ver Krimhilt im hate getan,

da-von der degen kiiene (champion bold) ein niuwe kraft gewan,

Koscng. 1866. Man sol vor erste an Got gedenken in der not,

Dar-uiicli gedenke an die siiezeu miiudel rot, Und an ir edelu
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minne, diu verjagt den tot, Kolm. MS. 73, 37. 42, 46. For

'thinking of/ see my Diet. sub. v, andaclit (devotion). The

ladies too call out to their champion, or they wish :
' The little

strength that I have, I would it were ivith yon I ' As you like it,

i. 2, Woman's beauty can split rocks : von ir schoene miiese

ein fels erkrachen, MsH. 3, 173". It heals the sick : der sieche

muose bi in genesen, Dietr. Drach. 350''. sol daz ein siecher ane

sehn, vor froide wurde er schier gesunt 310''. ir smieren und ir

lachen, und solde ein siecJie das ansehn, dem miieste sorge swachen

70^. A flight to the ladies saves a man : hie sal die zuht vore

gan, nu he under den vi'owin ist komin, 4626 ; conf. 4589. A
lady's tread does not hurt flowers : ich waen swelhe trat diu

kiinegin, daz si niht verlos ir liehten schin, Turl. Wh. 97''. 152^.

p. 400.] Sin pflagen (him tended) ivtse frouwen, Gudr. 23, 3 ;

they are called blessed maids in Steub's Tirol p. 319.

p. 401.] The OHG. itis (Kl. Schr. 2, 4 seq.) is still found in

MHG. In the Wigamur 1564 seq. a maiden is called id-is (mis-

printed eydes, for it rhymes wis, pris 1654-90. 1972) ; she has a

liinetree with a fountain of youth. Again, Itishurg, Dronke 4, 22
;

Idislind, Trad. Wizenb. (printed Dislith), Pertz 2, 389. Dis in

Forstem. 1, 335; is Gifaidis 1, 451 for Giafdis ? Curtius in

Kuhn's Ztschr. connects itis with aOrjvr}, but where is the s ? I

prefer to see in it the shining one, fr. indh = lucere, edha, edhas

= lignum (Kl. schr. 5, 435). AS. ides = fveo\icn meowle, Cod.

Exon. 479, 2. Both meowle and maivi have likewise their place

here ; conf. Menenloch, Panzer's Beitr. 1, no. 85. Kl. schr. 3, 108.

p. 403.] ON. disir appear as parcae :
' vildu sva disir,' so

willed the fates, Hostl. (Thorl. 6, 6) ; talar disir standa ]7er a

tvcer hlicFar, ok vilja Jjik sdran sid, Ssera. 185*. Sacrif. off. to

them : disablot, hletu& disir, Egilss. 205-7. var at disa hlSti,

reiS hesti um disar salinn, Yngl. 33. Of the suicide : heingdi

sik i disarsal, liervarars. p. 454 ; for ser i disar sal 527. iodffis,

Sn. 202. Grendel's mother is an ides, Beow. 2518. 2701. On
Vanadis and her identity with the Thracian moon-g'oddess Bendis,

see Kl. schr. 5, 424. 430 seq.

p. 403.] Brynhild's hall, whither men go to have their dreams

interpreted, stands on a liill, Vols. c. 25 ; conf. hyfjaberg (p. 1149).

voUi leiM, divinatricis tumulus, Laxd. 328. An old fay has not

been out of her toioer for fifty years, Perrault p. m. 3. Of
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Veleda and the Goth. Waladamarca in Jorn. c. 48 we are reminded

by the wise horse Falada in the fairy-tale (p. G59), and by Velen-

tin : valantinne, volantiiinc alternate in Hpt's Ztschr. 4, 4-37. The
volar TO&m about: ek for i skog volvu lihi, Fornald. s. 1, 135;
]n\. var volvan 1, 139. Sosm. 154''. Other prophetesses in Nialss.

p. 194-9: Seeunn kerling, hon var frocf a,t morgu ok framsyn, eu

jni var hon gomul miok ; she wanted the weed removed, else it

would cause a fire, which came true. In Fornm, s. 4, 46 : vtsinda-

hona, sA er sagJSi fyrir orlog manna ok lif ; conf. p. 408.

p. 405.] Wackernagel in Hpt's Ztschr. 2, 539 thinks a/torunas

= /<aZ{orunas = helliruua. A cave of the Alrann in Pauz. Beitr.

1, 78—80. mandragora aJruna, Mone's Anz. 8, 397.

p. 400.] My resolution of ON. norn into Goth, navairns, death-

goddess (Kl. schr. 3, 113) is opposed by Miillenhof in Hpt's

Ztschr. 9, 255. The ' Nahanarvali ' may have been noru-wor-

shippers, Navarna-hali, Goth. Navarne-haleis, ON. Norna-halir,

GDS. 715. 806. Perhaps we ought to look to the Swed. verb

nyrna, warn, inform, Sv. folkv. 1, 182-3. In Faroe they say

nodn, nodnar, for norn, nornir, as they do kodn, hodn, badn, for

korn, horn, barn, Lyngbye 132 ; so Nodna-gjest 474. That

NiLrnherg contains norn is the less likely, as we find it spelt

Niiern-hevc, MSH. 3, 296^ A^((ere?i-berc, Walth. 84, 17. Nornhurn

seems a corrup. of Nordenborn, like Norndorf, Nornberg, also in

Up. Germany. Conf. the Fris. Non, Ehrentr. Fries, arch. 2, 82

;

NurnJiari, Karajan 83, 6.

p. 408.] Two Germ, truds, Muss and Kami, take their names,

like the three Norns, from simple verbs, Panz, Beitr. 1, 88.

OHG. wHvt, fortuna, Gl. hrab.964* ; conf. giwurt, ungiwurt, Graff

1, 993-4, and perhaps Goth, gavairpi, n. AS. seo tvip-d gcwcarff,

Caedm. 168, 3. hie Wyrd forsweop, Beow. 949. With 'me J^ast

Wyrd ginccvf (wove) ' conf. * wigspcda gewiofu (webs),' Beow. 1347

(p. 415). In Kormakss. p. 267 comes UriTr at hrunnl ; conf.

UrSar lokur, Ssem. 98^ Urbr oSliuga 214" is like'dis Skiol-

dunga.' The Norns shape our destiny, shapa: dmlig nora

sliop oss i ardaga 181"; in Faroe : tea heava mear nodnar sJcapf,

Lyngbye 132. In Graff 6, 662, ' steffara = parca ' is for scefara;

scepfarun = -pa,Tca.e, Gl. Schlettst. 6,457; they ' sceppen 'a men-
schen leven,' Limb. 3, 1275. Vintler v. 146 (see App. Superst.

G} speaks of gach-scJiepfen, Pfeiffer's Germ. 1, 238 j conf. Finn.
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luonnotar, virgo creatrix, esp. ferri, fr. luou to make :
' koline

neitta luonnotarta/ tres sunt virgines naturae creatrices. Norns

are of various lineage. Seem. 188*:

sundr-hornar miok kugg ek at nornir se,

eigo'S ]7aer aett saman,

sumar ero ds-kungar, sumar d/Z-kungar,

sumar doetr Dvalins (some, daughters of D., a dwarf).

p. 409.] On nornir, volvur, spdkonur, hldkdpnr conf. Maurer

284. tha thria iviifer, Elirentr. Fries, arch. 2, 82. die drei heil-

rdtJiinnen, Panz. Beitr. 1, 56-7-9. 283. Slav, tri rojenice or

sujenice, Valjavec 76—91. Boh. sudice, judges, fem. (p. 436).

Nornir nd-gongJar, nau"S-gonglar, Seem. 187^, conf. ed. Hafn. 173
;

note the tqfra-norn (p. 1033). The Norns travel: konur ]?aer

foru yfir land, er vo7yur voru kalla"Sr, ok sog'Su monnnrxx forlog sin,

arferS ok a^ra hluti, ]>& er menn vildu visir ver^a. J?essi sveit kom
til Virvils bonda, var vdlvunni J^ar vel fagnat, Fornm. s. 3, 212.

volvan arma 3, 214. Norns, parcae, fays come to the infant's

cradle, and bestow gifts ; so does frau Saelde in Erec 9900. A
gammal gumma prophesies at the birth of the prince, Sv. folks.

1, 195 ; three mor (maids) get bathed by the girl, and then give

gifts 1, 130 (in our Germ, tale it is 3 haulemannchen).

p. 410.] Saeva Necessitas

clavos trahales et cuneos manu
gestans ahenea, Hor. Od. i. 35, 18.

Si figit adamautinos

summis vorticibus dtra Necessitas

clavos. Hor. Od. iii. 24, 5.

diu grimme Not, Er. 837. merkja d nagli Naud', S^m. 194^.

Riinar ristnar: d Nornar nagli 196* [clavo, not fingernail) ; conf.

Simplic. ], 475 (Keller) : when Needs-be rideth in at door and

windows.

p. 411.] Of Greek mythical beings C(il;/pso comes nearest the

fays, being goddess and nymph ; and in MHG. the goddess Venus

is 'diu feine diu ist entslafen,^ MS. 2, 198% while a fay is often

called goddess. ' gotinne = fee,' Hpt's Ztschr. 2, 183. der gotinne

land, der g. hende, Frib. Trist. 4458. 4503. In Petronius we

already find a personal (though masc.) fatus : malus f. (ilium
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])erdi(lit) c. 42. lioc inilii elicit f. nious, c. 77. On tlic house of

the tria fata in the Furuni, conf. Gregorovius's City of Rome 1,

o7l-2-o. In tlio Engiidin they arc called fcdas, feus, also

yii/mpJias and dltihis : they help in loading corn, bring food and

drink in silver vessels ; tJiree dialas come to the spinners,

iSchreiber's Taschenb. 4, 306-7.

p. 412.] On the tria fata see Horkel's Abli. p. 298 acq., conf.

the tJiree maidens in F. v. Scliwabeu : twelve white maidens in

Miillenh. p. 348. Fays, like elfins, are of unsurpassed beauty :

schoener danne ein veine, Trist. 17481. plus hlancJie que fee,

Orange 5, 3059. plus helc que fee ne lerine 5, 4725. pus bela

quo fdda, Ferabr. 2707. do hiaiitc resaubloit fee, Marie 1, 100.

They hold feasts, like the witches (p. 1045-0). In an old poem (?)

p. 104-5, three fays prophesy at the birth of Auberon, son of

Jul. Ca3sar and Morgue, when a fourth comes in, p. 100 (p. 82 of

the prose). The fates are gifting a newborn child, when the last

one hurries up, but unfortunately sprains her foot (sbotatose lo

pede), and lets fall a curse, Pentam. 2, 8.

p. 413 n.] Fata Morijana {& ' FemurgCui diu riche ' in Lauc.

7185, Fdmorgdn in Er. 5155. 5229, Feimurgdn in Iwein 3422.

The ' Margnel, ein feine' in Er. 1932 is the same, for she answers

to the Fr. ' Morgain la fee.' She is called ' Murgnein de elwinne,'

Lanz. 13654. 19472. 23264; ' Femurga die kluoge,' Tit. 4376;

while Wolfram treats the word as the name of a country (p. 820 n.).

On the other hand, Trist. 397, 14 : gotlnne \iz Avehui der feinen

lant (fay's land) ; Er. 1930 : der wert Avalon, Fr. Tile d'Avalon.

Does this go back to an old Celtic belief? Michelet 2, 15 men-

tions hoJij hiaids who dispensed fair weather or shipwreck to the

Celts.

p. 414 n.] Alcra seem akin to t'cro?, etcro? and et^euai : iao<;

ecpially distributed, Kara Caa ex aequo, kut alaav convenienter,

aequo.

p. 415.] Instead of KaruKXcoOe^ in Od. 7, 197 Bekker reads :

dcrcra ol alaa Kara K\o)6i<; re ^apelai

yeivofxei'cp vyjaavTO \tv(p—
joining Kara to v}']aavTO. Lucian's Dial. mort. 19 : ^ Molpa Kal

TO e^ "PX^** ouTO)? iiTLiceKXoiaOaL. Conf. iTTCKXcodo) used of gods

and daemons (Suppl. to 858). Atropos was supposed to bo in
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the sun, Clotho in the moon, Lachesis on earth, Plut. 4, 1157.

For a beautiful description of the three Parcae (pai'ca, she who

spares ? Pott in Kuhn 5, 250) see Catullus 62, 302—321 with

ever and anon the refrain : Currite, ducentes subtemina, currite,.

fusi ! also vv. 381—385.

Niihila nascenti seu mihi parca fuit. Ov. Trist. v, 3, 14.

Scilicet hanc legem neiites fatalia parcae

stamina bis genito bis cecinere tibi. v. 3, 25.

duram Lachesin I quae tarn grave sidus habenti

fila dedit vitae non breviora meae. v. 10, 45.

Atque utiuam primis animam me ponere ciinis

jussisset quaevis de trihus una, soror ! Propert. iii, 4, 28.

Tres parcae aurea pensa torquentes. Petron. c. 29.

Daz het in vrowe Chloto so erteilet

;

ouch was vil gefuoc vro Lachesis daran. Turl. Krone 7.

Servian songs tell of a golden thread (zlatna shitza), that un-

winds from heaven and twines about a man, Vuk 1, 54 (Wesely

p. 68). 57-8.

p. 416.] German legend is full of spinning and weaving

women : kleit daz ein luildiu feine span, Troj. ki\ 2895. ein

feine worhte den mantel, Altd. bl. 2,231; and fays weave mantles

in Charlem. p. 105-6. paile que fist fere une/ee, Auberi 37. in

the cave sits an old spinster, Kuhn^s Westph. I, 72. Asbiorn.

1, 194; conf. the old ivehsier, Rhesa dainos 198. Geliiche span

im kleider an, Frauenl. 115, 15. There are usnaMj tho-ee togetlter

:

tres nymphae, Saxo p. 43 (ed. M. 123). drei puppen. Firm. 2,

34. die drei docken, H. Sachs i. 4, 457*^. die drei Marien,

Kindh. Jesu, Hahn 68. Uhland's Volksl. 756. lb. 1582, 332.

tliree Marijs protect from fire, Panz. Beitr. 1,67. three spinning

Marys, Uhl. Vksl. 744. tJiree old luives on a three-legged horse,

Miillenh. p. 342. the trasfeyes, Alsatia. 1853, p. 172-3. Many
stories of three women in ivJiite or black, esp. in Panzer^s Beitr.

1, 2. 11-4-6-8. 25-8. 35-6-8. 46-8; they stretch a line to dry

the wash on 1, 1. 9. 11-7. 25. 59. 129 n. 271-8; sing at the birth

of a child 1, 11 ; become visible at 8un-wend-tag (solstice), 1,

38-9. 75. 84. Near Lohndorf in Up. Franconia a lad saw tliree

castle-maidens walking, two had kreuz-rocken (-distaff's) with nine

spindles spun full, the third a stiihles-rocken with nine empty
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ones; anil the others said to licr, 'Had you but covered your

spindles once, tlio' not spun tliein full, you would not bo lost.'

VaiVA. Beitr. 2, 13G. A beautiful Moravian story tells of fJirrc

maidoit; who marched, scythe in hand, mowing the people down
;

one, being lame, cannot keep up, and is laughed at by the other

two. She in her anger lets men into the mystery of healing

herbs. Kulda (d'Elv) 110.

p. 418.] Jupiter sends out Victoria, as OSinn does vaJhyrs,

Aug. Civ. D. 4, 17 (p. 435-G). Their name has not been found

yet in OHG., though Schannat, vind. 1, 72 (yr. 1119) has WaJ-

Icarie, femina serva. With the skiald-ineyar conf. schild-knecht,

who keeps his lord's shield and hands it to him, as they to OSinn.

Maidens guarding sliield and liehnct occur in the M. Neth. Lane.

1G913. conf. 16678. 17038. Their other name, liiahn-nieyar is

made clearer by Jiild und hialmi, Saam. 228% liialm geta ok
onhney verJSa 242*. The valkyr is named folkclfr 192". So,

inegetllchiu wip help Charles to conquer, Ksrchr. 14950 seq.

;

diu megede suln dir dine ere widergewinnen 11954 ; der megedo
sigenunft 15029. Aurelian led in triumph ten captive GotJiic

amazons, Vopisc. in Aurel. 34. Lampr. Alex. 6320 calls the

Amazons nrlouges wip. Paul Diaconus mentions a fight betw.

Lamissio and the Amazons for the passage of a river. Adam of

Bremen 4, 19 speaks of 'amazons and cynos-ceph<xli
;

' conf. P.

Diac. 1, 15. hunt-houhito in Graff. The Krone 174G9 tells of

' der mcide lant,' land of maids.

p, 418 n.] Hun var vitr kona ok vinsael ok sJconhigr mikill,

Fornm. 3, 90 ; lion var skoriuujr mikill, virago insignis, Nialss.

c. 96 ; and Glaumvor is skorungr, Vols. c. 33 (Kl. sclir. 3, 407),

skarilngr, Vilk. c. 212; but in c. 129 skarungr= hero. Conf.

skur, f. = barba, scabellum, commissura ; skar, m. = fungus, inso-

lentia. OHG. scara = acics, agmen; scaraman, scario.

p. 419.] Where is the garment mentioned, in which OJSinu

hid the thorn for Brunhild ? Saem. 194'* only says ' stack liana

svefn-]>orni

;

' Vols. c. 20 ' stack mik svcfn-}>orni
'

; Sa3m. 228^

' lauk liann mik skioldom ok hvitom.' On 6;^'//i(Z/t'-sft)aes, see

Michelet 1, 461.

p. 420.] Brynhildr or Sigrdnfa jiUs a gohld (fyldi eitb ker),

and brings it to Sigurd, Saam. 194''. Vols. c. 20. A white lady

with silccr goblet in M. Koch's Reise d. Oestr. p. 262. A maiden
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bauds tlie liorn, and is cut down, Wieselgren 455. Subterraneans

offer similar drink, Miillenb. p. 576; and a jatte bands a horn,

wbose drops falliug on tbe borse strip biin of bair and bide,

Euna 1844, 88.

p. 42].] Nine, as tbe fav. number of tbe valkyrs, is confirmed

by Seem. 228% wbere one of tbem speaks of atta sijstra. To our

sui-prise, a bero Granmar turns valki/rja in. Asgard, and bears

nine wolves to Sinfiotli, Saem. 154^. Fornald. 1, 139 ; conf. AS.

wylpen, wulpiu = bellona.

p. 423.] Tbe valkyrs ride tJtrough the air (p. 641), like Venus

(p. 892) : a tbing aft. imputed to witcbes (p. 1088, &c.). Ticelve

ivomen in tbe wood, on red horses, Fornm. 3, 135. By tbe ex-

pression HIackr for, Hlock seems to bave tbe task of conducting

tbose fallen in battle to OSinn or Freyja, Egilss. p. 226. Is

Gondull akin to gand ? Gl. Edd. torn. 1 :
' gdnduU = nodu\ns'

;

so tbat Odin's by-name Gondler, Sasm. 46^', would mean ' tricas

nectens.'' Tbe Eota in prose Su. 39 is Eotho in Saxo M. 31 C.

An OHG. name Hilticomd, ad pugnam veniens, Cod. Fuld. no.

153 (yr. 798), describes a valkyr ; conf. Hruodicoma, no. 172;

ON. Hildr und hialmi, Seem. 228^ ; AS. hilde tvoman. Cod, Exon.

250, 32. 282, 15. Thrucfr is likewise a daugbter of Tborr.

Heilab-trud, Trad. Fuld. 2, 46. trute, Pass. K. 395, 77. frau
Trutte, Prset. weltb. 1, 23. tbe drut (p. 464).

p. 423.] May we trace back to tbe walkiirie wbat is said to

Brunbild in Biter. 12617 ? ' ir waret in iur alten site komen, des

ir pflaget e, daz ir so geryie sehet strit,' you love so to see strife.

Brynbildr is ' mestr skorungr' (p. 418 n.). In Vilk. p. 30 sbe

is called 'bin rika, bin fagra, bin mikillata,' andber castle Segard.

In tbe Nibel. sbe dwells at castle Isenstein on tbe sea; is called

des tiufels wip (or brut), and ungebiurez wip, 417, 4. 426, 4;
Avears armour and sbield, 407, 4, tbrows tbe stone running, and

burls tbe spear; is passing strong 425, 1. 509, 3. 517, 3, and

ties up king Guntber on tbeir wedding-nigbt.

p. 424.] Like tbe shield-maidens are Fenja and Menja, of

wbom tbe Grottasongr str. 13 says : i folk stigum, brutum

skioldu .... veittum goffum Oothormi liff. Clariue dubs ber

Valentin knigbt, Stapborst 241. Tbey strike up brotberbood

witb tbeir proteges; so does stolts Signild, Arvidss. 2, 128—130;

conf. tbe blessed (dead ?) maiden, wbo marries a peasant, Steub's
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Tirol 319. The valkjrs too have swan-shifts, S;ein. 228": \C-l

hami vara hugfullr kouungr atta systra und eik horit (born uuder

oak) ; conf. Cod. Exon, 4i3, 10. 26 : wunian under dc-treo ; and

Grottas. str. 11 : varum leikur, vctr niu alnar fi/rir lord' neffan.

The wish-wife's clothes are kept in the ociktreny Lisch 5, 8 1-5.

p. 425.] Bryuhildr first unites herself by oath to young Aijiiar,

and helps him to conquer old Hialmguunar, Saem. 191 ; conf.

17-4''. 228» (Vols. c. 20), where it says 'eiSa seldak* and ' gaf ec

ungom sigr.' After that she chose Sigurd : sva er ek hau>i mer

til mauns. Vols. c. 25. Such a union commonly proved unlucky,

the condition being often attached that the husband should never

anlc the celestial bride her name, else they must part ; so with

the elfin, with Melusina, with the swan-knight. Also with the god-

dess Ganga, who had married Santanu, but immediately threw the

children she had by him into the river, Holtzm. Ind. sag. 3, 95-9.

On the union of a hero with the ghostly vila, see GDS. 130-1.

p. 429.] Valkyi's are to a certain extent gods stranded on the

world in Indian fashion. They stay 7 years, then fly away to the

battle : at vifja vvja, visere proelia, Seem. 133 ; so in the prose,

but in the poem orlog drygja (p. 425). The wtsiu wip in the Nibel.

are also called merwip, din wilden merwip 1514-20-28, and Hagen

hows to them when they have prophesied.

p. 431.] The hut of the forest-women in Saxo p. 39 vanishes

with them, and Hother suddenly finds himself nnder the open sky,

as in witch-tales (p. 1072). Ganglcri heyrSi dyni mikla hvern

veg fra ser, oc leit ut a hlib ser : oc J?a er hann sez meirr um, jni

stendrhannutl a slettum velli, ser ]>a onga holt oc onga borg, Su.

77. Such vanishiugs are called sion-hverfingar, Sn. 2.

p. 433.] Eolz-wip, Otn. Cod. Dresd. 277; conf. dryad, hama-

dryad (p. 053). To cry like a wood-wife, Uhl. Volksl. 1, 119:

schre als eiu wildez wip owe ! Lanz. 7892. The wild woman's

horn, gestiihl (spring, stool), Wetterau. sag. 282 ; wilde fiiinlcin,

Wolf's Ztschr. 2, 59 ; daz w'dde vrouweUn, Ecke 172. In Sehliich-

tern wood stand the wild houses, wild tahle, often visiteJ by the

wild folk, Buchonia iv. 2, 94-5; a wiUemannches haus and tisch

(table) near Briickenau, Panz. Beitr. 1, 180; conf. daz wilde ge-

twerc (p. 447). Wood-wives are also called dirn-weihel (Suppl. to

279), and carry apples in their basket, like the raatronae and

Nehalenuiae. At flax-picking in Franconia a bunch plaited into

VOL. IV. K
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a pigtail is left for the hulz-frdule (as part of a sacrifice was laid

aside for nymphs, Suppl. to 433 u.), aud a rhyme is spoken over

it, Panz. Beitr. 2, 160-1. witte iviwer in the forest-cave^ Kuhn^s
Westf. sag, 1^ 123. The rauhe (shaggy) woman appears in the

wood ixt midnight, Wolfdietr. 307-8 (Hpt's Ztschr. 4) ; the mother

of Fasolt and Ecke was a rauhes weih (p. 483). Zander's Tanh.

pp. 7. 17 speaks of wald-schdlMein Cupido. Does Widuhlnd, a

very uncommon name, mean wood-child ? conf. Widukindes
speckia, Liinzel 22. 25.

p. 433 n.] Weaving naiads inOd. 13, 107. Fountain-nymphs,

daughters of Zeus, are worshipped by Odysseus and in Ithaca 13,

856. 17, 240; a part of the sacrifice is laid by for them 14, 435.

/Sa)/i.o9 vvfi(f)dQ)v 17, 210.

p. 434 n.] The reluctance of Proteus is also in Yirg. Georg.

4, 388—452 ; the same of Vertumnus, Ov. Met. 14, 642 seq.

Pi'opert. iv. 2.

p. 435.] Ez ne sint inerminne niet. En. 240, 4. ein wise mer-

minne, Lanz. 193. 5767. 3585. 6195. als ene merminne singhen,

Eose 7896. A captive merwoman pro^yJiesies ruin to the country

as far inland as she is dragged, Firmen. 1, 23. Miillenh. p. 338.

Queen Dagmar hears the prophecy of a hav-fru, D.Y. 2, 83—85

(in which occurs the adage : vedst du det, saa vedst du mer).

The mermaid of Padstow, exasperated by a shot, curses the har-

bour, and it is choked up with sand. For Melusine the common
people say mere Lusiue. Danish songs have maremind trndi mare-

qvinde. ' waltminne = lamia,' Gl. florian. Fundgr. 1, 396. lualt-

minna= echo (p. 452), lamia,' Graff 2, 774. widuminua, Cassel

ortsn. p. 22.

p. 436.] The vila builds her castle in the clouds, her daughter

Munya (lightning) plays with her brothers the two Thunders, Vuk
nov. ed. 1, 151-2. She sits in ash-trees and on rocks, singing

songs; talks with the stag in the forest; bestows gifts, and is a

physician (p. 1148), Vuk 151. 149 n., no. 114. 158. She resem-

bles the devil too ; holds night-dance on the hill (Vuk sub v.

vrzino kolo), teaches pupils to lead clouds and make storms, de-

tains the last man. The vilas are likest the white ladies (Suppl.

to 968). With kliktati conf. Lith. ' ulbauya volunge,' the wood-
pecker whines, and MS. 2, 94''

:
' ir klol'ent als umbe ein fulen

bourn ein speht,' as woodpecker about a plumtree.
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CHAPTER XVII.

WIGHTS AND ELVES.

p. 430.] Augustine CD. 8, 14 divides animate beings into

tliree classes: 'tripertita divisio animaliuin in deos, liomines,

daemones. Dii excelsissimum locum tenent, homines infimum,

daemones medium ; nam deorum sedes in coelo, liominum in terra,

in aere daemonum/ The vettar have more power over nature

than we, but have no immortal soul, a thing they grieve at (p.

517). Fries, bot. udfl. 1, 100. The Goth, aggilm, OHG. engil,

is not a convenient general term for these middle beings, for it

conveys a definite Christian sense. Iw. 1 391 uses (jeiat for dae-

mon : ein unsihtiger geist. Genius means having generative power,

Gerh. Etr. gods pp. 15. 52. Another general term is ungethum,

Schweinichen 1, 261-2. Spirits are also xingehener (p. 914) : die

uhelemingeluuren, Ges. Abent. 3, Gl. 70-6 ; elbische w»{7c/a'(ire 3,

75. The Swed. ra too seems to have a general sense : sjo-rd, toml-

rd, shog-rd, rdand, Jlnnsi 1844, 70; conf. as (Suppl. to 24 and

498). Mod. Gr. arixdov, Fauriel's Disc. prel. 82, must be

aToiyelov clement, conf. to aTOi-)(^elov tov iroTaixov 2, 77.

p. 442.] The Vidovali, Vidohali are Goth. Vaihte-haleis, OX.

Vaetta-halir, fr. vict, wiht, wight, and the same people as the

Nahanarvali (Suppl. to 406). GDS. 715. Can voihtshe fr. vaiau

to blow, and mean empty breath ? In Hpt's Ztschr. 8, 178 ' iht

(ie-wiht) iibles' is half abstract, like Goth, vaihteis ubilos; whilst

'eines boesen wichtes art' in Lanz. 3693 (conf. 1633) is altogether

concrete; so are, * diz ungehiure wiht/ Ges. Abent. 2, 129; dat

vule wicht, Rein. 3660; dat dcin proper suverlec wechthen (girl),

Verwijs p. 33 ; 0. Engl. tmV///i' = being, wife, Nares's Gl. sub v.

;

illar vaettir, Fornm. 4, 27; ill racttr ok cirm, Fornald. 1, 487;

rog vaetfr, Soem. 67-8; 6-vaetir, malus daemon, our ini-weseu.

Jand-vaeUir are Saxo's 'dii loci praesides' 161. dii vettrarnc,

Dybeck 1845, p. 98. uppa vegnar vadtir, ex improviso, Bioru

sub V. vcginn (slain). The Norweg. go-vejter, good wights, whence

the gu-vitter of the neighbouring Lapps, answer to our gHt>' widitc,

guie holden (pp. 266. 456. 487); de guden holden, Gefken's Beil. 90.

124-9. A 15th cent, description of tlie Riescngebirge has 'umb

des icediirdien odcr lergm'unHns willen,' Moue'a Auz. 7, 425 ; is
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this word akin to wicht, as well as ar-weggers (p. 454 n.) which
might mean * arge wichte/ malicious wights ? ^ Weckerlein is a

dog's name, fr. wacker (brisk, wide-awake). Wihtelin, p. 441 n.,

may mean simply a puppet, like tocke, docke : bleierne (leaden)

holder-z wergHii, Garg. 253\ A vfichtel-stuhe in Sommer p. 24,

a wichtelen-ZocA in Panz. Beitr. 1, 42. Like wiht, das ding stands

for nightmare, Prsetor. Weltb. 1, 27, as bones coses does for boni

genii, Alex. 289, 24, and M. Lat. creatiira for something, wight,

Ducange sub v.

ON. lajnd, f., pi. hyndir, is genus, ens, Sasm. 1\ 6*. 118''; hynsl,

Jcijnstr, res insolita; Swed. hijner, creaturae, Runa 1844, 74.^

Akin to this word seems MHG. hunder, creature, being, thing,

also quaint thing, prodigy : was chunders ? Wackern. lb. 506,

30; conf. 675, 39. (576, 28. 907, 7. 909, 17. solhez hunder ich

vernam, MSH. 3, 195^ tiuvels kicnter, Rol. 223, 22. der tiuyel

und allez sin kunder. Tit. 2668. du verteiltez k., Ges. Abent. 3,

25. bestia de funde so sprichet man dem k.. Tit. 2737. verswin-

den sam ein k., daz der boese geist fuort in dem rore 2408. ein

vremdez k., MSH. 3, 171^ ein selts^ne k., Walth. 29, 5. ein

triigelichez k. 38, 9. diu oedenk., MSH. 3, 213*. das scheusslich

kunter! Oberlin 846''; but also 'herlichiu kunder,' Gudr. 112, 4.

einer slahte k., daz was ein merwunder, Wigam. 119. maneger
slahte k., Wh. 400, 28. aller slahte kunterlich, Servat. 1954. k.

daz uf dem velde vrizzet gras (sheep), Helmbr. 145. der krebez

izzet gern diu Jcunterlin im wazzer, Renn. 19669. OHG. Chun-

teres frumere. Cod. Lauresh. 211, M. Neth. conder, Brandaen 33.

1667. dem boesem %mhmider, Dietr. 9859, formed like ON.
ovaettr; conf AS. tudor, progenies, untydras, monstra, Beow. 221.

p. 443.] OHG. ' faunos = a/p,' Hpt's Ztschr. 10, 369. MHG.,
beside alp (do kom si rehte als ein alp uf mich geslichen, Maurit.

1414), has an exceptional alf: so tum ein alf . . . was nie so alf

(both rhym. half). Pass. 277, 69 and 376, 6. der unwise a// 302,

90. einhelfeloser a//387, 19. der tumme a//482. 12. der to-

rehte aZ/'684, 40; conf the name OlfaJf, Karajan 110, 40. Perh.

a nom. 'diu elbe' is not to be inferred fr. the dat. Mer elbe' in

' Ar-weggers is a name for earth-wighis : ar-beren = erd-beeren, p. 467, 1. 3 ; and
iceg-lm = ivilit-lin p. 449, last I.

—

Trans.
- Skry7)isl, monstrum, Vilk. s. 35, skrimsl, Fornm. 4, 56-7, used like kynsl.

Ihre says, skryinsl = ]atebra, Dan. skriimsel terriculamentum ; Neth. schrom terror,

ON. skraumr blatero; Skrymir (p. 541).
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MS. 1, 50'', as Pfeiffor p. 75 says the Heidelb. MS, reads ' von dtni

elhen' The dwarf ia Orendel is Allan; a name ElbJtri ia Diut. 2,

107 ; a monntaiu-sprite ^/6er in Schm, 1, 47. With the above

01fa If cont 'ein rehter o/// Roseng. xiii., which comes near MUG.
ulf, pi. iilve, but disagrees in its consonant with alp, clbe. On
the other hand, *du dip, du dolp ' in H. Sachs i. 5, 525'' agrees

with the latter; so does Olben-herg, Hess. Ztschr. 1, 245. The

quite reg. M. Neth. a// (p. 463, last 2 11.) has two plurals: (1)

alren in Br. Gheraert v. 719. met alven ende elvinnen, Hor. Belg.

6, 44; and (2) elven in Maerl.: den elven bevelen, Clarisse's Gher.

p. 219. There is also a neut. a//" with pi. elver; conf. the names of

places Elver-sele, Elvlnnen-herg. A large ship, e//-schuite, Ch. yr.

1253 (Bohmer's Reg. p. 26, no. 190) is perh. fr. the river Elbe.

AS. celfinni means nymphae, dun-ceZ/iujiioreades, wudu-a;//i»Hedry-

ades, \v2Qtev-ceIjinne hamadryades, sa,c- celjiyine naiades, feld-celjiniie

maides, Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 199. The Dan. assimil. oi^ ellen for elven

occurs iudep. of composition :
' ellen leger med haunom,' mente

captus est, Wormius Mon. Dan. p. 19. ellevild = '^orw. huldrin,

Asbiorns. 1, 46-8. 105. iudtagen af huldren 1, 99. To olpefriitsch,

&c. add elpendrotsch, Grater's Id. undHerm. 1814, p. 102; Up.

Hess, 'die ilmedredsche' ; Fastn. 350 dlpetriill ; conf. trotsch

iNIone's Anz. 6, 229. The adj. from alp is elbisc/i: in elhischer

anschowe, Pass. 97, 15. ein clbisclie ungehiure, Ges. Ab. 3, 75.

ein elbischez as 3, 60. elhischer gebaere 3, 68. ich sihe wol daz

du elbisch bist 3, 75.

p. 444 n.] For the Alps there occur in the ^lid. Ages ' elhou

=^alpibus,' Diut. 2, 350''. uber elve, trans alpes, Rother 470.

uber alhe keren, Servat. 1075. zer wilden albe klAsen, Parz- 190,

22. gen den wilden alhen, Barl. 194, 40.

p. 444 n.] Welsh gwion = elf, fairy. On bansh i, henshi see Hone's

Every Day b. 2, 1019, O'Brien sub v. sithbhrog (Suppl. to

280). beansiijlie, Leo's Malb. gl. 37, aujhe 35. Hence the name
of an elvish being in the West of Engl., iiixij, pexij, piehij, Scotch

paikie, Jamieson 2, 182, and pixie, Suppl. 219. For the cole-

pixif, at fruit-gathering time, a few apples are lefc on the tree,

called in Somerset i\\e pixh^ -hording (fairies' hoard), Barnes sub

V. colepexy. Picsy-ridden, i.e. by night-mare; pixy-led, led astray.

p. 445.] The distinction betw. Cxlfar and duergar appears also

in Seem. 28* : for dlfoni Dvalinn, Dainn dvergom. By Alfheinir
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Rask understands the southernmost part of Norway, Afh. 1,

86-8; by dvergar the Lapps 1, 87. Loki, who is also called difr,

is sent by OSinn to Andvari or Andpcari in SvartdJfaheim, Sn.

136; so Plutarch 4, 1156 derives daemons from the servants of

Kronos, the Idaean Dactyls, Corybantes and Trophoniads.

Curiously 01afr is called digri Geirsta"Sa-a//?', because he sits in

the grave-mound at Geirsto^, Fornm. 4, 27. 10, 212. Both

(libs, alps and the Lat. albus come (says Kuhn in Hpt's Ztschr.

5, 490) fr. Ssk. ribhus ; conf. thie wiznn man = angels, 0. v.

20, 9. die iveissen miinnel, Weise's Com. probe 322, Vishnu on

the contrary appears as a black dwarf, Meghaduta 58, and again

as a brown shepherd-boy 15. Dwarfs are created out of black

bones, ' or bldm leggjom,' Saem. 2^^. Migrating dwarfs are either

white or black in Panz. Beitr. 1, 14. Still I think it speaks for

my threefold division, that the elves made by witches' magic are

also black, wJnfe and red, where red may stand for brown, though

hardly for dockr. In charms too, the ' worms ' equivalent to elves

are always of those three colours ; an Engl, spell names ' fairies

white, red and black,' Hone's Yearb. 1534. And horses black,

brown and white turn up in the fay-procession. Minstrelsy 199.

p. 446.] The dwarf Andvari dwells in SvaHdlfaheim, Sn. 136;

Sn. ]6 makes some dwarfs live in the ground (i moldu), others in

stones (i steinum).

447.] For dcergr, Sasm. 49^ has durgr. LS. twarg, Westph.

twiark, L. Ehen, querge, Firmen. 1, 511 ; Up. Lausitz querx 2,

264. ' gituerg = nsinu.s vel pomilio,' Gl. Slettst. 29, 43. eiu

wildez getwerc, Er. 7395; getwergelin 1096. daz tzwerk, Keller's

Erz. 632, 3. wildiu getwerc, Goldem. 5, 1. Sigen. 21, 9. Ecke

81, 5. A deed of 1137 is signed last of all by ' Mirabilis nanus

de Arizberg, nepos imperatoris Heinrici,' MB. 4, 405 ; was his

name Wiudertwerc? (a Mirabilis near Minden, yrs. 1245-82,

Wigand's Wetzl. beitr. 1, 148. 152. Henr. Mirabilis, D. of

Brunswick, d. 1322. Earth-mannikins do spin, Sup. 993; but

their favourite line is smith-ivork ; they are ' hagir dvergar,'

Saem. 114^. Knocker's are little black hill-folk, who help to

knock, and are good at finding ore. Hone's Yearb. 1533. The

thunderbolt was also elf-shot, conf. Alp-donar (p. 186-7). As
smiths with cap and liammer, the dwarfs resemble Vulcan, who
is repres. with hat and hammer, Arnob. 6, 12 ; conf. Lateranus
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(Siippl. to 511). D\vai-f:3 were worked on ladies' dresses, dcenjar

a 6x1 nin, Sa3m. 102^.

p. 41.7 11.] The kon; dwarf, dim. korrik, is black and u«,'ly,

with deep-set eyes and a voice muffled by age, Schreib. Abh. v.

slreitkeil. p. 80. Welsh gwarclicll, a puny dwarf, gwion, elf,

fairy, gwyll, fairy, hag. Lith. karla, harVde. Serv. malioutza,

manijo, little-oue, star-mall, old little-one, kepetz.

p. 4-48.] The worship of elves is further attested by the difa-

blot performed in one's own house, Fornra. 4, 187. 12, 81; a

black lamb, a black cat is offered to the huldren, Asb. Huldr. 1,

lo9. In Dartmoor they lay a bunch of grass or a few needles in

the pixies' hole, Atheuceum uo. 991. The alp-ranke is in AS. celf-

punc, OIIG. alb-duno, like a kerchief spread out by the elves ? (p.

121G) ; alf-rank, amara dulcis, Mone's Anz. 6, 448. Other plants

named after them are elf-blaster, elf-ndfuer, Dyb. Runa 1847, 31.

p. 451 u.] Tlie adage in the Swiss dwarf-story, ' sillben. tho,

sdlben gha' (conf. issi teggi, p. 1027), is found elsewhere : Norw.

'sjol gjort, sjol ha,' Asb. Huldr. 1, 11; Vorarlb. ' selb to, selb

ho,' Vonbun p. 10; ' salthon, saltglitten,' Wolfs Ztschr. The

goat's feet suggest the cloven hoofs of satyrs, for dwarfs too' dart

through the wood on pointed hoof,' Dietr. drach. 140*. The

ill effect of curiosity on men's dealings with dwarfs comes out in

the following:—A shepherd near Wonsgehilu saw his dog being

fed by two dwarfs in a cave. These gave him a tablecloth, which

he had only to spread, and he could have whatever food he

wished. But when his inquisitive wife had drawn the secret

from him, the cloth lost its virtue, and the zwergles-hninn by

Wonsgehilu ran blood for nine days, while the dwarfs were

killing each other, Panz. Beitr. 2, 101.

p. 451.] Angels are small and beautiful, like elves and dwarfs;

are called geonge men, Ca3dm. IIG, 28 ; woman's beauty is comp.

to theirs, Walth. 57, 8. Frauend. 2, 22. Hartm. bk. 1, 14G9.

Percival 'bore angel's beauty without \i:ings' Parzif. 308, 2.^

And dwarfs are called the fair folk (p. 452) ; sgon-aunkeu, Kuhn's

Westph. sag. 1, 63. Alberich rides 'als eiu Gotes engel vor dem

her,' Ortnit 358. die kleiuen briute (she-dwarfs), vrouwen also

dlu bildo getan (done like pictures), Alex, and Antiloie (Hpt's

> Pennati piieri already atteiul Veuus in Claudian's Epitb. Talladii ; angels flit

round the tower, I'ertz 0, 4Ji*.
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Ztschr. 5, 425-6) ; conf. ' Divitior forma, quales audire solemus

Na'ides et Drijades mediis incedere silvis/ Ov. Met. 6^452. On
the other hand^ Hogni, whose father was an alb, is pa/e and du}b

as bast and ashes, Vilk. c. 150; changelings too are ugly (p.

468). We read of dernea ivihti (p. 441) ; and the red-capped

dwarf is hlack, Runa 3, 25. Dwarfs have broad brows and long

hands, Dybeck 1845, p. 94; g7-6ze arme, hurzin bein het er nach

der getwerge site, Wigal. 6590 ; and the blateviieze in Rother

seem to belong to dwarfs, by their bringing the giants costly

raiment. Dwarfs come up to a man^s knee, as men do to a

giant^s :
' die kniewes hohen .... die do sint eins kniewes

hoch,' Dietr. drach. 299«. 175"''. 343''. Dietr. u. ges. 568. 570.

Often the size of a thumb only : pollex, Pol. paluch. Boh. palec,

ON. j^umlimgr (Swed. pyssling : 'alia min fru mors pysslirigar,'

Sv. folks. 1, 217-8; ON. pysslingr, fasciculus), Lith. nyksztelis,

thumbkin, wren, Kl. schr. 2, 432-3. In Indian stories the soul

of the dying leaves the body in the shape of a man as big as a,

thumb, Holtzm. Ind. sag. 1, 65. Ruhig says the O.Pr. barz-

duckai is not fr. pirsztas, finger, but fr. barzda, beard, the sub-

terraneans being often repres. with long beards. MHG. names

for a dwarf : der Icleine mann, Ernst 4067. der ivenige man, Er,

7422. Eilh. Trist. 2874. der tvenige gast, Er. 2102. iveniges

7nennel, Frib. Trist. 5294. ein gar weniger man mit einer giildin

krone, Ecke 202. ein wenic tiuirgelin, Alex. 2955. der kurze

klelne, der Heine reche, Dietr. drach. 43''. Q8^. der wunderldeine,

Altsw. 91. Serv. star-mali, old little-one. An unusual epithet,

applied also to slaves and foreigners, is 'le puant nain,' Ren.

4857. The Elf-king sits under a great toadstool, Ir. march. 2,

4 ; and whoever carries a toadstool about him grows small and

light as an elf 2, 75. The little man afloat on a leaf in Brandaen

is on a par with the girl sailing over the waves on the leaves of

a waterlily, Milllenh. p. 340 ; conf. nokkeblomster (p. 489).

p. 453.] Hills and woods give an echo : OHG. gnlm, Diut. 2,

327"; MHG. f/aZ and hal, Deut. myst. 2, 286; widergalm, Tit.

391 ; die stimme gap hinwidere mit gelichein gahne der wait, Iw.

618. They answer : conscia ter sonuit rupes, Claud, in Pr. et

Olybr. 125; resjionsat Athos, Haemusque remvgit, Claud, in

Eutr, 2, 162 ; daz in davon antworte der berc unde ouch der tan.

Nib. 883, 3; ein gellendiu fluo, Lanz, 7127; si schrei, daz ir der
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wait cnfsprach, Bon. 49, 71 ; daz im der berc entgegenhnl, Er.

7423. ON. dvergmdli qvaJS i liverjum harari, Fornald. 3, 629
;

dvergmalenn, Alex, saga 35. 07. AS. wudu-mrcr, botli eclio and

nympha silvestris. The woodman calls fr. the wood, Megenb. 16,

20. Bocler's Superst. of the Esths p. 146 gives their names fen-

the echo: sqiiiut-eye, wood's rcplij, elf-soli's erg ; Possart p. 103-4

says, the mocking wood-elf mei>i halias makes the echo (Suppl.

to 480). Echo is the silvan voice of Fauuus, Picus (couf. wood-

pecker and Vila), Klauseu pp. 844. 1141 ; the Mongols take a

similar view of it, Petersb. bull. 1858, col. 70. In the Jr.

marchen 1, 292 echo is not ' muc alia,' but mucalla or alia hair,

Gael, mactalla, sou of the rock, Ahlw. Oisian 3, 330.

As the ON. saga makes Huldra queen of dwarfs, Swedish

legends have a fair lady to rule the dwarfs ; even a king is not

unkuown, as the bergknng (p. 466). The English have a queen

of fairies, see Minstr. 2, 193 and the famous descr. of queen Mab
(child, doll ?) in Rom. and Jul. i. 4; conf. Merry W. of W. v. 4.

Add Morguein de elvinne,Ijanc. 19472. 23204-396-515. 32457.

In German opinion kings preponderate. The Sorla])attr makes

Alfrigg a brother or companion of Dvalinn, while Sn. 16 asso-

ciates Alpiofr with him, Fornald. 1, 391 ; conf. ' in dem Elperichis-

loke,' Baur no. 633, yr. 1332. 'der getwerge kiinec Bilei' has a

brother Brians, Er. 2086 ; Grigoras and Glecidolun, lords of der

twerge lant 2109. Another is Antilois (rhym. gewis), Basel MSS.
p. 29^. On the name of the dwarf-king Luartn, Luaran, see

Hpt's Ztschr. 7, 531 ; Laurin, Baur no. 655; a Lauriyis in the

Roman des sept sages (Keller's Dyocletian, introd. p. 23—29).

With Gibich conf. GehJiart, Miillenh. p. 307; kiug Piper, or

Pippe koug 287. 291-2. Again, the Scherfenberger dwarf, DS-

no. 29 ; Worblestriiksken kiug of earthmannikins, Firuien. 1,

408—410. Albr. v. Hall), fragin. 25 speaks of a got der ttverge.

p. 453 n.] The lament * Urban is dead !
' sounds like the

Vorarlberg cry * TJrhans (old Jack) ist todt' (conf. Urian, ur-

teufel, p. 989, and 'the devil's dead,' p. 1011-2), Yonbun p. 4
;

od. 2, pp. 2. 7. Fromra. Mundart. 2, 505. Kilian is dead,

Winkler's Edelm. 377; Salome is dead, Panz. Beitr. 2, 40.

' Eisch, Pingel, Pippe kong, Pilutje, Vatte, Kjnd ist dot,' Miillenh.

nos. 398—401. Habel is dead, Preusker 1, 57. nu iir Plagg dod,

Runa 1844 p. 44. nA er Ulli daubr, Fornm. 1, 211. 01. Tryggv.
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c. 53. In a Cornish legend a beautiful slie-dwarf is buried by
the little folk in Leland church near St. Ives amid cries of Our
queen is dead ; couf. Zeus is dead, buried in Crete, thunders no
more, Lucian's Jup. trag. 45.

p. 454.] The dwarf's names Dciinn, Ndinn (mortuus) raise the

question whether elves are not souls, the spirits of tJie dead, as

in Ssk. Indras is pita Marutam, father of the winds = of the dead,

Kuhn in Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 488-9. Of the dwarf Alvis it is asked :

hvi ertn fair urn nasar, vartu i nott med' nd ? Seem. 48*. Dvalinn
alfr, Ddinn dvergr; Dvalinn sopiens, Durinn somnifer 28". And-
vari, son of Oinn 181* means perh. cautus (Suppl. to 461).

Finnr reminds of Fin in the Norrland story (p. 1025), and of

father Finn in Miillenh. p. 300. Bivor may be conn, with dwarf

Bibunc in Dietr. drach. Germ, names of dwarfs : Meizelin,

Dietr. dr. 196''. Aeschenzelt, Ring 233-9. Eans Bonnerstag,

Miillenh. p. 578. Rohrinda, Muggastutz, Yonbun pp. 2. 7; conf.

Stutzamutza, Orossrinda, Wolffs Ztschr. 2, 60. 183.

p. 455.] On the arweggers see KM ^. 3, 195. Dwarfs live

in holes of the rock : stynja (ingemiscunt) dvergar fyrir steins

durum, Seem. &\ Dvalinn st65 i steins dyriim, Hervar. p. 414.

They like to stand in the doorway, so as to slip in when danger

threatens. A dwarfs hole is in ON. gauri, Vilkin. c. 16 (the

pixies' liouse or hole in Devon, Athen, nos. 988. 991). They were
called vegghergs visir, Saem. 9*. In Sweden, herg-ra, bergraet,

Kuna 3, 50, iord-byggar 1845, 95, di sma undar jdrdi 60, hoj-

hiergs-gubhe, conf. tomte-gubbe (p. 500), god-gubbe. In Norway,
hou-boer, dweller on a height. In Germany too, wildiu getwerc

live in the mountain beside giants, Hpt's Ztschr. 6, 521; ' der

hort Niblunges der was gar getragen uz eime lioln berge,' Nib.

90, 1 ; a wildez getwerc is surprised ' vov eime holen berge,' Er.

7396; 'si kument vor den berc, und sehent spiln diu getwerc,'

see the dwarfs play, Dietr. dr. 252'', conf. 213''; twerge dwell in

the Hoberg, Ring 211. ' Daemon subterraneus truculentus, berg-

teufelj mitis, bergmenlein, hobel, gicttel;' again, ""deemon me-
tallicus, bergmenlein,' for whom a ' fundige zech ' was deposited,

Georg Agricola de re metall. libri XII. Basil. 1657, p. 704^

Gan uf manegen ruhen berc,

da weder katzo noch getwerc

mohte iiber sin geklummen. Troj. kr. 6185.

lb
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The term holders-mdnnclien im bolilers-locb, Beclisfc. 3, 129,

must come fr. biiliel, collis ; conf. OIIG. puliiles perc, Gralf 3,

1-2 and tlie name Bohler. Wend, ludkoiva <jora, little folk's hill,

Volksl. 2, 2G8'*. in montaiiis (Prasiorum) pygnuei traduntur,

Pliny 6, 19. People show the twargcs-Iacker, tvilllckex-ldcker, wul-

iveckers-locJcer, vninnfu-kcs-gatter, Kuhn's Westph. sag. 1, 03.

They also live in grace-mounds, Lisch 11, 306, in cairns (sten-

rcis), and under men's houses and barns, Frics's Udfl. 109. These

are likewise the resort in summer of the courriquets of Bretagne,

who sleep on the hearth all the winter. But they cannot endure

men's build ing stables over their habitations, which the muck,

sinking through, would defile, Miillenh. p. 575. 297. Kuhn, nos.

329. 303 and p. 323. Asb. 1, 150-1. Dybeck 1815, p. 99. ^

The name of Subterranean is widely spread : dat nnner-ersch,

das iinncr-eersclie, in Sylt-oe onncr-erske, Miillenh. 4-3S. 393. 337.

•de unner-Hrschen near Usedom. In digging a well, men came

upon their chinmen, and found quite a houseful, Kuhn in Jrb.

der Berl. ges. 5, 2-47. erdmdnnel, erdweibcl, Panz. Beitr. 1, 71.

Lith. kaukas, earth-man, kaukaras, mountain-god; conf. semmes

deewini, earth-gods, Bergm. 145. In Fohr and Amrum onner-

bdnkissen, in Dan. Schleswig unner-vces-toi, iinner-bors-toi, unners-

bocs-toi (toi = zeug, stuff, trash), Miillenh. 279. 281. 337. Elves

inhabit a Rosegarden inside the earth, like Laurin, where flower-

picking is punished, Minstr. 2, 188. 192.

p. 456.] Venus is called a feine (Suppl. to 411), een broosche

eluinne, Matth. de Castelein's Const van rhetoriken, Ghendt

1555, p. 205; conf. the Venus-Minne hovering in the air, and

travt'lling viewless as a sprite (p. 892).

p. 458.] De guden holdeu are contrasted with the kroden

duvels (Suppl. to 248-9). Min vara Jioldo, verus genius, Notk.

Cap. 81. Is holderchen the original of iilleken, iilkcn, Bait. stud.

12*^, 184, and iillerkens, Temme's Pom. sag. 250?=^ linjlingr =
^lulduma-Sr, Aefint^ri 105. The Norw. Iiuldre/olk, Asb. 1, 77

and Faroe huldefulk, Athen. no. 991, are of both sexes, though

' Two maidens came to a peasant when ploughing, and beggod him to leave off,

they were going to bake, and the sand kept falling into their dough. He bargained
for a piece of their cake, and aft. found it laid on his plough, Landau's Wiiste orter,

p. L38. So fairies in Worcestersh. repay compliant labcrurers with food and drink,

Athen.
2 Anceg(iers is perh. to be explained by arwegget = arbeit, Firmen. 1, 3G3, and

means workers; conf. weckerchen, wulwecker.
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the females are more spoken of : a female is called Imlder, Asb.

1, 70, a male huldre-Jcall (-karl) 1, 151. Dybeck 1815, 56 de-

rives hyll-fru, liijl-moer fr. hyld, elder-tree. The good nature

of dwarfs is expr. by other names : Norw. grande, neighbour,

and Asb. 1, 150-1 tells a pretty story of the imderground neigh-

hour. Might not the ' goede kinder' in Br. Geraert 718 come in

here ? A guoter and a pilwiz are named together, Hagen's Ges.

Abent. 3, 70; ' der guotaeri ' is the name of a MHG. poet. Lith.

baiti zmones, the honest folk, Nesselm. 319^ As dwarfs im-

part to men of their bread or cake, help in weaving, washing

and baking, and serve in the mill (Panz. Beitr. 1, 155), they in

return make use of men's dwellings, vessels, apparatus. So the

pixies in Devon, Athen. no. 991. In winter they move into men's

summer-huts (sheelings), Asb. 1, 77, 88. They can thrash their

corn in an oven, hence their name of bacJcofen-trescherlein, Gar.

4P; once the strazeln were seen thrashing in an oven six together,'

another time fourteen, Schonwth 2, 300. 299. They fetch men
of understanding to divide a treasure, to settle a dispute, Pref.

xxxiii.-iv. Conteslnd. 2, 8. Somad. 1, 19. Berl. jrb. 2, 265. Erfurt

kindm. 26. Asb. p. 52-3. Cavallius no. 8. Wal. march, p. 202.

KM. nos. 92. 133. 193-7; couf. pt. 3, ed. 3, pp. 167-8. 216. 400

(conf. dividing the carcase among beasts, Schonwth 2, 220.

Nicolov. 34. societas leonina, Beinh. 262). They let a kind

servant-girl have a present and a peep at their wedding, Miillenh.

326-7 (see, on dwarf's weddings, Altd. bl. 1, 255-6. Naubert 1,

92-3. Goethe 1, 196). Hafbur goes into the mountain and has

his dream interpr. by the eldest ' elvens datter,'' Danske v. 3, 4.

They dread the cunning tricks of men ; thus, if you take a knife

off their table, it can no longer vanish, Lisch 9, 371. The man
of the woods, or schrat, like the dwarf in Rudlieb, cannot endure

a guest who blows hot and cold, Boner 91. Strieker 18 (Altd. w.

3, 225). If on the one hand dwarfs appear weak, like the one

that cannot carry Hildebrand's heavy shield, Dietr. u. Ges. 354^^

491. 593, or the wihtel who finds an ear of corn heavy, Panz.

Beitr. 1, 181 ; on the other hand the huldre breaks a horse-shoe,

Asb. 1, 81, fells a pine and carries it home on her shoulder 1, 91.

And in Fairyland thei'e is oio sickness, Minstr. 2, 193 ; which

accords with the longevity boasted of by dwarf Rudleib xvii. 18,

conf. Ammian. 27, 4 on the long-lived agrestes in Thrace.
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p. 459.] The tlwarfs retiring' before tlie advance of man })ro-

duce, like the Thurses, Jotuns aud Ilunes, the impressiou of a

conquered race. In Devon and Cornwall the pixies are regai-ded

as the old inhabitants. In Germany they are like Wends (the

elves like Celts?), in Scandinavia like Lapps. Dwarfs are

heathen : ' ob getoitften noch getwcrgen der beder kiinec wart icli

nie/ of either dipt or dwarf, Biter. 41 5G. The undcrgrounders

fear not Wode, if he Lave not washed ; conf. Miillenh. no. 500

(p. 458 u.). They can't abide hell-rimjing, Firmen. 2, 2G4^, they

move away. In mocing they leave a cow as a present, Dybeck

1845, 98. The subterraneans ferry over, Miillenh. p. 575 ; wich-

tels cross the Werra, Sommer p. 24 ; three wichtels get ferried

over, Panz. Beitr. 1, 116; conf. the passage of souls (p. 832).

As the peasant of the Aller country saw the meadow swarming

with the dwarfs he had ferried over, as soon as one of them put

his own hat on the man's head ; so in the Altd. bl. 1, 256 : when

the hel-clothes wei*e taken off, ' do gesach he der getwerge me wen

{usunt.' When the peasant woman once in washing forgot to put

lard in, and a wichtel scalded his hand, they stayed away. The

iilleken fetch water, and leave the jug standing. Bait. stud. 12''.

184.

p. 461,] Ostgotl. ttlcof, troll-sJcot, elf-shot, a cattle-disease, also

elf-hldster, Dyb. 1845, 51 ; conf. ab-gust, alv-eld, alv-skot, Aasen.

Their mere touch is hurtful too : the half-witted elhen-trotsche

(p. 443) resemble the ' cerrifi/ larvati, male sani, aut Cereris ira

aut larvarum incursatioue auimo vexati,' Nonius 1,213. Lobeck's

Aglaoph. 241. Creuz. Symbol. I, 169 (ed. 3). The sick in Ire-

land Sire fairg-struck. The name Andvari, like the neut. andcar,

can be interpr. ventus lenis, aura tenuis, though Biorn tx-auslates

it pervigil (Suppl. to 454). With Vestri, Vuiddlfr is to be conn.

* Vestralpus Alamannorum rex,' Amm. Marcell. 16, 12. 18, 2; it

is surely westar-alp rather than westar-halp, in spite of AS. west-

healf, ON. vestnMfa, occidens. Erasm. Atberus' Diet, of 1540

remarks :
' mephitis, stench and foul vapour rising out of swamps

or sulphurous waters, in nemoribus gravior est ex densitate sil-

varum.' In the Dreyeich they say ' der alp feist also.' The

looks of elves bewitch, as well as their breath : eft ik si entsen,

Val. and Nam. 238*. byn yk nu unizeti ? Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 390.

p. 462.] Elves can get into any place. The alfr enters the
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house 'at lalctvm dyrum ollum/ Foruald. 1, 313. They steal up

softly, unpcrceived :
' se geit op elben-tehnen,' she walks on elf-

toes, they say about Magdeburg.

p. 463.] They can make themselves invisible : daz analutte

des siJb pergentcn (self-hiding) truge-tievels, N. Boeth. 42. ein

unsilitiger geist, Iw. !I391. The invisibility is usually effected by
their head- covering, the nehel-Jcappe, Ettn. MaulaflFe 534. 542.

Altswert 18, 30. in miner nehelkappen, Frauenl. 447, 18; or

hele-htippel, Winsb. 26, 5. Winsbekin 17, 5; and the secret

notches in it are called hdppel-snite 17. 18. ' nacJd-rahen und
nebel-ldipel,' Katzmair p. 23-8 (yr. 1397). It seems they also wear

a fire-red tschople, Vonbun p. 1 ; and a subterranean has the

name of Bedheard, Miillenh. p. 438. The huldre-hat makes in-

visible, Asb. 1, 70. 158-9, like the thief's lielmet ; the hat is also

called hvarfs-liatt, and the boys who wear it varfvar, Hpt's

Ztschr. 4, 510-1 ; conf. ' hverfr |?essi alfr sva sem skuggi,' Vilk.

c. 150. The courriquets of Bretagne wear hvge round hats. Men
cry to the dwarfs, 'zieht abe iuwer helin-Jdeit I ' Altd. bl: 1, 256.

Like our dwarfs, the little corijhanfes in antiques wear Jtats, Pans.

3. 24, 4. Not only Orcus^s helmet, but his coat was known, for

the Romans called the anemone Orci tunica, Dioscor. 2, 207.

Conversely, dwarfs become visible to those who anoint their eyes

with dwarf-salve, as in the story of the nurse who put the oint-

ment to one of her eyes, and could see the subterraneans, till

they tore out the eye, Asb. 1,24-5. Miillenh. p. 298, Dyb. 1845,

94. Poems of the Round Table give dwarfs a scourge, where-

with to lay about them, Lauz. 428. 436. Er. 53. 96. Iw. 4925.

Parz. 401, 16. Even Albrich bore

eine geisel swaex'e von golde an siner hant,

sihen hnbpfe swaere hiengen vor daran,

damit er umb die hende den schilt dem kiienen man
sluoc so bitterlichen. Nibel. 463-4.

In Possart^s Estl. p. 176 the giants carry whips with millstones

tied to the tails.

p. 465.] Old poetry is full of the trickery of dwarfs, who ai-e

hiindic as foxes, endelich, Dietr. drach. 17, ' endelich und Icec,'

'brisk and bold,' 346^'. bedrogan habbind sie dernea wihti, Hel.

92, 2. du trilgehaftez wiht, Barl. 378, 35. uiis triege der alp.
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Hagen's Ges. Ab. 3, GO. eUs-ghedroch, Beatrijs 73G, eUs-ghe-

drvchte, Maerl. (Clarisse's Gheraert p. 219). Waloweiu 5012.

enliorde ghi uoit seggben (beard yc ne'er tell) van aUs-gedrocJife,

Hor. Belg. 6, 44-5. Deception by gbosts is also getrucnisse, Herb.

12833. ungiliiure drugi-dinc, Diemer 118, 25. 121, 3. May we
conn, witli ahcgetroc tbe M. Netb. avondtronlic ? Belg. mus. 2,

110. In App., spell xlii., an alb bas eyes like a teig-trog (lit.

dougb-trougb), Gcfivds, fantasma, is better expl. by AS. dwaes,

stultus (Suppl. to 916) tbau by SI. diisba, soul (p. 826).

Oppression during sleep is caused by tlie alp or mar (p. 1216) :

mich drucket beint (to-nigbt) der alp, Hpt's Ztschr. 8, 514. kom
rebte als cin alp vf mich geslicben, Maurit. 1414. Tbe Irnd

])resses, Dietr. lluss. miircb. no. 16, couf. frau Trude (p. 423).

Otber names for incubus : stendel, Staid. 2, 397 ; rdtzii or schrdtzel,

PraBtor. Weltb. 1, 14. 23 (p. 479) ; Fris. wodridcr, Elirentr. 1,

386. 2,16; LG. waalnitcr, Kriiger 71^. Kuhu's Nordd. sag.

uos. 338. 358. p. 419 (conf. Walscbraud in tbe M. Netb. Bran-

daen) ; Engl, hng-rodc, -ridden, W. Barnes
; picny-riddeu (Suppl.

to 444; tbe pixies also, like the courriquets of Bretague, tangle

the manes of horses, and tbe knots are called ^ixy-seats, Athen.

no. 991) ; Pol. ana, Bob. tma, Y'va. painayainen, squeezer, Ganan-

der 65. Schroter 50. Other names for plica: Upp. Hess.

Holleliopj), at Giessen morloche, mahrklatfe, Judenzopf. A child

in Diut. 1, 453:

batte ein siechez houbet (sore head),

des batten sirh verlouhct

di lidrlocke alle garewe.

And Sibilla (antfahs) bas hair tangled as a hoisc's inane, En.

2701. Scandinavian stories do not mention HoUe's tuft or tail,

but they give the huldres a tail. This matted hair is treated of

by Cas. Cichocki de hist, et nat. plicae polonicae, Berol. 1845, who
adds tbe term gwozdziec, liter, nail-pricking, cramping.

p. 465.] Dwarfs ride : diu phert din si riteu waren geliche

groz den schdfen, Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 426; conf. Altd. bl. 1, 256.

Dwarfs mount a roe, Ring p. 211. 231. Fairies ride, Minstr. 2,

199. Pixies ride tbe cattle at night, Athenaeum nos. 991. 989.

Poike in a red cap rides a wltite goose, Buna 1844, 60, as the

pygmgei rode on partridges, Athen. 3, 410. The ancients kept
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dwarfs and dogs, Atlien. 4, 427, as men in the Mid. Ages kept

dwarfs and fools. Giants, kings and heroes have dwarfs in their

retinue, as Siegfried has Elberich, and in Er. 10. 53. 95. 995.

1030 a knight has a getwerc riding beside him and laying on

with his scourge; he is called Maledicur, and is aft. chastised

with blows 1066. Elegast goes a thieving with Charlemagne.

In Wigalois a maiden comes riding, behind whom stands a dwarf

Avith his hands onher shoulders, singing songs 1721—36; another

getwerc has charge of the parrot and horse 2574. 3191. 3258-87.

4033. On the train of a richly bedizened dame ride little black

spirits, giggling, clapping hands and dancing, Caes. Heitstei^b. 5,

7 (Suppl. to 946).

p. 467.] While the Devonsh. pixies make away with turnips

(Athenajum no. 991), our German dwarfs go in for peas, erbsen ;

hence the name of thievish Elbegast is twisted into Erbagast

:

' I adjure thee by thy master Erbagast, the prince of thieves,'

Ztschr. f. Thiiriug. gesch. 1, 188. These thievish dwarfs may be

comp. to Hermes, who steals oxen as soon as he is born. Hymn
to Merc. Dwarf Elberich overpowers a queen, and begets the

hero Otnit. An alb begets Hogiu, Vilk, c. 150. The story of

' den bergtagna' is also told by Dyb. 1845, p. 94. Dwarfs ai-e

much given to carrying off human brides and falling in love with

goddesses, e.g. Freya. The marchen of Fitchers-vogel is also in

Prohle's M. f. d. jugend no. 7, where he is called jieder-vogel

;

conf. Schambach pp. 303, 369. Little Snowdrop's coming to

the dwarfs' cottage, and finding it deserted, but the table spread

and the beds made, and then the return of the dwarfs (KM, no.

53) agrees remarkably with Duke Ernest's visit to the empty
castle of the beak-mouthed people. When these come home, the

master sees by the food that guests have been, just as the dwarfs

ask 'who's been eating with my fork?' Ernst 2091—3145.

And these crane-men appear in other dwarf stories : are they out

of Pliny and Solinus ? ' Oerania, ubi pygraseorum gens fuisse

proditur, Cattiizos (al. Cattucos) barbari vocant, ci'eduntque a

gruibus fugatos,' Pliny 4, 11, conf. 7, 2. Hpt's Ztschr. 7, 294-5.

Even the Iliad 3, 6 speaks of cranes as avhpdcn irvynaloicn (j>6vov

Kal KYjpa (^epovaaL. On dwarfs and cranes see Hecatseus fragm,

liist. Gr. 1, 18. The Finns imagined that birds of passage spent

the winter in Dwarfland ; hence lintukotolaincn, dweller among
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birds, means a dwarf, Renvall sub v. lintu : conf. tlio dwarf's

name lindukodoiimies, birdcage man. Duke Ernest's fliglit to

that country reminds of Babr. 26, 10 : (^ei^oi^ev eU ra JJvy/xaiwu.

As the dwarf in Norse legend vanishes at sunrise, so do the pixies

in Devonsh., Athenm. no. 991. In Swedish tales this dread of

daylight is given to giants, Runa 3, 24-. Sv. folks. 1, 187. 191.

p. 409.] The creature that dwarfs put in the place of a child

is in ON. skiptmigr, Vilk. 167. 187 ; in Icel. umshiptlnijr, kominn

af rdfura, Finn. Joh. hist. eccl. Islandiae 2, 369 ; in Helsing.

lilting (Ostgut. moling), skepuad af mcirdade barn, Almqv. 39 1''

;

in Smaland illliere, barn bortbytt af trollen, litet, vanskapligt,

elakt barn 351. In MHG. icchsolhalc, Germ. 4, 29 ; tuehselkalp,

Keller 468, 32 ; wchseJkiud, Bergreien p. 64. In Devon and

Cornw. a fainj changeling, Athenm. no. 989. Kielhropf is in

OHG. chvl-chropf in the sense of struma, Graff 4, 598. To this

day, in some parts, they say kielkropf for what is elsewhere called

grabs, grilhs, wen, either on the apple or at the throat, and like-

wise used of babies, Reinwald's Id. 1, 54. 78. 2, 69 ; also bntzigel,

Adamshutz 1, 18 (p. 506-7), conf. kribs, gribs (p. 450 n.).

Luther's Table-t. 1568, p. 216-7: ' weil er ini h-opf kielt.'

Schm. 2, 290 : Icielhopf. The Scotch sitltich steals children, and

leaves a changeling behind, Armstr. sub v. (Leo's Malb. gl. 1, 37).

In Lithuania the Lannie changes children, hence Laumes apniai-

1/y^as = changeling. Hoh. podwrznec. YJendi. pfeme nh : flog him

with boughs of drooping-birch, and he'll bo fetched awa}-, Volksl.

2, 267-S. Similar flogging with a hunting-whij), Sommer p. 43;

conf. Prastor. Weltb. 1, 365. It is a prettier story, that tiio

dwarfs would fain see a human mother put their babe to her

breast, and Avill richly reward her for it, Firmen. 1, 274*^. The

joke of the ' miillers sun '
(p. 408 n.) recurs in the MHG. poem

of ' des muniches not,' Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 434.. Other stories of

changelings in Miillenh. p. 312-3-5. DS. 81-2. Ehrentr. Fries,

arch. 2, 7. 8.

The singular method of making the changeling blurt out his

age and real character is vouched for by numberless accounts.

A dwarf sees people brew in a hiilmer-dopp (hen's e^^ pot,

see eier-dopp, p. 927), and drain off the beer into a goose-egg

dopp, then he cries :
* ik biin so oelt as do Bchmer woclt, unn hetf

in myn liiebn so 'n bro nich seen,' Miillenh. no. 425, 1 and 2

VOL. IV. L
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(Behmer goU in Liscli's Jrb. 9, 371). A Swed. version in Dybeck
'45, p. 78. '47, p. 38. Tiroler sag. in Sfceub p. 318-0. Thaler in

Wlfs Ztschr. 1, 290. Prohle p. 48. A Lifch. story in Schleicher,

Wiener ber. 11, 105. 'As many years as the fir has needles,'

Vonbun G. ' IVe seen the oak in Brezal wood ' seems old, for

the Eoman de Ron itself says of Breceliande forest :
' vis la forest,

e vis la terre/ Note to Iw, p. 263. That elves attained a great

age, comes out in other ways ; thus Elberich is upwards of 500,

Ortn. 241

.

p. 470.] Elves avoid the sun (p. 444 n.), they sink into the

ground, they look like flowers, they turn into alder, aspen or

ivillow-houghs. Plants that grow in clusters or circles, e.g. the

Swed. hvit-sippan, are dedic. to them, Fries bot. udfl. 1, 109
;

so the fairy queen speaks out of a clump of thorns or of standing

corn, Minstr. 2, 193. Their season of joy is the night, hence in

Vorarlberg they are called the night-folk, Steub p. 82 ; esp. Mid-
summer Night, Minstr. 2, 195, when they get up a merry dance,

the elf-dans, Dybk '45, 51, taking care not to touch the herb

Tarald 60. The elfins dance and sing, Miillenh. p. 341. Who-
ever sees them dance, must not address them :

' They are fairies
;

he that spenhs to them shall die. I'll wink and couch ; no man
their works must eye,' Merry W. of W. 5, 5. When the subter-

raneans have danced on a hill, they leave cii-cles in the grass,

Keusch's Add. to no. 72 ; so the hoie-mannlein, who take their

name fr. Iwien, huien to holla, dance rings into the gi-ass, Leopr,

32-4. 107. 113-8. 129. Schonw. 2. 342. These circles are called

fairg rings, and regarded as dwellings of pixies, Athenm. no. 991.

The Sesleria coerulea is called elf-grds. Fries bot. udfl. 1, 109;
the pearl-muscle, Dan. elve-skidl, Nemn. 2, 682. Elves love to

live beside springs, like Holda and the fays (p. 412) : der elvinnen

fonteine, Lane. 345. 899. 1346-94; der elvinnen horn 870. 1254.

p. 472.] Dwarfs grant wishes :

ein mann quam an einen berch (came to a hill),

dar gref hie (caught he) einen cleinen dwerch

;

uf dat hie leisse lofen balde (might soon let go)

den dwerch, hie gaf em wunsche loalde (power of wishing)

drier hande (3 things). Cod. Guelferb. fab. 109.

They are wise counsellors, as Antilois to Alexander ; and very skil-
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fill. Dwarf P(U'o/c/ in Cleomades and Vulentin makes a wooden

horse, that one can ride through the air (like Wieland and DasJalus)

.

Not akin to Pakulls, is he ? ' ^lanec spaeJiez were E/i worht ein

ivildez twerc, Der listig Pranzopil,' Wigam. 2585. Dalnxlvlfr is

tlie name of a sivord made by a dwarf, Sn. IGA; and Elberich

forged the rliKj^i, Ortn. 17G. In Wigal. G077 it is said of a

harnasch :

er. wart von einem wibe It was by a woman
verstoln einem getiverge Stolen from a dwarf

alrerst uz einem berge, Out of a mountain erst,

da ez in init lisfeii (jar Where he it with cunning quite

het geworht wol drizecjar. Had wrought full 30 year.

The Westph. schun-aunken forge ploughshares and gridirons of

trivet shape, Kuhn's Westph. sag. 1, 66; conf. the story in Fir-

men. 1, 274^ The hero of the Wieland myth (HS. p. o2o) acts

as Hepheestus or a smith-dwarf (p. 444).

p. 476.] Bilwiz : called pi'/twtz, Mone's Anz. 7, 423 ; hilliciz,

iinholdcn, Schleiertuch p. 244 ; Cuonrad de pilwisa, Chr. of 1112.

MB. 29% 232; Ulweisz, Gefken's Beil. 112; ' Etliche glaben

(some believe) daz kleine kind zu pilweissen verwandelt sind/

have been changed, Mich. Beham in Mone's Anz. 4, 451 ; conf.

uuchristened babes (Siippl. to 918). In Lower Ilesse : 'he sits

behind the stove, minding the hiwlfzercJwn,' Hess. jrb. '54, p.

252 (al. kiwitzerchen). berlewitz (p. 1064). an Walpurgs abende,

wan de piileicesen ausfahren, Gryphius Dorur. p. 93 ; sprechen,

ich wer gar eine hi'deweesse 90 ; sie han dich verbrant, als wenn

du ein piileweesser werst 52; conf. palause (p. 1074 n.). In

Gelders they say : Billeivits wiens goed is dat ? also Pilleivits,

Frlllewitfi. The Lekcnspiegel of Jan Deckers (of Antwerp, comp.

1330) says, speaking of 15 signs of the Judgment Day (iv. 9, 19.

dc Vries 2, 265 ; see GI. p. 374) :

opten derden dach twaren

selen hem die vische barcn

op dat water van der zee,

of si hadden herden wee,

ende merminnen ende heclwlten

ende so briesschen ende criten,
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dat dat anxtelic gescal

toteu liemel climmen sal.

With beelwiten conf. the rvitten helJen, Gefk. Beih 157. Bil-

witzes have then* ' liar verfilzet/ matted, Barl. 384, 361 (such

hair and a shaggy skin Wolfram imputes to Cundrie and her

brother Malcreatiure, Parz. 313,17.25). They conjure : 'con-

jurers, waydelers, piiwitten, black-artists ' are named together in

a decree of grandmaster Conr. v. Jungingen, Jacobson's Quellen

des cath. kirchenr. urk. p. 285. The Ulmerschnitf, otherw.

hibersclinitf, performed on Easter or Whitsunday, Panz. Beitr. 1.

240 ; called J urchschnitt in Leopr. p. 19, conf. Sommer's sag.

p. 171. Clementis recogn. 2, 9 (ed. Gersd. p. 44).

p. 478.] Roggen-muhme : called corn-angel, steals children,

Somm. pp. 26. 170. Buhigo frumenti is called aurugo in Pertz

8. 368, lointhrant in Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 201. Did the Romans call

the god of coim Robigo or Bohigus ? the Greeks had an Apollo

epvai^iO'i, mildew-averting, fr. epvallSr], robigo. A W.Fland.

corn-spell denounces the corn-boar as a duivels zwynfje, Hpt's

Ztschr. 7, 532. The Slavs have a similar field-sprite, a corn-wife,

who walks at noon : pripolnica, phpolnica, fr. polnyo, midday,

or dziwica, as in Polish, Wend, volksl. 2, 268; she carries a sickle

(conf. p. 1162). Hanusch p. 360-2.

p. 480.] OHG. .'jcm^m = faunos, Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 330. Gl.

Slettst. 6, 222. Graff 6, 577. scra/e7^ = larvas, Dint. 2, 351".

The tale of the scJiretel and the water-bear is also in Hpt 6, 174,

and reappears in the Schleswig story of the water-man and bear,

MuUenh. p. 257. In Up. Franconia the schretel is replaced by

the huhfraidein, who, stjiying the night at the miller's in Bern-

eck, asks :
' Have you still got your great Kafzaus ? ' meaning

the hear. The man dissembles ; the wood-maiden walks into the

mill, and is torn in pieces by the bear. Beside schretel we have

the form srete, Mone's Anz. 7, 423 ; conf. srezze vel srate. der

schratnig, A^onbun p. 26-7. d' HchrdttU hand a'g'soga, the

s. have sucked it dry, when a baby's nipples are inflamed or

indurated, Tobler 259\ Schrdtels weigh upon the sleeper like

the alp, Gefken's Cat. p. 55. schrata, scliratd, butterfly, Schm.

Cimbr. wtb. 167. Fromm. 4, 63. Pereinschrat, Ranch 2, 72;

Schratental and Schrazental side by side 2, 22; so, with the
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Scratman already cited, wo find a ' servus iiomino Scr(i::i)ia)i,'

Dronke's Trad. Fuld. p. 19 ; conf. sch ratele-mamd, Auobiuin

pertiuax, deathwatch in Carinthia, Froinm. 4, 53. schratzen-

locher, -holes, Pauz. Beitr. 1, 111. in Sclirazeswanh, MB. 35»,

109. Graff G, 575 has walt-screchel = ^'ei\xm, silvestres homines;

and Schin. 3, 509 distinguishes fr. schratl, schrattcl an Up. Palat.

schraltcl, schrdcliel, which he refers to schrach, schroch, scraggy,

])any. A scherzen, schrezen to bleat, Schm. 3, 405, is also worth

considering. The schriichel is charged with tangling horses'

manes. ScJinuiHiz is appar. of different origin : Rudbertus

.'ichraivaz, MB. 28'', 138 (yr 1210) ; Rubertus nhorawaz 29^ 273

(yr 1218). The Swed. nhratt is both fatuus and cachinnus ; Finn.

kratt'i genius thesauri; ON. ,s/i;rrt^i = iotunn, Su. 209''. skratta-

vardi, Laxd. 152. The Dan. lay of Guncelin has: ' og hjelp nu

modcr Skrat !
' Nyerup's Udvalg 2, 180. Sv. forns. 1, 73. On

altvil, which corresp. to the Engl, scnit, hermaphrodite, see

Hpt's Ztschr. 6, 400 and Suppl. to 498. The Esths call the

wood-sprite mets hallas, forest-elf, who is fond of teasing and

who shapes the echo, Possart's s. 163-4; conf. the Finn. Ililsi,

Kidlerru (p. 552). Ir. geilt, wild or wood-man, conf. Wei. gwyllt,

wild. But the Pol. Boh. wood-sprite horuta is orig. feminine,

inhabiting the fir, like the Greek dryad, hamadryad. Homer

speaks of sprimj and mountaln-nijmphs, Od. 6, 123-4, and nymphs,

daughters of Zeus, who stir up the wild goats 9, 154. Hama-

(h-i/ads are personified trees, Atheu. 1, 307. So CatuU. 59, 21 :

' Asian myrtle with emblossomed sprays, quos llamadryades deae

ludicrum sibi roscido nutriiod humore.' Pretty stories of the

tree-nymph in Charon, Fragm. hist. Gr. 1, 35; others in Ov.

Met. 8, 771 ; the forest-women in line 746 seq. are descr. more

fally by Albr. v. Halberstadt 280-1.

p. 480.] The schrats appear sltujly ; more finely conceived,

these wood-sprites become heroes and demigods (pp. 376. 432).

The Kaizemeit of the Fichtelgebirge suggests Kalzaus of the

preced. note. Ruhezagel, Riibczahl, a man's name as early as

1230, Zeuss's Herk. der Baiern p. 35, conf. Mone's Anz. 6, 231 ;

a Ilcrmannus Ituhczag'd in Dronke's Trad. Fuld. p. iSo ; Rieben-

zahl in a 15th cent. MS., Moue's Arch. '38, 425 ; Riebenzagel,

Praetor. Alectr. 178-9; Riibczal, Opitz 2,280-1; '20 acres in

the RilhcnzagU/ Widder's Pfalz 1, 379 ; conf. s>i.\\\-zagH, Hasin-za/,
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Arnsbg urk. 410. 426. Stvlt-zagrJ, n. pr., Lang reg. 5, 107 (vr

1166).

p. 483.] Garg. 119'^ names togetlier were-wolves^ pilosi, gout-

men, dusen, trutten^ garausz, bitebawen. On dusii couf . Hattemer

1, 230-1. Add the judel, for wliom toys are deposited, conf.

Sommer^s Sag. 170. 25; 'he makes a show^ as if he were the

giltle.' H. Sachs 1, 444'' ; ein gilttel (gotzO; idol ?), Wolfdietr. in

Hagen^s Heldb. p. 236 ; hergmendlein, cohcle, giitltin, Mathesius

1562, 296''. They are the ljQ,t. fannus, whose loud voice the

Romans often heard : saepe faunorum voces exauditae, Cic. de

N.T). 2. 2; fauni vocem nunquam audivi 3, 7; faunos quorum

noctivago strepitu ludoque jocanfci .... chordarumque sonos,

dulceisque querelas tibia quas fundit, Lucret. 4, 582 ; visi etiani

audire vocem ingenfem ex snvimi cacuminis luco, Livy 1, 31
;

silentio proximae noctis ex silva Arsia ingentem editam vocem,

8ilvani vocem earn creditara 2, 7. On Faunus and Silvanus see

Klausenpp. 844 seq. 1141. Hroswitha (Pertz 6, 310) calls the

forest nook where Gandersheim nunnery gets built ' sUvestrem

locum fannis nionsfris-qne repletum.' Lye has ivudewdsan.

(-wasan ?) = satyrij fauni, sicurii, Wright 60* ivudeiodsan — ^cz.Y\\

(correctly) vel invii, O.E. '
?i, ivoodwose — ^^n.tycvL^' {ivdsa elsewh.

coenum, lutum, ooze, ON. veisa), conf. ' wvdewiht = ]a,m\ei' in a

Liinebg glossary of 15th cent. In M.Neth. faunus is rendered

volencel, Diut. 2, 214, fr. vole, foal; because a horse^s foot or

shape is attrib. to him ? conf. nahtvole (Suppl. to 1054). Again,

fauni are night-butterflies ace. to Du Meril's art. on KM. p. 40.

The faun is also caWed fantnsma : 'to exorcize the fantasima,'

Decam. 7, 1. fantoen, Maerl. 2, 365. Other names : wait-

man, Iw. 598. 622; also in Bon. 91, where Striker has ivalt-

schrat ; ivalt-tSre 440; walt-geseUe, -genoz, -gasf, Krone 9266-76,

wilder man 9255 ; wilde leute, Bader no. 9261. 346. With them

are often assoc. wild women, loildez ivip, Krone 9340 ; ivald-

mincJien, Colshorn p. 92 ; conf. loildeweibs-hild, -zehnte, a rocky

height near Birstein, Landau's Kurhessen p. 615. Pfister p. 271

;

holzicelhel-steine in Silesia, Mosch p. 4. The wild man's wife is

called /a»^^a, Zingerle 2, 111 (conf 2, 51. Wolf's Ztschr. 2,

58) ;
fanggen-ldclter, -holes 2, 53 ; in Vorarlbg feng, fenggi,

fengga-mdntschi, Vonbun 1— 6. Wolf's Z. 2, 50; conf. Fiiiz

(Suppl. to 484). The ON. ivld'r may be malus, perversus,
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dolosns, conf. Goth. iuviuJs, OS. iuwiel, OIIG. iiiwittcr dolosus,

ivicigiarii, SitMii. 138''. In Syryiiu. t;(>y6-a = silvae geuius, fr. vor,

silva.

p. 484-.] Of iviSjur aiul iaruviiSjur little is known, but tlio

skogs-ra akin to them was supposed to live in trees, and any

wrong done to him brought on sickness, Fries's Udll. ], 109 ; he

dies with the tree, conf. walt-minne (p. 434), hamadryas. The

skograt has a long tail, Dyb. Runa 4, 88 ; skotjeroa and sjugnroa

boast of their deeds and wealth 4, 29. 40. The wood-wives in

Germany wail and cry (pp. 433. 1135): 'you cry like a wood-

wife,' Uhl. Volksl. 149. The holz-frau is shaggy and wild, over-

grown with moss, H. Sachs 1, 273. The Flnz-weihl on the Finz

(Bav.) is spotted, and wears a broad-brimmed hat, Panz. Beitr.

1, 22 (Fenggi in preced. note). Fasolt's and Ecke's mother is a

ranht's weih, Ecke 231. The holz-weibl spin till Michel* comes

out, Mosch. p. 4. They dread the Wild Hunter, as the sub-

terraneans flee from Wode, Miillenh. p. 372-3. The wild man

rides on a stag, lling 32'', 34. The Hunter chases the moos-

weibla or loh-jungfer (p. 929), and wild men the blessed maids,

Steub's Tirol p. 319 ; in the Etzels hofh. the wonder-worker

pursues Fran Sa^lde (p. 943), as Fasolt in Ecke IGl—179 (cd.

Hagen 213— 238. 333) does the wild maiden. Men on the

contrary are often on good terms with them : at haymaking or

harvest they rake a little heap together, and leave it lying, for

' that's the ivood-ma idea's due.' In pouring out of a dish, when

drops hang on the edge, don't brush them off, they belong to

the moss-maiden. When a wood-maiden was caught, her little

man came running up, and cried :
' A wood -maiden may tell

anytliiug, barring the use you can make of drip-water/ Panz.

Beitr. 2, IGl. A thankful little woodwife exclaims: ' bauern-

blut, du bist gut,' Borner p. 231. To the hnsh-<jraiidinothrr on

the Saale corresp. the Esthonian foreat-fatJicr, tree-host, BiJcler

146.

p. 485.] Dwarfs and woodwives will not have cummin-hirad,

Firmen. 2, 264''. A wood-maiden near Wousgehei said to a

woman :
' Never a fruitful tree pull up. Tell no dream till you've

tasted a cup (lit., no fasting dream), Bdke no Fridaifs bread, And
God, etc' Panz. Beitr. 2, 161. That wood-mannjkins and

dwarfs, after being paid, esp. in gold or clothes, give up the
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service of man, comes out in many stories. The wichtels hj
Ziirgeslieim in Bavarian Swabia used to wash the people's linen

and bake them bread ; when money was left out for them because

they went naked, they said weeping : 'now we're paid off, -we

must jog ' ; couf. N.Preuss. prov. bl. 8, 229. Bader no. 99.

Tonbun p. 9 (new ed. 11—15). Panz. B. 1, 40-2-8. 156. 2, 160.

The same of hill-mannihins , SteuVs Tirol p. 82 ; fenggamdntschi,

Vonbun p. 3; nork, Steub p. 318; futtermdnnchen, Borner p.

213-6 : Hob, Hone's Tablebk. 2, 658 and Yearbk. 1533. A
'pixy, who helped a woman to wash, disappears when presented

with a coat and cap. Pixies, who were helping to thrash, dance

merrily in a barn when a peasant gives them new clothes, and
only when shot at by other peasants do they vanish, singing
' Kow the pixies' work is done, We take our clothes and off we
run,' Athenm. no. 991.

p. 487.] The huorco sits on a tree-stump, Pentam. 1,1. Ari-

osto's descr. of the orco and his wife in Orl. fur. xvii. 29—65 is

pretty long-winded : he is blind (does not get blinded), has a

flock like Polyphemus, eats men, but not women. Ogres keep

their crowns on in bed. Petit poucet p.m. 162-3. Aulnoy p. m.
358. 539. Akin to orco is the Tyrolese wood-sprite norlc, norhele,

lorh, Steub's Tirol pp. 318-9. 472 and Hhset. 131 ; conf. norg =
pumilio ia B. Fromm. 3, 439, norggen, lorggen, norggin, ndrhlein,

Wolf's Ztschr. 1, 289. 290. 2, 183-4. To Laurin people call:

'her Xorggel unterm tach ! ' Eing 52^2. The Finn. Hlisi is

both Orcus (hell), giant and wood-man. The Swed. skogsnerte,

sJcogsnufva in Fries's Udfl. 110 is a beautiful maiden in front, but

hollow (ihalig) behind; and the skogssnua is described in the

same way, Euna, '44, 44-5. Wieselgren 460.

p. 488.] Ein rnerminne. Tit. 5263. mareyninne, Clarissa on
Br. Gher. p. 222. Nennius says the potamogeton natans is called

seehoJde ; conf. castas fontium (Suppl. to 584) and the hoJlen in

Kuhn's Westph. s. 1, 200. to aTOL-)^eloi' rov Trorafxau, Fauriel 2,

77. Other names: wilder icazzenn a )i, Krone 9237 ; daz mericip,

who hurls a cutting spear at the hero, Eoseng. xxii. ; sjo-ra, Dyb.

4, 29. 41. On the hafsfruu see Suppl. to 312.

p. 489.] Nikhns, neut., Diut. 3, 25. Karajan 80, 4. ni/kus

even in a Wend, folksong 2, 267*. ??zc/(essa = lymphae, N. Cap.

52. nickers, Br. Gher. 719. Van d. Bergh p. 180 thinks nikker
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is for nitjcr : 'zoo zivart als ecn nikkcr'; but tlio iJi-a of black-

ness may have been borrowed from tlio later devil, nockei's,

Gefken's Bail. 151. 108. nlcJcd-mann, Ilpt's Ztscbr. 5, 378;

couf. too the ON. Niickvi, Scorn. IIG*. The supposed connexion

of the K. NecJcar with nicor, nechar is supported by the story on

p. 493-4. Esth. vessl hallias, Finn, ivcdcn Jiahlia, aquae domi-

uus, Possart p. 163; conf.'Ahto (Suppl. to 237). The siren,

whom Conrad calls ivasser-nixe, is also called cajoler, Boh. lichophs

(p. 436 n.), and ocJiechnle, Jungm. 2, 903, wochechule fr. lichotiti,

ochochulati, to flatter. Spriug-nixeu (f.) are the Swed. kdJlraden,

Sv. folks. 1, 123. A pretty Silesian story of the wasser-lisse in

Firmen. 2, 334 ; does this represent wazzer-dieze ? The Lusch in

Gryphius's Dornrose is Liese, Elisabeth.

p. 490.] The nymphaea is in Gael, haditis, AS. ed-docce, Engl.

wiiter-docJi, Bav. docke, wasscr-dockeJcin (tocke, doll, girl), conf.

seeblatt (p. 654), Swed. ndck-rus-hlad. On ndckrosor, Dybeck '45,

64-6; necken har sin boning bland neckroserne, och uppstigande

pa dess blad auuu stundora i man-skens-natten med sitt striinga-

spel tjuser ahoraren. Fries bot. udfl. 1, 108. The water-maiden

sits on leaves of the waterlily, Miilleuh. p. 340 ; a nix-bitten

(-biUten) meadow near Betziesdorf, Hess. Ztschr. 1, 245. The

Syryiin. kuli = genius aquae, kuli-ciuri = digitus ejusdem.

Merwomen prophesy, sometimes deceitfully, like Iladburc in

till! Nibel. "When a hav-frn is saying sooth to quccu Dagmar,

the phrase is used :
' vcdst du det, saa vedst du mer,' D. V. 2,

83-4-5. In Mecklenbg. the icafer-vwtii sends her prophetic voice

out of the water, Lisch 5, 78. A spectre foretelling death shows

itself on the Danube whirlpool, Ann. Altahenses, yr 1045 (Giese-

brecht p. 75) ; conf. the soothsaying merwomen (p. 434).

p. 491.] The Scotch kelpie takes the shape of a Jwrse, whose

]iresence is known by his nicker (neigh); he draws men in, and

shatters ships. Or he rises as a bull, the ivaterlnU ; the same is

told of the water-shell I/, and the Danes have a water-sprite Dam-

hcsf, Athenm. no. 097. The nixe appears as a richly caparisoned

fixd, and tempts children to mount her, Possart's Estl. p. 163.

This horse or hull, rising out of the sea and running away with

]ieople, is very like Zeus visiting Europa as a bull, and carrying

her into the water; conf. Lucian, ed. Bip. 2, 125. The water-

mom tries to drag you in, she wraps rushes and sedge about your
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feet when bathing, Lisch 5, 78. The merminne steals Lanzelet

from his mother, Lanz. 181 ; conf. Sommer p. 173.

p. 493.] The merman is long-bearded; so has 'daz mervvunder

einen hart lane, griienfar und ungeschaffen/ Wigam. 177; its

body is 'in mies geivunden/ Gudr. 113, 3. The mermaid combs

her hair, Miillenh. p. 338 ; this combing is also Finnish, Kalev.

22, 307 seq. The nixe has but one nostril, Sommer, p. 41. The

water-nix (m.) wears a red cape, Hpt^s Ztschr. 4, 393, blue breeches,

red stockings, Hoffm. Schles. lied. p. 8. The beauty of the nixen

(f.) is dwelt upon in the account of the wasserliiss, Gryph. 743,

and the ivasserlisse, Firmen. 2, 334. They have ivet ajyrons,

Somm. p. 40-5. Wend, volksl. 2, 267^ The nixe dances in a

patched gown, Somm. p. 44. The sea-maiden shows a tail in

dancing, Runa 4, 73. Their coming in to dance is often spoken

of. Panzer 2, nos. 192-6-8. 204-8. Like the sacrifice to the fosse-

grim clothed in grey and wearing a red cap, Runa '44, 76, is the

custom of throwing a black cock into the Bode once a year for the

nickelmann, Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 378 ; and like his playing by the

waterfall is Ahto's seizing Wainamoinen's harp when it falls into

the water, Kal. 23, 183.

p. 494.] On river sacrifices conf. p. 596. Nixes (m.) demand

their victim on Midsum. day, Somm. p. 39 :
' de Leine fret alle

jar teine ; ' ' de Rume un de Leine slucket alle jar teine,' Schamb.

spr. p. 87. ' The Lahn must have some one every year' they say

at Giessen. 'La riviere de Drome a tons les ans cheval ou homme,'

Pluquet's Contes pop., p. 116. In the Palatinate they say of the

Neckar: when it is flooded, a hand rises out of it, and carries off

its victim. On Midsum. night the Neckar-geist requires a living

soul ; for three days the drowned man can nowhere be found, on

the fourth night he floats up from the bottom with a blue ring

round his neck, Nadler p. 126. At Cologne they say : Sanct

Johann wel hann 14 dude mann, siben de klemme, siben de

schwemme (the seven that climb are workmen on scaffoldings)

;

conf ' piitei qui rapere dicuntur per vim spiritus nocentis,' Tertull.

de Baptismo (RudorfF15, 215).

p. 496.] The injunction not to beat down the price (p. 495 n.)

occurs also in a story in Reusch's Preuss. prov. bl. 23, 124. In

buying an animal for sacrifice you must not haggle, Athen. 3, 102;

the fish aper must be bought at any price, 3, 117-8. 'end lienem
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vituli, qaauti indicatus sit, jubent magi, vulla prrfil cimctatlone,'

Pliiiy 28, 13. Lashing the water reminds us of a uix who
opens tlie way to his house by s^nifiiig the water with a rod, Somm,

pp. 41. 02 ; Idood appears on tlie water, U). 171; an apj^h as a

favourable sign, Hotrm. Schles. lied. p. 4. Grendel comes ivall--

iiKj hy niqht, as the rakshasi is called ' noctu iens,^ Bopp's Gloss.

188«. 198^

p. 498. J Ra is neufc., dof. raet ; also raand, rddrottuing, Sv.

folks. 1, 233. 74 (Suppl. to 430). Souls kept under inverted pots

by the water man occur again in KM. no. 100 and Miillenh. p. 577.

Neptnniuf;, Neptenius is also transl. altvil, Homeyer's Rechtsb.

14. Watersprites ivail, or in other ways reveal their presence :

the sjo-mor moans, Dyb. '45, 98; conf. 'gigantes gcmnnt sub

aquis,' Job 26, 5 ; ^vlk e/ieWov tov Trora/xov 8ca/3aLveiv, to Sai-

fxovLov re koI to elco66<; arj^aZov /xoi jlyveaOaL iyevero, Plato's

Phajdr. 242. A tradition similar to Gregory's anecdote is given

by Schonwerth 2, 187.

p. 500.] Penates were gods of the household store, penus.

Lares were in Etruscan lasfs, Gerh. Etr. gotter p. 15-6; Lasa =
Fortuna. A legend of the lar familiaris in Pliny 36, 70. Was
there a Goth. 16s = domus, and did Luarln mean homesprite ?

Lares, penates, OHG. husyota or herdgota, Graff 4, 151. Home-
sprites are called hus-hiechtken, Miillenh. p. 318, haus-puken ;

Russ. domovoy ; tomtar, Dyb. 4,26; Finn, tonttu, Castren 167.

On Span, diiende, duendecillo conf. Diez's Wtb. 485 ; couroit

comma un luti7i par toute sa demeure, Lafont. 5, 6. A genius loci

is also AgatJiodaemon, Gerh. in Acad. ber. ^17, p. 203-4; conf.

the bona socia, the good holden, the bona dea, bona fortuna and
bonus eventns worshipped by the country folk, Ammian. Marc.

582-3. The pnik lives in cellars, Mone's Schausp. 2, 80-6; "niss

puh, niss png, Miillenh. pp. 318. 325; nhebuk, niske^^Jcs 321-4.

MLG. imk (rh. striik, buk), Upstand. 1305. 1445. Lett, puhkls,

dragon, kobold, Bergm. 152; cont pixy.

p. 502 n.] So, ' laughing like pixies.' [Other expressions

omitted.]

p. 503.] To the earliest examples of kobold, p. 500 n., add
Lodovicus cabohhis, yr. 1221, Lisch, Meckl. urk. 3, 71 [later ones,

including Cabolt, Kaboldisdhorpe, &c., omitted]. To speak 'in

koboldes sprache' means very softly, Hagcn's Ges. Abent. 3, 78.
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A concealed person in Enenkel (Ranch 1, 316) says: ich rede in

cJiowohz wise. Lessing 1, 292 : the kohold must have whispered
it in my ear. Luther has kobold in Isa. 34, 14. cohel, der

schwarze teufel, die teufels-hure, Mathesius 1562, 154''. Gohe-

liinis, a man's name, Mone's Heldens. 13. 15. Hob, a homesprite.

Hone's Tablebk 3, 657 (conf. p. 503, n. 1). May we bring
in here the klahauter-msin, Miiter-man, Miillenh. p. 320, a ship-

sprite, sometimes called halfater, Mahater-mgiU, Temme's Pom.
sag. no. 253, Belg. Jcahoter-msiU ? Nethl. couhouton, Br. Gher.

719. The taterman, like the kobold, is painted: " malet einen

iatermanj" Jungeling, 545.

p. 505.] At Cologne they call homesprites Jieizemcinncher,

Firmen. 1, 467. Kuecht Heinz in Fischart's Spiel. 367, and
knecht Heinrich. A tom-cat is not only called Hinze, but Heinz,

Henz, and a stiefel-knecht (bootjack, lit. boot-servant) stiefel-

henz (boot-puss), coming very near the resourceful Puss-in-boots.

The tahbij-cat brings you mice, corn and money overnight; after

the third service you can't get rid of her, Miillenh. p. 207. A
serviceable tom-cat is not to be shaken off, Temme's Pom. sao-.

p. 318. Hous&-goblins, like the moss-folk, have in them some-
thing of the nature of apes, which also are trained to perform
household tasks, conf. Felsenburg 1, 240. The Lettons too have
a miraculous cat Biinzis or Uunkis, who carries grain to his

master, Bergm. p. 152; conf. the homesprites Hans, Pluquet's

Contes pop. 12, Hdnschen, Somm. pp. 33-4, 171, and Good
Johann, Miillenh. p. 323. On the Wolterkens conf. Miillenh.

p. 318. In Holstein they call knecht Ruprecht Roppert 319,

with whom and with Woden Kuhn compai'es Bohin Hood, Hpt's
Ztschr. 5, 482-3. For the nisl-en, and the nis, nispnh, nesslmh

consult Miillenh. 318-9. The home-sprite, like the devil, is

occas. called Stepchen, Somm. 33. 171; and hdstly, BUIy blind,

Minstr. 2, 399.

p. 506.] The spirits thump and racket, Goethe 15, 131.

KJopferle (knockerling) rackets before the death of one of the

family with ^vhicli he lives, G. Schwab's Alb. p. 227. ' Was fur

v'm p)oUeT-geist Itandtiert (bustles) durch die lichten zimmer ?
'

Giinth. 969
;
plagegeist, Musoeus 4, 53 ; rumpel-geist, S. Frank's

Chron. 212''; ' ez rumpelt staete /ur sich dar,' Wasserbar 112;
bozen or inumaniz in the millet-field, Reimdich 145; alpa-butz,
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nip daemon, Vonbull p. lG-7-8. 'Quoth tho inotbor : Nit gang
liiunsz, der iiiionDiel (or, dor rmui) ist diisz ; for tlie child fcaroth

tliG vinnnntl (mau)/ Keisersbg's Bil<j^r. 16G*^. To vennummen
and verbutzen oneself, H. Sachs i. 5, 534°. Not only Rumpehfilf,

but Knirfih'r, Gehhart, Tepcntlren (Miillenh. p. 306-7-8), THfvll

Tare (Sv. folkv. 1, 171) must have their names guessed. Other

names : Kiojerl, Zingerle 2, 278, Sfutzlawutzla, Wolf's Ztschr.

2, 183.

p. 507.] Tho huizen-hdnscl is said to go in and out through

the open gutter, as other spectres pass through the city mont,

Miillenh. p. 191. Buzemanne>i, a place in Franconia, MB. 25,

110-1; riifzninns, ib. 218. 387. Lutbertus qui hndde dicitur,

Gerhardus dictus hndde, Sudeudf. pp. 69. 70. 89 (yr. 1268),

hutzf'n-anfUfz, mask, Anshelm 1, 408. Garg. 122''; hxdzen-

Ixhiider, Ansh. 3, 411; does hutzcn, lyutzoi strictly mean to mask
oueself ? The Swiss bijog, bogJc, brooij = ma,sk, bugbear. Staid. 1,

202. 230 ; bdijgen-weise, a Shrovetide play, Schreib. Taschenb.

'40, 230; bugijhnan, Lazarillo Augsb. 1617, p. 5 (?). BriJug

seems akin to bruogo, AS. broga = terror, terriculamentum.

p. 508.] On the Fr. folht, conf. Diefenb. Celt. 1, 182. The

f<det allows the peasant who has caught him three wishes, if he

will not show him to the people, Marie de Fr., Fables, p. 140.

The farfadet de Poissy comes out of the fireplace to the women
who are inspecting each other's thighs, and shows his backside.

Reveille-matin, p. ra. 342. ' Malabron le luiton,' Gaufrey, p. 169.

O.Fr. rahat = \ni\\\. ]\I.Neth. rehas, Gl. to Lekensp. p. 569. In

Bretague, Puulpikan is a roguish sprite, repres. as husband of

the fay, and found in Druidic monuments. Lett, kehms, l-v]niu\^,

goblin, spectre; also hdln'fi, Bergai. 145. Is gijfze, Uhl. Volksl.

754 a goblin ?

p. 511.] ' UiidcJce howls ' = it is stormy, Hildesh. stiftsfehde

pp. 48. 91. Falke thinks the whole story of Hodeke is trumped

vp, Trad. corb. 135. Jliitchen is a little red mannikin with

sparkling eyes, wears a long green garment, Somm. pp. 26-9.

30. 171. In Voigtland they tell of the goblin Puhip-Jinf, who
once haunted the neighbourhood of Pausa, always worked hard

as a miller's man, and played many a roguish trick, Bechst. iu

Nieritz volks-kal. '46, pp. 78—80. The same Pw»?j>-hut iu

"Westphalia, Kuhu's Westf. sag. 2, 279; mentioned even in Insel
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Felsenbg, Nordh. 1746, 2, 366—370. About Miiuster they dis-

tinguish between timjD-lnUe and lang-hilte : the former are small,

wrinkled, hoary, old-fashioned, with three-cornered hats ; the

latter tall, haggard, in a slouched hat. Timp-hat bestows posi-

tive blessings, long-hat keeps off misfortune. They live mostly in

the barn or a deserted loft, and slowly turn a creaking windlass.

In fires they have been seen to stride out of the flames and strike

into a by-way. Conf. the homesprite Dal-hopp, N. Pr. prov. bl.

1, 394. Elsewhere they live in a corner heJtind the oven, under

the roof-heam, or in gable-holes, where a board is put out to

attract them, Miillenh. pp. 321-2. 332-5-7. Hpt's Lausitzer sag.

1, 56 seq. The goblin sits on the hearth, flies out at the chimney,

shares the peasant^s room, Somm. p. 27-9. Spirits in the cellaj',

over the casks, Simplic. 2, 264-5 ; conf. Abundia (pp. 286. 1056).

The goblin carries things to his master, but can only bring a

certain quantity, and will change masters if more be demanded,

Somm. p. 27 (see p. 512), He fetches milk from other men's

cows, like the dragon, the Swed. bare (p. 1090) and the devil;

here he encroaches on the witch and devil province. He helps

in milking, licks up the spilt drops, Miillenh. p. 325. Goblins

curry down and feed the cattle, and have their favourite beasts,

Somm. p. 36-7; hence the name fatter-mdnncheu, Boruer's

Orlagau p. 241-3. A homesprite bier-esel in Kuhn's Nordd. sag.

no. 225, conf. pp. 423. 521. They speak in a tiny voice, 'in ko-

boldes sprache,' Miillenh. p. 335. Hagen's Ges. Abent. 3, 78 ;

and yet : mit grozer stimme er do schrei 79. As nothing was

sien of king Vollmar but his shadow, so is Good Johann like a

xliadow, Miillenh. p. 323. They are often seen in the shape of

a toad, pp. 355. 330, also as toni or tabby cat (Suppl. to 505).

The Albanians imagine their homesprite vittore as a little snake,

Hahn's Lieder 136. A good description of the kobold in Firmen.

2, 237-8. The herb agennund, Garg. 88'', seems conn, with

Agem.und, the house-daemon in Reinardus.

p. 511.] The homesprite being olKovp6<i, agathodaemon (p.

485-6), there is milk, honey and sugar set on the bench for him,

as for the unke, Schweinichen 1, 2(51. In the Schleswig-Holstein

stories they must always have i^ap or groats, with a piece of

butter in. The goblin has the table spread for him, Somm. p. 32.

Napf-hans is like the Lat. Lateranus, Arnob. 4, 6; Lateranus
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ihuii est focorum et genius, adjectusquo hoc nomine, quod ex

latcrculis ab liominibus crudis camiuorum istud exaedificetur

genus . . . per Immaui generis coquinas currit, inspiciens et

exploraus quibusnam lignorum generibus suis ardor in foculis

excitetur, habitudinem fictilis contribuit vascidis, ne flammarum

dissiliaut vi victa, curat ut ad sonsuni palati suis cum jocun-

ditatibus veuiant rerum incorruptarum sapores, et an rite pul-

menta coudita sint, praegustatoris fungitur atque experitur officio.

Hartung 2, 109 says it is Vulcanus caminorum deus ; certainly

Yarro in fragm. p. 2G5 ed. Bip. makes \'ulcan the preserver of

pots : Vulcanum necdum novae lagenae oUarum frcutgaittar ter

precatur (couf. p. 417).

p. 512.] A goblin appears as a monk, Somra. pp. 35. 172-3.

AVith SJieUijcoat conf. Schellen-moriz 153-4. Honiosprites de-

mand but trifling wages, as in the pretty story of a serving

daimon who holds the stirrup for his master, guides him across

the ford, fetches lion's milk for the sick wife, and at last, when
dismissed, asks but five shillings wages, and gives them back to

buy a bell for a poor church, using the remarkable words: magna
est mihi consolatio esse cum filiis hominum, OaBsar Ileisterb.

5, 3G. On the Spanisji goblin's cucuruclw tamano, observe that

the lingua rustica already said tammaua for tarn magna, Nieb. in

Abh. d. Berl. Acad. '22, 257.

p. 513 n.] The alleriirken is a puppet locked up in a box,

which brings luck, Miillonh. p. 209; conf. 'he's got an oaraunl

inside him,' KM. 183 (infra p. 1203). AV'ax figures ridiculously

dressed up, ' which we call glilcks-mdnnchen,' 10 ehen, p. 357 ;

conf. the gJiiches-pfennig, Prediger miirchen IG, 17, also the well-

known dacatcn-kacker, and the doll in Straparola (5, 21). KM^.

3, 287. 291. The Monoluke is a wax doll dressed up in the

devil's name, Miillenh. p. 209 ; conf the dragedukke, a box out of

which you may take as much money as you will. A homcsprite

can be bought, but the third buyer must keep him, Miillenh.

p. 322. One buys a, poor and a rich goblin, Somm. p. 33. Such

sprites they made in Esthonia of tow, rags and fir-bark, and got

the devil to animate them, Possart's Esthl. p. 1G2 ; more exactly

described in the Dorp, verhandl. i. 2, 89. iSo the shamans make
a fetish for the Samoyeds out of a sheep-skin, Suomi '40,

p. 37-8-9.
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p. 516.] On the manducus, see 0. Miiller's Etr. 2, 101 (couf.

p. 1082). ' Quid si aliquo ad ludos me pro manduco locem? quia

pol clare creplto dentibus,' Plaut. Eud. ii. 6, 52. This too is the

place for schcmen: ' als dakten sich die schamn (1. schemen) e, do

si dm hint schraJcten 7mt,' to frighten children with, Jiingl. 698.

Are schemen masks ? conf. '.schonbart ' for schem-hart, OHG.
scema = larva, persona, like hage-bart, Schra. 3, 362. Graff 6,

495. On Buprecht see Kuhn in Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 473. von den
sogenandten Rapjwrten, die sich ' bunt und ranch untereiuander

anziehen,' or ' einen raiichen pelz,' 3 erzn. 369. Knecht Ruprecld

(or Krampus, Khxubauf, meister Strohbart) is St. Nicolas's man,
Ziska's Oestr. volksm. 49, 110. HoUepeter, Wolfs Ztschr. 2, 194.

'dich miiez der Semper machen g'sunt,^ the devil have the curing

of you ! Ring 14"^, 5. To him corresp. old Grumbus with the

rod, Firmen. 2, 45, and Fiele Gig (fidele geige ?) of the Kuh-
landcheu, described in Schlegel's Mus. 4, 119. Walloon ' hans-

crovfe, valet de S. Nicolas,' our Hans Buckel (croufe = bosse),

Grandgagu. 1, 271. As Niclas has a man, Gargantua has a drole

in his retinue, Mem. celt. 5, 393-4. Our knecht Ruprecht is Russ.

huJao, Gretsch p. 109, Lett, huhbidis. His Styriau name of Klaub-

avf resembles the luinterklaub, Wolkenst. p. 67. A sooty face

belongs to the phallophorus also, Athen. 5, 254. St. Peter, who
may be regarded as Ruprecht's representative, when journeying

with Christ, always behaves as a good-natured simpleton.

As people sacrificed to forest-women (p. 432), so they did to

subterraneans, Miillenh. p. 281. On feast-days the Ossetes place

a portion of the viands in a separate room for the homesprite to

eat; they are miserable if he does not, and are delighted to find

a part of them gone, KohFs Siid-rusal. 1, 295. A Roman setting

out on a journey took leave of the familiaris : 'etiam nunc saluto

te, familiaris, priusquam eo,' Plaut. Mil. gl. iv. 8, 29.

CHAPTER XVIII.

GIANTS.

p. 518.] In some ways men, elves and giants stand related as

men, angels and devils. Giants are the oldest of all creatures,

and belong to the stone-age. Here we have to make out more
fully, that giants and titans are the old naiure-(jods.
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p. 520.] Mere descriptive epithets of giants arc : der graze

n?a», Ernst 469. 4288; der michel man, Lanz. 7705; der michel,

der grozt', Altd. bl. 2, 149. So of their country : nnlmndigcz lant,

Both. 625, and der riesin lanile 761 (
= iotun-heim, p. 530) ; of

their nation : vnkiindigiu diet 630. The ON. iotunn, AS. coten

is supported by the dimin. Etenni (?). Is Eftovnii (for Oxionas)

in Tac. Germ. 46 the same word ? Hpt's Ztschr. 9, 256. Surely

liethenesherg , hedeneshg, hettesnasmont, etanashg in Chart. Sithiense

158. 80. 160-2 are not heathen's hill nor hiitenbg? Gmff 1;

370 has Entinesburc (conf. p. 525). Eteneslnhn, Dronke 233".

Leo in Vorles. iiber d. gesch. d. Deut. volks 1, 112 agrees

with me in tracing the word to ON. eta, AS. etan ; conf. mann-

aeta (p. 520n. and Suppl. to 555), the giant's name Wolfes mage

(Suppl. to 557), and a giant being addressed as ' du nvgaeher

fmz!' Dietr.drach. 238^ Ssk. Jcravydd, Bopp's Gr. § 572. Finn,

turilas, tursas, turras = e(Zr/a;, gluto, gigas; and this is confirmed

by the two words for giantess, sijojatilr, lit. femina vorax, fr. sjun

= edo, and juojotar, lit. femina bibax, fr. jiion = bibo, Schiefner's

Finn. w. 606-8. Schafarik 1, 141 connects iiitun, jiltte with

g^tn in Massageta, Thussagete (p. 577n.). Tliorlacius sp. 6, p. 2 !•

thinks iotar, iotnar, rii^ar are all one. Rask on the contrary

distinguishes J'dtnnheimar (jjitternes land) from Juflavd (jvdernes

land), likewise Jotunn (gigas) from Juti (a Jute), Afh. 1, 77-8.

GDS. 736; he takes the iotnar to be Fhms (more exactly Kvaener),

and Jotunheimar perhaps Halogaland, Afh. 1, 85-6; but in a

note to Sasm. 33 he identifies the iotnar with the Eistir. Swed.

jdtte ochjattesa, Cavallius 25. 467. Jetfha, Jettenherg may be for

Jeccha, Jechenberg, as Jechelburg became Jethelberg. Jefene-

hnrg, Getenburg occur in deeds of the 13th cent., Wipperm. nos.

41. 60. Jetfcnbach on the Hundsriick, Heifer's Urk. p. 37. The

giant's munching, ' mesan/ p. 519, should be nn'san, OHG.
muosan.

p. 522.] It seems that pi/rja Y\oh in Sa3m. 82'' does not mean

torridorum gens, but stands for jnirsa, j'yrsa. With Dan. tosse

conf. cZ //.s.sT- troll, Sv. forns. 1, 92-8. Grendel is called a pyrfi,

Beow. 846. As the rune purs in ON. corresp. to Jxirn in AS., we

have even in ON. a giant named Bol-^or??, Sasm. 28\ Sn. 7 ;

should it be Bal]>orn, fire-thorn ? It is strange that Alvis, though

a dwarf, says : pur><a liki )>ycci mer a ]>er vera, Sa3m. 48'\ OHG.
VOL. IV. M
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durisls = B[tis, Hpt's Ztsclir. 5, 329^ Gl. Sletst. Q, 169. ' mtere

von eime tursen/ KM.s 3, 275. In Thuringia the tlmrschemann,

Becbst. Miirch. 63. We still say ' der torscli.' To the Austrian

families of Lichtenfels, Tiernstein, liauheneck and Rauhenstein

the by-name turse, Lat. turso, was habitual in the 12— 15th cents.,

Heilig-enkr. 1, 32. 46. 127. 179. 2,14.26. Women were called

>tursin, see Leber's book. Tursemul, peasaut^s name, MsH. 3,

293''. 'in thurisUun; Falke's Trad. Corb. 100-1. 354. Saracho

p. 7, no. 81, ed. Wigand 281-4. 420; tursen-ouive, etc. Mone's Auz.

'G, 231 ; Thyrsentritt, E. of Lechthal, Steub's Rhiit. 143 ; Tirschen-

tritt, Dirschentritt, Giimbel's Bair. Alpe pp. 217. 247; Bursgesesz,

Landau's Wiiste orter in Hessen p. 377 ; Tilrschenwald in Salzach

-dale, M. Koch 221; TiirshuinM, Weisth. 4, 129. Renvall has

Finn, tursas, turras, turrisas, turri = g\Si\it, timlas= homo edax,

vorax; meritursas, Schroter p. 135. Petersen p. 42. GDS. 122-3.

Dionys. Halic. 1, 21 thought the Tvpf)'>]voi were so called be-

<;ause they reared high towers, Tvpaec<;. That agrees with the

giants' buildings (p. 534-5).

p. 524.] On Hunen-beds and Hunen, see Janssen's Drentsche

oudheden pp. 167—184, conf. GDS. 475. Does the Westph.

'/ie7i?ie-kleid, grave-clothes, mean hiinen-kleid ? or hence-going

clothes, as in some parts of Westphalia a dying man's last com-

munion was called henne-kost ? 'Als ein hiiine gelidet,' having

giant's limbs, Troj. kr. 29562 ; Jdune is often used in J. v. Soest's

Marg. Von Limburg (Mone's Anz. '3i, 218); Ortleip der Jdune,

Ls. 3, 401; 'der groten liunen (gigantum),' B. d. kon. 112.

Strangely the Idilinen in Firmen. 1, 325 are dwarfs, subterraneans,

who are short-lived, and kidnap children, though like hiinen they

live in a hill; conf. the Tdimiershes, Kuhn's Westf, sag. 1, 63-4.

As the ON. hunar is never quite synonymous with iotnar and

]?ursar, so the heunen are placed after the giants as a younger

race, Baader's Sag. no. 387. GDS. 475.

p. 525.] Other examples of AS. enf : gelyfdon (believed) on

decide entas, AS. homil. 1, 366; on enta hlave (cave), Kemble 4,

49 ; on cntan blew 5, 265. Uiitincs-hurc, Graff 1, 370 ; Enzins-

perig; MB. 2, 197; Anzin-\&r, Hess. Ztschr. 1, 246, like Ruozel-

mannes var, Mone's Anz. '36, 300; ad giganteam viam, entishen

wee, Wien. sitz. ber. 4, 141 ; von enten swarz unde gra kan ich

nit vil sagen, KM. ^ 3, 275.
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p. 525.] Mercury is called ' se 'JU'jand '
(p. 1 l-O) ; die ghigante,

gigante, Rose 5135-82. Biorn writes gujr, Aasen 152^ has jygger,

gyvr for gygr (conf. ' ze Givers/ Suppl. to 061) ;
giogra, Faye

6. A giant is called kdmpe, Miilleuli. pp. 207. 277. Otos and

Ephialtes, gigantes though not Cyclopes, are sons of Poseidon,

and the cyclop Polyphemus is another. Ace. to Diut. 3, 59 and

the Parz. and Tit. (p. 090 n.), monsters were born of women who

had eaten forbidden herbs.

p. 526.] Does Hrisberg stand for Wrisberg ? Liintzel's Hil-

desh. 23. rieaen-ldnt, Laurin 2053. 2509. 2004-, and enzen-kint,

like menschen-kind, son of man. A Luhhes-stcin in Miillenh.

no. 303, p. 272; Lilpperts-grah, Vilmar in Hess. Ztschr. 4, 79;

Liippenhart, Liippental, Mone's Anz. 6, 229; die Lnphode,

Prohle's Unterharz p. 212, conf. luppe, poison (p. 1151). ON.

leifi, gigas, oleifi, humanua ; rumr, vir immauis, gigas. Whence

comes /r('j7t'» e = gigantes ? Graff 5, 512.

p. 526.] G(/> = oreas, Sc^m. 143'' (Suppl. to 525). Other

terms for giantess : fdla, Ssem. 143'' (conf. p. 992) ; hCda 143''.

144*; Gn&r in Sn. 113 is the name of a gygr, and her staff is

named Qn&arvolr 114. Troll is both monster and giant : ertu

troU, Vatnsd. 292
;

|>u j^ykki mer troll, Isl. sog. 2, 365 ; half-troll,

Nialss. c. 106. 120; trolla-shog, Landn. 5, 5; tr'6lla-skei&, curri-

culum gigantum (Suppl. to 85); in Faroe, trolla-bofn is giants'

land. Trollnjgr, Trollagrof, Werlauff's Grenzb. 16. 22. 35. Michel

Beham had heard ' troll ' in Denmark and Norway, says Mone's

Anz. 4, 450 ; but the word had been at home on German soil long

before that : vor diesem trolle, Ortn. 338, 2 ; er schlug den trollen

Liederb. (1582) 150; eiu voller troll 215; wintertrolle, Mone's

Anz. 6, 230 ;
' exsurge sede, tu trolgast, cito recede ' says a verse

of the 14th cent., Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 403; einen dndgast laden,

Weisth. 1, 552; de Drulshaghene, Erhard p. 144 (yr 1118); he-

trullvf, Tit. 5215 (Kl. schr. 4, 336). But whence comes the Fr.

drolc, form, draiile? It is rather a goblin like the M. Neth.

drollcn, Belg. mus. 2, 116. Kilian sub v.; conf. Gargantua's

drole (Suppl. to 516).

p. 527.] Mglzinum kalnay, giants' hills, viylzijnum kapay,

giants' graves, Kurl. send. 1, 46-7. Boh. obor appears as hobr in

Wend, volksl. 2, 268». On the giants' name Volot, Velet, Wele-

tabus, Wilz, conf. p. 1081 n. The ytyavTe^ of the Greeks lived in
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Thrace, Paus. 1, 25 ; conf, the Ariraaspi and Cyclopes, and the

Ind. raksliasas (p. 555). To the Hebrews the Rephaim, Anakim,

Nephilim were giant nations, Bertheau's Israel, p. 142-3-4.

p. 528.] The size of giants is expressed in various ways.

Tityos, son of Earth, covers nine roods, Od. 11, 577; Otos and

Ephialtes in their ninth year were eVveavrj^^et? in breadth and

ivveopyvioi in length 11, 307 (conf. ^Evi,avro<; reTpc'nnj'yy^, mean-

ing the 4 seasons, Athen. 2, 263). Dante, Inf. 31, 58

—

66 poeti-

cally fixes the stature of Nimrod at 90 palms, i.e. 54 feet, which

comes to the same as Ephialtes's 9 fathoms. ' Cyclopen hoch

som die tanhounie,' tall as firs, Ksrchr. 357; 'ir reicht. in kume
an die hiie (ye reach scarce to their knees), sie tragent Jcldfter-

langen hart,' beards a fathom long, Dietr, u. ges. 621. Ovid's

picture of Polyphemus combing his hair with a harrow, and

shaving with a sithe, is familiar to us. Met. 13, 764.

Giants have many heads : the sagas tell of three-headed, six-

headed, nine-headed trolds, Asbjornsen p. 102-3-4; o. seven-headed

giant in Firmen. 1, 333^; another is negenhopp (9 head), Miillenh.

p. 450 ; conf the three-headed wild woman in Fr. Arnim's March.

1, no. 8, and Conradus Dri-heuptel, MB. 29% 85 (254). Pol.

dziewi^-sil, Boh. dewe-sil, dewet-sil (nine-powei'ed) —giant. The

legend of Heimo is in Mone's Unters. p. 288 seq., conf. Steub's

Rhat. p. 143. Ital. writers of the 16th cent, often call giants

quatromani ; giants with 13 elbows in Fischart's Garg.; BiJfinger

in Swabia are families with 12 fingers and 12 toes; ' cnm. sex

digitis nat.i,' Hattemer 1, 305^; conf. ' sextus homini digitus

agnatus inutilis,' Pliny 11, 52. Even the one eye of thecyclops

is not altogether foreign to our giants : in a Norweg. fairytale

three trolds have one eye between them, which goes in the middle of

the forehead, and is passed round, Jiiletriiet 74-5; conf. KM. no.

130 (such lending of eyes is also told of the nightingale and

blindworm, KM. ed, 1, no. 6). Polyphemus says : Unum est in

medio lumen mihi fronte, sed instar ingentis clypei, Ov. Met. 13,

850 ; these one-eyed beings the Greeks called Jq/klopes, the

Romans coclites : coclites qui altero lumine orbi nascuntur, Pliny

xi. 37, 35 ; decem coclites, ques montibus summis Rhipaeis fodere,

Enn. in Varro 7, 71 (0. Midler p. 148) ; conf. Goth, haihs,

fiov6(f)6a\im,o<i, coecus, Hpt's Ztschr. 6, 11. A tail is attrib. to

the giantess Hrimger^r, Saem. 144*. Giants, like dwarfs, are
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sometimes descr. as hlaclc : ]>rainu scarti )>urs, Isl. sog. 1, 207,

conf. Svart-bcifSi ; a black and an asJt-groj giant in Dybeck 4, 41.

25. As Urungnir's head and shield were of stone, Hymi's haus

(skull) is hard as stone, SaBm. 56''. Thor's wife, a giantess, is

named Jarnsaxa. The age of giants is the stone-age.

p. 528.] The adj. nadd-go/yi, Ssem. 98^, seems also to express

the unbridled arrogance of the giant : riseiimaezic, der werlte

widersaezlc, Bit. 7837. The Gr. Aa-rridai, are braggarts, and akin

to the Kentaurs. •

p. 529.] The llth cent, spell ' tamho saz hi herke .... tiimh

Inez der here,' etc., reminds one of Marcellus' burd. p. 29 (Kl.

schr. 2, 129. 147-8) : stupidiis hi monfe sedehat ; and conf. Affen-

berg, Giegenberg, Gauchsberg (p. 680-1), Schalksberg. Note

that the iotunu too is called dttntunr apa, simjarum cognatus,

Saim. 55^*. The Frozen Ocean is named Dumbs-haf. Biurn says

the ON. stuvir= giga.s (dummy?); conf. g^gr, giugi (p. 525). In

Fornm. sog. 1, 304 the heathen gods are called blindir, daiijir,

dumhir, daucTir.

p. 530.] On Forniotr see GDS. 737. hin aldiia (gj^gr), Sa3m.

5^^. Giants' names : Or-gemlir (our ur-alte), 'prud'-gemUr, Berg-

gemlir (var. -gelniir). The vala has been taught wisdom by the

old giants, she says : ec man iotna dr ofhonia, ]?a er forSom

uiik froedda hufSo, Saem. P. The good faith of giants is re-

nowned : eoteua treowe, Beow. 2137; so Wainamoinen is called

the old (wanha) and faithful (waka) and true (totinen), Kalev. 3,

107; so is God (p. 21). Polyphemus tended sheep, and the

Norse giants are herdsmen too :

sat ]?ar a haugi oc slo horpu

g^gjar hir^Sir, glaffr Egdlr. Saem. 6^.

Gj^niir owns flocks, and has a shepherd 82*^. Thrymr strokes the

manes of his horses, just as the Chron. Trudouis (Chapeaville 2,

1 74) speaks of 'manu comara equi delinire.' Giants know nothing

of bread or fire, Fr. Arnim's Milr. 1, no. 8; the Finn, giants do

icithoidfire, Ueb. d. Finn, epos p. 39 (Kl. schr. 2,98). Yet they

have silver and gold, they even burn gold, Dybeck 4, 33-8. 42 ;

their horses wear iron rings in their ears 4, 37. 43. They not

only bring misfortune on the families of man, but bestow luclc 4,

36, a.udfrulffuliiess 4, 45. Esp. is the (jiantea^, the giant's wife.
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sister, mother, merciful and helpful to heroes (pp. 555. 1007-8).

Altd. w. 3, 179. Walach. miirch. p. 167.

p. 531.] A latish saga distingu, betw. Jotunheim, governed
by Geirro^r, and Risaland, by GolSmundr, Fornm. s. 3, 183. The
giants often have the character of older Nature-gods, so that

i6tnar= gods, Seem. 93^ The Serv. divovi, giants (Vuk's Pref. to

pt. I, of new ed.) either means the divine (conf. p. 194) or the
wild ; conf. divliy = ferns [Slav. div = wonder]. When in our
kinder-miirchen nos. 5. 81-2 the tailor, the cari(rr or the gamester

intrude into heaven (WolPs Ztschr. 2, 2—7), it may well remind
us of the titans storming Olympus; conf. p. 575 on angels and
giants. Giants form ties of love with gods and heroes : thus

Polyphemus is a son of Poseidon, Od. 1, 71 seq. HrimgerSr the

giantess wishes to pass a night with the hero. Seem. 144% Hke
the witch in fairytales and Marpalie in Wolfdietrich. Freyr
burns with love for Ger^r, OSinn spends three days in the moun-
tain with Gunnlod, Gefion the asynja has sons (bull-shaped) by a

giant, Sn. 1. Yet hostility betw. gods and giants is the rule :

that these would get the upper hand, but for Thor's enmity to

them, the Edda states even more distinctly than the Swedish
proverb :

mikill mundi £et iotna ef allir lifSi,

v^tr mundi manna und MiSgarSi. ScBm. 77^.

Conf. Tliors 'pjdska ett qvinno troll baktill ihaligt, som tros fly

for blixten in i ett hus, der askan dji star ned, Almqv. 464''

(pjaska = a dirty woman). The giant again is ds-grui, terror

asarum.

p. 532.] ManagoU, Pistor. 497. Managold, Neug. 77. 355.

On the myth, conf. Kahn in Hpt's Ztschr. 6, 134. With Fenja
and Menja, who grind until the cuckoo calls, conf. the mill-maids

and cock-crow, Gr. epigr. 2, 56.

p. 532.] Fornald. sog. 1,469 says: ' austan at Ymis dyrum';
and of Ullr :

' Ullr reiS Ymesver, enn OSinn Sleipni'; did the

horse belong to Ymir ? Frosti, JohnU, horses' names, Rask's
Afh. 1, 95. Esth. lalhna isa, wana Tahhava, Bocler 148. If

Ymir comes fr. ymja, stridere, it is akin to Goth, iumjo, turba,

noisy crowd. The noise, the roar of giants is known to MHG.,
see Dietr. u. Ges. 391—4. 458. 470 ; is that why they are likened
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to bcllowiiiEf bulls? R:isk in Afli. 1, 88 derives tbc names of

Tffrkir and Jffrkjd fr. Finn, hilrha, ox; but we have also a (rerm.

giant ILirja, Wolfs Ztschr. 2, 250, conf. Herka (p. 25:)) and next

note, end. Giants are beings of Night: those of India grow

stronger than heroes at twU'Kjht, and twice as strong in the n'njht,

Holtzra. Ind. sag. 2, 152. A Schleswig giantess is ' die scliwarze

Greet,' black Meg, Miillenh. pp. 157. 2G9. 273-5; on the other

hand a queen Margarcta, pp. 342. 14. 18.

p. 533.] The Greeks also make giants live on rocJcn and //(7/.s-,

Od. 9, 113-4. They are animated stones, or consist partly of

stone, or they turn into stone. The giant in Miillenh. p. 442 has-

a stone heart. HrimgerSr, surprised by daylight, stands i steins

Hkl, Si\3m. 145"'; conf. the Swed. tales in Hpt's Ztschr. 4, 503-4.

Bader no. 486. Hati iutunn sat a herrji, Sa3m. 143'^ (Suppl. to

530). The gfgr lives in caves of the rock (hellir) ; as Bryuhildr

fares to Hel, a g^gr cries to her :
' skaltu i goguuin gauga eigi

grlotl studda gar&a mina !
' through my stone-built garth; and B..

answers :
' bregSu eigi mer, hrnffr or steini,' bride of stone, Sajm.

227 (see p. 551). ' fiuna j^eir i helli nockvorum, hvar j/iy;//' sat,

lion nefndiz Thock,' So. 68. A giant's cave up in the wild moun-

tain, Trist. 419, 10—20. Ber(j-hid= g\wa.i is also in Laudu. 4, 12,

and Sa3m. 52 ; conf. hergcs gnoz, Er. 8043. Huhergs-githhe

(p. 536-7). Finn. hiUio, rupes, = Goth. halliis, ON. hallr, hence

haltva, gigas ; another Finn, term for giant is vuoren vcikl, power

of the mountain. To J^nssln of hiargl corresp. Tdssehc7'gs-k.]{\ttcr\,

a place in Viirmelaud, Rask's Afh. 1, 91-2. Note the term berr/-

rinder, mountain-cattle, for Gefjon's children by a giant are oxen,

Sn. 1. One giant is called huh-tod, cow-death, Miillenh. no. 328;

conf. Ilcrkir, llerkja in preced. note. Giants appear as ivolves,

Sn. 13.

p. 534.] The giantess pelts with stones, the giant wears a

stone crown, Braunschw. miirch. p. 64. Iron will not bite the

giant :
' troll, er )?ik hUa eigi iarn,' Isl. sog. 2, 364. He can only

be floored with gold, hence Skiold wraps gold about his club,

Saxo 8. Grendel too is proof against iron sword :
' j>ono synsca-

"5an asnig ofer eorSan irenna cyst, gii&hiUa nan gretan nolde, Beow.

1596. Arnliotr in Hervarars. has league-boots, like the ogre in

Petit poucet; they denote the swift pace of the giant, hence

Diut. 1, 403: 'hine fuor der herre, ilende also ein rise duot
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(speeding as a giant doth), der zuo loufe smen muot ebene hat

gesetzet/

p. 5o5.] Curious old strndnres are ascr. to giants or heathens :

' enta burg, rison burg/ Elene 31, p. xxii. Even Tristan's cave

of love is called a giant's huildlng, Tristr. 419, 18; conf. ' etenes

bi old dayn had wrought it,' the house in the ground, where

Tristan and Isolde lay, Tristrem 3, 17. Hunen-wdlle are pointed

out betw. Etteln and Alfen (Paderboru). The Orientals attrib.

old buildings to a people called Ad, Hammei-'s Rosenol 1, 3G ; the

Celtic legends to Finn. All those large cairns, and remarkable

peaks like St. Michael's Mount and the Tors, are the work of

giants. Pausanias ii. 25, 7 mentions a KUKXcoirooy epyov, dpyayv

XtOcov, the smallest of which a pair of mules could not move.

Ti/rrhenians build towers (Suppl. to 522 end). In 0. Fr.

poems the builders are giants or heathen Sarrasins or famous

men of old: la roche au jaiant, Guitecl. 1, 90. 158; un jaiant le

ferma qui Fortibiaus ot nom, Renaus 177, 7; Sarrasins build,

Garin in Mone's HS. 219. 251; el mur Sarrazinor, Albigeois

68-35; el jjaZa/s montent que firent Sarrasin, Garin 1, 88; la

tor est forte de luevre as Sarrasins 2, 199 ; croute que firent

Sarasins 1, 57-9; as grans fenestres que f. S., Mort de Garin p.

146. Gain builds a tower, Ogier 6644-66; rocJie Oayn, Garin 1,

93-4 ; or the giant's building is traced to Jul. Cmsar, to Gonstan-

tine, Garin (Paris 2, 53). Chron. fontan. (Pertz 2, 284) ; conf.

the work by Jul. Ccesar in Thietmar 6, 39. A legend of the

great cauldron which the giants were 20 years digging in silence,

is told in Halbertsma's Tongvallen p. 54-5. Stone-heaps in the

woods the Finn calls hiiden pesiit, giants' nests or beds, Kurl.

send. 1, 47; a giant's bed already in II. 2, 783. The brazen

dorper is like the huge metal figure that stands on a bridge with

a rod of steel, barring the passage, Dietr. drach. 57". 61"''; old

Hildebrand says, Mch klag ez dem der uf der briicken stdt ' 62";

they all misdoubt the monster 68*^. 74-5 :
' der alter groeste viez

(rhy. liez), daz in der tiufel wiirge ! er was groz unt dabi lane,

sin muot was ungetriuwe; er si lebende oder tot, er ist ein rehter

boesevviht,' be he alive or dead, he is a bad one 83^'' (on viez, see

Grauim. 1, 187).

p. 538.] The Gothland hoghergs-guhhe must have got his

name fr. Huherg in the I. of Gothland, Molb. Tidskr. 4, 189. In
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Esthonian legend blocks of granite are Tuihu's maidenx' apron-

dtones (Kallewi neitsi polle kiwwid, Possarfc p. 177). What was

told of giants, is told of the devil : Onco upon a time, say the

men of Appenzel and the Black Forest, the devil was flying over

the country with a sackful of huts : the sack happened to tear,

and out fell a cottage here and a cottage there, and there they

be to this blessed hour, Schreibor's Taschenb. '41, p. 158.

p. 540.] Eaters offlesh give place to soioers of corn, hunters to

husbandmen, Klemra 2, 25. Giants consider themselves the old

viasters of the land, live up in the castle, and look down upon the

peasant, Haltrich 198. In the I. of Usedora they say (Kuhn in

Jahrb. d. Berl. ges. f. d. spr. 5, 24G) :
' en risen-mJiken hiitt auk mal

enen knecht met twei ossen unnen haken (plough) in are schurte

(her apron) packt, wil iir dat liitte %v6rm durt hatt (because she

pitied),' etc. Similar stories of the eartli-worms who crowd out

the giants are told in many parts of Sweden, Dyb. 1842. 2, 3.

4, 40. '44. p. 105. '45. pp*^, 15. 97. '47. p. 84. Raiif's Osterg.

33; in Sodermanland, Hpt's Ztschr. 4, 506; in Schleswig,

Miillenh. p. 279 ; in the Mark, Hpt 4, 392; in Westphalia, Fir-

men. 1,322; in S. Germany, Bader nos. 375.387. Panzer 2,

G5 ; couf. Walach. march, p. 283.

p. 541.] Stories of the giant clearing out his shoe or shuki)i(j

the sand ont of his holsken (wooden shoes) are in the Ztschr. d.

Osnabr. ver. 3, 230-5. Firmen. 1, 274\ The giant feels three

grains in his shoe. Hone's Daybk, 2, 1025. Dutch tales to the

same purpose in Halbertsma's Tongvallen p. 55-6.

p. 543.] Near Duclair (on the Seine, towards Normandy)

stands ' la chaire de Gargantua : I'etre mysterieux qui I'occupait

pendant la nuit devait ctre un gcant, que les peuples ont personi-

fie sous le nom de Gargantua,' Revue archeol. xiv. an., p. 214.

On G., conf. Bosquet pp. 177. 182. 193-4; with his seat conf.

devil's pulpits and their legends.

p. 541-.] Giants fling hammers at each other, Miillenh. no.

586. Panzer pp. 104. 114. Firmen. 1, 302. Raiif p. 38.

Hiinen plaij at howls, Bait. stud. xii. 1, 115, like the heroes in the

mount (p. 953), like Thurr (p. 545) and the angels (p. 953 n.).

Another Westph. story of giants baking bread, Firmen. 1, 302.

372 ; they throw tobacco-pipes to each other, and knock the ashes

out 1, 273. A giant is pelted with stones or cheeses, KM. no. 20.
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Dyb. 4, 46. Cavall. 1, 3. 9; conf. the story from Useclom (Kulin

in Jrb. d. Bevl. ges. f. d. spr. 5. 246). A captive giant is to be let

go when he's pulled all the hair off a cow's hide, but he mayn't

pluck more than one hair in 100 years, Wieselgi'en 459.

p. 549.] Similar huildiiig stories in Miillenh. nos. 410-2.

Faye p. 13. A Bavainan tale of the giant builder, in which a

hammer is hurled, Ober-bair. arch. 5, 316-7. A horse brings the

stones, like Svad'llfari, Haltricli 29 ; conf. old Bayard at Cologne

cathedral.

p. 551.] The giantesses spin like the fays, even giants spin,

Firmen. 1, 323. In the Olafssaga Olaf fights the margygr, and

brings away her hand as trophy, Fornm. sog. 4, 56-7-8. Med-

hearded Olaf is called Olafr liSsiarpr a Jidr 4, 38. His pipuga

sl'dgg could also be explained as the Dan. pip-shidg, first beard.

p. 552 n.] Instead of the words in Danske v. 1, 223 the

Ivtimpe V. 155 has : sprang til f in te-sten lede og sorte. In Norske

ev. 1, 37. 2, 28 (new ed. 162. 272) : flyve i flint, with anger.

Norw. Lapp, gedgom, I turn to stone, am astounded. MHG.
luurde ich danne zuo eime stehie, Herb. 8362 ; conf. ille vir in

medio /i<?i amoi-e lapis, Propert. ii. 10, 48. Conversely : in haeten

sine grozen liste uz eime herten steine getragen, Mor. 1562.

Many Swed. tales of giants whom the fii'st beam of sunrise turns

into stone, Hpt's Ztschr. 4, 503-4. Cavall. 27. Norske ev. 162.

The mighty king Watzmann is believed to be a petrified giant,

Panz. Beitr. 1, 216. Frau Hiitt turns into stone because she has

rubbed herself with crumbs, DS. no. 233; people sink into the

ground because they've trod on a wheaten roll, Giesebrecht's

Bait. stud. 12, 126. Esp. are a hride and bridegroom often

turned into stone, DS. no. 229. Miillenh. pp. 108-9. 595.

Giesebr. Bait. stud. 12, 114-5. 126, These 'bride-stones' are

also known to Norweg. legend, Faye p. 4 ; nay, we find them

in France in the noce petrifiee, Michelet 2, 17, and even in the

Wallach. march. 117. Once a shepherd, his sheepdog and slieep

were changed into stone by frau Wolle, because he had rejected

her petition for bread, Somm. p. 11. The Wallachians have a

similar story of an old woman, her son and her sheep, Schott

114-5; so have the Servians, Vnk's Wtb. p. 15'\ Heinr. v. Her-

ford ad ann. 1009 relates after Will, of Malmesb. (ace. to Vincent

25, 10) how people in a Saxon village disturb the Christmas festi-
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val by sino-iiif^ nnd dancing in a churchynrJ, and liow tho priest

dooms them to dance a whole year; in time they siidc up to their

hips iu tho ground, till at tho end of tho year tliey are absolved

by his Grace of Cologne. Tho placo is in some MSS. called

CoJovize ; surely these are the men of Golbcke who danced with

what they took for stones, DS. no. 232. A 15th cent, version of

tho story iu Altd. bl. 1, 54-5.

p. 553.] Stromj Jack is sometimes named der starke Ilannel

(perh. Ilermel), Siegthal p. 106. Finn. Iliisi, gen. Hiiden, Hii-

denpoika = wild man of the woods, giant, Salrael. 1, 242. Lapp.

Wddda, Eiita is a malign deity, Suomi '44 p. 30. The Esth.

tale of KaUewepoe(j is given more fully in Poss. Estl. p. 174-5.

Lonrot, who has collected from GO to 70 giant- stories, relates in

Kruse's Urgesch. p. 177: In the sea near Abo stands a hugo

slone, which tho Finn, giant Ktdcvanipoihi hurled at tho firnt

cliinrh that was built. He was going to the church himself, when

be met a man with a sackful of worn shoes, and asked him how

much farther it was. The man said, 'Ton see, I've worn all

these shoes through on my way.' Then K. took up the stone and

slung it, but it missed the mark and fell into the sea.

p. 555.] ON. ' iotunn sa er Brusi heti, hann var mikit troll ok

mann-aeta,' Fornm. s. 3, 214, OHG. raan-ezzo, MHG. man-ezze
'

(p. 520 n.), AS. mon-a3ta, Lith. vyrede, viros edens. The Poly-

phemus legend is widely diffused, e.g. Sinbad on his third voyage

punches out the eye of a man-eating giant ; conf. the story of

Eigill, Nilsson 4, 33. MiiUer's Sagenbib. 2, G12. As the Oghu-

zian cyclop takes the arrow for a gnat, so in our Ring p. 241 :

'ich waen, mich hab ein fleug gestochen.' Similar tales in Konr.

v. Wiirzbg, MS. 2, 205". Altd. w. 3, 178; esp. coarse is the ver-

sion in the Leipzig MS., Altd. bl. 1, 122—7. For the giant, later

stories substitute a murderer, Moneys Anz. '37, 399. 400 ; a ruh-

ber, AVal. march, p. 167-8-9. Poets of the 13th cent, make 12

schachEere (robbers) enter the dwelling of a tnrs, who eafs up 11

of them, MSS. 2, 331"'. Ou the merciful giantess, conf. p. 1008.

p. 556.] A giant gets hlgrjer as he rises out of tho ground,

and siimUer as he sinks in again, Miillenh. p. 266. Giants often

take the shape of an eagle (p. 633), e.g. Hrajsvelgr, Suttilngr,

Thiazi, Sn. 80-1 ; they are born as wolves 13. The story of tho

Hying giantess trespasses ou Beast-legend, Upt'a Ztschr. 4, 502-3.
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p. 557.] Our Court-poets have preserved here and there a

genuine feature of the folklore about giants : Tristan taking the

giant's Jiaiid with him (16195) is like Beowulf bringing away

Grendel's, Again, the old giant-father carrying the heroes up a

hill (Daniel in Bartsch xxviii.) occurs not only in Hero-legend,

but in Folktale, Mlillenh. p. 266. Then, the giants of the

Trutmunt in Goldemar carry long poles, Hpt's Ztschr. 6, 521 ;

Runze swings a tree over his shoulder, Wolfd. 510 ; one giant is

named Boumgarte 493, 3. Asperian is styled the giants' spile-

man, Eoth. 2161. In Lancelot 17247 seq. are noticed the

giants' ogen verTceren, tanden criselen, lioft qnelcen. A giant couple

in Ecke 7 (Hagen 5, 8) bear the names vro Eilte and her Grime,

conf. Grimr and Hildr, Vilk. saga c. 16. Note the giants'

names in Dietr. drach., Glockenhoz, Fidehistoz, Rilmedeniualt,

Schelledenwalt, Bltterhuch, Bitterhriit, Hohermuot, Klingelholt ; a

Grandengrus, Grandgriis 118'*. 126'' looks Romance, like Grand-

gosier (great gullet) in Gargantua. Wolfes-mage (-maw) reminds

of the manservant Wolves-darm (-gut) in Helbl, 1, 372, and of

the Ssk. Urkodara (wolf's belly), Hitzig 308. Norse names

:

Ruth i Shut, Rolf i Topp, Hand i Handol, Elling, Staff, Dyb. '45,

97-9 (see p. 557). The connexion between giants and gods has

been pointed out, Suppl. to p. 531.

CHAPTER XIX.

CREATION.

p. 558 n.] Conf. Idnent werden (p. 746 n.) ; zekein, Wernh. v.

Niederrh. 11, 18. Schelling takes chaos to be the Roman
Jawws = hianus, after Festus sub v. chaos. The material sense

is also found in the expressions * ingunnen werden,' secari, N.

Arist. 95; ' siti ingunnen' cloven, Diemer 97, 26; M. Neth.

ontginnen, secare, Fergut 3461. 3565; conf. Hpt's Ztschr. 8,

18—20.

p. 559.] For the notion of creating, the AS. has the word

frumsceaft, prima creatio : God h frumsceafta fred, Csedm, 195,9.

The Gothic renders Kriaa by gashifts. On our schopfen, bilden,

bilde giezen, see p. 23 : waere ich nie gehildet, had I never been

shapen, Tit. 3283. Creature in the Bible is in OHG. hant-tat,
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manii factum, N. Ps. 18, 2; MUG. hanf-gefnf. Haug thinks

Ymir the Pers. Gajomars, Giitt. Anz. '53, p. 19G0. The birth

from ftft or legs seems to be remembered in an O. Fr. poem :

Fanncl, whom his mother had conceived out of the smell of

flowers, touches his thirjh with a knife that had just cut an apple;

the thigh conceives and bears St. Anne; conf. Brahma's creation

(p. 571). Ukko yuinala rubs his hands, presses them on his left

knee, and makes three maidens, Kalevala 9, 39—4i. Giants

come before the Ases (p. 530-2) ; the vala sings, 'ek man iot)i(i

dr ofborna,' Saem. 1*; and Saxo divides matheraatici into (1)

(jigantes, (2) 7na^i= Ases, (3) homines. The Indians say the cojv

is mother of the vjorhl, and must not be killed, Holtzm. Ind.

sagen 1, 05. Of Bur's three sons, who create man, it is said in

Sasni. 1'': hio&am ypto, orbes extulerunt, they set on high the

globes of heaven (p. 701).

p. 5G0n.] The Indian myth also accepts a creation out of the

egg, heaven and earth being eggshells, Somadeva 1, 10; conf.

the birth of Helen and the Dioscuri out of eggs.

p. 561.] Ash- and EmJiJa are known as Es and Imlia among

the Yenisei Ostiaks, Castren's Reise in Sibirien. The division

into ond, offr and Id ok Utr is also found in Plutarch 4, 1154:

* spirit, soul and body.'

p. 5G1.] To giants, men appear as dwarfs : they nickname us

earthworms, and the giant's daughter takes the ploughman for a

worm or beetle (p. 54-0). As dwarfs are made out of maggots in

the Edda, so are men out of ants in Ov. Met. 7, G42 ; conf. the

way bees are brought to life (p. G96). As fire is generated by

rubbing wood, so are anitnals by ridibing the materials (Suppl. to

1100). Hiisi makes an eJg out of various stuffs, Kalev. 7, 32 seq.

p. 567.] The two AS. accounts of the crention of man (p. 565,

text and note) derive blood from fire, whereas the Emsig Code

derives it from water, as the Edda conversely does water from

blood. '\lhe eight imrIs viere known to the Indians also (Suppl.

to 571. The Fris. heli, ON. heili = brain, resembles Lat.

coelum, Gr. koLXt) kolXlu, GDS. 681. Godfrey of Viterbo's com-

parison of the head to the sky, of the eyes to the lights of heaven

is repeated in Walther 54, 27 : Mr houbct ist so wiinnenrich, als

ez una liimel welle sin, da liuhtent zwene sterncn abe ; ' and in

MS. 2, 189'' the eyes are called stars; conf. hiinmel nnd gaiime,
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Hpt^s Ztsclir. 5, 541. A tear (tlirane) is called in MHG. mers

trail, wages tran, Gramm. 1, 170. The Edda accounts for tlie

taste of sea-water bj the grinding of salt out of the quern Grotti.

A tear bites, like salt ; BuKpv, lacruma [and tehero, teai-as, zahre]

comes from dak, to bite. The Etym. magn. 564, 45 says : Evi^o-

plcov Be j3vvT]v TTjv ddXaaaav Xeyef olov—nTo\vrpo(^a SaKpva

l3uvT]<;—TOL'9 aXw; ^ovXafievo^ elirelv. Bup7] = ^Ivco, GDS. 300.

p. 570n.] An Esth. song in Herder p. m. 112 tells of one

who shaped him a wife out of wood, gilded her face, aud silvered

her shoulders. The Egyptian notion as to the origin of the first

man comes very near that of the Bible : Ptah or Neph is picto-

rially repres. ' turning the clay for the human creation,^ Wilkin-

son's Egyptians p. 85.

p. 570.] Another Ind. story of the creation in Suppl. to 560 n.

The Pers. doctrine is, that heaven and fire were first created,

then mountains, then plants, then beasts. From the horns of the

first ox sprang fi'uits, from his blood grapes, etc., Gorres 1,

232-3. The description of Atlas in Ovid's Met. 4, 657 agrees

with the Teutonic myth of creation far more closely than the

notion current among the Greeks. He lets Atlas be converted

into a mountain-chain : hair supplies the forest, his shoulders

and arms the hills, his head the summit, his bones the stones.

p. 571.] The older Ind. myth makes the great spirit, onahdn

atma, produce the first man out o^ water ; Prometheus too forms

men of earth axidi water, Lucian's Prom. 13; ace. to Horace,

Od. i. 16, 13, he tempers the given ' limus ' with every possible

ingredient, conf. Babr. QQ. The Greenlanders think the first

man was made of earth, and the first woman of his thumb, Klemm
2, 313, as Eve was of Adam's rib ; so Dakshus was pulled out of

Brahma's toe (Suppl. to 559). The eight parts occur even in the

Eigveda, Kuhn in Hofer 1, 288.

p. 573.] For analogies in language between man and tree, see

Pott's Zilhl-meth. 234—6. Ash' and other masc. names of trees

indicate man, and femin. names woman. Aslcr, Embla begin

with the same vowels as Adam, Eve; conf. Es, Imlia (Suppl. to

561).

The term liid-stam, nation, is taken wholly from the vegetable

kingdom, Otfr. iii. 12, 7. Plants and rocks are not dead, they

speak : Bpvb<i kuI Trerpa? uKovetv, Plato's Phsedr. 275. Men
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arise out of trees and stones or mud : O mxis niinirum et rohore

iijiti, Stat. Theb. 4, 339
;

qui, rujito rohore nati, compositive Into,

nulloshabuereparentes, Juven. 0, 12 (conf. dieleiniiueu, p. 5G9n.).

IMcMi <,n-o\v out of lyines iu Nouuus (Reiuli. Kohler, Halle '53,

]!. 21-) ;
jCi werdent solich lent von homen nit geborn, Wolkenst.

Gl ; siiier spiez-genoze sweimet einer von dem ohcrden hirhouine,

Ben. 419 ;
' Where people come from ? think I don't know that?

they're torn off trees when young,' Ayrer's Fastn. IGO^; not

sprung from a hazel-hush, Schelmufsky, 1, 51 ;
his father was

drowned on the nut-tree, his mother carried the water up in her

apron (sieve), Bruckner's Henneberg 17; a child is exposed on

an ash, and is found there, Marie de Fr. 1, 150—^1. In a Finn,

fairytale a foundling is called puuhaara, tree-branch; conf. our

Fundevogel on the top of a tree, KM. no. 51. Ace. to Greek

legend there were only gods at first, the earth bristled with

forests, till Prometheus made men, Lucian's Prom. 12 ; conf. the

Prom, legends in Schiitze's Excursus i. to ^sch. Prom.; yet

Zeus also makes men spring out of the ground for ^acus on

his lonely isle, Paus. ii. 29, 2. The throwing of stones, which

turn into men, is descr. in Ov. Met. 1, 411; the stones are

styled ossa parentis 1, 383. 393, as ^schylus and Sophocles call

rocks the bones of the earth. This sowing of stones reminds one

or)nana-seps = \a6^, Koafioq (p. 793). The Saxons, named after

sahs (saxum), are called in the legend from the Eisenacher

Pechtbuch in Ortloff p. 700-1 Kieselingc, petrioU ; conf. ' kisila

irquiken zi manne,' quicken flints into men, 0. i. 23, 47. Giants

spring out of stone, and spring into stone again (pp. 532-3. 552) :

'eine, di slug ich aus eime steine,' Fundgr. 2, 518; 'nun sihet

man wol, dasz er nicht aus einem steine entsprungen ist,' Galmy

230 ;
' dasz ich ans keineni stein gesprungen/ Schade's Pasq. 76,

87 ; ' many a man fancies he is sprung from a diamond, and the

peasant from a flint,' Ettn. Uebamme 15; 'gemacht aus kisling-

plnt; flint-blood (also, donkey's rib), Fastn. 680, 26. 32. For

other legends of the origin of nations, see GDS. 780.

p. 57G.] Ace. to Plato's Symp. 190 B, there were at first three

sexes : upper, 6i)\v, dvBpojvvop, descended from sun, earth and

moon. It is an important statement in Gen. 6, 4, that the sons

of God (men) came in unto the dawihters of men (giantesses).

Popular legend very remarkably derives dwarfs and subterraneans
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from the fallen angels, Ir, elfenm. xiii. ; the ' good people ' are

not born, but dropt out of heaven, Ir. march. 2, 73 ; the same with

the huldren in Norway, Asb. 1, 29. Thiele 2, 175; while Finn.

Joh. Hist. eccl. Isl. 2, 368 says of the alfs :
* quidam enim a Deo

immediate et sine parentum interventu, ut spiritus quosdam,

creates esse volunt; quidam vero ab Adamo, sed anteqnam Eva

condita fuit, prognatos perhibent.' A N, Frisian story has it,

that once, when Christ walked upon earth, he blessed a woman's

five fair children, and cursed the five foul ones, she had hidden;

from these last are sprung the undergrounders, Miillenh. p. 279.

The same story in Iceland, F. Magnusen's Lex. 842^. Eddalaren

3, 329. 330. Faye, pref. xxv. The giant too is called valandes

ham, Trist. 401, 7. Even the devil tries to create {Suppl. to

1024). The Ind. Visvakarma, like Hepha3stus, fashions a woman

at Bi-ahma's bidding, Somad. 1, 173. On ages of the world, and

their several races, conf. Babrius's Prologue, and the statue

(p. 792 n.). Ovid, in Met. 1, 89—127 assumes four ages, golden,

silver, brass and iron. GDS. 1—5. In the age of Saturn the

earth-born men went naked and free from care, lived on the fruit

of trees, and talked with beasts, Plato's Politicus 272.

p. 581.] UaXaiol \6<yoL of deluges {KaraxXva/iol';) are ment.

by Plato de Leg. 3, 677. The form sin-vluot is still retained in

Mauritius 692, also sm-fluot in Anegenge 22, 17. 24, 13, but sint-

vluot already in 25, 18, smt-waege 23, 54, swi^-gewaege 25, 7.

Luther still says sind-^at, not siindflut. By the flood the race of

giants is extirpated, Beow. 3377—84. As it subsides, three ravens

are let fly (p. 1140) ; conf. the verses in the Voluspa on the fall-

ing of the waters : 'falla forsar, flijgr dm yfir, sa er a fialli fiska

vei^ir,' Sffim. 9''. In the American story of the Flood the

people likewise take refuge in a ship, and send out animals, the

beaver, the rat, Klemm 2, 156. DeuJcalions Flood is described

in Athen. 1, 409 and the first book of Ovid's Metamorphoses;

conf. Selig Cassel's Deuk. p. 223. 246. In Lucian's account also,

all the wild beasts are taken into Deukalion's ark, and live in

peace together, Luc. de Saltat. c. 39. The Indian narrative

of the Flood is ' taken from the Bible,' thinks Felix Neve (De

I'orig. de la trad. Ind. du Del., Paris '49) ; the rapid growth of

the fish resembles that of Jormungandr when thrown into the

sea, Sn. 32, and of the snake who wishes to be taken to the sea,
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Kloinin 2, 162; Mauus himself signifies man, Kuhn's Roc. (3.

Rigveda p. 107. On the other Ind. story, that of Satijdvrataa,

see Poller's Mythol. des Indous 1, 244— 7. German tales of a

great flood are told in Vonbun p. 14—16 (conf. p. 982-3). Our

people still have a belief that destroying water will break out of

mountains, Panz. Beitr. 1, 276-7. German legend makes the flood

stream out of the giant's toe, as it does out of Wiiinilmuinon's t( e

in Runo 3. The dwarf-story from the Rhine district in Finuen.

2, 49 seems founded on that of L. Thun, US. no. 45 ; the dwarf

reminds one of the angel who lifts his hand holding a cloth over

the city, Greg. Tur. 10, 24.

CHAPTER XX.

ELEMENTS.

p. 582.] Before the new gods came, there prevailed a primi-

tive worship of Nature (p. 335), to which perhaps Caesar's ' Luna,

Sol, Vulcanus' is to be referred; we know the giants stand for

primal forces of nature, for fire, air, water, sun, moon, day and

night, conf. Plato's Cratyl. 397. 408. And long after, in the

AVarnung 2243 seq., there still breaks out a nature-worship, an

adoring of the bird's song, of flowers, of grass. All mythologies

make some gods represent the elements : to the Hindiis Indra

is god of the air, Varuna of water; to the Greeks Zeus was

the same thing as aether, aiir. The Persians worshipped the

elements, not human-shaped gods at all, Herod. 1, 131. The

Indians admitted Jive elements : fire, water, earth, aether (akusui

and wind (vaya). The Chinese thought metal an element of its

own. Galen sets down /o?<r; warm, cold, dry, wet (can we make

these attributes represent fire, earth, air, water ?). How the four

elements run into one another, is described in MS. 1, 87"; H.

Sachs knows ' die vier element,' 1, 255 ; *erde und wazzer nider

swebet, viur und luft ze berge strebet,' says Frcid. 109. 24; conf.

Renu. 6115. Animals live in all four : 'swaz get, vliuzet, swebet,'

MS. 2, 183*. Men bewailed their sorrows to the elements, to

earth, to fire (p. 642).

VOL. IV. N
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1. Water.

p. 584.] People sacrificed to groves and springs : blota-Si

lundin, Landn. 3, 17; bl6ta^i/omn 5, 5 (p. 592) ; and Sgem. 44"

sa.js : heilog votn liloa (calent). The Hessians sacrificed Hignis

etfontibiis,' Pertz 3, 343. The Samlander and Prussians denied

the Christians access to groves and springs lest they should

pollute them, Pertz 9, 375; conf. Helmold 1, 1. Prayer, sacri-

fice and judgment were performed at the spring, RA. 799.

' Porro in medio noctis silentio illas (feminas) at7/oji^es aquaru'm

in orientem affl,uentes juxta hortum domus egressas Herwardus
percepit; quas statim secutus est, ubi eas eminus colloquentes

audivit, nescio a quo cnstode fontiiivi responsa et interrogantes et

expectantes,' Gesta Herw. Saxonis, yr. 1068 (Wright^s Essays 1,

244. 2, 91. 108. Michel's Chron. Anglonorm. 2, 70). An Engl,

song has 'I the wel woke/ Wright's Ess. 1, 245; this is the

ceremony of waking (watching by) the well. On the Bode in the

Harz they still offer a hlack hen (?) to the river-god. Before

starting the first waggonload from the harvest field, they throw
three ears into a running stream ; or if there is none, they throw
three ears into the oven-fire before the waggon enters the stack-

yard; if there was no fire, they light one. This is a Bavai'ian

custom, Panz. Beitr. 2, 213. In Hartlieb's book of all Forbidden

Arts we read that lighted tapers are set in front of water drawn
from three running streams before sunrise, and man legt clem,

tvasser ere an, sam Gott selber (see p. 586). The Romans
cherished the like reverence for water: 'flumini Rheno pro salute,'

De Wal. no. 232
;
genio loci et Rheno pro salute,' no. 233 ;

' deus

Rheni,' no. 234. They greeted the bath with hare head on enter-

ing and quitting it, and placed votive gifts by the side of springs,

Rudorff's Ztschr. 15, 216; they had even ministri fontis 15, 217.

p. 585.] As pncnno comes from prinnan to burn, the Romans
spoke of torrens aqua, from torrere to broil :

' subita et ex abdito

vasti amnis eruptio aras liabet,' Seneca's Ep. 41; conf. the context

in Rudrs Zts. 15, 214. It is said of St. Furseus (d. 650) :
' fixit

haculum suum in terram, et mox bullivit fons magnus,' Acta
Bened. p. 321. The divine steersman in the Frisian Asegabuch,
on touching land, /iw^5 an axe into the turf, and a spring bursts

up, Richthofen 440. A horse's hoof scrapes open a well (Suppl.
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to G64. n.). Brooks gush out of Achelous's ox-hcnd, Sopli. Trach.

14. A well springs out of an ass's jawbone, Judg. 15, 19. 'D6

spranc ein brunne sa ze stete uz der diirren molten/ Servatius

1382, when the thirsting saint had 'made a cross.' A spring

rises where a maiden has fallen down, Panz. Beitr. 1, 198. A
giantess produces water by another method, Sn. (1848) 1 ,

2SG.

The Finns have three rivers formed out of tears, Kalev. 31, 190 ;

healing fountains rise from the sweat of a sleeping giant, Kalevi-

poeg 3, 87-9. Tiherimis is prettily described in Claudian's Prob.

et Olybr. 209—265 ;
* Rhenus projeda torpnit nrna,' in his Rufin.

1, 133. The nymph holds in her right a marhle howl, out of

which runs the source of the rivulet, Opitz 2, 262 ; she jjoiirs the

Zacken 263, where the poet uses the phrase ' sprlnrj-kammcr der

flUsse'; so in Hebel pp. 12. 38 the baby Wiese lies in silver

cradle in her crystal closet, in hidden chamber of the rode. At

Stabburags well and grotto (Selburg diocese) the people see a

spinning maiden who weaves veils for brides, Kruse's Urgesch,

pp. 51. 169. 171. OHG. Minga, chl!nhl = tovrens and nympha
;

conf. nixe, tocke (p. 492 n.)

.

p. 586.] At the restoration of the Capitol it is said of the

Vestals : aqua vlvis e fontibus amnibusq^ie hausta perluere, Tac.

Hist. 4, 53. Springs that a saint has charmed out of the ground,

as Servatius by his prayer, have healing power :
' die mit dehei-

nen seren (any pains) waren gebunden, genade die funden ze

demselben urspringe,' Servat. 1390. Such medidnal springs

were sought for with rushes, out of which flew a spark, Ir. milroh.

2, 76-7. The notion that at holy seasons watrr titrns info wiiir,

prevails in Scandinavia too, Wieselgr. 412. Wells out of which

a saint draws yield wine, Miillenh. p. 102-3 ; so in Bader no. 338

wine is drawn out of a spring. The well loses its healing power

when an ungodly man has bathed his side horse in it, Miillenh.

no. 126; the same after a noble lady has washed her litfle blind

dog in it, N. Pr. prov. bl. 2, 44. On the contrary, fountains be-

come holy by goddesses bathing in them, e.g. those in which Sita

bathed, see beginn. of Meghadiita. Whoever has drunk of the

well of Reveillou in Normandy, must return to that coimtry, Bos-

quet 202.

p. 587.] Holy water is only to be drawn in vessels that cannot

stand, but must hang or be carried, and not toudi the ground.
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for if set down they tip over and spill every drop (so the pulled

plant, the fallen tooth, is not to touch the ground, Suppl. to

658 n.). Such a vessel, futile, was used in the worship of Ceres

and Vesta, Serv. ad ^n. 11, 339. Schol. Cruq. ad Hor. AP.
231. Forcell. sub v.; and by the Scots at the Well of Airth,

where witnesses were examined. Hone's Daybk 2, 686, 867,

Metal vessels of the Wends, which cannot stand, have been found

in several places. Bait. stud. 11, 31-3-7. 12, 37. The Lettons, in

sacrificing, durst not touch the goblet except with their teeth,

Hpt's Ztschr. ], 145. The hot springs at Therraopylas were

called %uT/3ot = ollae, Herod. 7, 176; conf. olla Vulcani.

HeUcbrunno, 'M'B. 28^, 63; heilicpruuno 1\, 109. heilighrunno,

29% 96. HeUchnino, Chart. Sithiense p. 113. . Hellchninno, a

brook in the Netherl., Waitz's Sal. ges. 55. On Heilbronn, see

Eudorffs Ztschr. 15, 226; conf. nohiles fontes 15, 218. ' Helgi

at Helgavatni,' Landn. 2, 2: Helgavatn, JJr&arvatn 3, 2.3.

Other prob. holy springs are Pholeshrunno (p. 226), Gozeshrunno

(Suppl. to 368). A Swed. song names the Helge TJiors kdlla in

Smaland, fr. which water is drawn on Holy Tlinrsday night to

cure blindness. Others are enumer. in Miillenh. p. 595. Mary
is called 'alles lieiles ein Inter bach' or ' heiJes bach' Altswert 98,

23. 73. When the angel had troubled the water in the pool of

BethesJa, whosoever then first stept in was made whole, John 5,

4. Rivers were led over graves and treasures (p. 251-2 n.).

p. 588.] A youth-restoring fountain is drunk of in May before

sunrise, Tit. 6053. Another jungbrunnen in the poem of Abor,

Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 6. 7 and one in Wigamur 1611-5 by a limetree.

M. Neth. joocht-borre, youth-bourn, Horae Belg. 6, 223. The eagle

renews his youth at a fountain ' cliocli-iyrunnen/ Karajan 32, 12.

98, 5 ; conf. Griesh. Pred. 1, 29.

p. 590.] More about Scandin. 'pilgrimages to springs in Wie-
selgr. 389. 411. A Span, song tells of picking flowers on the

Guadalquivir on Midsiim. morn, Hone's Daybk 1, 851. At War-
saw, June 24, the girls throw wreaths of roses into the Vistula,

and watch with joy or sadness their various ways of floating down
the stream. This resembles the Midsum. custom of the Cologne

women descr. by Petrarch, which Braun also in No. 23 of the

Rhein. Jrb. traces to Christianity. The Schweiz. arch. 4, 87 says

Petrarch first came to Germany in 1356, but his letter describing
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the ceremony is dated 1330; in 1327 lie saw Laura at Avij^non,

and then set out on his tour while yet a youth. Whom does he

mean by the Kpiritiis j^ierii of the Rhenish city ? Alb. jMagnus

lived and taught at Cologne, but died in 1280; his pupil Thomas

of Aquino also taught there for a time. Duns Scotus came to C.

in 1308, and died there; Meister Eckhart (d. 1329) was at C, so

was his pupil Tauler. The University was not founded till 1388.

p. 590 n.] Stieler p. 1402 mentions the following Easter

custom: * llabent Borussi wcvhum scJimaJi-odeni, qnod significat

obviam quarto post tres dies Paschales oriente die venientes

virgis caedere, sicut juventus nostra facit quarto post ferias Nata-

litias die, et kindelen vocaut in memoriam innocentium pucrorum.

schviach Borussis ferulam notat.' It is really more correct to

derive the word from smagac, to flog (see Weinhold in Aufr. and

Kuhn 1, 255) than from smigust, ablution. Easter rods adorned

with many-coloured ribbons are called schnach-ostern, Jrb. d.

Bcrl. ges. f. d. spr, 10, 228-9. In Moravia schmeck-ostern, Kulda

(d'Elv.) 114. Weinhold's Schles. w. 85 distinguishes between

scJtmag-ostcr and dijiigns.

p. 591.] In Norman stories, springs run Jr\j when misfortune

is nigh. Bosquet 201. Salt and medicinal springs dry up as soon

as money is asked for them, Athen. 1, 288. A countryman died

of consumption after a cool draught from a spring; and immedi-

ately it ceased to flow, Hpt's Ztschr. 3, 361 . When a new spring

breaks out, it is a sign of dearth, ibid. By the rising ov falling of

water in the Tilsgraben the inhabitants foretell a good or bad

harvest, Harrys no. 2; conf. Miillenh. p. 104. When Wartha

flats in Werra-dale have gone nuflooded six years running, the

farmer can eat off silver the seventh year, they say (Again : when

the beaver builds his castle high, the water that year will run

high too, Dobel's Pract. 1, 36'^). In Styria the hungerhrunncn

are also called hungerlaken. Wolf's Ztschr. 2, 43. At different

periods the Nile had to rise different heights— 22, 10, 14 or 12

yards [?]—to meet the wants of the country, Herod. 2, 13.

Strabo p. 788. Pliny 5, 10. Parthey's Plut. on Isis and Os. p. 2 13.

p. 592.] Whirlpool is in OHG. snarl, sjiirhil = yoviex, GralF

G, 897; szm/m = vorago in aqua, G, 873; huerho 4, 1237. Gr.

'X^dpvl3Si,<;, Pott in Kuhn 5, 255. Scrv. kolocrat, vortex (lit.

wheel-turn) and huk, waterfall's roar (bukati, mugire). ' aitwindo
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(vel storm) = gurges, eedewiude = vortex,' Vocab. ms. Yratisl,

;

aitveinda = gurges, Diefenb, 271^. Finn, 'korvalle tulinen koskeii

pjhiiu wirran pyortelielle/ lie went to the finj ivaterfall (Sw. eld-

tors), to the holy flood's whirl, Kalev. 1, 1*77; conf. 6, 92. 7, 785.

794-8. 17,101.314. 22,10. 26,198. Waterfall is in OHG.
uazarcJdmga= njmY>ha,, Graff 4, 504; wazard iezo = nymTpha, 5, 237.

wazzerdurh? uenster? cataracta. Trier, ps. 41, 11. Windb. ps.

41, 11 ; laufen. Staid. 1, 444. Gr. Blvo<i and Bivr]. The passage

in Plutarch's C^sar stands : iroTajjiSiv Slvai'i koX pevfiuTcov iXiy-

fi,ol<i KoX \^6(^oL<i. Homer has irorafio'; dpyvpo-Slvij'i, II. 21, 130;

he pictured waterfalls as horses flying headlong : ')^apuhpai, piovaat

e^ opicov iirl Kap 16, 392. 'Tis a being below stirs up the whirl-

pool, Leopr. 106; Loki dwells in Franangrs-fors, Ssem. 68. Sn.

69. At the Donau-strudel a spectre gives warning of death,

Ann. Altahens., yr 1045; conf. the women in the Nibelg.

p. 596.] The Greek rain-goddesses are the Hours, who guard

the cloud-gate of Olympus, opening or shutting, and by rain an^

sunshine ripen the fruits. The Hora has a goblet, which she

rinses at the fountain, Theocr. 1, 150. Men also sacrificed to

Zeus and Hera, when short of rain. Pans. ii. 25, 8. Ge (earth)

is repres. in a picture, imploring Zeus for rain 1, 24. The Lith.

diewaitis is god of thunder, dewaite sziventa goddess holy, g. of

rain. The Esths call hoarfrost * mother of mist,' Bocler 147. In

Germany, as late as the 13th cent., dew was honoured as a bene-

volent being, Parz. 748, 28 :
* geert si luft unde ton, daz hiute

morgen uf mich reis.' Dew drips from the manes of airy steeds

:

of Hrimfaxi, Ssem. 32^^; of the valkyria's horse 145*^ (conf. p.

641). The ceremony reported by Burchard is also quoted in

M one's Gesch. des heident. 2, 417 from Martin's Relig. des

Gaules. The Servian and (ace. to Schott) Wallachian custom of

uTajjpirig round reminds me of the Hyperborean votive ofi'erings

wrapt in ears of corn and carried by two virgins, Herod, 4, 33.

Creuzer 2, 117. Were the maidens themselves wrapt up? and

can the five 7rep(f}€pee<i who escorted them be conn, with the rain-

maiden's name Tropirripovvat conf. GDS. 865. In the new ed. of

Vuk's Diet, the dance and rain-song are called prporyshe and the

leader inpatz. When a priest touched the fountain with an oaken

bough, the rain-cloud rose out of it, Paus. viii. 38, 3 ; so the

French maire dips his foot in the well of Barenton. In Algeria,
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whea there is a long drought, they throw a few Marabouts into

the river, like the Bavarian water-bird, GDS. 5t. Kl. schr. 2,

445 seq.

p. 598.] Nero was going to measure the Alcyonic lake with

ropes, Pans. ii. 37, 5. The story in Thiele 3, 73 about sounding

the lake is Swed. also, Runa '44, 33. L. Wetter cries :
' milt min

liingd !
' Wieselgr. 459. On the Esth. worship of water, conf.

Kreutzwald's Pref. to Kalewipoeg xii., and his and Neu's Myth,

lieder 113; at 114 occurs the hauling up of a goat's skull.

p. GO I.] To the river is sacrificed (pp. 45. 494) a reindeer,

Castren's Reise 342. In wading through clear water you utter

a prayer, Hesiod's Erga 735 ; in crossing a river you take an

auqndum, Rudortf 25, 218. Water-ordeals in the Rhine, RA.

935; conf. the Fontinalia, UxxdS 15,221. Lake and river are

often personified: in Irish fairytales (1, 86—89. 2, 144—152)

the lake is lod out, and is carried away in a many-cornered cloth.

'Three loud laughs the river gave,' Fleming 373. There is a

myth of a wood or mountain sprite, who scatters rivers into dust.

Praetor. Katzenveit p. 102—6; conf. the stieheiule hrugge, Habsb.

urbar. 94, 4, i.e. a devil's bridge. In Denmark, on the approach

of spring, they say of a god or genius : 'kaster en ivarm steen i

vandet,' F. Magnusen's Lex. 958 ; do they mean Thor ?

Curiously the MB. 13, 18. 42 speaks of an Adalbero filius

Danubii; 13, 90 Alberus filius Banuhii ; 13, 96 Gozwinus de

Danuhio, Albertus et Engelbertus de Danubio. And the Saale,

Neckar, Lahii, Leine are introd. as persons (p. 494 and iSuppl.)

;

conf. Hebel's personific. of the Wiese.

With the notion of ouwe, eci conf. AS. /to?»i=mare profundum,

though ON. hohur means insula, and OS. holm even coUis. The

Celts too had holy islands, Mone's Heident. 2, 377—380.

Our meer (sea), neut., though Goth, marei and OS. mart are

both fem., OHG. meri, m. and n., has in it something divine

:

et? aKa Slav, Od. 11, 2 and elsewhere. Ocean is in Lettic deewa

uppe, God's river, Bergm. 66. To the sea men sacrificed :
* nostri

quidem duces mare iugredientes immolare hostias fiuctibus con-

sueveruut,' Cic. de Nat. D. 3, 20. Homer furnishes it with a

back, va)T09, which need not imply a beast's figure, for even OHG.

has ' mers buosen, mers barm,' bosom, Grafi" 3, 154. It can be

angry with men : daz wiide mer ist mir gram. En. 7659 ; das
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wasser gram, das hose mev, Diocl. 7336; de sture se, Partonop. 95,

27. It is wild, it storms and raves: saevum mare, Tac. Hist.

4, 52; iiber den ivilden se, MS. 1, 72^; daz luilde mer, Troj. kr.

6922, etc.; des wilden wages fluot, Gerh. 3966, etc.; daz tuhende

mer, Troj. kr. 5907, etc. ; daz xviietunde mer, Servat. 3260, etc.

;

la mer hetee, Ogier 2816, Prov. 'mar hetada,' Rayn. sub v.; de
ruskende see, Uhl. Volksl. 200-1 ; das wibende ivahende wasser,

Garg. Ill; sid wjBter, Ctedm. 7, 2. The Fris. salt, like aM,
means both salt and sea, Ssk. lavanamhhas, mare salsum, Welsh
hallfor, salt sea, Ir. muir salmhar, AS. sealt weeter, Cgedm. 13, 6.

Why the sea is salt, is told in Sn. 147. The sea is ^ttre, she
tolerates no blood, Anno 227-8, just as the ship will have no dead
corpse, Pass. f. 379^ She 'ceased from her raging' as soon as

Jonah was thrown in. Real proper names of the sea are : Oegir

(p. 237), conf. AS. waster-e^esa, and ' diu freise der wilden unde,'

Tit. 2567; Gijmir, conf. gymis leod' qveSa, Yngl. sag. c. 36;
Brimir, akin to hrim ; and Oeofen (p. 239). Names of particular

seas
: wendilmeri, endlhneri, lehermeri, Graff 2, 820. To Alfred,

ivendelsce is the Black Sea, only a part of the Mediterranean ; daz
tiefe wentelmere, Diut. 3, 48 ; loeiulelse, Tundal 42% 4, and often in

Morolt; ivendelzee, Bergh's Ndrl. volksr. p. 146. Then : lehermer,

Wb. 141, 20. Tit. 5448. 6005. Amur 1730. Fundgr. 2, 4. Hpt's
Ztschr. 7, 276. 294. Wigalois sub v.; in dem roten lehermer,

Barl. 262, 16; lahenner, Ernst 3210; leverse, Walew. 5955; lever-

zee, Y. d. Bergh 103. 127. With this term conf. the irXevficov

6a\dTTio<i, sea-lung, of Pytheas; F. Magn. traces this lung to the

dismembered Ymir. For garsecg, conf. my first ed., Vorr. xxvii.,

and Hpt's Ztschr. 1, 578. Dahlmann in Forsch. 1, 414 explains

gars-ecg as earth's edge; Kemble, Gl. sub v. secg, as homo jaculo

armatus
! For garsecg in the Periplus, Rask writes garsege, but

explains nothing; conf. Csedm. 8, 1. 195,24. 199,27. 205,3.
Beow. 97. 1024. The ON. lagastafr is at once sea and sown
crop, S^m. 50-1; Gudr. 1126-8 has 'daz vinstermer,' sea of

darkness. Lastly, Diimhs-haf, Daucfa-liaf, Fornald. sog. 2, 4.

The sea advances and retires, has ehh aud jiood (on ' ebb ' conf.

Gramm. 3, 384 and Kl. schr. 3, 158) ; on the alleged Fris. aud
Sax. equivalents malina and lidana, see Gramm. 3, 384 note.

The ON. kolga and olga = aestus maris :
' er saman qvumo holgo

systir (fluctus undantes) ok kilir langir,' Saem. 153^ Ebb and
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flood are in Grk. cifXTrcoTif; and fja^la, Pans. 1, o; in Irish con-

traiht and rohart, Zeuss 833. The sea-waves are often treated as

living beings : 'da nCunen ez die unden, dlu nine ez dt:r andern {jfip,

nnde truogenz verro so hinab/ the waves caught it, passed it one

to the other, etc., Pass. 313, 73. Hhvee 'plunging waves are three

witches, and get wounded; the waterspout is also a witch, IMi'illenh.

p. 225. On the nine waves, conf. Passow sub. v. rpiKvixla, irevra-

KVfjbia :
' ev TpiKv/jiiai<; (pepofMevo),' Procop. 1,318. In a storm it

is the ninth wave that sinks the ship, Wright 1, 290 after Leo

AUatius ; it also occurs in Ir. sagen u. march. 1, 86. ON. sl:aji =
unda decumana, probably uo more than a very high one, from

skefla, acervare.

2. Fire.

p. 602.] Fire is a living being. With quec-fiur conf. qtiecJciu

Held, Ernst 2389. You can kill it : trncidare ignem, Lucr. 6, 1 16.

You can wake it: aeled ivcccan, Caedm. 175, 26; bselfyra majst

weccan, Beow. 6281. It is wild : conf. ' wildfire ' (pp. 603. 179)

;

Logi viUi-eldr, Sn. 60; Hans Wilds-feiver, MB. 25, 375; ein

wildez t't'«r sluoc in daz dach, Troj. kr. 11317; daz wilde fiur

spranc uz den vlinzen herte 12555 ; daz grimnie wilde Jiuwer, Rab.

659 ; daz starke w. f. 698 ; daz iv. f. uz den swerten spranc 412 ;

daz grimme f. als ein loup uz den huof-isen stoup (spirted out of

the horse-shoes), Dietr. 9325 ; daz/. y\ouc freislich uz helmen u.

uz ringen 8787. It is a devouring beast : stnidende (desolating)

f^r, Cgedm. 154, 15; brond (gleS) sceal fretan, consume, Beow.

6024. 6223; in pahidum ignis, in faatar (fodder) dcs fiures, Diut.

1, 496*; dem viure geben ze mazze, as meat, Fundgr. 2, 131. It

is insatiable, like hell or avarice, Freid. 69, 5; the fire saith not

'it is eiiougJi/ Prov. 30, 16; eld, celed (fr. alan, nourish) means

ignis pastas, the fed and steady flame ; conf. in he dufidrcov

"H<f)aiaTo<; ovk eXa/xTre, Soph. Antig. 1007. It licks : Lith.

' ugnis laizdo pro stogi^,' at the roof; conf. tunga, tungal (p. 700);

seven kindlings or seven tongues of flame, Colebr. Essays 1, 190.

It snatches, filches : f^^-res feng, Beow. 3525 ; so \'^v beoiS pcof,

Ine 43, like Loki and the devil. It plays: leikr bar hiti, Sajm. 9'*;

leiki yfir logi ! 68'' ; leikr yfir lindar-tvicTi 192»; Idcende lig. El. 579.

1111; lar (fire) snpe7' turrim saliit, Abbo do b. par. 1, 518. It

flies up like a red cock (p. 670) : den rothen halin zura giebel
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ausjageii; ScTiottel 1116'^; der 7'otJte hahn kiiiht aus dem dach,

Firmen. 1^ 292^; der gelbe halin, yellow cock 1^ 208**; conf. hldcan

fyres, ignis pallidi, Caedm. 231, 13 ; fire glitters with seeds of

gold, Holtzm. lud. sag. 3, 194 ; faces aiireas quatiunt comas,

Catull. 59, 92. It travels, nigram viam habeus, Bopp's Gl. 83*.

Holtzm. 3, 194. In the Edda it is brother to the wind and sea;

so Ssk, pdvaka, fire, is lit. cleanser, fr. pu (Suppl. to 632, beg.),

Bopp's Vocal. 205, conf. Gramm. 126 (new ed. 213-6), and

pavana, wind, is from the same root, Bopp (conf. Gramm. 124)

;

besides, fire is called vayusakhi, wind's companion. It flows : daz

viur^oz, Livl. reimchr. 5956; in Holstein, when a fire breaks out,

they call it hot rain, Schiitze 4, 340 ; and the ON. hripud'r, fire,

Ssem. 40* seems to be fr. hripa, perfluere.

There was a time when fire was unknown, for the giants have

none (Suppl. to 530) :
' fiure was in tiure ' dear, scarce, to them,

Gudr. 104, 1. That time is still remembered in Kalevala 16,

247-8 (Castren 1, 195) and our nursery tales. Fire belonged to

the gods ; it was stolen by Prometheus, and given to men. Ace.

to a Finn, song it is created : an eagle strikes a fire for Wiiina-

moinen, Petersb. Extract 3. Other traditions make a little bird

(reblo, troglodyte) bring it from heaven, Piuquet p. 44. Bosquet

220. A contrast to the fireless time is the Dan._ arild-tid, fr.

arild, fireplace (ild, fire), Swed. aril, focus, Westg. arell, Helsing.

areld.

p. 603.] Fire is holy : ignis sacer meant lightning, Amm.
Marcell. 23, 5 ; conf. igne felici, Grotef. Umbr. 7, 5. Fire is

called sacrifice-eater, Holtzm. Ind. s. 1, 24-6, and four times in

Bopp's Gl. 401*^; eldr sa er aldri slohnad'l was called vigffan eld,

Landn, ed. nov. p. 336. Being often found a hostile power, it

was used in cursing, or was conjured by a spell. Other Fr. forms

of cursing are: male fiambe t'arde! Ren. 201Q2;feu arde son

musel! Berte 116; conf. Holland to Yvain p. 222. The fire-cry

in E. Gothland was : kumbdr elddr Ids, Ostg. lag 229. Fire-spells

are given in Moneys Anz. 7, 422-7. A fire is adjured in these

words :
^ brand, stand als dem dode sem rechte hand !

' be still as

the dead man's hand. Wolf's Ztschr. 1, 337. If you can charm

a fire, it jumps behind you while you do it, and you must run for

your life (Meiningen), Hpt's Ztschr. 3, 363. Remigius pitis afire

to filglit, and locks it up, Flodoardus 1, 12. White angels quench
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a fire (Suppl. to xliii. end, and to 3GG. Fire can be stifled with

clotlies that have been worn some time, whereas in a Liittich legend

the earth-fire attacks some men who wear new unwashen smocks,

and is flogged with ropes, rods and sticks, WolPs Ndrl. s. no. 407.

To an outbreak of helle-viur, which cannot be stamped out, you

must sacrifice a knight in gorgeous array, Ksrchr. 1 138-41. 1160

—

72. 1229; he tries while on horseback to .^j^eak away the fire,

but falls and breaks his neck, Der Causenmacher, a play, Leipz.

1701, p. 152-6, and pref. A fire put out by means of a horse,

Tliiir. Ztschr. 2, 605. To extinguish a fire, a woman in childbed,

whose feet must not touch the ground, is carried to the fire, and

uttering mystic spells throws a new-baked loaf into the flames

(Austria). On quenching fires and driving out cattle, see Tettau

and Temme's Pr. sag. 263. There are people who see a fire bwn-

ing beforehand : you must then take out the beam they indicate,

or conjure the fire into an oak with a bung, Miillenh. p. 570.

Ossiau speaks of pulling out oaks, so that^ire springs out of them.

Fires leap out of the ground like water. Pans. ii. 34, 2 : ein

michel vuwer sich truoc iif (uz ?) der erden viunde (mouth). Pass.

359, 58 ; als vlurm urspringe (fiery springs) da waeren ensprungen,

Lanz. 2590. Burning mountains may be seen on seals of the

14th cent., MsH. 4, 280*, conf. Pyrmont, Brennenberg. Fire

struck out of a helmet may be caught on a schoup (truss of rye),

Er. 9206. Eggs put out fire: 'holt lescid van eia, wadi ne bren-

nid ' ; ovorum autem tantam vim esse dicunt, ut lignum eis

perfusum non ardeat, ac ne vestis quidem contacta aduratur, Gl.

Argentor. Diut. 2, 194". Milk, camel's milk quenches fire, Ferabr.

3348.

p. 603.] The Indians had three sorts of fire : common, celestial,

frictile, Holtzm. lud. s. 3, 112. In Oegir's hall was ' lijsi-guU

fyrir elds-lios,' Sa3m. 59. Out of helmets and swords came fire

and light: ob in das fiures zerinuet (when short of fire), daz

kuunen sie wol suochen in helni-spange. Tit. 3222 ; among the

Ases the sword gives light, Sn. 79 ; it shines in the dark, Landn.

1, 5; 'sin swert hiez si in bar nemen sunder sin gewant . . .

daz er'z mit im naeme, so 'r in die helle quaeme, in die vinster-

nisse, daz er im gewisse damite liuhten solde,' En. 2858 (she

bids Aeneas take his naked sword, that when he came into hell's

darkness, he should ligJit him therewith). Virgil, it is true,
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makes Aeneas draw Lis sword (vi. 2G0. 291), but not to give

lioflit. Asfain :
' zucli liervor din sivert, du. tragfe 'z in diner hand

har, unde Unlite dir damite' 3172. Nothing of the kind in Vir-

gil. Flint-eld is struck over cattle, Dybeck's Runa ^44, 7. If

sparks fly out of a beam that is being hewn, it betokens fire to

the house into which it is built, Miilleuh. p. 570.

p. 607.] Wildfire is described in Miede's Hasenmelker p. 43.

Needfire must be rubbed by two brothers, or at least two men of

the same Christian name, (Fischer's) buch vom Abergl., Leipz.

1791, p. 177. Some new facts are coll. by Colshorn 231-2.

350-1. The Mecklenbg custom is described by Lisch 6'', 127;

that of the Moravian shepherds by Kulda (d'Elv.) 123-4. A
giant rubs fire out of stones, Rother 1041 (ace. to two readings).

The notten held on Midsum. Night, and twice mentioned in the

Acct bk of Frankfort city, yr 1374, points to the supposed root

hniudan.

p. 608.] Swed. accounts of gnid-eld (rubbed fire) run thus :

' Genom gnideld tagen i en ekesticke (piece of oak) frau ett snore

(string) som sa liinge dragits fram och ater (pulled to and fro) i

en hus-dorr, till-dess det blifvit antandt (kindled), och derefter

3 ganger ansyls ford omkring personen, samt med ett serdeles

formuliir signad, bei'okas och botas sjuka kreatur (cattle besmoked

and cured).' Again: 'For samma andamal borras hal (hole

bored) uti en ek, hvaruti genom en pinne eld guides, dermed

antandes 9 slags trad, ofver livilken kreaturen bora ga ' ; conf.

Suppl. to 1089 (?).

p. 609.] Cows or calves are sacrif. elsewhere too, to protect

the herd from plague: ^ Niir Icalfvorne mycket bordo, skall man
villdsamt fatta an vid hufvudet framslappa honom ifrau kjotten,

och honom verkeligen hals-hugga ofver fahu-straskeln/ Eiiiif. A
live cow is buried in the ground against murrain, Wieselgr. 409

;

or one of the herd under the stable-door (p. 1142) ; conf. WolPs

March, p. 327, where a cow's head is cut off and laid in the loft

(seep. 1188).

p. 610.] In Ssk. needfire or wildfire is called rub-fire, and is

produced by rubbing a male and a female stick together, Bohtling

1, 522, conf. 1, 404. Ace. to Kuhn's Rec. d. Rigv. p. 98, it is

rubbed out of the arani (premna spinosa). Holtzm. Ind. s. 3, 122 ;

is this the aihvatundi ? Weber's Ind. stud. 2, 4 says it comes
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out of Pnuuiva, the bow and arrow of self (the lotus-flower). The

Arabs call the old-fashioued fire-rubbiug sticks zend and zendet,

the first being the upper and male, the second the female or lower

one with the hole iu it ; striking steel and stone together is

reckoned a barbarism, Riickert's Hariri 1, G48-9. Finn, liela-

valhja (fr. hela, the spring festival), ignis nou ex silice, sed ex

lignis duobus vi coufricatis elicitus ; also klUcan-valki/a, rub-fire,

Kenvall 1, 04.

p. 611.] K 'perpetual fire was kept up by the Israehtes, Levit.

6, 12-3; and is still by Parsees and Guebers, as among the

ancient Persians. Such a fire burned on the altar of Athena

Polias at Athens, Pans. i. 26, 7, and in the temple of Pan in Ar-

cadia, viii. 37, 8. Famous oracles maintained ever-burning fires,

as that of Delphi, whose priests in time of war conveyed the sacred

flame to Platcea, Plut. Numa cap. 9 ; conf. Valckenaer on Herod.

6, 108 ; so the fires of Delos were carried to Lcniuos, Welckor's

Aeschyl. Trilog. p. 247 seq. We know the undying fire of Hestia,

Yesta. Colonies took i\\e\v sacred fire with them from the mother-

city ; if it happened to go out, there alone could they light it

again, Larcher on Herod. 1, no. 360. Wachsm. Hell, alterth. i. 1,

102. ii. 2, 118. Miiuter's Rel. d. Carth. p. 49. The Samogitians

nourished a perpetual fire, Lasicz. 56. On the eternal lamp in

the worship of Mary, see Lange's Abh. v. d. ewigen lampe (Verm,

schr., Leipz. 1832) pp. 191—20 1.

p. 614.] Toland's Hist, of Druids (quoted in Hone's Yrbk 876

seq.) supposes three healtmes in the year. May ], Midsum. eve,

Nov. 1. The first of May and of Nov. were called beltan, says

Villemarquc's Bardes Bretons p. 386-7. GDS. 108. On Bel,

see Diefeub. Celt. 1, 185, Stokes 349. Jamieson (Daybk 2, 659).

The great and little Bel, Meier's Schwab, sag. 297. On Bella inc,

Belton eve, see Stewart's Pop. superst. 258 seq. Brand's Pop.

Antiq. 1, 337. Stokes 349. Michelet 1, 452 seq. Ir. sag. u.

mlirch. 1, 275-6. 2, 479. The May fire is also called hoelkerz,

coelcerth, Villem. B.B. 232. 385-6-7, but he does not explain the

word ; elsewh. coel is omen, fides, and certh signum. An Ar-

moric folk-song speaks of eight fires, and of the father-fire being

lighted in May, Villem. Barzas breiz I, 8; Hone's Daybk 2, 659.

866 puts the chief fire on Midsum. Day. Sainbhuinn means Nov. 1

(O'Brien: samhainn = AUiiallows-tide). The Druidic November-
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fire was also called tlachdgha, tine tlaclidgha, O'Brien sub v.

The sacred fires are thus described in O'Connor's Proleg. 1, 24

:

'duos ignes splendentes faciebant druidae cum incantationibus

magnis supra eis, et ducebant greges quos cogebant transire

per eos ignes '; conf . O'Brien sub v. bealtine. Horses' heads were

thrown into the May-fire in Ireland, Hone's Daybk 2, 595 (as

into the Midsum. fire in Germany, p. 618).

p. 617.] On Easter-fires, conf. Woeste p. 288; dat osterfilr an-

hoiten, J, v. Scheppau's Oster-pred. p. 8 ; das ostermaen-lucJiten

in Wilster-marsch, Miillenh. p. 168. Even in S. Germany, e.g.

about Abensberg in Lower Bavaria, they used at Easter time to

burn the ostermann. After service at church a fellow lighted a

candle, ran out into the fields with it, and set the straw Easter-

man on fire. A Paderborn edict of 1781 abolished the Easter-

fire, Wigand's Pad. and Corv. 3, 281. 1, 317. Instead of hocks-

thorn (p. 616 n.), Groten's Gesch. v. Northeim 1723, p. 7 says:

' On this hill the hocks-horn was held within the memory of man.'

The Easter squirrel-hunt in the Harz (p. 616) reminds of the

Lay of Igor (Hanka p. 68), where every householder pays a

squirrel by way of tax. Akin to Easter-fires are the Walburgs

(Mayday) fires, Miillenh. p. 168 : in Riigen, on Mayday eve, took

place a molkentoverschen hernen with fire-bladders (p. 1072 n.),

conf. Osnabr. verein 3, 229 ; on the Hundsriick the young men
and boys are allowed to cut wood in the forest on St. Walburg's

eve, Weisth. 2, 168.

p. 620.] The sol-stitlum is in Homer Tpoirrj rjeXloLo, Od. 15,

404; afx^l depiva<i rpoirci'^, Procop. B. Goth. 2, 13 ; aix^l rpoTra?

')(^eilxepLvd'i 3, 27. The Bavar. records have sunwenden, sunhenden,

the Aleman. sungihten : 'ze sungihten' Weisth. 1, 293. 304.

316—8; ze singeht 1,325; nach. sungehten 1,669; ze sungiden

1, 322-3; zu sungihte 1, 708; zu singihten 1, 745; singiht-tag 1,

727; sungeht-tag 1, 669; singehtag, Namenbiichl. p. 114. The

AS. sungiht, solstitium, stands in Menolog. for June 24 ; Schilter

on Konigsh. p. 458 has the whole passage. MHG. dri tage vor

snnegihfen, Lanz. 7051 ; conf. hette-gdJit, N. Cap. 46, kivch-giht

(-going, Oberlin). Vor der sunnewenden, Bamb. reht. ed.

Zopfl 154 ;
' hiute ist der ahte tac nach sunewenden, da sol daz

jarzit enden.' Iw. 2940.

Midsummer was a great time for meetings and merrymakings :
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'ze einen swiewenden da Sifrifc ritters namen gewan/ Nib. 32, 4 ;

* vor disen snnewenden' Siegfried and Kriemhilt visit Worms
G70, 3. G9 1, 3 ; and it is during the wedding festivities at Mid-

summer that Siegfried is killed, as may be fairly inferred, if it is

not expressed. The wedding in the Heunenland is to take place

' zen naehsten suncivcndeu' 1424, 4; and the heroes arrive at

Etzel's court 'an sunewenden dbent' 1754, 1. On Midsum. day

the Zurich people carry their hot pottage over the water to

Strassbnrg, Gliickh. schiff, v. 194 seq. On sunwend-fires, see

Panz. Beitr. 1, 210 seq. Sunwent was corrup. into summit,

simmet-fenr, Leopr. 182 ; simentfener, H. Sachs 1, 423^; sommer-

feur, Albertini's Narrenhatz 100; 8. Joliannis-fiirle, Germ. 1,

442. A sage remark on the sonwend-flre in Firmen. 2, 703 ;

feuia hupfa z' Juhanne, Schuegraf der willdler p. 31. Always a

lad and lass together, in couples, jump over the fire, Leopr. 183

;

some wantonly push others in, and spread their coat over the hot

coals, Gesch. V. Gaustall (Bamb, ver. 8, 112). At Vienna, com-

mon women, loose girls, danced at the Midsum. fire, Schlager's

Wiener skizzen 1, 270. 5, 352. Fiery wheels are driven in

Tyrol and Hungary, Wolfs Ztschr. 1, 286-7. 270-1, and in Aus-

tria. Duller p. 46-7 ; conf. the joy-fires of Swiss herdsmen in the

Poster-nights, Staid 1, 209. 210. Prohibitions of the Midsum.

fire, Kaltenback's Pantaid. 98". 104\

p. 624.] On Engl, bonfires, see Hone's Daybk 1, 827. 846.

851-2. Brand 1, 299 seq. In France embers taken home from

a John's-fire, in England any live coals are a protection against

magic. Hone's Yrbk 1553. Brising, the Norweg. for Midsum.

fires, may be akin to bris = flamma, brisa = flammare (Aasen), conf.

brasa, our prasseln, to crackle. Midsum. fires flamed in Sweden

too, 9 sorts of wood being used, and 9 sorts of flowers picked

for posies, Runa '44, p. 22. Wieselgr. 411. In Spain they

gathered verbenas in the dawn of St. John's day, and lighted

fires, over which they leapt, Ilandbk of Sp. 1, 270". A St. John's

fire in Portugal is descr. in the Jrb. d. Berl. sprachges. 8, 373.

' John's folk ' is what the Letts call those who bring John's-

wort (hypericum, and raggana kauli, witch's bones), and sing

songs, Stender's Gram. p. 50, Diet. 85"
; on St. John's morning

a wreath of flowers, or hawthorn, is hung over the doors, Fr.

Michel's Races maud. 2, 147. In Esthonia thev light a John's
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fire^ and gather a bundle of sweet- smelling herbs; these the girls

put under their pillows, and what they dream comes true, Pos-

sart's Esthl. p. 172. On the Zobfen-herg in Silesia (fr. Sobota,

sabbath) the Slavs kept their sohotky, Schafarik 2, 407 of transl.j

it is also called ' mons Slesie, mons czobothus/ conf. Dietmar (in

Pertz 5, 855). Moravia too has its John^s fires, Kulda (in d'Elv)

111-2. Plato de Legg. 19, 945 speaks of a festival following the

summer solstice.

p. 62o.] To Ovid's picture of the Palilia, add that of Tibullus

ii. 5, 87 :

at madidus Baccho sua festa Palilia pastor

concinet : a stabulis tunc procul este, lupi

!

ille levis stijJidae solemms potus acervos

accendet, jiammas transilietqiie sacras.

p. 628,] In Christmas-fires, mark the practice of saving up

the half-burnt yule-log, Gefken's Cat. 56. Other fires are the

Shrovetide fire, Stalder 1, 356, and the so-called hoop-driving

(burning wheel) in Up. Swabia on the first Sunday in Lent, the

N. Frisian hilhen-hrennen on Febr. 22, see Miillenh. p. 167.

p. 630.] Old examples of illumination : Joli. Chrys. Or. in red.

Flaviani c. 4 : oirep ovv eTrotija-are arecpavoicravTe^ T't]v ayopav

Kol Xu^vov^ a\lrai>Te<i. Greg. Naz. Or. de red. Athanasii 21 p.

391 : €0) Xiyeiv . . . iraaav (jicor] KaraarpaiTTOfxevriv ttoXlv.

Choricii Gazaei Orr., ed. Boissonade '46 p. 101 : crKeveai Be

<^&)To<? elpyaafiivoL'; eixpTj/xovfMev toi)? evep'yeTa<i. splendida fuit

illuminatio ; vios is fuit veterum diebus laetis ac festis. Ann.

Worm. 1251 (Bohm. Font. 2, 168): regem incensis candelis et

campanis pulsatis singulis diebus festivis denunciare. Trees

of candles were carried in processions, Liinzel's Stiftsfehde

135-6. 279; vil liehtes gap da manec rone, Tiirl. Wh. 99 ''

(conf. Seem. 22'^: med brennandom liosom oc bornom vicFi). The

Ksrchr. 91 has brinnende olvaz. Walth. 28, 14 speaks only of

ringing bells : ir werdent hoh enpfangen, ir sit wol wert daz wir

die gloggen gen iu liuten.

3. Air.

p. 632.] Wind is in Ssk. anila = a\>efio<;, also pavana, cleanser,

fr. pu, like pavaka, fire (Suppl. to 602). So in Finn, tunli ventus,
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tuli ignis; conf. ' des Ji}(wcrs winf,' Giulr. tOO, 2, and vlmr-roler

wint, Nib. 1999, 2. An OHG. suep^n6v, Graff 6, 856, ON. s!;//

= motus repentinus, vibratio. As Wodan is tlie all-pervading

aether, Zeus is equiv. to aer: drjp of av rt? ovofidaeie koI Ala,

Frag. Philem. in Meineke 4, 32 (Euripides has miker for Zeus).

In Latin also, Jupiter stands for aer, Valcken. ad Herod. 2, 13;

conf. 'plurimus /u/)i7er = michil Ixij't,^ air, Gl. Sletst. 6, 467;

and Servius ad Aen. 1, 51 says Jimo was taken to mean air.

The Greeks sacrificed to Boreas, Xen. Anab. (Koch 92). The

Scythians worship dv€iMo<; as cause of life, and the sword as that

of death, Lucian's Tox. 38. GDS. 222. 459. The Finns call a

fjuiXaKia (calm) Wainiiraoinen's way, Vdindmoisen tie or kulku:

the god has walked, and all is hushed; he is named Suvantolainen

fr. suvanto, locus ubi aqua quiescit. The Norse Andvari is a

dwarf, but also ventus lenis, contrarius ; conf. Bifilcfi, Sskabyrr

(pp. 149. 637), Wiietelgoz (p. 367 n.), |?oden (Suppl. to 132 end).

In the Mid. A^es Paul and John 'habent dii ze himile weteres

gewalt,' Ksrchr. 10948; they are the weather-lords, and their

day (June 26) the hail-holiday, Scheff. llaltaus 111. Walt-

i';/?i^ = auster, Mone's Anz. 8, 409, because it originates in the

forest. The winds have a home : Vindheim vi"5an byggja, Saem.

10*. Wint, Winf^^oz, Wintesbal? are prop, names, Graff 1, 624.

Wind is the windhund (greyhound), Kuhn in Hpt's Ztschr. 6,

131, as Donner, Sturm are names of dogs. Wind is worshipped :

' des solt der luft sin geret (air be honoured) von spers krache,'

Tit. 2, 2 ; ' er neic gegen dem ivinde der da wate von Gotlinde,'

bowed to the wind that blew fr. G., Helmbr. 461 ;
' sta bi, la

mich den iviiit anwaejen (let the wind fan me), der kumt von

mines herzen kiineginnen,' MS. 1, 6''. Wind is spoken of as a

person, it goes, stands still : spiritus ubi vult spirat, ' der wint

waeje als er welle,' blow as he would, Barl. 257, 11 ;
' vloch (flew)

waer die wint ghebut,' bade, Maerl. in Kiistner 18''. Winds ride,

Ahlw. on Oisian 2, 278. They guide people :
' quel vent vos

gide?' Ren. 2127. 3728; 'quel vent vos viaine ?
' 2675; 'quel

vent vos mene et quel ore'?' 2654 = whence come you? conf.

'what devil, cuckoo brings you here?' (p. 1013). They are

wild, Trist. 2415. Greg. 646. 754. Renn. 22962; angry:

erzuniet sind die liifte,' Dietr. u. ges. 393 ;
' die llifte soldeu

ziimen' at the height of the towers, Servat. 84. The air groans,

VOL. IV. .
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mutters, grunts: ' grunzet fone ungewitere/ N. Cap. 58; 'grot

wint ende gesoech,' Lane. 3899 ;
' die winde begunden swegelen,'

began to pipe, Servat. 3233 ; conf. ' up dem windes home,'

Weisth. 3, 231. On Fonn, Drifa, Mioll, see GDS. 685.

p. 632.] Of the wind's hride : mit einer windes-hriute wurden

sie getwungen, Servat. 2302; in nam ein windes-brut 2844;

flugen vaster dan ein w. h., Engelh. 4771 ; daz diu w. b. gelit,

Hpt's Ztschr. 7, 381; gelich der windesbriute, Troj. kr. 33571.

Lather says windsbraut for ventus typhonicus. Acts 27, 14. Old

glosses have nimphus, nimpha, stormwind, Graff 1, 625 ; is this

a misapplication of nimbus ? or a congener ? In France they

speak of the whining of Melusine (p. 434), who in Bohemia passes

for a goddess of wind, and to whom they throw flour out of the

window for her children (Suppl. to 636) ; conf. the whimpering

of the Vila, and the weeping of the Esth. tuuleema, wind's

mother, Bocler 146-7. Is the Swiss harein, Staid. 2, 21, fr.

OHG. haren = clamare, Graff 4, 578, or fr. char6n = queri 5, 465 ?

Other expressions for wind's bride : ivind-gelle = Yenti pellex

(sne-gelle), Hpt's Zts(?hr. 6, 290. Rocholz 2, 408 ; Bavar. ivind-

gdsperl, Swab, wind-gdspele, Leopr. 101. 120; Bavar. windsch-

brach, -bravsz, Panz. Beitr. 2, 209; sau-hegel, Rocholz 2, 187.

OHG. wanda = iViTho, Graff 1, 761; ON. roka, turbo. Other

OHG. terms: ungistnomi = &tve^\i\x^ (MHG. iwi^es^um, vehementia

aeris, Superst. H. cap. 77) ; ungewitiri = tempestas, procella,

Graff 1, 630; arapeit = do. do. 1,407; /iei/^t = tempestas, Windb.

308. 313; i«isf = procella, tempestas, AS. Ust; with treip = agehat

(nubila ventus), Graff 5, 482, conf. ON. drifa, snowstorm, drifa

orva, a storm of arrows. Heralds of winter were ' twer und

surin bise' MS. 2, 193^^; contrary wind is in MHG. twer or twere,

and ON. And-pvari, Andvari is said to be that as well as a

dwarf's name; conf. 'von luftes geduere,' Himelr. 292 (Hpt's

Ztschr, 8, 153), ' die winde sluogen in entwer,' Hpt 7, 378-9. A
hurricane, squall, flaw, is called Jldge in Pass, and Jeroschin

;

windes vldgen, Marienleg. 84, 21. 87, 8 ; die wint ene vlaghe

brachte. Rose 13151. Maerl. 3, 189; Dut. vlaag, Gothl. flaga,

vindflagd, Almqvist 42 2^^ ; 'rotten und sturmwinde,' Luther's

Letters 5, 155. In Slavic it is vikhr, Pol. wicher. Boh. wichr;

Lith, nmmaras, vesulas, whirlwind (conf. our provinc. ' eilung,'

M. Neth. ylinge, Wessel's Bibel p. 7, with ON. el, jel, nimbus).
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The Greeks had aeWa, OveWa, XaTXaylr, Ital. fortnna di raare =
storm.

p. 633.] Zlo resembles Mars and Indras, the god of winds and

of souls, who with his Maruts or spirits of storm makes war on

the giants of darkness, Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 488-9. G, 131. Wuotan,

the god of the Wild Hunt, sweeps like the storm through

open doors (p. 926-7, etc.). Hodeke howls (Suppl. to 511 beg.).

Both wind's bride and devil are called sow-tail (p. 996) or hammer

(p. 999) : conf. sau-hegel, Rocholz 2, 187 ; in Bavaria wind-saii,

Zingerle's Oswalt 83 {alyi<;, goatskin, hurricane). Frau Fiuk or

F7-ick also acts as goddess of wind, Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 376. 6, 131 ;

conf. the fahrende mutter, Wolf's Ndrl. sag. no. 518. At a

village near Passau they call the whirlwind mueml, aunty

:

' mueml ist drin !
' (m. is also toad); or else schratl, Schm. 3,

519. 522. The hurricane has hands: ' nu bin ich sturmwinden

alrerst in die hant gevarn/ fallen, Trist. 8848.

p. 635.] Was there a wind named Vorwitz (prurient curiosity)?

do kam ein wint geflogeu dar,

der ist virwitz genant,

in hant die meide wol erkant

unde ouch die vrouwen iiber alle lant. Renn. 84.

san kumt her virwitz geraut

und loeset den raeiden uf (unlooses) diu bant. Renn. 268. ^

Conf. ' der fiirivitz, so jungfern theuer machet/ Simplic. 1, 568
;

' hine fi/rwit hrcec,' Beow. 464. 3966, 5565; vurwitz segens, Turl.

Wh. 128* (Suppl. to 273 n.) ; 's sticht's der wunderwitz, Hebel

157; furwitz, der kramer (huckster), Uhl. VolksL 636. OHG.
firiwizi is also portentum, mirificum, Graff 1, 1099; 'man saget

mir von kinde, daz kerne uns von dem ivinde,'' Erlosung 2440.

As the North had its storm-giant Hraesvelg, Kl. Grooth's Quick-

born calls a tempest ' de grote und de liitge windkcrl

'

; conf.

' Gott fiieget den wind/ Rabenschl. 619; 'der Gotes geist daz

(saz ?) uf des luftes vederen, Aneg. Hahn 4, 72. Aio\o<;, ^iXoq

aOavdrotaL deolai, Od. 10, 2 ; Ketvov jap Tafxirfv ave^uiv TToirjcre

Kpovioiv, 10, 21. Virgil's -^olus sits in a hollow mountain, and

Juno begs wind of him, ^n. 1, 52. 64; conf. KM. no. 89 : *weh',

weh', windchen !
' blow, blow, Windie.

' Conf. Xufft-fwvos, fuii'Tjj' \vtiv. Tibi (Hymenaec) virgines zonula solvunt sinus.
Catnll. 59, 53 ; zonam solvere virgineam 65, 23.
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Eagles were fixed on gables or the top of a tent pretty often :

le grant tref Karlemaine font contremont lever,

par desor le pomel font I'aigle d'or poser,

par devers Montauban en fist le chief torner.

Renaus 151, 2—4.

A golden eagle on the top of the castle, Auberi 73 ; high on the

tent ' ein guldin ar/ En. 9160. On the inroad of the ' Welschen '

in 978, conf. Giesebrecht'a Ofcto II. p. 48, In Kalevala, torn.

2, 12 (1 ed. 17,341):

du min dm, min skona fogel,

vand (turn) at annat hall ditt hufvud (head),

tillslut (shut) dina skarpa ogon !

A golden eagle on the roof in Athenaeus 2, 259 ; and observe,

that aeroii is both eagle and gable. The Basque egoa, south

wind, is akin to egoa, egaa, egala, wing, Pott 2, 190. In Goethe,

winds wave their noiseless wings. Thunder-clouds are also

likened to the wide-spreading root of a tree, and called ivind-

wurzel (-root), a sign of hurricane, Schmidt v. Werneuchen 131.

p. 636.] The wind is fed with rags or tow, which is thrown to

it, Leopr. 102. In Austria too they offer meal in a bread-shovel

out of the attic window to the storm, saying (Popovitch sub v.

wind) :

nimm hin, mein lieber wind,

trag heim deinem weib und kind,

und komm nimmer

!

Instead of giving the wind food, a woman says ' I'd rather stab

the dog dead,' and throws a hnfe into the yard (p. 632 n.) ; conf.

M. Koch's Reise in Tirol p. 87-8. Winds were thought of as

meal-devouring dogs, Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 373-6. 6, 131 ; conf.

Hodeke's howling (Suppl. to 633). In a storm at sea a dove

appears, flies three times round the ship, one man puts out his

arm and ' de cauda ejus tres tulit pennas, quas mari intinguens

tempestatem compescuifc,' Venant. Fortun, vita Radegundis, Acta

Bened. sec. 1, p. 332. The Gr. OveXKa snatches away, Od. 20,

63-6, like the Norweg. northwind. To hurtful winds black

lambs were sacrificed, to fair winds white, Aristoph. Ran. 845.

Virg. ^n. 3, 120. For a favourable wind a he-goat is hung on
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the mast, Hone's Yrbk 1553. On Irish wind-worship, see Conan

111— 5.

p. 637.] Divine, semi-divine or diabolic beings excite wind

(Suppl. to 145) : Got fiieget den wint, Rabenschl. 619; in Sorv.

songs God is implored for wind, Vuk ii. 561. 1089. i. 369 (no.

511). 370 (no. 513). 322 (no. 455) ; Christ is appealed to, Sv.

vis. 2, 167. The saints invoked in a storm are called wazzer-

heilige, water-holies, Marienleg. p. 85 ; the martyrs Paul and

John * hant da ze himele iveferes gewalt' Ksrchr. Diem. 335, 1.

Scrdwunc in Hpt's Zeitschr. 6, 290 seems the name of a weather-

giant; Fasolt chases a woman in the mountains, Ecke 167, as

Wuotan does; conf. 'mein sohn Windheim/ Wolf's Ztschr. 1,

311. Is there a special meaning in ' der wint von Aspriane doz,'

whizzed, Roth. 4226 ? ' Folks said it wasn't a natural wind,

they believed there wasn't a tufel left in hell, they was all from

home, trying to bluster us out of our wits,' Stolle 1 70 ; conf.

'quel vent vos guie ' etc. (Suppl. to 632 end). Oxen with their

horns dig the tempest out of a sand hill, Thiele 2, 257. Miillenh.

p. 128. With Wodan oska-hyrr conf. Suppl. to 149. ON. hi/r,

Dan. bar, fair wind. Low Germ, seamen's words are bo, a sud-

den and passing squall, bolges wetter, donnerbo, regenbo, hagelbo.

Slav, buria = TproceWsi, Miklos. p. 6; Serv. bura, Russ. bnrdn,

hurricane, conf. ^opia<i. Boreas helps the Greeks, Herod. 7, 189.

On Juno, see Suppl. to 632 beg. Can OSin's name of Vid'rir be

akin to AS. kwid'a, hweod'ii = vi\ira, lenis, /itaeo^ria?i. = murmuraro ?

The Slav, pogoda is in Lith. pagada, fair wind, fair weather.

Mist in ON. is called kerlingar vella, nebula humi repens.

p. 639.] With the provisions of the Lex Visigoth., conf. the

Indiculus Superstit. (in Pertz 3, 20) de tempestatibus and corni-

bus et cocleis, and the passage fr. Seneca in Wolf's Ndrl. sag.

p. 693 about xa\a^o-^vXa/ce<;, hail-wardens ; iv riraif: ')(a\a^dv

is said of Zeus, Lucian 7, 51.

p. 640.] The passage fr. Bartholom. Anglicus is also in Hpt's

Ztschr. 4, 494-5, where Wackernagel understands Winlandia as

Flnlandia; and it is true the Finns are said to make JidJkyngved'r,

Fornm. sog. 4, 44. In a Lapland epos a maiden has three sorts

of magic knots ; she unties the first, wind fills the sails and the

ship gets under way; then the second and the third, followed by

storm and shipwreck; conf. Klemm 3, 100. Such wind-knots a
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woman on the Schlei and a witch of Fohr know how to make,

Miillenh. p. 222-5 ; conf, the sailor's belief about wind in Temme's
Pom. sag. 347-8, and the Hollen in Gefken's Catal. p. 55. In

Gervas. Tilb. p. 972 ed. Leibn. (Liebrecht p. 21), is a story 'de

vento chirothecae Archiepiscopi Arelatensis inchiso, et valli ventis

imperviae illato.'

p. 641.] The aa-Ko^ of ^olus, Od. 10, 19, is also in Ovid's

Met. 14, 224 : ^olon Hippotaden, cohibentem carcere ventos,

hovis inclusos tergo ; and 14, 230 : dempsisse ligamina ventis.

Eight whirlwinds are hidden in a cap, Schiefner's Finn. m. p. 611

[a formidable 'capful of wind']. Conf. setting the cap this way
or that in Sommer p. 30-1, and Hiitchen, Hodehe.

p. 641.]' Hail is called in Ind. marutphala, fruit of the Maruts,

Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 489 ; an ON. name for it is stein-o&l, in saxa

saeviens, Egilss. 600, an OHG. apparently scrawunc, Hpt 6, 290.

On mildew, conf. Schmeller 2, 567. Ace. to Jungm. 1, 56^^, hahy

(grannies) are clouds heaped up like hills. Our people ascribe

the rising of mountain mist not to animals alone; at the Kif-

hauser they say :
' Oho, Kaiser Friedrich is brewing, there'll be

soft weather,' Prsetor. Alectr. pp. 69, 70.

p. 641.] To the Greeks it was Zeus that shed the snow, II. 12,

280-1 ; evicpev 6 Z€v<i, Babr. 45, 1. '^Die toren (fools) sprechent

{in winter) snia sni

!

' Walth. 76, 1.

4. Earth.

p. 642.] Ssk. dhard, Gr. %ftj/)a, Bopp's Corap. Gr. p. 304. Ir.

tir, Lat. terra, 'akin to torreo, and signif. the dry,' Pott 1,270.

Another Ssk. word is hsham, Bopp's Gl. 92"*. ON. haud'r, neut.,

Saem. 120-6-7. Goth, grundus fr. grindan, as our mel, malm,

molte (meal, dust, mould) are fr. malan ; scholle grund. Ph. v.

Sittew. 601. Epithets applied to the earth's outside : da,z preita

wasal, Musp. 63; sid folde, Csedm. 154, 5; on rumre foldan,

Exon. 468, 25; evpda xOdiv, conf. Wh. 60, 28. Altd. bl. 1, 388.

Eracl. 2153; uf der scibligen (round) erde, Diemer 214, 23 ; uf

der moltigen erde. Mar. 157, 39; diu vinster erde. Tit. 5120; in

der roten erde, Karaj. 93, 10; um ein wenig rothe erde, Simpl, 1,

575; eorSe eal-grene, Csedm. 13, 3; Guds grona jord, Sv. folks.

1, 126. Does Herra viva' in Marcellus no. 24 mean grassy?

conf. viva flamma (p. 611 n.). But the Earth is also liebe erde.
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Schweinichen 1, 104; diu siieze erde, Wernher v. Ndrrh. 35, 9 ;

hm forna fold, Saein. 55''; * sicht wic die heiliy erd/ looks (black)

as earth, H. Sachs v. 308'', conf. a-rro ya<; dyLa<;, Athcn. 3, I94 ;

Swed. ' Guds grona jord,' our ' Gottes boden,' Chapbk of Hurn.

Siegfr., Pol. maulaffe p. 231, Weisen's Com. probe 39; we say

'Hide in God's earth for shame!' Dying is called ze grunde

gan ; conf. ' daz ich bezite werde dlr (jeltch,' soon be like thee,

Wb. 60, 28; *sich aus dem staiihe machen/ make oneself out of

the dust, scarce. The earth will take in liquids : fold seal viS

flodi taka, Saera. 27''; but ' hi not beuiraet (robs) der erde den

magetuom,' maidenhood, Mos. 10, 28 ; dannoch was diu erde ein

maget, Parz. 464, 13. Earth bears not on her breast the man of

blood: 'ja solte raich diu erde umbe dis mort niht en-tragen/

Ecke 143 ;
' mich wundert daz mich diu erde geruochet Iragen'

still deigns to bear, Greg. 2511; 'den diu erde niht solde tragen,*

Wackern. lb. 588, 3. Strieker's Klage 38 ; conf. ' daz inch die

erde niht verslant,' swallowed, Waru. 3203 :
' terre, car ouvrez,

si recois moi chaitis !
' Garin 2, 263 ;

' heald ]>a nu hriise !

' Beow.

4489. So the witch may not touch the bare earth (p. 1074), holy

water must not touch the ground (Suppl. to 587) ; whereas to the

saint she offers herself as a seat: 'diu erde niht en-dolte daz er

biio"e sin gebeine (tholed not that he bent his limbs), si hot sich

her engeine, daz er als uf einem stuole saz,' Servat. 1592. On

earthquakes, see p. 816. Men confided secrets to the earth,

Lother u. Mailer 36-7 :
' si klagten so senliche, daz in daz ertrlche

mohte g'antwiirtet han,' would fain have answered them, Mai 41,

21 ; they made their plaint to the stone, Lisch's Meckl. jrb. 5, 100.

Miillenh. p. 37, or told their tale to the dead wall, Arnira's March.

1, 70.

Much might be said on gold, silver, iron. To the Finns iron

(rauta, Lapp, route) is brother to water andjire, Kalev. 4, 29, and

is born of virgin's milk. There is liquid gold and milk in amrita

(p. 317). Gold is called Froffa midi, Egilss. p. 450, 6gnarliomi =

oceani lumen, Saem. 152*, and viunnfi/lli or munntal iiitna, Sn.

83; conf. 'morgeustund hat gold im mund,' though F.^lagn. derives

those words fr. mund = hand. Gold placed under a dumb woman's

tongue makes her speak, Fornm. s. 3, 117—9; gold is tempered

in dew. Tit. 3698 (Tigrisgold, 4348). On dragons' and griffius'

gold, see pp. 978. 980.
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p. 643.] For Ssk. Jchusa, Bopp in Gl. 78*. 86'' writes kusa

I find a reincurni also in Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 364, reinegras = B]ga,,

Sumerl. 54. Putting earth or turf on the head secures against

magic, Panz. Beitr. 1, 240-1. Kuhn's Nord. s, p. 378.

p. 644.] Emigrants took earth as well as fire out with them

(Suppl. to 611) ; conf. the strewing of earth in the Old Saxon

legend. porhaddr var hofgoSi i prandheimi, hann fystist til

Islands, ok tok a^r ofan hofit, ok haf'Si roe's ser hois-moldina ok

sulurnar, Landn. 4, 6.

p. 644.] Demeter meets Jasion in the thrifallow, the fruitfullest

cornland : ixi'yri (j^iXoTrjri Koi evvfj veim evi rpiiroXw, Od. 5, 127,

conf. Hes, Theog. 971 and veio^ Tpl7roXo<i, II. 18, 541; OHG.
drisl-a, GDS. 53. 61-2.

p. 645.] A mons sanctus near Jugenheim is mentioned in a

record of 1264; conf. svetd gord = 'M.t Athos ; an opo'i lepov of

the Getae named Koi'yalcovov, Strabo 7, 298; a holy mount &i]Kr](f

in Pontus, Xen. Anab. iv. 7, 11. The mountains named grand'

father are discussed in Hpt's Ztschr. 1, 26. Two adjacent moun-

tains in Lausitz are named by the Wends wrn^j boh and hjely hoh,

black god, white god. Wend, volksl. 2, 285. The Ossetes

worship their highest mountains (brakabseli, fair mountains),

KohFs S. Russia 1, 296.

p. 645.] The notable passage on roch- worship in Landn. 2,

12 is as follows :
^ hann (Thorolfr) hafSi sva mikinn dtrunad' a

fialli |?V3, er sto^ i nesinu, er hann kalladi Helgafell, at )?angat

skyldi engi ma'Sr opvegiyin Uta ; ok sva var ]7ar mikil friffhelgi,

at Jjar skyldi engu granda i fialliuu, hvarki fe ne monnum, nema

sialft gengi brott. pat var trua J>eirra porolfs fraenda, at |?eir

doel allir % fiall'd (al. codex : J>a \>e\v dcei, mundi ]7eir iJialUt hverfa

allir).^ And 2, 16: ' hofSu mikinn dtrunad' d holana—truSu

]?eir |7vi, at |?eir doei i holana' (hull = tumulus, colliculus) ; conf,

' dying {vanishing) into the mountain.* The Icelander Kodran of

Vatnsdal had a stone at Gilja, to which he and his fathers sacri-

ficed ; they imagined the dr-ma&r lived inside it, from whom
fruitful years proceeded, Kristnisaga c. 2. Stones prophesy,

Norske ev. no. 30 ; they are washed, anointed, honoured, F. Magn.

Lex. p. 961. When winds are conti'ary, sailors wash a blue stone,

and obtain a fair wind ; they also take oaths upon it. Honeys

Yrbk 1553. People liueel naked before the holy stone. Hone's
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Daybk 1,825. 2, 1035. They creep through hollow stones (p.

1 166), they go into hollow rocks to present offerings (p. 58) ;
conf.

the Gibichen-stones, the pottle-stones with pits and holes, Giesebr.

Bait. stud. 12, 114. 128. 'Do his quae faciunt super petras' is

the heading of cap. 7 of Indicul. Superst. On stone-worship among

Celts, see Michelet 2, 16-7. In Swed. tales and spells a stone

is always ' jonl-fast sten,' one fixed in the earth, Runa ^44, 22 ;

a iarffjMom steini st65 ec innan dyra, Saem. 99''; tiWenjord-

fasten sten, Sv. folks. 1, 217. Sv. iifventyr 1, 282-4-8. 305;

AS. earbfiest. But we also hear of the ' wahsender biihel,' grow-

in"' hill, Lanz. 5132 ; and a Slov. riddle, 'kai rat^te bres korenia

(what grows without root) ?' has the answer * kanien/ stone. A
distinction is also drawn between walgende and vaste-ligende

steine, Leyser 129, 35; usque ad ivagoden stein, Mon. Zoll. no.

1, tvagonden stein, no. 12
;
gnappstein, Stalder 2, 519; Dan. rokke-

stenc, Schreiber's Feen 21. These stones by their rocking are

said to bring on thunder and rain, 0. Miiller 2, 340. Stones are

often landmarks : zu dem grawen stein, Weisth. 1, 242, an dem

blauen stein 2, 661.

p. 646.] Giants and men turn into stone (p. 551-2) ; stones

have sense and feeling. It is true we say ' stone-deaf, stone-

dead,' siille sara die steine, Karl 92\ 94», and Otfried iv. 7, 4

calls them unthrdte, pigri
; yet in Luke 1-9, 40 ' the stones would

cry out;' the stone holds fast, Miillenh. p. 142-3. The pierren

(/e ?nt/iU(7 move at midnight, conf. the turning-stones in the Ir.

march. 2, 37—44; the stone turns round on Christmas night,

Harrys 1 no. 34 (conf. Heusinger p. 20), or when bells ring,

Dybeck 4, 43. Men complain to stones as they do to earth (p.

642) and fire (p. 629), as if to elemental gods. The stone you

complain to changes colour, the white turns red, the red blue,

Wiichter's Statistik pp. 13. 156. 'Si klagten, daz sich die

miirsteine mohten kJiehen herdan,' Klage 977 (so :
' si ruoften,

daz diu erde unter in sich mehte haben uf getan,' opened under

them 1073) ;
* stahel, vlins u. stein sih muosen von dem jamer

kliehen,' Tiirl. Wh. 3''; 'klage, diu flinse het gespalten,' split

tlints, Tit. 3765; 'von ir schoene miieste ein vels erkracheu,'

MsH. 3, 173» [similar examples omitted] ;
' hiute ist der stein

naz, da Karl uffe saz, vil heize weinunde,' to-day the stone is wet,

whereon K. sat hotly weeping, Ksrchr. 14937. Stones relent iu
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the story of Hoyer, Wigal. p. 57—9. 452. Bait. stud. xi. 2, 191.

A stone will not let a false man sit on it, ' uf der Eren (eren ?

lionoui'^s) steine sitzen/ Lanz. 5178 seq.

CHAPTER XXI.

TREES AND ANIMALS.

p. 647.] As Freidank 10, 7 says that angels are immortal,

that of men the spirit is immortal, but the body mortal, and of

beasts both body and soul are mortal; so Berthold p. 364 allows

being to stones, being and life to plants, feeling to animals.

Schelling says, life sleeps in the stone, dozes in the plant, dreams

in the beast, wakes in man. The Ssk. a-ga, na-ga (non iens)

= tree, hill, Bopp's Gl. 2\ 189\ So in the Mid. Ages the line is

drawn between ' ligendez und lebendez,' Diemer 89, 24. Notker's

Boeth. speaks of bourne and chriuter (trees and herbs) diu fone

saffe lehent, and of tniliving lapides, metalla. In Esth., beasts

are ellayat, living ones, and plants kasvias, that which lives.

Not only do wild birds grieve at man's lament, Waltli. 124, 30,

and beasts and fishes help him to mourn, Ges. Abent. 1, 8, but
* elliu geschefede/ all created things. May, summer's bliss, heath,

clover, wood, sun and Venus, MS. 1, 3''; * gi bom, gras, lof unde

kriit (leaf and hei-b), helpet mi skrigen over hit (cry aloud) !'

Marienklage 386. Grass and flower fret at misdeeds, and mourn,

Petersb. extr. fr. Kalev. p. 25, and in folksongs wither up.

Bluomen brehent u. smierew^, MS. 1,44''; do daz spil ergangen

was, do lachten bluomen u. gras, Hagen's Ges. Abent. 1,464;
die bourn begunden krachen, die rosen sere lachen, ibid. Flowers

on the heath quarrel :
' do sach ich bluomen striten wider den

griienen Me (clover), weder ir longer waere,* which of them was

taller, Walth. 114, 28 ; du bist kurzer, ich bin langer, also stritens

uf dem anger bluomen unde Me 51, 35 ; vil maniger hande bluomen

Mp (chid), MS. 1, 35*^; bluomen hriegent umb ir schin, Lohengr.

p. 154; bluomen lachent durch daz gras, der kurzer, dirre longer

was, Dietr. drach. 1067; conf. Kl. schr. 2, 157. They have their

rules, Altd. w. 1, their precedences, their meanings and language,

conf. the Flower-games (Suppl. to 909). Tree-worship was
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highly developed among the Indians and Greeks. The Hindus

with elaborate ceremonies marry trees to one another, esp. the

mango and tamarind, shrubs like the rose and jessamine, even

tanks and stones, Sleeman's llambles and Recoil. [Horace : vitem

viduas ducib ad arbores]. Woycicki, Germ, ed, p. 111-5. For

Greeks, see Botticher. The Germans wake tree as well as corn,

Ziugerle 691 ; biiumchen, sclUaf mcJit,fra.\i Holle kommt . . .

bilumchen, wach auf, neujahr ist da, Somm. 162. 182 ; the forest

sleeps at New-year, P. Dieffenb. Wetterauer sag. p. 274; conf.

Gerhard's hymn :
' Nun ruhen alle walder.^ Tree-tops wave, and

carry messages, Wolf's Ztschr. 2, 161; 'the birches know it

still,' Gellert 3, 388. Trees blossom at a happy event, and wither

when, a death is near, Sueton. Galba 1 ; and like the Emperors,

the Greeks had family-trees. Volsung's tree, barn-stockr, stood

in the hall. Vols. cap. 2 ; conf. our ' genealogical tree.'

1. Trees.

p. 649.] Akin to nimid is vernemet = ^a,nnm ingens, Venant.

Fort. 1, 9. Diefenb. Celt. 1, 83-4 : silva quae vocatur nemet,

Gliick p. 17; 8/3u-i/eyLt6T09, Strabo 567. GDS. 497. Zeuss's Die

Deut. derives nemet fr. neamch = coelum, and sees in it a ' sub

divo,' therefore a contrast to wood. A Vocab. optim. p. 47*

renders silva wilder wait, nemus schoener wait, lucus dicker

wait, saltus holier wait.

p. 651.] The Lapps shoot hllndfold at a suspended bearskin,

Klemm 3, 14. Dyb. lluna 4, 92. The Araer. Indians hang up

a bison-skin on a high pole to the Lord of life, and then cut it

up into small pieces, Klemm 2, 164; likewise a deerskin 2, 179.

Skins of sacrifices are hung up by Tungiises, Ostiaks, Boriats,

Cherkesses, 3, 106. 125. 114. 4,91. The golden fleece of the

ram was nailed to an oak, Preller 2, 211.

p. 651.] That is a pretty story of the holy oak, whoso falling

leaves people do not touch. When it is cut down and burnt, a

dog appears in the ashes, and makes the people take all the ashes

back to where the tree stood, Firmen. 1, 358. The oak as a tree

of plaints occurs in Megenberg, Hpt's Zschr. 4, 255. Messages

are delivered to a holy oak, Livy 3, 25. Its great age inspired

respect :
* so long as oak and earth do stand,' Weisth. 2, 225 :

' while the tree is in the ground and the acorn thereon/ 3, 779 ;
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j'ai vu le gland et la gaule, Barzas br. 1, 28. 32. On oak and

beech, see Dyb. '^o, 78-9 ; conf. ttjv iraXaiav (prjyov, Soph. Trach.

171. ^ Af fornum Jyolli' ex antiqua pinu, Sn. ed. ^48, 1, 308 ; but

'af eikirotu' 310. The ash was also holy: fraxinus quern

imperiti sacrum vocant, Kemble 5, 103 (yr 854). It is hostile to

snakes, Panz. Beitr. 1, 251-2. Pliny 16, 14 ; conf. askr Yggdra-

sill, and note, p. 796. There was a spell, that gave a hazel-rod

the power to flog people in their absence ; in the Atharva-veda a

branch of agvattha has the power of destroying enemies ; conf.

the hazel-wand as wishing-rod (p. 975). Hasalwara is a proper

name. Cod. Lauresh. 809. Lett, lasda, lagsda, Lith. lazda= cory-

lus, baculus ; Lazdona = avellanarum deus, god of filberts.

p. 653.] It is dangerous to build where an elder-tree has stood,

Praetor. Weltb. 1,16. Of the ronn, rowan, a sacred tree, we
read in Dyb. '44, 9 : ronnen sade till mannen :

' hugg mig ej,

da bidder jag,' hew me not, or I bleed, Wieselgr. 378 ; conf. the

Pruss. tale in Tettau and Temme p. 259, and the Finn, clopua,

arbor vitae, 'non caedenda in pratis.' The evil WecJcholterin

(juniper) is mentioned in the Herpin, Hagen's Ges. Ab. 3, xi.

The Serv. for juniper, borovitza, is from bor, fir, Lett, paegle,

because it grows under the fir; and the Swed. tall (fir, pine) is

not to be hewn either : do so, and on turning round you'll see

your house on fire, Dyb. 4, 26. 44. Neither is the hawthorn,

Nilsson 6, 4.

p. 653.] Have we any Germ, stories of spirits that live in the

erle (alder) ? Goethe's Erl-hing seems taken from the Fr. aulne,

aime= B]nvLS and daemon. Kalis passes out of Nala into the

Vibhitaka, which is regarded as haunted after that, Bopp's Nalus

p. 153. Holtzra. Ind. sag. 3, 72. To the fig-tree the Indians

present oS"erings, which are consumed by crows, sparrows and

cranes ; hence their name of sacrifice-eater. Like the maiden in

the pine, the gods are said to live between hark and tree, Lasicz

46 ; conf. creeping between wood and bark (p. 1085). Iw. 1208 :

sam daz holz under der rltiden, alsam sit ir verborgen ; 0. Engl.

Iw. 741 : als the bark hilles the tre; 0. Fr. Iw. p. 146: li fuz

qui est coverz de lescorce qui sor lui nest (nait). A holy oak

grows out of the mouth of a slain king, Harrys 1 no. 55.

p. 654.] In choosing a twig [for a wishing-rod ?] it is important,

first, that it be a new shoot, the suraer-late (p. 975), and secondly.
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that it look to the east : a ba'Smi vi"Sar |?eim er luta austr limar,

Saera. 195". Flowers were invoked: es sten dri roseu in jenem

dal, die rufent, jungfrau, an, Uhl. Volksl. 87. sauctas gentes,

quibus haec nascuntur in hortis numina ! Juven. Sat. 15, 10.

2. Animals.

p. 655.] Beasts are commonly regarded as dumb : stumbcz

tier, Iw. 7767, storame beste, Lane. 18849. 32919, daz un-

sprechende vihe, Warnung 2704; conf. muta animalia, Dan.

umiileude beest, ON. omala; * der lewe zeict im unsprechenden

gruoz/ Iw. 3870. They are ignorant : tier vil ungewizzen, Er.

5843, Yet they not only show sympathy, like stones and plants

(Suppl. to 646-7), but in urgent cases they, like dumb children,

find their tongues ; witness Balaam's ass, and : armentaque vulgo

ansa loqui, Claudian in Eutrop. 2, 43 ; attonito pecudes pastors

locutos 1, 3. Oxen talk, Panz. Beitr. 1, no. 255. Nork 12, 377
;

ox and ass converse in the Bret, volksm. 87-8, but only for an

hour once a year, between 11 and 12 on Christmas night, N.

Preuss. prov. bl. 5, 468. Bosquet p. 221. Beasts can see spirits :

Balaam's ass saw the angel with the sword. Numb. 22, 23—33 ;

the dogs see the goddess, horses and hounds are ghost-seers

(p. 667), Panz. Beitr. 1, 118; nay Athenaeus 3, 454 says all birds

were men once.

p. 656.] Conf. Ferd. Wachter's art. Pferde in the Halle

Encycl., and the beautiful Serv. wedding-song (Vuk, ed. nov. 15,

no. 23. Wesely p. 55). Sleipnir is the son of Loki, a god, and

SvaSilfari; from him is descended Sigurb's Grani, Vols. c. 13,

and Grani has 'mans vid,' Far. qvad. 156. A sagacious trusty

steed occurs in Walacli. miirch. no. 17, one that gives advice in

Sv. sag. 1, 164; and in German, still more in Hungarian fairy-

tales we have wise, helpful, talking horses, Ungr. tatos s. Ispolyi

(conf. p. 392). Skinfaxi is a cow's name in a Norweg. tale, Asb.

Huldr. 1, 202.

p. 658.] Nott rides on Ilrinifaxi, Dagr on Skinfajc-i. The

Indians thought curly hair on a horse a lucky sign, Bopp's Gl.

34*. The horse offered up by kings at the asvamedha must be

wJdte. To ride a white horse is a privilege of gods, kings and

heroes, Pind. Pyth. 4, 117 : XevKtinroov Trarepoiv. A stallion with

three white feet and two glass eyes is in Weisth. 2, 618.
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p. 658 n.] Helbl. 15, 293 : ein heng-est der noch nie gras an

fulzande en-beiz. A Fulizan in Ring 49^ 38. 49^ 31 . The Serv.

for fiilizant is xdrebetiak, foal's (zub underst.). . A horse keeps

his foal-teeth till his third year, then cuts his horse-teeth,

dentes equini, quos nonnisi trimis caballis natura concedit, Pertz

8, 214; jouenes polains, quatre dens ot jetes, Ogier 2412; dentes

equi, qui primi cadunt, alligati facilem dentionem praestant,

Forcell. sub. v. dentio.

CoUo igitur molli dentes nectentur equini,

qui primi fuerint pullo crescente caduci. Serenus sam. 1040.

The same of a child's teeth : pueri qui primus ceciderit dens, ut

terram non attingat, inclusus in armillam et assidue in brachio

habitus, Pliny 28, 4. GDS. 154.

p. 659.] To Swed. gndgya corresp. ON. gneggja. Seem. 144%

AS. hnagan, neigh. The Dan. vrindshe is our brenschen, wren-

schen, frenschen ; conf. ivrene hengst. Lex Sal. p. xxviii. Ssk.

vrinh, barrire, Bopp 32*^. Norw. Dan. humra, a low humming
neigh. In Lanz. 474 : ez begunde sin ros tveien, trasen unde

schreien ; in Garg. 240^ : rihelen u. hinnewihelen, 77'' : hinne-

wiheln. Is wihelen akin to Prov. evelhier, Ferabr. 3613, and the

horse's name Valentin, Ital. Vegliantino? In Gudr. 1395 :
' man

horte ein ros ergrinen ' when the battle began. Bellona spuman-

tium ad bella equorum hinnitii aures arrigens, Pertz 2, 169.

p. 660.] Vedrebbe un teschio d' asino in su un -polo, il

quale quando col tnuso volto vedesse verso Firenze, Decam. 7, 1.

Remember too the gyrating eagle on a roof (p. 633-4), and the

dove over a grave (p. 1134-5 n.).

p. 660.] As to horses' heads on gables, see Miillenh. p. 239.

Panz. Beitr. 2, 180. 448-9 ; they protect the rafters from wind

and weather. Lith. zirges, roof-rider, from zirgas, horse, Nesselm.

549 ; also ragai, antlers, 426 ; conf. capreoli, tigna ad firmandum,

and AS. Heort, Heorot, name of the house in Beowulf.

p. 664.] The Boriats dedicate to the herdsmen's god Sul-

bundu a horse, on which he rides at night, and which they find

all in a sweat in the morning, Klemm 3, 115, The horses ridden

by spirits or night-wives have stirrup, cord and wool in their

sides, and are covered with drops of ivax, Kaisersb. Om. 42*^. 43*.

Kalmuks also consecrate a horse to the god, and let it run loose,
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Lodebour 2, 49. Horses scrape up gold, like that of Raramels-

berg-, or a fountain, like Pegasus; conf. Panz. Beitr. 1, 38-9.

163. 18G. 201. The hoof-prints of a god's horse in stone were

believed in by the Romans : Ergo et illud in silice, quod hodie

apparet apud Regillum, tanquam vestigium ungulae Castoris equi

esse credis, Cic. de Nat. D. 3, 5. A sacred white horse walks on

water without wetting his feet, Polier 2, CIS.

p. 664.] Foremost of victims stands asva, a horse-sacrifice is

asvamedha, Bohtling, 1, 520-4. The significance of a horse's

head appears in many other customs : it is played upon (pp. 849.

1050-71), thrown into the Midsum. fire (p. 618), stuck on a pole

or tied on a person at Christmas, Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 472-4 ; in

fairytales it works miracles, Miillenh. p. 422, often serves as a

bridge 34. 146. 544, is nailed up under the town-gate (Falada's),

and wooden ones are set on gables (p. 660). GDS. 151.

p. 665.] Sacred oxen of Artemis are mentioned in Plutarch's

Lucullus p. m. 606. Harekr keeps a hlotnaut in the forest,

Fornm. sog. 3, 132. On the bull's head in the scutcheon of

Mecklenbg, see Lisch, Meckl. jrb. 10, 15 seq.

p. 666.] Oxen dig up a hurricane with their horns. A bull-

calf is reared to fight the dragon, DS. 142, Miillenh. p. 238.

Thiele 1, 125. Nandini is of all kine the best : he that drinketh

of her milk remaineth young 10,000 years, Holtzm. Ind. sag. 3,

99. 100. 'The black cow crushes him, has trodden him' means
' he is weighed down by want and care :

' so trat ihn audi die

schwarze kuh, Ambraser lieder 147; stor blaa stud, Norske cv. 1,

111; conf. Ilungar. 'has not yet trod the black cow's heel,'

Wolf's Ztschr. 1, 271-2. Beside the cow's name Auffhumla, we
have designations of oxen, as freyr, iormunrekr, reginn, Sn. 221*

(ed. Hafn. 587).

p. 666.] A most ancient and fierce rjoltr, worshipped by the

people, Fornm. s. 4, 57-8 ; conf. eburSrnng (p. 727). Wacker-

nagel in Hpt's Ztschr. 6, 280 puts a different interpret, on the

verses preserved by Notker; but conf. the boar of the Swed.

folktale, that goes about grunting with a knife in his back (Hpt

4, 506-7), and the Dan. legend of Limfiorden (Thiele 1, 131) : A
sorceress gave birth to a pig, and he grew so big that his bristles

stood up above the forest-trees (Notk., burste eben-ho forste), and
he rooted up the earth so deep that the sea flowed in to Gil the
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dike; conf. swine-dike (p. 1023). Arooting black hog foretells

the fall of the city, Miillenh. p. 105 ; a Malb. gloss calls the boar

diramni, earth-plougher, Leo 1, 75. GDS. p. 57. With Ovid's

descr. of a boar, Met. 8, 284 seq., conf. Alb. v. Halberstadt

p. 269, where the tiisks are an eln lane (Notk., zene sine zuelif-

elnige), which is not in Ovid; ' dente minax ' we find in Rudl.

16, 90. Vishnu in one incarnation appears on the sea as a boar.

A white goat is reckoned wholesome in a horse's stable, Leopr.

226.

p. 667.] The dog is named among sacrificial beasts (pp. 48.

53), Kuhn's Westph. sag. 2, 138 : he belongs to Hecate, Klau-

seu's yEn. 1137. The dog knows Odysseus in his disguise;

bitches can scent a Faunus :
' ab ea cane quae femina sit ex

primipara genita Faunos cerni,' Pliny 8, 40, 62 ; only a dog

with four eyes (nellisilm), i.e. with spots over his eyes, can see a

devil, Estn. verb. 2, 90. A dog will bark before a haunted rock,

Dyb. 4, 25. Dogs go mad if you give them the bones of the

Easter lamb, Keisersb. Om. 52^. Peter's dog appears in the

legend of Simon and Peter, AS. homil. p. 372-4. Pass. H. 175.

p. 669.] A name similar to Vetrlicfi is Sumarli"Si, Fornm. s. 3,

205 ; conf. Gramm. 2, 505. Other poetic names for the bear in

Sn. 175. 221, e.g. iorekr, equos fugans. To Samoyeds and Ostiaks

the bear is a god, Castreu 235. 342 ; the Finn, oldo is born in

heaven, and brought to earth in a golden cradle ;
' to climb on

the bear's shoulders' means to go to heaven ; his foam has virtue,

and should be taken up, Kalev. 13, 236. 254. As OSinn has two

wolves, the Finn. Pahonev has great bloodhounds in his service,

Salrael. 1, 193. It is believed in Scotland that deer can see

spirits, Arvids. Ossian 1, 238. Fells aurea pro deo colitur, Pliny

4, 29, 35; cats are poisonous, ace. to Berth, of Regensb. 303;

Unander connects fres with our viel-frass, glutton. A story in

Klemm 2, 159 makes out that the house-building beaver was

once man.

p. 670.] A bird demands that men shall sacrifice to him (p.

672) ; conf. the Lettish bii'd-cultus (p. 77), Giesebr. Bait. stud.

12, 128. 139. The 'servitium consuetum in blado et volatilibus,'

Ch. a. 1311. MB. 30^, 61 need not refer to sacrifice ; it may be a

mere tribute in corn and poultry. An angel is sent in the shape

of a bird, see Gudrun and Sv. vis. 1, 232-4-5. As wind is repres.
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under the form of an eagle, so the aar makes air aud shade (p.

1 133), aud the cock perhaps weather, conf. the weathercock.

p. 071.] To the Dan. metaphor corresp. the Low Germ. ' de

raude han kreide ut den dack,' Firmeii. 1,202'*. Cockcrow announces

day: iirel 8' aXeKTcop ijfiepau ecrdXTTicre, Lucian's Ocypus 114. A
set phrase in fairytales is :

" lou gal cante, e foughe jhour,' Diet,

langued. 224; 'cokkes crewe ande hit was daie,' Sevin sages 2536;

tliaz huan gikundit dages kuufti, 0. iv. 18, 3i ; do krat der han,

ez was tac, Altsw. 67, 3 ; skal ek fyrivcstan vindhialms bruar

AcJr sahjofiiir siijrpio(T ceki, Saera. 166. It scares away spirits :

Feruut vagantes daemonas

laetos tenebris noctium

(jallo canente exterritos

sparsim timere et cedere. Prudentii Hym. ad galH cantiim 10.

A rod and a grey cock crow to the spirit, Minstr. 3, 48, also a

white and a (jreji, 2, 468. A black hen is sacrificed to the hill-

mannikins (p. 1010). A Hack cock that was hum lame takes the

spell off an enchanted castle, Miillenh. p. 351. Out of a cock's

i"^^ is hatched a dragon, Leopr. 78. Of the longest tail-feathers

of a cock pull out the riijht one, and you'll open any lock that you

touch with it, walk invisible, and see everything, Luciani Soma.
28-9. A cock with lohite feathers is cut up, and carried round

the vineyard against the wind. Pans. ii. 34, 3. Sacred cocks in

Athen. 3, 445. The cock on the steeple was already interpr.

by the Mystics 1, 199 of the Holy Ghost. In Arabic it is called

abul-yaksan, father of watchfulness. Pel. Paber in Evagat. 2, 219

thinks :
' Christiani crucem cum gallo ex institutione prima habent

in culminibus suarum ecclesiarum ' ; while the Saracens have
' lunam cornutam vel supinam, quia gallus erecto coUo et cauda

stans speciem habet supinae lunae.'

p. 672.] To Ostiaks the eagle is holy, Klemm 3, 122 ; to

Indians Garuda is king of birds, Holtzm. Ind. s. 3, 137; aquila,

angla = Jovis ministra, Grotef. Inscr. Umbr. 6, 8. The hawk
was sacred to Apollo, Schwartz p. 16-7. Od. 15, 520: KipKO'j,

usu. lepa^, and the Egyptians esteemed it a holy bird, GDS.
51. On fj^arrowhawk and kestrel see Suppl. to 675. Like

Jhiginn and Muninn, the AS. hyge and myne habitually go to-

gether, Pref. to Andr. xxxix. Ravens follow the hero :
' Huraldi

VOL. IV. p
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ver fylgSum siz or eggi komun/ Lasebog 112*; two ravens are

guardian spirits, Geser Khun 278. The raven, like the eagle, is

-displayed on flags (p. 1112) ; he is to the eagle as the wolf to the

bear (or lion). More about the raven in Schwartz p. 42-3.

p. 672.] The swallow, OHG. sualawa, AS. swealewe, ON.

svala, Dan. svale, Lapp, svalfo. Goth, svalvo ? hruzda? Dae.

crusta, Lith. kregzde, Gr. '^^^eXiScov, Lat. hirundo for )(^eptSa)v,

')^pi8(i)v, Wallach. rendurea, Alban. delenduse. Lett, besdeliga.

.Slav, lastovice, vlastovice, Serv. lasta, lastavitza, Russ. lastochka.

Finn, piiasky. Est. paastlenne. Hung, fetske. The swallow, co?

''Adrjvaia, is the first to pluck a borrowed plume out of the Ko\oi6<i

(daw), Babr. 72, 16 ; in prose however (Cor. 188) it is the owl

(yXayf). Mary's needlewoman, who stole the ball of thread, was

turned into a swallow, on which the white spot shows the ball,

Wieselgr. 478. Kunn, like Procne, is changed into a ' swallow '

ace. to one reading, though the usual reading is ' hnot,' nut. The

swallow's young are born blind, Dyb. '45, 67; ^ if one of their

chicks grows blind, they fetch a herb, lay it on, and restore the

sight ; hence the herb's name of chelidonium,' celandine, Dioscor.

2, 213 ; and Megenb. says the same about schellwurz (Suppl. to

1194).

p. 672.] The swan, OHG. alpiz, MHG. elbez, AS. ylfet, SI.

labud, lebedi; Gael, eala, ealadh, Ir. ala, eala, Wei. alarch, eleirch.

' Ulfa ]>ytr mer |:>6tti illr vera hia songvi svana,' Sn. 27; ylfete

song, Cod. Exon. 307, 6; see p. 436 and Schwartz p. 43-4-6. The

Finns call their youtsen a holy bird, pyha linu, Kalev. 8, 73.

p. 673.] The stork is called odohoro in Slettst. Gl. 36, 33
;

otfer, otdifer, Altswert 71. In Lower Germany : adehar langben,

hdlehat langben, hnepper (rattler) langben; in Groningen aiber,

eiher ; in Gelders uiver, heiluiver, also heilehaot, albaor, Simrock

no. 335-6 ; heilehate, Hor. Belg. 7, 27**; ' to call the stork heilhott

and otterivehr,' Froschmeus. Ji vii''. Can we trace it to a Goth,

addja-baira, egg-bearer, or addje-baura, egg-born ? Kl. schr. 3,

147. 164. Outzen pp. 1. 2 says, adebar = spring's herald. The

Esth. for stork is tone kurg, Finn, nalkakurki, hunger-heron ?

Lith. gandras ; Lett, swehts putns, holy bii'd, and melnspi-ahklis^

black rump ; Pol. bocian and Boh. bocan for the black stork, Pol.

czapla and Boh. cap for the white; this last is also Boh. 'bohdal,'

God-given, dieudonne, Morav. 'bogdal, bokdal'; conf. evae^i-
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armov ^Hov, ^sop. Fur, 70. Babr. 13, 7 ; candidao aves, Joni.

c. l-l. The Slavic has also the congener of our stork in str'k,

Miklos. p. 87, Russ. sterkh, Serv. shtrk. A stork foretells the

(lowiifall of a city, Join. c. 42. Procop. 1, 330; another saves

his father, Babr. 13, 8. Storks are men, says the Spinrocken-

evang. Samst. llj. In striking harmony with Wolfram's eulogy,

the stork in Babr. 13, 5 says : ov aTropou Kara<^9eLpoi.

p. 675.] Ovid too has a statue 'gerens in vertice Picnm,' Met.

14, 314; on Picus, see Klausen 844-5. 1141. Both picus and

pica seem akin to -rrotKiXo^, variegated ; or picus and s-pecht,

pecker, go together. Tiio Greek for woodpecker is TreXe/ca?, fr,

ireXeKuv, to hack, ireXeKv^;, hatchet; Staid. 1,263 has tann-bicker,

= picus martins; Lith. volunge, wood-hacker, is the greenpecker

Lith. genys, Serv. zhunia, are also names of the woodpecker; Lett,

dsennis, dsilna, is the bee-eater. The Russ. diatel, Pol. dzieciol,

Boh. datel (woodp.) seems conn, with dzieci^, ditia, deti (child),

perhaps because he was considered a foster-father, as Picus was
to Romulus. The Swiss merzafiilli is in the Hennebg dialect

shortened into a simple merz :
' der merz hackt dich,' Hpt's

Ztschr. 3, 360. Beside kliktati, used of the woodpecker's whine

(and of the vila's cry, p. 436), we have totrkati = pulsare in arbore,

ut picus facit. Lith. ulbauya volunge, the woodp. whimpers, wails.

Ukko created the konkelo (greenp.), Peterson 12. Ron vail sub v.

The pecker kind are treasure-birds (p. 973). Kuhn thinks the

woodp. is conn, with fire. What is the meaning of ' han ich iu

den spcht erschozzen ? ' Hpt 6, 501.

p. 675.] The Kparroxchawh, Boh. krahug, krahulcc, krahuljk =
falco nisus, Pol. krogulec, Linde 1134''; Hung, karoly, karvoly.

The OHG. for kestrel, ^oannoweho, ivanmmivechel, Graff 1, 643,

wannewechel in Ziemann, sounds remarkably like the Lett, vchia

vannags, sparrowhawk, lit. holy hawk, for Lith. vanagas is hawk,
vanagelis little hawk. Garg. 279'' has the exclamation : ir

ivannenicdher ! This is the name they still give in Swabia to a

small bird of prey : they hang little tubs or baskets {wannen)

outside their houses for it to build in, and think the house is then

proof against lightning. Mono 7, 429. Frisch 2, 422 has wanne-

weihe, accipiter tinunculus, and other furms.^ Does our weihe,

' Tinunculus is no doubt from tina, a vessel very similar to wanne ; see Victor
Hehn's " Migrations of Plants and Animals," Engl, transl. (Swan Sonnenschein)
p. 487.—Tkansl.
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wio, wiho (milvus, kite) mean sacred bird ? conf. wivo :
* milvos

laedere capitale est ' in England, says Leo v. Rozmital 40.

GDS. 50.

The owl prophesies (p. 1135). The Greeks held it sacred, as

bird of night, bird of victory, bird of Athena. The Amer.

Indians worshipped it, Klemm 2, 164; and conf. the Esth.

tharapila, horned owl (p. 77). Runes were marked 'a nefi vglo/

as well as 'a arnar nefi/ Saem. 196". On strix, o-Tpcj^, see pp.

1039 n. 1045.

p. 678. J The cuckoo, by calling out his name, awakens joy,

hence his Finn, name of ilo-kdki, joy-cuckoo, Kalev. 14, 226,

munaiset kakeni 5, 196-7 (like Swed.troste-gok) ; yet also sorrow-

cuckoo, Castren 292 ; six gold cuckoos, kuus on kullaista kakea,

Kalev. 14, 31 ; the sun like a golden cuckoo climbs the sky 27,

265. Lapp, jaka, Syrian, kok. Ssk, kokila. Pott's Zahl-meth.

229. Mark our exclamation 'heida-guguk !
' Schulmeisters-

wahl 50-1. 83. ORG. fols, cuckoo, Graff 3, 517, has never been

explained. On the cuckoo, see Reusch in N.Preuss. prov. bl. 5,

321—343; on the gucker, peeper, Leopr. p. 79. Shaksp., at

the end of Love's Lab. Lost, quotes a verse on Spring and the

cuckoo, and one on AVinter and the owl. The cuckoo is summer's

warden : swylce geac mmiaff geomran reorde singeS sumers weard,

serge beodeff. He prophesies to unplighted maidens, conf. Runa

'44, p. 10; 'waz der kukuk hiure sane,' this year sang, Mone's

Schausp. 131.

p. 680.] Zitefogel, a prop, name, Mone's Anz. 3, 13. The

peasant's time-hird is the raven, Kalenb. p. m. 284-7. In Wilt-

shire the people sing :
' The cuckoo's a fine bird. She sings as

she flies. She brings us good tidings, And tells us no lies. She

sucks the small birds' eggs To make her voice clear, And the more

she sings " cuckoo," The summer draws near. The cuckoo comes

in April, Stays the month of May, Sings a song at Midsumvier,

And then a goes awaij.' An Ukrainian song of the cuckoo in

Bodenstedt 57. Ace. to a Germ, song of the 16th cent., the

cuckoo 'hat sich zu tod gefallen von einer hohen weide (willow).'

The New Zealanders, like the Poles, esteemed the cuckoo a god

(catua), Klemm 4, 371.

p. 681.] On the sceptres of Egyptian gods sits the kuku-

pha's head, Bunsen 1, 435; conf. the figure at 315. 591 with the
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kukuplia-scoptrc, Pindar's Pytli. 1, 10 ai^a o-kuttto) ^to?, ami

tlie variant in EdJa, Hafn. 2, 202 Gunj^nis ugla. The plates to

I'ortz Scr. 8 show a bird jtcrched on the sceptres of the Germ,

kings Henry IV. and V. (conf. the eagle on Arthur's sceptre,

Lane. 30791). The cuckoo is the bird of wedlock and fecundity,

that is why he has ten wives given him, Firmen. 2, 243*. For

Notker's ' ruoh/ Ps. 57, 11, both Graff l, 1150 and Hattemer

write ko\ih. A Gauchs-perk occurs in Tirol, urbar. August, a.

1316. MB. 34". 3G0; Gogeleherrj, Panz. Beitr. 1, 28; Gor/gles-

herg, Steub's Rlijit. 47 ; the Swiss name Guggenbiihler pre-

supposes a Guggen-hiihel (-hill) ; Gifgenherg in Up. Rhon and

near Hersfeld, Hess. Ztschr. 1, 245; conf. Tumbo saz in berge

= Stupidus in monte sedebat= giant. Henn von Narrenherg,

Seb. Brant p. m. 131 ; an Affenherg near Niirnberg, Ettn.

Unw. doct. 698 ; a Monkey's mountain [Jebel Tsatut, the anc.

Abyla] on the African coast opp. Gibraltar. On affenberg,

schalksberg, see Kl. schr. 2, 147. Gen dera affen-tal uzwaten,

Hadamar 444, 4; der affen zit, Fragm. 14\

p. 682.] The cuckoo is reckoned a vilf>er, who when the leaves

come out in spring, dare not eat his fill, for fear they should run

short :
' so der goucli daz erste loup gesiht, so getar sich's gesaten

niht, er viirht ez im zerinne/ Freid. 88, 3 : more fully in the

Welsche gast 114*: conf. Freid. Ixxxvii. In Ssk. he is called

' ab alio nutritus,' Bopp's Gl. 209''. Gothl. gank-pigd, en fagel

som tros ligga ut gokkens iigg, Almqv. 425'\ He eats the hedge-

sparrow's eggs, and puts his own in her nest, Freid. 143, 21.

144, 1—10; this is a fact of natural history, Dobel 1, 60. Schu-

bert's Lehrb. p. m. 315. Eckerm. Gespr. mit Goethe 3, 211—5.

When grown up, he is said to devour his (foster-) parents, ibid.

208, and iu winter to become a bird of prey. He begins pretty

early to stand for the devil :
' knkuk Jiiure unde vert /' this year

and last, an old hand, Ilelbl. 4, 800 ;
' des wirt guot rat, kukuk !

'

8, 1234. Instead of the hoopoo, the wripurk takes the place of

servant to the cuckoo: Finn, kiien piika, cuculi ancilla, is transl.

'jynx torqnilla' by Renvall, 'curruca' by Juslen. The wryneck

is said by Nemnich (sub v. jynx) to come a fortnight earlier than

the cuckoo; Swed. gok-tyta, Wei. gwas y gog, cuckoo's hand-

maid. The hittern and the hoopoo were once cowherds, Lisch

^leckl. jrb. 5, 77. The kibitz, kywit, peewit, which plays a
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prominent part in tLe marchen of the Juniper-tree, is called

giritz in Stalder ], 44.8: ^in plover's reedy swamp (giritze-ried)

enchanted maidens fly/ Other tales of the lapwing in Nares's

Gl. sub. V. The polytrichum comra, is in Finn. Jcden j^e^fce^,

cuculi securis; gauch-heil (pimpernel ?), which is not in Graff,

and is sometimes called hiihnerdarm, morsus gallinae, is in M.
Nethl. guychd-hoijl, Mone 6, 448.

p. 683.] The dove, a holy bird to the Syrians, was in Ssk.

called kapota and pribu, Gr. TrepicrTepd, Lat. columba and
palumba, Slav, golubi, Lith. karvelis, balandis, conf. pp. 828.

1134-5 n. Kl. schr. 5, 445 seq. Women speaking a foreign

tongue were called doves, says Herod. 2, 57. Song-birds seem
to have been called wait-singer, Geo. 5849 ; their joy and grief

were alluded to (p. 750-4). The nightingale passed for a mes-

senger of Mary, Leopr. 79. ' Some say the lark and loathed toad

change eyes,' Rom. and Jul. 3, 5. The wren, Lith. nyksztelis

(thumbling and wren), Wei. dryw (druid and wren), is called

^ petite poulette au bon Dieu,' Bosquet 220-1.^ Disturbing the

redbreast brings lightning on the house 221 ; she covers the face

of a murdered man with leaves, Hone's Yrbk. 64 ; on the red-

fail, see Leopr. 80. The meislin (tit) has an angel to himself,

Keisersb. Brosaml. 19*^; hunting the baum-meise is severely

punished, Weisth. 1, 465. The Finn, tiainen. Est. tihJiane, is

helpful, and understands beer-brewing, Schiefner's Finn, march.

614. Kantel 1, 110. A legend of the ichite sparroiv in Rom-
mel's Hess, gesch. 4, 710 from Winkelm. Chron. p. 585. On the

hingjisher, see Gefken's Beil. 113.

p. 685.] Transformation into a snaJce occurs in many fairy-

tales. The cast slough of a snake is called senedus serpentis in

Pliny and Marcellus no. 46 (Kl. schr. 2, 134. 150), agreeing with

ON. elli-helgr from elli, eld ; e.g. at kasta ellibelgnum = vernare.

There is a beautiful legend about the snake in Klemm 2, 162-3
;

it lives for ever, 154. Its appearing is mysterious, so is its

vanishing, ' des slangen sluf,' Freid. 128, 7. In Ssk. it is called

the creeper, wriggler, breast-walker, uraga, Bopp 52^ ; conf.

Genesis 3, 14. The Ind. serpent- sacrifice lasts for years, it com-

' Why is the wren called king in the Gr. ^acriKiaKos, Lat. regulus, It. reattino, Fr.
roitelet, and Germ, zaunkonig ? because of his golden crest ? And is zaunkiinig a
transl. of re-at-tino, the zaun (liedge) being an adaptation by folk-etym. of tinus
(laurustinus) ?

—

Transl.
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pels all snakes to come up and throw themselves into the fire,

Holtzm. 3, 172-3. '186-8. In the Parthenon at Athens lived a

serpent sacred to the goddess, and had a honey-cake offered to

it every day, llerod. 8, 4-1. To the Romans also the anguis was

holy, Klausen p. 1014. A caduceus with figures of snakes in

Pliny 29, 54 (12) ; and snake-figures may be seen on the Stutt-

gart todtenbiiume. A serpent on a helmet was called eziJemon,

Beneke sub v. ;
' ezidemon daz edel kunder/ Tit. 3311. Lohengr.

p. 12, where his friedelinne (lady-love) is also alluded to. The

word is traceable to agatho-daemon, the Egyp. miraculous ser-

pent kneph, Gerhard in Acad. Berl. '47, p. 203. Beside saribant

and serpant we find a sarapaiidi-a-test, serpent's head, Parz. 50,

5. 68, 8. As Ofnir and Svafnir are the names of two snakes, and

at the same time by-names of OJSinn, so Hermes is closely allied

to the agathodasmon, Gerh. as above 204 ; and divine heroes,,

descended from OSinn, also inherit the ' snake in the eye ' (p.

391). Serpents lick the ears of the sleeping Melampus, and on

waking up he understands the speech of birds as they fly past,

and ever after of all beasts that foretell the future to man.

Prophetic Cassandra too, and her brother Helenus, had their ears

licked clean by snakes.

p. 687.] The Greeks called the Jiome-snahe olKovpo^ 6(f>i<;,

genius loci, Gerh. in Acad. Berl. '47, 203; the Albanian vlftore is

a homesprite, imagined in the form of a little snake, Hahn's

jjiedcr 136; the Samogitian g iuoifon, hlack snakes, are fed and

worshipped as household gods, Lasicz 51-5-6. That of milh-

th'inhhig belongs also to the snake-stories in Vonbun p. 24.

Bader nos. 98. 106 (on the mocken, p. 686 n., see Schmeller 2,

549. Stalder 2, 212. Diut. 2, 84). Snakes had drink given

them, Athen. 4, 364 ; one that sucked milk out of the breast, iu

Lucian's Alex. 7. With the Pomeran. story of a gnake creeping

into the pregnant woman, conf. Vopisci Aurelian. c. 4: * pueri

ejus ^;e/<.'t'7?j. serpentem plerumque cinxlsse, neque uuquam occidi

potuisse; postremo ipsam matrem, quae hoc viderat, serpentem

quasi fdmlUii rem occidere noluisse'; and Spartiani Sever. 1:

' dormienti in stabulo serpens caput cinx'it, et sine noxa, experge-

factis et acclamantibus familiaribus, abiit.' More tales about

the ' schlaugen-A;ro/i/t ' in Vonbun 24-5. Woeste 50; about the

king of snakts in Miillenh. p. 355. Panzer 1, 183 ; the Ssk.
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VdsiiJcIs, rex serpentum, Bopp's GI. 158^ Holtzm. 3, 143-5.

196-7. 157. 163. A Swed. story tells how tlie ormar elect a

king, Dyb. '45, p. 100. A serpent-king has 12 heads; he that

hews them off, and carries them about with him, is everywhere

victorious, Reusch no. 74 and app. When an orm is challenged

to fight, he keeps the engagement, Dyb. '45, p. 95-6. An adder

comes carrying a stone in his mouth, Gesta Rom. ed. Keller

pp. 68. 152 ; conf. snake-stone, unke-stone (p. 1219-20). Under a

hazel on which mistletoe grows, lies a snake with a precious

stone on his head (p. 1207). The vouivre wears but one eye in

the middle of her forehead, and that is a carbuncle ; when she

stops to drink at a fountain, she lays it aside ; that's the time to

possess yourself of the jewel, and she is blind ever after. The
vouivre flies through the air like red-hot iron, Mem. des antiq. 6,

217; the like in Bosquet p. 204-6-9. 'Des Montags nach S.

Peters tach, so alter wurmichleiche ze wazzer gat,' Rec. of 1286 in

Gemeiner's Regensb. chron. 1, 423 ; Fafnir also skrei^ til vatz,

Sn. 138. Vols. c. 18. Snakes love to lie beside a spring, Aus-
land '57, p. 832''; but the ash-tree has a spite against the snake.

Panzer 1, 251. 351.

p. 688.] The serpent's healing potver is heard of pretty early :

* if a serpent had bitten any man, when he beheld the serpent of

brass, he lived,' Numb. 21.9. Slaver from the mouths of three

colubrae runs into the healing, strengthening dish that has been

cooked, Saxo ed. Mull. pp. 123. 193 (in two different stories) :

two snakes are black, one white. Eating of the white snake

makes you know the language of beasts, p. 193. DS.^ no. 132.

KM.3 3, 27 (conf. p. 983 and Suppl. to 689. 690). On the other

hand, venom drips from the eitr-orm, Saem. 69 ; snakes are made
to suck their poison in again with their ' cleinen munden,' Pass.

310, 20. A Celtic story of the anguiniim (ovum) made of ser-

pent's drivel is given in Pliny 29, 3, 12. On magic wrought by
means of snakes, conf. Spalding, Abh. d. Berl. acad. ; on the

snake as a bindge, and the term bridge's-tail, bruarspordr, see

pp. 978. 732 n.

The toad also (krote, Gramm. 3, 364) is a venomous beast

available in magic : she carries a stone in her head (p. 1220)

;

she sits on fungus and on mushroom, hence the one is called

IcriJtenstul, toadstool, Dut. i)addestoel, LG. paddenstol, and the
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other iveiss-kriJtUng. Austrian names, besides krot, are ]K'j)|)iii^',

braitling, noting, brotze, auke, Hofer 2, 47. 175; in Bavaria the

male is braste, broz, bratz, Schm. 1, 274, the female hoppin,

heppin, also muml (aunty), and women are called heppin in con-

tempt 2, 221. Add wetterkrote, donnerkrote, blitzkrcite.

p. 689.] JpuKcovis fr. hepKw, as o^i? fr, the lost otttw : 'sharp-

sio;htedas a iindwurin,' Soester Daniel p. 141 ; Gal. (Zt'arc = lacerta.

Dragons are akin to snakes, hence the ' niultitudo serpentum cum

magno dracone/ Greg. Tur. 10, 1 ; conf. snake-charming and the

old dragon in Lucian's Philops. c. 12. Dragons worshipped by

the Esths, Adam. Brem. (Pertz 9, 374); portrayed on bronze

kettles, Lisch in Meckl. jrb. 7, 35—38, 14, 326—330, interpr. by

Giesebercht, Bait. stud. 11, 50-1. A dragon is called ormr inn

frani, Sffim. \12>^. 189''; MHG. tievels hole, Wigal. 5080, tievels

fnlt 6443 (in 6453 rather the giantess). The hvit-orviMves under

the roots of the oak, Dyb. '45, p. 78 ; but they like best to lie on

gold, which is therefore called linnar logi, Sasm. 181* ; the dragon

that brings you money behaves like a homesprite (p. 511 ? 1020).

The dragon's fire-spitting may have arisen from confounding the

kindred notions of fire and poison, Miillenh. in Hpt's Ztscbr. 7,

428. A Welsh dragon story in Peredur, Villem. Contes 2, 193.

Like snakes and toads, those 'worms 'also carry stones, but in

their belly, and so many that you could build half a tower with

them, Dietr. u. ges. 300. The dragon lives 90 years in the

ground, 90 in the limetree, and 90 more in the desert. Van den

Bergh p. 73 ; these stages of development were evid. suggested

by the changes of the caterpillar and butterfly.

p. 690.] Dragons are hated :
' lei&ari enn raanni hverjom enn

frdni ornir med firom,' Sa^m. 85" with the note: 'vermes, in

Speculo regali, vocantur leidendi, odia, quasi res detestabiles.'

Therefore heroes make war upon them : Apis comes to Argos,

and shuis the dragon's brood, ^sch. Suppl. 262— 7. There are

ways of guarding against them, and of killing them : Iddsvorm in

Mors is a venom-spitting worm; he can blow through seven

church walls, but not through knitted stockings, Molb. Dial. lex.

43. Again :
' for att en orm med siikerhet shall kunna dodas,

ritas forst kring honom en ring med ars-ganinial Jiassel-kjdpp,

innau han slas,' Riiilf. Coats of mail are hardened in dragon's

blood: gehert in traken bluote, Ecke 24; ganz al umbe den rant
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schilt gemacliet von gold und drachenbluot, Wigam. 2105 ; swert

gehert iu drachenbluot, Draclienk. 11. It is said of Alexander:
' gebeizet was sin brunie in eines ivurmes hluote, liurnen was siu

veste/ Diem. 209. Massm. 1300 seq. Another sword tempered

in dragon's blood, DV. \, 265. SigurSr, after eating FdfnVs

heart, understood the language of birds ; Gudrun had eaten some

too, Seem. 211 ; conf. ' quin et inesse serpenti remedia multa

creduntur . . . ut possint avium scrmones intelligi/ Pliny

29, 4 (Suppl. to 638).

p. 691.] In Serv. also smnh, serpentis genus, Boh. smylcati,

serpere, ON. smiuga ; Syrian, zmey, snake,. Gabelentz p. 8.

FinJies too deserve attention : Athen. 3, 30-5-6 speaks of a lepo^

L-)(6v';, they were beasts of Artemis and Hecate % 194; conf.

Berhta's herrings (p. 273).

p. 692.] For chafer there is even an Egyp. clieioer ; OHG.
cJiwat-chever (dung-beetle), scarabseus, Graff 4, 378, siui-chever,

brucus, N. 104, 3i; Westerw. vaai-ldeher, Bavensb. eckern-

schdfer ; AS. cynges cafertun, aula regia, ^Ifr. Homil. 122.

Keverlinge-hnvg and Sceverlinge-huvg, Hpt's Ztschr. 7, 559 ;
' pre-

dium chdver-loch' (loh?), MB. 8, 405. 500 (yr 1160), Miodie

kefer-loh' 8, 510, AS. ceafor-ledh, Kemble nos. 570. 1088. Conf.

OHG. muggi-stat, Graff 2, 654; brem-garten, brem-stall, Schm.

1, 258; bre-garten = kitchen-garden, says Hofer 1, 113; Pre-

garten, a place in Styria, Ranch 2, 191. The other terra ivibel

occurs in the adjs. luihel-val, wibel-var, pale, Herb. 6880. 12867,

A Welsh gioibeden, musca, gwiblo, to fly, swarm. Kdv9apo<i

KOTTpov cr(f)aLpav iroirjaa'i, ^sop. Fur. 223. ^lian. Hist. anim.

10, 15. Arist. Hist. anim. 5, 19 (conf. Lucian 8, 428). The

Cod. Exon. 426, 11 has : 'is l^aes gores sunu gonge hrgedra, ]7one

we tvifel wordum nemna^

;

' in the same way bees are supposed

to spring from putrefaction (p. 696), flies from the devil's rotting

tongue, Walach. miirch. 285 ; and cliuleih, scarabseus, horse-

beetle, kielecke or stagbeetle (Schm. 2, 269) seems to have arisen

out of chuo-leih, and to rest on a belief about the beetle's origin

(from cow-dung?), Gramm. 2, 503; conf. scm-leih, monstrum.

p. 693.] The lucanus cervus (conf. H. Miiller^s Griechenth.

446) is in Finn, tammiliarhd, oak-ox, Serv. yelaii, cervus volans,

Engl, stag-heetle, stag-^y, Fr. escarbot, Swiss gueger, cerambyx,

ho\z-boc]i, feuer-bock, Staid. 1, 445; feuer-kdfer in the Harz,
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where they wrap him in moss, letting the horns stick out, and

strike at liiin l)liii(1fold one after the other (a3 elsewhere at the

cock) ; whoever hits him, takes him home (and has luck, or some

honour by it ?). ON. has also torff-\]jill, Drophiug. saga p. 10 :

Ho si/nder sagas forlatas (ten sins forgiven) deu soni vJinder om

eu 2>(i rijijg lig^jande tordi/fvel, liuna '44, p. 8; conf. an Irish tale

of the daol, Conau 124, and Schiefner on tarwas pp. 4. 5. The

Finn, furila, tnriJa^ denotes a voracious insect that spoils fruit

and grass, either melolontha or gryllus inigratorius, says Ren vail;

but the same word means giant, conf. our heimo. Any one that

sees the wern, mole-cricket, shall get off his horse to kill it, for

it nibbles away the roots of the corn; to him that does so, the

farmer owes a loaf of bread. The AS. eord'-ceaforas = tanv\, i.e.

scaraba3i terrestres, was doubtless modelled on the passage in

riiny.

p. G93 n.] Hung, cserchugdr, niaybug, lit, oak-chafer, oak-

worm ; Pol. chrabiiszcz, chrzj^szcz, Boh. magowy chraust, lluss.

sipli, 0. SI. sipl, Dobrowsky Inst. 271. Prov. bertals, bertaus,

Mahn p. 59. Finn, lehtimato, leaf-worm, melolontha, Swed.

lofraatk. Osnabr. eckel-tiewe, Lyra 23, also eik-scAawc, Miinsterl.

ecker-tiefe, Ravensb. eckern-sc/ta/lr; Milrk. Pom. zehrelinke

;

Swiss hngareje, Staid. 1, 239. Walloon : halowe, ahalowe, hiese a

ha Iowe = ha,nnetou, fr. baloier = voltiger, and bizer, OHG. pison
;

pisewurm = oestrum. Finn, nrolainen, a, large beetle, tiros = vir,

heros, Serv. ?<7-os//. = picus, heros. Chafers carry a mirror about

them : children in the Wetterau hold a cockchafer in their hands,

and sing, ' Mennche, weibche, weis' mer emol (do show me) dein

spigelche !
' the outspread wings ? The elben are chafers, chry-

salids, butterHies, spirits and holden (conf. pp. 1073-4. 1155-G).

The kuhold sits in the box in the shape of a beetle or humblebce,

Sommer 33-4. 171-2. Panzer 2, 173. Rochliolz 2, 238-9; the

Dan. skrukke-fro/(Z is an insect too, but a wingless one. The

I'entam. 3, 5 tells of a, faij that plays with a sweetly humming

chafer (scarafone).

p. G95.] The coccinclla, Ind. Tndragopa, Indra's cowherd,

Bopp 40". Schiefn. on tarwas p. 5; Finn, lenn'uikdincn, \\\\\c\i

sometimes means the beautiful hero Lemmenkiiinen ; Engl.

God'lmightifs cow, Barnes ; sunnenliind, sun's child, Schiitze 4,

225 ; Austr. sonucnhilhtl, sun's calf. Goldwicil, cicindela, Diut.
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2, 94. Boll, shmecko (little sun), shmecnice, coccinella, also llnlca,

Pol. stonli^i. Serv. huhe and mam, Mary ; the girls set it on

their finger, and repeat a rhyme, Vuk p. 9'\ Lith. dewo yautis,

God's ox, God's birdie; so the glowworm is with us liehe Gotts

Jammje, Alb. Schott, the dragonfly nnser Uehen frauen rossel,

horsie, Gadespferd, God's horse, Schiitze 2, 6, but also DeviVs

horse, needle and hairpin (p. 1029), Staid. 1, 276, and eye-shoofer

1, 119 ; Finn, fnonen koira, death's dog. Boh. hadi hlava, snake's

head. The butterfly, Gael, eunan-de, bird of God, Ir. Gael.

dealan-de and Gael, teine-de, both fire of God, Ir. anaman-de,

anima Dei ; conf. Swed. liaring-KJiil, old woman's soul, Ihre 2,

529 {see p. 829). Arm. balafen, nialafen, vielven ; halafennik

done, petit papillon de Dieu. A butterfly-song of Hanoverian

Wendland sounds like the ladybird-song: ' Bottervag el, sott di,

Vilder unn moder ropt di, Mul unn nese blott di ', thy mouth

and nose are bleeding; otherwise ' Mldsclionke, midsclionhe, sott

di,' etc. A children's song at Liiben calls the butterfly ketelboter,

kettle-mender, Firmen. 3,480.

p. 697.] Bees live among men, and the joys and sorrows of

the family ai-e duly reported to the beehives, Bosquet 217, esp.

the death of the master, 'if you wouldn't have all your hives

waste away within year and day ' they say in Miinsterland. The

same thing in Wilts, Berks and Surrey. Bees foretell the future

to man (p. 1136) : a bumblebee in the box gives notice of spring,

Panzer 2, 173. 'Apes furtivae ' do not thrive, Pliny 19, 7, 37.

Bosq. 217. Their home is carefully prepared: ' istud vas lacte

et bona herba linivimus,' Acta Bened. sec. 2, p. 133. They have

come down from the golden age, Leo's Malb. gl. 1, 119. Ssk.

names for the bee are viadhu-pa, madhu-hara, madhu-llh, honey-

drinker, -maker, -licker; Abrah. a S. Clara calls them mett-

siederl, mead-boilers, Schm. 1, 165. (Kl. schr. 2, 369). Gr.

dvOr^hoov, flower-eater ; but she drinks water too, ace. to a law-

phrase iu the Weisthiimer; conf. 'die bin netzen,' to water the

bees, Fischart's Gesch. kl. 87*. A pretty name is ' pini-suga

(bee-suck) = thymus,' I.e. heath. Finn. me]tiJd!skanerva = c\ino-

podium vulg. A queen-bee settles on the lips of a favoured

person, Sv. folks. 1, 78. Their origin is miraculous: ' diu jne

ist maget, wird ane Inleichiu dine geborn,' the bee is maiden,

born without nuptial doings, Predigten hrsg. v. Kelle 40. ' Der
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Veldtbau/ Stmsbg 1556, bk 15 cap. 1 relates after Varro do U.

R. 2, 5 how bees spring out of the decaying body of a dead bull.

Miklosich brings both h'tchcia, 2^chcl6 = apis, and byk = taurus,

under boukati = mugire (the hum of the bee?). The Gl. Saloin.

make wasps come from the rotten flesh of asses, drones from that

of mules, hornets from that of horses, and bees from that of calces,

conf. Diut. 2, 19-i : t7r7ro<i ippifxevo^; a(f>r}K(ov yeveal'i iart, Lessing

9, 146 fr. Aeliau 1,28; and bees proceed from the carcase of

the lion slain by Samson, Judg. 14, 8. An account of the genera-

tion of hornet and bee in Schroter p. 136. Peterson, p. 55. In

the Walach. Miirch. 284 the white bee turns black. As the

bee in Germ, weaves (wift, wabe), in Lith. she sews (pri-suti) :

' bittes daug pri-siiwo,' the bees have stitched a good piece on.

Bees build: evda Tidai/3a)a<7ov(Tt fiiXicyaai, Od. 13, 106; they

build a wax palace, Stier's Volksm. 24. On the church wall at

Folsbach was carved a hummel-nest, because the people had

carted stones to it as diligently as the bumblebee gathers honey,

Panz. Beitr. 2, 173. A man in Elsass having stolen the Host

and thrown it in a field of standing corn, it hung balanced on

three stalks, and bees came and built their waben (combs) round

it, and over it was reared a chapel, that of the Three Ears ; conf.

Hpt's Ztschr. 7, 533. Predigermiirch. 10, 12. Boyes Rodolphi

de H. p. 257. In Cses. Heisterb. 9, 8 the bees themselves build

a chapel over the Hostie.

In Virgil's Georg. 4, 68. 75. 106 the sovereign of the bees is

called rex, and 4, 4. 88 dux, ductor ;
* emeu fiirsten (prince) hant

bien,' MS. 1, 84"; ' volgheden, alse haren coninc doen die bien,'

Maerl. 3, 343; * alsam diu bin zuo den karn mit froiden valient,

ob ir rehter wisel (var. wiset) drinno si,' MS. 2, 3*; Flem. ' JwntiKf

der bien,' Hpt. 7, 533 ; Hennebg. ' der hddherr, der weisel,'

Bruckner. Cherkess psheh, prince, Klemm 4, 18. The Samogits

allowed bees a god of their own, 7?a/u7o.s', and a goddess, Austhela,

Lasicz 48. On the other hand, the Vita S. Galli (Pertz 2, 7)

sajs: in modum parvissimue matris apis, conf. mater aviorum

(p. 1242); hieiien-mntlcr, Haltrich 121. Their honey is not

everywhere sweet : to yap p-iXi iv uTraai toU TpaTre^ouuTo^i

X^(i)pioL<; TTiKpov yiverai, Procop. 2, 46 !
;

p-eXi IIovtlkov iriKpov

earc Kal dv^es, Dio Chrysost. Or. 9 (ed. Keiske I, 289. 29U).

The devil appears as a^?//, so does Loki (p. 999). Spiders are
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akin to dwarfs (p. 471). Out of all herbs the bee sucks sweetness,

the spider poison. Yet may the spider be of good omen too ;

thus the kind enchantress climbs to the ceiling a spider, and

drops down a woman, Arnim's March. 1, 52-7 ; couf. hick-spinner

(p. 1136). Cobwebs fluttering on tlie ceiling betokeii luck and

a wedding, Lisch 5, 88 ; conf. the fortune-telling spider's head

(Suppl. to 380 end). Lastly consider the myth of Minerva and

Arachne.

CHAPTER ZXII.

SKY AND STARS.

p. 700.] Himmel comes from hima = tego; the root appears

without suffix in O.Swed. himi-rike; Bopp again would derive it

from kam = splendere, Gl. 168'', but this kam in Gl. 65^ means

amare, which is more likely to have had the orig. sense of shelter,

cover; and OHG. himil already included the meaning laquear,

lacunar. AS. ' scop heofon to hrofe,' and hrof is roof ;
* so himil

thehit thaz lant,' 0. ii. 7, 4 ;
' mit dem himel was ich bedacht,'

bethatched, Tragemund. We still say ' the sky is ray decks

(ceiling, coverlid), the earth ray bed/ or ' the sky is my hat,' as

the ON. calls it * foldar Jiattr/ earth's hat. The sky is a vault,

hence ' uuder heofones hwealf,' Beow. 1146. It may burst open :

* ich wande der himel waere enzwei,'' in-two, when it thundered,

Dietr. Drach. 122*. 143' (on the comparison of heaven to the roof

of the mouth, see Hpt's Ztschr. 6, 541). A variation of the idea

in the ON, ' und himin-skautom,' under the skirts of heaven.

Saem. 173''. Norweg. hibna-leite, Jdmna-leite= laoT\zon, Germ.

Jcinun, hunming. After death we may go to Imntnel (not heven)

;

but the sun, moon and stars in L. Saxony stand in heven (not

himmel) ; heven-scher, scudding clouds, Brera, Ndrs. wtb. 4, 645.

Heven seems more the aether, the ' radur, rodor ' of next paragraph.

In Austria they call heaven hlo-landl, Blue-shire ; and OHG. vjiih

= Olympus, supernum.

OS, radur, AS. rodor (nor^-rodor. Cod, Exon. 178, 33) can

hardly be conn, with Ssk. rodas, coelum et terra, Bopp 295''.

Does the (perh. kindred) word dJf-rd&aU, m., Saem. 37", mean the
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moon ? With AS. sceld-byrig counecfc another expression of

Ca3dmon's, 182, 22 : da'g-scealdes hleo, day-shield's (?) roof.

p. 701.] Ssk. iard, f., Zend, star, Gr. dcTTijp, Lat. stella fr.

sterna, is oxpl. by Bopp, Vocal. 179 as that which is strewn over

the sky; by Benfey 1, GGl as that which strews its beams, from

root stri. With sJdns, Pott 1, 127 compares Litli. swidus, shin-

ing, and ai8i]po<;. It belongs more likely to sido, consido, as

perhaps even stella and star are conn, with f;fa, stand ; conf. stal-

baum, and ' er (Got) sitzet nf den h'uneUsteln ' rliy. zeln, welu,

MSH. 2, 236''. MS. 2, IGG''. -In Vermlaud, ^<»v/eZ = star,

Alraqv. 391''. Helsingl. 403"; in Augermanland, ton[iel = \i\ViXie,

Alniqv. 3U7''. In several languages, Hame is called tongue, be-

cause it licks; in Irish the stars are rinn, which answers to the

Gael. roinn = tip. In Fundgr. I, 145 a constellation is called

licJd-vaz, lamp.

The OIIG. girusti of the stars agrees with AS. liyrste geruu,

rodores tungel, Ca3dm. 132, 7; 'each star sat in his own little

chair,' KM. 31, 138; ' when it thunders, you're afraid a iron will

tumble out of heaven,' Garg. 181''; the Xafjurpa rpdire^a tou

TjXiov, sun's bright table, Aesop 350. The sun has a tent

:

' undir rociuls tiildi/ Hervar. s. p. 438 (conf. Psalm 19, 4). The

stars are considered sons and daughters: 'da mohten jiDxjiu

siinneliii wahsen uz sim liehten schin,' little suns grow out of,

Wh. 254, 5 (p. 703 end) ; 'eina dottur berr alf-roe)ull,' moon (?) has

a daughter, Saem. 37». In Lett, songs the stars are i^aules meitas,

sun's girls, deeva deli, sons of God, Biittner nos. 15. 18 (1842).

p. 7U3.] The sun is ' der werlde schin,' MS. 1, 54"; ' der

herschein,' Fromra. Mundart. 4, 98. 113 (but see Suppl. to 731) :

se ceffda gleam. Cod. Exou. 178, 31 ; beurht bedcen Gudts, Beow.

1134; sktnandi gocf, Saem. 45". 195"; lied&o-sigel, sol e mari

progrediens. Cod. Exon. 48G, 17 (conf. p. 223). Three suns are

spoken of in Nialss. c. 131 end: til |)ess er J^riar solir era af

himni. 0. MuUer thinks sol and i]\to<; come fr. one fundam.

form Savelios, see Schmidt's Ztschr. 2, 124 (Kl. schr. 3, 120);

Etr. nsil, Sab. aiiscl. Bopp's Comp. Gram. 42, 1318-9 derives

the Zend, hvare and Ssk. sura, siiri/a, sun, fr. svar, svarga =

sky ; is Suryas the same word as ?;\to9 (for afijXco^) and sol ?

(Pref. liv., GDS. 301). We might also conn, the Goth, siiuil with

sauls = columna (KI. schr. 3, 120). The sun is descr. as a
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W/e<?Z in Ksrchr. 80 ; daz rat der sunnen, Mysfc. 2, 180. Evel,

hweol is also the spinning-wheel, and in Finn, the sun is called

God's spindle, Kalev. 32, 20 (its usual name is piiivii, sol and

dies, but also aurinko) ; conf. the constell. Frejja's-spindle,

and Tertullian's pectines solis, GDS. 107. Before the sun there

stands a, shield ; if it fall, it will set mountain and sea ablaze :

Svalr heitir, hann stendr solo for,

scioldr scinanda go'Si

;

biorg oc brim ec veit at brenna scolo,

ef hann fellr i fra. Stem, 45^, 195^.

Ennius (in Varro 7, 73) calls the sun caeli cUpeus, and the notion

is Slavic too, Hanusch 256. On the sun as an eye, conf. Kuhn
(in Hofer 1, 150), Passow sub vv. o/xfia, oj)da\fx6<i. Li solans

qui tout aguete. Rose 1550. The sun's eye hidden in the well

seems to be referred to in such names as Simnehriinno near

Ddsseldorf, Lacombl. 1, no. Q^ (yr 874) ; Sonnenhrunne, Mone's

Anz. 6, 227; Snunebrunnen, Sonnehorn in Saxe Gotha, Dronke's

Trad. Fuld. pp. 42. 61 ; Sunneborii, Landau's Hessengau 181

;

Simihorn near Gelnhausen ; Simnohnmnon, Werden's Reg. 236,

and ougenbrunne 6, 230; conf. Forstemann 2, 1336. To AS.

ivnldres (jim, heofones gim. Cod. Exon. 174, 30, corresp. the Ssk.

<liei dominus, diei gemma = so\, Bopp 27^ Other AS. terms are :

t'olca fri&candel, Caedm. 153, 15, Jieofoncandel 181, 34; rodores

riindel, Beow. 3l4d, ^voruldcandel 3926; wyncandel, Cod. Exon.

174, 31.

p. 704.] The Letts regard the sun and moon as sister and

brother, Bergm. 120; in Dalecarlia the moon is called unkarsol,

Almqv. 261 (is not that Lappish, the junkare's sun?). Goth.

mena, OHG. mdno, AS. mona, ON. mdni, all masc. ; Carinth.

monef, Lexer's Kilrnt. wtb. Yet also :
' din maenin beglimet,'

V. Gelouben 118 (glimo, gleimo, Graff 4, 289); din maeninne,

^[F. 122, 4; diu mdninne, Diemer 341,22. 343, 11. 342, 27;

'der sun {sunnc) und diu maeninne,' Karaj. 47,8 (Ksrchr. 85-

90). MHG. din sunne, Hpt 8, 541. Diemer 384, 6; in Rolleuh.

' der harte raond, die liebe sonn.' The Augevins on the contrary

called ' le soleil seigneur, et la lune dame,' Bodin's Rech. sur

I'Anjou 1, 86; so in Ksrchr. 3754 'der herre' seems to mean the

sun, but in contrad. to v. 3756. The forester kneels to sun,
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moon and God, Baader iii. 21 ;
' the worship'd sun' Rom. and Jul.

i. 1. Men prayed towards the sun, N.Pr. prov. bl. 1, 300; they

salute him (pp. 737. 749), esp. when rising: o Ze eiarTtjKec fJiixP''

e&)? iyevero KalyXia dvecr^ev eireiTa (a-)(eTO ainoyv, Trpocreffa/xevo?

Toj i)\l(p, Plato's Symp. 220. A feast of tho siai was held in

Dauphint', Champoll. Dial. p. 11. On the Tartar worship of the

sun, see K. Schlozcr 32-3. Among Tunguses an accused man

has to walk toward the sun, brandishing a knife, and crying

:

' If I am guilty, may the sun send sickness to rage in my bowels

like this knife !' Klemm 3, 68. Serv. * tako mi suntza !' Ranke

p. 59. We still say, when the sun shines warm, ' he means well

by us,' Felsenb. 4, 241, The Moon is called in Ssk. nisapati,

noctis dominus, or naxtrem, idrdpati, stellarum dominus ; in Pol.

ksiezyc, lord of night, and he is shepherd of the stars (Suppl. to

722). The moon is invoked against anger : 'heiptom seal mdna
lived'ia, Sffim. 27''; and is asked for riches. With the German's

naiVe prayer to the moon to ' make his money more,' conf. a

Swed. one in Wieselgr. 431. Dyb. Runa '44, p. 125, and the

* monjoclitroger,' Wolf's Ztschr. 2, CO. To avert the moon's

evil influence, the Bretons cry to her, 'tu nous trouves bien,

laisse-nous bicn !' When slie rises, they kneel down and say a

pater and ave, Cambry 3, 35.

p. 705.] The sun and moon have gods assigned them : Bac-

chus is sol, Ceres luna, Macrob. Sat. 1, 18. Virg. Geo. 1, 5.

Ace. to F. Magnusen, Freyr is sol, Freyja luna ; and four names

of Freyja, ' Mardoll, Horn, Gefn, S}>^r,' or ' Siofu, Lofn, Vor,

Syn' are the moon's phases. Lex. myth. 357-9. Christ is often

likened to the sun, Mary to the moon. Our saying, that 'die

Sonne scheint, der mond greint,' is old : M.Neth. ' seder dat die

maen gren,' Potter 2, 104; MHG. 'diu sunne beschinet, diu

maenin heglimet/ V. Gelouben 118 (Suppl. to 704).

p. 707.] In Pohjola, sun and moon get stolen ; the sun is

delivered fr. captivitu by Perkun's hammer, N. Pr. prov. bl. 1,

299. Kl. schr. 2, 84. 98 ; conf. ' donee auferetur luna,' Ps. 72, 7.

In eclipses the demon Rahus threatens the sun and moon, Kuhn
in Hofer 1, 149. Holtzm. Ind. s. 3, 151 ; a dragon tries to

swallow the moon, Caes. heisterb. 3, 35, yr 1225 (Kaufm. p. 55)

;

the Swed. sol-ulf is Dan. sol-nlv, Molb. Dial. p. 533. But the

sun may withdraw his light in grief or in anger :

VOL. JV. Q
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Sunna irbalg sih (was indignant) thruto suslichero dato (deeds),

ni liaz si sehau worolt-thiot (-people) tliaz ira fronisga lioht,

li'uiterquani in thrati (disgust) thera armalichun dati.

Otfried iv. 33, 1.

ioh harto tliaz irforahta. 0. iv. 33, 14.

The sun hides his face before a great sorrow, e.g. at the death of

Christ, or that of Von Meran :
' ez moht diu liehte sunne ir schin

da von verloru han,^ Wigal. 8068. Hrab. Maurus in Wh. Miiller

pp. 159. 160. A fine deseript. of a solar eclipse in Pindar, Frag.

74 Boeckh, 84 Bergk. On superstit. practices at the eclipse of

989, Thietmar of Mersebg says 4, 10: ' sed cuuctis persuadeo

Christicolis, ut veraciter credant, hoc non aliqua malarum inean-

tatione mulierum vel esio fieri, vel huic aliquo modo seculariter

aJjuvarl posse.'

The daemon that dogs the moon is called by the Finns capeet

;

the capeen try to eat her up, Hiiirn p. 37-9; Juslen has ' capet,

eclipsis lunae.'' Now Renvall sub v. Icavet, gen. kapeen, pi.

kapeet, gives only the meanings 'deemon, genius,' couf. Peterson

p. 31 ; but sub v. kuuniet he has 'moonlight, genius myth, lunae

inimicus.' Compare that ' deducere lunam et sidera tentat
'

(Suppl. to 1089 end), to which is added: ' Et faceret si non aera

repidsa sonent,' Tibull. i. 8, 21; aera verherent, Martial 12, 57;

cum aeris crepitu, qualis in defect ii lunae silenti nocte cieri solet,

Livy 26, 5; conf. Plutarch 4, 1155.

In lunar eclipses the Ossets shoot at the moon, believing that a

malignant monster flying in the air is the cause ; and they go on

firing till the eclipse is over, Kohl's S. Russia 1, 305 ; conf. the

legend in Caes. heisterb. Horn. 3, 35 (Mainzer's Ztschr. 1, 233).

p. 709.] The chamje of moon is called ' des manen wandelkere,'

Parz. 470, 7, 'd. m. wandeltac ' 483, 15, ' d. m. wandel' 491, 5.

The period of her shining is expr. by : So dem manen sin zit In

der naht herfiir git,' Er. 1773. By new moon we mean the true

conjunction of sun and moon; but the Greeks reckoned the

vou/u,r]VLa from their first seeing the young moon at sunset, there-

fore some time afcer conjunction, K. F. Hermann's Gottesd.

alterth. p. 226. Full moon is reckoned in with the 'afbriiken

maan^ [i.e. bruch, wane], Goldschm. Oldenb. volksmed, 144.

OHG. mdnot-fengIda = neomema, calendae, Graff 3, 415, conf.
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fengari p. 701 n. ; ana/ang vidnoJii^, N. 80^ 5; MIIG. oiii niuwer

maue hat nacli wunsche sich gestalfc, er bat gevangen liarte wer-

declicbe/ begun most wortbily, MS. 2, 99". Welsh blue n- newijdd,

first of the new. The Esths hail the new moon with: 'Moon, get

old, let me keep young!' Bocler's Ehsten 143. Full moon:

eia vol Ier 7Hdne, MS. 2,, 83^ ; ho ifi/hle, Molh. Dial, lexic. 'Nova

luua est cornnta, unde plena rotunda est,' N. Booth. 171 ; from

the moon's horns it was but a step to the inoon's cow, Pott 2, 252.

The oath of the Febm-court (RA. 51) has: ' helen und hodea

(conceal) vor sunne, vor mane, vor alle wedermane' ; what means

this last word ? The sun is imagined standing in the east, the

moon in the west :
' cisten for sol, og cesien for maane,' Asb. og

Moe 2, G seq.

p. 711.] Taga blod emclhm (let blood betw.) mj och iiedan,

Folks. 1, 111. Swed. nedmurk is the Gr. vv^ crKOTOfjbtjvLo^, Od.

14, 457. Superstitions about ned and ny, ned-axel and ny-tilnd-

ning, Raiif 110-6. In Dalecarlia, new moon is called dvdcand,

Almqv. 20'!^; in the Edda, halfmoou is 'inn skarS'l mdni/ Saem.

13 i'', as indeed Perkuns chops the moon in two, Rhesa 92. 192.

The Scand. ny is MHG. daz niu ; thus Diemor 3tl, 22 : 'also si

an daz niu gat, und iewederen (each) halben ein horn hat' ; then

342, 27 :
' diu mjininne gat niht ze sedele, an cleme nlii noch an

deme iuedele' ; but again 311, 21 : 'diu maniune cJinimp wirt

unde chleine.* A statute of Saalfeld, like that of Miilhausen, says

(Walch 1, 1 4) :
' wer da mife uns hierinne in der stat sitzet nuwe

unde loedil (
= a month), u. kouft u. verkouffc.' ' Nen u. voile des

monds,' Ettn. Unw. doctor 435 ;
' so hat Luna zwei angesicht,

das ein gen New u. Abnew gricht,' Thurneisser's Archidox. 147
;

' vollmond, bruch oder vollschein/ Franz. Simpl. 2, 301.

Waxing and waning are ' waJii^oi unde swlnen,' Barl. 241, 24;

M. Neth. ' wassen ende ivancn,' Rose 4638, conf. p. 709 n. [and

Engl, wan, wane, want, wanhope]. An Ind. myth of the waxing

and waning moon in Holtzm. 1, 5—8. KM.^ 3, 401. The moon
changes about so, his mother can't cut out a coat to fit him, KM.^

3, 347. Pint, in Conviv. sept. sap. Aesop. Fur. 396. Corais

325. Garg. 135\

p. 712.] Is wedel akin to Ssk. t"iJ//u = hina ? Bopp 321''.

Passages quoted in preced. note contrast it with new moon; so

'bolter im wadel gehouwen,' Hpt's Ztschr. 3, 90 ; but 'a hole in
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his schedel (skull) hewn in had ivcdel,' Uhl. p. G58. Ambras. 152.

On wedel, good and bad wedel, and wedeln to wag, see Liliencron

in Hpt 6, 363-4-8. Kuhn's Ztschr. 2, 131. Wadal= hjaoipe9,

fasciculus hysopi, Diut. 1, 494*.

p. 715.] The reverse of what Caesar says about the Germans

(de B. Gall. 1, 50) is told by Pausauias i. 28, 4 of the Lacedae-

monians, who would only fight at full-moon. Silver and gold are

brought out at newen man, Sup. G. 108. ' Quaedam faciunda in

agris potius crescente luna quam senescente; quaedam contra,

quae raetas, ut frumenta et caeduam silvam. Ego .ista etiam,

inquit Agrasius, non solum in ovibus tondendis, sed in meo capillo

a patre acceptum servo, ne decrescente luna tondens calvus tiam,'

Yarro RR. 1, 37. Moonlight makes rotten, and barrel hoops cut

by it will rot sooner, Athen. 3, 7 ; worms get into wood not

rightly hewn :
' holzer die man nit zu rechter zeit des mons und

monat gehauen hat,^ Petr. Mihi 108''; ^si howent raif (they cut

hoops, the rascally coopers) an dem niwen man,^ Teufelsnetz

11127; elder to be cut by waxing or waning moon, Gotthelf's

Schuldb. 14 ; more food taken, or less, ace. to the moon,

Bopp^s Gl. 122''. Without moonlight, herbs lack scent and

flavour, Holtzm. Ind. s. 1, 6. 8 ; ' tes mdnen ton ist anagenne,

unde samo saphes undo marges' [Moon's dew is regeneration,

the seed of sap and marrow ?], N. Cap. 25. Drink out of a jug

that the moon shines into, and you'll be moonstruck [lunatic,

sleep-walker ? ], Stelzhamer 47.

p. 720.] The moon's sjwts are also descr. as a stag, Hitzig's

Philist. 283. In a Greenland story, while the Moon pursues his

sister the Sun, she dabs her sooty hands over his face ; hence the

spots, Klemm 2, 314. The New Zealand view is, that they are

like a woman who sits plucking Gnatuh 4, 360. The Ranthum

people think the man in the moon is a giant, standing upright at

ebb-time, and stooping at flood, Miillenh. p. 360 ; but also in the

same neighbourhood he is a sheep-stealer or cabbage-thief, as in

Holland, no. 483 ; conf. the Wallachian story in Friedr. Miiller

no. 229, and the Westphalian in Woeste 40. In the Ukermark

he carries a bundle of pea-straw, Hpt's Ztschr. 4, 390 ;
' und

sprechend die laien, es sitz ain man mit ainer dorn-piird (thorn-

load) in dem monen,' Megenb. 65, 22. Ettner's Med. maulaflfe

speaks of a bundle of wood to fire the moon with. ' Burno, nom
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d'un voleur, que les gens de la campagne pretendeat etre dans la

luue/ Grandgaguage 1, 8G. Ace. to Schott, the Old-Chinese

tradition makes a man in the moon continually drive his axe into

the giant tree kuei, but the rifts close up again directly ; he

suffers for the sins he committed while an anchoret. At Wallen-

hausen in Swabia they used to ride races for the dorn-biischele :

three lads would start for the goal, the two foremost got prizes,

and the third had a bunch of thorns tied on his back. In Bavaria

the reapers leave a few ears standing, and dance round them,

singing :

heiliga sanct Mdha,

bescher (grant) ma a annasch gahr (year) meha
60 vil korntla, so vil horntla,

so vil iihrla, so vil gute giihria,

so vil koppla, so vil schockla

;

schopp dicli st'idala, schopp dich stadala

!

O heiliga sanct Mdha !

The stalks tied together represent St. Mtiha's stadala (stack),

which they stuffed full of ears; only wo must observe, that in

Bavaria the moon is called md, not maha, Panz. Beitr. 2, 217

(Suppl. to 157). The Kotar on p. 719 n. was a herdsman beloved

by the goddess Triglava, who put him in the moon. Finn.

kunfar =\noon, Kalev. 22, 270. 26, 296 or moon-maiden, from

kuu, moon, Est. ku, Morduiu. ko ; and kuumet is the pursuer of

the moon, Peterson p. 31-3. In Brother Gheraert ed. Clarisse

p. 132 the man in the moon is called ludergehr ; conf. the Saxon

hero Liudeger in the Nibeluugen, and Gtideko's Reinfried 90.

p, 720.] The sun dances at Easter (p. 291). The Indians say

the sun dances, and they in imitation salute him with dancing.

Lucian. de Saltat. cap. 17.

p. 722.] The stars are said to glister, twinkle, sparkle

:

sternen glast, MS. 2, o**; ein steruen hlic, flash, Parz. 103, 28.

The morning stars break out, like fire : swenne der morgensterne

ie friieje uf brast, MS. 2, b^ ; an der sterren brunste, burning.

Dint. 1, 352 ; sterre enbran u. schein, took fire and shouo 1, 351

;

conf. N. Cap. 97. The sinking, * rushiug down ' of stars is in

Grk ai<ja€Lv, Eurip. Iph. Aul. 9. In Hungary 280 native

names of stars have been collected, Wolfs Ztschr. 2, 160.
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Magyar Myth. 582 ; several names occur in Ossiau, Alilwardt 2,

265. 277. 3, 257. Arfvidss. 1, 149. 206 ; Armenian names in

Dulaurier's Chronol. armen. ^59, 1, 180-1. Stars were in-

voked^ as Hesperus in Bion 11 ; they were messengers of gods,

as Arcturus in the prol. to Plaut. Rudens ; they do errands for

lovers, Vuk no. 137. Stars are hind or hostile: quaeritis et caelo

Phoenicum iuventa sereno, quae sit stella homini commoda, quae-

que mala, Prop. iii. 21, 3; interpreting the stars is spoken of

in MS. 1, 189^; Prov. astrucs (astrosus) meant lucky, and mal-

astrucs dis-astrous; 'her star is at the heat (brunst).

till their stars have cooled down (versaust, done blustering),' Ph.

v. Sittew. p. 614. Stars take part in a man's birth (p. 860) and

death (p. 721). They have angels to wait on them, Tommaseo

1, 233. For the misdeed of Atreu'^ God changed the courses of

all the constellations, Plato's Polit. pp. 269. 271.

The stars are the moon's flock, she leads them to pasture,

Spee p. m. 163. 210. 227. A Serv. song, Vuk no. 200, says :

od sestritze zvezde preodnitza,

shto preodi preko vedra neba

kao pastir pred belim outzama.

What star is meant by preodnitza (pei'currens), 'who walks

athwart the sky, as a shepherd before his white lambs ' ? conf.

no. 362 :

osu se nebo zvezdama,

i ravno polye outzama;

i.e. heaven sows itself with stars, and the wide plain with lambs.

So in Pentam. 3, 5 (p. 310) : quanno esce la luna a pascere de

rosata le galinclle (Pleiades).

On sJiooting stars, see Humb. Kosmos 1, 393; they are called

stern -fiirwe (-furbish), Mone 8, 497 ; Austr. stearn-raispn, clear-

ing the throat, stearn-schnaitzn., snuffing, Stelzh. 135—144;

Gael, dreug, dreag. A star falls from heaven into the maiden's

lap, Miillenh. p. 409 ; conf. ' nou cadere in terram stellas et

sidera cernis ?
' Lucr. 2, 209. They are harbingers of war, of

dying, Klemm 2, 161 ; says the folksong :
' Over the Rhine three

stars did fly. Three daughters of a widow die,' Simrock no. 68.

A comet is ON. Juila-stiarna, Ir. hoid-realt, tail-star, Ssk-
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dhumalcetu, fumi vexillum. The Indians call the tail elephant's

tooth, the Chinese a broom, Kosmos 1, lOG. In Procopiua 1, 167

the star is ^i(f)ia(i, sword-shaped, or 'rrwyoyvia';, bearded. It fore-

tells misfortune; hence 'we name it the dreadful scourge of God,'

zorn-rute, anger-rod, Lucae Chron. 249 ;
' et nunquam caelo

speciatnm iinpnne comcten,' Claud. B. Get. 243, crine vago 2 t-7.

p. 723.] The Greeks called Mercury XtlK^wv, Jupiter ^aedcov,

Saturn ^aivcov, Venus $o)cr-^6po<? = Luci-fer, and Mars IIvp6€L<i,

five planets in all; conf. Cic. de Nat. D. 2, 20; so the third day

of the week was Tlvpoei'^, the fourth XriX^wv. The evening

star was also called tier-stem, ' darumb daz die wilden tier dan

herfiir gent (wild beasts then go forth) auz iren walden und

holeru,' Oberl. 1(339. Similar is the Lith. ziverinne fr. zweris,

fera. Boh. zwjfetnice, wild star, evening star ; conf. AS. swdna

steorra. Another Boh. name temnice, dim star, is like MHG.
tunkelsterne. Welsh gweno, evening star, Venus. The Lith,

has also xvahaninne, evening star, auszrinne, morning star, beside

ziverhwe mazoyi for Mars, and zwerinne dideyi for Saturn.

The day star, ' der Uclde tage-sterre' of Albr. v. Halb, (Haupt

11, 36(3), is Serv. danitza, Boh. dennice, Russ. dennitza ; ' dev

hringe-tag ' in Scherfer's Grobian 75 is modelled on luci-fcr.

Der morgensterne, swenne er uf gat, und in des luftes triiebe lat,

Iw. 627; der niorgenstern frolockt reht, ob er brinne, Hiitzl.3*;

ik fornerae des morgensternes slack, Upstand. 750 ;
' some say

the devil has taken the daystar captive, hence the cold and ill

weather,' Gutslaf's Wohhanda p. 265. The polar star, ON.
hiara-stiarna ; OHG. leite-stei-re, loadstar, Graff 6, 723; MHG.
leite-stcrne, Trist. 13660,^ also mcr-sterne, stella maris, Griesh.

2, 13 ; cathlinn der jiut in Oisian 2, 334 ; in 0. v. 17, 31 ' Polonan

then stetigon,' nom. Poloni ? conf. polunoci [pure Slav, for mid-

night !] =septentriones, Graff 3, 334. The Lapp. /y'»o/c? = pains

and stella polaris, because it stands firm as a stake ; Americ.

iclika. chagatJia, star that goes not, Klomm 2, 161.

p. 724.] Ace, to Sa3m. 76* it was Thorr, not OSinn, that threw

Thiassi's eyes into the sky. Theodosius was changed into a star,

Claud, de 3 cons. Hon. 172, de 4 cons. 428. John the Baptist's

* Leijt-gestirn in tho Wetterau (Hofcr's D. urk. (10. Schmidt's Gesch. d. grossh.
Hessen 1, 241) is spelt in tho Cod. Lauresh. 3128—30. 24'J. 2.50-2 Leit-kestre,

Leit-castre, Leiz-castro, and Las therefore nothing to do with star.
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head was placed in the sky (p. 284-5), so was that of Rahu,

Holtztn. Ind. s. 3, 151.

p. 725.] Ssk. rxds pi., the shiners (the 7 sages), rxas sing.,

the shiner = ap/cTo?. Indra^s car is made of the seven sages;

the constell. may also be called vdJumam, waggon, Kuhn in

Hofer 1, 159. 161. Holtzm. Ind. s. 1, 30. The Grt Bear repres.

the British Arthur (confounded with Arcturus), and the Lyre is

his harp, Davies's Mythol. p. 187. All the luminaries ride in

cars: 'luna rotigerae vagationis,' Kemble 5, 195 (yr. 931).

Charles luain is over the chimney, 1 Henry IV. 2, 1 ; der wageii

ist ob dem hus, Keisersb. Brosaml. 70® ; der himelswagen schon

die deichsel riickwiirts drehet, Scherfer's Grobiau ed. 1708, p. 72.

An 0. Belg. riddle asks who it is that has to go round on the

Roodestraat all night in a coach without horses, and appears in

the morning :
' Bruno heeft een' koets ghemaekt Op vier wielen,

zonder peerden ; Bruno heeft een' koets ghemaekt. Die alleen

naer Brussel gaet;' meaning the coach in the sky, Ann. de la

Soc. d'emul. de la Flandre occid. '42, 4, 368. Geticum plau-

strum, Claud, de B. Get. 247; and Alanus ab Insulis (d. 1202)

in his Anti-Claudiau makes allegorical females construct a

heavenly car, Cramer's Gesch. d. erzieh. p. 204. Festus sub v.

septentriones, septem boves juncti. Varro 7, 74 : hoves et temo.

Ov. Met. 10, 447. Ex Ponto iv. 10, 39 : plaustrum. Gl. slettst.

1, 2: Virgilias, sibinstirne j and 6, 392. 479: Majae, Pliadas,

sibinstirnes. Ir. griogchan, a constell.; Gael, griglrean, Charles

wain, otherw. crann, crannarain (p. 729 n.)
;

griglean, griglean

meanmnach, grioglachan, Pleiades. Ir. camcheachta, plough,

ploughshare, seven stars of the wain. Finn, otaoa or otavainen,

ursa major, is distingu. fr. vdhd otava, ursa minor ; yet otava can

hardly belong to ohto (ursus). In Kalev. 28, 393-4 otavainen and

seitsentdhtinen (seven stars) are used as if synonymous, and both

have shoulders. The Lapp, sarw is both alces, elk, and ursa

major ; in Ostiak too the constell. is called los, elk (Klemm 3,

128), and has a head and tail. In Greenl. it is tukto, reindeer,

Klemm 2, 314. Fabricius 504^. In American, iclika shachpo is

supposed to be an ermine with its hole, its head, feet and tail,

Klemm 2, 161. The Arabs call the two end stars of the bear's

tail mizar and benetnash, and the third, which is the pole of the

wain, alioth; the remaining four make the axles.
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p. 727.] Orion's belt, Lut. jiujula, jtKjnlae : * nee Jugulae,

neque Vesperugo, uequo Vergiliae occiduut/ Plaut. A. i. 1, 119;

also i'lisiti and ensifer, Forcell. sub v. ensis :
' nitiduinqae Oriouis

eiiscin, Ov. Met. 13, 29-4. lu Westgotl. Frijge-rakken and

Jacobs staf ; ON", jishihallar, F. Magn. Dag. tid. 105. ' Orion

constell. a I'usticis vocatui' baculus S. Petri, a quibusdam vero

tres Mariae,' Gl. Augieus. in Mone 8, 897; in bchleswig Muri-ruk

and Peri-pik, Miillenh. no. 484. Finn. Kalevan miekka, Kalevae

ensis, also VdiiidiniJiseii miekka or vikate (sitlie), Schiefn. on Cas-

tren p. o29 ; Lapp, iiiall, nidlla, which usually means taberna,

repositorium; in Greenl. the belt is named sicktut, the bewildered,

being seal-hunters who lost their way, and were caught up and

set among the stars, Klemm 2, 814; conf. the Lappish legend

about the Pleiades, below.

p. 729.] Of the 7 Pleiads only six are ever seen, Ilumb.

Kosm. 8, 65 ;
quae septem dici, sex tamen esse solent, Ov. Fast.

4, 171 (see p. 728 n.). AS. GI. ' pliadas, sifunsterri/ Oehler 359.

Fr. Vestoille poussiniere, Rabelais 1, 53 ; las couzigneiros, Diet.

Languedoc. 127. The Hung., beside fiastik, has hdeveny. In

Serv. miirch. pp. 15 and 87 appears a girl with the golden hen

and chickens, conf. Vuk no. 10 ; the Wallach. story tells of a gold

cluck-lioi and Jive cJiick.-f, Schott p. 242.^ Syrjiin. voijkoJzijiai,

lit. night-star. The Lith. and Finn, notion of the constellation

being a sieve reminds me of Lucian's Timon 8, where the quak-

ing earth is compared to a shaken sieve. The Pleiades are

called in Xorweg. Lapp, nieid-gicrrcg, fr. nieid = virgo, and
gierreg = samling af en rets besiddere ; but in Swed. Lapp.

sutfjeues ranku (Lindahl 40G. 443^), i.e. fur in frost : the sky,

taking pity on a man whom his master had turned out of the

house in the depth of winter, covered him with this constellation

(F. Magn. in Dag. tider p. 103 gives /jo/c^-a = heart, which Lin-

dahl has not under tsakke). Greenl. kellukturset, hounds baiting

a bear, Klemm 2, 314. Fabricius 188"; conf. Welsh y tiur ttwdws,

the close pack, i.e. Pleiades, and eburdrung (p. 727). The Amer.
Indians worship this constell., Klemm 2, 112. 153. 173.

Similar to the Lith. name for the Kids, viz. * ploughman and

' The lost lamb is looked for at the morniugstar, evoningstar, moon and son,
Lith. in Khesa p. 2'J0-l-2 ; couf. p. 707-8, and 'coming to the sun, and asking him,'
Hjm. in Cerer. 0-i.
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oxen/ is the Serv. vohtyara (fr. vol, ox ?), a star that ploughmen

know, for when it rises they look out for their oxen. Cassiopeia

is Lith. jostancUs, no doubt fr. josta, girdle. The Hyades, AS.

raedgastrau. Lye: 'the five in the head of Taurus^; raedgaesnan,

Gl. Epin., redgaesrum, Gl. Oehl. p. 33G. The Lyre, Boh. liaus-

licky na nebi, fiddle in the sky.

p. 731.] The constellation of the Bear is made out from the

animal^s head, back and tail. A star with the shape of a child.

Pass. 24, 30 seq. ; conf. the sun as a spindle (Suppl. to 703 mid.).

Most natural of all was the making of stars out of beaming eyes

(p. 565-G-8), as in the story of Thiassi and the New Zealand one,

Klemm 4, 354-5. 388.

The northern lights (aurora borealis) are called heerhrand, heer-

sehein, Frommann 4, 114 (Suppl. to 703 beg.) ; Swed. norr-sken,

Dan. nord-h/s ; Gael, jlrchlis, na fir chli'se, the merry dancers,

Welsh y golcuny gogleddol. Finn, the fox's fire ; conf. Gesta

Rom. c. 78, and note to Keller's Sept sages ccxx.

p. 734.] On names of the rainbow, see Pott in Aufr. and

Kuhn's Zts. 2, 414 seq. The ON. As-bru is OS. Osna-hruggo,

Massm. Egsterst. 34. Zeuss p. 11; regenbogen-^rncZce, Firmen.

2, 45. Ir. and Gael, hlogha hraoiii, Carraigth. 54. The ON.

hriiar-spordr, bridge's tail, is further illustr. by a MHG. sporten,

caudae vulpium, Griesh. 1, 125. 2, 42. The rainbow is called a

messenger in Fornm. sog. 9, 518: grarr regen-hocTl Hnikars sto^

a grimmum Gondlar hinni |7egna. Pliny 24, ] 3 (69) :
' coelestis

arcus in fruticem innixus'; more plainly 12, 24 (52) :
' tradunt,

in quocunque frutice curvetur arcus coelestis, eandem quae sit

aspalathi siiavitatem odoris existere, sed si in aspalatho, inenar-

rabilem quandam '; and 17, 5 (3) :
' terrae odor ... in quo loco

arcus coel. dejecerit capita sua.' Another superstition is, that a

treasure lies hidden at the foot of the rainbow, Panzer 1, 29.

Duller p. 35 cites the name xoetter-maal (county Guttenstein),

which I find nowhere else; regenhonm = \Y\B, Gl. Sletst. 39, 320.

Finn., beside taivaan-haari, heaven's bow, has vesi-haarl, water

bow, TJkon-h., safeen-h., rain bow. To the Greenlander the rain-

bow is the hem of a god's garment, Klemm 2, 327. The Poles

have d^ga, bow, corresp. to Russ. Serv. duga, but not in the

sense of iris, which they call tecza. The Lettic has also deeva

yohsta, Bergm. p. 124, and the Lith. dangaus szlota, heaven's
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broom. Sclimeller 2, 190 has 'die hiind-hliu', rainbow/ conf.

lri.s, who gives her name to both rainbow and flower (Pernnika,

Suppl. to 121Gn.). Ssk. In>ln felnm, Bopp 43». The Tartars

make a feast when the rainbow appears, Kurd Schlozer p. 11.

The Pohjan-daughter sits on the air-bow (ilraan wempele), the

sky-bow (taiwon kaari), iveaviwj, Kalev. rune 3 beg. There also

sit the sun (Paiviitar) and moon (Kuutar), to listen to the song

of Wainiimoinen 22, 17, spinning gold the while, till the spindles

drop out of their hands 26, 296. Ammian. Marcell. lib. xx., end :

' Et quoniam est signum permutationis aurae . . . igitur apud

poetas legimus saepe, Irini de coelo mitti, cum praesentium rerum

verti necesse sit status.'

CHAPTER XXIir.

DAY AND NIGHT.

p. 737.] On the origin of v/J-ap, rif^epa, Bopp thinks differently,

see Gr. 505. With Dagr as a mythical person conf. Baldosg,

Swefdseg; of his son [or father] Dellingr it is said in Fornald.

sog. 1, 468 : 'uti fyri Dellings dyrura/ under the open sky. The

Edda makes night precede and produce day, conf 'nox ducere

diem videtur,' Tac. Germ. 11.

In spite of Benfey, the Ssk. nis and nakt seem to belong to

one root. In GDS. 905 I have traced our nacht to nahan. The

Ssk. rajani seems akin to Goth, riqis, Ir. reag, AS. racu (p. 813

end). Other words for night: Ir. oidhche, aidche, Zeuss 257,

Gael, oiche ; Finn, y'u, Est. o, Hung, cj, Lapp, iya, ya ; Basq.

gaiia, ganha, arraha, zaroa. The Greek language has a separate

name, vvKT6<i d/uLoXyo^;, for the last third of the night, when

dreams are true (p. 1146 mid.); [but also the first third, when

Hesperus shines, 11. 22, 317].

p. 737.] Day and night are holy : T)cb? Bla, Od. 0, 151. 306;

mit Got und dem heiligcn tag, Hpt's Ztschr. 7, 536-7 ; so mir der

heilige dach 1 107,46. 109, 19; so mir Got u. dat helhje lichi !

254, 19; so mir dat heilige licht ! 57, 1. 105, 30; summer (so

mir) der dach, der uns alien geve licht! 14, 50. 119, 1. 69, 21 ;

God ind der gode dach 7, 41. 21, 40. 65, 55; so mir der gode

dach, so uch der g. d. ! 33, 39. 219, 62; durch den guden dach
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69, 21. 196, 3. 312, 63; so mir der guote tac ! Ges. Abent. 3,

227 ; als mir helf der g. t. ! 3, 243 ; dor dere van den goden dage,

Lane. 44948; bi Gode ende bi den goeden dage, Walew. 155;

Reinaert, coming out of his hole, ' quedde den scJiouen dach',

Eein. 2382 ;
' Saint Jourdhuy/ Theatre FraD9. 2, 47; qui parati

sunt diei maledicere, MB. 26, 9 (n. 1256), conf. 'we geschehe dir

(woe betide thee), Tac, daz du mich last bi liebe langer bliben

niht !
' Walth. 88, 16. Of a piece with the above adjurations is

our ' as sure as the daij stands in heaven '
; OHG. theist giwis io

so dag, O. v. 12, 33; MHG. ich weiz ez warez als den tac, Trist.

6646; 'daz ist war so der tac,' Diemer 78, 8.

p. 738.] Day appears as a personality independent of the sun:

'Awake the god of day,' Haml. 1, 1; ' hoer tag, den nieman

bergen kan,' Spiegel after Altsw. 191; quasi senex tabescit dies,

Plaut, Stich. V. 1, 8, conf. the Plautian phrase ' diem com-

burere'; mit molten den tag austragen, Burc. Waldis 272^; eya,

tach, weres du veile, Haupt 1,27; herre, wa is (how goes) der

tach? En. 297, 18; ez was hohe uf der tach 300, 13 ; waz wizet

mir der tach (got to say against me), daz er niene wil komen? 335,

14; alt und junge wanden, daz von im der ander tac erschiue,

Parz. 228, 5.

Uchaisravas, the heavenly steed of day, emerges from the

ocean, Holtzm. Ind. s. 3, 138—140.

Hunc utinam nitidi Solis praenuntius ortum

afferat admisso Lucifer albus eqiio. Ov. Trist. iii. 5, 55.

'AvLKa irep re ttot' oypavov eTpe)^ov Xttttou

'Aa) rav poSoira'^vi' aii ^ilKeavolo ^ipoLcraL. Theocr. 2, 174.

The shining mane of day agrees with the ancient notion that

rays of light were hairs ; Claudiau in Prob. et Olybr. 3 addresses

the sun

:

Sparge diem meliore coma, crinemque rej^exi

blandius elato surgant temone jugales,

efflantes roseum frenis spumantibus ignem !

Compare too the expression Donnerstags-pferd, Thursday's horse.

p. 738.] The sun rises: er sol rami up, Fornm. s. 8, 114.

Sv. folks. 1, 154, 240. Vilk. s. 310; rinnet ufe der sunne. Diem.

5, 28 ; errinnet 362, 26; der sunne von dir ist uz gerunnen, MS.

1, 28*. Lith. ut'zteha saule, up flows the sun, fr. teketi; light
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also flows and melts asunder, conf. ' des tages in zeran' Wigam.
3840. ' ^lorne, da diu sunno ufgat, u. sich iibcr alle berge lat/

Dietr. drach. 345''; swa si vor dem bergo vfijat, MS. 1, 193*',

conf. M. Neth. baren, ontpluken (Suppl. to 743) ; e diu sunne

ufstige, climb up, Dietr. dr. 150"; dei sunne sticht hervor, Soester-

felide (in Eramingh.) 664; die sonno begonste risen, Rein. 1323;

li solauz est levez, et li jors essaucicz, Guitecl. 1, 241; * des

morgens, do de sunne wart,' came to be, Valent. u. Namel. 243''

;

'wan dei sunne anquam,' arrived, Soester-f. (in Em.) 673, hrirht

an 627. 682; 'diu sunne nftrat,' stept up. Mar. leg. 175, 47. 60;

de Sonne haven de bane quam, Yal. u. Nam. 25 7**; diu sunne

was nf ho, Frauend. 340, 29 ; bi ivachender sunnen, Keyserrecht.

Endemann p. 26.

p. 740.] Er sack die sonne sinlicn, Lane. 16237 ; diu sunne

under sane, Pass. 36, 40; die sonne sane, soe yhlnc onder, also

soe dicke bevet ghedaen, Walew. 6110 ; so der sunne hinder geijat

(LG. hintergegangen ?), MS. 2, 192''; von der sunnen ufgange u.

znogange, Griesli. 2, 23; hinz diu sunne zuo gle (went-to) 122;

do diu sunne nider gie (went down), Nib. 556, 1 ; diu sunne was

ze tal gesigcn (sunk), Wh. 447, 9; ouch eiget diu sunne sere gegen

der abentzite (sinks low toward eventide), Trist. 2512 ; alse die

sonne dalcn began, Lane. 16506; alse hi di sonne daJen sach,

Maerl. 3, 197; o sich diu sun geneiget (stooped), MSH. 3, 212''';

zu dal di sunne was genigen, Diut. 1, 351 ; des abends do sich

nndersluoc diu sunne mit ir glaste, Pass. 267, 51 ; diu sunne ie

z6 ze tale schoz (downward shot), Alb. v. Halb. (Haupt 11, 365)

;

der sunne ze abent verscein, Rol. 107, 23. Ksrchr. 7407 ; = die

sunne iren schin verluset (loses her sheen), Keyserr. Endcm.

p. 210; metter sonnen-scede (discessu), Limborch 8, 206. On
couchor, colcar, collocare, solsatire, see RA. 817: einz vif soleil

cochant, Aspr. SO** ;
* und solar siot,' till set of sun, Saem. 179'';

' untaz siu sizzit,' until she sitteth, Fragm. 29, 14; e die sonno

gesdsse, Weisth. 2, 453 ; bis die sonne gesitzt 2, 490 ; in sedil gdn
= obire, Diut. 2, 319\

(Sunne) gewited on wcst-rodor. Cod. Exon. 350, 23 ; west on-

liylde swegelbeorht hinne setl-gonges fus 1 74, 32 ; bis die sonno

wider der forste gibel Bchinet, Weisth. 3, 498. Norw. ' solen be-

gyndte at helde mod aas-randen,' Asb. Huldr. 1,1, and ' solen stod

i aas-kanten,' 1, 27, went towards, stood at, aas's edge; for this
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and for gidhamarr, conf. F. Magn. Dagens tider p. 15 and Bopp^s

Gl. 25^: ' Asta, nomen montis occidentalis, ultra quem solem occi-

dere creduut; ' it came to mean sunset, and at last any downfall

:

' Day sinks behind the best of mountains, Ast,' Kuruinge 563.

1718. 2393. Holtzm. Ind. s. 3, 183-4. (Pott in his Ziihlmeth.

264 derives asta, sunset, fr. as = deiicere, ponere); 'diu sunne an

daz gehirge gie/ Ecke 110; eVt elvai rfKuov eirl rot? opecn, kol

oviro) SeSvKevai, Plato^s Phsedo 116; ichn geloube niemer me, daz

sunne von Myceiie ge, Trist. 8283 (Mycen® in Argolis, Sickler

p. m. 283-4). In a rocky valley of Switzerland, at a certain hour

once a year, the sun shines through a hole in the viountain-wall,

and illumines a church-steeple ; conf. the sun shining into Belsen

church, Meier's Schwab, sag. 297. 'Do diu sunne ze gadeii

solde gan,' Morolt 1402 ; de sunne geit to gads, Brem. wtb. 1,

474 ; rfKid KoifMUTai, Wieselgr. 414 ; de sunne woU to bedde,

Firmen. 1, 329. M. Neth. 'die sonne vaert henen thaerre rusten

waert,^ Maerl. 3, 124; umb jede abendzeit, ehe die sonne zu haiine

kompt, Brehme B. 1"; 'Moidla (girls), geit hoim ! Die sun geit

110 ; Kriegt koene koen tanzer, Wos steit ihr den do ?
'

' Eh
die sonne zu genaden get,' Weisth. 1, 744. 2, 492 ; e die sunne

under zu genaden gienge 3, 510. Does the Goth, remi-sol, rimi-

sauil, mean the sun at rest ? Hpt's Ztschr. 6, 640 ;
quant li

solans ganclii (tottered), Mort de Garin 144. Note the phi'ase in

Walewein 8725 :
' Doe begonste die sonne gaen Te Gode van den

avonde saen
;

' conf. Esth. * piiaw lahhiib loya,' the sun goes to his

Maker = sets. The light of sunset is thus expr. in MHG. : 'diu

sunne z'dhunde schein,' to evening shone, Karl 3525.

p. 742.] ON. glacfr= mtens and laetus, and we say 'beaming

with joy ' ; so the beaming sun is called ' Glens beSja Guff-blid','

God-bHthe, Edda Sn. Hafn. 1, 330. 8unne)ifroJi (or Sunnenfro,

Mohr's Keg. v. Fraubrunnen no. 381, yr 1429) may mean ' glad

as the sun,' or ' of the sun,' as in Boner 6G, 42. A maiden in a

Swed. song is named Sol-fagr, var. Solfot, Arfv. 1, 177. 180; at

^ZttcZ/ft sig = to set, Sv. iifvent. 342. At evening the sun's bow

goes to joy : illalla ilohon, Kalev. 27, 277. Ace. to Hagen's

Germ. 2, 689 the sun has a golden 'bed, lies, sleeps on gold: als

di Sonne in golt geit, Arnsb. urk, no. 824, yr 1355; gieng die

sonn iin gold, Giinther 783 ; de sunne ging to golde, Ges. Abent.

2, 319 ; singt als die sonne fast zu golde wolde gehn, Scherfer
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105. The sua in rising out of the sea, crackles, Ossian 3, 131

;

and the imago of the zolotli bdba (golden granny) utters tones,

Hanusch p. 1G7 ; like Memuon's statue, Luciau's Philops. 33.

p. 743.] Oannes (the sun) di])s in the sea every evening,

Ilitzig's Philist. 218.

'Jf/io? S' r/eXiof /jLerevcacreTO ^ovXuToySe, Od. 9, 58. II. IG, 779.

HeXio^ fiev eTreira veov Trpocre/SaWei' apoupai

€^ aKoKappeirao ^aduppoov ^flKeavolo

ovpavhv elaavMv, II. 7, 421. Od. 19, 433.

H.e\io<; 8" avopovae, Xittwv irepiKaWia XcfjLvtjv,

ovpavhv e<? iroXu-^^aXKov, Od. 3, 1.

Occidao lota profuiulo sidera mergi, N. 221. * Sage me, for

hwam seine seo sunne swa reade on aerne morgen ? Ic ])e seege,

for )>am |)e heo cymb up of pee re see,' Altd. bl. 1, 190 ; nu gengr
sol i egi, Alex, saga p. 1G3. The sun bathes at night, Ilpt's

Ztschr. 4, 389. N. Fr. prov. bl. 1, 298; ' do begund' ez werden
naht, und shlcli diu sunne nach ir aht u^nbe daz norJen-niere, als

V,' crept round the northern sea, Geo. 0001 ; weil die sonne nie-

dertnnkt, Schmidt v. Wern. 181. But the sun also goes into

the forest. Swed. ' solen gar i skogen '
: sol glitt i akog, Folks. 1,

155 ; ntir sol gick i skug, Cavall. 1, 96 ;
' sipan sol iir uudi dpi,'

got behind the trees, Oestg. 175 (F. Magn. Lex., sub v. landvidi,

gives a differ, explan. of vide, vi}7i) ; ua nu ned, du sol, i gran-

skog, Kalev. Castr. 2, 57. Finn, kule (kulki) piiivva kuusikolle !

Kalev. 19, 386. 412 ; conf. 'Not yet the mountain, but only those

houses are hiding the sunshine,' Goethe's Eleg. What means
' bis die sonne uf (^en i)einapfel kommt,' (Weisth. 3, 791) ? till he

gilds the fir cone ?

Unz sich der tac ufniackte, Hagen's Ges. Abent. 2, 367 ; der

tac der sleicJi. in (crept to them) balde ziio, MS. 1, 171''; der tac

der scJilticlit wie eiu dieb, liiitzl. 23''; der tac ndhen begunde
nach sinem alten vuude, Tiirl. W. 125''; die dach qaam, die nitt

ondont, Maerl. 2, 236, so that he never stands still. The day

says: * 1 /are away, and leave thee here,' Uhl. 169; der tac wil

niht erwinden (turn back, leave off), Wolfr. 8, 18; der morgen
niht erwinden wil, den tac nieman erwenden (keep off) kan, MS. 1,

90''. ' Do der tac erschein,' shone out, Parz. 428, 13. 129, 15 ; d.

d. t. vol erschein, Er. 623; der tac sich schouwen liez, Livl. 3299;
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do der morgen sich nf-Uez, und si sm entsuoben, Pass. 30^ 79 ; si'ch

der tac entsloz (unlocked), Urstende 118, 61 ; der tac sich uz den

wolken bot, Tiirl. Wh. 67*; do si gesalien den morgen mit sime

lielite ufstnchen, die vinstre nalit entwiclien von des sunnen

morgenrot, Pass. 36, 51 ; der tac luhte schitere (thin), Serv. 3237.

Dager var Ijus, Sv. folks. 1, 129. La nuis sen va, et li jors es-

clari, Garins 2, 203. 'Der tac sich anzilndet' kindles, Hiitzl.

36*; dat hi den dach sach baren, Walewein 384; die men scone

hareyi sach, Karel 1, 376. 2, 1306. 594; dat menne (den dach)

haren sach 2, 3579, der tac sich hete erhart, Eracl. 4674 : sach

verharen den sconen dach. Lane. 44532. 45350. Also ontpluken :

' ontploc haer herte alse die dach' her heart flew open like the

day, Karel 1, 1166. Walew. 3320. 7762; conf. 'sin herte ver-

lichte als die dach,' Walew. 9448 ; ontspranc die dach, Karel 2,

593; die dach ufeyi hemcle spranc, Walew. 6777. 4885; Fr. Me
jour jaillit

;

' mocht der tac herspriessen, Hofm. Gesellsch. 59
;

Lett. 'deena pZaz/.&s^,' sprouts, buds. The day stirs: dag rinii,

0. i. 1 1, 49 ; naht rinit, 0. iii. 20, 15 ; lioht rinit, 0. i. 15, 19. ii.

1, 47. The day is rich, powerful :
' guotes ist er niht ricUe{r)

wan als des liehtes der tac,' than the day is of light. Cod. Vind.

428, no. 212 ; reicher dan der tac, Uhl. 1, 196. Other expres-

sions for daybreak : 'die Nacht die weicM/ gives way, Lb. 1582.

42; Niht forS gewdt, Cod. Exon. 412, 12; diu nacht gemachlich

ende nam, Frauend. 485, 1 1 ; uns ist diu naht von Mnnen, Wolfr.

Lied. 8, 16; unz uns diu naht gerilmet, Hahn's Strieker 10, 35;

so lange bis die schmiede pinken, u. der tag sich wieder vor-

zeiget, Ettner's Vade et occide Cain, p. 9. It is finely said in

the Nib. 1564, 2: 'unz daz (until) diu sunne ir liehtez schinen

hot (held out) dem morgen iiber berge ;
' als der morgenrot der

vinstern erde lieht erhot, Mar. 169, 28 ; unz der ander morgenrot

der werlde daz lieht hot, Serv. 1839; ouch schein nu schiere der

morgenrot, den diu sunne sante durch vreude viir (Dawn, whom
the sun sent before him for joy) daz er vreudenriche kiir vogeln

u. bluomen brahte, Tiirl. Wh. 69*. Simpler phrases are : do

begundez liuhten vome tage, Parz. 588, 8 ; gein tage die vogele

sungen, Mai 46, 16. For descrying the dawn they said :
' nu

Jcius ich den tac,' choose, pick out, espy, Walth. 89, 18 ; Ms den

morgen lieht 88, 12 ; den morgenblic crkos, Wolfr. Lied. 3, 1

;

als man sich des tages entste, Wigal. 5544.
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p. 744.] Day is like a neighinf^ steed :

Velox Aurorae nuntius Aether

qui fiKjat li'mniiH stellas. Claudian'a 4 cons. Hon. 50 1.

He cleaves the clouds : der tac die wolken spielt (split), MS. 2,

167*. So the crow with flapping of her wings divides the night,

lets in the light ; with her and the AS. Dceg-hrcfn we may assoc.

the ON. names Dag-hvelp (quasi young day) and Dag-ulf, For-

stem. 1, 328.

p. 744.] Day is beautiful : heau comme le jour, plus beau

que le jour ; ils croissoient comme le jour, D'Aulnoi's Cab. des

f. 243; wahsen als der tac, S. Uolr. 328. So der morgen enstdf.

Herb. 8482 ; do der tac werdpn began, En. 11280; die naht let,

ende het waert dach, Karel 2, 1305 (conf. die nacht let, die hem
verwies, Floris 1934) ; der tac ist vorlianden (here, forthcom-

ing), Simpl. 1, 528 ; do gienc uf der tac (went up), Wh. 71, 20

[Similar examples omitted] ; uuze Vz beginue ufgdn, Diem. 174,

5 ; es giengen nicht 14 tage in^s land, Schelmufsky, conf. p. 633*

;

der tac gdf von Kriechen, MSH. 3, 426*. Diu naht gie hin, der

tac herziio (or, der morgen Iter, der raorgen quam, Pass. 47, 89.

329, 53. 307, 68 [Similar ex. om.]. Day comes rapidly:

comes vpon the neck of you, Dobel 1, 37*; an trnt der ostertac,

Pass. 262, 16 ; als der suntac an geliff 243, 1 ; do der ander

morgen uf ran, Serv. 3410; der tac gejiozzen ham, Troj. kr. 29651
;

der tac kommt stolken, Hatzl. 26'' ; der tac kam einher walken 28*

;

er die mane sinke neder, ende op weder rise die dach, Karel 2,

1 194. He pushes his way up : do dranc uf der tac, Rosen-g. 627
;

hegnnde uf dringen, etc. [Similar ex. om.] ; do siben tage vor-

drungen, Kolocz 162; des fages wize osteni durcli diu wolken

dranc, Wigal. 10861. He w up : des morgens, do der tac uf

was, Fragm. 4P; nu was wol uf der tac, Eu. 7252 ; ez was hohe

uf den tac 11146 ; do was ez vcrre uf den tac 10334.

p. 745.] The day may be hindered from breaking :
' Wliat

have I done to the day ? Who has led him astray ? ' En. 1 384 ;

H. Sachs iii. 3, 68* (ed. 1561), 48'^ (ed. 1588) says of a ' day-

stealer ' (idler) :
* wilt den tag in der multer nnihtragen ? ' carry

him about in thy trough, OHG. muoltra. There is a key to the

day, Sv. vis. 2, 214. Vlaemsche lied. p. 173 ; the key of day is

thrown into the river, Uhl. 171 ;
' Had I the day under lock and

key, So close a prisoner he should be ^ 169 (conf. the day's

VOL. IV. B
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answer). The sun is caught in a noose, ho cannofc continue his

journey, and has to be ransomed, Klemm 2, 156.

A phrase used in Wirzburg comes very near the Romance

jpoindre :
' der tag spitzt sich schon,^ points, perks, pricks itself

up, H. Muller's Griechenth. 44 ; IHyr. zora 'pnca, the dawn shoots.

With a la pointe du jour, conf. ' matineret a punta (V alha,' Mila

y Funtals 159. OHG. striza=jubar (sub ortu), Graff 6,760;

hicis diei spiculum in oriente conspiciens, Kemble no. 581, p. lUG ;

* der tac diewolken spielt/ spht the clouds (Suppl, to 744).

p. 747.] The dawn is accompanied by oioise, esp. by agitation

of the air : ich waen ez tagen welle, sich hebet ein hileler wint,

Nib. 2059, 2 ; diu luft sich gein dein tage z'vuhet (air is drawn

towards day), diu naht im schier entfliuhet, Tiirl, Wh. 65*. We
must conn, aurora and avpiov (morrow) with aura, avpa (bi'eeze)

;

and AS. morgen-.nveq may be akin to sivegel (p. 746). 'Sol ek

sa drinpa dyn-heimum i,' solem vidi mergi in oceano ? mundo

sonoro ? Stem. 125^. The Hiitzlerin 30* speaks of the gewimmer

(whine, moan, droning) of daybreak; ' far an eirich gufuai viear

a,' grien o stuaidh nan ceann glas,^ ubi oritur sonore sol a fluc-

tibus capitum glaucorum, Tighmora 7, 422 ; Ssk. o-avi means sol,

rava sonus, ru sonare. Alba is the lux prima that precedes

the blush of dawn, Niebuhr 2, 800 ; it is like Matuta, Leucothea.

Burguy's Glossaire 350* explains 'par son' before ' I'aube ^ as

'par dessus, tout k la pointe^; It. suW alba. Our anbrechcn

contains the idea of noise : daz der tac uf prach, Diemer 175, 7 ;

de dach up brah, Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 399. Detm. 1, 50 [Sim. examp.

om.] ; clay breaks in through the windows, Felsenb. 3, 458 ; ich

sihe den morgensterue ilf breJien, MS. 1, 90^ conf. Lith. brekszti,

to glimmer, dawn; ervpit eras, Walthar. 402; Taube creva, Mcon

1, 291. The noise of daybreak is sometimes to be expl. by the

song of the wakening birds :
' der tac wil uus erschellen/ ring

out, Ges. Abent. 1, 305 ; der siieze sclial kunt in den tac, Mai

93, 33 ; biz sie erschracte (startled them) d^r vogel-sanc 93, 32.

With the Span. ' el alva se rie,' conf. Turn. v. Nantes 42, 4 :

' diu sunne in dem himel smieret,' smiles. Crepusculum pre-

supposes a crepus, which must belong to crepare, as yfretpof; murk

is akin to '\lr6(f)o<{ noise, see Benfey 1, 617 seq. Bopp^s Gl. 91.

p. 748.] Bopp's Gl. 53'' connects vhtvo with ushas, from ush

to burn, as ahtau with ashtan ; die ucht is still used in Germ.
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Bohemia: Uhti-h{ta = orcr[a, Gl. sletst. 6, 436, is explained by

Wackernagel as dawn-petition, Ilaupt 5, 32 !•. Diluculo is rend,

in OHG. by: in demo unterliicheUnrie, Windb. ps. 260; fruo

unterluchelliigen 206; dcujemleme, Ps. Trev. 206 ;
an demo dal'dhe

260; pUiothe, Dint. 1, 530». Falowendi, fahendi = crepasc\ih\m,

GrafF 3, 496-7 (falo= fiilvus, pallidas)
;
prima luce = in der urnich-

den, Ilor. Belg. 7, 36^ for which AS. has w6ma (p. 745), beside

glommung, (/a?.f/ri«i = crepusculura (may wo connect 'as de dach

grtemelde ' ? Fromman 4, 265). ON. byrting ; and with dags-

inhi is conn, the Fr. female name Bnin-matln = A.m'OTa,, Diet.

2, 325, misspelt Brnmatin, Meon 3, 447. MLG. dager'mge =

diluculum, Detm. 1, 178. 2, 546.

The personi6c. of Tagarod is also indicated by the men's

names Daghared, Trad. Corb. 226, Bagrlm 394. The word is

fem. in Gotfr. Hagen 65 : an der dagerolt ; but the masc. pre-

ponderates, both here and in morgenrot (see quotations from

Mar., Servat., and Tiu-l. Wh. in Suppl. to 743 end) ;
yet ' die

rotbriinstige morgenrot,' H. Sachs's Wittenb. nachtigal. ' Der

tag graut,' turns grey, dawns ; conf. ' es grant mir/ it frightens

me : dos tages blic was deunoch gra, Parz. 800, 1. 'Jifiepa afi(pi>

TO XvKavye^; avTo, dies circa ipsum diluculum est, Lucian s

Somu. 33 ; Arab, dhenebii-ssirhan, wolfs tail, the first glimmer

of dawn, that sweeps over the sky, then disappears, leaving a

deeper gloom behind, Riickert's Hariri 1, 215.

p. 748.] Does the obscure word morgen actually mean break-

fast ? Finn. murkina=jentaculum, breakfast- time. Morning,

like day, climbs up and is high, hence the name of Dietrich

der Ilochvwrgen, Ranch 1, 413. Greek avpiov op6po(;, to-morrow

morning; /3a6u<: opdpo^, Arist. Vesp. 216. Plato's Crito 43 and

Prot. 310. Luke 24, 1.

p. 748. J The sense of downward motion in abend is con-

firmed by ' diu sunne begunde senken u. aben (sinking and

offing) togclich,' Heinz v. K.'s Kitt. u. pf. 5. AS. cw![d =

conticinium, ON. qvcid ; conf. Goth. a?ta'2aZ = quies. ON. ]nhn =

crepusculum, AS. glom. The ON. rockur = crepusculum (p. 813)

is in Swed. skijmming, Dan. skumring, LG. schenimer, schummcr-

licht ; conf. Boh. and Russ. sumrak, and the name Simrock [su-

mrak, su-merki = half-mirk, subtenebrae, fr. mrak, morok =

mirk] . ON. sliocra, twilight, Olaf helg. s., ed. Christ. 47, 25.
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Diu tunlde, evening twilight, Osw. 2013-71 ; OHG. tunchall,

Graff 5, 435. Swed. tysmorh, Dan. tusmorke crepusculum (p.

814 n.). Vesperzit, so diu .s?(?i72,e schate git (gives shadow), Mar.

158, 7; couf. hvcrero r rje\io<;, aKtoiovTo re irdcrai ajvcai, Od.

11, 12. 15, 185. Twilight is also eulen-fiucld, or simply eule,

owl, Firmen. 1, 268. Si bran ti/schone sam der abentrot, MS. ],

34^ ON. qvolJrod'i, aurora vespertina. ' Abentrot, der kiindet

Inter mcere,' Walth. 30, 15. Modern: ' abendi'oth gut wetter

bot,' or ' ab. bringt morgenbrot,' or ' der morgen grau, der abend

roth, ist ein guter wetterbot,' Simrock's Spr. 20. 19. 7099.

On the other hand : EvdyyeXo'i fxev, (oairep rj 7rapoi/j,ia, ' Ew'^

jiiwiTo /iiT]Tp6<i evcf)p6p7]<; irdpa, Aesch. Agam. 264.

p. 749.] Ssk. usas aurora, dual usasa, Bopp's Gl. 53'' ; Lat.

aurora for ausosa ; Att. eo)?, Ion. 77069, Dor. aco?, 2Eio\. av(o<; ; conf.

Ostara (p. 290). The blush of dawn is expr. in Ssk. by nari.r,

the virgins, Gott. anz. '47, p. 1482. In Theocr. 2, 147 the

goddess rosy-armed is drawn by steeds (Suppl. to 738) ; 'con-

stiteram exorientem aurormn forte salutans' Cic. de Nat. D. 1,

28 (conf. Creuzer p. 126). On the Slav. lutrl-hogh as god of

morning, see Myth. ed. 1, p. 349 n.

p. 750.] The origin of ' Hennil, Rennil, wache !' in the Mark

is still unexplained. Observe, that tales are told of Strong

Hennel as of Strong Hans, and that lionidlo, ace. to Wend,

volksl. 2, 270% actually means a shepherd's staff. Like that

shepherd in Dietmar, the Roman fetialis, when about to declare

war, entered the sanctuary, and waved the shields and lance of

the god's image, crying, ' Mars, vigila ! ' Hartung 2, 168. Serv.

ad. Aen. 8, 3. Both in France and Germany the watchman,

the vrone wehter (MSH. 3, 428"'), blew the day in with his horn
;

his songs were called tage-lieder, auhades. ' La gaite corne, qui

les chalemiaus tint,' Garin 1, 219; les gaites cornent desor le.

mur anti 2, 117. 158 ; la guete cuida que laube fust crevee, il tret

le jar, et Imche et crie, Meon 1, 195 ; et la guete ert desus la porte,

devantlejor come et/re/eZe 1, 200. 'Der waldaere diu tage-Uet

(pi.) so lute erhaben hat,' Walth. 89. 35 (see Lachm. on W. p.

202); den tac man kiindet dur diu horn (pi.), MS. 2, 190''; diu

naht was ergangen, man seite ez wolde tagen. Nib. 980, 1 ;

wahter hiiet hoh enbor, MS. 1, 90''; er erschelt ein horn an der

stunt, damit tet er den liuteu kunt des tages kunft gewalticlich.
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Ls. 3, 311. He cries : Mcli sich in her (jdn (I see liim como on),

(ler mich wol erfrouwen mac, her gat der liohte sclioeue tac/

ibid. ; smcrghens alse die wachter blies, Floris 1935 ; der nus den

t;ig herUles, Liederb. of 1582. 28, anhlies 238; der wechter blost

an, Keisersp. Brosatnl. 25** ; * the watchman blows the rest,' Eliz. of

Or]. 502 ; the warder or ' hausmann ' blows the day off, he comes

of liimself, Drei Erzti. p. 4 to ;
' dor wechter ob dera haden,^ the

guard over the coach-boot. Did watchmen carry a mace called

morgenfitern ? see Hollberg's Kllefte Jnni 5, 9. Frisch 1, C70 says

it was invented in 134-7.

p. 750.] Day is beautiful and joi/oiifi : der tac schoen u. grise

sin lieht beginuet meren, Troj. kr. 9173 ; daz lieht mit vrexuhn uf

trat. Pass. 329, 54. On the contrary, ' das abcndroth im westen

welkt,' fades, pales, Schm. v. Wern. 253. The morning star is

harbinger of day (p. 752 n.) : daz im der tage-sterre vruo hioite

doi tac, Ksrchr. 7885 ; daTtjp dyyiWwu (pdo<;, Od. 13, 94.

Birds rejoice at his coming : i^viku 6pvtde<i aaoxri, rnrpcoroi,

Charon. Fragm. 34''; 6 6pv(,<; ttjv ew kuXwv, Athen. 4, 36 : daz

cleine siieze vogellhi lean dingen (reckon) uf den morgenschin, u.

sich des tages friiuwen muoz, Troj. kr. 20309; nam diu naht ein

ende, die vogel des niht wolden durch iemans freuden swende

verswigen, wan sie sungen als sie solden (would for no man's

pleasure hush, until, &c.), Tit. 5364; noch siiezer denne dem
voglin morgens vrone, Frauenl. Ettm. p. 27 ; de voghcl den dach

smorghens groettc, als hine sacli. Rose 7832 (conf. ' den kleinen

vogellin troumet uf esten,' dream on the boughs, MS. 2, 166'').

Cock-crow announces day : i^ipyecrOac ijSr] dXexTpuovcov aSovTwv,

Plato's Symp. 223 ; der han hat zwir (twice) gekraet, ez nahet

gen dem morgen, MS. 2, 152*; as de hanens den dag inkreggeden

(crowed-in), Lyra p. 114.

p. 752.] The swift approach of Night, its falling, sinking, is

expr. in many turns of speech : cz tagct lane (slowly), u. nahtet

drat, Teichn. 70 ; als die nacht mit alter gcivalt (all her might)

herein brach, Drei kliigste leute 146. That night breaks in,

wlieroas day breaks forth, has been remarked by Pott 1, 236; yet

Goethe says ' die nacht hricht an,' Faust 126 ; cum nnx inrxicret,

(irrog. Tur. 10, 24; wie die nacht herhrach, Katzip. ci"* ; biss das

der abend hereindravg (pressed in), Fischart's Gl. schif 1131;

forth of each nook and corner crowds the night, Goethe ; do vicl
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sin gaeber abent mi, Trist. 314 ; diu nalit nu sere zuo gold, Tiir],

^\ h. 20'^; die ti. riickt mit gewalt eiii, Maulaffe 5G9 ; die n. rasche

quam, Hpt's Ztsclir. 5, 338 ; es scldesst (et scliiitt, it shoots) in

den abend, Schutze 4, 33. Night came upon the nrck of us,

Ungr. Simph 65. Ettn. Apoth. 877; 'die n. stosst an,' bumps
against, Weisth. 1, 305; ' it was avent, de n. anstoet/ Reineke 4,

1. 'Niht hecom,' supervenit, Beow. 230; conf. et<? oKev e\6r)

BeteXo<; o^jre Bucoi', a/CLdcrij B' ept/SoyXov apovpav, II. 21, 231; r/877

fyap KOL e7r)]Xv66 SeteXov rjpiap, Od. 17, 606 ; as de aveut in't JiDi.f

kem, Miillenh. p. 201 ; trat de n. an, Weisth. 3, 87; die n. hetritt

ihn (tramples) 3, 457; conf. 'wan sie die n. hetrift,' hits 3, 785,

and ' bis die dammerung eintrat,' Felsenb. 4, 63. 2, 599, herein

tn'.ft,' steps in 4, 144 ;
' die naht hinzuo geschreit/ strode up to,

Troj. kr. 10119; ' ndhct in diu naht,' nears them. Nib. 1756, 1 ;

' en hadde die n. niet ane gegaen,' not come on, Karel 2, 934 ; do

diu naht (der abent) ane gie, Lanz. 3210. Flore 3197. Diemer

27, 4. Frauend. 342, 30. Iw. 3904; gieng der abend her, Gotz

V. Berl. 82 ; hie mite gienc der abent hin, u. diu naht heran lief

(ran). Pass. 47, 84 ; diu vinstere n. her ouch swanc, als si in ir

loufe lief 36, 41 ; als diu n. hin gelief 81, 86; diu n. kumt daher

gerant, Dietr. drach. 336'\

Again, night sinks, bends, falls : der abent was zvo gesigen,

Diut. 1, 351 ; ist diu naht herzuo gesigen, Troj. kr. 11718; diu

n. siget zuo, Dietr. drach. 154*; uns siget balde zno diu n., Lanz.

709; diu n. begunde sigen an, Morolt 1620. 3963; dm n. siget

an, Dietr. dr. 327'^; diu 11. vast uf uns neiget (bends), Hatzl.

192, 112. Or day sinks, and night clinibs : do der tac hin

seic, diu n. herzuo steic, Dietr. 9695; biz der dach nider begunde

sigen, inde die nacht up-stigen, Karlmeinet p. 18 ; li jours va a

declin, si aproclie la nuit, Berte 54; li jors sen va, et la nuis

assert, Garins 2, 157 ; la nuiz va, aprochant, si decliua le jor,

Guitecl. 2, 169; nu begund diu sunne sigen, u. der abeutsterue

stigen, Zwei koufni. 180; ez begunde sigen der tac, Er. 221;

a la hrune, a la cJiute du jour. Similar are the phrases : der tac

was iezuo Idn getveten. Pass. 27, 7; der tag gieng zu dem abend,

TJhl. 1, 246; conf. ' dagr var a sinnum,' inclined to evening.

Seem. 104'\ In the same way: der tac hiemit ein ende nam,

diu vinster naht mit triiebe ham, Pass. 19, 3; der tac sleich

hin, u. leant diu naht, Freib. Trist. 4705 ; ja swant (vanished)
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<ler tac, \i. ivuoJik (grew) diu luilit, Heinz v. Konst. Ritt. u.. jif.

7; conf. Lat. aduUa nocte; do der tac verswant, G. frau 2013.

21-27; LG. Mie lett dagen u. awinen* ' schemmcrn u. dagcn/

Strodtm. 200. 238. Brera. wtb. 4, G'M ; 'do der tac zerstoeret

wart von der vinsfcerm'sse groz, u. dlii n, Jierzno ffcjloz,' came
flowing up, Troj. kr. 10489 ; der tac cjeflnze hia 8519; do der t.

WR^erffdn, Diemer 149, 25; ' als der t. was gclegen,' lain down,

Krnst 4679 ; 'do dor t. lie mneu schiii,' let be, left off, Troj. kr.

1 1095 ;
' der t. sin ivnnne vcrhU/ his bliss forsakes, MS. 2, 192''

;

der t. sin Ueht vcrldt 2, 496"'; der t. Idt sinen fjlafit, Troj. kr.

8480 ; do des tages Heht verswein, Bark 368, 3 ; siSSan <xfen-

leoht under beofenos hiidor heholen weorSeS, Beow. 821 ; der tac

'jieng mit freuden hin, do diu naht ir triiebeii schin liber al

die werlt gespreite, Gerh. 4931; asfensciraa /ord geivdf, Caedin.

147, 30; der tac begerte urloubes (took leave) mit liahte, Tit.

3743.

Night catches, grasps: din naht hegrifet. Tit. 3752. Dietr.

dr. 97*. Heinr. Trist. 4650; die nacht hevet mi hier hegrepen,

jNIaerl. 3, 157; unz si hegreif diu naht, Wolfd. 302, 1; unz daz

si da diu n. hegreif, Mai 39, 5 ; die nacht kompt gesIicJten, Ld.

1582, 53. Night covers, spreads her mantle: )?a com a3ftcr

niht on last daege, lagu-streamas ivredh, Cajdin. 147, 32; 'ja

waene din n. welle uns nicht zveni mtv,' will not guard us more.

Nib. 1787, 2; die nacht war //ir augen, Drei kluge leute 147;

evening was at ike door, Pol. maulaffe 171 ; der abend all bereit

ror der hand, Schweinichen 1, 87; do man des abindis inisuoh,

Athis C*, 153.

Night was deemed kateftd, hostile, Benfey 2, 224 : Grk BelXr],

Se/eXo? evening is akin to SetX-o? timid, SetSco I fear; conf. vv^

cXoi], Od. 11, 19, uaht-eise horror noctis, and Shaksp.'s ' grim-

.looked night.' The Lith. ' naktis ne brolis, night is no nmn's

friend' occurs already in Scherer's St. Gall. Mss. 34": die

lacht niemand ze freunde hat, and in II. Sachs 1, 233', On
the other hand : 'la nuit porte avis,* conf. to sleep upon a thing.

p. 752.] 'Night has the vietorij won' is also in iioseu-g.

1119; der tac vortreip diu vinstcr naht, Frauend. 31-4, 31; per

contra: diu n. den t. hot versiciDit 271, 25. A full descr. of

night's victory, with ' her du.sJci/ buiiner hung on all high towers/

in Ls. 3, 307.
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p. 753.] The notion of night's (/loominess preponderates

:

dW 7]T0i vvv fi€V TretOco/xeOa pvktI fxeXaivrj, Od. 12, 291. OS.

tJiiustri naht^ Hel. 133, 4, etc.; de dustere nacht, Hpt's Ztschr. 5,

393; in dero naht-finstri bechlepfet, N. Cap. 13; diu vinsier

n., Frauend. 339, 30, etc.; diu fot-vinster n., Lanz. 6538; diu

swarze n., Herb. 7964. In thieves' liiigo, scJiwarz — night

;

diu triiehe n., Wh. 2, 10. Swiss ' Jcidige nacht/ pitch-dark.

Staid. 2, 98 (kiden = ring out, pierce) ; bei eitler naht, Abele's

Gerichts-h. 1, 39] . Uhl. Volksl. 683 (Ambras. Ldrb. 1582, 377).

AS. 'on wanre niht/ pale, Beow. 1398; niht wan under wolc-

num 1295; couf. OS. wanum undar wolcnuna, Hel. 19, 20, morgan
wanum 21, 1 ; niht-helma genipu. Cod. Exon. 160, 12 ; nceadu-

helma gesceapu scrid'an cwomon, Beow. 1 293 ; ON. prima, larva,

means also conticinium, quando omnia quasi obvelata caligine

videntur. In voller nacht (pleine nuit), Schweinich. 3, 59. 87.

234; ' die gp.schlagenevi./ stricken, hushed, Matth, Pred. v. Luth.

p. 27. Philand. 2, 83; helohen n., Eein. 2271 (illunis ?) ; nuit

close, Babou 219; schon weicht die tiefe n., Goethe 12, 242 =
succincta nox, Sid. Apoll. Epist. 3, 8; ciXV 6t€ Srj rpL^a vvKr6<{

irjv, yLiera h' aarpa ^e^iJKei, Od. 12, 312. 14, 483, conf. the seven

parts of night. Fernowls Dante 2, 229. Night is long, vuf

paKpi), Od. 11, 373; often called intempesta nox, unseasonable

(for work) : dum se intempesta nox jpraecipitat, Cato de Mor.

;

conf. the ON. adj. niol, Ssem. 51» (AS. neol, neowol=prona ?).

But also ev(^p6v7), the kindly (comforting?), Hes. Op. et D. 562
;

OHG. Mstillandi naht, Diut. 1, 251; 'do was diu siieze n. fiir,*

gone by, Lanz. 1115. On inodraned, see Hattemer 1, 334. The
midnight hour is fittest for deciding the fates of men (p. 858-9).

CHAPTEE XXIV.

SUMMEPv AND WINTER.

p. 754.] Winter is called bird-killer, oIcovoktovo^, Aesch.

Agam. 563, and ' der vogele not,' MSH. 1, 53^ A M. Neth.

poem (Kartl 2, 133) says :
' so dat si ten naesten Meye metten

vogelen gescreye porren moghen,' may march out mid the songs

of bii-ds ; ' wie der Meie vogelin vroene macht,' gladdens, elevates,

MS. 1, 31^
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p. 755.] SI. iar (spring) =y(T (year), says Miklos. 110; Zoud.

ydre (year), Pott 2, 557. Bopp, conf. Gratnin. p. 568. Kuhn's

Ztschr. 2, 260 connects yer with wpa, hora. Bekker in Monats-

ber. '60, p. 161 says eap for fiap = ydr. We may also conn.

eap with rjpi (early), as our friihling with friih. Kuhn thinks

ver is for ves, Ssk. vasantas (spring); conf. vasas, vasara (day),

vasta (daylight). Ssk. vatsara (year), Bopp's Gl. 306''. Finn.

vtiosi (year), Esth. aast, conf. Lat. aestas ; in Kalev. 1, 248

vitosi year, and kesd summer, seem synonymous. Ssk. samd,

annus, is fem. of saraa, similis, Bopp and GDS. 72 seq. Lenz

(spring) is also laugsi, lanxi, lanzlg, Staid. 2, 156; somer ende

leutin, Rose 7326.

p. 755.] Change of season, change of year is expr, by * diu

zit hat sich verivandelot,' MS. 1, 78^; conf. 'in der ztte jdren,'

years of time, Mai 107, 18. To the Egyptians the year sails

round, whilst in German ' unz itmb Jaim, daz jar,' Otnit 809; ein

nmhe-gmdez jar, Trist. Frib. 1070; ein mand in (a month to

them) des jares trit, Pass. 162, 58; das rollende jahr. In gui-

I'an-neuf, gui is mistletoe (p. 1206); conf. our Germ, cries:

' drei hiefen (3 blasts on the bugle) zum neuen jahr !

' Schm. 2,

156; 'gliickseligs neues jahr, drei hiefen z. n. j.!' Frisch 1, 452"=

from Besold. New-year is expr. by 'so sich daz jar geniuwet

hat,' in springtime, Warnung 2291; or ' wanu daz jar auz-

cJntmpt,' out comes, Gesta Rom. Keller 99; do das jar auskom,

Weisth. 3, 650; but also by the simple ' New.'

p. 756.] The idea of the whole year is now and then per-

sonified, both in wishes and otherwise: Got gebe uns wunnecliche

jar, Reinh. ace. to var. 2248 (ms. P.K.) ;
guot jar gange si an

(encounter them), Kistener 1188; conf. iibel-jar, mal-anno

(p. 1160 end) ; do das jar auskom, Weisth. 3, 650; ehe ein jahr

in das land kommt, Drei Erzn. 266; ehe zwei jahre in's land gehn,

Pol. maul. 8; daz vunfte jar in gie, Trist. 151, 27; that jar

furdor skred (strode), Hel. 13,23 (conf. KS. forff gcwdt dcncg-rimes

worn (numeri dierum multitudo), Csedm. 60, 1, see ' daeg-r.

worn' 80, 20. 156, 51); le bonhomme Vitnnre, Mem. de I'acad.

celt. 4, 429. In the Bacchica pompa 'Evuivto'^ appears as a

giant with four elbows (T€Tpa7r7?;^u9, 4 cubits high?), bearing

*Amalthea's horn, Athen. 5, 198 (Schw. 2, 263).

p. 757.] Also in Hel. 14, 10: 'so filu winiro endi sumaro*
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means tlie same as AS. fela missera ; but 5^ 1.2, where ZachariaS

says he was ' tuentig wintro ' old when he married Elisabeth,

and has lived with her 'antsibunta (70) wintro/ he is 90 years

old, and luintar stands for year. The AS. midwinter, ON,
mi^vetr, appears in M. Neth. as meclewinter, Lane. 13879, midde-

wlnler 23907. A computation of sumor and lencten, Andr. &
El. p. xxiv. Leo's Rectitud. 212-3. The ON. dnegr is Swed. di/gn.

Gudrun says in Seem. 232''
: 'for ek af fialli fimm doegr taU&'

fared I from the fell 5 days told ; conf F. Magn. Dagens tider,

p. 28. The sacreduess of Mulsummer and Midwinter, of St.

John's day, sunnewende (p. 617) and yule, favours the dual

division : on the night of St. John, vigils are kept in field and

lawn under gold-apple tree, Molbech no. 49. Norske eventyr

no. 52. KM. no. 57.

p. 758.] As to a connexion between Tacitus's three seasons

and Wodaii's three inogresses, see Kuhn in Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 493.

It seems to speak for the three seasons, that often only three

assizes are recorded in a year ; and still more, that three great

sacrifices were offered, in autumn til ars, in winter til groSrar, in

summer til sigrs, Yngl. s. cap. 8; trihus temijorihus anni, Lacomb.

no. 186 (yr 1051). Gipsies divide the year into two and six

seasons, says Pott 1, QQ. The Persian, like the Spaniard, had

two springtimes, for Fasli in the Giilistan speaks of the Shah
Spring, Shah Summer, Shah Autumn, Shah Winter, and Shah
New-year (newrus) = March, who reintroduces the spring. ON.
haust, Swed. Jidst,is, an abbrev. of herbist, haerfest [Scot, hair'st],

see Gramm. 2, 368. In Up. Hesse also they call spring auswarts,

Vilmar's Hess. Ztschr. 4, 52.

p. 761.] Spring is expr. by the phrases : ez was in der zite

alter hluomen ursprinc, Flore 5529 ; so die bluomen enspringent

153; von den bluomen wie sie sprungen 821 ; conf. flos in vera

novo, Pertz 5, 735. More vividly personal ai-e the adjs. in: * der

lange friihling,' E. Meier's Schwab, march, p. 303 ; ' vil lieber

Sumer, der Hebe S.,' MS. 1, 167''. MSH. 3, 212^; diu liebe

sumerzit, MS. 2, 108'^; diu liebe sumer-wunne, Dietr. 381
;

saelige sumerzit, MS. 2, 108'' (our ' die liebe zeit
') ; and even

'der lieilige sumer,' Myst. i. 312, 2. To which is opposed 'der

Zeu% winter,' MSH. 3, 215''; ' die felle winter,' Rose 53. 62.

Both seasons come and go :
' ira yvers, si revenra estez,' Orange
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2, 75; OS. slcred the wintav ford, Hel. 6, 13; liiems saeva transiU,

Cann. biir. 193 ; swanne der winter abe gienc, uncle der sumcr

ane vienc, Alex. 5091; Neth. die winter ginc in hant, Maerl. 2, 8

(like : binnen dien ginc die nacht in hant, Lane. 46927) ; als die

winter inginc, Lane. 3G014; geld der winter dalier, Gotz v. Berl.

240 ; der vorder Winterldauh herwider hat gehauset sich auf

seinen alien sitz, Wolkenst. 67; iiu ist der leide winter Jile, Ben.

390; der sumer ist comen in diu lant, MS. 2, 83*; pis kiimt der

sunier here, Otnit (V. d, Ron) 29 ; unz uffen S. Urbans tac, danne

gat der sunier in, H. Martina bl. 250; si jehent, der sumer der

si Jiie, MS. 1, 07'' ; es gcct ein frischer freier sommer da herein,

Bcrgreien 71 ; ver rcdit optatum, Carm. bur. 178. Or, instead

of Sutinner, it is Mag, as mai-gesdss means summer-pasture,

Stalder 293 ; als der Meie in gat, Warn. 1887; an S. Pliilippen-

tage, so der Meie alrerst in gat, Frauend. 03, 13; alse die Mey
in quam, eutie April orlof nam. Lane. 23434; 'da hat uns der

Meie sinen krdni (wares) erloubet, ze suochen, swaz wir siner

varwe geruochen,^ to pick what Ave please, MS. 2, 107*; des

Meien blic, Tit. 32, 2 ; do man des liehten Meigen spil mib

siner bliiete komen sach, Troj. 6889 ; Meie, die heide griieze !

MS. 2, 167''; der Meie hat die heide geeret 2, 52*: * der winder

twanc die heide, uu griienet si im ze leide,' to spite him, Ben.

453 ; flower-leaves, whereon ' der May sein dolden (umbels)

lionget,' Suchenw. 46, 28; des liehten Meien schar (company)

stat bt'kleit in purpur-var (-hue), MSH, 3, 195''; flowers are

'des Meien kiinne,' MS. 2, 22% and ' siimer-geraete' 1, 194'';

uf Walpurgen tag xv. gebunt Mei-gcrten (-switches), Weisth.

3, 497 ;
* giezent nur den Meien under ougen !

' sings a girl in

MS. 2, 74''; does it mean 'put the garland on me'? Mai, dein

gezelt (pavilion) gefellt mir wol, Wolkenst. 110. -May has

power: ich lobe dich, Meie, duier kraff, MS. 2, 57"; des Meies

virtuit, Uhl. 1, 178
;
gen wir zuo des Meien horli-gezite (hightide),

der ist mit aller siner krefte komen, VValth. 46, 22 (Lachm. is

wrong in note to Nibel. p. 0). So: in der sumerlichen maht,

Parz. 493, 0; der sumer mit siner kraft, MS. 1, 37" ; des Meien

kraft sie brahte dar, der was der mCdaere (painter), Blicker 79
;

der winter twinget mit siner kraft, MS. 1, 37''; des Aberellen

kraft, Hpt's Ztschr. 6, 353, and so of all the months. With
power is blended goodness: des Meien giiete u. kraft, Muscatbl.
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in Altd. mus. 2, 189; ze veld u. uf der heide lac der Mai tnit

ainev g (lete, Hatzl. 131, 6. Sucheuw, 46, 15; des Meigen giiete,

Hatzl. 159, 584. Troj. 16213; conf. thera zifci guati (Suppl. to

791) ; der Meie hete do gevrout (gladdened) mit der liehten

kiinfte sin (his coming) diu wilden waltvogelin, Partenopier 45,

18 ; sumer, du hast manege giiete, Lachm. Walth. xvii. 7. Summer
brings bliss : si jehent, der sumer der si hie, diu wunne diu si

komen, MS. 1, 67*^; 'heia siimerwunne, swer uus din erbunne !

'

grudge us thee 2, 6'd^
-,

sit die siimerw. alrerst begunde nahen 2,

74''; eristkomen wider mit gewalde, den der Meige hat vertriben;

sumerw. ist im entrunnen (fled before him) balde, der ist vor im

niht gebliben, Frauend. 507 ; sumerw., nig dem siiezen Meigen,

MS. 2, 22^* ; der sumerw. giiete, Flore 165; zur somerw., Baur

no. 718. The Germ. Summer or May stands on a par with

the Scand. god Freyr returning from exile (p. 212-3), as indeed

Maia, Flora, Aprilis were goddesses to the Romans. A tree

breaks into blossom when a god settles upon it

:

seht ir den bourn, der da stat,

der loubes vil u. bluomen hat,

' eln got hat sick da nider geldn (let himself down),

an den (without him) mohte ez niht organ,

ez ist bi namen Tervigant. Geo. 2162.

The poet of the Warnung sings :

nu minnet (ye adore) bluomen unde gras,

niht in der (not Him who) sin raeister was;

wip unt vogel-gesanc

unt die liehten tage lane,

der sache jegeliche (all such things)

nemt ze einem himelriche. Hpt's Ztschr. 1, 495.

And still more distinctly :

einer anhetet (one adores) daz vogel-sanc

unt die liehten tage lane,

darzuo bluomen unde gras,

daz ie des vihes spise was (cattle's food)
;

diu rinder vrezzent den got (oxen gobble your god); ibid. 1, 500.

Green foliage is the garment of May and Summer : quoique le bois

reprenne sa rohe d'ete, Villera. Bardes Bret. 215; sumer-Zc/eiY hat
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er ir gesniten (cut out), MS. 2, 47''; der Sumcr wil riclicu

iiianigcn bourn mit loubes unit (leafy dross) 2, 83"; lieide u. angci-

liabeut sich bereitet mit der schoeusten wdt, die in der Meie Lat

gesant (wliich May has sent them) 2, 83* ; herbest, der des Meien

wdt vellet von den risen (cuts fr. the twigs) 2, 105"; vil richfr

wdt, die Meie hat 1, 192* ; sich hate gevazzct (collected) der wait,

u. schoeniu kicit gein dera sumer au-geleit (put on), Maurit. 1G8 1

;

in Meigeschem walde, Tit. 143, 1 ; solutis Ver nivibus virideni

monti reparavit amictuin, Claud. B. Get. 168.

p. 7G2.] Winter is a ruthless ruffian warrior: 'spiteful W.'s

envy Ms complained of, MS. 1, 192"; 'der (tn/e Winter twanc,'

oppressed, ibid.; der W. hant (also twanc) die heide 2, yS"** ; nu

ist der bliieuden heide vo(jet (tyrant) mit gewalt lif uns gezoget,

lioert wi'er mit winde hroget (blusters) 1, 193'''; des leideu

\Vinters iiherlast, der si verwazen (be cursed) u. sin roup ! 2, 20''.

AVinter has an ingesinde, retinue, Hpt's Ztschr. 4, 311; des

Winters wdfen tragen (weapons carry), MsH. 1, 328*. But May
is armed too, and fights him : mein ros schrait (my steed strides)

gen des ^laien schilt, Wolkenst. 115; diu sunne dringet liehtem

Meien dur den griienen schilt, der von loube schaten birt (brings

leafy shade) den kleinen vogellin, MsH. 1, 150''. His fight with

W. is descr. in detail in the Song of battle betw. Summer and

W., Uhl. Volksl. p. 23. The AS. already has: j^a wa)s W.
Hcacen, fsBger folden bearm, Beow. 2260 (yet see p. 779 n.)

;

brumalis est ferita rabies, Archipoeta p. 76 ; Winder, wie ist nu

din kraft worden gar unsigehaft (unvictorious), sit der Meie

sinen schaft hat lif dir verstochen, MSH. 3, 195"^; fuort micli

durch des Meien Jier (host), der mit ritterlicher wer den W. hat

erslagen (slain), Hiitzl. 131, 51 ; winder ist nider valt (felled),

Wiggert 37 ; hin sont wir den W. jagen (chase away), Conr. v.

Ammenh. extr. W. p. 51 ; wol hin, her W., ir miiezt ie ze rilme in

hergen, Frauenl. 369, 16; der sumerwiinne den strit Ian (drop the

strife with), Flore 150. Haupt on Neidh. 45, 12 takes Aucholf

to be for oukolf in the sense of krotolf (p. 206) ;
yet also Goth.

auhj6n = turaultuari might be brought in. The names Maihom,

Meicnrts (Closener 68) point back to old customs; the island

Meigen-ouicc, now Meinau, perh. to an ancient site of the spring

festival.

p. 762.] A sweet May-song in Wolkenst. no. 63, p. 173 : liet,
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da si mite enpfdlioi den Meigen. To welcome the spring is in

ON. ' ])kfagna ^exr sumri/ Maurer 2, 232 ; alle die vogel froeliche

den Sumer singende e}ij)hant, MS. 1, 2P; entphahen die wunig-

lichen zit, Diut. 2, 92 ; ontfaet den Mei met bloemen, hi is so

schone ghedaen, Uhl. Volksl. 178; sleust uns auf (unlock) die tiir,

u. lest den Sumer Itereui, Fastn. sp. p. 1103; ir siilt den Sumer

griiezen, u. al sin ingesinde, MSH. 3, 202* ; Meie, bis (be) uns

willehomen, MS. 1, 194''; wis (be) willekonien, wunneclicher Meie

1, 196''. May and Summer are distinguished: sint willekomen /ro .

Sumerzit, sint will, der Meie \, 59^* ; ich klage dir, Meie, ich klage

dir, Sumerwunne 1, 3'\

' In den Meien riden ' was a real custom, Soester fehde p. 660.

The men of Mistelgau near Baireuth sent envoys to Niirnbg. to

fetch Spring. They were given a bumblebee shut up in a box

(Suppl. to 697) ; but curiosity led them to peep in, and the bee

escaped. They shouted after it 'na Mistelgau !
' and sure enough

the long rain was followed by tine weather, Panz. Beitr, 2, 173;

conf. Herod. 1 , \Q'2, where a country has the spring taken out of

its year.

p. 763.] The coming of Summer is known by the opening of

flowers, the arrival of birds : der sumer ist komen schone ilher mer

hat uns ze lande briiht ein tvunnidichez her, MSH. 3, 226% as in

Ssk. spring is called kusuvidkara, florum multitudinem habens

;

do man die sumerwunne bi der vogel reise erkande, do loste der

Mei die hluomen uz den tiefen banden 3, 229'* ; der sumer ist mit

silezem sange schone erwecket 3, 24P ; doch kam ich uf ein heide,

diu was liehter bluomen vol, daran moht man schouwen wol, ob

der 3Jai ze velde lac, Ls. 1, 199. Nithart leads the Duchess, with

pipers and fiddlers, to where he has thrown his hat over the (first)

viol ; kneels down and raises the hat, ' ir lat den sumer schinen,'

MSH. 3, 202^^ ; 's ersti velgerl brock i' dir z'liab, Firmen. 2, 798,

and Voss goes in search of the first flowers as spring-messengers,

Goethe 33, 148 ; the first buttercup and hvitsippa used to be

eaten, Dybeck '45, 68-9, conf. the first 3 cornblussoms, Superst.

I, 695. 1018. Tussilago, coltsfoot, is called sommer-thiirleln

(-doorlet) and Merzblume, because it springs up immed. after the

snow has thawed ; also filius ante patrem, filia ante matrem,

Nemnich 1515 ; Nethl. zomer-zoeljes (-sweetie) =galanthus nivalis.

Clover too is called summeriiower, visumarus, Kl. schr. 2, 159.
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p. 7G3.] Chelidonium, celandine, so called because it comes

with the swallow itnd withers at his going", Dioscor. 2, 211. A
spi-ing song in Luciau^s Tragopod. 43—53 (ed. Bip. 10, 4) makes

blossom, swallow, and nightiuyale heralds of spring ; if you see

the first ploughman ply, the first swallow fly, &c., Sup. I, 108G
;

usque ad aduentum hiruudlneum vel ciconinum, Sidon. Apoll. 2,

14; ciconia redeuntis anni jugiter mintiatrix, e']\c\ex\^ tristitiam

hiemis, laetitiam verni temporis introdiicens, magnum pietatis

tradit exemplum, Cassiod. Van 2, 14; Maien-bule, sommergcck,

Diet. 2, 50G sub v. biihl : conf. ' kunden vogel rehte schouwen,

so lobten sie ze frouwen fur die lieJifen siiinerzU, MS. 1, 84".

p. 769.] Schwartz de Apoll. 33 compares Apollo's fight with

the dragon to that betw. Sicminer and Winter. The song in

Wiggert p. 37 says :

Winder ist nider valt (felled).

Winder, du bist swer sam ein bli (heavy as lead),

Sumer, du kanst den Winder stillen (bring to reason).

In the Nethl. song of battle betw. 8. and IF. (Hor. Belg. G, 125

— 146) Venus comes and reconciles the ' brothers ^
;
yet, at the

very end, it says Winter has had to he hilled—evidently the ending

of an older song. Other pop. songs of summer in Firmen. 2,

15. 34. On the Eisenach sonuner-gewinn, see Wolf's Ztschr. f.

myth. 3, 157 and Hone's Daybk 1, 339 (conf. the May fetched

by May-boys in Lynckcr p. 35-6) ; the straw Winter is nailed to

a wheel, set on fire, and rolled dowuJiill, Daybk 1, 340. In Fran-

conia the girls who carry Death out are called deatli-inaidens,

Schm. 1, 464. In Jever they have the custom of ' meiboem

setten,' Strackerjan p. 75.*

p. 781.] By the side of May appears the Mag-bride, Kuhn's

Sag. pp. 384. 513, otherw. called hiihli, fastenhiihll, Staid. 1,

240. '\!\\e plighted yair HYQ sought for, Somm. p. 151, conf. 180;

* Our people's h^ve of a forest-life, which comes out esp. at the summer-holiday,
is shown in the following passages : ze u-alde gie, Kindh. .Jcsu 101, 12 ; (dancing on
the meadow before the wood) reigen viir den wait an eine wise lauge, MS. '2, ;3;3''

;

ze holze loufen, reigen 2, 56"
; daz dir ze wahle stilt der fuoz (for a dance), Wius-

bekin 29, 4. Haupt p. 78. Massm. Eracl. p. 609 ; wir suln vor Aiscva. fiirholz Ugen
durch der bluonien smac u. der vogel gesauc, Wigam. 2172 ; ich wil vor disem
walde ein hochzit machen, u. herladen u. bitten frouwen u. ritter stolz an diz

(jriiene fiirholz 2in ; vor dem walde in eime tal da sach man swenze blicken,.die

megde wurfen ouch den bal, MS. 2, 56^ ; vil schOne ze walde, an dem werde, hebent
sich die tenze 2, 57''.
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the Swedes call her midsummars-hrud, Wieselgr. 410. Dk. Pot-

ter's Der mi'nnen loep 1, 30-1. Antonius de Arena (a Provence

poet, d. 1614) de villa de Soleriis (Souliers), Lond. 1758 informs

us :
' Cum igitur nunc se offerat hilarissimus mensis Mains, quo

tempore omnes populi voluptati et gaudio, laetitiae et omni solatio

indulgere solent, ut inquit gloss, et ibi doctores in 1. unica, C. de

mayauma, lib. xi, tunc enim apparent herbae frondesque virentes

et garritus avium, corda hominum laetificantes ; Bononiae, et in

nostra Provencia, ac hie Avenione, in viis reginas pro solatio

faciunt, quas viri coguntur osculari. Item in dicto mense Ma'io

amasii, in signum amoris et solatii causa amicarum, altissimas

arhores plantare solent, quas Maws appellant ' ; conf. Forcell. sub

V. majuma. At Lons le Saunier and St Amour the prettiest

girl is chosen to be ni/mphe du printemps, is adorned, garlanded

and carried round in triumph, while some collect gifts, and

sing

:

etrennez notre epnusee !

voici le mois, le joli niois de Mai,

etrennez notre epousee

en bonne etrenne !

voici le mois, le joli mois de Mai,

qti'on vous amhie !

In Bresse (now dept. Ain) the May-queen or May-bride, decked

with ribbons and flowers, walks first, led by a young man, while

a May-tree in blossom is carried in front. The words of the song

are :

voici venir le joli mois,

I'alouette plante le Mai,

voici venir \e joli rnois,

I'alouette I'a plante.

le coq prend sa volee

et la volaille chante.

See Monnier's Culte des esprits dans la Sequanie. In Lorrain

too he is called ^o/i Ma.

The Italians danced at the spring holiday, Donnige's Heinr. VII,

191 ; conf. the May-feast as descr. in Machiav. Stor. Fior. 1, 109.

149. In ancient Italy, under stress of war or pestilence, they

vowed a ver sacrum, i.e. everything begotten and born that spring.
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Niobuhr 1, 102. Tlio Servian Wliitsuu queon in called kralitza,

Vuk sub V.

p. 782 u.] Yiov frone vasten, Meinauer's Naturl. p. 8 ; in dcr

fronfasten, iu den froufasten, Keisersb. Om. 42-3. Did they have

a matron go about muffled at that season ? Er. Alberus in Fab.

39 says of a disorderly dressed female: 'sie gieng gleichwie eiu

fassenacht' ; die I'leho frate fast)uicJit u. den jaufjherrii von fron-

fasten, Bienenk. 4'J^.

p. 784.] Does an AS. riddle in Cod. Exon. 417-8 refer to the

fli/iutj summer ? ' spiuueweppe, daz sumors zit im gras M griieneu

wisen lit/ Albr. v. llalb. 124''. An Ital. proverb traces the

spring gossamer to three Marys (see p. 41Gn.): ' ve' quant'

ha,nno Jilato questa notte le tre Marie!' conf. ludiculus 19: ' de

petendo (pendulo ?) (|uod boni vocaut sanctae Mariae/ and

Nemn. sub v. lila divae virgiuis. Miidchen- or Mattchen-somnier

is supp. to mean Matthias' summer, from its appearing on that

saint's day. Yet we read : de metten hebbt spunnen, Miillenh.

p. 583. Now Metje is Matilda, Brem. wtb., and we actually find

a ' Gobelinus de Kodenberg dictus MecJitllde-sumer/ Seibertz 2,

286 (yr 1338). Matthidia in Clemens' liecogn. becomes Mehthild

in Ksrchr. 1245. Flying gossamer is called in India marudd-
hvaija, Murut's flag, Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 490.

p. 780.] In England on May 1 the liohhy-horse is led about,

and also a bear, Haupt 5, 474 ; conf. the erbes-biir, Somm. p.

155-6. Flngster-hloemen, Pinkster-hlomen, Whitsun- flowers, is

the name given to the merry processionists at Jever, Strackerj.

p. 70, and in Westphalia, Firmen. 1, 359. The Whitsun sleeper

is nicknamed pfinst-Ulmmtl (-looby) also in Mone's Schausp. 2,

371 ; in Silesia rauch-jilis, Berl. jrb. 10, 224. In Kussia the lie-

abed on Palm Sunday is scourged with rods, Kohl's Russ. 2, 186.

On taudragil see GDS. 509.

CHAPTER XXV.

TIME AND WORLD.

p. 791.] Wile, stunde, Grafi" 4, 1224, zit, wile, stimde, Uolr.

1554, and stand, weil, zeit, Wolkenst. 161 stand side by side; so

our ' zeit u. iceile wird mir laug,' I feel dull. Wile occurs even

VOL. IV. s
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with a numeral : unz (until) drie wUe komen liin, Servat. 2652.

As Xp6vo<; was a god, and Katp6<; is called a graybeard, Tom-

niaseo 3, 15. so is diu wile personified, conf. ivil-scehle, pp. 857 n.

863; ' der wile nigen/ bowing to w,, MSH. 1, 358'^; undanc der

Vfile sagen, Kl. 274; gcrt si (honoured be) din ivile unde dirre

tac, Parz. 801, 10; sae^tc wile, saelic zit, MSH. 1,296% conf.

AS. saeZ = felicitas and tempus opportunum
;
gistuant thera ziti

guati = mstahat tempus, 0. iv. 9, 1, conf. des Sumers giiete, p.

760 n. Above all, there is ascribed to Time a coming, going,

striding, advancing, drawing nigh, entering. Ssk. amasa time,

from ain to go, B.opp, see Gramm. 491-2 ; Lith. amzis, Armor.

ainzer, Kyrar. amser, Ir. am. The Lat. seculum is fr. sec to go, Ssk.

sac fr. sak = sequi (or secare ? Pott, 2, 588). The OHG. dihsmo,

conn, with Goth. ];eihs, means processus, successus, advance,

Graff 5, 111. M. Neth. tiden— ire, Lekensp. 622. Gramm. 1,

978; diu wile liete sich vergangen, Osw. 3443 ; die tit gJiinc vort,

MaerL 2, 364 ; J?a seo tid gmvdt ofer tiber sceacan, Ctedm. 9, 1 ;

tho ward thiu tid cuman, Hel. 3, 14. 23-4. 25, 22 ; ein paar

stunden kommen in's land, Weise's Lustsp. 3, 198 ; es giengen

nicht drei tage in's land, Jucundiss. 36 ; ehe zwei jahre in's land

_f/e/;e?i, Pol. raaulaffe 4; thiu tid was gindliit, Hel. 121, 21 ; ndhtun

sih thio hohun giziti, 0. iv. 8, 1 ; zit wart gireisot, 0. i. 4, 11

;

' swie sich diu zit Imop,' arose. Tit. 88, 4 ; die tit, die nooit noch

glielac, Rose 353; weil jetzt die zeit helgeneigt, Bichst. hexenpr.

85 ; thio ziti sih bibrdhtun, 0. iii. 4, 1 ; tho sih thiu zit bibrdhta,

O. iv. 1, 7 ; do. sih de tid brdchte, Sachsenchr. 205 ; do sik

brdclden dusent u. twehundert jar 226 ; forS baero (1. baeron)

tid, Csedm. 8. 31 ; nie sich diu zit also getruoc, Trist. 13, 34; sih

hadde de tid gedragen, Sachsenchr. 213 ; our ' what future time

might bring with, it,' Irrg. d. liebe 248; ' dde. zeit bringt's.'

p. 792.] Stiinde, hour, often stands for time: ^ja gie in diu

stxinde mit grozer knrz-icile hin,' their time went by with much
pas-time. Nib. 740, 4; nach des Merzen stunden, Gudr. 1217, 3.

But the OS. werolt-stnnda = n-\\\ndi\i^, Hel. 76, 5. 159, 11. The

M.Neth. also expressed a moment by 'en stic' Rose 1952, and

by the phrases :
' biz man geruorte die bra,^ while one moved the

eyelid, Servat. 342; biz ein bra die anderu ruorte 3459; also

schiere (as fast as) diu ober bra die uideren geriieret, Hpt's

Ztschr. 2, 213.
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p. 793.] Voss ill Luise p. m. 220 ingeuioiisly derives wcrlt,

world, iV. werlen, to whirl. The World is often apostrophized

by Walther 37, 24. 38, 13. 122, 7. In Ssk. the ages of the

world are 7/ ?<7a, the two last and corrupt ones beiug Dcapara's

and Kali's, Bopp's Damay. p. 2GG. The men of the golden age

are themselves called golden, Lucian's Saturn. 8. 20 (ed. Bip. 3,

38G) ; conf. our SchlarafTenland, Cockaign, GDS. 1.2. So in

Ssk. the plur. of luka (uumdus) = homines ; and OHG. AS. ferah,

feorli have * mid ' prefixed to them, answering to mitil-gart, mid-

dau-geard : OHG. midfiri, mittiverihi, AS. mldfeorwe. Manascps

seems to corresp. to the Eddie ahhi ve iard'ar. Stem. 23'', popu-

lorum habitaculum, terra ab hominibus inhabitata (F. Magu. p.

255 n.), to which is opposed uive= iif<jar(Tar, gigantum habitacula.

And the Gael, siol, seed, often stands for people, men.

p. 794.] Ssk. loka, mundus, fr. 16c, lucere ? conf. Lat. locus,

Lith. laukas = campus
J

^ disa sconiui werlt ' in Notk. Bth. 147

transl. pulcrum mundum. The Hindus also held by three worlds:

heaven, earth and hell, Iloltzm. Ind. s. 3, 121 j madhi/ama loka

= media terra, quippe quae inter coelum et infernuni, Bopp's Gl.

256"'; or simply Madhijama, Pott 2, 354. The Greeks too divided

the world into ovpav6<;, r^aia, rapTapo^, Hes. Theog. 720 (see

Suppl. to 800). ON. hcimr terra, himiim coelum, hoimir in-

fernus ? Ileimr is opposed to hcl, Sa)m. 94'' ; liggja i milli heims

ok heljar, Fornm, s. 3, 128 means to have lost consciousness.

0. V. 25, 95. 103 puts all three in oue sentence: ' in cvdn joh in

hlmile, in ahijrunde ouh hiar nidare.' Distinct fr. middjiuiganls,

earth, is Goth. mipgards = medium in the compound mi)'garda-

vaddjus, fieao-Totxov, Ephes. 2, 14. 'This mijddel-erde,' Ali-

saunder p. 1 ; iz thisu worolt lerta in mittcmo iro ringe, 0. iv. 19,

7; ert-rinc, Dicmer 118, 23. 121, 1 ; der irdUhe ring, Mar. 191,

10. Earth is called diu gruntveste, Rother 3G51; OHG. crunffesti

fundameutum, Graff 3, 718. ' Daz hd vergieng,' the world

perished, Wolkenst. 180. In the centre of the world lies an

old stone, under it the measuring chain, Temmo's Altmark p. 33 ;

conf. navel-stone (p. BOG). Other names : der maere mercgarte,

Karajan 22, 15; der irdlshe gihel, Mar. 15G, 40; daz Irdishe tut

174, 31.

The world-snake has its head knocked off by a throw of Thur's

hammer, Su. (ji. Even Fischart in Gosch. kl. 31'' says :
' When
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Atlas wanted to shift the globe to his other shoulder, to see what

the great fish was doing' whereon the world is said to stand;'

conf. Leviathan (p. 998).

p. 795.] The world is called ' der vrone sal/ lordly hall, Diemer

297, G, which usu. means heaven; but 'der sal' 326, 7 seems

to be temple. On the other hand :
' diz jamertal/ vale of sorrow,

Renn. 896 ; diz dmertal, Griesh. Pred, 2, 101 ; in ditze chlageUche

tal, Mar. 148, 2. 198,33; dieses ja?)ime>-u. htimmerthal, Schwei-

nichen 1, 17; ' varen uz disem ellende,' misery, Griesh. 2, 15;

uz disem uhdeii ivojtale, Diem. 301, 2 ; in disem angst-liause,

Drei erzn. 270; von dirre snoeden luerlt, Frib. Trist. 33.

p. 795.] There are several heavens : ace. to Diut. 3, 41 te)i,

at first, but after Lucifer^s fall only nine. The Finns too have

tiine heavens, taivahan yheksiln an, Kal. 10, 190. 28, 308-9; vor

froeide zuo den hhneln (ad coelos) springen, MS. 2, 47^.

p. 800.] The World-tree is called ashr Yggdraslll in Stem. 3'',

but Yggdrasills ashr in 8*. 44-5. 89^^; conf. the Low Sax. legend

of the ash (p. 960). Again : miotvi&r kyndiz (is kindled). Stem.

8^; miofvid'maeranfyrir mold ne&an 1^
] which is rendered arbor

centralis, for '»ii'o^ = medium, says Magnusen. But E-ask reads

myotviSr, and other expositors miotu'Sr. Is miotuSr the tree the

same as miotuSr, God (p. 22) ? Again :
' it aldna tre,' Saem. 8^;

peril, also the word aldiirnarl, seculum servans 9*^ signifies the

same world-tree. The snake gnawing at the roots of the ash

must mean mischief to it : well, Gei'm. superstition likewise places

enmity between snahe and ash, Panz. Beitr. 1, 251-2. 351-2. A
somewhat doubtful legend tells of a world-old drnden-banni on

the top of the Harberg near Plankstellen in Franconia, that its

leaves fr. time to time shed golden drops, milk oozed out of its

roots, and under it lay a treasure guarded by a dragon ; on the

tree sat a great black hird, who clashed his wings together and

raised a storm when any one tried to lift the treasure (?) •

Similar to the passage quoted from Otfried is another in iv. 27,

19:

tho zeintun (pointed to) tuorolt-enti sines selbes henti,

thaz houhit himilisga munt, thie fuazi ouh thesan erdgrunt,

thaz was sin al in wara umbikirg in fiara

obana joh nidana.

But 0. has nothing about hirds. Neither has the legend on the
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Wood of f lie Cross; but it mentions the spring and the serpent.

It makes Scth look in at the door of Paradise and spy a sjjnng,

which parted into the four rivers Pison, Gihon, Tigris and

Euphrates ; at the source of the Euphr. stood a withered tree,

with a great serpent coiled about it; its root ran deep down into

hell, on its crown lay a newborn babe in swaddling-bands. The

serpent is he of the forbidden fruit-tree, but he answers to

NiShoggr, the four rivers or springs corresp. to the three of the

Edda, the diihl on the tree-top to the eagle, and the roofs of

both trees reach down to Jiell. But the wood of the Cross only

comes of three pips off this tree, which grow up into three other

trees. Now where did this legend spring up ? and may some

JieatJien features huve been adopted into it ? The Leg. Aurea c.

Gi is very brief.

With the Oriental fable of the mouse gnawing at the root of

the bush in the well, ought to be conn, the Indian myth of the

thin stalk of graxs hanging over a precipice, and unceasingly

gnawed by a mouse, Holtzni. 3, 114. The widely spread fable

above has even been painted, Mone 8, 279 ; couf. Beufey's

Pantsch. 1, 80. 2, 528. Liebr. on Barlaam p. 330-1.

p. 801.] Gehenna is supposed to mean vale of sorrow; pi.

gehennac, Arnob. 2, 14. Arab, iahennem, Pers. gehinnovi ; the

Tni'ks, too, retain it in the Koran as jehenne, the abode of ehlis,

diabolus. "Ahrj^, ciid7]<i is expl. as the invisible (god), fr. atS?;?.

Hades is addressed as a person : wi'af 'AtSij, Soph. Trach. 1085;

so is the Hebrew Sheol, b)i^p, biit Gesen. 731'' [see Hosea 13,

1 i, and 1 Cor. 15, 55]. Lueian de luctu 2. 3 descr. Hades as a

vast and dark subterranean abyss, encircled by the fearful streams

of Cocytus and Pyriphlcgethontcs, and to be reached by sailing

over the Acherusian bog. Dietrich in Hpt's Ztschr. 7, 305,

says NiflJtel is a place of torment too
;
yet holl in Fischart's

Garg. 202", is still a mere dwelling place : das (wie dort ge-

schriben steht) 'ein so weite holle find man kaura, da all die toden

hetten rauin.' Did he take that fr. the passage in Widukind ?

Simple dying is called faring to hell ; hence the Norse expres-

sions hel-rciff {e.g. Brynhildar), and fara til Jlcljar (p. 313). It

sounds purely local in ' si ist in der h>dle hegraben/ buried in

hell, Kschr. 2530.

p. 801.] Leonidas at Thermopylae bids his men break their
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fast, for they will sup in the realm of the dead : hodie apud
inferos coenabimus. ' ThorgerSr segir hatt : engan hefi ec natt-

ver-S haft, ok engan niun ek fyrr enn at FretjJK,' not sup till I

sup with F. (yr 945), Egilss. p. 603 ;
' lifiS heilir herra, ek man

hid O&iii gista,' to-day guest with OSin, Fornald. s. 2, 366 ; conf.

the passage fr. Saxo in Suppl. to 818 (Kl. schr. 5, 354 seq.).

p. 802.] De olde helweg, Urk. of 1518 in Wigand's Corv.

giiterb. 229; helleivege, hellehnochen 241. Bruckner derives the

Henueberg ' hillvveg, hillwehr,^ boundary, fr. hiil (for hagel).

Herweg means also the Milky Way, Woeste 41 ; Hans Helwagen,

MB. 25, 314 (yr 1469). 316. 384.

p. 803.] Hellia lies low. Beside the root of a tree of para-

dise Seth looks into hell, and sees his brother Abel's soul. It is

curious that Brynhild on her hel-reicf drives through the JiciUs

of a giantess, Sasm. 227. Diu tiefe helle, MS. 2, 184''. Hpt's

Ztschr. 2, 79. In the same sense death is called deep : an tliene

iliapun clod, Hel. 136, 1, and conversely 'in der bitteron hella,'

Grieshaber 2, 33. 44. 65. 76. 97. 108. 122; and 'diu helle diu'st

ein bitter hoi,' MSH. 3, 468", when usu. it is death that is bitter.

The Greek underworld had an opening, through which Pluto

descends when he has carried off Proserpine, Pans. ii. 36, 7,

while Dionysus leads Semele out of hades across the Alcyonian

lake ii. 37, 5. The Teut. hell has likewise a gateway (mouth),

which is closed up with a grating : fyr nd-grindr neSan, Stem.

68^. 86^; hnigin er hel-grind, when the grave-mound opens,

Hervarars, p. 347. OS. htUl-porta, Hel. 97, 17; thiu helliporta,

0. iii. 12, 35; antheftid fan hell-doron, Hel. 71, 9; de doir

vanner hellen mot aupen wesen, Slennerhinke, beginn. There is

a Ilullthor-spUze in Salzburg, M. Koch's Eeise 315. Der helle

invart is a hole at which all the dead went in. En. 2906—15 ;

dringet in daz helletor, Hpt 2, 69 ; diu riuwe (ruth) stet fiir der

helle tor, Warnung 316.

p. 804.] OHG. helli-sf7-ou7n = rudenfi, torrens inferni, Graff 6,

754 ; HiJll-haJcen, hell-hook, was the name of a whirlpool in the

Ehiue ; Fischart's Gliickh. schif 429.

p. 805.] Plainly Christian are the following notions :
' minne

hat uf erde hus, ze himel ist reine fiir Got ir geleite, minne ist

allenthalben wan ze lielle,' love is everywhere but in hell, Tit. 51

;

helle-viur, -fire, Kchr. 1138; daz vnnster viur, MSH. 1, 298'';
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' ich hun Jlwcr \\. vinsfer zo der zeswcn unt ze dcr winsfer,' to

right and left, Todes gehugede CGI; der heWe Jiwerstdt, Warn.

72; in der belle brinncn u. brdfcu, Griesli. 2, 7(5. 108. 123. Yet

the heathen fancy of fires darting out of opened grave-mounds,

and of hauga-eldr in general (Foi'nald. s. 1, 437), seems conn,

with hellfire. On the other hand we hear of helle-rj-o.s^. Tod.

geh. 902. In pop. speech, hell is any dark hole or corner : the

tailor throws pieces of cloth * in die holle,' the prentice jumps up

'aus der lioUe' (fr. behind the chest), and makes for the door,

Pol. maulaffe 4 ; kroch nach der holle 6 ; geh hinter'n ofen in die

hell, H. Sachs i. 5, 495''. The Christian hell has a pool of

pitch and brimstone : bech unde swebel, Diemer 313, 9 ; von deme

bechen 303, 22; beh-welle 298, 29. 303, 27; die swarzen pech-

velle (]. -welle), Tod. geh. 680 ; die bechwelligen bache 899 ; mit

bechwelliijer hitze 929. In the miirchen of Dame Holle the gold-

gate and 2)iich-gate stand opposed, like heaven and hell. Again :

in dem swebel, Warn. 200; in den swebel-stisyen (-lakes) baden,

Servat. 3541 ; diu helle stinchet wirs danne der fule hunt, Kara-

jan 31, 8; infer le puant. Thib. de Nav. 150; puajine, Gaufrey

p. XXX. The stench of hell may have been suggested by the

noxious fumes that rise out of clefts in the earth.

p. 806.] Greek opinion placed Tartarus not inside the earth,

but an immense way off it. A brass anvil {')(a\Keo<i uKfAcov) falls

nine days and nights fr. heaven, and touches earth on the tenth

;

it takes nine more to reach Tartarus, Hes. Theog. 722—5 ; but

Homer makes Hephaestus fall fr. heaven in one dag, II. 1, 592.

The Lat. Avernus is Gr. a-opvo^, bird-less, ' quia sunt avibus

contraria cunctis,' Lucr. 0, 742. An AS. word for hell is scrccf,

cavern, Cfedm. 212, 10. MHG. cibis, Roth's Dicht. pp. 10.23;
' daz abgrunde' also occurs in Rother 4434; ^in der helle grunde

verbrunne e ich,' I'd sooner burn, MS. 1, 56"; an grand grim-

maro helliun, Hel. 164, 5; der fiirste liz helle abgriinde, Walth.

3, 12; de hellcgrunt, MB. 5, 138; der bodengnint (bottom) der

helle, MS. 2, 147''. In Russ. however [beside the more usual dd

fr. aST/f] it is called bez-dnd, bottom-less, like a-^vaao^. Conf.

der erde vohniinde (fullamunt), Gute frau 2022 ; der erden bunder

(ON. puudari), Hpt's Ztschr. 2, 131.

p. 806.] On the Delphian navel as earth's centre, see Pott's

Ziihlmeth. 207 ; Zeus ascertains it by sending out eagles or
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ravens. To the Irisli too earth's navel was a stone, Lappenb. in

Allg. encycl. d. wiss., art. Irland 49''. A stone in helles-grunt

occurs in Ulil. Volksl. 1, 8 ; the dillo-stein is the stone 'den kein

liund llberbal, kein wind iiberwehte, kein regen ilbersprehte/ p.

7 ; ilber d'hell-plata springen, Vonbun p. 65. Dillestein means

bottom-stone.

p. 807.] The underworld has its waters, streams : sa hon ]?ar

vad'a, ]7raunga strauma menn meinsvara, Seem. 7''; Va&gelmi va'Sa

181^; in der helle haden, Engelh. 6050; ze helle haden, MSH. 2,

259\ 260^^; in den swebel-sewen (brimstone lakes) haden, Servat.

3541; sele hesonfet (drenched) in hellepine, MS. 2, 150''. Hell

is a well, a helle-ptizze (-pit), obene enge (narrow at top), nidene

wit, Wernh. v. N. 41, 5 ; da diu unerfulte hntze des ahgrundes uz

diezen, Todes geh. 896 ; lielle-sot, MSH. 3, 463'' answers to the

AS. sed&m the text ; HeJIeJcessel, -kettle, a family name at Bonn.

Susl in cwisftnsle is appar. the ON. sysla, negotium, cura, labor,

passing over into snpplicium, as verk into verkr, dolor ; conf.

suslhona, hell-foe, Ctedm. 305, 1.

p. 807.] Hell is said in AS. to be wyrmsele and unjrmwm be-

wunden, Judith 134, 49. 57 ;
]?aer bi"S fyr and loi/rm, Caedm. 212,

9; uz diseme wurmgarten, Diemer 295, 25. There also dwells

the Jiell-hound (p. 996-7. Suppl. to 815) There were punish.-

ments in hell for heathen heroes too : Sigur'Sr Fafuisbani has

to heat an oven, and Starka'Sr *hefi dh!a-cld,' Fornm. s. 3, 200;

conf. St. Patrick's Purgatory by Th. Wright xi. and 192.

p. 809.] Leo in Hpt's Ztschr. 3, 226 has a Gael, mtidsindl

,

mutatio, which I have not found in any dictionary. He only

gets it out of ninth, mutare, and apuil, spolium; but the OS.

mndft2-)clles mcgin (like iar'Sar megin) requires a material sense.

That of wood, tree, is supported by Sseni. 9'': 'geisar eimi vi'S

aldurnara,' the fire rages against aldurnari, i.e. Yggdrasill ?

(Suppl. to 800 beg.). Lapp, mvora, muorra [Mong. niodo] =
arbor; but Syrianic and Perraic mu, Votiak muziern = \B.x\di,

Rask's Afh. 1, 39. Finnic, beside maa, seems to have moa, w.ua,

Castren's Syrian. Gr. p. 149.

p. 810.] Surtr is a giant, not a god: S. oc in svdso go&,

Ssem. 33*^; S. ok aesir 188*; Surta sefi 8^ is supp. to mean fire.

Domesday-bk has a man's name Sorfehrand. With Surtr conf.

Slav, tcliort, cert, czarf = devil [tchorny, czerny = black], p. 993.
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i\Iuspellz synir liafa cinir scr fjlking-, er su hi'ort miuc, Sn. 72 ; tlie

field on which tliey encounter the goils is called Vvjriffr, Saera.

33", Sn. 75, and also Oshopnir, Sa^ni. 188".

p. 810.] The world is destroyed by fire. The Indians spoke

of ' the penal fire of the Last Day/ Holtzm. Ind. s. 2, 90 :
* de-

sfrvcfii'o as the L. D.' 2, 86. 99. An Ionic dance was called

Koa/xoD €K7rvpo)cn<;, Athen. 5, 288. At Home one foretold

* ignem de coelo lapsurum finemque mvudi afforc/ Capitolini M.
Anton. 13. The Celts believed the end of the world would be

by fire and wafer : iTriKpanja-eiv Be irore Kal irvp Kal v8(op,

Strabo 4, 45. 198: Gael, hrafli, nltimnm orbis incendium ; r/u lei

J'hrath, in aeternum, unquam ; conf. Ossian 3,433. AS. oJS hafles

cyme, till fire's coming = end of the world, Cod. Exon. 200, 28 :

nnz an die stunde do allez sol verhrinnen, Karajan 50, 15 ; grozer

schal, als ol din werlt da hrvnne, Wigal. 72G2 : din jamertac wil

schiere komen, u. hrennt dicJi darimibe iedoch, Walth. G7, 19.

p, 812.] On Antichrist, conf. Griesh. Pred. p. 150-1 ; ich wene

nu ist aniicrist den heiden cumen ze helfe, Gr. Hud. 14, 9
;

deable antccris, Meon 3, 250; I'ame emporteirent Pilate et

anticris, Aspr. 9'\ Miillenhoff in Hpt's Ztschr. 11, 391 does not

see so much affinity betw. the Muspilli and the Edda.

p. 814.] Beside aldar rule, ragna rok, we have Jno&a riJk, Saem.

28'', tiva rok S6''^\fira r6k 49% /or?^ rdk 63". AS. ram is Ssk.

rajani, night (Snppl, to 737). To this Twilight of the gods 0.

Schade in his sixth thesis refers the saying :
' it is not yet the

evening of all the dai/s.'

p. 81*5.] The stars fall from heaven (Suppl. to 817), the

rainbow breaks down. Atlas holds the vault of heaven on his

shoulders, it must fall when he removes them : quid si nunc

caelum mat ? Ter. Heaut. iv. 2. The Celts €(fiaaav BeBiivuL

/j,i]TroT€ 6 ovpavo<; auTot? i^ireaoi, feared the sky would fall on

them, Arrian's Anab. 1, 4. GDS. 459. 460. Germ, superstition

tells of a little bird (tomtit) that holds his little claw over his

head when ho sleeps, to shield it in case the sky fell in the

night. The ship Naglfar is conn, with Naglfari, the hu.sb:nid

of Nott, Sn. 11 ; it takes as long to build as the iron-rock to wear

away, which the woman grazes with her veil once in 100 years;

conf. the coic's hide being picked clean by the giant (Snppl. to

514). It was an AS. belief also that the Itellhuund was fought
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with :
' si be toren of hellehundes toSam/ teeth, Kemble no. 715,

yr 1006; kellelmnt, MS. 2, 147'' (Suppl. to 807. p. 996-7). The
Last Judgment is like the tribunal of Minos in the underworld,

Luciau^s Jup. confut. 18, and the judgment of souls of the

Mongols, Bergm. 3, 35; conf, Michael's balance (p, 859). AS.
notions about the end of the world are preserved in Cod. Exon.

445.

p. 817.] The Archipoeta's poem on the fifteen signs is in Hpt's

Ztschr. 3, 523—5. The signs vary in the different accounts, see

Sommer in Hpt 3, 525—530. Wiedeburg p. 139. Lekensp.

Deckers 2, 264. Diemer p. 283— 7. Grieshaber p. 152. Moneys
Schausp. 1, 315 seq. MSH. 3, 96''. The 12th sign in the Latin

poem above is : fixae coeli penitus stellae sunt casurae (the same
in Griesh.) ; in the Asega-book the 13th : sa fallath alle tha

stera fon tha himule; conf. Seem. 9'*: hverfa af himni heiSur

stiornur. The common folk held by other prognostics besides :

vyhen it strikes thirteen and the hens take to crowing, the Judg-
ment-day will come, Hpt 3, 367. The earth quaked, ON. ior'S

diisad'h, Sa3m. 24l'>. The Greeks ascr. the phenomenon to Posei-

don, Herod. 7, 129, or some other god: rr]v iroXiv rod 6eov aei-

<TavTo<i, Paus. i. 29, 7, elsewh. to Typhoeus, Ov. Met. 5, 356 ; its

cause is discussed by Agathias 5, 8. The Lith. god of earth-

quake is Drehkullijs, Nesselm. pp. 154. 208, fr. drebeti, quake,

and kulti, strike. A New Zeal, story of earthquake in Klemm 4,

359 ; the earth is carried by a tortoise 2, 164.

p. 818.] The valkyrs conduct to heaven, as the Hours opened

the cloud-gate to Olympus. So too the angels fetch away dying

heroes : la vos atendent li anges en chantant, contre vos ames
vont grant joie menant, Asprem. 22'* ; lame emporterent li ange
en chantant 28*. A cliff in Blekingen is called Valhall, and at

two places in Westgotland are Valhall, Vahlehall : they are the

hills fr. which old men tveanj of life threw themselves into tlie

lake or brook running below, in which they were washed. Such
water bears the name of Odens-killla : in taking possession of

them, the god first washed or bathed them; conf. Geijer 1, 115

(Suppl, to 832). Brave men goto ValhoU : sa var atruna^r

hei-Sinna manna, at allir |?eir er af sdrum andadisk, skyldu fara
til Valhallar, Fagrsk. p. 27. A servant goes not to V. except in

attendance on his lord, Fornald. s. 3, 8. Vdpna-ping goes on in
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v., for which a son fits out his father by burying his weapons

with him, Nialss. c. 80; ' )nl vart valkyrja at AlfiiiSur, mundo
einJierjufaWir ber'iaz uin saJiar pinar,' were ghid to be struck down
for thy sake, SjBm. 15 i''. When Hakon died a heathen and was

buried, liis friends gathered round his grave, and in heathen

fashion saw him otf to Valholl : maelto |?eir svtl fyrir grepti

hans, sem heicJiuna manna var siSr til, oc vlsocTo honom til Val-

halhir, Ilakonars. c. 32. lude vota nxincupat (Riugo), adjicitque

preccm uti Haraldus, eo vectore (equo suo) usus, fati consortes ad

Tartara antecederet, atque apud praestitem Orci Vlntonem sociis

hostibusque placidas expeteret sedes, Saxo Gr. 1 t7; conf. the

pniijer of Waltharius 11G7 : hos in coelesti mihi praestet sede

videri. Valhull is also called Jid Jiljll, high hall (though only

the dat. occurs : lidva hullo, Sasm. 24'\ 30''. Sn. 3) ; and Hropts

siijtoptir, Soem. lO''.

p. 819.] The souls of kshatriyas slaiu in battle arrive at

ludra^s heaven, and are his guests, Bopp's Nalas 20 i ; to warriors

fallen in fight the gate of heaven is open, Holtzm. Ind. s. 2, 65

;

conf. ' en infer vont U hel cevaller qui sont raorts as toruois et as

rices guerres,^ Aucassin in Meon 1, 355, Both AS., OHG. and

]\[HG. phrases point to a heavenly castle : Godes ealdorburg, Dei

palatium, Cod. Exon. 441, 8: rodcra ceanter, coelorum urbs 441,

10. A minute description of the himiUs<je Godes bnnj (Hpt's

Ztschr. 3, 443-4) says : diu burg ist gestiftet mit aller tiuride

meist edller geist (jimmon, der himel niercijriezon, der burge funda-

menta, die porte ioh die mure daz sint die tinren sfeina der Gotes

furist helido. A similar house, glittering with gold and light,

occurs in a vision, Greg. Tur. 7, ] ; ir erbe soldo sin der Jilmel-

hof, Ludw. d. fromme 2478.

p. 820.] Heaven is ' der himclische sal/ Todes gehug. 942
;

der vrdiie sal, Diemer 301, 3 ; der freuden sal besitzen (possess),

Tit. 5788; conf. freuden-tal besitzen, in conti'ast with rinwcn-tal

3773-4; it is true a castle is also called freuden zil, goal of joy,

Wigal. 9238. 11615; hverfa kmun-vega (pleasure's path) = to die,

Egilss. 622. The Mecklenburg noble, who reckons on a merry

drinking-bout with Christ in heaven, is, by another account, fr.

Pomerania, N. Pr. prov. bl. 3,477; conf. ' hn samlnt in (along

with them) drinchit er den win,' Diemer 103, 5 ; s'aurai mon
chief em paradis fiori, ou toz jors a joie, fcste e deli, Aspr. 18";
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iv fiaKupcov vijcroa Triveiv fiera rwv rjpuxov, iu tm 'HXvcnu) \et-

fiMVi /caTUKeL/jievo^, Lucian's Jup. confut. 17.

p. 820 n.] The reading I proposed in Parz, 56, 18 is now

verified by MS, d ; conf. here ze Famorgdn 496, 8, ze Fdmiivgdne

585, 14, and ' Famorgan hiez daz lant,' Tiirl. Wb. 24% see 37^

De glasenhurg upriden, Uhl. Volksl. p. 16. The glass mountain

turns up in many legends and raarchen : Miillenh. p. 386-7.

Ehrentraut's Fries, arch. 2, 162. Sommer's March. 99 seq.

Bechstein's Sag. p. 67. Akin to the glass castle is the cloud-

castle : mons WoJMnbiirg, Cees. Heisterb. 2, 318; conf. Bohm.

Cod. Francof. 247 (yr. 1290). Lacomblet's Arch. 2, 11. 19.

Weisth. 2, 713. The Vila builds a castle on the cloud with three

gates, Vuk, nov. ed. p. 151. It says in Kalev. 2, 25 : tunlehenTio

teen tupani, build rooms in the air ; conf. the air-castle on the

rainbow (p. 732-3).

p. 821.] Ssk. desas, land, Zend, paradaeshas, fairest land,

Benfey 1, 438; tov TrapaBeiaov = hortum, Lucian^s Somn. 21;

the garden of the Vandal king is called Trapdheia-o^, Procop. 1,

382, conf. 434. Jr. jmrrathas, O.Sl. poroda. The earthly para-

dise is the Eose-garden, conf. its descript. in a Pommersf. MS.

(Hpt 5, 369). iloseng. 1028. Tit. 6044. Another terra is

'saltus wunnilo/ Lacombl. no. 65 (855); conf. 'lust-wald,' pleasure-

park. Weinhold. in Hpt 6, 461 after all connects neorxena Avitli

noma. The Slav, rai, paradise, Miklosich 73 would derive fr.

rad", glad, as nai fr. nad". Boh. raghrad or rai-grad, paradise-

garden, later hradiste (castle), a plot encircled by a round wall,

in which the Slavs held feasts and games, and sang songs ; so

the gral-hofe, grale. Herod. 3^ 26 calls "Oacri? a /xaKupcov v^cro?,

a green island in the sea of sand. ' A land flowing with milk

and honey,' Exod. 3, 8. Mar. 160, 17, like Cockaign, Lubber-

land, which even the Greeks knew of, Athen. 2, 526—533 [Hor.

Od. ii. 19, 10: vini fontem, lactis rivos, lapsa melki]. Conf.

milk, honey and blood as food for gods and drink for poets (pp.

317. 415 n.) ; mellis lacus et fluraina lactis erupisse solo, Claud.

Stil. 1, 85.

p. 823.J 'HXvo-ia are places which lightning (the sun) has

struck, Benfey 1, 457 : iv rep 'HXuaiu) Xetfxojvi, Jup. confut. 17;

conf. Plutarch 4, 1151. OHG. sunna-felt, elysium, Graff 3, 516 ;

sunno-feld, helisios campos, Gl. Sletst. 6, 271. AS. heofen-feld,
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coelostis campus (p. 234) ; Tlejhift'ld, locus in at^ro Nortluun-

brousi. Oil uacpoSeXo'i, Kom. albucns, see Dioscor. 2, lUO, with

whom Tlieophi-astus agrees, while Galen descr. the plaut very

differently, see Spreugel on Diosc. 2, 481.

Like the chihlreu in our miirchen, who fall through the well

on Dame Holla's meadow, Psyche haviug jumped off the high

rod-, 'paulatim per devexa excelsae vallis Huhditiie jlorentis cespitif

gremio leuiter delabitur/ and then finds herself in a heavenhj

[irove, Apuleius lib. 4 in fine. Like the gardois of the llesperides

is the 'Insula j^c'^iontm, quae fortnnata vocatur/ v. Merlini p.

393; coiif. the sacred apple-wood, Barzas breiz 1, 50-7. 90, and

'
fortunatorum insulas, quo cuncti, qui aetatem egerunt caste

suam, convenlant,' Plaut. Trin. ii. 4, 148 ; eV fiaKclpoov vrjaoi,^

7]p(oo)v, Lucian's Demosth. euc. 50. Jup. conf. 17. Champ
flortj, la tanra Diex son jugement, quaud il vieudra jugier la

gent, O.Fr. life of Mary in Lassberg's ZoUer p. 74; an der

viateii (prato beatorum), Flore 2326. AS. grene ivougas. Cod.

Exon. 482, 21; ]?es wang grena 426, 34; )>one greium luong

ofgifan 130, 34. H. Sachs iii. 3, 84*^ still speaks of paradise as

the green valley. Welsh gwgnfa, paradise, strictly white happy
laud. The dead shall go to Helgafell, Eyrb. c. 4; conf. the

earthly paradise closed in by high mountains. Tod. gehug. 970—G.

The 'goJS-boriun Go&niuralr' in the far off realm of paradise,

Seem. 153'', is Granmar in the Vols, saga, conf. Granmars synir,

Saem. 155*^.

p. 823.] Viffarr would in OHG. be WUheri, Graff 4, 080
;

but Vid'arr, Witheri is more correct, conf. Stem. 42* : hris, gras^

viS. 'There is a saying about him : VltFarr, er gu5 enu i Gorcium,

hann er lika i GriudarskorSum.

CHAPTER XXVI.

SOULS.

p. 826.] ^vx^) auima and vov^ mens are distiuct, Plutarch 4

1154. Beside the fem. seele, we find a neut. ferah with much
the same meaning: OHG./era/i = anima, Graff 3, 682 (but smala
yij-j7a'= vulgus 083) ; that ferah was af them folke, Hel. 169,

28, i.e. departed fr. amoug men. Pers. fervor, spirits, souls.
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Zend, fravashayo, Benfey's Monatsn. 63-4. 151. To the fem.

soul stand opp. the masc. ahma, atum, (/e/s^^spiritus (p. 401^

1. 7). At the same time the animae as well as animi are winds,

uvefioL, as the SI. duhh and dusJid are fr. dykh-ati, du-uuti,

spirare. Hence : animam exlialare_, Ov. Met. 6, 247^ animam
ebullire^ Petron. 62. 42 ; den geist aufgeben^ g-ive up the ghost,

Albr. V. Halb. 123''; der cidem (breath) zuo den luften fuore,

.Ksrchr. 13400. It was feared that a soul passing away in a storm

would be blown to pieces by the wind, Plato's Phsedr. p. 77.

The soul fares, slips out : stirb lib, sele var ! Herb. 14040 ; diu

sel waer im entsJifen, Tundal. 44, 31 ; diu sel sich uz den liden

(limbs) zoch, als der sliufet uz dem gwande (garment), Servat.

3464 : so sill diu sele enhindet von mennesklicher zarare. Mar.

153, 5 (Fundgr. 2, 153) ; 'nu breche Got ir seler. hant !' is inscr.

on a tombstone, Wackern. W. v. Klingen p. 22 ; wenn mir die

selfleuszt (flows) von des leibes drauch, Wolkenst. 263; von mir

wolde diu sele sin endrunnen (run away), MS. 2, 52^; dren (fr.

three) genh dei seile ut den viiint (mouth), Soest. felide p. 625.

The soul escapes through the gaping wound : Kar- ovTafjbiurjv

OL>reiXi]v, II. 14, 518, conf. 17, 86; -(/^f^r/ XeXocire, Od. 14, 134;

is seola was gisendid an suotltan iveg, Hel. 169, 27, and what is

more striking : than im that lif scrid'i (abiret), thiu seola hisunlci

(mergeretur, elaberetur), 169, 21; conf. Karajan 32, 15 of the

eagle : im sunhit sin gevidere (plumage, to renew itself?). Souls,

like elves, sail over the water ; and the Indian elves are dead

men, Ssk. marut, Kuhn in Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 488-9 ; conf. Nainn,

Dainn (p. 453). The Lith. iveles f. are manes, and luelukas

spectres, Nesselm. 61-2 (Suppl. to 913 end, 968).

p. 828.] Souls are of tJcree kinds, those of angels, of men, of

beasts, says Dietm. of Mersebg (Pertz 5, 739). Curiously, how-

ever, each man is credited with tJoree souls, two of which perish

with the body, but the third survives : hustogue sujjerstes evolat,

Claud, de 4 cons. Honor. 228—235. Men's souls {y^v^ai) go

to the underworld, their bodies {avTov<i, like selb = mia lip)

become the prey of dogs and birds, II. 1, 4. Of lovers it is

thought, that tlieir souls intermarry ; the notion must be old,

for we find it in H. v. Veldeke : wir sin ein lip und ein geist.

En. 6533, and still more clearly in H. v. Morungen : iuioer sele

ist meiner sele frowe, MS. 1, 57''; conf. ' ich wolte nit, daz miii
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sele uz des hcstcn meuschen wunda fucrc,' i.e. pass out of his

mouth, Berth. 208. On the worship of souls, sec p. 91:3. It

is said of tlie soul : von im fuor ein tjJdst (flash) saui eiu brinnen-

der louc, Rol. 228, 21 ; the soul of Mary sJti)ics in passing out

of her body, Hanpt 5, bib ; souls in parting are seven times

whiter than snotc, Myst. i. 136, 21 ; cz miiegcn wol z\v6 sule sin,

den ist ir wize her geleit, und klagent ein ander ir arbeit, Ls. 2,

270. In a Lett, song the dead call theuiselv^es rashani, beautiful,

Biittner no. 89 ; conf. the meaning of selig, blessed. When the

soul parts fr. the body, a sweet scent is perceived, Wh. 69, 12— 1 5.

Flowers grow on a virgin's grave, Athen. 5, 495, lilies out of

dead men, Zappert pp. 29. 31. On lovers' graves two trees spring

up : det vtixte tvenne triid uppii deras graf, det ena tager det

andra i famn, Arvidss. 2, 11. Vines grow out of the mouths of

the dead. Tit. 5790; fice roses bloom out of a dead man's head,

Maerl. 2, 308.

sin tiost doch valte (felled) den edeln Mor,

daz er die bluomen mit bluot begoz (bedewed) :

die gate des valles sere verdroz (vexed the gods),

daz der minnasre sus belac (lover so ill bestead)

;

und waeu daz viir (I ween that from) den selben tac

nach der aveutiure sage

daz selbe velt niht wan (nothing but) rosen trage,

so groz wart al der gote hlage. Tiirl. Wh. 36'^.

Drops of blood turn into yellow flowers, as a herb grew out of

Ajax's blood, Konst en letterb. '43, p. 76'* ; mannabod (sambucua

ebulus) near Kalinar sprang fr. the blood of slain lieroes. Fries

Bot. udfl. 1, 110. The ivcgeiuarte is also called wegeiritt, Hansel

am iveg, feldblume auf der wegscheide, Meinert's Kuhl. p. 6
;

we(/t'/)/o_7e = heliotropium. Mono 8, 40L

p. 829.] Poles with 2^igcons on them were set up over Lom-
bard graves, Paul. Diac. 5, 34 (Kl. schr. 5, 447) ; scle alsam ein

tube gestalt. Pass. 391, 37. Souls fly away in the shape of doves,

Schbnwerth 3, 37. Zappert p. So. St Louis CO, 25. Baader

iv. 32 [' When the Persian fleet was wrecked off Mt Athos, ivhite

pigeons were seen for the first time in Greece,' Charon of Lamps,

in Athen. 9, 394 ; see Victor Helm's AVauderings of Plants and

Animals p. 258-9]. 'Det kommo tvd dufvar af himmeleu ned
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(down) ; niu' de foro upp, sa voro de ire,' when they flew up

again, they were three, Sv. vis. 1, 312-5. 373. A sennrin bleib

icli ewiglich, und wann ich stirb, wird icli a scJiwalbn, Aimer 1,

58. Souls fly about as ravens, Michelet 2, 15 ; they swarm

as little ducks, Klemm 2, 165; night-owls rise from the brain of

a murdered man 4, 220. The story of Madej is given more cor-

rectly in Wend, volksl. 2, 319, conf. Walach. miirch. no. 15. In

Egypt, hieroglyphs the sparrowhawk with a human head is a

picture of the soul, Bunsen's Dingbilder 126. Every soul, after

parting from the body, hovers for a time betwixt the earth and

the moon, Plut. 4, 1154.

p. 829.] The soul is winged, Plato's Phasdr. 246-7-8 ; it loses

and then recovex's its wings 248-9, conf. Gerhard^s Eros, tab. 1

and 5 ; "^v^V ^' ^'^ peOecov Tnaixevq "Alho^he ^ej3i]Kei, II. 16,

856. 22, 361 ; "^v^rj B" r]VT oveipa dTroTrra/xevr] TrevroTT/Tai, Od.

11, 222. Lucian's Encom. Demosth. c. 50 says of the dying

orator : aTTeinr], evolavit.

The larva, the butterfly is called 6 ve/cuSaXo?. Swed. Icdring-

sjdl, old woman's soul = butterfly, Ihre 2, 529. Ir. anamande,

anima dei = butterfly ; conf. the Faun as night-butterfly (Suppl.

to 483 mid.). When a moth flutters round the candle, the Lithu.

women say somebody's dying, and the soul is going hence, N. Pr.

prov. bl. 5, 160.

p. 829.] The soul runs out of the sleeper as a mouse, cat,

weasel, snake, hutterflij. Yama draws the soul out of a dying man

in the shape of a tiny mannikin, the,man turns pale and sinks,

and when the mannikin comes back, he thinks he has been asleep,

Holtzm. Ind. sag. 1, 65. The soul slips out of the mouth as a

little child, Gefken's Beil. pp. 6. 15 and plates 11. 12. It was

believed in Germany as well, that a dying man's Iteart could

pass into a living man, who would then show twice as much

pluck : so Egge's heart seems to have passed into Fasolt,

Diether's into Dietrich (Ecke 197-8), each time into a brother s

body ; conf. the exchange of hearts betw. lovers, Wigal. 4439.

8813. MS. 1, 166^ and the marriage of souls (Suppl. to 828).

The exchange of figures, the skijjta litum oc homum (Suppl. to

1098 end) is another thing. On the similar doctrine of

transmigration taught by Pythagoras, see Plato's Phasdr. 248-9.

Pheedo p. 82. Ov. Met. 15, 156 seq. O'Kearney 133. 160.
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Gods, by way of punishment, aro born again as men (Suppl. to

338), men aro changed into beasts corresp. to their character,

e.g. by the wand of Circe, RA. p. xiv. Claud, in lluf. 2, 482 scq,

Thorir hjortr is pursued by a hunter and his hound ; struck by

a javelin, he falls to the ground, but out of his ho'hj springs a

stag, which again is hunted down by the dog, and killed after

a hard struggle, Maurer's Bekehr. 1, 295-6. Animals too have

had many souls, like Lucian's cock.

p. 830.] Good souls for a time hover on Hades' verdant mead,

Pint. 4, 1154. The soul feeds on the field or meadow of truth,

d\T]6eia<i ireBlov, \€ifi(i)v, Plat. Phaedr. 248 (in the train of God,

crv/jiTropevdelaa OeS, it looks upon truth, ibid.). On the green

grass the soul sits down, Fcifalik Musp. p. 5. ' He is going to

die' is expr. by 'ho is just fluttering away.' Souls of the dead

haug over a, precipice by a slender stalk, Holtzm. Ind. sag. 3, 174.

' A medicine that sent her soul up to the tip of her tongue'

Rommel 4, 771. Vulgo dicitur, quod triginta animae super

acumen acus possunt sedcre, ChmePs Notizenbl. 6, 386, fr. Nicol.

V. Siegen's Chron. yr 1489, ed. Wegele '55, p. 344. How many
souls can sit on a nail, Wigand's Arch. 4, 321.

p. 832.] Souls are received, drawn on, by Wuotan, Frouwa,

Ran and Hel, by the watersprites, by angels and elves, by the

devil (pp. 1001 beg. 1017). Near the places named Valhall there

is often an Odens-hlUa (Suppl. to 818 beg.), as if Oden, before

admitting souls, should bathe them in the clear stream, as the

Greeks thought souls were cleansed in the rivers of Hades, and

took the draught of oblivion in Lethe. ' Oden som kom upp ur

Odens-Jcammare eller Asne-kafve, som ligger in Asne-sjo (fordom

Oden-sjij), at viilja de slagne pa Bravallahed, och fora dem j^a ctt

gnUskepp' (Riiilf) ; conf. the story of fla/ci, Yngliuga-s. c. 27.

Old sea-kings were supp. to be buried in a golden ship, Miilleuh.

no. 501. A funeral pile is built up in a .sJiip, Saxo Gr. (ed.

Miiller) p. 235 ; conf. the ship-mounds thrown up over the dead,

Worsaae's Vorzeit p. 81-7. A death-ship in 13eow. 3t; a swan-

ship carrying a corpse, Keller's Romv. 670. Jacob's body crosses

the sea in a ship without sail or rudder, Pass. 220, 41 seq.

Maerl. 2, 341-2, where note the phrase : si bevalen Gode te sine

stierman. In Friesland souls are supp. to sail over in eggshells;

people break their empty shells, for witches get into them and

VOL. IV. T
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plague tlie soul on her passage. Halbertsraa reminds me verbally

of the nail-parings (pp. 814. 1138-9 n.) and shoelace cuttings, Sn.

73 j the breaking of eggshells is still enjoined by superstition.

An angel leads a shipful of souls, Dante's Purg. 2, 40 seq. The
boatman Tempulagy ferries souls over the lake, Klemm 2, 165.

On the Etruscan Gharun (Gerh. p. 17) and the passage-

money, see Lucian^s De luctu 10. BoeckVs Inscr. 2, 103-4.

GDS. 681. Money is placed under the tongues of the dead, three

grains of corn under the dead Adam's tongue. In Germ, skele-

tons, coins are actually found in the mouth, Mainzer Ztschr. 1,

342-3. Lindenschmitt^s Todtenlager pp. 16. 51. Haec Stygias

referant munera ad undas, et calldos numerent igne trientes,

Liudpr. Antop. 2, 26. Green apples were also put in the hands

of the dead, Vuk no. 137.

p. 834.] On Procopius's account of the passage of souls to

Brittia, see Wei-laufF's Procop. p. 7, who himself on p. 10 seq.

takes 'Brittia* to be Jutland, 'Britannia* Gt. Britain, and
' Thule ' Scandinavia. En passant le lac de Vangoisse, elle vit

uue bande de morts, vetus de blanc, dans de petites barques,

Villemarque's Barz. breiz. 1, 169.

p. 835.] A sharp bridge leading across the Purgatorial fire,

and the souls flying into it black and coming out white, are

mentioned in Walewein 4958. 5825. 5840 (V. d. Bergh 102-3).

Over de lank-hrugge fard = he dies, Narragonia 123''; conf. the

sivord-hridge (p. 1082). Angels conduct over the rainhow-hridge.

The Arabian bridge of souls is named Sirdt, Rlick. Hariri 1,

229 ; the Chinese too have a bridge of soids, Maltebrun's Precis

3, 527. Old-Irish legends about it in O'Donovan p. 440-1. The

cow driven across the bridge by the soul in the Tundalus-legend

reminds of the red coio being led over a certain bridge before the

great battle by the Nortorf eldei'-tree, Miillenh. no. 509. The

Greenlanders believe the soul has to cross an abyss, where turns

a narrow wheel as smooth as ice, Klemm 2, 317; this is like the

wheel in Wigalois p. 250 seq.

p. 836.] On the death-shoe, see Mtiller's Sagabibl. 2, 171.

Mannhardt's Ztschr. 4, 421 ; conf. Vicar's shoe, Sn. 31. 73 ; 'sal

ii den, i denne \\e\vaevL fatike gjeve sho, han tar inkje (he need not)

barfott gauge in hvasse tynnermo (al. paa hvasse keklebro)/ Nor-

weg, draumkvae 36. A dead woman ' walks,* until her shoe,
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which they had forgotten to burn, is found and tlirown in the

fire, Lucian's Philops. 27 ; conf. Indicul. sup. ' do ligneis pedibus

vol manibus, pagano ritu/ The IMackfoot Indians, like Lithu-

nnians and Poles, believe the soul has to climb a steep mountain,

Klemm 2, lG()-7.

p. 838.] Aninia de corpora exivit, et paradld jannam iutroivit.

Vita Mathild. c. 16. 18. Prayers to St. Michael are said over the

corpse : di reinen guzzen ir gebet Senie Mirhahele zu droste siure

sole, Diut. 1, 426 ; Michael is ' trost allir selen,' Roth. 4438 :
he

brings the soul 'in Abraham's barm,' Hpt's Ztschr. 3, 522, conf.

Pfeiffer's Wigal. p. 310. Other angels may come instead of

Michael : venerunt duo juvenes, candidis circumamicti stolis, ani-

niani a corpore segregantes, vacuum ferentes per at-rem, Jonas

lk)bb. in Vita Burgundofarae (Mabillon 2, 421) ; conf. the Gemini

(p. 366).

Got sante eine engellisclie schar (angelic band),

die namen do der selen war (care, chai'ge)

;

si empfiengen (received) an der selbeu stunde

iegeliches (each one's) sele von shiem munde (mouth),

unde vuorten wirdecliche (worshipfuUy)

si in daz ewige himelriche.

Oswalt 3097. 3455.

Out of an old man that is dying the antjels take the soul as a

young child (Suppl. to 876 end) ; ir emjel vil wol wisten, war

(well knew where) ir sele solten komen, Klage 922. Angels

rejoice over Christians falling in fight, and devils over heathens,

because they get their souls, Turl. Wh. 22-3 ; two youths (angels)

and two black devils sit by the bedside of the dead, Griesh. 1, 93

;

angels and devils take the souls of schacher (assassins ?), Moue's

Schausp. 2, 321-2. The soul first lodges with >S'^ Gerdnid, then

sails over the leher-meer (liver sea), Gryse Ee 1111''; conf. Gef-

kcu's Catal. p. 54.
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CHAPTER XXVII.

DEATH.

p. 840.] Deatli as messenger of Deifcy is called der heilig tod,

H. Sachs i. 5, 528^. 1, U7^. Deatli receives, fetches, escorts :

san in der tot entphienc, Uolr. 1253 ; er hat den tot an der hant

(p. 818); her moste haven den tot, Hpt's Ztschr. 2, 183. We
still say ' du kannst dir den tod davon holen/ it may be the death

of you, and ' mit dem tode abgehen,^ but more commonly without

the article :
' mit tode abgegangen ist,' Mohr's Reg. ii. no. 234 (yr

1365). MB. 25, 392. 453 (yr 1480) ; conf. ?m'i tod verscheiden,

H. Sachs (Goz 2, 16. 19), mit tode vaUen, Nib. 2219, 3. Yet

again ; si heliben mit dem grimmen tode 1555, 3. Er braht ir (of

them) vil manegen dahin, da er iemer wesen soldo, Gudr. 889,

4 ; conf, ' si-ne kumt niht her-widere ' 928, 2 ;
' der tot der hat

die unzuht, daz er nieman deheine fluht zuo sinen friunden haben

lat,' has the ill manners to allow no flight, Klage 1581. Deatli

is a departing; the dead is in OS. called gifaran, Hel. 169, 27,

in Qi^.fram-genginn, Sgem. 83*; AS. 'he geivdt,' died, Homil. 1,

330, ' hseide forff-sid'od; had gone off, Beow. 3105; than im that

lif scriffi, Hel. 169, 20. Gr. otx^aOai to be gone, olxo/J'evo^ =

Oavoiv. Gl. sletst. 8, 35 renders moriebatur by 'towita, vel Mna-

zoh.' Ssk. 'preta, gone = dead, Bopp 37''. Dying is called uz

varrv, faring out, Wels. gast 5436; (he is daust, drnn-:en, o\xt=
dead, Stelzhamer 166. 175); vervarn, Walth. 23, 23. MS. 2,

138''; 'fordferde, obiit,' AS. chronol.; er ist an die vart {journey),

diu uns nach in alien ist vil unverspart, Walth. 108, 6. In the

Ludwigslied ' Jdna-vart,' hence-faring, is opp. to Hiier-wist,'

here-being; ich red daz uf min hin-vart, MSH. 3, 298''; er

swuor uf sin Jiinvart 30P; bis auf mein liinefart, Bergreien 127 ;

die teste fart fa.rn, Suchenw. xxxiv. 105; zuo der langen vart,

Lanz. 1949 ; up mine langhe vaert, Reinh. 2213; ON. long gdnga,

Ssera. 222''; on longne weg, Cod. Exon. 173, 24; zuo der langen

hcrvart, Ksrchr. 6304; des todes hervart, Mar. leg. 54, 14. To

join the great host (p. 847) ; conf. ol TrA-e/ove?, plures = mortui,

'quia ii majore numero sunt quam vivi ^
;
qui abierunt in com-

munem locum, PI. Casina, prol. 10 ; verscheiden, depart, Renn.

21093; our ' drauf gehen '
; freude kin, leave joy, Parz. 119, 15;

swenn er dise freude Idt, Wels. gast 4908 ; Idtaz, Islend. sog. 2,
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1G6. 174; af(jehen gadulingo gimang, Hel. 17, 17; nianno drum

iKjeben 103, 4 ; forUt manno droin 23, 7 (conf. suhtc im erlo

gimang endi manno drum 23, 33); die werlt er bcgab, Diut. 3, 89.

67; daz lebeu Icglbt den lip, Maria 23; von. ztte gan, StsLnhnh.

661 ; aer he on-weg hiourfe gamol of geardura, Beow. 526 ; hwearf

mon-dreamum from 3433 ;
geendode eorSan dreamas, AS.

chronol. ; lif-ivynna brecan, Beow. 157. Dying is also called

staying, being left : bllvet doot, Maerl. 3, 325 ;
' billban, mortuus,*

T. 135, 24. O. iii. 23, 55. Graff 2, 47; our ' gehHebcn,' lefb

(dead on the field). Or it is descr. as perishing, ol oXcoXore^, as

going down to the dust, %^6i/a Svuai, II. 6, 411; varen onder

vioiule (mould), Maerl. 3, 61 ; voo' ter moude o, 152; HI iard'ar

hnlga (bend), Alfskongs-s. cap. 13; coni. bet ter moude/ Lane.

44032 ; manger la terre, mordre la poussiere. The Greeks called

the dead SrjfnjTpei'ov;, gone home to Demeter (earth), Plut. 4,

1154; lieim-varn, W. gast 5440; went, was gathered, unto his

fathers. Fara til heljar = mori (p. 802); gen T6te7iheini f&ven,

Braut 55, 6; fara i disar sal, Fornald. sog. 1, 527 (conf. heingja

sik 1 disar sal 1, 454) ; fara i lios annat, to other light, Sajm.

262»; sokien lioht odar, Eel. 17, 17; de hac luce transire, Lex

Burg. 14, 3; Esth. ihna minnema, go to the other world; conf.

fXTjKiTC ovra iv <pdei, Soph. Philoct. 415. An fridu faran (go to

peace), tliar er mina fordron dcdun, Hel. 14, 22. For dying is a

going to sleep : den langen sldf sldfen, Kolocz 285 ; daz in (hiui)

der hmge shlf gevie (caught). Ring 246; conf. vf einem stro

ligen, MS. 1, 25". The dead go to God : Drghten sacean,

Beow. 373; si sin vor Gotes ougen (eyes), Trist. 18668; fore

Meotiides cneowum (knees). Cod. Exon. 164, 19; 'beholding

God's mouth and beard,' Kalev, p. 34 ; Gote liete gebotcn iiber

in, Ges. Abent. 1, 298 ; wenn der grim tot iiber in gebiut, Ls. 3,

124; * God came with his mercy,' Schwein. 2, 167. 184. 252.

Various peculiar expressions :
' er hat im den namen beno-

men,' taken the name (life) fr. him. Nib. 1507, 4 : viricandoten

(change) disen Up, Ksrchr. 6318; des lebenes ferwandelen, Diut.

2, 290; den lip, daz leben, verwandcln. Cod. Vind. 428, no. 154;

'tgelach moeten bftalcn, have to pay the piper, Maerl. 2, 238 ; er

ist verschlissen, slit up, Vict. Jacobi 88; Esth. 'lay down the

breath.' Life is expr. by ' der sale \calden,' Ben. Beitr. S^, and

death by 'he is tor selen gcdcgen,' Michelseu Lub. oberh. 42
;
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seeltogen, Haupt 3, 91; our ' todes verbleicheD/ turn pale of

death. The word spalten, split, is often used in conn, with death:

sin houbet ime endriu spielt (split in 3), enniuniu (into 9) sich sin

zunge vieltj Eeinh. 2243; sin houbet gar zes_pieU, Lampr. Alex.

6922 ; daz herze ir in dem libe spielt, Herzmaere 520 ; bans hoved

hrast udi ni sftjhlcer, DV. 1, 157; we say the heart brealxs in

death, bursts with grief.

p. 841.] The Ind. Yama is god of justice, of death and of the

underworld, Bopp's Nalas pp. 20h 264; in this last capacity-

he is named Kala, the black, Bopp's Gl. 74''; he answers to the

Pers. JemsJtit, Zend. Yimu. Yama sends his messengers, who
conduct to his dreary dwelling, Kuruinge 1296, 1360. 1643.

Holtzm. Ind. s. 2, 101 ; conf. the death-angels, Rosenol 1, 56-7,

the angel of death and destroying angel (p. 1182). How the

Tartars keep off the angel of death is told by K. Schlozer p. 32-3.

Hermes with his wand drives the souls of the suitors to the

asphodel mead, Od. 24, 1—14. 99—101. As Hermes is sent to

men, so is Iris to women. Death drags men away from their

houses, their buildings : thus Protesilaos leaves his widow a half-

finished house, So/xa rjfiireXtj'i, II. 2, 701. Apollo and Artemis

come regularly and kill ofi' the old people with painless darts,

dyavoc'; ^eXeeaai, Od. 15, 410-1 ; rrjv ^aXev 'Apre/uiL<i lo'^eaipa

15,478; alhe fiOL w? fiaXaKOV Odvarov iropoL ApT€/j,t,<; arjvi] 18,

202. 20,60-1. 80. Charon ferries over the water; so the devil

is repres. with an oar in his hand, Woeste p. 49. ' Vallen in des

Todes ivdge,' balance. Warn. 1650; ' uf des Todes wage sweben,'

be poised 3318. Death is sent by God : Got der sende an

mlnen leiden man den Tot \ MS. 1,81^; 'sin wip diu schriet

wafen fif den Tot, er si entsldfen daz er'n niht welle bestan,' cries

fie upon D., he must have gone to sleep, that he won't tackle the

man, Teichner 75 ; do ergreif in der Tot, do er im sin zuokunjt

enbot (while he to him his arrival made known), so daz er in

geleite, Greg. 20. He knocks at the door : bereite ze uftuonne

deme hlopphaere, Uolr. 1329; so in Berno, 'ut pulsanti posset

aperire.' He comes as a young man : der jiingelinc, der geheizen

ist Tot, Ls. 2, 373. The Lapland Yabnien akha, uxor vel avia

mortis, sits in a subterr. cave, and was worshipped as a divine

being, Lindahl's Lex. 82'' ; ich selbe sol hin in daz hoi, Fraueul.

114, 8; des todes liole (p. 853, Gossip Death's cavern).
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p. 812.] With mors conf. Zend, merethyu, Bopp's Comp. Gr.

46 ; schmerz, smart is expl. diflfereutly by Beufey 2, 39. A Norso

word for dead is damn (p. 453 end); conf. Finn. Taonl=\xxov^,

Pluto; Tuonen koira, death's dog = dragonOy ; Tuonela = ovens.

Vruss. (jailas, moi's (the Lith. galas, finis ?). Esth. s(tr??i = mors,

Finn, surma. Hung, haldl, Finn, kuolema, Votiak hiilem, Lapp.

yahmen. Death is the brother of Sleep, who is also personified :

the dead sleep. It is said of the dead vala : sefrattu fyrri, Ssem.

95'^; Kocfi7]aaTO ')(a\.Keov vttvov, II. 11, 241. As sleep is called

the sandman, death is in Esth. called earthman, sandman, lliua

annus, Sand-Jack, Uwa peter, Sand-peter; conf. Alf. Maury's Du
persounage de la mort, Revue Arch. 4th year, pp. 305—339.

p. 844. J Death comes creeping : mors ohrepit, PI. Pseud, ii.

3, 20; mors imminet, et tacito clam venit ilia pede, Tib. i. 10,

34; da kam der Tot als ein diep, u. stal dem reinen wibe daz

leben uz ir libe, Wigal. 8032 ; der Tot kumt geslichen als ein diep,

Cato 397 (mutspelli also thiof ferit, Hel. 133, 4); der Tot

erslichet, wins by stealth, Warn. 3109 ; der tot hat mich erslichen,

Hugdietr. Fromm. 5; er ist mir na' (jesUclien (crept after), der

mich kan machen hla (blue), Muskatbl. 18, 36; der T. sUcht

vasts herein, Steph. Stofl. 174 ; daz euch nicht ubersleiche der T.

mit seim gereusch, Wolkenst. 31. M, Nethl. : crt die Dot belope,

Maerl. 3, 191. Dir ist vil nahe der Tot, Ksrchr. 5084. 11298;

conf. AS. nea-laecan (Suppl. to 846 end) ; swie mir der T. vf

dem riickcn waere, on my back, MS. 2, 46''. Death is invoked

by men weaiy of life : er rlef (cried) nach dem tode, Ksrchr.

1724; Tot, kum u. toete mich! Dioclet. 4732 ; nun kum Tot!

Hartm. 1, biichl. 292; kum Dot ! Mar. kl., after Arnold 28. 440
;

conf. iXdeTQ) iM6po<i, Aesch. Suppl. 804 ; Yama, come, release

me, Holtzm. Kur. 723 ; kom T., brich mir daz herz enzwei,

Hagen's Ges. Abent. 1, 301; we dir T., kam her, u. nim uns alle

hin, Mai 150, 12. 155, 4. 162, 4. 161, 13. 178, 27; recipe me ad

te, mors, amicum et benevolum, Plaut. Cistell. iii. 9 ; nu kum,

gi'immeclicher T., u. rihte Gote von uns beiden, MS. 1,17''; kum
ein kleines t'uddein, u. fiir mich balde von hinnon, Bergreieu

84; wo bist so lang, du grimmer T. ? komb I H. Sachs iii. 1,

227*^; mors, cur mihi sera venis ? Prop. iii. 4, 34, conf. Soph.

Philoct. 796; ritp om die dot, dat si qua)ne, Lane. 35711 ; dat se

deu dod beide schulden unde baden, dat he uiht etisilmede (delay).
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wen dat lie queme, unde on (fr. tliem) dat levend to hand neme,

Everh. Gandersh. 487* ; weiz Got^, her Tot, ir viiiezet her, Apollon.

235; nim micli T., brich T. min herze ! Altd. bl. 1, 288-9 ; owe
T., wes midest (shunnest) du ? Ls. 1, 99 ; we T., zwiu sparst du
micb ? Mai 43, 10. W. v. Rheinau 190'-^; eia T., rnohtes du micli

getoeten I ISteph. Stofl. 181 ; wallan Dae^, wela DaeS, ]7at ]fa

me n'elt fordetnen, Kg Leir 160, 20; he dex, la mort m'enuoie!

Guitecl. 2, 148; T., nu ouge dich ! Hag. Ges. Ab. 300.

Death comes to give warning ; he may come to terms or he put

off the first two times, but not the third. Similar to the tale in

Straparola 4, 5 is that of Pikollos, Hanusch p. 218. Death siht

an, looks at a man. Warn. 28 ; he beckons or points, Rufs Adam,
1421.

Death takes men away, like Hild and Gund (p. 422) : diu kint

fileret bin des Todes wint. Warn. 1648; daz in der T. hat hin

genomen, Ulr. Trist. 20. Frib. Trist. 32 ; Secundillen het der T.

genomeji, Parz. 822, 20; der T. hat mich begrifen (gripped),

Hugdietr. Oechsle 10; e iz der T. hegvife, Diemer 348, 9; do

ergreif den vater ouch der T,, Gregor, 1 9 ; begrift iuch da der

T. 413 ; Den hat der T. verzimmert, boxed up, Suchenw. 16,

167; des Todes zimmer 19, 17 ; conf. diap dodes daln (Suppl. to

803) ; todes muor, Tiirl. Wh. 16^. Death, like the devil, has jaws,

a throat, to devour with : vallen in des Todes giel (gullet) , Karl

72^* ; si liefen dem Tod in den rachen (ran into the jaws, Theiln.

der Serbeu (?) p. 23 (yr. 1685) ; conf. 'ir welt in gewissen tot,'

certain death, Wigal. 6061 ; in den tot riten 6153; we say ' de7i

in den tod gehn.^

p. 845.] Death rides, as the dead lover fetches his bride away
on horseback, Hpt's Altd, bl. 1, 177. Miillenh. no. 224; and so

far back as Ssem. 168'* : mdl er mer at ri&a roffnar brautir, aSr

salgofnir sigr];ioS veki (ere the cock crows) ; conf. des Todes wip,

Eugelh. 3402 n. ; ich gezime dir (I suit thee) wol ze ivihe, Er.

5896. Like the Schleswig Hel (Miillenh. no. 335), Wode also and

the wild hunter ride on a three-legged horse; Wode catches the

subterraneans, ties them together by their hairs, and lets them

hang on each side of his horse, Miillenh. p. 373. On Boeotian

tombstones the dead man stands beside the horse, with the in-

scription : 77p&)9 xaipe, K. F. Hermann's Gottesd. alterth. § 16,

20. Charos ranges the babes on his saddle, see GDS. 140-1.
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p. SiQ.] Death takes prisoners. Yama leads away the vmn-

itikln he has pulled out of the dying man, tied to a rope which he

carries about, Holtzm. Ind. s. 1, Gi-5. Rochholz 1, 89 ; ob mich

der Tot eiihindet, Wh. GS, 22. Death throws his net over us,

Steph. Stofl. 174; in des Todes vallen (snares) beklemmet,

^lart. 11''; kameu zuo des Todes vaUe, Livl. 1808; in des Todes

h}</<i (ambush), Kl. 1356; der Tot im daz leben stal, Ottoc. 86";

die in (fr. them) het der T. verstolen, Wigal. 9213 ; in het vil

iiach (well-nigh) der bitter T. mit siner kraft (jezucket Jiiii (tugged

away) 5956 ; sin leben het geziickct der T. 5129 ; der T. ziicket

(rhy. niderbiicket), Wolkenst. 31 ; unz si der T. ersnellet (till

d. snaps her up), Hpt's Ztschr. 7, 331 ; der T. hiit mich

ergangen, Ecke 58; do nu der T. her drang, St. Louis 60, 17;

thaz tod uns sus gi-angti, sus naher uns gijiangi, O. iii. 24, 14,

i.e. brought us to such straits, so nearly caught us ; der Tod

rauscht her behend, r. durch die hecken her, B. Waldis 149". 163".

Death as conqueror stands over the prostrate dying man : des

Tot gestet uher in selben, Pfaffenleben 33; conf. Dietr. 1669: die

sine (his men) stuondcn iiher in. The dying have faUen due to

Death, become his men; hence we say ' ein mann (ein kind) des

Todes '
: sonst war er ein mann des Todes, Zehn ehen p. 226

;

conf. Dodis vuoter (food) werden, Fundgr. 2, 108; des Tudcs

v|>(7 (sport), Wigal. 10743, den Tot lahoi (with fortifications),

ibid. The dying man ivrestles with D., Sanders p. 44; mit

dem grimmen Tode ranc, Servat. 1771; mit dem T. hat sineu

j/^'>-a7tc, Warn. 174 (the devil wrestles too: mit wem die tievel

haben gerungen, Renn. 10727) ; iiberwunden (vanquished) sich

dem Tode ergehen (surrender), Wigal. 7662. Death is armed

:

A.S. luiga wa^lgifre. Cod. Exon. 231, 8; wiga nealaeceb 164, 4;

dedd" nealaede, stop sttdgongum strong and hrebe 170, 17; wir

ligend auf des Todes spiez (spear). Ring 253. He shoots arrows,

like Charos (Kindt 1849 p. 17) : wccl-filuin, Cod. Exon. 171,15,

xvid-stradmn 179, 11 ; lif in sleif des Todes hagcl (hail), G. schui.

158; in hat benomeu des Todes scJnIr, ^Vh. 256, 6. He is a

hunter, MSH. 3, 177". He is likened to a tliorn : darinne der tot

als ein dorn in dem Meien hliicte, Wigal. 7628. He has a legal

claim upon man : gait der dot haer scout (solvit morti debitum),

Maerl. 1, 430 ; we say ' to pay the debt of nature.^

p. 847.] Death has an army :
' der Tot fuort in die gemeinen
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vartj' the common jouruey, Ottoc. SO'*;
'^ der T. gebiutetsine her-^

vart' army's march, Barl. 397, 32. His badge, his tdcen (SuppL

to 200), is the paUid hue: des Todes zeichen ia llehter varwe,

Nib. 928, 3. 2006, 1; des T. z. wirt schiu (is displayed) in

swarz-gelber varwe. Warn. 128; des T. gilwe (yellow), MS. 2,

166^. Those who are veig, fey, may thus be known, Belg. mus.

5, 113. On the contrary, in Wigal. 6151, a red cloth tied to a

spear betokens that a man shall ride to his death that day

:

An eiu sper man im do bant

einen samet der was rot ;

daz bezeichent daz er in den tut

des tages riten solde.

Proserpine devotes the dying to Orcus by cutting a lock of hair

off them

:

Nondum illi flavum Proserpina vertice crinem

abstule^-at, Stygioque caput damnacerat Oreo. JEtn. 4, 698.

Iris is sent down to Dido :

Devolat, et supra caput astitit :
' Hnnc [crinem] ego Diti

sacrum jassa fero, teque isto corpore solvo.'

Sic ait, et dextra crinem secat, omnis et una

dilapsus calor, atque in ventos vita recessit. -^n. 4, 702.

p. 848.] Death mows, Lett, nahwe plavj, Bergm. 69 ; des

Tudes sichel, Wolkenst. 278. He is a sitheman, Shah-nameh,

v. Gorres 1, 105-6; conf. the 3 maidens that mow the people

down with their sithes, Kulda in D'Elv. 110.

p. 849.] Death is commonly called the grim, Diemer 87, 9.

14. Servat. 1771-92. Hahn's Strieker 11 ; der Tut in mit

grimme suochte, Diut. 1, 407 ;
' der grimme tot,' the name of a

sword, MSH. 3, 236^; der grlmmecltche tot, Hagen's Ges. Abent.

1, 300; der aige tot, Ernst 1954; der iibel tod, der bitter. Ring

6'^,12. 54\26. Fr. ' ynale mort;' ez ist niht loirsers danne dei'

tot, Er. 7935 ; der hide dot, Hpt's Ztschr. 2, 197 (like the devil)
j

die felle Dot, Maerl. 2, 133; der gewisse T6t, Helbl. 1, 109^

Wigal. 6061. 6132 ; er was des gewissen Todes, Diemer 218, 14;
' gewis sam der Tot,' sure as d., Lanz. 5881

;
ja weistu rehte alsavi

den T,, Flore 3756 ; ich weiz ez ivdrez (true) als den T., Trisfc.
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110. 17751. 19117. Ulr. Trist. 19G4; der gemeine T., Ilalin 78,

20. 91,48. Greg. 3709. Sclnvabensp. p. 179; der (jemebiUche

T,, Klage 534; 6dvaro<i ofxolo^;, Od. 3, 236; qui omnes mauet,

couf. Etr. Mantus fr. manere, Gerh. pp. 17. 50.

p. 850,] Dominus Blicero is called Bleher \n Coremans 109;

dass euch der blickars reut ! Garg. 134"'; der hlasse menschen-

fruits (pale mau-muncher), Fleming p. 142 ; our kuuchler, knocli-

enmaun, Bony. Death was depicted with frightful aspect : an

siuem scliilde was der Tot gemdlt vil grusodiche, Wigal. 2998 ;

couf. des Todes scJiihl-gemaele, Tit. 2G89, the Harii (p. 950), and

the death's-head hussars. On the tomb near Cumae the

skeletons are put in a dancing posture, Olfers in Abh. der Acad.

'30, pp. 15. 19—22.

p. 852.] 'Friend Haiii is not so easy to buy off,' Hans Wurst

doktor nolens volens, Fraukf. and Leipz. 1779, p. 39; 'and there

Friend Ilaijn did the sexton a kindness,' viz. his wife dies in

childbed, Kindlebeu, Wilib. Schluterius, Halle 1779, p. 114.

Jean Paul uses the word in Q. Fixlein p. 170, and Lessing 12,

505 (yr. 1778). But I now find in Egenolfs Sprichw. bl. 321''

(under ' sawr sehen ') : 'he looks sour, he looks like Henn the

devil.' The other phrases are all borr. fr. Seb. Frank ; this one

is peculiar to Egenolf's collection. Conf. ' Heintze Pik, de dood,'

^'. d. Bergh 155. Death stretches the limbs : als sie der Tot

gestracte, Ernst 3011 ; ddvaTO<; TavrjXeyij'i, laying out at length,

Od. 3, 238. 11, 171 seq. ; 'an deme Streche-foisze,' a place,

Arusb. Urk. no. 493, yr. 1319. Bleckezahn is also in Fleming

p. 421..

p. 854.] Similar to the expression in H. Sachs, but not so

figurative, is the phrase :
' der tot uns zuclie daz leben,' jerks the

life fr. us, Renn. 20389. Hagen's Ges. Ab. 1, 299. On the life-

candle, see Wackernagel in Haupt G, 280—4; daz leben ist

unstaete, wan ez erleschet der Tot als ein lieht, Altd. bl. 2, 122
;

the devil (here meaning death) is to come for a man when a

wax-taper has burnt down, Miillenh. p. 180. On the lurch of Eros

(whose other attribute, like Death's, is the bow), and on his

relation to Psyche, see Gerhard's Eros pp. 5. 15. 32. KM.^ 3,

70. Death is a godfather; see also Phil. v. Sittew. 2, G73-4.

lu the same way the hoberges-guhbe, the man uf the mountain

(miner?) is asked to be godfather (p. 189), Miillenh. p. 289 [lu
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Shaksp. tlie jury who convict are godfathers] . As a godfather,

it matters much whether you stand at the head or foot : hopp-

vadder, stert-vadder, Schiltze 4, 194-5. The Slav, story of

Qodmother Smrt in Wolf's Ztschr. 1, 262-3 may be conf. with

our marchen of Gevatter Tod, KM. no. 44 and note. On the

life-or-death-giving look of the bird charadrius, see Plut. Sympos.

V. 7, 2. Physiol, in Kai^ajan p. 104.

p. 855.] On the marchen of Death and Jack Player, see Pref.

xvi. xli. The Lith. Welnas is called in Lasicz 48 vielona, deus

animarum. Beside the Finn. Tuoni, there is mentioned a death-

god Kalma, Schott's KuUervo pp. 218. 235.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

DESTINY AND WELL-BEING.

p. 856 n.] The Gothic forfelge, fey, is daup-uhlis [eTndavdrio^),

conf. ON. daiid' yfi'i, morticinium. Faeges for^siS, moribund!

decessus, Cod. Exon. 182, 34; wyrd ne meahte in. faegum long

feor gehealdan 165, 18. Die vege dot, Karel 2, 733; veige eben

todt, Klage 536-9. 1304 ; sit lie man bi den veigen vil der pfaffen

uf dem sande (left with the dying many priests), Gudr. 915, 4;

si was ze friieje leider veige, Flore 2163; da vielen (fell) die

veigen, Ksrchr. 4909. 7078 ; da gelagen die veigen, 5247. 7803 ; I

' die veghe es, hie meet ter moude,' who fey is, must to mould,

Walew. 3876 ; ni si man nihein so feigi (no mortal), 0. i. 11, 10 ;

da was der veige vunden (found, hit), Trist. 403, 8; conf. der
j

veige rise 401, 18; ir sit veige gewesen, Wien. merfart 410. 438 ;

unz der man niht veige en-ist, s6 erneret in vil kleiner list (so

long as he is not fey, a little skill will set him up), Iw. 1299.

p. 857.] Destiny rules over the highest of gods : virep Se rf/?
j

Ke(f>a\f)'i Tov Alo^ elaiv ^flpac Kal Molpat, Paus. i. 40, 3. It is

expr. by the following terms : ON. skup let lion vaxa, Sism. '

249'\, OS, giscapu mahtig gimanodnn, Hel. 10, 18; thiu herhtan

giscapu gimanodun 11, 17; regano-giscapu gimanudan 103, 3;
;

conf. torhtlico tidi gimanodun 3, 11. Dan. den kranke skjebne,
,

DV. 1, 123; conf. den kranke lykke 1, 195. ON. orlog, OHG.
|

iirlac, MHG. urliuge, urlouc, Gramm. 2, 790; voru nii endut p'au '

dlog, Hervarars. p. 488; and the Sax. compds orlag-liulla, orleg-
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ha-'il. ^IHG. ivU-saelde : diii wihaelde ie inuoz irgan, Ksrchr.

3493. 3535; conf. 3122-5. 3130. Lanz. 1(502. Fundgr. 1, 398;
ein ubel wllmolde, Ksrchr. 1757. Also the uucompounded icUe :

so hab dill u-Uo undauc ! Biter. 11933; sin v)ile und sin tac,

Ksrchr. 3557; ' xvile u. stunde walzent al-umbe/ fate and the

hour roll round, 3G00. 3587. We say 'his hour lias struck.'

p. 858.] The hour of birth and destiny is determined on by
night : ndtt var i boe, nornir qvamo, j^ar er auSIingi aldr umskopo,

Stem. 149"; diu niir wart bescheiden (she was destined for me)

von den nahtweiden, do si crste wart geborn, Krone 4840.

Even in early times destiny is placed in the hands of gods :

Zevq B" avTo<; ve^ei 6\(3ov OXvjxttlo'^ dvdpcoTroicnv

iadXo2<; r/Sk /caKolacv, o7r&)<? idiXrjo-iv, eKdar(p. Od. G, 188.

KaK-)] Alo'^ alaa. Od. 9. 55.

dvepo'^ u) re Kpoviwv

6X/3ov eTTLKXcoar] yafxiovTc re yiyvofjbivq) re. Od. 4, 207.

ov /jlol TOiovrov eTreKXciicrav Oeol oX/3ov. Od. 3. 208.

0)9 yap ol eTreKXcoaev rd ye Saificov. Od. 16, 64.

The last three passages have iTrcKXcodo) (I spin for), the term

gener. used of the Fates.

p. 859.] The weighing of destinies, performed by Zeus in the

Iliad, is called 'weighing of souls' by Welcker, Cycl. 2, 189, just

what Christian legend ascribes to St. Michael

:

Sant Michel richtet uf sin wage (holds up his balance),

und henket sich der valaut dran (though the devil hangs on),

doch schaffet er niht, der swarze man,

wan sin sleeken ist umbsus (his trickery is in vain).

Cour. V. Dankrotsch. Namenb. 118. Berthold p. 17.

p. 8G0.] The stars have influence esp. on birth : tarn grave

sidus habenti, Ov. Trist. v. 10, 45; vonar-stiarna flaug, |;a var

ec foeddr, burt fra briosti mer. hatt at hun flo, hvergi settiz, svu

bun maetti hvild hafa, Ssem. 126"^ ; 'because their star is at Jieat,

or it has cooled down (versauset)/ Phil. v. Sittew. Soldatenl. p.m.

149. Other omens attending the conception and birth of a child

are mentioned in Pref. xliv. xlv.

p. 862.] In the unavoidableness of fate there is something

cruel and grudijing. The luckiest and best men perish at last

:
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sit sturbens jdinerUche von zweier edelen frouwen nit (women's

jealousy), Nib. 6, 4; wie liebe mit hide zejimgest lonen lean (love

may reward with woe at last) 1 7, 3 ; als ie diu liebe hide ze aUer-

jungisU git (turn to woe) 2315 ; eg koma mein eptir munuS, Snsm.

129^; conf. these views of the world's rewards, and Lehrs' Vom
neide p. 149. To the possession of costlij things is attached

misfortune and ruin. In the tale of Tyrfing it is the splendid

sword that kills; conf. the fatal sword (p. 205). So the horse of

Sejanus proved a fatal steed, Gellius 3, 9. Lehrs' Vom neide

p. 154. To the same category belong the Nibelung's hoard, the

alrann and gaUows-man (p. 513 n.). And a union with goddesses

and fays makes men unhappy (p. 393).

The Norse fatalism comes out in :
' ingen man ar starkare an

sittode/ no man is stronger than his fate, Sv. folks. 1, 228. In

Vestergotland and Schonen they say : det var hanom odt, GDS.

125-6. M. Neth. dat sin sai, dat moeUin, Karel 2, 1561. MHG.
poets have: daz geschach u. muose sin, Tiirl. Wh. 29"^; wan ez

solt et sin, Parz. 42, 6; ez muoz also wesen. Nib. 1482, 1 ; swaz

geschehen sol, daz geschiJit, Urstende 104, 48. Helmbr. 1683.

OS. that it scolda giwerthan so, bethiu ni mahtun si is bemithan

(avoid), Hel. 150, 19. 152, 4. Fr. tot avenra ce quen doit avenir,

Garin 2, 201. AS. n'a^s ic faege ]>a git (I was not fey yet),

Beow. 4289 ; conf. ' ez sterbent wan (none but) die veigen die

doch vil libte heime da muosen sterben. Tit. 1799; nieman

•.eterben mac (can die), unz im kumt sin tester tac, Kl. 103 ;
nieman

ersterben mac, e im kumt sin endes-tac, Lanz. 1613. Ego vero

nihil impossibile arbitror, sed utcunque fata decreverunt ita cuucta

mortalibus evenire, Apul. p. m. 87; mir geschiht niht, wan mir

geschaffen ist, ez muoz nu sin, MSH. 3, 80; ist ez dir heschafhi,

Helmbr. 1297 ; muoz ez wesen, u. ist dir heschaffen, Laber p. 200;

sei es uns mit heil heschaffen, Wolkenst. 178; heschaffens gliick,

Ambras. lied. p. 224-5-7. Mir ist niht heaht, Flore 1184; diu

ist dir erahtot (intended), Griesh. 2, 18 ; dem si rehte eraht6t ist

2, 19. Ih ward gihoran zi thiu, O. iv. 21, 30; wer zuo drin

helhling ist geborn, Diut. 1, 325; ze drin sellerpiien geborn, Renn.

15886 ; dur sane (for song) bin ich gehorn, MS. 1, 53^
;
er wart

zer fluht nie gehorn, Wh. 463, 19; ich wart in dine lielfe erhorn,

Tit. 72, 4 ; Christianchen ist nicht fitr mich gehoren, Gellert 3,

168. We say ; es ist mir avgehoren. Til lykke lagt, DV. 3, 5 ;
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Dan. 'cr clot saa ht</d, saa faacr ilet saa blivc'j ez gvt kcincin

anders dau itn wirt iifgehit, Mich, lieham's Vom unglauben 4

[necessity is laid upon me, 1 Cor. 9, IG]. * Swaz dir enteile is

getan, des enwirt dir niht beuoinen/ you can^t fail to have, En.

82, 6. 87, 21. 117, 1 ; deme si heschert was, c si wurdo geborn,

En. 3993 ; nieman gelouben sol an daz wort ' ez ist ime heschert,'

Germania 3, 233"; dcm galgen heschert, Renn. 1G815; est iu

heschert, n. en-inac niht anders sin, Flore 4588; uns wirdet

cuuogiz kespirre ioh pfskerit N. Arist., heslcerit undo hesJcihet 94
;

waz ist uns beiden heschert u. heschciden. Herb. 14054. We say:

es ist mir heschieden, verhdngt, hestimmt, geschicht. Lith.

lemtas, ordained ; was einem geordnet sei, deni entrinne man

nicht, GotthelPs Erz. 1, 292; es sei so geordnet, u. was sein muss,

muss sein 1, 284; zugeschrempt, Keisersb. Von koufleuten 89''.

Geistl. lewe 50*=; ez ist mir sus gewant,V-iivz. 11, S. More

antique are the phrases :

ov '^/('ip 7r(D9 KaraSvao/xeO^ a-)(yv^evoi izep

€L<; 'AiSao 86fMov<;, irplv ixopaifjiov ^jfxap iireXOr]. Od. 10, 174.

fiotpav 6' ovTivd (f)T]/xi Trecjivyfiivov efxfxevai avSpMV. 11. G, 488.

AS. g33 |?a wyrd swa hio seel, Beow. 905 ; so habed ira wnrd-

giscapii Metod gimarcod, Hel. 4, 13, conf. 18, 10. 45, 14.

p. 8G3.] Weal and luck are all but personified in the phrases

:

kum, gliicJi, u. schlag' mit haufen drein, Docen's Misc. 1, 279;

ein garten, den gliick u. heil hmvef, Mohr reg. v. Frauenbr. no.

38G, yr. 1434 ; heil, walde iz ! Dint. 1, 353 ; des helfe mir geliicke !

Nib. 1094, 4; mine helpe God ende goet geval ! Walew. 28G

;

an's mi God ende goed geval ! Karel 2, 3609 ; min heil, nu Huge

(prosper) ! Altsw. 14, 31. 9G, 4; Silvio volgete gruz heil. En.

13138; die wile (meanwhile) sin heil vor gienc, 7251 ; to snatch

the luck that teas going to another, Uuw. dokt. 358 ; those that

luck jyipes to may dance, Docen's Misc. 1, 282 ; when God and

good luck greet him, Simpl. 1, 536; daz in daz heil verjluochet

(curses him), Hartm. 1, biichl. 782. Without personification:

si liezen die vart an ein heil, 3297 ; waoro daz an minora heile,

MS. 1, 193''; vart iuwer straze (go your way) mit gnotem heile,

Iw. 832; ze heile homen, MS. 1, 75*; heiles vurt waten (wade

the ford of), Suchenw. xxxiii. 35 ;
guotcs mannes heil, Hpt's

Ztschr. 2, 179; ich trowe mime heile, Nib. 2102, 4; mime heile
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ich gar verteile, MS. 1, 83'''; du malifc min heil erwenden (canst

thwart), Walth. 60, 18; ich danhe 's mime heile, Nib. 1938, 4;

conf. min saelde si verwazen (cursed be), Mai 174, 4; min saelde

ich verfiaoche, Flore 1182; ich ziulie ez itf (I lay it all upon)

die s. min, Lanz. 3162 ; doch ziirn ich an die s. min 4300.

More pecuhar are :
' wilnschet daz mir ein heil gevalle,' befall,

Walth. 115, 5; conf. M. Neth. gheval, luck, Huyd. sub. v., and

our Veldeke's 'daz si mere (increase) min geval' 1, 2P; des

heiles slilzzel (key) in verspart freude, Altd. bl. 2, 236; verlorn

het er daz heil, Alex. 3389. ' Wiinschen lieiles vunt,' a find of

luck, Altd. bl. 1, 339. MS. 2, 190-\ MSH. 1, 357". Mai 64, 10.

Haupt 7, 117; lieiJe bruoder, froiden vunt, Dietr. drach. 303'';

der Saelden vunt, MSH. 1, 359-^
;

glilckes vunt 351''. Gliick,

heil and saelde are named side by side : doch so was geliiche u.

Sifrides heil. Nib. 569, 2 ; heili joh sdlida, O. Ludw. 5 ;
man

saget von gluche u. von sdlden, Herb. 6770; so moht ime geliiche

u. heil u. saelde u. ere iifrisen, Walth. 29, 31 ;
geliiche iuch miieze

saelden wern (may fortune grant), Parz. 431, 15. Geliiche is

distinguished fr. heil, Herb. 3238. 15465; conf. tu^t?, /.totpa,

€ifiapfievv, Lucian 3, 276; dea, Fortuna, PI. Pseud, ii. 3, 13.

There is a white fortune and a hlach, a bright and a darh : thiu

herhtim giscaim, Hel. 11, 16. 23, 17; ]?a heorhtan gesca>ft, Cfsdm.

273, 20.

Eia, gliicke ! eia, heil

!

nu hast du mir daz sivarze teil (black side)

allenthalben zuo gekart (toward me turned)

;

mir sint die wizen ivege verspart (barred),

da ich wilen ane ginc (whereon I whilom went)

.

Herb. 15465—69.

Frommann p. 321 understands this of the moon's light or dark

disc, and seems to derive the ' wheel of fortune ' altogether fr.

the lunar orb. Conf. Lett. ' ak mannu haltu deenu !
' my white

day, Bergm. 76 (see p. 1138).

p. 864.] Of Saelde's vigilance I have some more examples

[Omitted] : min S. erwachet, Ls. 2, 509 ; swer si nu soldo schou-

wen, des S. was niht entsldfen, Tiirl. Wh. 46^ And the same of

Luck and Unluck : hadde mi min gheluc ghewaect, Marg. v.

Limbg 1, 1226; our nnluch ivahes, Giinther 1014; my Inch is
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fast asleqi 212 (couf. Dan. Men Icranlce lykke,' DV. 1, 195 ;
dea

Iraiike skjehne 1, 123). M. Noth. die Auentnre wacid (p. 911) j

envachet sin p/a/ie^, Chrou. in Senkenb. 3, 459 ;
/or^tutM/i ejus

in malis tautum civilibus vigilasse, Amm. Marc. 14, 10, conf. ' at

vos Salus servassit, Plant. Cist. iv. 2, 7(3. The Laima (Suppl. to

877) also sleeps and wakes up, Biittner no. 701. Luck is coaxed

:

sc, geliicke, i^c, Waltb. 90, 18. Similar phrases: min weinen-

der scJtade (hurt) wachet, MSH. 1, 102"; sknde vaker, Aasen's

Ordspr. 210; 'to wake a sleeping sorruio/ Oedip. Colon. 510.

OX. cfkja Naucr, Ssam. 194'^ (var.), like vekja vvj 105\ Vreude

diu ist erwachet, diu ie verborgen lac (lay hid), MS. 2, 99* ; conf.

v:ach auf, fried, Fastu. 39, 1 ; bi werdeu man (to noble-minded

men) so ivachent wihes gilete, MS. 1, 190"; ir giiete u. bescheiden-

heit ist gen mir entsldfen 1, 20"' ; ir gendde (favour) mir muoz

wacJten 1, 33"; wil ir diu (niinne) ze herzen nahen waclien, MSH.
1, 310''. Nemesis, vengeance, sleeps and wakes. •' A place where

a certain danger ivaked,' Serb. u. Kroat. 10.

p. 8m.] Fortuna, like Ver Sfelde (Hagen's Ges. Ab. 1, 409),

waits long at the door, and is not admitted, Dio Cass. 04, 1 ; mir

ist verspart (barred) der Saelden tor, "Walth. 20, 31 ; der S. tur

entsliezen (unlock), Dietr. drach. 179"; conf. lipt's Ztschr. 2,

535 and dream-gate (Suppl. to 1140 beg.). In the same way:
* sliuz mir u£ der vrijuden tor,' unlock me the gates of joy, MSH.
1, 350'; gein dera siiezen Meien stent ofifen fruiden tor, MS. 2,

108"; der frijiden tor ist zuo getan (shut) 2, 198"': thro' portals

wide poured joy into her house, Gotthelf 2, 203 ; thy luck comes

in at everij gate, Fabricius's Haustafel (V. f. Hamb. gesch. 4,

480) ; der gendden tor, Hpt 4, 520. Exulatum ahiit salus,

Plaut. Merc. iii. 4, 6 ; ' des solt in Saelde ivichen,' quit them,

Albr. Tit. 2344 ; diu S. mir entwiclie, MS. 2, 20"; conf. 'da unse

heil von uns trat,' Pass. 40, 80 ;
' heill er horjin.,' gone, Vols. c.

11 ; 'la Fortune passa, elle part a ces mots,' Lafont. 5, 11 ; con-

versely :
' zuo gienc daz unheil,' on came mischief (Suppl. to 879).

Saelde von uns vonit, Athis F, 20 ; S. wont im bi, u. vont, Heinr.

Krone 50*^; dar Saelden ane genge, Hpt 4, 525; daz dicli daz

geliicke ange, Diocl. 4370. 8759 ; alles gliick wehete (blew) dich

an, Unw. doct. 017. Luck approaches one who sleeps at the

well-side, Babr. 49, 2 ;
predestined luck comes overnight, Am-

bras. 247 ; conf. ' falling asleep betw. two lucks, Altd, bl, 2, 175j

VOL. IV. U
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an Saelden wunsches arm entsUfen, Tit. 1248. Ipsa^ si vellet,

Salus his circumfusa, ut vulgo loqiumur, eos salvare non posset,

Liutpr. Legatio 13, Er was uf der Saelden wege, Ernst 1843;

conf. 'so verst uf gelucJces ban/ MS. 1, 88''; hohe getrat ze Sael-

den, Mar. 164, 30 ; icli kan si wol erjagen (hunt her down) : si-ne

welle sich mir me versagen (refuse me more) dan si sich deheime

(any one) versagte, der si ze rehte jagte, Greg. 1529. ' Ir Saelde

diu sack sie an,Mooked on her, Mar. 187, 20; we say 'smiled

upon,' conf. ri-jv rvxv^ 7rpo(T/j,€iSi,(aaav, Lucian's Asin. 47, Fortuna

arridet. ' Ich muoz ir gruuz verdienen,' earn Fortune's greeting,

Greg. 1527; Got u. das gluck grilszet, Simpl. 1, 536; daz mich

vro Saelde erhande (recognised), MS. 2, 99''; so volgt dir S. nach,

MSH. 3, 224*^; min fro S., wie sie min vergaz (forgot me), Walth.

43, 5. ' Einer geliicke erslichet, daz der ander niht wol kan

erloufen,' one creeps up to her, another can't run her down, MSH.

3, 297«; das gliick erschleichen, Fischart's Gesch. kl. 95^ Uhl.

Volksl. 584. Ambras. 102 ; ' luck wants to be boldly galloped

up to,' Polit. stockf. p. 240. ' Geliicke ist uns verswunden,'

vanished, Altd. bl. 2, 150 ;
* wie in geliicke floch,' fled, Ottoc.

713=»; 'vrou Saelde Mret mir den nac,' turns her neck (back),

Frauenl. 447, 22; fortuna malefida, Rudl. 1, 11; fortuna vetiis,

1, 66 ; vrou S. ist ivilder dan ein rech (roe), MSH. 2, 315% conf.

'geliicke lief entwerhes,' ra,n athwart, Troj. 12598; S. wird 2:>flitcJce,

Kolocz 100; daz iviltwilde geliicke springt, MS. 2, 147^ ' In der

Saelden huote varn,' travel in her keeping 1, 88* ; wisen uz vrou

S. huote, MSH. 1, 339''; conf. ' cum fortuna ludere,' be her play-

mate, favourite, Pertz 2, 79. ' Der Saelden sfahe, da suit ir

inch an stiuren/ staff whereon ye shall lean, MSH. 3, 462"; sitzen

iif der S. Mr 1, 93^^ (MS. 1, 36") ; daz inch vro Saelde laze luider-

Mren (send you back), Troj. 9359; wie dich diu S. fuorte (led),

Hpt 4, 524. ' Diu S. mich an sich nam, si riet mir,' advised me,

Wigam. 4119; 'den ir S. daz geriet/ for so her luck advised,

Wh. 451, 4; 'daz sie diu S. tuon hiez/ what S. bade her do,

Eracl. 54; 'dar sin 8. hat erdaht,' wherever his luck thought

good, Parz. 827, 17. 'Diu S. ir mit flize p/ac,' carefully tended

her, Wigal. 8950 ; vrou S. ir stiure gap siner ammen (bestowed

her gifts on his nurse), diu sin phlac, do er in der wiegen (cradle)

lac,' Er. 9898 ; von der Saelden gehe, Altd. bl. 2, 218 ; nii het diu

vrowe Saelikheit allen-wis an in geleit (on him set) ir vil staetigez
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marc, Greg. 10G3 ; der Saelden gundes teil, Krone 4833. Er

sitzet in S. vogel-huse, Reun. 10512; kaemo icli lif der S. sfnnl^

Purtenop. 93; der. S. dach (roof), MS. 1, 191''; daz uns decko

diner S. van (flag), MSH. 1, 339''; eutsliezen lif (unlock) der S.

schnn, Dietr. dracli. 94''; aller S. grunt 105\ 303''; der S. .sv//

(rope) 239''. 257"; der S. vaz (cask), Hag. Gea. Ab. 1, 461 ; sich

daz (beware lest) din muot iht trunken ge von des geliickes stoufe

(bowl), Frauenl. 116, 19; von gold ein S. vingerUn (ring), Lanz.

4940; daz golt der S., Tit. 4914. 5028; Saeldenherc, Mone 1,

346. 7, 319. Der S. zwic (twig, Suppl. to 977) ; ein zici daran

diu Saelde hliiejet, Hpt 4, 527; sin S. hlilete, Wh. 463, 9; ez

griicnet miner Saelden rts (twig), Winsbekin 6, 4; wo sein gliicks-

grasl grauit, Stelzhanier 36; geliicko ist wUen hie gesdt (widely

sown), Dietx'. drach. 187". It is prettily said: das gliick abbla-

ien (disleaf), Fastn. sp. 1143, as if to pluck off the flower of luck

;

'luck brings roses/ Ldrb. of 1582, 225; grozuiecbtig Jirut-knrh

voll gliick (huge hamperfuls), Fastn. sp. 884, 24, coiif. ' geliick

in eineui kreben (korb, basket) fiuden,' Hatzl. 85'' ; der Saelden

stiicke (pieces, items?), Parz. 734, 24; hat-er darzuo der S. swerf,

Altd. bl. 2, 229; der S. slac (blow), Iw. 4141, couf. ' ue nos

Fortuna sinistro cum pede prosteruat,^ Gesta Witigowonis 477;
' at first she can't take in her luck, by and by she'll snap at its

fists,' Schoch's Stud. D 3''; der S. swanz (tail) hat dich umbe-

vangen, Ilpt 4, 520. ' Der S. ton sin herze hat genetzet,' S.'s

dew has drenched his heart, MSH. 3, 173'' ;
' bliss comes dewing

down,' Goethe 14, 74, conf. * alles heils ein luier bach,' limpid

stream, Altsw. 98, 23 ;
' luck snows upon us in large flakes,'

Phil. V. Sittew. 2, 665. Observe the plur. saehlcn, like ' heillir

horfuar' (p. 864-5 n.) : then, salidon intfallan, 0. ii. 4, 89; er

mohte sineii saelden immer sagen danc. Nib. 300,2 ; waerc 'z an

den s. min, Roinh. 436. In Tyrol (15th cent.) n, frau Selga rides

at the head of the nightly host, Germania 2, 438, but she may

be the selige, blissful, not our Saelde. Conf. the Indian goddess

of prosperity Sri, Holtzm. 3, 150, the uyadij Tvxv, the bona

Fortuna, Gerh. in Acad. ber. '47, p. 203-4.

p. S69.] Oa fortune's wheel see Wackernagel in Upt 6, 13t

seq. Cupid also has a wheel: vorsor in Amoris rota raiser,

Plaut. Cist. ii. 1, 4. Fortunae sinistrorsum sibi rotam volvero

seutit, Pertz 8, 235, conf. the image in Carm. burana p. 1 ;
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voluhilis rota transeuntis muudi, Kemble no. 761 (yr 1038) ; rata

fatalis in Hemmerlin, Reber p. 2o6 ; videns fortunatUj ut solet,

liuUcra ro/a reciprocare, Eckehardi casus S. Galli (Pertz 2, 88).

The mere turning of the wheel denotes the mutability of fate,

Fauriel's Poesie Prov. 3, 509. Serb, march, no. 42, p. 198.

Meghaduta ed. Schiitz p. 41 str. 107, and the passage fr. Plu-

tarch, ibid. p. 109.

Geliicke ist sinewel (spherical), Wh. 246, 28 ; der liute heil isfc

nngewegen u. sinwel, Bit. 12440. Fortune rises and falls, like a

ivlieel in motion, Meghad. 108; daz rat ^ev fro Fortune, Turlin^s

Krone 7 : Marie, du heiles u. geluclces rat, Hpt 4, 523 ; dat rat

van avonturen, Rein. ed. Will. 6183; mir get der Saelden schibe

(wheel), Engelh. 4400 ; do unser scliihe ensamt gie (together went),

Warn. 3048 ; wil mir der S. schibe gan, als si dicke (oft) hat

getan, Dietr. drach. 12
; gelilckes rat umbe triben, Troj. 13322 ;

als sich keret (turns) des geliickes rat, Pass. 32, 62 ; in bezoch

der werlde geliickes rat 856, 15; si vuoren (rode) uf geliickes

rade, Flore 845, conf. ' auf gelukes chohen varen,' Suchenw. 27,

115 ; ich lige ievoLev under gliickes rade, MS. 2, 194'"'; ic was te

hoghe gheseten (sat too high) op dat rat der aventuren, Marg. v.

Limb. 1, 185 ; Woldemares schive in groten lukken hadde lopen

(run), Detm. 1, 99; geliickes balle. Tit. 2368; ungliicke daz ge

si an (befall them), darzuo der taster (infamy^s) schibe miieze in

alien gen in hant ! Dietr. dr. 143 ''.

Saelde is sometimes called blind : sprich nilit ' Saelde si blint,'

des si niht ist, Cato 442 ; sia maletou (her they painted) 'plinda,

Notk. Boeth. 42 ; and avonture is blind, Rose 5067, or blind-

folded 5858. Notker in Boeth. 43 translates ' deprehendisti coeci

numinis ambiguos vultus ' by ' nu bechennest tu daz analutte des

sich pergenten (skulking) truge-tieveles.^ To Gotfrid^s ' glesin

gliicke ' add the 'fortuna vitrea ' of the Archipoeta p. m. 237.

p. 869.] Der Saelden hint, Freid. 134, 2 ; Gabriel salutes

Mary as such, MSH. 3, 18^ ; frou Saelde und Eeil, ir kint. Krone

15827. 23094, conf. 'sit in the middle of God^s lap,' Drei kl.

leute 159; mignon, Lafont. 5, b
; frou S. ir stiure gap siner

ammen, diu sin phlac, do er in der wiegen lac (in his cradle lay),

Er. 9898. 'Der Saelden bote,' messenger, Pantal. 172; Selden-

hiit, Urk. of Hanover; des si min Saelde gein im bote, Parz. 416,

4. Like Saelden bote are also : Triuwen bote, Eugelh. 6332

;
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Emi bote, honour's in., Frauend. l-S?, 10. 1-70, 28; dcr E. hohh',

Atliis C 82. Er. 90G2 ; der E. kiuM, Encrelli. 4152; der 8.

holde, Lanz. 190G ; der S. hih-genoz, houseniatp, Wli. o, 125";

der 8. schol, Er. 2401; der Unsaelden kncld, Hartm. 2, biichl.

626; der fiirste sdden herre, Heldenb. (1500), 110'', et passim.

p. 873.] O^fmu Fortunn, a kind of Vonus, there is a legend

in Altd. bl. 1, 297. With Fortunatus conf. Faustus. The

iinshing-hat carved out of a finger-nail, Schiefner on Kalewipoeg

pp. 146. 154, resembles Nagl-far (p. 814). On the miraculous

making of cloths, see Rommel 2, 342 fr. the Ann. Erf. in Menken

3. There is frequent mention of a girdle that gives strength

(Suppl. to 182), the strength of 12 men, Laurin 1066. 2441, or

allays hunger, Ferabr. 2752. 2800 ; ON. htngurband, oar .srhmacht-

rleine. Saxo ed. Miillor 114 mentions an ' arm ilia possessoris

opes aKgeresoVita,,' a ' tunica farrum spernens ' 118, an ' insecahilis

vestis' 122; conf. the grounng mantle in Lanz. 5812, the seamless

coat, the Kpy'jSefxvov of Ino, Od. 5, the hreod-net hroden, Beow.

3005, the hread-poclcet inWigal. 4469. 5843. Discordia makes

herself invisible by a ring, Troj. 1303-24, and the like magic lies

in the ring with a nightingale in it, Morolt 1305; conf. the

ring of Gyges, Plato's Rep. 359. 360. Seven-league hoofs, bottes

de sept lieues, Perrault 167. Aulnoy 367. St. Columban has a

ivishing-staf {p. 97(j). If Amalthea (Athen. 4, 345.371) and

Fortuna have a horn-of-plenty, ' Fortuna cum cornu pomis, ficis

ant frugibus plena,' Arnob. 6, 25 (conf. * nam haec allata cornu-

copiae est, ubi inest quicqnid volo,' Plaut. Pseud, ii. 3, 5) ; so has

our old Otfrid i. 10, 5 a horn heiles, and Wolkenst. p. 61 a Saelden-

horn, conf. Gif-horn. It is an odd thing to speak of sitting down

on the bull's horns, i.e. pillars, of toealth, Pentam. Liebr. 2, 112.

To make a ivishing-net, you burn a small boat, and sow flax

in the ashes, which shoots up in two days, is picked, baked and

braked in two days more, and spun, knitted and stitched in

another two days, Kalev. 26, 188 ; conf. Schroter p. 19. Wishing-

dice in H. Sachs ii. 4, 114^ On the stone of victory, see p. 1220.

Indra's spear that never misses, that of itself comes back to the

hand, and even when he lends it to others, returns to his hand

(Holtzm. Ind. s. 2, 137-8. 155), and the javelin that Jlies bach of

its own accord (Ov. Met. 7, 684), are like Thoi-'s hammer, like

the sword that gives victonj in Saxo ed. Miill. 115, like the one
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that hiriiidisltes itself in Dybeck ii. 28, and rare qui ne faiit

in the 0. Fr. Trist. 1716-45. The Ssk. manorailia, wheel of

thought, may be the same as the wheel in Wigalois, conf. Saelde's

wheel and her glove, Krone 22855. 23093. Similar to Sld&hlad'nir,

the navis plicatilis (p. 216), is a tent in Lanz. 4898 seq., which

folds up, and can with ease be carried by a maiden. In the laud

of the y^thiops ' est locus apparatis epulis semper refertus, et

quia ut lihct vesci volentihus licet, tjXlou rpuTre^av appellant, et

quae passim apposita sunt affirmant innasci subinde divinitus,'

Pomp. Mela 3, 9; see Herod. 3, 17-8, where the earth itself

covers the table with meats overnight; conf. the city wherein

the blessing should abide, Gellert 1, 194 ; before the Oral all

manner of meats and driuks stood ready, Parz. 238, 10. 239, 1

(the Gral suffers no vermin in Salvaterra, Tit. 5198; the name

Graalanz as early as lOtli cent., Irmino 49''). A wishing-tree

that bears clothes, trinkets, etc., and wine, Meghadhiifca ed. Schiitz

p. 25-7 ; like the tree in our fairy-tale, fr. which the child shakes

dresses down. The wishing-cow Kdma-duh means ' milkable at

will,' Bopp's Gl. 70^ Weber 5, 442 ; ace. to Hirzel's Sakunt.

\bo Nandini is, the lucky cow that grants all wishes; add the

ass that utters gold, peau d'ane, and the hen that lays golden

eggs. On the contest for %oisliing-gear, see Pref. p. xxxiii.

p. 874n.] On liicl-y children and their cauls, see Roszler 2,

xcv. xcvi. and 337. KM."" 3,57; wir bringeu allesamen ein rot

i(;a7?imesc/i uff erden (pellem secundinam), das muss darnach der

man (husband) unter die stegen vergraben, Keisersp. Wannen-

kremer 109^^. In AS. the caul is heafela, hafela, Andr. p.

127-8 n. ; MHG. hiletelm, hatwdt, Hpt 1, 136-7, Undhdlgel, Mone

8, 495, westerliufe in the Ritterpreis poem, westerhuot, Karaj. 27,

6 ; conf. the westerivdt preserved in churches, N. Cap. 83, and

the baptismal shirt of healing power, Dresd. Wolfdietr. 160-1-2
;

stera, vaselhorse, pellicula in qua puer in utero matris involvitur,

Hoifm. Hor. Belg. 7, 19''. Lith. namai kudikio, child's house,

Nesselm. 414. ON. Hlo'Sr is born with helmet and sword (p.

389). GDS. 121.

p. 876.] Every man has an angel of his own, but so have

some beasts, Keisersp. Brosiiml. 19^ Agreeing with Ceesar

Heisterb., the Pass. 337, 46 says : daz einer iegelichen menscheit

zwene engel sint bescheiden : eiueu guoten, einen leiden iegelich
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raensclie bi \m luU. Every man has //I'.s candle in the shi/, IIj)t

4, 390 (see Suppl. to 722 end). Do sprach der engel luoUgetdn :

* ich was ie mit dir, unt woldest nie gcvohjcn mir (obey mo)

;

von ubele icli dicli clicrte (turned), daz beste ich dich Icrte/

Tund. 46, 60; ich bin der engel, der dhi j^Jligct, Ges. Abent. 2,

255; wil du dhicm cngcl schenken (win), Griesh. 2, 50; angleuif

Domini te semper praecedat, comitetur ac subsequatur. Vita

Mahthild. c. 20. In Otfr. v. 4, 40 the angel says to the

women : ja birun wir in wara iu eigene gibnrd = yonr servants.

The angel is called wisaere, director, Helbl. 7, 249. 331, an in-

visible voice 7, 2G3. 293. 355 ; dii hast gehurt ein stimme, die

sin engel sprach. Pass. 1 58, 79 ; (der werlde vluot) manigen hin

verdriicket, ob in dar-uz niht ziicket (plucks him out) sin engil

mit voller kraft, 337, 41. The angel rejoices over his protege,

MSH. 3, 174^. The heathen think an old Christian has a

young one inside him, and when he is dying the angels take a

bahij out of his mouth, Ottoc. 440-1 [see a mosaic in the cath.

of San Michele Maggiore, Pavia] . On English guardian-angels,

see Stewart's Pop. superst. 4, 16-7 ; on Indian, Somadeva 2, 117.

Hermes is an escort, 7royu,7rato9, to men, Aesch. Eum. 91.

p. 877.] Biarki's iear-fylgja is in Petersen's Hedenold 1,

210-3 ; a similar hear in Fornald. sog. 1, 102-5; Gunnar's fylgja,

the hiarndyr, in Nialss. c. 23. As swans are guardian-angels,

ravens are a kind of attendant spirits to heathens : Haraldi ver

fylg^om (p. 671). On 'gefa nafn ok fylgja lata,' see GDS.
153-4. Ilamingja means luck, Fornm. sog. 4, 4i; goifa ok h.

4,26; i hamingju iaxdl, in the riot, full swing, of luck, Biiirn

sub V. taut; ef hamingja fglgir, 7, 280 ; fylgjor hans hofSo

vitiad' HeSins, Sa3m. 147*. Gliim's dream of his father-in-law's

/(. appearing as a dis, who towered above the hills, is in Vigagl.

sag. c. 9. Engl, fetch :
' I had seen her fetch/ Hone's Daybk.

2, 1011-3-6-7; in some parts of Scotl. fije for fetch 1019; 'to

see his double 1012; xviff, waff, wraith, swarth 1019-20. Ir.

taise, Conan 105 ; conf. Willi. Meister, where some one sees him-

self sitting ; the wliite ladg, the bansliie.

p. 877.] The Slav, dobra sretia, Vuk 3, 444, sretia = \vick 788,

looks very like Ssk. Sri, Bopp 356'' [but s-ret-ati = convenire,

ob-ret-ati = invenire, etc.]; sretia is bestowed by U-sud, destiny.

'I am fhij luck, thy brother's luck,' Serb, miirch. no. 13. The
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Lettic Laima, Nesselm, 351, is distinct fr. Laume 353; Lith.

also Laima= Gk. Aaifico, Lat. Lamia (p, 500 n. Suppl. to 864

mid.) : Laima leine sauluzes dienat^, Rhesa dain. p. 10. She is

comp. ill Bopp's Gl. 29Q"- to Lahshmi, abundantiae et felicitatis

dea.

p. 879.] Misfortune comes, goes: chumet ein nnheil, Kai-ajari

5, 2. 19, 15; zuo gienc in beiden daz unheil, Diut. 2, 51, conf.

daz leit gieng ire zuo 2, 50 ; hie trat min tingelucke fiir, Parz.

688, 29 ; unglilch wechst iiber nacht, u. hat ser ein breiten fusz,

Mathesius (1562) 279"; Swed. quick som en o-hjcka. Trouble

does not come alone; nulla calamitas sola; das ungluck was mit

gewalt da, Herbenst. 330; t' on-geval dat es mi bi, Karel 1, 699 ;

on-spoet (unspeed) comt gheresen. Rose 8780; unlieil unsir ramit

(creams, thickens), Athis F 21 ;
^ where has misfortune had you,

that you look so gory? ' Reise avant. (1748) p. 107 ; unheil habe,

der iz haben wil ! En. 12859; si hat des ungelucks jeger mit

seinen henden umbfangen gar (U.''8 hunter has her tight),

Keller's Erz. 157, 10; sie reitet ungelilcke (rides her), Beham

in Wien. forsch. p. 47*^ ; unfal reitet mich, Ambras, lied. 92, 9 ;

conf. Death riding on one's back (Suppl. to 844 beg.) ; was euch

unfal geit, Murner 2832 ; JJnfalo in Theuerdk ; im-gevelle, Flore

6152 ; unlieil mich fuorte an sinen zoumen (reins), Engelh. 5502 ;

riet mir min unheil (advised me), Er. 4794 ; undauc begunde er

sagen ('gan curse) sime grozen unheile, Kl. 403 L. ; sin ungelucJce

schalt, Lanz. 1951; 7?im JJnscelde, Nib. 2258, 1; Unsoilde si

verwazen ! Helmbr. 838; Unselden-hrunne, Mone'a Anz. 6,228;

JJnscelde ist heiles vient (foe), Flore 6158; ' misf. is at the door,

in blossom,' Fromm. 4, 142; ungeliiches zivic (twig). Cod. pal.

355, 116" [the oppos. of Saelden-zwic, wishing-rod, Suppl. to

977 beg.]; ung. ivinde, MS. 1, 84''; thut ein migeluch sich

aufdrehen (turn up), H. Sachs iii. 3, 8"^. The shutting misf up

in an 'eicher' is like fencing-in the Plague and spectres,

Miillenh. p. 196; the devil too gets wedged in a beecli-tree,

Bechst. March. 42 ; si haben unglilck in der kisten (trunk),

Fastn. sp. 510, 8.
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CHAPTER XXIX.

PERSONIFICATIONS.

p. 880.] Like tlio Gr. -rrpoaw-TTov is the Gotb. Uulja, Matth.

0, 17, couf. Gal. 4, 19. I have fouud MUG. schtn = €tSo<i in two

more places: des lewen scJitii, Bou. G7, 42 ; sinea schi)i, (image),

Lanz. 492G. Personification does not give rise iramed. to proper

names, for these tolerate no article (Gramm. I, 405. 595), but to

such names as ' der Wunsch, diu St\3ldo, der Hunger.'

p. 884.] To personified elements I have to add the Slav,

Fogoda (p. G37), conf. Byr; Ignis, Aqua, Mr, Veritas in Scherz

u. Ernst (1522-50) cap. 4, (i555) c. 354. H. Sachs i. 255;

Frosti, Logi, Skldlf (tremor), Yngl. sag. c. 22. We say of Snow,

'there's a new neighhonr moved in overnight' (pp. 532. 761).

' Ilrhii and Forst, hare Jdld-stapan lucon leoda gesetu,' Andr. 1258

and Pref. p. xxxv. The Esths worship Cold (kiilm) as a higher

being, Peterson p. 46. Finn. Hi/ijto, Ugytdmdinen = ge\a;

Aen/amdinen is the wrathful genius of severe cold. MHG. Rife

(p. 7(31). Was 'die Ileide,' the heath, thought of as a person?

she blushes for shame, Walth. 42, 21. Men blessed the Way,

and bowed to it (p. 31 n.). The name of HUn the asynja is

echoed back in AS. Iilin, Cod. Exon. 437, 17, as the name of a

tree. The George in Reinbot's allegory is a child of der Snnne

and din Rose, and is called R6sen-kint. On N5^ji and NiJSi, see

above (p. 700). With the two femin. names of mouths in AS.,

Hrede and Edstre, conf. the Roman Maia, Flora, Aprilis, who are

goddesses in spite of the months Mains and Aprilis being masc.

p. 887.] The sword, the biter, is often made a person of.

Ssk. asi-pntri = c\i\ter, lit. Sword's daughter; conf. ON. sultr

(p. 888). KM.3 3, 223. The ON. cdr, awl, is brother to the

dwarf or the knifr, Sn. 133. Does 'helm ne gemunde hyrnan

siSe' in Beow. 2581 mean 'the helmet forgot the coat of mail' ?

On rhedo, see GDS. 606. Strange that a warrior's garb is in

l^cow. 903 JTrce&hn laf, but in 4378 [/L-e]cr/t'.s lafe; conf. herge-

wLlte, RA. 568. A ship on touching land is addressed as a living

creature (p. 1229?). It is a confirmation of Brisinga men,

that the OS. Throt-manni, monile gutturis, is the name of the

town Dortmund, and Uoltes-meni, monile silviB, Trad. Corb. no.
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321, afterwards called Iloltes-minne 384, is the present Holz-

iniudeu. With H}ioss is perh. to be conn, the OHG. female

name Neosta, Forstemann 1, 960; ON. kvenna linoss^mmt.

Mann-r/ersimar occurs in Thidr. saga p. 153. What means the

M. Neth. 'want haer met gersemen doeken''? Rose 11001; is

giirs-uma the truer division of the word? Gramm. 2, 151.

Light is thrown on the maiden Spancje by aitff'-spanng ilngri,

feminae juvenculae, Kormakss. p. 180 ; conf. mouwe— maiden and

sleeve, fetter (Kl. schr. 5, 441), erenherga, both shirt and Erem-

berga, scldlt-vezzel (-fetter) = scutiger, squire, Oswalt 3225. In

the same way as Hreda, Hnoss, Gersemi, Menja (p. 306-7) and

the Rom. Garna, dea cardinis (Ov. Fasti 6, 101—168), are to be

expl. the gods' names Lola aud. Grentil. A beautiful woman was

often compared to some goddess of female ornament : Jiodda Sif,

hodda Freyja, liringa Illin in Kormakss. 26 means simply a lady

adorned with rings. On the same footing as the goddesses of

nuts, bees, dough, etc. cited by Lasicz p. 48-9 stand the Puta,

Peta, Patellana, Viabilia, Orbona, Ossilago, Mellonia in Arnob.

4, 7. 8, and the goddesses of grains in Augustine^s De Civ. D.

4, 8 (Rhein. jrb. 8, 184) and many more in the same author;

conf. Robigo, Rubigo (p. 477 end).

p. 887.] Men greeted the player's die, bowed to it, Jiingl. 389.

On Deems, see Meon 4, 486-7. Hazart geta arriere main, Ren.

18599; Hasars, Myst. de Jubinal 2, 388-9. Dcapava et Kali

sunt nomina tertiae et quartae mundi aetatis, et daemones harum

aetatum, Nalus p. 213, conf. Holtzm. 3, 23-9 and Pref. xi. ; the

dice-playing of Yuzishthira and Sakuni was celebr., also that

of Nala and Pushkara, Holtzm. 2, 1—11. 3, 23-9. MHG. 'her

Pfenninc,' MS. 2, 148\

p. 888.] Victory is personified in the AS. phrase : Sigor eft

ahwearf cesc-ttr wera, Cgedm. 124, 25. Similarly :
' deme Orloge

den hals breken,' break the neck of battle, Detmar 2, 555

;

' EederJein brother to zenhlein' (hader, zank = quarrel), H. Sachs

i. 5, 538^^; 'der Reiuel beiszt,^ repentance bites, Luther 9,472'';

* der Zorn tritt,' anger steps, Pantal. 86. On ^6^o<;, Favor and

the like, see above (p. 207-8). Goth, snau ana ins Hatis,

e(f)6aa6v eV avTOV<; rj opyi], 1 Thess. 2, 16 ; 'an dem hat Haz bi

Ntde eiu kint,' in him hate had a child by envy, MS. 1, 75^;

kamen uf des Ntdes trift, Pantal. 754. Envy, like ^dovo'i, is a
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(laDiiion ; there was a form of prayer to keep him off, Lehr's Votn

iieide 144 seq. ; Finn. Kati, genius iuvidiae ; we say ' Envy looks,

peeps, out of him.' The OHG. Inwiz, masc, may be the same,

though the lloman Inuidia is feminine. ON. Topi oc Opi, Tlusull

oc Opoli vaxi )?er tar me"S trega, Saem. 85". 7TX.o{)to9, the

god of wealth, is blind ; the Ssk. Kuvera is ugly, with three legs

and eight teeth, Bopp 78" ; Btcheif, Er. ] 584. Hunger, se

|'eod-scea«5a hreow ricsode, Andr. ] IIG, conf. our ' hunger reigns ';

Hanger is the best cook, Freid. 124, 17; der H. was ir beider

koch, Wigam. 1070; Honghers cameriere. Rose 4356; der H.

koch, der iVa/j^^c'/ kiichen-meister, Siinpl. 25; we say ' ScJimal-

Juins is head-cook here'; bald legt sich ScJini. in das zimmer,

Giinther 1050, conf. 'Iter BIgenot von Darbion, her Bilnne-hahe,

MS. 2, 179"; do lag er uf daz Jiungcr-tiiocli (-cloth), Fragm. 22";

am }i anger-tuch neen (sew), H. Sachs ii. 2, 80"^, etc. (Goz 1, 192.

2,52); der Hunger spilt (gambols), Suchenw. 18, 125; da vat

Frost u. Durst den H. in daz har, u. zieheut (clutch II. by the

hair, and drag) gar oft in al dur daz hus, MS. 2, 189"; il est

Herhot (affame), Trist. 3938; ther Scado fliehe in gahe ! 0. ii.

24, 37. Sleep, as well as death, is called Sandmann (Supp.

to 842) : can it possibly mean one who is sent? conf. 'do sant

er in den sldf an,' Anegenge 15,47; but the other is called

Peclimann (pitch-man) as well, Schm. sub v., and Hermann,

"Wend, volksl. 2, 209". Sleep, a brother of Death, comes in the

shape of a bird (p. 331), and sits on a fir-tree (see Klausen p. 30),

like the sun sitting on the birch as a bird, and lulling to sleep,

Kalev. rune 3. A saint says to Sleep :
' com, gnaet knecJit, com

hare dan ! Maerl. 3, 197. Sleep looks in at the window, Kante-

letar 2, no. 175; he walks quietly round the cottages, and all at

once he has you, Hebel p. 223 ; den ScJilaf nicht austragen, i.e.

not spoil one's peace, Hofer 3, 89. Deus Ris^is, Apul. p. m. 105.

111. Selp-hart, Wackern. lb. 902. Renn. 270. Virwitz (Suppl.

to G35 beg.).

p. 890.] Attributes of gods come to be regarded as separate

beings, and then personified (Lehrs' Vom neid p. 152), esp. as

females. Copia was set before the eyes in a * simulacrum aeneum,

cornu copiae Forfunae retinens,' Marcellini comitis Chron, p. m. 51.

Care is a neighbour: yeiTove^ KapSla^ ^iptiJLvat, Aesch. Septem

271; conf. 'ist zwivel (doubt) lierzun uaeligebra*.* Necessitij (diu
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Not) parts, Nauff'r skildi, Kl. sclir. 112-3; si vahten als den

liuten touc (as became men), die ez diu grimme Not bat, Er. 837;

conf. 'als in min wariu sculde bat,' as my just right bade him do

1246. Der Rat (advice), masc, has children by 8cham, Treue,

Walirheit, all fern., Helbl. 7, 50, A host of such personifications

(Fides, Patientia, Humilitas, Superbia, Luxuria, Sobrietas, etc.)

we find already in Prudentius (circ. 400), esp. in his Psychomachia,

with due epic embellishraeut; conf. Arnob. 4, 1: Pietas, Con-

cordia, Salus, Honor, A^irtus, Felicitas, Victoria, Pax, Aequitas.

The Zendic has two female genii, Haurvatat and Amereiat (whole-

ness and immortality), often used in the dual number, Bopp's

Comp. Gr. pp. 238—240. The World is freq, personified (pp.

792n. 850), and even called 'frau Spothilt,' Gramm. 2, 499.

Otfr. iii. 9, 11 says: 'so wer so nan biruarta, ev frvma thana

fnarta/ whoso touched, carried off benefit, as we talk of carrying

off the bride; frum u. ere, Hpt's Ztschr. 7, 343-9. Cervantes in

D, Quix, 1, 11 says finely of Hope, that she shews the he'tii of her

garment : la Bsperanza muestra la orilla de su vestido. OHG.
Oiikepa, MB. 13, 44. 46. 51 Otegebe, Outgebe ; conf. Borg-gabe

(Suppl. to 274).

Such phrases as 'he is goodness itself rest on personification

too : vous etes la bonte vieme. Avec la biaute fu largesce sa suer

at honors sa cousine, Guitecl. 1, 116.

p. 892.] Personifications have hands and feet given them,

they dwell, come and go. The Athenians have the goddesses

Yleidoi and IdvayKaiT] (persuasion, compulsion), while in Andros

dwell Ilevir] and ji/j.rjxaviv (poverty, helplessness), Herod. 8, 111.

'AXtjOeca (truth) has fled alone into the wilderness, Babr. 127.

Aesop 364. Another name for Nemesis was JiSpdareta, unescap-

ableness. Exulatum abiit Salus, Plaut. Merc. iii. 4, 6 ; terras

Astraea reliquit, Ov. Met. 1, 150; fugere Pudor Verumque

Fidesqae 1, 129; paulatim deinde ad superos Astraea recessit

hac comite, atque duae pariter fugere sorores, Juv. 6, 19; Virtue

goes, and leads Luch away with her, Procop. vol. 2, 407.

Aller Freuden fileze keren (turn) in den helle-grunt, Warn.

1206; gewunnen si der Froiden stap, Dietr. dr. 200''; diu mac

mir wol ze Froeiden huse geschragen (var., mich wol ze Fr. h.

geladen), MS. 1, 9=^; conf. Fr. tor (Suppl. 866 beg.). Krutchina,

affliction, jumps out of the oven, Dietr. Russ. march, no. 9.
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Carri/ing Fro-muot on the hands resembles the lecallo iinpcraim-is

et novae »»7>/((t', EA. 433. ' Froi)iuf-loh emu feris ibi iiutritis'

must be a bear-garden^ Drouke's Trad. Fuld. p. 03. Uaupt iu

Neidh. 135 thinks Fromuot is simply Cheerfulness. Gherech-

tlchcit, die sware was, vio tachterst, Kose 5143; couf. Frauenlob's

poem on GcrccJdigkcit, Hpt's Zeitschr. 6, 29. j\J!)ine, Trouiue es

ghevloeu, Rose 5141 ; diu Triwe ist erslageu, Tud. gehugde 268;

Treu ein wildbret (head of game), Schweiuicheu 1, 13; ver

Trlnwe, ver Wdrheit, Helbl. 7, 38; der Triuweu Miise (cell),

Eiigelh. G295; der Tr. bote G332 ; in Tv. pjlege (care), Winsb. 8, 8,

couf, ' der Ziihte sal ' good breeding's hall 8, 7 ; St. Getruwe

(trusty) and Kilmmernis (sorrow), Mone 7, 581—4; iiieman wil

die Wdrheit herbergen, Miillenh. no. 210; Fax terras iugreditur

hahitu venusto, Archipoeta ix. 29, 3.

p. 893.] Der Eren bote and E. holde (Suppl. to 8G9)
; fronwen

E. aviis, Frib. Trist. CI ; daz Ere sin geverte si, Tiirl. AVh. 125'';

fro E. und ir hint, MS. 2, 151''; an Eren strdze gestigen, Pass.

47, 80 ; Ere liz j>fade gedringen, Ben. 450 ; in der Eren tor koraeu

551, 26 ; sin lop (praise) was in der E. tor, Frauend. 81, 14; sitzeu

lif der E. hanke, Gr. Rud. 11, 20; saz iif der E. steine, Lauz.

5178, conf. Er. 1198. Wigal. 1475; der E. hiine hat iibei-daht,

Eugelh. 230; der E. dadt, kranz, Rauch 1, 819; verzieret uu

der E. sal, Walth. 24, 3; uz frou E. hamer varn, MS. 2, 151*;

der E. tisch, Suchenw. 4, 152; der E. jtjiilege, Amgb. 2"; in der

E.forste, Gold, schra. 1874, conf. 'in der Sorgen forste,' Engelh.

1941 ; der E. krone treit (wears), Roseng. 908; treit der E. scliilt

914; der E. zwi (bough), Hpt 4, 546; er ist der E. wirt (host),

MS. 2, 59*; mantel, da frou Ere hat ir briiste mit bedecket,

Amgb. 18''; ver Ere, Wapenmartin 6, 55.

Vro Minne, MS. 1, 10". Tho girl's question about Minne is iu

Winsbekin 34, 8; der Miniien bode, Partenop. 80-4-6. 101 ; der

M. kraft, Ulr. v. Lichtenst. 35, 15; diu Minne stiez uf in ir krefte

ris (thrust at him her wand of power), Parz. 290, 30; der Minnen

stricke (toils), MS. 1, 61*; Minne u. WiKheit, Flore 3740; frau

M. presents herself to two maidens as teacher of love, with a rod

(einem tosten) in her hand, and gives one of them blows, Hiitzl.

165; a woman appears as M.'s stewardess 159*. Can Liehten-

stein's progress as gueen Venus be conn, with a mythical custom

(p. 259) ? ' Vron, Mate (moderation) is en edel vorstinue,'
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Potter 1, 1870; ]\[dz, aller tugende vrouwe, Pantal. 120; Maezic-

lieit bint iif die spen (to teach the baby temperance?), Suchenw.

xl. 144; Zaht, Maze, Bescheidenheit, Mai 17G, 13; Zucht u. Schame

stant an der porte, u. huotent, Hpt 2, 229 ; ze hant begreif sie

diu Scham, Anegenge 17, 31. 18, 22 ; diu Biiiwe was sin frouwe,

Parz. 80, 8; der Eiwe tor 649, 28; diu Vuoge, Filegel (p. 311 n.).

A fairy castle under charge of Tugent, its 8 chambers with

allegoric names painted by Scelde, is descr. in Geo. 5716 seq.

p. 895.] The entire Roman de la Rose is founded on allegories

;

and in such there often lies a mythic meaning. Before sunrise on

Easter morn, appears the maid beside thefountain mid the flowers,

Hiitzl. 160'"^; the lady that appears is approached but once in ten

years 143. 376; under a liinetree in the wild wood, the fair huhj

wasJies her hands 143'^ ; a dwarf in the forest leads to the three

Fates, H. Sachs v. 333'', or the icihl lady leads one about 1,
272<='i.

In the Trobadors a singing bird allures the poet into a

wood, where he finds three maidens chanting a threnody, Diez's

Leb. d. troub. p. 145. Fran Wildecheit leads the bard by her

bridle-rein to a level ground beside a brook, where Dame Justice,

Mercy etc. sit judging, Conr. Klage der kunst; in his Schwan-

ritter, Conrad says wilde aventiure. A poet snatches up his staff,

comes upon a fair flowery field, where he meets the Minne-qneen,

Hagen^s Grundriss p. 438, or to a lovely child by a forest-fountain

442. There is a similar description in Helbl. 7, 28 : the poet in

the raorniug reaches a wild rocky waste, sees two ladies in white

veils, Joy and Chivalry, wailing and ivringing their hands; he

helps them to their feet when they faint, but now the Duchess

of Karnten is dead, they will go among men no more, they live

thenceforward in the wild. Again, in Ls. 2, 269 : on a green field

the poet finds Dame Honour fallen to the ground in a faint, also

Manhood and Minne : they lament Count Wernher of Honberg.

Or take the Dream of seven sorrowing dames in MSH. 3, 171—3 :

Fidelity, Modesty, Courtesy, Chastity, Bounty, Honour and Mercy

bewail the Diiringer and Henneberger ; conf . the ' siben

iibelen wibe, Vrdzheit, Unkiusche, GrUekeit, Zorn, Nit, Trdcheit,

ILoffart,' Diut. 1, 294— 6. The ladies lamenting the death of kings

and heroes remind us of the klage-frauen, klage-miltter (p. 432),

and the ivood-wives ill-content with the world (p. 484). At the

end of Euripides's Rhesus the muse mourns the princess death

;
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in Od. 24, GO the nine micses coino round tlio corpse of Achilles,

and bewail his end. The lonely tower as the habitation of such

being's occurs elsewh. too, as ' tnrris Alethlae' iu the Archipocta;

couf. ' Mens bona, si qua dea es, tua me iu sacrarla douo,' Prop.

\v. 2i, 19.

p. 89G.] Diu Schande (disgrace) vert al iiber daz hint, ^ISH.

3, 'i-48''; so hat diu S. von ir vluht, Kolocz. 129; ver S., llenn.

122.;)!; swa vro Ere wol gevert, daz ist vro Schanden \eit, MS.
2, 1 72 ; iu S. hoi verkluset 2, 147'*. Unere ladeu (invite dis-

honour) iu daz has, Uebel wip 815; Untrluwen bant, Wigal.

10043; Unniinne, MS., 1, 102"; Ungendde (ill-will) hut mich en-

pfangen ze ingesinde (for inmate) 2, 51''; Unb III {iuinstice) knocks

at the door, Fischart in Vilniar p. 4; diu Werre (p. 273 u).

Wendelmiiot (Suppl. to 273 n.); conf. 'froive Arninot (poverty)

rauose entwichen, von ir huse si floch,' fled, Er. 1578; ez hefc

diu (jroze A. zuo im gehuset in den glet, diu A. mit jamer lit,

AV'igal. 5G91 ; sit mich diu A. also jaget. Pass. 352, 89; das una

schou reit (rode us) fniu AnniU, H. Sachs i. 5, 523*^; conf. ' reit

mich gross UngeduU,' impatience 524'^; fniu Ulend, iliitzl. 157-8

(there is a Fr. chapbook about bonhomme Misere). Missewende

von ir sprach, daz ir teil da niht en-waere, MS. 1, 84"*; Misse-

vende diu im niht genaheu mac 1, 85". AVe, wer wil uu Sorgen

walteu ? diu was min sinde (housemate) nu vil mauegen tac 1,

103'*.

p. 898.] ^r]/j,7] de6<f, Hes. Op. 761 -2; ^dfxa carries rumours

to Zeus's throne, Theocr. 7, 03, There is a Lat. phrase : scit

Fama, scit cura deiim, Forcell. sub v. scio. i^a/uaque nigrantes

succiucta pavoribus a/ds, Claud. B. Get. 201 ; volat fama Caesaris

velut velox equus, Archipo. ix. 30, 1. Rumour is to the Indian

the song of a bij-jlown bird, Klemin 2, 132; a species of Angang
therefore (p. 1128). Another phrase is: fama enianavit, Cic.

Verr. ii. 1, 1 ; manat tota urbe rumor, Livy 2, 49. So in German:

daz maere wit erbrach, Pass. 285, 20. 71, 41 ; daz ni. was erschullen,

Mai 228, 22. Lanz. 9195; von dem uns disiu vi. erscJiellent (these

rumours ring), Ecko 18; daz in. erscJtal in diu lant iiberul, ez

en-wart nild also begraben, Kolocz. 85 ; daz vi. xiz scJuil (rang

out), uz quam, Herb. 14372-4; dese mare ute schot, Maerl. 2,

203. 3, 340; alse die mare dus (abroad) lU sprang, Hpt 1, 108;

daz maere breitte sich (spread), Herb. 502. 1320. 17037, or:
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wart hreit 2460. 13708; daz m. nil luiten began, Tiirl. Wh. 28";

die mare ghinc harentare, Maerl. 3, 190. Kastn. 2, 1768; daz

maere witen hi-eis (circulated), Servat. 1856 ; die niemare liep

(ran), Walewein 9513. 11067. Lane. 35489; nymare lopt, Lane.

28165 ; doe J'lep die niemare dor al dit lant 25380. 47053 ; die

mare liep verre ende sere, Maerl. 3, 193 ; es komen neue maer

gerant, Wolkenst. 63 ; daz m. witen umme trat, sicli umme truoc,

Pass. 221, 93. 169, 32. In the same way: word is gone, Minstr.

3, 92 ; sprang |)£et word, Homil. 384 ; dat ivord lep, Detm. 2, 348.

358. 392, dat ruclde lep. 2, 378. 391. We say the rumour goes,

is noised. Viel schiere vlouc (quickly flew) daz maere, Ksrchr.

957. 8415; sin m. vlouc witen in diu lant, Pass. 204, 24; von

ir vlouc ein m., Trist. 7292; daz m. vlouc dahin, Troj. 13389;

Bchiere vlouc ein m. erscliollen, Tiirl. Krone 68 ; do jinoc daz m.

iiber mer. Herb. 13704; harte snel u. bait flouc daz m. ze Rome,

Pilat. 398 ; diu starken m. witen vlugen, Servat. 459 ; diu m. vor

in heiva. jiugen, 2393; do flugen diu m. von huse ze huse, Wigal.

34, 3. So: der seal (sound) Jiouc in diu lant, Rol. 215, 7 ; des

vlouc sin lop (praise) iiber velt, Hpt 6, 497; daz wort von uns

fliiiget iiber lant, Herzmtere 169 ; ON. su fregn flygr. More

striking is the phrase : diu maere man do vuorte (led) in ander

kiinege lant, Nib. 28, 3. Instead of maere : frou Melde, Frauend.

47, 29. Ksrchr. 17524; Alelde kumt, diu selten ie gelac (lay still),

MS. 2, 167=^; M., diu nie gelac, MSH. 1, 166^; if., de uoch nie

en-lac, Karlm. 159, 43; dri jar so lac diu ill.. Tit. 824; vermart

in M., Lanz. 3346; M. brach aus, Schweini. 2, 262. Der wilde

liumet was viir geflogen, Troj. 24664 ; nu fluoc dirre liumt geliche

iiber al daz kiinecriche, Walth. v. Rh. 136, 43. jR'itmor= maere,

Rudl. 1, 128. 2, 80. 121. 173; Rumour speaks the Prol. to

2 King Henry IV. Lastly :
' quidi managa bigunnun wahsan

'

reminds one of the growth of maere.

CHAPTER XXX.

POETRY.

p. 900.] On the connexion of the idea of composing with

those of weaving, spinning, stringing, binding, tacking, see my
Kl. schr. 3, 128-9.^ The poet was called a smith, songsmith; in

' Deilen unde snoren, Sasseuchr. p. 3 ; die leier schnuren ^to string) in Spee 299.

This compilation © Phoenix E-Books UK
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]^gveda 94, 1 : liuncce liymnum Agn'i venerabili, cnrrnin vehd

I'aher, paramus meute, Bopp's Gl. 260''. With scuof, scop,

poeta, conf. OHG. scoph-sauc, poesis, Graff 6, 253 ; schnpfpfich

(-book), Karaj. 86, 6; in den schopf-huochen, Ernst 103; conf.

Lacbtn. on Singing p. 12 ; marrer scopf Israhel, egregius psaltes

Isr., Dint. 1, 512". With ON. shdUl-shrpr should be men-

tioned an OHG. scaldo, sacer, Graff 6, 484 ; conf. Gramm. 2,

997. Holtzm. Nib. 170. The Neth. schouden is U.'Neth. scondeii.

With the Romance terminology agrees ' po'6s\s=findinge,'

Diut. 2, 227''; daz vand er (indited), Helmbr. 959; die vinden

conste, ende maken verse. Franc. 1919; de maJcere, die de rime

vant (invented) 1943; er vant dise rede, Mone '39, p. 53.

AS. (Jidda, poeta, can be traced in other Aryan tongues : Ssk.

gad, dicere, loqui, gai, canere, gatha, gita, cantus; Lith. giedoti,

sing, giesine, song, Lett, dzeedaht, dzeesma ; Slav, gudu, cano

fidibus, gihJl, psaltery, Dobrowsky p. 102. On the Celtic

Z>ar(7, see Diefenb. Celt. 1, 187; hardi, vntes druidae, Strabo p.

197 ; Bret, bardal, nightingale. Ir. .searthon, chief bard.

p. 901.] On the effects of song we read: |?aer waes liceleffa

dream, Beow. 987; huop ein liet an, u. wart fro, Hartm. 2, biichl.

554; emenfroUch geigen (fiddle him into mirth), Wigal. p. 312,

conf. 332. We often meet with AS. ' giedd wrecan,' Cod. Exon.

441, 18; s6-5 gied wrecan 306, 2. 314, 17; |7£et gyd dwra^c 316

20; )7e ]?is gied iwrcece 285, 25 ; conf. vroude ivecken, Tiirl. Wh.

iieb.

p. 905.] The poet or prophet is vvix^oXtjitto^, seized by the

nymphs (muses), Lat. lymphatus. He is god'-mdlugr, god-

inspired, Sa3m. 57'' ; Gylfi gaf einni farandi konu at launura

skemtiinar sinnar. . . . en sil kona var ein af Asa aett ; hon

er nefnd Gefiuv, Sn. 1. Gandharva is a name for the musical

spirits who live in Indra's heaven, Bopp 100''. God sends three

angels into the world as musicia7is ; and av gel-fiddlers were a

favourite sul)ject in pictures. We have the phrase :
' der himmel

hiingt voll geigen.'

A'ra.s-t>= anhelitus creber, Sn. 69; see Biorn sub v. qvasir.

Inditing is also expr. hy fiicgen (to mortise), richtcn (righteu), Hpt 6, 407 ;
richtere.

Roth. 4853 and concl. ; herihte.n, Freid. 1, .3; eines mezzen, Dietr. I'JO; wirken,

Herb. 641; daz liet ich anhefte (tack on) fif dine gnade voile, Mar. 148, 5 ; der diz

maere anschreip (jotted down), Bit. 20l)t;. The M. Neth. ontbindi-n = trAualate,

Maerl. 3, 73. 48 ; in dietsce wort nnth. 3.?2 ; in diotsch onbende 2'28
;
in dietsche

ontb.. Rose 29. Walew. 6 ; conf. AS. onband beado-rune, Beow. 996.

VOL. IV. X
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Odin's spittle makes beer ferment (p. 102511.); 'spittle that

speaks drops of blood,' KM. no. 56, note. Lisch in Meckl. jrb.

5, 82 ; a door, when spat upon, answers, Miillenh. p. 399, conf

.

fiigls lirahi (p. 682 beg.). On 'blood and snow,' see Dybeck '45,

p. 69 : som hlod pa sno. The entire Mid. Age had a story run-

ning in its head, with a playful turn to it, about a child made of

snow or ice. The 10th cent, already had its 'modus Liebinc';

an O.Fr. poem of the same import is in Meon 3, 215, a MHG.
in Ls. 3, 513 and Hpt 7, 377; in Scherz u. Ernst c. 251 (1550,

183) the child is called eis-schmarre, scrap of ice, conf. Burc.

Waldis 4, 71 and Weise's Erznarren p. 23. Franciscus makes

himself a wife and child of snow, Pfeiffer's Myst. 1, 215. Who-

ever drank of the dyri miodr (precious mead), the honey mixt

with Kvasir's blood, became a shflld : thus the poet prays for a

single traiten (tear) out of the Camente's fountain, Trist. 123,

38.

OSinn gains O^hi^oerir fr. Suttiing, who then pursues him ; so

Wainamoinen, after winning Sampo, was chased by Louhi in

eagle's shape (p. 873). OSinn himself says in Havamal 23'' :

' O^hroerir er uu uppkominn a alda ves iarSar,' and in 24* it is

said of him :
' Suttiing svikinn hann let snmbli fra, ok graetta

GunnloSu. Other names for the drink: y<7f/-'?/»//,
Egilss. 656 ;

Yggjar midcfr 657 ; Vi&ris full 665 ; Vi&ris pyfi 608. With arnar

leir (eagle's dung) conf. leir-sTcdld, muck-poet, Dan. sJcarns-poet,

Olafsen's Prize essay p. 5. Like the mead, Player Jack's soul

is distrib. among gamesters.

Like ivod'-bora is soff-bora, also vates. The d in Goth, veitvods,

testis, seems to exclude it, yet d and ]> are sometimes confounded.

F. Magnusen transl. Ocfkroeri ingenii excitator ; Bicirn makes

hrceri obturaculum lebetis. On the relation of 05r to OSinn, see

Suppl. to 306.

O^inn bestows the gift of poesy on StarkaSr. ' Apes Platonis

infantuli mel labiis inferebant,' John of Salisb. de Nug. cur. 1,

13. When St. Ambi-ose lay in his cradle, a swarm of bees settled

on his month. The Muse drops nectar into the shepherd Ko-

matas's mouth, and bees bring juice of flowers to it, Theocr. 7,

60—89. Whom the Muses look upon at birth, he hath power of

pleasant speech, Hes. Theog. 81— 84. The gods breathe upon the

poet, Ov. Met. 1, 2-3-4.
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p. 906.] To Hesiod temVuKj hua})^, tho Muses hand a spray

of lanr(>l, and with it the gift of song, Theog. 22—oO. In Lucian's

Rlict. praec. t he being a shepherd phicks leaves on Helicon, and

there and then becomes a poef. The muses come at early morn :

Mirabar, quiduam misissent mane Camenac,

ante meum stantes sole rubente torum
;

natalis nostrae signum raisere puellae,

et manibus faustos ter crepuere sonos. Prop. iv. 0, 1

.

Conf. the story of the Kalrank poet, Klemm 3, 209. 210, and

poor shepherds' visions of churches to be built (Suppl. to 86).

GDS. 821.

p. 908.] The first lay in Kanteletar relates tho invention of

the five-stringed harp (kantelo) of the Finns. Kalev. 29 de-

scribes how Wiiiniimoinen makes a harp of various materials.

Kullervo fashions a horn of cow's bone, a pipe of bull's horn,

a flute of calves' foot, Kal. Castr. 2, 58. When Wiiindmijinen

plays, the birds come flying in heaps, Kalev. 29, 217, the eagle

forgets the young in her nest 221. When Wlpnnen sings, the

siiH stops to hear him, the moon to listen, Charles's ivain to

gather wisdom, wave and billow and tide stand still, Kalev. 10,

449_457 ; conf. Petersb. extr. p. 1 1. In the Germ, folksong the

uurfer stops, to list the tale of love, Uhl. 1, 223-4.

Den ene begyndte en vise at qvilde,

saa faart over alle qvinder,

strlden strom den stiltes derved,

som forre vor vant at rinde. D V. 1, 235.

A song makes tables and benches dance, Fornald. sog. 3, 222.

IvM. no. 111. Sv. fornvis. 1, 73. Stolts Karin with her singing

makes men sleep or loake, Sv. vis. 1, 389 or dance 394-6. For

the power of song over birds and beasts, see DV. 1, 282. Sv.

vis. 1, 33. Ou Orpheus, see Hor. Od. i. 12, 7 seq. ;
conf. the

Span, romance of Conde Arnaldos.

p. 909.] Poets assemble on hills (as men did for sacrifice or

magic), e.g. on the Wartburg : an pui, on on corone les biaus

dis, Couron. Renart 1676. Does the poet wear garlands and

flowers, because he was orig. a god's friend, a priest ? The jeux

lloraux offer itowers as pri::es for son(j : violeta, aiglantina, flor
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dal gauch (solsequium). The rederijkers too name their rooms

a.ftev flowers ; is it a relic of druidic, bardic usage ?

p. 911.] The ON. Saria reminds one of the Gr, ^y'jix'n, of

whom Hes. 0pp. 7G2 declares : 6eo<i vv Ti<i iari Koi avTij. She

converses with O'Sinn, as ^d/j,a conveys rumours to Zeus (Suppl.

to 898 beg.). Musa is rendered mngertii, Barl. 252, 7; Madete

musas, daz waren sengere^i (rhy. eren)/ Herb. 17865; but again,

'muse' 17876. Aventiure answers to bona fortnna (bonne

aventure), bona dea, bonus eventus, Pliny 36, 5. Varro RR. 1,

1; vrouwe Aventure, Lane. 18838; in the Rose the goddess

Aventure = Yortuna. 5634, who has a wheel 3933. 4719. 5629.

5864; t' hits der Avenhoren 5786. 5810-39
;
jonste de Avonture,

Stoke 1, 39; maer d' Aventure was hem gram, Maerl. 3, 134;

den stouten es hout d'' Aventure 2, 46, like ' audaces fortuna

juvat
'

; alse di die Av. es liout 2, 93 ; der Aventuren vrient,

ibid.

CHAPTER XXXI.

SPECTRES.

p. 913.] In Mone 6, 467 men are divided into living, hover-

ing, doubtful and dead. Souls that cannot find rest in Hades

and returning wander about the grave, are mentioned in Plato's

Phgedo p. 81. The dead were worshipped: sanctos sibi fingunt

quo.^Itbet mortuos, Concil. Liptin. Feasts were held in honour of

them, as the 'Pers. ferver-feast, Benfey's Monats-n. 151, the Russ.

corpse and soul feasts, Lasicz 58. Souls were prayed for, Benf.

Mon. 168-9, conf. soul-masses. Nib. 1221, 2. To near (not to

remote) ancestors the Indians offered up food and drink, Bopp's

Gl. p. 143'' n. 198\ 79''; conf. Weber on Malavik 103. One of

these sacrifices was udaka-karman, water-libation for the dead,

Bohtl. and Roth's Wtb. 1, 908 ; so %o>)i' 'x^eladai Trdcrt veKvecrai,

viz. meal, wine and water were poured into a hole, Od. 10, 517

—

520. 11, 25—29. The souls eiiger]y drink up the blood of victims,

which restores them to their senses, Od. 11, 50. 89. 96-8. 148.

153. 228. 390. The shades live on these libations, Luc. de luctu

9. The Lith. weles fem. means the figures of the dead, Mielcke

1, 321 ; to the Samogitian goddess Vielona a particular kind of
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cake was offered : cum inortui pascuiitur, Lasicz 48. 50. Food

and driiil: is laid on the <i;rave for the souls, Pass. 10(3, 84—93.

On inaiiefi, Mania, see Gerh. Etr. g. 10; ' in sede Manium' =
in the bosom of the earth, Pliny 33, 1. On lares, see Lessing 8,

251 ; dometsticus lar, liamingia, Saxo Grram. 74.

p. 915.] Geheuer, not haunted, is also expr, by diclit, tight.

Sup. I, 708: nu bin ich ungeJiinre, Wigal. 5831; I asked mine

host, was he sure no xingeheuer walked the stable, Simplic. K.

1028 ; it is unclean in that house, Niirnberger 11. In Notker

' manes ' is transl. by unholdon, in AS. by hell-ivaran (habi-

tantes tartarum).

Spuken (haunt, be haunted) is also called wafeln, Kosegarten

in Hofer 1, 377; AS. wafian, ON. vafra, vofra, vofa, MHG.
ivaharen. ON. vo/ti = spectrum ; AS. wcufer-mjue, OHG. wahar-

i-iu?u' = spectaculum, GrafE 0, 129. Kl. schr. 5, 437. The dead

lie ' Iteilir i haufji,' at peace in the cairn, Hervar. p. 442 ; sva

lati ass {^ik (God leave thee) Itellan I haayi 437. They appear in

churches at nii/ht or in the dawn, and perform services, wedding,

burial, etc. ; the sight betokens an approaching death. Dietmar

(Pertz 5, 737-8) gives several such stories with the remark : ut

dies vivis, sic nox est concessa defunctis ; conf. the story in

Altd. bl. 1, 100, a Norweg. tale in Asbiornsen's Huldre-ev. 1,

122 and Schelliug's Last words of the vicar of Drottning. As

Wolfdietrich lies on the hler at night, the ghosts of all whom he

has killed come and fight him, Wolfd. 2328—34 ; conf. Ecke 23

(differ, told in Dresd. Wolfd. 327—330) ; also the tale of the

ruined churclc with, the coffin, Altd. bl. 1, 158. KM.'- no. 4. In

the Irrgarteu der Liebe the cavalier sees at last the ghosts of all

his lovers, p. 010. Such apparitions are said to announce them-

selves, sich mehlen, anmelden, Schm. 2, 570. Schonleithner 10.

Conf. Diet. sub. v. * sich anzeigen.'

p. 915.] To ON. ajytra-gdnga add aptr-gongr, reditus, Eyrb.

174. 314; gonger, Miillenh. p. 183. For ' es geht um ' they say

in Bavaria ' es weizt dort,' Panz. Beitr. 1, 98. Schm. 4, 205-0 ; in

Hesse ' es wandert' in the Wetterau ' es luannert,' conf. wanken,

Reineke 934; Neth. ivaren, rondwaren, conf. *in that room it

won't let you rest,' Bange's Thiir. chron. 27*". The ON. draugr

is unconn. with Zend, drucs, daemon, Bopp's Comp. Gr. p. 40.

p. 910.] Instead of talamasca, we also find the simple dala,
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larva, moustrum, GrrafF 5, 397 ; talniasche, De Klerk 2, 3474.

The Finn, talma (limus), talmasca (mucedo in lingua), has only

an accid, resembl. in sound. AS. dwimera, spectra, lemures,

larvae nocturnae, gedwimor, praestigiator, gedwomeres, nebulonis,

gedwomere, necromantia, Hpt 9, 514-5. The MHG. getwds agrees

(better than with Lith. dwase) with AS. dwaes, stultus, for getwds

means stultus too, Eilh. Trist. 7144. 7200. 7800. An ON.

shrdveifa, fr. veifa, vapor, and slcrd obliquus ? Vampires are

dead men come back, who suck blood, as the Erinnyes suck the

hlood of corpses, Aesch. Bum. 174 [or the ghosts in the Odyssey];

conf. the story of the brown man, Ir. march. 2, 15.

p. 918.] The Insel Felseub. o, 232 says of iviJl o' wisps :

' from the God's acre rise yon flames, the dead call me to join

their rest, they long for my company.' ON. Itroi-lios, corpse-

light, In\evar-Uos, hrcevar-eld. Vafr-logi, flickering flame, is seen

about graves and treasures in graves (pp. 602. 971) ; conf.

Sigurd's and Skirni's ' marr, er mic um inyrqvaii beri visau

vafrloga,' Ssem. 82*. Wandering lights are called ' das irre-

ding ' = ghost, Schelmufsky 1, 151 ; der ftuer-rnann, Pomer. story

in Bait. stud. xi. 1, 74; hriinniger mann, Staid. 1, 235; laufende

faclcel, Ettn. Unw. doctor p. 747. AS. dwds-liht. M. Neth.

dwaes-jier, Verwijs p. 15; lochter-mane,ls\\A\e\ih. p. 246. Wend.
hhuhdk, Wend, volksl. 2, 266*^ ; Lith. haltwykszle, Lett, leeks

ugguiis, false fire ; Lapp, fjolonjes, Lindahl 475^^ ; conf. KM.^ 3,

196.- On girregar, conf. Beham (Vienna) 377, 21; ' eiuen

girren-garren enbor-richten, einen teuflischen schragen mit

langem kragen,' Hag. Ges. Ab. 3, 82. The kobold's name

Iskrzyckl is fr. SI. iskra, spark ; and in Hpt 4, 394 the lilcJite-

mdnnclben behave just like kobolds. In the Wetterau feurig

gelin means, to be a will o' wisp.

Unbaptized children are cast into the fire, Anegenge 2, 13. 11,.

'5. 12, 12; they go to Nobis-kratten, Staid. 2, 240; they shall

not be buried in the holy isle (p. 600 n.) ; vile si da vuiiden

luterlicher kinde vor der helle an einem eude, dti die muder waren

mite tot. En. 99, 12, whereas ' osteti (ab oriente) schulen diu

westir-barn in daz himilriche varn,' Karaj. 28, 12. Uuchristeued

babes become pilweisse (p. 475), as untimely births become elbe

(p. 1073); the unbaptized become white letlches. Bosquet 214,

or kaukas, Nesselm. 187*^.
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p. 920.] The Lut. fiirla is fr. furore, OIIG. purjun, Diet. 2,

534; it is rendered //<?//m'm/ui, Gralf 1, 881 ; hcU-wiitcrin, Schade's

Pasq. 100, 0. lOo, 25. 117, 79 with evident reference to Wuotaii

and wiiten to rage. Uns ist der tiuvel nalien bi, oder daz wiiefende

Iwr, Maurit. 1559 ; erst hub sich eiu scharmutzeln (arose a scrim-

mage), wie in eim ivilden heer, Ambras. Hed. p. 151. Uhl. 1, 657.

Other names for the Wild Host : die wilde fahrt, Wolfs Ztschr.

1,292-3; in Styria, das wilde (jjaid (hunt) 2, 32-3; in Bavaria,

das gjoad, wilde cjjoad, Panzer 1, 9. 16. 29. 37. Qi. 85. 133; in

Vorarlberg, das narld-volk or wiietlius, Vonbuu p. 83; der wilde

jjiger mit dem w'uthis heer, Gotthelfs Erz. 1, 221 ; in the Eifel,

Wudes ov Wodes heer,WoWs Ztschr. 1,316. Firinen. 3,244'';

jo('ja(jd,joja<jd, Osnabr. mitth. 3, 238—2-40.

p. 924.] Als im der tiuvel jagete ndch, Livl. reimchr. 7274.

The devil is called a weideman, hunter, Merwund. 2, 22, and in

return the wild-hunter in the Altmark is a hvll-jeger, Hpt 4, 391.

* Hark, the wild hunter, passing right over us ! The hounds

bark, the whips crack, the huntsmen cry holla ho !
' Goethe's

Gutz V. B. 8, 149, conf. 42, 175. Fischart in Lob der laute p.

lOO had already made an adj. of the hunter's name : Heckelhergisch

geschrei, biiSen u. blasen des jiigerhorns ; conf. supra (p. 924,

1. 2) and Hachelberg in the Rheinharts-wald, Landau's Jagd p.

190. Another version of the Hackelherg legend is given by

Kulm in Hpt's Ztschr. 5, 379; conf. supra (p. 146-7). Can this

be alluded to in a stone sculpture let into the wall of Diesdorf

church (Magdeburg country), representing a man whose left leg

is appar. being wounded by a sow? Thiiring. mitth. vi. 2, 13

and plate 7 no. 5. Somewhat different is the story of the one-

eyed wild-sow, whose head laid on the dish gives the master of

the hunt a mortal wound, Winkler's Edelm. 371. The whole

myth resembles that of Adonis, and the Irish story of Diarmuid
na mban p. 193. H. D. Miiller (Myth, der Gr. stamme ii. 1, 113)

compares it to that of Actason. Dreaming of the hoar, Rudl.

16, 90. Waltharius 623; a boar wounds the Sun in her cave,

Kudbeck quoted in Tenzel and Mannliug p. 205. Hachelberg

inust hunt for ever : alhie der lib, diu .vj/e dort sol jagcn mit

ILirren (his hound) ewiclichen, Laber 568. Of him who hunts

//// the Judgmcnt-dag, Firmenich 1, 344. Miillenh. p. 584. In a

Westph. folktale picked up orally by Kuhn, giants call to
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Hakelherg for help, he raises a storm, and removes a mill into the

Milky- way, which after that is called the Mill-way. In Catalonia

they speak of 'el viento del cazador,' Wolf's Ztschr. 4, 191. In

Frommann 3, 271 Holla and HacJcelbernd are associated in the

wild hunt, unless Waldbriihl stole the names out of the Mythology

;

in 3, 273 a ' Geckenbehrnden ' of Cologne is brought in. Tut-

osel is fr. titfeji, bo-are, Diut. 2, 203'' ; tutco rj ^Xav^, a souo tu tu,

Lobeck's Rhemat. 320.

p. 927.] The wild hunter rides through the air on a schimmel,

white horse, Somm. p. 7 ; conf. scldmmel-reiter p. 160. Fillbuj

a hoot with, gold occurs also in a Hessian marchen, Hess. Ztschr.

4, 117, conf. Garg. 241=*; shoes are filled with gold. Roth. 21'^;

a shoe-full of money. Panzer p. 13.

The wild hunter is called Ooi, Kuhn's Westf. sag. 1, 8, and the

diirst in Switz. is sometimes gatdlder, Staid. 2, 517; do they

stand for Goden ? Dame Gauden's carriage and dog resemble

the Nethl. tale of the hound by the hell-car, Wolf p. 527.

p. 930.] A man went and stood under a tree in the wood
through which the wild liunter rode. One of the -party in passing

dealt him a blow in the back with his axe, saying, ' I will plant

my axe in this tree ;
' and fr, that time the man had a hump.

He waited till a year had passed, then went and stood under the

tree again. The same person stept out of the procession, and

said, ' Now I'll take my axe out of the tree
;

' and the man was

rid of his hump, Kuhn's Nordd. sag. no. 69 ; conf. Berhta's

blowing (p. 276-7), a witch-story in Somm. p. 56. Schambach

pp. 179. 359. Vonbun p. 29 the schnarzerli {o6 in ed. 2). WolPs
D. sag. no. 348-9. Panzer 1, 17. 63.

In the Fichtel-gebirge the wild hunter rides without a head,

Fromm. 2, 554 ; so does the wolen-jUger, jolen-jdger, Osnab.

mitth. 3, 288—240 ; also the wild h. in the Wetterau, Firmen. 2,

101 ; he walks headless in the wood betw. 11 and 12 at noon,

Somm. p. 7; the wild h. halts at one place to feed horses and

hounds, p. 9. In Tirol he chases the 8alg-frdulein, Wolf's Ztschr.

2, 60. 35; he baits the loh-jungfer, Somm. pp. 7. 167; so giant

Fasolt hunts the little wild luoman, Eckenl. 167. 173.

p. 931.] Houses with their front and back doors exactly

opposite are exposed to the passage of the Furious Host (Meiuin-

gen), Hpt 3, 366; conf. the open house-door (p. 926-7), the
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sitting over the door (p. 91-5 eud). 'J'be lidl-jdger*s cry ' Wil ji

mit jagoi (hunt with us) ? ' is also French :
* part en la chasse !

'

Bosq. 69. The story fr. W. Preussen is like a Samland one in

Keusch no. 70.

lu Swabia the wild hunt is also called the mutige heer, Schwab's

Schwab. Alp p. 312. Leader of the Muthes-hcer is Linkenbold,

who in the Harz is called Leinhold, ibid.; there is a LinlcenholdK-

lucJtle (-hole) there. However, in a Swabian poem of 148(3

beginning ' Got mercurius,' the wild hunt is called ' das wilde

wufitss-licr.' A frau Matte roams in Thuringia.

At Ottobeuern lovely manic used to be heard at Christmas

time. If any one put his head out of window to listen, and to

view the march of Wuete, his head swelled to such a size that he

could not pull it in again. The full delicious enjoyment was had

by those who kept snugly behind closed doors. The procession

passed along the fron-weg up the Guggenberg, or into the devil's

hole at the Buschel, where a treasure lies guarded by the poodle.

On this delicious tnusic of the night-folk, see Vonbun p. 35.

p. 933.] Unchristened infants are the same as the subterra-

neans anc^ moss-folk, whom Wode pursues and catches, conf.

p. 483 and Miillenh. p. 373. The child's exclamation, ' Oh how
warm are a mother's hands !

' is like those of the gipsy-woman's

child, ' There's nothing so soft as a mother's lap ' and ' there's

nothing so sweet as a mother's love,' Miillenh. no. 331 ; Lith.

inotinos rauhos szwelnos, mother's hands soft, Mielcke 1, 284.

Kraszewski's Litva 1, 389. In Germ, fairy-tales the dead mother

comes in the night to nurse her children, KM.^ 3, 21 ; conf.

Melusine, Simr. p. 80. Miillenh. no. 195-G-7; hvert fell blSd'ngt

a hriost grami, Saein; 167^; a similar passage in Laxd. saga p.

328.

The wild host, like the dwarfs, get ferried over ; the last that

lags behind is girded with a rope of straw, Panz. 1, 16 4.

p. 935.] De la danza aerea a que estiin condenadas las Hero-

diadas por la muerte del bautista. Wolf's Ztschr. 4, 191. In

Wallachia D/na (Ziua)= Diana with a large following hunts in

the clouds, and you see where she has danced on the grass ; she

can strike one lame, deaf or blind, and is esp. powerful at Whit-

suntide, Wal. miirch. 296.

p. 936.] An Eckeluirt occurs also in Dietr. 9791. On the
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Venusherg, see Simr. Amelungen-l. 2, ol5. We find even in

Altsvvert 82: dirre berc was /ro Venus, conf. 80, 9. 83, 7. H.

Sachs has Venusherg iii. 3, 3^> (yr 1517). &> (1518). 18'' (1550).

A witcli-trial of 1620 says: auf Venesberg oder Paradies fsiveu,

Mone 7, 426. There is a Vemishg by Reichmannsdorf in Gril-

fenthal distr. (Meiningen), near Saalfeld. A M.Neth. poem by
Limb. 3, 1250. 1316 says Venus dwells in the/ores/. The earliest

descript. of the Horselberg is by Eoban Hessus in Bucol. idyl. 5,

at the beginn. of the 16th cent. :

Aspicis aeiio sublatum vertice montem,

qua levis occidui deflectitur aura Favoni,

Horrisonuvi Latio vicinus nomine dicit (by a Latin name),

qui Nessum bibit undosum A^erarimque propinquum.

Isthoc ante duas messes cum saepe venirem,

iguarus nemorum vidi discurrere hirvas

saxa per et montes, tanquam nocturna vagantes

terriculamenta, et pueros terrere paventes,

quas lannas dicunt quibus est exeviptile lumen,

quas vigiles aiunt extra sua liniina lyncas

esse, donii talftis, nee quenquam cernere nee se.*

Conf. Victor Perillus^s poem on the Horselberg, yr 1592 (Jrb. d.

Berl. spr. ges. 2, 352-8) ; it is called Easelberg and Horselbg in

Bange's Thiir. chron. 1599, p. 57-8. Songs about Tanhiiuser in

Uhl. no. 297, and Mone's Anz. 5, 169—174 ; a lay of DanJiduser

is mentioned by Fel. Faber 3, 221.

p. 937.] At the death of our Henry 6, Dietrich von Bern

appears on horseback, rides thi-ough the Mosel, and disappeai'S,

HS. p. 49. Li the Wend, volksl. 2, 267'' the wild hunter is

called Jjyter-bernat, Dyter-benada, Dyke-bernak, Dyke-hjadnat

.

In one story 2, 185 he is like the Theodericus Veronensis whom
the devil carries off. Diter Bernhard in Dasent's Theophilus 80

;

brand-adern (barren streaks) on the plains are called by the

Wends Byter-bernatoivy pud, D.'s path. Yet, ace. to Panzer 1,

67 it is a fruitful season wlien the wilde gjai has been ; and whex'e

the Rodensteiner has passed, the corn stands higher, Wolf p. 20.

The wild host goes clean througJi the barn, Panz. 1, 133.

p. 939.] As early as the First Crusade (1096) it was asserted

that Carl had woke up again : Karolus resuscitatus, Pertz 8,
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215; coiif. the kaiser iu the Guckenberg iieur Gerniiiul, liader

no. 434, aud the Karlsberg at Niiruberg, uo. 4^1.

p. 940.1 Ou ScJinellert.s, see Panzer 1, 194 and the ecerhid'uttj

hunter of Winendael, Kunst en letterblad '41, p. 68. Reiffenb.

Renseign. 214. The setting-out of a carriaye ivith three wheels

aud a long-nosed driver is descr. in the story of the monks cross-

ing the Riiine at Spire, Meland. 1, no. (564 (p. 832). Copiue eqnes-

tres are seen near Worms in 1098, Meland. 2, no. 59 ; battalions

sweeping through the air in 1096, Pertz 8, 214; couf. Dionys.

Halic. 10, 2 ; higher up in the clouds, two great armies marching,

H. Sachs iii. 1, 227«.

p. 943.] Something like Heme the Hunter is Home the

Hunter, otherwise called Harry-ca-nah, who with the devil hunts

the boar near Bromsgfove, Worcest. (Athenaeum). The story of

the Wunderer chasing Frau Saelde is in Keller's Erz. p. 6; conf.

Fastn. sp. 547. Schimpf u. ernst (1522) 229. (1550) 268.

p. 946.] Where Oden's lake (On-sj6) now lies, a stately

mansion stood (herre-giird), whose lord one Sunday went a hunt-

inif with his hounds, having provided himself with wine out of

the church, to load his gun with, and be the surer of hitting.

At the first shot his mansion sank out of sight, Runa '44, 33.

Here the huntsman is evid. Ode)t himself. Among the train

o( Gnro rysserova ( = Gudron the horse-tailed, Landstad pp. 121.

131-2) is Sigurd Snaresvend riding his Grani (Faye 62). The
members of the troop go and sit over the door : the like is told

of devils, who lie down in front of lit-hiui<er where drinking,

gaming, murdering goes on, Berthold p. 357 ; and of the

Devil, who sits during the dance, H. Sachs 1, 342"''; ^ setz nur

die seel auft iiberthiir' iii. 1, 261 ; sein seel setz er ufE iiber thiir,

lats mit dem teufel beissen, Simpl. pilgram 3, 85. Northern

names for the spectral procession are : oskareia, haashaalreia,

juletkreia, shreia, Asb. og Moe in the Univ. aunaler pp. 7.

41-2; jidaskrei'i, juliiskreid'iy onherei, oskorrei, aahjarei, jolareiae,

Aasen's Prover 27-8.31; conf. Thorsreib (p. 166) and husprei,

hesiirei, thunder. Lapp, julheer, Klemm 3, 90.

p. 949 n.] The very same is told of Orvarodd as of Oleg,

Foruald. s. 2, 168-9. 300; couf. a Transylv. tale in llaltrich's

Progr. p. 73.

p. 950.] On Holda's sameness with Fricka, see Kl. schr. 5,
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416 seq. The Gauls too sacrificed to Artemis, Arrian de Venat.

c. 23. 32. Hecate triviorum praeses, Athen. 3^ 196 ; men took

a sop with them for fear of the cross-roads 2, 83, for Hecate's

hounds 7, 499 ; 'EKarr)^ helirvov means the bread laid down where

three roads met, Luc. Dial. mort. 1 and 22 (note on Lucian 2,

397) ; feros Hecatae perdomuisse canes, Tibull. i. 2, 54.

p. 950.] The appalling guise of the Harii (GDS. 714) recalls

our death^s-head cavaliers. At the outset of the Thirty-years

War there were Bavarian troopers called Invincibles, with black

horses, black clothing, and on their black helmets a Avhite death's-

head ; their leader was Kronberger, and fortune favoured them
till Swedish Bauer met them in Mecklenburg, March 1631.

Frederick the Great had a regiment of Death's-head Hussars.

In recent times we have had Liitzow's Volunteers, the Black

Jiigers, the Brunswick Hussars. Does a coat-of-arms with a

death's-head occur in the days of chivalry ? We read in Wigal.

80, 14 : an sinem schilde was der Tot gemalt vil grusenliche

(Suppl. to 850). Remember too the terror- striking name of the

legio fulminatrix, Kepavvo^oXa. Secret societies use the symbol

of a death's-head; apothecaries mark their poison-boxes with the

same.

CHAPTER XXXII.

TRANSLATION.

p. 952.] Verwi'uischen is also exsecrari, abominari. 0^. farwci-

tan, devovere, OYLGf. farwdzan, tvithar-hadzan, recusare, Graff 1,

1087. As abominari comes fr. omen, so far-hudtan fr. hvdf,

omen (Suppl. to 1105 n.). Beside the Fr. souhait (which Genin

Recr. 1, 201 would derive fr. sonhait, as convent fr. convent,

etc.) we have also ahait in Thib. de N., and the simple Jiait=
luck, wish. For its root, instead of OHG. heiz, ON. heit, we
might take the Bret. Iiet, Gael. ai^ea6- = pleasure. De sohait, de

dehait, Guitecl. 1, 169.

Disappearing (verschwinden) and appearing again are a(^avr)

•yevkadai and (pavepov 'yeverrdai, Plato's Rep. 360. Frequent is

the phrase ' to vanish under one's hand '
; conf. the clapping of

hands in cases of enchantment (p. 1026) : thaz thu hiar irwunti
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mir uutiir fjipvu ht^nfi, 0, i. 22, ll.; vcrswant den luten under den

handen, Griesh. Sprachd. 26 [Late examples omitted] ; ze hant

verswant der kleine, Ortnit 141, 4; vile schiere her verswant von

stnen ougen zehunt, daz her en-weste, war lier bequain, En. 2621 ;

vor iren oiigen er virswant, Hpt 5, 533 ; verswant vor stn.en ovgrn.

Krone 29606 [Simil. ex. ora.]. Der engel sa vor im verswant,

Wh. 49, 27; do der tiuvel hin verswant, Barl. 3027; do der

winder gar verswant, Frauend. 409, 17; solde cin wip vor leide

sin verswupden MS. 1, 81'' ; der hirz vorswant, Myst. 1, 233; in

den wint gahes (suddenly) verswunden. Mar. 159, 7 ; daz ver-

swant mitder luft, Pass. 369, 91 ; der engel mit der rede verswant,

Hpt 8, 171 ; the devil says ' ich tnuoz verswinden,' MSH. 3,

174*: ' vo)i hinnan stet min begirde (desire). Got miieze dich in

huote Ian !
' alsus swein diu gezierde, Diut. 2, 251-2 ; Sant. Ser-

vace do versivein, Servat. 3317 [Ex. ora.]. Voer ute haren

ogen, Karel 2, 990 ; de duvel voer done alse en roc (smoke) te

scouwene ane, Maerl. 2, 237; Var-in-d'wand, N. pr. ring 33'',

30. 36<=, 28. 36. To begone= OHG. huerhan, ON. hverfa : OSinn

hvarf l^a, Saera. 47 ; oc nu liverfnr ]?essi alfur so sem sknggi,

(as a shadow), Vilk. c. 150; brottu horfinn, ibid. ; /?(5 j?a hurt,

Fornald. s. 1, 488, conf. seijkvaz, sink away, Saem. 10''. 229''.

The translated sleej'), like Kronos p. 833 n. ; Gawan falls asleep

on a table in the Grals-halle, and awakes next morning in a moss,

Keller's Romvart 660. Vanishing is often preceded by thunder

:

ein grozer slac, Heinr. u. Kun. 4215. Erf. miirch. 84. 160;
' there came a crash (rassler), and all was sunk and gone,' Pauz.

1,30; Gangleri hears a thunder, and Valholl has vanished, he

stands in the fields, Sn. 77.

p. 953.] The shepherd Gyges steps into a crack of the earth

made during storm and earthquake, finds a giant's corpse inside

a brazen horse, and draws a ring off its hand, Plato's Rep. p. 369.

Translation is imprecated or invoked in the following phrases : in

te ruant montes mali, Piaut. Fjpid. i. 1, 78; /cara r/}? 7>/9 Suvai

Tjv'^onTjv, Lucian 3, 156. 5, 202; ^avelv fxoi t>;i' yyjv Tjv^ofirjv 9,

68. 8, 18. Oedipus is swallowed up by the earth, Oed. Col.

1662. 1752; conf. ' slijyping in like the schwick' (p. 450 n.) ; die

hifte mich vemlunden, Hpt 5, 540 ; \aav edrjKe, II. 2, 319 ; Xt'^o?

e^ avdpdi'Kov yeyovivac, Lucian's Imag. 1 ; der iverdc z'einem

steine ! MS. 1, 6* ; hon (GoSruu) var buin til at springa af harmi.
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Saem. 211 ; du-ne hetest ditz gesproclieo, du waerst benamen ze-

hrochen, Iw. 153. We talk of bursting with rage (p. 552 n.), i.e.,

in order to jump out of our skin : er wolte aus der haut fahren,

Salinde 13.

p. 958.] A translated hero is spoken of as early as 1096 : Inde

fabulosum illud confictum de Garolo niagno, quasi de niortuis in

id ipsum resnscitato, et alio nescio quo nihilominus redivivo (before

Frederick I. therefore), Pertz 8, 215 (Suppl. to 939). Frederick

is supposed to lie at Trifels in the Palatinate also, where his bed

is made for him every night, Schlegel's Mus. 1 , 293. Then the

folktales make Otto Redbeard also live in the Kifhauser, and give

him frau Halle for housekeeper and erraudwoman, Soramer pp. 1.

6. 104 ; he gives away a green twig, which turns into gold, p. 2
;

in the mountain there is sldttle-'pla.ying and ' schmarakeln,^ p. 4.

A legend of Fredk Redbeard in Firmen. 2, 201*. A giant has

slept at the stone-tahle in the mountain these 700 years, Dyb.

Runa '47, 34-5. Not unlike the Swed. folktale of a blind giant

banished to an island are the stories in Runa '44, pp. 30. 43. 59.

60 : in every case the belt given is strapped ronnd a tree (conf.

Panzer 1, 17. 71. 367), but the other incidents differ. Such

giants call churches de livita hlock-ma,rrnr)ia 4, 37, and the bell

bjellelco, Dyb. '45, 48. '44, 59 ; the blind grey old man reminds

one of Oden. Ace. to Praetor. Alectr. p. 69, Kaiser Frederick

seems to have cursed himself into the ' Kiphiiuser.' On the

Frederick legend, see Hpt 5, 250—293. Closener p. 30-1 (yr

1285). Bohmer's Reg., yr 1285, no. 830, conf. 824-6. Kopp's

Rudolf pp. 736—749. Detmar 1, 130 (yr 1250). Of Fredk

the Second, the Repgow. chron. (Massm. 711) says straight out :

' bi den tiden sege-men dat storre keiser Vrederic ; en del volkes

segede, he levede ; de twivel warede lange tit; ' conf. ibid. 714.

Another name for the auricula is berg-kaiserlein ; does it mean

the wonder-flower that shows the treasure ? Fischart's

Geschicht-kl. 22^ says : avff deni keyser Friderich stan ; Schiller

120^^ (?) : und nebenher batten unsere keile noch das gefundene

fressen ilher den alien kaiser zu pliindern. Phil. v. Sittew.

Soldatenl. 232 : fressen, saufen, prassen aiif den alien keyser hinein.

Albertini's Narrenh. p. 284; heuraten auf d. a. k. hinein.

Schmeller 2, 335-6 : immer zu in d. a. kaiser hinein siindigen, auf

d. a. k. hinavf s'nndigen, zechen, i.e. without thinking of paying.
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p. 961.] The sleeping Fredlc reminds one of Kronm^ slrepimf

in a cave, and hinh briuginfr him ambrosia, Pint. De facie in orbe
luuae 4, 1152-3 (seep. 833 n.). Artluir too and the knig-hts of

the Grail are shut up in a mountain, Lohengr. 179. Lanz. G900.

Garin de L. 1, 238; si jehent (they say) er lebe noch hiute, Iw.

14. llaynouard sub v. Artus. C^esarius heisterb. 12, 12 speaks

of re.K Arduriin in Monte Giher (It. moute Gibello) ; conf. Kaufm.

p. 51 and the magnot-mouiit;iin ' ze Givers,' Gndr. 1135-8. 5G4
(KM.s 3, 274). Other instances: kon!fj Dan, Miillenh. no. 505;
the count of Flanders, Raynouard 1, 130"; Marko lives yet in

the wooded mountains, Talvj l,xxvi. ; so does the horse Bayard.

On the search for Svatopluk, Sivatopliika hledati, see Schafarik

p. 804.

p. 968.] The roldie lady's hmirh of keys is snake-bound, Pan-
zer 1,2. A white maiden with keys in Firmen. 2, 117; drei ivitte

jnmfern, Hpt 4, 392 ; tJiree white ladies in the enchanted castle,

Arnira's March, no. 18 ; conf. the Slav, vilas and villy, spirits of

brides who died before the wedding-day, who hold rinor-dances

at midnight, and dance men to death, Hanusch pp. 305. 415;
dancing uu'Uis, Mailath's Ungr. march. 1, 9; Lith. lue'les, fio-ures

of the dead.

p. 969.] A certain general plants an acorn to make his cnf]iii

of, Ettn. Chymicus 879. There is some likeness betw. the story

of Release and that of the Wood of the Cross, which grows out of

three pips laid under Adam's tongue when dead. That the pip

must be brought by a little bird, agrees with the rowan saplinf

fit for a wishing-rod, whose seed must have dropt out of a bird's

bill (Suppl. to 977 beg.), and with the viscum per alvura avium
redditum (p. 1206) ; conf. the legend of the Schalksburg, Scliwab's

Alb. p. 32. You must fell a tree, and make a cradle out of it •

the first time a baby cries in that cradle, the spell is loosed, the

treasure is lifted, H. Meyer's Ziiricher ortsn. p. 98 ; conf. the tale

in Panzer 2, 200. 159. Other conditions of release : to draw a

waggon up a hill the wrong way, to buy a -piece of linen, to hold

the white lady's hand in silence, Reusch p. 437 ; with your mouth
to take the key out of the snake's mouth, Firmen. 1, 332; to kiss

the worm, or the toad, or the frog, wolf and snake, Miillenh. p.

580. Somm. Sagen p. 21. Meyer's Ziiricher ortsn. p. 97.

p. 971.] Men do burj treasures in the y round : the Kozacks
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are said to keep all their money underground; thieves and

robbers bury their booty, dogs and wolves pieces of meat. The
Marsians buried the Roman eagle they had captured in a grove,

whence the Romans dug it out again, Tac. Ann. 2, 25. The
treasure is called leger-hort, Uenn. 17687. 2505; O'N. taurar=
thesauri, opes reconditae. ' Shags not the treasure up toward

me, That shining there behind I see?' Goethe 12, 193. The
treasure blooms, Fanzev 1, 1 ; 'for buried gold will often shift

about/ Irrgart. d. liebe 503; the cauldrons sink three ells a year,

Dybeck 4, 45. Once in 100 years the stones off the heath go
down to the sea to drink, and then all treasures of the earth lie

open, so that one need only reach them out ; but in a few winters

they come back, and crush those who don't get out of the way in

time, Bret, march. 88—93. The treasure suns itself. Panzer 2,

16. 30. It cools (gliiht aus), MiilJeuh. p. 203-4. Treasure-gold

turns to coal, Lucian's Tiraon 1, 110. Philops. 7, 284 ; conf. the

legends of Holla, Berhta, Fredk Barbarossa and Riibezal. The
coals of a glowing treasure turn to gold, Reusch no. 25-6-7.

Glimmering fire and coals of a treasure, DiefFenb. Wetterau p.

275. Signs of a treasure : when a hazel bears mistletoe, and a

white snake suns himself, and treasure-fire burns, Reusch no. 15.

Where treasures lie, a blue fire burns (Hofmannswaldau), or light

finds its way out of the earth, Leipz. avent. 2, 40 ; it swarms

with insects, etc. (pp. 692-4). The treasure-lifter is stript and
plunged up to his neck in water in a tub, and is left till midnight

to watch for the coming of the treasure, Cervant. Nov. de la

gitanilla p. m. 106. A beshouted treasure sinks, Wetterau tale

in Firmen. 2, 100; conf. AS. smc = thesaurus, opes. Some good

stories of treasure-lifting in Asbiornsen's Huldr. 1, 142-3-4.

Ghosts have to give up buried weapons : saemir ei draugum
dyrt vapn bera, Fornald. s. 1, 436. A connexion subsists betw.

treasures and graves : the hauga eldar, grave-fires, indicate

money, Egilss. 767. The hoard doeswo^ diminish: sin wart doch

niht minre, swie vil man von dem schatze truoc, Nib. 475, 12.

p. 972.] The wonder-flower is said to blossom either on Mid-

summer night alone, or only once in 100 years. If any one,

having spied it, hesitates to pluck it, it suddenly vanishes amid

thunder and lightning; conf. britannica (p. 1195-6), fern (p.

1211). Preusker 1, 91-2. Before the eyes of the shepherd's
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inaii a irmitler-Jiower ijyoim up suddenly out of the ground ; he

])ulls it, and sticks it in his hat; as quick as you can turn your

liand, a </rey mannildn stands there, and beckons him to follow
;

or else, the moment the flower is stuck in the hat, the whitn hidij

appears, Firmen. 2, 175, The wonder-flower gets caught in the

slioe-buckle, Somm. p. 4, as feruseed falls into the shoes (p.

1210), and also ripens or blossoms on Midsum. night, pp. 4. 165.

It is called scldiiss^elhliime, Panzer 1, 8S3, wnn.(Jerhliiiii«;,

Wetterau. sag. p. 281.. Phil. v. iSteinau p. 77 ; Pol. dziwaczeh,

Boh. diwDJk, wonderflower. The three hlne flowers effect the

release, Firmen. 2, 201\ A Schleswig story makes it the yellow

flower, and the cry is: Forget not the best, Miillenh. p. 351.

Another formula is: ' vvia meh as da verzotarist (squanderest),

cm sa minder host,' Vonbun p. 5. As early as the 15th cent.

vercfisse min nit occurs as the name of a flower, Altd. w. 1, 151 ; a

gloss of the time has : vergiss-rnein-nicJit alleluja, Mone 8, 103
;

vergis-man-nicht gamandria, ibid. Vergiss nit mein is a blue flower,

Uhl. 1,60. 108. 114-6. 129; bliimlein vergiss nit mein, KTa.hYa.s,.

liedb. pp. 18. 251. Bergr. 37. 70; bllimelain vergiss ni main,

Meinert 34; vergiss mein niclit, Meiiante's Gal. welt p. 70.

Swed. fdrgdt-mig-ej, Dybeck '48, 28 ; Boh. uc-zapomenka, Pol.

nie-zapominha, Russ. ne-zahudka, conf. Weira. jrb. 4, 108; das

bliimlein wuuderschcin, Goethe I, lb9. The Ifel cut of him
that hurries away, Firmen. 2, 176. In a story in Wiichter's

Statist, p. 175-6 the wounded heel never heals. A proverb says:

'Tis what comes after, hurts your heel.

p. 974.] The spring-wurzel is in OHG. spriiic-wurz, lactarida,

lactaria herba, Graff 1, 1051, or simply spriuga 6, 397. Does
pid^rit, diderit (usu. diterich, picklock) also mean a spring-

wurzel? Firmen. 1, 271. The springw, or wonderflower is

sometimes called bird's nest, Fr. nid d'oiseau, plante aperitive,

vulneraire, qui croit au pied des sapins ; it opens boxes (folktale

in Mone 8, 539), and makes invisible, DS. no. 85. Again, it is

called zweiblatt, bifoglio, and is picked off the point of bifurcation

in a tree ; does it mean a parasite-plant like the misletoe ? It

must have been regarded as the nest of a sacred bird : thus of

the siskin's nest it is believed that the bird lays in it a small

precious stone to make it invisible, Hpt 3, 361 ; conf. Vonbun's
Vorarlbg 63; Boh. hnjzdiijk, ophrys nidus avis, ragwort, Pol.

VOL. IV. Y
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gniazdo ptasze (see Linde 1, 728''). On the gyeen-pecker, Fr.

pirerf, see Am. Bosq. p. 217-8, and haum-heckel, Musaus 2, 108;

picos divitiis, qui aureos monies colunt, ego solus supero, Plant.

Aulul. iv. 8, 1. On the legend of the shamir, conf. Hammer's
Rosenol 1, 251. Altd. w. 2, 93. Pineda's Salomon (Diemer

p. 44), samir. Diem. 109, 19 ; ihanir, Gerv. Tilb. Ot. imp. ed.

Leibn. p. 1000; tham ur, Yinc. Bellovac. 20, 170; tamin, Maerl.

in Kastner 29*. In Griesh. Predigt. p. xxv. is the story of the

ostrich 2, 122.

p. 977.] The Swed. slag-ruta is cut off the Jiijg-rdnn, bird's

rowan (or service) tree, whose seed has fallen fr. the beak of a

bird, Dybeck '45, 63 ; it must be cut on Midsummer eve out of

mistletoe houghs, Runa '44, 22. '45, 80. Dan. onske-qvist, Engl,

divining-rod, finding-stick. Germ, names : der Saelden zwic,

Altsw. 119. 127, conf. ungeliickes zwic (Suppl. to 879 end);

glucks-ruthe, Lisch in Meckl. jrb. 5, 84 ; wilnschel-ruote sunder

zwisel (without cleft), MSH. 2, 339''; wunschel-ris, Tit. 2509.

5960-82, w. iiber alle kiineginne, 1242, wiinschel-herndez ris

1728; alles heiles wiinschel-ris, Troj. 2217; mins heils wilnschel-

ruote, Altsw. 118; der wiinschel-ruoten hort, Dietr. drach. 310*.

Nu hat gegangeii miner kiinste ruote, MSH. 3, 81". The idea

of the wishiug-rod was not borrowed fr. Aaron's magic wand
;

on the contrary, our poet of the 12th cent, borrows of the former

to give to the latter : Nim die gerte in dine hant, wurche zeichen

manikvalt ; ze alien dingen ist sie guot, swes so wunsget din muot.

Not a word of all this in Exod. 7, 9 ; the wishing-rod however

did not serve the purposes of harmful magic. Conf. the virgula

divina, Forcell. sub v. ; Esth. jpilda, GDS. 159. The wishing-

rod must have been cut at a fitting time and by clean hands,

Kippe die wippe 1688, D 4''
: it is a hazel-rod, and hoiy, Voubun

pp. 6. 7. 64; a hazel-bough, Fromm. 3, 210; a white somer-

laden heslin stab, Weisth. 3, 411. 461. Stories of the wishing-

i*od in Kuhn p. 330. Miillenh. p. 204 ; of the old wiiuschel-stock,

ib. no. 283. On the manner of holding it, see Hone's Yearbk

1589. It is called schlag-ruthe because it anschlagt, hits [the nail

on the head] ; hence slegel, cudgel? conf. Parz. 180, 10 — 14,

and the hazel-rod that cudgels the absent (Suppl. to 651 end).

p. 977.] One must drive a white lie-goat through the stable,

to lift a treasure that lies thei-e, Hpt's Ztschr. 3^ 315.
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p. 080.] The deril is by the treasure, and he is blind too, like

Plutus (Suppl. to 993). The Ssk. Kuvera, a hideous being, is

god of wealth. Bit- is the satne as dirif-, Pott 1, 101. When
money is buried, the devil is appointed watchman, Miillonli, p.

202-3, or a grey vvm on a three-legged white horse guards it 102.

Finn, aarni or kratti is genius thesauri, conf. mammelalnen below.

AS. wyrra hordes hi/rde, Beow. 17G7. Fafnir says : er ek a arfi

Id (on the heritage lay) inikloin mins fo^or, Saem. 188'' ; meiSan

ek um menjom lag, ibid. * Lanuvium annosi vetus est tutela

drnconis ;
' maidens bring him food :

Si fuerint castae, redeunt in eolla parentum,

clamantque agrioolae 'Fertilis annus erit !
' Prop. v. 8, 3.

Dragons sun their gold in fine weather, Euna '44, 44, like the

white maidens. Some good stories of the roving dragon in

Miillenh. p. 206 ; conf. the dragon of Lambton, Hpt 5, 487 ;
be

is also called the drakel, Lyra p. 137, the wheat-dragon, Firmen.

2, 309. The u. prop. Otwurtn. in Karajan begins with oi = ead,

conf. 6t-pero. Heimo finds a dragon on the Alps of Carniola,

kills him and cuts his tongue out; with him he finds a rich

hoard : locum argento septum possedit, in quo aurea mala habuit,

Mone 7, 585 fr. Faber's Evagatorium. W. Grimm (HS. p.

385-6) thinks the ring Andvara-naut was the most essential part

of the hoard, that in it lay the gold-engendering power and the

destiny, but German legend put in its place the wishing-rod ;

note however, that such power of breeding gold is nowhere

ascribed to Andvara-naut. Sigurd first gave it to Brunhild

(Fornald. s. 1, 178), then secretly pulled it off again (187).

Siegfried in the German epic, after winning the treasure, leaves

it in charge of the dwarfs, does not take it away therefore, but

gives it to Chriemhilt as a wedding-gift, and as such the dwarfs

have to deliver it up, Nib. 1057—61. Once it is in Giinther's

land, the Burgundians take it from her, and Hagen sinks it in

the Rhine 1077, 3; conf. 2305-8. Hagen has merely hidden it

at Lochheim, intending afterwards to fish it up again, conf. 1080.

So likewise in Saem. 230 :
' Gunnar ok Hogni toko )?a gullit allt,

Fafnis arf.' On the fate bound up with the gold-hoard in the

ON. (and doubtless also in OHG.) legend, see Hpt 3, 217. Finn.

mammt^lainen, mater serpentis, divitiarum subterranearum custos
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(Kenvall) reminds one of ON. mddir Atla^ serpens, Saetn. 243*'.

Golden geese and ducks also sit underground on golden eggs,

Somm. sag. p. 63-4.

p. 981.] In some stories it is the old man in the mountain

that, when people come in to him, crops their heads hald, Somm.

p. 83 ; then again the spectres wish to shave the heard of a man
as he lies in bed, Simpl. K. 921. 930. In Musaus 4, 61 both get

shorn.

p. 983.] With Lurlenherge conf. ' iiz Lurlinherge wart gefurt

sin stolze eventure,^ Ritterpr.^', and Lurinherc, Graff 2, 244. Or

Burlenherg might be the Birlenberg of Weisth. 4, 244. On the

sunken or de Toulouse and or de MontpelUer, see Berte 20.

Sinking is preceded by a crash (Suppl. to 952 end) : heyr'Si hann

dyna mdhla, Sn. 77 ; there was a hang, and all was sunk and

gone, Panz. 1, 30 (in Schm. 3, 125 a loud snore) ; then comes a

crack, and the castle once more is as it was before, Kuhn's Westf.

sag. 2, 250 ; a fearful crash, and the castle tumbles and dis-

appears, Schonwerth 3, 52. Near Staffelberg in Up. Fran-

conia lies a great pond, and in it a great fish, holding his tail in

his mouth ; the moment he lets it go, the mountain will fly to

pieces and fill the pond, and the flood drown the flats of Main and

Rhine, and everything perish, man and beast, Panz. 2, 192. A
little clond. on the horizon often announces the bursting-in of the

flood or violent rain, Miillenh, p. 133. 1 Kings 18, 43-4 (Hpt 8,

284). An angel walks into the sinking city. Wolf's Niederl. sag.

326. Of the foundling Gregor, who came floating on the flood,

it is said : der sich hat vernmnen her, Greg. 1144. After the

flood, the baby is left up in a poplar-tree, Miillenh. p. 132. In

the legend of the Wood of the Cross also, a newborn child lies on

the top of a tree. On the name Bold, see GDS. 758.

CHAPTER XXXIII.

DEVIL.

p. 986.] Schwenk's Semiten 161 says the Devil is a Persian

invention. On Ahuromazddo, see Windischm. Rede p. 17-8 ; the

cuneif. inscriptions have Auramazda, Gr. 'flpofjida-Orj^;. Ahura is

the Ssk. asura, Bohtlg555; and Benfey in Gott. gel. anz. ^62,
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p. 1757 conn, mazda with Ssk. medhas, medliam = vedlulin. The
lud, asura is evil, the deva good ; the Pers. ahura is good, the

da^va bad ; so heretics repres. Ahriman, the devil, as the first-

born sou of God, and Oruiuzd or Christ as the second. The

Yezids worship the devil mainly as one originally good, who has

rebelled, and may injure, may at last become a god again, and

avenge himself. Lucifer falls out of heaven (p. 24 1) ; the

angels fall three nicjhts and days fr. heaven to hell, Ca9dm. 20, 12;

sie Helen drl tage voile, Karaj. Denkm. 42, 9; Heplia3stus falls a

whole daij fr. Olympus to Lemnos, II. 1, 592. As God creates,

the devil tries to do the same ; he sets up his chapel next the

church (p. 1021) ; he also has 12 disciples ascr. to him, Berthold

o21 ; conf. devil's pupils (Suppl. to 1024).

p. 987.] Ulphilas translates even the fern, r] 8cd^o\o<; by

diabula, pi. diahulus, slanderers, 1 Tim. 3, 11. Among corrup-

tions of the word are : Dan. knefvel, snefvel, Molbech's Tidskr. 6,

317; Arab, ehlis, ihlis ; prob. our own ' der tausend !
' conf.

dusii (p. 481) and daus. Diet. 2, 855. Lith. devalus, devulus =
great god, Nesselra. 140*. Devil, Devilson occur as surnames :

Cuonradus Diaholus de Rute, MB. 8, 461. 472
; Jilii Tlnfelonis

(Suppl. to 1019 end) ; Beroldus dictus Diaholus, Sudendorf's

Beitr. p. 73, yr 1271 ; Cunze gen. Dnjlls heuhit, Arnsb. urk. 787.

The Finn, perkele, devil, Kalev. 10, 118. 141. 207. 327 and

happ. perkel, pergalek (Suppl. to 171 end) are derived fr. piru,

cacodaemon, says Schiefn. Finn, namen (511.

SatiDias in Diemer 255, 10; sataadt in Hpt 8, 155. 355 (the

odious s.). Karaj. Sprachdenkm. 52, 3; a pi. satanasd in O. v.

20, 4. The word sounds like scado (p. 989), skohsl (p. 1003),

above all like ^^tetere, Saturn (p. 247).

p. 991.] Der tievel gap den rat (advice), wander in bezeren

ne hat, Fundgr. 2, 87 ; als ez der tiufel riet. Nib. 75(5, 9 ; der

tiuvel mir daz rtet, Frib. Trist. 2207. The devil is called nilit

guotes : we say ' it smells liere like no good things'; Lett, ne

labbais, the not good; Lapp, pahahes, the bad one. He is called

der vbel dtem (breath), Fundgr. 2, 18; unreine saghe untwaK,

Bruus 324-5; conf. Swed. Oden hin onde. Hire's Dial. lex. 123";

der arge tumbe, Martina 160, 23, as we say ' stupid devil
' ; arger

wild, Diut. 1, 470 ; der sure wirt (sour host), Ilelbl. 2, 587 ; \xz

des bitteren tiefels halse (throat), Griesh. 52; den leiden duvelen
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(odious (3.), Hpt 2, 197 ; der leidige tifel, Mos. 52, 18 ; leding,

Cavall. Voc. Verland 40" ; U'jing, laje, Wieselgren 385 ; liothan,

Dybeck '45, 72; der greulich hat dich herein getran (brought),

Uhl. Volksl. p. 801. Lith. hesas, devil, conf. haisus, grim.

Finn. paJta, pahoillinen, devil ; Esth. pahalainen, pahomen,

Salmelainen 1, 179. 193. 234. In Scand. the devil is also

called sham, sJcammen (shame), Ihre's Dial. lex. 149*^. Djb. '45,

3. 55. 77. Is he called the little one? 'whence brings you cier

liitzel here ?
' Gryphius's Dornr. 56, 8. The live, bodily devil, or

simply '' der Inbhaftige/ the veritable, Gotthelfs Kaserei 356
;

fieiscliechter leihliafter teufel, Garg. 229'' ; ich sei des leihhaftigen

butzen 244''; der sihtige tiuvel. Berth. 37; des sihtigen tufels

kint, Dietr. drach. 212'\ 285''; conf. vif maufe, Meon 3, 252;

ainz est deables vis, M. de Gar. 178. Antiqiius hostis occurs

also in Widukind (Pertz 5, 454) ; our Urian resembles Ur-hans,

Old Jack (Suppl. to 453 n.); u-tiifel, Gotth. Erz. 1, 162. 177. 253.

275. 286, ur-tenfel 2, 277 ; d' oude sathan, Maerl. 2, 300; de uald

knecht, de uald, Miillenh. p. 265. The household god of the

Tchuvashes, Erich (Gotze's Russ. volksl. p. 17) recalls ' gammel
Eric' ON. a>u^sA*o^t= diabolus, hostis; ther widarwerto (un-

toward), 0. ii. 4, 93. 104; ware= diabolus, Graff 1, 980; helle-

ivarc, Diut. 2, 291 ; conf. ON. vargr, lupus, hostis (p. 996). Der

vient, Pfeiffer's Myst. 1, 131 ; der vint, Helbl. 1, 1186; der leide

vient, Leyser 123, 11. 38; laff-geteona, Beow. 1113, is said of

sea-monsters, but it means ' hateful foe,' and might designate the

devil. Der helsche die/, Maerl. 2, 312 ; der nacht-schade, said

of a homesprite, Rochholz 1, 295 (Kl. schr. 3, 407). Ein unhuld,

Hagen's Heldenb. 1, 235. With the fern, unholdd in OHG.
hymns conf. ' daz wip, diu unholde,' Pass. 353, 91 ; in TJnhulden-

tal, Bair. qu. 1, 220 ; and the Servian fern, vila in many points

resembles the devil. TJherfengil, uharfangdri, praevaricator,

usurpator, seems also to mean the devil in contrast with angels,

Hpt 8, 146.

p. 992.] Der ubele vdlant, Diemer 302, 28; der v., Karaj.

89, 14; diu vdlendin. Cod. pal. 361, 74*=; vdlautinne, Krone 9375.

9467 ; diu ubele v., Mai 170, 11 ; disem vdlande gelich 122, 21

;

dill 'urhiusche der vdlande 172, 16; ein vil boeser vdlant, Tiirl.

Wh. 136'': swaz der v. wider in tet (against them did), Welsch.

gast 5177; des vdlandes spot (mock), Warn. 2426; des v. hant
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1358. The word occurs in the Erec, not in the Iwein, Hpt's

Fret". XV. I find Conr. of Wiir/,b<^ lias not altogether forborne

its use: der leide vdlant, Silv. 4902 ; wilder v., Frauenl. 382, 15
;

der v, miiez si stillen 123, 19. It occurs but once in M. Neth.

poets : die quade valande, Walew. 8945 ;
(distinct fr. it stands

caeliant = vaillant 96i7, ojidi fallant, valiant, Lane. 21461. 24G43).

Du poser feilant, Fastn. sp. 578, 21 ; boser volant 926, 11
;

volandes man, Hpt 5, 20. 31 ; der schwarze voland, Miilmann's

Geiszel 273; der volland, Ayrer 340*; vohuit in witch-trials of

1515 (WolPs Ztschr. 2, 77); dea sol der bose voland holeu !

Lichtwer 1758, 128. In the Walpurgis-night on the Blocksberg

Mephistopheles calls himself junker V^oland, squire V., Goethe's

Faust, p. m. 159. In Thuringia (at Gotha) I heard 'Das glab

der Fold,
!

' devil believe it. Volundr, Wayland seems unconn.

with valant, whose v. is really an /'.

p. 993.] The devil is lavie in a Moravian story (p. 1011), the

same in Wallachia, Fr. Miiller nos. 216. 221; conf. Thor's lame

goat (p. 995). He is blind, Lith. aldaiis ; his eyes are put out

with melted lead (p. 1027). He is black: ne nos frangat demon
ater. Chart. Sithiensc p. 8; tenebrosiis hostis, Miinter's Tempelh.

158; der swarze meister, Hpt 1, 277; von dem tiuvel hoert man
wol, wie er swerzer si dan kol, u. ist doch unsihtic (yet invisible),

Ls. 3, 276; die swarzcn helle-warten, Servat. 3520. In Tirol and

the Up. Palatinate he is called gran-iouzl, Schm. 4, 208. He
wears (jreij or (jveen clothes (p. 1063), and, like the dwarfs, a

red cap, Miillenh. p. 194. The African Negroes paint the devil

white, Klemm 3, 358. 364.

p. 995.] The devil's Jtorn partly resembles the hone in Thor's

head (p. 373) ; conf. ' gehurute helle oh.seii,' horned ox of hell,

Hpt 8, 151. 236. He has a tail: 'tied to the devil's tail,'

Keisersb. xv. Staft'ely 41-3. 59. Schiirtlin p. 226; the troll too

has a tail, D3/b. Runa '44, 73, the Norvv. huldre a cow's tail. He
has a liens and a horse's foot, Lisch's Meckl. jrb. 5, 94, a horse's

foot and a man's, Miillenh. p. 197. Deoful ivam and wlife-leds,

Andr. 1170.

p. 997.] The devil has horns and cloven feet. Wolf's Ztschr.

2, 63; his goat's feet peep out, Mone 8, 125, as goat's feet and

claws are ascr. to dwarfs (p. 451 n.) ; daemones in specie capra-

rum, Acta Bened. sec. 1 p. 33; devil as stein-geisz [wild goat,
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Capricorn ?J, Haltricli p. 44.. Pfeitf. Genu. 1, 484 ; die bos teufels

zujen (she-goats), i.e. witches, Kellei-'s Altd. ei-z. 192, 22. With
' hockfi lid' agrees 'des tiuvels ylit/ limb of the d., Pass. 377, 24

(Suppl. to 1019 end); box-scheis habe ir sele ! Lindenbl. 123;

'to pluck a Jioru out of the devil,' Garg. 17*^. Here belong the

surnames Hellhock, HoUbock, Denkschr. der k. k. acad. 5, 20.

The devil is named Sau-reussel (sow's snout), and finds bells.

Ph. DiefFenb. Wanderung p. 73; duivels zwtntje (pigs), Hpt 7,

532 (Suppl. to 478). The hog for breeding is called //tA/, Weisth.

2, 528. There is a hero's name, JJr-swin, Dietl. 5253 ; conf.

ur-ber, ur-kiimpe, ur-sau, ur-schwein. The devil is called a luhs,

lynx, MS. 2, 6''. 7"; a hare, Panz. Beitr. 1, 137; an ape, because

he apes God (Suppl. to 1024 beg.).

The devil was 'der vil ungehiure Jielle-wol/,' Hpt 5, 520; die

helle-wargen 7, 376 ; abstrahis ore liipi, Erm. Nigell. 4, 370.

GDS. 329. 333.

Helle-Juiut = Cevhevu.s, Gl. sletst. 4, 32. Renn. 289; der libele

hint, Diemer 309, 22, der helle-lmnl, der hunt verwazen (accursed),

314, 2. 13; vuor der iibermuote Inuit also tiefe an den helle-grunt

4, 2d; nit-liuid, dog of spite, Helbl. 2, 264; devil seen in dog's

shape, Pass. 203, 59.

p. 999.] Ace. to Gryphius's Sonett. 1, 1 the devil is called

hollen-rahe ; he appears 'in swarzer vogele hWde,' Ksrchr. 4314;

der hollische geier, vulture, Meiuert p. 165; das hat sie der geiei-

gelernt, Lessing 2, 446; die hollische agalaster (magpie), der

satan, Pol. maulaffe 195, conf. Parz. 1 ; JteUe-goucJi, Krolewicz

3879, conf. the cuckoo and his clerk (p. 681-2) ; de bunte Jciwit

hahl se ! Hauenreyerey 1618 A v''; fort juw (brings you) de

Jdivit nu weer her? B viii^ He has goose-feet, crow's feet, Thiir.

mitth. vi. 3, 67. 70.

The serpent in Paradise was wi'ongly supposed to be the devil,

Schwenk's Semit. 162. He is called der Untivurm, Mar. 148, 28;

der aide lidle-trachG, Pass. 13, 23. 101, 47; der hellewurm 106, 27
;

celidras, Erm. Nigell. 2, 191, fr. 'x^6Xv8po<i, water-snake. Leviathan

is transl. in AS. by sce-draca ; he is descr. ' cum armilla in

maxilla,' Vom geloub. 601, and there is ' ein rlnc ime in sine

nasen gelegit' 541; conf. 'in des tiuveles drozzeii,,' throat, Rol.

244, 29 ; den hat des tiuvels kiinve (jaw) verslunden, Warn. 540.

Belzehup, Karaj. 52, 3; Behehuc in Fragm. of Madelghis

;
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Beschnc, Walew. 8244; druhhs fern, as a fly, Spiegel's Avesta

124. A spirit is shut up iu a [ilass as a jiij, MS. 2, 13-4, or in

a box, Leipz. avaut. 2, 41 ; tlieie is a decU in the f/Zr/.v.v, both in Ihe

legend of Zeno in Bruns, and in that of the schohir and robber

iu H. V. Herford, yr 995 and in Korner.

p. 1000.] The devil as a liaiiinwr (sle<re), Kemble's Sal. and

Sat. 140, 177. He is called Htvtvierlriv, Auibras. lied. 142. As

Donar's hammer gradu. becomes a fiery sword, it is also said :

ein Jiarcc .sivert der tiuvel hat, Hpt 5, 450 (p. 812. Suppl. to lOlo

end). The devil roUiiuj like a viilUtotie resembles the,troll rolling

like a ball, Nilssou 4, 40.

p. 1002.] The devil is 'der aide helleivarte,' Pass, 23, 18.

Iiclle-wirt 99, 1 1, der aide hellewiht 293, 94 ; er rehter helleschergen

(loach, Mai 156, 40; Juiliescherje, Tit. 5468, 5510; helleschenje,

Helbl. 2, 603 ; hellejiur, Berth. 56 ; tliere is a man's name, Eelll-

tamph (-smoke), MB. 14, 424; der/Vtcs^ liz kelle abgrunde, Walth.

3, 12, as we say 'the prince of darkness.' With hellcamve (p.

i>93) connect the prop, names Helcrapho, Bohmer's. Font. 2, 185,

and Herman der Jtelle)igrave, hellegrave, Mon. zoller, no. 305

(yr 1345). no. 306.

The devil dwells in the North : cadens Lucifer . . . traxit

ad inftrnl sulfurea stagna, in gdlda aquiloiiis parte poneus sibi

tribunal ; hunc ferocissiinum Inpum Agnus mitissimus stravit,

Habau. Maur. De laud, crucis, fig. 10 ;
' (Lucifer) chot, wolti sizzin

nordin,' Diem. 94, 16; entweder zu den genadin oder den

uiujenddin, sive ad austrum sive ad aqnllonem, Leyser 135, 34.

In the N. lies Jotun-heimr (p. 34), and the devil is considered a

giant, as Loki and Logi are of giant kin ; onskar honom (wishes

him) liingt nurdan till fjails (at the devil), Sv. vis, 2, 163,

Tiiey say in Smiiland, 'drag till IJackeufjalls ." Cavall. p, 25^

On IMIa, Heldu-fiall, see Bartholin p. 356—360; fewr im

llecLdbenj (Mt Hecla), Fischart in Wackern. 2, 470.

By desser kerken buwet (builds) tie diivil einen Nobis kroch,

Agricola's Sprikworde (1528) n. 23 bl. 14"; indtis-hans, Mone 8,

277; in nobis hans, da schleget das hellisch fewer zum fenster

hinaus, Er. Alberus's Barfusser Miinche Eulenspiegel u. Alcoran

(VVittemb. 1642) bl. E 4 ; 'so fare they on to nobishaus, where

flame shoots out at the window, and bake their apples on the sill,'

Schimpf u. ernst (1550) c. 233; 'hush, thou art now in nobis-
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hauss' = -pnrga,tory, H. Sachs (1552) iii. 3, 44''«'
; ir spart's (the

Reformation) in Nohiskrng, Fischart's Dominici leben (1571) Xo^.

Nobis Krucke, Meland. Jocoseri. (1626) p. 548; 'send down to

nohuhrug,' Simpl. 3, 387; * How Francion rideth in a chair into

the Nohiskrug (abyss, dungeon)/ Hist, des Francions (Leyd.

1714), Tab. of cont. ix. In Celle they sing the cradle-song:

muse-katzen, wo wut da hen ? ik wil na nahers krauge gaa. On
Nabers-kroch, Nobels-krug, see Kuhn in Hpt 4, 388-9. Leo
(Malb. gl. 2, 42) derives 'nobis' fr. Jr. aibheis, abyss; aibhistar

is said to mean devil.

p. 1004.] AS. scocca is found on German soil too : Adalbertus

sciicco, Annal. Saxo (Pertz 8, 690). Seyfriden dem steppekchen,

MB. 16, 197 (yr 1392). The devil's name Barlabaen is also in

Walew. 9741; Barlibaen, Limb. 4, 959; Barnebaen, Barlebos,

Barlebaen, V. d. Bergh 11. 12. 275-6; borlebuer, said of a boor,

Rose 2804. The word frlmurc in Tiirl. Wh. 136% femurc in

Cod. pal., reminds of Femurgan (p. 820 n.). Names of devils :

lasterbalc, schandolf, hagendorn (conf. p. 1063), hageUiein, Ber-

thold 56 ; ein tiuvel genannt lesterlinc, Hag. Ges. Abent. 2, 280

;

Idsferlein, scherdel, Fastn. sp. 507-8-9. Does ON. /ioLsA;i= satanas,

still very common in Iceland, mean senex procax ? Swed. ' hin

hide/ the devil ; Vesterb. snogen, the bald, Unander 36, conf.

kald-kopf in Gramm. 2, 374 ; Ostgot. skaminen, skrutt, skrall,

Kalen 17'' (Suppl. to 991 mid.). In Vorarlberg ^omer and holler

are devils' names, Bergm. p. 94, jammer otherwise denoting

epilepsy, convulsion (p. 1064).

Euphemisms for the devil (p. 987 mid.) are: the God-be-ivith-

us ; Meister «Ste/<-tZtcA-yVtr (look out, mind yourself), Ettn. Unw.

doct. 241 ; Et-cetera, Ital. ceteratojo. Gipsies call God devel, and

the devil beink, Pott p. 67. The Dan. gammel Erik is in Norw.

gamle Eirik, gamle Sjur, Aasen 124^^. On Hem7neilin, see Suppl.

to 1000; Martinello (p. 1064). Pinkepank in Hpt 6, 485.

Schimper-schamper, ScJiimmer-schemm er.

p. 1006.] The devil appears as the hunter in green, Schleicher

213, as Green-coat in witch-stories, KM. no. 101. In Ostgotl,

Oden means devil. His army is called a swarm : des tivelis

geswarme, Rol. 120, 14; der tiuvel hat uzgesant sin geswarme

204, 6; geswerme, Karl 73'^; des tiefels her (host), Griesh. 2,

26. Verswinden sam ein kunder, daz der boese geist fuort in
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dem rore (reeds), Tit. 2408; der teufel fiihrt in wildes gerohricht,

H. Sachs V. 3-i4-5-6.

p. 1009.] De olle rlesen-mo(hr, Miilleuh. p. 444, the yiani'n

old grandmoilter 450, Brusi and his tnother ivorse than he,

Fornm. sog. 3, 214, all remind us of the devil's mother or grand-

mother : des iibeln teufela muoter, Wolfd. and Saben 487 ; u

brachte hier ter stede die duvel ende shi rnoeder mede, Karel 2,

4536 : frau Fuik is held to be the devil's grandmoth&i', Hpt 5,

373 ;
' yes, the devil should have had him long ago, but is wait-

ing to find the fellow to him, as his grandmother wants a new
pair of coach-horses,' GotthelPs Swiss tales 4, 51 ; der tiifel

macht wedele drus, u. heizt der grossmutter den ofe dermit (to

light his granny's fire with), Gotth. Erz. 1, 226 ; de diivel und
ock sin moder, Soester Daniel 8. 1 1 ; 'if you are the devil, I am
his mother,' Praet. Weltb. 2, 64 ; * who are you, the devil or his

7nother?' Simpl. 1, 592; conf. 'ist er der tufel oder sin wip?'

Dietr. dr. 159^; des tiuvels mwo^er u. sin wip, Hiitzl. 219^; diu

ist des tiuvels t(;tp. Nib. 417, 4; des iibelen tiuvels hrid (bride)

426,4. Mai 172, 10. Conf. Death's mother (p. 840-1); 'from

Jack Ketch to Jack's mother he went,' Pol. colica p. 13. To
the pop. saws about sun and rain, add the N. Frisian :

' when it

rains and the sun shines, witches are buried at the world's end.'

There are many devils: steht in tausend, teufel namen auf! sauf

(drink) in tausent t. namen ! Diet. 1, 230.

p. 101 1.] The devil demands a sheep and a code, Cass. Heisterb.

5, 2; or a black he-gout, Miillenh. p. 41, a hlach cock and he-cat

201, a black and a white goat 203. With the curious passage fr.

H. Sachs agrees the following : Of a heretic like that, you make
a new-year's present to Pluto, stuck over ruith bo.v, Simpl. 3, 5.

p. 287. Boar's heads and bear's heads are still garnished so, and

even Asiatics put fruit in the bear's mouth. 'The devil shall

yet thy bather be,' Froschm. J. 2" (Suppl. to 247).

p. 1012.] A stinking hair is pulled out of Ugarthilorus ; seven

hairs off the sleeping devil or giant, like the siben locke (Luther,

Judg. 16, 19) off Samson's head, Renn. 6927. Diu helle ist uf

getan, der tiufel der ist uzgeldn (let out), Dietr. dr. 211''. 121*.

143"" ; Lucifer waere liz geldn, Tirol in Hpt 1, 20 ; 'tis as though

the fiend had burst his fetters, Eliz. of Orl. p. 270; le diable est

dechaine, Voltaire's Fred, le gr. 23, 118. With the phrase
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' the devil's dead,' conf. ' Ulli er daubr' (p. 453 n.). Other ex-

pressions : des tiavels Inoder — esca, diaboli, MSH. 8, 227*^; 'the

d. may hold the candle to one that expects the Hke of him/

Niirnberger 254; 'of the d. and the charcoal-h timer,' Fastu. sp.

896, 12; 'looked like a field fidl of devils,' Zeha ehen 177;
* we avemje the devil on ourselves/ En. 1147; thieves go out

in odd numbers, so that the d. can't catch one of them, Ph.

V. Sittew. 2, 686—690; c'est VJiidoire da diahle, eiue teufeh-

(jeschichte. There was a Geschichte voiii Jtenher, Gotthelfs Uli 148.

p. lOlo.] The devil's seed occurs also in Dietr. dr. 281'' and

Boner's Epilog- 51. His sifting: hinet riteret (tonight riddles)

dich Satanas alsam iveize, Diem. 255, 10. Fundgr. I, 170. His

snares : wie vil der tubil ilf uns dout (tendiculas ponit), Hpt 5,

450; 7rayl<; is in Gothic either hlamma, 1 Tim. 3, 7. 6, 9 (ON.

hl6mm = fustis), or vruggo, 2 Tim. 2, 26; des tivels netze, Mone's

Anz. •'39, 58 ; des tiefels halze, Griesh. 2, 93 ; des tiuvels swert,

Ls. 3, 264 (p. 999 end) ; daz vindet der tiuvil an siner videlu,

Renn. 22629.

p. 1014.] As Wuotan and angels carry men through the air,

so does God, but much ot'tener the devil (p. 1028) : sit dich Got

hut her getragen, Hiitzl. 167, 43 ; der arge vdlant truoc in dar,

Laur. 822 ; noch waen (nor dream) daz si der tiavel vuorte, Livl.

1425 ; der t. hat in her braht, Greg. 1 162. der t. hat mir zuo

gebraht, Helbl. 1, 641. iuch brahte her der tievel uz der helle, Hpt

1, 400; die duvel brochte hu hier so na. Rose 12887 ; nu over ins

duvels geleide, Karel 2, 4447 ; in trage dan wider der tiifel, Diocl.

5566-89; welke th^yeZ bracht u dare? Lane. 1528; brochte jou

die duvel hier? Walew. 5202; conf. ' waz ivunders hat dich her

getragen ? Wigal. 5803 ; welch tivelhet dich hiutehin ? Halm's

kStricker 14. We say ' where's the d. got you ?
' i.e. where are

you? wo Jidt dich der henker ? Fr. Simpl. 1,57. The Greeks

too said: tov S' apa reo)? /xev aTTijyayev oiKaSe Bai'iJicov, Od. 16,

370; Tt9 8ac/jbU)V roSe 7ri]/j,a TrpocTTj'ya'ye ; 17, 446; dXXd ae

Salficov otKuS' vTre^ajujot 18, 147. To the curses add: der

tiavel ueme ! Herb. 6178 ; daz si der tievel alle ersla ! Archipo.

p. 233 ; our ' zum teufel !
' conf. ' woher zwm t. ? ' Eulensp. c.

78 ; louf za deiu t., wa du wilt 89. Like our ' red heard, devil's

weird ^ is the phrase :
' dieseryitc//.^, der auch euer hammer ist,'

Raumer's Hohenst. 2, 114 fr. Hahn's Mon. 1, 122. The devil
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Jaiifjhs to see evil done, hence : di's mac dcr tiiivcl Jncltpn, Helbl.

4, 41-7 (Suppl. to 323 end) ; *yon muko the devil laiKjli with your

lies/ Garrr. 102\

p. 1015.] The devil 'over-comes us' like a nifilitinarf. In a

tale of the 10th cent., he callin*^ himself Ni t Jiar f, ^oins the histrio

Vollarr, invites and entertains him and his fellows, and dismisses

them with presents, which turn out to be cobwebs the next

morning, Hpt 7, 523. Strerigthenintj a neriative by the word
'devil': den tenfel nichts deugeo, Eiiz. of Orl. 447 j der den

tiifel niitzschit (nihtes ?) kan, Ls. 2, 311; conf. ' hvaSa Od'lnti

Ifitum ? ' (Suppl. to 145 n.) ; our ' the devil (nothing) do I know ;

'

teiifeh wenig, Ph. v. Sittew. Soldatenl. p. 191, our ' verteufelt

wenig.' Does ' das hat den teAifel gesehcn ' in Lessing 2, 479 mean
''seen nobody' or 'that is terrible'? Welches- teufd ( = who?),

Berth, ed. Gtibel 2, 11. With 'drink you and the devil !
' conf.

' heft hu de duvel dronhen ghemakt ? ' Rose 13106. With ' the d.

first and God after' agrees : in beschirmet (him protects neither)

der titivel noch Got, Iw. 4635.

p. 1016.] The Jewish view o^ possession may be gathered fr.

Matth. 12, 42—45; other passages and an Egyp. fragment are

coll. in Mannhdt's Ztschr. 4, 256—9. Possessed by devils is in

Goth, anahahaidans (fr. haban) fram ahmara unhrainjaim, Luke 6,

18; MHG. ein beheft man, demoniac, Uolr. 1348; hehaft, Diemer

324, 25. Servat. 2284; ob du heheftet bist, MS. 2, 5» ; heheftete

lute, Myst. 1, 135. 147; ein hehefter mensch, Renn, 15664-85.

5906 ; sint mit dem tievel haft, MS. 2, 82'' ; mit dera iibelen

geiste hehaft, Warn. 350 ; der tievel ist in dir gehaft, Ecke
123; tinfelhafte diet (folk), Barl. 401, 25. Wc say behaftet or

besessen : mit dem tiuvel wart er besezzen, Ksrchr. 13169; der

tivel hat in besezzen, Warn. 34-4; obsessiis a daemone, Bohm.
Font. 2, 323; fiuvel-winmr, Servat. 783; tiuvel-sUhfir 1079;

gevangen mit dem tiuvel, Fragm. 36* ; des boteu ich zuo's wirtes

raaget mit worten ban gebnnden, MS. 2, 11"; die den viant hebben

in, Maerl. 3, 234-. ON. ]ni hefir diofulinn i J)inni liondi, Vilk. s.

511, i.e. he makes thy hand so strong; daz iuwer der t. miieze

pflpgen (tend) ! Herb. 2262 ; der t. miieze in walden 9747 ; daz

iuwer der t. walde 14923. 18331 ; der t. miieze walden iuwer

nntriuwe 16981 ; var in einen rostuschaer, Helbl. 7, 744; vart

in ein gerihte, sliefet in den rihtaere 7, 750. A devil says:
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sine ut intrem in corpus tuum, Ca3s. Heisterb. 10, 11 ; an evil

spirit, whom the priest bids depart out of a woman (yr 1463),

asks leave to pass into others, whom he names, M. Beh. 276-7;

hem voer die duvel in't lif (body), Maerl. 2, 293; der tiuvel var

im an die swart, Helbl. 15, 434; reht als waere gesezzen der

tuvel in daz /ierze sin, Dietr. dr. 117*; en scholden dre soven

diivel darum hestan, Kantzow 2, 351 ; nu friz in dich den tiufel

der din suochet, MS. 2, 135^. 'The d. looks out of her eyes,'

H. Sachs 1, 450''; der t. aus dir kilt, Kell. Erz. 327, 15, kal 328,

23 (and the reverse : Got uz ir jungen munde sprach, Parz. 396,

19) ; der t. ist in dir gehaft, der fiJit uz dinem lihe, Eckenl. 123.

Devils in the body ai-e like the narren (fools) inside a sick man,

who are cut out as the devils are cast out. The devil is driven

out through the nose with a ring, Joseph. Antiq. 8, 2. 5. Diseases

wait for the patient to open his mouth before they can pass out,

Helbl. 7, 101. Mit dem Bosen cnrieren, adjuvante diabolo aegros

sanare, Leipz. avantur. 1, 271. Virtues also pass in and out,

Helbl. 7, 65. 102. 113.

p. 1017.] As the gods diffuse fragrance, legends medieval and

modern charge the devil with defiling and changing things into

muck and mire : der tiuvel scMze in in den krasren ! Helbl. 5,

107 ; Sathanae posteriora petes, Probra mul. 220 ; welcher t. uns

mit den Heiden hete heschizen, Morolt 3014; der t. lauft u.

hofiert zugleich, Simpl. 178; cacat monstra, Reinard. 4, 780; die

seind des teufels letzter furz, Rathschlag in Parnasso (1621 4to,

p. 33). The devil lies and cheats: der truge-tievel (p. 464),

conf. ' driugr var Loptr a,t livga, Sn. '48. 1, 29; ein tiuvel der

hiez Oggewedel, der ie die ersten luge vant, MS. 2, 250'' ; dem t.

ans hein lilgen. Pother 3137. He is called 'des nidis vatir

Lucifer,' Diemer 94, 20.

p. 1019.] Making a covenant with the devil, Keisersb. Omeiss

36-8 ; he bites a finger of the witch's left hand, and with the

blood she signs herself away; or he smites her on the face,

making the nose bleed, Moneys Anz. 8, 124-5. The deviPs mark

(p. 1077); hantveste (bond), damide uns der duvil woldi bihaldin,

Wernh. v. N. 61, 33. He will make his servant rich, but re-

quires him to renounce God and St. Mary, Ls. 3, 256-7. An old

story told by the monachus Sangall. (bef. 887) in Pertz 2, 742 :

Diabolus cuidam pauperculo .... in humana se obviam tulit
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specie, pollicitus iioii mediocriter ilium esse ditanduin, si societatis

vinculo in perpetnum sihi deleijisnet aihiecti. A similar story in

Thietraar 4, 41 speaks of prope jacere aud servire. One has to

ahjnre God and all the saints; the d. comes and gives tlw, on fit,

Bexenproc. aus Ursenthal p. 214-0. Roaz liat bcidiu sole und

leben cineni tirvel gehcn, der tuot dnrch in wunders vil, cv filegH

im allez daz er wil, Wigal. 3050-9. 7321—0; when R. dios, the

devils come and fetch him 8130. Giving oneself to the d. for

riches, Berth, ed. Gobel 2, 41 ; wil er Got verkiesen unde die sele

verliesen, der tubel hilfet ime derzuo, daz er spate und fruo tuou

mac besunder vil manicfalden wunder, Alex. 2837. Kissing the

devil (pp. 1005 last 1., 1007 last 1., 1071) ; dich en-vride der tievcl

(unless the d. shield thee), du-ne kanst niht genesen. Nib. 1988, 2.

The d. fetches his own, as OSinn or Thorr takes his share of souls :

der hel-scherge die siiien an sich las (gathered his own unto

him), Loh. 70. The child nnhorn is promised to the d. (p. 1025),

Altd. bl. 1, 290-7, as formerly to OSinn : gafu Offni, Fornm.

sog. 2, 108; conf. gefinn Ocfni sialfr sialfum mer, Saem. 27^.

With Bearskin couf. the ON. hiarn-olpn-ma&r, Kormakss. p. 114
;

the Hung, bearskin, Hungar. in parab. p. 90-1 ; Volundr sat a

herfialli, Soem. 135''; lying on the bearskin, Schweinich. 2, 14;

wrapping oneself in a bear's hide, KM. no. 85
;
getting sewed up

in a bearskin, Eliz. of Orl. 295.

One who is on good terms, or in league, with the devil, is

called devil's comrade, partner, fellow: valantes man, Rol. 210,

7; des tiveles higen 150, 4 ; der tiuvels bote, Hpt. 0, 501 ; t. kneht,

Iw. 0338. 0772; ein tubels knabe, Pass. 172, 59. 175, 10. 290,

27; our ' teufels-kind,' reprobate; filii Tiufelonis habent Tiufels-

grub, MB. 12, 85-7; Morolt des tiuvels kint, Mor, 2702; wuren

ie des tivels kint, Trist. 220, 18. The polecat, Lith. szeszkas, is

called devil's child, because of its smell? iltisbalg (fitchet-skin)

is an insulting epithet. Hdle-kint, Griesh. 2, 81 ; des tiuvels

genoz, Trist, 235, 29 ; slaefestu, des t. gelit (lith, limb)? Pass. 377,

25; alle des tievels lide, Hpt 8,109; ineinhnmi diaboli, Ch. yr

1311 in Hildebrand's Svenskt dipl. no. 1789 p. 15 (p. 997).

What does dtivelskuker mean ? Seibertz 1, 031.

p. 1024.] The devil has in many cases taken the place of the

old giants (pp. 1000, 1024) ; so the Finn, hiisi gradually deve-

loped into a devil. One Mecklenbg witch-story in Lisch 5, 83
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still retains the giant where others have the devil ; conf. KM.^ 3,

206-7. The devil that in many fairy-tales appears at midnight

to the lone watcher in a deserted castle, reminds one of Grendel,

whom Beowulf bearded in Heorot. The devil mimics God,

wants to create like Him : he makes the goat, KM. no. 148, and

the magpie, Serb, march, no. 18; conf. March, of Bukovina in

WolPs Ztschr. 1, 179. 180. He builds Bern in three nights,

Pref. to Heldenb. Where a church is built to God, the d. sets

up his rJtapel hard by : in the play of Caterina, Lucifer cries to

the devils, ' habet uch daz kapellichen vor den greten,' ad gi'adus

ecclesiae, Stephan p. 172. In tales of the church-building devil

they make a wolf run through the door ; conf. a song in Uhland^s

Volksl. p. 812 and the story of Wolfgang in M. Koch's Reise413.

S war just ein neu-gebautes nest,

der erste bewohner sollt' es taufeu

;

aber wie fangt er's an ? er lasst

weislich den pndel voran erst laufeu.

Wallenstein's Camp, p.m. 33.

Mephistopheles hates hells, Faust p.m. 433. Tales of devil's

bridges in Miillenh. p. 274-5 ; such a one is also called ' die

stiehende briicke,' Geschichtsf., heft 7 p. 36.

There is a deviVs stone near Polchow in Stettin district, on

which the d. takes his noonday nap on Midsura. day ; it becomes

as soft as cheese then, and the evil one has left the print of his

limbs on the flat surface. Bait. stud. xi. 2, 191. xii. 1, 110. A
devil's chamber lies between Haaren and Biiren (Paderborn),

Devil's hitcJiens, Leoprechtiug 112-3-7. A field named teufels-

riitti, Weisth. 1, 72. The Roman fortifications in Central and

S. Germany are also called pfal-heclie, pfal-rain, jiful-ranke

;

Er. Alberus fab. 25 ha,s ^wl-grahen, Jaum. Sumloc p. 17; die boll,

poU-graben, conf. the iron pohl, Steiner's Main-gebiet 277-8;

bidiveg, ibid. ; ivul, wulch in Vilmar's Idiot. 102, conf. art. Pfahl-

inaver in Hall, encyclop. It seems these Roman walls were not

always of stone or brick, but sometimes of ^9/a/e (stakes) : Spar-

tian, as quoted by Stalin, speaks of ' stipitibus magnis in modum
muralis sepis funditus jactis et connexis'; and Moneys Bad.

gesch. 2, 5 mentions ' pali,' our pfdle. Near the Teufels-mauer

is situated a Pfalds-buck, Panz. 1, 156, and in the Wetterau a
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pohl-hnrn (Ukert p. 281), just like Pholes-hnmno (p. 226). Oa

the other liand the devil's wall is not only called schioein-graheii,

but also .svn(-,'?/ra.?.s-e, Stalin 1, 81-5.97. Ukert p. 279 ; and if

the former is said to have been ' tlirown up by a (jnckel-hahn

(cock) and a schwein,' it puts us in mind of the boar that roots

up earth, and bells out of the earth, Firmcn. 2, 148; conf. supra

(pp. 660. 990) and the ploughing cock (p. 977). ' In beren-loch,

daz man nempt des tiifels grahen,' Segesser 1, 045. On a giant's

wall in Mecklenbg lies a teufels hack-ofeu (Ukert p. 314), just

as the people call grave-mounds ' baker's ovens,' ibid. p. 280.

Other places named after the devil in Mone's Anz. 0, 231.

p. 1024.] 'Devil take the hindmost/' Garg. 190^ conf.

sacrificing the last man to Mars 227". So the vila consecrates

12 pupils on vrzino kolo, and the twelfth or last falls due to

her, Vuk sub v. vrzino kolo (Suppl. to 986 end). The same with

the 12 scholars at Wunsiedel, Schonw, 3, 50, and the student

of Plesse 3, 20. Again :
' wa sit ir ze sclmole gewesen ? hat iu

der /'//eZ vorgelesen ? ' lectured to you, Dietr. dr. 157''. The

devil's taking the shadow reminds us of the schatten-busze

(shadow-penance) in German law. The Indian gods cast no

shadow, which is as it were the soul of a man, Klemm 2, 309.

Catching the shadow is also Wallachian, SchuUer's Argisch 17.

Miillenh. p. 554. Winther's folke eventyr p. 18. Icel. story of

Sgemund, Aefintyri p. 34-5. Chamisso's legend is known in

Spain: ' hombre que vendio su sombra,' Mila y Foutals 188.

p. 1028.] The hushing of the child in the legend of Kallund-

borg church is the same as that of the giant's child (p. 54S).

Similar stories in Schonwerth 3,61. Miillenh. p. 300-1. A rock

that is carried past, croivs and puts the devil out in his building,

Somnier p. 53. Schonw. 3, GO. Disappearance takes place after

thrice clapping the hands, Dybeck 4, 32 (nos. 31 and 33). With

the story of ' self done, self have,' conf. p. 450-1 n, ; the tale of

the water-nix and Selver-gedan, Hpt 4, 393 ; the Engadine story

of the diala and the svess, Schreiber's Taschenb. 4, 306. Vonbuu

pp. 5, 6 (ed. 2 p. 8); the Lapl. story of giant Stallo, Nilsson 4,

32 ; and the Norse one of Egil, ibid. 4, 33. Miill. Sagenb. 2,

612.

p. 1029.] The division of crops between the peasant and the

devil is also in Miillenh. p. 278. ' To raise com and turnip' is

VOL. IV. z
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the formula of agriculture :
' ryj^ia undir ruglii ok rovum,^ rye

and turnips, Ostgot. lagh pp. 217. 220.

p. 1029.] The dragonfly is called devil's horse : Finn, pin(i)i

hevoinen = daemouis equus, pirum piika = da,emoms ancilla. A
priest's wife is the devil's hrood-mare, App. Spell, xxxiv. Nethl.

duivel's-kop (-head) = typha, our tuttil-kolbe, deutel-kolbe.

Teufels-rohr, conf. Walth. 33, 8. Devil's thread is ace. to Vilmar
the cuscuta epilinum, called rang in the Westerwald. A farm

named duvel-hites gidol, Seibertz 391 (1280).

CHAPTER XXXIV.

MAGIC.

p. 1031.] Got wunderaere, Gerh. 4047; Got, du iv., Ad. v.

Nassau 230; Got ist ein iv., Helmbr. 1639; Krist w., Walth. 5,

35 ; Got wundert, Engelh. 455. 491.

Nil mohte iuch nemen wunder,

waz goto waren bi der zit ?

si waren liute, als ir nu sit,

wan daz ir krefteclich gfewalt

was michel undo manecvalt

von kriutern und von steinen.—Troj. kr. 858.

(what were gods in those days ? Men like you, except that their

power over herbs and stones was much). All gods are magicians,

ibid. 859—911 ; Terramer calls Jesus a magician, Wh. 357, 23 :

Thor's image speaks, walks and fights, but hij the devil's agency,

Fornm. sog. 1, 302—6j a statue of Freyr gets off the chariot and
wrestles 2, 73-5 ; tiuvele wonent darinne (inside them), Rol. 27,

8. The grdl makes men magic-proof even to the fifth of kin :

die edel fruht vom grale, unz an die funften sippe keines zoubers

strale traf in weder rucke, houbt noch rippe. Tit. 2414. Mathe-

matici are classed among magicians ; thus Cod. ix. tit. 18 treats

* de maleficis et mathematicis' ; mathematicus = hirail-scowari,

stargazer, Diut. 1, 505*; math. = tungel-witega, steor-gleaw,

Hpt's Ztschr. 9, 467'' ; vaticinatores et mathematici, qui se Deo
plenos adsimulant, Jul, Pauli sentent. 5, 21.
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p. 103 t.] The bad is llie nut r'ajht : es gelifc nlcht nut rr'clilca

(h)i(jen 7Ai; 'das ich soldier frawca sei, die mit bosm ntnchi'ii

uinbgen/ Bodmer's Rheiiig. 421- (yr 1511). ON. fordajd'it-skaiir,

fordred'a-verk (misdoing) =veneficium
;

/or(Z<^^'/>-.s7'//;r, Gutalag 77;

fonhcpn, Ostg. lag 225. AS. indn-forddulldn = mii\ei\c\, H(?ovv.

1120. Gl. to Lex 1 § 2. Dig. de obseq. par. (indiguus militia

mdicandus est qui patrem et matrem maleficos appellaverit) : boo

est qui matrem dixerit afTactorafria'm. OHG. zonpar, Graff 5,

580-1-2. MliG. don selben zouber, Hartm. biichl. 1, 1347, daz

xouber 1318. Daz z. = magic potion: mir ist zouher gegeben,

Herb. 758, and : Circe kunde trenke geben, sulich zoicher, sulcho

spise 17631. M. Lat. zohr'ia f., Mone's Anz. 7, 424; mit zouhr,-

varn, MS. 1, 73\ Curiously in the Dresd. Wolfdietr. 162 : keiu

z. dir kan (/ewliiketi (rhy. triuken) ; tover en ontfoerdene irii,

Karel 1, 1469 ; si zigen in zouherliclier dinge, Trist. 272, 2
;

zouber-liste, Eracl. 1062 ; zouherliste tragen, MS. 1, 78'', z. ban

99^ Umme-gan (go about, meddle) mit toverye und wyckerie,

Burmeister's Alterth. 25 (yr 1417) ; tovern u. loykken, ibid.
;

wiiken, Bruns Beitr. 337 ; ivlckerie, bote, ivicJtelie, Geihen's liei\.

141, toverie, ivickerie 124. Welsh gwiddan, witch. OHG. wicJwn

saltare, gesticulari, Graff 1, 708 ; couf. Hpt 3, 92. AS. liweoIcr =
augur, /«(//(? hweoler, fr. hweol, wheel. Lett, dcewaredsis who sees

God and discovers hidden things, conf. devius (p. 471). Butt-

manu 2, 256 derives xpaco, I divine, fr. grabbing, grasping; conf.

Gripir (p. 471). ]Veis-hexeii, Gryph. Dornrose 90, 27; iviza-

nunc, divinatio, wizzigo, vates, Gl. Sletst. 6, 699; eiu n'i;:zai]

f/etyrte)-«, MS. 2, 189'*; vitka liki fara, Saem. 63"; Engl, wizard.

ON. yan, 'magia,' Bicirn ; but 'inconsultus gestus,' Nialss. p. (583''.

AS. liwata= om\nB., divinationes. Can. Bdg. 16 (Suppl. to 1107

beg.). ljQ.t. veratric, soothsayer, sorceress ; yerare, to say sooth,

conf. veratriuii, hellebore. Lith. wardyti, to work magic. ON.
salt eitt sag(Sak, I said a sooth, Sasm. 226''. OHG. wdr-secco,

divinator; der ivarsager tut mir warsagen, H. Sachs ii. 4, 12'',

unser iv. 13'', the one who practises in our village, as among
Finns and Lapps, Suomi '46, p. 97-8. Fara ti\ fiolknnniiira Fiuna,

Fornm. s. 2, 167; kynga, magica, Laxd. 328; in Cavall. Voc.

verl. 38^
/''//"f/,

sickness. Leikitr, witches, versiformes, Grottas.

11. Betw. Lauterbach and Grebenau a diviueress was called e

bid kcnd, a blue child.
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p. 1037.] Spoken magic, spell, is in MHG. galster, Lanz.

7011; mit galster-liste, Fundgr. 2, 100; gaUtern, Staid. 1, 417.

Gdrminator, carminatrix, MB. 16, 242 (yr 1491). Vermeinen,

bewitch, Schm. 2, 587; vermaynen ad oculos, dentes, Mone's

Anz. 7, 423; verschireu, fascinare, Diut. 2, 214''; verschieren,

hesiroyen, Miillenh. p. 560 ; verruoclien u. vermeinen, Ges. Abent.

3, 78; homines magicis artihiis dementare, Lamb. p. 214 (yr 1074).

Kilian has ungheren, work m?ig\c, unghers, maleficus, ungher-hoere,

malefica, unghers eyeren volva, q. d. manium sive cacodaemonum

ova. Van den Bergh p. 58 has Fris. tjoenders en tjoensters, wizard

and witch. Ougpente, fascinatione, Gl. Sletst. 25, 149.

ON. seiffr, magic : Gunnhildr let seiff efia, Egilss. 403 ; seid'-

stadr or -stafr, Laxd. 328; conf. Lapp, seita, Castren's Myt.

207-8. Boiling of herbs (p. 1089), of stockings (p. 1093j.

MHG. die huoze versuochen, try remedies, charms, Morolf

916; silhte hilezen, heal sickness, Freid. 163, 16 ; de tene hoten,

cure toothache, Hpt 3, 92; hoeten, Gefken's Beil. 151. 167;

hoterie 124. 175-7; zanzela, work magic, Mielcke 36".

Lupperie, Gefk. Beil. 109. 112; Idchenie, Troj. kr. 27. 234;

ldc]ie)iaere 27240, conf. 963 ; stria aut herbaria, Lex Alam. add.

22.

ON. hdlvisar konor, witches, Saem. 197'' (p. 988) ; fraffi,

scieutia, esp. magia nigra (snppl. to 1044).

Nethl. terms for sorceress, witch : nacht-loopster (-rover), weer-

makster, weather-maker, Inister-vinh, mntterer in secret, grote Jcol,

great horse; op Icol rijden, work magic, Weiland sub v. kol; in

ma anwot sein, be bewitched. Wolf's Ztschr. 2, 54. Necroman-

ticus habebat cucullum ac tunicam de j^'i'l^'^ cuprarum, Greg. Tur.

9, 6 ; conf. indutus pellibus 10, 25.

Tlie AS. dry, magus, comes not fr. Sp{}?, oak (p. 1215 end),

but fr. Ir. draoi, with a pi. draoithe, of which the Romans made

druidw, Leo's Malb. gl. 1, 23. Davies in Celt. res. had derived

it fr. Wei. derwydd. Spells were read out of a book : sin zouber

las, Pass. 171, 25; ein pfaffe der wol zouber las, Parz. 66,4;
' ich han von allem dem gelesen daz ie gefloz u. gcflouc ' says the

soothsayer, Troj. kr. 19057; in den swarzen buochen lesen,

Ksrchr. 13234. Finn, lukia, to read, but in the Runes always to

conjure, Castr. Pref. p. x. Ze Dolet ich niht lernen wil von

der nigromanzie, MS. 2, 63^; zu Toletum die ars necromantica
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lernen, Cies. Heisterb. 5, 4, conf. Jubinal's Mysteres 1, 39G ;

noch so leriiet man die list in einer stfit ziio Tolet, diu in His-

pauien stet, Herb. 562, couf. Fromtn. p. 225 and ze Dolet (p. 1018

bo^.) ; ein stat heizet Persidd, da erste zouber wart erdaht, Parz.

(557, 28. The travell'uuj scJiolars roam fr. school to school, and

learn black art, H. Sachs ii. 4, 19*^; conf. devil's pnpils, disciples

(p. 1024). Cain lerte siniu chint (taught his children) dei zouber

dei hiute sint, Diut. 3, 59.

p. 1038.] MHG. ?i6'2en = augurari : stWle Hezen, Er. 8687; ich

kun vliegen u. verliezen, MS. 1, 89"; sdhs-luzzo, magus, Hattemer

I, 259**. Zouherse too is sortilega, Wolf's Ztschr. 2, 72 ; kanstii

von zouber meisterschaft, die wlrf an aie (throw it on her),

Laurin 1675. With 8wed. tjusa to conjure, conf. Dan. kysc,

terrere. 5(«-/ = sortilegium, hitrfen, conjure, divine, Gefken 99;

conf. Lith. burtas lot, hurll prophesy, hurtininlias lot-caster, and

Lett, hurt witches, burtneks sorcerer. The lot speaks :
' al dar-

nach daz loz geseit ; seit ez ivol, misse-seit ez,' as the lot shall say,

yea or nay, MS. 1, 156\ Gongulares list, 0. iv. 16, 33; caucu-

lare, magus, Hpt 3, 382 ; mit goucgeles liste, Fundgr. 2, 99,

goucgeldre list 99. 100 ; de gouchelare, MB. 8, 482 ; ein govkel,

Eracl. 1110; gokelt onder den hoet, Ferg. 2772; under 'm huot

gaxkehi, Suchenw. 29, 45. May we take it as conn, with gouch,

gowk, cuckoo ? the Dan. for gowk and conjure are gjog and

gojgle, but the OHG. koiilb and koukalon. Frere Barbarin in

Flores practises sleight-of-hand, and is called encanteor. ON.
,sio?i-/M)cr/4/i^ar= praestigiae, Sn. 79; AS. gedwimor, gedw}jmor=
fantasma, praestigium.

There is an old word, OHG. Jdiodar, AS. /i/eocro?* = souus, vati-

cinium, ON. hlioff merely sonus ; OHG. hJeodar-sdzo hariolus,

necromanticus, hleodar-sizzeo, hleodar-sezzo ariolus, hleodar-sdza

vaticinium, Graff 6, 302-4; lioder-sdza, Hattemer 1, 261; in

cervulo = in lioder-sdza , coragius = //otZ/r-.s-dzo, Gl. Sletst. 23, 3. 8;

conf. Superst. A ; the diviner then sits in a chair ? The sahs-

liizzo, magus, Graff 6, 91. 2, 322, appar. divines witli a knife or

sword.

p. 1039.] Magic is ascribed chiefly to ivomen. Priestesses,

prophetesses, were old, grey-haired (p. 96-7) : Sibylla ' saz au.tf((s

(unkempt) an irme bete-hus,' En. 2694; groz u. grd was ir daz

bar, u. harte verworren (tangled) als einea pferdes mane 2098
;
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daz ))iies lokehte liienc ir liz den oren 2708. Neapol. scirpiu,

brutta Strega, fr. scirpus, a kind of rush. A wiinder-altez wip

interprets the dream upon her oath, Walth. 95, 8; vielle sorciere,

Meon 3, 159; a soothsaying /osfer-^not^e?-, Arvidss. 2, 5; kerltnga

villa, Saem. 169; alter wibe troume, Tiirl. Wh. 82"; 'a devil-

ridden root-delver, spell-speaker, and wizzened old herb-hunter,'

Garg. 189", Ir. caiUeach means a veiled woman, old woman,
witcli. Herdsmen too are sorcerers: "^

for, you see, we shep-

herds, cut off from the world, have our thoughts about many
things while the silly sheep are grazing/ Voss's Idyls 9, 49.

p. 1041.] IIegitisse — e\iVL\emdieB, lujgtis^stviga., Gl. Jun. 378,

381; /(azz't'.sa = eumenides, Gl. Sletst. 6, 273; haghetissen, Br.

Gheraert 717, conf. /iezos?f?i = palaestritae, Graff 4, 1073. Hage-

disse = lizard (OHG. egidehsa), Gemmula Antwerp, in Hoffm.

Horae Belg. 7; in the Ring 210-1 it is called lidxe, 219 both hdxe

and unhold. Is the Lith. hehsze, harlot, formed fr. hexe, as

keksztas fr. heher, a jay ? In the Ring p. 230 a witch is called

Hdcliel, sorceress; conf, ' hdgili, sta !
' stay, little witch, 57. The

Swiss liagme = la.ejie (Staid. 2, 10) may hark back to OHG. hali-

sinSn subnervara [hamstring, cut the hdclise, hough], for a witch

vnnerves (comedere nervos, p. 1081 last 1.) ; conf. Fris. hexna,

hoxna, hoxne = poples.

p. 1042.] O^inn is called galdrsf6&r, S^em. 94". The Vilkina-

saga names a sorceress Ostacia, who learnt magic of her step-

mother (see p. 1055). Other names of witches in SkaUlskap.

234. A sorceress is a vala or volva : seicf-da&r mikill, |>6ttust

menu ]>a vita, at ]?ar mundi verit hafa v'uln leiffi nockud (sagae

tumulus), Laxd. p. 328. She is also called /o/;^; flugcf a. Hei^ar-

skog, Fornm. 3, 122; Nethl. nacht-loopster, grote hoi (Suppl, to

1037 mid.) ; conf. roer&l sin gand,/dr at sei^a, Vilk. saga c. 328.

p. 1044.] Gera seid'-h.iall mihinn ; appar. a platform to hold a

good many : ]7au foerdust j^ar a upp i'tll (all), ]>au kvaSu Y^r froeffi

sin, en ]?at voru galdrar, Laxd. 142.

p. 1045.] For masca, the Lomb. Glosses have iiasca, Hpt's

Ztschr. 1, 556; conf talamasca (p. 915). With striga connect

o-Tpiy^ owl, who waylays children, and is kept off by hawthorn,

Jv. Fast. 6, 130—168; crrpiyXa in Leo Allatius ; aTiy\o<; {j6r)<i)

.

DC. Another word for mask is sdioa-hart, Sclim. 3, 362.

Oager's Ulni p. 526 : nu sitze ich als ein nchempart truric, Renn
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17998; srpiua =\iivvii, Graff 6, 495-6; LG. scheme in Voss

;

Netlil. ticlteon, sclienie, sliudow ; conf. sclieine in Frauenl. 174.

p. 104(3.] Oil rlierrlohunjus, see Malb. g\. 2, 153-4. Miillon-

liotl' (ill Waitz p. 287, and Mone's Anz. 8, 452) compares it with

tlie K€pvo(f)6po'i of the mysteries. A Tyrolese legend tells of

roving night-wives and their cauldron, Germania 2, 438. In our

nursery-tales witch and old cook are the same thing, KM. no. 51.

Lisch's Meckl. jrb. 5, 82. On a hill or mountain named kipula,

or kipivuori, kipumiiki, kipuharja (sorrow^s mount, hill, peak),

stands Kivutar before a cauldron (kattila, pata), brewing plagues.

In Kalev. 25, 181, is mentioned a parti- coloured milking-pail

(kippa), 182 a copper bushel (vakka), 196 kattila. Ace. to

Renvall a witch is panetar, panular. A butterfly is called kettel-

hiifer (-heater), and whey-stealer, milk-thief (p. 1072).

p. 1047.] A salt-work is a sacred gift of God, and protected

by the law of nations, Rommel 8, 722. Salt is laid on tables

and altars : sacras facite mensas salinorum appositu, Arnob. 2,

67; salinum est patella, in qua diis primitiae cum sale offere-

bantur. Egyptians hated salt and the sea ; their priests were

forbidden to set salt on the table, Plut. De Iside 32. The

interchange of H and S in Jial and sal is, ace. to Leo (in Hpt 5,

511), syntactic in the Celtic tongues, and Gael, sh is pron, h.

Hnllstadt is more corr. spelt Hallstatt, M. Koch's Reise 407.

Ssk. .sara = salt. Lat. halec, herring, is akin to aX.?, salt, GDS.
300 [So SI. seldX, ON. sild, herring, means salt-water fish ; but

Tent. hdriug = heer-?iB,c\\, bee. it goes in hosts, shoals, Helm's

Plants and Anim. 41 1].

p. 1050.] Witches eat horseflesh, Wolf's Ztschr. 2, 67. The

pipe at the dance of trolls inside the hill is a horse-bone, Afzelius

2, 159; conf. a Pruss. story in N. Preuss. prov. bl. 1, 229.

p. 1051.] The Witches' Excursion takes place on the first

night in May, Lisch's Meckl. jrb. 5, 83. Wolf's Zts. 2, ijS.

' The Esth. witches also assemble that night,' says Possart p.

161 ; others say the night of June 23-4, i.e. Midsum. Eve.

'They ride up Blocksberg on the first of Mat/, and in 12 days

must dance the snow away ; then Spring begins,' Kuhu in Hpt's

Zts. 5, 483. Here they appear as elflike, godlike maids.

p. 1053.] Witches' Mountains are: the Briii-h-lspery, Wolfs

Zts. 1, 6; several Blocksbergs in Holsteiu, Miilleuh. p. 564;
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Brochenshurg, Dittm. Sassenrecht 159. GDS. 532; the unliol-

denperg near Passau occurs already in MB. 28^ 170. 465. 'At
the end of the Hilss, as thou nearest the Duier (Duinger) wood,
is a mountain very high and bare, named uf den bloszen zelbn,

whereon it is given out that witches hold their dances on Wal-
purgis night, even as on Mt Brocken in the Harz/ Zeiler's

Topogr. ducat. Brunsv. et Luneb. p. 97. Betw. Vorwalde and
Wickensen (Brunswk) stands the witches' mount Elias. Near
Briinighausen is Kuheshurg, already named in the Hildesh. dioces.

circumscr., conf. Liinzel p. 31-8, which Grupen calls Kokesbnrg,

named after the devil's Jcitchen. Witches' hills in Holstein, and
their trysts in N. Friesland, are in Miillenh. no. 288-9. A witch-

mtn near Jiilchendorff, Mecklenbg, Lisch 5, 83; is Koilberg

another? Gefk. Catal. 111. In Sommer pp. 56. 174 the

Brocken is called Glodeersherg. Similar places are the Franco-
nian Pfetersherg near Marktbiirgel, and the Alsatian B'dchelherq,

conf. huhilesherc, pilckelsherg, Graff 3, 135; for other trysts of

witches in Elsass, see Alsatia '56, p. 283. Dwarfs as well as

witches haunt the Heuberg or Hoperg, Ring 211 ; witches' horses

flew over Hoperg 234. In Tirol they meet on the SchlernJcofel,

Zingerle's Hexenproc. 37; seven more places are given in his

Sitten 32 and Alpenburg 255. 262. In Bleking the Swed.
trysting-place is called Jungfru-kullen, Wieselgr. 398; in fairy-

tales Bld-Jculla or Heckenfjell, Cavallius 447-8. The vila holds

her dance on the mountain-top (vr), vrzino Iwlo ; there also she

initiates her pupils, Vuk sub v. vrzino kolo. ' iesogora seu

Bloksbarch/ Ceyuowa 13, exactly translates Kalenberg, fr. lijsy

bald, Linde 2, 1318-9. Finn, kipida or kippumdki, see Peterson

p. 72-3 (Suppl. to 1046). In Moravia the witches meet on Mt
Bddost, a Slavic mont-joie, Kulda. In Persia another name for

Mt Demavend is Arezura, where daevas and wizards assemble,

Spiegel's Avesta 2, cxiv.

p. 1054.] In Vilk. cap. 328 'roerdi sin gand' seems to mean
'rode into the air.' There is a dwarf named Gand-dlfr, Saem. 2^,

and a valkyrja Gondul (p. 421). The Hachel i-ides on a ivolf,

Ring 230-7; witches fly on goats, 210-1. Matth. v. Kemnat
names unholde and nachthusser together; does the word contain

thusse, durse ? In Passion 4, 85 it says : daz ist ein naht-vole,

den guoter werke tages-lieht lat gesehen wenec iht. The Vatns-
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(loel.i p. lOG cap. 2(3 thus descr. a sorceress and lier extraordinary

turn-out: )?ar fer )>a Liof, ok hefir hreitiUga uin sik buit, huu
IjafSi rekit fotlnn fram yjir hofafflt, ok for iifuij, ok retti hoJ'aiSii

lit d milium fotanna aptr ; ofagurligt var henuar aiignabragil,

liversu hun gat \v\ trollsliga skotit. Verlauff' s note p. 107 says,

the (old) GuIl))oris saga cap. 17 descr. the similar figure cut by a

sorceress, to dull the enemies' weapons.

p. 1061.] Troll-dances descr. in Afzelius 2, 158-9. A remark-

able story in Lisch's Meckl. jrb. 5, 83 tells of a giant giving a

feast on a mountain, and tkumblings dancing on the table before

him
; the rest is like other witch-stories. H. Sachs v, 343"*'

says witches hold their dances and weddings on a great beech-tree.

A musician comes upon a witches' dance, and has to play to

them, Firmen. 2, 383-4. AS. niht-genge, witch ; conf. naht-

egese, naht-eise (note on Andr. xxxii) ; nacht-ridders, Br. Gher.

715; nacht-volk, Voubun p. 34-5. Wolf's Zts. 2, 53 ; glauben,

die liite des nachtes farn, Gefk. Bail. 24; ON. Ndtt-fari, a man's

name, Landnam. 1, 1 ; varende vrauicen = witches, Belg. mas. 2,

116. Br. Gher. 717; ausfahrerin, Judas erzsch. 2, 107; naht-

^Vaiwe in Mone 8, 408 means midwife; iiacht-frala is the plant

mirabilis jalappa, belle de nuit, Castelli 205. The Thessalian

witches also fly by night : c^aal he avrrjv koX Trereadac r*}'? PVKTO'i,

Lucian's Asin. 1. In Servia the magicians and their pupils

travel with the vila. The unhuld fetches bottles of wine out of

cellars, H. Sachs i. 5, 532''. A story in Pertz 2, 741 of a pilosus

who fills bottles.

p. 1061.] Z>dse looks like AS. tiwaes, fatuus ; but in Reinaert

7329 dasen, insanire, rhymes with verdwasen, so it can hardly be

the same word as dwasen. The Gemm. Antwerp, (in iloffm.

Hor. Belg. 7) has fiase = peerts-vlieghe, hornet, and in the Mark
they still speak of a dasen-schwarin, Schmidt v. Wern. 276-7.

MHG. ' daesic hunt,' Frauenl. 368, 2. Heimdall is culled hornpi/t-

valdi, Saem. 92'\

p. 1064.] Other herb and flower names for the devil and for

witches in Wolf's Zts. 2, 64. Schune is even OHG. : Scouea, a

woman's name. Grdsle, Kreutle, Rosenkranz, Keller's Frz. 195.

The elfvor change into flowers or branches by day (Suppl. to 470

beg.). Is not the devil also called Uagedorn, like the minstrel

in Berthold 56 ? Is Linden-tolde (-top) a witch ? King 235.
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Tho devil often makes a handsome figrure : daemon adolescentis

vevusti speciem induens, Caes. Heisterb. 5, 36; hence the names

Frisch, Spring-ins-feld, Fledcr-wisch, Schlepp-hans (yr 1597),

Thiir. mitth. vi. 3, 68-9. The ' siehen Jlederwische (goosewing

dusters)' are witches, Panz. Beitr. 1, 217; aWer Jlederwische u.

viaikiifer-fliigel gesundheit (health) ! Franz. Simpl. 1, 57. 49
;

hinaus mit den flederwischen ! Ung. apotheker 762. Other

names : Zncher, Paperle. Names of devils in the Alsfeld Passion-

play are coll. in Hpt. 3, 484—493.

p. 1069.] Witches take an oath to do the devil's will; see in

Geschichtsfreund 6, 246 the remarkable confession of a witch of

Ursernthal (yr 1459). The devil's bride sits up in the tree with

her * kalt-samigen stink-brautgam, Garg. 72^
; devil and witch

hold dance and ivedding on trees and boughs, H. Sachs v. 343''°.

In records even of the ]2th cent, occur such surnames as ' Oscu-

lans diabolum, Basians daemonem, Deraonem osculans, Bese

diable/ Guerard^s Prolegom. to the Cart, de Chartres p. xciv.

What does 'osculans acnionem' there mean ? Tres mulieres

sortilegae Silvanectis captae, et per majorem et juratos justiciatae

(yr 1282) ; the bishop claims that they belonged to his juris-

diction, Guer. Cart, de ND. 3, 341. And even before that:

Judices tanquam irnalejir.am, et magum miserunt in ignem, Caes.

Heist. 4, 99; this was at Soest, beginn. of 12th cent. In Eng-

land : Proceedings against dame Alice Kyteler, prosec. for sorcery

1324 by Eich. de Ledrede bp. of Ossory, ed. by Th. Wright,

Lond. '43, Camd. Soc. xlii. and 61. A strega of 1420, who

turned into a cat, Reber's Hemmerlin p. 248. About the same

time Wolkenstein p. 208 says of old women :

zauberei und hiij)el-spiel,

das machen si nit teuer (not scarce)
;

es wird doch ie eine versert

mit einem heissen feuer.

' Y'\\ fewers zu ! ist der beste rat (plan) ' thinks Matth. v. Kemnat

p. 117; while on the contrary H. Sachs 1, 532^ saw clearly that

des teufels eh' und reuterei (weddings and ridings)

ist nur gespenst und fantasei (mere dreams)
;

das bock-faren kumpt aus misglauben (superstition).
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All Miinl. treatise on Witclies and Witclicraft l)y G. GiH'oid

1 ()(».'} has been reprinted for the Percy Soc. '42. The burniii(]r

and strewing of the ashes is found as early as Rudl. 0, 49 : Rogo

jne ouinburatis, iu- nquam, chicrem jariatift. Fornin. sog. 2, lOo :

Klauf hann ]>& por i skiiSur einar, lagcSi i eld, ok hroitll at osku,

siSan fekk liann ser log uokkurn, kastaSi |>ar a oskunni, ok gerJSi

af grant, j^ann grant (jafhcvDi hlaud'um hionliini (ai. grey hiinduni);

conf. supra (p. 189).

p. 1075.] The witcli holds up her h^ff hand in taking the oath

to the devil, Geschiehtsfr. 0, 24(3. On the nature of the vidvli

printed on her by the devil, see Mone's Anz. 8, 124-5. The

Greeks too believed that the Thessalian sorceresses anointed

themselves with a salve, Lucian's Asin. 12-3. Apuleius p. m.

116-7; vil kunnen salhen den Imbel (tub), das si obiian aiisfarii

(fly out at the top), Vintler (Sup. G, 1. 180). A witch is called

forh-ridt-r, Garg. 47*
; she rides calves and cows to death (p. 1048

mid.) ; she has wings, Miillenh. p. 212. The witch's or sorcerer's

Hight through the air is the god's ri&a lopt ok log (air and tire)
;

conf. the skipper and his man sailing on water, air and land,

jMiillenh. p. 222. In the midst of the witches the Devil sits

on ii piflor (
= irmensul), Mone's Anz. 8, 130; he sits with them

on the free, holds dance and wedding on trees and boughs (Suppl.

to 1069 beg.). There are banquets of witches, as there are of

fays : their viands are tasteless as rotten timber, or they suddenly

change to much ; so all the food the Huldre brings turns into

cow's dung, Asb. Huldr. 1, 49. 51. Sometimes the devil plays

the drone-pipe, Thiir. mitth. vi. 3, 70. With the young witch

set to mind the toads, conf. the girl and three toads in Lisch's

Jrb. 5, 82. Witches turn the milk, skim the dew, lame the

cattle, and brew storms. The mischief is chiefly aimed at the

corn-fields and cattle (p. 1106): they draw milk out of a knife,

Asb. Huldr. 1,176. Wolf's Zts. 2, 72. Mullenh. p. 222; they

stretch a string, and milk out of it, Moue 8, 131, or cut a chip

out of the stable-door for the same purpose 5, 452-3 ; they milk

•out of an aivl or the neck (handle-hole) cf an, axe, Keisersb.

Omeiss 54% illustr. by a woodcut; the senni milks out oi four

taps in the wall, Fromra. 2, 565. Witches make butter by churning

water with a stick, Miillenh. p. 224 ; they 'filch people's milk fr.

them,' M. Beham in Mone 4, 454 ; they are called molken-tocor,
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Mone's Schausp. 2, 74 (Upstandinge 1116) ; conf. App., Spell

xx;x.vii :
' Up thro' the clouds aad away, Fetch me lard and milk

and whey!' Witches gather dew, to get people's butter away,

Miillenh. p. 565; conf. AS. dedw-dnas, Csedm. 3795 (Bout.),

Grein 101; towe daz gelesen wirt (gathered dew), Notk. Cap.,

conf. thau-scldepjper, tau-dragil (p. 786). They darn peace or

no peace into the bridal bed ; they plait discord in, by plaiting

the piHow-feathers into wreaths and rings, Miillenh. p. 223.

Hence the tales about the old wife that's worse than the devil :

' in medio consistit virtus, like the devil between two old wives,'

Garg. lOO*". An old woman having caused a loving couple to fall

out, the devil was so afraid of her that he reached her the pro-

mised pair of shoes at the end of a stick. Witches ' nemen den

mannen ir gseln,' M. Beham in Mone 4, 451. Grasping, beating,

stroking, blowing, breathing, eyeing are attrib. to witches (p.

1099), as they are to healing women. In their magic they use the

hands of unborn babes, Fastn. sp. p. 1349. Thieves cut the thumb

off an unborn child, and light it : as long as it burns, every one

in the house sleeps ; spinam humani cadaveris de tecto pendunt,

and nobody wakes, Cses. Heist. 6, 1 ;
' du haddest ok ens deves

dumen bavene henghen an de tunne' is said to the cheating inn-

keeper, Mone's Schausp. 2, 87 (a thief taken at Berlin in 1846

had a green herb sewed into her petticoat, her herb of lack she

called it) ; wigeyneilit kbit [unbetrothed ?] are employed in sorcery,

Ksrchr. 2102. 2590; conf. Mecta ex structis ignibiis ossa,' Lach-

mann's emend, of Prop. iv. 5, 28. It is 'thought that the alb

(nightmare) cometh of untimely births' M. Beham in Mone 4,

450. These are divided into black, white and red (Hpt. 4, 389),

which seems to support my division of elves into black, light and

brown. The caterpillar devil's cat (Staid. 1, 276) reminds one

of katze-spur, a hairy caterp. so called in the Palatinate ; conf.

Russ. gusenitza, Pol. wasienca. Boh. hausenka, Langued. diablotin;

ON. brondungr, variegata, Swed. kdlmask. The butterfly is

caXled pfeif-mutter, Schm. 1, 30, ffun-trager, Alb. Schott 291 ;

conf. pipolter, fifolter. The witch is delivered of will o' wisps,

Thiir. mitth. vi. 3, 69. Witches carry magic in their hair,

therefore we cut it off: this already in M, Beham's Wien p. 274;

conf, the weichselzopfe (plica Pol.). The witch chains her lover,

the devil, with yam spun in a churchyard, Thiir, mitth. vi. 3, 70.
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Witches ^^0^// on water, as GoSiAn says of* liorself: ' liAfo inik,

lu^ dit'Txffo havar barer/ Seeni. 267"; 'hon matti eigi sikqva,' slie

might not sink 265. The unsightly German witch is paralleled

by the Finn. Pohjan akka harvahammas (thin-toothed), Kalev.

2, 187. 205. 5, 135.

p. 1077.] Heathen features are the witches' consumption of

horseflesh or even man's flesh, also their dislike of bells. With
the witch's blood-marl-, and with Death's mark, conf. ' stakitis

{(TTLy/xaTa) Friiujins ana leika bairan,' Gal. 6, 17. It is remark-

able that a witch cannot weep; she has watery eyes, but sh(>ds

no tears. In the Tirol. Inquis. (Pfaundler p. 43) : sie sprotzt

rait den augen, ireint oJme thrdnen. Exactly the same is said of

Thock :
* Tliock mun grata Jjitrrurn tarnm (with dry tears) Baldrs

balfarar.' Here the witch answers to the giantess,

p. 1080.] To lie under a harrow defends you fr. the devil :

stories in Miillenh. no. 290. Firmen. 1, 206''. He that puts a

piece of turf on his head will not be seen by witches, Panz. Beitr.

1, 240-1. Wearing Gundermann's garland makes vou see

witches, Soram. p. 58. The priest can tell witches by their round

hats, Ceynowa p. 14.

p. 1082.] Pol. iedzona means old witch, eater of men, esp. of

children ; conf. iedza, a fury. Wicked women with white livers

are also known in France, white-livered men in Schambach 123*.

Witches poke straw into the heart's place : )^er i briosti liggr

halmvisk, j^ar er hiartat skyldi vera, Fornm. s. 2, 208 ; Walther

Strdwinherz, Schreiber's Frib. urk. 2, 161. In Petron. c. 63 :

strigae puerum involaverant, et supposueravt stramenfitium vava-

tonem ; and just before : videt manuciolnm de stramentis factum.

At a witches' feast, boys were usually killed, boiled or roasted,

and eaten up ; which reminds us of heathen practices, and those

of giants. Such killing, cooking, and eating of children is an

antique and vital feature, KM. nos, 15. 51-6, conf. supra (pp.

1045 end. 1058—60). Kettle and cooking are a part of magic.

p. 1083.] A beast crawls into the sleeping woman's mouth

Wolf's Ndrl. sag. 250, and note p. 688; or a snake creeps out of

it, Walach. milrch. p. 103. A white mouse slips into the dead

man's mouth, Somm. p. 46 ;
' but alas, in the midst of her song

a red movsie popt out of her mouth,' Faust p. m. 165 ; a bee flies

out of one's mouth, Schreib. Tascheub. 4, 308. As the white
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mouse runs up the i;amparfc ia Fiscliart's play, so witches indoors

run up the lunll to the rafters, Process v. Ursernthal. With
the iron bridge of king Gunthram's dream, conf. the sword- bridge

in the Rom. de la charrette pp. 23. 8i (Suppl. to 835). When
the witch is setting out, she lays a broom or a halm of straw in

the bed by her sleeping husband, Mone 8, 126, With OHG.
irprottan, tranced, connect ' inbrodin lac,' Lachm. Ndrrhein. ged.

p. 9, and * in hiinr.ebrilden gelegen,' Reim dich p. 52. Our
entziickt is in MUG. ' gezuchet a.nme geiste,' Diut. 1, 466; als in

zuckete der geist, Uolr, 1331. We also say 'rapt, caught up,

carried away.'

p. 1083.] With the Servian starting-spell agree the Moravian,

Kulda in D'Elvert 92-3. German formulas in Mone 8, 126.

Panzer 1, 251. Mlillenh. no. 291. Lisch's M. jrb. 5, 85. With
them compare : ohen liinaus, nirgens an I Callenb. Wurmld (?) 8(j

;

hid oben aus, luid niergend an, Agricola's Spr. 217. Kl. red.

(? 1565) 113^^; liei op hei an, stott nernich an, N. Preuss. prov. bl.

], 229. The cry of pursuit is in Schonw. ], 139; so Asclien-

piister (Cinderella) cries :
' behind me dark, before me bright ;

'

Scand. lyst foran, og morkt bag, Norske event. 1, 121 ; Ijust for
mig,m'6rld efter niig, Sv. iifvent. 1, 410. 427; hvidt fremun, og

sort bag, Abs. 421. But ' herop og lierned til Monsaas,' Asb.

Huldr. 1, 179, is another thing. An Engl, spell for faring to

Elfland is: 'horse and hattock f ivith my top!' Scot. bord. 2,

177-8. Volund's speech: ' vel ek, verSa ek a fitjom ! ' is appar.

a flight-formula, for he soars up immed. after, Seem. 138^.

When a sorceress anoints her shoulders, wings sprout out, Stier's

Ungr. march, p. 53. Faust uses a magic mantle to fly up; conf.

the remarkable tale of a dwarf who spreads out his cloah, and

lets a man stand on it with him, H. Sachs i. 3, 280'"^.

p. 1085.] llie good people (p. 456) cut themselves horses out

of switches, Erin 1, 136. The magic steed must be bridled with

bast, or it runs away, Reusch p. 23-4. In Pacolet's wooden horse

one has only to turn the tap to right or left, Val. et Orson c. 26

(Nl. c. 24). A hose-band tied round the shank lifts into the air,

Eliz. of Orl. 505.

p. 1086.] The German witches too are hindered in their ex-

cursions by the sound of bells. If they are late in coming home,

and the matin-peal rings out from a church, their career stops as
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if paralysed, till the last toue lias died away. The witch abuses

the hell, Panz. Beitr. 1, 20.

p. 1089.] ' Carmine yrandincs averterc,' is as old as Pliny 17,

28. Hail beiniTf in grains, it is strewn out by bushclfuls : t»}?

;y;a\a^?;<? ocrov /j,e8ifivot, )(^i\ioi Sia<rK€Baa6t')TQ)(jav, Lncian's Icaroin.

26. ' You hail-hoilcr ! ' is a term of al)nse, Mone's Scliansp. 2,

274. German witches scatter a powder with cries of (illes schauer,

alles schaiier ! The day before Walburgis ni<^ht, a merry cobbk'r

mocked his maid :
' Take me with you to Peter's mount !

' When
evening fell, there came a storm, nigh shook his doors and

shutters down ; well knew the cobbler what it meant. The

Esths know how to produce cold : if you set two jugs of beer

or water before them, one will freeze and not the other ; see

Wulfstan's journey. The weather must he well boiled : if the pot

is emptied too noon, your labour is lost, Mone 8, 120. 130. The

Kalniuks have the same kind of weather-making, Klemm 3, 204.

Witches boil apple-blossoms, to spoil the fruit crop, Mone 8,

129. Dull on the fir-tree pours out hail, Panzer 1, 20. Says an

old woman dripping wet, ' I've had this weather in mi/ back this

fortnight.' When the huntsman heard that, he struck her over

the hump v/ith a stick, and said, ' Why couldn't you let it out

sooner then, old witch as you are ?
' Simplic. 1, 287. Witches

make stones roll (ein riibi gan) into the hay and corn fields ; also

avalanches, Proc. v. Ursernthal 245—8. The shower-maidens feed

on beshowered (lodged) corn. Panzer 1, 88. Hence Ph. v. Sittew.

and the Fr. Simpl. 1, 53. 68 call the witch ' old weather ;
' elsewh.

she is Jiagel-anne, donnerhagels-aas (-carrion), 7 Ehen p. 78;

tihower-breeder, fork-greaser. Witches are ivcatJter-'malierK, Wolf's

Ndrl. s. 289. A witch drops out of the cloud, Bader uos. 337.

1 (')9. The Servian vila leads clouds (vode oblake) and makes

weather, Vuk sub v. vrzino kolo ; she teaches her pupils the art.

Our Germ, phrase, ' the old tvives shake out their petticoats ' = it

snows, suggests the Wallachian witch who thrcjws off her petti-

coats. The Indians of Surinam say their sorcerers havt? thunder-

storms, violent showers and hail at their command, Klemm 2,

ItitS. The 0. Fr. poets name heathen kings ' roi Gaste-ble,'

Guillaume 4, 179. 256 and 'roi Tempeste,' 4, 257. 26; conf.

Miitzner 257 and Tampaste in Wolfram's Wh. 27, 8 (rhym. with

Faussabre for Fauche-pre, or ble ?) 46, 20. 344, 7. 371, 3. 412,
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39. A Tliessalian sorceress fetches the moon down from the

sky, and shuts her up in a box, Aristoph. Clouds 749. At

vos, deductce quibus est fallacia lance, Propert. i. 1, 19; tunc

ego crediderim vobis et sidera et amnes posse cytacaeis ducere

carminibus i. 1, 23; illic et sidera primum prgecipiti deducta polo,

Phoebeque serena non alitor diris verborum obsessa venenis

palluit, Lucan. Phars. 6, 496; cantus et e curru luiiam deducere

tentat, et faceret si non aera repulsa sonent, Tib. i. 8, 21 ; hanc

ego de coelo dncentein sidera vidi, i. 2, 45 ; te quoque, Luna,

traho, Ov. Met. 7, 207; in hac civitate, in qua mulieres et lunam

deducunt, Petr. c. 129.

In Esthonia the witches knead stalks of rye together, and re-

peat a spell over them ; unless the knots are soon found out and

burnt, the crop is sure to fail, Possart p. 164, conf. 162.

p. 1091.] In transforming, the sorcerer touches with his staff:

pdjSScp eTTt/jLacraeadat,, Od. 13, 429, conf. 16, 172. Venus touches

the mouth of Ascanius with her feather, En. 802 ; and Dido

catches it (the magic) from his lips 815. Mice are made out of

fallen pears, but without tails, Firmen. 1, 276**; conf. the red

mouse (Suppl. to 1083 beg.). Young puppies made, Simpl. 2,

296-7 (ed. Keller), conf. 328. Ace. to Kenvall, hjiira is the Finn.

jMxra, genius rei pecuarige lac subministrans; conf. Lencquist

De superst. 1, 53. Castren 167-8. Ganander's Myth. Fenn. 67,

even Juslenius sub v. para. In Angermanl. it is called bjara,

Almqv. p. 299 ; in Vesterbotten, see Unander sub v. hara; the

Gothl. vocab. in Almqv. p. 415 describes it as smdtroll med tre

hen. Esths make a homesprite out of an old hroom, Verh. 2, 89
;

did Goethe take his Apprentice fr. Lucian's Philops. 35-6 (Bipont.

7, 288) ? Even a man is made out of wood, and a heart put in-

side him ; he walks about and kills, Fornm. s. 3, 100.

p. 1093.] Wax-figures were placed on doors, at cross-roads,

and on the graves of parents, Plato De legg. 1 1 , 933 ; in another

passage (of Plato ?) Anacharsis speaks of Thessal. sorceresses

and their ivax-fignres ; the waxen image of Nectanebus, Callisth.

p. m. 6. At a synod of 1219 Archbp Gerhard of Bremen con-

demns the Stedingers as heretics, charging them with ' quaerere

responsa daemonum, cereas imagines facere, a phitonissis requirere

consilium, et alia nefandissima tenebrarum exercere opera,' Su-

dendPs Eegistr. 2, 158; ' quaerunt responsa daemonum, cerea
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<iiii ('«/(RT<t faciunt, et iu siiis spurcitiis erroneas consulunb pliito-

nissas/ Bull of Greg. 9 (1233), ibid. 2, 1G8. On wax-fjures, see

Osuabr. verb. 3, 71. M. Lat. invtdtuor, praestigiator qui ad

artes magicas yu//u.s effiugit ; invultare, fascinare, Fr. envoulter,

Ducange sub vv. invultare, vultivoli. They tried to copy the

features of the man they were going to bewitch in the wax or

clay puppet ; they solemnly baptized it, gave it sponsors, and

anointed it. When they pricked it witli a needle, the man felt

a sharp pain ; if they pricked the head or heart, he died. They

tried to have an Easter candle out of the church, to do the work

by. Sticking needles into a wax-figure occurs in Kemble's

Chartae, Pref. lix. Ix., and the story in Miillenh. p. 233 ;
conf.

imago argentea (Suppl. to 1 175 end). Ferebatur immjinem quan-

dam ad instar <H(iiti, ex Egipto adlatam, adorare ; a qua quotiens

responsa quaerebat, necesse erat homicidium aut in summo festo

adulterium procurare ; conf. Pertz 10, tOO and the thiePs thumb

(Suppl. to 1075 end). GiUtiiuj out the footprint answers to

TTjpelv TO ixvo<i Koi d/jLavpovf, vestigium observare et delere (blur),

by planting one's right foot on the other's left print, and

one's left on his right, and saying : iTn^e^r/Kd <toc, kul vTrepdvo)

elfxi, conscendi te, et superior sum ! Luciau's Dial, meretr. 4.

GDS. 137.

Things that make invisible are : the tarn-helm (p. 463), the

bird's nest (Suppl. to 974), the right-hand tail-feather of a cock

(to 671 mid.), fern-seed (p. 1210), the ring, rather the stone in

the ring (p. 911), Troj. 9203. 9919, and the sonnenwedel (helio-

trope) laid under a stone, Mone 8, 614.

p. 1097.] Pliny 8, 34: Homines in lupos verti rursumquo

restitui sibi, falsum esse existimare dobemus. Unde tamen ista

vulgo infixa sit fama, in tantum ut in maledictis versipelles habeat,

iudicabitur. An OHG. name Werlwolf occurs already in the 9th

cent., Hpt 12, 252, and in Samland the name Waricolf. A ivcr-

ivoJf in It. Sachs ii. 4, 16% nieerwolf, beerwolf in Ettn. Unw. doct.

671. Wenvatz (watz = brood-hog) is a family name at Droi-

eichenhain; is it formed like werwolf? Loups (jaroas, Bosquet

p. 223 seq. To change yourself into a fux, wolf or cat, you

use an ointment, Proc. v. Ursernth. ; or shift the buckle of a

certain strap to the ninth hole, Reusch in Preus^. prov. bl. 36,

436 and 23, 127. GDS. 152 ; conf. the old leather strap,

VOL. IV. A- A
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Firmen. 1, 213. People with a wolf-girdle are ulf-heffnar : is

that comi. with our heiden, heiden-wolf for unbaptized child, in

Waldeck lieid-olleken ? Papollere '60, p. 8. By putting a slip

of wood (spruoccolo) in one's mouth, one becomes a she-bear,

and man again on taking it out, Pentam. 2, 6. If you dash

grass against the stem of a tree, wolves spring out of it,

Remigii Daemonol. (1598) pp. 152. 162. Sigefridus dictus wolf-

vel, MB. 1, 280, but wolvel (Wolfel ?) 8, 458. The gods send

Idun a wolfskin : vargs-hehj seldo, let ifaraz, lyndi breitti, Ssem.

89\ Were-wolf stories in Miillenh. nos. 317—320. Firmen.

1, 363. 332. 212-3. Lekensp. 2, 91-2. ON. i varg-skinns olpu,

Fornm. s. 10, 201 (olpa, ulpa = toga, vestis). A were-wolf may
be known by a ivolfs-zagelclien (-tail) betw. the shoulder-blades,

Reusch no. 75 and note; by a little ' raugen ivolfs-zagel' grow-

ing out of the back betw. the shoulders, Pi-euss. prov. bl. 26, 435.

117. 172.

p. 1098.] The witch appears as a, fox, Schreib. Taschenb. 4,

309 ; as a three-legged hare, Somm. Sag. 62 ; as a kol-svort hetta,

Fornm. s. 3, 216. 220. Sv. forns. 1, 90 seq. Men protest :
' by

catten, die te dansen pleghen tswoendaghs I ' Belg. mus. 2, 116.

If a girl has fed the cat well, the sun shines on her wedding-day,

N. Preuss. prov. bl. 3, 470. Good stories of witches in Miillenh.

pp. 212

—

Q; also that of the cat's paw being chopt off, its turning

into a pretty female hand, and the miller next morning missing

it on his wife, 227; and that of the witch who is ridden as a

horse, who is taken to the farrier's to be shod, and lies in bed

in the morning with horse-shoes on her hands and feet 226. 600.

Mone 8, 182. So in Petron. c. 62 a were-wolf has been wounded

in the neck
;
presently a ' miles ' is found in bed, having his

neck doctored : intellexi ilium versipellem esse, nee postea cum
illo panem gustare potui. The ofreskr in the evening sees a bull

and a bear fighting ; the next day two men lie wounded in bed,

L indn. 5, 5. Transformation into a bear or fox, a swan or

raven, is frequent. In Walewein 6598: teneu vos verhrehen

;

and 785 : versciep hem. ' Er entwarf sich zu^ he changed into,

Myst. 1, 214, etc. A bride turns into a swan, Miillenh. p. 212
;

a man becomes a hawh oy falcon, and comes flying to the tower,

Marie 1, 280, conf. 292. Women often change into toads : wesen

eue padde, en sitten onder die sille, Walew. 5639 ;
gienge ich als
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oin l-v'tc gut, n. soldo bi eime zAne giin, Herb. 83G4. 1 must

liore remark, that vpr^Td at (j'nJtnm in ON. tales does not mean

turnint^ into a swine, but rnnninf^ about wild like a boar, Ver-

laufFon Vatnsd. p. 106-7. The magicians and enchantresses in

our fairytales often change men into wolves, bears, cats, dogs or

swine ; the witches of a later time liave no longer the power.

Circe's formula, when turning men into !<wlnc by a stroke of

her rod, was : epyeo vvv avc^eovhe, Od. 10, 320. The Lapland

sorcerers sund bears, wolves, foxes, ravens, to do mischief to

men : such beast is then called tiUe, Lindahl 474'*.

It is a different thing when two -persons exchange figures. This ON.

shi-pta Htuui or Iwnium, sliipta litom ok Utom, vixla liium is appar.

effected by mere will, without spell or clothing, e.g. betw. Sigurd

and Guunar, Seem. 177-8. 202-3. Vols. sag. c. 27, betw. Signy

and the sorceress. Vols. 7. It happens esp. among born brothers,

who are so like as to bo taken for one another ; but in the

Nib. 337, 3. 429, 3. 602, 2 by the tarnhut which makes in-

visible. In the same way the wrong wife or lover is smuggled

into bed at night, as Brangaene for Isot, conf. Berthe au grand

pied and the Fabliau of the hair-cutting. A later and coarser

version of this is the mere exchange of clothes.

p. 1099.] Magic lies in the nails : des zoubers ort-habe (seat)

ligt an den nagelen, Geo. 57''. Magic is fixed in the hair : con-

sider the elf-lock, elf-knot (p. 464) ; witches have all the hair

shaved off them, see story in Klerara 2, 168. M. Beheim 273,

26. 274, 7. Magic is taken out of the hair, Wolfdietr. 548;

conf. wolfs hair above. Magic can onake us proof against

sword and bullet, shot and stroke ; e.g. by a thread of silk, RA.

183. One so made proof is called a frozen man, Ettn. Unw. doct.

641. 653. 683, iron man, ON. harff-glorr, poison-proof, Saem. 170;

Kyrtil hitti eigi iarn, Landn. 2, 7. 3, 4. The wound-spell makes

invulnerable ; but it can be nGutrulized by first hiding a knife

in the ground and then wounding with it : this is called unloosing

the .^pell, H. Sachs v. 347"= (conf. ' digging something in for a

man,' iii. 3, 7''), and the exorcist hanntuch-macher, hart-inacher,

Gutslafs Wohh. 207. 337. Othello 3, 4 has a magic kerchirf

wrought by a ftibijl :
' the worms were hallowed that did breed

the sillc' A St. George's shirt is made of yarn that was spun on

a Suturdaij, Superst. G, v. 182.
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p. 1100.] Witches are accusedof grasp ivg, strohing, dazzling:

' she made a clutch at me that will last as long as I live/ Bod-

mann's Rheingau p. 425, yr 1511 ; or 'ein boser angrifF, bciser

schlag, herz-griff.^ They tread the cattle; they ' bringen einen

wehthum zu halse/ they learn you what dazing (hoodwinking)

means, Bodm. Rh. 908, yr 1505. Magic is wrought by rubbing :

the rubbing of wood brings forth a squirrel, of chips a marten,

of leaves a bee, of feathers a flight of grouse, of wool a flock of

sheep, Kalev. 13, 160. 220. 280. 17, 328. 467 ; conf. the marchen

of the three brothers, who rub feathers, hair and scales, and

immed. eagles, bears and, fish come to their aid, Widely

spread is the belief in the magic of the eye, Grenzboten ^60, no.

26. BXifjbfia, avaiTvorj and 6(p6a\/x6<i ^daKavo'i are already in

Plutarch's Sympos. v. 7; nescio quis teneros ocidus milai fascinat

agnos, Virg. Eel. 3, 108. Engl, evil eye, Ir, the balar, Conan

p. 32 ; the blink o' an ill ee, Hone's Dayb. 2, 688. His diebus

ei (Chilperico) Alius natus est, quem in villa Victoriacensi nutrire

praecepit, dicens ' ne forte, dam publice videtur, aliquid mali in-

currat et moriatur,' Greg. Tur. 6, 41. MHG. tiuerhe ougeyi. On
the evil eye, see N. Pr. prov. bl. 1, 391—3 ; der blich slangerr

toetet, wolve schrecket, struz-eiger (ostrich-eggs) bruetet, uzsatz

(leprosy) erwecket, u. ander krefte hat gar vil, Renn. 18016;

men spit in a pretty girl's face for fear of the evil eye, Ir. march.

2, 64.

p. 1101.] Sa ze haut ir roter munt einen tiisent stunt (times)

so schoenen [rosen, underst.) lacliet, MS. 1, 11*. The name

Rosenlacher is in Michelsen's Lub. oberh. 271. Baur's Arnsb.

158; conf. 'ad Ruozinlachan,' Notizbl. 6, 68. 'To laugh roses,'

Athen. 5, 498. It is derived fr. heathen beings of light, Mann-

hdt's Germ, mythen 149. 439; camillen-bluomen strouwen, swen

so lieplich laclien wil ir munt, MSH. 3, 212''.

p. 1102.] A hiss makes you forget everything, Miillenh. p.

400. Pentam. Liebr. 1, 231 ; so does a bite of the apple, Norske

folke-ev. 2, 47. Helen, like Grimhild, makes a magic potion,

mingling spices with the wine, Od. 4, 220—230 ; so does Circe

10, 235. The Faroese still call the draught of oblivion ouminni,

Qvad. p. 178. 180. The Servians make their voda zaboravna of

mountain-herbs, Vuk 2, 612-3. Conf. <f)i\Tpov, love-potion;

mein-blandinn mio^r. Vols, saga c. 25 ; scheidel-tranc gebruwen.
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Amg-b. 15". Incendia inter epulas nominata aqiiia sub inensis

profusis ah-ominamur, Pliny 28, 2.

p. 1103.] Silence is a safeguard against magic: Saxo's ' ne

hicanto t'ffamine maleficiis locum instruerent' (p. G59). Incanta-

tions are in Serv. iirotzi, gen. uroka, Boh. aurok, couf. Jungin.

sub V. ne-urocny, ne-uroka [reku, I speak]. The Slav, formula

against bewitching is 'kamen-mira' [stone of peace?] ;
conf.

seines zeichens, ikres zeicliens, Schmidt's Westerw. id. 335, and

the phrases : salva venia ! God forefend (save the mark) !

When a man looks startled, the Serv. formula is :
' zatchudio-se

prebiyenoi golieni,' he's amazed at his broken leg, Vuk sub v.

zatchuditi-se, and Sprichw. p. 87. When something painful or

mischievous is said, the answer is :
' u uashega tchabra gvozdene

ushi/ our tub has iron ears (handles), Sprichw. p. 33i. On

spitting as a protection from magic, see Schwenk's Roui. myth.

399. The cyclop, when admiring his own beauty, spits in his lap

three times, to avoid baskania : w? /jltj jBaaKavdoi Be, rpt? et?

i/jbov eTTTvcra koXttoV ravra 'yap apyald fie KOTUTTapl'j i^edi-

6u^€v, Theocr. 0, 39. The cock-pigeon spits on its young to keep

off sorcery, Athen. 3, 45G-8 ; et eum morbum mihi esse, ut qui

me opus sit insputaner ? Plant. Capt. iii. 4, 21. An ear of

corn protects from magic: ags vib fiolkj^ngi, Saem. 27''. In the

threshold of the house-door you bore a hole, put in hollowed herbs,

and peg them in with a harrow's tooth, Mone G, 460 (p. 1078).

Throw a,fire-steid over anything ghostly, and you are master of it,

Dybeck '44, 104—G; conf. the power of the eU-stal over the

giant, Cavall. 1,39; ild-staalet, Folke-ev. 2, 82; & Jlint-eld is

struck over the cow, Dyb. 4, 27 and over enchantresses 4, 29 ;
or

a knife is flung '44, G3. 4, 33, A magic circle is drawn : gladio

circa illos ciroilum fecit, monens sub interminatione mortis, ut

infra circulum se cohiberent, CaDS. Heist. 5, 4. On Indian sorcery,

conf. Ceutral-blatt '53, 255.

CHAPTER XXXV.

SUPERSTITION.

p. 1105.] Gr. BeiatBaifMcov superstitious, Beia-iBai/jLovla super-

stition. Tac. Germ. 45 speaks of the snperstitio of the Aestyaus.

Pott 1, 157 derives the word fr. stare super, to stand htj or before
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the god or altar. Wend, vih-a faith, pHviera, psiviera super-

stition [Russ. suye-verie]. With the Swed. vidske-pelse agrees

in part the OHG. unscaf superstitio, unscajithho superstitiose,

Graff 6, 453 ; there are also impiderpi 6, 219 and uhirfenkida, Gl.

Sletst. 25, 327 both = superstitio; uharwintelingun superstitiose,

Mone's Anz. '35, 89. AS. ofertaele superstitiosus, Lye. Later

words : gelouheUn, Krolewitz 3753 ; swacher glouhe, iingeloube,

Er. 8122-39. We have also J^ohler-glaube, collier's faith, and in

the Quickborn honer-glohe. Superstitiones reHgionis rubigines,

Garg. 187''. Ou superstition, see Nilsson 6, 3. Hes. 0pp. 705

—

826.

p. 1105 n,] Klemm 3, 201-3 divides magic into explorative

and active. A foretoken, presage, is in Lat. portentum from

portendo, osteiitiim from ostendo, 7nonstrum from monstro

[moneo?], Cic. Div. 1, 42 and Forcellini
;

prodigia coelestia,

prope quotidianas in urbe agrisque ostentantia minas, Livy 2, 42.

OH.G. fora-ponchan, fore-hea.cou, fora-zeichan, foretoken; Mzeichen,

Windb. Ps. 323. 367. Signs appear before the Judgment-day,

bef. a death, a dearth, a war. To curse all signs, Hebel 332.

p. 1107.] OHG. drewa oraculum, droa fulmen, Graff 5, 246.

AS. hwdt omen, divinatio, also hwdtung, OHG. hvdz (p. 951),

conf. hwdtend iris (p. 1216 n.)
; fugel-hv;dte divinatio per aves.

AS. hwetton hige, hael scedwedon (on the voyage), Beow. 407;
OHG. heil-scowunge augurium, Graff 6, 556 ; hel-scouwinge, Par-

tonop. 20, 13 ; heilge scowede augurium, Sumerl. 2, 41 ; hel-

scowinge, Bilderdyk's Yerscheidenh. 3, 143. Frauenl. p. 142

uses hilnden for prognosticate. Again luesen, choose = look out

for (in ref. to weather, Gramm. 4, 848), conf Swed. tjusa (p.

1037). Children esp. are used in divination and casting lots;

conf. pitre ddldren, Superst. H, cap. 55-6-7. 83.

p. 1107.] A remarkable method of acquiring the gift of divi-

nation occurs in the Swed. drs-gdng, Hpt's Ztschr. 4, 508 seq.

Both that and the power of healing are passed on from women to

men, from men to women, conf. Firmen. 1, 318. Sommer's Sagen

p. 171. As in Superst. I, 996, so in Miillenh. 399 the gift of

spirit-seeing is transferred by treading on the left foot and
looking over the rigid shoulder. Prevision is the faculty of

presentiment intensified to actual seeing and hearing : Siforeseer,

t'orepeeper beholds funerals, armies in march, battles, also unim-
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portant things, such as a harvest-wagon that will upset in the

yard iu ten years^ time, the figures and clothing of servants yet

unborn who are lifting him off the ground, the marks on a foal

or calf that shies to one side ; he hears the tap of the hammer on

coffin lids, or the tramp of horse. These vorklekers always

perceive with only one sense, either sight or hearing: they cannot

hear what they see, nor see what they hear. They are wltcJi-

seers, god-seers, devil-seers. In ON. a ghost-seer is ofreskr,

Landn. 3, 14. 4, 12. 5, 5 (p. 3i4); or does ' ofreskir menu s;i

)>at' iu these passages mean that even o-fresk men could see

it ? for Biorn Haldorson (sub vv. freskr, ofreskr) maintains that

//•t\s7iT is the seer, and ofreskr the non-seer; which seems right

enough, provided that freskr means cat-sighted, from fres (felis).

Our nursery-tales tell of these cat-eyed men with an eye for

mice, KM."^ 3, 198; then there is the giant who gets cat's eyes

put into his head. Another term is fronsk, som uatten til en

hoitids dag, isiir Jule-natt, kan forud-sige det til-kommende,

Molb. Dial. lex. 138. Frem-si/n is to be acquired by smearing

with riisormsod, or by looking at a funeral procession through

a skagle-oiet, Moe's note.

p. 1109.] On sieve-running, see Miillenh. no. 272. Tett. and

Tern. Preuss. sag. p. 284. Erbe-sib crispula, a plant's name,

Suraerl. 56, 37. To detect the thief, a Jioop is driven, Panzer's

Beitr. 1, 210 ; three plates are laid for him, containing bread, salt

and lard, Hpt 7, 538 ; dishes shaken, and froth^ observed, Tett.

and Temm. p. 200. Bait. stud. xii. 1, 37-8; * when in a sivord

he sees the stolen tiling,' Troj. kr. 27412 (the sword holds in it a

spirit, Ffauenl. p. 142-3 : ich hate in eime swerte von Tiventiure

einen geist, daz er mir solde kiindcn). Prophesying from icicles,

Panzer 2, 549; by throwing a Bible open (an early practice),

Greg. Tur. 4, 10.

p. 1110.] The lot is cast : leton tan wisian ]>X se tan gehwearf

Andr. 1099. The ' temere ac fortuito spargere' of Tacitus is

like ON. ' hrista teina,' to shake the twigs, as in Sa3m. 52":

hrisfo teina, ok a hlaut sa. M.Neth. si worpen cavelen, Jesus c.

229, conf. 'jacere talos in fontem,' Sueton. Tib. 14. Kudortf 15,

218. Goth, hlauts imma urraim, t'Xa;^e, Luke 1, 9. GDS. 159;

ez was in so gevallen, Livl. chr. 5724, ez was im wol gevallen

1091, in was der span gevallen wol 2183, in viel dicke wol ir span
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7239; dat lot viel, Maerl. 2, 169, die cavele viel 2, 60. We say

' to whom the happy lot Ims fallen.'

The Scythians too divined by sticks, Herod. 4, 67 and Nicander

(Ur. Sk. p. 659); the Alani, Amm. Marcel. 31, 2; the early

Saxons, Beda 5, 11 {mittunt sortes, hluton mid tdman) ; the

Frisians, whose Lex Fris. tit. 14 says : teni lana munda ohvolufi.

So the Greek suppliants bear in their hands XevKoaTe^€L<{

veohpe-movi KXdSnuq, Aesch. Suppl. 333, avv rotaS' l/ceroyv

ey^ecpiSiot'; epLoareTrroLai, KXdSotai 22, XevKoa-Tecjielf; iKTrjpia^

191, Kkdhotai veoSp67roi<; 354 («:A,aS-09 is hlaut-s, hloz) ; ep/oj

arecpetv, Plato Rep. 3, p. 398. Hermann's Gottesd. alt. p. 105-8

(raw wool is laid on the stone, Pans. x. 24, 5). The Slavs cast

lots with black and tvhite sticks, Saxo (Miill. 827), and divined by

the odd or even lines in ashes, ibid. Drawingr lots with willow-

leaves, Ettn. Maulaffe 703 ; with stalks of corn, Vuk no. 254.

RA. p. 126; sortiri ex sitella (bucket), Plaut. Casina, see Forcell.

sub V. sitella ;
' sors Scotorum,' Dronke's Gl. Fuld. 12. There

were lot-hooks to divine by : diz loss-huoch ist unrehte gelesen

(wrongly read), Wiener mer-vart 556 ; a loz-huoch in Cod. Vind.

2976 (Hoffm. 209). 2953 (H. 366) ; loss-hiichlein, Ph. v. Sittew.;

losseln and lossel-huch., Schm. 2, 504; lossel-ndchte, Frisch 1,

623 ; losslerei, losslerin.

p. 1111.] On this motion of houghs, from wliich the Armenians

divined, see N. Cap. 20. M.dchen viar uz den spachen (p. 1121

mid.); conf. Superst. H, c. 80, in dem fewre sehen; D, 38r. and

140r., /wr-sehen. With ' der tisch in der leant' conf. ' mensa

volae,' Finn, onvenpoytii, luck^s table, fr. onni = fortuna.

p. 1112.] The Romans also spoke of drawing water in. a sieve:

cribro aquam, Plaut. Ps. i. 1, 100 ; imbrem in cribro, Pliny 28, 2.

Our 'emptying the pond with a sieve,^ Sommer's Sag. pp. 13,

94.

The Gauls prophesied from the o-</)aSacr/u.o? (convulsions) of one

devoted to death, when his hack was pierced with a sword, Strabo

4, p. 198; the Cimbrians from the blood and entrails of their

sacrificed prisoners 7, p. 294, Lat. exti-spicium. The Malays

also divine from the entrails of slaughtered beasts, Ausland

'57, p. 603''.

p. 1113.] An ein scludder-hein er sach (looked),

des quain sin herze in ungemach (became uneasy).
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Er sprach :
' die Littouwen liden not,

inin bnioder ist geslagen tot,

eiii lier (army) iu minem hove lac (luis lain)

sit; gester bis an disen tac !

'

Daz bein hat raanigem sit gelogen (lied).

Livl. cbr. 3019, Ocellos habeas in ,s'^'fi/((//cs = liunieris, Pertz 8,

385; expositioue ossium spatuJae ala in suis .spat ul is , Yv[dcr\cus

imp. De arte ven. 1, 26. Inspection of slionlderblades is known

to Kalmuks (Klemm 3, 199), Tunguses and Bedouins (3, 109).

p. 1115.] The Romans also divided pisces into squamosi and

non squamosi, Festus p. 253. W. Goethe's Diss. p. 19. In

Levit. 11, 9 and Dent. 14, 9 fish that have fins and scales are

pron. eatable; conf. Griesh. 146.

p. 1117.] The rat wishes the cat joy when she nvepzes, Avada-

nas 2, 149, 150; 7rTap/j.6<i eK twv he^iMv, Herm. Gottesd. alt.

p. 18G; "Epcore^ eTreirTapov, Tlieocr. 7, 96; haec ut dixit. Amor,

sinistra ut antea, dextra steniuit approbationem, Catull. 44, 17;

atque, ut primum e regione mulieris, pone tergum eius maritus

acceperat sonum titer)iutationis . . . solito sermone salutem ei

fuerat imprecatus, et iterato rursuin, Apul. Met. lib. 2, p.m. 211,

The ' Got helfe dir !
' is also in Myst. i. 103, 10 ; swer ze vremden

niesen sich rimptet (crumples up), daz ist ouch verlorn, Ettn.

Frauenl. p. 70.

p. 1117.] Einging in the ears: e^ofx^ei ra SiTa vplv, Luc.

Dial. mer. 9 ; aures timiiunt, Pertz 9, 265; sine oren soin/Jie)!,

Walew. 9911. Sviiercilium salit, a good omen, Foicell. sub v.

superc. On prophetic jerks in fJic limhs among Orientals, see

Fleischer in Rep. of Leipz. acad, d. w. '49, p. 214.

p. 1119.] The spells in Burns's Halloween are for discovering

one's future lover. On Christmas Eve the sleeping fowls begin

crowing, if a girl is to be married soon, Firmen. 2, 377. ]Vii.ii

may be poured instead of lead, Mone's Anz. 7, 423 : ceram in

aquam fundere, Lasicz 56.

p. 1119.] Ang(tng, what meets you on setting out, ecodev,

mane, eV up-^fj, iv 6vpai<i, cttI rfj TrpcoTrj e^oBo), is significant.

M. Neth. eu goet ghemoet, Rose 2715; gude u. bose mutfe, Gefk.

Beil. 100. Swed. mof, mote; hiks-niot, ey'\\ meeting. Gr, Si;?-

dvT7}T0<; [^ill-met by moonlight, proud Titania] = boding ill; so
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Sv<i-K\r}S6viaTo<i [fr. KXrjSdov, omen]. A titulus in the Salic Law
treats ' de suj^ierventis vel exspoliationibus.''

p. 1124.] On angang among the Thugs, see Convers. lex. d.

geg. iv. 2, 55 ; on the Greek belief in it, Lucian's Pseudol. 17 (ed.

Bip. 8, 72) and Eunuch. 6 (Bip. b, 208). Theophr. Charact. c.

16 (conf. Kopp De amuletis p. 42). ' Consider too, that the JiiyId

and Sony of all the birds look favourable ; if these be not joyful

signs, 1 have clean forgot the art; no bird of black feather, no

raven, starUng, crow nor ouzel have I seen. Three merry men
have met me, three men named John. Not once have I stumbled,

and wellnigh do I believe the stones move out of my way or

flatten them before me. The folds of my garment hinder me
not, neither am I weary, every mother's son greeteth me, no dog

hath harked against me, Wirsung's Cal. J 2*^. To run across one's

path is always bad, Biittner's Lett, lieder p. 255.

p. 1126.] Meeting an old woman is called kariny-mote, Afzel.

2, 148. * Unlucky to meet a red-haired 'woman bef. any one

else in the morning,' O'Kearney 182. ' The hrst thing that

meets me, were it even a parson, a beggar or an old woman,'

Goethe in Weimar jrb. 5, 458 ; wizzet, wera der (unsaelige lip)

anegenget an dem morgen fruo, deme git ungeliicke zuo, Walth.

118, 16 (conf. 'also wol ir g'anegenget was,' Diemer 206,23).

Doch han ich ie gehoeret wol, daz man die priester schiuhen sol

(should shun) ze s6-getanen sachen, Heinz v. Kost. Kitter u. pf.

oO'S ; on the other hand : swer in zuo einem male gesach, der

waude sin viirwar (hoped verily to be) deste saeliger ein jar, Gute

frau 970. Who looks at early morn under the fair one's eyes is

safe from son-ow all that day, Hatzl. 148''. For hunters the

skogs-rd, for fishers the hafs-fru is unlucky meeting, Afzel. 2, 148.

150. No woman with spindle or distaff may tarry in my lord's

mill (banu-miile), Weisth. 2, 25. To meet one that is lame of tJie

right foot, or gelded, or effeminate, is unlucky, Lucian 5, 208
;

conf. Brod^ei Misc. in Grtevii Thes. 2, 509 ;
(eunuchus) pro-

cedentibus omen, Claudian in Eutrop. 1, 125. Parsons' journeys

are a sign of rain. Praetor. Alectr. 163. About meeting a black

or a wliite monk, see Spinnr. evaug. Friday 10; about a sworci

being handed by a woman, ibid. Wednesd. 20.

p. 1128.] The Lapps carefully observe what beasts they meet,

Klemm 3, 90. There are beasts which are not to be named in
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the morning : ala'^ito drjptwv riov irpwia^t u>pa<i ovofiaadiivai, Bua-

k\t]8ovl(tt(i)p, Luc. Amores 30. Meeting with a /tare bodes no

good, Wolf's Deut. sag. no. 370; turn thee home if a hare run

across thy path, Keisersb. Vom lewen Q'd"^'. On the hare and the

wolf, Lappenberg's Euleusp. p. 144. The encounter of a wolf

estimated variously :
' Sed gravius mentes caesorum ostenta la-

j^oruin horriticant ; duo quippe lupi sub principis ora, dum
campis exercet equos, violenter adorti agmen, et excepti telis,

inmiane ve\atu, prod Iij in ni mlramque nofani diixere fatnri,' Claud.

13. Get. 249. ' Sei weren einen luulf op dem wege vangon

(caught), dei quam utem holte gegangen, des freuedcn sei sik all

int gemein,' all rejoiced, Soester fehde p. (307 ;
' the colonel held

this briisii with the wolves to be a good omen that they should

yet further come upon unlooked for booty,' Simpl. 2, 74. Men
wish the ivanderiug fox luck on his journey, Ettn. Unw. doct.

240. Do wart en catte lopende vor dem here (army), Detm. 1,

154.

The iceasel is changed into a fair lady, Babr. 32 ; it is called

vvfi,(J3i,T^a, Lobeck's Path. 360 ; other names in Nemnich sub. v.

mustela. Does froie in Reinh. clxxii. answer to It. donnola, or

is it conn. w. M. Neth. i'?*a«ie= pulcra, venusta ? conf. damoiselle

htlette, Lafont. 3, 17. In the Renart it is caWed. fetit porchaz, in

the Reinaert dene hejach. ON. hreisikuttr is ermine. Auspicio

hodie optumo exivi foras, mustela murem abstulit praeter pedes.

Plant. Stich. iii. 2, G. A legend of the mustela in Marie 1, 474.

p. 1129.] "Opvi<i came to mean any auspicium, whether of

birds or not, Aristoph. Birds 719— 721. A bird-gazer oicui/ta-T?;?,

II. 2, 858; opvida^ ji'Mvai, Od. 1, 159; Stayvayvai 'jni]aeL<; opviOcov,

Pans. i. 34, 3; olojvaiv aa(f)a etSco?, Od. 1, 2U2 ; 6pyi6a<; Kpivwv,

Hes. Op. 826. ' Telemus Eurymides, quera nulla fffellerai ales,'

Ov. Met. 13, 770; nunc ave deccptus falsa 5, 147; 6f<?-otajvt(rT09,

Luc. Eunuch. 0. OllG. fogalrarta augurium, Jogalrarton

augariari, Graff 2, 536; fojilrartod auspicium, Gl. tSletst. 22, 3.

AS. fxujel-hwdte augurium (Suppl. to 1107). Boh. koh, koba,

divination by flight of birds ; koha, knha, falcon. Not every bird

is adapted for divination : 6pvi6e<; Si re ttoWoI vtt av<yu<i rjeXioio

(f)oiTO)a\ ovSe re Traj'xe? evalcnp,oL, Od. 2, 181
; fugl froff-hugadr,

ISaem. 141"; parra, comix, picas, pi<:a are augurales, Aufrecht in

D. Zeitschr. 1, 280. Men watched the flight as well as the
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bong, Holtzm. Ind. sag. 2, 44; quae voces avium? quanti per

iuane volatus ? Claud. 4 cons. Hon. 142 ; die ferte dero fogelo,

unde dero singenton rarta, unde die heilesoda dero in rihte fure

sih Jliegenton, N. Cap. 17; ir vogel in vil wol sane, Livl. 7240.

The Malays pi-ophesy from the Jlig]it and cry of birds, Ausl. 'hi, p.

603-4, and war and husbandry are determined by them. Uf
einem tacli (roof) stuont ein lira, si schrei vast ' ha ha ha ha, narre

bistu da !
' fool that you are, V. d. Hagen's G. Abent. 2, 449 ; ez

hab ein swerziit hra gelogen (lied), MS. 2, 80"; chant sinistre et

criard du corbeau, Villemarq. Bard. bret. 167. On the language

of ravens and crows, and on birds divided into castes like men,

see Monats-ber. d. acad. '59, p. 158-9. Bulletin de Petersb. '59,

p. 438. Auspicio, avi sinistra, Plant. Epid. ii. 2, 2; qua ego

hunc amorem mihi esse avi dicam datum ? Plant. Cas. iii. 4, 26
;

(lira avis, Sueton. Claud. 22. Pulcherrimum augurium, odo

aquilae iietere silvas et intrare visae (signif. 8 legions), Tac. Ann.

2, 17; a Servian song addresses the high-soaring far-seeing

eagles, Vuk 1, 43 no. 70 (Wesely p. 64). Fata notant, stellaeque

vocant aviumque volatus, totius et subito malleus orbis ero,

Richerius 4, 9. Bohraer's Font. 3, 51. Luther says somewhere:

If thou see a little bird, pull off thy hat, and wish hira joy,

Schuppius 1121; ichn' weiz waz vogels Icegn in t;/o(7, Jeroschin

132^

p. 1 131.] A flight to your rigid is lucky, to your left unlucky,

(iDS. 982 seq. Parra dextera, comix dextra,2jicus sinister, Grotef.

Inscr. Umbr. 6, 5. 7.

Tuv?^ 8' olcovotat raiwTTTepvyeaai, KeXevei^

Trebdeadai, rayv oi>ri /xerar/DeTTOyu,' ouS' dXeyt'^a),

e'ir eirl Be^C iwai Trpo? 'ilw t 'HeXLOv re,

eLT eV upiaTepa Toiye ttotI ^ocpov rjepoevra. II. 12,237.

The Greeks often mention the eagle:

eTreTTTaro Se^to? (right hand) opvi'i,

aiera (eagle) dpyijv XV^^ (pipcov ovvx^eaai TriXcopov

rjiJ-epov i^ avXrj'i. Od. 15, 160.

avrap 6 rolaiv upiarepb^ (left hand) i'fXvOev 6pvi<i,

aleTO'i vy^nreTT]';, e;^e Se Tpi')pQiva ireXeiav. Od. 20, 242.

Tft) 8' aierot) (two eagles) evpvoira Zev<;
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{jy^oOeu eK /copv(f)fj^ 6peo<; TrpoeijKe irerecrdai. Od. 2, J4G •

and tlieu : he^io) (right hand) i]i^av 8id r oUia, k.t.X. lot.

Again, tlio lunch :

eVeTTTaTO Se^to? 6pvL<^,

K('pKO<i (hawk), ^AttoWcovo'^ Ta-^v<i ayye\o<;, iv he iruhtaaL

Tt'XXe ireXeiav hy^cov, Kara he Tzrepa xevev epa^e

p.ea(n]yu<i V7)6<; re kul aurov TijXe/xd^oco. Od. 15, 528.

The flight of the mouse-haivk is carefully scanned by the Kal-

niuks, Klemm 3, 202. We read of 8e|to9 €p(ohi6<i (heron) in

Hipponax, Fragm. 50, of Se^ir) acTTr] (woodpecker), Fragm. (32
;

ardeolae (herons), altero oculo carentes, optimi augurii, Pliny 11

37. 52. Ilrafn fl^gr austiin af ha meiSi (tree), ok eptir houotn

orn i sinni ; Jyeim gef ek er//i (to that eagle) efstum bra^ir, sa

mun a blobi bergja minu, Hervar. cap. 5; hrafn qva5 at hrafni,

sat a ham meibi, Usern. l-AO''. Similarly : ]>-d qvaS J;at krdka

(crow), sat qvisti a (on bough), Sa9m. 106'*; cornU avis divina

imbrium imminentium, Hor. Od. iii. 27, 10. Herm. Gottesd. alt.

§ S8 ; rostro recurvo turpis, et inferuis tenebris obscurior alas,

(iiispiciuni veteri sedit ferale sepulcro^ Claud, in Eutrop. 2, 230

;

nuper Tavpeio quae sedit cuhnine cornix, ' est bene ' non potuit

dicere, dixit ' erit,' Suet. Domit. 23. Martens vdgelken, Fiv-

meuich I, 130. 140; Sunte Maartens veugelfje zat al op een

heuveltje met zijn rood rood rokje, Halbertsma's Tongvallen p.

45; Engl, martin, liirundo minor, Nemn. p. 164; Fr. mariinet,

le petit martinet. There was a society of Afartins-vogel in Swabia

in 1367, Landau's Ritter-ges. p. 15.* Dos vogerl aum tannabam
(fir) sfelit auf oamn fuss, hat a zetterl ira schuaberl, von meinm
dearndel (girl) ann gruss, Seidl Aimer 1, 24. The chdfaka drinks

nothing but rain, catching the drops as he flies ; he brings luck

when ho flies on your left, whereas most birds signify good on the

right, Max Miill. Meghaduta, p. 59.

p. 1132.] 'H ctIttt} (a pecker) kuI ei ri tolovtov opveov he^ia

7rp6<i e/jcora? (paiveTai. Eyo) fiev, to AevKLTnre, he^irj ct/ttt; /

Didymus apud schol. Aristoph. Av. 704; ireTofieaOd re yap Kai

TolaLv epcoa-L avveafiev, Av. 704, conf. Meineke's Choliarabi p,

122-3. Pics en numbre impair, signe de malheur. Bosquet 219.

' nene hant, Viudlcr in Hpt 9, 70 ; uf die alien Jujiit zierlieh gcmaclit, Gcitz v.

Berlich. ed. Zopfl p. 14 ; kiinigiu biu ich dcr newen luind, J. v. MorsLeim, beginn.
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On the starling's flight, Ettn. Maulaffe 704. Allan, espece

d'oiseau de proie, prob. de vautour, Fauriel^s Albig. p. 664.

The heathen Arabs bef. Mahomet : one who has gone out turns

back immed. on seeing a raven. Yet it is a good sign it' a pair

of ravens, onessaud and messauda (m. and f . for lucky) cross one's

path in e^ual flight ; else a croaking raven is called the bird of

parting, bee. he foretells a separation. There is a bird whose cry,

heard from the right, brings blessing to a house : it is called

saJcioii, saknnta, afterw. hapnyala, Kuhn on Vrihaddevata p. 117.

p. 1133.] The over-flight of some birds is significant

:

Zwoa schnee-weissi fduherli (dovelings)

sjint iibawdrts g'flogn,

und hiaz hat mich mein dearndl (girl)

schon wieda bitrogn (fooled me again). Seidl Aimer 34.

Pigeons also fan the king while he dines, Athen. 2, 487.

Again :

Ob im vant er einen am (eagle),

des schoene was seltsaene

;

er was im, in waene (I ween),

gesant von Gote ze gemache (comfort) :

mit einem vetache (wing)

treip er im den hift dar (fanned the air),

mit dem andern er im schate bar. Servat. 1330.

Albert. Magn. De falcon, c. 4 :
' Ego enim jam vidi qui sine

ligaturis intrabant et exibant, et nobis comedentibus super

mensam veniebant, in radio solis se extendentes coram nobis, quasi

blandirentur nobis. ^ While Marcian sleeps, an eagle flies above

him, giving shade, Procop. 1, 326. A shading peacocJi's tail is

worn by ladies, Yilk. saga c. 213 and Vuk 4, 10; a peacock fan,

Claud, in Eutr. 1, 109
; pfaeivine huote, Kolocz. 184 [on 'peacock

hats from England,' see Hehn's Plants and Anim., Lond. '85],

With ominnis hegri connect ' iwer iegeslichen hat diu heher

(OHG. hehara) an geschriet ime walde,' the jay has cried a spell

over you all, Wh. 407, 11.

p. 1 134.] A sihle singing on your right brings luck, Biittn.

Lett. lied. pp. 248. 266. The sight of the first wagtail is signifi-

cant, Klemm 2, 329, and to Kalmuks that of the snake 3, 202-3.
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The iioi'a^liino^ of horses, sneezing of cats, howling of dogs, each

is an omen : tlir liet <liu kafze nihfc genorn, Helbl. 1, 1392 (Suppl.

to 1 1 15) ; on the howling of dogs, see Capitolinns in Maxim, jun.

c. o. Pausan. iv. 13, 1.

p. 113G.] Leo in Thiir. mitth. iv. 2, 98 connects the Goth.

}irinva-(h(b6 with divan and daiiha, deaf [Helm's Plants and

Anim. 258]. 'Bubo habet nomen a voce sua, et moratur in

cavernis petrosis vel muris antiquis, et differt a noctiia solum in

magnitudine, quia est major ea, et bubo dicitur letalin vel moi--

talis, quia mortem annuntiat, unde dicunt quidam naturales, quod

sit animal habens dilectionem naturalem ad hominem, et prop-

terea ponit se supra vestigium hominis, et post mortem festinat

ad amandum cadaver, et dicunt aliqui'quod generetur ex medulla

spiuae in dorso hominis,' Stephan's Stofl. 118.

Ter omen

funerens bubo Jefali carmine fecit. Ov. Met. 10, 453.

Tectoque profanus

incubuit b\tbo, thalamique in culmine sedit. 6, 431.

Infansto biihone, Claud, in Eutr. 2, 407; a bubo prophesies to

Agrippa, Joseph. 18, 0. 19, 8 (Horkel p. 494) ; bubo, cartae funvbris^

lator, Marbod's Carm. 1577. Hipponax in Meineke's Choliambi

p. 112 calls its Kpiyr) (screeching) veKpGiv djjeXo'i re kul Kijpv^.

As the Lett, vhpi^, hoopoo, is a bird of ill-omen, our linwe (bubo)

heralds a speedy death in the Herod story, Pass. 157, 51— 72.

159, 76—83; der leidic huwaere, der naht-hilwer, Albrecht's

Ovid 177**. 345*; trurie als ein unjlaetec huwe, Renn. 17993.

The screech-owl, kauz or kduzlein, cries :
' Come along, come

along ! ' that's twice the death-bird has called to me, Kehrein's

Nassau 41 [To Russian children the owl cries shubu, (I'll have

your) fur-coat]. The same kind of thing is the scnwut on the

tree, Maerl. 2, 323. 348 and the voijlein kreide-weiss (chalk-

white), Musaeus 5, 28. The word khuj-mutfer reminds of

Berhta, of the white lady, the fyltrja and the l)anshee, bansighe

(pp. 279. 280). On the Wendish waiter, God's Utile chair, see

Wend, volksl. 2,269''. Somm. p. 109. A death is foretold by
' la poulo qui chante en coq,' Hosq. 219. Other omens of death

are : When the dead in churches are seen or heard at night

by the living, it bodes a new event to these, esp. death : quando-
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cunqiie a viventibus liaec audiuntur vel viJentur, novum aliquid

sigoatj Pertz 5, 738. The same if you hear a grunting or sawing

at night 5, 738-9 ; conf. deathwatch, next paragr.

p. 1136.] The wood-worm we call todteu-tihr is termes pulsa-

torius, the Engl, deathwatcli. scarabaeus galeatus pulsator, Hone's

Yrbk 823; ich hor ein wiirmlin klopfen, Garg. 278''; the death-

smith who tJiumps in window frames and walls, Gellert 3, 148.

Finn, yum i and seindrantio, wall-smith; conf. the tapping home-

sprites.

p. 1136.] Swarms of bees betoken a fire : molitasque examen

apes passim que crematas, perbacchata domos nuUis inceyulia

causis, Claud. B. Get. 241. Bees that fasten on you, Aeliau's

Var. 12, 40. Pliny 8, 42 ; *bee-swarms and spiders, Botticher's

Hell. temp. 127 ; ea hora tantae aranearum telae in medio populi

ceciderunt, ut omnes mirarentur ; ac per hoc significatura est, quod

sordes hereticae pravitatis depulsae sint, Paul. diac. 6, 4. A
flight of small birds, a shoal of salmon, are a sign of guests,

Justinger 271. 379. The aider-beetle flying south is lucky, north

unlucky, Kalewipoeg, note on 2, 218.

p. 1137.] Other omens of death are bloodtj weapons, a rusting

knife, KM. no. 60; but also flowers, Altd. w. 2, 187. Hpt 3,

364. Corpse-candles, mists in churchyards, prefigure a dead

body, Hone's Daybk 2, 1019 ; an expiring lamp is a sign of

death, Altd. w. 2, 186 (weather also was foretold by dicinatio ex

lucernis, Apuleius ed. Ruhnk. lib. 2, p. 116). Elmus fire, Sant-

elnio, blawe lieclder, Staden's Reise p. 102 ; uf dem maste dar

enboben [enhoben?] ein vackeln-licht so schone quam, Marienleg.

p. 87. A crackling flame may denote a blessing :

Et succensa sacris crepitet bene laurea flammis,

omine quo felix et sacer annus erit. Tibull. ii. 5, 82.

So to Kalmuks the fizzing of meat when roasting, and the self-

lighting of an extinguished fire, Klemm 3, 203 ; retulerunt qui-

dam de ipso {abbate Sangallensi) agonizante, qiiod audierant

voces pla7igentium et bullitionem caldariorum (yr 1220).

The room-door opens of itself when there is a death, Lucae

260-9. When a bo'ard or shelf tips over, it is called death-fall,

Bair. kinderlehre 23. ON. fall er farar heill ; in lapsu faustum

ominatiis eventum, Saxo Gr. 73. On the other hand, stumbling,
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tlie foot catching, is of ill-omen in Eiirip. Horacl. 726 scq. ; ter

pedis ofend signo est revocata, Ov. Met. 10, 452 ; sed, ut fieri

assolet, ainlstro pede profectum me spes compendii frustrata est,

Apuleius p. m. 80. Getting up too early, wrongly, is fatal : si

waren xe vruo des morgens nf-gestdn, die muosten da daz leben

Ian (lose), Livl. 1255; sumelich ze vruo hate des morgens ilf-

(/estdn, der muoste da ze pfande Ian den lip 3859.

p. 1137.] The notion that sevvdl rars on one stalk signify

peace, is apparently derived fr. the Bible, Gen. 41, 22; a stalk

with 15 ears, Weller's Anm. 1, 221. A double ear is Lett.

ifummis, dim. yummite, Biittner 2818. Good hap or ill is fore-

seen by tying together two ears of standing corn, and seeing

which will shoot up higher, Dybeck '45, p. 52. Pilgrimages to

Our Ladij of the Three Ears, Keisersb. Brosaml. 56''.

p. 1138.] Things found are esp. operative for good or harm,

e.g. four-cornered, four-leaved clover, Simplic. 1, 334. L. Sax.

sagen no. 190; a ivhole grain in the loaf, Serenus samon. 935.

Things inherited, Miillenh. no. 315; begged, Wolf's NdrL sag.

p. 414 ; worn (pp. 602-3. 1093) ; rings made o^ gibbet irons, Luc.

Philops. 17. 24; fingers of a babe unborn (p. 1073n.).

p. 1139.] Goth, dagain. vita ijj = dies observate, Gal. 4, 10.

'H/jiepa /xeXuLva, fi,7] Kadapd, uTTO^pd'i (fr. (ppd^co), see Lucian's

Pseudologista (/; -rrepl t/}? (i7ro(ppd8o^) , couf. ed. Bip. 8, 434; so

d7ro(f)pu8€<i TTvXat, Porta Scelerata 8, 58. Dies fastus, mfastus,

iiefandus, nefarius, iufandus, per quem nefas fari praetorem ;

dies inaiispicatus, a ter. Henry IV. died on a Tuesday, die

Martis, qua etiam cuncta sua praelia, paganico nirairum auspicio,

porpetrare consuevit, Pertz 8, 240. Napoleon avoided Fridai/s,

Wieselgr. 473. AS. nellab heora jnng wanian on Monandceg for

angiune j^aere wucan, AS. hom. 100.

p. 1 140 n.] With Wisantgang conf. Wisantes-steiga, AVisantes

wane (Neugart). Should we read Wolf-bizo (-bit), or Wolf-bizo

(-biter), like baren-beisser, bullen-beisser (-dog)? Cattle Icilled

or bitten bij wolves, are wholesome flire, Spinnr. evang., Friday 9.

Gr. XvKu^pcoTo<i, and Plutarch discusses 'why wolf-eaten mutton is

sweeter,' Symp. 2, 9. Woljieip Graff 1, 850 ; Woljieibsch, Kopp's

Gesch. d. Eidgen. 2, 557 ; Wulfevingr, Gosl. berggesetze p. 339
;

Ulricus dictus Woljleipsch, der WvlHcipscho, Ch. yrs 1260—65.

Neugart nos. 972. 981. 990-5 ; Inpi praeda, Marcellus no. 53.

VOL. IV. ^ ^
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p. 1141.] Juveues . . . uiissurura se esse, in quas dii de-

dissent auguriis sedes, ostendifc, Livy 5, 34. The Hirpini were

led by the wolf, hirpus, the Picentini by the pecker, picus, the

Opici by the hull, ops ? Wackern. in Hpt 2, 559. Mommsen's
Rom. gesch. 1, 76. Bull and sow as guides, Klausen's Aen.

1107; cows indicate where a church is to be built, Wieselgr. 408 ;

luilcli-cows show the site of the future church, a black hull that

of the castle, Miillenh. p. 112-3; a heifer leads Cadmus to the

spot where he is to settle [two milch-kine bring the ark, 1 Sam.

6, 7] . The Franks are shown their way by the B,une, Guitecl.

2, 35 ; a wliite hart walks before them as God^s messenger, Ogier

1, 12; and a Westphal. family-name Beasford (Deeds in Moser)

points to a similar event. A Delaware climbed through the

mouth of an underground lake into daylight, killed a stag and
took it home, then the whole tribe moved to the sunny land,

Klemm 2, 159. A horse points out the place for a church, Miillenh.

p. 111-2. Mules show where the convent of Maulbronn in the

Black Forest is to be founded. A hare guides. Pans. iii. 22, 9.

Bavens are indicators, Miillenh. p. 113; the three in the

Icelandic narrative, flying off one after another, strongly remind

us of Noah. The dove guides, Hrosvitha Gandesh. 253. 261—6.

A vision reveals that a hird sitting on the top of the hill will fly

up, and must be followed : it flies on before, then alights, and
pecks the ground on the spot where stones may be quarried to

build the church with, Pertz 6, 310; doves guide Aeneas to the

golden bough, Aen. 6, 191—211. The lark, Pans. iv. 34, 5; the

clucking hen at Bremen, Brem. sag. no. 1 ; the Jieathcock rising,

Schiiren's Chi*on. p. 3 ; fribolum de ansere quasi dominam suam
deducente, Pertz 8, 215 yr 1096, conf. Raumer's First Cms. 1, 69.

p. 1144.] In a dike threatened by the sea a child is buried

alive, Miillenh. no. 331. Thiele in Danmarks folkes. 2, 63.

Honsdam in Flanders, V. d. Bergh 261 (Kl. schr. 2, 73). Fair

weather was obtained by walling up a peck of harleij and a howl

of water, Rocken-philos. 6, 88. A Konigsberg story tells how
they took a fallen woman^'s child, a year and a half old, set it

down in a hollow stone, with a slice of bread-and-butter in each

hand, and then walled it in, leaving only an opening at the top ;

in the morning the child was gone, but after that the building

of the wall wont on unhindered, N. Preuss. prov. bl. 465. At a
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place called the Nine-ways, as many boys and girls wore buried

alive by the Persians, Herod. 7, 114. Vortigern's tower keeps

falling down : ye shall wet the foundation-stone with the blood of

a 1)01/ born of woman without man, Merlin 1, 67. 72-5; under it

lie two dragons, 1,91; conf. Thib. de Navarre 2, 160. Like the

girl inclosed in Coponhagen wall is the child who is set before a

table with apples, and kept shut up in the cave for a year,

Miillenh. p. 354. It is an oft-recurring feature, that what is

built in the (lay is pulled down in the night, as in the Bamberg

legend of the cathedral toads. Bait. stud. 10, 32-4. Hanusch 186.

Miillenh. pp. 112-3. 128. 177. 542; troll ned-refvo ora natterne

hvad som byggdes om dagen, Wieselgr. p. 408 ; a wall is torn

down 15 times, Somra. p. 9 ; much the same is told of the tower

at Enger, Redeker's Sagen p. 41. 'Tradition says, that as fast

as the workmen built it up by day, it would at night be carried

off by invisible hands, and placed on the spot where it now

stands' (a Devonshire leg.), Chambers's Pop. rhymes 14". Con-

versely, a wall broken down by day grows again overnight,

Miillenh. p. 349 ; conf. the tree that is cut down, and sprouts

again (p. 960).

p. 1145.] 0. SI. s"h", Serv. san, Kuss. son, Pol. Boh. sen,

Lith. sapnas, dream. Lith. megns, Lett, meegs, Pruss. maiggus,

somnus, Russ. migdfl, wink. ON. dur levis somnus, nubes

somni; hofugr hlundr, sopor, Ssem. 93''; er |>er svefn hofugt ?

Laxd. 120. ' Troume sint trilge' says the proverb in the Hiitz-

lerin 126-7; traum irug, Frankl. 21. 46. OHG. troum-sceido,

-sceidari, -interpreter, lit. divider, Graff 6, 439 ; conf. viroKpi-

vaa-dac, Od. 19, 535. 555; ia/naii dreymir fyrir veSrum, Vols,

saara c. 25, and dreams are still made to refer to rain. AS.

swefen-racu, -interpretation, sivefen-raccere, -expounder. Slav.

gaddti, guess, somnia conjicere; Swed. gissa drommen ;
' elvens

aldste datter ' is to guess the dream, DV. 3, 4 ; nu hefi ek Jygddan

draum |>inn, Gunnl. s. ormst. c. 2 ; den troum hetinien = (\enier\,

MS. 2, 115». Griesh. 1, 98; ontbinden, untie. Rose 6134; con-

jectnra, Plaut. Rud. iii. 1, 20. Cure. ii. 1, 31.

p. 1146.] A dream comes out, appears; rann up en somn,

Sv. vis. 1, 299; wie der troum wolte uzgen, Griesh. 2, 133;

dfr traum ist aus, Ayrer 177**. Fichard's Frankf. arch. 1, 130.

There is a gate of dreams, Hpt 2, 535 ; eV oveipeirjai irvX-ijcTt,,
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Od. 4, 809 ; iv 7rv\ai<; opeipeiatt;, Babr. 30, 8 ; conf. the myth in

Od. 19, 562— 9. A dream-vision, o-v/rt?, comes repeatedly and

flies away, Herod. 7, 12. 14-5. 17-8-9. A dream appears,

Griesh. 1, 98. Flore 1102; erscheine mir'z ze guote, Reinh. 73;

hence ' einen troum er gesacli,' Ksrchr. 5473, troum irseheii 2921.

AS. hine gemette, there met him, he dreamt, Csedm. 223, 20;
gemeted wear's 225, 21 ; assistit capiti, Claud. De b. Gildon. 329 n.

' Der troum ergienc/ came about, Ksrchr. 611 ; 'din troum

irge dir ze heile ! ' turn out well, 1373; we say 'comes true.'

OvK ovap, dW" virap, not dream, but truth, Od. 19, 547. 20, 90 ;

virap i^ oveipov, Pindar; iwer troum wil sich enden, Flore 1117.

A dream is a messenger of God : sagde im an svefne, slapandium

an naht, bodo Brolitines, Heliand 21, 12. Dreams are heavy and
Jiglit : Starke drdmme, DV. 3, 3 ;

' ob iu nu ringer getroumet,'

milder, better, Ben. 438. A beautiful dream is weidenliche, feast-

ing the eye, Ls. 1, 131 ; muowent uns troume ? Ksrchr. 2948.

Dreams of birds are esp. frequent : mir (Uote) ist getroumet

liinte (last night), wie allez daz gefilgele in disme lande waere tot,

Nib. 1449, 3. Vilk. c. 336; mir troumte hinte in dirre naht,

zwen falken vlugen mir uf die hant, Morolt 2876 ; a dream of a

raven and an eagle, Orendel Ettm. p. 92, and the like in Gunnl.

s. ormst. c. 2. Fornald. sog. 1, 420. Penelope dreams of an

eagle killing her pet geese, Od. 19, 536; conf. Aesch. Persae 205.

Darzuo miieze im von eierii (of eggs) sin getroumet, i.e. bad

dreams, MS. 2, 152''; swer sich zuo lange wolde sumen, deme
muoste von eiern troumen, Tiirl. Wh. 87*. Dreams of bear

and boar hunting, Tit. 2877-8 ; of a boar, Krone 12157, a dragon,

Rab. 123-4. Dreaming of beasts may be traced to Guardian-

spirits and Transmigration, says F. Magn., Edda-1. 4, 146.

Dreams of a tree growing up, Ruodl. 16, 90, of a shipivreck. Krone
12225, a burning house, Lachm. Ndrrhein. ged. 18-9, a bridge,

Kl. schr. 3, 414, a tooth falling out, Keisersb. Bros. 48"; mir'st

getroumet ab der guoten, MS. 2, 115".

p. 1147.] 'Der lor-boum habet tia natura, ube sin ast (if a

branch of it) lif'en slafenten man geleget wirt, taz imo war
troumet,' he dreameth true, N. Cap. 13. The dream 'under a

tree ' in Mar. 155, 21 may be for rhyme's sake alone : 'als einem

man der da gelit, begrifen mit swai-em troume, slafend unter

einem boume,' conf. troum, boum, Wigal. 5808. A dream in a
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inijstye comes true, Fornm. s. 10, 1G9. The first dream in a new
house is important, Giiuther 640. Night is clescr. as svefn-

(jdman, draurn-nioruii., iSajm. 51\ Dreams before the dawn are

true : Lenore starts up at dawn fr. heavy dreams ; ' ir getroumde

'

at ' tage-rdt,' after Mian-krat,' En. 5234; ' troumen gein dem
tiKje,' towards day, Bit. 9GoO ; 'in the vwniing hour, that is called

the time of golden sleep,' Fastn. sp. 1302; mir troumde ndch

mitternacht, wie mir der dume swaere (that my thumb festered),

und der nagel abe waere, Eracl. 3712 ; conf. ivapye^ oveipov

vvKTo^ dfioXyS, Od. 4, 841. Lilia dreams on her luedding-night,

Gesta reg. Francor. in Mone's Anz. 4, 15; der erste traum treugt

nit, er ptiegt wol wahr zu werden, C. Brehmen's Gedichte J 1"'.

p. 1147.] On dreaming of a treasure on the bridge, see Kl.

schr. 3, 414 seq. One is waked, out of a dream by cry of dismal

crow, Walth. 95, 1, by the crowing cock, the calling servant, Ls.

1, 149. Do taget ez, und muos ich wachen, Walth. 75, 24: ende
ic outspranc, ende doe wart dach. Rose 14224; and with that I

woke, Agricola G24, and after that it dawned 625 ; do krate der

ban, ez was tac, Altsw. 67, 3. To speak out of a dream : ich en-

sprich ez niht nz eime troume, Parz. 782, 13 ; ir redet uz eime

troume, Reiuh. p. 202. He fought (in a dream), Lachm. Ndrrh.
ged. p. 18-9.

CHAPTER XXXVI.

SICKNESSES.

p. 1150.] Apollo is called laTpo-fiavTi^i, Aesch. Eumen. 62 ;

Apollo Grannus was invoked by the sick, Stalin 1, 67. 112.

Wise leeches were Kasiapa, Holtzm. 3, 164-5; lajns lasides,

Aen. 12, 391 ; Meges, Miyrj^, Forcell. sub v.; Dianoecht, Keller on
Irish MSS. p. 93. The Greeks venerated the Scythian Toxaris

after his death as |ei/09 laTpo^, Lucian's Scytha 2 ; Za/j,6X^i8o<;

larpoL, Plato's Charmides p. 156. The grey smith appears to the

sick man in his sleep, and with his pincers pulls the nails and
spear out of his hand, foot and side, Hpt's Ztschr. 1, 103. An
angel reveals the remedy in a dream, Engelh. 5979, 5436 ; an
angel visits the sleeper, and gives a willow-bough to stop the

murrain, Miillenh. 238. iiaints heal (p. 1163 end ; Pref. xxxviii.)
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GDS. 149. Women are often skilled in leeclicraft : Angitia

instructs in herbs and healing, Klausen 1039. As Wate became

a leech through a wildes wijj, a herbalist traces his art up to

' Tiiadame Trote de 8alerne, qui fait cuevre-chief de ses oreilles,

et li sorciz li penden a chaaines dargent par desus les epaules ';

she sends her men to all countries in search of herbs, 'en la

forest d^Ardanne por ocirre les bestes sauvages, et por traire les

oignemenz/ Rutebeuf 1, 256 (Another herbman calls himself

hunter of Arden-wood 1, 470). ' Unde communiter Trotida

vocata est, quasi magistra operis ; cum enim quaedam puella

debens iucidi propter hujusmodi ventositatem, quasi ex rnptura

laborasset, cum eam vidisset Trotida, admirata fuit, etc.^ Medici

antiqui (Venet. 1547) 75*; she is named in Chaucer^s C.T. 6259.

Ace. to Jocher she was a physician of Salerno, but the book De
morbis mulierum was written by a doctor who used her name.

Othinus puts on female disguise, calls himself Vecha, and

passes for a she-doctor, Saxo Gram. ed. M. 128; conf. AS. tvicce,

saga (p. 1033). Three nymphs prepare a healing strengtheniug

food for Balder, Saxo Gr. ed. M. 123 (vigoris epulum 194).

Queen Erka is a leech, Vilk. saga c. 277 ; aud Crescentia is en-

dowed with healing power (p. 1152). The meer-frau in the Abor,

like the Scotch mermaid, gathers the healing herb on a mountain,

Hpt. 5, 8, Fdmurgdn knows herbs, makes plasters and salves,

Er. 5212. 7226. Iw. 3424. There was a leech named Morgan

tud, says L. Guest 3, 163; but that is the name of a healing plant

3, 164 ; conf. Ben. note to Iw. 3424. Isot, diu kiinegin von

Irlande, diu erkeunet maneger hande wurze u. aller kriute kraft

u. arzatliche meisterchaft, Trist. 175, 32. The wasser-jungfer

knows healing herbs, Firmenich 1, 23 ; a meer-weib gives help in

childbed, Miillenh, p. 340. En gumma sade, hon kiinde viQ de

gamles shrack, men trodde dem ej ; hon viste huru man kunde fa

hjelp af dem, men att det var syndigt, Fries's Udfl. 1, 108. The

wilde frdulein knows the root that will heal a wound, Ecke 1 73

—

5. At Staffelbach the wood-'iaaidens came out of the wood, and

cried to the people :
' esst bimellen und baldrian, so geht euch

die pest nicht an '; therefore at harvest a bunch is left standing

for the wood-mannikin. The vila of the woods is a liekai'itza,

and demands a heavy fee, she is angry if you refuse, and poisons

you, Vuk no. 321 ; conf. 2, 50 and the jpere-jungfer with her
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licalintr fountain, Alsatia '55, p. 21G (a place in Tluiringia was

called 'in siiezor heiliiige,' Graff 4, 867). The name of the

Norse Eir reminds one of 'I/ao?, 7/j09 Mtpo? [so called because

he carried messages], Od. 18, 0. 7. 73, and oi'^Ipa the divine

messenger. To Hi/fja-hcrg corresponds the Finn. Kijiu-makx,

A7/'»-vuori, Kijm-lmri^, mount of pain. Women heal, they

bind up wounds, Roquefort on Marie 2, 198—202; frowcn die

die tiefen wunden ir lieben vriunden bunden, Servat. 1779;

do senten (segenten, blessed) im die wunden die froawen al ze

hant, Rosen-g. 1997 ; dede si sine wonden wel besien ere jong-

frouwen, diere vroet ane was, Lane. 22651 ; a virgin knows ' der

crude cracht,' power of herbs 11999; a woman gives a magic

salve, Ecke 155-6. Herdsmen, shepherds can heal men, for they

are expert in treating cattle, Varro RR. 2, 1. When a patient

dies, his doctors are killed, Clreg. Tur. 5, 35.

p. 1152.] A physician was in Fris. called Utze ; ON. Ukna ok

/ae/rna = lenire et mederi, Sfora. 236« ; Gael, liagli, vfhence Leo

in Malb. Gl. 1, viii. derives all the others; Scot. Ughiche, physi-

cian; OHG. lacJiitiiom, medicine. AS. from, medicus, Matth. 9,

12; conf. ORG. frnmi thaz wib, heal the woman, 0. iii. 10, 19,

thia fruma neman 14, 50, fruma firstelan 14, 39. OHG. grdvo,

chirurgus, Graff 4, 313; Fris. greva, Richth. 786. MHG. wi^e

man, V. d. Hagen's Ges. Abent. 2, 121. On our arzf, arzitei,

see Graflf 1, 477; arzenare, N. Boeth. 217; arsatere, medicos,

Lane. 42631, ersatre von wonden 1988; arzatinne, Trist. 33, 38

(what is diet-arzt, Garg. 72'^ ?) ; arza-die, Ksrchr. 7483-93

;

erzejiie, Wh. 60, 23. Leo in Malb. Gl. 2, 38 derives OHG.

htp2)i from Gael, luibh, herba; si machent uz krut ein gestiippe

(pulverem), daz ist guot ze der Inppe, Hatzl. 217": Swed. lafja,

liika; lofjor, medicamenta ; lofjersha, vis qvinna, Altnqv. 390;

Iithh-rin, venefica, Mone 7, 424. Diu zouuerlicha hant, herbi-

potens manus, N. Boeth. 197 ; diu chrintcr unde diu gift-hant der

Circe 198; hant-gift, Mone 7, 423-4. Tit. 4518; so glonbent

eteliche an boese hantgift, Berth. 58; der Saelden /(., Silv. 534;

edel /(. geben, Troj. 11188 ; silre h. 25043 ; dats goede hmfgifk,

Rein. 0906; elsewhere hantgift is strena, etrenne ; leidiu h., Troj.

12334. The Lex Salica 19 says: si quis alteri lierbas dederif

Inhere, ut moriatur. The sense of 'poison' is evolved out of

each of these three words, from herba (lubi?), from dare (gift).
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from hibere (potio) ; for potio, liter, a drink, has become the

Fr. liaison; conf. 'a enherher (to poison) m^aprist jadis une
Juise/ Berte p. lOo. Ducange sub v. inherbare. A berbman
ov quack was called in Bavaria wald-hansl, wald-mann, Schm. 4,

iJd-4
; wiirzler umb Bingen, Garg. 172'', Jcrautnirer 188^\ teuMs-

gerittene wurzel-telberin, abgeribene hraut-graserln 189% alraun-

delberin 104^ 'Swiss women get their 100 herbs on Donnersherg
in the Palatinate, said they were stronger there than in Swiss-

land,' Eliz. of Orleans p. 283 ; ich waiz ain mairiii, diu vil mit
(lem kraut wiirkt, Megenb. 386, 32. Old wives pick herbs on
John's day betw. 12 and 1, for then only have they power ; with
the stroke of 1 it is gone ; they grow on Pilgerberg alone,

Miillenh. p. 222. Knit ternpern, Hartm. biichl. 1, 1307. Troj.

10635; ein temperie als wir gemischet nemen, Wh. 420, 2; luft

iempern u. mlschen, MS. 1, 87^^. Another verb is OHG. lochon,

prop, mulcere, fovere : ir eigut siuchi gllohot, 0. v. 20, 76; conf.

LciojbLat, laiuco, fovere, orig. said of wounds.

p. 1152.] Our kropf (goitre?) is called king's evil, because it

was cured by the king's touch ;
' those who have it, on drinking

from the Count of Habsburg's hand, are made whole,' Reber's

Hemmerhn p. 240. Schimpf u. E. 1, 27. It seems a godfather

could cure his godchild of some diseases: ' godfather undfoars
tooth in urgent cases are too weak' (p. 658 n.). Among
American Indians the knowledge of healing herbs descends from
father to son, Klemm 2, 169; the family of Diokles can cure

disease and disablement. Pans. iv. 30, 2. Health is regained by
touching the hem, also by magic, song : Serv. baijati, incantare

morbum, dolorem. To feel the pulse is in MHG. die ddern begri-

I'en, MS. 2, 23''; conf. ein ddern grifen, Reinh. 2018; si mar/iie

mit dem vinger am dder-sld n (throbbing), Eracl. 3033; der kraft-

ddern slac, Barl. 188, 22.

p. 1153.] ^Nomina morborum vernacula ' in J. Fr. Low ab
Erlesfeld's Univ. medicina pract., Norimb. 1724. Sickness is

siuche, Uolr. 1038. 1109. En. 10833; MLG. suke ; MHG.
siechtuom, diu suht, Fundgr. 2, 46; gesiihte, Warn. 2192; siech

vommgesiihte, Walth. 20, 4. Fragm. 46''; ersocJite, Hpt 8, 167;
werlt-siech, En. 12908; die siecheu u. die iveichen, G. schm, 494,

conf. ON. veikr, infirmus. veiki infirmitas, AS. ivdc, Engl, iveak.

iSiec ende ongedaen, Lane. 15338. Unmahtt, invaletudines, 0. iii.
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0,2, nnninJiti, itifiniu 'J, 5; OlIG. nl vvic ni tone, noii valet;

MHG. nild en-mac, aegrotel, Hageu's Ges. Ab. 3, 63 ; daz ich

iiie ne mac, Ksrchr. 821 ; umjewalt, invaletudo, En. 10230-551

;

Slav, ne-diuj, morbus ; Boh. ne-mosh, Russ. ne-mOtcli, infirrnitas.

Unvarnde, aeger, Tiirl. Wh. 00''. The contrary : wolcarnde

u. gesuut, Iw. 3430. OHG. kimnf, MHG. gesimt, M. Neth.

iji'sont (sound, well), hence uugesiinf, Poor iieiur. 375. Unganzt,

iulirmitas, 0. iii. 4, 34, gauz, integer, 2, 22. 32 ; M. Neth. gans,

whole, gaiisoi, to lieal, Maerl. 1, 313. 2, 359. Jesus p. 13G;

geneseii, and gansen side by side, Maerl. 1, 313. The grand word

for sauus is Goth, lidils, OHG. hell, ON. he'dl, OS. hel, AS. hdl,

Engl, whole ; sanari is Goth, hails visan, gahdiluaii, while salvari

is Goth. OHG. ganisan, AS. gcnesan with Ace. (p. 1244 n.).

' Ghenesen ende becomen,' Maerl. 3, 97 ; OHG. chiimig, infirmus,

chnmida, morbus. M. Neth. evel, our iihel [so, king's evil]. AS.

ddl ne yldo, Beow. 3469, from dd, fire, heat? (Suppl. to 1166

end) ; ddl obSe iren 3692 ; ddl obSe ecg 3523 ; ddlig, aeger.

Dan, mninden, iimdnen, an indefinite disease, Molb. Dial. lex.

p. 630, conf. ON. omynd, monstrum, forma laesa. What means
' lagi daivalunti/ 0. iii. 2, 7, moriens ? (Graff 5, 346). Dole ich

diz gebende, Ksrchr. 12704; conf. ON. afhendi, tenesmus, Dan.

hindsel, constipation. More general are OHG. suerido = suevo;

ouc-suero, viaga-suero, Graff 6, 888. OHG. iveivo, woe, pain;

manegen iveii vertreip, Servat. 1077. AS. ece, ache, toff-ece.

AS. co(T, coffe, morbus, pestis ; bdn-cofTa, m., Cod. Exon. 163, 23.

MHG. *er lent,' he is laid up, Parz. 251, 16; die geligrigen,

infirmi, Mohr's lieg. Frauenb. nos. 328. 235 ; die suht ligen,

Hpt4, 296. Gramm. 4, 620; mi legar bifeng, Hel. 135, 12;

legar-fast 121, 16; bette-rise, ligerlinc, Griesh. 116. 124; bet-rise,

Urstende 123, 69. Servat. 3180 (is pet-ritto in the Strasb. spell

the same thing ?) ; an rese-bette ligen, St. Louis 90, 13 ; le gisant,

jucens, Lafont. 5, 12; conf. 'so stiiende ich ilf von dirre not, u.

waere iemer me gesuut, Walth. 54, 9. Peculiar is OHG. ivi)ine)i,

furere, laborare morbo, gewinnen (the fever), conf. ON. vinna.

In Cassel they say aufstiitzig for ill : ein pferd aufstiitzig worden,

Cav. im irgarten 53.

p. 1154.] Sickness appears as a divine dispensation in vovaoq

Ai6<i, Od. 9, 411 ; ir ware diu s,\x\\tgescehen, Fundgr. 2, 46. Sick-

ness seizes: appwaro^; is infirmus; our an-gegrijj'en ; mich hut
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ein siech-tage hpgrifen, Diocl. 6016 ; in err/ reif dm misel-subt,

Poor Heinr. 119; angrifen von einem boesen wind, von einem

teufels kind, Mone 6, 470; gesuhte bestet uns (tackles us), Hpt
1, 272; do begunde ein suche ramen der vrowen, Pass. K. 425,

20; wcerc ingewod, morbus invasit, Cod. Exon. 163, 29; him
faeringa adl ingewod 158, 21. Our an/all (attack), morbus;
anveUig, infectious, Mone 8, 499. Goth, ' vas ana-habaida brinnun

mikilai,' Luke 4, 38 ; da wolt' mich ban ergrwmm.en, ich weiz niht

ivaz, Hugdietr. Fromra. 146 ; in stiez an einiu kelte, Fragm. 19^
;

in Mecklenbg, if a man is taken ill at harvest time, they say

' the harvest-goat has gestoszen (butted at) him
'

; den hete der

siechtuom so begint (rhy. kint), Uoh-. 1523. The contrary:

den siechtuom uberwinden (win over), Wigal. 6991 ; unz der

siechtuom vom im fldch, Hpt 5, 278; diu suht entwekh (ran

a.way) 8, 188. Iw, 3446; so muozen dir intwiclien dine suhte,

Ksrchr. 838 ; daz gesiiht begund in jiiehen, Ecke 176; diu suht

von ime^oz, Diemer 325, 7. The vovaot approach men avro-

/xaTot, and crcyfj, iirel (pwvrjv efetXero fXTjTieTa Zev<i, Hes. 0pp.
102. Mulierculae plures .... a daemoniis vexantur (yr 1075),

Pertz 5, 128. The witch cooks, brews diseases ; so does the

Finn. Kivutar (Suppl. to 1046); she is called ' kipia neito,'

Schroter 34, * kipu tylto, kipulan nato,' Peterson 75, ' kipunen

eukko,^ Kalev. 25, 96. 179; worrying grey dogs howl around her.

Pet. 74; she weai's gloves and shoes of pain, Kal. 25, 183-4. In

Lith. they say ' ligga ne sessu/ the sickness is no sister, does not

spare.

p. 1155.] Febris for fervebris, ferbris ; Gael, fiabhar ; MHG.
biever, Freid. 74, 9. Dea Febris, Aug. Civ. D. 2, 14. 3, 12. 25.

AS. ddl )>earl, hat and heorogrim. Cod. Exon. 160, 30; ban-

cofa (idle on-celed 159, 15; ddl me innan cele 166, 5; conf. Gael.

teasach, febris, fr. teas, calor, fervor. Dei heizen fieber lascht er

do (he leashes them ?), Diem. 325, 5 ; sottar brimi, morbi aestus,

Egilss. 637. Hippocrates often has vvp for Trupero^ : irapdevov

TTvp eXaySe 3, 6 {p/vvalKa plyo'; eXa^e 1, 5). The OHG. rito is

Norw. rid, Aasen 379'^; are we to conn, it with ON. lirid', pro-

cella ? Lye too, by the side of riderocT, febris, gives lirid'-ddl,

hriffing, febris, hri&ian, febricitare ; conf. ' in bestuont der minne

scliilr,' Parz. 587, 13, and Herbort 12836 calls the minne an

elbisch viure : Biten winnanti, febre laborans, Graff 1, 876; rite
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\ouh firher, Diut. 3, 45; der ritiiije, febricitaas, Griesh. 115; so

hat ir ere den riden, Hpt 1, 437. M. Neth. rede aud redlne,

Mone's Ndrl. lit. 335. Belo^. mus. 10, 52; bevaen met enen rede,

Macrl. 3, 188. 168. 237-8; viel in den r. 3, 269 ;
quam mi an de

r. 3, 78 ; hadde enen groten r. 2, 79 ;
genasen van den r., Hpt.

1, 104: den vierden r. (febr. quartan.), Franc. 2882. Nii muze

der hide ride Fnk'Arde vellen ! Karlm. Lachm. 110; schiltte in

der rife ! Pass. 45, 32 ; habe den riden u. die snhi umb dinen

lials ! Morolf715; das sie der jar-rit scliut ! Garg. 242"; die

cods ridene ! Walew. 6164; conf. Gl. to Lekensp. p. 573; das

dich ge der schiitler an ! 11. Sachs iii. 3, 8'' ; kam sie an der

frorer, Altd. bl. 1, 56 ;
' break the neck of the fever,' Ettn. Unw.

d. 792. Fever rides a man, as poverty does, H. Sachs i. 3, 245*=.

In Boner's fable the rite is made a butterfly ( = alp, night-

mare), no doubt, that he may the better converse with the fiea

;

conf. Fastn. 36, 55. Keller's Erz. 330. Like Petrarch, H. Sachs

i. 483 has a dialogue betw. the zippcrlein (gout) and the sjjider

(Kl. schr. 5, 400 seq.). The spell in Bodra. Rheing. alt. p. 710

speaks of ' 72 riten
'

; that in Mone 7, 421 of ' 77 ritten' ; Kulda

132 of ' 99 fevers.' Other names for fever: M. Neth. koorts,

febris, saghe, Rein. 391. AS. gedrif ; drif. MHG. der hegir ?

Flore 1005; to die of a schliricje fever, Garg. 241", conf. schlir,

ulcer 259*, scliUr-geschivnr 236''. At Louvaiu fever is called quade

mester. OHG. it-dac, febr. recidiva, Graff 6, 773, it-slaht 111
;

avar-sfurz, relapse; conf. ' modica j^ulsatun febre,' Greg. Tur. 2,

5. ' Winter uud siimer' are a disease (cold and hot fits of ague

alternating ?), St. Louis (Ruckert) 59, 28. 80, 21. Lat. quer-

quera, shivering fit. MHG. quartanie, febr. quart., MSH. 3,

178''; kartan ie, WsiTth. kr. str. 51. Gr. r)TrLa\o<i, Luc. Philops.

19. In 0. Fr. they said 'trembler la fievre,' Meon 3, 88. Rute-

beuf 1, 290. Renart 10150. Lith. paszta-kiele, fever-bird (kiele,

siskin). Lett, drudsis vinnu yahi, fever rides him, Bergm. 08.

Der rufe mche, Myst. 1, 104. Flares heatae Marine, erysipelas,

Ducange sub v. floras; Ital. rosalia.

p. 1156.] Gout, OHG. giht, farglht, Graff 4, 142; vor zorne

si daz giht brach, Mai 69, 2 ; daz mich diu gild zubrociiiu hjit,

Ivsrchr. 2776. 4293, conf. ' die alten do der huoste (cough) brach,

V. d. Hag. Ges. Ab. 2, 290 ; swen negt (whom gnaws) daz giht,

Renn. 9897; swie daz giht in stunge, Helb. 1, 70; da ist si
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miiende daz gegihte, Ulr. Trist. 1512; in die gichter fallen, Eliz.

of Orl. 41 ; vergiht, Todes geli. 548. Servat. 728. 786. 1573. Hpt
6, 493. Austr. 'kalt vergicht/ arthritis vaga ; icht, Hpt 1, 104.

:Nethl. jicht ; die jude, Maerl. 2, 79; juchtech, paralyticus 2, 112.

317. 338; do vil em datjodute in de been, Detm. 2, 482 ; is this

gout or terror ? (the hul-, angina uvularis, is allayed by the spell

:

' Hode-joduth ! I cannot gulp the pot-hook down/ Lisch's Meckl.

jrb. 6, 191 ; the hetsch, or the heller-gschoss bumps against me,
H. Sachs iv. 3, 76°; den heschen gewinnen, Suchenw. 18,238;
hesche schlucken) ; unz in do sluoc daz podagra, Ksrchr. 5854.

ON. oA;/(7-eZ(Zr, Fornm. s. 3, 200; AS. ecilma, cecelma, podagra,

deaggede, deag-wyrmede, podagricus, deaw-ivyrm, podagra. Ko-
synties, petits cousins, Belg. mus. 8, 183. Boh. dna, gout; Pol.

dma, prop, blast, breathing upon.

p. 1157, line 6, a short pai-agr. was omitted from the text, viz.

:

" A burning tumour at the finger-nail {'7rapo)vv)(^i<i) is called the

worm, the runabout worm, the unnamed (bee. one was shy of

uttering the creature's name), the evil thing; Engl, ringworm
[mistake for whitlow ?], Scot, ringwood, for which R. Chambers
quotes two spells (see Suppl.).''] The flying gout travels: fon

farejuhim and fori fretma, Richth. 246, 14. Daz wilde viure, ignis

sacer, is called Antonien feuer, Antoni feuer, Ettn. Unw, d, 136-7,

Tonges-feuer (Tony's f.), Fischart, Antonien rach, plag, erysipelas,

skin-inflammation ; bee. the Saint and his monks received such

patients into their hospital? conf. Keisersb. Omeiss 52. AS.
han-cod'e, ossium morbus, ignis sacer. GioW\\. jiaug-ild, erysip, on
the face, Almqv. 423% conf. ON. flog. M. Neth. de rode guchte,

Maerl. 2, 290, gutta rosea; now raze drup, our roth-lauf, St.

A. s fire. Typhus carbuncularis acutissimus is called landslip,

devil's shot. ' Of sacred fire are several kinds : one about a

man's waist is called zoster (gii'dle), and kills if it bcgirdle him,'

Pliny 25, 11 (26, 74). For this gout we find the names mane-

wurm, Jidr-wurm, Fundgr. 2, 238. The name of gichter (gouts)

is also given to cramps and spasms. Staid. 1, 443. A tumour
at the finger-nail is in Plattd. y?^ [ivliit-low, white fire?], der

ungenannt wurm, Mone 6, 462; AS. ivyrm, see Gra.mm. 1, 416

ang-niigle, ongneil ; die uiigenannten. Staid. 2, 423; bos tJiier 1,

207. Elves suck at children's fingers and toes by night, Dyb.
Runa '48, p. 33.
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p. 1157.] Apoplexy is in Grk TrXTjyr) Oeov. Lidi. sfabas. Got

gebe deu lioiden sinen slac ! Livl. chr. 5220 ; lieb .shxjJtcne Goilti

•pliKjhe, Miierl. 2, 348
;
plag di de rurlntj ! Midlenli. p. 191 ; daz

herlin (f'r. bern, to strike?) ; der tropf, Karaj. Kl. deiikm. 4G, 14.

51, 4; das dich die driin (glanders) riir ! H. Sachs v. 364^; liab

(\\v driis u. das herzeleid ! v. 3G7; hab dir die driis in's herz

hineiu ! v. 344" : conf. dros (p. 1003 mid.).

p. 1158.] Epilepsy: diu vallunde suht, Servat. 1572. Uolr.

1092. Ksrcbr. 6491; din vailende suJit brach, Hpt 8, 185; fani-a

\erha. fallanda ewele, Riclith. 246; dat grote evel, Hpt 1, 104;

das hochste, Ettn. Maul. 307. On the Khun Mts, das arm werk,

Schm. 4, 139. Sloven, svetuja Bdlanta bolezen, St. Valentine's

evil. Litli. nfimirr litis, falling sickness. In the Wetterau, das

thun. Austr. die frais, whence Serv. vras. OHG. xoinnanti,

epilepticiis, Graff 1, 876. Das dicli der tropf schlag ! Fiscliart.

Nethl. drop, dntp, marlcs-tropf, Mone 6, 470. Icel. flog (Suppl.

to 1234). Goute r\e avertinz, Rutebeufl, 257; avertin de chief

1, 471 ; male goute les eulz li crieve (put out his eyes) ! Trist.

1919. Ren. 1702; male gote te crieve loil ! Ren. 21198. 25268;

la male gote aiez as dens ! 14322. Ducange sub v. gutta quotes

many kinds ; avertin, esvertin, Meon 1, 391. OHG. mdnothmlino,

moon-sick, lunaticus, Graff 1, 443 (out of its place). Concidere

ad lunae incrementa, KarairiiTTeiv 'jrpo<i ttjv ae\i)vr)v, Lucian's

Toxar. 24. Nasci = lentigo, Graff 2, 1105. As there are 77

noschen, so * 77 sorts of zahn-rosen,' Hpt 4, 390 ;
* 77 shot and

77 plagues/ Superst. spell xxxix. ;
' 77 worms/ Mone 6, 462

;

sihen sulite darzuo nemen, Kschr. 6076, wielde 6095. What is

the unnamed disease? Moneys Schausp. 2, 373.

Our ohn-macht, fainting fit, is called un-maht, Er. 8825. Roth.

3015; si kam in nnmaht, Flore 1055, vor i(nm. si uider-seic

(sank) 1223; in wnm. vallen, Reinh. 593 ; OllG. m\r Mimahtct,

N. Boeth. 131 ; si vielen in unkraft, Kl. 1562 ; haer begaven at

die lede, so dat si in onmacht seek, Karel 1, 128 ; therfe begaf haer

alte male, so dat si sech in ommacht 1,241 ; viel in onmaht, Lane.

17215; viel in ommacht, Maerl. 2, 222; von dmaht si niderseic,

Flore 1224; si kam in dm. 1230; diu dm. vaste mit im ranc

(wrestled hard), Hpt 5, 277; dm., Engelh. 6303; zwo dmehte si

enpfienc, Gute frau 1650; ahJcraft, H. Sachs v. 349''. Viel in

marmels, Troj. 10742; mannels hingeleit, Oberl. de Conr. herbip.
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52. Si lagen iu tinsinne, Kl. 1978. 1566-71 ; vergaz der sinne

1563; do verlos ich alle mine sinne, MSH. 3, 207''; unversunnen

lac, Kl. 2092. Wh. 4G, 27. 61, 19; si viel hin unversunnen,

Parz. 105j 8. Se pamer, pasmer, Ferabr. 2801, se plasmet 3640,

plasmage 2962. We say, my senses forsook me ; animus hauc

reliquerat, Plaut. Mil. gl. iv. 8, 37. Si lac iu einem twahne, Er.

6593 ; daz im vor den ougen sinen veryie (passed away) siinne

unde tac, Laurin Ettm. 829 ; er viel vor leide in unmaht^ er-n'

weste ob ez waere tac oder nacht,'Re\n\\. 595. Sendschreiben p. 53;

er was uz siner gewalt, Herb, 10500, conf. 10604. Mir ge-

swindet, Gramm. 4, 231 ; daz ir geswand, Sclireiber 2, 64 ; ir was

geswunden, Fragm. 42*^ ; ira geswant, Flore 2178. 2241; swinden,

Jiingl. 656. JBesclnveimen : AS. swima, deliquium, Engl, swoon ;

Jiedfod-sivima, my Jiead swims. Wan in daz houbet diuzet von

gesiibte. Warn. 2192; ime entsweicli, Reinh. 564; beswalt,

Partonop. 18, 13. 34, 14; ontmaect, Lane. 12042. The con-

trary: er liam zuo sih, Flore 1066, zuo ir selber ham 1232.

Schreiber 2, 64; zuo im selben quam, Gr. Rud. H'' 13; zuo ime

selvin bequam, Roth. 3035^ conf. Lanz. 1747; biz er bequam,

Wigal. 5796 ; doe hi bequam, Maerl. 2, 222. Lane. 17216 ; was

vercomen weder, Kai-el 1, 158; sin herze im widertrat, Pass. 192,

65; herze gewinnen, Servat. 3431; sich versinnen, Parz. 109, 18.

Wh. 61, 29 ; sich widere versan, Er. 8836 ; er wart verriht,

Flore 2230, kam ze gerechen 2231 ; do si wart ze witzen, Kschr.

11925. Our ' bei sich sein^; sumne ego apud me ? Plaut. M.G.

iv. 8, 36.

p. 1159.] ON. qveisa, colica, conf. Goth, qaisv, (b8i<i (Suppl. to

1212 end; grimme muoter, Mone 8, 495; bdrmuter, Garg. 182^

bdrvatter 69''; wdrwund, Staid. 2, 435. Dysentery, der rote suche

Myst. 1, 105 ; er gewan den durchgang, Diocl. 4645 ; Nethl

roode-loop, dysent. (not our roth-lauf). On uzsuht, see Gramm
2, 794; der rothe schaden, Staid. 2, 306. Gotthelf's Sag. 5

160-1; M. Neth. menisoene, melisoene, Maerl. 3, 177; 0. Fr

menoison. Lung disease : daz swinde ? Myst. 1, 104. Schm. 3

539; OHG. serweii, tabescere, Graff 6, 271. 281 ; Swiss serbet

Staid. 2, 371; sch w ie)iig, Youhnn in Wolffs Zts. 2, 54; swin

seyen, Mone 6, 461; schwin, scliwein ; verzehrendes wesen, con

sumption, Leipz. avant. 1, 142.

Stitch in the side, pleurisy : ON. tac, OS. stechetJio, Hpt. 5,
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200, Our (lirm-wlnih (twisting of bowels), coiif. Litli. klynas,

iliaca p;issio ; miserere.

Dropsy : Swed. manatU-htJf, maii-JcaJf, coiif. the story of the

' frater Salernitanus/ Aegid. de medic, p. 1G7.

p. 1159.] Abortus: ON. konnnni leystiz hofn, foetus solvc-

l)atur, abortuni fecit; Bavar. Jiiiischliiigon is said of a cow, Sclim.

3, 452 ; die frau liat mit dem fiinften kiiide umgeworfen, Claudius

in Herder's Remains 1, 423. Goth. Jitau, our kreisseu, to have

throes: zimhern, parturire, Hag. Ges. Ab. 1, 12. Throes are

called a>hlve<i or ^oXal, throws of Artemis, Procop. 2, 57G (Suppl.

to 1177 mid.). 'To give birth to' we express by 'come down

with, bring into the world,' or simply hrituj, Schweiuichen 1, 38;

Swiss froJilen, trollen, zerfalien, fall in pieces (come in two),

Staid. 1, 307; ^iE.G . ze, kemenaten gdn, Hugd. 107. Mar. 163,

22 ; ON. at hvila, Vilk. sag. c. 31 ; die frau soil zu stuhl [Exod.

1, 16]. Es fieng an zu kruchen, Garg. 102''; die halken knackten

schon, da Jiel das ganze haus, C. Brehmen's Ged. (Lpz. 1637)

H 3^ J 3''
; conf. O. Fris. heiiene hurch, bone castle (womb),

Richth. 623''; fallen and in zwei stilck hrecJien, Diet, sub v.

fraueubauch ; se is dalbraken, broken down, Scbiitze's Hoist, id.

1, 196; gliickliche niederbrechung, safe delivery, Claudius in

Herd. Rem. 1, 383 ; si i.st entbicnden von ir not, Mai 129, 2.

Schutten, iverfen, used of animals.

p. 1160.] If the newborn infant cries, it has the heart-disease,

and is passed three times between the rungs of a ladder, Temme's

Altmark p. 82 ; blatt und gesper, blatt u. herzen-gesper, Mone C,

468-9; ir tuo daz herze vil we, Hag. Ges. Ab. 2, 178; der klam,

Kolocz. 185, angina ? fr. klemmen, to pinch. ' Der herz-wurni

hat sich beseicht ' of cardialgy and nausea; stories of the heart-

ivorm in Frisch 447''. Ettu. Hebamme 890. O'Kearney 180.

A Stockholm MS. informs us :
' Wanneu ein vrowe entfangen

hevet, so pleget gemeiuliken bi der vrucht to wassene (grow) ein

worm, dei hevet vlogele alse ein vledermues (bat) unde einen snavel

as ein vogel, unde dei worine wesset op mit (der) vruht ; unde

wan dei vrowe geberet hevet, al-to-hant over cleine dageu stiget

(climbs) Jiei op to deme herten der vrowen, unde dan to lesten so

hellet (holds) hei der vrowen herte, also wan men menit dat dei

vrowe genesen si, so stervet dei vrowe rokelose, dat men nicht

eu-weit wat er scbellet (ails her).' If expelled with the fa3tu3 :
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' dei op^e done assche ivesset, dei vruclit lieit gemeinlikeu kutfen-

slotel.' Si viemient li ver es cors, qui vnontent jusquau cuer,

et font raorir d'une maladie c'ou apele mort-sobitainne, Ruteb. 1,

257. ' Grew ia his heart the zage-wurm/ shrink-worm, Burc.

Waldis 174*; die ivurme ezzent uns daz herze, Diemer 290^ 10;

the miser's heart-worm, Festiv. of Conan 180. Bulimus, vermis

lacertae in stomacho hominis habitans, Oehler's AS. gl. p. 276;

bulimuSj werna, Diut. 168. Wurme wuohsen in ime houbet (in

their heads), Kschr. 715. 852; Hhe luorin in man or beast, that

we caWfoztun (?)/ Mone 8, 406.

Toothache, MHG, zan-swer, Freid. 74, 10 (Kl. schr. 2, 115).

Headache caused by cross black elves, Hpt 4, 389. Spasms in

head and breast with cough are called tane-weczel, J. Lindenbl.

p. 167 (yr 1404), conf. hauer-wefzel, Gr. jSij^. Tana-weschel is

personified in Fastn. sp. 468. ON. qvef, cough, cold in head. In

the Wetterau : krammel im hals, rasping in throat ; woul, violent

catarrh, conf. OHG. ivuol (1181-2).

p. 1160.] Gelesulit vl. ficli, Diut. 3, 45. Marcellus no. 100; Jih

in the chest, Mone 8, 493 ;
bleeding, running vig 8, 409. ON.

gula, moi'bus regius, jaundice; morbo regio croceus eifectus, Greg.

Tur. 5, 4. MHG. misel-suht, Servat. 728. 1570; musilsuht,

Ksrchr. 4293 ; hiez (bade) die misels. ahe-gdn 726. 4067 ; misel-

siech, Urst. 123, 69. ON. lik-J?ra, lepra, Fornald. s. 3, 642.

Biorgyn p. 107; likjjrdr, leprosus. M. Neth. packers, leprosus,

Maerl. 2, 227; lasers, lazers, Kausler's Altn. denkm. 1,482-3;

OHG. horngihruoder, leprosi, Graff 3, 301 ; MHG. made villic,

made-rvellic, aissel-villic, Myst. 1, 418 ; 0. Slav, prokaza, lepra,

Miklos. 34; Gael, lohliaracli, muireach, leprosus. The Lex Rotb.

180 has Meprosus aut daemoniacus,' and 233 ' mancipium lepr.

aut daem.' The SI. triid is in Jungm. tetter, ringworm, in

Miklos. 94 dysenteria, hydropisis. OHG. liruh, scabies, conf.

Graff 4, 1155; AS. hnif, ON. hrtifa. Citir-Ius vel ritdige, GL

Sletst. 25, 169; citaroli, Graff 4, 1155; tetra-Jic, Hattemer I,

2Q2^ ; zetern., flechte, Hpt 4, 390 ; AS. teter, Engl, tetter,

impetigo ; Austr. zitterich. Gr. XeLyijv impetigo, SI. Ushdi,

Serv. lita.i. A kind of itch is in Austr. hamJiakl, woodpecker.

ON. skyrhiugr, Dan. skjorhug ; schorhock, Garg. 149^; scJtar-

hock, scorhiit, scorbutus. AS. J^eor on fet, in eagum. The hurzel

is a contagious disease, Augsb. chr., yr 1387. Mono 6, 257;
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burz>.'l, <jHnhHf::el, Friscb 1, 157. 383. SI. kratel, an ailment

that makes one leg shorter, Vuk sub v. ; MHG. ir beiu (legs)

diu habent die muchen, Fraueni. p. 192, our maiike, malauders,

Frisch. A bleeding boil is called hund schiittler, Panzer 2, 305 ;

daz yn daz knallen-nbel angee ! Fries's Pfeiferger. p. 118 (yr

1388).

p. 1160.] Eutre sui en iiiaJ an, Aspr. 15".

p. 1163.] Smallpox: Serv. /cr((.s-^<'. Die blattern (pocks) fuhren

auf, Lpz. avant. 1, 271. Urschlechten, urschlichien hlattern, conf.

urslaht, Gramm. 2, 790. The story of a daemoniam meridi-

anum is told by Caes. Heisterb. 5, 2. The ' destruction that

wasteth at noonday' is trans, in AS. psalms ed. Thorpe p. 253

on midne dcege mcere deoful ; in Wiggert's Fragm. p. 3 von theme

dluuele miftentageUcheu ; in Windberg ps. p. 431 vone aneloufe

unde tiuvele deme miftertaijelichen; in Trier ps. von aneloufe

unde deme divele mitdendegelicheme ; conf. the midday mannikin,

evening mannikin, Borner 249. Pahipohiitza, Wend, volksl. 2,

268; conf. metil and kuga (p. 1188). At noon the gods take

their siesta, the ghosts can range freely then, and hurt mankind ;

a shepherd in Theocritus will not blow his reed while Pan takes

his noonday nap. With the spell of * the hiinsche and the dragon,'

conf. ' rotlanf und drach,' Hpt 7, 534. ' God send thee the fever,

or the boils, or the liiiiinch!' so prays the peasant against his

fellow man, Keisersb. Sins of the lips 38".

p. 1163.] There are healing drinks, magic driuks: drinc of

main, potus corroborans, Erceldun's Tristram 2, 40-2 ; drinc of

might, philtrum 2, 48. 51; conf. ominnis dryckr (p. 1101); //

looendris, Trist. ed. Michel 2106 (for 3 years) ; Engl, love-drink,

Fr. boivre damour 2185. A sick man is fiddled back to health,

supra (p. 331) ; into his trifling wound she blew, Gellert 3, 426.

A blind king is cured by washing in the ivater of a chaste wife,

Herod. 2, HI. H. Estionue's Apol. pour Herodote. Keisersb.

Omeiss 52*^. (Pref. xxxviii).

p. 1165.] Ich kan die leute viessen, Gryphius's Dornr. 90 ;

meten, Gefk. Beil. 167: 'the third woman declared he had lost

the measure, and she must measure him again,' Drci erzn. p. 361 ;

berouchen u. mezzen, Hag. Ges. Ab. 3, 70. Is this alluded to in

* ich viizze ebener dan Gctz, diu uie dehein man iibermaz ' ?

Helbl. 3, 327 ; messerinnen, Ettu. Maul. 657. Carrying -a jewelled

VOL. IV. c c
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chain about one is a remedy, Bit. 7050—55 (Suppl. to 1218

mid.).

p. 1166.] Whether a man is troubled with the white folk, is

determined thus : Take 3 cherrii twigs, and cut them into small

pieces, saying, 'one not one, two not two, etc' up to nine, till you

have 81 pieces ; throw these into a bowl of water, and if they

float, the patient is free of the white folk ; but if some sink, he

is still afflicted with them in the proportion of the sunken sticks

to the swimming ones. In Masuria, N. Preuss. prov. bl. 4,

473-4.

p. 1166.] We pour water on one who has fainted: daz man
mit hrunnen si verguz, unde natzte-se under'n ougen, Kl. 1566

;

si lac in unsinne unz (senseless till) man mit wazzer si vergoz

1978. Wet grass is laid on those that swoon, Ls. 2, 283. To
strike a^re, or to puff it, is good for a burn in the foot, erysipelas

and sore eyes, Miillenh. p. 210.

p. 1168.] Poenit. Ecgb. (Thorpe p. 380): (|?a did) jst wega
gelffitum ]?ui"h Jja eor&an tih&. Creeping through hollow stones,

Antiqv. ann. 3, 27 ; conf. Kuhn on Vrihaddevatii in Weber's Ind.

stud. 1, 118-9. Holluw round stones are fairy cups and dishes,

Scott's Minstr. 2, 163. These are often ment. in old records :

ad d'urecJielen stein (yr 1059) MB. 29^^, 143; p^tra pertusa, Procop.

2, 609 ; pierre percee, Schreib. Taschenb. 4, 262-3 (Kl. schr. 2, 42).

At Lauenstein a ruptured child is pulled through a S2>lit oak

bl/ its fjodfaDters bef. sunrise ; the more carefully the tree is then

tied up, the better will the rupture heal ; but no one will have

that oak, for fear of getting the rupture. The same thing is done

with a young maiden a.sA, Barnes p. 326. Sometimes the hair

merely is cut off and passed through, Meier's Schwab, sag. 528.

A horse is cured by putting a silver penny inside the split of

an aspen or hazel, Mone 6, 476. In England they often pull

a sick child through an ash, Athnm '46, Sept. 5, no. 984. They

tie the tree up with thick string, or drive nails into it. Trees so

nailed together are often met with in the woods : one was found

full of nails, Hone's Tablebk 2, 466 ; conf. the Vienna ' stock am
eisen,' Ziska's March, p. 105. If you have the toothache, walk

silently into a wood on a Thursday morning, take a nail with you,

pick your teeth with it, then drive it into a tree, Nilss. 4, 45.

There is a tree near Mansfeld studded all over with nails, DS.
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no. 1-87. In England a child that has the hooping cough is

drairib three times through an opening in a hawthorn hedge.

Apala, afflicted with a skin-disease, offers a Soma-sacrifice to

Indra, who in token of gratitude heals her by drawing her

through three openings in his car, Weber's Ind. stud. 1, 118. 4, 8.

p. 1 1 72.] When a headache will not go, they wind a string

three times round the man's head, and hang it up in a tree as a

noose ; if a bird flies through it, he takes the headache along

with him, Temme's Altmk p. 83. If you lai/ a child's chemise,

in which it has suffered the schwere noth (fit of epilepsy), on the

rross-ioays, the disease will pass over to him who walks, rides or

drives that way, Medic, maulaffe 1G7. A hatchet-wound is healed

by tying np the tool that dealt the dint.

Herre, mit Gotes helfe

wil ich, daz reine welfe

iuwer kint wol generen (keep alive). Diocl. 4504.

Jaundice can be transferred to the lizard, Mone 7, 609. Sick

men are wrapt in the hide of a newly killed stag, Landulph. in

Muratori 4, 81. Wilman's Otto 3, 244. A sickly child is swathed

in the skin of a newly slaughtered sheep (in Shamyl's camp),

Allgem. Ztg '56, p. 3323''. The superimposition of warm flesh

occurs in a witch-trial, Schreib. Taschenb. 5, 213.

p. 1172.] The deer-strap must be cut off the live animal,

Agric. Vom hirsche p.m. 238-9 ; conf. 'man sol den erhel-ricnten

(lorum nauseae) snideii dem der smacke (sapor) wil verderben,

Tit. 2621. The tooth of a weasel killed in a particular way is

picked up from the ground with the left hand, wrapt in the hide

of a newly killed lion (or maiden hind), and laid on the gouty

feet, Luc. Philops. 7. On the healing virtue of a rhamois-hullet,

dorouicon, see Ettn. Unw. d. 180. A skin-inflammation is called

wolf:

Der siechtuom ist des ersten klein,

und kumt den herren in diu bein,

nnd ist geheizen der wolf. Ottok. 91''.

p. 1173.] Kl. schr. 2, 146. Certain worms or heetles are

recomm. for dog-madness. * Maz-leide buoz ' in the note = cure

for queasiness (meat-loathing). There is a healtb-giving dish,
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into which the slaver of black and white snakes has trickled, Saxo
Gr. ed. M. p. 193-4. Ein iglich tier (every beast) daz wurde
gesunt, der im gaebe (if one gave it) hundes-hlnot, Renn. 19406

;

blood heals wounds. Lane. 25397-428. In the Bngelhart and
Poor Henry, leprosy is cured by the hlood of innocent babes

;

* man swendet druosen mit niiechterner speicheln,' fasting men's

spittle, Renn. 5884.

p. 1173.] A yellow bird by his look removes jaundice; it is

also cured by drinking out of a waxen goblet with a raven-ducat

lying at the bottom, Unw. doct. 147. Biting is good for a bite :

beiti (mordax aliquid) vi^ bifsottum, Seem. 27''. The huk is

healed by j^ot-hoohs, Lisch's Meckl. jrb. 6, 191, hip-gout (?) by
gelding, Greg. Tur. 10, 15.

p. 1175.] To the M. Latin ligamentum answers the Gr.

irapdpTTjfjLa, appendage, Luc. Philops. 8 ; breviis ac Ugaturis,

MB. 16, 241 (yr 1491); obligatores, Ducange sub v. Pertz 3,

100. Were wolfs teeth hung on people like the foal's tooth

p. 658 n. ?

Ob ieman wolle tumbeu spot

und einen boesen wolves zan

mit ergerunge henken dran. Pass. 3, 70.

Ir truogt (wore) den eiter-n-olves zan. Parz. 255, 14.

Daz ich minne, ist mir niht an-geb linden, ez ist mir an-geborn,

MSH. 3, 233*^. Parentes vero ejus, intelligentes eum diaboli

immissione turbari, ut mos rusticorum habet, a sortilegis et ariolis

ligamenta ei et potiones deferebant, Greg. Tur. Mirac. S. Mart. 1,

26. Accidentibus ariolis et dicentibus, earn meridiani daemonii

incursum pati, Ugamina herbarum atque incantationura verba

proferebant 4, 36. Ilia de sinu liciuin protulit varii colons filis

intortum, cervicemque vinxit meum, Petron. c. 131. Finn, tyrd,

prop, testiculus, then ' globulus magicus nocivus, instar testicu-

lorum, homiiiibus et pecudibus immitti solitus.' Fromm. on Herb,

p. 230 quotes : imago argentea, per incantationum modes multique

artificii virtute constructa, quae adversus incantationes jam factas

est valde potissima.

p. 1177.] In Arabic a conjurer is called breather on the knots,

who ties the nestel, and breathes or spits on it, to complete

the charm, Riickert's Hariri 1, 451. Sura 113 of Koran. Flnoch
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(:i curse), der mine wambe besperret (bars up), Mar. 153, 38. The
witch throws the padlock over a loving pair at their wedding, to

breed hatred betw. them, Bcchst. Thur. sag. 3, 219. People choose

the same day for being bled, Trist. 380, 3 [this appar. belongs

to 1139 ?]. A lighted wick dipt in one's drink, and so quenched,

lessens the drinker's enjoyment of love, Marcell. no. 94. Kl.

schr. 2, 142. Labour is obstructed by ni)ie witch-hiots in the

hair, ' the kaims (combs) of care,' Minstrelsy 2, 400. A shaggy

cap is good for women in child-hands (-birth), Herold in Oechslo's

Bauernkr. p. 35. A difficult labour is lightened by making two

babies of wax ; or are they merely to deceive the sorceress ?

DV. 1, 271-9. A man clasps his hands over his knees, and the

'labour is stopt ; they make believe it is over, he lets go, and it

goes on again, Asb. Huldr. 1, 20. Belts relieve the labour,

Ossian, Ahlw. 3, 436. 450
;

]?a toh Hrani belt-it, ok lag&i unn Jiana,.

ok litlu siSar (soon after) varS hun lettari, Fornm. s. 4, 32.

The Lettish Laima spreads the sheet under those in labour ; the

zlota baba watches over births, Hanusch 337. 356. 'Apre/jiL^

^oXoa-iT], Procop. 2, 576; al KvtaKovaaL eTriKaXetaOe Trjv"ApT€fj,iv,

a^iovcrdac a-vyyvwfjLJj'i on 8c€Kopy]6r)T€, Sch. on Theocr. 2, 6Q.

Juno Lnciiia, fer opem, serva me obsecro^ Ter. Adelphi iii. 4, 41.

Swelh wib diit driti liet (3 canticles) hat,

so sie ze keminaten gat (takes to her chamber),

in ir zesweti hevangen (clasped in her right),

sie lidet (will suffer) unlangen

kumber von dem srre,

wand in unser Frowen ere

g'nist sie (she'll recover) des kindes gnaedeclichen . . .

Swa diu buochel driu sint behalten,

diu Maget wil der walten (Virgin will manage),

daz da nehein kint

icerde hrumb noch blint. Wernher's Maria 128-9.

•H

p. 1177.] The cure for poisoning is descr. in Megenberg 275,

To the foot of one bitten by an adder is tied a stone from a

virgin's grave, Luc. Philops. 11.

p. 1179.] ' Man sol genaedige heilige verre in vremden landen

suochen,' MSH. 3, 45^* [Chaucer's ' seekeu straunge strondes, to

fernc halwes']. The sick are healed on the grave of the pions
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priest, Pertz 2, 82. The myth of the herb that grows up to the

skirt of the statue's garment is also in Walth. v. Rh. 138, 21-58

(p. 1191 mid.). Relics bring luck, Al. Kaufmann's Caesarius

p. 28, and the M. Neth. poem of Charles, Hpt. 1, 104. Miracles

are also wrought on Pinte's grave, Renart 29481.

p. 1180.] Coins were laid at the feet of a statue which had

cured, or was to cure, fever ; silver coins were stuck on its loins

with wax, Luc. Philops. 20.

Stabat in his iugens annoso robore quercus,

una nemus ; vittae mediam memoresque tahellae

sertaque cingebant, voti SLrgnvaentsi potent is. Ov. Met. 8, 743.

A woman cured of toothache thankfully hangs waxen gums on

the grave, Pertz 10, 522 ; a man whom the saint has delivered

from chains hangs up a chain, ibid. ; so in Cses. Heisterb. 7, 29.

Liberated prisoners hang their chains on the trees in the

goddess's grove, Pausan. ii. 13, 3 ; those in Ma. on the saint's

tomb, St. Louis 96, 2 ; conf. Scheible 6, 988-9. 997 and RA. 674.

' My mother made a vow that she would hang a votive tablet in

the chapel if I recovered my hearing,' Bronner's Life 1, 40.

Hooks to which diseased cattle had been tied, also crutches after

a cure were left lying in the chapel, Miillenh. p. 105, and at

healing springs, L\ march. 2, 78. In some places the inscription

may still be read : 'hat geholfen,' hath holpen, M, Koch's Reise

203. A waxen house is vowed, that the dwelling house may not

be burnt down, St. Louis 84, 19.

p. 1182.] To OHG. sterpoy pestis, lues, corresp. the AS.

steorfa. The schelm I explain fr. schwert, GDS. p. 235-6 : der

schelme gesluoc, Hpt 5, 552; der schalm sliieg liberal, LS. 2,

314; eh dich der schelm schlecht, Garg. 102^; der sch. schlagt,

Mone's Bad. gesch. 1, 219; schelmen-gruhe, -gasse, -acJcer 1, 215

seq. Leopr. 75-6; Jceib und 6'c7ie/v», Mone's Anz. 6, 467-8, schelmig

u. kehig 8, 407. OHG. suhtluomi, pestileus, corruptus, Graff

2, 212; staramilo, stramilo 6, 712. Diut. 1, 279; der brechen,

plague,' Panz. Beitr. 1, 23 ; dying of the brechen, H. Sachs 3, 64^=

(cholera?); pisleht, pestis, Graff 6, 778 ( = sleht, clades, Diut. 1,

183) ; der gehe tot in Pass. 316, 90 is apoplexy ; der scliwarze tod

Miillenh. no. 329 ;
' how a pestilence could thus fall fr. the stars,

and overrun the world,' Ph. v. Sittew. Zauber-becher p. 238;
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die pesteleuz stiiszt an, Platter's Life 6(). 71-2. The Serv.

kratel is a fabulous disease that kills ia one uiglit, worse than the

plague ; the dead uiau has onr foot sJiorler than the other, hence

the name (kratak, curt, Suppl, to IIGO end). IIoii^/j is a personif.

plague that robs mothers of their children, Pans. i. 44, 7. With

Apollo conf. OSinn in Sasm. 5" : flctjgffl OSinn, ok i folk um
skaut (shot). The Lettons think it au omen of pestilence, if the

auskitfs shears the backs of the sheep in the night, Bergm. 142.

p. 1183.] The angel that smites all in Ezek. 9 is called der

slaJicnih engeJ, Diemer 327-8. 2 Sam. 24, lG-7, Deliverance

from the plague is effected by a snow-white angel, Greg. Tur. 4, 5.

Angels and devils go about during the plague, Sommer p. 55
;

der sterbe erh\::et (bites to death, au angel with drawn sword),

Griesh. 2, 28 ; raging death rides through the city on a pale

horse, Judas 1, 327 ; in times of pestilence, Hel (m.) rides about

on a three-legged horse, butchering men, Miillenh. p. 244; ich

hor audi das menliti kum, pestilenz, es fahet au (begins), Keisersb.

Ora. 24.1

p. 1184.] The black death rises a,s a black /(xj, Miillenh. no.

329 ; the plague comes in sight as a bine inist, tSomm. p. 73, as

a cloud, a viper, Villemarq. Bard. bret. 120. The plague, in the

shape of a fog, winds into a wasps' hole, and gets plmjiji'd in,

Kulpa iu D'Elv. 1 1 ; she comes in at the window, a black shape,

passes into a bored hole, and is pegged hi, Keh rein's Nassau 54.

^oi^o<i uKepaeKofirj^ \ol/j,ou V€(f>eXT)y cnrepvKei, Luc. Alex. 36.

N. JMarc. Cap. 30. Tiie plague proceeds from the throats of

pursued wolves, Forcell. sub v. Hirpi. Et uata fertur pestilentia

in Babylonia, ubi de templo ApoUinis, ex arcula anrea, quam
miles forte inciderat, spiritus pestilens evasit, atque inde Parthos

orbemque implesse, Capitolinus in Vero 8. With the plague that

is conjured into a lime-tree, agrees the spider that is bunged iu

and let out again, which also runs about the country as a sterbet,

Gotthelf's Erzilhl. 1, 84.

p. 1189.] The Great Plague is called pestis ^fit'a, Welsh g fad
felen, San Marte's Arthur-s. 29. 323. With the leg. of Elliant

conf. Volksmiirch. aus Bret. p. 185—8. Souvestre 20G-7. On

' Do/Hiw Thiederici, Thietm. Merscb. 4, 21; 'ASptavoO Tvpyos, Td<pos, Procop. B.
Goth. 2, 22 ; tnrris Crescentii or Dietriclis-hans iu the leg. of Crescentia and the

Two DietricLs. In Wackeru. Lb. 990, Ditterich biiikU the Kngel-borg ; it is called

SorHen-bnrij in Myst. 1, 1U3.
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the Lith. Giltine, see N. Preuss. prov. bl. 8, 471-2. German

plague-stories may be seen in Woeste's Volks-iiberl. 44, Panz.

Beitr. 1, 29 and Wolfs Ztschr. 2, 83. The pest-frau is dressed in

lohite, Bader no. 431. The plague creeps, crawls in the dark,

Schmidt's Westerw. id. 89. The Swed, Plague-boy reminds of

the girl who in Denmark indicates deaths to the kindred xoith

a twig, Molb. Hist, tidskr. 4, 121 ; three plague-women walk

through the town with scythes. The plague- maiden appears in

wet garments and with a little red dog, Bunge's Arch. 6, 88.

When pestilence rises out of Mit-othin's grave, the body is dug

up and hedged in ivith stakes, Saxo Gr. ed. Miill. 4o (Suppl. to

609). The abating of plagues by btirying in a hill occurs in

Sagebibl. 3, 288. The cow's-death, an enormous bull, approaches

like the plague, Miilleuh. no. 328. In time of plague, the first

head of cattle that falls is hnried with a young shoot or a willow

planted in its mouth, Superst. I, 838. Miillenh. no. 327; or a

bull is buried alive, Panzer 2, 180, a calf or cow sacrificed (pp.

608. 1142). At Beutelsbach near Stuttgart, an old woman
during a cattle plague advised that the hummel (parish-bull)

should be buried alive : wreathed in flowers they led him in state

to a deep pit ; three times the mighty beast broke his way out,

but the third time he choked. Hence the Beutelsbacher are

nnmed Hummelbacher. The plague flies at people's necks as a

huttei-hy,fillert<;, Woeste's Volks-iiberl. 44-5. The Kuga, like

Berhta, can't bear to see the dishes not washed up. A strange

bird sings from the tree :
' Eat pimpernel, and you'll all be well

!

'

Herrlein's Spessart 217. Rochholz 2, 390-1 ; somewhat differently

in Schoppner no. 962. Leoprechtiug 101. Bader no. 270.

Panzer 2, 161. Schonwerth 2, 380. 3, 21.

CHAPTER XXXVII.

HERBS AND STONES.

p. 1190.] Ace. to Galen (De fac. simpl. 6, 792-3) a Greek,

Pamphihis, about the time of Claudius, wrote of herbs in alpha-

betic order, collecting their names and the superstitions about

their virtues in sacrifices and incantations. Were the book
extant, it would be valuable for mythology and language.
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Possibly the names of plants interpolated in MSS. of Dioscorides

are out of Pamphilus.

1. Herbs.

p. 1191.] Kein dine hat uf der erden an kreften also richen

hort (of powers so rich a store) so steinc, kriuter unde ivort, Troj.

10860; steine, hnU sint an tugenden riche, wort wil ich darobe

(above them) an kreften prisen, MS. 1, 12''; quae carmine sanet

et lurhii<, Ov. Met. 10, 397. Wurzen kraft u. aller steine meister-

schaft, MS. 1, 195'^; wilrze des waldes u. erze (ores) des fjoUes u.

elliu abgrunde, diu sint dir Herre kiinde, MS. 2, 230 ; der steine

kraft, der wiirzc waz, Wh. 2, U. What is the distinction betw.

hrid and lourz ? Ein krCd, des wiirzc (whose aromaj er wunden

helfen jach (asserted), Parz. 516, 24, conf. 516, 27 : er gruohse,

i.e. the wurz ( = wurzel, root). Kraut is picked, wurzel dug out;

flowers too are 2jickcd (Walth. 39, 16. Hpt 7, 320) or gathered

(Walth. 39, 1). Also : crut lesen, Lane. 29301 . Ein edel krid,

Hpt 4, 521; unedclhlnot (ignoble blood) 7,321 (p. 1195); durch

sine edel ez (daz krut) tragen. Warn. 1944; tugcnt-friihtic kriutel,

MS. 1, 88* ; ich brich eiich cdlc krcnter, Mone 6, 460 ; cfxipfiaKov

eadXov, Od. 10, 287. 292; ein edles kraut patientia samt dem

kreutlein benevolentia, die gaben also siiszen ruch, das es mein

herz u. sel durchkruch. Healing herbs are ' herbes demanieres'

Uen. 19257-69; surdae, hoc est ignobilcs herbae, Pliny 22, 2, not

showv, e.g. grass. Heil-wurz is fetched from an inaccessible

mountain by the wild merwoman, Hpt 5, 8 (Suppl. to 1192 mid.),

as dictamnus is by Venus from Ida, Aen. 12, 412. The Idcean bed

offlowers is also in Petron. 127; the Homeric veo^T^Xe'a? iroirjc;

is in Hesiod too, Theog. 576 ; a woodland bed [of flowers ?] is

Erek's and Enid's bette-wdt (-curtain), Er. p. 216. Vuk 1, no.

224; rait rosen was ich umbestact, Tragemund. Where the

maiden stood in the garden, bloom, the fairest flowers, Rhesa

dainos 296 ; die bourne beguuden kracJien, die rosen sure lachen,

Ges. Abent. 1, 464. Another planta e capite statuae nascens

is in Athenajus 5, 497. Liebrecht's Gervas. 124. Gesta R6m.

K. 138. Moss growing in a dcalJi's licad is supposed to have

magic power. There is a superstition about peas sown inside a

skull.

p. 1192.] Plants are dear to God; He called them forth.
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Whether to pick beautiful flowers, or dur Got stdn km (for God's

love let them stand) ? Hpt 4, 500. The inarrubium indeed is

gotes-vcrgeten, gotis-v., gotz-vergesseii, Mone 4, 240-8. 8, 493.

407; gotis-vergeszene, Summerl. 57, 51. Gewv dypaxm^, ?V

Kp6vo<i KareaTretpe' Glaucus, having found and eaten it, becomes

immortal, Athen. 3, 83-4. Aljxa ^Apeox; (blood of Ares), nardus

montana, Dioscor. 1, 8, lilium 3, 106; alp,a 'Ep/xov, verbena 4,

60; aljxa !A6r]vd'; chamaepitys 3, 165; alfia 'Hpa KXeou<;, crocna

1, 25, centaurium minus 3, 7; alfA,a rndvov, rubus 4, 37. So:

70V09 'HpaK\eov<i, myrtus silv. 4, 144, elleborum alb. 4, 148

;

76V09 'Epfxov, anethum 3, 60, buphthalmus 3, 146
; 761/09 ripa>o^,

polygonum 4, 4 (is 76»'o? here semen, or as the Lat. version has it,

genitura?). The flower Ata<i first springs up after the hero's

death. Pans. i. 35, 3. Plants often originate from drops of blood

(p. 827), as the flower on Sempach field shoots up where Leopold

has fallen, Reber's Hemmerlin p. 240. The poison-plant ukovltov

grows out of Cerberus's drivel (Ov. Met. 7, 415. Serv. ad Virg.

Geo. 2, 152), as the herb ^rac/to/i^p does from dragon's blood, Parz.

483, 6. ApcaroXo^ta (corrup. into osterluzei) has reference to

'Aprep^Lt; Xo-y^eia, and is given to women in childbed. Herba

Chironis alsing. Moneys Quellen 289**; herba S. Petri, ibid. The

Pol. Dziewanna is both Diana and verbascum thapsus ; Boh.

divizna (wonder-flower) is our himmelbrand (Suppl. to 1196).

Baldrs hra stands on a par with siipercilium Veneris, Diosc. 4,

113 a,nd j nngfrauen aug-braune (virgin's eyebrow), achillea mille-

folium, Nemnich ; conf. ivild-fraulein-kraut, achillea moschata,

Staid. 2, 451. AS. Sator-ld.&e (p. 247). IFoens-ytnw'f?, angelica ?

Coremans 53. Visnmarus, son of summer, of the sun ? (Suppl.

to 1212 end). The centaury was first pointed out by the

centaur Chiron; a herb is named achillea, bee. discovered by

Chiron's pupil Achilles. Venus culls dictamnus on Ida for her

wounded Aeneas, Aeu, 12, 412. The p.oi\v plucked out by

Hermes is, ace. to Dioscor. 3, 46-7, ruta silvestris and leucoium

silvestre. An angel in a dream reveals the sowthistle (p. 1208)

;

the wounded Albert is shown the remedial herb in a dream,

Felsenb. 1, 232-4; an angel tells of a remedy in a dream, Eugelh.

5437 seq. One herb the Mother of God has covered with her

cloak, Klose's Breslau p. 102; the empereriz having fallen asleep

on a rock in the sea, Mary appears and bids h.ev pull up the herb
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that yrows under Iirr head, Meon N. rec. 2, 71-3. Maerl. 2, 220.

Wackern. Lb. 995, 20. Frau Bahehilt digs up and grates herbs

for wounds, Ecken-1. 173—6. The mermaid urges the use of

mugwort, the v'da of odolian (pp. 1208. 1212). The v'da ijathers

herbs (here bilye) for Marko, Vuk 2, 218 (ed. '45).

p. 1194.] In the leg. of Glaucus and Polyidus a snake brings

the herb that reanimates the dead, ApoUod. Bibl. 3, 3 ; conf.

KM.^ 3, 26. A weasel in the wood culls the red flower that

quickens, Marie 1, 474. Birds pick herbs, and teach their uses

to man, e.g. the spring-wurzel (p. 973). A raven comes flying

with the wound-healing leaf, Vols, saga c. 8. If a swallow's chick

grows blind, she fetches a herb, lays it on, and restores the sight

;

hence the herb's name of chelidonium, celandine, Dioscor. 2, 211.

GDS. 204; and Megenberg tells the same tale of schell-ivurz

(celandine).^ Harts shew the hart-wort (hirsch-wurz, -heil),

Megenb. 398, 22—25. With Norweg. Tyrl-hiahn (Tiwes-helm)

coincides 'Apeo<; kwi), Babr. 68, 4. Does OHG. wat-wurz, Graff

1, 768 stand for Watin-wurz ?

p. 1195.] Mary has the most herbs named after her, see

Fries's Udtl. 1, 87. Similar to the wine Liehfraueu-milch is

ji<j)poB LT7]<; ^d\a, Aristoph. in a lost play p. m. 154*; t]8v^ 7e

TTLveiv olvo<i jl(j)po8. yd\a, Athen. 10, 444'^ Marien-railch how-

ever is polypodiuni vulg., said to have grown out of the drops of

milk that Mary scattered over the land, F. Magnus. 361 note ;

conf. the Span, leche de los viejos, leche de Maria = wine. Marien

hett-stroh is Engl, huhfs hedstraw, lady in the straxv, Hone's

Yrbk814. Frua-mdnteli, malva rotundifolia. Wolf's Zts. 2, 54.

Vrowen-hdr, Minnen-hdr, capillus Veneris, Mone 4, 241 ; conf.

Venus's eyebrow (Suppl. to 1192 mid.). Nemnich sub vv.

cypripeJium, adiautum. Marien-thrdne, -tear, resembles "Hpa<i

SdKpvov, verbena, Diosc. 4, 60. Labrum, lavacrum, concha Vene-

ris =dipsacus sitibundus, bee. it gathers dewdrops. Maryaretlien-

schvckla, -shoe, put in a box, becomes a black worm.

' A tield-flower, euphrasia or myosotis, is called augen-trost (eye's comfort),

Nethl. oijhen-troost ; also auijen-dicmt (lilunientrost, a family name at Miilhausen) ;

conf. ' den ich in miuen ougen gerue burge," Wolfr. S, 4 ; zc sumerc die ougeu

troflteu scboene wise (fair meads enchant the eye) ; lovely l&dies were 6(ptia\fj.ut'

dXvTjOo^'es, eye-smarts. Da'ges eagc, primula veris [?j , M. Engl, dales eyghe,

daisy, Alex. 7511. Clover too is called ou<ien hrclu'mii-, but Engl, cye-lriijht is

euphrasia. Ich tuon dir in den ougen wol, Winsbekin 4, 4 ; er ist niir in den

ougen niht ein dorn, MS. 1, 15". 2, UH"; ob ez ir etelichcn taete in den ougen wO,

MS. 1, dS". GDS. 20") ; conl. friedelex ouna, Mone 8, 405. Hpt. ^^>, 33'i.
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p. 1195.] Flowers are picked and presented to ladies, Hpt 7,

320. Some herbs engender strife, esp. among women : ononis

spinosa, weiher-hrieg, women's war, Lat. altercum ; Serv. h'dye od

omraze, herbs of hate, that makes friends fall out, Vuk 1, 305 (ed.

'24). Boh. hily is one particular plant, tussilago. Herbs wei'e

broken off with the pommel of a sword, Lane. 12013, picked with

the left hand, bare-footed (see selago) . They are gathered ace.

to days of the week : on Sunday solsequium, Monday lunaria,

Tuesd. verbena, Wednesd. mercurialis, Thursd. bai'ba Jovis, Frid.

capillus Veneris, Saturd. crowfoot (? p. 247). Superst. H, cap.

31-2.

p. 1196.] Pliny 26. 5, 14 calls condurdum herba solstitialis,

flore rubro, quae e collo suspensa strumas comprimit ; conf. Plaut.

Pseudol. i. 1, 4: quasi solstitialia herha paulisper fui, repente

exortus sum, repentino occidi. Herba Britannica is called in

Diosc. 1, 120 a\tfA,o<;, ol he /Speravvticj], in 4, 2 ^peravvLKr} rj

^eTTovLKTj, conf. Diefenb. Celt. 3, 112. Cannegieter de Briten-

burgo, Hag. Com. 1734. Abr. Hunting de vera herba Brit.

Arnst. 1698. C. Sprengel's Diosc. 2, 571. GDS. 679. An
OHG. gl. of the 12th cent, has 'herba Brit., himel-brant,' Mone
8,95; peril. ' ]dlmihranda= maureWa,' in Graff 3, 309 stands for

himilbranda. Himmel-hrand, -kerze = verha,scnm thapsus, white

mullein, Schm. 2, 196; and hilde-hrand, verb, nigrum, 2, 178.

Himmelhrand, hrenn-kraut, feld-kerze, unholden-kerze= verb,

thapsus, says Hofer 2, 52 ; unlwlden-kraut. Boh. divizna, Jungm.
1,371* (Suppl. to 1192 mid.). Instead of ' hcewen-hyd'ele, bri-

tannica,' Mone's Quellen 320'' has the forms licewen-hyldele, hoiiven-

ydele ; may hylde, hilde be akin to helde, heolode (hiding,

hidden) ? Tonnoire, fleur du tonnerre, coquelicot, poppy,

Grandgagnage's Voc. 26; donner-hart (-beard) is sedum tele-

phium, A fungus Xrov in Thrace grew during thunder, Athen.

1, 238; subdued thunder generates mushrooms, Meghaduta, p. 4.

On lotus see Klemm 1, 112-3; lotus caerulea, Bopp's Gl. 39^.

46. SpfengeFs Diosc. 2, 622 ; white and blue lotus, Fries's

Udfl. 1, 107.

p. 1199.]. Mir wart ein krut i?i mhi hant, Ls. 1, 211; does

that mean ' stole in unperceived ' ? conf. (fiv iv %et/3t, Passow 2,

1042. Si sluoc daz krut mir ilz dcr hant, Ls. 1, 218. Of the

aster atticus, Dioscorides 5, 118 says: ^rjpbv he avaipedev rf}
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dpia-Tepa
X'^'-P''

^^^ uXyoin'To<:, iu the putieut's left hand. Ot the

bark of the wild figtree, Pliny 23. 7, 6i : caprifico quoque medi-

cinae unius miraculum aJditur, corticem ejus impuhescentom piicr

impubis si defracto ramo detrahat dentihus, medullam ipsam

adalUgatam ante soils ortum prohibere strumas. Three roses are

picked off in five picJcs, Amgb. 48'^ (couf. wishing for 3 roses

on one stalk, two roses on one branch, Uhl. Volksl. pp. 23. 116.

Reusch no. 12. Meiuert's Kuhl. 95 ; offering 3 roses, Uhl. p.

257.8). A Swed. account of digging up the ronu (rowan) in

Dyb. '45, 63. Am abend soltu sie (the vervain) umkreissen mit

silher u. mit golde u. mit siden (silk), Mone 6, 474. When the

root is pulled out, the hole is filled up with corn, to propitiate

the earth (Suppl. to 1241). The plant is phirked suddenly, and

covered with the hand (Suppl. to 1214) : du solt ez (the shoot)

uz der erden geziehcn vil lihfe, En. 2806 and 2820—5, where

Virgil has no shoot to be pulled up, but a branch to be torn off.

La sainte herbe qu'a son chief trueve . . . tot en orant Verhe a

coillie, Meon N. rec. 2, 73.

p. 1202.] The grasses growing through a sieve remind one of

the words 'Jmrh aern in-wyxd'' (p. 1244). It is curious too,

that an elder should be considered curative when it grows in a

hollow willow-tree out of seeds that thrushes had swallowed,

Ettn. Unw. d. 161-2. There are herbs, the sight of which allays

hunger : esuriesque sitis visis reparabitur herbis, Ecbas. 592.

p. 1204.] The mightiest of magic roots is mandrake : abollena

alrun, Sumerl. 54, 37. How to pull it out is also descr. iu

Oeuvres de Rutebeuf 1, 474: Ceste dame herhe (conf. la mere

des herbes, artemisia, Suppl. to 1212 beg.), it ne la trest ne giex

(Jew) ne paiens ne sarrazins ne crestiens, aius la trest une heste

mue, et tantost come ele est traite, si covient morir cele heste. In

like manner the root Baaras is pulled up by means of a dog,

Joseph. 7, 25. Armenian ' nianrakor or lushtak, a man-like root,

is pulled out by a [dog ?] to which it is tied ; in coming out it

moans in a human voice,' Artemius of Vagarshapat, transl. by

Busse (Halle '21) p. 106. Mandragora grows in Paradise,

where the eh'fnnt goes to look for it, Karajan. Mai>8pay6pa<:.

nvOayopaf dvdp(o'Tr6/j.op(f>ov, 'PwfMaiot fidXa Kaviva, Diosc 4, 76.

The alrann is carved out of a root (p. 513n.). Panz. Beitr. 1, 250.

Uu vergier a li peres Fioire, u plantcs est li mandegloire, Flore
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244'. Mandragora tvalni, Mone 8, 95 ; von senfte der almnen
wart micli slafen, Frauenl. 6, 26 ; vtto fiavSpayopa KaOeuSeiv,

Luc. Timon 2 (ed. Bip. 1, 331—3) ; eV fiavSpajopov Kadevheiv,

Luc. Deraosth. enc. 36. On the oJrune in Fi-auenlob's Minne-

leich 15, 2, Ettmiiller says p. 286: 'they seem to have believed

that TYiandrakes facilitated birth.' This is confirmed by Adam
Lonicerus in his Kreuterbuch (1582) bl. 106". ' Airaim rinden

dienet zu augen-arzneyen. Dieser rinden drey heller gewicht

schwer, fiir der frawen gemacht (women's chamber) gehalten,

bringet ihnen ihre zeit, treibet auss die todte geburt.' Alrunen

heizit er virbern (he is said to have about him) : swenne er wil,

so ist er ein kindelin, swenne er wil, so mac er alt sin, Cod. Pal.

361, 12''. 'He must keep an araunl by him, that tells him all

he wants to know,' H. Jorgel 20, 3. The mandragora is put into

a white dress, and served twice a day with food and drink, Spinnr.

evangel. Tuesday 2 ; conf. the tale of the gallows mannikin,

SimpL 3, 811.

p. 1204.] Obinn sticks the thorn into Brynhild's garment

only, and throws her into a sleep (Kl. schr. 2, 276). In Tirol

the schlaf-kunz is called schlaf-jnUze, Zingerle 552. 'Hermannus
dictus Slepe-rose,' Hamb. lib. actor. 127, 6 (circ. 1270). The
hawthorn is sentis canina, lignea canis, Athen. 1, 271. Breton

gars spern, thorn-bush, in the story of a fair maiden. Nilsson 6,

4.5 maintains that on barrows of the bronze age a hawthorn was

planted and held sacred; and the same among Celts (Kl. schr. 2,

254. 279).

p. 1207.] Mistletoe grows on the hazel, lime, birch, fir, willow,

and esp. oak, Dyb. Runa 2, 16. AS. dc-m,istel, viscum quer-

neum. Mlsfila, a woman's name, Mone 5, 492. Trad. Fuld. 1,

130. Schannat 445. Many places named after it: Mistlegan

near Baireuth ; Misteloiuva, Mistlau, near Crailsheim, Stalin 1,

599; Mistelhach, Frauend. 272, 18. Kaltenb. Pautaid. 184'';

ad Misteleherge, Lacomblet (yr. 1054) no. 189; Mistelreld,

Lang's Reg. 2, 397 (yr 1248). 3, 55 (yr 1255). Bamb. calend.

p. 142; Misptilsivalde, Lindenbl. p. 24; Mlsterhidt i Smjiland,

Dybeck '45, 80. A sword belonging to Semingr is called

Mistilteinn in Hervarars. (Fornald. sog. 1, 416). Mistil =
tuscus (1. viscus), Hpt 5, 326. 364. In some parts of Germany
they call mistletoe kenster, kinster. Walloon hamiistai, hamu-
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sfdiiie, Graiulgagnage 1, 270 and henlda'i, hinUii-al= kinster,

canister, Grandg. Voc. 23-i. Engl, misseltoc, ndslctoc, Hone's

Daybk 1, 1637-8. And maren-tacke is misletoe, bristly plant

(p. 1247, 1. 11). Nilsson would trace all the Scand. mistletoe

cultus to the Druidic, Dybeck '45, 79. 80. Ein mistlein pater-

noster, MB. 18, 547 (yr. 1469); mi'^chtUn 2Jatcrnoster, mispel and

tiich-mistUn jmteruoster, Ruland's Handlungs-b. yrs 1445-6-7.

(Pref. viii.) Mistletoe must be cut on a Midsummer-night's eve,

when sun and moon are in the sign of" their power (conjunction?),

Dyb. '44, p. 22. For the oak mistletoe to have any power, it

must be shot off the tree, or knocked doivn with stones, Dyb. '45,

p. 80. In Virgil's descr. of the sacred bough, Aen. vi.,

137. aureus et foliis et lento vimine ramus,

141. auricomos quam quis decerpserit tLvhore fetus,

144. aureus, et simili frondescit virga metallo,

187. et nunc se nobis ille aureus arbore ramus,

this aureus fetus is merely compared to (not ident. with) the

croceus fetus of the mistletoe; conf. Athen. 3, 455-7. An oak with

a golden bough occurs in a Lett, song, Biittner no. 2723. Armor
huelcar, aft. heller; Wei. uchelawg, ucJiel/a, nclielfar, ucJielfel,

holllach, Jones p. 39P. Lett. oJisa ivehja >flohta, oak-mistletoe,

from ohsols, oak, &nd xlohta, broom, plume; welija/lohta is a plant

of which brooms are made. Does wehja mean holy ? conf.

wehja wannags (Suppl. to 675). Serv, h'pak, viscum album,

also niela, of which Vuk p. 394 says : If a mistletoe be found on

a hazel, there lies under that hazel a snake with a gem on his

head, or another treasure by the side of it.

p. 1208.] Welsh f/iulydd usu. means mild, tender, givioli/dd

is violet. Valerian is in Finn, ruttoijuiiri, plague-wort ; another

Boh. name is kozljk. A rare word for valerian is tennemarch,

Nemnich. Moue 8, 140*. Hpt 6, 331. Worthy of note is the

Swed. tale about the mooring of Tivehark and Vendelsrot , Dyb.

'45, p. 50. The Serv. name odolidn resembles a Polish name of

a plant, doh;ga, for dohjka means upper hand ; conf. Vuk's Gloss,

sub. V. odumiljen. Odilienus is a man's name, Thietmar 4, 37
;

so is Boh. Odolen (Kl. schr. 2, 393). Nardus is fragrant, esp.

the Indica ; nardus Celtica is saliunco. NdpSo^ iriaTtK)) ttoXi^tj/ao?,

John 12, 3 is in Goth, nardus pistikeins iilu-galaubs.
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p. 1208.] Acc. to Martin's Relig. d. Gaules, BelinunUa comes

fr. Belenus {Diefenb. Celt. 1, 208. Zeuss p. 34), and is a herba

Apollinaris ; Apollo is said to have found it, Forcell. sub v.

Russ. helena, Pol. hielun, Boh. hlen, hljn, Hung, helendfn. Engl.

hetthane, gallinae mors.

p. 1208.] On eherwurz, see Reuss's Walafr. Strab. Hortulus

p. 66. Great power is attrib. to the carlina, Dyb. '4b, p. 72.

Another thistle is in Sweden called jull-horste, ibid., reminding

us of the boar Gullin-hursti and of eberwurz. As Charles's

arrow falls on the sow-thistle, so does Cupid's on a flower to

which it imparts mii-aculous power, love-in-idleness, Mids. N.

Dr. 2, 2 ; and other healing herbs are revealed in dreams. In

another dream a grey smith appears to the same king Karel,

and with his pincers pulls nails out of his hands and feet, Hpt

1, 103.

p. 1209.] An AS. Herbal says of Betonica : ]>eos wyrt, |>e

man hetonicam nemne"S, heo bib cenned on maedum and on

claenum dunlandum and on gefri^edum slowum. seo deah

gehwae^er ge ]?aes mannes sawle ge his lichoman (benefits soul

and body), hio hyne scylde^ wi'S (shields him against) unhyrum

iiiht-genguvi and wiS egeslicum gesiU&um and swefnum. seo

wyrt byS swy'Se haligu, and ]7us |7u hi scealt niman on Agustes

monSe hutan iserne (without iron), etc. MHG. hatonie (rhy.

Saxonie), Tit. 1947: hetoene (rhy. schoene), Hatzl. 163, 86.

KicTTpov 'Pco/xaloi overTOVLKrjv KaXovcri, Diosc. 4, 1.

Verbena is akin to veru and Virbius, says Schwenck pp. 489.

491 ; it stands for herbena, says Bergk. It is sacred, and there-

fore called lepo^ordvr) and herba inira, qua coronabantur bella

indicturi, Pliny 22. 2, 3. 25. 9, 59. Wolfg. Goethe's Dissert,

p. 30-1. [t is called irepiarepeLov, bee. pigeons like to sit by it;

also/erran'a, Diosc. 4, 60 : 77 cn8r]ptTi<i 4, 33-4-5. OHG. tsarna,

isenina, Graflf 3, 864. 1, 491 ; idncletta 4, 555. Sumerl. 24, 9
;

isenarre, Sumerl. 40, 54 ; tserenbart 66, 40. MHG. isenhart,

Mone's Auz. 4, 250 and Quellen 309*'. Eisen-kraut, as we still

call it, is thrown into St. John's fire (p. 618); conf. 'Lay aside

the Johnswort and the vervain,' Whitelaw p. 112. Nethl. her-

Icrud, Swed. jem- art, Dan. jern-iirt. There was a spell for dig-

ging up vervain, Mone 6, 474. AS. msc-wyrt, Hpt. 5, 204;

cesc-prote, Lye sub v, GDS. 124.
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p. 1200,] Madelger isfc aiu gut crut wurtz. swer si grabn wil,

del" grub si au Sant JoLans tag ze .suu-bendcii (solstice) an dem

abeut, uud beswer si also dri-stuud (adjure it o times thus): ' Icli

beswer dich, Madelger, Aiii luartz so her, Ich manen dich des

geliaiz deu dir Sant Pcffrns gehiez, Do er sineit, stab dri-stund

durch dich stiez, Der dich usgrub Und dich haiiu trug : Wen er mifc

dir umb-fauht (whom he with thee begirds), ez sy fraw oder man,

Der mug ez in lieb oder in minn nimer gelaun. In Gotz namen,

Amen.' wihe si mit andern crutern. Kriiuter-heilkunde (yr

1400) in the Giessen Papierhs. no. 992, bl. 143.

p. 1211.] Fern, bracken. Gt. irrepi'^ fr. its feathery foliage.*

Lat.jilij', it. felce, Sp. helecho, Fr. foitijcre. Filix herba, palmes

Mercurii (Suppl. to 159) ; filicina, filix minuta, AS. eofor-fearn.

Celt, rati'i, Wei. rJtedyn, Bret, raden, Ir. vaifh, raithneach, Gael.

raineach (conf, reiuefano), Pott 2, 102. Adelung's Mithr. 2, 68

from Marcell. c. 25 (Kl. schr. 2, 123). Finn. sana-ijaJ'ka (word-

foot), Eeth. sona-ijahj, Bocler's Abergl. gebr. d. Esten 144.

Lith. bit-hresJe (bee's chair) = tauacetum vulg., Nesselm. 226.

331. Serv. pouratish, tansy, tauacetum crispum (fr. po-

vratiti, to turn back ? ON. bnrhni, filix, polypodium, Swed.

hraken, Vesterb. fraken, Dan. bregne. Again, ON. einsta2)i,

Jonsson's Oldn. ordboc, Norw. einstabbe, einstapc, Aasen 79'\

Nemuich sub v. pteris. Swed. ormbunke. Den wilden varm

treten, Parz. 444, 7. 458, 17 ; latentis odii filix excrevit, Dietmar

in Pertz 5, 736 ; file.v iniquitatis exaruit 5, 742. Fernseed makes

invisible. Wolf's Ztschr. 2, 30 : we have the receipt of fernseed,

we walk invisible, 1 Henry IV. 2, 1 ; Swed. osynlighets gras.

As fernseed in Conrad is thrown to the shad (schaid-visch,

Beheim 281, 28), so bugloss, which is said to blind all animals

born blind, is scattered to fishes, Kudl. 12, 13. 1'', 28. 32—48.

After walking naked to the cross-roads and spreading out a

pockethandkerchief, one expects fernseed, Zehn ehen 235. On
Christmas ni^ht, high and low used to walk in the fernseed

;

there you might wish for anything in the world, the devil had to

bring it. The Wend, volksl. 2, 271" makes it blossom at Mid-

summer noon : get hold of the blossom, and all the treasures of

* So, from the Slav. par-Ri, to dy, peri'i, wing, feather, Hehn derives not only the

redupl. Slav, and Lith. pa-part, pa-prat, but the Teut. farn and even the Celt, ratis

which stands (more Celtico) for pratis. Hehn's Plants and Anim. p. 484.—Thansl.

VOL. IV. D D
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^artli lie open before you. Conf. the Sloven, riddle :
' kay tsvete

hrez tsvcta ? ' what blossoms without blossom ? Answ. 'praprot.

In Tirol, if you step on an irr-wurz, you immed. find yourself

plunged in a bog or a carrion-pit. A story of the irr-kraut in

Stober's Neujahrstollen 32-3 ; conf. Lett, songs in Biittner nos.

1593. 1912.

p. 1212.] Artemisia, Fr. armoise, 0. Fr. ermoize,is called in

Champagne marrebore or marrehorc (marrubium?), which is supp.

to mean la mere des hex'bes (Rutebeuf 1^ 257), as in fact arte-

misia is called herbarum mater in Macer. Rutebeuf's Dit

iie Ferberie 1, 257 makes ermoize the first of healing herbs : Les

fames sen ceignent le soir de la S. Jehan, et en font chapiaux

seur lor chiez, et dient que goute ne avertinz ne les puet panre

n'en cliiez, n^en braz, n^en pie, n'en main ; mais je me merveil

quant les testes ne lor brisent, et que li cors ne rompent parmi,

tant a I'ei'be de vertu en soi. The Germ, word for it occurs as

a man's name Peijhos (yr 1330), Bamberger verein 10, 107, and

Beifpoz (yrs 1346-57) 10, 129. 136-8. 145. Even Schannat no.

-348 has the name Beboz (see Kl. schr. 2, 399. Dronke's Trad.

Fuld. 420); and ' be}jposs = a,rtem.es\a,' in Vocab. Theuton.

(Nuremb. 1482) d. 7^ At last, in Vocab. ex quo Eltuil 1469,
"' attamesia= &^/wys,'?,' and also ' incus = eyn anfusse,' the /in both

being appar. Mid. Ehenish.* ' Bismolteu, artemisia, est nomen
herbe, volgariter byfus in ander sprach bock,' Voc. incip. Teuton.

'Bibes ist ain crut : wer fer welle gaun, der soil es tragen, so wirt

er nit miid sere uf dem weg, der tiifel mag im och nit geschaden

;

und wo es in dem hus lit, es vertribt den zober,' Heilmittelbuch

of 1400 in the Giess. lis. no. 992, bl. 128^', 'Artemisia, beyftiss,

-f<onnenwendel,' J. Serranus's Diet. Latino-Germ. (Niirnb. 1539)

05''; 'in dem bifns,' Mone's Anz. '34, 337. Superstitions about

it, Panz. Beitr. 1, 249. ' St John's coals (touchstones) are found

fr. noon to vespers of John's day under the beijfuss ; alias non

inveniuntur per annum,' Mone 7, 425. Artemisia is zimber

zimhira in Hattemer 3,597*; hergott-liolzel in Nemnich p. 466

AS. tagantes //e?c?e= artemisia (tragautes, for TpayuKavda?)

Mone's Quell. 320* (conf. p. 1216 n.). OHG. stapa-wurz, stabe-w.

abrotonum, Graff 1, 1052. Sumerl. 60, 2; onr stabwurz, southern

* The corruption of biboz into ' our meaningless beifuss ' is a fair example of

Folk-etymology : the herb is good for the pedestrian's feet.—Transl.
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wood. OS. titaj'-tvnrt, dictamiuim, dittany, Diut. 2, 1*.>2. Arte-

misia is hiiggila in Hattemer 1, 314'''' and Mone 8, 400; Inuirl

6, 220 ; hiii/rje 8, 405 ; hurjgnl, Voc. opt. p. 5P ;
^utI he iv raU

oho LIT plait fxi] TraparpijBeaOai rov<; /Sov^covwi, ciyvov pa^hov v

T>}9 apTe/xicriaii KpaTovp.evr]<^ (groin not galled if one carry a

switch of agnus castas or artcmisia), Diosc. 2, 212. Gallic irovep,,

Dacian ^ovoarTj (conf. ^&jcrT>;/3, girdle), GDS. 208. Diefenb. Celt.

1, 172. Ir. mncjard, AS. mucg-ivyrt, GDS. 708. Boh. cerno-hyl,

Pol. czanw-bi/l, Sloven. 7.1iern6h (black herb) ; Serv. hozhije drntze,

God's little tree.

To Gothic names of plants, add vigadeind, Tpt^o\o<; (Suppl.

to 1215). On equisetum, see Pott's Comm. 2, 27. OHG. f/nm-

sinc, nymph^ea, potentilla, clavus Veneris, Graff 4, 333 ; MHG.
(jrensine, Mone's Anz. 4, 244-G. In a Stockholm MS. we find the

spell : Unse leve vrowe giuk sik to damme, se sochte grensirik

den langcn. do se en vant, do stunt he un hevede. se sprak :

' summe den soten Jesuni Crist, wat crudes du bist ? ' ' Jiink-

frowe, ik hete grensinh, ih bin das loeldigeste hint, ik kan den

kettel kolen, ik kan alle dink vorsonen, ik kan den unschuldigen

man van den galgen latcn gan ; de mi bespreke nn ineges dages

up breke, dem were God holt and alle mannen kunne uu golt

sulven.' in den namen des Vaders un des Sons, etc. Is grcusinc

fr. grans, prora, bee. it grows in front of your boat ?

Clover, trifolium, Dan. klever. Germ, klee : nuhblattlets klee

(p. 1079 mid.). Esp. significant is the four-leaved (p. 1137 end):

klewer veer, Miillenh. pp. 410. 557 ; clover cinf^nefoil, Bret, miirch.

89. 93 ; to send trefoil and wine. Arch. v. Unterfranken iv. 3,

169. Clover is called himmel-kraut in Bavaria : schon bluet's

hhnel-krauf, Schm. 2, 196, conf. himel-bliie, rskinhow, himcl-brand,

mullein (Suppl. to 119G) ; hergotts-brot (-bread), head of clover

blossom, Schm. 2, 231, conf. brosam-krant, Superst. I, 369;

Gotis-amjiher (-sorrel), alleluja, Suraerl. 54, 35. Icel. smdri,

ti-ifol. album; Jutl. smar<\ ON. qveisu-gras, trifol. fibrinum,

good for colic and hysterica passio (Suppl. to 1159 beg.). Swed.

vdpling : superstit. of the fi/r-vi'qd., fcm-vaj-il., Dybeck '48,

p. 22. Gall, visumarns, Diefenb. 1, 46 (Suppl. to 1192 mid.

Kl. schr. 2, 156. 171). Ir. shamrock, in O'Brien seamrog (Kl.

schr. 2, 156), GDS. 302. Welsh uieillioncn. Armor, melchen,

melchon. Clover used in Persian sacrifices, Herod. 1, 132.
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p. 1213.] Our gwider-mdnnlein, gundel-rehe, is a tiny blue

flower, whereas OHG. gunde-reha= acer, maple; gunderehe, acer,

balsamita, Mone 1, 600. In a charm: ' guntrehen ger (maple

shoot?), I toss thee up to the clouds/ Mone 6, 468.

p. 1213.] Morsus diaboli, devilshit, see Dybeck 'i5, 52. AS.
ragii (ragwort) is glossed by 'mosicum, mossiclum/ perh.

mosylicum ; otlierw. ragu is robigo. Lye has also ' Cristes

maeles ragu, Christi crucis mosicum, herba contra ephialten

valens.' Schubert p. 197 : ragiourz, orchis.

Serv. stidalc (shamefaced), caucalis grandiflora : it has a white

blossom, with a little red in the middle. This red, they say, was

greater once, but grew less every day, as modesty died out among
men, Yuk sub v.

Holder (wolFs-claw ?), when eaten, causes vomiting or purging,

ace. as it was shelled over or under one, Judas 1, 169. Lycopo-

dium complanatum, ON. jafni, Dan. jdvne, Swed. jemna, Yesterb.

jamm.

p. 1214.] A plant of universal healing power is lieil-aUer-welt,

agrimonia, Mone 8, 103; aUer frowen heil, MS. 2, 48*; guotes

mannes heil, Hpt. 2, 179. Lisch's Meckl. jrb. 7, 230; conf. the

ointment mannes heil, Iw. 3452. Er. 7230.

p. 1214.] Dorant seems a corrup. of andor, andorn (hore-

hound) : trail your shirt in blue tharnnd,, N.Pr. prov. bl. 8, 229.

Gothl. tarald, iiggling, ett gras for hvilket trollen tros sky, Almqv.

464*. Hold up thy skirt, that thou graze not the white orand !

M. Neth. orant, Mone 6, 448. Hoist, giiler orant, Miillenh. no.

425. 'A herb that says. Be wol-gemut, (of good cheer) !'

Hoflfm. Gesellschaftsl. 136; die braune ivolgemut, Ambras. lied,

p. 212. Pol. dohry mysii, good thoughts. The plant must be

plucked hastily, and hidden : e/j,/xaTreco<; rov opi'yavov iv %e/9t

Kevdei, Athen. 1, 262 ; opi'yavov ^Xeirecp, look sour, as though

you had bitten marjoram.

Porst, parse is strewn under the table, to sharpen a guest's

appetite, Fries's Udfl. pp. 109. 110; conf. horsa, myrtus, Graff

3,215.

p. 1214.] OHG. Juirt-houivi (-hay) must, I think, be the

harten-aue which the girl ' murkles ' to find out if her lover loves

her, Firmen. 2, 234. Fiedler's Dessauer volksr. 98. In Sweden

this hypericum perforatum has to be one of the mne sorts of
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jloivers that make the Midsum, nosegay ; the picking of it is

descr. in Runa '41-, p. 22-3 : you lay it under your pillow, and

notice what you dream. Again, that plant with St-John's-

blood sap (Miillenh. p. 222) is the hart-heu, ISchub. p.m. 184.

Schiitze's Hoist, id. 1, 117-8.

OHG. rehifano, Graff o, 521, Swed. renfane, tansy, seems to

be sacred to elves, Fries's Udfl. 1, 109 ; it helps in difficult

childbirth. Does the name denote a plant that grows on boun-

daries [rain = strip of grass left betw. hedgeless cornfields] ?

conf. rein-farn, Kl. schr. 2, 44.

p. 1214.] Was wulertdii orig. widar-dono, formed like iclf-

]7ona ? yet it is ivedertam in Sumerl. 55, 49. The country-mouse

in Rollenhagen, when visited by the town-mouse, lays down a

bundle of widderthan, that gleams like a red poppy. Widedhon-

moos (-moss) is polytrichum commune, Schub. p.m. 210, Other-

wise called golden fraucn-Jtaar (conf. the holy wood-moss of the

Samogitians, and the special gods for it, Lasicz 47). Frisch

calls widertJion a lunaria; the osmunda lunaria is named anlcehr-

hraut (sweep to-), and is supp. to give cows good milk :

Gi-iisz dich Gott, ankcJir-hrmd !

ich brock dich ab, u. trag dich nach haus

;

wirf bei meinem kuhel (lay flesh on my cow) finger-

dick auf. Hofer 1, 36.

p. 1215.] 17t'7-jt;i!.se = solsequium in Albr. v. Halb. 129'';

wege-wcis- cichorinm intybus, Nemnich ; conf. AS. for-tredde,

our wege-tritt. Da wenic ivege-rlches stuont, Parz. 180, 7;

other names are wetj-lugo (Staid. 2, 439) from Muogen,' and

' Hdnshin hei'ni tceg ' (or is it ' hdiislein bei dem weg,' as in

Fischart's Onomast. 221?). Serv. hokvitza, plantago, fr. bok =

side; Boh. cchinka, fr. cekati = wait [Rnss. looputnik, podorozhniky

fr. put!, dor(')ga=way]. Dicitur quod Ires rami corrigiolae

(wegetritt) coUectae in nomine Trinitatis et cum oratione domi-

nica, suspensi in panno liueo, maculam oculi sine dubio tollunt,

Mone 7, 424. Das edle kraut weg-nuirte raacht gutcn augen-

schein, Ambras. lied. p. 18 ; item es spricht alwiirtus, die xccgwart-

wurtzelu soltu niecht essen, so magstu nit wund werden von

hauen noch von stechen, Giess. papier-hs. no. 1029 (conf. p. 1244).

*Advocati consueverunt se munire samhnco et }da)itagine ut
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vincant in causis ' is Bohemian, like that about the child's caul

(p. 874n.). The above names remind us of Goth, vigadein6 =
tribulus (Suppl. to 1212 mid,), as the Gr, ^dro<i is perhaps from
^aivco, and the Lat, sentis akin to Goth, sinj^s, via ; yet conf, Kl.

schr, 5, 451 seq. GDS. 211.

p. 1215,] Of the leeh an ON, riddle says :
' hofSi sinu visar a

helvegu, en fotum til solar snyr/ his head points to hell, his feet

to heaven ; to which HeiSrekr answers ' hijfu S veit i HloSyujar

skaut, en bloS i lopt,' Fornald, s. 1, 469 (conf. the ^oX.j3oi in

Aristoph. Clouds 187—193). Sdra-lmih sioSa, boiling wound-
leeks, means forging swords 1, 468. With the leek men divine,

Dyb. '45, p. 61 ; it drives evil spirits away, Fries's Udfl. 1, 109.

House-leeJc, sempervivum tectorum, Swed. tak-lok, wards off

misfortune 1, 110, 'Radix allii victorialis' is ne%m-}idm7i%lere in

Staid. 2, 236 ; in Nemnich iieun-liewAnerlein, siehen-heinmerlein.

OHG, surio, surro, m., cepa, porrum, Graff 6, 273.

p. 1215.] The rowan or roim (Dyb. '45, 62-3) is called wild

ash, mountain ash, vogelbeer-baum, sperbei*-baum, AS. wice,

Plattd, Imiehe, Wolfs Ztschr. 2, 85, Men like a staff made of

jpilher-hcmm , sorbus aucuparia, Possart's Estl, 163. Yrnn. pihlava,

sorbus, is planted in holy places : j;i/i/a^ai pyhille raaille, Kalev.

24, 71. 94. Renvall sub v.

p. 1216.] Hab-mich-lieh and wol-gemut (Suppl. to 1214) are

herbs of which wreaths were twined, Hiltzl. 15^'; 'ein krenzlin

von wolgemuot ist fiir sendez truren guot,' good for love-sick-

ness 162-3.

p. 1216.] A wort, that the mermaid dug on the mount that

might not be touched, makes whoever eats it understand the

wild beast, fowl and fish, Hpt. 5, 8. 9. A herb accidentally picked

opens to him that carries it the tJiought and speech of others, Ls.

1, 211-8. Herb chervil blinds or gives double sight, Garg. 148".

Ges. Abent. 2, 267. Whoever cai'ries herb assidiose in his hand,

commands spirits. Tit. 6047, When the dew falls in May on

the herb parbodibisele, one may harden gold in it, Tit. 3698-9.

Cattle are made to eat th7'ec blooming flowers, the blue among
them, so as not to be led astray into the mountains. Hpt 4, 505.

p. 1216 n.] AS. celf-Jyona is expl. by pona or })one, palmes,

pampinus, conf. OHG. vpar-dono, sudariura ; is alb-dono then a

cloth spread by the elves ? If aelf-j^one be fem, and = OHG.
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alb-dona, dona must be pampinus (oui' dobnc, springe or noose),

coil, tendril, and so alfranke (p. 448), Hpt 5, 182. AS. helde

is sometimes ambrosia. Is hwdtend (iris Illyrica) equivalent to

soothsaying flower ? for Iris is at once messenger of the gods,

and rainbow, and a plant wliich the Slavs call Perunica, thunder-

flower. Finn. tvnoJioi iiiielckd, caprae eusis, is also iris, sword-

lily. Other notable herb-names iu AS. are : Oxan-sllppa,

primula veris, E. orlip, cowi^Vip, Dan. o.i'e-drlc, ko-dric, Swed.

oxe-ldgg. Iliindesfreil, centauria. Eofor-prote, apri guttur, scilla.

Lusf-moce, ros solis, Nemuich drosera, Staid. 1, 336 egelkraut.

Mi'idere, venerea, Moue's Quell. 320''; Lye has indddere,

rubia, E. madder ; Barnes sub v. madders, mathers, anthemis,

cotula. Metere, febrifuga, Sumerl. 50, 58 ; and melissa, meters

57, 59 (Suppl. to 1244). Muttere, mutter ue, caltha. Staid. 2,

226; Finn, matara, mattara ; ' lus gun mhathalr gun athair,'

flower without mother or father :
* a plant resembling flax, which

grows in springs,' Armstr. 368"'. Weod'o-hend, cyclamen con-

volvulus, E. woodbind, withe-bind, M. Neth. ivede-wiude, Maerl. 3,

205 ; conf. weendungel : ' ik kenne dat kruud, sede de diivel, do

hskddehe iveendungel freten,' Brem. wtb. 5,218 {A.S. piDuj, pL

Jjungas, aconitum, helloborus). Maged'e, magoffe, buphthalraus

;

conf. ' hay-maidc)i, a wild flower of the mint tribe,' Barnes.

Biacon-weed, chenopodium, goose-foot, Barnes. Glodeii, caltha ;

also ijladene, ghedene. BocTen, lolium ; conf. bercs-hoto, zizauia,

meres-poto, Graff* 3, 81. LelocTre, lapathum. Gearewe, mille-

folium, yarrow, OHG. garewa. ^EtJiel-ferding, -fyrding, a

wound-healing plant, from ferd, fyrd = army, war? Bro&er-wijrt,

herba quaedam strictum pectus et tussim sauans, Lye. ILds-wyrt,

narcissus, from hdhian to make whole ?

Peculiar OHG. names : ulsenich, Mone's Quell. 285'' ; olsnic,

baldimonia, herba thuris, Sumerl. 55, 11. 57, 26. Ducange sub

V. ramesdra. Graff 2, 512. SfripJi, striplui, Graff" 6, 751. Ert-

gnlld, AS. eord'-gealle, centaurea major, cornflower. Ilrosse-huf,

Graff 4, 1180. Add the plant-names in the Wiesbaden glosses,

Hpt 6, 323.

Names still in use: brdndii, satyrium nigrum. Staid. 1, 216,

small, but scented ; it is the Bomance wahUer, valuer, Mone's

Anz. '39, 391 (gerbrilndli ?), conf. luald-meisterleiu, asperula

odorata, M. Neth. ival-mesfer, Mone 6, 448. Herba matris x!lrn>\
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Wallach. mama padnra, wood-mother, wood-wife, Scliott 297.

Manns-hraft, geum urbanum, Hess. Ztschr. 4, 81. Tag unci

nacht 4, 94. Sumerl. 58, 29 ; Ssk. dies et nox in one word,

Bopp's Gl. 27'^; Pol. dzie)i I noc, melampyrum nemorosum, Linda

I, 595". Fartunni-h-aut, stachjs alpina, Hess. Zts. 4, 84. Braut-

treue, erica, acquires a red tinge, Wachter p. 13; hraut im
Jtaar, Sonamer's Sag. p. Gl. Berufa-kraut, anthyllis vulneraria,

Somm. p. 61; vermein-lraut, maidenhair, Schm. 2, 587; conf.

beschrei-h: (p. 1195). Eisen-hveche, sferra-cavallo (p. 974), E.

moonwort, lunavia, Honeys Yrbk 1551. Maus-dJtrlein, mouse-ear,

herba clavorum, nailwort, makes horses willing to be shod

1550, i^a?;^ = teufels-zwirn, clematis, Vilmar in Hess. Zts. 4, 94.

Brufen-mehl, hexen-mehl, semen lycopodii, is sprinkled over sore

babies. Wind-hexe, rolling flax, a steppe weed, Russ. perekati-

pole (roll over field), whose balls drift like thistledown, KohPs
S. Russia 2, 113-4.

2. Stones.

p. 1218.] Rare stones are called ' steine, die kein gebirge nie

getruoc, noch diu erde brahte fiir,^ 'I'roj- kr. 2954. They are

known to Jews : it is a Jew that can tell Alexander what stone

it is, Alex. 7075 ; that master of stone-lore, Evax of Arabia, Lanz,

8531. Boundary-stones, drei-herrn-steine are pounded to powder,

and drunk as medicine. Ph. Dieffenb. Wander. 2, 73. Other

healing stones are ment. in Lohengr. str. 652, defensive helmet-

stones in Aspremont 20. 40-1. A stone that tells you everything,

Norske folke-ev. 1, 188; a stone taken in the mouth gives a

knowledge of foreign tongues, Otnit Ettm. 3, 32—25. Rbon 126;

another, put in the mouth, enables you to travel over water, H.

Sachs i. 3, 291*^. Simplic. 5, 12 p. 548-9; and there was a stone

that made you fly, Ges. Abent. 3, 212-7. The stone offear keeps

you from beiug frightened :
' he hung a schreck-stein on him,

Pul. maulaffe 298.

Quattuor in cunctis sunt insita mythica gemmis,

durities, virtus, splendorque, colorque perennis

Gotfr. Viterb. p.m. 367^.

Rings, finger-rings derive all their virtue from the stones set in

them. A vingerlin that repels magic, and makes you aware of
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it, Lauc, 21451 seq. ; one that makes invisible (p. 871). So a

girdle with a precious stone in it makes whole, Bit. 7050— 55.

The ovjihioius, wanting in Megenbcrg, is ment. by Lessing 8,

175-C. Similar to the orphan is the stone clangcdia)t on the

helmet. Roth. 4947 seq. paer se heorhta bedg brogden wundrum

eorcnan^tanum eadigra gehwam Jilifac^ ofer hcdfde; heafelan lixa^

);rymmc bi)>eahte, Cod. Exou. 238 ; his cdgan ont^nde, li{\lge

hedfdes gimmas 180, 7; is seo, eaggebyrd (oculus Phoenicis)

stdne gelicast, gladum gimme 219, 3. Hyaena bestia cujus pn-

pillae lapideae sunt, Gl. ker. 146. Diut. 1, 239; and Reinhart's

eyes are supp. to be carbuncles, Reinh. 916 seq. One stone is

oculus felis, oculus mundi, hellocchio, Nemnich 2, 747-8.

Precious stones take the place of eyes, Martene's Tlies. anecd.

4, 6 (Wachsmuth's Sitten-gesch. 2, 258) : in the sculptured skull

of St Servatius, stones blaze instead of eyes. Swed. ogna-sten,

ogon sten, eye-stone, means the pupil ; Dan. oie-stecn, ON. auga-

steinn ; and Alexander's stone, which outweighs pure gold, but

rises in the scale when covered with a feather and a little earth,

is an eye-stone, Lampr. Alex. p. 140—3 ; see Schlegers Mus.

4, 131-2-3. Gervinus 1, 549 (ed. 3). Pupus, Koprj 6(f)6a\fMov,

Ducange sub v. It is Oriental too to say 'girl of the eye '
; yet

also ' maunikin of the eye/ Gesenius, Pref. xliv. (ed. 2). GDS.

127.

p. ]218n.] Scythis succinum {umber) sacrium (not satriuni),

Pliny 37. 2, 40; ubicunque quinta argenti portio inest (auro),

electrum vocatur 33. 4. 23. Piilnt-golt, electrum, Gl. Sletst. 39,

391. Amber is in Russ. yantdrl, Lith. gentdras, gintdrns, Lett.

dzinters, zihters, conf. OHG. sintar = scoria, GDS. 233; Esth.

merre-lcivvi, sea-stone, Finn, inrri-kivi. On the confusion of

amber with pearl, see both Schott in Berl. acad. Abh. '12, p.

361 and H. Miiller's Griechenth. 43. Pol. hursztgu, Boh.

agstegu, aksten. M.Neth. lamvwrtgniften, succinus.

p. 1219.] The pearl: ON. gi>nr, m., gemma, Saem. 134'', also

gim-steinn ; AS. gim, gim-xtdn. With MHG. mer-griez, conf.

* daz griezende nier,' Fragm. 45^. The diamond was taken to be

crystallized water : 'a little frozen wiisserli/ Anshelm 2, 21 ; fon

diu wirt daz is da zi (thereby turns the ice into) christallan so

herta, so man daz fiur dar-uber machot, unzi diu christallairgluot,

Merigarto 5, 25; conf. iatne steina, ice-stones, O. i. 1, 70 and
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'crystal made of ice/ Diez's Leb. d. troub. 159. 165. On the

Ssk. maralmta, seeBopp's Gl. 255-9. 266; chnndra-Mrta, gemma
fabulosa, quae radiis lunae congelatis iiasci creditur 118".

p. 1221.] The XvyyovpLov is also named by Dioscor. 2, 100.

Of a sfcKj's tears or eyes comes a stone. The dragon's head con-

tains a diamond, Bosquet 205-6. The toad-stone, which occurs

e.g. in WolFs Deut. sag. p. 496, is likewise in Neth. padde-

sten, Boh. zliahije Immen, 0. Fr. crapaudine, Roquef. sub v. ; the

French still say of diamonds, ' il y a crapaud.' There is a

serpent's egg, which 'ad victorias litiwrn et regum aditus mire

laudatur/ Pliny 29. 3, 12. One Segerus has a 'gemma diversi

coloris, victoriosos efficiens qui ea utuntui'/ Caes. Heisterb. 4, 10.

Sige-stein, Eracl. p. 214. Hahn's Strieker p. 49 ; seghe-sten,

Rein. 5420 ; slge-ring, Hpt 3, 42 ; hilet dich vor (beware of) alter

wibe gemeiuj die klinnen hldsen den sigel-steiii, Hatzl. 93^ 34
;

sigelstein snulen, Wolkenst. 40, conf. ' ein hickel giezen/ Fragm.
38^ Renn. 13424, hichel-stein, Fragm. 21^ Can sigelstein,

segelstein have been the magnet ? ON. segel-steinn, sailing stone.

The swallow- stone, which grows in the crop of a firstborn

swallow, is known to Diosc. 2, 60; conf. Schm. 3, 399: schiirf

(rip) schwalben auf, so vindestu darinne ein roten (red) stain.

p. 1222.] Georg Agricola (1546) De re metallica libri XII
(Basil. 1657) calls helemnites alp-schos, p. 703^; hrontia donner-

stein, wetterstein, gros krottenstein, ceraunia der glatte donn.,

der glat wett., der glatte gros krott. 704*^; omhria dondei'st.,

wett., grosz krott. 706". The thunder-bolt has healing power.

Ph. DiefFenb. Wander, p. 33; the ON. for it is shruggu-steinn

;

and we often find Iporsteinn as a man's name, e.g. Egilss. 476.

Another Finnic name for the bolt is TJkhoisen nalkki, U.'s wedge

;

Li til. Lauines papas, L.-'s pap, Nesselm. 277'\ 353*^, and LG. mare-

tett, the (night-)mare's teat, N.Pr. prov. bl. 2, 380. Silex is in

ON. liiegetill, quasi rorem generans.

p. 1222.] The diamond can only be softened by goat's-blood,

Pliny 37, 4. August. De civ. D. 21, 4; conf. N. Cap. 69. Er.

8428. Ms. 1, 180\ Parz. 105, 18.

The carbuncle is taken from the unicorn's forehead, Parz. 482,

29 ; hebt den moed van een Espetin, want hi draegt karbonkelen

in sin hoorn, Ndrl. Heemskind'p. m. 12. The carbuncle shines in

the darkest night, and puts out other stones, Hartm. biichl. 1500.
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Reinh. 020. Uoroh 45. Gr. Rud. 8, 10 {Villte-h/s are in Dan.

superstition small stones, which the spirits had for lamps, Molb.

Dial. 663). The carbuncle pales its lustre when the hero dies,

Rol. 196, 19 ; it lies ' zo Loche in dem Rine,' Ms. 1, 15". Sommer

on Flore p. xxvii. 1GG7.

The magnet : ON. IcicTar-sfdnn, Landn. 1,2; E. loadstone

[i.e. leading, as in loadstar]. Prov. aziman, ariman, ai/nian, Vv.

aimnnt, Sp. iman. MHG. age-stein, Diut. 1, GO-1. Trist. 20-|.,

14. oG. M. Neth. toch-sten diese up-toch, Maerl. 3, 124. It

has been used in navigation since the 13th cent., Bible Guiot

633—653 ; legend of the loadstone, Altd. w. 2, 89.

Stone-coal is called Tiirkeu-blut-stein, stein-ol Turkeu-blut,

Staid. 1, 329.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.

SPELLS AND CHARMS.

p. 1224.] On the power of the tJiree words, Kalev. 9, 34. IGl ;

conf. Arnim's Miirch. 1, 47. [Tibotian and Mongolian writers

dilate on the force of each syllable in the Buddhist formula 'om

mani padmi horn.']. Singing and saying turn to magic: iiraSr]

iarpoiv, Plato's Charmides p. 156-8 ; OeXKTijpiov, charm, incan-

tation; vei'ba puerpera dixit (Lucina), Ov. Met. 10, 511. OHG.

pi-galan (be-sing) in the Mersebg spell
;
galdr gala, Sacm. 97-8-9

;

riJct got Oddr, ramt gol Oddrun, bitra galdra 240^ Fr. charme

is fr. carmen : un hon charme vos apreudre, Ren. 7G50 ;
car-

minare plagam, to charm a wound (away), Altd. bl. 2, 323; coiit.

'er sprach zer wunden wunden-scgen,' Parz. 507, 23. The

sorceress is ansprecherin, Moneys Anz. 7, 424; conf. hern/en,

bcschreien, becall, beery, Ettu. Maulaffe 546-7. ON. orff-heill,

Ssem. 120''. Finn, sanoa, to say = coujure; sanat, conjuration,

Castren.

Blessings are pronounced more esp. at morning and evening:

swer bi liebe hat gelegen (had a good night), der sol dar senden

ainen morgen-segen, MS. 2, 169"; gesegenen unde tiefe beswern.

Mar. 188, 30 (conf. 'tlrfc fluochen,' p. 1227) ; besworn sis du vil

tiure ! Ges. Abent. 3, 53; einem die kranklieit alsrgnen (bless
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one's illness away), Thurneyser 2, 92. Cursing is MHG.
verwdzen : var liiu verwdzen, MS. 2, 1 72''

; nu var von mir v.

Ls. 3, 77 ; nein pfui sie lieut v. ! Tit. 600, 2 ; veijiuocJiet u.

verwdzen wart vil ofte der tac, da sin geburt ane lac (the day

that his birth was on), Arm. Heinr. 160; and the contrary:

gehoehet (extolled) si der siieze tac, da din geburt von erste an

lac, Winsbekin 1. To verwazen answers the 0. Fr. dalie, dahez,

deJiait, daJief, dehez, deJie, daz ait, often preceded by mal or cent,

Garin ], 10. 209. 2, 46. Ren. 404. 1512. 9730. 11022. Meon's

N. rec. 1, 202. 232. 4, 12. Orange 1, 202. 2, 151, etc. Trist.

3072. Aspr. \\ 46". 23". Ferabr. lix\ As Walloon haiti

= sain, and mdhaiti^ vaoX^nin (Grandgagn. 1, 265), we may
suppose a Celtic origin (Suppl. to 952). Einen mit flnoclte

hern (smite), Mart. 163'', mit dem fluoche seilen 226^ (fliieche

liden, Waltb. 73, 5; fluoch hejagen, MS. 2, 137; in sih selbon

luadun (they loaded) mihilan fluah, O. iv. 24, 30) ; hist unde

/^ofc. Upstand. 1837 (the Goth, beist?); du/en einen, precari,

imprecari, Gramm. 4, 655. AS. ivyrujean, maledicere, Homil. 2,

30. ON. hdlva, diris devovere. Seem. 186; roggva, a diis mala

imprecari (lit. to fold ? akin to roggr, roggvar, pallium plicatum?).

O. Slav, klidfi, pres. kl'uu, Serv. kleti, pres. kunem [Russ.

kliasti, klinati] , to curse.

p. 1224.] The AS., beside hioistlian, has Jiwif^i^riuii, to ivhis-

per. MHG. slangen (snake^s) wispel, Diut. 1, 58 ; wispier, who
sweetly loispelt to the fishes, Gesta Rom. ed. Keller p. 65. OHG.
winison, to mutter. Apuleius p. m. 79 speaks of magicum susur-

ramen. Piping too has a magical effect : il dit un charme

que il avoit aprins, trois fois si£la, Garin 2, 104. A shirt laid

lengthwise on the table is bemurmurcd till it stands upright,

jumps about, and lies down again; you judge by this of the

owner's illness, Ettn. Medic, maulaffe 269, 270. Neth. luisteren

is both to listen and to speak low ; the witch is a laister-vinh,

luister-zuster.

p. 1226.] MHG. runen is to whisper : 'daz ir mit ir runet,

you whisper to her'; 'daz si mit iu niht ruiien kan,' MS. 2, 83^.

Runes were also cut on the roots of trees : risti a rotina runir,

rioSra'Si i bloSi, qvaS siSan yfir galdra, geek ofag ok andscelis

(against the sun) um tret, me^ morg romm um-mseli ; he then

throws the wood into the sea, and lets it drift to one's de-
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struction, Grettissaga c. 85; scera a nUiini ras vlJar, Soom. 29".

Rune-sticks had tbinors wra}>t and woven round tliein, Srem.

105'', like the Fris. teuar; lag-Si a stajid4:''; hete-runo bond, Cod.

Exon. 416, 6; imvit-rHne 279, 7; helU-i'una,\\ke M. Neth. hl-

scouwwghe ? Parton. 20, 13 ; hdl-raune, Mathesius 1502, 154''

;

liosta hcl-stofiim, Ssem. 145'', conf. faesta feikn-sfafa 4P. For-

nald. s. 1, 436. AS. fdm-stcef; bregma hhmd-stufiuu,Ssem. 193'',

at gaman-ruiiom 2o-6, i val-r a nam IGO'', vidl-rilnar 214'', runar

vilfar 252", vHf rUia 252''.

p. 1227.] The might of the Word is extolled by Freidank 67, 1

;

Diirch wort ein wilder slange gat (snake goes)

zem manne, da 'r sicli toeren lat (lets be fooled) ;

durcli u'ort ein swert vermidet (forbears)

daz ez nieman versnidet (cuts no one) ;

dnrch tcorf ein isen nieman mac

verbrennen, gluot ez alien tac.

El- sprach ein wort mit grim, dar. sich der here ilf-sluz (opened),

Altsw. 80; ja raoht ich sit einen boum mit miner hate (prayer),

sunder wapen, nider geneigen, MS. 1, 51". A runar-belti opens

any lock, drives all disease away, Fiiroiske qviider pp. 228. 286;

two dwarfs cut vafrlogi ivUh runea 138. 140. Song can burst

fetters, Somadeva 1, 134. ON. polm-vtsur call up mist and

darkness, Fornm. s. 3, 97-8. A letter was tied round the sword,

Wigal. 4427. 7335, as runes had formerly been carved on it.

Men used to bind certain things by oath, e.g. sivords, Altd. bl.

1, 43. Ligamenta aut etiara scrijita in contrarietatem alterius

excogitare, Lex. Visig. vi. 2, 4.

p. 1228.] Let one or two good Irishes precede the curses :

Got miieze im ere mrren (add hcmour) !

zuo flieze im aller saelden tluz,

niht wildes mide sinen schuz (shun his shot)
;

sins hundes louf, sins homes duz (tooting)

erhelle im u. erschelle im wol nach eren ! Walth. 18, 25.

conf. the curse, Ls. 2, 125. Here is a beautiful blessing :

Der sumer si so guot (be so kind),

daz er die schoene in siner wunne (bliss)

laze wiinneciiche leben (let blissful live) 1
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Swaz wol den ougeu tuot (whatever delights the eye),

und sich den liuten lieben kunne (can please),

daz miieze ir diu S^elde gebeu,

swaz griienez uf von erden ge,

oder touwes obenan nider risen muoz (may trickle down),

lonp (foliage), gras, bluomen und kle (clover) !

Der vogel doenen (melody) geb der schoeuen

wiiuneclichen gruoz (blissful greeting) ! MS. 2, IBS'".

Again : ze heile erschine im tages sunne, nahtes mane, und
iegslich stern ! MS. 2, 174^; din zunge griiene iemer, din herze

ersterbe niemer ! Trist. 7797 ; Got laze im wol geschehen !

MS. 1, 74''
; Got des geve en jummer hel, dat kraket (so that

it roars), Wizlau 9, 28.

Curses ai-e far more frequent and varied : mine vliieche sint

niht snial, Beneke 377. They operate quickly : ein swlnder flaoch,

MS. 2, 71"''
; mit snellem fluoche. Tit. 2588 ; ein wilder fluoch,

Wolkenst. 42. They hold men like a vice : uns twinget noch des

fluoches zange, MS. 2, 166*. They alight, settle, cling : solten alle

vliieche hlehen, ez miiezte liitzel liutes lebeu, Freid. 130, 12 ; der

fluoch bekleip, Upt 5, 516 ; dem muoz der fl. hehlihen 5, 550 ; der

fl. Idehet 8, 187. They hum you up, Nalus p. 177. They take

flight, they turn home as birds to their nest, Berth. 63 ; die fliiche

flohen um die wette, Giinther 163. Strong above all is the

curse of the dying : ];at var triia ]>eirra i forneskju, at ord'feigs

manns meetti mikit, ef ban bolvaSi o-vin sinum meffnafai (cursed

his unfriend by name), hence names were suppressed, Saem. 186*.

Sigfrit, wounded to death, scolds, Nib. 929, 3. 933, 4 (see schelten

below). A faither's blessin' bigs the toun, A mither's curse can

ding it doun. A mother's curse is not to be turned aside,

Holtzm. 3, 144. Effectual too is the pilgrim's curse, Gudr. 933,

and the priest's, Holtzm. Nib. 117. The curse of aged men that

fear God works fearful woe, Insel Felsbg 1, 22. Ga.rters have

curses on the tip of their tongue. Philander 2, 345 ; so have

offi^cers, Gellert 4, 145.

Oaths and curses coll. by Agricola nos. 472—502 ; spell-bindings

in Ls. 1, 410-1. 2, 424—8. S^em. 85. Fornald. s. 3, 203-4; a

song of curses on Otto III. in Pertz 2, 153. De Vries of Hoofts

Warenar 97—100; Servian curses in Talvj 2, 385. Vuk nos.

152-4-7. 162. 219. 393.
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The savage heartiness of the cursing is set forth in :i numhcr

of strong phrases :
' his cursing was cruel to hear/ Ettn. Unw. d.

743 ;
' he set up a cursing and srohUwj, no wonder if the castle

Jidd sunk into the ground, Schweinichen 2, 70 (daz se da, JluocJiten

niemcn, unde daz Hagenen kint bleip unheschoJten, Gudr. 933, 4) ;

er fahet an (begins) ze fliichen u. ze schweren, dass das erdfreich

miJcht underijQn{t) ; 'cursing, enough to send stones flying

into the sky,' Kaserei 120; 'he swore fit to make the sky boiu

down,' Wickram's Rollw. 9; 'cursing, so that it might have

thundered,' Garg. 149"; 'cursing, till the rafters crack,' Diet, sub

V. balke; 'he curses all signs (omens), till the floor cracks,'

Hebel 44; to curse all signs, Staid. 2, 468 (p. 1105 end);

' swearing till the toads jump,' Firmenich 2, 262 (conf. the

krotten-segen, Garg. 230") ;
' he curses one leg off the devil's

haunch, and the left horn off his head,' Garg. 232"; 'he cursed

the 7io.se off his face,' Schuldban 27 (?). Ejaculations that call

upon God to curse and crush, are the most solemn : daz ez Got

verwdze ! Er. 7900 ; so si ich verwazen vor Gates ougen ! Herb.

1068; daz in Got von himele immer gehoene ! Gudr. 1221, 4;

' God's power confound thee!' Melander 2, no. 198; Hercules

dique istam perdant, Plant. Gas. ii. 3, 57
;
qui ilium di omnem

deaeque perdant 61 : Got du sende an minen leideu man den tot,

daz ich von den iUueii werde enhunden, MS. 1, 8P (p. 1161) ;

swer des schuldig si, den velle Got u. uem im al sia ere SP ; Serv.

ubio gha Bogh, Vuk (ed. nov.) no. 254. M. Neth. curses use

the word 'over' in consigning to the devil: nu over in duvels

ere. Limb. 4, 62 ; over in's duvels name 4, 1088 ; nu orcr in der

duvele hant 7, 638 ; nu over in's duvels geleide, Karel 2, 41-47.

MHG. der tievel var ime in den munt (get in his mouth), Reinh.

161-2 ; dass dir der henker in den rachen fiihre (in your throat),

Felsenb. 3, 443 ; dass dicli ! (devil take, underst.) ; dass dich das

wetter verborne, Meland. 2, no. 362 ; ir letz' die slack der schauer

u. kratz der wilde her, Wolkenst. 30. ON. eigi hann iotnar,

(jdlgi yorvallan, Saem. 255" ; troll hafi ]>ik allan, ok sva gull jnt,

Kormakss. p. 188; far ]>u nu )'ar er smyl hafi j^ik (to one's ship

on landing), conf. the formula of benediction in Kg Home, M3.*

" With the curse ' daz die vor kilchen laegen !
' conf. also ' Joh. ror Ckilkun,'

Ocstr. arch. (!, 173; ein jar vor hilchrn stau, MS. 2, 121*; muoter diu ir kint liit

V(ir tpiUil Oder kirchen ligen, Reun. lS37t) ; an tin veil li-fjen (iu unconsecr. ground),

Ut rth. 230. 330 ; begrcbnisse I'lf dviii wide, Gefii. Beil. 10.
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Du scliolt varen in dat wilde hrok, Mone's Scbausp. 2, 100-1 ; an

den tvilden luolt 2, 101 ; conf. 'ze liohe varn/ Kolocz 262 ; Klinsor

und waerest iiher se, MS. 2, 6" ; versigeleu miiez er nf daz mer

von wibe u, von kinde 1, 6'\ Lett, eiij vilkam, go to the wolves
;

villieem apendam^, wolves eat thee, Stender 360 ; so ezzen si die

wilden hran, Keller's Erz. 196 ; J>itt skyli hiarta hrafiiar slita.

Seem. 232''; dat ucli de raven schinnen, Kai'lm. 140, 23; des

miiezen si die xvolve nagea, Altd. w. 2, 56 ; ir herzen miiezen

krnnvuoz nagen, MS. 2, 119''; den vermiden (sbun him) rotten,

u. alle zitelosen (daisies), u. aller vogeUine sane 2, 63"; ich schaffe

daz ir aller frolden struzen ie widerspenic miiezen wesen 1, 4";

Marke du versink 2, 79'' ; ut te paries inclinans obruat, ut te

ajffiicta senio arbor caeduave obruat, Meland. 2, no. 198. Death,

disease and sorrow are often imprecated : nu iz dir (eat to thyself)

den grimmen tot, Ges. Abent. 2, 667; wolde Got, waere din lioupt

fid (rotting in the ground), Renn. 12192 ; daz dich aezen die

maden (maggots), Helbl. 1, 1212; daz diu ovgen im erglasen 2,

512 (a Gaelic curse : marhhphaisg, the shroud over thee !) ; so

er miieze erhnuren (?) 8, 221 ; hin ze alien suJden 2, 745 (conf.

allee, aller, Diet. 1, 213) ; so dich diu snht henasche 1, 1202 ; Got

geb dir die dries u. den ritten, Pasq. 1, 157; diu srilit an iuwern

losen kragen (neck), Reinh. p. 302. Daliaz aie parmi le col, Meon
N. rec. 1, 202. 232; man-dahet ait et el col et el nes, Orange 5,.

2650; cent dehez ait parmi la cane, Trist. 3072 ; tu ut ocnlos ernun-

gare ex capite per nasuin tuos. Plant. Gas. ii. 6, 39 ; dass du die

nase hi's gesicht behiiltst, Reuter olle kam. 3, 25-6. 48. 301 ; da

var diu sitht in iuwer oren, MSH, 3, 438''; ive dir in die zende

(teeth), Ben, 324; la male gote aiez as dens, Ren. 14322; daz iu

der munt werde wa7i (without) der zungen, Parz. 316, 4; daz si

(the tongue) versivellen miieze, u. ouch diu kel (gullet), MS. 2, 5"

;

din ziiiige miieze dir werden him, Morolf 1150; in miiezen erlamen

die kniihel (their nibblers, teeth?), Hpt 6, 492. Mod. 'may you

turn sour.' Lith. kad tu suruktum (shrivel up). Wdfen iiber

diu ovgen, etc., woe to the eyes wherewith I saw thee, woe to the

arms wherein I held thee, Ettm. Ortn. 7, 2 ; daz er immir uhiljdr

muoze haben, Ksrchr. 6958, conf. malannus (p. 1160 end).

There is a curse beginning ' Als leit si dir (so woe be to thee),

Karajan,Teichn. 41 ; conf. 'Als ungliick dich ( = auf dich ?) fliege^

Kell. Erz. 244, 31 : min sele si ungeheilet, Rab. 79 ; daz si sin
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^'nneret (they be dislionourod), ]\[S. 1, 11»1". ON. von sc su

vcetfi- vers ok Ixidui, Srem. 214'* ; wan, waere Qvswerzer dan c!n hoi,

MS. 2, lOO'' ; dev a-cnle z'einem steine 1, G** ; on the contrary ' Bo

born a man,' Somadeva 1, 7. 1, 81. Vervhiochet si der far, diu

wile (day, hour), Mai 137, 38. 138, 1 ; conf. vloecte die wile,

Lane. 12224-755. 16250; so hn::z mich allez daz si, Helbl. 15,

677.

p. 1228.] (Rft^»?*iserentes) prosequuntur etiam cum niaZeJic^is,

Pallad. Rutil. 4, 0. Women boiling i/aru must keep telling lies,

or it will not turn white. A solemn adjuration is in Swed.

mana neder (to charm down ?), Runa '44, 60 ; M. Neth. manen,

bemanen, Belg. raus. 2, 116-7. Finn, manaan, monere, adjurare ;

manans exsecratio.

p. 1229.] With helUmna take the prop, name Walamna,

Karajan 67, 16, and the sejmlcrorum violatrix mentioned after

' adultera ' and 'malefica'in Lex Burgund. 34,3. Groa sings

nine galdra to her son, and the galdr is called /(>/H?/^r, Sfem. 97''.

Conversely the child talks with the mother at her grave, Rhesa

dainos 22, and Svegder wakes his dead mother in the hill, DV.

1, 264. Eulogies sung at the grave-mound are also ment. in Hall-

biorn p. 859. Raising the dead comes easy to christian saints,

but it was more than Zeus could do : rovTwv eVcoSa? ovk iirol'qae,

Aesch. Eum. 649. 'Linguae defuncfi dira carmina ligno insculpta

supponere' forces him to speak, Saxo Gr. ed. M. 38. The tongue

sings aloud after the head is cut ofif, Ecke 239.

p. 1230.] Wolvesdriizzel's and other magic is ascr. to Simon:

Bindet man ime die vuoze unde die hende,

schiere losit er die gebcnde
;

diu. slijz heizit er lifgchi (bids the locks open),

nihein isen mac vor im bestan.

in hulzinen siulen (wooden posts)

machet er die sele,

daz die liute waenent daz sie leben.

aide ronen heizit er beru, etc. Kaiserchr. 2118.

Much the same is told of OSinn, Yngl. saga c. 7.

p. 1230.] Es regnet u. schneiet alles von sacramentcn u.

fluchen, Albrecht's Fluch. ABC. 45. Men spoke contemptuously

VOL. IV. E E
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of aniles veteranarum fahulae, Pertz 6, 452'', and altes wibes

fluochen, Ges. Abeut. 3, 78.

p. 1231.] Kl. schr. 2, 1 seq. Hera duoder= AS. hider and

l^ider, Hpt 9, 503^. Wright 289''. Siuna duhodun umhi cunio-

widi ; so three white maidens pick and pull at flowers and

wreaths, Miillenh. p. 350. Freyr also sets free fr, bonds (Suppl.

to 215). Groa sings :

pann gel ek inn fimta

ef \>er fioturr ver^r

borinn at bog-limum
;

Leifnis elda Iget ek j^er

fyr legg af kve^na,

ok stokh- |?a hiss af limum

en af fotum fiotiir. Ssem. 98^

Minne so bint die minnecliche, oder aber mich en-bint (love bind

her too, or unbind me), Keller's Rom-vart 651; conf. heado-

runan onbindan, Beow. 996 ;
' to burst bolts and fetters,^ St

Louis 86, 7. 96, 2. Dietm. of Mersebg says: legimus, quod

unius captivi vincula, quern uxor sua putans mortuum assiduis

procuravit exequiis, toties soJverentur, quoties pro eo acceptabiles

Deo Patri hostiae ab ea offerrentur, ut ipse ei post retulit, cum
domum suam liber revisit, Pertz 5, 740. Side by side with

bond-spells stand the ivound-blessings : den wunt-segen man im

sprach, St Louis 1531 ; conf. the houpt-segen, ougen-s., pferit-s.

and wunden-segen in Hpt. 4, 577. By magic spell a wound is

quickly healed, Holtzm. Ind, sag. 2, 176. The sword also re-

ceives blessing: sivertes segen, Frauenlob p. 77; segent er im daz

swert, Mai 83, 39 ; segen din swert, Altsw. 64.

p. 1234.] Kl. schr. 2, 1 seq.; to the passages there quoted

p. 12, add : ze liolz varn, Hpt 2, 539 ; ze holze, ze walde varn,

Hahn's Strieker 9, 13. 10, 33. 11, 78; vuor zi walde, Diem.

110, 1 ; din setzen ist noch niht ze holz (thy stake is not yet

lost), Fragm. 23''. With the first line of the Spell, conf. Petrus

u. Paidus gingen to holt un to broJc, Lisch 9, 226. Balder's foal

must be the horse that was burnt with him, Sn. 18. One
more spell for a lamed horse runs thus :

Jeg red mig (I rode) engang igjennem et led,

saa fik min sorte fole vred (my black foal got hurt)
;
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saa satte jeg kjod mod kjoJ, og bloJ inoJ bloJ,

saa blev miu sorte fole god.

Floffct (ON. flog, dolor acer) botas genoui denna losning :
'
floget

ocli flomdet skall fly \xv brusk ocli ben i stock ocb sten, i namn

Fader/ etc. Dii att upropas trenne ganger :
' troUet salt I herget,

liiisten (horse) feck floget, spott i hand, slii i mun, bot i samma
stund/ Riiiif. Esthonian spells in Kreutzwald and Neuss p.

97-8-9. 122-3. On the cure for dislocation in Lapland, see

Castren's Reise 153. Ernst Meier p. 516. We still say of a

platitude, it wouldn't cure a lame jade. To the spell in Cato, add

the formula ' mota et soluta/ Grotefend's Rud. Umbr. 4, 13. A
similar spell in Atharva-veda, 4, 12 :

' Setting up art thou,

setting up, setting the broken bone ; set this one up, Arundhati t

What in thee is injured, what is broken, thy Maker set it right

again, joint to joint. Come marrow by marrow, and joint hij joint;

what is gone of thy flesh, and eke thy bone, shall grow ; marrow

to marroio be joined, shin with skin arise, blood arise on thy

bone; whatever was broken, set right, Herb ! Arise, walk,

haste thee away, fair as a chariot runs on wheel, felloe and nave.

Stand firmly upright ! If it bi'oke by falling in pit, or a stone

being thrown have hit, together, as parts of a chariot, fit limb to

limb the Elf (ribhu) !

'

p. 1235.] Cod. Monac. lat. 536 sec. xii. has the spell altogether

in narrative form : Nesia nociva perrexit vagando per diversas

plateas, quaerens quem laedere posset; cui occurrit Dominus et

dixit: 'Nesia, quo vadis?' ^ Vado ad famulum Dei N., ossa

fricare, nervos meduUare, carnes exsiccare.' Cui dixit Dominus

:

'praecipio tibi in nomine Patris, etc., ut deseras famulum Dei, et

pergas i)i desertuni locum.' So in colic of the head or belly, the

spell-speaking old woman grasps the painful part, presses it

tightly together, and says 9 times :
' in the name of God, etc.,

lady mother, I seize thee, I squeeze thee, do go to rest in thy

chamber where the Lord created thee,' N. Pr. prov. bl. 3, 472.

In Masuria they say: 'Depart, ye white folk (biale ludzie, p. 1157)

fr. this christened Gottlieb, out of his skin, his body, his blood,

his veins, his joints and all his limbs. Far in the sea is a great

stone, thither go, thither sail, there drink and there devour, by

the might of God, etc.,' ibid. 3, 471-. And for the evil eye:
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* Dropped the dew from the sk}*, from the stone, on the earth. As
that dew vanishes, has vanished, is blown away in air, so may
thrice nine encJiaittments vanish, ijerisli in air and he blown away,'

ibid. 3, 475.

p. 1241.] Walls, wax, is fr. wahsan, to grow, as cera fr.

crescere; conf. 'Des genuhtsam nam zuo, als ein teic wol erhaben,'

grew as a dough well risen, Ges. Abeut. 2, 446. To 'bere J^a

ttirf to cyrcean' in the AS. bot (p. 1237 beg.) corresp. the ' cespi-

tem terrae super altare ponere/ Kemble no. 177. The spells in

it, and the laying of a broad loaf in the first furrow, are illustr.

by Pliny 25. 4, 10 : 'hac (radice panaces) evulsa, scrobem repleri

vario genere frugum religio est ad terrae piamentum.-' Bebelii

Facetiae p. 72: supplicationes circum agros frugiferos fieri solitae.

As cakes were baked for Bealtine, so were ' Siblett cakes after

wheat-sowing,' Hone's Yrbk 1596. Old spells spoken at/a.B-

sotving in Schaumburg, Lynker nos. 319, 320, in Bavaria, Panzer

2, 549—551, in Thuringia, Meland. Jocoser. torn. 2 no. 503.

The Wallachians dance to the hemp (pentru cinnib), the dancer

Ufting her arms as high as she can, that the hemp may grow
high, Schott p. 302. At Newyear's midnight the Esthonian

farmer throws a handful of each sort of grain on to the shelf,

crjnug ' God grant the grain this year may grow that high,'

Possart's Estl 171.

p. 1242.] In Strieker's farce of the Thieves, Sunt Martin

professes to guard the oxen in the stall, Hahn pp. 22—27; and
a blessing for swine says ' Johannes videat illos, Martinus expas-

cat,' Hattemer 1, 410^. The ^Abraham's garden' in the herds-

man's spell occurs elsewh. too : durch den Ahrahemschen garten,

Orendel 1 240 ; ez leit uns in Abrahames garten, MSH. 3, 223''.

A Finn, song in Kantel. 1, no. 176 says, Jesus guards the flock.

Snvetar and Etelll (mother nature) watch the cattle, Kalevala

(Castren2, 50).

p. 1242.] Haltrich found a Germ, bee-spell in the pasteboard

cover of a book (no. 245 of Schassburg school library) entitled

Disput. de Deo, etc. Claudiopoli 1570 : Maria stund auf eim sehr

hohen berg, sie sach einen suarm bienen kommen phliegen. sie

hub auf ihre gebenedeyte hand, sie verbot in da zu hant, ver-

.«prach im alle hilen u. die beim versloszen, sie sazt im dar ein

fas, das Zent Joseph hat gemacht : 'in das solt ehr phlnp;en (into
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this shall j'e fly), u. sicb seines lebens da genilgen.' In nomine,

etc. Araen.

p. 1243.] 'They made viUow-jluteH and ehlcr-pipe.t/ Garg.

193"; ban spcJade harlcen af all slags trild (could play the bark

ofiF any kind of tree), Arvidss. 2, 311 ; ban sp. h. af hardaste

triid 2, 314; ban lekfe barken af bjcirke, af boke-tril (birch,

beech) 2, 317; geratb wol (turn out well), pfeifen-bolz, ich pfeif

dir ja wol darzu, oder du wirst zuni bolz, Garg. 213*; will das

holz nit zu'n pfeifen geraten, icJt pfeif im dan lool, so will ich

singeu, so gerat's zum bolz, ibid. Other rhymes for loosening

bark in Woeste p. 20. Firmenich 1, 294. 352. 426. 442. 2, 102.

Panzer 1, 269. Fiedler 97.

p. 1244.] What herb is fcbrifaga ? for which Sutnerl. 56, 58

gives metere (Sappl. to 1216 n., mid.); Gl. Sletst. 39, 405 febre-

fugia matirna ; Dioscor. 3, 7 centaurium minus, multiradix, 3,

126 conyza, intybus ;
'featJiofowI, the plant feverfew,^ Barnes.

A spell like the AS. one, in whiuli the disease is bidden

withdraw, is in Serv. called ustuk, fr. ustuknuti, to retire ; and

the herb employed is likewise nstalc. Not only witches, but rata

and mice are sung away, as by the famed rat-catcher of Hameln.

In Ireland it is a gift of hereditary poets, Proc. of Ir. Acad. 5,

355—366.

p. 1245.] With the AS. idiom agrees the MLG. : ic en-can

den Jionger niet genesen, Ver Ave in Belg. mus. 6, 414; conf M.

Neth. ghenesen, ghenas = sanare. Lane. 1996. 8458. Maerl. 3,

190. 2, 111 ; but also = sanari, Maerl. 2, 156, was genesen=
sanatus erat 2, 135.

p. 12 17.] J/rtreu, nightmares, Gefk. Beil. 151. Bocks- malirte,

spectre, Kuhn in Hpt 5, 490 ; Metter-m., dn'ick-m., Sommer

p. 46. Sloven, mora, both mare and nightm., fr. morim (I

throttle) ? kiki-morii, nightm., Hanusch 333. In the eastern

parts of Mittelmark, murraue means oppressive as nightmare,

but also a being like tiie Harke or Hollo of other places, that

has tangled eyebi'ows, that mats the hair and knits up branches

of fir trees, Hpt 4, 386. 5, 488. A droui of the jytJr(?= maar-zopf ?

Dint. 1, 439. Mare-zitz, -teat (Suppl. to 1222). Ir. trominidhe,

nightm., fr. trom=heavy. Of 7 boys or 7 girls born in

succession, one becomes a nightmare. Nightmares slip through

a buckle-hole in your belt, and press you, Miillenh. p. 212-3-4;
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dich hat r/ertte)i der mar, Ges. Abent. 3, 60, Where the maar
has alighted on the corn, it turns black or full of cockles ; the

hop on which she has sat spoils. Wolf p. 689. On maar-spells,

see Hpt 7, 537-8, Altogether like the Henuebg spell is one

fr. Kuhland :

Olle vvasser wote (wade),

olle baemer blote (un-blade, disleaf),

olle baege staige (mountains climb),

olle kieche-speitze maide (spires avoid) ! Meinert p, 44.

And they are found in other parts too, Leopr. 26, Panzer 1, 269.

Kuhn p, 461.

p. 1248.] With the spell ' Sprach jungfrau Hille : hint stand

stille
!

' conf. the adjuring of blood in Hpt 4, 391, and the

frequent formula: slant pluot fasto! Kl. schr. 2, 29; stand

still, du wildes blut ! Mone 6, 469 ; daz du verstandest, u. nit

me gangest 7, 420 ; do verstuont daz bluot vil gar, Walth. v. Rh.

138, 11; verstellen, to stanch, Mone 6, 460. 7, 420. In a spell

for stanching blood, the history of iron is related, Kale v. rune 3

(nov. ed. 9). There is a plant named hluot-stant, Sumerl. 56, QQ
;

a Thracian herb ccrx-ai/jio<i, Welcker's Kl. schr. 3, 29. Fris.

' blod shetta,' protect, Richth, 236, 13. In the names Blut-

stiilpe, Blut-giilpe, stillpen is to stanch, M. Neth. stelpen, Lane.

3593. Part. 90, 15 ; stelpte mans bloet. Lane. 42658, wonden
gestelpt 44470; thaz bluot \va firstulti = s.e sisteret, 0. iii. 14, 22

;

and gulpe resembles the Norse Gylfi. MHG. daz bluot ver-

straeten, Pantal. 228.

Sine vuuiden si besach (she examined),

ir segen si dariiber sprach. Wigam. 5267.

* Holy Tumbo hless this ivound away ^
(p. 528-9. Suppl. to 1231

end). Fingerworm-spells, see Happel in Mannhdt's Ztschr.

3, 2. E. Meier's Sag. no. 464-5. A red, a white, and a black

worm in Mone's Ndrl. lit. 337 ; white, black, grey and green in
'

a Cod. Dresd. M. 21^ ' Chi-istus in petra sedebat ' sounds like

'Tumbo saz in berke,' Kl. schr. 2,- 29; Rother uf eime steine

saz. Roth. 442. [Pillicock sat on Pillicock's hill, K. Lear].

' Ood the Lord went over the land, there met him 70 sorts of

gouts and goutesses. Then spake the Lord : Ye 70 gouts and
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goutesses, whither would ye ? Then spake the 70 g. and g. :

We go over land, and take from men their health and limbs.

Then spake the Lord : Ye shall go to an elder-bush, and break

off all his boughs, and leave unto (naming the patient) his

straight limbs. In the name, etc.' Conf. ' flaugk blatter u.

nicht zubrist, das gebeut dir herr Jesu Christ,' fly, pustule, and

burst not, so bids thee, etc. (1597), WolPs Ztschr. 1, 280.

p. 1248.] Zeter und weide liegeu in streite, Hpt 4, 390; conf.

' die Imnsclie und der clrache '
(p. 1103).

p. 1249.] Animals are appealed to :
' I pray thee, swallow,'

Schm. 3, 362 ; adjuro te, mater aviorum (p. 1242). One's own

powers ax'e summoned up : Finn, nouse liiontoni, surge vis mea

!

Renvall 1, 294''. Again, there are particular worJs of great

magic power : herlicke, herlocke ! policke, polucke, podrei ! Fr.

Arnim's March, no. 8 ; Fr. hrelique breloqiie ! berlik herloc,

Biondelli's Dial, 133 ; conf. Boh. perJjk tudes.

PREFACE.

p. xxiv.] The difference between the Norse and the Qirman

system of gods appears the more considerable, when we reflect

that our Eru, Phol, Saxnot, Beowulf, Isis, Zisa and Sindgund

were unknown to the North ; that in Germany thus far not a

vestige is discoverable of Heimdall, Loki or Hoenir (Fiiro. Hcjner,

not Hoener) ; and that of Meili, the son of Obinn and Fiorgyn,

hardly anything is known but the bare name. Thorr was

preeminently worshipped in Norway, Freyr in Sweden, OSinn in

Denmark (p. 160-1). Halogi, ThorgerSr and Irpa seem to be

local deities of Haloga-land (F. Magnusen p. 981).

p. xxiv.] The result of a new religion coming in is mixture

with the old, which never dies out entirely. The old faith then

becomes a superstition, as Nilsson 6, 3 very clearly shews.

p. xxvi.] When the rage for the outlandish and satiety with

the home-grown had passed away (tanta mortulibus suarum

rerum satietas, alienarumque aviditas, Pliny 12. 17, 38), there

set-in the equally unwarranted historical and geographical explan-

ation of Myths, the study of whose iuner sense is yet to seek.
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Deified heroes and saints, genealogies beginning with a god for

ancestor, mark the point where myth and history touch.

p. xxix.] Wolfdletricli has this other point of likeness to

Odysseus, that he wears St George^s shirt, as O. does the scarf

of Leucothea. A further resemblance betw. the German mytho-
logy and the Greeh comes to light in Artemis and Hecate, who
remind us of Berhta ; see the Copenhagen Edda, pref. xxvii. seq.

The ideas of Meleager and Norna-gestr (p. 853 end), o^ /j^ea-ojata

and middil-gard (p. 794), of o/i0aA,6<? and the dille-stein (p. 806),

of Cerberus and the hell-hound (p. 997), of KrjpvKecov and the

wishing-rod (976-7), and of sieve-turning (p. 1108) are closely

allied; and rj\to<i, ON. sol, Goth, sauil, coincide even verbally

(p. 701 end). With Eonian usage agree our dislocation-spells

(p. 224-5) and lustration of highways, RA. p. 73. On the other

hand, the Zeus-Jupiter is in other nations split up into Wuotan,
Donar and Zio, or Radegast, Rerun and Svetovit, or Brahma and
Vishnu, or Gwydion and Taranis.

p. XXX.] Celtic influence on Germ, mythology is pointed out

by Leo in Malb. Gl. 1, 39; from it Nilsson 6, 13-4 derives the

mistil-teinn and Baldrs-brand, believing as he does that many
parts of Scandinavia were once peopled by Celts. Their gods

Taranis, Hesus and Teutates answer to Jupiter, Mars and Mer-

cury, see Stalin 1, 111-2. 109. GDS. p. 120.

p. XXX.] To the old words common to the Slavic and Teutonic,

add Goth. gul|>, OHG. kold, SI. zoloto, zlato; Goth. ]?auruus,

OHG. dornu, SI. trn, teorn. The SI. Siva = Ceres corresp. to

ON. Sif, Sitivrat to Saturn, Priya to Frowa (p. 303), and Prove

to Fro.

p. xxxiv.] The harmonies of Indian mythoL with ours may
be largely added to. Thus the Liliputian floating on a leaf is

similar to Brahma and Vishnu (p. 451), bald-headed OSinn and

his day of the week to Buddha (p. 129 n. Iduna 10, 231),

Vishnu's wheel to Krodo's (p. 249), Prithivi to Fria (p. 303),

Yama the death-god and his rope, the cow of creation, etc., to

the corresp. German notions, Garuda's wings to our wind (p.

633), madyamaloka to middilgard. Bopp in Gl. 71^ says Kali is

akin (not indeed to Halja, but) to hveila, a while.

p. xxxviii.] Points of contact betw. Paganism and Ghristian-

ism. On what is christian in the Edda, see Copenh. Edda,
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pref. xxvi. seq., and consider the Last Judo^ment, the angel's

trumpet like Heimdall's horn (p. 234), Surtr like 'death tJie last

enoni/,' 1 Cor. 15, 20. While the heathen often admitted foreign

gods into the ranks of their own, and assimilated them, as the

Greeks did sometimes to conciliate other nations ; Christianity

was exclusive, and hostile to all heathen gods. Yet even the

Christian church, involuntarily or designedly, has adopted some

heathen gods and practices. That saints of the Catholic church

often receive divine homage, is acknowl. by Seb. Frank, Zeitb.

2, 243"; couf. A. W. Schlegel's Oeuvres 1, 219. Kingston's

Lusit. sketches, Lond. '45. The saints heal (p. 1103 end): the

Servians call Kosman and Damian vratchi, soothsayers, phy-

sicians, Vuk's Wtb. 82 ; John the Baptist foretells to Aeda the

splendour of the race that shall spring from her daughter Oda,

Pertz 0, 307. The saints make rain (p. 174-5) ; as ivater-saints

they bring succour in a storm (Suppl. to 037) : nay, nuns in

German legends often take the place of iohlte ladies, and munkar

in Sweden turn up as jclttar, Runa '44, 13. The saints pacify

God's anger

:

Des mugen si in stiUcn,

swa er zornic lif uns wirt. Pass. 312, 50.

Miieze sin unser vorspreche (advocate),

daz Got mit zorne iht reche (not wreak in wrath),

swa wir haben gesiiudet. Servat. 1705.

God's anger and that of the saints are estimated about equally

in curses :
' habbe he Godes unmiltse and Sancti Martines !

'

Kemble 2, 4

;

Des haben in Sant Georgen haz

und Gotes vluoch umbo daz ! Helbling 8, 015.

* Hilf Sanct Anna selb-dritt !
' A. and the other two, Anshelm

3, 252.

Mary above all other saints received a heartfelt adoration,

which, if not in the first centuries, yet very early, was promoted

esp. by women, Zappert 10. Epiphan. adv. ha3res. p. 1058 (cd.

Paris, 1022). Like Hulda, she is called ' gudmoder,' Asbjorns.

no. 8, and is a ' spinster,' Zapp. 13. If in the legend of Cres-

centia Peter, like a second Woden, appears as an old man, con-
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ducts tlie heroine back from the rock ia the sea, and endows her

with the gift of healing, or himself heals (KM. no. 81) ; in other

legends Mary takes the place of Peter, and shows the empress a

medicinal herb. Both Christ and Mary leave the print of their

fingers and toes on the rock, like the giants (p. 546), or devils

(p. 1022); conf. ' ons Heren spronc,^ our Lord's leap, Maerl. 2,

116. The O.Norw. Gula]?ings-laug p. 6 speaks of * signa til Krist

)?acca (thanks) oc SanctaMariu til ars oc tilfridar,' exactly as was

done to Freyr (p. 212). Mary helps in childbirth, bestows rain,

appears among harvesters, kisses and dries them, Maerl. 2, 248..

285-6. She instead of the Dioscuri makes light shine on the

masts (p. 1137 beg.) ; she or her mother St Anne carries people

from distant lands through the air (Hist, de la Bastille 4, 315), as

OSinn did (p. 146, Hading), or the devil (p. 1028). They make
two Virgin Marys visit each other, carrying the inferior one to

the grander. Childless couples cry to St Verena, and she gives

them heirs, Pertz 6, 458—460, like OSinn and Frigg, Vols, saga

c. 2 ; conf. the beginnings of many KM.
p. xliii.] The christian God merely sends his messengers upon

earth, as in Gregor 2678 : swenn dich unser Herre diner saelden

ermante, u. dir sinen boten sante, den soldest du enphahen baz.

But the heathen gods came down themselves : foru at kanna heim

allan, Sn. 135. (KM.^ 3, 146). Zeus, Hermes and Plutus appear

in Lucian's Tinion; conf. Aristoph. Lysistrata 808, Birds 1549
;

whenever 3 gods seek a lodging, Hermes is sure to be one, GDS.
123. Zeus coming as an unknown guest, a child is served up

for him to eat, Fragm. hist. Gr. 1, 31. The Dioscuri also travel

unrecognised among men, Preller 2, 72. What the Lithua-

nians tell of Perkunos's (or the Saviour^s) encounter with the

horse and ox, the Esthonian legend relates of Jesus, Neus 435.

Perkunos and Pikullos travel, and give gifts to men, Tettau and

Temme's Ostpr. u. Litth. sagen p. 28. Also the horse, ok and
dog put up at men's houses, and rewai'd hospitality by giving

their years, Babr. 74.

In such wanderings there keeps recurring the antique incident

of the divine visitor granting three wishes. ' Theseus Hippo-

lytum, cum ter optandi a Neptuno patre habuisset potestatem,'

Cic. de Nat. D. 3, 31 ; het ich drier ivilnsche gewalt, MS. 2, 145;

conf. KM. no. 87. Of this kind is the Breton fairytale of the
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artful moustache, to whom Christ and Peter allow 3 wishes : ho

asks for a pretty wife, the winning card, and a sack in which to

shut the devil up. When Peter denies him entrance into heaven,

he flings his cap in, and so takes possession. Echoes of the

player who wants to get into heaven, and is refused (p. 818 n.),

are found in the Warnung 2710—2806; so brother Lustig and

Jack the gamester wish to get into heaven, KM. no. 81-2. Lat.

poem of Ma. p. 343, conf. the farce of the miller who sits on his

sack behind the gate of heaven, Altd. bl. 1, 381. Gamester

Jack's request for the tree from which no one can get down

resembles a story in Hone's Daybk 1, 447. Panzer 1, 94; the

casting of dice for the soul is also in Ca3s. Heisterb. 5, 34.

Somm. sag. 175-6. The incident of the thieving cook meets us

in Aviani Fab. 30 : sed cum consumti dominus cor quaereret

apri, impatiens fertur cor rapuisse coquus.

Christ, being on a journey with Peter, pulls one ear out of a

sheaf, and burns it at the candle ; the grains keep spirting out

till they form quite a heap. This happens in a barn, where lazy

Peter has been cudgelled by a peasant; and he gets another

backful of blows in the inn, because he will not play. Then the

Lord made for these peasants boughs on their trees, whose hard-

ness blunted their axes, as the request of a rude set of people for

vines is also granted, but the wine is as good as their manners.

In a farrier^s shop Christ cuts a horse's foot off, shoes it, and puts

it on the beast again. Peter will not stop to pick up half a

hoi'seshoe, but Christ does, and buys cherries with it, which Peter

is glad to pick up one by one to quench his thirst. In the

merry gest of the blind man whose wife sits up in the appletree,

or the LG. poem in Daseut xxvi., Peter and the Lord act the part

of Pluto and Proserpine in Chaucer's Marchantes tale, and of

Oberon and Titania in Wieland's Ges. 6, 87. Again, Christ

walks with two apostles and three disciples, and comes upon the

girl carrying water. Wend, volksl. 2, 314. Peter catches the

haddock, as the Ases do Loki, and he Andvari ; conf. Wolf's

Ndrl. sag. p. 706, and his Pref. to Zingerle 2, xx. Peter comes

from heaven to earth on leave, II. Sachs iii. 1, 240, also i. 94''. St

Peter sits on the roof, throwing peai'S down, and St Claus throws

rotten apples up, Garg. 7b^. Of a like stamp are the folktales of

St Jost and the Bavarian, Henner 24583, of St Nicolas and the
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Bavarian, Bebelii Facet, p. m. 1136. The return of saints to

heaven is thus descr. in the Warnung 1767 :

Die heilegen habent sich ufgezogen (hoisted up),

von der kuppel (dome) sint si geflogen

uf zuo ir Schepfaere.

Here also I must call attention to Peter and Paul coming to aid

the Christians in battle, Loheugr. pp. 116—9. 158—160. Pref.

Ixxxi. Youths (or knights) clothed in white appear on the walls

of Rhodes, to repel the Turks, Detmar 2, 417 (yr 1480). Angels
too are called wtges tvise in Helj. 149, 10; they appear two at a

time, and armed, p. 989. This shining pair of champions reminds

us of the Alci (p. 366), and of the Dioscuri who on their white

steeds help the fighters, Cic. Nat. D. 2, 2 ; conf. ed. Oreuzeri p.

213-4. Justin 20, 3. Florus ed. Jahn 14, 14. Suet. Nero c. 1.

Klausen's Aeneas 664-5. 707. Maerl. 3, 148. 174. The Gala-

tians quail before the rider on the white horse, Luc. Dial. mer.

13; already in Herod. 8, 38 two armed and superhuman beings

pursue and slay the foe.

p. xlvi.] The sky darkens when a villain is begotten or born,

Pertz 2, 154; but nature rejoiced when Georis was begot, 261

;

conf. the Alexander-legend in Maerl. 1, 264. With FroSi's blissful

age conf. O'Kearney's Gabhra p. 104 : 'They say the times were
so prosperous and the produce of the earth so abundant, that

when the kine lay down the grass reached above the top of the

horns. Hence it is said that cows, whenever they lie, give

utterance to three moans in remembrance of the good old times

that once had been, and lamenting the hard days in which they

live.* So we hear of a Truce of God under Numa, Klaus. Aen.
953, and under Solomon, Diem. p. 113-4. The lines fr. Godfrey

of Viterbo are based on Isai. 2, 4 : et conflabant gladios sues in

vomeres, et lances suas in falces, conf. Passional p. 17. Jorn. de
regn. succ. p. 45. Ksrchr. 630.

p. xlviii.] The Germ, reverence for woman is also expr. in :

ere wol die muoter din. Pass. 224, 25. In a Serv. song a

daughter calls her mother ' bela tzrkvitze,' white little church,

Vuk 1, 17.no. 27.

p. xlix.] The good and evil of the New are hinted by Pans. i.

24, 4 in the words : ocrrt? 8e ra avv ri^vj] TreTvoL-qixeva eTrl'rrpoa-
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Oev rideraL tcov e? ap)(^ai6TJ]Ta jjkuvtoji' (become old-fashioned),

conf. Lessing 8, 2 i(3.

p. li.] Even God, Christ and the Holy Ghost came to be

imagined as sitting in the wood, as the old gods had been,

Pruhle's March, f. d. jugend p. 17.

p. lii.] The descent of all gods from a God of gods is assumed

even by Helraold 1, 83. In India Brahma, Vishnu, Siva are the

three supreme gods ; all the rest are under these ; their trinity

is designated by the sacred word o))i = aii)ii, Brahma being a,

Vishnu u, Siva vi, Bopp's Gl. Gl". GDS. 122. Beside this

trinitarian view, we find a dual conception of deity according to

sex, as father and mother, or as brother and sister : thus arose

Niurcir and Nerthus, Freyr (Fro) and Freyja (Frouwa), Berhtolb

and Berhta, Fairguneis and Fiorgyn, Geban and Gefjon, Hruodo

and Hreda. With the Germ, sunne, masc. and fern., conf. Lunus

and Luna, Liber and Libera, GDS. 122. Twelve gods are

reckoned by Athen. 5, 330 (conf. Plato's Pha3dr. 246-7), and by

Apuleius p.m. 59 ; tmv ScoScKa ovofia^o/ievcov Becov uydX/xara,

Paus. i. 40, 2 j si undecim deos praeter sese secum adducat

Jupiter, Plant. Epid. v. 1, 4; duodecim deis, v. 2, 3; twelve

adityas, Bopp 30"
; tredecim dii exceptis Brahma, Vishnu et Siva,

Bopp's Gl. IGO; varo elh'fo aesir taldir, Saem. 117''; 12 ases, 8

asins, Sn. 79. In like manner, HrolPs 12 heroes, Sn. 152.

Fornald. s. 1, 100, Kaleva's 12 sons, the devil's 12 disciples

(Snppl. to 980 end).

p. lii.] The arguments with which the Fathers and authors

like Arnobius combat the folly of heathenism in respect of gods,

temples, images and sacrifices, would equally condemn a good

deal in the Catholic doctrine. Even a worldly delight in spring,

flowers and the song of birds is attacked almost as fiercely as

polytheism ; thus in the VVarnung 2243 :

Finer anbetet daz vogel-sanc One man worships the bird's song

unt die liehten tage lane, and the days so light and long,

darzuo bluomen undo gras, flowers also and the grass,

daz ie des vihes spise was : aye the food of ox and ass :

din rinder vrezzent den got bullocks munch your god !

conf. 2077 seq. 2382 seq. From the Dualism that pits Evil
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against Good as a power, our paganism is free ; for our ancestors^

like the Greeks, throw Evil on the shoulders of a few inferior

deities, or let it come out in mere attributes of the gods.
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ANGLO-SAXON GENEALOGIES.

Authorities : Bed", Hist. eccl. I, 15. 2, o. Nennius (Nyniaw),

Hist. Britonum, cotnp. in 7th or 9th cent.? the MSS. are of the

1 0th; ed. Gunn, Lond. 1819, p. Gl. Saxon Chron., begun at

latest in 9th cent., continued and extended ; ed. Ingram, Loud.

1823, pp. 15. 23-4. 33-4. 72. 95. Asserius Mencvensis (d. 90G

or 910), beginn. of his De rebus gestis ^Ifredi, Lond. 1722,

pp. 3. 4. Ethelwerdm (d. 1090), in Savile, pp. 833-4. 842.

Florentins Wigornensis (d. 1118), ed. Lond. 1592, pp. 218-9.

221. 232. 274. 294, and a collective prosapia p. 5CG. Simeon

Dunelmensis (circ. 1129), in Twysden p. 119. Alfrediis Bever-

lacensis (d. 1138),ed. Hearne, Oxou. 171G. Orderictis Vitalis

(b. 1075, d. after 1140), in Duchesne's Scr. Norm. p. G39.

Wilelmiis Malmesburiensis (d. 1143), in Savile p. 17. Ethelredus

or AUredus Rievalleusis (circ. 1150), in Twysden p. 350-1.

Henricus Huntiudoueusis (ends 1154), in Savile pp. 310, 313—G.

Galfrediis Monemutensis (circ. 1160), in Scr. Angl., Heidelb.

1587. Radnlfus de Diceto (ends 119G), in Twysden p. 530.

Joannes Wallingford (d. 1214), in Gale p. 535. Albericns trium

fontium (ends 1241), in Leibn. Ace. hist. 1, 18G. Matthceus

Westmonasteriensis (14th cent.), Francof. IGOl, pp. 99. 142.

Thomas Otterhourne (ends 1420), in Hearne's Scr. rer. Angl,

Oxou. 1732; most of the names dreadfully corrupt. A con-

fused and corrupt Geneal. from a MS. of Nenuius, in Gale's

Appendix p. UG. The collections in D. Langhorn's Chron. reg.

Angl. 1G79, 8 are not to be despised: some of the sources he

drew from are now lost.
-

The Anglo-Saxons, who left Germauy for Britain in the

5-Gth centuries, carried with them data of the descent of their

noblest families. These all go back to Wodi'n, and some of

them a great deal higher, naming a whole series of gods or

[ ' Coaf. J. Grimm ' On Kemble's Geneal. of Wesses,' Munich '36 (Kl. schr. 5,

24(>se(i.)—EHM., i.e. Prof. E. H. Mever, Editor of Grimm's D.M. ed. 4, J

[• Conf. the Geneal. tables coll. iu Pertz 10, 314.—EHM.]

VOL. IV.
^"*^^
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deified heroes as Woden's ancestors. After the conversion to

Christianity, tbey tried to connect this line of kings and gods

with the O.T. tradition of the earliest race of man. Such an

attempt to bring their still cherished heathen forefathers into

harmony with the Noah and Adam of Holy Writ can only have

been made very early, immediately after their adhesion to the new
doctrine, at a time when the mind, convinced of the truth of the

Bible story, was yet loth to part with its native tradition. As
a church was often reared on the site of the heathen temple, as

christian and heathen ceremonies were fused together somehow,

and to fortify the new faith the debris of the old soil was thrown

in ; so a simple-minded people might be allowed to retain genea-

logies interwoven with its past glory, and give them as it were

a new groundwork. Later on, such a combination of irreconcil-

able facts would neither have been attempted nor thought

necessary.

Beyond all doubt these pedigrees were pre-christian, were

known to Angles and Saxons in their old home, and therefore

must have been equally diffused among other German nations

on the Continent : every part of them shows connexion with

national names and old heathen poetry, I am inclined to credit

the Frisians, Westphals, and also Franks with possessing similar

genealogies, though the emigrant Anglo-Saxons alone have

preserved them for us.

Our earliest authority for these pedigrees is Beda [d. 735],

and he only mentions that of Kent, yet in such a way that we
may safely suppose he knew them all. Succeeding centuries

furnish fuller accounts.

These lists of names can have no chronological value as regards

the oldest times ; it is only in giving the lines of AS. kings that

they become historical. But that detracts nothing from the im-

portance of the legend.

We know that the Anglo-Saxons formed 7 or 8 distinct

kingdoms, founded on a pre-existing diversity in the immigrant

tribes, and thus answering exactly to the difference of their

genealogies. The Saxon Chronicle says the Jutes occupied

Kent and Wight, the Saxons Essex, Sussex and Wessex, the

Angles Eastangle, Mercia and Northumberland. Of Wessex,

the state that soon overtopped and finally swallowed up the rest,
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the genealogy is the most fully preserved. Those of Kent,

Mercia, Deira (Brit. Deifyr) and Beruicia (Brit. Bryueich,

Northumbria) are also handed down in old documents. Less

genuine, or not so well accredited in certain names, appear the

lines of Eastangle, Essex and Lindesfaru-ey.

It is convenient to divide these genealogies in two halves, a

Dcscend'ouj series and an AscciuUmj. At Woden's sons they

begin to split, in him they all unite. 1 will take first the several

lines that descend from Woden, and then deal with the older

stock, which is the same for all. Here I bring under one view

—

Woden's Posterity.

Kent.
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I begin with the general remark, that seven sons are here

ascribed to Woden (for Bernicia and Wessex keep together till

the third generation). But some chroniclers give him only

three ; thus William of Malmesbury, speaking of the Mercian

line, says p. 17: possem hoc loco istius (Idae) et aliorum alibi

lineam seriatim intexere, nisi quod ipsa vocabula, barbarum

quiddam stridentia, minus quam vellem delectationis lecturis

infunderent. Illud tamen non immerito notandum, quod, cum

Wodenio fuerint tres fiUi, Weldegius, Withlegms et Beldegius,

de primo reges Cantuaritarum, de secundo reges Merciorum, et

de tertio reges Westsaxonum et Northanimbrorum originem

traxerunt.'

Let us now examine the eight lines one by one.

KENT, the oldest kingdom, founded by the first invaders.

—

Bedal, 15: 'duces fuisse perhibentur eorum primi duo fratres

Hengistus et Horsus, erant autem filii Vetgidi, cujus pater Veda,

cujus pater Voden, de cujus stirpe multarum provinciarum regium

genus originem duxit.' ^ Ace. to that, Hengest and Horsa

would be only great-grandsons of Woden, but one MS. supplies

a missing link :
' filii Victgisli, cujus pater Victa, c. p. Veda, c. p.

Voden,' who is thus great-great-grandfather to those brothers.

Herewith agree both Nennius :
' interea tres ceolae a Germania

in exilium expulsae Britanniam advenerunt, in quibus domina-

bantur Hors et Henegest, qui et ipsi fratres erant filii Guidglis,

Guictlis filius Gnida, Guicta filius Guedita, Guechta filius Vuode7i

;

and the Saxon Chron. p. 15: 'Hengest and Horsa that waeron

Wihtgilses suna, Wihtgils wges Witting, Witta Wecting, Weda

Wodning, fram tham Wodne awoc eall ure cynecynn, and

Sudhanhymbra eac' In Ethelwerd the 3 links betw. Wothen

and Hengest are Withar, Wida, Wyrhtels ; in Florence of Wore.

566, ' Veda sive Wekta, Witta, Wihtgisilus ; in Henry of Hunt.

Veda, Wida, Widgils.

Hengest had a son Eoric, surnamed Oisc (Oesc), after whom

all succeeding kings of Kent were called Oiscingas ; after Oisc

came Oda, Irminric, Ethelhert, Beda 2, 5. Oisc is called Aesc in

Sax. Chron. and Ethelwerd. Florence has :
' Hengistus, Oricus

^ So in AS. : ' wscron tba £erest heora latteowas and beretogan twegen gebrothra

Hengist and Horsa, bi waeron Wihtigihes suna, tbffis fffider wtes Wihta haten, and

tbses Wibtan ffcder wros Woden nemned, of tbits strynde monigra maegdba

eyning-pynu fruuian Iffidde.'
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cognomine Aesca, Octa, Irni>'nriciu-, ArfJiclhertns.' The names

Hcngcst and Eorsa are taken from the horse ; one might also

suspect in Wictgisl, Wicta, Wecta the presence of wicg, OS.

wigg, ON. vigg (cquus), conf. Lat. vehere. The ON. Veg-tamr

(way-tame, much travelled), as OSinn once called himself, stands

apart, though an old king Wechtam occurs in Hunibald. The

Wegdam in Otterbourne p. 32 is accus. of Wegda. Will.

Malmesb. p. 17 calls the head of the Kentish line Weldegius,

prob. a corruption of Wecdeg. The Traveller's Song, line 43,

brings up a Witta, king of the Swasfas (Swabians) ; could this

name serve to explain the obscure rvittn in our Hildebrand-lied ?

EASTANGLIA. In Florence 5G6 (conf. 233) :
' Woden,

Casern, Titmon, Trujilsus, Rothmunduif, Hrippus, WiUelmus, Vffa

sive WfFa, primus rex Orientaliam Anglorum,' and 3 kings after

him, Tltelhis, Redwaldus, Eorpwaldm. In Gale's Appendix

:

Woden genuit Casser, genuit Tltinon, g. Trujil, g. Rod)tnm, g.

Kippan, g. Guithehn, (g.) Gueclian, ipse primus regnavit in

Britannia super gentem Eastanglorum, Gueca g. Ouffan, g. T'ldil,

g. Ecni, g. Edric, g. Aldulfh, g. Elrlc ; elsewh. from a differ.

MS. : Woden, Casser, Tltinon, Trigil, Rodmunt, Rippa^i, Guillem,

Guecha, Gufa, Tld'd, Eeni. In Langhorn: Caseras, Tihnon,

Trigisilus, Rothimundus, Iltrpus, (Inicelmns, Vjja.'^ Of this Uffa,

Henry of Hunt. 315: 'hoc regnum primus tenuit Vjfa, n quo

reges Orientalium Anglorum Vffingos appellant, quod postea

Titidus (al. Titilus) filius ejus tenuit, pater Redwaldi fortissimi

regis Eastangle
'

; and John Bromton's Chron. (Twysden p. 745) :

' regnum Eastangliae inccpit ab Vfa rege, cui successit rex

Ticulus ; isti duo non fuerunt multum potentes, quibus successit

potentior aliis rex Redwaldus ; Redwaldo vero defuncto, filius

suus Erpwaldus in regno Eastangliae successit.' Of all these,

Beda mentions only Rcduald (yr. 016).^^ The Sax. Chron. p. 35

relates the baptism of Eorpwald in 632 ; speaks of his father

Reodwald p. 32, yr. G17, or (more correctly) Rcedwald p. 88, as

one of the mightiest of AS. monarchs. So Will. Malmesb. p.

34: Redvald us,iprimns idem que maximus apud Orientales Anglos,

a Vodenio, ut scribunt, decimum genu nactus (1. natus).'

' Otterbourne has only :
' Woden genuit Cascrc, a quo regnum Estanglorum

progrediens derivatur.

'

[2 Beda 2, 15 (Stevenson 140, 21) does name four : Eorpuald, Eedvald, Tytiliis,

F?//a.—EHM.l
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The older names seem good Saxon. Hrijjpa, Hrippus answers

to Hripo in Falke's Trad. Corb. 7. 104-7. 312 and OHG. Hriffo

in Meichelb. 430. Eotlimmid for Hrothmund? a name that occurs

in Beow. 22,lQ.'Q\Titmon resembles Tiadman in Falke 114.

Trigil may be the OHG. Dregil, Wolfdregil, Wolfdrigil ? though

in that case we should expect Thrigel.^ TidU is appar. the Tudil

of Falke 37 [and Tital in'Schannat no. 426.—EHM.]. JJffa is the

OS. Uffo, and prob. the same as the Offas of Essex and Mercia,

for the Trav. Song. 69 says ' Offa weold Ongle/ governed Anglia.

Eorp in Eorpwald is the OS. Erp, OHG. Erpf, conf. ON. iarpr=
fuscus. Gwichelm is a good AS. name (Sax. Chr. 27. 30), of

which Wihelm, Guillem are corruptions.

The Casera,\Caseras or Casser named as Woden's son is the

same whom the Trav. Song celebrates as ruler of the Greeks,

1. 39 :
' Cdsere weold [^Creacum '

; and 1.151: * mid Creacum ic

w^es and midJFinnum,^and mid Cdsere, se the winbui^ga geweald
ahte, wiolane ( = welena) and wilna, and Wala rices/ who wielded

winsome burghs, wealth, what heart can wish, and Welsh
dominion. Here Saxon legend has turned the Latin Caesar into

Cdsere, and linked him to native kings, perh. in deference to

that early opinion of Woden's having come from Greekland (p.

163 n.). Among Saxons and Angles of the 5-6th centuries there

was prob. many a legend afloat about an old king Kesor.

ESSEX.—Ace. to Florence : Woden, Eaxneta, Gesecg, Antsecg,

Sueppa, Sigefugel, Bedca, Ofa, Aeswinus, Sledda, Sehertus ; for

Eaxneta some MSS. have tlie truer form Seaxnete. Henry of

Hunt. 313: Saxnat, Andesc, Gesac, Spoeive, Sigeivlf, Biedca,

Offa, Erchenwin, SJede, Sihrict (al. Siberct). Matth. Westm. p.

99 : Erlienwiniis, qui fuit filius Offae, q. f. Bredemni, q. f. Sigewlf,

q. f. Spetvae, q. f. Gesac, q. f. Andessc, q. f. Saxuad, q. f. Woden.

Langhorn : Saxoneta, Gesacns, Andescns, Snej^p^a, Sigefugelus,

Bedicanus, Ercenovinus. Alvredus Beverl. : Woden, Seaxeca,

Gescecg, Andseng, Snoppa, Sigelugel, Becta, Osse, Eswine, Siedda,

Sahertns?

Of these, Aescwine (Ercenwine) is named as the first king of

Essex, Ssebert (Sigebert) as the first to adopt Christianity in 604

' Cursor, minister ? conf. Gothic thragjan, currere, and in OHG. glosses trikil,

drikil (verna), prob. the ON. thrael, thrall.
' Otterbourne says little, and that beside the mark :

' Woden genuit Watelgeat, a
quo regum Essexiae i^rosapia sum^isit originem ' ; conf. Mercia.
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(Sax. Chr. 29). Then the u;uuo of Woden's son is very rcin:ii-k-

able : Seaxnedf, evid. the Sax)iut named with Thuuar and Wuodan

in the Abrenuntiatioj in OHG. it would be Sahs-uoz, fSahs-

kiuoz.^ Gcsecg and Andseaj seem to be related in meaning;

Bedeca answers to the OHG. PatiMo ; Sweppa is Saxon.

MERCIA.—The Sax. Chr. p. 33-4: Penda wa3s Wybbing,

Wi/hba Crj'ding, Cryda Cynewalding, Gynewald Cnebbing,

Cnebha Iceling, Icel Eomfering, Eomcer Angeltheowing, Angel-

tlit'ow Offing, Offa Waermnnding, Wivrmnnd Wilithuging, Wlhtlceg

Wodeniug. At p. 72 tlie line is begun differently, and carried

up to another son of Wybba : Offa wres Dhincferthing, Dhincferth

Eanwulfing, ^a.?nr)///' Osmoding, Osmnd Eawing, Eawa AVybbing,

Wybba Creoding, Creoda Cynewaldiug, and so on up to Woden.

In Florence 566 : Woden, Withelgeatus, Waga, Wihtleagus, Were-

mundus, Offa, Angengeatus, Eomeru.^, Icelius, Cnebba, Cunewaldus,

Creoda sive Crida primus rex Merciorum, Wibba ; p. 232, with

slight variations : Penda, qui fuit Wibbae, q. f. Cridae, q. f

.

GuneimJdi, q. f. Gnebbae, q. f. Icelii, q. f. Eomeri, q. f. Angengeati,

q. f. Offac, q. f. Weromundi, q. f. Wightleagi, q. f. Wagne, q. f.

Wothchjeati, q. f. Wodeni. In the App. to Nennius (Gale 116) :

Woden genuit Guedolgeat, genuit Queagon, g. Guithlig, g. Guerd-

mund, g. Ossa, g. Ovigon, g. Earner, g. Pubba ; ipse Pubba habuit

ix filios, quorum duo mihi notiores sunt quam alii, id est, Poida

et Eaua. In Ralph de Diceto p. 446 : Offa fuit filius Wingferd,

filii Ganwif, f. Osmod, f. Epa, f. Wibba, f. Creada, f. Gynewald, f.

Gnibba, f. Ycil, f. Gom, f. Angelreu, f. Offa, f. Wermund, f. Witlat,

f. Woden. In IMatth. Westm. p. 142 : erat enim Offa filius

TJiinferthi, q. f, EaduJfi, q. f. Osulji, q. f. Eoppae, q. f. Wibbae,

q. f. Greoddae, q. f. Kineivohli, q. f. Gnebbae, q. f. Ithcl, q. f.

Eomeri, q. f. Angelthean, q. f. Offac, q. f. Weremiindi, q. f. With-

leig, q. f. Wagon, q. f. Frethegeath, q. f. Wodeni. In Otterbourne

p. 31 : Woden genuit FeothnJgeatJi, (jui genuit Vaga, q. g.

Wichebeg, q. g. Vi-rmundum, q. g. Offa, q. g. Engeltheon, (j. g.

Edomerum, q. g. Jce/, q. g. Gnibham, q. g. Kynewaldxnn, q. g.

Gridiara, q. g. Bill>ain, q. g. Voyhim primuni regem Merciorum.

Langhorn seems to draw from Florence : Vitclgela, Vaga, Vit-

legius, Veremundu.s, Off'a al. Iffn, Angongeta, Eumerus, lectins,

Cnebba, Cuncvaldus, Grida.

> Conf. the Gottinf. Anzeig. '28, p. 550.
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Langhorn, Florence, Matthew and Gale's App. insert betw.

Woden and Wibtl^g two names that are wanting iu Ralph
and the Chron., Wihtelgeat (Frethegeat) and Waga (Gueagou).

As Florence puts Angen-geat for Angel-theow, his Vithel-

gedt might elsewh. have been Vithel-theow^ but Gale too has

Guedol-geat} Angen (Gale's ' Origon ' is a misreading of Ongon)
is unexceptionable, and Angentheow answers to the OHG. name
Angavclio, perh. to ON. Angantyr, which may be a corrup. of

Anganthyr; the pure AS. form is Ongentheow,Beow. 3931. 4770.

4945-6 7, conf. Incgeiitheoiv, Trav. Song 232. Offa (miscopied Ossa),

which occurs twice in the Mercian line, is likewise found in Beow.
3895. 3910. Wihtlceg seems faultless. Will. Malmesb. p. 17 has

Witldegius, and even GtdtJdig in Gale confirms the short 83 or e.

Yet Ralph's Witlat agrees better with the ON. Vigletus in Saxo
Gram. 59; and it is a point of importance to our whole inquiry,

that the series Vigletus, Verm.undus, Uffo of the Dan. genealogy

(Saxo Gr. 59

—

idb) " is so evid. the same as the Mercian. For
Gale's ' Pubba ' (AS. |? for p) read Wuhha, Wihha^OKGc. Wippo.^

DEIRA.—Sax. Chr. p. 24 : ^//e w^s YfHug, Yfe Uscfrea-

ing. Use/red Wilgisling, Wilgisl Westerfalcniug, Westerfalcna

S^fugliug, Scefugl Sasbalding, Scehald Sigegeating, 8igegedt

SwfefdtBging, Swcefdceg Sigegaring, Sigegdr Waegdseging,

W(Bgdceg Wodening, Woden Fridhowulfing. Florence p. 221 :

^lla fuit filius IJfi, cujus pater Wnscfrea, c. p. Wilgelsus, c. p.

Westonmlena, c. p. Seomelu»-, c. p. Snearta, c. p. Scepugelus, c. p.

Seahaldus, c. p. Slggeotus, c. p. Suebdegus, c. p. Siggarus, c. p.

Weadegiis, c. p. Wodenus ; and p. 566 with a few variations : Wo-
demis, Weagdegus, Siggarus, Suebdegus, Slggeotus, Seabaldus, Se-

fugelus, Sueartha, Seomelus, Westerivalcna, Wilgelsus, Wuscfrea,

Iffus dux, 2EUa primus rex Deirorum. Otterbourne p. 32 : TFo-

den genuit Wegdam, qui genuit SIgegarmn, q. g. Stvealdegein, q. g.

Sigegeat, q. g. Etabalem, q. g. Stafugel, q. g. Westerfalducue, q. g.

Wigilis, q. g. Usffrea, q. g. Uff'e, q. g. Ellaprhnmn regem Sussex.*

' May we connect Wcdelgeat, 'Widhelgeat with the national name Wedergedtas,
Beow. 2984. 3224. 4753?

- The Geuealogia runica in Langebek i. 32 has Vithlek, Vermiind, Uffi,; that at
i. 27 gives Vithlef, Vermund, Uffi.

[* On the line of Mercia, to which Offa II (757) belongs, see Lappenb. 1, 222
;

conf. the two Offas above (p. 388) —EHM.]
• Some other writers also call the Deira genealogy the Sussex; yet Sussex Lies

some distance from Yorkshire.
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Langlioru : Vegdegus, Siganm, Suchdegiis, Siggotus, Sebaldus,

Sefugelus, Suarta, Someliifi, Vedrofalenas, VilgUilus, Buscreas,

llJiiis, Alia. Gale's App. mixes up the Deira line with tlie

Wessex : Woden, Beldeyg, Brond, Siggar, Ribald, Zeguljh,

Soemil, Sguerthing, Guilgils, Ulfrea, IJi, JJIU.

As tlie Kentish borrowed some names from horses, so does this

from birds, Sce-fugel and We.^ter-falcna, whom the Chronicle makes

lather and son, but between whom the other lists insert two more

links, Seomel and Swearta (or Swearta and Seomel). There is

also a Sige-fugel (al. Sigewulf) in the Essex lineage. I doubt

whether Sca-fola in the Trav. Song 230 can have anything to do

with this. The mythic Westerfahma has perhaps a right to be

regarded as ancestor of the Westphals, for the old form of that

national name was Wesffalah, and we know of a hero in the

Wessex line who did give name to a branch of the nation. Sce-

fugel and Scc-haJd have their first syllable in common. Swa-fdag

resembles the ON. Svijjdagr, ISasm. Ill [Hrolt'kr. sag. c. 18—2o],

Suibdagerus, Saxo Gr. 9, though the/ and p are at variance ; and

it is worth noting that his grandfather too is Wcvg-divg, and the

head of the Wessex line Bccl-dceg. The relation of Wivg-dccg to

the Kentish Wecta I shall discuss by and by in elucidating the

Norse genealogy.

BERNICIA or Northumberland has its first two descendants

of Woden in common with Wessex.—Sax. Chr. p. 23 (yr. 547)

:

' her Ida feng to rice, thonon Nordhanhymbra cynecyu eerost

onwoc. Ida waes Eopping, Eoppa, Esing, Esa Inguing, lugni

Angenwiting, Angenwit Alociug, Aluc Beouocing, Beonoc Brand-

ing, Brand Baelda3ging, Boildceg Wodening/ Florence 218 : Ida

fuit filius Eoppae, qui fuit Inqiii, q. f. Angenwit, q. f. Aluc, q. f.

Bcnoc, q. f. Brandi, q. f. Bealdcgi, q. f. Wodeni ; but with varia-

tions and additions in theprosapia p. 560 : Bealdeagns, Braiidius,

Bcorniis (for Benocus ?), Beorno, Wcgbrandus, bigebrandun,

Alusa, Angengeat, Ingengeat, Aethelbrihtus, Oesa, Eoppa, Ida

primus rex Berniciorum. Otterbourne : Wode7i, Belder, Brond,

Benoc, Aloe, Agmintus, Inginus, Ensa, Ropa, Ida. Langhorn :

Beldegns, Brando, Benocus, Bcorna, Vegbrandiis, Ingebrandus,

Alocus, Angvngeta, Ingongeta, Aethelberhis, Esa, Eoppa, Ida.

Bertram's ed. of Nennius gives in an appendix : Woden genuit

Beldeg, g. [^Brand, g.] Btornvc [g. Beormi], g. Gethbrond [g.
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I)i(ji'hranduif\, g. AIusn)i^g. lucjiipf, g. [Ftnji'ii'jedt, g'.] Edihr'dh,

g. Ossa, g. Eohha, g. Ida. Of these names, Esa seems to me
akin to 6s, pi. es (deus divus), and Ingiti is the ON. Ingvi, conf.

Ingunar freyr andBeow. 2638 frea Ingwina, 2081 eodor Ingivina.

WESSEX.—Sax. Chr. p. 24: Genllc wses Gynrices feeder,

Cerdic Elesing, Elesa Esling, E)ila Gewisiug, Gewis Wiging, Wig

Freawining, Ereawine Fridhogaring, Fridhogdr Branding, Brand

Bteld^ging, Bceldceg Wodening; the same at p. 95, except the

spelling of Fridhugar and Brond, and the insertion of Greoda be-

tween Cerdic and Cynric. The same pedigree stands in an AS.

document printed at the beginning of the AS. Beda of 1643, p. 5,

and in Spelman's Vita Alfredi 1678, p. 199, except that the latter

has Winging for Wiging, and both have the words * Elesa

Esling, Esla Gewising ' on the margin, not in the text. Asser :

Gynric, qui fuit Greoda, q. f. Gerdic, q. f. Elesa, [q. f. Esla"], q. f.

Gewis, a quo Britones totam illam gentera Gegwis nominant,

[q. f. Wig, q. f. Fraewine, q. f. Freotliegar], q. f. Brond, q. f. Belde,

q. f. Woden ; the sentences in brackets are apparently taken from

Florence, and wanting in the MS. Ethelwerd p. 842 : Gynric,

Cerdic, Elesa, Esla, Gewis, Wig, Freaivine, Frithogar, Brond,

Balder, Wofhen. Florence 219 : Gerdicius, qui fuit Eslae, q. f.

Gewisii, q. f . Wigae, q. f. Freawini, q. f. Frethegarii, q. f . Brandii,

q. f. Bealdigi, q, f . Wodeni ; again at p. 566 : Bealdeagns, Bran-

dius, Freodegarius, Friawinus, Wigga, Gewisius, Esla, Elisius,

Gerdicius primus rex Westsaxonum, Kenricns. Simeon of Durh.

119 : Ginric, q. f. Greoda, q. f. Gerdic, q. f. Elesa, q. f. Gewis, a quo

Britones totam illam gentem Gewis nominant, q. f. Brand, q. f.

Belde, q. f. Woden [same as in Asser]. Will. Malmesb. p. 41 :

Woden, Beldegius, Brond, Fridegarius, Frewinus, Wigius, Giivius,

Eslius, Elicius, Gerdicius, Greodingius, Ginricius. Ethelred

Rieval. p. 350 : Woden, Bealdceg, Brand, Freodgar, Frewine,

Wig, Gewis, Eda, Elesa, Geordic, Greoda, Ghenric. Otterbourne :

Wooden, Bealdeath, Brond, Frectegar, Freawinus, Wicca, Gewisse,

Esla, Flesa, Geredic. Langhorn : Beldegus, Brando, Fredegarus,

Frevinus, Vigga, Geviscus, Esla, Elisius, Gerdicus.

In this series of Westsaxon names, the chief stress is to be

laid on Woden's son Boildceg (Beldeg, Beldig, Belde in Asser

and those who follow him. Balder in Ethelwerd), evid. the Norse

Baldur son of Odin; Fred-wine too resembles the ON. Freys
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vinr, still more Frowinns in Saxo Gr. pp. 59, GO ; J'JsIa, like the

Northumbrian Esa, may come from 6s, os. Geivis must have

been a distinguished hero and sovereiofn, for a whole race to be

named after him ; even Beda mentions the fact, where he says of

Cynegils, a successor of Cerdic, 3, 7 : eo tempore gens Occiden-

ralium Saxonum, quae antiquitus Guvisse vocabantur, regnante

Cynegilso fidem Christi suscepit (yr 635) ; and again of Bp.

Byrinus : sed Britanniam perveniens, ac primum Gevissorum gen-

tem ingrcdiens, cum omnes ibidem paganissimos inveniret, etc.

LINDESFARAN.—These were a separate race, who had

settled in a small island off the Northumbrian coast, and

named it after them Lindesfarena- ea (Beda, 3, 17. 4, 12. Sax.

Chr. ann. 780. 793), otherw. Halig ealand, now Holy Island.

I find their genealogy in Flor. 5GG : Woden, Winta, Cretta,

Q.uelpijUfus, Geadbed, Buhha, Beda, Eanferthus ; another edition

more correctly makes the fourth name Qneldgils, the fifth Caed-

hacJ, and adds Biscop after Beda, Eatta and Ealdfrith after

Eanferth. Bubba's successor was prob. called Bedeca or Baduca

(like one of the Essex line), for Eddii vita S. Wilfridi cap. 3

(Gale p. 45) relates of the Kentish king Erconbert (d. CG4) :

Rex secundum petitionem reginae, ducem nobilem et admirabilis

ingenii quemdam Biscop Badiicing inveniens ad sedem apostolicam

properantem, ut in suo comitatu esset adquaesivit. Biscop's

grandson Eata became (Beda 4, 13) one of the first bishops of

Lindesfarn ; but the grandfather himself, to judge by his name,

must have held the same sacred office, perhaps elsewhere.

Woden's Ancestry.

So far we have dealt with Woden's descendants. In treating

of his ancestors, we shall again have to separate the purely

heathen ones from those that were added after the Bible genea-

logy became known.

Some accounts reach back only 4 generations, others 8 or IG,

stopping either at Fridhuwulf, Geat or Sceaf. Generally speak-

ing, Sceaf is the oldest heathen name in any of the pedigrees.

Woden.
Fridhuwald.

Freawine (Frealslf).

Fridhuwulf.

Finn.

Godwulf (Folcwald).

Geat.

Ta3twa.
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Beaw.

Sceldwa.

Heremod (Sceaf).

Itermon (Heremod).

Hathra (Itermod).

Hwala (Hathra).

Bedwig (Hwala).

Sceaf (Bedwig).

The Chronicle p. 23 carries the Northumbrian lineage fr. Ida

up to Geat : Woden Freodholafing, Freodholdf Fridhowulfing,

Fridhowulf Finning, Finn Godwulfing, Oodwulf Geating; at p.

24 (under Deira), Woden is called Fridhoivnlfing ; at p. 95 (under

Wessex) the line is given more fully and exactly : Woden Fi'id-

huwalding, Fridhuwald Freawining, Fredwme Fridhuwulfing,

Fridliowidf Finning, Finn Godwulfing, Oodwulf Geating, Gedt

Tfetwaing, Tcetiva Beawiug, Beaw Sceldwaing, Sceldwa Here-

moding, Heremod Itermoning, Itermon Hathraing, Hathra

Hwalaing, Hwala Bedwigiug, Bedwig Sceafiug. Nennius p. 61

carries the Kentish line up to Geta : Vuoden lilius Frealof, Fr. f.

Fredulf, Fr. f. Finn, F. f. Folegnald, F. f. Geta, qui ut aiunt filius

fuit dei, non veri uec omnipotentis dei, sed alicujus ex idolis

eorum, quern ab ipso daemone coecati, more genfcili, pro dec

colebant. ASSGP p. 4 : Woden, qui fuit Frithowalde, q. f. Frealaf,

q. f. FritJniwulf, q. f. Fingodwidf, q. f. Geata, quern Getam
jamdudum pagani pro deo venerabantur

;
qui Geata fuit Gietva,

q. f. Beav, q. f. Sceldwea, q. f. Heremod, q. f . Itermod, q. f. Hathra,

q. f. Huala, q. f. Bedwig. Ethelwerd p. 842 : Wothen, Fritho-

ividf, Frealaf, Frithoivlf, Fin, Godwulfe, Geat, Tetiva, Beo, Scyld,

Scef. Florence p. 218 (under Northumbr.) : Wodeiius, qui fuit

Frithelasi (for Frithelafi), q. f. Finni, q. f. Godidfi, q. f. Geatae ;

but on p. 294 (under Wessex) : Wodenus, q. f. Frithewaldi, q. f.

Frealafi, q. f. FritlteuJfi, q. f. Finni, q. f. Godidfi, q. f. Gaetae,

quem Getam jamdudum pagani pro deo venerabantur, q. f.

Cedwae, q. f. Beawae, q. f. Sceldwii, q. f. Heremodi, q. f. Itermodi,

q. f. Hathri, q. f. Walae, q. f. Bedwig i. So the Wessex line in

Simeon Durh. p. 119 : Woden, q. f. Frithniuald, q. f. Frealaf,

q. f. Fridrenwidf, q. f. Geta, q. f. Cetiva, q. f. Beaw, q. f. Seldwa,

q. f. Heremod, q. f. Itermod, q. f. Hatra, q. f. Wala, q. f. Bedwig.

Will. Malmesb. p. 41 : Wodenius fuit Fridewaldi, Fridewaldus

Frelasii (al. Fridelafii), Frelasius Fimi, Fimus Godwini, Godwinus

Gesii, Gesius Tectii, TectiiLS Beowini, Beowinus Sceldii, Sceldius

Sceaf, Sceaf Heremodii, Heremodius Stermonii, Stermonius
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Hadrae, Hadra Gualae, Gunla Bedwegii, Bechopgitis Sfrcsaci.

Ethelred Rieval. p. 351 : Woihm, ([. f. Fredewahl, q. f. Freolof,

q. f. Ffcdercwlf, q- f- Finrjondwlf, q. f. Geta, q. f. Gearwa, q. f.

Jh'u, q. f. Ccldiva, q. f. Herrmod, q. f. Itermod, q. f. Ilathra, q. f.

ir^/a, q. f. Beadwig. Henry Hunting-d. p. 310 (uuder Kent):

Woden, filii Frealof, f. Fredulf, f. i'V;/, f. Florin, Id, f. J('/r^ quern

dixerunt filiura dei, scilicet alicujus idoli. Ralph (under Wessex)

p. 529 : Woden, q. f. Frederewnld, q. f. Freolf, i[. f. Fredewlf, q. f.

Ffingoldwlf, q. f. (?efa, q. f. Geatwa, q. f. 5c«, q. f. Scddica, q. f.

ITereinod, q. f. Itermod, q. f. Bathha, q. f. TFa/(i, q. f. Beadwig.

John Walling^f. p. 535 : Gnodden, q. £. Frithetvald, q. f. Frealaf,

q. f. Frethewlf, q. f. FlngoUwlf, q. f. (7eafa, quern Geattam pagani

jamdudum pro deo venerabantur, q. f. Cetirwa, q. f. Bean, q. f.

Celdewa, q. f. Eeremod, q. f. Idcrmod, q. f. Hafhra, q. f. ira/a,

q. f. Beadwing. Alberic p. 186: Woden iste fuit filius Frithe-

vKxldi, qui Frehi>iil, (\. Flnnii, q. Godpiilfi, q. (?e^/</(', q. Befhlii, q.

Bedvil, q. SceldH, q. ^tccaf, q. Heremodii, q. (riyaZt', q. Bedwegii,

q. Stere.'iii. Matth. Westm. p. 112 (under Mercia) : IFocZe?i fuit

filius Frefhewold, q. f. Freolaf, q. f. Frithewlf, q. f. Godwif, q. f.

Gefat', q. f. Cethwae, q. f. J5ca7f, q. f. Seldnae, q. f. Ueremod, q. f.

Itermod, q. f. llafhme, q. f. TFa/^/^', q. f. iitv/ft;;; ; but p. 166

(under Wessex) : TFo(Ze»?i.s fuit filius Frethewold, q. f. Freolaf,

q. f. Frcthwlf, q. f. JP/un/, q. f. Godtilji, q. f. Ge/ae, q. f. Teathwii,

q. f. Be«», q. f. Seldnae, q. f. *Se«/, q. f. Eeremod, q. f. Itermod,

q. f. Eathrae, q. f. TFrt/ae, q. f. i^e^^'i/. Otterbourne (under

Kent) : TFocZt^x., Frederwald, Freolf, Fredwold, Fijngoldwclth, Geta,

Getwa, Beir, Sceldwa, Eerecude, Etermode, Athra, Wala, Bedivich.

The three generations imrned. before Woden exhibit a number

of variations, whicli I will bring under one view :

Chrou. (Wess.)
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Fredwine rests tlieu on the siugle auth. of the Chron., and even

there some MSS. have Frealafiug, Frealaf. In the following,

there is one link wanting :

Chron. (Northumb.) : .... Freodholaf Fridhowulf

Nennius

:

.... Frealof Fredulf

William : Fridewald Frealaf ....
Henry

:

.... Frealof Fredulf

Alberic

:

Frithewaldus Frelasius ....

And some have only one name to shew :

Chron. (Deira) .... .... Fridhowulf

Flor. (Northumb.) .... Frithalaf ....

But as some retain one name and some another, it is plain

that the Wessex genealogy of the Chronicle is the complete and

correct thing. Fredwine and Frealaf may be regarded as identical,

no matter that Freawine occurs again in the descending series of

the Wessex line, for certain names often repeat themselves. If

we accept the Frithalaf of Florence [and Freodholaf in the Chron.

under Northumb.] , we have then Frldho-y^oXdi, Fridho-laf, Fridho-

wulf in immed. succession.^

Finn and Gudwulf oxe thrown into one as Fingodwnlf in Asser,

F'mgondwlf in Ethelred, Fingoldwlf in John, Fringoldwif in

Ralph [Fyngoldioelth in Otterb.]. Both are wanting in Simeon,

Finn in Matthew, Godwulf in Nennius and Henry. Instead of

Godwulf, Nennius gives a Folegiiald (Folcwald), Henry Flocwald

and William Godwine.

Gedt (Geata, Geta, Jeta, Gesius) is present in all.

Tcetva, Tetwa, Tectius appears also as Ctetwa, Cetwa, Cethwa,

Cedwa, Cetirwa, and Getwa, Geatwa, Gearwa, Rethlius.

Beav, Beaw, Beau, Beawa, Beu, Beo, Beowinus, Bedvius, Beir.

Sceldva, Sceldwa, Scyld, Sceldwius, Sceldius, Seldwa, Seldua,

Celdwa, Celdewa.

HeremSd remains unaltered wherever it occurs, except that

Otterb. has Herecude; but it is wanting in Ethelwerd.

Itermon, Itermod, Idermod, Btermode, Stermon ; wanting in

Ethelw.

1 [Fri^leif suggests the ' jomfrue Fridlefshorg ' iu tlie Dan. song of Tord af

Hafsgaard, where the Swed. has ' jungfru Froijcnhory.'—EHM.J
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ILtthra, Hadra, ilatra, Athra, llatlirus, Bathka ; waiitiug in

Ethelw.

Hcala, Huala, Wala, Guala ; wanting in Etliehv.

Bedvuj, BeJwig, Bedwi, Beadwig, Bedwigus, Bedwegius, Bed-

wing, Bedwid ; wanting in Ethelw.

Sceaf, Scef, Seaf is not found in Asser or Florence or any

writers that follow these two, but only in the Sax. Chr. and

four other authoi'ities (Ethelwerd, Alberic, Will. Malinesb. and

Matth. Westm.) ; and even here with the important distinction,

that whereas the Chron. puts him at the very end, as father of

Bedwig, the other four bring him in near the middle, as father

of Sceldwa and son of Heremod.

Among the names are a few of more than common interest.

Fin is spoken of in the Trav. Song 53 as ruler of the Frisians :

' Fin FolcwaldiiKj weold Fresna cynne,' which confirms the

statement of Nennius that his father's name was Folcwald (or

Folcwalda). Again, Fin appears in Beow. 2129-55-86. 2286,

and still as Folcwaldan sauu 2172; so that the Kentish genea-

logy had preserved his name more truly than the others.

Observe too, that it is side by side with Fin that Beow. 2159-86.

2218 introduces Hengcst, a great name with the [Kentishmen
;

must not they have been a Frisian rather than a Jutish race ?

Fin's grandfather, Folcwald's father, Gcdt, was worshipped as

a god ; this is expressly affirmed by many chroniclers, while

Woden's divinity is passed over in silence. We come across

Geat in Beow. 3567-82, and if not in the Trav. Song, yet in

another AS. lay (Conybeare 241) : 'Gedtes frige wurdon grund-

lease.' The Sax. Chr. and Ethelwerd make no mention of his

godhood. Nennius and his transcriber Henry Huntgdn designate

him the son of a god, ' filius dei/ non veri, etc.'; with him

they close the Kentish pedigree, and do not name his father.

But Asser and those who follow him, notably Florence, Ralph

and John, say of Geta himself ' quem dudum pagani pro deo

venerabantur,' and then add the names of his father (Cetwa) and

ancestors. At the same time they refer, absurdly enough, to a

passage in Sedulius (Carmen paschale 1, 19. ed. Arevali. Komae

I 791, p. 155), which speaks of the * boatus ridiculus Getae,' or as

' In myths the son of a god seems often ident. with the god himself, conf.

Tacitus about Tuisco and Mannus.
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Sedulius says in prose ' ridiculi Getae comica foeditate/ evid. a

character in a play of the Old Comedy. That the AS. Gedt or

Get was from the earliest times, long before the migration to

Britain, regarded as a god, will be proved presently by a Gothic

genealogy, which quite correctly names him Gaut, as in OHG.
he would be GSz or Koz. In the Grimnismal (Saem. 47^, conf.

Sn. 24. 195) Gautr is the name that Odhinn bears among the

gods themselves.

Tcetwa is prob. to be expl. by an adj. tget, lost in AS. but

extant in ON. teitr, OHG. zeiz, meaning laetus, hilaris, placidus. ^

Both Teitr and Zeiz, Zeizo were in use as men's names, but the

great thing is that Odhinn himself is called Herteitr in the Edda,

Saem. 46''. Taetwa might bear the sense of numen placidum,

benignum, the ' gehiure.'

The next three names, in the order Beaw, Sceldwa, Scedf, give

us a clear insight into the intimate connexion betw. these genea-

logies and the ancient poetry of the people. Beaw, Beo, Beu is

no other than the elder Beowulf who appears at the very beginn.

of the epic of Beowulf, and is called at 1. 37 Scyldes eafera (off-

spring), at 1. 16 Scylding (S.'s son), and who must be distinguished

from the younger Beowulf, the subject of the poem. Beo stands

in the same relation to Beowulf as the simple form of a name

does to the compound in so many cases. ^ 8cyld (Beow. 51)

resembles the mythic Skiold king of Danes (Saxo Gr. 5), and

Skioldr the Skanunga godh (p. 161) ; Skioldr in the Edda is

OSin's son (Sn. 146. 193), fx'om whom descend the 8Mdldungar

(Sa9m. 114-5), AS. Scyldingas. The termin. -iva, which makes

Sceldwa a weak noun, is also seen in Taetwa as compared with

Teitr and Zeiz, and arises out of the third decl., to which skioldr

= shield (gen. skialdar, dat. skildi) belongs, implying a Goth.

skildus with gen. pi. skildive, In Beow. 7 Scyld is expressly

called a Scejing, son of Scedf. About this Sceaf the AS.

chroniclers have preserved a remarkable tradition with whicli

his very name' is interwoven (sceaf, sheaf, OHG. scoup, scoubis)

,

and which is still current in the districts whence the Saxons

migrated. As far as I know, Ethelwerd is the first who alludes

^ Laetus is perh. for daetus (Goth, tatis), a3 lingua, levir, lautia for dingua, devir

dautia.
^ So Wolf means the same as Wolfgang, Regiu or Regino as Eeginhart, Dieto as

Dietrich, Liuba as Liebgart. Hence Beowulf and Beowiue mean one thing.
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to it, and that pri'cisely iu tracing up tlu; Westsaxon lineage,

p. 8 12 :
' ipse See/ cum nno dromone advectus est in insula

oceani, quae dicitur Scani, arniis circundatus, eratque valde recens

puer, et ab iucolis illius terrae iguotus, attamen ab eis suscipitur,

et ut familiareni diligenti animo eura custodierunt, et post iu

regem eligunt.' Then, with some variations, Will. Malinesb.

p. 41: 'iste (Sceaf), id quidani fenint, in quamdam insnlam

Germaniae Scamphtam (al. Scandeam), de qua Jordanes historio-

graphus Gothorum loquitur, appulsus navi sine remige puerulus,

posito ad caput frnmentl manipulo, dormiens, ideoque Sr.pnf est

nuncupatus, et ab hominibus regionis illius pro miraculo exceptus

et sedulo nutritus, adulta aetate regnavit ia oppido quod turn

Slaswich, nunc vero Eitheisi (al. Hurtheby) ^ appellatur ; est

autem regio ilia Anglia Vetus dicta, unde Angli venerniit iu

Britanniam, inter Saxones et Giothos constituta.' And, in almost

the same words, Alberic and Matth. Westm. ; the former says ;

' iu Scania insula quae est in Dania,' and again ' Sleswyk, quod

Hartebi dicitur.^ Matthew :
' in quandara insulam Germaniae,

Scandalin nomine' ; adding after manipulo :
' quem patria lingua

seaf (1. sceaf) dicimus, Gallice verogarbam.' An unknown boy,

in a ship without oars (RA. 701), sleeping with his head on a

corn-sheaf, lands in Angeln, is received as a miracle by the

inhabitants, is brought up, and made their king : he and his

race must therefore have appeared of sacred and divine origin.

This legend, no doubt, is touched upon in the obscure opening of

the Beowulf, though the incident is there transferred to Scyld

the sou of Sceaf; his sleeping on a sheaf of corn is not men-

tioned, any more than it is by Ethelwerd, whose 'armis cii-cun-

datus' is more in accord with Beow. 72—81. 9o-4-5. The

difficult word umhor-wesendo can hardly mean anything but
' recens natus.' ^ The Trav. Song 64 speaks of a Seed/a as lord

of the Lombards. Tales of strange haroea arriving asleep in

their sliiptt must have been early diffused in Germany.^

' Eead Ilaithahy, ON. Heidhahcer, Heiilhaboe, ft bp's see in S. Jutland [Scliles-

wigj . Ethelwerd p. 8H3 : Auglia Vetus sita est inter Saxones et Giutos, habens
oppidum capitate quod sermone Saxouico Sleswic nuncupatur, secundum vero
Danos Ilaithahij.

^ The ace. masc. like a nom. may perh. be justified, else we must emend it to
weseudne. A new passage in Kemble p. 253: ' umbor yceS J»a ser adl nimetS' may
mean ' nova proles addit (restituit) quos morbus aufert.'

5 The swan-knight, alone and aslei'p, his head reclined on his shield, arrives in

VOL. IV. O
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But the divine repute in which Scei'if and Scyld were held is

further enhanced by one or the other being Hkewise a son of

Heremod, a simple hero in Beow. 1795. 341 7^ but a distinctly

divine being in the Norse mythology. Hermo^r in the Edda
is a son of OSinn, the AS. Heremod of Itermon. Itermon (with

long {) can be expl. by a lost adj. iter, itor, signifying like ON.
itr praeclarus, eximius ; therefore, vir eximius. Ittermann is still

a family name in Westphalia.

To Hat/ira I shall return further on ; of Hwala and Bedwig I

have nothing particular to say.

It remains to be told in what way the chroniclers tried to

bring these native gods and heroes into line with the earliest

generations handed down by Holy Writ.

The Sax. Chr. p. 96, after ^Bedwig Sceafing/ inserts in

brackets, as not found in all the MSS. : Md est filius Noe, se

waes geboren on ]7jBre earce Noe/ Lamech, Matusalem, Enoh,

Jared, Malalahel, Cainion, Enos, Seth, Adam primus homo et

pater noster, id est Gliristus, Amen.' Asser, who knows nothing

of Sceaf, gives his place to Shem, and brings the two lines to

touch as follows :
' Bedwig, qui fuit Seiii, q. f. Noe, q. f. Lamech,

q. f Mathusalem, q. f. Enoch [q. f . Jared'], q. f. Malahel, q. f.

Gainan, q. f. Enos, q. f. Seth, q. f. Adam.' The same in Florence

p. 294, except that 8eth is put for Sem, and another Seth comes

after Enos. Simeon, Ethelred and Matthew, like Asser; but

Will. Malmesb. p. 41 has a way of his own :
' Guala Bedwegii,

Bedwegius Stresaei, hie, ut dicitur, fuit filius Noae,' and the line

goes no further. Is Stresaeus [Alberic's Steresius] a corrup. of

Scefius ? A totally different harmony [of heathen with Hebrew],

one that does not touch the AS. lines, is propounded by Nennius

p. 54.

Now to sum up the gains accruing from these genealogies

to our German Antiquity. Names of gods they offer, in addition

to Woden : Gedt, Bceldceg, Seaxnedt, Heremod, perhaps Tmtiva.

National names are treasured up in Gewis, Westerfalcna, and no

Brabant by .ship, delivers the land, and becomes its ruler, Conrad of Wiirzb.'s
l)oem IIG—122. Lohengrin p. 19. Parz. 824, 27. «2(i, 24. Here the old Frankish,
Frisian and Saxon traditions seem to harmonize [Vishnu also sleeps on the serpent
in the sea.—EHM.j.

1 Is there an intended allusion to the boy sailing in the oarless ship ?
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doubt in Saxncdt himself. Part and parcel of our ITern-lon;cnd

are, so far as we can still descry, Scijld, Seed/, Beaiv; many links

are doubtless lost, but the solidarity with the Beowulf Lay and

the Traveller's Sonpf is in its full sipfnificance not to be over-

looked. No less important seems the agreement of a string of

names in the Mercian line with statements of Saxo Grammaticus.

And in some names that stand side by side, we may detect traces

of Alliteration, revealing the wrecks of heathen poems of a long

past age, e.g. Hengest and Horsa, Scyld and tSceaf, Fin and

Folcwald, Freodhowald and Freawine.

Part of the Saxon pedigrees we have been examining had

found their way, not later than the 13th cent., to Scandinavia,

viz. the series from Woden back to Bedwig and perhaps one

generation more, and also forwards to three sons of Woden and

their descendants. That the names were borrowed is plain from

the way Snorri (in the Formali to his Edda p. 15) preserves their

Saxon forms, and adds to many of them Svhom we call so-and-so.'

Bedwig's father is here given as Cespheth (al. Sefsmeg, Sesep,

Sescef), which may be the Saxon Scef in disguise; then: 'hans

son Bedvuj, haus son Atra er ver kollum Aniian, h. s. Itrmann,

h. s. Biaf er ver kollum Blar. h. s. Jat, h. s. (rudoJ/r, [h. s.

Finnr,] h. s. Fiarleif (al. Frialafr) er ver kollum Frldhleif, hann

atti thann son, er nefndr er (is named) Vodhinn, thann kollum

ver Odhinn ; kona (wife) bans het Frigidha er ver kollum Fru/g.

It goes on to say, that Odhinn had three sons, Vegdfg, Beldeg,

Sigi. 1) Vegdeg (al. Veggdegg, Vegdreg) rules over Fast Scuons

;

his son was called Vitrgils, and had two sons, Ritta (al. Picta,

evid. Witta, Wicta) the father of Heingest, and Sigarr the father

of Svehdt'gg er ver kollum Svipdag. 2) Beldeg er v. k. Baldr,

rules over Vestfal ; his son is Brandr, his son Friodhigar er v. k.

Frodha, his son Freouit (al. Freovin), his son Ycigg, his son

Gcvt's er V. k. Gave. 3) Sigi (al. Siggi) has a son Vcrir (al. Rerir);

from them are descended the Volsungar that rule Franken.

But at the back of all this Saxon genealogy Snorri places

another, which interweaves Greek names, and has nothing in

common with the AS. accounts. Munnoii or Mennou, a king

in Troia, marries a daughter of Priam, and has a son Tror, thann

kollum ver Tlior} He marries a wise woman named Sibil

[* Egilsum sub v. /'»v'/-= OJin and Thor.—EHM.]
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(Sibylla) er vei' kollum Sif, their sou is called Loride, his son

Henrede, his Vingethor, his Vingener, his Moda, his Magi, his

GesphetJi, the link that joins this line to the Saxon.

^

Similar and more lengthened pedigrees, which add Hebrew to

Greek and Latin names, are found in the piece called Fra Forn-

joti ok hans eettmonuum, in the so-called Laugfedga-tal (Lange-

bek 1, 2), and at the beginning of one MS. of the Sverris saga

(Heimskr. th. 4).

In Fornaldar-sogur 2, 13 Ave find the following list: Adam,
Seth, Eiios, Kaijnan, Malaleel, PJiareth, Enoch, Mathusalem,

Lamech, Not, Japhet, Japhan, ZecJtim, Oiprus, Gretas edha Telius

(CcbHus), Saturnus, Jupiter, Darius, Eritlionius, Troes, Ilus,

Lamidon, Prlamiis, Muiinon edha Memnon, Trorr er ver kollum

Thor, Loritha er v. k. Hloridha, Eredei er v. k. Eindridha,

Vingithor, Vinginerr, ModJd, Magi er v. k. Magna, 8eseph,

Bedhuis, Atra, Trinan, Skialdin er v. k. SkioJd, Beaf ev v. k. Biar,

Godliolfr, Burri er v. k. Finn, Frialdfr er v. k. Bors, Vodhen er

V. k. Odhinn, liann var Tyrkja konimgr, hans son Skioldr, h. s.

Fridhleifr, h. s. Fridhfrodhi, h. s. Herleifr, h. s. Hdvardr, and so

on down to Haraldr hinu harfagri (fair-haired).

In Langfedga-tal : Noa, Japhet, Japhans, Zechim, Giprus,

Celius, 8aturnus, Jupiter, Darius, Erichonius, Troes, Ilus, Lame-

don, Priamus. Priam's daughter Troana marries Memnoii, whose

son is Tror er v. k. Thor; then follow Hloridhi, Einridi, Vin-

gethor, Vingener, Moda, Magi, Seskef, Bedvig, Athra, Hermann,

Heremotr, Scealdna, Beaf, Eat, GoduJfi, Finn, Frealaf, Voden,

thann kollum ver Oden, fra honum ero komnar flestar konunga

aettir (most kings^ races) i nordalfuna heimsins."

At the beginn. of Sverris s. [Fornm. sog. 8, 2] : Adam, Seth,

Enos, Kain, Malaleel, Pharet, Enoch., Matusalem, Lamech, Nca,

Japliet, Japhen, Zethim, Ghijpris, Ghretis, Ghelis, Saturn, Jupiter,

DarJan, Erichonius, Ereas, Ilus, Livmidon, Priamus; Thor, Jorekr,

Eredeir, Vingithor, Vinginer, Modi, Magni, Sesep, Bedvig, Attras,

Trinam, Hermodr, Skioldr, Biar, Godolfr, Finnr, Frialafr, Odin,

Sigi, Rerer, Volsungr, Sigmundr, Sigurdr, Fafnis-bani.

In looking over this Norse genealogy, we see that its resem-

blance to the AS. ascending series ends with Bedvig, or at most

[1 Conf. F. Magnnsen's Lex. Myth. 553-4.—EHM.]
^ This sentence sounds exactly like that in Beda and the Sax. Chr. (under Kent).
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with Sesep, Seskef, Cespheth, which may conceal Sccaf, Seaf;

the older names have nothing Saxon about them. First come

a tew that have a well-defined position in the ON. theof^ony :

MiKjiii, Modi, Vingnir, Vhigithur, FAnridl, Uldridt, Thur, all the

immediate kindred of Thor, who never once appears in the AS.

pedigrees. The way they are introduced here is rather remark-

able. First Tlior himself, whom all the authorities on Norse

mythology invariably treat as OSin's son, is here given out for

his forefather, and one i-emoved from him by 16 or 17 genera-

tions. Then these intermediate links are brought together

curiously enough. In the Edda, Illorn'dhi is a mere surname

of Thor, not a separate person. Eindridhi (Eyndridhi) is another

Eddie name for Thor (Thorlac. Observ. 6, 26), and the same holds

good of Vhigthorr, sonr Sidhgrana (Srem. 48, 80). Vingnir does

occur sometimes as the name of a giant (Thorl. Obs. 6, 25), but

Modhi and Magni are Thor's two sons, and therefore brothers

(Sn. 76). I do not mean to assert that the author of the

])edigree wilfully pei'verted these by-names and brothers into de-

scendants; a confusion in the popular tradition itself may account

for it. And the tacking on to Greek gods and heroes was

natural enough at a time when we Germans too were tracing our

Franks and Saxons to Ascanius and Alexander. From the

Greek to the Biblical genealogy was, to be sure, as great a leap

as that from the Anglo-Saxon straight to Noah.

More important to our inquiry is that part of the ON. pedigree

which mainly agrees with the AS., but differs in details. Alva

is rendered by the ON. Annarr, for which the AS. would strictly

be Odher, and that stands some distance from the Hathra of the

AS. record. Biaf, Biav (Beaw) is not far from Binfr, Binr, and

can hardly be the Norse Bidrr. Int, Eat is not glossed by any

Norse name; would it be Gaiiir? lotr ?

But what deserves the most attention is the different account

given of Woden's ]-*osterity. Here, as in Will. Mulmesb. (see

just before Kent), only three sons are given him, Vegdeg, Beldeg,

Sigi ; the first two agree with those in Will. M., but S/j/'* has

nothing to do with his WUdhvg. The account of the countries

they ruled would of course be totally different from his. His

Weldeg, Wihtleg and Beldeg were forefathers of the families that

afterwards governed Kent, Mercia and Wessex ; but the Forin;\li
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of the Edda is appar. indicating their ancient seats before the

migration : to Vegdeg^s line is attrib. East Saxony, to Beldeg's

Weatphalia, to Sigi's Franconia. Woden^s immediate descen-

dants were Wecta, Witta, Wihtgils ; those of Odhin are likewise

Yegdeg, Vitrgils, Vicfa (the last two merely changing places)

;

but from that point the two lists differ. Without once naming
Horsa, the Norse genealogist gives Victa two sons, Hei.ngest whose

line is carried no further^ and Sigarr whose son is Svebdeg, ON.
Svipdagr} But this lands us in the line of Deira, which, after

Woden and Wsegdseg, has Sigegdr, Swcefdceg. And we now
become aware that Wecta of Kent is no other than Wcegdceg of

Deira, that the two lines were at first one, like those of Bernicia

and Wessex, and that we can no longer count seven, but only

six sons of Woden. So much for Vegdeg and his line. In the

second line, Beldeg is expressly identified with Baldr ; his de-

scendants are named to the fifth generation, and agree with the

Wessex line, except that Freodogar is said to be the Norse

Frodlii, that Wig is called Yvigg, and Gevis Gaue. The third

line is altogether new and unknown to the Anglo-Saxons, starting

with a son of Odhin named Sigi, from whom come Rerir and the

Volsungar, rulers of the Franks. This agrees with the begin-

ning of the Volsunga-saga, which calls Sigi a son of Odhin :

from him descend Berir (al. Berir, Beirir), Vdlsungr, Sigvmndr,

Sigurdhr. The word sig (victory) is a favourite in this line,

Sigmund's sister being also called Sigyiy.^ Volsiiugr has the

form of a patronymic and national name, pointing to a Valsi or

Velsi, which actually meets us in the Wcelseoi^ Beow, 1787, where

Sigemund too is found 1743-62.

The same continuation down to Sigurdhr is in the Sverris-

saga, but not in the Langfedga-tal. The ' Fornjot and his

kin ' gives quite a different one : Shiuldr, already mentioned

as an ancestor of Odhin, reappears as his son, and from him
descends a line of Norse kings to Harald the Fair-haired.^

[' In Grog, and Fiolsv. m. Svvpdarir is Menglo^^s lover. His father is Solbiort
(Sit'm. 112a), his mother Groa.—EHM.]
"In Si(iuidhr= Sigiifrid, Lachmaun (Critik der sage v. d. Nibel. p. 22) conjec-

tures a fjod's by-name ; the Une of Deira too has compounds with Sig-. Couf , wlaat
I have said of niliora (p. 27) and of Woden as god of victory (p. 134).

2 The ordinary Danish genealogy begins : Odin, Skiold, Fridleif, Frode, Torf.
Series 279. Suhm's Grit. hist. 1, 355. [Sogubrot (Fornm. s. 11, "412-3): Thorr,
OShiu, Skioldr, Leifr = Fridhleifr, Frodbi. Prologue to Grottas. : Skioldr, Fri\N'-

leifr, Froi. In the AS. genealogies Sceldwa is made an ancestor of Woden

:
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This last account also contains some not inconsiderable varia-

tions in Odhin's Ancestry. 'JMie outlandish Eredei is transl. into

good Norse as Euidridhi, and Mwjl as MiKjni ; Trtnan the corrup.

of Itrman is here (as in Sverris-s.), IL'naodr is passed over, so

is Eat (as in Sverris-s.) ; on the other hand., at Finn and Frialuf

two names are introduced, Burn', and IJors, which occur nowhere

else in these lists.

With such impoi'tant deviations in form and matter, we can

scarcely say that these Norse genealogies were borrowed straight

from the AS. ; more likely they travelltid into Scandinavia from

some Saxon or Frisian district, where they were still cherished,

say in the 10-1 1th century. The forms Beldeg, Vegdeg, Svebdeg

differ, though slightly, from the pure AS. Ba^ldiBg, VVsegdasg,

Swaefda3g ; Atra from Hathra, Skialdun (Skialdin) from Scelwa,

Biaf from Beaw. The interpolation of Thor's kindred comes, of

course, from the Norse writer.

But even if a loan took place from the Anglo-Saxons, and at

the later date of the 12-13tli century, it matters little to the

intrinsic value of these genealogies. The AS. version is of itself

sufficient to vouch for their high antiquity and their solidarity

with the German system of gods.

It is much to be lamented that in Continental Germany, where

they must have existed, such pedigrees were never jotted down.

Witekiud of Corvei, or his pi-edecessor Bovo, could have given

us priceless information about them. A table in Sam. Tleyher's

Monum. landgi-avior. Thuringiae (Menken 2, 829. 830), which

brings the fictitious line of a Saxon king Artharicus down to

' Bodo vel Vudc7i,' and then foists in ' Veda vel Vichtus, WUf(t

vel Wittich, Witgistits vel Witgislus, Ilengistus,' is taken from

Petrus Albinus's (d. 1598) Novae Sax. historiae progymnasmata

(Viteberg. 1585). Albinus had copied an AS. chronicler.

For all that, we catch undoubted echoes of ancient genealogies

in our poems of the 13th century. The Nibel. 88, 3 and 92, 1

preserves the names of Schilbunc and Nibelunc, and Biterolf 7821

calls them brothers. Now ScijlfiiKi, Scilfnuj (gomela S.) and the

Sojljiiigan occur in Beow. 125. UOG. •1758. 4970. 5850. 5931.

The Edda (S»m. 47'') makes Scilj'iinjr a by-name of OMnn, ami

' Sceldwa, Fri^uwulf, Freahif, FriSnwakl, Woden '
; so he is iu some Norse ones

(supra p. 17'29), but usually a >:on of 05in.—EHM.J
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tlie Hyndlu-lio'S in its genealogies (Seem. 114-5) joins SJcidldun-

fjar and Shilfinrinr in alliteration. The above-mentioned ' Fornjot

and his kin' (Fornald. s. 2, 9) counts among the mythic sons

of Halfdan the Old a Sl'elfir, and derives from him and his son

Skioldr those two kindred races :
' that heitir SkiJfiuga £ett edha

Skiolduvga ffitt.' ^ Here Shelf seems a corrup. of Skef, for both

Beowulf and the AS. pedigrees make Scyld or Sceldwa the son

of Seeof ; and from such, corruption arose the different forms in

both countries independently.- So we must reckon ScJdlhunc

[conf. Schiltunc, Hpt. 1, 7], Sci[fing as closely interwoven with

the old genealogy. In Fornm. sog. 5, 239 Skioldr is described

as the national god of Schonen, ' Skanunga godh' (p. 161).

A still more striking instance of agreement is furnished by the

Gothic genealogy which Jornandes, after saying that the ances-

tors of the Goths were Anses, imparts as follows :
* Quorum

genealogiam paucis percurram, ut quo quis parente genitus est^

aut unde origo accepta^ ubi finem efficit [percipiatur ?] ; absque

invidia qui legis vera dicentem ausculta : horura ergo, nt ipsi suis

fahidis fervnt, primus fuit Gapt, qui genuit Halmal (al. humal,

ulmal, hulmul), Halmal vero genuit Augis, Avgis g. eum qui

dictus est Amala, a quo et origo Amalorum decurrit. Et Amala

g. Isarnam, Isarna autem g. Ostrogotham, Ostrogotha g. Unilt (al.

Huniul), Unilt g. Athal, Atlial g. Achiulf, Acldulf g. Ansilam et

Ediulf et Vuldulf et Hermenrich ; Viddidf vero g. Yaleravans,

Valeravans autem g. Vinitharium, Vinitharius qnoque g. Theode-

mii" et Valemir et Videmir ; Tlieodemir g. Theodericum, Tlieode-

riciis g. Amalasuenthara, Amalasuentha g. Athalaricum et

Mathasuentham de Viderico (1. Eutharico) viro suo, qni affini-

tate generis sic ad eam conjunctus est : nam supradictus

fJermenricvs filius Achiulfi genuit Hunnimundum, Hunnimuodus

autem g, Thorismundum, TJiorismundus vero g. Berimundum,

Berimundus g. Videricum, Videricus g. Eutliaricum, qui conjunc-

tus Amalasuenthae g. Athalaricum et Mathasuentam, mortuoque

in puerilibus annis Athalarico, Mathasuenthae Vitichis est socia-

tus.' Here again we see historic kings melting into heroes of

the mythic time and into gods ; but the first father of them all,

[' In Su. 2151 SMlvincir is the name of a sword. Skelfir, Skilfmgar i austrvegum,
Sn. 193-4. Schilpmic, Eied no. 68 (yr. 888).—EHM.]

" Tlie change of Skef into Skelf may have been encouraged by the better allitera-

tion of Skilfiug with Skioldiing, Sc^'ldiug with Scilfing.

—

Tuans.
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no tloubt uu Ans, is ho that arrests our attention. Gapt seeins to

me a corrup. of Gavt, Gaut} This granted, Gaut is no other than

our AS. Gedt, on whose brow the chroniclers are so eager to

press the crown of godhood. Now the Edda (Sasin. 47'') makes

Gautr a mere by-name of OSinn, who may therefore be reckoned

a later re-incarnation of the same divine being. Thus Gdnts,

Gedt, Gautr, OHG. Goz stands at the head of the AmalniKj family

so famed in song and story.

The Langobardic genealogy of the Gunings or Gugings, pre-

served in the Prologue to the Laws and in Paul Uiaconus, I

leave on one side, as contributing little towards clearing up the

story of the gods. It is one more witness, among so many, to

the propensity of German nations to draw up and hand down

lists of their forefathers' lineage.

On that point, who would not remember, first and foremost,

the oldest word on the origin of the Germani, as preserved, though

but in faint outlines, by Tacitus, and expressly grounded on their

' ancient songs, which are all the history they have ' ? (p. 344).

' Celebrant carminibus antiquis, quod unum apud illos memoriae

et auualium genus est, Tiiisconcm, deum terra editum, et filium

Mannum, origiuem gentis conditoresque. Manno tres filios

assignant, e quorum norainibus proximi oceano Ingaevones, medii

Herminones, ceteri Istaevones voceutur. Quidam, ut in liceutia

vetustatis, plures deoortos pluresque gentis appellationes, Marsos,

Gamhrivios, Suevos, Vandalos affirmant.' As the Anglo-

Saxons allowed their Woden, now three - sons, now seven, the

same thing happens here to the offspring of Mannus. There is no

further connexion between the two genealogies ; but it is curious to

find that in the first century a.d., various versions of the people's

pedigree are already in vogue, and have reached the lloman's ear.

He does not tell us the names of the sons, and in guessing them

from those of the tribes they founded, we cannot feel sure of

their exact form. Pliny 4, 4 supposes five principal tribes :

Vindeli, Ingaevones, Istaevones, Hermiones, Pevcini ; the first are

* The Gothic u might easily be miscopied as a v (S/), and thus mistaken for a p,

just as the AS.
i>

is made p in ' I'ubba, Godpulf.'
- This number three is always turniuf,' up in myths. Noah's 3 sous : Shem,

Ham, Japheth. Saturn's : Zeus, I'oseidou, Pluton. The Scyth. Targitaus's :

Leipoxais, Arpoxais, Kolaxais. The Norse Bor's : O^iuu, ViU, Ve. Fornjot's:

Hlerr, Logi, Kari. Amelunc's : Diether, Eruirich, Dietmar.
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Tacitus's Vandali. The head of the Herminones was no doubt

Hermin, i.e. Irmin, whom legends know of as a godlike hero
;

that of the Vandals Vayidal, and of the Sueves Svef, Snap, which

reminds one of AS. Swcefdceg and ON. Svafnir (another by-name
of OSinn, Sfem. 47'')

; the head of the Gambrivii perh. Gamhar :

OHG. kambar = streuuus, aad the Langobard lineage has an

ancestress Gambara. Such a name as Mars, if that was the

source of the people's name, I have nowhere come across ; Tacitus

must have found it very acceptable.

The Ingaevones and Istaevones remain to be considered.

Ingo, an OHG. name, which also forms the compounds Ingumar
(Frank. Hincmar), Ingurat, Inguram, Ingulint, Inguwin, must
previously have been Ingawo, Inguio, for Inguio-merus occurs

several times in Tacitus, and it also agrees with ON. Ingvi. A
corresp. Isto, Istuio is wanting. As for the ending -aevo, we find

Frisaevo, also a national name, in an inscript. in Hagenbuch
173-5, side by side with Frisius 1 71-2-4, Ingvi or Yngvi in the

Norse mythology is a byname of Freyr, and Ingvi-freyr, Ingunar-

freyr seems to mean the same thing. With this conf. ' eodor

Ingwina, frea Ingwina,' Beow. 2081. 2638, and above all Ingwi

in the Bernician line; can there remain a doubt that this name
belongs to the oldest period of the Germanic race, nay, that there

hangs about it an air of deity ? Istuio is the great difficulty.

I would not willingly throw suspicion on the reading Istaevones,

though the fluctuation between Tuisto and Tuisco would almost

tempt one to do so. If we read Iscaevones, and inferred an

Iscvio, Isco, we might connect this with ON. Ash; the first-

created man, or with Oese of the Kentish line, if that be not a

little too Humythical. Well, I found a passage in an unknown
compiler (Cod. Vat. 5001 fol. 140),^ which actually has sc, not st

:

' Tres fuerunt fratres, ex quibus gentes xiii. Primus l^Jriuenius

genuit Butes, Gualan-gutos, Guandalos, Gepidos, Saxones. Ingo

genuit Burgundiones, Tui-ingos, Longobardos, Baioeros. Escio

Romanes, Brictones, Francos, Alamannos.' And, strange to say,

Nennius (ed. Gunn p. 53-4) has something very similar :
' Primus

homo venit ad Europam Alanus cum tribus filiis suis, quorum

[' Graff 1, 497 has the passage not only from the Cod. Vat., but from the older
Cod. S. Gall. 497 : Erminus, Inqiio, Istio ; couf. Graiif 1, 501 and Pertz's Iter Ital.

and Mou. 10, 314. Mone's Ztschr. 2, 256.]
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iioiiiiiKi Jfisiciuii, Arnirnoii, Ncmjio. Uisu-iou autcni liubuit lilios

quatuor : Fraucum, Uoiiiaiium, Al;iiii;umuiii et Brutonein, Ar-

uuniini iuittMii habiiib filios quinqiie : (jiothiitn, Vula-f^otlium, Cibi-

dum, Burgundura, Longobardum. Neugio vero hal)uit tres

:

Vandalum, Saxonem, Bogauum. Ab Hinlcione autem ortae sunt

qiiatuor gentes : Franci, Latini, Alainaiini eb liryttoties. Ab
Anmnuonc autem Gothi, Wala-gothi, Oibidi, Burguudi et Longo-

bardi. A Neugione autem Bogari, Wandali, Saxones, Turingi.'

And then, through many names that have nothing German about

them, Alauus's line runs up to Adam. Gale's ed. of Nennius

p. 102 reads Hisicion, Armenon, Neguo, and tlie last has 4 sons,

Wandalus, Saxo, Bogarus, Targus. Evidently Neugio, Negno

is a corrup. of Enriio, Eiignio, Armenon of Ermlno, while Hisicio

makes for our supp. Ilisco, L'ico. And that Nennius and the

Vatican MS. had not drawn from the same source is plain by the

difference in details, despite the similarity of the whole. The

great question remains, whether all these accounts were taken

first from Tacitus, and then extended and distorted. Unless we

are prepared to maintain that, they are, to my mind, of extra-

ordinary value. MSS. of Nennius are supp. to be of the teuth

century; of the Vatican MS., in extracting from it many years

ago, I left the age unmarked : it can hardly be older than the

12th century. If we think it likely that any link between them

and the passage in Tacitus can be established, it must be of a time

before Nennius, and therefore pretty early [conf GDS. 821-5-9].

Alaniis has unquestionably arisen by sheer mistaking of the

first few strokes, out of j\ranuft, i.e. the Maniins of Tacitus. This

Mannns stands at the head of the Teutonic race, exactly as Woden

does at that of the Anglo-Saxon. It means man in all Tent,

tongues: Goth, man, mann, manna, AS. mon, ON. madhr, gen.

manns ; so does its derivative mannisk, mannisco, mensch.

Perhaps 'the thinking being ' from the verb man, munum: an

apt designation for God as well as God-created man, and cer-

tainly of high antiquity. I do not find it as a by-name of OSinu

or Woden, but one of his ancestors is Umiioii, of which the first

part iter, itr may be considered an intensive epithet: homo

praestans, hominum praestantissimus. Ace. to that, Maimus and

]Vuden stand for the same thing. I throw out the guess, that iu

heathen songs the god might be called by either name.
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Lastly, we turn to Mannus's own father, the earthboi'n Tuisco.

What if the word be formed like mannisco, and abbrev. from

iiudisco ? The O.Fr. Tydios was shortened to Thyois, Tyois,

TioiSj Thiodonis-viWa, [Dieten-hofen] to Thiou-ville. In Gothic

dialect the god would be Thiiidishi, in OHG. Dlntisco, the off-

spring of the people (thiuda, diot) itself. And the national name

Teuto, Tiuto (OHG. Dieto) might be near of kin to Tiudisco.—But

an entirely different derivation, suggested by Lachmann, seems

preferable: Tm&co = Tvisco, the twin, StSy/io?, OHG. Zuisco,

meaning perhaps one of the Dios-curi, the ' Castor Polluxque' of

Tacitus (p. 66) ? The form Tuisto least of all lends itself to

explanation, though there are some derivatives in -st, -ist ; and

to connect AS. T^twa with Teuto or Tuisto would seem

hazardous. Anyhow we shall not explain everything ; it is

enough to have proved that in Tacitus's German theogony we see

an unmistakable connexion with later traditions.



SUPERSTITIONS.

A. From a Sermon of St EUgius (b. 588. d. GoO) contained in the

Vita Eligii of Audoenus Rotomagensis (Aldwin of Rouen,

d. 683 or 689), printed in D'Achery's Spicileg. torn. 5 ed.

Paris. 1661. pp. 215-9.

Lib. -, cap. 16. Ante omnia autem ibud denuntio atque con-

testor, lit nullas Pagaiiorum sacrilegas consuetudinea observetis,

non carti'ios (carngios),^ non dicinns, non sortilegos, non praecanta-

tores, nee pro ulla causa aut infirmitate eos cousulere vel interro-

gare praesumatis, quia qui facit hoc iiiahim statim perdit baptismi

sacramentum. Similiter et augnria vel steruutationes nobte

observare, nee in itinera positi aliquas aviculas cautantes atten-

datis, sad, sive iter seu quodcunque operis arripitis, signate vos

in nomine Christi, et symbokim et orationem dominicam cum fide

et devotione dicite, et nihil vobis nocere poterit iuimicus. Nulhis

Christianus observet, qua die domum exeat, vel qua die rever-

tatur, quia omnes dies Deus fecit; nulhis ad inchoaudum opus

diem vel lunavi attendat ; nullus in Kal. Jan. nefanda aut ridicu-

losa, vetiiJ((s aut cerviilos^ ant jotticoi^ (al. uleriotcos) faciat, nequo

mensas super noctem componat, neque strenas aut blbitiones

superfluas exerceat. Nullus Christianus in puras (al. pyras)

credat, neque in cantu sedeat, quia opera diabulica sunt; nullus

in festivitate S. Joannis vel (juiljuslibet sanctorum solemnitatibus

aohtitia aut vallatioitcft (balationes ?) vel saltationes aut carauhis

(i.e. choraulas) aut cantiai didholica exerceat. Nullus nomina

daemomim, aut Neptunnm aut Orcnm aut Dianain aut Minervam

aut Genittcnm, aut ceteras ejusmodi ineptias credere aut invocaro

praesumat. Nullus diem Jovis, absque festivitatibus Sanctis, nee

in Maio nee ullo tempore in otio observet, neque dies tiniarum

vel muronuii, aut vel unum omnino diem, nisi tantum dominicum.

[' Ducange sub vv. caragus, cnroriu.".—EHM.]
[- Ducange sub v. cervula. Gl. Sletst. 'i.S, 3 in cervulo, in liodersuza ; 23, 4 iu

vetula, iu deio varentuu tragidi ; 23, 8 coragios, liodirsazo —EHM.]
1737
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Null US Christianus ad fana vel ad prtras vel ad fonfes vel ad

arbores, aut ad cellos vel per trivia luminaria faciat, aut vota

reddere praesumat. NuUus ad colla vel hominis vel cujaslibet

animalis Ugamina dependere praesumat, etiamsi a clericis fiant, et

si dicatur quod res sancta sit et lectiones diviuas contineat, quia

non est in eis remedia Christi, sed venenum diaboli. Nullus

praesumat histrationes facere, nee lierhas incantare, neque pecora

per cavam arhorem vel per terrain foi\dam transire, quia per haec

videtur diabolo ea consecrare. Nulla mulier praesumat siiccinos

tie collum dependere, nee in tela vel in tinctura sive quolibet

opere Minervam vel infaustas ceteras personas nomiuare ; sed in

omni opere Christi gratiam adesse optare, et in virtute nominis

ejus toto corde confidere. Nullns, si quando litita ohscuratur,

vociferare praesumat, quia Deo jubente certis temporibus obscu-

ratur ; nee luna nova qaisquam timeat aliquid operis arripere, quia

Deus ad hoc lunam fecit, ut tempora designet et noctium tenebras

temperet, non ut alicujus opus impediat, aut dementum faciat

hominem, sicut stulti putant, qui a daemonibus invasos a luna

pati arbitrantur. Nullus dominos solem aut lunam vocet, neque

per eos juret, quia creatura Dei sunt et necessitatibus hominum
jussu Dei inserviunt. Nullus sibi proponat fatum vel fortunam,

aut genesin, quod vulgo nascentia dicitur, ut dicat ' qualem

nascentia attulit, taliter erit

;

' quia Deus omnes homines vult

salvos fieri, et ad agnitionem veritatis venire. Praeterea, quofcies

aliqua infirmitas supervenerit, non quaerantur praecantatores, non

divini, non sortilegi, non caragi, nee per foutes aut arbores vel

bivios diabolica phylacteria exerceantur.

Ante omnia, ubicumque estis, sive in domo, sive in itinere, sive

in convivio, verba turpia et luxuriosa nolite ex ore vestro pro-

ferre .... Ludos etiam diabolicos et vallationes (ballat. ?

i.e. saltationes) vel cantica gentilimn fieri vetate, nullus haec

christianus exerceat, qui per hsec paganus efficitur, nee enim

justum est ut ex ore christian© .... cantica diabolica pro-

cedant. . . . NuUi creaturae praeter Deo et Sanctis ejus

venerationem exhibeatis, foutes vel arbores qnos sacros vocant

succidite
;
pedum similitudines quos per hivia ponunt, fieri vetate,

et ubi inveneritis igni cremate, per nullam aliam artem salvari

vos credatis nisi per invocationem et crucem Christi. Nam illud

quale est, quod si arbores illae ubi miseri homines vota reddunt
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ceciderint, nee ex eis ligna ad focurn sibi deferunt ? Et videte

([uauta stultitia est homiuum, si arbori insensibili et mor-

tuae honoreiu impeudunt, et Dei otnnipot. praecepta coutem-

nunt.

Nullus se inebriet, millus in convivio suo cogat alium plus

bibere qiiam oportet ; . . . nullus vel in qualibet minima

causa diaboli sequatur adinveutiones, nullus, sicut dictum est,

observet egrediens aut ingrediens domum, quid sibi occwrat, vel

si aliqua vox reclamantis fiat, aut quails avis cantiis garriaf,

vel quid etiain portantem videat ;
quia qui haec observat, ex

parte pagauus dignoscitur. ... Si quos cognoscitia vel

occulte aliqua pliylacteria exercere, expedit ut uec cibum cum

eis suraatis, neque ullum consortium apud eos habeatis.

Omni die dominico ad ecclesiam convenite, et ibi non causas,

non rixas, vel otiosas fabulas agatis, et lectiones divinas cum

silentio auscultate.

B. Indiculus superstitionum et paganiarum (at the end of the

Capitulare Karlomanni of 743 apud Liptinas. ^ Pertz 3_, 20).

I. de sacrilegio ad sepulchra raortuorura.

II. de sacrilegio super defunctos, id est dadsisas.

III. de spurcalibus in Fubruario.

IV. de casulis, id est fanis.

V. de sacrilegiis per ecclesias.

VI. de sacris silvarum quas niinidas vocant.

VII. de his quae faciunt super petras.

VII r. de sacris Mercxiril vel Jovis.

IX. de sacrificio quod fit alicui sanctorum.

X. de phylacteriis et ligaturis.

XI. de foutibus sacrificiorum.

XII. de incantationibus.

XIII. de auguriis, vel avium vel equorum vel bovum ster-

core, vel sternutatione.

XIV. de divinis vel sortilegis.

XV. de igne fricato de liguo, id est nodfyr.

XVI. de cerebro animalium.

' [Conf. Hagen in Jrb. 2, 62] Liptinae. an old villa regia, afterw. Listines, in

the Kemmerich (Cambresis) country, near the small town of Biuche.
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XVII. tie observatione pagana in foco, vel in iuclioatione rei

alicujus.

XVIII. de incertis locis quae colunt pro sacris.

XIX. de petendo quod boni vocant sanctae Mariae.

XX. de feriis quae faciuut Jovl vel Mercurio.

XXI. de luuae defectione, quod dicunt Viuceluiia.

XXII. de tempestatibus et cornibus et cocleis.

XXIII. de sulcis circa villas.

XXIV. de pagano cursu quern yrlas [Massmanu's Form. 22 :

frias] nominant, scissis pannis vel calceis.

XXV. de eo, quod sibi sanctos fingunt quoslibet mortuos.

XXVI. de siinulacro de consparsa farina.

XXVII. de simulacris de pannis factis.

XXVIII. de simulacro quod per campos portant.

XXXIX. de ligneis pedibus vel manibus pagano ritu.

XXX. de eo, quod credunt, quia feuiinae lunam commen-
dent, quod possiut corda hominum toUere

juxta paganos.

Evidently tbe mere headings of the chapters that formed the

Indiculus itself, whose loss is much to be lamented. It was

composed towards the middle of the 8th cent, among German-

speaking Franks, who had adopted Christianity, but still mixed

Heathen rites with Christian. Now that the famous Abreuun-

tiatio has been traced to the same Synod of Liptinae, we get a

fair idea of the dialect that forms the basis here. We cannot

look for Saxons so far in the Netherlands, beyond the Maas and

Sambre, but only for Franks, whose language at that time par-

took far more of Low than of High German. I do not venture

to decide whether these were Salian Franks or later immigrants

from Ripuaria.^

C. From the Collect, of Decrees by Biirchard oj Woryns (d.

1024),2 Colon. 1548.

1, 94. Interrogation 42 ^
: interrogandum, si aliquis sit magus,

ariolus aut incantator, divinus aut sortilegus, vel si aliquis vota

ad arhores vel ad fontes vel ad lajoldes faciat, aut ibi candelam

['GDS. 537.—EHM.] pD. 1025, Kl. schr. 5, 417.—EHM.]
8 This and the foil. Interrogations are drawn 'e decreto Eutychiaui papae (d.

283), cap. 9.'
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seu qnodlibet munus deferat, veluti ibi quodil;un moncn sit, quod

bonurn aut malum possifc inferre. (Repeated 10, 32.)

Int. 43 : perscrutandurn, si aliquis subulcus vel bubulcus sive

venator vcl ceteri hujusniodi diabolica cannina dicat super

paneui, aut super herbas, aut super quaedam nefaria ligameata,

et haec aut in arbore abscondat, aut in bivio aut in trivio

projiciat, ut sua auiraalia liberet a peste et clade, et alterius

perdat. (Reptd. 10, 18.)

Int. 44 : perquireadura, si aliqua foinina sit, quae per quaedam

lualeticia et incautatioucs mentes homiuum se immutare posse

dicat, id est, ut de odio in amorem, aut de ainore in odium cou-

vertat, aut bona hominum aut dam net aut surripiat. Et si

aliqua est, quae se dicat, cum dnemoaioiii turba in similitiuUnem

miUierum tranf^formata, certis nocfibas equitare super quasdam

bestias, et in eorum consortio anuumeratam esse. (Reptd. 10,

29.)

Int. 50: est aliquis, qui in Cal. Jan. aliquid fecerat quod a

pnganls inventum est, et dies observavit et lunam et 'menses ; et

horum effectivapotentia aliquid speraverit in melius aut in deterius

posse converti.

Int. 51: est aliquis, quodcunque opus inchoanf!, qui aliquid

dixerat, aut quacunque magica arte aliud fecit, nisi ut apostolus

docet omnia in nomine Domini facieuda.

Int. 52 : quaerendum etiam, si mulieres in lanijiciis suis vel

in ordiendis felis aliquid dicant aut observent.

Int. 54 : est aliquis, qui supra /nor//(U»i nocturnis lioris carmina

diabolica cantaret, et biberet et manducaret ibi, quasi de ejus

morte gratularetur ; et si alibi mortui in vigiliis uocturuis nisi in

ecclesia custodiautur.

10, 1. Ut episcopi eorumque ministri omnibus viribus elaborare

studeant, ut perniciosam et a diabolo inventam sortilegam et

maleficam artem penitus ex parocliiis suis eradicent, et si aliquem

virum aut feminam hujuscemodi scelcris sectatorem iuveneriut,

turpiter dehonestatum de pai'ochiis suis ejiciant .... Illud

etiam non omittendum, quod quaedam scelcratao mulieres, retro

post Satanam couversae, daoiioiuDii illusionibus et phantasmatibus

seductae, credunt se et profitentur noctumis horis cum Diana

Paganorum dea, vel cum llerodiade, et innumera multitudine

mulvrum equitare super quasdam bestias, et multa terrarum

VOL. IV. H H
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spatia intempestae noctis silentio pertransire, ejusque jussionibus

velut dominae obedire, et certis noctibus ad ejus servitiutn evo-

cari. Sed utinam hae solae in perfidia sua perissent, et non

raultos secum in infidelitatis interitum pertraxissent ! Nam
innumera multitudo^ hac falsa opinione decepta, haec vera esse

credit, et credendo a recta fide deviat, et in errore Paganorum
revolvitur.i

10, 2. Pervenit ad nos, quosdam, quod dici nefas est, arhores

colere et multa alia contra christianam fidem illicita perpetrare.^

10, 5. Qui divinationes expetunt et more Gentilium subse-

quuntur, aut in domes suas liujuscemodi homines introducunt,

cxquirendi aliquid arte malefiica aut expiandi causa, sub regula

quinquennii jaceant.^

10, 6. Si quis, Paganorum consuetudinem sequens, divines

et sortileges in domum suam introduxerit, quasi ut malum foras

mittat aut maleficia inveniat, quinque annos poeniteat.'*

10, 8. Qui auguriis vel divinationibus inserviunt, vel qui

credit ut aliqui hominum sint imniissores tem/pestatiim, vel si qua

mulier divinationes vel incaniationes diaholicas fecerit, septeni

annos poeniteat.^

10, 9. Auguria, vel sortes, quae dicuntur false sanctorum, vel

divinationes, qui eas observaverint, vel quarumcunque scrip-

turai'um vel votum voverint vel persolverint ad arhorem vel ad

hipidem vel ad quamlibet rem, except© ad ecclesiam, omnes ex-

coramunicentur. Si ad poenitentiam venerint, clerici annos tres^

laici annum unum et dimidium poeniteant.^

10, 10. Summo studio decertare debent episcopi et eorum

ministri, ut arhores daemonibus consecratae, quas vulgus colit et

in tanta veneratione habet, ut nee ramum vel surcuhim audeat

ampidare, radicitus excidantur atque comburantur. Lapides quo-

que quos in ruinosis locis et silvestribus, daemonum ludificationi-

bus decepti, venerantur, ubi et vota vovent et deferunt, funditus

* Extra, above (p. 283). The whole passage was taken from the Council of
Ancyra (yr 314). and is also in Eegino's De disc. eccl. 2. 364. but without the
words ' vel cum Heriodiade ' ; the Decree of Gratian II. 26. quaest. 5, 12 § 1 has it

complete.
* E registro Gregorii Magni.
' E concil. Ancyr. cap. 23.
* Ex concilio Martini papae (in Spain, abt 572), id est, ex Capit. Martini

Eracarensis cap. 71 ; whence also Deer. Grat. II. 26. quaest. 5, 3 § 2.

* E poenitentiali Eomauo.
* From the same.
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effodiantur, atqne iu tali loco projiciautur, ubi nniKiuam a cultori-

bus suis veuerari possint.'

10, l-i. Mulier si qua filiiiiu suuni pouit supra tectum aut in

fonidceni, pro sauitato tebriuui, uiiutn auuuiii poeniteat.^

10, 15. Nou licetr iuiquas observatioiies agere calendaruin, et

otiis vacare, ueqne lauro aut viriditate arborum cingere demos.

Omnis haec observatio Pacranoruin est.^

10, IG. Si quis calendas Januarias ritu Paganorum colere,

vel aliquid plus uovi I'acere propter novum annum, aut ui';)i,sas

cum Japldibus.vel tpaUs in domibus suis praeparare, et per vices

et plateas cantatores et chores ducere praesumpserit, anathema

sit.*

10, 31. Quicunque nocturna sacrijiclii daemonum celebraverint,

vel incantationibus daemones quacunque arte ad sua vota iuvi-

taverint, tres aunos poeuiteaut.*

10, 31-. Laici, qui excubias funeris observant, cum timore et

tremore et reverentia hoc faciaut ; nuUus ibi praesuinat dlnhollca

cariulnu cantare, non joca et saltationes facere, quae Pagani

diabolo docente adinvenerunt.*

19, 5 supplies the remaining extracts, the references being to

pages :

''

Pag. 103^ : si observasti traditiones Paganoruin, quas quasi

hereditario jure, diabolo subministrante, usque iu hos dies semper

patres liliis reliqueruut, id est, ut elementa coleres, id est, lunam

aut solem autstellarum cursum, novam lunam aut defectum lunae,

ut tuis clamoribus aut auxilio splendorem ejus restaurare valeres,

aut elementa tibi succurrere aut tu illis posses; aut novam lunam

observasti pro dome facienda aut conjugiis sociandis.

Pag. 193"= : observasti calendas Januarias ritu Paganorum, ut

vel aliquid plus faceres propter novum annum, quam autea vel

^ E coucil. Niininetensi (Xautea, yr SOii). [Mansi p. 172. cap. 20.]

^ E poeniteiitiali lieilae. The poi'iiiteiitale Ecgberti Eboracensis 1, 33 (yr

71H) iu Mansi 12. 439. -175 has : 'Si muUer liliaiu suam super domuiu \e\ Jornaceni

c.illocet, ideo ut febrim ejus curare velit.'

^ E decreto Martiaui papae.
* E decreto Zachariae papae, cap. ii.

* E poeniteuliali Romano.
6 E concil. Arelateiisi (Aries, of which year ?) can. 3.

' Whence did Burchard draw thi.s lar^'c chapter 19, 5 extending from p. IBS'*

to 201"? (His 19, 4 is avowedly from Poenitentiale Romanum, his 19, G fr. Poen.

Theodori.) The German words in it, 'holda, werwolf, belisa ' (pp. 194-8. 201)

k'ad me to think that, here more than anywhere, he puts together what he himself

knew of German superstitions, with additions from other collections.
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post soleres facere, ita dico, ut aut mensam tuam cum lapidibus

vel epulis in domo tua praeparare eo tempore, aut per vicos et

plateas cantores et churos duceres, aut supra tectum domus tuae

sederes ense tuo circutnsignatus, ut ibi videres et iutelligeres, quid

tibi in sequenti anno futurum esset; vel in hivio sedisti supra

taurinam cutem, ut et ibi futura tibi intelligei-es, vel si lyanes

praedicta nocte coquerc fecisti tuo nomine, ut si bene elevareutur

et spissi et alti fierent, itide prosperitatem tuae vitae eo anno

praevideres.

Pag. 193'^
: interfuisti aut consensisti vanitatibus quas mulieres

exercent in suis lanificiis, in suis tells ; quae, cum ordiuntur

telas suaSj sperent se utrumque posse facere cum incantationibus

illai'um, ut et fila staminis et suhtegminis in invicem ita com-

misceantur ut, nisi his iterum aliis diaboli incantationibus e

contra subveniant, totum pereat.

venisti ad aliquem locum ad orandum nisi ecclesiam, ... id

est, vel ad fontes vel ad lapides vel ad arhores vel ad hiola, et

ibi aut caiidelam aut faculam pro veneratioue loci ince)idi.'<tl, aut

panem aut aliquam oblationem illuc detulisti aut ibi comedisti,

aut aliquam salutem corporis aut animae ibi requisisti.

Pag. 194'^: credidisti unquam vel particeps fuisti illius per-

fidiae, ut incantatores, et qui se dicunt tempestatum immissores

esse, possent per iucantationem daemonum aut tempestates com-

movere aut mentes hominum mutare.

credidisti ut aliqua femina sit quae hoc facere possit, quod

quaedam a diabolo deceptae se affirmant necessario et ex prae-

cepto facere debere, id est, cum daemonum turba in similitudinem

mulierum transformata, quam vulgaris stultitia Holdam (al. uu-

lioldam) ^ vocat, certis noctihus equitare debere super qiiasdam

bestias, et in eorum se consortio annumeratam esse.

Pag. 195'^; fecisti pliylacteria diabolica vel characteres diaboli-

cos, quos quidam diabolo suadente facere solent, vel herbas vel

succinos vel quintam feriavi in honorem Jovu', honorasti.

comedisti aliquid de idolothito, i.e. de oblatioaibus quae in

quibusdam locis ad sepulchra mortuorum fiunt, vel ad foiites aut

ad arbores aut ad lapides aut ad bivia, aut comportasti in aggerem

Lapides, aut capitis ligaturas ad cruces quae in biviis ponuntur.

Pag. 195^: raisisti tilium tuum vel filiam sup)er tectum aut super

1 ' Friga holdam ' in Cod. Madrid., see Kl. schr. 5, 416-7.— EHM.]
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fornacem pro aliqna sanitate, vel iiicnidlsti grana ulji mortuns

boino erat, vel ciiKjahon moriid pro damno alicujiis in nodos

roJl'uiasfl, vel pfc/i'^/t'.s', qnibus inulieiculae lanain discerpere sclent,

supra funus complosistl, vel quaiulo elierebatur fnnus a domo

plausfnim in duo dividisli et funus per mediam divisioneni jddustri

asportare fecisti.

fecisti illas vauitates aut consensisti, quas stultae miilieres

facere sclent, duni cadaver mortui honiinis adhuc in domo jacet,

currant ad aquam, et adducunt tacite van cnvi aqua, et qiium

sublevatur corpus mortui, eandem aquamfandnnt suhtnsferetram ;

et hoc observant dum extra domum asportatur funus, (ut) non

altius quam ad genua ehcetur, et hocfticiant-pro quadara sanitate,

fecisti aut consensisti, quod quidam faciunt homini occiso cum

sepelitur; dant ei in nianuni nngnentum quoddam, quasi illo un-

guento post mortem vulnus sanari possit, et sic cum unguento

sepelinnt.

Pag. 195''^: fecisti quod plures faciunt: scopant locum ubi facere

Solent it>-nem in domo sua, et niittunt <irana hordd locae adhuc

calido, et si esalierint grana, periculosum erit, si aufcem ibi per-

manserint, bonuni erit.

fecisti quod quidam faciunt : dum visitant aliquem infirmum,

cum appropinquaverint domui u])i iiiHrmusdecumbit, si invonerint

aliquem lapidem juxta jacentem, recohunt la}>ideni, et requirunt

in loco ubi jacebat lapis, si ibi sit aliqnid sitbf.ufi quod vivat, ct si

iuvenerint ibi lumbricum aut inuscam aut formicam aut aliquid

quod se moveat, tunc affirmant aegrotum convalescere ;
si autem

nihil ibi invenerint quod so moveat, dicunt esse moriturum,

fecisti pueriles arcus parvulos et puerorum suturalia, et pro-

jecisti sive in ceilarium sive in horreum tuum, ut Katijri vel pUosi

cum eis ibijocarentnr, ut tibi aliurum bona comportarent, et inde

ditior fieres.

fecisti quod quidam faciunt in calendls Jauuari, i.e. in octava

naialis Domini; qui ea sancta node ^fi Ian f, nent, conxnnnt, et

omne opus quodcunque inciperc possunt, diabolo iustigante

propter novum annum incipiunt.

Pag. 198<= : credidisti quod quidam credere solent : dum iter

aliquod faciunt, si cornicala c.c sinistra eorum in dexfuram illis

cantave) if, inde se sperant habere prosperum iter ; et dum an.xii

fueriut hospitii, si tunc avis ilia quae inuricei>s vocatur, eo quod
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miires capiat et inde' pascatur nominata, vinm loer quam vadnnt

ante se tranavolavcrit, se illi auo:urio et omiiii mao-is committmit
quam Deo.

' '

- ,

credidisti quod quidam credere soleut : dum iiecesse liabent

ante lucem aliorsura exire, non audent, djceiites quod 2^osteritm

sit, et ante ga.lli cantum cgredi non liceat et perioulosum sit, eo

quod immundi spirittis ante gallicinium plus ad nocendum
potestatis habeant quam post, et gallus suo cantu plus valeat eos

repellere et sedare, quam ilia divina mens quae est in homine sua

fide et crucis signaculo.

credidisti quod quidam credere solent,' quod sint agrestes

-fpminae, quas silvaticas- vocant, quas dicunt esse corporeas, et

quando voluerint ostendant se suis amatoribus, et cum eis dicunt

se oblectasse, et item quando voluerint abscondant se et evaues-

cant.

fecisti ut quaedam mulieres in qiiibusdam temporibus anni

facere solent, ut in domo tua, mensam praejmrares, et tuos cibos et

potum cum trihiift eultellis supra mensam poneres, ut si venissent

tres iUae-sorores quas antiqua posteritas et antiqua stultitia Parcas

• nominavit, ibi reficerentur; et tulisti divinae pietati potestatem

suam et nometi suum, e-t diabolo tradidisti, ita dico, ut crederes

illas quas tu dicis esse sorores tibi posse aut hie aut in futuro

prodesse.

Pag. 199"^
; fecisti quod quaedam mulieres facere solent et

firmiter credunt, ita dico, ut si vicinus ejus lade vel apibus

abundaret, omnem abundantiam lactis et mellis, quam suus vicinus

ante se habere
^
visus est, ad. se et sua animalia vel ad quos

voluerint, a diabolo adjutae, suis fascinationibus et incantationi-

bus se po.^se conv^ertere credunt.

. credidisti quod quaedam credere solent, ut quamcitnque domum
intraverint, pullos aucarum, pavonum, gallinarum, etiam porcellos

et aliorum animnUnm foetus verbo vel visu vel auditu ohfascinare

et perdere posse affirment.

credidisti quod multae mulieres retro Satanam conversae

credunt et affirmant verum esse, ut creflas in quietae noctis

silentio cum te collocaveris in lecto tuo, et marito tuo in sinu tuo

jacente, te, dum corporea sis,jamiis clansis exlre2iosse,et terrarum

spatia cum aliis siLaili>errore deceptis pertransire valere, et homines
baptizatos et Christi sanguine redemtos, sine armis visibilibus', et
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interficere et de coctis carnibus eorum vos comedere, efc in loco

cordis eorum stnimen aut lignuinant aliquod hujusmodi pouere, et

comestis, iterutn vivos facere et inducias vivendi dare.

Pag. 200" : credidisti quod quaedam niulieres credere solent,

ut tu cum aliis diaboli nieinbris in qnietae noctis silentio clausis

jauuis i)L aerem usque ad nubes suhleveris, et ibi cum aliis pufjnes,

et ut vulueres alias ct tu vuhiora ab eis accipias.

fecisti quod quaedam mulieres facere soleut : prosternunt se in

faciem, et discopertis natibus, jubent ut supra nudas nates con-

ficiatur pa/us, et eo decocto tradunt maritis suis ad comedendum
;

hoc ideo faciunt, ut plus exardescant in amorem illorum.

posiiisti infaiitem iuum juxta ifjnem, et alius caldariam supra

ignem cum aqua misit, et ebuUita aqua superfusus est infans et

mortuus, (Repeated 19, 149.)

fecisti quod quaedam mulieres facere solent, diabolicis adim-

pletae disciplinis
;
quae observant vestigia et iudagines Christian-

oruin, et toUuut de eorum vestir/io cespitem et ilium observant, et

inde speraut sanitatem aut vitam eorum auferre.

Pag. 200'' : fecisti quod quaedam mulieres facere solent : tollunt

testam hominis et igni comburunt, et cinerem dant viris suis ad

bibeudum pro sanitate.

fecisti quod quaedam mulieres facere soleut, illae dico quae

habent vagientes infantes, ejfodiunt terrain et e^ parte pc^'tusauf

earn, et per illud foramen pertrahunt ivfantem et sic dicuut

vagientis infantis cessare vagitum.

fecisti quod quaedam mulieres instinctu diaboli facere solent

:

cum aliquis infans sine baptismo mortuus fuerit, toUuut cadaver

parvuli, et ponunt in aliquo secrete loco, et palo corpusculum ejus

transjigimt, dicentes, si sic non fecissent, quod infantulus surgeret

et multos laedere posset.

Pag. 200*^ : cum aliqua femina parere debet et non potest, iu

ipso dolore si morte obierit, in ipso sepulchro matrem cum infante

palo in terrain iransfigunt.

Pag. 200'' : cum infans noviter natus est, et statim baptizatus

et sic mortuus fuerit, dum sepeliunt eum, in dexter.ira manum
ponunt ci pateram ceream cum oblata, et in sinistram manum
calicem cum vino similiter cereiivi ponunt ei, et sic eum sepeliunt.

Pag. 201* : fecisti quod quaedam mulieres facere soleut

:

deponunt vestimenta sua, et totum corpus nudum melle inungunt,
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efc sic mellito suo corpore sujyra tritlcum in quodam linteo in

terra deposito sese hac atque iliac saepius revolvunf, et cuncta

tritici grana, quae humido corpori adbaerent, cautissime colligunt

et in molani mittunt, et retrorsum contra solem molam circuire

faciunt, et sic in farinam redigunt, et de ilia farina panem con-

ficiuut, et sic maritis suis ad comedendum tradunt^ ut comesto

pane marcescant et deficiant.

Pag. 20P : fecisti quod quaedam mulieres facere solent : dum
pluviam non hahent et ea indigent, tunc plures puellas congre-

gant, et unam joarvulain puellani quasi ducem sibi praeponunt,

et eaudem denudant, et extra villam, ubi herbam iusquiamum

(liyos-cyamum) inveniunt, quae Teutonice helisa ^ vocatur, sic

nudatam deducunt, et eandem herbam eandem virginem sic

nudam minimo digito dextrae manv.s eruere faciunt, et radicitus

erutam cum ligamine aliquo ad minimum digltum dexfri pedis

Itgare faciunt. Et singulae puellae singulas vii'gas in manibus

habenfces supradictam virginem herbam post se trahentem hi

flumen 'proximum introducunt, et cum eisdem virgis virginem

Jiamine asjpergunt, et sic suis incantationibus pluviam se habere

sperant. Et post eandem virginem sic nudam, transpositis et

mutatis in modmn cancri vestigiis, a flumine ad villam inter

manus reducunt.

D. From the Zurich Pap. MSS. (Wasserkirch-bibl.) B 223/^3^.

4to. written 1393, perh. at Zurich, cert, in Switzld. (Com-

munic. by Wackernagel.)

38. r. . . . du solt nut globen an zober noch an luppe

noch an Jiesse noch an lacJienen noch an fur-sehen " noch an

messen noch an die naht-frowen, noch an der agelster schrien,

noch an die brawen vn der wangen iucken, noch an die hatenien,

noch an deheiner hant din^es das vng-lob si.

140. r. . . . Dis stuk seit (tells) von den lossern vn vou
den valscheu propheten.

Die losserr vn die valschen gotformigen wissagen das siut die

Idt die inen selben zu-eigenent vii zu-legent (arrogate) etlichii

[* 'Herbam g'ua72(«mr/s inveniunt, quae Teutonice hilisa vocatur,' Cod. Madrid.,
see Kl. schr. 5, 417. Bilisa sounds like Pol. bilica, bielica, but that is artemisia.
Our hihe, henbane, is Pol. bielum, Euss. belend.—EHM.]

[^ 'Eyid. Jiur-sehcn (fire-gazing), not fiir-sehen (fore-seeing).—EHM.]
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ding, dil alleiii des waren Gottes eigcn sint, an alles vrlub, von ir

eignen bosbeit vii ir grossen valscbeit. Das ist, das sii kunftig

ding vor-wissagent, vnd zilhend da-mit vnzallicb vil selen mit

inen zii der belle, wan sil begnviget nut (for, not content) an ir

selbs bosbeit, si wellen ocb ander hit mit inen zieben in den

ewisren tot, die si betruorent von des tuvels rat mit ir bosen listen.

Nv sint dirre valseben ivissen vil, das ist, der lossiiugcn vnd

solicher wisnaguiig. Etlicb gescbibet dur den bosen geist

phytonem appolUnem, der ein vrliab ist der selben bosbeit.

Et-licb gescbibet in dem fiir (fire), dii wirt generamet pijromancia.

Ein andrii beisset aeromancia, dii gescbibet in dem luft. Ein

audrii geomancia, dii gescbibet in dem ertrich. Ein andiil yh-o-

ma)ici(i, dii gescbibt in dem wasser. Ein andrii beisset (Here

begins 140. v.) nigrumancia, das da ze Latine ist ein toter.

Wan dur triigniisse werdent etwenne geacbtet die toten erstan-

den sin von dem tot, vnd dunket die kit wie si warsageu, vnd

entwiirten der dingen, der sii gefraget werdin (for tbe dead are

imagined to bave risen, and to propbesy and answer tilings tbat

they are asked). Vnd dis gescbibet dur die anruffung vnd be-

scbwcrung der tiivelen.

llier-vmb siileut ellii ]\P (tberefore sbould all men) bekenuen

vnd fiir war wissen, das ein ieklicher menscbe, wib oder man,

der da baltet oder vebet (practises) solicb wissagnng oder lusen

von zober, oder heacherten. oder Juppe, oder hezze. oder lach)ien.

odor fiir-selieii^ oder mesaen. oder der agehter schrien. oder vognl-

sanq. oder brawen oder wangen iticken. oder von den IxifJiinieii

oder debeiner bant das ungelob ist. oder der es geru btirt vnd

vernimet. oder den gebillet, die es vebent vnd baltent. oder es

wol globt. Aid der in ir buz zfl in tag (1. gat, goes), Aid der sii

in sin bus furet, vmb das er sii rates frag (or wbo brings tbem

to bis own bouse, to ask tbeir advice), Der sol wissen, das er

sinen kristanen globen vnd sinen tuf hat vber-gangen vnd

gebrocben. Vnd das er si eia heiden. Ein abtriiniger vnd

ein vient Gottes. Vnd wisse sich swarlich in-lotfen (incurred)

oder in-valled in den zorn Gottes. Vud das er ab siile varn

in die ewigen verdainpniisse. Es si denne das er vor (uidess he

first) mit kristenlicber penitencie oder riiw werde gebessert

vud gesiiut Got.

[
^ Evid. finr-sehen (fire-gazing), not fur-sebon (fore-seeing).—EHM.]
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[Here follows within commas trausl. of Burcliard 10^ 1 above :

lllud etiam—revolvitur.] ''Ouch ist das niit under wegen ze

lassenne oder ze ubersehennej das etlich meintetigu iviber, die

da nacli dem tiivel Satlian bekert sintj vnd mit der tiivel ver-

spottung vnd mit fantasien oder triignusse sint verwiset, Das die

globen vnd veriehent das si selber vnd ein grossii mengi wihen

ritten vnd varen mit der heiden guttirinen dii da heisset Dyana,

oder mit Herodiade, u£ etlichen walt-tieren in der nacht-stilli dm-

vil ertriches oder landes. Vnd das si irem gebot gehorsam sien als

einer gewaltigen froweii. Vnd das sii dii selb gidtinne zebenemten

nechten ruffe zii irem dienst. Vnd hie-vou haltent sii. Vnd
wolti Got das dis wiber allein in soliclier wis verdorben weren

gegen Got, vnd mit vil mit inen gezogen vnd verwiset hettiu

in das verderben des bosen (141. r.) vngloben. Wan ein vnzal-

licliii mengi ist mit diser valschen wis betrogen, die da globeut

das es war si, vnd da-mit das si es globent ab dem weg gant

des rechten globen, vnd in-wollen werdent der scheilichen

irrunge der heidenen," das si globen vnd wenen wellen, das

iclites iht gotliches oder gotlicher kraft vssert-balb einem waren

Got si.

Hier-vmb sulent die priester dur die kilchen, die inen en-

pliolhen sint, dera volk Gottes mit grossem flisse steteklicli

ob-ligen^ vnd inen predien vnd sicherlichen bewisen, das si

bekennent werdeu, das disii ding ellii valsch sint vnd mit sint

von dem gottlicheu geist, me das si halten das dis triiguust

iugegebe si, entriiwen (verily) von dem bosen geist dem gemut

der globigen werden (arise) solichen wibs gemut (sic omnia),

vnd dur vngloben er si im selber hat undertenig gemachet.

Alzehant wandlet er denne aber sich in gesteltniis vnd in glich-

heit menger hant personen. Vnd das gemut das er gevangen

haltet, das betriiget er in dem slaf. Vnd offeubart im ietzent

frolichii ding, denne trurigii, ietz bekant personen, den vnbekant,

vnd lurt die dur die ivildinen vnd dur die lender. Vnd so der

unglobig geist dis triigmig allein lidet, so haltet er mit das dis

in dem gemut gescheh, sunder in dem libe (body) ; wan wer ist

der mensche der niit in tromen vnd in offenbarungeu oder

gesichten der nechten mit vs-geleitet werde von im selben, da er

slaffend meniges siht (sees) das er wachend nie gesach (saw)

oder villich niemer gesicht (will see) ? Vnd hier-vmb wer ist
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also toreht aid so vuvermiuftig, der dii^ii elhi, dil da ullein in dem

geist geschehent, liber ein wenet vnd haltet das es gescliehe ia

dem libe, etc.

(Fol. 143. r.) . . . Nv mugent dis valscli vnd vppig

erznien (fulsome remedies) geteilet werden nacli don menig-

valtigen durften, von der wegen sie geubt werdent (classed ace.

to tlieir uses). Etlicli geschehent von der Idt siechheit wegen

oder des vihes. Etlich fur unberhaftikeit. Etlich fiir die erbeit

der frowen, die mlt gebern mugen, Etlich wider den hagel vnd

das ungewitter. Ander wider allerlei pin. Hier-vmb ist den ze

ratenne, die suslichv ding lident (we advise them that suffer such

things), das sii ellii tituellich gespend lassent, vnd den allein rates

vmb ir uotturf fragen (ask Him alone for counsel in their need)

vnd vou im es suchen, von des gewalt ellii ding geschaffen sint,

vnd von des willen ellii ding berichtet werdent. Vnd sullent

sprechen denu'xtklich. ' Pierre Got, kum vns ze helf.' Wan
(for) dur vns vermugen wir nihtes nit, sunder vns gebristet (we

fail) ob wir getriiwen haben dur vns. Vnd dar-vmb wer da

lidet siechheit, der hab allein in die barmherzikeit Gottes ein

gfltes getruwen, vnd enphahi (receive) den heiligen frou-lichamen

(Lord's body) vnd das heilige blut vnsers lieben Herren Ihesv

Christi mit festem globen vnd mit guter andaht. Vnd begere

och das gesegnct oli von der heiligen kilchen getruwlich. Vnd

also nachdem vns der apostel sprichet, so behaltet das gebette

des globen (prayer of faith) den siechen.

Nu gat aller-raeist mit diser lippikeit der zobrio vmb (what

has the chief hand in sorcery is) die (143 v.) bos kundikeit der

valschen vnd schedlichen wiben, als och glich da-vor gcseit (said)

ist. Wan dik (for often) vnd vil als vil es an iuen ist, so

enteren vnd versmachent solich die sacrament der heiligen

kilchen. Vnd etwenne wurkent sii mit inen, das erschrokenlich

och ze sagenne vnd ze horen ist alien wol globenden M'^ (men).

Vnd hier-vmb werdent si gesehen boser vnd wirser den die

tiuicl. Wan die tiiuel globent Got vnd furhtent in mit zittrunge.

Zu dem dise an vorht vnd an zitter gant (go without fear or trem-

bling). Vnd wurkent mit Gottes fron-licham vngenemii vnd uner-

lichii ding. Des man ein gliches zeichen oder wunder liset in der

geschrift von eim wib, die in der selben wis unsers Herren frou-

lichain enphieng, vnd bchiib den in irem muud, vnd gicng also
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bin, vnd Imste iren 7nan, vmh das sin minne grosser wurde zu ir

denne vor. Und zehant warfc dii liostie gewandlet in fleiscb.

Vnd do si des gewar ward, do wolt si unsera Herren wider vs

lian geworfen. Do wui-kt vnser Herre da sin wunder, das si in

weder moclit vsgewerfen noc geslinden (wafer in mouth, she

went and kissed her husband, to increase his love for her ; the

wafer turned into flesh, and she could neither spit it out nor

swallow it), etc.

(Fol. 144. r.). . . . Wie das nv da-vor geseit si, das man
miden siile solich erzenie die in solicher tiiuel-licher wis gresche-

hent. Doch wer der weri der das heilsami krut mit den xij

stuken des globen vnd mit dem pater noster schribe (114. v.)

an einen brief, vnd den denne leiti (then laid it) vf den siechen,

vmb das Got aller ding schepfer also geeret werde, das en-wirt

nut verworfen noch versmachet, so man keins der vorcfenanten

verworfenen vnd falschen dingen mit dar-zu mischelt. Vnd
zit halten erznie ze gebenne, vnd zu den lessinen ist och nut ze-

verwerfenne. vnd och bedut die der zit war-nement ze seienne (sow)

vnd bom ze behowenne (hew). Vnd zu solichen dingen die zu

gebiirschen (farming) werken behorent, die sint dar-vmb nut ze

straffene. Wan die naturlichen bescheidenheit mag man halten

oder veben in den dingen. Vnd si heint och ein sicher bescheiden-

heit Alsdenne So man kein ander vppig haltunge meinet, noch dar-

zu lat gan. Ze verstemmenne suslicher vertumlicher vnd sched-

licher bosheit sol in alien wis geflissen sin, vnd hier zu munder sin

die kiindikeit der priester, der selen besorger. Das nut die kristen-

lich geistlicheit mit disen valscheu vorgeseiten dingen werde en-

treinet vnd verwiset. Vnd wider infalle in die sitten der heide-

schen vnd tuuelschen vngloben, das ein glob der menschon gemut
werde vnd si, vnd ein miltikeit der werken An ze betten einen

waren Got den Vater vnd den Sun vnd den heiligen Geist, der da

ist gebenediet in die welt der welten.^

E. From a paper MS. of the Basle Univ. Libr., fob, 15th

cent., marked A. v. 19. (Communic. by Wackernagel.)

l.r. a. Incipit registrum super libro. de supersticionibus ab

eximio magistro Nlcolao magni de gawe. sacre theologie pro-

[^ Conf. the eccles. and non-eccles. benedictions in Hpt's Ztschr. 4, 576.—EHAI.]
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fessore anno a natiuitate saluatoris M^cccc^xv". edito secundum

ordinem nlphabeti.^

10. V. b. Per hoc statim patet falsitas et error qnorundum

fatuoruin astronitnoruni diceuciuin se posse facere i/nuiginrs sub

certa constellacioue, per virtutes suas cogentes demoncs ut

veuiant ad istas yviarjiites, ad operaudura quaedam inira et ad

dandum responsa. Sed veniunt non coacti propter duo, ut

Thomas dicit ibidem (ante : sanctus thomas parte prima, q xiiij)

in soluciouc 2' articuli et hoc incertis constellacionibus. Priuio

quidem, ut homines in hunc errorem inducant ut credant aliquod

numen esse in celis. Sicut vuam vetulam noui, que credidit

Solt'iii esse deam, vocans earn sanctam dominam.

11. r. a. et alloquendo eum solem. benedixit per eura sub

certis verbis, sub osservaucia quadam supersticiosa, que dixit

se plus quam quadraginta annos credidisse, et multas iutirmitates

curasse. lusuper hodie inveuiuntur homines tam layci quam

clerici, literati quam illiterati, et quod plus dolendum est, valde

magui, qui cum novilunium privio viderint, flexis genibus ado-

rant, rcl depusito capucio vet pUeo, iiicUnato caplte honorant

alloquendo et suscipiendo. ymmo eciam plures ieiunant ipso die

novilunij, sive sit dies dominica in qua secundum ordinacionem

ecclesie non est ieiunaudum propter resurrecciouis leticiam, sive

quacunque alia die. eciamsi esset dies dominice natiuitatis. que

omnia liabent speciem ydolatrie. ab idolatris relicte. de quibus

Jeremie vij scribitur. quod fecerunt placentas regine celi s. lune

offerendo eas ei. Et quidam volentes hoc palliare dicunt quod

non honorant lunam ieiunando, sed omnes sanctos. quorum

festa et ieiunia incidunt in mese lunacionis vise. Ecce qualis

est ista excusacio, etc.

11. r.b. Sic eciam do mandate quo pi'eceptum fuit, (piod

nidum cum ouis vel pullis et matre desuper incubante uon de-

bereut siuml seruare, sed raatrem permittero auolare. Deut°. xxij.

hoc enim quando inuenerunt, trahebaut ad fecuuditatem et ad

fortuuam, si conseruarentur simul. Et per oppositum ad infortu-

nium et sterilitatem quod gentile erat. Sic modo vetule dicunt

inucnclouem acns vel ohuli rescrnall esse pvestijium magne fortune.

Et per oppositum de inuencione magni thesauri.

11. v. b. Similiter prohibitum fuit eis ne viri vterentur vesti-

[' Several MSS. at Munich. Gawe is Jauer in Schlesien.—EHM.]
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bus mulierum. Et econverso. Efc de liac prohibitione dicitur

DeuL°. xxij. Non induetur mulier veste virili, nee vir vtetur

veste feminea. abbominabilis euim apud Deum est qui facit,

quia mulieres in veneracione Martis induerunt vestes et arma

vivorum. et viri iu veneracione Veneris vestes mulierum. Sic

nunc fit in hominibus christianis tempore carnis privii, quando

seruiunt dec ventris et dee Veneris, tarn viri quam mulieres.

Item ineisiones fecerunt sui')er mortuos ad placandum Deum, ut

vehemenciam doloris de morte thaurorum exprimerent. quod

adhuc multi faciunt cbristiani de morte thaurorum suorum^ quod

ntique est de specie plutonis. Stigmata vero et figuras adliuc

et cbristiani faciunt et vocant hreuia. et in propriis codicibus,

cartis alijsque in rebus videlicet in metallis reseruant. que

ydolatria vera suut^ ymmo cbristiane religioni contraria sive

aduersa.

12. r. a. Sed quia obseruaciones som2)niorum, auguriorum,

constellaciomim, stermitacionum, obuiaciomim, dierum et horarum,

stigmatum, caraderum, ymaginiim, et impressiuniiiii astrorum non

solum vicine sunt ydolatrie, sed eciam vere ydolatrie cum radici-

bus et intime sunt perscrutanda (1. exstirpandae ?) quibus omni-

bus se fraus autiqui serpentis immiscetj quemadmodum prius

dictum est.

12. V. b. Sed forte adhuc diceres. videtur vtique quod

demones proprie generent, quia compertum est et apud wulgares

communiter dicitur, quod filij demommi incuhornm mulieribus,

eorum filijs subtractis, ab ipsis demonibus siippunantar. et ab

eis tanquam proprii filij nutriantur. propter quod eciam cambiones

dicuntur, eciam camhiti vel mutuati, et mulieribus parientibus,

propriis filijs subtractis, suppositi, hos dicunt macilentos, semper

eiulantes, lactis eosque bibulos, ut quod nulla vbertate lactis

vnum lactare sufficiunt. 13. r. a. Hij tamen, postquam in

terris commorati sunt, dicuntur euanuisse. . . . Ex quo

patet quod tales pueri non generantur a demonibus, sed sunt

ipsimet demones. sicut eciam possent apparere in specie vetu-

larum rapiencium pueros de cunis, que wlgo fatue vocantur,

de nocte apparentes et paruulos ut apparet laiiare et igne assare,

que demones sunt in specie vetularum.
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F, From a. paper codex of tlio 1 ttU (lotli?) c(Mit., iu tlio

library at St. Florian. (Coimnuiiic. by Clitnel.)

1. So ain fraw praclit wirt zii clem cliind, so rzeucJd sy deiu

cliind (linen zwelf-poten, so stirbt das cliind au tauff niclit (coiif.

39 and H, 50).

2. item an dem Vaschang-tag, so werseyt sy preiii an die Jlllcn,

velt er lierab, so stirbt er des iars.

3. item milich essent sy des naclits, so waschcnt sy weis des

iars.

. 4. item ai/r (eggs) essent sy, so wernt sy niclit hcrtt an dem

paucb des iars.

5. item so man an dera Oster-tag legt man tvurf<t (sausages)

vnder das clirawt vud ain gens (goose), welcher die wiirst siecbt,

der siecbt des iars cbain slangen, vud wer der gens ist (eats),

der gewint des iar des cbalten siecbten nit.

6. item den spekch (lard) den man weicbt mit den praitigen,

do smirent dy pawrn (farmers) den pldi'Kj mit, so mag man sew

nicbt zaubern.

7. item an dem Weibnacbt abent, so get ainew zu ainen

scheiterhauffen vnd zubt ain scbeuit (pulls a log) aus dem baulfen

[in] des teufels nam. pegrciffc sy ain langs, so wirt ir ain langer

man (conf. 49).

8. item an dem Vascbang-tag, steigt aius avf ainen pawn

(tree) vnd scbrait 'alheit!' mit scbelt-warten ' trag die p)haiin

lier haim'^ so wirt des iars nicbt natig.

9. ee man zu der metten an dem Weihnacbtag get, so greiflft

ains vnder die p)ankch vnd nymt ain bant-uolle molten (mould)

beraus. vint es etwas lahenti<ji<js in den molten, so stirbt es des

iars nicbt.

10. so man die palm baim-trait von kircbeu, so legent sy

sew ee in die cliue chrip (lay it first in tbe cows' crib), ce das

sy sew under das tach (roof) tragent. so gent die cbue des iars

gern baim.

11. item i\\e pilrstcn die man zu Cmw palm stekcbt, do piirsten

sy das viecb (tbey brusb tbe cattle) rait, so wernt sie nicbt lausig.

12. item palm legent sy under das clirawt befen, so valient

nicbt fleugen (flies) in das cbrawt,

[ » ' ja izz hie haim nicht olheit,' Ilelbl. 8, 594.—EIIM.
j
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13. item si tragent vmh das haws, ee si sew hin-in tragent, so

assent die fuchs der huner (fowls) uiclit.

14. item an dem Weinacht-tag zu metten-zeit get man mit

liecht zu ainem 'pninn (well), vud lu[it in den priinn ; sieclit

es sten iu dem prunn ain man, so nymbt es des iars ainn

man.

15. 'ich pewt dir jdater n. fel pey der heiligen sel die parn

(boi'n) ist zu Iherusalem vnd tauft im Jordan, das du niclit

en-peitest der mess vnd des ampts, pey dem Vater vnd Sun

vnd dem heyligen Geist.' vud spricli z pi- nr, vnd tue das

drey mal.

16. item so ainen von tafen viscJten trawmt (dreams of,.dead

fish), sol ains sterben aus dem selben haus.

17. item so ain viech. nicht gen mag (if a beast cannot walk),

so pintt man im ain pant (bindetb a band) an ainem Suntag vmb,

vnd macht den chnoph oben zu, so wirt im sein puzz.

] 8. item so ain chue ain erst-elialb trait, so nympt die peyrinn

ain aichen-lauh (farmer^s wife takes an oak-leaf), vnd stekcht en

mitten ain nadel darin, vnd legt es en mitten in den sechter, vnd

nympt dan das vberrnckh mit dem hor vnd spindl ab dem rokchen,

vnd stekcbt es auch en mitten in den seohter, so mag man der

cbue nicht nemen die milich, vnd des ersten milcht sy in den

sechter, do das ding inn stekcht die selb chue [am ersten], die

weil das dinkch dar-inn stekcht.

19. so man die chuee an die waid (pasture) treibt, so grebt

(buries) man ain efcM^ unter den gatern, vnd treibt das viech dar-

vber, so mag man sew nicht zaubern.

20. item Sand Blasen wasser gibt man ze trinkchen den

iungen huenrn vnd gensen (fowls and geese), ee man sew ab dem
nest nymbt, so trait sew der fuchs nicht hin, vnd sind sicher

von dem orn.

21. item so aine ain chalb verchanft (sells), so sneyt sy dem

chalb das wedl ab ab seinem swenczl (cuts the tuft off its tail),

vnd des liars ab dem rechten arm, vnd gibts der chue ze essen.

so rert sy nicht nach dem chalb.

22. item so aine der andern ir milich wil nemen, vnd macht das

sy pseichent, so nymbt sy drey chroten (toads) auf ein mel-miilter

ain abichen, vud traitz der chue fiir, dy lerft dy chroten in sich,

\} The word means steel.—EHM.]
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SO ist ir naclipawrin ircr milicli prawbt (bereft), viul sy hat ily

inilicli.

23. item so ains stirbt, so hant etleich den glauben (some

think), di scl hah nirht riieh (ruh, rest?), uncz man ir aus leltt.

24. item etleich sprechent, die weil man lewtt (toll), so wert

die sel peichtich. etleich sprechent, so sich die sel schaid von

dem leichnam, so sey sy die erst uacht hincz Sand Gerdrdivtcn,

dy ander nacht pey Sand Miclu'J, die dritt wo si hiu verdiut hab

(has deserved).

25. item ettleich glaubent, die S(d genn aus den iveiczen^ an

der Sambstag-nacht, vud seiu heraussen vncz an den Mantag, so

miissen sy wider in die pen.

26. item ettleich essent nicht flcicJigs des Phincz-tags in der

chottemer," so sterbent sy nicht in dem sterb.

27. item so ainem die oren seunent (one's ears ring), so habent

sy den glauben, man red vbl von inn.

28. item so ainem die chnio geswellent, so get es zu ainer

frawn die zwenJUng getragen liat, vnd heist sey (bids her) im

a ill faden spinneii, den piutz (this he binds) vber die cliuie, so

wirt him pas.

29. item das die hiiner hanhat werden (chicks be tufted), so

sy die henn anseczt, so liult sy ain zuczl an, vnd macht ainen

chnoph aiif dem luiupp, vnd halt in also auf dem haupp, so

geschiecht es.

30. item an dem Sunnbent-tag (solstice), so geht aine ersllng

auf alien viern mit plassem leib zu irs nachtpahirn tar (backwards

on all fours, naked, to her neighbour's gate), vnd mit den fuzzen

steigt sy ersling an dem tar auf, vnd mit ainer hant halt sy sich,

vnd mit der andern sneit sy drey span (cuts 3 chips) aus dem tar,

vnd spricht, zu dem ersten span spricht sy ' Ich sneit den ersten

span, Noch aller milich wan.' zu dem andern auch also, zu

dem dritten spricht sy ' Ich sneit den dritten span, Noch aller

meiner nappaurinnen milich wan.''^ vnd get erslinri auff alien

viern her wider dan haim.

31. item die swangern (pregnant) frawn messent ain dacht noch

Sand Sixt pild (measure a wick by St Sixtus's image), als lank

' Sowls come out of Purgatory (OHG. wizi, AS. w-ite) every Saturday.

2 Thursday iu the Whitsuu Euiber-days (quatember).
* ' Wan miUch ' in orig.

VOL. IV. A I
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es ist, vud guertns (gird it) vber den pauch, so misslingt in uiclit

an der purd (birth), oder des man^s gurtl gurtn se vmb.
32. item so man in den Bauch-nachten auf aiu tisch siczt, so

liabent des iars dy lewt vil aiss.

33. item in der lesten Rauch-nacht tragent sy ain gauczen laib

vnd cites (loaf and cheese) vmb das liaxis, vnd peissent (bite)

darab. als manig pissen man tan hat. so vil schoher (stacks,

cocks) wernt im auf dem veld.

34. das man das viech des iars nicht schindt (not have to skin

as carrion), item in den Bauch-nachten so scJdnt man nicht

sponholz (not rend laths, shingles), noch relhscht (rummage) an
den ofen nicht, noch lahcheu (shreds, litter) macht in der stuben.

so wernt nicht in den velden plas fleckch (bare patches). Aber
vmb das raissen dy spen vber den offen, das tiit man darvmb, das

der habern nicht prantig wert (oats be not blighted).

35. item in den Vnder-nachien trait man nicht reltter (sieve)

vber den hof, das das viech nich da-durich luey, das es nicht werd
schiech, noch hin scherff

.

36. item diirich am reitter saicJd ainevv (if a girl sift), so

tanczt man mit ir vor fur (in preference to) die andern (conf. 60).

37. item an dem Weihnacht-morgen haist man die ros renneii

gen wasser (horses run against water), vnd wirft der (if he throw)

ainn aphl in das wasser die well es trincht, das der aphl gegn dem
ross rum, so wirt das ross resch zu arbait des iars.

38. item so ainem trawmt wie der ofen nider sey geuallen, so

stirbt aiutweder wirt oder die wirtin (master or mistress).

39. die schwangern frawn, so sew zu Gotz tisch gent, an
demselben tag ziechent si dem chind ainen XII poten, so stirbt

das chind nicht (conf. 1).

40. so zway chon-lewt die erst nacht 'pey Iigent, welchs ee

entslefft, das stirbt ee (whichever sleeps first will die first).

41. item man windt nicht wld (not twist osiers) in den TJnder-

nachten, das sich dy lewt in hranchait nicht lointen (writhe).

42. item man haspht nicht, so wirt das viech nicht haspen.

43. item an dem Weihnacht-abend, noch an dem rauchen, so

messent die lewt 9 It^ffl icasser in ain hefen (measure 9 spoonfuls

luto a pail), vnd lassent es sten vncz an den tag, vnd messent her-

wider auf. ist sein mynuer (less of it), das dy mass nicht gancz
ist, so chumpt es des iars in armiit (poverty), ist sy gancz, so
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pestet es (stay as before), ist seiu aber mcr, so wirt cs vberflns-

sikleich rclch.

44. item mau loirft griiemat (throw after-hay) viul r/iite(u^

hdhern (oats) iu deuselben nachton anf aln cinch, vnd lassentz

darauf ligen uncz sy cnt nemeut (till those nights end), so

gebent's es dem viech's ze essen, so schuUen es die chran (crows)

des iars nicht essen, vnd wernt darzue fruchtper.

45. item spanhoh schint mau nicht, das man des iars des viecli

nicht schint (conf. 34).

46. item man lokcht dy saw fiir das tar (entice the pigs outside

the gate) an dem Weinacht-margen, vnd gibt in habern in alnem

raif, vnd sprechent :
' die rneins nachtpawrn ain siimpl. die mein

cein grumpL' so sind sew des iars frisch, vnd seins natpawr

krankch. vnd des iars gentz (they go) gem an das veld.

47. item die paum chust man (kiss the trees), so werden se

fruchtper des iars.

48. item zu dem Weinacht-tag, so man gen metten gedt, so

sh'cht ainer ain hoh ah (chops a stick down) vnd traid's mit im

haim, vnd an dem Sunhent-ahent legt er's an das few r. so choment

all znaiihhi [kniippel, cudgels ?] zu dem fewr, dew in der ganzeu

pharr (parish) sind.

49. item in den Unter-nachten lauffent dy iankfrawn an den

sumerlangen zawn (hedge) des nachts. pegreifft sy ainen langen

stekchen, so wirt ir ain langer man (conf. 7)

.

50. item allew inilich-hffen stiirzen sy (turn all the milkpails

upside down) anf den tisch, vnd Taucheidz (smoke them), so

stilt (steals) man in dy railich nicht.

51. auch so man gen metten get. so der mensch ain runczt

vnd get vher sich, so stirbt er des iars nicht.

52. item in denselben nachten ist chain mensch anf der welt

nicht, so hungert es des iars nicht vast, vnd gwint leicht geniig.

53. item zu derselben zeit, so ains chrophat ist (has the goitre),

so wirt er sein also an (rid of it?), so ains chlocht, vnd spricht

' se liin mein chroph an deinen cJirojiJi,' vnd greift an den chroph,

and tat das venster die weil auf, vnd wirft in hinaus, so verget er

im glucklaw.

54. item man nist (sneezes) nicht iu den nachten. so stirbt

das viech nicht.

Thrashed, boaten, pounded ?
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55. item den raucli-scJierhen (censer?) gebut sy drey stand

(3 times vber sich. so peissent es (bite them) dy . . . nicht

des iars.

56. item abdroin plienning, huecht man im (a worn-out penny,

if one twigs it), au den Weihnaclit-tag, so lassent sich dy phening

gern gwinen.

57. item wer tvolf oder fnchs nent, dem stet des iars das

gewant (clothes) nicht recht.

58. item hent v. oren (hands on ears) habent sj vher das fewer,

so chumpt chain or-liol in das or nicht, noch dy negel swernt

(fester) in nicht.

59. item so man ain taczs^ gen kirchen trait fur (past) ain

haws, so lauft aine in dem haus hin vnd seczt (a girl in the house

runs and sits down) auf ainm drifiizz, so wirt ir der selbe man
(conf. 65).

60. das man mit ainer var tancz (sooner dance with her), ee

das sy zu dem tancz get, so sicz auf ainn drifues, oder sy saicht

durich ain reltter. so tancz man mit ir var filr die andern (conf.

36).

61. ain schuester, so er schuech zu-sneyt (cuts out shoes), so

legt er das leder auf ain still, so let es sich paid verkauflfen (soon

sold).

62. item an ainera Freytag sneid chaine ab ainen pachen (pock,

pimple), so wert dy saw nicht phinnig (measly).

63. item so ain chiud geporn wirt, vnd hat ainen raten rinlcch

vher den lials (red ring round the neck), es wirt erhangen.

64. item wer VII paternoster spricht, vnd den .... iar

gaucz aus, der lebt das iar aus. spricht er dew pi-, nl-. nicht

aus, so stirbt er des iars.

65. item so man ain tacz gen kirchen trait (59), siecht es ain

mensch im haus fur-tragen (carry it past), so spricht es ' mert ^ es

das feivr mit dem elkl (19), so stirbt chains aus dem haus nicht.

1 Taz, tax, due, offering ? Hofer 3, 220.

[3 Merren, to stir, Schm. 2, 611.—EHM.]
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G. From IIa US Vi nil>•)•'.
<t

' Rluine der Tiigend ' couip. in Mil

(ace. to the Gotha MS.).^

Die zaubry die ist Got fast vuwerd,

auch sprechend sy ' rnicli hautz gelert (has taught it)

ain miinch, wie inochtz piisz gesin (be bad) ?

daz sprich ich py den trewen raein,

das man ain sollichen munch oder pfaffen 5

also soltt straffen (should so chastise),

das sich zechen stiessend daran
;

wann sey (for they) siud alle sarat jra pan (ban),

die den glauben also fast krenken (sorely wound religion). . .

wann es ist wider dich, du hochstes Gut, 10

alles das man mit zaubry tut

;

vnd wie fast es wider dich ist (how much it is against),

dannocht findt man (they shall yet find) zu disser frist,

die zaubry dannocht pdegen (who yet practise).

Ettlich weWent pfey I anss-segnen (pretend to bless arrows), 15

do wellent si dem ten'fil hanncn,

das sy jn bringent gut (bring them wealth) zu-samen

;

so wellent ettlich war-sagen (soothsay),

vnd vil wellent den tewffelfragen (ask)

wa gut lig (where riches lie) vnd edcl gestain. 20

Do habent denn ettlich gemaiu (are in league)

mit der jJossen Erodiana (wicked Herodias),

do wellent gelauben (believe) ettlich an Diana,^

die da ain falsche guttin ist

;

vnd auch ettlich mainent (think) haben den list (skill) 25

als sey die lewtt kundont schiessen (can shoot people)

durch alles gemiire (walls), vnd'' giessen (cast)

luechssinew pild (waxen images) mangerlay;

so wissen dissew das vogel-gcschran (-cry)

vnd auch darzu die trem auslcgen (dreams interpret)
;

30

ettlich kunnent den schwert-segcn (sword-charm),

das sy nicht auf diser erden

van kaimen dorf erstachen werdcn (can be stabbed)
;

' The text is often corrupt, and I was not able to use the Augsbg ed. of I486

(Panzer 1, 1G4. 2, .58); couf. Adelung's Piiterich p. 34—38.
* Orig. : an die dyadema.
3 Orig. has this ' vnd ' at beginn. of line.
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ettlich kunnent an fewr erkennen

wie sicli die sach hie sol enden
; 35

so kunnen ettlich jn der hand

schouwen (see) eyttel laster vnd schand.

Yil allte weib kunnend den handel (trade)

zu lieb oder findtschafft (enmity)

;

ettlich gebent losz-hucher']s.va,^t, 40
vnd ettlich kundent patonichen graben (dig betonica),

vnd vil wellent den eys-vogel haben,

so nutzen ettlich den allrawn (madrake)

;

vnd ettlich glaubent an diiefrawn

die haisset Precht mit der langen nas. 45
so send ir vil die yehen, das (many who affirm, that)

die hand-gift ^ sy alz wol getan (is so wondrously made),

das sie sy von ainen man
pesser (better) denn von den andern

;

vnd vil die wellend nit wandern (will not travel) 50
an den verworffen tagen (accursed days)

;

so send denn vil, die hie haben

glauben, es pring grossen frum (benefit),

ob jn (if to them) des morgens ain wolf kum,
vnd ain has (hare) pring ungeliicke

; 55
vnd ettlich liitt hand die diicke,

das sy den tewfFel petten an (adore),

stern, swmen, vnd auch den maim.

Vil wellent aiif ohlaut schrihen,

vnd das fiepper da-mit vertryben
; 60

ettlich segnent fiir daz zene-we (toothache),

so hand ettlich den fierde Me
das sy daunon gauglen sechen (thereby juggling see) ;

ist auch vil, die da yechen,

sy kunnend vngewitter (storms) machen ; 65

vnd ettlich zaubrer die wachen

dem stern Venus vmb die mynne (love)

;

so send auch ettlich, die schlinden (swallow)

drey palmen an dem palmtag,

vnd ettlich segnen den schlag 70

mit ainer haclcen auf ainen trischuhlen (179),

[1 Hantgift, Troj. 12334 ; OberL sub v. ( = slrena).—EHM.]
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vnd ettlicli stellen auss den kublen (tubs)

das schmalz (grease), die weil uiau's rurt (stirs)
;

ettlich der lewt furt

das sey send juvisibilis, 75

vnd ettlich habent den pifi/s (beifuss, mugwort).

So sprichet menger turner lib (silly body),

die teutte [trute ?] sey ain altes weib

vnd kunne die liitt sugen (suck people),

vnd ettlicli liitt die gelauben 80

der albe mynne die lutte ;
^

so sagt manger die tewtte,^

er hab den orkeu gar eben gesechen (just seen)

;

vnd ettlicli die yeclien,

das schrdttlin sy ain klaines kind, 85

vnd sy alz ring (as small) alz der wind,

vnd sy ain verzwifSotter gaist (lost spirit).

So glaubeut ettlich aller-maist,

das de7' sigel-stein hab die kraft

das er macht sygehafft (victorious), 90

vnd vil wissen der erkeuuen sitt (?).

So nutzend (avail) auch vil die erd-schnitt (slices of earth)

zu mangerlay zaubry (for many kinds of magic)
;

vnd ettlich sohribent auf daz j>/y (blei, lead)

vnder der Crist-messz fur den wurm

;

95

so nemen ettlich fur den sturin

den elsen-paum, hor ich sagen
;

vnd ettlich wellent kol graben

wann sy den ersten schwahn sechen.

vill kunden jn jr gicand spechcn (spy in their clothes) 100

ob es glucklich sull gauu (go luckily)
;

so habent vil liitt den waun (fancy)

das verhene daz selb krutt (herb)

mach die lewt ain ander trut (fond of),

wann man sy grab (dig it up) ze abend

;

105

vnd auch vil posz liitt die gend (bad people go)

des nachtes durcJi verschloasoi fiir (closed door)
;

vnd ettlich liitt tragen herfiir (bring out)

silber vnd gold, alz ich hor yechen (as I hear tell),

1 Should it not be ' mynne die tewtte ' and ' manger der lewtte ' ?

—

Trass.
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wenn sy newen mon sechen
;

110

so tragent ettlich lutt auss

das luasser alles auss dem liusz,

wenn man totten traitt (carry the dead)

fur (past) das hus, als man saitt

;

so send ettlich alz besint, 115

wenn man jnjunge Jioner (fowls) bringt,

so sprechend sy 'blib (stay) her-haim

als die fud pey meinem pain (bone leg) !

'

Und vil die yechen die weg-wart (plaintain)

sey gewesen (was once) ein fraw zart^ 120

vnd wart jrs pullen (waits her lover) noch mit schmertzen.

ettlich legent des widhoffen hertze (lay a hoopoe's heart)

des nachtes auf die schlauffende liitt (on sleeping folk),

das es in haimlich ding betiitt (suggest)

vnd vil zaubry vnrain (unclean)
;

125

die sechend an dem sclmlter-pain (by a shoulder blade)

das (what) menschen sol beschehen (happen)
;

vnd ettlich die yechen (affirm)

das sy (that it is) nicht gut daz man
den tenggen schuch leg an (left shoe put on) 130

twr dem gerechten des morgens fru
;

vnd vil die yechen, man stel der kit

die milch aus der wammen.
do send ettlich der ammen (nurses),

die selben nement die jiaigen hind ]35

do sy erst geporen synd,

vnd stossend's (push them) durch ain Jiole

do ist denn nichtsz wole,

oder es werd ain horen-plassel darusz [horn-blase, p. 1061].

auch treibt man mit der fledei--7miss (bat) 140

menig tewschlich spil (juggling tricks);

vnd ist des vngelaubes so vil,

das ich es nit gar sagen kan.

Do habent ettlich liitt den waun (fancy)

das sy mainent, vnser leben (they think our life) 145

das unsz daz die . . . geben,^

vnd das sy vns hie regieren (govern us).

P The Innsbrk. MS. fills the gap; ' die gach sc;icp/e?i.'—EHM.J
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so sprechond ettlich [von?] diernen (Maids),

sey ertailen (apportion) dem meuschen hie auf erden.

vnd ettlich sendent die ji/f?7?6' l^^O

fur elenpug (elbow) vnd auch fiir renckeu (dislocat.)

;

Vnd auch vil liitt die gedencken

vnd habent sein ancli gantzen syn (£eel quite sure),

sy mugent nicht haben gwin (make gains)

des tages, und sy fechten ^ 1^<^

ain pfeyfflin, als sy yechen.

es spricht manger :
' ich bin gogel,

ich haun gesechen Sant Martis vogel

hewt (to-day) an dem morgen frii,

mir stosset (befalls) kain vngeliick nit 7a"i.' 160

do wellent ettlich da-pey,

wenn es vngewitter sey (is a storm),

das sey alles von der munch wegen (because of monks)

die da gaud affter der wege (going their ways) ;

vnd auch ettlich mainent sicherlich, 16<j

wenn der rapp hopp,^ daz tiitt ain lich (means a corpse)

.

Ettlich habent denn ainen newen fund,

sy behatten den pisz jn dem mund (wafer in mouth)

wenn man Aue Maria liitt (rings).

do send denn eiiWch. prwtt (brides), 170

die legent jr hemmet (chemise) an jrs mans ort (place),

so kan auch manger drew wort (3 words)

das er nymmer tewrer wirt

;

so ist ettlicher hirt (herdsman)

der sein vicli segnen kan (his cattle bless), 175

das jm kain liase (hare) tret dar-von (dar-an ?)

;

vnd ettlich nement jrew kind,

wenn sy ain wenig kranck sind,

vnd legent's ouf ain drfjscliKfel

;

nil kunnen salben den kubel (grease the tub), 180

das sy obn-an ausz faren (fly out above),

ettlich Kpi/mien am Samps-tag garen (yarn),

vnd machend dar-usz Sant lorgen hcmd (shirt) ;

vnd send ettlich so behend (nimble)

das sy varent hundert meyl 185

' For ' unz sy secbeu,' until (unless) they see? ^ Si corvus ructet.
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dar in ainer kurtzen weil.

'EittVich. precliend den lutten ah (break off people's)

die pain (bones, l^gs), als icb gehort hab,

vnd legent dar-ein porst (bristles) vnd kol.

mangew maiut, sy kuud aucb wol . 190

segen (charms) hyn vnd her wenden
;

ettlich die liitt plendent (strike blind)

mit ainer hand von dem galgen
;

vill wend den taig talgen ^

an der hailigen Samps-tag nacht. 195

Manger auch Icaracteres macht

ansz pirmit virgineiim (ber-mutter ?),

ettlich puctieren den linium

jn der kunst (art of) geometria,

so nympt der denn oben praw (eyebrow) 200

uon den gereclden angen

vnd daz pMi von den hrawen (blood of crows),

vnd macht dar-usz zaubery;

manger nympt ain jdriges zwij (year-old twig)

von ainen wilden liassel-pawm. 205

So send denn ettlich frawen

die erschlingen vmb die kirchen " gen

vnd hiassent die totten auf-sten (bid the dead arise),

vnd niement den 7'ing (knocker) vo7i der kirchen fur

jn die hand, vnd ruffend ' her fiir ' (cry ' come forth '), 210

vnd sprechend ' ich riir disen rink,

stett auf, ir alten parttling !

'

do send auch ettlich man,

sie nement von dem galgen ain span (lath),

vnd legent den vnder die kirch-tiir, 215

' For talken, knead the dough.
- The MS. has kuechen, kitchen ; which seems out of place, yet occurs again in

the Strolling Scholar, from which I will extract a corresp. passage (Aw. 2, 55-6)

:

Mit wunderlichen sachen gen des lichtes vidnen schln;
ler ich sie (I teach her) denne machen die ler ich da ze velde sin,

von walls einen kobolt, die ler ich koln icaschen,

wil sie daz er ir werde holt

;

die brunzen in die aschen,
und t'dufen in dem brunnen, die ler ich brant betrechen,

nnd legeii an die siinnen, die ler ich morchen brechen,

und widersins umb die kiichen gdn. die ler ich batonien graben,
die xingesprochcn trahen.

So beginn ich sie dan leren die ler nahtes nacket sten,

den ars des nahtes keren die erslingen gen demfiure gen.
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so solfc kain pfennig gaun liin fiir ;

vnd ettlich nixtzend den stramjen (rope)

da ain dieb (thief) an ist erliangen
;

vnd an der liarch-nacht xvirffet man (they throw)

die schfich (their shoes), als ich gehort han, 220

tihcrdaz haubt (head) crscliUiujoi (from beliind),

vnd wa sich der spitz kcrt liyn (where the tips point to),

da sol der mensch beliben (stay).

Ynd vil hitt die tribent (perform)

wuuder mit dem hujf-nagel (horseshoe nail), 225

vnd ettlich steckend nadel (needles)

den lutten jn die niagen (stomachs)
;

vnd siimlich laund nicht jagen (let not hunt)

die hund auf der rechten fert (track).

ettlich send so wol gelert (well taught), 230

das sy an sich mit gewalt (perforce)

nemen ainer katzen gestalt (shape).

so findt man den zaubrinin vurain (unclean),

die den liitten den wein

trinkend auss den hdern verstolen, 235

die selben haisset man vnuerholen.

So send denn ettliche,

wenn sy sechend ain UcJie (see a corpse),

so raunent (whisper) sy dem t often zu

vnd sprechend ' kum vionjen fru (tomorrow morn) 240

vnd sag mir, wie es dir dort gee.*

So faret man vber see

die lewt mit gflttem winde
;

vnd ettlich uement jre kinde

wenn es nit geschlaulfen mag (cannot sleep), 245

vnd treitz herfiir an die hayttren tag,

vnd legtz fiir sich (before her) ain aicldn prandt,

vnd nympt ain scheitt (log) jn sein hand

vnd schlecht (beats) denprandmer denn zwir (twice).

so gett ain androw (other woman) denn py jr 250

vnd spricht ' waz newestu ?
'

' da nae ich hie nu

meins kindes mass-laid vnd nnclit-gcschrey (-crying)

vnd alle main zunge en-zway.'
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So send denn ettlich also getan, 255

wenn sy den or-mntzel lian,

so nemend sy ain kiissy (pillow) in die hand

vnd schlachend^s an den scblauf (temple) zehand

vnd spricht ' flewch, flewch, or-miitzel !

dich jagt ain kiissi-zypfel/ 260

manig zaubrerin die sein^

die nement ain liacken (hatchet) vnd scJdachen wein

auss ainer dur aichin saul (oaken post)
;

vnd ettlich machen mit dem kmil (ball)

vaden (of thread) mangerlay traufFerey (trickling) ; 265

so nempt manger gersten-prii (barley-pap)

vur dryaffelj hor ich sagen.

Mangew wil den dieh lahen (thief revive)

der an dem galgen erhangen ist

;

auch habent vil liitt den list (art) 270

das sy niitzen daz totten-tucli (shroud)

;

vnd ettlich stelen aus der pruch

dem man sein geschirr gar
;

so farent ettlich mit dev far ( = naht-fare)

mijf helhern (calves) vnd auch ^ec^*en (bocken, goats) 275

durch stain vnd stecke.

H. From Doctor Hartlieh's (physician in ordinary to duke

Albrecht of Bavaria) Book of all forbidden arts, unbelief

and sorcery ; written in 1455 for Johans, markgraf of Bran-

denburg. (Cod. Pal. 478. Another MS. at Wolfenbiittel is

mentioned in Uffenbach^s Reisen 1, 310).^

Chap. 31-2. Of journeying through the air. In the vile art

of Nigramancia is another folly that men commit with their

magic steeds, which come into an old Jioiise, and if a man will, he

sits thereon, and rides in a short time a great many mile. When
he gets o£F, he keeps ihe bridle only, and when he would mount
again, he jingles the bridle, and the horse comes back. The steed

is in truth the very Devil. Such sorcery requires bat^s blood,

wherein the man shall sign himself away to the Devil with

[' Additions in Mone's Anz. 7, 315.—EHM.]
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unkuown words, as ' debra ebra.' This kind is common with

certain princes : Your Grace shall guard you thereagainst.

To such journeys men and women, the viilntUhm by name, use

also an ointment that they call vngeittnm pJiarelis. This they

make out of seven herbs, plucking every herb on a day proper to

tlie same, as on Suntag they pluck and dig solsequium, on Mentag

lunaria, on Erctag verbena, on Mittwoche raercurialis, on Pliinz-

tag barba Jovis, on Freitag capilli Veneris ; thereof make they

ointment, mixing some blood of birds and fat of beasts, which I

write not all, that none be offended thereat. Then, when they

will, they besmear bench or jwst, rake or fire-fork, and speed

away.

Ch. 34. To make hdil and sudden shower is one of these arts,

for he that will meddle therewith must not only give himself

to the devil, but deny God, holy baptism and all christian grace.

This art none practise now save old wices that be forsaken of

God. Hear and mark, august Prince, a great matter that befell

me myself in the year of Christ's birth 1446. There were some
women burnt at Ilaidelberg for sorcery, but their true instructress

had escaped. The next year came I as envoy from Miiiichen to

His S.H. the Palatine duke Ludwig, whom God save, for if any
prince shall be upheld by his faithfulness, then is he evermore

with God. In the same days came tiding.s, that the instructress

was now taken. I prayed the Prince to let me have speech of

her, and he was willing. He had the woman and the chief in-

quisitor brought to a little town named Gotscham, into the house

of his high steward, Petter von Talhaytn. I obtained of the

Prince the favour, if the woman taught me to make shower and
hail, that he would let her live, but she should forswear his land.

I went alone into a chamber to the woman and the inquisitor, and
craved to know of her lore. She said she could not learn me this

thing but—if I would do all that she learned me. I asked what
that was, and so it did not anger God nor go against christian

fiiith, I would do it. She lay with one leg ironed, and spake these

words :
' My son, thou must deny God, baptism and all the

sacraments wherewith thou art anointed and sealed. After that

thou must deny all the saints of God, and first Mary his mother,

then must thou give thee up body and soul to the three devils that

I name to thee, and they will grant thee a time to live, and
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promise to perform thy will until the time be ended.' I said

to the woman :
' What shall I do more ? ' She said :

' Nothing
more; when thou desirest the thing, go to a private chamber,
call to the spirits, and offer them that. They will come, and in

an hour make luiil for thee where thou wilt.' I told her, I would

do none of these things, for that I had said before, if she could

impart to me this art, so that I neither offended God nor harmed
religion, I would set her free. She answered that she knew no

other way. And she was delivered up again to Hans von Tailhaim,

who had her burnt, for he had taken her.

Ch. 50. There is another 'unbelief (w?i-gelaube = heresy ?),

if one have lost anything, there be those that beswear a loaf,

and stick therein three knives to make three crosses and a spiiuUe

and an enspin ^ thereon, and two persons hold it on the unnamed
iinijer, and he beswears by the holy zwulf-hoten [12 messengers,

apostles? see F, 1. 39.J

Ch. 51. Others bless a cheese, and think he that is guilty of

the theft cannot eat of the cheese. Although some soap be given

for clieese, yet it is a sin.

Ch, 55-6-7. When a master of this art (Ydromancia) will search

out a theft, dig up treasure, or know of any secret thing, he goes

on a Sunday before sunrise to three flowing springs, and draws a

little out of each in a clean polished glass, brings it home into a

fair chamber, and there hums tapers before it, doing honour to the

water as unto God himself. Then he taketh a pure child, sets the

same in a fair seat before the water : and standincj behind him,

speaketh certain strange words in his ear. After that he readeth

strange words, and bids the pure child repeat them after him.

What the words mean, can no master expound more than that a

person thereby puts away God and gives himself to the foul fiend.

So the master having the lad before him, bids him say what he

sees, asking after the theft or treasure or what else he will. The
child's simplicity makes him say he sees this or that, wherein the

foul fiend takes part, making the false appear in the place of the

true.

Ch. 58. There be divers ways of draioimj the water; for some
fetch it from running waters, putting the same in a glass ;' others

from standing pools, and boil it in honour of the spirits whom
[' Schmeller 3, 570.—EHM.]
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they suppose to have power over tlie waters, the lord and prince

of them all beingr SaJatliiel, as the masters declare.

Ch. 60. Some women sprinkle their herbs and plants with

hnJlowed water, supposing that the worms shall not come thereat

;

that is all an 'unbelief.' There be some courtiers, when they get

new spurs, do plunge them with the rowels in a liohi-well, saying

that what they strike therewith shall in no wise swell ; that is all

an ' unbelief.' Some sorcex'esses go to a mill wheel, and catch

the ivater that flies of the wheel in the air; with this water they

ply all manner of sorceries for loving and for enmity. And who

so may not be good man (husband), they help him therewith that

he can be good man ; that is all an ' unbelief.'

Ch. 61. There be bad christians that carry on sorcery with

(livers waters, as that of the blest and hallowed /o?i^, wherein lies

every chinstian's health and wealth, therewith they juggle and do

much that is not meet to be written
;
yea, an old wife that hath

gotten font-water, she thinks to have borne off the prize,

Ch. 63. Another trick with water. Two persons take two

things, as little sticks or straws, rings or small coins, and name one

after one person and the other after the other, and if the two

things ru7i together on the ivater in a basin, then shall those two

come together ; but if one flee from the other, they come not to-

gether, and whose thing fleeth first, his shall the blame be. And
the masters of this * unbelief also prove thereby, whether of two

wedded folk shall soonest die for they think that whichever

sinketh soonest shall die first.

Ch. 67-8. Now will I write of the fourth art that is forbidden :

it is called Aremancia, and has to do with air and whatsoever

flies or lives therein. The art is very strong among the heathen,

whose 'unbelief therein is so great, that they honour the first

thing that appeareth to them in a day, and worshij) it that day

for their god. And evil christians do much ' unbelief therewith,

for they say, if a liare do meet them, it is a misfortune, and if a

wolf meet them, it is a great luck. Of 'unbeliefs' there be many

in divers beasts. Some say that if birds fly to one's right hand, it

signifies great gain and luck, and if thoy flij to the left (glinggen)

side, it signifies uuluck and loss. All that is an ' unbelief.'

There be those that have great faith in an eagle (aren), and think

whensoever he fly pocket-side, it promiseth great luck or gnin.
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And so great is the faith of some, that they sJn'ft their pocket to

the other side ; if then the eayle also turn him round, as may often

hap, then have they the fullest faith, and think it cannot fail

. . . . Without doubt the Devil is the right inventor and

inspirer of the art ; he it is that changeth himself into the said

hirds that he may deceive men.

Ch. 69. There be also princes, poor and rich, that hold their

hunting on certain days, and when this or that wind doth blow ;

that is all ' unbelief.'' . . . Some men do wear liigh feathers in

their hats, that they may know lohence cometh the loind, supposing

that in sundry matters they have luck against the wind, and in

others with the wind : that is all an ' unbelief ' and sorcery.

Ch. 73. There is one more 'unbelief^ in this art, that is,

when a man sneezetli, whereby the brain doth naturally clear it-

self, they hold it to be a great sign of luck or unluck, and draw

forecasts therefrom, such as, if the sneezes be ilcree, there ave four

thieves around the house. If they be two, the man shall rise, and

lie down another way to sleep ; but if thirteen, then is it exceed-

ing good, and what appeareth to him that night shall in very

deed come to pass. Also in the morning, when a man goetli

from his bed, the sneezes shall mean other things again ; the

things are many, and it is all a downright ' unbelief.'

Ch. 74. Again, some natural philosophers do say that this

sneezing cometh very nigh the stroke (apoplexy) . For should the

crude humours remain obstructed in the brain, and not come out,

the stroke would strike the man riyht soon : therefore do some

masters call it the minor applexia, i.e. the lesser stroke. For,

when a man sneezeth, he is of many of his limbs in nowise master,

but of God's grace it lasteth not long, the better for him.

Ch. 77. There are also people, and verily great princes, that

do utterly believe and suppose, when great uproars come, that

then great treasons are afoot : that is a great delusion.

Ch, 79. We find some sorceresses that make an image or

atzman of wax and other things. This they make at certain

hours, and utter certain known and unknown names, and Jiang

it up in the air, and as the wind stirs it, they think the man in

whose name it is made shall have no rest. All this is a great

' unbelief ' and sorcery. Some do the same with an aspen-leaf,

writing their sorcery thereon, and think thereby to breed love
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between people. Of such af::)nainicii I have read much in the

Art Mao-ica, where the constellations are brout;ht in, and also

some strange words, and very many foreign things besides. All

this is downright sorcery and a wicked ' unbelief.' And I have

heard say much, how that ivomeit make such atzmans, and roatst

them by afire, thereby to chastise (kestigen) their husbands.

Ch. 80. There be women and men, which dare to make^7'e.s-,

and in the fire to see things past and to come. The masters and

mistresses of this devilish art have particular days, whereon they

have wood prepared for them, and when about to practise their

art, they go to Vi private iilace, bringing with them the poor silly

folk unto whom they shall prophesy. They command them to

hieel down, and after worshipping the angel of the fire, to offer

sacrifice unto him. With the sacrifice they kindle the wood,

and the master looks narrowly into the fii-e, marking well what

shall appear to him therein.

Ch. S'Z. The art of PyPOmancia^ is practised in many divers

ways and forms. Some masters of the art take a -jjure clilld and

set him in their lap, then lift his hand up and let him look into

his nail, and beswear the child and the nail with a great adjuration,

and then speak in the child's ear three unknown words, whereof

one is Oriel, the others I withhold for fear of offending. After

that they ask the child whatsoever they will, thinking he shall

see it in the nail. All this is a right ' unbelief,' and thou chris-

ten-man shalt beware thereof.

Ch. 84. Another deceitful trick in the art is, that the masters

take oil and soot from a pan, and anoint also a pure cliihl, be it

ijirl or hoy, namely his hand, doing much the same, and raise

the hand acjainst the sun if the sun be shining, else they have

tapers which they raise against the hand, and letting the child

look therein, ask him of what they will; their belief is, that

what the child tells them must be true; they know not, ahis,

how the devil mixeth himself therein, making far more of wrong

to appear than that of right.

Ch. 88. The masters and their like do also practise the art in

a common looking-glass, letting children look thereinto, whom
in like manner they strongly beswear and whisper hidden words

unto, and think to search out many things therein. That is all

[' Fiur-seheu, Altd. bl. 1, 305.—EHM.]

VOr, ]V. K K
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an * unbelief \T.nd the devil's jugglery and trickery. Beware,

christian, I warn thee right faithfully. The same thing they do

in a heautlfuL bright polislied sivord, the masters thinking that

some one may haply ask about wars and such deadly matters

;

then, if the sword be one that hath killed many men, the spirits

shall come all the sooner and. quicker. If one will ask of pleasure

and peace, find out arts or dig up treasure, then shall the sivord

be clean and maiden (iinvermailigt, unwedded, i.e. unfleshed). 1

know a gi-eat prince : whoso bringeth him an old worn-out sword

(haher swert), hath done him much honour.

Ch. 90-1. In Pyromancia are many more 'unbeliefs,' esp.

one that is thought to be infallible, and is the vilest and worst,

for the more firmly men believe in such sorcery, the more is

it sin. The thing to be done is, that boys shall see in a crystal

things to come and all things. It is done by false castaway

christians, to whom dearer is the devil's delusion than the truth

of God. Some have an exceeding clear and fair-polislied crystal

or parille [beryl ? pearl ?] , they have it consecrated and keep it

very clean, and gather for it frankincense, myrrh and the like;

and when they will exercise their art, they wait for a very

fine day, or have a cleajt chamber and many consecrated candles

therein. The masters then go to bathe, taking the pure child

with them, and clothe themselves in pjtre ivhite raiment, and sit

down, and say their magic prayers, and burn their magic offer-

ings, and then let the boy look into the stone, and whisper in his

ear hidden words, which they say are mighty holy, in truth the

woi-ds are devilish. After that they ask the boy whether he

sees aught of an angel. If the boy answer yea, they ask what

colour he is of ? and if he say red, the masters declare that the

angel is angry, and again they pray, and sacrifice to the devil

again, and thereat is he well pleased. Then if the boy say the

angel is black, the master saith the angel is exceeding wroth, we
must pray yet again, and bur7i more lights ; and they pray once

more, and sacrifice with incense and other things .... And
when the devil thinks he hath had service enough, he makes

appear the a)igel in white. Then is the master glad, and asks the

boy, what hath the angel in his liand> ? and ceaseth not to ask till

he says ' I see a writing in the angel's hand.' Then he asketh

on, until he see letters : these letters the master collects, and
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thereof inakoth words, until ho has that which ho desired to

know.

Ch. 94. It hath chanced doubtless, that certain priests were

so captivated by these visiones, that they took tlio ncicred patenas,

whereon at Mass the elements are changed into God, and have

made the children look into thoni, believing that holy angels alone

could appear therein, and no devils. These have mightily mis-

took, etc.

Ch. 96. Another trick of sorcery that is set down to Pyro-

mancia. . . . The masters take and melt Irad or fin, then

pour it into a icatcr, and soon take it out again, and beswear the

colour and little pits of the lead or tin, and declare things past or

future thereby, which is all an ' unbelief

Ch. 102. Know besides, that men do also look at fingers,

whether the little finger reach beyond the last joint of the ring-

finger. They say that is a sign of great luck, and the farther it

reaches, the greater the luck; but if the little fiiujer be even with

the said joint, the man shall be unfortunate. Heed it not, good

christian, it is a trifle.

Ch. 103. There is a folk strolleth about much in the world,

named Zijgainer (gipsies) : this people, both man and wife, young

and old, do greatly practise the art, and mislead many of the

simple, etc.

Ch. 106-7-8. Of a fortune-teller whom Dr Hartlieb know, aud

who gave out that the art had been in her family for ages, and at

her death the grace would descend to her eldest (daughter). The

woman is well looked upon, and bidden to people's houses. I

asked her to impart her cunning unto me. She was willing,

bade me wash my hands, and dried them with her own, and bent

her face very close to my hands, and told mo things that

cannot possibly happen to mo.

Ch. 115-0. Spatulamancia is of the seven forbidden arts one,

and is done by a cunning outlandish artifice. When I consider

all the arts, I find no other ' unbelief that hath so little ground,

indeed I think it to be a mockery. . . . The masters of this

art take a shoulder of a dead ox or horse, cow or ass ; they have

said when I asked them, that next to a man's shoulder, which is

best, any great animal's shoulder is good. They wash well the

shoulder with wine, and thereaft-er with holy water ; they tie it
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up in a clean cloth, aud when tbey will practise the art, tliey untie

it, and carry it to a place outside of roof, then gaze into tlie

sJioulder, and think it changes after every question. They have

neither lights nor sacrifice, yet it is a great 'unbelief^ to wash

the shoulder with holy water, and to think the shoulder changes

for their questions. Their faith is so great that they ask for no

reasons of the art: they speak out of their own head whatsoever

comes into it, to solve and settle the questions. . . . They

think they can search out all things.

Ch. 120. The masters of this art have also lavg [MHG. louc,

flame ? or lauge, lye ?] aud observe what colours the shoulder has

at the ends, in the middle and in all the parts ; and according to

these the devil suggests to them what to believe and say.

Ch. 121. First I will write of the goose-hone (genns-pain).

On St Martin's day or night, when they have eaten the goose,

the eldest and the wise do keep the hreast-hone, and let it dry till

the morning, and then examine it in every particular, before and

behind and in the middle. Thereby they judge of the ivinter, if

it shall be cold, warm, wet or dry, and are so firm in their" faith,

that they wager their goods and chattels thereon. And thereon

have they an especial ' loss ' (lot-drawing) that shall not and

cannot fail, to tell whether the snow shall be mnch or little ; all

this knoweth the goose-hone. Aforetime the old 'peasants in desert

places dealt in this matter, now is the ' unbelief ' grown iu kings,

princes, and all the nobility, who believe in such things.

Pag. 7&\ 11^. Moreover I will write thee a thing that lately

a great victorious captain told me, in whom prince and peasant

put great confidence, one for his deeds, another for his wisdom, a

third for his faith that he had kept alway in every need to his

own prince. This good man on St Nicolas day in this year

1455 said to me, ' Dear master, how shall the winter be this year,

as ye star-gazers opine ? ' I was quick and quick (hasty ?) as I

still am, and spake, ' Lord Saturn goes this month into a fiery

sign, likewise other stars are so disposed, that in 3 years no

harder winter shall have been.'' This dauntless man, this

christian captain drew forth of his doublet that heretical ' un-

belief,' the goose-hone, and showed me that after Candlemas an

exceeding great frost should be, and could not fail. What I had

said he said yet more, and told me that the Teutonic Knights in
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Prussia had waged all their ^oars hi/ the gonse-honf, :uul as the

goose-hu)ie showed so did they order their two campaigns, one

in summer and one in winter. And furthermore he spake these

words, 'While the Teutonic Order ohri/ed tJie hone, so long had

they great worship and honour, but since they have left it off,

Lord knows how it stands with them.' I said, 'Had the T. O.

no other art, help or stay than the goose-hone, then should their

confidence be small.' With that I parted from my rich host.

Pag. 76*. This know the physicians well, and say that the

disease named bolismus (/SouXtyLio?) or apetitus caninus can

by no eating or drinking be stilled, but by medicine alone
;

ibr all food passeth undigested through the body, whereby the

flesh falls away, but the bones remain great as ever; and this

makes the child so unshapely, that men call it a cJiangellng

(wiichsel-kind).^

I. EXTRACTS FROM MODERN COLLECTIONS.

a. From the Chemnitzer Rocken-philosophie.

1. "Whoever goes into a childbed chamber, carryiug a basket, must

break a chip off the basket, and put it in the cradle ; otherwise he will take

the child's or mother's rest (sleep) away.

2. When a mother wants to know if her child is becried (bewitched),

let lier lick its forehead: if beciied, it will taste salt; then fumigate with

sweepings from the four corners of the room with shavings od' the four

colliers of the table with nine sorts of ivood.

3. Who jmlls out an article from the wash upside downov leftwards, will

not be becried.

4. Boil frauen-fiachs, szysche or ruf-kratd, bathe the sick man in the

water, and leave the bath under his bed : if he is becried, it will shrink

;

if not, not.

5. If you are taking much money, put some chalk to it, then bad folk

cannot get any of it back.

6. Wash your money in clean water, and put salt and bread to it, then

the dragon and had folk cannot get it

7. Women boiUng yarn should tell lies over it, or it won't turn white.

8. To walk over stvecpings is unlucky.

9. If you call a young child little crab, it will be stunted, for crabs crawl

backwards.

10. If you set out on a journey, and a hare runs across your path, it

bodes no good.

' At the end of pag. 78b stands the name of the copyist :
' Clara Hiitzlerin.'

In the same handwriting is Cod. Pal. <)77.
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11. In drinking out of a jug, do not span the lid with your hand, or the

next drinker will have tension of the heart.

12. Do not buy your children rattles, nor allow any to be given, else

they are slow in learning to talk.

13. For tongue-tied childi-en it is good to eat heggar's hread.

14. If in leaving home you have forgotten something, donH go lack

for it, but have it fetched by another ; else everything is thrown back

(goes wrong).

15. If a stranger comes into the room, he shall sit doivn, so as not to

take the children's rest away with him (see 1).

16. When you cover a table, put some hread on at once, or a corner of

the cloth will trip some one up.

17. Men shall not stay in the house while the women are stuffingfeathers

into the beds, else the feathers will prick through the bed-tick.

18. Set the hen on to hatch while people are coming out of church, and

you'll have plenty of chicks crawl out.

19. If you want large-headed chickens, wear a fine large straw-hat

while you set the brood-hen on.

20. The straw for a nest should be taken out of a marriage-bed, from

the man's side if you want cocks, from the woman's if hens.

21. After washing in the morning, don't flirt the ivater from your hands,

or you'll waste your victuals that day.

22. Never rock an empty cradle : it rocks the baby's rest away.

23. The first time a baby's nails want paring, let the mother bite them

off, else they learn to pilfer,

24. When about to stand godfather or godmother, borrow something to

wear, and your godchild will always have credit.

25. If you call children alt-mdnnichen, alt-weibichen, they'll be stunted,

and have wrinkles on the forehead.

26. If you want children to live long, call the boys Adam, and the girls

Eve.

27. If a child is to live 100 years, the god-parents must be fetched from

three parishes.

28. If you take a child into the cellar under a year old, it will grow up

timid.

29. If you let it look into the looking-glass under a year old, it will grow

up vain.

30. Children that cry at the christening don't grow old.

31. If the first children take their parents'" names, ihey di& before the

parents.

32. If a dog looks into the oven when you are baking, the loaves will be

loose {? erloset), or the crust leave the crumb.

33. If there is dough in the trough, don't sweep the room till it is

carried out, or you'll sweep a loaf away.

34. The vinegar spoils if you set the cruet on the table.

35. If a woman within six weeks after confinement walks a field or bed,

nothing grows on it for some years, or everything spoils.

36. If a woman dies in the six weeks, lay a mangle-roller or a book in
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the l)Oii, and .s7(a/i-e up and make fhe bed every day till the six weeks are

up, or she cannot rest in the f^ronnd.

37. Do not blow the baby's first pap, and it will not afterwards scald its

month with hot things.

38. Would yon wealthy be, cnt the loaf quite evenly.

39. Eat not while the death-bell tolls, or your teeth will aclie.

40. If red shoes are put on a child nnder a year old, it can never see

blood.

41. Tf a woman with child stands and eats before the bread cupboard,

the child will have the wa>>tlng-xoorni (mit-esser, fellow-eater) ; see 817.

42. To tnend clothes on the body is not good.

43. If you sew or mend anything on Ascension-day, the lightning will

come after him that wears it.

44. Eating cracknels on Manndij Thursday keeps fever away.

45. If you stride over a child, it will stop growing.

'

46. Who works in wood will not be wealthy.

47. Never shew a light under the table where peo{)le sit, lest they begin

to quarrel.

48. God-parents shall buy the child a spoon, lest it learn to dribble.

49. If a woman who is confined put a blarh stomacher on, the child will

grow up timid.

50. In the si.^ weeks don't take a child inside yoicr cloak, or it will bo

gloomy, and always meet with sorrow.

51. He that lends money at play will lose.

62. He that borrows for play will win.

53. Let a mother who is nursing go silently out of church three Sun-

days, and every time blow into her child's mouth, and its teeth will come

easily.

54. Between 11 and 12 the night before Christmas, the ivater is wine.

Some say, water drawn at 12 on Easter night will turn into wine.

55. When lights are brought in on Christmas-eve, if any one's shadow

has no head, he will die within a year; if half a head, in the second half-

year.

56. In the Twelve nights eat no lentils, peas or beans; if you do, you

get the itch.

57. One who is about to stand sponsor shall not make water after he is

drest for church; else the godchild will do the same in bed.

58. If you go out in the morning, and an old woman meets you, it is

a bad sign (see 380).

59. Don't answer a witch's question, or she may take something from

you.

60. Stone-crop planted on the roof keeps the thunderbolt aloof.

61 Get out of bed backwards, and everything goes contrary that day.

62. If the Jiidel won't let the children sleep, give him something to

play with. When children laugh in their sleep, or open and turn ilieir

' My brother too stept with am h'o over me, saying ' Oho ThomiUn, now wiltow

grow uo more !
' Life of Tiiouias Plater, p. ly.
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eyes, we say ' the Jildel plays wit,h them.' Buy, without beating down
the price asked, a new little pot, pour into it out of the child's bath, and

set it on the oven : in a few days the Jildel will have sucked every drop out.

Sometimes eggshells, out of which the yolk has been blown into the child's

pap and the mother's caudle, are hung on the cradle by a thread, for the

Jildel to play with, instead of with the child.

63. If a loaf is sent away from table uncut, the people are sure to go

away hungry.

64. If you spill salt, don't scrape it up, or you'll have bad luck.

65. If you tread your shoes inwards, you'll be rich ; if outwards, poor.

6Q. If you have the jaundice, get the grease-pot stolen from a carrier's

cart ; look into that, and it will soon pass away.

Ql. If a dog howls the night before Christmas, it will go mad within a

year.

68. Great evil is in store for him who harms a cat, or kills it.

69. If the cats bite each other in a house where a sick man lies, he will

die soon.

70. A woman churrmig butter shall stick a three-crossed knife on the

churn, and the butter will come.

71. Splinters peeling off the boards in the sitting-room are a sign of

stranger guests.

72. When the cat trims herself, it shews a guest is coming.

73. If magpies chatter in the yard or on the house, guests are coming.

74. If a, flea inxm^s on your hand, you'll hear some news.

75. If a child does not thrive, it has the Elterlein : shove it a few times

into the oven, and the E. is sure to go.

76. To kill spiders is unlucky.

77. Let a newborn child be dressed up fine the first three Sundays, and

its clothes will sit well on it some day.

78. If women dance in the sun at Candlemas, their flax will thrive that

year.

79. If a stranger looks in at the room-door on a Monday, without walking

in, it makes the husband beat his wife.

80. If a man buys or gives his betrothed a honh, their love will be over-

turned (ver-blattert, when the leaf turns over, and you lose your place).

81. In making vinegar, you must look sour and be savage, else it won't

turn out good.

82. If your ears ring, you are being slandered.

83. A hen crowing like a cock is a sign of misfortune.

84. He that fasts on Maundy Thursday will catch no fever that year, and

if he does he'll get over it.

85. He that lends the first money he makes at market, gives away his

luck.

86. When at market selling goods, don't let the first customer go, even if

you sell under value.

87. A man shall not give his betrothed either knife or scissors, lest their

love be cut in two.

88. Bathing the children on a Friday robs them of their rest.
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80. If yon lire fetching water in silence, draw ifc down stream.

90. Draw crosse.s on your doors before Wallparijis-nijhl (Mayday eve),

and the witches will not harm.

91. In going to bed, leave nothing hjinij on the table, else the oldest or

youngest in the house can get no sleep.

92. If a woman going to be chnrclied meet a man, she'll have a son next

time; if a woman, a (jirl; if nobody, no more children; if two people, twins.

93. If you sneeze before breakfast, you'll get some present that day.

94. Don't let fire and lujlU be carried out of your house by a stranger, it

is taking the victuals away from the house.

95. A new maidservant shall look into the oven's mouth the first thing,

she'll soon get used to it then (see 501).

9(5. If you are having Jhuc sown, give the sower a fee, or the Hax will

spoil.

97. If a single woman on Christmas-eve pour melted lead into cold water,

it will shape itself like the tools of her future husband's trade.

98. If you have a wooden pipe or tap turned for you out of a birchtree

growing in the middle of an anthill, and draw wine or beer through it,

you'll soon have sold your liquor.

99. He that cuts bread unevenly, has told lies that day.

100. Single ivomcn that want husbands shall, the night before St

Andreiv's day, call upon that saint naked, and they'll see their sweetheart

in their sleep.

101. Wiien a maid wants to know if she shall keep her place, let her on

Christmas-eve turn her back to the door, and Jliug the shoe ott" her foot

over her head : if the tip of the shoe is towards the door, she'll have to go
;

if the heel, she will stay.

102. If a maid wishes to know what sort of hair her lover will liave, let

her grope backwards thi'Oiigh the open door on Christmas-eve, and she'll

grasp the hair in her hand.

103. Whoever finds by chance a hare-laurel (? hasen-lorber) in the wood,

and eats it, will have his share of the Itare wherever he goes.

104. He that looks in t\ie mirror at night, sees the devil there.

105. To find out if she'll get a husband during the year, let the damsel

knock at the hen-house on Christmas-eve or at midnight: if the cock

cackles, she'll get one; if the hen, she won't.

100. If children in the street ride with spears and banners, there will be

a war; if they carry each other on crosses (Banbury chairs) a pestilence.

107. If you are out of money, mind the neio moon does not peep into your

empty purse, or you'll be short of money the whole month.

108. If the stork builds on your roof or chimney, you will live long and

be rich.

109. To know if her lover will be straight or crooked, a girl must go to

a stack of wood on Christmas-eve, and with her buck to it, pull out a log

;

as the log is, so will the lover be (see F, 7).

110. To know what he is called, let her stretch the first piece of yarn she

spins that day outside the liouse-duor, and the first man that passes will be

a namesake of her future husband.
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111. Never set a gridiron or trivet over the f5re without putting some-
thing on it; she that does so will have an apron (puckers) on her face.

112. Let a woman, when going to bed, salute the stars in the sky, and
neither hawk nor vulture will take her chickens.

113. In putting straio into a bed, don't leave the knots in the straivbands,

there's no sleeping on them.

14^!. A woman going to market will get better prices for her wares if

on getting up she put her right shoe on first.

115. He tbat wears a shirt woven of yarn, that a girl under seven has
spun, will find luck in it (see 931).

1L6. If it rain on Johns-day, nuts will spoil and harlots thrive.

117. Onions, turned in their bed on Johns-day, turn out fine.

118. The maids shall not weed the cabbage-beds on Bartlemy's day

;

Bartlemy is putting [orig. throwing] lieads to the cabbages, and would be

scared away.

119. If you find a four-leaved clover [shamrock], hold it dear; as long as

you have it, you'll be happy (see G, 62).

120. A raven ov crow, that sits cawing on a sick house, betokens the

patient's death.

121. Shepherds must not name the wolf during the Twelves, or he will

worry their sheep.

122. If a child has a date-stone about him, he does not fall, or is not

much hurt.

123. When you go into a new liouse or room, what you dream the first

night comes true.

124. If a woman or maid loses her garter in the street, her husband or

lover is unfaithful to her.

12-5. When a woman is going to bed, she shall move her chairfrom the

flace where she has sat, or the alp will weigh upon her.

126. While afire hums on the hearth, lightning will not strike the house.

127. A calf born on St. Veltens (Valentine's) day is of no use for

breeding.

128. If a wolf, stag, hoar or hear meets you on a journey, it is a good
sign.

129. He that finds a horse-shoe, or a piece of one, has luck (see 220).

130. The flax or tow that a maid leaves unspun on the distaff of a Satur-

day, does not make good yarn, and will not bleach.

131. Let the father put a sword in the baby's hand directly it is chris-

tened, and it will be bold and brave.

132. When a boy is born, let his feet fush against his father s breast, and
he will not come to a bad end. r

133. As soon as a girl is born, seat her on her mother's breast, and say

'God make thee a good woman'; and she will never slip or come to

shame.

134. If a spider crawl on your coat in the morning, you'll be happy that

day.

135. If a man on a journey meets a woman who is spinning, it is a bad
sign ; let hiui turn back, and take another road.
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136. If tlie clock strikes while bolls are ringing, it betokens fire.

137. Duii't lay a iiew-borii child on its left side first, or it will always be

awkward.

138. On Walpurgis-eve let hira that has conifiolds fire his gun over them,

and the witches cannot hurt the corn.

139. A blue corujloiuer pulled vip by the roots on Cor{)us Christi day

stops nose-bleeding, if held in the hand till it gets warm.

140. Root out the reeds in a pond or the thorns in a field on Abdon-day

(July 30), and they will not grow again.

Ul. If a woman's neck or throat itcli.es, she will soon go to a christening

or wedding; if her head itches, it means blows.

Ii2. Bright Christmas, dark barns ; dark Christmas, light barns.

143. Whoever hurts or even sees an earth-hiinchen or a house-adder, is

sure to die that year.

144. Smear the point of your sword with car-wax, it will melt your

enemy's courage.

145. When two nursing motliers drink at the same time, one drinks the

other's milk away. And when two people begin drinking at the same

moment, one drinks tlie other's colour away.

146. If you eat bread that another has bitten, you'll become his enemy.

147. If a woman lets another person wipe hands on her apron, that per-

son will hate her.

148. Swallows building on a house bring poverty, sparrows riches.

149. A hoop coming off a cask on Christmas-eve shews that some one in

the house will die that year.

150. If the light on the altar goes out of itself, it shews the priest is

going to die.

151. A woman gets rid of earache by wrapping a man's breeches round

her head.

152. When the maids are making tinder, they must tear pieces out of

men's shirts ; tinder made of women's shifts does not catch.

153. Tying wet stratvbands round the orchard-trees on Christmas-eve

makes them fruitful.

154. Fruit-trees dipt at Shrovetide are proof against worm and cater-

pillar.

155. To keep a cat or dog from running away, chase it three times round

the hearth, and rub it against the chimney-shaft.

166. If a man sees a ivolf before the wolf sees him, he need fear no

harm; but if the tvolf savi him first, he is in danger : some say he will be

dumb, or hoarse.

157. Johns blood (plantain), culled at noon on John's day, is good for

many things.

158. If a magpie sits chattering on the infirmary, before noon, and

looking our way, the meaning is good : if after noon, and seeu/zuw behind,

it is bad.

159. The holding of dogs bodes misfortune.

160. A swarm of bees hanging on to a house signifies fire.

161. The lark smgs as long before Candlemas as she is silent alter.
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162. If a lachelor and spinster stand sponsors to a child, the priest

shall plant himself between the two, or they will always be ftiUing out.

163. A man shall not marry his gossip (fellow-sponsor), for, every time
they come together as man and wife, it thunders.

IG-l. Let liiin who gets the first can of beer out of a cask run away fast,

and the rest of that beer will soon go off.

165. Don't let a hahy tread barefoot on a table : it will get soi-e feet.

166. After putting the candle out, don't leave it upside down in the

candlestick; else nobody can wake if thieves should come.

167. A boy born in the Venus-morningstar gets a wife much younger
than himself; in the Venus-eveningstar one much older. And the contrary

with girls.

168. On rising from a meal, don't leave any of your bread behind; if

any one takes it and throws it over the gallows, you won't escape hang-
ing.

169. An elder planted before the stable door guards the cattle from
sorcery.

170. He that has about him ?i, string with which a riipture was bound np,

can lift the heaviest load without danger.

171. A piece of wood off a coffin that has been dug up, if concealed

among your cabbages, keeps away the caterpillars.

172. Eat no soup at Shrovetide, or you'll have a dripping nose.

173. On Nicasius-eve write the saint's name on the door in chalk, and
you rid the house of rat and mouse.

174. If the carter plaits a snake's or adder's tongue into his whip, his

horses can pull the biggest loads out of the ditch, and will not over-drink

themselves.

175. Make nests for the hens on Peter's-dag, and many's the egg they

will lay.

176. A woman with child, who stands godmother, shall not lift the babe

out of the font herself; else one child dies, the christened one or hers.

177. If the first person you meet in the morning be a virgin or ei priest,

'cis a sign of bad luck ; if a harlot, of good.

178. If a weaned child is put to the breast again, it grows up a blas-

phemer.

179. If a woman ivith child pass under a waggon-2)ole, she'll go over her

time.

180. The seventh son is a lucky man, for healing, planting, or doing any-

thing.

181. Malefactors on the rack pin a paper to their back with Psalms
10th and 15th written on it : they can stand the torture then without

confessing.

182. If you have bread and salt about you, you are safe from sorcery.

183. For a fever: Take three bits of stolen bread, spit in two nutshells,

and write this note: 'Cow, will you go to your stall, Fever (frorer, ague),

go you to the wall.'

184. If a mouse has gnawed at your dress, it means mischief.

185. If the women or maids are washing sacks, it will soon rain.
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18G. To sneeze wliile putting your shoes on, is a sij^n of b^ul luck.

187. To put a clean sliirt on of a Friday is good for blie gripes.

188. Eating stolen cheese or bread gives you tlie liiccongh.

189. If you dig deuH's bit the midnight before St Jehu's, the roots are

still unbitten, and good for driving tlie devil away.

190. John's wort drives witches away and tlie devil; that's why he out

of spite pricks holes in all the leaves with his needle.

191. When a person dies, set the windows open, and the soul can

get out.

192. For a child to grow up good, its godmother or the woman that

carries it home from church must immediately lay it under the table, and

the father take it up and give it to the mother.

193. A year without skafinj is bad for the barley.

194. If they are building a weir across the river, it will not rain in that

country till they have done.

195. Put a goose through your legs three times, give her three mouthfuls

of chewed bread with the words ' Go in God's name,' and she'll always

come home.

196. He that has fits of cold fever shall crawl to a running stream, strew

a handful of salt down-stream, and say :
' In God his name I sow for seed

this grain. When the seed coraos up may I see my cold friend again.'

197. The first time you hear the cuckoo in spring, ask him :
' Cuckoo,

baker's-man, true answer give, How many years have I to live.' ' And as

many times as he sings, so many years more will you live.

193. If an unmarried maiden eat the brown that sticks inside tlie

porridge-pot, it will rain at her wedding ; and if it rains, the new couple

get rich (see 498).

199. To sell your cattle well at market, smoke them with the black ball

dug out of the middle of an ant-hill.

200. Never hand things over a cradle with the child in it ; nor leave it

open.

201. A thief's thumb on your person, or among your wares, makes them

go fast.

202. If you throw a bunch of inherited keys at a door when some one is

listening outside, the eavesdropper is deaf for the rest of his life.

203. Eat milk on Shrove Tuesday, and you'll not be sunburnt in the

summer.
204. If a bride wishes to rule her liusl)and, let her on the wedding-day

dress in a bakiiiy trough, and knock at the church door.

205. To toean a child, let the mother set it down on the floor, and knock

it over with her foot; it will forget her the sooner.

206. If a dog runs between a woman's legs, her husband is going to beat

her.

207. Put money in the mouth of the dead, and they will tiot come back

if they have hidden a treasure.

208. Toothpicks made of wood that lightning has struck, send the tooth-

ache away.

209. A knife shall not lie on its back, for fear of its hurting the angels.
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210. If two clochs in the town happen to strike together, a married
coiif)le will die.

211. A boil will safely heal if squeezed with a three- crossed knife.

212. Let the bride arrive at the bridegroom's house in the darh, then

they'll have every corner full.

213. If a doff runs through between two friends, they will break off their

friendship.

214. He that would dig up a treasure, must not speak a word.

215. To draw storks to your house, make them a nest on the chimney
taitJb your left hand.

216. If you have a swollen neck, go in silence to the mill, steal the tie

from one of the sacks, and tie it about your neck.

217. When you see the first swallow in spring, halt immediately, and dig

the ground under your left foot with a knife; j'ou will there find a coal that

is good for a year against the ague (see G, 98).

218. In digging for treasure, have bread about you, and the spectres

can't disturb you.

219. Godfather's 'money (gift) makes rich and lucky.

220. Wlien you have been robbed, drive an accidentally-found horseshoe

nail (see 129) into the place where the fire always is, and you'll have your
own again.

221. Bastard children are luckier than lawful ones.

222. At a christening get a mite of bread consecrated, and the child's

parents will never want for bread.

223. He that counts his money at new vioon is never short of it.

224 Drop a cross-fenny on a treasure, and it can't move away.

225. Eat lentils at Shrovetide, and money will pour (quellen, swell?).

226. He of whom a boy (or girl) makes his (or her) first 'purchase at

market, will have good luck in selling that day.

227. Let a merchant throw the first 'money he takes on the ground, and
plant his feet upon it; his business will go the better.

228. For the cuckoo to sing after St John's is not good, it betokens

dearth.

229. When the bride is fetched home, she shall make no circuit, but go
the commonroad; otherwise she has ill luck.

230. If a man passing under a henroost is bedropped by the lion, it bodes

misfortune, if by the cock, good luck (see 105).

231. A new garment should not be put on e'mpty, something should be

dropt into the pocket first for luck.

232. In choosing sponsors, ask an unmarried ivoman, else the child will

be unlucky in marriage, and also have no children.

223. He that ia lucky when young will beg his bread when old; and
vice versa.

234. He that carries wormwood about him cannot be becried (bewitched).

235. If you find a needle, and the i:ioint is towards you, you'll be un-

lucky; if the head, lucky.

236. Put nothing in your mouth of a morning, till you've had a bite

of bread.
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237. If the first /ro;7 you see in spring leaps in water and not on land,

you may expect misfortune all that year.

238. Move into a new dwelling with a waxing muon or a,tfii.Jl rannn ; and

carry bread and salt into it, then everybody in it will be full and want

for nothing.

239. If you hear horses neigh, listen attentively, they announce good

luck.

2-iO. If a woman in the six weeks spin wool, hemp or fla.x, the child will

be hanged some day.

241. Women shall not brush or plait themselves on a Friday, it breeds

vermin.

242. If you find money before breakfast, and there is no ivood under it,

it is unlucky.

243. He that was born on a Sunday is luckier than other men.

244. If after sunrise on Shrove Tuesday you thrash in silence, you drive

the moles away.

245. Stand with your face to the loaning moon, and say :
' Like the

moon from day to day, Let my sorrows wear away ' (see 492).

246. Don't leave the oven-fork in the oven ; if you do, the witches can

take a dollar a day from the house.

247. Nothing out of the way shall be built, planted or planned in a Leap-

year : it does not prosper.

248. If in going out your clothes get caught in the door or on the latch,

stay a while where you are, or you'll meet with a mishap.

249. Pare your nails on a Friday, and you have luck (see 340).

250. If you lay a hroom in a witch's way, so that she must step over it,

she turns faint, and can plot no mischief.

251. He that has about him an owl's heart, or the stone out of a hat's

back, or a hoopoe's head, will have luck in play (see 329).

252. When tlie caitdle at night burns roses (forms a death's head), there's

money or some luck coming next day.

253. Of the first corn brought in at harvest, take a few of the first

sheaves, and lay them cross- wise tu the four corners of the barn ; then the

dragon can't get any of it,

254. If it freezes on the shortest day, corn falls in price ; if it is mild, it

rises.

255. As many grains as the theuerUngs (dear-lings, a kind of mushroom)
have in them, so many groschen will corn be worth from that time.

256. If you search in vain for something that must be there, the devil is

holding his hand or tail over it.

257. On your way to market, see that no one meets you carrying water;

else you'd better turn back, you'll have no luck buying or selling.

258. By the grain of the first sheaf you thrash, you may guess the rise or

fall in the price of corn, thus : fill and em[)ty a measure four times, making

four heaps ; then put the heaps back into the measure, and level oil'. If

grains fall from any heap, or if they seem short, then in the corresponding

quarter of the coming year corn will fall or rise.

259. Lay by some bread from your weilding, and you'll never want it.
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260. He that keeps and carries about him the bit of coat he brought
into tlie world (the glilcTcs-hauhe), will prosper in everything.

261. He that has about him a bitten-off mole's paw, will buy cheap and
sell dear.

262. Deduct nothing from the cost of making a child's first dress ; the

more you take off, the less luck he'll have.

268. If the seed you are going to sow be laid on the tahle, it will not

come up.

264. The first hahing after Newyear's day, make as many little cakes as

there are people in the house, give each a name, and prick a hole in it

with your finger: if any one's hole gets baked up, he will die.

265. When a child is going to church to be christened, lift him out

through, tli,e ivindow : he'll be the stronger, and live the longer.

266. If you are telling something, and you or anybody sneeze, the tale

is true.

267. If two people rock one child, it is robbed of its 7-est.

268. Never burn straw that any one has slept on, else he cannot rest.

269. If you are taken ill at church, you do not easily recover.

270. He that touches tinder with his fingers, cannot make it catch.

271. If you scrape cheese on the tablecloth, people will dislike you.

272. He that eats much mouldy bread, lives to be old.

273. If the man sharpen his knife otherwise than on the whetstone,

there will be strife in the house.

27-1. Who eats no heans on Christmas-eve, becomes an ass,

275. Who eats not of nine herbs on Maundy Thursday, gets the fever.

276. He that sews or patches anything on Ids oivn body, shall always

take something in his mouth, or he becomes forgetful.

277. If a child in its first year smell at anything, it learns not to smell

afterwards.

278. Your blessed bread (Hebe brot) shall not be left lying on its back.

279. To eat up clean what's on the table makes fine weather the next day.

280. Let him that has the hiccough, put a bare knife in a can of beer,

and take a long draught in one breath.

281. If a sick or dying man has hen s feathers under him, he cannot die.

282. To appease the storm-ivind; shake a meed-sack clean, and say

:

' There, wind, take that. To make pap for your brat !

'

283. If after washing you wipie your hands on tJie tableclotJi, you'll get

warts.

284. W'hen the bells ring thick, there is generally some one just going

to die ; if the church-bell rings clear, it means a wedding.

285. When a bride is on her way to church, if it rains, she has been

crying ; if the sun shines, laughing.

286. If some one happens to come where a woman is churning, and

counts the hoops on the churn first up and then down, the butter will not

come.

287. It is not good to look over your fingers or the flat of your hand.

288. If you give a baby part of a red baked apple to eat the first time

instead of pap, it will have red cheeks.
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289. A baby does not thrive if you call it wiirmchen (mite) or jdch'l.

290. If tlio cat looks at you wliile she trims herself, you'll get a dressing

or a wigging.

291. A cook that lets the dinner InrH on to the pot, is betrothed or

promised.

292. A maiden who is fond of cats, will have a sweet-tempered husband.

293. If a woman with child walk over a grave, her child will die.

291. He that has a lawsuit, and sees his opi)one7it in court l/cfore the

opponent sees him, will win his cause.

295. When you are in court, pocket your knife bare, and you'll win your

cause.

296. When any one, old or young, can get no sleep, put a riihe-wisch

(wisp of rest) under his pillow, i.e. straw that breeding women lay under

their backs ; only you must get it away from them without saying a word.

297. U yon pity cattlt that are being killed, they can't die.

298. Never lay bread so that the cut side looks away from the table.

299. If you hear a ghost, don't look round, or you'll have your neck

wrung.

300. Sow no wheat on Maurice's daij, or it will be blighted.

301. It is not good to look over your head.

302. If you lop a tree on John's Beheading day, it is sure to wither.

303. If a maid who is kneading dough clutch at, a lad's face, he'll never

get a beard.

304. If your first godchild be a bastard, you'll be lucky in marriage.

305. When you drink to any one, dont hand him the jug open.

306. Whoever can blow-in a blown-out candle, is a chasto bachelor or

maiden.

307. He that makes a wheel over his gateway, has luck in his house.

808. If a woman in the six weeks fetches spring-water, the spring dries

"P-
, •

309. If you turn a plate over at a meal, the witches can share in it.

310. When a witch is being led to the stake, don't let her touch the

hare ground.

311. He that gets a blister on his tongue, is slandered that moment; let

him spit three times, and wish the slanderer all that's bad.

312. A patient that weeps and sheds tears, will not die that time.

313. When the heimen or crickets sing in a house, things go luckily.

314. He that sleeps long grows white, and the longer the whiter.

315. If on their wedding dag a bride or bridegroom have a hurt on

them, they'll carry it to the grave with them, it will never heal.

316. If the moon looks in at the chamber window, the maid breaks

many pots.

317. If anything gets in your eye, spit thrice over your left arm, and it

will come out.

318. When fngs fall in March, a great flood follows 100 days after.

319. He that walks over nail parings, will dislike the person they be-

longed to.

320. If a woman that stickles a boy, once puts another's child, which

VOL. IV. L L
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is a girl, to her breast, the two children when grown up will come to shame
together.

321. He that walks with only one shoe or stocking on, will have a
cold in his head.

322. When the fire in the oven 2yops, there will be quarrelling in the
house.

323. Just as long as the mea^ on the table keeps on fizzing or simmering,
will the cook be beaten by her husband.

324. He whose women run away, and whose liorses stay, will be rich.

325. When the candle goes out of itself, some one in the house will die.

326. He that smells at the flowers or wreaths at a funeral, will lose his

smell.

327. If you cut off a stalh of rosemary, and put it in a dead man's grave,

the whole plant withers as soon as the branch in the grave rots.

328. When you eat eggs, crush the shells (witches nestle in them), or

some one may get the fever.

329. He that has on him a moleskin purse with a hoopoe's head and
penny piece inside, is never without money (see 251).

330. When the wind blows on a Nerv-year's night, it is a sign of pesti-

lence.

331. If a man eating soup lays his spoon on the table, and it falls with
its inner side up, he has not had enough ; he must go on eating, till the

spoon turns its outer side up.

332. If you cut bread at table, and happen to cut one more slice tliau

there are people, there's a hungry guest on the road.

333. If you wear something sewed with thread spun on Gliristmas eve,

no vermin will stick to you.

331. Never point with your fingers at the moon or stars in the sky, it

hurts the eyes of the angels (see 937).

335. Keep a cross-hill in the house, and the lightning will not strike.

336. In brewing, lay a bunch of great stinging- nettles on the vat, and
the thunder will not spoil the beer.^

337. If a woman with child has gone beyond her time, and lets a Jiorse

eat out of her apron, she has an easy labour.

338. When a wedding pair join hands before the altar, the one whose
hand is coldest will die first.

339. He that sieaZs anything at Chiistmas, New-year, and Twelfthday-

eve, without being caught, can steal safely for a year.

340. To ciU the finger and toe nails on Friday is good for the toothache.

341. At Martinmas you can tell if the winter will be cold or not, by the

goose's breastbone looking white or brown (see H, ch. 121).

342. Let farmers baptize their maids or souse them with water, when
they bring the first grass in the year, and they will not sleep at grass-

cutting.

343. As a rule, when a tempiest blows, some one has hung himself.

1 The thunder-nettle resists thunder, and is therefore put to young beer, to keep
it from turning. On Griin-d mnerstag (Maundy Thursday) young nettles are
boiled and eaten with meat. Dav. Frank's Meckleubg 1, 59.
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31k Hens Viatched out of eggs that were laid on ^raundij Thursday

change their colour every year.

34.rj. When a child is taken out of doors, don't keep the uppor half of

the rfoor closed, or it will stop growing.

346. li feathers picked up on a bourn (between two fields) are put in

a bed, a child can't sleep in it; if it is a marriage-bed, the man and wife

will part.

347. If you sing while you brew, the beer turns out well.

348. Salute the returning stork, and you won't have the toothache.

340. When you go out in the morning, tread the threshold with your

ri(jht foot; and you'll have luck that day.

350. When nfoot-hafli has been used, don't empty it till next day, or

yon spill your luck away with it.

351. If you happen to find the felloe of an old wheel, and throw it into

the barn in the name of the H. Trinity, mice will not hurt your corn.

352. A silver ring made of tejryei pewfti/-jjieces, and worn on the finger,

is sovereign against all diseases.

353. Don't keep putting the bathing towel on and olF the child, or it

will have no abiding place when old.

354. Before a wedding, the bridegroom shall broach the beer-cask, and

put the ta[) in his pocket, lest bad people should do him a mischief.

355. llang your clothes in the suu on Good Friday, and neither moth

nor woodlonse can get in.

356. Suffer thirst on Good Friday, and no drink will hurt you for a

year (see 913).

367. In walking to your wedding, it is not good to look round.

358. On coming home from your wedding, make a black lien run in at

the door (or window) first, and any mischief to be feared will fall on the

hen.

359. In moving to another town or dwelling, if you lose bread on the

way, you forfeit your food ever after.

360. In walking into a room, it is not good to turn round in the doorway.

361. A woman that has a cold in her head, shall smell in her husband's

shoes.

362. After pulling a .splinter out. chew it to pieces, lest it do more harm.

363. If another looks on while you strike a light, the tinder won't catch.

364. Uavjoman ivith c/n7(Z jump over a pipe through which a bell is

being cast, it will lighten her labour.

365. A man can pray his enemy dead by re]>oating Psalm 109 every

night and morning for a year; but if he miss a day he must die himself.

366. If you steal hay the riight before Christmas, and give the cattle

some, they thrive, and you are not caught in any future thefts.

367. Some houses or stables will not endure ivhite cattle : they die off,

or get crushed.

368. If a corpse looks red in the face, one of the friends will soon follow.

369. If after a Christmas dinner you shake out the tablecloth over the

bare ground under the open sky, brosam-kraut (crumb-won) will grow on

the spot.
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370. If you drink in the mines you must not say 'gliick zu,' but ' gliiuk

auf,' lest the building tumble down.

371. In a dangerous place, if you have a donliey with you, the devil

can do you no harm.

372. Put feathers in a bed when the moon's on the ivane, they'll very
soon creep out again.

373. If you twist a ivilloio to tie up wood in a stable where hens, geese
or ducks are sitting, the chickens they hatch will have crooked necks.

374. If you have no money the first time you hear the cuckoo call, you'll

be short of it all that year.

375. A baby left -unchristened long, gets fine large eyes.

376. If a maiden would have lon/j hair, let her lay some of her hair in

the ground along with hop-shoots.

377. It is not good to beat a beast with the rod toith ivhich a child has
been chastised.

378. Every sivalloiv you have slain makes a month of steady rain.

379. A child's first fall does nob hurt it.

380. He that walks between tivo old tvomen in the morning, has no luck
that day (see 58).

381. When swallows build new nests on a house, there will be a death
in it that year.

382. When the cats eat their food up clean, corn will be dear ; if they
leave scraps lying, the price will fall, or remain as it is.

383. To get rid of the rose (St. Anthony's fire), have sparks dropt on it

from flint and steel by one of the same christian-name.

38-i. In cutting grafts, let them not fall on the ground, or the fruits will

fall before their time.

385. A simr made out of a gihhet- chain without using fire, will tame a
hard-mouthed horse or one that has the staggers.

386. Hang in the dove-cot a rope that has strangled a man, and the doves
will stay.

387. He that has all-men s-armour (wild garlic) on him can't be wounded.
388. It is not good to burn hrooyns up.

389. In a lying-in room lay a straw out of the woman's bed at every door,
and neither ghost nor Jildel can get in.

390. A Iride that means to have the mastery, shall dawdle, and let the
bridegroom get to church before lier.

391. Or : after the wedding she shall hide her girdle in the threshold of

the house, so that he shall step over it.

392. She must eat of the caudle, or when she comes to suckle, her
breasts will have no milk.

393. On no account shall married people eat of the house-cock.

394. He that sells beer, shall lay his first earnings under the tap, till the
cask is em]itied.

395. If you burn wheat-straw, the wheat in the field will turn sooty that
year.

396. Of afirsthorn calf let no part be roasted, else the cow dries up.

397. Let no tears drop on the dead, else he cannot rest.
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398. When one is attired by another, she must not thank her, else the

finery will not fit her.

;W\ The fruit-trees must not see a di!<f(tffm the Twelves, or they'll bear

no fruit.

•100. A maid ivho is leavimj must make one more mess of pottage, and

eat it.

401. He that mows grass shall whet his scythe every time he leaves oil",

and not put it away or take it home unwhetted.

402. When girls are going to a dance, they shall put zchrwur:xl-kraut

in their slioes, and say ;
' Herb, I put thee in my shoe, All you young

fellows come round me, do !

'

40:>. When the sun does not shine, all treasures buried in the earth are

open.

404. If your flax does not thrive, steal a little Unseed, and mix it with

yours.

40-5. Put the first yarn a child spins on the millwhecl of a watermill,

and she will become a firstrate spinner.

406. If clothes in the wash be left hanging out till sunset, he that puts

them on will bewitch everybody.

407. He that comes in during a meal shall eat with ijor,, if only a morsel.

408. If a woman wir,h child step over a roi-)c by which a mare has been

tied, she will go two months over her time.

409. 'ihQ first meat you give a child shall be roast lark.

410. If a pure maiden step over a woman in labour, and in doing so drop

her girdle on her, the woman shall have a quick recovery.

411. When the carpenter knocks the first nail in a new house, if /ire

leap out of it, the house will be burnt down (see 500. 707).

412. When the flax-sower comes to the flax-field, let him three times sit

down on the har/fal of seed, and rise again : it will be good.

413. If sparh^ offire spirt out of a candle when lighted, the man they fly

at will get money that day.

414. Beware of washing in water warmed with old wayfjon wheels.

415. If a child is backward in speaking, take two loaves that have stuck

together in baking, and break them loose over his head.

416. Strike no man or beast with a peeled rod, lest they dry up.

417. rick no fruit [bruise no malt ?] in the Twelves, or apj.los and pears

will spoil.

418. Do no thrashing in the Twelves, or all the covmvithin hearing of

the sound will spoil (see 016).

410. A shirt, sewed with thread spun in the Twelves, is good for many

things.

420. He that walks into the winter corn on- Holy Christmas-eve, hears

all that will happen in the village that year.

421. Let not the light go out on Christmas-eve, or one in the house will

die.

422. It is not good when a s/ooZ Vies upside down, v:it\\ its legs in the

air.

423. If a man puts on a woman's cap, the horses will kick him.
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424. In sweeping a room, don't spvlnhle it rvith hot water, or those in

the house will quarrel.

425. As the bride goes to church, tliroio the hoys after her, and she'll be

economical.

426. On her return from church, meet her with cake cut in slices; every

guest take a slice, and push it against the bride's body.

427. When the bridegroom fetches home the bride, let her on the way
throw some flax away, and her flax will thrive.

428. If an infant ride on a blacJi foal it will cut its teeth quickly.

429. Move to a new house at r^eiv moon, and your provisions will in-

crease.

430. If you have sclnvahen (black worms), steal a drag (hemm-schuh) and

put it on the oven, and they'll go away (see 607).

431. Put a stolen sand-clout (-wisch) in the hens' food, and they won't

hide their eggs.

432. At harvest, make the last sheaf up very big, and your next crop

will be so good that evei'y sheaf can be as large.

433. When dogs fight at a wedding, the happy pair will come to blows.

434. Hit a man with the aber-riich oi a distatf, and he'll get an aher-hein.

435. If the latch catch, and not the match, a guest will come next day.

436. After making thread, don't throw the thread-water where people

will pass ; one that walks over it will be subject to giddiness.

437. If you sneeze when you get up in the morning, lie down again for

another three hours, or your wife will be master for a week.

438. When you buy a new Jcnife, give the first morsel you cut with it

to a dog, and you will not lose the knife.

439. If a dying man cannot die, jnish the table out of its j^laee, or turn a

shingle on the roof (see 721).

440. If you sit down on a water-jug, your stepmother will dislike you.

441. If you keep pigeons, do not talk of them at dinner-time, or they'll

escape, and settle somewhere else.

442. He that sets out before the table is cleared, will have a toilsome

journey.

443. When children are ' becried ' and cannot sleep, take some earth off

the common, and strew it over them.

444. To look through a bottomless pot gives one the headache.

445. In the bridechamber let the inschlit-light burn quite clean out.

446. On the three Christmas-eves save up all the cmmbs .- they are

good to give as physic to one who is disajypoiutecl.

447. If you are having a coat made, let no one else try it on, or it won't

fit you.

448. If two eat off" one plate, they will become enemies.

449. Light a match at both ends, you're putting brands in the witches'

hands.

4.50. When fire breaks out in a house, slide the baking oven out ; the

flame will take after it.

451. Let a woman that goes to be churched have neiv shoes on, or her

child will have a bad fall when it lias learnt to run alone.
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452. A spoon-atea\eT keeps his mouth open in dentl).

453. If you happen to spit on yourself, you will hear some news.

454. When cows growl in the nij^ht, the Jiidel is playing with them.

455. If women with child go to the bleachinij, they get white children.

456. A hride at her wedding shall wear an old blue apron underneath.

457. Put your shofs wrong-wise at the head of your bed, and the <dp will

not press you that night.

458. If she that is confined stick needles in the curtains, the babe will

have bad teeth.

459. If a. woman with child tie a cord round her waisf, her child will be

hanged.

460. If she that is confined handle dough, the child's hands will chap.

461. If glasses break at a wedding, the wedded pair will not be rich.

462. The first time cows are driven to pasture in spring, let them bo

milked through aioreath of ground-icg (gunder-man).

463. He that goes to church on Walburgis-day with a wreath of ground-

ivy on his head, can recognise all the witches.

464. Cows that have calved, the peasants in Thuringia lead over three-

fold iron.

465. If a woman with child follow a criminal going to execution, or

merely cross the path he has gone, her child will die the same death.

466. Mix the milk of two men's cows, and the cows of one will dry up.

467. Give no thanks forgiven milk, or the cow dries up.

468. As often as the cock croics on Christmas-eve, the quarter of corn

that year will be as dear.

469. On Ash-Wednesday the devil hunts the little woodwife in the

wood.

470. He that deals in vinegar must lend none, even should the borrower

leave no more than a pin in pledge.

471. For headache, wash in water that rebounds of a mill-wheel (see

766).

472. A cock built into a ivall brings a long spell of good weather.

473. If the Jiidel has burnt a child, smear the oven's mouth with

bacon-rind.

474. If a child has the freisig (lockjaw ?), cover its head with an in-

herited fi.sh-kettle, and force its mouth open with an inherited key.

475. IFrt^er cannot abide a corpse.

476. Throw devil's bit under the table, and the guests will quarrel and

fight.

477. To get a good crop, go out in silence on a certain day, fetch mould

from three inherited fields, and mix it with your seed.

h. From the Erzgebirge about Chemnitz.

(Journal von und fiir Deutschland 1787. 1, 186-7. 261-2).

478. At the first bidding of the baims the betrothed shall not be present.

479. On a barren wife throw a tablecloth that has served at a first

christening dinner.
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480. At a wedding or christening dinner let the h'dter- dishes have been

begun, or the bachelors there will get haslcefs (the sack) when they woo.

481. When the bride goes from her seat to the altar, let the bridesmaids

close up quickly, lest the seat grow cold, and the bride and bi'idegroom's

love cool also.

482. If there is a grave open daring a wedding, all depends on whether

it is for a man, woman or child; in the first case the bride will be a

widow, in the second the bridegroom a widower, in the last their children

will die soon.

483. If a giii meets a wedding pair, their first child will be a daughter;

if a hoy, a son; if a boy and girl together, there will be twins.

484. Put a hey beside the baby, and it cannot be changed.

485. Of a wedding pair, whichever gets out of hed first will die first.

486. The godmothers help in making the bridal bed, the straws are

put in one by one, and care is taken that no stranger come into the bride-

chamber. The bed must not be beaten, but softly stroked, else the wife

will get beatings.

487. If a pillow fall oS" the bridal bed, the one that lay on it will die

first.

488. On the wedding day, man and wife must loash crosswise, then they

can't be becried (bewitched).

489. Of the wedding bread and roll, some shall be saved, that man and

wife may not want. Such bread does not get mouldy, and a piece of it

put in their pottage is good for pregnant women who have no appetite.

490. At the prayer for the sick, if there is perfect silence, the sick mau
dies; if any one coughs or makes a noise, he gets well.

491. If a sick man, after receiving the sacrament, ask for food, he will

die ; if for drink, he will recover.

492. For increasing goitre or warts, fix your eyes on the waxing moon,

and say three times :
' May what I see increase, may what I suffer cease,'

(see 245).

493. Dogs howling foretell a fire or a death.

494. New servants must not go to church the first Sunday, or they'll

never get used to the place.

495. Whatever dishes the sponsor does not eat of at the christening-

feast, the child will get a dislike for.

496. Groius cawing round the house mean a corpse, if only of a beast.

497. If the church clock strike while the death-hell tolls, there will die

in the parish a man, a youth, or a child, according as it is the great, the

middle, or the small bell.

498. No bride shall move in when the moon's on the wane (see 238) ; but

wealth she will win, who comes riding through rain (198).

499. When you move into a new house, throw something alive in first,

a cat or dog : for the first to enter a house is the first to die.

500. When carpenters are felling timber for a new building, if sparks

fly out at the first stroke, the building will burn down (see 411).

501. Before you go into the sitting-i'oom of your new house, peep into

the copper, to get used to the place. The same rule for new servants
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(see 95); beside which, they have to creejt helwccn the legs of their

masters.

502. Jonrneymen, the first time they travel, mast not look round, or

they'll be homesick, and can't stay anywiierc.

503. Let no strangers into the stable at milkitig time.

50-i. After candles are lighted, don't empty a ivashhand basin in the

street, or the family will fall out the Tiext day.

50.5. When children shed their first teeth, let the father sivnUoto the

daughter's teeth, and the mother the son's; the children will never have

toothache then.

c. From the SaalJAd country.

(Journ. V. u. f. D. 1700. jip. -20—20 ; conf. SJichs. Provinz. bl. 5, 499-512).

506. On Christmas-eve the girls sit up from 11 to 12. To find out if

they shall get married the next year, they strip themselves naked, stick

their heads into the copper, and watch the ivater hissing.

507. If that does not answer, they take a broom and sweep the room

hackivards, and see the future lover sitting in a corner: if they hear the

crack of a whip, he is a waggoner, if the sound of a pipe, a sliepherd.

508. Some rush out of doors naked, and ca\\ the lover; others go to a

cross-road, and call out his name.

509. A woman who is confined must never be left alone ; the devil has

more hold upon her then.

510. She dare not slei'p unless some one watches by the child, for a

changeling is often put in the cradle. Let the husband's trowsers bo

thrown over it.

611. The village children dread the miiiisfer. The unruliest is bushed

by the threat :
' Sit still, or parson '11 come and put you in the pitch-pot.'

512. If a girl has not cleared her distaff the last day of the year, it is

defiled by Bcrgda : this Bergda is a shaggy monster.

513. A bride preserves her hridal wreath and a -piece of wedding bread;

so long as she keeps that hardened lump, she never wants bread. When
man and wife are weary of life, they eat it soaked in pottage.

514. After the wedding, one of the bridesmaids hurries home first, gets

beer or brandy, and offers a glass to the bridegroom, who empties it and

tosses it behind his back : if the glitss breaks, it is good ; if not, not.

515. If one is taken ill suddenly without cause, a sage old woman goes.

without greeting any one, draws water from a spring, and drops three coals

into it; if they sink, he is ' hccvied' ; she then draws nigh, and sprinkles

him three times with the water, muttering :
' Art thou a wife, let it light on

thy life ! art thou a maid, may it full on thy head ! art ihou a servant, thou

art served as thou hast ivell deserved !
* (See 865.)

616. When cattle are first driven out in spring, axes, saivs and other

iron tools are laid outside the stable-door, to keep them from being be-

witched.

517. On the great festivals, women do not work after church, or they

would be lamed and struck by lightning (the clouds icould come after them).
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518. Insetting cabbages, women say: ' Stalks (? dnrsche) like my leg,

heads like my head, leaves like my apron, such be my cabbages !

'

519. Flax is thus adjured: ' Flax, don't flower till you're up to my knee,

etc' On St John's night the girls dance round tJie flax, they strip them-

selves nalced, and wallow in it.

520. When the dragon is taking eggs, butter, cheese and lard to his

worshippers, call out the Saviour's name several times, and he'll drop

them all.

521. If the bride is coming to her husband's homestead, and the shepherd

drives his sheep in her way, let her give liim a fee, and she'll have luck.

522. If a whirlivivd falls on the aftermath, 'tis the Evil One wishing to

convey it to those who serve him. Cry out, and call him foul names.

623. The hare with his front-teeth often cuts a path across whole corn-

fields. They call it pilsen-schneiden, and think the devil cuts the corn and

carries it to his good friends.

524. Old women often cut out a turf afoot long, on which their enemy
has trodden just before, and hang it up in the chimney : the enemy then

wastes away (see 556).

525. On the last day of the year, many eat dumplings (strotzel) and

herrings, else Perchte would cut their belly open, take out what they have

eaten, and sew up the gash with a ploughshare for needle, and a rijhm- chain,

for thread.

526. The fire is kept in all night before Christmas day.

627. He that goes to the heer on Neivyears day, grows young and ruddy.

528. A dream in Neioyear's night comes true.

529. If the butter won't come, put a fire-steel or hnife under the churn.

630. When your hands are soiled with setting cabbages, luash them in a

large tub, and the cabbage will have large heads.

631. In setting cabbages a girl can find out if she'll ever get the man she

loves. She nips a piece off" the root of one seedling, splits the remaining

part, and puts the root of another through it ; the two plants are then set

close to a stone, and squeezed together tight. If they stick, the marriage

will come about.

632. If you force a man to sell you something cheap, it won't last you long.

533. In sowing flax, throw the cloth that held the seed high tip) in the air:

the flax will grow the higher.

d. From Worms and its neighbourhood.

(Journ. V. u. f. D. 1790. pp. 142-3-4.)

534. A crackling fire betokens strife.

535. So does sinlt salt.

536. So do yellow spots on your finger : if they are too large to be covered

vjith afinger, the strife will be serious.

637. If the left ear sings, evil is spoken of you, if the right ear, good.

638. Let no fire, salt or bread be given out of a house where a woman
lies in.
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539. He that lias on liim a harroio-nall (-tooth P) t'oiiiul on the hi<^hwuy.

can recognise all witches (see 606).

540. Red milk of a bewitched cow shall he whipt w'dh switches while

boiling : the pain makes the witch reveal herself and heal the cow.

5l'l. He that goes out nnwashed is easily bewitched.

51-2. liimjing consecrated hdls on Walburgis-night hinders the witches

that dance with the devil on cross-roads from hinting any one.

5I-3. If a coffin rings hollow in nailing down, one more in the house

will die.

544. He that is in great trouble shall touch the (jreot toe of a dead man.

5-i5. The dead shall be laid with their face to the east, lest they be

scared by the ^riiisebi (?) that swarm from the west.

546. Combs, knives, cloths, i^sed about a dead man, shall be laid in the

coffn, and be buried with him.

547. If a2^re.7nan<too7naji lift a child from the font, either that child or

her own will die.

548. If a loaf be laid on its brown side, witches can walk in.

549. If a yellow-footed hen flies over a jaundiced man, be can't be cured.

550. To sow a strife 'twixt man and wife, fress a padlock home, while

par.son makes them one.

551. 1^ a. garmcid or linen come hforo a dead man's mouth, one of the

family will die.

552. When there's death in a house, k)iock at the wine-casks, or the

wine spoils.

553. inhirteen eat at a table, one is sure to die.

554. Into a lohirlwind fling a knife with crosses on it, and you know the

witches who made it.

555. If a mole burrow in the house (see 601), and the cricket chirp, some

one will die; also if the hen crow, or the screech-owl shriek.

556. If one steals in rainy weather, cut out his footprint and hang it in

the chimney : the thief will waste away with the footprint (see 524).

557. Comhed-oid hair, if thrown on the highway, lays you open to witch-

craft (see 676).

e. From Gemsbach in the Spire Countnj.

(Journ. V. u. f. D. 1787. 1, 454.5-6.)

558. Bride and bridegroom, on your way to church avoid the house-eaves,

and do not look round.

559. Stand close together before the altar, lest witches creep in between

you.

560. During the wedding whichever of you has your hand above the

other's, shall have the mastery.

561. Let a woman with child, when she has a wash, turn the tubs upside

down as soon as done with, and she'll have an easy confinement.

562. If sponsors on the christening day put clean shirts and shifts on, no

witch can get at the child.
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563. If at night there's a knock at the door of the lying-in room, never

open till you've asked three times who it is, and been answered three times
;

no witch can answer tliree times.

564. In swaddling the babe, wrap a little hread and salt in.

665. In the bed or cradle hide a sioord or knife with its point sticking

out : if the unholde tries to get over mother or child, she'll fall upon it.

666. If at the wash a woman borrows lye and thanks yozoforit, she's a

witch.

567. A woman that j^lumps butter on a Wednesday, is a witch.

668. If you go out and are greeted with 'good morning,' never answer
' thank you,' b>it only ' good morning ' ; then, if one of the greeters be a

witch, she cannot hurt.

569. If your hens, ducks, pigs etc., die fast, light afire in the oven, and
throw one of each kind in: the witch will perish with them (see 645).

570. When a witch walks into your house, give her a piece of bread with

three grains ofsalt sprinkled on it, and she can't hurt anything.

671. If the cloth is laid wrong side up, people can never eat their fill.

672. If you leave it on the table all night, the angels won't protect you.

673. Smear a goitre with the wick out of a lamp that has burnt iu a

dying man's room, and it will heal.

574. If you make a promise to a child, and do- not uphold it, it will have
a bad fall.

575. If a woman set her hen to hatch with her garters dangling, her

hair streaming and her worst frock on, she'll have chickens with knobs on
their heads and feathery feet (see 19).

576. If any one dies in the house, shift the beehives, shake the vinegar

and wine; or bees, wine and vinegar will go bad (see 664, 698, 898).

577. When you buy poultry, lead them three times round the table's foot,

cut a chip off each corner of the table to put iu their food, and they will

stay (see 615).

578. The first time a pig is driven to pasture, make it jump over a piece

of your apron, and it will readily come home (see 615).

579. If a girl on St Andrew's night melt some lead in a spoon, and pour

it through a key that has a cross in its wards, into water that was drawn
between 11 and 12, it will take the shape of her futnie husband's tools of

trade.

580. To measure a child for clothes in its first year, spoils its figure.

581. A mouse's head bitten off with teeth, or cut off with gold, and hung
about a child, helps it to teethe.

582. The same if you gioe a child an egg the first time it comes into a

house ; though some say it makes them talkative.

/. From Pforzheim^

(Journ. V. u. f. D. 1787. 2, 341—345.)

683. A seven year old cock lays a small egg, which must be thrown over

the roof, or lightning will strike the house ; if hatched, it yields a basilisk.

684. If you've a cold, drink a glass of water through a thrce-pwonged fork.
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585. He that eats a raw egg fasting on Cliristmiis morning, can carry

heavy weiglits.

580. Eat lentils on Good Friday, and you'll not bo out of money for a

year.

587. If tlie stork does not finish hatching an egg, one of tlie highest in

the land will die.

588. White spirits such as have buried money when alive, must hover

between heaven and earth.

689. At an eclipse of the sun, cover the wells, or the water becomes

poisonous.

590. If you leave a ghiss of wine standing between eleven and twelve on

Newyear's night, and it runs over, the vintage will be good that year.

591. In going out, put your right foot out of the door first.

592. Lizards were once maidens.

593. A child cannot die peacefully on foiuls' feathers.

594. It is unlucky to yoke oxen on Innocents' day.

595. If you cross a bridge or see a shooting star, say the Lord's prayer.

396. If you lay a knife down edge upwards, you cub the face of God or

those of the angels.

597. If you carry a rake teeth lifivards, or point up with your finger, it

will prick God's eyes out : it also destroys the rainhoio.

598. Where the rainboio touches the earih, there is a golden dish.

599. The gravedigger's spade clatters when a grave is bespoke.

600. Crickets, dogs and wayhirds foretell a death by their cry.

601. If a mole burrows under the room, the grandmother d\es (see 555).

602. If the palace-clock is out of order, one of the reigning family dies.

603. If clocks strike while bells ring for prayers, some one dies.

604. He that darcdles makes the devil's bed (see 6.j9).

605. Whoever commits a crime that is not found out in his lifetime,

ivalks after death with his head under his arm.

60<J. He that buries money must tvalk after death, until it is found.

Go7. If you don't pray, the schivahen (black worms) steal flour out of your

bin.

608. Sehwaben are got rid of by being put in a box and given to a dead

man.

609. Swalloiv's nests and crickets bring a blessing to the house.

610. Don't beat down the joiner's charge for the coffin, if the dead are to

rest.

611. Cry to the fiery man :
' Steuble, Steuhle, hie thee, Be the sooner by

me!' then Will ivi' the wisp will come, and you must take him on your

back. If you pray, he approaches ; if you curse, he flees.

612. If you find a treasure, don't cover it with any clothing worn ne-d the

skin, or you're a dead man; but with a handkerchief, a crust of bread.

The treasure appears once in seven years.

613. Wednesday and Friday are accursed witch-days. Pigs first driven

to pasture on a Wednesday, don't come home ; a child begins school on

Wednesday, and learns nothing. On Wednesday nobody gets married, no

maid goes to a new place.
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61i. Evei'y one has liis star. Stars aye eyes of men [ON.].

615. The first time pigs cross the threshold, make them jump over the

wife's garter, the inan's girdle, or the maid's apron, and they'll come home
regularly (see 578).

616. When a fowl is bought, chase it three times round the table, give

it wood off three corners of the table with its food, and it will stay (see

577).

617. If you lose a fowl, tie a farthing in the corner of a tablecloth

upstair.*, and let the corner hang out of window : the fowl will come
back.

618. If you creep under a carriage-pole, or let any one step over you,

you'll stop growing (see 45).

619. Creep between a cow's forelegs, and she'll never lose a horn.

620. Figs bathed in water in which a swine has been scalded, grow
famously.

621. He that stares at a tree on which a. female sits, is struck blind.

622. To make a nut-tree bear, let a pregnant woman pick the first nuts.

623. If you've the gout, go into the fields at prayer-bell time on a

Friday.

624 Rain-water makes children talk soon,

625. If you laugh till your eyes run over, there will be quarrels.

626. If you are in league with the devil, and want to cheat him, don't

wash or comb for seven years ,- or else ask him to make a little tree grow,

which he can't, and so you are rid of liim.

627. The thorn-twister (a bird) carries thorns to Our Lord's crown.

628. The swallow mourns for Our Lord.

629. If you pull down a redbreast's nest, your cow will give red rnilJc, or

lightning will strike j'our house.

630. When a tooth is pulled out, nail it into a young tree, and draw
the bark over it ; if the tree is cut down, the toothache will return.

Take a sliver out of a willow, and pick your bad tooth till it bleeds,

put the sliver back in its place, with the bark over it, and your toothache

will go.

631. When a tooth falls out, put it in a mousehole, and say :
' Give me,

mouse, a tooth of bone. You may have this wooden one.' [Raiif 130].

632. If a woman dies in childbed, give her scissors and needlecase (yarn,

thread, needle and thimble), or she'll come and fetch them.

633. When a child is dead, it visits the person it was fondest of.

634. One born on a Sunday can see spirits, and has to carry them jDick-a-

back.

635. Nail up three pigeon's feathers of the left wing inside the cot, swing
the pigeons you let in three times round the leg, and don't let their first

flight be on a Friday.

636. Have about you a harrow tooth found on a Sunday, and you'll

see the tvitches at church vnth tubs on their heads ; only get out before the
P.N. is rung, or they'll tear you to pieces (see 539. 685. 783).

637. A child in the cradle, who does not look at yon, is switch.
638. Take a crossed knife with you at night, and a witch can't get near
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yon ; if she comes, throiu ilie knife at her, and she'll stand there till daj-

li-rllt.

();')0. If the eldest child in the house ties np the calf, witches can't get

at it.

()kX If a goat in the stable is black all over, the witch can't get iu ; nor if

the cow has white fnet and a v:hite stripa on her back.

Gil. Any beast with a black throat you've no hold upon.

(J42. If you are afraid of a witch at night, turn your lift shoe round.

643. If you meet a doubtfid-lookiufj cat, hold your thumb towards her.

644. A drud's foot (pentagram) on the door keeps witches away.

645. If a thing is bewitched, and you hum it, the witch is sure to come,

wanting to ?;orTOW something: give it, and she is free; deny it, and she

too must burn (see 569. 6l^'2).

6i6. If your cattle are bewitched, go into the stable at midnight, and

you'll find a stalk of straio lying on their backs : put it in a sack, call your

neighbours in, and thrash the sack; it will swell up, and the witch will

scream (see 692).

647. Witches pick up money at the cross-ways, where the devil scatters

it.

648. They can make rain, thunder and a wind, which sweeps up the cloth

on the bleaching ground, the hay in the meadow.

619. They anoint a stick with the words : 'Away we go, not too high

and not too low !

'

650. When a witch has gone tip (in ecstasis), turn her body upside down,

and she can't come in again.

651. Under bewitched vxiter, that will not boil, put ivood of three kinds.

652. If a child is ' becried,' let its father fetch three stalks of straw from

different dung-heaps unbecried, and lay them under its pillow.

g. From Wiirtemberg.

(Jouru. V. u. f. D. 1788. 2, 183-4).

653. Give no milk out of the house without mixing a droj^ of tvater with

it.

654. On the day a woman is delivered, or a horse gelded, lend nothing out

of the house, lest horse or woman be bewitched.

655. If in bed you turn your feet towards the window, you get the con-

sumption.

656. A shirt spun by a girl of from 5 to 7 makes you magic-proof.

657. When a spectre leads you astray, change shoes at once, put your hat

on another way, and you'll get into the right road again.

658. If you talk of witches on a Wednesday or i-VitZa;/ night, they hear it,

and avenge themselves.

659. Who runs not as he might, runs into the devil's arms (see 604).

660. Children dyiiig unbaptized join the Furious Host.

661. If a bride at the altar kneels on the bridegroom's cloak, .she gets

the up2)ei' hand. And if she gets into bed first, and makes him hand her

a glass of water, she is sure to be master.
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662. Of a wedded pair, the one that first rises from the altar will die

first.

663. If at the altar they stand so far apart that you can see between them,

they'll pull two ways.

66i. When a sick man is dying, open the windoios, and stop tip all in

the house that is hollow, or turn it over, so that the soul may have free

exit. Also shift the vinegar, the birdcage, the cattle, the beehives (see 676.

698).

665. See that the dead on the bier have no corner of the shroud in their

mouth.

666. Fold your thumb in, and dogs cannot bite you.

667. Set the churn on a 'handzwehl,' and put a comb under it, and

you'll have plenty of rich butter.

668. The first time you hear the cuckoo call in spring, shahe your money
unbecried, and you'll never run short.

669. The boundary where a suicide is buried, will be struck by lightning

three years running.

670. The farmer that goes into another's stable for the first time with-

out saying ' Luck in here !
' is a witch-master.

671. Step into a court of justice right foot foremost, and you'll win.

h. From Swabia.

(Journ. V. u. f. D. 1790. 1, 441.)

672. Let a woman in childbed take her first medicine out of her hus-

band's spoon.

673. In the pains of labour, let her put on her husband's slippers.

674. Put water under her bed without her knowing it.

675. A child under three, pushed in through a peep-windovj, stops

growing.

676. Hair that is cut off shall be burnt, or thrown into running water.

If a bird carry it away, the person's hair will fall off (see 657).

677. If a child learning to talk says 'father' fii'st, the next child will be

a boy ; if ' mother,' a girl.

678. If a man drink out of a cracked glass, his wife will have nothing

but girls.

679. When you've bought a cat, bring it in with its head facing the street

and not the house; else it will not stay.

i. From the Ansbach country.

(Journ. V. u. f. D. 1786. 1, 180-1.)

680. She that spins on Saturday evening will walk after she is dead.

681. If a dead man's linen be not washed soon, he cannot rest.

682. He that eats millet-pap at Shrovetide is never out of money.

683. Spin at Shrovetide, and the flax will fail. The wheels must all be

packed away.
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684-. If the fanner is tying lifrcnchands at Shrovetide, and uses hut one

to a sheaf in a whole stack of corn, no mouse can hurt.

685. Have about you three grains found whole in a baked loaf, and on

Walburgis-day you'll see the witches and night-hags at church with milk-

jiails on their hench (see 636. 783).

686. In the Twelve-nights neither master nor man mny bring fresh-

hlarhened shoes into the stable ; else the cattle get bewitched.

687. He that cooks or eats peas at that time, gets vermin or leprosy.

688. If a pregnant woman pass through the chdhes-lines or anything

tangled, her child will tangle itself as many times as she has passed

through lines.

689. If a child has convulsions, lay a horseshoe under its pillow.

690. A sick child gets better, if its godfather carries it three times up

and down the room.

691. Ha mare foals at the wrong time, she must have stept over a

plough-fork. If you knock that to pieces, she can give birth.

692. When bewitched with vermin, wrap three in a puper, and hammer

on it. The witch feels every blow, and comes in to borrow someihing: if

you refuse, she can't get free, and will sink under the blows (see 6t5-6).

693. Never burn a hroom, and you are safe from Antony's fire.

694. When the Christmas-tree is lighted, notice the people's shadows on

the wall : those that will die within a year appear without heads.

695. Draw the first three corn-hlossoms you see through your mouth, and

eat them : you'll be free from fever for a year (see 784').

696. He that passes pahn-hrushes (catkins) over his face, will have no

freckles.

697. Nor he that washes his face during the passing-hell on Good Friday.

698. When a man dies, his hird-cages, fioicer-pots and beehives must be

diflferently placed; and you must knock three times ou his ^oiae-casks

(see 552. 576. 664-).

699. It furthers the dead man's rent, if every one that stands round the

grave throws three clods in.

700. The comb and knife that have combed and shaved a dead man, shall

be put in his coffin ; or the hair of those who use them will fall off

(see 546).

701. If you leave any of the bread set before you, you must at any rate

stow it aivay, or you'll have the toothache.

702. If you hand bread to a pregnant woman on the i)oint of a knife or

fork, her child's eyes will be pricked out.

703. If you sew or even thread a needle on Ascension day, your house

will be struck with lightning (see 772).

704. Lightning strikes where a redstart builds ; but a swallow's nest

brings luck (see 629).

705. If children bring home the female of a stagbeetle, get it out of the

way directly, or lightning ivill strike the house.

706. On Good Friday and Saturday one dare not work the ground, for

fear of disquieting the Saviour in the sepulchre.

707. If the last nail the carpenter knocks in a new house give fire, it

VOL. IV. M M
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will burn down (see 411. 500); and if t,lie glass he ihrmvs from the gahle

after saying his saw break, the builder will die; if not, be will live long.

708. He that comes into court, wearing a shirt of which the yarn was
spun by a girl of five, will obtain justice in every suit.

709. They put turf or a little board under a dead man's chin, that he

may not catch the shroud between his teeth, and draw his relations

after him.

710. A girl can be cured of St Antomfs fire by a pure young man
striking fire on it several times.

711. Who steps not barefoot on the floor on Easteiday, is safe from
fever.

712. If the first thing you eat on Good Friday be an egg that was laid

on Maundg Thursday, you'll catch no bodily harm that year.

713. Three crumbs of bread, three grains of salt, three coals, if worn on

the person, are a safeguard against sorcery.

714. If a woman getting up from childbed lace a crust of bread on her,

and make lier child a zuller or schlotzer of it, the child will not have

toothache.

715. If on the wedding day the bridegroom buckle the bride's left shoe,

she'll have the mastery.

716. If he tie her garters for her, she'll have easy labours.

717. Whichever of them goes to sleep first, will die first.

718. li' yon efit the first three sloe-blossoms you see, you'll not have tlie

heartburn all that year.

719. To get rid of freckles, take the first goslings without noise, pass

them over your face, and make them run backwards.

720. Turn the loaf over in the drawer, and the drude can't get out of

the room.

721. If a man can't die, take up three tiles in the roof {see 439).

722. If a child has the gefrais, put a sivallow's nest under his pillow.

723. He that lies on inherited beds, cannot die.

h. From Atistria above Ens.

(Journ. v. u. f. D. 1787. 1, 469—472.)

724. If a pregnant woman dip her hand in dirty water, her children will

have coarse hands.

725. If she dust anything with her apron, they will be boisterous.

726. If she wear a nosegay, tiiey'll have fetid breath, and no sense of

smell.

727. If slie long for fish, her child will be born too soon, or will die soon.

728. If she steal but a trifle, the child will have a strong bent that way.

729. If she mount over a waggon-pole, it will come to the gallows; if she

dream of dead fish, it will die.

730. If women come in while she is in labour, they shall quickly take

their aprons off, and tie them round her, or they'll be barren themselves.

731. In fumigating, throw iu some sprigs from the broom that sweeps

the room.
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732. Wlieii the cliild is born, she sliall take t]i,ree hites of an onion, be

lifted and set down three times in the stool, draw her thumhs in, and blow

three times into each^s^

733. In the six weeks she must iiat fipin, because the B. Virgin did not;

else the yarn will he made into a ropi'. for tlie child.

73k It' tlie child, when born, be wrapt \x\ fur, it will liave curly hair.

735. Put three pennies in its first hath^ it will always have money; a

pen, it will learn last; a rosary, it will grow up pious; an e<rg, it will hare

a clear voice. But the tliree pennies and the egg must be given to the

first beggar.

I'M. 'i'lie first cow that calues, milk her into a l)iand-new pot, put three

pennies in, and give them with tlie milk and pat to the first beggar.

737. The smaller the jiii/ in which water is drawn for a little girl's batli,

the smaller will her breasts be.

738. J^mpty the bath under a green tree, and the children will keep fresh.

73i>. Three days after birtli, the godfather shall bui/ the child's cryimj

from it (drop a coin in the swathings), that it may have peact;.

740. If the child still cries, put three keys to bed in its cradle.

741. If tiie child can't or won't eat, give a little feast to the fowls of the

air or the black dog.

742. If the baby sleep on ///ron^/i a </i-(t«.d!(?r s/orm, the Ughtninij will not

strike.

743. The tablecloth whereon ye have eaten, fumigate with fdlen crumbs,

and wrap llie child therein.

744. Every time the mother leaves the room, let her spread some gar-

ment of the father s over the child, and it cannot be changed.

745. If the churching be on Wednesday or Friday, the child will come

to the gallows.

74G. Before going out to be churched, let the mother stride over the

broom.

747. If a male he the first to take a light from the toj^cr used in church-

ing, the next child will be a boy ; if a female, a girl.

748. On her way home, let the mother buy bread, and lay it in the

cradle, and the child will have bread as long as it lives.

749. Before suckling the child, let her lolpe her breasts three limes.

750. The first time the child is carried out, let a garment be put upon it

on the side aforesaid (inside out).

751. As soon as you see the child's first tooth, box his car, and he"ll cut

the rest easily.

I. From Osterode in the Harz.

(Journ. v. u. f D. 178S. 2, 425—431.)

752. The first time you drive out to pasture in spring, put an axe and

A fire-steel v!ri\Y>\. \n & blue apron just inside the stable threshold and let

the cows step over it.

753. In feeding them the evening before, sprinkle three pinches of salt
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between tlieir liorns, and walk haclcwards out of the stable; then evil eyes

will not affect them.

754. If the girl wash the cow unwashed, the milk will not cream.

755. For the cow not to go moi-e than once with the bull, a blind dog

must be huried alive just inside the stable door.

756. When you drive the cow past a witch's house, sjnt three times.

757. Cattle born or weaned in a waning moon are no good for breeding.

758. If swalloivs' nests on a house are pulled down, the cows give

blood.

759. If a witch come to the churaing, and can count the hoops on the

chiirn, the butter will not come.

760. Three grains of salt in a milk pot will keep witches off the milk.

761. To make hens lay, feed them at noon on Newyear's day with all

manner of fruit mixed.

762. Set the hen to hatch just as the pigs are coming in ; in carrying her,

keep pace with the pigs, and the eggs will hatch pretty near together.

763. Whichever loses the ivedding ring first, will die first.

764. Let a wedding be at full-moon, or the marriage is not blest.

765. The first ' warm-bier ' for an accouchee no one may taste, but only

try with the fingers, or she'll have the gripes.

766. To cure aneprang (a kind of rash) on a child, get a piece of wood

out of a millwheel, set it alight, and smoke the swathings with it; wash

the child with water that hounds off the millwheel (see 471) ;
what is left

of the wood shall he thrown into running tvater.

767. Wean no child when trees are vn blossom, or it will be gray-headed.

768. While the babe is unbaptized, no stranger shall come in ; he might

not be dicht (=geheuer), then the mother's milk would go.

769. If a baby has the hinder-scheuerchen (shudder ?), let the ' goth '

if it is a boy, or the godmother if it is a girl, tear its shirt down the breast.

770. When a baby is weaning, give it three times a roll to eat, a penny

to lose, and a hey,

111. On Monday lend nothing, pay for all you bay, fasten no stocking

on the left.

772. A stroke of lightning will find its way to whate'er you work at on

Ascension day (703).

773. On Matthias-day throw a shoe over your head: if it then points

out-of-doors, you will either move or die that year.

774. On Matthias-day «et as many leiochter pennies as there are people

in the bouse, afloat on a pailful of ivater : he whose penny sinks will die

that year.

775. Water drawn downstream and in silence, before sunrise on Easter

Sunday, does not spoil, and is good for anyLhing.

776. Bathing the same day and hour is good for scurf and other com-

plaints.

777. If a new maidservant, the moment she is in the house, see that

the fire is in, and stir ic up, she'll stay long in the place.

778. In building a house, the master of it shall deal the first strolce of

the axe : if sparlcs fly out, the house will be burnt down.
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770. If a bed be so placed that the sleeper's feet point oid- of-doors, he'll

die.

780. Bewitched money grows less every time you count it: strew nidt

and dill amongst it, put a crossed twopenny-pieco to it,, and it will keep

right.

781. A hatching-dollar makes your money grow, and if spent always

comes back.

782. A woman that is confined must not look oat of window : else every

vehicle that passes takes a luck away.

783. He that carefully carries about him an egg laid on Maundy Thurs-

day, can see all witches with tubs on their heads (see 63(3. 085).

78k The first corn-blossom you see, draw it three times through your

mouth, saying " God save me from fever and jaundice," and you are safe

from them (see 0U5).

785. IViree knots tied in a string, and laid in a coffin, send warts away.

786. If a woman have seven so)bs one after aihother, the seventh can heal

all manner of hurts with a stroke of his hand.

m. From Bielefeld.

(Journ. V. n. f. D. 1790. 2. 389-390; 462-3.)

787. If an old icoman with running eyes comes in, and talks to and

fondles a child, she bewitches it ; the same if she handles and admires

your cattle.

788. If you walk down the street with one foot shod and the other hare,

all the cattle coming that way will full sick.

789. If an owl alights on the house hooting, and then flies over it, some

one dies.

790. Wirke-iveiber tell you who the thief is, and mark him on the body.

791. Old women met first in the morning mean misfortune, young people

luck.

792. At 11-12 on Christmas night water becomes wine and the cattle

stand up; but whoever pries into it, is struck blind or deaf, or is marked

for death.

793. Healing spells must be taught in secret, without witnesses, and

only by vien to women, or by women to men.

79i. The rose (Antony's fire) is appeased by the spell: ' hilllg ding

wike (holy thing depart), wike un verslike; brenne nich, un stik nich !

'

n. Miscellaneojis.

795. If a woman tear her wedding shoes, she'll be beaten by her husband.

796. If you've eaten peas or beans, sow none the same week: they will

fail.

797. If she that is confined go without new slwcs, her child will have a

dangerous fall when it learns to walk.

798. For belly-ache wash in brook-water while the death-hell tolls.
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799. When you've bought a k)iife, give the first morsel it cuts to the dog,

and you'll never lose the knife.

800. Eggs put under the hen on a Friday vrill not thrive ; what chick-s

creep out, the bird eats up.

801. He that turns his back to the moon at play, will lose.

802. If your rir/lit ear sings, they are speaking truth of you, if your left,

a lie; bite the top button of your shirt, and the liar gets a blister on his

tongue.

803. If a maid eat boiled milk or broth out of the pan, it will soon rain,

and she'll get a husband as sour as sauerkraut.

80-i. Heihvag is water drawn while the clock strikes 12 on Christmas

night: it is good for pains in the navel.

805. Waijbread worn under the feet keeps one from getting tired.

806. Have a wolfs heart about you, and the wolf won't eat you up.

807. He that finds the white snake's crown, will light upon treasure.

808. He that looks through a coffin-hoard, can see the witches.

809. To win a maiden's favour, write your own name and hers on virgin

parchment, wrap it in virgin ivax, and wear it about you.

810. He that is born on a Monday, three hours after sunrise, about the

summer equinox, can converse with spirits.

811. It is good for the flechte (scrofula) to sing in the morning, before

speaking to any one : defiock-asch un de flechte, de fliogen wol over dat wilde

meer ; de flock-asch kam wedder (back), de flechte nimmermer.
812. A druVs foot (pentagram) must be painted on the cradle, or the

schlenz will come and suck the babies dry.

813. At Easter the sun dances before setting, leaps thrice for joy : the

people go out in crowds to see it (Rollenhagen's Ind. reise, Altstet. 1614,

p. 153).

814. If you eat fidse (peas, beans) in the Twelves, you fall sick; if you
eat meat, the best head of cattle in the stall will die.

815. A death's head buried in the stable makes the horses thrive.

816. When sheep are bought and driven home, draw three crosses on the

open door with a grey field-stone (landmark?), so that they can see.

817. If a woman that is more than half through her pregnancy, stand

still before a cnphoard, the child will be voracious (see 41). To cure it, let

her put the child in the cupboard itself, or in a corner, and, cry as it may,
make it sit there till she has done nine sorts of ivork.

818. If a child will not learn to walk, make it creep silently, tJoree Friday
mornings, through a raspberry hush grown into the ground at both ends.

819. When the plough is home, lift it otf the dray, or the devil sleeps

under it.

820. The milk will turn, if you carry a pailful over a waggon-pole, or a

fig smell at the pail. In that case, let a stallion drink out ot the pail, and
no harm is done (conf. K 92, Swed.).

821. What's begun on a Monday will never be a iveek old : so don't

have a wedding or a wash that day.

822. Plans laid during a meal will not succeed.

823. If a woman walk up to the churn, and overcry it in the words.
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'Here's a fine Yes>el of milk,' it will l:;o to froth, and give little butter.

Answer her :
' It would get on the better without your gab.'

824.. Do nofc spin in the open country. Witches are caWed field-spinners-

825. If your left nostril bleed, what you are after won't succeed.

820. If it rains before noon, it will be all the finer afternoon, when the

old wives have cleared their throats.

827. Till the hunter is near the game, let his gun point down, or it will

miss.

828. If a corpse sigh once more when on the straw, if it remain limp, if

it suck-in kerchiefs, ribbons, etc., that come near its mouth, if it open its

eyes (todten-blick) ; then one of its kindred will follow soon.

829. If a corpse change colour when the bell t.olis, it longs for the earth.

830. Never call the dead by name, or you will erg them up.

831. If two children kiss that can't yet talk, one of them will die [Raaf

129. 132].

832. If tioo tvatchmen at two ends of the street blow together, an old

tooman in that street will die.

833. If a stone roll towards a wedding pair walking to church, it betokens

evil.

834. If you read tombstones, you lose your memory [Nee sepulcra legens

vereor, quod aiunt, me memoriam perdere. Cic. de Senect. 31].

835. Two that were in mourning the first time they met, must not fall

in love.

836. A thief must throw some of what he steals into tvater.

837. At a fire, he whose shoes catch and begin to burn, is the incendianj.

838. If a farmer has several times had a/oai or caZ/die, he buries it in

the garden, planting a young willow in its mouth. When the tree grows

up, it is never polled or lopped, but grows its own way, and guards the farm

from similar cases in future (Stendal in Altmark. allg. anz. der Deut. 1811,

no. 306; conf. Miilleuh. no. 327).

839.' At weddings, beside the great cake, they make a bachelor s cake,

which the girls pull to pieces; she that has the largest piece, will gel a

husl)and first.

840. A betrothed pair may not sit at the same table as the pur just

married, nor even put their feet under it; else no end of mischief befalls

one of tlie pairs.

841. In the wedding ride the driver may not turn the horses, nor rei7i

them in; else the marriage would be childless.

842. At a christening the s|)onsors must not take hold of the wester-hemd

(chrism-cloth) by the corners.

843. Those who have lost children before, don't take a baby out by the

door to be christened, but pass it out through the luindow.

844. A woman in her six weeks shall not go into a strange house ; if she

does, she must first bay something at a strange place, lest she bring

misfortune to the house.

1 Nos. 830 to 8(U are from .Tul. Schmidt's Topogr. der pflege Reichenfels (in

Voigtland), Leipz. 18'27. pp. 113—126.
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8ii>. N'or may she draio water from a spfing, or it will dry up for seven

years.

846. A corpse is set down thrice on the threshold by the bearers; when
it is out of the homestead, the gate is fastened, tJiree henps nf salt are made
in the death-chamber, it is then swept, and both broom and sweepings
thrown in the fields; some also burn the bed-straw in the fields.

S^?. The evening before Andrew's day, the unbetrothed girls form a

circle, and let a gander in ; the one he turns to first, will get a husband.
848. Between 11 and 12 on John's day, the unbetrothed girls gather

nine sorts of flowers, three of which must be willow, storksbill and wild

rue; they are twined into a wreath, of which the twiner must have spun
the thread in the same hour. Before that fateful hour is past, she throtvs

the wreath backiuards into a tree ; as often as it is thrown without staying
on, so many years will it be before she is married. All this must be done
iu silence.

849. He that has silently carried off an rtndertakers measure, and leans

it against a house-door at night, can rob the people inside without their

waking.

850. A root of cinque/oil dug up before sunrise on John's day, is good
for many things, and wins favour for him that wears it.

851. Girls wear a wasp's nest, thinking thereby to win men's love.

852. If a man has strayed, and turns his pockets inside out, or if a woman
has, and ties her apron on the wrong wag, they find the right road again.

853. If a cliiid huafrasel (cramp, spasms), turn one shingle in the roof, or

lay the wedding apron tinder its head.

854. At Christmas or Newyear, between 11 and 12, they go to a cross-

uniy to listen, and learn all that most concerns them in the coming year.

The listening maybe from inside a ivindow that has the 'trager'over
it; or on Walpurgis-night in the greeyi corn.

855. If from the fires of the three holy eves (before Christmas, Newyear
and High Newyear) gloiving embers be left the next morning, you'll want
for nothing all that year.

856. It is bad for a family if the head of it dies in a waning moon, but
good in a ivaxing moon. It is lucky when a grave turfs itself over. A
reappearance of the dead is commonest on the ninth dag after death.

857. If a tree's first friiit be stolen, it will not bear for seven years.

858. The dragon carries the dung in the yard to his friends.

859. A woman with child must not creep through a hedge.

860. If a corpse is in the house, if a cow has calved, beggars get nothing.

861. Servants who are leaving take care not to be overlapt : they go, or

at least send their things away, before the new one comes in.

862. A new manservant comes at midday, and consumes his dumplings
on the chimney-seat ; the mistress is careful to set no sauerhraut before

him that day, lest his work be disagreeable to him. One who is leaving

gets a service-loaf iov every year he has been in the service.

863. If three thumps be heard at night, if the weh-ldage howl, if the

earth- coch burrow, there will be a death.

864 For debility in children : their water being taken in a new pot, put
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into it the epf? of a coalblack Iwn boii<?ht witlioub b!ii<;iuiiiti^', with nine

holes pricked in ifc; tie the pot up with Hiieii, and bury it after sunset in

an ant-hill found without scekint». Any one tirulin<^ such a pot, lets it

alone, lest lie catch the buried disease.

865. In the Diepholt country, headache (de farrcn) is cured tims : a

tooman of knowledge brings two bowls, one filled with cold water, and one

with melted tallow. When the head has been held in the water some time,

the tallow is poured into the wafer through an inherited hatchel (flax-comb),

and the woman says: 'Ik geete (I pour).' Patient: 'Wat giitst?'

Woman :
' Ue farrcn.' Then she speaks a spell, the whole process is

repeated three times, the water is emptied on a maple-hush (elder), the

cold tallow thrown in the fire, and the ache is gone. (Annals of Brunswk-

Liinebg Churlatule, 8ih yr, st. 1, p. 59G.) See ')15.

86G. In the country parts of Hildesheim, when any one dies, the grave-

digger silently walks to the elder-hush (sambucus nigra), and cuts a rod

to measure the corpse with ; the man who is to convey it to the grave

does the same, and wields this rod as a whip. (Spiel u. Spangenbg's

Archiv '28, p. 4..)

867. On Matthias night (Feb. 24) the young people meet, the girls plait

one wreath if periwinkle, one of straw, and as a third thing carry a handful

of ashes ; at midnight they go silently to a runninrf tvatcr, on which the

three things are to float. Silent and blindfold, one girl after another

dances about the water, then clutches at a prognostic, the periwinkles

meaning a bridal wreath, the straw misfortune, the ashes death. The

lucky ones carry the game further, and throw barleycorns on the water,

by which they mean certain bachelors, and notice how they swim to one

another. In other cases three leaves are thrown on the water, marked

with the names of father, mother and child, and it is noticed which goes

down first. (Ibidem.)

808. In some parts of Hanover, churching is called hrummie, because in

the villages on such an occasion, the mother and father and the invited

sponsors, both of the last baptized and of earlier children, set up a (jrowliny

(brnmmen) like that of a bear. (Brunsw. Anz. 1758, p. 1026; Hanov.

Nutzl. eaml. 17o8, p. i^i'l, where it is briimmie.)

869. Of ('We)- that grows among willows, they make cliarms to hang on

children, nine little sticks tied with a red silk thread, so as to lie on the pit

of the stomach. If the thread snaps, you must take the little bniuUe oil"

with little pincers, and throw it in runnimj water. (Ettner's Ilebamme

p. 8o9.)

870. Amulets of the wolf's right eye, pouch of stones, blind swallows

cut out of his raaw. (Ibid. 862.)

871. Puer si veri genitoris indusium nigrum seu maculatuni invcjlvatur,

si epilepsia ipsum angat, nunquam redibit. (Ibid. 854.)

872. When a child dwindles, they tie a threiul of red silk about its neck,

then catch a mouse, pass the thread witli a needle through its skin over

the backbone, and let it go. The mouse wastes, the child picks up. (Ibid-

920.)

873. When an old wife blesses and betts (boiet) tension of the heart, she
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breathes on the painful part crosswise, strokes it, ties salt and rye-meal
over it, and says: ' Herfc-gespan, ik segge di Si,x\,flilg van den ribben, asse

Jesus van den kribben!' If the patient be seized with spasms, let him
stretch himself on a plum-tree, saying: ' Ranke-bom, stand! plumke-bom
wasse (wax) !

'

87-i. Some men's mere look is so hurtful, that even without their know-
ing it, they put men and beasts in peril of their lives.

875. Some men, by hespeahing (muttering a spell), can 'p^dl up a horse

in full gallop, silence awatcli-dog, stanch blood, keep firefrom spreading.

876. You may recover stolen goods by filling a pouch with some of the

eatih that the thief has trodden, and twice a day beating it with a stick till

fire comes out of it. The thief feels the blows, and shall die without fail

if he bring not back the things.

877. To save timber from the woodworm, knock it with a piece of oah
on Peter's day, saying :

' Sunte worm, wut du herut, Sunte Peter is komen !

'

878. If the nightmare visits you—a big woman with long flying hair

—

hore a hole in the bottom of the door, and fill it up with sow-bristles.

Then sleep in peace, and if the nightmare comes, promise her a present;

she will leave you, and come the next day in hnman shape for the promised
gift.

879. No bird will touch any one's corn or fruit, who has never worked
on a Sunday.

880. He that was born at sermon-time on a Christmas morning, can see

spirits.

881. Where the mole burrows under the wash-house, the mistress will

die.

882. If a herd of sioine meet you on your way, you are an unwelcome
guest; if & flock of sheep, a welcome.

883. If the crust of the saved up wedding-loaf goes mouldy, the

marriage will not be a happy one.

884. In some parts the bride's father cuts a piece off the top crust of a

well-baked loaf, and hands it to her with a glass of brandy. She takes

the crust between her lips, not touching it with her hand, wraps it in a

cloth, and keeps it in a box; the glass of brandy she throws over her

head on the gronnd.

885. The first time a woman goes to church after a confinement, they

throw on the floor after her the pot out of which she has eaten caudle

during the six weeks.

886. If a suspicious looking cat or hare cross your path, throw a steel

over its head, and suddenly it stands before you in the shape of an old

woman.
887. He that kills a black cow and black ox may look for a death in his

house.

888. If on coming home from church the bride be the first to take hold

of the house door, she will maintain the mastery, especially if she says :

"This door I seize upon, here all my will be done!" If the bridegroom
have heard the spell, he may undo it by adding the words :

" I grasp this

knocker-ring, be fist and mouth (word and deed.?) one thing!
"
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889. If mnr/pit's cliatter or hover row ml a liouse, if the logn at the Lack

of a fire jump over and crackle, guests are comiiii; who are atraTicrers.

890. In .setting out for the wars, do not look hrlnnd yon, or you may

never see home again.

891. If you leave yarn on the .spool over Sunday, it turns to sausages.

892. Ghosts are banished to betwixt door and doorpost; if a door be

slammed to, they are too much tormented (995).

893. Look oyer the left shoulder of one who sees spirits and future events,

and j'ou can do tlie same.

894. If two friends walk together, and a stone fxU between them, or a

dog run across their path, their friendship will soon be severed.

895. If in going out you stumble on the threshold, turn back at once, or

worse will happen.

896. The day before Shrove Sunday many people cook for the dear little

angels the daintiest thing they have in the house, lay it on the table at

nitpit, set the windows open, and go to bed. (Obersensbach in the Oden-

wald.)

897. At harvest time he that gets his corn cnt first, takes a vnllow bowjh,

decks it ivith flowers, and sticks it on the last load that comes in. (Gerns-

heim.)

8'JS. At the moment any one dies, the grain in the i^arn is shiifled, and

the wine in the cellar shaken, lest the seed sown come not up, and the

wine turn sour. (Ibid.) Conf. 576. 66i. 698.

899. On St. Blaise's day the parson holds two lighted tapers crossed ;

old and young step up, each puts his head between the tapers, and is

blessed; it preserves fi'om pains in head or neck for a year. (Ibid.)

900. In some parts of Westphalia a woman dying in childbed is not

clothed in the usual shroud, but exactly as xlie luould have been for her

chmxhing, and she is buried so.

901. The ticking of the wood-worm working its way through old tables,

chairs and bedsteads we call deadman's watch: it is 8up[)()sed that tlie

dead man goes past, and you hear his watch tick.

902.1 ggl ^on,. /,eHs to hatch on Peter-and-Paul's, they'll be good layers.

903. Pull the molehills to pieces on Silvester's, they'll throw up no

more.

90-i. If the cuckoo calls later than Johns, it means no good.

905. Thrash before sunrise on Shrove Tuesday, you'll drive the moles

away.

9U6. If it freeze on the shortest day, the jn-ice of com toill fall; if it's

mild, 'twill rise.

907. Sow no wheat on Maurice's, or it will be sooty.

908. Who at John's beheading would fell a tree, will have to let it be.

909. A March fog, and a hundred days after, a thunderstorm.

910. When the wind blows of a New Year's night, it means a death.

911. At Martinmas you see by the goose's breastbone if the winter '11

be cold or not.

' a02— yi'J from Scbmeller's Dialects of Bavaria, p. 529.
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912. Chickens hatched out of duck's eggs change colour every year.

913. Who drinhs not on Good Friday, no drink can hurt him for a year

(see 356).

914a. Stuff a bed with feathers in a waxing moon, and they slip out

again.

9146. On Ash Wednesday the devil hunts the little wood-ioife through
the forest.

915. If on Christmas eve, or Newyear's day, or eve {?) you hang a
washclout on a hedge, and then groom the horses with it, they'll grow fat.

916. If you thrash in the Rauch-uights, the corn spoils as far as the

sound is heard (see 418).

917. Set no hens to hatch on Valentine's, or all the eggs will rot.

918. Jump over John's fire, and you'll not. have the fever that year.

919. If a horse be let blood on Stephen's, it keeps well all the year.

920. A wound dealt with a knife whetted on Golden Sunday will hardly

ever heal.

921. If shooting at the butts that Sunday, you wrap your right hand in

the rope by which a thief has hung on the galloivs, you'll hit the bull's eye

every time.

922. If a man has a new garment on, you give it a slap, with some such
words as 'The old must be patched, the new must be thrashed; ' and
the garment will last the longer.

923. Sick sheep should be made to creep through a young split oak.

924. If a pregnant woman eat or taste out of the saucepan, her child

will stammer.

925. If on a journey she mount the carriage over the pole or the traces,

the child entangles its limbs in the navelstring (see 688. 933).

926. If a baby cries much in the first six weeks, pull it through a piece

of unboiled yarn three times in silence. If that does no good, let the

mother, after being churched, go home in silence, undress in silence, and
throw all her clothes on the cradle backwards.

927. The first time the horned cattle are driven to pasture, draw a
tooman's red stocking over a icoodmans axe,'^ and lay it on the threshold

of the stable door, so that every beast shall step over it (see 752).

928. To keep caterpillars otf the cabbages, a female shall tvalh back-

ivards naked in the fall moon three times in all directions through the

cabbage garden.

929. If a single woman be suspected of pregnancy, let the manservant
pull a harvest-waggon in tivo, and set the front part facing the south and
the hind wheels the north, so that the girl in doing her work must pass

between the two halves. It prevents her from procuring abortion.

930. When a cricket is heard, some one in the house will die : it sings

him to the grave.

931. A shirt of safety, proof against lead or steel, must be spun, woven
and sewed by a pure chaste maiden on Christmas day ; from the neck
down, it covers half the man; on the breast part two heads are sewed on,

^ Any steel tool laid on the threshold will do; conf. Reichs-Anz. 1794, p. 656.
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that on tlie rii^ht wii.li a long beard, tliat on the left a devil's face weaiiiig

a crown (see 115).

9'V2. The key-fcst : a hymn book is tied up. inclosing a key, all but the

ring, which, resting on two fingers, can turn either way ; questions are

then asked.

933. A woiniin with child may not pass iiridcr CDiy liangUirf line, else her

child will jiot escape the rope. They avoid even the stritKj on which a

birdcage hangs (see (i88. 1>25).

l'3k In setting jyt'ait, take a few in yoHV vioiith before sunset, keep

them in silently while planting, and those you set will be safe from spar-

rows.

935. The sexton does not dig the grave till the day of the burial, else

you'd have no peace from tlie dead.

936. Children dying unha'ptizcd hover betwixt earth and heaven.

937. Children must not stretch the forrjinger toivard heaven; tliey kill a

dear little angel every time (see 334. 947).

938.' Many would sooner be knocked on the head than pass between two

females.

939. One man puts his white shirt on of a Monday ; he'd rather go naked

than wear clean linen on Sunday.

940. I know some that think, if they did not eat yellow jam on Ash
"Wednesday, nine sorts of green herbs on Maundy Thursday, plaice and
garlic on Whit.wednesday, they would turn donkeys before Martinmas

(see 275).

941. Bride and bridegroom shall stand so close together that nobody can

see through.

942. They shall observe the tap of their first beer or wine cask, and step

into bed together.

943. The bridegroom shall be married in a bathing apron.

944. He that wipes his mouth on the tablecloth hath never his fill.

945. 'Tis not good to have thy garment mended on thy body (see 42).

946. The last loaf slioiwd into the oven they mark, and call it mine host :

'So long as mine host be in house, we want not for bread; if he be cut

before his time, there cometh a dearth.'

947. ' On thy life, point not with thy finger, thou wilt stab an angel!'

948. * Dear child, lay not the knife so, the dear angels will tread it into

their feet!' If one see a child lie in the fire, and n knife 07i its back at

one time, one shall soooner run to the knife than to the child (see 209.

596-7).

949. Cup or can to overspan is no good manners ; wlio drinks thereof

shall have the heavt-cramp (see 11).

950." It shall profit the sick to smoke them with a rod that is broke out

of an old hedge and hath nine ends or twigs.

951. Or with hay that is fetched unspoken, unchidden, from the loft of an

inherited barn.

1 938—949 from Chr. Weise's "Three Arrant Fools," Lpzg 1704, pp. 253—7.
2 950-1 ibid., p. 360.
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962. On the Alsolufion niglds (before Advent, before Christmas, befoi-e

Twelfthday, and Satnrday in Candlemas) tlie Gastein girls, as soon as it is

diirk, go to the sheef)-fold, and clidcli, hlindhj among the Jiock ; if at the

first clutch they have caught a raui, they are confident they'll be mari'ied

that year.'

953." Some, in t)ie middle of the night before Christmas, take a vessel

full of water, and ladle it out with a certain small measure into another

vessel. This they do several times over, and if then they find more

water than the first time, they reckon upon an increase of their goods

the following year. If tlie quantity remain tlie same, they believe their

fortune will stand still, and if there be less water, that it will diminish (see

258).

954 Some tie the end of a hall of thread to an inherited key, and unroll

the ball till it hangs loose, maybe an ell, maybe six; then they put it out

of window, and swing it back and forwards along the wall, saying ^harh,

harh ! ' From the quarter where they shall go a wooing and to live, they

will hear a voice (see 110).

955. Some, the day before Christmas, cut wood off nine sorts of trees,

make a fire of it in their room at midnight, strip themselves naked, and

throw their shifts outside the door. Sitting down by the fire, they say :

' Here I sit naked and cold as the drift. If my sweetheart would come and

just throw me my shift! ' A figure will tlien come and throw the shift in,

and they can tell by the face who their lover will be.

966. Others take four onions, put one in each corner of the room, and

name them after bachelors ; they let them lie from Christmas to Twelfth-

day, and the man whose onion then buds will present himself as a suitor;

if none have budded the wedding won't come oflT.

957. Some, the day before Christmas, buy the fag-end of a ivheat loaf

for a penny, cut a piece of crust off, tie it under their right arm, wear

it like that all day, and in going to bed lay it under their head, saying:

' I've got into bed. And have plenty of bread ; Let my lover but come,

And he shall have some.' If the bread looks gnawed in the morning, the

match will come off that year ; if it's whole, there's no hope.

958. At midnight before Christmas-day, the men or maids go to the

stack of firewood, pull one log out, and look if it be straight or crooked ;

their sweetheart's figure shall be according (see 109).

959. Some, on Christmas eve, buy th-ee farthings worth of white bread,

divide it in three farts, and consume it along three streets, one in every

street; in the third street they shall see their sweetheart.

960. The night before Christmas, you take two empty nutshells, with

tiny wax tapers in them, to stand for you and your sweetheart, and set

them afloat on a dishful of water. If they come together, your suit will

prosper ; if they go apart it will come to nought. (Ungewiss. Apotheker

p. 649.)

961. If a master is left in the lurch by his man, or a girl in the family

' Muchar's Gastein p. 14G.
2 953—y from Praetorii Saturnalia, Lips. 1603.
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way l)j lier lover, yoii jjut a ceitain peiitiy in tlie |)an. of a mill, and set

tlie mill ^oiiig. As it turns faster, such anfrnish comes upon the fugi-

tive, that he cannot stay, but neck and crop he comes home. Tliis they

call ' making it hot for a man.' (Beschr. dea Fichtelbergs, Lpzg. 1716. 4,

p. 151.)

!'(52. To discovcf what the year shall l)ring, they plant themselves on a

cross-rodih or 2'<t'"<"ti7 of ivays at 12 the night before Christmas, statid

stockstill without speaking for an hour, whilst all tlie future o()ens on

their eyes and ears. This they call ' to go hearken.' (Ibid. p. 155.)

1*03. On Andrew's day till thee a glass with water : if the year sliall be

moist, it runneth over; if dry, it statuleUb lieaped atop. (Aller Practic

Grossm.)

OG-i. Ou Andrew's eve the maids mark lohence the dogs hark ; from that

quarter comes the future husband.

1)65. They tie a farthing to their gi'eat toe, sit down on the way to

church, and look among the Matin-goers for their bridegroom. (Tharsan-

der 1, 84.)

it66. To know if an infant be bewitched, pat under its cradle a vessel

full of running water, and drop an egg in ; if it float, the child is bewitched.

(V'al. Krautermann's Zauber-aizt 216.)

967. Evil persons in Silesia did upon a time have a knife forged, and

therewith cut but a little tivig off every tree, and in a short time all the

forest perished. (Carlowitz's Sylvicultur p. 46.)

968. The oak is a prophetic tree : in galhiuts a fly betokens war, a worm
dearth, a spider pestilence (conf. 1046).

96'.\ Wood felled in the dog-days ivill not burn.

970. A piece of oak passed lightly over the body in silence, before sunrise

on John's day, heals all open sores.

971. The elsheer-iree is also called dragon-tree: branches of it hung
over house and stable on Walburgis-day keep out the flying dragon.

972. Oak and ivahiut yv ill not agree : they cannot stand together with-

out (one i:') perishing. So with blackthorn and lohitethorn : if placed to-

gether, the white one always gets the upper hand, the black dies out.

973. Cut no timber in the had iciidel (waxing moon): timber [schlag-

holz = strike-wood) felled at new-moon is apt to strike out again ; that

felled in a waning moon burns better.

974. When a sucking babe dies, they put a bottle of its mother's milk in

the coffin with it; then her milk dries np without making her ill.

975. If you have warts, nail a big brown snail to the doorpost with a

wooden hammer ; as it dries up, the wart will fade away.

976. If an old woman meet you at early morn, and greet you, you must
answer ' As much to you !

'

'.'77. Some people can atop a waggon of hag on its way, so that it will

not stir from the spot : knock at every wheel-ziail, and it will be free

again.

978. In a thief's footprints put burning tinder: it will burn him and

betray him.

979. If a swallow fly into the stable, and pass under the cow, she will
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give blood for milk: lead her to a cross-way, inilk her 3 t\me^ through

a branch, and empty what you have milked backwards over her head three

times.

980. A bunch of wild thyme or marjoram laid beside the milk keeps it

from being bewitched.

981. If you walk once round your garden-fence on Shrove Sunday, not a

plank will be stolen out of it for a year to come.

982. If you have many snails on your land, go before sunrise and take

one snail from the east side ; then by way of north to the west, and

pick up another; then to the north; then by way of east to the south :

if you put the four snails in a bag, and hang them inside your chimney,

all the snails on your land will creep into the chimney, and die.

983. If, in cutting the vegetables in autumn, a molehill be found under

the cabbage, the master will die.

984 In Westphalia, when a loaf is cut, they call the upper crust

laughinrj-hnost, the under the crying -Iciiost. When maid or man goes out

of service, they get a jammer-hnost (wailing-crust), which they keep for

years after.

985. When children have the schluckuh (hiccough ?), their heart is

growing.

986. The first stork a peasant sees in the year, he falls on the ground,

rolls round, and is then free from pains in the back for a year.

987. On buying a cow from another village, you give beside the price

a m,ilk-penny, so that her milk may not be kept back. At the boundary

you turn her three times round, and let her look at her old home, to banish

her regret.

988. Many fasten /e)-n n? blossom over the house-door: then all goes well

as far as the waggon-tvhip readies.

989. On the first day of Lent, boys and girls run about the fields like

mad, with blazing wisps of straw, to drive out the evil sower. (Rhone).

990. The first night of Christmas the people of the Rhon roll on un-

thrashed iiea-straw. The peas that drop out are mixed with the rest,

which improves the crop.

991. On Innocents' day, evei-y adult is flogged with a rod, and must

ransom himself with a gift. The trees too are beaten, to promote their

fertility.

992. Whoso doth any sewing to bed or clothing on a Sunday, cannot

die therein till it be imripped.

993. If you rise from the spinning-wheel without twisting ofl" the strap,

the earth-inannikin comes and spins at it : you don't see him, but you hear

the spindle hum.
994. A beggar that would pay his debt in full ought to say as many

paternosters as it would take blades of grass to cover the bread given him.

As he cannot, he says ' God yield ye !

'

995. Never slam the door : a spirit sits befiveen, and it hurts him (892).

996. The first child christened at a neivly consecrated font receives the

gift of seeing spirits and things to come, until some one out of curiosity

Btep on his left foot and look over his right shoulder; then the gift passes
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over to him. But tlmt can be prevented by the sponsors droppinj; a straw,

a pin or a piece of paper into the basin.

W7. Ho that is always praying, and prides himself on it, iiraus h'lmxdf

through heaven, and has to mind geese the other side.

998. If you drop hreml-and-h idler, and it falls on tlie buttered side, you

have committed a sin that day.

99P. When girls are weeding, they look for the little herb ' Ic'if in de

meute ' (love meet me), and liide it about them : the first bachelor that then

comes towards them is their sweetheart.

1000. Whoever bnihis a house must use bought, stolen and given timber

to it, or he has no luck: a belief so goneral in Lippe, that even a large

farmer who has wood of his own, will steal a beam, then go and accuse

himself, and pay for it.

1001. When the holy zyea//ier (lightning) strikes, it can only be quenched

with milk, not with water (conf. 1122).

1002. In weeding flax, the girls pull up the weed Red Henry (mercury ?)

:

whichever way the root giew, from there will come the sweetheart; if it

grew straight down, the girl will die soon (conf. Dan. Sup. 120).

1003. Whoever is the first to soe the stork come in, and to bid it welcome,

not a tooth of his will ache that year.

1004. If you go to bed without clearing the table, the youngest in the

house will get no sleep.

1005. If a maid have not spun her distaff clear by Sunday, those threads

will never bleach white.

1006. She that sets the gridiron on the fire, and puts nothing on it, will

get an apron in Iter face (be wrinkled).

1007. If you stand a new broom upside down behind the street-door,

witches can neither get in nor our.

1008. If a woman nurse her babe sitting on the boundarij-stone at the

cross-way, it will never have toothache.

1009. Children born after the father's death have the ]iower of blowing

away skin that grows over the eyes for three Fridays running.

1010. Why give ye not the bones of the Easter lamb, that is blessed, unto

dogs ? They will go mad, say ye. Ye may give them, it harmeth not

(Keisersb. Ameisz. 52).

ion . Wouldst lame a horse ? Take of a tree stricken by hail, and make

thereof a nail, or of a new gallows, or of a knife that hath been a priest's

cell-woman's (conf. priest's wife. Spell xxxiv), or the stump of a knife

wherewith one hath been stuck dead ; and push it into his hoofprint. (Cod.

Pal. 212, 53'\)

1012. To know how many ' good holden ' are conjured into a man, he

shall draw water in silence, and drop burning coals out of the oven into

it : as many coals as sink to the bottom, so many good liolden has he in

him.

1()13.' If a tempest lasts three days without stopping, some one is hang-

ing himself.

> Nos, 1013—llOi from the New Bunzlau Monthly for ll'M-2.
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1014. Who bathes in cold water on Easterday, keeps well the whole

year.

1015. If you go out on important business, and an old looman meet you,

it is unlucky ; if a young girl, lucky.

1016. When the night-owl cries by day, a fire breaks out.

1017. If you look at a hahe in siuaddling-haiids, cross it and say 'God

guard thee
!

'

1018. Whoever sees the corn in blossom first , and eats nine of the blos-

soms, will keep free from fever (conf. 718).

1019. If a howling dog holds his head up, it means a fire ; if down, a

death.

1020. Whoever on St. John's Eve puts as many John's worts as there

are people in the house, into a rafter of his room, naming the plants after

the people, can tell in what order they will die : he whose plant withers

first will die first (conf. Dan. Sup. 126).

1021. It is not good to point ivith your finger at where a thunderstorm

stands.

1022. Blood let out of a vein should always be thrown into running

water.

1023. Let no milk or butter be sold out of the house after sunset.

1024. Moles are removed from the face by letting a dead person's hand

rest on them till it grow warm.

1025. The rainwater left on tombstones will send freckles away.

1026. If you see blue fire burn at night, throw a knife into it, and if you

go there before sunrise, you will find money.

1027. Hairs that comb out should be burnt : if a bird carries them to its

nest, it gives you headaches, or if it be a staar (starling), staar-bliudness

(cataract).

1028. When the schalaster (magpie ?) cries round tlie house, guests are

near.

1029. If you have the hiccough, drink out of your jug (mug) over the

handle.

1030. When it rains in sunshine, the sky drops poison.

1031. Let a sold calf be led out of doors by the tail, and the cow will not

fret ; let a bought cow be led into stable by the tail, and she'll soon feel at

home.

1032. W^hen ihe floor splinters, suitors are coming.

1033. When a hanged man is cut down, give him a box on the ear, or

he'll come back.

1034. If the moon shine on an imbaptized child, it will be moonstruck.

1035. If the dead man's bier falls, some one will die in 3 days ; it will

be one that did not hear it.

1036. If your right hand itch, you'll take money ; if your left, you'll

spend much.

1037. When a sudden shiver comes over you, death is running over your

grave.

1038. If the altar-candle goes out of itself, the minister dies within a

year.
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1039. If you run in one boot or shoe, you lose your b:ilauce, unless you

^•^{J^ back the same way.

1010. A horse goes lame, if you drive a nail into his frt'sh foofpi-Jnt (conf,

lull).

ion. On Christmas-eve thrash the garden with a flail, witli nnhj your

sliirf on, and the grass will grow well next year.

10 1^. As long as icicles hang from the roof in winter, so long will there

be tlax on the distaff the next year.

1043. If a strata lies in tlie room, there is snoiv coming.

1044. Good Friday's rain must be scratched out of the ground with

needles, for it brings a great drought.

1045. If the godfather's letter be opened over the child's mouth, it learns

to speak sooner.

1046. Flies in gallnuts betoken war, maggots bad crops, spiders pestilence

(conf. 968).

1047. Rods stuck into the flax-hed keep the cattle unbewitched.

1048. Three knocks at night when there's nobody there, some one at the

house will die in 3 days.

1049. If a woman dies in childbed, wash out her plaische (porringer)

directly, or she will come back.

1050. If bride and bridegroom on the wedding day put a three-headed

bohemian (a coin) under the sole of their right foot, it will be a happy

marriage,

1051. Snou) on the wedding day foretells a happy marriage, rain a

wretched.

1052. If you stir food or drink with a knife, you'll have tlio cutting

gripes ; if with a, fork, the stitch.

1053. When one is dying hard, lay him on the change (where the ends of

the boards meet), and he'll die easy.

1054. Give your pigeons drink out of a human skull, and other people's

pigeons will come to jour cot.

1055. When hois crow, a fire breaks out.

1056. A house where cock, dog and cat are Hack, will not catch fire.

1057. One where the chain-dog is burnt to death, will soon be on Hre again.

1058. If the butter won't come, whip the tub with a willow rod, but not

one ciLt with a knife.

1059. To win a maiden's love, get a hair and a pin off her uuperceived,

twist the hair round the ptu, and throw them backwards into a river.

1060. If by mistake the pall be laid over the coffin wrong side out, another

in the house will die.

1061. When you buy a dog, a cat or a hen, twirl them 3 times round your

right leg, and they'll soon settle down with you.

1062. Under a sick man's bed put a potful of nettles : if they keep green,

he'll recover; if they wither, he will die.

1063. A icorn shirt shall not be given to be a shroud, else he that wore ib

will waste away till the shirt be rotten.

1064. If a women in childbed look at a corpse, her child will have no

colour.
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1065. A hanged man's finger hung in the cask makes the beer sell fast.

1066. If it rain on the bridal ivreath, the wedded pair will be rich and
fruitful.

1067. In measuring grain, sweep the top tovjards yott,, and you sweep
blessing into the house ; if you giveep it from you, you send it into the

devil's hand.

1068. If a child's navel sticks out, take a heggar's staff from him silenthj,

and press the navel with it cross-wise.

1069. To make a broodhen hatch cocls or liens, take the straw for her

nest from the mans or the ivomans side of the bed.

1070. He that has ivliite spechs on his thumb-nails, he whose teeth stand

close together, will stay in his own country.

1071. If wife or maid lose a garter in the street, her husband or lover is

untrue.

1072. To find out who has poisoned your beast, cut the creature's heart

out, and hang it pierced with 30 pins, in the chimney; the doer will then

be tormented till he come and accuse himself.

1073. Wheat, sown in Michael's week, turns to cockle ; barley, in the

first week of April, to hedge-mustard.

1074. If you have fever-frost (ague), go in silence, without crossing

vfater, to a hollow willotv tree, breathe your breath into it three times, stop

the hole up qiuck, and hie home without looking round or speaking a word :

the ague will keep away.

1075. Young mayfiowers picked before sunrise, and rubbed together

under your face, keep summer-freckles away.

1076. A woman with child shall not sit down on any box that can shctj)

to tinder her, else her child will not come into the world until you have set

her down on it again and unlocked it three times.

1077. If you see dewless patches in the grass before sunrise, you can find

money there.

1078. Let linseed for sowing be poured into the bag from a good height,

and the flax will grow tall.

1079. If you have fever, loalk over nine field-boundaries in one day, and

you'll be rid of it.

1080. Or: hunt a black cat till it lies dead. It is good for epilepsy to

drink the blood of a beheaded man, and then riui as fast and far as you can

hold out.

1081. On Christmas-eve make a little heap of salt on the table : if it melt

over night, you'll die the ue.\t year ; if it remain undiminished in the morn-

ing, you will live.

1082. Whoever on St Walpurg's eve puts all his clothes on tvrongside

out, and creeps backtoards to a cross-ivay, will get into witches' company.

1083. If the reel hung a,ivry, and the thread dangled doivnivards, when a

child came into the world, ic will hang itself. If a knife was lying edge

upwards, it will die by the sword.

1084. The smallest box in the house is usually placed before the child-

birth bed : if any one sit down on it, and it snap to of itself, the woman
will never be brought to bed again.
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1085. As many times as the rnck croT'ii iinrmrr service the iiit^hfc before

Christmas, so many l)illiinou will the quarter of wheat fetch the coming

year.

1086. Whosoever shall spy the first j^loughman jihj, and the^irs^ sivallotu

flll, on H year of good luck may rely.

1087. If a spinster in spring time, when birds come back, see two wng-

talls toqctlier, she'll be married that year.

1088. If a bridal pair on their way to the wedding meet a cartload of

dung, it betokens an nnliappy marriage.

108P. Before sowing barley, let the seed run ihrnurjh a mans shirt, and

the sparrows will spare it.

1090. If yon eat i^eeled barle)/, apoplexy cannot strike you while there is

a grain of it left in your stomach.

lOiU. If you strike a light on the corner of the table or fireplace, the
' brand' (blight) will fall on your millet.

1092. When the women are going to wash, every one in the house must
get up in a good temper, and there will be fine weather.

lOV'o. Spinsters on St John's-eve twine a wreath of nine sorts of fioicers,

and try to throw it backwards and in silence on to a tree. As often as it

falls, so many years will they remain unmarried (conf. 848).

1004. If a chip in the fire in wintertime has a large catstail, it is a sign

of snow ; and if the catstail splits down the middle, of (/Hf-s^s.

1095. It is not good to ivnlk over stoeepings (see Swed. 1).

1096. Children beaten with rods off a broom that has been used, waste

away.

1097. If you want your cows to give much milk, buy a sanDiier from the

summer-children, and stick it over the stable-door.

1098. The first time the cows are driven to pasture, you tie red rags

round their tails, so that they cannot be bewitched.

1090. If you want the witch to have no hold over your cattle, shut a

bear up in their stable for a night : he scratches out the hidden stuff that

holds the magic, and when that is gone, they are no longer open to attack-

1100. Flax bought on St Lawrence day will get ' burnt' (blasted).

1101. If you had something to say, and forget what, step out over the

threshold and in again ; it will come into your head again.

1102. Let a beemaster at honey harvest give away to many, and the bees

will be generous to him.

1103. On Christmas-eve put a stone on every tree, and they'll bear the

more.

1104. When a Lrirl is born, lay over her breast a net made of an nld

(female) cap, and tlie alp (night-elf) will not such her dry.

1105. On Allhallows-eve young folks in Northumberland throw a couple

of nuts in the fire. If they lie still and burn together, it augurs a happy

marriage; if they fly apart, an unhappy (Brockctt p. 152).

110<). When the bride is undressing, she hands one of her stockings to

a bridesmaid, to tliroiv among tlic assembled wedding-guests. The person

on whom the stocking falls will be married next (ibid. 218).

1107. Bi-ide and bridegroom, at the end of the wedding, sit down on the
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bridal bed in all their clothes except shoes and stocking?. Each brides-

maid in turn takes the bridegroom's stocking, stands at the foot of the bed
with her back to it, and throws the stocJcing ivith her left hand over her

right shoulder, aiming at the bridegroom's face. Those who hit will get

married soon. The young men do the same with the bride's stocking
(ibid.).

1108. On St Mark's-eve some young people watch all night in the church-
porch, and see the spirits of all that are to die that year go past, dressed as

usual. People that have so watched are a terror to the parish : by nods
and winks they can hint men's approaching deaths (ibid. 229). In E. Fries-

land they say such people ' can see quad ' (bad).

1109. On Christmas-eve the yide-clog is laid on, and if possible kept
burning 2 or 3 days. A piece of it is usually kept to light the next year's

log with, and to guard the household from harm (ibid. 24o). If it will nob
light, or does not burn out, it bodes mischief.

1110. In spring, when the farmer goes afield, and turns up the first

furrows with unbolted plough, he sprinkles this earth in the four corners

of the living-room, and all the fleas retire (Kriinitz 1, 42).

1111.^ J>0(7s and hlacTc s/ieej) have also the gift of 'seeijj^ 2»«cZ,' and you
may learn it of them. When the howling dog has a vision, look through
hetiveen his ears, and lift his left leg ; or take him on your shoulder, and so

looJc hetiveen his ears. If you wish to be rid of the art, you can transfer it

to the dog by treading on his right foot and letting him look over your right

shoulder.

1112. Whichever way the howling dog points his muzzle, from the same
quarter will the coming corpse be brought.

1113. Sometimes the steeple-bells give out a dull dead clang .- then some
one in the parish will die soon (conf. 284.). When the death-bell tolls,

whichever side of it the tongue touches last, from that side of the village

will the next corpse come.

llli. If a cabbage-plant blossoms ^/ie/irsi 1/ertr, or gets white places on
its leaves, a misfortune will happen in the owner's house.

1115. A house beside ivhich a star has fallen will be the first to have a

death.

1116. It betokens war when the cherry-tree hlossoms tivice in a year.

1117. When the sun shines on the altar at Candlemas, expect a good flax-

year.

1118. A witch can hurt cattle by shimming the dew off the grass in their

pasture.

1119. Eggshells should he smashed up small; else the witch may harm
the men that ate out of them, and the hens that laid them.

1120. If you find something eatable, throw the first mouthful away, or

witches may hurt you.

1121. When 7 girls running are born of one marriage, one is a were-

wolf.

1122. When lightning strikes, the fire can only be quenched icith milk
(conf. 1001).

> 1111—1123 E. Friesl. superst. (Westfiil. Anz. for 1810, nos. 08—72J.
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11"23. If j-oii ^)o//(/ 3'onr fingcv ai flic moon, you'll get a wooden fitic;cr.

1124. "Wisps of at ni IV, taken out of a led on which a dead man has lain,

and stuck up in the cornfield, keep the birds away.

1125. Birds are kept out of ihe corn, if in harrowing you go to the left,

and say a certain spell, but you must have learnt it from one of the oppogite

sc.v.

112(3.' If a child look into a vairror, and cannot yet speak, it is not

good.

1127. Two babes that cannot talk shall not be let Iciss one another.

112S. Crickets or ofen-einiiehen bring ill-fortune.

112i». Ye sliall not spin nor icash while a dead person is yet above

ground.

1130. Three drops of hhjod i&\\\r\Q Uom one's nose signifieth something

strange.

1131. On the sea one shall not say thi'mi or hirche, but st^lft. sintze and

the like.

1132. One shall not speak the while annther drinks.

1133. It is not good that two driiik togi.ther.

1134. TFooi^, when it lies on the fire, and by reason of wetness lettetli

ont air and /(t»ie///, it signifit-th chiding.

1135. When a mess, though it be off the fire, still simmers in the pot, 'tis

good warrant there be no witches in the house.

1136. I'ocks can be sold, and he that buys gets not so many as other-

wise.

1137. When one hath to do out of doors, and turneth about in the door,

and goes not straightway, it is not good.

1138. Itching of the nose sigJiifies a sudden fit.

1139. If a nail being driven into the coffin bends, and will not in,

another shall follow soon.

1140. Go not into service on a Jilonday, nor move into a house, nor begin

aught, for it shall not live to be a week old.

1141. To stretch over the cradle is not good, thereof comes tension of the

heart.

1142. When ye move into a house, if ye bring salt and bread first there-

into, ye shall lack therein nothing needful.

1 1126—1142 from ' Des uhralten jungen leiermatz lustigem correspondeuz-geist,'

1G08, i>p. 170— 17G.
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K. SCANDINAYIAN.

a. Sweden.'

Personal Pronouns :

Se. She. It. They.

N. han hon (Dan. liun) det de (Obsol. the)

Cr. bans hennes dess deras (Dan. deres).

D.A. honom henne det dem (Obsol. them).
(Dan. ham)

Poss. Pron. : M.F. sin, N. .iit, PI. sina, his, her, its, their (own), Lat.

suus.

Indef. Art. : M.F. en, N. et.

Indef. Pron. : ndgon, ndgot (Dan. nogen, noget), some, any. Ingen, intet,

none.

Def. Art.: usually a Suffix : M.F. -en, -n, K -et, -t, PI. -ne, -na. Thus
in No. 9, sA:o-«, the shoe; fot-en, the foot; golfv-et, the floor; in No. 12,

sTior-na, the shoes.

Passive formed by adding -s to the Active: No. 19, Idga-s, is or are
bathed ; h'jgge-s, is or are laid.

An initial j or v (Engl, y, w) is often omitted before an o or n sound : dr
year, ^lng young; orcl word, urt wort.

SwED. often changes Id, nd to II, nn : shulle should, andre, annars, etc.

other. The reverse in Dan.: falde fall, mand man.

1. Ej ma man mota sopor i durren, om man vil bli gift det ^ret (one
must not meet sweepings in the doorway, if one would get married
that year).

2. Om en flicka och gosse dfa ctf en och samma beta, bli de liara i

hvar-andra (if a girl and boy eat ofl' one morsel, they get fond of each
other).

3. Midsommars-nat skal man lagga 9 slags blomster imder hvfvudet, s§,

dromer man om sin faste-raan eller faste-mo, och f&r se den samma (dreams
of his or her betrothed, and gets to see them).

4. Ej ma ung-karl (young fellow) gifva en flicka hnif eller hnap-nular
(pins), ty de sticka sonder karleken (for they put love asunder).

5. En flicka mS ej se sig i spcgclen sedan ned-miirkt iir, eller vid Ijus (not

look in her glass after dark or by candle), at ej forlora manfolks tycket (not

to lose men's good opinion).

0. Bruden skal laga (the bride must contrive), at hon fijrst J\lr se Itrud-

gumvien, irS. tar hon husbonda-kastet (mastery).

7. Hon skal under vigslen (at the wedding), for samma orsak (reason)

slitta sin fat framfur hans (in front of his).

* Nos. 1—71 from Erik Fernoio's Beskrifning ofver Wiirmeland (Gotheborg 1773,
pp. 254—260) ; 72—10*) from HUlphers's Beskrifn. ofver Norrland, 4 (Westeras
1780, pp. 308—310) ; 110—125 from Jobau Odman's Bahuslans beskrifn. (Stockh.
1746, pp. 75—80).
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8. Afven fijr snmma skiil (reason) skal lion lapn, at lion silttcr sig forst

ned i brnd-sialcn (sit down first in the bridal cliair).

9. For samma orsak akal lion, liksum at' vAda (accident), sliippa skon a/

fofi)), eller uds-dnJccn (drop her shoe or kercliiet), eller nftgot annat jk6 golf-

vet (floor), som bnidguminen af hoHighet bugai* sig (])olitely stoops) at

lijelpa til ratta. Hans ode blir, at kroka rygg under liela agtenskapet

(bend the back all his married life).

10. Bruden skal sta hrudgummcn niira, at ingen framdeles md triinga slg

dem imellan (no one in f'utnre squeeze in between them).

11. De billla (they hold) i kyrkan et hand eller kUide imellan sig, at de

mftga bli ciisanie tilbopa (dwell in unit}' together).

VI. Biigge bora haf'va pcngar i skorna (both should have coins in their

shoes), at mynt mS, aldrig tryta (never run short).

lo. Den som (the one who) under vigslen lidar {tnrna) frda den andra,

dor (dies) forst; iifven-sS, den som ser bast ut (looks best).

1-k Bruden skill taga med sd manga fnigrar 2^il hara kroj^pen (touch her

l)are body with as many fingers), under det hon sitter i brud- stolen, som
lion vil hafva nuliiga barn (as she wishes to have children).

15. At hon inft fi\ latt barn-?ang (easy cliild-bed), skal hon, vid hein-

komsten fnln kyrkan, til vdnster spanna ijidn Imk-lijolca om hon ridet,

meii finimclatdngen om hon Sket (undo leftwards the saddle-girth or the

traces).

Hi. At bruden ma bli god mjo\k-ko, miJterhilnnesmodcrhdnnepSi gdrden,

dS hon kommer ur kyrkan, vied et mjolke-glas, at ut-dricka.

17. Til mat (for food) p3, forsta barn-.'-angen, skal hon forse sig (provide

herself) med en kaka och en ost (cheese), som hon har hos sig ligaiide

(lying by her) i brud-sjingen.

18. Niir barn aro nyss-fodde, lagges (when babes are newly born, there

is laid) en huk under deras hufvud, at de ma bli iiimine at lasa (quick at

reading).

10. Niir de forsta gilngen logas (when they are bathed the first time)

laggt'S x>enningar i vatnet, at de md bli rika. En pung (purse), med pengar
uLi, sys ok kring halsen (is sewed also round the neck).

20. XSgot ai fadrens kinder bredes p3. flicko-ham (is spread over girl-

babies), och modrens kjortel pi\ gosse, at lil tycke hos andra kciiiet (to find

favour with the other sex).

"21. IModren bor viijta barnet i dijrren, niir det fores bort (when it is

carried off) til Christendom ; men niir det lures hem, sedan (after) det

iir dupt, skal man vilita det i dijrren med en brud-kaka, at det aldrig mi
fattas brod (that it may never want bread).

22. Si Ijinge barn ej f&dt namn, mil ej elden sldckas, (the fire go out).

23. Ej mi man gd mellan eld och spen-harn (between fire and sucking
babe).

24. Ej mS man sent hiira in vntten, diir (bring water in late where) spen-

barn iir, utan at kasta eld deruti (without putting fire therein).

2"). Ej ma nilgon som (Let no one tiiat) kommer in i huset, taga et

barn i sina hiinder, utan at forut taga i eldtn (without first touching the

fire).
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26. Ntir barn f& snart tander, vtinta de siiart nya syshm efter. (If

children teethe quickly, they expect new brothers and sisters soon).

27. Om barn trifvas gerna i varmt vatfen, bli de horaktiga.

28. Ej ma man vagga torn vagga (rock an empty cradle), ty barnet blir

gratt och ol^tigt.

29. Niir et forst-fodt ham, som ar fodfc med tander (born with teeth), biter

ofver onda hetet (rhe evil bite), ?& blir det lakt (it will be healed). See 37.

30. Barn m§, ej p& en-ging Idsa och dta (at once read and eat), ty det
f&r trogt minue (sluggish memory).

31. Barnet skal forst taga i (touch) hund, men ej i A-att.

32. Om barn leka med eld, (play with fire) fS, de svS,rt at hSlla sit vatten.

33. Barn som iir afladt fore vigslen (begotten before marriage) skal

modreu sjelf MUa vid dopet (bold at the font), eljest blir det icke agta (else

not legitimate); men ar det fodt forut (if born before), skal hon hdlla det

pa armen narhon st§,r brud (is married).

34. Om den sjuke fkrfrdmmande mat (stranger's food), blir ban frisk.

35. For lake-medel (medicine) bor man ej tacka (not thank), ty det bar
ingen verkan (for then it has no effect).

36. Ej mil man gS, ofper grafvar med opet s^r (open sore), ty det liikes

sent eller aldrig (heals late or never).

37. Onda hetet botas (is cured) af forstfodt barn med tander (see 29).

38. Ej ma man fore morgonen omtala (talk of), om man set^^ siiolce (seen

a spectre), at ej bli kramad och spotta blod.

39. Sedan iiedmurkt ar (after dark), mS, man ej gil til vatten, et ej i^onda
hetet.

40. For samraa orsak (reason), eller ock at ej bli kramad, skal man spotta

3 ganger (spit 3 times), da man gdv ofver vatten sedan nedmdrld ar.

41. For den sjuka bor man lata bedja (have the sick prayed for) i 3

hiirhor, dock bor gerna dar-ibland vara (but among them should be) en
qfer-ki/rl-a sa-som Gunnarskog, Visnum, Eada, om man bor dem sa nar
(lives near enough). Det nidste da hastigt sia ut, antingen til helsa eller

doden (speedily issue either in healing or death).

42. Stora fiskars tander bora uphrdnnas, at bli lyklig i fiske. (Big fishes'

teeth should be burnt, to be lucky in fishing).

43. Man bor ingen tilsaga (tell no one), da man gar astad at fiska ; och
ej omtala, antingen (nor talk about whether) man far mycket eller litet

(see 109).

44. Ej heller bor ndgon frdrnmandie (nor must any stranger) fa se hur
micket fisk man fStt.

45. Nar man ror ut fran landet at fiska, ma man ej vdnda huten

ansols.

46. Knapnaiar (-pins) fundna i kyrkan och dar gjorda til mete-hrokar (and

there made into bait-hooks) nappa bast, eller aro gafvast.

47. Gar qvinfolk (if a female walks) ofver 7nete-spd, nappar ej fisken,

48. Stulen jiske-redskap (stolen fishing-tackle) ar lyklig, men den
bestulne mister lyckan (the person robbed loses the luck).

49. Ej ma man kora lik (drive a corpse) til kyrka, ty hasten blir skamd
(the horse gets shy).
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50. Ej mil man h/sa under hnrdet (shew a liglit under the table), at ej

giisterne skola bli o-cnse (get dis-uriited, quarrel).

i\. Ej nul man vdnda am (turn back), dsl man gar i nagot iirende (any

errand), at det icke m<l aflcipa ilia (turn out ill).

62. For knapn§,lar mS, man ej tacka, ty de tappas bort (get lost).

63. Qvinfolks mote ib' ondt, ova. det ej iir en lonhora.

54-. Kommcr en friimmande in, der Ijns stupes (where candles are being

dipped), skal han tar/a i elden, eljest losnar talgen af Ijusen.

55. Ej mil man sjnnna om Torsd((gs qvilU (evening), eller i Dj-mmel-

veckan (Carnival); ty det spinner efter om natten (spins on all night).

66. Kommer friirninande in, der korf kokas, spricker han sonder.

67. Om uilgon som har onda ogon (evil eye) ser da man slagtar, har

kreaturet ondt for at do (the beast dies hard).

58. S13.r man (if you beat) kreatur med widen vidja (turned wood), fSr

det tarm-topp (bovrel-twisting).

59. A'Jinder nian tofior eller skor med tan in at scingen (slippers or shoes

with the toes towards the bed), siX kommer maran (the mare) om natten.

60. rdsk-aftoik skal man gora kors (Easter-eve, make a cross) ofver fahus-

dorren (cowhouse-door) for troll-karingar.

61. Isiir man I'lgger J'orsta gdvgen i et lais, skal man riikna bjolkarna

(count the rafters), nk blir sand (comes true) hvad man drciiner.

62. Om man glonier n3,got (forget something) dS. man reser bort (sets

out), iir godt hopp for de hema varande (home- stayers), at den resande

kommer tilbaka; men se sig tilhaka (to look back) jir ej godt marke.

63. Kiir kaftor tvatta sig (wash), eller skator skrafta (mag[)ies scratch) vid

husen, vanta de frjimmande (they expect strangers). Har en solaktig mat-

inoder eller vSrdslos piga icke forr sopat golfvet (not before swept the

floor), sil bor det dil vist ske (be done then).

6-k Den som oin Jul-dagen fiJrst kommer hem frAn kyrkan, slutar (will

finish) forst sin ande-tid.

65. Om man g&r 3 ganger kring hdl-sdngen (round the cabbage-bed)

sedan man satt kSlen, blir han fri for mask (free from slugs).

66. Om qvinfolk klifver ofver skaklor (climb over the shafts), skenar

hasten eller blir skiimt.

67. Nar vdf-stolon tages ned (loom is taken down), skal man kasta et eld-

kul diir-igenom (burning coal through it); sft fiir man snart up ny vaf.

68. Liiggos eld i karet fore miiskningen, surnar ej drikat (if fire is put in

the vessel before malting, the drink will not turn sour).

69. Jul-afton kastar man stifvii rdghalms strd i takct (rye-straws into the

roof). SS, m&nga strfi. som fastna, sfi, m&nga trafvar rkg fS.r man det

aret.

70. Tom sdk mk ej biiras oknuten (empty sacks not to be carried untied).

Gj\r en liafvandc hustru diir-efter, sS blir hiinnes foster aldrig miltt (l)aby

.

jiever satisfied). Men rakar en ko (but if a cow chance) pi den olykhga

vilgen, sil tar (gets) hon sig aldrig kalf.

71. Del man logar sig, siittes sful i vatnet (in bathing, steel is put in the

water), och niickcn bindes sdlunda: ' X<ick, ndck, still i strand ! far din var

eu sliil-tjuf, mor din var en ndl-tjuf ; sS, Ifingt (so far) skal du vara hdr-
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ifriin, som detta rop hores (as this cry is heard).' Och dS, ropa alle med
full-hals :

' IIo hagla !

'

72. Om kornet val vil mylla sig (moulds well), iir tekn til god Srs-vaxt

(year's-growth). Nar godningen om vS-ren (manure in spring) skS,ttas af

kiilan, hrartist den legat ofver vinteren, kastas ndgre horn in, brahningen.

LikesS, nar man silt- (sows), bor en nd/va-mull Idggas i sdd-slcorgen (hand-

ful of mould be put in the seed-basket) ; den dagen bor ock ej tagas eld

ifriin gran-girden.

73. Om Pilsk-lordag blilses (on Easter Saturday they blow) med en l&ng

lur genom fiihus-gluggen (through the cowhouse window) ; sd Idngt IJudet

da, Ibors (far as the sound is heard), sS. klngt bort-blit'va o-djuren (beasts of

prey keep away) det S,ret.

74. Nar man soker after boskap i skogen (seek cattle in the wood), och

rdhar en kdkling (talg-oxe) pi hogra handeu (and a fatling turn up on your

right), skal det sokta finna igen.

75. Slappes svinen (if the swine are let out) Lucii dag, /tl de ohyra (un-

canny) ; likesS, siigas de bli dker-gdngse, om de komma ut at P3,skafton.

76. G2,r man vilse (astray) i skogen, skal man stul-vdnda sig (viinda ut

och in pfi kliiderna), y§. komraer man til rat.ta (see Germ. 852).

76 b. Omboskapen Mikelsmiiss-afton feres /ysi /« (are driven in silently),

skal ban vara rolig (quiet) i fiihuset hela &ret.

77. Nar kon blir sprungen af oxen, bor man med kokslef sld lienne fd
ryggen, annars bottnar hon {i-lr ej kalfven frS.n sig).

78. Nar askan (ashes) brinner vdl ihoj) (together), gors boskapen val til

(blifver dragtig, breed well).

79. At boskapen skal sjelfmant (may of themselves) komma hem ur

skogen, m§.ste sparas af Fet-Tlsdags mat (some of Slirove Tuesday's food

saved up), at ge dd den (against when they) om vS.ren forst siiippes ut.

80. Vid forsta ho-ladningen (hay-loading) sages, at da drdngen (if the

lad, manservant) forst f3,r in sin ho-famn (fathom of hay), skal ox-kalfvar

fodas ; men tvartom, di pigan (and the contrary if the maid) har fortriidet,

81. Om den, som byter sig til en hast (if he who acquires a horse) eller

annat kreatur, li,ter det dta af en jordfast sten, sS, trifves det viil. Nigre
b&r af svansen bindas ok for den orsaken uti spiallet.

82. Nar en byter sig til hemman (homestead), bor litet fullning tagas

ifriin gamla stall och filhus, och iiiggas i hvar spilta elles biis i det nya, at

kreaturen mS, trifvas. AfvensS- slittes en stor gran i fahus-dorren, at krea-

turen mil gil der-igenom forsta gangen.

83. Alt fullgjordt arbete korsas clfver (all finished work has the sign of

the cross made over it).

84. Om man Fet-Tisdag g&r i ri;lnbaka at &ka pi skida, ok maktar siji

utan at falla kull (without falling), skal det &ret blifva Idngt lin (the flax be

long).

85. Garnet fir ej tvettas i nedan (not washed downwards), ty di blir det

gritt.

86. Ora alt iir under las (lock and key) Mlclielsmdss-afton, skola tjufvar

ej gora skada (thieves do no harm) det ilret.

87. Om et korn eller annat finnes under bordet (if some grain or other be
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found under the tal)le), da der sopas (swept) Ny-&i'S morgon, skal blifva

ymnog Ars-vext (pretty good harvest).

88. Niir man pA de 3 forsta yildes-dagar (days of sowing) siitter 3 stlclior

ten myr'stak (ant-hill), filr man se, hvilket slide bilsb lyckas : Icryper myran
o/vcrst p& den 3, blifver den lykligast.

89. Ar BJo-redskap stulen, bor den rljlcas med vrldeti eld (if sea-tacklo

is stolen, it should be smoked with need-fire).

90. Vil vorten ej riuna genom r&sten, bor man silLta en ull-sax emellan

banden och rdstJcaret.

91. Niir biilnnvins-pannor vora i bruk (use), troddes (it was believed) afc

briinningcn geek bilsb i nedanet, om pannan dii var forfiirdigad; ocli tvilr-

tora (and v.v.).

92. DS svin kommo at litkta eller smahi (smell or taste) af briinnvins-

amnet (vapour), skuUe hela briinningen forolyckas, s§l frarat ej en hiistferk

hldsa (wonld be a failure, unless a horse blew) i pauuan eller piporna (see

Germ. 820).

93. P&sk-natten l!(j(/a i strunnyor (stockings) var at furekomma (prevent)

skabb.

94. Niir lomen ses flygaoch strika ufver isen, skal l)li niAnga o-djta ham
det S,ret. Den som ddras af lionom, filr s;\ra hilnder (see 11'.').

95. Gro}iar vdrtiden pS g&rden (cracks in the yard in springtime) betyder

at nSgon snart skal do i huset.

96. Om nSgon mistankt kom (suspicious person came) i gSrden, skulle

man, at undgi (escape) spSdoms eandningen, antingen sld henne (either

beat her) sd at hloden rann, eller hasta eld1)rand ehev en sSdan (such a one).

97. Nar bruden ar kljidd, bor hon forsb ffl se brudgnmen ( sin skrud, at

aktenskapet niS, blit'va kiirligt.

98. Niir bruden komraer fri^n kyrkan, skal hon sjelf spunna ifrdn eller

sadla a/ (unharness or unsaddle) hasten, at hon niStte lindrigt fa barn.

99. Afven bor hon dii forst gft i kok-stugan (kitchen), och se i sop-vrdn,

at hennes fcida m& bli tilriikelig.

100. Dansar bruden vied penyar i skona (money in her shoes), kan ingen

trolldom bita p& henne.

101. Nar en qvinna lyktat sin vaf (has finished her weaving), och tar en

spjelka, som sutit i vdjskeltf, rider derpd ut yenom dijrren, och moter en man,

sfi, skal den hafvande hustrun, hon tanker pS, (the woman she thinks ol),

f& et goss-barn ; men tviirLom (and v. v.).

102. Dricker hafvande hustrun ur hrcda kiirl (out of a broad vessel), blir

barnet bred-mynt (wide-mouthed).

103. G&r hon genora et hag-skott, d. ii., der g&rds-balken slutas, skal hon
f& fall-pjuka.

104. Om barnet fS,r sofva (go to sleep) i christnings-klddei-na, skal det

ej bli okynuigt (not be stupid), utau godt.

105. Nar sj'Jdll om civiillen skjates, hafva de ock fordom haft en siirdeles

(special) sSng :
' Skjuter jag mitt sqjall .sent om en C|vall (late of an even-

ing), . . . aldrig (never) skal mm eld slackas ut.'

Iu6. Den som furst ko miner fran kyrka Jnl-dayen, tros (is believed) forst

f& si och berga (sow and reap), samt vara friimst i alt arbetc (all work).
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107. Tvdt-vattn utsHs aldrig efter sol-gclngen (wasliing-water is never

emptied after sunset), utan at deri stickes eld (without fii's being put
therein) i stjillet for spottning om dagen.

108. D3- boskapen forst om vSren utsl;'ippes (let out in spring), gd de

bfver eld let rykaiide fiidske eller annat amne (vapour).

109. Man bor gS, bort, titan at saga til, eller muta ndgon, om fiske i vissa

sjoar ska] lyckas (if fishing in certain lakes is to prosper; see 43).

110. Ibland (among) the storre amuleter aro bo4rd (dwelling-trees), stora

hogar och berg, uti hvilka man tror (believes) underjordskt folk bo; sS, akta

de sig hogeligen, at icke allenast intet hugga (are careful, not only to hew
nothing) nf slikt bo-tril,—til undvikanda (avoidance) af o-lycka, som skedde

in Foss-pastorat for 2 dr sen, t& en bonde inbillade sig (imagined) at han

f2,dt sin o-lycka, for thet han allenast hugg en gren (cut a branch) af slikt

bo-trd, ok giorde kna-fall ok bad om forl3,telse, hvarfore han blef skriftad

ok m§,ste plikta;—utan ok h&lla the sardeles (but also keep espec.)

Torsdags qvclller s& heliga, at the hvarken tora hugga elle spinna, at icke

tomte gubbarne (lest the homesprites), som bo i sddanne bo-trd nar vid

g&rden, mS, fortornas (be offended) och vika bort med all viilsignelse.

111. The l&ta intet garna (willingly) nS,gon brud fa god hast, at rida p&,

ty om hon intet er mo (for if she be no maid), blir han aldrig god therefter,

112. T3, the aro fiiste eller vigde (betrothed or married), lagar bruden, at

ingen kommer at gS, emellan brudgummen ok lienne, ty eliest tro the, at the

bli snart skilge genom doden eller eliest (soon parted by death or otherwise).

113. Niir bruden kommer til brollops g&rdsens agor (wedding house's

grounds), komma the emot brudgummen ok henne med briinnevin, ock

dricka til hela foliet (whole party) fr8,n kyrkan : t§, hon sldr bdgaren vied

dricken bak om sig (throws the cup of brandy behind her), sd Idngt (far)

hon kan, i hopp, at hennes iigo-delar skola blifva formerade (increased).

114. Mdten (the food) star pd bordet, natt ok dag, sS, liiuge brollopet

p3,st&r (lasts), i then tron, at brude-folken aldrig skal fattas (lack) mat
eller dricka.

115. FS, the barn, s& IS-ta the intet gerna sina barn dopas pS, samma dag

the aro fodde (born). Hvarfore the domma (deem), at the barn, som om
Soiidag fodas ok dopas, intet skola liinge lefva. Men (but) lefva the, tror

man, at intet troll eller spoke (no witch or bogie) kan giora them skada.

116. Bopelse-vatnet, ther i (baptism-water, wherein) barnen dopte aro,

soka the micket efter, thet the sedan, om the prasten o-vitterligit kunna f3,,

(can get it unknown to the priest), bruka (use) til at bota siukdommar med.

117. Til sina siuka (to their sick) kalla the intet garna prasten, forriin

the ligga pH thet yttersta (till the last extremity); ty the tro, at the

o-felbart (without fail) do, sedan the tagit Herrans helga nattvard (supper).

118. Hustrorna akta noga (watch strictly) sina barn : tils the bli dopte,

ha the altid sidl ok sy-ndler (needles) i barnets kldder, at the icke af spoken

skola blifva forbytte (not become booty of bogies).

119. Om v3,ren aro the micket radde ior fogle-rop (much afraid of birds'

cries) at the icke skola ddras (fooled) af them, sardeles goken (esp. the

cuckoo) ; therfore ga the 1 April ok Maji aldrig ut fastandes (never go out

fasting). See 128.
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120. Om en flicka, enka (widow), eller katl l)lir Jurcnl, tror llieii sainma

sig bli gift (fancy they'll be marrieti) tliet dret; om gamla ok gilLo bli

ddrade, bel'ara the thet Sret sv.lfa siiikdominar eller olycks-fall.

121. Somlisre bruka sla sina spiida (backward) barn 3 slafj vied rltut i

andan, innan niodrarna gd i kyrkan, eller halla sin kyrko-gdug (church-

ing); og tA mena the, barnen skola Id godt m!)i)ie (memory).

122. Som (as) the i gamla dagar dyrkat elden (worshipped fire), sS. ha

the ok, bar s& Tjil som iln i Norriget, brukab dricka eldborgs skdl ' hvar

Kyndel-miisso (ty'kindel' pd gammal Giotiska betyder lins) : hvarfore,

niir the skuUe dricka eldborgs skdl, tiiden the 2 stora lius ok satte pd golf-

vet (lit 2 great candles and set them on the floor), eraillan hvilka lades et

hyetide (a pillow between), pd hvilket alia som i hiisefc voro, then eue eltcr

then andre, skulle siitta sig ok drickd eldhonjs akuA med dricka i en trii-

skdl (wooden cup). Ok nilr the utdruckit, skulle skdlen kastas hak ufvi r

hnfviidet i golfvet. JIvdJfdes td skdlen ofver-ilnda (if the cup tipped over),

trodde the at then skdlen kastat (he who threw it) skulle thet dreb do;

men stod han rdtt upp, vore tekn at ban skulle lefva.

123. Innan dager bar hustrun (housewife) lagt eld i bak-ugnen, ok td

thet bilst brunnit, haft tilreds en smor-klening (buttered slice) pd kake-

brod, jilmte en skdl b\ (ale). Therpd bar hon kallat alt sitt bus-folk ihop

(together), ok stillt them i en half-mdne mit for ugns-holet (oven's mouth).

Ok td the alia under knil-hojandc ok lijck-onskan (luck-wishing) atib en bit

af snior-kleningen ock druckit hvar (each) sin drick eldborgs- skdl, sen

hafva the kastat thet ofvriga af kleningen ok dricken uti elden, i tro

(belief) at thet dret bli bevarade for elds-vdda (safe from fire-accidents).

124. Sd ha the ok brukat tiinda eld pd then halmen lik ha legal (burn the

straw a corpse had lain on), ok thet strax efter liket blifvit burit til grafva,

td the iioga sedt pd ruken (watched the smoke). Om han slagit ncd pd
gdrdt')), td the silkert trodb (firmly believed) ndgon af nilrmaste slilkten

(kindred) pd gdi'den skulle snart foija efter. Men ther ha)i gik langt i

Itogden eller Idngden up ivddret (air), skulle siukdomen ok doden flytta sig

ther biin i oster eller vester, som roken for (E. or W., as the smoke went).

125. Pd deb liket icke skulle spoka (bhab the dead might not haunt),

brukade the at stru hlj-fro (strew rye-seed) pd kyrko-vilgen ok grafven, td

the milnte (then they thought) at Satan ingen makt hade (see 150).

b. Denmark.'-

126. Det er skik (custom), at pigerne (girls) paa S. Hans-dag plukke de

saa-kaldte S. Hans nrter (worts, herbs), og siilte dem i bjelkerne (beam.*)

n!uler loftet, for at (so that) de deraf kunne slutte sig til det tilkommcnde
(guess the future). Saaledes pleie de (thus they are wont) at siltte en urt

for sig og en /or feiVires^eu (sweetheart) ; og hvis disse da ro-ce sammen (if

these grow together), betyder det bryllup (marriage). Ogsaa ^iitte de

saadaniie (such) urter i bjelken for deres paiirorende (relatives), at de deraf

maa kunne vide (know), hvo der skal have laiigt liv, og hvo et stakket

' Drinking the fire's health
;
prevalent esp. in Krokstad and Nafverstad.

^ From Thiclc's i)auske rolkesayu 3, "Jo—124.
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(and who a sliort). Voxer urten op, i-mod Inftet (toward the ceiling), da er

defc gode tegn ; men voxer den nedad (downwards), da betyder det sygdom
og dod.

127. Naar piger og karle ville have ab vide, hvo der skal skifte (leave),

og hvo der skal blive (stay) i huset, da haste de en shoe over Iwvedet mod
doren. Falder (Falls) da skoen saaledes, at halen vender (the heel points)

mod duren, da betyder det, at personen skal blive ; men vender taaen mod
doren, da er det tegn til, at han skal skifte.

128. Seer man forste gang i aaret gjijgen (cuckoo), medens man endnu
(still) er fastende, da hedder det 'gjogen ganter os

!

' (i Fyen :
' g. daarer

OS !

') ; og er det et mandfolk, skal han i dette aar ikhe Mtte kreaturer

(not find cattle) eller andet hvad han monne soge. Er det en pige, maa hnn
vel vogte (guard) sig for ung-karlene, at Imn ikke bliver gantet (fooled) af

dem. Er det gamle folk, da have de vel aarsag til at frygte (reason to

fear) for sygdorame (see 119).

129. Naar tjeneste-folk (servants) gaae i tjeneste, da maa de vel give

agt paa, hvem de mode (notice whom they meet). En gaaende betyder

ondt, men ridende godt.

130. Naar tyende (servants) forste-gang see storhen flijende, da betyder

det, at de endnu i samme aar skulde komme at skifte. Men see de den
staaende, da skulle de blive i deres tjeneste.

131. Naar noget er hort-sfjaalet (stolen), da kan man lade (let) en sraed

slaa diet ud paa tyven (knock the thief's eye out).

132. For at optage en tyv, besynderligen mellem tyendet (espec. among
servants), har det tilforn varet skik, at lade soldet lube (it was the custom
to let the sieve run). Husbonden pleiede (used) da at tage et sold, og siitte

det i lige-vagt jiofrt. s^ricfseH af en sax (balance it on the points of scissors),

derpaa at opremse navnene (then call out the names) paa alle sine folk, og
vel give agt paa soldet, som ufeilbarligen (unfailingly) horn i hevdgelse

(motion), naar tyvens navn navntes.

133. Naar noget er hort-stjaalet, da skal man henvende sig (resort) til de

saa-kaldte Moge folk, hvilka have den evne, at de kunue tvinge ("force)

tyven til at bringe det stjaalne igjen.

IS-l. Fra Jule-dag til Nyt-aars-dag maa man ikke satte nogen ting, som
lober rundt, i gang (set nothing that runs round a-going), altsaa hvarken

spinde eller vinde.

135. Jule-nat vid midnats-tid reiser qvilget sig pS. stalden (the cattle rise

in their stalls).

136. Naar man Jule-aften sidder til bords, og oiisker at vide, om nogen

blandt de tilstede vilrende (wish to know if one of those present) skal doe

indennilste Jul, da kan^man erfare dette, naar man gaaer stil-tiende udenfor

og higer ind igjennem en vindues-riide (go silently outside, and peep in

through a pane). Den som man da seer at sidde ved bordet uden lioved

(without head), skal doe i det kommende aar.

137. Ved gjeste-bud (feast) er det ikke godt at sidde tretten (13) till bords,

thi da maa en af dem doe forinden (before) aaret er omme.
138. Om Fredagen skal man skjilre (pare) sine nilgle, da faaerman lykke.

Naar man har klippet sine nilgle eller sit haar, da maa det afUippede enten
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hrdndes eller graves ned (either burnt or buried); tlii dersom onde nicniie-

sker faaer fat paa saadant (for if bad men get hold of suchj, da kunne de

denned forgjore (undo) den person, som har baaret det.

13i>. Hvo der finder en afbrudt sye-naal (broken needle) paa gulvet,

forend han har lilst sin morgen-bon, I'aaer euten hug eller onde ord (blows

or ill words).

140. Staaer oluene aahne paa et liig (if the eyes of a corpse stand open),

betyder det, at snart nogen af samme familie skal folgo efter.

111. Kinder Of^ linned-stykker, som have tilhort en o/(?o(i (belonged to

one dead), henfaldo og gaao let i-tu (to pieces), altsom legeraet/orraud/icr

(rots) i graven.

Ii2. Man maa ei give et liig ijanrj-ldader af en endnu levende (of one yet

living) med i graven; thi altsom kliiderne forraadne i jorden, saa vil ogsaa

den, som har baaret (he who has worn) disso kliider tilforn, tid efter anden

forsvinde og hentilres (day by day waste away).

Wo. Naar talgen (rallow), som sidder omkring et braadende lys, boier

sig ligesom en hovle-spaan (shaving), da betyder det, at nogen skal <ioe,

og er det siidvanligen (usually) den, til hvem hovle-spaanen peger

(points).

l-i4. Naar man om raorgenen finder blaa pletter (blue spots) pS, ait legeme,

da er det dnd)unj-Jcneh, og har det sliigtninges eller kjiire venners (kins-

man's or dear friend's) nilr fore-staaende dod at betyde.

145. Naar en skadc (magpie) siltter pS, huset, da kommer der fremmede

(strangers).

146. Naar man forste-gang om aaret horer (/Ji'xjen at kukke (cuckoo

sing), da skal man sporge :
' Hvor gammel bliver jeg .''

' eller ogsaa :
' Hvor

liinge skal det vare, indtil det eller det skeer (till so and so happens)? '

Og giver den da svar ved at kukke (answer by cuckooing).

147. Naar man finder en fire-klijver, eller en tvilUng-niJd eller en skilling,

skal man vel gjemme det (save it up), eftersom sligt bringer lykke.

148. Naar man vil see djdulen, eller have med ham at gjore (to do), skal

man gaae tre ganije om kirken, og tredje gang standse ved kirke-doren, og

enten raabe :
' Kom herud !

' eller ogsaa floite igjenuem ncigle-hullet.

149. Naar man onsker at vide, om en afdod mand har i levende live

havt med fanden at bestille (dealings with the devil), da skal man kige

igjenioeoi, seletoiet paa de heste (peep through the harness of the horses),

som trakke bans liig-vogn; og hvis det saa har viiret (if it was so), da vil

man see en sort hund at sidde bag (black dog sit at the back) paa vogncn.

150. Frygter man for spogerie, skal man struc hvr-fri>e for doren, da kan

intet spogelse komme over dor-tilrsklen (threshold). See r25.

161. Naar man slaaer en heste-skoe fast paa dor-trinnet (nail a horse-shoe

on the doorstep), da kan intet spogerie komme derover.

152. Naiir man om morgeuen kommer alt-fortidligt (too early) i kirken,

da kan det vel haude (happen), at man seer de dodu, hvorledes de sidde i

stole-staderne.

153. Troldene tor (dare) ikke niivne Korsets navn (the Cross's name),

men kalde det blot ' hid og did' (merely Hither-and-thither).

154. Naar man er paa fiskcrie, da maa man vel vogte sig for at trdtte

VOL. IV.
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07n fangsten (guard against quarrelling over the lake) ; ej heller maa
man mis-unde (grudge) andre, thi da forsvinde fiskeue strax fra stedet.

155. Er nogen dod, som frygtes for, at han vil gaae igjen (who you fear

will come again), da kan man hindre sligt ved at kaste en skaal-fuld vand

(cupful of water) efter liget, naar det ud-biires.

156. Det er daarligfc at skyde (silly to shoot) paa et spogelse, thi hnglen

farer t'dbage (ball flies back) paa den, som ud-skyder. Men lader man
bossen med en solv-hiap (silver-button), da vil den visselig traffe.

157. Den tredje nat efter begravelsen pleie de dode at gaae igjen.

""•58. En frugtsommelig (pregnant) kone maa ei gaae over et sted, hvor

man har selbet en kniv, thi det voider en svaar forlosning. Men naar

man i forveien spytter tre gauge paa stedet, da har det ei fare (no

danger).

159. Naar et barn veies strax, som det er fodt (weighed as soon as born),

da vil det siden ei trives (not thrive afterwards).

160. Naar man lofter et barn ud af et vmdue, og tager det ind igjen

gjennem et andet (in again through another), da vil det aldrig siden blive

storre (never grow bigger).

161. Naar en harsel-qvinde doer uden at varc bleven forlost (dies with-

out being delivered), da vil hun fyrretyve uger derefter fode (give birth

40 weeks after) i graven. Derfor gives hende naal, traad, sax (needle,

thread, scissors) og andet sligt med, at hun selv kan sye borne-toiet (sew

the baby-linen).

162. Det er et godt middel imod tand-pine (remedy for toothache),

forst at tage en liylde-pind i munden (elder-twig in mouth), og der-nast

stikke den i vaggen (wall) med de ord :
' Viig bort, du onde aand (go, evil

spirit)
!

' Saa er ogsaa gavnligt mod kold-feber (good for ague), at stikke

en hylde-pind i jorden, dog uden at male (without speaking) et ord der-ved.

Da holder feberen sig til hyldepinden, og hanger sig ved den, der u-heldig-

viis forst kommer til stedet. In a MS. of 1722 : Paganismo ortum debet

superstitio, sambucum non esse exscindendam, nisi prius rogata per-

missione, his verbis : 'Mater samhiici, mater samhuci, permitte mihi tuain

caedere silvam !
' Videmus quoque rusticos orsuros caesionem arboris

ter exspuere, quasi hac excretione vettas aliosque latentes ad radicem arboris

noxios genios abacturos. Passim etiam obvium, quod bacillum vel fracturi

vel dissecturi, partem abruptam abscissamve non projiciant in terrani,

nisi ter in extremitatem fragmiuis exspuerint, cujus quidem rei aliam

uon norunt rationem, quam curasse, ne quid sibi a vettis noceatur.

163. Af hryst-hcnet (breast-bone) paa Mortens-gaasen kan man see

hvorledes (how) vinteren vil blive. Det hvide deri (white therein) er tegn

paa snee, men det brune paa meget stark kulde. Og er det at marke,

at den forreste deel ved halsen spaaer (part by the neck foretells) om
vinteren /tir Juul, men den hageste (hindmost) om vinteren ofter Juul.

164. Oft bander det, at soefolk i rum soe see et skih (ship), i alle maader

som et andet, at seile forbi (sail past), og i samme stund forsvinde (vanish)

for deres aasyn. Det er dudning- selleren, som varsler om (announces), at

et skib snarligen (soon) skal gaae under paa det samme sted.

165. Naar man taler om skadelige dyr (noxious beasts), da maa man ikke
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niivne deres vette navn, men omscrive det (periphrase it), og saxiledes kaldo

rotterne (call rats) ' de latif^-rumpede,' mnaenc (mice) ' de smaa <^raa.'

16G. Naar man vil vide sin tilkommende lykke i det nye aar, da skal

man tas^e et hrii(l,en kniv, og en skilJimj, og dermedgaae nd at see mnanen,

nanr iiyet fi'oidcs (moon newly lighted). Og naa?' man da slaaer op (opens)

i en Psalme-bog, vil man af dens indhold kunne slutte sig til det vigtigste

(gness the weightiest).

167. Naar en pige ved miduat ud-spilnder meUcm fire kleppc den hinde, i

hvilken foUet er, naar det kastes (stretch betw. four sticks the afterbirth of

a foal), og derpaa ni'ig^n kri/her der-igjimuetn (creep naked through it), da

vil hun kunne fode born uden smerte (without pain). Men alle de drenge

(boys) hun undfanger, blive v<ir-ulve, og alle de piger blive marer}

168. Shjer-Torsdag-aften (Maundy Thursd.) kaster bonden uxerogjern-

Teiler paa do hesaacde (ujre (axes and iron bolts on the sown fields), og

faster sfaal paa alle dore, at ikke gamle kjerlingcr (lest old witches) skulle

skade ham.

169. Naar en kommer til kirke Skjev-Torsdag, og haver da, uden selv at

vide det, et honeke-dg (chicken's egg), det er, det forste ilg en hone lagger.

paa sig; saa vil han see alle de qvinder, der ere hexe, at gaae lige-som med
sie-botter eller malke-huffer paa hovedet (see Germ. 783).

L. FKENCH.^

1. Le '24 dccembre, vers les six heures du soir, chaque famille met a son

feu une enorme buche appek'e souche de noil. On defend aux enfans de

s'y asseoir, parceque, leur dit on, ils y attraperaient le gale. Notez,

qu'il est d'usage dans presque tous les pays, de mettre le bois au foyer

dans toute sa longueur, qui est d'eaviron 4 pieds, et de I'y faire briiler par

un bout. See 28.

2. Le jour de la fete de la Trinitc quelques personnes vont de grand

matin dans la campagne, pour y voir lever fwis soleils a lafols.

3. Le 24 Juin, jour de Saint Jean, quelques personnes vont aussi sur

une montagne elevee, et y attendent le lever du xolcil, pour le voir daiiser.

4. Les herbes et plantes medicinales, cueillics la veille de la Saint Jean,

passent pour avoir plus de vertus, surtout contre certains raaux.

5. La coupe de cheveux ne doit se faire que lorsque la hine est noiivdle,

sans cela les cheveux ne pourraient plus pousser. On ne doit point jeter

la recoupe des cheveux sur la voie publiriuc, les sorciers pourraient y jeter

un sort.

6. Les linges, qui ont servi au pansemcnt des maux, ne doivent etre ni

briiles ni jetos dans la rue, pour les mOraes motifs.

' ' Om bruden kryper getunn en nela (horse-collar), f.lr hon baru utan moda. hvil-

ke dock skola blifva mavDr.' Westerdahl's Buskrifuing om Svenska seder, p. '2M.

- From Mtiuoires de I'academie celtique : Nos. 1— 10 (Comniercy en Lorraine) 3,

441—4")0 and 4, 83-4. Nos. 11—13 (SologueJ 4, !)3-4. N'os. 14—-20 (Chartres) 4,

24-2. Nos. 21-2 (Gironde) 4, 208. Nos. 23—28 (Bonneval) 4, 428. Nos. 2<»—32
(Pyrenees^ 5, 386—3'JO. Nos. 33—35 (Bonnevai) Mem das antiquaires 1, 23'J—
242.
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7. Si quelqu'un meurt, on voile les glaces de sa chambre.

8. Lorsqu'une personne est gravemenfc malade, on a soin d'observer, si

qnelque hibou, clwnette ou chathuant viennent voltiger autour de I'habi-

tation.

9. Llhirondelle est un oiseau d'heureux presage; aussi ne la derange-t-

on jamais. Detruire son nid, c'esfc detruire ou attenuer les heureuses

desbinees, qu'on y attache en faveur de la maison.

10. Uaraif/nee est un signe de bonheur, et annonce parfciculierement

de I'argent pour la personne, sur laquelle elle est trouvee. Plus une

erable est garnie de toiles d'araignees, plus elle est digne de regards de la

Providence.

11. Si une jeune taiire s'egare la premiere fois qu'elle est mise aux

champs, les Solonaises vont jeter deux liards dans la serrure, se mettent

a genoux, et disent tout haut cinq pater et cinq ave, qu'elles addressent au

bon saint Hubert ; cebte priere faite, elles sont bien sures que les loups

respecteront la taure, fut-elle au milieu d'eux, et qu'ils la rameneront meme
:i la bergerie.

12. Dans la miit du jour de noel, jusqu'a midi, les chevaux, les vaches,

les boeufs, les taureaux, les anes parlent. Ces aniraaux se plaignent ou

s'applaudissent du traitemenb de leurs maitres. Ce don de la parole leur

arrive seulement avant minuit sonnant, et finit a midi du jour de noel, ou

plutot si la personne, qui les soigne, est coupable d'un peche mortel.

13. Le meme jour de nocl il ne faut pas mettre paitre les betes a corne

avant midi, parceque de suite elles se battraient, et se blesseraient cer-

tainement.

14. La veille de noel, pendant la genealogie qui se chants a la messe de

minuit, tous les tresors caches s'ouvrent.

15. Dans la plupart des eglises de campagne on fait encore aujourd'hui

des offrandes de la premiere gerbe de froment coupee dans un champ. Ces

premices de la moisson ne re^oivent d'autres ornements qu'en paille plus

ou raoins faponnce. Cette gerbe est presque toujours surmontee d'une

croix aussi en paille.

16. L'usage des brandons est consacre partout les premier et second

dimanche de careme. On va bruler dans les champs, ou sur les chemins

vicinaux, des flambeaux formes de paille en chaiitant :
' Brandons, brCilez

pour les filles a marier !

'

'

17. Quand le mari met Vannean au doigt de la mariee, il ne le porte que

jasqu'o. la second jointure. Celle-ci doit done vite le pousser a la

troisieme, afin d'empecher le malefice des sorciers, qui n'ont que cat

instant du passage de I'anneau, pour I'operer la nouiire de I'aiguillette.

18. Les marids entendent la messe a genoux. A I'evangile on a soin de

remarquer lequel des deux epoux se Tcve le premier ; on en augure que c'est

Ini qui sera le maitre.

19. Au moment qu'on montre le bon dieu de la messe, ceux qui se trou-

vent places aupres des maries, leur frappent trois petits coups sous les

1 Conf. Mem. des antiquaires 1, 237 :
' Brandelous, brulez par ces vignes, par ces

bles ; brandelons, brulez pour ces filles a marier.' Puis on s'ecrie :
' Mais les

vieilles n'eu auront pas.'
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talons, avec lo raanche d'uii couteau, [)our empcchcr qu'ila iie devieimcut

jaloux.

20. En sortant de I'epiUse, on conduit la mariee en face d'uue image de

la vierge, aupris de laquelle est attacboe une quenouille garnie de chanvre,

on la lui prosente ; elle file deiu va trois aujaillees, et I'emporte chez elle;

elle fait tiler ou file le reste, et rend ensuite, aoec Vecheveait, de fil qui en

est provenu, cette mcme quenouille, qu'elle a eu soin de garnir d'aulro

chanvre.

21. Un enfant male qui u'a pas connu son pere, a la vertu de fondre les

loupes, en les touchant pendant trois matinees de suite, dtant a jcun et

recitant quelques prieres.

22. Le cinquieme des enfans males venus au moude et de suite, guerit les

manx de rate par le simple attoucbenient rc'pc'tt.'.

23. A-t-on chez soi une poule, qui cliante comme le cog, on se depCche de

la tuer ou de la vendre, dans la crainte qu'elle n'attire quelque malheur sur

la maison.

24. Est-ou en voyage, si Ton rencontre dans son chemin des pies par

nombre impair, c'est malheur.

25. Quand on veut savoir, quel mari ou quelle femme on epousera, il est

d'lisage de se lever, le premier jour de mars, au coup de minuit et pendano

que I'heure sonne. On marclie trois pas en avant de son lit, en prononraut

ces paroles : 'Bon jour Mars, de Mars en Mars, fais moi voir en mon dor-

mant la femme que j'aurai en mon vivant !
' On revient a son lit en mar-

chant en arriore ; on se recouche, on s'endort, on rcve, et I'homme ou la

femme qui apparaissent alors, sont le futur cpoux.

26. Ceux qui posscdent de mox(,clies a miel, ont grand soin, lorsqu'il

meurt quelqu'un dans la maison, d'aller d'abord annoncer a chaque ruche

I'evenement facheux, qui vient d'avoir lieu, et d'y attacher ensuite un petit

morceau d'etoffe noire. Sans cela, ils periraient bientot.

27. La veille de Saint Jean un feu dejuie est allume dans un carrefour.

Au milieu du feu on place une longue perche, qui le domine, et qui est

garnie de feuillages et de fieurs. Le clerge se rend en grande ponipe au

lieu de la coreraonie, allume le feu, entonne quelques chants, et se retire ;

ensuite les assistants s'en eraparent, sautent par dessus, et eraportent chez

eux quelques tisons, qu'ils placent sur le ciel de leur lit, comme un prd-

servatif centre la foudre.

28. La veille do uoel, avant la messe de minuit, on place dans la cbeminee

de I'appartement le plus habile- une huclie, la plus grosse, que Ton puisse

reucontrer, et qui soit daus le cas de resister pendant trois jours dans la

foyer ; c'est cc qui lui a fait donner la nom de irvfiu', trefout', trois feux

(see 1).

29. Une jcune fille qui desire savoir son futur epoux, se Icve avant le jour

le premier viai. Elle prend un seau, qu'elle uettoie avec une branche de

romarin, et s'achemine vers (pielque fontaine solitaire. Rendue la, elle se

met a genoux sur le bord de la fontaine, fait une pricre, plante sa branche

de romarin dans un buisson voisin, et remplie son seau de I'eau de la fon-

taine. Elle attend alors le lever da suleil. Aussitot qu'il commence a

paraitre sur I'horizou, elle s'approche du seau, en tronhlc I'eau avec la main
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gauclie, eb dit ces trois mots :
' Ami rabi vohi !

' Elle doit rcpeter neuffois

la mcme chose, et avoir fini lorsque le soleil parait en entier. Alors, si

elle n'a ete vue par personne, ni en venant a la fontaine, ni pendant les

ceremonies qu'elle y a faites, elle voit mo fond du semi la figure de celui,

qu'elle doit epouser.

30. Un jeuue homme, pour connaitre la couleur de cbeveux de celle, qui

doit etre sa femme, fait, la veille de S. Jean, troisfois le tour dufeu de jole,

prend un tison enflamme, le laisse eteindre dans sa main gauche, et le soir,

avant de se coucher, le met sous le chevet de son lit, enveloppe d'une

chemise qu'il a porte trois jours. II faut que tout cela se fasse les yeux

clos. Le lendemain matin, au lever du soleil, le jeune homme trouve,

autour de son tison, des cheveux de la couleur que doivent avoir ceux de

sa future epouse.

31. II est d'usage de se marier ajeun. On croit, que ceux qui y man-

queraient, sans des motifs bien puissants, n'auraient que des enfants

muets.

32. Les epoux ont grand soin, le jour de leur mariage, de mettre du set

dans leur poche gauche avant de se presenter a I'eglise. Ce sel empeche

le noeud de I'aiguillette.

33. La rosee de la nuit de la 8. Jean guerit la gale, et le inemier sean tire

d'lin puits a I'instant du minuit, qui commence le jour de S. Jean, guerit

de la fievre. Pres de Nogent-le-Rotrou il y a nne fontaine celebre pour sa

vertu curatrice pendant toute la nuit, veille de S. Jean. Hommes et

femmes entrent dans ses eaux et s'y lavent : nulle idee d'indecence ne

trouble la ceremonie.

34'. lie feu de S. Jean ne brule pas, on pent en prendre a la main les

tisons enflammes.

35. Pour se defendre de la puissance des hergers sorders, on met du sel

dans sa poche, et en passant devant le berger on dit tout bas :
' Berger

sorcier, je ne te crains ni te redoute.'

M. ESTHONIAN.'

1. Marriages take place at the time of neiv moon.

2. If the suitor rides to the house where he goes a-wooing, he is careful

not to take a mare, else there would be only daughters born of the mar-

riage.

3. When the bride is betrothed, a red string is tied round her body ; and

when the wedding is completed, she must so inflate herself as to break the

string. A sure preventive of difficult confinements.

4. In many places the young couple run oid of church, hand in hand, at

the top of their speed, to secure rapid progress in their business.

5. When the bride is fetched, if she falls on the way, it betokens the

early death of her first three or four children.

6. If they see the suitor arrive on horseback, they hasten to undo his

saddle-girth. This also tends to facilitate childbirth in the future wife.

1 Etwas liber die Ehsten (Leipz. 1788, pp. 55-88). Nos. 93-99 from Hupel's

Topogr. nacbr. von Lief- uud Ehst-land (Riga 1777. 2, 134—U5).
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7. The bride must not come out bij a gate through which a corpse has

lately been carried out.

8. When the bride is fetched in, she must wear no cliains or bells, but

be led in in coleniii silence ; else she will have restless noisy children.

9. Directly the wedding is over, the strongest of the relations or guests

lifts the bride mid bridegroom aloft, thereby to heighten their married

bliss.'

10. As soon as the wedded pair have stopt into their house, a tvatchmaa

must stay a good while hij the hoaschold fire, that no stranger may come
near it, and contrive secret sorcery to their hurt.

11. The moment the bride enters, she is led through every part of the

hoiise, parlours, bedrooms, bathrooms, stables and gardens; and is bound,

as she holds her husband's happiness dear, to drop ribbons or money into

each part, even into the ivcll and theatre.

12. When she sits down, they set a male child in her lap, that she may
have the power to bear men-children.

13. In some parts they used, during the wedding feast, to stick two

swords into the xi.iall over where the bride and bridegroom sat; the one

tvhose sivord kept up the longest vibration, would live loiigest.

14. At the meal they are wilfully wasteful of the beer, and siyill it about,

so that superfluity may house with the happy pair.

15. Whichever of the pair Jirs^ goes to sleep, dies first.

16. Main on the loodditig-daij means frequent weeping for the wife.

17. At the marriage-feast they set two candles before bride and bride-

groom; the one whose light goes out first of itself, is sure to die first.

18. The bridegroom's attendant cuts a small 'piece off a whole loaf,

butters it, and puts it in the bride's month. Her children will then have a

small smooth mouth.

19. In bringing the young wife into the husband's house, they indl down
tJie fence on both sides of the entrance, that she ma}' drive in swiftly

without hindrance. Then her confinements will come ofl' quickly and

easily.

20. Women with child are careful, in lighting a fire, not to throw the

wood in against the branches, else they would have a difficult labour.

21. A difficult labour is lightened by the husband striding over the

to^ife.

22. No pregnant woman will sit on a ^oater-vessel, lest she have too many
daughters, or the fruit be lost in the water.

23. If two pregnant women snee::e together, they will have daughters ; if

their husbands sneeze, sons.

24. In beginning a loaf, a pregnant woman cuts a very small slice first,

that her children may have pretty little mouths.

25. To change the bastels (bast-shoes) once a week in the middle of

pregnancy, and to throw salt three times behind oneself shortly before con-

finement, will ease the labour.

26. None shall step over the feet of a pregnant woman, lest her children

get crooked misshapen feet.

» liA. 433.
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27. A newborn babe is not placed at once in the mother's arms, but first

laid at lier feet, that her left foot m,ay touch its moiUh ; then it will not be
rebellious.

28. A newborn baby's bath-toater is emptied on the most out-of-the-

way spot, lest, if many trample on it, the child be down-trodden and
despised.

29. The midwife with the baby shall, soon after the birth, take the

icppermost seat at table ; it will then be more highly esteemed.

30. Never pass anything over the baby's head, or it won't grow; if such
a thing happens, pull the hair on the top of its head upwards.

31. What a h&hj first clutches at, shows what will be its favourite occu-

pation,

32. The first time a babe is laid in the cradle, they put a hmfe, a cross-

Jcey, and some red yarn beside it ; these defend it from sorcery.

33. One born on one of the last days of a loeeh, will marry late or never.

34 If a married woman has boys only, it is a sign of war ; if girls only,

of peace.

35. When a priest visits a sick man, they watch the gait of his horse as

he draws near. If the horse hangs its head, they despair of the patient's

recovery.^

36. A funeral must on no account cross a cornfield, even when it lies

fallow.

37. By a corpse they lay a brush, money, needles, and thread. Some
brush the dead man's head, and lay the brush beside him, to bring him
peace.

38. Some drive a nail into the threshold every time a person dies in the

house.

39. The vehicle that has carried a corpse is not admitted ivithin the gate

at once, but left outside for a time; else more of the family would follow.

40. The stra^u on which the sick man died, is all carried out and burnt

:

hy footprints in the ashes they can tell if the next loss will be of man or

beast.

41. If one dies a,t qww moon, he takes all the luck with him; if in Shrove-

tide, he is buried as plainly as possible.

42. On All Souls day every family makes a feast for its departed mem-
bers, and visits the churchyards. In some parts they set food for the

deceased on the floor of a particular room. Late in the evening the master

of the house went in with a pergel (a lighted brand split down its length),

and invited the deceased by name to eat. After a time, when he thought

the souls had made a hearty meal, he, while beating his pergel to pieces on

the threshold, bade them go back to their places, and not trample the rye

on their way. If there was a bad crop, it was ascribed to the souls having

been entertained too scantily."

43. About the Judgment-day the Esthonian has the notion that all the

churches will then topple over towards the North. He cannot bear the

thought of being bui'ied in that part of the churchyard.

' Conf. Hupel's Topogr. Nachr. 2, 146. ^ More fully in Thorn. Hiirn 1, 49.
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44. Till the baby is baptized, it has a hyranbook laid under its head, and

afire kept up beside it, to ban the devil, and keep him from changing the

child.

45. During baptism they fix their eyes on the baby, to see if it liolds its

head up or lets it sink doioi. If up, it will have a long life; if down, a

short.

4t.). Sometimes, during the service, the father runs rapidly round the

church, that the child may be gifted with fleetness of foot.

47. If by bribing the sexton they can get tlie hai'tismal vater, they

dash it as high as theij can up the wall. The child will then attain high

honours.

48. During baptism you must not talk, or the child will talk i^ its sleep.

4i». Don't have a baptism directly after a burial, or the child will follow

the dead.

.'".U. Leave the chrisom baby's hands free; it will then be quick and in-

dustrious.

ol. During baptism a sponsor shall not look about him, or the child will

see ghosts.

;V_'. Many tie rings to the sioathiiigs of a chrisom boy, to make him marry

early.

53. They do not like a child to be baptized on another child's birthday.

54. In the chrisom child's clothes some insert, unobserved, moneij, bread,

and garlic ; then the first two will never fail him, and the last protects

from sorcery.

55. A chrisom child's sleeping shows it will not live long.

56. When none bvt girls are brought to the font, they will go unmarried

long, perhaps always.

57. No sponsor eats flesh just before the christening, else the baby will

have toothache.

58. Parents who lose their first children call the next ones Adam and

Eve, and they live (see Germ. 26).

59. They will have no christening on a Friday ; on Thursday it has more

power.

60. A child christened on a Friday grows up a rogue, and comes under

the hangman's hands.

61. Thnnder comes of God chasing the devil, overtaking him, and dashing

liim doicm. During the storm they make doors and windows fast, lest the

hunted devil take refuge in their house, and, as God is sure to catch him

up, the house be thunderstruck.

62. Some during a storm fasten two knives outside a window, to prevent

being struck.

6:5. ]\rany, the first time they liear thunder in the year, take a stone, tap

their forehead with it three times, and are free from headache for a year.

64. Anything struck by lightning they mu.«c over gravely, especially

certain riven rocks ; they think the d>ril, having taken refuge in or under

them, was there surprised and slain.

65. Many take the rainbow to be Thunder s sickle, -^xih. which he pun-

ishes malignant under-gods who try to injure men.
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66. Many believe in the power of man to raise wind, and to change its

direction. For this purpose they would hang up a snalce, or set up an a<re,

in the direction whence they wished for a wind, and try to allure it hy

whistling.

67. A sudden noise on New-year s nirjld foretells the death of an inmate.

68. They give wild beasts periphrastic names, and avoid their real ones,

when they have to speak of them. The fox they call Hallkuhh (grey-coat),

the bear Laijfalgk (broad-foot).

69. The first time they drive their cattle out in the year, they bury eggs

under the threshold over which they must pass, whereby all discomfort is

banned away from them. Once, when a cattle plague broke out, it was
found that they buried one head of the herd under the stable door, as a

sacrifice to Death, and to stay the murrain.

70. If the cattle return from pasture, still chewing grass, there will be a

hay-famine.

71. They send the wolf to the rightabout by sprinkling salt on his track.

72. A great howling of wolves at early morning foretells plague or famine.

73. Formerly the Ehsts believed, when they heard a great howling of

wolves, that they were crying to God for food, and he then threiv them

dumiMngs doivn from the clouds.

74. If the wolf carries off a sheep or pig, they let something fall, of their

clothes or of what they have in their pockets, believing that the wolf will

then find his load too heavy, and drop his prey.

75. Some wear the tip of a hens xving about them, and think it promotes

early rising.

76. They do not like to name the hare often, they think it tempts him to

come and damage their rj e-grass.

77. If a cock or hen walking in the yard trails a straio after it, there will

soon be a corpse in the house, its sex depending on that of the fowl.

78. You can enable a hen to lay eggs by beating her with an old

broom.

79. Some, the first time of driving out cattle, put an egg before the

stable-door; the beast that treads on it is ripe for death, and they tiy to

sell it.

80. They gladly sell the ^rs^ calves of young cows, where the mistress is

her own mother's first child; such a calf cannot thrive.

81. The yoke just taken off or about to be init on must not be laid on the

bare ground, or it will chafe and wound the ox.

82. Afire may be checked by throiving in a live black hen as a sacrifice.

83. In clearing out the corn and flour bins, leave a little behind, or it will

bring misfortune.

84. No farmer is willing to give earth off" his cornfields, he thinks it is

parting with a good piece of his prosperity.

85. Let no one step over your girdle ; it brings on the itch.

86. One is careful not to be beaten with dry twigs, it brings on con-

sumption or leanness.

87. In cutting a new loaf they throw some aside ; from a full cup they

let some drops fall on the ground. It is a sacrifice to the Invisible Spirit.
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88. Many a man looks glum if you try to find out the depth of his well,

it would dry up if you did.

89. One does not like giving all the money in his purse at once; if it

can't be helped, let your spiftlc fall in the purse.

90. They are anxious not to have clofhes-}yro2^s stolen : their loss rune

them short of ash.

!•!. The first time the cowherds drive home in the year, they are on

arriving sprinkled tvith water; it is thought to be wholesome for the

cattle.

92. No shearing of sheep at seed-time, for then the wool does not grow
again properly.

93. Dung fallen off the cart is not to be picked up again : it breeds ver-

min.

94. At flax-picking there is no talking, no question answered, no greet-

ing returned ; otherwise the flax does not answer well.

95. If the first that dies in a farmer's new abode be a beast ivlth hairy

legs, a blessing rests on the house; if a bird with bare legs, the farmer

mopes, dreading losses and poverty.

96. At night when candles are lighted, the people sigh and cross them-
selves.

97. Every time they kill anything, if only a fowl, they put a piece of it

behind the cattle-shed as a sacrifice.

98. On the accursed spot where a house was burnt down, they never

build a new one ; if, in laying the ground-beam, a single spiark is kindled

by a by-blow, it foretells a new fire, and they look out another place to

build on.

99. On the site where a cowhouse is to be built, they first lay rags and
herbs ; if black ants creep on to them, it is a good sign ; if red ants, the place

is pronounced unfit to build on.

100. A ivhlrhvind is the work of evil spirits : where you see dust gather-

ing, you should throw stones or a knife into the heart of the whirl, and
pursue it with cries.

101. At a wedding the bride treads on the bridegroom's foot, that she

may never be oppressed by him.

102. Red streaks in the sky shew that the dragon is setting out; a dark

hue in the clouds, that he comes home with booty. Shooting stars are

little dragons.

N. Lithuanian.'

1. When the elf is retZ, he brings people gold; when blue, corn or ill-

luck.

2. It is not good for a corpse to lie so that it can be seen in the glass

;

some say the dead man gets up and looks at himself. Better hang it else-

where.

3. On New-year's eve nine sorts of things—money, cradle, bread, ring,

death's head, old man, old woman, ladder, and key—are baked of dough,

' Beeseldt in Biiscbing's Woch. Nacbr., b. 3 (Breslau 1817). pp. 223. 339.
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and laid under nine plates, and every one has three grabs at them. What
he gets will fall to his lot during the year.

4. The same evening every girl takes toio or flax, rolls it into a little hall,

sets it alight, and tosses it up. She whose ball rises highest, or burns

longest, will get married that year.

6. If you spin on Shrove Tuesday, the flax will not thrive ; if you go for

a drive there will be good flax. All over Lithuania they drive on that day

;

if the gentlefolk don't themselves, they let their servants.

6. Sow peas when the wind sets from a soft (rainy) quarter; then they

will boil well.

7. Grass motmi under a neio moon the cattle reject, or eat reluctantly.

8. The death of the master or mistress must be told the horses hj jingling

the keys, also to the other cattle, especially the hees. Otherwise the cattle

fall, the trees decay, and the bees die out or move.

9. If a hare runs across your path, it means bad luck ; a fox on the

contrary a safe journey and good news.

10. If you take needle in hand on Good Friday, the lightning will be

after you (see Germ. 43). All work on that day is fraught with mischief.

11. Girls must be weaned by a waning moon, or they'll have too large

a bosom ; boys at full moon, that they may grow big and strong ; but

no children during the passage of birds, else they'll be restless and
changeable.

12. When visitors drive away, dont siveep your floors directly after; it

would bring them ill-luck on their journey.



SPELLS.

I. AS. spellfor pricking pains. Harl. MSS. no. 585. fol. 186 (communic.
by Price). See p. 1244.

ir. AS. spell for fertilizing land. Oxf. MSS. no. 5214 (Jun. 103). See
p. 1236.

III. Exorcismus ad pecudes inveniendas.^

Ne forstolen ne forholen nan uht thiis dhe ic age, ne ma the mihte
Herod (no more than H. could) urne Drihten. Ic gethohte sco Ead Elrnan,

and ic gethohte Crist on rude ahangen. sva ic thence this feoh to findanne,

nils tr> othfeorganne and to Titanne. nils to othvyrceanne and to lufianne.

nils to odhla3danne. Gdrmimd, Godes dhegen, find that feoh, and fere thiit

feoh. and hafa thiit feoh and heald thiit feoh, and fere ham thiit feoh.

thiit he najfre n'iibbe landes thiit he hit odhlasde, ne foldan thiit odhforie

ne husa thiit he hit odhhealde. Gif hit hva gedo, ne gedige liit him na^fre

binnan thrim nihtum. cunne ic his mihta his m/igen and his mihta and
his mnndcr/iftas. eall he vcornige sva er vudu veornie, sva hrcdhel fheo

sva fhistel. se dhe his feoh odhfergean thence, odhde dhis orf odhehtian
dhence. amen.

This man sceal cvedhan dhonne his ceapa, hvilcne man forstelenne. cydh,
asr he oenig other vord cvedhe = Bethlem hatta) seo burh, dhe Crist on
geboren v/is. seo is gema2rsGd ofer ealne middangeard. sva dheos daed

vyrthe for mannum msere. per crucem xpi. And gehide the thonne thriva

east, and cvedh thriva :
"|* xpi ab oriente reducat. and thriva vest, and

cvedh : crux xpi ab occidente reducat. and thriva snth, and cvedh thriva :

crux xpi a meridie reducat. and thriva north, and cvedh: crux xpi abscondita

sunt (fuit?) et inventa est. Judeas Crist ahengon. gedidon him dseda

tha vyrstan. hoBlon that hi forhelan ne mihton. ava nasfre theos dssd

forholen ne vyrthe. per crucem xpi. Gif feoh sy undcrnumen. gif hit

sy liors, sing on his feoterc odhdhe on his hrideh gif hit sy ofJicrfeoh, siiig

on that hofrec, and ontend dhreo candela, and drvp on thiit ofrec veax
thriva. ne mag hit the manna forhelan. Gif hit sy inn}f, sing onfeover
healfa thiis ht'iscs and a3ne on middan : crux xpi reducat. crux xpi per furtum
periit, inventa est. Abraham tibi semitas vias, montcs concludat Job eb

flnmina, Isac tibi tenebras inducat. Jacob te ad iudicium ligatum per-

dncat.

1 Nos.III. IV.fromWanley'sCatal. 114-5 (conf. 110''. 186«. lOS^QTo'). corrected
by Kemble's transcripts. Many more AS. spells might be culled out of MSS. cited
by Wanley, pp. 41. 83. 223. 231-2-4. 247. 304-3.
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IV. Benediction.

Ic me on thisse gyrde beliice, and on Godes helde bebeode, vidh (against)

thane sura sice, vidh thane sara siege, vidh thane grymma gryre, vidh thane

micela egsa, the bidh ceghvam ladh, and vidh eal th;it ladh, the in to lande

fare. Sige-gealdor ic begale (siug), sige-gyrd ic me vege. vord-sige and
veorc-sige. Se me dege ne me merne gemyrre. neme maga ne gesvence.

ne me nasfre minum feore forht ne gevurdhe. ac geh^le me Aelmihtig

and Sunu frufregast ealles vuldres vyrdig Drihten. Svasva ic gehj^de

heofna scyppende Abrahame and Isace and svylce men, Moyses and Jacob

and Davit and Josep and Euan and Annan and Elizabet, Saharie and ec

Marie modur xps. and eac thte gebrudhru Petrus and Pauhis and eac thusend

thira engla. clipige ic me tu are vidh eallum feondum. Hi me ferion and
fridhion and mine fere nerion. eal me gehealdon, men gevealdon. Vorces

stTrende si me vuldres hyht. hand ofer heafod haligra ruf sige-rOfra sceote

sudh-fiistra engla biddu ealle blidhu mode thJit me beo hand ofer heafod.

Matheus helm. Marcus byrne leoht lifes rof. Lucas min sv7ird scearp and
scireg. scild Johannes vuldre gevlitegod. vega Seraphin. Fordh ic gefare.

frind ic gemete. eall engla blfed. eadiges lare. bidde ic nu God sigere

Godes miltse sidhfiit godne. smylte and lihte vind veredhum vindas

gefran circinde vater simblige hJiledhe vidh eallum feordum. Freond ic

gemete, vidh that ic on this Jilmihgian (sic) mote belocun vidh tha ladhan.

se me lifes eht on engla bla bleed gestathelod, and inna halre hand hofna-

rices blaed, tha hvile the ic on this life vunian mote. amen.

V. Adjuratio contra grandinem.

(Munich MS. of 11th cent., Cod. Tegerns. 372.)

Signo te aer nomine Domini .... adjuro te diahole et angelos tuos

. . . . adjuro vos . . . . ut non feratis grandinem neque aliquam

molestiam in terminum istum, et non habeatis dicere coram Deo, quia nemo
vobis coutradixerit. contradicat vobis Deus et Dei filius, qui est initium

omnium creaturarum. contradicat vobis sancta Maria .... adjuro

te Mermeut, cum sociis tuis, qui posltus es suiter tem'pestatem, per illius noraen

te adjuro, qui in principle fecit coelum et terrara. adjuro te Mermeut per

illius dexterara, qui Adam primum hominem ad imaginem suam plasmavit.

adjuro te Mermeut per Jesum Christum filium Dei unicum ....
conjuro te daemon et satanas . . . . te conjuro, ut non habeas hie

potestatem in isto loco vel ini sto vico nocere nee damnum facere, nee

tempestatem admittere nee pluviam valentissimam jacere, etc.

A German weather-spell in a later Munich MS. (Cgra. 734, f. 208) has

:

' ich pent (bid) dir Fasolt, dass du das wetter verfirst (removest) mir und

meinen nachpauren an schaden (without hurt).'

VI. For a slch Horse (p. 1235).

(from Cod. Vindob. theol. 259, bottom of right-hand page.)

Petrus Michahel et Stephanus ambulabant per viara. sic dixit Michahel.

Stephani equus infusus. signet ilium Deus. signet ilium Christus et

erbam comedat et aquam bibat.
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VII. Contra malum malaimuiyi.

(from a Bonn MS. of 1070-90, in Wackernagel's Wessobr. Gebeb 67-70.)

Cum minimo digito circiimdare locum debes ubi apparebit, liis verbis

:

icli bimuniun dih suam pi Gode jouh pi Christe. Tunc fac crucem per
medium -|- eb die: daz tii niewedar ni gituo noh tolc noh tut houpit.

item adjure te per Patrem et Filium et Spiritum sanctum ut amplius non
crescas sed arescas.

VIII. For a hloodij flux.

(Cod. Viudob. R. 3282, fol. 32. Twelfth cent.)

Dere Lelicro Christ was geboren ce Betlehcra,

dannen quam er widere ce Jerusalem,

dii wart er getoufet vone Johanne
in demo Jordane,

duo verstuont (stood still) der Jordanis fluz

unt der sin runst.

also vcrstant dii hlnot-rinna

durch des heiligen Christes minna,

du verstant an der note,

also der Jordan tate

duo der guote see Johannes

den heiligen Christ tonfta.

verstant dii bluot-rinna

durch des heiliges Christes minna.

VIII''. Blessing on a Journey (Diut. 2, 70).

Ic dir nach sihe, ic dir nach sendi mit minen funf fingirin funvi wuU
fanfzic englli. Gob dich gisundi heim gisendi. ojjiii si dir daz sigi-dor,

sami si dir daz sZeg^i-fllor' (s.l.for 'selgidor'; query, saBlde-dor?). bislozln

si dir daz wagi-dor, sami si dir daz ivafin-dor. - des guotin sandi Uolrichis

segin vor dir undi hindir dir undi obi dir undi nebin dir si gidan, swa. du
wonis (dwellest) undi sw.i du sis, daz da alsi guot fridi si, alsi da wajri, da

min frauwi sandi Marie des heiligiu Cristes ginas (was recovering).

IX. The same (An Engelberg Cod. ; Diut. 2, 293).

ITerre sci- Michahcl hints wis-tu (be thou) N. sin schiU und sin sper.

niin frouwa sea Maria si sin halsperge (iiauberk). hiute muoze er in deine

heiligui fride siti, da Got inne ware, do er in daz paradise chame. Herre
Gob dii muozist in hfscirmin vor wage und vor wafine, vor fiure, vor alien

sinen fiandin gesiuiibchen und ungesiunlichen. er muoze alse wol gese-

' Gate of the flood; conf. Eifi-dor, vol. i. 239.
'^ Conf. MS. 2, I'JH'' :

' der Jroidcn tor ist :uo getan.'
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ginot sin so daz heilige wizzot ware, daa min herre see Johannes mime
herrin dem almehtigen Gote in den mund flozte, do er'n in deme Jordaue

toufte. amen.

In nomine Domini, daz heilige lignum domini giseglne mich hiute,

undenan und obeuan, mhi bach st inir heinin, mhi herze si mir stdhelin, mhi
houhet SI mir steinhi (my belly of bone, heart of steel, head of stone), der

guote see Severin der phlege min, der guote scls Petir unde der guote see

Stephan gesegineigin mich hiute for allir minir fiande gewafine. in nomine
Dei patris eb Filii eb spiritus sancti. alse milte und alse linde (soft) muozis-

tu hiute sin iifin mime libe (body) swert nnd aller slahte gesmide, so miner
frouwun see Mariun sweiz (sweat) ware, do si den heiligin Crist gebare.

Pater noster.

X. From a Munich MS. (Hoffm. Fundgr. 34.3).

Ich slief mir hiute suoze

datz mines Trehtins fuozen.

daz heilige himel-chint

daz si hinte mm fride-schilt.

daz heilige himelchint bat mich hint uf stan,

in des namen und guade wil ich hiut uf gau,

und wil mih hiute gurten

mit des heiligen Gotes worten,

daz mir allez daz holt si (be gracious)

daz in dem himel si,

diu sunne und der mane
und der tage-sterne scone.

rains gemuotes bin ih hiute bait,

hiute springe ih, Herre, in dinen gewalt

sant Marien licheraede

daz si hiute min fricl-hemede.

aller miner viende gewafen

diu ligen hiute unde slafeu

und sin hiut also palwahs

als wa3re miner vrouwen sant Marien vahs,

do si den heiligen Christum gebaare,

und doch ein reiniu maib wtere.

min houpt si mir hiute stcelhi,

deheiner slahte (no kind of) wafen snide dar in.

min swert eine wil ih von dem segen sceiden (exempt from the

spell),

daz snide und bize allez daz ih ez heize,

von minen haudeu

und von niemen andei'n ;

der heilige himel-trut

der si hiute min halsperge guot.
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Xr. Tobias's hlesshuj on Tohit's journey.

(Bniuuswg. nacbr. 1755, p. 321. HofiFm. Fuudgr. 2G1).

'

Der guote burre saute Tobias,

der Gotes wizage (propbet) was,

sinen liebeu sua er saude

so verre in vremdiu lande.

yiu sun was ime vile liep,

unsanl'te er vou ime scbiet (parted),

uinbe in was im vil leide (very sad),

er sande in uber vierzcc tage-weide (-10 days' journey).

Er spracb :
" der Got der vor niemeu verborgen (bidden ist,

und des eigen sclialc (servant) du bist,

der an niemaune wenket (is faitbless),

die armen vil wol bedenket,

der niiieze dicb biute bebiieten

durcb sine vaterlicbe giiete

iiber velt, durcb wait

vor aller nocte manec-valt,

vor buiiger und gevroerde.

Got miieze miu gebete erboeren,

so du slafest oder wachest

in bolze oder under dacbe.

din viende werden dir gevriunt.

Got sende dicb lieiui vil wol gesunt

mit vil guotem muote

bin beiui zuo dliiem eigeu-guote.

gesegenet 8i dir der tvec (way),

uber straze und uber stec,

da vor und da binden

gesegenen dicb des Herren viinf wunden.

ietweder balben dar en eben

geste dir der bimeliscbe degen.

in Gotes vride dvi var,

der beilige engel dicb bewar.

der lip (body) si dir heinin,

ez herze si dir stei)iin,

ez houbet si dir stoehelin,

der himel si dir schiltin,

diu belle si dir vor versperi'et,

allez iibel si vor dir verirret (miss its way),

ez paradis .^i dir ofEen,

alliu wat'en si vor dir verslozzeu (sbut up),

daz si daz vil gar vermidcn (avoid)

daz dicb ir dekeinez stecbe nocb en-snide (none prick or cut).

» First 4 lines borrowed ; see Eschenbg'a Denkm. p. 279. Tobias segeu-spr.

H. Sacbs 1, 439''.

VOL. IV. 1' P
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der mane und ouch diu sunne
dill liuhten dir mit wunne.
des heiligen geistes siben gebe
lazen dich mit heile leben.

der gnote sante Stephan

der alia sin not iiberwant (overcame his trouble)

der geste dir bi (stand by thee),

swa dir din not jjunt si.

die heihgen zwelf boten (apostles)

die eren (commend) dich vor Gote,

daz dich diu herschaft gerne sehe.

a'llez Hep miieze dir geschehen.

sante Johannes und die vier evangeliste

die raten dir daz beste,

min frouwe sante Marie

diu here unde vrie.

mit des heiligen Kristes bluote

werdest du geheiliget (ze guote),

daz din sele (so du sterbest)

des hirael-riches niht verstozen werde

nach den weltlichen eren.

Got gesegne dich dannoch mere.

saute Galle diner spise pflege (thy food prepare),

sante Gertrut dir guote herberge gebe (lodging give).

saalec si dir der lip (body),

holt (kind) si dir man unde wip,

guot rat (counsel) dir iemer werde,

daz du gaehes lodes (sudden death) niene ersterbest."

Also segente der guote

Santobias sinen eune,

und sande in do in ein lant,

ze einer stat, diu hiez ze Median,

diu burc diu hiez ze Rages :

sit wart er vil fi 6 des.

Got sande in heim vil wol gesnnt

mit vil guotem rauote

bin heim ze sinem eigen-guote.

Also miiezest dii hiute gesegenet

des helfen hiute die heiligen namen dri,

des helfe hiute diu wihe,

rain liebe vrouwe Marie,

des helfen mir alliii diu kint

diu in dem himel-riche sint,

und der guote Santobias

und sin heiliger triit-sun. amen.
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XII. For stulen r/ouds}

(MS. of 1347 at Sant Paul ia the Lavant valley.)

Darnach dise nachgende gebette, daz soltu dri-stnnb sprechen in eim

gadem (chamber), daz dich niemen irre (disturb), so kament dnrbi engd

uiul sagent dir daz dii fragest :

" Der heiHg Crist vuor von himele mit cngehi mancgen, do fuort er an

sineii heiiden en Froncs-bilde (Lord's image), under einem bourne er

geraste (rested), do entsUef er so vaste. do komen die leidigen diebe, und

verstalen im sin Frones bilde. do er erwachte, trurete er so vaste. do

sprach diu genedige min frowe sant Marie, ' des sol guot rat werden, wir

snlen uf diser erden von dem heiligen kinde daz dink noch hi-naht (to-

night) vinden.'—Sabaoth Herre, ich bitte dich durch din einborn sun

Jesum Christum, daz du vergebest mir min siinde, und gib mil* ein guot

ende. Jesu Crist, des waren Gotes sun du bist. ich bit dich, und man dicli,

daz du dis diiigcs verrihtest mich."

Disen selben segen maht du ouch sprechen, so dir oder eim andern diner

gnten friinden id (aught) verstolen ivirt, daz gar schedelich si und redelich,

niit urab kleine iippig sache, nuwent da ez noturflig und redelich si; wande

(for) so di segen ie edeler und ie besser sint, ie minre (the less) sii helfent

da man su bruchet uunotdurfteclich (spells lose their virtue if used on

trifling occasions),

XIII. Exorcism of Gout (MS. at Gottweich ; of 1373).

Ich virbeden dir, gychfr, hi der heylgir wandillungin. vnd bi den heylgin

V wunden viisers herren Jesu Christi. vad bi deme bluode dat Gote vyt

(out of) sinen V wunden ran. vnd bi dem erstin menschin dat Got vf

erden ye gemacht, oder ye liz geborren werden. Ich virbeden dir bi den

dritt, na<jelin, de Gode durch sine hende vnd durch sine vusze wrde geslagen.

Ich virbeden dir bi den vijer hidden (4 rjracious ones) de da stioonden vf ziotijn

vnoszin vnd sprachin vys (out of) zweyir muodir libe, ' wer si bede van rechtir

lybden, vmme allis dat mogelich is, des wulden si in geweren.' dat was

Maria, Godis muodir, vnd was Jesus Christus. vnd was min frauwe sancte

Eisebe, vnd was myn herre sancte Johannes der deufir. Ich virbeden dir

bi deme bebinden vrdeil (varying verdicts) das Got wil gebin ubir mich

vnd ubir alle dodeu und lebenden. Ich virbedin dir bi deme froneu cruce

vnsera herren Jesu Christi, da he de martil ayn leyt (satfered) durch mich

vnd alle cristeneyt. Ich virbedin dir bi der gotligir kraft de da ist in

hymil vnd in erden, dat du mir Codes knegthe (servant) nyt in-schades an

alien minen glederen (limbs), an haubde, an hirne, an augeii, an cendun

(teeth), an armen, an henden, an vingeren, an rippen, an rucke, an lendeii,

an huflBn (back, loins, hips), an beynen, an vuozin, an cein (toes), an aduren

(veins), noch an alien, da ich mich mach keren (may turn) oder wenden.

Des helfe mir de Godis kraft, vnd dat hcylge graf, da Got .selve inue lach

(lay), da her bebede (.(uaked) allit dat da was. Pylatus sprach, ' hais du

gesugthe odir gegichte ? ' neyn, ich in-han sin nyt.—It sy vrauwe oder

' Nos. XII. XIII. XIV. communic. by Hoffmann.
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man, der diise wort ubir yme dreyt, der sal sigcbir sin (may be sure) dat in

de geycbte nummer gelemen kan (never can lame). Icb geleufe dat keyu

wif nocb keyn man, der duse wort ubir sprecben kan. want der sunder

(for tbe sinner) an deme cruce genade gewan. De macb micb Godis knegt

N. gesunt an selen uud an libe, as Maria was, do si irs lieben kyndis genas

(got well), amen.

XIV. Herdsman's charm (see p. 1241).

XV. For the Uowing Worm (Cod. Pal. 367, 173'0-

Dis ist eyn guter seyu vor den hlasinden tvorm :
" Der gute berre sentbe

lob der lak in deme miste. ber clagete deme beilge Criste, wi syn gebeyne

essen die worme cleyne. Do spracb der beilge Crist, wen nymandt besser

ist. icb gebite (bid) dir, ivorm, du siest wies (wbite) adir swartz, geel adir

gruene adir roet. in desir stundt siesta in dem pferde toet. in Gotis

namen amen." Nota. man sal das pferdt nennen alz is gebaret is (by bue

of bair; see XXXV).—Dis ist eyn seyn vor den pirczil : ^ " Horestu, worm
yn fleiscbe und in beyne. vornem was das beilge euangelium meyne. du

seist weis, swartz adir geel, griiae adir roet. der gebutet myn berre sentbe

lob in desir stunt siestu in desem pferde toet. in Gotis nameu amen."

Nota. man sal deme pferde treten uf den vorder-fuss, und sal ym runen

(wbisper) in das recbte oer desen segn (couf. KA. 689).

XVI. Conjaring a marjlc Horse (Cod. Pal. 212, 45i').

Wiltii macben ein pferd das dicb trag wo du wilt, so nymb ein plut von

einer fledermaus (blood of a bat), wen es dan nacbt ist, so gang zu einem

haus beimblicb an das ende sin. und scbreib an die baus-tur und die

, . . . in namen omnii. geapba. diado. wen du si gescbriben bast,

so gang dan ein weil, und kora dan berwider, so findestu ein ros bereit mit

sail und mit zaum (bridle) und mit allem gezeuge. Wen du dan uf das ros

wilt sitzen, so tritt mit dem rechtem fuss in den linhen stegreif, und spricb

die bescbwerung :
" Icb bescbwer dicb, ros, bei dem Vater und bei dem

Sone und bei dem beilgen Geist, und bei dem scbepfer bimelreicbs und

erdreicbs, der alle ding aus nicbts gemacbt bat. Icb bescbwer dicb, ros,

bei dem lebendigen Got und bei dem waren Got, bei dem beiligen Got,

das du an meinem leib nocb an meiner sel nocb an meinen glidern nit

gescbaden mugst, nocb mit keinerlei bindernus." So sitz frolicb uf das

pferd, und solt dicb nit segen, und forcbt dicb nit. Wan du komst an di

stat do du gern werest, so mjmh den zaumh vnd grab in under die erden.

Wan du das ros wilt baben, so nymb den zaumb und schutel in vast, so

komt das ros. So bescbwer es aber (again) als vor, und sitz dorufF und rit

wo du wilt, und lug (look) das du den zaumb wol behallest (keepest).

verleurstu den zaumb, so mustu das pferd wider macben."

1 Bvrzel,gun-hirzel. Frisch 1, 157". 383".

- Conf. supra, Hartlieb, p. 1768. The importance of bit and bridle in magic

horses is seen in the story of King Beder in the Arabian Nights.
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XVIT. Coujnrinj the He^ge-stick}

Geh zu einem zaun-steckcn und sprich : Zaimstecleaii, ich weclc dlch!

mill lieb das wolt ich. ich beo;er (desire) vil mer, dan allci* tenfel her

(host). Her zii mir, so riir ich dich zaunsteoken. alle teufel miissen dich

wecken, und fiiren (lead thee) in das haiis, do mein licb get in und aus.

dass du miissest faren in die vier wend (! walls), wo sich mien lieb hin ker

(turn) Oder wend ! es ist aller eren wol wert. ich send ir einen huch (zum

pfert). Ich ruf euch heut alio gleich. bei den drei negehi reich. und

bei dem rosen-farben blut, das Gott aus seinen heiligen wunden floss,

ich beut (bid) euch tenfel her. ir bringet zu mir mein lieb N. her, zwischen

(twixt) himel und evden, das es nit berilr (touch) die crden, fiirt es ob alien

haumcn her, als man ]\[aria thet, do si fur in ires Kindes reich." Und

nim die caracteres alle zu dir, und bias dreimal auf die hant, und schlage

dreimal gegen in (them), so miigen sic dir nit geschaden.

XVIII. Against Wolves, etc.

Christ sun gieng unter thiir, mein fiau Maria trat herfiir :
' Heb uf

Christ sun dein hand, und versegcn mir das viech und das land, das kein

wolf heiss, und Jxcin wnlp sfoss, und kein dieb komm in das gebiet. Du

herz trutz markstein, hilf rair das ich kom gesunt und gevertig heim !

'

(Conf. XL^)

XIX. Das die Wolf das viech nit cssen.

Ich beschwer dich, Wolf-::an (-tooth), bei dem vil heiligen namen, und

bei dem vil heiligen Barn, den unser Hebe frau trng an irem arm, das

du noch alle dcin genossen das viech nit beisseu noch stossen. Es muss

dis nacht sein als war und als vast, als das heilig paternoster was, das Got

aus seinem munde sprach.

XX. On Going Out.

Hiide (to-day) wil ich uf sten, in den heilgen friden wil ich gen, do

unser liebe fraue in gieng, do sie den heilgen Crist inphieng. Koch hute

wil ich mich gorten (gird) mit den heilgen funf worten, mit den heilgen

sigeringen, mit alien guten dingen. Allez daz dages alt sy daz sy mir holt

!

unser lieben frauwen zunge sy aller miner fiende miinde! amen.

XXI. For a Journey.

Ich dreden hude (I tread to-day) uf den phat, den unser herre Jesus

Cristus drat, der si mir also siiss und also gut ! nu helfe mir sin heilgcs

rose-farbes blut, und sin heilge funf wunden, das ich nimmer werde

gefangen oder gebunden ! von alien minen fienden mich liehude, daz

helfe mir die here hude (heavenly care), vor .... lliessen, vor

> Nos. XVIT-XXXVII from Mono's Anzeiger for 1834, p. 277 ; the same Anz. for

'34, p. 40, has a Wound-spell and a Blood-spell from a Wolfenb. MS. ; and those

for '33, p. 234, and '37, p. 4G4, a spell against sorcery, and a few against

fire.
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swerten und vor schiessen, vor aller slaclit uiigehiife, vor scbuoder gesell-

scbaft und abentiire ; das alle mine bant von mir enbunden werde za

bant (at once), also unser bere Jesus inbunden wart, do er nam die biinel-

fart!

XXII. Ain schoneo' segen, alle Sehtemer zn thun.

Am Mantag vor der Fronfasten (ember-week), der Mantag is kraftiger

dan die Fronfasten. vor aufgang der sonne, unheschrauen. spricb also

:

" Hier ein, in dese bof-stat gebe icb 'nein. solcbe land bescbliesst

(encloses) Got mit seiner aignen band, er bescbliesst sie also fest rait

dem siissen Jesu Crist, disen gibel oben und disen gibel unden. diser

gibel unden, der ist mit engeln uberzogen verbunden. Feuer vom dach,

dieb vom loch, rauher vor der thilr ! unser liebe frau trit beut selbst

darfiir, das ave-maria sei vor der tbiir, das paternoster der rigel (bolt)

darfur. und was der lieb b. Lorenz bat gegert, das bat der beilig Crist

bewert, das niemant starker ist dan der beilig Crist, der gebe berein

und nemb was bier innen ist. im namen "]""[-}- amen." 15 pat., 15 ave, und
credo.

XXIII. Against Hail.

Item, mach den ffeil (i.e. figure of an arrow) aiif die erden gcgen dem
wetter, oder auf ein deller (plate), und setz in gegeu dem wetter; und nim
ein weicb-brun (bol3'-water pot), und spritz dreu kreuz gegen dem wetter

im namen, u. s.w. und spricb: "Icb pent (bid) dir, schaur und hagl, in

der kraft der lieilgen drei nagl, die Jesu Cristo durch sein beilge bend
und fuss wurden gescblagen, er du kumbst zu der erd, das du za wind
und wasser werd, im namen etc." macb dreu kreuz mit dem weicb-

brun gegen das wetter.

XXIV. For a Fire.

Wellent ir feuer lescben (quencb), so sprecbent wie bernach folgt ; aucb
das ir ain prant (brand) von demsel bigen feuer in der hand liabt, wo aber

sollicbes nit bescbebn mocbt, sol es dannacbt mit andacbt gesprocben
werden : "Unser lieber herr Jesus Cbristus gieng uber land, und er (and

einen riecbenden prant, den bueb er uf mit seiner gotlicben bant, und
gesegent disen riecbenden prant, das er nimer weiter kum. in dem namen
etc." und darzue bett 5 p. 5 a. 1 cr.

XXV. Against Fire.

Wer feuer verbiiet, dass sein baus und statel nit prinnent werd, der

macb alweg mit der band ein creuz, und sprecb wie bernacb folgt :
" Mein

liaus das sei mir umbeschivaifen mit engelischen raifen, mein baus sei mir
bedeckt mit einer engliscber deck ! das belf mir Gotes minu, der sei

alzeit baus-vater und wirt darin !

"
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XX V\ For a F!re.

Sprich : " Fcner, ich gepeut (bid) dir in dem nameu Jeau, das dii nit

wciter kiimcst. bchalt (hold in) dein funk und flammen, wie Maria ir

jiiiigfrauschaft nnd er (honour) behalten hatvor alien niannen. das sei deia

toiler zue puess zelt (counted as quittance) in nanien etc."

XXVI. Against Fever.

Zti'ig,ich huckdich, Rett nu mid mich (twig, I bend thee, fever, void me)'

l)i dem heiligen nagel, der unserm lieben herren Cristo Jesu durch sin

rechten hand ward geschlagen! und als menig blSts-tropf dar-vou

ran, als meniger rett mid mich, und gang mir ab ! im uamen u. s. w.

XXVIT. Against Diseases.

Icb stand uf den mist (dunghill), und ruf zu werden Crist, das er mir

buss (rid me of) die rechten sporen-fuss, und das heiq^t-gescheuh und den

herz-ritten, und alien seinen sitten, und gel-sucht und sihenzich gesucht ;
und

ist ir keiner mer (any more), den buss mir Gott der herre, und gang aus

her ruch-hein, und gang aus her r;>j), und gang ab in das wilt zorach !

das buss dir der man, der den tot an dem heilgen creuz nam.

XXYIII. Against the Worm.

" Ich bescbwijr dich. Warm und Wiirmin, bei der wareu Gottes minn,

und bei der waren Gothait gut, das dein aiter (matter) und dein blut werd

lauter und audi rain (pure) als unscr lieben frauen gspint, die sie gab

Jesu Crist irem lieben kint ! im namen Got des vaters etc." Item, niin

den gcrechten dumen (right thumb) in die gercchte hant.

XXIX. The Same.

" Wurm, bist du dinne, so bent ich dir bei sant .... minne, du

seiest weiss, schwarz oder rot, dass du hie ligest tot
!

" Ist's ain vicb

(animal), so streichend im mit der rechten hand iiber den rucken ab.

ist's dan ain mensch, so nemend -im den finger (take his f.) in die hand,

und sprechend 5 vatter unser, 5 ave Maria und ain globen (belief).

XXX. Against Agtie.

Griiss dich Gott, vil-heiliger tag! nimm mir mein 77 Icalt-ieec ab; is

eben einer driinder, der nit zu erbitten ist, so hem mir's der lieb herr

Jesus Crist, der am heilgen fran-kreuz verstorben ist. in dem namen

u. s. \s.

XXXT. To he worn under the right arm 24- hours.

Es giengen drei selige briider aus in guter frist (time),- begegnet inen

herr Jesus Christ, unser lieber herr Jesus Christ sprach :
' Wo welent ir

liin ! ' ' Wir welent hinter den zaun (hedge), wir welent siichen dav

' Bett = Tite (febris). ' Mit der metten du mich mlt ! ' Kolocz 2C,ii.

- A spell iu Keisersp. Ameis 50" begins :
' Es gieugeu drei bruder iiber feld.'
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Txvmd (seek the herb) das zue alien wunden gnet ist, es sei gleich gehanen
oder gestochen ' (a cub or a stab). Unser lieber herr J. Cr. sprach :

' Ganb
auf Messias berg, nement die wol von denen schafen, und das moes von
denen steinen, und das iJl von denen bemen.' druck darein und darauf,

so heilt die wnnde von grund auf, es sei gleich gehauen oder gestoclien oder

hroclien, wie es mocht ergangen sein, so sol es weder gesclnvelen oder

schiucren (swell nor fester), sol audi keines eiters begeren (conf. XXXIX).
Wie Lucas auf Severines-berg hat gesprochen, wie die Juden unsern
herrn J. Chr. umb unschulb haben gestochen. das wait Got der vatter

u. s. w.

XXXII. A fine charm for Stancldng Blood.

In unsers herren Gottes herz da stiienden (stood) drei rosen. die erst

ist sein dngent, die ander ist sein vermogen, die dritt ist sein will

—

Pluet

sfeh still ! im namen u. s. w.

Another: Longinus der man, der unserm herren Jesu Crist sein

gerechte seiten hat auf-getan (opened), daraus rann wasser und bluet—ich

beschwore dich, bluet, durch desselbigen bluets ehre, das du nimer bluetest

mere ! im namen u. s. w.

Another: Got, der imraer ewig ist, der aller menschen hilf und trost

ist—ich biit dir, &l8,i, das du stil standist, Sbls die menschen am jungsten tag

(last day) still stan mlissend, die nicht nach Gottes willen hant getan (have

done).

XXXIII. For the Nail in a liorse's eye.

Welches ros (whose horse) den nagel bet in dem ougen, der sol ain stro

nemen ain nacht, als dick er mag, und sol im sin atem (breath) in das oug
niichter knchen (iDreathe, fasting), und sol mit seinem finger gen dem oug
giifen, und sol sprechen :

" Ich gebtit dir's, Nagel, bi dem vil hailgen

Gottes grab, da Got in selber lag unz an (until) den hailgen Oster-tag, das

du verschwinist, Nagel, und dorrest (dwindle and dry up), als die Juden
taten, die verschwinend und verdorrendeu. das gebiit der Vatter u. s. w."

XXXIV. For the Worm in horses.

Welches ros (whose horse) die wtirm in dem gederm (guts) hat, und in

dem magen, der sol das ros mit seinem linken fuss stossen, und sol

sprechen :
" Wurm, und al di tuilrm, die in dem ros sind, das euch des ros

lib, flaisch, gederm und bain also laid sige (as loathsome be) ze niessen

und ze bruchen, und euch das als unmar (distasteful) sig, als unserm
Herren ains i^faffen wip, die des tilfels velt-viercli (field-mare) ist, als was
miissent ir (so surely may ye) in dem ros-flaisch sterben. das gebiit euch
u. s. w."

Welches ros den uss-iverfenden (vomiting) lourm hat, der sol sprechen :

" Ich gebiit euch, ivurm und ivilrmin, das du des rosses flaisch und bain

und al sin lip [lassest], das dir darin sig als wind und als we, und dir darinne
sig als laid, als S. Petern was unsers Herren marter, do er vor den richtern

und den Juden floch ; dar dir darinne werd als we, unz das er das wort
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gesprccli, das S. Peter sprach, do cr zc llom ze dem erstcu in dag miitister

trat; das ir uss dem ros lliessond, oder aljer heriiss fallciid, oder in dem roa

sterhond, und ewer d'lieiiier nitiimer leljend werde. das gebiit eucb der

man der die martcr und den tod laid (suirercd)."

XXXV. Fur a Horse.

Item ain pf;irt, das sich strichet, so ziich es unter den himel an ainem

Sontag frii var der sunneii vjgang, und ker dem rns den kopf tjegen der

sunnen, und leg dine zwen duraen (thumbs) criiz-wis uber ain ander, und

lialt die hend umb den fuss, doch das sie den fuss nit an rilren (not touch),

nnd sprich :
" Longinus war ain Jud, das ist war. er stach nnsern Herrn in

sein siten, das ist war (nnd nem das pfitrd bei der vaib), das si dir fiir das

streichen gut !

"

XXXVI. On losing a ITorse-shoo.

Item ain pfilrd, das ain isen verliert, so nim ain brot-messer (bread-

knife), und umb-schnit im den huf an den wenden von ainer fersen (heel)

zu der ander, und leg im das messer criiz-wis nf die solen, und spvicli :

" Ich gebiit dir, hiif nnd horn, das du als liitzel zerbrechist, als Got der

lierr die wort zerbraeli, doer bimel und erd bescbuf." Und die wort sprich

dri-stnnt nach einander, und 5 pat. n. und 5 ave I\[aria ze lob ; so trib

das pfilrd den huf nit bin, bis das du glichwol zu ainem schmit komen

magst.

XXXVII. Wo man die Miltch stelt.

Ximb weicli-wasser (lioly water) und spreng's in den stall, niml) gnn-

I'tb^n (ground-ivy), geweicht salz und mer-linsen (duckweed) : ich gib dir

bent gnnreben, merlinsen und salz
;
gang uf darch die wolhen and bring

rnir schmalz und milich i(nd molhent

XXX VIII.' Against the IToldichen.

Fahr ans, und falir ein in X. wie bist du hereingekommen ? du soUt

gedenken, dass du da wieder licrans kommst. wer dich herein gebrachb

hat, soil dich wiederum herausbringen, er sei /(t'( oder sei ; und sollst einen

beweis (sign) von dir geben, dass man siehet,, dass da hinweg bist.

Another: Das walte Got und der teufel! fahr hin da da nutze bist, und

tliu wie ich empfaugen habe !

Another: AUe in und alle ut ! so spricht die liebe jungfrau sente Ger-

drnt.

Another: Wolauf elh und eJhin, r.tvcrg und zicergin, unterwilrts und ol)or-

wilits. du sollst zu dem und dem, du sollst seine heine nechen (torment),

du sollst sein fleisch schmecken, du sollst sein hint trinJcen, und in die erde

sinken ! in aller teufel namen.

Another: Du elben und du elbinne, mir ist gesagfc, du kannst den ki'mig

von der kijnigin bringen, iind den vogel von dem nest, du sollst nocb ruhen

' Nos. XXXVIII. XXXIX. from Voigt's Quedlinbnrg Witch-trials.
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iioch rasten, du kommst dean miter den buscb, das du den menschcn
keinen schaden tbust.

Another: Op unsers Gottes berge ist unsers berrn Gottes born (well), in

nnsers berrn Gottes born ist unsers berrn Gottes nap (bowl), in unsers

berrn Gottes nappe ist unsers berrn Gottes appel, liegt sente Joliannis

et'angelium, das benimmt einem (rids one of) die busen dinger, der liebe

Gott wolle belfen, dass es vergebe, und nicbt bestebe

!

Another : Joseph und gardian die giengen vor Gott den berrn stan ; da

sie vor Gott den lierrn kamen, trauerte (sorrowed) Joseph also sehre. Es
sprach Gott mein berre: 'Joseph, warum trauerst du so sehr?'—'Die
unteiiisen Heine wollen ausfaulen (the underground tinies want to rot)

mein fleisch und meine beine.'
—

' Icb verbiede es den untersen kleinen, das

sie nicbt ausfaulen mein fleisch und meine beine !
'

^

Another: Die heiligen Drei Konige giengen iiber das ie\d, do viutten

ihnen (met them) aliy und elbin.- Albinne, das sole du nicbt than, kehre

wieder um.' im uamen u. s. w.

Another : Hebbe-mutter und liocli-mutier, lege still ein deinem blode, als

Jesus lag in seiner mutter schote.

XXXIX. Against Diseases.

Unser herr Jesus Christus und dieser wasser-fluss. ich verbusse dir,

sieben und siebenzig schuss (77 shot) ; sieben und siebenzig seuche, die seind

mebr denn wir verbiissen ; weichen von dieseni geruch (?) neunerlei

geschuss 1 das sei dir zur busse gezLihlet (counted as quittance), im namen
etc.

Es giengen drei Salomen iiber einen 61-berg, sie giengen iiber eine griine

aue, da begegnet ihnen Marie unse liebe fraue :
' Wohin ihr drei Salomen ?

'

—
* Wei willen hen-gahn ut, und seuken mangerlei god Icrut (see XXXI),

dat stiM nicld, dat briht niclit, dat Ic'illt nicld, dat swilU nicht.' im namen
u. s. w.

Unse leve frue ging still over land, se gesegene desen hilUgen brand, dat

he nich quillt oder sclnvillt und inivorts fritt

!

WoUet ihr boren des Herrn wunder grot, da Jesus Christus von Marien
auf den erdboden schot, in einer hilHgen spangen, damit sie den herren

Jesum Christ empfangen. sie trug ihn unterm herzen vierzig woclien ohne

schmerzen, sie trug ihn gen Betlehem in die stadt, da Jesus drinne geboren

ward. Sie schickten ihn iiber das wilde meer, es ware noth sie hinter ihn

kamen, drei scbarfe dornen mit sich nabmeu. das eine was de harte nagel,

de ward dem heiligen Christ durch bande und fiisse geschlagen. Die

falschen Juden waren oft behende (quick), sie warfen ihm ein dornen kron

auf sein haupt, da.ss ihm sein rosin-farbnes blaut durch seinenbraunen bart

floss. Johannes that einen hellen schrei :
' Hilf Gott, mir bricht mein herz

entzwei. die mutter Gottes will] gar verderben, J. Christus wird gar am
kreuze sterben.' Wie he do gestorben was, do verwandelt sich laub und
gras, und alles was auf dem erdboden was. Ut welken munde (out of

* A similar formula in the little Book of Romauus (Gorres's Volksbiicber, p. 205).
' The orig. Las absurdly ' alfinadi alfinie,' evid. for the L. Sax. alf indi elfin.
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wliose moiilb) dies gebet wild gesprochen, der wird (may lie be) nichl

qehanen oder gestochen, dem wird Iwin liaiis verhnnit, kein juiigf'iaulicli

lierz wird aucb zu scbanden, keiner fniueu .... gcluiigeii! das helf

luich Gott und seine heiligen fiinf wundeii.

XL. Froijm. of a prayer against Fire and Tempest.

(Andr. Grypbius' Hoi ribilicr. p. 7G8.)

Das wake der es walten kann ! Mattbes gang eiw, Pilatus gang aus,

isfc eine arme seele diaus (i.e., out of bell). ' Arnie seele, wo kotnnist du

ber (from)? '—
' Aiis rcgen und wind, aus demfeurigen ring.'

XL.'' Beginning of a Spell (14tb cent.).

Unser Ilerr saz und stunt under der kirch-tiir, da kam sein lieb traud

muter gangen (berfiir) :
' Draut son, raein berre, wie siezest du trawren so

sere?' ' Acb, berczen-liebew muter mein, solb ich nit trawrig sein."'

Da kom icb an hidicechs perg gangen, da sclioz micli der huJwechs, da schoz

mich die bidwechsin, da, scho:: mich als ir hin-gesind (all tbeir bousebold),

etc. Conf. XVIIL

XLT. For a Fire.

A fire can be cbarmed, if be tbat speaks tbe cbarm ride three times round

the flame; it will tben go out. But tbe tbird time, the fire makes a r7(sh

at him, and if it catcb bim, be is lost. ' Feuer, stand stille um der worte

willen, die S. Lorenz spracb, da er den feurigen rost ansacb (looked at tbe

burning gridiron).'

Anotber : 'Gott griisse dicb, liehes fev.er, mit deiner flamme ungebeuer !

das gebeut (bids) dir der beilige mann Jesus, du solt stille stan, und mit

der flamme nit fiir bass gan (no furtber go)! im namen etc'

Anotber: ' Feuer-glut, du sollst stille stehn, und wie das liebe Marien-

kind die marter am kreuze bat ausgeslandcn, der bat um unserer siinde

willen all still gestanden.' Wliile uttering tbese words tbree times, one

sball take a little earth from binder one's right (or left) foot, and cast it in

the fire (conf. a Danisb spell in Nyerup's Morskabsl. 200).

XLIT. Against Elbe.

Icb bescbwore dicb, alb, der du augen bast wie eiu kalb, riichen tvie ein

ieig-trog, weise (sbew) mir deines berren bof

!

Ihr elbcn, sitzet feste, weicht (budge) nicht aus eiireni ncste! Ihr elhen,

ziebet fort, weicbt bald an andern ort

!

Im tbume stebt die rosenblume, sie ist wcder braun nocb fabl. so

miissen die hilf-dingcr (bip or tbigb elben) zersteuben und zerfabren

(disperse), und kommen der birtiscben Margaretcn in's teufels namen

an ! (Carpzov's Pract. rer. crim., pars 1, qna>st. hO, p. 42<>).

In burying her elbcn, tbe witcb puts a little wax, some tbreads of flax,

and some cheese and bread in tbe grave vrith them, and accompanies tbe
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action with the words :
' Da, elhen, da, wringefc das ivachs, spinnet das

flacks, esset den kdse, esset das hrof, nnd lasst mich ohne noth !

' (Elias

Casp. Eeichardt's Verm, beitr. 3, 369).

XLIII. For Fever, etc.

rieber bin, fieber ber! lass dich blicken nimraer raehr ! fahr der weil

in ein wilde au ! das schaft dir ein alte frau. Tartel-tJiubchen ohne gallen
;

kalte gichtchen, dn sollst fallen !

For worm in the fi,nger. Gott vater fahrt gen acker, er ackert fein

wacker, er ackert wilrme heraus. einer war weiss, der aiider schwarz, der
dritte roth ; hie liegen alle wiirme todt.

For idcered lungs. Scher dich fort, da schandlicbes hrnst-gesclnvih; vou
des kindes rippe, gleich wie die kuli von der krippe ! (see Siiperst. 873).

For harm-grand. To uproot this eruption, wash in a pool where cats

and dogs are drowned, saying the words: 'In dit water, worin versupen
manch katt und hund, darin still ik di barmgrund. im namen u. s.w.'

(Schiitze's Hoist. Id. 1, 70).

XLIY. For the Gotd.

Before daybreak on the first of May, the gouty man must go into the

wood, there silently let three drops of his blood sink into the split of a

young pine, and having closed up the opening with wax from a virgin bee-

hive, must cry alaud: 'Give you good morning, Madam Pine, here I bring

you the gout so fine; what I have borne a year and a day, you shall bear

for ever and aye ! Earth's dew may drench you, and heaven's rain pour,

but gout shall pinch you for evermore!' (Ernst Wagner's ABCeines
henneberg. fiebel-schiltzen, Tiib. 1810, p. 229).

XLA^. For Women iu Labaiir.

Unser liebe frau und unser lieber herr Jesus Christ giengen mit ein-

ander durch die stadti^ ' 1st niemand hier der mein bedai'f (has need of

me)? Liegt ein krankes weib, sie liegt in kindes banden. Gott helf ihr

und ihrem lieben kind von einander ! das thu herr Jesu Christ, der schliess

auf (may he unlock) schlo-ss, eisen und bein ! ' Conf. the following in

Mone's Anz. for 1834, p. 278: Ich bitte dich, Maria und Jesu Christ, das
mir das schloss verschlossen ist, der Maria ruhet unter ir brust, das mir
das schloss wider uf wiscli (fly open).

XLVI. To forget Women (conf. ON. 6-miiinis-ul).

Ich weiss Mol wo du bist, ich sende dir den vater herrn Jesu Christ, ich

sende dir der treusten boten drei (three messengers), die auf erden und
himmel sind, den einen in dein gemiite, den andern in dein gebliite, den
dritten in deines herzens block : Gott gebe dass alle iveiher und miigde in

deinem. herzen versioclcen (moulder) ! Ich sende dir den siissen herrn

Jesum, den siissen herrn Christum, die stumpfen ndgel drei, die Gott dem

' Many such beginnings, e.g. : 'Christ and his mother came out of a wood, went
over field and went over land, up hill, down hill, faggot in hand, etc'
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lierru wurden geschlagen, deii eiiieii durch seine liiiiide, den eincn durcli

seino fiisse, den dritteii durch soiti herze: Uott gebo dass du miisaest

vergcssen alle loeiber in cleinem herzea ! im namen etc.

XLVII. To stop Thieves.'

Wie !Maria im kiiide-betto lag, drei engel ihr da pflagen (tended), der

erste hiess S. Michael, der ander S. Gabriel, der dritte hiess S. Rafael,

da kamen die falschen Jnden, und wollten ihr liebes kindlein stehlen. Da
sprach Maria: ' S. Petre, bind!' Petrus sprach :

' Ich hah gebunden
mib Jesu banden, mit Gottcs sclbst-oigiien (very own) handen.' Wer mir

ein diebstal thnb stehlen, der muss stehn bleibeu wie ein stock, liber sich

seheu wie ein block, wann er mehr kaun ziililen (count) als sterne am
himmel stehn, alle schnee-flocken, alle regeutropfen, wann er das alles

kann thun, mag er mit dem gestolen gut hin-gehu wo er will, wann er's

aber nicht kann, so soil er stehn hleiben mir zu einem pfancl (pledge), bis

ich mit meinen leiblichen augen iiber ihn sehe, und ihm ur-laub (leave)

gebe, wieder zu gehn.

XLVIII. To root one to the spot.

Hier stand so fest, als der banm hillt sein ilst (boughs), als der nagel

in der wand (wall), durch Jesum Marien sohn ; dass du weder schreitest

noch reitest, und keiu gewehr (weapon) ergreifest ! In des Hochsteu

uameu solt du stehn.

XLIX. The Same.

Ich thu dich anblicken, drei bluts-tropfen sollen dich er.scliricken in dei-

nera leibe, der erste mib einer leber, der zweite mib einer zunge, der dritbe

mib einer mannes krafb. Ihr reibeb oder gehb zu fuss, gebunden sollb ihr

sein so gewiss und so fest, als der baum hiilb seine ilst (boughs), und der

asb hillb seine nest, und der hirsch (harb) hillb seine zungen, und der herr

Christus uns hab das himmelreich eiTungen (won); so gewiss und wahr
sollb ihr stan, als der heil. Johannes stand am Jordan, da er den lieben

herrn Jesum getaufeb; und also gewiss und wahrhaftig solb ihr stehn, bis

(bill) die Hebe gottlicho mutber einen andern sohn gebilhret, so gewiss

solt ihr sein gebunden zu dieser bag-zeit und sbunden (hour)

!

L. To inaTce oneself Beloved.

Ich brebe iiber die schwelle (blircshold), nehme Jesum zu meinem gesellen

(companion); Gobb isb mein sclLnh, himmel isb mein hut (liab), heilig kreuz

inein scliwcrt ; wer mich heube sieht, babe mich lieh und werth ! So befehl

(commit) ich mich in die heiligo drei benedicts pfennung (keeping?), die

neun-mal-neun (0x9) geweihet und gesegnet sein; so befehl ich mich in

der heil. Dreifaltigkeit leuchtung; der mich heute sieht und hort, der

habe mich lieb nnd werth. im namen ebc.

* Similar Danish spells in Nyerup's Morskabsl., pp. 197-8.
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LF, To make oneself Invisible.

Griiss euch Gott! seid ihr wol-gemut (are ye merry)? habb ihr ge-

trunken des herrn Christi blut ? ' Gesegne raich Gofcfc, ich bin wolgemut,
ich habe getruiiken des lierrn Christi blut.' Cliristus ist mein mantel,

rock, stock nnd fuss, seine heilige fiinf wnnden mich verbergeu thuu (do

hide). Eep. ' Gesegne mich—Christi blut.' Christus der berr, der die

blinden sehend gemacht, und die sehenden blind macheu kann, wolle eure

augen verdunkeln und verblendeu (darken and dazzle), dass ihr mich nicht

sehefc noch merket u, s. w.

SWEDISH.

LIT. (from Fernow's Warmeland, p. 250 seq.)

Sanct Johannes evangelist, han bj'gde bro (built bridges) for Jesum
Christ, v&r Herre ar min hrynja (armour), och Jesus ar min forsvar. ser

Till for (provides against) min fall idag och hvar dag, fur den heta eld (hob

fire), /or deii livassa orm (sharp worm). /or den hllnda man, som alia vahla

villa kan. Den ena bon (prayer) for min nod, deu ara for min dod, den

tredje for min fatbiga sjiil (poor soul).

Afton-bon (evening prayer). Jag lagger i v&rs Herres trosb, korsa

(crosses) gor jag for mib brosb. signe mig Sol, och signe mig Marie (sun

and moon bless me), och all den frogd som jorden bar (joy ihab earth

bears). Jorden ar min hrynja, och himmelin ar min skjold, och jungfru

Maria ar mil svdrd.

dter: Nu gS.r jag te sangje (bed), med mig bar jag Guds angle, bolf (12)

te hand och tolf te fob, bolf te hvar ledamob (limb).

dnnu en annan : Vir herre Jesus rider ofver hede (heath), dar moter han

den lede (evil one). ' Hvarb (whibher) skal du han ? ' sade vHr herre Jesus.

—*Jag skal S.b kobb at sugablod'—'Nej, jag formenar dig; du skal ur

hen och i kiitt (oub of bone and inbo flesh), 'nr kutt och i skinn, ur skinn

och dndd at helfvetes pina I
' geuom bre namn,

Atd'ufvaverk (bo allay pain): VSi" herre Jesus rider in pi kyrko-g&rd,

dar dofde han bS,de verk och sdr. Jesus somnade, verken domnade; Jesus

vaknade, verken saktnade. genom bre namn,

DANISH.

Llir. (from Nyerup's Morskabsl. 200. 201).

At dulge eg og od (bo blanb bhe edge and poinb). Las disse ord sbrax

naar (as soon as) du seer knivene eller svardene dragne: ' Sbat, eg og od,

med de samme ord som Gud skabbe himmel og jord. sbab, eg og od, med
de samme ord som Gud skabbe sig selv med kjod og blod i jomfru Maria

liv ! i navn Gud faders ebc'

Vor herre Chrisbus red i herre-fiird, dovede han alle dragne svard; alle

de vaaben (weapons) som han saae, dem bog bane eg og udde IVa, med sine

to bander og med sine bi fingre, med sib velsignede blod, med sin vardig

hellig aand (spirit) og med sib heilige kors, med sine tolv eugle og med sine
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tolv apostle. Fra klod og ud til od, dot hvide skal ikJce hide (white shall

not bite), dct rudo skal ikke hlude, t'urerui Chiistus sig igjeu lader fode (till

C. again be born), dat er skeeb og skeer aldrig mere.

Jesus gik ad vejen fram, der mudle ham llijlla den lede og gram. ' Hvor

vil da gauge?' siger Jesus.
—

' Jeg vil gajie til N. N.'
—

' Hvad vil da

dci- ? ' siger Jesus.—'Jeg vil hans Mod lapt, jeg vil liana ben bidt, og

hans hdnder slldf, jefr vil lians hilse fortappe.'
—

' Nej,' siger Joliannes

evangelist, ' det skal du ikke gjoie; mens Jesu navn mane dig af hlod i

flod ! Jesu navn mano dig <if been I steen ! Jesu navn mane dig uf hold

i mold ! Jesu navn inane dig ad til verdens ende !

Jesus han sig under espen stod, han svedte vand (water), han svedte

blod. Flyc iigte rosen for ordet (before the word), som den dijde under

jorden, som dnggen (deiv) for dagen ! Jeg binder dig med min haand, og

med Jesu haand, med jomfru Marias haand, med de ni (nine) gode Guds

engler, med hvid idd (wool) og grun grds og den hellig Aands saude last.

i navn etc.

Lucia den blide skal flye mig ad vide (sweet St Lucy let me know) : hvis

dug Jeg skal brede {whoae cloth I shall lay), hvis seng (bed) jeg skal rede,

hvis barn jeg skal bare, hvis kjdreste {davVwg) jeg skal vdre, hvis arm jeg

skal sove i (sleep in).

FiioM Jutland.

A ligger mil paa mi hyver ley (I lay me on my right side), saa souer

a paa vo>-/*'0't Frey. Herud (get out), Ragirist ! herind, Mari med Jesu

Christ! Herud, dit slemme skaan (filth)! herind, Mari med det lille

baan !

Tvi! det siltter a mellem deulen aa rail (this I'll put twixt the d. and

me) :
' Du gjor di finger for brey (too broad), aa di taa for laang ' sagde

jomfru Mari.— ' Da skal a bind dem i en silke-traa' sagde Jesus; * vig

bort, du deuel, aa i 7 ond aander!' Saa siLtter a vor Haris 12 engler

omkring mil, to ve min hoved, to ve hver a min bien (2 at each leg), to

ve mi hyver aa to ve mi venster sie (left side) ; saa vil a si paa den deuel

der skal gjor mil no}-, i Giosus naun, amen.

LIV. In anointiug ivith salt for the Gripes (0-

(fr. Skand. Lit. selsk. Skr. ID, 37G.)

Christus gik sig til kirke, med bog i hiinde ; kom selver jomfru Marie

gangende. 'Hvi falder du lod (pale), min valsignede siJn ?
'—

' Jeg haver

faaet stiirk greb, min velsignede moder.'

LV. Against Gripes}

eske for brrg-greb, for s

>r imellem himmel og jor

' Nos. LV—LVIII from Hans Hammond's Nordiska Missions-historie (Kjobenh.

1787), pp. 119. 120.

Jeg gi<ir at dettc mcnneske for brrg-greb, for sne-greb, for dddmans greb,

for alio de greb, som falder imellem himmel og jord. i de tre navn etc.
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LYI. Against Bendsel (gout, rheumatism).

Jesus gik sig efter vejen frem, der modte han slangen (snake). ' Hvor
bar du agtet digp'sagde der herre Jesus. Saa svarede han: ' til den,

som svag er (is weak).' Saa svarede den herre Jesus :
' Jeg skal dig igien

vende (turn thee back), hiem igien sende. jeg skal sende dig tidi hierget

hlaa (into the blue mtn), der skal du staae, saa liinge som verden (world)

staaer, jeg skal binde dig med mine ti fingre og med tolv Guds engle.'

udi tre navu etc.

LVII. For a Brol-cn Bone.

Jesus reed sig til heede (heath), der reed han syndt (asunder) sit fole-

been. Jesus stigede af, og liigte det (doctored it). Jesus lagde marv i

marv, heen i been, hilJd i hiijd.. Jesus lagde derpaa eb blad, at det skulde

blive i samme stad. i tre navne etc.

LVIII. Against Qvdrsil (a horse-disease).

Jeg gior at dette best for qvfirsil udi 3 navn, der ere 3 ord som dover

(allay) qviirsil : et er jorden, det andet er solen, deb tredie er Jesu Christi

moderjomfrue Marie.

LIX. For Nettle-sting.

When badly stung with nebtles, you take a few leaves of dock, dochon

(rumex obtusifolius), spit on them, and rub the place with them, uttering

the words : 'In docTcon (elsewh. docli), out nettle ! ' In Chaucer's Troil. and

Cr. 4, 461 :
' Nettle in, docJc out.' A Mid. Lat. saw :

' Exeab urtTca, tibi sit

periscelis amica !
'—Brockett's Glossary of North-country words, p. 57.

[Out nettle, in dock ! Barnes, p. 49.]

A more copious Collection of such Incantations (of which but a bai'e

beginning is here made) would be needed to throw a full light on their

origin and drift. Bat older documents seem indispensable; ' many are

taken down from the people's mouth corrupt and unintelligible. Their

substance is often antique and highly poetic ; some are distinguished by a

compressed conciseness, e.g. 'Obeii aus, und nirgend an !
' or ' Wer mich

scheusst, den schiess ich wieder,' and ' Shot me thou hast, I shoot thee

again.'

The same incidents, the same turns of expression, re- appear in different

countries : a sign of long and wide diffusion. Thus, the elf or devil, bound
on a mischievous errand, is met and baulked (XXXVIII. LII. LIII. LVI)

;

then again, the meeting of those in search of remedies forms a prelude

(XXXI. XXXIX). The successive casting-out from marrow to bone, fr.

bone to flesh, fr. flesh to skin, in VI and LII, shews the oneness of the

' Horst (Zauber-bibl. 4, 363) got a number of Spells out of a 15th cent, parchment
at Trier, but does not give them in his book, which has a wearisome abundance of

worthless things. Probably the little Book of Eomanus (Gorres no. 34) contains
available matter.
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Old German spell with the Swedish. It is ancient too for protection to bo

expressed by gates (VIII''). hauberk,'^ shirf, shield, hehm't and sioonl (IV.

X. L. LI I), or by a body of hoiie, a heart oi stone, a head of steel (IX. X. XI).

Often Alliteration still peeps out throiij^h the Rhyme, e.g. in the numbers

77 and 55 (XXX. XXXIX. VHP), and in the AS. spells HI. IV.

As alliteration and rhyme are mixed, the contents seem also to combine

a worship of Heathen and Christian beings. Mary stands side by side

with Earth and Sun (LVIII), also with Earth and Heaven (II). Sun and

Moon are invoked in X and LII, and in XXXV the head ma.st be turned

toward the Sun : a primitive worship of Elements. The Jutish formula

LIII retains even the goddess Frerja, if the translation be correct :
' I lay

me down on my right side, so shall I sleep with lady Freya.' Who is

Rngirist? (ON. ragr= timidu3, malus, coni. Bagi og Biste ! herud Bagi

Bist, Antiqv. anm. 3, 4-t). Bijlla too in LIII seems a nickname (conf. Riilla

8. 2, 208).

Many spells rest on mere sympathy hetiveen the simile and the desired

effect. The blood, the fire, are to stand as still as Christ hung on the cross

(XLT, sanguis mane in venis, sicut Christus pro te in poenis; sanguis

mane fixus, sicut Christus crucifixus) ; as Jordan stood at the baptism

(VIII); as mankind will stand at the Judgment-day (XXXII). The fire

is to keep in its sparks, as Mary kept her maidenhood (XXVI) ; the worm

in the flesh to feel such pain as Peter felt when he saw the sufferings of

his Lord (XXXIV) ; the hoof to break as little as ever God broke his word

(XXXVI). Yet sometimes the formula of the simile bears a direct re-

lation to the effect, as in VHP, where a peace is prayed for, like that

which prevailed at the birth of Christ.

Our poets of the 13th cent, mention several spells, but quote none.

«Das swert bedarf wol segens wort,' Parz. 253,25; ' swertes segen ('ren,'

]\[S. 2, 233*; ' wunden segen sprechen,' Parz. 507, 23. Only in Diut. 1, 362

are a few words introduced of a Blessing on a Journey :
' guot si iu weter

unde wint !

' An dbent-segen, a morgen-segen, are alluded to in MS. 1, 184".

2,36*; conf. 1, 161". 2, 207'". A morning-blessing composed by Walther

stands in his works 2-1', 18.

' A MS. at Cambr. Univ. LI. 1, 10 has a Latin spell, entitled Lorica, with an

AS. interliuear version :
' banc loricam Lodiiifj cantavit ter in omni die.' There

are 8'.» Hues of rhyme, imploring protection for all parts of the body and in all

dangers. The first four lines are :

Suffragare, trinitatis unitas,

unitatis suffragare trinitas,

suffragare quaeso mihi posito

maris magni velut in periculo.

It is not very poetical, nor always iutelUgible ; but it is of the 'Jth cent.
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Aaskereia l")',tl.

abgott (false roJ) 12S.j.

Abraham's garden lO'.lO.

abrenuatiatio 1270.

abrotouum (southern-wood) l()7H-9.

Action (like Hackelberg) 1587.

All, old buildings ascribed to 1444.

Adam 1450. 1550. 1595.

Adams-butz (changeling) 1421.

Adonis (like Hackelberg) 1587.

Adrasteia = Nemesis 1576.

iEacus 1451.

Aegir, journey to Asgard 1302.

^olus, ruler of winds 1471-2. 1474.

Affenberg (apes' bill) 1441. 1489.

Agasfil 13G1.

Agathodienion 1431-4. 1491.

Ageinund (a homesprite) 1434.

Agistadium (under Oegir) 13G1.

Agnar (Brynhild's first choice) 1405.

Agsteyn (amber, pearl?) 1085.

Ahriman (devil) 1601.

Ahti, Alito (sea-god) 1361. 1430.

Ahuru-mazdilo, Onnuzd 1291. 1600.

aibr (gift) 1299.

aihvatundi (branible-busli) 1301.

air-castle (paradise) 1544.

Ataa (fate) 1401.

Ajax, Alas (his flower) 1670.

Akinakes (sword-god) 1351.

alah, alhs (temple) 1307.

Alban (dwarf's name) 1408-9.

Alb-donar 1347.

alb-dono, n3lf->oue (bittersweet ?) 1411.

1682-3.

Alber (a mountain-sprite) 1354. 1409.

Alberich (fairy king) 1411-8.

Alois (a giant) 1390.

alduruari (world-tree) 1536. 1540.

Alctlieia (truth) 1576-9.

alf, elf 1409-10. 1452.

Alf-heimr (Elf-land) 1355. 1409-10.

Alfrigg, Elberich (fairy king) 1413.
AlfroSull (moon ?) 1362.

alhait, olheit 1755, no. 8.

Aliruua, Albruna 1318. 1399.

Alke (a dog's name) 1282.

Allerbatenberg (a hill in Hesse) 1313.
alleriirkeu (homesprite ?) 1435.

alp (elf) 1408-19. 1763, line 81.

Alps, called albc, clve 1409.

Alrauu, Aliruna 1399.

alraun (mandrake) 1399. 1435. 1562.

1673. 1762, line 43.

Altanus (a wind, Wuden) 1327.

al-tvil (hermaphrodite) 1425. 1431.

Al-vis (Thor's son-in-law) 1348.

Amaltheia's horn 1525. 1569.

Amazons 1403.

ambrosia, amrita 1376-7.

Ameretat (immortality) 1576.

andacht (devotion) 1293. 1314. 1399.

and-skoti (foe, fiend) 1602.

.\ndvara-naut (Sigurd's ring) 1599.

Andvari (a dwarf) 1410-4-7. 1469. 1470,

anel (granny) 1290.

anemos (wind) 1469.

angang (what meets) 1637. 1762, lino 52.

1771, ch. 67. 1777, no. 10. 1781,

no. 92.

angels 1411. 1570-1.

announce, anmelden (of ghost) 1585.

anses (gods) 1732-3.

Ansivarii 1291.

anst (grace) 1296.

ant-heiz (vowed offering) 1298.

Antichrist 1541.

Antony's fire 1656.

Apis 1493.

Apollo 1531. 1554. 1649. 1676.

appearing, disappearing 1379-80.

aptra-ganga (re-venant) 1585.

'Apeoj Kwrj, Tyr-hialm 1352. 1671.

Ares's blood (a plant) 1670.

ar-gefnar (crop -givers) 1383.

Arianrod (milky way) 1334. 1389.

ariolus (soothsayer) 1317.

Aristeas 1333.

Arnliotr (a giant) 1443-4.

arrow-spell 1761, line 15.

ilrs-gSng 1634.

Artemis (Diana) 1321. 1357. 1365. 1488,

1494. 1554. 1592. 1665. 1670.

artemisia (mugwort) 1678.

Arthur 1.595.

ar-wcggers (earth-wights) 1408 n. 1414-5

n.

Asa-bragr (Thurr) 1348.

Asa-grim (Oiiiun) 1337.

Asa-thorr 1338.

1871
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ases, the (gods) 1291. 1581.

AsgarSr (Ases' laud) 1384.

Askiburg for Ascafna-b. 1388.

Askr (first mau) 1449-50. 1734.

Asmer grib (OSinn) 1337.

Asprian (a giant) 1448. 1473.

asses sacrificed 1302.

ast (bough, akin to as'?) 1291.

'

Asta (a mountain in the west) 1514.

Astrtea (justice) 1576.

asura (spirit) 1291.

asynja (goddess) 1363.

Athena (Minerva) 1321. 1380-1-2. 1670.

athrava (isriest) 1314.

"Atlas 1450. 1536. 1541.

Atli (Thorr) 1339-40. 1600.

At-riSi (OSinn) 1335.

Atropos 1401-2.

attiingr (kindred ?) 1291.

atzmann (wax figure) 1772-3.

Aucholf 1529.

Audon (05inn?)1326.
auga-steinn 1685.

aulne (alder, Erlkonig ?) 1480.

ansa vatui (pagan baptism) 1279.

Austheia (bee-goddess) 1497.

Au'Sumla (cow of creation) 1483.

Avaluu, isle of 1401.

avara (image) 1319.

avatilra (incarnation) 1384-5.

Aventiure (fortune) 1585.

baba, zloto-baba 1290.

Babehild 1671.

Babilos (bee-god) 1497.

Bacchus 1354. 1501.

backofen-drescher (dwarfs) 141G.

badi (bed, altar) 1308.

BiBldffig, 1357. 1717. 1729-30.

Balaam's ass 1481.

Baldach 1357.

Baldr 1357. 1377. 1383-6. 1392. 1625.

1694.

Baldrs-hagi 1384.

balvonas, bolvan (image) 1319.

ban-shi 1409. 1571.

bare head 1454.

bark, 'twixt wood and 1480.

barlebaen (a devil) 1606.

Barwithsyssel 1309.

barzdukkai (dwarf) 1412.

baum-heckel (tree-pecker) 1598.

Bayard 1446. 1595.

beal-tine (May fire) 1465,

Bearskin 1011.

Beaw, Beow 1722.

Bechl-boschen (Xmas tree) 1370.

Beelzebub 1604-5.

bees 1476.

Bel, Belenus 1357.

BeU 1355.

Belinuntia 1676.

bell-ringing 1280. 1417. 1468. 1626-7.

Bellona 1352-3. 1381.

Beudis (moon-goddess) 1398.

Beowulf 1448.

Berecynthia 1365.

Bergelmir 1441.

berg-miinnlein 1414.

Berhta 1366. 1494. 1797-8.

Berhtolt 1370.

berlicke 1699.

betan, boten, biiezen (heal) 1616.

betonica 1676.

bibernell (pimpernel) 1668.

biboz (mugwort) 1078.

Bibunc (a dwarf) 1414.

bidental (struck by lightning) 1341.

bidjan (pray) 1294.

Bifli^'i, Bitlindi (OSinn) 1469.

biiken-brennen 1468.

Bilei (king of dwarfs) 1413.

bilewit, bilwiz (spectre, witch) 1423-4.

bilfinger (12 fingered) 1440.

Billing 1391-2.

Billy blind 1432.

bilmer-schnitt, pilsen-s. (crop-lifting)

1424. 1798.

bird's nest 1597.

birds of omen 1639. 1771-2.

bitebau (faimus) 1426.

Bivor (a dwarf) 1414.

bjiira (conveyance) 1628.

blate-fuoz (blade-foot) 1412.

blessed maids 1398. 1404-5.

Blicero (death) 1559.

Blocksberg 1619.

blotan (sacrifice) 1297.

boar-badge 1355.

boar's head 1328. 1355.

bocks-mahrte (spectre) 1697.

bogk (bogie) 1433.

bohlers-miinnchen (hill-folk) 1415.

Bolj^orn (a giant) 1437.

bona dea, b. socia, b. fortuna 1431.

bonus eventus 1431.

Boppe, Poppo (a hero) 1393.

Boreas 1469. 1473.

Borg-gabe (loan-giver) 1369.

Biirr, his three sons 1449.

boruta (wood-sprite) 1425.

bo-trii (goblin's tree) 1834.

botz, potz (for Gottes) 1285.

Bragi 1361-2. 1386.

BreiSa-blik 1357.

brem-garten 1494.

Brezeliande 1422.

Brians (a dwarf) 1413.

Brimir (the sea) 1460.

brisiug (Midsummer-fire) 1467.

Brisinga-men 1573-4.

Brittia 1550.

Broga (terror) 1353.

broomstick-riding 1623.
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Brunel-stract (milky way) 1389.
liruubild, licr footmarks 1313.

Brumuatiii (.\uroia) lol'J.

Brunn-akr l3(jl.

Bnmo's coach (Great Bear) 1508.

BrynhiUlr 1318. 131)8. 1403-5. 1113.

15119. I(i74.

built-iu alive l()lG-7.

bu-limus (ilog-lmnger) IGGO. 1777.
Buller-boru 1312.

buhvechs (spectre) 18G3.
HiVt? (Iuo) 1450.

Burlenberg 1600.
Burr (fair wind) 1333.

busb-graiulmother 1427.
butze, butz-igel (bogie) 1421. 1433.

Byr (fair vsiud) 1333.

Ca\sarl444. 1714.
Cain 1444.

Callaecia 1379.

Calypso 1400.

canibio (changeling) 1754.

capeet 1502.

caragius, 1737-8.

caraway-bread 1427.

Carl 1335-G. 1594. 167G.

Carna 1574.

Cusere, Ca'sarl714.
Cassandra 1491.

Castor 1390. 1438.
Cerberus 1G70.
Ceres 1365. 1382. 1417. 1501.

certain bridge, certain death 1550-8.

cervula 1737.
chafer 1494.

changeling (wechselbalg) 1421. 1777.
Charis (grace) 1330.

Charles wain 1508. 15S2.

Charon 1550. 1554.

chelidonium (celandine) 1531.
Cheru, Heru 1351.

chervioburgus (witch's porter) 1619.
child's caul 1570. 1788.

Chiron (a centaur) 1G70.
Christmas tires 14GH.

Chronos, Xpovos (time) 1.534.

chuleih (horse-beetle) 1494.
church 1312-3.

Circe 1631-2.

Cisa, Zisa 1372.
Clarina 1368-9. 1404.
Clotho (a fate) 1402.
cloud-castle 1544.

clouds, path of 1389.

clutched by a witch 1632.
cock-chafer 14',)5.

cock-crowing 1485.

coibhi, coiti (priest) 1281. 1.316.

comphces, consentes 1291.

Constantine 1444.

Copia (plenty) 1575.

cornucopia 1569.

Corybantes 1418.

cow-death 1443.

crane-men 1420.
Cross, wood of the 1595.

crystal, looking into 1774.
cuckoo 14s,s. 1785-G. 1792. 1804. 1834.

1836-7.

cummin-bread 1427.

Cundrie 1424.

cursing 1G90.

cyclop 1439. 1440. 1444.

cyno-cephalos (dog-headed) 1403.

dad-sisas (adjuring the dead) 1739, ii.

daemon (spirit) 1407. 1410.

Dagr (day) 1361. 1373. 1481. 1511.

dahe, dehait (opp. to souhait) 1688.

daigs (sacrifice) 1298.

Di'iinn (dead : a dwarf) 1414.

Daius-leifr (a sword's name) 1423.

Dakshus 1450.

Dalkopp (a homesprite) 1434.

Damhest (a watersprite) 1429.

Dan 1595.

danitza, dennitsa (morning-star) 1507.
Danpr, Danr (dawn) 13G1.
Dauubii tilius 1459.

dase (goblin, witch ?) 1621.

day 1511—21.
day-choosing 1645.

Death 1552.

death-bird 1643.

Death, Gossip 1560.

death's head 1559.

death-shoe 1550.

decumanus tluctus (tenth wave) 1461.
dehait (opp. to souhait) 1688.

Dellingr 1511.

Demeter 1365. 1383. 1476.

Deucalion's flood 1452.
devil's bit 1795.

carl, child 1601. IGll.

limb 1G04. 1611.

mother 1607.

dew-skimmer, tau-dragil 1533. 1G24,

dewaite szweuta (goddess of rain) 1458,
dialas (fays) 1401.

Diana 1737. 1741. 1750. 1761.

Diarmuid na mban 1587.

dice 1.334. 1574.

dicht (snug, safe, sound) 1585. 1808.

Diespiter, also Dis pater 1350 1387.

Dietrich, his footmarks 1313. 1387.

's house 16G7 n.

Bern 1590.

dievas. dievaitis (god) 1349.

dille-stein (lid of hell) 1540.

Dina (Diana) 1589.

(ling (thing, sprite) 1408. 1862.

Dionysus (Bacchus) 1354. 1538.

Dios-curi (Gemini) 1390-6. 1449.
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dirne-weibel 1370. 1405.
dis (wise woman) 1398.
disappearing 1592.
Dit, divit- (Pluto, Plutus) 1599.
divovi (giants) 1442.

docke (water-dock) 1429.
dogor, doegr (half-day) 152(;.

dogs named after gods 1282.

Dold 1600.
Don 1334.

Donar, Thunar, Tborr 1310. 1338.

donner-bart 1346. 1672.

-besen, -gueg 1346.

nessel, -rebe 1346. 1790 n.

Donners-berg 1340.

Doners-we (-temple) 1347.
Dor, Dhor 1338.
dorant (snapdragon ?) 1680.

doste (wild marjoram) 1680. 1820.

dove 1333. 1490. 1547.

dragon 1493. 1531. 1599. 1798. 1812-9.

1847.

dragon-fly 1614.

dragon-tree 1819.

dreams, interpretation of 1647.

draugr (spectre) 1585.

Drebkullys (earthquake) 1542.

Drifa (a wind-goddess) 1470.

dr61e (= troll?) 1439.

drucs, drukhs (daemon) 1585. 1605.

druden-baum 1536.

drugi-dinc (spectre) 1419.

druids 1315. 161G.

drut (goblin) 1404.

drut's foot (pentagram) 1803. 1810.

dryads 1412.

dry (magician) 1616.

duende (goblin) 1431.

Duisburg 1350.

Dumbs-haf 1460.

Durinn (a dwarf) 1414.

dusii, dusen (incubi ?) 1426.

Dvalinn (a dwarf) 1414.

Dvapara 1535. 1574.

dverg-mal (echo) 1413.

dvergr (dwarf) 1409.

dwarfs 1409. 1861.
Dyggvi 1361.

Dyaus (sky-god) 1386.
Dziewanna 1G70.

Eager 1361.

eagles fan the king 1642.
ears, ringing in the 1637.
earth, slices of 1763, line 92.

earth-mannikins 1410. 1415. 1820.
earth-worms (men) 1445. 1449.
east, looking to the 1297.
Easter 1808. 1810.

Easter-cakes 1206-7.

Easter-fires 1466.
echo 1412-3.

Eckhart 1589-90.

Egesa (awe) 1353.

Egisleiba 1361.

ebren-gang 1300.
Eigil 1392.

Eindri«i 1339 n.

einhamr 1386-7.

einheri 1543.

Eir 1651.

Eirimoin 1388.

Eisen-berhta 1370.

elbe (elf) 1495. 1546. 1861-2-3-4.

Elbegast, Elegast 1420.

Elbendrotsch 1409. 1417.
Elberich 1420-2.

eldborg (fire) 1835.
elements 1453.
Eleuther 1355.

elf-blaster, -niifver (plants) 1411.

elf-griis 1422.

elf-shot (thunder bolt) 1410-1.

Elias 1341.

Elmo's fire 1644.

Elver-sele, Elvinnen-berg 1409.

elysium (lightning-struck) 1341. 1544-5.

Embla (first woman) 1449. 1450.

endr-bornir (twice-born) 1394.

Eniautos (year, as giant) 1525.

Enoch 1341.

ent (giant) 1438. 1444.

eofor-cumbol (boar's figure) 1355.

eoten, eteu (giant) 1437. 1444.

Epaphos (begotten by touch) 1327.

Ephialtes (a giant) 1440.

epidemia (visitation) 1385.

eragrehti (grace) 1296.

Ere (honour) 1576.

Erik 1389-90. 1602.

Erinnyes (furies) 1586.

erl-konig (alder king) 1480.

epfiala (cairns) 1305.

Er-tag (Tuesday) 1351.

Etionasl437.
Etzel, AtU (Th6rr) 1339-40.

Eve 1450.

evil eye 1632. 1808. 1814. 1826.

e-warto (priest, judge) 1314.

Exhelmer stein 1361.

ezidemon (serpent on helmet) 1491.

Fafuir 1492. 1494. 1599.

Eairguneis 1341.

fairy rings 1422.

Falada 1399.

Fama 1579. 1584.

Famars 1351.

familiaris 1436.

Fiimorgiln 1544. 1650.

fantasma 1426.

Fanuel (St. Anne's father) 1449.

farfadet (ignis fatuus) 1433.

farhuatan (curse) 1592.
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Farma-tN'r (Ofiinn) 1331.

Fasolt (a Riaut) 1473. 1588.

Faste 1370.

fasteu-biilili (May-bride) 1531.

fata, fatla, fee 1-101.

fatalism 15(j'2.

Fates 1-101-2. 174G.

fatud 1400-1.

faunas 14'26.

Faustus lot)'.). 1629.

fays, feus 1401.

febrifut;a, feverfew l()ll7.

feig, fey (marked to die) 1500.

Femurgau 1401.

feng (wild woman) 1420.

Fengr (OSiun) 1331.

Fenja 1404. 1442.

Fenrir 1302.

ferguu (ask, pray) 12'.)4.

Feridun 1337.

fern-seed 1677.

ferver (souls) 1545-6. 1584.

fetch (double, wraith) 1571.

feuer-mauu (ignis fataus) 1586. 1801.

Fiele Gig (a giant) 143C).

field-spinster (witch) 1811.

Fin Barre (a hero) 1330. 1444.

Finn (a dwarf) 1414. 1723.

Fiuz-weibl (wood-wife) 1427.

Fiiiluir (OSinn) 1331. 1334. 1354. 1356.

Fiorgyn 1341. 1363 end.

tire-gazing 1748 (d). 1702, line 34. 1773.

lire, perpetual 1465.

tirwitz (presumption) 1471.

Fitchcrs-vogel 1420.

Fiuk, Frick 1471.

fleder-vogel 1420.

Flederwisch (devil) 1622.

flehen (implore) 12!)4-5.

tiowcr-offeriugs 1305-0.

foal's tooth, fiili-zaut 1482. 17'J4.

Folch-ans 12U1. 1333.

Fold, Fuld (devil) 1003.

foil (one's ' thorn iu flesh') 1360.

foUet (fairy) 1433.

fols (cuckoo) 1488.

Fiiun (a wind-god) 1470.

Fontiualia 145'J.

fools cut out of the sick 1010.

Fools, Ship of 1306.

ford.x'iNa (sorcery) 1015.

forget-me-not 1597.

Forraido 1352-3.

Forniotr 1441.

Forst'ti 13(;0.

Fortuna 1504.

fosse-grim (water-sprite) 1430.

Fninangrs-fors 1458.

Freil (Wudan's wife) 1328.

Freawine 1718—22.
Frecken-horst 1309. 1313. 1373.

Freke 1373.

freskr (seer ?) 1035.

frott (divination) 1298. 1317.

Freyja 1354. 1373. 1501. 1538. 1807-9.

Freyr 1325. 1354. 1412. 1501. 1528.

Freys-viur 1387.

Fricca 1591-2.

Frick, Fiuk 1471.

Friedrich liedbeard 1474. 1594.

Frigg (OSiu's wife) 1328. 1373. 1377.

1744 n.

Frigge-rikken (-distaff,Orion's belt)1509.

friscing (pig, lamb) lb03.

FriSuwulf 1719—22.
Fro 1353.

Fro 1354-6.

FroSa-miolI (gold) 1475.

Frogertha 1373.

Froja 1373.

Fro-muot (mirth) 1577.

Fros-a 1353-5.

Frosti (a giant) 1442.

Fruike, Fru 1373.

Fruma (gain) 1570.

frum-sceaft (creation) 1441.

Fuik 1373.

FuUa 1373.

fuUa-fahjau (worship) 1298.

Fuoge, Fro 1374.

furia 1587.

furious host 1587.

furiwiz 1307.

fiirwitz (presumption) 1471.

futter-miiuncheu (liomcsi)rite) 1434.

fylgja (guardian spirit) 1571.

gach-schepfe 1399.

giiuthier (spectre) 1588.

Gaia, Gc (earth) 1363. 1458.

galdr, galster (magic spell) 1016-8. 1850.

galiug (false god, idol) 1285.

gallows-mannikin 1502.

galm (echo) 1412.

Gand-alfr (a dwarf) 1020.

Ganders-heim 1313.

gandharva 1581.

gandr 1020.

Ganga 1405.

Gang-leri, -raSr (OSinn) 1332. 1593.

Gargantua, chaire de 1445.

garsecg (sea) 1460.

Garuda (king of birds) 1485.

Gaste-ble 1027.

Gauchs-berg (cuckoo's bill) 1441. 1489

Gauden, Dame 1588.

giiuthier 1588.

Gautr 1390. 1733.

Gauts, ' Gapt ' 1732-3.

Geat 1719—24.
Gebhart (an elf) 1433.

Gefjou 1323. 1374. 1442-3. 1581.

gehenua (hell) 1537.

geira-drottinn (OSinn) 1332.
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geir-niorSr (hero) 13Sfi.

Geir-r6"?5r (a giant) 1442.

Geirsta«a-alfr (Olafr) 1410.

geist, ghost 1407.

Gelder 1357.

genesea (get well) 1653.

Geniscus 1737.

Geofen 1460.

George's (St) shirt 1765, hne 183.

Ger«r 1354-6. 1373-4. 1442.

Ger-ans (spear-god) 1291. 1333.

Gersimi 1574.

Gertrud 1306. 1551. 1757.

Gestr (0«inn) 1332. 1381.

getwas (fantasma) 1419. 1586.

Gevarus 1317.

Giant 1437-9.

Giber mons 1595.

Gibicho 1313. 1391. 1477.

gid (song) 1581.

giezen (east, mould) 1290.

Gifaidis 1398.

Gif-horu 1569.

gifr (giantess) 1439.

gift-hant 1651.

gigant (giant) 1439.

Giltine (plague) 1668.

ginnunga-gap (chaos) 1448,

gipsies, Zygainer 1775.
girregar (ignis fatuus) 1586.

Givekan-horst 1309.

Givers-berg 1439. 1595.

glas-burg 1544.

Glasir, Glasis-lundr (-grove) 1385.

Glaukos 1192. 1671.

Glenr 1373. 1514.

gliicks-haube (child's caul) 1570. 1788.
gnid-eld (needfire) 1464.

goa (thunder) 1339.

goat-men 1426.

goat-sacrifice 1303.

gobelin (homesprite) 1432.

God, gud, guS 1285.

God and me, welcome to 1287.

goddess 1363.

Gode, Fru 1364.

god-forgotten (horehound) 1670.

goS-ga (blasphemy) 1288.

god-gubbe (Thor) 1414.

God 'Imighty's cow 1495.

god-malugr (inspired) 1581.

god-mor (Thor's wife) 1364.

Go'Smundr (a hero) 1442. 1545.

God's judgment (ordeal) 1281 ; anger,

hatred 1288; goodness, power 1289;
fatherhood 1290.

gods' images 1319. 1320-1-2.

language 1383.

vehicles 1319.

God threatened 1288-9.

gofar, gaffer (Thor) 1339.
Goi 1364. 1588.

Gcindul (a valkyr) 1318. 1404.

good man, g. woman (priest, nun) 1314.

good neighbour (dwarf) 1416.

good people (elves) 1452.

gota-deo (priest) 1316.

Gota-helm 1287.

gotes friunt, kint (priest) 1316.

gotewuote, godowode (tyrant) 1327.

gotinne (goddess) 1363. 1400.

gotze (false god,idol) 1286. 1319—21.1433.
go-vejter, gu-vitter (good wights) 1407.

Gozes-brunuo (spring) 1456.

Grail, the holy 1593. 1595,

Grani (OSin's horse) 1481. 1591.

Granmar 1545.

Greet, schwarze (a giantess) 1443.

Grendel 1431. 1443-8. 1574. 1612,

grensinc (nymphrea) 1679.

grey-man, Grey-mantle 1332.

grey-smith 1332. 1649.

griiSa-statSr (sanctuary) 1313.

Grime (a giant) 1448.

Grimuir (OSinn) 1331-2.

grindel (bolt, bar) 1362.

Groa (a prophetess) 1318,

grandfather 1340. 1476.

Grumbus 1436.

Guckenburg 1591.

gud, gu-6' (god) 1285.

Gu'Sbrandr 1280. 1317.

gudeman's croft 1284.

gudja (priest) 1314.

giietel (goblin) 1426.

Guggenberg 1589.

Gullin-bursti (Frey's boar) 1354.*

gun-bet 1308.

gunderebe, gunderman ? (ground-ivy)

1625.

Gunginge 1333. 1733.]

Gunguir 1333.

Gunnarr (O'Sinn) 1327. 1599.

Gunnlod 1442. 1582.

Gunnvor 1374.

Gurorysse 1591.

gwion (elf) 1409.

Gwydion (Wodan?) 1334.

Gyges, ring of 1569.

gtgr (giant) 1439.

Gylfi.1362. 1698.

G.tmir (a giant) 1441. 1460.

Habel 1413-4.

Hiichel (a witch) 1618. 1620.

Haddingr 1387.

Hades 1537. 1548
Hadu, Hadu-lava 1358.

Hadu-wart 1389.

hafs-fruu (mermaid) 1374. 1428.

hag, hagetisse, hagazusa 1618.

hag-ridden 1419.

Hagedorn (devil) 1606. 1621.

ha holl (Valholl) 1543.
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hail-makiug 1769.
Lail-wanleus 1473.

HakelbeiK 1587.

HalKolaiul 13G0.
Halja 137.")-6.

Halle l(;i<».

Halogi 1:J()2.

hamadryads 1425.
haniars-mark 1344-5.

Laniingja 1571.

hammer 1344-5. 1()05.

hand, under one's l.j'J'2-3.

Hans, Jack 1447.

hant-gift 16")1. 17<;3, line 47.

Har (high) 1337.

Har-barSr (OiNinn) 1331.

hardened, made proof 1031.

harein (uoise of wind) 1470.
Harga (a giant) 1443.

Harii 1592.

Harke, Fran VM'yi.

haruc (temple) 1308.
Hasalwara 1374.

hatching-dollar 1809.
Hati (a giant) 1443.
Hatt 1332.

hauga-drottinn (O-fJinn) 1332.

hauga-eldr (rock-fire) 1539.

Haule-mutter (Holle) 13(18

Haurvatat, (wholene.ss) 157G.
heart-worm (-burn) IGCO.
heathen 1277
heathen-wolf 1630.

Hecate 1309. 1494. 1592.
heer-brand (aurora b.) 1510.
heer-schein 1499. 1510.

heer-strasze (highway) 13^9.
heila-wac (holy wave) 1810.

heil-bruunen (healing springs) 1455-6.
heiliges wetter (hghtniug) 1821.
Heillug 1322.

hcil-rJithinnen 1400.
heil-scliauen (augury) l(i34.

heimchen (cricket) i.sK).

HeimiNallr 1360-1. 1377. 1621.
Heimo (a hero) 1394. 1440. 1599.
Heiu, Friend (death) 1559.
Heinz (tom-cat) 1432.

heita (pray, vow) 1294.

heitbaft (priest, priestly) 1315.
hcize-miinucher (homesprite) 1432.
Hekel-berg, -velde, Hecla 1G05.
Hel 1362. 1375. 1537. 1GG7.
hela-valkya (frictile tire) 1465.
Hel-blindi 1391.

hele-kappe (cap or cloak of darkness)
1418.

Helena 1396. 1449.

Helenus, 1491.

Helga-fell 1476. 1545.

hel-grind (-grating, -rail) 1538.

Heligoland 1360. •

helle-bock (devil), -rabe, -ware, -wolf

1G04 ; -grave, -scherge, -warte, -wirt

1G05.

helle-hunt 1540-1-2. 1604.

Iulle-put7.e (pit) 1540 ; -tor, -viur 1538.

helli-porta 1538 : -stroum, -strauma
1540 ; -winua, hell-wiiterin (fury)

1587.

hell-jager 1517 ; -wagen 1538 ; -weg
1389. 1538.

Helmnot Eleuther 1355.

Hel-rei.N (-ride) 1538.

Hel-voet (-foot) 1377.

Hengi-kiaptr (OSinn) 1331.

Hengist 1712-3.

heune-kleid (grave-clothes) 1438.

Hennil (dawn) 1520.

Heorot 1482.

Hephastos (Vulcan) 1461. 1539. 1601.
HOra (Juno) 1.321. 1458.

Herakles's blood, H.'s seed 1470.

Herbot, Herbout (hunger-stricken) 1575.

Hercules 1390. 1691.

Hercynia 1308. 1311.

herd-got (hearth-god) 1431.

Heremod 1722. 1726.

Her-gautr (OSinn) 1390.

Herjau (OSinn) 1327. 1374.

Herkir, Herkja (giants) 1443. 1650.

Hermen, sla dermen 1388.

Hermes 1334-6-7. 1342. 1491. 1554.

1670.

HermoSr 1358.

Heme the hunter 1591.

Herodias 1.589. 1741-2 n. 1750. 1761.

Her-teitr (0«inn) 1827. 1724.

hertiuga (heroes) 1387.

Heru 1351.

Hervor 1374.

Hesperidcs 1545.

hexe (witch) IGIB. 1789. 1802-3-4. 1809.

hexen-besen (hou.seletk) 1846.

hialm-mey (valkyr) 1403.

Hiisi (woodsprite) 1425. 1447.

Hilde-grim, Grim-liildr 13G1.

Hilden-street (milky way) 1319.

Hildi-goltr, -sviu (-boar) 1355.

Hildi-moder 1368.

Hild-61fr (son of OSinu) 1353. 1390.

Hildr under helmet 1404.

Hilgerio 1307.

Hille 1698.

Hille-sne (Holle's snow) 1313.

Hilte (a giantess) 1448.

Hilti-coma 1404.

himel-bliie (rainbow) 1511.

Himeles-berg, Himin-biorg 13G0-1.

himel-wageu (Charle.s wain) 150k.

himmel-brand (white mullein) 1072.

himmels-ziege (a spider) 1346.

hiuri, geheuer (snug, safe) 1585.

H16r 1361-2.
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Hli«-skialf 1328.
Hlin 1573.

hliodar-sazo (wizard) 1617.

HloSyn 1347.

Hlock (a valkyr) 1404.

Hlora 1339 n.

Hlor-riSi 1339 n. 1728.

Huikarr (OSinn) 1333.

Hnoss 1574.

hobbyhorse 1533.

hobgoblin 1432.

Hodd-mimir 1392.

Hodeken 1433. 1471. 1474.

H6«r 1358.

hogbergs-gubbe (giant) 1414. 1443-4.

Hogni 1412. 1420. 1599.

hoie-miinnlein (elf) 1422.

Hoier 1336.

Holda 1367. 1591-2. 1744.

holden (elves) 1407. 1821. 1855, xiii.

1861.

Holga-bru-Sr (Th6rger«r, Irpa) 1318.

Holle, Frau 1367. 1545. 1588.
Hollen-steiu, -teich 1367.
HoUe-peter 1536.

Holl-haken (-hook) 1538.

holy weather (lightning) 1821.

holz-fraule (woodsprite) 1406. 1424-7.

holz-mann (woodsprite) 1413.

holz-wip (woodsprite) 1404. 1427. 1795.
Hood, Eobin 1432.

horga-bruSr (ThorgerSr, Irpa) 1318.

horn of plenty 1569.

Home the hunter 1591.

horn-l'uta 1621.

Horsa 1712-3.

horse-flesh 1302. 1619.

horse-footed 1603.

horses' heads on gables 1482.

horses sacrificed 1301.

Horselberg 1590.

hors-gok (cuckoo) 1346-7.

Hotherus 1357.

Hours 1458. 1542. 1560.

Hriidlan laf 1573.

hrae-lios (ignis fatuus) 1586.

Hra3-svelgr 1447. 1472.

hraiva-dubo 1643.

Hrani bondi (OSinn) 1332. 1381.

HreS-cyning 1352.

Hrim-faxi 1458. 1489.

Hrim-gerSr (a giantess) 1440. 1442-3.

Hris-berg 1439.

Hro'Srs andscoti 1352.

Hruptr (0«inn) 1331. 1543.

Hrungnir (a giant) 1441.

Huginn 1333. 1485-6.

Hugleich, Hygelac 1393.

Huldre-web 1368.

huldre-hat 1418.

huldren 1452.

Huldu-folk 1415-6.

human sacrifices 1300.

hiiue (giant) 1438.

Hunger 1575.

hunger-spring 1457.

Hunsaloa 1298.

hunsl, husel, housel 1298.

hunter, the wild 1556. 1587-8.

huut-houbito (dog-headed) 1403.

huorco (ogre) 1428.

hus-got (homesprite) 1431.

hvarfs-hatt 1418.

hvat (omen) 1592. 1634-9.

hvitsippan 1422.

Hyfja-berg 1651.

Hylle-fru 1368.

Hymir (a giant) 1353. 1441.

hypffithral temple 1309.

lafn-har (co-equal) 1337.
lalkr 1390.

iarn-greipr (Thor's gloves) 1346.

larn-saxa (Thor's wife) 1348. 1351. 1441.
iarn-vi(5jur 1427.

Idanthyrsus 1387.

idol-pelting 1284.

i^dzona (witch) 1625.

illuminations 1468.

images of gods 1319.

incense 1304.

incubus 1754.

Indra 1339. 1342. 1350. 1386. 1414.
1471. 1495. 1543. 1569. 1663.

Ingo 1388. 1717-8. 1734.
Ino 1450.

invultare (fascinate) 1629.

lo 1327.
iodute 1350.

lorS (earth) 1363.

lormungaudr 1452-3.

lotun-heimr 1437. 1442. 1605.

iotunn (giant) 1437.

Iring (a hero) 1389.

Iris 1511. 1554-8. 1683.

Irmansul 1312. 1322.

Irmino (a hero) 1734.

Irpa 1318.

irr-kraut, -wurz (fern) 1678.

irr-licht (ignis fatuus) 1586. 1801.
Isarna (verbena) 1676.

Isarno-dori 1312.

Isen-stein 1404.
Isis 1367.

Iskrycki (a homesprite) 1586.
Istaevones 1733.

Istio 1734.

Itermon 1722. 1726. 1735.

itis (nymph) 1398
i-vi5ir (woodsprite) 1427.

Jack player 1442. 1560.

James's road (milky way, etc.) 1389.

Janus 1448.
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Jasion 147G.
Jenishiil (death-goil) 1554.
Jettha 1318. 1437.
Jodute 1284. 1350. 1()56.

John (Baptist) 14()i). KVJO. 1782-3. 18] '2.

John's eve 1526. 1822-5-8. 18:j<,). 1841-2.

fires 1405-7-8, 181(5. 1842.
miune 1306.

morrow 1456. 1839.

wort (bypcricum) 1835-6.
judel (goblin) 177'J-8U. 17'J2-5.

ju-glans 1340.

JuHus CiEsar 1444.

juncfrouwen-wert 1350.

jung-brunne (fount of youth) 1456.
Juno 1321. 14(i'.»-71. 1665.
Jupiter 1322-3. 133<J. 1469, 1738-9.

1740.

Amnion 1387.
Juv 1349.

Kaiser, the old 1494.
Kala (god of underworld) 1554. 1574.
Kaleva 1343. 1445. 1509.
Kalis 1480. 1535.

Kallewepoeg 1447.
Kalma (death-god) 1560.
Kama-duh (wishing-cow) 1570.
Kann (possibility) 1399.
Kama (son of the Sun) 1394.

Katzaus,Katzen-veit(woodsprite)1424-5.
kaukas (elf) 1415. 1586.
kel-kropf, keel-kropf (changeling) 1421,
Kt'r-ans, Ger-ans (spear-god) 1291. 1333,
kessel-fang (water-ordeal) 1281.
key, inherited 1785. 1818.
kiescn (choose, foresee), 1634.
Kifhuuser 1594.

kikimora (nightmare) 16i»7.

kilcheu, vor (outside the church) 1691 n.

kinen (yawn, gai)c) 1448.
kint ungemeilit 1624.
Ivipu-miiki (mount of pain) 1651.
kitz-kammer (cave) 1368. 1373.
Kivutar 1619. 1654.
klag-mutter (owl, woodwife, witch) 1643.
klabater-man (ship-sprite) 1432.
Klaubauf 1436.
klokar (wise, holy men) 1814.
klopfer, knocker (bomesprito) 1432.
knockers, 1410.
kobolt (homesprite), 1431-2. 1495.
koelkerz (May fire) 1465.
kolski (devil) 1606.
KdpaKoi (Orestes and Pylades) 1407.
korr (dwarf) 1411.
Kotar (man in the moon) 1505.
kreide-weiss (death-bird) 1643.
Kreka (Attila's wife) 1364.
Krimbilt 1599. 1632.
Krishna 1378.

krodcn-duvel 1363. 1415.

Krodo 1352.

Kronos 1362-3. 1384. 1595.
krottun-stein (thunderbolt) 1344. 1086.
Kruminc (Ceres) 1367.
Kuga 1668.

KuUervo (woodsprite) 1425. 1583.
Kiimmerniss, St. 1577.
kuudur (creature) 1408.
kuu (moon) 1505.
kuutar (man in the moon) 1505. 1511.
KuvCra (god of wealth) 1384. 1575. 1599.
Kvasir 1377. 1581-2.

kynsl (creature) 1408.

liic (offering) 1298.
Lachesis 1402.

lady-bird, God 'Imighty's cow 1195,
buvisi Loki 1362.

laga-stafr 1354.
Laima (fate) 1565. 1571-2. 1665.
Lakshmi 1377. 1572.
land-victt (genius loci) 1407.
laug-hiite (homesprite) 1434.
Lanuvium (dragon of) 1599.
Lapith.u 1441.
lar (house-god) 1431.

Lateranus 1410-1. 1434-5.

Lauma 1369. 1421. 1686.
laun-blot (secret paganism) 1278.
Laurin (a king of dwarfs) 1413.
lead, pouring melted 1763, line 94. 1775

(96). 1781 (97). 1800 (579).
league-boots 1443-4.

leber-mer (liver-sea) 1460. 1551.
Leda 1396.

leifi (giant) 1439.
lenz (spring) 1525.
Leucothea 1518.
Liber 1354-5.

liezen (to divine) 1617.
ligatura) 1664. 1741. 1744.
Linkonbold (wild hunter) 1589.
liutiingr (elf) 1415.

Liviso 1362.

log-pelting 1348.

Logi 1362. 1605,
loh-jungfer 1588.
Loki 1362. 1386. 1481, 1574. 1605.
Loptr 1610.

lusl-niichte (Absolntion-days) 1818.
lot-casting 1635. 174H.'J.

Louhi 1381. 13M6. 1582.
Luaran 1413. 1431,
lubbe, lubber 1439.

Lucifer 1362. 1507. 1512. 1536. 1601.
1605.

Luciua 1665.

ludcghcer (man in the moon) 1505.
Lug, Heillug 1322.
Luna 1322.

lunam deducere 1628.
Lurlenberg 1600.
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lutin (gobliu) 1431. 1433.

macalla (echo) 1413.

Madalger 1G77.
Madhyama (the earth) 1535.
Maere (fame) 1579-80.
magician 1614.
Magni 1348. 1728-9.
Maha, St 1336. 1505.
Maius 1531-2.

majalis sacrivus 1302-8.

malannus 1851, vii.

Mal-creatiure 1424.

Maledicur (a dwarf) 1420.

malina (tide) 1460.

niammelaineu (she-dragon) 1599. 1600.

Mana-golt 1442.

mana-sebs (world) 1451.

mandragora, mandrake 1673.

manducus (ogre) 1436.

manes (ghost) 1585.

man-ezze, man-asta 1437. 1447.

man-leika (image) 1318-9.

Mannus 1388. 1735.
manOn (destine) 1560.

Manoratha 1570.
Mantus (death) 1345. 1559.
Manus 1453.

mara (nightmare) 1697.
mar-g5'gr (giantess) 1446.
Mari-rok (Orion's belt) 1509.
Marko 1595. 1671.
Marpalie 1442.

Mars 1350-1-2. 1471. 1613.
Mars Thuros 1349.
Mars vigila 1 1520.

Martin, St (cattle's guardian) 1696.
Martin's fowl 1641. 1765, line 158.

Marutes 1344. 1350. 1414. 1471-4. 1546.

Mary 1402. 1671.

masca, mask 1618-9.

mathematici (magicians) 1449. 1614.

matronae 1405.

Matuta (dawn) 1518.

May 1527-8-9.

bride 1531-2.

chafer (cock-chafer) 1495.

pole 1529.

riding 15.30-1.

measuring 1661. 1748 (38 r.). 1818 (953).

Mefingr (0-5inn) 1331.
megin-giorS (Thcn-'s belt) 1346.
meise, meishn (titmouse) 1490.
Melde, Frau (fame) 1580.

melden, announce (of ghosts) 1585.
Melusina 1405. 1470.
Menelaos 1387.
Men-gl6« (jewel-glad) 1373.

Menja 1404. 1442.

Meunon 1388.

Mercurius 1322. 13.34. 1739-40.
meridianus daemon 1661.

meri-minni (mermaid) 1406. 1428. 1430.

Mermeut 1850.

Merovings 1395 u.

mer-wip (mermaid) 1405. 1428.

merza-folli (woodpecker) 1487.

metod (creator) 1290.

mets halias (woodsiu'ite) 1413. 1425.

Meuen-loch 1398.

Michael 1542. 1551. 1561. 1757.

midsummer, midwinter 1526.

milky way 1389. 1588.

millwheel water 1771. 1795. 1808.

mil2inas (giant) 1439.

Mime, Miming, Mimir 1392.

Minerva 1737-8.

Minne (love) 1283 1577.

minue-drinking 1306.

Minos 1542.

MioU 1470.

Miolnir 1344.

miotvi'Sr (Yggdrasill) 1536.

Mirabilis 1410.

mistil-teinn, mistletoe 1598. 1674.

Mith-othin 1337. 1669.

mock-piety 1297. 1314.

Mo-Si 1348. 1728-9.

modra-necht (Christmas night) 1724.

moirai (fates) 1401-2. 1560-1.

molken-tover (milk-bewitcher) 1623-4.

monjochtroger 1501.

Monoloke 1435.

Montjoie, Montjoux 1340.

moon 1500—5. 1787. 1792-4-6. 1808-12.

moon's spots 1504.

morgen 1519.

Morgana 1401. 1413.

moss-maidens 1427.

Motte, Frau 1364. 1589.

Mount of Joy 1340.

mouse-making 1628.

mud-spelli (fire) 1540.

mummel (goblin) 1433.

Mundilfori 1373.

Muninn 1333. 1485-0.

Munon 1388.

Munya (lightning) 1406.

Muotes her (furious host) 1589.

Murraue = Holle 1697.

Muses, the 1582-3.

Muss (necessity) 1399.

niick-ros (water-dock) 1429.

nafn-festi (naming-feast) 1328.

Nahanarvali 1,399.

naiad (fountain-sprite) 1406. 1412.

Nainn (dead : a dwarf) 1414,

Nandini (wishing-cow) 1349. 1483. 1570.

Nanna 1357. 1374. 1393.

Napf-hans (goblin) 1434-5.

narren ^fools) cut out 1610.

Narren-Derg (fools' hill) 1489.

narren-schif (fools' ship) 1366.
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Nasceutia (fate) 1738.

NauS (uecessity) 1400. ISOo. 1575-6.

navel-stone, omphalos 153',)-4().

neliel-kappe (cloak of darkness) 1418,

Neccssitas 1400.

Ncckar 14'2«). 1430.

nectar 137().7.

nccd-fire 1404-5. 1739, xiv.

Nehalennia 1405-f).

noij^'hing 1482. 1787.

Nemesis sleeps, wakes 15G5.

neorxena-wong (paradise) 1544.

Neph (au Egyptian god) 1450.

Nepr (son of O^Ninn) 1874. 1390.

Neptunus 1322. 1333. 1431.

Nereus 1350.

Nerthus 1364.

Nesia 1095.

Nibcluuge-hort 1502.

nichus, nicker, nicor (water-sprite)

1428-;).

nickelmaun 1429.

NrS-hoggr 1537.

Nifl-hel 1537.

night 1521-4.

egese, -eise (-horror) 1353. 1523.

1021.

folk (elves) 1422. 1587-9. 1021.

frau 1021. 1748.

mare 1814.

vole 1()20.

weide (uorn) 1501.

nimbus (a glory) 1379. 1470.

nimidas (groves?) 1479. 1739, vi.

NiiiriNr 1355-0.

niradhi (ocean) 1350.

nis, uisken (boraesprite) 1432.

Nithart (devil) 1009.

niu, ny (new moon) 1503.

nix, uixe (watersprite) 1429.

Noa-tun 1350.

Nobiskratten 158().

nobis-kriig 1005-0.

N()kkvi 1374. -1429.
niinnor, OSin's (valkyrs) 1374.

nork (woodsprite) 1428.

norns (fates) 1428.
North 1297. 1005.

northern lights 1510.
Not (necessity) 1400. 1570.
not-hemd (shirt of proof) 1810-7.

Nott (night) 1481. 1.541.

notten (rubbing needtiro) 1404.

nunien (nod, deity) 1378.

nundin.'o (week) 1323-5.

Nurggel 1428.

n<' (new moon) 1.503.

nymphffi 1401-2.

oaks, holy 1479-80.

Cannes (the sun) 1515.

Oberland, the Smith of, 1290.

odebero (stork) 1486.

Odcn 1320. l.Wl-2-3. 1.591. 1001.
Odens-kiilla (-spring) 1330. 1542-9.
OS-hroerir 15H2.

O^Nin-karl 13:50.

OSinn 1320. 1:500. 1377. 1381. i:W3.
1442. 1491. 15:W. 1011. 1018. 1007.

06inn-da?ll (i/n-genlle) 13J1.
05ins-ve (-temple) l;W0.

odolian (valerian) 1075.

O^Nr 1373.

Oegir 1301. 1460. 1403.

oegi-sandr (sea-.sand) 1301.

Oegis-hialmr (helmet) 1301.

Ofnir (a snake) 1491.

6-freskr (ghost-seer) 1635.

Oggewedol (devil) 1010.

ogre 1428.

r)ku-K'iT 1338.

Olaf 1440.

old one, the 1441. 1002.

Oleg 1591.

ol-gefuar (ale-givers) 1383.

(il-gotze (idol) 1280.

011erus = Ullr l;337-8.

Olympus 1384.

6-minuis-ul (drink of oblivion) 1032.

Onar 1:^03.

Ons-iinger (OiSin's ings) 1330.

Ons-kiilla (OSin's fount) 13:50.

Opfer-bein 1301.

Orcus 1375. 1418. 1428.

( )rgelmir 1441.

Orion 1509.

Ormuzd, Ahmo-mazdAo 1000.

Orva-rodd 1591.

oscillum (models) 1311.

Oska-byr (fair wind) 1333.

Osk-meyjar 13.30.

Osk-opuir l:«0. 1541.

Osna-briick 1291. 1510.

Ostacia (a sorceress) 1()18.

Ostara (Easter) 1371. 1520. 1808, 1810,
Ostar-tac 1357. 1372.

oster-flade, -stuopha (-cakes) 1203-7,
Oswald 1330.

Othin 1280. 1282.

Oti-geba 1309. 1570.

Otos 1440.

Ottarr 1353
Otwurm 1599.

oxen sacriticed 1:302.

Pacolet (a dwarf) 1423. 1020.

Pakuls (devil) 1423.

Pale-born (-spring) 1359.

Palilia 1408.

palm 1755. 1702, lino 69. 1805.

Paltar, Balder 1357.

Pan 1601.

paradise 1544.

Parco) (fates) 1402. 1746.
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paro (temple) 1308-9.

path -crossing, gee angang.
Paulus 1469.

pavaka (fire) 1402. 1468.

Pavor (dread) 1352.

Pedauque 1371.

Pegasus 1483.

pehrkones (ground-ivy, hedge-mustard)
1340.

Peitho (persuasion) 1576.

penas, penates (house-god) 1431.

Penia (poverty) 1576.

Peninus (Jupiter) 1340.

Perahta, Berhta 1368.

Peri-pik (Orion's belt) 1509.

Perkele (devil) 1340.

Perkunas (thunder-god) 1281. 1340-4-5.

1501-3.

perpetual fire 1405.

Perun (thunder-god) 1.339.

Perunika (iris) 1511, 1683.

Peter, St. 1436.

petrifaction 1446.

pfadelat (cake) 1306-7.

pfalfen-kellerin, -wip (priest's wife) 1821.

1860, xxxiv.

pfal-graben (-dike) 1612.

phallus 1354. 1436.

Pbaraildis unguentum 1769.

Phol, Pholes-ouwa, -piunt 1358-9.

Pholes-prunno (-spring) 1359. 1456. 1613.

Piast 1391.

Pious (woodpecker) 1487.

piderit (picklock) 1597.

Pikker 1342.

pileati (priests) 1316.

pilosus 1426.

pilwiz, bilwiz 1423.

Piper, Pippe kong 1413.

Pita-maha (Brahma) 1290.

pixy 1409. 1431.

plague 1667.

Pleiades 1509.

plica Polonica 1419.

plough carried about 1366.

Pluto 1323. 1328. 1538.

Plutus 1575. 1599.

Poghoda (weather) 1573.

Pchjan's daughter 1511. 1625.

Pohjola 1501.

PoinG (plague) 1667.

pol-graben (-dike) 1612.

Pollux 1390.

polter-geist (noisy sprite) 1432.
Polyphemus 1439. 1440-2.

Poppo (a hero) 1393.

porperuna (rain-maker) 1458.
Poseidon (Neptune) 1542.

possessed 1609.

poster-nights 1467.

Potrirapus 1299.

potz ! (for Gottes) 1285.

Poulpikan (an elf) 1433.

precari (pray) 1293-4.

Precht, Berhta 1762.

Priapus 1354.

priest's wife 1821. 1860, xxxiv.

primsignaz 1279.

Pripegala 1354.

Prometheus 1451. 1462.

proof against shot, steel 1631.

Proserpina 1323. 1538. 1558.

Proteus 1436.

przipolnica, pshipolnica 1601.

Psyche 1545.

Ptah 1450.

puk, puki (homesprite) 1431.

Pulch (woodsprite) 1360.

Pulloineke, Pulhoidchen 1359.

pump-hut (goblin) 1433-4.

pygmffii 1415. 1420.

pyssling (dwarf) 1412.

ra (sprite) 1407. 1431.

rabat (goblin) 1433.

racketing sprite 1432.

Radbod 1280.

riidels-fiihrer (wheel-bearer) 1348.

Eadost (joy) 1340. 1544. 1620.

ragin (deity) 1291-2.

Eagirist 1867. 1869.

ragna-rokr (twilight of gods) 1541.

Eiihus (demon) 1501.

rai (paradise) 1544.

rainbow 1510-1. 1550. 1801. 1845.

rain-making 1342. 1458.

rajani (night) 1541.

rakshasa (giant) 1440.

rakud, reced (temple) 1312.

Ean 1374.

rauch-fihs (Whitsun sluggard) 1533.

rauch-nacht 1758. 1767, line 219:

Eedbeard 1418.

redbreast 1490.

p€7a (easily) 1378.

Eekan (Attila's wife) 1364,

relics 1666.

religio 1313.

Eeto = Krodo 1352.

Ehea's bath 1365.

ribhus 1410.

Eigr 1361.

Eindr 1363-4.

Eisa-land 1442.

Eobigo 1424.

Eobin goodfellow, E. Hood 1432.

rodor (sky) 1498.

roggen-mome (corn-spectre) 1424.

rose-garden 1415. 1544.

roses, to laugh r. 1682.

Eota 1404.

rowan-tree 1682.

Eiibezahl (woodsprite) 1425.

ruhe-wisch 1789, no. 296.
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Eulla, Rylla 1807-'J.

Rumour loMO.

Ruinpelstilt 14H;}.

runes 1:^18. 1088-'.).

Kuuze (a giant) 1448.

Buprecht, knecht 1432. 14;^(;.

sacrifice 1297. 1304.

sacrificial vessels 1304.

Sre-fuKel 1717.

Sffilde (fortune) ir)fi4—9.

Sajlde's wheel, niessenRcr, horn 1508-9.
Sremingr (sou of OSiu) 1373. 1390.
Sa>tere ICOl.

Saga 1377.

sahs-luz7;o 1017.

Sahsnut 1351.

sal (hall, temple) 153G.
salg-ofnir 1485.

S;ili(la (well-being) 15G4—9.

salt 1(119.

Sampo 1582.

Samr 1390.

Sand-Jack, Sand-Peter (death) 1555.
Santanu 1405.

Sarrasins 1444.

Satan KiOl.

Saturn 1325. 1302-3.

Satyavratas 1453.

satyr 1411.

sau-arsch, sau-kegel (whirlwind) 1371.
1470.

San-reussel (devil) 1G04.
Savelios, rJXios, sol 1499.
saviti], veroi (rain) 1342.
Saxneat 1351. 1715.
scaturnir 1303.

Sceaf 1391. 1719-20. 1723.
sceffara (fate) 1399.
Sceldwa 1722-4. 1731.

Schalks-berg (rogue's hill) 1441.
schate bar (sliade supplied) 1042.
Schellen-nioritz, Shelly-coat 1435.
schelme (plague) 1060.
schem-bart, schemen (mask) 1436.
Schilbunc 1391. 1731-2.

Schlemihl's shadow 1013.
schlenz 1810, no. 812.

schmagostern 1457.
Schnellerts (a .spectre) 1591.
schon-bart 1300. 1430.
pchrat (woodsprite) 1424. 1763, line 85.
pchriitzel (woodsprite) 1410. 1424-5.
schrawaz 1425.

schreck-stein (stone of fear) 1084.
Scilfingas 1391.

scocca (demon) 1000.
scoriingr (valkyr) 1403-4.
Scrawunc (weather-giant) 1473.
scniz (woodsprite) 1424-5.
Scyld 1724.

Segard (Brynhild's castle) 1404.

Segunion, .Mars 1391.
seiSr (magic) 1010-8.

self done, self have 1411. 1013.
Sclp-hart 1575.
Semele 1538.

Sessrymuir (Freyja's hall) 1373.
seven-league boots 1509.

Rgon-auuken (dwarfs) 1411.
shadow lost 1013.

shamir (rock-blasting plant) 1598.
Shelly-coat (goblin) 1435.

sliield-maiden 1397. 1403-4.
shi]) carried about 1365-G.
ship of fools 1360.

shoulder-blade inspected 163G-7. 1704,
line 120. 1775-0.

shooting star 1500. 1801.

shower-man (god of rain) 1342.
Shrove-fire 1408.

SiiN-grani (OSiuu) 1729.
Siegfried 1599.

sieve-turning 1635.
Sif 1348.

Sigelot 1393.

Sigewunsc 1330.

Sigi (son of OcSinn) 1390. 1729-30.
Siguild 1404.

Sigor (victory) 1574.

Sigrdrifa 1403.

Sigrhufuudr (OiNinn) 1328.
Sigrlami (sou of O^Ninn) 1390,
SigrlSr 1373.

sigstein (stone of victory) 1568. 1686.
1763, line 89.

Sigtunir (OSin's dwelling) 1,328.

SigurSr 1387. 1395. 1403-5. 1540. 1591-
9. 1730.

sihle (titmouse) 1642.
sihora, sire, sir 1292.
silvanus (forest-god) 1392. 1426.
Sindbad 1447.

Sindgund 1373.

sin-tlut (Deluge) 1452.
sjo-mor (watersprite) 1431.
SkaSi 1338. 1355-6. 1373. 1383.
skald 1581.

skani 1602.

skiald-mey (shield-maiden) 1403.
Ski:SblaMnir 1355-6. 1570.
Skilfingr 1391.

Skln-faxi 1481.

Skioldr 1443. 1724. 1731.
skiptungr (changeling) 1421.
skog-snerte (woodsprite) 1428.
skogs-ra (woodsprite) 1427.
skiirilngr (valkyr) 1403-4.

skratti (woodsprite, giant) 1425.
slag-ruta (divining rod) 1598.
Sleep 1575.

sleeping-thorn 1674.
slegel (cudgel, divining rod) 1598.
Sleipnir (OtJin's horse) 1335. 1481.
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Smertis, Smrt (death) 15G0.

smoke-offerings 1304.

snake 1490-1-2.

sneezing 1116-7.

snow 1313. 1573.

snow-chikl 1582.

sobotka (midsummer fire) 146S.

S()ckmimir 1392.

Sol (Latin) 1322. 1499. 1753.

Sol (ON.) 1373.

solsatire (sunset) 1513.

solstice 1466.

soothsaying 1635-6. 1775.

sorcerer 1614 ; sorceress 1617.

souche de noel (yule-log) 1839.

sower, the evil 1820.

sow's dung, tail 1371.

Spange 1574.

spiders 1497-8.

spiel-hansel (Jack-player) 1442. 1560.

spirit, ghost, geist 1407.

spitting, a defence from magic 1633.

spring-wurzel 1597.

Sretia (fortune) 1571.

Sri (fortune) 1567.

stab-wurz (southern-wood) 1678.

Stampho, Stempo 1370.

Starka'Sr 1540. 1582.

stars 1505—10. 1802.

Stempe 1370.

stendel (nightmare) 1419.

Stepcheu (goblin, devil) 1482.

Steuble (ignis fatuus) 1801.

stone, turning into 1446.

stonecrop 1779, no. 60.

stor-y-unkare 1340.

Strakh (terror) 1353.

striga (witch) 1618.

Stroli-ars 1366

stroking (by a witch) 1632.

subterraneans 1415. 1451-2. 1862.

Suevo monte 1390.

Sumar 1526.

Sumar-li'iSi 1484.

Summer and Winter, brothers 1531.

Sun 1499 ; sun-fair, -glad 1514.

sun's well 1499.

sune-wende, sun-giht (solstice) 1466.

sune-wend fires 1467.

Sunna 1373.

sunna-felt (elysium) 1544.

superventa (omen) 1638.

sure bridge, sure death 1550-8.

Suryas (sun) 1499.

Surtr 1540.

su-stert, sow-tail (devil) 1471.

Suttungr 1447. 1582.

Suvantolainen 1469.

SvaSil-fari (a horse) 1446.

Svafnir (a snake) 1331. 1491.

Svafr-lami (OSin's grandson) 1390.

Svalr (sun's shield) 1500.

Svantevit 1352.

Svart-alfa-heim 1410.

Svart-hofSi (a giant) 1441.

SviSur 1327.

Svipdagr, Swefdfpg 1357. 1717. 1730.

swan-knight 1725-6 n.

sword-magic 1635. 1774.

sword-spell 1761, line 31.

Syn 1374.

S.tr (Freyja) 1373.

Syritha 1373.

Tastwa 1722-4.

taivas (sky) 1349.

talamasca (mask, spectre) 1585-6.

tauewezel (spasms) 1660.

Tanfaua 1312. 1365.

Tauhauser 1590.

tann-gniostr (tooth-gnashing) 1347.

Taranis (thunderer) 1339.

Taranucnus 1339.

Tarnodurum 1339.

taterman (goblin) 1432.

Tchert (devil) 1540.

Tell 1393.

Temjjer 1370.

temperie (medicine) 1652.

Tempestu 1627.

Tepentiren (a goblin) 1433.

Termagant 1334.

Terror 1352.

Tharapila 1311. 1488.

thegathon 1810.

Theuth (god of rain) 1334.

Thiassi, fiixzi 1362.

thief's helmet 1418 ; thumb 1624.

ThiJck (a giantess) 1448.

Thorger^r 1818.

Thor-ketill, Durcytel 1347.

Thorr 1280-3. 1323. 1377-8. 1442. 1507.

1728.

Thors-reia (thunder) 1388.

Thor-steinn 1809. 1686.

Thraetaono 1837.

Thri'Si (third) 1337.

I'rol'jan (initiate) 1815.

Thrii'Sgelmir 1441.

ThruSr 1315. 1348. 1404.

Thrymr (a giant) 1441.

Thunar, Th6rr 1338.

thunder 1845, no. 61.

thunder-bolt, -stone 1686.

Thuros (god of war) 1349.

thurs (giant) 1437-8.

Thursday 1348-9.

tibr (sacrifice) 1299.

Tiermes (thunder-god) 1338-9.

Timp-hiite (homesprite) 1434.

Tina 1850.

tiodute ! 1350.

Tityos 1440.

Tive-hark tied on 1675.
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Tivisco 1319.

toatl 14y'2-H.

loadstone 168(5.

tomte (hoino.spritc) 1431.

Toidenveir 1338. 1345.

tor-dou (thunder) 1338.

tord-wifel (duuybcetle) 14y4-5.

Toril 1347.

Toro 134-2.

Toxaris 1G4',).

tranced UYlij.

transformation 1G30-1.

transmigration 1548.

Tras (tremor) 1353.

tr^ba (sacrifice) 1298.

trees, marriage of 1479.

trefue 1841, no. 28.

Trempe 1370.

Tri-glava 1505.

TpiKv/xia (third wave) 1461.

Trismegistos 1334.

Tristan 1448.

TpiTo-yeveLa 1337.

troll, troll (spectre) 1439. 1621.

troll skot 1471.

Tror 1388.

Trotula 1650.

trnd, trute 1419.

true as day, as death 1512. 1558.

truge-tiefel 1419.

Triit-muut 1448.

Tuisco 1349. 1388. 1733.

Tumbo, the holy 1441.

Tuonela (hades) 1555.

tuonen koira (dragon fly) 1555.

turilas, Turisas 1437-8. 1495.

turse, tiirse (giant, devil) 1438. 1447.

Tutosel, 1588.

Typhoeus 1542.

Tyr, Tiw, Zio 1350-3.

Tyrrhenians 1438. 1444.

ubarfangilri (devil ?) 1602.

udde-hatt (cap of darkness) 1332.
Ugarthilocus 1607.

uhta (earlv dawn) 1518-9.

Ukko 1342. 1449. 1686.

ulf-he5iun (were-wolf) 1630.
lillerken 1415.

Ulli 1414.

Ullr 1337-8. 1.359. 1442.

unchristened 1586-9. 1817.

Un-fuoge (indecorum) 1374.

un-gehiure 1407. 1585.

un-gethiim (monster) 1407.

un-holda, un huld 1602. 1769.

Un-saelde (ill-luck) 1572.

Urban 1413.

UrSar-brunnr 1399.

Urian (devil) 1602.

ur-lac, or-log (destiny) 1560-1.

urolainen (beetle) 1495.

VOL. IV.

ur-teufcl 1602.

Utchaisravas (steed of Day) 1512.

vadanas 1327.

VaSgelmir 1540.

vffitt, viL'ttr (wight, elf) 1407.

vafr-logi ((juivering llamo) 158(5.

vaihts, wiht (elf) 1407.

Yala (prophetess) 1398-9. 1618.

villant (devil) 1452. 1602.

vAlantinne (she- devil) 1399.

Vala-skialf 1328.

Valentin (a horse) 1482.

ValhoU 1542-3. 1.593.

valkyria 1403. 1458. 1.542.

valr (the fallen in fight) 1328.

Viils 1391.

vampire 1586.

Vana-dis 1398.

Vanir 1356.

vassogalate (temple) 1312.

Vasukis (king of .^snakes) 1492.

viitte-lys (fairy lights) 1(587.

ve, weoli (temple) 1308.

Vecha 1650.

V^cher (evening) 1372.

Vegdeg, WiBgdffig 1730.

Veg-tamr (OSinn) 1713.

Veleda 1399.

Velnies 1606.

Vendels-rot tied on 1675.

Veneris, capillus l(i71.

Venus 1400. 1415. 1531.

Venus Mount 1590.

Veorr (Thorr) 1347.

ver sacrum 1532-3.

Vergiline (Pleiades) 1508.

Ver-goden-deel strilsz (reapers' ofifering)

1364.

Vertumnus 1406.

Vesua (spring) 1372.

Vespera 1372.

Vestralpus, Vestri 1417.

vettar (wights, elves) 1407. 1838, no.

162.

vetula 1737.

Victoria 1403.

victory, stoneof 1568. 1686, 1763, line89.

Victovali 1407.

Vi'Sarr 1545.

Videvut 132(5.

ViSrir (OSinn) 1333. 1473. 1582.

Vielona (god of souls) 15(50. 1584 5.

vigadeino (tribulus) 1679. 1682.

Viga-guS (war-god) 1350.

Vig-ri«r (battle-field) 1541.

Vila (fairy sister) 1406. 1470. 1595. 1(571

Vih, Vilir 1337.

Vilkinus 1392.

vince Luna ! (win, Moon) 1740.

Vind-alfr 1417.

Vind-heim 1469.

R K
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Vindler (Heimi5allr) 1361,
Vingiiir 1339 u. 1729.
Ylno;-torr 1347. 1729.
Vishnu 1484.

Visvakariua 1452.
Voland, junker (devil) 1603.
voleucel 1359.
^'ollarc 1609.
Yulos 1336.

Volot (a giant) 1439.
Volsunge 1391.
vulu-leiSi (vala's tomb) 1618.
Vor (faith) 1374. 1385.
vorkiekers (foreseers) 1634-5.
vorwitz (presumption) 1471.
Vulcanus 1322. 1410. 1435. 1456,
Vuodan 1326-7.

Vut 1326.
vuit 1327.

Wiial-riiter (nightmare) 1419.
wadel, wadal (lunar phases) 1819.
Avahr (true) 1512. 1558.
waidelot (priest) 1317.
Wiiinamoinen 1378. 1441. 1453. 1462-9.

1511. 1582-3.
wake, tree ! 1479. wake, Fortune ! 1575.
Waladamarca 1399.
Walariuna 1693.
Walburgis-night 1619-20. 1781-3. 1799.

1805. 1812-9. 1824.
Walburg's fire 1466.
wald-frau (forest woman) 1405.
wald-singer 1490.
walks, wanders (of a ghost) 1585.
wal-rider (nightmare) 1419.
walt-mau (wild man) 1426.
wait-miune (wood-wife) 1406. 1426.
^Vaudel-muot (fickleness) 1369.
wauno-weho (sparrow-hawk) 1487.
Wartburg war of poets 1583.
wasser-liiss (water sprite) 1429. 1430.
Wate 1392.

water-bird (sluggard) 1459.
kel23ie, -mom 1429.
saints 1473.

Watzmann (a giant) 1446.
Waude, Waudl-gaul 1336.
wax-figures 1628. 1637. 1761. 1772.
weasL'l 1639.

weather-cock 1485.

lords (Paul, John) 1469.
witch 1627.

wechsel-balg (changeling) 1421. 1777.
Weckolter, Fniu (juniper) 148U.
wedtl (lunar phase) 1819.
^Vedki 1-299.

week, days of the 1323—6.
WegdoDg 1729-30.
wege-warte (plantain) 1547.
weichsel-zopf (plica) 1419.
Weidewut 1326.

weise (orphanus) 1685.
weise frau 1398. 1405-6.
wcis-hexeu 1615.
weles, weMkas (ghosts) 1546. 1584. 1595
Welf (whelp) 1391.
Welnas (god of souls) 1560.
Wendel-muot (fickleness) 1309.
wendil-meri (ocean) 1460.
Wensco 1330.
were-wo]f 1629-30. 1746. 1826.
Westerfalcna 1717.
wester-barn 1586.

hemd (chrism-cloth) 1811.
mane 1503.
wat (child's caul) 1570. 1586.

Westralp 1417.
wetter-giogo (salamander) 1346.

leich (lightning) 1343.
stein (thunderbolt) 1344.

wheel of fortune 1567-8.
wheel-burning 1467-8.
wheel-rolhng 1348. 1371.
whirlwind 1798-9. 1847.
white lady 1318. 1371. 1401. 1571. 15<J5.
wicke-weib (witch) 1809.
Widu-kiud 1406.
widu-minna 1406.
Wielant 1392.
wih, weoh (temple) 1308.
wiht, wight (elf) 1407.
wild fire 1464.
wild host, hunt 1587.
wildiu wip 1405-6. 1426.
wil-salda (fate) 1561.
wind 1846.

Windis-prut (whirlwind) 1470.
wind-selling 1473-4. 1742-4. 1762, line 65.
Wintar 1529. 1531.
Winter-troll 1429.
Wipune 1583.

wise-woman 1398. 1405.
Wish 1328. 1422-3.

wishing-gear, etc., see wuuschel.
wisod (sacrifice) 1298.
witch, see hexe.
Wittich 1392.
wizago, wizard 1615. 1748-9.
wizod (sacrifice) 1298.
Wodan 1326-8. 1526.
Wode 1417. 1556. 1587.
VVodenes-weg 1334.
Wodens-torp 1335.
Woden-tungel (-star) 1336.
Wodes-heer (-host) 1327.
Woens-let (-lith, -limb) 1337.
Woldan 1327.
wolf, she-wolf (valkyr) 1404
Wolf-bizo 1645.
wolf-riding 1618.
Wolkcn-burg 1544.
woman reverenced 1396.
wood-pecker 1598.
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wood-wife, .«('(• wftklfrau, holzwcib.

wooil-wose (satyr) 1426.

wool, wrapt in KiHCi.

Worblestriiksken 1413.

wuilewiisa, wmlewicht (satyr) 142(j.

wudu-ma-r (echo) 1412-3.

wiietendes beer (furious bost) 1587.

wiiet-Rusz 13'J0.

wiillekes-locker (dwarf's caves) 1415.

wulpin, wylpen (valkyr) 1404.

Wiiuschelburg 1330.

wiinschel-dingc (wishing-gear) 1384.

Kfrte, -ruthe (-rod) 1')'JS.

hut (-hat) 1.JG9.

wunder-blume 1590-7.

wunderer (wonder-worker) 1591. 1614.

wunuilo (paradise) 1544.

Wuusch (wish) 132S. 1422-3.

Wuotan 1326-8. 1471.

Wuotilguz 1390. 1469.

wurin-garten, -sal (hell) 1540.

AVurd, Wurt, Wyrd (destiny) 1399.

Wnsc-freii 1330.

Yama (death) 1378.

Ygt^drasil 1331. 1536.

Yggr 12SS. 1331. 1347. 1582.

Ymir 1442.

Yngvi, Ingui 1717-8. 1734.

yrias 1740, xxiv.

yule-clog 1826.

Zeus 1327. 1333-4. 1337-9. 1343. 1377.

1414. 1429. 14.58. 1469. 1471-4.

1539. 1560-1.

ziefer (sacrifice) 1299.

Zies-burc (Augsburg) 1350.

Zio 1471.

Zisa, Csia 1372.

zit-vogel (time-bird) 1488.

zloto-baba 1290.

zwerg, zwergin (dwarf) 1409. 1861.

Zygaiuer (gipsies) 1775.

UuUcr J: Tanner, The S«lwooU Priutlag Worlu, Fromc, and Lond»».
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